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BELLE OF "WABASH.

The Thoroughbred Dam of The Moor—Import-
ance of this Great Outeross for the

Hambletonian Family.

In looking over the interesting and instructive pages of

Volume VI, of Bruce's American Stud Book, it is with pleas-

ure students of trotting-horse statistics find on almost every

page the names of some sires and dams that have become very

familiar to them during the past five years, proving that

Wallace's Register and Bruce's Stud Book are becoming more

inseparable to all who are striving to keep pace with the

times. The introduction of thoroughbred mares, and mares

by thoroughbred sires, into the harems of our largest and

most progressive stock farms for the purpose of having good

" foundation stock," from which Alcyones, Palo Altos, Nut-

woods and Mambrino Patchens would come to sire speed, or

-mares like Alma Mater, Dame Winnie, Columbine, Jessie

Pepper, to produce speedy sons and daughters, has become an

almost universal one.

The time is fast approaching for horse breeders to link the

pedigrees of known trotting sires to those which are recognized

by devotees of the running turf as mares which are related to

the most famous ones that ever faced a starter. Leland Stan-

ford was considered by men of the Wallace creed to be verg-

ing on the borders of insanity when he secured the dams of

some of the most famous thoroughbreds to mate with the son

of Hambletonian and Green Mountain Maid. His success

surprised his narrow-minded critics and the number of choice

broodmares on his farm which have made themselves great

by their produce, far exceeds thai of any other farm in

the world. His example has been followed by many

breeders, and we venture to predict that, with few exceptions)

every stock farm in America will, before ten years, have a

few reliable thoroughbred mares added to the galaxy of trot-

ting matrons, and that their produce will in no way be dimmed

by the lustre of those that come from their more or less ple-

bian companions.

When the foremost trotting horsemen in America, such as

Monroe Salisbury, of Pleasanton, C. J. Hamlin, of Buffalo,

Miller & Sibley, of Franklin, Pennsylvania, besides Orrin A.

Hickok, A. McDowell, W. Maben, and a score of other

famous drivers, believe that the right kind of thoroughbred

blood is an essential quality in our fast trotters, the turn of

the tide in favor of " hot blood " cannot be stepped.

Breeders of trotters are more willing to learn than they

were ten years ago ; for the old-time ideas they entertained

about how to breed so as to get a 2:30 performer, have been

substituted by the demands of the hour for 2:05 performers

;

so back to the registered thoroughbreds they are going for the

foundation instead of the great unknown trotting phenomen-

ons that flashed, meteor-like, across the horizon and left

other mark upon their pathway but the remembrance of

their brightness. Seekers after great trotting stock, bred to

these great "orphans" that had speed without the other

requisites we are now looking for individuality, color,

size and disposition. They would not breed to those horses

now. No matter how fast a horse can trot or pace, if he has no

known sire and whose dam was not noted for any of the

much-sought-for characteristics in a broodmare, breeders will

not mate their choice mares to him. In this, they show their

wisdom. Look, if you will, at the list of successful sires of

speed. Do not stop when you see what their sires are, but ask

about their dams. There never was a sire of great speed that

did not have a great mother, i. e. she was noted for courage,

nervous energy, good limbs and that "whalebone" character-

istic which every true lover of good horses recognizes at once

in a mare. It is unnecessary to review the long list of ma-

trons of wonderful trotters and pacers, as well as sires of

speedy ones, to ascertain the validity of this statement.

The greatness of one mare whose name appears in the last

volume of Bruce's stud book, page 221, appeals so strongly to

me that I cannot resist the temptation of expatiating upon

her merits. Her pedigree has been hidden beneath a cloud

of doubt for years, but, thanks to that tireless, enthusiastic

and indefatigable del ver after the truth, Roe Reisingei Esq.,

of Franklin, Vennago county, Pennsylvania, the false pedi-

gree of this mare Belle of Wabash, as published by J. H.

Wallace, has at last been rectified and placed in itB true

light. Before giving details of her son, The Moor, I will

show the pedigree of his dam as it reads in Wallace's Register,

Vol. IV, page 63, which is as follows, and, following it, is

the revised and corrected pedigree :

"Belle ofWabash, by Copperbottom Colt, son of Copperbottom,
from| Kentucky ;

grandam said to be by Vermont Black Hawk 5,

Bred by tbe late Geo. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, Wis., owned by L. J.

Rose, Sunny Slope, Los Angeles, Cal. Died in 1875. Record, 2:37."

In volume VI of Bruce's stud book, page 221

:

Belle of Wabash, blk mare, foaled 1852, bred by Daniel

Weisiger, then of Vermilion county, Indiana, afterwards of

Victoria, Texas ; owned by G. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, Wis.
By Bassinger, son of Lieut. Bassinger.

First dam The William mare, by imp. William IV.
Second dam Mary Punch, by Marylander.
Third dam Kate, by Tuckahoe.
Fourth dam by imported Pantaloon, by Herod.
Fifth dam Major Bradley Bean's Maria, by imp. Punch, son of

Herod.

PRODUCE.

1S67-B1 c The Moor, by Clay Pilot (trotter).

1868—Bl f by Bald Chief, (trotter) died.
1870—Br or blk c by Kentucky Clay Jr. (trotter).

1871—Br f Belle Stevens, by Bald Chief.
1873—B f by Bald Chief (trotter).

1874—Blk f by Victor, son of Bald Chief.
Died at Oronomowoc, Wis., owned by H. C. McDowell, to whom

Mr. Stevens sold her
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Mr. Weisiger owned her sire, Bassinger, and his dam, and

in 1853, according to Mr. Reisinger, this breeder exhibited

at the Indiana State Fair, Bassinger (known also as Young
Bassinger),- Belle of Wabash, Sir William (full brother to

Belle of Wabash, then a suckling) and the William IV mare.

Mr. Reisinger has promised to send a complete account of

how this pedigree was established.

Belle of Wabash's pedigree is something for veteran race-

goers and lovers of good, old-fashioned race horses to chuckle

over. There never was a mare in this country bred in

stronger lines. In her veins flowed the blood of unbeaten

American Eclipse, conqueror of Henry, Sir Walter, Lady

Lightfoot and other supposed invincibles. Through imp.

Tranby the Belle of Wabash gets the Blacklock blood that is

supposed to have given Ormonde, Isonomy, Voltigeur and

scores of other celebrities much of their excellence. Imp.

Tranby sired in this country the dam of the " Pocahontas of

America," the world-renowned Levity, to whom trace our

most famous racers, among the number Salvator, Luke Black-

burn, Volturno, Duke of Montrose and Elias Lawrence.

Levity was a half-sister to the no less celebrated Vandal.

Then there is the blood of Smolensko, winner of the Derby

and Two Thousand Guineas in England ; Tuckahoe, whose

sister was the dam of our much-beloved old Boston ; High-

flyer's greatest son, Sir Peter ; Thornton's Rattler, brother

to Sumpter, tracing to the famous imp. De Lancey Cub mare;

Whisker blood, received through Tesane, and traces several

times to imp. Castianira, dam of Sir Archy, " the Godolphin

Arabian [of America." There is an astonishing number of

crosses of the first Derby-winner, imp. Diomed, among other

excellent sires. Therefore, it is not strange that no route was

too long for the Belle of Wabash, and that her descendants

have the steely, clean-cut limbs of her royally-bred ancestors.

The impression which L. J. Rose had regarding the thor-

oughbred theory of her breeding, as advanced by him in

1888, in his history of The Moor, is proven to be correct,

and, on this account, is worthy of repetition, as follows :

(1 When I bought him his breeding was given as by Clay

Pilot, dam Belle of Wabash, by Bassinger—'Bassinger being

quite or nearly thoroughbred. That the breeding of the

Belle of Wabash (as gben by Mr. Geo. C. Stevens, her

owner) by Bassinger was her true pedigree, left no doubt on

my mind for several reasons : First—there being no object,

no sufficient motive, to give anything else except her true

breeding, especially when it is remembered that the new ver-

sion of the breeding of the Belle of Wabash, by Mr. Wallace

in his Trotting Register (Copperbottom and Morgan), is a

much better trotting pedigree for a brood mare than tbe run-

ning-bred horse Bassinger. Second—Mr. Williams, yet re-

siding in Stockton, California, but formerly from Indiana,

where Belle of Wabash was raised, and was trained by him

for some length of time, for he drove her in all or most of

her races, besides worked for the man who owned, claimed

and bred her (a Mr. Wiesiger, who also owned Bassinger,

her claimed sire), also claims that she was by Bassinger.

Unfortunately, Mr. Wiesiger is dead, but that such a man as

Mr. Williams, who has been a trainer and horseman all his

life

—

and it is yet his occupation, should claim this as by

his own personal knowledge to be true ; and having no direct

or indirect interest whatever either for or against this mat-

ter ;
being a man free from theories or hobbies, and believing

that trotting breeding is the best for trotting race horses ; and

accounting for theflightiness and hot-headedness of the Belle

of Wabash in races, on account of her running breeding

—

should say that she is by Bassinger, when the facts are other-

wise, is hard to believe. And Third—The greatest stumbling

block to me is the form of the mare.

She was a black mare, about sixteen hands high, a long, a
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might be termed a leggy mare. H*r co. r was very

^norland tine, no hair aboutfiat fejlocks,* . rathersmn

for hersire, and legs cleanWither deer-like that is small ,

nd tine; her I

"id her h
,

e:ui 0I Peculia/ !

and roundm rehead and not very broad,
,

inperiuc in from sMes.W back, almost making a dish pro-
,

f muzzle, lips and nostril that leant

j 10 a Morgan or ;Copperbottom

r lea^i i „,. . >e belonging to either

trolling family, pure and simple; but have

n tUch forms id thoroughbreds or their immediate]

ndants,and have never seen il in any other ,

i»**d of horse-. For myself, I would prefer the pedigree a« i

"-.von bv Mr Wallace, and 1 know that the pedigree, as given
,

hr him' is not without careful inquiry, and his honest con-
• and his informant may

have mixed up this mare with some other. At any rate,

either Mr William- or Mr. Wallaces' informant is mistaken,

and alth.iu.'h I have seen Mr. Williams repeatedly and talked

the matter over with him, also telling him about the new

version of the Belle of Wabash's pedigree, yet he has never

been shaken or varied his story. Then, too, the form of the

mire I have critically examined, and 1 mav claim much ex-

..f horses, fori have owned

them and raced them. All this makes it almost impossible

at to accept, without doubt, the better pedigree, if '

tae, and go against all evidence as known and seen by

tuvselt'. There is, however, one important agreement, that

i^": that Belle wasa m3re of more than ordinary capacity as

i trotter, and no doubt the most important factor in this

lrmn?mitling power of breeding on with increased momentum
lined in the pedigree of Clay Pilot, or the Clay and

roes, both remarkable in their prepotency. Yet there

is another quality which, experience teaches me, is not so

uniform as the disposition to trot in the Clays, and that the

dam has a marked intluence on that quality, thai is, endur-

ance, game, slaying qualities. I may claim that Beautiful

BelU. Alcazar and others of the get of Sultan had that quality

- marked degree; in fact, I never saw theganieness

)ed by Alcazar equaled, for he can trot a sixth heat

tan a first. Inall his races, and some very trying and

severe ones, I never saw him scarcely open his nostrils. For

this reason it becomes an interesting inquiry where this game-

imes from. That it comes from the Belle of Wabash

is a reasonable certainty; for Clay Pilot was noted for his

ppeed, but not for his gameness, whereas Belle of Wabash had

nation of no road being too long for her. She started

in a ten mile race with Gypsy Queen and Capt. McGowan,
withdrawn at the end of the seventh mile, not by

if being tired, but for the reason that it was dangerous

lo win the race, on account of a rough element present that

had bet heavily on the race."

Mr. Weisiger who bred the Belle of Wabash to the

itallion, Clay Pilot, and got the black horse which

he named "The Moor,'' builded better than be knew for it

ist the line to produce the proper type of a sire. Clay

Pilot was a bay horse foaled 1802,the property of Col. Christ-

opher A. Morgan, of Cincinnati, Ohio. He was sired by

N eaves' Cassias M. Clay Jr. ison of Cassius M. Clay), dam
Lady Pilot, a catch filly, sire unknown; second dam Kate
1 grandam of the great Almont), by Pilot Jr. 12; third dam by

Uray E igle ;
fourth dam by Bertrand

;
'ifth dam by Diomed.

He was purchased by George C. Stevens, of Milwaukee
(owner of Belle of Wabash) and then sold to Randolph
Huntington, Rochester, New York. Died 1SS9.

The first horses ever brought across the plains on the cars

was the consignment purchased by L. J. Rose from Geo. C.

:

.
Milwaukee, in 1869, and consisted of the two-year-

old black colt The Moor (son of Clay Pilot 93 and Belle of

Wabash), five yearlings, Minnehaha, Barbara and Over-

land all by Bald Chief, son of Alexander Bay Chief.

Thr=e youngsters were trained and all showed speed and
every one showed that the 2:30 mark wasnot their limit of

speed.

The most prominent among the colts and the one whose
name will live long as trotters will be known, is the black

Htallion The Moor, hut his greatness does not overshadow
thai of Minnehaha, the dam of Beautiful Bells, 2:29] (the

premier broodmare on the Pr.lo Alto Stock Farm) ; Sweet-
heart, 2:22$; Eva, 2:23* ; Alcazar, 2:20}; San Gabriel,

raee,2 26 .

The Moor, as a sire, had limited opportunities, and as he
died at an early age, did not leave over fifty colts out of all

kin I- of mares, yet he probably got a larger percentage of fast

- than any other stallion of his time that sired as

as he. The characteristics of his progeny were dis-

tinguishable from those of every other sire that came to

•ast; and now that the pedigree of his dam is so firmly

iahed, their quality of bone, strength of tendons, great

ta energy, perfect joints and feet, can all be account-

The value of Clay blood when blended with that of the
{bored is acknowledged by all horsemen. On every

r :iit.iition is called to this "happy nick," and even in

the individual excellence of The Moor, w a sire, all students
and gameness have a most striking ex-

ample.
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i<T, Atatatiu, is lo ad hand >me in the
of the San Mateo Stock Farm. She is the dam of

Othello, 2:23| and AtalantaWilkes, 2:29}. Although not as for-

tunate as her illustrious sister in having her produce live, yet

every one that has been bandied for speed gave evidence of

being very fast.

Mabel, the other sister to Beautiful Bells, is at Kancho del

Paso, but so far has had but one to enter the 2:30 list, Johnny
Hay ward. 2:26, the horse that broke all trotting records on

the Hawaiian Islands on the 11th ofJune.
The Moor only lived eight years and left but few sons that

are known as sires. The Sultan, 2:24, Del Sur, 2:24, and

Grand Moor being the only ones that have any representa-

tives in the 2:30 list, they having thirty-six trotters and
three pacers. His daughters, viz., Beautiful Bells, 2:29*,

Atalanta, Mabel, Sable, Madam Baldwin, Rosetta, May
Sproule, Gertrude and Inez, 2.30, being the dams of eighteen

in the 2:30 list.

The pure gait and natural speed possessed by the descend-

ants of The Moor are characteristics which have caused own-

ers to have them trained at an early age
;

while

the flint-like limbs, strong constitutions, combined with great

nerve force, have fitted them to train on and lower their'rec-

ords very perceptibly every year. There is another proof of

the prepotency of The Moor, and that is the way he controlled

color as well as gait. In his litt'e list of six performers

nothing but bays, browns or blacks appear. Del Sur never

sired a gray, neither did the Grand Moor, while Sultan with

his long list of thirty-four 2:30 performers has but one gray

(Center, 2.29*), and one chestnut (Sultandin, 2:29J) ;
the

rest are bays, blacks or browns.

Hisdaughters,which are known as dams, have produced but

one gray and that one is the gelding, Johnny Hayward and
be came from the Poscora Hayward family, which traced to

that game trotting daughter of the Morse Horse, Grey Lize

or Peanuts as she was usually called.

Alcazar, 2:203, by Sultan, has seven trotters in the 2:30 and
of these but one (Bric-a-Brac, 2:28o) is gray, the rest are

bays.

Stamboul, the strongest color controller of all, has fifteen

trotters and all are bays but one, and she is black (Murtha,

2:18). Bred to Oakland Maid, 2:22 a mare whose dam was

gray and she is gray and all her other colts are gray, pro-

duced a bay colt with black points.

Having now shown what color controllers The Moors are,

it is as interesting to learn a few facts about the speed that has

been shown by the descendants of theblack stallion.

Beginning with Sultan, the stallion which passed away last

year at Cynthiana; he has out of thirty-one trotters and
OLe pacer, six in the 2:20 list, including Stamboul, 2:07* and
one pacer, Saladin, but he is a wonder, for his record is 2:05 f,

and before the snow covers the mountains, his owner states

he will be closer to the two-minute mark than any stallion

that ever lived.

Sultan has six sons that are the sires of twenty-seven 2:30

performers, while nine of his daughters are the dams of eleven

2:30 performers, including such performers as Regal Wilkes,

2-M'i; Muta Wilkes, 2:11; Red Heart, 2:19 and Glendine,

2:20.

A writer in speaking of Sultan in 1889, said :
" He is one

of the most remarkable horses of the day. He is fourteen

years old, and has until the last three years had limited

opportunities in the stud. He is the sire of a large number
of trotters which have attracted general attention, and by far

the greater number of them are from mares that never pro-

duced speed to any other horse and were by no means first-

class in point of breeding. From Minnehaha he got Alcazar,

2:20] ; Eva, 2:23^ ; Sweetheart, 2:22& ; and from Fleetwing, by
Hambletonian he got Ruby, 2:19$, and the phenomenal $50,-

000 stallion Stamboul, 2:12} ; from a draft mare he got Big
Frank, which has a record of 2:30, and the dams of the other

trotters which he has sired are by such horses as Hiatoga,

Overland, California Dexter, Idol and others which have no

special reputation as sires of speed or of speed-producers. In

fact, everything shows that Sultan is possessed of that subtle

power of speed transmission which makes up the sum total

of the value of a trotting-bred stallion. Had he got no other

horse than Stamboul it would have been sufficient to have

given him a great reputation, for Fleetwing's son is one of

the grandest horses ever foaled, aud has proved himself from
year to year one of the fastest trotters ever before the public.

He has been constantly in the stud, and each year has been,

at the end of a heavy season, put in training and fought out

a series of hard races, many of which he has won, and in all

of which he has acquitted himself honorably. At the end of

last season, when he retired with a record of 2:14|, it was be-

lieved by most horsemen he had reached bis limit, but this

fall we find him on the turf again,and he has already reduced

his record to 2:12}. Stamboul is a trotter of great merit, and
is a sire of trotters."

This prediction regarding Stamboul is as true as the re-

marks about his sire Sultan, for he lowered his record to

2:07'., and is the Mire of fifteen 2:30 performers.

The Grand Moor, foaled 1876, the year after his sire died,

had very limited opportunities in the stud, and has only three

trotters to his credit, Abdol, 2:2S, Myrtle T., 2:27.}, and Sadie

Moor, 2:29A. One of his daughters is the dam of Mustapha,
2:23, and another is the dam of Sidmoor, sire of Marchioness,

2:29.

Looking back to see what Sultan's Bons as sires have done
we see that no pacers are to be found among the progeny
of either Alcazar, 2:20A, or Stamboul, 2:08 J, and these two
campaigners are having families growing up around them
that will add more laurels to their crownB.

Del Sur, 2:24, is the sire of four, two trotters and two pac-

ers San Pedro, 2:141 (pacing, 2:103), Don Tomas, 2:20,

Consin Joe [p), 2:21| and Aimee, 2:24$. He is also the dam
of I he fast pacer Lady II., 2:11V,

.

Alcazar has seven trotters, but as he is only ten years of age
and was bred to only a few mares the first five years of his

life, I look for his 2:30 list togrow considerably from this time
«in.

The Moor's daughters are breeding on, Sable.dam of (Sable

Wilkes, 2:18, Ulee Wilkes, 2:23 and Leo Wilkes, 2:293), was
hri'd tn Poscora llavward and produced Rupee, 2:11, and
Siva, 2:211.

Th e Sproul mare was bred to Sultan, 2:24.and pro-

duced Margaret, 2:22 (dam of Regal, 2:111) and Saltan Jr.,

Hire of Lindale and she is the dam of Lyuwood that got a

record of 2:20$ as a two-year-old and is now in John A. Gold-
Bmith'fl 1 1 IDA

Sable Wilkes, as a sire, needs no praise. He has earned a
n

|
. n viable position in the trotting world. Regal Wilkes,

2:111, Rupee, 2:11, Pay Rose, 2:20$, and all of Beautiful

Bell's sons that are livingwill goon and on adding new luster

to the fame of The Moor.
The value of The Moor blood as an outcross for the sons

of Hambletonian in was appreciated by the most observant of
horse breeders in America, and at the auction sales held in

New York the average prices paid for representatives of this

family exceeded those of any other trotting stock. The fillies

and colts were scattered among the leading stock farms, and
their produce will be heard of on the race tracks, for when-
ever crossed with the Clay, Hambletonian and American star

representatives they will add their reproductive abilities to

trot fast at an early age and train on. Arnaree.

Abdallah.

In March, 1884, J. P. Vandeveer, of Flatbush, L. I.,

brought to our office a pencil sketch of Abdallah, sire of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, which he made in the Spring of

1854. It represented a horse much worn by time, but with

head erect and fire in his eyes. The head was prominent

but not coarse, and the nose was of the Roman order. The
neck was long, the shoulder deep, the back shrunken, the

quarters light and the hind legs straight. The color was bay
3

with star and two white ankles behind. Mr. Vandeveer ex-

plained that Abdallah was a long-muscled horse, with plenty

of nerve force and good knee action. He was usually exer-

cised under saddle. He was presented in his old age by

Jeremiah Vanderbilt, to James Cozine, a fisherman at Graves-

end. His feet were allowed to grow to a length which en-

tirely destroyed his balance, and he died in November, 1854,

of starvation and neglect under a cedar tree, and was buried

in the sand of the beach. Previous to burial, his light tail

was severed from the body by Robert Waters, a veterinary

surgeon, and presented to Sim Hoagland, in whose roadhouse

it hung for many years. It is now the property of Mr. John
H. Shults, of Parkville. Abdallah was bred by John
Treadwell, Salisbury Place, Long Island, and he was
foaled in 1825. He lived to the good round age of
29. Mambrino, the sire of Abdallah, was a gray horse,
bred by Lewis Morris, of Westchester County, New York,
and foaled in 1S06. He was by imp. Messenger, dam by imp.
Sourcrout, and he stood sixteen hands. He ran on the turf
with indifferent success, and although never trained in
harness he showed natural trotting action under the saddle.
He sired in addition to Abdallah, sire of Rysdyk's Hamble-
tonian, Almack, founder of the Champion family, and Mam-
brino Paymaster, the sire of Mambrino Chief. June 8, 1848,
at Chester, Orange County, New York, Wm. M. Rysdyk, a
poor farmer, held the Charles Kent mare, owned by Jonas
Seely, when she was bred bv Abdallah, whose fee was $12.
May 5, 1849, a bay colt was dropped, and Mr. Rysdyk liked
the youngster so well that he purchased him and his dam, the
Charles Kent mare, for $125. When two years old, the colt,

which had been named Hambletonian, served four mares,
for which no charge was made. These four mares procuced
three colts, one of which was the famous Alexander's Abdal-
lah, sire of Goldsmith Maid. As a three-year-old Hamble-
tonian commanded a fee of $25, and he got thirteen colts and
seventeen fillies. In 1854 his fee was raised to $35; in 1863
to $75; in 1864 to 8100; in 1865 to $300, and in 1865 to $500.
He died March 27, 1876, aged 26. During the twenty-four
years he was before the public he was bred to 1,926 mares,
got 1,330 colts, and his stud fees amounted to $205,750. The
simple fact of having produced so great a progenitor as Ham-
bletonian, gives Abdallah a prominent place in the annals
of breeding.—Turf, Field and Farm.

How To Examine Horses' Hoofs.

To examine the hoofs and heels of your horses, says an

eminent veterinary authority, have the shoes removed before

your eyes, examine the "frog," look into it closely to see if

" thrush" exists. Have a piece of thin stick or, better, an

old paper knife, pass it through the centre frog cleft, then if

" thrush " exists, the" nose " will know it by the smell of the

paper knife. If thrush does exist, have the foot washed out

clean with warm water and carbolic soap, then dry it off and

apply calomel. Fix it in the cleft with some medicated cot-

ton, or raw will do. Repeat this every night until a cure is

effected.

Next examine the heels, the inside heel especially, for

corns may exist, and now is the time to treat them and pre-

vent lameness in Summer time, when the roads are hard and

dry, and you have use for every horse you own. Look for

sand cracks aud quarter cracks. Let these have attention at

once, or the dry weather and roads will open these cracks,

creating troublesome lameness. Have shoes well seated, so
that the weight of the animal will rest on the horny wall of
the hoof and not on the sole. Never allow the wall of the
hoof to be rasped. It is wrong. The outside of the hoof is

of a fine, delicate nature, made up of fine horny pillars. This
outside surface is very smooth and shiny, although it may
not look so, but when you examine an unsophisticated colt

you will find it so. The smith will get his rasp on it, if you
do not look out, and then we have sand and quarter cracks.

Take care that the nail holes are high enough without be-

ing too high, at the heels most especially, for this binds the

hoofs and causes a horse to go like a cat on hot bricks. A
good, firm clip at the toe is of great service in keeping the
shoe firm, aud when the shoe " fits the foot" it will keep it

in its proper place till worn out.

Mind the old stubs of the nails are gotten out of the wall
before fitting the shoe. If they remain, the horn will break
away, and you will have a bad foot. Remember the saying,
" No foot, no horse."

Examine the heels. If they are sore aud scurvy-looking,

dress them well with benxorate zinc ointment morning and
evening till well, but wash them clean first. These sugges-

tions are a few of many which are iinportantjust now.

Coleman, a Sir Modred two-year-old. belonging to West
Chester stable, was badly injured at Richmond, Ind., Jun-
22d, in a car euroute|from Latoniato Washington Park, Chie
cago, where he is entered in the WorhTs Fair and other-

stakes. He is now in charge of local doctors. He became
overheated ran his head through the car window, and cut his

jaw badly.
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Breed so as to Constantly Improve.

There has always been too large a proportion of Imp-haz-

ard breeding, and as regards the light-harneis horse too little

for which intelligent reason could be given. In breeding for

any particular quality, the more that quality is possessed

and inherited by both the individuals to be mated the

greater would be the certainty of its being reproduced, in-

tensified or improved, but as each quality is closely related to

numerous others in breeding for any particular quality or

characteristic, it will not do to entirely lose sight of others

upon which that to a considerable extent depends.

Speed, and particularly extreme speed, is certainly very

desirable, as it always has an important commercial value,

and invariably reflects great credit upon the breeder, while

it is also one of the greatest sources of commendable pride

and satisfaction ; still, however, often do we hear it said, and

with considerable reason too, that everything else has far too

often been sacrificed for speed. On general principles there

can be no surer way of prod icing an extremely fast trotter

than by breeding a very fast trotting mare to an equally fast

or still faster trotting stallion. Still it does not necessarily fol-

low that the fastest trotting stallion is the best one to which

the fastest trotting mare can be bred, or, on the other hand,

it is by no means certain that the best results could be ob-

tained by selecting the mare with the lowest record for breed-

ing to the fastest stallion.

Directum now holds the champion stallion record, and in

several respects has already proven far superior to any other

stallion that has yet appeared. Arion, of the same age, when
we consider his sensational two-year-old record, his wonder-
fully rich breeding, his purity of gait and numerous other
excellencies, stands to-day unquestionably as regards his

probable value as a sire of trotters ahead of every other in

the world. But it does not follow, nor is it at all probable,

that either Directum or Arion is the best stallion that could
be selected formating with all the fasting trotting mares, and
it is reasonably certain there are quite a number near the

fast end of the list, from which altogether better results

might be obtained from quite different mating.

Nancy Hanks and Alix now hold the fastest trotting and
and trotting race records of all mares, yet, while there would
be a very strong probability of extreme speed, and conse-
quently of great commercial value, in the produce of either

of these famous mares by Directum or Arion, it does not fol-

low that aside from the interest naturally coming from owner-
ship that this would be the most advantageous mating. It

happens that these four animals are all somewhat undersized,

and in this respect it would certainly be better to breed such
a mare as Nancy Hanks or Alix to Allerton, Nelson, Krem-
lin or Stamboul, and still further as- regards the element of

most desirable size, Maud S., Fantasy, Sunol or Martha
Wilkes would be better for breeding to Directum or Arion.
When disposition, gait and numerous other important

characteristics are taken into account, the most intelligent

decision in breeding for the highest rate of speed aud the
greatest value, whether for the track or road, would un-
doubtedly, in some cases, be made entirely outside of the very
fastest. Perhaps it would be plainer if stated that with any
particular mare, when her characteristics and those of her
immediate ancestors are taken into account, noting carefully

the prevailing unsoundness, blemishes and undesirable quali-

ties, whether as regards size, conformation or any other par-

ticular, the selection of the stallions from which in that case

the best possible results might be expected would oftentimes

be different from what would have been selected at first

thought. Not only should the qualities of the individuals
themselves be considered, but also the prevailing qualities of

their immediate ancestors, for there is always more or less

tendency to atavism or the reversion to the ancestors one or
more generations back.

The more purely any quality is inherited, the more certain

is it to be reproduced. Take color, for instance, though this

is'one of the minor particulars, which has very little or pos-

sibly no direct bearing upon speed, it does affect the value.

It is true that, according to the old saying, a good horse is

never of a bad color, still there are what are regarded as de-
sirable colors, and there are also undesirable colors, such as

cream, buckskin, mouse color, and even roan, which are sel-

dom or never seen in those strains which have been carefully

and intelligently bred and improved for a long series of years.

These " off colors," as they are generally termed, have come
usually in an unbroken line from some inferior and often not
very remote ancestor, and they are perhaps valuable only as

reminders that all qualities are transmitted, at least to some
degree, and that whatever is undesirable in the inheritance is

always liable to crop out or be directly transmitted.

Very little attention has beea given to color in the most
important breeds of horses, but it is of more importance than
is generally attributed to it. Particulars of all the more

- prominent thoroughbreds have been carefully recorded, and
are much more valuable as data from which to draw conclu-
sions than those of almost any other strain of horses. There
it has often been observed that where a foal closely resembles
in color and marking some ancestor, it may be two or three
generations remote, other characteristics of that ancestor are
found to have been strongly inherited.

Color, like every quality, can be firmly fixed only bv in-

breeding that quality. So few breeds of horses have been
bred with any particular reference to color that the different

breeds of cattle furnish today a much better illustration for

this than horses. With some a distinguishing color, like the
cherry red of the Devon, has been so fixed by constantly in-

breeding that color it is now reproduced in that breed to an
absolute certainty, as is also the case with the color and
peculiar white markings of the Herefords, the solid black of
the Angus, and, though the proportions of each color may
vary, the invariable black and white of the flolsteins and
Dutch belted. These colors are reproduced at least for a
generation or two when crossed with common stock. On the
other hand, we have in the Jerseys a breed where certain
qualities have been carried to even a higher degree of ex-
cellence, and yet, as far as color is concerned, there is uni-
formity only in certain strains, or as regards peculiar com-
binations of colors, while nearly every color from black to

white can be found in that breed.

With horses the Cleveland Bay is about the only breed
where color has been regarded as of any very special im-
portance, and there the color is now reproduced with about as

great a degree of certainty as is the cherry red in the Devon

cattle. There are a few breeds of draught horses where black
is almost as invariable as it is with the Angus cattle. While
inmost of the other breeds bay is the predominating color,

this is not produced with any degree of uniformity except
where the inheritance for several generations has been of
that color. This is often of importance where matched spans
are desired, and when such are bred for, it is better to select

if possible a sire all of whose near ancestors are known to
have been of his own color.

A golden chestnut has always been quite a common color
with the thoroughbreds, and in several of the most highly-
bred trotting strains this color has been inherited from certain
thoroughbred ancestors, and has become somewhat typical of
those particular trotting strains, as is the case with the Gold-
dusts, the Champions and the American Stars; still chestnut
is not invariable even in those families, and has generally
proven less strongly fixed than the bay of the other strains

with which this blood is now being blended.

Hambletonian was a rich bay, as was the case with his sire

and dam and most of his other near ancestors. In him this

color was so fixed that it overcame most of the other colors
of the mares which were bred to him, a very large propor-
tion of which were bv American Star and of his own chest-

nut color
;
yet, notwithstanding this fact, it is well known

that Hambletonian never got a chestnut colt, while a re-

markable large proportion inherited his own markings. This
characteristic appears nearly or quite as strong in some of his

sons, and not at all so in others, the difference being occa-
sioned by the inheritance on the maternal side.

Probably no son of Hambletonian transmitted the bay
color more strongly than did Volunteer, each of whose near
ancestors are known to have been bay. Happy Medium
would perhaps rank next in this respect, though in the sec-

ond generation we find what at least borders upon brown, and
that is also more or less conspicious in his offspring, which,
like those of Hambletonian, and, in fact, to a much greater
degree, have his own white markings. Though one of the
most potent as regards speed aud trotting action, George
Wilkes was one of the least so in transmitting color, which
comes naturally from his mixed inheritance in this par-
ticular.

In the early years of the American trotter well-bred trot-

ting stallions were obliged to put up with much which did
not fully meet their approval, but plenty as they are now, it

is possible for every intelligent breeder to improve his stock
by very decidedly breeding up with each additional genera-
tion and in nearly every particular. It is very evident im-
provement is now going on more rapidly than ever before,

and notwithstanding the predicti.-n to the contrary, the two-
minute trotter will surely come, and at no very distant day.
In the American light-harness horse the foundation is now
well laid for a very high degree of excellence in every par-

ticular.—Horse Breeder.

Treatment for Heaves.

Heaves, generally temned broken wind by veterinary wri-

ters, is a diseased condition of the lungs, in which a portion

of the air cells have become ruptured. Youatt says that in

almost every broken-winded horse which he has examined

after death he has found dilation of some of the air cells, par-

ticularly towards the edge of the lobes. There has been rup-

ture through the parietes (the membrane which forms the
inclosures) of some of the cells, and they have evidently
communicated with each other as the air could be easily

forced from one portion of the cells to another. There was
also a crepatating noise while this pressure was made, as if

the attenuated membrane of some of the cells had given way
When an animal is suffering from heaves or broken wind
there is a peculiarity of breathing which cannot be mistaken,
particularly directly after violent exercise. The air is drawn
into the lungs in less ti me by a heavy horse tha n a sound one,

and with a perceptibly increased degree of labor. The effort

of expelling the air is accompanied by a peculiar difficulty

which requires a double effort, in the first of which as de-

scribed by Mr. Blaine, the muscles operate, and in the other
the auxiliary muscles, particularly the abdominal, are put on
the stretch to complete the expulsion more perfectly; and
that being done the flank falls, or the abdominal muscles re-

lax with a kind of jerk. From this peculiarity of breathing
the name heaves has been given. The disease is generatly

preceded and accompanied by a peculiar cough, a cough per-

fectly characteristic, and by which an experienced horse-

man would detect the disease in the dark. It is short, seem-
ingly cut short by grunting and followed by wheezing. Broken
wind, as before stated, is usually preceded by cough ; the
cough becomes chronic, leads on to thick wind, and
then there is but a step to broken wind, or rup-
tured air calls. When the disease has pecome es-

tablished there is no possibility of cure, for the
ruptured air cells can never be repaired. Much can be done
however, to ward off the disease, and also to alleviate it.

More depends upon the food and exercise than is generally

supposed. Horses that are greedy feeders, and eat large

quantities of slightly nutritious food, when worked or driven
upon a full stomach are the ones most likely to be affected,

hence the disease is more common among farmers' horses,

which are fed mostly upon hay, than among those kept in

livery stables and cities where the ration of hay is limited

and grain is fed regularly. Narrow-chested horses are more
subject to heaves than deep-chested ones. Many advocate
feeding cut hay or chaff to heavy animals. Youatt objects to

this, and advises feeding good hay sparingly, with a sufficient

quantity of oats to supply the nutriment required. Dusty
and mow-burnt hay should be avoided. Water sparingly,

particularly in the morning, and through the day when the

animal is exercised. Green food is always preferable to dry.

Carrots are particularly useful. They are rapidly digested,

and appear to have a peculiarly beneficial effect upon the

respiratory system. The horse affected with heaves should
have moderate exercise every day. He should never be left

standing in a draft of wind, and should always have a blanket

thrown over him when standing in harness out of doors or

under an open shed. The following mixture will generally

be found beneficial, viz.: Ground ginger four ounces, pow-
dered licorice root two ounces, phosphite of soda one ounce.
Mix and give a heaping teaspoonful in the grain night and
morning. It is not advisable to breed to a stallion suffering

from this complaint, and the offspring of heavy mares are

believed to be much more susceptible to the disease than those

from sound ones. It does not always follow, however. The
dam of Frank, 2:19], the best of Abraham's get, was from a
mare which had the heaves so bad that her owner thought
he could not afford to pay the fee required for the use of

Daniel Lambert.—Cultivator.

Four Consumptive Gamblers.

In the year 1861 there were few men better known in the

sporting world than Billy Emerson, Jack Sheridan, Johnny
Pratt and Winnipeg. No one ever seemed to know just what
Winnipeg's first name was, but, like the other three, he was a
man whose nerve, when it came to making a heavy wager on
card or horse was never questioned. Among racing people

in the East and West these four men were known and re-

spected, for, in addition to being heavy gamblers, they were
men who had never been in any way identified with any
scheme or deal that was not, to use a race-track expression,

"on the level." It was during the year 1886 that they were
at the top notch of prosperity.

Although different in many ways, there was one common
ailment among them, and it was probably this that made
them such fast friends. All four were consumptive, and,

although, at that time the disease had barely more than
shown itself, they got worse and worse as the years rolled by,

until one by one they died. Although they must have known
what was the trouble with them, it was utterly impossible to

get any of tnem to acknowledge that he had consumption.

If it was said to one of them that he was looking ill, he
would simply laugh and say :

"Never was better in my life. May have been drinking a

bit and stayed up too late ; but sick ? Not a bit ; never felt

so well before," and he would slap himself on the chest and
give vent to a hollow cough.

Emerson kept a swell gambling house in New York at one
time, but gave it up after he became interested in the turf.

Sheridan and Pratt had been gamblers all their lives, and
Winnipeg was a young man of good family and good educa-

tion, who had had a little money left him, and had happened
to strike luck by investing it in horse races.

Every once in awhile nowadays, when bookmakers set to-

gether over a cold bottle and begin telling stories, the story

of the " four cons," as they were called, comes up. In the
Hoffman House bar one evening last week, a bookmaker was
telling the story to a number of acquaintances.

" A peculiar thing about tho«e men," he said, "was that al-

though none of them would ever acknowledge that tie was on
the brink of the grave, they would take great pleasure in
guying one another about their ill health. Emerson, pale
and emaciated and emitting hollow coughs, would walk up
to Pratt, who was in a similar condition, and say: 'Look
here, old boy, you're a sick man. Go away somewhere and
recuperate. You need rest.' Then Pratt would brace up and
reply, indignantly ; 'You go to —. What do you mean by
telling me I'm sick,' and then he would stride away, mad
clear through.

" This sort of thing went on for some time, until one day
Emerson remarked to the others that he wis going to have
his life insured. ' What !

' they gasped together, ' you don't
think any company would take a chance on you do you?
Emerson ignored the insinuation, and the next day had an
examination for life insurance. Of course he didn't pass.

When he gloomily told the others about it they gave him the
grand laugh. Then each one in turn quietly informed Emer-
son that he himself was going to be insured. They all tried,

and all were rejected.

"One day they met at the race track and Emerson re-

marked: 'Say boys, we couldn't get insured, but I've a bet-

ter game than that. Let's put up a thousand apiece, and the
one who lives the longest takes the pot.'

" ' Why, you poor fool
!

' remarked Winnipeg, who was at

that time the worst case of all, ' It's a dead certain win for

me.'
" Oh, you don't say so,' put in Pratt. ' Why, one of your

lungs is missing now, and I don't think you'll live a month.'
" After an hour of this sort of chaffing the four men agreed

to put up the money. It was given to Billy Elliot, a book-
maker, and he deposited it in a New Y'ork bank. It was
deposited in such a way that any one of a dozen bookmakers
could draw it out at any time. This was done so as to be sure

that the last man would be able to get the money without
any trouble.

" At this time poor Winnipeg was an awful sight, and
people thought he would die any minute. His cheeks were
pale and sunken, his eyes shone like balls of fire, he coughed
incessantly and he could scarcely totter along, he was so

weak. Yet he would come to the track every day, and when-
ever he'd run across one of the other three he'd guy him
about the money they had up.

( You fellows will be dead
and gone before they put me in bed,' he'd say. Those who
knew him used to smile pityingly on him whenever he made
this boast.

Two months after the money had been deposited Emerson's
physician told him that he must go away or he'd die in a
week. So Billy took his money and went to Texas, where
he bought a ranch and tried to settle down. In six months
he was dead. Early in 18S7 Sheridan died, and this left

only Pratt and Winnipeg, who was verily a living corpse, to

contest for the money. Pratt got worse and worse, and his

condition was soon as bad as his friend's. These two used to

totter around the betting ring, and when they were not bet-

ting would tell each other how bad they looked. ' Jack and
Billy have gone,' said Winnipeg one day, ' and you're next,

Johnny. That coin's mine.' * You'll be dead in a week, and
I'll collect that four thousand,' Pratt replied, and both

laughed.
" The next week Pratt lost his every dollar in an attempt

to make enough to leave his wife independent when he died.

The week after he was too weak to get up one morning, and
after being confined to his bed for a couple of days he died,

leaving his wife penniless. The very day he died the money
was drawn from the bank by Elliot and given to Winnipeg.
I knew I'd win it,' said the latter. ' I knew I'd outlive

them, and now I can't die too soon to suit myself. My liv-

ing for the past six months has been a mere matter of pride

anyway.'
" Winnipeg had lost all bis money in the same deal as

Pratt, but he had no need of the $4,000, for t,iree days later

be died. Just before be breathed his last he drew the $4,000

he had won from beneath his pillow and with trembling

hand passed it over to Elliot, who sat at his bedside. Give-

that to Johnny's widow's he said. ' i haven't trot a relnti'v

left on earth, and I don't reckon it'll ever do me any gou-1
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BREEDERS ON THE TURF.

Training and Racing Necessary to the Highest

Success in Breeding.

One summer day, standing on the lawn of a noted trotting

track, a well-known breeder who had just seen a colt of his

finish a good second, but of course a loser, in the final heat of

a colt race, remarked to the writer, philosophically, that he

" had got used to losing races and losing money on the turf

because he found it paid." This seemed certainly paradoxi-

cal, but he went oo to explain substantially in this wise :
" I

have had a stable out, that is, I have campaigned to some

extent for several seasons, and as far as the trotting went I

have quit loser every year. You knaw that as a rule when

a trotier wins a purse, unless it is one of the fast races on a

big circuit, his half of it won't pay tne expenses of the whole

stable long, and picking up second or third money in slow

colt stakes and purses don't go far in paying railroad bills

feed bills, stable hire, entries and the incidentals, which are

about the worst of all. Sulkies, boots, harness, shoeing and

all that sort of thing when put together from spring to

fall run up into a total that a new man would never

dream of in the spring. Well, as I, being a breeder, had
no campaigners for the fast classes, and therefore won no
" big money," and had to be content with an occasional

small colt purse and piece of one, I invariably landed home
in the fall with a smaller bank account than I had in the

spring, but still, as I said, I made money that way—and I

made it in the winter time. How? Well, the first season

I started out a few people outside of the country knew my
horses, and a good many all over the country knew, be-

cause I advertised, that I was trying to breed trotters, but as

they never saw them I reckon they concluded that trying to

breed trotters was as far as I had got. Consequently very few

came to buy. and those I sold had to go for a low price.

Then the farm was running behind. Since I have gone out

and trotted, although I haven't won every race, or broken

records, the people see that I am really breeding trotters,

and I now sell more and sell them at good prices. Now the

farm makes more money than the stable loses in the summer,
and so you see how I make money in breeding by losing it

in trotting?"

This, let me say to the dubious reader, is not a " fairy

tale," but substantially, though differing in some of the terms,

the statement and reasoning of a breeder who is well-known

and is, moreover, to-day among the successful ones, and who,
by the way, is no longer content to go after small purses, but

aims at the richest plums the associations hang out. The in-

cident occurred several years ago—before the era of rich colt

stakes, but just at the time when prices were beginning to

boom, and when the sale of a score of colts in a year wDuld
make the farm's season a finely paying one.

In all branches of trade the man who can anticipate the

demand of the future is the one into whose lap the richest

fruits from Fortune's cornucopia most readily and copiously

fall. Foresight *' dwells in marble halls " and dines on wine
and canvas-back, while Hindsight sleeps on straw and is the

hewer of wood and drawer of water. In the breeding busi-

ness the men who have been the most successful—who have
made it pay—are those (1), who first recognized the ne-

cessity of two-sided pedigrees (2), who first saw the wisdom
of breeding from developed parents (3), who first recog-
nized the value of producing dams, and (4), who first saw
the wisdom of developing and racing their own stock. There
are exceptions, of course, but not sufficient or important
enough to disturb the rule.

To none of these enumerated principles of "breeding for

profit" may many be expected to dissent, except the last,

and it will not by any means be unanimously endorsed.
Time has put each of the others practically beyond the
realm of discussion. In " the elder days" of breeding, the
idea prevailed that all depended on the stallion—that the

mare was merely a passive matrix, and that therefore "any-
thing would do for a dam." But it was soon shown that the
very best trotters and best sires had two-sided pedigrees.

Still longer the theory lived that it did not matter whether
a stallion could trot or not, he was expected to sire trotters.

That idea has been most effectually exploded bv the cold

logic of turf results. Simultaneously came the "era of pro-
ducing dams"—and, as noted, the only one of the four enu-

merated propositions that will be seriously disputed is

whether it is policy for a breeder to train and race the pro-
ductions of his farm.

As to the objections, many of which are urged, let us take
what seems to be the most frivolous first, It is trotted out in

;ilt its Pecksniffian solemnity every time an attempt is made
to abolish "tin-cup" records. It is simply tbat there are a
great many gentlemen breeding horses for racing purposes
whose consciences and characters would not stand the strain
of racing them. This is tantamount to a belief that there is

something disreputable and iniquitous in engaging in racing,

yet it is difficult to understand the moral consistency of the
man who believes that by refraining from racing he is hold-
ing his own skirts free from contamination, yet manufactures
and puts into the hands of his brother the tool of iniquity.

The man who is too good to race has no business breeding
horses for racing purposes.

Another and a much more mighty objection made by many
breeders is that in going on the turf they have to meet not
only honent professionals, but unscrupulous ones, men who
Know and will employ every trick, deception and device of
the devious ways of the turf to defeat aod practically rob
them. They can not, and would not if they could, combat
these contestants with their own weapons, and they complain
that frequently the judges render thenew comer, the breeder
who is racing honestly and scorns deals and combinations, no
protection. They will tell you that when they have a colt
that it is known can win a race, the information is quietly
conveyed to them thu unless they agree to" divide," the
others will combine to beat the prospective winner anyway,
and that the breeder has to choose between sacrificing self-

respect or taking the chance of being beaten by foil! play and
having his colt perhaps ruined. That these complaints are
not imaginary, one only has to recall the celebrated Columbian
free-for-all to realize ; ami such practices and the failure of
judges to checkmate them by severely effectual means, has
driven maoyand kept more men of the class it most sorely
needs off the trotting turf. But, after all, this objection to

breeders campaigning implies an answer. Every breeder and
gentleman-owner who embarks on the turf contributes bis

inlluence to the suppression of these methods and of the men
who practice them, and so rapidly has this change been re-

cently going on, and so numerous now are men of high class

on the turf, that the tone of trotting is distinctly higher than

it was but a few years ago, and the influence of reputable men
becoming gradually more predominant. No man in the

country is of such lofty station that he can campaign a horse

through one of the great circuits and not meet other owners
quite his equal.

Another reason not unfrequently urged by the men who
breed horses for their not training and racing them is the

difficulty in securing competent and honest trainers. As one
cynical gentleman puts it :

" As a rule the trainers that are

honest are not competent, and those that are competent are

not honest." But this is an exaggeration; native honesty
probably averages as high among trainers as among any other
class of men. That some of the most competent and notor-

iously dishonest, and some of the most honest notoriously in-

competent is a fact, but it is not a blanket-fact covering the

whole profession. There are plenty of trainers in the country
who are competent and among whose fixed principles is the

duty of faithful and honest services to their employers, and
who recognize that the success of the stable means reputa-

tion and money to them present and future. It is, however,
an undoubted fact that there is not a plethora of men who are

skillful colt-handlers, race-drivers and drivers and condition-

ers of aged horses. But in this, as in everything, the supply
is regulating the demand . Every year sees a wider spread of

knowledge of the best methods of training, and the presence
of a greater number of men of demonstrated competency.
The spread of the business, the increase in trotting, the great

prizes now dangling for winners, aod the splendid salaries

paid successful trainers, have attracted the attention of hun-
dreds of young men of character and intelligence, and each
season now sees new stars graduating into the profession.

Again, a breeder not long ago argued that he could not see

any reason for his developing and racing his stock because
many of the most successful breeders of thoroughbreds, men
whose studs were famous and whose products brought the

largest prices, never trained or raced. He, however, failed

to recognize one radical difference in the two branches of

the business. Every man who buys a thoroughbred colt or

filly buys to train and race, because they have no other use,

and thus it does not matter whether the breeder race or not.

He knows that others will train every head of his stock for

him, and his stallions and mares will have the glory. With
the trotting-horse breeder the case is entirely different. Not
two in ten of bis customers have the facilities or intention to

train what they buy. In short, if he does not himself de-

velop the progeny of his stallions and mares, no one will do
it for him, and in a few years he will wake up to realize that

he has a horse that the public dubs a failure, and a farm on
which there are no producing dams—and that means that he
cannot sell his stock at remunerative prices.

The advantages to a farm of training and racing a stable

are manifold, and so obvious that they need hardly be enum-
erated. First, it is the best of all advertisements. It accus-

toms the public to the idea that your stallions and mares are

producing, not alleged trotters, but trotters that are good
enough to take to the races. Every good one brought out
draws universal attention to the farm and its blood, and in-

creases the value of every son and daughter of the sire and
dam. In this fast-moving age, when constant action is the

law of our restless lives, the things that are inactive are

quickly forgotten. The values of bioods change every year,

and the results of turf contests regulate these values. Some
breeders may have the luck to have other owners of the pro-

geny of their stallions and mares make reputations for them,
but the man who starts business in that faith in these latter

days might as safely invest his money in Louisiana lottery

tickets. In nine cases out of ten unless he, by training and
racing his horses, make a reputation for his stock that repu-
tation will never be made and success will never come.

In this time for demand for quick results and early speed a
stallion must show performers at a very early age or he is

relegated to the failure class. This public judgment may be
unjust, and he may later, by force of merit, reverse it, but
once it is rendered it will take three times the showing to

reverse the judgment than it would at the outset to have
established him in the public estimation as a successful sire.

Nothing is harder to overcome than public prejudice against

a horse. Who can point out three horses whose reputations

were made young other than by the training and racing of

their progeny by their owners? Had the reputation of Elec-
tioneer been left to outsiders where would he relatively stand
to-day ? It may be questioned whether the Palo Alto stable's

campaigners ever paid in themselves—but how richly they
paid in ultimate results.

Everyone who has hope and faith in, and desire for, the

greater future of the trotter must wish to see the breeders

themselves campaign. Their presence on the turf, and in its

councils, lending both dignity, is essential to its reputation

and preservation, and without the turf the breeding interests

obviously could not exist.—Leslie E. Macleod, in Clark's

Horse Review.
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Circus Horses.

"A good circus horse is a most expensive purchase," said a

trainer to a writer for Harrison's Magazine, "as you may
judge when I tell you that I frequently pay as much as

$1,500 for a single animal before it has been trained. I have

one black horse now in my possession which I would not part

with for $2,000, although it is only employed in the ring.

Last year, when I was exhibiting near New York city, a
New York millionaire and his family visited my exhibition
and were so much impressed with the beauty and grace of

this noble auimal tbat he offered me $1,800 for her, but I de-
clined the offer. An ordinary thoroughbred Kentucky
horse, bought for $1,500, is worth to me when thoroughly
trained for the circus ring anywhere from $2,500 to $5,000.
"American thoroughbred horses, although they are more

difficult to train by reason of their fine organizations and ex-
citability, are far and away the best animals for performing
purposes. They stand work and are fit to be put in harness
soon after going through their tricks. I am the owner of 300
horses, and I guarantee that every one of them is sound and
perfect. Remember, a horee for my purpose has to be saga-

cious, and I reject an endless number before fixing on a

clever one. Horses differ entirely as regards intellect. As
an instance, I may tell you that two and a half years are oc-

cupied in training some horses, while two or three months
may suffice for the thorough tuition of others. I. took nine
months, by the way, to teach a horse to catch a ball in his

mouth, but by far the hardest task is to induce a big horse to

jump over a pony. I expect to give this act during the

coming season."

The Remedy at 'Hand.

If the value of a racehorse is determined by what he can

win, the future of the harness-horse breeding industry is in

the hands of the various associations which annually hold

meetings throughout the country. This being admitted, it

is plain that a progressive policy is demanded of them in or-

der that breeders may receive remuneration and encourage-

ment to persevere with their work. This year many stakes

for colts of various ages will be decided, more, indeed, than

have ever before been decided in any one season, and from

this time on such contests will prove to be the most popular

features of harness racing. It is not necessary to again de-

tail the many reasons for the existence of this public favor-

itism ; more material is it to devise a way in which the asso-

ciations may best serve themselves, the breeders and the peo-

ple who pay at the gate. The men who breed thorough-

breds know that each year there are so many stakes to be won,

and that every colt or filly foaled on their farms will, if en-

tered, have a chance to win one or more of them. This at

once invests the youngsters with a value which they would

not possess if these stakes were not fixed events, falling to be

be decided annually. Purchasers know that there is hardly

a limit to the amount of money a really good thoroughbred
may win in his two-year-old form, and that even if their se-

lections do not turn out of the best class there are less valu-
able stakes for which they can compete. On the contrary,
there are, in reality, no fixed events on the harness turf, and
those who buy or breed trotting or pacing colts have nothing
by which to guide them in making values. There are no
Futuritiess, no Realizations, no Derbies, no Oaks coming
year after year; and in consequence there is no definite pros-
pect before buyers. The fact tbat a colt is entered in any
of the great stakes now shortly to be trotted adds much to

his actual value, but there the benefit conferred by the offer-

ing of the stake upon the breeders stops, for there is no surety
that another similar event may follow, and if it does, some
years must elapse between now and its decision. The time,
therefore, has come when the status of the harness turf de-
mands the institution of fixed events by each of the larger
associations, so that each succeeding crop of colts may be eli-

gible to compete in them. The values of the stakes on the
running turf in the West are not so great that harness
racing associations cannot hope to equal them.
There is no reason why the stakes for trot-

ting and pacing colts should not be of
the same size. It may be contended that it is not possible

to conduct trotting meetings of as great length, and that

therefore the stakes must be fewer. This argument will not
hold good, for there are many more trotting meetings and
trotting and pacing colts enough in training each year to fill

all that will be opened. The larger associations must take
the initiative in this matter, and to show that the path is al-

ready blazed for them it is only necessary to instance the
Merchants' and Mechanics' Stake at Detroit and the Transyl-
vania Stake at Lexington. At the end of each year every
man who has a horse eligible to the 2:24 class knows that he
has a chance to win the former, while everyone who has a
campaigner eligible to the 2:15 class knows that he can, if

his horse has speed enough, win the next year's Transylvania
at the Blue-Grass capital. Their eligibility to these stakes
adds to such horses' values and therefore it stands to reason
that the same must follow the institution of more such fixed

events. Beginning with the Grand Circuit and the Western-
Southern Circuit, their members should proceed during this

season to discover by observation for what classes and ages of
colts it would be best to offer stakes, and then let them formu-
late their programs with a view to their annual recurrence.
With a certain number of stakes for two, three and four-year-
old trotters being decided year after year at each of the
Grand Circuit meetings, the conditions never varying, the
breeding industry would soon be set upon a firm and sound
basis from which it could not be removed. The demand for

yearling trotters aud pacers would speedily spring up and
grow till it reached the limit of consumption, and breeders
would obtain remunerative prices each year for the increase
of their studs. Intelligent discrimination would speedily sift

the good from the bad and indifferent, and the outcome of
the winnowing process would be the raising of the general
average of individual excellence and speed in the trotting

and pacing breeds. It must be remembered also that under
the existing rules relating to collection of entry fees the for*

feit bug-bear could never assume formidable proportions on
the harness turf, and therefore the cost of maintaining such
stakes need not be heavy to the associations offering them.
Viewed from every standpoint there is only one conclusion
to be reached in the matter. Fixed events have given
the thoroughbred his present value and prestige ; they
would serve to raise the standard of excellence in the trot-

ter, increase his value and make him more popular than
ever. We should have Derbies for our trotters as well as
for our gallopers, and we should have at least as many of
them—we have more trotters than thoroughbreds. The day
is at hand when fixed events for trotting and pacing colts

are demanded, and the associations which first pay heed
and read aright the handwriting on the wall are the ones
which will reap the richest harvest.—Horseman.

Look at This.

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse
men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,
being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points
East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. KVice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

Fhank S. Byers, of Denver, has sold his good race horse,
Longnique, by Long View, by Longfellow, dam Unique, by
Trump, second dam Sympathetic, to Ed Gaylord of Denver
for $1,200. Longnique started four times last week and won
first place three times and was fouled in the fourth. The
horse was shipped to Chicago this week and will race there
this season.
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Death of Maxim.

The mighty Maxim breathed his last on the 2d inst. at far-

famed Rancho del Paso. About one month ago, as we have

it, the horse, full of play, slipped while going down an in-

cline, injuring his spine. At first the hurt was considered of

a very trivial nature, but each day Maxim grew worse, and

the last two weeks of his life was spent in awful agony. A

better racehorse than Maxim proved himself to be never

came to the shores of America, if we except Ormonde, and

few bred in more fashionable lines. In appearance he was

only second to that paragon of beauty, Sir Modred,

also from the land of the Maori—a noble-looking bay
4

standing fully 15.3 hands and weighing about 1,125

pounds, with a beautiful, clean-cut, Arabian-like head,

a rather long neck, great depth through the hearty

a substantial body, wonderful muscular development and

steely limbs that never seemed to tire. His two-year-olds in

Australia are among the best in the land of the kangaroo,

several proving stake-winners of a high class, Maxim was

landed in San Francisco, apparently in the best of health, on

the 21st of January, 1S92, being met by Superintendent

John Mackey and quite a number of prominent horsemen. A
short time after his arrival at Rancho del Paso pneumonia

was developed, and for a time the horse's life was in immi-

nent danger. Maxim cost J. B. Haggin $21,000 delivered on

board the steamer at Auckland, New Zealand, and was owned

in the latter country by Mr. G. G. Stead. Maxim was a son

of Musket (the only one in America) and Realization, by
Vespasian (son of Newminster); second dam Hopeful Duch-
ess, by The Flying Duchman; third dam Espoir, by Liver-

pool (the greatest son of Tramp); fourth dam Esperance, by
Lapdog (winner of the Derby), and tracing through the most
fashionable families of Eogland.

What Musket, himself a great racehorse of phenomenal
staying qualities, has been to the turf of the Antipodes
scarcely needs to be told. From him have sprung an enor-

mous proportion of the best racehorses of latter days, the in-

comparable Carbine, Matchlock, Volley, Nordenfeldt, Mar-
tini-Henry, Pearshell, Necklet and a host of others, while in

England he left behind him an extra good representative in

Petronel, who won the 2,000 Guineas for the Duke of Beau-
fort in 1880.

The following extract from the New Zealand Referee of

November 5, 1891, indicates more plainly than we can what
was thought of Maxim in his native land and why his former
owner was prevailed upon to sell him :

" We learn with re-

gret," says the Referee, "that r. G. G. Stead has sold

Maxim to the Americans, who take delivery after the pres-

ent covering season is ended. This is indeed bad news, as

New Zealand will thus lose one of the very best horses that

ever graced its race courses—undoubtedly the greatest horse

that ever performed as a three-year old in this colony. We
understand that Mr. Stead had refused several offers for the

horse last season, but from what we can gather, he deter-

mined to keep him and breed from him himself. Recent
events, however, have clearly shown that the £10,000 State

tax which is to be levied upon the totalisator receipts will

fall entirely upon horse-owners, and it is not surprising to

find that he, like other sporfsmen, sees that there is no en-
couragement to keep high-class horses here. Our loss will be
the gain of the Americans, and if we are to judge of the
first batch'of Maxim's foals that we have already seen, there

is a great future in store for the horse. It will be remembered
that as a racehorse his maiden essay was in the Middle Park
Plate as a two-year-old, which he won in a canter from that

good colt Gypsy King and others. The following day he
won the Nursery Handicap in such easy fashion that Mr.
Stead decided to send him to Melbourne to run for the Vic-
torian Sires' Produce Stakes there. The colt was shipped, but
through some mischance or othe* he was Kte in getting away,
and only arrived in Melbourne some three weeks before the
meeting took place. Then, as luck would have it, it was a
long voyage, and the colt was eight days on shipboard. Being
of a contented disposition, he had fed and done so well on
the trip that, when he landed in Australia, he was more fit

for show purposes than the race course. Hence it was im-
possible to get so gross a horse 6t in so short a time, and he
started against Abercorn in such gross condition that the Vic-
torian trainers laughed at the idea of him winning. All the
same he out-paced that great colt Abercorn from the fall of
the flag and was only beaten a short head at the finish,

through unmistakable want of condition. Good horse as

Abercorn was, the onlookers were unanimously of tbe opin-
ion that Maxim, given that both were stripped fit, would be
the better of the pair. Returning to New Zealand, Maxim
won the C. J. C. Champagne Stakes, carrying 122 pounds, in
1:15 (beating Sextant and Gipsy King), which is the New
Zealand record. Next day it was pouring with rain and he
had to put up a penalty, in addition to which Sextant slipped
him at the start, and these advantages combined with his
beautiful action enabled Sextant to pull through. Next sea-

son, when a three-year-olc\ Maxim proceeded to Napier,
where he won the Hawke's Bay Guineas in a canter, and was
pulled out on the same day and won the Flying Stakes, and
it was this race that our Hawke's Bay friends always marvel
at. Through some cause Maxim was left over a hundred
yards, so far indeed was he behind that the onlookers ceased
to take any notice of him. When, however, the horses were
fairly turned for home, Huxtable drew out his whip to Mus-
ket's grand son, and to see him overhaul the field and flash

past them as if they were standingstill was a treat to witness.
The next day he won the Spring Handicap with consummate
ease. Returning to Canterbury, he won the Derby easily in
2:40, and this despite the fact that it had been raining heav-
ily and the course was far from fast. The race, however, that
stamped him guinea gold was the race at weight for age with
Nelson in the Canterbury Cup. The distance was two miles
and a quarter, and, although the race was timed from a
standing start, Maxim won it in 4:01}, with his head in his
chest—in fact, he was never fairly asked to race. His form,
however, was best known to his trainer, who had that season
wonderfully good trying tackle in Lochiel, Russley and
Beresford. and it was these horses that satisfied Mr. Stead
and his trainer, Mason, that in Maxim they had a phenom-
enon. Maxim bids fair as a sire to follow in the footsteps of
his renowned progenitor, Musket."
Though only nine years of age and three years at the stud

(practically an untried sirej, the eldest of bis get being two-

year-olds in New Zealand, yearlings in America, Maxim's
twelve youngsters brought at the last Rancho del Paso sale in
New York a total of $19,S50,an average of $1,655. The Sal-

vators averaged $2,495 ; Sir Modreds $1,455. As there are a
number of Maxim sucklings at the famous breeding estab-

lishment and another lot will see the light in 1895, it is safe

to say that Mr. Haggin was a considerable gainer by the

purchase of tbe horse that was considered in the Antipodes
little, if any, inferior to Carbine, tbe idol of the Australian
heart. 1 hat many of the sons and daughters of the dead
New Zealand king will prove great on the turf we have little

doubt, and the death of such a grand young horse is greatly

to be deplored. It is in order now for the master of Rancho
del Paso to send to Australia a representative in search of

the best son of Musket purchasable to fill the place of the

dead Maxim. Carbine would be a good buy at $100,000, but

it is doubtful if either he or Nordenfeldt can be secured at

any price. Trenton, another son of Musket, is the best sire

in the Colonies to-day, on the records, and he would be cheap
at $75,000 if landed on our shores in good health.

Progress and Improvement; Should be the Aim.

At just this time, everything which pertains to trot-

ting contests is of interest and importance to all breeders

and owners of trotters, whether they are accustomed to ac-

tually compete in the races or not, and whatever tends to

advance, elevate and increase the interest in trotting is cer-

tainly of very great importance.

The rules and regulations of the two trotting associations,

though already quite voluminous, possibly more so than is

actually necessary, have, as is the case with the American

trotter, not yet reached a point beyond which very great pro-

gress and improvement is possible. There are many rules

which could be simplified so as to be better for at least the

great majority, and there is much which undoubtedly might

to advantage be done away with altogpther, while in still

other directions new rules or amendments might very likely

prove of advantage. Whatever is the oldest is not necessarily

the best. Probably no rule has longer remained without the

least change or amendment than that pertaining to weight,

which reads as follows :

" Every horse starting for purse, sweepstake or match, in

any trotting or pacing race, shall carry, if to wagon or sulky,

150 pounds exclusive of harness; and if under the saddle,

145 pounds, the saddle and whip only to be weighed with

the rider,"

This rule has been at least substantially in force ever since

trotting in this country began, though it would puzzle any
one to give a plausible reason why ali should be obliged to

carry 150 pounds, when that is from 10 to 15 pounds more
than the average weight of the drivers, and necessitates at

least seven out of every 10 loading their sulkies with a greater

or less amount of lead to meet these requirements. A pecu-
liar cushion has to be made, which must be taken ofl and put
on at every race, and by some driver at the close of every
heat. Considerable annoyance and delay is occasioned in

order to meet this particular requirement, for which no valid

reason can be given, beyond the claim that this is to place all

on equality as to the weight to be carried, which it certainly

does not do, as there are some excellent drivers even then at

20 or 30 pounds overweight.
With the light-running bicycle sulky a few pounds addi-

tional weight, at least in the slower classes, probably makes
very little difference, still if there is a necessity of haviog the

weights all equal, instead of 150 pounds, the rule should be

175 or 200 pounds, which would certainly be a still greater

absurdity, but really no more so, except in degree, than what
is now in vogue. It is, perhaps, an open question whether
there is any good reason for any requirement as to weight,

but certainly it would be a great convenience and much better

for nearly all if instead of 150 pounds the lowest limit should

be placed at 10 or 15 pounds less, and if it is really desirable

that one horse should not be allowed to carry any consider-

able amount more than another, a maximum as well as a

minimum weight ought to be provided.

There has been a wonderful reduction in the weight of

the sulky since the days when the early record-breakers

hauled those old-fashioned hundred pounders. For several

years nearly all in use on the more important tracks have
weighed less than 50 pounds, and if the weight to be carried

could be reduced still lighter sulkies could be safely used.

In the extreme speed tests as 2.00 is approached, ever pound
of weight that can be disposed of would count. But tbe field

in which it is of still greater importance is that pertaining to

the youngsters, particularly the yearlings,as there is certainly

no sense in requiring a colt at that tender age to haul 150
pounds, as is now usually the case. Why not allow catch

weights in all such cases? Tbe objection that might be raised

to this would perhaps be that in case no limit was here re-

quired, boy6 and very light weights would be allowed to drive

in these races. But as our most famous riders rarely care to

bother with training yearlings, it is quite certain they would
not worry about their sphere being usurped. It would seem
as though it would be better if the 150 pound limit could be
reduced for all ; but, any rate, a less weight should be the
rule for yearlings and two-year-olds.

Another point is the need and demand for professional

judges. Professional starters have proven so satisfactory all

along the line that they are now employed at all the princi-

pal meetings, and the increased interest in trotting last sea-

son, together with the increased attendance as a natural con-

sequence, was in a great measure due to this. The interest

in a trotting meeting and the satisfaction of all present cen-

ters far more as a rule in the starter and the judges than in

any others present. Incompetency there is often nearly fatal

to the success of subsequent meetings. The utmost fairness,

competently administered, with genuine contests, where
every horse is driven to win, is what the public demands,
and there is no question but what this would be more uni-

formly the case if professional judges as well as starters be-

came the rule.

It is true this would necessitate, in many cases, a some-
what greater expense than the present system of filling the

judges' stand with those who consider the honor of having an
opportunity to thus make themselves conspicuous during the

meeting amply pays, and in too many cases it is even more
than such judges are actually worth, but the expense would
after all be a small item at any of the principal meetings,

and there is every probability that at least in a very short
time the increased attendance would much more than offset

this additional expense. Let it be borne by the Associa-
tion.

Many who have given the subject careful thought are of
the opinion that if the National and American Associations
were each to appoint professional judges for all the meetings
over their tracks it would be generally regarded as a move in
the right direction. But whether this is done or not, great
care should be taken to have competent judges thoroughly
familiar with the rules in the stands at all the meetings. Some
think it would be better on the leading tracks if a small,
separate stand opposite the judges' stand could be arranged
for the starter only, regarding it as enough for him to see
that the horses ars properly started, attend to all such mat-
ters as fines, and announce decisions.

Next to the starter and judges an efficient distance judge,
with ample powers provided by the rules, would be of great
aid, particularly in placing and starting large fields. Noth-
ing so thoroughly tries the patience of all in attendance as
prolonged delays in starting, which oftentimes are difficult to
avoid, unless the horses are sent off very unsatisfactorily,
which is equally disadvantageous. With a competent man
at the distance stand, capable of giving instructions as to

positions and the manner in which the horses are to be driven
as they turn and approach the wire would certainly be a great
aid in many cases. This was tested to some extent last season,
and proved highly satisfactory.

It is very evident that at the present time breeders, own-
ers, drivers and association officials have at heart the best
good of all that pertains to this great interest in a much more
marked degree than ever before, and those who observe op-
portunities for improvement certainly ought to call attention
to them.—Vision, in Horse B-eeder.

Spinal Meningitis.

The cerebro-spinal system consists of the brain—lodged in

the cranial cavity—and the spinal cord, or spinal marrow,

which is contained in the spinal canal of the backbone, and
which extends from the base of the brain to a short distance

behind the loins.

Three membranes cover and protect both the brain and

the spinal cord—the meninges. An excess or heat or cold,

wounds of the cranium and meninges or of the brain and

meninges, the irritant properties of blood-poisons, tumors,

influenza, rheumatism, rupture of the meningeal blood- vessels,

etc., are some of the causes of the disease known as meningitis,

a disease which in itself may be considered as capable of three
forms, viz. : Cerebral meningitis, or inflammation of the mem-
branes enveloping the spinal cord ; and cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis, in which the membranes of the brain and spinal cord
are alike inflamed. This latter form of disease is epidemic.
The meninges have each a name. The first, which is a

thick, white, fibrous membrane, lines the cranium, and is

continuous with the spinal cord to the extremity of the canal;

it is called the dura mater. The second is a delicate, serous

membrane. It loosely envelops the brain and the spinal

cord, and forms layers, leaving between them the arachnoid
space which contains the cerebro-spinal fluid; that membrane
is called the arachnoid. Tue cerebro-spinal fluid in the arach-
noid space protects the spinal cord and the brain from pres-

sure. The third membrane adheres closely to the entire sur-

face of the brain. It is much thinner and more vascular on
the brain than on the spinal cord. It is continued to form
the sheaths of the spinal nerves, of which we do not need to

speak just now. It is named the pia mater.

Although inflammation may attack the membranes singly,

practical experience teaches that primary inflammation of

the dura mater seldom occurs. When it does occur it is the

result of a direct mechanical injury to the head, or of some
disease to tbe bones of the cranium. The arachnoid also is

rarely affected with acute inflammation. The pia mater is the

usual seat of inflammation, either acute or subacute ; but be-

cause of the intimate relation of the pia mater with ihe brain

surface, the brain is soon involved in the disease. The horse

that is attacked by acute meuingitis will fly back at the hal-

ter, plunge violently forward, or run ahead regardless of any
obstacle in his path. The pain in the head is intense, the

pulse rapid, the breathing quick and uneven, the pupils of

the eyes are dilated, every muscle o* the body quivers. All

these symptoms may develop within a few minutes or in a

few hours. If no relief is obtained, convulsions and furious

delirium will follow, resulting in coma and death. In sub-

acute meningitis the symptoms develop more slowly, are less

violent, end the horse may suffer for a week or longer, and
ultimately recover. If there is general weakness, shifting of

the legs, convulsive twitching of the muscles, followed by
muscular rigidity of the spine, and if the horse moves stiffly

and evinces great pain in turning, the disease is either spinal

meningitis or myelitis. Myelitis, however, is a rare disease,

except as a secondary result of spinal meningitis or of in-

juries to the spine. It has no place in the present article.

It was undoubtedly because of the violence of its symptoms
that cerebro-meningitis was called, by the old writers, ''mad

staggeis." We must not confound it with rabies. In rabies

the violence is directed at some object or upon the animal

himself, while in meningitis it is simply the manifestation of

excruciating pain in the head.

Spinal meningitis is marked principally by paralysis. Such

serious trouble should be treated only by a skillful veteri-

narian. We therefore advise that the horse be kept as quiet

as possible until a veterinarian may be found.

Cerebro-spinal meningitis may occur sporadically,as an in-

flammation which invades the orain and its enveloping mem-
branes, with implications of the spinal cord and its meninges.

Prof. A. Large, of Brooklyn, N. Y., gave it the name of cere-

bro-spinal meningitis on account of its similarity to that dis-

ease in human beings. In England it is known as
;
' grass

staggers;" in Eastern Pennsylvania it was formerly known
as " putrid sore throat" and "choking distemper;" while in

Virginia, especially along the eastern portion, it is commonly
called " blind staggers."

Whenever a case of meningitis occurs in a stable, all the

animals should be removed as soon as possible. They should

be provided with clean, well-ventilated and well-drained

stables. The abandoned stable should be thoroughly

cleansed, should receive a coat of whitewash containing four

ounces of carbolic acid to the gallon, and should have time to

dry thoroughly before the horses are replaced.

The cause of cerebro-spinal meningitis is generally attri-

buted to some fermentative process in the food. Consequently

a complete change of diet is of the very greatest imporl
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Dos Lowell, 2:20J, was a good second in 2:17 { and 2:17

at Omaha, June29th.

Del Norte, 2:18, lowered his record to 2:15Ain the pacing

race at Portland July 3d.

The latent from Tennessee states that Belle Archer, 2:12£,

has tin-ally retired from the turf.

Trotting and pacing races were held at many places in

California on the Fourth of July.

All horses to compete at the Sao Jose meeting are to be

classified at the close of the State Fair.

Geo. M. Patchen, 2:23£, was the first horse $250 for a

stallion lee in America was cha rged for.

Geo. H. Fleming is employed as superintendent of the

trotting stock belongiug to Jesse D. Carr, of Salinas.

J. H. Crow has the fast trotting horse Manning, 2:20, at

the Oakland track and will prepare him for the fall circuit.

John Rogers is busy at the San Mateo Stock Farm getting

his colts and fillies ready for the fall circuit; he will miss

Mary Best, 2:21|, this year.

A number of horseman are making arrangements to have

their trotters and picers «tf the Bay District Track next

Saturday to prepare them for the races.

Expressive lowered her record to 2:13} in a third heat of

a race at Omaha, June 29th. and thus another 2:20 per-

former is added to the great Electioneer list.

In the breeding world there is no longer a demand for any-
thing except the very best racing strains that have demon-
strated their merit on the turf in actual contests.

Geo. W. Woodard has fifteen trotters and paces at Cache-
ville, Yolo county, in the able hands of Det Bigelow. These
" Buttons " will all be seen in the front row this year.

L. H. McIntosh, of Chico, has a number of phenomenons
among the sons and daughters of Arthur Wilkes, 2:25£, and
this year, in the circuit, they will be seen in many races.

From latest advices, Lee Shaner and Thos. Keating are not

meeting with the great success they expected on the Iowa
circuit. Thos. Keating will take his string to the Montana
circuit.

Now that the race meeting at San Jose is over owners of

trotters and pacers are Hocking in from everywhere to take
advantage of the excellent weather and smooth track at

Agricultural Park.

Nearly all of the broodmares which have foals by their

sides and have been bred to Direct this year at the Pleasanton
Slock Farm, have been sent to the Merriwa (formerly Valen-
sio's) Stock Farm for pasture.

The iwo-year-old colt Carbonate, by Superior, stepped out

and took a race record of 2:19!f, at the Denver meeting. He
is out of tbe Iron Duke mare Maggie H-. 2:28}, and is there-

fore a brother to Beulah, 2:14i.

Owing to the great railroad strike and the detention of all

mail matter we are unable to give accounts of what our horses

are doing in the East in this issue. We deem this omission of

such important subjects an excusable one.

Plcnkett, 2:13}, scored his first victory at Portland last

Tuesday. He will go " down the line" in great shape this

year. Robert Brown, of Petal uma, the owner of this game
gelding, was there to see him come under the wire.

Lady H., by Sidney, dam by Del Bur, was second to On-
line, at Le Mars, Iowa, Juae 23d, when that great pacer came
under the wire in 2:11 and 2:12. Our Dick was third in the
concluding beat of the race which was paced in 2;10£.

The article in this issue on Belle of Wabash is a strong
argument in favor of having plenty of good thoroughbred
stock a foundation. No wonder so many of the descendants
of The Moor had such a blood-like appearance, even to the
fourth generation.

0. W. Maulbby of the Santa Maria Times, informs us
there is a ten mile drive along the ocean beach there which
cannot be surpassed on this Coast. The people of Santa Maria
are taken a great interest in trotting horses and are raising
some very fine ones.

Lints, the horse with the long mane and tail, known as
the Oregon Wonder, died at the home of his owner, Charles
H. Eaton, Mil Itown, X. L'., early on the morning of June
16th, of strangulated scrotal hernia. It is Mr. Eaton's in-
tention to have the skin mounted.

Ja< k DAWSON, the stallion that got a record of 2:30 at
Lima, Ohio, June Huh, is a co;il black in color and stands
fourteen and a half hands. He in by Director, out of Favor-
iu, 2:25$, by Oeorge Wilkes, 2:22; second dam Press For-
ward, by Albion,yon of Halcorn, etc.

TlIERE is a rumor that there will be another sale of Palo
Alio trotting wtock this month. Horsemen who have hereto-
fore patronized thust; s^le^ are so well satisfied they are

;* anxious to have t hei r friends attend and secure bargains also.
The clans of slock ottered cannot be surpassed for road use.

Tiik Btrikeon the railroads of this country caused many
fanners h. look in their lipids for good roadsters to convey
their fruits as quickly as possible to tide water. The value of
good roads and good horHes to go over them was very strongly
i-ipressed upon all. "It'san ill wind that, blows nobody good."

W. II. Kr--i-;:.L is the name given to a magnificently
ormed son of Siamb^ul, 2:07 A and By By, sisterto Lockheart,

Rosa Stock Farm, For a long time this colt was
per from distemper, but he has entirely recovered and

ready Bhowa that he has the speed one would expect from a
>lt as royally bred.

At the Oakland race track on the Fourth of July a race

meeting, or more correctly speaking, a "work-out" meeting

was held. No fast time was made and none of the horses

that competed achieved the glory of getting a mark which

would be a bar in their future races on the circuit.

Etta, dam of Like Like, 2:25 and Cora C, 2:22*, by Nau-
buc, dropped a fine bay colt last month that ought to be a

side wheeler of the first class. His sire is the magnificently-

bred Red Wilkes—Dictator stallion, Dictatus,and this young-

ster already acts as if he had the Tennessee gait reduced to a

science. H. W. Crabb, his owner, is very proud of him.

The Saladin-Mascot race at Philadelphia was not much of

a race and ''Johnny Green " is the name of the party that

thinks Mascot was beaten on his merits. It has got to be

second nature for General Turner to get second money in tbe

early races, but when the season gets a little older he is al-

ways found finishing ahead of those that th ew du^t on him
in the spring.

The season of pasturage is the season of delight to all the

earth. It is the time of the singing of the birds, of the low-

ing of cattle in the fields, of the bursting bud, the growing

grain, the chanting in one harmonious chorus of bird, breeze

and stream. It is the resurrection period, when everything

within the boundless realm of nature rejoices in newness of

life.—Newark Call.

Six horse stage coaches, four in hands, double teams and
scores of single rigs are to be seen on the roads and highways
this week. The need of good horses, splendid roads and easy

riding vehicles was a pressing one and all who were fortunate

enough to have good road horses were the envy of those whose
taste for such was dulled by the presence of the railroad

trains.

Capt. B. E. Harris may well be proud of tbe colts and
fillies by his game trotting stallion, Melvar, 2:22. Stronger

made and more natural young trotters would be difficult to

find. Most of them are of that rich, dark chestnut color by
which this son of Fordstan is so well known, and as they have
his determined way of going no better proof is necessary of

his potency as a sire of style, color, speed and gameness.

In response to a call issued for a meeting of the Santa
Clara Agricultural Society last Saturday for the purpose of

devising ways and means for defraying outstanding debts of

the society, about twenty of the members assembled at Ruth-
erford Hall, but as twenty-five are required for a quorum no
action was taken. It is expected that a meeting will be held
soon and some plan af paying off notes against the society will

be adopted.

Blue Boy, a four-year-old son of Bell Boy (2:19}), dam
Blue Bonnet, by Macy's Hambletonian, son of Edward
Everett, second dam Stone Mare, by Magic, son of American
Clay, showed himself a trotter and a race horse. At the
matinee race, Buffalo, N. Y., on the 14th inst., he won the
2:40 class, getting a record of 2:22-> in the fourth heat. This
chap's trotting crosses rest on a strong thoroughbred founda-
tion in nearly every line of his maternal ancestry.

Mr. Daniel Odell, of Wall street, has sent his favorite

road mare, Bonnie E., to L°e, Mass., to be bred to the famous
trotting sire, Alcantara. Bonnie E. is by Piedmont, 2:17},

dam by Electioneer. She was bred by the late Senator Le-
land Stanford of California, and is one of the handsomest of

all Palo Alto trotters. Mr. Odell will have the mare trained
this season. She is known to be fast, and is expected to beat
2:20.—N. Y. Times.

Chas I. HAVENS,the well-known architect,has a weakness
for pacers, but lately he has felt as though he never wanted
to see another. Some time ago he got a colt by Aptos
Wilkes (brother to Hulda, 2:08 £, the peerless trotter), out of
a mare by Abbottsford, second dam Tule Duck (a famous
road mare), by Black Hawk, that was pacing faster than any-
thing of its age he had ever timed. While in a pasture it was
kicked on the foreleg by another colt and disabled. Whether
it will ever pace again is a question Mr. Havens and the
veterinarian cannot decide at present.

Junio, 2:22, at $1,100 was the cheapest horse ever sold in
California. Frank Wickersbam secured in him a bargain.
Around Fresno, the colts and fillies by this horse, if not fast

enough to make track performers,3because their speed was
never developed, are used as roadsters. Cleveland Bays,
German coach horses, hackneys or Morgans are not to be
compared with them. Solid bavs in color, lofty-headed, stylish,

heavy-boned, clean-limbed, of good size and pure-gait, they
are easily pointed out wherever seen by the citizens there as

a "|Junio."

Gameness in horses as indicated by color is thus spoken
of by a writer in an exchange :

" Many people might smile if

I said that a horse's color was an index to his gameness, but
such is the case, as I have found from experience, says a vet-
erinary surgeon. I h*ve closely noted this fact, and have had
an opportunity to judge, having performed thousands of
operations on horses, some of them sufficiently painful to test

the gameness of the subject. I have found that the most
arrant cowards among horses are sorrels, and the gamest
brutes bays or browns. Some time ago I performed an oper-
ation on a pair of chestnut sorrels, and they groaned like
human beings. A bay or brown will usually sutler without a
noise of any kind, just rolling its big eyes in an appealing
way which is almost human in its intensity. Gray and white
horses as a rule are not particularly game."

So FAR as we know the pacing colt Isaac, that was sold at
the Cleveland sale by Mr. J. H.Thayer, of Lexington, and
purchased by Mr. F. B. Thriffiley. of New Orleans, La., for

$2,200, is the fastest two-year-old alive. Although an August
foal, he went an eighth last year in 14] seconds, and a quar-
ter, as we recall, in 31 seconds. We know of no other year-
ling, excepting Victor Mazzone, that was ever capable of this
feat. As might be expected from bis speed, he is extremely
well bred. He was sired by Clay, 2:25 (son of Electioneer
and Maid of Clay, dam of four performers). His dam was
by Newcomb, a son of Nutwood, out of a mare by George
Wilkes. His second dam was by Orphan Boy Jr.; his third
dam by Peavine 518; his fourth dum Catharine, 2:23$ ; bis
fifth dam Heel and Toe Fanny (dam of Jewett; p, 2;14), by
John Innes. He unites crosses to George Wilkes, Election-
eer and Nutwood. Probably no colt ever had greater brush
than Isaac. With careful handling he should make as fast a
pacer when fully developed as was ever seen on the track.
His purchaser got a bargain. Though not a large horse, he
is an excellent individual.—N. Y. Sporting World

The announcement which appeared in this journal last

week that the Golden Gate Fair Association and the P. C. T.

H. B. Association would hold their meetings at the Bay Dis-

trict Track has had its effect, for applications for stalls have
already been made. There are only 650 box stalls there,

so very little trouble will be experienced in accommodating
th trotters and pacers that will be there to be fitted for

the races. The track is being prepared for them by Wm.
Fieldwick, "Julien Bill," the young man who was O. A.
Hickok's lieutenant for so many years.

Walter Hobart, son of the late W. H. Hobart, has the

finest four-in-hands, double teams and tandems that

are seen in the Golden Gate Park. He had sixteen fine

stylish looking hackneys and carriage horses sent to him from
the East, and with them came carriages and trappings that

are a revelation to our quiet and conservative people. This
young man is one of the best "whips" or reinsman in

America. I. N. Killip, of this city, says he " never saw a
man, young or old, that could drive a team better." A criti-

cism like this from such a competent reinsman is worth
considerable.

There is a filly by Direct, 2:05J, at Pleasanton that all

who see her, whether horsemen or not, feel as though they
would like to possess her. She is out of Belle McGregor
(trial, 2:26), by Robert McGregor; second dam Wyoming
Belle (dam of Wanita, 2:20i), by Lowe's Pilot, son of Pilot

Jr. 12; third dam Juanita ^dam of Lula Lee,2:29£), by Pilot

J~r.; fourth dam by Stump the Dealer ; fifth dam by Altorf.

With such excellent breeding this little one is entitled to take

first rank among the very choicest ones on the Pacific Coast.

J. H. Butler owns Belle McGregor, the dam of this young-
ster.

Prof. E. P. Heald has on the Napa Stock Farm some of

the most promising colts and fillies we have seen this year.

They are sired by his grandly-bred horse Pilot Prince (son of

Dexter Prince and Emma Nutwood), out of mares by Whip-
pleton, Admiral, Director, 2:17, Grandissimo, 2:23.1, Dawn,
2:18^, Naubuc, Secretary, Sidney, 2:191, Free Willey (son of

Whippleton and Sally Gorhara, the great five-mile trotter),

and other sires. These youngsters from the time they are

able to wander from their mothers' sides seem to care for no
other enjoyment than trotting at the top of their speed across

the pasture fields. It is in every way worthy of a visit to

watch them. We look for Pilot Prince to be one of Dexter
Prince's best sons as a sire of fast and handsome trotters.

The following horses will be entered in the free-for-all

pacing race at Buffalo, in August : Monroe Salisbury's b g
Flving Jib, 2:04, by Algona ; Village Farm's b g Robert J.,

2:05|, by Hartford ; John Green's blk s Saladin, 2:05£, by
Sultan ; W. P. Taylor's b g Mascot, 2:04, by Deceive ; Rum-
barger Farm's b g Will Kerr, 2:07!, by Ethan Wilkes ; T. C.

Parson's b s Hal Diilard, 2:07J, by Brown Hal ; Woodbine
Farm's b s Online, 2:11, by Shadeland Onward ; Du Bois
Bros.' W. W.P., 2:10|, by Ben Lomond Jr.; D. Thomas' J.

H.L., 2:08-V,bv Idol Wilkes; Gil Curry's gr s Guy, 2:06£,

by Shiloh ; J. W. Titlev's b s Hal Braden, 2:0S}, by Brown
Hal; M. E. McHenry's b m May Marshall, 2:08}, by Billy

Wilkes; G. Whitney's b g Albert E., 2:12}, by Penrose.

Henry Haas, Humboldt's most clever rein-holder, sailed

on the Humboldt Wednesday, says the Rohnerville Standard,

taking with him McNeil's Dudley, R. Sweasey's yearling

colt, Eureka, and McGaraghan's three-year-old, Lady Mac.
All three of these animals can boast good ancestry, and we
shall not be surprised at hearing a good report from them be-

fore the season closes. Our readers have already been made
aware of Dudley's performances ; Eureka is a brother to Sa-

moa, by Ira, and has given evidence of rare promise. Lady
Mac is also a promising three-year-old, and those who are

capable ofjudging claim for her a bright future if no unto-

ward mishap should occur. It is understood that all three

will be entered for the grand circuit, and Humboldt people
will eagerly await the result of their performances.

There will be no racing at the Grass Valley Fair
this year. The Telegraph of that place publishes the follow-

ing: "The Directors of the Seventeenth Agricultural.District

met Tuesday and decided to hold a fair, commencing on
August 27th. The Pavilion will be held in Nevada City and
every arrangement will be made to make it one of the most
successful ever held by the association. The premium list

for best exhibit of live-stock and also for pavilion exhibits

will be larger this year than ever before. The Directors have
decided to do away with horse racing this season. Directors

E. J. Rector, George F. Jacobs and George Fletcher were
appointed a committee to prepare the premium list. There
will be another meeting of the Directors at the office of I. J.

Kolfe in Nevada City on July 11th.

In the Year Book the pedigree of Edward Everett (sire of

Judge Fullerton, 2:IS, Hambrino,2:2l^,and twelve other trot-

ters) is given as by Hambletonian 10, dam Fanny, said to be
by imported Margrave. There is no said to be about this

pedigree, for on page 416 of Volume 1, of Bruce's American
Stud Book, Edward Everett, or Major Winfield, as he was
formerly called, is given as by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, dam
Fanny, by imp. Margrave; second dam by imp. Trumpator

;

third dam by Lindsay's Arabian ; fourth dam by imported
Oscar; fifth dam by imported Vampire; sixth dam Col.

Carter Braxton's imoorted Kitty Fisher, by Cade. These
sires represent the stoutest of bloodlines and those who were
inclined to wonder at the staying qualities of the Edward
Everetts can, by studying his pedigree, see wherein he in-

herited this quality and transmitted to his progeny.

In a case in the splendid harness alid saddlery warerooms
of M. Smith, Salinas, is a rare curiosity. It is a valuable

bridle that was brought from Naples, Italy, by Hiram Corey,

Esq., of Salinas. The leather-work is heavy and studded
with large gold and silver-plated nails. The cheek pieces are

also decorated with immense "gew-gaws" of odd designs.

No bit is used with this headgear, instead, a large V-shaped
clamp with saw-like teeth works on a pivot and fits over the

nose, and the ends project back to the underside, there they

are ornamented with "jingles" and two large rings to which
the bridle reins are attached. Above this no-«e-pieee and
paral'el with it, is a broad patent leather strap, from the top

of which a row of long squirrel hair stands up, almost reach-

ing to the eyes. The blinders or blinkers are large, thick

and bulky, with broad colored leather bands connecting their

outside upper corners to the crown piece at the poll. This
unique sample of "horse millinery" weighs twenty-five

pounds, and when on an auimal it is the envy uf the man of

wealth, the lazzarone, and the plebian in tUe ancient city.
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THE SADDLE.

Bonnie Scotland, one of the greatest sires America ever

had, did not have a single Touchstone cross.

There are more California horses rnnning at Washington
Park this season than ever. And they are winning the big

stakes too.

Claude Borlingame takes in the Mod tana circuit this

year. He has Sympathetic^ Last and AI Broeck. The latter

is turned out.

'Fmsco Hoag & Little won a good race at Portland last

Monday with Jennie Deane, the Sir Modred filly they leased

of Charles Kerr recently.

California two-year-olds won the two races at Sheeps-

head Bay last Monday—the Blufier and The Coon, respec-

tively by Tyrant and Midlothian.

Midget beat Nelson, Hal Fisher and other fast sprinters

half a mile at Portland, Or., on the opening day, which was

last Saturday. The distance was run in 0:492.

Eight th^usmd people attended the races at Portland,

Or., on " the Fourth." This is a good showing for a show-
ing for a city of about 60.000 inhabitants, surely.

A number of race horses were walked up from San Jose

this week, some because the trains were tied up, others be-

cause there was a tie-up in their owners' finances.

A bay brother to Morello made its appearance on earth at

Capt. R. J. Hancock's Ellerslie Stud in Virginia on the

24th of May, and Cerise, the dam, was bred back to Eolus_

Yo El Key and Stromboli, in the Macdonough string, are

doing steady gallops at Sheepshead Bay. Daily America and
Mercury says the former is " a good-looker, but makes a slight

Pat Meaney is still training the Beaverwyck Stable

horses. C. R. Bishop, the stable's rider, was killed last week.

A couple of the unfortunate young man's horses were left here

to roam until fall.

Sir Excess, by Sir Modred, won a cracking good race at

a mile and three-eighths last Tuesday at Sheepshead Bay.

The time was 2:01 3 5, and the dispatches say the Californian

won easily. 1:59J is the record for the distance.

We understand that Maxim, the great New Zealand horse

that died last Monday, did not injure his back in a stall, but

tbat he was going down quite an incline, plaviug, when he
slipped and injured his spineso badly that it eventually caused

his death.

Calefor ia-bred horses celebrated " the Fourth " in fine

style at Sheepshead Bay. Sir Walter won at a mile and a

quarter in 2:07 4 5 Waltzer, the Darebin-Sly Dance colt,

woo the Great Trial Stakes, with Connisseur, by Sir Modred,
in the place.

Diggs, the Red Iron two-year-old that Hankins & John-
son paid $2,500 for here last spring, won a five-furlong dash
at Washington Park last Tuesday in the splendid time of

1:01 V- He is a splendid-looking fellow, and worth the amount
paid for him.

Spobt McAllister, who beat Model and other good ones

at Portland, Or., last Saturday, had a fifteen-pound allowance
for being a non-thoroughbred, while Model had to take up a

five-pound penalty. The weights of the pair were therefore :

Sport McAllister, 103 pounds; Model, 120.

Some very fast time was made at Washington Park
(Chicago) last Monday. Alabama (by Himyar) ran four and
a half furlongs in 0:55, Faraday (by Himyar) went a mile
and a quarter handily in 2:07, while Maid Marian (by imp.

Great Tom) negotiated six furlongs in 1:13|,

A great coup was made with Dr. Helmuth (brother to Dr.

Hasbrouck) at the Alexandria Island races last Tuesday. He
was backed from 30 to 1 down to 3 to 1, and won for his

owner. Grand Prix, also by Sir Modred, won a seven-

furlong race at the same place on the same date.

There will be a let-up in the running-horse business un-

til August 13th, when the Golden State Fair meeting begins
at Bay District track. A rest will not hurt some of the

horses, though some trainers contend that horses should not

be out of training at any time, as long as they are not lame.

Horses owned by Californians have won nearly every run-
ning race at Portland, Oregon. The Oregon horsemen do
not seem to be having any luck at all. Up to Thursday
Misty Morn was the only Oregon-bred one that had been suc-

cessful against the Californians, and she is a warm article in

any part of the country.

ZiMLOCH, notwithstanding his dam is by a trotting horse,

seems to be able to go a goodly route. He beat Normandie
at a mile and an eighth last Wednesday at Portland, Or. The
surprise of the day must have been Annie Moore's win at

four and a half furlongs over Hal Fisher and Jim R-, for

the Regent mare has been running poorly for some time past.

Last Chance fell in front of the grand stand in the race won
by Zamloch, throwing " Wally " Weaver and breaking his

collar-bone.

The Burlingame County Club has on the tapis a cross-

country gallop which will take place within a few weeks. It

is proposed to let Joe Tobin, Dick Tobin and Basil Ricketts
be the leaders. The course will be over the mountains to the
west of Burlingame, and through the reserves of the Spring
Valley Water Company. The start will be made at daybreak,
and the leaders will be given a handicap of three miles. The
polo ponies will be driven in from the hills and used for the
sport.—San Mateo Leader.

Wandering Nun, the very speedy daughter of Argyle
and imp. Janet N., by Macgregor, is at present engaged in

the honorable, if not altogether aristocratic, work of hauling
milk from La Siesta rancho' to the town of Menlo Pork. This
trip she makes twice a day, and it is reported that when she
heard Bellicoso, her half-brother, had won the rich Kenwood
Stakes she kicked np her pretty heels in high glee and showed
plainly her desire to be taken out of the cart. Notwith-
standing the character of her work, Wandering Nun will be
seen next fall on the big California circuit, and as she is as
sound as a dollar, we may look for her to add further laurels

to her family's glory crown.

Four horses by California sires won at Washington Park
on the 4th, Yo Tambien, Rey el Santa Anita, Pat and Ger-
aldine. Yo Tambien's win was at one and an eighth miles,
run in 1:52$ (the track record), with Gloaming, by Sir Mo-
dred, second. Rey el Santa Anita won the Sheridan
Stakes, mile and a quarter (worth §10,000 to Baldwin) in
2:0S£, Pat ran six furlongs in 1:15, and Gerakhne did the
same distance in 1:141. Four out of seven is just about the
average of the Californians anyhow, or very near that mark.

Seven times out of ten great race horses have great moth-
ers. Take the following celebrities of the American turf, and
see what their dams were : Lexington, Alice Carneal ; Le-
compte, Reel

; Asteroid, Nebula ; Longfellow, Nantura ;

Luke Blackburn, Nevada ; Aranza, Arizona; George Kin-
ney, Kathleen ; Volturno and Elias Lawrence, Sprightly

;

Force and Renown, Xora Worth; Emperor of Norfolk, El
Rio Rey and Yo Tambien, Marion ; Santa Anna, Clara D.;
Clifford, Duchess; Handspuo, Spinaway; Dobbins and York-
ville Belle, Thora, and so we might go on at great length to
bear out our assertiou.

Bookmaker Frank Eckert was arrested and arraigned
on Thursday, June 21st, before Justice Porter for selling
pools on the American Derby. The case presented a knotty
problem for judicial solution, and Justice Porter took it under
consideration. Eckert admitted selling pools on next Satur-
day's big race at Washington Park, but tbat be was conduct-
ing a legitimate business, because all winning wagers were to

be paid on Saturday at the track, as provided bylaw. He
further represented that he was dealing in futures, and that
no violation of the statutes could be committed until the race
had been actually run.

Hanging in our editorial room is a splendid picture of
the dead kin* of the turf and lord of Theodore Winters'
stud, Norfolk. Above the picture, which is said to be a cor-
rect likeness of the uabeateo son of Lexington and Novice,
is the only race poster in existence regarding the memorable
match races between Norfolk and Lodi, gotten out by Fran-
cis, Valentine & Co. in 1805. James Ross, the well-known
turfman, let us have the picture of Norfolk, which is the
only one we ever saw. It is very old, and was covered with
the dust of many years and several signs that flies were in the
country from whence it came.

The great World's Fair stake, for two-year-olds, is to be
run to day (Saturday) at Washington Park. It closed with
the enormous total of 254 nominations, of which only forty-

seven have been declared. A number of candidates have
been under special preparation all the season. Handsome,
Satsuma, Black Silk, Kosclulottie, Don Ciesar, Toby, Cane-
wood, Kiltie Clive, Moderocio, Rey del Sierras, Bellicoso and
Sun Up are almost certain to face the flag, and even if none
is added to this lot it must result in a magnificent contest.

California is represented with Moderocio, Rey del Sierras
(brother to Yo Tambien) and Bellicoso, the latter well re-

membered here. The one that beats this son of Peel and imp.
Janet N. should win the rich prize.

Since Lord Rosebery's horse Ladas won the Derby the
Premier has had every opportunity to ascertain the opinion
of the godly concerning horse-racing. In some single weeks
since that event he has received more than 1,500 letters of ex-
postulation, and the sum total thus far is nearly 7,000. A
curious feature in connection with these expostulations is that
one-third of them embody a suggestion that the money he
won on the event shall be given to the Lord, and in every
instance it is the writer's one particular Lord to whom he
would have it given, the idea apparently never having sug-
gested itself that money which is too contaminated for Eng-
land's Premier may not be good enough for the Almighty.
It is hard work to look after the consciences of other people
in this world, but lots of folks are willing to try.—Exchange.

J. D. McGregor, one of the leading stook men of the
Canadian provinces, and who brought considerable stock
here recently, is so much in love with California that he has
decided to go to Brandon, Manitoba, his home, settle up
some affairs there, and return to this State, where he will

take up his residence in future. Mr. McGregor left at Stock-
ton the English thoroughbred chestnut horse Comrade, foaled

1S82, by Conductor (son of Young Trumpeter), dam Strath-
spey,by Kettledrum (son of Ral apian, brother to Stockwell)

;

second dam Wax, by Surplice (best son of Touchstone)
;

third dam Beeswax, by Liverpool, etc Young Trumpeter,
sire of Comrade, was by Trumpeter, he by Orlando (winner
of the Derby and by Touchstone), dam by Surplice, he by
Touchstone, so that he is very strongly inbred to Touchstone
and Surplice, the latter winner of both the Derby and St.

Leger in 184S, Comrade is 16.H hands in height, and said

to be a good-looker.

Chicago dispatch of July 4th: "Rey el Santa Anita, win-
ner of the American Derby and Sheridan stakes, is speeding
across the country for the Sheepshead Bay track, where he
will run for the Realization stakes Saturday. The great son
of Cheviot left at 1:40 o'clock this morning, accompanied by
his trainer, Henry Mc Daniels, and his jockey, Van Kuren,
who will ride him in the big event. Rey el Santa Anita will

reach New York at noon Friday and will have about twenty-
four hours' rest before the big race is run. It is asking a

great deal of the horse to make a journey of 1,000 miles and
in so short a time to enter a race against the cracks Rey el

Santa Anita will have to meet. Dow Williams, trainer of

Rey el Santa Anita before he left " Lucky " Baldwin'sservice
to operate a stable of his own, thinks the colt is equal to the
emergency. The ex-trainer admires Baldwin's horses to the

extent of holding him as great as the Emperor of Norfolk,

and should Rey el Santa Anita win the Realization Will-
Hams' enthusiastic opinion of the horse will have been justi-

fied."

The following special, sent from Chicago last Tuesday,
will be read with feelings of sorrow by every one that knows
little Charley Weber and his family :

" Jockey Charley
Weber, son of Peter Weber, the California horseman, was
thrown in the last race at Washington Park this afternoon

and received what may prove serious injuries. Weber was
riding Miss Alice, one of Ed Corrigan's string, and when
coming into the stretch the mare stumbled and fell, throwing

the jockey headlong against the inner rail. Several stablemen

ran into the track and picked the jockey up out of the dust

and carried him to the stable, where he revived after half an
hour or so. Later a physician examined him, but found no
bones broken. It is feared, however, that the jockey has

suffered internal injuries which may prove serious. At best,

he will not be able to ride again for som^ time."

Of Baldwin's two-year-old crack, Rey del Caredes, a Chi-
cago dispatch of last Saturday says

:

'" Rey del Carades in the
two year-old scramble carried equal top odds with Ashland.
This race proved that the plunge on " Lucky " Baldwin's
colt for the Kenwood stakes was not without reason, for he
was given less time to fret at the post, and showed all the
speed it was claimed he possessed, the five furlongs being cov-
ered handily in 1:01.

Joseph N. Long, of Montpelier, is plaintiff in a suit
against J. M. Capps, of near this city, in a suit for $1,200 for
the non-delivery of the celebrated running mare Gypsy Girl.
On May 6th, 1S93, Long entered into an agreementto sell the
mare to Capps for $1,200. Of this amount $500 was paid down
and the balance of $700 was to be paid by September 1st.

The bill of sale, however, did not contain the figures " 1893 "

after the last-named date,which is construed into a legal dis-
pute as to what year the balance was to be paid in. Long
was to have possession of the mare until the full amount was
paid. He now sues for §l,2u0 damages for Capps' failure to
pay the $700 balance. It is claimed by Capps that the mare
was injured after the bill of sale was made and before the suc-
ceeding September, and was therefore not as good a running
mare as when the sale was entered into. L. J. Maddux is

attorney for Long.—Modesto News.

The New York Herald speaks of the race wherein poor
Bishop met his death as follows :

" The last event of the day
was called 'The Coney Island Grand National Steeplechase.'
It proved a grand national tumble for more horses than one.
San Jose was the favorite in the betting. The course was
about three miles long, and full of as many twists and turns
as an ' obstacle race ' at a country fair. Persistence took the
lead at the start, but there was something about one of the
jumps that she did not like. She simply fell over it, and
Jockey Oakwood fell over his head. He got up, remounted
and set out after the leader. Then Ingot fell over a brush
jump, and Jockey Oafcley bit the grass with him. They also
got up and resumed the chase. San Jose had worked into
the lead, but when approaching the ' pigpen ' he made up his
mind that he did not care for it. Consequently he bolted and
took the fence leading into the turf track instead. He fell

over it, and took Bishop with him, and for a while both were
dead to the world. Bishop was helped away, but the horse
lay there until the finish of the race.when he was taken to his
stable with his shoulder injured.''

Ed Corrigan will not apply to the Turf Congress for a
license for the Hawthorne track. " Hawthorne made appli-
cation for membership in the Turf Congress upon solicitation,
and not because it was seeking any favors from the Congress,"
said Corrigan last week. "The Washington Park officials

thought the action would be bene^cial to turf interests, and so
Hawthorne made application. I have received no official

notice of the rejection of the application of this track, but if

the report is correct. Hawthorne will positively not apply
for a license. How ..this will affect horsemen I can not say.
The purses offered here are larger than those of any other
track in the West, except Washington Park, and as they can
race at Hawthorne from spring until fall, and then go to the
Pacific Coast and run under conditions such as obtain here,

they may not pay much attention to tbe action of the Turf
Congress, I have a telegram from President Montgomery of
the Memphis Jockey Club,saying he is glad of the determina-
tion of the Hawthorne track not to join the Congress, and as-

suring me of voting yea on the proposition. I told Rolla
Wells, of the St. Louis Fair Association, before the applica-
tion was made, that I was opposed to the boycotting of any
race track, and I thought he was of a similar mind. Several
of the other representatives of racing associations at the Cin-
cinnati meeting are ' welchers,' who repudiate even their

hotel bills."

Daily America and Mercury, of New York, says of
Armitage's win of the Coney Island Handicap on the 23d
inst: " Tbe Coney Island Handicap over the Futurity
course brought out two starters, Wah Jim and Roche being
scratched and Vestibule added. Sirocco was a hot favorite

at the opening, Armitage's first price being threes. So much
money came in on the latter that he went to the post at twos,

with 8 to 5 against Sirocco. Hurlingham, Prig and Ducat
were all backed at eights. There was a long delay at the post,

which was caused by the bad behavior of Lowlander and
Skedaddle. The latter could not be driven away from tbe

post by any devisable means, and was at length left standing.

Lowlander, however, got well off, though Sirocco was in the
lead. The favorite was not long able to retain his advantage,

and Hurlingham took up the running after going a quarter
and led until a furlang from home. Here Armitage, who got

off in the bunch and under Simms' strong riding had gradually

improved his position, worked to the front, and, running the

distance out with bull dog gameness, won by a neck in a drive

from the Blemton's Stable's three-year old, whose form was a

great improvement over anything he had previously shown
this year. Prig, who had been prominent throughout, was a

moderate third, with Lowlander fourth. Sirocco gradually

lost ground throughout, finishing fifth."

California horses are accomplishing wonders this season,

notably those sired by Surinam, Sir Modred, Midlothian, Ty-
rant, Cheviot, Darebin and Joe Hooker. For a young sire

Surinam shows a world of promi -e, as everything that has

thus far appeared in public by the son of Joe Hooker and
Ada C. has won, and in good company too. Armitage is as

good a three-year-old as he was a two-year old, winning slake

races for Mr. Croker in fast time. Eliza Ann (half-sister to

Blizzard) is also a good winner. T. N. Moore of San Bernar-

dino, has a great prize in Surinam beyond peradventure.

Every day almost the Sir Modreds win a race or two (and

sometimes three) on the tracks of the far East. Midlothian

has to his credit one of the best two-year-old fillies of tbe year

in California, who won the Vernal Stakes last Tuesday at

Sheepshead Bay,beating Annisette, Applause and other high-

class misses. The Coon, by Midlothian, from Nana, is also

a heavy winner. Cheviot colts will bring by money from

this time forth on account of Rey el Santa Anita's great

American Derby victory. The Darebins are keeping up their

good work, and while Lucky Dog has been a great disap-

pointment thus far this season others by tbe big brown An-
tipodean are running well. Tyrant's best youngster this sea-

son is The Bluffer, who has won some good races on far Ea>t-

ern courses. Fiesno, who was rather overlooked one year

at Rancho del Paso, got a winner in Cockade, and Peel's son,

Bellicoso, won the rich Kenwood Stakes at Washington Park.

Chicago. In the Eclipse Stakes at Morris Park California-

bred horses ran one-two (Conuis?eur and Sir Galahad

strange to relate, both were by Sir Modred, the beautiful,
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Dates Claimed.

ASACOXDA (Mont.) July 12 to 28

BUT TE i Mo.it August 1 to 23

HELEN A (MouU August 25 to September 1

M A RYSVILLE July 2t to July 28

CHICO -July 31 to August i

RED BLUFF August 7 to August 11

WILLOWS - August 14 to August 18

P. IA T. H. B. A 'Summer Meeuogj- August4 to August 11

UOLDEN CA TK ASSOCIATION August 13 to August 18

PETALCMA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION - August 27 to September 1

STATE FAtK ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15

s'i'i (CKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24

S \N.'OSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29

VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October 6

PBESNO ASSOCIATION October 8 to October 13

SaN'TA ANA October 8 to October 13

Los ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. c. T. H. B. A. i Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27

SANTA BAKU VKA September 17 to September 22

IIC EN KM F September 24 to September 29

.AN DIEGO October 1 to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HnLLIsTER October 2 to October 6

MODES TO October 11 to October 13

PORTLAND ' Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

DETROIT DRIVING PARK July 16 to July 20

BUFFALO DRIVING PARK July 31 to August 10

TERRE HAL' 1'E August 13 to August IS

. *
Entries Close.

i II I CO July 21

RED BLUFF July 21

WILLOWS July 21

SAN PA ANA August

1

HCFVFME August 1

STATE FAIR see advertisement

Owing to the "tie-up" on the Southern'Pacific rail-

road and the consequent detention of the mails, secre-

taries have been unable to receive or send for publica-

tion to this office the lists of entries that were advertised

to close June 30th and Ju'y 2d.

The effects of the strike are far-reaching, and although

perhaps very few consider how a turf journal that strives

to give the correct news in regard to what is being done

on race track, stock farm and the road, is affected by it,

nevertheless, the accumulation of its mail at all points

where trains are at a standstill, and the irregularity and

unreliability of telegraphic reports of the races in the

nd do this Coast, have a tendency to make the edi-

I such a journal apologize for the lack of informa-

tion so_u ought by its thousands of readers and

subscribers. P.. it. as it is impossible to even send the

Breeder and SroKTSM t\ as promptly a. usual to our

sulj.cn:: i lieve they will accept our apologies for

bled reports in this issue, and rejoice with

us when the strike ends.

D.w Mil i,

i

ipulai iwner of Charmion, thinks

ice. His great filly is in i Ihict 50

pi 'ill utered in some rich stakes, but her

nor can't get to the Wind see hi* pride throw
-' in the ftcon of her oppo]

Australian Blood and Reciprocity.

The idea is becoming more firmly fixed every day in

the minds of California horsemen that it was a fortunate

thing for them when the importing of Australian thor-

breds began. And the idea is a correct one. Almost

every day the wires merrily tick the news across the

continent that sons or daughters of Sir Modred, Cheviot

or Darebin have won some good race or races on the

far Eastern courses, if not on those west of the Alle-

ghanies. These three horses and Maxim are about the

only Australians that have had anything like a fair

opportunity in the stud in this State, and the oldest of

the progeny of Maxim in America are but yearlings.

Now that Longfellow is no more the fact cannot be gain-

said that Sir Modred is the leading sire of this country.

He has been termed "the sire of poor men's horses,"

and verily he merits the title, for everything by this

New Zealand paragon of equine beauty wins races and

keep on earning oats for themselves and coin for their

fortunate owners. From his loins have sprung such per-

formers as Tournament, the heaviest three-year-old win-

ner of his year ; Gloaming, a mare that has won fast

races at from five furlongs to one and one-half miles,

going the latter distance in 2:33§ ; Dr. Hasbrouck, the

greatest sprinter of America ; Comanche, winner of some

of the best races of the season ; Connossieur, winner of

the very rich Eclipse stakes at Morris Park with Sir

Galahad (another Sir Modred) in the place ; Moderocio,

a good winner at Memphis, Hawthorne and Washington

Parks ; Dorian, victor over such cracks as Sir Walter

and Sport ; Aurelian, winner this season over Dobbins,

Sir Knight and John Cooper. We might go on at great

length enumerating the " good 'uns " by Sir Modred,

but we have given a slight idea of the work of his sons

and daughters at this East this season. At San Fran-

ci?co, Model, by Sir Modred, proved herself easily the

best of the two-year-old fillies, while Motto broke the

record for the " short six furlongs." Previous to this

she had the best seven-furlong " mark '' on the Pacific

Coast—1:27}.

Cheviot is a brother to Sir Modred, and, like Sir

Modred, was a race horse of high class in New Zealand.

Among his victories might be mentioned the Canterbury

Derby, one and one-half miles

—

the race of the country

for three-year-olds, as the American Derby is in this

country. He has given us a good performer every time

he was mated with a strongly bred mare, for instance

Rey el Santa Anita, the American Derby and Sheridan

Stakes winner ; Prize, a very speedy mare that could go

a distance ; Osric, winner at all distances from five fur-

longs to over a mile ; Bernardo, who could go the route

and a fast fellow, though a trifle undersized ; Princess,

a fast filly, but delicate ; Chartreuse, a good performer;

Centurion, a high-class colt,speedy and a weight-packer;

Zaragoza, winner of some excellent races ; Thornhill,

winner of the Pacific Derby and Tidal Stakes and many
other good races ; Border Lassie, a fast little filly and

winner of several slashing good races. Others might be

mentioned worthy of notice, but these are the only

Cheviots from anything approaching well-bred mares

that have raced to any extent, and they have, without ex-

ception, proved winners. At his new home in Tennessee

Cheviot will have a better class of mares than he had in

this State, and we can look for some grand performers

by the New Zealander to come from the Fairview pad-

docks.

The Darebins, like wine, seem to be improving as the

years roll around. We do not mean that the sons and

daughters of Darebin are not good two-year-olds, but

that each crop of the big brown horse's youngsters seem

to excel the preceding year's output. The best two-

year-old thus far shown in the far East, to our mind, is

Waltzer, the colt by Darebin from Sly Dance, who has

shown ability to give all the youngsters he has met

several pounds' weight and a beating. Last season

Lucky Dog was the best Darebin two-year-old out, and

it would have taken a Domino to head him toward the

close of the year. Daric is a ' very fair youngster by

Darebin. Nanki Pooh, the Darebin—Yum Yum colt,

is one of the cracks in the two-year-old division this

season ; Alesia was the best three-year-old filly shown

here this spring
; Kildeer, Julien and Kilkeuny are all

performers far above the average ; San Franciscans well

remember the speedy Peril, Bessie W. and Artist and the

grand race that the Miss Clay filly won here a few weeks

ago. A yearling filly by Darebin from the great race

mare, Guenn, showed such promise that she was -resold

f.,r $16,000. Darebin has the blood of Melbourne closer

up than any horse in America, beyond all doubt, being

by The Peer, son of Melbourne, sire of the great triple

crown winner, West Australian, and Blink Ronny, win-

ner of the Derby and Oaks. As good as the Darebins

have proved, they can, with study over certain points, be

improved if mares are selected for htm of medium size

or even " on the small order," with short backs; and

they should have much Herod blood in their veins.

Darebin ought to prove very successful, mated with

mares inbred to Lexington of good, hard bone, but he is

of a family the blood of which is comparatively rare in

this country. What blood we have has been received

mostly through imp. Australian, and he was a most suc-

cessful sire. His sons that did well at the stud were

Wildidle, Spendthrift, Miser and Joe Daniels, but none

of these had as much of the Melbourne blood in their

veins as Darebin.

Imp. Mariner, opportunity considered, is not a whit

behind any of the trio of good sires mentioned above. It

is doubtful if we had a better three-year-old out in the

spring ot 1893 than Martinet, and there were few better

two-year-olds in the West than Seaside. Mollie R. and

Sunrise both won good races here last spring, and Sea

Spray had few superiors in the two-year-old division

Topgallant, the oldest of the Mariners, is still winning at

the East, and this horse has been successful at all dis-

tances from five furlongs to a mile and an eighth. Bor-

deaux, Oporto, Randwick, Centenella, Mainstay and

Dick O'Malley have won, and considering the number

of Mariners that have appeared on the turf this show-

ing is remarkably good.

Blizzard, by imp. Trade Wind (Australian-bred), is

one of the best horses in training on this coast.

There will be youngsters racing soon by the following

horses bred in " the colonies :
" Merriwa, by Goldsbrough

—Habena, owned near Pleasanton by R. E. de B. Lopez
;

True Briton, by John Bull— Ruby, owned in this city by

R. D. Ledgett; Plenty (half-brother to Darebin). by

Suwarrow—Lurline, owned by Mrs. John Wolfskill, near

Santa Monica ; Loyalist, by The Marquis—Loyal Peeress

owned by E. C. Sachs, of this city ; Suwarrow, by Snow-

den—Phizgig. ^owned by W. O'B. Macdonough ; The

Hook, by Fish Hook—Juliet, owned up to the time of

his death by E. J. Baldwin, of Santa Anita Stud, Los

Angeles county ; imp. Chesterfield, by The Marquis

—

Lamorna, owned by Dr. T. Bowhill, of Sonoma county;

Idalium, brother to Sir Modred, owned by A. B.Spreckels,

and Del Mar, by Somnus—Maid ot the Hills, owned by

Thomas Keating, of Lodi. The yearlings by these horses

are pronounced most promising, and as all are bred in

strong lines and should prove a good outcross on our

mares with so much Lexington blood in their veins, we

will doubtless have occasion to further praise the day

that the Australian thoroughbreds came to our shores to

improve our breed of horses by giving us new strains of

blood, great bone and luDg power.

And while we have drawn with advantage from the

Australasian horse market, it is only natural to suppose

that our antipodean friends would be making no mistake

by getting a large number of American mares with large

quanities of Lexington blood in their veins to mate with

their best stallions. It would be a fine outcross, and

there would be a vast amount of benefit derived from

such breeding. There is also little of the blood of Leam-

ington in either England or Australia, and it has proved

one of our best, if indeed not our most successful strain

of blood. There is considerable Leamington blood in

this country, where the horse lived the greater portion

of his life, and the family is still holding its own on the

turf in a marked degree. Longfellow, Reform, Eolus,

Iroquois, Sensation, Onondaga and Enquirer ! It would

be hard to find in the world a greater galaxy of sires, and

all sons of Leamington. In Australia there is one horse

possessing a Leamington cross, and that horse, Newmin-

ster, by The Marquis, is among the most successful sires

on the " great South Continent." We want Australian

sires, and they need our " Lexington mares " and

" Leamington horses." This is a case of reciprocity that

would be most beneficial to both countries.

Sabine ran a mile and three-eighths last Thursday at

Washington Park, Chicago, in 2:18|, reducing the rec-

ord at the distance a full second. Sabine is a four-year-

old chestnut colt by imp. Rossington (almost a full

brother to the $150,000 Ormonde), dam Lizzie Stone,

by Enquirer ; second dam Ninette, by imp. Albion

third dam Cottage Girl, by Ainderby. This is the family

from whence came Wildwood and John A., well known

in this State.

Isinglass is still the champion race horse of Eng-

land. On Thursday at Newmarket the son of Isonomy

won the Prince of Wales Stakes, 10,000 guineas. Bull-

ingdon finished second, and Lord Rosebery's hitherto

unbeaten Derby-wjnner, Ladas, was third
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Monroe Salisbury in the Lead.

By the acquisition of Alix, 2:07|, the greatest race

mare on earth, to his splendid collection of fast trotters

and pacers, Monroe Salisbury stands forth alone among

all the most prominent trotting horse owners and man-

agers as one who believes the " bottom has not dropped

out of the trotting-horse business," and that there are as

many opportunities for making money to-day in this in-

dustry, if rightly conducted, as there ever were. It is in

accordance with his ideas of what his horses should be

that he secured this mare. Last year he brought out

the "King of the Turf" and won races with him that as-

tonished the best horsemen in the United btates. He

made Directum what he is from a mixed-gaited, awk-

ward colt, by closely observing his faults and correcting

them; and, by nursing the latent speed he knew the colt

possessed prepared him for the greatest races that

ever a horse trotted, and when he brought him back to

California as sound as the day he was foaled, without a

pimple or a scratch, proved to every one that as a

horseman he was entitled to the title "King of All." The

records show that Directum, under his care captured the

fastest four-year-old stallion record, 2:05} ; the fastest

stallion record, 2:05} ; fastest trotting race record, 2:05},

and fastest third heat in a trotting race, 2:05}.

Mr. Salisbury always liked the mare Alix, and no

doubt when he returns to California he will have a "roll

of fame for 1894" to her credit also. For at the end of

1 892 she was credited with the four-year-old trotting

record for mares, 2:10. At the end of 1S93 she was the

possessor of the fastest five-year-old trotting record for

mares, 2:07$ ;
fastest fifth heat in a race, trotting, 2:09$,

and fastest ninth heat in a race, trotting, 2:09$.

Mr. Salisbury likes kings and queens and if with either

one he can capture a two-minute record he will be satis-

fied. With Alix, he believes he can give Directum a

hard race to day.

Maxim , the renowned son of Musket, that breathed

his last at Eancho del Paso last Monday, was perhaps

the best race horse ever seen in the colonies. There are

many Australians perhaps that will be horrified at the

assertion that any horse could be better than Carbine,

but we"go on the following, which is a matter of record:

Maxim met Abercorn and was beaten a short head in a

hard drive—this at a time when Maxim was in no con-

ditijn to race. This run made those who witnessed it be-

lieve that, fit and well, Maxim was many pounds the

best of the pair. Now Abercorn and Carbine met on

six occasions, and three victories were credited to each.

If Maxim, in good shape, could easily defeat Abercorn,

he must, necessarily, have been abetter race horse than

Carbine. His youngsters are grand-lookers, and the one

from Guenn especially is said to be a coming monarch

of the turf. We would much like to see Trenton pur-

chased to take the unfortunate Maxim's place at Rancho

del Paso. Trenton is likewise a son of Musket, and ac-

knowledged to be the leading sire of the colonies.

Tacony and Flora Temple.

In speaking of Flora Temple and her career on the trot-

ting turf, there is one race that she trotted, and it was a good

one to be remembered by those who saw it, although she did

not get much credit because she got beat in it. But if she

was beaten she was in no wise disgraced, for she was then

young and improving all the time, only eight years old, and

had not obtained the prominence she did in after years. The

race was for a purse of $1,000 and took place on the Union

Coutse, Long Island, mile heats, three in five, to harness, and

came off July 14, 1853. At that time I had moved from

Harlem, where I had kept a hotel on the corner of One Hun-

dred and Fifteenth Street and Third Avenue, to Union

Course, Long Island, and kept a hotel in what was called

Eldert's Lane, which ran due south from John R. Snedeker's

hotel on the Jamacia road,and was the dividing lines between

Kings and Queens County, Long Island. This race was

driven by two brothers, Hiram Woodruff driving Flora

Temple, while my brother William held the reins over

Tacony. William put up with me,coming with Tacony from

Philadelphia for two or three days before the trot. I saw

that Tacony was in fine condition and strong in every way,

and I made up my mind if the odds were on Flora against

him I would take a little of it, which I did, as the betting be-

gan at the rate of 20 to 14 to Flora. There was a fine turn-

out of gentlemen and ladies,as the day was fair and bright.and

two-thirds of both parties came out to see Flora win to a

certainty, as she had got in the way of winning so frequently

that it was thought a foregone conclusion that she would do

the like this time again. When the horses came on the track

and warmed up it seemed as if their condition was perfect in

all respects. When called up by the judges to get their orders

Tacony was awarded the pole, and I think I may say here

that I think it was the cause of his winning the race, for there

was only a few feet difference in the race of three heats which

they trotted. There was no unnecessary scoring, as they got

the word the second time they came up. Tacony led the

mare a trifle the first quarter. At the half-mile pole she
worked up to him, but round the lower turn they were locked

as near even as possible, but the turn gave the horse a little

advantage. Hiram seemed to be content where he was until

he turned and got fairly on the stretch. Tacony got away a

few feet before reaching the drawgate, but from there Hiram
called on Flora and, she had collared the horse, but the gait

was too much for her, or the noise of the people it might have
been, for she left her feet for a moment, but caught quickly

and drove Tacony out so he only beat her by a neck in 2:2S.

I had bet my money to quite an extent on Tacony, conse-

quently wished to win. So I took William on one side and

save him some instructions I thought there might be no
harm in, one of which was that Hiram had a way of pulling

back a little with the little mare on the lower turn, particu-

larly if he had the outside, and making one of those desperate

rushes on the stretch which she could make at times when
called on coming home, and thus catch a driver napping and
get to the score first before he was aware of his danger. I

told William that when he turned into the homestretch to

not mind where Hiram was nor wait for anybod/ or anything,

but to keep his horse going until he crossed the score and
was out of danger.

The second heat was closer, faster and harder still, for

Hiram altered his tactics somewhat and rushed Flora off

right from the start, thinking that he might carry the horse

off his feet, and by that means get the pole from him ; but

Tacony was an uncommon good horse that day, for he was in

good condition, strong, steady and disposed to do all he

could, which he had to do to win. The second heat from the

score to the wire was pull, Dick, pull, d 1. Hiram eased

her a little bit only at the one-half mile pole turn, and then

trotted her for all she was worth. She was sood lapped on the

horse's shoulder, and as soon as the turn was made he pushed
the little mare again, and at the drawgate she headed the

horse. William was speaking to Tacony and steadying him,

as he was a horse that would not stand the whip, and all he

could do was to brace him and speak sharp to him ; but

Flora coming up alongside of him gave him energy enough

to do all he could, and after a desperate struggle beat her out

a throat latch in 2:27, amid the cheers of hundreds of people,

most of them thinking she had either won the heator made a

dead he?.t of it. It did seem as if Tacony almost knew what

he had to do that day, and tried his best to do it. People

who knew him said, even after the second heat, that it was

not in the pins for him to trot another heat without breaking,

and not being a good catcher if he did break, she would then

get the pole from him and win the race, as he had never be-

fore stood such a press to harness as he had done this day. Up
to that time he bad never been counted on much as a harness

horse, being more used to saddle.

In getting ready for the third heat there was quite a num-
ber of bettors on the mare congregated together, with Hiram
in the midst of them. I looked for some new tactics to be

used in this heat, so I told my brother William as I could not

find out what it was to be 1 would stand by the drawgate

that heat to post him if 1 could in any matter. It was well I

did, as the result will prove. In getting harnessed for the

third heat I told my brother I expected it was for Hiram to

drive him from the score to the half-mile post as fast as he

possibly could, and if he did not break by or before that time

to drop back as though she was beaten, so William would ease

upon the horse, and then come with a dash, and, as Tacony

was a long strider, that in shaking him up again he might

taogle and break, so I told William not to wait for anything

or mind what anybody said to him only nmelf, and when he

got the word to go away and come back as soon as he could.

When the word go came for the third heat Flora chased Ta-

cony to the half-mile pole, he leading by only a neck and

shoulder, and rounding the turn the mare was evidently taken

back just as I had expected, William evidently thinking it

was all over, began, I thought, to pull a little. By this time

I had left my position and was making tracks towards the

lower part of the stretch. I saw Hiram was coming, and com-

ing fast, too. I called to William to come on, as Hiram was

coming, which he did and just in time, keeping his horse go-

ing from there home as fast as he possibly could, beating her

out a short head. The ruse was played just as I had guessed

it would ; but I got there in time, however, to spoil it. The
time of the heat was 2:29. After the race was over I got many
a blessing for my share in the game, and Hiram himself al-

ways said after that that if it had not been for me that he

would have won the race; and so said a great many of Flora's

backers. But Tacony won it without a break and I wod my
money. It did not disparage the good little mare an iota,

for she just then began to be what she proved herself to be

after, as fast as the fastest of her day and as tough as any of

them.—Isaac Woodruff' in Spirit of the Times.

Mischievous Legislation.

The following article, which appeared in The Horse

World May 12, 1S93, and which originally appeared in the

Kentucky Stock Farm, is reprinted by request

:

The legislators that are in several States doing what in

them lies to break down the trotting and running associations

are not among the wise men of their generation, and they

belong to a class that should long since have been an extinct

species, but of which, unhappily, a few specimens exist. This

is the class that seek to make men good by legislation, and

the righteousness which they seek to enforce upon humanity

is not the glad, cheerful righteousness of a higher civiliza-

tion, but tbe ascetic, sour and gloomy variety that belongs to

the cloistered monk rather thaD to the free American citizen.

They are by no means the first lawgivers that have endeav-

ored to rob the people of the means of innocent sports and

recreation. The same attempt has been made time and again

in various parts of the world. Never was it carried to greater

excess than by the Puritans of New England. With them a

smile was a crime, and even the laughter of children an

offense against Deity. The same spirit still smoulders in the

breasts of some of their descendants, and occasionally bursts

into flame. It is the spirit that would deprive the whole

human family of pleasures in which they do not care to par-

ticipate. It is the same spirit that lit the fires of the In-

quisition, shed the blood of martyrs and applied the thumb-

screw and the rack to people who differed from them in mat-

ters of faith, and that would repeat these horrors even at this

day were it not kept in check by the ameliorating tendencies

of modern civilization.

It is indeed a grotesque sight to behold men who have

made their money gambling in futures, speculating in real

estate, or probably by grinding the faces of the poor in their

employ, object to their neighbors buying a $2 pool on a run-
ning or a trotting race. The class of ventures which suits

their fancy is all right, but the class that suits the fancy of
other people is all wrong.

Is there any moralist so acute that he can distinguish the
difference in principle between taking a small venture in a
horse race and a large one on the future value of a town lo f

,

a bale of cotton or a certain number of bushels of wheat ? If

so, in what does the difference corsist? If it be a sin to

speculate on tbe results of a race, it is equally a sin to spec-

ulate on the rise and fall of real or personal property. Each
operator takes chances of winning or losing, and each for the

possibility of gain is willing to incur the risk of loss. Why
do not these wise legislators—these sour-faced saints that con-
demn all pleasures but those which are to their own liking

—prohibit speculation of all kinds, because all kinds of spec-

ulation are equally with horse racing sacrifices upon the

altar of the blind god of chance ?

The running and trotting turf have been of immense bene-

fit in encouraging ihe cultivation of a good class of horses.

Under their influence this indispensable animal has become
infinitely more useful to humanity than he otherwise would
have been. In addition to this they have given healthful and
innocent amusement to millions upon millions of human be-

ings. With the sanctified people who are trying to suppress

races, these considerations would probably but increase the

measure of their condemnation. There is nothing so hateful

to a zealot or a bigot as the happiness of a fellow-creature.

It may be said that some objectionable people attend horse

races. That ''publicans and sinners "do resort to such

places cannot be denied, and this is not the first time that

objection has been made to associating with such characters,

but it is not by isolating these classes from those who deem
themselves better that their moral condition is to be im-
proved. There are instances on record in which the " poor
publican " has been deemed a worthier man than his neigh-

bor, the Pharisee. If some of the associations at the race

track are bad there are others that are good, and the same
thing may be truthfully said ofany large public assembly.

The complaint is also made that fortunes are sometimes

wrecked on the race-course. Are not fortunes (and many
more of them) wrecked in trade? Are they not wrecked in

the " wheat pits," the stock exchanges and the numerous
other places in which commercial gambling is practiced ?

And are not these institutions permitted to exist by law ? Do
they not flourish in all the great commercial centers, un-

checked by legislation, and even unrebuked by the pulpit and

the press? Why, then, should the fury of tfte legislator not

first be turned upon these giant gambling establishments

rather that on the race track, where the amounts that change
hands are almost infinitely smaller ?

You permit the great capitalist to risk his millions on the

future price of wheat or cotton, but you prohibit the stable

boy from buying a $1 pool on the event of a race.

The simple fact is that the capitalist has a right to risk his

millions and the stable boy his dollar if he sees fit, and it is

none of society's business. Each of them has in one way or

another earned his money, and it is his to do with as seems

to him best. And it is a false idea, than which none has been

more pernicious in legislation, that it is the business of the

law-making power to interfere and see that either the mil-

lionaire or the 6table boy does not spend his money injudi-

ciously. It is an idea that springs from the doctrine of pater-

nalism in government, and no doctrine has been more mis-

chievous than this. The apprentices at the legislating busi-

ness who usually control our legislatures, and who are usually

the merest empiricists, can never be taught to understand

that so long as men are attending to their own business and

not interfering with others, they are best let alone.

Men cannot be made moral by law, and the ideas of

morality entertained by the average legislature are extremely

crude. Neither can they be made provident by law. In

many things every man must work out his salvation, and the

office of government is not that of the schoolmaster. The
sooner legislatures learn to attend to their own business and

let people attend to theirs, the better the world will be off.

Jefferson was right when he said there was too much govern-

ing. It is much easier to make hypocrites than saints by

means of penal enactments. I have seen laws in old statute

books requiring all citizens to attend church on Sunday, but

I never heard of many devout worshippers being made in

that way. One would think that legislatures would profit by

the experience of the world in the matter of prohibition laws.

You can shut up a saloon, but you cannot prevent tbe man
who chooses to drink from drinking. There is not power

enough in the Federal Government, and those of all the

States combined, to keep intoxicants out of the country, and

there is not power enough to prevent men from indulging in

some form of speculation. Where legislation runs counter to

some ineradicable tendency in human nature it is sure to be

nugatory. How much legislation would it take to entirely

eradicate the "social evil ?"

The best that legislatures can do in such cases is to regulate,

and it is all that they can do. Jefferson realized this and so

did Napoleon, and so have many other wise statesmen and

law givers. Let the law punish fraud and violence on the

race track as it does in other places, but leave the people free

to select their own amusements, which, in the long run, they

are sure to do at any rate.

Sale of the Royal Stud.

London, June 30.—The Queen's breeding stud were sold

to-day by Messrs. Tattersall without reserve. In the royal

paddocks at Bushy Park every broodmare, yearling and foal,

as well as the stallions of the royal stud, were sold.

Wedlock was bought by Baron Hirsch for 4,600 guineas,

Sir James Miller paid 2,000 guineas for Sanda, Arthur

James paid 1,050 guineas for a filly by Bend d'Or, out of

Laciennes. The total realized by the sale was 23,000 guiueas.

Col. Morehead is having another large barn built on

the Meadow Lawn farm just east of Santa Clara on the

Brokaw road. The Colonel is making some handsome and

costly improvements on this farm. He is devoting his at-

tention to the raising and selling of high-class horses and has

now on his ranch a number of superior animals. Col. More-

head should receive every encouragement possible from our

citizens to establish here one of the best horse markets in

California.—Santa Clara Times.

Both trotting and thoroughbred catalogues of Palo Alto

for 1893, now being issued, is the work of Secretary L. C.

Ferguson, and while not as elaborate as in former years, the

work is correct.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Ladies Kennel Clab is the latest addition in England.

We announce with regret the death of W. L. Prather Jr.'s

black cocker bitch Dina, by Woodland Duke—Jessie M. 1st

puppy, Los Angeles, 1S94 and 2nd puppy class, Oakland,

1S94.

J. Pierpont Morgan, of Highland Falls, N. Y., has pur-

chased England's best collie, Rufford Ormonde, whohas twice

won the sixty-guinea challenge cup of the English Collie

Club.

Preferred them cooked.—Customer :
" Didn't you tell me

when you sold that dog that he was a bird dog?" Dealer:
" Yes, that is what I said." " Well, you swindled me ;

that

dog won't hunt." "Well, I didn't say he would hunt. He's a

bird dog. Cook the birds for him. That's the way he likes

them best."

According to the British Fancier the greatest St. Bernard

of the day is Duke of Clarence, owned by Smith and Baker.

To use its own words " Duke of Clarence unquestionably has

the grandest head, and shows the most intense character of

any St. Bernard that ever lived, Sir Bedivere not excepted

He is a big dog, massive in frame and beautiful in formation

and, what is more, he is improving every day. He is the

Sir Bedivere of his day without doubt.

J. A. McKerron, the well-known horse boot manufacturer,

informs us that his black and tan collie bitch Fannie Mc, by

Col. H. I. Thornton's Seth Cook, out of Vera, whelped on

June 12th six dog pups by Countess Yalensin's Jeaanot.

Three of the pups are black and tan and three sable. Mr.
McKerron thinks himself in luck, as a litter sister of his

bitch, Col. Jas. Duncan's (Salinas) bitch, Alice Duncan,
whelped on the same day seven bitches and one dog to David
Jacks' imported collie dog.

The foxterrier is becoming a favorite breed on the Sand-

wich Island on account of their vermin killing qualities
; the

mongoose that was imported to the Islands to exterminate

the rats that infested the plantations have become a greater

nuisance than the rats, and the planters welcome the intro-

duction of the foxterrier, as this breed appears to be the only

one that can successfully cope with the mongoose. This

animal is nearly as large as the domestic cat and it takes a

game dog to kill one. W. R. Lewis, of Honolulu, was the

first one to import good foxterriers to the Island, starting off

with Beatrice (Bacchanal—Blemton Arrow) in whelp to Le
Logos (Veronese—Regent Virtue). She in due time whelped
a nice litter ; two of the bitches are alive and are nice speci-

mens. These bitches, Fancy and Pet, were bred t^ Blemton
Shiner (Blemton Rubicon—Blemton Brilliant), whom Mr.
Lewis bought in 1S92. The oldest of the produce are ten

months and have already disposed of several mongoose.
These terriers are scattered over the various Islands and are

doing much to improve the breed. Mr. Lewis will shortly

import a dog to cross on the Shiner and Logos bitches-

Poisoning Dogs.

When one thinks of the numeroes poisons used in different

ointments and dressings for the treatment of the several skin

diseases to which dogs are liable, and the strong and power-

ful medicines being constantly poured down their throats, it

is a great wonder to me that there are not more dogs poisoned

every year than there are. If people were dosed in a similar

way I am sure the death-rate in England would be at least 40

in the thousand every year, instead of about 20. After read-

ing some letters asking for advice I often cannot help com-

mencing my reply, " If your dog is still alive, which I can

scarcely think possible after the medicines you have given.

etc., etc." Some persons not only give enormous doses but

they must give such a number of remedies at the same time.

A short while ago, in a letter received about a sick dog, was

the copy of a prescription containing sixteen ingredients;

fortunately for the patient one drug counteracted the other,

and the dog lived in spite of the medicines. In another case

a medium-sized pug, suffering from diarrhea, is given every

three hours twenty drops of chlorodyne ; the complaint not

improving, the dose is increased to thirty droDs, and to the

owner's surprise, not mine by any means, the dog soon died
The body was sent for post-mortem examination,accompanied
by a letter stating it was believed the dog had been poisoned;
no doubt he had, and by the remedy given to cure. If five
drops of the medicine had been adminstered three or four
times a day it would probably have been beneficial.
No doubt many more dogs would meet by their death as

the result of poisoning if it were loot due to the natural irri-
table condition of the stomach, which so promptly rejects
n;imeous matter.

I do not think there are so many dogs purposelv poisoned
now as there use to be fifteen or twenty years ago.' The rea-
son for this, in a great measure, is due to the law being more
strict, and consequently it is more difficult now for a non-pro-
fessional mau to obtain poison, as chemists are not allowed
to supply it in a pure state, though it is easy enough to ob-
tain pastes and powders for destroying vermin, and they
mostly contain a large percentage of strychnia, which is one
of, if not the most deadly poison. This is readily taken when
mixed with food, but phosphorous, which is also largely used
for destroying vermin, is seldom voluntarily eaten, as "it has
a stroDg odor to which dogs object. Strychnia, either in paste
or'powder, is largely used by game keepers in the country,
:ts well :i^ by ^mleoers in London, for destroying cats.
Oealh, the result, of this agent, is a cruel one, and persons
who |nit it about ought, when discovered, to be severely pun-
ished. I remember, a short time ago, being called in one
morning to see five dogs, belonging to different people resid-
md in a certain Bquare in London. All five were suffering

trychnia poisoning, which was afterwards found had
when mixed with «orne lish and put in the garden in the cen-

he square t.^which dogs had access. A reward w*s
iTered, but the culprit was never discovered.
There are many other poisons to which dogs often succumb

—as arsenic, the different preparations of mercury, carbolic

acid, phosphorous, iodine, tartar emetic, etc., all of which I

propose to refer to again and give suggestions for treatment.

As strychnia is the most common, I will deal with that one

first.

I think I may say without fear of contradiction, that more
dogs are destroyed by nux vomica and its alkaloids (or es-

sence), strychnia, than all the other poisons. It is the most
deadly agent of all, and dogs are particularly susceptible to

its action, the seven- fiftieths of a grain being sufficient in

some cases to cause the death of a small dog; and I have
known the one-twenty-fifth of a grain to cause alarming
symptoms in a big one, and for the one-sixteenth to kill a -St.

Bernard, whereas an ordinary fowl will take a dose of this

size with impunity two or three times a day. Orfila,in his

work on poisons, says it takes ninety times as much nux
vomica to kill a hen as it does to destroy a dog ; therefore, as

such a small quantity is required, a fatal dose is easily hidden
in a small piece cf meat, which a dog will swallow without
detecting it. It is the easiest of all poisons to obtain, as most
of the pastes and powders sold for destroying rats and vermin
contain a large percentage of strychnia.

Battle's vermin killer contains twenty-five per ceut., But-
ler's vermin killer five per cent , and Gilson's vermin killer

twelve per cent. Whilst on the subject of vermin killers, I

may mention that many contain phosphorous, but Samson's
contains arsenic, and Roth and Ringeisen's is composed of ar-

senic and phosphorous. I mention the names of these manu-
facturers of vermin killers to give the owners of dogs some
idea of what they are getting when purchasing these destroy-

ers, so that means may be taken to keep the dogs out of harm's
way whilst they are being used. I know several dogs to have
been poisoned, many dying, through the carelessness of the

chemist using the extract of nux vomica instead of the pow-
dered nux vomica, though the latter has been prescribed.

The extract is about ten times stronger than the powder, so

now when I prescribe the latter preparation I always under-
line the word powder, and I write at the bottom of the pre-

scription, " Be sure and use the powder and not the extract of

nux vomica."

Symptoms.—It all depends how the agent has been admin-
istered how quickly it acts. If in a liquid form the symptoms
may commence in ten minutes, or quicker, but if it has been
given in a piece of meat it may be an hour or so before any
signs appear. Then the animal becomes restless, the limbs
are stiff, and the dog walks with difficulty, and with the be-

hind legs stretched apart. Occasionally there is a violent

twitch or jerk of all the muscles of the body, as if the dog
had had a galvanic shock, and then he suddenly falls to the

ground, often in a forward direction, and in acute tetanic

spasm. The limbs are extended, and as stiff as a piece of
iron, the fore ones in a slightly forward direction, and the

behind ooes in a backward direction. The head is drawn
back, the back arched, and the tail extended and stiff, the

eyes protrude, the mouth firmly closed and the pulse is ex-
tremely quick. Respiration during the spasm, which lasts

about half a minute or so, entirely ceases. At ths end of the
attack the dog gives a few heavy sighs, and then commences
to pant hard. The least movement or touch, or even a noise,

will cause a return of the convulsions, which continue at fre-

quent intervals, without the dog is relieved by some suitable

antidote, until death occurs, which generally takes place dur-
ing a severe paroxysm. In some cases, though the acute
symptoms may have been checked by treatment, the dog af-

terwards dies from the effects of exhaustion.

There are two diseases whose symptoms very much resem-
ble those the result of strychnia poisoning. They are epi-

lepsy and parturient eclampsia. The former is a disease to

which all dogs are liable, though puppies are more often af-

fected than full-grown dogs. The latter complaint is one
thatonly attacks bitches when nursing puppies. In epilepsy
the attacE comes on quite suddenly, after some exertion or
excitement, the dog the moment before being apparently in

perfect health, when he commences to walk in a circle or
tries to get up some perpendicular obstacle, and then
falls to the ground, has violent convulsions,
champs his jaw and froths at the mouth,
After a few moments he commences to scramble and fight

with his legs, though still lying on his side. All at once he
jumps up, looks about him in a dazed, stupid manner, and
then invariably gallops off, but as a rule he soon recovers him-
self and appears as if nothing had happened. After several

fits he may lie in a comatose state when the convulsions have
passed, which is not the case with poisoning strychnia, as

there is seldom loss of consciousness in these cases.

In purturient eclampsia, which is generally due to nervous
excitement, the attacks often continue for some hours. The
bitch generally lies on her side, her legs are rigid and ex-
tended, and if she is put on her feet she stands with diffi-

culty, and the breathing is carried on with violent panting.

There is no loss of consciousness. When relief cannot be
given death is usually the result of exhaustion, but this is

not often a fatal disorder.

Treatment. —In all cases of poisoning, more especially

when due to strychnia, prompt action is required, and
means should be at once taken to make the dog disgorge
what had been swallowed. An emetic that will act well

quickly must be at once administered; for this there is

nothing better than a dose of apomorphia. This medicine
acts in two ways ; it is the quickest ani surest emetic, and
besides it relieves the spasms. The dose is the eighth of a
grain for small dogs, and about the quarter of a grain for

large ones, given in a teaspoonful of water; but the best way
of administering it is by injecting it under the skin with a
hypodermic syringe—then from three to eight minims of the
one in fifty solutions is to be given. I always advise persons
who keep a number of valuable dogs to have a solution of
apomorphia by them ready for emergency, for whilst it is

being obtained the patient may die, and if huntsmen
would always carry a small bottle of the solution with them,
many a valuable hound's life might be saved. When this

medicine is not at hand some other emetic must be given.
< >rdinary table salt can be always quickly procured, and from
one teaspoonful to a tablespoonful, according to the size of
the dog, should be given in warm water. If the dose does
not act freely repeat it in a few minutes, or, instead, give
some five to twenty grains of powdered ipecacuanha, or
from one to three grains of tartar emetic. Either of theBe
may be shaken dry on the tongue ; the dog must be made to
vomit somehow, but anything like salt requiring a quantity
of water is often difficult to administer, as the dog's mouth
is often tightly clenched, and trying to open it produces a
paroxysm, during which time it is impossible to give any-
thing bythe mouth, and here the advantage of the subcuta-
neous injection of apomorphia comes in. This may also be

repeated in a quarter of an hour if the vomiting has not
been free. Besides the emetic, some medicine is

necessary to relieve the spasms. For this there is

nothing better than chloral and bromide of potasium.
From fifteen grains to two scruples of each may be given in
from one to three tablespoonfuls of water if the dog can be
made to swallow, and half the quantity of each may be given
again in twenty or thirty minutes and repeated, if necessary,
in half an hour. When the dog is unable to swallow, from
three to ten minims of nitrite of amyl held to the nose on a
pocket handkerchief is useful. This may be repeated in a
quarter of an hour, or chloroform may be given. Also in-
ject into the rectum from half to two drams of lairdanum, in
from one to four tablespoonfuls of water, which repeat in a
quarter of an hour, and again in another fifteen minutes if

the paroxysms continue.

After the severe symptoms have passed and the dog is

weak and prostrate, from half to two teaspoonfuls of brandy
added to some milk may be administered and repeated every
hour for a time.—A. J. Sewell, M. R. C. V. S.. in the Ken-
nel Gazette, Eng:

A Sagacious Newfoundland.

There is a story of a French dog whose breakfast was for-

gotten, whereupon he ran oul into the garden, and returning

with a sprig in his mouth, deposited it at his master's feet

.

It was a sprig of "forget-me-not." The truth of this story

is perhaps open to question, but a story almost as remarkable

has been furnished to Cassell's Saturday Journal, by a gen-
tleman whose veracity is said to be undoubted. The story

runs:

Jack is a handsome Newfoundland dog. Every evening at
nine o'clock he is taken for a walk by his master, who has an
orange wood walking stick which he particularly likes and
usually carries. Every evening at the stroke of nine Jack
rushes to the hatrack in the hall, noses about among the walk-
ing-sticks and umbrellas until he finds the orange wood stick,
and immediately afterwards appears before his master carry-
ing it in his teeth. He wags his tail and prances delightedly
about, and shows as plainly as possibly that he will be a
broken-hearted dog if his friend and master omits the usual
evening stroll. One evening the family were in the sitting-

room with some guests. A shower had come on, and it was
raining hard when the clock struck nine. The strokes had
hardly died away when Jack danced gaily in the room with
the orange wood stick in his mouth. " No, Jack,'' said his
master, " we cannot go to-night. It is raining too hard. We
should get wet. Just listen to it, Jack." With that the host
turned his attention once more to his guests, and presently
they heard Jack pulling over the things in the hat-rack.
They supposed he was pulting away the walking stick, like
the clever dog that he is. A few moments later a beseeching
little bark was heard. There in the sitting-room door stood
Jack, with an umbrella in his mouth. Everyone flew for t--e

waterproof and hat of the man of the house, and that gentle-
man, bearing the umbrella so persuasively offered him, took
Jack out for his walk without further delay.

ROD.
The Fly-Casting Club.

The Executive Committee of the Fly Casting Club, Col. G.
C.EdwaTds, J. F. Siefae, A. G. Wieland, W. J. Golcher, E.

T. Allen and S. L. Golcher, met on Monday evening last,

and discussed the question of the location of the coming
events at casting at some length, but arrived at no definite

conclusion.

The club will hold an exercise in fly casting open to mem-
bers and friends at Stow Lake, Gofden Gate Park, on Satur-
day, July 14th. Col. G. C. Edwards will be the officer of
the day or instructor. All sportsmen interested in the no-
ble art of fly casting are cordially invited to attend and bring
along their tackle.

Lamentable, If True.

George A. Beall came up from the Laguna de Tache yes-

terday, and states that the fish in Kings river are dying in

such large numbers that they are piled up along the shore

and along the shoals to such an extent that the stench is al-

most insupportable. The fish are of all kinds common to

the waters, and it is said that a number of them caught in a
diseased and dying condition are being peddled on the streets.

—Fresno Republican.

Smelt are running in the bay in goodly numbers.

San Andreas and Pilarcitos lakes are thronged with ang-
lers every Sunday, and as a rule the anglers are very success-

ful.

Fishing was never better at the old landing at Spanishtown
than at present. Three San Mateo sportsmen brought home
150 pounds of queen fish and perch last Sunday.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received some special 200-yard
salmon lines that every salmon fisherman should call and
examine. Their split bamboo salmon rods are also first-class.

The gun and fishing tackle trade has been about paralyzed
by the strike. Orders sent in before the strike have been can-
celled by wire and the delay in delivery of mail, freight and
express matter has caused the local trade delay, vexation and
great financial loss.

Many a sportsman is hurling anathemas at the strikers this

week. Many a dove and many a trout will live to enjoy an-
other week or month or year of life because of the tying up
of the Southern Pacific trains. It is hard for the poor clerk

to be obliged to give up his annual outing or spend it at

home in the bosom of his family, but it is among the disap-

pointments of life and must be looked upon good naturedly.
The North Pacific Coast line will take you to first-class fish-

ing and good dove grounds. Perhaps not quite equal to the

Klamath, the Mt. Cloud and the Truckee, but good smelt
fishing can be obtained almost anywhere in the bay and gjod
dove shooting can be had by hiring a team in Oakland,
Alameda or Berkeley and driving to Livermore, Walnut
Creek, or a dozen other places within half a day's ride.
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Weighing a Live Trout.

A party of anglers visiting the hatching works of the State

Fish Commission at Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y., and were es-

timating the weight of the larger trout which were swim

ming at their feet. One very large specimen attracted their

attention, and a veteran angler said :

" That fellow will weigh six pounds,"

"Bet you a cigar that it won't go over four," said another.

" I'll split the difference with each of you and take both

figures that the fish will weigh over four and under six

pounds," said a third.

Just then the superindent, Maj. Fred Mather came out of

the building, and at once they appealed to him in chorus

:

" Major, how much will that fish weigh ?"

" About eight pounds," was the reply. "But I see you look

incredulous. We'll find his weight precisely. Peter," said

the superintendent to one of his men, " get all hands, the

deep seine, a washtub and the scales. Get out the big trout

and weigh it."

Within ten minutes the net brought up a mass of great

trout, which were allowed to escape—all except the big one.

The washtub, two feet in diameter, was sunk under it, then

lifted, and the party saw within it a magnificent brown trout

that could not extend its tail within the limits of its confine-

ment, whose breadth and depth were surprisng. The angler

who had bet on six pounds wanted to make it twelve, and

the four-pound man became interested in the flock of wood

ducks and teal near by, which are one of the sights of the

place.

"A fish in the water," said Major Mather, " never looks as

large as when out of it. The depth is greatly foreshortened,

and even the length and breadth do not seem to show their

full extent. Boys, weigh the tub."

A pole over the shoulders of two men held the scales, anl

when they straightened up and the tub with its contents

cleared the ground the scale indicated 92 pounds. The fish

was then carefully lifted out and sent swimming away, and

the tub and water pulled the scale at 83 pounds, leaving nine

pounds as the weight of the trout.

" That fish," said the Major, is " the common brook trout

of Europe. I imported the first eggs after taking the fish

with the fly in the Black Forest in Germany, and it is des-

tined to be a favorite when better known."—Maine Sports*

man.

The two Portugese recently caught fishing illegally by

Deputy Fish Commissioner Friend were using a net anchored

at both ends 1,000 feet long with one inch meshes. The net

contained 500 pounds of fish.

Sheriff George Baker of Willows caught 117 fine trout at

Alder Springs one day last week. Some of them weighed

one and a half pounds each.

The Coming Tournament.

THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The two day tournament of Clabrough, Golcher & Co., at

Oakland Race Track, July 28th and 29th, promises to

be the biggest event of the season. Saturday will be given up

entirely to pool shooting, Sunday will be a grand prize match.

The programmes are now out and are as follows :

SATURDAY, JULY 28.

Pool shooting commencing at 10 A. m. Price of birds in-

cluded in entrance.

First event, 10 singles, entrance $1, purse divided in 50,

30 and 20 per cent. .

t

Second event, 6 pair, entrance $1. purse divided in 50, 30

and 20 per cent.

Third event, 25 singles, entrance $2, purse divided in 40,

30, 20 and 10 per cent.

Fourth event, 10 singles . and 5 pair, entrance $2, purse di-

vided in 40, 30, 20 and 10 percent.

Fifth event, 15 singles, entrance $1.50, purse divided in 40,

30, 20 and 10 per cent.

Sixth event, 9 pair, entrance $1.50, purse divided in 40, 30,

20 and 10 per cent.

Seventh event, 14singles, 7 traps, $1.50 entrance, pursedi-

vided in 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

Eighth event, 10 singles, entrance $1, purse divided iu 50,

30 and 20 per cent.

Ninth event, 5 pair, doubles, unknown traps, entrance $1,

purse divided in 50, 30 and 20 per cent.

Class shooting in all events.

SUNDAY, JULY 29.

Grand Prize Shoot, 20 singles, known traps and angles, en-

trance $1, commencing at 10 a. m.

First prize. One Parker Hammerless, value $80.

Second prize, One Winchester Shotgun, value $1S.

Third prize, one doz. decoys, value $7.50.

Fourth prize, one pair hunting boots, value $5.

Fifth prize, one pair rubber thigh boots, value $4.50.

Sixth prize, one sweater, value $3.50.

Seventh prize, one five pound can Eagle Dock powder,

value $3 50.

Eighth prize, one set reloading tools and cleaning imple-

ments, value $1.50.

Ninth prize, two dozen assorted flies, value $1.

The Japanese Pheasant.

A correspondent stated in these columns a few weeks ago

that the Japanese pheasant was a quail exterminator. We
have heard it stated by another that the Chinese pheasant

was as bad. This is an all important question and if any of

our Oregon or California readers have any practical knowl-

edge on this question he would be doing the sportsmen of

California a great favor by telling us about it in these columns.

The Mongolian pheasant is now pretty well scattered

through no less than twenty States, and we never have seen

a word in print of their damaging quail either by driving

them off or destroying either the nests or young. We know
them to be very pugnacious, hut our Northern contempora-

ries always speak of them as a grand game bird.

This paper is run in the interests of sportsmen, and if the

proposed importation of Chinese or Japanese pheasants is go-

ing to injure our grand little California quail, we will fight

them tooth and nail. If not we want to know it.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at
Oakland Track. Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at
Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

Pine street, S. F.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.
C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Wbal-
ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Harry HoughtoD , Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots second and fourth
Sundays of eacb month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.
P. F. E. Steiner, President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th
Ave.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Foreter, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec.

Coming Events.

July 8—Empire Gun Club, Alameda Mole.

July 8—Alameda County Sportsman's Association, Joe Dieves', San
Leandro Road.

July 14—Alameda County Sportsman's Club, Oakland Race Track,

July 15—The Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.

July 15—Lincoln Gun Club, Alameda Mole.

July 15—Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno.

July 22—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, Joe Dieves', San
Leandro Road.

July 28—The Country Club, Oakland Race Track.

July 29—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.

Clabrough. Golcher it Co.'sprize blue rock shoot, every Sunday at

Oakland Race Track.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Doves are very plentiful near Shellville.

Doves are said to be quite plentiful near Cloverdale.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club shoot at Oakland
Race Track to-day.

The Olympic Trap Shooting Annex will shoot at Oakland
Race Track to-morrow.

The Empires will hold forth at the club's grounds near

Alameda Mole to-morrow.

The Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's Tourna-
ment of 1895 will be held in Portland in June.

The dove shooting season has been changed in Sonoma
County, opening on July 1st in place of August 1st.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Association shoot at the

dub's grounds at Joe Dieves', San Leandro road, to-morrow.

A party that returned from Antioch the first of the week
intorms us that doves are more plentiful in that vicinity than
they have been for years.

Presidents and Secretaries of gun clubs are respectfully re-

quested to send us correct lists of their officers, that we may
keep our Gun Club Directory always up to date.

The trade in rifles indicates a great deal of interest in deer

shooting this year. E. T. Allen Co. report a great many
sales. This firm has just received a special lot of light

Greeners, suitable for dove shooting.

Why don't some of the local blue rock clubs when holding

tournaments offer a prize or schedule matches for two or

three-menteams, the teams to represent some organized

club. They would prove interesting matches.

A party of local sportsmen returned on Monday from a

dove shooting trip near Anderson. They report plenty of

doves, but 87 degrees Fahrenheit at midnight is not condu-

cive to comfort and not many doves were shot.

Messrs. Wm. Wetmore, W. L. Prather, C. W. Burgons,

Fred Boell, Yessing, Crowell and a couple of friends spent

Sunday near Walnut Creek, dove shooting. They found

quite a few doves, but not near as many as the same locality

formerly contained.

The example set by the Sportsmen's Association of the

Northwest in giving the entire profits of the tournament as a

purse to the winners of the last match of the tournament is

true sportsmanship. Alittle more of that sort of thing would
be a benefit to California.

At the annual meeting of the Sportsmen's Association of

the Northwest held at Tacoma recently, T. A. Brigham of

Tacoma was elected President, his eleventh year; F. H. Ma-
son of Spokane, J. N. Hardy of Seattle, and F. S. McClure
of Victoria, Vice-Presidents; W. A. Storey of Portland, Sec-

retary and Treasurer, and Carroll F. Hughes of Portland,

Del Cooper of Whatcom, Chas. E. Minor of Victoria, and T.

B. Ware of Spokane, Directors.

Sportsman's Association of the Northwest.

The tenth annual shooting tournament of the Sportsman's

Association of the Northwest held at Tacoma, Washington,

was a grand success as far as having a good time and being

royally entertained by the Tacoma sportsmen, but in point of

attendance the shoot was not as successful as in former years

owing to the recent floods and hard times everywhere. About
fifty sportsmen faced the traps during the tournament.

The first event, at 10 single blue rocks, 46 entries, was won
by Carroll E. Hughes, of Portland, with ten straight, the

only straight made.

The second event, at 10 singles, unknown traps, unknown
angles, 49 entries, was won by Barlow with 9.

The third event, 10 singles, known traps and angles. 48 en-

entries, was divided by Bringham,Dodge and E. A. Kimball,

who each made straights.

The fourth event, 15 singles, 40 entries, was won by War-
wen with 15 straight.

The fifth event, a two-men team match at 10 singles and 3
pairs resulted in a tie between Eberly and Barlow and Miner
and Weilerwith 27 to each team.
The sixth event, Individual Championship, 20 singles,

known traps and angles, entrance $3.50, 35 entries. The win-
ner to receive a trophy valued at §1250, presented by the
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club of Portland. Oregon. Vining
Ellis, Van Zandt and Denham tied with is each. In the -

shoot-off Van Zant and Vining dropped out in the first round.
Ellis and Denham again tied on 18. The second tie resulted
in both again scoring 18. In the next Denham won with a
score of 16 to 15.

Seventh event, Globe Trophy contest, 30 singles, 10 pair,

unknown traps, entrance $7,50, 23 entries. This medal cost

$350 and must be won by the same party three times, not
necessarily consecutively. Del Cooper, of Whatcom, had won
it twice and when he and T. B. Ware, of Spokane, tied on
39 the contest became exciting. The tie was shot off at 10
singles and 3 pair and was won by Ware with 11.

The eighth event was a three men team contest, 50 singles

per man, known traps and angles, $15 entrance per team, 6
entries. The winners to receive a $350 silver service. The
Tacoma team Eberly, Dodge and Barlow won with a score of
125. Mr. John, of Victoria, won the medal in this contest
for the highest individual score with 48 out of 50.

The ninth event was at 10 singles known traps and angles.

Entrance $150—37 entries, divided by Ware, Van Zant, Cro-
sier, Hughes and Hope with straight scores.

The tenth event. The Kimball purse, $75 guaranteed, 15
singles known traps and angles. Entrance $3, brought out
38 entries and was won by John of Victoria with 15 straight.

The eleventh event. The Parker Gun Contest, $140 guar-
anteed, 10 singles, known traps and angles, entrance $3, 35
entries, resulted in a tie. McClure, Kimball. Weiler and
Ellis tied with straight scores. In the shoot off, Weiler won
with another straight 10.

The twelfth event was another two men team race, at 10
singles, unknown traps, known angles, entrance $5 per team.
Cooper and Ware won with 17.

The thirteenth event was at five pair, entrance $2, 31 en-
tries, Dodge winning with 8.

The fourteenth event was at 15 singles, known traps, un-
known singles, entrance $1.50, 46 entries. The winner to take
the profit accruing from the tournament amounting to nearly
$150. Won by McNaughton of Tacoma with 14.

A team match between teams from Tacoma and Victoria
for $100 a side was won by the Victoria team.

^
The Stockton Gun Club.

The Stockton Gun Club is fairly booming. Many new
members have joined the club and the older ones are im-

proving in their shooting very rapidly. The following bit

of sarcasm from the Stockton Independent may be taken

with a grain of salt.

Members of the Stockton Gun Club practice the demolition
of bluerocks every Wednesday afternoon out by Jackson's

baths. The club has many new members who are learning
how to shatter the imitation birds. The shooting done by
some of them is said to be a sight that sportsmen would or-

dinarily travel miles to see.

Colonel DeVries, one of his latest members, took his first

shoot yesterday, and succeeded in demolishing seven out of

ten birds. It is claimed by those who were present that the

colonel paid the boys who handled the traps to break the

birds just as he shot by throwing rocks at them.

Colonel Sperry is another amateur. He is said to be a

wonderful quail shot, but he cannot smash bluerocks a little

bit. Dr. Fred Clark is becoming quite expert. The doc-

tor's solidity causes him to stand firmly as if anchored, which
is a great advantage in gun practice. W. E. Johnson of

Lathrop, one of the lucky heirs to the great Johnson estate,

is another marksman of promise among the new member.
Will Dudley, the bank clerk, is also a recent member. It

is said the only thing that prevents Mr. Dudley from being

a second Chick is the fact that by shutting his eyes and
jumping sideways when he pulls the trigger he gets his gun
barrel out of line with the mark, which prevents a contact

between it and the shot. Some of the members have told

Mr. Dudley that when he learns he cannot break the object

without establishing a connection between them and the

leaden pellets he may achieve success.

Shooting Mountain Sheep.

A. C. Dietz, a well known Oakland sportsman and trap

shooter, has been arrested for killing two mountain sheep in

Ventura County. Female mountain sheep are protected at

all times. Males may be shot in Ventura County from the

fifteenth day of July to the first day of September only. The

ordinance governing mountain sheep in Ventura County is as

follows

:

Section 1. Every person who shall, within the county of

Ventura, between the first day of September of any year and

the fifteenth day of July of the following year, hunt, pursue,

take, kill or destroy, or have in his possession, any male deer,

mountain sheep, antelope, or buck shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.
Sec. 2. Any person hunting quail, partridee, wild ducks

or doves in the county of Ventura for market, shall be guilty
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of a misdemeanor. Hunting for market, as used in this sec-

section, is the taking or killing of game at any time, with the

intent to sell or ship the same; provided, hou-ever, that the sale

or shipment of less than two dozen quail, partridge, wild

duck or doves, in any one week, shall not be a violation of

this section.

Sec. 3. Section one of this ordinance is intended to change

the open and close season for deer in the county of Ventura

so as to make the same conform to the needs of said county,

and the provision of Section 626 of the Penal Code of the

Stale of California, relating to such open and close season for

deer, is hereby suspended.

Sec. 4. Anv person found guilty of a violation of any of

the provisions" of this ordinance shall be fined in the sum of

not less than twenty dollars nor more than two hundred dol-

lars, or be imprisoned in the county jail for not less than five

nor more than thirty days, or be punished by both such fine

and imprisonment.

Sec. 5. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force

from and after the 30th day of June, 1893.

Passed and adopted this ninth day of June, 1893.

F. E. Davi?.

Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of Ventura County,

California.

As mountain sheep are exceedingly rare in Ventura

County, it is quite possible that Mr. Dietz was ignorant of

the law. From what we know of the gentleman we would be

the last to think that he would knowingly violate a game
law, but ignorance of the law is no excuse in a case of this

kind. If he is guilty he should be punished ; we would say

the same if our own brothers were found guilty of a like of-

fense. ^____
Tournament at San Bruno.

We have endeavored for two weeks to secure the scores of

the tournament of the Nimrod Club at San Bruno. Several

of them have been mislaid, and we can only give the full

score of the second and main event. The attendance was

very good, some thirty-six shooters taking part in the main

event. The weather was cold and foggy, and the shooting

rather disagreeable. The boys thoroughly enjoyed them-

selves, however, and the majority remained on the grounds

until the last train. The first money in the first event was

won by A. Funcke. The first prize in the second event was

won bv W. Plump, of Redwood City. Plump and Zeiner

tied for this prize, a Forehand hammerless gun, with 14 each,

Zeiner selling his interest in the gun without shooting off the

tie. Baker, Webb, Olson and G. Lehrke tied for second

prize, a split bamboo rod, with 13, Webb winning the tie.

Karney, McAvoy and A. Funcke tied for third prize, a box

of cigars, with 12, Karney winning the tie. Bruns, Uhl and

R. Liddle tied for fourth prize, a leather gun case, with 11

each, Bruns winning the tie. Menckle, Steiner, Cohen and

Schultze tied for fifth prize, 100 smokeless shells with 10 each,

Cohen won the tie. StaufF, Cronin, J. McAvoy, Ristetler,

Eikerenkotter and Allen tied for sixth prize, a sweater, with

9 each, Alien won the tie. Thorn, Crowell, Knoblock, A.

Lehrke, Fanning, Fisher, Black, Hostetter and Ebley tied

for seventh prize, a box of cigars, with 8 each, Thorn won
with 5 straight. Stewart, J. Fanning tied for eighth prize,

100 smokeless shells, with 7 each. Daisy won ninth prize,

100 brass shells, with 6. The balance of the prizes did not

fill. The score:

Plnmp 11111111110111 1—14
Zienur 11111111111011 1—14
Baker lOlllllllioill 1—13
G. U-lirke 11111011111110 1—13
OIsod 01 01111 11111111—13
Well lllll 101111111 0-13
A. Fuocke 11111100110111 1—12
McAvoy 11110101101111 1—12
Karuey 1110 01011111 11 1—12
Uhl 1 101101 1011101 1—

n

Burns 111010101 110111—11
Andrew 01111010111110 1—11
R. Liddle 01101010111111 1—

n

Korea 11111100011010 1—10
Meuckle 001 1010 1101 11 1 1— 10
Schult/. 1111 1100U010 111—10
Stelucr 001010101111 111—10
Rtstetler 11010101111100 0— 9
Cronoa liiOOOHiooiioi-9
.J. M<\\voy 111101011010010—9
E. Stttuir 01110010111100 1-9
Sandy Allen 000 10111] 11001 1— 9
Elkereukouer 110 101111010100— 9
Kiabur 100101001101110-8
Blaoh 01001111110010 0—8
H. Boptem 10 1011000101110— 8
EbWy 01101000111100 1—8
Thorn ooiioinoiioooi— s
Crowell lOllooiiioooioi— 8
Kno'ilock 10111111000000 1—8
A W. LebtkC 011101010010011—8
'i'. Fanning. loiinoooioiioo— s
*l"»" 1100011010100 10—7
.1. Kniining 011100000011101— 7
Dalscy 00001101000110 1—6
W I "lit-* 100101000001000—4

The Electric Gun Club.

The uncertainty of being able to return to the city pre-

vented a large attendance at the regularly monthly shoot of

the KlectricGun Club at Oakland Race Track on Sunday
lasl Walton, Eugene Forster, Vernon and Boland tied lor

the medal with tifleen each. In the shoot off Walton won.
Edgar Forster referee and trapper. The score :

Walton oi l liooi i l n l 1 101 1 10-15
1 ' " " Forater liouoioiiiiiioni l o— 15

1 01 1 1 10001 1 111 11 1 1 10-15
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 LI 1 10 1 1 1-15

M| Forster 01 01 1 1 1 001 10 1001 1 1 1 1-13
'" '"

i 00 1 i n I in 1 l i i i i i 0—12
Nauman oioooiooiioiuinoio l—10
H&ytcnlu (ioi O00O0 0O00 101 1 0— 4
1-CWln ...00 1000000000000000 1—2

DACK B< ORB8.

0111010110111011111 1-15
lm:nmi (I 1 1 1 1 1 I 01 01 1 1 01—11

0001 01 00 luo on 00 ooo 10— 4

Eimsak Fokstek, Secretary.

The Oal. Wing Shooting Club.

The uncertainty of the movements of the local trains and
ferries caused a very light attendance at the regular monthly

shoot of the California Wing Shooting Club at Oakland Race
Track on Sunday last. Crittenden Robinson was enjoying

himself with the genial sportsman, H. M. Willis in Colusa

county, and the only sportsmen present were "Slade,"
" Grimes" a»d Liddle. " Uncle Bob " was in great form and
killed 11 out of his dozen. He killed the 12th but it fell

dead out of bounds, pretty near the record for a man of his

age. " Slade " dropped out of form entirely and only grassed

5, "Grimes" G. n

Bacteriology and Its Relation to Dairying.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.

[Continued from Last Week.]

In order to make plain why bacteria increase in milk, we

need only repeat that "a basin of warm milk is almost the

best of all feeding grounds for bacteria ; " and if we add to

this further statement that this feeding ground more nearly

approaches the ideal according as its temperature approaches

a certain point, we also make plain why milk at one time

will keep for a week, at another scarcely for half a day.

The temperature most favorable to bacteria is probably some-

where between 95 degrees and 100 degrees Fahr., just about

the temperature at which milk is drawn from the cow; and
if we wish to grow an extraordinary crop of bacteria—if we
wish to have the milk soured quickly—we ought to keep the

temperature of the milk as near this as we can. On the other

hand, if we wish the milk to keep for a longer time its tem-
perature ought to be at once very much reduced to below 60

degrees at least, because if it be reduced only a short distance

the bacteria increase less rapidly at first, but in half a day or

so quite as rapidly as if it had not been reduced at all. In

support of this statement Freudenreich quotes some data.

1. Milk containing 9,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre

was set at 59 degrees. In seven hours it contained 60,000
;

in nine hours 120,000, and in twenty-five 5,000,000.

2. Milk containing 23,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre

was set at 77 degrees. In six hours it contained 860,000 ; in

nine hours 2,150,000, and in twenty-four S06,000,000.

3. Milk containing 23,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre

was set at 99 degrees. In six hours it contained 2,700,000;

in nine hours 3,400,000, and in twenty-four 812,500,000,

In what has already been said indications have be«n
given of means by which milk could be kept more free from
bacteria, in the first instance, or by which the effects of bac
teria, that had already got in the milk, could be greatly re-

duced. These means might be summed up thus : Have a

rational system of drainage and ventilation. Keep every-

thing and everybody connected with the milk clean, and
keep the milk itself cool. But as this is an absolute impos-
sibility to keep all bacteria at a distance, we are compelled to

deal with them after they have got into the milk.

The ends that are aimed at may be said to be:

1. Destruction of pathogenic or disease-producing germs.
'£. Temporary preservation of the milk.

S. Complete sterilization.

Of course the most desirable'of these is complete steriliza-

tion, because if we succeed in this we obtain the other ends
that are aimed at, but complete sterilization is very difficult

to obtain, and moreover it is very seldom an absolute neces-

sity. The chiefjagents that have hitherto been in use are the

two carbonates of soda, boracic acid, salicylic acid, borax,
lime, great beat and great cold. Others have been proposed,
e. g. electricity and filtration, but, as yet little has resulted.

Taking these agents in order, we find that

1. The two carbonates of soda are intended merely to

neutralize acidity, and therefore to hinder coagulation of the
milk; but, on unsterilized, that is, ordinary milk, they have
no effect, nor have they any action upon pathogenic bacteria.

'2. Salicylic acid most|nf all hinders coagulation. In
fairly clean milk, in summer, it may hinder it for two or even
three days, and it kills at least the cholera germs within
twenty-four hours, but doctors say that its continued use is

dangerous to the health of the consumers.
S. Buracic Acid has a very feeble action against coagu-

lation, and against pathogenic bacteria it has none.

4. Borax prevents coagulation for about a day, but it has
a very feeble action on pathogenic germs.

5. Lime is absolutely inactive.

6. Great cold may preserve the milk, but it has this disad-
vantage that it does not kill all pathogenic bacteria, besides,

it raises the cream, which is very difficult to mix with milk
again.

7. Great Aeaf, say boiling heat, will certainly bring about
absolute sterilization, if it be continued long enough ; but it

has these two disadvantages, the flavor of the milk is so much
altered that to those unaccustomed to its use it is very un-
palatable, and the heating has to be done in vessels of a
strength almost approaching that of asteam boiler. Besides,

if the heating be not continued long enough, although the
pathogenic bacteria are destroyed, the spores of the milk bac-

teria are untouched and the desired preservation of the milk
is not obtained.

It will be seen that none of all these is a thoroughly satis-

factory method of dealing with milk, whether we desire

complete sterilization or merely the destruction of pathogenic
germs along with the suppression for a reasonable time of
the ordinary milk bacteria. Of the methods already men-
tioned, that of using a high temperature is the one that most
nearly approaches perfection ; and the method that is now
becoming general on the continent, .-ind which is favored by
Freudenreich is really the same method, with one or two
important modifications. This method is called Pasteurisation.

It has been known that the majority of bacteria are killed by
exposure for a short time to a temperature of about 167 deg.

Fahr., and processes were invented for heating milk to this

temperature, but they failed in this, that they still made the
milk unpalatable. Experimeuts were afterwards started, and
it was discovered that the changes that made milk unpal-
atable begin at about 159 degs., and that the majority of bac-
teria are killed if they be kept for from twenty to thirty

minutes at a temperature of about 155 degs. From these dis-

coveries the process now in vogue at once suggests itself;

the milk is kept for nearly half an hour, at a temperature of
155 degs., and at the end of that time is cooled as quickly as

possible to a temperature of, at most, 60. Thus the bacteria
are killed, the milk is still palatable, and if the milk be well
cooled the spores that are left (which are spores of milk bac-
teria only) will find themselves unable to do much damage
during the time left for the milk to get to its final destina-
tion.

Bibliography.—Dr. Freudenreich's Bacteriology of the
Milk Industry article by "J. W." in N. B. Agriculturist.

Peof. Thos. Bowhili,, F.R.C.V.S., F.R.P.S.Edin.

J. W., San Jose, Cal.—Can jou give me the pedigree of
Hambletonian Prince 818 and some particulars of his history?
Was he ever called Halsey's Volunteer ? Answer—In an old
copy of The ' Horseman, Q. M. Young, of Trenton, New
York, wrote the following account of this horse: "Hamble-
tonian Prince 818, is a dark bav horse, stands 15.1 high, off-

hind leg iron-gray up to hock, and a little white on inside
quarter of off fore foot. He was bred by A. B. Post, Goshen,
Orange County, N. Y., foaled May, 1864, and sired by Gold-
smith's Volunteer. He is registered as Hambletonian Prince
SIS, dam by Hambletonian. This would make him an in-

bred Hambletonian stallion. I have' a certificate from Mr.
A. B. Post in which his breeding is as follows: Hambletonian
Pr'nce, by Volunteer, dam by Seely's American Star

;
grand-

dam by Roe's Abdallah Chief. Some years ago, when the
writer owned this horse, he wrote to J. H. Wallace for his
breeding, as he was registered. He gave it as above, but said
he did not know who had him registered. I then sent Mr.
Wallace what papers I had from Mr. Post and after a time
Mr. Wallace wrote me that hereafter the horse would be
booked as by Volunteer, dam unknown. This horse Mr. A.
B. Post sold (I think) to Mr. Warren Hal-
sey, Trumausburgh, N. Y. Messrs. Johnson &
Co., of Antwerp, Jefferson County, N. Y.,
purchased the horse ibm Halsey's estate after "his death. T'.e
parties composing the firm of Johnson & Co., Antwerp, N.
Y., were Mr. James Austin, Antwerp, N. Y.; Mr. Johnson,
Antwerp, N. Y.; Mr. George Hazlewood, of Gouverneur, N.
Y. James Wesley, Antwerp, N. Y., handled the horse most
of the time while this firm owned him. After Mr. Johnson's
death the horse became the property of James Wesley, and
in 1S82I purchased him from Mr. Wesley. I kept him but
a short time, when I sold him to Mr. George Charter, Utica,
N. Y. After a season I purchased him back from Charter
and sold him to Harry Bixby, of Hubbardsville, N. Y. He
stood him a season, and after his death I purchased the horse
from Mr. Bixby's widow. I stood him one season and sold
him to Mr. G. Larimore, Newark, O. He changed hands
.again, and is now owned by Mr. S. L. Pike, Ionia, Mich. If
this horse had had a first-class lot of mares he would have
proved a most noted sire. As it is he is the sire of Little Eva,
2:23}; T. G., 2:27} ; Harry Parker, 2:25 ; Belle of Cayuga,
the dam of Parana, 2:19}, and many others not in the 2:30
class. I have a young mare by him I am using as a brood-
mare, and I am sure his daughters will continue to be, as

they have been, valuable broodmares. When Johnson &
Co. purchased the horse they changed his name and called
him Signal, claiming there wasBaird's Hambletonian Prince
S19, and they did not wish to get mixed up with names. The
horse is best known in Jefferson county, St. Laurence county,
Lewis county, Oneida county, Madson and Herkimer coun-
ties as Signal, or as some call him, ' Old Sig.' He is also

well known as Halsey's Volunteer."

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department must be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof
of good faitb. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

J. C, City.—Will you please publish the pedigree of Mar-
maduke_. orTodhunter's Mambrino as he was oftimes called ?

Answer—Todhunter's Mambrino (Marmaduke), by Marion
(Samples), by Mambrino Chief II, dam by Bob Didlake, son
of Mambrino Chief 11

; second dam by the thoroughbred
horse Young Lord. The dam of Marion was Mary, bv Sir
Wallace; second dam by Stockholder, etc. The dam of Bob
Didlake was by Bertrand, son of Sir Archy ; second dam by
Blackburn's Whip.

Rules for Track Laying.

The question is often asked,
i;What are the rules for lay

nig out mile and half-mile track?" The following simple

directions will be found useful : For a mile track draw a

line through an oblong center 440 yards in length, settin g a

stake at each end. Then draw a line on either side of the

first line, exactly parallel with and 417 feet 2 inches from it,

setting stakes at either end of them. You will then have an
oblong square 440 yards long and 834 feet 4 inches wide. At
each end of these three lines you will now set stakes. Now
fasten a cord or wire 417 feet 2 inches long to the center

stake ofyour parallelogram and then describe a half-circle,

driving stakes as often as you wish to set a fence-post. When
the circle is made at both ends of vour parallelogram you
will have two straight sides and two circles, wh'ch, measured
three feet from the fence, will be exactly a mile. The turns
should be thrown up an inch to the foot.

A half-mile track : Draw two parallel lines 600 feet long
and 452 feet 5 inches apart. Half way between the extreme
ends of the two parallel lines drive a stake, then loop a wire
around the stake enough to reach to either side. Then make
a true curve with the wire, putting down a stake as often as

a fence-post is needed. When this operation is finished at

both ends of the 900-foot parallel lines the track is laid out.

The inside fence will rest exactly on the line drawn, but the
track must measure a half-mile three feet from the fence.

The turns should be thrown up an inch to the foot. The
stretches may be anywhere from 45 to 60 feet.

How to Expel "Worms.

By the usual method of treating horses and c^lts to expel

intestinal worms, "giving the medicine in their food," you

cannot get the best results, for the remedy taken into the

stomach with the food will be digested and immediately

taken into the circulation, and not.reach the location of the
worms at all.

The surest and most successful treatment to rid an animal
of these pests is to give the patient absolutely nothing to eat

or drink for twelve hours, so that the stomach will be in a
perfect state of quietude, empty, and the secretion of digest-

ive fluids stopped, and at this time give one liberal dose of

powdered sulphate of iron dissolved in water as a drench,

and follow in one hour with a laxative dose of oil. Suckling
colts should receive from twenty to thirty grains of iron ai.d

two ounces of castor oil two hours later. Yearlings and two-
year-olds must get from forty to sixty grains of iron and
twelve to sixteen ounces of raw linseed oil.

An adult horse may have from one and one-half to two
drams of iron, and about a pint and a half of linseed oil. This
treatment may be repeated in one week if necessary, but in

all probability one will suffice.
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JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Once More.—
We've been to California and seen the golden shore,
We've come back fully satisfied and don't want any more.
We've learned this faf-famed country is not all sunshine and flowers.
And in many, many things is not half as good as ours.

In isolated spots it's a paradise on earth.
The flowers bloom, the orange grows, and all's happiness and mirth ;

But in the State are many spots where old earth has bad the shakes.
And the land's so poor, the hills so steep, you couldn't raise good

snakes.

A good thing is always welcome, and hence the above

verses are again quoted, confident that when fully under-

stood, in place of being a slur on California thev embody the

grandest feature of California scenery.

I have no fault to find with the first verse. Every one has

a right to express preferences, and if they run counter to

those which are opposite to mine th^ir taste may be con-

demned, their rights acknowledged.

The poetry, too, while hardly up to the full standard of

the masters of the art, has a pleasant jingle, if it limps some-

what after the fashion of a horse with stringhalt in one hind

leg, a spavin on the hock of the other and various ailments
on all the feet and limbs of the afflicted quadruped. But
" old earth" shook itself to some purpose when Yosemite,
King's Kiver Canvon, Shasta, Mount Whitney were formed.
And not satisfied with providing sights which pilgrims from
all parts of the world have grown enthusiastic over, our good
Mother Nature has been so bountiful in her gifts that every
'paradise" is framed with verdant hills and towering
mountains to complete the picture. Holland has few visitors,

and nothing to inspire its native sons and native daughters
with feelings ot love and admiration for the land of their

nativity. At all event not that intense and overpowering
feeling which is shared by the inhabitants of mountain re-

gions in all parts of the world. However tranquil the scene,

however alluring the quiet pictures of domestic life, however
brilliant the bloom of flowers and attractive the perfume
pervading the atmosphere, the exile from lands of mountains
and floods pines after the grandeur which is lost. But in

California there is a combination. The vale of Cashmere at

the foot of mountains which would dwarf Ben Lomond into

a knoll, the luxuries of the valley of the Nile in conjunc-
tion with Nature's temples of far greater magnificence than
has ever been conceived. Never out of sight of the moun-
tains in all portioos of all California I have visited. The
sun breaks over the crest of the Sierras, sending path-
ways of radiance across the snow-clad summits
in the early morning, ano as it sinks there is a crown of

glory on the tops of the Coast Range with Sacramento as the
point of view, I have lingered after the termination of the

races on the San Jose course, loath to leave, so long as the

lights aod shadows hung over the western mountains, and
the eastern glowed with radiance, the happy valley sheltered

and peaceful in their embrace; and still reluctant, when the
moon rose and brought out new bea ities to surrender the
pleasure of a seat in the stand where the best view could be
obtained, although the delay meant a late dinner when the
ordinarily good appetite had become a ravenous desire for bod-
ily sustenance rather than the gratification of a?=ithetic tastes.

When in Sacramento there was much to admire; when in

San Jose it seemed the ideal valley, hemmed in by the grand
mountains, and then Napa valley, the plains of Chico, with
environments so stupendous, not a place visited during the
' fall circuit" which did not present abundant claims for ad-
miration. And all the greater cause for transport arising

from the shaking up which awakened the ire of the poet.

What would the San Gabriel valley be without the grand cor-

don of mountains ? Beautiful, it is true, with fertile slopes

covered with orchards and vineyards, and rich pasture fields

embellished with flowers in midwinter, and huge oak trees

sheltering song birds, and the river with its pure water gath-

ered by a hundredjstream* flowing from glen and canyons.
Were Cucomongo and its compeers swept away, were that

still more massive, upheaved San Bernardino mountain sunk
to the level of the plain, nothing but a horizon, unbroken
and on the same level on every side, and any one who had the
least perception of landscape beauty would mark the contrast

and fervently pray to have the old order re-established. And
from a utilitarian stand point there are many reasons for being
grateful that California has an abundance of mountain lands
within its boundaries. The advantages are so many and so
well known that a person must be ignorant, indeed, to require
information in regard to the benefits conferred by the ranges
of mountains running parallel to the coast line, and project-

ing spurs, which guard large and small valleys, and gather
the water from clouds formed far away in the Pacific Ocean.
Precipitate it in part on valley and foothills, store the balance
in snow and ice on the summits for the summer sun to un-
lock in time of need.

Owing to differences of elevation every product of semi-
tropic and temperate zone can be grown in this one State,

any isotherm desired within the reach of dwellers without
being exiled from their "ain countrie."

From a sanitary outlook the benefits are still greater. The
healthiest country in the world when the natural sanitary

advantages are supplemented by due attention of what may
be termed artificial aids to health, and this due to the wide
ocean on one side, and the mountains in all parts of the
territory.

But in place of " isolated spots " of paradise there are so
many which are worthy of the name, that there is not a sin-

gle county in the State which does not present very many,
thousands of veritable gardens of Eden still left for selection,

and which small outlay will place in readiness for occupancy.
And now I will enter a claim which may appear the

height of absurdity to those who hold opinions similar to

those expressed in the quoted po-e-tree. That is that there
is no part of the United States which will sustain so many
people as California, acre for acre, every foot of the area,

whether encumbered with mountains, hill rock and scaur,

plain and valley, being taken into the calculation. By sus-

taining I mean the essentials to ordinary good living without
taking into consideration the luxuries which are so plentiful

here. There is not a section of the world of equal extent
which, in my estimation, could dispense with what is grown
or manufactured elsewhere. Were California debarred from
intercourse with all other countries, and the population ten

times as great as it is now, there would be an abundance of
both necessaries and luxuries for people accustomed to the
wants of nineteenth century life. Outside of correspondence
from abroad and papers giving information of the wagings of
the outside world, and literary wants, there would be no suf-
fering. It may be better to state that if people were recon-
ciled to the loss of intercourse with all other States and
countries, California would be a happy nation in itself, re-
plete with all that is necessary to a high state of civilization
without surrendering any of the comforts of life. The moun-
tains would occupy a prominent place iu supplying these
wants. All the metals which are required, as I am informed
that tin has been discovered, though were that lacking, silver

or some other substitute could take its place, are most plenti-
ful in these elevations. Hills, plains and valleys furnishing
everything else, tea has been growr. here, coffee could cer-
tainly be produced, if it has not, and what is beyond our
capacity to furnish could be replaced by effective substitutes.

But there is no desire on the part of anyone, so far as my
acquaintance goes, to cut loose from the world and establish
an empire of our own, if even Uncle Sam was willing. Con-
tented to be a part of the terrestrial universe, as it now exists,

though a little too prone, perhaps, to take exceptions to

criticisms of any kind
;
particularly obnoxious are those

which malign our " glorious and grand " if even it takes the
shape of such doggerel as is quoted above.

*
* *

Starting Trotters.—One of the very deepest ruts in the

highway of trotting sports is that which compels the signal

for the start being given from the judges' stand, and the

starter one of the judges. So deep the groove that even after

demonstrating the advantages of a distinct and separate

starter
;

after witnessing the universal adoption of that plan

on the turf, the wheel is pressed back, and it could safely be

said, with a " dull thud " indicative of the weight which has

pushed it into the gully. One argument used in favor of the

old plan is that the dignity of the presidingjudge is lowered

by surrendering that part of his duties. The etiquette of the

track demands that he should be the most conspicuous figure

in the pageant and if he is shorn of the right to scold the
drivers with all the emphasis he can muster he sinks into a
subordinate position. A person not familiar with the prac-
tices which have prevailed on the tracks for so many years
wouid come to the conclusion that it was a sort of mounte-
bank performance. In the early days of trotting, when Lady
Suffolk was queen, an Englishman visited the old track on
Long Island, and his description of the judge hammering the

stand with a piece of board, and the recital of his fervid talk

to the drivers raised a storm of indignation on this side of

the water. And yet it was a faithful portraiture of the scene
as then enacted. It is true that on nearly all the tracks of

the present day, a bell gives the signals for start or to call

them back, and if the sound of the metal is an improvement
of the clatter of the club on the plank, it is still somewhat
discordant. In former years the judges' stand at Sacramento
was a three-story affair, on the roof of which was a bell of

ponderous proportions. The judges occupied the upper story,

and the president at one time was of nervous temperament.
An efficient officer, however, one of the best among the many
good officers of the California State Agricultural Society.

Nothing stirred him up to a red heat like prolonged scoring,

and if he had prefixed the adjective which was brought into

prominence a year or two ago in connection with this subject,

"intolerable" would not have been forcible enough without
the assistance of another word which is considered rayther too

forcible too appear in print if all the letters are used. And
right here let me call attention to the diletanteism

of expressing by symbols that which is forbidden

to be printed in full. Thus it is strictly in accordance with
good morals to use a dash— not very much out of the way to

put it thus, d—d, but if only three more letters are used to

fill the space between the d's it calls for emphatic condem-
nation.

There are quite a number of things happening to irritate

a nervous person who acts as starter and with our friend, so

highly elevated, by occupying a third story, as to interfere

with his voice reaching the malefactors in forcible enough
tones, the bell was rung with a will. The structure had not
sufficient base to give stability, and at every stroke of the
clapper it vibrated in a way to frighten his associates, and
give the reporters in the second story a feeling of insecurity.

But this violent handling of the bell-rope worked off the

passion in a measure, a sort of safety-valve whereby the

annoyance was relieved to an extent that saved the drivers

from harder penalties than sound scoldings.

That an Englishman accustomed to the usages of his coun-
try would have been struck with this spectacle, as much as

his countryman was with the practices of fifty or more years

ago, is altogether likely, and even the methods of the present

would appear to be a queer way of proceeding. But the

opinions of foreigners is of little consequence, though good
starting is of vital importance, and to secure that it is essen-

tial that the official who fills that office should not be dis-

turbed. Outside of the stand, on the opposite side of the

track to the judges, with the power to punish refractory

drivers, and with no other duties to distract his attention

there is better chance for him to give satisfaction. A man who
has had practice will, of course, be superior to one who has

not filled the place so often, both having like capacity, and
therefore if the person who acts at one place in the circuit

be chosen to officiate all through a point will be gained.

While it may be that in every association there are men who
have started with fair success at previous meetings, and their

services can be obtained without cost, there are advantages in

employing a paid starter which are too apparent to require

long argument.
The pay should be liberal to induce the best talent for the

purpose to engage in the business. Not the excessive amounts
which rule in racing circles., but a sum that will compensate

the person who accepts liberally, making it "an object" for

him to do the work well. It is a position which is full

of tribulation, and the anxiety to act which is so often seen

has always been a puzzle to me, the solution being that the

person would rather incur the harsh criticisms which are

sure to follow than surrender the chance of being prominently

before the public. The only practical illustration of the

starting being done by a man apart from the judges was a

decided success. I have participated at very many trotting

meetings, and after making due allowance for favoritism for

a system I have advocated for many years, have no hesitation

in saying that the result was better than when the usual plan

was pursued. As the vote on the resolution that the signal

to start shall be announced from the judges' stand was unani-
mous, it placed me in a situation akin to the solitary juror
who railed about the obstinacy of the eleven good men and
true who took the opposite view. Inasmuch, however, as
there is the same one-sidedness in racing on my side of the
question, I have some consolation, and what is better than
self-satisfaction, the consciousness of having good ground for
the contention.

_
I am far from advocating the adoption of all the innova-

tions in the management of racing, some of them which
are fortunately inadmissable to harness contests,though there
are other points besides starting which can be copied ad-
vantageously. One of these is silent announcement of re-
sults; that is in place of bawling out from the judges' stand
the telegraph board gives the information. It may be claimed
that necessitates the purchase of cards to get an understand-
ing of what is going on, which is saved by oral intelligence.
But all the information which is readily obtained from a card
cannot be learned by announcement from the stand and the
small price is not considered when people are accustomed to
the change.

*
* *

" A Born Trotter."—A few days ago I accompanied my
good friend, Captain H., to Berkeley to see a three-months-
old foal by his horse and from a mare by Milton R. An ex-
tra fine colt in everyway; large, strongly made, and of a
form throughout which did not leave much room for hostile

criticism. One of the class which is nearly sure to grow into
a horse which will take the eye of an expert as well as the
more numerous division who are governed by beauty more
than fine points, and with such breeding as to waraant high
expectations of speed. Sire and dam fast, the first named a
square, persistent trotter with a record "close to 20," and
who is very certain to mark the teens ere this season is

closed; the dam a fast, natural pacer, capable of showing
better than a twenty gait without any track work, and with
a "way of going" which gives promise of being a member of
the very fast division if given the opportunity.
The Captain has not entirely got over the old-time preju-

dice against the pacing gait, so that when the colt swung off
at a lateral movement he was not so well pleased as he would
have been at a slower orthodox gait. It was a lovely after-
noon and the sun shone warm, the breeze, which was brisk on
the bay being cast back by the Contra Costa mountains, leav-
ing an eddy in the atmosphere, with scarcely a zephyr to stir
the leaves. The captain chased the colt around the lot, ejac-
ulating as he ran : "He is a natural trotter, Mr. S., and this
pacing is only a habit lately incurred." But the colt had no
intention of giving up his favorite method of progression,
and paced faster and faster as he went round the
circumscribed area. It was getting somewhat tiresome to our
friend. He is far from being a middle weight, and fifteen

stone in one scale will kick the beam when the captain is in
the other. But as he was ready to succumb the coltdid strike
a trot before coming to a walk after a faster than usual move
on the pace, and " a natural trotter, as I told yon " the
Captain's remark. Now under the old regime that colt, if

he persisted in adhering to the gait of his mother would be
subjected to all manner of corrective impositions, and there
is little question that a fast trotter would be the result. As
he grows older he may forsake the pacing habit, and take to
trotting naturally, but under the new dispensation, in all

probability, he will be allowed to choose for himself. I sug-
gested to the owner that the propensity to pace be encour-
aged, and his reply was that no incitement was necessary, as
he took to that on all occasions. By the time he is of an age
to participate, to any great extent, in track contests, two
years from now, there are indications that pacers will be held
of as much importance as trotters, and those who predict
that they will hold the premier placR have some grounds for
this statement.

Nevertheless our friend was slightly ^disgruntled, and he
looked at the handsome foal with smaller admiration depicted
in his countenance than if he had justified his claim that he
was a born trotter.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

A Cure for G-rease-HeeL

A correspondent of the National Stockman writes as fol-

lows :
" I once had an experience with scratches and grease-

heel that may be valuable to some of your readers if they

will only use it. There are so many cures published that do

not " fill the bill" that one is apt tu lose confidence in the

advice so freely offered, and when a really meritorious remedy

is recommended it is liable to be classed among the doubtful,

but I do earnestly advise every horse owner who may see this

article to preserve it, for this remedy will cure when all others

fail. But to the point. During the winter of 1879 and 1S80

I had occasion to use four horses constantly on the road

They soon had the scratches. I tried all the usual simple

remedies, such as dish water, salt water and copperas water,

but without any effect, as I could not get to keep them in the

stable long enough to do any good. The scratches soon took

the worse form of grease-heel with bleeding sores and ulcers,

which in one case extended clear up, the legs and over the

belly of the poor suffering horse.

This one I thought surely would never get well. In the

meantime I bought and used many different salves and
lotions, but all in vain. Finally I got a prescription from a
veterinarian, but it was no better than anything else I had
used. I was in despair. To take the teams off the road I

could not afford, and to use them in the condition they were
in was cruel, but at that juncture I chanced at a neighbors to

pickup an old "Farriers' Book," as it is entitled, and saw
therein the headings as above given. The conditions were:
" Dissolve a box or ball of concentrated lye or potash in hot

water, making as strong^a solution as possible. Bottle this

solution when cool and use by diluting a wine glass full of the

solution in two gallons of cold soft water and bathe the af-

fected parts thoroughly with the dilution. Apply with a rag

or sponge for at least fifteen minutes to each horse. Do this

twice a day, morning and evening, and you may use the horse

every day and he will get well."

I followed the instructions aod the results were really won-

derful and my horses were soon well. I have seen the legs of

horses wiped perfectly dry immediately after applying the

remedy, and within ten minutes the legs would be in a profuse

sweat.
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THE FARM.
IMPROVED STOCK BREEDING.

The Time Has Come When Dairymen and

Stockmen Begin to Feel the Need of

Raising and Keeping Fewer

but Better Animals.

Among the leaders in this line of effort, and practically its

pioneer in California, is William Niles, Esq., of Los Angeles.

The interests represented by the business he established in

1S76 and has developed, is now consolidated under one gen-

eral firm—William Nilea & Co. (incorporated 1891), capital

$50,000 00. The home ranch or headquarters of the com-

pany is located on East Washington and Maple avenue, less

than two miles from the business center of Los Angeles,

reached by electric street car system.

Mr. Nile* has made the rearing of thoroughbred live stock

and fancy poultry a special, scientific study for years. That

he has succeeded, numerous orders from Australia, Hawaiian

Islands, Japan, Central America and British Columbia testify.

This foreign business indicates that the reputation of the firm

in its own country, or more especially on the Pacific Slope,

is first-class. The Niles' " Home Ranch " is supplemented

with two additional ranches in the suburban district of Los

Angeles. These breeding farms are the homes of first-class

families of Holstein-Friesan and Jersey cattle of well-tested

strains, improved Berkshire, Poland-China pigs, etc

Xo expense or pains are spared in the obtainment of

superior blood. In this manner the best attainable excellence

becomes a permanent characteristic of the individual mem-

bers of the herd.

The established reputation of the company of which Mr.

Niles is president is matched by the personal traits of the

head of the firm, which makes it a pleasure to have any deal-

ings with the establishment.

Pig Raising for Profit.

Mr. L. Ervin Parrett at a recent farmer's institute at Cedar-

vine, O., said : To engage in the pig-raising business, select

bogs of uniform size, type and finish, of one of the leading

breeds, of good bone, not too coarse, but one that shows sub-

stance. Select them from herds that have been handled for

generations with success. In getting them together, very

likely you will meet a man wishing to sell who will tell vou

he has the same kind of stock as the breeder over there, for

he purchased of him four or five years ago, and will sell for

less than half the price asked by that breeder who has served

a life-time apprenticeship at the business. Although this

cheap man may have good hogs, the chances are against him,

as good stock brings the top price. !No other farm livestock

will, under bad management, deteriorate in form and quality

so fast as hogs. While this cheap herd may have started

right,with a few injudicious crosses and bad care, viewed from

a breeder's stand point, it " may have one all gone to sticks."

Life is too short to trifle with poor stock and try to build it

up. If you would be in the " swim," buy from a breeder

that is in the " current," and with good care, you can reason-

ably expect a good dividend on your investment.

I would breed for February or March pigs. Much of your

success depends on the care you give the expected mothers
previous to farrowing. Some farmers winter them in alow
swamp-like place of three or four acres, with a few old planks

laid on a fence corner for shelter. Occasionally a few fork-

fuls of straw are thrown under them in the mud for a bed.

Sometimes before daylight, sometimes at noon, and sometimes,

if rainy, not till night, he throws them day after day a basket

of corn, all in a pile, for some fifteen or twenty sows, old and
young all together; they have a general "pitch in," the

older fighting the weaker ones back, and the very ones that

require the most feed get the least. Often the corn is hid in

the mud as soon as it leaves the basket. The man reads in

the papers that "brood sows require a variety of food," and
so he gives his sows corn and mud. He also reads that he
" should not put rings in tbeir noses, but let them ' root ;' by
so doing they will find stimulants to tone up their system and
prevent cholera." They drink from the wallow holes, and if

the water is frozen, go without until the next thaw. Ask
this man why he raises hogs, he will reply: "Oh, sir, he is

the fellow that pays expenses!" Near farrowing time he
will move those sows to an old straw rick, there to bring forth

their young, and when they come will feed all together in
mud and filth. When warm weather comes, his corn all

gone, he turns them out to grass, to "root, hog or die," until

the new corn comes on to feed them for market. With such
care, if this man can stay in the business year after year and
''make a living" for himself and family, haven't we a just
right to expect to realize a good profit on hogs properly
cared for?

To carry your herd through winter for best results, you
want to give them ample room ; fifteen or twenty sows should
have a run of 20 to 300 acres of blue grass or timothy sod

—

a rolling woodland pasture is an ideal place, and if there is a
thicket of brush of three or four acres, so much the better.
Here they will take exercise in the worst blizzard day we
have. And let me say here, that these few acres of jungle
will gire you more clear money in the end than any spot of
like size on your farm, cultivate it as you may. Feed well,
not for fat, but to develop muscle; grow them fast aud
strong; make them sleek, large and active. The pasture
should have a good growth of fail grass ; this will give them
green food. I would give them ear corn in the morning,
threshed oats in the evening, about twice a week dry bran in-
stead of <#ats ; scatter the corn well in a clean place; the
oais and bran should be placed on the ground in piles, a few
feet apart

; they waste leffl this way than if fed in trouebs
eat slower, and do not push each other about. The thinner
ones, being more nimble, get their share. Those coming one
vear old jhould be kept by themselves, as it is the worst kind
of management to winter all sizes together. The young ones

e more flesh, and should have beside their grain ration

milk and mill feed made into a thick slop. In this way they

will grow faster and be more desirable mothers than if fed

the ordinary way. Their house to sleep in should be made

of good material, of good height, wind tight, and the venti-

lation around the edge of the roof. It should be so com-

fortable that they will not pile up in extremely cold

weather. Corn fodder is better for bedding than straw. Have
pure water convenient, and salt, wood ashes and charcoal

accessible. Keep them rung ; care for them as you may they

will try to tear up the pasture without any benefit. Don't

use patent rings, which often fester the nose and virtually rot

their way out; the hog will not thrive, and when the nose

heals the ring is gone and his hogship is rooting again.

Make your own rings of good heavy wire, open the nose with

a flat awl, one-quarter inch wide with sharp edges, insert the

ring, which is much smaller than the opening, close it with

two pair of pinchers ; in this way hogs will thrive right along

and the ring will stay a long time.

Now for the pigs ; we must separate this herd, putting

each sow in a small gra^s lot by himself. Have the house 6

by 8 feet, door and window fronting south, with ample bed-

ding of blue grass hay. The sow should be in this lot long

enough before farrowing time to become accustomed to the

place. If properly cared for until tbis time you may rea-

sonably expect a good strong litter. Feed the sow the first

few days very sparingly warm wate with a little bran and

middlings stirred in, making a very thin slop; a few dry

oats shonld be given along with this drink. Give a little

of this every few hours, so as to start the flow of milk

gradually, as it is much better to keep the pigs thin in

flesh and secure a good growth of bone and muscle. "\ou

not only have them in better form for later on but you avoid
" thumps," which is sure death. So feed the mother accord-

ingly, give the pigs lots of exercise, push them out several

times a day, even when quite cold, and let them scamper

about. Some of the sows may have large litters and not

have a good flow of milk, and if by themselves may be

given richer food with good results. And, on the other

hand, there may be abundant nourishment. Situated this

way you are able to manage them. By a little carelessness

they will become the "eye-sore" of the herd, will get too

fat, and should they escape the thumps high living will go

back on them, and scours set in, which is equally asde-

strnctive. Feed sows with such tendency the poorest feed

you have, and in small quantities.

The advantage of a grass lot is, that even in cold weather

they will find enough green to induce them to forage round.

After a few weeks feed corn and oats equal parts ground fine
;

feed in thick slop, and feed a little whole corn in ear. In this

way the pigs soon learn to eat. It is the best way to start

them. The pigs should have a pen to themselves when a

month old. As weaning time approaches, continue the feed

but at no time give all they will eat. Even when finishing

them up for market they will fatten faster if not full fed For

the most profit, feed the first few months for growth and form

the fastest way; don't let them stop a single day, as it will

take two days more to catch up. Let them have access to

wood ashes; the alkali aids digestion. To assimilate their

food means better growth and more weight. Charcoal should

also be given in small quantities. Do not feed stone coal ; it

causes constipation. Heware of anythiog that will constipate

a hog. Through the summer season use fresh lime; throw it

in the wells and watertroughs
;
put some occasionally in their

feed. I think it at least one step toward preventing cholera.

Wheat is very good to finish off with abo. We can make
no better use of this low-priced crop. Better results could

be had by grinding and mixing with a larger quantity of

bran, and make a finishing feed for the last sixty days.

Poultry Diseases.

Stephen Beale, an English correspondent of the " Country

Gentleman," says this about roup: "This disease has not

been so virulent at one time, largely because of greater at-

tention being paid to sanitary matters when fowls are kept

in confinement. It is, however, always desirable to know a

remedy, and the following recently appeared in one of our

English poultry papers and can easily be tested : Boil one

ounce of linseed in one and a half pints of water (linseed tea),

then strain through muslin, putting the jelly again into the

saucepan ; when it simmers add one tablespoonful of green

treacle, stirring it well ; then add four grains of powdered
aniseed, two grains of sulphate of iron and from twenty to

twenty-five drops of creosote. Then bottle and well cork

down. For adult fowls one teaspoonful, and for chickens
half a teaspoonful night and morning. Bathe the eyes with

sulphate of zinc lotion (half an ounce to pint of water) twice

a day, and bathe inside of mouth with canker lotion."

Regarding chicKen cholera and its prevention a press bul-

letin from the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion has the following: " Why submit to heavy losses from
thisdisease? Up to April, 1894, this disease had not been on
the experiment farm to our knowledge. Early in that month
a hen became sick and dumpish, with dark comb ; all food

and water refused. It was thought useless to treat this case,

but Epsom saulls were administered, and this was followed

by copious watering, put in the mouth with a spoon. The
hen was placed in a warm, sunny place, isolated from usual

runs and recovered very slowly.
11 Another hen died in a few days and then another and a

cockerel, and several persons who had had experience v% ith

cholera pronounced this disease to be cholera. The hen and
cockerel died near night, and next morning two other hens
were dead and eight more were in different stages of the dis-

ease.

"Treatment was begun at once. Two hens were killed and
buried, as those previously dead had been. The six were
brought out into the sunlight and given saults and water.

The house and yard were thougbly disinfected with one pint

of strong sulphuric acid to eight gallons of water, as sug-

gested in poultry books. The hens themselves were sprayed
with this. Their drinking water was charged with carbolic

acid (one teaspoonful to half gallon water) and asafn?tida was
put in their food at the rate of one heaping tablespoon to the

food of thirty chickens. The next morning six hens could
not get off the roost, though all but two had gone up as

usual the night previous, after their treatment. These were
treated as before and put outside the yard. Before night all

but four hens were walking about pecking grass. After three
days of isolation these four were returned to the yard cured,
and all have been in good health since. Six hens and a cock-
erel were lost before the health of a flock was restored by the
treatment as given above.

" Had we known the disease at first it is doubtful if a single

bird need to have been lost. Promptness to disinfect and
treat the sick birds will save many losses. The doses of

saults, not before recommended to my knowledge doubtless
helped rid the birds of the cholera bacilli sooner than if it

had not been given, and so hastened the eradication of the
disease. Theasafcetida actsas a diffusible stimulant to help
keep the birds warm.

" The drinking water was for eome days kept charged with
carbolic acid, and all that is now needed to secure immunity
from another attack is a second thorough disinfection, and
to continue for some time the addition of carbolic acid to the
drinking water."

Raising Calves on the Pail.

The rule to " first catch your hare " as the preliminary to

cooking, it applies to other things also, Richard Gibson,

writing in the Live Stock Report, on the subject of feeding

steers, begins by expatiating on the importance of good

breeding to secure the best results. Leaving this part of Lis

subject, Mr. Gibson gives some terse practical observation

on raising calves by the pail, which is more trouble, but also

more profitable, than allowiog them to suckle the cow. He
speaks of a good cow. being able to raise four calves in a sea-

son, say two for two months and two more for five or six

months. We think it must be an extra good cow that will do

this. The suckling of a calf will not keep a cow in m ; lk as

will careful milking. But what he says about feeding calves

is practical.

Don't overfeed, especially for the first ten days.

Don't expect the calves to thrive if the pails are not washed
every day and occasionally scalded.

Don't stop the new milk ration too quickly or too
abruptly; gradually change to old milk, with linseed-meal
porridge.

Don't forget a lump of chalk or clay sod to lick when in the

stable, as an antidote to acidity; in a state of nature they get

to the soil directly, and consume more or less daily.

Don't neglect the feed box. Get them started to eat as

soon as possible, and by keeping manger sweet and clean
encourage them to eat as much as possible. As with the
pails, so should the manger be scalded occasionally.

Don't forget that the calf requires a ration to grow bone
and muscle as well as fat.

Don't expect corn to supply all that the calf requires in

shape of grain. Remember it is food rich in nitrogenous
elements that will supply that which is most wanted, such as

oats, bran, peas and linseed cake with clover hay.
Don't ever let it slip the memory or practice that to be

grown profitably there must be no let-up frorr day of birth to

the block; one day unprofitably spent, or in which there is

no increase, will take the profit of three days to simply pay
for its keep that day.

Don't forget the curry comb or to use it.

Don't endeavor to raise both cattle and lice ; it can't be
done successfully. Get rid of the latter as soon as noticed,

and keep a sharp lookout for them.
Don't turn the cattle out in winter to warm the barnyard.

The stable is the proper place for them. The temperature
of such should be sufficiently warm to prevent water freezing
in the coldest days.

Don't forget that feeding is a science, and to be carried out
successfully certain rules must be observed, all apparently
simple in themselves, but which if neglected will cause loss.

Don't forget that any cause that excites or disturbs the
steer has a pernicious influence.

Don't keep a man among them that shouts or is rough. A
blow with a stick stops all profit for that day.

Don't forget to have " Punctuality " posted up in big let-

ters. To a minute the feeding should commence, and always
feed in rotation, commencing with same steer daily.

The steer properly handled from birth, if of good feeding
sort, 'should weigh 1,300 to 1,400 pounds at twenty-four

months, and yield a profit to the feeder di/ectly for beef, as

well as an indirect one for manure.

Tansy for Ants,

A sure remedy for these summer pests is here outlined. Big.

fat, black antimeres and little, lean scurrying red ants have

put in their appearance at our house for the past few sum-

mers, taking possession of every pantry and cellar shelf

where food is kept and persistently remaining until frost

comes. I have tried washing the shelves in alum water, and

circling the sugar bucket and cake box with chalk marks,

thick and broad, to strand the foraging, and sifted sponges

full of sugar, and, when filled with victims, have plunged

them into hot water. I have put sulphur bags and borax
lumps and cider chips and tarred paper strips in my cup-
boards and ice chest, but with no other result than to see

both black and red ants scampering as lively as ever over the
supposed exterminator.

"Why don't you try tansy?" the new girl said one morning
last spring. " Mother always drives them off by putting

tansy leaves on her shelves." I had little faith in the bun-
dle of green-leafed stalks she picked that day and laid on
every food shelf in cupboard, pantry and cellar—less faith,

even than I had in my plump little sulphur bags and wobbly
chalk maiks. But the tansy did it; for there was a stampede
of ants, big and little, black and red, presently from my
shelves. A thorough routing ; for from that day to this, six

weeks, not one ant have we seen, though we leave the syrup
can unsealed, and the sugar bucket on the shelf.—Household.

"Washing Cnickens.

My method of washing is: Take castile soap and make
good strong suds and then dilute a little hot water; put the
bird right in when water is good and hot ; first soak the bird

well in the suds and then rub the feathers all over just as if

you were washing clothes; don't be afraid you will break
them. After having a rough handling lift the bird out and
wipe offwhat suds you can and then put him in a half wash-
ing tub of luke warm water and wash the fealhers thoroughly
again. Then put him in another clean water and give him
another wash and then dry quickly and the bird will look
worth the trouble spent. Don't be frightened ; the feathers

will be all clean and nice if washed clean. An easy matter
if breeders only try.—S. Butterfield, in " Canadian Review.'

'
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Gapes in Chickens—How to Cure It.

My own remedy for this malady is, so far as I can learn,

the only one yet discovered. I have tried every adver-

tised "cure," and have not found any of them successful.

There are some preparations which will be found productive

of certain hene6cial results ; but in my experience none of

these nostrums are to be relied on. Gapes, though a deadly

disease, is not necessarily fatal in every case. I have known

whole broods to recover, and rarely had over eighty per cent,

to die in any brood; so that advertised remedies sometimes

seem to cure where the birds would have recovered without

any remedy.

My remedy has the merit of being effective all at once.

It may seem a little troublesome, but after a few trials it

will be found much less troublesome than measuring drops

out of a bottle and giving each bird two every morning and

evening, or putting the birds in a close coop, and blowing

powder into it twice a day. M.y invention consists of two

straight pieces of catgut, about six inches long. I draw a knot
over one end, and clip off the ends below the knot. Horse
hairs will answer the purpose, but they are not so easily

worked as catgut, nor so effective.

I dip the ends I am going to knot in tepid water, and
when softened I draw on the knot. I then take the chicken
in my left hand, and open its mouth with my front ringer and
thumb. I insert the knotted end of catgut in the windpipe,
and push it down as far as it will go ; then twist between my
thumb and front finger and draw it out. After a few trials

it will be found a very easy matter to perforn the operation.

Sometimes five or six worms will be got up the first trial;

usually all will be extracted in three or four trials, and the

chicken will bo as well as ever it was inside fifteen or twenty
minutes.

I always put the sufferers in a small basket, and leave the

mother in a coop as I operate on the chickens. I put them
under the hen for rest and warmth. When all are extracted

I shut her up for half an hour, or perhaps an hour, when I

let all out to feed. They will then eat ravenously, because
they had been half starved while they had gapes, being un-
able to eat enough. But now, when their breathing is cleared,

they will be as well and active as if thev never had su&ered
at all. Gape worms will fill up the windpipe. At first they
are verv small, but they grow rapidly to about three-fourths

of an inch long; as they grow large the windpipe is com-
pletely closed, and the chicken dies because it cannot breathe.

My plan is to extract the worms, which can be done in

about two minutes, and the bird is as well as ever when it

gets a rest. The operation is very simple. I would operate

on three chickens with catgut while I would be measuring
drops, adding water, and giving it to a bird, which is always a

slow thing to do, and not at all easy, because it is rather diffi-

cult to get anything given to small chickens in this way.
Even if the fluid remedies advertised would cure, I prefer

the catgut. But my experience is, they won't cure. I have
a new remedy here, which I intend to try, and if I find it any
good, I will mention itlater.

I rind gape worms very hard to kill, and even if they were
killed, it is a question whether the chickens would mend
more quickly. The trouble is to get them out of the wind-
pipe. They may be more easily coughed up when dead than
when alive, but they would fill up the windpipe all the same,
and if the chickens were not very strong, the dead worms
would never be got up. I have tried to put turpentine down
the windpipe and touch the worms with it. This can be quite

easily done by dipping the catgut in turpentine and putting

it down. I tried it several times, but never found it to cure.

Now, if turpentine put down, so as to touch gape worms, won't
cure, I question ifanything will. My advice is, in all cases

of gapes try catgut, and ninety-nine per cent, of the sufferers

will be saved.— Breeder, in Irish Farmer's Gazette.

Points of a Good Breeding Sow.

What constitutes a good breeding sow ? In addition to the

points of a good boar, with a few exceptions, a breeding sow

should be selected from a breed apt to fatten readily, and the

individuals which have not become deteriorated by injudi-

cious crosses, or by breeding in and in. She should be the

fairest in the litter, whose dam is a good nurse, a good milker,

of mild disposition, and of good fecundity. A sow that has

bad points, or blemishes, should at once be rejected ; for

such aoimils are apt t> transmit these first to their progeny.

A sow must be allowed to farrow two or three times, before

it is safe to conclude upon her excellence as a breeder.

When a young sow brings forth ten or twelve at one farrow-

ing, and is careful of them, and does not think more of gor-

mandizing at the trough, or of running alone in the field,

one need not hesitate to estimate her fairly as a good breeder.

But, on the contrary, if she brings forth but six or eight in-

different pigs, and roots them about in her ne3t, and steps on
them after, and yields but a small supply of milk, and above
all is inclined to eat them, after weaning the pigs she should

be fattened at once and slaughtered.

The period of the sow's gestation is generally sixteen weeks.

Sometimes sows go eighteen or twenty weeks before they far-

row. Sometimes their gestation is from twelve to fourteen

weeks. But such Utters are apt to be premature, and the pigs

commonly need more care to raise them than if the dam had
fulfilled her proper time. Young sows that have never been
introduced to the boar are sometimes in heat every few days,

but after they have raised one or two litter of pigs, if in

health, and not too fat, they will generally be in heat about
every eighteen or twenty days. Sows of different dispositions

exhibit different kinds of heat. Some keep up an incessant

roaring and a constant smacking o** their chops, while those

of a mild and peaceable disposition will appear restless, and
approach other animals, or mankind, very fawningly, and fol-

low any person as far as possible. Sometimes, when closely

confined, they will wander about their pen, and will have but

little appetite for their food. The enlargement and protrusion

of the vagina is generally an unmistakable sign. But when
there are several together the surest sign is their riding each

other. Generally speaking there is little difficulty in deter-

mining when a sow is in her heat.

Before the sow is allowed to pair with the boar she should
hive attained to a fair size and age. If her frame is well de-

veloped at 8 or 10 months of age there can be but little ob-

jection to her breeding ; but as a general thing sows should
not be allowed to take the boar until they are one year old or
more. It is an unwise policy to allow young sows to breed
before they have some capacity of chest. It cannot be expected
that young, half-grown sows will be able to bring forth a
large number of good-sized, fat, healthy pigs at once. If sows
are young and small, they are too apt to have very small and
tender pigs. Allowing a young sow to breed while she is

growing thriftily checks her growth, weakens her constitu-

tion, and her farrowing will be more difficult and she will be
less inclined to exercise that care over her first litter that she
would if she were one year old.

When a sow is to pair with a boar, they should be turned
into a small yard or sty, where they will not be annoyed by
other hogs, and after one good service, or at most two, they
should be separated. Permitting them to have uninterrupted
connection is not only pernicious to the male, but often in-

jurious to the female. It is confidently believed that a sow
will have a greater number of pigs from one service than
from an unlimited number. A sow is no more apt to be im-
pregnated by receiving the male a second, third or fourth
time than from once. The first service is generally the most
effectual. Then the semen is more abundant. Swine no
more than other animals can be allowed unrestrained indul-
gence in their sexual connection with impunity to themselves
and their progeny, and there is much reason for believing
that oft-repeated sexual connection is a fruitful source of

barrenness. If one good service will suffice to impregnate
the ovary—if a sow will bring more and fairer pigs with one
connection with the boar, why repeat the operation? Some-
times, if the passion appears moie ardent in the sow than in

the boar, it would be well in an hour or so after first service

to allow a second, but as a general rule we need entertain no
do doubts, if a sow has enjoyed one uninterrupted coition, of

her being effectually impregnated.—"American Farmer."
^»

Vermin on Fowls.

It is about this time, during a hot season, that poultry are

badly troubled with insect pests, chiefly fleas and lice. If

precautions are not taken, the pests multiply rapidly. Wher-

ever hens go broody and are allowed to sit, fleas find natural

breeding quarters in the nests, so that if the latter are not

seen to at once, in a few days fleas swarm about the old nests.

It is among sitting hens, where 99 per cent, of the fleas are

bred, and although I took every precaution this spring I was

not able to keep the nests free from them. There is little

trouble, however, with laying hens, if ordinary care is taken,

but where they are setting it is a very different thing. Broody

fowls seem conscious that insects multiply round about them,

for they will, as a rule, seek the dust bath before going to

feed. If tbey fail to dust themselves before their meal they

will immediately afterwards, so they keep the pests in check

until the chickens are hatched. Then the nests are scon
swarming. Now that most of the chickens are hatched, the
best plan is to get all the hens away from the buildings or hen
houses. Good nests are easily made in orchards or paddocks
by scoopinga hole in the ground, putting in a little hay and
covering the nest over with a suitable-sized box. The nests

in the house, especially those recently occupied by setting

hens should be burned and the boxes turned down over the
smoldering debris. Thus total destruction is dealt out in the
breeding headquarters. Then if the roosting and laying

houses are occasionally lime-washed, or well dressed with
strong carbolic soapsuds, and the floor thickly bestrewed with
ashes, there will be no trouble with fleas.

Lice are far more difficult to deal with than fleas as they
seldom leave the fowl's body. They abound most where the
birds are overcrowded and strict cleanliness is not regarded,
attacking generally unhealthy birds. Old hens, unhealthy
chickens, or diseased birds sometimes swarm with lice ; such
birds should either be killed and buried, or placed by them-
selves and sprinkled daily with some good insect destroying
powder, not on, but under the feathers. Dust baths are
fatal to lice, but unhealthy birds, unfortunately, will not take

the baths regularly. At this season there is usually an abun-
dance of empty sheds r.tund the ordinary farmyards. A plan
I have adopted with success for many years i« to spread the
different broods about the buildings. Spare cowsheds and
stables make healthy quarters until the chicks are ready for

market, and so overcrowding in henhouses is avoided. The
sheds are cleaned out for cattle and other animals for winter
and become perfectly clean and wholesome quarters for the
broods of chickens the following summer. By adopting this

plan my fowls seldom suffer from vermin or any kind of dis-

ease.—J. W. R.

Care of Young Ducks.

Ducks can be profitably and easily raised without access to

a stream or pond of water for swimming purposes. Ducks

had best not be taken from the nest until they are 24 hours

old. They may then be put in blocks of 20 or 25 in a grassy

pen from 12 to 15 feet square and about two feet high, and

about "air tight" at the bottom, as a young duck can squeeze

through almost any opening, no matter how small.

The pen should be movable, and be frequently changed, as

it will soon become filthy. It should also be provided with a

low shed or box with a floor in it for a roosting place. If a

piece of closely sheared sheepskin or heavy sacking, lined

with heavy flannel, or cotton flannel, be tacked to the top of

a three-sided frame two or three inches high , so it will sag a
little, and thus make a warm place for the ducklings to hover
under and to roost in at night.they will do as well without a

hen as with one, as the only use they have for her is to hover
under. Indeed, they will do better alone, unless with an un-
usually quiet hen, for many hens become "nervous" at the

noise and continuous motion of ducklings, and, "losing their

heads," trample the little thkaigs to death, while the cloth

mother just described never harms them, unless, indeed, it

be made too warm. That, of course, must be regulated ac-

cording to the weather. It must also be well aired daily,

and the floor cleaned regularly.

For the first two or three days, ducklings should be fed

stale wheat bread moistened with milk; after this should
come curds, table scraps, cooked vegetables, cornmeal dough,
chopped lettuce, beet leaves, onion tops, etc.—all chopped,
of course, as a duckling is endowed with but little sense, and
will try to swallow anything placed before it and if the bites

are loo large will choke to death—a victim of appetite,
i et we can hardly blame them, when so many human beings
come to a dredful death as the result of unrestrained appe-
tite. Milk, either sweet or sour, is good for ducks, and some
gravel should also be supplied.
They must never be allowed without a supply of drink-

ing water, as their thirst is insatiate, and if not quenched
will soon produce death.—Practical Farmer.

Milking Shorthorns.

We have had a great deal of discussion among the breed-
ers of Shorthorn cattle in the pist years, and more especially

since the Columbian test demonstrated the possibilities of the
breed in this direction, about milking Shorthorns, and we
notice that Shorthorn breeders are careful in advertising and
in making sales to call attention to the milking qualities of
their herd. This is all right. There is a world of unde-
veloped milking capacity in Shorthorn cattle. The mischief
is that the course of breeding until the last year or two has
been persistently, though unintentionally, so shaped as to

drive as far as possible the milking qualities out of these

animals.

That it remains in spite of the course pursued is to us the
strongest proof of the inherent, though latent milking quali-

ties of this breed.
_
We suggest, however, to breeders that it

is now time to quit talking or else do something to give the
world the indisputable proof, and place this breed of cattle
to the front in all those sections of the country where the
farmer cannot afford to keep a cow for the chance of a calf,
but must have a good return from the milk. We venture to
suggest a method by which this can be done. First, let a few
breeders at the earliest opportunity hold a meeting, and as
the opportunities occur talk the matter over at Shorthorn
sales or wherever farmers congregate to talk over live stock
matters. Let steps be taken for the establishment of a milk-
ing Shorthorn herd book, from which nothing will be ex-
cluded in the line of pedigree that is eligible to registry in
the American Shorthorn herd book, and in which nothing
will be eligible that does not give two hundred pounds of
butter fat within the year, or from calf to calf within twelve
months. The amount of butter fat mentioned above may be
thought by some too high or too low. We merely state it as
a suggestion, but let there be some fixed, stated amount which
will be required in order to secure registry.

An appendix might be added to this herd book, to which
grades might be admitted on giving the same amount of milk,
and in order to keep up the standard we would exclude from
registry the descendants of these cattle until they had ful-
filled the requirements in the way of butter fat production.
In the case of bulls we would require pail performance to
the amount specified on the part of the dam. We believe in
this way a strain of Shorthorn cattle could be established,
differing in type somewhat from the beef form, that would be
of the highest value to the country at large, and would win
its way rapidly into public favor.

The above are simply the brief outlines of the plan which
might be modified and improved after a thorough discussion,
and to which other features that have not occurred to us
might be added. The point we insist on is that instead of
talk there should be action. Instead of claims made on the
basis of the opinion of the owner or seller there should be
ground work for making claims on actual performances. Ab
intimated in a recent article we will not much hope that the
older breeders will put this plan in practice, but we do have
hope in the younger men that are coming to the front in the
way of cattle breeding, and to those we submit the above
proposition.

—"Iowa Homestead."
A few remarks on the above may not be out of place, not

however, so much by way of correction as of elaboration.
The milking Shorthorn is an old story. In the beginning she
was as much a milch cow as a beef, and is so to-day in the
country of her production. It was upon her introduction to
this country that she was left to suckle her calf, and both
wean it and dry herself off. This was in Kentucky were
labor was scarce and expensive, and farmers and members of
their families were above milking cows. There pure-blooded
animals were few and costly and a good calf was often worth
as much as its dam.
The animals imported into the Eastern States were not so

treated. They became the property of a more thrifty class

of people whose aim ever was to make the most of every-
thing. They milked and kept it up, and doubtless do the
same to-day with not only the Shorthorns, but Herefords,
Polled Angus, Devons and Sussex.

In this connection it occurs to us to ask : Of what blood
are the dairy herds of the United States composed ? It is

mixed, of course, and in instances poorly and badly mixed;
but if the majority of the cows are not mainly of Shorthorn
origin this writer is widely astray in his figuring. They are
not, as a rule, even tinged with Jersey, Guernseys or Hol-
stein blood, although there are notable exceptions; and the
good work done by what are termed natives, has ever been
cause for remark by those who used judgment in making
their selections. These were not the product of the Spanish
cattle from Mexico and the South, but from the English cat-

tle that came to us through and from the Eastern States, and
the blood was from the Shorthorn and the Devon mainly.
The Rural World has never entertained a doubt of the abil-

ity of the Shorthorn to make as good a dairy cow as the ma-
jority of farmers cared to have or wanted to buy ; and they
had and have the assurance that when they have to steer

their calves they are pretty sure of getting a beef- making
animal that will feed and make beef with the best.—Rural
World.

-

If each dairyman knew the exact cost of a gallon of milk
there would be some surprises ; while some would find that

they were making a profit in selling milk when they had
been under the impression that they were losing money,
others would be still more surprised to find they were selling

their milk for much less than it cost to produce it. The first

mentioned would be the ones who had good cows and fed them
liberally, while the others would be of the large class who
are not particular as to the kind of cows they keep and who
imagine themselves very economical feeders. It is a great

help to any man to know what the cost of manufacture is of

any article he produces for sale, and every manufacturer who
conducts his operations in a business-like way makes it a point

to know to a cent, if possible, and there is no producer to

whom this knowledge is of more importance than the one who
has milk to sell.
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SALISBURY SECURES ALIX.

He Purchases an Interest in the Racing Queen

and Will Have Her in His String This Year.

Chicago July 3.—Monroe Salisbury has purchased a half-

interest in the queen of race mares, Alii, 2:07*, and will cam-

paign her the balance of the season. The Pleasanton string

of trotters and pacers reached the training track at Wheaton,

III, yesterday morning, and are now quartered at the new

Chicago track.

They will remain at Wheaton until Thursday, when they

will be shipped to Saginaw. Mich., for the opening meeting

of the grand circuit. Monroe SaUsbury, the bluff Califorman,

is with his horses and gives them his personal supervision.

"
I will let the horses rest here until Thursday, and then

ship them to Saginaw," said Mr. Salisbury to a newspaper

reporter yesterday. "I think perhaps Alii will get here

in time to go in one of the cars with the others."

" You are going to have the little mare, then this year?"

" Yes, I bought a piece of her the other day, and as soon

as she has her Fourth at Council Bluffs she will be shipped to

me. What interest did I get? Well, I didn't say, but enough

so that 1 will have charge of her from now on as long as she

lives, if I want to. Some of those who seem to think they

would like to meet her will have the chance to do so now.

" Before I had really completed the deal I wired the secre-

tary at Saginaw to enter Alii in two free-for-alls nest week.

I don't let many of them get to racing much sooner than I do

you know.
" How is Alii this year? I never had a horse come to me

in as fine shape as she is. Mr. Jones has her splendid condi-

tion and she is going fast and level."

Alii 2-07^, is a bay mare foaled 188S, bred by Daniel

Hayes, of Muscatine, Iowa. She was sired by Patronage 4143

i brother to Patron, 2:14}), out of Atlanta, by Attorney 1005

(son of Harold and Maud, by Abdallah 15) ; second dam by

Flirt (dam of Patroness, 2:26]), by Gen. Hatch 139 (son of

C. M. Clay Jr. 22 and a daughter of imp. Envoy) ; third dam
Dolly (dam of Envoy, 2:28, Fleta, 2:2S and Attorney Jr.,

pacer, 2:13), by Iowa, son of imp. Glencoe; fourth dam the

trotting mare Dolly Aldrich that was brought from Akron,

Ohio, by W. W. Aldrich. pedigree not traced.

In the Christmas number of Clark's Horse Review the fol-

lowing story of this great mare appeared under the caption

" The Race Queen :"

To the casual reader who picks up the Woodburn cata-

logue, and, with idle curiosity notes those gilt numerals
" 2:08| " which have for several seasons been emblazoned on

its cover, their true meaning is not apparent. Be he a lay-

man, search within reveals the fact that they represent the

record of a mare who has made the name of Woodburn fam-

ous wherever knowledge of the trotting horse has penetrated;

be he a turfite, such search of course is unnecessary, for they

at once suggest to him the greatest—at least so many of the
" old guard " still strongly maintain—of the turfs queens.

But there is another, and much deeper significance than this

attaching to those figures. They represent a mark which

stood against the world a half-dozen years, it is true—but

they also represent theyears of thought and endeavor which

made that record possible. They are, in a word, an epitome

q{ the three decades of the history of Woodburn as a nursery

of trotters—from the first eiperimental days of Edwin For-

rest, Abdallah, Norman and Pilot Jr., down to the rich ones

of the present
"Rome was not built in a day," saith the proverb. Nor

were the trotters which have reached the eminence of Maud
S. produced at haphazard—like her, they are the result of

vears of close study of the breeding problem and practical

trial of its lessons. Nancy Hanks, who has attaintd a dizzier

height, was bred by Col. Boswell, who had owned her female

ancestors for generations and gradually bred up on the origi-

nal stock which he had highly prized in the beginning. Pix-

ley, another mare who has surpassed the record of Maud S
,

is the fastest fruit of the twenty years' existence of the fam-

ous Fashion Stud. And another, the little mare who has
vanquished Pixley', and Hulda, and Lord Clinton, and Mag-
nolia, and Little Albert and—well,* all tho world knows the

rest—the "sweet little Alix," whom, now that Nancy Hanks
has retired from the field, is the mare upon whom all eyes

are fastened, she, too, is the living evidence of the same meth-
ods that produced her compeers. Her history has been often

rehearsed in the last two years, and its salient points are now
so well known that, interesting as they are, there is little ex-

cuse for their repetition. But there are some incidents con-

nected with her origin and antecedents which are not so

familiar, and so to them we may revert feeling that they
will be of general interest.

The opening of the story takes us back some thirty years to

Muscatine, Iowa, now a thriving town of 25,000 inhabitants,

whose name is familiar to all trotting horsemen as the former
home of John H. Wallace, and the place to which was trans-

planted in 1S55 a callow suckling, the son of Vernol's Black
Hawk and grandson of the old Kent mare, whogre*? up into
the horse known as Green's Bashaw—one to whom the whole
Western country owes a debt which time, instead of outlaw-
ing, makesyearly heavier. Muscatine was, indeed, the very
cradle of trotting breeding in the West—it was the first to ac
ceDt the dispensation of Orange county and the blood of Ab-
dallah, and in return it gave the " great compiler " to whom,
more than any other one man, the whole trotting world is ir-

redeemably obligated.

The advent of Green's Bashaw in Muscatine increased an
interest that had previously been aroused in the then infant
industry of trotting breeding, and among other disciples "ac-
ceptant of the faith " were the Hayes brothers. Finally, in
1861, they made a decided venture in purchasing a few brood
mares of the best blood lines obtainable, which they bred out,
having no stallion of their own. The necessity of* obtaining
onesoon became apparent, and in 1886 they purchased the
chestnut two-year-old Tramp from his breeder, William El-
liott, of Muscatine. In making this purchase they were
guided by a fixed principle—the desire of securing ahorse
in-bred to Abdallah, whose blood was already recognized as
the most potent in the production of trotting speed. It was
this same principle which prompted at about the same time

the purchase of Harold by Mr. Alexander aod the purchase

of Messenger Duroc by Mr. Backman, and the years have

shown how true the theory was that developed simultaneously

in New York, Kentucky and Iowa. Tramp was by Logap, a

son of Hambletonian,bred by G-W. Conner, of Muscatioe,

and who preceded Bashaw in the work of a pioneer by a few

years, out of the Elliott mare, by Abdallah. With him, at the

head of their stud, the Messrs. Hayes were fairly launched

in the business of breeding trotters, a business which was

continued without interruption for twenty-three years. UpoD

a foundation of the blood of Tramp, Logan, Bashaw, etc., a

trotting family was built up which, as the years flew by,

grew in size, strength and value. The plant was devoted en-

tirely to breeding, none of the colts or fillies were developed,

but as they matured the best were selected and in their turn

placed in the stud. As generations multiplied new blood, was

introduced, each additional cross being a step upward, indi-

vidually and in pedigree, until at last might be found upon

the Hayes farm young trotters of the highest breeding, whose

ancestors had been bred there*for six or seven generations back.

In 1SS9 the health of Daniel Hayes, then sole owner of

the plant, failed him, and he decided to dispose of his entire

stock and retire from a pursuit to which he had for half a

lifetime devoted himself. Mr. Hayes' brothers, Edward and

John, who had removed to Red Oak, la., learning his decis-

ion, resolved to still perpetuate a family of horses which

they were so intimately acquainted with and had helped to

create, and accordingly journeyed to MuscatiDe and selected

a number of the most choicely-bred and the most highly-

formed broodmares and fillies as the nucleus of a new breed-

ing establishment. The balance of thestua, numbering fifty-

sii head, was sold at auction in November at Chicago, and

here the two brothers bid off several other horses. From
David City, Neb., there came a thoughtful and attentive man,

who was also a purchaser at the sale, among the eight head

he bought being a bay yearling filly by Patronage (head of

the Hayes' stud at the time of its disposal), out of Atlanta,

by Attorney, which was knocked down for §775. The horse

world has heard often of the man and the mare since—they

were Morris J. Jones and Alix.

This, as stated, was in November, 18S9. A year later Mr.

Jones haying removed to Red Oak, joined issues with Edward

Hayes, bought out the interest of John Hayes, and formed

for the breeding and development of trotters, the to-day

widely-known Standard Trotting Horse Company. With

the consolidation of the business and formation of the com-

pany accomplished, there remained still a difficulttask before

its members—the selection and purchase of a stallion to head

the stud, for so far it lacked one. The ground was thor-

oughly canvassed before a decision was reached, and the cen-

tral idea which had originally guided the first venture of the

Hayes brothers—the desirability of a horse in-bred to Ab-

dallah through Hambletonian—was| adhered to in the

final purchase of the young horse Redwald, by Lord Russell,

bi other of Maud S-, and son of the inbred Abdallah stallion,

Harold, out of Primrose, the greatest daughter of Alexander's

Abdallah, son of Hambletonian and grandson of Abdallah.

Redwald came from the paddocks of classic Woodburn,

where two generations before his grandsire had made his ad-

vent at almost the same time Tramp was purchased to lay the

foundation of the stud at Muscatine. History, repeating it-

self, at last brought the parallel lines to their convergence.

We promised in the beginning that our narrative would

deal with circumstances in her history previously unwritten,

or at least fugitively. In consequence, we shall pass over

her career in silence, as it is of such extraordinary character

as to allow of it. There are, however, a few facts connected

with her last campaign which we learned from Mr. Jones in

a recent conversation that are of more than ordinary interest

and have not before received special notice.

"I am not going to make a^y excuses for Alix. I don't

think she needs tbem,"said he, laughingly, when asked about

the true cause of her defeat at Fleetwood. "Still, I think

you know already that she was Dot in order for such a race.

After the race which was agitated between her and Directum

at Washington Park fell through, I took her to the black-

smith's shop, had her plates removed, her feet pared down to

the quick, and heavy shoes put on. She was virtually in

winter quarters when the last race was proposed, and entirely

out of training. Then the track was very bad for her ;
she

was unaccustomed to its sharp turns and grades, and could

not get down the fall to the half. As for the hill, there was

no difficulty about her climbing it—it was rather the down-

grade that she could not negotiate. Directum had the im-

mense advantage of perfect familiarity with the course, hav-

ing had three races over it before. But at that Alix would

have shown far better but for the footing; it was soft in

places and very hard in others, and her feet, still tender from

their dressing, could not stand the concussion. This was the

real cause of her breaks ; without it I think neither the turns

nor the grades would have unsteadied her—at least not after

the first heat."

"About the Buflalo race? Well, we often do things

against our better judgment, and i did so in starting Alii

there. You remember the severity of the winter. It was

not until in June that I could commence ber work, and the

race was the first week in August. She was not keyed up for

it, and besides came down with a form of pink-eye after I

shipped her. After the race she began to improve, and the

neit week, in the consolation, she was a vastly better mare,

although she was not worked between the two races
:< Next year? Well, I haven't set a mark for her. In '92

I promised myself that she should beat Sunol's four-year old

record—and she did. Last winter I was talking with Mr.

William Russell Allen about her. I told him I expected her

to trot as fast as Kremlin had ^2:07|). Mr. Allen thought

she might. ' But,' said I, 'she must do it in a race.' Now,
I bate to spoil such a good record, still—well, I shall not be

satisfied short of 2:04, and in a race. I don't say she will do

it, but I think, given the day and track just right and herself

just right, she can. Yes, I have great confidence in her, but

I think it is justified."

" Will she winter in California? "

" No. Mr. Salisbury made me a liberal ofler regarding the

matter, but I did not accept it. It might do her good, but on

the other hand the wear and tear of the trip back and forth

is a great deal, and as she is accustomed to this climate, I

hardly thought it wise to send her so far just for a few months.

It is, you know, different with Mr. Salisbury's own horses,

which never experienced an Eastern winter."
" Her shcs ? Five ounces forward and from 2^ to 3 be-

hind is her regular weight—sometimes there is a little varia-

tion, but that is their usual heft. When she broke the race-

record her shoes were worn quite a bit, and the front ones

weighed but a fraction over four ounces each. She can trot

as fast barefooted, if not faster, than any other way. I use

tendon boots forward, and shin and ankle boots behind, but

only to protect her ; she never touches a hair."

"I believe I did promise you a transcript of the diary of

her work during '93. She was jogged through the winter

and spring, and got her first mile June 6, in just 3:00. Here
is the whole list, aud I may say that she was never brushed
any killing quarters or halves in her work. She had the

speed, and my aim was simply to condition her to carry it."

The diary is as follows

:

Jnne 6—3:00.
JuDe 13-2:50.
June 20—2:40.
June 27—2:28.
July 4—2:38. 2:32.

July 10—2:24, 2:23. 2:22.

Julv 17—2:25^, 2:21^. 2:21.

July 20-2:2014, 2:16, 2:17. ±21%.
July 21—2:20^. 2:15. 2:16K. 2:20>£.

Aug. 1—2:22, 2:20, 2:18. 2:18.

Aug. 4—Started in free-for-all at Buffalo ; finished fifth in2:20K,
and distanced in 2:12%.
Aug. 10—Started in Consolation race, finishing 1, 1. 4. 4. 3, 3. 2 in

2:12^,2:12, 2:12}$. 2:13% 2:14^,2:14%, 2:18%.
Aug. 15—2:25. 2:2?, 2:15%.
Aug. 18—Preliminary nhle in 2:18, and finished 6, 2, 4, iu the Free-

for-all at Fort Wayne, Ind.. in 2:12, 2:12, 2:12%.
Aug. 21-2:25. 2:19%, 2:15%.
Aug. 24—Preliminary mile iu 2:16, won free-for-all at Columbus,

O., finishing 2, 1, 2. 1,1, in 2:12%. 2:11%. 2:10%, 2:10%. 2:09%.
Aug. 31—2:26, 2:22, 2:17%.
Sept. 5—2:21, 2:19, 2:16. 2:14.

Sept. 8—2:25, 2:21.2:14.

Sept 11-2:22, 2:18%, 2:18%, 2:17%.
Sept. 14, 15 and 16—Won Columbian Exposition Stake. Chicago.

finishing 1.6, 8,1. 6,2. 3,2, 1, in 2:07J 4 , 2:10%, 2:10%, 2:11^,2:11%,
2:09%. 2:12%. 2:Li%. 2:0954.

Sept. 2-5-2:20, 2:lr%, 2:20.

Oct. 4—2:27. 2:26%, 2:21.

Oct. 10-2:20%. 2:is%, 2:27%, 2:29%.
Oct. 14—2:20.
Oct. 17—2:25. 2:19%. 2:20%.
Oct. 19-*2:18%, *2:17%. *2:15%. *2:15%. 2:12%.
Oct. 23—2:20^. 2:20;i. 2:13%, 2:14. 2:1-J%,2:13.

Nov. 3—2:22%", 2:17%, 2:16.

Nov. 6-2:15%, ±13%, 2:14%.
Nov. 11—2:18%, 2:14%. 2:14.

Nov. 10—2:27, 2:19, 2:26, 2:22.

Nov, 21—Finished 2. 2, 2. in special race at New York in 2:15%,
2:16%, 2:CS.

*To high-wheel sulky.

The Fly Nuisance.

Thousands of methods have from time to time been em-

ployed to rid us of one of the most fertile carriers of disease

and infection—the "housefly "—but he has defied us. Sweet-

peas have been suggested; but this creeper will not grow at

all seasons, and refuses to thrive in those districts where flies

are the most abundant. Fly-Dapers are a boon and yet a

danger, as their poisonous nature precludes their being left

lying about where there are young children. A cold infusion

of quassi wood treated with a trifle of molasses or treacle is

not only cheap, easily procurable and harmless to human
life, but it will kill these marauders by the million. It has

the disadvantage of strewing the floor with their carcasses.

Take this advice (Indian Medical Record) : Expose a little

oil of bay in a saucer on your window-sills, or coat your dcors

and windows with any color of paint you like containing as

little as 4 per cent, of oil of bay, which is far from expensive,

and can be had anywhere, and not a single fly will enter

your house.—The Sanitarian.

It is peculiar how blood will tell, no matter in what part

of the world it is found. Prestonpans, winner of the Liver-

pool Cup and other stakes, :md now at Rancho del Paso, is

from Beatrice, by Voltigeur. A daughter of Beatrice's,

Stockdove, by Stockwell, was taken to Australia, where, bred

to Darebin, she produced Australian Peer, the best race horse

Darebin ever got and quite a successful sire in Kangarooland.
A brother to Prestonpans (Blackbird II., a winner, recently

died at Spokane, Wash., and his blood will doubtless improve
the stock of that part of the world immensely, as the horse

was stationed there about three years. In looking over the

stud book we came across another close relative of the illus-

trious horses mentioned in Miss Bloodgood, bred by the former
owner of Ormonde, Hume Webster, and now o*ned by Mrs.

Jennie W. Smith, of Jacksonville, Ky. Miss Bloodgood is

by George Frederick, dam Fair Dove, by Hermit ; second

dam Stockdove, by Stockwell ; third dam Beatrice, by Volti-

gerjr.
^

Martinet, The Drummer, Silver State, Randwick, Tom
Stacey, Lucknow and four two-year-olds by Nee Ban are be-

ing trained by George Morrow, better known as " Snow," at

Carson, Nevada. They will not be started until next fall.

Oregon, sire of Wyanashott and others, is iu training and
entered in Montana stake races. He is by Monday, dam
Planetia, by Planet.

Salem Races.

LAST DAY.
SUM.UABIES.

First race—Trotting, special, for named horses, 3 in 5, purse S100.

E. J. Young's ch m Lilly McCarty, bv Dick Flaherty—Molly
McCarty 1 1 1

F. E. Wickersham's b h Bellwood, by Alwood—by Bell-
founder : 3 2 3

C. W. Hawks' b h S. S., by Hambletouian Mambrino 4 3 2
J. A. Byars' b m Dollie B., by Alwood Breeze 2 4 4

Time, 2:34, 2:39, 2:30.

Second race—Running, purse S100. Five-eighths ot a mile.

Jones & Payne's b m Raindrop, by Ophir—Neyella 1

F. M. ICavs' bin Undine, bv Hyde'r Ali—Kate Fletcher 2
A. M. Allen's b g Rockland Bov, bv Montana—Rockland Maid. 3
J. H. Hum's blkg Black Alder, by Three Cheers—Rose
Phil Painter's b h Geo. Dixon, bv Glen Dudley

Time„l:02>£.

Third race—Runniug, special, purse S50. One-half mile.

R. Tartar's Paddy Rvan. by Glen Dudley—by Woodbury 1

G. W. Anderson's g h Bob Daly, by Glen Dudley 2
H. H. Humphrey's bg Nipper, by Mason Chief 3
Gaines & Ta ft 's bh Great Falls, by Glen Ellen u
S. E. Ferris' bg Chester B., by Frank Hastings .

0. D. Fisher's b m Lady Meacbam
Time, 0:49.

Pacing, special, 2 in 3, purse S .

Barrow Bros.' blk h Del Norte, by Altamont—Belle Price 1 1

1. C. Mosher's ch g Combination George, breeding unknown 2 2
Time, 2:22>£, 2:19%.

Fourth race—Trotting, special,
t
for named horses, 2 iu S.

Barrow Bros.' b g DeLin, by Multnomah—by Mason Chief, 1 1

E. House's b g Alta A., by Altamont—by Autocrat 2 3
John Shea's ch e Hvlas Jim. bv Hvlas—Annie Wild 3 2-

Time, 2:33>£, 2:32.
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Anaconda Race E atries.

The secretaries of the Butte and Anaconda racing associa-

tions and Assistant Secretary D. P. O'Connor have been kept

pretty busy arranging for the coming meetings in the two

cities, which open in Anaconda Monday, July 16. Many of

the nominations in stake races have closed, and the showing

is a most satisfactory one for those interested in the welfare

of the turf and all lovers of good sport in the State. Allow-

ing for even an exceptionally large percentage of horses who

may "go wrong "in training and all other accidents, there

will be large tields in all the stake races in both cities.

The second payments, which were due and closed on stake

races April 16, are as follows in Anaconda :

Tkotting—Lower Work Stake, for two-year-olds—Myers
& Myers' Stam B-; Helms & Gleason's Altoka; J. L. Carri-

gan's Dr. Puff; Marcus Daly's Affable ; Witch Hazel Stock

Farm's Nettie Ham ; Los Cerritos Stock Farm's Corinne

Neilson ; C. W. Hoffman's bay filly by Bozeman ; John W.
Nelson's Violeta ; Rideout Bros.' Rena D.; P. J. Mann's
Manmont ; John McEvoy's Glenarthur.

Trotting—Upper Work Stake, for three-year-olds

—

Myers & Myers' Red Nutling ; H. S. McGowan's Delbert

;

Witch Hazel Ltock Farm's Caryle Carne: S. G. Larimore's

Simile; C. W. Hoffman's Lady Director; Los Cerritos Stock

Farm's Marchioness; Chas. Hilton's Adelaide Compleet.

Running—Bankers' Stake, for two-year-olds—Marcus
Daly's Etta McKeever, Ella Gregg, Sylvester, Sleeping

Child, Caryatid, imp. Benefactress ; Spokane Stable's Chi-

nook ; Lee C. Degeohart's Sapphire ; Tom McTague's Dora,

Marietta, Chinook, Caprivi; Hoag & Little's Model.
* Running—AnaconrLa stake for two-year-olds : Marcus
Daly's Etta McKeever, Ella Gregg, Sylvester,Sleeping Child,

Caryatid and imp. Benefactress; Spokane Stable's Chinook;
Lee C. Degenhart's Sapphire; John D. Thomas' Kittie Wells.

Tom McTague's Dora, Marittea, Chinook and Caprivi; Hoag
& Little's Model.
Running—Montana Suburban for three-year-olds: Oregon

Stable's St. Apollo; Marcus Daly's imp. Dutch j Bluster, imp.

Batsman, Birdcatcher; Tom McTague's Ramona, Topida,

Emma Mc ; Barney McGinley's St. Jacob, Gilroy; Garland
& Ramsdell's Normandie, Expense ; N. S. Hall's Last

Chance.
The following races to be decided in Anaconda, entries

closed June 1st:

Pacing—Progress stakes for two-year-olds, $50 each, $250
added, 2 in 3. To be paced July 20, 1894. Closed with four

nominations.

C. W. Hoffman's br c G. W. Wakefield (2), by Bozeman
(formerly St. Thomas)—Gipsy, by Maxim.
Willow Rum Stock Farm's bg Special (2), by Bay Bird

—

Petie Day Cross, bv Red Cross.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b c Charley Woods (2), by
Mambrino 5241—Tot, by Lumps 3922.

Marcus Daly's b f Thornbird (2), bv Mascott—Minnie
Thorn, by Red Wilkes.
Pacing—Carroll stakes for three-year-olds and under, $50

each, $250 added, 2 in 3. To be paced Wednesday, July 19.

1894. Closed with eight nominations.

C. W. Hoffman's br c G. W. Wakefield (2), by Bozeman
(formerly St. Thomas),—Gypsy, by Maxim.
Moscow Stock Farm's br h Encounter (3), by Onward—by

Pretender.

Witch Hazel Siock Farm's b c Stanwix (3), by Hamble-
tonian Mambrino 5241—Mattie, by Altamont 3600-

Marcus Dalv's b f Thornbird (2), by Mascot—Minnie
Thorn, by Willie Wilkes, by Red Wilkes ; br f Rachel (3),

by Baron Wilkes—Minnie Thorn, by Willie Wilkes, by Red
Wilkes.

Myers & Myers' b f Hulda (3), by Guide—Alice R.
P. J. Mann's blk f Suemont (3), by Altamont—Nellie, by

Duroc Prince.

Edward Pyle's br g Giles Noyes (3), by Charles Caffrey

—

Vida, by George Tucker.
Running—Copper Stakes. A cup race for all ages. $50

each, $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third.

Weight for age. One and one-half miles. To be run Mon-
day, July 23, 1894. Closed with seventeen nominations:

Barney McGinley's bg Gilroy (3), by Luke Blackburn

—

Guildean ; ch gSt. Jacob (3), by St. Blaise—Wood Violet.

Marcus Daly's b h imp. Steve Estes (5), by Springfield

—

Bloodstain, by Hampton ; b c imp. Dutch Bluster (3), by
Brag—daughter of Dutch Skater; b c imp. Batsman (3), by
Hampton—The Bat ; ch f Beaucatcher (3), by imp. Eothen
—Americana, by King Ernest.

W. P. Dingley's b h Faro (aged), by Keno—Bright Eyes,
by Ballinkel.

Spokane Stable's b m Lorretta (aged), by Ophir—Mollie,

by Luther.

Garland & Ramsdell's b f Normandie (3), by Kyrle Daly
—Extract, by Virgil ; br c Expense (3), by Hidalgo

—

Graciosa, by Glengary.
Tom McTague's b f Ramona (3), by Regent—Miss Ella, by

Enquirer; br g Toxida (3), by Regent—Reply, by Enquirer;
ch fEmmaMc (3), by Hidalgo—Buttery, by Eyrie Daly.

Jones & Payne's ch h Oregon (9), by Monday—Planetia,

by Planet.

Randall & Burris' gr m Minnie Beach (4), by Destruction
—Banda, by King Ban.

Leopold Beck's br h Jimp Virtuose (6), by Fitz Plutus—
by Plutus, by Vicomtesse.

N. S. Hall's ch c Last Chance (3), by Duke of Norfolk

—

Vidette, by Tomahawk or Virgil.

Entries in the following stake races to be decided in Butte
are closed :

Trotting—Moulton stakes, for two-year-olds, $500 added,
2 in 3.—Marcus Daly's Affable, Rideout Bros.' Rena D.,

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's Nettie Ham, C. W. Hoffman's b f

by Bozeman, J. L. Corrigan's Dr. Putf, John W. Nelson's
Violeta, Helms & Gleason's Altoke, P. J. Mann's Manmont,
John McEvoy's Glenarthur, Los Cerritos Stock Farm's Cor-
inne Neilson, Myers & Myers' Stam B.

Trotting—Silver City stake, for three-year-olds.—Los
Cerritos Stock Farm's Marchioness, H. S. McGowan's Del-
bert, Witch Hazel Stock Farm's Caryle Carne, Charles Hil-
ton's Adelaide Compleet, S. G. Larimore's Simile, C. W.
Hoffman's Lady Director, C. H. Bartruff's Jostroa. Myers &
Myers' Red Nutling.
Pacing—Enterprise stake, for two-7e*r-oIds, $50 added,

$ in 3. Closed with four nominations.
C. W. Hoffman's brc G.W.Wakefield, by Bozeman—Gipsy,

by Maxim.

Willow Run Stock Farm's b g Special, by Bay Bird—Petie
Day Cross, by Red Cross.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b c Charley Woods, by Ham-
bletonian Mambrino 5141—Tot, by Lumps 3922.
Marcus Daly's b f Thornbird, by Mascot—Minnie Thorn,

by Red Wilkes.
Pacing—Mountain Stakes for three years old and under,

$50 each, $250 added; two in three. To be paced Thursday,
August 2, 1894. Closed with eight nominations.

C. W. Hoffman's br c G. W. Wakefield, 2, by Bozeman
formerly St. Thomas)—Gipsy, by Maxim.
Marcus Daly's b f Thornbird, 2, by Mascot—Minnie

Thorn, by Willie Wilkes, by Red Wilkes; br f Rachael, 3,

by Baron Wilkes—Minnie Thorn, by Willie Wilkes, by Red
Wilkes.

P. J. Mann's blk f Suemont, 3, by Altamont—Nellie, bv
Duroc Prince.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b c Stanwix, 3, by Hambleto-
nian Mambrino 5241—Mattie, by Altamont 2600.
Moscow Stock Farm's br h Encounter, 3, by Onward, by

Pretender.
Edward Pyle's br g Giles Noyes, 3, by Chas. Caffrey

—

Vida, by Geo. Tucker.
Mvers & Myers' b f Hulda, 3, by Guide—Alice R.
Running—West Side Derby : Marcus Da!y's imp. Dutch.

Bluster, imp. Batsman, Beaucatcher, N. S. Hall's Last
Chance, Jones & Payne's St. Apollo, Tom McTague's Ramo-
na, Toxida, Emma Mc, Barney McGinley's Gilroy, St. Ja-
cob, Garland & Ramsdell's Normandie, Expense.
Running—Silver Stakes. A cup for all ages. Fifty dol-

lars each, $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to

third. Weight for age. One and one-half miles. Closed
with seventeen nominations. To be run Wednesday, August
15, 1894.

Leopold Beck's b h imp. Virtuoso (6), by Fitz Plutus—by
Plutus Vicomtesse.
Marcus Daly's b h imp. Steve Estes (5), by Springfield-

Bloodstain, by Hampton; b c imp. Dutch Bluster (3), by
Brag—daughter of Dutch Slater; imp. b c Batsman (3), by
Hampton—The Bat, by Hermit ; ch f Beaucatcher (3), by
Eothen—Auricoma, by King Ernest.

Joseph Kinney's ch m Miss Idaho (4), by Warwick—Julia

S.
:
by Hubbard.'
Garland & Ramsdell's b f Normandie (3), by Kyrle Daly

—

Extract, by Virgil ; br c Expense (3), by Hidalgo—Graciosa,

by Glengarry.
Tom McTague's b f Ramona (3), by Regent—Miss Ella, by

Enquirer; br g Toxida (3), by Regent—Reply, by Enquirer;
ch f Emma Mc. (3), by Hidalgo—Butterfly, by KyHe
Daly.
Jones & Payne's ch h Oregon (9), by Monday—Planetia,

ay Planet.

Spokane Stables' b m Loretta (aged), by Ophir—Mollie, by
Luther.
Randall & Burris' gr m Minnie Beach (4), by Destruction

—Banda, by King Bah.
Barney McGinley's b g Gilroy (3), bv Luke Blackburn

—

Guildean; ch g St. Jacob (3), by St. Bla'ise—Wood Violet.

Ch c Last Chance (3), by Duke of Norfolk—Vidette, by
Tomahawk or Virgil.

Montana Race Horse Talk.

The West Side Racing association contemplates having a

few races July 4, but the project has not as yet been fully

decided upon. If races are arranged one will in all probab-

ility be between W- R. Davis' Conde and Dr. Wyerhorst's

trotter. The regular summer races will not begin here until

August 1, but Anaconda will see a commencement July 16.

Yesterday the secretary of the West Side association re-

ceived a telegram from Lee Shaner stating that he would be
here with Challenger Chief, a trotter having a record of

2:16. and Lady H, a pacer, 2:16 j. He will also have Sid-

moore, another trotter, a two-year-old and a green trotter

and a green pacer.

Ed Pyle of Syracuse, Neb., will star the Montana circuit

with a string of flyers. He will be a new man in the hills.

Robby P., a trotter with a record of 2:17, and a pacer 2:16^,

are among his list. The latter animal is entered in all the

pacing races, including the free-for-all.

Oregon will be represented by Van B. de Lashnmtt's
stable, which contains Blondie, 2:19, an! a 2:15 pacer. P. J.

Mann will also have several good animals, among them Altao,

a trotter, 2:17£. L. P. W. Quinby will bring a string of

trotters and runners.

H. W. Brown of Salt Lake will be here with Incas, 2:14£;

Miss Foxy, 2:22$; Alarmist, 2:24}, and others.

J. E. McEvoy will have Dan Velox, 2:18, and Irene W.,
the latter a pacer.

Glen Arthur will have a two-year-old trotter that won the

stakes for this age in Denver last week. He will also have
other horses.

Joe Carlson of Ogden will be on the circuit with Brino
Tricks a 2:20 pacer.

Klamath, 2:13^ is now at Denver and will probably be

brought to Montana. If he comes the owner will bring a

2:15.} pacer with him.
Myers & Myers of California have made some nomin-

ations and will also bring Cyrus, a 2:141 pacer, Flora S-, a

2:19} trotter and others.

Prince Almont, pacer, 2:13}, is now in training at Mos-
cow, Idaho. The Moscow Stock Farm will have a stable on
the Montana circuit.

C. E. Taft of Colfax. Wash., will have a string of both

trotters and runners.

C. W. Hoffman of Bozeman, has shipped his stable to

Missoula and will let it remain until after the races there are

over. The stable includes Vallula, a 2:15| pacer; Boze-

man (formerly St. Thomas), 2:27£; Lady Director, a three-

year-old trotter, and a two-year-old filly by Bozeman.
Alex. Lewis will have Mikado, a pacer, 2:17; Mc Glynn, a

trotter, 2:25, and others.

At Great Falls there are now about 60 horses in training,

some of which are good.—Butte Miner, July 1, 1894.

Missoula's Coming Meeting.

Everything at the Missoula race track has the appearance

of a real live race meeting already. It is a real treat now for

the Missoula horse fanciers to take an early morning ride or

drive to the race track to witness the preparatory work of the

trotters, pacers and runners. Nothing now can prevent the

coming meeting from being the most successful ever held in

Missoula. Residents of the Garden City bare j»t
,q *t awak-

ened to the fact that a race meeting helps the town and its

surroundings wonderfully. We shall have among ns very
soon people from all parts of the United States, and at a time
when Missoula looks her prettiest. The generous praise of
our visitors will help us appreciate what we have in Missoula.
Missoula today is the best town on the line of the Northern
Pacific railroad. Climate, water, and a strong, good feeling
among our business community serve to bring us to the belief
tbat we inhabit the most favored spot on earth.
Among the new arrivals at the track are the Boise City

stables, owned by Joe Kinney and composed of the following
runners: Miss Idaho,sorrel, four-year-old, sired by Warwick,
dam Julia, by Marmaduke ; Miss Idaho is well known to
Montana race goers,having gone through the circuit last year
in her three-year-old form. Sunny Plains, a sorrel filly, two-
year-old, a full sister to Miss Idaho, is also along. Then
there is Arklou, a sorrel stallion, five-year-old, sired by Doc
Lindsay Jr., dam the dam of Eos. Carrie Crooks, a sorrel
mare, five-year-old, by Vanderbilt, completes the lot,and they
and good ones, too. Under the careful supervision of Trainer
J. L. Crooks they will make the Montana gallopers hump
themselves to keep in the procession.
Jack Nelson, from Deer Lodge, with four trotters, will

prebably be in on the train to-day.
Among the most prominent visitors at the track last wetk

were C. S. Tee and Photographer Haines, of the N. P. R. R.,
Senator C. W. Hoffman from Bozeman, and the genial J. H.
Duriton from Anaconda (for the capital). Senator Hoffman
improved the opportunity of having Photographer Haines
take pictures of Bozeman, 2:27|, Volula, 2:15J, the promising
two-year-old pacer, Wakefield. Senator Hoffman is an en-
thusiastic admirer of Missoula climate as a place for pre-
paring horses for a campaigning.

Trainer Jeffries is making great progress with Gaspard
Deschamp's grey mare. It will be pretty hard on the Mis-
soula boys if they let the genial Gaspard come from Grass
Valley and clean them up on the Fourth of July. At aoy
rate Mr. Deschamp's mare has been in training now only
about one month and the improvement made shows what pro-
fessional handling will do.

Jule Hartley now has a full-fledged restaurant running at
the fair grounds while Ed. Hatt can get you just what you
need for an appetizer. The restaurant and bar are a great
convenience and are already well patronized.
From the outlook now it will be necessary to build about

seventy-five more stalls to accommodate the horses now on
the way here.—Democrat, July 1.

Races at Omaha.

Omaha, June 29—Online furnished the sensation of the

afternoon at Union Park. He went the last half of his sec-

ond heat in 1:02 fiat- All the racing bordered on the sensa-
tional, and the last mile in the 2:40 trot, covered in 2:18},
closed the fastest racing meet ever held west of the Mis-
sissippi river. The day was boiling hot and a hard wind
blew across the track, retarding the horses on the backstretch.
Sixty-five hundred people watched the programme.

SUMMARIES.
2:10 pacing, purse SS00.

Online, b h, by Shadeland" Onward ill
Fidol „ 2 2 2
Laura T „ 5 4 3
Weber Wilkes 3 5 5
Newsboy 4 6 4
W. W. P 6 3 6

Time, 2:10>£, 2:10%, 2:11K-
2:20 trot, parse 8800.

St. Loais, b h. by St. Nicholas 1 i i

Don Lowell, by Don Marvin 2 2 3
Hurley-Burly 5 3 2
Llewellyn 3 4 4
Elsie L 4 5 5
Chantwood 6 6 6

Time, 2:17%, 2:17, 2:18%.

2-45 trot, parse 8500.

Expressive, br m, by Electioneer—Esther, by Express Ill
Troublesome 2 2 2
Knoxie Magnate 3 3 3
Ben Johnson - -. 4 dis.

Time, 2:23K. 2:19%, 2:18%.

[Owing to the detention of the mails, the account of Sat-

urday's races has not been Teceived in time for this issue.

—Ed.]
_

Meeting of Directors of the B. and H. A.

There was a meeting in this office last Tuesday night of

the directors of the Breeders' and Horsemen's Association.

Messrs. Stemler, Schwartz, Tozer, Moore and Havey were
present.

The financial reports of Secretary Tozer and Treasurer
Schwartz were read. The former's report showed that the
San Francisco meeting was conducted at again of $2,286.75,
the one at San Jose at a loss of $1,540.45, leaving a balance
on hand of $746 30, with a couple of small bills yet to be
paid.

It was declared the sense of the directors that this associa-

tion should be disbanded, but this can only be done, officially,

at a meeting where twenty-five paid-up members are present.

The directors decided to return the amount in the hands ol

the Treasurer pro rata to the paid-up members, numbering
forty-six, upon presentation to the secretary of the receipt

for membership fee. The date for the next meeting of the

board was set for next Tuesday nigbt, July 10th, at which
time the Treasurer will pay out all the membership fees

possible.

Driving Club Matinee.

At the meeting of the Driving and Hiding Club last even-

ing there were present Directors Dr. H. A. Spencer (Presi-

dent), F. M. Burkholder, George VV. Sill, J. Babcock and
C. F. Bunch.

J. A. Kidward and T. TV. Healey were proposed for mem-
bership, and, the rule being suspended, both were unanimously
elected.

It was ordered that $100 be set apart for trophies for the

matinee to be held July 14th.

It was decided to make the programme consist of a 2:35, a

2:40 and a three-minute class race, sealed entries therefor to

be received at the office of the Secretary up to 5 o'clock of

Saturday, July 7th. Entries to be subject to the decision of

the Classification Committee. The Secretary to advertise

for such entries in one morning and one evening paper for

four days.

Adjourned to meet Saturday, July 7th, at S p. h -

San JogeMercary.
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BAGE3 AT IRVING-TON.

An Opening Day That Gave General Satisfac-

tion.

A success in every respect was the opening of the Portland

Speed and Driving Association's spriDg meeting Saturday at

lrvington Park. Perfect weather for racing, and a card that

embraced five extremely interesting events combined to draw

to the course a crowd of not less than 4000 people, every one

of whom was satisfied with the way in which the enter-

tainment was conducted. This is sayiug a great deal in

favor of the management of an affair in which money is

won and lost. While the losers yesterday at lrvington

were not so enthusiastic in expressing admiration of the

arrangements as were the winners, neither could they rea-

sonably indulge in the ill-natured commeDt that sometimes

is provoked by ill-luck. For no man could say, with any

degree of confidence, that the best horse in any contest failed

to win. The starting was admirable, the decisions defied

appeal, and the riders and drivers apparently did all in

their power to get their respective quadrupeds first under

the wire. The only protests heard came from a couple

of whipsters who were fined $10 apiece for reckless scoring,

but the judge who imposed the penalty was cheered to the

echo by the spectators. To the intelligent and firm rulings

of that same judge, Hon. H. M. LaRue, was attributable

much of the smoothness that marked the carrying out of the

programme. When he knew he was right he went ahead

and did his duty without fear or favor. Oa the whole it was

an auspicious introduction of the Association's new regime

to the turf patrons gf Portland.

Taking one consideration with another, the amount of

money that passed through tne pool boxes was astonishingly

large. It seemed as if by common consent the speculative

element of this city's population had decided to forget hard

limes for one day, at least, and " play the horses" just as

freely ps if there were no such economy-cempelling thing in

existence as financial depression, tariff legislation and labor

troubles. Filthy lucre fairly rolled through the audion pools

and the French mutuels, and private bets were numerously

offered and taken in the grand stand. From a gaming
standpoint, it looked like the very softest of hard times.

Features of the day were the 2:16 trot, the hurdle race,

the splendid music by the Portland Militaiy band and the

haut ecole performance of Captain Dilhan's trained mare,

Caprice For five hours the interest of the spectators was

never allowed to lag. When their eyes were not directed

at the track their ears were harmoniously assailed by music

of the popular kind.

The first race was a mile dash, running, for all ages, with

these starters: Ramsdell & Garland's three-year-old b f Xor-

mandie, 109 pounds; X. G. Hall's three-year-old ch c Last

Chance, 110; Maley & Bowley's aged ch ni Lonnie B., 126;

J. J. Boetlger's four-year-old b f DottieReed, 107, and Jones

& Payne's aged ch h Oregon, 129. JN'ormaudie was the fa-

vorite, selling at $20, against $16 for Last Chance, $12 for

Lonnie B. and $6 for the field. They got away in nice order

on the first trial, and were bunched until the homestretch

was turned, when Last Chance streaked out. Normandie was

close behind him, however, and before the distance was en-

tered assumed leadership and held it to the wire, winning by

a length in 1:46, Last Chance second, Lonnie B. third.

Mutuels paid $16.35.

Three two-year-olds went to the post for the second race, a

half-mile dash. They were: Louis Whitmore's b f Token.

115 pounds; Colusa Stable's cb c Sport McAllister, 118; H.
Hoag's ch f Model, 115. Model sold at 2 to 1 against the

field, and the betting was heavy, a big lot of stable money go-

ing upon the favorite. It was a pretty good start for a field

of youngsters. Sport McAllister led the running from start

to finish, winning handily by two leogths in 0:50. Model
second and Token last. The time shows that Sport is some-
thing of a two-year-old himself. Mutuels paid $12 45.

There were four starters in race No. 3, a half-mile run for

all ages. Tbey were Maley & Bowley's aged br h Hal Fisher,

carrying 124 pounds ; James Garland's three-year-old ch c

Nelson, 111 ; X. S. Hall's four-year-old b f Midget, 117, and
H. Somerville's aged blk g Black Alder, 121. Midget was a
hot favorite, selling at $20 against $10 for Nelson, $10 for

Hal Fisher and $5 for Black Alder. The latter horse was
left at the post, and Midget led Kelson and Hal Fisher with
evident ease the entire distance, passing the wire in 0:49^.

Mutuals on this race yielded $10.25.

Then came the 2:16 trot—the event for which the crowd
was yearning. The entries were: P. J. Mann's b s Altao,by
Altamont; Myers & Myers' r m Flora S., by Dexter Prince,
and L. Levy's b g Robert L., by Sierra Boy. For the race
and the first heat Flora was the choice of the talent,and they
backed her heavily at the rate of $20 against $15 for Altao and
$3 for Robert. The son of Altamont was driven by his

owner, while Lawrence guided the favorite, aud "Red"
Green held the ribbons over Robert. The latter horse was
never a dangerous factor in the contest. Flora won the first

beat in 2:24, which showed that two bad breaks made by
Altao did not enable him to push her very hard. For the
second heat the mare sold for $20 against a $14 field, and Mr.
Mann relinquished his seat and whip to Sam Casto. This
was one of the prettiest heats ever trotted on that track.
Flora moved like a light-running engine, leading Altao by a
length from the first turn lo the three-quarter post, where the
gelding began a closing-up process, which quickly put hi n

on even terms with his speedy little competitor. They were
neck-and-neck while entering the distance, and in that order
they remained until they were within a foot of the wire,
when, by a desperate spurt, Flora got under first by a very
short nose. Casto claimed a foul, which was allowed, it be-
ing apparent to every one present that he was beaten only by
beinp crowded out|from the fence by Flora. So the judges gave
the heat to Altao, and mighty cheers greeted Casio when the
decision WSB announced. The heat was trotted in 2:20, and
its first half In 1:07—the fastest of the race. After that Allan's
well known stamina made him first choice at $20, against $15
for the field. Flora was a little sulky when she came out for
the third heat, hut the start was made without much bcoring.

The mare was a length ahead at the one-eighth pole, but
Altao closed the gap before the three quarters was covered,
and then finished ahead with ease in 2:21 j, Flora acting

badly a couple of lengths behind him. For the fourth heat

the Oregon hor^e retained his favoritism in the betting.

Flora's sulks delayed a start a long time, and Casto and Green

were fined $10 apiece for bad scoring. When they finally got

away Flora went to the front like a rocket. At the first

quarter she had a three-lengths lead, but then she began to

fade, while the Altamont seemed to accumulate speed as he

traveled. He gradually drew up, until he had himself on an

even footing with her at five-eighths, and after that he was

the only horse in the race, winning in 2:25.

SUMMARY.

Altao, by Altamont 2 1 1

1

Flora S. by Dexter Prince \ I I I

Robert L •- 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:24, 2:20, 2:21% 2:25.

It was 6.15 o'clock when the entries for the hurdle race

were called out, and the three that responded were the Califor-

nia stable's four-year-old bg Auteuil, N. S. Hall's aged b g
Longwell, and Zeke Abrahams' four-year-old b gGreenhock.

The people who slighted supper to see this race were glad

they had waited. The distance was a mile and one-eighth,

with five jumps over four-foot hedge hurdles, three of the

leaps being on the front stretch. Longwell was a 2 to 1 favor-

ite against the field, but he finished last, Auteuil winning in

2:12, with Greenhock a close second. At the first two leaps

the three horses rose almost simultaneously, and very pretty

they looked as they went over the shrubbery. The favorite

was first to clearthe third jump, with Auteuil a length be-

hind him and Greenhock a corresponding distance in rear of

him. They went over in rapid one-two-three order,, which

was even better than the simultaneous jump. Sn it was at hur-

dle No. 4, and after getting over it thev spurted for the finish.

Before the last hurdle was reached, both Auteuil and Green-

hock had passed Longwell and were running even, and in

that order they closed it. Auteuil gained half a length on

Greenhock between the final obstacle and the finish, and

Longwell came home a bad third.

That finished the day's sport. Captain Dilhan exhibited

his trained horse after the first heat of the trotting race, and

his management of the animal, as well as its docility and in-

telligence, made a decided hit.

The card for to-morrow contains two interesting features

—

the three-quarter mile selling race and ihe first public ap-

pearance in this city of the mysterious pacer Kittitas Ranger.

This is the dav's programme

:

Race No- 6—Selling, three-quarter mile dash—Jones &
Payne's aged br m Raindrop, 100 pounds, $800 ; Tarten

Bros.' three-year-old b m Verdi Paul, 103 pounds, $1,500
;

Colusa Stable's three-year-old b c Zamlocb, 106 pounds,

$1,500 ; Zeke Abraham's three-year-old ch f Jennie Dean, 99

pounds, $1,200; J. W. Hoag's two-year-old ch f Model, 86

pounds, not for sale; Bailey & Bowley's five-year-old ch m
Lonnie B., 105 pounds, $1,100 ; N. S. Hall's five-year-old b

g St. Croix, 10S pounds, $1,500 ; L. Whitmore's four-vear-

old b f Mowitza, 110 pounds, $800.

Race No. 7—Trotting, 2:40 class—Oscar Wills' b g Jack
the Ripper, by Roscoe, dam by Scamperdown ; L. C. McCor-
mick's blk m Juniper, by Adirondack, dam by Kisbar ; D.

W. Dobbins" bb Wano Wilkes, by Montana Wilkes, dam by

Mambrino Diamond ; San Casto's rn s Kismont, by Alta-

mont, dam by Kisbar; John Shea's br s Bellwood, by Al-

wood, dam by Bellfounder ; S. C Tryon's br s Col. K. R.,

by Bay Rose, dam Addie E.; E. J. Young's ch m Lillie

McCartv, by Dick Flaherty, dam unknown ; R. S. Brown's b

m Rayonetta. by Anteeo, dam by Debonair; Charles E. Taft's

b m Eva T., by Almoot Medium, dam by Dasher.

Race No. S—Pacing, for two-year-olds
;
purse $300.

Race No. 9—Pacing, 2:30 class—J. E. Kirkland's br m
Little Maid, by R jckwood, dam Pocahontas ;

Witch Hazel
Stock Farm's b g Kittitas Ranger, dam unknown ; Sam Cas-

to's b s Touchet, by Altamont, dam by C. M. Clay, Jr.; H.
B. Miller's br m Juliet, by Tybalt, dam Bid ; E. House's b g
Alta A., by Altamout, dim by Autocrat; A. E. Keith's b m
Primrose, by Altamont, dam by Nutwood ; John Shea's ch g
Hylas Jim, by Bylas, dam Annie Wild ; Steve Aldrich's ch

g Glasco, by Montana Wilkes, dam by Dalgamo ; Myers &
Myers' br m Hulda, by Guide, dam by Naubuc.
A special running race will probably be added to the pro-

gramme before the sport begins.—Oregonian.

Rey el Santa Anita, First in the Sheridan.

Chicago, July 4.—Rey el Santa Anita to-day duplicated

the feat of Emperor of Norfolk, and for the second time in

the history of the turf " Lucky " Baldwin placed the American

Derby and Sheridan stakes to his credit with the same horse

in the same year. Twenty-five thousand people were at

Washington Park to see the feat performed, and to make the

joy of admirers of California horses complete the great Yo
Tambien made her first appearance nere this season for their

benefit, and without the slightest difficulty and carrying upon

her back the boy who aided her so materially in her triumphs

in the past, Charley Thorpe, she covered nine furlongs in

1:52£, lowering Washington Park's best previous record for

the distance made last year by ber stable male, Maid Marian.

The mile from wire to wire was made in 1:39J.

To give the Californians a cinch on the day that old sprint-

ing queen, Geraldine, took a purse for Ashe at 6 to 1, Rey

el Santa Anita went to the post at 3 to 5 aud Yo Tambien at

1 to 5. Gloaming, who has won many a good race for Jack
Follansbee was the second choice in the Yo Tambien race,

and finished in place.

There was only one horse in the Sheridan slakes, Van
Kuren holding Key el Santa Anita hard as he led Pxince
Carl home by a length. Lapped upon the latter was Pey-
tonia, which had set the pace, while Selika was fourlh and
Despot last. It was said that Corrigan had instructed Jockey
Weber to cut loose and make the running, but the colt was
never able to get to the front and was completely outrun.

Peylouia quickly took up the running when the flag fell

lo the excellent start for the Sheridan Stakes and held sway
for a mile of Ihe distance, being beaten for place by half a
length in a drive. Van Kuren took Rey el S-*nta Anil**.

back Lo the last place as the field of five passed the stand, and
curbing the favorite's desire to cutout in front, kept trailing

to the half, where he moved up a peg.

Letting out a wrap the boy gave the Derby winner a bit of
freedom which sent him through the field so rapidly that at

the stretch the Californian was half a length in front. Bald-
win's colt ran in a winner without turning a hair, with grin-
ning Van Kuren turning around to see where the others
were. There was not a place in the route when Rey el Sania

Anita could not have gone ahead if he had been given his

head, yet the easy grace of his stride made the race a pretty

one. The stake was worth $10,000 net to the winner, which is

now en route to Sheepshead Bay to run for the $37,000 Reali-

zation Stakes on Saturday.

There was little advantage for any one of the five starters

for the nine-furlongs race. Passiog the stand the favorite,

Yo Tambien, was a neck in the lead, and the great daughter
of Joe Hooker kept in front all the way. Along the stretch

Thorpe let the mare go, and straight and as true as an arrow
she shot home from the field an easy winner. Gloaming was
an easy second. Lake Shore was third in a drive. Notwith-
standing that Pedestrian carried 122 pounds, conceding seven
pounds to Tartarian and twelve to speedy Geraldine, the son

of Bramble was made favoiite for the first sprint. The best

he could get was third place in the hottest kind of a finish

with Dark Days and Tartarian. Lulu T., the last to the

stretco. came in a rush to second place, Geraldine leading

from fall of flag and winning handily.

Fifteen youngsters out for the first race at five furlongs

were a skittish lot of maidens, and it took Petlingill twenty-

three minutes to get rid of them. When he did they were
well together. Rasper went to the front at once with Sun
Up at his throatlatch. Going around the turn Rasper
swung wide and Sun Up's head showed first at the three-

eighths pole in 0:37. Then the race was between .Rasper

and Sun Up, the latter being unable to .et the lead, al-

though making Rasper put forth every effort to cross the

line a head in front.

Little Walter and Gunwad were the first and second picks

for the third race. Imported Elise shot Oi't in the lead, but

quit at the three-quarters. Gunwad, Little Walter and Tip-

pecanoe went ahead and finished in the order given two
lengths apart. Danton, an S-to-5 favorite for the dash fol-

lowing the stake race, carried the weight of money and failed

to deliver the goods. Pat cut out his own running and
came in an easy winner. Egbert was a hot tip for the sixth

race at one mile. In the stretch he drew away and won
easily. Summary

:

Five-eighths of a mile—Rasper won, Sun Up second,
Overalis third. Time, 1:02.

One and one-eighth miles—Yo Tambien won. Gloaming
second, Lake Spear third. Time, 1:42}.

One mile—Gunwad won, Tippecanoe second, Little Wal-
ter third. Time, 1:42}.

One and one-quarter miles—Rey el Santa Anita won,
Prince Carl second, Peytonia third. Time, 2:08}.

Three-quarters of a mile—Pat won, Promenade second,

Uncle Luke third. Time, 1:15.

One mile—Egbert won, The Kitten second, Marie third.

Time, 1:42}.

Six furlongs—Geraldine won, Lulu T. second, Pedestrian
third. Time, 1:14}.

Preparing for a Fair.

The public will be glad to know that a movement is on foot

to hold a first-class agricultural fair at Tulare this fall. We
began too late last season to do all that might have been done,

and yet a creditable display was made, but by beginning in

due season this year we will be able to greatly excel last

season's effort.

A meeting of the board of directors ot the Forty-third ag-

ricultural district was held in Tulare on Saturday, there being

a quorum present. The following officers were elected to

serve the ensuing year :

President, W. B. Cartmill ; secretary, E. De Witt; treas-

urer, Tulare County Bank. Executive Committee, Jacob

Hayes, of Poplar, H. S. Meyer and W. B. Cartmill, of
Tulare. This committee was empowered to transact the busi-

ness of the district, and it will immediately fall to work to get
up a premium list.

It is to be hopad that the whole district will take a hand
in this fair and not leave it all to Tulare as they did before.

It is of interest to Haoford, Yisalia, Porterville and all the

other towns to show what Tulare valley can do in the way
of products, and if proper effort is made a good many strang-

ers can be enduced to pay us a visit at that time.

The assistance of the ladies of Tulare should also be ob-
tained at once. They did wonders last year, but the time
was so limited when they were asked tu take hold that it was
hard work for them. By inviting their co-operation at onc^
ample time will be given them and ample preparation will

be made.
As for the speed programme, our track is getting to be

justly famed abroad,and we can reasonably expect some good
horses here so that that department will be the equal of any-
thing between Stockton aud Los Angeleo.

If the people throughout the district will take the interest

thev ought, the fair will be a great success and will be an ob-

ject lesson of no small consequence in inducing settlers to

come among us. Take hold everybody and help to make it

a success.—Tulare Register.

The Fresno Fair Grounds Association Brings
Many Suits.

The Directors of the Fresno Fair Grouads Association

levied an assessment of $2 a share on August 5, 1893. This

assessment came due on September 12th. There were a num-
ber of stockholders who let their assessment go unpaid.
Dunning did no good. To-day suits were instituted in Jus-

tice Crichton's court to secure the payment of the sums due.
Those sued were: Geo. H. Egggrs, J. M. Shannon, John D.
Gray, Phil Scott, E. E. Cornell, C. S. Angel, A. JVI. Clark,

W. H. McKenzie, Harry Doble, R. G. Stitt and Bank of Cen-
tral California.

The matter will come up in a few days.—Expositor.

Boyce Tablets Will Keep Your Horses Limber
As An Eel.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Jan. 21, 1891.
Boyce Tablet Co.:—Gents—I have used your tablets very

freely during the season of 1SS9 aud 1890, and can truly say
they are the most convenient, and efficient Body and Leg
Wash I ever used. Yours very truly,

D. B. Hebrington.

Geo. Lowery has purchased from Mr. E. F. Fallon the
running horse Dashaway. The colt will be placed in training
for the fall races. He is well bred, and gives promise of be-

ing a "cracker-jack."—San Benito Advance.
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San Jose Races.

San Jose, June 29.—The largest crowd yet in attendance

at the race meeting congregated at the track to-day.

In the first race Mamie D., White Cloud, Roanoke and

Red Rose started. White Cloud took the lead. At the half-

pole Roanoke was in the lead. Mamie D. led at the three-

eighths and three quarter pole, but was passed by White

Cloud, who won.

Romulus, Prince, Obee and Mustesa were the starters in

the second race, Obee being the favorite. Romulus took the

lead easily. Obee, however, passed him at the half-pole, but

at the three-eighths it was anybody's race. Coming down the

stretch Romulus took the lead and held it until under the

wire, winning by a very close margin.

In the last race Happy Band was the favorite and Dick

O'Malley second choice. At the start Happy Band took the

lead, followed by Dick O'Malley and Yangedene. At the

half all were bunched, but on reaching the three-quarters

Happy Band was still in front. At this point Yangedene
came forward and won easily.

SUMMABIES.
First race—Five furlongs.

White Cloud, 3, by Red Iron—Lena Eekles, 96 Cody 1

Mamie D., 5, by Three Cheers—Belle of the Lake, 10S Narvaez 2

Red Rose, 5 Red Iron—Gertie P., 110 Long 3

Time, 1:03.

Roanoke also ran.

Second race—Five and one-half furlongs.

Romulus, bv imp. Brutus—Beauty, 106 H. Smith 1

O'Bee, by Vlrginius—Leola, 113 :....Frawley 2

Mustesa, by Bachelor, 111 Long 3

Time, 1:08.

Prince also ran.

Third race—Sis furlongs.

Yangedene, 3, by imp. Greenback—Victoria,97 Cuddy 1

Dick O'Malley, 4, by imp. Mariner—Rosy Anderson 2

Happy Band, 3, by John Happy—Miss Laura, 106 Donathan 3

Time, 1:17K-

San Jose, June 30.—In the first race to-day Flirtilla took

the lead, closely followed by Kitty L. and Arno. At the half

the positions remained the same, but on reaching the stretch

Miss Buckley and Arno rapidly forged ahead, keeping their

positions until under the wire.

In the second race Roanoke led, with Mamie D. second and

White Cloud third. The finish was the closest and most ex-

citing of the day, Roanoke winning.

In the next race Red Rock led, with Vamoose a close sec-

ond and Wild Rose third. Coming down the stretch Red

Rock lengthened his distance, easily winning.

There were but three starters in the next race. Ryland
took the lead, Mendocino second. Coming down the stretch

Mendocino forged ahead, winning easily by a length and a

half.

Dick O'Malley, Ivy, May Pritchard and Happy Band
started in the last race. The race was Ivy's from the start,

she takiog the lead and holding it until under the wire, with

May Pritchard second and Dick O'Mallev third.

SL'MMaRIES.

First race, five furlongs.

Miss Bucklev, by imp.; Brutus—Forma,;i09 pounds H. Smith 1

Arno. 95 pounds Butler 2

Flirtilla, by Peel—Faustin, 100 pounds Cuddy 3

Time, 1:02.

Kitty L. also ran.

Second race, four furlongs.

Roanoke, by Humboldt. 107 pounds Anderson 1

Mamie D., 107 pounds Narvaez 2
White Cloud, 96 pounds Cuddy 3

Time, 0:49!^

Red Rose also ran.

Third race, four furlongs.

Red Rock, 110 pounds Long 1

Vamoose, 110 pounds Snider 2

Wild Rose, 118 pounds Raff 3

Time, 0:50%.
Hathaway also ran.

Fourth race, six furlongs.

Mendocino, 100 pounds Cuddy i

Ryland, 76 pounds Anderson 2

Carmel, 98 pounds Coady 3

Time, 1:15.

Fitth race, five and a half furlongs.

Ivy, by Prince of Norfolk—Bessie McGuire, 106 pounds Snider 1

May Prlfchard, 91 pounds Cuddy 2

Dick O'Malley. 119 pounds Anderson 3

Time, 1:09>£.

Happy Band also ran.

Racing at Honolulu.

Sharp at 10 o'clock on June 11th, the bell on the judge's

stand was tapped and the five bicyclers who were to contest

the first race appeared. H. E. Walker were the favorite and

bets were freely taken on him against the field. George U.

Paris, A. L. C. Atkinson, T. P. Cummins and N. A. Chap-

man straddled their wheels and made it warm for Walker.

He evidently expected that and appeared in the coolest

dress imaginable. In fact he was the personification of Mr.

Boetre's (and Castle's) theories and he did appear in fatigue

uniform.

He won all the same and made his opponents blush—his

friends also nearly blushed. By quarters he made his time

in 45,1:28,2:12,2:54.

Atkinson came in as ahandsome No. 2. There was a time

when everybody thought that Jack would be the Champion.
Tom Cummins worked his machine very well. The rubber

on his hind wheel was punctured, and in spite of Tommy's
first-class move he wasn't in it.

Charles B. Wilson appeared on the track after the bicyclers

got home and started the horses.

The time made by the fleet animals is given here by quar-

ters.

Leilaui and Lolokulani started. The last-named beautiful

raare belonging to Horner woo, hands down. Time, 2-5 sec.

53.

Senator Stanford and Aniorino made their appearance and
both were loudly applauded. Amorino was the favorite,

pools selling at 25 to 20.

The Kealia horse staid with his backers and the gray stal-

lion, although well ridden and with a broken girth could

neither beat Amorino or the time. Amorino's time was 0:26,

0:51, 1:19, 1:48. The Rosita cup will remain on John Cum-
mins' sideboard for another season.

Dolokalani and Automony were the next contestants for

half a mile. The former won and made the following good
time : 0:231—0:50i. The mare is now a fine starter and un-
doubtedly the finest race horse on the track. Horsemen,
though, expressed great admiration for Automony. He will

get there some day.

The trotting race between Fred Mac and Bert Lee had been
withdrawn to the great disappointment of everybody, so the
race between Nevada and Johnny Hayward was the princi-

pal event in the trotting line. The black horse was in excel-

lent condition and both he and Hayward were put to their

metal by their drivers. In the third heat Hayward warmed
up and went the heat in 2:27^.

Nevada won the other three heats and the race. His time
was 2:31.

The friends of Senator Stanford than had an inning and
the popular grey horse beat Queen L. " hands down "in a
one-mile race. Time, 1:51.

A trotting race between Rei.ben Dexter's Daylight and
Gus. Schuman's Willie K. was the next event. Willie K.
took the first heat in 3:04 1-3 and Dexter's horse won the
next two heats and the race. Time, 2:53, 2:56 2-5.

Id the one and one-half mile race Horner had been obliged

to withdraw his fine mare Sarah H., so the race was left to

Senator Stanford and Autonomy. The latter was not pushed
and the Senator took the purse in 2:54.}.

A family race between Fred Mac and Why Not finished

the day. Thp latter got distanced in the first heat—Why
Not? The great Fred Mac, who was claimed to be too fat

to trot asainst Bert Lee proved himself so. His time was
3:12. Still the judges didn't kick.

It is noteworthy that a most pleasant tone prevailed and
that everybody seemed to enjoy themselves—even the losers.

The judges, Messrs. Seeley, Shaw, Capt. Tripp and W. H.
Rickard, fulfilled their duties in a most efficient manner, as

did the rest of the officers of the day. Wilson as a starter

has no equal here. Secretary Giffard had everything ar-

ranged in a most satisfactory manner, and everybody was
loud in praising his energy and accommodating spirit. The
Jockey Club entertained a number of prominent people on
their stand. Messrs. Wodehouse and Fuji'i were among the

guests.

Prof. Berger and his band furnished excellent music during
the day. A special booth was reserved for the constitutional

delegates. If those occupying the booth were the delegates,

it is no wonder that we are getting a constitution like the
one now being manufactured. The proprietor of the Moku-
Ieia stables is to be highly complimented on the result of the

day. With the exception of Amorino all the running horses

were "Mokuleia bred." Messrs. Ballentine and Horner are

true gentlemanly sportsmen, and it is to be hoped that Hono-
lulu often will have the pleasure of their company—and, in

time to come, beat their horses.—Honolulu Gazstte.

The San Jose Races.

A meeting of the San Mateo and Santa Clara County Agri

cultural Association, District No. 5, was beld at the Board of

Trade rooms yesterday afternoon, there being present Di-

rectors Pliilo Hersey (President), T. W. Hobson, T. S.

Montgomery, George B. Polhemus and J. W. Rea. Directors

William Boots and R. D. Fox of the Santa Clara Agricul-

tural Society were also present.

It was ordered that the Association renew its membership

with the National Trotting Association.

The Board then proceeded to the consideration of a speed

programme, with the following result

:

Champion stakes, trotting, foals of 1S92, closed June 1, 1891;

seventeen made second payments; third payment now due
;

one mile and repeat.

District two-year-olds, trotting, purse $400, two in three
;

closed April 1st with twelve nominations.

District three-year-olds, trotting, purse $400 ; closed April

1st with twelve nominations.
Free-for-all, two-year-olds, trotting, purse $400, two in

three; closed April 1st with fifteen nominations.

Free-for-all three-year-olds, trotting, purse $400 ;
closed

April 1st with twelve nominations.

Free-for-all three-year-olds, pacing, purse $400 ; closed

April 1st with ten nominations ; 2:1S class, trotting, purse

$700 ; 2:21 class, trotting, purse $700 ; 2:24 class, trotting,

purse $700; 2:27 class, trotting, purse $700; 2:30 class, trot-

ting, purse $700 ; 2:40 class, trotting, purse $700 ;
free-for-all

pacing, purse $700; 2:14 class, pacing, purse $700; 2:20 class,

pacing, purse $700; 2:30 class, pacing, purse $700. Entries

to close Monday, July 23, 1S94. Races to be arranged here-

after in accordance with the Sacramento and Stockton pro-

grammes.
In the 2:18, 2:21, 2:24, 2:27 and 2:40 class trotting races and

the 2:14. 2:20 and 2:30 class pacing races, horses making rec-

ords three seconds or more faster than the respective classes

in which they have been entered shall be barred and the

entrance they have paid will be returned, but they may re-

enter in the proper classess or before September 17, 1S94.

All trotting and pacing races are best three in five unless

otherwise specified, and five are to enter and three to start,

but the Board reserves the right to hold a less number than

five to fill by the deduction of the entrance money from^the

purse for each horse less than five.—Mercury.

A Chapter of Mistakes.

New York, June 30.—A more thoroughly unsatisfactory

day's racing than that at Sheepshead Bay this afternoon has

not been seen in the East for the past ten years. To the spec'

tators who did not visit the betting ring it was a comedy of

errors, but to the unfortunates who backed the best horses it

was a tragedy of errors. It isdoubtful if a clearer case of foul-

ing ever occurred on a race track than in the fifth race, where

Simms, who rode Banquet, repeatedly struck Ramapo across

he head with his whip, and yet the stewards refused to take

tcognizance of it.

In the steeplechase, on the other hand,Fred Gebhard s Rod-

man, who interfered with no one and won pulling up, was set

back because it was alleged that he ran around one of the

flags. To add to the general confusion the judges placed

Redskin third in the handicap, when Dorian beat him a

full half length. Altogether it "was a day of extraordinary

decUoos and remarkable happenings,

Ramapo and Banquet ran a dead heat in the handicap,
while the others were close up, Dorian being beaten a head
for third place. Lizzie made the pace for the lot, while Ban-
quet kept Ramapo pinned against the rail nearly the whole
distance. When the horses rounded into the stretch Garri-
son finally succeeded in getting out of the position and came
with a rush. He was too late, however, and could do no bet-
ter than a dead heat.

As soon as the racs was finished he claimed a foul, but
the stewards decided to allow the race to stand as a run.
The dead heat was run off twenty minutes later, Banquet
winning. Ramapo was lame and could not do himself
justice, although both the jockeys made it an easy gallop
for three-quarters of a mile and a sprint of a half mile.
There was a chapter of accidents in the hurdle race, but

the two falls were easy and the jockeys uninjured. Rod-
man was the favorite, and was backed for a lot of money
all over the grounds. His backers were happy when he
got in first, but when all of the contestants had finished, a
protest was entered and the stewards allowed the claim and
disqualified him.
In the opening race Correction beat Stonenell with ease.

In the second race Waltzer was an odds-on favorite and ran
all the way with his head pulled sideways. In the Mermaid
stakes, Nahma was an odds-on choice, but Beldemere won
easily. Ducat won the fourth race without trouble, while
Captain T. and Tom Skidmore finished behind him as

named. Summary

:

Futurity course—Correction won, Stonenell second, Liselg
third. Time, 1:10 3-8.

Futuritv course—Waltzer won, Havoc second, Mirage
third. Time, 1:12 2-5.

One mile and an eighth—Beldemere won, Nahma second,
Clementine third. Time, 1:56

One mile—Ducat won, Captain T. second, Tom Skidmore
third. Time, 1:39 4 5.

One mile and an eighth—Banquet and Ramapo ran a dead
heat, Redskin third. Time, 1:58. Run off—Banquet won,
Ra^iapo second. Time, 2:02 1-5.

Steeplechase, about two and a half miles—Lucknow won,
Japonica second, Mogul third. Time, 5:20.

The Stockton Races.

The speed programme for the coming Stockton Fair has

just been made out as far as the trotting and pacing events

are concerned :

MOSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Trotting—Race No. 1, for two-year-olds with no record,

closed with 12 entries; No. 2, 2:40 class, district (San Joa-
quin and Calaveras counties), 5 or more to enter, purse $300,
to close August 1st.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

Trotting—Race No. 2, for three-year-olds and under, 2:30

class, closed with 14 entries ; No. 7, 2:15 class, purse $S00, to

close August 25th; No. S, 2:27 class, purse $800, to close

A ugust 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22 or better on o r

before August 25th are to receive back the entrance money,
and shall be barred from Stirling in this race, but may re-

enter on August 2oth in open classes where eligible.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

Pacing—Race No. 3, for three-year-olds and under. 2:30

class, closed with 10 entries ; No. 9, 2:20 class, purse $800, to

close August 1st. Same terms as above for horses making
2:15 or better on or before August 25th.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Pacing—Race No. 11, 2:40 class, district, purse $300, to

close August 1st.

Trotting—Race No. 12, 2:24 class, purse $800, to close

August 25th.

Mixed pacing and trotting—Race No. 13, free for-all, purse

$1,000, to close August 25th.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

Pacing—RaceNo. 6, 2:15 class, purse $800, to close August
25th.

Trotting—Race No. 4, for two-year-olds and under witbout

record ;
district of San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Merced, Calaveras

and Tuolumne counties, closed with six entries : No. 14, 2:^0

class, purse $800, to close August 1. Horses making a record

of 2:15 or better on or before August 25th are to receive back

the entry money, and shall be barred from starting in this

race, but may reenter on August 25th in open classes where
eligible.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Trotting—Race No. 15, 2:40 class, purse $800, to close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:25 or better on or

before August 25lh are to receive back the entrance money,

and shall be barred from starting in this race, but may re-

enter on August 25th in open classes where eligible.

Pacing—Race No. 16, 2:25 class, purse $000, to close August

1. Same terms as above for horses making a record of 2:17

or better on or before August 25th.—Mail.

Awarded
Highest Honors

—
"World's Fair.
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Sale of Colonel North's Blood Stock

The eale of Colonel North's horses and

greyhounds drew a large company to Ellham

on Saturday, June Sih, as was to be expected,

but more came with a view of inspecting his

6ne stud than as potential buyers. With re-

gard to the horses, out of the seventy-six of-

fered, only nineteen changed hands, which

must have caused some disappointment.

Simonian, who, in his racing days, worked so

many surprises, and is now a much improved

horse, was bought in at 10,000 guineas, a

somewhat stifi' reserve; the sturdy Nunthorpe

at 7,000 guineas; Cedar, the Queen's Premium

winner, and Penzance, at 1,000 guineas each.

Of broodmares, Philomel, Burgundy and Miss

Simon attracted much attention, but no buy-

ers, and Colonel North was wise in not sacri-

ficing such quality to the first comer. Of the

mares, three only of the twenty-five went to

fresh quarters. The followii g are the details

of the sales effected

:

HORSES IN TRAINING SOLD UNDER LORD EXE-

ter's CONDITIONS.
Guineas.

Iddesleigh. a, bv Uncas—Mosque; Mr. Hark 100

Old Boots, 6, ch n, by Wisdom—Socks ; Mr. T.

Frition 115

St. Columba, 5, b b, bv Canzoui—Iooa ; Sir Sam-
uel Scott 150

Kapnrthala (late Cardsbarper), "J, eh h, by Mask
—Pope; Mr. J. Davis 120

Concrete, 4, b c, by Siluria—Poetic ; Mr. Ingles 70

Myriad, 3. b f. by Satiety—Myrthe ; Mr. Luecke 120

Bay Marden, 3, b or br c, by Marden—Gwen-
draeth ; Mr. J. Davis 165

.Royal Star, a, cb g, by George Frederick—North
Star; Mr. Jesson 35

Regal Hampton, 2, ch c, by Royal Hampton—
Chiff Chaff; Mr. Eoos 50

Carlton Grange, 2, ch c, by Carlton—Mystery
;

Mr. Hamar Bass 500
Bay filly, 2, by Wisdom—Devonian : Mr. J.

Davis : 61
Belle Mona. 2, b f. by Lowland Chief—Ben-my-

Chree ; Mr. J. Jay 55
Sunny Hilt, 2, b f, by Hawkstone—May Morn

;

Mr. Smith 40
Clapham Junction. 2, b f, by Swillington—Vaux-

hall: Mr. Jewell 85
Chestnut filly, by Cedar.outof a half-bred mare;

Mr. Waddington 90
Bay filly by Wisdom—Vauxhal I ; Mr. Drew 200

BBOODMAEES AND FOALS.

Lady Avery, 1890, by Solomon—Springheels

;

Mr. Poole
Vauxhall. 1888. b m, by Foxhall—Illuminata;

M. Edmond Blanc 500
Gwendraeth, 1882, by Muucaster—Jenny Lind ;

Mr. C. J. Fawcett 150

The important sale of greyhounds taking
place simultaneously in the same paddock was
also thronged, and many changes were effected,

the quality and antecedents of Col. North's
fleet "coursers" being of world-wide fame.
Colonel North always "does things well" in
the shape of entertainment, and the company
left Elthain thoroughly satisfied with a well-
spent day. Of course it is generally known
that Col. North has no intention of abandon-
ing the sport which he has so keenly and lib-

erally followed, the raison (Cetre of the gather-

ing being a judicious weeding out.—Rod and

Gun.

Future of the Horse.

There was a time when the wiry thorough-

bred of English breeding, and perhaps the

Arabian barb, were looked to as the surest

means for improving the common stock of

horseflesh. Consul General Judd reports

from Austria-Hungary that the American

trotter is now the favorite breed in use for im-

proving the native bloods. If Austria-Hun-

gary cannot do no better than to come to

America for this purpose it argues well for

the superiority of the trotter. As a beast of

speed the distinctive trotter is an example of

modern evolution. It is not many years since

a speed of three minute: for a mile was reck-

oned good at a trotting gait. Now there is

hardly a farmer's son in the country that does

not own a colt that " can clip a mile in three

minutes and not turn a hair," at least so the

young man says. A speed of two minutes is

not only possible, but probable in the immed-
iate future, and the time may be not far off"

when the American horse can trot alongside

the best Derby runner.

With the constant inroads of machinery on
the field of the horse's usefulness, a change is

coming in the evolution of the animal. Al-

ready electricity supplants the old horse car,

and no one is sorry. One need have no sym-
pathy for the overburdened fluid on a hard
gride. An electric van for parcel delivery is

now working in London, and it is said to be

cheaper than horse-power. Promises have
already been made by our inventors of electric

plows, and feasible plans for freight and pro-

duce tramways acrcss the country on roads

hitherto traversed only by the aid of the horse

or the mule are suggested. The old-fashioned

horsepower for running incidental machinery
is giving place to the "common power."
The coming horse is to be less and less a

beast of heavy burden. Many places there are

where horses will continue to drag heavy
loads of c necessity. The handsome draft

horse is not yetentirely to be dispensed with.

But pleasure driving will continue to give a
motive for the improvement of the trotting

horse. The bycicle takes the place of a few
saddle horsep, perhaps, but the majority of

cyclers care for a horse, but the wheel, even if

built for speed, came into being. Many of

them own a wheel who could not own ahorse,
but the wheel, even if built for two, is not so

agreeable after all as holding the lines behind
a glossy-coated, light-stepping horse. Elec-
tric motors for carriages are talked of, but
they will be very expensive for a long time
yet, and until their proficiency is somewhat
advanced from the present stage a man, even
with a balky horse, would be less helpless in
case of accident.

The noble, intelligent horse will not be
lost sight of in the advance of civilization.

Relief from the heavier duties will leave the

more energy for driving, of which every
American citizen of means aDd leisure is

fond. Whatever question there may be 36 to

the morality or advantages of horse racing,

the improvement of the trotter has made the

animal more serviceable for the legitimate

uses of man. If anyone believes that the in-

terest in the horse is to give place before the

inroads of electricity let him attend some
great " horse convention." and note the at-

tention paid to the splendid specimens of en-

durance and intelligence there on evhibition.

—Boston Journal.
,

Alexander's Edwin Forrest. Herruosa's dam
was the famous Black Rose, which bred to

Alexander's Abdallah brought the great

broodmare Primrose. The dam by Amboy
was by Rysdyk's Hambletonian, out of a
daughter of Vermont Black Hawk. He is an
inbred Hambletonian with a strong Morgan
outcross.

The sensational three-year-old of 1892,

Wadsworth,has again gone wrong in his work,
and will go to the stud permanently. All
hopes of training him further either now or in

the future have been abandoned.

Mr. William C. Dickinson's grandly-
bred young stallion Electmont took a record
of 2:25A in a matinee race at Buffalo, N. Y.,
on the 14th inst. This stallion is by Chimes

;

dam Cologne, by Mambrino King; second
dam Annie Scott, by Hamlin's Almont Jr.

(2:26) ; third dam Black Woful, by Hamlin
Patchen 3519, son of George M. Patchen
(2:23*) ; fourth dam Miss Minchin, by Young
Woful 119 ;

fifth dam by Miss Sears, by He-
ro, son of Abdallah 1. Electmont is one of

the strongest trotting bred sons of Chimes. He
should get level-headed trotters, even from
thoroughbred mares.—Ex.

At the Poughkeepsie track some fast work
is now going on. Saturday, the 9th inst., John
A. Goldsmith gaveOra Wilkes a mile in 2:15,

last half in 1:06. So you see they are all com-
ing along in good shape. Muta Wilkes (2:11)

is very slow in shaping up, but you know
good things ofientimes come slow. When she
is sent to the post to start you can bet she is

fittogo. Stamboul (2:07$) has finished his

stud season and has been fitted with a fine set

of shoes, andhis tr?*ning season is now under
way.

It takes but little to knock a good horse
clean plumb out. It is the last straw that

breaks the back of the stoutest pack mule.

October 9th to 13th, Inclusive.
ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT. ENTRIES CLOSE

TROTTING.
AUGUST 1ST.

Free-For-All 81000
2:17 Class lOOO
2:20 Class lOOO
2:24 Class 700

2:27 Class 3600
2:40 Class 400
3 -Year-Olds 400
2-Yeai-Olds 400

PACING.
Free-For-All 81O0O I 2:27 Class S.500
2:15 Class lOOO 3-Year-Olds 400
2:19 Class 600 ' 2-Year-Olds 400

RUNNING.
2-Year-0lds, 1-2 mile dash 8300

|
1 1-16 mile dash- #300

3-Year-Olds, 5-8 mile dash 30O 1 1-4 mile dash 300
3-4 mile and repeat 300 ' 1 1-4 mile Novelty 225

For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary, C. A. RIGGS, Santa Ana, Cal.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse ?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?
ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CIRCUIT.
All Rail Communication. Fast Track. Good Purses

CHICO.
JULY 31, AUGUST 1, 2, 3, 4, 1894.

ENTRIES CLOSE J-TJIjY 21st, 1894.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

No.

No.
No.
No.

No.

JULY 31.

PURSE.
1. TroltiDK. 2:35 Class $ 35O
2. Padua, 2:28 Class 35O
3. it 11 nut nt:. 1 1-16 Miles 150

AUGUST 1.

4. TrottlnK, Two-Yeor-Olds, 2 [n 3 200
5. Trotting, Three-Minute (loss 350
6. RunuInK, 5-8 Mile Dash, Two-Year-Olds 150

AUGUST 2.

7. DuBBy Race 9100
No. 8. PaclnB. Horses Without Record 300
No. ». TrollinB, 2:28 Class 35O

AUGUST 3.

10. TrottlOB, 2:20 Class $ 400
11. RunninB, One Mile and Repeat 200
12. RunninB. One Mile, Four Hurdles ISO

AUGUST 4.

13. TroltlnB. YearllnBs. One Mile s 100
No. 14. TroltlnB. 2:24 Class .100
No. 15. PaclnB. 2:20 Class 400

CONDITIONS.
Kntrtes close July 21st at 10 p. m.
Kace No. T fur Butte County only, lor trotters and pacers owned and
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JO. D. SPROTTLE, Secretary, Chico, Cal.

RED BLUFF.
AUGUST 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1894.

AUGUST 7.

I. Trotting, 2:40 CIosb
*. Trotting, 3-venr-old Class
3. Running, 1-2 mile repeat

AUGUST 8.

1. Trotting, 2:22 Class
5. Pricing. 2:3ft Cla«s
(>. tin lining, ft-S da<ih; 2-year-olds; maiden allow'ce

AUGUST 9.

7. Trotting, 2-year-old; 2 in 3, free for all
$. Trotting, 2:18 Class
9. Running; 3-4 mile and repeat

AUGUST 10.

0. Pariug, 2:25 Class
1. Trotting, 2:26 CIohb
2. Trotting, 3:OU CIbbs
3. Running, 7-8 wile dash

PIT BSE
tfl25

.... 275

.... 250

3O0
200

5 lbs 175

150
300
250

250
250
25U
200

AUGUST II.

IVo. 14. Trotting, 2:29 Class 250
IVo. 1ft. Pariug. 2:18 Class 3O0
iVo. 16. Running; 1 1-8 mile dash; maiden allowance, 12 lbs 25M

conditions.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all trotting races. All

trotting ami pacing races an- the best Hirer in live, unless otherwise speci-
fied.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all running. Five paid
up entries required and four to Btart, but the Board reserves the right to
hold a less number tlmu lour lo Mil, by the withdrawal oi'a proportionate
amount of thepurse. Entrance fee, te-i per cut, five per cent of purse
must accompany nominations. Trotting, pacing and running premiums
divided at the rale of sixty per cen' for the first horse, thirty per cent to
Becond and len per cent to third.
Wherever the word "District" occurs in the programme It is intended

tu menu tlie counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt,
Mendocino, Shasta, Plumas. Lassen, Yuba, Batter, sierra, Nevada, Placer
Telmma. Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Gleti.
The Board reserves the right to trot, or run heats of any two races al-

ternately, or call a special race between heats; also to change day and
hour of the race [fdeemed necessary. For a walk-over ahorse is only en-
titled lo Us entrance lee and one-half of the entrance received by the As-
SOClatl 'ii from Hie oilier entries for said race, and to no added money. A
Dome winning a race is entitled to tirst money only, except when dis-
tancing the Held, then to first aim third moneys.
The Board reserves Ihe right to declare oil' or reopen any of Ihe above

purses not Riling satisfactorily,
Wheu more Hutu six declare to start In anv race. Hie Board of Directors

reserve the right toj.Jivide the starters Into two Melds.
NOU 3iartera must be declared .mi the day previous- lo the race they are

engaged in by Bp. m.. or ihey will he required to start.
Entrance to the races will close with the Secretary Julv 21st, 189-1, at 10

o'clock P. M.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
'i in- I'.oiinl ol Dlreclorswlll hiive charge of the grounds during the week

ol races, and will gee that the rulos are strictly enforced.

M. R. HOOK, Secretary, Red Bluff, Cal.

WILLOWS.
AUGUST 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1894.

AUGUST 14.

PURSE
1. Trotting (yearling) glOO
2. Trotting, 2:40CIa9s... 350
3. Trotting, 3-year-olds 2ftO
4. Trotting, 2:22Class... 350

AUGUST 15.

5. Running ' -mile and
repeat) 250

ff. Running .,-mile dash) 200
7. Running (5-8 dash, two-

year-olds 150
8. Running (7-8 mile dash) 200

AUGUST 16.

Pacing, 2 :35 Class 350
Trotting, 2-year-olds 200
Trotting, 2:1N Class. 40O
Trotting, 2:24 Class... 350

AUGUST 17.

P0KSK
Running (\rmile and

repeat) 8250
14. Running (1-mlle dash) 250
lft. Running (5-8 and repeat) 2SO
16. Running (I l-Smilebur-

dle) 250
AUGUST 18.

Pacing, 2:25 Class... 350
Trotting, 2:29 Class.. 350
Pacing, 2:18 Class 400

13.

17.

19.
20. Trotting, 3:00 Class 350
All purses to be divided Into four

moneys—50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
Entrance fee of 5 per cent to ac-

company all nominations, and an
additional 5 per cent of the purse
deducted from winners.

Races Nos. 1 and 10 are District, balance are free for all.

Distance in all Trottingand Pacing races, except Nos. 1 and 10, will be
100 yards; Nos. 1 and 10, 150 yards.

CONDITIONS.
1. Whenever the word " District" occurs in the programme it Is in-'

tended to mean the counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del Norte. Siskiyou,
Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba, Sutter,
Sierra, Nevada, PJacer, Tehama, Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glenn.

2. All trotting and pacing races will be the best three in five, except
race No. 1. which will be a mile dash, and No, 10, which will two m
three.

3. National Trotting Association Rules to govern all trotting and pac-
ing races. Entrance fee of SpercentW purse to accompany nominations,
and 5 per cent additional from winners.

4. in all trotting, pacing and running races Uie purse is to be divided
into lour moneys: 50,25, 15 and 10 per cent.

5. The rules of the Stale Agricultural Society to govern all running
races, except as provided for the division of moneys.

6. In all of the ab^ve races, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill, and three or more horses to start, but the Board reserves the right to

dold the entries and start the race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse or stake.

7. The Board reserves tLe right to trot or run heats of any two races
alternately, or to call a special race between heats; also, to change the
day and hour of any race, If deemed necessary.

8. For a.walkover, a horse Is only entitled to Its own entrance fee and
one-half of the entrance received from the eatrles of said race. A horse
winning a race Is entitled to first money only, except when distancing
the field, then to first and third moneys,

0. Non-starters must he declared out the day previous to the race they
are engaged to start in, before 8 o'clock p. m., or be required to start.

10. All entries for a race close with the Secretary or President, at
Willows. July 21, 1891, at 10 o'clock p. M.
* 11. The Board of Directors will have charge of the track and grounds
during the week of races and will see that the ml s are strictly enforced,
and purses aud stakes will be paid when the Judges have rendered their
decision, and before leaving the stand.

12. Races start at 1 p. m, sharp.

W. V. FREEMAN, Secretary, Willows, Cal.
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fUt TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
(TIME EXTENDED TO JULY 15ht, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

For One
Tear.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent (panorama of the World's Fair,

showing; pictures of grand buildings, of glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, of jetting fountains, of beautiful interior exhib-

its, of Venitlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and the famous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

of Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Isagreat Agricultural and Family Journal. ItisessentiaLlyahousehol

paper and is all that its name implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of interesting original matter. The Farm department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

3BC.:klot7«7-

-c2L11 atooait it.
It la a sood y^ng aDd you need it aoyway- It ^ worth more t0 you

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given
with it FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM:
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, - - - 313 Bush Street

Southern California Circuit.
31st DISTRICT FAIR.ueueme

SEPTEMBER 25th to 29th, 1894.

ENTRIES CLOSE
Purse

1. Running—1-2 mile dash, for 2-year-
olds $200

2. Running—1 1-8 miles daab, free-for-
all 250

3. TroUing-3:24 Class.. 400
4. Trottlng-2:40 Class- 300
5. Running—3-4 mile dash 250
tt. Running—1-2 mile and repeat 250
7. Pacing-2:27 Class 300

S. Trotting—For 2-year-olds (best2 in 3)... 250

9. Running—HuenemeHandicap; 1)4 mile
?50 entrance; po forfeit.

Added money §150
10. Running—7-8 mile dash 250
1 (. Trotting-2:27 Class 400

AUGUST 1, 1894.
PCKSE

12. Trotting—Gentlemen's rare Ubr Dis-
trict only) 200

13. Running—5-8 mile dash, for 2-year-
olds 200

14. Running— 1 mile dash 250
15. Pacing—2:19 Class 30O
16. Trotting—2 ;30 Class 300
17. Running—Novelty race, 1 1-4 miles;

$25 for each, of the first three quarters,
$50 fourth quarter; 5100 fifth quarter 225

18. Trotting—Xovelty race, 3:00Class; 2-
miles dash. Sulkies to be lined in front
of Judges' stand, horses bridled only; at
tbe word " go " horses to be bitched up Dy
driver only and started 100

19. Trotting—2:40 Class; for 3-vear-olds 300
20. Trotting—2:20 Class 400

1. AH trotting races to be to harness, mile heats,
except No. 18, which is a two-miles dash.

2. All trotting races best 3 in 5, except Nos. S and 18.

3. In all trotting races purses to be divided as fol-

lows: 50, 25, 15 and 10 percent. Runniograces divided
80, 30 and 10 per cent-

4. Entrance fee, unless otherwise stated, 10 per cent,

of purse,
5. American Trotting Association rules to govern

both trotting and running races.
6. The Board of Directors reserves tbe right to trot

or run heats of any two races (set for the same day)
alternately, or to call a special race between beats, or
to transpose races.

CONDITIONS.
to walk overs. Right reserved to declare two starters
a walk-over.

S. Right reserved to declare off any of the above
races not receiving satisfactory number of entries.

9. Drivers and jockeya required to wear colors to be
named in the entry.

10. Entries close with the Secretary at his office,

Hueneme, Cal., on Wednesday, August 1st, 1894.

11. Straw and stables free to all entered horses as
far as 135 bos stalls at race track will go
Entry blanks furnished by the Secretary on applica-

tion.
Hordes called promptly at 1 p. m. each day, drivers

and rider must cause no delay.

First money only to horse distancing the field, or
j

For privileges on fair grounds apply to Secretary.

T. H. MERRY, Secretary, Hueneme, Cal.

PROMPTNESS AND PRECISION.

The Co-Operative Printing Co.
MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

RACE PROGRAMMES. PEDIGREES AND
SALE CATALOGUES,

REGISTRATION AND ENTRY BLANKS.
Charges moderate. Work reliably and

promptly executed.

CO-OPERATIVE PRINTING- CO., a Delightful Resort.

*v*j t...n4..-U'U ci.,E»A.\ rKANCISCO Telephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prn,

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT KLUKIYE, OREGON.
fHambletonlan 10

fSTRATHMORE 408
\ J**

g*£ JgO J""""
Sire of 39 Ln 2:80 list {jSX^SSP *°

SIDNEY 4770
2:19=^

Sire of Fron-
Fron, 225)4,
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Fausta, 2-225$,

yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:14Jf;
Fleet, 2.41; Cupid,
2:13; Ado n Is,

2:ll Hi; Gold Leaf,
2:11)4; Lady H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
2:18^; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others Ln 2:30 list

Santa Clana 2000...
2:17^

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28)4; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 228)4 ; Sid-
ney, 2:1934, and 5
others In 2:3011st

.Sweetness, 2:21 1-4..

[lADYTHORNEJK- jWilliarns' Mambrtno
Dam ofMollie Mack, 1 Kate

2:33; iNavJdad, 2:22)4;
Santa Clans, 2:17«

(-VOLUNTEER 55
r Hambletonlan 10

1 LADY MERRITT.

.

) and
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 In 2:8
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

fBashaw 50"

I
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

rIOWA CBXEF 528 i 10 sires of 20 and 11 Ham.
Sire of Corisaiide,

J
of 18 Ln 2:80

'Buccaneer 2656— J 2:24)£,iand Buccaneer (.Topsey

M

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25)4
fchamplon year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20>£; Geo. V.
(3-ye*r-oId), 2:35

Sire of Shamrock, 1 2656
225; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 236% L.TINSLEY MAUD..

Mahaska Belle.-
Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,

trial, 222 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

r Flaxtall 8132

J Sire of the grandams of

) Faust, 234, and Creole2:20
LFanny Fernj

fBull Pap
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

FLAXTALL 8132 < 2:13V. Kismet, 2:24*,,
Sire of Prairie Bird, Twister, 2295{

2:28)4; Empress, 2:29)4; LUntraced
and of the dams of

S«zu^6; weo. v. xnunoi rawa, ziaux-, r Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, and
(3-ye*r-oid), 2:35 trial, 222 ; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 (John Baptists

LADY HAKE.- -i

Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern
<3 dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28)4

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Froo Fron,the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through FL&xtail

he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, 3lre of Rowdy Boy, 2:13*{, and two others

Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire Ln the world, as a producer of

extreme speed at an early age. Tbe average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public In bis two-year-old.form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
Ln a lace on the Bay District track, tbe second heat of which was made in 2:31)£, the first In 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal speed when three years old, for on tbe Oakland track he was timed a mile In 220)4, and frequently

trotted quarters in from 82)£ to 34 seconds.
._, , „. .... _

He is sixteen bands high, and of powerful build throughoutlHis color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet

white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and bis action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS 850. Season to close AugUBt 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. NoresponsibLUtyaflsnmtti

for accidents or escapes. For further parwjulars address

DB. T. W. HARRIS, Engene, Oregon.
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McKlMEY'S

Patent

CHECK HOOKS.

It is an absolute security

against a detached rein.

No Moek Races Lost ob

Good Tempers Spoit.kd bv

the hobse unchecking

Himself.

Chables Masvis, driver

of Sunol and Arion, will use

no other.

It is the most perfect device for securely carrying

a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-

bracing STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY
and SIMPLICITY. At the same time it can be

instantly unchecked, making it most desirable when

used on a nervous or uneasy horse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or by

the manufacturer.
P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Send for Circular.

THE RENOWNED RACE HORSE,

xjl rina m.,
Will Make the Season of 1894 at

Near Santa Barbara, Cal.

Limited to ten outside approved mares.

$75 THE SEASON (With usual return privilege).

Only Three of Surinam's Get 'have Appeared on the Turf thus far, and Every One Has Won!

ARM ITAGE, son of Surinam, won four straight races against the cracks of the far East last season,
and was sold at auction to Richard Crofcer, of New York, for $8000, at which figure

he was considered a great bargain.

SURINAM IS BY JOE HOOKER (SIRE OF YO TAMBIEN); dam ADA C. (dam of Conner,
Ballot Box, Narcola, Pill Box and Sacramento ), by REVENUE (sire of Planet and best son of imp. Trustee).
Surinam traces through the most famous racing families in the American Stud Book to the nineteenth dam.

In bis pedigree fitrure the names of sucb celeoraced matrons as Mollie Jackson, Hennie Farrow, Topaz, Emma
(dam of two Derby-winners in England), Sal lie Morgan and Alice Caraeal. As a race horse Surinam was
among the best in America, winning East and West in the very best company at the longer distances, showing
stamina in addition to great speed. He is already a phenomenally successful sire.

Address all communications regarding the horse to

Manager Hope Glen Farm, Santa Barbara, Cal.

IF*or Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition of business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Alma, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted atrial mile

milein2:19M.

DEITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,
by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, be by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, by
Gny Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Eastern's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

TIPPO TIB, bay^geldlng, record 2:26, can trot In
Dl better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-

der, he by Geo. It. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
10 drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worili, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She Is a mare
of fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gatt.

For further information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. DIETZ, Oakland, Cal.

THIS MAKES
BOTOE

ONEPINTOF

u TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FEVERED LEGS. l\ll.\Ml.li TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES. CRACKED
IIEKI.H AND ALL SKIN l Hi ri 'IONS. Makes
Hie Hair bright and Hllky. Unexcelled an a "brace,
it im the cheapest and best bvbi |iut DO tin.' market,
Oompated with WltCD Hazel, Boyce Tablets are OCT
mi IOHT iifl. besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes mote genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained In -tO Knllons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each contain I rig 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a plot
of water. Th'nk of HI 15 gallons best leg and body
waul) on earth carried In your pocket; only $2.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 8 1 0.
Bent post-paid on receipt of price.l

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Hold by DruggUU and Dealer* In Turf Goods

Horse Owners Should Try

GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scar or blemish. The Safent

bc«t BLISTER everted. Takes tlio place of all lini-

ments fin- mild or severe action. Jtcmovcs allBuncheb
or IM< mi I -In -h from Homes or Cattle*

WE GUARANTEE ^vWf,^SSSSS&
l

^i
privlitco more actual results tlian a whole bottle of

iy liniment or spavin euro mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold IsWarran-

led to (rtva satisfaction. Price $ | .50 per bottle. Sold
by PrufTRisis, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonies, etc, Address
TUK

fc
LAWRKNCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

.it ijj n lum^HnmnHHr

IMPORTED

CHESTERFIELD
GRANDSON OF STOCKWELL, THE

EMPEROR OF STALLIONS.
Son of THE MARQUIS (Winner of the St, Leger

and Two Thousand Gulneas.and second forthe Derby).
First dam, Lamorna, by Fireworks; second dam,

Nigtatlight, by Archy, son of Camel, hire of Touch-
stone ; sixth dam, Camarine's dam by Rubens (brother
to Castrel and Sellm); seventh dam, Tippltywitcbit.by
Waxy, and so on to the sixteenth dam, Farmer Mare,
by Chlttaby.i

PERFORMANCES.
When two years old, second in Australian Futurity,

carrying 112 pounds ; second in Ascot Vale Stakes, car-

rying 122 pounds ; second in Breeders' Plate, Sydney,
118 pounds; third in Nursery Handicap, 120 ipounds.
When three years old, second in Flying Handicap, Syd-
ney, 102 pounds. When four years old, first in Wol-
longong Town Plate, one and five-eighths miles, 131

pounds ; first m Wollongong, Flying Handicap, 128

pounds ; first in Shorts' Handicap, Sydney, 107 pounds;
first in Christmas Handicap. Sydney, 102 pounds ; sec-

ond in Squatter Handicap, Sydney, 98 pounds; third

in Epsom Handicap, 107 pounds.
IMP. CHK6TERFIKLD sired fourteen winners in

Australia in the last two years, and stands second in

the list of Australian sires imported to this country this

year.
DESCRIPTION.—Beautiful bay with black points,

height 15 hands 2 Inches, weighing 1165 pounds, show-
ing great substance and muscular development, wab-
eanted bound and freefrom blemishes,;either heredi-

tary or acquired.
IMP. CHESTERFIELD will make the season at

CHESTERBANK FARM (late Hinkston Ranch),
Sonoma County, about half-way between Petaluma and
Sonoma. Mares can be sent to Lakeville per Steamer
Gold.
IMP. CHESTERFIELD will also stand at Napa

Race Track.
TERMS, 860 for the season, limited to twelve

approved mares and owner's nine. Every care taken,
but no liabilities assumed for accidents or escapes.

Pasturage, ?5 per month. For further particulars,

apply to

Prof. THOMAS BOWHILL, F.B.O.V.S., F.R.P.S.,

P. O. Box 8, Lakeville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

Parties sending mares to Napa must apply to
MR. CHAS. SCOTT,

Race Track, Napa City.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route

OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing apd Himtiag in California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION.

The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

SUBSCRIBE TO IX FOR THIS YEAR.
It is published semi-monthly during the racing season

and is but 812 per rear. Single copies can be had of

THE BEEEDEE AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. - • San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICK .... 820

These timers Btart and slop promptly, and a e as

reliable as the best Bpllt-secoud watches made.

A. HLRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting As^n Rules 30 cts

American Association Eules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Steiner's Old Place.
J. C. DIAMOND, S-jccessor.

OLD HERHITAGE WHISKIES
Under office of Bbickdkb and Spobtsman.

MAJ.WAUGH WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE

THE ROUTE TO

San Rafael P taluma'

Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

TTTTi: COAST,

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery land
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.

Genkral Office—Mutual Life Building.

K. X. BVAX. Gen. Pass. Am.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantlyprinted
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. SIlby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the hands of every rubber on oar farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St. San Francisco. Cal.

THE YEARIBOOK

1893
PRICE $3.00.

This great work is^now ready. It contains

Summaries of Races, Tables f. 2:3» Trotter.*,

»:25 Pacers, 2:3JO Trotters, 3:15 Pacers,
Sires. Sires of Dam, Great Broodmares,
Champion Trotters,Pastes Records

and Rejected Reco ds.

All those who are interested in the Trotting Horse
should have it.

The book will be sent by express on receipt of price

THE REGISTER.
Vols. Ill to XII, inclusive, in one order, f. o ... $45.00

Single Volumes, postpaid ., 5,00

Vols. I and H are out of print.

INDEX DIGEST.
Postpaid $7.50

This important adjunct contains all the standard
animals in the first ten valumes, with numbers, Initial
pedigrees, and reference to volume in which animal is

registered.

REGISTRATION BLANKS
WU1 be sent free upon application.

Money must accompany all orders. Addressi

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

FOR SALE.
212 Acres of Choice Land,

Beautifully located near Pleasanton. Would make a
very attractive country residence and well adapted for
raising fine stock. All under cultivation. Good im-
provements, abundance of water; 100 acres in fruit
and vines, the remainder all level. Partly covered
with large oaks, and a fine site for a mile training track.
Would 'exchange for city property. For further par-
tlculars.apply to A. ROMAN, 338 Montgomery street,
room 3,_San FrauclBCO.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

COLLIES.
1 have two grand litter of Collie puppies, six by Lea

Riff). Bobble Burns— Blinkbonny II.) out of Bess H.
(Champion Christopher— Flurry II ), and five by
Hero i Clifton Hero— v\ ildfire) out of Fannie of Nes-
seldowa i Wellsbourne Charlie—Adila Wonder"). Adiln
Wonder by Ch. Metcliley Wonder—Cora Bell.

No better stock on earth.
UUUaCB HERRMAW.

Golden West Hotel, San Francisco.

THR GRA\D IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred aud a winner in many shows.

Pups and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER RKiWKLS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR gALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KKWELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda,

King Charles, Ruby& Blenheim
PUPS ALWAYS FOR SALE.

Also a good brood bitch. The celebrated imported
Ruby

REUBEN, AT STUD.
Weighs but six pounds. Fee, 810.

ill'BY KENNELS,
A. H. Gilmobe, Agent

Worcester, Mass.

KENWOOD KENNELS
R. M. Dodgf, Propr.(Late trainer for the California

Kennels)

vkaimm: am) bovrijim; kennels
KENWOOD, Sonoma county (tea miles south of

Santa Rosa). Dogs thoroughly broken for field trials
aud private shooting at moderate rates. Dogs boarded
and groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breaking for either field trial or pri-

vate use. Address R M. DODGE, Kenwood,iHo-
nonm l.'ou u t y , Cal

.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

trom Field Trial and Bench winning Btock, call at

<;LK\MOKK KEMVELg,
West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, CATS
Birds of All Styles and breeds.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

j». C. ROBISOiV. - 337 KEARNY STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner GlENBEItiH, E.K.C.S.B

31,047. Fee 830. Winner of first In puppy stake
and absolute for Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers out of SALLY
BRASS n. and other noted bitches. Address

GLE1VBEIUH KENNELS,
Care Breedeb and Sportsman.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;

White Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
* Puppies for sale.

H. M. TONNER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

PFTS OF ALL KINDS.
• ^- W DOUg A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St.. San Franriarc

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OTJBS OFFI'
1.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkio and Polk and Gearyand Post Sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty oi

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO:,
23 FIRST STREET. SAX FRAXCI8CO.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
HAVE THE LARGE8T;ST0CK OFI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

Gra
Ei
d
M?

otel

Send Foe Catalogue.

T- ALLiEN OO.
XEW AXD ORIGINAL DESIIiXS OF

FLIES, HOOKS, RODS, REELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE CALL AND SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Mauase.
Beeed and Exhibit Dogs as scientlfically;as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 125 cents Expreasage.

II your dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
:diseases

OF
DOGS.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1353 Marhet Street, 35 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegs.ni Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET. 8. F.

Onoloe Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

I. M. PARKER. Prop.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

and how to core the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best wobk of the kixd ever published.

Price Reduced to $2, Postpaid.

BBEKDEP. AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

155ST^R »

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORTS
AND ANTI-RATTLER- &

FMt wiling; »lwiyl qtm eitii fiction,

•eight on hone. Worth twiea ll —
leoceln hitching npv Agents

EJ>. E. COCBUJJf,
Se*'l Agt. Pacific Sfax. SAfBABEKTO. CAI

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President S. HALEY,
aVSend for Circulars,

Promptly Becnred. Trade-Marks. Copyi itiliia

and Labels registered. Twenty-five year- ex-
perience. We report whether patent can uo
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 3*2 page Book Free.
H. B« WILLSON & CO., Attorneys at Law,
Opp- U. S. Pat. Office. WASHINGTON, D. C,

msssR
' SULKY

23

Highest grade Hickory Wheels, fitted with
Dust Proof Bali Bearings and Morgan & Wright
Pneumatic Sulky Tires. Attachments com-
plete to fit any Sulky. Nothing finer or bet-
ter on the market. Prices will also suit.

The Dexter Wagon Co., Canton, O.

Breeders^ Directory.
A
^
ve^ements under thisheauing 50 cente per lneper

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS. ^e
H
b?s, A

' £ & °- Registered Prize

SOUTHER FARM I?u?e,

weUbr«i stock f0r saleuuviiii.il 11111111. First-class breeding farm. Good
."S*-.SOI8eacSl5^ and boarded. Excellent pasta?we. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KTNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

WNEUJD BREEDING FARM. isSffiSib,

VETERINARY.

M. K. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. SVETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England
; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinarv

Medical Society; Graduate of the HeS" vlterhSr?
CoUege, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to theBoard of Health, for the City and Conntyof San Iran®
Cisco

;
Member of the California State Veterinary Med-

ical Association.
-»™

v7,?!??£ZZ
I
S5?nTr7'3™!*™ and Office, remoyed

to 111, Golden Gate Ayenne.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, TeleDhone fifi- smHoward St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco?

'

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOTTES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENOE
No. 811 HOWARD 8T., 8. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

MANHATTAN

BESiLL
Awarded

; Gold Medal
-, At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. GIbbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson,|V.S., G.
B. Morris, " Robert

STOCK FOODl.

CALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN.CORBITT,
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE.,
HOLLY, V*\LENSIN,
WELLS FARG0&C0.8tOTHERSi
^ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR

"ENOTOC.KERTELt
- ?-E CALIF. -

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins <fc Dorbrow. \ . V. Agts, 70 Wall St.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
iotostrongly fenced fields (not a foot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-qnarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development ifnecessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. B. deB. Lopez
1

Merriwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton. Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at ?4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, CaL, 6 miles from
Petal uma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responsiblity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day escept Sun-
day from wharf between Washingtan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. Address
THOS. ROACH. Agent. Lakeville, Sonoma Co.. Cal.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, S*?i
I Cubebs and Injections.

(flUBY]
I They cure in48 hours the \- J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BYALLDRUGGISTS

SUBSCRIBE FOB THE

Breeder and Sportsmar
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L. E, CLAWSON
. A. M KKRHOX.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes ns uniV os high-wheeled

alkies. IVo upxeitlne.
i\o running under of low

\ocutllnsdown from behind.

Fig. 3. The various parts of the
brake, (a) Drake plate; (b) foot

wbase contact with ground forces
plate against tire; ic) springthat
throws brake off of wheel as soon
as foot its raised off the ground;
i d d o) are the rods tbat attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
<e) hloge which is thrown open
lo remove wheel; (ft the arm
when thrown bacK to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the hrnke nor

need he care as to who or what

may be pressing closely in behind

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be without one.
For further infjrmation apply to

J. A. McKERRON,
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

aiwmnfmmwmwmmwwfnwmiffK

ime, Labor
and Money Saved

No Soaking No Packing
No Bad Feet No Lame Horses
• •••

»= If your horse is lame try a remedy that has been Z^
^^ successfully before the public for years and has al- ^^
g- ways given the best of satisfaction. It will cure any r^
^- of the common ailments of the feet and one trial will ^^
•»- convince you. Most all horsemen know the name— -^

| Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy |^: Any horse will do better work when this remedy ^^
^z is applied daily as it removes all fever and soreness -^
^r and grows the hoof. The horseshoer can do better r^^ work where it is used as it gives him something to ^^
^3 work on and each time the horse is shod all diseased -^
^z parts can be trimmed off, leaving the foot healthy. ;^
^r Once tried always a customer. ^^
^T TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS. ^

Quarter Gallon Cans, $1.00 Half Gallon Cans, 1.75 ^^
One Gallon Cans, 3.00 Five Gallon Cans, 13.75 —3

^

—

A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, containing 15 illus- m
^ trations, with full system of shoeing can be had of ail dealers or ^
^ mailed free to any horse owner, by *

^ The James B. Campbell Company, ^
MANUFACTURERS

414 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. =5

?3UmiUUUMUUiUiUUUUUUUUUUMi^

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

I111C THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

IIKillEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TEl! M.VEirriSEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Bend lor mi, iisi ,,f testimonials, iilno look up our rating
and see if our llrm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON &, CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

You will Visit the California Midwinter Fair

To be held in San Francisco January 1st to June 30th, 1894 l

and while here the best place to be quartered is at

THE PALACE HOTEL - -

"The Comfort nf Guests is our Constant Study."

Our new souvenir is ready for mailing, and will aid you in your selection of a hotel

Send for it and our rates. Address

PALACE HOTEL, San Francisco, Cal.

J. O'KANE,

t

!

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO I
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O'Kane's Roller Brake for Sulkies.
The roller attachment effectually prevents accidents from horse rearing, as it allows no forward movement

of sulky while the shafts are elevated, at the same time permltiiug the sulky to roll back in case the horse (as
very oiteu happens) takes a step or two backward while in the air.

jVO TK.4HIJVU OFF OF TIRE, as in other brakes. Weighs only 2% pounds. Can he attached to any
sulky in five minutes.

SE\D VOl K ORDERS Ift EARLY. PRICE, 810 A PAIR.

AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

Meyers' Lock Toe Weight
THE LATEST THING OUT.

SELF-LOCKING ON SHOE. ALL WEIGHTS
FROM 2 oz. to 8 oz.

$2.50 per Pair.

AGE2TT FOR

WESTON'S WIRE WHEELS
TOOMEY'S AND

FRAZIER'S SULKIES
Hickory Wheels, best, $50; best wire, $37.50; \M?

Attachments, 812.50.
Boyce Tablets, per box, ?2. Absorblne, Naviculine,

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy, etc.

I KEEP EVERYTHING.

J. O'KANE.

The CALIFORNIA and PERFECTION Harrows.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

CALIFORNIA TRACK HARROW CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.
GEO. E. GUERNE, MANAGER.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Roll Bearings.

We have a few
of these in stcck,
which we sell BE-
LOW COST it

Purchased now.
o better Pulkey

in the World.
The regular

wheels as well as
the PueumfUictire
wheels go with the
Sulky.

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

HOOKER &, CO.,

A very superiur Sulky for traiuiugor
speeding horses.

Weight 52 to lt5 Pounds.

These Sulkies are used all over the State
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Prumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

Pi. W. corner Kearny and Bnsh Street,,

BAN FRANCIS':*).

Gro to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET '

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

I
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ONE OF THE GREAT TROTTING MARES.

Lula, 2:15, Grandam of Advertiser, 2:15 1 4.—

Record of the Most Notable Contests in

"Which She Was Engaged.

Lula was foaled in 1864 upon the farm of Col. Crockett,

her owner, who then resided in Kentucky. She was sired by

Alexander's Norman, who was by the Morse horse, dam

Kate Crockett, by imp. Hooton ; second dam Mary Blaine, by

Texas ; third dam Fannie Ellsler, by Conn's Sir William.

When quite young Lula wai taken to Rock Island, 111., the

new home of Col. Crockett, and up to the time she was five

years old she was used as a saddle mare. Col. Crockett fre-

quently rode her in trips across the country buying cattle,

but discovering that she was showing improved qualities of

speed, he determined to place her in the hands of a profes-

sional trainer. The next year, when six years old, she wa8

turned over to Sherman Perry, at that time a prominent

Western handler. Her improvement in Perry's hands was

quite marked, and in the fall of the same year she trotted

her maiden race at the fair of the Scott County Agricultural

Association, then open at Davenport, Iowa. The purse was

$1,000 and there was a field of five contestants. The green

. mare went off and won the first heat in 2:35. She lost the

next two heats to Sleepy John, but won the fourth in 2:39.

Sleepy John beat her the deciding heat, Albatross being third

in the race. That same fall she appeared at Iowa City, Keo-

kuk and Canton, 111. At the latter place she trotted against

the chestnut stallion, Logan, and was defeated, although

winning the first heat in 2:27}. In 1871 she was let up and

did not appear at all. The following year she was sold to

Joseph Harker, of New York City, and her name changed to

I Lula. Mr. Harker campaigned her that year in the 2:27

class, but she was very unsuccessful, having started in five

s races, winning none. At Utica she won the first heat in 2:24|,

but behaving badly in the second was distanced. Her buists

of speed were wonderful, but she was too nervous to be reli-

able. In August, 1873, she trotted in the free-for-all race at

Springfield, Mass., but only got fourth place. She was subse-

; quently turned over to Green, who had charge of her up to

her retirement from the turf.

Green started her at Prospect Park in September, 1873,

and beat a field of four good on^s with her, the best time be-

i
ing 2:24}. In 1874, she appeared at Cleveland, 0., in the

2:24 class, and won, lowering her record to 2:20}. Two
weeks later, at Rochester, N. Y., she placed herself in the

very front rank of trotters by capturing a third heat in 2:16|.

At Springfield, in August, she acted badly and was compelled

to go to the stable after the first heat. Ten days later, at

I Hartford, Conn., she was last in a field of four horses in the

i free-for-all race, which was won by Goldsmith Maid. At

Mystic Park, four days afterwards, she met Bodine and was

I defeated, notwithstanding she won the second heat in 2:18}.

' In 1875, Green commenced the season with the mare at

Cleveland, where she met Goldsmith Maid and American

Girl, and finished second. The Maid won. At Buffalo, a week

later, she defeated John Turner's Nettie, her only competitor,

in straight heats, and it was this victory that placed Lula's

i aameside and side with that of Goldsmith Maid. The time

af the jrace was 2:22J, 2:18J and 2:15. This performance, al-

'. ' though a wonderful one, hardly prepared the country for

-
. what was to follow. At Rochester, five days after her race

with Nettie, a great field of horses appeared in the free-for-

3.11 race. .They were Goldsmith Maid, American Girl, Nettie

Hid Lula. The Maid was a hot favorite, few thinking it was

possible that the flighty, nervous temperament of Lula would

more than counter-balance the speed of the peerless queen of

the turf. In the first heat American Girl made the trotting

as far as the three-quarter pole, at a raie of speed which, if

kept up to the finish, would have carried her to the wire in

2:14, but here she gave it up, and Goldsmith Maid we"t to

the front, winning the heat in 2:155. In the second heat the

Maid led the way until reaching the homestretch, when

Lula began to close the gap of five lengths which had sepa-

rated her from the leader at the half-mile, and catching the

leader at the distance stand, a neck-and-neck struggle ensued

to the wire, Lula finally winning by little more than a head

in 2:165.

The third heat was a still more signal triumph for Lula.

Making a bad break around the first turn and again on the

backstretch, she was fully seven lengths behind when the

Maid reached the half-mile in 1:075, but squaring herself,

she seemed to fly rather than to trot, so agile, and graceful,

and swift were her movements, and, passing the Maid at

the distance stand, she won the heat by two lengths in 2:155,

having actually made the last half mile of the heat in 1:06.

In the concluding heat Lula had the best of the start, and

at the quarter she was two lengths ahead in 34 seconds. The

half was reached in 1:07}, and she trotted the third quarter

in32| seconds, a 2:11 gait. Just as she turned into the

homestretch, however, she made a bad break, and Goldsmith

Maid at once assumed the lead. Lula caught well, and set-

tling quickly to her work, another desperate contest between

the rival leaders ensued down the homestretch, and gamely

the great Maid, who was then eighteen years old, fought

every inch of the way. There was no quitting, no flagging,

no giving up, but at the finish of the then fastest fourth

heat, Goldsmith Maid was beaten under the wire only ahead

in 2:17. At Utica, a week subsequent to the noted contest at

Rochester, the Maid turned the tables on Lula, winning in

straight heats ; American Girl was second. In the fall of

1875, at Cincinnati, Lula trotted against time, 2:18, but lost.

At Rochester, a few days later, she attempted to beat Gold-

smith Maid's record of 2:14, and again lost, her actual time

being 2:16.!, 2:14J and 2:16. The day was windy and not fa-

vorable for fast time, and although not appearing as a recordi

the performance was really more wonderful than her race at

Rochester. Lula went into winter quarters that year with

every promise of being a still greater mare the year follow-

ing. The Centennial year, 1876, opened auspiciously for

Green's prospects, but before the campaign had fairly started,

Lula, in fact, two-thirds of his string, went notoriously amiss.

They accomplished comparatively nothing. The next year,

Lula recovered some of her old form, but was unable to show

anything near her former speed. She made her first appear-

ance of the year at Fleetwood Park, in a free-for-all race

which was won by Nettie, as game and staunch a mare as

ever man drew lines over. Lula was only moderately suc-

cessful that year, and after further attempts to get her in con-

dition she was permanently retired. She was bred to the no-

ted stallion, Governor Sprague, and the result of the union

was a bay filly, foaled in 1881, and since named Lula

Sprague. She was afterwards bred to George Wilkes, the pro-

duce being a bay filly, Lula Wilkes, foaled in 1882, now cele-

brated as the dam of Advertiser, 2:15}, the leading stallion at

Palo Alto. She was purchased by Gov. Stanford, and was

not bred in 1883. On January 20, 1884, she dropped Lula-

neer and was bred back to Electioneer. But misfortunes

overtook the rest of her progeny none of them living long.

Lulu's dam, Kate Crockett, is noted as the dam of Crock-

ett's Arabian, sire of the dam of May Queen, 2:20, and King

Almont, 2:21}. Kate Crockett is also the grandam of Centella,

2:21, Star Hambletonian, 2:23| (sire of Blanche, 2:30); Luna,

dam of Judge Hayes 4426 (sire of Addie Hayes, 2:19}), and

Lizzie ^Crockett, dam of Ralston 2219, he the sire of Lady

Hamilton, 2:25J, and Rena,2:25.

Imp. Hooton, by Despot, out of a mare by Catton, 6ire of

imp. Trustee, another great horse that, like Hooton, appears

in the pedigrees of a number of great horses. Trustee's son,

Revenue, was the sire of Planet, who is noted as the sire of

the dams of Beveral noted trotters, viz.: Palo Alto, 2:08|

;

Paola, 2:30; Gertrude Russell, 2:235; Big Jim, 2:23 5, and

Hugo, 2:175- Imp. Hooton sired the grandams of Olmedo

Wilkes, 2:26}; Fancy Bess, 2:27}; Clermont, 2:29}, and the

great Altamont, 2:26|, whose list of 2:30 performers is in-

creasing faster than any stallion with his opportunities on the

Pacific Coast. Imp. Hooton is also the sire of the grandam

of Alburn 4720, sire of Almont, 2:27 1, and Myrtle, 2:25, and

the dam of May Quesne, 2.21. He is also the sire of the

grandam of Trouble, 2:37, sire of Chartamont, 2:30 ;
Lizzie

II., 2:235, ; Trifle, 2:29}, and the dams of five in the 2:30 list.

Combining the strains of these great trotting sires, Elec-

tioneer and George Wilkes, with that of such a strong and

lasting family as that represented by imported Hooton, even

if we go no further back in this rich pedigree than to this

sire of Kate Crockett, even the most incomprehensive student

will plainly see that in the great trotting stallion Advertiser

are to be found the requisites which all are seeking—speed,

beauty, gameness and an inheritance that cannot be excelled.

As a sire Advertiser should take a very lofty position among
the galaxy of leading sires of America. He is only six years

of age,so it can be truthfully said that at the famous farm his

future is indeeda bright one.

The Breeding Problem.

Old Messenger himself was, as everybody knows, a thor-

oughbred racehorse; the Bashaws descended from Grand

Bashaw, a pure Arab ; while the Morgans were not without

warm blood in their composition. And this is not all. They

point out the fact that as record after record is broken by

our trotters the trotting families are having.more and more

warm blood infused into them. Since the days of Dexter and

his record the advocates of inbred trotters have resisted

every new infusion of racehorse blood, and they will probably

continue to do so. It was not so very long ago that the aver-

age trotter was nearly or quite a cold-blooded horse, before

even the fame of Old Messenger's descendants had been noised

abroad. In those days any one having a mare looking like

Maud S. would have been regarded as a lunatic if he claimed

for her any special utility as a trotter. The trotters of the old

times did not possess the conformation for what would now

be rated speed at any gait. One cross of warm blood after an-

other upon established " trotting " stock has brought the

harness record from 2:19| of Flora Temple down to the 2:04 or

Nancy Hanks. It is for breeders to judge whether of

not the trotting horse can be further improved by additional

infusions of warm blood. The American trotting horse has

been undergoing for twenty years, or nearly that, a process

of refining and improving by engrafting upon the old stock

more intelligence and courage, finer qualities of fibre, and an

anatomical conformation better adapted for a very high rate

of speed. If any breeder thinks these qualities cannot be still

further heightened by additional drafts from the source

whence they came he will be logical if he confines his breed-

ing operations strictly to purely trotting families. If, how-

ever, he thinks that the racehorse can still give the trotter

more of his wondrous quality without destroying his good

sense and "level-headedness," he will go on as the most suc-

cessful breeders have been doing for the past twenty years.

It was in this way that the English race horse was built up

and improved generation after generation by fresh draughts

from the rare quality of the Arab. Now the English race

horse has become such a grand type that he cannot cross

with the Arab without deterioration. It took many more
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than twenty or thirtv years to build up the race horse from a

succession ' of Arab'crosses, and the trotting-horse breeder

would do well to remember that in borrowing from the race

horse of to-day he is borrowing from a source far richer in

the qualities he seeks than was the Arab to which the race

horse himself owes the beginning, and indeed a very la rge

share of his present greatness. The trotting horse is still far

behind the race horse in conformation, courage and fibre, and

until he is at least equal to him it would look like folly to

decline further draughts from the source whence the trotter

has drawn much, if not all, of his improvement for the past

fifteen or twenty years.

Important to all Owners of Horses.

We reprint below an essay on Worms in Horses, originally

written for the Spirit of the Times by Prof. J. A. Going :

Worms, their destruetiveness and the remedy.—The in-

ternal parasites that infest our domesticated animals number

at least two hundred, but as our present remarks.are intended

chiefly for horsemen, we shall find it convenient in the limits

of a single article to deal only with those found in the horse.

In the outset we may he pardoned for emphatically stating

our conviction, based upon daily experience, extending over

many years, that great advantages would accrue to horsemen,

when puzzled as to some trouble for which they cannot ac-

count, by predicting the possibility of the presence of worms

within the animal about whose condition they are concerned.

It not unfrequently happens that an animal, notwithstanding

the greatest care 3nd attention have been given to him, does

not respond to the treatment, and because some of the more

prominent symptoms of the presence of worms are not ob-

served, the owner never conceives the idea that the trouble

may arise from parasites. We, therefore, strongly recommend

the owners of horses in all such cases to bear in mind our

remarks upon this head, and govern themselves accordingly,

the more especially as the adoption of the course suggested

cannot result injuriously, but may very possibly, nay prob-

ably, reward them with a confirmation of their suspicions

and the restoration of the animal to perfect health.

The most important of the worms found in the horse msy
be classified undei four heads, viz., the lumbrici, resembling

the common earthworm in appearance ; ascarides, from their

supposed resemblauce to a thread ; tenia, or tapeworm, very

rare, and lastly, bots. The lumbrici, which are from eight to

ten inches in length, perfectly white and round, are usually

found in the small intestines, where they often cause much
damage by their irritating effects. The ascarides are white,

from one "to three inches in length and are found in the large

Intestines. Taenia, or tapeworm, is but seldom found, and its

effects have been but little noticed. This parasite is especi-

ally inimical to colts, more particularly those whose dams
have not been well cared for, and where the attempt is made
to rear young stock upon low, marshy pasture. Hence, dur-

ing particular states, the mare should have careful attention

and liberal diet, and the progeny will more than repay the

cost in proper development and freedom from the pest to

which we refer. Bots are the larva?, or grubs, of the aoastrus,

or gad-fly, and are most commonly found those animals which
have been turned out to graze during the summer months.

The female parent deposits the eggs on those parts of the

body which the animal can reach readily with her tongue,

especially on the inside of the knee. It was supposed for

some time that these ova were hatched in the stomach invari-

ably, but later observation proves that if they have remained
on the hair four or five days they become ripe,when the least

application of warmth and moisture instantly brings forth the

latent larvse, a small worm is produced, and conveyed by the

tongue with the food to the stomach. They require nearly a

twelve-month fully to complete their structure,and are voided

by horses during the process of defecation, during the autum-
nal season of the year. As these little animals are commonly
spoken of as worms, we have included them in our list,though

it is a vulgar error, for reasons which appear plain from the

explanation above given. As to the effects of bots on animals
there has been great diversity of opinion, attributable to the

fact that they are generally attached to the cuticular coat by
means of their tentacula, two dark brown hooks. This coat

they pierce, but do not insinuate their points into the sensi-

tive part. On this account some have gone so far as to assert

that they are are innocuous, but it has been urged with un-

doubted force that they are sometimes found in the vascular

part and in the duodenum, and even in the esophagus.
As we are more particularly concerned in the present ar-

ticle with the lumbrici and ascarides, we may give some of

the symptoms of their presence. It must not be inferred that

horses do not sutler from worms when these symptoms are ab-

sent, as experience fully proves, but when these symptoms, or
the majority of them, manifest themselves, we have proof
positive of the existence of the trouble about which we speak.
Symptoms.—These are a dry yellow matter under the tail;

an unequal appetite, and an irregular state of the bowels ; at

one time costive, and at another loose, with glair and mucus
around the dung balls. When worms are present in large

numbers, there is general ill-health, the skin is tight and dry,

the appetite is frequently voracious but irregular, the breath
foetid; there is often a tendency to rub the upper lip against
the manger and tomb the tail. The last symptoms is very
common when the horse harbors ascarides. Sometimes the
horse stands with his legs wide apart and his belly low, and
it is not unusual for a short dry cough to be present. The
presence of bots is seldom detected by any distinct appearance
except in thesprng, when one or more may be detected half
protruded through the anus.

GbhBRAX EFFECTS—Only those who have been careful
observers can form auy adequate idea of the ill effects of
worms, where their ravages have not been of a character
sufficiently striking to arrest immediate attention or excite
alarm. Owners may daily be losing far more from the pres-
ence of tbe?e pstfe within their horses than they would be-

lieve. 8o long as the animal eats well and performs his ac-
customed round of labor with ordinary facility and regular-
ity no apprehension exists, and yet during all this time the
work of destruction may be going on. the number of worms
increasing. The food does not continue to impart its nutri-
ment wholly to the animal, much of it passing away only
partially digested. The appetite may become more voracious,
while the nutriment derived may be in inverse ratio, and thus
the owner loses in a short time, by the excess of food con-
sumed, a eum which, if it could be accurately estimated,
would open his eyes and cause him to look around to discover
t lie hole where tne leakage occurs. It is quite certain that
these parasites interfere with the digestion and the regular
ttl vine discharges, so that the horse, though he may eat

heartily, does not digest healthily. Even in cases where the

horse may appear to be in good condition it is found that

these pests, by interfering with the digestion, prevent the

food from being properly assimilated, and what should go to

form muscle only adds to the adipose tissue, and horses in this

condition, when called upon for any extra labor, disappoint

their owners, and the cause is often left unexplained. For ex-

traordinary exertion, or long-continued ordinary work, the

flesh must be entirely sound, a thing impossible if hundreds
of abominable worms be allowed to prey continuously upon
the intestines. Many a good race has been lost from the

ignorance of the owner touching the true condition of his

animal. As indigestion is frequently attributable to worms,
it may be well in this connection to give some of the prom-
inent symptoms of this a'Iment, that owners may be able to

test the correctness of their suspicions. Now, a loss of appe-

tite is very soon observed, and too frequently gives rise to im-
proper medical treatment. Some horses are very choice in

their selection of food, refusing that which is poor, or pick-

ing it over very carefully. Horses sometimes eat slowly and
daintily in consequence of weakness of the digestive organs.

A voracious appetite is no less a disease than the former,

though not usually regarded as such by the ordinary horse-

man, bur, on the contrary, looked upon as a desirable feature.

The owner is greatly surprised under such circumstances that

his animal doss not thrive. When the appetite is. healthy

the animal will be ready for his food as soon as he comes
from work, and will eat his allowance, if good food, with a

perceptible relish ; but when the appetite is morbid, there is

a constant craving for food and water, without regard to qual-

ity, the animal frequently eating up the litter, although

filthy. He is often tucked up in the flank, his belly often

large, the excrement slimy and fcetid ; he is dull, and per-

forms his work languidly and unwillingly. When these

symptoms manifest themselves, there is a possibility, and in

many cases a strong probability, almost amounting to a cer-

tainty, of the presence of worms, and the attempt to expel

them is then, under such circumstances, judicious.

Many cases of the failure of animals, apparently in good
condition, to perform fast work when wanted, nave been
brought under our notice, and the cause traced unmistakably

to the presence of worms within the animal that had so

greviously disappointed his master at the critical moment.
In view of these facts it is somewhat surprising that, until a

very recent period,there was ho reliable anthelminticor worm
destroyer in the market. Although when the symptons we
have described may denote the presence of worms, care must
be exercised as to the nature of the anthelmintic adminis-

tered, and only those prepared by men whose professional

standing is a guarantee against imposition should be used.

Now, in the advent of spring, horsemen should very care-

fully look to their stock, as the administering a reliable med-
icine now may save them much future trouble. Especially

should this be borne in mind so far as the welfare of young
stock is concerned, which are much more liable to the visita-

tion of worms than those of mature growth. If, therefore,

those who may read this article should act upon our sugges-

tion and keep on hand a quantity of the specific to which we
have referred, we have no hesitation in saying that they will

save much future trouble, annoyance and expense. This is

true, because almost every horse suffers more or less from
worms, and their expulsion obviates, in hundreds of instances,

the necessity of professional treatment for diseases occasioned

by these enemies of the equine family. Ignorance has fre-

quently suggested anthelmintics containing ground glass and
similar injurious substances, the administration of which can-

not be too severely denounced, as they increase or produce
irritation and cause troubles more formidable than those they

are intended to remove.
The importance oftuis subject to horsemen becomes very

evident when we bear in mind that not a few of the epizootics

which were formerly supposed to be due to other causes are

now known to be occasioned by internal parasites. When we
compute the vast amount of damage caused by an epizootic

in the general suspension of traffic and consequent interfer-

ence with commerce, especially in large cities, too much care

cannot be exercised in adopting such measures as may aid in

preventing such a contingency.

Tonics.—After the expulsion of the worms by the anthel-

mintic it is of the highest importance to give a tonic, de-

signed to build up the system and restore the vitality, which
has been impaired by devastations of the worms. In this way
alone can the tone of the stomach be put right, the spirit re-

stored and the coat rendered glossy and straight. Even if

the anthelmintic has not shown the presence of worms in the

approaching spring season we recommend a good tonic pow-
der, in order that the expulsion of the larva; may be facilita-

ted! and the system prepared against the alternating hot and
cold days, and rendered less susceptible to the various diseases

which are prevalent at this season of the year. We have
been not a little surprised ourselves by the very large number
of letters received from all parts of the country, from those

who had administered our worm powders, without believing

that the animals really harbored parasites, all showing con-

clusively the liability to mistake certain symptoms or to predi-

cate the absence of worms from the absence of their more
prominent symptoms. These letters expressed not only sur-

prise ai the large quantity of worms expelled from animals

where their presence was not suspected, but gratification with

the improved condition of the animals. For the purpose

mentioned we unhesitatingly recommend Going's Worm
Powders, to be followed by Going's Tonic Powders. The
latter are invaluable in restoring the vitality, imparting a

smooth coat, developing the muscular tissue, and, moreover,

act as a nerve tonic. The system of a horse, like that of a

man, is better for a thorough renewal at this trying season of

the year, and our experiense more than warrants us in sug-

gesting the use of the above preparations. In so doing, we
are fully confident that the readers of The Spirit will be

benefitted immeasurably, and this will be our highest reward.

Those who may read this article will have no difficulty in

corroborating our remarks, by consulting some of their

neighbors who, no doubt, have profited by our suggestions.

Expel the worms, follow up the treatment with the Tonic
Powder, and have your animals placed in good condition for

proper development, and for the contingencies of extraordi-

nary exertions and the ever-recurring vicissitudes of sudden

changes of atmosphere and the dheases incident thereto.

Our daily experience only strengthens the conclusions we
have formed, and we here present them to our readers in the

full confidence that the results will far more than justify the

force with which we have endeavored to advocate our views.

[A. Long Inning For Long Shots.

New York, July 7.—There was a terrific rain storm to-

day which caused a very small attendance at Sheepshead

Bay and withdrawals from the programme by wholesale. The
only ones who attended were the talent, and with few ex-

ceptions they came home looking very sorrowful, for only

two favorites won in the seven races.

The talent began the day b^dly. Stonenell was known to

have a decided predilection for soft going. He was at once
installed a favorite over Correction, and had the call over Dr.
Hasbrouck in the ring by a fraction of a point. The race was
a farce. Walcott, a 12 to 1 shot, won without an effort.

Stonenell ran a wretched race and finished a poor second. Dr.
Hasbrouck was a worse third. Correction's performance was
too bad to be true. The second race was a big surprise. It

was won by Hanwell, a 50 to 1 shot. The Louise filly, the
second favorite, finished in her order of favoritism. Monaca
was an odds on favorite for the race. In Simms' hands he
floundered all over the track and was a badly beaten colt be-

fore he had gone a furlong of the journey.
The changed conditions did not make the talent any witer.

They saw but two horses in the third, Daily America and
Marshall. The start interfered somewhat with their chances,
but a stiff pace set by Sandowne had more to do with their

defeat than anything else. Sandowne relished the heavy go-
ing and romped over the course and won pretty much as he
pleased. He was backed by a few good judges, but the talent

left him severely alone. He closed at 10 to 1. Shadow, a 15
to 1 shot, was the onl* thing that could get near to him in

the race.

Ducat, in the fourth race, was the first favorite to win, but
had to be shaken up in the final furlong to beat Star Actress.

He won with something to spark by a neck. Star Actress,

ridden out in futile endeavor to beat Ducat, secured the place
by a length from Cactus. Doggett kept Cactus out of the race
too long, and was unable to come through the showers of

mud that flew from the winner's heels.

Lightfoot attempted to make a runaway of the fifth. She
was overhauled by Roche in the stretch, who easily held her
safe in the rest of the journey. Eoche won by a neck, and
that was the last race which was picked by the talent. May
Day filly did run away from her field in the sixth race. She
beat the favorite by five lengths. Jordan, the winner of the
sixth, closed at 10 to 1. George Harris had a field day. He
backed Walcott, Hanwell and Sandowne. His winnings on
the three events aggregated more than $5,000. Billy Gaston
won $4,500 on Hanwell's victory. Rev el Santa Anita ar-

rived from Chicago at 3:30. He bore his trip East well, and
is a certain starter in to morrow's big race. The summary

:

First race, Futurity course—Walcott won, Stonenell second,
Dr. Hasbrouck third. Time, 1:12 4-5.

Second race, Futurity course—Hanwell won, Louise sec-

ond, Halloween third. Time, 1:14 1-5.

Third race, one mile—Sandowne won, Shadow second,
Liselg third. Time, 1:42 1-5.

Fourth race, one and one-eighth miles—Ducat won, Star

Actress second. Cactus third. Time, 1:58.

Fifth race, thirteen sixteenths of a mile—Roche won, Light-
foot second, Chant third. Time, 1:02 3-5.

Sixth race, five and a half furlongs—May Day won, War-
bonnet second, St. Vincent third. Time, 1:10.

Seventh race, one and one quarter miles on the turf.

—

Jordan won, Bolera second, Watterson third. Time, 2:11 2-5.

Pocahontas and Dexter.

Breed for the best or not at all, should be the horseman's

motto in times like theie.

It was over coflee at a dinner at The Arena that Mr. David

Bonner said in reyly to a question put to him by Judge H.

M. Whitehead :
" Pocahontas was one of the greatest trot-

ters that ever went up and down Harlem Lane. Robert had

got her to hitching and he turned her over to me. I was
was very patient with her, and one of the first changes made
in her harness was the removal of the Hartman safety rein.

It seemed to irritate her. I cured her of rushing when headed

for home by frequently turning when going in that direction

.

After I had been driving her some three months my brother

asked me one morning how Poca was going. I replied that

she could not be better—that she was level, did not

pull, and could be rated. In reply to further questioning, I

said to him that I felt confident she could beat any horse in

his stable, not excepting White Legs, down the road. White
Legs meant Dexter. He looked surprised, and asked me if

I was going out on the road that afternoon. I told him yes,

and that ended the conversation. About five o'clock in the

afternoon I turned at the head of the lane to jog back, when
I saw a horse with white face and legs coming toward me.

I recognized Dexter, and then the thought flashed through

my mind that Robert had come out for the express purpose

of asking me to make my words good. Pocahontas was feel-

ing well, and I watched him closely as we drew near each

other to see that he did not turn quickly and get the bulge

on me. Robert looked at the mare critically, saw that

I was ready for a brush, nodded, but did not turn

with a challenge. I have always felt that, while he owned
both horses, he disliked to run the risk of having Dexter,

who had vanquished everything on the turf, beaten on the

road. I do not contend that Pocahontas could have beaten

Dexter in a race—she lacked his bulldog qualities—but I

feel confident that she could have out-trotted him that after-

noon on. the road. Later, on the three-quarter mile track at

the farm, she trotted a mile to high-wheel sulky in 2:17?-.

Her race record, as you know, was 2:26J. The blood of old

Pocahontas, her dam, was speed-giving blood, as Nelson, 2:09,

has clearly demonstrated." In reply to another question

Mr. Bonner said, after knocking the ashes from his cigar

:

" When Mr. Fawcett purchased "Dexter, he asked George

B. Alley to suggest a driver. Mr. Alley had been keep-

ing an eye on a young man then but little known,

and he recommended Budd Doble. The great gelding soon

made a reputation for Doble. Dexter would fight to get away,

but when once in his stride it was not necessary to pull

against him. Doble, who was more spectacular then than

now, encouraged the belief that he was a difficult horse to

drive. I have seen him, after dismounting from the sulky,

go to the stable, roll up his sleeves aud rub his arms with lini-

ment. He would not think of doing such a thing now."
_
It

is a great pity that Pocahontas passed away without leaving

a son or daughter. She was bred a number of times, but

never got with foal. Dictator, brother of Dexter, has 41

trotters and 5 pacers with records of from 2:10 to 2:30, and

one of his daughters is the dam of the trotting queen, Nancy
Hanks, 2:04.—Turf, Field and Farm.
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"Welching Bookmakers.

A feature of the average race track is the familiar war in

which gentlemen and gamblers, stable hands and conservative

men of business, and women of all classes meet on a level

and discuss the merits of the horses. In the excitement of

the moment the difference in position is forgotten and the

best mingle with the worst, although the apparent friendship

ceases when the track is left behind.

A race track crowd is perhaps the best-natured gathering

to be fouod anywhere, and will submit to almost anything

without a murmur, but there is one thing the race track fre-

quenters will not stand, and that is a "welcher." There have

been welchers on the race tracks who have gone on making

a book, knowing that no matter which horse won they would

be unable to pay off bets. Most of the welching bookmakers

on the American turf, however, have been men who, after a

season of hard luck, have attempted to makeup their losses

by " plugging" a favorite in a race, meaning to be perfectly

honest and pay off all bets if the favorite was defeated, but,

knowing that victory for the favorite left them no alterna-

tive save flight. To " plug " a favorite simply means to offer

extremely liberal odds on him considering the chances he

has of victory, and in this way get in a lot of money on him.

The race track authorities take some precautions against

men of this character securing booking privileges, but there

is no way of telling whether a man is honest or dishonest

when he applies for a betting stand, and, consequently, al-

most anybody can make a book. The chief precaution then

is to place Pinkerton detectives around the betting ring to

watch new bookmakers. If the detectives find that the new-

comers are "plugging" a horse they will watch him closely,

and will be ready to nab him the moment he attempts to

clear out. The only real protection the racing association

gives the better is the assurance that, in the event of a book-

maker with whom they have a bet "welching," they will not

be responsible for the winnings. To the average bookmaker
there is nothing more despicable than a welcher, and a man
who once skips out without first settling all claims against

him, is as good as dead, so far as the race tracks are con-

cerned. He is ruled off of every track in the country, and

so as to have this order obeyed his description is telegraphed

to the secretary of every jockey club in the United States.

Not since 1S82 has such a sensation been made in racing

circles as was caused by the welching of Leon Stedeker at the

Gravesend track after the running of the Brooklyn Handi-
cap. Stedeker's act is probably the biggest case of "welching"

that ever took place in this country, and it will be a long

time before it will be forgotten. Stedeker's brothers, Henry
and Sam, are both weil-known bookmakers and men univer-

sally respected around the race tracks.

The first man who ever £l welched" on an American race

track was English. His name was Sarford, and he came to

this country in the fall o( 1882. Some English sporting men
wrote to friends in this country that Sanford was a man who
would bear watching, and when the man got here and pre-

sented some lettprs of introduction which he carried he was
not greeted very effusively by the American turfmen. San ford

seemed to be a good sort of a fellow, however, and soon made
many friends on the race track. When the fall meeting at

Sheepshead Bay began, Sanford opened a book there, and on

the first day won considerable money. On the second day of

the meeting Sanford won money oh the first and second races,

and then, when the third race came, he held out the favorite,

a filly named Girofle, and "plugged" a mare called Bounce.

Most of the bookmakers were only offering 4 to 1 against

Bounce, but Sanford laid 6 to 1 against him to win and 2 to 1

a place.

Plunger Walton was there making the bets on horses

which gained him the soubriquet he still bears, and it hap-

pened that Bounce was one of the good things he had been

holding up his sleeve for some time. Armed with $100 bills,

Walton and his commissioners pounded the horse all around
the ring, managing to get $600 in Sanford's book at the above
quoted odds. The race came off, and after a tough struggle

with Girofle, Bounce managed to win by a short head. Then,
as the crowd surged back into the ring, it was seen that San-
ford had disappeared. His box was still there, and his clerks

stood around, but Sanford had disappeared. As it was the

first thing of the kind that had ever happened on the

American turf, the sensation it created is remembered to this

day by many sporting men. Detectives were pu* on Sanford's

track, and they succeeding in tracing him to the steamship
dock, where he had taken passage back to England, but he
was never captured.

The next " welcher " of any consequence was also an Eng-
lishman. His name was on the American races for a long
time. In the summer of 18S5 he was doing business at the

Monmouth Park race track at Long Branch, and one day
he undertook to '"plug" a mare called Mary Corbett. The
mare was favorite in the race, and while the other book-
makers were offering but 8 and 9 to 5 against her, Mi-
chaels had the temerity to offer 2h to 1, He was literally

showered with bills of all denominations, all of which he
coolly took in, handing out the usual bit of pasteboard in re-

turn. Among the men who bet on the mare was Mat-
tie Corbett, now one of the best-known bookmakers in the
East. Corbett placed $200 on the mare at 2i to 1, and then
seeing Michaels still taking in the money at the same
price, became suspicious, and resolved to keep his eye on
him.
When the horses went to the post he saw Michaels take

all of his money out of his cash box and place it in his

pocket. Then the man, totally unconscious of the fact that

Corbett was following him, walked toward the exit to the
track, and stood waiting to see the result of the race. Corbett
knew that, if the mare won, Michaels would skin out, and he
resolved to get his money anyway. He was about to accost

Michaels, when the flag dropped, and the cry, "They're
off!" was heard on every side. As Mary Corbett passed un-
der the wire an easy winner, Michaels made a bee line for

the gate, with Corbett after him.
".Wh-what do you mean?" began the bookmaker.
" Mean !" interrupted Corbett. " Why, you miserable

thief, you're welching, and before you go 1 want my $700,
understand?" and he shoved his ticket under the astonished
man's nose.

With an oath Michaels took out his roll of money and
gave Corbett $700. Then he rushed out of the gate and
hasn't been seen in this country since. His disappearance

caused another sensation on the turf, and for a long time
people refused to bet in any but the well-known books. Cor-
bett never explained why he didn't hold on to Michaels
when he had him; in fact, he didn't tell anybody how he
collared the man and got his money for almost a month after

the occurrence.

In 1892 three young men started booking at the Brighton
Beach race track under the name of the Longfellow Club.

Nobody knew the young men, but for a day or two they did

a regular business, paying off promptly and making some
swell bets themselves. One day, when the colt Sandowne was
favorite, they undertook to "plug" the horse, and soon had
so much money in that they stood to lose over $10,000 in the

event of Sandowne's winning. The horse won in a canter, but

when the bettors came to collect there was no money to pay
them with, the Longfellow club men having departed in a

body with $3,500 of the public's money safely stowed away
in their inside pockets.

The most deliberate and premeditated bit of thievery of

this sort was in 1S93, when a man started a book at the Brigh-
ton Beach track under the name of the Bunch club. This
man's idea was to " welch " as soon as he had taken in

enough money to make it worth his while. He finally got

$3,000 in on a favorite, which left his finances in such a con-

dition that a victory for the favorite meant the loss of all he
had, while a victory for the second choice would still leave

him $300 ahead of the race after he had paid off the winning
tickets. The second choice won, but, instead of returning to

his box and settling, the man skipped out. There was no end
of excitement around the track when his departure became
known, and half a dozen men who knew the man by sight,

and who had placed money with him volunteered to go and
search for him. The men traced him to the west end of

Coney Island, and that same afternoon found him in the rear

room of a hotel drinking wine with a woman. Silently the

six men took off their coats, and then they started in and
gave the man one of the most awful drubbings that human
being was ever subjected to. When they finally let up on him
his face was cut, his eyes black, blue and swollen, and his

head covered with lumps. His clothing was also badly torn,

and in this condition the captors led the man back to the

race track. There they took him to the rooms of the associa-

tion, and three or four of the track officials, assisted by a

couple of iPinkerton detectives, gave him another beating.

Then they sent for the betting sheets and made the man settle

every bet that was recorded against him. He was then kicked
out of the grounds and warned never to enter them again.

stroy the material poured out by nature, which is intended to

restore the abraded skin. Ointments of various kinds are
used to soften the skin and aid the healing process. The fol-

lowing, if properly prepared, is the most perfect application
for inveterate cracked heels that we know of. Take of oxide
of zinc ointment one ounce, citrine ointment one ounce, tinct-

ure benzoine one drachm, vasaline two ounces. Mix thor-

oughly, and rub it into the cracks with the finger so as to

distribute it in a moderately thick layer over the whole of

the affected part, and to insinuate it as much as possible un-
der the crusts that may have formed. Once properly applied,

it will prevent further crusts from forming or collecting, and
still further aid in the formation of a new cuticle to the
abraded skin, and a barrier to the oxidizing action always
present in inflammatory action. The heels should not be
washed out after the application of the ointment, unless it

should be for the removal of filth or sand or some like gritty

substance, but before dressing with the ointment the heels can
be gently wiped with a soft napkin. In horses with very long
pasterns, where the skin in motion is put so upon the strength

,

these cases may be materially hastened toward recovery by
bandaging from hair and hoof to above the fetlock, which
will, for the time, destroy the tension that is upon the tissues

of the skin, and hasten a union.

Signs of Pregnancy.

Care of the "Weanling's Feet.

One of the most important and yet most neglected features

of the weanling colt is the feet during the first winter. The
feet are to the future horse what the foundation is to the

house. If the feet are defective it is certainly an abridge-

ment of the usefulness of the horse, as his utility is largely

dependent on his ability to get about, and good feet are the

very first importance in the general make-up of the horse.

If the colt's feet are properly cared for during the first win-

ter, even moderately well-developed feet may be made quite

promising. The feet should be trimmed often and kept quite

free from foreign matter that may induce disease of any kind

and the trimming will have the greatest tendency to prevent

the formation of pockets for the lodgment of foal material.

The feet should be kept level and the wall trimmed almott

even with the sole of the foot, with the edges of the trimmed

wall nicely rounded to keep them from splitting and breaking.

If the colt stands with his toes outward, the outside of the

foot toward the toe should be kept a little the lowest and
shortest all the time. If the toe turns inwardly, " pigeon

toes,".then the inside toward the toes should be kept the
lowest. .

While the colt is young and his bones are comparatively
soft, the position of his feet may be very much changed, and
defects almost completely remedied, by carefully trimming
the feet; whereas, if allowed to grow in a defective manner,
it is next to impossible to make any radical change after the

bones have become solidified. Many valuable horses have
been radically ruined by the neglect of their feet in early life.

The majority of horse-raisers pay little or no attention to the

feet at all, thinking that they will come out all right, anyway.
This is simply trusting to good luck, and this alone will not

always quite do. Particularly is the road horse often ruined
by the neglect of his feet during the first winter of his life.

His feet are permitted to grow out of shape, which induces
the bones to take on the form that afterward makes him
inferior behind, or a "knee banger" in front, to say nothing
of the danger to his tendons.
How strange it is that we will go to so much pains to breed

a good colt, and then so neglect the most important points as

to unfit him for the duties that his breeding naturally adapts
him for. Give the colt's feet the proper care and attention

while young, and very much will be done to make the horse
with a true and solid foundation—the most essential feature

for his usefulness.—American Cultivator.

The signs which announce pregnancy are numerous and

varied, though they are not all reliable, and several are very

deceptive, and not peculiar to gestation. Indeed, it has fre-

quently happened that animals whose condition was not at

all certain have brought forth young, and others have done

the same, without giving rise to any suspicion that they were

pregnant, though it must be remembered that at first there is

nothing present to guide one in forming an opinion as to the

animal having conceived. The diagnosis of pregnancy is not

easy, and it is all the more difficult as the stage is early.

It has usually been held as a sign of conception, if the fe-

male refuses the male soon after copulation, and particularly,

if a month or two has elapsed, and the mare is in good con-

dition and well-fed. But in some cases the symptoms of

"heat" persist for time after the act, although in reality im-

pregnancy has taken place, and, in very exceptional in-

•tances, the "heat" will return, after having disappeared for

a certain time. It has been generally observed that a change

akes place in the character of the animal which has con-

tceived, and this sometimes almost immediately after concep-

tion, the change being something analogous to that produced

after castration. Mares which were previously vicious,

troublesome, or unsteady when in " heat," are nearly always

tractable when in foal. This change, when occurring after

copulation, is a valuable sign of successful impregnation.

Coincidentally with the progress of gestation, those animals

employed for labor, for speed or draft, lose their vigor some-

what, particularly toward the end of gestation ; they become
" soft," and their paces slower and heavier, requiring more
urging to make them perform a certain amount of work.

But this is not always a sure sign ; for, sometimes, though

rarely, mares will perform their work with the same energy

and speed as before conception, even up to a very brief period

before parturition commences. The abdomen enlarges in

every direction and at the same time changes its shape. It

distends or "drops," becoming larger inferiorly; the flanks

become hollow and the spine appears more concave. These

phenomena are progressively developed as gestation ap-

proaches its term, when they are very evident. In the mare

they are irregular in their appearance, commencing three or

four months after conception. All these numerous signs are

by no means to be implicitly relied upon, however, as they

are not infallible in proving the existence of pregnancy in

every case; some of them are only noticeable at a late period,

while others may be absent. It is necessary, in taking them
into consideration, to distinguish those animals which are

kept at pasture from those which are kept in the stable.

Points for Rejection of Horses.

Cracked Heels.

Some horses are more predisposed to this trouble than

others, but the immediate causes of cracked heels are sud-

den changes from heat to cold or from cold to heat, as it is

apt to derange the secretions of the skin. Hence, washing

the legs with hot water at this season of the year is apt to

cause cracked heels. Gummy-legged horses are predisposed

to this trouble. Although this affection is usually associated

with neglect and mismanagement, we occasionally find it in

animals receiving the best of care. Horses well groomed

and regularly exercised sometimes suffer from cracked heels.

Sweating while at work induces it. The sweat runs down

into the hollow of the fetlock, where the skin is very thin,

and the evaporation of the perspiration, strongly impreg-

nated with the different animal salts,by acting as a local irri-

tant, excoriates the skin, especially in thin-skinned or white-

legged horses. Then, again, the action of sand or grit upon

the moistened skin, as in driving upon a muddy road, will

produce it. Treatment : The heels should be carefully washed

with blood-warm water, and the soap used should be a medi-

cated one, as the ordinary soaps, owing to the amount of

alkali that they contain, act too much as an irritant, and de-

The English government has the following set of rules for

those who select horses for cavalry service : they are called

"Points for Eejection," but will answer equally well

points for selection :

Keject a horse whose forelegs are not straight; it will not

stand wear. Stand behind the horse as it walks away from

you, and you will be able to notice these defects, if they

exist.

Reject a horse that is light below the knee, especially if

immediately below the knee ; the conformation is essentially

weak ; or a horse with long, or short, or upright pasterns ;

—

long pasterns are subject to sprains ; short or upright past-

erns made a horse unpleasant to ride, and, on account of

extra concussions, are apt to cause ossific deposits ; or a

horse with toes turned in or out. The twist generally occurs

at the fetlock. Toes turned out are more objectionable than

toes turned in. Wben toes turn out the fetlocks are gener-

ally turned in, and animals so formed are apt to cut or brush.

Both, however, are very weak formations.

Keject a horse whose hind legs are too far behind
;
good

propelling power will be wanting, and disease as a result

may be expected in the hocks. And a horse which goes

either very wide or very close behind, and one with very

straight or very bent hocks ; the former cause undue con-

cussion ;
the latter are apt to give way.

Reject a horse that is " split up "—that is, shows much
daylight from between the thighs

;
propelling power comes

from behind, and must be deficient in horses without due

muscular development between the thighs.

Reject a horse with flat or overly large feet, or with very

small feet; medium sized are best ; also a horse with one foot

smaller than another.

Diggs' dam, Lilly, is registered among the short-bred

mares in the sixth volume of Bruce. In reality Lilly is any-

thing but short-bred, and had Diggs' original owner asked us

to investigate the matter we could have straightened out the

pedigree before she was registered among the short-bred ones.

Her pedigree should read : Lilly, by California (brother to

Joe Hooker), dam Minnie Ball, by Norfolk ;
second dam

Brooklyn Maid, by Odd Fellow; third dam Lola Montez, by

Grey Eagle; fourth dam Corinna, by Trumpator; fifth dam
Directress, by Director; sixth dam by Old Potomac; seventh

dam by Gimcrack ; eighth dam by imp. Flimnap.
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Fouith of July Races at Santa Barbara.

I Special correspondence Breeder aiso Spobtsma>.-.|

Santa Barbara, July 5.—The races at the Agricultural

track were a success. Although fast time was not made the

races were closely contested and not a grumbler was heard to

say a word. It shows plainly that when races are conducted

on the square and every m3n is out for the money that the

people appreciate it and they freely bet their money. A two-

dollar Paris mutuels in the first running race paid $47.50.

The bicycle race was a close one, five-mile handicap, and

Hall won it very closely, while Helton and Overton were

close up. There was a larger crowd than was expected, and

the betting was much livelier than could have been hoped

for. The whole management of the programme deserves praise.

The judges, Ed. de la Cuesta from Santa Guez and Mr.

Elliott from Santa Maria, did their part well, and J. C.

Clancey, thej secretary, was everywhere looking out to the

wants of the horsemen and general public

The first race on the programme was the five-mile handi-

cap. The scratch man was Williams from Ventura; two hun-

dred yards ahead of him was Hall, three hundred Kiel ton, and

others were strung ont. Hall made the running from the

start and he kept agoing until he caught them all in the

fourth mile, from where he rode easily,and won the race with

something up his sleeve, as the boys say.

The first running race was for saddle horses, in which thir-

teen started, distance 250 yards and repeat- Logan, Ger-

trude and the field called the Daris mutuels. Gertrude being

played by the talent to the standstill. After ten or twelve

false starts the horses were sent away to a good start. Logan
won from the start, Bolivia second, Morell third. Time,

0:16*.

The second heat was won by Morell. Time, 0:15i.

In the run-off a kick was made and the heat was decided a

dead heat, and the horses ran again, Logan winning in 0:15.

SUMMARY.

Two hundred and fifty yards and repeat.

F. Mencbaca's b g Logan

—

Rutherford's b g Morell
M. Ring-' s b m Bolivia

—Menchaca 12 1
™Sqnirrel 3 10 2
..Esoinosa 2 2

We were treated to a display of horsemanship never be-

fore seen here : Jockeys Henry Smith, Joe Narvaez and
Long were in the saddle, and the lesser lights, Beauchamp,
Johnsun and "Pedro,'' all of whom are splendid horsemen,
also rode.

The appearance of the mare Nellie in the quarter and re-

peat caused a surprise, as she was not entered until the last

minute and nobody thought she would start. She had been
beaten by Nig in a trial recently and her chances were not

thought to be rosy, but under Beauchamp's good riding she
behaved better than ever before and won both heats easily,

hands down.
Monarch came over from San Jose and won the half-mile

and repeat in good style, although Red Rock was thought
a good thing on this track. He recently won at a half mile
in 501 seconds during the San Jose meeting, and as he is at

home on this track it did look as though he had more than
a dog's chance.
The day passed off nicely, and with the exception of a

lively runaway, in which two vehicles took part, there were
no accidents.

SUMMARIES.

First race, trotting, mile heats. 2 in 3.

Gish Bros." brs Star of the West .-. 1 1

Mr. Anderson's b g Our Own (pacer i. ™ ... 2 2

Time, 3:00, 2.-55K-

Second race, trotting, mile heats, 2 in 3.

Chas. Fertridge's b g Clyde (pacer)- „ 2 1 1

F. R. Todd's bgMacfe — „ .. 12 2

Time, 2.4L, 23SX, 2:4L

Third race, running, one-quarter mile heats.

Lynn Austin's b m Nellie „ ...Beauchamp 1 l
W. Goldsworthy's gr g Nig_ „ _ _.H- Smith 3 2
H. R. Roberts' gr g Judge'R _ „ _ „J. Narvaez 2 3
R. C. Johnson's cream m Palomena_ Johnson 4 dr

Time, 027, 057.

Fourth race, one-half mile heats.

A. Y. Stephenson's b g Monarch, 115 „..H. Smith 1 1
W. Goldsworthy's ch g Mite, 115 _ Pedro 3 2
W. Stephens' ch g Red Rocfc, 115.. _ , Long 2 3

Time, 0:53, 0:55.

Dobbins Captures the Realization Stakes.

Lissak "Wins the "World's Fair Stakes.

In the trotting and pacing race a great deal of betting was

done. The old blind horse Norwood was a big favorite, Mon-
tecito Boy, a pacer by Glenwood, second choice, and the field,

J

made up of Ben Smith, Emery, Red Wilkes and San Miguel,

had many investments. The first heat was a procession.

Norwood took the lead, all the otheas broke around the first

turn, and Norwood went on and won as he pleased in 2:33.

After this heat Norwood sold against all the others. Paris

mutuels were kept busy. In the second heat Norwood
reached the first quarter ten lengths ahead, and the pacer at

the half was a distance behind, but from there he came fast,

pacing the last half in 1:14, and winning the heat in 2:33!

—

a good heat for a four-year-old pacer that was on the track

just ten days. Ben Smith was second. Norwood third.

The third heat was an easy one for the pacer. Ben Smith
skipped and ran and kept on the pacers wheel all the mile.

Time, 2:331.

The fourth heat was an easy victory for the pacer. Ben
Smith came in ahead, but the heat and race were given to

the pacer. Ben Smith might have been a true, good racer,

and some ten years ago they might allow him to win a heat,

but the rule that four breaks no heat, knocked him out, and
unless he is turned into a trotter he might as well remain in

his stall.

SUMMARY.
Trotting and pacing, three in five.

F. Menchaca's br g Montecito Boy... Menchaca 3 111
J. H. Goaldin^'s b g Norwood ™L H. Gouiding 12 3 3
Kelley's oiks Ben Smith...- _ -Eelley 2 3 2 3

Time, 2:38, 2JZS>A, 233X, 2:35.

The quarter mile and repeat was very exciting, that is the
first heat, Midnight was a hot favorite, Comet second choice,

and the field composed of Lucy S., Albert, Sand Hill Charley
and Lily F., sold welL The heat was a close one, Sand Hill
Charley first, Lucy S- second. Midnight third. Time, 0:24.

Tbe second heat was won handily by Midnight in Ch24i,

and the third and race by Midnight on a lope in 0:25.

SUMMARY.
Geo. Sherman's blk g Midnight „ Espinosa 3 11
Atkinson's b g Sand Hill Charley, by Accident _._...Dan 13 2
Danbar's gr m Lucy S _ .. Cassel 2 3

Time, 0:24, 0:2tJ£ 0:25.

Lily P., Albert and Comet also ran.

Winner trained by F. Menchaca.]

GOSSIP OF THE TRACK.

Dr. J. H. Gouiding, the popular veterinary, drives like an
old-timer.

Kit Carl and Sidney Joseph of San Francisco were watch-
ing the runs closely.

The exhibition trot between Miss Monroe, 2:271, and Mon-
roe S., 2:291, was a tame affair, the fastest heat being
in SSL
Carl Cook, the prominent lawyer from San Francisco, and

brother-in-law of Sherman P. Stow of this city, was an in-
terested spectator at the track.

F. Menchaca, the popular trainer, won the three races on
the afternoon programme. He conditioned them all, rede Lo-
gan and drove Montecito Boy.

If you think times are hard at Santa Barbara come and
see the boys put up their money on the races next Septem-
ber and you will think that a gold mine is close at hand.

Los G%tos Races.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsmax.J

L>< GatCH, July o.—The Fourth of July meet of the
Los Gatos Driving Association brought out quite as many
people a* any previous meeting.

The weather was fine, although quite warm, and the rac-

ing good. Of course harness races here only create a cer-

tain amouut of interest, and that among the several owners,
but the runners everybody gets enthusiastic over. There is

something in the rush of the horses and the jockey's colors,
even If they are not all crack-a-jacks, that seems to enthuse
» Los Gatoe attendance,

Chicago, July 7.—There was a big crowd at Washington

Park to-day to see the $20,000 World's Fair Stake for two-

year-olds decided. It was almost a holiday crowd in iti crisp

enjoyment of the really good racing. The World's Fair was
at five and a half furlongs and drew out a field of fifteen, only

Installator dodging the issue. The horses went to the post

at 3:45 and were there fourteen minntes.

The Kentucky Stable's black son of imp. Loyalist and
Capability, Lissak, named after Louis Lissak ol San Francisc,

won the race by a head and earned $15,750 for the stable.

He caught the Baldwin crack and favorite, Key del Carades

at the end.

George Miller rode the beaten favorite in masterly style

from behind, rushed him through in twenty lengths, and did

all that a jockey could do to keep him going at the end. If

any fault could be found with his riding it was using the
whip below the eighth pole. Still the colt ran away from it,

and Lissak's rush was not to be decried.
In the betting Eey del Carades was always favorite, and

was backed from 3 to 1 to 21. Handsome and Bellicoso were
second choices, rising from 3 to 4i to 1. The odds against
Lissak rose from 12 to 30 to 1 even under pay, and with
Perkins in the saddle.

The start was almost perfect. Eey del Carades was running
two lengths back and was in front at the half, where he led
by two lengths, with James S. off" in front, second, clear of
Bellicoso, Lissak fourth and Handsome fifth. Around the
big bend Bey del Carades improved his advantage, James S.
held his own, with Bellicoso lapped on him and Lissak at
the Californian's saddle.

At the head of the straight the Baldwin colt was tiring and
Miller was riding him carefully, with an eye on those be-
hind. At the eighth pole James S. was done and Lissak and
Handsome headed Bellicoso, and also retired.

Perkins Jsat down and rode Lissak hard to the end, and
despite all that Miller could do caught and beat Eey del
Carades a short head at the post at 1:08. It was a good race
for both those in front Many good judges bet on the winner
on his strong preliminary, the last furlong of which was in
twelve seconds, his five pounds allowance and his jockey, who
rode a good race. Handsome was the best colt in the race.
He was pinched off at the start and badly jumped and jostled
around the turn. Mr. Corrigan bet $1,000 on Eey del Carades
as a stake-saver, but thought that Handsome would win.

First race, six furlongs—Jack Eichelieu won, Strathrol
second, Little Walter third. Time, 1:14*.

Second race, mile 3nd a sixteenth—Henrv Young won, Ida
Pickwick second, Get There third. Time, 1:37.
Third race, World's Fair stake, value $15,750 to winner,

five furlongs—Lissak won, Eey del Carades second, Hand-
some third. Time, 1:08.

Fourth race, mile and a quarter—Vassal won, Lehman
second. Faraday third. Time, 2:05}.

Fifth race, one mile—Lake Shore won, Senator Irby sec-
ond, Lawyer third. Time, 1:41.

Sixth race, six furlongs— Promenade won, Miss Knott sec-
ond, Volt third. Time, 1:14f.
Seventh race, six furlongs—Maid Marian won, Ethel Grav

second, Captain Brown third. Time. 1:13}.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse
men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,
being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points
East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains
daily to all points East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. E. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coar\ Passenger Agent

General Agent,

X^w York, July 7.—It was a good-by bay at Sheepshead

Bay to-day. A great crowd went down to see the ranning of

the Eealization stakes. Dobbins was easily a favorite in the

betting. His price opened at 2 to 1 and fell slowly to 8 to 5.

Senator Grady and Eey el Santa Anita were almost even

second choices. They both opened at 2A to 1, and when the

hot siege of hammering and pounding was over the Western

colt had a shade the best of it. His price was 14 to 5, while

that of Senator Grady stood at 16 to 5. Hornpipe went
slowly at 10 to 1, while Longdaie at 12 and Gwendolyn at

100 to 1 were almost disregarded.

It was all over three minutes after the flag fell. The time

was 2:55, but the groaning and cheering took five seconds

more.

After a trial break the field got away to an even start, with

Gwendolyn in the lead. The pace set by the Daly filly was
that of a good, healthy plough horse as they came past the

stand, and everybody saw it was not a race for a record, but '

for a big stake. Dobbins was plodding along close up, with

Eey el Santa Anita second.

Going around into the backstretch Longdaie hit up the
pace, and was soon leading, with Dobbins second and Horn-
pipe third. It the meantime Senator Grady was gradually
dropping out of it. He was dead on his feet before he came
out, and ran under protest all the way.
The pace grew red hot as the field swung into the straight-

away for home. Dobbins came with a rush into the lead,
with Hornpipe flying close behind and the Western crack a
close third. They passed the last furlong pole in this order,
Dobbins in the meantime having increased his lead to a length
and a half.

Then it became a question of who would get second money.
Taral, seeing the Westerner at his throatIatch,began to swing
the whalebone into Hornpipe's ribs,but the Baldwin colt hung
on like a hound to the neck of a stag. Van Kuren is not a

strong finisher and he could not get his horse up to save his
head. He pounded and fiddled away for dear life, but the
Keene horse got the place by a neck. Gwendolyn, the 100 to
1 shot, was fourth, and Senator Grady was a bad last.

Dobbins1 win netted $33,850 for Mr. Croker.
The first event of to-day was the final installment of the

double event run on the first day of the meeting. Waltzer
was favorite at 13 to 10, with Keenan second choice at 5 to 1.

Cesarion held at 6 to 1.

Waltzer was first away from the flag, but was nipped on
the first quarter by Caesarion, and coming around to the
straightaway Casarion was leading by two lengths, with
Waltzer second.

Everybody but Doggett took the whip at the furlong post.

Griffin was not strong enough to hold Waltzer's head up, and
the horse swerved all over the track, losing ground at every
stride. Gesarion increased his lead to four lengths,and held
it to the finish. Sir Galahad came away at the finish and
beat Waltzer a length for second place.

The best event of the day was a steeplechase over the full

course. Ecarte was favorite in the betting, but failed to win
the trick. Eodman won, with St. John second, and Luck-
now third. Summer Breeze, Iron Duke and Westmoreland
fell. Wright, the rider on Summer Breeze, was painfully
cut, but noT seriously injured. Horton and Eowan escapeel
without injury.

First race, Futurity Course—Qeserion won, Sir Galahad
second, Waltzer third. Time, 1:12.

Second race, Futurity Course—Glenmoyne won, Ajax sec-
ond, Weinberg third. Time, 1:10 2-5.

Third race, mile and an eighth—Henry of Navarre won,
Herald second, Eedskin third. Time, 1:55.

Fourth race, Eealization Stakes, mile and five furlongs

—

Dobbins won, Hornpipe second, Eey "1 Santa Anita, 2 to 1,

third. Time, 2:55.

Fifth race, mile—Tom Skidmore won, Captain T. second,
Gogebic third. Time, 1:41 4-5.

Sixth race, abut two miles—Rodman won, St. John sec-

ond, Luckenow third. Time, 5:10.

Santa Clara Agricultural Society.

A meeting of the Directors of the San Mateo and Santa

Clara County Agricultural Association and of the Santa

Clara Valley Agricultural Society was held at the Board of

Trade rooms yesterday afternoon for the purpose of further

considering the speed programme.

The conditions relating to the barring of horses, trotting

or pacing, out of their respective classes was changed to read

as follows

:

41 In the 2:18, 2:21, 2:24, 2:27, 2:30 and 2:40 trotting races
and the 2.14, 2:20 and 2:30 pacing races a horse entered in

any of them making a record equaling any faster class on or
before September 15, 1894, will receive a return of his en-
trance money and shall be barred from starting in that class,

but may re-enter on or before September 17, 1894, in his

proper class." The date of closing entries was changed from
July 23d to August 1st, this being on account of the block-
aded condition of the mails.

It was also ordered that a $400 purse be offered for district

four-year-olds, trotting, for the get of the following horses,

viz.:

Eros, Treewood, Bismarck, Eoyal George, Nutwood Boy,
Orion, King William, Tommy T:, Stranger, John Sevenoaks,
Colonel Benton, Wilmington, Dick Patchen, Baywood,
Fleewood, Billy ThomhiU, Ampian, |Magic, Monte, Chan-
cellor, Kutgrove, Prince Albert, Alex. Graham, Designer,
Cyrus E.. Harry Almont, Rea's Nutwood, Boodle, Elect,

Mambrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna, Brown Jug, Menlo,
C. W. S., Henderson's Henry, S. B. Emerson, Carr's Mam-
brino, Prince Warwick, Henry Burr, Antinous, Almont
Patchen, Electric Light, Argent, Delmas, Eollie H., Hay-
ward's May Boy, Doemsky's May Boy, Dawn, Boswell Jr.,

Prince Wilkes, Silver Bow, Administer, Election, Ward B-,

Hazelwood, Alpheus, Anteros, Nutwood, Messenger Almont,
Wild Boy, Director H., Captain Alto.

The Secretary was instructed to call a meeting of life mem-
bers of the Agricultural Society to be held at Eutherford
Hall, July 18th, at 2 P. H., for the purpose of devising and
adopting ways and means for liquidating the indebtedness of

the society.—Mercury, Sunday, July 8,
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THE PORTLAND MEETING.

Big Crowds See Excellent Sport—Californians
to the Front.

SECOND DAY—MONDAY, JULY 2.

Jennie Deane, Colonel K. R., Lou Lane and Kittitas

Ringer were the winners yeterday at Irvington Park, says

the Oregonian.The Ranger's performance did not remove very

much of the mystery with which rumor has so generously

clothed him. He started in his first race and won it in three

straight heats, but at no time was be forced to expose the

phenomenal speed with which he is said to be abundantly

equipped. His fastest mile was paced in 2:21, and all he did

to relieve the curiosity of a big crowd of spectators was to

convince them that he could have covered the distance in

much less time had his driver so desired, aod that he was a

steady horse with plenty of stamina. So he will carry most

of his original mystery into the East, where he may be dis-

robed of some of it.

Unless U be the opening day of a meeting. Monday is never

expected to be much of a day at the races, so far as attend-

ance is concerded, but the throng to-day was large enough

and sufficiently " blooded" to more than satisfy the manage-

ment. An eighty in-the-shade temperature, unrelieved by

wind, was conducive to record-breaking, and helped the wet-

goods privilege, and in the betting ring there were no com-

plaints of dull business. Every race was a subject for guess-

ing. Where anything like a "cinch" for first money ap-

peared, the equine cause of it was promptly barred from the

pools, and the selling proceeded on second place. The Port-

land Military Band was therein full numerical strength, and

A: intervals freighted the stilly atmosphere with harmony

from popular composers.

In the opening race, a three-quarters running dash, selling,

the starters were : Jones & Payne's aged br m Raindrop, 100

pounds; Tarlen Bros.' three -year-old b ui Verdi Paul, 103
pounds; Colusa Stable's three- year-old b c Zamlocb, 10b"

pounds; Zeke Abrahams' three-year-old ch f Jennie Deane,
99 pounds ; J. W. Hoag's two-year-old ch f Model, S6

pounds ; Bailey & Bowley's five-year-old ch m Lonnie B.,

105 pounds; N. S. Hall's five-year-old b g St. Croix, 10S
pounds; L. Whitmore's four-year-old b f Mowitza, 110
pounds. St. Croix was first choice at $20, bringing $10 for

Lonnie B., $10 for Raindrop and $10 for the field. Starter

Brown sustained his reputation by getting the horses away in

close urder on the first trial. Jennie Deane started the run-

ning, and led almost to the half pole, where Zamloch and
Raindrop took the leadership in the order given, and held it

until the homestretch was turned. Then Z imloch faded and
Raindrop was overtaken within the distance by Jennie, who
won by a nose in 1:16, Raindrop second and the favorite a

bad third. Mutuels paid $27 46. St. Croix was never as con-
spicuous in the race as he was in the betting. The winner's

selling price was $1,200.

Six of the eight entries in the 2:40 trot went to the pole.

They were Oscar Wills' b g Jack the Ripper, by Roscoe, dam
by Scamperdown ; L. C. McCormack's blk m Juniper, by
Adirondack, dam by Kisbar; Sam Casto's rn s Kismont, ny
Altamont, dam by Kisbar ; S. C. Tryon's br s Col. K. R., by
Bay Rose, dam Addie E.; E. J. Young'6 ch m Lily McCarty,
by Dick Flarity, dam unknown ; R. S. Brown's b m Rayon-
etta, by Anteeo, dam by Debonaire. Col. K. R. was really

the only horse in this race. He won it handily in three

straights, and got into the list by trotting his first mile in

2:29. In the betting for the race and the first heat he was a

hot favorite at $20, with Rayonetta bringing $S, and the field

$10. In the first heat Lily McCarthy had the pole and held

it until she was well along the backstretch, where she went
out of gait, and also threw Kismont out, but the latter was
first to recover. When he resumed trotting the favorite was
close bebiud him, but he held his lead to the seven-eighths

pole, where the Colonel streaked out and won with ease in

2:29. Jack the Ripper and Juniper were shut out, and Ray-
onetta barely saved herself from similar expulsion. For the
second heat the horse with a military title was a 3 to 1 favor-

ite against the field. He traveled easily to the half, where
he just shook himself loose from Kismont and Lily and trot-

ted home in 2:31 i. There was no selling for the third heat,

which the Cjlonel captured in 2:33. First heat mutuals paid
$11.60 ; second, $7.75 ; third, $6.70.

SUMMAEY.
(JolouelK. R., by Bay Rose—Addle E Ill
KiBmoot 2 2 3
Lily McCarthy 3 3 2
Rayonetta 4 4 4
Jftek the Rippe..r dis
Juniper dis

Time, 2:29, 2:31%, 2:33.

A pacing race for two'year-olds brought out the Witch
Hazel Farm's b c Charlie Woods, by Hambletonian-Mam-
brino—Lumps, and Martin Hallett's b f Lou Lane, by Cceur
d'Alene—by Altamont- The colt was slightly a favorite in

the wagering, which was pretty heavy. The filly won the

race in two straight heats, her time being 2:36^ and 2:37.

She had the speed, and after the first heat moved with a
regularity that her steady-going competitior did not surpass.

First-heat mutuals. paid $12.45 ; second, $7.90.

SUMMARY.
LoulLaue, by Cour d'Aleue—by Altamont 1 1
Charlie Woods 2 2

Time, 2:36%, 2:37.

Then came the 2:30 pace and the mysterious «ntry from
Witch Hazel. The starters were J. E. Kirkland's br m
Little Maid, by Rockwood, dam Pocahontas ; Witch Hazel
Stock Farm's b g Kittitas Ranger, dam unknown

;
Sam Casto's

b g Touchet, by Altamont, dam by C. M. Clay Jr.; H. B.

Miller's br m Juliet, by Tybalt, dam Bid; Steve Aldrich's

ch g Ghsco, by Montana Wilkes, dam by Dalgamo. For the
race and the first heat, Kittitas Ranger sold for $50 against a
$24 field. He was barred in the mutuels, where Touchet was
favored foe the place. The Ranger was nevervpushed to his

full speed at any time in the race, and after the first heat
.interest switched from him to the struggle for second money,
which lay between Touchet and Little Maid. Glasco was
flagged in the initial heat, and Juliet seemed to be satisfied

to exhaust herself in crowding the leader, A feature of the

race was Casto's driving of Touchet at the finish of the second
heat. He almost lifted the horse ahead of Juliet, whose nose
was within a couple of feet of the wire. Mutuels on the
place paid: First heat, $13.60 ; second, $8.05 ; third, $11.85.

SUMMABY.
Kittitas Ranger, b g, untraced Ill
Touchet 3 2 2
Little Maid 2 4 3
Juliet 4 3 4
Glasco 3js

Time, 2:2S, 2:21, 2:24K-

THIRD DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 3d.

Misty Mom, Lonnie B., Clatawa, Nettie Ham and Plunkett
were the first-money winners yesterday at Irvington, says the

Oregonian of Wednesday, the 4th. It was a pretty even dis-

tribution of the honors between California and Oregon, this

State capturing two harness events and one run. While no
records were fractured, the time, as a rule, was up to the

average made at a spring meeting. Speed grows apace with

the racing season, aod some of the horse3 which are now
unable to trot or pace into the list will be working in the low

twenties before this year is out. Four or five days of baking

weather have made the Irvington track faster than it was
when the beil rang for the first race, to which fact may be

partly attributed the gradually improving speed of the horses

exercised upon it.

There were several features on yesterday's card to explain

the satisfactory attendance. One of them was the 2:13 pace,

which was [unanimously pronounced a splendid contest, in

spite of the fact that its result was not entirely favorable to

Oregon. Then the was the starting of a field of fine running

horses in front of the grand stand, where all the novices

could get an idea of how the flyers looked when they were

ready for the fray, and the initiated were given opportunity

lo inspect Mr. Brown's peculiar method of getting them away.

In the betting-ring there was a new-fangled medium of spec-

ulation, labelled " combination pools," which, proved to be

both interesting and instructive to all, peculiarly profitable

to some and expensive lo others. King Thomas, the $40,000

running horse, was exhibited on the track, and there were

minor attractions, too numerous to classify. Not the least-

talked-about occurrence of the day was the coup made by

the purchasers of four French mutuels on Archie S., the short

horse that won the place in the half-mile running dash.

On a total investment of $20, they cleaned up $399.
The opening event was a half-mile dash for all ages, and

the starters were : Jones & Payne's aged b m Misty Morn,
117 pounds up ; Matlock Bros.' three-year-old br g General
Coxey, 110; S.J. Jones' four-year-old b f Rosebud, 117;
W. Gribble's aged b m Pappoose, 117 ; G-. W. Anderson's
blk g Archie S., 119; William Gilmore's five-year-old b g
Jim Crow, 119. Misty Morn and Rosebud were bracketed,

and the stable sold against the field at the rate of 20 to 8.

For the place Jim Crow was favored. The 6tart was delayed
by Jim Crow's frolicsome conduct at the post, and when they
at last got away in pretty good order he lea the running to

the turn. There he was overtaken by Misty Morn, closely

followed by Archie S., and in that order they finished. Time,
0:50. Mutuels on Misty Morn paid $6.35, and Archie'6
backers for the place drew down $99.75 for each $5 invested.

There were five starters in the mile dash—Jones & Payne's
aged ch h Oregon, 115 pounds up; California Stable's four-

year-old b g Auteuil, 120 ; Z. Abraham's three-year-old ch f

Promise, 100; J. J. Boettger's four-year-old brf Dot tie Reed,

100; Maley & Bowley's five-year-old ch m Lonnie B., 110.

Promise was first choice in the auctions, bringing $20 against

$17 for Lonnie B. and $16 for the field. They got away in

good shape, Lonnie doing the running. She was pushed by
Auteuil to the quarter, where Dottie Reed chipped in and
crowded the leader down the backstretch, the field well

strung out. At the five-eighths post Promise, who had been
laying back and working easy, come up fast and passed Dot-
tie, but was unable to snatch victory from Lonnie, who won
in 1:43*. Mutuels yielded $9.95.

E. J. Jeflery's br g Judge Bloomfield, O. J. Seely's b s

Clatawa, Robert Breeze's g s Tyee and Barrow Bros.' b g
Delin showed up for the 2:29 trot. Clatawa was backed at

$20 to $6 against the field for the first heat, and the betting

at those odds was very lively, as both Delin and Bloomfield

had many admirers. The favorite never led the procession

in the first heat. Bloomfield headed the procession to the

quarter, where he went skyward and relinquished his leader-

ship to Deliu, who held it to the wire, beating Clatawa by
half a length in 2:31^. Tyee got the flag in his face. Mutu-
els, $9.70. Despite his defeat, Clatawa retained favoritism

for the second heat, which he won handily in 2:31£, on

account of Delin breaking at the start. Judge Bloorafield's

bad breaking in the two succeeding heats gave a clear field to

Clatawa and Delin, and the favorite was not pushed very

hard in either of them, both finishes being straggling. His
last mile was trotted in 2:2S£.

SUMMARY.

Trotting, 2:29 class, 3 in 5 ; purse S500.

0. J. Seeley's b h Clatawa, by Daly—by Gen. McClellan 144.... 2 111
Barrow Bros. ' b g Delin, by Multnomah—by Mason Chief 12 2 2

E. J. Jeffery's br g Judge BloomQeld, by Jim Patterson—by
Rockwood 3 3 8 3

1. W Anderson's grh Tyee, bv Connaught—Belle Ward dis

Time, 2:31%, 2:31%, 2:31^, 2:28%.

Mutuels paid 89.70, S6.22, S5.65.

Clatawa is a sisr-year-old bay horse by Daly, dam by Gen.

McClellan. He came from Southern Oregon a green horse,

when he trotted in 2:27-V, and entered the list last week at

Salem. W. M. Mullen, his trainer, declares he is as promis-

ing a horse as was his half-brother, Bonner N. B., when he

dumped the talent last fall at Irvington.

For the trotting race for two-year-olds, only two of the

entries appeared. They were the Witch Hazel Farm's b f

Nettie Ham, by Hambletonian Mambrino, and an Altamont

dam, and Myer & Myers' f s Stam B., by Stamboul—Belle

Medium. The filly was worth 20 to 6 in the pools, and a

surer shot at the odds never faced the judges. Distance was

waived, and it was only that arrangement that enabled the

colt to come up for the second tussle. While Nettie worked

with charming regularity, her competitor pranced and gal-

loped almost from start to finish of the initial heat, and at

one time he was a clear eighth of a mile in her wake. The
time was 2:57^, and mutuels paid $5.95. There was no sell-

ing on the second heat. Woods evidently drove the filly for

a record, for she paid no attention whataver to her rival cur-
vetting far in the rear, and trotted the mile in 2:34£, witho ut
making a bobble.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, for two-year-olds, purse 3500.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b f Nettie Ham, by Hambletonian
Mambrino—by Altamont i i

Myers & Myers' b c Stam B.. by Stamboul—Belle Medium.!.!.'""." 2 2
Time, 2:573^, 2:34%.

Mutnels paid So.95.

It was after six o'clock when the 2:13 pace was called, but
that fact did not prevent a good many people from waiting
there until it was decided. The entries were I. C. Masher's
chg Combination George, Barrow Bros.' blk s Del Norte, R.
S. Brown's b g PJunkett and Myer & Myer's b g Cyrus. Of
the last-mentioned horse a good performance had been ex-
pected, but he showed up in such poor form that the first heat
shut him out of the race. Del Norte was a 20 to 9 favorite
against the field in the betting for the initial brush,and when
he was barred in the mutuals Plunkett was played for the
place. In the first heat there was about a length of daylight
between Combination George, Plunkett and Del Norte, pac-
ing in the order given from the turn to the half-mile post,
where Del Norte overhauled his leaders and took front posi-
tion. Plunkett also passed George, and coming down the
stretch was never more than a length behind Del Norte, who
tapped the wire in 2:15^—the fastest mile in the race. Del
Norte's favoritism against the field was increased for the sec-
ond heat, which he lost by losing his gait at the start, and
again at the third turn. Plunkett won the heat in 2;19£,
with George a clear length in his wake and the favorite far
behind at the finish. It seemed to be everybody's race after
that, and the betting was lively, with Del Norte still first

choice by a reduced margin. The third i.eat was between
Del Norte and Plunkett for first race. The latter led by a
length at the first quarter, but matters were evened up at the
half, and il was a hub-and-hub affair until Del Norte bob-
bled, and was a couple of lengths behind when his gait was
resumed. He made a valiant spurt coming down the stretch,
and finished a very short nose in rear of Plunkett, who won
the heat in 2:18*. For the fourth brush, and what proved to
be a final one, Del Norte and Plunkett were even in the bet-
ting. Del Norte broke and faded at the first turn, and
Plunkett finiehed easily in 2:20.

SUMMARY.
Pacing, 2:13 class, 3 in 5, purse S600.

R. S. Brown's b g'Plunkett, by Strathearn—by Bulger 2 111
Barrow Bros.' blk h Del Norte, by Altamont—Belle Price... 13 2 2
I. C. Mosher's ch g Combination George, breeding un-

known .-. 3 2 3 3
Myers & Myers's b g Cyrus, by Capt. Webster, breeding un-

known „ dis

Time, 2:15^. 2:19%, 2:18%, 2:20.

Plunkett is a bay gelding, by Strathearn—by Bulger, and
came from California with a mark of 2:13 to his credit.

FOURTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, JULY 4.

Fully 8,000 people entered the gates of Irvington Park

yesterday afternoon says the Oregonian of Thursday. While
about one-half of them crowded the grand stand until every

inch of its standing room was occupied, the remainder

jostled and petspired on terra firma, jammed the betting-ring

and the wet-goods emporium, hung themselves over the

fences or dawdled around the stalls. It was the largest as-

semblage ever seen at a race meeting in Oregon—at least,

such was the opinion of every turfite who was there in per-

son, and very few of them in this city were to be found else-

where while the sport was in progress. While it was not en-

tirely a spirit of patriotism that prompted the mammoth at-

tendance, neither Uncle Sam nor the eagle was utterly

ignored in the proceedings. National bunting decorated the

large buildings; there was a special Fourth of July purse

hungup for bangtails, who have yet to see their fourth Fourth,

and the band was not chary of selections remindful of the

day's significance to lovers of human freedom and untram-

meled pursuit of happiness.

Of incidents there was no lack to keep the great throng in-

terested. Everybody laughed at the collapse of the hopes

built by the presumptuous California horse Haverly, who
came up here possessed of the idea that he could push our
own Kittitas Ranher to his full speed. Then there was a little

tragedy in the f^ll of a horse and his jockey, and the serious

injury to both, almost in front of the stand, while the 16,000

eyes were straining at the race. There was a mingling of the

ludicrous and the annoying in the pettish^nd sulky behavior
of Flora S-, another California quadruped who encountered
disappointment. An Alene's entrance to the 2:30 list was
something that tickled the horsemen, while it did not create

any palpable excitement among the uninitiated. These and
many other occurrences made the day a memorable one for

all who spent a portion of its latter half at Irvington. It was
after 8 o'clock when the final heat of the last race was de-

cided, but even then there were enough people present to

compose an average attendance at any other speeding in the

Pacific Northwest.
When the 2:24 pace was called, at 12:30 o'clock, three

horses responded—the Witch Hazel Farm's b g Kittitas Ran-
ger, R. S. Brown's ch s Haverly and S. Aldrich's ch g Glas-

co. The Ranger was favorite at 3 to 1 odds, and Haverly
found favor as second choice. In the first beat the Ranger
led from start to finish, beating Haverly by a long bead in

2:21 f. The judges put Sam Casto behind Haverly for the

second heat, but the substitution did not improve matters, as

the horse broke repeatedly and finished third. Kittitas won
the brush in the ridiculously extended time of 2:29A. In

the third heat Wood drove the Ranger to get home in 2:20,

but was half a second short of getting there in time. At no

time was the race interesting after the Ranger's superiority

was established.
SUMMARY.

Pacing, 2:24 class, three in five, purse S500.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b g Kittitas Ranger, breeding un-
known Ill

R. S. Brown's ch h Haverly, by Kansas Central—Puss 2 3 2

S. Aldrich's ch g Glasco, by Montana Wilkes—by Dalgano 3 2 3

Time, 2:21%, 2:20>£, 2:21%.

Mutuels paid S6.7£ S11.65, 39.75.

The Ranger is of unknown pedigree, and will go on the

Montana circuit with a 2:20* mark to his credit.

For the four and a half furlongs selling run halfadozen

bangtails went to the post. They were J. B. White'e gr

Vulcan, 106 pounds; N. S, Hall's ch f Norlee, S7
; W,
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Brown's ch m Annie Moore, 98 ; Maley & Bowley's br h Hal
Fisher, 107; Phil Painter's br h George Dixon, 102, and B.

B. Martin's br g Jim JR., 112. All the entries were aged,

with the exception of Norlee, a three-year-old, who sold tirst

choice, and Jim R. second, against the field. After a loog

delay at the post the horses got away in fair order. Jim R.

made the running to the last turn, with Fisher and Annie
Moore closely flaaking him. At the seven-eighths pole An-
nie went to the front, winning br a clear length, Hal Fisher

second, Jim R. third. Time, 0:56.1. The favorite was last

to start and tinish. Mutuels on the field paid $15.75. Norlee
is by Prince of Norfolk, dam by Leinster, and her selling

price was $700.

A trio of three-year-olds started for the Ladies' Fourth of

July purse of $400, one and one-eighth miles. N. S. Hall's

ch c Last Chance, with 122 pounds, was a 2 to 1 favorite

against the field, comprising the Colusa stables' b c Zamloch,
also carrying 122 pounds, and Garland & Ramsdell's ch f

Normandie, with a five-pound advantage in weight. The
favorite acted so badly al the post that the starter was obliged

to take him from the outside position and give him the pole,

drawn by Zamloch. Then they got away nicely at the first

trial. Coming up to the stand Zamloch's rider, Clancey,

either forced or was carried by the horse to the pole before

he was fairly clear of Last Chance, who was knocked down
by the collision and rolled twice over his jockey. Zamloch
and Normandie ran the race out, the latter finishing first in

2:03. Last Chance and Jockey Weaver were removed from
the track, the colt with a badly sprained leg and the rider

with a broken collar *v>ne and numerous less serious injuries.

While the collision was unfortunate, it was undoubtedly un-
intentional, as Zamloch's rider stood just as much chance of

being hurt as the boy who went down. Mutuels on the race

paid $42.15.

Adam Fisher's b m Pearl Fisher, P. J. Mann's b h Altao
and Meyers A Meyers' r m Flora S., were the starters in the
2:18 trot. For the first heat, Altao was first choice at $40,
against $10 apiece for Flora and Pearl. The California mare's
penchant for obstinacy, as displayed in her previous race
here, operated against her in the odds-making, and subsequent
developments showed that she was deserving of her reputa-
tion. Altao behaved very badly in the first heat, and Flora
trotted with clockwork regularity, winning by a head in

2:21, Pearl Fisher second. For the second heat Altao was a
$20 to $12 favorite against the field, because the talent knew
that a mile's work was nearly always needed to get him down
to steady going. Flora led him to the quarter, where she
went ofl her feet, and after that the Altamont had no compe-
tition in front of him. He trotted the mile in 2:20i, Flora
second. Again it was Altao against the field, with the odds
enhanced. When brought out to score, Flora was possessed
by one of her sulky fits. She was so utterly unmanageable
and delayed the start so long, that the judges sent away her
rivals without her. They were close company for half a mile,
when Pearl broke and lost about ten lengths, from which dis-

advantage she did not recover. Altao's time was 2:21. There
was no betting on -the fourth heat, which Altao made a final

by leading the mare from itart to finish in 2:21.

SUMMARY.

Trotting, 2:18 class, purse £700.

P. J. Mann's b h Altao. by Altamont—by Pathfinder 2 111
Adam Fisher's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—by Kisber 3 3 2 2
Myers & Myers' rn m Flora S., by Dexter Prince—untraced.. 1 2 left

Time, 2:21, 2:20}£, 2:21, 2:21.

Mutuals paid $7.45, 87.90, 36.40, S7.

Altao's best mile this season was 2:20, made last Saturday.
In the 2:30 trot for three-year-olds four youngsters began

the race, but only two of them finished it. The entries were
the Witch Hazel Farm's g s Carl Carne, John Sperry's b m
Nancy Lee, J. C. Masher's blk m An Alene, and Myers &
Myers' b m Red Nutling. The last-named was the only
California representative in the race, and in the betting on
the race and the first heat he was a 2 to 1 fayorite against the
field. That she was either out of racing form or in company
much too fast for her was shown before the first half-mile was
trotted. Carl Carne remained on even terms with her in the
lead until the second half was entered, when she went up and
allowed both the trailers to pass her. Carl worked very
steadily while his rivals were indulging in all kinds of prances,
and won the heat in 2:36*, Nutling second, An Alene third
and Nancy Lee shut out. An Alene showed such good form
and speed in her initial brush that she was a 2 to 1 buy
against Nulling and the field for its successor. With Carl
Carne she made the race all the way around, winning in
2:29| and entering the list, Carne second, Nutling distanced.
For the third heat there was no public selling, owing to the
lateness of the hour, but in the private speculation the mare
was favorite. She showed her quality in that heat by filling
up a 12-length gap in two-eighths of a mile, and winning by
a very short nose. She lost the fourth by making a bad
bobble in the backstretch, and repeating it at the home turn,
and she was assisted in winning the final and the race by Carl
making a couple of breaks.

SUMMARY.
Trotting. 2:30 class, three- year olds, puree 8500.

i
I Mosbert b f An Alene, by C-nur d' Alene—by Chance.. 2 112 1

Wllch Hazel Stock Farm's oh c Carl Carne, by Hambleton-
laii Mambrlno— l.v Confederate Chief 1 2 "> 1 2

Mver* ,t Myers' b m Red Nulling, by Red Wilkes—by Nut-
wood 3 di9

John Sperry's b f Nancy I^e, by l.emont— by Deadshot ... 4 dr
Time. 2:86^, 2:29^, 2:34^, 2:35, 2:32%.

Mutuels paid 827.15, 810.85.

An Alene is by Our d'Alene. and has been a promising
fill; since her babyhood.
A pretty exhibition was given between heats by Mme.

Dilhanand her trained mare Caprice. The intelligent ani-
m:tl ihowed nine difierent gaits, and the costume worn by the
fair rider was admired by the lady spectators.

FIFTH DAY—THURSDAY. JCLY 5.

Oregon ciairaed all of the five triumphs yesterday after-

noon atlrvington Park, and California did not dispute the
claim, says the Morning Oregonian of Saturday. The first

moneys went to Black Prince, Raindrop, Baby Rut'j, Com-
bination George and Juliet, each of whom owes primal alle-

giance to this State. Their respective performances were
creditable enough to have been witnessed by a larger crowd
of spectators, but after the monster attendance the previous
ilay much of the throng could not reasonably have been ex-

pootol. Thare was a sufficient number of people present,

however, tositlsfy the ooooeaiionaires—and that is saying a

|fi)j in dworiptioopf the ngmerM strength of fjip

assemblage. There was no lack of interest in the racing, as

was manifested by the liveliness of the betting. Most of the

favorites won.

In the grandstand and among the horsemen there was con-

siderable discussion of the unfortunate accident the previous

day, by which the colt Last Chance and his rider was so badly

injured. A rumor that the boy had died at the hospital was

in circulation yesterday morning, but its falsity was proven

by inquiry at the institution. He is suffering from a broken

collar-bone and several bruises on his body and limbs, but the

surgeons say he will be fit to don the pigskin again before this

racing season expires. The colt has a badly sprained knee

and a dislocated jaw, which may make his retirement from

the track permanent. That the collision was an accident,

which no man could prevent, is the opinion of all the disin-

terested horsemen who witnessed it, among them the starter

and judges of the race. Clancy, the lad who rode the horse

that ran into Last Chance, declares that he was unable to

hold back his fiery mount. Other jockeys affirn that no sane

rider, however expert he might be, would undertake to do

what Clancey says he was forced to do. The risk of life would
be too great.

There was some talk, also, of Starter Brown being unnec-
essarily cruel to the horses at the post, and it was reported
that some well-meaning person or persons had notified the

humane society to that effect. Mr. Brown denied the asser-

tion. He said it is sometimes impossible for any starter to

get a field of mettlesome horses away on anything like even
terms without employing the whip on the most unruly ones,

and that he never inflicts punishment when it can possibly

be avoided. Some of the jockeys and owners declare, on
the other hand, that Mr. Brown does not confine his chastis-

ing process to using the lash, but frequently utilizes the han-
dle of the whip as an instrument of torture. The matter may
be aired in court.

H. Summerfield's blk h Black Prince, with 122 pounds up,

was the talent's first choice for the quarter-mile dash. He was
quoted at $20 against $6 for the Colusa Stable's aged blk m
Lulu B , carrying 117 pounds, and $5 for a field embracing
F. M. Starkey's aged ch g Cyclone, 119, and O. P. Mozey's
aged ch g Arago, 119. It was a splendid scurry, Black Prince
beating Lulu B. by a bare nose, Cyclone third. Time, 0:23£.

Black Prince is by Captain Jenks, dam unknown. Mutuels
paid $12.15
The starters in the five and a half furlongs run, selling,

were: W. M. Kayes' aged b m Undine, carrying 100
pounds; Tartar Bros.' three-year-old b f Verda Paul, 91

;

Maley & Bowley's five-year-old ch m Lonnie B., 110; J. B.
White's aged gr g Vulcan, 104, and Jones & Payne's aged
br m Raindrop. Raindrop was favorite at $20, Lonnie B.,

$12, field $5. They got away on the first trial, Verda Paul
doing the running to the home turn, with Vulcan at her
flank and the favorite mixed up with the swarm. Raindrop
slid to the front with apparent ease at the seven-eighths post,

however, and led the procession under the wire, Vulcan sec-

ond, Undine third. Time, 1:09. Raindrop is by Ophir

—

Neyella. She was bid in at $110 by her owners. Mutuels
paid $10.10.

There were six starters in the special half-mile run open
to two-year-olds bred in Oregon, Washington, Idaho or Mon-
tana. Matlock Bros., of Pendleton, were represented by the
ch f Baby Ruth, and the b f Henrietta ; Jones & Payne, of
Gervais, entered the bay fillies Little Ella ann Queen of the
Roses; A. M. Allen, of The Dalles, hoped to win first money
with the gr g Good Friday, and Louis Whitmore, of Fair-
view, Wash., pinned his hopes upon the b f Token. Each of
the youngsters was freighted with 118 pounds. The Matlock
Stable sold 2 to 1 against the field, and the betting was light.

Never was a field of two-year-olds got away in better shape.
They were bunched to the three-quarters, where Baby Ruth
and Henrietta took the running and held it in the order
named to the finish, Little Ella third. Time, 0:51. Queen
of the Roses was a bad trailer the entire distance. Baby
Ruth is by Villard—Lady Duffy, and Henrietta was sired by
Leon, dam Rapetta. Mutuals on the Matlock Stable yielded
$7.50.

I. C. Mosher's ch g Combination George, S. O. Tryon's b s

Hanford Medium and R. S. Brown's ch g Haverly showed
up for the 2:18 class pace. It was Hanford Medium's first

public appoarance in Portland, and whatever fears of his
prowess may have been entertained by the local talent were
dispelled by his performance in the introductory brush. Com-
bination George opened a favorite at $20, against $7 for Han-
ford and $5 for Haverly. Distance was waived. Haverly
broke at the start and George led Hanford by about four
lengths from the quarter to the seven-eighths, where the Cali-
fornia horse tried hard to close the gap, but went off his feet.

George won the heat in 2:21}, and as he went under the wire
Haverly was beyond the distance. Mutuals paid $7.15.
George retained his 2 to 1 favoritism against the field for

the second heat, but lost it by breaking at the first turn and
almost getting to a standstill at the quarter, where the un-
usual spectacle of all the horses in the race indulging in a
gallop was witnessed. Haverly was first to reach the half,

but Hanford soon overtook him and won easily in 2:24. Mu-
tuels, $7.65. In that heat Hanford was the steadiest horse,
and he went to the post a favorite for the third brush at odds
of 3 to 2 against the field. He disappointed his new admirers
however, by indulging in a gallop that got him s»t back to
third place, although he finished second. Combination
George was never headed iu the heat, winning it in 2:23£.
Mutuels, $6.40. George's performance restored him to fa-

voritism for the fourth heat, which he won handily in 2:24.

SUMMARY.
2: IS class pace.

I'ombination George, uutraeed. 13 11
Hanford Medium 2 13 2
Haverly.. „ 3 2 2 3

Time, 2:22^, 2:24, 2'23>£, 2:24.

Combination George's unruly behavior in the second heat
drew down upon his driver and owner a reprimand from the
j udge.

Four horses scored up for the special pacing lace. They
wereH. R. Miller's br m Juliet, J. E. Kirkland's brm Little
Maid, L. Lindsey's b g Harry M., and S. Aldrich's ch g
Glasco. Harry M. was the only unknown quantity in the
contest. Juliet was post favorite at $20, against a $10 field.

In this race also the flag was barred. Harry made the pacing
to the quarter, where Little Maid closed up and was on even
terms with him to the half, Juliet a close trailer. At the

fiyp-pigtykl poaf JJarry went pff bis feet and £hen Juliet and

Maid made a pretty race to the turn, where the former went
to pieces and enabled the Maid to win the heal easily in
2:26i, Juliet second, Glasco third, and Harry M. a bad last.

Mutuels yielded $33.25—the biggest output of the day.
Juliet remained first choice at 2 to 1, and she was never
headed by anything in the second inning, which she won in

2:25}. Her admirers in the mutuels got $7.05 on each $5 in-

vestment. After that there was little or no betting, and
Juliet won two more heats in succession and the race.

1 l

SUMMARY.
Pacing, special race, purse 5500.

H. B. Miller's brm Juliet, by Tybalt—Bid 2
J. E. Kirkland's br m Little Maid, by Rockwood—Poca-

hontas : 12 2 2
L. Lindsey's b g Harry M., by Priam—by Napa 4 4 3 3
S. Alrich's ch g Glasco, by Montana Wilkes—by Dalgano.. 3 3 4 d

Time, 2:26%, 3:2-i>£, 2:25. 2:26%.

Mutuels paid $33.25, $7.05, $6.35.

The race lost much interest after the second heat, where
Juliet so plainly showed that she held a " cinch."

SIXTH DAT—FRIDAY, JULY 6.

California won glory and money yesterday at Irvington

Park, says the Morning Oregonian of Friday. She captured

the only two harness races and one of the three runs, the re-

maining honors being equally divided between Oregon and
Washington. The crowd was big and the betting brisk,

which made this state's humiliation the more keen. But there

was no lack of compensation for the hurting of local pride-

Every one of the five contests was a horse race in the fullest

and fairest sense of the term. Only two of the favorites

—

Black Prince and Colonel R. K.—landed the money, the dis-

appointment manufacturers being Mowitza, Maud Patchen

and Anthem. Mowitza was not even dreamed of as a winner*

Maud Patchen had been regarded as so much filling-up stuff,

and Auteuil found favor only with his owner and rider. The
way in which the talent was scooped by those three horses

deserved the pathetic description which paucity of space

forbids. The people who refrained from gambling on the re-

sults found plenty to claim their attention in other channels.

An incident entitled to mention was the bungling way in

which the horses were started in the mile run. Starter Brown
and the park management had some misunderstanding, which

resulted iu the former's abrupt resignation, and the man who
took his place made the judges.the jockeys and the spectators

weary by his dilatoriness in getting away the six bangtails in

the mile dash. For forty minutes he had been cavorting and

balking and prancing and kicking, and then Judge LaRue
was compelled to read the rules to him. If the rules had not
been perused that start might still be pending.

Six short horses materialized for the three-eighths mile
dash. They were R. Banfield's b g Dick Turpin, with 119
pounds up; F. M. Starkey's ch g Cyclone, 119 ; William Gil-
more's b g Jim Crow, 119; W.Gribble's b m Pappoose, 117

;

G. W. Anderson's br g Archie S., 119, and H. Summerville's
blk h Black Prince, 122. Jim Crow, a five-year-old, was the
only unaged horse in the race. Witn his extra handicap-
ping Black Prince was Irst choice at $30, Clclone $15, and
the field $9. The favorite led from post to wire, finishing
in 0:37, Cyclone second, Archie S. third. Mutuels $7.75.

Jones & Payne's aged br m Raindrop, with 107 pounds up,
was a 2-to-l favorite against the field for the mile selling race.
Her competitors were Matlock Bros.' three-year-old ch f Liz-
zie M., 98 pounds; J.J. Boettger's four-year-old b f Dottie
Reed, 111 ; W. M. Kayes, aged b ra Undine, 101 ; P.Sieben-
thaler's aged ch h Sheridan, 109, and Louis Whitmore's
four-year-old b f Mowitza, 102. They spent forty minutes at

the post, and when they got away Raindrop was in the lead
and held it to the three-eightbs, where Mowitza moved up
from the bunch of trailers and ran neck-and-neck with the
favorite to the half, where she took the pole and held it to

the finish. A very pretty finish it was. Coming into the
stretch Dottie Reed joined the vanguard, and a common
blanket could have covered the three horses as they went
under the wire, Dottie beating Raindrop for tbe place by the
slimmest shadow of a nose. Time, 1:44. Mutuels on the field

paid $32.45. Mowitza is by Coloma—Lucy S., and was not
regarded as dangerous in the race. She was bid in by her
owner for $500.

Of the eleven original entries for the 2:33 trot only half a
dozen faced the judges. Colonel K. R., a brown gelding en-
tered and driven by S. C. Tryon, was favorite against the
field, which embraced E. J. Jeffery'sbrg Judge Bloomfield,
Merritt & McDonough's b g Jack the Ripper, Lute Lindsey's
b gSpringstein, O. J. Seeley'sb h Clatawa, and Myers & My-
ers' b m Rossie Moore. In the post betting the Colonel was
first choice at $20, Clatawa bringing $14, and the field $8.
The Colonel proved himself worthy of the esteem in which
the talent held him, for he led the procession in the first heat
all the way around, coming under the wire in 2:31, with Cla-
tawa a good second, and Judge Bloomfield beyond the dis-

tance. Mutuels paid $15.35. The Colonel was then a 2-to-l

favorite against the field. He broke at the first turn, and Jack
the Ripper set the pace until he was leaving the backstretch,
when the favorite regained his leadership and held it to the
finish, closely pushed by Rossie, whose effort reduced the
time to 2:27. Mutuels paid $7.60, and there was no betting
for either race or heat after that. In the third heat the Col-
onel was forced by Clatawa to go to the distance in 2:25|

—

the best mile he ever made in Portland. Rossie lost her feet

at the start and was a trailer throughout.

SHMMARY..

Colonel K. R.. by Bay Rose—Addie E Ill
Clatawa 2 4 2"

Rossie Moore 3 2 5
Sprhtfjsteln 4 5 3
Jack the Ripper 5 3 4
Judge Bloomfield dis

Time, 2:31, 2:27, 2:25X.

It was the Colonel's second victory at this meeting. He
won the 2:40 class trot last Saturday, when his bes* time was
2:29. Bay Rose sired him, and Addie E. was his dam. Clat-
awa's driver, McMullen, was chagrined over the result, and
declared that Oregon's colors would have been upheld if his
horse had not gone lame early in the race.

Iu several respects, the 2:22 class trot was a remarkable
race. The favorite was shut out in the second heat, aad the
contest was won by a mare rated in the early selling at about
$2 in a $40 pool. She started with a 2:23 mark, and on it

with a 2:19$ record, which went to show that she was very
carefully handled by her backers and pushed very hard by
her rivals, Jh© etarfere were William JFrazer's br glfamr
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rock, Sam Casto's b m Pearl Fisher, the Witch Hazel Farm's

gr m Anita, P. J. Mann's blk g Truemont and S. C. Tryon's

b m Maud Patchen. Truemont was first choice at $20,

Pearl Fisher $16, 6eld $10. Truemont was clearly out of

form, for he behaved so obstreperously as to get fourth place

in the first heat and shut out in the second. After the open-

ing burst, the talent tried to hedge by pinning their faith to

Pearl Fisher, who had finished a close second after closing a

wide gap, but she was clearly outspeeded by the California

mare, who trotted in two heats in 2:22 and 2:21. There was

no gambling on the third heat, which Maud rolled off handily

in 2:19J. Mutuels on each of the speculative heats paid

about two for one. Pearl Fisher trotted steadily in the third,

and it was Casto's hard driving of her that forced the winner

to ber mark.
8USQLA.RY.

2:22 class trot.

Maud Patcnen, by Idaho Patchen, dam by Gen. Reno 1 1 1

Pearl Fisher 2 2 l

Anita %\ \
Hamrock ? * °

Truemont 4 tus

Time, 2;22, 2:21, 2:1^4-

Maud Patchen is by Idaho Patchen, dam by General Reno.

She performed here a couple of years ago, but at that time

did nothing to entitle her to special notice.

Hayes & White's five-year-old gr g Vulcan, Zeke Abra-

ham's four-year old b g Green Hock, N. S. Hall's aged b g
Longwell and the California Stable's four-year-old b g Auteuil

went to the post for the hurdle race, one and one-eighth

miles, with five jumps. Longwell was the favorite, selling at

$20, against $S for Auteuil and $6 for the field. Vulcan led

over the first hurdle, with the others bunched, and in that

order they passed the stand. At the second hedge they were

Rtrung out, Vulcau leading and Auteuil a close second, the

favorite trailing. Green Hock went up in the clear and was

first to clear the third fence, Vulcan second, Auteuil third

and Loogwell steadily losing ground. In that order they

leapad the two remaining hurdles, and in the dash for home,

Auteuil took the lead and was first to finish, Green Hock
second, Vulcan third. Time, 2:07 £. Auteuil is by John

Happy, dam Jess.

Last Day's Results.

Portland (Or.), July 7.—To-day was the last day of the

spring meeting of the Portland Speed and Driving Associa-

tion at Irving Park. The best time made was by Del Norte,

2;14J, in the free-for-all pace. Following are the summa-
ries :

Half a mile—Norlee won, Jim R. second, Cyclone third.

Time, 0:48*.

Mile and a sixteenth—Normaudie won, Dottie Reed sec-

ond, Mowitza thire. Time. 1:47.

Pacing, three-year-olds—Touchet won, Altawood second,

Stanwix third. Best time, 2:22.

Pacing, free for all— Pluakett won, DsJ Norte second, Cy-

rus third. Best time, 2:14£.

Owing to the failure of Lakewood to come up, a long time
was spent in scoring. Finally the trotters got away. As in

the race the day before. Jennie Wren proved too swift for

Lady Harper, although the latter finished a very close sec-

ond, with Bikal third and Susie fourth. Lakewood was not
in the race from start to finish for some reason, although
many claimed he was a very swift horse and was a sure win-

ner. He was distanced, however, as far up as the five-eighths

post. The positions in the second and third heats were the
same, except that Susie was distanced in the second. Jennie
Wren secured first monev, Lady Harper second and Bikal
third. Time, 2:36}, 2:37£* 2:34|.

The latter race was for trotting or pacing buggy horses

owned in Vacaville township, mile heats, three in five, purse

$50. Four horses came to the wire in this race : Sam Mc-
Gill, by H. A. Bissford, Lena Hawley, by D. G. Hawkins,
Starlight, by Sam Bentley, and Dot, by J. M. Bassford Jr.

Lena Hawley and Sam McGill were quite evenly matched
in the first heat, and finished very close with Hawley in the

lead. The other two were distanced. Lena Hawley secured
the next two heats aud first money.—Vacaville Reporter.

The Sin Jose Driving Olub.

Vacaville Horse Races.

At a meeting of the Driving Club on Monday evening there

were present Directors Dr. H. A. Spencer (President), Jas-

per Babcock, F. M. Barkholder,' H. O.^Hickok, F. J. Bran-

don and C. F. Bunch.

The Secretary's report showed a balance of $272.70.

The Classi6cation Committee reported 'the ^following pro-

gramme for the trotting and pacing matinee to beheld at

Agricultural Park next Saturday ^afternoon, and ..the report

was adopted as presented :

First contest, 2:40 class—J. Snyder's b g Tony, A. E. Mor-
rison's s g Allande, I. A. Hatch's b m Lilly H. and T. W. Bar-

stow's s m Dell.

Second contest, 2:35 class—F. M. Burkholder'sb m Betsy

R. Charles Lynde's blk m Tennie H. and CM. Shortridge's

b m Carrie Benton.
Third contest, three minute class—W. W. Collins' blk m

Hazel, W. D. Van Sieclen's bik g Nig, James A. Kidward's
b m Gipsy K. and S. E. Portal's gr g Jib.

It was ordered that weights be waived, but that the dis-

tance be maintained. All horses will go to road carts except
Burkhoider's Betsy R., who is privileged to go to a bike.

T. W. Hobson, George W. Sill and Jasper Babcock were
appointed judges, and H. G. Cox and H. O. Hickok were ap-

pointed timers with instructions to select the third man.
Much of the evening was consumed in considering the

question of classification, and it is believed that no fault can
be found with the programme adopted.

The matter of purchasing trophies was left in the hands of

the former committee and the employment of help was re-

ferred to the Finance Committee with power to act. The
grand stand will be free as at the last matinee. Membership
tickets and contestants' badges can be obtained at the Secre-

tary's office.—San Jose Mercury.

Owing to the strike on the railroad the attendance at the

summer meeting of the Vac* Valley Driving Association on

the 4tb and 5th of July was not very large. This was ac-

counted for in two ways. First, those residing in other parts

of the county were unable to get here, and second, on account

of the lack of money, caused by the inability of the banks to

secure money from San Francisco to meet the outside drafts

which the fruit growers hold for Eastern sales.

The races, however, were all that could be asked for, and

each one was very hotly contested and sufficiently close to

make them very uncertain aud interesting. As a matter of

fact it was one of the best meetings of the association in this

respect.

The first race on the 4th was for trotting horses in the

three-minute class, mile heats, three in five, for a purse of

$100, free-for-all horses in the district. The horses entered

were Selmay, by M. H. Gidding, Jennie Wren, by F. S.

Jones, Black Tartarian, by J. M. Basssford, Jr., and Lady
Harper, by W. Mastin. Jennie Wren took three straight

heats with Lady Harper a close second at the finish of each

heat. Black Tartarian was a good third. Selmay was dis-

tanced in the s-'cond heat. Time, 2:41J, 2:39£ and 2:38.

The second race was for pacers in the 2:40 class, mile heats,

three in five, for a purse of $150, free forall horses in the dis-

trict. Four horses came to the pole in the race: Nevada
Maid, by Garlichs & Mastin, Nick O'Time, by J. D. Ladd,

Ulatis, by G. W. Long and Tom Thumb, by D. G. Hawkins.
Nick OTime proved to be very lame and was distanced in

the first heat with Nevada Maid first, Ulatis a close second

and Tom Thumb third. Nevada Maid was a big favorite

with the pool buyers and a good deal of money was placed on

her. Thesecond heat changed the aspect somewhat when
Ulatis came under the wire first, with Nevada Maid second,

and Tom Thumb third, and hedging commenced. The third

heat was a repetition of the second with the exception that

Tom Thumb was distanced. After this heat Ulatis became
a strong favorite and her chances of winning looked very

favorable. Both horses got off in good shape and the fourth

heat was hotly contested from start to finish, but Ulatis proved
a little too speedy for Nevada Maid, winning the heat and
race. Best time, 2:37i.

The third race was for running horses, one-half mile and
repeat, for a purse of $75. Five horses came up for this race.

Sbirdy, by Charles Stevenson ; Ben Martin, by H. Hoffman
;

Sir Reginald, by D. O. Clayton ; Early, by O. D. Smith, and
Ida Glenn, by J. R. Nebeker. Fully an hour was required

before the horses were sent off and then the start was any-
thing but even. Ida Glenn came under the wire first with

Shirdy a close second. Sir-Reginald third, Early fourth, and
Ben Martin fifth. The next heat was postponed until Thurs-
day. After scoring several times all the horses got away ex-

cept Ben Martin. After passing the white flag he refused to

go further and was left. Sir Reginald won this heat with
Ida Glenn second. The race was run off* bv these two
horses, with the result that the latter secured first money.
Time, 0:51 i, 0:52"r.

The fourth race was for trotting horses in the 2:45 class,

mile heats, three in five, for a purse of $150. Five horses

were entered for this event : Bikal, by D. G. Hawking, Jen-
nie Wren, by F.S.Jones; Laky Harper, by W. Mastin; Susie,

by J. M, Bassford Jr,, and Lakewood, by J. R. Rocbeford-

Foals of 1894.

Following is a list of foals for 1S94 at the McRae Ranch)
Spring Valley, San Diego Co.:

Bf by Redondo, 2:23, dam Minnie, by Junio, 2:22.

Blkf by Atto Rex, 2:2l|,dam Lady ;Bella, by Whipple's
Hambletonian.
B c by Redondo, 2:23, dam Lady Kohl, by Captain Kohl.
B c by Czar, by Alcazar, 2:20|, dam Daphne, by Buccaneer.

B f by Czar, by Alcazar, 2:20}, dam Yet, by Duke.
B c by Czar, by Alcazar, 2:29}, dam Rosalinda, s. t. b. by

Red Cross. W. B. Prentice.

Following is a list of foals at the Santa Rosa Stock Farm .

B c Almon, by Almonition, dam Grisette, by Steinway.

B f Aralia, by Danger, dam Silver Eye, dam of Ramon,
2:17}, by Abbottsford.

B c Boxer, by Boxwood, dam Dolly, dam'of Daly, 2:15, by
Electioneer.

B f By-Guy, by Guy Wilkes, dam By-By, sister to Lock-
heart, 2:13, by Nutwood.
B f Captivity, by Norris, dam Captive, by Piedmont.
B f Eglantine, b t Bay Rose, dam Pansy, dam of Almoni-

tion, 2:24} and King Orry, 2:21-}, by Cassius M. Clay Jr.

Colt Jack Wattles, by Bay Rose, dam Lady Wattles, dam
of Critt, 2:25, by Abbottsford ; second dam dam of Captor,

2:26^ and Clara Z., 2:26£.

Ch f Linda Palmer, by Daly, 2:15, dam, Maud Palmer, by
Nutwood.
B f Lissette Holly, bv Bay Rose, dam Lissette, by Abdallah

"Wilkes.

S f Marion, by Danger, damlMunio, by Milton Medium.
B c Medium, by Bay Rose, dam Lou Milton, dam of Red-

wood, 2:21} and Ethel Mac, 2:29^, by Milton Medium.
B f Molly Tricks, by Bay Rose, dam An Tricks, by Anteeo.

B f Netto, bv Bay Rose, dam Annetto, by Anteeo.

Be On Stanley, by Direct, dam Lilly Stanley, 2:17*, by
Whippleton.
B f Opal, by Bay Rose, dam Eola C, by Cresco.

B f Ossa, by Dictatus, dam Red Rose, by Sultan.

B f Paceta^ by Paola, dam Ceta, by Piedmont.
B c Rascon, by Dexter Prince, dam Lady Fracture, dam

of Fitzsimmons, 2:20 and Jessie. 2:22, by Electioneer.

B f Rose Benton, by Bay Ro3e, dam Nettie Benton, dam
of Memo, 2:26}, Nettie B., 2:20} and Electro Benton, 2:25, by
General Benton.
B f Roseola, by Bay Rose, dam Phaceola, grand dam Min-

nehaha.
Filly Rose Russell, by Bay Rose, dam Oakley Russell, by

Happy^Russell.

B f Tricara, by Guy Wilkes, dam Biscara, by Director.

B c Trickster, by Bay Rese, dam Sally Tricks, dam of

Brino Tricks, 2:20, by Patchen Vernon.
Henry Pierce.

A Bit of Horse History.

Thirty-eight years ago, or thereabouts, the famous race

horse Glencoe was imported into America, after he had been

the successful winner of many of the great stakes and cups of

England. He was purchased at a liberal price—the largest

that had ever been paid for a single horse on either hemi-

sphere—and his purchaser had great expectations of him in

the stud of America. His comins: was heralded over the land,

and ere he arrived thousands of horsemen were eager to have

a look at him. The day he walked down the the gangplank

from the great ship that brought him from England, a hun-

dred horsemen were present, aud the Englishmen among
them gave three hearty cheers. The Americans did not like

him. The horse was not the big, stout racer they had ex-

pected of the winner of the Two Thousand Guineas. Neither
was he prepossessing in his make-up. He was lowheaded, with
a slight sway in his back, with knees that did not meet the
approval of the American standard of a horse. However,
he was here, and from his extraordinary racing record in

England, he succeeded in attracting to his harem a few of

the best mares in the Southwest. In time bis three-year-old

colts appeared on the turf, but among the first batch there
was not a good one to carry the Glencoe colors to the front.

Then the wise ones shook their heads with the remark, " I
told you so." The rumor went abroad that his progeny were
" quitters "—could not stay a distance, and for a few seasons
the winner of the Ascot Cup stood without a patron outside of

his owner's paddocks. At last one of his colts found its way
up into Missouri. This was Little Arthur, the afterwards

famous gray horse of the West. When Arthur was three

years old some old gentleman of Lexington—among whom
was Uncle Billy Russell—believing the colt to be a fair repre-

sentative of the " imported sway back," hung up a liberal

purse to be run for at three-mile heats, and invited all horses

of the land to try titles with this Glencoe .baby. When the

day of the race came Arthur had two competitors. Ihe one
was Little Flea, the famed son of Wagner, he who had only
yielded the palm of victory on the old Metrie at New Or-
leans by a throat-latch to Lexington and Lecompte in the

fastest four-mile run ever made prior to that day, and the

other was Kitty Miles, the best mare of her day that had ever
been bred north of Mason and Dixon's line. It was five dol-

lars to a handful of marbles that the Missouri colt would be
distanced in the first heat.

It has been many years since the race day in Missouri, but
the memory of it still lingers in our mind. There were
five or six thousand excited people on the ground, the male
portion of whom were clad in butternut and blue jeans.

When the hour came for the start, Arthur came upon the

track looking like anything but a racehorse. He was rough
and scarcely bridle-wise—had never had a blanket ou his

back or shoe on his feet, and was as quiet as a plow horse.

His opponents were the perfection of fit. Their glossy coats

and well-tucked flanks betokened finish and final touch
fit for a desperate race. We remembered Billy Russell, just

as the horses were being saddled, laying a thousand dollars

against an equal sum with Mr. Mackendo, the owner of Little

Flea, that the colt would not be distanced, and then placing
another thousand that he would be better than third in the

race.

At the tap of Ihe drum away went the three in a bunch so

even that no man could have told which had the best of it.

At the finish of the first mile they were neck and neck. So
again at the finish of the second mile. Well do we re-

member the remark of Uncle John Harper, of Kentucky,
just at this juncture, who stood with watch in hand :

" Gen-
tlemen, that 'ar colt is a ghost. They are runningfor blood."
And the old gentleman wiped the perspiration from his

face, as he continued: "A hundred dollars, gentlemen,
to ten that the Glencoe colt gets here first." And so he did,

and in the second heat had the race all to himself. From
this time forward imported Glencoe as a sire became popular
in the land, and there was no more allusions made to his sway
back or calfknees, and the Englishmen on the other side of

the water not infrequently offered four or five times what
they had received for him to get him back again.

Fanny Fern (dam of "six 'daughters that are producers

of extreme speed) was by Irwin's Tuckahoe and traces to Im-
ported Messenger and the best of thoroughbreds as follows :

Irwin's Tuckahoe was by Herod's Tuckahoe, son of Tuckahoe
(thoroughbred), full brother to the dam of Boston, sire of

Lexington. Fanny Fern's dam was a daughter of Leffler's

Consul, by Shepperd's Consul, son of Bond's First Consul.

The dam of Shepperd's Consul was a daughter of Atrakoo-
ker; grandam a daughter of Imported M^eBger,

Fair Directors Meeting.

The Board of Directors of the Ninth District Agricultural

Association met at Eureka last Saturday and made some

changes for this year's Fair. Arrangements were made for a

reduction in gate fees and transportation. Day tickets will

be seventy-five cents for men, twenty-five cents for women and

ten cents for children. Membership tickets will be $3 as

formerly. Tickets will be sold on the E. R. and E. R. R.,

round trip, including stage fair both ways for $1.

The premium list is retained as last year except that $50

has been added for the best milch cow. The time set for the

Fair in all probability be September 21th, 1894, as the Del
Norte Fair begins on the 18th, and since there is a new wagon
road up that way it is not desirable to have the dates conflict.

Since the premium list is not changed, those haviog last

year's lists may use them in preparing exhibits for the Fair,

or a list mav be had by ac dressing the secretary. Look over
the list, study it, and make something for the Fair. About
$1700 is offered in premiums which will bs distributed

throughout the country, but people should take a pride in

comparing products, aud an intelligent discussion of the

same, irrespective of the money value. The ladies in the

past two years have excelled the men by far. The ladies de-

partment has been the feature of the Fair.

The indifference of people generally has been the means
of cultivating a mercenary spirit on the part of some, who
study the premium list and get ready for the Fair as a

sort of speculation. The Society wants patronage, aud it is

getting old to talk about "what it should be" if people are

expected tu attend. People should help it as it is. and im-

prove it as they can. There are always plenty to work
against the Fair from the "croakers" whose mutterings

and bickerings constitute tbeir chief stock in trade, to the

reprehensible cur that passes his ticket through a crack in

the fence to someone outside. Every effort will be made to

make the fair better than ever before, and let everyone do a

little. Send for a premium list.^Rohuerville Herald.

Dn. Hasbrouck beat Banquet and other good ones at

Brighton Beach on Wednesday, and Kingston showed sodi^

Of hjg old-time form by wjnnjpg at six furlongs,
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Dates Claimed.
MARYSVILLE July 24 to July 2«
CHICO July 31 to August 4
RED BLUFF August 7 to August 11
WILLOW'S August 14 to August 18
P. C. T. H. B. A i Summer Meeting). August4 to August 11
GOLDEN CUTE ASSOCIATION: August 13 to August 18
PETALDMA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25
WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15
STOCKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24
SAN JOSE association September 24 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October 6
FRESNO ASSOCIATION _ October 8 to October 13
SANTA ANA October 8 to October 13
LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20
P. C. T. H. B. A. t Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
HUENEME September 24 to September 29
SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6
SALINAS October 2 to October fi

HOLLISTER October 2 to October 6
MODESTO October 11 to October 13
PORTLAND (Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

Entries Close.

CHICO July 21
RED BLITFF July 21
WILLOWS July 21
SANTA ANA- August 1

HUENEME -August 1

8AKTA BARBARA August 1
SAN JOSE August 1

The programme of the fair of the Santa Clara Agri-

cultural Association No. 5 appears in this issue, entries

for which will close August 1st. Entries will be re-

classifier! September 15, 1894. In our next issue will

be given a more extended notice of this meeting.

Preparations are being made for the great horse

show to be held in this city in November. Catalogues

have been issued containing the lists of awards, condi-

tions of entry, etc., and as the committee in charge is

composed of some of the brightest and most influential

young men in California, success will surely crown their

endeavors. This show will be modeled after the great

h'irsc- shows in the East and as liberal premiums will be

offered for all classes of light harness horses as well as

thoroughbreds, every horse-owner in California should

give it their support.

THE great strike lias almost paralyzed the "racing

industry" in Montana, as the following dispatch will

show :

BUTTE, Mont., July 10.

Editor Breeder and Bpobtuun:—Have declared off" present pro-
gramme and dales on account strike. Will probably issue revised
programmes. D. p. O'CONSBB,

Secretary Anaconda and Butte Racing Associations.

Should the racing in Montana be declared off alto-

gether (mid il is nut at all improbable this will be done)
ii will work a great hardship on the many horsemen
who have made their arrangements to race on that

circuit. In fuel, a number were on their way to Mon-
tana when the above telegram was received. We trust

that everything will yet come out all right, for the racing

there bade fair to eclipse in excellence that of all previous

years.

Summer Meeting of the P. O. T. H. B. A.

Three weeks from to-day the gates of the Bay District

track will be open for spectators to the summer meeting

of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association.

Preparations for this annual return of close contests, ex-

citing finishes and re-union of horsemen from all parts

of the Pacific Coast have not been suspended on account

of the strike. Horsemen who have entered their colts

and fillies, as well as their tried campaigners, for the

various events advertised, have been more diligent and

careful to have their horses in perfect trim for this,

the opening meeting of the California circuit, than ever

before. The absence from the State of many phenomenal

trotters and pacers that heretofore held a " mortgage on

every purse hung up " has stimulated our horsemen

to do their utmost to win money from the time the first

bell in the grand stand rings until the last " swish " of

the distance flag at the close of the season. Many sur-

prises are in store for the spectators,as well as the horse-

men, for it is a well-known fact that the largest winnings

are invariably made by some obscure horse that has for

a driver an amateur who understands the nature of the

animal he is handling, and knows how to get out all the

speed there is in the horse before the race is ended. The

uncertainty of racing lends a charm which is fascin-

ating. The chances for a nondescript, poorly-bred

horse winning are lessened every day, while the win-

ner, be he bred in the most fashionable lines, may also

be a failure. With this fact uppermost in the mind of

every horseman who breeds or develops trotters and

pacers, the search for the one that can win becomes

more and more interesting. He does ' not seek to breed

nor care to drive an animal that comes from a nonde-

script unfashionable sire and dam, whose reputations are

neither creditable to their short pedigree nor poor con-

formations. If he errs at all,he wants to be on the right

path—seeking to breed the best to the best and most

fashionable. He will not feel that his experiment is a

total failure if the animal has not extreme speed, for in

having a first-class, handsome roadster lies the conpen-

sation for his trouble.

This Summer meeting, that will begin August 4th, is

to be a success. There is a greater interest noticeable in

racing than ever. There are more people cognizant of

the pleasures of attending a well-conducted meeting than

were ever known before in this State. If no long waits

occur between heats, if the drivers all seek to help each

other to get away on even terms, if the judges act with

decision and do not allow the " knights of the whip " to

score their horses to death, the public will be quick to

appreciate the enjoyment of witnessing good racing. Be-

sides, the Bay District track will be in splendid condition

,

and everything that can be done to make this meeting

a success will be accomplished.

The annual meetings of the P. C. T. H. B. Associa-

ted are what may be rightly termed "social gatherings,"

where the most thoughtful of horsemen can exchange

views and ideas of the breeding problem, discuss meth-

ods of training, criticize, in a friendly spirit, the merits

or demerits of the leading sires, review the history of

light-harness racing on this Coast, and point the way to

its advancement in the future. Friends meet friends and

reminiscences follow. Arrangements are completed for

the breeding of favorite mares to the stallions these gen-

tlemen think would be a proper " cross " or " nick."

Then, to add to these most pleasant features, comes the

racing. Jealousies leave no imprints where these horse-

men are ; loyalty to the great industry and its advance-

ment and love for the excitement ofseeing the best horse

win will not permit of it. The owner of the winner is

congratulated by the owner of the vanquished, and the

cordial shake of the hand is emphasized by the remark

:

" You have a grand colt, a splendid fellow, and I con-

gratulate you on winning. My colt is a little off to-day,

but I will be glad to have him give your's another trial

soon." Can any one deny that the pleasureable feelings

which such a speech kindles are ever forgotten '? All

thoughts of the care and worriment of breeding and car-

ing for the foal through every step of its career until the

time he crossed under the wire a winner are forgotten,

and a desire to continue in the entrancing pursuit drives

all thoughts of failure away, and henceforth, whether

future favors that owner or not, the remembrance of that

victory will remain as a green spot in the meadow of

hi« life.

The Annual Pairs.

There are three well-defined circuits in California,

viz.: Northern, consisting of Marysville, Chico, Red
Bluff and Willows; Central, or California Circuit, as it

is called, consisting of the P. C, T. H, B, Association,

Advice to Fair Managers.

Several of our California fair associations intend this

season dividing up their race programmes between the

harness horses and the gallopers. Last year San Jose

tried the experiment of racing the gallopers one day, the

harness horses the next ; free purses of §400 were

given the runners. The association officials were sur-

prised at the success of the venture. The liberality was

as bread cast on the waters. In making out the pro-

gramme for gallopers we would suggest free purses and
overnight events—that is, charge no entrance fee, as

San Jose did last season, and do not make men enter

their horses in the races until the afternoon before the

events are to be run. There are several disadvantages

in entering so far ahead. Many trainers have in their

strings horses that at the time of closing of entries (a

month or six weeks in advance) it would appear im-

possible to get to a race in that time, on account of

lameness or sickness. Horses may suddenly " round

to," and many would be entered in " overnight events "

that would not be entered under the moss-covered plan

at present used by a majority of the fair associations.

The officials of these organizations should remember that

liberality to horsemen is not wasted goodness, and that

big fields of horses bring out great crowds of people the

world over and increase the receipts immensely via the

betting thereby elicited. Advertise your running pro-

gramme when you do your trotting and pacing pro-

gramme, but charge no entrance fee and make your en-

tries close at 4 or 5 P. M. the day before the races are to

be run. Great care should be taken by Secretaries in

getting up the running programmes. Races should be

provided for all classes of horses—-the sprinter, medium
and long-distance horse. By looking over the running

races given at Bay District track last spring and this

summer, Secretaries can see at a glance what conditions

were most popular by the number of entries secured in

the various races. "Up with the times in every respect,"

should be the motto of the fair managers, and if the pro-

grammes this year show that they are progressive and

liberal success will assuredly crown all their efforts.

Golden Gate Association, Petal uma, Woodland, State

Fair (Sacramento), Stockton, San Jose, Vallejo and
Fresno; Southern, consisting of Santa Barbara, Hueneme,
Santa Ana and Los Angeles ; while San Diego, Modesto,

Salinas, Hollister, will hold their meetings during the

same week. When the rail road between Fresno and
Monterey is completed another circuit will likely be
found consisting of Salinas, Hollister, Gilroy, Fresno and
Modesto. So owners of horses need have no complaint

of lack of facilities for racing.

The Northern Circuit commences its round of festivi-

ties at Marysville two weeks from to-day, July 24th, and
from present indications it promises to be the best meet-

ing ever given there. Following it, Chico, Red Bluff

and Willows fairs will come in rotation. The pro-

grammes for these are published in this issue, and as en-

tries close July 21st, no time is to be lost by all who in-

tend to visit this prosperous section of California.

The summer meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association will begin on the last day of

the Marysville meeting, August 4th, and following it

will come the fairs as above stated, which comprise what
is called the California Circuit.

After the Vallejo meeting a number of horsemen will

take their campaigners to Santa Ana and Los Angeles,

where they will meet new material from Hueneme, San
Diego and Santa Barbara. Some will return from Los

Angeles to be in time for the great fall meeting (" the

gathering of the clans ") of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association. Some owners will take

their horses from San Jose direct to Hollister, Salinas

and Modesto. Everything will depend upon the itinerary

selected before entries were made.

That this promises to be the best year's series of rac-

ing ever witnessed in California is an acknowledged fact.

Horses from Montana, Washington, Nevada and Oregon

will increase the ranks of those already here, and good

racing and excellent sport will, in conjunction with

the large purses and unique programmes offered, make
the meetings memorable in the history of light harness

in California.

Attention is called to the advertisement of the Nine-

teenth District Agricultural Association Fair, which is to

be held at Santa Barbara, September 18th to 22d inclu-

sive, entries for which will close August 1st.

Remember entries to the there great meetings at

Chico, Red Bluff and Willows will close next Saturday

July 31st, No time is to be lost, See advertisement,
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San Mateo County Law.

Following is an ordinance passed unanimously by the

Board of Supervisors of San Mateo County on the 2d

inst. If its provisions are enforced to the letter (i\ goe3

into effect next Tuesday) it means the closing up of the

pool-rooms near Ocean View and thus a big source of

revenue will be cut off from the San Mateo Electric

Railway Company. The betting on Eastern raeing

events was done in a quiet manner in an isolated place
?

and as a certain proportion of our population would pine

away if not allowed to bet on some proposition almost

every day, we scarcely see where any harm was done by

the pool-room people in this particular case. When

races are on in a city, however, pool-roomt. in the

neighborhood should be forced to shut their doors during

its progress, as there can be no doubt that the free pool-

rooms draw largely from the attendance at the local

course. The following is taken from the Redwood City

Democrat of July 5th

:

ORDINANCE NO. 122.

Prohibiting all persons from engaging in selling pools, or bookmak-
ing, or making bets or wagers on horse races, wherein money or

other articles of value are staked or pledged, except in certain

places.

The Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo, State of Cal-

ifornia, do orcain as follows:

Section I. It Bhall be unlawful for any person within the County

of San Mateo, State of California, upon any trial or contest of skill,

speed, or power of endurance between horses, except within the in-

closureofa race track where such trial or contest is to take place,

to sell any pool or pools, or make up any book, list or memorandum

for or on which money or other articles of value shall be received or

entered up, listed or written, or receive any money or other article

of value as a stake or pledge upon the happenings or non-happenings

of any event.

Or to sell, issue or dispose of any ticket, certificate or other evi-

dence of payment on which shall be inscribed, written or printed

any number, name, word or mark, or anything to designate the

choice selected, received or accepted by any other person to entitle

the Baid person holding the said ticket, certificate or other evidence

ofpayment to gain or lose on any contingent issue :—

Or to receive any money, or anything representing money, or any

article of value as a bet or hazard upon the eveDt of aDy contest or

contingent issue, or as a stake or pledge between two or more parties

and disburse the said money, or any portion of the said money, or

other article of value upon any representation or condition, or in con-

formity to or with any express or tacit understanding or agreement.

Section II.— It Bhall be unlawful for any.person, within the County

of San Mateo, State of California, to allow or permit any minor to

participate or be interested in any pool or book as aforesaid, or be

present at any time or place where the sale of pools, or the making

up of any book is being carried on or conducted.

Section III.—It shall be unlawful for any person, within the

County of San Mateo, State of California, upon any trial or contest of

Bkill, speed or power of endurance between horses, except within

theenclosureof a race track where such trial or contest is to take

place, to purchase or acquire for money, or anything representing

money, or any article of value, or any other consideration, any in-

terest In or upon the event of any such trial or contest, or contingent

issue, or place or deposit any stake, wager, hazard, or pledge between

two or more parties of money, or anything representing money, or

any article of value in or upon the happening or non-happening of

any event or contingent issue.

Section IV.—It shall be unlawful for any person to lease or rent,

or allow to be occupied or used, except within the place designated

in Section 1 of this Ordinance, any building, structure, room, apart-

ment, place, or any premises whatever for the purpose specified and

recited in Section I of this Ordinance.

Section V. Every person who shall violate any of the provisions of

this Ordinance shall he guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon a convic-

tion thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hun-

dred dollars, or by imprisonment in the County Jail of San Mateo

county for not more than six months, or by both such fine and im-

prisonment.

Section VI. This Ordinance shall take effect and be in force from

and after fifteen days after its passage.

Passed and adopted as an Ordinance ot the Board of Supervisors of

the County of San Mateo, State of California, this 2d day of July, A.

D. 1894, by the following vote :

Ayes and in favor of the passage of this Ordinance

:

Supervisors J. Bryan, W. B. Lawrence, P. H. McEvoy, H. B. Adair,

Peter Burke.

Noes and against the passage of this ordinance, Supervisors, none.

Absent, Supervisor, none.
Jacob Bayan,

Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo

State of California.
[seal!
Attest. J. F. Johnston,

Clerk of said Board.
By E. Eikerenkottee, Deputy Clerk.

Successful Castration.

While the Breeders' and Horsemen's Association is

supposed to be dead, it is not so, officially, and can be

revived, if the members see fit, at almost any time. Had

Mr. Schwartz's advice been taken in regard to not rac-

ing at San Jose until at least $1,500 had been actually

raised, the association would still be a very live one,

and even now its forty-seven members control enough

horses to give a grand meeting at any point they might

desire to race. The officers can, like good amusement

managers, watch their opportunity to give a successful

meeting somewhere in this or an adjoining State, and

make their arrangements accordingly.

Will Lead a Revolt.

Lexington, Kv., July 12—The Kentucky Association,

the oldest racing association in the United States, will lead a

revolt against the American Turf Congress. It is claimed

that the latter organization, by its dictatorial^rules, has done
much to injure the price of thoroughbred yearlings ano> the

Kentucky Association, composed of Kentucky's foremost

breeders, has decided to take steps to protect their own
interests.

This branch of surgery is practiced to a greater or less ex"

tent by most of our veterinarians, and not unfrequently by

some of the many practical horsemen in remote parts of the

country where skilled and more successful operators are hard

to get . That a large percentage of loss ensues from this cause

is beyond question
;
for in some cases, as many as three out

of ten have been known to succumb from bungling opera-

tions, at least such would seem to be the case, because while

the death rate has been thus heavy with some, others, who
have been more fortunate in obtaining the services of a skill,

ful operator, boast of unprecedented success.

In this connection we deem it of interest to our patrons and
to stock raisers generally, to know something of a very diffi-

cult and dangerous case of emasculation recently performed

by Capt. Ben E. Harris, of this city, for one of our leading

merchants on a very fine and fast eight-year-old son of Elec-

tioneer. Upon being questioned in regard to the operation

Captain Harris said: "The horse was sent to my stable late

in the afternoon with the request that he be castrated as soon

as possible. Being absent at the time, and knowing nothing

of the owner's wants until a late hour in the evening, but

little could be done until early dawn of the coming day, and
as I was desirous of gratifying the wishes of my friend, the
owner of the horse, work was commenced next morning at an
early hour, in fact, even before it was fairly light.

As soon as the necessary apparatus (a patent of my own)
was adjusted and the horse properly confined I made the
usual incision, cutting through the scrotal sack and into the
testicles, which, instead of dropping out as I expected,I found
them to be so firmly attached to the inner membrane of
the scrotum proper, as to make both incisions look as if they
had been made by some malicious person in the quarters of a
living pig, and from which blood fiowed so freely as to seri-

ously retard further progress. In all my experience in this

line of surgery I had never seen sach a remarkable case of
hydrocele ; so complete and thorough was the adhesion that
nothing short of dissection was inevitable to complete the
operation.

Hemorrhage from so many little veins running through the
parts rendered ligation impossible, and the loss of blood, at the
rate it was flowing, was too threatening to admit of delay. No
time was to be lost. As an original, the condition of the ani-

mal had been so changed by the knife that it was beyond
human skill to restore it to its former state, and the time
necessary for a successful completion of the work undertaken
too great, unless the hemorrhage could be immediately
stopped. Absorbent cotton was at once resorted to, being
liberally applied and pressed within the openings, and then
sutures were taken, in order to secure it, and thus stop the
hemorrhage until dissection of the outer skin from the in-

side growth could be accomplished.
This being done I was enabled to discover a further and

possibly more serious difficulty, which required a renewal of
nerve and skill, the former I had, the latter doubtful. At the
connection of the spermatic chord and blood vessels with the
testicles I found the arteries to be in a varicose condition, and
so much dilated as to make a continuation of the work, if not
more difficult, more dangerous of fatal hemorrhage than
ever before.

To ligate the enlarged arteries, in order to avoid hemor-
rhage, would have been incurring the risk of a tumorous
growth within the scrotal sack, such as I have .frequently

had cause to remove, after an operation of the kind per-

formed by many who pursue that line of practice, and so I

resolved to rely solely upon my instrument, " the Miles
pcraseur '' with which I have had unlimited success, and
which, by the w*y, differs in its construction from any that I

have yet seen, and with it (to my delight and great satisfac-

faction) I successfully accomplished the emasculation of one
of the most intricate and difficult cases of hydrocele forma-
tion[that ever came under my observation."

From the foregoing interesting account, as given by the
operator, it stands clearly to reason that successful castration

is, of itself, far more difficult, and of much greater import-
ance to breeders of fine stock than usually commands their at-

tention, and hence the heavy percentage of loss that follows

the work of incompetency. That the case above referred to

was almost a miraculous success, is evidenced by the fact that

the horse was turned over to his owner within fifteen days
from the operation, and that he is now being used for pleas-

ure on our park roads.

Hampton, Sire of Ladas.

"Come here, old man." Thus said Mr. Castle Sr., and rare

old Hampton walked up to him just as a favorite dog might,

and seemed really to understand all that was being said, and

to treat as a good joke the cracking of a whip—for, needless

to say, never since he has been at Stetchworth has he had any

reason for regarding a whip with the slightest apprehension.

"Put your hand on his neck," said Mr. Castle, "and feel

whether there is any falling away since you last saw him."

As a matter of fact the old horse is hard and well, with

few, if any, of the usual indications of age, for his lightness

of condition is due entirely to his being kept low on ac-

count of his feet being a source of trouble, and it is in no
degree whatever caused by his being now twenty-two years
old, says the London Sportsman. It was a little more than a
year since I had seen the famous sire of Ladas, and I am per-

fectly certain that he looks now fresher and better than he
did then. The sole appearance of decrepitude comes from
his feet, which necessitates his standing over very much at

his knees, ^nd as I wrote above, being kept low in condition.

What a wonderful career Hampton's has been since James
Nightingall bought him for 200 guineas in a selling race at

Hampton, whence he obtained his name! All who ever had
to do with him are unanimous in his praise, and I know one
gentleman who has ridden him over fences and declares he
would have won the Liverpool if ever he had been devoted
to cross-country work. From the very beginning Hampton
was a stud .success, as Hippodamia, his first consort, produced
Rookery to him on January 1, and Royal Hampton was
among his early winners, but he has gone on from strength

to strength, and finally his Derby winners such as Merry
Hampton and Ayrshire fade into comparative insignificance

in the blaze of Ladas' all-conquering supremacy. No more I

quiet and docile horse than Hampton exists, and he evidently
likes visitors. So far as it is possible to judge he ought to be
good for a few seasons more, and his foals, instead of getting
worse, seem to bs better and better each year. He is a little

fellowto be the sire of such a slashing horse as Ladas, but
you will not readily find one more truly made all over. He
has founded a great family indeed, and at this moment stands
right above St. Simon and any other horse in this country,
for not only he butalso his sons and daughters are constantly
proving themselves invaluable at the stud.

HOOF-BEATS.

Yokohl, a racehorse in E. J. Appleby's string, died last
Thursday at Oakland. He was aged, and by Hubbard, dam
Mary Watson, by imp. Hercules.

_
Frank Van Ness' good colt, Monterey, ran second in a

six-furlong dash last Thursday at Washington Park, the race
being won by Genett Edwards in 1:14}-.

Diggs' five and one-half furlongs in 1:074 at Washington
Park last Wednesday, with 110 pounds up, speaks well for
the California two-year-old son cf Red Iron.

Orizaba, who proved himself one of the best three-year-
olds at the Bay District track this spriDg, is being doctored
for distemper at Rosemeade, Los Angeles county.

A horseman remarked the other day : "What makes me
think Sir Modred is the best sire in this country is the fact

that I can't think of a three-year-old maiden by the New
Zealand horse."

Wm. Bradbury has Little Albert, 2:10, in his stable. E.
M. Sanders returned the game gelding to him a month ago.
For the falljraces—free-for-alls—Mr. Bradbury may condition
and work the horse without the aid of a trainer.

Dan Miller has telegraphed Col. Jack Chinn not to start

Charmion again until he gets back East. Miller thinks that
the fleet mare is not yet ready for a race, and cannot under-
stand why she was made a favorite over Dr. Rice in the race
of last Wednesday at Washington Park.

I. DeTurk and W. H. Lumsden, his book-feeeper, have
two good colts entered for the State Futurity trot, guaranteed
to be worth $5,000. Mr. DeTurk enters the filly Annabel, by
Robin, dam Miss Brown, and Mr. Lumsden has in the brown
filly Thetis, by Robin, dam Gipsy, by Echo.—Republican.

Do not forget the races to be held on the Northern circuit-

There is a week left for horsemen to make entries in the
Chico, Red Bluff and Willows Fairs, which, with Marysville.

comprise this prosperous circuit. Entries for these three
places will close next Saturday, July 21st.

The finest lot of horses ever seen in this locality came
through Los Gatos yesterday, bound for Aptos in charge of
two of Adolph Spreckels' stablemen. The animals were all

ex-racing stock with records, and were the property of Mr.
Spreckels, who had had them quartered at Palo Alto on the
Leland Stanford ranch.—Mercury,

Mike Kelly, the noted Pacific Coast jockey, has taken up
his quarters in Sacramento, and will remain there until the

Blood Horse races begin in San Francisco in November next.

Kelly has a string of noted flyers at the race track in that

city, and they will participate in the events at the State Fair.

His horses include Don Fulano, Happy Day, Tigress, Artist,

Morven, Flint, Eckert and Outright.

The Tulare Register states that there is a movement to

hold a first-class fair at Tulare this fall. Work will begin in

time this year so that there will be no failure for want of

proper arrangements; The officers of the Forty-third Agri-
cultural District for the coming year were elected last Satur-

day. They are as follows: President, W. B. Cartmill ; Sec-
retary, E. DeWitt ; Tulare County Bank ; Executive Com-
mittee, Jacob Hayes of Poplar, H. S. Myer and W. B. Cart-
mill of Tulare.

Handsome won the Hyde Park Stakes, worth $12,875 net

at Washington Park last Thursday, easily, and again was
given an undue advantage at the flagfall. Handsome was
two lengths in front of the others, bunched, and romped home
nearly that much in front of Laureate, which beat Frank K.
only a neck for place. Lapped upon the latter was Lissak
and at his head was Montre, with the others beaten oft and
never dangerous for better positions. The time was 1:14},

within a quarter of a second of Domino's record for the

stake. Johnny Weber rode Handsome, and did splendid

work, not taking any chances with the son of Hanover.

The 2:40 class trotting stake to be trotted at the next dis-

trict fair has been filled with the following : J. D. Carr's

Sea Breeze, b g, by Carr's Mambrino 1789, dam Stella D., by
Elmo ; Z. Hebert & Son's Lara D., b m, by Altoona 8850,

dam Dolly, the dam of Bruno, 2:19 ; J. B. Iverson's Althea,

b m, by Altoona 8850, dam Jennie, by Kingston fthorough-

bred) ; Monterey County Breeders Associations' Eugeneer,
b h, by Electioneer, dam Lady Ellen, by Carr's Mambrino

;

Pat McCartney's May B., blk f, by Altoona 8850; Hoyt M.
Weathers' Merritt, L., b h, by Brown Jug, dam Fanny
Cower ; Boynton Bros.' Signal Wilkes, b h, by Legal Wilkes.

—Salinas Index.

Los Angeles has been a pretty good market for horses

bred in Tulare and Kern counties within the past twenty

years, but it will not be so much longer if the supervisors in

those counties do not take hold of the matter and find some
way to stop the spread of virulent and infectious disease.

There is a great deal of glanders in those two counties, and
the first time that a glandered horse comes into this county

from either Kern or Tulare, there will be a quarantine placed

on all horses. Of course we should dislike to see any such

step taken, for the reason that the parties who come here to

sell live stock purchase largely of the merchants here and

pay cash for all they buy. Hence it is not pleasaut for our

business men to lose such desirable trade. But it behooves

us to exclude all animal diseases from the city and the adja-

cent farms as well ; and we have a Board of Supervisors that

will not shirk their duty in a matter of this kind. There

have been deaths of human beings, in several parts of this

State, from glanders imparted by diseased horses, in the pas*

two ye?rs, and to be forewarned is to be forearmed.—Los
Angeles Herald.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Programmxs for the Santa Barbara fair, which com-

mences September ISth, have been issued.

Fly nets for the horses are a profitable investment to the

farmer or to any one else who owns horses.

Matched pairs, either of the draft or of the light harness

breeds, are in active demand at the present time.

The racing at the Petaluma race track on the 4th of July

was not remarkable for any records being lowered.

Every member of the P. C. T. H. B. Association should

cansider himself a "committee of one" to boom tne coming

meeting.

R. S. Bronx's good luck has returned, for little Plunkett

is winning all his races this year, and has not had to lower his

record, 2:13}, to do so.

Klamath, 2:13}, is gradually working his ws*y eastward.

Two weeks ago he turned up at Trinidad, Cal., where he won

the free for-all, defeating Rose and Racer.

The strike has had a demoralizing effect upon the mails.

We have not received a paper fr>im the interior containing

items that would be of interest to horsemen.

Now that the races are declared off on the Montana Cir-

cuit a large number of horsemen will bring their trotters and

pacers to California as soon as the strike ends.

Not an Eastern newsyaper has been received since the

29th of June, and every Californian is anxious to know what

our horses have been doing east of the Rocky Mountains.]

James E. Berryman will take his string of horses from

Oakville, Napa County, to the Bay District track next week.

He will have time to prepare a few more horses for the races

this fall.

Horses that have good feet and that are driven about the

farm only may be used without shoes, but the driver should

be watchful and have shoes put on if the feet begin to shell

off or break.

Dr. R. R. Gross's splendid Guy Wilkes stallion, Musta-

pha, 2:23, has been fired and turned out. It is understood

that this horse will be ready to go down the line in great

shape next year.

X. Harrison, of Tacoma, Wash., has his horse, formerly

known as Soudan Patchen, registered in Volume XIII, of

Wallace's Register, under the name Soudan Jr. He will be

in the races this fall.

Thos. Snider has fifteen trotters and pacers in his string

at Sacramento. That he will have some good ones on the

circuit out of this lot is- a foregone conclusion. He is work-

ing them on Agricultural Park race track.

Thos. Kinney is the only one of the old-time trotting

horse contingent to keep his string at the Napa track. He has

the Steinway stallion Stonewall, Blonde Wilkes, 2:22}, the

great Guy Wilkes pacer, and a very promising son of Jim
Mulvenna.

Wm. Hendkickson loaded a car with twelve head of

trotters including Fanuy D., 2:26, and Langford, 2:28}, and

started for Omaha. He arrived there the day before the

strike was proclaimed, and thinks of stopping for some time

at that place.

The importance of having stables ventilated in accordance

with correct principles of hygiene is generally admitted.

That the supply of fresh air should be ample is frequently

insisted upon, but that the light should also be abundant is

not so common.

Stalls at the Bay District track will be ready for the oc-

cupancy of trotters next week, the track is undergoing a

thorough course of leveling and scraping. Wm. Fieldwick, the

track superintendent's having the work done in a style to

suit the most exacting.

Frequent watering, a small amount being indulged in, is

best ; and the principal feed should be given at night, that it

may be eaten at leisure and digested and assimilated before

morning. To impose the carrying of half a peck or more of

oats within the digestive organs when under exertion, is un-

wise, and should, whenever possible to do so, be avoided.

There is a use for milk to which it is rarely put. I refer

to the feeding of milk to foale. We all concede the value of

cows' milk for pigs, for calves, aud for human beings, but for

some reason it strikes us as odd to think of feeding it to colts.

I have talked with a number of horsemen who have at times

given milk to colts, and all spoke highly of the practice.

Harry Agnew's young stock never looked better. There
are double teams of Dawns at his farm that will make some
of our roadsters hustle to beat them for color, pureness of

eait, disposition and speed. Some of the youngsters will be

over sixteen hands in height. Mr. Agnew selected the very
choicest bred, as well as the purest-gaited trotting mares
he could find when he laid the foundation for his stock farm,

and next year, as the boys say, he will be "right in it."

Peter BaANDOW, the old-time driver, and H. W. Crabb,
proprietor of Ike Oakville Stock Farm, ordered Eureka Rol-
ler bearings for their new sulkies. Monroe Salisbury's suc-
cesses in the East are attributed in a great measure to his

adoption of all improvements in shoeing, booting and har-
nessing as well as those made in the easy running of his bi-

cycle sulkies. He is more than pleased with the Eureka
roller bearing sulky he had made before leaving for the East.

FOLLOWING is a list of the Palo Alto horses that will be
seen on the California circuit this year: Abdell (1), by Ad-
vertiser, 2:16}, dam 1'eautiful Bella, 2:29J, by The Moor;
Cressida (2), by Palo Alto, 2:08$, dam Clarabel, by Abdallah
Star; Glubar (2), by Electricity, 2:17, dam Jennie Benton,
by Gen. Benton; Kio Alio (4), by Palo Alto, 2:08i dam
Elsie, by Gen. Benton; A. A. A. (3), by Azmoor, 2:20A,dam
Abbess, by Mohawk Chief; Bonnibel, 2:22} (4), by Azmoor,
2:22 J, dam Bonnie, by Gen. Benton; Tiny, 2:281 (5), by
Electioneer, dam Telie, by Benton, and Vina Belle, 2:21 } (5),

by Nephew, dam Flushing Belle, by Dictator.

Landen Hunt has, at the Oakland track, the grand-look

ing trotting stallion Wayland W., 2:18£, by Arthur Wilkes,

out of Lettie (dam of Maud Singleton, 2:281), by Wayland
Forrest ; second dam Mary (dam of Apex, 2:26), by Flax tail.

This is one of the nicest-gaited horses that was seen on the

California circuit last year, and will, no doubt, lower his

record considerably before the rain falls.

F. W. Loeber has a very promising string of young trot-

ters and pacers at Oakville, Napa county. Among them was

noticed Myrtle Thome, by Grandissimo; Pilot Reno, by
Pilot Prince, out of a mare by Gen. Reno ; Freedetta, by
Grandissimo, out of Freeda, by Free Willy, second . dam
Alida, by Admiral ; Alco, by Alconeer, and a swift pacing
gelding belonging to Duffey Bros., of this city.

At a meeting of the Forty-third Agricultural District at

Tulare Saturday, the following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, W. B. Cartmill ; Secretary, E. DeWitt ; Treasurer,

Tulare Count Bank ; Executive Committee, Jacob Hayes, of

Poplar, H. S. Meyer and W. B. Cartmill, of Tulare. This

committee was empowered to transact the business of the dis-

trict, and it will immediately fall to work to get up a pre-

mium list-—Porterville Enterprise.

Henry Haas, the young man who had Mustapha, 2:23,

has quite a good string of trotters at the Oakland track, in-

cluding Eureka, a yearling by Ira (son of Piedmont), dam by
Poscora Hayward; Lady Mac, a three-year-old by Ira, dam
by Overland ; and Dudley, an eight-year-old stallion that

Judge W. E. Greene, of Oakland bred ; he is by Anteros,

out of a mare by Nephew. Mr. Haas will be seen in the front

rank with some of these at every meeting this year.

The Riding Club of Santa Rosa is preparing to go on a

prolonged excursion next week. They will leave on Friday

and return early in the following week, having Cazadero for

one of their objective points. The company will consist of

the following ladies and gentlemen, chaperoned and conducted

by Colonel and Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. A. B. Swain, Misses

Tottie Temple, Guinette Henley, Mabel McDonald and Dottie

Ames, and Messrs. A. B. Swain, Thurlow Temple, Mark
McDonald, Jr., Temple Smith, Stewart Temple and probably

others. -

S. E. Tryon has acrackerjackin the handsome three-year-

old trotting stallion Colonel K. R., by Bay Rose, 2:20 J, out of

Addie E., 2:19, by Algona. This youngster won the third

heat of his winning race—2:40 class—in 2:25^-. There are

several other Bay Rose's entered on the California circuit

that will prove their race-horse qualities this year. Owners
of strongly-bred Hambletonian stallions should try

and secure a few Bay Rose fillies. According to all pre-

cedent regarding bloodlines and "proper nicking," they

should prove invaluable as broodmares.

To teach the colt to back, hitch hiin up with an old horse

that will back at the word of command, and stop them where

the wagon will move easily ; tighten up the lines a little and

say " back, back." If he refuses to step back with the old

horse, or he will brace up against it, have an assistant step

in front of him with a buggy whip, and as you say "back"
and pull gently on the lines, switch his fore leg tbat is most

advanced, and as he moves that back, touch the other one.

Don't whip him around the fore legs, but switch him just

enough to make him pick up his foot. Keep trying and keep
" sweet."

Walter Hobart started for Hotel del A 'onte from this

city last Tuesday with a splendid four-in-hand which were

hitched to a carriage containing a number of his friends. At
different portions of the road relays were ready and rapid

changes made. Mr. Hobart is like the late W. C. Ralston, a

first-class "whip," and a more genial young man never put

the brakes on in front of a cottage than he. The horses he
purchased in the East were of his own selection, and com-
petent judges declare that his judgment of what a good horse

is, is on a par with that so often shown by his beloved and
lamented father.

In the June number of Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly
there is an article under the head " Horses in Trade, Traffic

and Transportation " (see page 650), which says : "Not the

least interesting feature in New York is the value of the dead

horse that one sees daily fallen by the way in our gutters and
on our pavements. What it ultimately will produce in com-
merce is between $25 and $30. There is not a part of the

animal that has not its mercantile uses. Out of the hide are

wrought gloves, boots and shoes, the hair goes into cloths and
mattresses ; the bones into buttons ; the flesh into oil fat oleo-

margarine and butierine"

For good results do not by any means place your horses in

a trainer's hands that has more to do than he can look after,

for if you do the poorest swipe he has will do all the training,

and that means your horse had better stay in the barn, for no

handling is much better than what he would get at the hands

of a knowing, blowing boy of that kind. Pay a good man, one

that will not take more than he can do, twice the amount the

other asks, and you will always get good interest on your

money invested. A trainer overworked is in no better shape

to manage or gait a colt, or drive an aged horse, for that mat-

ter, than an overworked engineer is fit to do duty at his post;

for a man to be successful must at all times have his wits

about him, and especially so in handling horses successfully.

Therefore, hire none but the best. Good men make good

swipes, who in time make good drivers.

A. W. Litle, of Eureka, has received from Capt. B. E.
Harm a chestnut yearling that he is very proud of. This
youngster is called Melzar ; his sire is Melvar, 2:22, his dam,
Miss Oulton, by Adventure; second dam by Signal ; third

dam by John Nelson ; fourth dam by Williamson's Belmont.
With four crosses of Williamson's Belmont blood and Elec-
tioneer, John Nelson and Signal strains, Melzar ought to

prove all that is claimed for him. He is a pure-gaited trot-

ter and is exactly like his sire in color, gait and carriage,

and is the first one sired by Melvar. We wish Mr. Litle

every success with his new purchase.

" Livery business is picking up since the strike com-
menced," was the remark of one of our leading stable pro-
prietors the other day. " People who became forgetful of

the road, as the railroad cars were so convenient, were com-
pelled to drive in and out of the city, and the joy of hand-
ling the ribbons over first-class prompt driving horses has set

them to considering whether it would not be far healthier for

them to drive than to sit in the illy-ventilated railroad cars.

More applications for good teams have been made during the
past week in this city than ever before. I could sell a dozen
good teams, that are used to the city, if I had them now."

" Whitehat" Dan McCaety declares he owes anywhere
from $100,000 to $150,000, and that he is willing to pay off

in the material he tried to "corner "—all the good Dexter
Princes and members of other grand trotting families obtain-

able. He of the white, fuzzy cady swears he will be perfectly

fair in his charges for the horses, and as he has over 400
head of trotters near Newman unbeatable, taken as a lot, in

the world, he should be able to satisfy the " horse appetites"

of every creditor that is willing to "take a chance." The
Napoleon of the California horse market is fast getting gray
worrying over his debts, which he is re?dy and anxious to

settle in the manner spoken of above.

P. Fabrell, the old-time horseman, has a few promising

trotters at his place on the Clifl House Road. Among them
we noticed a large, strongly-built, well-made son of Alect,

2:26 (son of Richard's Elector). This youngster is owned by

Captain Maddox, and its a trotter. In the adjoining stall is

Maud Alameda, a long, low, well-formed, gray mare that has

a race record of 2:31 A, and a Stockton bar of 2:24. She will

make this latter one legitimate this year. Another one by

Gaviota is called Cairie D. She is out of a thoroughbred

mare and has no record. A gelding gray in color by Marin,

2:22, out of a mare by Silverthreads is also in his string. He
is a little fellow and is called Marin Jr. He has no mark,

but may get one before the circuit ends. Mr. Farrell has all

these in the pink of condition,and as a splendid road has been

made from the Cliff House road to the speed track in Golden
(rate Park, he has been able to jog his horses regularly during

the past two months. The speed track is too hard for giving

any of them fast work ; nevertheless, it is a good preparatory

course for such youngsters on which they can be taught the

way to go.

In a late issue of Sport, published in Vienna, Austria, ap-

pears an article regarding Dirigo, by Principe. They say
that Dirigo is the fastest trotter that ever crossed the Atlantic,

in their opinion, and that although his record in America is,

2:1S2, he has shown ability on the Vienna track to trot in

2:10. Dirigo is in the hands of Dan McPhee, the American
trainer, and he is anxiously trying to secure a match for two
or three miles, or even a five miles' drive, to prove the lasting

qualities and stamina of the American trotter. Sport says

Dirigo is a sure winner for this season, providing his owner,
Count Korolyi, will consent to allow Dirigo to be raced. Up
to the present time he has refused to do this, a decision the

Vienna people sincerely regret.

Revere, the dam of Longfellow, 2:24^, was one of the
few Glencoe mares brought to California. S. B. Whipple of

San Mateo brought her to this State. Revere was also the

dam of Priam, sire of Frank M., 2:17^, and Honesty, 2:25$,

the leading sire of trotters in Australia. Revere was out of

a mare by imported Harkforward; second dam imported
Vega, by Lishmahago; third dam Lady Byron, by Sir Ulric

;

fourth dam by Dungannon ; fifth dam Miss Euston, by Snap;
sixth dam by Blank ; seventh dam by Cartou^h ; eighth

dam Soreheels mare, by Soreheels; ninth dam by Highflyer,

etc. Although in the Year Book Revere is marked as un-
traced, her pedigree is shown in full on page 2S9 of Volume
III. of Bruce's American Stud Book.

It is said in the pedigree of the roan mare Flora S.,2:1S}

by Dexter Prince that her dam was by a son of Irish Bird-
catcher (brother to Faugh-a-Ballagh), sire of Leamington.
Irish Birdcatcher was foaled in 1833, and no son of his ever

came to California, and if any of his descendants ever did they
never would have sired a mare that would produce such a

looking mare as Flora S., for her sire, Dexter Prince, is noted
for the beauty of his progeny. This Birdcatcher pedigree

will not do ; it is far better to let the pedigree stand as it al-

ways has. Sired by Dexter Prince, dam a saddle mare that

a young man who used to live near Lodi used to drive cows
with. She was, no doubt, of the same bred, as the grandam of

Occident, 2:16J, Dawn, 2:1S|, and many other famous trotters.

It is no disgrace to trace a fast trotter to a mare whose pedi-

gree was never known, but whose powers of endurance, game-
ness and individuality had made her celebrated, Shanghai
Mary was one of that class.

The trotting race on the afternoon of the Fourth between
Judge Smith's Manhattan and Jule Smith's Ned Moor, was
a most interesting one, and resulted in quite a surprise party.

It was generally supposed that Manhattan held "four aces,",

but Ned Moor demonstrated that he was no plow horse and
earned for himself a place among the local flyers. R. W.
Robarts held the sulky down behind Ned in the last two
heats, and by a dexterous use of the "lick stick," brought

him in a winner. Ed Daugherty drove Manhattan, and
probably was the most surprised individual on the race track

at the close of the contest. But Jule Smith was happy, and
all his friends jubilant. The race between Alford's Gossiper

and Fennessy ;

s Lena was a very pretty contest, and the same
may be said of the race between Patrick's Maud P. and Doe's

Doc. Gossiper and Doc were the winners but they had to

work for iheir laurels. The two-year-old Dane trot furnished

bushels of fun, and much sympathy was expressed for J.Jen-

sen, who had the fastest horse, but who failed to get the race

owing to his trotter colliding with the fence in the last two
heats and hanging up. No time was taken.—Ferndale En-
terprise.

Capt. Ben E. Harris has a perfect right to feel disheart-

ened. His beautiful bay filly Watura is now in the hands of

the veterinarian, and will not be able to start in the large

number of races in which she was entered. Last Monday
while Thos. Smith was jogging her on the Vallejo track she

stumbled and fell, throwing her driver. Regaining her feet,

she started around the track, the shaft of the broken sulky
.

between her hind legs, the nut that holds the stirrup in place

cutting the inside of her thigh to the bone at every jump.
When she was caught Mr. Smith, who was not seriously in-

jured, called in the service of a veterinarian, and at last

accounts the little yearling was doing as nicely as could be

expected, considering the extent of her injuries. Watura is

by Geo. Washington, 2:20, out of Ventura, by Adventure, and
a faster yearling has not been taken up this year. Capt.

Harris desires all secretaries of Agricultural and Trotting

Associations in this State to scratch the entry for this filly

as well as the entry for his two-year-old Rival, by Dawn,

2:18f, dam Freena Froman, by Adventure, for all stakes in

which they are entered and send him accounts of the money
due on these two trotters as soon as possible. We are sorry

to hear of the genial captain's misfortune, and hope that

henceforth " Ms luck will take a turn for the better."
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THE SADDLE.

Seven favorites were beaten at Washington Park last

Monday.

Doggett rode three winners and a dead-heater at Brigh-

ton Beach last Monday.

Mtjtuels on Zamloch when he beat Last Chance and Nor-

mandie at Portland,. Or., last week paid $42.15.

Jockey " Soup " Pebkxns rode three winners (Lehman,

Dante and Hasty) at Washington Park last Tuesday.

Sir Walter and Joe Ripley, Califoruia-bred colts, won
races at a mile and a sixteenth at Brighton Beach last Tues-

day.

Noblee is certainly a fast half-miler. She beat Jim R.

and old Cyclone at Portland on the 7th inst, going the dis-

tance in 0:48£.

Hanover, the great racehorse and successful young sire,

traces on the dam's side direct to Falcon, full sister to the

renowned Grey Eagle.

Auteutl seems to be invincible over the jumps up in the

Northwest. He won every race of the kind he participated

in at Portland, Oregon.

Lottie D,. the famous black sprinting mare, has a full

sister named Clara D. of whom great things are expected.

Bob Stipe owns the latter also.

In a mile and a quarter hurdle race at Brighton Beach last

Monday two " good horses " were engaged. St. John ran

second and St. Luke third to Woodford.

It appears from the Portland papers that Nick Hall's colt,

Last Chance, was pretty badly injured when he fell at Irving-

ton Park last week in front of the stand.

Red Chief, Red Bird and a two-year-old colt by Brutus-

Marian, by Kyrle Dalv, have been added to the gelding list.

Red Bird was also fired in both forward legs.

Normandie appears to like the longer distances. She

was considered a sprinter here by most persons. Last Satur-

day she won a mile and a sixteenth race at Portland, Or.

Cy Mulkey has twenty-three thoroughbreds at work at

Napa track. Imp. Candid and Crighton are doing well, and

the veteran trainer thinks the latter quite a likely fellow.

Fred Foster, owner of Dr. Rice and Eloroy, is credited

with winning $30,000 on the wins of the pair at Washington
Park last Wednesday, and his friends won as much more.

Raleigh Colston, trainer for the Kentucky Stabie, has

Dan Miller's great filly, Charmion, in charge. She starts in

the Columbus Handicap with 103 pounds, one and three-

eighths miles.

F. de Ojeda has sent Chula, Falstaff, Chiquito and Co-

quette to the Merriwa Stock Farm of R. E de B. Lopez,

near Pleasanton, Cal. The horses will remain at the ranch

until next fall.
-

Circe, according to reports from Sacramento, is getting so

that she can carry her great clip six furlon&s, and people

from the Capitol City declare the Friar Tuck filly will be the

three-year-old of the far West next fall.

Volt, the chestnut three-year-old colt that won a mile race

at Washington Park last Tuesday in 1:4U, is by the famous

California favorite, Volante, dam Cora Belle, by Sensation
;

second dam imp. Heather, by Breadalbane.

The horse Carnage, whose pedigree is so much fancied in

Australia and England by students of breeding, is by Nor-

denfeldt, dam Mersey (dam of Carbine), by Knowsley.

Nordenfeldt is one of the best sons of Musket.

" Denver " Hayes had Vulcan in a mile and an eighth

hurdle race at Portland on the 6th inst. The gray gelding

is very speedy and was doin .iiently on the Mat, and why
he should be put over the j-Jips is a mystery.

The name, Rey el Santa Anita, is really " King the Santa

Anita," and of course ridiculous. El Rey de Santa Anita
" the King of Santa Anita ") is in all probability what it was

intended to name the A merican Derby-winner.

Lehman, the $10,000 colt by Harry O'Fallon—Lady Roy-
ster, beat Vassal and Senator Irby for the Dexter Stakes last

Tuesday at Washington Park, the mile being run in 1:41$,

equally Morello's time last year in the same event.

Two O'clock, the filly that ran second to Volt in the fast

mile at Chicago last Tuesday, is most appropriately named,

being by Troubadour, dam Matinee. Most matinees begin at

2 o'clock. Troubadour and Matinee were splendid turf per-

formers.

The pedigree of Queen, the dam of the old race mare, Ida

Glenn, appears in Vol. 6 of Bruce's American Stud Book

—

at least what there is of the pedigree. It is as follows:

Queen, ch m, by Lynx (son of Rifleman), dam Lady Hum-
boldt, by Hv-mboldt.

Charley Weber was not very badly injured after all, as

he was riding two days after the Chicago correspondent

spoke of the accident. Last Monday the clever little rider

piloted two winners at Washington Park—Joe Murphy, 8 to

1 ; Ethel Gray, 2 to 1.

Should the Montana circuit races be declared off alto-

gether it would be a very serious matter, but as the great rail-

road strike bids fair to be ended soon a new programme will

almost certainly be made up, though the dates of the meet-

ings will be changed somewhat.

Mountain Boy should have won two races at r'alistoga on

"the Fourth"—a quarter and half mile dash. The first he

won in 0:23, and in the latter he was winning away off, when
he concluded to " take a turn through the hot water field."

Bay Dick then managed to get up and win.

The dark bay horse Ed Stanley (formerly Donohue), that

was bo terribly cut down at Bay District track last winter, is

now all right again, and Dr. Masoero says he will race sure.

Tod Sloan and Al Dobson owned the son of Stratford and Re-
lay jointly, and the former was on the horse when the acci-

dent happened that many thought would end the racer's life.

Old First Lap is also at Dr. Masoero's place.

Dr. Rice, the four-year-old son of Onondaga and Bonnie
Lee, ran the best mile race last Wednesday ever run over
the Washington Park track, taking up 127 pounds and going
the route in 1:40^. The report to the poolroom at Ocean
View stated that he won easilv also.

California, the Midlothian—Misfortune filly, ran a dead
heat with Harry Reed last Monday at Brighton Beach, while
Dr. Hasbrouck won at a mile and a sixteenth in the fast time
(track considered) of 1:48. Comanche (by Sir Modred) was
second in this race, and Armitage ran second to Wernberg in
the mile.

There were two track records broken at Washington Park
last Monday. Ace, a two-year-old by Fabulous—Punnie, ran
five furlongs in 1:00£, and imp. Elise (by Beau Brummel

—

Coral) ran seven and one-half furlongs in 1:34, the world's
record at the distance. Old Rudolph must be in great shape,
as he negotiated a mile in 1:40.

Cash Day, the three-year-old son of Strathmore and Dawn
of Day, is perhaps as good a horse as has been seen in the
West this season. Last Tuesday at Washington Park he ran
a mile and seventy yards in record time. 1:44, easily defeat-

ing such cracks as Faraday and Ida Pickwick. It was Cash
Day's fifth win out of six starts.

From the Ramapo stud books it seems to be settled that the
great Suburbian Handicap winner of 1894, Ramapo, is by
the winner of that event in 1886—imp. Pontiac—and not by
Runnyinede. He was foaled to Pontiac's time, and had
Ramapo been by Runnymede Annie F. would have gone 364
days, nine days beyond the world's record.

Marvel, the Australian crack, comes from a wonderful
racing family in the colonies, though his pedigree is not a
long one. His dp,m, La Belle, by Maribyrnong, has thrown
some grand winners, while her dam, Myrtle, by Gemmi di

Vergy, was not only one of the best racers in that part of the
world, but has thrown such splendid performers as Cerise

and Blue, Little Bernie, Ivy and Caractacus.

Sabine broke the Washington Park record on Wednesday
last taking up 105 pounds and doing the distance in 2:33^,

with Vassal (102 pounds) second. Sabine is by imp. Ros-
sington (nearly brother to Osmonde), dam Lizzie Stone, by
Enquirer (sire of the dam of Dominol ; second dam Ninette,

by imp. Albion
;
third dam Cottage Girl (third dam of John

A. and of the dam of Wildwood), by imp. Ainderby.

Annie Moore's dam Norma, though short-bred.threw some
good racers, viz. : Sunday, Green Prewitt, Red Buck, Trifle

and Annie Moore. Bruce gives the breeding of Norma as

follows :
" By Norwich (son of Lexington), dam by Oregon

Charlie." Oregon Charlie was also known as Lummox, and
was a famous racer up to 600 yards in his day. Gibson, the

Beryessa mare and other noted sprinters traced to Oregon
Charlie.

Starter H. D. Brown had some sort of misunderstand-
ing with the Portland (Or.) management on the sixth day of

the races, and resigned abruptly. The man that took Brown's
place made a howling failure of the business. The Oregonian
says that after the horses had been at the post for forty min-
utes Judge Larue read the rules to the would-be flag-wielder,

and had not this been done the horses might still be at the

post. It se°med to have a splendid effect.

We received the following from Secretary Fellowes last

Sunday night: "Please announce that the Realization stakes,

opened by the Coney Island Jockey Club, for three-year-olds,

to be run at the spring meeting in 1896, will close for horses,

now yearlings, next Monday, July 16, that entries may be

made by letter or telegram, addressed Coney Island Jockey
Club, New York, and that paper blanks will be duly for-

warded as soon as the railroad troubles are over. C. Fel-
lowes, Secretary."

Only four candidates appeared to negotiate the Great
Western handicap, at a mile and a half, last Wednesday, at

Washington Park, Chicago, Vassal, in spite of his bad show-

ing for the Drexel Stakes on the previous day, but greatly

improved by his night's rest, ran second, but could not push
out Sabine, who covered the ground in 2:33}, within half a

second of Lamplighter's world's record at Monmouth Park,

and half a second better than the best mark at Washington
Park, made by Yo Tambien in the same stake in 1S92.

Had Sabine been forced to run be would unquestionably have

established a new record, for he won galloping.

J. E. King, of Woodland, owner of Red Iron, has a num-
ber of most promising youngsters by that young stallion

which has sired so many good ones. He says since Diggs has

turned out so well the price of yearlings in the vicinity of

Woodland has jumped from about $100 to $1,000. Really

Diggs was a bargain at $2,500. He has won his last three

races in fast time, and is showing that he can go the route.

If Red Iron (son of Elias Lawrence and imp. Inca, by

Vedette) eyer gets any fashionably-bred mares we can look

for some rare good colts. Most of the mares around Wood-
land are either shot-bred or from " four-mile heat families."

A Sacramento correspondent writes us tbat there are at

the least sixty thoroughbreds in training at Sacramento—in

fact, more than he ever saw at Agricultural Park at this

season of the year. W. F. Smith is galloping four head,

amongst the number the celebrated old horse Almont. Ab
Stemler has a string of nine or ten. Mike Kelly has eight

horses in training. Dick Havey has arrived with three head.

Sammy Cooper has a stable of six. Tom Boyle has four or

five. Frank de Poistre has three in training. W. M. Murry
is galloping twelve head and Philip Siebenthaler four.

Everything points to a grand State Fair meeting, at least so

far as the gallopers are concerned.

Dan McCarty is credited with selling A. B. Spreckels*

for $4,000, the dam of Blizzard and Eliza Ann—Trampo, by

imp. Kyrle Daly. This mare sold at the Hearst, clearing-out

sale for the ridiculous sum of $25, and Dan McCarty won the

sire of Blizzard from Ben Benjamin on the flip of a dollar.

Benjamin complained that it would not be fair to toss to see

who would own both, seeing that he had just paid $45 for

imp. Trade Wind and Mac but $25 for Trampo. So Mc-
Carty borrowed $20 from Henry Schwartz to make up the

difference, and then went on and won the horse on the flip.

Just why Trampo (dam of two winners) should have brought

only $25 was an enigma, as she is only nine years old and by

imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Julia Morgan, by Lodi, and well-bred

back of this.

The ordinance prohibiting the selling of pools, book-
making or making bets of any kind on horse racers in the
San Mateo County goes into force on the 17th of July, 1894.
It was passed on the 2d inst unanimously. As the book-
making on Eastern races, conducted in an isolated spot out-
side the town of Ocean View, is done in a very orderly man-
ner and there are hundreds of people from San Francisco
that want to bet all the time, it seems too bad that they are
not allowed to indulge themselves in a quiet way, when it

hurts no one.

We much fancy " Hidalgo's " ideas regarding breeding
from families that have given to the world sires. It is a no-
torious fact that great sires never come from certain lines,
and he declares that Emperor of Norfolk will never become
world-renowned through his progeny

; that the fact is Bald-
win needs a good at the head of the Santa Anita stud. The
most successful breeders, the world over, are those that judge
the future by the past and study the subject well before thev
embark in a business that is anything but a lottery. Lord
Falmouth in England, the Hon. James White in Australia
and A. Belnont in this country, the representative, successful
breeders of the land, had their own peculiar ideas, and
studied the breeding problem pretty much all the time. Their
success repaid them well for their labor.

If W. O'B. Macdonough accepts the curteous challenge of
E. J. Baldwin it would doubtless create a vast amount of in-
terest in tiie racing worldjand among those who give the sub-
ject of breeding race horses their most serious thoughts.
That Mr. Macdonough would select imp. Flirt, by Hermit,
to breed to Ormonde, is almost certain, and Mr. Baldwin
would be just as certain to select Clara D., by imp. Glenelg,
to mate with Emperor of Norfolk. Flirt is a sister to Friar
Tuck (sire of Hermitage and Quarterstaff) and also to Fair
Barbarian (dam of Amazon and Zenobia). Flirt has thrown
the winners Faustine, Flambeau, Fidelia and Flirtation.
Clara D.is the dam of Winona, Santiago and Santa Ann.-i, all

great winners. Imp. Rosetta, by Struan, would be another
mare Mr. Macdonough might pit against any of the Santa
Anita mares. She has thrown such splendid winners as
Rhono, Rover, Rosebud, Romair and Flood Gate.

There was universal regret over the closing of the races
meeting at Sheepshead Bay. Without question the course is

the most popular and attractive in the East. As a whole,
the racing at Sheepshead has been excellent. There was only
one unfortunate occurrence during the meeting, the Ramapo-
Banquet-Rodman decision, and things of this kind cannot be
prevented until professional stewards are appointed. The
meeting of the Coney Island Jockey Club continued sixteen
days, during which time 370 horses ran in 101 races, includ-
ing hurdle races and steeplechases. The amount run for, in-
cluding entrance money, stake and added money, amounted
to $238,995. The biggest winners are the following: Gideon
& Daly, $46,060 ; Manhattan Stable, $43,580 ; Oneck Stable,

$16,025 ; B. McClelland, $12,640; M. F. Dwyer, $12,765;
Preakness Stable, $6,715; Leigh & Rose, $6,215; W. C. Daly,
$5,105 ; J. A., A. H. and D. H. Morris, $4,865; J. R. and F.
P. Keene, $3,950; R. Bradley, $3,800; Gilpin & Taylor, $3,430
and J. H. Korn, 3,400.

A. D. Courtney is plaintiff in a suit against S. P. Smith
and George Childs for a half-interest in the race horse Vali-
dore. Courtney alleges in his complaint filed in the Superior
Court this morning that Childs claims a half-interest in the
horse under a lease obtained from George Nickerson, who
owned and sold his interest to the defendant Smith, but
which had never been leased to said Childs. Both Smith
and Childs claim the entire ownership of the horse, and
refuse to allow plaintiff to have custody of the horse, which •
is valued at $500. The plaintiff alleges that the horse is kept
locked in a box stall at Modesto race course and is not given
exercise, to the injury of the horse. The charge is further
made that those now in possession of the horse threaten to

take him out of the county. The complainant prays that the
court appoint a receiver and order a judgment for the sale of
the horse at public sale. He also prays for the cost of suit

and such other relief as the court may deem proper. L. J.
Maddux is attorney for the plaintiff.—Modesto News.

Jockey Ray, whose reputation is none to good, was sus-

pended by the Washington Park racing officials for bad work
on Sister Mary's back in the fifth race on July 6th. He will

not ride again at the meeting and may not ever ride a horse
again. Ray has ridden well this season. Last year he was
suspended for pulling Yo Tambien in the great Western
Handicap. His performance on Sister Mary may prove to be
criminal. Certain it was as bad as possible, though Sister

Mary is an unreliable jade that has raced more consistently

than usual this season. Ray made the running with her, left

a place for Flora Thornton to come through in the stretch

and watched Ingomar until Sister Mary was beaten. Then
he rode her to catch Thornton and failed. The mare was
going well at the end, too. If carlessness was Ray's oflense

he will be suspended for the meeting. If the ring operator's

sheets and outside poolrooms show that Flora Thornton was
heavily backed—as she probably was—Ray's ride was crimi-
nal and made to appear simply careless to the racing officials.

The mare was not pulled, and with no evidence of evil on
view the officials could and did not declare bets off. It is said

that the Flora Thornton party had bet $3,000 on its mare.
There was no evidence of that either.

The racing piece of the afternoon of July 6th at Washing-
ton Park Was the Boulevard Stakes, worth $1,995 to the win-

ner. It was for all ages, at a mile, and brought out only the

two mares, Yo Tambien and Gloaming, both cracks, but not
matched at the weights, as the betting showed, Yo Tambien
being backed from 1 to 4 to 1 to 5. Gloaming was 3i and 4

to 1. The beautiful mare, after entering the parade with its

applause, did not want to break, but they got away early with

Yo Tambien's handsome head and neck in front. Madison's

orders on Gloaming were to go at Marion's daughter all the

way and beat her when and where he could. At the quarter,

in 0:24^, Yo Tambien, hard ridden, was half a length to the

good, but through the rear Gloaming got to and headed her,

and was a head in front at the half in 0:48$. Around the big

bend Yo Tambien assumed command again and was nearly

clear into the stretch, Thorpe shaking his whip at her in the

usual way. The three-quarters was run in 1:15. Thorpe
did not have to switch his whip at Yo Tambien again during

the trip home, and she won in a gallop by almost two lengths

in 1:40$, the fastest time in the stakes' history. There was

much betting on time in this way: Under 1:41, 11 to 10;

1:41, 6 to 1 ; over 1:41, 4 to 5.
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EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Gambling Guarded.—In the Breeder and Sportsman

of last Saturday appeared an article, originally published in

the Kentucky Stock Farm, copied from that by the Horse

World, and the repetition in this paper was " by request." I

think it must have been a communication, at least that is my

recollection, and I am also of the opinion that neither by

"Iconoclast,"' nor in the editorial page of that journal, would

such an argument be advanced. The whole basis of the ar-

gument is that gambling should not bs legislated upon. The

caption is "Mischievous Legislation," and the tenor of the

article throughout is an attempt to prove that legal enact-

ments to govern betting on racing are all wrong. While it

is scarcely possible that any person could be misled by the

reasoning, I take it that whoever requested its re-publication

must have thought it worthy of attention, and it may be that

others are of the same mind, so that a short rejoinder will not

be out of place.

The whole argument is that gambling must not be subjected

to legislative interference, for if turf gambling be thus favored

all other methods of tempting Dame Fortune come under the

same head.

As I have oftentimes stated gambling is a universal passion.

Were it eradicated mankind would degenerate. It is a pro-

moter of energy. A potent aid to bettering the condition. It

inspires men and women with a determination to raise them-

selves into positions which will insure greater happiness; it

creates a desire for higher station, leads to improvements

which would not have been made without the stimulus. It

underlies progression, the governing spirit in nearly every

phase of life. In all pursuits it can be claimed to be the rul-

ing motive, as when pursued to a logical conclusion it will

be fouud that risks are taken with the hope that fortune will

be favorable.

But when it comes to direct gaming, that is a venture

when chance is invoked, with or without the exercise of skill

or judgment, it cannot be put on the broad ground of uni-

versal prevalence. By very many people that feature is

held to be contrary to the good of the public, the most rigid

of them insisting on prohibition, others who are satisfied with

guards which will keep it within bounds. The small, the

very small portion of the "body politic " who hold opinions

similar to those of the writer of the article under discussion,

aDd who regard all legislation which would control, or exer-

cise supervision over gambling mischievous, take the extreme

in the other direction, and were the battle confined to them
and prohibitionists it would either be absolute suppression

or universal license. But when this fight was going on

and the issue as named, on which side would the large army
of conservatives be enrolled ? Ninety-five per cent, at

least on the side which demanded vigorous exclusion when
that was the only method to control. So far as the "sports"

of turf and track are concerned, there is far more danger

from those who oppose legislation than from all the fanatics

on the opposite side. In fact, the fanaticism is equally di-

vided. While one set of bigots will have the co-operation

of people who do not favor their views, the opposing wing
must depend upon their own strength, not a single recruit to

» answer their call, however frantic the appeal. When the

question is narrowed to unlimited gambling] on races, or no
gambling at all, there can only be one result. I have heard

it asserted that no law could be passed in California similar

to that which prevails in New York, justifying the assertion

by the argument that the money on the side of the opposi-

tion would stall off any attempt to curtail the business as

it now stands. I have far more faith in the integrity of legis-

lators than to give that any weight. In the first place if a

bill were introduced to prohibit all speculation on races it

would fail to pass under the present state of affairs, without

a dollar of bribe money ; in the second, were there a similar

proposition to the Ives bill presented, there is not money
enough in the hands of those who would benefit to defeat its

passage.

1 may be grievously in error in entertaining these beliefs,

and that a bill embodying the main features of the New
York law will be defeated at the next session of the com-
ing Legislature, and should that be the result, in place of

a prohibitive edict gaining the support of a fanatical divi-

sion alone, it is very doubtful if the tide, or rather the tor-

rent, could be stayed in two years hence. Very likely in a

shorter time, as the power now in the hands of county offi-

cials is sufficient, and when grand juries can indict, as has
been done in Chicago, the State Legislature is not the only
source of danger. But with a law to govern the whole
State, a statute which will meet with the approval of the best

citizens there will bs no cause for fear.

I have no better means of knowing who made the request to

have the article appear in the Breeder and Sportsman
than any other reader of the paper. Have not been at the

ofticesincethe paper was received or had any communication
with anyone connected with the paper, but the only class

which can be benefited by the theories embodied in the arti-

cle is that which will be enabled to gamble on races unham-
pered by " mischievous legislation." Race course proprie-
tors, whether individual or corporate, will not sanction the
opening of betting rooms wherever a party may see fit to

"offer the odds." Owners of racehorses will hardl/ lend
their countenance to schemes which will diminish the reve-

nues of race courses. The great body of people who favor the
sport for the recreation and enjoyment it affords, will not en-

courage a system which brings the participants on a par with
a roulette wheel and the man who sets the ball rolling, and
even those who like to increase the excitement of the race
by a wager, large or small, when the horses are running, will

not be prone to give their sanction to a saturnalia of gamb-
ling such as has been witnessed before the mischief-making
legislator put a stop to the orgies. Thereupon the author of
the articleand those who agree with him must be either a
member of the class who gained emoluments from the former
practice, or their advocate, or, without searching for motives,
people who do not thoroughly understand the situation.

From the time of blufl' King Hal, gambling has been un-
der legislative supervision. Horse racing, too, and the ad-

juncts of horse racing. Id organized communities laws are

essential. Without laws a chaotic state which would forbid

prosperity. In nearly all of the commonwealths of the
United States common gambling, that is the kind of gaming
which is denominated "games of chance" is prohibited.

Where prohibited there are paroxysms of virtue, when doors
are smashed and implements confiscated, though it is safe to

say that there is not a city or large town in the country in

which the^e laws are sustained ; in most of them not a
week in the year when "games" are not in full blast. New
York is not the only city in which those who are sworn to

protect the law accept bribes to give opportunities to break
them.
Nevada licenses gambling, and in doing so establishes

guards that are more effective in governing the propensity
than absolute prohibition, taking the workings of both sys-

tems, as shown heretofore, for the basis of comparison. The
games must be open to the public excepting minors and on
the lower floor of the building in which they are conducted.
Publicity ensures supervision, and though it may be claimed
that in this way the temptation is increased, surveillance is an
effectual estoppel in the case of people who are intrusted with
the money of others. A public officerwho is entrusted with pub-
lic funds, or an employee who handles his employer's money
would be less likely to gratify his passian for gaming than if

the act could be done in private. That opportunity will not

be granted, inasmuch as there is a double guard—those who
pay a big license on the watch for contrabandists, and officers

whose duties it is to report delinquents. The licensed exempt
the most effective, as he would have better opportunities for

detecting, and ready to punish derelict officers who favored

lawbreakers.

I am informed that the Montana law, which also licenses

gambling, compels the party to whom the license is granted
to place a sign over the entrance to denote what the business

is, non-compliance entailing severe punishment. A still

better guard, as anyone seen to enter the building must accept
the indictment that his intentions are to gamble, and if not

in a position to plead guilty, with the justification that his

circumstances warrant the indulgence, he will be loath to

place himself in the position. Persons holding positions of

trust, and those engaged in business which in a greater or less

measure depends upon credit being sustained will not take
the hazard, whereas under prohibitory laws it can be done
with slight chance of detection. A law which is easily en-
forced, and one which has never yet been carried into effect,

are so widely different, that difference being so greatly in

favor of the controlling measure that it appears as though it

did not require a long argument to prove that was the supe-
rior enactment. My informant also siates that there is a pro-

vision in the Montana law to punish those that " run skin-

ning games." Five hundred dollars fine, half of which goes

to the informer.and if such a clause could be incorporated in

a racing law, that is a fine with imprisonment until it was
paid, when one was convicted of " pulling," or better still,

fine and confinement in jail for a long period, it would aid

greatly in the " purification of the turf." And why not? In
several states it is a penal oflence to trot a horse in a class to

which they are ineligible, and " ringing " is a minor offense

compared with losing a race intentionally " which nobody
can deny," unless they consider that a " petty larceny thief"

is worthier than a " bold buccaneer."

There would be no danger of legislative interference with
racing were the betting feature eliminated.

There is little danger of adverse enactments if the feature

were kept within reasonable bounds.

It is generally acknowledged that without an opportunity
for speculating on the results of races less interest would be
taken, and a smaller attendance than would justify giving
prizes of sufficient magnitude to encourage the breeding of

race horses. Therefore when the gambling adjuncts are kept
in subordination, when so restricted as to meet the require-

ments of the conservative portion of the community, there
are reasonable grounds for legislative protection.

*
* *

Belle of Wabash.—Before the information was received

that the dam of Belle of Wabash was thoroughbred I had not

the least doubt that she was a very high-bred mare. John

Williams, who drove her, was for some time in the employ of

her breeder, Mr. Weisiger, and familiar with her history. I

took some notes of a conversation with Mr. Williams several

years ago, but they have been misiaid. He recounted her

history from the time she was broken until placed in the breed-

ing stuH, and some of her peculiarities have been forcibly

shown in her descendants in the third and fourth generations.

It has been a great detriment to the breeding of light

harness horses that Mr. Wallace became so thoroughly im-

bued with what might be termed an insane antipathy to thor-

oughbred blood in fast trotters. It was a dominant passion

with him, overshadowing and overpowering to an extent that

is difficult to understand. Stories, strangely absurd, were
credited, when these tales brought disbelief on accepted pedi-

grees of trotters that carried near strains of racing blood,while
evidence, however sound to establish it, was thrown aside.

And still he carried a numerous clientele with him. He was
the master in this respect, the prophet and dictator, the abso-

lute authority, which to question was treason, and to dispute

his verdicts a crime. That he could impose upon himself is

not so strange as the ability to blind others. That he had
full faith in the justice of his conclusions I shall not deny.
Strongly intrenched in the faith that his theory of breeding

fast trotters was correct, he accepted, without hesitation, every
fanciful tale which supported his views, and formulated them
with defiant arrogance. His disciples were taught obedience,

or rather disciplined into subserviency, and those who held
opposite opinions subjected to ridicule so far as his pen could
accomplish. He turned on "Iconoclast" with almost savage
ferocity for daring to pronounce the testimony sound that

proved thegrandam of Sunol to be thoroughbred,when surely

that eminent writer was better fitted to weigh evidence than
one who was not trained for that purpose.
Had he been less sincere in his belief of the infallibility

of his judgment in that respect he would not have been so

aggressive and in place of denouncing those who disagreed,

placed more dependence upon argument. Then consistency

came in the way. He had said and published, over and over
again, that near thoroughbred crosses were pernicious and in

order to sustain himself was forced to insist that whenever
claims were presented that celebrities of the track* possessed

that near kinship to the thoroughbred be condemned them as

false. In place of admitting truths which were palpable he
could not view them in any other light than transgressions,

tresspasses on holy ground, and he, the high priest to anathe-

matize for the inroad, to excommunicate with "bell, book
and candle " everyone who had the presumption to sanction
the heresy.

He was imposed upon by people who were aware of his
passion, and either for the purpose of gaining notoriety, or
from innate desire to make trouble, sent him communica-
tions which contained fabulous statements regarding the
genealogy of horses.

In a letter I received from Mr. Wallace a few years ago he
stated that a man who lived in the neighborhood where
Blackbird (Simpson's) was foaled had volunteered the in-
formation, that, Blackbird, to his certain knowledge, was not
by Camden but by a Copperbottom colt. That he (Mr. W.)
had not published it on account of the renewal of our old-
time friendship, etc.; though from the tenor of the letter he
evidently thought there was "something in it." I sent him
a letter from the breeder of Blackbird, Luther M. Pratt, and
referred him to the file of the Old Spirit of the Times, in
which he would find the report of a race at Hayesville.Ohio,
in which Blackbird ran in a stake for Camden colts and the
entry, Luther M. Pratts' " Blackbird, by Camden, dam by
Postboy." In the report of the race it is stated that Black-
bird had taken the premium over Little Frank (the winner
of the race) when a weanling and two-year-old, so that the
chain was complete. The letter from his breeder identified
the horse I owned as the colt he bred and raced at Hayesville,
Ohio, in 1854, placing ownership, birth and breeding beyond
controversy. Had the communication from the man who
knew that Blackbird was by a Copperbottom colt been re-
ceived when the "war was on" between Mr. Wallace and
myself, it would have been published in the magazine, which
I did not read at the time, and once made public and not con-
tradicted, perhaps, for years after, very many people would
have implicit faith that the founder of a family which has
made a fair showing on the track? was not entitled to the
paternity claimed, but ascionof the houseof Copperbottom.

In alluding to the pecular idiosyncracy of Mr. Wallace and
the damage that has followed, I desire it to be distinctly un-
derstood that I have none others than the most friendly feel-

ings for the man who has labored so long and so faithfully in
the work to which he has devoted most of his life. It has
been a misfortune, in my estimation, which will take years
to overcome, but in place of ascribing the motives which
governed him in attacking " established pedigrees" to an
unworthy source, am now convinced that they were
honestly conceived, and promulgated with a full belief in
the correctness of the position he occupied. He was in a
position to gain a multitude of converts. Impregnable in

many respects, the editor of Wallace's Monthly, the Regis-
trar of trotting pedigrees and the compiler of the American
Trotting Register and Year Book, was so strongly fortified as

to make light of any assault. An autocrat of vast power, us-

ing chat to advance the interests which were under his charge
in accordance with his individual views. With a man of his

temperament, opposition was to be overcome by all the force
he possessed, and when it was evident that tho?e who differed

were gaining recruits he sought to recover the lost ground
by slashing on all sides. When the evidence was so over-
whelmingly in favor of the claim that two of the greatest
trotters and their kin were nearly related to thoroughbreds,
he still wrangled, and then it became evident that the passion
for denial had mastered his judgmant. It proved that his

belief was honestly entertained, and that in all the years of

warfare he had been conscientious in the performance of what
he considered his duty to be. Very many will difier with me
in this estimate ; some years ago I held a different opinion,
though now, after a careful review, concede the point. He is

not alone in respect to advancing a theory and rejecting all

evidence that did not comport with the assumption. We are
all prone to look for verification of a pet theory, and few are

so admirably constituted as to weigh impartially the evi-

dence on both sides of the question when one side has been
advocated with ardor, especially when that advocacy has
covered a long term of years and been conducted with feel-

lings of acrimony by the disputants on both sides.

I do not consider it at all necessary to establish the point
that near crosses of thoroughbred blood in fast trotters are

beneficial that Belle of Wabash proves to have been a thor-

oughbred mare. If so proven it does not follow that the

value of trotting-bred mares in the same field has been less-

ened, as that would be an erroneous assumption which could
not be sustained. Still it adds to the testimony in favor of

the side I have contended for through a greater number of

years than Mr. Wallace has advocated the other side. In
fact, we were not very far apart in our views when I com-
menced writing on the breeding problem, and while it is grat-

ifying to have another distinguished family of trotters in near
relationship to the thoroughbred, it is peculiarly pleasing, as

not very long ago I gave the granddaughter or Belle of

Wabash, Beautiful Bells, the first place among great brood-

mares, and that a trotting-bred one. I still claim that Beau-
tiful Bells is emphatically trotting-bred, and that many others

much nearer the thoroughbred are also entitled to be thus

classed.

In "Arnaree's" article, which appeared in the Breeder
and Sportsman last Saturday, the pedigree of Belle of

Wabash is tabulated to the fifth remove, which entitles her
to a place in the A. S. B. as thoroughbred. As she trotted in

2:37, according to the S. B., she inherited the "trotting in-

stinct"—that being equivalent to a much faster rate at the

present lime, as it is over thirty years ago when she was per-

forming. I think it was about 1S60 when I saw her, and my
recollection of her is the same as Mr. Rose describes. I can
hardlv agree with Mr. Rose, however, that " Copperbottcm
and Morgan is a much better pedigree for a broodmare than

the running-bred Bassinger,'' than that presented in the table.

American Eclipse and imp. Tranby are conspicuous figures in

trotting genealogy.

* # —
Board of Referees.—Very nearly the same move was

made by the N. T. A. in 1S77 as the last attempt to quiet the

Pacific Coast with a " sugar teat." At that time there was

no Pacific Board, and the Eastern members of the directory

adopted the plan of creating a Board outside of what the By-

Laws authorized. In looking over some old papers I found

the following letters and slip, and one from J. Elliott, por

tions of which are copied.

The letter from Mr. Buck is dated August 28, ]S77, the

closing paragraph :

"I enclose an answerto your queries. The 'Board of Referees'
business was a sort ot expedient, and the same kind of a sugar teat

that was given the Western people in '75. However, California will

likely have her own Board in '78, and you should be one of its

office'ra. Always yours, E. A. Buck.



July 14. 1894] ®tjv gSreeow cml> .S^xtrtftsman. 3?
The enclosure was a proof slip of the matter which ap

peared as an editorial.

THE POWERS OF THE PACIFIC COAST REFEREES.
We have received from a valued correspondent the following

queries, wnicn, on account of their importance, we transfer from our
regular department for answers to this page :

"San Francisco, Aug. 20.—Editor Spirit: 1. Is the appoint-
ment of a Board of Referees for the Pacific Coast justified by the pres-

ent by-lawsand rules of the National Trotting Association ? 2. Does
the code, adopted in February, 1S<6, supersede previous rules? 3.

Where that is explicit, can anything else govern? 4. Granting that
the Western Circuit Board considered it expedient, had that body
the power to " empower " the President of the N. T. A, to appoint a
Board of Referees ? 5 Should an appeal be taken from club or pro-
prietor to said Board of Referees, and the otber party refuse to accept
them as arbitrators, paying no attention to their decrees, can he be
puuisbed for contumacy ? You will oblige many of your readers hy
answering these questions as soon as is convenient for you to do so,

as our Circuit will soon commence, and questions are likely to arise.

One firm of pool-sellers have signified tneir intention to withhold
the payment of pools, where an appeal has been taken, until the
matter is decided by this Board of Referees. Money, under the old
system, has been held here for months, until an appeal could be de-

cided—that is, the pool-money—and we are anxious to know if such
astate of affairs is tocoutinue, much to the detriment of trotting
sport. Inquiring Occidental."
Answer 1. Under article 7 of the By-laws, we think the Board of

Appeals, or any District Board, may appoint Referees to take proof
and make recommendations, for each has what is known in courts
as a common law and equity jurisdiction. The President of the
National Association, exercising a power ofthe Chancellor in Equity,
appoints, when necessary, refereesto rake testimony and report to

the prorer Board. It was not contemplated, wben the California
Board of Referees were appointed, that they should make decisions,
but it is likelv that their recommendations will have great weight
with the District Board. 2. Yes, iu all casesarising from them. 3.

Notbingcan govern contrary to present rules which comes within
them. 4. The Western District Board itself might have appointed
referees, and, under certain conditions, the President of the National
Association would be justified in doing so. 5. No appeal can be
taken to the California Board of Referees ; that Board can only take
testimony under the rules constituting it. It decides nothing, as the
evidence taken by it must go before the Western Board for their de-
cision. It is understood that, should the Board of Referees make
recommendation to the President of the National Association to
temporarily restore a person or horse which, in their judgment, has
been unjustly or illegally punished, he would make such temporary
restoration. Pools should be sola to go with the decision of the
judges, as the National Association enforces no betting rules nor de-

cides bets. Our California friends should see to it that the nest Con-
gress gives them first-class machinery fordoing their business. In
the meantime, we think President Woolley has given them the only
relief which the By-laws of the National Association will allow.

It will be proper to state that I was eh cted a member of the

Paci6c Board, but declined on the ground that a man con-

nected with turf papers should not be a member of a govern-

ing board. At that time I was with the California Spirit of

the Times, and soon after my refusal to serve on the Board
received a letter from Hamilton Busby which opened as fol-

lows :

" New York, March 15, 1S78.

Dear Sikpjon :—I was in hopes you would consent to act on the
Board of Appeals. I appreciate your" motives in declining to serve,

nevertheless I hold that you could do justice to the readers of the
Spirit and| the turfmen who would come beforeyou for review. 1
would urge vou not to decline, if by doing so I could keep you on the
Board. * * * Truly, Hamilton Busby."

Very appropriately to the present condition of affairs will

be a part of a letter from aJo" Elliott. Mr. Elliott was con-

nected with the N. Y. Herald soon after it was first pub-
lished, and chief of its turf and sporting bureau.

The Herald, New York, July 7, 1S78.

Friend Simpson * * * The National Association, as you are
are aware, meets here on the early days of February, but I do not
look for any reforms being made to improve the character of the trot-

ting turf, it seem to me that the management of the association—
the heads—are in favor of corruption ; for by that means the fines be-
come more numerous, and by other means there is more money com-
ing io to the concern. You will notice that the association commonly
settle the frauas on the track by fines ; ruling off very seldom. A
scamp can pay and do as he likes. Old and a few others have
" fat " situations, and are doing well. Yours truly,

Jo. Elliott.
** *

Cedar, Not Oak.—It was a cedar tree that Free Coinage

tried to climb in nlace of an oak, as I have learned since the

statement was published. This gives one a better opinion of

his sense, inasmuch as the branches are apt to be nearer the

ground than the " grand old oak with its hundred arms so

stroDg" is provided. The failure, however, to accomplish

the feat would put him in the class of the elephant and the

brick conundrum which carried off the $500-prize at the

opening of McVicker's Theatre in Chicago, and which went

to the credit of Jack Nelson, assistant superintendent of

police. The query was, "Why is an elephant like a brick?"

The answer—Neithercan climb a tree. The award was left

to the assemblage, and a roar of voices in favor of the popu-

lar chief was the responses.

But Free Coinage did not restrict his queer freaks to tree-

climbing. When worked on Mr. Hayward's track he was
prmet) hivajfus ova way, and would go over or thro ugh
slight obstacles, such as a board fence, whenever he made up
his mind to that effect. He had other ideas not at all com-
patible with the pleasure of his driver, and many predicted

that he would do serious harm to
(l Pete" if he continued to

drive him. .Persistent kindness has made a wonderful change,
and the only time I have seen him "lay an ear back," was
the day following a trip to San Francisco to be shod.

He may have thought that it was an aspersion on the skill

of our Oakland smiths, and being better pleased with his

quarters at the Oakland track than the raw air of the Bay
District, signified his disapprobation by breaking when his

driver was likely to be annoyed, and the exhibition of some
temper as well as the break.

If that was the motive, he ''reconsidered " by closing a big
gap and winning the brush down the homestretch over a
pacer with a record well down in the teens, and a trotter with
a record about two seconds faster than that of Free Coinage.
They claim that he has been beaten on that favorite battle

ground, the homestretch, but as in all the tilts I have seen he
has discomfited all opposing knights he must be awarded the
championship in his class.

The horses at work on the Oakland Track seem to be do-
ing well; most of them very well. I saw % four-year-old go
away from the score at a rate that would set the heads of the
the fastest whirling, and that with so much apparent ease as

to demonstrate that the clip could be kept up for any rea-

ronable distance.

There are some new arrivals which give indications of be-
ing worthy competitors in the races which are so close at

hand, Wayland W., by the way, a very handsome horse, and
marks his sire, Arthur Wilkes, as the bestower of high form
as well as high speed. Dudley, by Anteros can scarcely be a
failure in the slow pacing classes, in fact, if I am1

not swayed
by partiality for the old stock, he will be "thar or thar-
abouts" when the winning score is reached. In the stable

with Dudley there are a son and daughter of Ira which are of

promise. The colt a yearling and one of the good-looking
division as well as showing such speed and action as can
hardly fail to end in speed.

The track is kept in fine condition, and on working-out
days there are a number of interested spectators, reminding
one of the times when crowds attended the trials of the trot-
ters. Fully as enthusiastic as those of the "good old days,"
if in reduced force. Should present disturbances be settled
in time there is no doubt that the trotting meetings will be
the most successful that have ever been held in California.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

An Interesting' Theory on Breeding.

In the breeding of the thoroughbred horse, history repeats

itself from year to year. Were the matter not so vast it would
be easier to detect certain laws which govern the science or

which at least prevent breeders from making too many mis-

takes. The phrase "survival of the fittest" would very
nearly express the law, could a definition be found for the
word "fittest" so that we could clearly see in the present,

which the best strains and individuals are.

We shall find striking analogies in the breeding of the

two-year-olds of 1894, and that of the older horses. Many
men held that Domino owed a part of his excellence to close

inbreeding to Lexington, whereas his lightning speed was
due to imported Eclipse. I pointed out last year what a

closely inbred mare Lizzie G., Domino's grandam was, says

Lamplighter in Daily America. She was by War Dance (a

son of Lexington and Reel by Glencoe), out of a mare by Le-
compte (a son of Boston and Reel by Glencoe), grandam
Edith, by Sovereign, from Judith, by Glencoe. This makes
extraordinary close inbreeding to Glencoe. Slv Dance,
Waltzer's dam, is bred almost on the same lines, by War
Dance, out of Sly Boots, by Rivoli (sou of Trustee and Topaz,

by Glencoe), out of Skedaddle, by imp. Yorkshire, grandam
Magnolia, by Glencoe. In the very same place appear the

three Glencoe crosses in both pedigrees.

It is interesting to note the two-year-old performances of
Sly Dance. She won the property of R. H. Owens, the

Filly Stakes at Lexington, six furlongs; the Colt and Filly

Stakes at the same place, one mile, from Talisman, Fonso
Mistake, Kinkead, etc., ran a dead heat with Bye-and-Bye in

the Bluegrass Stakes at Louisville, six furlongs, in 1:16£, and
won the deciding heat in 1:17^. At the same place, Mistake
beat her for ihe Sanford Stakes, one mile, in 1:43}. Mr. P.
Lorillard then bought the filly, and sent her the next year to
England, where she started in the City and Suburban and
Ascot Stakes, running unplaced on both occasions. The
next year she returned to America, where she won a number
of races. Sly Dance then went to the stud in 1SS3, but be-
fore Waltzer, produced no winner, though she had foals bv
Mortemer and Iroquois. Her filly of 1890, by Darebin, went
to the stud. Her full brother, Sachem, was also sent to Eng-
land, and was a winner there. It is needless to say more,
than that Magnolia was the grandson of Maggie B. B., who
produced Iroquois. Darebin, the sire of Waltzer, is inbred in
just the same way to Touchstone, The Peer, his sire, was a
son of Melbourne and Cinizelli, by Touchstone, out of Bro-
cade, by Pantaloon. Lurline, his dam, was by The Libel (by
Pantaloon, out of Pasquinade, a full sister to Touchstone),
grandam Mermaid, by King Tom, out of Waterwitch, by The
Flying Dutchman, from Evening Star, by Touchstone.
This kind of breeding brings us to a theory of dog breeders,

who claim that each of the parents should be closely inbred,
but to a different strain. Of course this is outcrossing and has
given excellent results, and will at least have a good effect

on the constitution of an animal. A too closely inbred ani-
mal should never be mated with another that has the same
s*rain near to the top. Closely inbred mares have proved a
greater succe s then sires similarly bred.

I am well aware that here the cry will be raised " Look at

Sir Hugo !" Certainly he won a Derby, but was beaten every
time afterward. In certain quarters his breeding is "touted"
as if the philosopher's stone was found. The horse is closelv

inbred to Rataplan, and his sire, Wisdom, comes from Blink-
hoolie, a son of Rataplan out of a mare by Stockwell. But
looking closer into his pedigree, we see where the excellence
comes from, and that the above theory will be partly sus-
tained. Sir Hugo's dam, Manoeuvre, is by Lord Clifden. The
latter was by Newminster, out of The Slave, by Melbourne,
from Volley, a full sister to Voltigeur. This shows clearly
that the dam is inbred to the " Voltaire—Martha Lynn "

strain, and that the sire was inbred to the " Baron—Poca-
hontas strain. To go into details whether it would be prefer-

able to breed to full brothers or full sisters would carry me
too far for my space.

Gotham, the son of Iroquois and Trade Wind, ran a disap-

pointing race, but his previous victories entitle him to a good
place among the two-year-olds. Trade Wind ia a Great Tom
mare, as Tullahoma, Tammany's dam, is, but she is not
backed up with the stout BonDie Scotland cross, which until

now has proved to be the best nick with Iroquois. The
cracks gotten by him have all had the blood of the son of

Queen Mary, viz., Tammany, Huron,G. W. Johnson and Sen-
ator Grady. Maybe it was this reason Mr. Belmont paid the
highest price of the Belle Meade sale tor a colt by Iroquois,

out of Toribera, an untried mare by Great Tom, grandam
Bonnie Belle, by Bonnie Scotland. This colt, except the
brother to Tammany, was the only one bred in a way that

combines Great Tom and Bonnie Scotland, a union from
which sprung the famous Proctor Knott, but it would sur-

prise nobody should one of the brown colts out of the King-
fisher mare, Duchess, dam of Utica and Carlotta, turn out a
real smasher.
There is nothing strange about it, but it ought to be ob-

served that the three best sons of Leamington, viz.: Long-
fellow, Eolus and Iroquois, have none of the blood of Lex-
ingion. This circumstance, on the contrary, seems to serve

them extremely well. Our mares are so chock full of this

blood that a sire who is free from it has a grand chance with
them, as there is no doubt that too much inbreeding weakens
the constitution and tends to accentuate fault conformation
of the common ancestor.

Iroquois has in his whole pedigree only one native strain,

that is BostOD, and this cross amounts only to two-sixteenrhs
of blood not imported in the fourth generation. With the

exception of Helen Nichols" dam, all the mares with whom
he produced anything good were from imported sires. Trade
Wind, the dam of Gothaw, is by an imported sire Great
Tom (by King Tom, a son of Pocahontas),out of Sue Wynne
bv Vandal, a son of Glencoe, from Florence Nightingale*

u-
9'*Ieara

*
also a 90n of Glenc<>e. We meet here, for the

third time in this article, three Glencoe strains on the dam's
side.

Florence Nightingale is also inbred to Leviathian, which
the following table will show more clearly :

Z fO'Meara..

. „, f Saltan, by Selim
f* Glencoe >

\ (Trampoline, by Tramp

I Cotillion

f * Leviathan..

Maria Shelby

.

f *Leviathan, by JInley

[*GalIopade, by Catton

JMuley, by Orville

I Daughter of Windle

J
Stockholder, by Sir Archy

1 Patty Puff, by Pacolet

The sons of Leamington, out of Lexington mares, that
have proved successful are Onondaga and Enquirer, the sire
of Falsetto. Falsetto is very closely inbred to Lexington.
Enquirer is out of a Lexington mare. Falsetto's dam was by
Australian, out of a Lexington mare, which makes only two
free removes. Only a very hardy outcross like Bonnie Scot-
land (and the Woodburn Stud has none of that blood) could
save his stock from a certain weakness. Instead of this.he is
bred to mares with Lexington blood. He has gotten some
high-class racers, but we have yet to see a stout runner by
him.
Counter Tonor is one of these inbred Lexingtons, as his

dam Pearl Thorn is by Jack Malone, a son of Lexington.
Therefore, brilliantly as he might flash up some day, I doubt
if he will stand a hard season. Chorister was bred just the
same way, his dam, Addie C, being by King Alfonso, out of
Aerolite, by Lexington, and he could not be fitted as a two-
year-old, and at three he ran five races and was done for
good.

With Patron it was just the same; he ran only once as a
two-year-old. At three he very soon gave way under the
stress of training. His dam Patrimony, was by Pat Malloy,
a son of Lexington.
Patrimony seems to have thrown something better in Gid-

eon & Daly's colt, full brother to Lisimony, by the despised
Lisbon. The colt is almost full brother to Troubadour, whose
dam Glenluine, by Glenelg, was also the dam of Patrimony.
Glenluine was out of Lute, by Lexington. This makes Pat-
rimony inbred in only one remove from Lexington. Lisbon
is inbred to Pocohontas. This fact also tends to uphold the
theory mentioned above, but, just as in Sir Hugo'scase, many
will say he is inbred to Stockwell, who also appears on the
dam's side through Citadel's son, Glenelg.
The imported filly Ridicule seems to be at least a very fair

animal. Her breeding credentials are not of a very high or-
der. Althotas, her sire, is surely not the best son of Rosi-
crucian, though he is inbred to Crucifix, one of the very best
mares that ever looked through a bridle, and also Touch-
stone.

Lizzie Tabor, her dam, is inbred to Pocahontas, another of
the gems of the Stud Book. Her blood is a fine combination
of famous matrons, and Dr. Freeman, who bred the Ally (she
was imported in utero), and who is quite a student of the
Stud Book, may be proud of it, as on the dam'ssideshe does
not trace to a famous producing family, though Heatherbelle,
a full sister in blood to Rub a-Dub, the grandam of Lizzie
Tabor, produced the good horse Macbeth.
One word more about the Leamington and Bonnie Scotland

nick may not be out of place. Dr. Rice comes from it. He
is a son of Onondaga, out of Bonnie Lee, by imp. Glengarry,
grandam Bonnie Harold, by Bonnie Scotland. Handspnn's
dam, Spinaway, is one of the few daughters of LeamiDgton
that are good producers, and her sire,Hanover,is out of a Bon-
nie Scotland mare.

Neave's Cassius M. Clay Jr.

On page 1166 of Volume VI. of Bruce's American Stud

Book the following is given : Clay Pilot, b h, foaled 1859,

bred by C. A. Morgan, owned by R. Huntington, Oyster

Bay, Long Island. By Neave's Cassius M. Clay Jr., by Cas-

sius M. Clay Jr., by Cassius M. Clay, by Henry Clay, first

dam Lady Pilot, by Old Pilot; second dam by Gray Eagle,
by Woodpecker, by Bertrand

; third dam by Bertrand, by Sir
Archy, by imported Diomed. The Moor was nearly thorough-
bred, for this horse, his sire, was almost a thoroughbred.
On the same page is the following regarding Henry Clay,

sire of Cassius M. Clay, the founder of the Clay family

:

"Henry Clay, blk h, foaled 1S37
; bred by Geo. M. Patchen

;

owned by Gen. Wadsworth, Geneseo, New York. By An-
drew Johnson, son of Young Bashaw, by imp. Arabian Grand
Bashaw; dam Surrey, a famous mare from the Arabs and
Barbs brought over by French missionaries (Jesuits)."

The Driving Club has prepared another attractive pro-
gramme to be given at Agricultural Park this Saturday after-

noon. As on previous occasions the contestswill be between road
horses, driven by well-known club members, and the awards
will be trophies only. Great care has been taken in classify-

ing the animals, audit will take an expert to guess the win-
ner in any of the events. Admission has been fixed at 25

cents, without extra charge for seats in the grand stand.

—

San Jose Mercury.

Bay Rum is going in grand shape at Hollister. Dr. Buz-
zard performed an operation on the horse's hoof recently,

and it was entirely successful. Bay Rum was speeded a quar-
ter the other day in 0:32, and is trotting miles in 2:21 i and
2:22. McGinty and Loupe, the pacers, are in training in Al
Wilson's hands, and the former wtll be a hard horse to beat

if he stands up.
>•>

I. DeTurk and W. H. Lumsden, his bookkeeper, have
two good colts entered for the State Futurity trot, guaranteed

to be worth $5,000. Mr. DeTurk enters the filly Annabel,

by Robin, dam Miss Brown, and Mr. Lumsden has in the

brown filly Thetis, by Robin, dam Gipsey, by Echo.—Demo-
crat.

Richakd Fallon, of Hollister, owner of several thorough -

breds of note, was in the city this week on business.
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THE KENNEL.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

No dog owner should be without Kennel Secrets.
_
The best

work on the care and management of dogs ever published. See

advertisement.

One of the best foxterrier kennels on this Coast will prob-

ably be sold in a few weeks, the owner [contemplates an ex-

tended trip East.

Carpenter, of this city, owns a fox terrier dog by Rifleman,

by Champion Result. He is quite a fair all round dog and

should be exhibited.

Win. Curtin, of this city, will shortly bring out a foxterrier

bitch from the Beverwyck Kennel. She is by Champion
Victor II, out of Moonshine.

With the help of Waters' Training and Handling, any

man who is possessed of a fair amount of patience, can train

his own dog. For sale at this office.

The Stockton show will bring out some of the best fox-

terrier pups yet exhibited on this Coast. We know of several

good ones that are fit for the keenest competition.

Capt. Poole's rough coated St. Bernard bitch Victoria

whelped fifteen puppies to Mr. Collins' Lord Hualpa (Alton

—Keepsake) the first of the week. We understand, however,

that but three of them are living.

Messrs. Johnson and Deeley, of Orange and Warner, De
Vore and Smith, of Santa An?, went on a jack rabbit hunt

recently on the Alamitos ranche. They took with them
twenty-five hounds, and captured twenty rabbits.

A well known Gordon setter breeder offers for sale in our

advertising columns a Gordon setter dog one year old. He
has good color, perfectly flat coat, is well marked and has

good feet and legs. He is well bred and will be sold very

cheap.

Col. North's entire kennel of greyhounds, with the single

exception of Fullerton, was sold by auction at Eltham on

June 9th. Young Fullerton sold for 1,050 guineas. Neston,

a brindle dog by Herschell—Miss Glendyne, was purchased

by Dent, the veteran coursing man, for 500 guineas.

F. E. Miller, late the secretary of the bench show com-
mittee of the Alumeda County Sportsman's Association, had
ihe misfortune to break his arm in two places Sunday last,

besides severely cutting bis face. He fell from a bicycle.

His many friends will unite in wishes for his speedy re-

covery.

Mr. Wm. G. Layng, of the city, has received from the

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, one of the Chal. Beau
Brummel—Maid of Glenmore litter of Irish, setters. This

breeding is hard to beat. Beau Brummel is bv Champion
Elcho Jr.—Red Rose and Maid is by Finglas—Betsy Crafts.

Mr. Layng has named his puppy Bessie Glenmore, and a

finer pup at its age would be hard to find. Mr. Campbell is

offering these puppies at very reasonable prices and they

should be sold very quickly.

Mr. Herrmann's litter of collies that we mentioned re-

cently by Lea Rig out of Bess H., by Champion Christopher

—Flurry III, are selling very rapidly. As such stock should

sell, we are not surprised. Mr. D. W. Donnelly of San'Mateo
has brought three of the litter, Dr. F. W. Skaife one, and A.
Rnssell Crowell another. There is only one left at present

writing, a beautiful sable of more than usual quality. We do
not hesitate to recommend this puppy, a dog, as one of the

very best we have seen in years.

The Fox-Terrier Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox-Terrier

Club was held at the office of the Breeder and Sportsman

on Tuesday evening last, President H. W. Fores in the chair.

The other members present were Secretary Jos. MeLatchie,

J. B. Martin, Edw. Cawston, H. H. Carlton, A. Gonzales and

A. Russell Crowell.

Mr. A. L. Cresswell was dropped from the roll for non-

payment of dues.

The Stud Dog Stakes were discussed and it was noted that

those having entries to the stake should get together and
formulate the rules to govern same.
Members of the club are hereby notified that the second

division of the Produce Stakes close August 14th. Nomin-
ations must be accompanied by the entry fee.

Mr. Cawston was accompanied by Raby Rasper, Mr. Martin
by Golden Toy, Jos. MeLatchie by Blemton Reefer, A.Gon-
zales by a new dog from Australia called Jack. The dogs
were pleasantly discussed and the meeting broke up at a
late hour.

Canine Suicide.

That a played-out dog, tired of the carking cares of life and

the rattle-bang of tin cans can deliberately commit suicide is

no longer to be doubted. A yellow cur with a watery eye

and a tail at half-mast walked on to the Minnesota and North-

western motor line tracks the other day with on air of calm

despair. Hie muzzle was thin and nearly clotheless; through

his Hanks the shadows of ribs could be seen ; his hair was
coarse and dirty. No trains were in sight as he looked up and
down the track, but he heard afar off' the rumbling of one ap-
proaching. Looking up to the blue sky, glowing with the
first warm tint of approaching summer, catching from the
distant woods the scent of columbine and violets, feeling the
thrill of soft spring through his whiskers, he deliberately
lay down on the roadway, with his head across one rail and
closed his eyes, Apparently he was sleeping. The train drew
nearer and nearer, but he did not waver. The rails trembled
.beneath him, the ground was shaken, there was a roaring in
his ears, and he could almost feel the hot breath of his de-
stroyer; but he was determined. Feebly raising his tail and
wagging it slowly as a last farewell to earth, he commended
his body to the scavengers, and met his death like a Trojan.
He unmistakably wanted to die.

Standard for American Foxhounds.

At a recent meeting of the Brunswick Fur Clnb held in

Boston, April 17th, the following standard forjudging Amer-

ican Foxhounds was presented by Dr. A. C. Heffenger and

unanimously adopted as the official standard of the club.

The standard was formulated by Dr. Heffenger and Messrs.

W. S. Walker, W. C. Goodman, F. J. Hagan, W. Wade, H.

C. Trigg and Roger D. Williams. The committee was a

thoroughly representative one, and their work deserves and

will doubtless receive the hearty support of hunters and

breeders throughout the country.

The American foxhound—type and standard.

The American foxhound, while different in many respects

from the English, should be judged upon the same value of

points.

The American foxhound should be smaller and lighter in

muscle and bone. Dogs should not be under 21 nor over 23£
inches, nor weigh more than 57 pounds. Bitches should not
be under 20 nor over 22i inches, now weigh more than 50
pounds.
The head, value 15, should be of medium size, with muzzle

in harmonious proportions. The skull should be rounded
crosswise with a slight peak—line of profile nearly straight

—

with sufficient stop to give symmetry to head. Ears should
reach to within one inch of end of muzzle, and should be
thin, soft in coat, low set and closely pendant. Eyes soft,

medium size and varying shades of brown. Nostrils slightly

expanded. The head as a whole should denote hound char-
acter.

The neck, value 5, must be clean and of good length,
slightly arched, strong where it springs from shoulder and
gradually tapering to head, without trace of throatiness.

The shoulders, value 10, should be of sufficient length to

give leverage and power—well sloped, muscular, but with
clean run and not too broad.

Chest and Back Ribs, value 10. The chest should be deep
for lung space, narrower in proportion to depth than the
English hound—28 inches in a 23i inch, hound being good.
Well sprung ribs—back ribs should extend well back—a 3-

inch flank allowing springiness.

The Back and Loin, value 10, should be broad, Bbort and
strong, slightly arched.

The Hindquarters and Lower Thighs, value 10, must be
well muscled and very strong. The stifles should be low set,

not too much bent, nor yet too straight—a happy medium.
The Elbows, value 5, should be set straight, neither in nor

out.

Legs and Feet, value 20, are of great importance. Legs
should be straight and placed squarely under shoulder,having
plenty of bone without clumsiness, strong pasterns well stood

upon. Feet round, cat like, not too large, toes well knuckled,
close and compact, strong nails, pad thick, tough and indur-
ated by use.

Colar and Coat, value 5. Black, white and tan are prefer-

able, though the solids and various pieds are permissable.

Coat should be rough and course without being wiry or

shaggy.
Symmetry, value 5. The form of the hound should be

harmonious throughout. He should show his blood quality

and hound character in every aspect and movement. If he
scores high in other properties symmetry is bound to follow.

The Stern, value 5, must be strong in bone at the root, of

medium length, carried like a sabre on line with spine, and
must have good brush. A docked stern shall not disqualify

but simply handicap according to extent of docking.
Summary:—Head 15, neck 5, shoulders 10, chest and back

ribs 10, back ar.d loin 10, hind quarters and lower thighs 10,
elbows 5, legs and feet 20, color and coat 5, symmetry 5, stern

5, Total 100. B. S. Turpin, Sec'y.

English Dog Shows.

English dog lovers and bench show exhibitors have their

troubles as well as their American cousins. The Fox Ter-

rier Chronicle of May last contains the following under the

title of " Why Dog Shows are so Poorly Supported."

" Apropos of our remarks last inonth as to the reason why
shows of late have been so poorly supported by exhibitors, a
well-known breeder and exhibitor has written us his views
on the subject, and, as they are based upon practical experi-

ence over many years, his remarks carry some weight with
them. He lays the fault firstly with those who run the
shows ; he points out the annoying restrictions imposed upon
exhibitors; the modern custom of closing entries far too soon,

with the deductions off the already tno meagre prize money
if the entries are sent after the advertized date ; the high en-
trance fees in proportion to the low prize money, with always
the doubt that classes may be either cancelled, or several am-
algamated. He also thinks there are far too many " paltry "

shows, and agrees with us that the selection of judges is far

too cramped. He concludes by giving the remedy for the

present paucity of entries, which is briefly, as follows : Fewer
shows, better classiflcation, more liberal prizes in proportion

to entrance fees, close entries the week before show, abso-

lutely, and a better variety in the judges. The same sub-

scriber sends us a fin de siecle schedule as to what we may ex-

pect in the near future, and we have much pleasure in re-

viewing same.

A grand dog show will be held at Sloptun-on-the-Mud, on
Monday, September 31, 1899, and five following days.

CONDITIONS.

1. All dogs must be on the benches by 6 a. m. on the

morning of the show. N. B.—There are no Sunday trains.

2. No doe can be removed from its bench till 11 p. m. on
Saturday. (N. B.—The last train goes at 10:45), but exhibi-

tors can obtain permission from the secretary, if they can 6nd
him, to remove their dogs at 10:30 P. M., on payment of 20s.

for each exhibit.

3. Exhibitors can bench their own dogs (if they are strong

enough), but all must pass the vet.'s examination. Any ani-

mal who has a rat bite, or scratch on his tail, will be expelled
from the show, but a few who have mange or eczema, will be
admitted when the vet. is looking the other way.

4. The prizes will consists of costly bronze medals and
cards, and the valuable specials will be free services to third-

rate stud dogs, boxes of crackers, and bags of nuts.

5. The entrance fee for each dog will be £1, except in

team, brace, or challenge classes, when the entrance fee will

be £2, and the prizes a costly card.

6. Entries will close on the previous 1st of April, but ex-

hibitors may enter as late as the 3d of April on payment of
double fees and a reduction of 50 per cent, of any prizes that
may be won.

7. Foxterriers are especially well provided for, there be-
ing two classes for smooths and one for wires. The Honora-
ble Douglas Doughface, of the Totties' Club, Pall Mall, has
been especially engaged to make the awards in this most
popular variety. In order to giye every one a chance, it may
be well to state that this gentleman's aunt once owned a brin-
dle fox terrier, therefore his knowledge of the breed is beyond
dispute.

The committee have done all in their power to meet the
views and wishes of exhibitors, to whom they appeal to give
them a best-on-record entry.

Development of the Irish Setter.

Within the last four or five years, or since I resurrected the

Irish Setter Club, this beautiful breed of dogs has taken a

long stride forward in field work, due mainly to the efforts

of such enthusiastic and able workers as Dr. Davis, Mr.
Childs and Mr. Thompson. The management of the club has
now passed into other, and as yet untried hands, and that

they will prove as efficient and the next four yerrs will be

as fruitful of results is " a consummation devoutly to be

wished." " In times of peace, prepare for war," is a saying

which it would be well for the Irish Setter Club to act upon.

There are in this country about a dozen Irish Setters of

known ability, which, with very little effort, could no doubt

be gotten for the all-aged stake uf the Irish Setter Club'B next
trials. Could the owners of all these dogs be prevailed upon
to run them—and I have no doubt that, with very little per-

suasion, they could—it would prove the banner trial of the

club. A stake including such dogs as Bedford, Signal, Tear-
away, Young Signal, Blue Rock, Finglas, Sagas Tearaway,
Coleraine, Fingaln, Elcho's Maid, etc., would surely prove
of more than passing interest, and demonstrate beyond cavil
to the most skepcical the superior abilities possessed by the
red dog. From what I have heard from various sources, all

these dogs are away beyond the average, and Mr. John Dav-
idson, the well-known judge of field trials and bench shows,
grows enthusiastic when speaking of Bedford, and told me
that if the Irish setter men have not in Bedford a dog to cope
successfully with the Llewellins, they will never get one.
Anderson, who handled Bedford and that great puppy Nug-
get (now unfortunately dead), is a great admirer of Coler-
aine and Finglas. In this manner I have heard all these
dogs spoken of by men who know what a high-class field dog
fhould be. Of these, only three have met in competition

—

Bedford, Finglas ind Coleraine, on which occasion the former
was a rather easy winner, the latter two unfortunately being
mishandled, so that they were hardly at their best. This was
very disappointing, as Coleraine had come across the seas
with a big reputation, having defeated the best representa-
tives of the various Setter breeds, as well as Pointers, in the
largest trials in England. Finglas, too, had won in a mixed
American trial a few weeks previous to bis appearance at

the Irish Setter Club's trials. Fingaln is yet another winner
over other breeds. This will give some idea of the quality
of these dogs, and the interest that would be centered in a
stake for which all, or the greater part of them, were com-
petitors.—St. Cloud in Turf, Field and Farm.

( The Moss Back Robber Rule"

We are very much opposed to allowing bitches in season

to compete in field trials, because we do not consider it fair to

the dogs competing with such a bitch. A man who owns a

field trial bitch knows well when she is due in season and if

due during the trials he should regard it as his misfortune,

not the misfortune of his competitor. Bitches occasionally

come in season irregularly, but as a rule are very regular.

It is, in our estimation, a very foolish thing to say that a

good dog will not notice a bitch in season when hunting. We
would not give much for such a dog for stud purposes, and

where one dog would not notice the bitch 500 would, and

to handicap a dog is unfair, never mind how slight the handi -

cap may be. A. M. Young writer to the Forest and Stream
a very sensible note regarding this subject. Were our Pacific

Coast trials run under the spotting system we would heartily

endorse such a rule, but, of course, under the obsolete heat
system now being used here it would be out of the question.
Mr. Young's idea is as follows : "A bitch in season should
take the place of a bye dog shonld there be one in the first

series; if not, then draw her to run against a bitch in first

series and likewise in second and third if she shows sufficient

merit to be taken into these series, and, 6nally, if she proves

to be good enough to compete for first place and a dog should
be her competitor, run them separately after taking into con-
sideration their speed, style, range, bird sense and ability to

handle game. Experienced judges could easily select the
winner. If allowed to compete on any other basis it would,

in my opinion prove extremely hazardous and unsatisfactory."

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :]

VISITS.

Victoria Kennel's foxterrier bitch Pytchley Mischief (Le
Logos—Pytchley Patch) to Edwin Cawston's Raby Rasper
33,188 (Miscreant—Drone), June 27th.

The Victoria Kennel's, Alameda, smooth fox terrier Ditch

Hillside Fairy (Brockenhurst Tyke—Freya) to Pytchley
Kennel's Pytchley Pickle {Suffolk Coronet—Elora tatters)

July 4th, 1894.
SALES.

Presidio Kennels' (San Francisco, Cal.) have sold pointer

bitch pup, whelped February 6, 1893, bv Carmel—Bella T.,

to J. H. Walkington, San Francisco, Cal.

WHELPS.

Presidio Kennels' (San Francisco, Cal.), Juno H. (formerly

Little Nell)by Duke of Vernon—Sally Brass 2d, whelped
upon June 7th two dogs and six bitches, by A. B. Truman's
Upton of Blithe.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturdavof each month at

Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

Pine street, S. F.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-
ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary-

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

The LincolD Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Harry HoughtOD, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots second and fourth

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton. Secretary, PeraltaHeights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.

P F E Steiner, President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

Ave.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or 1—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

-F. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod aud Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis. Pres.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec. .

_

Coming Events.

July 14—Alameda County Sportsman's Club, Oakland Race Track,

July 15—The Gnn Club, Oakland Race Track.

July 15—LincolnGun iud, AlamedaMole.

July 15—Nimrod G n ( ho San Bruno.

July 22—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, Joe Dieves', San
Leandro Road.

July 28—The Country Club, Oakland Race Track.

July 29—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.

Clabrough.Golcher & Co. 's prize blue rock shoot, every Sunday at

Oakland Race Track.
^

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club will shoot to-day

at Oakland Race Track.

Percy Jones of Gilroy killed a fine two-prong buck back

of the Twombley ranch on the Uvas, on July 2d.

A petition is being circulated asking the supervisors to

pass an ordinance opening the dove season in Yolo county

on July 10th.

G. M. Wooster killed the first deer of the season in Santa

Clara county, at Vic Poncelot's resort on the Llagas. It was

a four-point buck.

The local sportsmen of Yuba are making determined

efforts to stop the slaughter of young ducks in the tules and
along the rivers of that vicinity.

Blue Rocks are again becoming scarce in San Francisco.

Two of the three principal gun stores have run out, and there

is no hope of obtaining more until freight trains begin to

move again.

The United States Smokeless Powder Co. are about to

close a lease on a piece of land across the bay, and will erect

powder works at once. The powder will be on the market

in September.

Curlew have commenced to come in in small numbers, but

the present flight stay with us but a short time. The next

flight will stay with us, but they will not arrive for another

another month yet.

Don't forget Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s great tournament

at blue rocks on July 2Sth and 29th at Oakland Race track.

Programmes can be obtained at this office, or at Clabrough,

Golcher & Co.'s store, 605 Market street.

Blue rock shooting is not only booming throughout Califor-

nia but has been introduced in Australia, and promises to be

very popular there. A club has already been formed in Mel-

bourne, and other cities will soon follow suit.

Tulare county sportsmen are introducing many new vari-

eties of game ai.d state that it will not be many months
before San Francisco sportsmen will be coming .down there

by the carload to enjoy a week's fishing and hunting.

In loading any of the nitro powder always top the powder
wads with a card board wad. This will increase the penetra-

tion very perceptibly. If you use a choke bore gun for field

shooting you will find that two card wads will cause the shot

to scatter.

Harry Hart, Jos. King, Jos. Mylar and Michael Weimer
departed from the city on the 4th for a month's outing in

Potter valley, Mendocino county. They will camp at the

headquarters of the Eel river. Deer shooting is prohibited

in Mendocino county until August, 1895.

The Chronicle is responsible for the illegal slaughter of a

number of deer in San Mateo County. The season does not

open until the 15th in that county, but owing to the Chroni-
cle's published statement that the season opened on the first,

several parties went out and killed deer.

Krupp's 130 ton steel gun cost £39,000 to construct, and
can be fired only between 50 and 60 times, after which it be-

comes worn out and useless. Two shots a minute can be dis-

charged, so that if it were fired continuously it would become
valueless in considerably less than an hour. Each projectile

costs £950, and weighs 2,600 lbs., while the gun has a range
of fifteen miles.

The Board of Supervisors of Marin County passed an ordi-

nance on July 2d changing the date of the beginning of the
close season on deer to September 1st.

A dead doe with two Utile fawns by her side was found on
the road near Liberty, Marin County recently. It is reported
that a great many deer have been illegally killed in the
county during the past month.

We have not tried it, but it is stated that a good method of

making shot scatter is to put a thin card wad on one-third of
the desired shot charge, then another third of the load and
then another thin card, etc- If the shot scatters too much
divide the charge in halves in place of thirds.

Doves are very plentiful about Cloverdale and Ukiah, but
the heat during the last two weeks has been too great for

comfort. The ranchers are also verv greatly opposed to any
kind of shooting on their rauches. The country lads, with
muzzle loaders and newspaper wadding, are responsible for

several fires, and the ranchers say that if they allow one
man to shoot they will have to allow all.

The Yuba and Sutter Gun Club was organized in Marys-
ville last week. The following officers will guide the club to

glory during the coming year: President, E. B. Hornung;
first Vice-President, J. H. Durst ; second Vice-President, J.

Giblin ; Treasurer, A. P. Lipp ; Secretary, H. W. Wills;

Executive Committee, W. T. Ellis. Jr., F. H. Greely, B.

Cockrill, Dr. Lee, E. B. Hornung and H. R. Frohn.

Shooting men for deer is becoming entirely too common.
And in this connection it may be well to state that no matter

how innofent the man who does the shooting may be of any
intent to kill his fellowman he is guilty of manslaughter un-

der the laws of California, which distinctly declare that when
a man in the act of committing an unlawful deed kills an-

other person unintentionally he is guilty of manslaughter.

Shooting deer is an unlawful act in Mendocino county now.
—Ukiah Democrat.

That Mongolian pheasants are better than no game at all

goes without saying, but why not propagate our own native

quail ? There is no better game bird on earth, and they are

far superior to the pheasant for working dogs upon. The
pheasant is a runner, and does not lie well to the dog. We
have heard it stated by those who should know that pheas-

ant shooting will spoil the best dog on earth. If the game is

scarce in your region, why not Btock the country with Cali-

fornia quail ?

It is a curious fact that the hare, quiet as it is under ordi-

nary circumstances, has a voice which carries farther than

that of either cat or dog, when it cries out in fear. The dis-

tance to which the voice of different animals will carry have
been computed as follows: First, that of the lion ; then, in

regular order, come those of the hyena, the screech owl, the

panther and the jackal. It is said that the bray cf the donkey
can be heard fifty times as far as the neighing of the horse,

while the cry of the cat can be heard ten times as far as the

bark of the dog.

Deer are very plentiful in Sonoma County. Anglers report

seeing a great many along the river banks. The local shooters

are killing them right along. Venison can be obtained in

open market at Cloverdale and Ukiah. The season opens to-

morrow, however, and it is a little late to kick, but we would

like to know of what earthly use the Fish and Game Com-
missioners are, as far as game is concerned ? We know of

several complaints that have reached them, cases that have

come under our personal observation, yet they have not even

bothered to reply to the communications.

To kill doves, quail or like game with a full-choked trap

gun requires a quickness of eye atd hand that comes only

with years of practice, and even then the birds are badly

mutilated unless your shooting be in very oper country. A
cylinder right-hand barrel and a modified choke left will

prove much more satisfactory. Another mistake is to pur-

chase too light a gun. Personally we prefer the extra weight

of a medium gun to the punishment one receives from the

recoil of a very light one. From 7 to 7h pounds is light

enough for any kind of shooting.

Grass Valley Sportsman's Club.

In accordance with a rule and custom of the members of

the Grass Valley Sportsman's Club, the annual dove hunt

and camp stew took place July 7th, the camp grounds being

near Indian Springs at the farm of T. F. Van Slyke.

These gatherings have continued to be a source of pleasure

and recreation yearly since 1873, being attended by about

seventy-five people, including members and guests. The

dove hunt generally takes place the first Saturday in July

and the quail hunt and camp stew during the first month of

the open season, the club having two encampments each

year. Each member of the club and the invited guests start

early in the morning and kill all the game they can, coming

into camp at 10 o'clock when breakfast is readyto serve.

After the morning meal is partaken a rest is in order until

1 o'clock when the members of the club shoot a match at

clay pigeons for prizes offered. During this time the cooks

are preparing the camp stew which, when ready to serve,

calls for remarks in the usual banquet style of oratory, and

everybody compliments the cooks on their skill in catering

to the gentlemen present. Thus the day is passed and at the

hour of 6 o'clock all join in singing " Should Old Acquaint-

ance be Forgot," then a hand shaking and all depart for

their homes.
The present officers are Alf. Tregidgo, President ; M. T.

Hubbard, Vice-President ; George Fletcher, Secretary ; D.

B. Marwick, Treasurer ; and Board of Directors, I. W. Hays,

Jr., Wm. Griffin, Charles E. Uren.

The members are Wm. Cole, Alf. 1 redidgo, D. T. Donovan,

George W. Starr, George A. Hare, J. P. Pollard, Geo.

Fletcher, Charles H. Mitchell, John A. Rapp, D. B. Mar-

wick, Con Seaman, C. E. Uren, Wm. Griffin, E. H. Brown,

Dr. I. W. Hays Jr., E. J. Rector, M. T. Hubbard, Ed. C.

Morgan, Geo. Mainhart, L. P. Goldstone, B. A. Van Slyke,

H. S. Spalding, W. P. Calkins, Wm. Barker and Al.

Morgan.—Marysville Democrat.

Kern County Game.

The Bakersfield Californian contains the following article

on the game of Kern county :

We have bears—grizzly, cinnamon, brown and black. The
grizzly has the most terrible reputation, but any experienced
hunter will tell you that the cinnamon is most dangerous in
a conflict, for it has more brains and much more cunning
than the world-renowned grizzly. The brown and black
bears are timorous creatures, very difficult indeed to find, but
easy to kill. These varieties are, of course, found only in the
high mountains, but they are there for any one who badly
needs them.
The California lion, the lynx and wild cat also inhabit the

mountain ranges. Not one of tbem ever seeks a fight, but
once started, the lynx will make the most fun. The coyote,
which roams over plain, mountain and desert alike, lives up
to its reputation, and is tantalizing but elusive to a high de-
gree. The silver fox is found high in the mountains, and a
brown fox nests in the valleys.

Black tailed deer are not uncommon, though considerably
fewer since sheep have possessed the foothill and mountain
feed. A herd of antelope on the high mesa lands is now a
good deal of a rarity ; though twenty years ago they fed

along the fringe of Kern delta in countless thousands.
Of all the elk that once roamed here at will, there are now

only a dozen or so and they live contentedly with herds of
grazing cattle within fenced fields, protected alike by law
and the natural instincts of every true sportsman.
Gray squirrels abound in the pine woods which flourish

along the mountain sides. Badgers are plentiful away from
the habitations of man. Coons can be found alongside of

mountain streams and they are expert fishers. Those who
know how, find the gopher, which in places is too plenti-

ful, a more savory dish than grey squirrel in any form.
In birds, Kern county is blessed with quantity and variety.

Wild geese, brant, honker, speckled breast, gray or brown
and white, come in by hundreds of thousands with the first

rains, say somewhere between October and December, so
numerous in fact as sometimes to be a pest in the grain fields.

Ducks nest and home in this locality and also migrate here
in season by the million. Canvas-backs, all migratory,

arrive about the first of January and leave early in March.
Mallards breed here and others have about the same time
table as the canvas-back. The Gadwell, alias gray or creek

duck, comes in November and leaves id March. The red-

head, as good as the mallard, has the canvas-back's season

for coming and going. The widgeon come in enormous num-
bers with the first cold of autumn and thins almost entirely

out by New Year. The sprigtail, our prettiest duck, breeds
here, but many more come in. They are late both in coming
and going. Greenwing teal come here, but most of them
come in early and stay late. Bluewing teal are entirely

migratory coming from the middle of January and the last to

leave. The butterball, or Martelle, non migratory, is a fat,

lazy morsel and a choice one. A fat spoonbill is tasty from
mid October to Christmas, even if sportsmen affect to be above
it. Mudhens number myriads, and if parboiled well and
served with hunger sauce will support life until one can do
better. Their eggs have a peculiar bitterness that is more
often sought, for in quinine.

The sandhill crane come in by the million, no one can
forecast when, and from whence none has ever discovered. It

is not half bad eating, although fashion frowns upon it.

For marsh birds, jacksnipe migrate between November
and March in large numbers and have been met in wisps of

a hundred or more. The robin snipe is rarely seen in bunches
of more than four. The half snipe, which seems a cross be-

tween the other two varieties, sometimes flies in flocks of 150
or more. Rail live here but are very scarce.

The brown curlew flies in flocks up to 200 or more from
November to the middle of April.

The bullhead or sand plover, the most eatable bird of all,

from November 1st to the middle of February, can be found
in flocks up to 500 or more. It flies only as a last resort and
as rarely breaks covey.

Quail home in this country and are abundant. Mountain
quail are only found in high altitudes, but valley quail roam
over plain and mountain alike.

Pigeons are not very plentiful and home only high up
among the pines. They are shy and very exasperating.

Mourning doves, better than quail say the majority, abound
and afford as good sport for wing shooting as anything that

flies.

In the high Sierras and also well up among the pines of

the Coast range, grouse are plentiful, but woe betide the

sportsman who does not know their ways. He will die of a

combination of diseases, chiefly surprise and disappointment.

Hawking in China.

Hawking, like that of the middle ages,is practiced in China
by men of leisure. A correspondent of the Louisville

Courier-Journal writes of the same, as follows :

Traveling through this country one often sees a man in

the villages and towns with a savage looking hawk on his

arm. These birds are trained for the chase and become per-

fectly manageable. They are kept in fine condition, and if a

feather happens to fall out of the bird's tail during the time

he is most used it is replaced, for the Chinese believe that the

flight of a bird or at least his movement to right or left or

rapid descent depends much on the tail. Let us imagine our

party starting out for a day's sport mounted on horses, men
dressed in long flowing garments, with dogs, whip in one

hand and the hawk upon the left arm or shoulder. They do

not leave some feudal castle with gates and walls and draw-

bridges, but some uninviting one-story building. The dogs,

which are well trained as well as the hawks, are tied so they

cannot run about as they please and spoil the fun. Away
they go across the fields, with no fences to bother. They ride

where they please and as fast as they please.

When a rabbit jumps up the fun begins. The dogs and

hawk are let loose. Then, with whoop and hurrah, helter

skelter, away go horse, rider and rabbit, who outruns them

all. But at this time the hawk makes a swoop down upon

its prey, and with its talons gives the poor victim a blow that

knocks it down. The rider and dogs are still in hot pursuit.

The hawk rises in the air and then makea another swoop

down upon the rabbit, much to the delight of the sportsman,

and knocks the poor animal a-whirling. But the rabbit is

soon up and at it again, but is soon foiled by the bird and

caught by the dogs. The bird returns to its master's arms to

wait until another rabbit, or hare, for they are more properly

hares, is sighted, and then the run begins again. Sometimes

the rabbit, or hare, seeing the odds are against him, prefers

to fight rather than to run.
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Alameda County ;Sportsmen's Association.

The open tournament of the Alameda County Sportsmen's

Association, held at Joe Deives, San Leandro Road on July

4th. was one of the most pleasant and successful tournaments

of the season. The attendance was very fair, the weather

fine and everything passed off very pleasantly. The wive6

of the members : Mrs. Prather, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Wetmore,

Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Crowell, Mrs. Lee, Mrs. McVay and

others provided an excellent lunch, to which everyone was

invited.

Music and dancing closed one of the pleasantest days we

have ever enjoyed at the trap. Several preliminary matches

were shot. All birds were trapped at two cents each and no

other entrance fee was charged to any of the matches. T.

E. Miller and Eugene Sprague ofiiciated, as trapper and

referee and gave general satisfaction. The scores of the pre-

liminary shooting were as follows :

Harden
Sprague
Webb
Umphred
Pratber
Andrus
Crowell
Donaldson..
Feige
Adams..

1111110111—9
1011101111—8

, 1011011111—

S

.... 110111011 1-8
10010 11111—7
1001011111—6
1011001001—5
0110111000—5
1010011001—5
10011000 01—4

Pricell - 100001010 0—3
ruber 000000101 0—2

Stuart - 1011111111-9
Schreiber 1111111110-9
Newton - 1101111011—8
Crowell - 111011110 1-8
Varnev 110 0111101—7
Andrus 1010111101-7
Donaldson 1110010011—6
Prather 110 011011-6
Miller 101100110 0—5
Boell 000011100 1—4
Smith 010110000 0-3
Fisher 010000010 1—3

Wetmore 111011111 1—9
Adams 1111101111—9
Webb - 101 1 1111 lt-9
w. Prather 101111100 1—7
Monk 1111000111-7
Fetee - 111011110 0—7
Harden - - 1101110111—7
Umphred 110111101 0—7
Newton 111010010 1—6
Andms 110110010 1—6
Purcell - 110000001 1—4
Walbridge 001001000 0-'»

Fisher 00 00010000—1

The first prize match was at 20 singles, known traps,

known angles, squad shooting. Ten prizes, including shoot-

ing coats, gun cases, loaded shells, etc All ties shot off at

5 birds. First prize was won by Varney with 24, second by
Webb with 23, third by Wetmore with 21. Harden and
Crowell tied for fourth with 20. In the shoot-off each got

four out of the first five. In the second tie Harden won with

a score of 5 to 1. Fifth prize was accidentally skipped. Sixth
prize was won by Schreiber with 19. In the tie Schreiber

broke 4 to Foster's 3. Seventh prize was won by Donaldson.

The score of the tie was Donaldson 5, Parther 3, Boice 1.

Eighth prize was won by Sprague 3, Stewart 2, At>drus 2.

Ninth prize was won by Boland ;
Newton tenth. The score

:

Varney 111111111111111111111110 1—24
Webb 111011111111111110111111 1—23
Wetmore 11011 111110110111011 11111—21
Crowell 101011101110111011111111 1—20
Harden 111011111111011100111110 0—20
schreiber 101101111100111010111111 1-19
Forsler 111101111011110110100111 1-19
Adams 111101110111111001101011 0—18
Donaldson 110101111110110010111101 0—17
W. Pratber 110010111101 00 1110111011 1—17
Boice 010110101111011011110110 1—17
Stewart 110001110101111000111101 1—16
Sprague 0110011111110011111 i' 1010 0—16
Andrus 1101111111001001011001011—16
Boland 111111011010000011101100 1—15
Newton 010010101001001111100111 1—14
Purcell 011001101011100011100110 0-13
Walbridfre 1011000101111000100101110—13
Miller 101000110011100010010100 1—11
Cmphred 100010110100101100101100 0—11
Felge 000110010011111001101000 0—11
Boell 0010000100101000010010101—8
Jones 0000000101000000000100000—3

The second prize match, 20 singles, known traps, known
angles, lo prizes. Sprague won first with 21, Schreiber and
Webb divided second, Donaldson and Varney shot off for

third, Donaldson winning ; Forster, McLain and Wetmore
shot off for fourth, Wetmore winning; Newton and Liddle
shot off for fifth, Newton winning; Adams and Stewart shot
off for sixth, Stewart winning ; seventh was won by W.
Prather; Crowell and Billsbach shot off for eighth, Billes-

bach winning ; Miller won the ninth; Purcell and Boland
shot off for tenth, Purcell winning. The score:

Stockton Gun Club.

Spraeue 11101
Schreiber 11111
Webb 1 1 101
Donaldson 11111
Virner 10 110
Foreter n l u 1

Macl-aln 01 1 10
Wetmore 01111
Newton 10 000
Liddle 000 10
A<lam« 11110
Setwmrt „ o 1 1 1

1

Pratber 0101
Crowell 1001 1

Blllcbeck 11100
HRttnvll 10
Miller 1010
Purcell 1101
Boland 01011
Boell 1 0000
Ourncr... 10001
Ford 0001
Cole _ 001

1111011101111011111 1—21
0111011111100011111 1—20
1111011011011111111 0—20
11100011110111111 111-19
1111011111110001111 1—19
1111111010011111111 0—18
1101011101111101011 1-18
01011110110101011111-18
1111111011011101011 1—17
10110101111111 10111 1—17
110 100101111010111 0-16
1110101010001011111 C—16
1112110010011010011 1—14
1001100011100010011 1—13
O10010111U111010001 0—13
01000110110001101111—12
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0— 12
10100110001101011000-11
1 0(10 1 1 II 1 10 1 1 1 00 0000-11
10011 00001 0001 110011—10
0001 101 10001 101001 0—10

000000000000 10100000—9
1001 111 100100001010 0— 9

The Stockton Gun Club held its semi-monthly shoot Sun-

day afternoon for the special prizes offered by the club for

those smashing the greatest number of blue rocks in four

shoots . Owing to the excessive heat yesterday quite a num-

ber of the club members who were on the ground did not

shoot. The following score was made

:

C. Merrill 111111111111100110111110 1—21
G. Ditz 011011011011011111110111 1—19
F. Merrill 111011111010111101011010 1—18
H. Lowers 111100010111110111011101 0-17
F. Leffler 011110101111011010001101 1—16
D. Winders 011101111011000011100110 1—15
W. Ditz 11 01 11 0101 101001 00110111—15
A. Musto 101111000110000000111011 0—12

George Wilhoit, W. E. Henderson and B. Hart, who
watched the snoot, thought that they could smash the blue

rocks every pop, and they arranged a match among them-
selves, it being agreed that the one making the poorest

score should pay for an oyster supper, the blue rocks and the

ammunition. The following is the score they made:

Wilhoit - ooooo 1000 0—1
Henderson 000000101 1—3
Hart 00100110 0—3

The ladies then tried a few shots with a light sixteen-
guage, but we promised not to tell, and we will refrain from
publishing the score. Haury Newton, Sec.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club.

The officers of the Multnomah Rod and Gun Club of Port-

land, Ore., for the ensuing year are Dr. Cauthorn, President

;

J. S. Seed, Vice-President ; D. L. Williams, Secretary and
D. P. Cartwriglit, Treasurer. The Board of Directors are W.
\. Storev, J. Euhanks, Walter Keene. H. T. Hudson and
Mr. fiarrett.

The Spoonbill Club.

Despite the scorching rays of a July sun, there was a good

turnout of shooters Sunday last at the grounds of the Spoon-

bill Club at Agricultural Park, and the following scores were

made

:

Nagtael 001110111111111111111001 1—20
Damm 111011010011111101001111 0-17
Reith 110001001111110011100111 1-15
Schwartz 101010101111011101001101 0-15
C. Flohr 010111101110000110111000 0—13
Stiegler 010101011000100101101111 0—13
Breuner - 110011011010 01110000101 0—12
Greenlaw 001101110100011101000001 0—12
L. Morrison 000101111010000001110010 1—11
Gruhler 110000111000010010101101 0-11
Chapman 0000000110011000100101010— S

Tebbets 00 0000 000011 1000011000100-6

The Lodi Gun Club.

A mixed tournament at live birds and blue rocks was shot

at Lodi on the 4th. The scores made by those who shot at

live birds were as follows

:

J. A. Anderson 3, O. J. Hemphill 7, Ed Lassing 3, Geo.
Beckman 5, F. Kettleman 3, G. Kettleman 3, D. Kettleman
6, E. B. McLachlin 4, D. F. McNeal 4, A. Chappel 4, C. M.
Ferndun 6.

The blue rock scores were better, two of the club making
straight kills. The score :

A. Chappel 4, Ed Lossing 3, O. J. Hemphill 7, G. Beck-
man 3, J. A. Anderson 5, D. McNeal 9, E. B. McLachlin 3,

F. Kettleman 9, C. M. Ferdun 10, E. Bentlv 3, T. Merrill 8,

D. Kettleman 6, G. Kettleman 6, E. Leffler 10.

Mongolian Pheasants.

The San Bernardino Courier contains an account of the

success in raising the Mongolian pheasant in this section.

It says

:

About eighteen months ago our townsmen, T. C. Carter
and B. B. Harris, ordered at an expense of $10 each, exclu-
sive of expressage, a dozen Mongolian pheasants from Ore-
gon. Some of the imported birds died on the way and some
were lost after their arrival until the original number
drindled to two of each sex. This spring the pair of hens
laid forty-seven eggs.

The first setting was at twenty-one eggs under a small
chicken hen On the 21st inst, eleven of these hatched as
many chicks—every one of which are getting on finely. The
bird's resemble brown leghorns on their first appearance.
They are lively, beautiful and sprightly. Another chicken
hen sits on twenty-two eggs, from which Messrs. Carter and
Harris expect to secure a hatching on the 7th or Sth of July.
The cock pheasants are magnificent birds of gray, golden

and mixed plumage. Tbey are said to be gamey and daring
in protecting their families.

Nearly the whole of Oregon and Washington is spead
over with the progeny of seventeen of the birds originally

sent over about seven years ago by Mr. Denny, consul to one
of the China seaports. The flesh of the birds is most highly
eiteemed by those who have tried it.

The birds succeed and flourish best in mild climates. They
increase more abundantly in pens, because of the protection
afforded against foes. If fifteen original birds in so short a
time have stocked Oregon and Washington, why cannot these
fifteen of Messrs. Carter and Harris fill this entire country
with this desirable game?
The cocks, even in the wild state, have been known to

enter the poullrv yards of northern farmers and whip out
the pluckiest roosters. The hens lay three settings per year
and commence at one year old.

It is rumored that Messrs Carter and Harris (the former of
whom is an ardent sportsman and the latter is president of
our hunting club) intend from this commencement to supply
our hills and valleys with stock birds, provided the super-
visors will enact ordinances to protect them until such
times as the country will be reasonably supplied with their

John Watson, an English writer on game birds, claims
that by the trapping and extermination of eagles, hawks,
owls, weasels, foxes, etc., sportsmen interfere with the bal-
ance of power among wild creatures, and destroy the very
agents appointed to keep game birds healthful. The victims
which these birds and animals of prey seize and put to death
are the least active and are generally those which ate dis-

eased. As the otter takes the salmon blinded by fungoid
disease, so hawks and the like capture the slowest
of the grouse, etc. Now the slowest grouse is such by reason
of weakness or disease, and since the grouse disease is infec-
tious, one such bird allowed at large may taint a whole covey.
The vigorous and healthy escape, and since these perpetuate
the race, increased vigor and health io the offspring result.

ROD-

The Stanislaus river is reported to be full of salmon.

Fishing at Santa Monica was never better than at present.

Salmon spearing is reported to be excellent at Merced
Falls.

Col. Eddy landed four fine salmon at Santa Cruz on Mon-
day of this week.

E. T. Allen Co. have a fine lot of salmon reels on hand of

all grades and prices.

The Eureka Standard states that the Big Lagoon is solid

full of steelbeads of good size.

Quite a number of local anglers were at Lake San Andreas
on Sunday last. Nearly every one made a good catch.

R. R. 1'Hommedieu and wife are waiting for the strike to

end that they may enjoy a couple of weeks' fishing at Lake
Tahoe.

J. K. Orr and Dr. Merrill caught 200 trout one day last

week on Big Sulphur creek. They were caught entirely with
the fly.

Quite a few salmon have been caught during the week at

Santa Cruz and Capitola, but the run of last year has yet to

be duplicated.
— »

Deputy Fish Commissioner J. L. Harrison of Ventura re-

ceived 30,000 Tahoe and rainbow trout last week for distri-

bution in the various streams of that country.

The three Stanford university men, who have been investi-

gating the habits of the 6nny inhabitants of Klamath lakes

and rivers, left last week after christening the famous Lost
river suckers with a high-sounding Latin name. This fish

will be known hereafter as Catostumus Rex, meaning king of

the suckers.

The members of the San Francisco Fly Casting Club are
requested to be present with their tackle at Stow Lake,
Golden Gate Park, on Saturday, July 14th, at 2 o'clock. A
fly casting exercise will be held, and the members are expected
to invite all of their friends that are interested in the art of
fly casting. Col. G. C. Edwards will act as instructor.

Fishing on the Truckee will not be at its best before A ugust
loth. The snow does not melt on the mountains until July,
and the river is in consequence higher in July than in June.
The water must be low for successful fly fishing. Those who
have fished on the Truckee for many years agree that the
proper time to go to Boca, Verdi or any of the towns in that

region is from August 15th to September lotb.

The Visalia Sportsman's Club expect to receive their last

consignment of fish from the Fish Commission on the 15th.

The consignment will consist of 25,000 Lake Tahoe and Mc-
Cloud river trout. They will be planted in the north fork of

the Kaweah river that runs through Eshom valley and also

in the Kaweah below the falls at Mineral King. The Visalia
Sportsman's Club deserve great credit for their enterprise.

Robert Grayson is a popular member of the Pacific Union
Club, and is fond of field sports. Mr. Grayson was fishing

in San Andreas Lake recently, where he encounte red a singu-

lar adventure. He had just landed a black bass, and had
cast his shrimp-baited hook behind him, when a friend of

his in a boat close off shore shouted to him. Grayson, per-

mitting his bait to He on the ground, replied. In the middle
of the conversation he felt a wrench on the rod on his shoulder
which almost dragged him to the ground, and the line went
hissing from the reel. He turned sharply and beheld a

plump young hog, which, nosing around, had gobbled shrimp
and hook, running up the hillside. Now, Mr. Grayson's
split bamboo is a handsome one, and to save it he ran like a

streak after the hog, reeling in line as he went. Down the
slope on the other side went piggy, Mr. Grayson badlv io the

rear. At last a big boulder tripped him mercifully up, and
in his fall the line broke, the hog went off with the slack, and
the rod was saved. When that pig comes to his natural and
inevitable end, the gourmet who discovers a number eight
Limerick hook in its jowls will have something to speculate

on.—News Letter.

Tulare County Trout Ordinance.

VigALiA, Cal., June 27, 1S94.

Editor Breeder a>td Sportsman—Dear Sir :—I see that

in a recent issue of your paper you make a mistake in regard

to a recently passed game ordinance, though the fault lies

with the " Delta" which first misstated it.

The ordinance says :
" Any person in the county of Tulare,

State of California, who shall catch, kill or take or have in

his possession, except for the purpose of propogation, any
brook or mountain trout, rainbow trout or black bass at any
time except during the months of April, May, June, July.

August and September of each" year shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor."

.Sec. 2. " Any person in the County of Tulare, State of

California, who shall at any time sell, offer for sale, or expose
for sale, any black bass, brook or mountain trout, rainbow
trout, Mongolian pheasant or bob-white quail shall be guilty

ofa misdemeanor." Very respectfully,

M. L. Weaver.

We have met several gentlemen lately that are greatly in-

terested in fox terriers. To such fanciers we earnestly rec-

ommend the Pacific Fox Terrier Club. The membership of

this, the most active of our Jocal clubs, is comprised of ar-

dent fanciers of the terrier, men that are striving fo«- the im-
provement of the breed and allowing no selfish motives to in-

fluence the action of the club in any way. The dues are small
and all are welcome.
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THE ENGLISH DERBY OF 1870.

Woa by a Horse Bought for America, but
Never Reached Our Shores.

It would be difficult to analyze my feelings as I read in the

papers the announcement that Mr. D. Swigert, of Kentucky,

had purchased Kingcraft for importation to America, and I

appreciate the fact that the gallant little bay i6 what I know

he must be, twenty years old. I have seen many races since

the memorable one of that May afternoon in 1870, but that

was the first great race I ever saw.

At the end of a two-years' student life on the Continent my
face was turned homeward. I found myself on the eve of

"Darby Day" quartered in a quiet, home-like boarding-

house in Bloomsbury, London, E. D., where there were not

so many in the company of its guests but that we soon be-

came quite well acquainted. Among the number was a

Canadian, with whom I soon found I had many tastes in

common. His features, even his name, I can no longer re-

member, but he was an uncommonly pleasant man, one whom
I would like to meet agaiu.

As we sat at the table the day before the great race, he

asked me if I were going to Epsom on the morrow. Such an

idea had not entered my mind. He, however, quickly in-

fused me with his own enthusiasm, and before the meal had

ended we agreed to go together and go by the road. My Ca-

nadian friend made all the arrangements, no detail being for-

gotten. Early, then, on the morning of ''Darby Day" a

well-equipped hansom was at our temporary home in Queen's

Square, cabby gotten up in best rig and a wiry little thorough-

bred in the shafts that looked fit to run a race himself. Even
the blue veils were not forgotten. To be sure, I felt like a

guy when I tied a yard of tarleton around my hat, but I was

assured the veil was quite au fait at such a time, and found

it a great protection before I got home.
As we struck off into the country from the great city that

gray morning, we found every vehicle headed the same way
as ourselves. Every road poured its stream into the same
rouie, and before we were half-way to the downs, locomotion
at a faster gait than a walk was impossible, the pleasure-

seekeis filling the whole space from one side of the road to the
other.

And such turn-outs were never seen anywhere else or at

any other time. The variety was infinite, embracing every
state from the four-in-Land tally-ho to the butcher's cart with
its skinny nag and its load of rowdy boys. Nor did every
one ride, either. There were all degrees of tramps, from the

seedy gambler and the racing tout to the Ethiopian with
burnt-cork complexion. Anglo-Saxon hair, and fantastic

raiment of striped coat and trousers of red and white or white
and blue, a dirty banjo under his arm. Evidently the Anglo-
African mountebank was a tribute to the American contin-
gent always so numerous on '• Darby Day."

I was at first inclined to doubt the wisdom of my traveling

companion in chartering a hansom instead of a carriage
from which we could see more. Before we got home I saw
all I cared of the road from our modest hansom cab. The
fact is, it is the festival of mischievous boys and boyish men.
Boys in trees with plenty of peas and a good tin tube make
life miserable for fractious horses and nervous men as they
shoot them with perfect impertinence and laugh at those
who get-angry, certain that no one can get at them in such a
crowd. Then would come an omnibus full of men, tbe top
also crowded. They, too, were armed with bean-blowers and
carried bags of flour, bad eggs, decayed vegetables, and the
other abominations that delight the Englishman of low de-

degree. Even the crowd of vehicles squeezed closer together
aud made place for this diabolical caravan. And what dis-

aster they carried with them for owners of good clothes ! If
they went past some aristocratic turn-out bags of flour had to

be emptied, and if " Jeems Yellowplush " in his fine array
expressed any disapproval, he would be lucky to escape a
pelting of vegetables which, it need not be said, did not im-
prove his temper. You see, my Canadian friend knew what
was best when he hired the hansom. Before we got to Epsom
Downs we had to let down the window in front of us to save
ourselves from the punishment others did not escape, while
our cabby had to pretend approval of all that was going on to

save himself from being a victim also.

At last the eighteen-mile drive was at an end. The road
debouched upon the grassy downs, and before us loomed the
great stands near the winning post. Entering one of these
just at the right of the fishing-line, we climbed to its highest
seats and had a wonderful view of the entire field. Right
opposite oar place was a grassy mound where gathered the
aristocracy, that bulwark of British civilization. Here were
seen a host of drags from which the horses had been removed.
On the tops were women in gorgeous array, their bright
dresses and sunshades conspicuous against the gray downs.
Men in fine raiment, each with a field-glass slung at his side,

hovered around these butterflies, while liveried servants drew
from the inside of the coaches white linen to make the spread
attractive which they quickly brought to light from hampers.
Game was devoured amid merry screams of laughter and
popping of champagne-corks.

Between this hillock and the stands was the race course, a
flat strip of turf, straight at the end, Tattenham corner being
a bend off to tbe left of us, the track to be run turning at this

point and going around the raised ground where the swells
had their coaches, its sweep carrying away past them to the
starting post off to the right, so far away that when the horses
were prancing around previous to a start, they looked no
bigger than dogs.

Off to the right of us was the saddling paddock. Right in

front, and between us and the course, was the betting inclos-

ure, where layers of bets howled the odds offered against the
starters, and a crowd of well and ill-dressed men booked their

wagers around the foot of the pole on which the numbers of
the winneis were to be hoisted when the race was at an end.

Think not that this great stretch of barren downs was so
that one could see the grass. Tt was fairly packed with human-
ity. So much has been written of the sights seen on such a
day that I cannot pretend to attempt their description. It is

said that 300,000 people were at Epsom to see the Derby of

J.870, and I believe it. CJ-ipsys, mountebanks, thieves, row-
dies, police, proprietors of " cockshys," thimble-riggers, were

indiscriminately mingled with the lords and ladies of the
land. Silk and fustian, purple raiment and rags, at Epsom
come in contact.

The course has no fence on either side, and tbe crowds
surge over it as they do everywhere else. But it is wonderful
how, when the race is to be run, they fall back to right and
left, leaving a clear passage, walled on either side by an en-
closure of solid bumanitv.
Neither the Canadian nor myself was a betting man, yet

both of us were fair judges of horseflesh. We could not,
however, fail to be interested in the opinions men were ready
to back with the ransom of kingdoms as to the horse that
should win the race. So after the running off" of several races
of minor importance, we went to take a look at the fifteen
horses that were to compete for the great prize as they were
paraded after saddling.

No man at Epsom that day could fail to know that Mac-
Gregor was booked for a sure winner. The ladies carried
parasols parti-colored of black and orange—MacGregor's
colors. Men were about with black and orange ribbons in
their button-holes, and black and orange even appeared on
hats and in other conspicuous places. Of course we wanted
to see the the favorite on whom such odds were freely laid as
were bet on MacGregor that day—such odds as perhaps no
other Derby competitorever made seem justifiable. As was
said, neither of us ever bet, so we had not even learned the
previous performances or pedigrees of the horses. We simply
wanted to judge their probable chances by careful inspection
of the form and condition of the competitors.

First, MacGregor. When he paraded down the course at
a walk, the roar of applause ought to have been heard in
London. We looked at him carefully, and both said : "That
horse cannot win the Derby." He was too restless. He seems
a bundle of nerves, all vibrating, and his temper appeared
such as I have seen Uncas exhibit when his jockey has
vainly tried to get away with the other horses, then he
seemed drawn too fine, and we said to one another that some
of those black and orange parasols would not be spread so
conspicuously when those aristocratic coaches rolled home
that night.

Tuen came the other horses, and we looked at them with
Critical care. Two especially took our fancy—a big chest-
nut and a medium sized bay. By consulting our cards and
looking at the colors of silk sported by their jockeys, we
found their names to be Palmerston and Kingcraft. The
latter seemed in no manner dashed by the crowd and the
noise. The muscles of his back, arms and quarters stood out
hard and firm, yet his glossy coat and loose skin, no less than
his bright, lustrious eye, proclaimed his fitness for the great
contest. His legs, too, were clean and smooth, looking as

though they could stand any amount of hard work. Palmer-
ston was a bigger horse every way. His condition seemed as
perfect as that of Kingcraft. His stride seemed longer, too:

and there was a look about him that made us think perhaps
he might down the bay. We hesitated some time between
the two, looked them over again, and then decided that

Palmerston was booked for first place, Kingcraft for second.
The time of the start drew near, and still we wavered. An
acquaintance I had made in Paris, an American dentist,

joined us. and "just for fun," put five pounds on Kingcraft at

odds of 20 to 1.

Soon the horses, looking, as said before, like prancing
dogs in the distance, were seen about the starter, who stood

flag in hand. The ladies and men on the drags all stood up,
backs to us, scanning the spectral objects through field-glasses.

The course had been cleared and was walled in by a living

barrier. Then, while the starter was vainly endeavoring to

get fifteen three -vear-olds up for a fair start together and
every one waited in breathless expectation, came the "Derby
dog " flying around Tattenham Corner. I was told that this

is an incident of every Derby Day. Some poor dog, losing

his master, gets out upon the course. A shout is raised at

him and he begins to run. The men stand so thick on the

sides of the way that he cannot get through their legs and is

kicked if he tries, so he starts on a run lengthwise of the

course. At he comes along everyone shouts at him, and the

poor brute, crazy with terror, flies along the way, the roar

following him, till he finally runs out at the end. Nothing
can be more cruel than the fear of the poor animal as he
rushes howling away in search of a safe retreat.

Hardly is the dog disposed of before a cry goes up. " They
are off! " and amid intense excitement all eyes are turned to a

bunch of flying figures just seen above the hill in front, bowl-

ing along at top speed. Next, one seems to draw out from the

others, and men and women scream their loudest, " Mac-
Gregor ! MacGregor!" the black and orange parasols and hats

swinging in the air. Then they are lost to view as they turn

down the hill toward Tattenham Corner, and all eyes turn,

all necks stretch in that direction to see what horse and what
color of silk will first wheel into view. There is a moment
of stillness, and then they are seen coming. But hold on !

That is not a bay horse in the lead, nor the silk is not black

and orange. We look again, and then feel a thrill runs

through us as we see a gallant chestnut fairly boiling along,

full of strength, apparently a sure winner. We look at each

other and can only speak one word—"Palmerston !" The
crowd see it too, and "Palmerston ! Palmerston !" grows from
a whisper to a roar, the mass of humanity doubling in as the

horses pass, filling the course solid behind them. " Palmers-

tan, Palmerston !" alone is heard, echoing from all sides.

Bat what is that? As they come to the grand stand, not

ten rods from the finishing post, a bay horse, whose rider

wears chocolate and pink, seems to be fairly shot from a gun,

so swiftly he comes to Palmerston's quarter. Palmerston's

jockey sees him and frantically applies whip and spur to the

panting legs, urging him to one final, supreme effort. Gal-

lantly the chestnut responds, but vainly he tries to shake off"

the bay. Both horses are straining every nerve, both jockeys

seem trying to add all the work each is capable of to land

his horse a winner. The ten rods is five, and they are strug-

gling side by side on even terms. Then Palmerston can do

no more, Kingcraft shoots ahead a winner by three lengths,

and another horse runs Palmerston so close for second place

that he is only winner of that by a head.

Kingcraft's number goes up on the pole, a shout is raised,

and the crowd surges around the winner so dense that he can

hardly walk back to be weighed. The grand stand cheers

French, the jockey, who lifts his hat in acknowledgment,

and the people almost lift him from the saddle in their enthu-

siasm. It is a pity such pretty creatures should be disap-

pointed, but some must be, and while the great British demo-
cracy howl "Kingcraft!" the coaches, laden with black-and-

orauge-silk -bedecked gentlewomen, steal quietly off the

ground. By the time the weighing is over not a scrap of

black and orange can. one see in any direction.

We spectators from over the sea naturally feel pretty well
about our Yankee guesses and shake one another by the'hand,
for have not our horses come in first and second, and have we
not an interest in this thing? And so we stand watching the
crowd melt away, when we see our friend, the Parisian den-
tist, coming toward us pale with excitement. " Great heav-
ens, man

! what is the matter? What has happened to you ?"

we exclaim.^ "I have won £100 on Kingcraft!" he gasps,
and drops into a seat as a ghastly smile steals over his feat-
ures.

Poor fellow! he had better have lost his five pounds than
won the hundred. However, we congratulate him, for he
participates in our pleasure of interest in the winners. And
so we wend our way down to the place where our cabby
appointed, bid farewell to our friend, and soon are in the
crowd hurrying back to the great city.
By the time we get within its gates the darkness has begun

to creep over the roofs of the houses, but there is stili light
enough for us to look in the shop windows as we go by, and
there we see displayed handkerchiefs with the figure of a
race horse printed in the corner, his jockey wearing King-
craft's chocolate jacket with pink sleeves, as though the buyer
was invited to celebrate the victory of Waterloo, or some
well-known historical event, not a race, from which the win-
ner was still warm, perhaps.
So ended that never-to-be-forgotten day, brought back

across a half-generation of years by the simple announcement
that Mr. Swigert has bought Kingcraft.
Now, the influence of these memories may warp good

judgment. I believe, however, a great horse is coming to
America, and I should like to see him as he steps from the
ship *—Yap Amerikanski in Randall's Horse Register.
[After this had been put in type the news was received that King-

craft had died on shipboard when sis days out, and thns America waa
loser of one of the best of the winners of the great English Derby.)

<»

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department most be accompanied by the name and
addresB ot the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof
of good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

G. H.—Was Alma, by Almont Rattler, the dam of anv
2:30 performer?" Answer— if you mean the Alma that is at
the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, yes; she is the dam of Elmer
Wilkes, that got a record of 2:28 at Poughkeepsie.New York,
October 28, 1891.

J. B.—Can you give me the full pedigree of Black Hawk
5. Answer—Black Hawk 5, by Sherman Morgan, son of
Justin Morgan, he by Lowe's Comet Morgan. The dam of
Sherman Morgan was untraced. The dam of Justin Morgan
was a daughter of Downing's Bay Messenger.

To decide a bet will you please publish the breeding of
Alicia Mandeville, 2:37?Was she'out of the dam of Paddy
Magee, 2:33^-, known also as Captain Hanford. Answer

—

Alicia Mandeville was by Boston Boy Jr., out of Peggie Ma-
gee, dam of Capt. Hanford, 2:33i- Boston Boy Jr. was by
Boston Boy, out of Boston Girl, by Abdallah 15.

Can you give me the pedigree of a horse called Tarascon ?

Answer—Tarascon was bv Prince Albert (sire of Bessie S.,

2:29}), out of Sally Patten, by Tom Newcomb, son of Epsi-
lon (thoroughbred). Prince Albert was by Abdallah 1, out of
a mare by Lance, son of American Eclipse. This is the pedi-
gree as given by J. Robbins, who brought Belle Bobbins
(dam of Pleasanton, 2:29i) to California.

Subscriber—Please give me the pedigree of Missouri
Chief, a stallion brought across the pkins in early days by a
Frenchman named Boquet? Answer—Missouri Chief was a
stallion known as the Zuler colt that paced a number of fast

races in ILt. Louis, Missouri. He was by January St. Law-
renee, at least that is the pedigree as given by people who re-

membered the horse at that time. Missouri Chief is the sire

of Nimrod, 2:19|.

J. K., Fresno, Cat.—Why does the Year Book contain the

record made by VisaKa, 2:30, said to be by Iris when there

never was any doubt of it? Iris does not even get the credit

of being among the sires in that book. Answer—In the next
issue it is believed that all such corrections and omissions
will be noted by the American Trotting Register Association.

We will be pleased to publish any and all such at any time so

as to make the work more accurate. Mr. Perkins who owns
Iris can set Visalia's pedigree straight.

J. D.—Some time ago you published an article about tbe

pedigree of Budd Doble. What did his dam produce besides

this horse? Answer—Wm. Hendrickson, who owned the

mare at the time, says the dam of Budd Doble, or Sargent's

Patchen, as he used to be called, was Lady Woodard. She
was also the dam of Westfield, 2:26]-, by Hambletonian 725,

and Pinole Patchen, a horse which stood over in Marin
county that Mr. Donahue owned. The dam of Lady Wood-
ard was a very fast chestnut mare called Lady Utley. The
Year Book does not give Lady Woodard the credit that be-

longs to her.

S. H. Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.—Kindly quote the

breeding of the thoroughbred horse Capt. Elgee for two re-

moves, and also that of the mare Angeline by Albion (imp.)

for three removes. Answer—Capt. Elgee was a gray horse,

foaled 1846, by imp. Leviathan (son of Muley and a mare by
Windle, second dam by Anvil), dam the famous Reel (dam
of Lecompte, Prioress, Starke and War dance), by imp.

Glencoe (son of Sultan and Trampoline, by Tramp), Reel's

dam imp. Gallopade, by Catton (Golumpus—Lucy Grey).

Angeline was a black mare, foaled in 1S53, by imp. Albion

(son of Cain or Actfeon, and Panthea, by Comus or Black-

lock, her dam Manuella, by Dick Andrews), dam Clara How-
ard, by imp. Barefoot (son of Tramp and Rosamond, by

Buzzard); second dam imp. Alarm, by Thunderboldt (he a

brother to Smolensko, being by Sorceror, dam Wowski, by

Mentor).
» —

A conference was held at Salinas last Tuesday, between

Directors Palmtag and Scholefield of the San Benito Agri-

cultural Association, and Directors Iverson, Trescony and

Secretary Kelly, of the Salinas Association, which resulted in

the date of the San Benito's District Fair being put back one

week (Tuesday). The reason for this is that a great many
horses from this county were entered in the races over at

Salinas, and our Association wished to consult the coq.

yenience of our horsemen.—Hollister Free Lance.
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THE FARM.
Roup in Chickens.

S. A. K., Wiothrop, Iowa, writes: "What is the matter

with my hens? Some of them begin by gasping every few

minutes as though for breath. This contiues for some time 5

then there seems to be a thickness in the mouth, the tongue

swells, the tongue and roof of the mouth become covered

with a yellow substance, and they soon die. Others will

begin with a sore eye—always the right eye ; it will at first

discharge water freely, many little bubbles seeming to stay in

the corner. After a while swelling comes on around the eye,

it closes, and the whole side of the head swells. Three or

four of them, after being that way for a week, began to dis-

charge matter from the affected eye, while the other eye soon

swelled and closed. Those that have had both closed I have

always killed. In other cases only one eye will keep sore.

Some of the fowls have been so three or four weeks, but the

eye does not seem to open. They seem well other ways, and

always ready for their share of the meal ; even when both

eyes are closed, if I hold the food up to them they will eat

greedily. For the morning meal I feed shorts mixed with

table scraps. Since they began to be sick I have left off the

shorts for fear it was not good for them, and fed coarse Indian

meal and bran. I thought perhaps I kept the house too

warm, if such a thing is possible without a fire. My hen

house is attached to a cattle shed in which 25 or 30 head of

cattle are housed. I have a door between, and the heat from

the cattle warms the hen-house a great deal. The barn is

cleaned regularly so there is no filthv odor from it." P. K.,

Kickapoo, 111.; H. E. T., Clear Lake* Iowa, W. R.,Winthrop,

Iowa ; G. W. A., Yale, Iowa; " A New Subscriber," South

Wayne, Wis., and M. J. D. W., Vienna. 111., all describe

about the same symptoms—the choking and gasping for

breath, yellow ofiensive substance in the mouth, swelled head,

sore eyes, etc. This is roup, and, with the exception of

cholera, is the worst disease the poultry raiser has to fight.

_ The symptoms are not alike in all cases. Often the earlier

ones are almost exactly like those of a " cold " in the head in

the human subject, hoarseness, sneezing, watery discharge

from eyes, nostrils, or both. In fact, I am much inclined to

think that when the disease begins with those symptoms it is

" nothing but a cold," which, if properly treated at the out-

set, would soon be gone, but if neglected soon runs into roup,

just as a neglected cold in the human subject develops into

more serious, often fatal diseases. In other cases the trouble

begins—as our correspondents have described—in the throat,

or around the eyes, and again the first symptoms noticed are

swelling of the head and eyes. I have known of cases where
it seemed to be entirely in the throat. The windpipe was so

filled with the yellow offensive substance above spoken of

that the fowls choked to death. A doctor pronounced the

trouble of a diphtheritic nature—something like diphtheritic

croup. I don't know how all cases of roup " get a start," but

I think the majority, if not all of those where the disease is

not "caught" from roupy fowls (it is contagious) spring

from long-neglected colds.

Fowls take cold fro n roosting in draughts, exposure to

cold and wet after being confined in warm houses, and by ex-

posure to cold after the system has been over-stimulated by

feeding cayenne pepper, etc., or when the pores have been

opened by over-feeding of sulphur. The cure—well, some-
times roup can be cured, sometimes not. From my own ex-

perience 1 don't believe it is worth while to doctor a fowl

after the roup has taken a firm hold—settled all over the

victim—as is indicated by c swelled head, closed eyes, offen-

sive matter in mouth and throat, etc. To be sure some suck
cases have been doctored into a semblance of health, but they
were never worth the time, bother and medicine it took to

seemingly cure them. I say " seemingly " because I do not

believe they were really cured ; in most of the cases that

came under my personal observation, the bens that had
been apparently cured afterwards bad a second and more
severe attack, which carried them off in spite of doctoring.

Kill the worst cases and burn and bury the carcasses. Then,
as the disease is contagious, separate the afflicted ones from
those unattacked. Clean and disinfect the feed troughs and
drinking vessels, which have been used by the sick.- I do
not mean that when the symptoms of cold first appear the
cold is contagious, but that the disease should be considered
contagions as soon as there is any swelling of the eyes or
head, any white or yellow matter in the throat, or the dis-

charge from the nostril is other than watery. The time to

cure roup is before it becoines roup—when the first symptoms
of a cold appear. We will now give some remedies
which have been used successfully in curing the sneezing
cold.

Thirty drops of Spongia in a quart of drinking water once
a day until the symptoms of cold have disappeared. Spongia
is a homeopathic remedy ami can be had at drug stores.

Teaspoonful of castor oil at night. Then once a day for

the next three days, or until the fowls have ceased to show
signs of a cold, give bromide of potassium,two grains for each
fowl, in their drinking water.

German Roup Pills given according to directions which
accompany them. I have cured some advanced cases of roup
by the proper use of these pills. They may be tried.

One-half tablespoonful each of ginger, cayenne pepper p.nd

mustard, and one tablespoonful of fresh lard, all thoroughly
mixed with flour enough to work into shape. Make into pills

as big as a larg? pea, and give each fowl two of these pilh,
putting them down her throat so she will have to swallow
them. Afterwards give the bromide of potassium for three
or four days. If the patients do not show signs of improve-
ments in twenty-four hours after giving the first do3e of pills,

give the second dose.

I have cured some esses of cold by giving the castor oil at
night, and afterwards, until all symptoms of cold had disap-
peared, confining them at all times to the house and giving
either Douglass' Mixture or Sheridan's Condition Powders
once each day.

Now I don't expect you to try all these remedies at once.
I give them all because all have been tested, and if you don't
happen to have one at hand you may another. When the
roup first shows itself by slight swelling about the eyes, with-
out any hoarseness or sneezing, or even if there i? a slight

Uchargf) from nostrils or eyes, it may frequently be cured by
giving some of the remedies for colds, aud apply to the bwoI-

len part an ointment made of one teaspoonful of spirits of

turpentine to six teaspoonfuls of glycerine. Sometimes not
more than three or four applications of this mixture (twice

each day) are necessary to effect a cure. Lard and coal oil

equal parts mixed together, has been used the same way with
good results. If the nostrils are clogged, inject coal oil, or

the turpentine or glycerine mixture, by means of a common
sewing machine oil can with a spring bottom. When the
roup first appears in the shape of canker in the mouth or

throat, dust the spots twice a day with burnt alum, or powd-
ered chlorate of potash. When doctoring fowls for colds or
roup do not let them out in wet or cold weather. And finally

in handling roupy fowls be careful and not get any of the
discharge from eyes or nostrils, or any matter from throat in

any cuts or scratches on your hands, or into your eyes, as it

is liable to cause serious trouble. For this reason, if for no
other it is better to kill the worst cases than to attempt
doctoring.

Treatment for Milk Fever.

I desire a little space to ask for some information concern-

ing this fatal disease. There have been eight cows died in

this vicinity during the past three weeks with this disease.

It seems that our " vets " do not have good success, as the

cows all die. They use all the leading remedies, such as

splitting the tail, putting pepper and salt in the cut and ty-

ing it up, aud rub turpentine on the butt of the horns. Some

say bathe the udder with warm soapsuds, and envelop the

cow in sheets wet with cold water, and cover with dry blan-

kets. Some say bleed from the jugular vein for high circula-

tion and give twenty-five drops of aconite every four hours.

If high circulation is wanted I think it would be wrong to

give aconite to control the action of the heart. If they con-

trol it they control the circulation of the blood.

I have examined cows, and I find the blood very thick in

the veins generally, and in the jugular vein I find it thick as

"clabbered" milk. I made the examination about an hour
before the cow died. I opened her after death and found
the womb black and greenish.

Reply—We did not suppose that any intelligent farmer in

this day and generation would permit an alleged" vet" or

anybody else to resort to such quack practices as splitting

and salting the tail, rubbing the horns, etc., etc.; but it

seems from our correspondent's report that the fools are not
all dead yet. By odds the best treatment for milk or puer-
peal fever which has ever come nnder our observation is the

aconite remedy described by the late Judge T. C. Jones of

Ohio in writing of this dreaded disease in The Gazette's

popular work on " Cattle and Their Disease." We quote:
" It is at first a local inflammation, followed by a general

inflammatory state and a prostration of vital powers with
extreme costiveness. It sometimes appears within a few
hours after parturition, and very rarely after the fourth day.

The object in referring to this much-dreaded disease here is

to mention a remedy which is not generally recommended by
the veterinary profession, but which has been tried by many
reliable stockmen, and so far as reported has never been
known to fail when applied at the proper time. It is aconite

prescribed in the work of Robert McCIure, V. S., late of

Philadelphia. Twenty-five to thirty drops of the tincture of

aconite are to be given in say a pint of thin gruel every three

or four hours until 120 to 130 drops have been taken. In the

meantime physic—say a pound of Epsom salts, with the same
quantity of common salt, dissolved in about three quarts of

water, sweetened with molasses, with an ounce of ginger—is

to be given to open the bowels, which is to be repeated in two
or three hours, if necessary, with injections of soap and warm
water, etc. Broken ice. in a cloth bag, is applied to the head
aud friction to the limbs. All this is in accordance with the

usual treatment except the aconite, which, according to ex-

perience, is the all-important thing, as its effect in allaying

the fever has been found most remarkable- And it is to be

borne in mind that this is the only purpose for which it is

administered, and when the fever is allayed it must be dis-

continued—Breeders' Gazette.

Care of the Cow Before Calving.

In farm practice it will not do to feed cows before calving,

as heavy rations as were fed the test cows at the Columbian

dairy test, for with all the skill and care exercised, several of

them died under the treatment. On the other hand the old

practice of half starving the cow, although a sure preventive

of milk fever, is a cruelty and a damage. There are those

who take away all the grain, giving choice bulky food, while

others feed concentrated material generously to till out the

udder ready for a campaign of milk giving.

John Gould, of Ohio, describes the medium course well, a

method endorsed by the majority, we think. He says :
'* It

is a time when nature is demanding a good deal of a cow,

and there is no reason why she should not have a ration

which fully supplies the demands of nature, and so avoid any
necessity of the cow drawing upon her own system for any
needed substance to support the embryo or material with
which to develop the udder. We think it a bad plan to feed

a cow heavily, then take away her rations of coucentrated

foods, and thus produce a derangement of the system. Of
course it is not to be understud that this cow, during the

period of resting, should be stall fed, but rather kept in good,

thrifty condition, and more, the bowels in a laxative condi-

tion, which is easily effected by giving a small ration of roots

daily if at hand, even email potatoes.
" Before calving, for grain I have never known anything

superior to fine bran, or wheat shorts, and half a pound or so

of linseed meal, as it is best at such times to supply that class

of food to the mother cow rather than the starchy heat pro-

ducers. If in the summer or fall, when grass is good crop-

ping, this is all that is needed beside the little grain ;
but after

the calf is dropped, I always consider for a few days that the

cow is on the sick list and feed only a little grain for a week
or more, give her warm water to drink, and see that she is not

exposed in any way to a chill. After the flow of milk sets

in and all seems going well, I then begin to add to the feed,

and other demanded attentions, and then considerthe cow in

the dairy, ready to eat and do her part of producing milk to

pay for her fooi and care. It is not right to starve a cow
about to calve or make sudden changes in food that may de-

range her system and throw her out of condition, and that at

the very time when she want* as little disturbance as possible.

"

Clover-Top Hay for Hogs.

Every hog-raiser knows by report or direct observation

that hogs in winter time will eat with relish a small quan-

tity of the finer parts of clover hay. In handling clover hay

about the barn the tops and leaves drop off aud the hogs seem
willing to spend time in picking these up. Some farmers

have fed dry clover hay in small quantities to hogs with suc-

cess. Generally those who feed it adopt the well-known

practice of soaking, boiling, or steaming it. My atten-

tion has been called anew to this subject by Mr. A. Selle, of

Ozaukee Co., Wis. Mr. Selle is a very successful raiser of

fine pigs for breeding purposes. As a student of hog charaoter

I believe be has fewsupariors, being of a patient, observing

nature and finding plenty in these often -neglected animals to

continually excite his curiosity and interest. Mr. Selle feeds

clover hay to his hogs of all ages in winter time. Not ordi-
nary clover hay is used, however. In some cases he has cut
off only the tops of the clover plants to make the hay for this

purpose, being sure to cut early enough.
We all know how prone the cloverplant is to fall over and

lodge. In such cases in cutting round the field, when we cut
against the fallen clover the stems are separated close to the
ground, while on turning about and cutting with the lodged
clover the mower takes offonly the upper parts of the plant,
leaving all the coarser straw uncut. Mr. Selle uses the finer

short hay made from cutting with the down clover. This,
fine hay run through the feed-cutter is put into a barrel into
which boiling water is poured. The hay swells up and be-
comes very soft, much like tea grounds. Into this corn-meal
and shorts, mostly the latter, are put and the whole stirred

into a thick, stringy mush. This is fed to hogs of all ages.

Mr. Selle tells me that sometimes when he did not have
suitable hay he has threshed ordinary clover hay when very
dry on the barn floor, with a frail, breaking off the heads and
stems. Sometimes the farmer will find enough, of the heads
and leaves accumulate on the barn floor where the hay is

pushed off the mow to use for breeding purposes.

I believe clover hay can be used in this way profitably.

The hog is an omniverous animal and when opportunity of-

fers eats no inconsiderable quantity of grasses and forage
plants in the summer time. In winter these are not available
and the average grower is apt to keep his animals upon a too

limited diet, consisting in some cases of corn only and in

others of corn and shorts. No doubt the hog digests a little

nutriment out of the clover hay, perhaps quite a little, but
°ven if he does not I believe the mechanical effects of the
hay are very important. With the concentrated corn and
shorts the intestines and digestive tract generally are not
properly distended. Food to be the most effective must have
a certain bulk and the clover hay soaked in hot water is

probably the best of all articles for this purpose.
At this season of the year I urge upon all hog-raisers to

put aside a quantity of bright, green, nicely-cured clover hay
especially prepared for their nogs next winter, and to feed it

as suggested. Then let us have reports of how the experi-
ment turns out.

Save This for Reference.

Symptoms of hog cholera are described by the Iowa State

Board of Health as follows: The presence of the disease is

indicated by a cold shivering, lasting from a few seconds to

several hours ; frequent sneezing, followed by a loss of appe-

tite; rough appearance of the hair, drooping of the ears,

stupidness, attempts to vomit, tendency to root the bedding,

to lie down in dark and quiet places, dullness of the eyes,

often dim ; sometimes swelling of the head, eruption of the

ears and other parts of the body ; dizziness, laborious breath-
ing, vitiated appetite for dung, dirty and salty substances, ac-
cumulation of mucus in inner corner of the eye, discharge
from the nose, fetid offensive odor of the discharges from the
bowels, offensive exhalations ; diarrheal discharges are semi-
fluid, of grayish green color and often mixed with blood. In
many cases the skin on the belly between the hind legs, be-
hind the ears and even on the nose has numerous red spots
which toward the fatal termination turn purple. As the
disease progresses, the animal becomes sluggish, the head
droops with the nose near the ground, but usually will be
found lying down with the nose hid in the bedding. If there

has been costiveness, about two days before death there will

be offensive fetid discharge ; the voice becomes faint and
hoarse; the animal is stupid, emaciation increases rapidly

;

the skin becomes dry, hard and very unclean; there is a cold,

clammy sweat, and death soon follows, with convulsions, or
gradually by exhaustion, without a struggle. In chonic cases,

or those of long duration, the animal becomes weak, lies

down moot of the time, eats but little and has the diarrhea.

These cases may linger for weeks, scattering the poison of
the disease in the discharge wherever they go.

New Remedy for Hen Lice.

Insect Life contains a translation from the French Jour-

nal of Agriculture. A. D. Scheneder tells how he drove the

lice from his hen house by tying a few small bottles of bi-

sulphide of carbon to the perches with the stoppers out, leav-

ing the liquid to evaporate. The hen roost over the bottles

and the vapor kills the lice. This is what he says: "The
very next day after using it I was agreeably surprised to

find that the enemy had left, leaving none but dead and
dying behind, and on the following day not a single living

insect was to be found, while my birds were sitting quietly
"

on the roosts enjoying an unwantedly peaceful repose. This
lasted for twelve days, till the sulphide had evaporated.
Twenty-four hours later afresh invasion of lice put in an ap-
pearance under the wings of the birds in the warmest por-
tions of the house where there were no currents of air. I

replenished the supply of sulphide, and the next morning
only a few of these were remaining. The next morning
every trace of vermin had disappeared. Since that time I

have personally made a great number of further trials with
the sulphide, with immediate and absolute success. I should
recommend the sulphide of carbon to be put in small medi-
cine vials hung about the pigeon-house or poultry roost.

When it has about three parts evaporated the remainder will

have acquired a yellowish tinge, and no longer act so com-
pletely as before, but if it be shaken up afresh it will suffice t»

keep the enemy at a distance,"
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Charcoal for Hogs.

The following is a synopsis of one of Theo. Louis' talks on

hogs at a Farmer's Institute. The suggestions made are

valuable, for Theo. Louis knows what he is talking about :

Every close observer of the habits of swine has noted and

been struct with the fact that from pighood to the last day

of the fattening period the hog has a craving for such articles

as earth, ashes, charcoal, rotten wood, mortar, soft stone, soft

brick, etc. Only a very few insist that there is no need of

these articles, the craving ofthem being abnormal, somewhat

like the school girl gnawing slate pencils or chalk. The large

majority of hog feeders will agree with me, I think, that after

all the hog knows pretty well what he wants and does not

search for and consume these substances for no good end.

Most hogs have rings in their noses and never get the op-

portunity to root in the soil, and all will if not thus prevented-

In his wild state, aod even when left to himself on our farms,

the hog must take a large amount of earthy, gritty matter

into his stomach, which condition is held in abeyance when

the ring is introduced and the animal confined to small

yards or on wood floors.

To make corncob charcoal : A hole four or five feet in

diameter and as deep as is required to hold the necessary

amount of cobs ; better burn thirty to fifty bushels at a time,

if possible. Start a fire in the bottom of the pit, and then fill

it with cobs. Cover the hole tightlv, preferably with a sheet-

iron cover ; after the fire gets well started, only so much air

must be admitted as will admit of very slow combustion.

Charcoal burnt in an open fire is not charcoal in its true

sense; it contains little or no carbon, and carbon is what

the pigs require. By confining the heat and smoke you get

charcoal, and besides there is no danger of tire, which is

quite an item. A little experience will soon teach anyone

how. After burning, store in barrels or other dry places.

Then make a large box, cut out six, inches on one side and

form a low trough in front, preserve the cover, put in your

cob charcoal, then to sixteen quarts of wood ashes put seven

quarts of salt and mix while dry. Then dissolve in a large

pail of water one and one-half pounds of green copperas, and

sprinkle the mixture of ashes and salt with the copperas

water, and keep mixing as you sprinkle ; it is more conven-

ient to do this upon a floor and afterward place in a box. Set

the box in a dry place, inclined slightly forward so that in

storms the water will only get into the trough
;
have your

cavor tight ; the pigs to have access at will to the box ; they

will eat only when and in the quantity that their condition

requires. This is one of the best health preservatives known,

and if accompanied with a changing and varied diet, sick

hogs will be a rarity with you.

Exterminating Mosquitoes Around a Country
House.

A writer on the subject of the extermination of the mos-

quito tells of an experiment he made with kerosene as the

destroying agency in the Catskills. Noticing a few mosquitos

about the porch of his cottage on July 5th last, he made a

search for their breeding place and found it in a rain-water

pool, having a surface area of sixty square feet in the neigh-

borhood. Eggs had been deposited freely on the water, and

it was very plain that the cottager was destined to be annoyed

by innumerable mosquitoes unless a remedy was applied at

once. He determined to apply kerosene, and sprinkled four

ounces of itover the surface o( the pool. At the end of ten

days it was covered with dead insects, which the writer esti-

mates at 7,400. Most of them were gnats, but there were 371

female mosquitoes and many males. The number may appear

trifliag enough, but on that score the experimenter has

this to say :
" Now, the average number of eggs

laid by a female mosquito is 300, and the destruc-

tion of these 371 specimens prevented the development of

111,300 individuals of the next generation. Moreover, cer-

tain females flew away after touching the surface of the water

and undoubtedly died at some distance from the pool, so that

the effect of the application was even greater than these fig-

ures indicate. In fact, the capability of the remedy was only

limited by the number of the mosquitoes seeking the surface

of the pool for egg-laying purposes,and in a locality of greater

mjsquito abundance the estimates of the potentiality of the

remedy would have been enormous. And now as to the

question of expense. This experiment proves that at this

rate of application one barrel of kerosene costing $4.50 (and

the cheapest of oil is preferable to the more expensive) will

successfully treat 96,000 square feet of water surface. It is

probable that there are many mosquito-ridden neighborhoods

where the total area of the breeding place does not exceed

this figure, and where at the slight ex Dense mentioned, pro-

vided the application be made early in June, so as to head of

the first generation, the numbers of the biting pest may be re-

duced to a minimum.—N. Y. Evening Post.

Buttermaking by Electricity.

By the courtesy of Mr. C. S. Rutlidge, of Brisbane, Aus-

tralia, dairy manager of the Pine River Dairy Factory, we

have been favored with a recent copy of the Queenslander,

containing the following account of the instillation of an

electric butter-making plant in that far-away land :

What is believed to be the first electric butter-making

plant established in Australia has just been installed by

Messrs. Barton, White & Co. for the Pine Ridge Dairy Fac-
tory at the premises which they have lately taken in the

Edward-street frontage of the Courier Building, Brisbane.

This use of electric power for the making of butter is a dis-

tinct departure in the history of the industry in Australia.

There are grave objections to the presence of steam or gas

eagines inside abutter factory, and unless the motive ma-
chinery is under the immediate control of the attendants, it

is impossible to make use of mechanical power except in

factories of very large dimensions. The heat given off by both

gas and steam engines would militate considerably against

successful working, and every one knows the susceptibility of

gutter and cream to odors, good and bad, is aware that it is

jnadvisabie to allow the fumes of burnt gas or heated oil to

enter the building in whish ' these products are stored or

handled. These drawbacks are entirely obviated by the elec-

tric motor, which gives off neither heat nor smell, and which
is almost noiseless. The motor, too, may be placed in the
most accessible situation without risk of affecting the quality

of the butter and the regularity of its running is also an im-
portant aid to successful butter manufacture. The plant of

the Pine River Factory comprises a Cherry concussion churn
of considerable capacity and a Cherry circular power butter

worker, as well as the smaller accessories to the business.

Both are operated by one small motor, and one man can at-

tend to both at the same time. It may be mentioned that
the company separates the milk at the source of supply in

the district from which it derives its name, and the cream is

forwarded by rail to Brisbane factory, where it is churned in-

to butter. By thus dividing the two stages of butter making
the most serious drawbacks with which country factories have
to contend—the want of ice and the injury which the butter

suffers by overheating in the close and warm atmosphere of

the railway tracks—are avoided.

The Editor's Rustic Song.

I would flee from the city's rule and law—from its fashions

and forms cut loose—and go where the strawberry grows on

its straw, and the gooseberry grows on its goose ; where the

catnip tree is climbed by the cat as she clutches for |her

prey, the guileless and unsuspecting rat, on the rattan bush

at play. I will watch with ease the saffron cow and the cow-
let in their glee as they leap in joy from bough to bough on
top of a cowslip tree, and list while the partridge drums in

the wood aod the dog devours the dogwood plum in the

primitive solitude. O let me drink from the moss-grown
pump that is hewn from the pumpkin tree ! Eat mush and
drink milk from a rural stump, from form and fashion free

—

new garnered mush from the mushroom vine aod milk from
the milkweedsweet !—with luscious pine-apples from the vine!

Such food as the gods might eat ! And then to the white-

washed dairy I'll turn, with the dairymaid hastening hies

her ruddy and gold-red butter to churn from milk of her but-

terflies, and I'll rise at morn with the earliest bird, to the

fragrant farm-vard pass and watch while the farmer turns his

herd of grasshoppers out to grass.

Removing Tusks From a Boar.

Mr. Guernsey Smith suggests a method of removing tusks

from a boar. He thinks pinchers are rather hard on the hog

and prefers tying up by the upper jaw, and putting a slip-

knot back of the upper jusks. The hog will then pull back

and keep the rope tight. He suggests, then, that one man
stand astride of the hog and put a hard wood stick about one
and one-half inches thick in the hog's mouth ;

take hold of

both ends, pull it back as far as it can and hold it there. He
would then put straw on the ground, get down on his knees
and, with a three-cornered file, file a good notch in each
corner of the tusk ; then put the point of an iron wedge in

one of the notches and tap it with the hammer, when it will

break square off. He would then take a flat file and smooth
the stump down to the jaw. He thinks if this method of

procedure is followed the hogs will give thanks and say

:

'' You have done a good job and it did not hurt much."

Milk Fever in Cows.

This rarely happens to a cow in ordinary good condition,

but affects those that are too fat or too thin. It is necessary

to prepare a cow for this emergency by suitable feeding a

mouth previous to the calving, either to lessen the condition

or to improve it. But in the latter case it is not advisable to

feed any grain food, except bran given in the form of a

mash. At the calving the cow should be removed two days

previously to a auiet place, and kept there until the calf is

born ; four hours after this the cow should have a mess of

bran mash or oatmeal gruel, and it will be advisable to re-

move the calf as soon as it is dropped to some place where it

will be quiet, and the cow will not hear it. By careful treat-

ment and good care and milking the cow every four hours

and feeding the calf, not letting it suck, the trouble may be

averted.

A number of parties have lost cows recently, from bloat-

ing on alfalfa feed. Investigation shows tha$ in all these

cases the practice has been to cut the alfalfa and feed it

wilted. The explanation given by veterinary surgeons is

that the wilted alfalfa generates a gas within the stalks that

causes bloat in the cattle. The bloat can be relieved by

sticking, or by pulling the tongue out, aod throwing a hand-

ful of salt down the throat. When cows browze in standing

alfalfa they eat only the tops of the plants, which seldom

causes bloat. Every alfalfa field should have a stack of

straw within easy access of the cows.

One great point of advantage in dairy farming over almost

all other specialties, says a recent writer, is that on the dairy

farm the work is better divided. The grain harvest comes so

close to haying that it often gets mixed up with it to the

detriment of both ; but where corn is grown and put into the

silo for dairy feed, and not so much or no grain raised, the

harvests are several weeks apart. Then in winter dairying

there is a let up in the dairy work at the busiest season of the

year on the farm, while the dairy needs the most work when
other farm work is lightest.

"Little pigs," says an Iowa farmer, " I have found to be

very similar in their needs to young children. While a

small amount of sour milk might not injure them, the use of

it is, at best, very questionable, and no ration I have ever

found approaches in any way sweet skimmed milk and either

soaked shelled corn or fine ground meal over which has been

poured scalding water a half-hour before feeding time. Sour

milk or sour slop fed to the ' suckling ' sow is a prolific source

of scours and bowel trouble in the litter."

For caked bag or garget in cows an eminent authority says:

"Foment the udder with hot water twice a day and apply

cincture of iodine twice a day after fomentations have been

applied. Give her enough Epsom salts to keep bowels open.

If she runs on grass the salts will not be required."
.»

A good tonic and alterative powder for cattle is : Nitrate

of potash, two drams; gentian root (powdered), two drams,

and ginger, one dram. Mix, give as oae dpse and repeat

morning and evening for one week,

In and In Breeding of Swine.

There is scarcely any subject connected with swine breed-

ing and the great improvement of our domestic breeds of

swine with regard to which so much has been written as that

of "In and in breeding," says F. L. Hooper in Swine Jour-

nal. But notwithstanding it has been almost a constant topic

of discussion among prominent breeders for many years, and

has engrossed the attention of many able and experienced

swine breeders and agricultural stock writers, it is still a

vexed and unsettled question.

On the one hand we are constantly told that any marked
and permanent improvement can be obtained only by "in

and in breeding," and that the supposed dangers of the sys-

tem exist only in the imagination of its opponents. With
these pedigree is the " one thing needful," and this obtained

we are led to believe that success is easy and certain. Others

again assert, with equal assurance, that all real improvement
is to be obtained by a careful and judicious crossing of swine
possessing at least but a distinct relation to one another, and
that the secret of success lies in the art of proper selection.

With these form and symmetry are the primary matters of
consideration and pedigree a thing of trial or of comparatively
little importance. It may perhaps be safely asserted that un-
der certain circumstances both propositions may be true. As,
for instance, it is unquestionably better to breed in and in two
swine of very superior form than to select from those distantly

relative but of inferior character. Again, it is clearly prefer-

able to couple first-class swine having little, if any relation-

ship, rather than ordinary ones, however closely related. To
lay down a rule which will apply universally, or even in the
greatest number of cases, is perhaps impossible.

The large majority of swine breeders are compelled to

select from a limited number of breeding swine, and the cir-

cumstances under which such a rule must be applied would
be as various as the qualities and relationships of the animals.
It is a very common piece of advice that " we should breed
only from the best of the swine race," but it is to be remem-
bered that the best swine which the farmer can obtain are

often very far from being the best in the country. But sup-
pose he could obtain any number of the finest swine of the
breed desired, still there would be a wide difference between
them, both in regard to their relationship to one another and
their general qualities, and it would prove as difficult to lay

down any fixed rule which should govern his selection in this

case as in the former.

The true course for the swine breeder to pursue is first to

discard all prejudices for or against any particular methods.
Inform himself, as far as possible, as to the true character and
operation of the natural laws which govern the reproduction

of life in the stock he is breeding, and then rely upon the

teachings of his own judgment rather than upon any abstract

or arbitrary rule.

The oleo fraud seems to be making greater progress than
ever, both in home and foreign markets. The exports of oleo

and of oleo oil during May were much larger than during the

same month last year, while for the eleven months ending
with May, the total exports of these two forms of fraud were
almost 115,000,000 pounds, valued at over $11,000,000. Dur-
ing the same period, honest butter was exported to the value
of only $2,000,000, while our cheese exports were valued at

$5,500,000, both together forming but about half the quantity
of oleo exports. We have reason to believe that in our do-
mestic markets oleo is taking the place of butter to an even
larger extent. The cities of our Southern States, which for-

merly constituted such a 5ne market for large amounts of

butter from Iowa and other sections, are now largely con-
trolled by the bogus butter trust. The oleo people have been
printing long articles in the leading dailies East and South
about the merits of their article, and claiming that dairy but-

ter was not fit to eat. The sales of oleo in original packages
are being pushed in New York and New England in defiance

of state laws. Meanwhile the markets for dairy products are

depressed and Congress shows no disposition to enact Senator
Hill's bill providing that oleo in original packages shall be
subject to state laws. They might at least do this.

The conformation which, according to Prof. Law, usually

indicates a weakness of constitution and a susceptibility to

tuberculosis in cattle is the following: Head narrow between
the horns ;

sunken eyes ; depth of cavity (temporal) back of

the eves ; thin, narrow ewe neck ; chest small, lacking in both

breadth and depth ; hollow flank and tendency to pot belly
;

a general lack of muscle so that the limbs seem loosely

attached to the body ; in breeds that show a variety of colors,

animals of the lighter shades of brown and yellow. If, how-
ever, such animals are of high value for the dairy and can be

kept free from infection they need not be rejected. The fin-

est conformations of Short-horns, Devons, Holstein-Friesians,

black or red polled, furnish no protection in the presence of

the germ.

Awarded
Highest Honors—"World's Fair.
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RED OAK AND LEATHER TJNGS.

How They Beat Idlewild at the Old
St. Louis Track in '64—Gi-

gantic Poolselling.

In the fall of 1S64, after the Paterson and
Pecaucus meetings had closed and there was
no more racing East until Broad Rock's No-
vember meeting, in the Old Dominion, many
stables went from here to Louisville aud St.

Louis. At the Fall6 City the Woodlawn
course was the scene of six days' racing, where
Asteroid, Beacou, Maiden (dam of Parole),

•Georgia Woods, Rhynodyne and Grant were
the best horses shown. Rhynodyne, by Wag-
ner, then a 6ve-vear-old, was a good racehorse
and divided with Asteroid the honors of the
meeting. Each were given bloodless walk-
overs for several races—Rhynodyne for three
and four mile heats and the three-year-old at
two mile beats.

So good was Asteroid at that meeting that
when stolen by guerillas shortly afterwards
and followed over fifty miles by two Ken-
tuckians, who recovered the colt by payment
of a paltry amount, the bushwacker who had
ridden Asteroid in the chase refused to believe
that he was only a three-year-old. Said that
he knew "he was a five-year-old at least, for
he never had bestrode so game a horse." The
two strategists who recaptured Asteroid for
Owner R. A. Alexander were two ol the
laser's staunches! friends, by name, if mem-
ory serves me, Warren Vileyand ZekeClay.
Theirreturn to Woodlawn with the colt was
in the nature of a triumphal march.
At the famous old Laclede course, St. Louis,

Charles Ellard gave eight days' racing that
fall, beginning oo October 17th. Many East-
ern men and horses were at the old French
city, by the Father of Waters, and the pool-
selling on the races overnight, at the Lindell
Hotel, by " Bob" Underwood, and at "Cham-
berlain's," by J. Raymond, was almost as well
attended as the races themselves.
The great race of the meeting was decided

on the fifth day of the meeting for a purse and
stake of $3,000, four-mile heats. Three hor6es
were carded—Tom Moore's famous old mare
Idlewild, by Lexington, a, 121 pounds ; W.
H. Renfro's Red Oak, a, by Second Altorf
121 pounds, and J. W. Weldon's Leather-
lungs, 4, by Lexington, 110 pounds Idlewild
had shown herself possessed of all her usual
speed by a mile heat win on the second day
from Cnchton and Legal Tender. The latter
was a very fast miler, the first horse in Amer-
ica to run a mile in 1:44, I believe. In the
Idlewild race Legal Tender won the first heat,
but was left at the post in the second heat,
won by Idlewild, which ended the race.
Tom Moore considered that the old mare

was up to the strain of a four-mile heat race
and she was strongly played to beat the other
two, of whom Red Oak had beaten Bowen
three-mile heats on the second day of the
meeting. Bowen, a five year-old, by Vandal
was a good horse that fall, and Red Oak's suc-
cess over him found the latter staunch support
by friends of his owner. Bill? Renfro.
Leatherlungs, Dr. Weldon's oddly-named

son of Lexington, was not a speedy horse, but
a fair stayer, and many of the Eastern delega-
tion played him heavily to win.
At the Lindell Hotel over night a large

concourse of people crowded the corridors
drawn thither byjthe pool-selliogon the race!
conducted by " Bob " Underwood. Idlewild
opened the choice, but weight of St. Louis
money soon made Red Oak the favorite in
some of the heaviest pools ever sold in
America. A closing pool was: Red Oak
$2,330, Idlewild $1,300, Leatherlungs $1,225.
These figures have rarely been topped in
auction pool records, the largest American
auction pool oo record being sold, I believe
on the Westchester Cup at Jerome Park won'
by Tom Ochiltree.

The late George Lorillard, owner of Tom
Ochiltree at that lime (having purchased the
horse from John F. Chamblin), gave $8,000
for the horse, the field bringing some $4,500
These figures are from memory but are not far
out of the way.
On the day of the Idlewild-Red Oak-

Leatherlungs four-mile heat race at Laclede
course a vast crowd attended the racing. After
two minor events had been disposed of over a
«hort track the big race was called up. The
heavy pooling of the night before was contin-
ued at the track, with Red Oak the choice at
about the rates already noted. In the first
heat Idlewild and Leatherlungs fought out
the battle for three miles, Red Oak laying up
but on the last mile Red Oak was sent along

'

and collaring Idlewild, beat her out cleverly
in 7:57, the first three miles being run at a
slow pace. Leatherlungs was a good third.

For the second heat it was 3 to 1 on Red
Oak over the field, and the old son of Second
Altorf justified his support and made "Billy"
Renfro and his friends very happy by win-
ning the second heat and race in 7.53A, Leath-
erlungs a good second, Idlewild distanced.
The rice showed that Tom Moore's judgment
of Idlewild's condition was misplaced, for the
old, one-eyed mare was not up to the arduous
task of four-mile heals. The St, Louissports
won very heavily over the victory of Red
Oak.
A most remarkable race at mile heats was

run on the seventh day of this meeting. Four

horses ran, the race being a handicap, mile
heats, three in five. Red Oak had the top
weight, 112 pounds; Surprise and Leather-
lungs 104 each and Monsoon 101 pounds. The
latter was a four-year-old by Lexington, be-
longing to J. C. Kelly. Monsoon was the
pool favorite and won the first two heats. Then
Dr. Weldon's Leatherlungs showed that he
was well named, for he got his second wind
and won the third heat. Surprise won the
fourth, however, and Leatherlungs the fifth.

With Red Oak ruled out for not winning a
heat in five, the backers of Dr. Weldon's horse
looked to have their money won, for Monsoon
seemed out of it, but the sixth heat showed
how erroneous were such calculations, Mon-
soon and Surprise finishing nose and nose in
a dead heat.

The race now was more of a problem than
ever to the speculators, as after running six
heats a seventh had to be run. If Surprise
won, still another heat would have been
necessary, unless he distanced the other two,
but if either of the others won that would end
the long-drawn-out contest. For the seventh
heat all three sold virtually even up, there
being only $10 difference between first and
third choice. The three ran lapped for seven
furlongs, when Monsoon drew out under pan-
ishment and won by a short length, the other
two staggering in at the winner's flanks in a
dead heat for second place. As the track was
very heavy, this severe heat race was one of
the most stubbornly contested on record.
Other winners during the meeting were

Dr. Weldon's Lexington three-year-old Dr.
Lindsay, afterwards a sire of note in far-off
Oregon

; J. C. Kelly's Knight of St. Louis,
by Knight of St. George ; Morton &Symme's
Sympathy, by Scythian, and Tom Moore's
Blue Flag, by Lexington; T. G. Saunders'
Easter, by Endorser

; J. R. Barry's Black-
lock; Tom Moore's Jack Malone Jr.; H. Van
Liew's Rosecrans; W. H. Renfro's Prolific,
and others, were also successful at this eight
dav's race meeting over the famous old Lac-
lede course in 1S64. The Gleaner.

Big Purses! Low Entrances
AGRICUl.Tra.4L ASSOCIATION So. 5, SAX MATEO AXD S.1ST.1 CLARA COUNTIES,

"~——— ANNUAL FAIR ———^————
TO BE HELD ATan -:-Jose

SEPTEMBER 24th to 29th, Inclusive

Third Payments in Trotting Futur-

ity Stakes.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In
the San Mateo and Santa Clara County Agri"
cultural Association's Futurity Stakes, thiid
payments have been made as follows

:

No. 1—The Cbampion Stakes, foals of 1892, to be
trotted at tbe annual fair of 1S9i_e. Topham's b f
Dawnie, by Dawn—Sylvia : Palo Alto's blk f Cres-
sida, by Palo Alto—Clarabel : Palo Allo's brcGlu-
bar. by Electricity—Jennie Benton : W. J. Irvine's
b c Our Jack, by Steinway—Inex ; A. Hirschman'sbe Uncle Dan, by Chas. Derby—Nannie Smith-
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk f Derby Princess'
by Chas. Derby—Princess : T. S. Montgomery's bl f
Merle M . by Boodle—Kitty Seymour, and J. Sban-
ahan s blk c Turney, by Menlo—Geo. M Patchen
Jr. mare.
No. 2.—The Capital Stakes, foals of 1893, to be

trotted at the Annual Fair ot 1S95. B E Harris' b
fttatura. by George Washington—Ventura • Ven-dome Stock Farm's b c My George, bv Antinous—
Magdallah

; same owner's b f Cornelia F bv Anti-
nous-Bonnie Piedmont : Palo Alto's b c Sequoia
by Palo Alto—Amrab

; same owner's eh c Tiffany
by Advertiser—Telie ; same owner's ch c Paora bv
Palo Alio—Waxana: same owner's ch f Palita'bv
by Palo Alto—Elsie; same owner's br c Adbel] by
Advertiser-Beautiful Bells: J. D. Carr's Columbus
by Eros-Bertna

; Oakwood Park Stock Farm'4
Judge Sunt, by Prince Red-Calvpso; same owner's
Red Warrior, by Prince Red-Maggie McGregor
and Santa Margarita Stock Farm's b r La Primera'
by Gaviota—Hattie F.
No. 3-Tbe Fruit Man Stakes, foals of 1S92 to be

trotted at the annual fair of 1895: Vendome Stock
Farm's b f Baby Darling, by Antinous—by JobnnvB

; E. Topham's b f Dawnie. bv Dawn—Svlvia • Palo
Alto Stock Farm's bl Mary Osborne, bv Azmoor—
Elsie, and blk f Creffiida, by Palo Alto—Clarabel
I: ,

Ĉ n '

s b f Roslta
-
bv Eros-Bnrtha

: Oakwood
Stock Farm's br c Minedo, by Prince Red—Viana
and b f Merry Legs, bv Steinway—Lilly T S*
Montgomery's blk f Merle U., bv Boodle- -Kittie
Seymour, and J. Shanaban's blk c turner by Menlo—Geo. M. Patchen mare.
No. 4.—The Mt. Hamilton Stakes, foals of 1S93 to

be trotted at the annual fair of 1896.—B E Harris'
b f Watura, by Geo. Washington—Ventura Ven-
dome Stock Farm's b c Mv George, by Antinous—
Magdallah

; same owner's b f Cornelia F., by Anti-
nous—Bonnie Piedmont : same owner's brc Johnnie
Mine, by Antinous—Johnnie B.; Palo Alto Stock
Farm's b c Sequoia, bv Palo Alto—Amrah same
owner's ch c Tiffany, bv Advertiser—Telie same
owner's ch e Paora, by Palo Alto—Waxana : same
owner's br c Adbel]. by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells-
same owner's ch f Palita, by Palo Alto-Elsie J d'
Carr's Columbus, hy Eros—Bertba; Oakwood Park's
Steinway Grand, by Steinway—Etna G.; sameown-
er's King Cadenza, by Steinwav—Empress: same
owner's Jessie Gregg, by Red Prince—Clementine
same owner's Rubicelle. bv Red Prince—Inex
same owner's Smetanka. by Red Prince—Katie G

'

and Santa Margarita's b f La Primera. by Gaviota—
Hattie F. s. G. Benson, Secretary

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUG.
Entries to be re-classifled September 15th, 1S94.

SIX ID-A/STS'

1ST.

R.ACING.
TROTTING AND PACING PROGRAMME.

Champion P(ake«. Trotting. Foals of 1892 ; closed
June l, ls92. One mile and repeat.

District rwo-Year-Olds. TroitirjR, Parse * 100.
2 id 3. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

District Three - Year - Olds, Trotting. Purse
SlOO. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.
Free-For-AU Two-Yenr-Olds, Trotting, Parse

rjlOU, 2 in 3. Closed April 1st with 15 nominations.

Free-For-AIIThree-Year-OIds, Trotting, Purse
S4UU. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

Free-For-All Three-Year-QIds, Paciug, Purse
84UO. Closed April 1st wiLh 10 nominations.

District Four - Year - Olds, Trotting, Purse
Sion, To close August 1st. tor the get of the follow-
ing horses;
Eros, Treewood. Bismirck, Royal George, Nutwood
Boy, Orion, KiDg William, TommyT., stranger, John
Sevenoaks, Col. Benton, Wilmington. Dick Fatchen.
Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy Thonibill, Ampian, Magic.
Monte, Chancellor, Uhrtsman's Hambletonian, Box-
wood, Nut Grove, Prince AJbert, Alex. Graham, De-
signer, Cyrus R., Harry Almont, Rea's Nutwood, Boo-

«#- As races cannot be numbered until their order is determined, persona makin,
class specifically, and also whether trotting or pacing.

PROGRAMME OF Rl'.VMMi RACKS TO BE AXNOUXCED HEREAFTER

die. Elect. Manibrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenua*
BruwnJiig, Meolo. C. W.S., Henderson's Henrv S-B. Emerson, Carr's Matnbrino. Prince Warwick'Henry Burr. Antinous, Almont Patchen, Electric
^ight Argent, Delmas. Rollie H-, Havward s ^lav
Bor, Doemsky's May Bov, Dawn, BoswellJr Prince
Wilkes, silver Bo.v. Administer, Election. Ward
B., Hazle>vood, Alpheus, Anteros, Nutwood, Mt-^en-
ger Almont, Wild Boy, Director H„ Cap. Alto.

.» « ^,. ™ Purse
2: If* Class, Trotting 67UU
3:3 1 Class, Trotting 700
2:24 Class, Trotting 700
2:27 Class, Trotting 700
2:30 Class, Trotting 700
2: 10 Class, Trotting 700
Free-for-all, Paciag 700
2: i 1 Class, Pacing 7O0
2:20 Class, Pacing 700
2:30 Class, Pacing 700

entries will^please state

Entries to close Wednesday, August 1, 1594.

Order of races to he arranged and announced here-
after, and to be as near as possible in accordance with
the Sacramento and Stockton programmes.
In the 2:18, 2:21, 2:2-1,2:27, 2:30 aud 2:40 class trotting

races and the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30 class pacing races a
horse entered in any of them making a record equal-
ing any faster class on or before September 15, 1894,

wUl receive a return of his entrance mooey and shall
be barred from starting in that class bu. may re-enter
on or before September 17, 1S94, in tne proper class.

All trotting and pacing races are best three in rive
unless otherwise specified, and five are to enter and
three to start, bu: the Board reserves the right to bold
a less number tnan five to fill, by the deduction of the
entraucemoney from the purse for ea:h horse less than
five.
In the class trotting and pacing races five entries are

required to stand after the horses making records un-
derconditions are barred, and their money returned,
but the Board reserves the right to start a less number
by deducting the entrances, same as in other classes.

Entrance fee five per cent, of purse, and anadditioual
rive per cent, ofthe purse, deducted from winners.
Trotting and pacing purses divided—50 per cent, to

first horse, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third,

CONDITIONS.
out by G o'clock p. si. of the day preceding the race
shall be required to start.

Wheu there is more than one entry to a trotting or
pacing purse or stake by one person, or in oneinterest,
the horse to be started must be named by a p. m. of the
day preceding the race.
Any race that cannot, in tbe opinion ol the judges, be

finished on the last day of the meeting may, at their
option, be continued or declared off.

Trotting and racing colors must be named with the
entries and worn on the track.
National Trotting Association rules shall govern all

trotting and pacing races.
Suspensions from associations working under the

American rules recoguized.
Co't p'irses to be governed by the conditions under

which they were advertised.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

classes alternately it necessary to finish a day's racing,
or to trot a special race between heats.
A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less thau the re-
quired number of starters appear they may contest for
the entrance moupy paid in, to be divided as follows:
66 2-3 per cent, to tirstand 3-3 1-3 per cent, to second.
A horse winning a race entitled to first money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and third
and 10 per ceul.to fourth. All entries not declared I money

Send for entry blanks. S. <3\ BENSON", Secretary, San Jose, Cal.

ANNUAL FAIR
Of the 19th District Agricultural Association

at Agricultural Park

Santa Barbara
SEPFEMBER18 to 22, Incl

First Meeting of the Southern California Circuit

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG. 1st.

FOR SALE.
212 Acres of Choice Lani,

Bcatitlm'ily located near Pleasanton. Would make a
very attractive country residence and well adapted lor
raising fine slock. All under cultivation. Good Im-
provements, abundance of water; 100 acres In fruil
and vine-, the remainder all level. Partlv covered
with lar^e oaks, and a fine site for a mil* t milling 1 rackWould exchange lor city property. For further par-
ticulars apply to A. ROMAX, 32ft Montgomery streetroom 3, San Francisco.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

Xear entrance to Bay Dlntrlct Track.

Choicest Brands ol

WINES AND CIGARS
A Dellehtiul Ittiburu

Telephone 14M, J. It. IHCkhV, I'rp.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

Purse
Race No. 1—Running, ^-mile and repeat ¥200
Race No. 2 -Trotting. 2:60 class 200
Race No. 3—Trottiug, for stallions, 2:20 class 300

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 19.
Race No. 4- Running; Novelty, l l4 miles; purse

$150, divided §25 each first four quarters, $50
last quarter.

Race No. 5—Trotting. 2:35 class 250
Race No. 6—Pacing, 2:30 class 300

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER. 20.
Race No. 7—Running, ^-mile and repeat 150
Race No. 8—Trotting, for 2-year olds 200
Race No. 9—Trolling, 2:19 class 300

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.
Race No. 10—Running mile dash- 150
Race No 11—Troitiug, 2:-in <.lass 250
Race No. 12—Pacing, 2:15 class 350

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.
Race No. 13— Running, 5-s mile dash; 2-year-olds... 100
Race No. 14—Trolling 3-year olds 250
Race No. 15—Trotting, 2:27 class 300

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races to be mile beats, best 3

In 5. except No. 8, which will be best 2 in 3 heats.
In all nu>s purses divided 60 per cent, to first, 30 per

cent, to second, 1U per cent, to third horse.
Kn trance fee 5 per cent, of the purse, to accompany

the entry, aud 5 per cent ot the purse additional trom
each money won.
Entries not declared out at 6 o'clock p. m. of the day

preceding tbe race will be required to start, and dec-
laration must be made in writing at tbe office of the
Secretary at the Pavilion. Parties not making tbe
Bxal payment of 5 per cent, entrance fee will be held
for 10 percent, of the purse.

K'n tries to close with the Secretary at his office. Room
a. building corner State and Cota street, Wednesdav,
Augunl 1, 1694, at ti o'clock p. m.
Running races free for all. Trotting and Pacing

rtices • pen to horses owned in San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange. San' Diego,
San Bernardino and Riverside counties.
For further coudilluns i-ve local papers

H. B. BRASTOW, Secretary.
P. O. Box !4G, Santa Barbara.

Steiner's Old Place.
J. C. DIAMOND, S'Jcckssob.

OLD HEfiMITAGE WHISKIES
Under office of BB*Ji»KR axjj SfoaxsiiAN,

For Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition of business,

THE BAY STALLION

R1NGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; firstdam Alma, by Daah-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Kiugwood trotted a trial mile

mile in 2:19^.

DEITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,
by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CXAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, by
Guy Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

TIPPO TIB, bay 'gelding, record 2:26, can trot in
2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Dong-
wortli, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She is a mare
of fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait.

Pnr fiirlbr-r Inf-ir.^nMnn nr.d pm-H-nlnT^ flririrenn nr
apply 10 A. V-. DIETS., iiuklniid. I.'hI.

r^n'-f be Behind

frfVfMnr the Times
1 111 11 11 11 11 Or you will sufferMMMMMI9 financial losses.
Men who have spent a lifetime among:
horses have Campbell's Horse Foot
Remedy applied to their horses feet
daily, which promotes the growth rap-
idly and keeps them soft, but tough
and elastic. The recommendations we
publish in our little booklet should in-
terest any horseowner and g-ive him
confidence enoug-h to gfive the Remedy
a trial. No horse having- feet that are-
tender or sore in an}' way will do g-ood
work. This fact has long- been known
03' all owners.
Campbcll'5. Horse Foot Remedy removes fever and

soreness and promotes the growth of the foot rapidly

and in time the horsc-shoer will pare off all dead and
diseased hoof, leaving the foot in a healthy, growing

condition.

% Gal. Cans, $1.00 ^ Gal. Cans, $1.75
Gallon Cans, $3.00 5 Gal. Cans, S13.75

To be had of AM Dealers.

jB3F*A 4S page book on diseases of horses icet, con-
taining 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing
can be had of all dealers or mailed free to any horse
owner by

* The Jas. B. Campbell Company
414 West Madison Street, CHICAGO.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CIRCUIT.
All Rail Communication. Fast Track. Good Purses.
ZE^TIEiXIESJS CXjOS.E3 aTTTXjTT 21st, 1894.

CHICO.
JULY 31, AUGUST 1, 2, 3, 4, 1894.

JULY 31.
PURSE.

No. 1. Trottine, 2:35 Class-- 8 350
No. 2. Pacinc, 2:28 Class 3SO
No. 3. Runnine, 1 1-16 Miles 150

AUGUST 1.

No. 4. Trotting, Two-Year-Olds, 2 in 3 8 200
Xo. 5. Trottine. Three-Minute Class 350
No. 6. Runuing, 5-8 Mile Dash, Two-Year-Olds- 150

AUGUST 2.

No. 7. Buggy Race- 8100
No. 8- Pacing. Homes Without a Record 300
No. 9. Trotting, 2:28 Class 350

AUGUST 3.

No. 10. Trotting, 2:20 Class 8 400
No. 11. Running, One Mile and Repeat- 200
No. 12. Running, One Mile, Four Hurdles ISO

AUGUST 4.

No. 13. Trotting, Yearlings, One Mile 8 100
No. 14. Trotting, 2:24 Class 4O0
No. 15. Pacing. 2:20 Class 400

CONDITIONS.
Entries close July 21st at 10 p. M.
Race No. 7 For Butte County only, lor trotters and pacers owned and

used as bu?gy horses May 1st. with records not better than three minutes.

Races No. 4 and No. 13 open to the counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del
Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt, Mendocino, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba,
Sutter, Sierra, Nevada, Placer, Tehama, Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glenn.
All others tree for all.

National Trotting Association rules to govern Trotting and Pacing.
Old rule for distance.
State Agricultural Society rules to govern Running.
Trotting and Pacing purses divided into four moneys, 50,25, 15 and 10

per cent.
Running purses divided Into thi^e moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Five or more paid up entries required to till and three to start, but a
less number may be held and the puree cut proportionately.

For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its entrance tee and one-half
of the entrance received from other entries iorsaid race. A horse win-
ning a race is entitled to first money only.
The right to make any change desired in dates of races, to change order

of programme and sandwich heats is reserved.
The Board reserves the right to declare off or reopen any of the above

purses not filling satisfactorily.
When more than seven declare to start in any race, the Board of Direc-

tors reserve the right to divide the starters into two fields.

Non-starters must be declared out the day previous to the race they are
engaged In by 8 p. m.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m.
Entrance Ave per cent, of purse; five per cent, of purse additional

from money winners.
Five per cent, must accompany the nomination.

JO. D. SPROULE, Secretary, Chico, Cal.

RED BLUFF.
AUGUST 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1894.

AUGUST 7.

PUBSE
1. Trotting, 2:40 Class 8125
2. Trotting, 3-year-old Class 275
3. Running, 1-2 mile repeat _ 250

AUGUST 8.

4. Trotting. 2:22 Class - 300
5. Pacing, 2 :35 Class „ 200
6. Running, 5-8 dash; 2-year-olds; maiden allow'ce 5 lbs 175

AUGUST 9.

7. Trotting, 2-year-old; 2 in 3, free for all _ ISO
8. Trotting, 2:18 Class 300
9. Running; 3-4 mile and repeat 250

AUGUST 10.

10. Paclug, 2:25 Class 250
11. Trotting, 2:2G Class 250
12. Trotting, 3:00 Class 250
13. Running, 7-8 mile dash 20O

AUGUST 11.

No. 14. Trotting, 2:29 Class 250
No. 15. Pacing, 2:18 Class 300
No. 16. Running; 1 1-8 mile dash; maiden allowance, 12 lbs 250

CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all trotting races. All

trotting and pacing races are the best three in five, unless otherwise speci-
fied.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all running. Five paid
up entries required and four to start, but the Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than four to fill, by the withdrawal ofa proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, five per cent of purse
must accompany nominations. Trotting, pacing and running premiums
divided at the rate of sixty per cenl for the first horse, thirty per cent to
second and ten per cent to third.
Wherever the word "District" occurs in the programme it is intended

to mean the counties of Modoc, Trinity. Del Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt,
Mendocino, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba, Sutter, Sierra, Nevada, Placer
Tehama. Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glen.
The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of any two races al-

ternately, or call a special race between heats; also to change day and
hour of the race if deemed necessary. For a walk-over a horse is only eu-
titled toils entrance tee and one-half of the entrance received by the As-
sociation from the other entries for said race, and to no added money. A
horse winning a race is entitled to first money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
The Board reserves the right to declare off or reopen any of the above

purses not filling satisfactorily.
When more than six declare to start in any race, the Board of Directors

reserve the right toidivide the starters into two fields.

Nou starters must be declared out the day previous to the race they are
engaged in by 8 p. m., or they will be required to start.
Entrance to the races will close with the Secretary July 21st, 1894, at 10

o'clock P. M.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
The Board of Directors will have charge of the grounds during the week

of races, and will see that the rules are strictly enforced.

M. R. HOOK, Secretary, Red Bluff, Cal.

WILLOWS.
AUGUST 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1894.

AUGUST 14.

Pr/BSB
1. Trotting (yearling) 8lOO
2. Trotting, 2:40Class... 350
3. Trotting, 3-year-olds 250
4. Trotting, 2:22C!ass... 350

AUGUST 15.

5. Rnnning (%-mlle and
repeat) 250

6. Running (^'-mile dash) 200
7. Running (5-8 dash, two-

year-olds

AUGUST 17.

PDKSB
13. Running Vniile and

repeat) 82 HO
14. Running fl-mile dash) 250
15. Ronning{5-8andrepeat) 2SO
16. Running (11-8 mile hur-

dle) 250
AUGUST 18.

17. Pacing. 2:25 Class

—

350
18. Trotting. 2:29 Class. 350
19. Pacing, 2:18 Class.... 400
20. Trotting, 3:00 Class 350
All purses to be divided into four

moneys—50, 25, 15 aud 10 per cent.
Entrance fee of 5 per cent to ac-

company all nominations, and an
additional 5 per cent of the purse
deducted from winners.

8. Running (7-3 mile dash) 200
AUGUST 16.

9. Pacing. 2:35 Class 350
lO. Trotting, 2-year-olds 200
11 Trotting, 2:1* Class.. 400
12. Trotting. 2:24 Class... 350
Races Nos. 1 and 10 are District, balance are free for all.
Distance In all Trotting and Pacing races, except Nos. 1 and 10, will be

100 yards; Nos. 1 and 10, 150 yards.

CONDITIONS.
1. Whenever the word " District" occurs in the programme it is in

tended to mean the counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del Norte, Siskiyou
Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba, Sutter
Sierra, Nevada, Placer, Tehama, Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glenn.

2. All trotting and pacing races will be the best three in five, except
race No. 1, which will be a mile dash, and No, 10, which will two In
three.

3. National Trotting Association Rules to govern all trotting and pac-
ing races. Entrance fee of 5 per cent of purse to accompany nominations,
and 5 per cent additional trom winners.

4. In all trotting, paciog and running races the purse is to be divided
iuto tour moneys : 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

5. The rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all running
races, except as provided for the division of moneys.

6. In all of the above races, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill, and three or more horses to start, but the Board reserves the right to
hold the entries and start the race with a les? number, and deduct a pro-
portionate amount of the purse or stake.

7. The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of any two races
alternately, or to call a special race between heats; also, to change the
day and hour of any race, if deemed necessary.

8. For a walkover, a horse is only entitled to its own entrance fee and
one-half of the entrance received from the entries of said race- A horse
winning a race is entitled to first money only, except when distancing
the field, then to first and third moneys.

9. Non-starters must be declared out the day previous to the race they
are engaged to start in, before 8 o'clock p. m., or be required to start. t

10. All entries for a race close with the fcecretary or President, a
Willows, July 21, 1 S94 , at 10 o'clock P. u.

11. The Board of Directors will have charge of the track and grounds
during the week ot races and will see that the ml s are strictly enforced,
and purses and stakes will be paid when the Judges have rendered their
decision, and before leaving the stand.

12. Races start at 1 p. h. sharp.

W. V. FREEMAN, Secretary, Willows, Cal.

Southern California Circuit.

31at DISTRICT PAIR.

SEPTEMBER 25th to 29th, 1894.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1, 1894.

1. Running—1-2 mile dash, for 2-year-
olda- 8200

2. Running—1 1-8 miles dash, free-for-
all 250

3. Trotting—2 :2A Class 400
4. Trotting—2:40 Class 300
ft. Rnnning—3-4 mile dash 2ftO

ft. Rnnning—1-2 mile and repent 2ftO

7. Pacing—2:27 Class 300

8. Trotting—For 2-year-olds Chest 2 in 3)... 250

9. Running—Hueneme Handicap; IMmile
?50 entrance; $15 forfeit.

Added money - 8180

10. Running—7-8 mile dash 250

It. Tro«ing-2:»7 Class 400

CONDITIONS

PCHSE
12. Trotting—Gentlemen's rare (for In--

trictonly)- 200
13. Rnnning—5-8 mile dash, for 2-year-

olds 200
14. Running— 1 mile dash 250
1ft. Pacing—2:19 Class 300
16. Trotting—2: 30 Class 300
17. Running—Novelty race, 1 1-4 miles;

$25 for each oi the first three quarters,
$50 fourth quarter; $100 fifth quarter 225

18. Trotting—Xovelty race, 3:OOClass; 2-
mlles dash. Sulkies to be lined in front
nf judges' stand, horses bridled only; at
the word " go " horses to be hitched up by
driver only and started 100

19. Trotting—2:40 Class; for 3-year-olds 300
20. Trotting—2:20 Class 400

1. All trotting races to be to harness, mile heats,

except No. 18, which is a two-miles dash.
2. All trotting races best 3 in 5, except Nos. 8 and 18.

3. In all trotting races purses to be divided as fol-

lows: 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. Runningraces divided
60, 30 and 10 per cent

4. Entrance fee, unless otherwise stated, 10 per cent,

of purse.
5 American Trotting Association rules to govern

both trotting and rnnning races.
6. The Board of Directors reserves the right to trot

or run heats of any two races (set for the sameday)
alternately, or to call a special race between heats, or
to transpose races.

7. First money only to horse distancing the field, or

to walk overs. Right reserved to declare two starters
a walk-over.

8. Right reserved to declare off any of .the above
races not receiving satisfactory number of entries.

9. Drivers and jockeyd required to wear colors to be
named in the entry.

10. Entries close with the Secretary at his office,

Hueneme, Cal., on Wednesday, August 1st, 1894.

11. Straw and stables free to all entered horses as

far as 135 box stalls at race track will go
Entry blanks furnished by the Secretary on applica-

tion.
Horses called promptly at 1 p. m. each day, drivers

and rider must cause no delay.
For privileges on fair grounds apply to Secretary-

T. H. MERRY. Secretary, Hueneme, Cal.

October 9th to 13th, Inclusive.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1ST.

Free-For-All- 81000
2:17 Class 10O0
2:20 Class 1000
2:24 Class 700

2:27 Class -S. 8600
2:40 Class 400
3-Vear-Olds 400
2-Vear-Olds 400

PACING.
Free-For-All 81000 I 2 :27 Class 8500
2:15 Class lOOO 3-Year-OIds 400
2tl9 Class 600 ' 2-Year-Olds 400

RUNNING.
2-Year-Olds, l-2miledash 8300 I 1 1-16 mile dash 8300
3-Year.Olds, 5-8 mile dash 300 11-4 mile dash 300
fS T4mileand repeat 300 I 1 1-4 mile Novelty 225

For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary, C. A, RitiGrS. Santa Ana, Cal,

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!

THE STANDARD STALLION

15v907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

HIIL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT EUGENE, OREGON.

SID.\EY -1770
2:19*,'

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:25X,
champion year
ling tro*ter,
Faasta, 2*22£f,
yearling pacer

;

Fanstino, 2:143i;
Fleet, %li\ Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
ZSlXi Gold Leaf,
2:UM1 i*dy H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
2:1B>£; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others In 2:30 list

Santa Clans 2000 .

2:17)6
Sire of Kris Kringle,

2:28)4; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28M ; Sid-
ney, 2:1934, aud 5
other? in 2:30 list

fHambletonlan 10

fSTRATmiORE 408 \ J^&£^W^S^
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 in 2:

(.LADY TH0F.NE JK-...
Dam ofMollie Mack,

2:33; Navidad, 2:22M;
Santa Claus, 2:17)£

(VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16
dams of 16 in 2:30 list

1 of 107 sires of 567 in 2:3(
l^Lady Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

/-Williams' Mambrino

(Kate

fHambletonlan 10

fRnccaneer 2656
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:26#

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25)<£
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20)£; Geo. V.
(3-yefcr-old), 2:35

Mahaska Belle.
Dam of Fawn, 2:30)6,

trial, 222 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

(.Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29«

('Edward Everett 81
1 Sire of 13 in 2:30 and
1 sires and 16 dams
LBy Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50*

I
Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and ll dams
_, I of 18 in 2:30

2:24)6, land Buccaneer (.Topsey
2656

f Flaxtail 8132

Ittokt.iev matt) J Sire of the grandams oiITLNSLEY MAID i
Yvust, 22A, and Creole,2:20

L Fanny Ferni

f Bull Pup
I Sire of Rowdy Boy,
{ 2:1Z%, Kismet, 2344,

Twister, 22954
(.TJntraced

'LADY MERRITT.

,

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

FLAXTAIL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

228J<; Empress, 2:29)4';

and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, aud
Shamrock, 2:25 fJohn Baptiste

H 2:35;' Wing Wing, 2:32' Lt.ADY HAKE.. 1
w Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern
^* dam ot Prairie Bird,

2:28X
DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.

Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of
the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan. one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.1 and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13^, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ot

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grande?
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31)4, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 220M, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32 \£ to 34 seconds.

He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout^Hls color 1b a glossy black, with both forefeet

white. His disposition Is all that coulu be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS S50. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
for accidents or escapee. For further patv*.*ulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS. Etajene, Oregon.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman,
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THE YEAR BOOK

1 Q O 3
PRICE $3.00.

This great work is u ow ready. It contains

Summaries of Races, Tobies f 3:3» Trotters,

2:25 Pacers, 2:20 Trotters, 2:15 Pacers,

Sires. Sires of Dam, Great Broodmares,

Champion Trotters, Pastes Records

and Rejected Reco da.

All those who are interested in the Trotting Horse
should have it.

The book will be sent by express on receipt of price

THE REGISTER.
Vols. Ill to XII, Inclusive, in one order, f. o ... $45.00

Single Volumes, postpaid 5.00

Vols. I and n are out of print.

INDEX DIGEST.
Postpaid- $7-50

This important adjunct contains all the standard
animals in the first ten valumes, with numbers, initial

pedigrees, aDd reference to volume in which animal is

registered.

REGISTRATION' BLANKS
Will he sent free upon application.

Money must accompany all orders. Address!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush *t.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE ... - 820

These timers start and stop promptly, aDd a e as

reliable as the best splitrsecoud watches made.

A. HLBSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published Bemi-monthly during the racing season

»nd Is but 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bnah Street, - • San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
ACT)

RULES AND EEGULATIONS
OP THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BBTTIRiG RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Ktn.Es 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

G-o to " Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Bead what J. C. Silby, the owner of StBel, says of

this book : " In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries oi the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as & yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shal'
place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route

OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting in California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION.

The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Brooding.

THE BOUTS TO

San Rafael p taluma

santa rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

THE coast.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.

Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN, Geo. Pass. Agt.

tut to otm soBSCtuem.
(TIME EXTENDED TO JULY 15th, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S PAIR

For One
Tear.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magniaceut ipacorama of the World's Fair,

allowing pictures of grand buildings, oi glittering domes, of massive

arcliCK, of noble ataluary. oi Jelling fountains, oi beautiful Interior exhib-

it*, of Venlllan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoouB, of pavilions, of

VonAgO Tillages, of Cafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tloim of the Dream City, and the lainous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

Of Nations, or the Bld&flhOw of tbe World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Ib a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and Is all that Its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

ot Interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc. It Is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
Yo-w

A.11 atoout It.
It Is a good thing and you need it anyway. It 13 worth more to yon

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM!
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you gel our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

GORDON DOG FOR SALE.
A Gordon dog, 1 year old, good tan flat coat, excel-

lent feet and legs. Well bred. Very cheap. Inquire

at this office.

COLLIES.
1 have two grand Utter of Collie poppies, six by Lea

Rig (Bobbie Burns—Blinkbonny IT.) out of Bess H.
(Chamnlnn Christopher— Flurry II .), and five by
Hero (Clifton Hero— Wildfire) out of Fannie of Nes-
seldown ( Wellsbourne Charlie—Adila Wonder). Adila
Wonder by Ch. Metchley Wonder—Cora Bell.

No better stock on earth.
<;KURUK HERRMANN,

Golden West Hotel, San Francisco.

TH ( (ill AM) IMPORTED POX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE. $10.00.

He is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.

Pups and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA POX TERRIER KE.VXELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOB 8 VI. K.

TouDg stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PVTCHLBY FOX TERRIER KKWKLS.
(H. W. Fores)

600 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

King l hai les, Ruby& Blenheim
PUPS ALWAYS FOR SALE.

Also a good brood bitch. The celebrated imported
Ruby

REUBEN, AT STUD.
Weighs but six pounds. Fee, 8 1 0.

RUBY KE\.\ELS,
A. H. GILMORE, Agent

Worcester, Mass.

KENWOOD KENNELS
R. M. Dodge, Propr. (Late trainer for the California

Kennels)
nuiMAi; v\i» boardim; kernels
KENWOOD, Sonoma county (ten miles south of

Panta Rosa). Dogs thoroughly broken for field trials
aud private shooting at moderate rates. Dogsboarded
and groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breabiDg for either field trial or pri-
vate use. Address R M. DODGE, Kenwood, Mo-
iioma 4

' o ii nt y, (.'ill.

IRISH SETTERS.

It you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

h-om Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

ULE1VMORE KE.WKI.8,

"West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
Birds of All Styles and breeds.

Information by Mail.

». C. ROBISON. • 337 KEARNY STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner \i 1 . E \ B E Hi H , E. K. C. S. B.

3 1 ,047 . Fee 850. Winner of first in puppy stake
and absolute for Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—"Well-broken pointers oot of SALLY
BRASS n. and other noted bitches. Address

GLEKBEIUH KENNELS,
Care Bbeedee and Sfobtsilan.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose:

White Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Popples for sale.

H. M. TO.VNhR,
orth Ontario, Cal.

PFT^ OF ALL KINDS.™ W DOBS A SPECIALTY-

.

DOO- MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS

Information by mail.

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St.. San KrauoiHO

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR avenue,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and PostSta)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

rHE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
»S FIRST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
HAVE THE LAR«EST;8TOCR OFI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

Gr"tel

Send For Catalogue.

ESTXT oo
\EW AND ORIlilNAL DESIIiVS OF

FLIES, HOOKS, RODS, REELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE CALL AiXD SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PAEKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yoek Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as scientifically as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 35 cents Expressage.

It your dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
:diseases

of
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, S3, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATEES, gives the very essence Of the art of
Training, and is universaUy conceded to be, far and
away, the best wore ofthe kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. San FranciBCO

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 125 and 37
Park Avenne, Ban Francisco, Cai.

FIRST-GLASS LIVERY.
A mil line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, 8. P.

Cnoice LiQiuorB
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN AT,T, NIGHT

J. M. PARKER. Prop.

EflMB
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex-
perience. We report whether patent can be
ee cured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 32page Book Free.
H. B- WILLSON & CO., Attorneys at Law,

Opp- U. S. Pat. Office. WASHINGTON, D.C.

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT^
AND ANTI-RATTLER. to

Fast BoIUdb; i!w»j« ritcS satisfaction. No-.
weight on bone- Worth rtiea tbe «wt for eonren- Zi.

fence in hitchinp no. Aztnts wanted. Circulara frre. C5
Order ample. Price, 11.50. State ri.-t.• for Bile. X

Ml>. -E. COCHHAN,
Qt*'lAgt. Pacific SIod*. 8ACHAMENTO, CAI

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY,
«»-eend for Circulars,

Dotes:

Highest grade Hickory Wheels, fitted Tvith
Dust Proof Ball Bearings and Morgan & Wright
Pneumatic Sulky Tires. Attachments com-
plete to fit any Sulky. Nothing finer or bet-

ter on the market. Prices will also suit.

The Dexter Waqon Co., Canton, O.

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS f,
lle

,

lj
?st A

-
J
: <?• 9i Registered Prize

.
' 7 , ¥erd " <"">«! by Henry Pierce, S. F.Animals for sale.

~~» ... ...

SOUTHER FARM J "."*, we,
i-
b<^ »toc& ror sale

\Zl. -S . ,
Font-class breeding term. Good

rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastorS&Aataas SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

ffiS B
tC

EEDIN
r

G F*RM
- -----,

§£ul l\ ft
othe\to Grandee, three-yearK)ld record

2.23^). Stallions, br^KKlinares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre^
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helens, Cal

VETERINARY

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Ko. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

35r. ~XWiaa.. F". ZE2s*via.,
M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical toociety; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to theBoard ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
teal Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office . removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenne.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66- 52sHoward St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE \

605 Golden Gate Avenne.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUES:

7 to 8 a, m. and 4 to E p. m
Telephone 3651.

ANHATTAN

Awarded
(-old Medal

At California
Stale Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. ] t Is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Uirvc-
tum, J. P. (yibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
W eeks,J-Monaghau,
Dr. Parson,,V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof
.

CALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY

'

MARVIN.CORBITT,
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, VALENSIN,
.WELLS FARGO &C0.&.OTHERS >

k
ASK YOUR DEALERfORITO»
>• 'ENDTOC.KERTELL

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD GO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins & Durbrow, W. V. Agts, 70 Wall St.

Bj&t Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
intostrongly ienced fields (not afoot ot wire being on
the place'], horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary lor the
care (and development ifnecessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage lor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merrfwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton. Alamedn Co.

PASTURAGE.
Flrst-Class Pasturage at f4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken o( Stock, but no responslolity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
lay from wharf between Washlnglan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. Address
fHOS. ROArH. Aeeni. Lakpvllte. Sonoma Co.. Cal.

ANMrMIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I

to Balsam of Copaiba, •""^v

Cubebs and Injections.
(/fl|DY]

They cure in43 hours the \^_x
same diseases "without any incon-

venience. SOLDBYALLDRUGGISTS

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

K. U . corner Kearny BDd Buali Street,,

SAN FRANCISCC.
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
With all Latest Improvements are to be had only ot

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Oal,

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEh

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ABE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A.WESTON &. CO..
JAMESVTLLE, N. Y.

Newmarket Patent Improvefl Barber Cliiers.
'New Metal Handle.'

2 "m

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. $3 by Mail.

For sale by all Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

Write for Special Mat.

P. HAVDE\. Newark, N. J
Manufacturer^ Agent for TJ. S.

h. k. clawson. J. A. Jl'KKKRON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes as ante as high-wheeled

uulkles. No upseitlna.
No running under or low

wheels.
No cutting down from behind.

Pa'ented June 5, 1894.

The CALIFORNIA and PERFECTION Harrows.
BUND FOR CIRCULARS.

CALIFORNIA TRACK HARROW CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.
GEO. E. GUERNE. MANAGER.

Fig. 3. The various parts of the
brake, (a) Drake plate; (b) foot
whase contact with ground lorces
plate against tire; icj spring that
throws brake off of wheel as soon
as toot 'is raised off thegroiiDd;
(dd n) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) hiDge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bacK to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor loot is

called upon to apply the bruke nor
need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in In-hind

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be without one.
For further infjrmation apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

J. O'KANE,
767 MARKET STREET,

•d
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Pat. applied for.

O'Kane's Roller Brake for Sulkies.
The roller attachment effectually prevents accidents from horse rearing, as it allows no forward movement

of sulky while the shafts are elevated, at the same time permitting the sulky to roll back in case the horse (as
very often happens) takes a step or two backward while in the air.

NO TB.4K.INt* OFF OF 1 IKK, as in other brakes. Weighs only 2}£ pounds. Can be attached to any
sulky in five mioutes.

SEND YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY. PRICE, 810 A PAIR.

AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

Meyers'Lock Toe Weight
THE LATEST THING OUT.

SELF-LOCKING ON SHOE. ALL, WEIGHTS
FROM 2oz. toSoz.

$2.50 per Pair.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky McKurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

With Hull IJi nrhiKH.

We have a few
of these In sti ck".

which we sell BE-
LOW COST II

purchased now.
No belter Sulkey
In the World.
ThB regu 1 ar

wheels us well as
the Pneumatic lire

wheels go with tlio

Hulky.

HOOKER & CO.,

A Very superior Hulky for miming pr
speeding horses.

Welnht 52 to 05 Poundn.

These Sulkies are used all over the Slate
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Druiwm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

AGENT FOR

WESTON'S WIRE WHEELS
TOOMEY'S AND

FRAZIER'S SULKIES
Hickory Wheels, best, $50; best wire, $37.50;

Attachments, §12.50.
Boyce Tablets, per box, §2. Absorblue, Navlcullne,

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy, etc.

I KEEP EVERYTHING.

J. O'KANE.
THIS MAKESyJOYCE lONEPINTOF

BOYCE
J

I '^ABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEELS AND ALL SHIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and allky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It 1b the cheapest and host evei put on the market.
Compared with Witch Ha/.el, Boyce Tablets are out
ok HiniiT :is, besides other valuable ingredients, one
box of Tablets rurnlahea more genuine Witch Hazel
than Is contained in -til gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a. pint
of water. Think of It ! 15 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only $2.00
per box, or t* Boxes fgr $ 1 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt ol price.'

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

Sold liy DruftaltftH nnd Dealers in Turf <Joodn

Horse Owners! «Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Iteniovcs all Bunches or Blemishes from IIorse»
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by drugclsts, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland' O.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.
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The Old Mare's Gait.

Sum folks is quite pellicular about the way they go,

A-gallopin', a-trottin', ora hitchin' sorter slow

;

While sum has noshuns 'bout the style o' dockin' o' the tail,

An' others like to git thar this or next week wi'outfail,

Au' others like to hurry, far they've never larned to wait,

I'm a chap who Stan's accordin' to the ole mar's gait.

She sorter ambles easy-like down the village lane,

A shakin' o' bur qnartere wi' no tenshun on the rein

:

A-browsin' an' a nibblin' o' the weeds along the way

;

A-sorter growin' wobley, like her master growin' gray ;

A-sortereasy-goin', an' no matter if it's late,

It's all the same to both o' us—it is the critter's gait.

We've got beyond the hurryiD' an' scamperin' to git

Down to the wire fust o' all ; for easy is tbe bit

That rattles round among the stubs o' one that's be'n a colt.

Who's got a creakin' in hur bones, though once she used to jolt

A-takin' stride along the way—'twas 'fore we larned to wait

;

But now we both are satisfied wi' jist a slowin' gait.

Hur pedigree, it reaches back to Lady Thorn, a queen
Who raked the scollupsoff the cake a-trottin' down the green;

Hur blood was red when she was young, butnow it's gittin' gray

Wi' years that come an' years that go, an' years that slip away,

Fur what she's been, an' what she's done when she was counted

great,

She'B jist a right to jog along accordin' to her gait.

She used to yank the purses at thecouuty fairswhen she

Was limber in hur moshuns, when her j'inss they was free.

She used to fool the smarties wi' the sleepy look she wore.

But she trotted to the finish, an' she always led the score.

.

0' Course that was afore Bhe larned like me to rest and wait.

An' long afore Bhe settled to this easy-goin' gait.

She's twenty-one this summer, an' she's good for thirty-six.

She nibbles in the clover, an' her feed I grind an' mix
Jist like youwouldapusson's who is toothless, old and gray,

Fur, to tell you fact, hur grinders, like my own, have passed away.
Thar, take hur as she's stancin' I love hur, though she's late.

Fur we're growiDg ole together, an' I fashion to her gait.

—LH. S. Keller-Judge.

Hereditary Diseases.

The subject which, you have chosen for me to speak upon

is one which is difficult to understand and one which is by no

means well understood.

Heredity is the development of an animal with the com-

plex and beautiful structural adjustments. The instincts,

habits and individual traits of its parents is one of the most

wonderful phenomenon of the material universe.

Heredity is not due to the external conditions which act

upon the ovum, but to something within the ovum itself.

To the ordinary unscientific reader the word heredity may
perhaps suggest nothing more than a few curious cases where

an odd peculiarity of a parent has been transmitted to the off-

spring, or it may recall the hereditary transmissions of a ten-

dency to certain diseases.

To the breeder of domestic animals or of plants it has a

Bomewhat wider significance, and recalls the transmission, by

choice of fancy breeds, of the features that give them their

value. To him hereditary is the law which enables him to

modify his animals and to build up and perpetuate new varie-

ties and breeds.

Thoughtful men of all ages have regarded the structure

and faculties of the higher animals as a life-long study, yet

;he acute intellects, the powers of patient observation and

profound reflection which generations of naturalists have

wrought to this fascinating subject, have not yet given us a

complete knowledge of the life of a single animal.

Men have spent their lives devoted to this subject, and

lave felt that their results could scarcely be called a good be-

ginning. Each animal presents special problems which open

>ut in all directions before the student.

It is true that we cannot understand this mechanism and

in many cases fail to trace its working, and in most cases our

insight is very crude indeed. Still, we are ^ble to show that

the machinery exists, and anatomy, or the study of the

structure, goes hand in band with the study of the bodily

and mental activities of animals. We do not understand the

machinery, but we find it is there and we interrupt its work

by obstructing or injuring it. Our wonder is not a feeling of

mystery, sense that the phenomena transcend knowledge—it

it due to a perception of the amount of knowledge required.

A dog with all the powers and faculties which enable him

to fill his place as man's companion, is a wonder almost be-

yond our powers of expression, but we find in his body the

machinery of muscles and veins, digestive, respiratory and

circulatory organs, eyes and ears, and which adapts him to

his place. And study has taught us enough about the action

of this machiLery to assure us that greater knowledge would

show us in the structure of the dog an explanation of all

that fits the dog for his life.

The wonderful thing now is the adaption of wonderful

machinery to produce wonderful results, but the production

of wonderful results without any discoverable mechanism,

and this is in outline the problem which is brought before

the mind of the Daturalist by the word heredity.

If there is no mystery in the performance by the compli-

cated organs of an adult animal of all its complicated

functions, what shall we say when we find the power to per-

form these functions existing in a latent state in the egg with-

out the corresponding organs ?

This is the problem of heredity. In the mind of the

naturalist the word calls up the greatest of all the wonders

of the material universe, the existence in a simple inorganized

egg of a power to produce a definite adult animal with all

its characteristics, even down to tbe slightest accidental

peculiarity of its parents—a power to reproduce in it all

their habits and instincts, and even the slightest trick of

speech, or action or peculiarity.

This is by no means the whole of the problem of heredity.

One of the most interesting phenomena connected with the

subject is what is known as reversion, or the appearance in

the offspring of peculiarities which were not present in either

of the parents, but are due to an inheritance from a grand

parent or a more remote ancestor. An interesting illustra-

tion of this law is the occasional appearance in horses of

stripes on the body and legs. Such stripes are not usually

present in the horse, although Mr. Darwin has given reasons

for believing that our horses are ^descended from a striped

zebra-like ancestor.

The power to revert to this ancestral form is handed down
from generation to generation in the egg, and it may show

itself at any time by the production of a striped or spotted

colt.

Reversion is in a certain sense exceptional, but it >s not at

all rare, and we must add this power to tbe wonderful proper-

ties of the egg. When we reflect upon its obscurity and com-

plexity we may fairly ask what hope there is of discovsring

its solution—of reaching its true meaning, its hidden laws

and causes.

If it is true that in each egg all the functions and faculties

of a definite mature animal lie hidden without any corre-

sponding organs, must we not regard heredity as a mystery

too great for solution—as something which must be accepted

because it is without scientific explanation ?

We have it within our power to produce in domestic ani-

mals similar adaptations to special purposes by the selection

of the fittest variations. We must not forget, though, that

there is another aspect which is fully equal to this in impor-

tance. We know that each characteristic has been gradually

a cquired through a long series of modifications ; that all the

wonderful adaptations which fit animals to their surround-

ings and meet their particular needs have been evolved step

by step by the natural selection of the fittest congenital

variations. Each race-characteristic has at one time been a

new variation, and the process of modification is still going

on and perfecting the harmony between the structure of each

organism and its needs.

No theory of heredity has any value unless it explains the

way in which new features which may become hereditary are

continually making their appearance as congenital variations,

at the same time that it accounts for the way in which es-

tablished peculiarities are handed down from generation to

generation.

I shall now speak briefly upon a few of the most common
diseases which the equine tribe are heir to and which are due

in many instances to predisposing causes.

We frequently meet with disease of the eyes, called oph-

thalmia. Periodic ophthalmia is a constitutional affection,

either diathetic or rheumatic, arising from some cause operat-

ing primarily on the constitution and secondarily on the or-

gan of vision, terminating in an opacity of the crystalline

lens, termed cataract.

Breeding in low, damp, marshy localities; keeping in dark,

damp f*nd ill-ventilated stables; overfeeding with stimulating

food, also feeding impure food, cause debility and lower the

general health. Avoid for breeding purposes all horses be-

longing to an affected family.

Another very common affection is bone diseases, namely :

Bone-spavin, ring-bone and splints. The hereditary predispo-

sition to bone-spavin is beyond doubt a well-established fact

in your minds as well as to all breeders of horses.

The hereditary predisposition is not always due to peculi-

arity of conformation, as many breeds and families of horses

having clean, well-formed hocks become unsound from this

cause. Peculiarity of conformation is, nevertheless, not only

hereditary, but is of itself a predisposing cause of spavin.

I have seen many unbroken colts so prone in their econ-

omy to the production of bone that without any outward as-

signable cause, and without injury of any kind, they have

at an early age exhibited ring-bones, splints and spavins.

True, there might have been something peculiar in the con-

struction of their limbs to account for this. All grow thy and

overgrown colts ars subject to spavin. No doubt nature at

times throws out a bony deposit to strengthen a weak joint.

However, I do not think that there is any kind of a hock

that can be said to be exempt from spavin, provided a suffi-

cient cause has been applied.

Another commencement to hereditary diseases is the sire

suffering from disease at the time of service. Even his dis-

ease may be the result of exciting causes. Now, then, would it

not be much more reasonable to expect him to sire an un-

sound animal than a 2:30 trotter ? Few trotting sires have

ever bred Bpeed uniformly, but some I can name have sel-

dom failed to sire an unsound foal. By inbreeding you no

doubt intensify the trotting instinct and that particular dispo-

sition to do nothing else so well and so natural, and while

that is doubtless true, you run a risk of breeding constitu-

tional defects and unsoundness.

Breeders cannot be too careful in selecting sires that are

free from constitutional unsoundness, and when a certain

family is known to have constitutional defects, you had better

pass it by and make your selections out of a sound family.

You are well aware that the question of soundness adds very

materially to the soundness of an animal. Then why not

select one?

I know of a stallion being used for stud purposes that has

chronic string-halt, and the result is that three-fourths of his

produce suffer from string-halt, either in a mild or severe
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form. This I regard as a difficult thing to understand, as

the pathology of string-halt is not well understood. How-
ever, string-halt may be defined to be an involuntary convul-

sive motion of the muscles, generally those of one or both

hind legs, but it is occasionally seen in the forelegs also.

Another example of hereditary disease, and a peculiar one,

was that of a heavy draft stallion that made a season when

suffering from pinkeye (influenza). Strange to say the fol-

lowing year every one of the foals that he sired when suffer-

ing from the disease were affected before they were nine days

old, showing all the symptoms of influenza. The disease at

that season of the year was not prevailing in that locality.

All of which goes to show with what a degree of certainty

disease is transmitted.

Another stallion I knew was a chronic roarer. Three-

fourths of his produce were roarers according to the owner's

statement, and I have no reason to doubt his word.^

It is an old-established axiom in breeding that like begets

like or the likeness of some remote ancestor.

Another very common disease which in my opinion is fear-

fully hereditary is navicular disease. There are no doubt

hundreds of stallions and thousands of broodmares being used

for breeding purposes which are suffering from chronic navi-

cular disease, and they are quite sure to transmit the predis-

position to this disease to their offspring.

Navicular disease is due to the rheumatical diathesis and

to concussion, and the liability to suffer from the first-named

cause originates in hereditary predisposition and accidental

circumstances, and to the second conformation, as narrow

feet with short upright pasterns. The development of navi-

cular lameness is no doubt in part due to occasional exercising

of horses, which means long periods of rest and irregular

work and both sire and dam standing on dry plank floors,

thus preventing the feet from coming in contact with mois-

ture and inducing contraction and disease of the heels.

Heaves, or broken wind, a disease almost identical to asth-

ma in «nan, is in my opinion a constitutional disorder. In

many instances, however, it is brought on or aggravated by

feeding too much bulky food and subjecting the animal to

sudden and severe exercise afterward, thereby causing some

nervous lesion, giving rise to abdominal breathing. We are

all certain that whole families suffer from asthma, which is

no donbt due to hereditary predisposition.

Is it not reasonable to suppose that a mare suffering from

chronic heaves might produce a heavy foal, or one that, by

subjecting it to trifling, exciting causes, would be broken-

winded ?—Dr. W. C. Fair, Cleveland, Ohio.

Veterinary Medicine.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—The following two

articles appeared in one of the San Francisco dailies, and

being a lover of my profession, viz., veterinary medicine, I

was inspired to write a few lines on the ignorance of the

average human being in California on this subject

:

(1) Sib: In reply to query of J.A. of Nevada City, CaL.fora remedy
to cure a dog of mange. I am prepared to give a remedy which I have
used myself. Pass a red-hot nail or sail needle through the loose skin
on the throat in such a way as to make two holes. The fact of hav-
ing the object used heated is to keep the holes from closiDg too
quickly, and the above, though simple, is a sure cure for mange and
inexpensive. I have tried other remedies, but none proved so effec-

tual as this. Respectfully, G. J. H. Ansley.

(2) I have a horse with " lampers." Kindly give treatment.
Answer—Have the wolf teeth drawn out and burn the roof of the

mouth with a hot iron whenever there is a swelling.

There are a few people, let us hope, who will derive some

amusement from these answers, but I am sorry to say that

the majority will read and study them in all seriousness.

Before going any further, let me explain what mange is,

and then we can ask the question :
" How will a red hot nail

cure it?"

Mange is a local disease due to parasites which imbed

themselves in the skin «nd in order to get rid of these we

must use a remedy that is poisonous to them. Mange is not

a constitutional disease ; it is entirely local, and any effective

parasiticide will cure it in from one to three applications. A
red hot nail is not only cruel, but has the same effect upon a

subject for mange that a linseed poultice would have in cur-

ing diphtheria.

Regarding lampers, which is properly written lampas, I

need only say that it is not a disease per se, but is a symptom
of other disorders. The barbarism of the treatment recom-
mended is another sample of what I wish to draw attention

to. Why is it that people have so little knowledge of the
importance of the work required of a qualified veterinary

surgeon of to-day ?

One is often lold the following :
" You must have patience.

Veterinary medicine is in its infancy, it has to be developed.
Human medicine once occupied the position you now hold,

little by little people will have more confidence in you, until

you become a profession equally important and respected as

that of your confreres."

Well, that may seem true—but why cannot people at least

use their common sense and recognize what is before their

eyes every day. Every one knows or ought to know that the
process of life is the same in animals as it is in man and that

the blood and tissues are composed of the same elements. If

it is granted that this much is known and that the human
practitioner deserves their confidence, then why not the stu-

dent of comparative medicine'.'

It is surely rather late in the day to tell anyone that veter-

inary colleges exist, and yet it would seem that half the peo-
ple one meets do not know it. In England, veterinary medi-
cine has been a profession for over one hundred years, and
on the continent even longer, while in Eastern America and
Canada, faculties of comparative medicine have been at-

tached to three of the largest universities, viz.: Harvard, Mc-
Gill and the University of Pennsylvania.

At present one cannot obtain a degree in Great Britain or
anywhere on the European Continent in less than four years
ami in some cases it is even five.

Id the Eastern universities mentioned above, the courses
are equally as hard as those of the medical man, and the
studies in all primary work is precisely the same. That is

to say, the students in both branches sit side by side for two
years studying chemistry, botany, histology, physiology, etc.,

etc., and only in the final year are they entirely separate. In
London and Edinburgh, doctors of human medicine hold
positions "n the niniU of the veterinary colleges and are
most devoted to their work of investigation. Many of the
leading pathologists of to-day haire worked hand in hand
with their veterinary confreres, and the discoveries are due

to mutual aid. Independent of this we have our own scien-

tific men whose reputations are world-wide, and whose in-

vestigations on diseases transmissible to men have been of in-

calculableJbeneSt to mankind.In Great Britain veterinarians

have been knighted for their valuable services to the pro-

fession, while in the army they hold the rank of commis-
sioned officers.

The following article is of interest in showing the position

that veterinary medicine holds in Montreal, Canada. "For
many years a valuable course of lectures open to the public

free of charge has been given by the Natural History Soci-

ety of this city. The lectures bear the name of the founder
who left a sum of money to defray the expenses of such a

course. This year the lectures will be upon our domestic an-

imals, and will be given by the professors and associate pro-

fessors of the faculty of comparative medicine and veterin-

ary science of McGill University. It follows that each sub-

ject will be treated by an expert and an authority; in fact, in

several instances by the highest authorities in Canada. The
course is as follows :

Thursday, February 1st
—

" Tbe Dog, His Origin, History,

Characteristics, Varieties, etc." (illustrated) by Prof. Wisley
Mills, M. D. C. V. S.

Thursday, February Sth—" The Dog, His Relations to the

Family acd Community; the Dog and Cat Compared,' by
Prof. Wesley, M.D.,D."V.S.
Thursday, February loth—" Cattle in Their Commercial

Relations " (illustrated), by Prof. Duncan McEachran, F. R.

C. V. S., Edinburgh.
Thursday, February 22d—" Cattle in Their Sanitary Re-

lations," by Prof. Duncan McEachran, F. R. C. V. S.

Thursday, March 1st
—"The Domestic Cow and Dairy In-

Dustries," by Prof. M. C. Baker, D. V. S.

Thursday, March 8th—"Milk and Microbes, the Bacteria

of Dairy Industries," (illustrated), by Prof. Adams, M. A.,

M. D.
Thursday, March loth—"The Horse, His Past, Present

and Future" (illustrated), by Prof. Chas. McEachran, D.

V. S.

The above article was taken from the Montreal Gazette,

and it shows how interested people are on the subject of vet-

erinary medicine in that part of the world. But it also shows
something else. Prof. Wesley Mills, M. D., has another de-

gree attached to his name, viz., D. V. S., and that degree he
obtained by passing an examination, having attended veter-

inary lectures. Though holding the position of Professor of

Physiology in the medical department of McGill Univer-
sity, he sal with the students in the lecture hall and after-

wards took the degree of D. V. S.

Prof. Adams, M. A., M. D-, who delivered the lecture on
" Milk and Microbes," is one of the first pathologists of to-day.

He was attached to the Cambridge University, and left there

to accept the position of Pathologist to McGill, and since

then has lectured to the students of veterinary medicine, in

which department he is greatly interested.

But let us return to our own country and see what has
been done. Besides the veterinary faculties in the universi-

ties before mentioned, there is a Bureau of Animal Industry

at Washington where the Government pays a number of

scientific men to investigate contagious diseases. In the
United States there are important positions held by veteri-

narians, such as State Inspectors—inspectors of the ports and
investigators attached to experimental stations. It is to these

men that much of the health of a community is dependent
on. They condemn meat and milk unfit for use and in stamp-
ing out contagious diseases save thousands of dollars to the

owners of live stock.

And now, after enumerating the many important positions

that men of this profession hold, and in endeavoring to show
that in Europe and in eastern States, veterinary medicine is

now a recognized profession. May I ask why is it in this

Western country people still cling to the idea that " anyone
can treat an animal" and that the profession should be

placed on a par with the blacksmiths and stablemen ? This
may be an extreme view ; certainly all are not of this opin-

ion, but the vast majority have as much faith (perhaps more)
in any quack that happens to be at hand as the qualified man.
Not only this but the owners invariably believe that they

can treat their animals themselves. They would not dream
of tampering with their children, but when an animal is

sick, dose it they must until nearly all hope is gone—than is

the time to call in the veterinarian who is pronounced "no
good " if a cure is not effected. T'is true, animals' lives are

not to be weighed in the same scales with those of human be-

ings, but it is the logic that we find fault with. If the world
must have animals for food, work and pleasure, then why, in

all reason, should not the men qualified to do this work be
given proper encouragement.
Take the subject of poisoning who but the qualified man

can delect the symptoms of certain poisons and will know the

antidote?
Take the examination of horses for soundness. No sensi-

ble man will buy a horse of any value without first submitting
it to a qualified veterinary surgeon. Many an unprofessional

man has a good eye for a horse, but he knows little or noth-

ing of its structure and anatomy compared with the trained

veterinarian. Moreover the amateur judge of a horse is apt

to fly to certain points where he thinks he may detect some-
thing, and overlook others. The veterinary surgeon who is

examining horses every day, not only brings his scientific

knowledge to bear, but conducts his examination in a sys-

tematic manner, going all over the horse before he has done
with hi oi. If there be manifest unsoundness, it will be dis-

covered and pointed out, bul it is in the discovery and indica-

tion of incipient unsoundness that the training and practice

of the veterinarian are of supreme value. And lastly veteri-

nary medicine from a humanitarian standpoint.

Is there a profession if skillfully practiced that has wider
scope for the relief of suffering ? The gross ignorance of the

majority on the treatment and the feelings of animals renders

it absolutely necessary that this study should be taken up.

People are gradually becoming educated to the fact that ani-

mals are not mere ornaments or beasts of burdens. They
are realizing little by little that the domestic animal is

worthy of very careful study. The societies for the study of

comparative psychology in Eastern America are bearing

fruit, the proceedings of these societies being followed with
keen interest. If we students of comparative medicine have
not the same degree of intelligence in our patients that the

practitioner of human medicine has, that certainly is no fault

of ouis, and this greater degree of intelligence is the only dis-

tinction, in every other respect our patients are the equals of

human beings.

1 fear that my pen has wandered a good deal in this arti-

cle, and my object which was to decry the position that

;

::

veterinary science holds in the minds of Western Americai
has hardly been accomplished. Yet. if it holds the atteotio

of any reader sufficiently long to allow of the subject bein
even cursorily thought over, mv small labor has been ampl
repaid. F. W. Skaife, M. R, C. V. S.

o
Reply to Excelsior.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Your correspor

dent who signs his name " Excelsior "jwrote an article fror

his home in Modesto, which appeared in the issue of Jun
30th. It was about the races given at Angels Camp. H
claims to have a grievance against the management of th

events which transpired. He speaks of being charged twentj

five cents for admission to grand stand. If he was an owne
surely he could tell the secretary so and a pass would hav

been given him. Every one connected with the stables wer

given free admission to the place he condemns. No charg
was made for stalls or bedding, besides a splendid field oi

which good feed was growing. The only charge that wa
made was for hay and grain, and owners got these essentiall I

at the lowest market prices. In regard to the telegram whict
the writer claims was sent to Mose Baker by Secretary C. W
Tryon, the latter named gentleman never signed his name t<

any such dispatch. A dispatch was dictated by the driver o

Mr. Deyoe's horses, handed to Mr. Tryon at the track to b-

sent to Mr. Baker. By referring to said dispatch the nam
at the bottom will prove that Mr. Tryon did not write it. I

was not the fault of the association that Merlin did not ge
a chance to race. Two free-for-alls were advertised but dh
not have the requisite number of entries and were declarei

off. A special was given, Crown Prioce and Melrose were en

tered, but the owner of Merlin would not accept, so the a

sociation must not be censured if Merlin was not able to tro

against these horses. The track is a standard hilf-mile coursi

and is acknowledged to be as fast as any in the United States

If Excelsior wants to make a wager to the contrary he cat

be accommodated. Why does he not give the name of th

judge who bought pools on his own horse in a race? H
knows this is a falsehood. " Excelsior" speaks of the wind
at Angels' Camp. He must have brought them with him, fo

they ceased when he and his colleagues left. I am sorry

see that he is striving to keep outside horses away from ou
course. If he will scratch his head and think a little he wil

remember that outside horses had the preference in ever
case, and no other rumors of dissatisfaction were heard ex
cept from this "critic" and his friends. Notwithstandin
this writer's plea, great preparations are being made for th

fall meeting, and, from present indications, Angels' Camj
will be right in it this year.

One of these Modesto's visitors, whose name I will give

necessary, tried to put up a job and offered money to one c

my friends to go to the pool box and bet it, as it was a dea-

mortal cinch. The mare, Turkey, that they claimed could wii

was not fast enough to defeat a buggy horse, and this ma:
who tried to have the money bet on her knew it when h
made the proposition. The plan was fixed between them b

have the rest pulled and have her win. No pools were sol-

on this or on the other pace, because the horses all cam-
from one place and the people of Angel's Camp were no
fools enough to wager their money against such a combina
tion. Wouldn't jobbing like this kill any track ?

I will not take up any more of your valuable space an
hope that you will give this the same prominence you hav
accorded Excelsior's article. Your criticism is appreciate

and every one in Angels' Camp knows that your judgment
correct, but we feel assured now that the true facts are given
Excelsior will feel that he owes you an apology.

G. E. Stickles,
President Angels' Camp Racing Association

July 12, 1894.

To "Water the Koads.

A spirit of enterprise in the right direction makes good n

suits. A case in point has just been brought to notice. C. (

Seaman, in considering the possibilities and probabilities (

success in his enterprise, and to influence him in his decisio m

as to whether he would be justified in undertaking it, h; •

entered considerably into detail. He has consulted with th

trustees of National City and also with the board of publi

works of this city in the matter of keeping the road leadin

to the Sweetwater track in good condition. He found thei

both willing and desirous. But the San Diego anthoritie

handicapped by a very Jong haul of water, said if Nation:

City would put a hydrant at the end of their main they coul

then work to advantage and would keep the road in repa

and watered. He then saw the National City trustees an

found they had authorized the placing of the hydrant several

weeks age, but were waiting for the Land and Town Conjj

pany to place it. He then saw the Land and Town companl
and they were waiting for a notice from the trustees to the e||

feet that such a notice had passed their board. The result t>

the Land and Town company will place the hydrant at on<|

and our authorities will commence their work immediateltj

after. National City says it will keep its end up sure.

A gentlemen who had signed Mr. Seaman's paper, on hea

ing the above facts, said : "That alone is worth a dollar)

month to me, and should be to every one of us.—San Died!

Sun.
<•>

Started for Sacramento.

Hon. Jesse D. Carr shipped his stable of seven trotters yej

terday to Sacramento, in charge of their trainer and drivel

W. J. Fleming. Oscar Olinand " Dick " Conrads went aloit

to take care of the trotters during the circuit. There were
f

the string Boodle, 2:19 1-5, br s by Stranger ; Rex, 2:22£, bl

by Anteeo ; Genevieve, 2:30, as a two-year-old, br f by Eug;

neer; Lucky Girl, 2:31, b m by Carr's Mambrino ; Eros J

I

2:34, brg by Eros ; Uproar, yearling, blk c by Sidney. The!

horses, each one, give promise of lowering their last yeaJ

record. For some time they have had very light work, owiil

to the prevailing sickness, but as they have now recovered

they will soon, under Mr. W. J. Fleming's careful handlili

and the warm climate at Sacramento, round to in good sha

'

and make a fine showing long before the circuit closes. Th
start first at the Breeders' meeting which begins August -it

The reason for their removal to Sacramento is that they m
become acclimated before they are called upon to go bruisi

races under the burning suns of the Sacramento and San J(

quin.
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Monroe Salisbury Says a Few Words.

The Ioter-Ojeaa anaouaces that Monroe Salisbury has

purchased a half interest in the queen of race mares, Alix,

2:07|, and will campaign her the balance of the season. The

Pleasanton string of trotters and pacers reached the training

track at Wheaton, 111., Sunday morning and are now located

at the new Chicago training track. They will remain at

Wheaton until Thursday, when they will be shipped to Sagi-

naw, Mich., the opening meeting of the Grand Circuit. Mon-

roe Salisbury, the bluff Californian, is with his horses and

gives them his personal supervision.

"I willlet the horses rest here until Thursday and then

ship to Saginaw," said Mr. Salisbury to a representative of

The Inter-Ocean yesterday. " I think perhaps Alix will get

here in time to go in one of the cars with the others."

"You are going to have the little mare, then, this year?"
" Yes, I bought a piece of her the other day, and as soon

as she has her race on the Fourth at Council Bluffs she will

be shipped to me. What interest did I get ? Well, I didn't

say, but enough so that I will have charge of her from now
on as long as she lives, if I want to. Some of those who think

they would like to meet her will have a chance to do so now.

Before I had really completed the deal I wired the secretary

at Saginaw to enter Alix in the free-for-all there nest week.

I don't let many of them get to racing much sooner than I

do, you know."
" How is Alix this year ? Do you like her?"
" I never had a horse come to me in as fine a shape as she

is. Mr. Jones has her in splendid condition, and she is go-

ing fast and level. If after the easy manner in which sbe

trotted in 2:1 H- out there I don't make a pretty good show-

ing with her I shall feel sort of ashamed of myself."

"What horse is that?" asked Frank S. Gorton, whose

large breeding farm lies adjacent to tbe Wheaton track.
" That is Direct," was the reply of his owner with an audi-

: ble chuckle, as the party stepped aside to look at the little

chunk of a black stallion that indeed might pass for the for-

|
mer rival of Hal Pointer. It was not Direct, but bis two-

i
year-old son Directly, 2:18}, an exact counterpart of his noted

! sire that has won every race in which he has started this

i year.

"You newspaper fellows have had nothing to say about
i anything but Judge Hurt and Carbonate and the rest of them

ithat
go with their legs tied up," said Salisbury in a bantering

tone, " but I notice that this little black fellow has beat them
all, and you'll find out that he is quite a horse yet."

" How far were you back in the heat won by Judge Hurt
in 2:14} ? " was asked of Driver Andv McDowell.

" I wasn't back at all," was the reply. " There was no day-

3 light between the three leaders at the wire. I started in that

{ heat with the expectation of laying it up, at least of not

i) making a hard drive, and at the half was probably fifteen

. lengths bacfc. But I thought the leaders were coming back
4 to me a little, and so at the last I did make a drive for the

* heat, and would have won it had I commenced to try a little

1 earlier."

Directly is certainly on^ of the best colts individuallv. He
is a coal black in color, not over fifteen hands high, with

powerful back and loins, legs that are somewhat light, but

hard and cordy, large head and neck set low on the withers,

in all a perfect picture of his sire, who George Starr has

always claimed was the fastest pacer that ever lived.

The Salisbury stable includes twenty head of trotters and
pacers, all of which, with possibly one or two exceptions,

will be taken through tbe Grand Circuit.

One upon which Mr. Salisbury is especially sweet is Don
Lowell, 2:20}, a bright bay horse by Don Marvin, that was,

defeated in his first race this year at Council Bluffs. " He
acted badly in his race the other day," said McDowell, " but

you wodH see him make any breaks after this. I believe I

can turn him around on the track and give any trotter that

wears iron a beating to-day. I don't mean in a race or for

any particular distance, but simply that he has more speed

than any of them."
Flying Jib, 2:04, is looking well. Expressive, the three-

year-old Electioneer that went in 2:18} recently, is not as

large as she looks in harness, and one can scarcely believe

that she weighs a pound more than when Hickok had her at

Washington Park last year. Her record is by far the best

for her age this year, but when Palatine, 2:23i, the faded

alack daughter of the dead Palo Alto, was led out, Andy
McDowell expressed the belief that the latter was far and
iway the best filly. If the opinion of her trainer is to be

'iccepted she must be a good one, indeed.
1 All the horses in the Salisbury string are looking well,and
nclude Azote, 2:14£, big and strong as a cart horse ; Edenia,

!:13J, the fast Endymion mare that McDowell always shows
'vith pride; Ramon, 2:17 J, a pony-built pacer and a Sidney
n every line ; Altivo, a full brother to the noted Palo Alto,

' hat Salisbury says he likes the least of any in the lot; Mary
)sborn and Miss Kate, a pair of two-year-olds by Direct of

oarvelous strong conformation, and others. Doc Sperry,
!

!:14J, is the only one that wears hopples, and Salisbury says

ie has kept him just to be in the fashion and have one horse
hat has to go with his legs tied up.

Monbars as a Pacer.

many two-year-old trotters on earth right now that can repeat
this performance to a high-wheel sulky, much as we talk of
improvement every season. Late in the fall George Starr,
who was Doble's lieutenant that season, took Monbars to Cal-
ifornia and gave him a tin-cup mark of 2:161 at Stockton.
In 1892 another time record was secured, this time 2:11| be-
ing the figures. The colt had been seriously ill in California
and was not fit for a hard race. Last year nothing was done
with him, and when Monbars went into the stable of Mc-
Henry last fall it was decided to take advantage of the dis-

position to pace which he had alwavs shown and start him
this season at that way of going. His toes were shortened,
light shoes took the place of heavy ones on the forward feet

and Monbars went away pacing lire a bird. Last Saturday
his first start at the new gait was made, and he won as he liked
in 2:22^, 2:22£, 2:24, showing that he is a sure-enough pacer.
Now what are the people who are trying to argue that the

trotting-bred pacers are not getting the most of the money
going to do about Monbars ? There is not any perceptible
pacing blood or pacing performers in his pedigree. Here it

is in brief and comprehensive form :

Sire Eagle Bird, trotting record 2:21
Dam Lady Maud, trotting record 2:1S}£
Grandsire Jay Bird, trotting record 2:3154
Great-grandsire George Wilkes, trotting record 2:22
Sire of dam Gen. Knox, trotting record 2:31%
Dam of Eagle Bird, by George Wilkes, trotting record 2:22
Second dam of Jay Bird, by Lady Franklin, trotting record 2:2954

This is the sort of breeding that produces a phenomenal
yearling, two-year-old and three-year-old trotter, and that

also gives a picer of more than average speed—just how
much cannot yet be told, but enough to make its possessor
standard by performance as a pacer the first time he starts at

that gait. It will be noticed that Monbars is an inbred
Wilkes, which family produces more fast pacers than any
other bianch of the Hambletonian tribe. Instances of horses
trotting and pacing fast at the will of their driver, all that is

necessary being a shortening of the toes or a different adjust-

ment of the weight of the shoes, are now so common that it

is folly to argue, as some people do, that the trot and the pace
are not varieties of the same gait. With so many strictly

trotting-bred pacers out each season, the man who will argue
against the facts is hardly worth listening to.

Horsemen and breeders felt considerable interest in the

:24 pacing race at the Janesville meeting last Saturday for

ie reason that Monbars was to make his first essay at the side-

'heel gait. The name of this stallion is a familiar one, says

''
ie Breeders' Gazette.

I In the fall of 1S90 there were wonderful stories told in

1 Kentucky of the speed shown by a yearling trotter by Eagle

'
-ird, 2:21, and out of the old-timer Lady Maud, 2:18J-. The

' ilk finally crystallized in a public quarter at about a 2:30

.
|
ait, and the sale of the colt to a couple of Michigan horse-

I

I

len for $7,500 was announced. This colt was Monbars.

-|[enry N. Smith, who bred the youngster, and who was at

1 1 ie lime the owner of more crack trotters than anybody,

; I aving Goldsmith Maid", Lucy and Lady Thorne in his stable

I ) . one time, would have liked well enough to have kept
I fonbars, but could not do so, and so was forced to see the

1 2st one he ever bred pass into the hands of others. Budd
I 'oble took Monbars as a two-year-old and made a remark-

'>le campaign with him, winning every race in which the

1 >lt Btarted and giving him a race in which the colt started
' id giving him a race record of about 2:13. There are not

A Great Week's "Work.

Some of the performances of the week, ending July 7th,

have been simply remarkable, and perhaps the one entitled

to first mention is that of the stallion Pamlico, 2:10V, at Tiffin,

O- The handsome little son of Meander started in his first

race of the year, and reeled off three heats in 2:11}, 2:12 and

2:11}. The performance indicates that Arion and Kremlin

are not the only stallions that are likely to crowd Directum

for the championship. At Council Bluffs, Iowa, the greatest

two-year-old race of the year took place, and it comes near

being as great a race as has ever been contested by frals of

that age, and in this case the youngsters were pacers. Judge

Hurt, a brother to Lena Hill, 2:12|, won the first heat after a

hot fight with Carbonate, 2:19J, and scored a record of 2:14}.

Princess, by Prince, landed first in the next heat in 2:17.},

Judge Hurt being second, and thea the black colt Directly,

by Direct, won the next two heats and race in 2:lSi and 2:20V.

It was a sensational race, and it is just possible that the first

heac will prove to be the cause of the temporary retirement

of two very promising youngsters.

At Council Bluffs, too, the fastest harness performers of the

year was scored by Flying Jib, who paced an exhibition mile

in 2:05}. The gelding was rated well, going the half in

1:02}, and it is possible that McDowell will yet get the hand-

some son of Algona to show his old-time race-horse form.

Another good performance at the Council Bluffs meeting was
that of the four-year-old pacer Online, by Shadeland Onward,
who defeated five of the best pacers in the 2:10 class, going

his three heats in 2:10}, 2:10:] and 2:11}. It is evident that

this fellow is destined to be seen among the free-for-allersere

long. At Hamilton, Ont., on the opening day, the principal

event was the first appearance in public of the Village Farm
stallion Rex Americus. This fellow, as will be remembered,
was a sensationally fast two -year-old,and Mr. Hamlin bought

him on the strength of a trial he showed in 2:15}. At Ha nil-

ton he made a record of 2:20}, but that is only a jog for the

big son of Onward. His good behavior in the race is what
pleased his admirers most, and only the knowledge that he

would behave well in races were needed to secure for him
the support of an unlimited number of friends whe>« he faces

the starter in the Merchants' and Manufacturers' stake at

Detroit. Last year tbe winner of this stake had to take a

record of 2:13J, and if Rex Americus stays in his present

form the horse that beats him will have to go faster than tbe

winner went last year. Of course, a prediction of this kind

looks big, but the son of Onward has speed enough to verify

it if he only stays in form.—Horse World.

Races at Hollister.

Rapid Steppers at San Jose.

The Ladies' and Gentlemen'^ Driving and Riding Club
gave its fourth entertainment yesterday afternoon at Agri-
cultural Park, it being a trotting matinee. About four hun-
dred people assembled to witness the events^ and" among the

number were recognized not a few who delight in a " brush "

on a good county road, a^d they took notes as to tb.e.I\qrKes

from which they would fear a dusting in the future, says the

'

San Jose Mercury.

Three races—2:40, 2:35 and 3:00 classes—made up the pro-

gramme for the afternoon. It required but two heats to de-

cide each race
;

yet in the event for 2:35 horses both heats

were so close that a two-foot chance in positions in either

would have caused the third heat to be trotted.

The first race was for horses of the 2:40 class and there were
four to start. J. Snyder drove his bay gelding Tony, A. E.
Morrison drove his sorrel gelding Allande, T. W. Barstow

started his sorrel mare Dell, and James Howard drove the
bay mare Lilly H. for J. A. Hatch.
The horses were not very evenly matched, consequently

they trailed out around the track almost from beginning to
finish, Dell taking the lead, Lilly second place, Tony third
and Allande fourth. Time, 2:33. In the second heat they
went off and came in in the same order. Time, 2:30.

In the second contest Charles Lynde drove the black mare
Tennie H, and C. M. Shortridge the bay mare Carrie Benton.
Both horses are fine-looking animals and can go. Both driv-
ers were seated on pneumatic-tire sulkies.

After scoring three or four times they were sent off, head
and head. At tbe quarter Carrie Benton had the lead by two

I lengths. At the three-eighths Tennie H. overreached and
cut herself, and threw her boot, but lost but little time in
gaining her feet. At the half, noses were even and the spec
tators rose in their seats. As the horses hammered around
the three-quarter turn Carrie Benton had a small lead. As
they came down the stretch no one could tell who had the
best of it, for Tennie H. was gaining by degrees, and when
they came under the wire Carrie Benton took the honosr by
a head. Her time was 2:33$.

The next heat was equally exciting. Tennie H. gained the
inside in a very short distance, but by the time they reached
the quarter Carrie Benton had very nearlv covered the dis-

tance between them. From the quarler post to the three-
quarter post the horses were side by side, and then Tennie
H. took a small lead, but tbe tables were turned on the
stretch and Carrie Bemon passed to the front, and again came
under tbe wire about eighteen inches ahead of her opponent.
Time, 2:28.

The race for horses of the three-minute class was varied,
and in its variations much pleasure was had by the spectators.

There were four starters, and it required not less than four
eyes to view them.

S. E. Portal drove his gray gelding Gib, and his pacing
proclivities were too much for the other. W. W. Collins

drove Hazel, a fine black mare and a swift road animal.
Chief of Police Kidward pulled off his official badge and
mounted a sulky behind his bay mare, Gypsy K., and W. D.
Van Siclen had his Old Nig, a pacer, attached to a cart. Nig
is a goo 1 horse, but it was evident in both heats that the
track was too long for him. The horses got a good start on
the fourth trial. Gib went off with a rush and the others
were spread out about ten yards apart at the quarter. Near-
ing the half Kidward took second place from Collins' Hazel,
but soon lost it. Then they came under the wire Gib was
about ten yards ahead of Hazel, who was leading Gypsy K
by the same distance. Van Siclen was 200 yards behind,

making Old Nig/s ta»l tremble by using the whip. The time
was 2:51.

The second heat was, as far as the best three horses were
concerned, a repetition of the first, Gib taking tbe heat in

2:50, Hazel second and Ggpsy third. But Old Nig and his

driver made the fun. When near the half mile Nig decided
tog4ve up tbe race and Van wanted him to go. There was
occasion, but no time for argument, between driver and horse,

so Van applied the whip vigorously. Nig's gait changed to a

cross between a trot and pace and then he decided to stop.

Van sat in his cart and gazed at the judges' stand, but saw no
signal. He applied one sharp cut to Nig and Nig retaliated

by sending both feet toward Van's face, but ihey fell short.

Old Nig concluded then to go, and he did, but the crowd dis-

persed before he arrived.

"Woodland Track Notes.

Although only a small crowd were present at the races last

Saturday, those that were there enjoyed a good afternoon's

fun.

The first race on the programme was the 2:40 class trot, in

which the following horses contested : Boynton Bros.' Signal

Wilkes, J. F. Dunne's Merritt L. and P. L. Nash's Maud B.

Both heats were won handily by Merritt L. Time, 2:41 and

2:40.

Next came a matched race between Elmer Kent's Switch

-

Tail and Artie Shaw's Oats Wanted. Tbe distance was one-

ei°-hth of a mile, and each one rode their own horses. Both

horses ran together all the way, under whip and spur, and

the judges declared it a dead heat. On the run off Artie

Shaw made a Garrison finish, and landed Oats Wanted a

winner by an eye-brow. Time, 0:16.

Third was a pacing race between J. P. Sargent's McGinty,

Al Willson's Loupe and S. E. Kent's Susie K, McGinty
won both easily. Time, 2:26, 2:27.

Next was a saddle-horse race, one quarter dash, in which

horses belonging to Robert Dalzell, Elmer Kent, H. Gould

and C. Falkinberg started. Gould's gray horse won the race

by a length. Time, 0:26.

The last race was for buggy horses, and three entries were

made : Robert Orr's R. I., Chas. P. Warburton's Herald and

P. L. Nash's Jumbo. The race was won by Herald in

straight heats. Time, 2:55, 2:57.—Free Lance.

N. M. Weaver Saturday morning drove Steve Dammon out

in good time. The horse is improving rapidly, and if he

has no misfortune he will make it interesting for his adver-

saries.

Honest Tom Rider is working well. Newton is pretty

foxy, but, all the same, a reporter of the Mail caught Tom a

half in 1:08.

King Ora is doing well and will be " in it " this fall.

The runners are showing up in fine form, and if John Blue

would let his horse break from the quarter,half, five-eighths,

or any other post on the track we might tell what he could

do. But so long as he persists in running by his marks on

the fence, no one can tell what he is doing.

Haltie B. has recovered from her recent illness and will be

on hand for her race at the fair.

Henry Laugenour says that Director Maid will be given a

rest this year, and that he will enter her in her class next

season. This is the yearling filly that Henry bought from

G. W. Griffin. She is by Director, sire of the world-famous

Directum, and gives promise of much speed.

The fair opens on the 27th of August and continues till the

3d of September.
Superintendent Adams informs us that everything at the

grounds is ready, that every race on the programme is more
than full and that the meeting will be second to none, except

the State Fair.

R. H. Newton says that Tom Ryder gets better

every day. He is the best horse in Yolo county, and

can knock the spots off any other pacer in his class.

Nelse Weaver is bringing some fine work out of Lady Renic

and the redoubtable Steve Dammon. They ire in splendid

condition, and are getting faster and faster. Colonel Peter

Fryatt has a promising yearling in which he has great con-

fidence.—Woodland Mail,
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Henry Young "Won the Columbua Handicap.

Chicago, June 14—Graduating from the selling plater

class, the Pastime Stable's four-year-old colt, Henry Young,

won the Columbus handicap and $12,000 in hard cash at

Washing^ 'Jfork to day, defeating such aristocrats as Dr.

Hire, Yo/J?ambien, Cash Day and Rudolph and lowering the

world's record for nine and one-half furlongs one and one-

quarter seconds.

The Columbus is the club's premier handicap, and, barring

Wildwood, Henry Young, at 15 to 1, was the outsider in the

betting, but so impressively did he win, so cleverly did he

make his run from behind in true race horse style, and with

such masterly horsemanship was he guided bv 'Lonzo Clay-

ton that the 20,000 spectators were forced to take recognition

of the grand performance and showered liberal applause on

the victorious colt and winning jockey, although very few of

them profited and the great mnjority fell financially before

the prowess of the common-looking son of Duke of Montrose

and Perfection.

More than ever had little Tommy Griffin cause to heed the

lesson that entering ahorse in a selling race below his value

may prove fatal. The ex-jockey who formerly owned Henry
Young won with him the Tobacco stakes at Latonia on June

5th. In a subsequent race he was entered at $1,000. Nick

Finzei, of the Pastime stable, ran him up to $5,000, a price

at which Griffin could not protect, and the colt went to the

Pastime stable. Since that date the new owner has already

won him out. To-day Henrv Young landed the richest

handicap price in the West, earned a $12,000 cheek and car-

ried the honor of vanquishing some of the best horses in

training.

Down through the card the sport was good, but not espe-

cially exciting as to the finishes. As three favorites and three

outsiders won there was an even chance to return to town

happy. The successful top choices were : Flying Dutchman,
1 to 2 ; Senator Irby, even, and Pop Gray, 3 to 5.

The other winners of the day were: Lindo-

lette, 15 to 1 and Linda, 5 to 1 The last two named are both

by Linden. Besides Henry Young, Clayton landed first with

Lindolette, and three of the purse takers were carded as No.
4. Summary

:

Five and a half furlongs—Flying Dutchman won, Kitty

Clive second, Tough Timmer third. Time, 1:07.

Six furlongs—Lindolette won, Lawyer second, Voladora
third. Time, 1:14*.

Columbus handicap, one mile and three-sixteenths—Henry
Young won, Yo Tambien second, Cash Day third. Time,
1:58*.

One mile and a sixteenth—Linda won, Strathmeath second,

Prince Carl third. Time, 1:46*.

One mile—Senator Irby won, Flora Thornton second, Lou-
don third. Time, 1:40*.

Six furlongs—Pop Gray won, Charmion second, Ethel

Gray third. Time, 1:13*.

Besf-Packer Higgins. the Chicago Plunger.

Henry Higgins. of Swift & Co., who has gained more or

less notoriety as a plunger during the last year, swooped

(fownoD the betting ring yesterday at Washington Park and

burnt the pencilers up on two of the races in a manner which

they will never forget, Mr. Higgins has been conspicuous by

his absence about the race tracks since he sprung a grand

on the Hawthorne ring in May by betting thousands on Pat

Dunne's Meddler and taking a fortune from the bookmakers.

Upon this occasion it was alleged that the jockeys riding in

the race had been tampered with, and as an evidence of the

fact the Hawthorne judges suspended two of them. Yesterday

the Hasty Stable, which is controlled by Higgins, had Mag-
gie Gray in the second race, and Hasty in the fourth. When
the betting was posted the money began to pour into the ring

on Maggie Gray, who won in a walk and scorched every
book in the ring. This descent upon the cash boxes, how-
ever, was a mere bagatelle to the Waterloo in store for the
ring when the fourth race was reached. Hasty, always a fast

colt, seemed outclassed by some of the most consistent and
best performers at the track, and accordingly the bookmakers
laid the very liberal price of 8 and 10 to 1 against him.
Plunger Higgins then got in his work. He sent seven com-
missioners about the ring, quietly placing an inexhaustible
supply of money on the horse at the long prices. The men
never stopped until the horses were sent away from the
post. Hasty had suddenly come to life, and won by two and a
half lengths from the good horse imp. Percy.

Higgins is credited with a net winning of $25,000 on the
race. The race was a startling reversal from form. Hasty
had been beaten repeatedly by the rankest kind of selling

platers. As recently as Monday he could not beat that arrant
crab. Little Chris. It is true he was interfered with in the
race, but Little Chris is not within fifteen pounds of some of
the horses which finished behind Hasty yesterday. It is a
singular coincidence that whenever Mr. Higgins gels his

checks down his coups go through with a whoop. When the
public bets on the Hasty Stable's horses it gets the short end
of the argument, and is given a run for its money about once
in every live starts. HigginB narrowly escaped judical inves-
tigation in the Meddler matter. Yesterday the credulous pub-
lic was not in on the play. The Stock Yard's contingent
took all of the money out of the ring and looked wise. The
inactivity at the Stock Yards will not handicap Mr. Higgins
in any extent if he cun get away with a few more coups like
the HaMy one, and it matters not to him whether there is a
pound of beef moved in a year if they come his way as fast as
Hasty did yesterday.—Chicago Inter-Ocean, .July 0th.

Attractions Rt the State Fair.

Notwithstanding all the troublous times about bim, Secre-

tary Edwin F. Smith, of the State Agricultural Society, is

keeping himself busy making preparations for the approach-

ing fair. Now that the Midwinter Fair is a thing of the past,

he said to a reporter this morning that the approaching

exhibition promised to be " the greatest show on earth." It

has been decided by the directors of the society that there
shall be no " outside attractions" this year. Every exhibit
and every entertainment must be confined to the main pavil-

ion.

Secretary Smith has closed a contract with Viscount d'

Comely, who was Chief Director of the Foreign Exhibit at

the Midwinter Fair, to bring to Sacramento the many rare

and beautiful products of foreign lands. These will occupy

one-half the main floor of the great pavilion, comprising the

principal things sent from Austria, Italy, France, Germany,
Russia and England. They not only attracted much interest

at the California exposition, but were prominent in the

World's Fair at Chicago last year.

The contract also includes the bringing to Sacramento of

most of the illusions which were so attractive at the San

Franciso Fair.

The Secretary is now working upon a plan for erecting a

miniature Eiffel tower, 100 feet high, in the middle of the

main floor of the Pavilion. It is proposed to light it with

brilliant and beautiful electric light effects and appropriately

decorate it with the National colors.

Another great feature of the State Exposition will be the

music Cassassa's celebrated band of forty pieces has been

engaged for the event, and with the magnificent exhibits,

foreign and domestic, and the brilliant ractngevents which

have been arranged, California's approaching exposition will

be the grandest in the history of the State.

The decision of the Board of Directors not to allow what

are termed outside attractions will be most gratifying to local

exhibitors. Lastyearthe Circus Maximus was a feature of

the fair, given in a special building outside the pavilion. It

was such a wonderfully strong drawing card that people de-

serted the main halls and did not embrace the opportunity of

seeing the many splendid displays which had been made by

the merchants. As a result there was much bitter co nplaint

by the exhibitors, and the Directors wisely concluded that

thero should never again be any chance for dissatisfaction.

—

Sacramento Bee.
>•

Racing at Hollister.

Although only a small crowd were present at the races last

Saturday, those that were there enjoyed a good afternoon's

fun.

The first race on the programme was the 2:40 class trot, in

which the following horses contested : Boynton Bros.'s Signal

Wilkes, J. F. Dunne's Merritt L. and P. L. Fash's Maud B.

Both heats were won handily by Merritt L. Time, 2:41 and

2:40.

Next came a matched race between Elmer Kent's Switch-

tail and Artie Shaw's Oats Wanted. The distance was one-

eighth of a mile, and each one rode their own horses. Both
horses ran together all the way, under whip and spur, and

the judges declared it a "dead heat." On the run off, Artie

Shaw made a Garrison finish, and landed Oats Wanted a

winner by an eye-brow. Time, 0:16.

Third was a pacing race between J. P. Sargent's McGinty,
Al. Willfon's Loupe and S. E. Kent's Susie K. McGinty
won both easily. Time, 2:26 and 2:27.

Next was a saddle-horse race, one-quarter dash, in which
hor=es belonging to Robt. Dalzell.Elmer Kent, H. Gould and

C. Falkinberg started. Gould's gray horse won the race by

a length. Time, 0:36.

The last race was for buggy horses, and three entries were
made—Robert Orr's K. L, Chas. P. Warburton's Herald and

P. L. Nash's Jumbo. The race was won by Herald in straight

heats. Time, 2:55 and 2:57.—San Benito Advance, July 13.

Santa Monica Sporting Items.

Out-door sports are having a great run here, with water

polo, aquatic tugs of war and polo in the lead. On the Fourth

all three were indulged in, and the respective teams acquitted

themselves with credit.

A water polo was played at the North Beach plunge on the

evening of the Fourth. The two contesting teams hail from

Santa Monica, and were generally dubbed by our people, the

Sea Siders and the North Beachers, the Sea Siders winning
easily. Score : Sea Siders, 3 goals ; North Beachers, 2 goals.

The following is the list of players :

SeaSiders—Harry Majors, Captain ; Steve Jackson, Y. K.
Carrilio, E. Carrilio, E. Majors, W. Rapp, W. Grimes.
North Beachers—I. R. Sheckels, Captain ; James Stevens,

Jack Stewart, Vie Hopf, Roy Jones, C. Hubbell, George
Culver.

At the close an aquatic tug-of-war contest was given, when
the North Beach crew turned the tables on their Sea Side
friends.

A matched game of polo was played on the club grounds

here between representatives of the Santa Monica and River-

side clubs on the afternoon of the Fourth, which drew a large

and fashionable audience, as polo always does at Santa Mon-
ica, it being the favorite out-door sport at the seaside by long

odds. The contestants and score were

:

Riverside—G. L. Warring, C. E. Maud, W. R. Ward ;

goals.

Santa Monica—J. B. Proctor, W. H. Young, Capt. M. G.
Bolton, 2 goals.—Los Angeles Herald.

Orange County Fair.

The Orange County Fair Association are arranging for

somegreat racing at their fall meeting, October 9 to 13 inclu-

sive, the week preceding the Los Angeles fair. Following is

a list of the purses offered :

Trotting—No. 1, free-for-all, $1,000; No. 2, 2:17 class,

$1,000; No. 3, 2:20 class, $1,000; No. 4, 2:24 class, $700;
No. 5, 2:27 class, $600; No. 6, 2:40 class, $400

;
No. 7, three-

year-olds, $400; No. 8, two-year-olds, $400; No. 9 (stake

closed in '93), three-year-olds, added $150.

Pacing—No. 10, free-for-all, $1,000; No. 11, 2:15 class,

$1,000; No. 12,2:19 class, $600; No. 13,2:27 class, $500
;

No. 14, three-year-olds, $400 ; No. 15, two-year-olds, $400.

Running—No. 16, two-year-olds, half mile dash, $300 ; No.
17, two-year.olds, live-eighths mile dash, $300; No. IS, three-

quarters mile and repeat, $300 ; No. 19, one and one-six-

teenth mile dash, $300; No. 20, one and one-quarter mile
dash, $300; No. 21 oneand one-quarter mile aovelty, $225

;

$25, first quarter
;
$25 second quarter; $25 third quarter

;

$50 mile; $100 mile and onequarter; No. 22, saddle race,

three-eighths mile dash, $450, open only to saddle horses

owned in Orange county since May 15, lS94,and not en-
tered in any of the other races ; catch weights, stallions

barred.

Close of the Racing at Portland.

Four very interesting races closed the Portland Speed and

Driving Association's spring meeting at Irvlngton Park, on

Saturday, June 15th. The weather was perfect and the at-

tendance large. Norlee won the half-mile dash, Normandie
captured the big end of the purse hung up for the one and

one-sixteenth miles run, Touchet took first money in the pace

for three-year-olds and Plunkett defeated all his rivals in

the free-for-all pace. Touchet was the only favorite who
came up to expectation, and Del Norte was the loser most

heavily backed by the talent. A big pot of money was lost

andwononhis failure to snatch a third heat. Five races

were arranged for the day, but one of them, a consolation run

failed to fill.

Six of them were on hand for the half-mile running dash,

selling. N. S. Hall started his three-year-old ch f Norlee,

85 pounds, against F. M. Starkey's aged ch g Cyclone, 114;

H. Summerville's aged blk g Black Alder, 116; Ben Martin's

aged br g Jim R., 112; Matlock Bros.' three-year-old br g
General Coxey, 103, and W. Brown's aged ch m Annie

Moore, 93. In a $40 pool Norlee was worth $12, Black Al-

der $8 and the field $20. Norlee's favoritism was not depre-

ciated by the fact that she was to be ridden by Cleary, the

lad who landed Mowltzi a winner the previous day. General
Coxey behaved very badly at the post, and when they got
away the favorite was the only horse in the race. She led

from start to finish, and Cleary never used the whip. Jim
R. was second to get home, Cyclone third. Time, 0:48£—the

best half mile made during the meeting. Norlee is by Prince
of Norfolk, dam by Leinster. She was bid in at $600 by her
owner. Mutuels paid $9.85.

The horses that went to the post for the one and one-six-

teenth miles running race, selling,were Ramsdell & Garland's
three-year-old ch f Normandie, 104 pounds up ; J. J. Boett-

ger's four-year-old b f Dottie Reed, 9S; Jones & Payne's aged

h m Misty Morn, 124, and Louis Whitmore's four-year-old b

f Mowitza, 92. Misty Morn sold for $20, Normandie $5, the

field $8. It was a race in which weight told. Normandie led

the running from post to wire, and the bunch stayed with her
to the half, where the favorite's heavy handicapping made
her fade away. Mowitza then flanked the leader to the home
turn, when she, too, fell back and gave the place to Dottie
Reed. In that order they finished. Time, l:50i. Mutuels,
$9.95. Normandie is by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Extract. It

was her second winning of the meet'ng, and she got the place

in the mile and one-eighth race. Her owner bid her in for

$2,000.

Covert & Matlock's b c Touchet, Sperry & Galloway's blk
f Altawood a«d the Witch Hazel Stock Faam's b g Stanwix
scored up for the three-year-old pacing race. Touchet was a
two-to-one favorite against the field, and it very soon became
apparent that he had a "cinch" on the race. Altawood was
favorably thought of by the admirers of her sire, but she
disappointed them by falling to pieces early in the first heat,

which Touchet won in 2:23, with Stanwix a bad trailer. For
the second heat Touchet remained first choice at increased

odds. Altawood accompanied him into the homestretch,

where he went out and beat her by half a length in 2:22. For
the third heat there was no sale. Touchet and Altawood
paced hub-and-hub to the three-quarters, where the colt made
a bobble and fell behind about a length before he recovered.

Then he went after the filly and caught her within about
half a dozen yards of the wire, which he was first to get un-

der by a short nose in Z:24£. Stanwix was never conspicu-

ous in the contest.
SUMMARY.

Touchet Ill
Altawood 2 2 2j

Stanwix. 3 3 3

Time, 2:23, 2:22. 2:24%.

Touchet is an Altamont, dam by C. M. Clay Jr., and has
all the grit of his race.

Prince Almont was scratched in the free-for-all pace, which
reduced the field to Barrow Bros.' blk s Del Norte, R. t.

Brown's bg Plunkett and Myers & Myers' b g Cyrus. The
three horses had competed earlier in the week, when Plunkett
came out a winner, with Del Norte second and Cyrus dis-

tanced. The best time in that race was made by Del Norte,

2:15$, in the first heat, and it was probably that performance
which made him a favorite in the first betting yesterday. A
rumor that Plunkett had a bad leg may also have had some-
thing to do with Del Norte selling for $20 against $16 for the

alleged cripple, and $4 for Cyrus. In the first heat Del Norte
set the pace, with Cyrus on even terms with him three-quar-

teis of the way, where he broke and gave the place to

Plunkett, who was beaten by a couple of lengths. Time,
2:17. Plunkett's performance gave credence to the weak-leg
theory, and he fell a notch in thebetting, which then was $20
for Del Norte, $12 for Plunkett and $4 for Cyrus. In the

second heat Plunkett went after the favorite with a rush and
forced him under the wire in 2:14$, a pace which gave him a

new mark and shut Cyrus out of the race. It then looked so

much like a sure thing for Del Norte, despite the fact that

all of Plunkett's legs appeared sound and that he had a re-

putation for bulldog endurance, that there was no selling on
the race, and very little of it on the heat. The horses were
side by side until they arrived at the third turn, where Del
Norte broke and gave his rival a two lengths' advantage,

which he never wiped out. It was a pretty race down the

stretch, however, Del Norte being almost again on even
terms with the California horse when a second break lost him
the heat. Time, 2:17$. Mutuels on that heat paid $17.76,

their biggest yield during the day. Plunkett then became
choice at two to one, and the would-be hedgers made the bet-

ting very lively. The fourth heat settled the last despairing

hopes of Del Norte's original backers, for he went fairly to

pieces in it, allowing Plunkett to canter home in the ridicu-

lous time of 2:31. In whatever little betting was done on the

final Plunkett rated at $10 to $3. He led by a length from

the first turn to the last one, where Del Norte lost his gait and

finished a very bad second. The time, 2:17J, was not so bad

for a fifth heat of a rapid race.

SUMMARY.
Plunkett 2 2 111
Pel Norte l 12 2 2

Cyrus 3 dis

Time, 2:17, 2:14^. 2:17%, 2:31, 2:17J<.

Plunkett came up from California with a 2:13 mark, and
his best mile at Irvington was 2:15$, made last Tuesday in

the 2:13 class pace.

j
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Pacers in the Lead.

Four miles were paced in 2:10 or belter during the past

month, as against one in all the previous history of the turf

during the month of June. This indicates something of the

sensational character of the trotting and pacing that may be

looked for with confidence when the big meetings of the

Grand and Western-Southern circuits get under way. Sala-

din paced two heats in a race at Belmont Park, Philadelphia,

June 21, in 2:08i and 2:10. Flying Jib paced an exhibition

at Council Bluffs in 2:05£ June 28th, and the same day Mas-

cot turned the Point Breeze track at Philadelphia in 2:09^.

Last year the trotters put in thirty-nine heats in 2:10 or bet-

ter a.nd the pacers ninety-four. During the entire history of

the light-harness horse but 273 heats have been trotted and

paced in 2:10 or better. That this number will be increased

to 500 this year, and possibly doubled, is quite probable.

If the race won by Online at Council Bluffs, which was the

fastest ever paced by a four-year-old, be excepted, there has

not as yet been a world's record made this year. It is not to

to be expected at this season. The performances, however,

especially of the younger contingent, have been phenomenal
for June, and it is believed that with scarcely an exception

every previous record at either gait, made this early in the

season, has been broken. The following are the best records

of the year:

BEST TEOniNG RECOEDS FOR 1894.

Yearling, Stella Woodline. b f, by Woodline, Denver, CoL.June
13, one-half mile 1:29

Two-year-old colt, Coupon, b c, by Director Chief, Milwaukee,
Wis., Juae 25 2:32

Two-year-old filly, Cappie Woodlme, b f, by Woodline, Le
Mars, Iowa, June 20 2:28K

Three-year-old colt, Tom Miller, ch c, by Williams, Milwau-
kee, Wis., June 26 2:24%

Three-year-old filly, Expressive, b f, by Electioneer, Council
Bluffs, Iowa, June 29 2:18%

Three-year-old gelding, Hardtack, b g, by Joe, Harrodsburg,
Ky., June 29 ...•....£.; 2:26%

Four-year-old colt, Kex Americus, b h, by Onward, Hamilton,
Out., June 30 2:18%

Four-year-old filly, Helen Leyburn, b m, by Onward, Harrods-
bury, Ky., June 29 2:1S>^

Stallion, Pamlico, b h, by Meander, Tiffin, Ohio, June 29 ..2:11!^

Mare, Lightning, b m, by Alcantara, Boston, Mass., June 22... 2:HM.
Gelding, Amboy, chg, by Heptagon, Holmesburg, Pa.. June 14 2:13%
Against time, Alix, b m, by Patronage, Council Bluffs, Iowa,

Juue 26 2:11%

BEST PACING RECORDS FOR 1894.

Two-year old colt, Judge Hurt, b c, by Wm. M. Hill, Council
Bluff's. Iowa, June28 2:11)4

Two year-old filly, Princess, ch f, by Prince, Council Bluff's,

Iowa, June 28 2:1Z%
Three-year-old colt, Harry B., gr c, by Happy Day, Harrods-

uuig, Ky , June 29 2:22%
Three-year old bay rillv, Belle Acton, b f, by Shadeland On-

ward. Council Bluffs, Iowa, Juue 28. 2:16^
Four-year-old colt. Online, b c, by Shadeland Onward, Le

Mars, Iowa, June 11 2:10%
Stallion, Saladin, brn, by Sultan, Philadelphia, Pa., Juue 21... 2:08%
Mare. Mav Marshall, b m, by Billy Wilkes, Milwaukee, Wis.,

Juue 27 2:11

Gelding, Major Wonder, b g, by Major Elsall Jr., Tiffin, Ohio,
June 30 2:10%

Against time, Flyiog Jib, b g, by Algona, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
Juue 28 2:05%

PHENOMENAL YOUNG PAGER.

The performance of the Texas-bred two-year-old, Judge
Hurt, that won a heat at Council Bluffs in 2:14}, is, all things

considered, the most remarkable of the season. He is owned
by William M. Hill, Dallas, Texas, and is sired by William
M. Hill, 2:20, a son of Sir Walter, 2:24_V. His dam is a roach-

raaned, rat-tailed mare by Octoroon, light-legged, heayy-
bodiad, and altogether an ordioary type of horseflesh, but

notwithstanding, is the greatest broodmare of her age that

has lived. She is oddly named, Possum Pie, and is but eight

years old, yet her first three colts have achieved a decided

jiromiuence on the turf. She was bred as a three-year-old in

1.889, and her first foal, George Campbell, by Reno Defiance,

took a two-vear-old pacing record of 2:22 and as a three-year-

old last year went in 2:17. Her second foal, by William M.
Hill, was named Lena Hill, and her two-year-old pacing

record of 2:12£ is the world's record of for a filly of that age

as well as the world's race record for two-year-old pacers.

Judge Hurt is her third foal, a full brother to Lena Hill, and
took a yearling pacing record of 2:37£. By his mile in 2:14}

last week he came within half a second of the race record

for colts of his age, and so close to the record of his sister

that there can be no doubt of his being able to sweep down
all records of the age later in the season if he stays right.

But Judge Hurt will not be alone in his attempts at cham-
pion honors, for in his race in Iowa he met three two-year-

olds, any one of which can give him a race, and possibly a

beating, single handed. Du Bois Bros.' Superior colt Car-

bonate was on his wheel in 2:14}, and he was beaten in the

final heats by Princess and Directly.

PACERS MOST PROMINENT.

It has always been a recognized fact that the pacers come
to their speed earlier in the season than the trotters. If any
further assurance is needed of the fact than the mere asser-

tion, it can be found by comparing the best records thus far.

It will be found that in every instance the pacers have a
strong lead. Taking the best trotting records of the year,

from two-year-olds up, they are found to average 2:16.72,

while the average time made by the pacers of like age is

2:10.93. The relative speed shown at the different gaits this

season may be seen by the following table

:

Trotting. - Pacing.

2-Cappie Woodline 2:2S^ Judge Hurt 2:14%
' Belle Acton 2:16J|

Online 2:10>£

Saladin 2:08%

3—Expressive 2:18M
. 5 Rex Americus 2:18^
*t Helen Leyburn 2:18%
Stallion—Pamlico 2:11%
Mare—Lightning 2:14%
Gelding—Amboy 2:13%
Time Record—Alix 2:11}£

May Marshall ^:11
Major Wonder 2:10%
Flying Jib 2:05%

The fastest miles made in races are to the credit of the

stallions Saladin, 2:08£, and Pamlico, 2:lli-

C. J. Hamlin's four-year-old son of Onward, Gleam, has
finally had his first race, which occurred at Hamilton, Ont.,

when he defeated Allegro and took a record of 2:lS|-,dividing

with a daughter of Onward, Helen Leyburn, who trotted in

the same time at Harrodsburg, Ky., the honors of the year
for the age. It is not to be presumed, however, that once
Fantasy is cut loose any other four-year-old will be within
hailing distance. Rex Americus trotted a mile in 2:15£ be-

fore he left Buffalo, and his Hamilton race was well within
his capabilities. He is one of the stars of the Village Farm
string that will add to the interest in the breeders' meeting
at Washington Park in August, as he is entered in the

Columbia $2,000 stake against such ones as Baronet.Cythera,
Wistful, Eratz, and others that were among the crack three-
year-olds last season.

The statement made in startling headlines by a Chicago
daily paper that the two-year-old Judge Hurt had trotted to
"anew world's record " would have been all right had the
Texas colt only been a trotter; Telegraphic reports of trot-

ting and pacing events are usually full of glaring errors. The
statement very generally published that the exhibition mile
by Flying Jib in 2:05i was the fastest miJe ever trotted or
paced west of the Mississipi was totally incorrect, for Nancy
Hanks trotted in 2:05} at Independence, Iowa, August 31,
1882, and Flying Jib himself paced in 2:04} at Sedalia, Mo.,
September 2Sth of last year.—Inter Ocean, July 2d.

The Correct Summaries.

As the daily papers have given erroneous reports of the

racing at Council Bluffs, the following will straighten up all

such accounts

;

June 28.—Flying Jib covered himself with glory to-day in
the presence of 8,000 people, by pacing an exhibition mile
in 2:05i over a track which might, with proper preparation,
have been two seconds faster. Maoy declare he could have
made even better time if pushed to the limit, as he made the
last quarter in 30o seconds and finished strong. It was an
ideal day in point of weather, everything haviog a holiday
appearance. The first event was for two-year-old pacers, with
DuBois Bros.' Carbonate and Monroe Salisbury's Directly
among the starters, and between these two the fight was
expected to be made; the first heat was a great surprise,

for the Texas colt Judge Hurt stepped off the mile in 2:14 J,

which is within one and one-half seconds of the world's
race-record for the age, held by his full sister, Lena Hill,

2:12^. Carbonate forced him out, but the pace seems to

have been too hot for both It i^ questtonible if a faster

field of two-year-olds ever met. Princess wou the second
heat and then Andy McDowell let a link out of Directly
and won the n^xt two heats and the race, reducing his

record to 2:184.
SUMMARIES.

Purse 8-500, two-year-olds, pacing.

Bit c Directly, by Direct 3 3 11
Ch f Princess, by Prince 4 12 2
Be Judge Hurt, by William Hill 12 3 3
BIk c Carbonate, bv Superior 2 4 dis

Time, 2:11%, 2:17%, 2:1S%, 2:L'0%.

Purse S600, 3:00 class, trotting.

Bm Nellie Cobb, by Charles Caffrey Ill
B h Altivo. by Electioneer 2 2 2
Ch m Crysolite, by Alealite 3 3 3
B h Almont Sherman, by Almont Wagner 4 4 4

B m Geneva, by Abby 5 5 5
Time, 2:26, 2:24%, 2:23%.

Purse 5500. 2:15 class, pacing.

B g Dr. Sperry, by Altamont 12 11
B m Belle Acton, by Shadeland Onward 5 12 2
Ch h Rocky P., by Clay Abdallah 2 3 3 3
B m Nannie E., by Reno Defiance 3 4 4dis
B m Zelpha Burns, by Penrose 4 dis

Time, 2.15%, 2:16%, 2:15%, 2:15%.

Dancourt "Wins at Detroit.

Oalifornians in Front.

There was a large attendance at the Minneapolis Driving

Park meet yesterday afternoon. It was ladies' day and the

fair sex did full justice to theoccasion. Three races in the

slower classes were on the programme and some great time

was made. McKinney's two-year-old Coupon was phenom-

enal. The first race was called the 2:45 class. It was the trot

for the $500 purse. On the homestretch of the first heat Jer-

sey Belle pulled away ahead, apparently an easy winner, but

just before reaching the wire broke badly, and Steve, trotting

steadily on, was given the heat. Jersey Belle second, Ollie

K. third and Blackfi eld fourth. In the second heat Jersey

Belle settled down to business and came in a winner in the
remarkable time of 2:181-

The second race was the $500 pace in the 2:45 class and
third and last race for young trotters was most interesting.

Monday will be the $5,000 derby day. It was also an-

nounced from the stand that the Minneapolis Driviug Club
claimed the first week in July, 1895, as its meeting date.

SUMMARIES.
2:45 class, pace, purse S500.

Bs Sidmoor, by Sidney—bv Grand Moor Shaner 3 111
BrmMavHill, by Ed^ehill Campbell 15 2 3

B m Nettie Wilkes, bv Adrian Wilkes Mathers 2 2 3 2
G s Bullion L., bv Red Jacket Curl 4 3 4 4
Bf Choral, byC. F.Clay Phelps 5 4 5 dr
Bg Frank Taylor, bv Mohican drawn

Time, 2:17%, 2:27^, 2:19%, 2:23.

2:25 class, trotting, two-year-olds and under, stake S500.

B c Coupon, by Director Chief, son of Director McKinney 1 1

BcKolo, by J. A. Rollings Colby 2 2

B c BiwabiK, by Bezant Carnathan 3 3
Mediumwood, by Birchwood Dunbar 4 4

Time, 2:30%, 2:27.

2:45 class, trotting, purse S500.

B g Steve, by Steve Whipple Shaner 12 11
jersey Belle Wilson 2 12 2
Bm Ollie K., by Kins Wilkes Nuckles 3 3 3 3

Bk h Blacbfield, by Simmons Shuler 4 4 4 4
B m Mamie S Spencer 5 dr
Ch h Templemore. by Theseus Peemoller 6 dis

Time, 2:22^. 2:13^, 2:2^i, 2:19'^-

—Minneapolis Times.

Marysville District Fair.

The Marysville District Fair will commence one week from

next Tuesday. There will be $3,000 in premium* and $4,800

in purses.

The ladies' tournament and the farmer's race will no doubt

be as attractive as ever.

There will be some changes in the judges this year, as

several of the owners last year objected to the manner in

which the horses were started. Judge Davis will, no doubt,

be requested to officiate, as he gave entire satisfaction.

The track will no doubt be put in good condition, and
Secretary Eckart is confident that each race will be well con-

tested, as many new horsss will make their debut for the sea-

son.

When the races were held at the tail end of the circuit, it

was an easy matter to know what horse conld win, and many
of the races were " fixed " by the owners.

The trains are expected to be all running on schedule time

the week of the fair.—Appeal.

Detroit, July 17—There were three events on to-day's

card, but the all-absorbing feature was the Horseman stakes.

There were ten starters in the big event. Silicon brought
$50, Margrave $40, Dancourt $25, Nemoline $20, Wistful $20
and the field of five wenta t $20. The race was for foals of
1890.

In the initial heat Silicon and Dancourt went to the lead
at the word and like a double team circled the track, with
Margr ave third. It was nose and nose to the wire, with Dan-
court first by a fraction. Silicon made a brave tight in every
heat, but she showed clearly a let-up on account or lameness.

Dancourt went in for every heat but one and showed ganie-
ness to the core, while Margrave in Dickerson's hands was
handled well, but lacked speed. Nemoline at one time looked
a sure winner with her two heats.

Horseman's stake, for foals of 1890, purse, $11 ,00 0.

Dancourt won the first, fourth and fifth heats and race.

Nemoline won the second and third heats. Time, 2:16£, 2:153-,

2:15|, 2:17, 2:17. Silicon, Margrave, Altivo, Bernadotte, Uu-
kamel, Wistful, Lea and Gold Coast also started.

Dancourt is a black horse sired by Ambassador, out of
Lowland Girl, 2:19}, bv Legal Tender Jr., grandam Fanny,
by Blue Bull. He got a record of 2:21£ last year at Inde-
pendence, Iowa. His mark is 2:16£ now.
Nemoline, that lowered her mark from 2:19 to 2:15a iQ this

race, is by Jersey Wilkes, out of Nemesis, by Nutwood, second
dam Four Lines (dam of Woodline, 2:19, etc.), by Blackwood,
etc.

Little consideration was paid to the 2:21 trot and 2:18 pace,
though both bad a large field of starters. The 2:21 trot was
first called to the wire with a dozen starters. Rose Leaf, vir-

tually the only one in it, was first to every Quarter, and in

each heat she went below her previous mark of 2:17£.

Rose Leaf won the 2:21 class, trotting, purse $2,000, in

three straight heats, 2:16, 2:15}, 2:164. Judge Fisher, Marv
Best, Don Lowell, Elsie S., Bissora, Gabrielle, Greenleaf,
Aunt Delia, Anteoyne and Margretta also started.

Koseleaf had a record of 2:21}, which she earned at Inde-
pendence, Iowa, last season. Rose Leaf is by Gold Leaf, out
of Florence B., by Atlantic 10Q3, grandam said to be by Star
Hambletoniau.

2:18 class pacing, purse $2000.—Joe Patchen won the first,

third and fourth heats and the race ; T. N. B. won the sec-

ond heat. Time, 2:14|, 2:15, 2:13|. 2:14}. Ramon, Amelia,
Havannis, Pattie O., Serena, Delincourt, Blue Ridge, Jen-
nie McCoy, Carrie Onward, Lord Ferguson, Ring Rose, Rus-
sell B, Daisy Despot aod White Line also started.

Joe Palchen's record was 2:19} before he lowered it. He
is a black horse, foaled in 1SS9, his sire is Patchen Wilkes,
dam Josephine Young, by Joe Youog 253. T. N. B.'s record
was 2:19}, also. He is by White Cloud.

The Wheeler Handicap To-day.

Secretary Howard, of the Washington ParK Club, an-

nounced the assignment of weights for the Wheeler Handi-
cap, which will be run to day :

Morello is asked to carry a tnp weight of 12S pounds, but

as the colt is not up, and it is doubtful whe ther he will race

any more at all, he only appears on paper. The crack Eastern

candidates, none of which will be here to compete, are classed

several pounds short of the son of Eolus and Cerise. Of the

startling probabilities Yo Tambien looks to have an excellent

chance of carrying the 123 pounds assigned her to victory.

Maid Marian is let io at 110 pounds, more veigbt than she
likes at the distance, but as the Kendall stable champions
are ready to put up the best race of their lives, the stable

may be represented at the post by them both. Riy S. has
116 pounds, Dr. Rice 120, Gloaming 111, King Lee 112 and
Wildwoo^ 108.

Fred Foster says that Dr. Rice is as good as ever in his

life and he fancies the Brooklyn Handicap winner in the

Wheeler. The conditions of the race, together with the en-

tries and weights, are

:

The Wheeler Handicap, a sweepstakes for three-year-olds

and upward; $100 each, $25 forfeit, or oaly $10 if declared
;

$5,000 added; the second horse to receive $750 and the third

$250 out of the stakes ; weights to be announced Monday,
July 9 ; declarations to be made on or before Mondav, July
16th; starters to be named through the entry bos Friday,

July 20th, and all horses so named to be liable for the start-

ing fee ; a winner of any race, after the announcements of

weights of the value of $1 500 to carry five pounds extra ; to

be run Saturday, July 2lst; eighty-five nominations; one
mile and a quarter.

Azra, 5, 115; Plustus, 4, 108; Sabine. 4, 115; Afternoon, 4.

100; Vivandiere, 3, 90; Ray S,5, 116; Linda, 4, 105; Huron,

5, 10S; Tyro, 4, 92; Fannie S , 5, 95; Tooganoxie, 3, 92; Con-

tentment^ 3, 90; Alderman Morris, 4, 93; Sister Mary, 4, 107;

Hawthorne, 4, 102; Decapod, 4. 100; Morello, 4, 128; Probas-

co, 3,97; Dr. Rice, 4, 120; Eloroy, 4, 103; Rudolph, 6, 119;

Loudon, 5, 108; Evanatus, 4, 95; Macbeth, a, 93; Samper
Lex, 3, 95; Newton, 5, 110; D imioo, 3, 108; ElTele*rafo, 3,

100; Assignee, 3, 93; Yo Tambien, 5,123; Maid Marian, 4,

110; St. Joe. 6, 100; The King, 4. 10 J; King B >rs. 3,93;

Lucky Dog, 100; Falero, 5, 105; Clara Bauer, 3; 94; Bolivar

Buckuer, 5, 106; Yo el Rev, 3, 96; Una Colorado, 3, 90;

Gloaming, a, 111; St. Elmo, 3, 91 ; Streathmealb, 6, 10S; Il-

lume, 5, 104; St. Brandon, 4, 95; [ngomar, 4, 108; Sir Wal-
ter, 4, 122; Wildwood, 5, 10S ; N'w'st Blair Athol, 5, 102;
Lee, 4,112; Shadracb, 3, 90; Resplendent, 3, 92; Homer 6,

106; Dare Vela, 4, 100; Voorhiss, 4, 100; Ajix, 4, 112; Key
el Santa Anita, 3, 109; Somersault, 5 (imp.), 105; Ohio Belle,

3, 91; Fronlraan, 3, 93; Pearl Song, 3, 93; Buckwa. 3, 97;

Bimbo, 5 (imp.) 105; Corbio,4, 105; Lamplighter, 5, 124;

Selena D., 5, 93; Oxford, 4, 98; Revenue, 4, 94; Tom Reed, 4,

100. ^
The Rochester Races.

Rochester (N. Y.), July 17.-2:27 class, trotting—Mon-
arch won in straight heats. Nancy W. second, Tom Medium
third. Time, 2:22}, 2:24i 2:26V. Duster Wilkes, Topsy,

Grace Thorpe, Big Four, Frenzy, Lulu Wilkes, Maggie and

Tennyson also started.

Monarch is a brown gelding by Brown Frank 13 031, dam
unknown, that got a record of 2:291, io Wise >nsin last Sep-

tember.
2:19 class, pacing—Maud P- won second, third and fourth

heats; Sheriff won first heat and Phillip Wilkes third money.

Time, 2:2l£, 2:19, 2:18}, 2:21}. Nigger Baby, Raymond,

Major Wolfe, King Meldrum and Gladstone also started.

Maud P. is by Frank A., dam unknown. Her former rec-

ord was 2:19 V.
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HOOF-BEATS.

George Miller has been riding at Washington Park.

Soubrette, by Eros, paced second to Robin Boy in 2:2fi£,

2:27} and 2:291 at Cleveland, O., July 3d.

Major Ross, by Anteros, worked a mile in 2:17, last half

in 1:05}, at Connersville, Ind., recently.

Margaret S., 2:12£, by Director, and owned by A. H.
Moore, has joined Quinton's stable at Trenton, N. J.

Mark Sirius, 2:13, has to his credit the fastest three heats

trotted this year—2:14, 2:15, 2:14i, at Le Mars, la., June 22.

Harry Pennington, the bay horse by Aaron Penning-

ton, the thoroughbred, keeps lowering his record—his mart
is 2:16} now.

A dispatch received from Fulton, 111., states that Elec-

tuary, 2:27, is by Electioneer, dam Maria, by Don Victor, and

that 2:20 will not stop Mm
Abeto, by Woolsey (brother to Sunol, 2:08]), out of Ab-

bess, by Mohawk Chief, lowered her pacing record of 2:28£ to

2:21 1-3 at Boston July 5th.

Jasper Madison and Charles McCafferty were recently

reinstated by the Washington Park officials. Madison rode

a poor race on Senator Irby.

Lena Holly, the roan mare by Director, out of Steinola,

by Steinway, which B. C. Holly sold to Marcus Daly,lowered

her record from 2:27$ to 2:17}.

Alcantara has a new 2:15 performer in Lightning, who
trotted to a record of 2:13} at Mystic Park last Friday. Her
dam is Portia, 2:29}, by Startle.

Major Wonder is a good one. After Johnston had gone
out and paced two heats in 2:12* and 2:13, he came on and
won the race in 2:10}. 2:14 and 2:12i.

On American Derby Day the Chicago Tribune, as a bit of

advice to the talent, put this in its editorial columns; "A
horse is a vain thing for safety.— Psa. 33:17."

Wm. Bradbury, owner of Little Albert, 2:10, concluded
that the little horse was going too fast for him, so he sent him
to Ed Lafierty at the Oakland track last Friday.

J. W. BAGBr.proprietor of Bagby's opera house,Monterey,
was in town to-day making arrangements to have his horse
Juno trained at the race track.—Salinas Journal.

At Le Mars, Iowa, June 11th, our California mare Lady
H., by Sidney, forced Online to his record of 2:104-. This
daughter from Sidney will be heard from later on.

At Philadelphia, June 27th, the pacer Amelia, by Albert
W., was a cljse second to Simmons in the third heat of a
race in 2:15}. John A. Goldsmith held the ribbons over her.

A prospective new one for Sidney is the four-year-old
Mephisto, owned by J. A. Dunlop, Ta'rentum, Pa. He step-
ped a quarter in 0:35 to a road cart the first time of asking
this season.

When a team pulls unevenly the trouble may usually be
remedied by unhitching the inside traces and crossing them
so as to have the same horse attached to the same end of each
single- tree.

Cobwebs' drop from 2:291 to 2:16} was a long one. There
were no flies around this son of Whips and Mollie Cobb, by
General Benton. He was sold at auction in New York last

year for $550.

"Henry Westbrook has taken his horse from the Cres-
cent City track. He expected to make a 2:30 horse out of
him in a week, but found that it was impossible." Henry is

a very wise man.

Lena Holly, 2:22}, by Director, won a race at Tiffin,

Ohio, in a field of fourteen. She was third in the third heat
but won the following three heats in 2:17], 2:21} and 2:21}.
The only Splan drove her.

The pacers are moving some. Saladin's two heats in 2:0Si,
2:10 and Online's three in 2:11, 2:12, 2:10-1 within the las"t

week were the best of the year to date, and are fast enough
to satisfy the most fastidious.

The Philadelphia Record is of the opinion that the enter-
terprise of getting a large crowd to a race track can be
counterbalanced by sending them away disgusted with tire-

some and unnecessary delays.

NORVADINE, by Norval, entered the list at Harodsburg,
Kentucky, getting a mark of 2:25} in the second heat of a
race, and then following it up by winning the succeeding
heats and race in 2:27} and 2:25!}.

The Montana races go after all. A telegram was received
here this week by W. L. Sullivan to the efiect that a new
programme would be arranged, though the meeting will
commence a week or so later than originally intended.

A hay horse cilled Electuary got a record of 2:27 at Ful-
ton, Illinois, July 2d. It is believed here that he is by
Electioneer, out of Maria (dam of Legal Test, 2:29}), by Don
Victor. If this is so, this makes another Electioneer in this
list

Preparatory work for races is along, tedious and patient
tank, and it* a duly that all trainers are not (itted to perform,
as so many can not sit still and wait until their horse is ready
for a race such as they will have to go now to win in the fast

classes.

< >nk weak or bad decision will spoil the best day's sport
and a repetition will ruin a meeting. It may not be felt at
the time, but owner*, trainers and the public, in Bporting
matters, have long memories, and are apt to avoid a track
where the judging is so defective that tney have lost confi-
dence in it.—Exchange.

The Parkville Farm stable will be shipped West this week
and it will contain Regal Wilkes, 2:ll| ; Ferndale, 2;

r

20

;

Thora, a two-year-old by Thistle ; Thistle Bud, o yearling
winter to Thora; Directress, 2:281 ; Edith K., 2:171 ; Lou
Wilkes, 2:19}: Mystery, 2:28J ; Winola, 2:23 i, and the bay
mare My Trinket, by Stamboul, out of Trinket, 2.14.

There is one thing bear well in mind, all horses that can

go fast at either trot or pace will not do to take to the races
;

they must be balanced well all around on the feet and in the

head. The head is one point yon can not fix with boots and
weights.

The "400 of California" will give a five-day meeting at

Monterey about the middle of next month. There will be

pony races and polo matches galore, and it is understood the

railroad company will get a suitable track in readiness for

the fashionables.

Frank Van Ness won a five-furlong dash with Monte-
rey last Thursday at Washington Park, and Installator, of

the boots string, finished second. Time, 1:01£. Yo Tambien
won a mile and a sixteenth dash in 1:46J. Sir Walter won at

Brighton Beach on the same date.

Bonfire, a seven-year-old hackney stallion by Wildfire,

dam Kilnwick Lass, by Denmarck, brought$l4,750 at auction

in New York on the 28th of June at John A. Logan Jr.'s

sale. E. G. G. Lindsley, of S waff ham, Norfolk, Eng., pur-
chased the horse for Yorkshire people, it is said.

S. P. Whitehead, the well-known pool-seller, returned

from the East last week. In the varied experience of a pool-

seller he has seen some dull meetings, but never one to equal

the enforced dullness of his enforced seventeen days' sojourn

on the road. Not even a " mutuel " wheel turned.

James L., 2:18, by Dexter Prince, dam by Tom Vernon,
won a hard-fought race at Milwaukee, June 29th, and demon-
strated his game qualities. He won the first heat, was third

in the second, second in the third and first in the last two
heats. Time, 2:16J, 2:16, 2:14, 2:14J, 2:164 and 2:17£.

Monbars is a game pacer. He had a mark of 2:24, and
lowered it to 2:16£ and followed this fast mile by going two
others in 2:17} and 2:17£, at Milwaukee, June 29th. Mon-
bars left a few good colts in California, and it is needless to

say their owners will take greater pride in them now than
ever.

An automatic timer was given a test recently at Washing-
ton Park and worked satisfactorily. Secretary Howard has
therefore decided to continue its use during the meeting. It

is a simple arrangement of levers, the invention of Will H.
Winder, of Cincinnati. By the pushing of the numbered
levers corresponding figures are shown in front of the timers'

stand, and spectators are thus informed of the fractional time^

At Council Bluffs, la., Friday, Flying Jib, 2:04, covered
himself with glory by pacing an exhibition mile in 2:05£.

Many declare that he cuild have made even better time if

pushed to the limit, as he made the last quarter in 30i sec-

onds and finished as strong as if he had only been sent a quar-
ter for exercise. Competent judges unite in the assertion

that the track was two seconds slow, and that if it had been
specially prepared for the exhibition Jib would have covered
the distance in 2:03.

While figuring on stake horses this year, it will not be
well to overlook Cobwebs, the star performer in W. Trim-
ble's stable. At Philadelphia last week he stepped the first

half of a heat in 1:05} and jogged home in 2:16}. This
horse is by Whips, out of Mollie Cobb, by General Benton

;

second dam American Girl, by Toronto Sontag307. He was
purchased at one of the New York sales last winter for $550.
He is a six-year-old and will be one of the starters in the
2:27 stake at the Cleveland meeting.

The fastest record ever made by a trotter by a thorough-
bred sire was put to the credit of Harry Pennington, brown
horse, by Aaron Pennington, at Frankfort, 111., June 14th,

says Griffin, the compiler. He won his race in straight heats
in 2:22, 2:21J, 2:19$. His sire was a great race horse in his

day, and a half brother to the great Tom Bowling, being by
Tipperary, dam Lucy Fowler, by Albion. No other thor-
oughbred has one of his get in the 2:20 list. The dam of
Harry Pennington has not yet been traced.

Capt. B. E. Harris received a letter from John Blue of
Woodland last Tuesday in which the information was im-
parted that Phantom, the filly that trotted so well last year,
has gone lame and will not be able to start in any of the
races in which she is entered this season. It is needless to

add that everyone sympathizes with the genial horseman in
his misfortune. Only last week we recorded the accident to

Watura, another of Capt. Harris' youngsters, and now this

report about Phantom proves the adage true :
" It never

rains but it pours."

The P. C. T. H. B. Association will give a set of single

harness, manufactured by John A. McKerron as the first

prize for a free-for-all mile and repeat trotting rac«, for

gentlemen's roadsters, to be driven in a full road rig or top
buggy. Non-professional members to drive and horses to

have been used and owned as road horses only by members
(at the time entries close) since Jauuary 1, 1894. Driver's
weight, 175 pounds. Horses to be eligible must not have
been contestants in or have been entered in a race for a purse
or prize other than for roadsters in 1894. Second prize, a
dress blanket and whip.

Some time ago the turf papers said Monroe Salisbury was
but forty years old. We saw him the other day and like his

looks. He is a big man, tall and powerful but is not less than
sixty years of age, if we are anything of a judge. He stands
-six feet or more, will weigh 225 or 240 pounds but is not fat,

ia very quiet, is "hard of hearing," has white hair aud mus-
tache both cropped close and is a fine appearing specimen of
the Irish race.— Western Resources. The last two words in

reference to Salisbury's ancestral claims will be news, start-

ling news, to this staunch New Yorker, and if he ever gets

near that criticizing ieporter we are sure he will convince
hi in of his error.

James Rowe is getting " roasted " for his starting at the
great tracks of the far East. The Turf, Field and Farm of
July fith said: " The other most noteworthy feature of Fri-
day's racing was the wretchedly bad starting, and the long,
tedious delays in several of the races. The second event on
the card was not run oil" until after 4 o'clock, and with the
prospect of twenty or more two-year-olds in the fifth race,

the outlook for getting away before dusk was not encouraging.
.Scralchings reduced the field in this event, however, from 29,
which was colored on the card, to 18, which actually started,

and strange to relate they were speedily dispatched, although
to a very straggling start, but as the favorites, Silvie and Agi-
tator, finished first and second, there was no complaint to be
heard."

A Chicago dispatch of last Wednesday says : "The Turf
Congress met to-day at the Auditorium Hotel and had a short
but important session. The principal business was the elec-

tion of the two Chicago tracks, Hawthorne and Harlem, to

membership. An application for membership from the Oak-
ley track, Cincinnati, was rejected." This is a great victory
for Ed Corrigan, the Master of Hawthorne, who was prepared
to fight the Turf Congress to a finish if they had not offered

him a membership.

The McMinnville Telephone-Register tells the following:
W. W. Baker, of the Rural Spirit, has a colt, out of Scarlet
Letter. He has named it McKinley Bill and has challenged
any Wilson Bill in the State. A short time ago Annie B-.

sister of Lady Beach, gave birth to a fine horse colt bv
Scarlet Letter. Mr. Galloway ha6 named him Wilson Bill,

and has accepted the Baker challenge. The Wilson Bill

will win in congress; but the Oregon horse bearing the same
name will be McKinleyized on the race track.

Up to the time that the Pleasanton Farm stable reached
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Andy McDowell had been unable to

drive Dr. Sperry a mile better than 2:22. Salisbury was anx-
ious to shake the sidewheeler until some one told the old gent
that John Tilden, the man who developed the Oregon nag,
was located at the track. The pair had an interview, and in

a short time Tilden changed the rigging of Dr. Sperry, cut
down his feet and put on a set of hobbles. A couple of days
later he got up behind the nag and won a race with him.

Frank K., a 60 to 1 shot, won the Quickstep States {worth
$3,270 to W. P. McGrane) last Wednesday at Washington
Park. The winner is a bay colt by Fouso, dam Belle of
Brooklyn. Behind Frank K., who won by half a length in
the splendid time of 0:4S}, were the hitherto undefeated Fly-
ing Dutchman, Lissak, Leo Lake and Key de Caredes. The
latter led up to the final sixteenth, then quit badly. As Rey
del Caredes is by Emperor of Norfolk and from Clara D., the
best mare at Santa Anita, Emperor of Norfolk cannot be
nearly as good as Mr. Baldwin imagines.

Joh*n A. Goldsmith's stable arrived at Cleveland last

week. He brought on Ora Wilkes, Muta Wilkes, Alar, by
Alcantara, Laura Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes, Double Cross,
Chris. Lang, Burlingame, a brother to Sable Wilkes, Whale-
bone,. Thelma, by Sidney, and Mary Best, sister to Muta
Wilkes. Last week this stable had Robin, Amelia, Enola,
Lesa Wilkes, Venita Wilkes and Woodtiower, by Woodnut,
at Philadelphia. This division of the stable arrived in
Cleveland Sunday, together with W. C. Trimble's horse Cob-
webs, 2:16}, by Whips, and Nominator, 2:19], by Stranger.

Rubinstein, the four-year-old that paced to the record
held by our own Diablo, 2:09], is a, bright bay colt by Baron
Wilkes, 2:18, dam by Aristos, 2:27ir, son of Daniel Lambert.
He was bred by Col. R. G. rttooer, of Davis, Ky., who sold
him to Robert Bailey, of Wllliamsport, last February, for

$1,900. He is entered in $28,000 worth of stakes and specials,

mostly for green pacers and four-year-olds,and unless he goes
stale he will come verv near winning the whole lot. Matt
Laird said after the third heat he could have driven him in
2:06 if he had tried. Col. Stoner also bred Steinway, 2:25$,
who sired' Chas. Derby, 2:20, the sire of Diablo.

Susie L. (full sister to Cobden, 2:28$, and Clara Morris,
2:29}), by Daniel Lambert, out of Clara, by Ethan Allen,
grandam the Dixon Mare, by Abdallah 1, has dropped a bay
horse foal by Potential 20,588, and will be bred to Alcandre,
2:26}. This mare is owned by E. D. Slater, New York City,

and is ijioeteen years old. As a three-year-old she won seven
races in twenty-one straight heats, taking a record of 2:41

and making but one break in the twenty-one heats. Two-
forty-one was no measure of her speed as a three-year-old, as

her trainer at that time drove her the last half of a mile in

one of her races in 1:16. She has since trotted trial miles in

2:21£ to old-style sulky, and for years was considered the
handsomest, at well as one of the fastest, mares on the New
York road.

The Crestland Farm, Great Neck, Long Island, owned by
Chas. Harley, a Native Son of the Golden West, sent out
quite a string of royally-bred horses this spring. Their first

start was at theSaugus meeting, where they performed very
creditably. But at Mystis Park, Boston, last weeli the stable

scored its first winning bracket of the year with the five-year-

old brown mare Brown Lace, who won the 2:40 class on the

18th, winning the fourth, fifth and seventh heats, taking a
record of 2:^8i. She is a remarkably handsome mare, bren"

by A. A. Bonner, and was got by Volmer, 2:24} (a son of

Gambetta 1172 and Ulster Queen, by Hambletouian 10), out
of Point Lace, by King Rene

;
grandam Crepe Lisse, by

George Wilkes, 2:22. Brown Lace is not the only winner of

Mr. Harley's string. He has a pair of Director colts and a

son of Guy Wilkes that will be more than apt to give a good
account of themselves this season.

The Horse Breeder truthfully says :
" There is to-day no

horse on the Pacific Coast that individually, by breeding, as

a performer, and as a sire ranks anywhere near the equal of

Guy Wilkes (2:15}), and it is at least an open question any
where else. There is certainly no faoiilv that on the whole
surpasses that of the great George Wilkes, and until last

season this was his fastest entire son. A« Guy Wilkes' dam is

the famous broodmare Lady Blinker, by Mambrino Patchen,
grandam Lady Dunn, also in the great broodmare list, and
likewise a 2:20 producer, by American S'ar, thus bringing to-

gether the two favorite broodmare strains, it gives an inheri-

tance certainly of the very best; and of all the distinguished

sons of George Wilkes, no other has quite so many famous
race winners with extremely low records."

C. C. Seaman has been so encouraged by the rapid expan-
sion of his Sweetwater track association membership list that

he has determined to lease the track at Sweetwater and put

in operation his plau for the building up of a racing resort at

that place without delay. He will assume charge at once.

The list of members of the association includes the names of

most of the best citizens, and plans are already being con-

sidered for the club Louse that is to go on the grounds. As .

has already been stated, arrangements have been made for

sprinkling the street between this city and the track, which
will greatly facilitate communication and tend to popularize

the new resort. Correspondence is expected to bring crack

Eastern horses here in considerable numbers to winter, and

during the year there will be a succession of racing meets,

which will be highly appreciated by lovers of sports. The
The success of the enterprise is confidently predicted,—San
Diego Sun.
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It is said that Antella, 2:26£,by Ansel,has trotted a quarter

in0:30£.
"

Abeto, 2:21|, by Woolsey, sold for $280 at one of the

Palo Alto sales.

Aimbe, by Del Sur, paced a mile in 2:24£ in a race at Sau-

gus, Mass., June 13th.

Linda Stanford, by Stanford, dam by Electioneer, has

stepped a mile in 2:18.

Expressive keeps lowering her record. At Saginaw, July

10, she dropped it to 2:17K

Azote won a great race at Saginaw, Micti
,
July 12th.

He lowered his record to 2:12$.

"Snapper" Garrison says he is going to stop riding for
a couple of months and go either to Earope or to the moun-
tains. He believes he has reduced weight until he is thor-
oughly ill, and has even lost confidence in himself.

Don Lowell won the second heat of his race at Saginaw,

Mich., and got a mark of 2:14£.

Santa Glaus, 2:17£, covered more mares this spring than

during any other year in his life.

Olgetta, a roan filly by Clay, got a record of 2:24f , pac-

ing, at Jersey ville, 111., July 11th.

Isom and little Eldie Jones were fined $25 each the other

day by the starter at Washington Park.

Old Aloha is being schooled over the jumps. He prom-

ises to become u world-beater in this class of sport.

Miss Michigan-Avenue Lakeshore—Well, our family
goes back an awful lot of years, too ! My grandfather was
lynched for horse-stealing thirty years ago. Isn't it awfully
terrible how they used to persecute people in olden times?

—

Brooklyn Life.

D. J. Leathers, of Grand Rapids, Mich., writes that
eight fine foals by Monbars, 2:llf, have already been
dropped in that vicinity. The pick of the lot on breeding is a
black colt out of Belle of the Ball, by Betterton, and she out
of Loto, the dam of Pixley.

William C. Bishop, the unfortunate steeplechase rider,
was born in Cork, Ireland, of English parents. A brother
and sister reside in Boston, Mass. Bishop was an intelligent
young fellow, and was trainer for Mayor Nolan at the time
of his death, having superseded Pat Meany.

Expressive is winning all her races. She is the last of
Electioneers progeny, and is rapidly exemplyfying the say-
ing: "The last shall be first." At Saginaw, Mich., July 11,
she won the first in 2:17^, was second in 2:184 and 2:19i", %nd
then won the last two heats in 2:19 and 2:19A.

Riley Grannon has been making books at Washington
Park, Chicago. The Inter-Ocean says of one race he was in-

terested in :
" Riley Grannon had Kitty Clive for a good

thing in the race. He knew she could run close to 1:13 and
bet on her, at the same time laying up odds against Pop Gray
in his book at even money, and then 6 to 5. When the colt

won Grannon had a line as long as the Lake Front behind
his stand, and lost a roll to the race."

Elfrioa, by Candidate, son of Electioneer, lowered hie

record from 2:18} to 2:17A at Saginaw, Mich., July 11th.

Mark Medium won a bard race at Sioux Falls, July 12,

earned a record of 2:20 and won a 6ix-heat race there July 12.

Wobbling Maid is the name of a pacer by Hambletonian

Wilkes that got a mark of 2:20£ at Bay City, Mich., J uly bth.

Mascot, forced Crawford to pace a mile in 2:07f, at Col-

bus, Unio, June 9th, and then went on and won in 2:08,

2:11| and 2:12|.

At Salt Lake City, June 26th, a bay mare called Lady A.,

by Arthur Wilkes won a hard-fought pacing race and got a

record of 2:23£.

Marston C, by Piedmont, dam Maiden, by Electioneer,

won his first race at Windsor, Conn., Jnlv 4tn in 2:37f,

2:33| and 2:33*.

Mart Hallett sold his two-year.old bay filly, Lou Lane,

2:3t>, by Coeur d'Alene, dam Beulah, to W. Aldrich of Port-

land, Oregon, last week.

CuMO, by Sphinx, out of a mare by Silky, won the race for

2:40 class pacers at Saginaw, Mich , July 9th, in this excel-

lent time—2.17£, 2:28| aod 2:18|.

Trainer H. K. Baker has severed his connection with-

ihe Corrigan aLable, and Mr. Corrigan himself, wilh Tony
McCafleriy, is handling all the horses.

Johnny Campbell, the famous trainer and owner of

inauy turf celebrities, has signed to train the string oi Col.

(Jul. Ruppert, the New York brewer.

Diggs' dam is in the stud-book as Lilly, not Lilly Wright,

and her pedigree ban be proved to the Washington Park
stewards in all likelihood in a few days.

OwtfER* of fast trotting-brsd pacers that trace to Geo.
Wilkes claim tbat the unknown breeding of George Wilkes

has much to do with the pacing element.

W. L. Spears is training a filly at Lexington, Ky., that is

called Dictator's Last. She was the last foal got by Dictator,

while her dam was the last foal got by Happy Medium.

The summary which does not give the breeding of the

performers is not worth the paper it is written on, so far as

the interest and edification of the breeding public is con-

cerned.

Liminero, by Piedmont, out of Lulaneer, daughter of

Electioneer and Lula, 2:15, is a race horse. He won a race at

Columbus, Ohio, July 12th, in three heats. Time, 2:19$, 2:19J
and 2:18£.

Sixty six, a bay gelding by Chimes, out of Jersey Lily, by

Hambletonian Downing, won the 2:30 trotting race at Sag-

inaw, Michigan, July 9lh in three straight heats. Time, 2:20,

2:19£ and 2:19|.

Heros, a colt by Eros out of Cyrene (by Cyrus R.J, sec-

ond dam Norma, by Brigadier, third dam Countess (dam of

Dawn, 2:18:1, etc.), got a record of 2:26^ at Canton, New
York last month.

Senator Irby/, a frequent winner this season, is by Bishop
(sire of Racine), dam Bridget, by imp. Brigadier. Bridget

was one of the best mud-larks in America in her day, and as

game as a pebble.

Antidote, by Antero3, won his first race of the year at La
Porte, Ind\ It was for 2:35 class pacers. He was defeated in

the first heat in 2:30, and then sidled in ahead of the field in

2:27, 2:31 and 2:31.

Dolma Bagtche, the colt that beat Matchbox for the

Grand Prix of Paris, lost his dam when he was very young,
and had to be reared on jenny's milk, which is very nutri-

tious and easily digested.

Rokeby (3), by Director, out of Lilly Stanley, 2:174 was
second to Pierson in 2:15 at Saginaw, Mich., July 12th. In
the next heat was interfered with, and thereafter did not

make a very good showing.

Sidmont, by Sidney, out of Fern Leaf, by Flaxtail, took a
pacing record of 2:17£ in the second heat at Columbus. July
12. He was second, also, in the sixth heat, which was won by
a pacer called Be Sure in 2:161.

A French speculator took a bet of $30,000 to $60 that he
could not name the winners of the French Oaks, French
Derby, G/and Steeplechase aad Grand Prix. He named
the four and landed the money.

Fillmore, the handsome son of Palo Alto, with a three-
year-old mark of 2:21f , is showing well in his work at Pough-
keepsie in the hands of W. H. Snyder. He recently worked
a mile in 2:17, last quarter in 32 seconds. This colt is owned
by J. B. Dutcher & Son, of Pawling, N. Y., aud will start at
Terre Haute in the big four-year-old stake.

Colonel Jack Chinn arrived in Chicago July 11th
from his home in Kentucky. The Colonel reports that his
son " Kit," the efficient and popular starter at Hawthorne,
is quite ill and will not be well enough to handle the flag by
the time the Hawihorne opens. Colonel Chinn will officiate

himself at the post until " Kit" is fully recovered.

Eugene Leigh's barns, near Lexington. Ky., burned
July 5th. Four two-year-olds were consumed. They were

:

Bay colt by Elias Lawrence, dam Trinity ; bay colt by Luke
Blackburn, dam Mariposa; bay colt by Hindoo, dam Mor-
gan Girl ; chestnut colt by Blue Eyes, dam Vera May. A
number of yearlings in the barn were got out unharmed.

i. Anthony Gorman, the well-known artist of Mem-
phis, Scotland County, Missouri, purchased a very handsome
bay colt by Eugeneer, son of Electioneer, out of a mare by
Junio 2:22, a son of Electioneer, from F. M. Day of the
Belmont Stock Farm. This is one of the finest-formed colts

in San Mateo County, and will be a valuable addition to the
trotting slock of that portion of Missouri.

Domino's injury at Washington Park in the American
Derby turns out to be much more serious than it was at first

thought. The New York Herald declares that the Messrs.

Keene will be supremely happy if the great colt races again
this season.

The Cinc ; nnati Enquirer's turf editor must have been
dreaming when he wrote that long article about old White
Nose's retirement recently. In it he stated that White Nose
had been ten years on the turf, had started 1,000 times and
won 150 races. The fact of the matter is White Nose is now
but ten years of age, started in 218 events and won on forty

-

two occasions. While White Nose was raced a great deal,

Hickory Jim, Barnum, John Davis, Stoneman, Ida Glenn,
Regal and many others raced many more years than tne son
of Lee Paul and Crosslet.

Palo Alto Stock Farm had a great sire in Electioneer,
for his sons and sires are doing well, if one is to judge by the
summaries. At Saginaw, Mich., July 9th, Sixty-six, by
Chimes, won his race, best time, 2:19i ; Como, by Sphinx,
won his in best time, 2:17i ; on the 10th Elfrida, by Candi-
date, trotted in 2:173; Don Lowell, by Don Marvin (a grand-
son) in 2:14A ; Expressive, by Electioneer, in 2:17* ; Azote,

by Whips, 2":12|
; Lovelace, by Egotist, trots in 2:28J ; Ar-

tifice, by Sphinx, wins as a yearling in 3:07£.

The wags are telling another good story on old " Uncle
Bob," the famous stud groom of Belle Meade, says Daily

j
America. Bob was on a float with his horses crossing the

North River. One yearling was restive, and Bob went to at-

tend to it himself. He thought he would give him some
water, so told one of the hands to dip up a bucket out of the

river. The colt would not touch it, so Bob smelt it and finally

tasted it, then with mighty emphasis and much indignation

he asked in a voice of thunder :
" Which ob yo' niggars put

dat salt in de wattah ? "

J. H. Peeper writes from Minnehaha Park, Minneapolis:
" My colts are all doing well. Welbeck (the three-year-old

old son of Electricity, 2:17J, and Lulu Wilkes, Advertiser's

dam) weighs 1,060 pounds. I have seven standard-bred

mares booked to him, by Nutwood, William L., Harold,

Hawthorne, Blackwood, etc., and am giving him little fast

work, but he pulls a high-wheel sulky very easily, quarters in

37 seconds. All the trainers tell me he is a trotter, and I

shall start him in a few races this fall. I have recently added
to my stable a two-year-old colt by Allerton, a two-year-old

filly by Lord Russell and a three-year-old filly by Haw-
thorne.

A Californian bemoans the fact that a $5,000 stake of-

fered by the State Agricultural Society of that State received

but sixty-five nominations, and says that the result is dis-

couraging. What on earth can the California Agricultural

Society want? Evidently a cock sure thing and no chances.

In the East a stake which received one-third as many nomi-

nations would be considered well filled. The association that

compels horsemen to trot for their own money, and that is

not willing to assume any risks in the conduct of its meetings

is of no benefit to the horse business, and will not long con-

tinue to get the horsemen's business.— Trotter and Pacer.

Flying Jib, 2:04, the champion pacer ; Alix, 2:17|, the

queen of race trotters ; Directly, 2:lSi, the phenomenal two-

year-old pacer, and the other members of the Salisbury stable,

were led through the streets of Cfiicago yesterday morning

from the Northwestern depot to that of the Michigan Cen-

tral, where they were shipped by express to Saginaw, Mich.

Monroe Salisbury has been trying to get away from Wheaton
for several days, but the strike rendered it impossible for him
to get transportation for his horses. He was determined to

get to Saginaw in some way to take part in the races which
opened there to-day, and as a last resoit took the above

method. Alix picked her way daintily over the rough stones

of the pavement, and looks to be in the pink of condition to

land the money in the free-for-all in which she is entered at

Saginaw.—Inter-Ocean, July 9th.

Seventeen two-year-olds and yearling thoroughbreds, the
property of H. Kirkendall & Son, of Montana, were sold at

auction at Tattersalls' Chicago plac* last week. The seven-
teen brought $2,415, an average of a trifle more than $146
each. Following are the principal purchases and prices :

Mickle, ch g, 2, by Michael—Louise; J. Rodegap, $200.
King Elm, ch c, 2, by Glenelm—Lucy Hayes; Chambers &
Co., $550. Baby Ruth, b f, by .Eolian—Jennie G; J. Rode-
gap, $350.

A stranger stumbled into a bit of good luck last Satur-
day afternoon in rather a funny way, says a Cincinnati paper.
He walked into Payne's pool room, in Covington, and while
looking around the place be noticed a horse on the boards at

250 to 1. It was Peytonia, in the first race at Washington
Park. Going up to a man standing near the blackboard the
stranger asked what the 250 to 1 meant. It was explained to

him that if Peytonia won $250 to could be won for$l.
"Well, I have never played the races before," remarked the
stranger, "but when there is such a chance as that offered it's

worth risking a couple of dollars." He then walked up to

the window and pnt down $2 against $500 and was given the
laugh by the old-time "pikers." The stranger said nothing,
however, but walked away and waited the result of the race.

To make a long story short, Peytonia won in a walk and the
stranger is in just $500. He cashed his ticket and walked out
before his name could be learned.

At Washington Park, July 7th, Bookmaker Eckert opened
up a foreign book on the Realization, holding Dobbins out
and offering good odds against Rey el Santa Anita and Sena-
tor Grady. A spectator approached and asked what he was
laying against Dobbins, and was informed that Dobbins was
running for the book. Whether this had anything to do with
it or not is not known, but a few minutes afterwards an offi-

cial of the course came aloDg and closed up the foreign book
with a rush. As soon &3 his back was turned it opened up
again. Many rushed up to hand over their dollars on Rey el

Santa Anita, but very little damage was done before the track
officials reappeared on the scene and choked off any further

attempt to violate the rules. Eckert should have been pun-
ished immediately for his open infringement of the rule, but
sentence has not yet been pronounced. Because it was not,

many people thought that he would go scot free, but there is

every indication that he will be fined in the very near future.

There are people enough at Washington Park on race days
willing to bet on the races going on without recourse being
had to events being decided on courses in other States or

countries. It is possible that Mr. Eckert may not gain admit-

tance to the grounds some day when he reaches the gate.

—

Horseman.

The New York Sun says of Jockey Henry Griffin, who is

now riding with greatsuccess for Gideon & Daly: Griffin is

a striking illustration of the young Irish-American, who,
when he is a success as a horseman, seems to surpass all others.

This boy is seventeen years of age, but looks younger, and is

earning now between $12,000 and $15,000 a year. He is an
orphan and was taken out of the Roman Catholic Protectory

at Westchester three years ago by James Shields, to whom
he is bound until he is twenty-one years of age. Nature in-

tended him to be a great rider. His hands are as light as ei-

der down, his seat firm, his judgment perfect, and his physique
that of a typical jockey. He was a successful rider from the

start, winning his spurs at Guttenburg, and his first thoughts

were of his brother and two sisters. The former he had ap-

prenticed to Mr. Shields and as soon as he got some money to-

gether his sisters were sent to school. He pays for their

board and tuition, supplies them with pocket money and
looks forward to the time when they will keep house for him.

It only takes a few minutes' talk with Griffin to show that he
possesses intelligence of a high degree. Old trainers will tell

you that Griffin can tell them more about their horses when
he gets down off them lhan any of the older jockeys riding

at the present time. Success has not spoiled him, and he is

as pleasant with his associates as the youngest of the appren-

tices. Griffin's brother gives promise of some day becoming
a great jockey. He has had a number of bad falls, had an arm
and a leg broken, but he is exercising horses every moment
just the same.

A volume of incidents of Raceland's career have at one

time or another been published. The following, however, we
do not remember to have seen in print. The morning after

the transfer of Rachael to Mr. Belmont, a New York news-

paper took occasion to say that the purchase by Appleby &
Johnson had been originally made for Mr. Belmont " be-

cause Mr. Appleby himself had too much horse sense to pay
$17,000 for so common a looking animal as Raceland." That
day at the race track Mr. Belmont came up to the newspa-

per stand. Mr. Cricbmore, then the racing editor of the

New York World, and the young man who had written the

comment on the sale of Raceland were sitting in the stand.

Mr. Belmont knew Mr. Crickmore very well, and he at once
proceeded to free his mind for the edification of the reporter

who had written the objectionable paragraph. "Mr. Crick-

more," said he, " I see one of the newspapers this morning

states that Mr. Appleby bought Raceland for me because he

had too much sense to pay $17,000 for the horse himself.

Now, you know, Mr. Crickmore, I have only had a few

months' experience in racing. I don't know anything about

horses, and I am very glad to have the young man who wrote

that paragraph point out my mistakes. I do not know what

salary his employers pay him, but I need just such a brilliaut

young man to tell me how to manage my stable, how to

breed and race horses, and what horses to buy, and I ffish

you to tell him, Mr. Crickmore, that if he is not receiving

an extravagant salary I will pay bim a liberal advance to

come into my employ, so that I may profit by his admirable

advice." Mr. Belmont's sarcastic references to the unfortu-

nate scribe, whom he thus sought to scourge over Mr. Crick-

more's shoulders, were all the more biting, for as every one

knows the Master of the Nursery Stud was one of the very

best judges of horseflesh we have ever had, and his sound

judgment was never better proven than in the case in point,

for even at $17,000 Raceland wa3 a cheap horse."—Spirit of

the Times.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Double team racing is all the rage in the big cities.

Jim, 2:30, by Electioneer, has a record of 2:271 made this

ye*»r.

John A. Goldsmith's stable is now quartered at the Cleve-

land track.

Saladis and Mascot may meet in the free-for-all pacing

race at Buffalo.

Directum has shown a mile in 2:lSi since he has been at

the Cleveland track.

Alta McDonald is driving Una Wilkes, 2:15, and Ruth

Wilkes, 2:17}, to pole at Albany.

Simmons' service fees, according to the Kentucky S'ock

Farm, amount to $13,800 for 1894.

George Stark drove the pacer S. R., 2:17, by Almonarch,

two miles in 2:15A and 2:14i last week.

Echoka, the dam of Direct, 2:05i, foaled a full brother to

ihat horse at Cloverdell Farm recently.

Sweepstakes, the dam of Hal Pointer, 2:04 i, has this

year been bred to Mercury, son of Sidney.

Expressive, by Electioneer, won -her i-ace at Council

Elutfs in June 26th,2:23>, 2:19} and 2:18}.

There is a chestnut gelding in the East called J. H. S.,

sired by Naubuc, that got a record of 2:30.

Homestake, the Gibralter gelding, won a trotting race at

Minneapolis, July 2 in 2:11}, 2:14| and 2:14*.

Molly McCAWLEr,the pacer by Morrow's EIector,2:21},

lowered her record from 2:28 to 2;2i£ this season.

Volunteer, out of his thirty-two 2:30 horses, has but one

pacer, which is St. Patrick, with a record of 2:14i.

King Sultan, by Saltan, won the last three heats of a

race at Warren, Ohio, June 28th. Best time, 2:26£.

The rivals, Directum, 2:05}, and Kremlin, 2:07§, are now
taking their work together over the Cleveland track.

The three-year-old filly Expressive, by Electioneer, re-

duced ber record to 2:1S} at Council Bluffs, Iowa, last week.

Youngsters by Sphinx are coming to the front. The sec-

ond one for him to enter the list is Baker, at Bay City, in

2:27}.

El Trebizond, by Stamboul, 2.072, out of Elwood, 2:17},

by A. W. Richmond, is a newcomer in the list, his mark is

2:26}.

Limonero, by Piedmont, was a close second to Red Bud
when the latter won a heat in a race at Tiflin, Ohio ; the

lime hung up was 2:21.

Greenlander, 2:12, is said to be in fine condition. He
has had no real fast work, but he has trotted over ninety

heats between 2:25 and 2:30.

Venita Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, out of San Mateo
Belle, by Speculation, has a record of 2:1S}, now. She made
it at Philadelphia, June 26.

Simmons, 2:2S, has already three new 2:30 trotters, being

Bryson, brc (4), 2:25^ ; MaltieS. Wilkes, ch f (4), 2:26A,and

Nannie Wilson, blk f (4), 2:2S£.
"

Two news performers of the Chimes-Mambrino King cross

have entered the 2:30 list this spring. One is Carillon, 2:27},

and the other was Boy Blue, 2:29}.

Matt DwvERhas an exceedingly good mare in the pacing

tilly Ella Eddy, by Jerome Eddy. She can step close to 2:15

and has been entered in several stakes.

William Andrews drove Hustler a mile in 2:16} ten

days ago at Buffalo. Hustler is in the Horseman's stakes and
will be a starter. He is the property of William Simpson,
of New York City. Hustler (3), 2:20£, by Hummer, son of

Electioneer, dam Musette, by Mambrino Patchen.

Buena, by Mambrino Patcheu, foaled a pair of twins, a

colt and a filly, by Director, 2:17, recently, at Cloverdell

Farm. The youngsters are doing nicely. -

Another death has occurred at Independence, Iowa. Is-

lam, 2:26, by Sphinx, died at Rush Park of a ruptured blood-

vessel. She was the property of R. F. Carsey.

The fastest three-year-old trotter of the year is Expressive,

2:18}, by Electioneer, and the fastest pacer of that age is

Belle Acton, 2:16}, byShadeland Onward, 2:18}.

Mekritt L., by Brown Jug, won the 2:40 class trot at

HoUisler last Saturday in 2:41 and 2:40. The pacing race

was won by McGinty, by Jim Mulvenua, in 2:27 and 2:26.

There will be no races at Glenbrook this year. The di-

rectors of the Nevada County District held a meeting re-

cently, at which is was decided to dispense with the racing
this season. A pavilion display will be held.

A good many race horses are in and around Merced just

now and there is a general demand to see the race track put
in order. A meeting of the stock holders of the Fair Ground
Association will be held in Merced on Saturday the 21st when
new directors will be chosen.

At Janesville, Wis., where Monbars won his maiden pac-

ing race, Ethel A. won the three-year-old pace in 2:22o,

2:17}. Lady Yon started in the same race and was iourth in

the first heat and fifth in the second. Lady Von is by Yon
All So, owned by M. T. Pooler, of Skowhegan, and he by
by All So, 2:20}.

The stockholders of the San Benito County Agricultural
Association held their semi-annual meeting at the Town Hall
last Thursday afternoon, a good membership being present.

J. A. Scholefield presided and Robert Stephenson was secre-

tary. After much discussion it was decided to levy $65 per
share to pay off the indebtedness.

As the fly season is at hand it is well to know that smart-

weed, which grows almost everywhere, boiled with water into

a strong decoction and applied to the animals with a sponge,

over the entire body, will effectually keep all fly pests away.
The effect lasts about twenty-four hours, aud during that

period no insects trouble the animal.

Flying Jib has not lost his speed if he did get distanced

at Denver, Col., awhile ago. He won a half-mile dash race

at Omaha, Neb., on the 26th ult,, in 1:04, and paced an exhi-
bition mile in 2:05^ over a track estimated to be three sec-

onds slow at Council Bluffs, la., on the 2Sth ult. He made
the first quarter in 32i, the second in 29A, the third in 32|,

and the fourth in 30£ seconds.

CHAMOIS ykins, that are so useful in the stable, are not
derived from the chamois, as many people suppose, but are

the Ilesh side of a sheep skin. The skins are soaked in lime
water, and in a solution of sulphuric acid. Fish oil is then
poured on them and then they are soaked in potash.

Sometimes the trainer is blamed for the horse's bad behav-
ior, but erralicisms cannot be overcome in certain animals
like Rylaud T. John Goldsmith Keems to have two of this

kind in Vanita Wilkes and Lesr. Wilkes. A less experienced
trainer would find them handicaps.—Horseman.

Re-Election, the six-year-old son of Electioneer and
Lady BasselL, by Harold, sold at auction for $4,100 at Clarks-

vHle, Tenn., July 1st, R. D. Mosely of the same place, being
i

:
i liaser. A t the same sale the Oregon-bred mare Lady

Maud, by Rockwood, out of Lady Clark, by Kisbar, sold for

$600.

The greatest two-year-old pacing race of the year occurred
at Council Bluffs, la., on the 28th ult. There were four con-
testants, namely, Directly, by Direct (2:05.i) ; Princess, by
Prince; Judge Hurt, by William Hill, and Carbonate, by Su-
perior. The race was best two in three. The first heat was
won by Judge Hurt in 2:14}. Princess got the next heat in

^:17}-, then Directly went on and won the race in 2:1S£,

2:20£.

Under the new law increasing the race track tax, the

State of New York will derive a very considerable revenue
from this source. The entire amount of the tax last year was
§19,040. Up to the present time a detailed statement has
only been received by the Comptroller from the Brooklyn
spring meeting, from which alone the returns to the State

will be nearly $13,000. There are about fifteen associations

in the State.

The Horse Breeders' Associations in England require
veterinary inspection as to soundness and freedom from all

hereditary disease when entering for the horse show. At the
Hackney Show eighty stallions and seventy-five mares were
examined and only three were rejected, while a few years ago
many were rejected. Veterinary inspection has been a great

benefit to horse breeding in England, as in France and Ger-
many, in ruling out the unsound stallions.

Henry Sanders, the Ohio driver who assaulted a repre-

sentative of the American Sportsman because be criticised

his driving, is likely to wish before nest fall that he had swal-
lowed the criticism without saying anything. The Sportsman
has decided to make it uopleasant for Sanders by reporting
just how much of a success be has at the races this year, and
judging from the first week's report it will have plenty of op-
portunity to make him regret his action.—Horse World.

It looks very much as if the District Fair will be held
in Ukiah this fall. Three citizens' meetings have been called

at Lakeport to take some steps to make provisions for hold-
ing the fair there, but the attendance at them was so small
that nothing was done. Many of the Lakeport people say
they don't want the fair. A meeting of the Fair Association
Directors will be held shortly and it is probable that they
will order the fair to be held at Ukiah, unless in the mean-
time Lakeport makes some substantial effort to keep it.

It is a fact not generally known that the death of President
Carnot means a serious blow to the trotting horse interests

of America. It was the late President's pet scheme to place
American trotting sires at the head of the French National
harems. He was enthusiastic over the American trotting
horse. He had commissioned competent experts to visit the
breeding districts of America to obtain the best material. It

is to be hoped that the new president may take as much in-

terest in the horse interest of France as the late lamented
Carnot.

R. S. Brown's pacer Plunkett won the free-for-all and the
2:14 class pacing races on the Portland race course last week.
W. E. Bown'e trotter Haverly won second place in the 2:24
class race and third place in the 2:18 class race. Brown's
Rayonetta was entered in one race but failed to distinguish
herself. However, the doings of Plunkett and Haverly will

be quite a feather in the cap for Petalunia as a horse town.
Mr. Brown and Dan Misner, who is in charge of the three
Petalunia horses, are expected home .ibout Friday. They
will then go to San Francisco for the Bay District races
which commence August 4th.

The Grand Circuit race entries indicate that the meeting
will be one of the most successful of -recent years. Nearly
three hundred horses will compete for the fifteen purses,
which aggregate $33,000. Thirty-four pacers have paid for

the privilege of starting in the 2:20 class and twenty-nine
others expect to start in the 2:15 class. The entries in the
free-for-all trot are: Pixley, Walter E., AHx, Belle Vara,
Fantasy and Magnolia. Those for the free-for-all pace are:
Guy, Will Kerr. Mascot, Saladin, Flyina Jib, W. W. P.,

Koberl J., Hal Braden and Crawford. The officers of the
Cleveland association are very much pleased at the prospect
of a successful meeting.

June S a decided novelty in the line of road carriages was
put into use on the streets of Rochester for the first time. The
body and other parts of the carriage do not differ from an or-
dinary wagon, the innovation being in the running gear. The
wheels are of solid wood spokes, felloes and hubs, equipped
with ordinary pneumatic bicycle tires. The axles bend
downward outside of the box in such a manner that even
though the diameter of the wheels is about one-half as great
as on an ordinary road carriage the whole outfit is equally as
geaceful. The first trial gave great satisfaction. No hold-
backs or tugs are used on the harness, the vehicle running
with such ease that they are not found necessary. The shafts
are passed through the bearers as in au ordinary outfit.

Geo. S. Davis, who owns Jamacha ranch at San Diego,

and Claireview Stock Farm near Detroit, has become a mem-
ber of the Sweetwater Track Club which C. C Seaman is or-

ganizing, and shows much interest in it. The probabilities

are that after this fall Mr. Davis will have a number of

horses at the Jamacha ranch. It is known that his plans

were to send out a number of broodmares and young things

last fall, and this would have been done bat for the dry sea-

son and high prices of feed. Among other horses Mr. Davis
owns Antevolo, the son of Electioneer and Columbine, and it

is expected he will be brought here with the broodmares.

—

San Diego Sun.

The record of two-year-old trotting colts for 1S94 is now
2:282, beld by H. D. McKinney's good colt Coupon. He is by
Director Chief, son of Director, 2:17

; his dam is by Phalla-

mont 3175. His record is also the best for a Wisconsin two-

year-old trotter. In the two-year-old pacing brigade are a

number of brilliant stars, any one of which is apt to startle

the turf world with anew and phenomenal record, lhe top

notch quartette of the year seem to be Directly, by Direct

;

Carbonate, by Superior; Judge Hurt, by Wm. M. Hill; Prin-
cess, by Prince, and the little Princess Enlalia, by. Emperor
Wilkes, who celebrated her second birthday by making a

record of 2:20 in the second heat of the race in which she

was pulled almost to a walk from the distance to the wire.

The Vienna Trotting Horse Association, said to be the

largest racing organization in Austria, recentlv dispatched

Myer Loeber, one of the most experienced horsemen in that

country, to America with a commission to purchase anything
in the trotting-horse line that he thought would be desirable

for breeding purposes. Loeber arrived in New York City

June 1st, and started out on his mission the same day. He
went west as far as Nebraska, and then came east, buying
trotting horses from the great stock farms on the route. All
told he purchased twenty-nine, including four stallions,

twenty-two mares and three geldings. The latter were bought
on account of their handsome looks and speed. Among the

best known of the lot are Bronson, Sweetmeat, Eddy B., Billy

Jones, Shipman, Nellie Wilkes and Jenny Queen. The
twenty-nine horses are valued at $25,000. There are some
promising youngsters in the lot.

At Windsor, Ont, lately, the time especially fast, that

track having the honor of securing the first 2:10 performers

of the year, a great field of horses went into the starter's

hands for the 2:2S pace, and in the lot were Palmetto, the

much-touted son of Brown Hal, and the Canadian stallion,

Lord Ferguson. Neither won, however, the race going to

Reubenstein, an Ohio pacer, sired by Baron Wilkes, 2:18. He
stepped to a record of 2:09^, giving Baron Wilkes his first

2:10 performer, and earning for himself the distinction of be-

ing the fast performer of the year. Reubenstein is a four-

year-old, and consequently he stands as the champion of his

age, having equalled in a race the fastest mile ever made by
one of his age, the record previously belonging to Diablo,

who paced a mile in 2:09^ last year. In this race second

money went to Jo He, a Missouri horse, while Lord Fergu-

son was third and Palmetto fourth.

After Mr. E. R. Browne's first race at Cortland, N. Y.,

last week, he had won nine out of the ten races in which he
had taken part this year, and third money in the tenth. He
has now won money in twelve of his thirteen races this year

and first money in ten of them. Mr. Bowne is apa-tner of

Mr. Alfred de Cordova, of New York, who has recently pur-

chased a good one, according to the following Sun report :

" Mr. Alfred de Cordova has just purchased the bay two-year-

old colt by Stamboul, 2:07 i, dam Eva W., 2:25£, by Nutwood,

2:18|. Although only a youngster this colt has shown mar-
velous speed, and with scarcely any handling has trotted a

half mile in 1:17. Mr. de Cordova will have him trained for

the coming meetings. He has a paitner in this great colt
s

who is also quite a horseman, and at a glance knows a 'good

one.' The colt will be trained by E. R. Bowne, who. so far

this season^ has piloted five of his horses to victory out of six

races."

Our correspondent at Goshen, Orange county, N. Y., sends

us the following note :

(t All America seems at present to be

alive with sensational trotting and pacing performers; eighths

and quarters are reeled off at better than a two-minute gait,

and we do not want to get left. There has been a great re-

vival in the horse business in this section this season. It

may partly be due to the coming of Stamboul and his great

manager from California. The great horse was never in finer

shape, looks fit to step for the stallion crown. Mr. G. is of

the opinion he can now stop a straight eighth of this half-

mile track in 15 seconds. He arouses everyone to enthusiasm

when given his head. His colored attendant, Sam, who has

been with him the past five years, is his faithful companion
from sunrise to sunset. Stamboul is generally jogged by 5

o'clock in the morning, cooled out and grassed and legs done

up in wet bandages. In the afternoon he has another walk

and his legs are showered and done up again. Sam says the

stallion does not carry quite as much flesh as he did in Cali-

fornia, but he will weigh now «*bout 1,075 pounds. He has

not been given any fast work yet.—Horsemen.

The Terre Haute Express is responsible for tbe=following

story regarding a horse with a remarkable memory : "One
of Orrin Hickok's stories shows what a long memory some
horses have. Some years ago Hickok and Doble owned Elmo.
2:27, by Mohawk, son of Long Island Black Hawk, we be-

lieve. At his first important race in New York State he was

all broken up by scoring in a big field, and never after would

do well in company with a number. As Mr. Hickok said, he

would win one heat now and then, but people who knew the

horse ought to be fast thought, he was not trying to win.

Hickok then took him out to California about 1S72, where be

found small fields to beat and made some matches, one with

$2,500 for a side bet, which he won. While he had him, the

horse would not lay down in the cars and being very large

he was knocked about. Hickok taught him to lay down by

tapping him upon the knees. Eighteen years after parting

with the horse Hickok came across him at the California

State Fair. George Morrow made a bet of $50 with some

one that Hickok could make the horse lay down, which Orrin

thought was risky, as he had not seen Elmo for so long, and

by the terms of "the bet he was not allowed to enter the

stable. However he braced up and going to the door said,

•Elmo! Come here, you rascal!" At those caressing words

Elmo turned round and walked up to him. With * gesture

toward his knees, Hickok then said, ' Lie down you rascal,

lie down!' The horse turuRt] round, like a dog, and ]a|rj

down."
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St. Luke was first and St. John second in the short course

steeplechase at Brighton Beach last Saturday.

Diggs won a five-furlong race at Washington Park last

Monday in 1:01 i. It was his fourth win in succession.

Dan Miller, owner of Charmion, Uordius and other fly-

ers, left last Wednesday morning for Chicago, going via Og-
den. .

Charmion is getting into shape again. Last Saturday she

ran second to Pop Gray and beat Ethel Gray in a six-furlong

dash.

ARTicusand Quarterstaff, on the shelf for several months
past, will be heard from as winners this fall, if reports are to

be believed.

Skedaddle, R. Van Brunt's good colt by Duke of Mont-
rose from Pappoose, won a mile race at Brighton Beach last

Monday in 3:43.

G. Pacheco, of Novato, Marin county, has a youngster by

tbe dead Peel, dam Ursula, by Duke of Montrose, that he

prizes very highly.

Wildwood showed a touch of his old-time speed last Mon-
day at Washington Park, running a mile in 1:40}-. He «as

at 9 to 5 in the betsing.

Matchbox has been secured from Baron Hirsh through

Count Esterhazy for the Austrian government stud. He will

be sent there in October.

John McCafferty lost a lot of money when Florence

failed to land first in a six furlong race last Saturday at

Brighton Beach. Stonenellie won.

The Flying Dutchman bids fair to be as good a horse as

his great English namesake. Last Saturday at Washington
Park he ran five and one-half furlongs in 1:07.

At Nantura, the home of the late Longfellow and Ten
Broeck, Belle Knight has foaled to Longfellow. The young-
ster is a full brother to the great Freeland. As this is the
last brother or sister to Freeland that will ever be foaled, Mr.
Harper will hold him at a big price.

Mrs. John Wolfsktll's gray two-year-old fillv by imp
Plenty, dam Edelweiss, by Joe Hooker, is declared to be one

of the handsomest youngsters in the "southern country."

A number of the California horsemen were left in Port-

land after the close of the meeting at the webfoot metropolis,

unable to get to any racing point on account of the tie-up.

Grand Prix, by Sir Modred—Premium, won another race

at Alexander Island, near Washington, D. C, last Tuesday.

He wins two aod three races nearly every week at this place.

Bullin"gdon, the horse that ran second to Isinglass re-

cently and beat; Ladas, has, according to " Hidalgo," more
crosses of the stout BLacklock than any horse in the world

—

eight in all.

Red Iron, the good si'-e of Diggs, Red Cloud and other

winners, is now owned by John Dinsdale, of Woodland, Cal.

Mr. Dinidale writes us that he bought the horse of S. H.
King a long timeago.

De Bracey won his first race on the other side of the

Rockies last Wednesday at Washington Park. He was a

G to 1 in the betting, ridden by " Jasper " Madison, and did

the six furlongs in 1:15}.

Don Alonzo, the $30,000 Long Taw colt, won a selling

race at Brighton Beach on the 13th inst. He was entered to

sell for $2,000, but w*s run up to $5,00C in a jiffy. M. F.

Dwyer retained his colt at $5,005.

Candelabra, a Rancho del Paso-bred colt owned by
" Pittsburg Phil," ran a dead heat with Don Alonzo last

Wednesday at Brighton Beach. Comanche, by Sir Modred,
was third. The purse was divided.

Three great lightweight jockeys, C.Weber, A. Clayton
and "Soup" Perkins, are now riding at Washington Park. If

Griffin was on hand at the Chicago track the four greatest in

America would be riding at one track.

At Brighton Beach last Saturday California-bred horses

ran one-two-three in the event of tbe day, a handicap at a

mile and a sixteenth. Sir Walter was first, Comanche sec-

ond, Gold Dollar third, and the time was 1:48k

Isinglass' brother, Islington, is now quartered at his new
home near Hanford, Cal. It is understood that Capt. Hugh
McCalmont, the very wealthy owner of ooth horses, will send

over a number of splendid English mares to mate with
Islington.

Talbot Clifton, the wealthy young Britisher that rode

in a few of the " gentlemen's races" here last spring, returned

last Sunday from a trip to Mexico. Mr. Clifton is a great

sportsman, and a more liberal or more hospitable man never

came to our shores.

Isinglass carried 143 ^pounds in the Princess of Wales
stakes he won on the 5th inst. Bullingdon, a three-year-old,

carried 119 ; Ladas, three years old, 131 pounds. They fin-

ished as named, Isinglass winning by a head, three lengths

between second and third.

The stud of the late Abingdon Baird and that of the

Duchess of Montrose were sold at auction July 3d at New-
market. Of the Duchess' horses, the fifty-two lots sold real-

ized £42,405. Busybody, of the Baird stud, was sold to Sir

J. Blundell Maple for £3,500.

Stockdove, dam of Australian Peer, was by Macaroni,
dam by Stockwell, another Stockdove was out of Beatrice,

dam of Prestonpans and Blackbi rd II. " Hidalgo " sends us

the breeding of Australian Peer s dam. The Stockdove in

Australia was the graudam of Vengeance, winner of the
Caulfield and Australian cups in 1891.

America has two horses to his credit that have won
seventy or more races—Kingston and Raceland. It is, too,

not at all certain that old Hickory Jim did not win that

many races. England had one horse that was first on seventy
occasions (Fisherman), but that is the only horse in the land
ofJchn Bull that ever accomplished that feat.

Toby, the crack two-year-old, and the pride of the stable

of L. Ezell at Cincinnati, died last Saturday night at the
Hamline track, between St. Paul and Minneapolis, from lung
troubles. Toby was one of the best youngsters of the year,

and Ezell refused $10,000 for him some time ago. The colt

was by imp. Albert, dam Altiphone, by Faustus.

It has been decided by the directors of the Twelfth Dis-

trict Fair Association owing to the lack of interest taken by
the race horse men, to have no races this year. An agricul-

tural fair will be held, however, and arrangements on that

line will be inaugurated.—Lake County Bee.

Starter H. D. Brown left Portland, Or., last Saturday
for Chicago. Mr. Brown's reputation as a first-class flag-

wielderhas spread as far as the great city by the side of Lake
Michigan, and he will be given a chance to show what he can
do at one of the principal tracks in the near future.

Last Chance is reported broken down for good. Promise
is also among the wrecks at Portland. Model and Nelson are

on the list < f lame 'uns. Wally Weaver, injured by Last
Chance's fall, will not be able to ride till next fall. The track

at the Webfoot metropolis is declared to be cuppy and hard on
the gallopers.

Dick Havet, the well-known horse trainer, has taken his

stable of horses to Sacramento to prepare them for the fall

meeting of the Jockey Club at San Francisco. They will

probably be entered in the State Fair rates here. His stable

comprises El Tirano, Malo Diablo, Zephyr and a Joe Hooker
two-year-old.

At the recent sale of Col. North's stable and his kennels,

the greyhounds sold to better advantage than the thorough-
bred horses. Young Fullerton, by the famous Greentick, out
of Bit of Fashion, was knocked down for 1,050 guineas. Of
the horses, 500 guineas was paid for Vauxhall, by Foxhall,

out of Illuminata, the dam of Ladas.

Yo El Ret was started at Sheepshead Bay on the 5ih

inst.. and finished fourth in a field of seventeen, after running
second and third to the homestretch. The $27,500 colt was
at 20 to 1 in the betting and ridden by Taylor (George, we
presume.) Reiff, who was sold at auction to W. Tobin on the

3d for $900 by McCafferty. won the race.

Burns & Waterhouse have purchased of H. D. Brown,
through A. J. Stemler, the bay colt Quarterstaff, four years

old, by imp. Friar Tuck, dam Sister to Kuth Ryan, by Lodi.

The consideration was private, but the sum paid is known to

have been a goodly one. Quarterstaff is a tnost consistent

performer, the winner of a large number of good races, and
be has been doing very well in his work at Sacramento
lately.

There will be a number of notable yearling sales of thor-

oughbreds in San Francisco nest fall. Theodore Winters
may send his youngsters to the local mart. It is only during

the past year or so that there has been a regular movement
among the breeders to sell their youngsters as they do in the

East—in the metropolis, where tbe buyers and tbe money
will be found when the time approachelh for tbe big race

meeting.

A London dispatch says : The Prince of Wales' biennial

sale of hackneys bred in the royal stud near Sandringnam,

took place June 2Sth. The Prince of Wales, the Princess

and her daughters were present, and entertained 1,100 guests

at luncheon. The buyers included Czarowitz of Russia, Lord
Tredegar, the Marquis of Londonderry, Col. North, Baron
Hirsch and many others. Fifty horses were sold for a total

of £6,641—about 33,200.

Gonial Jack Welch ran against a cold deal the other

day. Dick Fallon recently imported a cracker-jack runner

—one that beat Yalledore not loDg ago—and meeting
Welch, bantered him for a race. After some discussion a
match was made, the stake being a, month's meat. All hands

repaired to the track, where Fallon's " phenom " fairly ran

away from Welch's horse. Fallon is thinking of advertising

for summer boarders.—HollislerFree Lance.

This is not the first time that the Queen has disposed of

her horses. In 1337, on ascending the throne, the stud was

sold for a little over 15,000 guineas. After its re-establish-

ment it was some years before youngsters from the royal pad-

docks made any prominent showing. Recently, however,

Sainfoin, the Derby winner ; Memoir and La P'leche, both

St. Leger heroines, passed their early days in the picturesque

paddocks of Bushey Park. In fact, so greatly had Memoir
impressed turfmen that Baron de Hirsch paid 6.000 guineas

for her own sister, La Fleche, which established a record

there as regards the highest price ever paid for a yearling.

Capt. C. W. Bellairs, Superintendent of the St. Louis

Fair Grounds, has resigned, and W. A. White, of Platts-

burg, Mo., has been appointed in his place. In consideration

of his faithful services, the captain is to be allowed his salary

up to September 1. Mr. White, who succeels him, is a per-

sonal friend of Secretary Gwynn, and was with the latter at

the World's Fair. Capt. Bellairs is just recovering from a

general breakdown, brought about by overwork the past

three or four years, and he intends to spend several months
rusticating in St. Paul and at points along the upper lakes

before settling down to hard work again.

Richard Brotvn, brother to Starter H. D. Brown, arrived

from Portland, Or., last Sunday. He reports the recent meet-

ing at the metropolis of Webfootdom a financial success, but

declares that there were many things in the line of racing

anything but creditable to the officials that were supposed to

be there to protect the public. He cites the race where Last

Chance fell as one of the cases. Zamloch cut across from the

outside to the inside, knocking Normandie off her stride, and

she in turn bumped against Last Chance so hard that she was

thrown down, breaking Weaver's collar-bone. It was one of

the worst fouls ever seen, but nothing was done.

Col. M. Lewis Clark, the famous President of Louisville

Jockey Club, and one of the strictest and keenest men in a

judges' stand America has ever known, will act as presiding

judge at the new Hankins track near Chicago. The organi-

zation is to be known as the Chicago Fair and Racing Asso-

ciation and J. A. Murphy will be secretary. The course is

eight miles west of that city, near the pretty suburban village

of Highland, on the line of the Wisconsin Central railroad.

The grand stand is about 500 feet long, and there are some

nine stairways leading up into the structure. George V. Han-
kins has been granted a license from the Turf Congress.

Gloaming ran a cracking good race at Chicago last

Wednesday. There were eleven starters, among the number
being Dr. Rice, Egbert, Oakwood and Charmion. The
daughter of Sir Modred and Twilight passed the pace-maker,
Dr. Bice, at the head of the homestretch, and stalled off Oak-
wood's drive sufficiently to win by half a length in the
wonderful time of 1:46 for the mile "and a sixteenth. Felix
Carr rode Gloaning, who opened at 9 to 5, closed at 7 to 5 in
the betting.

The Hampton Court Stud, the property of the Queen, was
disposed of by the Tattersalls June 30th. The sale included
thirty yearlings, forty five broodmares and three stallions.

The highest price of the sale was 4,600 guineas ($23,000),
paid by Baroo de Hirsch, for the Wenlock mare, Wedlock.
Sanda, another Wenlock mare and dam of the Derby winner.
Sainfoin, fell to Sir James Miller's bid of 2,000 guineas. A
yearling filly by Bend Or, from Luciennes, was purchased bv
Arthur James for 1,050 guineas. This trio brought the high-
est prices. The total realized for the entire stud was 23,070
guineas. This sum included the disposal of tbe three stallions,

Town Moor, Hambledon and a bay horse by Mask, out of
Lady Binks. An immense crowd was present to witness the
dispersion, including all the noted turfmen of the day.

At the Sheepshead Bay track on the morning of June 30th
a number of thoroughbred yearlings, the property of Lucius
O. Appleby, were sold at auction. The pricas brought were
good, one of the highest-priced ones going to Orlando A.
Jones for$4,000. The animals sold are as follows : Chest-
nut colt, by Sensation—Almy, O. A. Jones, $4,000 ; chestnut
filly, by imp. Rayon d'Or—Dearest, O. A. Jones, $450; brown
colt, by Sensation—Favora, Blemton Stable, $4,050; bay colt,

by Tristan—Katie, E. Leigh, $1,000; bay colt, by Knight of
Ellerslie—Lizzie Pickwick, D. Boyle, $500; bay filly, by
Sensation—Miss Primrose, J. Mackey, $1,350; chestnut filly,

(sister to Henry of Navarre), by Knight of Ellerslie—Moss
Rose, Byron McClelland, $1,000; brown colt, by Tristan

—

Scotia, A. Thompson, $500; brown colt, by Tristan—Silver
Blue, J. McLaughlin, Sl,100.

The supposed largest winner over Ladas' victory in the
Englisn Derby is, strange to say, according to London Truth,
a man nearly eighty vears old. Forty or fifty years ago, Ma-
jor, the Hon. Robert Needham, uncle to tbe present Earl of
Kilmorley, was a smart officer in tbe 12th Lancers, and widely
known as a heavy and generally unfortunate backer of horses
at every race meeting which he attended. Always eccentric
in his habits, he was for a long time a familiar figure in the
neighborhood of Belgravia, where he walked about the streets

accompanied by a couple of tame goats, which followed him
everywhere, and were as intelligent as dogs. In his old age,

and without even going on a race course, he seems to have
taken to betting, with more success than in his earlier years.
It is said that in the last few years he has won altogether
about $200,000, which he complains to his friends is now of

no use to him. His last bet was $25,000 to $10,000, which he
took in the winter book on Lord Roseberry's Ladas for tbe
Derby—the largest wager in connection with the race which
has been made public.

A large number of turfmen, q.mong whom were Judge
M. Lewis Clark and Joseph J. Burke, visited Hankins' new
track at Proviso, the other day, says a Chicago paper. The
new course will be ready for business before the closing of
the Washington Park meeting, but whether it or Hawthorne
will open its gates first remains a mystery. The track, which
is covered with a thick layer of loam, will, said some of the
experts yesterday, be very fast. The grand stand is finished,

and an extra force of carpenters will be put to work soon
to get the betting ring, judges' and timers' stands and restau-

rant ready, everything else being completed. The press stand
has been erected on the roof of the grand stand directly op-
posite the finish, the same as at Garfield Park. The betting

ring is underneath the grand stand, and the doings of tbe

pencilors and speculators can be seen from tbe promenade
at the top of the stand. The betting ring is 256x122 feet; on
the second floor of the grand stand is a fine restaurant 144x
82 feet.

On Saturday last, the Board of Directors of the Eleventh
Agricultural District met at Greenville to decide on the

place to hold the Fair for 1S94. Directors Bransford, Carter,

Nichols, Stephan and Mclntyre were present. The Board
met at 2 P. >i., but adjourned till evening to enable Mr. Nich-
ols to confer with tbe people of Sierraville, by telegraph,

with reference to the bid which that place should make for

the location of the Fair. At the evening session two bids

were presented, $2,651 by Sierraville, and $2,S00 by Green-
ville. A motion was finally adopted to award the Fair to

Greenville. The date fixed for holding the annual meeting
is September 17 to 21 inclusive. Dr. J. S. Carter was elected

President of the Society, Jacob Stephan, Vice-President, J.

R. Murray, Secretary, and W. C. Brown, Treasurer. The
purses are liberal considering the times. The oremiums will

be about the same as those offered last year. It is the inten-

tion of the Directors to use their best endeavors to make of

this a successful Fair, and in the matter they will seconded by

the citizens of Greenville and vicinity quite heartily.—Plu-
mas National-Bulletin, July 12.

A patent has recently been granted for an electrically

operated device for stable regulation. With almost no at-

tention whatever from the groom or stable boss the horses or

cattle are fed and watered with more punctually and regular-

ity than man has ever been given credit for. For feeding

hay a pointed rack is employed, journaled at a convenient

point above the manger, the rack being tilted to discharge its

load by the release of a catch on a weighted oscillating shaft,

which has a crank extending into the path of a releasing

and locking bar held in a case operated by the electric

mechanism, a number of racks being preferably arranged in

series and operated by one locking box and bar. The grain

is fed to the mauger in a similar way from compartments,

each adapted to contain grain enough for one animal, any

number of such compartments being provided. Leading from

the bottom of each compartment is a discharge pipe, the slide

covering the opening to which is connected with a shaft

actuated by a bar from a locking and releasing box. The
water is also similarly supplied from a tank arranged at a

suitable elevation, the valve being controlled by a lever

actuated by the locking and releasing mechanism. Each

locking and releasing box has an automatic switch adapted

to shunt or switch the current from one locking box to_ tbe

next, so that the hay, grain and water supplying mechanisms

may be operated in succession. Any circuit-closing clock may
be used.
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Dates Claimed.
MARYSVILLE July 24 to July 24
CHICO -July 31 to August 4
RED BLFFF August 7 to August 11

WILLOWS - August 14 to August 18

P. C T. H. B. A (Summer Meeting)- August 4 to August 11

GOLDEN GATE ASSOCIATION August 13 to August 18
PETALCMA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25
WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE I'AIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15
STOCKTON ASSOCIATION- September 17 to September 24

SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October 6
FRESNO ASSOCIATION „ October 8 to October 13
SANTA ANA -October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20
P. C. T. H. B. A. I Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
HCENEME -September 24 to September 29
SAN DIEGO -October 1 to October 6
SALINAS October 2 to October 6
HOLLISTER _ October 2 to October 6
MODESTO October 11 to October 13
PORTLAND (Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

Entries Close.

CHICO July 21
RED BLUFF July 21

..July 21
SANTA ANA August 1

HCENEME August 1

SANTA BARBARA August 1

SAN JOSE August 1

P. C. T. H. B. A August 1

STATE FAIR See advertisement
STOCKTON Sde advertisement

Tin: California horses in the East are beginning to get

acclimated, and from this time on we can look for very

fast time being made by them. In the past, they never

did much in June, but along about September and Octo-

ber,when they became accustomed to the change of feed,

water and heat they do much better. There is one

thing noticeable, however, even this early in the season,

the sons of Electioneer that are Bires are leading all

others as aires of new performers, and the Wilkes family

seem to be getting better and faster every year,if we are

t/> judge by the few summaries received since the " tie-

up " on the railroads was loosened.

BEAD the advertisement of the various associations in

California carefully if you wish to keep posted on the

date* when entries close. On the 1st of August entries

for races at a large number of the leading meetings in

i Salifbrnia will close.

Entries lor the great free-for-all races for trotters and

pacers which i* to take place at the Breeders' meeting

will close August 1st. See advertisement.

A NUMBER of pious horsemen who were detained

here during the strike honestly declared that it was on

account of "I'ullmanary" troubles.

Tin, Cbico Fair will throw its gates open to the pub-

lic July 81st Croat preparations are being made for

its success.

Tin: roadster race to be given at the Breeders'

ing will prove one of the most interesting features.

The Summer Meeting.

meet-

The Board of Directors of the Pacific Coast Trotting.

Horse Breeders' Association met on Thursday and con-

cluded all the preliminary work for the approaching

summer meeting. A number of novelty races will be in-

troduced and some specials will be given. The Board

also passed a resolution that book-making would be al-

lowed at the track, the book-making to be on the result

of the race, J. Cairn Simpson being the only one to dis-

sent from this. The track is being placed in splendid

order, the box stalls are ready for occupancy, and

when the bell rings on the opening day, it is believed a

large crowd will assemble. The programme of races as

arranged below is an excellent one. Large fields of con-

testants and close and exciting finishes will be witnessed.

As Marysville holds its meeting next week, commenc-

ing on the 24th, and following it will come the great

Chico fair, the programme committee devoted considera-

ble time to the arrangement of the various events on the

programme of this association, so that horsemen will

not be compelled to give their horses two hard races in

succeeding days. The idea is to give as much time as

possible between the race days in order that the contest-

ants will have an opportunity of recuperating after a

race.

Numerous applications for stalls have been made, and,

as the Golden Gate Fair Association will hold its meet-

ing the week following the P. C. T. H. B. A. meeting,

and at the same course, horsemen will be spared the

extra expense and trouble of moving their horses away

from the track. Nearly all of the horses entered for

the Breeders' meeting are also entered for the one given

by the Golden Gate Fair Association.

Sufficient entries had not been received for the free-

for-all race for trotters and pacers, so the Board of Di-

rectors decided to declare that race unfilled and to re-

open it for entries. The date of closing these entries is

August 1st, and as the race will not take place until the

last day of the meeting, August 11th, it is hoped that a

sufficient number of entries will be received to make
the race a " go."

Following is the programme of each day's events in

their proper order :

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4TH.

Two-year-olds, 2:40 class, trotting—eleven entries.

2:14 class, pacing—seven entries.

Old-time stake, four miles and repeat—four entries.

2:27 class, trotting—sixteen entries.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7TH.

2:30 class, pacing—fifteen entries.

2:19 class, trotting (nomination)—thirteen entries.

2:40 class, trotting—nineteen entries.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST STH.

Three-year-olds, 2:30 clasp, trotting—twenty-four entries.

2:20 class, pacing—ten entries.

2:24 class, trotting—fourteen entries.

TUHRSDAY, AUGUST 9TH.

Four-year-olds, 2:27 class, trotting—seventeen entries.

2:17 class, trotting—eight entries.

Three-year-olds, 2:27 class, pacing—nine entries.

FRTDAY, AUGUST 10TH.

Two-year-old, 2:40 class, pacing—twenty-one entries.

2:22 class, trotting (nomination)—seventeen entries.

Four-year-olds, 2:25 class, pacing—eight entries.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10TH.

2:30 class, trotting—eighteen entries.

Free-for-all (mixed). Entries close August 1st.

2:25 class, pacing— fourteen entries.

Besides the above, there will be given a race for

butchers' horses, owners to drive, and another race for

roadsters, owners to drive. As an extra attraction and

one that has proved immensely popular in the East,

arrangements have been made by which the wonderful

trotting dog " Ned,"driven by a youth, will appear each

day and trot against time.

Now that the strike is about over everyone interested

should do their utmost to make this the opening meeting

of the circuit a success. The purses are large and the

efforts of the live members of this splendid organization

to foster the interests of breeding and developing light

harness horses should be sustained. Remember the

meeting takes place August 4th, two weeks from to-day,

and everyone that has ever had any interest in horses or

who cares to see first-class racing, excellent starting and

judging should attend,

A breeder " penny wise and pound foolish" borders

on insanity. Poorly-fed youngsters not only grow up

into weedy, sick-looking creatures, but they never per-

form well at any distance above a quarter of a mile, no

matter how gilt-edged their breeding may be. The

writer has yet to see a great racehorse that was not given

enough to eat when he was a weanling, or yearling.

Therefore a breeder who has no more sense than to turn

his young stock into a field, imagining that they can get

all they desire to eat there, does not deserve to succeed.

Young horses are like children in respect to eating.

What little boy or girl does not like pie, cake and candy
as well as " the substantial ? " A colt or filly needs

something besides " green food," and must have hay,

oats, carrots, mashes and an occasional bit of dessert in

the shape of an apple, if it is to grow into a racehorse.

Horses reason, beyond all doubt. If they get their liv-

ing out of a field, only they soon begin to believe they

don't amount to much anyhow, or their penny-wise
owner would see that they got something besides green

grass. Bring into a sales ring two youngsters of the

same age, one as well bred as the other, and see if the

well-kept fellow does not bring double the amount
fetched by the neglected one. Feed the colt well, and
he'll bring a good price every time if he is well-bred

and sound, but ifyou do not feed him you can not get a

single bid from any sound-minded horseman, for he will

never be of any account for any purpose. If a breeder

ever gets the reputation of starving his stock that repu-

tation is likely to cost thousands of dollars, no matter if

he does " reform " and come to his senses. It is hard

to make the public believe that such reformation has been
brought about. Another matter regarding the rearing

of horses for racing purposes worth noticing is that the

most rugged, the soundest and best-developed colts come
from ranches where plenty of hilly ground is to be found,

and the benefit of this running out in the hills is to be

seen when they go to racing in the splendid lung power
possessed by the colts, to say nothing of the development

of muscular power spoken of above.

Thoroughbred Sire i.

The following table, compiled by the editor of the New
York Spirit of the Times, demonstrates that the horses

now in this State stand well in the list of "winning sires."

This table was made to take in the 19th of June. Since

that time imp. Cheviot has made giant strides, Rey el

Santa Anita winning the rich American Derby and
Sheridan Stakes, amounting to over $25,000. With the

winnings of that horse's get at the meeting here last win-

ter and spring added, Cheviot stands well up in the list,

with over $30,000 to his credit.

Bramble 510,946
Knight of Ellerslie 10.585
Linden 10.000
Pontiac* 9,500
Hyder Ali 8,000
Hanover 7,625
Harry O'Fallon 7,185
Rayon d' Or* 5,155
Stonehenge* 5,015
Miser 3,185
Eolus „ 3,035
Sir Dixon 3,015
Uncas 2,340
King Galop* 2,300
Salvator- 650*.
Favordale 100

Onondaga_ 537,285
Sir Modred* 35,340
Iroquois 29,955
Himyar. 29,480

Mr. Pickwick*. 29,080
Darebin* 29,025
Spendthrift 25.422
Deceiver* 24,230
Falsetto 22,070
Longfellow 17,040
St. Blaise* 15,500
The IIl-Used«. 12,500
Hayden Edwards 12,115
Fonso 12,020
Midlothian* 12,000
Galore* 11,685

* Imported.

The " new sires " that have loomed up prominently

this year are Hayden Edwards, Galore, Knight of Ellers-

lie and Linden. All these horses are comparatively

young and from families that have been noted in the

producing line for years. Hayden Edwards is nine

years old, a bay horse by imp. Prince Charlie (sire of

Salvator), dam Nannie Bay, by imp. Glenelg ; second

dam Nannie Butler, by Lexington. Prince Charlie was

by Blair Athol (son of Stockwell,) dam by Surplice (son

of Touchstone). Glenelg was also a grandson of Stock-

well, and his dam was Babta, by Kingston. Hayden
Edwards, therefore, is strongly bred in " sire lines,"

having a double cross of Stockwell, besides Touchstone

blood galore.

Imp. Galore is not so strongly bred in " sire lines,"

royally bred though he is. His sire, Galopin, was for

years the leading stallion of England, by Vedette, son

of Voltigeur, winner of Derby and St. Leger and the

only horse that ever threw the dust of defeat into The
Flying Dutchman's eyes. Galore's dam is by Macaroni,

winner of the Derby and sire of Lily Agnes, the dam of

Ormonde, among other great ones. Strangely enough,

Galore is inbred to The Flying Dutchman, his sire's dam
being by that celebrity and also his third dam, Brown
Duchess, winner of the Oaks.

Knight of Ellerslie is a chestnut horse by the re-

nowned Eolus (son of imp. Leamington), dam Lizzie

Hazlewood, by Scathelock, "he by imp. Eclipse, son of

Orlando, by Touchstone. Lizzie Hazlewood was out

of the dam of Eole, St. Saviour and Eon (War Song, by

War Dance), and her grandam was Eliza Davis, by

imp. Knight of St. George, winner of the St. Leger in

England and a son of Irish Birdcatcher. The last-named

was a brother to Faugh-a-Ballagh, sire of Leamington,

hence the Knight of Ellerslie has two crosses, we might

say, of Irish Birdcatcher. Scathelock and Eolus were

from the same mare, Fanny Washington, by Revenue,

consequently the horse is inbred to some extent.

Linden is a brown horse, eleven years old, by Long-

fellow (who did not have a drop of Lexington blood in
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his veins), dam Linda Lewis, by Oliver, best son of Wag-

ner ; second dam the famous Sally Lewis, by imp. Glen-

coe. This is the family from whence came Glenmore,

Spendthrift, Onondaga, King Fox and Ban Fox. Strange

to say, there is no Lexington blood in the veins of Lin-

den.

We like the breeding of Hayden Edwards for a stal-

lion much better than any of the " new sires " of promi-

nence, and predict that he will soon be close to the top

of the " winning stallion " tree. We need more "Stock-

well horses" than we are blessed with, for they will he

extremely valuable when mated with mares with one or

two crosses of Lexington blood. Take the stallions at

the head of the above list, and see how they are bred in

" aire lines :" Onondaga is by imp. Leamington, dam

Susan Beane, by Lexington ; second dam Sally Lewis,by

imp. Glencoe. Sir Modred, by Traducer (grandson of

Pantaloon), dam Idalia, by Cambuscan, be by New-

minster, son of Touchstone ; second dam Dulcibella

(winner of the Cesarewitch Handicap), by Voltigeur

(winner of Derby and St. Leger), by Voltaire, he by the

stout Blacklock. Iroquois (winner of the Derby), by

imp. Leamington, dam Maggie B. B.,by imp. Australian;

second dam Madeline, by Boston ; third dam Magnolia,

by imp. Glencoe (again no Lexington cross). Himyar

is by Alarm (son of imp. Eclipse and imp. Maud, by

Stock well), dam Hira, by Lexington ; second dam He-

gira, by imp. Ambassador; third dam Flight, by imp.

Leviathan. The dead imp. Mr. Pickwick was by Hermit

winner of the Derby), dam Tomato, by King Tom.

Darebin is by The Peer (son of Melbourne), dam Lur-

line, by Traducer ; second dam Mermaid, by King Tom;

third dam Waterwitch, by The Flying Dutchman
;

fourth dam Evening Star, by Touchstone. Spendthrift

is by imp. Australian, son of West Australian, he by

Melbourne, dam the famous Aerolite, by Lexington
;

second dam Florine, by Glencoe ; third dam Melody, by

Medoc. Imp. Deceiver is bred well for a sire, according

to our ideas, being by Wenlock, son of Lord Clifden, he

by Newmiuster, son of Touchstone, dam Boot and Sad-

dle, by Trumpeter, he by Orlando, by Touchstone ; sec-

ond dam Rinderpest, by Alarm, son of Venison ; third

dam Adine, by Slane ; fourth dam by Glencoe. Wen-

lock's dam was Mineral, by Rataplan, his grandam by

Irish Birdcatcher. Successful as these stallions have

been, look at the success of the few grandsons ot Stock-

well that have stood in this country—Glenelg aud Prince

Charlie, for instance—and we predict that the leading

stallion of this couotry will be a direct male descendant

of Stockwell with plenty of good " sire blood" in his

veins besides, for instance that from Touchstone, Volti-

geur and Melbourne. Mated with our mares without

too much Lexington blood in their veins, success is cer-

tain to follow.

The article published in last week's paper entitled

"A Bit of Horse History " appeared in the Breeder

and Sportsman in 1S8S, and was copied from Dunton's

Spirit of the Turf, a defunct journal that knew little of

Glencoe or hia time. However, the article was very

readable, and was thought by the sender to be authentic,

but it appears to have been full of inaccuracies.

Azote was sold to Monroe Salisbury for SI, 500, and

Thursday he won a race at Detroit in three heats, time,

2:09f, 2:11, 2:12£. He will do.

Entries close for the Chico, Red Bluff and Willows

Fair to-day, July 21st. This is the last notification.

The Marysville meeting will commence Tuesday

next. A splendid week's meeting is anticipated.

C. F. Bunch, Manager of the Vendome Stock Farm, will

start for Marysville this morning with his stable for the pur-
pose of participating in the races of the Marysville Fair,

which will begin next Tuesday. The entries of this stable

at Marysville are as follows : Carrie Benton, 2:40 cla^s ; Iran
Alto, 2:50 class for two-vear-olds ; Gray Belle, 2:27 class

;

Our Boy (pacer), 2:30 class ; Minnie B., 2:30 class ; Hills-

dale, 2:24 class ; Jobnny Bury, 2:35 class; Alviso, 2:22 class;

Iran Alto,' 2:40 class for two-year-olds ; John D. Evans, 2:40

class for three-year-olds. Mr. Bunch also has in his string
the filly Twenty-third, by Director, dam Nettie Nutwood,
the dam of Alviso. All the animals named are in fine form,
and the probabilities are that several of them will lower
their marks before they again see San Jose. After the Marys-
ville Fair the stable will go to San Francisco for *,he sum-
mer meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A., which will begin
August 4th.—San Jose Mercury, July 19.

George J. Harley's Crestland Farm string, now located
at Mystic Park, Boston, in charge of Hiram Smith, contains
a couple of green Directors that are very fast. One of them
is out of Lilly Stanley. 2:17£, by Whippleton, and the other
is out of a daughter of the thoroughbred horse Thad. Stevens.
They are both showing well in their work, and will add to

both the fame and glory of their sire's roll of honor.

Test the Merits of Australian Racers.

The following, brought forth by C. Bruce Lowe's writ-

ings on the subject here and in the Australasian, will be read

with interest by all lovers of a good race horse. In no other

way can the question of superiority be settled in a fair man-
ner. As California breeders purchased the first Australian

stallions brought to the shores of America, and as San Fran-

cisco is the racing point par excellence of the winter and

spring, we would much like to see President Williams, of the

California Jockey Club, and his fellow-officials, arrange a

series of meetings next March for a goodly sum between the

best horses obtainable in Australia and this country. We
hardly think the records will bear the Australasian out in its

estimate of Sir Modred and Darebin and their progeny.

Several months since the Chronicle published an interview

with C. Bruce Lowe in regard to arranging a series of inter-

national races between the best horses in America and Aus-
tralia, to take place in San Francisco. Mr. Lowe wrote to

Australia and set forth his views in reference to the matter.
The Australasian, of Melbourne, one of the most influential

papers published in the colony, has taken up the proposition,

as will be seen from the following extract

:

" With blood stock selling at such poor prices in Australia,

any prospect of finding an outside market is worthy the con-
sideration of our studmasters. India provides a field for

horses sound enough to race, and at the present time a horse
with a fair chance of beating Highborn in the next Viceroy's
cup would readily sell for 1500 guineas. There is no demand
in India for horses which have done racing, however. We
must look to America to take first-class stallions of the Sir
Modred, Maxim and Darebin type,which are not appreciated
at their proper value in their own country. The Americans
want Stockwell blood, and we have it in profusion. Already
they have taken a number of our sires and a good many
mares. But there is still room to increase this trade, and C.

Bruce Lowe, who went to America with Stromboli and is

still there, is evidenly making very careful inquiries with a
view to hitting upon the best means of opening up a regular
market for the Australian thoroughbred.

11 Mr. Lowe recognizes that the best way of bringing home
to our cousins the value of our horses is to take a few good
animals across the water and test them against the best

Americans on the race course. His idea is that an Australian
syndicate should be formed to ship a few of the best all-aged

horses to California, to arrive about October. The climate
there is so mild that a spell of a few months would quite do
away with the effects of the sea voyage, and they would be
ready to race at San Francisco in March. They would then
go on to Chicago in June, and to New York for the July,
August and September racing. The successes—not very im-
portant, perhaps—of Stromboli and Candid prove that the

Australian horse does not take very long to acclimatize in

San Fraucirco. The two just mentioned are hardly the kind
of horses required to meet the best Americans, however.
Stromboli was a good, though uneven, three-year-old, but he
was undersuspicion when he left Sydney, and is not likely to

have shown at his best in San Francisco. The sort wanted
for Mr. Lowe's scheme are animals of the Carbine, Abercorn
and Commotion class. Probably we have nothing of the cali-

ber of these cracks just now, and if they were available what
wauld it cost to buy them ? A great deal more than any syn-
dicate could afiord to give on the chance of making them pay
their way.
"Under ordinary circumstances owners of the horses Mr.

Lowe cites, such as Carnage, Loyalty and Jeweler, would
think a long time before sending them to so far on the

chance of earning fame and gold by a defeat of the Yankee
crack. The best horses can always count on earning their

keep at home. And no matter how good they may rank with
us, success in a foreign land cannot be assured, because, ad-

mitting that the journey is as simple as Mr. Lowe believes,

there is no definite means of summing up the strength of the
opposition to be encountered when the preliminary difficul-

ties have been overcome. This phase of the matter has not
escaped the Sydney man, however, and in his interview with
one of the Spirit of the Times racing writers he made it

plain that the proprietors of the tracks at which the invaders
would run should allow the syndicate a fair share of the gate.

This is a novel idea in connection with racing, but, as Mr.
Lowe says, ' You allow our cricketers and boxers to take

their share of the gate, why not the horse-owners ?' The pro-

posal appears reasonable enough in connection with such in-

ternational contests as are mooted, and it seems to us the only
method of bringing about the meeting of Australian and
American horses on American soil. No doubt the crowd
such races would draw would justify the plan. At all events

the Spirit of the Times sees no objection to the concession

asked by Mr. Lowe. Of course the horses sent would have
to be the very best to be found in the colonies, and their

home form would have to be confirmed on the tracks at San
Francisco, so as to induce the American public to pay their

dollars to see the Australians measure strides with their own
champions. With these two contingencies assured, there is

no doubt the contests would prove such a draw as would en-

able the racing associations to give the visitors their share of

the receipts ungrudgingly.
" With this division of the takings conceded, we see no

reason why Mr. Lowe's scheme should not be carried out
with advantage to the owners of the cracks selected. If our
horses can win, their owners will secure large purses and very
substantial bets, while they would afterward be able to sell

their horses to the Americans for four or five times the money
they would fetch here. In the event of being beaten they

would have the gate money to recoup them their expenses
and compensate them for the loss of stakes occasioned by
their leaving home to throw down the gauntlet to the Amer-
ican sportsmen. There is one drawback we can see to this

international contest. The Americans affect short races to an
overwhelming degree, and there might be a difficulty in get-

ting large purses for races of two miles. If Portsea, for in-

stance, went to America all Australians would like to see him
pitted against the Drake Carter of the day. This might be a

matter difficult of arrangement, because stayers seem to be

rare in America, and most of the big stakes are given to races

of about a mile and a quarter or a mile. We think we have
pretty well outlined Mr. Lowe's scheme in these remarks.

With the gate-money part of the programme satisfactorily

arranged, there is no reason why his ideas should not bear

fruit. And it is easy to see that the contests, should they
eventuate in even a fair percentage of wins for our horses,

would give a grand lift to the horse-breeding industry in this

country. Other authorities besides Mr. Lowe have called
attention to the value of introducing some of our hard-stay-
ing blood into America. Sir Modred has made a great name
at the stud, but he was hardly a stayer himself, and his stock
seem more at home over short than long courses. With
Darebin and Maxim it should be different, however, and
there is no question that nothing would tend so much to popu-
larize our breed of horses in the land of the Stars and Stripes
as the test proposed by Mr. Lowe—provided, of course, that
our representatives can come through the ordeal satisfactor-
ily."

Marty Bergen.

Marty Bergen was born in California of Irish parents about
twenty-six years ago. His father was a horseman of great

ability, but finding his occupation wholly or nearly gone in

the Golden Gate, he emigrated to this part of the country
when Marty was quite yo»ng, says Daily America.
Marty was an early lover of a horse and soon determined to

follow his father's profession. He secured a position in one
of the stables located at Jerome Park as exercise lad. He
got along so well in his calling that he soon attracted atten-

tion and went with Mr. George Lorillard in 1882. He had,
however, very little chance to distinguish himself in the
saddle with the " blue and orange," and after a few years

of apprenticeship with the stable severed his connection with
it.

About this period the winter meetings at Guttenburg and
Yonkers were starting. By quickness and aptitude for his

profession Bergen soon attracted the attention of horse-

owners. They were quick to realize that although Marty was
somewhat English in style, riding with a long rein, he was as
quick as a cat in getting away from the post and was fully as
reckless about danger as that feline. Marty never went a
yard farther than he possibly could help then, neither does
he now, and for one of his inches it is marvelous what he can
get out of a tired horse. As a finisher he has few if any
equals.

He made a great record at Guttenburg one day about three
years ago, riding all six winners as well as the winner of a
match which was run early in the day. Marty has one
Suburban scalp to his credit, he riding Loantaka in 1891.
He has a most remarkable physique, being a small-sized San-
dow. He can ride very easily in 102 pounds, and with a little

reducing could tip the scale at 95.

Four years ago he took unto himself a wife, the result of
the union being two childrea. He has a charming home at
Maplewood, N. J., with six acres surrounding it. Marty is

most exemplary in his habits, being temperate in ail things.
He believes in the good old maxim, " Early to bed and early
to rise," and when engaged regularly at any stable is most
faithful in the performance of his dutes. To keep his hand
in all the time he has been in the habit of riding a cob to and
from the track. He owns several race horses which his
brother Michael looks after. He has given up his home in
Maplewood during the racing season and now resides in
handsome style on 89th street, near Lexington avenue.
Marty has always been careful with his money, and it would
make no material difference to him if he were unable to ride
anv more.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department btost be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof
of good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

M., Sacramento—Please give breeding ofMinnie Blackburn.
Answer.—By Norfolk, dam Maggie Dale, by Owen Dale;
second dam Morgretta, by Lexington; third dam Eleanor
Margrave, by imp. Margrave, etc. She was a bay mare,
foaled in 1873.

L. A., Los Gatos, Cal.—A bets B that his horse (A's) wins
a certain race, B taking the field against him. At the t'me
the bet was made only three horses were known to be certain
starters, but at the last moment a fourth horse, or last one,
entered and won the race, is B not entitled to the stakes, A's
horse having fiaished second ? Answer.—As "A" bet that
his horse would win a certain race, he loses.

A Chemist's Endorsement.

I have had an opportunity to examine " Absorbine,"

manufactured by W. F. Young, Meriden, Ct., and find it to

be a discutient on which full confidence can be placed. It
removes all puffs and swellings, from a skin roll to a fatty

tumor, and at the same time it strengthens the muscles with-
out doing the least injury to the tissues, or even the hair. I

am much pleased with it, and could not suggest anything
preferable. (Signed) W. H. Morse,

Chemist and Therapeutist.
Breeders should take pains to send their stock to the sale

ring free from all wind puffs, thoroughpins, etc. The reputa-
tion of the stock and extra prices received make this neces-

sary for a successful breeder. "Absorbine" will remove
them without staining or removing the hair. Has no odor
and pleasant to use. These features trainers appreciate. See
advertisement in another column.

Geo. L. Clark, proprietor of Silver City Stock Farm,
Meriden, Conn., says :

" Absorbine " will allay inflammation
quicker than anything I have ever seen. Have used it on
Sprained Shoulder and Tendons, Bog Spavin, Wind Puns
and other bunches with success, and without removing the

hair, which is a pleasant feature.

For (he " Batchers* Race." to be given at the 8ummer Meeting.
two carts, donated by John Farley, the well-known caterer, will

lie given as prizes. Jesse Pott«r, the gentleman who so success-

fully managed the last race of this description at the other meet-

ing, is to be master ot" ceremonies of this.

The old pacer Adonis, 2:11$, and the trotter Tom Arden,

2:16f, worked a half together at Providence, R. I., recently,

in 1:05. *
Sixvertone, by Wilton, out of the dam of Silverone,

2: IDf, made a record of 2:30 recently.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Clnb shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at

Oakland Track. Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary. Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Kace Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

Pinesireet. S. F.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline. Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

The Lincoln Gnn Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmrire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots second and fourth

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieyes', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gnn Club shoots eyery third Sunday at San Bruno.

P. F. E. Steiner. President, Phil Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

Aye-, S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Clnb shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.

Taeoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Taeoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burreil, Sec.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Mfir>hiield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault. Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Dayis. Pres.: V. M.

Jessee, Sec

Coming Events.

July 22—Alameda Co
Leandro Road.

iiy Sportsmen's Association, Joe Dieyes', San

July 2S—The Country Club, Oakland Race Track,

July 29—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.

Clabrongb. Golcher & Co.'s prize blue rock shoot, eyery Sunday
Oakland Race Track.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Deer are said to be very plenty in Potter Valley a few

miles from TJkiah. —-— —

The Ontario Gun Clnb hold a rabbit hunt nearly every

Saturday nowadays. »
John Burgez and Frank Lacoste succeeded in bringing to

earth a fine buck near Novato on the loth.

John L. Brewer defeated Frank Class at Morristown, N. J.

in a 100 bird match with a score of 96 to 91.

Dr. Carver defeated J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas city, last

week in a 100 bird match with a score of 96 to 95.

In the past two months Sam Caldwell, of Healdsburg, has

captured Iwo brown bears and one cinnamon bear on his

ranche.

Ned Bosqui killed a fine buck in Marin county on the loth

and Percy and Chas. Moore secured another back of San
Geroni mo.

E. D. Fulford and Dr. W. F. Carver have agreed to shoot
five 100 live bird matches for $100 a side. Revised Hurling-
ham rules to govern.

The ordinance regulating dove shooting in Stanislaus

county has again been changed. The open season is now
from August 1st to March 1st.

Messrs. Kittle, Sprague, Oxnard and another gentleman
whose name we could not learn, each killed a buck at the

Country Club preserve on opening day.

The Board of Supervisors of Sutter county have rescinded
their bounty ordinance and coyotes, rabbits, squirrels and
gophers can now roam the country at will.

The Tamalpais club only succeeded in shooting two bucks
od their preserve on opening day. One fell to the rifle of

\Ym. C. Brown, the other was killed by Wm. Berg.

The Riverside Enterprise stated some time ago that the
deer season opened in that county on July 1st. This is an
error. The Stale law has not been changed in that county.
Theseason is from September 1 to October 1.

C. W. Budd and Dr. W. Carver have agreed to shoot three
live bird matches at 100 birds per man for $200 a side each
match, Hurlingham rules will govern with the exception
that the boundary shall be fifty yards and guns not to exceed
eight pounds. The matches will beshot in October.

J. H. Grimsley of Tulare has had a pair of golden pheas-
ants, which were sent to him from Oregon, for the past two
years. Some time ago the hen escaped and was not >een for

quite a while. She has now made ber appearance with a
I > rood of young. These pheasants are the same as the ones
recently received by the Sportsman Club.

The English partridges imported a few years ago by Mr.
<ieo. E. Good and others, and which were turned loose on
Witch Hazel farm, have been protected by Mr. Van B. De
Lashmutt, the owner of the farm, and have increased in
mirnhiTs and are doing finely. They resemble in style a
quail, but arc larger,being about the size of a rufled grouse or
common pheasant. They are not such bold, energetic rust-

lers as the Denny pheasant, and will not spread so fast, but
il they can be protected for a few years will become common
in the Willamette valley, which in climate much resembles
their native country, and is, therefore, well adapted to them.
— ' >regonian.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s tournament on the 2Sth and
29th is the only blue rock tournament scheduled for the sum-
mer. If we accept the State Sportsmen's Tournament which
will probably be held at Los Angeles. The attendance will

undoubtedly be very large, but as it will be class shooting

everyone has a fighting chance. All are welcome.

Recently two pairs of Japanese or Mongolian pheasants)

from Oregon, were sent to Ventura county by the State Fish
Commissioner, with the hope of soon having our wooded dis-

trict well stocked with this beautiful aud meaty game bird.

They were public property, but have been placed in private

hands for proper care. Mr. Willoughby has one pair which
will be or has been placed in "Wheeler canyon ; Supervisor

K. P. Grant has the other pair at bis ranch near Norehoff,

and is building runways, etc., for them as specified in the

commission's instructions accompanying the birds. Some
time ago a pair of these birds, private property, was sent to

Mr. Hankins. at Hueneme; this pair ex-Sheriff Reilly will

take to his ranch on the Conejo.

At the Hurlingham Club, London, Eng., on June loth, un-

usual interest was occasioned by the fact that among the list

of the competitors were several American marksmen, who
crossed the Atlantic for the purpose of participating in the

international events a week later. Instead of the customary
£1 "sweeps" business started with the principal event, viz.,

a £4 sweepstakes at 30 yards rise, with £20 added, first miss

out. Twenty-one sportsmen tried conclusions, and the birds,

aided by a nice breeze, left the traps at a terrific pace, and in

the opening round more than half the number of competitors

were placed hors de combat. Three more retired in the sec-

ond "tour," and on the termination of the sixth the contest

had resolved itself into a match between Mr. George and Mr.
Vernon Barker. In shooting off the tie Mr. George stayed

the longest and was awarded the prize, £104, with a total of

10 kills. Then followed a £2 handicap sweepstakes which
brought together the largest field of shooters yet seen this

season, viz., 25. This took Borne considerable time to decide,

but ultimately the pool, amounting to £50, was cut up
between Mr. J. C. Kennedy (28 yards) and Mr. Otho (25i),

each grassing ten birds consecutively. Of the American
division, Mr. Moore and Mr. Welch showed the best form.

—

Am. Field.
_

The Olympic Annex.

The trap shooting annex of the Olympic Club shot at Oak-

land Race Track on Sunday last. Bekeart won first medal

with twenty-one, H. C. Golcher second with eighteen, Hughes

third with thirteen. The match was at twenty-five singles,

known traps and angles. The score:

Bekeart llOlllllllllllOllllOlOll 1—21
Stauff. 111131111011101011111101 0—20
H. C. Golcher 111111101111 01010 10110110-18
Hughes 001010111101110101100100 0—13
McMahon 00010101 110 00101001110010—11
Liddle OOOOIOOOIUOOIIOIQIOIOIIIQ— 9

Thorn 000001001101101100100000 0—8
Justius 100 101000 00U 1101 010000010— S

Two fifteen bird mat ches followed. Stauff won the first with

13, Vernon second with 12. Vernon won the second with 11,

Stauff taking second with 10. The score:

Stauff. 11111111110111 1—13
Vernon „ 11110111101111 0—12
Bekeart 10101011111110 0—10
Golcher 100001111000111—8
Liddle 111100001100011— S
Nauman 01110001100010 0—6
Thorn 11010001100010 0-=-fi

McMahon 000001100011001—5
Justin h 100011000100001—5
Vandcrcook 010010000101000—4
Hughes 000000001010100—3

Vernon llllllllOlOlOO 1—11
Stauff. 11001101110011 1—10
Xauman 111001001110110—9
Bekeart OIOIHOIIIOOOOI— 8
Golcher t 000111111000110— S
Thorn 010010001100111—7
Liddle 101010101001000—6
McMahon 00110110100000 0—5
Justius 101001100000001—5
Hnghes 000010001000011—4

The Stockton Gun Club.

The Stockton Gun Club held the last shoot of the season at

Jackson's baths, on Sunday. The final prizes for the season's

shooting have been awarded as follows :

Club shoot, first class—E. Richards, first prize, gold medal.
Score, 146 out of a possible 200. F. Merrill, second prize, tro-

phy. Score, 140 out of a possible 200.

Second class—D. Winders, first prize, gold medal. Score,

124 out of 200. F. P. Clark, second prize, trophy. Score, 123
out of 200.

Third class—A. Lang, first prize, gold medal. .Score, 114
out of a possible 200. H. Swift, second prize, trophy. Score,

112 out of a possible 200.

There was also a prize shoot for a gold medal and other
prize shoots for members breaking the highest number of

blue rocksout of 100 singles. The 100 blue rocks wereshotin
four shoots of 25 each. The prizes were donated by members
of the club. George Ellis won the first prize, a gold medal,
with a score of 79 out of 100 ; E. Richards won the second
prize, with a score of 7S out of 100 ; H. Longers won the

third prize with 77 out of 100. The scores were as follows

:

FIFTEEN SINGLES ; FIVE PAIR.

E. Richards l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

11 01 10 11 11—21
P. P. Clark 111001111111110 01 10 11 10 11—19
G. Ellis 111110111011010 10 11 10 30 10—17
H. Swill 101111010011111 10 00111110—17
A. Lang 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 10 10-17
F. Merrill 1110110 10 110 101 1110 101010—16
G. C. Marcb 110 0001101111 11 10 10 11 10—15
D. Winders noioiiiioiiioo 00 00 101110—14
H. Lonjere 110 1010 01111111 101100 0010—14
G. Schaefer 10 10 1 1000101 101 10 11001010—13
\v. Dlta 1 1 11 on 0101 11 01 01000010—13
G. Ditz 001001101110 101 1010 1010 10—la
G. Brownfleld 1 1 1 000] 1 0001 1 10 10 11 10 00—l->

N. Brown 000111001111001 01 10 00 10 10—12
K. Wellington 10100 1001000111 10 01 10 00 00—

l

n
J.Dunham 101010101010000 10 00 10 00 00—

9

TWENTY-FIVE SINGLES.

G. BlUS 110011111111011 1111111110—20
E. Richards 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I—20
F. Merrill 100111 llllOOlOio 11011111 1—IS
G. BrownOold 11110111010111 1100111011 0—IS
A. Lang 011111 110111100011010011 1—17
H. Lonjers 1111111 (Uioi 101001011101 1—17
G. Dltz „ 11001 1100111001001111 011 1-16

Lincoln Gun Club.

The regular monthly event of the Lincoln Gun Club

brought out a very light attendance. The militia having

taken possession of the club's grounds, the Empire Club court-

eously offered them the use of its grounds, and the match was
shot there. TheLincolns wish us to publicly thank them for

their kindness. The match was shot, as usual, at 20 singles,

unknown traps. The score

:

FIRST CLASS.

Allen- 1011111101111111100 1-16
Karney 1111011010111101111 0—15
BniDS 0011101111100111101 1—14
Daniels 1110101111001001010 1—13
Whitney 01 1000011 11 01 0010111—11
Venker 0000010111000001111 1—10

SECOND CLASS.

Fischer 1111000101011010010 1—11
Sharp „ 00O0 111101 01 01100011—10
Wenzel HOOIOOOIOIIOOIOOIIO— 9

How to Load " E. C." Powder.

Use the U. M. C. Co.'s shells with No. 3 primers, the

Winchester shells with No. 3 W. primers or the U. S. Car-

tridge Co.'s latest improved shell.

If you do not use any of the above named shells prime with

three grains of black powder. " E. C." gives regular results

when primed.

In loading use as follows : For twenty gauge gun two to

two and one-half drams, sixteen gauge guns two and one-

half to two and three-quarters drams, twelve gauge guns two

and three-quarters to three and a quarter drams, ten guage

guns three and one-half to four and one-half drams, eight

gauge guns from five to six and one-half drams. One dram
by measure weighs not tapped fourteen grains. Correct your
measure by your druggist's weight. Tapping powder re-

member increases the charge from one to three grains.
" E. C." powder is made the same strength as the very

highest grade of black powder measure fur measure. This
should be borne in mind when loading.

The "E. C." Company recommends for live birds to wad
one trap next to the powder following with one three-eighths
inches white felt, topping with a black edge. For targets a
trap wad next to the powder, over which two quaiter-inch
black edge wads. If there is not room for a good crimp use
a stiff card board wad.

All the above wads should be No. 11 J, or tight fitting No.
12 for twelve gauge guns. No matter what guage guns you
use always have your wads fit tight.

Place a firm pressure on the powder as well as on the
wads.

To obtain the best results at crimping see to it that at least

one-quarter of an inch of the shell is firmly crimped down.
The quantity of shot giving the best results has been found

to be : Twenty gauge, seven-eighths ounce ; sixteen gauge,
one ounce ; twelve gauge, one and one-eighth ounces; ten
gauge, one and one-fourth ounces; eight gauge, two ounces.
The company recommends one ounce of shot for game for

twelve gauge guns, and full one and one-eighth ounces for

pigeons and targets. Exhaustive trials have proven that the
majority of guns give better results with these charges.

Sporting Patents.

Ihe following 4ist of sporting patents is reported expressly

for the Breeder and Sportsman by James Sangster, Patent

Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.:

Granted June 19, 1S94:—Hammer guard for firearms,

Mary L. Campbell, Noyan, Canada. Row-boat, Michael F.
Davis, Portland, Me. Magazine firearm, Peter Sheckler,
Stockton, Kans. Line guide for fishing rods, Samuel T.
Davis, Lancaster Pa.
Expired June 19, 1S94:—Animal traps, E. I. Braddock,

Lowell, Mass., assignor to S. Sewall. Jr., and G. A. Marden,
same place. Camp stools, Ernest W. Gourd, Franklin, N. H.
Granted July 3, 1S94 :—Cartridge, Edwin D. Brainard,

Great Barrington, Mass ; fishing reel, John S. Freese, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.; electrical fishing apparatus,Edward Poppowitsch,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; breech loading break down gun, Ansley H.
Fox, Baltimore, Md.; revolver-cylinder, Jean Lamm, Kessel-

stadt, assignor to Max Hassalman, Frankfort on the Main,
Germany ; tent and support, Patrick F. Noonan, Fort
Stanton, N. Mex.; fisherman's reel, Francisco V. de Bern,

Gloucester, Mass.
Trade-mark :—Fishing reel and fishing reel cross plates,

United States Net and Twine Company, New York, N. Y.
Essential feature—the word "Climax."

Killed a Bear.

On Thursday of last week in the Durwood meadows, which

lie at the extreme head of Big Trout creek, Gonzales Smith

killed a cinnamon bear, says the latest issue of the Bakersfield

Californian. He has killed bears before now, being, though,

already a noted hunter, but he never before was in such close

quarters. He was on horseback hunting for stock when sud-

denly the bear penned him in a place where high rocks shut
off his retreat In the rear. He was armed only with a 44-oal.

Merwin & Hurlbert pistol. He got off his horse, took off his

his overcoat and drew his pistol determined to sell his life as

dearly as possible. Meantime, the bear, about a 600-pounder,

was coming right for him. When about thirty yards apart

Smith gave a shrill whistle, at which the bear turned a little.

This chance for a shot was what Smith was hoping for and in

an instant he fired, the ball going through the bear's body.

The animal fell dead about a dozen steps away from young
Smith. He tells the story of the affair in a modest way, but he
didn't relish the encounter one little bit.

The Coming- Tournament.

The prize tournament to be held at Clabrough, Golcher &
Co.'s grounds at Oakland Race Track on July 28th and 29th,

is the talk of local trap shooters at present. Saturday will

be devoted to pool shootiog. Nine events are scheduled
The prize shoot will be held on Sunday, commencing at 10
A. M. A Parker hammerless, a Winchester shotgun and
seven other valuable prizes will be given in this match. Class

shooting will prevail in all matches. All are welcome.
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Class Shooting.

Editor Breedeb and Sportsman :—Please answer the

following questions and oblige a constant reader

:

In a blue-rock match, 10 targets per man, American Asso-

ciation rules (but it was stated by the management that it

was not class shooting), A makes 10, B 10, C 9 and D S.

There were three moneys. Who are entitled to the moneys ?

(2) Please define class shooting as laid down in Rule 17 of

the American Shooting Association rules (amended).

Yours respectfully, " A Subscriber."

Newman, Cal.

[1. A and B are entitled to first and second money. It is

at their option to divide it or shoot off the tie, the winner

taking it all. C takes third money, D nothing.

2. The amended American Association rules do not define

class shooting. The definition in the printed rules of 1892

is as follows

:

Classification.—Section 1. Any shooter to become elig-

ible to the tournaments given und^r the rules and manage-

ment of the American Shooting Association must qualify by

sending to the headquarters of the association a certificate

from the president or secretary of a regularly organized gun

club, of which he is a member, giving to the best of his

knowledge and belief, what he considers the shooter's aver-

age on inanimate targets. These certificates will be used in

making up a proper classification of the contestants. Blank

forms will be sent to any one on application. If the scores

made by any shooter give sufficient grounds for changing a

shooter's classification, the association reserves the right to

make the change.

Sec. 2. The classification of shooters will be as follows:

Class A to consist of all those whose average is 86 and over;

class B to consist of all those whose average is from 70 to 85

inclusive ; class C to consist of all those whose average is

under 70.

The common interpretation of class shooting on this coast

is the rule that governed the Midwinter Fair Tournament,

and all of the tournaments given by Clabrough, Golcher &
Co. at Oakland. In this method there are as many classes as

there are prizes offered in a match. The shooters ranking

in order of the number of birds broken in that particular

match. For instance, if A and B each break 24 birds in a 25-

bird match, the winner of the tie takes first prize. If C, D,

E and F each break 24, the winner of the tie will take second,

and so on until the prizes are all won. If enough prizes are

offered, the man that only breaks 4 out of 25 has a chance of

winning something.

—

Ed.

ROD-
Perch are now being caught all along the Kern river.

The darker flies seeai to take the best this month on both

lake and stream.

Salmon are becoming more plentiful at Santa Cruz, Mon-
terey and Capitola.

J. H. Sammi and K. Taylor caught 33 fine trout at Lake

San Andreas on Sunday last.

Lake Pilarcitos is providing local anglers with fine sport,

but the trout are reported smaJl.

A lady from Los Angeles caught an eight pound barracuda

on an eight ounce split bamboo rod wiih a 6ilk trout line at

Avalon last week.

John T. Sullivan, of the Ocean House, Santa Cruz,recently

shipped to E. T. Allen Co. a 50 pound sea bass 51 inches in

leDgth, caught on a 10 oz. steel rod with sardine bait.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. can fit you out for any kind of

fishing, brook trout, lake trcut, bass, salmon or bay fishing.

Their assortment of flies, lines, artificial insects, spoons, spin-

ning bait, rods, reel and aDgling paraphenalia can scarcely

be excelled. Call on them and examine their stock.

Bay fishing has been unusually good the past week. Col.

Babcock and Wm. Fletcher caught over 200 rock cod at

Tiburon on Saturday last. Several other parties had big

strings, even so poor a fisherman as ye editor had his creel

full. Horse smelt are also running in goodly numbers.

In the fly casting practice at Stowe Lake on Saturday last,

Col. Edwards made a record cast of SS feet. The attendance

was very light, most of the members prefering casting for

trout to casting for records and were scattered about on the

various lakes and streams that could be reached by the local

trains.

E. H. Callender, of Los Angeles, carried off the honors at

Avalon last week. On the fourteenth he caught with a

twelve ounce lance w^od rod and nearly 500 feet of line, 150

pounds of yellow tail and rock bass. One yellow tail weighed

twenty-six" pounds and some of the rock bass ran up to eight

pounds. He fished from Seal Eock to Church Eock.

Professor and Madam Eosewald, of San Francisco, who
have been at Avalon for two weeks, had an exciting ex-

perience on Saturday last. They were fishing off Chnrch
Eock, having two light rods out and a hand line, the latter

being worked by the fisherman. Suddenly a yellow tail

struck the hand line, which was passed to Professor Eosewald
so that he could take the fish, the boatman taking the rod.

At this moment a fish struck the rod and the boatman ex-

changed rods with Madame Eosewald that she might have
the pleasure of catching the fish. Just as the exchange was
being made a fish of mighty proportions struck the other

rod, and then began a piscatorial pandemonium. Each fish

was big enough to tow the boat, and soon all three were hav-

ing a triangular duel, hauling in different directions, and it

took about three minutes for the three fishes to make a com-
bination that reduced those three lines to total wrecks. The
loss was estimated at 500 feet of line, three hooks and sixty

or seventy pounds of yellow tail. Professor Eosewald is a

member of the Bohemian Club, but it is doubtful if he ever

indulged in high jinks exactly like this. Later the party

took some fish.—L. A. Herald.

F. M. Haight, one of Clabrough, Golcher A Co.'s popular
salesmen and G. E. Bacon returned from the Upper Navarro,
Mendocino ^County, the first of the week. They found an
abundance of trout varying in size from 7 inches to 2 pounds
weight. They fished near the source of the Navarro at the
junction of Rancherie and Indian creeks. The water was
very clear and dark flies were the attractive lure, such as the
brown hackle, black gnat and similar flies. They report see-

ing great numbers of quail and doves and a great many deer
tracks along the creeks and rivers.

Mention has been made in the Portland, Oregon, papers of
the recent visit to Astoria of Dr. H. M. Smith, secretary and
laboratory expert of the United States, and the purpose of
his investigations there. From all the information that could
be obtained, Dr. Smith favored the establishment of one or
more hatcheries, to the combined capacity of 50,000,000 fry.

He pointed out to those interested the absolute necessity of a
stringent weekly close law, in order that a sufficient number
of salmon may reach the spawning grounds. The first cost
of such a hatchery would not exceed $30,000, and the annual
cost of operation about $7,000. The United States govern-
ment has for several years operated an artificial salmon
hatchery at Bucksport, Me., at an annual expense of $11,000,
and another on the St. Croix river, near Schudic lake. The
total catch on all the Maine rivers does not exceed 30,000
pounds of salmon per annum, while the catch on the Colum-
bia river is 4,000,000 pounds every year. If the government
is willing to keep up two hatcheries in Maine, where the pro-
duct is so small, it surely ought to give the Columbia river

one.

Fishing at Catalina.

Santa Catalina, July 11.—The papers of Santa Cruz

and Monterey are at the present time exploiting the delights

of salmon fishing, but Santa Catalina is providing a sport that

for pure excitement leaves the salmon far behind in the race;

this is yellowtail fishing with a light rod. For years the yel-

lowtail has been the stand-by of Catalina, and has always

proved itself a gamy fish even when taken on a big line ; but

this year the fish is being given a chance for its life, and al-

most every fisherman is provided with a rod and line, the

latter a very light flax ; the reel large enough to hold 300

feet. Armed with this and silvery smelt bait, a party recently

left Avalon, determined to take fish or break the machinery,

says the Los Angeles Express.

The fishing, on account of the late season, has not been re-

markable, but the last few warm days have improved it, and

almost every boat that comes in brings in yellowtail and some

sea bass. The boat was fastened behind a wheezy little tug,

and when off the seal rocks was cast off and the fishing began.

The wind had gone down and nothing but the ground swell

came rolling in. The water was as smooth as glass, and
everywhere fish were breaking, rising like trout, while great

bands of sea bass moved along with dignified mien, followed

by scores of yellowtail, and the deeper water was black with
barracuda. Lines were soon-over—a hand-line and two rods

one a split bamboo made for this very purpose, about eight

feet long; the other a heavier rod, but longer and more slen-

der, each carrying 300 feet of the best line to be had.

The boat was pulled for sometime over the barracuda, the

writer being anxious to test his light rod on one of this

gamey fish. The opportunity soon occurred, as whizz-z-z-z !

went the reel making the music so welcome to the fisherman's

ear, and out went forty feet of the line that if used as a hand
line would have broken in a moment. A touch on the brake,

and the rush of the fish was stoppped, still the reel was mak-
ing music that, however, gradually decreased as the reel was
used, and after five or six savage rushes the barracuda suc-

cumbed to the light rod. In the meantime something had

struck the split bamboo, and the fisherman being unprepared

was, to use a slang phrase, rattled. The reel was screeching

in a high falsetto, the holder of the rod had forgotten to use

the brake, and when he did, too much, and what happened
no one exactly knew, but all at once the split bamboo went
to pieces, broke or shivered halfway down—a liberal split

—

and the unseen, probably a sea bass, went off with one hun-
dred and seventy feet of line.

During this time a barracuda was fighting the man with

the hand line, and was soon tossed into the boat. Then the

sport with the barracuda began. They could not wait for the

line to fairly fall below the surface before they had it ;
rush-

ing this way and that, plunging to the bottom to come in with

mouth wide open, fighting and struggling to the last, to be

ignominiously tossed into the box. One noble fellow fought

like a tiger, leaping from the water, rushing under the boat,

and nearly escaping before the gaff struck him. Not until a

dozen big barracuda had been taken did the sport cease, the

school passing on.

Suddenly the flying fish begsn to leave the water in all

directions. They came like living arrows, one striking the

boat with a resounding thud, falling back dead, suggestive of

the effect such a blow would have if received on the head.

The flight of the flying fish meant big game, either bass or

yellowtail, and in the moment of expectancy came a sudden

screech as thirty feet of line was torn from the reel. The
rush was so furious, so instantaneous, that a movement to

stop it would have resulted in a total wreck of rod, reel and

line, and so the reel screamed and the line tore until one

hundred and fifty feet had gone and then a little si rain was

put on—a movement that only spurred the fish to still greater

efforts. Suddenly it let up, then for the first time the rod

could be grasped and given a turn. One, two, three turns, a

foot gained, then that ominous scream from the reel, and the

fisherman was seized with the yellowtail fever or something

else. An unfortunate hitch in the line, and the fish was off,

with two hundred and seventy five feet of line to tow after

him as a memento. A new line was soou rigged, and later

another yellowtail hooked on the light rod, and this time

caught, after a magnificent fight. The fisherman had about

seventy-five feet of line out, and the fish made a splendid

burst, taking fifty more, then being neatly stopped by putting

on the drag. The rushes were terrific, and the slightest errur

of judgment would have been followed by a catastrophe
;
but

by skillful handling every move of the fish was met, its rush

directly away was turned, and while testing the strength of

the rod in every way, actual mishap was avoided. The tac-

tics of this fish were such as would have troubled a salmon

fisherman. Its first rush was directly away, then when turned

by the rod it made a masterly dive to the right, rising quickly

to dive to the bottom as if to stay, then coming in faster than
the fisherman could reel, only to turn and make away like a
flash, to be eased up by the brake. By successive rushes the
fish was worn out, but it fought to the very last, and when
close in made a rush that carried 200 feet of line straight
away with a scream of defiance from the reel. Twenty-five
minutes was the time from the strike to the moment the fish
was gaffed and hoisted aboard, after as fine a battle as sports-
men ever made with fish.

The yellowtail is the gamiest fish in these waters, and one
never tires catching them. During the past week they have
been taken from the wharf opposite the hotel, a school mak-
ing their headquarters off the dock, where tbeir intelligence
could be observed. By throwing over bait they would become
exched and would rush at it, but almost invariably discrim-
inating between the bait with a line and that without the at-
tachment. Now and then a mistake was made and then came
the tug-of-war. This splendid fish should be taken with as
light a rod as possible, and the sportsman will 6nd that he
has discovered, like the old Roman king, a new pleasure.
Los Angeles dealers have had split bamboo and other rods
made especially for the yellowtail, and the smaller the rod
and line the greater the sport ; and if they break it, it is the
fault of the fisherman and his lack of skill, and not the
tackle. If this reaches the eye of the Santa Cruz salmon
fisherman, they are advised to come to Catalina and take a
twenty-five pound yellowtail on a light rod and learn what
sport really is. The writer has taken almost every game fish,
including the tarpon, and considers fishing for yellowtail in
this way the beginning of a new era in salt water fishing, one
that requires not mere strength of line, but the finest skill.

^
"W."

How to Cook Trout.

Frank Forrester's Recipe.—The trout must be cooked
in the open air by a wood fire kindled on the ground. Clean
and scale your fish, open, clean and wash him internally;

take for a one-pound fish t.vo small skewers of wood; upon
each, thread a piece of fat salt pork -half an inch square ; an-

nex him by the tail to a twig of pliant wood, which suffer to

bend over the fire so as to bring the fish opposite the blaze.

Cook quickly and eat with salt and lemon juice.

To Fry Brook Trout.—Clean fish and let them lie a few
minutes wrapped singly in a clean, dry towel ; season with
pepper and salt ; roll in corn meal, fry in one third butter
and two-thirds lard ; drain on sieve and serve hot.

Trout a la Chambord.—Make a forcemeat with one
pound of firm, fresh fish, remove the skin and bones, pound
well in a mortar, adding the whites of three eggs, a little at a
time ; when well pounded, add half a pint of cream, half a
a teaspoon of salt, and a little white pepper and nutmeg; mix
well, and use a portion of it for stuffing thre^ trout of half a
pound each ; butter well a deep baking dish and lay in the
trout, add half a glass of white wine, a bouquet of herbs, salt

and pepper ; bake fifteen minutes, basting often
; take up the

fish and put them on a dish to keep hot, remove the gravy to
a saucepan, add one truffle and four mushrooms sliced (take
out the bouquet), also a glass of wine; heat hot and pour
over the fish, decorate with six quenelles made from the re-

maining forcemeat.

Trout Salad.—Boil a medium-sized lake trout in slightly

salted water, take up, drain, remove the bone and skin, break
the fish into flakes and put into spiced vinegar for two hours.
Drain, put in a salad bowl on a bed of lettuce leaves, pour
over half a cup of mayonnaise, and garnish with hard boiled
eggs.

Trout en Coquille.—Grease paper cases, place them in
the oven about two minutes, watching carefully that they do
not scorch. Parboil little trout, and cut into scallops about
half an inch wide. Saute in butter. Mix them carefully
with parsley or bechammel sauce; then fill the shells or
cases. Sprinkle brown bread crumbs over the top, and warm
in even before serving.

Baked Trout, Herb Sauce.—Clean, wash and dry six

trout of about one-quarter pound each. Place them on a
buttered dish, adding half a glass of white wine and one fine-

ly-chopped shallot. Cook ten minutes, then put the gravy
in a saucepan with tablespoon of cooked herbs, moistening
with half a pint of sauce allemande. Reduce the gravy one-
half and pour it over the trout with the juice of half a lemon
and serve.—Amateur Sportsman.

o
Salmon Feeding in Fresh "Water.

Apropos af the subject of salmon feeding in fresh water and

the oft-repeated declaration of the U. S. Fish Commission,

Livingston Stone, Dr. David Star Jordan, and other eminent

authorities, that the salmon do never feed in fresh waters,

I desire to say that, in my opinion, my friend, Judge

Greene's, view is about the correct diagnosis of the mooted

question. It will be remembered that he has frequently

suggested in the columns of Forest and Stream that

the salmon may feed while in fresh waters upon food

quite as nutritious and strengthening, although

not of so substantial an appearance as that of their fattening

yards in the ocean ; that the first run of salmon undertake
their pilgrimages at a season of the year when they are likely

to find a good supply of larva and other soft or gelatinous

substances that would be very nutritious without leaving much
substance in the salmon's stomach, and that those following

would have the advantage of the spawn of their predecessors

which they would not be slow in appropriating. Dr. Jordan
admitted that this view might be true, and Charles Hallock
declared that such had always been his opinion. That the

salmon ar3 very fond of their own spawn no one well informed
about their^habits will for a moment question. I have fished

for salmon a great deal at the Falls of the Willamette, and
aside from my own experience have closely observed the

experiences of others. One day recently I hooked ten Chi-
nooks at the falls with salmon spawn for bait. A gentleman
with me hooked five. Another, more lucky, took twenty-one.

Another, sixteen, and numerous other fishermen at the same
place and time took from three to a dozen. They took the

spawn greedily, not only on this particular day, but on many
other days. In fact, I presume that several thousand salmon
have been taken at the falls this month and last with salmon
roe for bait. It seems to me that these facts indicate a dis-

position on the part of the salmon to feed in fresh water. At
least I desire to add my proofs to the great mass of evidence

in support of Judge Green's theory.—J. Roberts Mead in

Forest and Stream.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

It is thought that McFee's Le Logos has been found. We
hope 60.

The Northwestern Field Trial Club has postponed its trials

until 1895.

W. B. Wells, of Chatham, Ontario,will judge the Manitobo

Field Trials this year.

E. H. Mulcaster will judge the Altcar Club coursing meet-

ing. Ralph Taylor will officiate as slipper.

It is said that George Raper exhibited and won many

prizeB with his Dandie Dinmonts thirty-one years ago.

Mr. McCafferty paid 1,050 guineas for the greyhound

Young Fullerton at the recent sale of Col. North's hounds.

The St. Bernard Dog Show at the fair was broken into on

Monday night and three of the Barry puppies were stolen.

The entries to the United States Field Trial Clubs Autumn
Derby number fifty-eight—thirty-five English setters, twenty-

tbree pointers.

T. G. Davey, the well-known Ontario field trial man, has

entered three of his dogs in the Derby of the National Field

Trial Club of England.

A. W. Allen lost a fine black pointer puppy by the villain-

ous act of the poison fiend the first of tbis week. This is the

second pointer that he has had poisoned recently,

Jas. Mortimer and John Daridson are both down to judge

at the Rhode Island State Fair. Stockton dog show will

consequently not be judged by either of these gentlemen.

Rufford Ormonde, J. Pierpont and Morgan's recent pur-

chase won 120 firsts, specials and cups in England.
_
A

gentleman in this city is negotiating for one of the puppies.

The Presidio Kenntl3 litter of pointer puppies by Upton

of Blithe, out of their promising bitch Juno H., formerly

Little Nell, are doing splendidly. They are well marked and

very promising,

The Stockton Kennel Club are preparing for their coming

bench show. Several Eastern judges have been written to

for terms. The club will offer $600 in cash and numerous

valuable specials.

We see by our Irish contemporary, The Kennel,The Farm,

The Poultry Yard, that another collie is coming to America
—a youngster by Strathroy, said to be the best bred in Ire-

land. In appearance he is the image of his sire, but is not

fashioned on quite such big lines,and in the matter of quality

he far out-distances the son of Metchley Wonder and White
Heather. The purchaser's name is not given.

Anyone wishing to purchase a fine pointer puppy should

look at those at 322 Austin street, San Francisco. They are

by the well known champion field trial winner Glenbeigh,

out of Kate, by Duke of Vernon—Vera. This is a combina-

tion of field and bench slock that should produce winners.

Vera is by Tom Pinch—Galatea. The puppies were whelped

May 9th and are beautifully marked,liver and white in color.

The advertisement was received too late for this issue.

J. B. Martin will kindly accept our thanks for a beautiful

photo of Tristan Burges, English setter Champion Queen
Mab 495. One of the best if not the best English setter

bitch ever brought to this Coast. She was bred by Llewellin

in August, 1874, and imported to this country by Arnold
Burges. She is by Llewellins Dan (Duke—Rhcebe) out of

Nelly, by Dash II.—Moll III. She won first Chicago 1876;
Champion and special for best brace with Druid, St. Louis,

1879; first Detroit, 1879; Champion St. Louis, 187-9; first

New Yors, 1880; first San Francisco, 1881. She was blsck,

white and tan in color, the black predominating.

Mr. .T. Otis Fellows writes us that Mr. W. J. Higginson, of

Rochester, has 6ent him a bull terrier dog, for which he

claims the name Harper Whiskey. He is by Billy Bulger,

out of Nellie Harper, and is a full brother to Duke of Roch-
ester. Mr. Higginson is agent for Harper Whiskey, which
Mr. Fellows claims is the best, and as he has, to his mind, the

best bull terrier, he thinks the name appropriate. Uncle
Dick winds up with : "They say I do not know a good dog
until some one else has given it a prize, but if Harper
Whiskey does not win in open puppy and novice classes at

Rochester, then- 1 will eat him.

Forest and Stream Kennel Editor H. W. Lacy, describes

Ruflbrd Ormonde as follows : "Mr. Armstrong called at this

office with the collie Ormonde last Tuesday, the latter having
just arrived on the White Star line steamship Bovic, in

charge of a kennelman who sailed back to England the next
day. Rufford OrmoDde is fully as tall as Sefton Hero,
stands on good legs and feet, with lots of bone; has enormous
mane and frill, and head and ears leave little to desire, while
his expression is very keen. In color he is a rich golden sa-

ble, with white on chest and feet; his body is well-formed
;

in fact, he is a beau ideal collie. He arrived in good shape,
and will make Mb first appearance in Toronto in September."

The dogs and lives tock of T. C. Faxon,of Boston,were sold
on June 22d by the sheriff of Norfolk County, Mass., their
owner, who was bookkeeper for the Boston firm of Morton &
Chesley, having confessed recently to embezzlement. Mr.
Faxon exhibited under the name of the Kilmarnock Collie
Kennels, and with a fair share of success, his beBt being the
imported dog Renown (19,439), by Metchley Wonder— Daisy
Miller, and the imported bitch Mother Shipton (21,6-13), by
Stracathro Ralph—Harmony. Mother Shipton did some
good winning in England, scoring in such important shows
as Bath, Derby,Manchester and Liverpool, and in 1890 at the
last-named show.when she made her first appearance, she won
three firsts (puppy, novice and open), a fifty-guinea cup and
two other specials ; it was «iid that she cost Mr. Faxon over
five hundred dollars, but at the sheriff's sale referred to she
only realized twenty two dollars. Renown was third in the
puppy class at Birmingham in 1889, and over here won at
Lynn and Lewiston and took seconds at Pittsburg and Boston;
he fetched the highest price nt the sale, but it was only
twenty-six dollars. Thirteen other collies belonging to the
K'lmarnoek Kennelnwere sold bv the sheriff at prices rang-
ing down to two dollars and a half.—Am. Field.

Mr. Fred Schmitt, of the Hellgate Kennels, has purchased
from the Dutchess Kennels Kingstonian Count, Kingstonian
Countess, Kingstonian Beauty, Altonette, Countess Madge,
Signa, Miss Amanda, San Franciscan, Royal Duchess and
Bellgarde. Considering the prices paid for them they were
given away, the lot not bringing $1,500. Col. Ruppert re-

tains Empress of Contocook, Miss Anpa and a litter of pup-
pies, out of Bellgarde. Baroness Cardiff went to the Hermit-
age Kennels.

The funeral of a dog as a general thing makes no sensa-

tion, but according to the Press, a Joseph Seldon, of Moodus,
Conn., buried his dog in a "offin, and many of the residents

followed the remains to his last resting place. Mr. Seldon
made the following address :

" My friends, you knew this dog
and his fidelity,but you didn't know him as we did for nearlv
twenty years. He was nearer a human being than any other
creature I ever knew, and that's why I'm burying him like a

human. You know he hunted with my boy that died twelve

years ago last spring. Well, it wasn't till last spring that I

could bear to open my boy's trunk and take out his old hunt-
ing clothes. That dog was lying a hundred feet away but he
smelt 'em, and he sprang up and bounded over and caught
'em, and lay on 'em and howled till he drove us all nearly

mad. It was twelve years since he had seen 'em, too. That's
why this dog is getting a Christian burial."—Turf, Field and
Farm.

A press dispatch from New Orleans says :
" Bloodhounds

have been used extensively in this State of late in tracking
criminals, and have met with such success that the Legis-
lature passed a bill to-day authorizing the sheriff of each
countyto buy a pack of bloodhounds to form part of the
local police force, the State to pay for them and to support

them at an expense of $4 each a month. It is claimed that

there is no way of tracking criminals into the swamps except
with their use." Is this were true it would create a brisk de-

mand for bloodhounds, and would be welcome news to the
very few fanciers and breeders of this noble dog. Not that

it would be possible to fill such a large order, for there are

something like five dozen counties in the State of Louisiana,
while it would take about all the surplus stock of the few
bloodhound kennels to make up one good-sized pack ; how-
ever, a pack for each county would, be unnecessary, two or

three couples would be quite enough. The probabilities are

that there was not a single bloodhound among the hounds
mentioned in the dispatch, the sender of which undoubtedly
would not know it was a bloodhound if he saw one.—Am.
Field.

_

The Dog's Devotion.

The dog show was at the height of its success. The win-

ning exhibitors were contented with the judges' awards and

devoted their time more or less to an analysis of the happi-

ness which owning a dog confers, for the edification of the

listeners who had some symptoms of being purchasers.

As to the kind of dog which confers the most happiness

and prosperity on a household it is remarkable to what an

extent exhibitors differ. They agree that the dog is man's

best friend, considered as a general proposition concerning all

registered dogs or dogs with a pedigree. But their are dogs

and dogs, and differences and differences. Each fancier of a

breed seemed to think that that breed was possessed of some

useful and ornamental qualities transcending those of all

other breeds ; and owners of dogs of the same breed thought

that each one's own dogs respectively were the best. Perhaps
they were. Let us hope so. It is the best that can be done
at present.

The implicit confidence manifested now and then by some
owners in regard to the absolute perfection of some yellow-
eyed, lumpy-jointed dogs with a malevolent expression and
stiff action which they own is too tender a phenomenon of

human nature to be trifled with carelessly. And it is one of

the most charming traits of human nature is this disinter-

ested affection for the dog, even if the disinterested affection

is enveloped by a large figure patterned thus : $.

But dogs have to eat, and it is not always possible for an
owner to have a tranquil affection for a dog with a big ap-
petite. This will explain anything which may seem mercenary
in man's affection. If the dog causes expense he should be
willing to pay the debts incurred.

But the dog show was a success. The owners were stand-
ing or were in neglige repose close by their dogs, which were
lazily and furtively gazing at the spectators. From the dog's
standpoint, there were quite as much novelty and variety in

the specimens which passed by as there were il the stalls to

the passers-by. Once in a while a dog would see a face
which he considered just cause for instant offense and resent-

ment, whereupon he would spring furiously at it, only to be
brought to a sudden check by the kennel chain. Dogs have
feelings.

The owner of a bull-terrier was standing close by the stajl

wherein was chained his pride. A stranger, tall, slender and
arrayed in a creation of the tailor's art, a harmonious blend-
ing of lines and color, approached near to him, and, in a
diffident manner, accosted him in a mournful look of his

face.
" Are you the owner of this dog ?" he said.
" Yes, sir ! Great dog, sir. Won nine thousand prizes,

beating Teddy O'Rourke, Michael McGinty, Bucephalus III,

Tommy" Tiddler, Sixteen String Jack and sixty other fa-

mous winners, each one considered invincible before they
met my dog, Pie Face IV. He never was beaten but ten
times, and each one of those beatings was under a judge who
either didn't know bull-terriers, or had a grudge against me.
The first time happened at

"

" Pardon me, sir, said the mournful man, " is your dog a
strong dog, and has he a perfect constitution ?"

" I hasten to remark that he has. You don't know Pie
Face. Ask any one here about him. He's the powerfulest
dog I ever saw. Why, I chained him to the outside of the
barn the day before I left home for this show. A strange cat
was passing by within sight of him. He gave a stern look,
charged and tore a fifteen-foot board off the barn, chased the
cat a half-mile till the cat came to a tree which afforded
means of escape. Two or three fences in the way had
stopped Pie Face just as he was about to reduce the cat to
his personal possessions. His constitution ? He never had
been sick a moment in his life. He keeps fat on bones, po-
tato rinds and expectations. He is

"

" Ih he persistent in an idea, if the idea is so presented that
he will adopt itashis own?"

" The persistenest dog I ever saw, sir. He once watched a
rat hole six weeks, his mouth corners crowding back further
and further every day. The rat hole communicated from the
outside of the barn with the barn floor, but the dog
didn't know it. If he had, it would not have lessened his
persistence. Another time he gnawed a tough bone three
days before he got the. best of it. He will sleep persistent
and —

"

"Yes, yes! But I suppose I might as well tell you just
what I consider necessary in a dog. I have heard that a dog
has a pure and unshaken devotion to his master; that he
lovesnim through prosperity and adversity; that personal
appearance is naught in a dog's affections

; that a dog will
guard his master, and if need he will fight to the death in
his defense. Expensive suppers, diamonds or new hats never
enter into the dog's estimates. Now, my own plain features,
with a long thin nose projecting therefrom, render me un-
prepossessing, and it requires such a high degree of long ef-

fort on my part to win even a word of appreciation, that I

have concluded to buy a dog which will sit on the floor close

by while I eat my meals, looking at me in earnest adoration
without a moment's intermission. When I read, he must sit

or lie close by, and gaze at me with one eye or both. He
must make devotion in his life work. To do the work re-

quired, the dog must have a good constitution and great phy-
sical strength. Every dog cannot hold the job down. To be
pleasing to my eye, a dog must have a stump tail, bulgy
shoulders and an open cast of countenance, with a good thick
neck. He has then a picturesque ruggedness when sitting

around. If you can guarantee Pie Face for a year and keep
him in repair if he gets out of order, I'll take him at a reas-

onable figure. What do you ask for him ?''

" He's cheap at $30,000, but I might be induced to sell him
at $5,000.

"I'll give you $200."
" He yours."—Forest and Stream.

He Thought the Dog No Good.

One of the mist popular members of the Cumberland Gun
Club, but at the time a novice in field sports, is an individual

who, for short, we will call Jones. There are a few chickens

in the vicinity of Cumberland Lodge. Jones, who had started

in on duck and snipe shooting, was anxious to kill his first

chicken, and had tramped the fields far and wide until he

came to the conclusion that he could have no luck without a

dog.

It happened that about this time Cass Bryant came over

from Lowell to the club house with half a dozen chickens

and a liver and white pointer which he was willing to sell, as

he was about to leave the country.

This was the opportunity Jones was lookiug for, and he-

closed a bargain for the dog upon the spot.

The dog in question was well broke, a free and tireless-

worker, and as rigid as a rock on a point, ond Jones got out
his gun and shells and started out alone to try the dog.
Along toward evening a few members of the club, trying-

to keep cool and enjoying a smoke on the veranda, espied1

Jones and the dog crossing the lawn. The man was about
ready to drop, tired, bot and dusty, and the dog had a shame-
faced expression, as with his tail hugged between his legs, he-

sneaked up onto the veranda.
" Well, Jones, what luck?" was asked, as after swallowing:

a bottle of beer be dropped into a chair.
" No luck at all," was the reply, " there is something wrong

with that infernal dog. He is no good ; I came pretty near
shooting him."

" How so," I replied. " I have shot over him and he was
all right."

Well he ain't all right, now. I had hardly got into Acker-
man's pasture before he bad started off and run all over the
field. I yelled myself hoarse trying to make him keep with-
in gunshot, but the more I shouted to him the more he run
round. All at once he stopped so quick I thought something
was the matter with him, and I went up to see about it.

When I came up his nose and tail were out straight, and he
was holding up one of his front feet I saw froth in his mouth.
I was afraid to go close to him at first, when I spoke to him
he just stood and trembled and commenced to whine. I

watched him about five minutes and be never moved. So I -

laid the gun down and was patting him on the head when
over a dozen chickens flew up almost under his nose. I rushed
for my gun and shot both barrels, but they were out of reach.

The dog set up on his haunches and watched them fly away,
and I kicked him for fooling me. He gave a howl and started

home with his tail between his legs. I don't see any use of

fooling with a dog that is subject to fits and gets them at just

the wrong time.''

The howl that greeted the conclusion of his narrative and
the explanations which followed changed Jones' opinion of

the dog and cost him numerous bottles of beer, and a full box
of cigais.—Geo. T. Farmer, in Sportsman's Review.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form :;

SALES.

The Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold one
dog and one bitch puppy by Chal. Beau Brummel (Ch. Elcho
Jr.—Red Rose)—Maid of Glenmore (Finglas—Betsy Crafts)

whelped June 1 to W. E. Bachellorof this c]ty.

George Herrmann, San Francisco, has sold a collie dog-

pup by Lea Rig (Robbie Burns—Blinkbonnv II) and Bess H.
(Ch Christopher—Ch Flurry ITI) to C. A. Stuart of this-

city. "J

VISITS.

George Bell's (Toronto) fox terrier bitch Rejoice (Ray-
sterer—Ransome) to Pytchley Fox Terrier Kennels (Alame-
da, Cal.) Pickle (Suffolk Coronet—Elora Latters), July 12,

1893.

Geo. Herrman, San Francisco, Cal., has sold a sable collie

dog puppy by Hero 9631 (Clifton Hero—Madge Wild^re)
out of Fannie of Nesseldown (Ch. Wellesbourne Charlie

—

Adila Wonder), whelped June 13, 1S94, to William Hess, San
Francisco.

Hugh Dimonds' (San Francisco) foxterrier bitch Topsy to

Jos. McLatchie's Blemton Reefer (Ch. Venio—Ch. Rachel)
July 5th.

Jos. McLatchie's (San Francisco) fox terrier bitch Mission

Belle (Blemtou Reefer—Flora) to Edwin Cawston's Raby
Rasper (Drone—Miscreant) July 18th.
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A Big Gap to Close.—With the embargo raised there is

an avalanche of Eastern papers upon us. A batch of four-

teen papers in one mail that came to me, and before these

were skimmed another lot. Glad, exceedingly well pleased

am I, that the deluge has struck the office on my off days,

The editors haye been as nearly profane as sucn well-man-

nered men could be at the break in the delivery of ex-

changes, and now if there are not a few curse words in the

topmost story of the Breeder and Spo tsman's building

over the overwhelming supply, the millennium is not more

than a handful o( eons away.

" How in hallelujah can we get out the paper without

knowing anything that is going on except right here and so

many of our horses away ?" said L
,
though I am not

very positive that the word quoted is the one used. That it

began with an (

'h" I am reasonably certain and nearly so that

it had not so many syllables.

The paucity of information in all probability was the cause

of ''the bit of turf history " appearing, and, rendered des-

perate by the cry for copy, the attractive caption caught, and

gave it a place it was not entitled.

" How happy could I he wiih either
Were t'other dear charmer away."

sang Captain McEIeath, and to have three weeks accumula-

tion thrown on the table at onetime is somewhat analagous.

in the way ofa quandary where to begin.

In my " mind's eye" there they are, a huge heap on the

floor, the biggest table in the editorial room inadequate, too

circumscribed in area to spread them upon. L jumps to

seize those which will unfold something about the dearly-

prized harness horses, catches an armful, tears off a few wrap-

pers and kicks over the pile for a fresh supply. There is

Council Bluffs and the telegrams gave erroneous information.

Directly, Dr. Sperry and Expressive had won, but how is it

that Don Lowell could only get third, and there at La Mar,

Iowa, Ottinger and Challenger Chief had been beaten. No
news from Terre Haute and Cleveland, and everyone enquir-

ing about Directum. If L escapes without serious "ner-

nous prostration" in the endeavor to secure the best points

for the paper which will go to the press in so short a time,

he is lucky.

T is more lymphatic. Then, too, the telegraph has

given him a more copious supply, a far more complete his-

tory of the doings of the gallopers than his associate has been

favored with regarding the knights of the bike. T can

arrange according to the dates, the papers which will afford

the most information, and he has quite a turn for work if he

does not rush away from the score at his best lick.

C can take more time. As chronicler of what is going

on in his department he is subjected to the quieting influence

of the "gentle sport." However great the excitement engen-

dered by the baying of hounds, the whirr of the woodcock,

the sharp report of right and left, so close together as to sound

like one crash with a split in it, he cannot be fully under the

whirl without the mollifying influence of "his brothers of

the angle." No one can read the "compleate angler " with-

out feeling a diminution of whatever acrid feelings may be

burning in his bosorn.

For instance '• " No life, my honest scholar, no life so

happy and so pleasant as the life of a well-governed angler;

for when the lawyer is swallowed up with business and the

statesman is preventing or contriving plots, then we sit on
cowslip banks, hear the birds sing, and possess ourselves in as

much quietness as those silent silver streams which we now
see glide so quietly by us." Therefore the editor who has

that department of the Breeder and Sportsman in charge

is not so likely to be ruffled over a loss of exchanges for three

weeks, or to become unduly excited wben there is so large a

surplus when all come in a bunch which should have been dis-

tributed over twentv-odd days.

With my limited supply the greatest trouble is that time

to read them is somewhat curtailed. There are problems to

solve which are exceedingly troublesome. The solution, too,

must be in accordance with t*ue only real test of any theory,

practical success. As an illustration I have a horse which has

"gone wrong" with persistent regularity every season for

three years. He gave promise of trotting fast enough to re-

pay the trouble if nis legs would carry out the expectations,

do their part towards the "consummation so devoutedly

wished," but so far these high expectations have proved
fallacious hopes. Up to this time he has escaped, shown
none of the indications which were apparent in previous

seasons, though the dread is still on, and until he " passes the

rabicon," comes out of a race all right, that feeling will not

be allayed. Then there is double anxiety. All of my veter-

inary friends, and some of them I am pleased to state rank
very, very high in the profession, claim that the actual cau-

tery is the only remedy. That or virulent vesicants the only

cure.

For many years I have thought that firing irons were relics

of a bygone age, and without having the temerity to place

my limited knowledge as at all comparable with that of men
who are the possessors of both brains and a thorough educa-

tion to fit them for the profession, have Hot lost faith in my
belief. One might reasonably think that after failing for two
years that obstinacy played the leading part, and I candidly

admit that I cannot blame anyone for coming to such a con-

clusion. But with several horses that I have owned, which
were subjected to that ordeal, there was a failure, when ten-

dons or ligaments were involved, and hence had some grounds
for obstinacy. And then, too, I could look back and see a

cause why success had not followed the treatment pursued.

There have been radical changes in this third trial, one of

them a course which I have also condemned in the past, and
that may have had a beneficial effect.

There are many tribulations connected with the education

of trotters. When the pupils are progressing favorably
;
the

lower classes gaining from day to day and the higher rather

more than holding their own, there are constant anxieties.

The course that has proved proper up to this stage may not

have its former efficacy, and until the " crucial tett" has been
applied there will be misgivings. When there is a constant

succession of bad luck ; when the youngsters are attacked by
" distemper," and the older either ailing in some respect or

retrograding there are torments as well as tribulations.

Rosy sides as well. The uncertainties lend fascination and
the necessity for constant study give a zest to the pursuit.

When a colt of a favorite strain gives indication of being a

sure enough trotter, increasing the hopes as the days pass,

that will make amends for disappointments.
Well, even a cursory glance at the inside pages of the pile

of paper is very gratifying. Our horses have done very well,

my favorite. Expressive, making the best mark by a three-

year old tnis far into 1894. Even the division that did not
win showed well, Ottinger bting second in the best three trot-

ting heats for the year, and Lady H. second place in a race

marked by 2:11, 2:12, 2:10£. Altogether a favorable omen
that lots of money and heaps of honor will be the guerdon of

the Occidentals ere the season comes to an end.

" A Bit of Horse History."—Had the article which ap-

peared under the above caption in this paper of last week,

been preceded by the notice that it was an object lesson to

to teach grouping the greatest number of errors in the

smallest space, it would have been properly designated.

It opens: "Thirty-eight years ago, or thereabouts, the fa-

mous horse Glencoe was imported into America." He was

imported in 1836. "He was purchased at a liberal price

—

the largest that had ever been paid for a single horse on
either hemisphere," is a part of the second sentence. That
is about the only assertion made in the article that cannot
be contradicted authoritatively, as in many cases price paid

is not known positively outside of the parties.

"In time his three-year-old colts appeared on the turf,

but among the first batch there was not a good one to

carry the Glencoe colors to the front." Reel was foaled in

in 1838, and asGlencoe's first season in the stud in America
was in 1837, Reel was one of the "first batch." When
three years old she won a race of heats of four miles, and
was held so high in the estimation of Southern turfmen
that a challenge appeared in a New Orleans paper to run
her against Boston, heats of four miles, for $30,000 a side,

$10,000 forfeit. She was the dam of Lecomte.
The hero of the article is Little Arthur, foaled in 1851,

which the writer credits with bringing Glencoe into prom-
inence, and there are a score or more of Glencoes of

greater celebrity which came before him. " When the day
of the race came Arthur had two competitors, the one was
Little Flea, the famed son of Wagner, he who had only
yielded the palm of victory on the old Metarie at New Or-
leans by a throat-latch to Lexington and Lecompte in the

fastest four-mile run ever made prior to that day, and the

other was Kitty Miles, the best mare of her day that ever
had been bred north of Mason's and Dixon's line."

In these twoseDtences there are three errors—Little Flea
was by Grey Eagle, he did not run in any four-mile race

against Lexington and Lecompte, and Kitty Miles (Puss Far-
ris) was bred to Kentucky.
As Li'tle Arthur, the year he was a three-year-old, 1854,

ran in Baltimore, Maryland, winning at heats of a mile in

1:50, 1:50, 1:52 and heats of two miles in 3:50f, 3:522- it is not
very likely that in the same year he was on a Missouri course

to pose for this picture.

"When the hour came for the start, Arthur came upon
the track looking anything but a racehorse. He was rough
and scarcely bridle-wise, had never had a blanket on his

back or shoe on his feet, and was quiet as a plow horse."

It was June of that year when Little Arthur ran in Balti-

more, and as he does not appear in the lists ofwinning horses

as having run in Missouri, it can only be a "lingering"
recollection that conjures up the race that did so much for the

tribe of Glencoe.
People who knew John Harper, especially those who were

conversant with his practices on the turf, can not be made to

believe that he ever offered such odds as the writer states, and
never made such a ridiculous expression as is reported.

But in the same number of the Breeder and Sportsman
is an article by " The Gleaner '' which is the antitheton of "A
bit of horse history." The Gleaner has " gone to the books "

to verify his recollections and is correct in every respect save

that it is called the Laclede course in place of the Abbey, and
this error is due to a mistake of the reporter who "did the

races " for a New York paper. The Laclede Jockey Club
held the meeting over the Abbey and a very successful one it

was. And so was the spring meeting of 1865. At that a horse

won a race of heats by winning the third alone and in that

were four starters, only one of which was distanced.

A Knight of St. George horse, Glendower, won the first

heat in which six started all saving their distance. The second

heat Monsoon won, Dr. Line say distanced and as Glendower
was greatly distressed the iudges allowed him to be with-

drawn.
The third heat Surprise won, Prairie Bird second, Mam-

mona third, Monsoon distanced. With both winners of first

and second heats drawn or distanced, the rules demanding
that a heat won, or a dead heat for first place, in three to

start for a fourth, the race came to an end though I distinctly

remember that it was only after a good deal of argument,

that the presiding judge, Col. McLaren could realize that a

race of heats could be won in that way.

*
Proliftcness, Does it Influence the Progeny?—

The question relating to the effect which continued maternity

has on the offspring has been oftentimes debated, though

without more than passing notice. There is, or it will be

better to state, there has been a widely extended prejudice

against the first foals of a mare, very many holding so firm a

belief that they were inferior, as to reject them on that ground.

I have known a few to claim that the first was the best, sus-

taining their views by references to first foals which have
proved to be superior to subsequent progeny.

Only a few days ago I heard an argument advanced by a

distinguished M. D. that the last foals from a mare which
had borne a numerous progeny would not be as g^od as their

predecessors, basing his contention on physiological laws.

But however sound the theory, when left to the books it is

not fully supported by results. Were Englishmen questioned

in relation to the subject and solicited to select the best two-

year-old filly that had raced in England, and there would be

a large proportion in favor of Crucifix. She was the fifteenth

foal from her dam in a family of seventeen. The most
famous broodmare on this slope, and many consider her the

best that America has produced is Theodore Winters' Marion.

When in Chicago I listened to an animated debate between

the admirers of Emperor of Norfolk and those who fancied

El Rio Rsy, the last-named carrying a majority of the votes,

while not a few claimed that making allowance for sex Yo
Tambien was on a par with her half-brothers. Emperor is

Marion's eighth foal, El Rio Rey the tenth and Yo Tambien
twelfth in the list. Her fifteenth, Rey del Sierras, is the
largest, strongest and the most wonderful yearling, so far as
form and size give celebrity, I ever saw.
There are illustrations in the human family to prove that

continued maternity does not impair the vigor of the later
offspring. The most conspicuous example in my knowledge
is Thomas Dempster, a Scottish scholar, the twenty-fourth of
twenty-nine children from the same mother. He gained
enough celebrity to have his biography appear in the Encyclo-
pedia Britannica, which states: "Morally his chief defect
was the fierceness of his temperament, which involved him in
many broils, made his sword and pen alike formidable."
These are striking characteristics, and as he was the only one
of that numerous family to be accorded a place in that famous
register, it is safe to say that he was the " flower of the
flock."

Our greatest broodmares have been prolific, the later foals,

as a rule, superior. This is a strong point against the theory
advanced by the M. D.

*
* *

Widespread Popularity.—An Eastern paper pub-

lishes that there were seventy-five trotting meetings held in

thesame week on this continent, or rather within the bounds
of the United States and Canada. Later in the season there

will be a longer list, and when the times comes to celebrate

" harvest home " in all probability the number will be in-

creased, it may be, four-fold. There are few country fairs

which do not offer" premiums for speed,'" and this is univer-
sally the most attractive part of the exhibition. No opposi-
tion, outside of the cantankerons division, a9 fortunately the
interest is centered in the contests and not on the opportuni-
ties for speculation. Not a misnomer to call trotting the
"truly American sport," and so long as it is kept within
bounds it will not lose its prestige. Better to say that, however,
large the bounds, however, many meetings in all parts of the
country, when kept from degenerating into a mere gambling
device there is little danger of a decrease of general popular-
ity. Very likely in the "centers of population" when the
simple tastes have been perverted by opportunities for gam-
bling, which harness sports cannot possibly afford, it may be
voted "flat, stale and unprofitable,'' but this will be the
savior, the white mark which will turn aside the spear of the
avenger.
From a casual glance at the papers received the Eastern

trotting meetings have attracted far larger assemblages than
ever before. Twelve thousand people saw the trotting Derby
at Minneapolis, and it is worthy of note that the race which
bsars that pseudonym is adash of three miles. There is little

room for denial that long races are popular with therace-
loving public, and if associations would incorporate more of

them in their programmes there would be an addition to the
,L
dollars at the gate." Owners at first may be reh.ctant to

engage in them, but after becoming accustomed to the inno-
vation they will overcome their hesitancy and be as anxious
to participate as the public to witness.

* *
*

"The Derby."—There is a tinge of irony in christening

a trotting race of " three miles out " The Minneapolis Derby.

Just possible that the person who suggested the name meant

to emphasize the claim that the trotter of to-day is superior

in endurance to the degenerate descendants of the winner of

the first Derby wh»ch very seldom essay the task of running
so many furlongs as gave Diomed his highest distinction.

Twelve furlongs ! A big lot of them tire at less than half

that distance, though a part of the blame must be shared by
their trainers whose whole desire is to cultivate the highest
possible turn of speed, and the whole to the programme
arrangers who cater to the speculating portion of the visitors.

A trying twelve furlongs is the course at Epsom, though
an improvement over that on which Diomed won. Accord-
ing to " Stonehenge," "The New Derby Course is exactly a

mile and a half, and somewhat in the form of a horseshoe,

the last half mile being straight. The first half mile is on
the ascent, the next third of a mile level, the bend iuto the

straight run home and until within the distance on the de-

scent and the remainder on the rise."

The best proof of the severity of the course is the time, as

the fastestest, according to my recollection, is 2:43—these

figures having been made by Kettledrum and Blair Athol. I

asked an English jockey who was familiar with the ground
to explain the "on theris^" part of Stonehenge's description.

We were standing in front of the hotel at the Oakland track,

and he pointed to the entrance gate, the top of which is high
enough to permit a load of hay to pass under, and perhaps
150 yards from us, and he replied " as steep as from here over

the top of that." Up grade will try the bottom, and when a

three-year-old carries 122 pounds, climbs the first ascent of

half a mile and tackles the " on the rise " at the finish with

speed enough to get there first it is equivalent to a much
longer race when ascents and descents are equal, as is the caBe

on our "regulation tracks" with a mile and its multiples for

a course.

Just as well, however, to call a trotting race some kind of

a Derby as the others which are so designated in all parte of

the country.
*

* *

Keeping Time—A suggestion that lawn mowers' should

have a musical attachment to overcome the monotous whirr

of the machine has good grounds for approval. As an im-

provement I would add that it should be made to play only

quick, double-quick tunes, and in that way enliven the opera-

tor in place of slowing his steps to keep time with a dirge.

Then comes another idea that musical sulkies be constructed.

Dwelling, pointing, long-gaited, over-striding trotters in this

way might be taught sprightlier action, as anyone who has

been a spectator at a seance of Madam Marantette can rea-

lize. Then with faint-hearted horses a few strains of martial

music might be beneficial, and those brutes which give so

much trouble in scoring might be rendered more docile by

soothing airs. " Music hath charms to sooth the savage

breast," and it is reasonable to infer that it can be made ser-

viceable in equine management.

* *
Redeemed—Mark Sirius at Le Mar defeated Ottinger

and Challenger Chief, but at Minneapolis the California-

bred son of Gibraltar, Homestake, beat Mark in straight

heats. Steve, a son of Steve Whipple, at thesame place die
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effective work for the honor of his birthplace, capturing the

2:45 class in 2:22}, 2:22J, 2:19}, Jersey Belle winning the sec-

ond hent in 2:184. On the same day Sidmoor, by Sidney,

won the 2:45 pace after losing the first heat, which was paced

in 2:17i, in 2:21}, 2:19}, 2:23. Steve and Sidmoor are in Lee

Shatter's stable. Homestake has " come aronnd again " as

the ttme was 2:15}, 2:14}, 2:14*.

* *

Pen Filler—The use of a smali;oil can as a filler of

fountain pens has proved such a boon to me that I sent the

slip from the Breeder and Sportsman to the manufac-

turer. Previous to that I sent a drawing for a longer handle

with a bulb on the upper end. This was for a two-fold pur-

pose, to retain the pen in the pocket when in a stooping

posture and increase the capacity of the tube as an ink holder.

In response to the last letter I received the following, the

first request was answered, declining to make the "improved"

tube. But the " pocket " sent does away with the necessity

for a bulb, and the trouble of filling with an oil can so much
reduced as not to figure at all prominently.

The fear that it will not meet with favor is not well

grounded if others find it as handy as I have. The shape of

the filler need not be after the pattern of the ordinary oil-can,

something that will be handy to carry in the pocket.

" Dear Sib :—We have youra of the 17th with the clipping en-

closed. Kindly give us the date and address of the Breeder and
Sportsman in which it was inserted.

We are glad your pen continues so satisfactory, and enclosed we
haDd yon a pocket to pin in your vest, which will help you to pre-

vent losing it.

We are interested in your novel suggestions about the oil can, hut

fear it will not be a popular device.

***
Little Albert.—Looking well and acting well is the

general of opinion of the lookers-on at the Oakland track

when Little Albert is the subject. His owner says he is al-

together too fat to trot anywhere near his best] at the sum-

mer meeting, though very many times I have known the es-

timate of owners and trainers to be wide of the mark; quite

frequently happening that forebodings founded on being high

in flesh were not justified by subsequent performances.

"Fit and well " a horse may appear, "trained to the hour,"

as race reporters have it, but the statement is made after the

rcce is run, and it is altogether probable that if the horse

had been beaten the same critics would have announced that

he was overtrained, or that it would take a race or two to

bring him into condition. Therefore, I hope that Mr. Brad-

burv may beat fault in pronouncing him too high, as he

will' surely need to be at his best when he meets the compet-

itors in the mixed race.

He took several heats the other day as though the adipose

was not troubling him much, though Lafferty had a good deal

of trouble to restrain him to a gait that would be in keeping

with shortness of work. The horses on the Oakland track, a

majority of them at least, are doing very well. The trainers

are moving cautiously, well within their rate for full miles

being the rule, though fast quarters and halves are not lack-

ing. " Looking well and acting well," as our old time friend,

Nate Morgan, was prone to say wherraccosted with the usual

salutation.

"You're a good judge of your own feelings. Your actions

will require corroborative testimony," was the response.

Never at loss for a reply, Uncle Nate came back. " Who in

— knows better than myself, and if my actions were bad I

would be a long way from feeling as happy," a hit of true

philosophy.
Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Last of the Sons.

THE FARM.
The Inspection of Eggs.

A writer in Clark's Horse Review, writing about the sons

of Hambletonian 10, says: " It is eighteen years since Ham-
bletonian's Last was foaled, and, consequently, it can not be

many more before even the obscurest surviving ones will

have gone the way of all horseflesh. Out of idle curiosity I

have been tempted to look up those still living that have

claims to a prominence of more than usual degree, and the

list is not a long one. Strathmore is easily first among these,

but he is twenty-eight and will hardly survive much longer.

Egbert is, however, but nineteen, and should be good for a

half-dozen years more. Dauntless, true to his name, is still

getting colts at twenty-seven, but Victor von Bismarck, of the

same age, " lags superfluous," has been impotent for several

years, though, I am told, is otherwise well preserved. Sweep,

stakes is another foaled in 1867, and still vigorous. He is

the last great son of his sire left in Orange county, the cradle

of the race. Rysdyk is twenty-nine, a year older than Strath-

more, and at last reports the sire of Clingstone was still doing
limited stud service. Florida is another twenty-seven-year-
old, and so is Deucalion. Haw Patch is five years younger,
and as the sire of Magnolia is the only son of Hambletonian
left that is represented by a 2:10 trotter. Artillery is still a
year younger (twenty-one) and he is the last one on the list,

unless Deceive, who owes his celebrity to Mascot alone, be in-

cluded. He is the senior of the lot, being thirty-one." There
are several other sons of Hambletonian still living, although
none of them is particularly noted. One, if the writer mis-
takes not, is Sherman's Hambletonian, the sire of Hulbert,
2:17A, and three others in 2:30. Among others that are still

in the land of the living are Walkill Prince, sire of Letta C.

2:16}, etc ; Leland, sire of Geneva, 2:14; Artemas, sire of
Blaniilco, 2:191; Ajax, sire of Bejax, 2:14 ; Bona Fide, sire of
Humbert, 2:2SA; Pickering, sire of Louis P., 2:23A; Hamble-
tonian Prince, sire of Forest Prince. 2:17J; Sir Walkill, eire

of King Walkill, 2:24]. The writer does not remember to

have seen any notice of the death of Arthurton, the sire of
Arab, 2:15, and it in probable that several other sons of the
old Hero of Chester are still living. Even the youngest are
now old horses, and as the writer in the Review sayB, it will

not be many more years before the rest will havegone the
way of all horseflesh.—" Raymond in Horse World."

Dick Farley, formerly of "The Richelieu," the well-

known dispenser of liquid refreshments and the great mixol-
ogist of the verychoicest,*has purchased an interest in Stein-
ers' well known saloon, 3]] Bush street, and with J. C. Di-
Mi ml will be pleased to extend a cordial welcome to all.

Many a housewife in this vicinity has expressed her sur-

prise when purchasing fresh eggs from the market, and being

in total ignorance whence they came, that they were so uni-

formly perfect and gave no signs of decay. The old joke of

"spring chickens" in the eggs at boarding houses and hotels

has also gone out of date, and people now buy and eat of this

favorite food with perfect confidence that it is fresh and

wholesome. This state of affairs has been brought about by

the custom, which has been universally adopted, of inspect-

ing each egg separately by the dealers, and rejecting all that

show the least sign of not being perfectly fresh.

There are few articles of farm produce which are so easily

affected as eggs by a damp, foul atmosphere, and the extremes

of heat and cold. The shell of an egg is exceedingly porous,

and when the place of storage is too warm aud dry the albu-

men evaporates, and wheu too cold and damp the egg seems

to lose its vitality and rapidly becomes stale. The porous

shell also admits of absorption, and a single rotten egg will

contaminate whole dozens of eggs in the same package. The
almost universal custom now is to ship eggs in cases expressly

prepared for the purpose. This system of egg carriage, which

was designed simply to prevent breakage, has done a great

deal to improve the market quality of eggs. They do not

come in contact with each other, aud after they are once

packed no amount of knocking about will addle them.

The system of inspection is called " candling," and the

method may be described as follows : A dark room is pro-

vided, or a corner is curtained off from the store, in which no

ray of sunshine is allowed to intrude. Within the enclosure

a single candle, oil lamp or gas jet is provided so that the

"candler" may face it conveniently and have the light on a
level with his face. If the lot of eggs which he is to inspect

is known to be a good one, that is, having come only a short

distance, and from a person who has a good reputation, the
operator grasps three eggs in each hand from a case at his

side and quickly passes each egg between the light and his

eye. Those which are good have a clear transparent shell

and a vividly rosy light shows through them. An egg which
is perfectly fresh seems to carry its freshness with it, and
appeals to the favor of the sight at once.

A rotten or addled egg is perfectly opaque, black in color

atd is detected at once. Not so with those which are a "lit-

tle old " or, having remained on one side for a considerable

length of time, begin to show signs of decay. In these cases

a small, sometimes a very faint black spot is seen and to the

quick glance of the inspector this is enough to condemn it

and consign it to a lot which is to be eaten at once, probably
by the customers of cheap restaurants and boarding houses.

In no case where the least sign of decay or age is visible, is

the egg placed in the receptacle set apart for those of the

first quantity and known as "fresh." Should the consign-

ment be found to " run bad," or come from a long distance,

the inspector goes about his work in a much more deliberate

fashion, for experience has taught him to be conscientious,

and his work is much more difficult. In this case he only
handles two eggs at a time, one in each hand, and the process

is necessarily slower, more careful scrutiny being necessary.

With the best packing and the utmost care some eggs in

every case or package are sure to crack. These the candler

places on one side, generally with those that are slightly

damaged or old, and all are sold together. In making his

returns for the consignment the rule is for the dealer to allow

one-half price for these, and this rule is found to work quite

satisfactorily. In Chicago and some other markets egg
candling " is followed as a regular business by men who have
become experts at the trade, for trade it really is. These men
charge a regular price of ten cents per case of thirty-six dozen,
and when they are at work are enabled to earn as much as $3
per day, or even more. In Boston the inspection is done by
some one in the employ of the seller or by the seller himself,

and no charge is made for the work. It may be safely said

that our dealers as a rule are conscientious aud furnish their

customers with only fresh or first-class eggs. There are some,
however, who do not pretend to be honest and only care for

the immediate profit. These men are soon well known and
should be avoided, not only by the consumer, but also by the

shipper. A shipper's reputation is quickly known by all the

dealers in the market. They exchange notes and compare,
one with the other, their observations on the quality, style of

package and general qualities of merit or demerits of the dif-

ferent shippers, and will take nothing which comes from a
man who is not considered by them first-class.

Parturient Apoplexy.

Parturient apoplexy, more familiarly known as puerpeal

or milk fever, is a very frequent, and usually fatal, disease

among dairy stock. The losses which annually occur from

the ravages of this malady is a great set-back to the enter-

prising young farmer, whose means are somewhat limited,

and who cannot afford to lose a valuable cow. It is there-

fore of the greatest importance to study this disease in its va-

rious phases, in order to be prepared to grapple with it in its

incipient or primary stage, or, what appears still more sensi-

ble, to take the necessary precautions to prevent, if possible,

the frequency of those attacks. The usual victims of puer-

peal fever, or those who are most susceptible to the disease,

are dairy cows, in which the secretion of milk is abundant.

High feeding, want of sufficient exercise and neglect in

proper ventilation and cleanliness, are the prolific causes
;

which facts are suggestive of the propriety of giving more

than ordinary attention to the care and management of in-

calf stock during the period of gestation, and especially at the
time of approaching parturition. The period of Hfe at which
the disease if most likely to occur, is at he time of the birth

of the third calf, and the season of the year when the disease
is most prevalent is during the months of July, August and
September. Especially is this the case with cows which have
been running all summer on luxurient pasture. The sudden

change in the system of the cow at the time when the blood
is well charged with the elements of nutrition, from her dan-
gerous plethoric condition, is more than nature can endure.
The blood, which a short time before was directed to the
womb, for the growth of the foetus in ufero, is now directed to

the udder, for the sustenance of the young-born calf; and if

at this important time the skin and udder should perchance
fail to perform their important functions, we should not be
surprised if a determination of blood to the brain should be
the result, and either congestion of its blood-vessels or rup-
ture of their coats, causing extravasation of blood in the
brain, thus producing coma and its fatal consequences. We
now come to that part of the subject which is so important
to all husbandmen, especially stock raisers. We refer to the
best means of preventing the disease. We should first en-
deavor not to encourage the jecretion of milk by feeding a
rich, succulent diet. Cows which have been running on
rich pasture, and are in full-fat condition should
be removed three or four weeks before
calving to some barren pasture, and fed on dry food. This
will have a tendency to diminish the secretion of milk at or
about the time of calving, which is of great importance. If
the change from wet to' dry food has a tendency to constipate
the bowels, a mild aperient may be given. In no case should
the cow be milked before calving, unless it becomes an abso-
lute necessity, as by premature milking the secretion of the
mammary glands is unduly excited, and a more copious sup-
ply of milk encouraged, which should be carefully avoided.
It is a well-known fact, that cows which calve with compara-
tive ease, and clean promptly, are the usual victims. Cattle
owners should therefore be very watchful of those particular

subjects.

After the cow has calved, the flow of milk should be en-
couraged by frequent milking. If the cow is full-fat condi-

tion, a cathartic should be administered, and nothing
hut a mild laxative diet should be fed. Care should also

be taken not to expose her to any sudden change of tem-
perature, or to any undue excitement, until all danger has
passed by.

The treatment of a case of parturient apoplexy will very
much depend on the stage of the disease in which the animal
may be found. In the early or primary stage, bleeding from
the jugular vein is recommended. However, our chief aim
should be to equalize the circulation, and use every means to

divert the blood from the brain to some remote organs by re-

storing the action of the skin, bDwels. kidneys, mammary
glands, etc. Ice may be applied to the head, if necessary;

clothing may be used to restore the action of the skin. If the

legs are cold they should be rubbed with some stimulant and
bandaged with red flaunel. A cathartic should be adminis-
tered as early asjpossible : 1 lb. of Epsom salts, with jVoz, each
of gentian and ginger, dissolved in 1 pint of hot water, may
be given at one dose; and half the quantity may be repeated
every four hours until the bowels are freely evacuated. The
action of the cathartic may be promoted by the frequent ad-

ministration of soap-suds injections. In extreme cases, tur-

pentine enemas have an excellent effect. The flow of milk
should be encouraged by frequent manipulation of the udder.
Mustard blisters may also be applied along the whole course
of the spine—say every four hours. Stimulants may be given
as soon as practicable—brandy, whisky, and the carbonate of

ammonia, in small aud frequent doses, have a very desirable

effect. It is also very necessary that the patient should be
well nursed. A well ventilated stall, with plenty of good
bedding, is essential. It will be a good idea to bolster up the

head to prevent her from injuring her horns, and at the same
time facilitate the flow of blood from the brain.

Fruit for Fowls.

Fowls like a variety of food, and if long confined to any

one kind, no matter how good it may be, will, ere long,

become sickly and diseased, and cease to either improve or be

profitable.

Those birds which must be kept in confinement, either to

prevent the different breeds from mixing, during the breed-

ing season or on account of having but little available space

in which to keep the fowls, or to prevent them from trespass-

ing on gardens or lawns set apart for other purposes, must
have some green food, something to keep them thrifty and
healthy while they are kept on corn, wheat and other grain

food principally, and fruit comes in nicel* to Gil the bill.

On nearly every place where poultry is reared there is much
fruit of different kinds raised, and there is necessarily much
which is not fit for sale or for family use ; this, when ripe

enough, makes most excellent food for confined poultry.

There are also many peach and apple pearings from the

house which the fowls can aud will make good use of; in fact,

they will turn it into much more profit than will the pigs,

which usually get these " pickings " which the poultry should

have. When fruit is not raised on the place, at the nearest

grocery store can be bought, for a fe^ cents, a basket or two
of soft and unsalable apples, pears or peaches, which the

fowls will be very glad to get. Fruit has the beneficial in-

fluence on the health of fowls that it has on that of human
beings.—Poultry Monthly.

A correspondent of the " Poultry Yard " thus describes his

new remedy for chicken cholera :
" While our neighbors for

several miles around us have lost nearly all their chickens

from the so-called cholera, ours are in fine condition. They
were attacked with the premonitory symptoms of the disease,

which seemed to be epidemic here, but we cured them aud
have no trouble with them since having accidently found a

cure. Cut up onions with food, and administer once a day

for several days, afterward once a week will answer. Also
mix a little ground ginger with their meal, once every day or

two. WTe also give them a little salt every two or three weeks,"

which we deem highly necessary, and above all things, keep
watermelons, muskmelons and cucumbers away from them.

The tops of celery cut up with their food will be found bene-

ficial, and they appear to like it very well. Do not get these

statements mixed up. The onions and ginger for the cholera,

the remainder constant attention. Too much whole corn we
have found injurious; we give meal, of this only once in

three or four days. Raw ouions and a very little ginger

against the world for curing cholera, if the disease has not

been allowed to run too far." We indorse heartily the raw

onions and ginger, but have never found melons injurious.

Last summer we raised, in an amateur way, three hundred

chickens and turkeys. Bushels of melon rinds and imper-

fect melons were thrown to them daily and eaten eagerly.

Over-ripe cucumbers were likewise devoured. We had no
losses from any disease.—Rural World.
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Good and Bad Milkers.

A few poor cows are quite apt, in one way or another, to

work into a dairy, and by their diminutive yield barely pay

for their keeping, and perhaps not even that, but cause an

actual loss. A dairyman of our acquaintance, having forty

cows, found by measuring the milk that he had live in his

herd that did not pay for their keeping by twenty-five dollars

apiece. He had five others that paid their keeping and

twenty-five dollars a head more. The profit and loss on these

cows just balanced each other ; he kept the ten cows a year

foe nothing, losing the whole of his time and labor in caring

for them and their milk, besides the depreciation of stock

and the interest on the cost, which was not taken into the

reckoning. When 1 was collecting cows for the first dairy I

set up, an aged and observing dairyman said to me :
" Look

out for good cows ; there is a great deal of money made in

this country by dairying, but it is all made from the good

cows.'
1 The difference between a good cow and a poor one is

not generally appreciated. Oftener than otherwise the price

at which cows are bought and sold is made to accord with the

amount of milk they will give. But this is not a sound way
of estimating their value. Beef cattle may be estimated by

the pounds of beef they will make. A bullock that will make
500 pounds of beef may be worth half as much as one that

will make 1,000 pounds; but the cow that produces only 100

pounds of butter a year is not worth half as much as one that

will make 200 pounds in the same time. As it will take the

former cow two years to make as much butter as the latter will

in one, she will cost the owner a year's keeping more than the

other cow will to get the same amount. The butter from the

poor cow costs double what it does from the good one, itnd is

p-oduced at a ruinous rate to the farmer. Such a cow will not

pay the cost of keeping, and is only fit for the shambles.

She ought certainly never to occupy a place in the dairy.

But the loss sustained by a small yield of milk is not all oc-

casioned bv a bad selection of cows. Many cows which
otherwise might be classed as profitable milkers are made
unprofitable by the treatment they receive at the bands of

the dairymen. Careless milking, harsh treatment, worrying

and exposure to eevere storms and to extremes of heat and

bold, abate the flow of milk and occasion much needless loss.

Twenty five per cent, variation in the annual product is easily

made by kindness and severity. Comfort and a satisfied

quietude are very efficient in promoting a liberal flow of

milk. Full feeding is equally important, as the want of it is,

perhaps, the most prolific cause of abatement in the returns

of the dairy. In a large percentage of dairies the yield of

milk is annually made to dwindle down to the limit of

profitable production, and sometimes below it, from the de-

ficiency and irregularity in the food supply. Very few

dairymen give their cows as much as they need to eat, ex-

cept for a short time in the season. In the spring and early

summer, when the ground is moist and warm, a vigorous

growth of grass is produced, and a flush of food supplies the

cows for a time with all they can appropriate, and crowded
bags and flowing pails attest their full supply. But presently,

in the long, hot and dry days ot August, the ground becomes
parched, and the grass stops growing and dries up. If the

cows can fill themselves during the day they are commooly
allowed to run without any additional food. As grass fails

in quantity and quality, and more labor is required to get it,

Uss is consumed, and the milk diminishes.—Irish Farmer.

Consumption in Cows.

The newspapers report that the milk inspector of Phila-

delphia has refused to allow the sale in that city of milk pro-

duced in Chester county, Penn., until all the herds have

been examined for tuberculosis. This has caused great

trouble among the farmers, and they are protesting strongly.

In order to obtain the exact facts in the matter the Rural

New Yorker has interviewed a number of interested parties

who handle or ship milk. Dr. J. Cheston Morris, of West

Chester, Penn., writes as follows

:

There has been for some time a growing feeling of uneasi-

ness in the community on the question of the existence of

tuberculosis in our midst, and of its communicability to

human beings from the use of milk or meat from diseased

cattle. During the past few years the affirmative of these pro

positions has been strenuously maintained by some of our

veterinary and microscopic pathologists. The frequency of

its transmission have been, to my mind, very unduly magni-
fied and the public unduly alarmed.

Forty years ago bovine tuberculosis was recognized and
described as a disease akin to, but distinct from, ordinary pul-

monary consumption, more contagious in character. There-
searches of Koch and others have tended to the grouping
together as "tuberculosis" all diseases in which the tubercle

bacillus is found, including many skin diseases, and others

which were formerly considered as rather allied to cancer,

aad wonderful results were claimed from the treatment by

injections of tuberculin. But the results of this method
have proved so disappointing and dangerous that it has been
all but abandoned even in Germany. Then the claim was

made that it uot successful as a cure, it was of great value

as a certiin means of diagnosis. This, too, has been contro-

verted, aod its absolutediagnostic value seriously questioned,

while possible danger from its employment similar to such as

has led to its abandonment in the treatment of human be-

ings, should make us very careful about using it promiscu-

ously, or even freely, among our cattle. The very accurate

comparative tests made by Dr. William L. Zuill, under di-

rection of Professor Samuel G.Dixon of the Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences of Philadelphia, with tuberculin, leucin, tyro-

sin, taurin.etc, and published by him in its "Proceedings,"

show that in taurin, a principle obtained from and normally
present in bile, we have a diagnostic agent of very nearly, if

not quite, as great efficiency and curative power, and com-
paratively free from danger. Hence, if it should become nec-

essary to te^t cattle supposed to be diseased, I would recom-
mend its employment rather than that of tuberculin, which
is a product of disease and ha3 been shown to be far from
harmless.

My friend and neighbor, George R. Foulke, had his ten

animals, nine Jerseys, one Holstein, tested ; five responded
and were killed, and bovine tuberculosis found present in

gaol) pase, though the animals showed no particular symptoms

of disease in life that I can discover. The milk glands were
not diseased in any of them, I believe, except perhaps in one,
a grade Holstein. But I would not have hesitated myself to
drink the milk or eat the flesh of any one of them. Butchers
present pronounced them as showing nothing which is not to

be found in a large proportion of our ordinary meat supply.
The same statement was made at the slaughter of Mr. Gil-
lingham's herd some years ago when I was present—by the
Jewish rabbi among others. If so contagious and deadly, how
is it that we so seldom meet with true bovine tuberculosis in
human post mortems? lean recollect only one case in a
practice of forty years, part of the time as physician of a large

hospital. The consumers of bologna sausage among us are
numerous and apparently healthy, yet these panic-mongers
tell us that nine out of ten bologna cows have the disease!
The rest of Mr. Foulke's animals showed no reaction to tuber-
culin. I shall watch with much interest this " control exper-
iment."
The Jerseys are said to be especially liable, and next the

Holsteins ; a few cases have been found among the Guern-
seys. Not a single case has been reported, so far as I know,
among the Devons. I heard of one in the interior of New
York, but, on investigation, the name of the owner of the
cattle killed is not found among the Devon breeders in Eng-
land. But do I not think any breed of cattle would be wholly
exempt from danger any more than any race of men? Some
would doubtless show more liability than others, and this,

too, would probably be affected by their adaptedness to their

climatic conditions.
«.

Dry Murrain, so Called.

Impaction of the manifold or third stomach of cattle, gen-

erally due to exclusive feeding on dry. coarse and fibrous

food and insufficient drinking water, frequently proves fatal,

if not energetically treated on the appearance of the first

symptoms of disease. Dissolve an ounce each of common
soda aod Barbadoes aloes in half a pint of hot water, and

add to this solution an ounce of oil of turpentine; also dis-

solve one pound of Glauber's salts in half a gallon of hot
water ; then mix these solutions together, and give it in one
dose to cattle over a year and a half old ; half such a dose to

cattle from eight months to a year and a half ; aod a third
of the quantity named to younger one3. Repeat the doses
named every six hours, and at every intervening hour give
half a gallon of flaxseed tea with an ounce of ground ginger;

or, instead of the flaxseed tea, give a pint of raw linseed oil

or molasses every intervening hour. Inject, as often, blood-

warm soap-suds or salt water per rectum. Givp walking ex-
ercise. After recovery give steamed, cooked or ground feed,

among which, during a few days, mix a handful ot ground
willow birk.—Breeder's Gazette.

The custom still in vogue in some parts of the country, of

wringing the necks of fowls, seems a relic of barbarism. It

is not only cruel, but is unsanitary. When killed in this way,
instead of cutting the head off, the blood all remains in the

body, rendering the flesh unwholesome, as it would be in the

case of an ox. The blood is very putrefactive, as all may
know, by allowing some to remain in the sun half an hour
in warm weather, emitting a bad odor in a very short time.

When we remember that about one-half of the blood is com-
posed of the waste and worn-out portions of the body, semi-
poisonous, and that this particularly, with the pure portion,

soon putrefies while remaining just where they are in life,

it is evident that all of the flesh will become more or less

affected by the putrescent mass. Instead of this barbarous

wringing of the neck, it is advisable to cut the head off at a

single blow with a sharp instrument, that the blood may
freely flow with all of the waste matter. That this may be

done effectually, it is well to hang by the legs as soon as pos-

sible that the blood may flow while still warm.

Ezekiel on Handicapping.

An excellent article on future handicapping appears in a

recent issue of the Cincinnati Tribune, and as it applies with

equal force to the East as to the West, and as the principles

advocated are those held by enlightened turfmen in all quar-

ters, extracts are made and attention directed thereto. The

ideas set forth emanate from Louis P. Ezekiel, who has long

been a recognized authority on turf matters, but never has

he voiced a greater truism than in the present case. He says:

The liandicapper should be supreme, and in foreign coun-

tries he is; in America he is expected to be governed by pub-

lic form. You cannot get this idea out of trainers' and own-

ers' heads, but yet it is simply monstrous. It puts a premium
on fraud. WT

hat is easier than for a trainer to run his liorse

"short of work " or out of distance, merely to deceive the

handicapper, who is expected to apportion weights on the

basis of the previous race or races, when a six furlong horse

has been run in a nine furlong race- If, on the contrary, the

handicapper is guided by his personal observation and esti-

mate, this cannot occur. Yet many race goers are under the

impression that the handicapper is bound to follow record.

" How can you give that horse so much weight ?'' is the ques-

tion asked every day. " Because he deserved it." " What ?

After his race the other day ?" " Yes, he was run out of his

distance and was pulled up 200 yards from home." " Oh, but

you are not the judge of that." " If I am not, then you had

better abolish handicaps."

Handicapping is what gives life to racing. The best horse

may be placed on the outside, and that is fully seven pounds

to his disadvantge on a regulation race course ; or, again, he

may have the pole and get
,( pocketed" by some quicker one

and be compelled to pull out. Another thing which the

handicapper must watch is the horses which are pulled up.

In a field of ten or twelve, only three or four finish; the

balance are pulled up when the boys see they cannot win.

And yet the foolish public will play one, two, three, horses.

As to the effect of weight upon horses it varies. A fleety

youngster can defeat most old horses at five furlongs with

something like scale weight. At six furlongs he cannot do

so. The grading of a track must also be taken into consider-

ation, and nothing is so serious to ahorse as ajostle or awide
turn. Providing he can catch, his stride and has no inter-

ference, weight seldom beats a horse,and there lies the beauty

of the race in the stretch.

Why, anyone who watches races closely can see many
things which account for a horse's defeat. He may get off

cross-legged ; he may be shut ofl on the turns and compelled

to go around the field ; he may get into a " pocket ;" he may

swing wide on the turns. Any of these can lose him the
race. Must the handicapper ignore all this, and in the next
race give him the benefit of a bad beating by allowing him
so light weight as to insure him the race ? Such a theory of
handicapping is false in the conclusion at which it arrives
and preposterous in the reasoning on which it proceeds.

Racing in the West is conducted on a gate money basis.
You are compelled to handicap in such a manner as will in-
sure the largest number of starters of the best class. Thus a
legitimate handicap is impossible. In England matters are
different, as the entire people are sportsmen who understand
racing as a sport. Several years ago, as English turf history
shows, Isonomy won the Manchester Cup at a distance of one
mile and five-eighths, with 138 pounds up, giving 55 pounds
to King Sheppard, another horse of the same age. An Amer-
ican would consider you insane if it were asked for a horse to
carry that weight. Foxhall, a three-year-old, carried 126
pounds and won the Cambridgeshire, beating others of his
age with 87 pounds. In 189S, Minting captured the Jubilee
Stakes at Kempton, one mile, with 140 pounds up, by three
lengths, while the majority of the field carried less than 100.
This proves that there is 50 pounds difference between a good
and a bad horse, and if such a scale was enforced there would
be legitimate handicapping.

Put more than 128 pounds on the crack horse in America
and then you will hear a howl coming from all directions ;

the result is that owners who own second-class horses have no
chance of winning, and are fools for entering. The
weight question will never be settled, but it is likely that at
the next meeting of the American Turf Congress top weight
in all closed handicaps will be 138 pounds. Most of the true
racing men are in favor of it, as better boys would then be
seen in the saddle.

Riverside County Agricultural Fair.

Having demonstrated that we can get up a successful

Fourth of July celebration the next step to be taken is to in-

augurate an annual fair to be held in Perris in October or

November of each year, at which the products and resources

of the county shall be exhibited in proper shape, and let

outsiders know what we can do beside raising oranges and

climate,and to let our residents get together to compare notes

and results, and each one get enthused with the idea of do-

ing better next year.

The lines of competition would include horses, cattle,

swine, poultry, agricultural, horticultural and apiarian pro-
ducts, floral culture, art and needle work, machinery, irriga-

tion, sports, literary entertainment and baby show, and any-
thing else desirable.

Premiums to be given to all succsssful competitors.

The matter of premiums is of small importance compared
with the educational and social advantages to be derived
froio the fair. Let every precinct in the county make an ex-
hibit and local pride be provoked to do its utmost aod pre-

vent premiums be given.

To make the fair successful we must begin now, and all

interested are hereby invited from all sections of the county
to meet with the Perris Improvement Association on the first

Tuesday m August to make a definite organization and set

the wheels moving.—Perris Era.

The Dam of Flora S.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—I noticed in the

Breeder of July 14th, that the dam of Flora S. was claimed

to be by a son of Irish Birdcatcher and that it is stated that

no son of that horse was ever brought to this country. It

might be that her dam was by Nina Sahib, a horse imported

from Ireland in about 1860 by John Butterworth (I think)

of San Joaquin County. Nina Sahib was by Horn of Chase,

dam by Irish Birdcatcher, and was exhibited at a number of

fairs of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society. There
were no thoroughbred mares in the San Joaquin County then,

but bred to a mare called Lady Hawkins, by Jack Hawkins,
pedigree of dam unknown, he produced Romulus and Tom-
my Chandler (both fair race horses), Jule (grand dam of Re-
volver) and Babe (dam of Bryant W.) His name figures in

a number of trotting pedigrees. The trotting horse Con-
gressman L.'s dam or grandam is by Nina Sahib.

San Francisco, July 14, 1894. Fresno.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passengtr Agent.

General Agent.

"A good deal of importance is attached by expert horse

buyers to the color of horses, particularly with regard to their

legs," said a Western stockman. "The best horses I have

ever known had their feet and legs marked with white. It

is proverbial that sorrel and chestnut horses with white upon

their legs are good natured, while horses of the same color

without a dash of white are often found to be unsafe animals.

Mary people think that the parti-colored horses belonging to

circuses are selected for their oddity, but they are really

chosen on account of their gentleness and docility. It is said

that a black horse cannot stand the heat, and white horses

have been pronounced as unsuited to cold. The physiognomy

of horses is also much regarded. If he is full and broad

between the eyes he is supposed to have superior sense, and

to be easily trained, but if he has a sharp, narrow face, be

careful how much you trust him."—St. Louis Globe Demo-
crat.

Online, in a race at Wichita, Kan., September 29, 1892,as

a two-year-old, defeated Stelletta and Ruby Elgin, pacing a

second heat in 2:13^. The performance of Judge Hurt at

Council Bluffs, when he paced in 2:14J, is therefore one-half

second short of giving the Texas-bred youngster the ch ampion

race recorq" for colts of his age.
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Marysville Entries.

The following is the official list of entries to the races to be

held at Marysville, Cal., July 24 to 28, 1894, inclusive.

Owing to the delay of mails, caused by the railroad strike,

there may be other entries, which were mailed at the proper

time, but have not yet come to hand

:

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, JULY 24TH.

Kace No. 1—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $300.
_

D. E. Knight, Marysville, names br g Maxie Hammill.
Richard Gird, Los Angeles, names ch f Nellie W.
A. S. Lander, Sacramento, names br g Farobank.

The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Carrie Ben-
ton.

T. C. Snider, Sacramento, names br m Eva W.
S. H. Hoy, Winters, names b m Jennie Wren.
Henry Gore, San Francisco, names b s Harry Z.

C. F. Lucas, Marysville, names b Cameo L.

Wheeler & Godfrey, Colusa, names b g Tilton B.

E. C. Young, Oakland, names b s Alfred D.

H. C. Boice, Hanford, names ch s Belle Packer.

H. West, Willows, names bg Lee West.

W. Mastin, Vacaville, names bk s Purdy Wilkes.

Race No. 2—Trotting, 2:50 class, two-year-olds, purse $200.

D. E. Knight, Marysville, names b f Patti Rosa.

George W. Woodard, Yolo, names g m Winnie.
Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Iran Alto.

C. W. Godard, Sacramento, names b c Wild Wood.
Charles E. Clark, Fresno, names br c Athanio.

C. A. Hogoboom, Marysville, names b s Dagon.
Suel Harris, Sutter county, names b f Vandalia.

Race No. 3—Paciog, two-year old class, purse $200.

D. E. Knight, Maiysville, names b f Lou Starr.

C. B. Durfee, Los Angeles, names blk g Harry Mc.
George W. Woodard, Yolo, names b m Violine.

T. C. Snider, Sacramento, names blk c , by Dexter
Prince.

Mart Hallett, Portland, Oregon, names b f Lou Lane.

Santa Paula Horse & Cattle Co., Santa Paula, names b f

Coralwood.

SECOND DAY, WEDSESDAY, JULY 25.

Race No. 4—Trotting, 2:27 class, purse $400.

Alex. Summy, Meridan, names brg Daylight.

C. A. Durfee, Los Angeles, names ch m Nora D.
George W. Woodard. Yolo, names br m Margaret Worth.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Gray Belle.

Hoy & Griffin, Winters, names b g Billie Button.

George Gray, Haywards, names b s Lustre.

Race No. 5—Pacing, 2:30 class, purse $400.

D. E. Knight, Marysville, names b f Cora S.

W. M. Sinclair, agt., Eureka, names ch m Bell.

Richard Gird. Los Angeles, names b m Thera.

C. A. Durfee, Los Angeles, names b c Ketchum.
Delano Bros., Sacramento, names b m Klicitat Maid.
T. K. Burgess, Sacramento, names b s Don Fallice.

The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Our Boy.

C. W. Godard, Sacramento, names ch m Lady Charlotte.

W. Mastin, Vacaville, names g Jay.

Chas. E. Clark, Fresno, names o s Lee Jib.

F. H. Keith, Portland, Oregon, names b f Primrose.

Sam Casto, Portland, Oregon, names br s Touchet.
John Stevenson, Marysville, names s Charles S.

Wheeler & Godfrey, Colusa, names b m Ruby M.
Geo. Gray, Haywards, names s f Gertrude G.
F. Enos, San Jose, names by g Mark H.
Wm. Eddy, Tulare City, names b — Victor S.

Santa Paula Horse & Cattle Co, Santa Paula, names g g
Waldo J.

J. R. Troxel, Willows, names ch s Surprise.

C. A. Durfee, Los Angeles, names blk f Gazelle.

The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Minnie B.
T. C. Snider, Sacramento, gry h Eclipse.

Henry Gore, San Francisco, names b s Harry Z.

Geo. Gray, Haywards, names a f Edwina.
F. N. Henrich, Madison, names s b s Lucky B.

S. A. Eddy, Hanford, names b Nellie J.

W. R. Merrill, Willows, names b s Clarence Wilkes.

Race No. 8—Trotting, 2:24 class. Purse $400.
D. E. Knight, Marysville, names sr gKiug of the Ring.
Park Henshaw, Chico, names by — Chico.

F. Powel, Los Angeles, names by g Lompoc.
George W. Woodard, Yolo, names br m Laura Z.

The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Hillsdale.

Dave Fisher, Portland, Or., names b m Pearl Fisher.

Race No. 9—Farmers' Race, 2:40 class. Purse $200.
Suel Harris, Sutter county, names b g Honest John.
Charles Raish, Marysville, names dk b Cyclone.
Newton Wilson, Kent, Cal.. b g John W.
T. B. Boats, Yuba City, b Brigham.
William Doty, Meridian, bg Billy Doty.

Rice No. —Trotting, farmer's race, three-minute, purs
$100.

C. Raish, Marysville, names dk b Cyclone.
Suel Harris, Sutter County, names d b m Lottie L.
C. W. Bennett, Marysville, names a m Alta.
Wee. Walton, Suiter County, names bg Brig.
Newton Wilson, Kent, names d b m Lillie May.
Frank < I rant, Marysville, names s Esther.
T. P. CoatB, Yuba City, names b Brigham.

THIftD DAY, THURSDAY, JULY 26TH.

Race No. 7—Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $400.
T. A. Stevens, Woodland, names Lady Armiugton.

FOUBTH DAY—FBIDAY, JULY 27.

Race No. 10—Trotting, 2:40 class ; four years old. Pures

$300.

D. E. Knight, Marysville, names br g 1 haxie Hammill.
Ben E. Harris, Woodland, names br in Fantom.
O. A. Lowe, Woodland, names gr s Bird Button.
S. H. IIov, Winters, names s f Edna H.
George Gray, Haywurdn, names b f Lenora.
Joseph Depositer, Tulare, names b g Judge Cross.

Race No. 11—Trotting, 2!35 class. Purse $400.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names John Bury.
W. Mastin, Vacaville, names 8 s Brushwood.
John Stevenson, Marysville, names b m Elita S.

Henry Gore, San Francisco, names b a Harry Z.
George Gray, ll.-iywards, names b m Volta.
II. C. Boice, Hanford, uamw ch s Belle Packer.

Race No. 12—2:25 class, pacing. Purse $400.
Wm. M. Sinclair, agt. Eureka, names ch m Bell.
Richard Gird, Los Angeles, names b m Thera.
£*-^- Durfee

i
Los Aneele8 »

names b c Ketchum.
G. W. Woodard, Yolo, names b m Vidette.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San JoBe, names .Our Boy.
C W. Godard, Sacramento, names ch m Lady Charlotte.
Sherman & Shearer, Chico, names ch h Geo. Wapple.
Wheeler & Godfrey, Colusa, names b m Ruby M.
Geo. Gray, Haywards, names b g Eric.
F. Enos, San Jose, names b g Mark H.
J. F. Batchelder, Tulare, names Polly.
Wm. Manske, Tulare, names b g Mosquito.
Santa Paula Horse & Cattle Company, Santa Paula, names

grg Waldo J.

A. K. Lamb, Willows, names ch s Reno Prince.

FIFTH DAY, SATURDAY, JULY 28TH.
Race No. 13—Trotting, 2:22 class, purse $500.
Wm. Hogoboom, Marysville, names b s Lynmont.
R. H. Newton, Woodland, names c h King Orry.
F. Powell, Los Angeles, names b g Lompoc.
C. A. Durfee, Los Angeles, names ch m Nora D.
Geo. W. Woodard, Yolo, names b s Alex. Button Jr.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names A lviso.
L. P. W. Quimby, Portland, Or., names b s Phallamont

Boy.
W. A. Shippee, Avon, names b s Moses S.
W. W. Marshall, Willows, names b s Stranger.

Race No. 14—Trotting, 2:40 class, two-year-olds, purse $300.
Suel Harris, Sutter County, names b f Vandalia.
D. E. Knight, Marysville, names b f Patti Rosa.
Geo. W. Woodard. Yolo, names g m Winnie.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Iran Alto.
0. W. Godard, Sacramento, names b c Wildwood.
Chas. E. Clark, Fresno, names br c Athansio.

Race No. 15—Trotting, 2:40 class, three-year-olds, purse
$300.

Suel Harris, Sutter County, names blk s Lochinvar.
Richard Gird, Los Angeles, names ch f Nellie W.
The Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names John Evans.
Daniel Flint, Sacramento, names b c Rainbow.
C. A. Hogoboom, Marysyille, names b y Hero.
Geo. Gray, Haywards, names s Ravel.
Wm. Eddy, Tulare City, names b h Bobby J.

Caffery $30, Claymore $55 and others ranging from $10
down. In the free-for-all pack it was Robert J. $110 and five

in field $15.

2:30 class, trotting, for three-year-olds, purse $2,000. Red
Bird won the first, third and fourth heats and the race; Ex-
pressive the second heat. Limone, Lovelace, Onogua, Com-
annhe, Flossie, Sun Up and Moriino also started. Time,

2:20f, 2:18, 2:19, 2:20£.

2:24 class, trotting, Merchants' and Manufacturers' Stake,

purse $8,000 J. M. D. won in three straight heats. Time,
2:16£, 2:16J, 2:15}. Claymore, Rex Americus, Palatine,

Sally Simmons, Oakley Maid, Harry Pennington, Cocoanut,
Emma T., Kate Caffery, Myron McHenry, Nora B., Uak-
burn, Nettie Wilkes and Cobweb also started.

Free-for-all, pacing, purse $2,000. Robert J. won in three

straight heats. Time, 2.09J, 2:08*, 2:08|. Online, Guy, Re-
flector, W. W. P. and Flying Jib also started.

Detroit (Mich.), July 19.—Notwithstanding the intense

heat about 9,000 people witnessed the fourth day's racing of

the Detroit Driving Club. The sport was of a high order,

everything being favorable for fast time.

2:25 class, trotting, purse $2,000—Azote won i.« three
straight heats. Prince Herschel, Ora Wilkes, Daady Jim,
Homestake, Jessie McCordle, Red Line, Jack Sheppard,
Fides Stanton, James L., Answer, Ryswood, Racine, Courier,
Medin, Allegro, Nyanza, Maby also started. Time, 2:09J,
2:11, 2:42}.

2:15 class, pacing, purse $2,000—Bullmont won the second,

third and sixth heats and the race. Ed. Stone won the
fourth. S. R. won the fifth and Simmons won the first.

Time, 2:14}, 2:13£, 2:131, 2:12|, 2:13}, 2:14|. Bourbon Pat-
chen, Dolly Spanker, Coast Boy, Bijax, Direction, Annie E.,

also started.

Free-for-all, trotting, purse $2,000—Lord Clinton won in

three straight heats (best on record), in 2:09, 2:11£, 2:llf.
Pixley, Alix, Pacheco, Walter E., Belle, Nora and Nightin-
gale also started.

Sparks From "The Review."

Rain Interferes at Saginaw.

Saginaw, Mich., July 10.—Rs>in to-day marred what gave
the promise of an excellent day's sport. The programme was
a distinct improvement over that of yesterday with the 2:19

and 3:00 classes trotting and the 2:24 pace, in which Lord
Ferguson was to have met Pierron, Barondale and other

cracks. The racing, as far as it went, was sharp and good.

The Salisbury string arrived last night and furnished in Don
Lowell and Expressive favorites in the 2:19 and S.00 trotting

classes, in each of which three heati were gotten off. The
day opened fair, but when the bell rang for the first heat of

the 2:19 class ominous clouds were gathering Elfrida and
Colonel Briggs cut out the work in the first heat to the

stretch, where Loughran W. headed Briggs, but could not

catch Curry's mare, who won easily in 2:17*. In the next
heat Elfrida and Loughran again led the field to the stretch,
Don Lowell trailing. Half way from the distance in the lat-

ter caught Elfrida, who failed to respond to Curry's call, and
the Nashville driver wisely not punishing a beaten mare,
Lowell won by an easy margin in 2:14£.

Curry's mare cooled out well and he proceeded to "choke"
Don Lowell in the third heat. Head and head they went to
the half in 1:04|, and to the three-quarters in 1:41, where
Lowell had enough and Elfrida jogged in 2:17£, with Silver
Plate second and the favorite in the luck. Light showers
now set in which after the third heat of the 3:00 class in-
creased to a heavy downpour, preventing further hostilities.

Expressive, the favorite, landed the first heat in the last named
race by a scant margin, driven out to the last inch, and the
talent proceeded to hedge. Monte Cristo was right at her
throat and the practically green Sphinx horse Baker in hot
pursuit all through the stretch. In the second heat McDow-
ell again essayed to set the pace with Expressive, but half
way down the back stretch Monte Cristo easily trotted over
her and led at will to thtfwire. Half way from the distance
the half-bred California mare, under pressure, broke but saved
the place, Baker again a good third. Before the next heat
was started the mud was deep and Monte Cristo won as he
pleased all the way in 2:29A.

SUMMARIES.
2:19 class, trotting, purse $800 (unfinished).

Elfrida, b m, by Candidate (son of Electioneer), dam by Nut-
wood a Curry 12 1

Don Lowell, b h, by Don Marvin, dam by Brigadier
McDowell 7 16

Loughran W., b g, by Alice Wilkes Smith 2 3 4
Silver Plate, gr g, by Silver Cloud Hoflinan 4 5 2
Col. Briggs, b h, by Hambleton Pox 3 4 7
Myron McHenry, ch h, by Ashland Wilkes 5 6 3
DollyC.bm, by Gen. Stanton Collins 6 8 5
Excellence, b h, by Mambrino King Miller 8 9 9
Nelly Hardwood, b m, by Hardwood Miller 8 9 9

Time, 2:17%. 2:14X, 2:17%-

3;00 class, trotting, stake 51,000 (unfinished).

Monle Cristo, ch g, by Jubilee, dam Kit, by Monogram
Fox 2 1 1

Expressive, bf, by Electioneer, dam Esther, by Express
McDowell 1 2 2

Baker, bg, by Sphinx Sutherland 3 3 4
Clarence, br g, by Pilot Medium McLaughlin 4 5 3
Victorine, b m. by Viclorvon Bismarck Boardman 5 4 5
Shonick, b m. by Mikeagan Dickerson 7 6 ds
Electmont, bl h, by Chimes Geers S dr

Time, 2:17>£, 2:18%. 2:20%.

Great Speed at Detroit.

Detroit, July 18.—The track and attendance was much
improved to-day, but the great contest expected in the $8,000

Manufacturers' and Merchants' purse was a sore disappoint-

ment. There were sixteen starters, and at the fall of the (lag

it looked as if the expectations for a splendid, race would be

fulfilled, but it turned out to be a procession, J. M. D.
driven by Brawley, giing to the front and winning with ease

Hisowner, Williams, won a fortune. The largest pool sold

on the raoe wa<i $516. R;x Americus brought $95, Nora B.

$80, Cobweb $80, J. M. D. $05, Harry Pennington $65, Kate

With men in the judges' stand who know their business, at

all meetings, and with appellate boards that will sift every
case of alleged fraud to the bottom, the purity of the harness

contests will be preserved. The men who control the trotting

tracks can be depended upon to do their portion of the good
work, the upright drivers will join hands in the same laud-

able undertaking, and all the combinations now in existence

or to be hereafter formed cannot long exist. The house is

not very dirty, but a thorough renovation won't hurt. Start

right in selecting the men who are to control the harness

contests at the various tracks and the rest is easy.

"The first shall be last and the last shall be first." Thus
spoke an old-time exborter, and thus handed down more or

less consolation for the driver who finishes more than a dis-

tance out his first start for the season. " Keeping everlast-

ingly at it briogs success," is the saying of a modern business

man, and this added to the first one quoted may stimulate the

unfortunate one in his efforts and eventually place him
where he can pay his freight and feed bills

- out of his win-

nings instead of out of his surplus.

"Vision" is sometimes given to peculiar views, but he
strikes the center when he says that the influence of ancestors

is not always in accordance with the numerical proportions

of the blood of such ancestors, and the aim should always be

to accord to each strain its true value, regardless of whether
it contains a large or small proportion of somebody's favorite

blood." In short, performance and produce speak for them-
selves .

A great many stones have been cast at the people who
study the breeding problem and write about it, but are not

actively engaged in breeding, and these may derive somecom-
sort, in the mid«t of their sorrows, from the fact that when
Rysdyk wanted to give his great stallion a trial mile he had
to borrow both sulliy and harness.

The thousands of horsemen in the United States will be de-

lighted to learn from the "Feel Tough and Foam" that Gov.
Flower has appointed commissioners to investigate tuberculo-

sis in cattle. That ought to create .-t new and unprecedented

boom in trotters in the Empire State.

The attendance at the harness meetings everywhere proves

that the public is, more deeply than ever, interested in Amer-
ica's greatest and most elevating sport, even if business de-

pression is not entirely over.—Horse Review.

Names Claimed.

Chbmawee for brown colt, foaled May 21, 1894, by imp,
Merriwa (son of G-oldsbrough and Habena, by Yattendon),

dam Daphiuita, by Jocko ; second dam Lilly Ashe, by Joe

Daniels, etc. The property of J. A. Carlton, 1302 Broadway,

Oakland, Cal.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

DR

w CREAM

BAKING
POWDER

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

horn Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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Sales of Thoroughbreds.

BY TATTERSALLS.

The sales in Chicago resulted in rather poor

prices being obtained. At Tattersall's, June

20, twenty-four thoroughbred yearlings aver-

aged $348. Those sold for over 5250 were :

PROPERTY OF PEYTONA STOD.

Bay filly by Long Fish—Miss Elliott ; \V. Cas-
sidy 8 250

Bay filly by Bishop ;
Ruddy Bros 250

Bay colt by Blazes—Turn Taw ; W. Cassidy... 500
Chestnut colt by Blazes—Germania ; W. Mc-

Cirron, N. Y : 1,100

Bay til ly by imp. Loyalist—Kittie Cheatham ;

W. Cassidy 250
Brown colt by Blazes—Plannetta: W. Cassidy 475

Brown colt by Blazes—Eliza Carr ;
VV. Cassidy 2,100

Bay filly by Blazes—Bettie Prince ; P. Ryan... 325

CbesnuC colt b/ Bishop—Guildura: Ru'ldy
Bros 325

Bay filly by Fonso—Annie Shary ; P. Dunne 450

PROPERTY OF P. G. SPETH.

Chestnut colt by Spendthrift—Lea; W. A.
Browo, Louisville 550

Twenty-seven thoroughbred yearlings sold

by Tattersalls at Hawthorne Juoe 20th brought

$3,945, an average of $146. R. E. Edmonson
eiu'iucted the sale. The sales over $250 fol-

low :

PBOPERTY OF THE MAPLES STUD.

Bay colt by Panique—By-the-Way ; L. A.

Chestnut fillv by Panique—Rebecca Rowett

:

Scbreiber - 500
Chestnut filly by Panique—Nenitzeu ; P.

Dunne 260

Chestnut filly by Panique—Ilia : C. Saunders 300

June 25—The yearlings from the Edge-
water and Fleetwood studs that sold for $250
and over were

:

Bav colt by Springbok—Miss Helen ; P.

Dunne S 525
Chestont colt by Easterling—imp Al Meh

;

P. Dunne . ..."3- 300
Brown colt by Portland—Lavandula ; E.

Brown 250
Chestnut colt by Blue Eyes—Missive ; B

Schrieber 1,100
Bay colt by imp. Deceiver—Mibs Cbarmer : H,

B. Durham 600
Bay colt by Volante—Pericolor ; Pastime

Stable 800
Bay colt by Spriugbok—imp. Golden Queen

;

W. Tarr 375
Biy filly by King Eric—Zephyrus; J. P. Blan-

ton 250
Bay colt by Eberlee—Antelope ; W. Tarr 37o
Chestnut filly by Springbok—imp. Annapolis;

Seoggan Bros 500
Brown fillv by Portland—ClareUa ; R. Miller. 325
Chestnut filly by Springbok—Alme ; Dr. E.

McLean 700
Chestnut colt by imp. Deceiver—Zulette

;

William Lakeland 1,00
Chestnut colt by King Eric—Elemi ; Cham-

bers & Co 800
Chestnut filly by imp. Deceiver—Aspetto : D.

J. Hughes 500
Chestnut fitly by King Eric—Manilla

; W.
Tarr 250

Boycott by imp. Deceiver—Edna Bramble;
W. Tarr 425

Chestnut fillv by imp. Deceiver—Monica ; R.

T. Punyear 800
Brown colt by Blue Eyes—Accasia ; Charles

Smith 625
Bay colt by Blue Eyes—Mandolia ; P. Dnnue 876
Brown colt by Portland—Edith ; William

Tarr 1,050
Brown colt by Portland—Rebuke ; I. J.

Lynch 375
Bay colt by Blue Eyes—Etna ; W. P. Mo-

grave 750
Chestnut colt by Blue Eves—Money Musk ; J.

E. Cushing 500
Bay colt by Springbok—Valasco ; Stickney

Bros 950

Fifty-one yearlings were sold at Tattersalls'

the evening of June 26th bv Colonel Edmon-
son. The total realized was $24,1S0, an aver-

age of $489. It will be noticed that Ed Corri-
gan secured a brother to Despot. The sales

over $250 were

:

Brown colt by Judge Murray—Helen Wal-
lace: Kahn Bros 600

Chestnut colt by Judge Murray—Sprinter
(brother to Despot) ; E. Corrigau 1,025

Bay colt by Favor—Virginitv ; Chambers &
Co 425

Biy colt by imp. Woodlands—Honora ; B.
Schriver 350

Chestnut colt bv Hanover—The Crow ; D. T.
Baxter 1,300

Chestnut colt by Sobranje—Rhody Gale; John
Rodegap ; 275

Brown colt by Sobranje—Queen M.; T. J.

Lynch 350
Brown colt by Sobranje—lima B.; Chambers

& Co 300
Chestnut colt by Sobranje—Arragon ; Simon

Ryan 300
Chestnut colt by Sobranje--Gilly Flower; E.

Corrlgan 350
Chestnut colt by Fonso—Spring Eagle

; Cliff
Porter 2,125

Bay colt by Fonso—Workmate ; Chambers &
Co 825

Bay filly by Fonso—Amelia P.; W. P. Ma-
grane 1,200

Chestnut filly by Onondaga—Red Dress ; D.
T.Baxter 1,400

Bay colt by imp. Aerolithe—Lnne d'Or ; J.
E. Cushing 500

Bay filly by Bradford—Mollie B. B.; T. J.
Lynch 500

Chestnut filly by imp. Deceiver—Mav Dav; E.
Brown .....'. 1,150

Cheetnut filly by imp. Deceiver—Oasis; Dr. E.
F. McLean 575

Bay'fiU by Longside—Madame Rowett ; W. P.
Magraoe 1,200

B*y filly by Fordham—Vitgie Wright ; W. H.
Roller.. 525

Bay filly by Fordham—Miss Forester; W H.
Roller 300

Bay filly by Longside—Serenade; C. W.
Seller 250

Bay colt bv Longside—Queen Deceiver ; W.
P. Magrane 500

Chestnut filly by Longside—Ina Rapture ; G.
W. Coulter 400

Bay filly by Duke of Montrose—Wewanda ;

Robert Miller 325
Chestnut filly by Hayden Edwards—Mabel

Dufty; Ed Brown 300
Bay or brown filly (sister to Glockner) bv

Duke of Montrose -Mrs. Chnbbs; J. E.
Cushing 800

Bay filly bv Duke of Montrose—Varna; W. P.
Magrane 700

Bay filly by imp. Woodlands—Extra ; Dr. E.
F. McLean 600

Chestnut filly by Sobrance—Lady Loud ; C. C.
CMuTJ 550

Chestnut filly by Hanover—Frederick's Pride;
Stickney Bros g 625

Chestnut filly by Fonso—Adventure; J.
Ahern 400

BY THE AMERICAN HORSE EXCHANGE.
June 21 Battery D., the American Horse

Exchange of New York, with William Easton
as auctioneer, sold forty-two head for $10,700,
an average a trifle better than $254. The top
price of the sale was brought by the handsome
son of Bishop,' dam Amerique, Dr. E. F. Mc-
Lean, of Cincinnati, purchasing him for $800.
The colt has important engagements. The
sales over $250 follow:

PROPERTY OF MRS. JENNIE W. SMITH.
Marcus Aurelius, b c. by imp. Deceiver—So-

prano; T. W. Anderson S 500
Delusion, b c, by imp. Deceiver—Miss Gibson;

T. W. Anderson 250
Bay filly by Duke of Montrose—Yo Faron-

delle ; B. Schreiber 400

PROPERTY OF GEORGE H: CLAY.
Brown filly by Vocalic—Mary Payne; C.

Hughes i 250

PROPERTY OF JAMES H. MULLIGAN.
Black colt by Jim Gore—Elizabeth ; R. Fitz-

gerald 250

PROPERTY OF MRS. JAMES FRANKLIN.
Bay colt by Bishop— Amerique ; Dr. E. F. Mc-

Lean 800
Bay colt by Bishop—Virlein ; M. J. Burns 500
Bay colt by Bishop—Parana; P. Dunne. 250
Bay filly by Bishop—Sierre Madre ; W. H.

Jackson 350

PROPERTY OF CAPTAIN J, E. MALONE.
Bay colt, by imp. Glenelg—Kathleen Kinney;

P. Dunne 750

PROPERTY OFW. F. SCHDLTE.

Bay filly by Argyle—Peri; N. T. Harris 300
Bay or brown colt by Argvle—Ouise-Bright; J.

H. Morris 425

PROPERTY OF N. T. HARRIS.

Bay colt, by George Kinney—Princess ; B.
Schreiber 500

Bay colt by George Kinney—Olivette ; A.
Kahn 250

Bay colt by George Kinney—Pearl ; J. Ull-
man. 275

Bay filly, by George Kinney—Flitaway ; J.
Ullman _ 400

Black fillv by George Kinney—Alberta; Gen-
eral W. H. Jackson 300

The horses owaed by E. S. Gardner & Son
were sold June 25th by William Easton in the
paddock at Washington Park before the races.

Ida Pickwick was the star of the sale, and
brought $6,000. Probably she was bid in for

her owner. The horses that sold for $250 and
over were

:

Insomnia, ch g, 2, by Farandole—Ida K.; T.
Licalza 400

Sweeden, br g, 2, by Farandole—Spinnette ;

G. V. Dahlgren 700
Soubrette, b f. 2, by Farandole—Semaphore

;

C. Licalzi 675
Marioni, b f, 2. by Farandole—Monte Rosa;

G. V. Dablgreeu 750
Invade, ch t, 3, by Farandole—Ida K. ; L M,

Spafford „ 400
Martinette, ch g, 3, by Farandole—Manardo;

Cbarter Oak Stables. 800
Fraulein, b f, 3, by Farandole—Fidelle; G. V.

Dahlgree n 2,700
Ida Pickwick, b m, 6. by imp. Mr. Pickwick

—Ida K.; G. V. Dalgreen 6,000

Hackney Sale.

The sale of the Oriole Stud, of John A.

Logan Jr., occurred in New York last week.

The following prices were received :

Imp. Bonfire, by Wildfire ; E. T. E. Lindsey,
England S14.750

Imp. Lord Rufus, by Vigorous : Dr. J. S. Cat-
anach, New York City 4,000

Alabama, br m ; J. A. Palmer. Philadelphia.. 1,500
Froham, ch g ; A. H. Moore, Philadelphia 1,300
Pride, b g, and Concert, b m ; A. T. Kemp 1,300
Imp. Pickenham Price, ch m; S. M. Milliken 1,200
Romulus and Remus, b gs ; R. L. Wood,

Brooklyn 1,150
Hazen & Fritz, ch gs ; T. Hunt, Orange, N. Y. 1,100
Carnation, b m ; P. D. Duffy 1,075
Imp. Pinkeham Cadet, b h ; R. Turner 1,025
Imp. Sunlight II, ch h ; C. Hastings 1,000
Match Lass, ch m ; Henry Fairplay 900
Patent and Copywright bgs; G. W. Smith... 850
Sunshine, ch g, and Sunlight, ch g ; C. H.

Dunn 900
Fair Fire, b c, bv Bonfire ; J; Donnelly 700
Imy. Rosabella II., b m ; R. DuanRye, N. Y. 750
Cambridge, bg ; R. Turner...... 725
Imp. Pickenham Belle, ch m; J. I. Ross, New

Haven 700
Sport and Lark, b gs ; C. Hally 800
Norman and Norval. b gs ; W. H Durland... 700
Imp. Warrior II., b b ; Roston Farm 700
Imp. Pickenham Gem.chm ; R. Dunn 800
Nekevah and Zara. b ms ; R. B. Heath 650
Aladdin, bh; J. W. Revelery 650
Silver Fire, rn c. by Bonfire ; E. B. Sheldon... 6a0
Imp. None Nicer, ch e, and Doris, blk m ; M.

V. R. Lawrence „ 600
Sidney, ch h ; Roston Farm 600
Bekboolot Orloff, Arab stallion ; J. D. Baker... 600
Aristocrat and Autocrat, brgs: E. G. Curtis... 550
LadyCachier, br m ; W. L. Elkins, Philadel-

phia 525
Logan, bg ; A. H. Godfrey... 525
Bon Mot. b m, by Bonfire : W. E. D. Stokes... 525
Ben AH, chg ; J. A. Metting, Brooklyn 485
Aileen. b m ; General Daniel E. Sickles 450
Hannah and Almira, b ms; J. R. Ross 435
Imp. Pickenham Sunshine, bike; J. T. Wil-

liams 425
Lmp. Mrs. Butterwick, ch m: J. W. Patterson,

Philadelphia.- 425
Marga, ch f, by Lord ttufus; Speedwell Farm 425

Georgia, bm: Gen. Dan E. Sickles 410
Regulusand Rusticus, b gs; Dr. C. Agnew 410
Pair of bay mares: W. H. Durland 400
Pair of bay gelding; D H. Grant 400
Twilight and Dawn, bgs; G. Manheimer 575
Miss Crafty, ch m; E. B. Sheldon £5
Rifleman, b g; Turner 400
Waxwork, ch m, and colt: J. I. Ross 600
Spoons, b m, and colt; J. .1 Ross... 600
Pandora, b m, and fillv: M. Harrison 950

Vanity, br m, and colt: W. L. Clarke 750
Garton Pride, br ra, and colt; M. Harrison 2.000

Lady Silver, rn m; R. Stuvvesant 2.000

Rosabel, b m, and foal; W. L. Clarke 1,000

Dallas (Texas) News: At a recent session

of the Dallas Commercial Club a sample of

black Kussian oats was exhibited, which
yielded in Dallas County to the acre 100
bushelB, weighing forty pounds to the bushel.

The grain resembles the Tartary oats grown
in the British. Isles.

Race Horses at Auction.

The following list of race horses in training

were sold by Mr. Wiliiam Easton for Colonel
Ruppert's stable at Sheepshead Bav on July
3d:
Young Arion, b c (4), by Miser—Glencairne

by imported Glenelg; P. Dunn Si 650
St. Vincent, b c (2), by imported St. Blaise—

Leightonia, by Favonius
; W. C. Daly 1 200

Sonora, chm (5), by Hi Ban—Refraction by '

James ; A. F. Farnsh 550
Queenfisher, b f (2), by imported St. Blaise^

Mentmore, by Kingfisher ; P. Dunn 450
Linwood, ch c (3), by imported Rayon d' Or—Kinloch, bv Waverly ; J. p. Dawes 325
Vermilion, che (2), by imported St. Blaise—

Bahamah, by imported Mortemer J p
Dawes „ 200

South Wind, be (2), by Eolus—Genere. "by
Springbok; E. Leigh „ 200

Pensacola, ch f (4). by imported Macaroon-
Bijou, by imported Australian ; E. Leigh 200

Chimes, b c (3), by imported GreatTom—Beer-
sheba, by imported Bonnie Scotland ; R.
Ross 175

Olivia, ch f (4), by imported The Jacobite—
Olirick, by Tom Ochiltree ; L. Ettinger... 150

Hindoostan. h c (3J, by Hindoo—Xalappa, by
imported Billet ; J. Cummings 60

Chestnut colt (2), by imported The Jacobite-
Dew Drop, by Engineer

; W. Marston 50

Messrs. McCafferly & Wishard sold the fol-
lowing :

Yemen, ch g (5), by Alarm—Hira, by Lexing-
ton ; G. Walbaum g2 600

Uncertainty, br h. 6, by Emperor—Quandary, '

by Virgil or Monarchist: J. Marencovich . 1,000
Reiff. br g (3), by Enquirer—Glenview. by

Glengarry ; W. Tobin 900
Silverado, ch h (6), by Rathertord-Josie C,

by imported Leamington; J. Marenco-
„_

,7ich 650
Pulitzer, b c, 3, by Bishop—Lucia, by Vaux-

hall; J. P. Korn 500
Bay rcolt (2), by Bishop—Pearl Ash, by Pat

Malloy; S. Doremus 200
Bay colt (2), by imported Saxon—Kitty H., by

imported King Ernest or imported Maca-
roon ; R. Ross 75

Frolic, b g (2). by imported Rapture—Maggie
B., by Knighthood ; J. Nawak 55

W. R. Babcock Dead.

Elizabeth, July 9.—William R. Babcock,

superintendent of the Linden Park Blood
Horse Association, dropped dead at his home
in Linden Park this afternoon. Mr. Babcock
was stricken with apoplexy while returning
from a 6eld, where he had been superintend-
ing a gang of men.
He was one of the best-known men on the

American turf, seventy years old, and leaves
a widow.
"Old man" Babcock's name has of late

years been chiefly known in connection with
his talent for cooking clam bakes, but at one
time, when the American turf saw more real

sport in one day than we now see in a month,
he was a most conspicuous figure and one of
the most prominent owners.

His connection with, racing extended over
a very long period of time. Helmbold was
probably the best horse that he ever owned,
but his colors, " blue jacket, scarlet sleeves
and cap," were seen on the backs of many
famous performers. In the early sixties, at
the beginning of the present era of racing,
Capt. Babcock was well known as a most suc-
cessful trainer, but 1870 and 1871 were per-
haps the gala years of his career.

Helmbold was the bright, particular star.

In 1870 this horse won nine races out of
eleven starts, and the following year six out
of ten, including the particularly brilliant

achievement of defeating that great horse
Longfellow at four miles at Saratoga. In 1870

among Helmbold's other victories were the
Monmouth Stakes, at two and a half miles, in
which he beat Glenelg and Invercauld; the
Westchester Cup, at two miles and a quarter;
the Saratoga Cup, at the same distance, etc.
In 1871 Nellie Ransom won the Monmouth
Sequel Stakes for Capt. Babcock at two miles,
beating Monarchist, Nathan Oaks, etc., while
other horses in the stable were Doctor,
Daunter, Conductor, etc.

Capt. Babcock's connection with the turf
was continued throughout the next decade,
and in 18S0 he owned a good horse in Kern-
cliffe, who won the Withers, beating Gren-
ada, etc.,_ the Jersey Derby, the Sequel Stakes,
with Elias Lawrence second, and the Jersey
St. Leger. Helmbold was, however, the best
known horse that ever passed through his
hands, and good judges claim that he was one
of the very best horses the American turf ever
had. He, however, never had a good chance
at the stud, and his memory has not therefore
been perpetuated.

_
When the Linden Park Blood Horse Asso-

ciation was started Capt. Babcock became the
superintendent, and of late years did much by
personal supervision and advice to improve
the condition of the race courses in this sec-
tion.

_
As a timer he had few equals, and it

was in this capacity that his. face was best
known to the generality of the present gener-
ation of race-goers. Those who had the priv-
ilege of partaking of his famous sauce with
wbich the juicy viands were served up at
clambakes under his charge will vouch for it

that a cleverer hand never prepared a feast.

Mr. Babcock was a man who never seemed to
have an enemy, and perhaps no better tribute
can be paid to his memory.—N. Y. Daily
America and Mercurv.

"A Revolver
In Texas."

That expression has come to be sym-

bolic of dire necessity. Whenever a

revolver is really needed, the best one is

needed. There are times when a little

iron or a little carelessness in workman-
ship might make all the difference between

life and death. It doesn't pay to take

chances. It isn't safe to buy any revolver

but the Smith & Wesson. It is made of

wrought steel, thoroughly tested and

fully guaranteed for accuracy, penetration

and durability.

Handsomely illustrated catalog sent

upon application.

Smith & Wesson, iXs£i&

An Inflamed Tendon
needs Cooling.

ABSORBINE Si,£\h^
culation. No blister; no hair gone; and
you can use the horse. $2.00 per bottle.
Regular dealers, or

W. F. YODiXG, P. D. F.,
Meriden, Conn.

: ALSO FOB SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
R. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

PURSE RE-OPENED
For Free-For-AII Trotters and Pacers

AT THE SUMMER MEETING OF THE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

AUGUST 4th to 11th, 1894.
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1, 1894.—

MIXED RAGE, FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTERS AND PAGERS Purse SI 000

CONDITIONS.
Entries to close Aug. 1, 1894, when horses are to be named.
No horses owned in the State of California bv others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible lo

the above purse—bona fide ownership required—but horses owned outside the State of California are eligible

thereto regardless of membership.
Entrance in Purse Races five per cent, of the amount of the puse. Entrance due when entry Is made, and

must be paid by August 1, 1894. Five per cent, of the amount of the purse additional from each money won.
Purses will be divided into four moneys ; 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two siart they

may contest tor the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse distancing the field shall only be entitled to first and third moneys.

All races to be three in five, except where otherwise specified.
The Board of Directors reserves the right to change the hour or date of any race except when it becomes

necessary to ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mail
to address ot entry.

Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, and
declarations must be in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at the track.

When there is more than one entry to any purse by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding ihe race.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn npon the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received. Where colors are not
named, or conflict, drivers will be required to wear the colors furnished by the Association.

Conditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.

The Board reserves the right to declare oft or to re-open any of the above purses not (il ling satisfactorily-

Otherwise than is specified in these conditions, the Trottiue Association rules, of which this Association Is a
member at the time of giving the meeting, to govern. Suspensions and expulsions of the National and Ameri-
can Trotting Associations will be recognized.

Where more than nine declare tG start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve the right to divide the

starters into two fields.

APPLICATIOXS FOR MEMBERSHIP,
Persons desirous of making entries in the above purses, and who have not as yet Joined the P. C. T.H. B. A,

should make application for membership to ths Secretary by Aug. 1, 1894.

F. W. KELLEY, SECRETARY, 313 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO.
E. P. HEALD, PRESIDENT.
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ANNUAL. FAIR
Of the 19th District Agricultural Association

at Agricultural Park

Santa Barbara
SEPTEMBER 18 to 22, Incl.

First Meeting of the Southern California Circuit

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG. 1st.

SPEED PROG-BAMME.
TCKSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

Purse

BaceNo. 1-Runnlng, ^-mile and repeat. ?200

Race No. 2-Trotting, 2:50 class f#
Race No. 3—TrottiDg. for stallions, 2 :20 class 300

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 19.

Race No. 4-Runnlng: Novelty, 1M miles; purse

$150, divided $25 each first four quarters, $50

last quarter.
Race No. 5-TroUing, 2:35 class -*0

Race No. 6—Pacing, 2:30 class 300

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Race No. 7—Running, ^-mile and repeat 150

Race No. 8—Trotting, for 2-year olds £00

Race No. 9—Trotting, 2:19 class 300

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

Race No. 10—Running mile dash- 150

Race No 11—Trotting, 2:40 class 250

Race No. 12—Pacing, 2:15 class 350

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Race No. 13—Running, 5-8 mile dash; 2-year-olds...

Race No. 14—Trotting. 3-year-olds 250

Race No. 15—Trotting, 2:27 class 300

CONDITIONS.
All trotting and pacing races to be mile heats, best 3

in 5, except No. 8, which will be best 2 in 3 beats.

In all races purses divided 60 per cent-to first, 30 per

cent, to second, 10 per cent, to third horse.

EnLrance fee 5 per cent of the purse, to accompany
the entry, and 5 per cent of the purse additional from
each money won. ...
Entries not declared out at 6 o'clock p. m. of the day

preceding the race will be required to start, and dec-

laration must be made in writing at the office of the

Secretary at the Pavilion. Parties not making the

first payment of 5 per cent entrance fee will be held

for 10 per cent, of the purse.
Entries to close with the Secretary at his office. Room

3, building corner State and Cota streets, Wednesday,
August 1, 1894, at 6 o'clock p. m.
Running races free for alL Trotting and Pacing

races open to horses owned in San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego,

San Bernardino and Riverside counties.

For further conditions see local papers.

H. B. BRA6TOW. Secretary.
P. O. Box 146, Santa Barbara.

For Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition of business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Aim a, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted a trial mile

mileio2:19M-

DEITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,

by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, he by Geo. M. Patcnen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, by
Guy Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

TIPPO TIB, bay 'gelding, record 2:26, can trot in

2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ring-wood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worth, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She is a mare
of fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait

For further information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. D1ETZ, Oakland, Cal.

pOR MANY YEARS
the best known horsemen in the coun-
try, drivers of world beaters, business
men and owners in general have used

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy

on their horses hoofs and none but the
best of results have been obtained.
Many say to us that we do not praise
it high enough in our advertisements,
but we would much rather a customer
would get more than he expected than
to get less. There is no way of judg-
ing the future only by the past and we
feci sure if you will give the remedy a
trial that you will be pleased, with re-

sults obtained.
Your dealer will sell you a can guar-

anteeing it to give satisfaction or
money refunded.

>i Gal. Cans, $/.oo % Gal. Cans, $1.75
Gallon Cans, $3.00 5 Gal. Cans, $13.75

To be had of All Dealers.

XQ~A 48 pafic book on diseases ol horses leet, con-
1 irj 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing

had ol all dealers 01 mailed free to any horse
fi'-ncr by

t The Jas. B. Campbell Company
41 1 Vest Madison Street, ChicaRO.

STOCKTON FAIR== 1894 ===
Thirty-Fourth Annual Fair of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association

(District No. 2, California)

September 17 to September 22, 1894, Inclusive,

SIX DAYS RACING.—^^— SPEED PROGRAMME «^^—^^^-^—
TROTTING AND PACIVG ONLY. RUNNING ANNOUNCEMENTS LATER.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Race No. 1. Trotting—For two-year-olds with no
record. Closed with 12 entries.
Race No. 11. Pacing. 2:40 Class—District (San

Joaquin and Calaveras counties ). Purse $300. To close

August 1st.

TUESDAY. SKPTfMBER 18
Race No. 2. Trotting— For three-year-olds and un-

der, 2:30 Class. Closed with 14 entries.
Race No. 7. Trotting, 2:15 Class. Purse $S00.

To close August 25th.
RaceNo.8. Trotting, 2:27 Class. Purse $800.

To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22

or better on or betore August 25th are to receive back
tbe entrance money, and shall be barred from starting
in this race, but may re-enter on August 25th in open
classes where eligible.

WEDNESD'Y. SEPTEMBER 1ft.

Race No. 3. Pacing—For three-year-olds and under,
2:30 Class. Closed with 10 entries.
Race No. 9. Pacing. 2 :20 Class. Purse ?800. To

close August 1st Same terms as above for horses mak-
ing 2:15 or better on or before August 25th.

•UURSD4Y, SEPTEMBER 20.
Race No. 5. Trotting. 2 :40 Class. District (San

Joaquin and Calaveras counties); 5 or more to enter.

Purse $300. To close August 1st

Race No. 12. Trotting, 2:24 Class. Purse $S00.
To close August 25th.
Race No. 13. M*Xed Pacing and Trotting. Free

for all. Pursa$I000. To close August 25th.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.
Race No. 6. Pacing, 2:15 Class. Purse $S0Q. To

close August 25th.
Race No. 4. Trotting. For two-year-olds and un-

der without record (district of San Joaquin, Stanislaus,
Merced. Calaveras and Tuolumne counties ) Closed
with 6 entries.
Race No. 14. Trotting, 2:20 Class. Purse §300.

To close August I-t. Horses making a record of 2:15
or better on or before August 25th are to receive back
the entrance money, and shall be barred from starting
in this race, but may re-enier on August 25tb in open
classes where eligible.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Race No. 15. 'rotting, 2:40 Class. Purse $800.
To close August 1st Horses making a record of 2:25 or
better on or before August 25th are to receive back the
entrance money, and shall he barred from starting in
this race, but may re-enter on August 25th in open
classes where eligible.
Race No. 16. Pacing, 2:25 Class. Purse $600. To

close August 1st. Same terms as above for horses mak-
ing a record of 2:17 or better on or before August 25tb.

The Board of Directors of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association propose that the races the
coming Fall shall eclipse everything of the kind seeu at the Stockton track heretofore. A fine lot of running
races are to be made up yet. and in addition to these there will be various specials and some interesting dashes.

The Association has adopted the following rules and regulations, which are published for the benefit of
horsemen.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
A 11 trotting and pacing races (unless otherwise stated)

best 3 in 5, except colt stakes for 1891, governed by con-
ditions announced.
National Association rule3 to govern trotting. *The

rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern,run-
ning, unless otherwise stated hereafter.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

races alternately, or to call a special race between
heats; also to change the day and hour of any race if

deemed necessary.
Entries not declared out by 6 p. m. the day before

must start.

A horse winning a race is entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then to firstand
fourth moneys.
If it is the opinion of the judges before starting a

race that it cannot be finished on the closing day of the
Fair, it may be declared off, or continued at the option
of tie Judges.
Entrance fee, where there are ten or more fully paid-

up entries, 5 per cent, with an additional 5 per cent.
from starters. In races of less than ten fully paid-up
entries, the fee shall be 10 per cent. The 5 per cent,
must accompany all nominations. No entry without
it will be received, unless satisfactory security is given.
Over-payment, if any, returned.

L. U. SHIPPER, President.

In all purses if less than three start, the race may be
declared off by the Judges.
Four moneys in all races, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
Horses not winning a heat in four, or making a dead

heat barred from starting again in that race; but a
horse thus ruled out shall not lose the position he may
be entitled to in the division of the purse.
In all stakes, no added money for less than three

starters. If two start, two-thirdsand one-third of what
is paid in.

All purses require six or more fully paid-up to fill,

three to start.

The Board reserves the right to hold a less number
than six to fill by the deductiou of the entrance money
from purse for each horse less than six. ^ix entries
required to stand after the horses making the records
under the conditions are barred; but the Board re-
serves the right to start a less number by deducting
entrance the same as in other cases.
In all races riders and drivers will be required to

wear caps and jackets of distinct colors, which must be
named iu their entries. A lame or disabled horse
barred from starting in any race.
Special trotting, pacing and running races will be an-

nounce later.

Races commence at 1 p. m. sharp.

C. E. DOAN, Secretary, "tockteu, Cal.

Big Purses! Low Entrances
:asricultcral ASSOCIATION JSo. s, 8AX MATEO AXD SAXTA CLARA COUNTIES,

ANNUAL FAIR —^——^—^^—
TO BE HELD AT

&&L1C3. -:-Jos
SEPTEMBER 24th to 29th, Inclusive

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUG. 1st.
Entries to be re-classified September 15th, 1S94.^= SIX 33-A.-X-S' H.AOI3STG. =

TROTTING AND PACING PROGRAMME.
Champion Stakes. Trotting. FoaisoflS92; closed

June l, 1892. One mile and repeat.

District Two-Year-Olds. Trotting. Purse 3100.
2 in 3. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

District Three - Year - Olds, Trotting. Purse
84O0. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

Free-For-All Two- Year-Olds, Trotting, Purse
8-iOO. 2 in 3. Closed April 1st with 15 nominations.

Free-For-AHThree-Yenr-Olds, Trotting, Puree
8400. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

Frce-Kor-All Three-Year-Olds. Poeiag, Purse
3400. Closed April 1st with 10 nominations.

District Four - Year - Olds, Trotting. Purse
3 lOO. To close August 1st, tor the get of the follow-

ing horses:
Kros Treewood. Bismarck. Royal George, Nutwood
Boy, Orion, King William, Tommy T., Stranger, John
Sevenoaks, Col. Benton, Wilmington, Dick Fatchen,

Baywood, Fleetwood,Billy Thornhill, Aniptan, Magic,

Mo'nte, Chancellor, Chrisman's Hambletonian, Box-
wood, Nut Grove, Prince Albert, Alex. Graham, De-
signer, Cyrus K., Harry Almont, Rea's Nutwood, Boo-

MONEY TO LOAN,"
tniumitoaoll, from *

.0u to $1,000, for^*
mtt par eent. lnt*ren, "tfcTimymeuU of nny kin

.jqulred until hpi'licnilou for » loan hua turn RrnoieJ
SBCtmiTYHrQUlHKD. Ui-ilentatc.bouiict.iiorct.aUttt*,

bondi, Jewelry, household goodi, furniture, mcrchm
"ior«ej, cattle. lIveiiock.rannlDf-lraplcmeuUi.fcDtl mub
fall kiniii, or anf otherproperty, rial orprrtonal, of vi

endoned l.y pcraoa worth amount of mouey bor-
tO !T.U

LOAN CU- Tnotb. ar.d Walnut Htrr^u, Philadelphia, Pa.

die, Elect Mambrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna
Brown Jug, Menlo, C. W.S., Henderson's Henry, S,
B. Emerson, Carr's Mambrino, Prince Warwick
Henry Burr, Antinous, Almout Patchen, Electric
.Light, Argeut, Delmas, Rollie H., Hayward's Mav
Boy, Doemsky's May Boy, Dawn, Boswe 11 Jr., Prince
Wilkes, silver Bow, Admiuister, Election, Ward
B., Hazlewood, Alpheus, Anteros Nutwood, Messen-
ger Almont, Wild Boy, Director H., Cap. Alto.

2:18 Class, Trotting 3TOO
2:21 Class, Trotting 700
2:24 Class, Trotting 700
2:27 Class, Trotting 700
2:30 Class, Trotting 700
2:40 Class, Trotting 700
Free-for-all, Pacing 700
2:14 Class, Pacing 700
2:20 CiaBs, Pacing 700
2:30 Class, Pacing- 700

_, As races cannot be numbered uotll their order is deteruiiued, persons making entries will^please state

class specifically, and also whether trotting or pacing.

PROGRAMME OF RUNNING RACKS TO BK ANNOUNCED HEREAFTER.
CONDITIONS.

out by G o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race
shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry to a trotting or
pacing purse or stake by one person, or in one interest,
the horse to be started must be named by G p. m. of the
day preceding the race.
Any race that canuol, iu the opinion ol the judges, be

finished on the last day of the meeting may, at their
option, be continued or declared olF.

Trotting and racing colors must be named with the
entries and worn on the truck.
National Trolling Association rules shall govern all

trotting and paciug races.
Suspensions from associations working under the

American rules recognized.
Colt purses to be governed by the conditions uuder

Which uiey were advertised.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of anv two

classes alternately II necessary to finish a dav's racing,
or to trot a special race between heats.
A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled onlv to

the entrance money paid In. When le^s than the re-
quired number nf starters appear they may contest for
the entrance money paid in, to be divided as follows:
06 2-3 per cent to firstand 83 1-3 percent to second.
A horse winning a race entitled to llrst monev onlv,

except when distancing the field, theu to firstand third
money.

Entries to close Wednesday, August 1, 1S9-J.

Order of races to be arranged and announced here-
after, and to be as near as possible In accordance with
the Sacramento and Stockton programmes.
Iu the 2:18, 2:21, 2:2-1, 2:27,2:30 and 2:10 class trolling

races and the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30 class paciug races a
horse entered In any of lliem making a record equal-

ing any laster class on or before September 15, 1S91,

will receive a return of his entrance money and shall

be barred from starting In that class but may re-enter

on or before September 17, ItfOl, in the proper class.

All trotting and pacing races are best three In five

DHIQ8S Otherwise specified, and five are to enter and
three to start, but the Board reserves the right to hold
a less number than live to fill, by the deduction of the
<mi trance money from the purse for eaih horse less than
live.

In the class trolling and pacing races five entries are
required to stand alter the horses making records un-
<1er condition!* are burred, and their money returned,

but the Board reserves the right to start a less number
iiy deducting the entrances, same as In other classes.

Entrance fee live per cent, of purse, and imaddilioi at

five per cent, of the purse, deducted from winners.
Trotting and pacing purses divided—50 per rent, to

Orel horse, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent to third,

and 10 per Cent to fourth. All entries uot declared

Send for entry blank-* S. G. BENSON, Secretary, San Jose, Cal.

CALIFORNIA
STATE FAIR

:F"or 1894
— AT —

SACB.AME3KTTO
SEPTEMBER 3D TO I5TH INCL.

Nine Days' Racing.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

(Date of closing stated in each class)

Trotting and Pacing.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH.

The Occident Stake. (Closed).
Pacing Purse, @I,O00, 2:15 Class. To close

August 25th.
Trotting Purse,"Sl,OOO, 2:22 Class. To close

August 23th.

SATURDAY,1SEPTE.M8ER STH.
Two-Year-Old Trotting Stake (Closed).
Trotting Purse, $l,O00, 2:16 Class. To

close August 25th.
Trotting Purse, 81,0 00. 2:27 Class. To

close August 1st Horses making a record of 2:22 or
better on orbefore August 25th are to receive return of
entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in
this race, but may re-enter August 25th in open classes
where eligible.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 I TH.
Three-Year-Old Trotting Stake. (Closed).
Pacing Purse, 81,000, 2:20 Class To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:15 or better
on orbefore August 25th are to receive return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starting iu
this race, but may re-enter August 25th in open classes
where eligible.

Trotting Purse, 81,000, 2:24 Class. To close
August 25 th.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH.
Two-Yeor-OId Pacing Stake. (Closed).
Free-For-All Pacing Purse, Si ,UOO. To

close August 25th.
Trotting Purse, 81,000, 2:20 Class. To close

August 25th.
Trotting Purse, 8S00, 2:30 Class. To close

August 1st Horses making a record of 2:22 or belter
on or before August 25th are to receive return of en-
trance money, and shall be barbed from starting in lhH
race, but may re-enter August 25th in open classes
where eligible.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15TH.
Free-For-All Trotting Purse, 81.2O0. To

close August 25th.

Pacing Pi'rse, 86O0, 2:25 Class. To close Au-
gust 1st Horses making a record of 2:15 or better on
or before August 25th are to receive return of entrance
money, and shall be barred from starting in this race,
but may re-enter August 25th in open classes wnere eli-

gible.
Three-Year- Old Pacing Stake. (Closed).
Futurity Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds.

(Closed).
REMARKS AXD CONDITION'S.

Tkottixq and Pacing;—All trotting and pacing
races are the best three in five, except the two-year-
old, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and three
to start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill, by the deduction of tbe en-
trance money from purse for each horse less than five.
In the 2:30 and 2:27 trots, and 2:25 and 2:20 pace, live
entries are required to stand after the horses making
records uuder conditions are barred. But the Board
reserves tbe right to start a less number by deducting
entrances same as in other classes.
Esteascb Fee in all races, when there are eight or

more entries to be five per cent,with an additional five
per cent, from starters- In races of less than eight en-
tries the entrance fee is ten per eent Five per cent of
purse to accompany all nominations; no entry will be
received without it, unless satisfactory security is

given.
Trotting and pacing purses divided at the rate of 50

percent, to first horse, 25 per cent to second, 15 per
cent to third and 10 per cent to fourth.
In the two and three-year-old sweepstakes, unless

otherwise provided, moneys are to be divided as fol-

lows : To winning colt all the stakes and 50 per cent,
of the added money ; second colt, 33 1-3 per cent; third
colt, 16 2-3 per cent, of added money. In all stakes,
payments not made as they become due forfeits all
money paid in and declares entry out.
The National Association rules to govern trotting

and pacing, but the Board reserves the right to trot or
pace heats of any two classes alternately, it necessary
to finish any day's racing. Horses not winning a heat
in four, or making a dead heat, shall not start again in
the race ; but a horse thus ruled out shall not lose lhe
position he may be entitled to in the division of purse.
Ahorse making a walkover shall be entitled onlv to
the entrance mouey paid in. When less than there-
quired number of starters appear, they may contest
f.-r entrance mouey paid in, to be divided as follows:
66 2-3 per cent, to the first aud 33 1-3 per cent to the sec-
ond.
In trotting and paciug races, entries not de-

clared out by six p. in . day before must start.
In races, drivers will be required to wear caps aud

jackets ofdistinst colors, which must be named fa
their entries.

RUNNING STAKES.
To Close August 1st, 1894.

The Sunny Slope Stake.—A sweepstake for two-
year-old tilliesof which £25 each ; $10 forfeit, with ?250
added; second to receive $50 from stakes. Winner of
one two-year-old stake race when carrying weight for
age five pounds, aud of two or more seven pounds ex-
tra. Maidens allowed five pounds. Beaten maidens
allowed for once five pounds, twice seven pounds,
three times ten pounds. Fillies beaten three times and
not placed 1, 2, 3, allowed five pounds additional. Five
furlongs.
The California Annual Stake.—A sweepstake

for two year-olds of $25 each; $10 (orieit with £300
added; second to receive $i0. Winners ot two-year-
old stake races when carrying weight ior ag<>, to carry
five pounds extra for once, aud seven pounds for twice
or more. Allowances; Maidens five pounds; beaten
maidens five pounds for once, seven pounds for twice,
ten pounds for three or more times. Those beaten
three times not placed l, 2, 3. allowed additional five
pounds. Six furlongs.
The Autumn ttwudicap.—For two-year olds. A

sweepstake of §30 each ; half forfeit, or only $10 if de-
clared, with $350 added, second to receive $75. Weights
posted day before race. Declarations by B p. si. same
day. Six furlongs.
The Capital City Stake.—A handicap sweep-

stake for ibree-year-olds, of $50 each; half forfeit, or
$15 If declared; with $400 added, ot which $100 to second,
third to save stake. Weights posted day before race.
Declarations due by 6 p. it. same day. Oue and oue-
sixteenth miles.
The Del Mar Stake.—For three year-olds aud up-

wards, of $25 each, $15 forfeit; wiih $300 added, $50 to
second from stake. -Thisstake lobe uamed after wiu-
ner it Del Mar's time, il:-H't.l is beaten, with $200 ad-
ditional in money, cup or plate. One mile.
The Fall tstnke.—A handicap sweepstake lor three-

year-olds and upwards, of $50 each; half forfeit, or $15
it declared; with $100 added, of which $100 tosecood,
third to save stake. Weights announced day before
race. Declarations due by 6 p. u. same day. Oue and
a quarter miles.
A Melting sweepstake.— For three-year-olds and

upwards, of J25 each, $10 forfeit; with S300 added, of
which $50 to sec ind. The winner if valued at $1,500, to
carry rule weight one pound allowed for each $100 les3

to $1,000, Then two pounds to $500, then four pounds
to $100. Valuations placed on starters only, to be named
by G p. m. night before. Six furlongs.
Thft remainder of the running programme will he

announced ou Saturday, August 25ih. providing afuil
four days running card. State Agricultural Society's
rules to govern. No added mouey for less than three
starters iu diflereut Interest

SEND FOR ENTRY BLANKS.
EDWIN F. SMITH, JOHN BOGUS,

Secretary. President.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CIRCUIT.
All Rail Communication Fast Track. Good Purses.
E33Srrr^8.I^3S CLOSE JXTIjTr 21st, 1894.

CHICO.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

JULY 31, AUGUST 1, 2 t 3, 4, 1894.
JULY 81.

POHSE.

t. TroltlDK, 2:35 Class S 350

2. Pacine, 2:28 Class 35°
3. Runnlne, 1 1-16 Miles *5°

AUGUST 1.

4. Trotting, Two-Year-Oldg, 2 in 3 8 200
5. Trottins, Three-Minute Class 350
6. Runuing, 5-8 Mile Dash, Two-Vear-Olds 150

AUGUST 2.

7. Buggy Race 8100
8. Pacing. Homes Without a Record 300
9. Trotting, 2:28 Class 350

AUGUST 3.

10. Trotting, 2:20 Class 8 -100

11. Running, One Mile and Repeat 200
12. Running. One Mile, Four Hurdles 150

AUGUST 4.

No. 13. Trotting, yearlings, One Mile 8 100

No. 14. Trotting, 2:24 Class 40O
No. 15. Pacing, 2:20 Class 400

CONDITIONS.
Entries close July 21st at 10 p. u.

Race No. 7 for Butte County only, tor trotters and pacers owned and
used asbu^gy horses May 1st, with records not better than three minutes.

Races No. 4 and No. IS open to the couuties of Modoc, Trinity, Del

Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt, Mendocino, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba,

Sutter, Sierra, Nevada, Placer, Tehama, Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glenn.

All others tree for alL .
.

National Trotting Association rules to govern Trotting and Paciug.

Old rule for distance.
State Agriculture" Society rules to govern Running.
Trotting and Pacing purses divided into four moneys, 50,25, lo and 10

Running purses divided into ttnee moneys, 60, 30 and 10 per cent.

Five or more paid up entries required to fill and tbree to start, but a

less number may be held and the purse cut proportionately.

For a walk-over a horse is only entitled to its entrance tee and one-half

of the entrance received from other entries lor said race. A horse win-

ning a race is entitled to first money only.

The right to make any change desired in dates of races, to change order

of programme and sandwich heats is reserved.

The Board reserves the right to declare off or reopen any of the above
purses not filling satisfactorily.

When more than seven declare to start in any race, the Board of Direc-

tors reserve the right to divide the starters into two fields.

Non-starters must be declared out the day previous to the race they are

engaged in by 8 P. M.
Races commence each day at l o'clock p. m.
Entrance five per cent, of purse; five per cent, of purse additional

from money winners.
Five per cent, must accompany the nomination.

JO. D. SPKOULE, Secretary, Chico, Cal.

RED BLUFF.
AUGUST 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1894.

AUGUST 7.

1. Trotting, 2:40 Class 8125
2. Trotting, 3-year-old Class 275
3. Running, 1-2 mile repeat 250

AUGUST 8.

4. Trotting, 2:22 Class 300
5. Pacing, 2:35 Class 20O
6. Running, 5-8 dash; 2-year-olds; maiden allow'ce 5 lbs 17 5

AUGUST 9.

7. Trotting, 2-year-old; 2 in 3, free for all „ 150
8. Trotting, 2:18 Class 300
9. Running; 3-4 mile and repeat 250

AUGUST 10.

250
250

. Paciug, 2:25 Class .

Trotting, 2 :26 Class...
Trotting, 3:00 Class
Running, 7-8 mile dash...

250
200

AUGUST 11.

No. 14. Trotting, 2:29 Class 250
No. 15. Pacing, 2:18 ClaBS 300
No. 16. Running; 1 1-8 mile dash; maiden allowance, 12 lbs 250

CONDITIONS.
National Trotting Association rules to govern all trotting races. Ail

trotting and pacing races are the best three In five, unless otherwise speci-
fied.
Rulesof the State Agricultural Society to govern all running. Five paid

up entries required and four to start, but the Board reserves the right to
hold a less number than four to fill, by the withdrawal ofa proportionate
amount of the purse. Entrance fee, ten per cent, five per cent of purse
must accompany nominations. Trotting, pacing and running premiums
divided at the rate of sixty per cenf for the first horse, thirty per cent to
second and ten per cent to third.
Wherever the word "District" occurs in the programme It is intended

to mean the counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt,
Mendocino, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba, Sutter, Sierra, Nevada, Placer
Tehama. Butte, Yolo, Colusa and Glen.
The B'>ard reserves the right to trot or run heats of any two races al-

ternately, or call a special race between heats; also to change day and
hour of the race if deemed necessary. For a walk-over a horse is only en-
titled lo its entrance fee and one-half of the entrance received by the As-
sociation from the other entries for said race, and to no added money.- A
horse winning a race is entitled to first money only, except when dis-
tancing the field, then to first and third moneys.
The Board reserves the right to declare off or reopen any of the above

purses not filling satisfactorily.

When more than six declare to start in any race, the Board of Directors
reserve the right to,divide the starters into two fields.

Non starters must be declared jut the day previous to the race they are
engaged in by 8 p. m., or they will be required to start.

Entrance to the races will close with the Secretary July 21st, 1894, at 10

o'clock P. M.
Races commence each day at 1 o'clock p. m. sharp.
The Board of Directors will have charge of the grounds during the week

of races, and will see that the rules are strictly enforced.

M. R. HOOK, Secretary, Red Blufi, Cal.

WILLOWS.
AUGUST 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1894.

AUGUST 14.

PURSE
1. Trotting (yearling) $100
2. Trotting, 2:10Class... 350
3. Trotting, 3-year-olds 250
4. Trotting, 2:22 Class... 350

AUGUST 15.

5. Running (>£-mile and
repeat) 250

fi. Running (^'-mile dash) 2O0
7. Running (5-8 dash, two-

year-olds : 150
8. Running (7-8 mile dash) 200

AUGUST 1G.

9. Pacing, 2:35Class 350
lO. Trotting, 2-year-olds 200
11 Trotting, 2: IK Class.. 40O
12. Trotting, 2:24 Class... 350

AUGUST 17.

PURSE
13. Runuing (^'-mile and

repeat) $250
14. Running (1-mile dash) 250
15. Running (5-8 and repeat) 250
16. Running (11-S mile hur-

dle) 250
AUGUST 18.

17. Pacing, 2:25 Class 3SO
18. Trotting, 2:29 Class.. 350
19. Pacing. 2:18 Class 400
20. Trotting, 3:00 Class 350
All purses to be divided into four

moneys—50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
Entrance fee of 5 per cent to ac-

company all nominations, and an
additional 5 per cent of the purse
deducted from winners.

Races Nos. 1 and 10 are District, balance are free for all.

Distance in all Trotting and Pacing races, except Nos. 1 and 10, will be
100 yards; Nos. 1 and 10, 150 yards.

CONDITIONS.
1. Whenever the word "District" occurs In the programme it is In-

tended to mean the counties of Modoc, Trinity, Del Norte. Siskiyou,
Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Shasta, Plumas, Lassen, Yuba, Sutter,
Sierra, Nevada, Placer, Tehama, Butte, Yolo, Colusa and GlenD.

2. All trotting and pacing races will be the best three in five, except
race No. 1, which will be a mile dash, and No. 10, which will two in
three.

3. National Trotting Association Rules to govern all trotting and pac-
ing races. Entrance fee of 5 per cent of purse to accompany nominations,
and 5 per cent additional from winners.

4. In ail trotting, pacing and rnnning races the purse is to be divided
into four moneys: 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

5. The rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern all running
races, except as provided for the division of moneys.

6. In allof the abjve races, five or more paid-up entries required to
fill, and three or more horses to start, but the Board reserves the right to
hold the entries and start the race with a less number, and deduct a pro-
portionate Jin unit of the purse or stake.

7. The Board reserves the right to trot or run heats of any two races
alternately, or to call a special race between heats; also, to change the
day and hour of any race, if deemed necessary.

8. For a walkover, a horse Is only entitled to its own entrance fee and
one-half of the entrance received from the entries of said rare. A horse
winning a race is entitled to first money only, except when distancing
the field, then to first and third moneys.

9. Non-starters must be declared out the day previous to the race they
are engaged to start in, before 8 o'clock p. m., or be required to start.

10. All entries for a race close with the Secretary or President, at
Willows, July 21, 1894, at 10 o'clock p. m.

11. The Board of Directors will have charge of the track and grounds
during the week ot races and will see that the ml s are strictly enforced,
and purses and stakes will be paid when the Judges have rendered their
decision, and before leaving the stand.

12. Races start at I p. si. sharp.

W. V. FREEMAN, Secretary, Willows, Cal.

Southern California Circuit.

31 91 DISTRICT FAIR.

SEPTEMBER 25th to 29th, 1894.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1, 1894.

PUBSK
1. RunniuK-1-2 mile dash, for 2-year-

olds- 8200
2. Running—1 1-8 miles dash, free-for-

all 250
3. Trotting—3 :24 Class 40O
4. Trotting—2:40 Class 300
5. Running—3-4 mile dash 250
6. Running—1-2 mile and repent 250
7. Pacing—2:27 Closs 300

8. Trotting—For 2-year-olds (best2in 3)... 250

9. Running—Hneiieme Handicap; 1)^ mile
$50 entrance; ?15 forfeit.

Added money ©150

10. Running—7-8 mile dash 250

11. Trotting—2 :37 Class 400

CONDITIONS.

Purse
12. Trotting—Gentlemen's race (for Dis-

trictonly) 200
13. Running—5-8 mile dash, for 2-year-

olds 200
14. Running— 1 mile dash 260
15. Pacing—2:19 Class 300
lfi. Trotting-3 :30 Class 300
17. Running—Novelty race, 1 1-4 miles;

¥25 for each of the first three quarters,
$50 fourth quarter; $100 fifth quarter 225

18. Trotting—Novelty race, 3 :00 Closs ; 2-
miles dash. Sulkies to be lined in front
of Judges' stand, horses bridled only; at
the word " go " horses to be hitched up by
driver only and started 100

19. Trotting—2:40 Class; for 3-year-olds 300
20. Trotting—2:20 Class 400

1. All trotting races to be to harness, mile beats,

except No. 18, which is a two-miles dash.
2. All trotting races best 3 in 5, except Nos. S and IS.

3. In all trotting races purses to he divided as fol-

lows: 50, 25, 15 and 10 percent. Bunnlngraces divided

60, 30 and 10 per cent.
4. Entrance fee, unless otherwise stated, 10 per cent,

of purse.
5 American Trotting Association rules to govern

both trotting and running races.

6. The Board of Directors reserves the right to trot

or run heats of any two races (set for the same day)
alternately, or to call a special race between heats, or

to walk overs. Right reserved to declare two starters

a walk-over.
S. Right reserved to declare off any of the above

races not receiving satisfactory number of entries.

9. Drivers and jockeyj required to wear colors to be
named in the entry.

10. Entries close with the Secretary at his office,

Hueneme, Cal., on Wednesday, August 1st, 1894.

11. Straw and stables free to all entered horses as

Jar as 135 box stalls at race track will go
Entry blanks furnished by the Secretary on applica-

tion.
Horaes called promptly at 1 p. m. each day, drivers

and rider must cause no delay.

For privileges on fair grounds apply to Secretary.

T. H. MERRY, Secretary, Hueneme, Cal.

October 9th to 13th, Inclusive.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1ST.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!

THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, SsSO 1.4-

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT EUGENE, OREGON.

(SIDNEY 4770
2:19&

Sire ot Frou-
Frou, 2-2&H,
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Faasta, 2'22&,
yearling pacer;
Faustino. 2:14$$;
Fleet, 2.^1; Cupid,
2:13; Adonis,
2:11^'; Gold Leaf,

2:11m I Lady H-.

2:18; Sister V.,
2:18>£; Thistle,
2:1-1, and 16
others in 2:30 list

rSnnta rinua 20OO ....

2:17^
Sire of Kris Kringle,

2:28M; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28M ; Sid-
ney, 2:19^, and 5
others In 2:30 list

Sweetness, 2:21 1-4..

Hambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

of 107 sires of 567 in 2:30
Lady Waltermu-e

Bam of Marshall Ney
2034

[ladytHORNEJR fWilliams' Mambrino

(Kate

(STRATHMORE 403
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 3 in 2:30

Dam ofMollie Mack,
2:33; Navidad, 2:22'4;

Santa Claus, 2:17>£
{VOLUNTEER 55

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 43, and 16

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

LADY MERRLTT.

2:29 Ji

I and

/'Buccaneer 2636..
SLre of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bnl-
wer,2:2S#

f IOWA CHIEF 528..

Sire of Corisande,

rHambletonlan 10

(.Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel,

/•Edward Everett 81

j Sire of 13 in 2:3(
l sires and 16 dams
1.By Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50"

I
Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
1 of 18 in 2:3

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25J<
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20^; Geo. V.
(3-yew-old), 2:35

Mahaska Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:30 "si,

trial, 2:22; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

2:24)£, land Buccaneer (.Topsey

|

2656 fFlaxtail8132

TrNqTirv matt* J Sireof the grandams otLTINSLEY MATD 4 ^^ %^ aim Creolei2:2o
LFanny Fernj

r Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

< 2:135{, Kismet, 2:24^,
Twister, 239%

(, TTntraced

FLAXTAIL8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28^; Empress, 2:29^;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11)1, and
Shamrock, 2:25

LADY TTAKF,
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28 '4

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.

(John Baptiste

1Fanny Fern

TROTTING.
Free- For-.Ml glOOO
2:17 Class lOOO
2:20 Class lOOO
1:24 Class *°°

2:27 Class 8600
'2:40 Class 400
3-Year-Olds 400
2-Year-01ds -*00

PACING.
Free-For-All S1O0O I 2:27 Class 8500
2:15 Class 1000 3-Venr-Olds -lOO

2:19 Class 600 1 2-Yenr-01ds 400
RUNNING.

3-Year-OMs, 1-3 mile dash 8300
|
1 1-16 mile dash 8300

3-Year.Olds, 5-8 mile dash 30O 1 1-4 mile dash 300
3-4 mile and repeat- 300 I 1 1-4 mile Novelty 225

For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary, C A. RIGGS, Sonla Ana, Cal,

Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one of

the very bestbred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletoniao, one of Harry
-Tlay sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc. 1 and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

h9 traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13^, and two others

Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best youug sire In the world, as a producer ot

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed ot his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the

twelve leading stallions of America. _,,„,„«.,_,_ , . .r, .»Memo trotted In public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though lie was close to (-. ratid.^

in a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31 Hj> the first In 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20J4, and frequently

trotted quarters in from 32 w; to 34 seconds. ,„_._.,_- „
He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout-^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet

white. His disposition is all that coult b« desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS 850. Season to close AtgnBt 1st, Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
for accidents or escapes. For further parv_Tilars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS. Eueene. Oregon.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman,
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THE YEAR BOOK

1893
PRICE $3.00.

This great wort is now ready. It contains

iutnmarie. or Races. Tables f 2:3l» Trotters,

2:25 Pacer*. 2:20 Trotters, 2:15 Pacers,

Sires. Sires or Dam, Great Broodmares,
Champion Trotters, Fastes Records

and Rejected Reco ds.

All those who are Interested in the Trotting Horse
should have it.

The book will be sent by express on receipt of price

THE REGISTER.
Vols. Ill to SB, Inclusive, in one order, 1. o ... fio.00

Single Volumes, postpaid - 5.00

Vols. I and H are oat of print.

INDEX DIGEST.
Postpaid ~ ~ 47-50

This important adjunct contains all the standard
animals in the flrst ten valumes, with numbers, initial

pedigrees, and reference to volume in which animal is

registered.

REGISTRATION BLANKS
Will be sent free upon application.

Money must accompany all orders. Address i

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bash Si.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 820

These timers start and Btop promptly, and a e as

reliable as the best spllt-secoud watches made.

A. HTRSCHMAN, 113 Sutter Street I

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SCBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It is published semi-monthly daring the racing season

and Is bat 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street. - - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of Kew York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
&STD

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND TH K

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTUVG RILES.

National Tbotttng Ass'n Rules 30 cte

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For Hale at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

Go to "3MC»y©s"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
"Entrance on California St.

, This great practical horse book is a handsome, three

i

hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
I superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN -

and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of SLBel.says ol

this book :
" In this work Slarvin bas let out all the

mysteries of the craft, and It is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
developeto the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shal
place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St, San Francisco, Cal-

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hauling ip California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION

The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stoc

Breeding.

THE BOUTE TO

San Rafael p taluma

Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

TELE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.

General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. R\ A\, Gen. Pass. Agt.

:

ntt TO OUR
(TIME EXTENDED TO JULY 30th, 1894.)

r- ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

^*or One
Tear.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

BREEDER AND SP
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent ipacorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand buildings, ol glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, ol Jetting fountains, ol beautiful Interior exhib-

it, of Venltlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilloDS, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, ol the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and tbe tamous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

of Nations, or tbe aide-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and Ib all that Its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

ol interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

^3l1X about it.
It Is a good Uiing aod you need it anyway. It 13 worth more to you

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given

with II FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM!
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

COLLIES.
1 have two grand litter of Collie puppies, six by Lea

Hie (Bobbie Barns—Blihkbonny II.) out of Bess H.
(Champion Christopher— Flurry II'O, and five by
Hero (.Clifton Hero— Wildfire) out of Fannie of Nes-
seldowa (Wellsbourne Charlie—Adila Wonder). Adila
Wonder by Ch. Metchley Wonder—Cora Bell.

No better stock on earth.
KKimiiK HERRMAW.

Golden West Hotel, San Francisco.

TH-i GRAAD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.

Pups and brood bitches for sale.

For stnd card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEftXELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, CaL

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Voung stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEWELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

King Charles, Ruby& Blenheim
PUPS ALWAYS FOR SALE.

Also a good brood bitch. The celebrated imported
Ruby

REUBEN, AT STUD.:
T?hs but six pounds. Fee, 810.

RUBY KEXNELS,
A. H. Gilmobe, Agent

Worcester, Mass.

KENWOOD KENNELS
R. M. Dodge, Propr.fLate trainer for the California

Kennels)

TRA1MXG AXD BOARDIXU KEAiYELS
KEN~W00D, Sonoma county (ten miles south of

Santa Rosa). Dogs thoroughly broken for field trials

and private shooting at moderate rates. Dogs boarded
and groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breaking for either field trial or pri-

vate use. Address R. M. DODUE, Kenwood,iWo-
noma County, Col.

IRISH SETTERS.

If you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLENMORE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
Birds of All Styles and Breeds.

Lntormation' by Maix.

A. C. ROBISOX, - 337 KEARi\Y STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner GLEA'BEIGB, E.K.C. 8. B.

31 .047. Fee 850. Winner of first In puppy stake
and absolute tor Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers out of SALLY
BRASS II. and other noted bitches. Address

GLEXBEIGH REWKLS.
Care Beeedeb and Spoktsmax.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;

White Rose by BracketsRosa.
Puppies for sale.

H. M. TO.VNKR.
orth Ontario, Cal.

PFT^ OF ALL KINDS.1^1 ^ DOK8 A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

iNFOBMATIOJf BY UAH.
0. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

#* F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.
OFFICE HOTJES

10 to 12 A. M. 1.20 to 3.30 I

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and PostSta)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
-r- FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms famished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
2» FIRST STREET, 8AJV FRANCISCO.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
HAVE THE LARGEST;8TOCK OFI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

Gra
Hoc?

oteI

Send Foe Catalogue.

A ESisr oo
NEW AM) ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF

FLIES, HOOKS, RODS, REELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE CALL AXD SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yom- dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New Yoke Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

"With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
Eke ei i and Exhibit Doss as scientlfically'as the most
experienced- Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

It your dog is sick, you must have

Ashmont's
:diseases

of
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he la suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, 82. Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek of the send evee published.

Price Rednced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

US' SI^^JHr. .

GOILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORTS
AND ANTI-RATTLER. a

Fiat selling; mlw»j»
hone. Worth t

tchins up. Arch

ED. E. COCSRAJS',
G*m?l Agi. Pacific Slant. SACBASEKTO. CAT

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3159.

"RECEPTION,"
2 06 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onolce Liciuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN AT.T. NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Prop.

Boree Owners Slioold I'x-y

COMBAULT'S

Balsam
The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared

ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

<3gteminent

Btnd.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scar or blemish. The Pnfeot

be-t BLISTER everted. Tukes the place of all lini-
ments for mild or severe action. Uemnves all Bunches
or Jilemlshca from Homes or Cattle.

WE GUARANTEE 8fi,S¥, ball..
produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warren.

ted to pive satisfaciiun. pi ice g | .50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address
THE-DAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheading 60 cents per ine per
month. *

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS 3?e
J,

best A - J
- c - c - Registered Prizeui.iiui.iu. Herd is owned by Henry Pierce, S. F.Animals for sale.

SOUTHER t-ARM XotmS well-bred stock for saleOUUinLil rnnifl. First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pa3tur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. sffiHSi*
2:J,3£ (fun brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre^o
for particulars FRED W, LOEBER, St, Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AXD STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,"

San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to a p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Wo. 81 1 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

33xr. "VXTxtx. IF*. lEg-cm,
M. R, C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society, Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association.
Veterinary In firmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue,
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

MANHATTAN

Pisa
Awarded

«old Medal
At California

State Fair 1892
This great Califor-

nia remedy will ci
all ordinary ho
complaints. It
constantly fed ai

endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
"Weeks,J.Monaghan,
Dr. Parson„V-S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

i^g^a SEgwljl
STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA

f
AS FED& INDORSED BY

'

MARVIM.CORBIT-T
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE, '

HOLLY, VALENSIN,
.WELLS FARGOI.C0.&.OTHERS '

L
dSKYOIfRnFilrFR FflDITnD .

Bradley, etc,

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkina A. Durbrow. IV. V. Agts, 70 Wall St.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not a foot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two In number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if" necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. LopeZi
Merrlwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at fi per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cat, 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responslDllty assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from wharf between "Washingtan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. Address

THOS. ROACH. Agent. Lakeville, SonomaCo.. Cal.

^NML-MTDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f*\
1 Cubeb3 and Injections. QWDYJ
I They cure in48 hours the \_^/
[same diseases without anyincon-

jvenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bn.b HlreeU.

SAK FRaNCIfCO.
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CHECK BIT.
It isan educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

J". A.
Horse Boot and Turf
203-205 Mason Street

Goods Manufacturer.
San Francisco, Cal.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HA YE G1YEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TEE ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A.WESTON & CO..
JAMESVTLLE, N. Y.

Newmarket Patent Imp? e i Barter Cliers.
'Xew Metal Handle

> —

& g <-Ho
e in ^*

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. S3 by Mail.

For sale by all Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by
Write for Special List.

P. II \VDh\. Newark, Rf. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent tor TJ. S.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Ball Bearing*.

We have a few
of these in hltck,
which we sell BE-
LOW COST If

purchased no w.
\o better Sulkey
In the World.
The regular

wheels as n ell as
ihe Pneumatic lire
wheels no with the
sulky.

HOOKER <&, CO,

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

A Vi ry superiors.. Iky f-ir li-.ii.lug or
speedLg hordes.

Weight 52 to 65 Pounds.

These Sulkies are used all over the State
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE.

212 Acres of Choice Land,
RrauUftilly located near Pleaaanton. Would make a
very uiiraetlvt* euuiilry n-.-ldenceand well odapu-d (or

raising fine ntock. All under eoltlvatlon. Goodlm-
leota, abundance "f water; 100 acres in fruit

and vin-—. tin- remainder nil level. Partly covered
uve oaka,and aflnesltefora mile training track.

Would exchange lor ciiv property. For farther par-
ticular! apply to A. ROMAN, 328MoiitK"n>«'ry treet,
room 3. Ban Pranciico.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay DUtrlrt Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 14S5. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

L. E. CLAWSON. J. A. M'KEBBON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes as safe as high-wheeled

f i.i Ik ie- No upsetting.
No running under of low

wheels.
No cutting down from behind.

Patented June 5, 1894.

•'
F>g 3 The various parts of the

brake, (a) brake plaie; (b) foot
whase contact with ground forces
plate against tire; fc) spring that
throws brake off ofwheel as soon
as foot lis raised off the ground;
(d d o) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) hiDge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bacs: to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

I he value or this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-
sponsibility is thrown upon the
driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the brake nor
need he core as to who or what
may be pressing closely In behind

No Owner or Driver Can Mford

to be without one.
For further inf >rmation apply

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

J. O'KANE,
767 MARKET STREET,

o3

+3

©
ffl

-P
It) ©
fn rCj

fe En

A
H

SAN FRANCISCO

i-3

SI »
CD £T

S GOw s.S5CD

CD

Kit applied t'or.

O'Kane's Roller Brake for Sulkies.
The roller attachment effectually prevents accidents from horse rearing, as it allows no forward movement

of sulky while the shafts are elevated, at the same time permitting the sulkv to roll back in case the horse (as
very otten happens) takes a step or two backward while in the air.

XO TK a HI Vi; OFF OF TIRE, as in other brakes. Weighs only 2« pounds. Can be attached to any
sulky xn five minutes. ^ '

6EXD YOUR ORDERS IX EARLY. PRICE, SIO A PAIR.

AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

Meyers'Lock Toe Weight
THE LATEST THING OUT.

SELF-LOCKING OX SHOE. ALL WEIGHTS
FROM 2 oz. to 8 oz.

$2.50 per Pair.

AGKXT FOB

WESTON'S WIRE WHEELS
TOOMEY'S AND

FRAZIER'S SULKIES
Hickory Wheels, best, S50; best wire, £37.50:

Attachments, £12. 5U.
Boyce Tablets, per box, ?2. Absorbine, Naviculine,

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy, etc

I KEEP EVERYTHING.

J. O'KANE.
THIS MAKESLBOYCEjONEPINTOF

BOYCE R HtABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FEVERED I.Klis. 1 Ml. \M Kl> TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEKLS AND ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the cheapest anil best evei put on the market.
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are OUT
!>h smut as, besides other valuable ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch .Hazel
than Is contained In -10 gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general Trork, dissolve one Tablet In a pint
of water. Think of It ! 15 gallons best lee and body
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only t$2-00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 1$ 1 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.'

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terro Haute, Ind.

Sold by Druggist* and Dealers In Turf Goods '

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights
and Labels registered. Twenty-flve years ex-
perience. We,report whether patent can be
Becnred or not, free of charge. Our fpe not due
until patent Is allowed, .'iv* pn.ee Book Free*
H. B. WILLSON & CO., Attorneys at Law,
Opp. U. 8. Pat. Office. WASHINGTON, D. C,

Steiner's Old Place.
J. C. DIAMOND, Successor.

OLD BEBMI1AGEWISHES
Under office of Brkeder ant> Sportsman.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.
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FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

TROTTERS FOR AUSTRALIA.

Valuable Representatives of Electioneer and
Nutwood Depart for the Antipodes.

While many of the horse breeders of America who have

heir farms overstocked with choice trotters are looking

across the pond" toward the shores of John Bull's " tight

ittle isle " and the continent of Europe for a sales market,

«ur people on this side of the globe are not, as the railroad

aagnate said, "so geographically situated as to avail them-

elves of this blessed privilege." We must turn our eyes in

nother direction, to the far-away islands of the sea, even as

ar as Australasia. The importation of thoroughbred blood

rom New Zealand and Australia to California during the

>ast ten years has contributed much toward awakening a still

reater interest in those far-off countries. The success which

as marked the mating of the thoroughbreds that lived to

rrive here with those that we might almost call "American"

boroughbreds is as overwhelming in its nature as it is im-

ressive in its instructiveness. The work of bringing better

res every year to mate with our mares is **s yet in its in-

incy. The work of such importers as Dr. Ross, J. B. Hag-

in, C. Bruce Lowe, R. H. Newton, F. H. Baldwin, and last

ut not least, R. E. deB. Lopez, is kept in ihe foreground

7 the excellence of this stock which is racing on and win-

ing a majority of the purses. We have mentioned the

ames of these importations so often that it seems un-

eccesary to refer to them in this article.

The trottiug stock heretofore sent to the antipodes has not

een of as good quality as we would prefer to have seen it,

Pith but very few exceptions the animals have had pedi-

reestbat traced tojhorses which nave not been prominent in

.merica, and individually they were far below the average

l size, conformation and breeding.

Ever since Mr. Lopez arrived in California with thorough-

rede, he has been a close student of the various trotting

.milies that were making themselves famous on the trotting

irf as gait controllers, and, at the same time, had the confor-

lation, disposition, action, size and speed requisite to make
iem 6tting outcrosses on the thoroughbreds of Australia.

or the past twelve weeks (ever since his purchase of that

rthplace of champion trotters and pacers, the Valensin

arm, Pleasanton), he has been making a quiet search for the

jrses he thought would suit, and, on Thursday last, his

iends who gathered at the side of the steamship Monowai,

ere pleased to know that he was not taking to the anti-

)des horses that would be discreditable to any stock farm

this State.

There were six in all, and his admiration for Electioneer

a sire needed no better exemplification, for of the six,

ree were by aons of the dead hero of Palo Alto and one was

' one of his greatest and best grandsons. The other two

are also selected because of the excellence of their progeny,

id the fact that their stock is rapidly coming to the front,

ae is by Redwood, a son of the greatest living sire, Nutwood
id the other is by The Grand Moor. But to be more explicit,

irhaps it would be better for our many subscribers in Austra-

i and New Zealand to read a brief account of each and their

eeding, for without doubt they will leave their impress on

e trotting stock of those countries. ,

In th« first narrow stall, where he will stand for nineteen

ys, is a fine individual called Pleasanton. He is a large,

ill-formed, bay stallion, standing over sixteen hands and

iighing 1,250 pounds. He has a record of 2:29&, and last

,
sek trotted in 2:23. Pleasanton was bred by Wm. Murray

wner of Diablo, 2:09£), and was sired by Richards' Elect-

:
2170 (sire of Flora M., 2:16, J. R.. 2:20, Lizzie F., 2:16},

d twelve others in 2:30), out of Belle Robbins by Tarascon,

(he by Prince .Albert, by Abdallah 1, out of Sallie Patten

by Tom Newcomb); second dam Black Bess, by Blucher (he

by Duroc, out of a sister by American Eclipse, by Duroc, sec-

ond dam Miller's damsel, third dam imported mare Pot-8-oes).

Pleasanton won first prize wherever exhibited in roadster

classes. His progeny are spoken of very highly. Richards'

Elector, 2:31, was by Electioneer, out of Gilberta, by F.ed

Low, second dam Lady Gilbert.

In the adjoining stall is another horse whose colts and fil-

lies are marvels of beauty. He is called Antrim, and was

bred at Rancho del Paso (home of Salvator and Sir Modred).

His sire was that game trotting stallion, Albert W., who got

a record of 2:20 at Nevada City, August 28, 1886. His dam
was Jeannette, by Kentucky Prince (sire of Guy, 2:10|, Prob-

lem, 2:19£, Stevie, 2:19, and twenty-seven others in the 2:30

list); second dam Wayward, by Volunteer 55 (sire of St.

Julien, 2:11J, Driver, 2:19}, and twenty-nine others in 2:30

list); son of Hambletonian 10. Albert W., the sire of An-

trim, is by Electioneer out of Sister (dam of Bonanza, 2:29i),

by John Nelson, grandam Lamott mare (dam of Aurora,

2=27). Albert W. is noted as the sire of the great trotting

gelding, Little Albert, 2:10, Flowing Tide, 2:16£, and four

others in the list. He is the premier trotting stallion of

Rancho del Paso. His progeny are noted for their game rac-

ing, and as well as all the other qualities breeders of harness

horses are striving for. Antrim can trot quarters in thirty-

eight seconds. He has been at Bakersville, Kern County,

where he was ueed as the leading sire on Chas. Kerr's

Antrim Stock Farm for the past four years, and the colts and

fillies by him prove conclusively that this strongly Hamble-

tonian-bred stallion leaves behind him a legacy in the

way of fast horses that will be a credit to his breeding and

individuality.

In the next stall is a son of James Madison. 2:17f, out of

Belle Allen, by Vick's Ethan Allen ; second dam by Owen
Dale, son of Williamson's Belmont and Maria Downing, by

American Eclipse. This colt was bred by Col. Harry I.

Thornton and is called Allendale ; he is only four years old

and is a perfect model of symmetry. James Madison, 2:l7f,

is by Anteeo,2:16£ (son of Electioneer),and Columbine (dam

of three 2:30 performers), out of Lucy Patchen, by Geo. M.

Patchen Jr., 2:27 ;
second dam Fanny Branham, by Ameri-

can Boy Jr.; he is well engaged in the»races and will lower

his record this fall. Vick's Ethan Allen, sire of the dam of

Allendale, was sired by Ethan Allen, 2:25£, the champion

trotter of his day, out of Harris Mare, by Hambletonian 2.

His produce are all game and handsome. Owen Dale figures

in the pedigrees of a number of very fast trotters and pacers.

Allendale will have a splendid opportunity to prove his

merits as a sire in New Zealand ; he has trotted in 2:35. with

very little work.

That fine thoroughbred-looking brown stallion looking out

of his narrow box at his strange surroundings seemed pleased

to have the people notice him ; he is called Grand Moor

Jr. and was owned by M. Mendenhall, of Livermore. His

colts and fillies are noted for their excellent road qualities

and most of them, if given an opportunity, would enter the

2:30 list. Grand Moor Jr. has trotted in 2:27, and quarters in

37 seconds; he can negotiate with ease. He was sired by The

Grand Moor (sire of three in 2:30 list), out of Corisande

2:24£,by Iowa Chief, son of Green's Bashaw, out of Topsy, by

Prophet, son of Black Hawk 5. The Grand Moor was sired

by The Moor (sire of six trotters, including the great mare

Beautiful Bells, dam of seven 2:30 performers), out of

Vashti (dam of Don Thomas, 2:20), by Mambrino Patchen

58 (the great broodmare sire) ; second dam Kate Tabor, by

Mambrino Messenger, etc. Grand Moor Jr. is a very stylish

horse and will captivate the horsemen in the antipodes.

The next horse looked at seems to fill his box well. He is

called by the strange name Shoemaker. His sire was Red-

wood, 2:27, and his dam Pearl, by Silvertail Kentucky Hun-
ter (son of Skenandoah 926 and a daughter of Williamson's

Belmont); second dam Dolly, by Bennett's St. Lawrence (sire

of grandam of Directum, 2:04); third dam a well-bred mare

that came from Kentucky in 1S64. Redwood was by Nut-

wood, 2:18|, the greatest sire of trotters living, dam Alice R.

(dam of Eva W., 2:25£), by Naubuc 504, grandam Nelly, by

Geo. M. Patchen Jr. Shoemaker is of an entirely different

conformation from the balance of his companions. He is a

dark chestnut in color, with light mane and tail; is very

showy in harness, and can trot at a 2:30 gait any time on the

road. His progeny around Haywards are noted for their

style, quality and speed. He is endowed with one of the

gentlest of dispositions ; p. child ten years of age can drive

him anywhere. As a descendant of the great Nutwood
family his services will be sought after by horse-owners.

In the last stall is a horse whose " make-up " and pedigree

will attract attention in the land he is going to. He is called

La Rue, and his registered number is 20,141. In color he is

a beautiful bay; in height he stands 16.1 and weighs 1,200

pounds—a model of beauty and a trotter that will make a low

record, is this grand-looking young horse. He was sired by

Campaign 9811, out of Clara D. (sister to Honesty, 2:25f, a

horse that has achieved fame as a sire in Australia), by

Priam 1798 ; second dam Western Girl, by Chieftain 721

third dam Dodge Mare, by Jim Crow. Campaign was by

Electioneer 125, out of Lilly B., by Homer 1235 (son of Mam
brino Patchen and Sally Chorister, by Mambrino Chorister)

.

second dam Maggie Lee, by Blackwood, 2:31 ; third dam
Lucille, by Abdallah 15 ; fourth dam by Pilot Jr. 12. With

such a splendid array of great sires, is there any reason why
this horse should not make a great name ? His progeny at

Stockton cannot be excelled for size, style, pure trotting

action and speed. One thousand dollars was refused for one

of his yearling fillies. W. H. Parker, who bred this horse

La Rue, brought Honesty to Australia and drove him in sev-

eral races there.

With this splendid sextette of trotting stallions Mr. Lopez

takes a complete outfit for trotting, and will do his utmost to

place the stock where they will have opportunities worthy of

their lineage and splendid conformation.

This is but the opening of a new field for our trotting stock

and if all who had previously left this State with trotters

had taken as much pains to secure stock such as these,

there would be ten American stallions where there are none

at present.

The assertion was made by a disinterested horseman as the

crowd was going away :
" There's the best lot of young trot-

ting stallions that ever left America for Australia or New
Zealand."

Mr. Lopez will return to California in November with a

number of thoroughbreds that will trace to the greatest

racehorses in England, Australia and India, and make his

magnificent farm famous as the home of the choicest of

thoroughbreds.

It don't pay to get strongarmed when you can't win a race

or a heat, says the Terre Haute Express. Last year Bob

Stewart kept Aunt Delilah behind first money, saving her

for this year. Well, this year is right here, and up at

W indsor last week he let loose of the mare's head, and

while he got a record of 2:17£, he had to be content with

third money. Last year at Chicago Hickok, in the Colum-

bia free-for-all laid Hulda up a heat, and when he got ready

to win and had two heats to his credit the mare broke down

in the extra heat.
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The Value of Good Managers.

Many a man wonders why C. J. Hamlin and M. Salisbury

have been so successful in training and campaigning harness

performers. For several seasons they have practically swept

the board, not only in the way of making records, but also in

earning money on the turf. At different times it has been

stated that the reason for their successes came from the fact

that they knew the business thoroughly and attended to every

little detail. Another reason is that they train their own

horses. As a rule ~;he owners of harness performers rarely

see them except when they are ready to race. They know

very little abcut their preparation, leaving all that to the

trainer, and as he is in the sulky most of the time, his field

of observation is very limited. The time is coming, in fact

it is here now, when a trainer of harness performers will

stand on the ground, as they do in the thoroughbred world,

and have the horses worked according to orders. This is the

plan adopted by Hamlin and Salisbury, as both of them talk

over every move with their drivers. It will also be noted

that the Doble stable did better last year than at any time

since Budd has been on the turf, and the horses that earned

the money in races were not driven by the man who marked

Xancy Hanks, Dexter and Goldsmith Maid. He sat in the

stand or under a tree and saw the horses go, gave orders as to

their shoeing, their work, feeding, care, etc., the same as Mr.

Hamlin and Mr. Salisbury have done for years, and the result

was that the long green began to roll his way.

When a man gets into a sulky behind a horse that can step

well, the temptation is very great to see just how fast he can

go for a little piece. He not only does that once, but a half-

dozen times. If this is followed up with each work out, he

soon rubs the edge off of the nag's speed and the result is that

he is beaten in time much slower than the horse has shown
in his work. After a trainer learns that a horse is fast and
knows how well he can go, and especially when he has to go

a race a week, all that is necessary is to brush him and give

him plenty of slow work, so that he will be strong enough to

carry his speed. Repeating horses within four or five seconds

of the limit of their speed has been found very beneficial in

many instances, but it has been found a detriment where they

have been chased out as fast as they could step. It is well

known that many a good horse trots his race three days before

the actual contest.

Very few people see such men as Hickok and Turner ride

many fast miles, when preparing their horses for a hard con-

test; in fact. Turner would rather have his horse beaten a few

times than kill him to win. He has got to an age where glory

does not count. Coin is what he is after, and when he gets

ready to pull it down it usually comes his way, barring the

chances that everybody has to take in the business.

At times there are trainers whe come out and start in on s

different plan from any ever adopted. They have their suc-

cesses and they depart in time. Others take their places and
in lime they also depart A few carry with them a fair repu-

tation as trainers on the turf, but are soon forgotten. In or-

der to be a successful trainer, however, it is not necessary for

a man to be a great driver; in fact, it is a rare thing to find

the two qualities united in one man. ^How often do you hear
of a race track, such a man is a great trainer, but he cannot
drive a race well. Then, again, you hear the opposite, Mr.
So-and-So can outdrive any man that ever sat in a sulky, bul

he is a very poor speed-maker, and in addition to that cannot
condition his horsee properly for a severe campaign. In such
a case as4he above, if both of those men were with one stable,

the one as a trainer and the other as a driver, there is no
doubt but that they would make a great winning combina-
tion. Each season sees a few clever men buzzing around
through the circuits with only a fair stable earning consider

able money, because they place their horses judiciously and
never try to win unless they have a fighting chance for first

or second place. They also make it a point to not outclass

their horses by giving them marks early in the year, in fact,

preferring to take them home without records, unless they can

win eood money.
There has been a number of cases on the turf o 1

" late years
where drivers that were not considered first-class have earned
considerable money through having a good manager in

charge of the horses. As an illustration it is only necessary

to refer to Alvin. For four years he was before the public
on the American tracks and during three of them he won
considerable money. Last year be was outclassed, or at all

events could not step up fast eDOugh to get in front. Langs,
the man who drove him, was never heard of outside of his

own locality until Alvin was started at Detroit. On the

other hand, Alvin Merrill, who had charge of the horse
and owned an interest in him, looked after all the details

and had him worked according to his orders. He never
lost any sleep thinking how fast Alvin could go in hi- work,
in fact, his whole aim was to see how many slow miles he
could give him in order to get him ready for racing. Miles
from 2:40 to 3:00 was the usual work for this horse, the last

eighth being brushed fast. When Alvin turned around in

company for the first time at Detroit, many a man laughed
at the people that had courage to bring orer what they
called a " big bull " to race in Grand Circuit company. One
gentleman said, if that horse could win any money he would
eat him ; but as the lunch would have been a very expen-
sive one, he did not call around for it that evening.— Ameri-
can SporUman,

"When Is a Horse Old?

This is a difficult question to answer. It depends on the

way the animal han been kept, the treatment it has received,

the work to which it has been put, and the inherent vitality

of the animal itself, says the Canadian Live Stock Jouanal.

Some horses will look as old at seven years as others will at

twice that age, while there are numerous instances of "horses

at twenty-five which were, to all intents and purposes, as use-

ful as they were when ju^t a quarter of that age. Many
horses have attained a greater age than that. Mr. Albin
Kaw lings, Forest, Ont., is the possessor of a mare which is

now in her fortieth year, and which is as sound in wind and
limb as ever, and, doubtless, many other instances of horses
over the " thirties" could be found.
A writer in the London, England, Standard, who has been

investigating the subject, gives several instances of horses

that have attained a great age. In the York Herald of
October 30, 1790, there appeared the announcement of the
the death of a

:! Galloway,'' aged 47 years, that had been rid-

den at the battle of Prestonpans in 1745, and in 1801 there
aged 40 years, a mare belonging to Mr. G. Watson, Old Mal-
ton, which was not broke till 23.

" When we come to horses," he says, "accepted as thor-
oughbred, the most wonderful instance would, of course, be
that of a Tartar mare, said by old authorities to have been 36
or 34 when she foaled Queen Mab, and to have been worth
£30,000 to Mr. O'Kelly, as a broodmare, after she was 20
years of age, if only we could trust the said authorities im-
plicitly. But, unfortunately, doubts have been thrown, not
without reason, uoon the age of the old mare, though not up-
on her value to Mr. O'Kelly (who gave but £100 for her to

somebody who had bought her for six guineas, it is said, from
somebody else who had bought her for five). By the most
incredulous, however, the said foaling is allowed to have taken
place when the old mare was at least 27 years of age, and
even that is a Sarah-like achievement for the dam, of whose
birth and death the exact dates are not forthcoming. There
is ground, nevertheless, for supposing that she did not lon^
survive the foaling of Queen Mab, and that, at any rate, she
had no further produce. The practice of putting a bullet

through the head of a horse, and especially a mare, that

seems to a sometimes purblind owner to be no longer capable
of reproduction to good purpose is an obvious obstacle to the at-

tainment of the utmost limit in point of longevity. Of course, a

mare is more liable than a horse, if he be a horse of distinc-

tion, to this sunmary proceeding because the latter very of-

ten remains a fee-getter, if not a foal-getter, up to the last,

and even a very few fees, especially if each be 250 guineas,

are ho occasion of sneezing to the most sensitive nostrils.

Otherwise, it is not unlikely that, as with mankind, so with
horsekind, the feminine gender would have the advantage of

the masculine in point of vitality.
u
If the German Stud Book can be relied upon (and the

Germans are noted for care and accuracy in matters of detail)

,

about the oldest thoroughbred sire on record is one Parrot,

bred by Sir Charles Bunbury in 1801, transferred at some
period unknown to ' Old Q,' and exported to Germany, and
the ownership of Count Pless ([venack), in whose country it

is printed of the horse as plain as print can be, '1827 gestor-

bedV If this means that he died in 1827, he must have
clearly have been thirty-six years old at his lamented decease.

To this we cannot, so far as diligent search can discover, at-

tain in our country. We cannot apparently soar beyond the
thirty-three years of the illustrious Matchem, thirty-six years
of age when he begot Hollandaise, winner of the St. Leger in

177S. The great Sampson died at thirty-two in 1777, and only
five years ago the stud horse Thunderbolt (by Stockwell) died
at Mr. F. Alexander's The Poplars, Theale, near Reading, at

the respectable 3ge of thirty-one. At that same age died (in

1736) the famous Bay Bolton; 1794, Ranthos ; and in Amer-
ica, Jolly Roger (foaled 1741), and Diomed, the winner of

our first Derby. At thirty years of age died several famous
horses, including Competitor, the last of 'the Eclipses,' foaled

1736, and the comparatively modern and more illustrious

Touchstone. Moreover, the 'bad' Lord Lonsdale is said, in

the records, to have had in his stable, at one and the

same time, six stud horses whose united ages made up
144 years, and the oldest of them was Pleader
(foaled 1770, by Jason), himself within a
fortnight of being thirty-one. However, the Americans beat
us, according to printed accounts, with the celebrated half-

bred ' trotting sire,' Volunteer, whose death was gazetted so

recently as 18S8, when he was said to have died at Walnut
Grove Farm, Orange County, New York, thirty-four years
old.' As for mares, one is almost inclined to believe, not-

withstanding what has been said already, that the old Tartar
mare may probably have foaled Queen Mab at thirty-six

years of age, and may have lived on still, when, according to

the Victorian (Australian Stud Book), the imported Driver
mare (foaled 1S01) brerTMoss Rose (by imported Emigrant)
in 1S34, that is, at thirty-three years of age, and when, ac-

cording to our own records, the indomitable Fadladinida (by

Sir Peter! had to be shot at thirty-two, in 1838, before he
would say die. Of Payment, again, one of the best mares ever

purchased from us by Monsieur Auguste Lupin, it is recorded
that she died at Vaucresson, January 2d, 1S92, when she
must have been thirty-four (by racing law) if she was a day;
but she, like Fadladinida, bad bred nothing for some years.

The great Pocahontas (dam of so many celebrities), was
foaled in 1S37, and died in 1870, that is, at thirty-three years

of age, but she had foaled nothing since 1862; and the al-

most as notable Queen Mary (dam of BlinkBonny and her
more or less celebrated relatives), was foaled in 1843, and
died in 1872, that is, at twenty-nine years of age. As for

Wild Agnes (dam of Little Agnes), she had to be destroyed

in 1S92, at the age of thirty ; and Queen Bertha (dam of

the incomparable Wheel of Fortune) may for all that ap-

pears in the Stud Book to the contrary, be alive still, in

which case she must be thirty-three. Altogether, it seems
possible that, but fotthe man with the gun or the poleaxe,

a horse, and especially a mare, might, if nothing but mere
living were required of it, attain to fifty years. But it would
certainly be old."

John A. Goldsmith at Cleveland.

.

One on Joe Bailey.

Senator Perry J. Lewis tells a story on Congressman Joe

Bailey, for which, however, he quotes Senator A. M. Carter,

of Fort Worth, as authority.

" One day," said Lewis, " Carter and Joe Bailey were

standing on the street when they saw approaching them a

darky mounted on a frisky and spirited horse, whose fine

appearance caught the fancy of Carter, who is a lover of fine

horseflesh. Carter hailed the darky and remarked :

"That's a pretty spirited animal you are riding, old man.
Is he a good runner ?"

'
' Well, no, sah, he isn't much of a runnin' hoss,' replied

the rider.
"

' Oh, then he is a good trotter, I suppose,' remared Car-

tor.
"

' No, sah, he ain't no trotter, neither" said Scipio Afri-

can us.

" 'Oh, I see,' ejaculated Carter; he is a No. 1 pacer.'

"'No, sah, dis hoss ain't no trotter, nor he ain't no pacer

needer.'
"

' Well, what is he fit for anyhow ?' asked Carter.
" ' Just ter prance aroun' an' look fine, boss,' replied the

darky, an' dat's why I has outen a compliment named him
arterMaree Joe Bailey dar.' "—Galveston News.

It was not Goldsmith's week, and as he remarked just be
fore taking the flyers for Cleveland on Friday, " My stabl.

will have to improve a lot or it will not do for the Gram
Circuit." Though he did not capture a first money, thi

famous young reinsman fram Orange County showed up som (

material that will be heard from. His filly Woodflower, foui,

years old, started for the first time in the 2:33 class on Mon
day and drove Student out in 2:2H, struggling gamely anoi
standing a hard drive down the homestretch. She is byj
Woodnut, 2:16}, out of a mare by Prompter, and Goldsmith
purchased her at auction in California when she was eighil

months old. Seeing no chance to beat Student, he did noi
overtax his filly on her first appearance, and Student gath-
ered in the next two heats without a struggle. He is worthy
of mention as a promising trotter who proved a disappoint-

ment and came to light when least expected. Mr. Z. E. Sim-
mons, of Lexington, bred Student by mating that grand race

mare Hattie Woodward, 2:15}, with Socrates, one of the Ham-
bletonian Star representatives. The chestnut colt that re-

sulted had, every license to do great things, but Student was
always ailing, and finally Mr. Simmons disposed of him to
an itinerant dealer from Philadelphia. The latter had the
knife applied soon after he brought Student North, and then
sold the uosexed trotter to a local turfite of modest means!
foi $500. He trained the cast-off after his own fashion and'
started him on the half-mile track at Holmesburg. without
getting any part of the purse. From the ease with which
Student stepped three heats close to 2:20 at Point Breeze, it

is evident he could have won at Holmesburg, but in-and-out
performances are not laid up against anyone on the trotting
turf.

Though Goldsmith came much nearer to landing the 2:26|
class on Monday than the slower event just mentioned, luct,
turned against him when Venita Wilkes seemed to have the!
slower field at her mercy. She had not scored up promptly
in the first or the second heat, but her superior vitality had,
carried the mare to the front, the first timein 2:18} and then!
in 2:2U. The third heat found Venita Wilkes almost un-
controllable, and as the other drivers were not slow to take
advantage of this, every effort of Goldsmith's, who labored
with marvelous patience, was unavailing. Finally the starter'
gave it up and sent the demoralized mare away fifty yards 1

back and not on her stride. She had no chance to get inside
the distance, and the cause of the trouble became apparent
two davs later, when one of her fore legs was found to be in-

jured. Venita Wilkes is also the property of her trainer, and
she is by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, out of San Mateo Belle, by
Speculation.—Eider and Driver.

Hamilton, the Jockey.

Anthony Hamilton, the well-known colored jockey, was

born in South Carolina twenty-eight years ago. His fattier

was a coachman, and it was owing to the latter's vocation

that Hamilton became associated with horses. In 1878 hit
]

parents moved from Columbus to Oharleston, and at the lattei

place Hamilton obtained emplovment in a livery stable. In

1S84 the racing firm of Hawkshorst & Cooper sent to Char-

leston for boys to exercise their horses, which were stabled ai

Brighton Beach. Hamilton with two others, made the j< ur-

ney, but he quit the firm after being with it but a short lime

The day following his discharge, Hamilton was employed bv

"Billy" Lakeland, and his association with the latter hat

continued right up to the present day.
In 18S6 Lakeland told Hamilton he could not afford to

pay him the salary which he was really worth, and was in-

strumental in his signing a contract with J. B. Haggin that

fall. Hamilton went with the horses to California and rode
most of the animals in the Western string, which was trained

by Albert Cooper. In 1889 Hamilton rode for Senator Hearst
whose best that year was Gorgo.
The following season Hamilton had the distinction of rid-

ing the late Mr. Belmont's horses, among whom were Poto-

mac, Prince Royal, Eaceland, Clarendon, etc. M. F. Dwyei
had first call on his services in 1891, when he again rode Po-
tomac. The next season Hamilton steered the representa-

tives of the Rancocas Stable until the middle of the Mon-
mouth Park meeting, and last year he rode for theBlemton
Stable.

Hamilton during his career has ridden the winners of

nearly all the important events in the East.

His first success was in 1885, when he landed Exile first

past the post in a race at Brighton Beach. Since then Ham-
ilton has won the Brooklyn Handicap with Exile, the Fu-

turity with Potomac, the .Realization with Potomac, besides

a number of important events on Prince Royal, Raceland;

etc.

Nail in Horse's Foot.

Any kind of punctured wound requires special treatment,

because healing of any wound must begin at the bottom ol;

it, and if otherwise the diseased matter in the wound will be-

come inclosed in it, and must break out in time in some way

or another, says the Stockman and Farmer. Thus an incom-

pletely healed wound will in time become an abscess that mayi

give much trouble, especially in the foot, which, being en-!

closed in its horny covering, affords no escape for the pus)

formed, and this burrows among the tissues, forming a fistula

or spreading so that the bones of the foot become diseased

and the horse is ruined. The first thing to be done is to re-

move the nail if it or a part of it remains in the foot, then to

enlarge the opening and reach the bottom, injecting some

active liniment or other stimulant, and keeping the openiog

free from the escape of pus until the healing advances to ihe

surface, when a simple protection to the sore will be suffi-

cient until the healing is completed. Care is to be exercised

to keep the wound clean by frequent injections of warm water

with a few drops of carbolic acid in it, and if the foot is in-

flamed, poultices are to be used. The entrance of sand or

grit into the wound is to be strictly avoided.

Ci.attona, by Clay, got a record of 2:28] at Honesdale

Penn., July 4th!
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Yo Tambien "Won the Wheeler Handicap.

Chicago, July 21—The cheapest of all the Wheeler han-

icaps was run at Washington Park to-dav. The word cheap

i appied both to the value of the stake—it was worth $5,785

j the winner—and the field of five that went to the post,

'hree wereselling platers of good class. The only stake ani-

aalofthelot was Yolamb'ien. She won easily, and in 2:06J»

,-hich equaled the slowest time for the handicap. Teuton's

lace in 1890. The race, however, was run in 2:06. The tim-

ng was slow.

There was never a shadow of doubt as to the Western

Queen's ability to win after she left the post. The ring laid

- to 5 against Yo Tambien. The public eagerly accepted

his price. The public is wise on its good days only. Tyro

vas second choice at the post for the place, which he got.

jvVith a lot of weight off the Corrigan colt ran a good race.

yViliwood, owing to Martin's ability on his back, was_ third,

ingomar was beaten oft. The big cro*d did not boil over

vith enthusiasm over the race.

It had no excuse aad simply applauded Yo Tambien for

aerself atid the Corrigan colt for the green and the white he

vore, and its association.
1 Yo Tambien was nervous at the post, her trappings be-

:ame loosened and had to be rearranged. Wildwood^ too, was

lone too sober. He seldom is. It took eleven minutes to get

he five away, with Ingomar in front and Wildwood last.

Linda went rignt to the front, as is her wont. Yo Tambien,

mtside of Tyro, was third, Ingomar fourth, and the hope of

he Germans last as the field ran past the stand, all going

;asy, and the quarter in 24$ seconds. The mare sailed home
ind won easily, with a shake of the whip and hand ridden

IjdIv by two lengths, Tyro two more before Wildwood. Linda

(topped to nothing below the eighth pole, and only beat the

pulled up Ingomar. Summary :

First race, five-eighths of a mile—Flash won, Mary Keene

second, Leonard B. third. Time, 1:02&.
:

Second race, six furlongs—Parquette won, The Spook sec-

ond, The Abbess third. Time, 1:16.

Third race, one mile and a quarter—Yo Tambien won, Ty-

ro secood, Wildwood third. Time, 2:U6£.
1 Fourth race, one mile—Eloroy won,Somerset second, Cicely

third. Time, 1:41}.

i Fifth race, one mile and one-half furlong—King Bore

Californian) won. Captain Reese second, Alcenor third.

Time, 1:43J.
Sixth race, six furlongs—Orinda won, J. P. B. second,

Wekota third. Time,l:15£.
> Seventh i ace, one mile and one-half furlongs—Coquette

won, Hawthorne second, Anna third. Time, 1:88.

A table on stake winnings in the Washington Park season

to-day shows that the Santa Anita stable of Lucky Baldwin is

i he heaviest winner. It captured $34,535, divided as follows:

Rey Ei Santa Anita (the Derby), $30,230 ; Rey Del Carrades,

$3,170; Florianna, $635 ; La Fiesta, $200 ; Chiquita, $200
;

Lady Diamond, $200. Ed. Corrigan comes next with $24,000,

Handdome's Hyde Park Slakes helping him out in great,

shape.

Contrasted with last year great differences are seen. The
Elkton Stable, with Morello, won thousands. This year it is

hundreds. The Kendall Stable fared well. All its horses

were winners, Yo Tambien of course, the largest.

Missoula's Two Days' Racing a Great Success.

Missoula, July 5.—The two days' race meeting of the

local association closed to-day aftersome of the most brilliant

performances ever seen in this city. There was a large crowd

at the tracks both days and the pool business was excellent.

There were enough good horses at the track to make the

meeting interesting, and the horsemen and spectators unite in

praise of the meeting, which was a success in every way.

Yesterday there were four races. The first was a free-for-

all trotting and pacing event, with four entries—Higgins

Bros.' K. D. F., J. W. Nelson's Orphan Dick, Deer Lodge;

George Klies' Rocks, Helena, and C. W. Hofiman's Belle H.,

Bozeman. R. D. F. won the first two and the fourth heats,

Belle H. taking third. Time, 2:29, 2:28, 2:29, 2:23$. Purse

$400.

The second race was a quarter-mile dash, with three start-

ers—Tom McTague, Deer Lodge, named Carrie Glen
; J. L

Crooks, Boise, Carrie Crooks ; H. Palin, Frenchtown, Jocko.

Carrie Crooks won, Jocko second, Carrie Glen third. Time,
'

0:24. Purse $75.

The first race was a special 2:40 trot, with four starters

—

' G. Deschamps, Frenchtown, named Lady Gwendolyn
; Sam

Lucas, Hamilton, Fred O'Brien ; Higgins Bros., Missoula,

Marcus; A. Plumber, Missoula, Boxwood. Lady Gwendolyn
won the first two heats in 2:35 and 2:40. She injured herself

in the second heat and was withdrawn. In this heat Fred
O'Brien finished first, but was set back for running. He won
the next three heats in 2:46, 2:49, 2:52. Marcus was a close

, second and Boxwood a poor third. Marcus would have won
the fifth heat had he not broken under the wire. Purse

'

$250.

The last race was a half-mile running. H. Palia, French-

town, named Nellie F.; Peter Hamel, Frenchtown, French
. Lady ; George Henderson, Butte, Red Dick ; Tom McTague,
Deer Lodge, Panama Pat. Red Dick won in a close finish,

' wiih Panama Pat second, French Lady third, Nellie F. last.

Time, 0:52. Purse $100.

To-day's meeting opened with one of the most brilliant

' races ever seen in Missoula. It was three-quarters of a mile

dash for a purse of $200. The entries were George Hender-
son's Diavolo, Tom McTague's Emma Ma, the Boise City

Stable's Arklow. Emma Mc led from the start, but Diavalo

lapped her in the stretch, and the little filly had a hard run

home. She won, however, by half a length. Time, 1:17.

The second race was a 2:30 trot, purse $200. The entries

were Higgins Bros.' Marcus, George Klies' Rocks, H. H.
Hanson's Chris Peterson. C. W. Hoffman's Belle H. Marcus
won the first heat in 2:35, the Bozeman mare taking the next

three heats in 2:22, 2:32 and 2:26}. The last heat was a

splendid exhibition, Rocks fighting every inch of the way
with Belle H. and losing only by a short half length

Chris winning third place in the heat by a small margin.
Belle H. won, Marcus second, Rocks third, Chris Peterson
fourth.

The third race was a one-quarter mile dash for local

horses for a pursa of $75. The entries were Higgins Bros.'

Flat Creek, A. Deschamps' Sorrel Jim, I. Palin's Finley, H.
Palin's Jocko. Jocko won in 0:24, Sorrel Jim a close sec-

ond, Finley third, Flat Creek fourth.

The fourth race was a half-mile dash for a purse of $150.
The entries were : George Henderson's Red Dick, Tom Mc-
Tague's Toxide, J. L. Crooks' Carrie Crooks, Peter Hamel's
French Lady. Red Dick was again invincible, and won
hands down in 0:49$, Carrie Crooks second, French Lady
third, Toxida fourth.

The fifth event was a special trot for two and three-yeai-
olds. Higgin Bros, named Meda West (3), J. W. Nelson's
Violetta (2), C. W. Hoffman's Irene B. No more beautiful

trotting was ever seen here than that done by the Bozeman
filly. She fairly flew for the first three-quarters, and finished

under a pull in 2:46, Violetta second, Meda West last. In
this heat Violetta made a bad break at the start, and lost her
distance that way. She retrieved herself in the second heat,

however, which she won in 3:02, Irene B. second, Meda West
third. In the last heat the Deer Lodge filly led to the half-

mile pole, when Irene B. overhauled her and the two came
down the stretch neck-and-neck \n one of the finest finishes

ever seen here. Violetta broke near the wire and Irene B.

won in 2:52, Violetta second, Meda West third. Irene B. is a
reliable and even trotter, with great speed and plenty of

bottom. The second and third heats were trotted in a fierce

wind, but she finished fresh andstrong. Sheriff Nelson, too,

has a fine one in Violetta, and the two-year-old record will

suffer this vear.

Between the first and second heats of this race, Tom Mc-
Tague sent two of his two-year-olds, Dara and Maritte, five-

eighths of a mile to beat the track record of 1:05. The two
colts made a splendid run, Dara winning in the stretch in

1:03.

The last and best performance of the day was the attempt
of C. W. Hofiman's pacing mare Vollula to beat the track

record for a mile, 2:19J. A slight shower and a heavy wind
caused the pools to sell against the mare very strongly, and
it was rot thought that sbe could accomplish the task. While
she was warming up, however, the rain ceased and the wind
quieted, so when she started she had nothing but a heavy
track against her. Sh*1 had a saddle horse for a pace-maker
ane made a splendid mile. The quarter was made in 0:35

and the mare flew down the backstretch reaching the half in

1:07. The three quarters were made in 1:42, and the mile in

2:16. Cheer upon cheer greeted this performance, and the

gallant Bozeman mare could have had anything she wanted.

Driver Rice came in for his share of praise, and the meeting
closed with the best of feeling prevailing. The horsemen
here are anxious to get to Anaconda, but will wait for a few

days to see what the developments in the strike are before de-

ciding how to get there. Fred Taylor and John Ballou had
charge of the pools,and did good work.—Anaconda Standard

The Two Last Days at Detroit.

The Last Day at Saginaw.

The feature of the concluding day of the Grand Circuit

races was the meeting of Alix and Nightingale in the free-

for-all, the other races being won easily and requiring no

further description than the summaries furnish, says Clark's

Horse Review.

Before the free-for-all, the noted Village Farm filly Fan-

tasy, holder of the three-year-old record, was sent, accom-

panied by a runner, against 2:10 and accomplished the feat

well within herself, going the mile in 2:09 smooth and true,

the last half being trotted in 1:02* and the third quarter in

30$ seconds. This is a new record for Union Park, as well

as for four-year-old mares. The fastest mile hitherto trotted

here was that of Nelson in 2:llf. This performance on a

track not exceptionally fast and at this time of the year was

certainly a great one and the mare was received with de-

served applause.

The free-for-all had only the popular favorite, Alix, and

the resolute and fast campaigner, Hamlin's Nightingale, as

starters, and Alix was a prohibitive choice in the betting.

She trotted magnificently and won with impressive ease in

straight heats, Nightingale, who is as good, if not better, just

now than she ever was, carrying the racing queen the second

mile in 2:09£, the last half being trotted in 1:03 J, and Night-

ingale being officially timed separately in 2:10, which is

sufficient to show that the race was trotted on its merits. The
final heat was won by Alix well within herself in 2:11£, add

if nothing befall her the winner of the Columbian free-for-

all will not only prove the racing champion of the year but

will refute the statements of the distinguished horsemen who
have rated her as " sour" and " unreliable" in such an em-
phatic manner that they would rather they had not have said

it. She is sweet tempered as ever, apparently reliable and

true, and she is slated to meet Pixley at Detroit. Then—we
shall see what we shall see.

SUMMARIES.

2:40 class, trotting, purse SS00.

Sixty-six, b g, by Chimes—Jersey Lily, by Hambletonian
Downing Geers 111

Monte Christo, b g, by Jubilee Fox 2 2 3

Baker, b h, by Sphinx Sutherland 3 3 2

Altivo. b h,bv Electioneer McDowell 4 4 4

Time, 2:2134,2:17^-2:18.

To beat 2:10, trotting, special purse.

Fantasy, b m, by Chimes—Homora, by Almonrrch Geere 1

Time (2:10) 2
Time (0:34M. 0:32J4, O:30M. 0:31%) 2:09.

Three-year-olds, 2:25 class, pacing, purse 8300.

Rokeby, br h, by Director—Lily Stanley, 2:11%, by Whip-
pleton McDowell 111

Cut Diamond, ch h, by Farragut Fitzpatrick 3 2 2

Easter Girl, b m, by Glenview Berry 2 3 3

Time, 2:27^$, 2:27, 2:24%.

Free-for-all, trotting, purse 81,000.

AlLx, b m, by Patronage—Atalan ta. by Attorney McDowell 111
Nientinerale, ch m, by Mambrino King Geers 2 2 2

Time, 2:13^, 2:09%, 2:11%.

Detroit (Mich.), July 20.—A heavy shower put an end to

the racing to-day after one heat each in the 2:12 trotting and

2:12 pacing. Ryland T. was the strong favorite in the former

event, and won easilv in 2:12f, Belle Flower, Ella T., Miss

Lida, Geneva, David D., Kitty Bayard, Angelina and Am-
ber finishing as named. Kentucky Union was distanced.

The second heat was taken bv Ellard in 2:14. KylandT.,
Geneva, Belle Flower, Kitty Bayard, Amboy Davis, Ange-
lina and Miss Lida finished as named. The postponed races
will be started to-morrow.

Albert E. sold for $20 and the field for $50 in the 2:12 pac-
ing. John K.Gentry, however, moved out at the lower turn
and was not headed. Time, 2:13. Vassar, Lucille, Cambridge
Girl, Albert E., Charley Ford, Jack Bowers, Effie Powers,
Moonstone, Tom Webster, Alvin Swift and Vitello finished

in the order named.
Detroit (Mich.), July 21.—Getaway day at the Detroit

Driving Club was well attended, and spectators present could

not complain of the quality.

Six races were on the card, three events having been car-

ried over from yesterday. The weather was cool and the

track in good condition, but a strong breeze blew down the

stretch. Cobwebs in the Merchants' and Manufacturers',
and Hamlin in the pace were the only winning favorites.

Ryland T., a hot favorite in the 2:12 class was distanced in

the first heat. Summary :

2:12 trot, purse $2,000, unfinished from yesterday—Ellard
won the second, third and fourth heats and the race. Ryland
T. won the first heat. Time, 2"22£, 2:14, 2:1 H, 2:15. Geneva,
Belle Flower, David D., Ambov, Kittie Bayard. Miss Lida
and Kentucky Union also started.

2:12 pacing, purse $2,000, unfinished from yesterday

—

JohnR. Gentry won first, second and third heats and race in

2:13, 2:09 J, 2:12. Lucille H., Cambridge Girl, Vitello, Albert

E., Charley Ford, Jack Nower, Effie Powers, Tom Webster
and Alvin Swift also started.

Consolation Horseman's stake, trotting, purse $0,000.

—

Altivo (brother to Palo Alto, 2:08}) won the 5rst, third and
fourth heats and race. Wistful won the second heat. Time,
2:18^,2:18, 2:18£, 2:191- Lea, by Sidney, Unkamel and Good
Coat also sta.ted.

Merchants' and Manufacturers' Consolatian, trotting,

$2.000.—Cobwebs won the race in three straight heats. Time,
2:19}, 2:14}, 2:14}. Sallie Simmons, Cocoon, Harry Rem-
ington, Myron McHenry, Oakley Maid, Oakburn, Nora B.

Collins, Kate and Caffery also started.

2:48 class, trotting, $2,000.—Alar won the first, second and
fifth heats and race, Strontia won the third and Ballona won
the fourth. Time, 2:15, 2:14*, 2:15f, 2:17}. Miss McGregor,
Miss Nelson/Loughran, Ah There, Hildenburn, Don Lowell
and Reference also started.

Trotting pairs, purse $2,000—Pansy and Gor won the sec-

ond, fourth and fifth heats and race. Fred Wilkes and St"

Elmo won the first and third heats. Time, 2:20|, 2:23, 2:22,

2:23J, 2:26*. Wander and Nellie Harwood, Clayton and
Addie T. were distanced.

Mar-

Chris. Smith Again to the Fore.

Chicago, July 22.—Chris. Smith has paid Leo Mayer

$2,2000, the last of the $S,000 borrowed last fall, and now Yo
Tambien, Maid Marian, Prince Carl and the rest of the Ken-

dall stable of horses are his own. The horses, with Lew
Marion, the stable-trainer, left for Saratoga this morning.

Chris did well during the Washington Park meeting. His

horses won nearly $15,000 for him—Yo Tambien, $11,130
;

Prince Carl, $2,188; Maid Marian, $1,366—and the little

plunger was lucky in the ring. In all he picked up some
$45,000 during the meeting.

He had a good day Saturday, backing King Bors, Orinda

and Coquette in succeasion. It is good news to hear that

Smith has paid off his cebt. There never was a more popu-

lar racing establishment in the West. It deserves its popu-

larity on account of the clean methods and high-class per-

formances.

Yo Tambien's cut on the left hind leg above the fetlock,

caused by Tyro's jumping on her in the Wheeler Handicap,

is not serious. It impeded her half a length when sustained

and Tyro two or three. Ed Corrigan seemed more anxious

about the mare than he usually is about a horse, and went to

see her injury after tbe race as quickly as if she was his own,

for she is clearly the best mare of this as she was of last sea-

son and the season before, and in addition to racing glory

about her she is cherished by the public for her own self

and the peculiar fondness she seems to show for public ap-

plause.

The Turf Congress at its recent meeting here failed to abol-

ish the boycott rule as it should have done. A mail vote will

betaken on this point.

Next Monday the new Harlem track will open and alter-

nate each week with the Hawthorne. Its programme is a

good one and its officials well known enough to gain tbe pub-

lic confidence. Both the Hawtnorne and Harlem stables are

full of good horses, and the first racing of the country will be

the Chicago racing until the tracks close, November 15th.

Saladin failed to accomplish the task set for him at

Holmesbury on the 12th. He was started to beat 2:09J, that

being the time he made on a half-mile track. His owner

thought he could beat that, and as the haif-mile track at the

Philadelphia suburb is one of the best in the country, it was

selected for the attempt. He was driven two miles in 2:11-1

cus and' Chris were having a similar struggle in the rear, I and 2:12|, a very creditable performance.

San Jose Driving Club.

At the meeting of the Driving and Riding Club last even-

ing there were present Directors Dr. H. A. Spencer (Presi-

dent), Jasper Babcock, F. M. Burkholder, H. O. Hickox and

F. J. Brandon.

Dues for the month of July were remitted, aod the Secre-

tary was instructed to collect delinquent dues for the months

of May and June.

The Finance Committee reported that it had awarded

trophies of the value as hereafter named : 2:40 class—T. W.
Barstow's Dell, $15; I. A. Hatch's Lilly H., $10; J. H.
Snyder's Tony, $8.

2:35 class—C. M. Shortridge's Carrie Benton, $15 ;
Charles

Lvnde's Lena H., $10.

3:00 class—S. E. Portal's Jib, $15 ; W. W. Collins' Hazel,

$10; James A. Kidward's Gypsy K., $8.—Mercury.

Wm. Harvey brought up with him from Tehama, Cal.,

his handsome standard-bred colt Ameer 17,134, by Prince

Red, out of Ada, by Antevolo, 2:19*.—Lake County (Or.)

Examiner.

/'
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Portland (Or.) Races.

THTJBSDAY, JULY 12.

That there is no such word as surfeit in the lexicon of

turf-loving was exemplified yesterday at Irvington. After

the glut of horse-racing, provided last week, it was reasonable

to expect a comparatively weak manifestation of public in-

terest in the supplementary meeting, but the expectation was

proved unreasonable by the first day's proceedings. The

people turned out at least 1,000 strong to enjoy the sport,

and they could not have displayed more interest in it if they

had not seen a speed contest for years. The talent was there

in full force, of course, but the general public had a clear

three-to-one majority in the attendance. Between the races

the betting shed was jammed, and at all times the grand stand

was literally sprinkled with summery feminine costumes and

straw-hatted men. There was heavy betting on each event,

in which most of the visitors took a hand, because the guar-

antee had gone forth from thejudges' stand that every horse

in every race must be ridden or driven in a way to bring out

his very best ability. The runners were started by Mr. Cox,

who got them away very nicely, and Judge La Rue's decis-

ions left no tenable ground for appeal. A conspicuous feat-

ure of the day was its torridity, which clothed the horses in

seafoam, made corpulent humanity gasp and mill, created an

unprecedented run on the iced-lemonade market and kept

dainty fans constantly in motion. Even the musicians felt

it, for they seemed to favor slow-going selections that would

not exhaust the drummer. The outrageous behavior of that

hilarious brute, Trumont, hereinafter described, may have

been an ebullition of the pent-up heat which every living

thing felt.

Of the six horses entered for the first race, a half-mile run-

ning dash, only three went to the post. They were Jim R.,

carrying 119 pounds; Midget, 117, and Misty Morn, 117. In

the early betting Midget was favored by the talent, and Misty

Morn found admirers for the place. They got away in nice

order, and Midget made the running from post to wire, Jim
R. flanking her and Misty Morn a straggling trailer at the

finish. Time, 0:48iJ-, a fraction behind Norlee's time last Sat-

urday. Mutuels, $7.30.

The horses that materialized for the three-quarter mile

selling race were St. Croix, 109 pounds; Sheridan, 109; Trix,

95, and Raindrop, 100. St. Croix was choice at $20 against

$8 for Trix and $10 for the field. It was a very pretty race.

Raindrop took up the running at the start, and at the half

she was followed by Trix, with the favorite traveling easily

in third place. At the three-quarters St. Croix came up and
passed Trix, and then went after Raindrop in the stretch.

The mare was not to be caught, however, despite the vigor-

ous lashinggiven the favorite. She won handily by a length

in 1:16, St. Croix second, Trix third. Jennie Deane went
the distance in exactly the same time one day last week.

Raindrop's selliDg price was $900, and Messrs. Jones & Payne,

her owners, were the only bidders. Mutuels paid $20.55.

William Frazer's br g Hamrock was choice for the 2:21

class trot, his rivals being P. J. Mann's b h Trumont and the

Witch Hazel Farm's gr m Anita. The mare was second

choice at two-to-one odds, and Trumont sold low. P. J.

Mann drove Trumont, Lute Lindsey held the ribbons over

Hamrock, and Charlie Woods steered Anita. Anita won the

first heat through the bad conduct of her competitors. Ham-
rock began prancing at the first turn, and was a sixteenth

behind the other two as they passed the quarter. Trumont
stuck close to the mare until the three-quarters was reached,

where a spurt sent him to pieces and gave Hamrock the sec-

ond place. Hamrock's spunky finish retained him in favor-

itism for the race, and Trumont descended in the odds. In
the second heat Trumont's cavorting gave him a two-lengths'

disadvantage at the start, from which he never recovered.

Anita and Hamrock trotted hub-and-hub to the last turn,

where Anita drew away, and won by a clear length in the

excellent time of 2:22h. The judge transferred Trumont's
care to Casto for the third heat, but the substitution did not

change the odds, which were heavily in Anita's favor. When
they scored up Trumont was dancing, and Casto let him gal-

lop again, the result beinga decided improvement in his gait

and bearing when he again came to the stand. The amended
conduct was only temporary, however, as his aerial flights

spoiled the six nucceeding efforts to start. When they did

get away Trumont pranced almost to the quarter, at which be
arrived far behind Anita and Hamrock, who were even up.

The mare could not get away from her rival, despite the vig-

orous way in which Woods whipped her, and Hamrock won
by a clear length, Trumont away beyond the distance, which
had been waived. Time, 2:32. Hamrock was so clearly pos-

sessed of a "cinch" on the race that there was no more bet-

ting on it. He went out and took the fourth heat in 2:23^,

the mare pursuing him under the whip and Trumont be-

having with semi-decency in the rear. Hamrock won the

fifth heat and race in 2:27, Anita finishing second and Tru-
mont dancing to the wire.

SUMMARY.
Hamrock, by Hambletonian Mambrino—by Rockwood 2 2 111
Anita 112 2 2
Trumont 3 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:26J4. 2:22%, 2:22, 2:23^. 2:27.

Hamrock is by Hambletonian Mambrino, dam by Rock-
wood. He entered the race with a mark of 2:22 and tied it.

Anita did better than that, for she went in with a record of

2:25A and came out with 2:22i to her credit.

In the final race, a three-quarters of a mile dash, there

were four starters—Bill Howard, 119 pounds ; Zamloch, 115
;

Vulcan, 119, and Dido, 108. Bill Howard was a raging

favorite at $20 against $12 for Zamloch and $4 for the field.

The favorite and Zamloch raced head and head to the last

furlong, where the former drew clear and won handily by a

length from Zimloch, who beat Vulcan half a length for the

place. Dido was a bad trailer throughout. Time, 1:15.], the

fastest three-quarters ever galloped at Irvington.

FRIDAY, JULY 13TH.

Misfortune camped upon the trail of the talent yesterday

at Irvingtou. Three of the four favorites were beaten, and

the one that won carried very little money because very few

takers against could be found. The winners were Lulu B.,

Baby Ruth, Carlyle Carne and Annie Moore, and the second-

named horse was the only one that coi.ld not have been pur-

chased through the pools for a comparative song. The know-

ing ones were utterly at a loss to account for such a whole-

sale miscarriage of their judgment until someone reminded
them that the day was Friday, also the 13th of the month,

and that only a born mascot could expect to come out even
under such a combination of hoodooing circumstances. When
that enlightenment arrived, however, it was too late to

" hedge," and hump-backed boys, cross-eyed women and rab-

bits' feet remained a drug in the market of superstition.

But the wiseacres were not the only persons who perspired.

People who did not bet at all were kept busy battling with a

solar heat that drove the mercury in sheltered thermometers

away up in the nineties. Shirtsleeves and open vests were en

regie where masculinity most congregated, and even in the

grand stand they were not regarded a? improper by the white-

robed women who lazily swung fans and sipped iced drinks.

The crowd was not as large numerically as its immediate pre-

decesgor, but it was even more speculative. Wagering on all

the races was very brisk, especially on the final one, for

which the pool-sellers could hardly take in the money quick

enough. A feature that tickled the home contingent of trot-

ting horsemen was three-year old Carlyle Carne's victory

over a field of six old campaigners and his entrance to the

list. Something that interested everybody was Judge La
Rue's emphatic admonition to the whipster, of whose driv-

ing complaint had been entered by his horse's backers.

A three-eighths running dash opened the bill. The start-

ers were Lulu B., with 117 pounds up ; Dick Turpin, 119
;

Norlee, 108; Cyclone, 119, and Carnot 119. Norlee was

choice at $20, Cyclone bringing $8 and the field $10. Lulu
B. headed the procession from post to wire, Cyclone trailing,

with the favorite a length behind him. Time, 0:35£. If Cy-

clone had been as well ridden as Lulu the race would have
been his. Mutuels paid $12.80.

The half-mile dash for two-year-olds was a battle of stables,

Matlock Bros, being represented by Baby Ruth, Henrietta

and Lelia, with Little Ella and Queen of Roses carrying the

colors of Jones & Payne. The Matlock stable was a 4 to 1

favorite, and it proved itself worthy of the confidence it car-

ried. From start to finish the order of procession was Baby
Ruth, Henrietta, Lela, with the Jones & Payne representa-

tives straggling. Baby Ruth won under a pull in 0:51.

Mutuels paid $5.25.

The special trot for named horses brought out Carlyle

Carne, Jack the Ripper, Springstein, Tyee, Plato and Royal
Kisbar. Springstein was first choice at $20, Carlyle Carne

bringing $16 and the field $14. The favorite and Carlyle

were on even terms to the half, where the latter pulled away
until he had a three-lengths lead at the three quarters, where
Springstein bobbled and got mixed in the swarm. Coming
home Royal Kisbar made a hard dash to overtake the leader,

but failed by a length. Carlyle's time was 2:372. With no
diminution of the odds in his favor Springstein went out for

the second heat, and lost it,Carlyle arriving at home in 2:29£.

He was pushed to the gait by Plato, who clung to him from

the quarter to the finish. Tyee got the flog. The persons

who built their hopes upon Plato for the third heat had them
rudely dsshed at the start, where he went to pieces. Carlyle

and Springstein were on pretty even terms to the half, where
the latter began to spurt, but he could not get away from the

plucky colt, who got under the wire in 2:28i by a clear length.

When Plato got over his break he made a splendid races, and
succeeded in getting home third.

SUMMARY.
Carlyle Carne ill
Springstein 4 3 2
Plato 6 2 3
Royal Kisbar 2 5 5
Jack the Ripper 3 4 4
Tyee 5 dis

Time, 2:37J^, 2:29%, 2:28%.

Carlyle Carne is a three-year-old gray horse by Hamble-
tonian Mambrino, dam by Confederate Chief. He is owned
by the Witch Hazel farm.

Five horses went to the post for the five-eighths dash, a

selling race. They were Annie Moore, with 98 pounds up
;

Rosebud, 107; St. Croix, 100; Vulcan, 106, and General
Coxey, 100. In the pools St. Croix,Vulcan and Annie Moore
sold even at $20, the field bringing $6. They got away in

pretty good order, and Annie Moore at once leaped to the

front, followed by Vulcan, St. Croix about a length behind
the latter. At the three-quarters post St. Croix moved up to

second place, but he was unable to beat the mare home. She
won in 1:04J, St. Croix second, Vulcan third. Mutuals paid

$23.75. It was Annie Moore's second victory at Irvington,

she having won a half-mile dash last week.

SATUBDAY, JULY 14.

Failure attended the effort to give five races yesterday at

Irvington. Sundry unlookdd-for happenings delayed the

sport to Buch an extent as to bring dusk with the finish of the

fourth event, and then it was regretfully decided to declare

off the hurdle race. The general public wns agreeable and

the owners of the entries filed no protest, for while the for-

mer hungered for supper, the latter were averse to having

their horses and riders risk life and limb by jumping over

five-foot hedges in semi-darkness.

It was an eventful day. Three of the four favorites landed

first money, and the fourth one was evidently beaten by a

change of riders on his most formidable rival at the last mo-

ment. Thereby is suspended a narrative. In the first race,

a live-eighths dash, Zamloch carried the talent's favor, al-

though Bill Howard was regarded as a very likely horse to

win. Zamloch won, and Howard's supporters in the betting

declared that their horse had been deliberately palled. The

matter was referred to thejudges, who took the complaint un-

der investigation, and suspended Howard's rider, Hennessey,

until a decision could be reached. In the succeeding race»

a four and one half furlongs dash, Hal Fisher was first choice

and Jim R. second in the betting. Just before the horses

were called out. Judge LaRue received an intimation that

Jim R. could win the race if it were to be run on its merits,

but that a "job" was afoot by which the horse was to be

held back. The judge said nothing until Jim R. cantered up

to the stand, mounted by Cannon, and then Cannon was
taken down and Combs put up. What the resuH of the race

would have been if the substitution had not been made is

problematical, but after it was made, Jim R. and Combs won
with seeming ease. After that the judge was more than ever

on the alert to detect and punish trickery on the track. Lute
Lindsay was removed from behind Hamrock after the second

heat of the free-for-all trot, because of the horse's slow per-

formance in that heat after having won the first one, but the
new driver, Tryon, did not do much better than his deposed
predecessor.

For a closing day, the attendance was comparatively small,

but the betting was brisk on everything that resembled a con-
test.

The opening event was a five-eighths dash, for which Zam-
loch carried 113 pounds, Lizzie M. 105, Bill Howard 110,

and Raindrop 107. Zamloch carried the talent's favor at

odds of $20 to $12 against Bill Howard and $10 for the field.

They got away in pretty good order, Bill Howard with a full

half-length lead over Raindrop, the favorite, running third.

At the hilf-mile post Howard was a couple of lengths clear

ahead of Raindrop and Zamloch, the latter having the pole.

Rounding the third turn Howard appeared to fade, and ran
wide enough to allow Zamloch to retain the rails and slip

ahead of him. In that order they finished, Zamloch winning
by half a length in 1:03^, Bill Howard second, Raindrop
third. A protest immediately went up to the judges' stand
by Bill Howard's backers, who claimed that Hennessey had
deliberately pulled the horse to allow the favorite to win.

Judge La Rue announced that the race was decided as it fin-

ished, but he would investigate Hennessey's conduct, and sus-

pend him in the meantime. Mutuels paid $8.15.

Trix, Mowitza, Dido and Myana went to the post for the
second race, a seven-eighths dash. Trix was a 10 to 7 favorite

against the field. Mowitza started the running, but was
caught by tfcre favorite at the second turn; and then it was a
neck-and-neck affair to the half-mile post, where Mowitza
had a lead of almost a length, but the favorite was running
easily, and at the lajt turn spurted up and came home a win-

ner by a length. Mowitza second, Dido third. Time, 1:29.

Mutuels paid $7.50.

Six of them started in the special four-and-a-half furlongs

run. Hal Fisher was choice at $20 against $12 for Jim R.
and $8 for a field embracing General Coxey, St. Apollo,

Bessie and Carnot. The favorite packed 122 pounds, and
Jim R. freighted 119. When the horses came out the judges

substituted Combs for Cannon on Jim R., in response to a
rumor that the horse would not be pushed in the race, and
the delay thereby caused Jim R.'s stock to ascend in the mu-
tuels until he was even with Fisher against a low-down field.

At the post there was lots of balking, until General Coxey
broke a saddle-girth, which necessitated his return to the

stand for repairs, while the field waited and the spectators

waxed impatient. Coxey was the recipient of general con-

demnation, so obstinate was his behavior when he again faced

the starter, and at last the judge was compelled to signal his

desire that they get away. When they went the start was
unexpectedly even. Jim R. and Fisher did the running on
even terms to the turn, when Jim pulled out and kept in-

creasing his lead until he won by a clear couple of lengths,

Hal Fisher second, General Coxey third. Time, 0:57. Mu-
tuels paid $12.75.

Altao, Pearl Fisher and Hamrock scored up for the free-

for-all trot. It had been agreed that Altao's owner, P. J.

Mann, was to drive his horse through the race. Casto was
behind Pearl Fisher, and Lute Lindsay steered Hamrock.
Altao opened a favorite at odds of 2 to 1 against the field.

In the first heat Altao got a little the worst of the start,

but he never appeared to be extensively in the competi-

tion. Hamrock led Pearl Fisher by a length from the first

turn to the finish, and clipped a second off his mark by
getting under the wire in 2:21 flat. The field advanced a

notch in the odds after that, with the Altamont contingent

standing firm. The second heat was a very pretty one.

Altao and Pearl Fisher trotted hub-and-hub almost the

entire distance, the horse winning by a head in 2:20, with
Hamrock a straggling third. Then the odds on Altao

went up to 10 to 4 for both heat and race. Rain was
pouring from a clear sky when the horses came out for the

third heat, and mud clung to tires and hoofs. Tyron was
placed behind Hamrock, and Lindsay's acceptance of the

decision was not very graceful, but there was no appeal

from it. Altao and Pearl were almost even the entire

distance, the former winning by half a length and Ham-
rock barely saving himself from a shut-out. Time, 2:21i.

For the fourth heat there was no selling, and Altao won it

in 2:25. He was caressed all the way by the mare, who
never was more than a length in his wake. Hamrock
floundered at the start, but made a splendid recovery and a

gallant race, finishing about a length behind Pearl.

SUMMASY.

Altao 3 111
Pearl Fisher 2 2 2 2

Hamrock 13 3 3

Time, 2:21, 2:20, 2:21^, 2:25.

This race not only sustained Altao's reputation as a horse

of speed and stamina, but proved his owner to be a driver of

uo mean ability.

Thus finished the supplementary three days' meeting.

While from a pecuniary standpoint it did not enrich either

the management or horsemen to any great extent, it devel-

oped some excellent speed and brought two local trotters,

Carlyle Carne and Hamrock, into the charmed circle.—Port-

land Oregonian.
«-

The Horn and Sole.

In the natural construction of the horse's foot, the horn is

secreted from the living surface, and myriads of beautiful

vascular and sensitive tufts dependent from this surface en-

ter the horn fibers to a certain depth, and play an important

part in the formation of the sole. The newly-formed horn

is soft and spongy and incapable of resisting exposure to the

air; but as it is pushed further away from the surface by

successive deposits of fresh material, it becomes old horn,

loses its moisture, and in going so acquires hardness sufficient

to withstand external influences. Then it is subjected to

wear, and if this be insufficient to reduce sufhciecily, it falls

ofi'in scales. This natural diminution in the excess of horn

of the sole is a most beneficial process for the hoof. Horn is

a slow conductor of heat and cold, and when thick retains

moisture for a long period. These flakes then act as a nat-

ural "stopping" to the hoof by accumulating and retaining

moisture beneath, and this not only keeps the foot cool as it

slowly evaporates, but insures for the solid and growing horu

its toughness, elasticity and proper development. In addition

to this, every flake acts more or less as a spring in wardmg

off bruises or other injuries to the sole. Any one can readily

understand the damage that must result in consequence of

the sole being ruthlessly denuded of its protection and ex-

posed to the most serious injury.
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Marysville Races.

FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, JULY 24TH.

The District Fair commeDced Tuesday, and the attendance

at the track was about on an average with the first day of

former vears. The carriage enclosure was not, however, as

well tilled as usual.

The track was very dusty, and the owners of horses stated

that more water should have been put on it, as it was impossi-

ble to make good time on such a track. The cloud of dust

often intercepted the view.

The following gentlemen acted as judges during the day :

G. W. Woodard of Yolo, J. K. Trescell of Willows, Hon.

E. A. Davis of Marysville and J. H. Kimball and W. P.

Harkey of Sutter county.

The following gentlemen acted as time-keepers: A. L.

Hinds, H. S. Hogoboom and J. S. Shaner.

There was some good racing during the day, as will be seen

by the following report

:

The following horses started in the first race, trotting. 2:40

class, purse $31)0 : D. E. Knight, of Marysville names br g
Maxie Hammill ; Richard Gird, of Los Angeles, names ch f

Nellie W.; A. S. Lander, of Sacramento, names br g Faro

Bank; Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Carrie Ben-

ton ; T. C. Snider, of Sacramento, names br m Eva W.; S- H.
Hoy, Winters, names b m Jennie Wren ;

Henry Gore, of San
Francisco, names b s Harry Z ; C. F. Lucas, Marysville,

names Cameo L.; Wheeler & Godfrey, Colusa, names b g Til-

ton B.; H. West, of Willows, names b g Lee West.

First beat—Pools sold at first with the field favorite at $10.

Jennift Wren $6, Lee West and^Nellie W. $5. Later Jennie

Wren and Lee West sold favorite it $10, Maxie Hammill $5

aDd the field $5.

In the Paris mutuels Carrie Benton and Maxie Hammill
sold favorites.

After scoring six times they received the word to go, Jennie

Wren and Came Benton assuming the lead followed by Nellie

W. and Eva W. Before the half was reached Jennie was off

Ler feet, and was never in the race afterwards. The race was

eonfined to Nellie W. and Carrie Benton, the former winning

easily, Eva W. third, Maxie Hammill fourth, Tilton B. fifth,

Cameo L. sixth, Faro Bank seventh, Jennie Wren eighth,

Harry Z. ninth, Lee West tenth. Time, 2:26}. The pace

was too hot for the majority.

Second heat—Pools sold: Nellie W. $10, Carrie Benton

$5, the field $5.

After scoring twice they were let go to a rery good start,

aud soon after they settled down, Nellie W. going at a fast

clip, assumed the lead followed by Carrie Benton and Eva W.
Between the quarter and half Eva W. passed Carrie Benton,

but before the half was reached was off her feet. Nellie W.
reached the half in 1:12£, and then assumed a decided lead,

winning easily from Eva W., Carrie Benton being third.

Time, 2:29. Faro Bank was distanced for running.

Third heat—Pools sold: Nellie W. $10, Carrie Benton $5,

the field $5.

After the usual scoring ihey received the word to go, Nel-

lie, Eva and Carrie going to the front, but when the quarter

was passed Snider's mare bobbed and fell behind several

lengths. Before half the distance had been goneover Jennie
Wren went after the favorite, and they trotted clear of the

field. It was a pretty race down the st.etch between Nellie

W. and Jennie Wren, but the favorite kept in the lead, the

race being too hot for Jennie, the favorite winning easily in

2:274. Eva W. got second money, Carrie Benton third and
Jennie Wren fourth.

In the second race, trotting, 2:50 class, two-year-olds, purse

$200, the following horses started : D. E. Knight, Marysville,

names b f Patti Rosa; G. W. Woodard, Yolo, names g m
Winnie ; Vendome Stock Farm, San Jose, names Iran Alto

;

C. W. Godard, Sacramento, names b c Wildwood ; C. A.
Hogoboom, Marysville. names bs Dragon; Suel Harris, Sutter

county, names b f Vandalia.

First heat—Pools sold : Iran Alto $10, Vandalia $5, Wild-
wood $4, the field $3.

There was considerable scoring before they were let go, the

drivers being ordered to score by Wildwood after they had
scored half a dozen times. A wheel was then broken in Sni-

der's ''bike," which caused more delay, Mr. Godard's horse
being hitched up to another " bike." When the horses were
on the track again there was more scoring, Wildwood com-
ing up behind. After they had scored eleveu limes, young
Harris, the driver of Vandalia, was fined $5 for coming up
in front of Wildwood. They were then ordered to score by
the pole horse and were at last let go. Patti Rosa took the
lead, followed by Iran Alto, Wildwood, Dragon and Vanda-
lia. Patti soon spread-eagled her field and won easily in

2:37, Wildwood second. Dragon third, Iran Alto fourth, Van-
dalia fifth, Winnie being di tanced.

Second heat—Patti Rosa sold favorite at $10 and the field

at $b\

There was considerable delay befoie thia beat was started,

and several of the drivers were cautioned. When they
received the woid to go Patti Rosa assumed the lead, but
opposite the stables Patti and Vandalia got off their feet and
lost considerable ground. Before the homestretch was reached
the favorite had got off her feet six times. Iran Alto won
easily, Vandalia second, Dragon third, Patti Rosa fourth and
Wildwood fifth. Time, 2:43.

Third heat—No pools were sold. They scored several

times before they received the word to go. Patti Rosa and
Iran Alto were in the lead at the quarter, when Patti got off

her feet and was passed going up the backstretch by Vanda-
lia, who led at the half, followed by Iran Alto. Before the

homestretch was reached Patti Rosa had made up lost ground,
and coming down the homestretch paced up to Iran Alto, who
commenced to wobble. Patii then won easily in 2:48.

Patti got first money, Iran Alto second, Wildwood third
and Vandalia fourth.

In the third race, pacing, two-year-old class, purse $300,
the following horses started : D. E. Knight, Marysville,

names b f Lou Star; C. A. Durfee, Lo3 Angeles, names blk

g Hbrry Mc; George W. Woodard, Yolo, names b m Vio-
line

; T. C. Snider, Sacramento, names blk c Dahomey.
First heat—Pools sold: Lou Starr $10, Harry Mc and

Violine $6, Dahomey — . They were let go to a wretched
start, Dahoney being several lengths behind. Violine as-

sumed the lead, but was up after the quarter was reached.
Going up the backstretch Harry Mctook a decided lead, but
before the homestretch was reached Violine paced hub and
hub where she made a hobble and fell behind several lengths

before she recovered, Harry Mc passing under the wire an
easy winner, Lou Starr third and Uahomey fourth. Time,
2:31.

Second heat—Harry Mc sold for $20 and the field $5. This
was a pretty race, Violine leading to the quarter when when
she got off her feet, and then Starr assumed the lead fol-

lowed by Violine and Harry Mc, Dahomey never being in

the race. Coming into the homestretch the leaders were well

bunched, but when the stretch was reached Harry Mc as-

sumed a slight lead of Violine. Half way down the stretch
Hogoboom turned his whip on Lou Starr, and the mare an-
swered gamely and passed Violine, but could not reach Harry
Mc, who won in 2:32.

Harry Mc got first money, Lou Starr second and Violine
third money.

SUMMARIES.

2:40 class trot, best three in five, purse $300.

Nellie W., ch t. by Woolsey—by Inca Richard Gird 111
Eva \V..brm T. C. Snider 3 2 3
Carrie Benton, b m Vendome Farm 2 3 8

Time, 2:26%. 2:29, 2:27J<-

Jennie Wren, Cameo, Maxie Hammill, Felton B., Lee West, Harry
Z., Faro Bank and Lander also started.

Trotting, 2:50 class, two-year-olds, best two in three, purse 5200.

Patti Rosa, b f. D. E. Knight 1 5 1
Iran Alto, bg Vendome Farm 4 1 2
Wildwood, be C. W. Godard 2 4 3

Time, 2:37, 2:43, 2:48.

Dagon, Vandalia and Winnie G. alsostarled.

Pacing, two-year-old class, purse $200.

Harvey Me. blk g C. A. Durfee l 1
Lou Star, b f D. E. Kuight 3 1
Violine, b m G. W. Woodard 2 3

Time. 2:31, 2:32.

Dahomey also started.

SKCOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, JDLY 25TH.

Marysville, July 25.—The second day of the district

fair drew a large attendance to the race track and pavilion.

The first race was the 2:27 class trot, for a purse of $400,
for which there were six entries. Margaret Worth sold

favorite against the field at $20 to $10.

SUMMARY.

G. W. Woodard's b m Margaret Worth, by Alex Button 112 2 1

C. A. Durfee's ch m Norah D., by Del Sur 2 2 13 2
Geo. S. Grav's b g Lustre, by Fallis 3 3 3 13
Hoy & Griffin's bg Billy Button 4 5 4 4 4
Vendome Stock Farm's g m Gray Belle 5 4 5 dis
Alex dummy's br g Daylight dis

Time, 2:2fi, 2:27. 2:22, 2:22, 2:25.

Two divisions were made of the entries in the 2:27 pace,

each purse being placed at $300 There were twelve entries.

The pools did not indicate the favorite until after the first

heat, when Our Boy was made the choice.

SUMMARY.

Vendome Stock Farm's b g Our Boy. by Vernon Bov—Black
Bess, by Wapsie l i i

George Gray's g f Gertrude, by Redwood, 227 2 3 2
John Stevenson's b s Charles 4 2 3
G. W. Eddv'B Victor 5 5 4
D. E. Knight's Cora 3 4 d
F. Enos' bgMark H 6 6 d

Time, 2:27, 2:25, 2:23.

In the second division there was no favorite at the start,

but after the first heat it was evident that Klickitat Maid
was a certain winner.

SUMM VRV.

DelanoEBrothers' b m Klickitat Maid ill
Richard Gird's m Thera. by Albion 2 3 2
C. A. Durfee's b cKetchum, by Gossiper 3 2 3
C. W. Godard's ch m Lady Charlotte 4 4 4
W. M. Sinclair's ch m Belle 5 5 5
J. R. Troxel's cb s Surprise 6 6 6

Time, 2:19%, 2:22, 2:22.

Of the six entered four started in the Farmer's race, Cy-
clone being the favorite.

SUMMARY.

Charles Raish's Cyclone ill
S. Harris' b m Lottie L 3 3 2
Newton Wilson's b m Little May 2 2 3
Frank Grant's sm Ether 4 4 4

Time, 2:32, 2:33)4, 2:32.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, JULY 26.

Marysville, July 26.—The record of three of the five

days' racing is closed, and the managers of the society have
cause for congratulation.

Yesterday and to-day farmers' races were introduced, and
the enthusiasm of the owners and their friends enlivened the
day.

For the first race to-day Gazelle sold in the pools at $10 lo

$15 for the field before the first heat. After that the odds
changed to Gazelle $10, Lucky B. $8 and the field $3.

Nellie J. was hard to handle and broke frequently. When
she was on her feet, however, she showed the greatest speed
of the bunch.
The second race, 2:24 class, had five entries. Before the

first heat Laura Z. was favorite at $15, Hillsdale $7 and the

field $4. The field buyers had hopes in either Chico or

Lompoc, it being conceded that King of the Road would not

be able to cope with the others. The first heat was the most
closely contested of the meeting The time was also the best,

2:18}, equivalent to 2:15 on a fast track. The course is easily

three and a, half seconds slow.

The favorite took a slight lead, but was caught at the quar-
ter by Hillsdale, and to the wire they trolled like mates,
Laura forging slightly to the fore at the finish.

The pools then sold with Laura at $10 and the field at $7.

The second heat was a repetition, save at the finish, where
Hillsdale poked his nose under the wire just in front of

Laura. Chico <*nd Lompoc tied for third position. The half

was made in this heat in 1:07.

The first heat of the 2:40 farmers' trot was then sand-

wiched. Doty's horse sold favorite at $10, Cyclone at $7 and
the field at $3. Cyclone proved an easy winner, Doty's entry

getting a poor third place. Cyclone also won the final heat.

in the third heat of the 2:24 trot the favorite fell behind
after reaching the turn. On the backstretch Lompoc came
up and made the San Jose horse finish under the whip.

In the second heat of the Farmers' race Cyclone went eas-

ily into the lead,aud maintained it to the finish.

Before the fourth heat in the 2:24 trot Laura Z. was with-

drawn on account oflameness. Hillsdale sold favorite at $10
to $4 for the field. Hillsdale took the lead, closely followed

by Lompoc, and won the heat.
SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:30 class, purse 6400.

C. A. Durfee's blk f Gazelle, by Prompter 3 1 1.1

F. N. Henrick's s s Lucky B 12 2 2
Vendome Stock Farm's b m Minnie B 2 5 3 3

T. C. Snider's gr h Eclipse 5 3 5 4
S. A. Eddy's b m Nellie J 4 4 4 5

lime, 2:28%, 2:25, 2:29, 2:2734

Trotting, 2:24 class, purse 5400.

Vendome Stock Farm's b h tliilsdale, bv Aminous 2 111
Park Heosbaw's b h Chico "

3 3 3 2
F. Powell's b g Lompoc ...."" 4 5 > 3
D. E. Knight's s g King of the Road 5 4 5 4
G. W. Woodard's br m Laura Z., by Alex Button 1 2 4 d

Time, 2:18)4, 2:19%, 2:22^, 2:21.

Farmers' race. 2:40 class, purse S200.

Chas. Raish's br h Cyclone i i i
N. Wilson's b g John W 922
W. JDntys b g Billy Doty "33d
Seal Harris' b g Honest John dis

Time. 2:31, 2:26%, 2:32.

At the Bay District Track.

The long spell of quietude so noticeable at the Bay
District tiack since the departure of the thoroughbreds, was

broken last week by the advent of a number of trotting horses.

The difference between the class of men and attendants who
follow thoroughbreds and trotters was very apparent. The
army of jockeys—white and black—with their wild, unkempt
looks, their love for playing craps and mischievous pranks

upon each other and all who come in contact with them,
made the owners of thoroughbreds wild with their yelling.
The men who handle the trotters and pacers are of a differ-

ent stamp; th«>y are men who have spent the better part of
their livts with horses and take pride in the condition of their
stock and their freedom from splints, spavins, puffs and bad
feet.

From Walla Walla to Los Angeles, and from the ocean to
the Sierra Nevadas, the procession of tine trotters are leaving
their training grouuds for the Bay District track. Many are
the hope . centered on the success of these horses. Many and
many a day has been spent watching the education of the
youngsters, and with that dread of '' something happening,"
there is an amount of care entailed which is incomprehen-
sible to the spectator who loves to see horses trot, but never
experiences the anxiety of breeding, caring for and developing
fast horses.

Walter Maben from Los Angeles was directing his men to

the place where his sextette of promising ones were to be, as
we came within the gates last Thursday. The first horse was
La Belle, by Sidney, 2:19J, out of Aurora Belle, by Dawn

;

Bet Madison, 2:30, by James Madison, 2:17| ; Regina, 2:20,

by Electioneer; Peter W., 2:24i, by Roscoe, son of Brigadier;
Aodv, 2:20}, the pacer, and Irene Benefit, by Benefit. Mr.
Maben always has his stock looking as if they were fit to

trot a bruising race the moment he gets in a sulky behind
them. He has been handling seventeen head all summer, but
owing to the fact that he has to drive for the Palo Alto
Stock Farm this year he decided to take only a few of his

own stable on the circuit. He says there were over one hun-
dred horses io training at the track in Los Angeles this year
and they were far above the average in every way. Owners
are beginning to realize that it does not pay to try and develop
speed where the animal has no natural right to be fast.

Frank W. Covey, superintendent of Palo Alto Stock Farm is

to have the ten stalls adjoining Mr. Maben's, and in a few
days |will have a number of lt trotting gems of the first wa-
ter" to fill them.

Peter Brandow, good, kind-hearted and happy Peter, has
only two ready for the circuit, Free Coinage, 2:23$, by Ab-
botsford. and Sol Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}.

John Pender,just returned from Portland,Oregon, with but
one trim looking two-year-old pacer called Primrose, by Al-
tamont.

R. O. Newman of Visalia need have no compunctions of
conscience in showing his little string of good horses. He has
a right to feel proud of them. In the first stall Stoneway,

2:22if, by Strathway, out of Elizabeth Bassler, looks better

than we have ever seen him.
Homeward, by Strathway, dam Ida May, by Grosvenor;

second dam by Ulric, by Hercules; third dam by Jack Hawk-
ins, is a small strongly-made "big little" horse and ought
to make a good one.

Consolation, 2:20, by Antevolo, by Elizabeth Bassler, looks

splendid.

Clematis Bassler is a filly by Consolation, 2:20, out of Ida
May, by Grosvenor, that will be a race horse of the first

order.

J. R. Sawyer, of Portland, has Phallamont Boy. 2:24k, by
Phallamont ; Lou Lane, by Coeurd'AIene, outof Beulah, by
Altamont and a very fine little chestnut road horse called

De Soto, that has a race record of 2:24.

Sam Casto, " Uncle Sam" as he is familiarly called, has
Pearlfisher, 2:23}, by Altamont ; Touchet, 2:22, pacing, by
Altamont, and Carrie S., by Altamont, no record.

Jas. Dustin has these choice box-stalls on the right of the

driveway facing the race course. Jn the first of them he has

Red Oak, 2:25}, by Redwood ; Bonner N. B., 2:17, by Daly
;

Shylock, 2:16}, by Tom Benton; Directrix, by Director,

dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford ; Electra, by Elector, dam
Moor Maid, by The Moor. They will do.

J. Perkins, of Visalia, has his horses looking exceedingly

well. The names of his lot are Jasper Ayres (2), by Iris,

dam Babe, by Altamont; Cecilia (2), a pacer, by Iris, dam
Scratch, by Loppy, by Sullan, out of Cecilia Clark ; Visalia

(3), by Iris, that got a record of 2:30 last year in the list

;

Hazel Ayres, by Rysdyk Chief, dam Babe, by Altamont, and
Gray Pointer, 2:24}, by Arno, son of Buccaneer.

W. G- Lehrmann, of Lodi, formerly of Washington, has

Baby Ruth, a three-year old by Caution, 2:25}, son of Elec-

tioneer, out of Osgood Maid, by Osgood, he by Milliman's

Bellfounder; Kitty Caution (2), by Caution, dam Diana, by
Milliman's Bellfounder ; Gen. Caution (1), brother to Baby
Ruth ; Lady Careful, sister to Kitty Caution. From the ap-

pearance of this lot the owner of Caution need have no fear

of lack of patronage for his services. Jas. Berryman has H.
W. Crabb's trotter Eyraud, by Eros, out of Whips, by Wbip-
plelon' and the extremely well-bred colt Panjabi, by Patron.

Neither of these have entered the list, but this will not be

said of t hem aft^r the meeting is fairly commenced.
A large number of applications have been made for stalls

and ihe prospects for having large fields in all races are very

favorable.

Wm. Fieldwick has engaged a large force of men and with

his splendid teams is working night and day to have the track

better than it has ever been.
,>

The Bay District track is alive with drivers, trotters and
pacers,and the noiseless bikes move to and fro over the smooth

course in a way that augurs well for the success of the com-
ing meeting.

Wm. Murray will have Sadie S. by Thistle.Lady Elector

(sister to Flora M., 2:16) and Big Bertha on the circuit.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

On Tuesday, July 3 1st, the great Buffalo meeting com-

mences.

Azmon, 2:30, by Azmoor, is reported to have trotted a trial

in 2:181,

Stambocl, 2:07^ has finished his stud season and is now

in training.

John Goldsmith has a fast green one in Woodflower,

by Woodnut, 2:16*.

Mark Medium's mark is 2:21^ now ; he made this record

at Hawarden, Iowa, July 4th.

The Wilkes strain is the heaviest contributor to the 2:30

list so far, and the Almont line comes next.

Ella T-, by Altamont, won a hard race at Davensport,

Iowa, July 10th. She got a pacing record of 2:21.

A horse called Lucky Baldwin entered the 2:30 list at

Mendota, Illinois, July 10th. His best time was 2:22£.

Stahboul was given an eshibUion mile at Goshen,N. Y.,

July 4th, in 2.20. It was his first appearance this year.

Vidette, by Alexander Button, appeared in a race at Osh-

kosh, Wis., July 5. The company was a little too fast for

her.

Arthur Dodge, by Albert W., got a record of 2:20| in

the third heat of a trotting race at Columbus, Ohio, July

12th.

Stella B., a brown mare by Anteros, was a close second to

Sallie Simmons at Indianapolis when the latter won the heat

in 2:22£.

Bowman's Electioneer, by Campbell's Electioneer, got

a mark of 2:26* at Fullerton, Neb., July 3. He won the race

quite easily.

Ramon, 2:17^, by Sidney, started in the 2:18 class pace at

Saginaw. He got fourth position and was second in the fifth

heat in 2:16*.

The Mendocino Dispatch-Democrat says that it looks,

from present indications, as if the district fair would be held

at Ukiah this fall.

Thirteen races were trotted and paced during the four

day's meeting at Fon du Lac. All were won in three heats,

excepting two four-heat races

Silicon, 2:15|, is not going right on the leg that troubled

her last winter, an J the handsome little daughter of Wilton
will not go many hard races this year.

Siva, the winner of the Detroit M. & M. stake last year,

has gone wroDg and been sent home to Clairview by John
Goldsmith. She will be bred to Antevolo.

At the Kitlaning. Pa., races the pacer Bay Billy, 2:20, was
poisoned between the heats of his race and died. There is no
clue. He was owned by G. W. Reese, of Kittaning.

A gentleman from Cleveland, whose resources of access

to reliable information should be first-class, reports that

Directum's work has, thus far this season, been unsatisfactory.

Rokeby, the slashing big pacer by Direct, out of Lilly

Stanley, has a pacing record of 2:24|, which he will lower to

2:16 before the Californians turn their faces toward the

Pacific.

Direct Star is the name claimed by W. B. Bradbury for

a bay colt, no marks, foaled May 12, 1894, sired by Direct,

2:054, dam Lady Star (sister to Little Albert, 2:10) by Albert

W-, 2:20. It is a crackerjack.

After a trainer learns thit a horse is fast and knows how
well he can go, and especially when he has to go a race a

week, all that is necessary is to brush him and give him
plenty of slow work, so that he will have enough to carry his

speed.

Daniel Lambert's blood Beems to be back of some good
performers this year. Pamlico, 2:10A, Reubenstein, 2:09},

Simmons, 2:15}, and Como, 2:17}, four of this season's great

performers, all have a goodly dash of the blood of the New
England hero.

Every race should be arranged and conducted strictly to

rule, whether it be in a regular class contest, a match or a

heat against the watch. A driver who is not trying to win in

a match should be " derricked" by the judges just as

promptly as on any ordinary occasion.

It having been stated that J. W. Tilden developed Doc
Sperry, a correction should be made. The credit should be
given to Sam Casto, who brought this horse out and devel-

oped him. J. W. Tilden never pulled a line over the horse

until this year. Sam is at present at the Bay District track

with a good string of horses.

Four miles were paced in 2:10 or belter during June as

against one in all the previous history of the turf during the

same month. This indicates something of the sensational

character of the trotting and pacing that may be looked for

with confidence when the big meetings of the Grand a*>d

Western-Southern circuits get under way this week.

Isaac Fleming is preparing Lady Bullion and San Pedro
for a fast record to pole, aod the way they are moving makes
him think they will beat 2:14, Among the fast miles driven
by Fleming lately are Lady Bullion, 2:10',, San Pedro, 2:17

Col. Kip, 2:22|. Beltiioa, by Jerome Eddy, covered a mile
in 2:21. Valley, by Pilot Medium, stepped a mile in 2:191

and Mangold, a handnome chestnut mare by Elyria, stepped

the last half of an easv mile in l:0!t.— Horse Review.

The illuminated posters of the first annual horse show of

the Horse Show Association of California, have been printed
and distributed throughout the city. They reflect great
credit upon the enterprise and taste of its promoters.

Racing commenced in earnest at Marysville last Tuesday.
The only one to enter the 2:30 list, however, was the chest-

nut filly Nellie W., by Woolsey (brother to Sunol), owned by
Richard Gird. She won in three straight heats. Time,
2:26^,2:29 and 2:27*.

Common "plugs" and small, flat-ribbed trotting-bred stock

devoid of speed are a drug on the market, but the high-
headed, round barreled, closely -coupled horses of thecoachy
stamp, with clean, stout legs, supple joints and an "educa-
tion " qualifying them to draw weight cheerily over city and
suburban roadways pass current almost as readily as gold

dollars.

Wm. Russell Allen pronounces his horse Kremlin in

the best condition he ever saw him, and is ready to meet all

comers in a stallion race later on. What a card it would be
for the New Eogland breeders to hold a stallion race next
September to include Directum, Kremlin, Arion, Ralph
Wilkes, Nelson, Pamlico, Steve Whipple and any others that

might wish to come in.

J. Groom has moved his string of trotters and thorough-
breds from the Wildflower Stock Farm to the Fresno race
track. He has eight head—six trotters and two " bangtails."

All of the harness horses are very promising, and will make
records when a little older. He has two yearlings, one by
Richards' Elector and the other by Silver Bow, that can show
quarters little better than forty-five seconds.

Dr. C R. Wood says that in five years the trotting-horse

industry will have advanced so much over its present status

that it will hardly be recognized by even those who think
the acme reached. " The knife," he says, " is being used so

extensively on all the farms, the low-rate stallions are get-

ging to be such a drug, that very soon the quality of the

young stock will be on a much higher level."

Owens Bros, are located at the Fresno track. They have
nine head of trotters, pacers and thoroughbreds. One is a
green pacer by Prompter, out of Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15),

that can pace in 2:30, and the brown stallion Chandelier, by
Jas. Madison, 2:17f, that will get a low mark this fall. On
the first of August they will start for the Breeders' Meeting,
and will have some of their horses race there.

There are in the vicinity of Lexington, Ky., no less than
a dozen two-year-olds that have already shown better than
2:30 speed, and some of them have approached the sensa-

tional point by going halves and quarters and even miles that

would do credit to any two-year-old at any stage of the game.
The fastest mile made by an animal of this age, so far as we
have heard, was that made by Joe Thayer's bay colt Lara-
bie, by Jay Bird, who went a full mile recently in 2:24£.

L. C. Ferguson, the capable secretary of the Palo Alto
Stock Farm, who has held that position for over nine years,

resigned last week. Mr. Ferguson was well liked by all who
ever met him, and the news of his resignation was received
with surprise and regret by everyone on the great farm. As
an able accountant, all-round horseman and close student of

breeding, whose knowledge of bloodlines have been gleaned
from a field of experience, Mr. Ferguson is far in advance of

most men holding similar positions in the United States.

Dr. Sutherland, the "presiding genius" at Saginaw
Stock Farm, has had many visitors to see Sphinx during the
week. The writer has seen nearly every noted son of Elec-
tioneer, and individually and as a sire of.race horses, Sphinx
is right in the front rank. He is superbly made all over and
has a head, throat and neck that no artist has vet done half

justice to. After his race Saturday, the good Sphinx horse
Baker was sold by Sutherland A Benjamin to Isaac Berenger,
of Saginaw, for the reported price of $3,000, and is now in

the stable of A. T. Miller.—Horse Review.

The Princeville Review says: Yesterday J. H. Crooks and
Elmer Graves started to Huntington with a band of horses

which are intended for the Eastern markets, On Upper
Crooked river they will be joined by H. Gibson with some
fifty head of horses which will be shipped on the train.

There will be about 200 head of horses in the shipment, all of

which belong to M. Sichel & Co., except fifty belonging to

Mr. Crooks and fifty to Mr. Gibson. They will load at Hunt-
ington and ship to Louisville, Ky., having consigned to W.
P. Wood & Son, Greencastle, Ind. If these gentlemen meet
with good sales they will make another shipment this fall.

The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association
will give a set of single harness, manufactured by John A.
McKerron as the first prize for a free-for-all mile and repeat
trottiug race, for gentlemen's roadsters, to be driven in a full

road rig or top buggy at the Summer meeting. Non-pro-
fessional members to drive and horses to have been used and
owned as road horses only by members (at the time entries

close) since January 1, 1894. Driver's weight, 175 pounds.
Horses to be eligible must not have been contestants in or

haue been entered in a race for a purse or prize other than
for roadsters in 1894. Second prize, a dress blanket and
whip. Entries will close next Wednesday, August 1st.

Monroe Salisbury is doing exceedingly well with the

few horses he brought East that were bred at Palo Alto. The
winning of the $9,000 Consolation Horseman Stake at De-
troit last Saturday with Altivo in three heats less than 2:20 is

" a feather in his cap." Altivo was not looked upon by the

talent as being in auy way dangerous, so the "talent" must
have suffered by the victory. Altivo is a full brother to the

great Palo Alio, 2:08if. This adds strength to the article

writen by 'Rio Alio," in which the writer prophesied that

live with records below 2:20 would be credited to the great

broodmare Dame Winnie, by Planet. The average speed for

the five is 2:20 and a fraction. Paola, another brother to

Palo Alto, is doing very well, and will reduce his record con-
siderably this fall.

In Russia a horse that is addicted to the habit of running
away has a thin cord with a running noose around his neck
at the neck strap, and the end is tied to the dash board.
When a horse bolts he always takes the bit in his teeth, and
the skill of the driver is useless ; but the moment the press-

ure of the cord comes on the windpipe the horse knows he
has met his master.

Homewood, by Strathway, 2:19, out of Ida May, by
Grosvenor, is a very fine three -year-old stallion that belongs
to R. O. Newman, of Visalia. He was bred to some of the
best mares in and around that thriving city this year, and
great hopes are entertained of his progeny. Elizabeth Bass-
ler (dam of Consolation, 2:20, and Stoneway, 2:22|, as a
three-year-old) has been bred to him.

The Orange County (Cal.) Fair Association is sinking
another artesian well on the fair grounds. The new well is

being put down on the upper end of the race grounds. With
a good flow at this well, the entire interior of the race course
can be irrigated, and green alfalfa may be kept growing
throughout the year. The well is nowdown 160 feet, but the
association expects to go down about three hundred and
twenty-five feet before a strong flow is secured.

It has always been a recognized fact that the pacers come
to their speed earlier in the season than the trotters. If any
further assurance is needed of the fact than the mere asser-

tion, it can be found by comparing the best records thus far.

It will be found that in every instance the pacers have a
6trong lead. Taking the best trotting records of the year from
two-year-olds up, they are found to average 2:16 72, while the
average time made by the pacers of like age is 2:10.93.

A finer horse than Pathmont (4), full brother to Altao,

2:17^, never saw this world of ours. He is all in all. Noth-
ing doth he lack except a fast pacing record, which he will

get as soon as he strikes a track. H. B. Miller, owner of this

grand young horse, alsj has a mare, Juliette, 2:22, by Tybalt,
son of Altamont, dam Bid (mother of the Altamont twins),

by Pilot, 6on of Vermont ; second dam Young Kate, by Black
Satin, son of Shinglebait, by Lummox 3, dam Old Kate, the
great broodmare.—Rural Spirit.

At 7 o'cloek last evening the racehorses, their owners and
attendants left for Montana on a Northern Pacific special,con-

sisting of two Pullmans and nine stock cars. The men num-
bered about fifty and the horses seventy-six. Their destina-

tion is Anaconda, and the Northern Pacific management has
guaranteed to land them there before next Sunday. Among
them L. B. Lindsey has Hamrock and Springstein. Charles
Woods has the Witch Hazel stable with Kittitas Ranger,
Nettie Ham, Caryle Carne and' three others. P. J. Mann
with Altao and Trumont.—Rural Spirit, July 18th.

The great broodmares are showing up strong this year.

The latest to attract attention is Mamie, the fourteen-year -

old daughter uf Star Almont, the dam of the champion two-
year-old trotter of the year, Scourine, 2:23i. She was previ-

ously credited with four performers—Rose Leyburn, 2:15},

pacer ; Catherine Leyburn, 2:20, Criterion, 2:29|, and Helen
Leyburn, 2:18}. The latter is a four-year-old, and reduced
her record from 2:29f this season. One of Mamie's daughters
is the dam of the pacer, Anderson Bell, 2:20}. The above is

a wonderful record for a mare foaled in 1880. Scourine is by
Wilton, and is owned by Bowerman Bros., Lexington, Ky.
It will evidently have to be something that can beat 2:20

three times that will beat her later in the season if she keeps
right.

J. U. Hastings and Lee Shaner, representing the Los
Cerritas Stock Farm of Sacramento, and Thos. Keating, of

Keating & Ottinger, San Francisco, made this office their

headquarters during the past week. They had a number of

their horses entered at this place, all of which showed up
well. In their strings were the fallowing horses, two whicn
obtained new records at Minnehaha : Lady H., 2:16}, Our
Dick, 2:10}, Ottinger, 2:11*, Steve, 2:19}, Sidmoor,

2:19|J
and others. They are horsemen of national reputation, and
are pleasant and courteous gentlemen, whom it is a pleasure

to know. The campaign which they have mapped out for

the season takes them first to Aurora, Ills., and from thence
to Cleveland, and down the Grand Circuit. The members of

their strings will be heard from wherever they start.—West-
ern Horseman.

Chas. Durfee and Ed. Connelly left Los Angeles last Fri-
day, and Dr. Wise and Walter Maben followed him on Mon-
day for the North. Mr. Durfee's string consists of the follow-

ing horses : Gossiper, with a record of 2:14| ; Eleanor, 2:24
;

Ketchem, untried ; Gazelle, 2:29} ; Nora D., untried ; Mc-
Zeuss, 2:29i, and Harvey Mc, untried. Ed Connelly has Lorn-
poc, with a'record of 2:24}; Rory O'More, 2:19J; Nellie W.,
untried ; Thora, untried, and Irene Crocker, 2:20. Wm.
Pattison will handle Dr. Wise's string and says his horses are
in excellent shape. With these fine horses Southern Cali-

fornia ought to be well represented, and they will no doubt
lower their records before their return to the southern coun-
try. Gossiper looks as fine as silk, and, in the estimation of

many, will have a lower mark than McKinney by the end of

the season.—Herald.

There is an old saying that " what is good for a man is

good for a horse." Two years ago Dr. Sutherland, of Suther-
land & Benjamin, became so ill of nervous prostration that

the doctors despaired of his life. As a last resort he went to

the St. Louis (Mich.) Mineral Springs and the waters restored

his health. It maybe news to many that horses, like human
beings, are subject to the nervous malady commonly called

St. Vitus' dance. Sutherland & Benjamin have a handsome
Axtell colt out of a Sphinx" niare, that from a yearling was
afflicted with this peculiar disease, and it defied all veterinary

treatment. Last February Dr. Sutherland, remembering
what the St. Louis Waters did for himself, began securing it

by the barrel and watered Sphinxtell exclusively with the

mineral drink and to-day the horse is well. This is certainly

a rare case of treating a horse on a remedial principle sup-
posedly only applicable to the human organism, and has prob-
ably no parallel in veterinary practice.—Horse Review.
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THE SADDLE.

Old Al Farrow ran second to Schuylkill at East St. Louis

on the 14th inst,

Chevalier rode Ta Ta in a winner at odds of 25 to 1 at

Washington Park on the 19th inst.

Owen Bkos. have eight thoroughbreds in training at Fres-

no Fair grounds, also a green pacer by Prompter.

M. F. Dwyer is said to be out $150,000 on the present rac-

ing season. He lost $25,000 on Boiler alone late last week.

It is probable Ed. Corrigan will not race his horses at Sara-

toga this year, as his enemy, Col. W. S. Barnes, is one of the

judges.

Charley Weber rode no less than four winners at Haw-
thorne laft Tuesday, and as the talent play his mounts, the

bookies were Corbettized.

The Bully, a winner by Tyrant—Marigold, was sold at

auction at Brighton Beach on the 12th of July for $350. C.

Reynolds was the purchaser.

Thornhill is in training at Napa, and reports from that

city are to the effect that the colt has filled out well and is

doing all that is asked of him.

Clint C. Riley is the presiding judsje at Hawthorne
Park. Col. Jack Chinn is wielding the little red flag during

the illness of his son Christopher.

There will be races at Hawthorne and new Harlem
courses on alternate weeks. This plan is not pleasing to

Presiding Judge M. Lewis Clark.

Lucky Dog a* last has struck a winning gait. Last Tues-

day h^ won a six-furlong dash at Hawthorne in 1:16}, beat-

ing Issie O , Little Nell and others.

Torchbeabhs, son of imp. Brutus and Ariola, won a fire-

furlong dash at Saratoga last Tuesday, Robin Hood being

second and Memento third. Time, 1:02}.

Johnny Appleby will take old Morton on the northern

California circuit,riding and training the son of Leinster and
Lilly H. himself. He was a Kingston on that circuit in

1893.

We are in receipt of the " Fofm Book " printed at 29 Park
Row, New York, by C. H. Williams. It is compete in every

necessary detail, and should be invaluable to those playing

horses to any extent.

J. G. Follansbbe has a good-sized band of polo ponies

nsar Pleasanton, Cal. They are looked after by a number of

young men. Mr. Follansbee is a great sportsman, and as a

racing man is known from New York to California.

The race for the Eclipse Stakke for 10,000 sovereigns at

Sandown,England, July 20th was won by McCalmont's Isin-

glass, four years old, Lord Roseberry's Ladas, the winner of

this year's Derby, second, Mr. Rose's Ravensbury third.

"Form,*' issued every race dav by The Form Publishing

Co., Downing Building, New York, is the most complete and
handy reference we have ever seen in print, and no wonder
it is in great demand in and around the country's metropolis.

On the 13th at Washington Park Charley Weber rode a 7

to 1 and 8 to 1 shot in winner. Little Eddie Jones brought

Contribution in a winner with odds of 7 to 1 against him.

Isom rode Ingomar in a winner. He was at 6 to 1 in the
betting.

E. F. Fallon, of HolHster, last week sold to G. Barron, of

San Francisco, the black two-year-old filly Pauline, by Bird-

catcher, dam Skipaway, by Wildidle. Consideration private.

The filly is wanted for saddle purposes, though she is splen-

didly bred.

Micmac Queen, daughter of imp. Midlothian and Patty,

won a cracking good mile and a sixteenth rice at Brighton

Beach last Monday, if the dispatches are to be believed. She
is credited with doing the distance in 1:45, but the other time
made looks too slow for this to be right.

Hawthorne Park was reopened last Monday, and 2,500

spectators were on hand. Ed Comgan's horses, Alary and
imp. Percy, were successful, the former at odds of 5 to 1.

The impression now prevails that Percy is about the fastest

horse in training around Chicago any distance up to seven

furlongs.

" Moose " Taylor, the Western jockey, who was so badly

injured when Martyr bolted through the fence with him at

the Gravesend meeting, is at last out of the hospital. He is

in pretty good shape again, but is not yet out of the doctor's

hands, his injuries having proved more severe than was at

first suspected.—Daily America and Mercury.

Thomas G. Jones, now superintendent of the J. B. Chase's

place near Sonoma, reports that imp. Crighton is a sure foil-

getter. He served twenty-one mares, and twenty are safely

in foal. The remaining mare has not had a colt in seven

years. A brother to Topgallant owned by Matt Storn is a

grand colt. The voungsters on the Chase place are a grand
lot.

Rey el Santa Anita ran a poor third in the Travers

Stake at Saratoga last Monday, Henry of Narvarre winning
by a neck from Joe Ripley, who was knocded about and
badly ridden by Simmp. The dispatches stated that Ripley
was catching Henry of Narvarre fast at the finish, and but
for bad luck this California-bred colt would have proved a

handy winner.

A match race has been arranged between Sir Walter and
Banquet for the first day at Jerome Park, The stakes are

$500 a side, with $3,000 added by the association. The dis-

tance to be run is two miles aud a quarter, weights to be ten

pounds below the scale. Simms will ride Banquet and Dog-
gett Sir Walter. As both of the horses are famous distance

racers,a memorable duel should result.

William Napier, of Pleasanton, Cal., is the proud poss-
essor of a beautiful dark bay filly by imp. Martenhurst, dam
Cheerful, by Three Cheers. It is doubtful if any sum would
purchase this youngster.

John Groom has two two-year-old colts in training at
Fresno's Fair grounds, and expects to start the youngsters at
the State Fair, One is bv Major Ban, dam by Luke Black-
burn ; the other by Fellowcharm, dam Whisban, by King
Ban. They are the property of S. Heilbrun.

Randolph Dietz has begun galloping Nomad, Orizaba
and Kai Moi for L. J. Rose at Los Angeles. The horses will
take part in the State Fair races. Mrs. Wolfskill's two year-
old filly by imp. Plenty—Edelweiss is full sixteen hands high,
and is said to be even better looking than Gladiola, her half-
sister.

The Oakley race track, near Cincinnati, O., will open
October 1st under an American Turf Congress license. The
contracts for rebuilding the stands destroyed by fire last fall

were signed to-day, and work will be commenced next Mon-
day. The sum of $150,000 will be expended on the stands,
club house and betting shed, and to enlarge the track.

"Mike Dwyer will not do a thing to Pfifleling when he
catches him in a selling race. He will only take his horse
away from him," said somebody after the bidding on Don
Alonzo. Mr. Pfifleling overheard the remark. " No, he
won't," he exclaimed. "He won't d> a thing to me, and he
won't take mv horse away, either. I'm not afraid of him."
Time will tell.

John Whitney and Walter Willis, of Stockton, have pur-
chased of R. C. Sargent the gray four-year-old filly Gracie
S., by Prince of Norfolk, dam Gilroy Belle, by Lodi. W. R.
Ruggles is training Gracie at Stockton, and has entered her
in five races on the Northern California circuit. Few thor-
oughbreds have as much speed as this gray miss, who can go
five furlongs like a shot.

Two Californians were successful at Cnicago on the 20th
inst.—Rover and Flonanna. The latter was at 30 to 1 in

the betting, and defeated such good ones as Leo Lake and
Roy Lochiel. Gath (by imp. Donald A.—Mollie Merrill)

won the Lakeview Handicap, for two-year-olds, worth $4,110
to Bennett & Co. Lissak. 123 up, finished second, Frank K.
a poor third. Charmion ran second to London in a mile and
seventy-yard dash. The track was deep in mud.

In answer to a telegram that Ed Corrigan received from
President Walbaum in regard to stable room at Saratoga, Mr.
Corrigan wired back that he would not race his horses over
any track where W- S. Barnes officiated in any capacity.

The master of Hawthorne said he would be a member of the
Turf Congress but for Mr. Barnes, and a lot of unnecessary
trouble would have been avoided. He intended to send to the
Springs Vassal, Riley, Kitty Scott, Handsome and Cicero,

the jumper.

The new Sausalito pool-room opens next Monday, we are
informed. There areseveral parties interested in the Marin
County venture, but the leading man is Mr. Hopkins, who
made books as Bay District track last winter. John Hum-
phreys has been asked to lake an interest, we understand,
and may join hands with Hopkins ft al. With two pool-
rooms in the vicinity business in that line is nor likely to be
very brisk. There should be a law compelling pool-rooms to

close during the progress of a race meeting in the vicinity.

George Van Gorden, the well-known turfman of San
Jose, declares he will train his own string (now at Sacra-
mento) this season. It is a good one, in the lot being Arti-

cus, Motto and Playful. Articusis reported to have grown
wonderfully, and with care should show his old-time form
this fall. Motto holds the record at the short six furlongs

and at seven furlongs, while Playful is a very large two-year-

old filly by Jim Brown, out of imp. Fun, that has a great

turn of speed. She was "off" last Spring, and has never
appeared in public.

Apropos of Jockey Martin getting left at the post of

Young Arion recently in New York, cumes a nice little story

from the West. Last winter, when Clifford was such a hot
favorite for the Brooklyn Handicap, "Jack "Chinn, the old-

time starter, met "Jimmy'' Rowe in Chicago. "So Clifford

is favorite, and Martin rides him, eh ?" said Chinn. " Then
he'll be left at the post. Mark my word, he'll be left at the

post.'' "He won't be left by me, Jack." replied Rowe: I'm
willing to lay odds that I get him away." Martin and Clifford

were left just the same. Mr. Chinn told a story about Mar-
tin that is probably a pleasant fiction. On one occasion, when
the horses were under way, and Martin was standing still,

the jockey put spurs to his mount, crying :
" Hully jee, I

forgot I had a thousand on her myself !

"

The Great Western Handicap has been a great race from
the first. Joe Cotton (the Kentucky Derby winner) ran the

mile and a half in 2:35^ in 1885. Jim Guest equalled the

world's record (2:34) in 18S6. Almont won it in 1890 in

2:36. In 1892 Yo Tambien was first, and the time was
2:33£. Last year Rudolph went the route in 2:34. Sabine

was tne victor in 1894 in 2:33]-, the fastest time ever made
west of the Alleghanies.

There was some good racing away up in Paisley, Lake
County, Oregon, on the 20th of June, given under the aus-

pices of the Chewaucan Jockey Club. The track was heavy,

owing to frequent rains,therefore the time made was splendid.

Al Farrow's Susie D. won a quarter mile and repeat race in

0:23£. 0:23i,Mackey a close second and Lida W. third. The.
second heat was given to Susie D. on a foul. Lulu F. easily

won a three-furlong race for two-year-olds in 0:38^, Billy

Currier second, Lucky Jew a bad third. Susie D. won the

half-mile dash by a short head in the cracking good time of

0:49 1-5 (equal to 0:48 on a fast track), Mackey second, Billy

Ayers third, Judge Fee fourth. Billy Ayers won the five-

furlong and repeat event (Mackey took first heat). Red Fox
and Judge Fee were distanced in the first heat. Time, 1:04.1,

1:06|, no time taken in last heat.

The races at the West Side Park (Butte), July 9th were
well attended. The quarter-mile dash for a purse of $100
was won by Gray Dick, with Tony second and Lady L. third.

Time, 0:25. The five-mile bicycle race was the next event.

The starters were : C. O. Pierce, Frank Talbot, Charles Dell,

R. J. Bott, William Treloar and Lyman Royce. Dell was a

strong favorite in the pools, but Pierce came in first in a close

finish, with Dell second and Royce third. Time, 13:23. The
half-mile dash with Minnie, The Lark and Jack the Ripper as

starters, was won by Minnie in 0:48J, with The Lark second.

The mile match to buggies between Lans W., trotter, and
George, pacer, was won by the former in a walk. Time, 2:47.

The three-quarter mile race was won by Little Tough (122

pounds up) in 1:18}, Miss Elm second. The mile bicycle

race was won by Bott in 2:16£. The final race was a three-

eighths of a mile dash with Eureka, Gray Dick, Bird and
Half Moon as starters. Eureka won, Gray Dick second and

Bird third, lime, 0:36.

DEaroTH, once considered one of the best handle tp horses
in training, now the property of Mr. Thomas Hitchcock Jr.,
has undergone asurgical operation, which it is hoped may re-
sult in eradicating to a large extent the bad temper which
has destroyed his usefulness on the turf during the past two
years. After Eurus' death it was discovered that he had been
a sufferer from a large tumor during the last two years of his
turf career. His temper and disposition to sulk can be easily
understood, as every severe race must have caused him excru-
ciating agony. It is not unlikely that many cases of temper
are due to hidden diseases and weaknesses which even the
best of veterinaries are unable to discover.—Post and
Paddock.

Ed. Corrigan and George V. Hankins held a meeting
one night last week, and at it the local racing dates after
Washington Park, between Hawthorne and the new South
Oak Park track were divided. Hawthorne opens its summer
meeting Monday, July 23, and continues one week. The Chi-
cago Fair Association opens July 30, and from that on the
two tracks run alternate weeks until November 15, when the
local season closes. If Roby can be brought to agree Messrs.
Corrigan and Hankins may each give up a week at the end
of the season in consideration of the Indiana track closing
during the month of December, January and February, pro-
viding that East St. Louis and Madison will also close at the
same time. This will leave New Orleans and Sin Francisco
the winter racing field.—Chicago Tribune.

A tery neat compliment of Mr. Vosburgh's handicapping
at the Sheepshead Bay meeting was recently expressed to the
Spirit of the Times representative. There is a coterie of
bookmakers and operators in the ring who have been so suc-
cessful through a carefrzl and systematic plan of handicapping
both horses and jockeys, that they have become generally
known as "the handicappers." Meeting one of these gentle-
men recently, he asked :

" Who does the handicapping down
here?" "Mr. Vosburgh," was the reply. " Well, he is a
good one; he has had us all guessing; we can't beat him."
responded the layer of odds. He went on to say that all the
men in the ring who operate on the handicap system had lost

money on the handicaps at Sheepshead Bay. Mr. Vosburgh,
when at his best, is certainly remarkably skillful in the ad-
justment of weights. His work at Sheepshead Bay could not
have been excelled by anyone.

Byron McClelland's May Day filly was second choice
at 3 to 1 at Sheepshead Bay last Saturday. She was ridden
by Silas McClain, the seventy-pound midget. At the post the
filly reared and fell over backward on top of him. The
starter's assistant ran to help the lad, whom the spectators
believed to be seriously injured, but beforj he could get to

him McClain had kicked himself free of the stirrups, aud as

the filly ran down the track he toddled through the mud
after her, shouting :

" Stop her, boss ! for the Lord's sake
stop her ! Mr. Byron told me that was a good thing. Oh,
boss, won't you stop her! " The filly consented to be caught,
and when she was led back McClain mounted her gamely, al-

though he was limping a trifle, one of his legs having been
broken while here last fall. When the flag went down
McClain shot away from the others with the May Day filly,

and the further she went the wider the gap became, until at

the end she was fully forty yards before War Bonnet, the sec-

ond horse, with Bill Daly's new purchase, St. Vincent, third.

McClain was greatly pleased over the victory, and pronounced
himself none the worse for the tumble at the post, with the
exception of a slight pain in his " bogus " leg.

Speaking of the postponement of the West Side race
meetings the Anaconda Standard says: " On account of the
railroad troubles, which render it practically impossible for

horsemen to get to Montana, the directors of the Butte and
Anaconda racing associations decided to call the regular
meetings ofl* Special meetings will be given in both cities,

however, as soon after tbe strike as possible, and it is ex-
pected that they will be fully as successful as the regular

meetings would have been. The present expectation of the
directors is that a ten days' meeting will be given in Ana-
conda commencing with July 26th, and the horses will then
be brought to Butte for a meeting of fifteen days, or possibly

longer. Large purses will be given, and it is expectgd that

fully as many stables will be present as would have been the
case had there been no postponement. The only horses that

may be kept away are a few from the far East. The California

and Oregon horses will all be here. A telegram was received

from Portland stating that ten carloads of horses are in wait-

ing there for the trouble to end. As soon as the strike is

over they will be shipped direct to Anaconda. Horses are

also in waiting at Salt Lake, Ogden and St. Paul for the ex-

isting troubles to end. The Helena meeting will follow that

of Butte. The people of Butte and Anaconda need not fear

that they will not see all of the horse racing they want this

year, and it will be fully up to their expectations."

William Timmons, the well-known turfman, returned to

Newark last Sunday evening after six months' tour in the

West. Mr. Timmons formerly owned a formidable string of

racers and is reputed to have won a small fortune on the turf.

When he left Newark last fall it was to pass the winter at the

big race meet in California. Mr. Timmons in conversation

with a reporter last Monday night said he was delighted with

his trip. He had been successful, but he was in doubt as to

whether he would return to the Golden State, although he

had a sDlendid offer to buy and to train a stable for some
wealthy Californians. Racing there would be more popular

than ever this winter, he thought, as rich horse owners are

contemplating sending their strings thither Anew track

with many improvements will soon be under way. Before

leaving California Mr. Timmons made one of his proverbially

lucky strikes in horseflesh. He saw a two-year-old colt that

was being worked with rare speed, and on inquiry he found

the owner was a ranchman living about fifty mile= out of San
Francisco. The Newarker opened negotiations for tbe colt

through a friend, and purchased it for $2,500. When Mr.

Timmons started East a few months ago the colt came with

him. At Louisville the colt was touched with catarrhal

fever, but soon recovered. He was taken to Washington

Park. Chicago, and, although only seven weeks in training,

has already won four races, with purses amounting to nearly

$4,000. The colt is known as Diggs. Mr. Timmons was of-

fered $8,000 for him, but refused, and will not sell the colt for

less than $10,000. Timmons is a clever trainer and a good

judge of a horse. It ivill be remembered that he owned the

good performers, False Ahrens, One, Forty and Seven, named
respectively after the false friend that charmed his (Tim-

mons') wife and the number of the house they lived in—147.
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Dates Claimed.
MARYSVILLE July 24 to July 2a

CHIOO July 31 to August 4
RED BLUFF August 7 to August 11

WILLOWS August 14 to August 18

P. C. T. H. B. A (Summer Meeliugj- August 4 to August 11

GOLDEN GATE ASSOCIATION August 13 to August IS

PETALt'MA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25
WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION- September 17 to September 24

SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29

VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 8 to Octnber 13

SANTA ANA -October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. C. T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting, October 22 to October 27

SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
HCENEME - September 24 to September 29

SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6
SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTER October 2 to October 6
MODESTO OctoberU tn Octnber 13

PORTLAND (Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

Entries Close.

SANTA ANA- Augustl
HCENEME August 1

SANTA BARBARA August 1
SAN JOSE August 1

P. C. T. H. B. A- August 1

STATE FAIR See advertisement
STOCKTON Srteadverlisemeot

The Very Last Call

!

By referring to our advertising columns it will be

noticed that August 1st is to be an eventful day, for en-

tries for races at a number of the most important places

in California will close on that date: The P. C. T. H.

B. A., the State Fair at Sacramento (trotting, pacing and

running), Hueneme, Santa Ana, San Jose, Stockton and

Santa Barbara. It is of the utmost importance to every

owner and trainer to heed this last call. Knowing that

they all appreciate the value of a little reminder like

this, we hope they nor their friends will not forget that

this is the last opportunity they will have to get the

names of their horses placed in the secretarys' books if

they intend to race them this year. Read the conditions

of the various meetings carefully, and make your entries

at once.

I:. E. I'll;. Lni'EZ made another purchase to a. Id to

his string of trotting stallions on the morning of the de-

parture of the vessel. This horse is called A. \V. Anther.

He is a full brother to High Tide, 2:1 7 j, being by Albert

\\\, 2:2o, out of Silica, by AJgona; Becjnd dam Galena,

by Nutwood; third dam by Volunteer ; fourth dam by

American Star 11 ; liftli dam by Sea Gull, son of I luroc.

He is only four years old, and is a remarkable fine-

looker.

r.r.KiT i:n Kino, by Electioneer, is a new-comer to the

credit of the dead hero of Palo Alto. He won the sec-

mid and third heals of a bard-fought race at Bucyrua,

. July 20th. Time, 2:28}, 2:28}.

Next Saturday Rscing Commences.

The preliminaries are nearly all arranged for the great

meeting which is to begin nest Saturday. Horsemen

with their strings of trotters and pacers, are taking

possession of the stalls at the Bay District track. The

hay and grain men are unloading fodder and straw for

the sustenance and comfort of the horses that are to

engage in the races. Bike sulkies have all been reno-

vated and cleaned ; horses have been newly shod and

booted, and the track is receiving the finishing touches

from nearly a score of able-bodied laborers who are striv-

ing to make it the "best race track in America." The Pres-

ident and board of directors are in daily attendance, and

taking more than usual interest in the preparatory work
#

The idea of having bookmaking at the meeting is the

talk of the town, and, from present indications, if the

programme is fulfilled to the letter, there will be no lack

of attendance. Without popular features no meeting

can possibly succeed, and to the advent of bookmaking,

instead of the old auction pools at the tracks in America,

is attributed the increase in attendance and the

steady support given by the public. There is no use

trying to deny facts when the. evidence is so strongly

presented, and as bookmaking is now in vogue on most

of the trotting tracks in the East this season, we cannot

afford to be out of fashion.

The class of racing promises to be of a high quality.

The very fact that a large number of horses which are

owned in places far removed from what we call (
f cen-

ters of racing," are to make their introductory bow before

a California andience and show our local horses how

they can trot and pace, adds a new interest to the com-

ing meeting,

Every member should attend and make this a success-

ful meeting. Every lover of a good trotting horse should

feel that now is the time to show the people that the de-

velopment of speed and the aim to secure well-bred

horses which are not only handsome but reliable, are

the attainable results which come from a liberal and ju-

dicious expenditure of time and money.

The fame of California as a " horse paradise " is

growing, and the horse fanciers of Europe, Asia and Aus-

tralia are being attracted by the superior class of stock

bred and developed here. The association which is do-

ing so much to encourage this industry and offering

liberal purses at low rates of entrance in order to en-

courage the small breeders to get better stock to meet

the demands of the times should receive the support of

all. So, then, let there be neither lack of numbers nor en-

thusiasm when the bell riDgs in the judges' stand. Speak

of the meeting to those who have not frequented the race

track for years. Tell them of the splendid fields, the

excellence of the races and the close contests, and also

impart the information that the races will end

each day in time for them to get to the center of the

city by five o'clock. No long delays will be allowed at

the post ; no unnecessary scoring ; no long waits be-

tween heats ; these are the features which will be no-

ticeable at the meeting ; so for an afternoon's enjoyment

we do not know of anything better than to attend the

races. Remember next Saturday, August 4th, at 1:30

p. m. the first race will be called.

Turf HiBtory fs a Teacher.

History teaches us that great race horses and sires

"come in all shapes." Study of conformation casts one

in the dungeon of doubt. Touchstone had curby hocks

and bad feet. Stockwell was a giant in stature, but

withal a stocky giant. Monarque, famous as a race

horse and sire, was on the " raw-boned " order, as was

his famous racing son, Gladiateur. Hermit was what

might be called a "washy-looking" chestnut. Melbourne,

sire of West Australian and Blink Bonny, had bad knees,

an extraordinarily long body, straight shoulders, and

altogether was considered such a poor individual when

a youngster that 250 guineas could uot be secured for

him. In this country Virgil was given away and con-

sidered of no account. The Ill-Used was an undersized

horse. Longfellow was too large to suit most persons.

Luke Blackburn is a very little horse, though very trim-

built. Onondaga had such a vicious temper that it was

considered necessary to put out his eyes. There are

many grand individuals, of course, that made their mark

on the turf and at the stud. It would indeed be hard to

find fault with the bodily shape of Eclipse, Sultan, The

Flying Dutchman, Silvio, Ormonde, Bendigo, King Al-

fonso, Enquirer, Iroquois, Flambeau, Sir Modred, Wild-

idle and Salvator, all of whom were good race horses and

nearly all successful at the stud.

All sorts of theories have been advanced regarding

the way in which great horses should be bred, but it ap-

pears that many of the world-famous stallions have been

made renowned by the discovery of a certain "happy
nick." Stockwell's phenomenal success was in a great

measure due to Touchstone mares, and Melbourne ma-
trons were wonderfully prolific of grand performers

when mated with Stockwell. In this country the best

"nick" ever discovered was the Leamington-Lexington.

Imp. Australian was wonderfully successful here, he be-

ing very much of an outcross. Some horses gained a

reputation at the stud through their sons, others almost

entirely through the daughters. The sons and grand-

sons of Leamington perpetuate his fame, the daughters

can only lay little claim to greatness, though there is an

occasional good one, like Spinaway and Thora. Few of

Lexington's sons were of any account at the stud, while

with few exceptions his daughter were mothers of grand

race horses. Lexington mares threw Salvator, Volturno,

Luke Blackburn, Aristides, Hindoo, Wildidle, Ten
Broeck, Monitor, Spendthrift, Onondaga, Enquirer,

Himyar and others just as noted. The really good sons

and grandsons of Lexington, as sires, can be counted on
the fingers of one hand. Thus it goes. One family is

noted for its producing sons, others for its daughters. The
Irish Birdcatcher male line is now and has been for

nearly half a century the one productive of the largest

number of great racehorses in England. In America

we get the same blood through imp. Leamiugton, son of

Faugh-a-Ballagh, own brother to Irish Birdcatcher. In

Great Britain the best in that line were Stockwell and

Rataplan, Blair Athol, Silvio, Doncaster, Kettledrum,

Bendigo, Bend Or, Ormonde and Isonomy. These are,

of course, but a few of the many. In America we have

imp. Leamington, Longfellow, Eolus, Enquirer, Onon-
daga, imp. Rossington and Ormonde. As representa-

tives of the Melbourne or Matchem male line we have

had imp. Australian, and his sons and grandsons will

doubtless add to the fame of the horse through their

female progeny. Darebin has the blood of Melbourne

closer up than any horse in the world to-day, being by

The Peer, son of Melbourne. There are many descend-

ants of Touchstone in the male line in America, but we
do not care for too many strains of the big brown horse's

blood in a thoroughbred, considering his many defects.

The Voltigeur family (Vedette, Galopin, Billet and St.

Simon) is a grand one. Ormonde traces to Irish Bird-

catcher in the male line, while his dam was by Macaroni,

winner of the Derby, of the Herod line. Morello, our

kingpin racehorse, is bred on the same lines, being by

Eolus, grandson of Faugh-a-Ballagh (brother to Irish

Birdcatcher), dam Cerise, by imp. Moccasin, he hy

Macaroni.

While we believe that a greater measure of success is

to be attained in breeding on the lines from which the

heroes and heroines of the turf have come, it must be

remembered that the female line is, after all, one that

must not be overlooked. Most of the kings and queens

had good mothers, and where they did not it will be

noticed that many celebrated mares figured in the pedi-

gree. We will take a few of the most noted horses from

the day of Stockwell down to the present, and see what

their dams, grandams or great grandams were. Poca-

hontas, by Glencoe, threw not only Stockwell, but Rata-

plan, Knight of Kars, Araucaria and King Tom, every

one noted at the stud and nearly all on the race course.

Other famous mares in Stockwell's pedigree were Web,

by Waxy (sister to Whalebone and Whisker) Guiccioli

(dam of Faugh-a-Ballagh and Irish Birdcatcher), Tramp-

oline, Peri and Eleanor, latter dam of Muley and win-

ner of both the Derby and Oaks. Blair Athol, Stock-

well's best son and the best horse of his day in England,

was from Blink Bonny (winner of the Derby and Oaks),

by Melbourne, and her dam was the famous Queen

Mary (dam of Bonnie Scotland, Blinkhoolie, Broomielaw

and others of renown). Silvio, winner of the Derby and

St. Leger of 1S77, was from a good race mare, Silverhair,

by Kingston, and her dam was the famous England's

Queen, by Irish Birdcatcher. In his pedigree appeared

the names of such regal matrons as Pocahontas, Blink

Bonny, Queen Mary, Echidna, -Queen Anne, Guiccioli

Garcia and the others spoken of. Galopin was from

Flying Duchess, own sister to the Flying Dutch

man. Wellingtonia, sire of Plaisanterie, traced

twice to Pocahontas. Bend Or, sire of Ormonde, had

for a dam Rouge Rose, by Thormanby, and the latter

was from Alice Hawthorne, winner of fifty races (Don-

caster Cup twice). Newminster's great worth is trace-

able to his dam, the mighty mare of the north country,

BeeswiDg. Bay Middleton was. from Cobweb, an Oaks

winner, and her grandam was Web, sister to Whisker

and Whalebone,winners of the Derby. Ormonde's dam

was the best race mare of her day, Lily Agnes. Isonomy
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-had Isola Bella, one of the best mares of her year, for a

dam, and she was from Isoline.granddaughter of Faugh

a-Ballagh, brother to Irish Birdcatcher, of which blood

there are no less than three crosses in Isonomy's pedi-

gree. The famous mares in the first four generations of

Isonomy's pedigree are Honeydear, by Plenipotentiary
;

Echidna, by Economist ; Pocahontas, by Glencoe ; Es-

poir, by Liverpool, and Decoy, by Filho da Puta. It is

doubtful if any horse ever bred bad more Waxy blood

in its veins than Isonomy. In this country Lexington

was from a good race mare and a wonderful mother of

winners. Lecompte, his rival, was from the famous four-

mile heat mare, Eeel, by Glencoe. Asteroid, the un-

beaten, was frorn a good winner, Nebula, by imp. Glen-

coe ; her dam, Blue Bonnets, threw six winners of stake

class, and she in turn was from a winner, a mare that

threw one of the " phenoms " of his era—Grey Medoc.

Longfellow's dam, Nantura, was a turf celebrity. The

dams of Salvator and Luke Blackburn, sisters, were

heavy winners and from the wonderful Levity family.

The dam of Onondaga and Sensation was a stake mare.

Domino traces three times to Eeel, dam of Lecompte^

Ten Broeck's grandam was the dam of Longfellow.

Mollie McCarty and Flood were from Hennie Farrow, a

truly wonderful matron. Dobbins' dam is the great

Thora, conqueror of Hindoo. Rey el Santa Anita's dam

was an own sister to Silver Cloud, winner of the Ameri-

can Derby. And so we might write on at great length,

only going further to prove that the great mares in a

pedigree count even more than the horses, thus demon-

strating that a race horse of the first class never had a

poor mother. It also, to our mind, shows that horses

should be bred on the lines indicated, from whence so

many renowned racers have come,and where the largest

number of " good mothers " appear in a pedigree there

should be found the best turf performer.

Diggs' Pedigree.

Last spring a big, fine-looking bay colt was brought

down to San Francisco from Yolo County to race. This

colt, named Diggs, in honor of his breeder, improved

rapidly, and showed a wonderful turn of speed in all his

races. Billy Timmons, a well-known trainer that had

owned some very successful horses in the far East which

he named False Ahrens, One, Forty and Seven, under

most peculiar circumstances, clapped his eye on the

big Yolo County product one morning when he was out

for a breezer, and the more Timmous looked at the colt

and saw him work the more he came to believe that

Diggs was a " clinker." Negotiations were on for several

days, and it wound up by Timmons writing a check for

$2,500 in payment for the young bay giant. Immedi-

ately the market for horseflesh in Yolo County began to

look up, and prices advanced about 300 per cent. Such

a figure for a comparatively untried two-year-old was

calculated to turn the heads of the people in the vicinity

of Woodland interested in thoroughbreds. And it was

very large, especially in view of the fact that Diggs was

generally supposed to have some " yaller dog " close

up. The belief was not sustained by the facts in the

case, however, as we have a few documents in this office

that prove up his breeding in quite a conclusive man-

ner. As Diggs won four straight races at Chicago,

all in good company, too, and is perhaps the speediest

youngster from the Golden State now racing on the

eastern side of the Rockies, his pedigree will prove in-

teresting to students of breeding, especially as the colt is

inbred in such a marked manner, and his pedigree has

been called into question by the Washington Park

stewards

:
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Farrow, by imp.
Shamrock

Lexington, by Boston
Novice, by imp. Glencoe

("Odd Fellow (by Jack Haw-
i kins out of Lola Montez)
Lola Montez.byGrey Eagle

Fifth dam Corinna, by Trnmpator ; sixth dam Directress, by Direc-

tor; seventh dam by Potomac; eighth dam by Gimcrack : ninth
dam by imp. Flimnap.

If anyone ever saw more doubling up of strains of

blood than is found in Diggs' pedigree it would be in-

teresting to know where. The sire, Red Iron, is greatly

inbred to the famous Voltigeur, a grandson of the stout

Blacklock, and through Hennie Farrow another strain

of Blacklock blood is secured. Two more are had through

Vandal and Levity, making five crosses in all of this.

Billet's dam was by Flatcateher, son of Touchstone. Red

Iron's grandam, Shena, was by Scottish Chief, a grand-

son of Touchstone. Her grandam was in turn by Touch-

stone. California's dam, Mayflower, was by imp.

Eclipse, a grandson of Touchstone. Here, then, we have
four crosses of Touchstone. This is even equalled by the

strains of Boston in Diggs' make-up, received through

Lexington in three instances. Then look at the Glencoe

blood, received through Lightsome, Vandal and Novice.

Coming down to Diggs' third dam, it will be observed

that she was by Odd Fellow (whose dam was Lola Mon-
tez, by Grey Eagle), while his fourth dam was the iden-

tical Lola Montez, the first mare to win a race of four-

mile heats in California, it is said. In short, Lola Mon-
tez was bred to her own son, Odd Fellow. There is

plenty of this good, old "staying blood" in Diggs' veins,

and the only real " speedy " strains that we know of in

the pedigree are those of California, Scottish Chief and

Imp. Eclipse.

Diggs' pedigree would cast most of the breeding

theories to the ground, and while the subject of this

sketch is a truly good colt and has a world of stout

blood in his veins, we should not breed in this way, ex-

pecting to get either speed or staying qualities. It only

lends additional charm to the student of pedigree and

makes him think that breeding, as well as raising a race

horse, is not as easy as it looks.

Sacramento Kunning Stakes.

We wish to call special attention to the fact that en-

tries to the various stakes for gallopers close next Wed-
nesday with Secretary Edwin F. Smith. Of course, let-

ters postmarked up to 12 that night will be received.

These stakes should please all classes of horsemen. The

two-year-old events are the Sunny Slope Stake, five fur-

longs, California Annual Stake, six furlongs, and Au-

tumn Handicap, six furlongs. The Capital City Stake

is a handicap sweepstake for three-year-olds, mile and a

sixteenth. For three-year-olds and upwards there is the

Del Mar, one mile; Fall Stake, mile and a quarter,' aud

a selling sweepstake, six furlongs. Enter without delay.

Any one of these events are well worth winning.

The California-bred trotters are beginning to be prom-

inent in the East, if we are to judge by the racing eventB

of the past week. Expressive, Altivo, Mary Best, Azote,

Cobwebs and Sidmont are keeping up the reputation of

California as the trotting horse center from which there

are many more conquerors to come. In the strings

owned and controlled by Salisbury, Goldsmith, Hickok,

Shaner and Keating are material enough to bring home

to us mauy crowns of victory. It is a little early in the

season, but our standard-bearers are doing nobly, even

if they have to meet the pick of the nation.

The following dispatch regarding the Montana meet-

ings speaks for itself, and brings sunny smiles to the

faces of the turfmen who thought for a time that there

would be no racing in that State this season :

Butte, Mont., July 25, 1894,

Editor Breeder and Sportsman, San Frauciseo—Over two hun-

dred horses at Anaconda. Good meetings assured. Everybody happy.

D. P. O'Connor.

Arthur Dodge, 2:20f , the new one to the credit of

Albert W., 2:20, is out of Rosemary, by Re-Echo 14,439
;

second dam Rosa Clay, by Harry Clay 45 ; third dam

Lady Winfield.by Edward Everett ;
fourth dam by Rat-

tler, son of Abdallah 1 ; he was bred at Rancho del

Paso.

The four mile and repeat race, which by some mishap

got sandwiched among the races for the first day of the

summer meeting, is not to take place on that day nor at

the summer meeting. It will be one of the features of

the fall meeting.

A RACE meeting will beheld at Angels Camp by the

Angles Race Track Association. It will be for four

days, commencing September 26tb. Speed conditions

and programme will be published soon.

Critt, by Steinway, won the second heat of a pacing

race at Fitchburg, Mass., July 13th, in 2:27i.

The Colt Entries.

The Colt StakeB for the next Contra Costa Fair closed July

July 2d with the following entries :

One-year-old stake—Sulphur Spring Farm nominates black

mare Edna V., by Brigadier. W. McGeary nominates bay

mare Ashtime, by Harris Ashby. J. E. Durham nominates

bay colt Runaway, by Prince Red.
Three-year-old stake—Sulphur Spring Farm nominates

sorrel mare Alice, by Brigadier. J. E. Durham nominates

bay geldiDg George Meese, by Jack. W. L. McDonald nom-

inates bay stallion Oakney, by Mambrino Wilkes.

Entries to be Named August 1st.

The following is a list of the entries made in the

Nominatibn Purses for the Summer and Fall Meetings

of the P. C. T. H. B. A. in which horses are to be. named
on August 1st. Don't neglect to send a written notifica-

tion to the Secretary of the Association and mail it not

later than that date, giving the color, sex, name and pedi-

gree of the horse you intend to start in each race in

which you have made an entry.

SUMMEK MEETING.
2:22 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,200 :—

Jesse D.Carr R.H.Newton
Chas. A. Durfee F. H. Powell
Jno. Donnelly Palo Alto Stock Farm
I. DeTurk ' T.C. Snider
Geo. H. Fox A. B. Spreckels
Capt. B. E. Harris E. M. Sanders
D. E. Knight Thos. Wall Jr.

Leon Lehrman C. F. Marcy
H. W. Meek

2:19 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,200 :—
John Blue Leon Lehrman
Martin Carter H. W. Meek
Jesse D. Carr Palo Alto Stock Farm
Chas. J. Cox A. C. Severance
Geo. H. Fox A. B. Spreckels
R. Gird B. O. Van Bokkelen
C. Z. Hebert Dr. K. D. Wise
The . following is a copy of the conditions regarding

declarations and payments in the above nomination

purses:

Nominators will be held for 3 per cent. May 13, 1891, when entry is

made ; 2 per cent, additional if not declared out on or before June 1

,

1891 ; 2per cent, additional if not declared out on or before July 1

,

1894 : S per cent, additional if not declared out on or before August
1, 1S94, when horses must be named, and are eligible to start.

fall meeting.

2:20 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,200 :—

Palo Alto Stock Farm George H. Fox
P. J. Mann Seul Harris
Thos. Wall Jr. John Gordan
A. C Severance 1. R. Ross
KeatiDg & Ottinger Silver Bow Stock Farm
R. H. Newton J. D. Carr
Peter Brandow River View Stock Farm
I. De Turk W. I. Higgins
K. D. Wise Thos. Smith
John Blue H. W. Meek
Charles J. Cox E. B. Hill
C. A. Stockton

2:17 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,500:

—

Palo Alto Stock Farm C. A. Stockton
Alex. Cornic A. B. Spreckels
C. Z. Hebert K. D. Wise
G. W. Theuerkauf P. J. Mann
W. I. Higgins J. L. McCord
Silver Sow Stock Farm Walter S. Maben
James A. Dustin Keating & Ottinger
George H. Fox G. W. Woodard
T. C. Snider R. O. Newman

Free-For-All, Tbotting, Purse $2,000 :—

Keating & Ottinger A. McDowell
W. I. Higgins E. M. Sanders
Silver Bow Stock Farm C. A. Durfee
A. B. Spreckels Palo Alto Stock Farm
K. D. Wise

2:14 class, pacing, purse $1,500 :

—

La Siesta Ranch Jas. Holmes
E. C. Archer R. H. Newton
H. I. Thornton C. H. Corev
Myers & Myers Jno. W. Wentworth
L. J. Smith T. C. Morris
H. Timmerman

The following is a copy of the conditions regarding

declarations and payments in the above purses for the

Fall Meeting

:

Nominators to be held for only 3 per cent, when entry is made
February 1. 1894 ; 1 per cent, additional if not declared out on or

before March 1, 1894 ; 1 per cent, additional if not declared out on or
before April 1, 1894 ; 1 per cent, additional if not declared out ou or

before June 1, 1894 ; 1 per cent, additional if not declared out on or

before August 1. 1894—when horses must be named—3 per cent. addi.

tional if not declared out on or before October 1, 1894, wheu entrance

must be paid. Horses must be named August 1. 1S94.

The Trotting Dog Ned.

One of the features to be introduced at the summer meet-

ing of the P. C. T. H. B. A. is the wonderful trotting dog

Ned. This strongly-made, well-formed pointer does not be-

long to the famous Hal Pointer family, but for his size and

weight is faster than any of the representatives of that equine

branch. He stands 26A inches high and weighs 76 pounds. He is

in color a liver-and-white ticked, and in regard to his speed

is ready to go against any canine living or any pony under

12| hands in height. He can, when in condition, trot a mile

close to three minutes. He pulls a bike and a boy weighing

sixty pounds. He was brought from Chicago by his owner,

Hugh McCue, about two months ago. Last year Ned was

well received at the fairs and race meetings throughout 'Illi-

nois and Ohio, and as this is his first appearance in Califor-

nia considerable interest is awakened in his debut before the

assemblage at the Bay District track.

Goldfinch, by Ormonde, a good race horse, but said to

be a roarer, is reported sold to parties in this country for

$15,000.

Several entries in the nomination classes of Jthe P. C.

T. H. B. A. Summer Meeting are for sale.

Chico races commence next Tuesday. Great preparations

are being made for them.

The great California circuit commences next Saturday at

the Bav District track.
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The Summer Ttottdtg Meeting.—Only a few inter-

vening days until the light harness horse division will be

playing their part on the Bay District track. So far as can

be told a week in advance the prospects are very favorable

for a grand meeting,both as regards close contests and liberal

attendance. As to the fights for the treasure they are likely

to be stirring events. From what can be learned, and what

I have seen, every class will bring out better fields of horses

than are usually seen at the opening of the circuit. The

older horses which have been trained on the Oakland track

are the most promising, taken together, that ha6 been worked

on that course, and though good youngsters are not in such

force, there are a few of promise, and then the baby con-

tingent finds quarters on the big farms as a rule. Fewer

casualities than in previous years. Judging from the scar-

city of " legs" among the horses which have come under my
observation, and the paucity of reports of bad-luck from other

points there are comparatively few which are entered that

will not 6tart. The best possible proof that " going wrong "

has been on a limited scale are the few declarations that have
been made.
So very few in comparison with the total of entries, that

Bhould the first of August pass without a great many declina-

tions to make the last payment there will be big fields for

the starter to handle.

Again bringing the horses which have been trained at Oak-
land as an exemplar, and the task of picking an occasional

winner will be arduous in the extreme.

If there is one class which will not keep one "laying awake
nights " to come to a conclusion it is outside of my ken.

On one of the working-out days a person might fancy that

he had spotted the winner among those which had come
under his observation; the next would bring a new element

into the calculation and serious doubts prevail.

Therefore it is quite safe to say that the main feature to

attract the public is not lacking and the other considerations

could scarcely be improved. The comfort of those who at-

tend is amply provided for. By all odds the most complete

racing ground on the Pacific Coast, so far as conveniences

for the spectators are concerned. Not only in regard to

stands and all the adjuncts connected with a first-class race

course, but the facilities for transit could scarcely be sur-

passed. Several lines of cable cars in close proximity to

points of entrance, one of them landing passengers on the

steps of the grand stand, another only a few yards away.
However large the assemblage there will be a little trouble in

obtaining passage for the return journey.

The association heretofore has shown admirable prompt-
ness in conducting the races, and even when the days were
short it was seldom, indeed, when the sun was low at the

close of the proceedings. The past is good data on which to

base calculations for the future, and with that for a guide the

management will be eminently satisfactory.

The only fear I have of the success of the meeting is in

the supineness of those who are interested in light-harness

horses, but inclined to take only a passive interest

in securing visitors. It has been claimed that harness racing

had fallen into desuetude among the dwellers in large cities,

where racing has been prominent, and that the sports of the

track had lost their hold on metropolitan people. This was

unquestionably true, that feeling no longer obtains, or it will

be better to say, that in all parts of the country there is a

revival in favor of the " truly American sport," and it will

be somewhat singular if San Francisco is one exception. A
few years ago trotting contests could only secure a limited

attendance of the people in the two largest cities of America.
A "beggarly array of empty benches" at Washington
Park, more conspicuous from the throngs which crowded seats

and aisles, swarmed around the betting ring, every foot of

ground which gave a slight view of the races, a dense mass of

excited spectators, when the " legitimate " held the stage.

The courtesy of the racing club alone gave the tabooed trot-

ters an opportunity to display their powers before a meagre
gathering of their friends in Chicago. Not a trotting track

within the confines of a county containing a greater popula-
tion than the whole State of California can show.

" Old Fleetwood" in the sear and yellow leaf. At its best

a travesty on the grand racing grounds on every side of New
York, and though there were a few staunch adherents to

watch the exercise of the trotters on a bright Sunday morn-
ing, and gather in somewhat stronger force when the stars

battled for fame and fortune, the mass of the people could
not be induced to attend. A great change in

the last two years. Fairly successful meetings in

1892, a big crowd in '93 at both points, the prospects for '94

so rosy that it is asafe vaticination that predicts tensof thou-

sands within the gates on everyday when the magnates
of the tracks display their powers. Hard as the times are,

troublesome the strike, which made travel for " man and
beast" exceedingly uncertain, at Council Bluffs, Minneapolis,
Saginaw and Detroit, the attendance was far beyond the most
sanguine expectations. Heretofore at Detroit it was a free

gate on the day that the curtain was rung up to inaugurate
the trotting. This year, owing to the heavy expense in con-
structing the best-appointed grounds on the continent, for

tue delectation of the admirers of light-harness horses,

the "dollar at the gate" was enforced, though that did not
tell to nny great extent, as twelve thousand people paid for

the privilege of assisting at the restoration of the sport. Glad
tidings indeed, as those who have held on to their faith, who
persisted in the hope that after all the taunts, gibes and jeers

that the galloper had driven the trotter into obscurity, that

the banishment would be temporary, can now see the fulfill-

ment of their wishes.

It may be that San Francisco is not yet ready to join in

the feeling which prevades the rest of the country, and give
as hearty a welcome as others have done to harness perform-
ers. Still a great deal will depend upon the action of those
who should aid in awakening interest.

There is little risk in promising a full return for the time
spent ,in visiting the track. So far as can be foretold there
is no hazard in stating that the managers will make every ex-
ertion to ensure good racing, and clean racing, and that

uii! weak points be developed in the regular programme
these will be strengthened by specials.

The next number of the Breeder and Sportsman will

appear on the morning of the day when the meeting will

open,and I will be greatly disappointed if unable to announce

that the horses are on hand to make the summer meeting a

grand success.

The committee on arranging programme made a mistake

on billing the "Old Time Stake" for the first day of the

meeting. That is to be decided at the fall meeting, and, by-

the-way, the Eastern papers have heartily endorsed that de-

viation from established usages.

* *

The Trainer on the Ground.—The American Sports-

man, accounting for the pronounced success of C J. Hamlin

and Monroe Salisbury with trotters and pacers, from the fact

of their directing the work as spectators, hai good ground for

the assertion. At least it can be truly said that a man on the

ground has opportunities for observation denied to the driver,

and the prophesy made by that paper that in the future more

of the work of light harness horses will be in accordance with

turf practices, is almost sure of being fulfilled.

It is now nearly thirty years ago when I heard Clark Mc-

Allister make the same prediction. It was in Dubuque, Iowa,

where Clark was driving Kirkwood, and at the same time he

ventured on the prophesy he offended the owner of Kirkwood

by a remark which, to say the least, was not according to the

polite code. Clark had been a race-rider in his younger

days, and had not lost his love and admiration for the aristo-

cratic division. It was a combined meeting, racing and trot-

ting, and as a section of the gallopers flew past in a brush he
turned to Compton and asked him what such horses as Kirk-
wood were best fitted for. The owner told him to solve his

own conundrum, which he did without any hesitation :

" Harrow the track for racehorses to gallop upon." He made
amends, however, by beating McLellan with Kirkwood a
hard-fought race of six heats, though the remark rankled for

a good while in the breast of the owner, Kirkwood being a

prime favorite, and justly so, as he was a handsome, speedy

horse, though inclined to be faint-hearted, which was not in

accordance with his driver's notions of what a racehorse

should possess.

I have frequently thought over the proposition of McAl-
lister, and advised its adoption. In fact, Horse Portraiture

was written to show the benefits of partnership in training,
" The Preceptor " to watch the action of the horses from the

grounds when driven, their walks and stable pecularities,

and direct "the Pupil," who did the training.

There is no question that a great deal of Mr. Salisbury's

success is owing to hii watchful care over all parts of the

training and stable management. Thoroughly conversant

with every department of the business, a capital reinsman,

his two hundred and twenty or more pounds being the only
thing in the way of driving in races, clear head and solid

judgment, it could scarcely be otherwise that when he has a
driver with capacity on a par with the management there

must be greater success than if the driver was in sole charge.

I have heard a great many comments over the improvement
in the Palo Alto horses in his hands. It has been so marked
as to induce a great many conjectures, and plenty of surmise
as to the cause of so great and decided change of form.

That Hickok is a "master mechanic," an adept in all per-

taining to the trotting horse, cannot be denied by anyone who
has been in a position to judge of bis capacity. Therefore
the victories of Azote, Expressive and Altivo this year, and
their lack of success last year mast be attributed to some-
thing else than want of skill in trainer or driver in the

former season. This is the second season for the youngsters

in the East, and that may have given them an advantage in

being better prepared for the change of climate. But Azote
is in his third Eastern campaign, so that the same argument
will not hold in both cases. From 2:14£ to 2:09f, and that so

early in the season as July, is a big drop, and it is not un-
reasonable to look for something from the speedy son of

"Whips which will be close to championship figures. It would
also be reasonable to anticipate a drop in the time of Ex-
pressive should she be able to stand the battles which she will

be engaged in under the Salisbury tactics. Only a few hours be-

tween landingfrom the cars and trottiDg three heats at Saginaw
and in all her races save the opening event at Denver and De-
troit she has been pitted against aged competitors. Few three-

year-olds which could endure such an ordeal, though ever

since the Boston blood gave stamina to Direct, and the double
cross of California Belmont gave Directum his marvelous en-

durance, Mr. Salisbury will have plenty of reliance in the

Wagner and.Margrave, and in addition to that the dam of the

great Longfellow in close proximity to the star two-year-old

of 1894. Altivo has been kept going, too, though his first

victory was the consolation part of The Horseman stake at

Detroit. The telegraph reported Alro to be the winner,
evidently an error, and with 2:18}- for his mark he is quite

likely to emulate the campaign of his distinguished brother

at the same age.

One of the most successful of English racing magnates
said he preferred to sweat his horses in public, and this ap-

pears to be Mr. Salisbury's belief. There is no other kind of

schooling which is as effective as the lessons which are pre-

sented in actual service, and when the tasks are judiciously

chosen the preferable mode of finishing the education.

There is another advantage obtained by the master being
on the ground. Competitors come under his observation as

well as his own pupils, and when his driver reports the

incidents which he has a better chance to observe, there is

more complete knowledge than could be obtatned individ-

ually. But it may be hazardous for a person who is not

so thoroughly capable as the manager of the Pleasanton
Stable to attempt directing the details of training. Drivers of

capacity will not submit to secondary positions when the

master is incompetent, and at the very best there will be

mutinies against surrendering any part of their privileges.

They may hold the upper hand so long that an inferior

place will be spurned, however capable the general in charge,

but the article in the Sportsman suggests a compromise that

will obviate that trouble. That presents Budd Doble sitting

in the shade of a tree and overlooking the work of his

staff. Drivers of celebrity can avail themselves of the ser-

vices of men who are competent to drive in exercise and
races without engendering jealousies, and it is a common
practice nowadays for the " second trainer" to take part in
" working outs," and were the chief to grant them more op-
portunities of driving in races, while still in the employment
of the master, there would be better feelings between profes-

sor and pupil.

There is quite a modicum of satisfaction to me in the en-
dorsement of suggestions made so many years ago, and
the article in the American Sportsman contributes a
share of good feeling, as it is the first, in my
recollection, when any other person has recommended the
adoption of a place which has been followed in racing from
the earliest days of that sport. If one has some pride in long
ago predictions being verified, it may be termed a pardon-
able sort, though it trends to self-glorification, and hence I

quote the opening sentences of Horse Portraiture to prove
that so long ago as 1866, I occupied something of the same
position which the editor of The American Sportsman holds.

" Pupil—Good-morning my esteemed tutor, you perceive
I have taken you at your word, and have come with my
whole family, bipeds and quadrupeds, to avail myself of

your kindly offered teachings, * * * The re-

sponse.

Preceptor—When I made you the promise of teaching
you my craft of managing and training trotters, I hardly ex-

pected you would give me so good an opportunity, for I

should judge from the looks of your string, th.it you had
nearly a specimen brick of all kinds."

The main object, however, of adopting a series of conver-
sations between teacher and pupil was to obtain belter op-
portunities for describing peculiarities and modes of treat-

ment.
The trial stable contained a variety of horses in order to

present a chance to note differences and prescribe the proper
treatment. Still it is a fair exemplification of the benefits

which would follow, the director of the work being in a po-
sition to obtain the clearest knowledge of the horses under
his charge and the success of Mr. Salisbury in every cam-
paign, when he has been Commander in Chief, is the best

proof of the value of the innovation.

I am of the opinion that Mr. Hamlin relies more on his

driver, as it is not probable that he has had the practical ex-
perience of his chief competitor. That he is a shrewd mana-
ger is beyond contention, and, doubtless, directs everything
in relation to the stable excepting the trainer. Management
is of far greater importance than many imagine, and the.man
who looks after that part of the business has much to do with
the pecuniary results.

*
* *

The Pacers Are Coming, Oho ! Oho !—Right mer-

rily the pacers are coming to the front. Not as in former

years with a few very fast ones to startle old fashioned folk,

with flights of speed that seemed too rapid for harness pur-

poses, but in regiments, in battalions with banners waving

and the blare of trumpets, the whole glorious panoply of

war. Think of it ! Twenty-seven entries in the 2:30 class

pacing at Marysville when the greatest number of trotting

entries in any one class is fourteen. When it is kept in

remembrance that the entries only closed a short time before

the date fixed for the meeting, the surprise is heightened as

it is a fair inference that each of the twenty-seven was in

shape to justify the belief that a start would follow the entry.

That race is set for the day on which I am writing, and hence

will not speculate on the number that will draw in and take

the word, though I am not at all reluctant to make the pro-

phecy that it will be one of the best races of the meeting.

It strikes me that the pacing habit comes naturally to Cal-

ifornia horses, whatever their breeding, and in the future

programmes will contain as many pacing events as are billed

for trotters, and with advantageous features all around. Here-
tofore when a trotting bred colt showed a tendency to pace it

was punished, and in some cases tortured, to correct its evil

intentions. The heterodox notions must be overcome, and in

some cases methods so cruel were followed as to rival the

milder penalties of the Spanish Inquisition.

I often think of an instance when a colt was so scarred

with the marks of the whip that there was not a hand
breadth on his body which was free from marks and these eo

prominent as to prove that the flogging had been of the most
violent kind. The excuse for this ebulition of temper was
that he would not trot, determined to pace or singlefoot, and
the driver, equally as stubborn, "conquer his perverse dis-

position" he said though he had to admit that he brought
him from the track unconquered. Had he been permitted to

follow his inclination in all probability he would have paced
fast enough to have gained distinction, as he has a daughter
which paced in 2:16i when four years old, and a son which
paced in 2:23} when three years old, and others coming on.

He has three trotters in the list, so that his pacing instinct

was not a bar to the trotting potentialities.

Variety is the spice of life, and it is also a prominent factor

in the sports of the track. Even the " mixed races " which
some of the writers on horse affairs reprobate so vigorously

are not without their uses. Whatever adds to the uncer-

tainty of a contest heightens the charm. When Little Albert

"locks horns" with our fleet pacers there will be increased

anxiety to witness the struggle. The impression may be
very strong that he will be unable to cope successfully with
the pacing flyers and yet a feeling that the " hero of a thous-

and battles" is not to be vanquished. This will be his first

appearance on a California track, and whether first or last he
will be received with enthusiasm.

The pacers are holding up their end on the Oakland track

with only one of them ailing. There is another point in

which the pacers have the advantage, that being less liability

to leg and feet ailments. There is less concussion in the glid-

ing movement, and apparently a lighter strain on the tendons.

Now that a great proportion of the prejudices have been re-

moved, it rests with the managers of them to increase their

popularity to an extent that will make their future exceed-

ingly bright. Whether warranted or not there has been mis-

trust. With that feeling overcome, there is plain sailing.

*
* *

Aftef Many Years.—lam sorry to learn that L. C
Ferguson, who for so many years has been secretary at Palo

Alto, has resigned. He has been one of the most efficient

workers in that department of my acquaintance, so thor-

oughly competent, that all the vast business entrusted to him

was carried on with such system and thoroughness aa to afford

a model for others to work after. He inaugurated many im-
provements, among them a record book, which he patented, so

that with even so many nominators in stakeB in all parts of the

country as that farm made, everything was in order, a short

examination giving all the necessary information. Those
who make comparatively few nominations in stakes and en-

l tries in purses will appreciate a device which will simplify
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the work into much the same position as turning to a diction-

ary for definitions of words, and when due attention is paid

to^recording there is scarcely a chance for mistakes.

That the services of Mr. Ferguson will be advantageous to

any of our large breeders is an assumption, which his long

and meritorious work at Palo Alto sustains.

Side Shows.—When trotting meetings are held in con-

nection with fairs, there may be some excuse for including

extraneous attractions in the bills of sport. That they are

emphatically in the way when the whole programme has to

be decided in one afternoon, has been proved by former trials.

The exhibition of trained horses at the last meeting of the

Trotting-Breeders was an illustration of the annoyance of

having the track used for any other purpose than the races,

and as a paying venture it was a lamentable failure. It is

within bounds to say that it did not pay ten per cent, on the

cost, and it is nearly a foregone conclusion that the dog dis-

play, which has been arranged for the coming meeting, will

not return one dollar in a hundred of the expense. Besides

that there is the mortification of an admission that harness

races cannot sustain themselves, and that expressed in so

offensive a manner as parading a dog through the main

streets of San Francisco, placarded with the information that

he is a main feature of the sports, and then, too, as I under-

stand the situation, when not on the promenade with his

decorated blanket, he is to be exhibited in a window adjacent

to the Baldwin hotel. Should the summer meeting prove as

successful as the indications favor, the dog can claim that he

was the magnet which drew people to pay their dollars at the

gate. If a failure, that trotting is at [so low an ebb that it is

beyond redemption "gone to the dogs," and as our good old

friend Piercy Wilson was prone to remark, " to the defini-

tion bow-wows." Jos. Caies Simpson.

THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at
Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary. Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gnn Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605

Market Street. S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
al their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and Jlbird

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieyes", San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Tract.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.
P. F. E. Steiner, President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

Ave.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

9.F.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, sec.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.
V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H.G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshfield Rod and Gnn Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-
ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres. ;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

July 23—The Country Club, Oakland Race Track.

July 29—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.

Clabroagh, Golener & Co.'s prize blue rock shoot, every Sunday at
Oakland Race Track.

Aug. 5—Alameda ( ouniy Sportsmen's Association , JoeDieves', San
Leandro Road.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The Country Club shoot at Oakland Race Track to-day.

Deer are reported to be plenty in the neighborhood of
Adelaide.

The Recreation Gun Club will shoot to-morrow at Oakland
Race Track.

W. A. Hamilton, of San Diego, killed two fine bucks in
Sycamore cation Cajon last week.

C. M. Osborne killed a fine buck on Tamalpais the first of
the week. This makes two to his credit this season.

Goat shooting has been good at Catalina the past week.
Messrs. Kellogg and Ogden, of Los Angeles, bagged five in
Silver canon.

The Sportsman's Protective Association will hold a tour-
nament at Oakland Race Track on August 19th. Open to

members only.

An English manufacturer is placing upon the market a trap
for throwing potatoes for trap shooting. Potatoes must be
cheap in England.

_
M. Davis, the veteran deer slayer, killed two deer in the

vicinity of Vic Poncelets' place on the Llagas on Monday
and Tuesday of last week.

T. J. Wattson, the well-known English setter breeder,
killed a three-pronged buck at Novato on the 22d. It

weighed 140 pounds dressed.

On Wednesday of last week Victor Adams of O'Neals, Ma-
dera County, shot at a fox. He killed the fox and killed a
panther with the same charge—buckshot.

Mr. D. Winders, of Stockton, has purchased the English
setter bitch Dart of John Watkins, Liverpool, Ohio. She is

expected to be a "clinker" and will be shown at Stockton
this fall.

We stated last week that deer were very plentiful in Pot-
ter valley. So they are, but Potter valley happens to be in
Mendocino county, and the deer season in that county is

closed until Augnst, 1895.

The Australians have at last found out that the rabbit pest
is quite a blessing. They are shipping them to England
frozen, and in place of poisoning them they are now breed-
ing them, and find it a profitable industry.

In a blue rock match at Santa Ana on the ISth, the follow-
ing scores were made out of a possible 30 : Clarence Parker
21, M. P. Chubb 27, Ed Parker 14, John Leslie 20, D. F.
Pride 28, Elmer Mason 18 and Ed Vaughn 24.

The resident sportsmen of Alturas are calling on the people
to organize against the destruction of game and fish in that
county. Permanent organization will be effected and w*
trust the new club will prove a power for the protection of
game.

Harvey McMurchy won the Lefever gun offered at the
Binghamton tournament with a score of 160 targets out of
165 shot at. He immediately presented the gun to the
Binghamton Gun Club to be won under a handicap rule that
gives all a chance to win it.

Amongst the wild animals killed in India for which re-

wards were paid during 1S93 are 274 tiger, 442 panther, 131
bears and 85 wolves. During the past four years over 1,000
tiger, 2,000 panther, 500 bears and 300 wolves have
been killed, and last year 317 persons lost their lives in

the jungle.

A party of hunters consisting of W. Clayton, A. Withers
W. Hobson. Joe Burns, Joe Faull, R. Stepan, M. Arnerich
E. Bonetti, P. Arnerich, Joe Cannon, A. Poulain, G. Noce-
telli, W. Lawler, Adolph Allereay, Louis Hartman, Ray
Victor have returned from a hunt at Loma Prieta. They
killed two deer.

The Marin county Supervisors have changed the open
season on deer to from July 15 to September 1st. On the 19th
John M. A. Brown killed two on the Brown ranche, C. Crip-
pen and H. L. May killed two fine bucks. E. E. Drees, C.
Northrup, Dan Misner and Henry Hammell formed a party
and went to Hicks Valley. They returned on Thursday of

last week, minus their two dogs and with no game.

While Clajton Bennett, of Hallstead, N. Y., was picking
blackberries near his home a few days ago, a rattlesnake

fastened its fangs in his leg. He tied the wound below the
knee and then cut out the wounded part with a jackknife. He
managed to reach the residence of Dr. Lamb, where the in-

jury was dressed. Bennett is now out of danger, his heroic

promptness having saved his life.

Dr. F. P. Clark, C, Rich and H. Longers of Stockton shot
480 doves on Friday of last week. It is thought that nearly

2,000 doves were shot by Stockton sportsmen on that day,

and it wasn't much of a day for doves either. Bert Ljons,

Geo. Atherton and S. W. Newell bagged 445 twenty miles

out of Stockton. L7ons and Atherton sat at one pool and
killed 258. D. Winders killed 57, D. S. Crane 63 and W.
B. Nulter 91, Al Umsto57.

The well known Irish setter bitch Lady Elcho, by Cham-
pion Elcho—Champion Noreen, has joined the great **a-

jority. Internal abscesses weie the cause. Lady Elcho was
a bitch of very great quality. A bitch fit to show m any
company. She won first in San Francisco in 1S86, 1888, 1889,

1891, 1892 ; first in Los Angeles in 1889, 1890, 1894 and first

Oakland 1894 She was whelped in April, 1885, and was the
dam of many winners. Had she been mated to a dog of

equal quality she would undoubtedly have made her mark as

a producing dam.

An immense Bengal tiger, the property of Ringling Bros

,

the circus owners, suffered from appendicitis, and on March
11th the owners decided to have the beast operated upon. It

was then in winter quarters at Baraboo, Wis. A New York
physician undertook the work. The tiger was securely

chained and muzzled, and the doctor made a deep incision in

the left of the abdomen. His bared arm was inserted as an
assistant held the wound open, while another tied the severed

arteries with silver wire. With his left hand the doctor held

fast to the appendix of the bowels and cut away an inflamed

sac, in which was imbedded one of the rims of a pair of

spectacles, which the animal had taken into its interior at

some time in its career. Then, with a common dipper, he
took out nearly a quart of suppurating matter. With a large

syringe he introduced perhaps two quarts of tepid water and
followed this with an injection of antiseptics. Medicated
cotton was then placed in the cavity, the wound sewed up
with silver thread and the first operation for the removal of

the vermiform appendix from a tiger was completed. Messrs.

Ringling Bros, wrote me on March 16th that the tiger was
"on the road to rapid recovery."—Gameland.

E. D. Fulford was acquitted by a jury on July 13 of the
charges brought against him by the Telephone company
some inonths ago.

Bear and mountain lion are becoming plentiful on the
Washington ridge. Several have been seen of late just above
the Bear Valley grade, Nevada county.

Jerome Lincoln killed two fine buck on the Country Club
preserve on Wednesday last. Several more were killed by
the members on Sunday last. They were all in fine con-
dition.

At the annual meeting of the Oregon State Sportsmen's As-
sociation held at Portland, Or., July 5th. A. V. Andrews
of La Grande, was elected president

; W. J. Riley, of Port-
land, W. E. Baker, of Albany, V. TJ. Jessee, of Halsey, J. A.
Whitman, of Medford, and John Gardiner, of Oswego, were
elected vice-presidents; W. A. Storey, G. Froman, J. Eu-
banks, J. S. Seed and Jas. Paquet, directors; A. Hulette, of
La Grande, treasurer,and A. Wilier, of LaGrande, secretary.

In the three matches between Dr. W. F. Carver and J. A.
R. Elliott which look place at Kansas City, July 12, 13 and
14, the scores were as follows : First match, Elliott, 96 ; Car-
ver, 95. Second match, Carver, 94; Elliott, 92. Third match,
Carver, 95; Elliott, 94, a total of 284 to 282. Carver's run
of 45 straight was the greatest run made. Carver used a 7-

lb. 9-oz. Cashmore, Zh drams Wood powder, 1\ oz. No. 7
chilled shot. Elliott used a 7-lb. Greener, 3i drams E. C,
U oz. No. 7 chilled.

_

The New Russian Rifle.

It is stated that the Russian military authorities have given

orders to call in all the old Berdan rifles, prior to arming the

regiments of the line with the new small-bore arms. The
new weapon seems to be terribly destructive and uncommonly
simple. It is said to have a perfectly even trajectory, and

can be fired point blank at any object within 700 paces with-

out sighting, killing at this distance five men one after the

other—that is, if they happen to be standing in a column

when struck. Its carrying power is so great that it has been

found necessary for the Ministry of War to buy up a whole

village in the neighborhood of the camp at Krasno-Lelo, and

to settle the inhabitants elsewhere, as bullets fired by the

soldiers in camp fell into the village, though it is situated a
great distance from the shooting ranges. It is reported that

the rifle kills at three versts, or two English miles, and that

in practicing at the butts the shots of each individual soldier

are now counted, instead of reckoning the number fired by
the whole company, as was formerly the case.

Last year experiments were made with the new rifle in the
presence of the Czar, and the bullet fired by it went through
thirty inch-boards placed together, and killed an unfortunate
cock which happened to be standing some distance off within
the line of fire. The Czar, on observing this, jokingly called

out :
' The first victim." The greatest advantage of the rifle

is its cheapness. The Russian experts say that it is not only
a cheaper, but a better weapon than the Lebel, the Mann-
licher, or the English rifle ; but this has, of course, to be
proved. The Russian authorities, in providing this weapon,
which is an adaptation of all the best rifles existing, have
had the advantage of time, and that it has not been adopted
until its superiority or equality was satisfactorily proved by
many months of careful experiments with the best English,

French, German, Austrian and other small-bore rifles now in

use. The officers' rifle school at Oranienbaum has been en-

gaged in experiments the whole winter, and prior to its being

definitely accepted crack shooting companies from all the

best regiments in St. Petersburg were employed in testing

the rifle. — -*

The Gun Club.

The Alameda County Sportsmen's Association will shoot

on the first and third Sundays of each month, commencing
with August in place of the second and fourth Sundays as

formerly. The regular meetings of the club will be held

monthly hereafter in place of weekly. The next meeting
will be held on Tuesday evening, July 31. The advisability

of adopting another name for the club will be considered.

We earnestly hope that the club will decide to change its

name. The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club has been

known as such for nearly fifteen years. The only difference

in the nam* is the last word, not sufficient difference to pre-

vent confusion to both clubs. The Association was credited

by many of having defeated the Country Club, and the Club

has had the credit of passing the prohibiting rail law in

Alameda county. These are but two instances of the confus-

ion caused by the similarity of names, we could name many
more. The association took its present name while under
the impression that the name of the other club was the Ala-

meda Gun Club. This, however, is only the nickname of the

club. We think that the youDger club should give way.

Sportsmen should never be at outs over such matters as these.

The regular monthly match of the^ San Francisco Gun
Club was held at Oakland Race Track on Saturday last. The

attendance was the lightest of the season. The score

:

30-YABD CLASS.

EdDonahoe 02221121222 2-11
W. J. GOlcher = 211*122212* 1—10
F. S. Butler * 1 1 1 11 2 1 2 2- 9

F. R. Webster- 00200*11222 2—7
2S-YABD CLASS.

F. D. Atherton 211021*0222 2-9
p p Eyre 121**021112 1—9
P. P. Moore 12111221002*— 9
Chas. Moore 022000122211— S

A six-bird sweepstake, $2.50 entrance, followed the main
event, won by Golcher with 6 straight, Donahoe winning the

next two events. The score :

Atherton 2 2 2 1 1—5 1 0-1
Webster 2 111 0—4 2 0—2 1110
Eyre 1 2 w
Golcher 111111-6
Donahoe 12 2 2-4 1 2 1—3 2 2 2 1

P. Moore 2 2 2 w
Butler 110 11 2—5 2 0—1 10

Getting in Shape for the Tournament.

Quite a number of local trap shooters were at Oakland Race

Track on Sunday last practising for the tournament of to-day

and to-morrow. Edgar Forster trapper and referee. Twenty-

fivesingles, known traps, known angles. The score:

Carroll 111101111110111111101111 0-21
Vernon 111011101111111010111101 1-20
H. Golcher lllOOlOlOllllOlOllllOlll 1-18
Bruns 101010011010001111101111 1—ltt

Kerrison 111110000110001101111100 1—15
S Golcher 000110111011000011111110 0—14
Haieht 110100100101000111001111 0-13
Thorn 111101000100110011110010 0—13
Dr. Thorn Jr 0001011001101 10 11110 01—12
Dr Thorn Sr lOOOOllllOOOlOOOHOlOlOO 0—10
Roos . 110001010000100001110110 0-10
Plumb 0101101000000100100100101—9

Numerous other matches were shot at doubles and singles,

Golcher, Carroll and Vernon winning most of them.
Edg. Forster.

•»

The State Tournament.

The directors of the State Sportsmen's Association have

appointed A. W. Bruner, E. E. Unger, John Schumacher,

E-'B. Tufts and Jos. Singer a committee of five to make ar-

rangements for the 13th annual meeting of the sssociation, to

be held in Los Angeles September 14, 15 and 16.
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An Enthusiastic Wildfowler.

" What is all ibe rumpus about, you chaps ?"

We were sitting, each id his favorite corner of the smoke-

room, lazily putting at our pipes, several of us, perhaps, just a

little more than half asleep, when the sound of voices, some-

what heated in argument, reached us from the entrance.

"Why, here's Bob wishes to convince me there is no

longer any enthusiasm about sportsmen or sporting matters,

aud I am not to be silenced by his arguments."

The speaker was a tall.athletic young fellow, barely twenty,

whose well-knit limbs and ruddy cheeks told of invigorating

tramps through rustling stubbles and glorious purple

heather.

" Hello, is that W in the corner there ?" (as he caught

sight of me). By all that's lucky it is. Now, Bob, you are

in for it. If W is in the humor for yarning he can show

you that enthusiasm is not quite the dead letter that you im-

agine. Teli him about that terror of a brother of yours

\V '*

" Well, really," I answered. " as the whole of A's proceed-

ing with regard to sport are so reckless and enthusiastic I am
at a loss which of his numerous pranks to recall ;

but here

goes.
' ; Just when you came in I was dreamily thinking of a

little outing last winter after the ducks and geese, and as on

that particular occasion A showed that he was not to be

put out with trifles I will relate the experience.
" We are out on the river in an old boat which we bor-

rowed for the occasion. She had done pretty well for the

tirst hour or so, but after that lime she began to leak very

much. Unfortunately A.'s cartridges, which were in the

bottom of the boat, got wet, and as his gun was a 12-boreand

ours 10's his shooting was stopped effectually. As it was

freezing hard, and I object to sitting in a boat with wet feet,

I thought this was a capital excuse for giving up for the

day. But A. thought otherwise.
" Go home, mao, are you mad ; don't you see that large

dock of geese on the i-land yonder ? If we can only get to

the top of the island we are sure of three or four. If Jack

and you will manage the rowing, I will do the bailing out

with this old Jobster tin."

But no, both Jack and I refused to have anything to do

with the leaky old tub, and told A. that if he wanted any
geese he had better go fur them himself, never dreaming

that he would be silly enough to do so.

" Kight you are,'' he answeren promptly, "tumble out and
lend me one of your guns and half-a-dozen cartridges."

In an instant he had bustled us out of the boat, seized my
ten-bore and cartridge bag, and was sculling away like one

possessed in the direction of the island. I watched him very

closely aud saw that presently be stopped sculling and com-
menced bailing out the water from the bottom of the boat

with all the energy imaginable. And so he went on for the

next quarter-of-an-hour. five minutes sculling and then five

minutes bailing out with his extemporised bailer.

Fortunately it was high water, and there was no current,

or he might have been pulling for that island yet. I could

not see the geese from the shore, even with the glass, and so

1 concluded that they had fled to the other side. A.'s move-
ments, however, seemed decided enough, and presently I saw

him stoop for the gnn. Then I lost sight of him for a time,

but *»s 1 could seethe oar gently playing at the stern of the

boat I knew all was right, and that he was working down to

his birds in approved style.

A few more minutes and we saw the birds get up—a grand

flock. We also saw A— steady himself in the boat, and the

bang ! bang ! of my old gun, with the almost simultaneous

dropping of two of the Hock told us that so far the stalk had
been a successful one.

With the aid of the glass I could see the birds plainly, and
alas, they were only winged, and swimming away for dear

life, with A after them in the boat. "But what is the

matter with him—has he gone mad in reality ?" I could

see his arms gesticulating wildly, and to all appearance he

was tearing his hair out by the roots. "Oh ! I see it all now
—the unfortunate fellow has got stuck fast on one of those

blessed mud banks, aud so good-bye to his birds." But hold

a moment. The next time I looked mv lord was busy taking

off his clothes, and hefore I could realize the folly of the act

he was actually swimming after those wretched birds.

He is a splendid swimmer, and safe enough in that respect

but, gentlemen, if it is possible to the quiet coziness of this

room, I ask you to attempt to realize the situation—a bitter

winter's day, freezing nard, the wind sweeping in from the

sea searching one through and through in spite of one's com-
tortable shooting dress, and this young terror breasting the

icy -cold water for a pair of geese, for he actually brought ODe
hack to the boat and returned for the other. Using the glass

alternately we saw him dress, and then, as if it was the most
natural and usual thing in the world, he planted his broad

back to the boat, which was now high and dry, and by dint

of tremendous efforts, at last got her aHoat. He was soon

with us now, but— poor fellow! how he shivered. We hauled

him and Ins geese out, and making the boat safe, hurried him
in the nearest farm house. Here we borrowed a room for an
hour and gave him such a rubbing down as he i* not likely

in forget. A cup of strong coffee afterwards, and bis own
i\«-ll dried clntlje^ made him feel comfortable again. 1 am
glfld to say be never took cold."

" Nut the big one a beauty," said A as we tramped
home that afternoon.

" V^," i answered, " he is. by Jove, 80 are you."—Whem-
brel, in Shooting Times (Kng.)

All Awful Fate.

The expedition which left Missoula on May 21st in search

of the body of George Colgate, the cook of the Carlin party,

and who was abandoned by that party last fall in the Big

Clear Water country, one of the wildest forests in North

America, hflfl recently returned. The body of Colgate was not

found, hut sufficient evidence was discovered to justify the

conclusion that he died :> horrible dentil, On the limb of a

tree which projected into the eddy of the middle fork of

Clour Water river, was found one sleeve caught under a huge
boolder. The indications were that the body whs washed
down stream about half a mile from where the unfortunate

man was abandoned by Carlin and his party and caught in

the eddy. A sleeve caught in the limb of a tree and thecur-

reul being intensely rapid the arm was torn from the body

and remained there. The blankets left for the unfortunate

man by the Carlin party were found and indicated that Col-

gate must have died a raving maniac, as the blankets had

been strapped to his back by the Carlin party, and when this

expedition found them they were just beyond high-water

mark.
Martin Spencer, who was the guide to the Carlin party,

and who also guided this expedition, became sadly affected

when the exhibition arrived at the spot where Colgate had to

be abandoned. The statements furnished by Ben Keeley, a

member of the Carlin party, have been proven false by this

expedition. Keeley claimed that the abandonment of Col-

gate was entirely unnecessaiy, and due to young Carlin. A
dispassionate investigation was made by this expedition, and

it is plainly evident that it was a miracle that any of the

members of the Carlin party came out alive. The mountains

came right down to the edge of the river and tower 4,000

feet high almost perpendicularly. A portion of young Car-

lin's diary was found, which read :
" One day he said to me,

'Mr. Carlin, I am afraid you will never forgive me for all

the trouble I have caused you. Do you think we will ever

get out ?' I told him no one could tell, but that I hoped so.

" He replied :
' If it comes to a pass where I cannot be car-

ried you must save yourself. I have been a soldier before and

can be one again.' " This page was found under a boulder,

which hed evidently rolled on it, and was much worn, and

the writing was scarcely legible.

This exhibition was extremely hazardous, having been

made, as it was, in a season of the year when the streams are

much swollen and the snow making travel dangerous. The
expedition encountered 20 feet of snow in places. There can

be no questien but that the bones of the unfortunate George

Colgate are now somewhere at the bottom of the middle fork

of Clear Water river, and that his widow will not have the

sad opportunity of giving them decent burial.—Northwest

Sportsman. ^^^^^^^^^^_^^__

ROD
The Trout Brook.

The airs that blew from the brink of day.
Were fresh and wet with the breath of Slay.

I heard the babble of brown brooks falling.

And golden wines in the woodside calline.

Big drops hung from the sparkling eaves
;

And through the screen of the thin young leaves
A glint of ripples, a whirl of foam.
Lured and beckoned me out of home.

Jly ieet grew eager, my eyes grew wide
And I was ott by the brown brook's side.

Down in. the swamp bottom, cool and dim,
I cut me an alder sapling slim.

With nimble fingers I tied my line.

Clear as a sunbeam, strong aud fine,

lly fly was a tiny, glittering thing,
With tinseled body and partridge wing.

With noiseless steps I treaded the wood,
Glad of the sun-pierced solitude.
Chattered the kingfisher, fierce and shy,
As like a shadow 1 drifted by.

Lurked in their watery lairs the trout.

But. silver aud scarlet. I lured them out.

Wary were they, but warier still

My cunning wrist and my cast of skill.

I whipped the red pools under the beeches
;

1 whipped the yellow and dancing reaches,
The purpleeddy. smooth like oil.

And the tail of the rapid yielded spoil.

So all day long till the day was done
I followed the stream, I followed the sun,
Then homeward over the ridge I went.
The wandering heart of me well content.

—By Charles G. D. Roberta in ' Harper's Weekly.'

Salmon are more plentiful at Capitola than at any time
this season.

The fish that were put into the Sweetwater reservoir, San
Diego connty, are multiplying rapidly.

Pike and catfish are being caught in large numbers on
hook and line in the Feather River this season.

Rock bass, barracuda and yellow tail are all biting freely

at Avalon. Church Rock is the favorite spot of the fishermen.

The Weaverville Journal says that trout were never more
abundant in the Van Duzen, and visiting sportsmen go away
loaded.

Purissima Creek is providing good sport to the anglers

that make that locality their stamping ground. There are

lots of fish but they are small.

Capt. Fowler, of the 2d Cavalry, while fishing for yellow-

tail at Catalina one day last week, hooked a sea lion. It is

unnecessary to say that he did not laud it.

C. F. McGIashan, of Truckee, is haviog a pond made on
his ranch tfhere he intends to raise frogs for San Francisco
markets. He has already planted 3,000 and will plant many
more.

The supervisors of San Bernardino county have passed an
ordinance forbidding the sale of mountain trout and forbid-

ding the catching of more than fifty trout in one day. All

under five inches in length to be at once returned to the

stream,

Here is a snake story from a Bechuaualaud paper which
we do not remember having seen before : A Barberton man
who goes to church regularly, was one day walking along
the banks of Concession creek eating a sandwich, and on ac-

count of the disparity between meat and bred, he threw the

redundant piece into the water. Immediately a swarm of

yellow lish bubbled around it fighting for the mouthful. The
man searched bis pockets for fishing tackle, but all in vain,

and he was just beginning to die of despair when his eye
lighted on a black snake. At that moment he remembered
how his father used to tell him that black snakes were very
expert in catching fish. He therefore grabbed the reptile by
the tail, carried it to the river, and held it over the struggling

lish. The snuke proved itself a born angler, and in the

COnrse of an hour the man had captured forty ioe fish. A
few days later, aH he was walking in the same place, he felt

something rub against his leg, and looking down, he saw his

friend, the black suake, eager for more sport.—Rod, Gun
and Kennel,

Warrants have been issued at Santa Rosa for the arrest of
Geo. Shire, Ira Smith, Ira Bobbins and J. Reynolds on
charges of violating the fish laws. Commissioner J. P. Bab-
cock caused the action. He claims that the men named,
who are residents of Windsor, used giant powder in Russian
River, near Walls Springs last Sunday. Thousands of fish

have beon destroyed in Sonoma county rivers during the
past year by explosives, and efforts are being made to stop
the destructive work.

The grand jury of Napa are becoming interested in the
protection of game and fish. On the 16th they recommended
the enforcement of the law as follows : We recommend that
the fish and game laws be more rigidly enforced, and urge
upon the citizens of Napa county the necessity of their assis-

ting the officers in the enforcement of the law, both by in-

forming and by more rigid enforcement of the laws while
serving as trial jurors. We call attention to the fact that
wineries and distilleries empty refuse into Napa river and
the tributaries thereof, thereby causing the waters to be pol-
luted, the fish to be destroyed and the public health endang-
ered. This is a nuisance, and we recommend that the proper
officers make every efiort to abate it. And we bespeak the
co-operation of the citizens of Napa county for them.

Lake San Andreas was unusually well patronized on Sun-
day last. J. H. Sammi, Robt. Taylor, Fred Venker, T. Ir-

vine and a friend, M. J. Geary, A. Russell Crowell, Al Smith,
Messrs. Walker, Terry, Brockway, Riley, Quinlan, Brans-
dorf and several others went down Suturday eve and Chas.
Precht and ten or a dozen more drove down on Sunday morn-
ing. Boats were at a premium and quite a number were
obliged to fish from the shore. The caLch as a whole was
light. Bransdorf was the only man that caught his limit,

the others killing from six to fifteen each. Most of those
caught were pan fish from eight to eleven inches in length.

Geary caught one of about two and one-half pounds weight
and Sammi another a trifle smaller, but nearly all of the
large fish are infested with parasites and are not fit to eat.

The small ones are in fine condition and provide grand snort.

In the early morning a few were taken on spoons, a few were
also caught by trolling with flies, but the majority were
caught on flies by casting from the boats. The flies that

caught fish were the Wasp, King Waters, Green Drake and
an unnamed or at least to us an unknown fly with light grey
wings and brown and tinsel body. Thinly dressed flies take
the best and they should be small, numbers 10 and 12. Two
or three bass were caught during the day, Chas. Precht catch
ing one of them. There is lithe or no fishing after 10 o'clock

(until evening) and to insure a good catch one should go
down the night before. Mr. Kerr, the lake keener, provides
a good bed and plenty of good wholesome food, at very rea-

sonable rates.

Angling.

Reader, did you ever go " a-fishing? " If you have, then

you know all about it. If not, you have something to learn

and some pleasure in store, and I can give you some points.

People do not always go fishing to catch fish, because if they

do, they do not. But they say they do all the same. It is

not proper to say " catching fish," but you should say " kill-

ing fish," and do not call a fish pole a fish pole. It is more

sportsmanlike to call it a rod. If you intend to make a fish-

ing excursion, commence a month in advance to overhaul

your tackle and keep it up daily, Sundays not excepted, until

you start. There is much more pleasure in this than in the

real business of fishing. Dig your bait on Sunday as the

worms knowing that the boys are all at Sunday school, come

to the surface on that day, and are easily taken. An old

tomato can makes the best bait box. If you have a lot of

new fishing apparatus, roll it in the mud before starting or

you will be called " green " like a newly married couple.

A suit of corduroy with knee breeches and long stockings

with high-laced hob nailed boots will attract the attention of

your fellow-travelers if not the fish. After taking your seat

in the cars take a bottle out and pass it to your companion.
If you do this often you are sure to be known as fishermen.

On arriving at the pond if there are two in the party take one
boat and one guide for both. You will have such fun separ-

ating your lines when they become entangled in making your
casts. Before going out it is well to ,( take something" for

luck, and if the sun shines very hot, ''take something" to

prevent being sunstruck. If it rains, "take something" to

prevent getting cold, or if the wind blows, " take something "

to keep off" rheumatism. If the fish do not rise " take some-
thing " to keep your courage up, and the more you " take "

the more fun you will have.

If you are lucky you will kill a few fish, but more likely

you will not, as luck in fishiug comes very seldom. If, how-
ever, you do have some success, fill your basket nearly full of

grass or rno^s, with a stone in the bottom for weight, then
put in your small fish first and place the large ones upper-
most. When you exhibit them, the fools will think your
basket is filled with trout such as they see on the top.

Eat your lunch early and you will be sure to have a split-

ting headache before night, caused by the hot sun and the
water—not the water you drink. On your way home talk en-

thusiastically of the sport you have had and relate a long

yarn about a fish you hooked, which was about the length of

your arm, and which hauled you aud the boat all about the

pond, but finally '' got off" the hook. Estimate its weight
at fully seven pounds. Some lishermen enjoy more in telling

about the fish they lose than of those they kill, because there

are more of them.
When you return home, if your fish have been out of the

water two or three days, send them to your friends, who will

reward you by asking you where you bought them. In tell-

ing how many fish you killed in two hours, it is well to make
an arithmetical calculation in advance, for if it amounts to

more than three per minute your friends may think you are

lying. In giving the size of your fish, place the forefinger of

your right hand a little below the elbow of your left arm.
This is better than giving their weight, as trout are inclined

to shrink considerably between the hook and the frying pan.

After you have recovered from the headache and your
nose has assumed its normal color and the skin is well peeled,

you will feel much invigorated and improved in health and

strength, therefore I recommend to every man who is worn
and jaded with the cares and labors of life, to go "a-fishing."

—Gameland,
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Sportine Patents.

The following list of U. S. Patents relating to the Sporting

interests is reported expressly for the Breeder and Sports,

man, by James Sangster, Patent Attorney, Buffalo, N. Y.:

Granted June 26tb, 1894—Bullet-mold, George P. Puggs,

Sistersville, W. Va., assignor of one-half to William Heald,

same place.

Breech loading gun. Isaac N. P. Stokes, New York. N. Y.
Rawhide wound gun, Frederick Latulip, Syracuse, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to John H. Link, same place.

Shell, Robert A. Hadfield, Sheffield, England.
Fish-line reel, Nelson H. McGregor, Milwaukee, Wis., as-

signor of one-half to Cornelias Wheeler, same place.

Breech -bolt, Frederick J. Penn and John Deeley, Sr., Bir-

mingham, England.
Animal trap, Mark B. Morris, Logansport, Ind.

Fishing Float, George H. Rawliogs, St. Louis, Mo-
Expired June 26th, 1894—Camp-chests, B. M. Descomtes,

Paris, France.
Animal catchers, J. L. Wiggin, Lyon, Iowa, assignor to

himself and Le Roi B. Wadleigb, same place.

He Had a Purpose.

There were two fishermen of the purely sportsmanlike

type. As they were making their way to the scene of their

hopes they met a boy, a small boy, with a carelessly trimmed

branch from a tree thrown over bis shoulder. In one hand
he had a tin can and about the brancli was festooned a fish-

ing line.
" Hello, my boy," exclaimed one of the visitors; "going

fishing?"
The lad surveyed with envious eyes their neat costumes,

the handsome poles furnished with shining reels, and all the

rest of their equipment, and replied with a sigh :

" Nope. I ain't goin' fishin'. I'm jes goio' down ter ketch

some fish.—Washington Star.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The noted bull-dog King Orry has been purchased by an
American, name unknown.

The Stockton show is unquestionably a sure go. The pre-

mium list will be out shortly.

The entry fee to the Rhode Island show is $1.50, with
prizes in all classes ranging from $12 to $5.

The current issue of the American Field gives an authen-
ticated account of a pointer bitch, whelping 17, 19 and 21

pups in three litters.

The American Coursing Club will hold its meet on the
grounds of the Huron Coursing Club. E. H. Mulcaster will

judge. The dates chosen are tbe first week in October.

Capt. Poole has only succeeded in raising two bitches from
the Lord Hualpa—Victoria litter. They were whelped in

fine condition but acid in the milk caused the death of most
of the litter.

The English beagle breeders have organized a beagle club.

The *irst beagle club was organized in America many years

years ago. It is refreshing to find America first in anything
in the specialty line.

The Maybrook kennels have imported from England two
well-bred greyhounds, and have more en route. Jim Boy is

by Page Bay, out of Park Lane Beauty, a well-known win-
ner. Two by Herschel will come over later.

Mrs. Thos. Higgs has had the misfortune to lose by dis-

temper her English setter bitch Lady Blanche, by Donald
Bane—Frost. Lady Blanche was to have been trained for

the field trials by R. M. Dodge, and was looked upon as very
promising.

E. H. Mulcaster has imported the greyhound Jim o' the

Hill, a sixty-six pound dog of considerable merit. He b- the

sire of Penegant who divided the Waterloo purse last Feb-
ruary. Mr. Mulcaster is going out of coursing hounds and
will breed for show purposes principally.

Trooghend. a good greyhound both in England and Rus-
of his day, died recently at his Russian home. When a puppy
he was purchased by Colonel North for four hundred and
seventy guineas, and the following year (1889) divided the

Waterloo Cup with Fullerton. He was byGreentick, out of

Toledo.

I. B. Woodard lost his fox-terrier bitch Mayde last Mon-
day. She has an evenly-marked black and tan head, one
white eye and favors her right bind leg. Mayde is a great

favorite, and her loss is sincerely felt by her owners. All
dog fanciers will hereby take notice that should she be offered

for sale to them by any one but her owner, I. B. Woodard,
she is stolen.

A. C. Wilcoerding, President of the American Spaniel
Club, is at present visiting the principal English kennels.

He finds the English spaniels (cockers) lacking in type, qual-

ity and evenness. We found the same state of affairs exist-

ing there four years ago. We saw but one cocker in England
that we would have purchased with any expectation of win-
ning with it in America.

Mr. Thos. Grant, of Napa, has purchased the rough-coated
St. Bernard dog puppy Bernardo Jr., by California Bernardo
—Lady Delight. He is very nicely marked, well shaded,
has excellent bone and good color. Alfred Sbarboro has pur-
chased another of this litter named Bernardo II., and Dr.
A. T. Regensberger a bitch puppy. The same description
answers for all three, and establishes Bernardo's reputation
as the sire of prettily-marked, well-boned puppies.

A well-known breeder said to us once :
" I have bred more

puppies that resembled their grandparents in looks and qual-
ity than I have puppies that resembled their parents." 1 here
is a great deal of truth in that statement, and the breeder of
winners must study the breeding of the dogs they breed to to
insure success. Haphazard breeding cannot ~be too loudly or
too frequently condemned.

Scene: Tbe refreshment tent, Ramsbottom show.
Mr. A.: I say, Mr. B., can you tell me which part of a

dog gets worn out first ?

Mr. B.: No. Which?
Mr. A.: The lungs.

Mr. B.: Why?
Mr. A.: Because it is the seat of his pants !

It is related of Dr. Johnson that he was remonstrated with
upon one occasion for not putting a muzzle on his dog.
Shortly after the Doctor was seen wending his way down
Fleet street with his faithful companion trotting unconcern-
edly at his heels wilh a muzzle strapped carefully over an
ear. When approached upon this peculiar arrangement, he
replied :

" The law requires that my dog shall wear a muz-
zle, but the law hath neglected to stipulate where he shall
wear it. I have, therefore, complied with the letter of the
law."

The many friends of Karl E. Myer, the well-known dog
fancier, will unite with us in sympathy for him in his recent
severe infliction. Mrs. Myer has been partially insane for

some time. On Wednesday, July 8th, she wandered from
home during her husband's absence in this city, and either
accidentally or with suicidal intent fell into the river and
was drowned. Her body was recovered a few days later.

Mrs. Myers was loved by all who knew her, a devoted wife
and fond mother. The funeral was held at her late residence
on the afternoon of Saturday, July 14th.

A correspondent writes us for a method of breaking a dog
of killing chickens and eating eggs. If the habit is confirmed
heroic remedies must be applied. In a puppy a liberal appli-
cation of the strap will generally suffice ; if that fails, whip
the dog with the dead chicken or tie it by the leg to his col-

lar and make him wear it until he is heartily sick of its com-
pany. Of course, a thoroughly broken pointer or setter is

under control and much more easily broken of such tricks,

but the average dog is broken to but very few commands, and
requires different treatment. To break a dog of eating eggs
fill a few with mustard or a little emetic and lay them around
where the dog will be sure to find them.

The purchase of Rufford Ormonde is now the subject of

conversation among collie men on both sides of the water.

The priceseems to be the principal conjecture in connection
with the notable sale. This dog's late owners, Messrs. Holme
& Holliday, are said to have paid Mr. T. H. Stretch $3,750
for him, and we know that not many moons past the price to

his present owner, Mr. Morgan, was quoted as $7,500. As
Messrs. Holme & Holliday are well off for the material that

makes the mare go, it is safe to conclude that at least $5,000
must have changed hands on the deal. Mr. Panmure Gordon,
the President of the Scottish Kennel Club, as in the case of

Sefton Hero, was the medium through whom the sale was
consummated.—Forest and Stream.

At the Washington Park race track, Chicago, a so-called

bull terrier and a monkey belonging to the Mascot Stable,

afford no end of amusement. Every morning the dog is har-

nessed up with a pug harness, the monkey mounts like a

jockey, and at the drop of the hat away goes the dog as if her
life depended on making time, the monkey imitating a jockey
to perfection. When the homestretch is reached the monkey
settles down to hard riding, forcing his feet into the bitch's

flanks and making her let out every link of racing in her.

After passing the wire dog and monkey return to receive the

plaudits of the stable boys. It is undetermined which enjoys
the race most—Jog, monkey or spectators ; they all have a
great time.

On July 12 two women—they are not worthy of the

—werearraigned before a Chicago justice of the peace for ty-

ing rags saturated with kerosene to a dog's tail and then set-

ting fire to them. The poor brute, which was so badly burned
that probibly it will have to be shot, was exhibited in court,

and its owner stated that as she had had some trouble with
the two defendants she supposed they sought revenge by so

cruelly ill-treating her dog. The Society for the prevention

of Cruelty to Animals was the complainant in the case, and
the perpetrators of the inhuman act were arrested on war-
rants sworn out by one of its officers. Upon the request of the

society's representatives the justice continued the case until

Thursday of this week. It is to be hoped severe punishment
will be meted out.—Field.

Result.

The Fox Terrier Chronicle, which is increasingly inter-

esting with every issue, has in a late number a capital etch-

ing of champion Result, and a long article on the merits of

this celebrated terrier. It will be interesting to lovers of

this breed fo read the following: "Asa show terrier every

one knows Result ; but few know him as a game workman,

equal in every way to his performances on the bench.

' Every dog has his day,' however, and alas, though still

well and strong, the poor old chap has very nearly lost his

sight and teeth, and his cup winning days are over
; but to

this moment he is as good as ever, and like the soldier who

fought his battles over again, Result, when roused, can dis-

play his old form, and is still a model of a high-class terrier.

He was not a large terrier, for when in hard show condition

he weighed under 16 pounds. As will be seen from his

portrait, he had an evenly marked black and tan head and
ears white body, with a black spot on loin." This grand dog
won the challenge cup eleven times, nearly in succession, be-

ing beaten on one occasion by his beautiful daughter Rachael,

that is now in Mr. Belmont's kennel, and which led her sex

a merry dance for the blue ribbons at American shows in

vears past. Result was first exhibited in 1884 and at his

last appearance in public, in 1891, he beat Vesuvienne for

the fifty-guinea challenge cup, at the Fox-Terrier Club show,

as well as winning a number of other prizes. An account

of the*"Uarke Kennels is another feature of this number, and
will prove " good meat " for its readers. Speaking of the

Clarke type of terriers, this journal says: " We have heard
it criticised as being too light and pretty, and wanting iu the
rough and ready wear and tear properties that one naturally
associates with the fox-terrier proper. With this dictum we
cannot altogether agree, and if we take Result a3 an example,
where would we find a terrier built on better lines for work
than the late champion, who was the right sine and had make,
shape, bone, substance and every other characteristic re-
quired in a workman, and the same may be said of Rachel.
There were not a few that might have been improved with
more substance ; but, taken all round, there is much to ad-
mire in tbe type. They were verv terrier-like and symmet-
rical, beautifully topped with good necks, well-laid shoulders
and well-sprung ribs, and generally good in loins and quar-
ters. In fore end, cleanness of shoulders and forelegs and
parts they were not perhaps quite so strong as other kennels,
but the other points weighed too heavily in their favor, and
they were generally found among the first when the judging
was over."—Forest and Stream.

Oare of th3 Italian Greyhound.

Dr. Frank H. Hoyt, of Sharon, Pa., the most extensive

breeder of Italian greyhounds, has just issued an interesting

pamphlet on the care of the Italian greyhound. Among
other things he says: "A puppy should be handled, petted

and taken out on the street when quite young, and brought
into contact with \arious noises, such as wagons rattling over

pavements, bands of music, and thrown into all the excite-

ment possible, and brought into contact with other dogs.
" The puppy will often stop to play with other dogs, or

get frightened and run from you ; teach him to come at your
call, and if frightened at larger dogs don't waste time in try-

ing to drive the big fellow away, but pick up your puppy
and assure him that you will give him the proper protection.

Here it might be well to mention the way to pick up an

Italian greyhound. Place the hand on the under part of the

chest, so as to balance the dog. When a puppy, hold him at

distance from you, being very careful not to let him squirm

out of your hand, and keep him in that position, if possible,
until he is quiet. After a few trials he will understand that
while your hand is in that position he is to be quiet, aud will
let you place him in any position desired ; he will also know
that when you reach down and place your hand under him,
that he is to be still, and that you are going to pick him up.
"Food is of great importance; during early puppyhood

they should have pure fresh milk, at first every two hours,
then every three hours. If thev are delicate, give them
some of the prepared baby foods. Malted milk is my first

choice, it can be purchased of your local druggist, and is not
very inexpensive. After the puppy gets stronger begin add-
ing milk and decreasing the malted milk until you finally

have the little one again on the milk diet. As the puppy
develops give it a little toast, dry bread, bread and milk,
soup, flour gravies, etc., manufactured puppy biscuits, and
finally, when six or seven months old, begin giving table

scraps. I do not mean by that, just roast beef, steak, etc.,

but potatoes, bread, crackers, milk, gravies, etc.

"They are sensitive little dogs, and it will not do to be
too severe with them. It is as natural for them to be neat
and clean as it is for a setter or pointer to stand a bird. All

that is necessary in order to house-break them is to use a
little care and attention at the start. Procure a covered
basket for the little one to sleep in. Always after sleeping
or feeding take the little one out of doors, or better coax him
out. He will soon understand what is expected of him.

" Never allow children to kiss their dog, for fear of con-
tamination from it. Many foolish girls have a fashion of

kissing puppies, and even old dogs. Girls, this shows bad
taste and lack of judgment.
"Do not bathe your dogs too often, once a month will do;

one of the best soaps to use is Ton-ka-Talpa. Grooming with,

a soft cloth every day or two will keep their coat in good con-
dition.

" It is well to teach the puppy to be tied and to lead, but I

should not attempt this until he is seven or eight months old.

Take an ordinary strap collar and fasten it tightly enough
around the neck so it will not pull over the head ; let him
wear the collar several days, taking it off and putting it on
once or twice daily, so he will be accustomed to it, then take

a lead or strap aod tie him short, perhaps a foot would be

long enough, and just let him have it out, for he will be
greatly frightened and liable to pull and haul. Keep him
tied an hour or so each day and always lie before feeding.

After he has become satisfied with being tied, try to lead.

Never tie or lead with a chain at first—it frightens them too

much."—Rod, Gun and Kennel.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free ofcharge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

H. Perigo's (San Francisco) greyhound bitch Coomassie
(Killarney—Peasant Girl) whelped six, three dogs, on July

13th, to R. E. de B. Lopez's imp. Waratah tLivingstone

—

Taxation). (One brindle bitch, two black and white bitches

and three black and white dogs.)

VISITS.

John R. Kelly's (San Francisco) rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch Atlanta (Emperor Bayonue—Empress Bayonne) to

John G. Barker's California Bernardo (Duke of Wellington

—

Tomah) July 21, 1894.
_

Questionable Action.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—A St. Bernard

breeder of this city who has recently acquired some notoriety,

accepted a deposit of $10 about one year ago from a lady in

Victoria, B. C, who formerly lived here, to deliver to said

lady a St. Bernard puppy. Since that time the lady has re-

peatedly requested either delivery of the puppy or return of

the money, and up to date has. been unable to obtain either.

Please state what action, if any, can be taken to compel the

said party to fulfill his contract, and oblige

A Square Dealer.

[The only redress that the lady has is to sue the party for

tbe recovery of the $10.

—

Ed.]
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THE NEW HARLEM RAGE COURSE.

A Complete Affair—Grand Stand, Stabling and
General Equipment Admirable.

As the close of the Washington Park meeting approaches

the turf world is naturally engrossed with the prospective

opening of the new Harlem track, which makes its debut to

the Chicago pubiic July 30, after Hawthorne has had its in-

itial week of its actual summer meeting. Many of the horse-

men quartered here have journeyed to the new track, and

have pronounced it in the first flight as regards accessibility

and general equipment.

Chicago has another first-class race track. The new track

is a mammoth affair, and is located in Harlem.

The track can be reached by the Madison street cable by

transferring to the Waldheim electric cars, but this is such a

long trip that the great mass of people will prefer to use the

special trains running from the Central Depot at Harrison

Street and Fifth Avenue.

The service in this direction will be ample to fill all wants.

The Northern Pacific has run a spur from South Oak Park
across to the track, and will land passengers at the gate. The
track can also be reached by the Lake Street Elevated Road,
connecting with the Waldheim electric cars.

The track appointments will be perfect. The strip of

ground on which it is located is just eighty-two acres, and so

evenly laid out that there is no waste. The property has

been purchased outright, and the track is therefore a perma-
nent affair. The property cost $100,000 and the improve-

ments will reach nearly twice as much. When the plans

were drawn up the improvements were designed to cost

$125,000. Since then, however, the amount has gradually

increased until the plant, as it stands to-day, cost its projec-

tors $270,000, and it is not finished, either. The track itself

will be fast as a bullet, and many records are apt to be set

over it. Fred Foster was looking over it recently, and after

sizing it up, remarked :
" The first time Dr. Rice hits this he

will run a mile in 1:40." Other horsemen have expressed

themselves in the same way.
The selection of Joseph A. Murphy to fill the responsible

position of secretary of the new track was a happy stroke

upon the part of its management. An incumbent of more
stering worth, natural ability and general value could not

have been located had the entire roster of racing officials

been ransacked. Mr. Murphy graduated from the ranks of

Chicago sporting writers to fill the secretaryship of the St.

Louis Jockey Club, which he did in a manner alike credit-

able to himself and satisfactory to his employers and the

horsemen, and later was Steward of the Washington Park
Club. Mr. Murphy is a St. Louis boy, and before making his

debut on the turf was one of the foremost amateur athletes

in the country. It will scarcely be gainsaid that success and
additional honors await him in his new calling. Certain it is

that if Murphy, as a racing official, at all approximates the

worth he did as a sporting writer, his future is a bright one.

A special train bearing a large number of horsemen and
invited guests went out to the new Harlem track yesterday

afternoon. Several hours were spent inspecting the mam-
moth grand stand, ample stabling accommodations and mag-
nificent appointments of the new course. The finishing

touches are being rapidly put on, and within a week every-

thing will be in readiness for the inauguration of racing

there. Many prominent horsemen, after a thorough survey

of the track proper, pronounced it one of the safest and fast-

courses in America. The stables are in readiness for the re-

ception of the racers, which will begin to arrive during the

present week. The new Harlem course is one of the most
picturesque in the country, and is equally as attractive to the

eye as are the larger Eastern tracks. George V. Hankins per-

sonally supervised the track construction. Everything is

strictly in line with the latest improved race courses. The
track is like a billiard table. The soil is firm, and at the

same time of a springy, loose loam. Nearly all of the stables

have been painted, and the grand stand is one of the finest in

the country. The press stand, which was located on the top

of the grand stand, will be removed to the main floor, imme-
diately in the rear of the judges' stand. Among the promi-
nent horsemen and turfites who visited the track yesterday

were : William Riley, J. M. Leet, Frank Van Ness, C. H.
Carmichael, Leo Mayer, Frank Brooks, W. P. Magrane,
Robert Boylan, George Siler, W. H. Bisley, R. L. Carev Jr.,

H. T. Rodman, W. S. Moore, Daniel O'Leary, James Brady,
Judge M. Lewis Clark, Judge Price, George V. Hankins,
William Wightman and Sidney McHie.

" I do not fancy this scheme of racing on alternate weeks,"

said Col. M. Lewis Clark last night at the Auditorium. Col.

Clark will preside at the Harlem track, but he urges other

and more forceful reasons than two weeks' idleness each
month to support his claim that the scheme is impracticable.
" The horses, being subjected to regular trips from one track

to another, and then being required to race over ground of

such different natures, will perform in the most incompre-
hensible manner," continued the Colonel.

"
I think before the experiment has been tried for a great

time that some change will be effected. If the tracks could

arrange to race alternate months it would better subserve the

pleasure of the public and convenience of the horsemen. At
Madison tbey tried the plan of racing alternate weeks, and
being able to hit upon no other plan, the respective manage-
ments concluded to race alternate days instead. This scheme
gave horses who were being regularly campaigned an oppor-
tunity to rest a day after being raced, and did not require their

being moved from one track to the other. I think we will

have to find some more satisfactory plan than moving from
Harlem to Hawthorne every six days and back again."

During the past two weeks the public has had a look at the

beHt two-year-olds the Western country affords. The early

racing failed to develop the presence of any startling quality

in the ranks of the younger division. The two-year-olds that

arrived at Washington Park from down the line had failed to

show any reassuring form. Hansom had been beaten by

I^eo Lake in a stake at Latonh, and yet Mr. Corrigan thought
the colt worth $10,000, and paid it for him. Hansom won
himself out when he landed the Hyde Park stakes last week
at Washington Park, and is one of the best colts of his year.

There is another colt in the Corrigan stable who will keep
the cracks guessing to beat him, and this one is the frail Leo
Lake. Leo Lake has a wonderful burst of speed, and despite

Liifl slight frame has established his reputation as weight car-

rier. If The Flying Dutchman could be induced to enter

the proposed special sweepstakes at Hawthorne next week
with Handsome, Lissak, Rey del Caredes, Laureate, Bellicoso
and other good colts, the race should be a grand one and
worthy of the $5,000 which the association proposes to add.
The Flying Dutchman beat Leo Like handily at Hawthorne,
and, figured from the standpoint of having taken the best
colt in the West into camp, he is the champion,. Cliff Por-
ter regards the son of imp. Wagner as the greatest colt he
has ever had in hand, and Cliff Porter has trained no less a
celebrity than Carlsbad, the Derby winner, and other horses
who have captured classic events on the most approved pro-
grammes.

" When the called meeting of the Turf Congress convenes
it will lose no time in granting the applications of Haw-
thorne and Harlem tracks for membership," said an old and
well posted turfman yesterday. "If the Turf Congress,
through its amalgamation with the Jockey Club, proposes to

improve the status of the Western turf, which is its avowed
purpose, it must be general and liberal in its scope. During
the past few weeks the people in the congress who actually
wish to foster the interest of the sport of raciDg, have con-
cluded that in operating against the big Chicago tracks more
or less jealousy and prejudice was being brought into play.

The men who breed horses and fill the judges' stands down
in Kentucky have always been averse to anything that would
further the racing in Chicago. The smaller tracks are not
important enough to the sport and the horsemen to dictate
the policy of the entire Western turf, and the more level

heads in the Jockey Club and the Turf Congress have
awakened to this conclusion."

There can be little doubt that a deal of wisdom lies within
these utterences. After a prolonged and seemingly futile at-

tempt to prevent the due recognition of the Chicago tracks,

their enemies have suddenly thrown up the sponge and it is

generally conceded that the coming meeting of the Turf Con-
gress will consider nothing of such importance as extending
the olive branch to the two local courses, which it was orig-

inally intended to keep out of the fold. The racing problem
becomes more and more involved each year, and the sole sal-

vation of the sport is to be found in some comprehensive plan
of uniting the tracks and giving them thoroughly business-

like and practical management under one common head.

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean.
-<S>

The Vina Vineyard.

This, the largest vineyard in the world,is situated in Vina,

Tehama County, California, and occupies about 3,800 acres

of the late Senator Stanford's celebrated " Vina Ranch."

This ranch bas an area of 59,000 acres, devoted to farming,

horticulture, viticulture and raising of thoroughbred stock of

best strain and highest breeding.

The vineyard is planted with wine and brandy grapes of

most approved varieties, and will produce annually an aver-

age crop of about 12,000 tons of grapes.

The plant for making wine from these grapes is designed

to afford facilities for handling a larger quantity when neces-

sary, having a crushing, pressing and fermenting capacity
equal to 500 tons per day.

The storage vaults to which the wine is transferred after

fermentation are constructed of brick and iron, and having a
capacity of 2,000,000 gallons ; best oak cooperage being
used.

Winfs of highest quality, sweet and dry, are produced.
For obtaining the brandy product from wines most desirable

for that purpose, a distillery having a capacity of 2,000 gal-

lons per day is provided, wherein all operations are carried

on with special reference to the production of brandy of ab-

solute purity and unsurpassed quality, special reference being
had to its use for medicinal purposes.

Brandy is stored in United States Bonded Warehouse, situ-

ated on the premises. Storage capacity 1,000,000 gallons.

This warehouse is a detached building with heavy brick

walls, iron roof and doors, thoroughly fireproof. As a further
safeguard against fire, and to facilitate the carrying on of

work at night, during the vintage season, an electric plant is

installed on the premises and the buildings are lighted
throughout by incandescent light. Smoking and the use of

open lights not allowed.

Here brandy can remain for three years, subject to call of

purchaser, or,upon payment of tax, is stored in the free ware-
house, adjacent to the bonded department.
Pursuant to instructions given by the late Senator Stanford,

all products of the vineyard, whether wine or brandy, are

placed upon the market absolutely pure, and of age as repre-

sented.
" Vina" wines and brandies are offered to the trade direct

from winery and warehouse at vineyard, and may also be ob-

tained from regularly authorized agents in all principal cities

of the United States, Great Britain and Europe.

The Nineteenth Century for June contains a very interest-

ing article by James Irvine Lupton, F. R. C. V. S., entitled
" Pedigrees of British and American Horses." The writer is

impressed with the importance of the future development of

the trotting interest in Britain. He says: "America tan
boast of having devoted the excellence of horses not only to

sport but to commercial pursuits. The same horse will per-

form on the track, the road or the farm, will go in the saddle

or harness, and some specimens will trot from one mile to

twenty at top speed without showing any symptoms of dis-

tress. Few, if any, horses in England possess the endurance
common to the American trotter. Whence this force? It

is owing to their anatomical structure. Why should not
England manufacture into existence a breed of British trot-

ters—the importance of which has not yet been recognized in

this country ? The qualifications of the trotter have only to

be recognized to be appreciated. He possesses courage, en-
durance, speed and docility, and his grand propelling hind
action is common to no other equine breed. As it is this hind
force that is required to make more perfect British horses it

stands to reason that an attempt should be made to introduce

it among our native breeds. The importance of this gait is

fully recognized by the Irish, who have recently laid down
two tracks—one at Belfast and another near Dublin ; by the

Scotch,who have established trotting arenas at Edinburg and
Glasgow, and by our countrymen in the north, who have
formed several racing grounds for the promotion of this pas-

time, and at the present moment it only needs the formation
of one or more trotting tracks in the south of England in ad-

dition to the one at Alexander Park and the patronage of

men of position to develop a sport that will lead to the ex-
tensive propagation of the trotter, and to the improvement
and increased supply of the general utility horse."

A True Turfman.

But few men connected with the American turf are better

or more widely known than Mr. Pierre Lorillard. He was

born in 1832 in the old Lorillard mansion, near Bowling

Green. Long before Mr. Lorillard became interested in

thoroughbreds he was an enthusiastic yachtsman, and was the

owner of the Vesta, one of the three competitors in the fa-

mous ocean yacht race from Sandy Hook to Cowes for a stake

of $30,000. Later on, in 1874, Mr. Lorillard's fondness for

sports of all kinds led him to become a patron of the turf, and
the cherry and black colors are well known on both sides of

the Atlantic. The magnates of the English Jockey Club and
the French Racing Institution have a wholesale respect for

Mr. Lorillard and his one-time famous Raococas Stable.

In 1874 Mr. Lorillard established the Rancoc.is Stud
Farm, fifteen miles from Trenton and thirty miles from Phil-

adelphia. It was named from Rancocas creek, near by. Mr.
Lorillard spent a great deal of money on the establishment

before it became perfect in all its details. In June of the

same year that saw the perfection of the Rancocas Stud
Farm, Mr. Lorillard bought a tall, bony-looking colt, the son

of Leamington and Maiden ior the insignificant sum of $780.

He did not look well in his yearling form, but be was full of

possibilities, as events proved. The colt ran many times in

this country, but he was six years old when Mr. Lorillard

sent him to England, where he made his debut in the New-
market Handicap, which he won handily. Afterward, with

Fred Archer in the saddle, he won the City and Suburban,
supplementing this by winning the great Metropolitan Stakes.

His greatest victory while in England was winning the Ep-
som Gold Cup, which is one of the handsomest pieces of

plate run for on the English turf.

In time so great became Parole's success that the public

began to regard him as almost invincible. Some years later

Mr. Lorillard sent over the great three-year-old Iroquois,

who won the English Derby and St. Leger Stakes in 1881.

The victories of Parole and Iroquois were enhanced by the

fact that they were half-brothers, and sons of the despised

Leamington. The fact that Mr. Lorillard selected tbis strain

to carry the cherry and black in England proves conclusively

that he is not only a thorough sportsman, but possesses

acumen vouchsafed to few men who have put their time,

money and energy into the breeding and racing establish-

menta of this country.

As the years passed success succeeded success, and the

cherry and black was constantly in the van. In the early

eighties he was a heavy winner with Pizarro, Gonfalon.

Breeze, Battledore and Hiawassa, many of them bred on his

Rancocas farm. In 1884 Wanda, the famous mare bred by
Mr. Lorillard, won $35,745 more than had ever before been

won by a two-year-old in this country. Dew Drop, whose
grave is over in the inner field at Sheepshead Bay,was the best

two-year-old of 1885, she winning the Great Eastern Handi-
cap, the Nursery, Campagne, Central and Electric Stakes.

Mr. Lorillard is known as a man of quick and generous

impulses. In 1888 he suddenly determined to retire from the

turf, notwithstanding the fact that he had forty-three horses

entered for the rich Futurity Stakes. Mr. Lorillard's de-

cision was received with regret by everybody connected with

the turf. Mr. Lorillard clinched his resolutions by selling

at public auction all his'horsee in training and the whole stud

at the Rancocas Farm. The sale netted about $300,000.

Mr. Lorillard's interest in the turf and his enthusiasm over

thoroughbreds was too deep to be so suddenly and thoroughly

uprooted, and two years later he returned to the track with

a comparatively mediocre stable. "Jimmy" McLaughlin,
the old-time famous jockey, was his trainer, and George Tay-

lor his principal rider, but the stable lost money.
Mr. Lorillard also tried experiments in breeding coaching

horses. He crossed the thoroughbreds with large Norman
mares. He is a prominent member of the Union, Knicker-

bocker, Newport Yacht, American Jockey, Coaching Club

and several others.

Mr. Lorillard's horses still run at Sheepshead Bay and
Morris Park, and almost every fine afternoon you may see

him sitting comfortably in the club house balcony watching

the speedy thoroughbreds striving for the mastery. Mr. Lor-

illard is another one of the few gentlemen who race for the

pure love of the sport. He is not overenthusiastic over the

present condition of the turf, but if there were such a thing

as competitive races between the different breeding establish-

ments of the country over their own race-courses, it is likely

that we would see the glories of old Rancocas revived. Mr.

Lorillard is not a believer in gambling features that have

become a part of the modern race track. His present con-

nection with the turf arises solely from his interest in thor-

oughbreds.—New York Herald.

There are many reverses connected with the horse busi-

ness, especially with the racing features. The best and most

favored are often filled to overflowing with disappointment,

but nothing was ever gained, and no condition ever amelior-

ated by the unfurling of the banner of woe—the ghoulish em-

blem of the pessimist. The man who wouldn't be cheerful

in times of success deserves nothing better than disappoint-

ment. It's easy enough to smile and be civil when things

are coming our way. It's not especially to our credit for

us to smile then. We are under obligations to Ao so. It is,

however, a mental treat to come in contact with a person who

is civil and cheerful when smitten with the hand of trouble.

The amateur who loses his dollar at the races, and grumbles

viciously, and the fellow who takes his own defeats as good

cause for being disagreeable toward all with whom he comes

in contact, are people generally filled wth the spirit of an-

archy, but have insufficient energy to make the spirit danger-

ous. They are disagreeable, tbat!a all. But even that should

bar them from speaking to anyone without a permit from the
.

second person. In a state of discontent or despondency the

mind is less fit to weigh important matters than at any other

time.'which fact, if for no other reason than selfishness, makes

it incumbent on every one to be cheerful. Our horse may
become lame, the wrong horse may win, and a thousand other

black clouds may assume fantastic and disagreeable forms in

our mental horizon, but a cheerful industriousness at "sawing

wood" will dispel them quicker than anything except
" money from home."—Exchange.

From John Wood, trainer, Joiiet, 111. I have used "Ab-
sorbine" with great results. It is doing as you claim for it

;

can highly recommend it.

G. K. Barton & Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, writes: Enclosed

please find draft for $2 for another bottle " Absorbine." It is

doing the business.
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A Trip to Aptos oa Horseback.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.

"What are you going to do to-morrow. Doc?" asked Mr.

F. H. Burke of the writer on Friday night ia the Palace

Hotel.

" Nothing' much."

"Then come down and spend Sunday with me at the ranch;

I'm going to drive the colt down."

As I've had many a pleasant ride behind that "colt" in

the Golden Gate Park, and had never been to " La Siesta,"

I at once accepted the invitation.

"But Frank, I've promised to go on a horseback ride to

Aptoson Monday, and can't come back with you." "That's

all right, you needn't; it will save the colt," he replied.

We left San Francisco at 2:20 p. m. and arrived at La Si-

esta at 6:40, making the thirty-eight miles in four hours and

twenty minutes.

Mrs. Burke met us with a hearty welcome at their home.

A royal dinner and a good bed were welcome after a drive

like that.

Bright and early I was up next morning, and, as I walked
out on the porch, mine host (in his shirt sleeves) was al-

ready there.

"I'm off to the barns; come along."

Off we went. The first thing seen was the mare Wanda,
with her Guy Wilkes colt at foot in a paddock (and a dandy
the little fellow he is). How could he be otherwise, with such
a sire and dam? Everything seemed alive to the beautiful

sunshine of a typical Santa Clara summer's morning. Eros,

the beautiful, was getting his toilet done in his large roomy
box. (I don't know much about trotters, so will not say any-
thing, only a good horse always takes my eye). We "take
in" the cattle sheds and the paddocks, see the young Eros
gamboling about in the abandon of perfect freedom, the
carpenter and blacksmith's shops; everything in its place and
a place for everything.

" How do you keep things in such perfect order, Frank ?"

was the question I asked just as the breakfast bell rang.

"I don't know— ask the ' old lady'—she runs it—what
she says goes." Filled with wonder we return to the house
to a sumptuous breakfast. At 9 a. ar. we started over to see

the mighty Ormonde. After a pleasant ride of a half hour
we were courteously received by Mr. Macdonough's manager
and shown around the premises. Ormonde was, of course, our
tirst object, and well worth the ride to see him. As so much
has already been said about the great horse, I will only say,

there is only one I consider his equal (don't fall dead).

That horse is Flambeau—the best, bar none, I think,
that ever looked through a bridle. But, to return. After in-

specting the horse that has raced so well and traveled so far,

we saw a splendid colt by Ormonde and several fanaous

mares that have been bred to him. Imp. Flirt, and Moon-
light, the dam of Ajax which I bought for the Guenoc Farm,
were among the many famous matrons too numerous to name.
We returned to La Siesta to an early dinner, and as my

host was returning to San Francisco and I was to start from
Palo Alto at 5 o'clock the following morning, we said adieu
to one of the kindest of hostesses and best managers it has
been my lot to meet in California.

Arriving at Palo Alto at 5 p. ar., we fortunately found Mr.
Frank Covey at the office. Introducing ourselves, we were
cordially received, and, with "Have you seen the thorough-
breds, Doc ? Though we have not met in a long time, I

know you. Jump in here, I want to show you something,"
past the University we rode, and pulled up at the thorough-
bred department of the famous Palo Alto Farm. All of the

stallions we inspected. Flood and Racine were looking fine,

but the mighty racehorse from a mighty dam—Flambeau

—

the best two-year-old I ever saw (anc I was the starter in

most of his two-year-old races, and I've seen his head nearly
pulled off to let Racine win) has filled out into one of the
most magnificent stallions that my eye ever rested on. And,
mark me, if he is not overdone with mares, he will lead

everything in California within five years. His get are good
in all particulars (we will speak of them later). We saw
eighteen of the best developed colts and fillies (yearlings) we
have seen for years, and the buyers who are lucky enough to

get one this fall will indeed get a prize.

Mr. Covey I have to thank for his kind courtesy for a
lovely drive and entertainment in the evening.
Now my trouble begins. Jack Dinue (A. B. Spr eckels'

aid de camp) met me Monday morning with a pair of saddle
horses at 6 o'clock, with my trowsers and spurs. I walked
down to the stable, and when I saw the brute I was elected to
ride eighty miles over the Santa Cruz mountains my heart
sank within me. Rawboned, lop-eared, box-ankled, switch
tailed, with a saddle made for aboy in about 1837 I walked
up to the thing

;
I was speechless. I put my hand on the

saddle
; she gave a snort and a jump. If I could write

Spanish I might possibly express my feelings. I led her out-
side, and there sat Jack on the dapper little cayuse. " She's
all right, Doc," says Jack, in that laughing, Irish way of his;
" the. man says she'll carry 250 pounds all day."
With a swing I was in the saddle. Ye gods ! To tee that

poor bag of bones try to buck ! With a jab in the ribs and a
mattered oath at the strike and my luck for getting me into
such, a scrape I got the old mare started. Away she went, like
a nigger bent for election.

At last we got the mares started towards May field. That
brute of mine would not turn round, but, thanks to Mr.
Covey, his men helped us through. Mayfield, and then my
agonies commenced in earnest. It was one of the hottest
days I have ever seen, and after we left the San Jose road,
the dustiest. Big Jack, on the dapper little cayuse, knew
the route, so he put me behind. He rode in front. Oh ! if I

had only thought, or knew he didn't any more know the
road than I did, because I was easy going. I kept eating all

that dust About 2 p. m., after a dozen or more breaks
from the righteous path by the band of nine mares and two
colts we were driving, I yelled to Jack, " How much farther
have we to go?" "Three miles," answered that immaculate
prevaricator. Two miles further I asked a man we met,"Say,
Mr.—, how far is it to ' Jagtown ?' " '" Vhat you mean; Los
Gatos?" " Yes, that's it." " Well, it am about five miles
from here ! " I was nearly dead before, now 'twas the straw
that broke the camel's back. I could not speak. The flask I

had in my pocket was so hot I could not swallow the liquid
fluid contained therein. My hat was stuffed full of leaves.
As the mares bolted the road into an orchard and the old
mare could not head them, the thought of suicide flashed

through my mind. The only thing that deterred me was,
this is hot enough. If I ever get to "Jagtown" I'd get cooled
off, but if I shoot myself now and kill Jack too he will kick,
because I took him to a hotter place than this.

I didn't send Jack to , but I wished he was there
every foot of the road. Finally,we came to a little cottage in
a quiet dell, beside a cool, babbling brook. There was water
for the horses and comforts for man.

I tried to get Jack to stop. No, he was going on. I men-
tally thought he might go, and I would not care where he
landed. Two miles from Los Gatos, at the forks of the
San Jose road, was "The Cottage," and if ever a poor, worn-out
man was nicely treated, it was there. After putting my head
in the brook and a couple of cold punches (with pineapple in
'em) and a couple of bottles of Congress water away I began to
revive. To the manager of Congress Sprjngs,who kindly gave
me a ride into town, I think I owe my life. We got there at
3:30 P. m. and found a very quiet little village. There is not
much to say about "Jagtown." Though it has its charms for

some, it hath no charms for me. Jack would like to.go back;
he has pleasant recollections of the place.

Up at 5 a. it., after a troubled sleep, on account of ihe sul-

try night, we got breakfast and started over the mountains in

a drizzling rain. As the mares bolt out the barn and start up
the road, all of them looking as fresh as if they had not had a
long drive the day before, a farmer, standing on the deserted
depot platform, says :

" Say, Mister, give yer $20 a head fur
that lot."

I could feel my old one-eyed, bag-of-bones smile under me
»t such an offer. Here is the pedigree of the band we were
taking from Palo Alto to Aptos Farm, where they had been
sent to be bred to Dexter Prince :

Susie Wilkes, by Aptos Wilkes, dam by Abbotteford.
Lillie S. and Emma S., both by Speculation, dam Jennie

(dam of Hulda).
Corinne, by Director, dam Ashcat's Daughter.
Neonta, by Steinway, dam by Silverthreads.

Satella, by Aptos Wilkes, dam Young Ashcat.
Miss Meares, by Abbottsford, dam Tule Duck.
Point Lace, by Antevolo, dam sister to Crown Point.
Miss Yalensin, by Yalensin, dam Humming Bird.

Two half sisters to the famous Hulda, to say nothing of

the rest of them who are equally as well bred; I could not
find words to answer the man, so 1 got my old churning ma-
chine turned towards the mountains and we were started.

On account of the strike, the roads were lined with every
imaginable vehicle, but barring a few breaks* the mares made
we had lots of time to enjoy the beautiful scenery.

Like a snake's track around the mountain side winds one
of the most beautiful roads I ever saw. Near the summit the
mares took a notion to stop, or rather bolt through a fence
that looked like it had been made for a Lake county
stock farm to keep the rocks from crawling away.

" Look out. Jack !
" I yelled at the top of my voice.

My old "ship" of a mare could not run, so Jack had to do
the chasing part of it. Into a small corn patch the mares
rushed; Jack, and the owner of the patch (a long, lank,

calf-kneed Missourian) after them, the Missourian swearing
at his l^ss, and Jack swearing at the Missourian because he
did not keep his fence fixed.

I thought there would be bloodshed, but when the wild-

eyed man of the mountains saw the relic of war that came
out of Jack's boot-leg, he gave one moonshiner's yell and
dropped over a bluff into the creek below. I knew the water
would not hurt him, so we meandered along in peace until

we got to the Hotel de Redwood. There the teams and peo-

ple made me think of the good old days of Gabe Case on the

Jerome Park road of New York City.

Turning a bend in the road we passed ten as lovely young
schoolma'ams as could^be found west of the Rockies. It was
a most beautiful sight to watch the dear creatures sauntering
along in that careless abandon one assumes in the mountains
on a holiday.

I was feasting my eyes on the beautiful creatures, and
thinking how pleasant it would be if I could only put in two
or three days at that pretty little mountain house, when I

heard a neigh, and I knew trouble was ahead. The mares
were off on another of their exploring expeditiors. Jack
had to head 'em off, and as I dropped anchor my heart stood

still to hear that man swear. I was raised near the Missis-

sippi river, and ought to be a judge of swearing, and I most
cheerfully give to Jack the prize*for being the most careful,

thoughtful, painstaking and methodical swearer I have ever

listened to.

My visions of stopping at that place on my return were
short-lived, for I could see by the frightened looks of those

school ma'am's faces that their ideal of two real live vaqueros

on the trail was shattered. I did my best to apologize, but,

with wild shrieks, they took to the woods like scared rabbits.

Nothing more happened to disturb the monotony of our

ride until we got to "Soquell" (or some such name). There
were five or six roads, and every one of the band took a

road to herself.

The mares evidently knew that all of the roads went to

Aptos, but I did not. With spur and voice I urge my lop-

eared steed to her utmost to try and "round up" the scat-

tered band.

I was at work with hands and feet and could not stop or

head a mare who merely seemed to be jogging along. She
turned a corner and took her place in the band as if nothing

had happened. In trying to stop my old scow I pulled the

bit in two, and then I was in a fix, but with a very light

twist of the ear she was willing to stop.

At 3 P. M. we turned into the entrance gates of the Aptos
Farm—our destination. I forgot to offer a prayer of grati-

tude. In my surprise I did not know what to expect. But
I most surely did not expect to see as well appointed a ranch

as " Aptos," so far away from civilization.

I was tired, very tired, but when the boy took my old mare
I heard her offer a sigh of relief I most fondly echoed. After

a splendid luncheon, the trailer, Mr. O'Brien, kindly showed
us around the ranch.

Aptos Wilkes, the premier stallion, with Cupid,and a mag-
nificent French coach stallion, all looking like they were well

treated, were the only occupants of the commodious stallion

stables, and right here I want to say, to my way of thinking,

it is by far the best, most comfortable and perfectly appointed

building I ever saw for stallions. Around the foot of the hill,

that was knee deep in clover, in a lovely little valley, is the

half-mile track. It, like everything else on the ranch, was in

perfect condition. Near by, in a large paddock, was that plain-

looking, but wonderful mare Hulda (she should have been

named Beulah), looking strong and lusty, but the hind foot,

injured at Chicago in that never-to-be-forgotten race with

Alix, shows that she has been in the bands of a surgeon.

They have hopes, I believe, of training her again. She may
stand the "prep," but few of them do. The sucklings are a
good, all-around lot, and should make racehorses, especially
as they are all royally bred.
There is a herd of Jersey cattle here that would do honor

to any farm in the world, as they are not only uniform in
color and size, but are great milkers.
The palatial dwelling stands in a beautiful park, with a

splendid orchard of choice fruits near by. The chicken house,
with its flocks of beautiful fowls, adds a charm to the beauti-
ful view from the clover-covered hills that surrounds it on
all sides.

I shall long remember the cool, shady hillside where I lay
my tired and weary limbs, and had a nice little sleep. With
birds singing their sweetest in the trees, and buried in clover
three feet high, I forgot all the aches and pains that old lop-
eared, one-eyed, box-ankled antidiluviated specimen of the
equine race hadcaused me. I did not take my meals from
the mantel -piece, but if I ever start anywhere in a boy's
saddle, built for the kids of my grandfather's days, I will
not ask for sympathy, even from a school ma'am. The way I
got around, or rather the various ways, would fill a book that I
am still physically unable to write. With all my troubles and
discomforts I enjoyed the trip most thoroughly, and now
that "Richard is himself again," lean look back upon the
journey and feel well satisfied. I shall always remember the
ride, and especially the beautiful Santa Cruz mountains.
Every courtesy was shown your correspondent from San
Francisco to the sea. If space would allow I could relate
one or two little episodes that would bring a smile to the
face of the most skeptical.

I may do so later, after mv strengtb returns.
San Francisco, July 25, 1894. C. W. A by.

The Charm of Horsemanship.

It looks as if the race horse is a necessary evil. From the

days of Ptolomy, to the prssent, men have raced horses in

spite of everything. In Wallace's " Ben Hur " he makes
his description of the chariot race the most beautiful and
most interesting chapter of his " Tale of the Christ." He
reserves for it a choicer language and more thrilling touch

than for the crucifixion itself. This, however, may be an
unfair comparison, as Wallace is, unquestionably, a writer

built more closely on the pattern of a race tout than after

the design of either a Shakespeare or a Gibbon. It would
require forty millions like him and Talmage to do one-tenth

the good that was accomplished by John Knox and Martin

Luther.

The Egyptians, Babylonians and Assyrians raced horses

Cyrus had a stable of grand ones ; so had Solomon, the

Greeks, Romans, all without an exception, and without even

the slightest degree of abatement in the interest of the sport

it has gone down the centuries even to the present time.
The close affinity existing between man and his horse no

doubt has a great deal to do with this. Yet a closer affinity

exists between man and his dog, and as some satirical writer
once said, " between man and his wife"—and yet the lordly
gentlemen, with the exception of Ketchum and his dog Doc,
has so far failed to utilize either the one or the other to carry
his enthusiasm or his almighty dollar in a hotly contested
race.

Job's best description is of the horse—his very poorest of
his wife. And yet, so far as we can learn, the old fellow's

peculiar physical condition certainly required more assist-

ance from the gentle touch of the tender female than from
the " war horse who snifieth the battle afar off," and snorts

out a few ha 1 ha's I at the captain and the soldiers.

Solomon, too, had more horses than concubines. From
what we can learn, this vigorous gentleman, whose chief de-

sire appeared to be to raise fine horses and thankless children,

managed to always keep up about three horses for every new
bride he took unto himself.

Mankind has always been weak on horseflesh—and the
faster it can go the weaker -has been the human who pos-

sessed it, and the greater has been his idolatrous love. This
needs no proof; not a great man in history can be touched
by the pen of to-day, but that some pen may speak of his

favorite horse.

Darwin once said that man was distinguished from all other
animals in that he laughs ; and we may as well add that a
civilized man is distinguished from all other men in that he
will bet on a horse race. It is wrong, we admit

;
just as it is

wrong to bet on the price of lots, or of wheat, or raffle off a

ten cent cushion in the " grab bag " of a church festival, or

make a bill with your grocer when the chances are "10 to 1"

that you will never pay it—and a hundred similar kinds of

betting. And having arrived at that point we give it up and
ask for the aid of the preacher. We can't stop it—it came
along with "original sin " and the birth of the devil, and
looks like it will last till the trump of doom. But we may do
one thing—we may refrain from betting ourselves, and, if

people must bet on horse races, we may insist on the race

being an honest one. Honesty hides a multitude of sins.

—

Spirit of the Hub,

To Cure Lockjaw.

A writer in Clark's Horse Review gives his experience im

curing lockjaw, in which he says : If a nail is picked up get

it out, of course, as soon as possible ; then get a half pailful

of hot water—as hot as the horse can possibly stand it—pour

in plenty of vinegar and also plenty of salt. This is all, only

it must be so hot that at first when you put the horse'* foot

into it he will pull the foot out of the water, put it in again,

and keep on doing so until you can hold the foot in it stead-

ily. Hold it in half an hour or longer and repeat it again

after two hours. Do this at least four times or more the first

day, and repeat the process the next day. In nine cases out

of ten it will save the horse. It has been tried on man and

I used it myself on my own horse. Some one may say that

this remedy is no good, but if I had a valuable horse it is the

remedy I would try. Nothing will kill the blood poison

quicker if taken in time.

W. D. Bunnell, the gentleman from Colfax who has been

wintering at the Pleasanton track will have a string of good

ones to commence racing with. Their first appearance will be

at Woodland. The horses' names are : Ben Ingraham, Ingra-

ham, Oro Fino, Obolo, Tacoma, Ebenwood and S. D.
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STOCK LORE.

Bits of Knowledge Concerning the Horse.—
Food, "Water and Care.

It is claimed by many that the horse is a Dative of Asia.

Others affirm with equal plausibility that he came from Cen-

tral Africa. Some of the very earliest records of the human

race contain allusions to the horse. In the book of Job the

horse is mentioned as a familiar animal, not as one recently

subdued. Sculptured images of horses have been found

among the ruins of the cities of the desert. The horse is

mentioned by Moses in connection with the Egyptians, and

records older than the writings of Moses point to his having

been known and used by the Egyptians from the dawn of

their civilization.

The horses of Arabs and Indians are healthful. Where the

horse is more the slave than the companion of man, he is the

subject of a multitude of infirmities. In the stables of those

who are opulent and careless, the horse becomes the pam-

pered victim of abundance, and is likely to fall a prey to dis-

eases that come by irregular exercise and surfeiting. lb the

marts of trade, forced to travel over cobble-stones, driven by

a hard taskmaster, he is soon stiffened, spavined and generally

broken down. When driven by those who are not able to

supply proper food, the horse becomes poor, spiritless, dull

and subject to disease.

Herds of wild horses formerly roamed the San Joaquin

valley. Bands would occasionally stray near to each other,

and horses from one band always evinced great interest in

their neighbors, rubbing noses and getting acquainted with

each other in true horse fashion. As many traits of character

are evinced in a band of horses as would be seen in a like

number of people, some became friends at once and others

kicked at every other horse in sight. As a rule, each band

kept well to itself, but there would always be changes when
two bands came together, a few deserting one band for an-

other. Each band was marshalled by a stallion, which exer-

cised great authority, keeping younger animals in subjection,

and alternately leading and driving the band to and from the

watering places. They often rounded up the band, whipped
in recalcitrant members, and drove them to water or pasture

as systematically as a vaquero would.

Within the memory of the writer there were bands of wild

horses and cattle upon the San Joaquin plains which were

not claimed by any one. They were no doubt the progeny ot

animals that escaped from the Spaniards who first came into

the country.

Farmers should raise at least one or two good colts every

year.

But they should be good colts.

Hay is comparatively high in California, and a colt must
be well-fed and cared for in order that it may thrive.

No animal ever reached its greatest development under
most unfavorable conditions.

No horse cau thrive when it is uncomfortable.

No horse can be comfortable when it is cold.

Even in the temperate atmosphere of California, a horse

must be protected from draughts.

The animal that is allowed to " run wild," and pick up its

food the best it can, drinking water from stagnant pools, al-

ways looks shaggy and poor.

The horse that is fed and cared for when it is growing, and
provided with clean drinking water and a warm place in

which to sleep, always looks bright and always reaches a

larger growth than it otherwise would.

The country is full of scrubby stock, and mustangs never
command a large price. Well-bred horses that have been
carefully raised, always command a good price.

If a mustang is fed all the hay it will eat from the time it

is old enough to eat until it is four years old, the hay con-

sumed will have cost more than the animal will sell for.

Therefore it does not pay to raise common stock.

A free, easy-moving roadster, or *». strong, well-built truck

horse is always in demand at a reasonable price.

Mares used for breeding purposes should be sound, of

mature age, kind and courageous; never old, worn out or

vicious. When possible mares of pedigree running in the
line of stock which it is proposed to breed should be secured.

The mare should he well fed. Only good horses sell well,

and good colts can only be reared under favorable circum-
stances.

A good colt can not be reared unless he receives liberal

feeds of crushed oats and bran to build up bone and muscle,
without which a horse is of no use and value. The foal will

commence in a few weeks to eat grain, and, of course, other
things being equal he will grow much faster and become
ready for the market at an earlier age than if he were al-

lowed nothing but hay.
All horses need occasional bran mashes. Twice a week is

not too often.

Horses that are not regularly exercised should not be given
much grain.

Wheat or barley chafl should never be used as a food for

horses. The beards frequently become lodged in the mouth
and throat and are productive of serious trouble. In the
stomach and intestines they often serve as the nucleus for

soft concretions.

All horses should be turned out to grass at least once a year
for several weeks. At such times the stomach and intestines

undergo a rest which to the animal is yery beneficial.

The horse has a small stomach, and should be fed little

and often.

Carrots are excellent food for horses, particularly if the
animal is (rick. They improve the appetite and increase the
action of the bowels and kidneys.

Sudden changes of diet are always dangerous.
Rapid or severe labor can not be performed on a full

stomach without injury.

If a horse is completely jaded he should be allowed to rest

for a time before being fed, and should be given hay before
being given grain.

Nearly all hay is better after it is one year old than when
it is first baled.

Oats take precedence of all other grains as a food for

horses.

Moldy hay always produces serious disorders in the diges-
tive organs.

Hay that is cut, mixed with crushed grain, and wetted,
nhould be fed at once. If not fed immediately it becomes
sour.

Boiling and steaming food, whether grains or roots, is

always to be recommended. There is danger in feeding

steaming hot food, however, and such food always injures the

teeth.

Oats take precedence of all other grains as a food for horses,

as the ingredients necessary for the complete nutrition of the

body exist in them in the best proportions. Oats, too, are

easily digested. Care should be exercised, however, in the

selection ot oats. New oats are indigestible. Oats for food

should be a year old, plump, short, hard, clean, bright and
sweet. Oats that have sprouted or fermented are injurious,

and should never be fed. Crushed oats should be fed to old

horses, or those having defective teeth.

All grains should be fed in mangers large enough to per-

mit of spreading the grain in a thin layer. When the grain

is deep, the horse eats it too rapidly, and gorges. When it is

spread in a thin layer the animal masticates his food more
thoroughly.

Potatoes are often fed on account of their laxative proper-

ties. If fed raw, in large quantities, they often produce indi-

gestion. Their digestibility is increased by boiling them.
Beets are seldom used as food for horses, and are not re-

markable for nutritive power.

All grains are more easily digested when ground than

when fed whole. Wheat should never be fed whole.

Hay and other fodder is economized when cut in short

pieces. Not only will the horses eat the necessary amount
in a shorter time, but there is less waste, and the mastication

of any grain which is fed with it, whether whole or in a

crushed state, is insured.

Horses can be taught to eat most anything. In some sterile

countries horses subsist largely on dried fish. In the West
Indies corn is often mixed with molasses, and used as food

for horses. In the Mahratta Country salt, pepper and spices

are made into balls with flour and grease, and given to horses.

This mixture is supposed to produce animation and a glossy

coat. Broth made from sheep's head is sometimes given.

Wheat and rye should not be used as food for horses ex-

cept in small quantities, bruised or crushed, and fed mixed
with other grains or hay. If fed alone, in any considerable

quantity, they are almost certain to produce digestive ditor-

ders and founder.

Wheat bran is good food for horses, but should not be de-

pended upon exclusively. Care should be taken not to feed

bran that has soured. Bran sours quickly if moistened, and
feed boxes should be kept scrupulously clean, including the

corners.

Corn is used very little in California as food for horses. It

should be fed very sparingly to horses not accustomed to its

use, as no other grain is so likely to produce acute indiges-

tion. Corn should be given ground, and is assimilated most
easily when mixed with crushed oats or wheat bran. Corn
that is whole may be fed after it has been soaked in clean

water for ten or twelve hours.

Horses should not be fed heating food in hot weather. The
mixed food, purchased of mills, consisting of cracked wheat,

oats and corn, especially, is too heating. Horses which are

so fed, and which stand for a few days without exercise, are

likely to become paralyzed when driven on a hot day, even if

driven slowly.

Grass is the natural food of the horse. None of the grasses

are sufficient, however, to keep the horte in condition for

hard work. Horses, feeding exclusively upon grass are
" soft," sweat easily, purge and soon tire when at hard work.

To growing stock grass is almost indispensible. It is an active

alternative, «nd should at first be fed in small quantities to

horses that have been accustomed to hay and grain.

Horses that are being driven should be watered frequently

and given but little at a time.

Water should never be given to horses when it is ice-cold.

Water that is impure from the presence of decomposing
organic matter, such as is found in wells and ponds in close

proximity to manure heaps and cess pools, is frequently the

cause of diarrhoea, dysentery and other diseases of stock,

while water may be so contaminated with poisons as to pro-

duce death.

When horses have continued and free access to water they

never drink to excess.

A horse requires about eight gallons of water per day when
he is kept on dry food.

Stored rain-water and surface water from cultivated land

is suspicious ; creek water Jo which sewage gains access, is

dangerous.
Horses should be watered before being fed. If water is

given immediately after feeding, the food is washed from the

stomach before it is fitted for digestion.

The heavier breeds of horses, generally used for heavy

work on rough roads, are most likely to have corns.

Mules seldom have corns.

Among the conditions which cause corns may be men-

tioned : High heels, which change the natural relative posi-

tion of the bones of the foot and thereby increase the concus-

sion to which these parts are subject; contracted heels, which

in partdestroy the elasticity of tbe foot, increase the pressure

upon the soft tissues of the heel, and render lacerations more
easy ; long feet, which, by removing the frog and heels too

far from the ground, deprive them of necessary moisture,

which in turn reduces the elastic properties of the horn and

diminishes the transverse diameter of the heels ; weak feet,

or those in which the horn of the wall is too thin to resist

the tendency to spread. Wide feet with low heels are always

accompanied by a flat sole whose posterior wings either rest

upon the ground or the shoe, and as a consequence are easily

bruised.

Perfect horses are not plentiful.

A poor saddle often spoils a good horse.

The age of cattle is indicated by their teeth as nuerringly

as the horse's teeth indicates itsage. The age of bogs can also

be told from their teeth until they are twenty-one months old.

Every horse owner should know how to tell the age of the

animal by examining its teeth.

A full-grown stallion or gelding has forty, and a mare

thirty-six teeth—the male having four hook teeth, which are

lacking in the female.

The horse has always attained the age of four and a half or

five years before he has a full number of perfect teeth. Pre-

vious to this time, the younger the animal the fewer the

teeth.

Great care should be exercised in driving valley horses to

the mountains. The change in elevation, and therefore in

the atmosphere is very great. Heavy horses.-especially, are

greatly affected, and should be driven very carefully. Cold

mountain water should be given sparingly.

Weight withoutquality, and shape without action, should

always be avoided when purchasing horses.

A horse should never be allowed to stand facing a cold
wind. This is especially dangerous when the horse is warm
from exercise. A horse tied in the shade of a tree, facing a
wind, after having been rapidly driven, is almost certain to
incur a fatal congestion of the lungs.

There is along the slough near Alviso a blue clay which is

very useful in keeping horses' hoofs soft and allaying any
fevered condition that may have arisen. The mud may be
plastered into the hoof and left there over night. It is very
grateful to a tired horse.

In spring the shoes should be removed from all farm
horses and that are used almost solely about the farm in plow-
ing, harrowing, etc. Thus the feet will have an opportunity
to come into contact with the cool, moist earth, and this will

tend to remove inflammation and encourage a healthy growth
of the horn.
No matter how much of a hurry you are in, it pays to give

your horses needed rest.

Tall, rangy horses do not develop as early as closely-built

animals, and must be handled more carefully.

Some horses naturally carry their heads higher than do
others. A horse that is checked too high never travels natu-
rally, as he cannot see where he is going to step. A horse so

checked always throws his front feet awkwardly.
Handle the colt from the very earliest age. Then his

training will become so natural that there will never be any
need for *' breaking." Trainers can succeed better by using
kindness and gentleness than in any other way.
Horses should never be allowed to stand on a wooden floor.

It is very trying to the limbs and feet.

Nearly every kind of business has its seasons of prosperity

and depression. One of the shortest roads to wealth is to

buy when nearly every one else wants to sell. If horses are

cheap a renewed demand is certain to spring up in the future.

Horses are short-lived and rapidly used up. When there is

a dull season nearly everybody goes out of the business, and
then when the price rises few have horses to sell.

Any horse will thrive better when loose in a box stall than

when tied up.

Race horses are too nervous and high strung to be safe for

general family use. A carriage horse should be more com-
pactly built and should be of a gentler disposition.

Horses that are kept stalled and seldom used should be

driven very carefully.

A foundered horse can be greatly relieved by causing him
to stand in water. It should be deep enough to cover the

hoofs.

The man who raises a horse with sufficient size, proper
shape and action, fitted for use in phaeton, car or coach, will

find an encouraging market.
The horse market, like all other markets, is subject to sea-

sons of depression. The best time to commence to breed

horses for tbe market is when horses are cheap. Growers are

then prepared to profit by the increased demand and larger

prices which always follow. It is the law of trade the world

over and is immutable. Prices never remain long either at

top or bottom figures.

The training of any kind of an animal rests upon the bond
ofsympathy which exists between the trainer and the animal.

Patience and forbearance are always necessary. A whip
stands for authority and punishment in the eyes of all ani-

mals, and properly used is of gieat use.

In horses the pulse at rest beats forty times a minute. It

may be felt wherever a big artery crosses a bone. It is gener-

ally felt in the horse where it crosses over the bone of the

lower jaw in front of its curved position, or in the bony ridge

above the eye. Any material variation of the pulse from

the above may be considered as a sign of disease. If rapid,

hard and full icis an indication of high fever or inflamma-

tion ; if rapid, small and weak, low fever, loss of blood or

weakness. If slow, the possibilities point to brain disease,

and if irregular to heart troubles. This is one of the prin-

cipal and sure tests of the health of an animal.—San Jose

Mercury.

Entries for Oregon Stake Races

Following are the entries as made for the three stake races

at the Oregon State Fair, on which second payment is due

August 1st:

Race No. 6,running, two year-old stake, one mile, entrance

$50, $250—Joe Kinney's ch f Sunny Plains, by Warwick

—

Julia S., by Marmaduke. S. J. Jones' b f Little Ellen, by

Oregon—Lina. W. F. Matlock's Henrietta by Leon—Rep-
etta. Malarkey's Baby Ruth, by Villard—Lady Duffy.

Race No. 10, trotting, for two-year-olds bred and raised in

Oregon, Washington, Idaho or Montana two in three, $50 en-

trance, $250 added— I. C. Mosher's c c Golden Seal, by Cceur

d'Alene—Abdallah Maid. J. A. Crawford's blk f Velveteen,

by Noonday—by Put Smith. T. A. Crowell's b g Mark S.,

by Pilot Lemont—Amber G.
Race No. 12, running, Oregon Derby stake for three-year- i

olds, one and one-half mile dash, entrance $50, $300 added— '

S. J. Jones' ch f Wyana, by Oregon—Superba. S. J. Jones'

b c St. Apollo, by St. Paul—Neyella. Phil Painter's b f ,

Verdi Paul, by St. Paul—Woodbury. Malarkey's Lizzie M.,

by Villard—Lady Duffy. W. F. Matlock's Morrow—Re-
petta.

In all trotting purse raoes entries name and close on '

August 1st, and entrance fee to be paid at 6 P. m. the day be-
;

fore the race.

In all running purse races the entries name and close with

the payment of the entrance by p. m. the day before the' i

race. The introductory scramble (running) close its entries

at noon on the day of the race.

Imp. Uhlan, brown horse, foaled 1S69, by The Ranger, i

dam La Mechante, by Turnus^out of Traviata, by The Libel,

died at the Chesterbrook Stud, Pa., the property of Mr. A. J.
|

Cassatt. Uhlan was a well-bred horse, but not a success

as a sire here, though he was in France. As a race horse he

ranked high, however, winning in England tbe Ascot and

Goodwood Stakes, Brighton and Doncaster Cups and four

Queen's Plates.
-*-

The closing odds against Monterey when he won at Wash-
ington Park on the 19th were 40 to 1. He carried 110

pounds and ran the five furlongs in 1:01$.

Do not forget to look carefully at the programme of race

meetings advertised in this issue. Entries in many of these

will close August 1st.

Boodle, 2:19|, has been shipped from Sacramento to San

Jose. He will be a factor iu the races this fall.
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How Azote "Won at Detroit.

Detroit (Mich.), July 15.—The July sun to-day blazed

and burned down upon the Detroit track, and the faintest

breeze from riverward served little to temper the torrid flame

of midsummer. But the big crowd attracted by the free-for-

all trot in which Alix, Nightingale, Lord Clinton, Walter E.,

Pixley, Pamlico and Belle Vara were named to start, made

the best that could be made of the scorching afternoon, and

the defeat of the favorites to-day was, as to the results, no

exception to tbe rule that has so far prevailed at this new

track, for though Azote won in a remarkable race, the two

other favorites, Alix and Ed Easton, went down in turn

before less fancied horses. The victory of Azote means that

another supremely good free-for-aller is in the field. This

gelding is just now about as fast and reliable as anythiDg out,

and it was freely said after the free-for-all that had the Palo

Alto-bred horse been in the race. Lord Clinton would have

had a more dangerous opponent than was either Alix or Pix

ley to-day. Independently of the fast lime made aud the

;

superior racing form shown by the Whips geldiDg in the race

i for the 2:15 class, the fact that a heat in which eighteen

horses started, and all finished inside the flag in 2:09£, is

1 remarkable. Azote certainly laid over bis held to-day, and

the serious battle of the race was really for second money,

and for that Prince Herschel, by good driving on the part of

Dickerson and resolute endeavor and behavior on the part of

the horse, finally landed in front of tbe also well-driven and

fast Ora Wilkes. The big Whips gelding won in straight

heats.

The time of the race, 2:09|, 2:12 and 2:12J, and the fact

that the winner -won with reasonable ease, shows just how
good he u and how great a race was seen in the opening

event to-day. Fides Stanton, Racine and Ryswood acted as

if they had had too much racing, while Dandy Jim seemed a

better horse than he was at Windsor, and Answer went a

better first heat than might have been expected. After the

rare and sensational victory of Azote in the first heat of the

2:15 trot the 2:15 pace was called, and resulted in a fast and

great contest, says Chicago Inter Ocean.

The filly named Bullmont, a shapely, speedy and certainly

game gray gelding, driven by J. C. Curry, who drove Alix

last year, won the first, second and final heats, though S. R.

was awarded the fourth heat, which, from the inconveniently

placed press stand, Easton seemed to have won in 2:12|, the

fastest time of tbe race. In the fourth heat of this race the

fast Eastern horse, Simmons, choked and fell near the finish,

but finally recovered sufficiently to go to the barn. As to the

race, Starr's Almonarch gelding, S. R., and Ed Easton were

the threatening factors, and went a terrific fourth heat, the

effect of which was seen in Bullmont's easy victory in the

final whirl.

So eood has Lord Clinton been of late there was not great

astonishment over bis victory in the free-for-all trot, though
Alix on her Saginaw defeat of Nightingale, the latter on her

good second in 2:10 in that town, and Pamlico on his recent

victories south of here, were more fancied than the Denning
Allen gelding. The race itself won, though it was in time

that would have been sensational a few years ago, calls for no
elaborate description. Lord Clinton was to-day the best horse

'nit, and was well driven by Raybould. He won in straight

heats in such fashion that there was left no room for doubt
that either Alix, Pamlico, Pixley or Nightingale will have to

be at their best to race with the black horse this summer.
Alix did not seem to like the track and certainly appeared
not as good as she was 3t Saginaw. She not only lacked the

Bpeed she had there, but acted unsteadily and appeared to an-

swer McDowell less kindly than in her race up the valley.

The shifty but not by any means pure-gaited Pixley, was the

contender with Clinton in the last two heats, and Pamlico
was there or thereabouts at all stages of the race. Nightin-
gale was certainly unfortunate, getting the word in the first

heat while off her stride and never settling until hopelessly

outfinisbed behind the flag. Belle Vara scored faster than
anything in the field, but she, too, lagged in the third heat

and was flagged. Many horses left to-day for Cleveland, and
all tbe horsemen long for a track that even if not so preten-

tious as the new Detroit course will be more easy of access

and egress from and to the city. Next year no doubt every-

thing here will be completed and convenient, but at present

the track is suffering at the hands of a conscienceless and in-

sufficient street car line.

SUMMARIES.

2:15 class, trotting, purse 52,000.

Bg Azote, by Whips—by Whipple's Hambletoniau
McDowell 111

Bh Prince Herschel. bv Herschel Dickerson 2 3 2
Blk h Oro Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes Goldsmith 3 2 3
tir g Dandy Jim, by Young Jim Simm 5 4 10
Bg Jack Sheppard, by Anderson Wilkes Hueston 8 8 4
Bg Answer, by Ansel Marvin 4 16 9

Bg Homestake, by Gibraltar Whitney 15 5 6
Bg James L . bv Dexter Prince Briggs 10 11 5
Ch m Jessie McCorkle, bv Amboy S. Fuller 7 6 7

, Bh Red Line, by Red Wilkes Mosher 6 7 15
Cb h Fides Ssanton. bv General Stanton. H. James 9 9.8
Grg Racine, by Pilot Medium Caton 14 10 13
BhRvsweod, by Bellwood M. Dwyer 11 13 11
Bh Courier, by Crittenden Nichols 12 12 16
Bh Allegro, bySwigert Stinson 16 15 14
Bh Medio, by Pilot Medium Raybould 17 14 12
Bm Nvanza, bv Robert McGregor Ketcbam 13 dr
Bm Maybv, by Oxford Boy J. Curry 18 dis

Time, 2.0954, 2:12, 2:12^.

2:15 class, pacing, purse 52,000.

Gr g Bullmont, by Blueskin—Lady Almont, by Al-
mont J. Curry 2 113 3 1

BgEd Easton. by Chimes Geers 9 9 2 12 2
ChgS. R, by Almonarch Starr 4 8 2 2 13
Ch h Bonrbon Patcben, by Bourbon Wilkes...Webb 7 2 5 5 4 4
Blk m Dolly Spanker, by Jim Wilkes Yates 3 4 7 6 5 ro
Blk h Direction, by Director Dickerson 8 7 5 7 dis
B g Summons, by Bel'adonna Barnes 1 6 8 8 dr
Blk h Coast Boy, bv Bourbon Wilkes Davis 10 3 4 4 dr
Ch h Be Jos. by Ajax Green 5 7 dr
Br m Annie E., by Detraetor Haviland 6 dis

Time. 2U4M, 2:13%, 2:13%, 2:12%, 2:13%. 2:14%.

Free-for-all trotting, purse 52,000.

Blk g Lord Clinton, by Denning Allen Raybould 111
Bm Pixley, by lay Gould Dickerson 5 2 2
Bm Alix, by Patronage McDowell 2 6 3
Bh Pamlico. bv Mean.ier Corliss 3 3 4

,

B g Walter E., bv Patcben Mambrino J. Curry 4 4 5
Br m Belle Vara, by Vatican Maloney 6 5dis
Ch m Nightingale, by Mambrino King Geers dis

Time, 2:09K, 2:11%, 2:11%.

The interest in the approaching horse show is increasing
among trottinghorse men. After the fairs are over many of
our best stallions will be placed on exhibition there.

Racing' at Cleveland.

Cleveland, July 24.—The Grand Circuit raceB were

fairly started to-day. The two races begun yesterday were

finished and the card disposed of. There was a good attend-

ance. The track was in good condition. A surprise was

furnished in the three-year-old stake, where Expressive took

the first heat away from Red Bud. In the next heat Red
Bud beat Expressive under whip, but it was such a clear case
of foul that the judges gave the heat to Expressive and sent
Bed Bud to the stable.

In the 2:37 class there was no favorite but Miss Nelson,
which, after losing the first heat, took the next three with
ease. Summary

:

Three-year-olds, eligible to 2:30 class, purse $2,000, unfin-

ished yesterday— Expressive, by Electioneer, won the third,

fourth and fifth heats; Red Bud won the first and second
heats. Tim«, 2:17, 2:18}, 2:17$, 2:18}, 2:21|. Limonero,
Mayflower, Chide, Sun Up, Comanche, Burlingame and Flos-
sie Besant also started.

Four-year-olds, eligible to 2:25 class, purse $2,000, unfin-

ished yesterday—Sallie Simmons, by Simmons, won the first,

second and third heats. Time, 2:19$, 2:23*, 2:193. Nettie
Wilkes, Lovell, Why Not, Red Bird, Miss Rachael, Mam-
brino Swift, Cantilever Wilkes and Cornelia Howard also

started. i^^Js - - ZZZZ~~ $
2:27 class, trotting, purse $2,000—Miss Nelson by Norfolk,

won the second, third and fourth heats. Brown Dick, by St.

Cloud, won the first. Time, 2:15, 2:17, 2:17$, 2:18. Commo-
dore Porter, James L., Judge Austin, Edith R., Allorita,

Maudie, Grayden, Peveril, Happy Promise, Glycera, Aurora
and Prince Wilkes also started.

Cleveland (O.), July 25.—There was great sport at ths

Cleveland track this afternoon. The weather was fine and

the track in good condition, and as a result the time was

very fast. The 2:15 pace, with thirty entries, had twenty-one

starters. There was no favorite in the pools, the field sell-

ing well against horses that could be picked.

There was a game struggle at the finish of the first heat

between Pixley Boy and Bullmont, the former winning by a

neck. Frank Egan was sent against Pixley in the second
heat aud Colonel Thornton in the third, and then Clayhontas
won the last three heals and the race.

In the 2:21 trot Rose Leaf, by Gold Leaf, was a hot favorite,

and when Mahogany, by Bayonne Prince, took the first two
heats from her and tired herself out. Mary Best, by Guy
Wilkes, out of Montrose, by Sultan, walked away with the

race, there was consternation in the poolrooms.

In the 2:29 class Eloise had an easy time of it after the

first heat. Summary :

2:21 class, trotting, purse $3,000.

Mary Best won the third, fourth and fifth heats and the

race. Mahogany won the first and second heats. Time, 2:13,

2:12}, 2:12}, 2:13*, 2:15A. Judge Fisher, Rose Leaf, Aunt
Delilah, Gabriel, Elsie, Don Lowell and David finished in

the order named.
2:15class, pacing, purse $2,000.

Clayhontas won the fourth, fifth and sixth beatsandthe
race. Frank Egan, by Mikagan, won the second heat; Pix-
ley Boy, by Pocahontas Sam, won the first and Colonel Thorn-
ton, by Onward, won the third. Time, 2:12, 2:12£, 2:12, 2:11},

2:14, 2:14}. Bullmont, Barondale, Whiteline, Carrie On-
ward, Coast Boy, Drelincourt, Dick Wilkes, Alti, Russell,

Kittle T., Merrimac, Lady H., Ramon, Glenwood, America
and S. R. K. finished in the order named.

2:29 class, trotting, purse $2,000.

Eloise won the second, third and fifth heats. Sixty-six,

by Chimes, won the first in 2:16}. Time, 2:17, 2:15, 2:19A.

Annie Mace, Lady Nelson and Ollie K. were placed as

named.

Cleveland (O.) July 26.—All the conditions were favor-

able for fast time at the Cleveland Driving Park to-day, and

the flyers in tbe free-for-all trol and the 2:11 class made the

best of their opportunity. The record of the Cleveland track

was smashed, and besides, both of those events were won in

the three fastest consecutive heats ever t rotted in a race.

The track was still spongy enough to be fast, and was re-

garded as perfect. Eight thousand people were in the

grand stand and upon the quarter stretch when the races

were called.

The 2:20 pacing race was the first on the card, and while

that was being disposed of Alix, the favorite in the free-for-

all, was selling in the pools at $3 against $21 for the field.

But three horses started in the race, but for so small a field

the scoring was tedious.

Alix went to the front at the beginning of ths first heat and

led all the way around without a break. The bay beauty be-

haved splendidly and after the first heat she had no trouble

in winning, the race really being between Pixley and Walter

E. for second place, although the former had the better of it

each time.

In the 2:11 class Lord Clinton was the favorite at even

money against the field because of his previous perform-

ances. Ryland T. went to the front in the first heat after

a pretty start and led to the wire, winning the heat in

2:08}, Lord Clinton being second and Pimlico third. Tbe
pace was too hot for Lord Clinton, however, in the second

heat, which Ryland T. won in the remarkable time of 2:07£.

Clinton dropped back to fifth place, Ellard getting second

place. Ryland T. then had a sure thing of the race, but 1 e

was pushed in the third heat, which was made in 2:08£, tl e

three heats being the fastest ever trotted consecutively in a

race.
v:20 class, pacing, purse $2,000—Joe Patchen won in ihree

straight heats. T. N. B., Aggie D., Hyannis, Amelia, 1 ern-

dale, Como, Leonore K., Jennie McCoy, Eddie, Rock Wilkes,

Gamrose, Monogram and Jo He finished in the order nsmed.

Time, 2:11^,2:10}, 2:10.

Free-for-ill trotting purse, $2,500—Alix won in three

straight heats. Pixley and Walter E. also started. Time,

2:08, 2:08}, 2:094.

2:19 class trotting, purse $2,000—Ballona won in ODe, two,

three order. Miss McGregor, Stroutia, Minnie C, Diamond

Jo, Ah There, Forest Boy, Alamito, Peverill, Seaside, Tesa

Wilkes, Rubv, Anteeoyne and Domineer also started. Time,

2:1H, 2:112,2:13}.

2:11 class, trotting, purse $2,000—Ryland T. won in three

straight heats. Ellard, Lord Ciinton, Pimlico, Muta Wilkes,

Phcebe Wilkes, Nightingale and Amboy also started. Time,

2:08}, 2:07^, 2:08£.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wm. F. Egan M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through this column in
all cases of sick or injured horses oi cattle by sending an exDlicit de-
scription of the cases. Applicants will send their name and' address,
that they may be identified. Questions requiring answers bv mail
should be accompanied by two dollars and addressed toffm. F~. Egau
M. R. C. V.S..1117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco.

J. B., Ukiah, Cal.—In answer to annexed^of why I de-
sire to say that the colt referred to is by St. Patrick, 20,302,
dam a well-bred road mare; eyes contract very slightly under
the influence of strong light. He cannot see anything. Eyes
of a bluish color, somewhat clouded. No other unnatural ap-
pearance about the eyes. Colt appears to be all right in
every other way. Will be pleased to hear through your
columns in relation to the matter. Answer—I asked for
age of colt in order to be able to regulate the dose of internal
medicine to prescribe for him, but I don't see it in your re-
ply. Please give age and I will prescribe for colt.

C. L. Marysville.—I have a three-year-old colt that shows
a good gait on the road, but some six months ago his off' fore
tendons began to thicken a little. I used a leg wash and wet
bandages on him. which appear to reduce it some. I then
put a blister on the part and gave him a month's rest. I
jogged him slowly for nearly another month, but as soon as I
began to speed him he thickened up worse than ever and
went lame. I then used " Pond's Extract " and wet band-
ages, and put on a high-heeled shoe,and be is now (after about
three week's rest) almost quite sound but still thickened.
What would you advise me to do for him. I know he will go
lame again as soon as I work him. Answer—Get a veterinary
surgeon to fire and blister the pr-rt, and give him about three
month's rest. Then bring him to his work gradually, and on
level ground. Avoid hills and heavy pulling.

Subscriber, Vallejo—I have a promising colt that makes a
noise like broken wind when he goes very fast or when he
gets excited. He will go along a three and a half minute
gait on the road all right, but when I take him in company
and he gets excited he will wheeze at a four-minute gait.

What could I do to prevent that ? Answer—The trouble is

most probably due to tbe pressure of the lower jaw bones on
the top of the windpipe or larynx when he curves his neck,
as he would do when excited and pulling hard. Put your
fingers in the sub-maxillary space (between the 'ower jaw
bones) and see if it be rather narroiv compared to that of

other colts. Does he curve his bead on his neck very much
when excited, and pulling hard ? If so, put on a bit and a
check that will made him carry his nose well forward, and
drive him slowly in company every day without exciting
him more than you can help. See if the glands around the
throat or jaw are enlarged or if he has a discharge from the
nostrils.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department mcst be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof
of good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

A., Colusa.—Please give breeding of Vibrator. Answer

—

By Planter, dam by Signal 3327.

C, S. F.—What horse holds the two-mile record in Cali-

fornia, and what was the time he made? Answer—Lottery

is credited with running the first heat of a two-mile heat
race September 11, 1878, in 3:30.

Diablo "Will Not Race This Year.

So many conflicting stories have been printed regarding the

great pacer Diablo, 2:09J, that the public is still in doubt sa

to whether he will pace this fall or not. Wm. Murray, the

genial owner, was interviewed by our representative at Pleas-

anton last Saturday, and in reply to the question, •* Are you
going to have Diable pace this year ?" said :

" No, I entered

him at three places on the California circuit, intending to

give him a chance to lower his record,but at two places there

were not enough entries.so the associations declared the races

Diablo was entered in unfilled. Woodland is tbe only place

where I could take him.but as the horse has bad a very heavy

season in the stud—in fact, he has some mares to serve yet

—

I have concluded to give him a rest this year. I have enough

good ones to keep me busy this season, and will try and get a

share of the purses hung up."

E. M. Sandeks, of Pleasanun, will be seen on the circuit

this year behind Little Hope, Ruth C, Miss C, Miss S. and

Almonta, by Director.

S. M. Alviso will pilot Rosita A., 2:15}, and the hand-

some little Abbottsford mare called She through the Califor-

nia Circuit.

A large number of men have been engaged to prepare the

Bav District track for the coming trotting meetings.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

w CREAM

BAKING
POWDER

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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THE FARM.
Foot Bot in Sheep.

Prof. Wortley Ase, in the course of a lecture at Pucker-

idge, recently gave some very valuable practical information

on the nature and treatment of foot rot in sheep. In its first

stages, he said, the disease was a simple matter, but, if not

taken in time" great losses often occurred. Should the dis-

ease become established—a condition of things that ought

never to arise—it was a safe rule to withdraw at once any

sheep found lame. It must be remembered that one diseased

animal quickly contaminated a number of others. Let the

animal that was diseased be placed upon a dry Boor, as dry-

ness appaared to destroy the virus. Unsound sheep intro-

duced into a flock might turn out well, but the practice was

bad, and a very costly experiment. The Professor very

severely condemned the indiscriminate practice of paring and

the use of strong, fuming acids. These latter ought only to

be used in rare instances, as tbey often caused more mischief

than even the disease itself. No blunt knife should be used

in paring, as it was essential not to lift the hoof or cut away
more than needed. Only that part of the hoof should be

removed which had become detached, as it would never unite

again to the quick, and caused dirt to accumulate. Every
possible facility should be given for the wound to heal. It

was absolutely essential to remove the animals infected from

dirt and wet into a dry yard. He suggested the construction

of a trough with boards, 10 feet or 12 feet long, 4 feet deep

and 6 inches high, and placing this between two rows of

hurdles. Into this trough it was necessarv to put something

that would kill the virus and assist the wound to heal, and
through this trough the sheep should be driven morning and
evening until well. For this purpose Professor Axe recom-

mended the use of the following mixture : To every four or

five quarts of hot water add four ounces of alum and four

ounces of sulphate of copper. This was not costly, and was
most effective if properly and consistently used. If taken in

time, three out of four sheep attacked would recover by this

treatment. Loss was occasioned chiefly by gross negligence,

and, to prevent this loss, all cases should be regarded as con-

tagious, and treated accordingly. Much care should be exer-

cised, too, in not purchasing animals with foot rot. Then,
again, in feeding sheep on low-lying ground, especially if the

grass was old and long, it was advisable to occasionally re-

move the flock to higher ground for a change. The shepherd
should be, and usually was, on the alert for the first indica-

tion of this disease, which should receive his immediateatten-
tion.—Irish Farmers' Gazette.

Jersey Cows.

The following prize essay, by G. H.Turner, was written for

the American Jersey Cattle Club :

In the Island of Jersey for upward of one hundred years
legislation had forbidden, under heavy penalties, the intro-

duction into the island of any and every member of the bo-
vine race. The increase, therefore, is confined wholly to the
births from the thoroughbred cattle on the island. A single

exception is made in favor of steers for beef purposes. What-
ever, therefore, of merit there is in keeping a breed strictly

pure the Jersey posseeses in a supereminent degree. Bred
upon a little island where no other breed of horned cattle was
allowed by a rural population who were interested in the
milk only as to ils butter content, butter (outside of vegetables
for market) being the money crop, with but little if any de-
mand for milk, it was natural that she should be bred with
the view of producing butter. The result of breeding for

generations for a specific object has been to make the Jersey
a "butter" cow. The Jersey is the most thoroughbred of
domestic animals, the long line of special breeding Axing the
characteristics so strongly that every animal of the breed
possesses the heredity or prepotency to transmit its own
qualities to its offspring ; and herein lies one of the vast
superiorities of the Jersey. In her native habitat, her
surroundings, conditions of life, habits, etc., have always
tended to make the Jersey a butter cow ; but it was re-

served to the American breeder, by upward of forty years
of devoted skill and untiring application, to develop her to

her greatest capacity. As a result of his systematic en-
deavors, the American-bred Jersey of to-day is more than
fifty per cent, superior in butter capacity to that of twenty
years ago. We often hear of the phenomenal record-break-
ers, which show what a highly-bred, specialized cow may
do under scientific high-pressure systems of feeding, also

the wonderful progress our breeders have made in the art

of breeding for a purpose
; but the greatest glory of a Jer-

sey lies not in these abnormal yields, wonderful though they
be, but in not less wonderful averages obtained in every
State in our glorious Uuion.
A very importanUjuestion to all stockmen is, what breed

of cattle will make the most milk, or butter, or cheese, or
beef? or to put it in othtr words, what breed of cattle will

make the most of the product desired at least cost ? Our test,

and the test of all dairymen,of the value of a cow is the num-
ber of pounds of butter she makes on ordinary feed. The
dairy question is how to make the most butter at the least

cost, and our experience proves to us that the Jersey is the
answer to the problem; she is pre-eminently the mortgage-
lifter. A cow that can be kept on the mowing of a half-acre
lot of lawn, served with a quart or two of meal daily, that
can be made a pet of and will give a pound and upward of
butter of excellent quality every twenty-four hours, with
cream for the table, milk for all purposes and to spare, is the
beet and cheapest cow for the family and butter dairy as well.
Their value can hardly be estimated in dollars and cents.
The Jerseys are the grandest, most beautiful, most useful,

most fashionable, as well as most profitable stock for the
family and the dairy throughout the whole world. They
Bhow their superiority not only as the greatest milk-produc-
ers or the greatest buttermakers, but also as universal dairy
cows, adapting themselves to any and all climates. We find
the Jersey at her best while braving the rigors of a Canadian
winter, beating the whole world's record as a butter machine
in the hot, dry climate of the sunny South, retaining her
health and vigor equally on the granite hills of New Eng-
land, the plains of Texas, the foothills of the Kocky moun-
tains and in the soft, balmy climate of California. Another
peculiar characteristic of the Jersey is her habit of persistent
milking. She is an everlasting " stayer," hence she is

adapted to continuous usefulness in the dairy. She is like-
wise early to breed and very prolific.

Precisely the same treatment is required by the Jersey as

is required by a good cow of any other breed—no more, no
less. But a great many cows of other breeds are, when com-
pared with the 800-pound Jersey, very large, being 50 to 100

per cent laiger. It is a well-established fact that, on the

average, cattle eat in proportion to their live weight; such

being the case, it is easy to see that a cow weighing twelve or

fifteen hundred pounds will eat proportionately more than

one weighing but eight hundred; it is likewise an incontro-

vertible fact that the food necessarv to enable the little Jersey

to fill the pail would be barely sufficient to sustain life in the

larger animal.

As supplemental to the above, the following on the char-

acteristic markings of the Jersey cow, written by Mr. A. L.

Crosby, of Cantonville, Md., a recognized authority on dairy

and agricultural affairs, will be found of interest:

"The Jersey cow is of medium size, fine in bone—partic-

ularly as to her legs, which are almost deer like in pro-

portion—wide across the hips, thin neck, wide between the

eyes, which are prominent and mild in expression, small

and invariably black-tipped face, generally dished, and with

a mealy muzzle; hoofs small and always black, hide mellow,

hair soft, skin nearly always yellow, tail long, fine in bone,

and with a full switch. The color of the hair varies very

much; it ranges through all shades of fawn ; fawn and
white, squirrel gray, and the same with white and combi-
nations of gray and fawn, and the cow may be solid or

broken colored ; occasionally we see a cow of a dark mahog-
any brown, udder always light-colored, and teats flesh-col-

ored. Red or roan never show in the Jerseys; the very
dark ones have a strip of a lighter shade running alone the

spine. I never knew a Jersey which did not have a black

or almost black strip in the inside of the lower part of each
ear, and I never knew but one family of high-grade Jerseys

not to have this mark. I have bred grades till they were
123-124 pure blood, but they did not show the black stripe

in the ears. It may be that the grade I speak of as having
the stripe might have been pure bred, but I bought her for

a grade and supposed her to be such.

"Jerseys will vary from this description, and they may
vary widely in some respects, but it comes about as near to

describing the breed as I can find words to express my
ideas.

" I have not seen a pure-bred Alderney for many years,

and doubt whether anv are to be found in this country at

present. A few were imported, probably in advance of the

Jerseys, and at first the Jerseys went under the name of Al-

derneys. The Alderneys are larger than the Jerseys, lighter

in color, and probably not so fine in the bone as the latter."

' —

Hog's Ailing.

Hogs in fine condition until sick ; at first decline all food,

lose energy and appetite, are listless and disinclined to move,

remaining in this state from several days to a week or more

before getting better or dying. Have given spirits turpentine

in some cases, which have recovered; but others have died

after same treatment. Same results with kerosene oil. q.

Spring Hill, Va. [Epsom salts, 1 lb.; powdered nitrate potass.,

1 oz.; sulphur, 8 oz.; powdered colchicum root, 4 dr.; mix.
Give one-fourth of this to full-grown animals dissolved in

hot water; allow to cool. Young animals, smaller doses.

Then three times a day give a dose of the following: Car-
bolic, 4 dr.; tincture aconite root, 2 dr.; tincture nux vomica,
1 dr.; glycerine, 4 oz ; mix. Dose, 30 drops. All the healthy
ones should be dozed with the first prescription as well as

those that are ill ; the drops are only fur the latter. ]

The experiment of keeping chickens on a large scale has
often been tried and, so far as we can learn, has never been
successful unless they were provided with separate houses
and separate runs some distance from each other. Mr. Till-

inghart of Pennsylvania tells how this was managed in one
instance, which might be easily and cheaply tried by others

who are ambitious to embark in the business. He says :
" The

most successful egg producer I ever saw built small houses

out around the outskirts of his farm and kept about two
dozen hens in each. He had a wagon road running around
along the line of houses and drove an old horse and cart

around to carry food and water to them every morning. He
also carefully husbanded the manure from under the roosts,

which he used iu tanks of water, thus forming a liquid

manure which made his celery and other garden truck the

wonder of the neighborhood. Probably 600 good hens kept
in twenty-five snug little houses built on the outskirts of a
100-acre farm and faithfully fed every morning, but allowed
their liberty except to be closed against intruders

at night, would afford more actual profit than all the

rest of the farm stock and crops put together. A house
eight feet square, built by setting a post for each corner, say

ten feet high in front and eight feet at rear, then building a
tight plank floor on scantling attached to these, three feet

above the ground, thus forming a basement which should be
tightly enclosed on three sides, but with a good-sized door on
the south side, which is to be left open in daytime but closed

at night, will afford room enough for twenty-five fowls. An
inclined plank leads from the basement up into the roosting-

roorn above, which is always warm and dry. This arrange-
ment gives the fowls a snug, warm runway and scratching
pen which they will appreciate during cold, stormy, and
windy weateer, and not compel them to constantly run over
their night droppings. No foundation is necessary by this

plan, and a shed roof a trifle more than eight feet square
covers 128 feet of floor space. A half dozen Norway spruce
trees set in a group on the northwest side about a rod away
from the house for wind-break and shelter completes the ar-

rangement. Sucli a colonv of fowls should be healthy and
happy, and if they receive the ordinary requirement of food

and attention should shell out the eggs in a manoer which
will afford a good substantial profit.

Blood Tells.

If farmers who have not yet imbibed ideas leading towards

improvement in their meat producing animals could visit

any one of the leading markets, in this or any other country,

and witness the close discrimination practiced by buyers, no

other evidence would be required to show the utter folly of

attempting to force money from customers who are seeking a

first-rate article by placing before them stock of low grade,
i

The man who hauls shrunken wheat to mirket, knows what
i

his reward will be, because close grading and no latitude is
'

the rule with wheat. The same careful discrimination is

placed upon all other products of the farm—fruit, vegeta-
| 4

ables, poultry, wools—and especially in dairy products are

the lines drawn very closely.

There is a sharp, well defined meaning in the lesson to

be gleaned from prices on butter, when the quotations
\

show the unwarrantable range from thirty-three down to i

eight cents. The lesson is equally sharp and well defined
|

when the quotations on steers vary from seven down to i

two and a quarter cents. The spectacle of a two and a
j

quarter cent steer eating the grass off of land worth $50
|

an acre, and corn worth, in the crib, fifty cents a bushel,
I

affords a sad commentary on the judgment of the farmer I
who tolerates such a practice. Yet, an approximation to

this is the rules on many farms. For every car load that I

commands six to seven cents, there are twenty car loads,

no one of which will go about five cents, a large propor-

tion going below this figure.

After looking the contents of the pen carefully over, we
j

invite a look among the quarters hung up in any wholesale ,

slaughtering establishment, where several different grades of '

steers are killed and kept for sale to retail butchers. On two
quarters hanging side by side, which, to a novice, man seem
of equal value, there is often a difference of from three to

four cents a pound. Follow these two grades of meat to the

retail butchers, and you will find that certain shops always

buy the cheaper, and others the higher grades ; some, a very

few, buy of two grades. Taking Chicago retail shops as ex-

amples, if you follow these quarters to the block, you will

find the best steaks aud roa3ts from the better grade, are sold ;

at 18 to 22 cents a pound, while similar cuts from the lower

grade are sold at 12 to 14.

Consumers, though not one in a thousand of them know
that the quality hiGges mainly upon the extent to which the

lean proportions—in other words, the muscles—have fat dis-

tributed through and hetween their fibers, marbling the meat, '

have learned that the twenty-cent meat has qualities which :

the twelve-cent meat never possessed ; hence, those who can

afford to pay the larger prices cheerfully permit the butcher

to fill their orders at the top prices. This is mainly the

channel through which one steer finds a ready buyer at seveD

cents, while another can only be put off at half the figure.

If fifteen-cent butter would prove as palatable on the table

as the thirty-five cent butter, then the lower priced would
control the price of the other, and the two would come
nearer together. For a like reason, if cuts from the low-

priced steer would prove as savory on the table as those from
the higher priced, then the disparity in price would be oblit-

erated. Consumers are becoming, every year, better ac-

quainted with these differences, while the great mass of them
|

through liberal wages received in manufacturing and mechan-
'

ical pursuits generally, are better able to buy meat than

formerly. It is not generally known that improvement in the

quality of our meat producing animals received its first

strong incentive through the demand which sprang up when
so large a portion of the English population became opera-

tives in manufactories, a century ago.— National Live Stock

Journal.

Starting Tree Seeds.

A careful, well-informed horseman will never feed a horse

heavily just before driving. A light feed of oats will be far

better than a heavier feed of a more bulky grain. Exercise
or action too soon after eating retards digestion, and the ani-

mal that must travel at a good gait with a loaded stomach
cannot hut show the eftec's, and if driven rapidly for even a
short distance after eating a heartv meal there is considerable

risk of the colic. Watering properly is fully as* important as

feeding. When a horse is being driven on the road he should
not at any time be allowed to overlood his stomach with a
quantity of water. So far as is possible the rule should be to

give water frequently, and while he should have all that he
will drink, it should be given in small doses.

In these days of timber culture, when so much interest is

being taken in the subject by many owners of treeless tracts

ofland.it becomes an important question to decide how to

treat the seeds as well as seedlings. Only nurse them through

the first two or three years, and but little care will be neces-

sary in the future. Some species of seed-tree, as the oaks and

maples, grow too readily, and occasionally the little radical or

first root in these may, during moist weather, be noticed peep-

ing out of the seed before dropping from the parent tree.

Then again such seeds as the holly, juniper, yew will gen-

erally lie dormant in the ground for two and even three

years. The proper treatment for the first is to dry them very

slightly before committing them to their winter quarters
;

and for the latter class, place them in damp sand as quickly

as possible after removal from the tree.

It is an excellent plan to wash off all the fleshy covering

from pulpy seeds, as this acts more as a preservative than as

an incentive to germination. A proper care of the tender

young seedlings justifies us in protecting them from the direct

rays of the sun and from the trying effect of high winds. This

may be best effected by making frames of common,
cheap boards, so as to form beds, say about six feet

wide and of any length necessary. These are covered with

. lath racks or "shelters," four or six feet in size, with ordin-

ary plastering lath tacked across them, leaving three-quarters

of an inch between. Here may be started all seeds of diffi-

cult germination, as well as the rare species that we desire

especially to grow. Many kinds, depending greatly on the

size of the seed, must be covered very slightly with sand ; in

fact merely hiding them from sight would be desirable.

Others again of larger size require more soil over them, and

those of larger dimensions, as the walnut, must be placed

beneath the surface for three or four inches.

An excellent rule to observe, however, is to cover too little

rather than too much, as seeds during germination decay

very easily. Sharp, gritty sand or light sandy soil are about

the best for covering seeds, although when peat and leafmold

are readily procured, they will be found very serviceable for

the purpose. When the young seedlings are two years old

they must be transplanted, or if very close in the beds, they

may be pricked out into other beds at one year old. Pinch

off the tips of all long taproots and dip in thin mud before

dibbling in their new homes. Again, cover the lath shades

and mulch with moss if very valuable. Should dry weather

set in, water thoroughly with a coarse hose or sprinkler, but

toward autumn take off the racks to hasten the ripening pro-

cess by means of the sun's rays.
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Ringbone.

The disease we are about to treat on will be found to be

another form of exostosis, or rather exostosis in another situ-

tion, and may be regarded as " a disease of joint," in so far as

it his connection, direct or indirect, with any joint, though

this will be found to be generally the case whenever lameness

is a consequence, and sometimes when such is not percetible.

The appellation of ringbone is applicable to any osseous

tumor upon the pastern bone, but with the greatest propriety

to that which takes on the form of a ring around the bone, a

shape which any continuous osseous deposit is likely to

assume from the circumstances of its substratum being the

rotund surface of a cylinder. The ordinary sight of ringbone

is the pastern bone. It is possible, however, but a rare occur-

rence, for it to be confined to the coronet bone. It occurs

more frequently upon the hind than upon the fore leg.

Generally we find the tumor approximating the pastern

j jint, and when such is the cai.e, and the deposition of cal-

lous proceeds, we perceive the tumefaction gradually creeping

over this joint, involving as well the bones above and below,

more or less in the disease. Sometimes the tumor occupies

the middle of the pastern bone, having no immediate connec-

tion with any joint. Rarely is it seen sufficiently high upon
the pastern to disturb the fetlock joint.

These various sites of exostosis have given rise to distinc-

tions into high ringbone and low ringbone, the latter being

the common or ordinary kind. Such distinctions, however,

can serve little practical purpose, save in so far as. being high

and low the ossification involves the pastern or fetlock joint

in its spread, and implicates the cavity of the joint in the

disease. It is anything but uncommon to see the pastern

joint in a state of anchylosis from ringbone, and in the differ-

ent veterinary museums preparations enough will be found

ui the coffin (joint) from the spread of ossification being an-

chylosed as well. Any portion, however, of the exostosis

which might occupy the lower half of the coronet bone would
be included within the coronary substance (or coronary liga-

ment), in which situation it might probably not come under
the denomination of ringbone.

Without reference to its situation, however, a ringbone

may be large or small. There will likewise, as has already

been alluded to, be found variations in the form of a tumor.

Very often, instead of being complete, the segment of the

ring is defective. Then tumors exist on either side of the

pastern without any perceptible prominence in the middle
between the lateral eminences. Again the tumor may be

circumscribed or isolated. All this, however, we repeat, in

no wise affects our prognosis or treatment, save in so far as

the joint above or below becomes a participator in the dis-

ease.

The horses especially disposed to ringbone are those that

have short, upright pasterns, and from their low breeding are

coarse and fleshy-legged, the bone of such horses being more
disposed to exostosis in general. When a fine, high-bred
horse happens to have a ringbone we may conclude it to pro-

ceed from some accident, rather than from any natural fault

or predisposition.

The causes of ringbone may be said to be three kinds

—

hereditary, structural and incidental. Ringbones are not so

common as formerly, for the very good reason that no astute

and careful breeder will select a mare for breeding purposes

that is afflicted with ringbone, and his choice of a stallion

will be the one that is absolutely free from blemishes. "The
ringbone is developed in very many instances from hereditary

origin, though it is usually occasioned by a strain taken in

curveting, rounding turns and violent galloping or racing."

That form, as well as breed, is concerned in the production

< f ringbone we have sufficient living demonstrations. A
coarse or half-bred, fleshy or long legged horse, with short

and upright pasterns, is, we have observed, the ordinary sub-

ject of the disease, and there exist satisfactory reasons why
we should expect him to be so. The pasterns and coffin bones
constitute the nethermost pans, the pedestals of the columns
of bones composing tha limbs, and, being so, they receive

the entire weight and force transmitted from ahove. The
pastern, when long and oblique in position, receives the super-

incumbent weight in such an indirect line that, bending to-

ward the ground with the fetlock, nothing like jar or concus-

sion follows. The very reverse of this, however, is likely to

happen every time the foot of a limb having a short and up-
right pastern comes to the ground.
In it, instead of the weight descending obliquely upon the

resamoids, and the fetlock bending therewith, it descends
direct, or nearly so, upon the pastern, making this bone en-

tirely dependent upon the bone beneath it, the coffin bone,

for counteracting spring, and should anything occur to de-

stroy or demolish this spring, or to throw more weight or
weight more suddenly upon it than it (the coffin bone) can
counteract, jar of the whole apparatus ensues,and an effort of

nature to strengthen the parts by investing them with callous

and ossification is likely to be the ultimate result.

We view ringbone, disease though it most assuredly must
he called, as frequently in young horses a resource nature
seems to fly to when the pastern bones and joints are found
unequal to the exertion or efforts required of them, and the
reason why ringbone occurs ofteuer in the hind than in the
fore limb will probably be found in the greater stress or strain

the hind pasterns undergo in young horses, particularly in

such acts as galloping, jumping, etc., exercise which they are
likely to take of their own accord while running out at past-

ure. Peculiarities of breed and form, however.may be looked
upon as predisposing causes.

These may be said to consist in aDy acts or efforts of speed
or strength productive of concussion to the bones of the past-

ern. A blow sometimes produces ringbone. In nature ring-

hone is but a species of exostosis, a bony tumor which in one
situation constitutes ringbone, in another constitutes splint,

in another spavin, vet the three differ as well in their origin
as in their effects. Ringbone has an external origin, and
though it may from spreading interfere with the motion of a

joint, still it does not, that we know of, produce any affection

of the synovial membrane. Spavin, on the contrary, seldom
confines itself to the external or ligamentary tissues, but af-

fects the synovial membrane as well, and splint orginates in

the very joint, the fibro-cartilaginous, which it afterwards
blocks up and grows from.
"By far the most common seats of ossific disease are the

pasterns, coronet and coffin bones. Out of 150 specimens we
have looked over recently, there are five of complete anchy-

losis of the fetlock joint, eighteen of complete anchylosis of

the coffin joint." The others are simply encrusted, and more
particularly around their extremities, with layers of new bone
or are variously deformed by exostosis of different shapes,
many of which are very large, and several of them confined

to one side. Upon one of the pastern bones a complete osseous
ring is formed, the result of ossification of the theca of the
flexor (perforates) tendon. In nearly all the diseases appears
to have taken its rise at and to have spread from the pastern
joint, there being but specimens in which some (osseus) ac-

cretion is not to be observed around the lower end of the
pastern bone and the upper end of the coronet bone, which is

the kind of deposition that gives ris>e to ringbone."
Lameness is not ordinary consequence of ringbone.

Whether the tumor will be productive of lameness or not will

depend first upon the presence of inflammatory action in it

;

secondly upon and tension it may create in the periosteum
covering it ;

thirdly, upon its proximity to a joint and con-
sequent impediment it may offer to the motions thereof.

Generally in young horses ringbone forms so gradually and
imperceptibly that it is accompanied neither by inflamma-
tion nor by tension. It may, however, and frequently does,

in the course of time, so increase and spread that the pastern

joint gets cramped and confined in its action, and ultimately

becomes a fixture, and the consequence is lameness or some
approach thereto such as is familiarly known under the ap-
pellation of "stiffness."

In regard to the treatment of ringbone, nothing short of fir-

ing with the pointed iron and blistering will aflord any relief

whatever. Unquestionably the most satisfactory treatment

in all cases to cure the lameness is neurotomy (nerving). This
does not remove any of the enlargement, but it does the lame-
ness, and in ninety per cent, of all cases treatment after nerv-

ing, the horse can be put to work in a very short time, while

on the other hand it takes several weeks. We prefer the sur-

gical operation.— [Charles R. Wood, V. S., in American
Horse Breeder.

o-

"Where is the Lameness Locited?

It may also be asked : Can we detect the seat of the dis-

ease by the nature of the lameness? Generally speaking,

we certainly can not, though it will often materially assist

our diagnosis. In shoulder lameness, we can generally ascer-

tain the seat of mischief by the slow and labored extension

of the limb, which is more evident in going down a declivity,

and likewise in the walk, than- any other place, the horse

having, in slow motion, more time to move the limb with

the care that he wishes. In severe lameness from splints,

there is often an unwillingness to bend the knee; this, how-

ever, is also shown in cases of slight strains of the sinews

just under the knee. With these exceptions, the seat of dis-

ease, whether of the foot, pasterns or the fetlock, cannot be

ascertained by the nature of the horse's action.

In examining a case of lameness, we should, if possible,

first see the horse in the stable, and without disturbing him

observe whether he points a foot, and in what particular

manner he so favors it. We should then have him led froia

the stable and trotted gsntly in hand on a hard road or pave-

ment, giving hioj his head at the time. Having thus ascer-

tained what leg he is lame in, we should proceed to discover

the actual seat of the mischief. For this purpose, the finger

and thumb should be carefully passed down the leg, from the

knee to the foot, to ascertain if there be any undue heat, or

enlargement, or tenderness from pressure ; we should also feel

carefully the front and sides of the pasterns, as well as round

the coronet. If a splint be the cause of lameness, the horse

will evince considerable pain when it is pressed, and so like-

wise will be his lesions of the sinews.

Supposing that we have found no sufficient cause of lame-

ness above, we must now direct our attention to the feet. In

nearly every case, unless the mischief should be very clearly

exhibited elsewhere, it will be advisable to remove the shoe
;

the foot should then be pared out, to ascertain if there be any

wound or bruise in it. The nail holes should be carefully

examined and pressed with the pincers, or gently struck with

a hammer, to discover any symptoms of tenderness ; the heels

of the sole should be pared down, and the parts struck gently

with a hammer ; this is preferable to pressing the bar and

crust with the pincers, as is usually done, for this often pro-

duces pain in some feet, when there is no disease, and often

fails in causing pain in others, when there is a deep-eeated

corn.

After paring awhile, the smith will very probably say there

is no corn ; but we must not be satisfied until we have pared

almost to the quick. If the horse be very lame from a corn

he will almost always favor the foot, but in so doing he will

not, however, extend his limb out straight to its full length,

but will elevate the heel without extending the foot very far,

which will give a knuckling appearance to the limb. Should

none of these symptoms be exhibited, we must consider the

disease to be deep-seated, and then it is all-important to as-

certain if the animal points his foot ; for, if such is the case,

in all probability the cause of lameness exists in the navicu-

lar joint, supposing it was a fore foot we were examining.

It will seldom be necessary to go through these various

manipulations seriatim; we may sometimes pounce upon the

seat of lameness at once, and very often detect it after a mod-

erate examination ; but there are cases that will demand our

utmost attention and experience, and will often put to a

severe test the professional talents and tact of even the most

skilled veterinarian.

Horses sometimes exhibit a slight lameness immediately

after being shod, though quite sound before. Such cases may
arise from the shoe being nailed on too tight, and are often

relieved by removing the shoe and reapplying it more gently.

This lameness most frequently occurs in horses with very thin

horn, and is ascertained by the manner in which it comes on,

and the absence of any other visible causes. The shoe in

such a case may also have an improper bearing, pressing

severely on weak spots, or on the sole or heels ; or the heels

or sole may have been pared too much, or unevenly.

Persons unaccustomed to horses will more frequently pro-

nounce the wrong limb than the right in cases of slight lame-

ness. The cause of their blunders may be then easily ex-

plained. They perceive that a horse drops the moment one

foot comes to the ground, and they immediately conclude that

that must be the lame one, fancying that he drops from the

pain received when it meets the ground ;
whereas the fact is,

be treads as lightly as he can on the lame foot, and bears his

whole weight on the sound one.

Give Breeding.

In making entries it is highly necessary that the breeding
of the animal shall be given, at least the name of the sire and
dam. The rules require this, but it seems that many owners
and secretaries pay but little attention to requirements of

turf law. The Horse Breeder in commenting on the deFe-
liction pointedly says

:

"It is very desirable that every trotting stallion and every
trotting family have due credit for producing winners. The
only way to accomplish this is for correspondents to learn

from secretaries of tracks or owners of winners by whom they
were bred and by what stallions they were sired. Some ap-
pear to think that wken the winner does not get a fast rec-
ord itis not important to give the name of the sire. This is

a great mistake. There are many who believe that it is more
credit to both the animals and his or her sire to win a race
in 2:40 or 2:45 than to get a record of 2:30 or better against
time. Secretaries of tracks should always be able to give the
name of the sire of every horse which starts over their
track. Every horse entered as breeding unknown may not
be a ringer, but it is a fact that nearly every horse entered
out of his class is entered as breeding unknown. It is the
duty of secretaries of tracks which are members of the
National Trotting Association to give the breeding of the
animals which they enter in races.

" Rule 6, Sec. 3 of the National Rules is as follows : It shall be dis-
tinctly stated whether the entry be a stallion, mare or gelding, the
names of the sire and dam if known shall be given in an cases, and
when unknown it shall be so stated in the entry. If this requirement
as to pedigree is not complied with, the entry may be rejected, and
when the pedigree is given, it shall be stated by the number with the
publication of the entry, and if the pedigree or record of a horse be
falsely statedfor the purpose of deception, the guilty party sball be
expelled."

" If secretaries would observe this rule strictly, and scruti-
nize the unknown entries carsfully, it would have a tendency
to check the ringers greatly. The rule is undoubtedly in-
tended for that purpose. We hope that all secretaries will see
that this rule is strictly observed when receiving entries to
their meetings, and will do us the favor to give the names of
sires of all horses starting in races when sending their sum-
maries. We also trust that all of our correspondents in fu-

ture will make every effort to learn the breeding of the win-
ners as far as possible."

Sphinx, a Great Sire.

The only breeding that can now be made profitable is the

most fashionable and best, says the Horse Breeder. Fashion

follows the lines of greatest merit. Of the great families the

Hambletonian is the only one that can now be regarded as

extremely fashionable, and of the branches of that great

family this is true of only the Electioneer and the George
Wilkes. Electioneer still holds the place of highest rank
but his career was ended several years ago. Great as was
Electioneer individually, by breeding and as a sire, it is

already certain that several of his sons surpass him in nearly
every particular.

Just which one is most entitled to the highest rank cannot
os yet be definitely told, as there are several that rank high,
and this is to some extent a master of individual preference,

but there is not the least question that Sphinx ranks not only
as one of the greatest of the Electioneer family, but, age con-
sidered, he is one of the most successful ycung sires that has
yet appeared in any family. His breeding is very superior
and in lines of demonstrated success. He is an excellent in-

dividual, of just the right size and conformation, was himself
a colt trotter of great excellence, and as a sire he has already
placed himself in the very front rank. He bad more two-
year-olds enter the list last season than any other, and,
although his opportunities have not been tie best, no other
son of Electioneer had so many of his get that won races as

Sphinx.
There is still as much fascination in breeding a fast trotter

as ever, and it would be no easy matter to select a horse from
which there would be any greater certainty of getting speed,

while there is every probability that by the time the foals of

year's breeding are old enough to put on the market the

prices will be high enough to afford a profit. Except for

yearling trotters there is no great advantage in early foals,

and there is less risk as well as some decided advantages in

May or June foals, or even later.

Sensible American Horses..

The day will undoubtedly come when the American trotter

will be prized and valued in this country for his astonishing

qualities, among which souudness of limb and feet, as well as

docility, is not one of the least ; and, while on the point of

docility, it is important to state that the American horse is

probably one of the most docile animals of the world, and I

can attribute this to nothing else than the habitual kindness

and intelligence with which the American treats the animal.

The breeder has been largely assisted in this by the negro.

Throughout the whole of the South where the negro pre-

vails, he has been associated with the charge of breeding

studs, and his affection for the horse has developed a kind of

reciprocity between himself and the animal, which has had a

large influence on the progeny. Any one who has had to do

with American trotters appreciates the virtue of docility.

An American horse will follow you like a dog
;
he is not

timid, and he is always reasonable. If we could introduce

some of these characteristics into our English horses it

would add more to the pleasure of horse keeping and horse

breeding than any other element I know.—Duke of Marlbor-

ough, in Live Stock Journal Almanac.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horsesby,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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Toting Racers at Auction.

At Tattersalls salesroom on the evening of

July 16th CapU P. C. Kidd sold at auction

thirty six yearlings from blue grass farms for

a total of $26,000, the average being brought

down by the fact that many of the youngsters

were by young and untried sires. The prices,

considering the uncertainty as regards the

future of racing in the East, were good. De-

tails are as follows

:

PBOPEBTY OF H P. HEADLEY.

Bav colt bv Duke of Montrose-TriDket, by
'imp. Great Tom: Orlando A. Jones $2,500

Bay colt bv imp. King Galop— Nanka, by Pat
'Mallov'; E. W. Puoser 550

Ohastnut fillv bv Punster— Miss Saxon, by
Imp. Saxon; E. W. Purser 400

Brown colt bv Hanover—Pixy, by Bramble ;

John E. Madden. Lexington, Ky 850

Chestnut colt bvimp. Cavalier—Vim, by Vol-

turno; Exeter Stable 650

Brown fillv bv Himvar— Pufler, by imp. King
Ban: li. K. Vinson 250

Chestnut tilly by imp. Woodlands- Gladaga,
bv Onondaga: H. Eugene Leigh 550

Chestnut rillv bv imp. Order—Bessie Morrison,

bv imp. Billet; Chambers & Co., Chicago.. 825

Gray fillv by Punster—Maria Lewis, bv Eolus;

E. F" McManus 125

Chestnut filly bv Punster—Maud P., by
Chillicothe; H. E. Leigh 225

Total for ten head Sti,875

PROPERTY OF W. S. BARNES.

Chestnut colt bv Hanover—My Favorite, by
imp. Ravond' Or ; P. J. IKvyer Si,100

Chestnut colt bv Fonso—Bacchante, by Bu-
chanan ; R. Tucker 1,250

Bay colt by Jim Gore—Bamboo, by Pat Mal-
"lov; J. YV. Rogers 800

Black or brown filly bv Jim Gore—Ominous.
by Falsetto ; R. Tucker 700

Brown oolt by Bersan—Petiola, by Virgil

;

Blemton Stable 3,100

Bay colt bv Oneko—Quean Bav, by imp. Mus-
' cow ; *H. K. Vingut 700

Bav filly bv Jim Gore—Mintv Custer, by
"Springbok; E. J. Cushing, St. Paul 1,100

Brown colt bv Jim Gore—Bonita Belle, bv
Falsetto ; E. C. Headley 1,000

Bay colt bv Bramble—Flotilla, by Clipses ; E.
W. Purser _ 1,550

Bay filly bv Fonso—Middlemarch, by imp.
'Billet: \V. Hneston 400

Chestnut fillv by Jim Gore—Aurora IV., bv
Viater; H. Wallace 350

Brown colt by imp. Order—Trinity, by King
Alfonso ; E. C. Headley 600

Bay fillv by Jim Gore—Gypsv Queen, by imp.
' Rayon d'Or ; W. Huesto'n 400

Total for thirteen head 513,050

PROPERTY OF J. B. FERGUSON.

Bav colt bv Prince Roval—imp. Manzanita.bv
'Kaiser; E. W. Purser 51,000

Chestnut colt bv Prince Roval—Palmetto, by
Virgil; J. W.Rogers 950

Black colt bv imp. St. George—Little Hopes.
by Onondaga ; Col. J. Ruppert Jr 225

Chestnut fillv bv Prince Roval—imp. Heroine,
by Valour ; W. C. Daly 100

Brown fillv bv imp. St. George—Carrie Phil-
lips, by Pat Malloy ; J. E. Cushing 200

Bay filly, by imp. Prince Roval—imp. Under-
crust, by Brown Bread ; R. G. Clark 200

Brown colt, by imp. St. George—Ada, by
Kingfisher ; C. Miller 200

Brown colt by Prince Royal—imp. Lourly, by
Vanderdecken ; R. G. Clark 300

Bav colt bv Prince Roval—Fanfare, by imp.
King Ernest : W. Rollins 600

Bay fillv by Prince Roval—imp. Press On-
ward, by Ethus ; F. R. Hamlin 200

Brown filly by imp. St. George—Gadabout, bv
Wanderer : E. Genovar 100

Total for eleven head 84,075

PROPERTY" OF PETTTT ESTATE.

Chestnut filly.by Hanover—Princess Bowling,
by imp. Prince Charlie; Richard Brior.
Chicago S1.100

Bhy colt by imp. Deceiver—Simoon, by War
Dance ; E. C. Headley 900

BESsrE; Did you bave a nice moonlight
drive wi»h Charlie last night ?

Jessie: It was lovely. He is such a good
all around man.—Truth.

The stewards at Saratoga this year are
Pierre Lorillard of Xew York, M. N. Nolan
of Albany asd Gus Strauss of Lexington, Ky.

Ella O., by Altamont, is quite a pacer.
She got a record of 2:20 at Davenport, Iowa,
July 30th, and won her race easily.

Lottie Mills is being raced at Chicago.
Her ownership is put down to Rickabaugh &
Brown.

Sale of Thoroughbreds.

A number of horses, some from the stable of

Pierre Lorillard and others the property of

the Countess d'Agreda, were sold in the pad-

dock at Sheepshead Bay July 7th. Prices

ruled low throughout. R. Bradley secured

old Peggy Dawdle, the dam of Loantaka, for

the sum of $25. The old mare looked to be

in foal, too, although it is usually too early in

the season for this to be the case. Summaries :

Indra, "or c, 3. by Hindoo—Juanita ; G. E.

Smith S 700

DeCourcev, ch c, 3, by Spendthrift—Kitty
Clover; W. F. Hawk 100

Paul, b g, 2, bv Uncas—imp. Pauline ; Matt
Storn » 100

Arundel, b g, 2, by Argyle—Lady Alice : F.

J. McGuire 50

Ansonia. b g, 2, by Dry Mouopote—Austriana;
M. Clancv 100

Dana, b f, 2, bv Sir Bevys—imp. Happy; J.

R. Korn 450

Thisbe, b f, 2, by Emperor—Theckla; W. F.

Hawk 50

Bay colt, 2, by Sensation—Skip ; S. J. Dickin-
son 100

Yearling brown filly by Sensation—Peggy
Dawdle ; R. Murray 300

Peggy Dawdle, br m, 23, by Saunterer—Re-
cluse ; R. Bradley 25

Heather, ch m, 23, bv Breadalbane—Young
Catherina; R. Bradley .... 30

Y'earling cheBtnut filly bv Luke Blackburn-
Butter Girl ; J. N. McDonald 125

•

Elector Belle, by Electrotype, out of a
mare by Pancoast, got a record of 2:27$ at

Lexington, Ky., July 4th.

El Trebizond, 2:26i, by Stamboul, 2:07£,

is out of Ellwood, 2:17J, sister to Arrow,
2:13£.

-»

Ottingee won the free-for-all trot at Auro-
ra, 111., July 20th. Best time, 2:21£.

Bad Strains
unfit ahorse for any kind of work.

ABSORBINE^SnSS
bunches, does not blister or remove
the hair. More information if you write.
$2 00 per bottle. Regular dealers, or

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. P.,
Meriden, Conn.

: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
E. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

OLD HERMITAGE
WHISKIES.

t
TEINER'S

Wo. 311 Bl AH STREET
8AK FRAMIiCO

J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

Onoice Lictuorg
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Ptod
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A SANITARY NECESSITY.
and children §

is caused by out-door closets. :

THE COLUMBIA
PATENT VENTILATED CABINET =

OR BEDROOM COMMODE :
Is absoJalelj odorless, and can bo set np —

by w;i
, ing i

plumbinp. i ... i • notblnc (o keep In order 9

iABOONTOWOMENANDCHILDRENl
; Affords all thoconveniencesof the roost elaborate water =
| closet, without deadly Bener ir&s. Absolutely necessary a
|
where there are do sewers. The effect on health is so 2

|
great, and expense solirtle that every family should have =

;
one. Hade of O-A-IC- well finished, with galvanized s

i ouoVets— non-oorrosive— and all oeceisury fittings, com- -
i plete. Price, 812.00. Freicht prepaid to

""

\ any railway station in U. S. Guaranteed
• as represented or money refunded. We
; refer to this paper. Not a luxury, tut a

I necessity; a ''saver of doctor's bills." De-
• senptive pamphlet and testimonials free.

• Endorsed by doctors. Mention this paper.

- DONALD KENNEDY & SON, Minneapolis, Minn.
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A Great Drawing" Card for Fairs
-:- -:- and Trotting Meetings.

The Greatest Novelty of the 19th Century
THE I H.KIIIM[|.I1

TROTTING DOG NED
VALUED AT $10,000

Pulling ;i boy and sulky weighing in all SO pounds. Xed
is 27 inches in height and trots like an old campaigner.

lias 11 record for 1-1 mile in 45 seconds,

HAS A PEW MORE ENGAGEMENTS OPEN.
AHDRKSX

H. MoOTJE, care Breeder akd Sportsman, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PURSE RE-OPENED
For Free-For-AII Trotters and Pacers

AT THE SUMMER MEETING OP THE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

AUGUST 4th to 11th, 1894.
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 1, 1894.

MIXED RAGE, FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTERS AND PAGERS Purse S1000
CONDITIONS.

Entries to close Aug. 1, 1894, when horses are to be named.
No horses owned in the Slate of California bv others than members of the P. C. T. H. B. A. are eligible to

the above purse—bona fide ownership required—but horses owned outside the State of California are eligible
thereto regardless of membership.

Entrance in Purse Races five per cent, of the amount of the putse. Entrance due when entry is made, and
must be paid by August I, 1894. Five percent, of the amount of the purse additional from each money won.

Purses will be divided into four moneys : 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to declare two starters a walk-over. When only two start they

may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the
second. A horse distancing the field shall only be entitled to first and third moneys.

All races to be three in five, except where otherwise specified.
The Board of Directors reserves the right to change the hour or date of any race except when it becomes

necessary to ante-date a race, in which instance the nominator will receive three days' notice of change by mall
to address of entry.

Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. jr. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start, and
declarations must be in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at the track-

When there is more than one entry to any purse by one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 5 o'clock p. n. on the day preceding the race.

Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be
worn upon the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received. Where colors are not
named, or conflict, drivers will be required to wear the colors furnished by the Association.

Conditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the rules.
The Board reserves the right to declare off or to re-open any of the above purses not filling satisfactorily.
Otherwise than is specified in these conditions, the Trotting Association rules, of which ibis Association is a

member at the time of giving the meeting, to govern. Suspensions and expulsions of the National and Ameri-
can Trotting Associations will be recognized.

Where more than nine declare to start in any race, the Board of Directors reserve the right to divide the
starters into two fields.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP,
Persons desirous of making entries in the above purses, and who have not as yet Joined the P. C. T. H. B. A,

should make application for membership to the Secretary by Aug. 1, 1894.

F. W. KELLEY, SECRETARY, 313 BUSH STREET SAN FRANCISCO.
E. P. HEALD, PRESIDENT.

Southern California Circuit.
31»t DISTRICT FAIR.

"ul g neme
SEPTEMBER 25th to 29th, 1894.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1, 1894.

Purse
1. Running—1-2 mile dash, for 2-year-

olds. 8200
2. Running— 1 1-8 miles dash, free-for-

all 250
3. Trotting-2:24 Class 40O
4. Trotting—2:40 Class. 300
5. Running—3-4 mile dash 250
6. Running—1-2 mile and repeat 250
7. Pacing-2:27 Class 300

8. Trotting—For 2-year-olda (best 2 in 3)... 2SO

9. Running—Hueneme Handicap; lj^mile
$50 entrance; $15 forfeit.

Added money 8 ISO
10. Running—7-8 mile dash 250
11. Trotting—2 iff? Class 400

Pt'BSE
Trotting—Gentlemen's rare (for Dis-

trictonly) 200
Running—5-8 mile dash. Tor 2-year-

olds 200
Running— 1 mile dash 250
Pacing—2:19 Class 300
Trotting—3:30 Class- 300
Running—Novelty race, 1 1-4 miles;

325 for each ol the first three quarters,
$50 fourth quarter; $100 fifth quarter 225

Trotting—Xovelty race, 3:00 Class; 2-
miles dash. Sulkies to be lined in front
nf Judges' stand, horses bridled only; at
the word "go" horses to be hitchedup by
driver only and started 100

Trotting—2:40 Class; for 3-year-olds 300
Tiotting—2:20 Class 400

CONDITIONS.

1. All trotting races to be to harness, mile heats,
except No. 18, which is a two-miles dash.

2. All trotting races best 3 iu 5, except Nos. 8 and 18.

3. In all trotting races purses to be divided as iol-

lows: 50, '25, 15 and 10 percent. Runningraces divided
60, 30 and 10 per cent

4. Entrance fee, unless otherwise stated, 10 rer cent,
of purse.

5. American Trotting Association rules to govern
both trotting and running races.

6. The Board of Directors reserves the right to trot

or run heats of any two races (.set for the same day)
alternately, or to call a special race between heats, or
to transpose races.

7. Mrst money only to horse distancing the field, or

to walk overs. Right reserved to declare two starters
a walk-over.

8. Right reserved to declare off any of the above
races not receiving satisfactory number of entries.

9. Drivers and jockeyj required to wear colors to be
named in the entry.

10. Entries close with the Secretary at his office,

Hueneme, Cal., on Wednesday, August 1st, 1894.

11. Straw and stables free to all entered horses as
far as 135 box stalls at race track will go
Entry blanks furnished by the Secretary on applica-

tion.
Horses called promptly at 1 p. m. each day, drivers

and rider must cause no delay.
I For privileges on fair grounds apply to Secretary.

T. H. MERRY, Secretary, Hueneme, Cal.

October 9th to 13th, Inclusive.

ENTRANCE 5 PER CENT. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 1ST.

TROTTING.
Free-For-AII glOOO
2:17 Class lOOO
2:20 Class lOOO
2:24 Class 700

2:27 Class 860O
2:40 Class 400
3-Year-OIds 400
2-Year-Olds 400

PACING.
Free-For-AII glOOO I 2:27 Class 8300
2:15 Class lOOO 3- Year-Olds 400
2:19 Class 6O0 ' 2-Year-Olds 400

RUNNING.
2 -Year-Olds, 1-2 mile dash. 8300 II 1-16 mile das Iu. 8300
3-Year-OIds, 5-8 mile dash 300 1 1-4 mile dash 300
3-4 mile and repeat- 300 ' 1 1-4 mile Novelty 225

For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary, C, A. RIGG6, Santa Ana, Cal.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & GO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenae, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupee and Carrlaeee suitable

(or visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing borsea.

Telephone No. 3150,

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 820

These timers start and stop promptly, and nea,
reliable as the best spllt-secoud watches made.

A. HERSOHMAN, 113 Suttor Street
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ANNUAL FAIR
Of the 19th District Agricultural Association

at Agricultural Park

Santa Barbara
SEPTEMBER 18 to 22, Incl.

First Meeting of the Southern California Circuit

ENTRIES CLOSE AUG. 1st.

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

Purse
BaceNo. 1—Running, 3$-mile and repeat $200

Race.No. 2—Trotting. 2:50 class 200

Race No. 3—Trotting, for stallions, 2:20 class 300

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

Race No. 4- Running; Novelty, 1'4 miles; purse
1150, divided $25 each first four quarters, $50

last quarter.
Race No. 5—Trotting, 2:35 class 250

Race No. 6—Pacing, 2:30 class 300

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Race No. 7—Running, ^-mile and repeat 150

Race No. 8—Trotting, for 2-year olds 200

Race No. 9—TrottiDg, 2:19 class 300

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 31.

Race No. 10—Running, mile dash- 150

Race No 11—Trotting, 2:40 class 250

Race No. 12—Pacing, 2:15 class 350

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Race No. 13—Running, 5-S mile dash ; 2-year-olds... 1C0

Race No. 14—Trotting. 3-year olds 250

Race No. 15—Trotting, 2:27 class 300

CONDITIONS).
All trotting and pacing races to be mile heals, best 3

in 5. except No. 8, which will be best 2 In 3 b^als.

In all races purses divided 60 per cent to first, 30 per
cent, to second, 10 per cent, to third horse.
Entrance fee 5 per cent, of the purse, to accompany

the entry, and 5 per cent, of the purse additional from
each money won.
Entries not declared out at 6 o'clock p. m. of the day

preceding the race will be required to start, and dec-

laration must be made in writing at the office of the
Secretary at the Pavilion. Parties not making the
Hrst payment of 5 per cent, entrance fee will be held
for 10 percent, of the purse.
Entries to close with the Secretary at his office, Room

3, building corner State and Cota streets, Wednesday,
August 1, 1894, at 6 o'clock p. m.
Running races free for alt. Trotting and Pacing

races "pen to horses owned In San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego,
San Bernardino and Riverside counties.

For further conditions see local papers.
H. B. BR 4STOW. Secretary.

P. O. Box 146, Snnlft Barbara.

Por_Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition of business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Alma, by Dash-

away, lie by Belmont. As a four-year-
Blngwood trotted a trial mile

milein2:19M-

DEITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,

by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable WUkes, by
Gny Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

TIPPO TIB, bay "gelding, record 2:26, can trot In

2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worth, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She Is a mare
of fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait.

Por further Information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. DIETZ, Oakland, Cal.

Modern
Roads

Deprive a horses
foot of all natural
nourishment and
the driving- and
pounding they
get on hard pave-

ments will soon stop the growth and

the foot becomes Shelly, Brittle, Ten-
der and Sore.
There is nothing that is not liable

to happen to the hoof in this condition,

and aside from this the horse becomes
lame, sore or short gaited and the

owner wonders where the trouble is.

Prominent breeders, drivers and own-
ers of horses all testify that this trouble

can be avoided by using

Campbell's
Horse Foot Remedy

as it grows the hoof and at the same
time makes it tough and elastic.

One Trial will convince you ol its Merits.

'4 Gal. Cans, S1.00 % Gal. Cans, SI. 75

Gallon Cans, S3.00 5 Gal. Cans, $13./o

To be had of All Dealers.

«S*A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, con-

taining 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing

can be had of all dealers or mailed free to any horse

Owner by

The Jas. B. Campbell Company
414 West Mndito- <=*•--" '*"

MONEY TO LOAN!
rams to suit, At*
.00 u> SI ,000, for.

yeara, at "6 per cent, interest. "No" payments of any bim
required until application for a loon baa been grunted
SECURITY REQUIRED. Realeslate, houses. store*, sloo&p,

bonds, jewelry, household goods, furniture, merchandise
"nurses, cattle, li ves took, farming Implements, and maohiucr]
fall kinds, or ami other prop* riy. real or personal, ofvalu*;
r n note, endorsed by person worth amount of money bor-

rowed, will be accepted as security. Don't hesitate to writ*
and ask for a Lean. Address, MUTUAL SAVINGS A»»
LOAN CO.. Tenth and Walnnt Streets, Philadelphia,

STOCKTON FAIR= 1894=
Thirty-Fourth Annual Fair of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural association

(District No. 2, California)

September 17 to September 22, 1894, Inclusive.

SIX DAYS RACING.
—^— SPEED PROGRAMME ———

—

TROTTING AND FACING ONLY. Rl'XMXli ANNOUNCEMENTS LATER.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Race No. 1. Trotting—For two-year-olds with no
record. Closed with 12 entries.
BaceNo. 11. Pacing. 2:40 Class—District (San

Joaquin and Calaveras counties). Purse $300. To close
August 1st.

TUESDAY, SEPT- MBER 18
BaceNo. 2. Trotting— For three-year-olds and un-

der, 2:30 Class. Closed with 14 entries.
BaceNo. 7. TrottiDg, 2:15 Clans. Purse §800.

To close August 25th.
BaceNo.8. Trotting, 3:27 Class. Purse $900.

To close August iBt. Horsps making a record of 2:22

or better on or betore August 25tb are to receive back
the entrance money, and shall be barred from starting
in this race, but may re-enter on August 25th in open
classes where eligible.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER IS-.

Race No. 3. Pacing—For three-year-olds and under,
JO Class. Closed with 10 entries
Race No. 9. Pacing. 2 :20 Class. Purse $800. To

close August 1st. Same terms as above for horses niak-
" ig2:15 or better on or before August 25th.

I'HURSD\Y, SEPTEMBER 20.
Race No. 5. Trotting. 2:40 Class. District (San

Joaquin and Calaveras counties); 5 or more to enter.
Purse $300. To close August 1st.

BaceNo. 12. Trotting, 2:24 Class. Puree >*00.
To close August 25Lh.
Race No. 13. M :xed Pacing and Trotting. Free

for all. Purse $1000. To close August 25th.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.
BaceNo. 6. Pacing, 2:15 Class. Purse $800. To

close August 25th.
Race No. 4. Trotting. For two-year-olds and un

der without record (district of San Joaquin, Stanislaus.
Merced, Calaveras and Tuolumne counties ) Closed
with 6 entries.
BaceNo. 14. Trotting, 2:20 Class. Purse $S0O.

To close Ac-gust l»t. Horses making a record of 2:15
or better on or before August 25th are to receive back
the entrance money, and shall be barred from starting
in this race, but may re-enier on August 25th In open
classes where eligible.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Race No. 15. 'rottiug, 2:40 Class. Purse $800.
To close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:25 or
better on or before August 25th are to receive back the
entrance money, and shall be barred from starting in
this race, but may re-enter on August 25th in open
classes where eligible.
BaceNo. 16. Fa«-lng, 2:25 Class. Purse §600. To

close August 1st. Same terms as above for horses mak-
ing a record of 2:17 or better ou or before August 25th.

The Board of Directors of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association propose that the races the
coming Fall shall eclipse everything of the kind seen at the Stockton track Inret >fore. A fine lot of running
races are to be made up yet, and in additiou to these there will be various specials and some interesting dashes.

The Association has adopted the following rules and regulations, which are published for the benefit of
horsemen.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
In all purges If less than three start, the race may beA 11 trotting and pacing races (unless otherwise stated)

best 3 in 5, except colt stakes for 1891, governed by con-
ditions announced.
National Association rules to govern trotting. The

rules nf the State Agricultural Society to govern run-
ning, unless otherwise stated hereafter.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of any two

races alternately, or to call a special race between
heats; also to change the day and hour of any race if

deemed necessary.
Entries not declared out by 6 p. m. the day before

must start.

A horse winning a race is entitled to first money
only, except when distancing the field, then to first and
fourth moneys.

If it is the opinion of the judges before starting a
race that it cannot be finished on thp closing day of the
Fair, it may be declared off, or continued at the option
of the Judges.
Entrance fee, where there are ten or more fully paid-

up entries, 5 percent, with an additional 5 per cent.
from starters. In races of less than ten fully paid-up
entries, the fee shall be 10 per cent. The 5 per cent.
must accompany all nominations. No entry without
it will be received, UDless satisfactory security is given.
Over-payment, if any, returned.

L. U. SHIPI'EE, President.

declared off by the Judges.
Four moneys in all races, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.
Horses not winning a heat in four, or making a dead

heat, barred from starting again in that race; but b
horse thus ruled out shall not lose the position he ma\
be entitled to in the division of the purse.
In all stakps, no added money for less than three

starters. If two start, two-thirds and one-third of wh-ii
is paid in.

All purses require six or more fully paid-up to fill,

three to start.
The Board reserves the right to hold a less number

than six to fill by the deduction of the entrance money
from purse for each horse less than six. -*Ix entries
required to stand after the horses making the records
under the conditions are barred; but the Board re-

serves the right to start a less number by deducting
entrance the same as in other cases.
In all races riders and drivers will be required to

wear caps and jackets of distinct colors, which must be
named in their entries. A lame or disabled horse
barred from starting in any race.
Special trotting, pacing and running races will be an

nounced later.
Races commence at l p. m. sharp.

C. E. DOAN, Secretary, tockton.Cal.

Big Purses! Low Entrance!
^AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 5, SAN MATEO AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES,

ANNUAL FAIR
TO BE HELD AT

an-:-tio
SEPTEMBER 24th to 29th, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUG. 1st.
Entries to be re-classified September 15th, 1894.— SIX ZD-A.YS' RACING-. =;

TROTTING AND PACING PROGRAMME.
Champion Stakes, Trotting. Foalsofl892; closed

June 1, 1892. One mile and repeat.

District Two-Year-Olds. Trotting, Purse 3400.
2 in 3. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

District Three -Year - Olds, Trotting, Purse
34O0. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

Free-For-AU Two-Year-Olds, Trotting, Purse
glOO. 2 in 3. Closed April 1st with 15 nominations.

Free-For-AUThree-Year-Olds, Trotting, Purse
3400. Closed April 1st with 12 nominations.

Free-For-All Tbree-Year-Olds, Pacing, Purse
34UO. Closed April 1st with 10 nominations.

District Four - Year - Olds, Trotting, Purse
S4UO. To close August 1st, tor the get of the follow-

ing horses:
Eros Treewood. Bismarck, Royal George, iMitwood

Boy Orion King William, Tommy T., Stranger, John
Sevenoaks, Col. Benton, Wilmington, Dick fatchen

Baywood, Fleetwood, Billy Thornhill, Ampian, Magic,

Monte, Chancellor, t'hrisman's Hambletonian, Box-
wood, Nut Grove, Prince Albert, Alex. Graham, De-

signer, Cyrus R., Harry Almont, Rea's Nutwood, Boo-

*g- As races cannot be numbered until their order

class specifically, and also whether trotting or pacing.

PROGRAMME OF RUNNING RACES TO BE ANNOUNCED HEREAF TKR

die, Elect, Mambrino Jr., Soudan, Jim Mulvenna
Brown Jug, Menlo, C. W. S., Henderson's Henry, S.
B. Emerson, Carr's Mambrino, Prince Warwick^
Henry Burr, Antinous, Almont Patchen, Electric
Light, Argent, Delmas, Rollie H., Hayward's May
Boy, Doemsky's May Boy, Dawn, Boswell Jr., Prince
Wilkes, silver Bow, Administer, Election, Ward
B., Hazlewood, Alpheus, Anteros Nutwood, Messen-
ger Almont, Wild Boy, Director H., Cap. Altj.

2:18 Class, Trotting $700
2:31 Class., Trotting TOO
2:24Class, Trotting 700
2:27 Class, Trotting 700
2:30 Class, Trotting 700
2 :40 Class, Trotting 700
Free-for-all, Pacing 700
2:14 Class, Pacing 700
2:20 Class. Pacing 700
2:30 Class, Pacing 70O
s determined, persons making entries wlll^please state

Entries to close Wednesday, August 1, 1894.

Order of races to be arranged and announced here-

after, and to be as near as possible in accordance with

the Sacramento and Stockton programmes.
In the 2:18, 2:21, 2:24. 2 :27. 2 :30 and 2:40 class trotting

races and the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30 class pacing races a

horse entered in any of tbem makine a record equal-

ing any taster class on or before September IS, 1S94,

will receive a return of his entrance money and shall

be barred from starting in that class buc may re-enter

on or before September 17, 1891, in the proper class.

All trotting and pacing races are best three In five

unless otherwise specified, and five are to enter and
three to start, but the Board reserves the right to hold

a less number than five to fill, by the deduction of the

entrance money from the purse for each horse less than

five. _ , .

In the class trotting and pacing races five entries axe

required to stand after the horses making records nn-

dercondltlonsare barred, and their money relumed,

but the Board reserves the right tostart a less number
by deducting the entrances, same as in other classes.

Entrance fee five per cent, of purse, and an additional

five per cent, of the purse, deducteti from winners.

Trotting ami pacing purses divided—50 per cent, to

first horse, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third.

and 10 per cenl.to fourth. All entries not declared

CONDITIONS.
out by 6 o'clock p. m. of the day preceding the race
shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry to a trotting or
pacing-purse or stake by one person, or in one interest,

the horse to be started must be named by 6 p. m. of the
day preceding the race.

Any race that cannot, in the opinion of the judges, be
finished on the last day of the meeting may, at their

option, be continued or declared off.

Trotting and racing colors must be named with Ihe

entries and worn on the track.
National Trotting Association rules shall govern all

trotting and pacing races.
Suspensions from associations working under the

American rules recognized.
Colt purses to be governed by the conditions under

which they were advertised.
The Board reserves the right to trot heats of auy two

classes alternately if necessary to finish a day's racing,

or to trot a special race between beats.
A horse making a walk-over shall be entitled only to

the entrance money paid in. When less thau the re-

quired number of starters appear they may contest fur

the entrance money paid in, to be divided as follows:

66 2-3 per cent, to first and 33 1-3 per cent, to second.

A horse winning a race entitled to Hrst money only,

except when distancing the field, then to first and third

money.

Send for entry blanks. S. G, BENSON, Secretary, SanNJose, Cal.

CALIFORNIA
STATE FAIR

— AT —

a ^a.o 3E»- j3lm :ento
SEPTEMBER 3D TO I5TH INCL.

Nine Days' Racing.
SPEED PROGRAMME.

CDate of closing stated in each class)

Trotting and Pacing.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH.

The Occident Stake. (Closed).
Pacing Purse, * I.OOO, 2:15 Class. To close

August 25th.
trotting Purse.^Sl.OOO, 2:22 Class. To close

August 25th.

SATURDAY,ISEPTEMBER 8TH.
Two- Year-Old Trotting Stake (Closed).

\ Trotting Purse, £1,000, 2:16 CInss. To
close August 25th.

I rottiug Purse, 31,010. 2:27 Class. To
close August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22 or
better on or before August 25th are to receive return of
entrance money, and shall be barred from startiug in
this race, but may re-enter August 25th In open classes
where eligible.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH.
Three-Year-Old Trotting Stake. (Closed).
Paciug Purse, 31,000, 2:20 Class To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:15 or hetter
on or before August 25th are to receive return of en-
trance money, and shall be barred from starting in
this race, but may re-enter August 25th m open classes
where eligible.

Trotting Purse, 3 1 ,000. 2: 24 Class. To close
August 25 th.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH.
Two-Year-Old Pacing Stake. (Closed).
Free-For-All Pacing Purse, 3l,U00. To

close August 25th.
Trotting Purse, 31,000, 2:20 Class. To close

August 25th.
Trotting Purse, 3SOO, 2:30 Class. To close

August 1st. Horses making a record of 2:22 or better
>n or before August 25th are to receive return of en-
trance money, and shall be bar ed from starting in this
race, but may re-enter August 25th In open Cjasses
where eligible.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 15TH.
Free-For-All Trotting Purse, 31.200. To

close August 25th.
Pacing Pprse, 3GOO, 2:25 Class. To close Au-

gust 1st. Horses making a record of 2:15 or better on
or before August 25th are to receive return of entrance
money, and shall be barred from starting in this race,
but may re-enter August 25th in open classes where eli-

gible.

Three- Year-Old Pacing Stake. (Closed).
Futurity Trotting Stake, for three-year-olds.

(Closed).
REMARKS AND CONDITIONS.

TaoTTiNQ and Pacing.—AH trotting and paciug
races are the best three in five, except the two-year-
old, unless otherwise specified; five to enter and three
to start, but the Board reserves the right to hold a less
number than five to fill, by the deduction of the en-
.rance money from purse for each horse less than five.

In the 2:30 and 2:27 trots, and 2:25 and 2:20 pace, five
entries are required to stand after the horses making
records under conditions are barred. But the Board
reserves the right to start a less number by deducting
entrances same as in other classes.
Entrance Fee In all races, when there are eight or

more entries to be five per cent.,with an additional five
per cent, from starters.. In races of less than eight en-
tries the entrance fee is ten per eeut. Five per cent, of
purse to accompanyall nominations; no entry will be
received without it, unless satisfactory security is

given.
Trotting and pacing purses divided at the rate of 50

percent, to first horse, 25 per cent, to second, 15 per
cent, to third and 10 per cent, to fourth.
In the two and three-year-old sweepstakes, unless

otherwise provided, moneys are to be divided as fol-

lows: To winning colt all the stakes and 50 per cent,
of the added money ; second colt, 33 1-3 per cent. ; third
colt, 16 2-3 per cent, of added money. In all stakes,
payments not made as they become due forfeits all
money paid in and declares entry out.
The National Association rules to govern trotting

and pacing, but the Board reserves the right to trot or
pace heats of any two classes alternately, if necessary
to finish any day's racing. Horses not winning a heat
in four, or making a dead heat, shall not start again in
the race ; but a horse thus ruled out shall not lose the
position he may be entitled to in the division of purse.
Ahorse making a walkover shall be entitled only to
the entrance money paid in. When less than there-
quired number nf starters appear, they may contest
f-T entrance money paid in, to be divided as follows :

66 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the sec-
ond.
In trotting and paciug races, entries not de-

clared out by six p. m. day before must start.
In races, drivers will be required to wear caps and

jackets of disiinst colors, which must be named in
their entries.

RUNNING STAKES.
To Close August 1st, 1894.

The Sunny Slope Stoke.—A sweepstake for iwo-
year old fillies of which $25 each ; $10 forfeit, with §250

added; second to receive $50 from stakes. Wiunerof
one two-year-old stake race when carrying weight for

age five pounds, and of two or more seven pounds ex-
tra. Maidens allowed five pounds. Beaten maidens
allowed for once five pounds, twice seven pounds,
three times ten pounds. Fillies beaten three times and
not placed 1, 2, 3, allowed live pounds additional. Five
furlongs.
The California Annual Stake.—A sweepstake

for two year-olds of $25 each
; $10 forfeit, with $300

added; second to receive -$"0. Winners or two-year-
old stake races when carrying weight for agp, to carry
five pounds extra for once, and seven pounds for twice
or more. Allowances: Maidens five pounds; beaten
maidens five pounds for once, seven pounds for twice,

ten pounds for three or more times. Those beaten
three times not placed 1, 2. 3. allowed additional five

pounds. Six furlongs.
The Autumn tmudieap.— For two-year olds. A

sweenstake of $30 each ; half forfeit, or only $10 if de-

clared, with $350 added, second to receive $75. Weights
posted day before race. Declarations by ti p. m. same
day. Six furlongs.
The Capital City Stake.—A handicap sweep-

stake for ihree-vear-olds, of $50 each; half forfeit, or

$15 if declared; with $400 added, of which $100 to second,
third to save stake. Weights posted day before race.

Declarations due by 6 p. m. same day. One and one-
sixteenth miles.
The Del Mar Stake.—For three-year-olds and up-

wards, of $2-5 each, $15 forfeit; with $300 added. $50 to

second from stake. This stake to be named alter win-

ner if Del Mar's time, (l:4l'j) is beaten, with $200 ad-
ditional in money, cup or plate. One mile.
The Fall (stake.—A handicap sweepstake tor three-

year-olds and upwards, of $50 each ; half forfeit, or $15

it declared; with $100 added, of which $100 to second,

third to save stake. Weights announced day before

race. Declarations due by 6 p. m. same day. One and
a quarter miles.
A Selling Hweepstake.—For three-year-olds and

upwards, of $25 each, * 10 forfeit; with $300 added, of

which $-50 to second. The winner if valued at $1,500, to

carry rule weight, one pound allowed for each $100 less

to $1,000. Then two pounds to $500, then four pounds
to $100. Valuations placed on starters only, to be named
by 6 p.m. night before. 6ix furlongs.
The remainder of the running programme will lie

announced on Saturday, August 25ih, providing a lull

four days running card. State Agricultural Society's

rules to govern. No added money for less than three

starters in different interest.

SEND FOR ENTRY BLANKS.
EDWIN F. SMITH, JOHN BCGGS,

Secretary. president.
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FUR THIS YEAR.
It is published semi-monthly daring tbe racing season

and is Dnt 3 12 per year. Single copies can be bad oi

THE BKEEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. - - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BBOS. of New York.

Explanatory circnlare mailed npon application.

G-o to "Ma.yos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, S:SO 1.4.

Full Brother to Frou-frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT ECGEIVE, OREGON.
Qbletonian 10

1 dams of 8 in 2:30

8IDAKV4770
2-J9*

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2^5^,
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Farista, 2'22=tf,
yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:14^;
Fleet, 2.SI; Cnpid,
2:18; Ado n is,

2:11)6; Gold Leaf,
2-1VA; Lady H,
2:18; Slater V.,
2:18)£; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:30 list

Santa Clana 2000...
2:17,S

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28M; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28J< ; Sid-
ney, 2:19^, and 5
others in 2:30 list

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

ILADYTHORNEJR.. (Williams' Mambrino
DamofMolUeMack, ") xra ta

2:33; Navidad, 2:22M; ^^^
Santa Clans, 2U7>£

fVOLUNTEER 55.
( Hambletonian 10

Sweetness, 2:21 1-4...
Sire of 29 In2:30 list | paW()t

21 sires of
dams of 16 in 2:30 list

'LADY MERRITT.

.

I
FLIRT

(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Fron, 2:25M
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trials,

2:20>£; Geo. V.
(3-ye»r-old), 2:35

(IOWA CHXEF 528
Sire of Coriaande,

2:24Hi land Buccaneer
2656

za»; Jjugnt, ztza; um-
wer, 2:26,S (.TINSLEY MAID..

IFLA_STATL8132_Sire of Prairie Bird,
2:28^; Empress, 2:29^:
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11}^, and
Shamrock, 2:25

LADY HAKE...

Dam of Sentinel, 2:29**
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:80 and
si res and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

r Bashaw 50"

| Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
] of 18 in 2:30

(.Topsey

|"FlaxtaU8132
J Sire of the grandams oi
l Faust, 254, and Creole,2:20
I.Fanny Fern i

fBull Pup
I

Sire of Rowdy Boy,
i 2:135c, Kismet, 2:2436;,

Twister, 2:29 3f
L Unbraced

cJohn Bsptiste

1Fanny FernSister to Fashion,
«=1 dam of Prairie Bird,

2:2SM

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlao, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:135{, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ol
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted In public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandef
in a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31^, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed, a mile In 220&, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32^ to 34 seconds.

He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout'Hts color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. Hlfl disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sore foal-getter.

TERMS ©50. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumec
for accidents or escapes. For further parwulars address

DK. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting tn California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION.

The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

—— - THE ROUTE TO

san rafael ptaluma

Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.

General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. HYA.\, (Jen. Pass. Am.

Utt TO OUR S08SCRI8ERS.
(TIME EXTENDED TO JULY 30th, 1894.)

V ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

F'or One
"SToa.r.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent ipacorama of the World'B Fair,

showing pictures of grand buildings, ot glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, of Jetting fountains, of beautiful Interior exhib-

its, of Venltlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoonB, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, ol the wooded island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and the lamous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

of Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and Is all that its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

ol interesting original matter. The Farm department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It Is pub-

lished Beml-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

T^T-KQ-W
j3l.11. about It.

It is a Rood thing and yon need it anyway. It is worth more to yon

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given

with it FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN" Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM:
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and .Ms $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 313 Bush Street
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

SIX POINTER PUPPIES

By GLENBEIGH out of KATE (Duke of Vernon—
Vera), whelped May 9, 189-1. Address 322 Austin

street, San Francisco.

Til. graad imported fox terrier

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.
Pups and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE, —r-

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
(H. W. Fores)

SOO Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

King Charles, Ruby& Blenheim
PUPS ALWAYS FOR SALE.

Also a good brood bitch. The celebrated imported
Ruby

REUBEN, AT STUD.:
Weighs but six pounds. Fee, 810.

RUBY KENNELS,
A. H. GrLMOBE, Agent

Worcester, Mass.

KENWOOD KENNELS
R. M. Dodge, Propr.(Late traiuerfortheCalifornla

Kennels)

TRAINING AND BOARDI.XU KENNELS
KENWOOD, Sonoma county (ten miles south of

Santa Rosa). Dogs thoroughly broken for field trials
and private shooting at moderate rates. Dogs boarded
and groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breaking for either field trial or pri-
vate use. Address R M. DODGE, Kenwood,iSo-
nonia Countv* Cal.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

Irom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

6LENM0RE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
Birds of All Styles and Breeds.

Information by Mail. .

A. C. ROBISOiV, - 337 KEARNY STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winnerGLENBEIGH , E. K. C. 8. B.

31,047. Fee 850. Winner of first In puppy stake
and absolute tor Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First In Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers ont of SALLY
BRASS II. and other noted hitches. Address

GLENBEIGH KENNELS,
Care 1!kkedkf. and Spobtsman.

AT STUD, PEE $20.

SEKG-EANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;

White Rose by BracketsRosa.
Puppies for sale.

H. M. TONNER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

prTC OF ALL KINDS.
1 ~ ** DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFOBMATION BY WATT..

B. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

F.W.Skaife,D.V.S.
OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 3.30 F. A.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
2S FIRST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
[HAVE THE LARGESTSTOCK OPI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OH THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

GmSLftel

Send For Catalogue.

ETXT OO-
JVEW AND ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF

FLIES, HOOKS, RODS, REELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE CALL AND SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Saieskoom, 97 Chambers Street.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this In band the merest novice can Manaoe.
Ehei'.i' and Exhibit Does as scientifically.'as the moat
experienced. Moreover, It contains

ISO EXQUISITE H&LF-TOHE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 93.00, and 25 centa Expreasage.

II your dog is sick, you must have

Ashmom's
Which will tell you from what
and how to cure the same.

:diseases
CF

DOGS.
he Is suffering

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the bkst work ofthe kindeveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bosh Street, San Francisco

125 i^i^A.:^ «

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLEFt. ^

FMt wllinf, niwajfi ei«« satisfaction. No„
;ht on horse. Wortb twice tbe coat for convcu-Si
o in hiteniae up. Arcdu wamcd. Circulars frw. Ci

Order sample. PrW, 11.60. State right*- for «nle. ZC

BJ>. E. COCHRAN,
0m,'lAgL Pacific Slat*. 8ACUA31ENT0. Ci.1

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Tbe moat popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President,
•Send for Circulars.

6. HALEY,

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bonnd In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book :
" In this work Marvin has let out all the

mysteries oi the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
dtvelope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one In the handsof every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St.. San Francisco, Cal.

BY LAWS
AMD

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BETTING BULBS.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

BloodHoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at tbe office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

rWENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks. Copyrights

and Labels registered. Twenty-flve years ex-
perience. We report whether patent can he
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 3iprtBre Boolt Free.
H. B. WILLSON &. CO.. *""™g?, at

-J*"-
Opp. U.S. I'M. office. WASHINGTON, D.O,

Breeders' Directory.

A
nio

B
ntii

ementS ander thlBbe»dlI« 50 cents per Ine per

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS. VSS?" A
- £ P'

C
- E<*ktered Prize

Animals for saTe!"
1 b """^ "r Henry Plerce

'
a F -

SOUTHER FARM ™on
.
DK

,

weU-'"«l stock for sale

"V "' nni. First-class breeding farm. Good™ -

aE0r8es <-ml<"^ ">nd boarded. Excellent pasta"M«. Address SOUTHEK FARM, GILBERT fOMP-KINS, Proprietor. San Leandro.

SSFffll
B

t

EEDING "RM-cTr^sIxmo,

VETERINARY.

M. K. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England
;
FeUow of the Edinburgh VeterinaryMedical Society; Graduate of the New Veto nary

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to theBoard of Health, for the City and County^ SariFriSCisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Mid-
leal Association.

-^™

...TfSSfJ? '^"haiT. Residence and Office, removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offlces-1525 California St, Telephone 86: saHoward St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue;
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUHS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DK. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

AC California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Uirec-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.filonaghan

,

Dr. Parson,,V.S., G.
Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIISf.CORBITiT
GOLDSMITH , GAMBLE ,

'

HOLLY; V«fi\l_ENSIN,
WELLS FARGO U0.&.OTHERS

'

"" .ASK YOUROEALEH FOR ITOR
w

'

SENDTOC.KERTELL
/E CALIF

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAH FOOD GO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins <& Durbrow. IV. V. Agt», TO Wall Si.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased Ihe celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasant < m . Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa. Is divided
intOBtrongly fenced fields (not a toot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two In number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for tbe class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given It a name
as " a home for horses " second to none In America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only Qve dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. B. deB. LopeZj
Merrlwa §tock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at H per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles Irom
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responslolity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from wharf between Washington and Jackson,
Streets 8. F. Address

THOH. ROACH. Agent. Lakeville, Sonoma Co.. Cal

.

:mmmm
These tiny Capsules are superior

jto Balsam of Copaiba, f~*i
I Cubebs and Injections.

f/rllDTf
]

I They cure in48 hours the V J
| same diseases without anyincon-
I resilience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, ProprUtor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bmta Street..

BAN FRANCISOO.
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Bohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch. Cure, Bege Wind Puff Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm
Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic -:- Sulky -:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A.WESTON & CO..
JAMESVTXLE, N. Y.

SOMETHING NEW!
What?

Why, the Chiswick Baildle Soap.

Never heard of it.

Well, you have heard of or used

"The Celebrated Chiswick Crown

Soap?
T '

Yes, used lots of it. Do Ihe

Chiswick people make the Saddle

Soap?

Tes the very same.

Where can 1 get it?

You can buy it of any Harness or Saddlery Store in the U; S.
Or at P. HAVDKV Newark, IV. J.. Sole Aeenl Tor America.

ftO ' <tii. a box by- mail.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Rail Bearings.

We have a few
of these in stcck,
which we sell BE-
LOW COST If

purchased now.
NO I"'Hit 1-11 Miry
In the World.
The regular

wheels as well as
the 1'neumatlc lire

wheels go with the
Hulky.

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

HOOKER & CO.,

A very superior Sulky for training or
speeding horses.

Weight 52 to 65 Pounds.

These Sulkies are used all over the State
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE. DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track,

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
'lur. apply to A. HOMAiV'328'MrHHKOimTy strVot, I

A De'lgbUuI Resort
iliSanFranctoo. Telephone MM. J. R. dickbv. Prp.

212 Acres of Choice Land,
Scautlftilly lomifd Dear I'h'asanton. Would make a
vi- ry h (tract I \ '

I r> n r.lilerifi- and well adapted (or
mixing line stock. All under cultlvatloii. Good In

provemeotSi abundance
and virion, the remalndi

i'Ii large nriki, ilii'I I Mil

Would exchange fur city

nil lev
Ito fora
property.

fruit

Partly covered
- 1 mining irack.
Por furlluT nar-

L. E, CLAWHON.
. A. M'KKREON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes ns safe as high-wheeled

sulkies. IVo upsetting.
No running under of low

wheels.
Xo cutting down from behind.

Pa'ented June 5, 1894,

&
*'ig. 3. The various parts of the

brake, (a) Drake plate; (b) foot
whase contact with ground forces
plate against tire; (c) spring that
throws brake off ofwheel as soon
as toot lis raised off the ground;
(dd a) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bacn to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-
sponsibility is thrown upon the
driver; neither hand nor foot Is

called upon to apply the brake nor
need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind
him.

No Owner or Driver Can Mford

to be without one.
For further information apply to

J. A. MCKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

J. O'KANE,
767 MARKET STREET,
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O'Kane's Roller Brake for Sulkies.
The roller attachment eBectually prevents accidents from horse rearing, as it allows no forward movement

of sulky while the shafts are elevated, at the same time permitting the sulky to roll back in case the horse (as
very olten happens) takes a step or two backward while In the air.

NO TEARING OFF OF TIRE, as in other brakes. Weighs only 2}£ pounds. Can be attached to any
sulky in five minutes.

SEND YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY. PRICE, 810 A PAIR.

AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

Meyers' Lock Toe Weight
THE LATEST THING OUT.

SELF-LOCKING ON SHOE. ALL W EIGHTH
PROM 2 oz. to 8 <>/..

$2.50 per Pair.

AGENT FOE

WESTON'S WIRE WHEELS
TOOMEY'S AND

FRAZIER'S SULKIES
Hickory Wheels, best, S50; best wire, $37. SO; V

Attachments, 012. SO.
Boyce Tablets, per box, $2. Absorblne, Navlculine,

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy, etc

I KEEP EVERYTHING.

J. O'KANE.
THIS MAKESLSOYCEJONEPINTOF

BOYOE R ^U TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEGS. INFLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, BRACKED
MEKLS AND ALL SHIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair blight and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the Cheapest and beat evei put on the market.
Compared with Wltcn Hazel, Boyce Tahlets are out
op sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes mure (fen ut tie Witch Hazel
than Is contained in U> gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in a pint
of water. Think of It! lrt gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only $2.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 810.
Sent post-paid on receipt ol price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Sold by DrunslntH and Dealer* In Turf Goods

Horse Owners! «Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safo Speedy and Positive Core

The Safest, Beat BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Price $1.50 por bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for Its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRE-'NCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland' O.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman,
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AN ENCOURAGING OUTLOOK.

#hat Our California-Bred Horses are Doing

in the East and on the Circuit Here.

The "year is young yet," and while the hoof-beats are

oaking merry music on the tracks throughout the Eastern

:ircuit, the Californian representatives are beating time in

mison with them in a way that is most encouraging to our

)reeders. The " pick of the nation" are gathered at almost

•very important city in every State where a track is known

,n the East. Even in Canada the bell is ringing for the army

)f trotters to come forward. At Paris, Streator, Tuscola, Ot-

;awa and Quincy, Illinois; at Bainbridge, Indiana; Fort

Scott, Kansas; Lebanon and Maysville, Kentucky; Lake

Oharles, Louisiana ; Portland, Maine; Saugus, Massachusetts;

Plainwell and Chesaning, Michigan ; Louisiana and Wells-

ville, Missouri; Butte, Montana; Buffalo and Rome, New
York ; Portsmouth, Ohio, and Chico, California, racing

meetings are in progress this week.

The first week in August is a notable one, for the wonder-

ful records made during the month of July are unprecedented

in the history of the light harness horse of America.

Records were broken and the greatest contests ever witnessed

an trotting tracks have attracted larger and more enthusiastic

crowds of people to witness these battles than have been here-

;ofore seen. What is, perhaps, of more importance than any-

;hing else, is the fact that less complaints of " crookedness"

have been made, and the evil-doers who have in times gone

t)y made their boasts of the jobs they would carry through

were "conspicuous by their absence."

The performances of Azote, the big bay Whips gelding;

Mary Best, the chestnut daughter of Guy Wilkes ; Express-

ive, the handsome bay daughter of Electioneer ;
Sixty-six,

by Chimes ;
Cobwebs, the Whips gelding that retired last

year with a record of 2:19J; Fantasy, the daughter of Chimes,

besides at least a score or more of the speediest who trace

to sires known as " Californian " are the good things we are

watching every day.

Here, on the Pacific Coast, we have had but one meeting

(Marysville), but the trotters and pacers that moved on to

Chico or came to the Bay District Track covered themselves

with glory, for in every race either performers entered the

2:30 list for 1894 or lowered their records. If that meeting

is any criterion of what we may expect, wherever race meet-

ings are advertised this year, then, indeed, ought we to be

. proud of the progress made by our trotting horsemen not

I only in breeding, but in developing their light harness

horses.

The meetings in progress in the East (which are named

above) will be notable for the number of trotters and pacers

that will appear, which were purchased at the great sales

held in the East by our California breeders a few years ago.

The buyers of these saw that pedigree without performance

would never attract buyers, hence they had the mares and

3tallions taken out of the breeding paddocks and given to the

trainers in their vicinity. Whenever one of these California-

bred ones have been tried they have not been found wanting,

and every summary shows that few are behind third money

in any race they have been started in. This is another cause

for encouragement, and as the horses, individually, are all

Bpokenof as being puregaited, handsome and game as bull-

dogs, we can see a rift in the dark clouds which have been

hovering over the trotting horse industry on this Coast, and

the bright sunshine of promising prosperity beams stronger

and with greater effect upon the hopes of our breeders than

ever before.

Monroe Salisbury, Lee Shaner and Thos. Keating are just

beginning to let the people see what kind of stock they have,

while John A. Goldsmith, with his collection of equine gems

from San Mateo Stock Farm, dazzles the pool-buyers with his

marvellous driving of his victorious trotters.

The work has but just commenced on the Eastern circuit.

Monroe Salisbury told a writer of Clark's Horse Review that

he never had any luck u»UiI after he had passed Buffalo, and

his 1893 experience bore out his assertion. After Mr. Ham-
lin's big meeting the Pleasanton stable began to brace up and

the bread-winning was not left entirely to Director's Flower,

as had been the case, of sheer necessity, prior to that time.

Directum came to form, Maud C. and Charley C. dropped

into snug corners quite often, and the Californian closed the

season in a blaze of glory. Even with. Flying Jib, an unre-

liable factor so far, the stable has had rather an in-and-out

time of it, but there is no one more determined than Salis-

bury, and in the give-and-take battles that are coming he will

accept the hard knocks with composure and gather in the

plums in the same way.

Orrin A. Hickok has not made a move with Directum or

the rest of his Californians, so great things can also be ex-

pected frOm these stables from this time on.

The following list was hastily compiled, and is an object

lesson that is most satisfactory to all who are interested in

}he development of fast trotters and pacers. There are just

twice as many new-comers as there were this time last year,

while the list of those that have lowered their records is large

enough for another article

:

ELECTIONEER.

Electioneer 125, by Hambletonian 10. 136 (1).

Electuary, b h (p),dam Maria, by Don Victor :
2:27

Expressive, b m, dam Esther, Dy Express 2:17J£

Electric King, b h, dam Mamie C, by Hercules 2:28Ji

Alllvo, bo, dam Dame Winnie, by Planet 2:18#

Chimes 5348, record 2:30&, by Electioneer. 12 (1).

Carillon, b h (4), dam Charmer, by Mambrino King 2:27^

Sixty-six, bg, dam Jersey Lily, by Hambletonian Doing 2:15J4

Boy Blue 2:28$*

Josle Chimes 2:29,4s

Sphinx 5343, record 2:20,^, by Electioneer. 12(1).

Baker, b g, dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medium 2:27^

Como, cb f (p), dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:17'4

Sphinxetta, bf (p), (3)_ ~
m-"° lA

Woolsey, by Electioneer, dam Waxana, by Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief. 2:21^

Nellie W\,dam bylnca 2:26}£

Bell Boy 5350, rec >rd 2:19"^, by Electionee. 4 (1).

Harrison Bell (p)
2:22&

Blue Boy- 2:22$jJ

Elector (Richards') 2170, record 2:31, by Electioneer.

Eric, b g lp), dam by Chieftain 2:18^

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Hambletonian Chris-

man. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2;19J4

Albert \V. , record 2:20, by Electioneer. 5 (3).

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:20^

Morrow's Electioneer, record 2:2134, by Electioneer. (1),

MollieMcCauley (p)

Antinous 76-J8, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, dam Muldoon, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 2:24^

Clay, b b, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 3.

Olgetta, rn m (p) • 2:24^

Norval, 2:17 1-2. record 2:14^, by Electioneer. 8.

Norvadine ----- 2:2-5^

Sultan 1513,record2:24,byTheMoor. 31(1).

King Sultan 2:2fi,'£

Campbell's Electioneer, by Electioneer.

Bowman'3 Electioneer 2:26,"^

Anteros 6020, by Electioneer 4 (3).

Antidote, br h, dam Miss Wilson, by Blue Bull 2:27

Electrotype, by Eleclfoneer.

Electro Bell 2:27Jef

St. Bel, by Electioneer.

Notion (p)
2:28 '2

Azmoor 13,467, record 2:20,'*, by Electioneer. 2.

Azmon.bh, dam Ahwaga, by Gen. Benton 2:30

2:21

MISCELLANEOUS.
Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (3),p, dam Lily Stauley, 2:17'j,by Whipplelon
Jack Dawson, dam Favorita, 2:25?£

Direction (p) ...: .

Direct, record 2:05^, by Director, 2:17.

Directly, dam by Naubuc

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17.

Coupon (2)

Guy Wilkes 2867, record 2:15Vj, by George Wilkes. 29 (4)

Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mat€0
Belie, by Speculation

Sable Wilkes 8100, record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes, 2:1SM-

Sablehurst, dam Genie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes

Sidney 4770, record 2:19^', by Santa Claus. 24 (14)

Sidmont, dam Fern Leaf, by Flaxtail

Sidmoor, dam by Grand Moor.

Steinway 1808, record 2:25^, by Strathroore. 7(5)

Covey, dam Katy G., by Electioneer

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbottslord

Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird), c*am Lady Wasbing-

ington, by American Boy Jr.

Dennis, blkb
Piedmont 904, record 2:17)4, by Almont. 14 (1)

Limonero-

Dick Flaherty, by Flaherty's Fearnaught.

Lilly McCarthy
Dexter Prince 1 1,363, by Kentucky Prince. 22 (.6)

Index, dam by Abbottsford

Del Sur, 2 :24, by The Moor, record 2:24. 4

Aimee (p)

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. G

Pantomlne, dam lota, by Princeps

Bay Rose 98 14, record 2:20>i, by Sultan, 2:24 1

Col. E. R., dam Addie E., by AlgoDa

Daly, 2 : 1 5, by Gen. Benton.

Clatawa, dam by Gen. McClellan 144

Vernon Boy, by Tom Vernon.

Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie

Altomont.
Klickitat Maid, dam by Swigert -.

UNKNOWN SIRES.

Cyclone 2:26V Rainbow

ElishaS 2:2bH Nora D ....

2:24^

2:30

2:27#

2:18J^

2:27

2:18!4

2:2oJ4

2:I7M
2:19^

2:25

2:249|

2:27S£

2:18>£

2:30

2:27,^

2:24#

2:26J<

2:25#

2:2SM

2:23

2:24K
2:22

The Value of Morgan Blood.

The student of trotting horse pedigrees cannot help but

notice the large number of great sires in whose veins can be

found a strong dash of the old-fashioned Morgan or Black

Hawk blood. Almont Jr. (Hamlin's), the greatest son of

Almont 33, has for a dam a daughter of Blood's Black Hawk.

Kentucky Prince, the greatest son of Clark Chief, was out of

a mare by Morgan Eagle, son of Green Mountain Morgan.

Elyria, the best of Mambrino King's sons so far, is out of a

mare by Telegraph, son of Vermont Black Hawk. Black-

wood Jr., the best son of BIackwood,is out of a Blood's Black

Hawk mare. Elial G , the best of Aberdeen's sons, is out of

a mare by Humbird, grandson of Vermont Black Hawk.

Gambetta Wilkes, one of the best sons of George Wilkes, is

out of a mare by Vermont, a grandson of Vermont Black

Hawk. Red Wilkes, another great son of George Wilkes,

had for a grandam a mare by Red Jacket, son of the Morgan

stallion Comet, and Kentucky Wilkes' grandam was by Red

Jacket also. Another of George Wilkes' good sons that had

a Morgan grandam is Wilton, whose grandam was by Flying

Morgan. Many other good sires possess the Morgan Black

Hawk blood, and it is perhaps worth noting, too, that among

the fast trotters of las'tyear, Pixley, 2:08}, had a daughter of

Ethan Allen for a grandam. Fantasy, 2:081, gets a dash of

the Black Hawk blood through Almont Jr. and another

through Hamlin Patchen. Pamlico, 2:10J, has it good and

strong, for his dam was by Daniel Lambert. Favora, 2:121,

has three crosses, one through John Gilpin, the sire of his

dam, one through Hamlin Patchen, the sire of his grandam,

and another through Bartlett Morgan, the sire of his third

dam. It may be as some say that the Morgan blood is old-

fashioned, but after all it turns up in the best of our horses

with remarkable frequency.—Horse World.
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The Prominent Trotting Families.

As the active season of trotting has now commenced it

would be possibly pro6table to give a brief resume of tbe

more prominent trotting families which have, in the immedi-

ate past, and will probably in the immediate future, 6gure

prominently upon the trotting courses of the country, aDd a

glance at their various family characteristics and traits might

prove both interesting and instructive. It is not the purpose

of this article to deal in a mass of statistics, such as the num-

ber of the get in the 2:30 list of any prominent sire with their

several records, then the number of producing sons and

daughters of said sire with the number and records of their

progeny. These are all very necessary and highly interesting

facts, but at a time when the turf papers are so crowded with

the doings of the trotters, I am fully aware that the space

allotted me will not warrant any such spinning out of figures

and I must confine myself to simple facts which may not

prove as interesting reading to the student of the breeding

problem as to his more practical and more thoroughly 'posted

brothers.

Fashion rules in horse-breeding and in turf contests as arbi-

trarily as in the cut of garments, and the breeder, if he desires

to be successful, must recognize this fact, and it should be his

aim to produce an animal, not only fashionably bred, but bred

from those families or strains which turf statistics show to be

tbe largest and most frequent winners of races. Let him breed

sucb stock, of individual merit and promise, and he will have
no cause to complain of hard times, for there are always
plenty of buyers at high prices for a strictly first-class animal
and good prospective money-winner. Our colt stakes, which
are opened each year at small payments at stated period?,

and which are trotted when the colts are three and four years

old, and which in many cases amount to very large sums at

maturity, are of vast help to the breeder, and an animal of

unusual promise will, if heavily engaged therein, command a
modest fortune.

It is beyond question that the most fashionable trotting

families of the pi esent day are the Wilkes, Electioneer, Dic-
tator and Nutwood.
The Wilkes family is tbe oldest and by far the most numer-

ous,and contains in a marked degree those essentials which go
to make up the successful campaigner and race horse. They
are, as all horsemen know, the descendants of the noted etal-

lion George Wilkes, with a race record of 2:22, made years

ago, when the conditions for making fast time were nowhere
near what they are at the present day. He was one of the very
best sons of old Hambletonian, and as a fast trotter and cam-
paigner to harness and to wagon, and often trotting contests

at two mile heats, and also as a most successful and prepotent
sire, his name will be kept green as long as trotting contests

continue to exist. Prepotency is the great test of a sire, and
this quality he possessed and transmitted in a marked degree.

All truly great stallions have sired progeny superior to them-
selves, and this in short is their greatest test and their crown-
ing glory.

As there is no absolutely perfect man, so there is no abso-

lutely perfect horse or family of horses, all of them having
their faults. The great criticism on the Wilkes family is

their lack of uniformity. Then again, in the case of full

brothers, in several instances one will show a marked superi-

ority over the other. The tendency of the Wilkes family to

produce pacers is strong and almost all of his successful sons
are represented by quite a contingent, and this is noticeable
in many cases when the progeny are out of strictly trotting-

bred mares. Some of the sons of Geo. Wilkes are remarkably
successful as sires, while others are only moderately so, hence
there are Wilkeses and Wilkeses.

All things considered, it is doubtful if the superior of Al-
cyone as a sire ever lived. He bad a record of 2:27 and was
out of the great Alma Mater, by Mambrino Patchen. He
died at the early age of ten years and did not leave a very
numerous progeny in comparison to some stallions. But
what a family they are; level-headed, pure-gaited, natural
trotters, go in light shoes and need very little rigging or
weighting in order to balance them, and good, game race

horses. They inherit speed of the highest order, as is proved
from the fact that Alcyone is the only sire, living or dead,
which has two trotters to his credit with race records of better

than 2:10. His full brother, Alcantara, 2:23, must be consid-
ered as being a very successful son of Geo. Wilkes. While
as an individual he possessed more speed than Alcyone, as a
sire I do not consider him his equal. He is the sire of a
large number in the 2:30 list, a good many of them being
pacers. His get are, as a rule, naturally more rough-gaited
than the get of Alcyone, and not so level-headed, and require
more fussing and rigging in order to balance them. They are,

however, very good race horses, and their winnings each year
on the turf are large. Alcantara has a very numerous pro-
geny.
Guy Wilkes, 2:151, out of Lady Bunker, by Mambrino

Patchen, as a sire of race horses of extreme speed stands at

the head of all living eons of Geo. Wilkes. He is a sire of
frequent and extreme speed, and bis progeny are first-class in
all the essentials of a race horse, and are very large money-
winners. He is owned by William Corbitt, of California,

who bred most of his progeny, and they have been singularly
fortunate in receiving their turf education at the hands of

John A. Goldsmith, a perfect master of his profession, and
whose stable, consisting almost wholly of the get
of Guy Wilkes and his son Sable Wilkes (2:18 at
three years old), sweep in immense sums of money
in their annual passage through the Grand Circuit. Guy
Wilkes possesses and imparts the power of prepotency, and
great horse and hire though he be, persons nearest in touch
with the stable look to eee Sable Wilkes surpass him as a
sire. Gu* Wilkes has comparatively few pacers.

William L., the full brother to Guy Wilkes, is noted
chielly as being the sire of the celebrated trotter and sire Ax-
tell (2:12 as a three year old). William L. was never the
equal of Guy either individually or as a sire, but as the sire

of Axtell he will always be remarkable, and when it remem-
bered that Axtell is already celebrated as a getter of extreme
speed at an early age, the prepotency which he inherited
from his sire will be duly credited. While William L. does
not sire speed with anything like the frequency of his brother,
Guy, he has, nevertheless, demonstrated the fact that he is

1 iable to get a phenomenon.
Jay Bird, 2:21 3, is another son of Geo. Wilkes that is al-

ready taking a high rank as a very successful and prepotent

sire. He further sires produce of extreme speed and high
race horse qualities. He is the sire of that elegant race horse

Allerton, 2:091, also of Early Bird, 2:152 fourth heat of a

winning race, and thirty others in the 2:30 list. Parker Gun,
another son of phenomenal speed but no technical record, is

held in high esteem by breeders and will undoubtedly prove

to be a great sire. Eagle Bird, 2:21, is the sire of the great

Monbars (2:1 If as a three-year-old). The Jay Birds are

rapidly and persistently forcing their way tothe front.

Red Wilkes, by many considered to be the best son of Geo.
Wilkes, is certainly entitled to a very high position in the

scale of merit. His list of 2:30 trotters is one of the largest

created by any horse and some of its members are those of

extreme speed capacity. While a large and rather coarse

horse in appearance, it is claimed by those in the best posi-

tion to know that he is possessed of 2:20 speed. He is now
quite well along in years, has always enjoyed a large patron-

age, and his opportunities have been first class, and while the

results of his stud services have been splendid, 1 am not pre-

pared to accord him the highest position of any eon of

Wilkes; to my mind both Alcyone and Guy Wilkes clearly

outrank him. Onward, 2:25.1, out of the great broodmare
Dolly (dam of D ("rector, 2:17, Thorndale, 2:22}, etc.), by
Mambrino Chief,is another entitled to stand very high in the

ranks of the sons of Geo. Wilkes. A worthy descendant of a

great sire and a great dam. He is one nf tbe most popular
and successful of all the Wilkes sires. Has a large 2:30 list

which is each season being rapidly increased, and he is in

every way a desirable horse to breed to. Wilkes Boy, 2:241,

out of the great broodmare Betty Brown, by Mambrino
Patchen, is another fine son. With the single exception of

Guy Wilkes, many good judges regard him as being as splen-

did an individual as Wilkes ever got, the only serious objec-

tion to him being his lack of sight. He has a goodly 2:30

list, which includes several members of extreme speed.

Baron Wilkes, 2:18, is another most worthy son. A first-

class trotter himself, he is also a sire of trotters of extreme
speed and that are race horses.

Wilton, 2:191, is another good Wilkes and a sire of extreme
speed. Bourbon Wilkes is still another extremely good son,

and he frequently imparts to his get high speed, either at the

pace or the trot.

There are other good sons of Geo. Wilkes which space for-

bids me to memtion. The above are the best of his get as

sires, and it is certainly glory enough for any One horse to

have begotten such a galaxy of equine stars both as tnrf per-

formers and sires. There is no gainsaying the fact that the

Wilkes are a great family, their chief faults being alack of

uniformity and a tendency to pace, which Jatter feature is

probably responsible for the fact that so many, of them re-

quire so much rigging and artificial balancing to induce them
to stick to the trotting gait. They are not as a family nearly
so naturally true and level-gaited as tbe Electioneers.

The Electioneer family are the descendants of the justly

famous horse of that name that was sired by old Hambleton-
ian, and out of the renowned broodmare Green Mountain
Maid. While he bad no technical record aod no track career,

he was, nevertheless, possessed of great natural speed, and
could always, even in stud condition, show a quarter in 35

seconds or better. He was a natural trotter, which quality he
imparted in a marvelous degree to his progeny. He is the

sire of more representatives in the 2:30, 2:20 and 2:10 lists

than any other stallions living or dead. He passed most of

his active stud life in California, and while the records of a
number of his get are not race records but contests against

time, they are nevertheless strictly legitimate and true. His
descendants in the 2:30 list number at the present writing are

about 150, and, strange as it may appear,outof that very large

number there is but a single pacer. He imparted extreme
speed to his get with great frequency, and the success of his

sons and daughters as producers demonstrates the fact that

he imparted prepotency as well. He was also singularly suc-

cessful in getting very fast progeny from thoroughbeed and
very highly bred mares, and certainly no other stallion ever
began to be as successful in this respect as he. He was a
beautifully clean-gaited natural trotter, and these features he
strongly impressed upon his get, even those from thorough-
bred and half bred mares. His control of gait was truly

wonderful.

His descendants are known as line trotters, that is the action

of the limbs is dircct,a.nd beyond a doubt is the style of action

which will produce the highest possible rate of speed at the
trot. I believe that the fastest horse that the world will ever
see will be a line trotter. His progeny show more extreme
speed at an early age than does the get of any other horse,

and have held most of the world's records from yearlings to

aged horses. They are naturally balanced and go in light

shoes without the accompaniment of toe weights, and require
but very little artificial aid with which to make trotters of

them. There has existed a prejudice against the Election-

eers in some quarters and it has been charged that they are

not game race horses. There is no foundation for such an
assertion which was probably conceived in either prejudice
or ignorance. Such statements are on a par with others
equally as foolish that have from time to time been uttered,

and accepted by others without thought or investigation. I

well remember a few years since when the assertion was made
that while the sons of old Hambletonian were good sire3, his

daughters were utter failures as producers, and some people
actually believed it, but the results from the daughters of

Hambletonian in the breeding ranks have pretty effectually

exploded that idea, and a man would be pronounced a fool

at the present lime who would even suggest such a thing.

Can the history of tbe trotting turf point to a instance of more
unflinching gameness than tnat exhibited by tbe crippled
Electioneer stallion, Palo Alto, iu his great turf contests ? A
record of 2:08] to high wheels under such adverse circum-
stances stamps him a phenomenon not only of speed but of

genuine gameness. The fact of the matter is that the Elec-
tioneers have never been extensively campaigned,for the rea-

son that Electioneer was a private stallion and was never bred
to any outside mares save under very exceptional cir-

cumstances, and these outside services were very few in num-
ber. Beyond competing in the Annual Stake events, Gov.
Stanford preferred to give his Electioneers records against
time instead of sending them across the continent, with the
attendant risks, toengage in turf campaigns, and until with-

in the past five or six years comparatively few Electioneers
were owned by outside parties except for stock purposes.
Since the death of Governor Stanford the stock has been
more widely distributed, and I fancy they will in future cut a

more prominent figure on the turf than they have in the
past.

1 regard them as one of our very greatest families, and to

my mind the performance of Arion, as a two-year-old, to high-

wheel sulky in 2:10!], is the most wonderful mile that was ever
trotted by any horse.

Tbe Electioneers are breeding on in a wonderful manner-
Mr. Hamlin's Chimes, out of_Beautiful Bells, is a worthy in-

stance. He sires extreme speed at an early age and with
great frequency. His get are game and consistent performers,
and he stood at the head of all stallions as a sire of extreme
speed for the season of 1S93. Hae he never sired any other
performer save Fantasy, 2:0S| as a three-year-old, he would
have been justly entitled to be great, and in my opinion she
is the fastest mare on the turf to-day. Chimes is destined to

be a very great sire.

Anteeo, Fallis, Sphinx, Palo Alto, Whips, Azmoor, St.

Bel and numerous other sons of Electioneer are rapidly push-
ing their way to the front where they are bound to stay,

while his daughters are beginning to figure as producers and
drawing the attention of breeders to themselves as brood
mares. I know of no safer family to breed to than the Elec-
tioneers, and no family of horses within mv knowledge so ab-
solutely exempt from the pacing tendency. They are natural-
gaited trotters, show extreme speed with great frequency
and at an early age, and are easy to train. The breeder who
is seeking to produce a pure-gaited trotting horse of extreme,
speed and with no tendency to pace cannot breed into a safer
family than that of the great Electioneer.

Dictator was also by Hambletonian, and out of Clara, by
Seely's* American Star, [and was a full brother to the re-
nowned trotter Dexter, 2:171. This family is younger and
much smaller in number than that of Wilkes, but it has ad-
vanced very rapidly during the past few years, and forced it-

self into popular favor by virtue of its own merits. No better
family of extremely fast, gamy, genuine race horses exists,

than that descending from Clara through her son Dictator.
While he has no techuical record of turf career, he was,
nevertheless, gifted with speed of a high order. His early life

was passed in a manner in obscurity, and it was not until a
a much later period that his rare merits as a sire were recog-
nized. The brilliant turf careers of Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 trot-

ting and 2:061 pacing, Phallas, 2:131, and Director, 2:17,

first drew marked attention to him, and it was only after this

period in his life that he can be regarded as having had a
first-class chance in the stud. It is to be regretted that his
merits were not sooner recognized. Director (out of Dolly,
dam of Onward, 2:251, Thorndale, 2:22}), by Mambrino Chief,
is his most distinguished son, and he is founding a family of

race horses of extreme speed second to none. They are a fam-
ily of campaigners and money-winners. Directum, 2:051 at

four years old, and holder of various world's records, is a good
sample of his get. Direct is another, Margaret S. another, and
remember this family is young and are just about to appear
on the turf in anything like numbers, heretofore a very few
alone drawing attention to the merits of Director as a sire.

He is now kept as a private stallion, but he has as fine a band
of celebrated mares and producers as there are in the world,
and his opportunities for stud success never as great as now,
and I feel confident that great as his reputation is at present,

it will be increased year by year and in a most emphatic man-
ner. While his son Direct is at present a pacer, it should be
remembered that he was originally a trotter with a very fast

record at an early age, and was subsequently converted into

a pacer the same as Jay-Eye-See. Here is another very safe

family for the breeder to cite, and he can make no mistake in
so doing. A cross from this family into that of Electioneer or
Nutwood could hardly fail of attaining the happiest results.

Dictator not only sired sons of prepotency, but his daughters
likewise have been successful as breeders, the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, being by him. Daughters of Dictator are breed-

ing well, and are more and more appreciated as broodmares
each year. Most horses seem to be more successful in siring

either good sons or good daughters than siring each sex of
equal merit. So marked has this peculiarity grown of late

years we hear such sires as American Star, Mambrino, Patch-
en, American Clay, Willis' Harry Clay, etc., spoken of as

broodmare sires, their female progeny being so very superior

to those of the male sex begotten by them, and it is the ex-
ception when we meet with horses like Hambletonian, Geo.
Wilkes, Belmont, Harold, Volunteer, Nutwood, Dictator and
others that sire progeny of both sexes of equal
merit, and this is a very important point to

consider when we are about to engage in any
breeding venture. The progeny of Clara of both sexes breed
with great success. Dexter Prince, by Kentucky Prince, out
of an own sister to Dictator, is at the present time regarded

as great a sire as there is on the Pacific Slope. America, by
Kentucky Prince, and out of another sister to Dictator, is

owned at Allen Farm, and is not only fast himself, but gets

fast progeny. Other daughters of Clara are likewise pro-

nounced successes as broodmares.
Nutwood, 2:1S|, by Belmont, out of the celebrated brood-

mare Miss Russell, by Pilot Jr., is the greatest of living sires.

His 2:30 list is considerably over 100, including many of

extreme speed. Nutwood is an elegant individual, and
plainly shows his high breeding. He was fast and dead game,
and has proved himself to be one of the very greatest sires

known to history. He transmits prepotency with great fre-

quency to both his male and female progeny. His sons are

successful sires, and his daughters make the best of brood-
mares. There is quality in the entire family.

A daughter of Nutwood, bred to Electioneer, produced the

wonderful Arion, 2:103- to high wheels as a two-year-old, a
performance which I think eclipses all others. Such mag-
nificent results from the union of the Electioneer and Nut-
wood families would indicate the finding of another "golden
cross," as was the term applied to the Wilkes-Mambrino
Patchen combination in recent years. The family of Miss
Russell is on*» of the greatest, and all her produce which have
had opportunity seem to be breeding on with the best of

results. Her son, Lord Russell; gives each year increasing

evidence of greatness, while his son, the great Kremlin, bids

fair to be the greatest turf performer yet seen, and with the

opportunities in the stud which he has enjoyed for the past

three seasons should prove himself to be a great sire. Ex-
treme capacity rests in the family of Miss Russell.

Nutwood mares are now in great demand for breeding pur-

poses, and certainly no one could select from a better or more
successful strain, and there ip no family from which 1 should

choose my broodmares with more confidence than from that

of Nutwood. A crossing of the Electioneer and Nutwood or

the Dictator and Nutwood would indicate results of the most
pleasing character. There are some pacers in this family

but they do not occur with the frequency that is observable

in the Wilkes, although they are somewhat more frequent

than with the Electioneers.

Toe-weighted or artificially balanced horses are at

a disadvantage on the turf when trotting very fast

heats and long races as against those that do not need
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any of these appliances. No gentleman will pay a

very heavy price for a horse that must always be

booted and weighted even when driven for pleasure on the

road. People are demanding more and more horses that can

trot at their extreme speed limit in light shoes, and that de-

scription of horse will continue to be most in demand and
command the highest price, and it should be the aim of the

breeder to select his parent stock from those families that

are naturally the purest-gaited and have the most speed and
endurance. Many make the mistake of imagining that pedi-

gree is everything. By no means. Breeding is very essen-

tial and absolutely neccessary, for without it we cannot con-

trol the type we seek to produce, but we want individuality

in connection with breeding. No stock, no matter how great

as individuals, are too good to breed. I believe in developed
parents, and the higher rate of speed and the greater indi-

vidual excellence possessed by the parents, the greater our
chance of breeding a phenomenon, and the greater the

promise the higher price the produce is sure to command.
The crossing of blood lines alone without due regard to the
qualities of the immediate ancestors and without any regard

to the individuality of the same, produced quantities of

worthless stock which had to be sold at a great sacri6ce, and
in not a few cases proved to be the rock upon which many a
breeding venture came to grief.

An analysis of the foregoing would emphasize the fact that

of the noted horses referred to therein the most successful

and tbe most celebrated are those that had the best dams.
This principle should be followed in all breeding ventures.

If I had a certain amount of money to invest in broodmares,
I should prefer to purchase but a single one, and have her
just right, than to invest the same amount in twenty of or-

dinary merit. We cannot get our dams too good.—B. in

Turf, Field and Farm.

About Registering Thoroughbreds.

A new, though not altogether unexpected obstacle has

arisen in the path of the Jockey Club. A circular has been

been issued by Col. Sanders D. Bruce, publisher of the Amer-
ican Stud Book, to owners and breeders of blood stock. In it

the Colonel asserts his rights in most unmistakable terms.

**No connection with theOoIah down the street," is the gen-

eral sentiment, and certainly, from his point of view, " the
41 Oolah down the street " has iijfringed upon his perqui-

sites to an extent that must have proved bitterly exaspera-

ting. The ultimatum in question is as follows :

Dear Sir—In view of the fact that the rules as to regis-

tration of race horses recently promu ;gated by the Jockey
Club have produced confusion and unnecessary uncertainty
among breeders as to the reporting of their foals of 1S94, and
hereafter, while I can make no explanation of the bystem
which the Jockey Club proposes to follow as to registration, I

feel it incumbent on me as the author of Bruce's American
Stud Book, a copyrighted work, to state :

First—That no foals of 1894 nor other horses will appear
in the next volume of the Stud Book except such as are re-

ported directly to me, with necessary certificates and facts to

establish and verify their pedigrees, and that no reports will
be accepted for registration in the Stud Book second-hand
from the Jockey Club or any other source.

Second—That the Stud Book cannot be kept up without
some revenue any longer, and I will make a reasonable
charge for registration in the Stud Book outside and in-
dependent of the Jockey Club fees, as that body has ig-
nored the Stud Book entirely in all their rules and pro-
ceedings as to registration fees.

Third—That the American Stud Book is an established
work, copyrighted, containing all the pedigrees of American-
bred and imported horses from the earliest time to the end
of the year 1893, and no publication can be issued taking
pedigrees iroin that work without an infringement on my
copyright, which will be vigorously enjoined in every par-
ticular.

Fourth—That I have copyrighted an annual supplement
to the Stud Book, containing a full report of the foals, their
color, sex and marks, as well as barren mares and slipped
foals for the year 1894, which have been <m- may hereafter
be reported direc'ly to me, which work will be published as
soon as said returns are made.

Fifth—That there can be no continuous and authentic reg-
istration, except in the Stud Book, for the reason that all

pedigrees must be established and verified therefrom.
Sixth—My charges will be $2 per head for native foals

and other native horses, $2 per head for entering new brood
mares and change of ownership; §'5 per head for all import-
ed horses and mares. Where a mare is imported in foal,

£5 will be charged for registering *he mare and only $2 for
the foal when dropped. For claiming names I will charge
$1 each

; for each certificate of registration, giving first and
3econd dam, $1; for full pedigrees under seal, $5; tabula-
tions, $10 and upward, according to size and style.

Seventh—That the Annual-Supplement is a part of the
stud Book, and the registration of foals therein is a registra-
tion io the Stud Book, and they will appear in the nest vol-
ame without any additional cost, the fee being paid for entry
q the Supplement, and the Supplement will be a good adver-
isement, as well as evidence of registration.

If, therefore, you desire your foals and other horses to be
•egistered and appear in the Stud Book as stated, you will
olease report to me directly at once, for I will not accept any
eports except those directly from the breeders and owners
)f their authorized agents and managers.
Registration blanks mailed on application. Yours truly,

S. D. Bruce,
Boom 52, Times Building,

New York, July, 1894. New York City.

Short as is the time that has elapsed since the registration
>f stock with The Jockey Club has been made necessary, a
Teat amount of doubt and uncertainty has arisen, especially
mong breeders, as to the proper method of registration to
nsure the absence of future difficulties in the recognition of
heir stock. The necessity of making a double registration
eems manifestly unfair, but if only one is to be made, with
'hich of the claimants for favor shall the choice rest ? "How
appy could I be with either, with t'other fair charmer (of
egistration fees and of pocke^) away I"

The matter is one of comparatively slight moment to men
'ho breed and own on a small scale, but to big breeders par-
eularly it involves an expenditure of hundreds of dollars a

: On the face of it, Col. Bruce certainly appears to have the
est of the argument. It is possible that he has in some

measure forfeited his ciaini to sympathy and support, in that
he set a price on his publication that was out of reason in
view of past showings, and has not displayed a full recogni-
tion of the tremendous importance of the work. This, at
least, is the view of the case expressed by gentlemen who
have been actively engaged in the administration of turf
affairs.

But a practical difficulty arises if any attempt should be
made to ignore the American Stud Book. A man registers
a foal by, say, Hanover, out of Spinaway. Then the back
breeding will have to be verified from the American Stud
Book, if necessary, even if it be granted that the foal was the
produce of Spinaway in any particular year. To the average
lay mind, the restrictions of the law of copyright are largelv
unintelligible, but Col. Bruce plainly takes the ground that
his work cannot be used under such circumstances.
This is brought out particularly in the fifth clause of his

letter, which claims that there can be no continuous and au-
thenticated registration except in the Stud Book, since all

pedigrees must be established and verified^ at that work.
There is only one possible upshot to the difficulty. A com-

promise must be eflecled between Col. Bruce and The Jockey
Club. On the one hand it will be althgether wrong, if not
impossible, to deprive the -Colonel of the fruits of the labor
he has spent on the Stud Book during many years. On the
other, the Stud Book can never be properly conducted with-
out the backing of official authority. As a private individ-
ual Col. Bruce always had a difficulty in maintaining his pub-
lication, at least this is common report. With the official

backing of The Jockey Club he has an absolute, an indis-
putable right to enforce the payment of fees, his percentage
of which would enable him to make the publication remun-
erative. An absence of recognition of his claims has led Col.
Bruce to make a very plain statement.
The sooner the matter is brought to a definite conclusion

the better for all parties. Infinite confusion and delay in
registration will be avoided, and the possibility of a down-
right muddle, entailing possible frauds and blunders, will be
avoided.—Daily America and Mercury.

Evils of the Flying Start.

Brighton Beach, if it has done nothing else, has established

the fact that a starter's reputation depends almost entirely on
the man he has acting as assistant. With the late "Polo
Jim" as his lieutenant Mr. Caldwell's work was unquestion-

ably superior to others who handled the flag, but now that

he is compelled to rely on another's services, Mr. Caldwell

descends from the pinnacle of " prince of starters " and lands
among the ranks of the very ordinary fry.

Before Brighton had the field all to itself, comparison
between Rowe's and Caldwell's abilities as starters was fre-

quent and generally in favor of the latter. Since racing has
been in operation at the " pen " by the sea, the frequency of
comparing the twain has not abated, but preference is now
almost unanimously given to Kowe.

It was always claimed by his adherents that Kowe was
wofully handicapped by his assistant, whereas the " prince
of starters" would shrink into insignificance if he lost the
services of Polo Jim. The latter's unfortunate death has
brought about just what was contended, and, what is more,
has proved conclusively that Caldwell is as helpless as the
most commonplace starter with an assistant of ordinary cali-

ber. In fact, his work has been so consistently bad that many
who had earlier in the season deplored his absence on the big
tracks, now draw a sigh of relief and thank their stars that
the powers have let " well alone."

The contrast between the twostarters and Caldwell, assisted

by Polo Jim, and Caldwell assisted by someone else, is not
referred to for the purpose of eulogizing one at the expense
of the other, but to lay stress upon the system of dispatching
a fiehi of horses in this country. Ever since one track has
vied with a rival to obtain the reputation of being fast, ever
since records have been paramount and the safety and welfare
of the horses have been but a minor consideration, the system
of the flying start has been deemed imperative.

In no other country is the flying start in vogue. In Eng-
land and other European countries, where racing was in-

dulged in before thoroughbreds were known here, a living
start is distinctly prohibited, so much so that a race is

declared "no race "if any of the contestants are in their
stride when the flag falls. In Australia the only other
country to pay attention to time, the system of starting is

even stricter than in Europe, but the general desire on this

side to do things differently to the older countries seems to

hare prevailed even in the conduct of racing, with the result

that things are not done half so well.

In short, " time" is looked upon as the magnet to attract

patronage—individuality of horses, skill of jockeys, display
of unflinching courage, all these are trifles, if they are not in
accord with the time standpoint. And in order to save a

fraction of a second contestants are sent on their journey
helter skelter, sixes and sevens, swish, bang, biff—anyhow.so
long as they are going at top pressure from the very begin-

ning.

As a consequence, jockeys are anxious; they resort to any
and e\ery maneuver to obtain an advantage at thestart. The
less considerate will persist in keeping in front, in spite of

pleadings, threatenings and very sultry language on the part
of the starter. As a result, it is impossible to send away a

field of horses on even terms, and then the starter is abused,

eternally sent to perdicion, roasted at the slake, and jumped
upon until he is nothing but pulp—these are a few of the con-
dolences with which his efforts are rewarded.

If, instead of consigning the starter to all sorts of unde-
sirable places, his " well-wishers " would turn their atten-

tion to those who by countenancing such a system of starting

are responsible for his shortcomings, a more satisfactory state

of affairs might eventually be established.

Except that Time seems to have made himself such an im-
portant factor, there can be no reason for upholding " flying

starts." Owners might raise a howl at first if flying starts

were prohibited, for the reason that the very large majority

of their horses have been so cruelly and badly broken that

they have no mouths, and consequently they would not an-

swer to their riders. But because through ignorance, or an
inclination to shirk doing things properly, our gresent batch

of thoroughbreds are such a lot of callous-mouthed brutes

that they require the grip of an Og, or a Gog, or Magog, it

can be no reason for not abolishing flying starts.

Were the European system in vogue, unquestionably a lot

of horses would be left at the post, but this would be from no
fault of the system, but entirely due to those who are responsi-

ble for tbe imperfect.way in which horses are broken. It

may be unpleasant to have to acknowledge it, but there is no
denying that our race horses are the worst-broken, worst-
mouthed animals to be found anywhere. And all because of
the absurd idea that this is a " hustling " people, and thiues
have to be rushed. The doctrine may not be displaced in
some phases of life, but there are cases where time and
thoroughness are absolutely necessary,and among them is the
breaking of thoroughbreds.
Given a batch of horses with good mouths, and jockeys be-

come horsemen, not rough riders, and the starter's task be-
comes easier.

The Jockey Club has shown a strong desire to place racing
on a proper footiog, and also to relieve the sports of many
abuses. Let it now look into the system of starting, and if
it can throw away all prejudice it will set its foot firmly
against the flying start, not only for the reason that it places
any man who acts in the capacity in a very unenviable posi-
tion, but also because it is calculated to ruin the temper of
many a good horse.—The Eider and Driver.

The Theory of Generation.

The power of animals to propagate their cwn likeness is

hereditary, and transmitted from one generation to another.
The principle upon which the theory of generation is founded
reaches from the inception of the colt in embryo to the deliv-

ery. The breeder, to be successful, must investigate causes

that produce certain changes after the union between the

sexes, as well as the effect resulting from the influence of each
parent over their offspring. The sire and dam have their re-
spective shares in propagating the form and substance of
their issue. They co-operate together in generating the vital
and physical powers of their produce; and the breeder must
understand the influence of each partner, in order to make
progenitors so as to make congenial hits. The food of the
embryo is furnished entirely by the mother. It is held by
some physiologists that the health and robust constitution of
the colt will depend more upon the health and physical
power of the dam at the time of conception than upon the
condition of the sire. But this maternal influence is modi-
fied by other causes, such as long-line breeding, coming
down from an unbroken chain of powerful generators, and
possessing the prepotent faculty of entailing their breeding
on an illustrious line of successors in blood. The influence
of sire and dam over thMr colts will depend very much upon
their blood and the constitutional superiority of one over tbe
other. The strongest and best-bred animal will have tbe pre-
dominating influence over their produe. The more powerful
the inheritance, and the stronger the inbreeding—avoiding
incest—the more certain the inheritance will be entailed,
unaltered, on their colts.

Acquired qualities become hereditary from long-estab-
lished acquisition. Tbe stallion is generally the best bred,
and possessed of the strongest physical powers. He is gener-
ally credited with the most influence in breeding.

If tbe maie runs back through a superior line of progeni-
tors, and has a more perfect inheritance than the sire, she
will entail the leading characteristics on her colls, and shape
the destinies of her issue. The rule is, that the parent which
has the most constitutional vigor, inherited from the most
powerful progenitors, with fixed characteristics established in
the breed, will transmit that line-bred inheritance, and have
tbe most influence in breeding.
The influence that the sire has upon the dam on her first

impregnation, which appears to extend to her subsequent
colts, is a difficult problem to solve. There are several ex-
amples preserved in the Museum of the College of Surgeons
in England, where a quagga had been bred to an English
mare, and her colts ever afterwards, by Eoglish stallions, put
on the marks and color of the quagga—at least for three gen-
erations.

It is important that a stallion be selected to breed with a
young mare, for the first time, that is pure and unadulterated,
if it has such an impression on the nervous system that she
will entail the likeness of her first partner on the third gen-
eration of her colts. It has been held, upon this theory,

that if you breed a young thoroughbred mare to a cold-

blooded horse,her produce will be ever afterwards adulterated
with common blood, from the nervous effect upon the dam
from this first embrace. These experiments have been con-
fined to the hog and the horse, and are too few and far be-

tween to establish it as a general rule that will apply to other
domestic animals.

If the sire and dam have material points exactly alike

they will transmit those points to their colts with so much
force that they will perpetuate them to another generation.

The sire and dam should be alike to breed well together.

There will be a uniformity in their stock tha* could never be
realized from dissimilar kinds. When the sire and dam are
matched in size, substance, speed, and stamina, they will

have the same extra force in generation that a matched pair
would have over a single horse for service. The nearer the

parents are alike, the more certain they will be to transmit

their likeness to their young scions. The inbred progenitors

are more alike than those crossed out to strangers, and will

have an hereditary force of character that those crossed out
do not possess. If the sire and dam come down from a very
speedy race, and both should be bred through the same fast

line, they would be likely to perpetuate speed to their issue,

because they come down from a common origin; and have
got speed as a fixed inheritance, established in the breed.

The Devon cattle are uniformly red
;
you can get no other

color, because red is a line-bred inheritance established in

the breed from time immemorial. If the sire and dam both

have fixed characteristics, they will transmit them to their

colts as sure as the Devon bull entails his color on his get.

In sheep husbandry, when the breeder gets possession of a

ram that is a superior stock-getter, he places great value

on him. As soon as he is proved his stock brings largely

increased prices. Tbey find a ready market, and prove a

source of revenue. It is related of some celebrated English

breeders of sheep that in their early experience they rented

out their rams for two or three dollars for the season. After

they had modeled them over into their own approved type,

and raised them up to standard to meet the public approval,

they could rent out their best rams for several thousand dol-

lars annually, and there was great competition to get them
at that.

This shows what skillful breeding will accomplish. It

discovers the causes that produce the changes in the union of

sexes, and selects congenial partners. It banit-hes all imper-

fect animals from the breeding stable, and leaves nothing but

perfect parents to produce their kind.—National Live Stock

Journal.
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Coming Kaces at Monterey.

This year the Country Club will fairly outdo itself. With

a new track and a new grand stand, flat races and steeple-

chaces, trap shooting, music, illuminations, fireworks add

dancing the four days devoted to the outing, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday and Sunday, August 23 to 26 inclusive, will be

crowded with good things, says the Call of last Sunday.

Yesterday Fred R Webster, who has the direction of the

whole affair, mailed the entry blanks to the gentlemen riders

of the different clubi who have been invited to participate,

and already the gentlemen jockeys are considering the rib-

bon best to match with their picturesque beauty. There are

any number of cracks in the clubs, and, in the big steeple-

chase which occurs on the second day of the outing, it is fair

to presume that a good field will face the starter. Among
those who will probably ride in this event are : Dick Tobin,

Robert Tobin, R. H. Sprague, J. Downey Harvey, Harry Di-

mond, Harry Simkins, H. H. Hinshaw and Lieutenant

Strolher, U. S. A.

The track, which is now being built, is located about half

a mile directly in front of the hotel. It will only be partly

built for the coming outing events, but next winter it is pro-

posed to finish it, making one of the finest tracks in the

country. The place selected is a beautiful one. The grand
stand now being erected is only a temporarv affair, meant to

hold about a thousand persons, and will be replaced by a
magnificent structure and the course 6et off with substantial

and artistic buildings, the whole cost to be in excess of $50,-

000, furnished by the Pacific Improvement Company.
The programme for the outing is a very elaborate one.

Thursday, August 23, a special train bearing the guests will

leave the Townseod street station of the Southern Pacific

Company at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. At the Del Monte in

the evening there will be a beautiful and artistic illumina-

tion and a concert by a band of sixty pieces under the di-

rection of Cassasa. Friday is race day. Five events are un-
derlined, with purses aggregating $500. The first is a quar-

ter of a mile for ponies not exceeding fourteen hands one
inch, three entries to fill, weight 160 pounds. The second is

the pony steeplechase, about one and a quarter miles, weight
155 pounds. The third event is a mile, fiat course, for horses

and galloways, the latter allowed seven pounds for every inch
under fifteen hands, forty pounds added weight for age. The
fourth is a pony race, half a mile, same conditions as the
first.

Then comes the big steeplechase, the event of the after-

noon, where all the gentlemen jockeys are supposed to do
their prettiest and leave their ensanguined remains on the
springy turf, if necessary to avoid defeat. Beauty in the

grand stand will reward the victor with smiles more valuable
than any Uoral horseshoe of the professional turf could, and
it may be that the measure of woe of the vanquished will be
diminished by ones just as sweet. The course is about two
miles and five-year-olds will have to carry at least 162 pounds
of swell young clubman, while the six-year-olds will carry
172 pounds.

Entries close August 15, and are to be made with R. H.
Sprague of the Pacific Union Club. Horses must he the
property of club members invited to participate in the outing.

Entry blanks may be obtained from the secretaries of the

clubs invited. All races will be run under the rules of the

American Hunt, Steeplechase and Ponv-racing Association.

Then the grand race ball at the Del Monte in the evening.
It will be on big lines, and between the dances the partici-

pants can promenade the piazzas and view a magnificent dis-

play of fireworks.

Saturday the trap-shooters will blaze away at blue rocks for

five silver cups, five gold medals and. above all, for the
Shreve championship cup of gold and silver, valued at $500.
for the best score of the day, to be won two years by the same
man.
Fur Sunday no special pregramrne h^s been prepared, but

it is expected there will be a grand parade of small traps.

There are a number already at Monterey, the most notable
of that being Walter Hobart, recently received from the East.

He has four sets of bays, maoificently stylish animals, for

the turnout. A week ago he drove a party of twelve from
the city to Monterey, covering the 120 miles in spanking
style.

The special train will return to the city on Monday morn-
ing, and the guests of the Country Club can look forward to

the next summer's festivities.

The clubs invited to participate are the Burlingame, Paci-
fic-Union. University, Bohemian, Cosmos, Athenian of Oak-
lund, Santa Monica Polo Club, Sauta Barbara Jockey Club.
Officers of the army and navy with their ladies are also in-

cluded in the list.

< Jut of these races will probably grow an organization for

the furtherance of steeplechasing. It has been discussed some-
what already, and those interested even go so far as to say it

will probably be called the California Steeplechase and Pony
Racing Association. The promoters of the organization have
in view the giving of races twice a year at Monterey under
the auspices of the Country Club.

Following is the programme of races at Monterey under

the auspices of the Country Club, Friday, August 24, 1894:

First race—One fourth mile, purse $50, of which $10 to
second ; for ponies not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch

; entrance,
$5 p. p.; ihree entries to till ; weight, 160 pounds.

Second race—Steeplechase ; for ponies not exceeding 14
hands 1 inch

;
about one and one<piurter miles

;
purse $100,

fjf which $25 to second ; entrance, $5 p. p; three entries to
fill ; weight, 155 pounds.

Third race—One mile; for horses and galloways; gallo-

ways allowed 7 pounds for every inch under 15 hands
;
purse

$100, of which $25 to second ; entrance, $10 p. p.; three en-
tries to fill

; forty pounds added to weight for age.
Fourth race—One half mile ; for ponies not to exceed 14

hands 1 inch
j
pur^e $100, of winch $25 to second ; entrance,

$5 p. p.; three entries to fill ; weight, 160 pounds.
Fifth race—Handicap Bteeplechase ; about two miles;

purse $150, of which $50 lo second
; entrance $10 ; three en-

irk^ to till
;
weight :is follows : live year old, 162 pounds; 6ix

years old and aged, 172 pounds.
In all races thoroughbreds to carry seven rounds extra.

Entries close Angunt 15th, and to he made wiih Mr. R. II.

Sprague, Pacific-Union Club. Entrance fee must accompany
nominations; also name, color, sex, age and breeding (if

known). All horses must be the property of the club mem-
bers invited to partscipate in the Country Club outing, and
all riders must also be members of such clubs. Entry blanks
may be obtained from Secretary of any of above clubs.

Certificate of height for ponies and galloways must be filled

with Mr. R. H. Sprague, and must be obtained from Mr. G.
W. Ryder, official measurer, at least one day preceding the
races.

The Pacific Improvement Company will furnish transpor-

tation and board for all horses and attendants.

All races will be run under the rules of the American
Hcnt, Steeplechase and Pony Racirjg Association.

Basil Rickets, starter : G. W. Ryder, clerk of course ; T.
F. Meagher, clerk of scales ; J. A. Carroll, time-keeper;
Major J. L Rathbone, Joseph Clark, Col. Harry Thornton,
judges; Harry Babcock, F. R. Webster, W. H. Howard, H.
T. Scott, Henry J. Crocker, John Parrott, stewards.

How Goldsmith Handled Mary Best.

The warmest day of the Cleveland meeting thus far brought

a fine crowd out to Glenville, and they saw sharp and good

racing over a fast track. The center of a distinguished group

in one of the boxes was Governor McKinley, and aside from

the chosen of the Buckeyes many men of State and national

prominence graced the occasion. The 2:31 class trotting, the

first called, resulted in a splendid five-heat race, in every

turn of which the struggle lasted to the wire and the time

was last. The good four-year-old mare Roseleaf, with a good

list of victories behind her already this season, was a strong

favorite for the $3,000 purse, not withstanding the pronounced

quality of the field pitted against her. An unknown quantity,

at least unknown in the West and neglected in the bettiDg,

was the Eastern horse Mahogany, but at one stage it looked

as though he would certainly land the race. Don Lowell, as

is his fashion, went away in front in the first heat, with Rose-

leaf, Aunt Delilah and Mahogany nearest. From a general

closing at the head of the stretch Aunt Delilah came most
prominently, but Bowne made his drive with Mahogany and
oulfooted the party home handily in 2:13. In the second

heat Thomas took Roseleaf away-with a rush, and sending her
right along to the quarter in 22 seconds, had opened up a big

gap. "Going too fast" was the comment from many lips,

and so it waB, for when Mahogany collared the Goldleaf mare
in the stretch she had little left to finish with, and had all

she could do to stall off Mary Best for second place. Mahog-
any won in 2:12^. In the third heat Mahogany was shut off

at the turn, Roseleaf going out, followed by Don Lowell to

the turn, with Mary Best next.

Straightened for home Goldsmith shook up Mary Best, and
in a vigorous drive of his own style beat Roseleaf lo the wire

in 2:12}. In this heat Browne apparently laid up Mahogany,
and in the next heat as well he did not persevere after getiiog

away none too well. Judge Fisher was the contending horse

at the end of the route in the fourth heat, with Aunt Delilah

close up, Mary Best winning comfortably in 2:13A. In the

final heat Browne tried resolutely to overtake Mary Best and
Judge Fisher in the stretch, but the tired son of Bayonne
Prince was unequal to the task, and the Guy Wilkes mare
won easily from Fisher. Mary Best is a full sister lo Muta
Wilkes, and is certainly a race mare of high quality.

SUMM VRV.

2:21 class, trottingjpurse S3,' 00.

Ch m Mary Best, by Guy Wilkes— Montrose, by Sultan
Goldsmith 5 3 111

B h Mahogany, by Bayonne Prince—Sandal, by Jay
Gould Browne 115 6 3

Ch h Judge Fisher, by Lynwood Chief Dickerson 6 4 3 2 2
Blkm Roseleaf. by Goldleaf. Thomcs 4 2 2 4 4
B m Aunt Delilah, by Harold Patchen Siewart 2 9 4 3 6

B m Gabrielle, by Star Duroc Davis 9 6 7 5 6
B m Susie S., by Superior Kelley 7 7 6 7 dr
Bh Don Lowell, by Don Marvin McDowell 3 5 S dr
BgNavidad, by Whips Ketcbam 8 8 dis

Time, 2:13, 2:12M, 2:12J4, 2:13%, 2:15%.

In the forenoon, while Silicon was being driven the last

quarter of a fast mile, and while going at a terrific rate, the

mare suddenly fell, throwing Orrin Hickok heavily. Though
a strain of the aro was the only apparent injury, the veteran

driver was badly shaken up. While of necessity the mare
must have injured herself, she got up and walked off appar-

ently all right. Directum worked a mile this morning in

2:13*.

Trotters in Australia.

The following interesting letter was received by Mr. A. B.

Spreckels, of this city, and as it contains news of interest to

our trotting horse men, with his kind permission we take the

liberty of publishing the same :

Syndey, June, 16, 1894.

Dear Sir:—About ten years ago I purchased from you,

through James McCord, a sorrel mare, Gracie, by Specula-

tion, dam by Alexander. This is as nice a road mare as one
could wish to diive, and I think you will be pleased to hear

the following :

At Warren Agricultural and Pastoral show last week Bur-
lington B. (registered in America, foaled in Australia),by Bob
Mason, son of Echo, dam Gracie took first prize (he has pre-

viously taken Centennial Champion) in Sydney.
Burlington B. is owned by A. L. Faithful].

Sunbeam, ch m, by Childe Harold, dam Gracie, took first

prize as best mare, and also took champion prize; owned by

T. A. Buckland.
Starlight, b m, by Vancleve, dam Gracie, took first prize as

best mare over one year and under three years
; owned by

E. R. Deane.
At Bame show St. Louis also look a first prize as best trot-

ting stallion for pace and appearance. St. Louis, by Burling-

ton B., dam Oakleaf, by Bob Mason, grandam Josephine, by

Speculation. Pretty close breedine this, but the horse can

trot well ;
owned by T. A. Buckland.

Not often, 1 think, that three foals from one ware, by dif-

ferent stallions,and owned by three different people, lake prizes

at one show, and a grandson takes ano'.her first prize.

At the same show FitZ, by Vancleve, dam Fraulein, by
Berlin, son of Blackbird, made a record of 2:21 J, the fastest yet

/•» Australia
;
owner of gelding Fitz, J. A. Buckland.

1 still have Garcia, wilh foal at foot and in foal to Van-
cleve.

Josephine died foaling her second foal. Her first foal,

Oakleaf, still alive and breeding. Yours truly,

E. R. Deane.

The Trotters in the 2:10 List.

Azote, 2:09£, bears the distinction . f being the first trotter '

by a half-bred sire to enter the 2:10 list. He is by Whips,
;

2:27i, son of Electioneer, out of Lizzie Whips, thoroughbred

daughter of Enquirer. The dam of Azote is by Whipple's
1

Hambletonian, by Guy Miller, son of Hamblelonion 10, and

his second dam is by Speculation 928, son of Hambletonian I

10. The dam of the sire of Azote's dam also produced the
'

sire of his second dam. Both these horses sired trotters, and '

like the sire of Azote, one of them is a son of Hambletonian

10. If one cared to tabulate the pedigree of the fast Whips
!

gelding it would be found that he is so thoroughly charged
i

the blood of Hambletonian 10 that the occasion for wonder '

is not that he trots fast, but that he could by any means fail

to do so.

And while on this subject it will naturally strike the stu-

dent of trotting matters that three of the four geldings in the
2:10 list of trotters are a queerly-bred lot, to say the least.

|

They are Little Albert, 2:10, Walter E., 2:10, and Lord Clin- !

ton, 2:09.

Little Albert is by Albert W., a son of Electioneer, whose
{

dam was by John Nelson, a son of imp. Trustee, out of a maie
by Abdallah 1. The dam of Little Albert was sired by
Roach's American Star, and was out of a daughter of Black
Hawk 767, son of Black Hawk 5.

Walter E. is by Patchen Mambrino, a son of Mambrino
Patchen, out of Old Den (grandam of McLeod, 2:21}, etc.),

]

by Gaines' Denmark. The breeding of the dam of Walter
E. will probbly never be known.
Lord Clinton is by Denning Allen, a son of Honest Allen,

j

son of Ethan Allen, dam by Ward's Flying Cloud. The
j

breeding of the dam of Lord Clinton is unknown, and like
I

the dam of Walter E , she has produced no other performer, '

*

either of high or low degree.

The breeding of Jay-Eye-See is on established lines, the
Hambletonian-Pilot Jr. combination having demonstrated

i I

its worth in an impressive manner, but it cannot be said that i

any precedent was followed in the breeding of the first two I
named. In the case of Waller E. and Lord Clinton neither
sire nor dam has produced anything else; Little Albert stands

i ]

alone to the credit of his dam, while the dam of Jay-Eye-See
is a triple producer, and two of her sons have sired and two
of her daughters have produced standard speed. Thus, with ;

all its peculiarities, the list of 2:10 geldings teaches the '

strong lesson that to uniformly produce trotting speed the (

breeder must keep within trotting lines.—Horse Review.

Turf Congress Rules.

There seems considerable doubt, among horsemen even, as

to the claiming clause in selling events, while but few of the

general public understand, the conditions and intents of such

races ; so a short explanation of them may not be super-

fluous.

In selling races owners enter their horses to be sold for a

certain sum, the weight they shall carry diminishing in the

ratio of this price. Should the horse wiu he is put up at

auction, and any surplus over the owner's price is divided be-

tween the second horse and tbe race fund, the owner only re-

ceiving the amount named in the entry, no matter what the

horie may bring. Their purpose was to enable the owners of

inferior horses to practically handicap their own animals, but

a feeling has grown up that it is contrary to turf etiquette to

bid on the winner, which has defeated their original inten-

tion, so it is by no means uncommon to see a horse worth five

times the money entered for $500 and led away after winning i

without a single bid being made for him.

The claiming clause is that the owner of any horse in aoy
i

race may claim any one of the beaten runners for the entered

price plus the amount that would have been gained had the
j

horse been successful. The placed horses have priority of
i

claim in the oider in which they finish, except that the win-

ners has the last chance. Should the owners of two or more
of the unplaced horses claim the same animal they must draw

lots for the privilege. This clause will now be inserted in all

selling-race conditions, and by preventing the entry of ani-

mals far below their value will render this class of race much
fairer in the future than it has been in the past.

The rule fixing the minimum weight for three-year olds

i

and upward at 100 pounds will also benefit tbe less fortunate

owners, as a horse with 100 pounds that might easily beat

another with eighty may have all his wori cut out to do so

when the weights are 120 and 100 pounds, respectively.

These two rules were put through by tbe Horse Owners'!

Association, which is now incorporated under the Illinois
[

State law. Curiously enough the strongest opponents of thiG

body are tbe weaker horse-owners, yet all the legit Iation they'

have been instrumental in passing so far has been in the

former's favor.—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

It is both inconsistent and strange but nevertheless true,;

that some owners will place a horse valued well up in tbe

|

thousands in the hands of a man whom the very same owners,

would under no circumstances, trust out of their sight with at

twenty dollar greenback. They will place a horse in hands!

of this character, and all the while feel that they are doing)

great things toward elevating turf interests. A case of this;

character was brought to notice in an Ohio town recently.)

The owner, a wealthy Southern gentleman, felt sure he had ai

bread winner, so he sent his "speed " to the races along with!

the "trainer" who was supplied with means to "eat on" un-j

til the first to*n was reached-, wheu the local secretary was

made custodian or treasurer, rather, of the expense money of- I

the impecunious trainer. The trainer was instructed lo cp-,

ply to the secretary for necessary funds for legitimate expen-

;

ses, which were to be paid out of the winnings, and the bal- i

ance forwarded to the owner. There was a stranded stable :

j

in that town, also a good sized expense account lo be paid

out of the money won in sixth position in the race. The

salary of the trainer was not large, but thatdid not keep down

expenses much. The scheme did not work at all satisfactory,

and now that very same owner is no doubt soliloquizing over

the vicissitudes of a trotting horse owner and the dishonesty'

and^rresponsibility of trainers Moral : It don't pay to place

a thousand dollar horpein the hands of a fifteen cent man.

If reporters have not been mit-led by their own imagimv

tions, attendance at race meetings this season has compared

favorably with that of any other year.—Exchange.
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Anaconda Races.

MONDAY, JULY 30.

The second day of the Anaconda Racing Association

brought out another large attendance. The weather was all

that could be desired, and with one exception the events

passed off to the satisfaction of all concerned. The betting

was much more lively than on the previous day, both in the

amounts and number of the pools.

There was a change in the personnel of the judges, Thos.

Lavell, on account of a throat trouble, retiring in favor of A.

C. Holmes.

The first event of the day was running, Bankers' Stake for

two-year-olds, stake $790. For the event seven as likely

youngsters as ever faced the flag started. They were : Tom
McTague's b f Marietta and br f Dara, Hoag & Little's ch f

Model, Spokane Stable's ch f Chinook, Marcus Daly's ch c

Sleeping Child and ch f Etta McKeever. In the pools the

Daly stable sold at $40, Model $20, Chinook $12, and Mc-
Tague stable $10.

The horses were at the post at 2:30, but Chinook was so

rank and ugly and behaved so badly that it was forty minutes

before they got a start, aud then it was a fairly good one. As
they broke into line Dara had a short lead, with Model sec-

ond and Sleeping Child third. At the three-quarter post

ing Child shoved ahead, Model second and Dara third, but

they had not got far into the stretch before positions were

changed, Sleeping Child falling back and leaving the battle

between Model and Dara. Hennessy. who was up on Dara,

made a splendid tight for first, and though the finish was a

close one, not over half a length, the odds were in favor of

Model, who came first, Dara second, and Sleeping Child

third. Time, 1=03£. Mutuelspaid $11.40
;

The second event was running, seven-eighths mile, purse

$300, of which there were ten starters : C. Merth's b g Red
Leo, Geo. Henderson's b h Diavolo, Randall & Burris' gr m
Minnie Beach, H. Elmberg's b g Perriwinkle, B. McGinley's

ch g St. Jacob, Jones & Payne's b m Misty Morn, California

Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, Marcus Daly's b h Steve Estes.

Maley & ^Bowley's ch m Lonnie B., N. S. Hall's b h St.

Croix. The pools for this race sold rapidly, Estes being the

favorite at $40, with Deane $10, Misty Morn $8, Lonnie B.

$8 and the field $8.

For so large a field the start was a remarkably quick and
good one. At the jump Diavolo had the best of it, with

Misty Morn close at his heels and Estes somewhere in the

bunch that followed. A little beyond the quarter Diavolo
struck himself and fell back, Misty taking first place. Up
the backstretch Estes showed some speed and started for first

piace, followed by oue or two others of the group. Before

the three-quarters was reached places had changed consider-

ably, and as the turn was made into the homestretch Estes,

Jennie Deane and St. Croix being in the van. There was a

hot race for the wire, but St. Croix proved the victor, coming
, in first, Jennie Deane second, Steve E«tes third. Time, 1:30$.

,
Mutuels paid $45.30.

The third event was running, five-eighths mile, selling,

' pvrse $250. For this the entries were W. Brown's ch m An-
nie Moore. H. Pickering's ch m French Lady, J. Dempsey's
br g Tom Teney, Hayes & White's gr g Vulcan, N. S. Hall's

ch f Norlee, Jones & Payne's b m Raindrop. For this race

there was very lively betting, the pool-sellers being kept
' busy until the start in disposing of pools at the following

rate : Annie Moore, $50 ; Norlee, $50 ; Raindrop, $28; field

varying from $16 to $20.

In the start Annie had the lead, with French Lady second

and Norlee third. At the half Norlee had got to the front,

Annie holding second and Teney third. These positions were
unchanged at the three-quarters, but Vulcan had in the

meantime managed to get near the bunch. As they were
fairly into the stretch Annie was given her head and shot

out, again taking the lead and finishing first, an easy winner
by five lengths, Norlee second, Vulcan third. Time, 1:02.

Mutuals paid $17.40.

This was a selling race, the winner being rated at $700.

She was brought in front of the stand, Mr. McNeir acting as

auctioneer. There were but two bidders, W. Brown, her
3vner, and N. S. Hall, and she was sold to the latter for

51,000.

The fourth event was trotting, 2:16 class, for which the en-

tries were : Higgins Bros.' b g R. D. F., P. J. Mann's Altao,

D. Gr. Backer's Ida D., John McEvoy's Dan Velox. In the

pools Velox and Altao were even, selling at $50 each, while
'.he other two sold as a field at $30.

First heat—There was considerable delay in getting started

ind after they had scored seven times the drivers were up
ind notified that they must come down together, as further

'Coring would not be tolerated. As they got to the stand the

ither three were well together, but R. D. F. was a couple of

engths behind. Jeffreys, who was driving the mare, nod-
ted and the "go" was given. On the lower turn Ida man-
aged to get into the bunch in good shape and before the half

ras reached she showed next to Velox, who was in the lead.

>d the upper turn Altao again got second, though the three

'ere well together. The race down the stretch was an ex-

iting one, but Velox held the lead and finished first by a

ingth.Ida D. second, Altao third. Time, 2:19. Mutuels
aid $9.05.

Second heat—The victory of Velox in the first heat had
n appreciable effect on the bettors, and the pools sold Velox
20, field $5 and $6. The horses got a good send-off, with
r
eIox half a length the best of it. The positions were not

hanged until the one eighth was reached, when Velox broke

,
ad Altao took first place and held it up the back stretch. At
lehalf they were strung along, Altao, Velox, R. D. F., Ida
'. On the upper turn there was no change in pssitions, but

ie distances between the horses were decreased. As they

«ae into the stretch Velox had several lengths the worst of

, but he responded so nobly to the call of his driver that

hen the distance flag was reached it could not be told

hether he or Altao had the best of it. The finish was a

eat one, but Altao had the best of it by a neck. Velox
cond, R. D. F. third. Time, 2:22A. Mutuels paid $7.75.

Before the result was announced, McEvoy, the driver of

elox, entered a complaint that at the eighth he had been
t off by Altao to such an extent that it had caused his horse

break and thus lose the heat. This was denied by Linsday,
e driver of Altao, and McKinney, who was up on Ida D.,

is called in. After hearing his statement the judges an-

mnced the complaint, said it had been verified by McKin-
y and then gave the heat to Velox, Altao second. The de-

lion was very unfavorably received by a large portion of

e audience, but was acquiesced in by Mr. Lindsay.

Third heat—In the third heat there was but little interest
in the pools, Velox selling for $10 and the field for $3. The
start was an even one for Velox and Altao, the others being
a length in the rear. At the eighth Altao was in the lead,

with Velox second, Ida third. In this position they passed
the quarter, but m a few seconds Altao broke and it was some
seconds before he got down to his work, but the break did
not displace him, for the half was passed with him still in

the lead, Ida D. second and Velox third, the latter having
lost a length by a skip. This order was maintained to the
finish, Altao passing under the wire first three lengths ahead
of Ida, who was second, Velox third. Again there was a war
between the rival drivers. McEvoy claimed that he had again
been cut off by Lindsay, and McKinney claiming that Altao
had run half t^e distance. The judges had seen the breaks
and running, and before announcing the decision read rule
76 of the National Association, which provides that when a
horse breaks and is not immediately pulled down he shall be
set back for running. The decision was Ida D. first, Altao
second, Velox third. Time, 2:21. Mutuels paid $13.25.

Fourth heat—For this heat Velox sold in the pools for

$10 and the field for $5. The start was a good one, Ida hold-
ing the lead to the half, with Velox and Altao in striking

distance and R. D. F. in the rear. As the half was passed
Altao broke and Velox took the lead. Ida also made a break,

but was soon caught. Around the apper turn and into the
homestretch the three were close together, with Velox still

ahead. After they had got fairly into the stretch, Altao was
driven up, got to the front and led the way down, passing

under the wire two lengths ahead of Velox, Ida D. third.

There was no complaint on the part of the drivers this time,

but the judges had taken note of the running of Altao, and
announced that Rule 76 again applied, and the horses were
placed, Velox first, Altao second, Ida D. third. Time, 2:22.

This gave the race to Velox, second money to Ida D., third

money to Altao.

This decision was greeted with an uproar of disapproval

from the grand stand which lasted a few moments, but as it

had no effect, the noise subsided.

In the fifth event of the day was a race open to both trot-

ters and pacers, best 3 in 5, purse $500. For this the entries

were—C- E. Taft's b h Prince Almont, Edward Pyle's b h
Robbie P. and Mrs. Thomas Raymond's b g Klamath. In

the pools the betting was largely in favor of Robbie, the odds

being Robbie $40, field $15.

First heat—There was but little trouble in getting a send-

off, and before the lower turn was reached Robbie had taken
a short lead which he maintained throughout the entire mile,

although he was closely followed by Klamath, with Almont
a bad third. The two leading horses made the mile without

a skip, and were placed, Robbie P. first, Klamath second,

Prince Almont third. Time, 2:16|.

Second heat—The result of the first heat renewed the con-

fidence of the backers of Robbie, and he so'd in the pools for

$40 to $12 for the field. The start was again a good one, and
at the three-quarters Robbie was a length ahead, and up the

backstretch he increased the lead. At the half Klamath
began to show his speed, and when the three-quarters was
reached he had collared Robbie and turned into the stretch

on even terms with him. The race for home was a beautiful

one. Both horses were being driven for all they were worth,

but Klamath pushed his opponent so bad at the 40-yard

mark that Robbie broke and Klamath came in an easy win-

ner, Robbie second, Almont third. Time. 2:20. Mutuals paid

$6.10.

Third heat—There were but few pools sold on this heat,

the anti-Robbie bettors not being jubilant. The start was an

even one, and the two held well together until the backstretch

was reached, up which Robbie had the advantage. On the

upper turn Klamath was pushed, and the pair turned into

the stretch on almost even terms. Down the stretch the race

was a hot one, but Robbie finished first by a neck, Klamath
second, Almont third.

After the drivers had dismounted Mr. Pyle, who drove

Robbie, aunounced to the judges that on the turn he had

struck the wheel of the Klamath sulky, but that it was un-

intentional, as they were driving very close. However,when
Mr. Raymond, who drove Klamath, appeared he claimed a

foul, and under the rules it was allowed, and the places were

announced Klamath first, Robbie second, Almont third.

Time, 2:21. Mutuels paid $6.50.

It was now 8 o'clock and the judges announced that the

other heats would be postponed and that the unfinished race

would be the first event on to-day's programme.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, Bankers' Stakes, for two-year-olds, value of

stake, $790. Five-eighths of a mile.

Hoag & Little's ch f Model, by Sir Modred—Gypsy, 115, 2 to 1

Coombs 1

DaraVlioTsto'l Hennessy 2

Sleeping Child. 118, evens Clancy 3
Time. 1:03%.

Etta STeKeever, Marietta and Chinook also ran.

Second race—Running, purse S300. Seven-eighths of a mile.

N S. Hall's b h St. Croix, 2, by King Daniels, dam by Bayswater,

124, 2 to 1 Hennessy 1

Jennie Deane, 4, 108, 3 to 1 Coombs 2

Steve Estes, 5, 124, 3 to 1 R- Smith 3
Time, 1:30%.

Periwinkle, St. Jacob, Lonnie B., Misty Morn, Minnie.;Beach, Red
Leo and Diavolo also ran.

Third race—Running, selling, purse 3250. Five-eighths of a mile.

W Brown's ch m Annie Moore, 3, by Regent—Norma, 9S, 2% to 1

_ Coombs 1

Noriee,"3"93,'8to5 Cleary 2

Vulcan, a, 105, 7 to 1 Glover 3
Time, 1:02.

Raindrop, French Lady and Tom Teney also ran.

Fourth race—Trotting. 2:16 class, best 3 in 5, purse S700.

J. McEvoy's Dan Velox, by Black Prince McEvoy 113 1

Ida D., by Maxim—Nutmeg Maid McKinney 23 13
Altao, by Altamout—Sallie M Lindsay 3 2 2 2

Time, 2:19, 2:21^, 2:21, 2:22.

R. D. F. also ran.

Fifth race (unfinished)—Trotting and pacing, best 3 iu 5, purse S500.

Mrs Thomas Raymond's b g Klamath, by Mooroobus—Lady
Ophir Raymond 3 11

Robbie P., by Chas. Catfrey—Nannie Pyle 12 2

Prince Almont, by Almont Medium—Queen of the West...Stoue 2 3 3

Time, 2;W%, 2:20, 2:21.

At Chicago's New Kace Course.

E. S. Gardner, of Avondale, is at present in England. He
recently sent over a young English trainer named Waters to

take charge of the Avondale string of horses to be out next

seasoD. Mr. Waters is the son of a man of that name wbo

trains for the Prince of Wales. Charles Reed, who is now on

a visit to New York, has added two more stallions to his

Fairview Stud—Diablo and Pessara. These are well-bred

horses and both were good race horses.

Chicago, July 30.—There was a big crowd out to see the

opening at the Harlem track -ibis afternoon. It was nearly

7 o'clock before everybody go'tawsty. One heavily-packed

train was laid up nearly forty miL>uies.befor the gates.

The racing was fair of the class. The establishment is a

good one. Seventy-six books were on, the betting was fair,

and the track, barring the dust, fast, as was attested by Geral-

dine's three-quarters in 1:14 and Sister Mary's-'mlle in 1:39|

which was really a trifle slower. The foreign book'did a good

but losing business. The track's supply of water 'running

short was partly responsible for the clouds of dust that roBe

about the horses at the post and in the races.

The public scales was a popular feature. The paddock was
undiminished and the ring was too noisy on account of its

board floor, but the worst feature was the flood of sun that
came into the stand, despite the awning, as the afternoon wore
along. It caused a muddling of colors, aud is a serious
matter to racegoers. The fields were big, yet the horses ran
to form, and Starter Dwyer's work was only fair. Four start-

ers won : Dalebard (Irving), 8 to 5 ; Geraldine (Lorirg), 6 to

5; Sister Mary (Isom), 4 to 5 ; Senator Irbv (Leigh) 4 to 5.

The other winners were: King Mac (Carr), 5 to 1 ; Lily of
the West (Chevalier), 30 to 1 ; Evanatus (Irving), 4 to 1.

Porter Ashe's California mare Geraldine beat Captain
Brown in the third race, three quarters. The mare was al-

ways a favorite. She had been working well. The Captain,
with R. Williams up, had had no work at all, still he was
backed from 2 to 7 to 5. Geraldine, with LoriDg in the sad-
dle, was backed from 7 to 5 to evens. She won in a drive in
1:14, unofficial watches making the time slower, by a neck,
Brown showed his lack of work by failing under Williams,
call below the eighth pole, though he came again.

First race, five furlongs—Dalibard won, Nobby second,
Suspense third. Time, 1:04}.

Second race, mile and seventy yards—King Mac won, Billy
McKenzie second, Little Chris third. Time, 1:46.

Third race, six furlonss—Geraldine won, Captain Brown
second, Outlook third. Time, 1:14.

Fourth race, one mile—Sister Mary won, Rudolph second,
Somersault third. Time, 1:091.

Fifth race, five furlongs—Lilly of the West won, G. B
Morris second, Lizzie N. third. Time, 1:52|.

Sixth race, mile and a sixteenth—Senator Irby won, Lucky
Dog second, Peyton third. Time, 1:47£.

Seventh race, seven furlongs—Evanatus won, Prince Henry
second, Mary G. third. Time, 1:30.

A Common Error.

A mistake that is often made by judges, which leads to an

unlimited amount of censure and vexatious litigation, is the

practice of permitting a horse to start after being distanced

according to rule, simply because the misfortune may be

thrust upon a horse and owner by an accident, such as cast-

ing a shoe, a break iu a " bike," etc. The rules are plain

upon this question. Although judges are permitted to use

their discretion in case of an accident, such as result from

collisions, etc., the rules do not coofer to judges the power to

reinstate a horse that has been once distanced, even if such a
condition did come about by a break in the harness or other
articles comprising a horse's equipments. It may seem hard
to have a contending horse sent to the barn under such cir-

cumstances, and those unfortunate enough to suffer are un-
questionably entitled to sympathy, but not to the extent of
permitting the horse to start again. The rights of the other
horses and owners must be respected, and to reinstate a horse
under the circumstances narrated above would be a manifest

curtailment of those rights. Owners and trainers are sup-
posed to come to post prepared to contest, and should they
come there with a defective harness, a weak boot or unsafe

vehicle, they have no one to blame but themselves. Acci-

dents will happen, however, no matter how careful one may
be to guard against them, but with all that all stand on the

same footing when the rule is strictly lived up to and take an
equal chance of being the victim where accidents are seem-
ingly unavoidable. A case in mind, that will afford a fair

illustration, is the race at Tiffin, O., the past month, in which
Laughran W. was distanced in the first heat by a breakdown
in his bike. The milk of human kindness was permitted to

flow freely by the judges, and after announcing that horse dis-

tanced according to rule, permitted him to start again, and
the fiual result was that he won the race. Protest was made
by the owners of the other horses, and the case goes to the

Board of Appeals for adjustment. The judges were unques-
tionably honest in their decision, but still that does not make
things right. The only safe plan is to adhere strictly to the

rule, no matter who suffers.—Western Horseman.

Breaking Down.

We often hear of racehorses having broken down, vet com-

paritively few know what the term means. A writer thus de-

scribes the injury.

" Break-down is the name given to rupture of a tendon or

ligament. In trotting horses it is usually below the knee or

hock at the back of the limb, affecting those structures

known as the flexor sinews, or the suspensory ligament. The

mishap is most frequent in aged animals that have had a

deal of track work or racing or whose sinewy structures may

be naturally too weak for the severe stress put upon them, or

speeded too much before properly conditioned. It is diag-

nosed by an acute and sudden lameness, a turning up of the

toe of the foot, and descent of the ankle toward the ground,

with rapid swelling, heat and much pain at the point of in-

jury. Within a short time in many cases owing to the de-

gree of suffering thereby created, we find considerable sym-

toms of irritative fever. A sprain of these structures is a

less severe form of break-down, and in which a laceration or

yielding of a portion of a constituent fibrous tissue takes the

place of a rupture. Here the lameness may be just as sud-

den, and though sufficiently pronounced is not so intensely

painful, there is no tendency to turning up of the toes or

dropping of the ankle, but rather the reverse, the horse

standing and walking on his toe as much as possible, keeping

the ankle at the same time flexed to relieve the sinews and

ligaments of tension.
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TURF ANv MACK
THE SULKY.

To-day the great meetip'g begins at the Bay District

track. ; '
.*«.*'

Midnight, by*. Sphinx, got a record of 2:29} at Waukesha
July 20. ;,

Splan drove the Director pacer Jack Dawson a mile in

2:19 at Windsor, Ont.

TfT? owner of Fantasy got $1,000 for beating the four-year-

old, record for mares, 2:10, at Saginaw.

Eloise, 2:17, is a sister to Stevie, 2:19, being by Kentucky
Prince, out of Camille, by Hambletonian 10.

Ed Easton, by Chimes, won the 2:18 pace at the Saginaw
meeting last week, and reduced his record to 2:15}.

The Conqueror, 2:17, by Egotist, ont of Arlotta, by Har-
old, lowered his record to 2:15Aat Jamesville, July 25th.

Sphinxetta, by Sphinx, got a pacing record of 2:24 in

the fourth heat of a race she won at Waukesha. July 20th.

Thos. Brady, a trainer well known in California, is at

Pilot Point, Texas. He has quite a big string of good ones

there.

Quality, by Electioneer, out of McCa, by Almont,

trotted a mile in 2:17 at Buffalo, but has never been in a

race. She starts at Terre Haute.

Electric Coin, by Electioneer, trotted a close second to

Storey's Clay in 2:241 and 2:24} at Syracuse, .New York,

J uly 25th. He will go in the list quite easily this year.

Samuel Gamble has concluded to send his horses, includ-

ing Stamboul, to Hartford, for training. He thought of going

to the track at Elkwood Park, N. J., but found it too hard.

Vet Kent's yearling pacer, Peek-a-Boo, paced a quarter

last Wednesday in 40£ seconds. Evidently there are some
" crackerjacks" coming to the front next season.—Holiisler

Free Lance.

Montana, the black stallion, owned by Dr. Long,
formerly of Santa Rosa, was attached in Portland recently

by Santa Rosa parties, whom Dr. Long owed considerable

sums of money.

Warrina, the sister of Flying Jib, owned by Mr. Chas.

Robinson, has shown an eighth in 15 seconds, but as she has
developed a little lameness, will be bred to the four-year-old

stallion Angle Boy.—Ex.

Luella Shawhan, a black filly by Arrowwood, son of

Nutwood, two years old, won a stake for her class at Colum-
bus, O., on Friday, taking a record of 2:26^ in the last heat.

The dam of the filly is by Anteros.

Bring your friends to the races and they will become in-

terested in the great American sport. The programme of

races offered by the P. C. T. H. B. A. at their meeting which
commences to-day is an excellent one.

Chitt, by Steinway, out of Lady Wattles, by Abbottsford
;

second dam Lady Budd, dam of Capri (sire of two in 2:30),

by Williamson's Belmont, got into the list at Worcester,
Mass., July 20, by pacing a mile in 2:24|.

The every-day-alike, level-headed trotter is the only kind
that it pays to take away to the races. The speedy, but ill-

behaved horse will go to the bottom of the longest pocket-

book if he is only campaigned long enough.

Mark Medium, by Almont Medium, dam R»nie G., by
Alcona 730, lowered his record to 2:20 at Sioux Falls, S. D.,

July 14, and demonstrated his race horse qualities by winning
a six-heat race, the last heat being trotted in 2:23.

Electric King, the bay horse by Electioneer that got a

record of 2:28} at Bucyrus, Ohio, July 20th, is out of Mamie
V. (dam of Azmoor, 2:20$ and Don Monteith, 2:291), by
imp. Hercules; second dam by Langford, son of William's
Belmont,

Chimes bids fair to be the leading of new 2:30 performers
this season. Five new ones by him have already entered the

liwt this year. If Chimes, Pa Hamlin, Ed. Geers and Alon-
zo McDonald all live ten years, Chimes will some day be the
leading trotting sire of the world.

A whiter in one of our exchanges Bays :
" A horse that is

addicted to rolling and getting cast should wear a halter with

a ring fastened to the top between the ears. Snap a rope or

strap in this so he cannot lay his head down fiat, and thus

tied there will be no further trouble."

Sii.i-kian (3) (2:28) is full sister to Silicon (2) (2:15$). Her
sire is Willon (2:19:)). Her dam, Silhouette, is by Hambrino
(2:211), a highly bred son of Edward Everett, and her sec-

ond dam was Silverlock, by Mambrino Time, so,n of Mam-
brino Patchen. Silverlock is the dam of Silverone (2:19:!)

andSilverlone (2:30).

Sablehukst, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out of Genie Wilkes
by day Wilkes, 2:151, won a five-heat race at Worcester
Man., July 20th. He was second in the first iwo heals in

2:284 and 2:201, and then won the last three in 2:25,1, 2:26 ]

aud 2:293- He is four years old, splendidly gaited and a race

borne of the bull-dog order.

Tiik McKerron-Clawson break which is iu use on Monroe
Salisbury's and Orrin A. Hickok's sulkies in the East are
spoken of ar

. the greatest aud best invention for the purpose
ever seen. They work like a charm, and all the drivers who
see them declare thev will have sets on their sulkies at once.
Orders are coming in fast. This brake can be seen at the Bay
I'i-irir 't track on many of the Bulkies there.

Gen. B. F. Tkacey has given an opinion that it is

illegal to open foreign books on race tracks in New York. In

accordance with this opinion the Jockey Club will immedi-
ately take steps to abolish foreign books from the running

tracks, in which it will have the hearty good will of all who
have the best interests of racing at heart.

The mare Kose that obtained a record of 2:182 at Denver,

Colorado, and had a record of 2:25 at the beginning of the

season, is by Bashaw Chief, by Paystreak, son of Bashaw 50,

and out of a mare by Happy Medium. The dam of Bashaw
Chief is said to be by Blue Bull 75, which if true according

to some, Rose is made up of three soft crosses, but is contra-

dicted by her performance at the Overland Park.

A good three year-old was developed at the Fon du Lac,

Wis., meeting last month, in Baron Dillon, who won the 2:27

class in straight heats, in 2:23, 2:21, 2:19:1, finishing six open

lengths ahead in the last heat in a jog. Baron Dillon is by

that king of sires, Baron Wilkes, 2:1S, out of Mattie Nut-
wood, by Nutwood; second dam Mattie Graham (dam of

Sally'Graham, 2:29)), by Harold 413; third dam the famous
daughter of Mambrino Chief, Vic, dam of two in 2:30. Baron
Dillon secured a record last year as a two-year-old of 2:27f.

Red Fern 13,393 is a nine-year-old son of McCurdy's
Hambletonian, dam by Enfield, grandam by a son of Mam-
brino Chief, and in 1S88, at Cleveland, he took a trotting rec-

ord of 2:27£. Since the 2:19£ by Bell Boy was the fastest

mile trotted by a three year-old in 1SS8, the 2:27| of Red
Fern showed him to be a good colt. Last year he had two

10 enter the list with records of 2:22h and 2:27£, and July
18th, at Detroit, his three-year-old son, Red Bud, won a four

heat race in 2:20|, 2:19, 2:21}, losing the second heat to Salis-

bury's handsome mare, Expressive, in 2:18.

Dr. N. Rowe, of Chicago, gives the following as the best

simple remedy for colic in a horse : If it is ordinary colic or

gripes without flatulence, give him a dose of whiskey, say,

from two to four ounces, that being generally handy
; or a

strong dose of perpermint or spearmint tea, hot ; but if a

drug store is near, give from one to two ounces each of lauda-

num and spirits of nitre ; repeat the dose in half an hour if

necessary. If it is flatulent colir, the horse bloated with gas,

give a teaspoonful of saleratus in half a pint of warm water,

repeat it in ten minutes. If this does no good give an ounce
of turpentine in half a pint of linseed oil; or you may give

half an ounce of chloral hydrate in half a pint of cold water.

In addition to the above directions, in all cases give warm
water injections, and let the horse remain quiet, allowing him
to roll it he wants, to gire friction to the belly, and ^ive soft

feed and rest afterwards for a day or two.

In a recent issue, the Inter-Ocean makes the direct charge
that the mare Clara Chatham has been disfigured so as to

slightly resemble Bethel, 2:16], and that photographs ot the

former have been forwarded to Berlin as proof that Bethel
is still in the United States. This is a most serious charge to

bring against the friends of Kneebs in this country, and it is

to be hoped that it can be disproved. It would certainly

appear that if, as Kneebs claims, the mare Bethel is in the

United States, the fact could be readily shown beyond possi-

bility of any question. The fact that there has been so much
delay in presenting facts so easily, if at all, obtainable, has

weakened the case of Bob Kneebs, and made many that were
at first disposed to believe him innocent of the charges made
against him, now consider him guilty. The attempt to add
perjury to the other crimes charged will be certain to bring

out an investigation of the whole matter by tbeproper au-

thorities. This one case has already worked serious injury

to the business of importing trotters to Europe, and it should

be cleared up at once.

O. P. Updegraff utters this timely word of warning:
" Now is the time to feed the babies extra well

; the equine
babies, I mean, for we never neglect our children, but we are

too apt to forget that are colls need extra food from this time
on. When they are still sucking their dams they should be

halter-broken and taught to eat oats and bran. The one is

almost as necessary as the other. When tbe days are very
hot I allow my mares with their colts to occupy large box-

stalls in the barn and be fed twice a day. A halter is left on
both the colt and dam. When feeding time c»mes the feed

is placed in the box, the mare tied so she cannot reach the

box while the colt eats. In the course of thirty or forty min-
utes, when the colt has eaten all it wants, the mare is untied

and finishes the allowance, tbe colt being in its turn tied up.

This is the easiest way and the proper time to halter-break

the youngsters. At pasture my colts are now being fed. I

arrange this by making a feed trough sixteen feet long and
three and one-half feet wide; fence if. in by putting on only

one board around the top, leaving it high enough for tbe

colts to go under and yet so the mares cannot get in. I have
followed this course for years past and always have trotting-

bred yearlings that will weigh 800 pounds.

There perhaps never was anything invented that will so

quickly gait horses as hopples, and it is doubtful whether
there is anything in all of the paraphernalia used about them
that is more misapplied or more misused. They are excel-

lent in making horses perform at one gait or the other, aud
are intended to make them perfect in action and after this is

over they should be dispensed with. In races they are a

handicap unlets tbe hor^e that wears them has some eight

or ten seconds more speed than the tield, but should there be

a horse or two that can make the hoppled fellow go up against

them for a heat he will fall back to fourth place, be behind
the money or shut out. Nothing will so exhaust a horse as

being thrown right up against the hopples for a half, and if

the track should be Blipjery he will tire sooner and become
weary long before he reaches the half. It is not safe to start

in races with them on unless, as we said before, you have ten

seconds the best of it, and then very often we have seen them
shut out. The only safe way to use them is in gaitiug horses,

and after they have been gaited dispeuse rfith them gradually

until your horse will go without them. It is much cheaper
to find this out at home and safer in every respect to race

without them, as they are burdensome and very dangerous.

Liberty Bell, 2:24, four-year-old trotter owned by Mc-
Ferrin & Clancv, died at Louisville, Ky., July 23d. He was
a son of Bell Boy, 2:19j, who, it will be remembered, was
burned to death at Lexington the year Liberty Bell was
foaled. The latter trotted in 2:24 last season as a three-year-

old, and had shown a mile in 2:17tbis year. Liberty Bell's

dam was Prefix, by Pancoast, 2:212, grand dam Galatea, by
Messenger Duroc ; third dam Hyacinth, by Volunteer;
fourth dam the great mare Clara, dam of Dexter et al.

Almost every stable boy will tell you how to prepare
"condition powders" for horses in the Spring, and the
trouble is they look to those nostrums to keep the horses io

good condition instead of giving him the regular, intelligent

. care, food and exercise that are essential and better than any
medicine. The best of all condition powders in the early

Spring is a run on grass. A good alterative compound for

horses is: Epsom salts, four ounces ; nitrate of potash, two
ounces ; linseed meal, four ounces. Mix and give a table-

spoonful twice a day in soft feed.

No sensible man will ever whip a horse for being afraid.

Whips are undoubtedly good things in their places. They
come in well with a constitutionally lazy horse. They are

very effective sometimes ivhen horses are mischievous. A
horse had a habit as soon as his bedding was put under
him of scraping it all out of the stall behind him. He
was watched, and at every attempt a vigorous application
of the whip to his rear was made. In two nights he was
thoroughly broken of the trick. If the personal safety of
the cccupants of a vehicle is endangered through a horse

backing or turning around use the whip vigorously
; it will

divert his attention. Never use the whip without warning, i

and never use it to cure a horse of fright ; if you do, be-

tween the whipping and the fear he will soon become un-

manageable when he meets the object he dreads.

The trotting turf has been slow to adopt changes in meth-
ods of conducting races. Dash races, two-in-three heat races,

limited scoring, shortening distance and various other plaop
for doing away with much of tbe tedium of trotting have been
advocated from time to time, but have met with little favor

either with the public or the horsemen themselves. The
latest change that has been tried is the plan proposed by H.
D. McKinney and carried out by him at the late Janesville,

W7
is., meeting. The plan is simply to end the contest at the

finish of the sixth heat, if no horse has previously won three

heats, and distribute the money according to the best time as

shown by the summary. Three of tbe races at the J anesville

meeting were limited, according to this plan. In two ot them
the horse winning tbe last two heats had to take second
money, and in one the winner of the fifth and sixth heals

obtained first money. In the instance first named the winner
of the last two heats would have probably won first money
had the rule not been applied. This was probably unsatis-

factory to the man with the stayer, but the rule seems to be

favored by the public and will probably be given a trial by
other associations. It is certainly a step in the right direc-

tion, that is, giving more interest to harness races, which
are, like other entertainments, dependent on public favor foi

their success.—Ex.

Agitation is proceeding in Australia as to the starting a

trotting-horse stud-book. "There is," says an advocate of

the scheme, " no wish to exclude thoroughbred blood from
tbe pedigrees—for all the best trotters in America trace bick

to that source—but it is necessary to impose some restrictions,

and it appeared advisable to only include such animals as

have at least two crosses of trotting biood. The cost of the

book will depend upon the number of pedigrees sent in, be-

ing at the rate of £40 for 200 pedigrees. Now, as these at

the rate of 2s, 6d each would only amount to £25, and there

are about a hundred imported animals to be entered free, it .

is evident that the more pedigrees sent in the greater will be

the loss to be covered by subscriptions. In the interests of
j

breeders in general, there is no use in filling up a trottiog-

horse stud-book with pedigrees of animals that have only 25

per cent of trotting blood in them, being by a horse sired by (

an American trotting horse out of a mare ofsome other breed-
i

ing, or perhaps no breeding at all ; but it is just this class of I

horse that would readily be sent in for entry, thereby gaining

a fictitious standing. There are now numbers of well-bred

trotters in this country. The trouble is to get the breeders to

take any concerted action." This writer is one of those

Australians who fully believe that " the trotting-horse will

yet be found the most useful horse to breed, both for general <

purposes and for geotlemen's roadsters, without reference tc .

racing."

The great two-mile race to come off August 8 at Bull do
Park, Buffalo. N- Y., is being looked forward to wich great

interest. At this meeting the race referred to between lb

«

mare Nightingale, 2:10}, owned by C. J. Hamlin, BuflaJo j

and the stallion, Greenlander, 2:12, owned by J. H. Odeil *

Evansville, Ind., will attract a great crowd. Contracts hav< <i

been entered into by the owners of these champions for a rac

at two miles, best two in three. As the horses matched ar

queen and king of the turf at that distance, unusual interes

is taken in the contest. Moreover, it will be the first two

mile race ever trotted on a Grand Circuit course, which, b;

the way, is a compliment to the wide-awake management o :

the Buflalo Driving Park Association. Nightingale will b

driven by Ed. F. Geers, and Greenlander will be piloted bi
j|

Rody Patterson, both of whom declare that the record wil

have io be loweree considerably by the winner. Twenl |

years or more ago long distance trotting was exceedingl. |

popular, and its revival promises to add considerably to th'
j

attractiveness of the program of the Grand Circuit of 189-3H

This contest possesses a special feature that is of especial ill

terest to breeders, and it is, therefore, sometning more than

simple crotting race. There is a steady foreign demand ft

American trotting and road horses. European buyers a i

want long-distance horses—horses that can go two or ton

miles at top speed without injury. They are the k*
: od thi

sell in England, Germany, Russia aud France. This beto

the case, American breeders ore wide awake enough to cad

to the demand. This event is the beginning of a class of ra I

ing which may soon be adopted by all associations.

Its Purity
A Surety
Of its Excellence.

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere

OFFICE OF DISTILLL.tY

Room 3, 819 Market St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE SADDLE.

Lexlngton, Ky., will have a big fall running meeting,

dates October I to 24.

Superintendent John Mackey, of Rancho del Paso,

has gone to Ireland on a visit, we are informed.

Willows will have two weeks of racing instead of one, as

at first proposed. The prospect is a flattering one.

Ai/len Bashford, the well-known turfman, died last

week at Paris, Ky., of a sudden stroke of paralysis

.

Charles Kingsley returned late last week from a visit

to his gold mine in Nevada County, looking prosperous and
happy.

That good-looking colt, Sport McAllister, won the open"

ing race on the opening day at Anaconda, running the half

mile in 0:49.

The Victoria (B. C.) Jockey Club are going to give a two-

days' meeting on September 14th and loth, with purses

amounting to $2,500

G. E. Smith has purchased from Gus Straus the two-year-

old chestnut filly Applause, by imp. The 111 Used—imp.
Encore. The terms are private.

D. J. Lynch, of the Arizona Stable, has bought the colt

Volt, 3, by Volante, dam Cora Belle, winner of the Maiden
Stakes, from the Pastime Stable.

Eddie Jones' little bay colt, Silver, won a six-furlong

dash at Hawthorne on the 27th of June. He was at 8 to 1

in the opening betting, closed at 5 to 1.

The report is denied that Lord Alington had sold Gold-

finch for 3,000 guineas, or 3,500 guineas, to go to America.
He wants a higher figure for the stallion.

On the 25th of July, at Saratoga, President Walbaum's
horses won no less than four races—Lamplighter, Picaroon,

May Win and Potentate. All were favorites.

Diggs won another race on the 27th of June. It was at

Hawthorne. Repeater finished second and Victorious third,

and the time was 1:03} for the five furlongs.

Al Morine is at Bakersfield with Montalvo and several

other gallopers. Montalvo was a good-looking two-year-old,

but is said to be a paragon of equine beauty nojp.

Edward Murphy, the St. Paul bookmaker, has purchased
part of Fred Foster's string, including Van Zant, Frank
Farmer, Disturbance, Colonel S. and Oat of Sight.

It looked like old times when the results of the Anaconda
races of last Monday came in, Model, St. Croix and Annie
Moore first past the post in the three running races.

Geraldlne won a grand race at the new Hankins course

last Monday, the opening day, running the six furlongs in

1:14. She was backed down from 7 to 5 to even money.

David Gideon, one of the owners of Ramapo, sued Philip
J. Dwyer for §50,000 for libel at Saratoga on the 27th of

June. The trouble arose out of a dispute several weeks over
the Suburban winner, Ramapo, who ran a dead heat with
Banquet and was beaten in the run off.

The Chicago Inter Ocean of July 26th taid: "Edward
Corrigan yesterday decided to send a string of his horses to

Saratoga Friday. Jockey McCulIough takes the three crack
jumpers, Riley, Tyro and Cicero. Handsome, Kitty Scott
and imp. Percy are sent to be handled by Green Morris."

The Montana circuit opened July 28th at Anaconda and
closes September 2lst at Billings. Anaconda runs from July
28th to August 4th ; Butte, August 8th to 15th ; Helena, Au-
gust 25th to September 1st; Bozeman, September 3rd to 5th:

Livingston, September 10th to 15th; Billing3, September ISth
to 21st.

General W. H. Jackson, owner of the celebrated
breediog farm, Belle Meade, has purchased a half interest in

the Maplewood Stud from John P. White. The sale includes
the stallions Major Domo and Fenelon and some thirty high-
class broodmares. The name of the stud will be changed to

East Meade.

Louisville will not have a fall meeting this year. Great
preparations will be made by SecretaryCharles F. Price,how-

ever, for a mammoth spring meeting in the Kentucky me-
tropolis.

Bolivar, 100 and even 200 to 1 in the books, won a six-

furlong race at Brighton Beach on the 27th of July. Bolivar

is a five-year-old chestnut horse by Volturno from Miss Mc-
Gowan.

Following are the winnings of Pacific Coast stables at

Washington Park: Santa Anita, $35,230; Pueblo Stable,

$4,480; Marcus Daly, $3,500 ; Elkton Stable, $2,135; Nevada
Stable, $1,080.

Johnny Weeer recently purchased of Judge George Car-

roll a two-year-old colt by Tremont, dam Mi?s Ida, by Ten
Broeck. The price is put down at $3,000, but this is believed

to be a mistake.

George W. Cook has been appointed manager of the Chi-

cago Racing Association, and Ed Corrigan will hereafter de-

vote more time to the management of his farm at Midway,
Ky., and racing stable.

Installator, of the Boots string, ran second to Rasper
last Saturday at Hawthorne, and would have won but for be-

ing shut off, according to the dispatches. Diggs finished

third and Kitty Scott fourth.

T. Loates heads the list of winning jockeys in England,
with seventy-seven firsts out of 344 mounts. Doggett has a

much better record to date. He has piloted sixty-seven horses

to victory out of 285 mounts.

The numbered saddle clothes introduced in this country
by Mr. R. E. de B. Lopez are being used at all the far East-

ern race courses now. It is the best method of distinguish-

ing horses at the finish ever devised.

President Thomas H. Williams Jr. expects to intro-

duce many new features for the better protection of the bet-

ting public from dishonest jockeys and trainers at the next

meeting of the California Jockey Club.

Jockey Aleck Covington was indefinitely suspended
last Tuesday at New Harlem (Chicago) for a very bad ride

he made on S. G. Reed's filly, Leo, who was a 4 to 5 favorite

and ran third to Virginia and Semele-

Bill Howard won a five-furlong race in the fast time of

1:02 at Anaconda, Mont.,; last Tuesday, Jim Eck finishing

second and Zamloch third. Steve Estes, of the Marcus Daly
stable, won the mile race on the same date, Promise running
second and Red Lee third.

The quality of the horses taking part in the Anaconda
meeting is higher than was ever known in Montana. Among
the good ones there are Model, imp. Batsman, Normandie,
Misty Morn, Zamloch, Bill Howard, Midget, Trix, Longwell,
Sport McAllister and Hal Fisher.

Jockey Frank Leigh was badly injured at Hawthorne
on the 27th of June. Whyota, whom he was riding, in go-

ing to the post pirouetted a moment, then ran into an outside

fence, tossing Leigh over her head into a ditch and cutting

him frightfully on a barbed wire fence.

Napa Queen (by Norfolk—Sweetwater, by Volscian)>
dam of the splendid race and broodmare, Nighthawk, wa s

kicked in such a shocking manner at Napa that she was shot
to end her suffering. Napa Queen was also the dam of
Bonita, by Shannon, a good broodmare. Nighthawk is the

dam of Garcia, Zobair and Monita, all good winners.

Frank Van Ness' horses won at all the San Francisco
meetings since last fall a total of $13,865, of which amount
Trix captured $3,175; Zampost, $2,500; Bill Howard, $2,390.

and De Br^cey $2,375. There were fifteen horses in the
stable, and for seven months, at $50 a horse for actual ex-

penses, outside of riding fees, the amount foots up $5,250.

Willie Palmer, ruled off for pulling Ingot, one of
" Father Bill" Daly's horses, in a steeplechase recently, de-

clares that Daly ordered him to pull horses. The New York
Herald speaks of "Father Bill" as "an old racing patriarch

with a dot-and-carry-one gait and the habit of training his

jockeys in the way they should go with bale sticks and bridle

reins."

Tom McTague's stable, now at Anaconda, Mont., contains

Emma Mc, three-year-old ; JToxida, three-year-old; Panama
Pat, three-year-old, and the following two-year-olds: Marietta,

Chinook, Dora, Caprivi. The youngsters have shown them-
selves to be in the best of training, and reflect great credit

upon Bush Smith, their trainer. Emma Mc, who was quite a

favorite in her two-year-old form, has in the past year grown
out wonderfully and developed into a fine looking mare.

The Jockey Club has ruled that all racing associations rac-

ing under the rules of the Jockey Club must refuse all entries

made by W. C. Daly, who is known as " Father" Daly. The
man against whom this action has been taken has for years

been one of the most prominent racing men in the East, as

well as the meanest. It was Daly wbo developed, as jockeys,

such celebrities as Jimmy McLaughlin, the Lamley brothers,

Willie Palmer and Garrison.

Chloe, by Isonomy—Magdalen, with Ally foal by Dono-
van, brought $3,150 at the sale of the Royal Stud June
30th in England. Delight, by Hampton—Gallantry, with

foal by Morion, went at $3,200. Peterhead, by Peter—Dame
Marion, with colt foal by Springfleld, brought $2,300. A
yearling filly by Bend Or—Luciennes, was sold for $5,250,

and a colt by Royal Hampton—Blushing Bride, for $2,850
to Baron de Hirsch. Several youngsters brought over

$2,000.

San Jose, the steeplechaser, belonging to the Beverwyck
stable, owned by M. N. Nolan of Albany, stumbled at a jump
at the Saratoga running track July 16th and threw over his

head Jockey George Boland, who was pushing him at a fast

pace. Boland struck on his head and shoulders and is suffer-

ing from concussion of the brain. San Jose has a bad record.

A short time ago he caused the death of Jockey Bishop at

Sheepshead Bay, and last year seriously hurt Jockey Calla-

han of the Saratoga tracks

H. Eugene Leigh, the owner of Lazzarone, Chant, Hand-
spun and other well-known racers, has decided to try racing

in England. He yesterday commissioned C. J. Fitzgerald to

enter his yearling colt by Strathmore, out of Spinaway, by

Leamington, in the Derby, the St. Leger, the Two Thousand
Guineas and in three of the richest stakes for two-year-olds

to which the colt may be eligible. Mr. Leigh thinks this

yearling colt of Spinaway's the finest he ever owned. Spin-

away is the dam of Strideaway, Lazzarone, Handspun and

Monmouth.—N. Y. Times.

Dan McCarty/s eldest son, Joe, was down from the

Newman ranch late last week. The young horseman is train-

ing Romair, Bernardo (who is getting over his lameness),

Adolph, Talbot Clifton (formerly Gownsman, by Flood

—

Goula), Morosco, by imp. Cheviot, Clodtha, by Conrad, and
Lizard (sister to Blizzard) for the State Fair meeting. The
latter is a good-looker, but at present is principally noted for

her ability to getaway with food. Sao Luis Hey, Bordeaux,

Victress, Josie G., and a number of other two year-olds will

not be taken up until the Bioo'1 Horse meeting.

Some novel rules will be introduced at Hankins' new track.

One of them is that in selling races half of the surplus over

the entered price will go to the second horse and the other

half into the association treasury, to be used for an extra sell-

ing race when it shall have reached the amount of $400. En-
trance to purses at a mile and over will be free. Under that

the entrances will be $10, except for two-year-olds. In two-

year-old races, up to and including four and a half furlongs

the entrance will be $10, and free at greater distances. All

entrance money will go to the winner.

Dr. Thos. Bowhill has sold his place near Petaluma and

taken his horses, seventeen in number, to Napa race course.

He has imp. Chesterfield, imp. Zira (with foal at foot by St.

Carlo), Miss Boggs by Joe Hooker (with filly at foot by imp.

Chesterfield), Maid Marian by Friar Tuck, Wildflower by

Birdcatcher—Lottie L., chestnut yearling filly bv Fellow-

charm—Maid Marian, chestnut yearling colt by Fellowcharm
—Miss Boggs, and suckling filly by imp. Chesterfield, dam
by Pinole Patcaen (trotter). The latter is said to be the

handsomest filly seen in those parts this year. The rest of

the Doctor's horses are work animals.

John A. Morris sailed for Ecgland last week to look
after his stock at the Dunmow Farm which he has leased of
Lord Brook and where he is seuding his choicest mares to
breed to the crack stallions of Englond. Mr. Morris expects
to send over a splendid lot of yearlings, some the get of
Hampton, St. Simon, Galopin, Donovan, Wisdom, etc. They
are said to be the best lot Mr. Morris has yet bred in Eng-
land. Thus far, however, his Eaglish-bred ones have had
nothing but misfortunes, getting colds or injuries on ship-
board, and none of them have shown high form. But he
says he will " keep at it," and expects a great one some day.

Ecgene Leigh is in Lexington, Ky., and last night he
officially announced through the sale firm of Woodar.I &
Shankin that the stable of Leigh & Rose, including all their
partnership horses, will be sold on the first Tuesday of the
fall meeting at Sheepshead Biy. Among the number an-
nounced are Clifford, Ducat, Lazzarone, Chant, Handspun,
Mohawk, Coulter, Eurania, Bizarre, Valkyrie. Derelict and
five yearlings by Strathmore, Sir Dixon, Deceiver and Han-
over. O. H. Cbenault, of the Spendthrift Stud, will sell at
the same time the Spendthrift yearlings by Spendthrift,
Pirate of Penzance, Beau Brummell and imported Albert.

—

N. Y. Herald.

The Keene stable presents a marked contrast to last year,
when it was carrying all before it. Now the colors are seldom
seen. It is no secret that Mr. Keene and the Coney Island
management had some words about Mr. Keene's taking all

his available horses to Chicago. While there are some thirty
head of horses in the Keene stable, the available portion
could be counted on the fingers of one band. The two-year-
olds have met with a series of accidents ; Hyderabad, one of
last year's cracks, was out the other day, and he was so big
and above himself that it is plain they have been afraid to
exercise him, owing to his bad knee. Altogether the stable
is in a bad way.

The Austrian government has adopted a food aid that in-

creases the percentage of nitrogen by eleven in the daily feed
for the army horses. Fresh blood from the oxen slaughtered
for the Vienna market is mixed with finely-crushed barley
and dried by steam at a low temperature. A fine gray powder
is the result, and called robur, and the forage is daily dusted
with three to five ounces of the preparation. No reduction is

made in the rations. Army racing and draft horses enjoy the
relish keenly. It imparts to them fresh vigor and a very shin-
ing coat. Experiments are being made to prepare the flour

as a meat biscuit, or rather a "soft cake." Such a cake has
been made in cities in Norway for a long time. The blood is

frequently derived from horses.

A number of citizens have decided to form a jockey club
for the purpose of giving a week's racing sometime in the
fall. Mr. Johnson, of the Arcade, Mr. D. O'Keefe and others
canvassed the town yesterday and received solid financial en-

couragement to carry the proposition out. A meeting will

be held this evening at Justice Linn's court-room at 8 o'clock
at which a permanent organizition will be effected and direc-

tors and officers elected. The programme and date of open-
ing the races will be announced at an early day. In view of

the fact that the annual meeting of the Agricultural Society
has been passed for this year, a week's good racing will in a
measure take the place of the fair,and will be of considerable
benefit to the town.—Nevada State Journal, Reno.

Imp. Albert (sire of Tobey) is bred in "sire lines"
stronger than perhaps any horse in this country, being by
Albert Victor, son of Marsyas, he by Orlando, son of Touch-
stone. Albert Victor's dam was Princess of Wales, by Stock-
well, from The Bloomer, by Melbourne, she out of Lady
Sarah, by Velocipede, son of Blacklock. Albert's dam was
the famous Hawthorn Bloom, by Kettledrum, he by Rata-
plan, brother to Stockwell ; his grandam, Lady Alice Haw-
thorn, was by Newminster, best son of Touchstone ; third

dam Lady Hawthorn (sister to the Derby winner Thorman-
by), by Windhound ; fourth dam the famous race mare,
Alice Hawthorn, by Muley from Rebecca, by Lottery. J. N.
Camden Jr., of Versailles, Ky., was fortonate in getting such
a horse, if he is a good individual.

Kildeer's brother, Lucky Dog, showed some of the quality

that caused the Portland, Or., millionaire, Simeon G. Reed,
to send him East for the American Derby, in the third race

at Hawthorne last Saturday. He was in with imp. Percy,
Evanatus, Wakota and three others at a mile. Naturally
Percy was the favorite. The ring and public considered only
his defeat of Senator Irby Thursday and not the manner of

its running. Lucky Dog was 2i to 1 and the others at long
odds. He went to the front with a rush when the flag fell,

and the further he went the further he got away. He walked
in a pulled-up winner by fifteen lengths, with Percy second.

The handsome Californian tiptoed his field with a quarter in

25h seconds, three furlongs in 37^ seconds, half in 49 seconds,

three-quarters in 1:02, and the mile in 1:42£.

Marcus Daly's string at Anaconda, Mont., in charge of

Trainer Bob Smith, is composed of Silver King, aged, by St.

Blaise—Maud Hampton ; Imp. Steve Estes, five-year-old, by
Springfield— Bloodstain ; imp. Batsman, three-year-old, by
Hampton—The Bat; imp. Dutch Bluster, three-year-old, by
Brag (the first horse in England to run a mile in 1:3K), out

of Dutch Skater ; imp. Benefactress, two-year-old, by Bendi-

go—Hora; Beiu Catcher, three-year-old, by Eosan—Aracoma;
Etta McSeever, two-year-old, by Salvator—Ethel ; Ella

Gregg, two-vear-old, by Salvator—Lizzie Lucas ;
Sylvester,

two-year-old, by Salvator—Mabel; Sleeping Child, two-year-

old, by Child of the Mist—Erin-go-Braugh ; Carnival, two-

year, by Hidalgo—Carissima ; Katydid, two-year-old, by
Hyder Ali—Carrie G.; Evolution, two-year-old, by lorn
Bowling—Evolution.

Thomas H. Williams, Jr., returned from Japan late last

Sunday night on the Gaelic. The young racing magnate found

what he was searching for (health), having put on several

pounds of flesh, and enjoyed his trip to the land of the Mi-
kado immensely. He will soon be absorbed in the work of

looking over the conditions to the numerous stakes to be

offered at the coming great meeting of the California Jockey
Club, which will eclipse any season of sport ever known on

the Pacific Slope. There will be some fifty stakes run for

during the seven and one-half months of racing. Mr. Wil-

liams will go East in a couple of weeks in the interest of his

club. At the next California Jockey Club meetiug it is ex-

pected that not only will the stables be in attendance that

were here at the last one, but the list of celebrities will be

greatly augmented by the arrival of the Dwyer, Croker and

Daly strings.
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Dates Claimed.

RED BLUFF August 7 to August 11

WILLOW3 - August 14 to August IS

P. C T. H. B. A (Summer Meeting)- August 4 to August 11

GOLDEN GATE ASSOCIATION August 13 to August 18

PETALUMA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24

SAN JOSE ASSOCI A HON September 24 to September 29

VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 8 to October 13

SANTA ANA -October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. C. T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27

SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22

HCENEME Septeinoer 24 to September 29

SAN DIEGO October l to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTER October 9 to October 13

MODESTO October 11 to October 13

PORTLAND I Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

\NGELS CAMP September 26 to September 29

Entries Close.

GOLDEN GATE FAIR- August 21

LOS ANGELES September 1

VALLEJO September 1

10NE _ : September 12

GOLDEN GATE FAIR ASSOCIATION— Running races See adv.

Owing to an unavoidable delay we will put off print-

ing an account of the Chico Fair races this week, but in

our next issue will have a full description of those inter-

esting events from the pen of W. G. Layng ("Arnaree"),

written in his best style.

Turf Queens and Their First-Borns.

Often, upon the retirement to the stud of some race

mare whose name has been on the tongue of all good

horse-lovers, you can hear such remarks as " Wonder

how many thousands her first foal by will bring at

the yearling sale?" "How would you like to own

's first colt, etc." Generally the price runs high up

into the thousands, and almost invariably is not worth

as many hundreds. The subject is an interesting one

indeed. Let us see what the first-borns of our turf

queens have amounted to anyhow. We will begin with

Salina and Nevada and go right along with Katie Pease,

Lizzie Lucas, Mollie McCarty, Susquehanna, Ferida,

( llidelia, Sly Dance, Thora, Miss Woodford and Modesty.

Salina (dam of Salvator) had her first foal in 1874. It

was named Salome, was delicate, and died without ever

raring, we believe. At any rate, the filly never achieved

any reputation as a racer. Her second foal, Danicheff,

by imp. Glenelg also, was a high-class turf performer.

Then for eleven years she produced nothing of note in

the world of gallopers. Salvator was the foal of 1886,

and his fame ia known to all our readers. Salina was

eighteen years old when this great son of Prince Charlie

firal -:i\v the li_;lit.

Nevada, sister to Stliua, ami about equally celebrated

as :i performer, had her first foal in 1875. It was Nova

Zembla, a mare that for many years has been quartered

at Halo Alto. Nova Zembla was not a racer of any note,

and never threw anything of much account, though her

daughter, Superba, is the dam of a winner. In 1877

Nevada threw Luke Blackburn, head and shoulders the

best horse of his day, and in 1878 Greenland, a per-

former far above the average, first saw the light. In

1881, when twelve years of age, she gave to the world

Ecuador, a good race horse and now a fine sire. Her

best foal was Luke Blackburn, of course, and he was

her third. The mare was at the date of his foaling but

eight years olds.

Katy Pease's first foal, that of 1877, by Joe Daniels,

died at a very early date, and her next foal, Mistake

(dam of Kildare and Glen Ellen), is principally noted

through her produce. Judge McKinstry was her third

foal, and Katy was then nine years old. Marigold, per-

haps the best performer from the famous Planet mare,

was foaled in 1887, when Katy Pease was seveuteen

years of age.

Lizzie Lucas, the great gray daughter of imp. Austra-

lian and Eagless, foaled first in 1877, a bay filly by imp.

Saxon that died without ever going to the post. In

1879 Cerise came into the world, and she is now

famous as the dam of the mighty Morello, but was never

a race mare of any account. Cyclops, the foal of 1883,

and Cambyses, one year younger, were the best perform-

ers from Lizzie Lucas, and while above the average,were

not by any means great. Cyclops was probably the best,

and he was foaled when Lizzie was thirteen years of

age.

Mollie McCarty's first-born was, unlike all those of

the other mares, her best—Falle'n Leaf, by Grinstead.

But the great California mare had but three foals in all,

and Mollie's Last was a very fair performer. Fallen

Leaf saw the light first when Mollie McCarty was eight

years old.

Susquehanna's first foal was Sussex, by imp. The Ill-

Used. Though raced for three seasons, he won but one

race, and that a very common selling affair with but 95

pounds up. Susanna, her next foal, was as great a dis-

appointment. Chesapeake, by St. Blaise, 1887's foal,

was a very speedy horse,and won many creditable races.

Her next foal, Potomac,was the best two and three-year-

old in America, winner of the Futurity and Realization

Stakes. Susquehanna was fourteen years of age when

Potomac, her best son (or daughter), was launched upon

the sea of life.

Ferida, the renowned long distance mare, was seven

years old when Fay, her first foal, came into the world,

and though starting in many races, Fay could never

manage to flash past the judges' stand a winner. Carrie

C. was the winner of a few races, and probably the best

Ferida has thrown, and as she was the foal of 1889, Fe-

rida was eleven years of age.

Glidelia, the late Captain Billy Conner's pride, and

undoubtedly a turf queen, had bad luck in the breeding

line. Her first foal, in 1S84, by Alarm, was dead, that

of 1885, also by Alarm, died very young, and the one of

1886, by Reform, died as a two-year-old. Glidelia

has thrown nothing of any account. In 1892 she was

barren and in 1893 slipped her foal by Sir Modred.

Sly Dance, the splendid War Dance mare that was

sent to England after winning many good races on this

side of the big Atlantic pond, did not foal to imp. Saxon

in 1884. Her foal of 1885, by imp. Mortemer, came

dead. Pavanne, the first of her foals to live, did not

prove a winner,and the great race mare has yet to throw

anything of note.

Thora, conqueror of Hindoo, and one of the best race

mares Americans have seen, also had bad luck at first.

In 1884, the first time she foaled, there came dead twin

fillies by imp. Fechter. In 1885 shs was barren to imp.

Fechter. Viking, foaled in 1886, was the first of her

produce to live. He started but three times in his

career, and was successful at the second essay. The colt

had but 100 pounds up, and won in rather slow time.

Yorkville Btlle, by Miser, was the first good performer

from Longfellow's splendid bay daughter, and she was a

stake-winner of renown. Then came Sir Francis, a good

winner, then Dobbins, the Realization Stake winner of

1894 and Domino's rival as a two-year-old. He is

Thora's best, and was foaled when the mare was thirteen

years old.

Miss Woodford, queen of the American turf, was

eight years old when she had her first foal, Aroutus, by

imp. Darebin or Sir Modred. Arbutus never amounted

to anything. The Stud Book does not show that Free-

land's rival had any foals in 1889 or 1890. In 1891 she

slipped twins by Sir Modred, and in 1892 came Sallie

Woodford, the high-priced daughter of Salvator, who

has not covered herself with much glory, though she did

win a race. It is thought Sallie Woodford will make a

better three-year-old than a two-year-old. Miss Wood-
ford was twelve years old when Sallie Woodford came,

and this is her best to date.

Modesty has had but four foals. Thrifty, by Spend-

thrift, was her first, and he died in 1892, when a two-

year-old, never having started in a race. That she

should throw good winners, though, looks exceedingly

reasonable.

We have taken in the greatest race mares that have

appeared in the past twenty years and have had foals old

enough to race and prove the mare's worth, and with

one exception, that of Mollie McCarty, the first foal has

been of little or no account, and almost invariably about

the poorest of the lot. What causes this ? will natur-

ally be asked. It is simply that Nature has rebelled

against the treatment accorded these mares. Almost

without exception they were the heroines of from

twenty-five to fifty races, in which they met the picked

racers of the land in rich stakes and over distances of

ground calculated to test their staying qualities to the

fullest. On breaking down, generally in the fall of the

year, they were taken to the stock farm. They had been

in training for many years, and were as solid of muscle

as a prize fighter. It would take over a year for their

muscles to relax, to become soft and to take on the flesh

a good mother should have, These mares had less than

six months generally in which to effect the necessary

change from the form of an athlete to that of a model

broodmare. That it takes many months to get in the proper

state after years of hard training on the turf is shown by

the fact that these turf queens were at their best gener-

ally at twelve and thirteen years of age. Taking the

average of the above, and we find that a mare that has

been years on the turf is at her best, as a matron of the

stud, when twelve years of age. She probably would,

though, throw grand performers from the 'very first if

given rest and proper feed for say eighteen months be-

fore entering upon her life as a broodmare. The experi-

ment, taking the above showing into account, should be

well worth the trial. Few breeders, however, will be un-

selfish and far-seeing enough to follow out this common
sense course, notwithstanding what a great lesson the

past has taught us.

What would owners in this part of the world do if a

handicapper gave their crack three-year-old 131 pounds

and a four-year-old 143 ponnds ? Why, curse that offi-

cial in seven different languages, scratch their horses and

maybe go a-gunning. Yet Ladas and Isinglass had these

weights allotted them the other day for the rich Eclipse

Stakes in England, ran, and finished one-two in the

event. The maximum weight has been about 125 pounds

in California for some time, and a good deal of howling

and scratching was the result even at that low figure. It

is high time a change was made, and the cracks given

140 pounds, or even more, when their class calls for it.

There are cases where 140 pounds on the best horse en-

tered in a handicap and 75 on the " crabbiest " would

not bring the pair together, yet if over 125 pounds is pnt

on the top-notcher a pencil generally goes through his

name. The Jockey Club and Turf Congress would be

doing a sensible thing if they raised the scale of weights

on three-year-olds and upwards five pounds and fixed the

minimum weight in handicaps at 100 pounds. It wou'd

result in our be3t jockeys riding many years longer and

better than they can under the present scale, and do

away with the pin-heads of the pigskin. Handiiappers

should combine to raise the top weights in handicaps

about ten pounds over what they are at present, too.

It is rumored (and the rumor seems to have consider-

able backing) that a new-comer to the ranks of thor-

oughbred-owners is young Walter Hobart, only son of

the late W. S. Hobart, the multi-millionaire. Last Monday

a young San Franciscan named Frank Kelly repaired

to Sacramento and finally purchased of M. J. Kelly,

presumably for Mr. Hobart, the good little race mare

Tigress, four years old, by Priffce of Norfolk, dam Katie

A., by Bullion. The consideration for the mare was

private. Last Wednesday night the same man bough t

of J. H. Miller the splendid bay three-year-old colt

Romulus, by imp. Brutus, dam Beauty, by imp. Her-

cules. The amount paid for Romulus is understood to

have been $2,500. If this rumor proves a fact we must

say that Mr. Hobart is launching out in the right man-

ner in purchasing these animals, who are tried perform-

ers of merit. The coming of such a young man as Mr.

Hobart, wealthy and a true sportsman, is cheering news

indeed, for it is of such material that turfmen should be

made. It may be, too, that Mr. Hobart has in view the

racing at Monterey next month and that at the far East

a little later in the season.
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The Breeders' Meeting.

That the meetiDg which begins to-day at Bay District

track will be the greatest that has ever been given by the

P. C. T. H. B. Association is certain. It is no exagger-

ation to say that the horses quartered at the local course

outnumber those of last year nearly two to one. What
lends additional charm is the fact that there are more

" unknown quantities," more " phenoms" " up the

sleeves " of the horsemen than ever known in the his-

tory of the light harness racer of the Golden State.

Every train almost brings trotters and pacers to swell the

already heavy list, insuring large fields and lively com-

petition. For the first time on this side of the continent

bookmaking on trotting and pacing events will be tried.

At tht East it is said to have had the effect of increasing

interest in the sport, and it is no uncommon thing to see

10,000 and even 15,000 people at the meetings given on

the Grand Circuit.

Following is the programme for the week, with the

horses eligible to start

:

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4TH.

Two-year-old, 2:40 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,000.

Joseph Edge's br c Auditor. F. M. Sbepler's s s Ernest S.

H. P. Isaacs' b f Kitty Caution. Thos. Smith's blk f Stella.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's M. S. Severance's eta f La Belle.

blk f Derby Prince Silver Bow Stock Farm's b f Silver

H. Perkins' b g Jasper Ayres. Ring.
Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk f San Mateo Stock Farm's b g Last"

Cressida. Chance.
T. C. Snider's br h Wild Wood. Vendorae Stock Farm's b s Iran

Alto.

2:14 Class, Pacing, Purse $1,000.

Myers & Mvers' b g Cyrus R. L. J. Smith's blk s Fre3no Prince.

H. Q. Cox's sr g Chris Smith. R. H. Newton 's b g Tom Ryder.
R. S. Brown's b g Plunkett.

Special pace—Set of fine harness.

2:27 Class, Trotting, Purse $1,000.

Vendome IStock Farm's gr m
Grey Belle

I. DeTurk's blk f Josephine.
M. Flynn's gr s H. M. Stanley.

C. Z. Hebert's b g Auntie
Wilkes.

J. H. Kelly's D s Conn
Geo. Gray's b s Lustre

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m
Abanteeo

Palo Alto Stock Farm's brm Tiny.
T. C. Snider's br h Sacramento.
Sonoma Stock Farm's b h Antarees
B. F- Sprague's bf Re-Elect.
Ttaos. Smith's bs Columbus S.

A. B. Spreckels' b s Senator L.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7TH,

2:30 Class Pacing, Parse $1,000.

C. A. Bailey's bs. Orlinda Rich
mond.

C. H. Corey's brm Laura M.
SamCasto'sbr m Touchet.
T. J. Crowley's b f Madcap.
C. J. Heyler's ch g Our Boy.
T. W. Hobson's b g MarK H.
A. Joseph's b g Alick.

2:19 Class Nomination, Trotting, Purse $1,200.

F. H. Keith's b f Primrose.
Geo. Gray's b g Eric.

B. H. McNeil's b s Dudley.
T. C. Snider's eta m Lady Char-

lotte.

J. P. Sargent's gr g McGinty.
Thos. Wall Jr.'s en g Olean.
E. J. Weldon's gr m Phenol.

Leon Lehman.
Geo. Gray's br g Fallacy.
Palo Alto S. F/b br f Vina Belle.

Vendome S. F.'s b s Hillsdale.
M. S. Severance's br m Regina.
B. O. Van Bokkelen's ch s

Chancellor.
Dr. K. D. Wise's ch s Glendiue.

John Blue.
Chas. J. Cos's br h Bay Rum.
Jesse D. Carr's br s Boodle.
Myers & Myers' ch s Nutwood

Wilkes.
Geo. H. Fox's b s Wayland W.
R. Gird's gr f Irene Crocker.
C. Z. Hebert's ,s Bruno.

2:40 Class Trotting, Purse $1,000.

John Blae's br m Phantom.
I. DeTurk's bg Dan Brown.
Mrs. Alice McDonald's b m

Stockton Belle.

P. W. Murphy's gr g Marin Jr.

G. Peirano's b m Maria P.

T, C. Snider's br m Eva M.

WEDNESDAY,

Three-Year-Old 2:30 Class, Trotting,

C. A. Durfee's blk f Gazelle
R. Gird's ch f Nellie W.
Jno. Dooley's b f Baby Ruth
Myers & Myers' b f Red Nulling
Oakwood Fark Stock Farm's blk

g Best Way
T. C. Snider's b f Almonte
M. S. Severance's br f Bet Madi-

son
San Mateo Stock Farm's b c

Ravenscroft
Thos. Wall Jr.'s br f Orpha D.

220 Class, Pacing, Purse $1,000.

Delano Bros.'s b in Klikitat Maid
J. P. Sargent's blk g Loupe
A. C. Hinkson's b g Golden West
R. O. Newman's b s Consolation
R. O. Newman's br h Stoneway
A. D. Shaw's b h Benton Boy

2:24 Class, Trotting. Purse $1,000.

L. P. W. Quimby's b s Phalla- L. Lehman's brg Jack
mont Boy G. W. Woodard's brm Laura Z.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's br f Vendome Stock Farm's b g Al-
Tiny viso

Peter Brandow's b g Free Coin- C. C. Mclver's b g Alert

Jas. Sutherland's br s Guard.
Santa Rosa S. F.'s br m Electra.
San Mateo S. F.'s b m Debora.
B. O. Van Bokkelen's blk s San

Germaneo.
Thos. Wall Jr. 's oh g Roy W.
G. W. Woodard's gr ;g jBird But-

ton.

august 8.

Purse SI, 000.

I. De Turk's b g Nick Russell
H. S. Hogoboom's ch fSwift Bird
J. H. Kelly's br g Prince Inca
R. O. Newman's b e Homeward
Henry Perkins's b fVisalia
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f

A. A. A.
Silver Bow Stock Farm's ch g

Silver Note
H. Timmerman's br f Mariposa
Vendome Stock Farm's b s John

Bury.

E. M. Sanders's ch g Little Hope
I. L. Borden's blk m Allie Cresco
A. B. Spreckels' b s Dexter

Thorne
Louis Shaffer's ch m Delia S.

age
C. F. Marcy's b m Jennie June
A. B. Spreckels' blk m Chloe
Wm. Hogoboom's bs Lynmont
Dr. K. D. Wise's b s Emin Bey

THURSDAY
Four-year-olds, 2:27 class, trotting,

Jno. Blue's br m Phantom.
I. De Turk's br g Major Brown.
M. Flynn's gr s H. M. Stanley.
E. B. Gifford's b c Alto Reino.
J. H. Kelly's eta g Contento.
O. Marchand's br m Lady O.
Oakwood Park S. F. b m Bay

Rum.
Henry Perkins' b t Hazel Ayres.

2:17 class, trotting, purse $1,000.

Myers & Myres' rn m Flora S.

Geo. W. Woodard's b m Lucy B.
Dr. K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide

McGregor.
Geo. Theuerkauf s sr g Lee.

Thxee-yeai-olds, 2:27 class, pacing,

Myers & Myers' b m Hulda.
C. A. Durfee's b s Ketchum.
F. H. Keith's b f Primrose.
Oakwood Park S. F's. blk m Al-

landora.

J. A. Dustin's Red Oaks
Sam'l Casto's b m Pearl Fisher
L. J.Smith's blkgPrincewood
J. H.Kelly's bs Conn

august 9th.

purse $1,000.

Sonoma S. F's. gr m Secret.
Jas. Sutherland's br s Guard.
Silver Bow S. F's. b s Montana.
B.O.Van Bokkelen's br f DaisyD.
Vineland S. F's. blk m Myrtle

Thorne.
G. W. Woodard's br m Margaret

Worth.

Alex Cornick's b s Wayland W.
Jas. A. Dustin's ch g Shylock.
W.S.Maben's br s James Madison
Williams &. Morehouse'sbg Iago.

purse $1,000.

E. M. Sanders' b m Ruth C.

Milo Knox's sr f Gertrude G.
Sam'l Casto's br s Toucbet.
T. E. Keating's sr g Jim Wilkes.
G. H. Fox's sr g Prince Albert.

FRIDAY, AUGUST lOTH.

Two-year-olds, 2:40 Class, Pacing, Purse $1,000.

S. W. Aldricb's b 1 Lou Lane. T. C. Snider's blk b .

j

G. W. Woodard's b m Violin. H. P. Perkins' br f Cecelia.
C. A. Durfee's blk g Harvey Me D. E. Knight's b f Lou Starr.

Oakwood Park S. F.'s blk g Vineland Stock Farm's b s Alco.
W. W. Foote. Louis Schaffer's blk c Arthur S.

Oakw'd P'k S. F's b c Ed. Lafferty.

2:22 Class, Nomination Trotting, Purse .

Jesse D. Carr's b g Rex. C. W. Smith's b m She.
Sam Casto'B b m Pearl Fisher. C. F. Marcy's Jennie June.
Jno. Donnelly's ch s Beaumont R. H. Newton's ch h King Ony
C. A. Durfee's b m Leonor. F. H. Powell's b s Stranger. '

I. De Turk's b m Maud Fowler. Palo Alto Stock Farm's br f Bon-
Geo. H. Fox's b g Daylight. nibel.
B. E. Harris' b s J. S. C. £. M. Sanders' b g Alert.
D. E. Knight's sr g King of the T. C. Snider's br h Sacramento.

Ring- A. B. Spreckels' blk m Chloe.
Leon Lehman's Thos. Wall Jr.'s br h Antioch.

Four-year-olds, 2:25 Class, Pacing, Purse $1,000.

Oakwood P'k S. F's b c Cibolo Geo. P. Polhemus' br s Seymour
F. M. Day's ch s Dictatus. Wilkes.
C. A. Owens' br g Eagle. Jno. Rowen's br m Nellie S.
E. J. Weldon's grm Phenol. Santa Rosa S. F.'s blk m Directrix.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10TH.
2:20 Class Trotting, Purse $1,000.

J. H. Crow's s m Ventura.
I. De Turk's b s T.etam.
P. W. Murphy's gr g Marin Jr.
W. H. Pauliu's b s Panjabi.
Geo. B. Polhemus' b g Rock-

wood.

2:25 Class Pacing, Purse $1,000.

C. A. Bailey's b s Orlinda Rich-
mond.

H. G. Cox's b h Wait -a- Little
C. H- Corey's br m Laura M.
R. Gird's b m Thera
C. J. Heyler's ch g Our Boy.

A. B. Rodman's br m Lady Ar-
mington.

T. C. Snider' s blk m Lurline.
Silver Bow S. F.'s b s Montana
Hazel Villa S. F.'s blk nv

Elisa S.
San Mateo S. F.'s b m Debora.

A. Joseph's b g Aleck.
Geo. Gray's b g Eric.
B. H. McNeil's b s Dudley.
Henry Perkin'sg gGrey Pointer
Jas. Sutherland's br s Delwin.
G. W. Woodard's b m Videtta.

Last Monday no less than seventy horses arrived

Since that time the well-known turfman, Thomas Smith,

of Vallejo, has come with George Washington, Colum-
bus S., Solano Chief, Stella and Little Mac, nearly all in

good condition, and Joseph Edge's Auditor and Delia

H. came along at the same time.

James Dwain, of Salinas, brought from the Monterey
metropolis Hebert & Sons' Bruno, 2:19 (by Junio, 2:22),

Effie D., by Altoona, dam the dam of Bruno, 2:19, and
Paris Kilburn's Aunty Wilkes, 2:29}, a daughter of the

great Guy Wilkes. Sam Mount, the fast sprinter, is

also in this string.

Tom Snider, of Sacramento, arrived Wednesday with

his good string from up the country. This clever horse-

man will get some of the money beyond a doubt.

The track is in elegant shape, and reflects the greatest

credit on Superintendent Fieldwick,who, with his force,

has worked like a beaver. Each day it gets faster. Last

Thursday Wayland W.,son of Arthur Wilkes and Lettie,

by Wayland Forrest, driven by James Dustin, made the

circuit of the track in 2:14} with apparent ease, and the

opinion prevails that he is a 2:10 trotter easily enough.

Shylock went a mile with many seconds at his command
in 2:21.

Captain Ben E. Harris, the veteran horseman, will

start the horses this year from horseback, lining them
up and signalling the judges in the stand to let them go,

when a flag will fall in plain view of the drivers, denot-

ing a start.

That this will be the most meritorious meeting ever

held here is well-nigh certain. There will be larger

fields, livelier speculation and lots of excitement on

account of the number of very fleet ones that are at

present unknown to the public, and which will be
" sprung," before the meeting closes, in large numbers.

Our Long Branch.

The signs of the times are that we will soon have

within our borders another Long Branch, with its Mon-
mouth Park and everything else that made the Eastern

resort so deservedly popular. We refer to Monterey.

In a few days work will be begun on a race course

in that beautiful little city by the sunset sea, and, tem-

porarily arranged, a day's racing is to be given on the

24th of August by the amateur steeplechase and polo

club men of California. Work will then be resumed,

and a racing park that will be worthy of the best people

of this glorious State will be the result. Already a suit-

able tract of land is owned by a great corporation that is

ready to go ahead on the lines mentioned and spend

enough money to make the place something that will

delight the eye of even the gilded members of Califor-

nia's most fashionable society.

Yearly many thousands of our wealthiest and most

liberal people spend their summers at Monterey, which

has a beach unexcelled in any part of the world,

when bathing in the desideratum, and a visit to Cali-

fornia made by our Eastern friends is not complete

without a trip to this glorious place. Doubtless, after

the first few weeks, time drag3 rather heav-

ily on the fashionables. Other kinds of sport

must be provided than balls, tennis matches and bath-

ing. Racing, the sport of kings, will take the fancy of

the people beyond all doubt, and will not only be popu-

lar, but profitable. The success of the meetings given at

Long Branch, N. J., and Saratoga, N. Y., for many, many

years is certainly a surety that racing can be given at

Monterey with pleasure to the frequenters of this seaside

resort and with profit to the management. Saratoga has

perhaps forty days' racing every year ; Long Branch

(Monmouth) more than half that amount. It would

make Monterey and be a godsend to the horsemen

105

whose horses have remained idle the whole summer long
in California since racing began in the btate
This week one of the chief men in the
Monterey project called upon us for plans regarding
the laying out of the new course, and stated that no ex-
pense would be spared to make the track at California's

Long Branch the safest, fastest and handsomest in the
West, and that the appointments would be in keeping
with the excellence of the course. With good manage-
ment success is sure to crown the efforts of the enter-

prising gentlemen having the matter in charge, and
we wili certainly do all in our power to help matters
along. Let us hope that by the middle of next June
Monterey's Monmouth Park will be in readiness to re-

ceive the hundreds of fleet-footed children of the winds
that will gather at her gates.

The Golden Gate Fair Association has opened a
$4,000 Futurity stake for trotters and pacers, the condi
tions of which are sure to strike our horsemen favor-

ably. It is to be found advertised in this issue, and en-

tries for this rich event are to close with Secretary Jos.

I. Dimond, 306 Market street, San Francisco, August
21, 1894. ^
In another column will be found advertised the ex-

cellent meeting to be given at lone, Cal., September 2oth
to 2Sth inclusive. Both the galloper and light-harness

horse are provided for, and entries close September 12th

with Secretary W. A. Bennetts. Read the advertise-

ment and take in this lively fair.

Saturday's Musical Programme.

Ritzau's Band of Soloists will perform the following con-

cert numbers at the races at Bay District track to day :

1. March—-' Trotting Horse Breeders "
R. L. Yanke

2. Bells Solo—'- Qneen of the Turf j. Adelman
S.- Popular Medley—Latest song of the day
4. Cornet Solo—" Frolics" „ L. N. Ritzau
5. Waltz—" Jolly Fellows" Volktedt
6. " Manhattan Beach March "

Sousa
7. Overture—" Night Owls," finale for Xylophone
8. Baritone Solo-" Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep "

Mr. W. H. Colverd
9. Caprice—" First Heart Throbs "

Eilenberg
13. Galop—"At the Races" L. N. Ritzau
L. N. Ritzau - Musical Dibectok

G-olden Gate Fair ivunning Races.

Our readers will find advertised in this issue the programme
of running races for the Golden Gate Fair, which begins at

Bay District track August 13th and continues daring the
week. All kinds of races are provided—for both the sprinter
and race horse capable of going the route. The smallest
purse offered is $250, and they go as high as $400. The con-
ditions are certain to catch our thoroughbred owners, and the
result will be that lovers of racing will be given a regular
track. That the best horses in this part of the world will

take part goes without saying.

Fine Percherons and Coach Stallions.

The choicest lot of horses of this class ever brought to

California can be seen at Scott &McCord's stables, on Fifth

Avenue, opposite Bay District track, or any information re-

garding the animals can be had of E. C. Godfrey, 3S Crocker
Building, this city. Every horse is registered, and buyers can
be furnished with certified pedigrees.

Names Claimed.

The name of Britannia is claimed for a bay filly owned
by J..B. Chase, foaled 1893, by imp. True Briton, dam Elsie

Ban, by imp. King Ban ; second dam Booty, by Asteroid
;

third dam Britannia IV., by the Fljing Dutchman.

Another Sale of Palo Alto Horses.

This will take place during the State Fair, Sacramento 1

September 12, 1S94, and comprises mares by approved sires,

of speed. Killip & Co. conduct the sale, and an advertise-

ment of the same will be foand in this issue.

Thoroughbreds For Sale

In this issue Dr. C. E. Farnum, of 703 Market street,

breeder of Green Hock, Lista Hock and others, advertises for

sale some gilt-edged yearling thoroughbreds and broodmares.

They are from the most noted racing families, and the atten-

tion of our readers is called to the stock offered for sale.

Mr. P. J. Mann has placed his horses in the hands of

L. B. Lindsey, and they will togetber take in the Montana
circuit. They have some gocd ones, among which are Altao,

2:17}; Hamrock, 2:21; Truemont, 2:21 A, and Springstein,

who was second to Carlyle Carne in 2:37£, 2:294, 2:28*.—
Rural Spirit.

Online holds the four-year-old pacing record 2:07}, but

the race he made it in was won by Moonstone at Cleveland
July 28th. Online is a brown stallion by Shadeland Onward.

Belle Grande, by Le Grande, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Speculation, w«n at Brooklyn, N. Y., July 28th, and got a

record of 2:26} in a third heat.

Norhawk, by Norval, won the 2:21 class trot at Portland,

Me., July 28th, in straight heats. Time, 2:19}, 2:15f, 2:17}.

Dr. Haserouck beat Lamplighter and Clifford at Saratoga

last Thursday, and ran a mile in 1:40|.

Nick S. Hall bought Annie Moore out of a selling race

for §1,000 at Anaconda July 30th.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at

Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S.F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at
Oakland Race Track, J. K, Orr, Secretary, ]23 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on 6rst Suuday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson. Secretary, 310

Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and ;tbird

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.
P. F. E. Steiner. President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. 11. aud l(3th

&ve.,8.S.».

The Ele -ic Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakla; ,i Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.

Tacoma J'.ille Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Borrell, see.

Ashland Ro i and Gun (Tub, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medtord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.

Marshtield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Jessee, Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.

Multnomah Rod and Gun club, Portland Or—Judge J. H. Whal-
cy, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

Clabrough. Golcher & Co. 'sjprize blue rock shoot, every Sunday at
Oakland Race Track.

Aug. 5—Alameda ( ounly Sportsmen's Association, Joe Dieves', San
Leandro Road.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The California Wing Shooting Club will shoot to-morrow,

Al Newman killed two 6ne three prong bucks near Geyser-
ville on Saturday last.

Quite a number of fine buck have been killed by the San
Luis Obispo sportsmen during the past week.

F. W. Tallant killed a fine three prong buck on Wednes-
day of last week at the CouDtry Club preserve.

The regular monthly meeting of the Alameda County
Sportsmen's Association failed to bring out a quorum.

A party in San Luis Obispo has 200 domesticated wild
mallard ducks and 50 three-quarter blooded. He states that

they never fly outside of his premises. What grand decoys
these would make for mallard shooting. A common Eastern
method is to anchor or stake them out and cause them to

quack by pulling a string attached to their legs. This com-
bination is the most effective decoy used.

Recreation Gun Club.

The Recreation Gun Club shot on Sunday last at Oakland

Race Track. W. A. Bruner shot as a guest of the club and

shot in his usual good form. Durst shot unusually well con-

sidering his lame hand, but in the main match Barney's first

barrel kills take precedence. '' Uncle Bob " shot in great

form up to his tenth bird and then dropped a couple. Golcher,

Durst and Barney tied for first honors with 12 each. The
score

:

J. H. Durst 2 1121121211 1—12
H. C. oleher 21221112121 2—12
D. Barney 11121111111 1—12
A. W. Bruner 21220112221 2—11
R. Liddlc 11121111200 1—10
" Slade" 110111010112—9
Vernon 12101112010 1—9
" Randall " 01012211110 2—9
A. Roos 2 10020210211—8
A six bird sweep followed won by Bruner and Carroll,

" Johns " not being in the pools. The score :

Carroll 2 12 2 2 1—6
Bruner 11111 1-6
"Johns " 12 12 2 2--

6

Durst 10 2 11 1—5
Barney 1110 1 1—5
Simpson 2 12 2 1—5
Roos 11 1—3

Another 12 bird sweep, $5 entrance, was won by Bruner.
The score :

Bruner 12122120212 2-11
Barney 210011112 210—9
Slmpnon 100 111111110—9
Carroll 101110022210—8

The Country Olub Outing.

The annual outing of the Country Club at Monterey prom-
ises to excel all previous eveuls. This year the sport will be

continuous for fourdays, commeneingThursday, August 23d,

and ending on Sunday, August 20lh. The splendid hotel Del
Monte and surrounding grounds will be illuminated every
night. Music will be rendered by the Country Club's band of
sixty pieces, under the direction of Cassasea.

The shooting prizes will consist of five silver cups for the
best average for the reason, Tallant and Babcock being high
men for the first class. Five gold medals for the day's score
and the Shreve Championship Cup, value $500, Thisctlp goes
to the highest score of the day, and must be won twice by the
same party before it becomes his property.
A special train leaves Townsend street at 2 o'clock Thurs-

day, August 23, returning Monday morning.
That the entire outing will be a grand success goes with-

out Baying. The elite uf California will attend and unite in
doing honor to California's greatest sportsmen's club.

The Toumamemt.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s blue rock tournament on Sat-

urday and Sunday last was a decided success. The attendance

on Saturday was very light, but on Sunday seventy-four

shooters faced the traps in the prize match.

On Saturday the attendance was so light the programme

was not adhered to. One match at 14 singles, from seven

unknown traps, was won by Vernon with 11, Richards 10,

Durst 10, Newton 9.

Another event at 10 singles, nine entries, was won by

Richards of Stockton with 10, Durst and Webb 9 each.

We give below the scores of the five principle events.

Ten singles, known traps, known angles. Richards first

money, Webb second. The score :

Richards 111111111 1-10
Webb 1111110111—9
Vernon 111111100 1— 8

Diehl 101110 1111—8
Varncy 0001111111—7
Merrill 1011100011—6
Durst 1001100110-5
Zentgraf 1010100101—5
Haight 1011000110—5
Glenmore 001111000 0—4

Six pair, doubles. Richards first, Vernon and Zentgraf
second and third. The score :

Richards 11 10 11 11 10 11—10
Vernon 101111 101110— 9

1010 11 11 1101— 9
11 10 10 11 10 10— 8
fOll 10101011— 8
10 10 01 10 10 10— 6
11 10 00 00 1010— 5
00 10 00 00 10 11— i

Durst and Var-

Zcutgraf.
Crowell
Durst
Webb
Diebl
Haight

Ten singles, known traps, known angles

ney first and second. The score.

Durst 111111111 1—10
Varnoy 111111111 1—10
Richards 1111111011—9
Diehl 1100111111—8
Zentgraf 111111116 0-

S

Web 0111011101—7
Haight 1001010111—6
Merrill 111101000 0—5
Vernon 7. 0001000010—2

Fourteen singles from 6even unknown traps (two incomers),

Richards and Vernon first and second. ' The score :

Richards 1111110011111 0—lj
Vernon 0111110111110 l-l1
Haight 11101000101111— u

Zentgraf 1111110100010 1— J
Durst 0001101 1011010— '

Merrill 01001000011110— 6

Crowell 00 100100001110—5
Twenty-five singles, known traps and angles, class shoot-

ing, Vernon first, We bb and Richards second, Durst third,

Crowell fourth.

Vernon 10111111111011111011111 11—22
Webb 11 llioillllllooill 10 11111—21
Richards 10111111011111101011 11111—21
Durst 101011111010101011111111 1—19
Crowell 101111011001100111110011 1—18
Varney 1100101010111110111101 011—17
Zentgraf 1 110100110110101 11000 1100—15
Diebl 0100100110111100111001011-14
Haight 1000101010010000100111010 1—11

THE PRIZE MATCH.

Much to the surprise of all the first prize in the main
match was won with 18 out of 20 and only one man made
that score, O. M. Allison,of Elmira, winning the $80, Parker
hammerless, with 18. The weather was all that could be de-

sired, clear and warm with no wind worth speaking of. The
traps did not work very well, but no one seemed to be balked

by them. Allison was balked twice on his last bird but broke
it (No. 5). Some of the very bestshotson the coast only broke
12 to 14 each. Richards, one of Stockton's coming cham-
pions, only broke lo. Bruner, although grassing live birds

in his usual superb form, only broke 13, and even our local
" champions," the Empire and Lincoln Club men, only got

in for minor prizes. Edgar Forster acted as trapper and with
Karney judged ; W. J. Golcher scored. The shoolers shot

10 shots each before leaving the score and this facilitated

matters greatly. The 74 shooters shot their scores and the

tits were shot off between 11 a. m. and 3;30 r. m. Good work
considering the working of the traps.

25 singles, known traps, known angles, class shooting, $1
entrance. The score

;

Allison 1101111111111011111 1—18
Durst 0011111111111111111 0-17
Deitz 1011101011111111111 1—17
Eu. Forster .1111111 101011011111 1—17
Baker 1101110111111011111 1—17
Varney 101 11110111101111 111-17
Richards 1111001110111111101 1—16
Vandercook 1001 11 111 1110111 10 11-16
Whitney OllOUllllIllOOlilll

Richards, of

.0111100111111101011 1—15

.1111111101111011000 1—16

.1010111110111010111 1-15

.11111111101101100011—15
.. llOllllOltlOlOlllll 0—15
.1111011100111111101 0—15
.11011101111101100111-15
.1111110110011011011 1—15
.1111100001111101110 1—14
.1110011111101100110 1—11
.0110100101111011 1111-11

. 0111111011011111100 0—11

..0011111101101011110 1—11
Webb 1110101010001111111 1—14

Daniels..
Golcher
Carr
Dick
Cook
Slewart
Andrus
Merrill
Zentgraf....
Rickersou..
Karney
Kcrrisou....
Drennau..

Bruns..
Allen
Staples...

Depue....
" slade"
Veruou .

Bruuer ..

Bernard..

1010100110011111111 1—14
.1011110110 110111101 0—11
..1001011111110010111 1-14
.1111110101100001110 1—13
.1111001110001111010 1—13
.1111110110010111000 1—13
.111111001100110 1011 0—13
.0111111100010101101 1—13

Elliott 1100110100111111010 1—13
MeMullen 10 111111110 11 0101—13
Nauman 1010U1 11100111101 10 1-13
Bekean 1011001111110001 0101-12
Zoh 0100 1111010110111 100-12
(.In re 100 111010110101111 0—12
Sohrelber 1110011110100101 1001—12
Hughes 1100101011100111110 0—12
Thorn 1110101010100110110 0-11
lleblwd 01010100100111010 11 1-11
Potter 11001101011001100011— 11

Mel nill 1110 000110110111 10 0-11
limes 1100111001111000010 1—11
Alderlon 11110100001110101 100—11
Kih, 11 0101110110101001 1001—11
Williamson 0010 100101110100111 1—11
iiHigiu 10000101 oiori 10001 11—10
Anderson 100011011001101101 00—10
BeidoBbelmorl 110010010110011 10100-10
I'lill.liT 110 010100010 0111 1010-10
limit 0001 111101100000111 0—10
Boland ; 000 1100101110011001 1—10
Carroll 1100010110011100011 0-10
Crowell 1100 1001110001010 100—9
Fisher 01001010010100101011- 9

Larson 10011001101100100100- 9
Olsen 110110110110000C010 0— 9
Wheeler 1000011101010110000 1—9
Mootgomery OolOllOOOllOlOOlOlOl— 9
Simpson 00011111000110001001—9
Higby 00100011000111010010-8
Liddle 0100001001001111100 0—8
Little 11001001010010000011—8
Lang 00010101010001100010—7
G F. Biedesbeimer 00100000101010010011— 6
Ostrander 10011000000000101001—6
Hodges 01000100101000010010—6
C. M. Robinson 1100000100000100000 1— 5
Lomax 10001010110000000000—5
Neal 00000001 110000100000— 4
Reed 0001000010000000110 0—4
Juslins 00000000000100000001—2
Five gentlemen tied for second place, the Winchester shot

gun with seventeen each. Dietz, of Stockton won the tie with
five straight breaks. The score:

Dietz 11111
Eug. Forster 110 1
Baker 1000
Varney 110
Durst 1110
Only three tied for third, the dozen decoys.

Stockton, won with five straight. The score:

Richards,. 11111
Vandercook 1100
Whitney 1101
Eight tied on fifteen for fourth place. Cook won, a pair of

hunting boots. Thescore:
Merrill „ 11011
Dick 11111
Cook 1 1 1 1 1

Andrus 1011
Daniels 11111 11110 1010
Golchor 1 I 10 1

Carr 1

Stewart 1

Nine tied for fifth prize with fourteen each, Webb winning
the rubber boots. The score

;

Zentgraf 11101
Rickerson 01
Karney 11111 10
Kerrison 1 I 000
Prennan 010
Webb 11111 0111
Bruns
Allen
Staples 1110

Eight tied for sixth prize, a sweater, with thirteen each
Bernard winning. Thescore:
Nauman 1010 1

Depue 010 11
"Slade" 1110 1

Vernon 1110 1

Bruner 110 10
Bernard 11111

0110
11011 11101

Elliott.

McMulliu

11011
11101
11110

00101
11111

10110
11011
1110

'. 11110
Six tied for seventh prize, five pounds Eagle Duck with

twelve each. Edg. Forster won the lie. The 6core:

Bekeart 11100
Zeh 1110
Glenmore 11011
Schreibcr 11101
Hughes 11111
Forster 11111
Eight tied for eighth prize, a set of reloading tools with 11

each, Potter winning tha tie. The score :

Thorn 0111
Hibbard 11101
Porter 11110
McLain 110 11
Hines 01010
Alderton 10
Kohen 010
Williamson 100
Six tied for the ninth prize with 10 each, Anderson win-

ning two dozen assorted flies. The score

:

Haight 01 10
Anderson .' 11011
Beidesheimer 11010
Condor 010
Boland 01
Carroll 10110

After the main match several very interesting ten-bird

matches were shot and the scores were very much better. The
first event at ten singles, known traps, known angles, $.100

entry, 22 entries. Burns and Cook divided first and second
with 10 each, Webb and Baker third and fourth with 9.

Ten singles, same conditions, 18 entries. Webb and Ver-
non divided first and second with 10 each, Merrill third with

9, Cook fourth in the shoot-off with 8.

Ten singles, 14 entries. Andrus, Forster and Webb di

vided first, second and third with 9.

Ten singles, 12 entries. Cook first with 9, Baker second

with 8, Forster third with 7.

Ten singles, 10 entries. Durst and Webb first and second

with 10, Cook and Vernon third with 9.

The Country Club.

The regular monthly event of the Country Club on Satur-

day last at Oakland Race Track brought out but a light en-

try. The birds were very good flyers and a brisk breeze

blowing across the grounds made the shooting difficult. B.

R. Kittridge of New York shot as a guest of I he club, kill-

7 in the main event with one dead out of bounds and making

some excellent scores in the sweepstakes and freeze-outs.

Sprague and Donahoe tied for the monthly prize for the

highest score with 12 each. In shooting ofl' the tie Donahoe

won. The score

:

28-YABD CLASS.

R. H. Sprague 2112 1121 2 212—12
Ed Donahoe 2112 1112 111 2—12
F. W. Tallant 12111111 10 2—10
H. Babcock .it. 2221 02 11021 1—10
B. R. Kittridge 00*0212012 2 2-7

26-YARD CLASS.

F. D. Athurton 02 11221 2 2011—10
R. Oxnard 2 2 2 12*2 10 21—

|

24-YARD CLASS.

J. B. Stetson 12 2 110 20222—9]
TIE FOR SPECIAL.

Donahoe 1211 1—5
Sprague 110 2 2-4

A six-bird sweepstake followed the main match, won bj

Kittridge with six straight. The score:

B. R. Kittridge 12 2 2 2 1-1

H. Babcock 2 12 101-,'

Ed Donahoe 12 2 12 0-1

F. R. Webster 011111-
R. Oxnard 012 2 10-

F. D. Athurton 210110-
J. B Stetson 2 10 12 «—

4

F. W. Tallant 1 2 w
R. H. Sprague 1 2 w
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Several freeze-outs followed. The first won by Kittridge

and Donuhoe ; the second by Oxnard, Spragae and Tallant

;

the third by Kittridge and Tallant ; the fourth by Webster,

Kittridge and Tallant. The score :

Webster 10 110 21
Oxnard 2 111 10
Atherton
Kittridge 12 1 1 1 * ill 11
Stetson 2

Babcock 12* 10 210
Donahoe 211 20 10 2*
Tallant 211 111 2 2

Sprague 1210

California Game Laws.

We have been requested several times by our subscribers

to publish a complete list of the county alterations to the

State game laws. We have declined to do so, up to date,

because of the frequent changes. The following list contains

all that we know of up to and including August 1st

:

STATE LAW—OPEN SEASON.

[Approved March 23, 1893.]

Quail, bob-white, partridge, grouse or any kind of wild

duck, snipe or rail, September 1 to March 1.

Doves, August 1 to March 1.

Trout, April 1 to November 1.

Male deer, elk, nntelope or mountain sheep, September 1

to October 15.

COUNTY ALTERATIONS—OPEN SEASON.

Alameda—Deer, July 20 to September 2. Doves, July 1

to March 1. Rail, shooting prohibited for two years.

Alpine—No change.

Amador—No change.

Butte—Quail, October 1-to March 1. Deer, August 1 to

November 1.

Colusa—Doves, July 1 to March 1. Deer, August 15 to

October 1.

Contra Costa—Doves, June 15 to March 1. Deer, July 20

to September 2. The use of dogs in deer hunting prohibited.

Calaveras—Doves, July 1 to March 1. No other change.

Del Norte—Doves, July 1 to March 1. Deer, July 1 to

September 15.

El Dorado—Doves, June 25 to January 1. Quail, October

1 to March 15. Deer, September 1 to October 15.

Fresno—No change.

Glenn—Deer, August 15 to October 1. No other change.

Humboldt—Quail, bob-white, partridge, wild duck or rail,

October 1 to March 1. Grouse, wilson or jack-snipe, Sep-

tember 1 to March 1. Doves, August 1 to March 1. Deer,

July 1 to October 15.

Inyo—No change.

Kings—No change.

Kern—Quail, grouse, partridge and duck, November 1 to

January 15. Pheasant, shooting prohibited for three years.

The use of net or seine in fishing prohibited.

Lake—Doves, July 1st to March 1st; deer, August 1st to

October 1st.

Lassen—No change.

Los Angeles—Deer, July 15th to September 1st ; duck and

snipe, September 15th to March loth, The killing of sea

lion, meadow lark, road-runners, pheasant and grey squirrel

is prohibited.

Madera—Any person hunting quail in county of Madera
for market shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Hunting for

market, as used in this section, is the taking or killing of

quail with intent to sell or ship the same.

Mariposa—No change.

Marin—Quail, October 1st to February 1st ; doves, A ugust

1st to January 1st ; deer, July 15th to September 1st.

Mendocino—Deer, shooting prohibited until August, 1895.

No other change.
Merced—No change.

Modoc—No change.

Mono—Doves, June 1st to March 1st; ducks, August 1st to

March 1st ; trout, June 1st to March 1st.

Monterey—Quail, October 1st to March 1st; doves, July

1st to March 1st ; deer, July 15th to September 1st.

Napa—Quail, bob-white, partaidge, grouse or any kind of

wild duck, September 1st to March 1st; snipe or rail, Sep-

einper 1st to May 1st; dove3, August 1st to March 1st ; deer,

July 28th to September 5tb.

Nevada—Valley quail, October 1st to March 1st; moun-
.ain quail, September 1st to March 1st; doves, July 1st to

March 1st; deer, September 1st to December 1st; trout,

June 1st to December 1st ; trout, June 1st to December 1st.

Orange—Duck, snipe and rail, September 15th to March
15th ; doves, August 1st to February 1st; deer, August 15th

o October 1st. The killing or selling of any game for mar-
ket to exceed two dozen per week is prohibited.

Placer—Quail, partridge, goouse or rail, September 15th

o March 1st ; doves, July 1st to March 1st ; deer, September
st to November 15th ; tront, June 1st to November 1st.

Plumas—Doves, July 1st to January 1st; duck, August 1st

o March 1st ; deer, September 1st to January 1st.

Riverside—No change.

Sacramento—Duck, October 1st to March 15th
;

quail,

I >ctober 1st to March 1st; snipe or rail, October 1st to May
st ; doves, July 15th to March 1st.

San Benito—Deer, August 1st to September 15th. No
ther change.

San Bernardino—The sale Of mountain tront is prohibited.

'atches of trout limited to fifty per day. All trout under

ve inches in length must be returned to the river at once.

San Diego—Doves, August 1st to May 1st; deer, July 1st
'

> October 1st; ducks, September 1st to May 15th.

Sao Francisco—Quail, duck, snipe, lark and robin, Octo-

er 1 to March 1 ; doves, July 1 to March 1.

San Joaquin— Doves, July 20 to March 1 ;
striped bass,

nder three pounds when caught by hook and line only. Sale

rohibited.

San Luis Obispo—Quail, October 1 to March 1 ; doves,
- uly 15 to December 1 ; deer, July 15 to September 1.

San Mateo—Quail, September 15 to March 1
;
doves, July

-
. to December 1 ; deer, July 15 to September 1

-" >gs prohibited in deer hunting.
Santa Barbara—Deer, August 1 to September 14

lange.

Santa Cruz—Deer, August 1 to September 15;

lange.

Santa Clara—Deer, July 15 to September 1
;
pheasants,

ooting prohibited ; doves, July 1 to February 1.

Shasta—Doves, June 25 to January 1 ;
deer, July 15 to

;ptember 1.

Sierra—No change except trout fishing, July 1 to April 1.

The use of

no other

no other

Siskiyou— Quail, September 1 to February 1; deer, Sep-
tember 1 to November 15.

Solano— Quail, October 1 to March 1 ; doves, July 1 to
February 1 ; deer, July 1 to August 15.

Sonoma— Quail, bob-white, partridge or grouse, October 1

to March 1 ; deer, July 22 to September 4; doves, August 1

to January!; striped bass, under three pounds when caught
by hook and line only, sale prohibited.

Stanislaus—No change.
Sutter—Doves, July 15 to January 1. No other change.
Tehama—Doves, July 1 to March 1 ; deer, July 15 to Oc-

tober 15 ; no other change.
Trinity—No change.
Tulare—Quail, ducks, snipe or rail, October 1 to March 1

;

trout and bass, April 1 to October 1. No other change.
Tuolumne— Quail, October 1 to April 1 ; doves, July 1 to

February 1 ; deer, October 1 to November 15.

Ventura—Quail, duck, snipe and rail, October 1 to March
1; deer, July 15 to September 1. Shooting for market of
quail, wild duck, doves or partridges prohibited. Two dozen
per week may be shipped.
Yolo—No change.
Yuba—Quail, October 1 to March 1; doves, July 1 to

March 1; ducks, September 15 to March 15
; snipe or rail,

October 1 to May 1.

Buck Fever.

OH

Buck fever is much more common than is generally sup-

posed, but its victims are usually too modest to write about

it. If all the cases whieh yearly occur in this State could be

written up, they would make quite an addition to hunting

liserature. I will give a few, withholding the names of the

names of the principals.

A few years ago a Yale professor was hunting with one of

our most noted guides. I will let him tell the story : "One
morning I paddled George up to within sixty yards of an

old bull caribou with a great head of horns. He was stand-

ing out plainly on a bog, broadside to us. Says I, ' Now,
George, keep cool and take good aim.' Well, he fired, and

the caribou stood. Then I said,
( Now take good aim ; he

isn't going to start.' Well, he fired, and kept firing, and 1

kept telling him to keep cool and take good aim, till he had

fired all of his eight cartridges. You see I bad always been

telling him to carry spare cartridges, bat he only took what

were in the gun, and then he looked around to me and said,

' What shall we do now, Joe?' And I said, 'George, if I

had some strychnine, I would poison him for you.'"

Another noted guide carried a man nearly a month, trying

to get him a chance to shoot at a moose. At last they had
given up all hopes, and had got within a few miles of North-
east Carry, where their journey was to end. when suddenly

they came upon a fine bull swimming the river. The sports-

man began to fire; one ball struck halfway between the

canoe and moose; the next, away up the river beyond, and
so on. till, just as the moose was gaining the shore, the

sportsman recovered himself enough to hand the rifle to the

guide, saying, "Sike, you shoot." All the chance the guide
had was a shot with a strange rifle at the moose as he leaped
into the bushes; but be mortally wounded him, and follow-

ing, found him unable to rise, and calling the sportsman, let

him finish him. But when the sportsman reached the settle-

ment he forgot all about the guide having any part in the

shooting.

The same guide, the next year, was preparing for camping,
and while leveling the ground for the tent, was pounding off'

the top of a cradle knoll. This made a hollow sound, which
soon was answeaed by a bull caribou Turning to his sports-

man, he said, " Get your rifle ; there is a bull caribou com-
ing." The sportsman at first thought him joking, but pres-

ently a bull with fine horns came out into an open place and
stopped in fair sight. The sportsman took the rifle over his

knee, and it kept going up and down, until at last, finding he
could not hold it, he had sense enough to pass it to his guide,

who killed the caribou in his tracks.

Last fall a Boston man hired an Indian guide and his son

to call moose for him. One night they called one in near

Trout brook. The sportsman was so rattled that he dared not

fire at all, for fear the moose would charge. The young In-

dian fired several times, and his father, who handled the ca-

noe, once, as the moose was leaving the w^-ter. The next

morning they found the moose dead near by. He had a fine

pair of horns, which the sportsman took home with him, and
told in Pangor of his hunting ihe moose and shooting one,

and probably bis most intimate friends will never know that

he was too much afraid to even fire at him.

Not many years ago I saw a New York sportsman, with a

.45 Winchester, fire eight shots at a caribou at a distance of

about 100 yards. Four of them were as fair shots as one could

wish. After emptying his rifle, he exclaimed, "The State

of Maine has no case against me, has it ?" This was in Sep-

tember, before it was legal to kill large game. I also heard

the same man fire four shots at a caribou, which his guide

said was standing out fairly on a meadow only about fifty

yards off.

I have known a sportsman to fire thirteen shots at a deer

in the water close to him, ^nd after he had used up all his

ammunition, the guide killed the deer with a paddle.

I might multiply such cases indefinitely. There is one

singular trait which they all share in commcn. They always

seem to think they killed the game themselves, and make
more talk about it than those who have fairly killed their

own game.—Observer, in Shooting and Fishing.

Sporting- Patents.

The following list of U. S. Patents relating to the Sporting

interests is reported expressly for the Breeder and Sports-

man by James Sangsler, Patent Attorney, Bnflalo, N. Y.:

Granted July 10, 1894 :—Fore-end fastening for guns,

Frank A. Hollenbeck, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to tha Syra-

cuse Arms Co., same place.

Animal trap. Aloozo J. Knapp, Alliance, Nebr.

Cartridge packet, James P. Lee, Hartford, Conn., assignor

to George M. Lee, same place.

Cartridge packet holder, James P. Lee, Hartford, Conn.

Magazine gun, Alfred Lee, New Whatcom, Wash.
Magazine cane gun, Ernest E. Dyball, Salem, Ohio.

Granted July 17, 1894 :—Canister and measure, George

R. Connally, Tupele, assignor of one-half to George Wash-
ington Lowery, Plvmouth, Mies.

Smokeless explosive, Francis G. du Pont, Wilmington,
Del.

' S
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Cartridge and game belt, Joseph R. Randle, Columbus,
Miss.

Percussion fuse for projection, William J. Dungan, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Ejector for break down guns, Gustav A. Sachs, Eugene,
Oreg.
Powder receptacle, Allan P. Thompson and William B.

Murry, Minneapolis, Minn.
•

Dupont Smokeless.

C A. Haight, the popular agent of E. I. Du Pontde Ne-
mours & Co., imforms us that the first consignment of the

new Du Pont Smokeless will soon arrive on this coast. This
new powder is spoken of very highly In the East and in fact

the very name of Dupont is sufficient to insure the good qual-

ity of the powder.

The claims made for Du Pont Smokeless are briefly as fol-

lows :

First, it may be loaded the same as black powder, using the
usual Dixon measure.

Second, it gives the best pattern and best penetration of any
nitro powder at this time before the public.

Third, it is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in
use.

Fourth, it is what its name would indicate—smokeless.
Fifth, recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident

to the use of any other powder.
Sixth, its shooting qualities are of the best; hard, quick,

well suited to trap and wing shooting.

Seventh, this powder is not affected by extremes of heat,
cold or moisture,which is not the case with many other nitro
powders.
The powder is lighter than black. No. 3 primers should

be used. No priming is required. Wads should fit tightly

and should be well seated on the powder. 2h to 3 drams is

recommended for 12-guage guns, 2J to 3.} drams for 10 guage.

The Supreme court has decided that deer killed in any
other State cannot be sold in California during the closs

season.

An electric road is talked of, to run from Merced to the
Yosemite.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Mr. Chas. Heath has lost by death that grand old bench
show winner and sire of winners both in the field and on the

bench, the pointer Champion Graphic, by Bonus Sancho

—

Fursdon Juno. He was whelped April 15, 1881.

Forest and Stream states that the Pacific Kennel Club is

thinking of giving a show this fall in San Francisco. The
Pacific Kennel Club have never entertained such a thought
for a moment. Our esteemed contemporary should know by
this time that the source from which this news was obtained
is very unreliable.

Mr. Jas, Mortimer has purchased in England, for his own
kennel and others the Irish terrier bitch Lady Eva, by Cham-
pion Dan'l II, E. 30,277, out of Vipon E. 32,845. She has

been bred to Ted Malone. the winner of the Irish Terrier

Club's Challenge Trophy. The bulldog King Orry, and the

bull bitches, Miss Mischief, Hucknall Gipsey and Grosvenor
Lass, also the black and tan terrier bitch Surrey.

Mr. Bell's Reply.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Much of the Bell-

Martin case has appeared in the leading sporting journals of

America from one end of the country to the other. I have

been criticised and blamed for my conduct, and held up to

public contumely and contempt. Unfortunately for me, the

case has been brought before the American Kennel Club and

its Advisory Committee suspended me for one year. This

decision seemed conclusive to some that I was to blame; that

Martin was right ; that I had intentionally deceived him and

he had been victimized by me. Unfortunately, also, for me,

when leaving the matter to the decision of the A. K. C, Mr.

Martin threatened me with legal proceedings, and my solici-

tors, Messrs. Macrae & Rykert, of Toronto, would not allow

me to reply in any way to the newspaper criticisms and

attacks until the litigation was ended, explaining lhat the

public could form a more correct conclusion upon the whole

case when it was proven in the courts who was legally right.

The case has now been settled and I am at liberty to ex-

plain my conduct, and I ask the public to give my statement

a thoughtful perusal, when I am convinced my character will

be fully vindicated. This is the onlv letter I intend to write

on the Martin case, I shall not reply to any answers which

may be made, but should any person desire verification of

what is hereinafter stated, I refer them to my solicitors, who
will corroborate every detail of my story to the letter.

To begin at the beginning, I purchased Blemton Conse-

quence and Rejoice from Mr. Graoger. I did not know and

had never seen either of them before I bought them, and had

to take the names Mr. Granger gave them. " Uncle Dick "

Fellows was present at the purchase and will support me in

this statement. I had received an order from Martin and

agreed to ship Blemton Consequence, and guaranteed that

she was in whelp and agreed to take her back if she were not

so. I made and carried out this bargain honestly and in good

faith, as I have proved, and am still able to prove if called

upon to do so. 1 sold Blemton Consequence as I thought, I

believed her to be in whelp. I had her examined and I

shipped her in the usual way. I knew that sbe was in whelp

from the examination of Mr. C. J. Purroy and of Mr. H. P.

Thomson, Secretary of the Fox Terrier Club here, and from

my own knowledge and experience. I understood then,

having done this, and the dog bding shipped at Martin's

risk, that I had fulfilled my part of the contract and that I

was entitled to the purchase money.

The other dog was sent by me to Mr. Smyth's in Toronto,
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where she has always been known and is now known by the

family as "Rejoice." I also exhibited Rejoice as Consequence
at Indianapolis March 2Slh to 30ib, and at Boston April 4th

to 7th. I only mention these things as straws to show the

way the wind blows.

After tbe sale I was notified by Martin that the dcg was
not and bad not been in whelp, Some people might say I

should have accepted his statement, received the dog back
and returned his moDey, but I did not know Mr. Maitin and
I knew no reason why a bona fide sale having been made it

should not be strictly carried out. I had had the dog exam-
ined, knew her to be in ibe required condition and had
proved that she was to. All this made me believe that what-
ever was wrong was not at my end, and I determined to in-

sist upon the sale being carried out, whereupon after much
threatening and abuse from Martin be laid the matter before

the A. K. C-, the charge being that I bad sold him a dog,

guaranteeing her to be in whelp when she was not so. The
A. K. C. decided that the charge was not sustained and it was
dismissed and I was then held to be justified in the course ihat

I had taken.

Now we come to the part of the story where I am chiefly

attacked and where it is most difficult for me to reply, and I

ask again that the readers of this letter will follow my facts

closely.

After making the first charge against me it came to my
knowledge for tbe first time that I bad sold Martin "Bejnice"

instead of "Consequence." My first impulse was to write at

ance to Martin telling him of the mistake that had been made
and offering to exchange the dogs forthwith, but my solici-

tors, whose advice I followed throughout, urged me not to

take any decided position with regard to the identily of tbe

dog until after the decision of the Advisory Committee,
which was expected to be favorable, because they stated that

my explanation and apology to Martin would come with
much greater force after I had been acquitted on the charge
of fraud than if made while the investigation was still pend-
ing. This was the position of affairs at the time referred to.

My solicitors, although denying me the right to address Mar-
tin or the public press, allowed that it would he quite proper
to communicate privately to Martin through some outside
person the fact of the mistake in the does, and I accordingly
told Mr. Mortimer to notify Martin and to offer to make an
exchange, which I have no doubt that gentleman did. The
A.TL C. made matters worse at this time by entertaining a

new charge against me of having sold the wrong dog to W ar-

tin. This was unfair to me because I had had no notice of

any such charge, and therefore was not able to do myself jus-

tice with regard to it. Had this charge been preferred at the
fin>t my solicitors would have advised me, so they slate, to

explain facts fully to the Board, to admit the mistake and
make proper restitution forthwith, in which easel think the
Committee would not have disqualified me and all this trou-

ble would have been avoided, but let it be borne in mind that

at thisti.ne I was in my solicitors' hands, acting under their

advice, which was to make no offer to Martin until after the
Committee had disposed of my case. My solicitors, of course,

had no notice any more than I had, that this second charge
had been preferred.

Now I am free to admit that from the time it came to my
knowledge that Martin had got tbe wrong dog,he had a right
to complain and he had the right either to sue for the money
he had paid me or to demand an exchange of the does. My
solicitors told me that he had a right to .sue for the money
and that he would demand it, which he afterwards did by
letter threatening action. I was iii hopes that he would con-
tent himself wiih asking for delivery of Consequence, but
when he made his claim for the money and 1 was told I

would be obliged to pay it, I advertised both Consequence
and Rejoice for sale.supposing that Rejoice would be returned
to me and I would have both dogs on my hands. I am much
blamed for having done this ; it has been urged that I did it

fraudulently to obtain an unfair advantage and to deceive the
public. I ask the readers of this letter to remember that I

had been told I had to repay Martin $100 which he had paid
me, that I would be out the $100 and have the two dogs on
my hands, and I naturally was most anxious to dispose of
them. Is there fraud ia that ? I think not. I fail to see the
sting in the charge.
Now many will say at this point of my statement, '' Why

did you not at once offer to exchange the dogs, to give to

Martin the dog that he had bought and to take back the dog
that he had not bought and to pay to him the expenses which
he had incurred or would incur in the exchange?" It has
been publicly stated that I refused to do this, that I would
not do justice to Martin, that I intended to maintain the
wrong position that I was in. It has been said that had I

offered to place Martin in his original position, to exchange
tbe dogs and pay the expenses that then I would have been
free from blame, that then my story about the innocent mis-
take in connection with the dogs would have been believed

;

that nobody would have censured me but all would have ad-
mitted that I had done my best to make matters right. Well,
that is exactly the course that I pursued and a letter was
written by my solicitors on my behalf and under mv direc-

tions offering to forward Cousequence and to receive back
Rejoice, and to pay all expenses in connection with the ex-
change. If it is desired my solicitors will send to any person
asking for it a copy of the letter.

I am writing facts now, all of which can be verified and all

of which are absolutely true.

The position taken by Martin was one calculated to pre-
vent any amicable settlement of the nnatter because after he
had received ray offer, after I had admitted my mistake,
after I had allowed that he bad been misled through my mis-
take, and after he had demanded his money back, he adver-
tised in "American Field" that the dog "Consequence"
was his and that I bad no right to advertise it for sale. Re-
member this advertisement appeared after he had written
making a legal demand for $100 paid me by mistake for the
dog " Consequence." Now if he had a claim for the money
then I had the ownership of the dog. If I paid him $100
I had the right to sell the dog ; he was blowing hot and cold
claiming the money and the dog both, and at tbe same time
fuming and blusterine in the papers and among his friends in

such a way that one *ould have thought he had never had a
dog at all from me and had paid $100 for nothing, whereas
in fact he knew thai an honest mistake hud been made, he
had in his possession all the time a dog equally valuable and
had been breeding from her and making money out of her
from the beginning to the end. Why *»ven at the last he
offered to keep Rejoice and let me have Consequence if I

would pay him the small sum of $25 difference.

After my offer of exchange and to pay the expenses was
made, several letters passed to and fro between Martin and

my solicitors, also telegrams, each one containing some differ-

ent proposition on Martin's part, he evidently wishing to

prolong the discussion and make as much newspaper capital

for himself as he possibly could. The result, however, has
been what it should have been upon the receipt of my solici-

tor' first letter namely : I have shipped Consequence to bim
at my expense, he hands Rejoice over to my agent in San
Francisco, retaining her progeny which is no doubt of value.

Consequence has no pups and 1 have realized nothing from
her.

It is easy to theorize upon mistakes of this kind. 1 have
suggested that the dog I sent to Martin possibly never reached
him, but was changed on the way; these things have occurred
before. In transportation the dog went through three hands,
there may have been an accident on the way. This, of couise,

world be denied by tha officials, and no one has ever followed

it up.

That the mistake was made by me in the identity of the

dogs there is no doubt, but after I discovered it 1 did every-

thing in my power under my solicitors' directions to remedy
the mistake and to do justice to the wronged parly. I have re-

frained from justifying my conduct in the public prints, and
have allowed the strictures of Martin and his friends to pass

unnoticed for the reasons given that I was advised to delay my
reply to the charges made until after the l^gal dispute be-

tween the parties had been settled.

Martin has traded upon the fact that a mistake was made,
and that I admitted the mistake, and he has deliberately ac-

cused me of fraud, although he had and could have no proof.

It suited him and his friends to do so, and they were glad to

have an opportunity of attacking me when backed with the
decision of the A. K. C. apparently against me.
There is deliberate malice in their attacks, otherwise why

did they continue their libellous newspaper articles after full

justice had been offered to them? If would be easy for me to

show Martin's motives in what has been done and to follow

his lead in a course of slander and abuse, he has laid himself
open to it, but no useful end can be served by that. It is

enough for me to state the true facts as they occurred, which I

have done as shortly and succinctly as possible. I leave the

case in the hands of the public and ask that injtheir judgment
I be relieved from the charges of fraud and dishonesty which
have been cast upon me.

I also trust that outside of the general public my explana-
tion will be read with some interest by the members of the
Advisory Committee of the A. K. C. Yours, etc.,

Toronto, July 24, 1894. G. Bell.

The German " G-ebrauchshund."

Over three hundred hunting permits (Jagdscheine) are

issued annually in Germany, and fully as many persons in-

dulge there in the hunting sport. Probably the tenth part

of these huntsmen have hunting grounds of their own, cr

have rented them. Hunting preserves are but few in that

country, and they are, as a rule, the property of the rulers or

nobility. All of the sportsmen who control hunting grounds,
and a great many more who enjoy sport merely through the
courtesy of those who have such hunting grounds, keep at

least one hunting dog. The great majority of German hunt-
ers cannot afford or do not care to own more than one dog,
and owing to the comparative great variety of game found in

tbe larger portion of Germany, they are obliged to choose a
dog capable of performing all or a great deal of the work for
which otherwise several and different dogs are kept and em-
ployed, such as the pointer or setter, the hound, the blood-
hound, foxhound, the water spaniel and the retiiever. A
dog answeringsuch a manifold purpose is called gebrauchshund,
and this term translated into English means an all-round
hunting dog.

A gebrauchshund may be a German pointer or setter, a wire-
haired dog, which resembles in his appearance our Chesa-
peake Bay dog, and a cross between the English pointer and
a large species of a German poodle. I have before me the
pr< gramme for a trial of such dogs, araanged by the " Verein
zur Prufung von Gebrauchshunden zur Jagd " (Association
for Trying Hunting Dogs), which serves for conveying to

your readers a fair idea of the work expected to be performed
by the modern gebrauchshund. The dogs thus tried will be
judged upon the following basis

:

(1) The dog must easily be led on the line when bis mas-
ter is stalking game in the forest, keep close to the left side

of the hunter, display no tendency to push ahead, nor allow
himself to be pulled along.

(2) He must readily lie down, lined or unlined, when so
commanded, and keep perfectly quiet while his master is ap-
proaching or stalking game, and must not rise or hark when
a shot is fired.

(3) When th^ dog is employed in searching for game in
heavy cover he must never advance from his master further
than shooting distance, roust not take up the fresh trail of
game, should point game firmly, and must await command
before retrieving killed game.

(4) He must follow the trail of a wounded hare, fox or
cat for a distance of at least five hundred yards, and retrieve
the game, when found, to his master.

(5) The dog must follow the trail of a wounded deer, and
after having found the dead or mortally wounded animal
commence to bark and continue to bark until his master ar-

rives; or the dog must return to the hunter and by motion
or action give the latter to understand that the game has
been located, and must bring him to the spot.

(6) When the dog is substituted for a beater (man) he
must endeavor to driv* game found in heavy cover in the di-

rection where the hunter has taken bis position, must never
follow a fresh trail, and must returu immediately to his mas-
ter when called back.

(7) The dog must not be susceptible to ordinary obstacles
when working in shallow or deep water, must make a thor-
ough search for waterfowl in heavy cover, and must keep
within shooting distance of his master.

(N) In doing field work the drg must combine swiftness
with endtirai ce, point firmly, follow moving birds slowly and
cautiously, lie down and return to his master whenever so
commanded, whether he has the scent of game or not.

(9) He must be strictly obedient and respond promptly
to the call or motion of his master ; he must never pursue
game unless commanded to do so, and must either lie down or
sit down after the sho»,

(10) In retrieving game the dog must take a firm hold of
the dead or crippled animal, return without delay to his
master with it. sit down before tbe latter, and surrender read-
ily the game at command. He must never damage game in
retrieving.

(11) He must quickly back a pointing partner, should not
display any jealousy nor attempt to rush by the pointing
dog.

(12) The dog must be courageous, must at command kill

either cat or fox, or at least bring them to bay.

(13). He must never allow himself to be templed to leave
the side of his master in view of game, must follow wounded
game when commanded to do so, must retrieve it at long dis-

tances for his master, and while doing so must not take any
notice of sound game coming in his way.

(14). The dog most be a reliable retriever under all reas-

onably difficult conditions. He must not mind such obstacles
as ditches, low fences, etc.

I think the foregoing will suffice to show that German
sportsmen tax the intelligence of a dog pretty severely. But
I can assure your readers that there are dogs in existence per-
forming all, or nearly all, the work described quite well.

While I have never seen a gebrauchshund that would equal
a full-blooded pointer or setter in the field, some of these
German all-ronnd dogs have come to my notice which fill the
places of our pointers or setters at ieatnered game very satis-

factorily. Of course a thoroughbred pointer or setter can
never take the place of a Gebrauchshund.—Armin Tenner in

American Field.

New EDgland Field Trials.

The Board of Governors of the New England Field Trials

Club have at last decided that it would be advisable to run

trials this fall, and they have concluded to have a members'

stake run, says the Providence Journal. Two open events

have been held in the last three years, the fix'ure last year

having been omitted, owing to the lack of birds. The club

has been run for the purpose of testing the New England
shooting dogs, and this fact has been tbe means of keeping
the trials within the rule of amateurs. There were profes-

sional handlers, to be sure, in some instances, but they did
not represent large kennels, and they did not capture all the
money prizes. The idea of the New England Club has al-

wavs been to favor the amateur, for it is with this class that

true sport predominates. The fixture would, like the pre-

vious ones, have been open this year had it not been for the

law of Massachusetts that prohibits the shooting of quail this

year. For this reason it was deemed best to confine it to

members of the club. The trials will be run on the club's

preserve at Assonet during the week commencing October
22d. Babbitt, the keeper of the grounds, reports that birds

were never so plentiful. The natives that were left over from
last year have all bred., and many birds have been liberated

on the grounds. N. Wallace has been selected as judge. He
judged the fixture in connection with W. Coster two years

ago, and gave good satisfaction. This idea of having but one
judge will be watched with interest by many of the trials that

will be held later. It has been customary to have three

judges, but from some of the articles that have been written

by disappointed exhibitors and replied to by thejudges in re-

lation to awards made last year in the South, it would seem
that this suggestion offered a possible settlement of tbe judg-

ing controversy. A charge of $10 will be made to nominate
and ?5 additional to start. This is another innovation. The
idea has been to charge a small fee to nominate, and then a

larger one to start. This has been the means of getting a

number of nominations, but in many instances few starters,

whereas if a larger fee is asked to nominate, it will make a

larger purse, and there will be less chances of so many drop-

ping out. The event will undoubtedly bring together the

finest lot of field dogs ever seen in New England.—Turf,

Field and Farm.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

SALES.

Geo. Herrmann, San Francisco, has sold a collie dog pup
by Hero (Clifton Hero S622—Madge Wildfire 8729) out of

Fannie of Nesseldown (Ch. Wellsbourne Charlie—Adila

Wonder), whelped June 13, 1894 to D. W. Donnelly, San
Mateo.
Glenmore Kennels. West Berkeley, has sold the Irish

setter dog Glenmore Clipper (Sagax Tearaway—Elchos Maid)
whelped May 8,1893 to Milton Garrett, Oakland, Cal.

D. W. Donnelly, San Mateo, has sold the collie dog
Blondie (Fordhook Paragon—Floss) to A. B. Ford, San
Mateo.

WHELPS.

Glen more Kennels' ( West Berkeley) I rish setter bitch

Belle C. whelped July 25th six, three dogs, to same owners'

Barrymore (Finglas—Ch. Ruby Glenmore).

"rod.
A four-foot sword fish was recently captured at Avalon.

Chas. Green caught S00 trout near Garcia's from Wednes-
day to Monday last.

John Parr caught a trout in the Kaweah river near Pozues

that measured two feet in length.

A sturgeon was recently captured in the Caspian sea that

weighed 1,440 pounds, its head weighed 228 pounds, and it

contained 120 pounds of roe.

Trout fishing is said to be very good in Colusa county. A
correspondent of the Colusa Sun stales that be captured om

hundred large trout in one hour and forty-five mioutes.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph I'Homniedieu, Frank Gasaway and

Miss Mess have returned from an outing at Lake Tahoe. The

party caught 101 trout in two days fishing. The abalone

spoon didthekilling. The ladits proved themselves as skill-

ful anglers as the gentlemen.

A party of Los Angeles sportsmen, consisting of Dr. W. L.

Graves, H. P. Anderson, A. J. Salisbury, Dr. E. R, Smith;

J. A. Chanslor, Fred Lyon and J. D. Witmer are enjoying

tbe superb trout fishing of tbe upper Kern and Whitney

creek. Their train is composed of nine saddle and six pack

horses. A cook and herder accompany tbe party.

The glowing stories told in Tom Lane's hearing of tb<

splendid fishing up Angels creek, induced that gentleman ti

try his luck there one morning recently. He did not care foi

company, so stole away quietly while yet the morning star

were singing together. He returned about noon, tired, hot

dusty and wiser than he went, for the stream was dry anc

there was not a fish within ten miles of there.

i
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

The Summek, Trotting Meeting.—The somewhat high

expectations which I indulged in last week in regaid to the

trotting meeting, which opens to-day, from present appear-

ances were none too high. An intended visit to the Bay

District track had to be postponed, but from the reports of

everyone I have conversed with, and who have been constant

visitors at the track during the week, the horses are present in

large numbers, and, what is better, are moving fast and with

such vim as to promise the grandest kind of grand contests.

The up-country horses have yet to arrive, and an owner of

horses which were still at work on the Oakland track sent a

message to his trainer to bring them over at once, as there

was a chance tnat stall-room would be limited. The num-
ber of boxes is so large, in order to meet the wants of the gal-

lopers, that a contingency of that kind was not anticipated

Therefore it is as nearly assured as can be that there will be

large fields in all the classes, and fast and excitiog races.

With this assurance there should be a big attendance. As
was stated in the paper of last week the appointments of the

Bay Distric} course are superior to any other on the Coast

and the facilities for getting there and the return journey
could scarcely be bettered. Now that the horses are in such

force it will be passing strange if the attendance is not satis-

factory. There should be a very full showing of the citizens

of San Francisco. Breeding and rearing fast horses is one of

the great industries of California. For the production of the

highest type of light harness horses it has gained the very

highest rank.

For years California-bred horses have successfully com-
peted on the main tracks of the country with the best of

the world. At Denver, Council Bluffs, Minneapolis, East
Saginaw, Detroit, Cleveland, they have gained many victo-

ries, won such good races as to elicit hearty plaudits. When-
ever a California-bred horse starts on race course or trotting

track away from home it is a star attraction. Sectional

preferences are overcome by the force of merit, and when Oc-

cidentals are on the bills there are crowded stands and fields

packed with equipages. And by the way, the claim that

the denizens of large towns could only be attracted by racing

does not hold good at the present time in the East. At all

the places mentioned "high society" turned out in force.

The [old families of Detroit, and the city on the straights has

plenty of blue blood, graced the track in all the glory which
fashion presents, and though the track was difficult to reach

there was no lack of the foremost people of the old town.

There and at Cleveland the new grand stands were filled to

overflowing, and the supply of private boxes inadequate to

the demand. Never before such a display of beauty, wealth

and fashion on these grounds, and it is safe to say that the

coming trotting meetings at Chicago and New York will tell

the same story. As a "social function," harness sports in Amer-
ica should be supported. Light harness horses in perfection

are purely American, and were it not for the apirjg after for-

eign fashions and the debauchment of tastes which follow this

servile imitation of what is foreign, there could be no com-
parison, from an aesthetic standpoint, when the American
trotter and the best of the European harness horses are

brought into juxtaposition.

From a business point of view everything should be done
to encourage a metropolitan meeting, at which our horses

could display their qualities. There is a very large amount
of capital invested in breeding light harness horses in Cali-

fornia. Scarcely a county without a "large establishment;"

in some of them several. The large breeders are supplemented
by a vast number of people who breed a few, the total far

beyond what a person not posted in the business would
imagine. The large breeders can send their horses East, hav-

ing the means and opportunities for selecting the best for an
Eastern campaign, the person with limited capital must
depend on home markets and home premiums. The autumn
fairs is all that the country can do to encourage the horse

industry ; San Francisco could give two or three meetings
during the year with profit to all concerned.

As a recreation trotting has few, if any, objectionable feat-

ures. It is not likely that it will be turned into a mere ad-

junct of gambling, and, under the regulations which usually

prevail, it may be classed as a " clean sport." Not that it is

beyond contamination. Far from it. There are people con-

nected with trotting horse affairs who would sanction the in-

troduction of baneful features from a desire to gain pecuniary

benefits for themselves ; others who are misled by arguments
that the objectionable phases are not so bad ; that they are

a necessary concomitant of all kinds of sport on which there

is a chance for speculation, and that by incorporating them
in harness contests the money returned will be increased.

Fortunately, however, the great bulk of owners of trotters

and breeders of trotters do not concur in these views, and
though the danger is heightened by participation in prac-

tices which are condemned by the *' community at large,"

when it is obvious that it is only a temporary lapse, the trans-

gression will be condoned.
It may appear to some of those who read of the great do-

ings of our horses in the East that all California horses of

any pretentions are away from home. Those who have seen

the home division which are now taking their preliminary
work on the Bay District track have better information.

Paradoxical though it may seem, the absence of such cracks

as Azote, Oro Wilkes, Mary Best, and others which could be

named, will make better racing, though there are worthy
competitors left, if not quite up to the very top notch. I

have not the least hesitancy in predicting that there will be

convincing proofs at the coming meeting that the home
guard is capable of sustaining the honors which the Eastern
campaigners have won.

Little mention has been made of fast trials, though some
of them have been startling. A better guerdon of close and
fast contests is the uniform good work which has been done.

Trainers are becoming cautious of giving miles up to the
full capacity of their horses, preferring to leave a margin
which can be drawn upon in the races. This is surely sound
judgment, and with plenty of work to give endurance, occa-

sional brushes and fast last quarters to promote the speed,the

main point, performing well in races is a reasonable hope.

Postscript—Since the above was written I have visited

the track and was gratified to find it in good shape. This
was Thursday,|and on Wednesday it was reported to be other-

wire, some contending it was bad and others that it was not
good. One day had made a great deal of difference, the
loose dirt on top had been scraped off and the low places
filled. I questioned several drivers and all reported that it

was in good shape, a few deeming it a little too hard, all

agreeing that it would be a fast track by Saturday.
Better proof yet is that the horses are working satisfactorily.

Wednesday, when the track was not so good, Wayland W.
worked a mile in 2:14}, and that so easily as to warrant the
belief that he could knock off a big bunch of seconds. Gos-
siper went "an easy mile" in 2:16, and so far as could be
learned speed was a common display. Over two hundred
horses in the stalls, the consensus of belief being the best lot

of horses ever assembled on a California track. The " green
horses" elicit plaudits on all sides, and- it is safe to assert

that so far as the horses are concerned the meeting will be
eminently satisfactory.

*
* *

"(Hope Springs Eteenal."—So wrote the poet, though

the completion of the couplet :
" in the human breast, man

never is but always to be blest," is not appropriate to the pur-

pose that I seek in taking the trio of words for a text. " Hope
on, hope forever " is nearer the motto which inspires one in

breeding and training trotters—pacers are not so likely to

call for more than an ordinary share of optimism—and to

give full scope for the imagination a person should breed and

train them himself, and, consequently, his operations must be

on a limited scale. The large breeder, the man who has from

a score to several score of annual progeny, is not likely to

keep striving to overcome faulty action, or persistently labor

to increase speed which is slow to come. However many
trainers he employs, when one of the pupils is dull it is dis-

carded and all the attention given to those which are bright.

There are few " born trotters," and the man who has a small

supply of tickets has little chance in the lottery with 6uch a

sweeping majority of blanks. He must do the best he can

with the raw material in his hands, and if denied "phenoms,"

he must endeavor to cultivate latent powers, try device after

device with the hope that his patience will be rewarded by
striking on that which will remove the bar to progress.

There are reasons for " hoping against hope." Plenty of

cases in trotting history to give confidence even after many,
very many failures. We have all heard the story of Maud
S. and the dog. How she hitched, hobbled and single-footed

until the big dog and bigger bark taught her a better method
of progression. Another tale not so well known is also an
apt illustration. During the war a Mr. Avery of Louisville

had a grandson of Pilot Jr., his dam of American Eclipse

blood. He was a gaited saddle horse, and likewise at times

would show a trotting step, but the propensity to take the

saddle gaits interfered with advancement. Harvey B. Ring
had a contract to furnish hard bread for a division of the

army, his bakery a few miles from Louisville. Mr. R— was
quite la horseman, and the owner of the Old Bull gelding.

Thinking that road work would be beneficial, loaned him to

the contractor, who usually made two trips a day between the

city and the bakery. The horse was very quiet, would stand

without being " hitched," and one occasion a huge pile of

empty barrels fell, rolling in front of the horse, an appalling

spectacle to him, doubtless, as he wheeled and started for

Louisville on a gallop, but caught the trot before he ran far,

and from that to the stable struck a gait which surprised all

who saw the runaway. From that time on he was a docile

pupil and not very long after the frantic episode was trotting

in races. The incident suggested a name, Hardbread, which
he wore with a good deal of distinction ; rechristened Jim
Rockey, and afterwards Chicago adding to his fame by scor-

ing 2:24} as long ago as 1868. An eventful career, something
after the stamp of the "high-mettled racer" described in

song, as the last I heard of him was hauling a rag and bottle

cart in San Francisco. The late E. A. Buck authorized me
to offer Henry Graves $13,000 for him, which was refused.

But accident has not the chance to make trotters nowa-
days that it had before the era of appliances and adjuncts to

correct faulty action. What with the various forms of shoes,

toe weights, spreaders, hobbles, gaiting poles, improved boots

and then bits and harness of so many designs, that altogether

the equipment of harness horses are so numerous as to be be-

yond the knowledge of men who may be termed at the head

of the profession of training trotters ; failure to accomplish

with some of the devices will prompt the trial of others.

Hopes are strengthened by what would appear to debar ex-

pectations of improvement. When the pupil has not proper
action to trot fast when that fault is remedied there is nearly

sure to be an increase of speed. The owner who trains his

own horses has the greatest incentive to pursue. As stated

before the large breeder has an opportunity for selection, the

man with a few colts has not. The public trainer is not de-

sirous of taking animals which are dull of comprehension,

and when they fail to benefit by his teachings are sent away.

The owner of the few is forced to do all be can to develop

the slow scholar, especially in these days when sales are

dull. They have to be fed and keeping them in training does

not add materially to the cost. For instance, he has only

enough to keep two men, and we will suppose that six are in

the string. Two of them are " hard cases," but six will not

entail but little more cost than four. I am writing of colts

in ordinary training when there is not the necessity for so

much attention as is demanded by horses which are to be

raced in a short time, and, with the owner to drive, two

grooms will do all the other work thoroughly, in fact with

all the elaborateness that will be beneficial. It may be that

the four which show greater promise than their companions
are far from being gifted with speed, which will go on and on

like the brook which gains impetus from every tributary rill.

All may be of the dilatory order and then it might be con-

sidered a " forlorn hope," though at the same time not beyond

reasonable expectation of fulfillment. If one course has

proved barren'of good result another is tried ; the failure of

many does not preclude ultimate success,and even when there

is only a slight thread to depend upon that may prove the

saving strand.

* *
Bitter and Lasting.—The prejudice which was very

generally entertained some years ago against near crosses of

thoroughbred blood in fast trotters is hard to overcome. Nar-

rowed, however, in the main confined to a few writers who

apparently are determined to adhere to statements made long

ago, to stick to the ground which was marked for them to

camp upon by their chief, and who, at least, have the merit
of constancy. Determined to keep the vessel in commission
that was so heavily ladened with inconsistencies, the flag fly-

ing, which bore the legend I' No quarter to thoroughbreds,"
no matter if the wind had change! and few passengers were
left. The same old sails and rigging, the battered hulk and
opening seams, very different from the gayly bedecked craft
which made a gallant appearance at first launching, though
her timbers were unsound from the first. Her lines were
drawn by a bitterly prejudiced constructor, and her arma-
ment, though modeled after the Chinese system, gave the
semblance of power. Huge cannonades which roared defiance,
plenty of stinkpots to hurl at her adversaries, gibbets and
chains to frighten those who had the temerity to oppose her
progress. There were a few who were not frightened by the
din. The clash and clatter of drums, gongs and all the other
contrivances to make hideous noise, were known to be harm-
less, and though there was a measure of annoyance in being
subjected to abuse and ridicule that was not sufficient to de-
ter them from following the prescribed course.
On one of the large breeding farms the test was thorough.

When the proprietor became satisfied that near crosses of
the thoroughbred blood in fast trotters might be advantage-
ous he determined to give it a fair trial. He was not fright-
ened by the numerous prophesies of absolute failure, and
could not be swayed by theorists who had little practical
knowledge of the business. The theorists promulgated their
views with farcical presumption. Iterating and reiterating
that horses with near crosses of thoroughbred could not trot
fast, and would not if they could, those that possessed the
"pernicious" composition did trot fast, won races and kept
winning them. Forced to admit that there were instances of
success, that horses thus bred might trot themselves, they
would be useless as " producers." The most fallacious idea
they claimed, that the "half-and-half" nondescripts could
procreate the qualities they had demonstrated to be their in-
heritance, and whoever entertained so absurd a belief " a
liar and a horse thief." This is likely to prove just as absurd
a presumption as the others. The half-and-half. Expressive
and Altivo are showing their capacity beyond the power of
quibbling to decry, and the get of the half-and-half Azote
and Cobweb, are carrying conviction to all but those who are
so full of prejudice as to be incapable of overcoming the bit-

ter passion.

But then comes the story that the dam of Azote should be
given all the credit of the performance, and one writer avers
that * he (Azote) is so thoroughiy charged with blood of
Hambletonian 10 that the occasion for wonder is not that
he trots fast, but that he could by any means fail to do so."

Now there is a four-year-old from the dam of Azote by
Clay which is just as thoroughly charged with the blood
of Hambletoniaa 10, and Josie has had other foals that did
not trot. According to the writers, Clay should be infin-

itely superior to the half-and-half Whips, bnt the proof is

lacking. In fact, there are proofs that Whips has done
better than his great sire Electioneer from the same mares.
Thus the dam of Cobwebs has had eight foals, two by Elec-
tioneer, and one each by Whips, Clay, Liberty Sontag, Lot-
tery, Electricity and Azmoor, the last-named foaled in 1893.
One of the Electioneers died, but the other, Commoneer,
foaled 1886, two years older than Cobwebs, has not yet
approached the circle in which Cobwebs has gained so
good a place. Then Lady Thorne Jr., the dam of Navi-
land, had five foals by Electioneer, her single offspring by
the half-and-half Whips far superior. The most striking

illustration, however, of the "potency" of the half-and-half
Palo Alto stallions is the Azmoor—Emma Robson filly,

Rowena. Emma Robson had four foals by Electioneer,
one by General Benton, one by Clay, one by Azmoor and
two by Advertiser. One of the Electioneers died, the
others, with records of 2:27i, 2:28f, 2:32. The single Az-
moor got a yearling record of 2:37, and when two years
old trotted in 2:17, ten and a half seconds better than
Electioneer. To intensify this according to the logic of

the writers, Emma Robson is by Woodburn, her dam Lady
Belmont (Williamson's) grandam Puss, by Lance, son of

American Eclipse.

Tut writer quoted opens his article on the 2:10 or better

gelding thus :
" Azote, 2:09|, bears the distinction of being

the first trotter by a half-bred sire to enter the 2:10 list,"

and accounts for it by the triple cross of Hambletonian. I

am far from questioning the value of the dam in the produc-

tion, but insist that the daughter of Enquirer should have
her share of the credit. There is a quintette of these illus-

trious geldings, and it is safe to say that the ratio is greatly

fn favor of that one half-bred sire. A sound assertion to make
that the proportion would be at least twenty to one, prob-

ably fifty to one, of trotting geldings by sires other than half-

bred, were it possible to secure a list. Azote, Little Albert,

Walter E. and Jay-Eye-See are the famous members of the

unsexed class, and the closing paragraph reads as follows :

" The breeding of Jay-Eye-See is on established lines, the

Hambletonian-Pilot Jr. combination having demonstrated

its worth in an impressive manner, but it cannot be said that

any precedent was followed in the breeding of the first two

named. In the case of Walter E. and Lord Clinton neither

sire nor dam has produced anything else; Little Albert stands

alone to the credit of his dam, while the dam of Jay-Eye-See

is a triple producer, and two of her sons have sired and two

of her daughters have produced standard speed. Thus, with

all its peculiarities, the list of 2:10 geldings teaches the

strong lesson that to uniformly produce trotting speed the

breeder must keep within trotting lines."

That is surely queer reasoning. After showing that only

one of the five was free from peculiar breeding, " the breeder

must keen within trotting lines," is rather peculiar advice.

I shall assuredly agree with him, however, that Jay-Eye-See

is " bred on established lines," though on exactly the same
foundation as Azote. The dam of Jay-Eye-See was a half-

bred mare, the sire of Azote a half-bred horse, both having

the same near cross of thoroughbred, in both instances one

of the grandams " strictly thoroughbred." Another similar-

ity, both having a cross of Lexington. That Lexington strain

is quite prevalent in 2:10 or better trotters. Sunol, Fantasy,

carry it, and when the sire of Lexington, Boston, is taken,

Palo Alto and Maud S. are included ;
six of the very fast

company with Boston blood to aid in gaining the place.

Without going to the records, jotting them down from mem-
ory, and I have an even score, taking rejected figures into the

calculation. Guy and Stamboul are the outsiders. Direc-

tum and Moquette will make seven with near-by strains of

thoroughbred; they are not very far ofl in Fantasy, Alix,

Kremlin, Ariori, Hulda and Little Albert. Six of the list

with the strain so near as the second remove, that is one-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 112.]
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Closing Days of Marysville Fair.

FBJDAY, JULY 27.

There was a much larger attendance at the rare track yes-

terday than on any previous day, the carriage enclosure being

well filled, and there being a much larger crowd on the grand

stand, says the Marysville Appeal of Saturday.

The road to the track was very dusty, however, and the

ride was anything but agreeable.

Hon. E. A. Davis, G. W. Hutchins and J. H. Kimball

again acted as judges. W. P. Harkey, Wilber Smith and J.

S. Shaner held the watches during the afternoon.

The 2:35 trot was won by John Bury, but had the driver

of Elisa S. been able to keep her on her feet she would have

won.

The pacing race brought out Eeven starters, and the Wood-

land mare, Videtta, won the first heat in 2:1S, but Eric won

the other three in succession.

The special trot was not a very ^satisfactory one to those

who had money in the pools.

For the 2:35 class trot the following horses started : The

Vendome Stock Farm, of San Jose, named John Bury; John

Stevenson, of Marysville, named Elisa S. ;
George Gray, of

Haywards, named Voltag ; H: C. Boice, of Hanford, named
Belle Packer.

First heat—Elisa S. sold favorite at $10, the field $7. After

scoring six times they received the word to go, and started at

a slow gait, Elisa S. soon getting oft' her feet and John Bury
following suit, but quickly recovering. When the quarter

was reached John Bury was in the lead, followed by Yolta

and Belle Packer. The driver of Elisa S. tried to improve

hi6 position, but she got off her feet again and was never in

the heat. The half was reached in 1:16 by John Bury, who
trotted'homean easy winner in 2:34. Volta was second, Belle

Packer third and Elisa S. last.

Second heat—No pools were sold. There was no time

wasted in scoring, and soon after they had received the word

John Bury got off his feet and Elisa S. assumed the lead,

reaching the half in 1:13. They came into the homestretch

with Elisa S. in the lead, John Bury being close up. Bunch,

his driver, was soon busy with his whip, but he could not

catch the mare, who won easily in 2:25}, rielle Packer third,

Volta being distanced.

Third heat—Elisa S. again sold favorite at $10, the field

$4. Elisa got off her feet but Bhe caught again handily,

and then John Bury went off his feet. The favorite

reached the quarter in 39} and the half in 1:12. Coming
on to the homestretch Elisa S. got off her feet and lost

her position but was still in the lead. ComiDg down the

stretch Ed. Mercer, the driver of Elisa S., crossed over

and took the pole, and then won easily. The judges gave

the heat to John Bury, and placed Elisa S. second for not

maintaining her position in the stretch, the rules being im-

perative. Belle Packard was third.

The horses for the pacing, 2:25 class, were then called

on the track. There were seven beautiful animals, and pools

soon commenced to sell lively. Some of the best drivers

on the track were behind the horses, and a great race was
anticipated.

In the fourth heat of the 2:35 class, Elisa S. sold favorite

at $10, the field $7. Elisa S. got ofl her feet at the start,

and John Bury took the lead, Belle Packer being second,

and the mare a long distance behind. Going up the back
stretch Elisa S. improved her position, but when the half

was reached John Bury was still fifteen lengths in the lead.

The mare then commenced to travel at a fast clip, and passed

Belle Packer but was unable to reach John Bury, who won
handily in 2:26*.

For the 2:25 class pace the following horsees started: Wil-
liam M. Sinclair of Eureka named Bell, Richard Gird of

Los Angeles named Thera, C. A. Durfee of Los Angeles
named Ketchum, George W. Woodard of Yolo Darned Vi-
detta, the Vendome Stock Farm of San Jose named Our Boy,

C. W. Godard of Sacramento named Lady Charlotte. George
Gray of Haywards named Eric.

FirBt heat—Videtta sold at $10, Our Boy $10, the field $5.

There was very little scoring, and they were let go to a beau-
tiful start. Videtta and Lady Charlotte were in the lead

when the quarter was reached in 36 ; at the half Videtta
was still in the lead, Lady Charlotte second, Eric and Our
Boy following, the time being made 1:09. Coming on to the
homestretch Our Boy improved bis position but Videtta won
handily in the fast time of 2:18, Our Boy third, Lady Char-
lotte fourth, Thera fifth, Ketchum 6ixth, Bell last.

Videlte sold favorite in tbe pools at $10, Our Boy $5, the
field $4. There was little scoring, and after receiving the

word they went off at a very fast clip, Videtta leading at the

quarter in 0:34, Our Boy and Eric being next. Going up the
backstretch the Yolo mare went faster and reached the half

in 1:06A. She kept up the gait up to the homeslretch, when
Eric and Our Boy closed up. Half-way down the stretch

Videtta died away, the pace having been loo fast, and was
passed by Eric, Our Boy and Ketchum. Eric jogged home
an easy winner in 2:18A, Our Boy was Fecond, Ketchum
third, Videtta fourth, Lady Charlotte fifth, Thera sixth, Bell

being distanced.

Third heat—Eric sold favorite at $10, Videtta $5, the field

$6. They scored repeatedly before they were let go, Our Boy
and Videtta being in the lead, followed by the others in a
bunch. The quarter wan reached in 0:36, and they weut up
the backstretch to the half at a fast clip, the time being 1:09.

They were all bunched except Lady Charlotte coming on to

the homestretch. Coming home Our Boy was in the lead,

followed by Ketchum and Eric, but when half way down Eric
got the second place and closed up on Our Boy. Between
those two there wan a splendid finish, but Our Boy got off his

feet twenty feet from the wire, and Eric won handily in 2:19,

Ketchum third, Thera fourth, Lady Charlotte fifth and Vi-
detta sixth.

The judges then called up the horses in the special trot for

their first heat.

In the fourth heat Eric sold favorite at $10, the field

$5. Our Boy took the lead, followed by Videtta and
Ketchum, which positions they maintained for half the dis-

tance. There was no material change until Videtta and Our
Hov left their feet after the three-quarter pole was passed.
Coming down the homestretch it looked as if Thera would
win, but Eric had plenty of wind and won handilv in 2:20,

Ketchum third, Videtta fourth, Lady Charlotte fifth, Our
Boy last. Time, 2:20.

For the special trot, purse $300, the following horses

started : G. W. Woodard named Lucy B., C. A. Durfee named
Lenore, Richard Gird named Irene Crocker, A. L. Hinds
named Hera, George Gray named Fallacy.

First heat—Lucy B. sold favorite in the pools for $10,

Lenore $5, the field $5. There was some delay at the' start,

and the horses scoied several times before they were let go.

Sood after startiog Hera ran away with Hinds and did not

commence to trot until she had passed the quarter 200 yards.

Lenore and Irene Crocker were in the lead when half the

distance had been traveled, Lucy B. being close up. All

except Hera came into the homestretch well bunched, and

they came down the stretch so close together that it was any-

one's race Lucy,B. passed under the wire a neck ahead of

Lenore and Irene Crocker, who made a dead heat for second

place. Fallacy was fourth, Hera distanced, having ran

nearly the entire distance. Time, 2:24}.

Before the second heat Lucy B. sold favorite at $10, the

field $3. There was no scoring and they were let go to a good

start, Lucy B. being m the lead, followed by Lenore and

Ireue Crocker. The quarter was reached in 0:35 and the

half in 1:09 J. There was no change in the positions until

the homestretch was reached, when Lenore and Irene

Crocker went for the favorite, but the mare had too much
speed and won easily in 2:22.

Third heat—There were no pools Fold. Lucy B. was in

the lead at the half in 1.09$, when she got off her feet, but

Durfee with Lenore made no effort to draw away from her.

Coming down the stretch Fallacy went for the race and

passed Lenore, and was going weil when he got off his feet

close to the wire, Lucy B. winning easily.

SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:35 class, purse 8400.

Vendome Stock Farm's b g John Bury, by Antinous 12 11
John Stevenson's bm Elisa S 4 12 2

H. C. Boyce'schm Belle Packer 3 3 3 3

Time, 2134, 2:25k 2:24K, 2;26%.

Pacing, 2:25 class, purse S400.

George Grav's b g Eric, by Richards' Elector 2 111
G. W. Woodard's b m Videtta 14 6 4

Richard Gird's bm Thera 5 6 4 2
C, A. Durfee's bg Ketchum 6 3 3 3
Vendome SUJck Farm's b h Our Boy 3 2 2 6

W. M. Sinclair's ch m Bell 7 dis
Time, 2:18, 2:18^, 2:19, 2:20.

Special trot, purse $200.

G. W. Woodard's Lucy B., by Ales. Button Ill
3. M.Gregory's Fallacy 2 4 2
C. A. Durfee's Lenore 3 2 3

J. Connelly's Irene Crocker 4 3 4
A. L- Hinds' Hera dis

Time, 2:2434. 2:22, 2:22.

SATURDAY, JULY 28.

There was a large attendance at the race track yesterday,

the carriage enclosure beiDg well filled and the stand crowded

during the afternoon, says the Appeal.

The last day of the races always attract a crowd, but the

ladies' tournament helped to swell the number.

It was after 1 o'clock when Marshal Sligar was ordered to

bring the ladies on the track.

The following ladies competed : Miss Debbie Robson, of

Linda; Miss Lottie Coombs, of Marysville; Miss Nettie

Forbes, of San Francisco ; Miss Carrie Cannon,of Yuba City;

Mrs. George L. Jenkins and Miss Lettie Heyl, of Marys-

ville.

G. W. Woodard, J. H Kimball and J. P. Oastott were in

the judges' stand.

After they had walked and cantered past the stand several

times the judges announced that they would render their de-

cision at the Pavilion in the evening.

Three events made up the racing for the closing day of

the fair, and the fastest time made during the day was 2:22.

Stranger was a hot favorite for the 2:22 trot, and he won

after losing one heat to King Orry. Wildwood won tbe two-

year-old trot, and Rainbow the three-year-old.

Hon. E. A. Davis, J. H. Kimball and G. W. Hutchins

acted asjudges, and their decision met with approbation. J.

S. Shaner, W. P. Harkey and A. L. Hinds acted as time-

keepers.

For the 2.22 class trot, purse $500, the following horses

started: William Hogoboom.of Marysville, named Lynmont;
R. H. Newton, of Woodland, named King Orry ; F. Powell,

of Los Angeles, named Lompoc; C A. Durfee, of Los An-
geles, named Nora D ;

George W. Woodard, of Yolo, named
Alex Button Jr ; the Vendome Stock Farm, of San Jose,

named Alviso; W. W. Marshall, of Willows, named Stranger.

First heat—Stranger sold favorite at$10,the field $5, Nora
D. $4. There was considerable delay at the start, the horses

scoring eight times before they received the word to go. Lyn-
mont took the lead, but got off his feet at the first turn, and
then Jimmy Sullivan took Stranger to the front, followed by
Alviso and Lynmont, the others being closely at hand. The
quarter was reached in 0:38, and when the half was reached

in l:12^Stranger was in the lead, followed by Lynmont, Al-

viso and King Orry. Before the stretch was reached the last

named closed up and passed Alviso. The finish was confined

to Lynmont and Stranger, the latter winning with something
to spare in 2:22. King Orry was third, Alviso fourth, Alex.
Button, Jr., fifth, Norah D. sixth and Lompoc last.

Second beat— Stranger still sold favorite at $10, Nora D.

$3, the field $5. In the mutuals Stranger sold favorite

against the field. They scored a number of times before they

were let go, Stranger getting a bad start. Lynmont and
King Orry soon took the lead and trotted hub and hub to the

quarter which was reached in 0:35J. They trotted like a

buggy team to the half, which was reached in 1:09. At the

top of the stretch they were still locked together, and it was a
beautiful race, but before the distance post was reached King
Orry got off his feet, but caught quickly and trotted up to

Lynmont, v ho, when called on left his feet and was beaten
by King Orry in 2:22. Nora D. was third, Strangbr fourth,

Alviso fifth, Alex. Button sixth and Lompoc last.

Third heat—Stranger still sold favorite at $10, Nora D. $5,

the field $5. Iu the mutuals Stranger again sold favorite

against the field. Lompoc was drawu out of the race on ac-

count of being lame. After scoring eleven times tb*e drivers

were warned that if tbey did not come up tocether next
time they would be fined. When they came up Lynmont was
offhis feet and twenty feet behiutl, but they received the word
to go. Stranger at once took the lead, followed by Kiug Orry,
Nora D. and Alviso, Lynmont being out of the race from, the.

start. They went around the track in a procession, Stranger
winning easily. King Orry was second, Nora D. third, Alviso

fourth, Lynmont fifth, Ales. Button Jr., distance. Time,
2:24£, but not official, as the timers did not catch the start.

Fourth heat—No pools were sold. In the mutuels Stranger

sold favorite against the field. They were let go to a beauti-

ful start, Stranger in the lead, and the quarter was reached in

0:36. Going up the backstretch Nora D. went at a good clip

and closed on Stranger, who reached the half in l:l2f. Com-
ing down the stretch Stranger; King Orry and Lynmont
were in the lead, but King could not reach the favorite, who
won easily in 2:26. Lynmont was third.

Stranger got first money, King Orry second, Lynmont
third and Nora D. fourth.

For the 2:40 class tret, two-year-olds, purse $300, the fol-

lowing horses started: Suel Harris, of Sutter county, namad
Vandalia ; D. E. Knight, of Marysville, named Patti Rosa

;

George W. Woodard, of Yolo, named Winnie; C. W. God-
ard, of Sacramento, named Wildwood.

First heat—Patti Rosa sold favorite at $10, the field $10.

There was little scoring, the horses going off to a beautiful

start. Vandalia took the lead, followed by Patti Rosa, who
got off her feet at tbe first turn. Vandalia then took a long
lead, followed by Winnie and Wildweod. After the half was
passed Wildwood went at a faster clip, passed Winnie and
went after Vandalia. Coming down the stretch the two
leaders closed up, but it looked as if Vandalia would win.

When 200 yards from the wire he got off his feet, and Wild-
wood won in a jog in 2:394, Patti Rosa was a poor third and
Winniefourth.
The result was a great surprise, as Vandalia was so far in

the lead going up the backstretch that it looked as if the race

was all over but the shouting.

Second heat-^Wildwood now sold favorite at $10, the field

$6. They received the word to a good start Patti Rosa
took the lead, followed by Wildwood and when the half was
reached they were trotting neckand-neck together. After

the three quarter pole was passed Patti Rosa made a bad
break and Wildwood jogged home an easy winner, Patti

Rosa second and Vandalia ihird. Time, 2:34&.

Wildwood got first money, Patti Rosa and Vaudalia divided

second and third moneys and Winnie got fourth money.
For the 2:40 class trot, three-year-olds, purse $300, the fol-

lowing horses started : Richard Gird, of Los Angeles, named
Nellie W.; Daniel Flint, of Sacramento, named Rainbow;
C. A. Hogoboom, of Marysville, named Hero ; Win. Eddy,
of Tulare City, named Bobby J.

First heat—Nellie W. sold favorite at $10, the field $10.

After receiving the word Worth Ober took Rainbow to the

front, followed by Nellie W., the other two being out of the

race from the start. Rainbow reached the quarter in 0:37£,

and going up the backstretch Nellie W., who had got off her
feet at the first turn, trotted up to Raiubo*v, and they went
hub and hub to the half in 1:11£. After passing the three-

quarter post Nellie got off her feet again and lost several

lengths. She came again in the stretch, and when half way
down the favorite again left her feet, and Rainbow won in a

jog in 2:24}. Bobby J. was third and Hero last.

Second heat—Nellie W. still sold favorite at $10, the field

$7. They were let ofl to a beautiful start, Rainbow and
Nellie in the lead, and the quarter was reached in 0:36i.

Going up the backstretch at a good clip the half was reached

in 1:10. At the three-quarters Nellie was again off her feet,

and Ober took matters easy with Rainbow, who jogged home
in 2:31. Bobby J. was third and Hero fourth.

Third heat—Rainbow now sold favorite at $10, the field

$4. They were let go to a beautiful start, Rainbow again tak-

ing the lead with Nellie W. at his wheel. The quarter was
reached in 0:37-}, and then they trotted to the half like a

double team, coming on to the stretch. Nelle wobbled, but re-

covered well. There was a grand set-to down the stretch, but

the mare again wobbled ten yards from the wire and allowed

Rainbow to win handily in 2:24}.

Rainbow got first money, Nellie W. second. Bobby J. third

and Hero fourth. Distance was waived in this race. This
concluded a splendid five days' racing, and not a single acci-

dent happened to mar the pleasure of the meeting.

SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:22 class, purse 8500.

VV. W. Marshall's bs Stranger, by Tiltou Almout 14 11
R. W. Newton's bh h King Orry. 3 12 2

W. Hogoboom'sbs Lvmont 2 2 5 3
C. A. Durfee's s m Nora S 6 3 3 5
Vendome Farm's b g Alviso 4 5 4 4

F. Powell's b g Lompoc 7

G. W. Woadard's ch m Ales Button Jr 5

Mime, 2:22, 2:22, no time, 2:26.

dr
dis

Trotting, 2:40 class, purse S300.

C. W. Jodard'sbf Wildwood 1

D, E. Knight's bf Patti Rosa 2

Saul Harris' b t Vandalia 2

G. W. Woodard's g m Winnie 4

Time, 2:3954, 2:34%.

Trotting, three-year-old class, purse S300.

Daniel Flint's b c Rainbow, by Silver Bow 1 1

Ricnard Gird's ch f Nellie W., by Inca 2

William Eddy's b h Bobby J 3

C. A. Hoyoboom's b g Hero 4

Time, 2:24^, 2:31, 2:24K-

Salem (Or. ) Race EutrieB.

Following are the entries for the three stake races at the

Oregon State Fair, on which second payment is due Augu6t

1st:

Race No. 6, running, two-year-old stake, one mile, entrance
$50, $250 added—Joe Kinney's ch f Sunny Plains, by War-
wick—Julia S., by Marmaduke ; S. J. Jones' b f Littie Ella,

by Oregon—Lina ; W. F. Matlrck's Henrietta, dam Re-
petta; Malarkey's Baby Ruth, by VUlard—Lady Duffy.
Race No. 10, trotting, for two-year-olds bred aud raised in

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana, two in three, $50
entrance, $250 added— I. O. Mosher's c c Golden Seal, by
Cceur d'Aleue—Ahdallah Maid ; J. A. Crawford's blk f Vel-
veteen, by Noonday—by Put Smith ; T. A. Crowell's b g
Marks S., by Pilot Lemont—Amber G.
Race No. 12, running, Oregon Derby Stake for three-year-

olds, one and one-half mile dash, entrance $50, $300 added

—

S. J. Jones' ch f Wvana, by Oregon—Superba; same owner's
b c Apollo, by St. Paul—Neyella ; Phil Painter's b f Verdi
Paul, by St. Paul—by Woodbury

; Malarkey's Lizzie M., by
Villard—Lady Duffy; W. F. Matlock's Morrow, by Leon,
dam Repetta.

-^

Louis McAkthtjk, formerly trainer for J. G. Hill, is, it

is understood, handling a lot of two-year-olds belonging toE.
J. Baldwin at Santa Anita. It is expected the youngsters
will race here next fall.
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Racing at Anaconda, Mont.

SATURDAY, JULY 28.

" Now they're off. Away they go !" was the shout that went

up from 2,000 throats as the flag fell on the eight start-

ers for the four-furlong race, which inaugurated the racing

season of '94 at the grounds of the Anaconda Racing Associ-

ation yesterday, says Sunday's Anaconda Standard. The sur-

roundings were auspicious, and if the first day be taken as an

index, the meeting will be the finest in the history of the

association. In spite of floods, and, strikes and delays and

doubts, the attendance of horses was far more than had been

anticipated under the m^st favorable circumstances. The
weather was all that could be desired. It was hot enought to

sweat the horses, yet there was breeze enough to make it

pleasant for the spectators. The track was in excellent condi-

tion, and all the events of the day were well contested and

won by the best horses.

The pool-boxes were well patronized, and while the betting

was not very heavy, it was large for a first day, in which a

a number of comparatively strange horses participated.

In such a party it was impossible to tell who were present,

but among the best-known were Major Dugan, Judge Mc-

Hatton, H. L. Frank, Lee Mantle, W. K. Kenyon, A. J. Da-

vis, Alex. J. Johnston, Dr. C. P. Hough, W. E. Hall, Mar-

shal McNichol, Wm. Scallon, Ike Moreboust, Miles Finlen,

M. B. Brownlee, F. E. Sargeant, Patrick Conlon, C. S. Eltinge,

Joseph Crossman, John Kelley, George Haldorn, Perrin

Irvine, M. L. Wines, P. F. Boland, C. L. Patterson, C. Q.

Johnson, E. H. Cooney, Charles Mattison, Julius Jacobs, Si

Marks, Captain John McCormick. There was also with the

party a number of the officers of the regular army, who are

now stationed in Butte, and they eojoyed themselves hugely.

The judges were W. P. McNeir of Wichita, Kansas,
Thomas Lavell of Butte, and J. B. Losee, Anaconda. Time-
keepers, T. C. Butler, Dr. McGregor and C. Clark. Starter,

David O'Connor.
While there was but one close decision to make, the judges

were called upon to change the position of horses at the fin-

ish several times on account of running and also to call down
the drivers for too much jockeying. They were equal to the
occasion and in the discharge of their duties met the approval
of the spectators, and there was not a kick of any kind regis-

tered as far as heard from. While there were the usual num-
ber of incidents that occur on a race track, there was no ac-
cident of any kind to mar the pleasure of those present.

The opening event was running.-four furlongs, purse $250,
for which there were eight entries.and all started. They were
Henderson's ch g Red Dick, Carlson's ch g Gold Bug, Colusa
Stable's ch c Sport McAllister, N. S. Hall's b m Midget, B.

McGinley's b m Minnie, Reavis Bros.' b g Lark, Spokane
Stable's br m Carrie Shaw, Boise Stable's ch m Carrie
Crooks. In the pools there was a curious combination for so

large a field, Red Dick selling first choice at $80, Gold Bug
second at $45 to $50 and the other six bunched in a field

bringing from $50 to $60.

There was some delay in the start by the breaking of sad-

dle girths on both Carrie Shaw and Midget, to say nothing
of the usual jockeying, but the flag finally fell with the

group fairly well bunched, though McAllister had a jump or
two the best of it, with Gold Bug next and Red Dick in

with the balance. The distance was a short one, and Cleary,

who was up on the leader, while he kept his horse in hand
also kept the lead, and at the upper turn at the three-quarter

had quite a gap between himself and his followers and main-
tained it as they came into the stretch. There was a nice race

for the wire, the chestnut holding his own without the aid of

whip and the others getting the lash and spur. On the road
down Red Dick changed places with Gold Bug, and at the
score McAllister led by a good length, Red Dick second,

Gold Bug third. Time, 0:49. Mutuels paid $14.65.

The third race was the Montana Suburban, running, for

three-year-olds, one and one-fourth miles, $50 each, $250
added; total value, $705. The starters were the Daly sta-

ble's imported Batsman and Beaucatcher ; McGinley Sta-

ble's Gilroy and St. Jacob ; Tom McTague, Emma Mc. In
the pools the Daly Stable sold at $60, McGinley Stable $34,
and Emma Mc $20.

The start was a quick and a good one, the five being fairly

well together with St. Jacob in the lead, Beaucatcher second,

Gilroy third, Batsman fourth and Emma behind. In this

order they passed the stand for the first quarter and did not
materially change until on the back stretch, when Emma
went up and Gilroy fell back at the half, and from there to

the three-quarters Emma showed well in a bunch with the
copper and green colors. St. Jacob was several lengths be-

hind and Gilroy was not in it. Down the stretch Emma
made a desperate effort to get to the front, but was outfooted,
and Batsman led under the wire by a neck, Beaucatcher sec-

ond, Emma Mc third, St. Jacob fourth. Time, 2:12£. Mu-
tuals paid $14.25.

The third race was the 2:23 trot, three in five, for a purse
of $500. The entries were: S. C. Tryon's b m Maud Pat-
ches, Witch Hazel Stock Farm's gr m Anita, C. W. Hoff-
man's b h Bozeman, F. Warren's b h Warwick Medium, J.

F. Forshee's b h Alarmist, H. W. Brown's b m Miss Foxie.
In the pools Maud Patchen was a favorite, selling for $16, to

$20 for the field.

First heat—There was considerable difficulty in getting a
start, and after about a dozen false scores had been made
Judge McNeir announced that they would score with the
pole horse, and any driver who did not do so would be fined

$25, an announcement that was received with applause by
the spectators. The threat had the desired effect, though
Miss Foxie showed a little ahead of Anita, who had the pole,

and Warwick was a couple of lengths in the rear. As the
turn was reached Miss Foxie broke and fell back to a point
from which she never rallied, for after traveling for the mile
the distance flag fell on her.

On the backstretch Maud got to the lead, and Warwick
took a place beside Anita, with Bozeman near them. In about
this shape they continued the race and passed under the
wire, Maud Patchen first, Warwick second, Anita third. The
judges, however, announced Maud Patchen first, Anita sec-

ond. Bozeman third, Warwick fourth. Time, 2:21|. Mutuels
paid $9.30.

Second heat—In the second there was but little betting,

Maud Patchen being a favorite of $10 to $4 for the field. The

start was a good one, Maud holding her place at thej pole
without dispute until after the quarter was passed, when
Warwick and Anita were both driven up, Warwick getting
close to her neck and Bozeman not a length away. When near
the half Maud broke, and before she again got to work War-
wick was in the lead, with Bozeman second, and these places
they kept, Warwick winning the heat, Bozeman second, Maud
Patchen third. Time, 2:22}. Mutuels paid $14.40.

Third heat—The third heat showed a radfcal change in the
pool-selling, the big odds for favorite vanishing. Bozeman
sold for $10, Warwick $6, Maud Patchen $5 and the field $5.
The start was an even one, and at the quarter Warwick,

Patchen and Alarmi&t were close together, up the backstretch
Patchen had the best of it with the three others a long way in
the rear. After the one-half had been passed Warwick shot
ahead, Bozeman was sent to the front and Anita was close at
his heels. As they came into the stretch Warwick was in the
lead and held it, finishing four lengths ahead of Patchen, who
was second, with Bozeman third and Anita fourth. Bozeman
was, however, set back for repeated running, and the third
place given to Anita. Time, 2:23£.

Fourth heat—In the fourth heat the pools sold, Warwick
Medium $10 and field $4.

At the start Alarmist had a shade the best of it, and while
all were close together, Bozeman had a little the worst of it.

There was a fair race around to the quarter at which posi-
tions had changed so that Maud had the lead Warwick sec-
ond and Bozeman third. At the three-quarters Warwick^had
taken first, Maud was second and Bozeman still third. Down
the stretch Warwick again came to the front and Bozeman
was puehed up to make the race with him, which he did in
splendid style, making the finish so close and exciting that
most persons thought it a dead heat. The judges, however,
announced Bozeman first, Warwick second, Patchen third
Time, 2:22*. Mutuels paid $9.25.

Fifth heat—In this heat there were but few if any pools or
mutualssold. Thestart was a good one for all, and when the
quarter was reached Maud Patchen was in the lead, with
Warwick by her side, Alarmist third and Bozeman in the
rear. Up to the half Warwick and Patchen made the race,
but Bozeman was pushed up, and at the three quarters was
second to Warwick, with Alarmist crawling up. The race
down the stretch was not at all interesting, for Warwick had
a safe lead and tbe others were trailing. The finish was
Warwick first, Bozeman second, Alarmist third, Patchen
fourth. Time, 2:21J.
Thus ended the race. Warwick took first money, Boze-

man second, Maud Patchen third, Anita fourth.

It was decided to mix heats and start between times with
the pacing race, 2:16 class, best 3 in 5, purse $600. For this
the entries were Edwin Pyles' Bonnie B., Barrow Bros.' Del
Norte, J. L. Carlton's Brino Tricks, Higgins Bros.' Scioto
Girl, Witch Hazel Stock Farm's Kittitas Ranger, C. W.
Hoffman's Vollula. In the pools Brino Tricks and Del Norte
were favorites at $10 each and the field sold for about $7.

First heat—The start was an excellent one, the horses all

being in line, but they soon stretched out and Ranger took a
little the best of it, with Vollula at his heels. Up the back-
stretch Sciota Girl made a race with Ranger, and at the half
they were together, with Vollula an easy third. Between the
half and three-quarters the only change made was Bonnie B.
getting into (the first. As they came into the homestretch
Sciota was pushed up and took the lead and Bonnie passed
Vollula, and in this order they made the finish, Scotia first,

Kittitas Ranger second, Bonnie B. third, Vollula fourth.
Time, 2:20 Mutuals paid $8.86.

Second heat—There was a slight change in the pool for the
second heat, the field selling for $10, Bonnie B. for $7 and
Del Norte for $6. There was but little trouble in getting a
start, Tricks having a fair lead, but the positions*were soon
changed and at the quarter Ranger was ahead. Up the back-
stretch Vollula and Hciota made a race and at the half Vollula
had the best of it, and when the three-quarter was reached
Bonnie showed in front and held the place to the finish,

Sciota Girl second, Brino Tricks third. Time, 2:19}. Mu-
tuals paid $7.40.

Third heat—In the third heat the pools sold : Del Norte,

$10; Bonnie B., $10; field, $5, as an average. At the start

Tricks had the lead, with Bonnie B. second and Scotia the
last; at the quarter Vollula had changed places with Tricks,
and Bonnie still held second. Up to the half Vollula held her
own, with Bonnie B. close at her heels. On the upper turn
the six were well bunched and made a pretty race, but when
the three-quarters was reached Bonnie showed in the lead
and Vollula had fallen back to second. As they came into
the stretch Ranger took second place from Vollula and in a
short while she was passed by Sciota and Del Norte. The
finish was Bonnie B. first, Ranger second, Sciota third, Del
Norte fourth. Del Norte was set back for running and fourth
given to Vollula. Time, 2:22}. Mutuals paid $12.

Fourth heat—For the fourth Bonnie B. sold $10, field $4.

Bonnie B. had but little the best of the start, with Ranger
second. At the quarter Ranger showed in front, Bonnie sec-

ond, Tricks third. Up to the half Ranger and Bonnie kept
well together, the others being strung out, although they be-

gan to close up the gap. Just beyond the half Ranger broke
and Scioto and Tricks went to the front, but were not fast

enough to catch the mare, the finish being Bonnie B. first,

Tricks second, Scioto third and Del Norte fourth. Time,
2:21^.

The race was announced Bonnie B. first money, Scioto sec-

ond money, Tricks third money, Vollula fourth money. Mu-
tuels paid $7.90.

The last and most exciting race was the hurdle race, one
and one half miles over five hurdles, purse $300. For this

there were three starters—N. S. Hall's Longwell, Hoag &
Little's Auteuil and Zeke Abrams' Green Hock. For this

event the pools did the liveliest business of the day, the

sports buying as fast as the auctioneers could knock down.
There were some immaterial changes, but the average was
Longwell, $20; Auteuil, $30; Green Hock. $32. As there

were only three in the field, there was but little trouble in

getting a send-off, and away they went, Longwell leading

over the first hurdle, Green Hock second and Auteuil third.

In this order they continued until after tbe fourth hurdle
was jumped, but before the fifth was reached Auteuil had
changed places with Green Hock and it was leaped and the

finish made, Longwell first, Auteuil second, Green Hock
third. Time, 2:09.

SUMMABIES.

First race—Running, for all ages. Four furlongs.

Colusa Stables' ch c Sport McAllister. 2. by Friar Tuck—Twilight,
89 pounds, 3 to 1 Cleary 1

Red Dick, a, 122. 3 to 1 R. Smith 2

Gold Bug. a, 122, 4 to 1 Goedertz 3
Time, 0:49.

Lark, Midget, Minnie, Carrie Crooks and Carrie Shaw also ran.

nnpSnn806"11
,

111111'^' Montana Suburban, for three-year-olds,one and one-quarter miles.

Marcus Daly's b c imp. Batsman, by Hampton-The Bat, 122.
evens.,,.......,.,,,. .... p cmith i

Time, 2:12%.
y

St. Jacob and Gilroy also ran.

Third race—Trotting, 2:23 class.

F. Warren's bh Warwick Medium, by Almont Medium-
Bozeman, by MambrinoKing—'by A imohtJr! "!'."!!".. Rice 5 2 4 12Maud Patchen, by Idaho Patchen-Maud W. W ..... Tryon 13 2 3 4

Time, 2:21%, 2:22^, 2:23^. 2:22^, 2:21?/.
Anita, Alarmist and Miss Fosie also ran.

Fourth race—Pacing, 2:16 class.

Scioto Girl by Ambassador-by Hiatoga::"^:^;''''^^ 12 3 3Brino Tricks, bv Mambrino Wilkes-Satlie Tricks.... Edwards 6 3 6 2
Time, 2:20, 2:19J4, 2:22%, 2:21%.

Volluia, Del Norte and Kittitas Ranger also ran.

Fifth race—One^nd one-eighth hurdle race.
N. S. Hall's Longwell, a, by Longfellow—Astell, 135, 2 to 1

Green Hock, 4, 135, 4 to 1 ™:~™™~™:.bS5E 3
Time, 2:09.

Racing at Missoula, Mont.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11.

The second day's racing of the Missoula Racing Associa-
tion drew out a large crowd of spectators yesterday afternoon

;

hardly as large as on the afternoon of the Fourth, although
still very gratifying to the management. It was a perfect
day for horse racing, until well on towards the end of the
programme, when a light rain drove the majority of the spec-
tators to the grand stand and other sheltered places. The
Garden City band was in attendance and filled in the gaps
between the races to the satisfaction of all, says the Mis-
soulian.

SUMMABIES.
First race—Running, purse 3200. Three-quarter mile dash.

Tom McTague's Emma Mc, 108 i
George Henderson's Diavolo, 122 o
Boise Stable's Arkiow, 122 3

Time, 1:07.

Second race—Trotting, 2:30 class, purse S200.

C. W. Hoffman's Belle H
, 2 1 1

C. W. Hoffman's Rocks 4 2 2 2
Higgins Bros.' Marcus

"""
14 4 3

H. H. Hanson's Christ Peterson 4 3 3 4
Time, 2:35. 2:31K, 2:31, 2:29.

Third race—Running, (local) purse S75. One-quarter mile.
H. Palin's Jocko, 119 1
A. Deschamps' Sorrel Jim, 119

"""
o

J. Palin's Finley, 110
"'

3
Biggins Bros.' Flat Creek, 119 4

Time, 0:24.

Fourth race—Running, purse 6150. Half-mile.

George Henderson's Red Dick, 110 1
J. L. Crooks' Carrie Crooks, 117 „ 2
Tom McTague's Toxida, 113 ....'"".'. 3
P. Hamel's French Lady, 117 nt \ 4

Time, 0:50%.

Fifth race—Two and three-year-olds, purse S200.

C. W. Hoffman's Irene B 121
J. W. Nelson's Violetta „ 2 12
Higgins Bros.' Meda West 3 3 3

Time, 2:46, 3:02, 2:49.

Sixth race—Running, five-eighths mile, to beat 1:05.

Tom McTague's Marietta )" " Dora J 1

Time, 1:03.

Seventh race—Exhibition mile, to beat 2:18%.

C. W. Hoffman's Vollulu (2:15%) 1
Time, 2:16.

"Will be Held at Lakeport.

A meeting of the Directors of the Twelfth Agricultural

District Fair Association was held in Ukiah last Saturday

to consider the failure of the Lakeport people to provide

proper means to hold the fair this fall. After holding nu-

merous public meetings which were so poorly attended that

nothing could be done, the Lake County Directors concluded
to give up the idea of holding any race meeting in connect-
ion with the Fair, but to make it solely a pavilion exhibit
of agricultural products. This proposition they laid before
the Mendocino county Directors, and it was agreed to.

After the manner in which Lake County has acted in con-
nection with this District Fair, it seems to us that it is about
time for Mendocino county to take active steps to be sepa-
rated from Lake and be made a district of itself.—Ukiah
Democrat, July 20.

The Blue Bull mare Carrie Blackwood now has to her
credit three pacers with records better than 2:20, they being
Atlantic King, 2:09$ ; Mary Centlivre, 2:12, and Carrie
Strathmore, 2:18|. It is a thousand pities that the merits of
the Blue Bull mares were not sooner appreciated by breeders
who haJ stallions of the Hambletonian strain with good trot-

ting action and level heads, for there is no longer any doubt
that the blood of the Indiana pacer that atone time had more
2:30 trotters to his credit than any other horse in the world
is rather more potent in the female line than in the male
line, says Breeders' Gazette. This is natural enough, in fact,

inevitable, for it should be remembered that Blue Bull was
bred to comparatively few mares of good lineage. His sons
feel the lack of this more than do his daughters, as the latter

have the advantage of being crossed with stallions of the
Wilkes, Electioneer and other fashionable families ot potent
blood, while it is certain that not mony Wilkes or Election-

eer mares are being bred to sons of Blue Bull. It is becom-
ing more and more evident each season that pacing blood,

while not accomplishing much in the production of pacers as

compared with what is done by trotting stallions, is, never-
theless, an element of speed production and strength in trot-

ting pedigress, and the astute breeder who keeps abreast of the

times does not overlook this point. Electioneer got his first

start on the road to fame by means of being mated with
daughters of the pacer St. Clair, and the influence of a pacing
dam has been of incalculable benefit to the progeny of a trot-

ting stallion.

C. I. Thacker, who bought out J. G. Hill near Montalvo
some time ago, has Ben H., Lewanee, Lottie L. and a couple

of two-year-olds in training for the Southern Califorria cir-

cuit.
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[Continued from Page 109.1

quarter thoroughbred, without counting distant strains

—

" Assimilated " is the favorite term of the writers—one of the

six, Palo Alto, with half, and still another, Directum, from

a mare which had only one strain of " known " cold blood.

According to my recollection Sunol, Palo Alto, Maud S.,

Jay-Eye-See and Nancy Hanks are the only ones which made
2:10 or better to an old-fashioned sulky. This gives higher

rank than when the performance was done in a bike. Still

trusting to memory, Nancy Hanks' best effort to the high-

wheels was 2:09, so that she only rates fourth in that class.

It is hardly necessary t^ do more than call attention to the

preponderance of the " near strains " in this contest.

But I earnestly desire that it shall be clearly understood,

that while advocating the cause of those which have done

so well in the field of very fast trotters, there is no intention

to belittle the efforts of others. Whether bred on "estab-

lished lines," of " peculiar breeding," or nearly ralated to the

blood-house, all which have stepped to the time of 2:10 or

better are worthy associates.

I would like to see a disposition to accord whatever share

of merit that is justly due, whether the breeding is such as

the writer favors or on the lines that he has condemned.

Running down those that are disliked does not exalt the

favorite, and well-earned praise, when admitted, does not im-

ply inferiority on the part of those which are also well worthy

of praise.

Mary Best—Third, fourth and fifth heats iD 2:12£, 2:13£

2:15£, by the handsome daughter of Guy Wilkes, and

that by a four-year-old, is one of the many

brilliant a performances of the California horses in

the Orient. Oro Wilkes showed very well in the race which

Azote won, third, second and third in heats trotted in 2:09f,

2:12, 2:12}, and close up at that, but the filly has rather the

best of the comparison. Oro Wilkes has Wilkes, The Moor
and Director in his composition, while Mary Best has a

double proportion of Wilkes and the same amount of The
Moor as her illustrious nephew. It is not a " vain hope'"'

to look for "our Mary" to emuiate the figures' of Hulda,

and it may be her good fortune, ere the season comes to a

close, to gain admission into the 2:10 or better division.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Pacers Are Increasing.

It is nothing less than wonderful the amount of pacing

speed that has come to light in slow classes for the sidewheel

variety of light-harness horse during the last ten days, says

the Breeders' Gazette. Curiously enough the best one of the

lot of new pacers is a horse that in the early spring was one

of the advertised attractions of a Kentucky auction sale, but

that was disposed of privately a few days previous to the

time he was to have been seat into the ring, greatly to the

disgust of the people who had journeyed to Kentucky from

other parts of the country to bid on him. This horse is

Rubenstein, a son of the trotter Baron Wilkes 2:18. The
work of Rubenstein at the Windsor, Can, meeting was phe-

nomenal. The Canadians had a pacer named Lord Fer-
guson that they deemed capable of beating anything in the
slow classes, and in the 2:28 stake at Windsor he was a tre-

mendous favorite. He wears hobbles, which is a distinct dis-

advantage to any horse, trotter or pacer, that is obliged to

assume them, while Rubenstein is a clean-going fellow.

He won in 2:llf, 2:09}, 2:10}, the best three heals to the
credit of a pacer in a elass as slow as 2:29. At Indianapolis
the same week that Rubenstein was creating such a sensation
in Canada another trotting-bred pacer—in fact a converted
trotter—was astonishing people. This was Coleridge. He
started in the 2:50 class, and his opening mile was 2:11}, the
significance of the performence being enchanced by the fact

that in this heat Coleridge did not have any the best of the
send-ofT and was obliged to pace around the others after leaving
the half-mile pole. It was not until the homestretch was
reached that he was clear of the others, and he finished on
the outside of the track. That Coleridge can beat 2:10 is no
longer a matter of doubt. He is by the trotter C. F. Clay 2:18,

and his dam by Red Wilkes 2:40, son of George Wilkes, 2:22.

C. F. Clay is by Caliban, 2:34 ; dam by Strathmore. Cole-
ridge therefore has two crosses to Rysdyk's Hambletonian:
something that is not infrequently found these days in the
pedigrees of good pacers. A third trotting-bred pacer that
has beaten 2:10 this season is the roan stallion Vasssar. Vas-
sar won a race at Windsor in 2:09J, 2:09 J, 2:13£. His trot-

ting record is 2:21:], and he is by the trotter Vatican, which
horse has a record slightly better than 2:30. Vassar is full

brother to the trotter Belle Vara, that as a yearling had the
race record for that age and that has since trained on to a
mark of 2:08 J. The sensational two-year-old pacers this sea-

son are Judge Hurt, Carbonate and Directly. Each has
beaten 2:20 in a race, and they are sired respectively by the
trotters W. M. Hill. 2:20; Superior, 2:17}, and Direct 2:18},
the last-named stallion having also a pacing mark of 2:052-
It will not do for the advocates of pacing-bred pacers to keep
up the contention that the proper way to breed side-wheelers
of merit i6 to go to pacing-bred Btallions and mares for sires
and dams in preference to trotting bred horses, because the
evidence is all against them. Trotting blood is furnishing
the best pacers in the land.

his title in the early eighties ih a Chicago pool-room. When
he left Pittsburg to begin life for himself he went to Chicago,

and with a very small capital began to plav the races. He
made it a study, and his success was wonderful. Invariably to

the call of "Name, sir?" from the auctioneer he would reply,
" Phil." His nerve and invariable success 6et the town by the

ears. -All that anybody knew about him was that his name
was "Phil" and that be was from Pittsburg. Tlie combination

of his birthplace and his soubriquet has stuck to him ever

since.

The young Pittsburg plunger has never been known to lose

his nerve. He will sit and gossip on almost any subject while

a race is being run that means the gain or loss of $10,000 or

more. " Pittsburg Phil" made a fortune in the Chicago pool-

rooms and brought it East to try his luck. A few days ago

he said, " The papers have been very kind to me. On one
thing, however, they are mistaken. It's the general impres-

sion that phen I came East I did not have over $10,000 or

$20,000. I had just a quarter of a million. I have lost

heavily this season, but expect to make it up again."

Phil is as honest as the sunlight, and a few years ago when
a Western poolroom owner offered him a large sum to make
crooked bets in order the delude his devoted following, he re-

fused the offei with scorn. He is always followed by a horde

of small bettors, eager to learn the name of the horse he is

playing. When he came East his success followed him, and
he rapidly rolled up his quarter of a million into almost

double that amount. Then all at once he made up his mind
to start a stable of his own. He did so, but his success in fol-

lowing his own horses was not nearly so pronounced as when
he plunged on others.

" I have lost money since I started my own stable," he
said recently. "Betting has become too much a matter of

sentiment with me. My love for my own horses blinds my
judgment regarding the abilities of others, and a man who
bets on sentiment can never win."

At present " Pittsburg Phil " owns Candelabra, Derfargilla

and many others of note. When he bets outside of his own
stable it is generally with a keen judgment of a horse's abil-

ities. He makes a study of race horses in the same manner
that a broker interests himself in the fine details of the

market, and adopts betting on them just as the broker buys a

seat in Ihe Stock Exchange in order that he may speculate

as a business. There is nobody who pays closer attention to

public form than Phil. From the day that a yearling is

sold Phil never loses sight of him. He is watching during
his maiden efforts and nis peculiarities noted, and when Phil
thinks the colt well placed his money goes down into the ring

in thousands. Very few days pass without Phil making a

bet. When he gets ready he bets enormous sums, and wins

or loses with the utmost sang froid.
" Pittsburg Phil" has provided liberally for his relations,

and is devoted to his mother and sister. There is no one
who will not wish him a continuance of good luck.

Pittsburg Phil, " The Plunger."

Down in the close and stuffy betting room at Brighton you
may notice on these hot days a small, smoothly-shaven man
about thirty years of age. He walks about the quadrangle

leisurely looking at this board and that, and sometimes ap-

pearing on the eve of going to Bleep. But he isn't. It is "Pitts-

burg Phil," aod he is simply calculating the odds of various

horses and their chanceB of winning. Fit "Pittsburg Phil''

with a high choker collar and a black tie and he would pass

for a parson. You would never take him for one of the

heavieat and most daring bettors on the turf to-day.

Phil is known from New York to San Francisco and from
Maine to Texas. His real name is George E. Smith, and as

his sobriquet indrcates, he hails from Pittsburg. He acquired

Red Bluff Entries.

Los Angeles' Great Meetinar.

Los Angeles plays second fiddle to no association on the

Pacific Coast. The progiamme for the annual fair which

appears in this issue of the Breeder and Sportsman is

probably the most ambitious ever offered by any district

association in California. The metropolis of the Southern

Citrus Belt has for several years been recognized as one of

the best cities for light harness racing in the West, but the

association takes a step forward this year by ofiering the most
liberal inducements for the running horsemen, and there is

every reason to believe that Los Angeles will get one of the

biggest entry lists of the year.

The conditions have been especially arranged for the poor
horse-owner as well as the rich. The nominal forfeit money
in the different stakes is bound to meet with popular ap-

proval, and the Los Angeles Association is to be congratu-

lated on their liberality and enterprise. The Great Citrus

handicap, at one mile, should be worth $600 to the winner at

least*, while the Junior Handicap should net the winner four

or five hundred dollars. These are stakes worth making the

iourney alone, but there are ten other running races. In
fact, one can make **n entry in the whole twelve races for $40,
which is exactly what some associations charge to enter one
event.

The association offers big money as usual in the light har-

ness and pacing contests. In the free-for-all trot $1,500 is

offered, while $1,000 is given for both the 2:17 and 2:20

classes. The free-for-all pace is for $1,200, while $1,000 is

offered,for the 2:14 class. Entries close with Secretary Thorne
on September 1st. All in all, the Los Angeles programme is

one of the strongest ever offered the horsemen on this Coas".

Vallejo to the Front.

This week, in another portion of this paper, will be found

advertised a number of rich events, some reopened, to be

trotted, paced and run at Vallejo' s fair. The purses offered

by that association reflect great credit on the management,
which shows both liberality and enterprise. That the fair

at Vallejo deserves to be a success is certain, and the purses

offered are large enough to attract the very best horses of

the State to the busy little city on the bay.

Great Trotting Stallions to Race.

Boston, August 2.—The first race ever held between Direc-

tum (2:051), Arion (2:07^) and Kremlin (2:09^), the three

fastest stallions in the world, will take place at Mystic Sep-

tember 25th and 28th, for a $15,000 purse. The race is open
to stallions with records of 2:10 or better, and only three

others are eligible. These are Allerton (2:09j), Nelson (2:09)

and Moquette (2:10). Someof the latter-named may enter, as

entries do not close until August 10th.

The Goodwood Cup.

London, August 2.—At the Goodwood races to-day the

Goodwood cup two and Tone-quarter miles, was won by
Killsallagham, with Barmecide second and Medici third.

Sphinx horses were very much in evidence at the recent
Waukesha, Wis., meeting. Midnight, by Sphinx, in the
2:50 class trot, made a record of 2:29* and wo.n the race in

straight heats. Sphinx Etta won the 2:40 class pace, getting
a record of 2:24 in the third heat and winning the race,

which was of six heats. At Janesville the latter paced in

2:23.

Red Bluff, July, 1S94.

The following are the entries to the races to take place at

the coming District Fair to be held at Red Bluff, August 7th

to 10th, 1894, inclusive, as officially reported by M. R. Hook,

Secretary of the Association:

FIRST DAT, AUGUST 7, 1894.

No. 1—Trotting—Open to all. One-mile heats, best three

in five, in harness. Purse, $225. Premiums: First, $135;
second, $57.50 ; third, $22.50.

Wm. Doty'sbl g Billy Doty.

Newton S. Wilson's b John W.
Chas. Raish's b m Cyclone.

T. L. & G. Barham's b m Nellie Bly.

No. 3—Running, one-half mile and repeat, open to

all, purse $250.

John Whitney's g m Gracie S.

Robert Sherwin's rn m Emma D.
Frank Sbortlett's b m Jessie Sturgill.

J . R. Nebeker's ch m Ida Glenn.
W. H. Welch's br m Josie W.
Geo. Childs' g g Valedore ; b m Gold Coin.

Boulevard Stable's Charger.

Chas. Schlutius' sr c Uno.
S. H. King's ch g White Cloud.

D. Dennison's b s Rocket.

J. W. Nesbit's b m Bessie R-
Cooper & Myers' ch g Ben Martin.

J. W. Russell's sr s George L.

Dan Morgan's Albatross.

Ashill & Schwartz's s g La Bue.

N. H. Locke's ch m Lou L.

SECOND DAY, AUGUST 8, 1894.

No. 4—Class 2:22, trotting, open to all, one-mile heats, best

three in five, purse $300. Premiums—First, $180 ; second

$90 ; third, $30.

Chas. David's b g Melrose.

W. W. Marshall's b s Stranger.

A. L. Hinds' b m Hera.
Fark Henshaw's b g Chico.

No. 5—Class 2:35, pacing, open to all, one-mile heats, best

three in five, purse $200. Premiums—First, $120 ; second,

$60; third $20.

Wheeler & Godfrey's b m Ruby M.
J. R. Troxel's ch g Surprise.

Wm. Eddy's br s Victor S.

No. 6—Running, five-eighths dash, maiden two-year-olds,

allowance five pounds, five-eighths mil^ heats, purse $175,

open to all. Premiums—First, $105; second, $52.50; third,

£17.50.

Harry Goehring's b f Miss Ruth.
H. Echolds' Birdie Brown.
Chas. Schlutius' s f.

THIRD DAY, AUGUST 9, 1894.

No. 9—Running, three-quarter mile and repeat, open to all,

purse $250. Premiums, first, $150 ; second, $75 ;
third, $25.

E. J. Appleby's s g Morton.

J. R Nebeker's ch m Ida Glenn.

W. B. Dodd's s g April.

Boulevard Stables' ch g Charger.

S. H. King's br g Mendocino.
Ed O'Neill's br gNicodemus.
J. W. Russell's ss George L.

FOURTH DAY, AUGUST 10, 1894.

No. 10—2:25 class, pacing, mile heats, best 3 in 5, in

harness, purse $250. Premiums, first, $150; second, $75;
third, $25.

Wm. M. Sinclair, Agt., names ch m Belle.

T. P. Hendricks' blk m Lota.

No. 12—Class 3, trotting, mile heats, best 3 in 5, open to

all, purse $225. Premiums, first, $135; second, $67.50;

third, $32.50.

Wheeler & Godfrey's b g Tilton B.

N. G. Smith's b g Occidental.

Hiram West's b g Lee West.

N. S. Wilson's br g Lilly May.
H. C. Boice's ch m Belle Hacker.

W. Eddy's blk g Bobby J.

No. 13—Running, seven-eiahths dash, seven-eighths

mile heats, open to all, purse $200. Premiums, first, $120;
second, $60 ; third, $20.

John Whitney's g m Gracie S.

A. D. Shane's b h Vanity.

Goehring & Martin's ch g Long d'Or.

E. J. Appleby's s g Morton.

W. S. Earp's Ryland.

C. H. Martin's Saybrook.

VV. H. Welch's br m Josie W.
Boulevard Stable's b c Joe Frank.

S. H. King's ch g White Cloud.

D. Dennison's Rocket.

J. W. Nesbit's Bessie R.

J. W. Russell's s s George L.

D. Morgan's b g Albatross.

FIFTH DAY, AUGUST 11, 1894.

No. 14—Class 2:29, trotting, one mile heats, best three in

five in harness, open to all, purse $250. Premiums—1st, $150;

2d, $75 ; 3d, $25.

Weitefeldt & Mount's br c Escort.

F. N. Hendricks' br s Lucky B.

S. A. Eddy's b m Nellie J.
"

No. 16—One and one-eighth miles, maiden allowance

twelve pounds, dash, running, open to all, purse $250.

Premiums—1st, $150 ; 2d, $75r 3d $25.

A. D. Shane's b h Vanity.

Goehring & Martin's ch g Long d'Or.

E. J. Appleby's s g Morton.
Wyatt S. Earp's Ryland.

C. H. Martin's Saybrook.

W. B. Dodd's s g April.

Boulevard Stable'? b c Joe Frank.

S. H. King's br g Mendocino.
Ed O'Neil's br g Nicodemus.
S. H. Cooper's ch g Calphurnus.

To do away with considerable ill-feeling the California

Jockey Club, at their next meeting, might give each Mon-
day's racing for horses owned exclusively by California turf-

men. This would undoubtedly meet with favor here, and the

Easterners could offer no sensible objection.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Peters, the clever jockey, rides on the Northern Califor-

nia circuit this season.

Mr. Alviso came in Wednesday from Pleasanton with

Rosita A. and several others.

Charley Weber rode three winners at Harlem last Wed-

nesday-1-Alary, Lakota and Duogarven.

W. Pallett is quartered at Santa Ana with two two-year-

old fillies, one by Gano, the other by Sid.

Bordeaux, Mutineer and San Luis Rey, of the McCarty

stable, have been added to the gelding list.

J. McNAMEEhas old Moses B. and Ali Baba in training at

Hueneme for the Southern California circuit.

Robert J. won the match race with Mascot in straight

heats ou Wednesday. Time, 2:03. 2:08, 2:08A.

The good colt Joe Ripley.by Hyder Ali—Loto.has broken

down, and it is feared he will never start again.

Frank Menchaca (former trainer of EIRayo) has the

black gelding Midnight and a two-year-old in training at

Santa Barbara.

The very cleverjockey, Hugh Penny, was ruled off at Har-

lem (Chicago) last Thursday for pulling Francis Pope in a

race won by Belle Foster.

Jodan, by Joe Daniels, won a good mile and a sixteenth

race at Brighton Beach last Wednesday, Tiny Tim running

eecond and Kildeer third.

A good youngster which will be seen at the meeting which

begins at Bay District track to-day is Silver Bee, owned by

W. O. Bowers, of Sacramento.

Superintendent William Fieldwick bas«succeeded

in converting the running track into b'rst-class order for the

light harness horses, and it will be very fast to-day.

A. Clark, the young man who developed Fresno Prince

the black pacer last year, will attend the Breeders' Meeting

with a string of very promising trotters and pacers.

James Bozeman, the jockey, arrived in the city last night

from Saratoga. He has been riding this year for Col. Jack

Chinn's Kentucky stable.—Anaconda (Mont.) Standard.

Wandering Nun is being trained for the fall races by

Billy Appleby at San Jose. The question now arises, did

hauling a milk-cart for several weeks improve the very

speedy filly ?

Governor Markham has accepted the resignation of J.

B.Myers as Director of Agricultural District No. 39, Cala-

veras County, and appointed Thomas H. Fuller in his place.

—Record-Union, July 28.

Pat Meant ran second to Ballarat in the Okolona Stee-

plechase at Saratoga on the 26th of July with Sam Corey.

The winner was run up $1,005, and Pat was a considerable

gainer. Second money was $200 besides.

Ret el Santa Anita had to be content wiLh second

place, behind Merry Monarch, in a mile race at Saratoga last

Wednesday. The time was 1:42, and Banquet would have

won but for being crowded against the inside rails.

T. C. Snider arrived at Bay District track from Sacra-

mento last Wednesday with a string of ten. Among the number
are Sacramento, 2:27}, by Monroe Chief; Eva M., by Direc-

tor; Wildwood, by Good Gift ; Rosswood, by Eros.

Walter Maben not only has a lot of good harness racers

in his stable, but at Los Angeles he has in training Waif,

Red Head (by Fellowcharm), Juan Bernardo (by Fellow-

charm) and the brother to Last Chance—Vendome.

Son of a Gun, entered in last year's American Derby, won
the Liverpool Cup, one and three-eighth miles, 1,200 sover-

eigns, by two lengths July 25th. Bushey Park was second,

Newcourt third. Time, 2:26 1-5. Odds against the winner,

9 to 2.

C. C. Seaman has decided to hold a race meeting at the

Sweetwater track during the Cabrilio celebration, but has not

yet settled upon a programme. There is likelihood of a few

bicycle races being sandwitched in between the trotting

events.—San Diego Sun.

Fred Foster, owner of Dr. Rice, winner of this season's

Brooklyn Handicap, has located in Missouri. Last week he

purchased a $40,000 stock farm in St. Louis County, where
ae will attempt to breed and develop some gentle flyers. Dr.

Rice has been shipped to Saratoga to freshen up a bit for the

Sheepshead fall meeting.

Cobwebs, the Whips horse, won the $5,000 purse for

2:25 troti/ers at Buffalo on Wednesday, after losing the first

'W.i heats. Those that -finished behind Cobwebs, in their

>rder, were J. M. D., Rex Americus, Clemmie &., Harry
Pennington, Ella O., Renssalaer Wilses, Oakburg and King.
The time was 2:131, 2:13£, 2:12* 2:13* and 2:15*.

The race horse Owners' and Trainers' Association was in-

corporated under the laws of the State of Illinois last week.

. The object of the association is to better the conditions of its

nembers in any way, and to assist other organizations in sup-

messing fraud on the race track. It will ask for representa-

ion in the American Turf Congress, and will very likely be

idmitted to membership.

This is the way the New York Herald speaks of the bet-

ing at Brighton Beach :
" More horses tried for the money

'esterday at Brighton than on any day since the meeting
pened. As a result the ' undertakers ' used a great deal of

halk, pulled frequently at their mustaches and tightened
ip their red and white belts, but failed to fill their boxes with
sure money.' While the horses were at the post in the

fth race one 'undertaker' left his box and, accosting a
ellow 'undertaker' in the middle of the ring, asked him if

'Ir. Sass was a corpse. On being told that Sass was very
ouch alive, 'undertaker' No. 1 put $400 on that horse,

nd, as a matter of course, cashed in after the race. Where-
iponmany of the straightforward bookies wished they were

I

Q the undertaking business."

Speaking of the United States Hotel Stakes at Saratogo,
won by Peacemaker, Daily America and Mercury says : " Mr.
Dwyer eventually bet very heavily on Dobbins, his commis-
sioner having another tilt with that spunky young Kentuck-
ian, Riley Grannan. The latter chalked up 3 to 5 against
the champion of the Tammany ex chieftan's stable. Gran-
nan took $3,000 of it, and, like Oliver Twist, asked for more.
He is said to have won $17,000 or $1S,000 on the race."

The Californians were not as successful as usual at Ana-
conda, Mont., Wednesday. Midget was the only one to win.
Billy D. won the unfinished 2:32 trot in 2:22, Delbert the Up-
per Works Stakes for three-year-old trotters, Iras the 2:24
pace, imp. Batsman the Copper Stakes (one and a half miles,

value $1,490), Gold Rug the six-furlong handicap (Jennie
Deane second and Zamloch third) and Midget a three-furlong

dash in 0^34}, just a quarter of a second behind the record,

Lark second and Cyclone third.

M. A. Calhoun, of Kansas, returned Sunday fr.im a trip

to Heppner and Princeville, where he purchased 200 head of

horses. He says he was shown one band of horses that the

owner only asked $7.50 a head for, and that $5 a head
would have purchased, if the offer had been made backed up
by the money. Horses are away down, so Mr. Calhoun says,

and the abave figures fortify the statement. Mr. Calhoun ex-

pects to purchase 200 head more horses, have a round-up
near Baker City, and drive them all to Kansas, the trip tak-

ing him about four months.—Pendleton Tribune.

The New York Herald's turf editor is outspoken as well as

witty, as the following will show :

,! Two genuine old-

fashioned Virginia buzzards hovered over the course just be-

fore the fifth event yesterday. When the bugler blew an espe-

cially shrill blast they soared away in the direction of Flush-

ing. A remorseless wag paused long enough in his work of

demolishing losing tickets to intimate that the birds were on
the trail of South Side and Herald," and this, too, is pretty

plain speaking : ''Starter Flynn sent Shelly Tuttle back in

the ruck and then dropped the flag, with Reiff on the favor-

ite, Ben Lomond, well in front. As the Ben Lomond backers

outnumbered all the others, ' it was a good start.' The beach-

comber cares nothing for sport. He is after the money, and
he cares not how he gets it, so long as he does."

The Anaconda Standard speaks sis follows of the jockeys

at their race meetings ; In fact, the class of jockeys attending

this meeting is much higher than has ever been on a race

track in Montana before. Among the leading riders might
be mentioned " Bob" Smith, who will carry the "copper and
green ;" W. Clancy, who carried By. Holly's colors to the

front both East and West ; Mike Hennessv, than whom no
better finisher has been seen for years ; John Epperson, who
has ridden over this circuit for years: " Dutch " Coonib3,who
is lightning at the post and can put up a good finish ; Claude
Burlingame, who for a lightweight cannot be excelled; Wash
King, Less Galbraith and a number of other good boys, and

"our own" E. Perry and " McGinty" Cleary, the latter of

whom, for a youngster, is second to none that can do his

weight.

" I was called in once to attend a horse which was suffer-

ing from the toothache," said Dr. R. L. Humphrey, a Phila-

delphia dentist. " The animal was in great agony, and when
I proceeded to examine his mouth he appeared to realize

that it was my purpose to relieve him, and he submitted to

my administrations with calmness that was almost human. I

discovered a cavity in one of the back teeth, which was also

badly ulcerated at the root. I temporarily relieved the pain

and next morning went to see him again. He gave evidence

of pleasure at my approach, and I concluded that I would at-

tempt to fill the tooth instead of removing it. I proceeded to

carry out my plan, and when I was cutting aivay the dis-

eased portions of the tooth the horse flinched no more than a

man would have done under the circumstances. I filled the

tooth with a cement composition, and the animal had no

more trouble with its mouth."

In 1892, when Dave Raybould drove Lord Clinton to a

race record of 2:10k, it was the opinion of many well-posted

horsemen that the black gelding had not only reached his

limit but had succeeded in thoroughly outclassing himseif.

Known to be a great horse, he was deemed unfortunate in

having been started on the famous kite on a day when he

and it were just right. But Clinton raced on, and a study of

the summaries of the free-for-all battles of last year will con-

vince the most skeptical that the son of Denning Allen is able

to hold his own in any sort of comyany. This year it would

appear that Raybould has him better than ever before. His
Columbus race, one mile of which was in 2:09|, and his easy

victory at Detroit, one mile in 2:09, gives him the honor of

having twice in ten days lowered the gelding record and at

the Fame time proved beyond a doubt that he is a race horse.

Lord Clinton has been before the public now for a little more

than four years and has been so prominent all the time that

to relate his histary would simply be to tell that which every-

one knows. His sire is Denning Allen, son of Honest Allen

169, by Ethan Allen 43,and his dam is of untraced breeding.

Palo Alto's string of trotters this season is, as usual, a

grand one. It arrived at Bay District last Wednesday after-

noon, and is as follows: Adbell, black yearling colt by Ad-
vertiser—Beautiful Bells; Cressida, 2, by Palo Alto—Clara
Belle; Glubar, 2. by Electricity—Jennie Benton ; Rio Alto,

3, by Palo Alto—Elsie, by General Benton ; A. A. A., 3, by

Azmoor—Abbess ; Aria, 3, by Bernal—Ashby, by General

Benton; Bonnibel, 4, by Azmoor—Bonnie, by General Ben-

ton ; Vina Belle, by Nephew—Flushing Belle
;
Day Bell, 2,

by Palo Alto—Beautiful Bells ; Tiny, 5, by Electioneer—

Telie, by General Benton. Walter Maben, the famous reins-

man from the Southern citrus belt, is to drive the Palo Alto

horses in all their races this year. Adbell is a well-developed

black colt and is certain to be a trotter, as has been every

son and daughter of Beautiful Bells, the dam of seven 2:30

performers, four of whom are also in the 2:20 list, viz.: Bow
Bells, 2:19} ;

Hinda Rose, 2:19] ;
Bell Flower, 2:12£ and Bell

Boy, 2:19*. Glubar is a slashing colt. He will be remem-

bered as the best yearling on the California circuit last year.

Rio Alto will be a hard nut to crack in the three-year-old

classes. This youngster has a grand speed inheritance, be-

ing by Palo Alto, one of the gamest and fastest stallions ever

hitched to a sulky. His dam is Elsie, by General Benton,

and second dam Elaine, consequently Rio Alto has two crosses

of Green Mouutain Maid in his pedigree. Bonnibel is the

filly that last year won both the $4,000 Breeder and
Sportsman and Oakland Futurity and took a three-year-

old record of 2:22£. Day Bell, the two-year-old son of Beau-

tiful Bells, will not be trotted in California.

"Winners at Detroit.

The owners who won $500 and upwards dur-

ing the list are:

Pleasanton (Cat.) Stock Farm 56,777.50
S A. Browa & Co.. Kalamazoo 6,267.75
Wm. Hopps, Baltimore 4.750 00
Village Farm. Buffalo 4,300.00
Budd Doble. Chicago « 3,200.00
G. A. Schwartz. Chicago 2,733.87
J. A. Goldsmith. Washingtonville, N. Y 2,700.00
Hermitage Stud, Indianapolis „ 2,333.75
J. G. Taylor. St. Louis, Mo 2,000.00
W. C. France, Lexington 2,000.00
OT. Mackey „ 1,640.32
W. G. White, Cleveland 1,403.25
Medina Farm, Marshall, Mich 1,300.00
Gil Curry, Nashville „ 1,300.00
Robert Bailey, Williamsport, Pa 1,250.00
Rumbarger Farm. Indianapolis 1,250.00
Woodline Farm, Fullerton 1,200.00
Kendall & Goodhue 1,093.55
H. P. Wade. Jefferson, O 1,000.00
Bowerman Bros., Lexington 1.000 00
W. B. Fasig, New York 1,000.00
Gentry & Ramey, Hughesville, Mo 1,000.00
Geo. Starr, Terre Haute 550.00
R, C. Stinson, Bradford, Ont 500.00
G. W. Dickinson, Chicago 500.00
H. 7. Jamison, Delaware, 500.00
Smith & Gurnett, Watkina, N. Y 500.00

At Saratoga, the bookmakers have to pay
$120 per day for the privilege of doing busi-
ness. This is $20 more than atanyother track,
and it naturally causes considerable grum-
bling, especially as there are auction pools sold
on the course. Only fifteen books went on at

the opening of the meeting, and business was
very light.

PROGRAMME

New Purses and

Purses Re-Opened
Solano Agricultural and Speed Association

Agricultural District No. 36.

VALLEJO
REGULAR AiYIVUAL FAIR .WDHACKv

Purses Declared Filled.
No. 1—Yearling colt. District. 8 entries.

No. 2—Two-year-old, District. 15 entries.

No. 3—Three-year-old, District. 12 entries.

No. 5—Two-year-olds, free for all. 10 entries.

No. 6—Three-year-olds, free for all. J 1 entries.

No. 8—2:25 Class, pacing, free for all. 18 entries.

No. 9—District trotting, 3:00 Class. 8 entries.

No. 10—District trotting, 2:40 Class, ll entries.

No. 13—2:40 Class, trotting, free for all. 16 entries.

No. 15—2:27 Class, trotting, free for all. 10 entries.

No. 17—2:14 Class, Nomination pacing. 8 entries.

No. 18—2:17 Class, Nomination trotting. 10 e ntries.

Running Races.
To Close September 1, 1894.

No. 4. Five-Eighths Mile Dash, Purse £200.
Three-year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance;
350 to second horse. The winner to be sold at $1,200; It

tor less, one pound allowed for each 5100 to $1,000, then
two pounds for each S100 to 3200.

No. II. One-Mile Daah. Parse $250. Three-
year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance; $50 to
second horse. The winner to be sold lor $1,500; if for
less, one pound allowed for each S100 to $1,000, then two
pounds for each $100 to $200.

No. 12. One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash,
Purse £300. For three-year olds and upward. Ten
per cent, entrance; $50 to second horse. Ten pounds
below the scale.

For horses that have started and not won this year
allowed five pounds additional.
Kntries to close September 1st.

Rules uf Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to
govern running races.

Purses Re-Opened, Trotting
To Close Septemcer 1st, 1894.

No. 7. 2:20 Glass, Trotting Purse $1000

Entrance 5 per cent. 5 per cent, of the amount ot
the purse additional from winners. O. T. and P. A.
rules to govern.

Programme.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9.

Purse
18. Nomination Purse, Trotting, 2:17 Class (Closedl $300
1. YearlingColtStake, District, Trotting! Closed) 150
13. 2:40 Class, Free-For All (Closed) 600

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10.
9. 3:00 Class, District, Trotting fClosed) 300
2. Colt Stake, District, Two-Year Old (t!lose4)..„ 400

7. 2:20 Class, Free-For-All (Reopened to close
September 1st. Five per cent, to enter
and 5 per cent, from winners. Condi-
tions as published) 1000

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11.

C. Three-Year-Old 2:27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-
AU (Closed)... 400

15. 2:27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-All (Closed)- 600

8. 2:25 Class, Pacing, Free-For-AII (Closed) 500
Running. One Mile Dash, Three-Year-Olds

and Upwards 260

FRIDAY, OCTOBER; 12.
Running, Five-eighths Mile Dash, Tbree-

YearOldsaud Upwards 200

10. 2:40 Cla^s, District (Closed) 400
S. Colt Stake, District, Three-Year-Old Closed) 400

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13.

Running, One and One Sixteenth Miles Dash
tor three- Year-Olds and Dpwar.l 300

17. Nomination, Pacini,', 2:14 Class (Clovtl) 800

5 Colt Stake, Two-Year-Old, 2:40 Clasd, Free-
For-All (Closed) - 600

Rules of Occidental Trottingand Racing Association.

The Board of Directors reserve the right to change
the order, postpone or declare off any or all ot the

above races, on account of bad weather or any other

just cause.

W T. KELLY, Sec'y. A. F. RUSH, Prea.

rjt
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THE FARM.
The Farm "Where We Were Boys.

D' yon mind the mountain farm, old boy, where you an" me was
kids?

An' how we laid o' summer nights an' heard the katydids

An' whip-poor-wills a-pipin' out an' fiddlin' 'mong the stocks?

An' how we usen't dare to speak fer fear we'd raise the spooks?
Tan't you mind the spring house still, where all the milk was kep'.

An' how onr little toes would ache, a-standin' on the step?

Our house was neat an" tasty, the barn was full o' hay,

A-purpose, so's me an' yon conld romp a-raiuy day.

What fun ter climb fer huclkeberries, tip-top of the hill,

An' set our traps fer rabbits in the meadow by the mill

!

An' don't you kuow that moss-grown trough, deep in the forest

glade.
Where tinkle, tinkle, went the spring, a-singin' while we played ?

Somehow I took to haukerin* to see the farm again,

An' view the spots that seemed so bright before we two was men.
Ez frisky as a cott I clum the dear old bill once more—
I wish to God I'd stayed away ; mv heart is sick an' sore.

The farm, old boy, was dead an' gone—the bones was scattered

round

:

I felt like in a graveyard, where ghouls has tore the ground.

The chimbly's fallen off the house, the barn's without a roof ;

The spring house shed is tumbled in—it's full o' leaves an' staff.

Where mother used to set her crocks down in the spring to cool.

An' turn an' kiss us when we'd come a-bouncin' home from school.

The wind sweeps through the stable, an' the stail where old Nell

died
Is filled clean to the manges top with snow that's blowed inside.

I couldn't, somehow, trust myself to go back past that scene,

Bat sneaked away along the creek—I never felt so mean
Sence when onr little blue-jay died, an' we tried hard not to cry,

An' made a drizzlin' failure at it blubberin' on the sly.

I hain't a-tellin' what I done comin' down tbet road.

But when 'twas over, like, I felt relieved of quite a load.

I'm never goin' back no more t' that graveyard of a place,

Fer spooks walks there in broad daylight thet I don't care to face.

I'd rnther treasure up them scenes afore the place was dead,
An' hang 'em round like pictures on the inside ofmy head.
An' if any man should ask ma, " Where's the farm you once lived

I'll say, It's gone to heaven, where the dear old folks is gone."

—Edwin L. Shuman in Chicago Evening Journal.

Cure for Tuberculosis.

The most important discovery of the year has just been re-

ported in Europe. It was made by a young French scientist.

Dr.de Backer, and is a remedy for consumption. The doctor

has for some time been experimenting in efforts to find what

will destroy the bacilli that produces consumption. Unlike

Dr. Koch, whose remedy was so greatly overrated a few

years ago, Dr. de Backer makes no secret of his preparation.

It is the bacilli procured from beer yeast. This must be kept

chemically pure, as it is to be injected into the blood. To

keep it thus pure, it is placed in a siphon with a hypodermic

needle attached. So soon as this bacilli is introduced into

the veins it begins its work, instantly destroying the tuber-

culous bacilli with which it comes in [contact. When the

blood is full of these bacilli, this means some inflammation

where the needle was inserted, and also slight fever, but this

soon passes away. If the blood is free from tuberculous ba-

cilli no bad effect is produced.
Dr. de Backer lately explained fully his new discovery be-

fore the medical congress in Rome. During the past year he
has cured in his practice ninety per cent, in the first stages of

consumption and sixty per cent, in the second stages. In
cases which have reached the final stages, Backerine, as he
calls his new remedy, cannot save the patient. The destruction

of tuberculosis bacilli may be hoped for, but that will not

build up new lungs where they have been destroyed. If this

remedy will do what is claimed for it, the importance of the

discovery can hardly be overestimated. The cure of con-

sumption, which yearly takes more victims to the grave than
any other disease among human beings, is of course the most
important gain. But hardly less than this will be the resto-

ration of confidence among the farmers and stock breeders of

the world that their herds need not be destroyed by a disease

that they are powerless to prevent. If Backerine will cure
consumption in human beings, it will also cure the like di-

sease, tuberculosis, in cattle, which within the past year has
become alarmingly prevalent. The efficacy of this new remedy
will doubtless be tested by American physicians, and it

should at the same time take the place of the overrated Koch
lymp test for tuberculosis, which has power only to show
the disease, but no power to relieve it.

The presence of tuberculosis among cows has had its most
serious side for those who do not own flocks or herds. The
doubt whether tuberculosis may not be introduced into the

human system by the use of milk has doubtless enormously
lessened the use of this most nourishing, and if from sound
animals most healthful food. This decrease in use of milk
has necessarily injured all dairy interests. It has injured
hardly less the interest of all stock breeders, for while this

nightmare rested over the country, no one could tell where
the disease might next spread. We sincerely hope aad be-

lieve that !this new remedy will prove all that its discoverer
claims for it. Should it do so, nothing that has lately oc-

curred will do so much to relieve agricultural depression. If

dairying and stock growing are placed on a sound basis once
more, farmers will be on their feet again, and ready to work
with the vigor that comes from knowing that their business is

not likely to be suddenly destroyed beyond their power to

help themselves.—" American Cultivator."

Early Molting Hens.

As a rule, when the hens begin to molt early in the sum-

mer they cease to lay, the result being that they are at once

sent to market as no longer profitable. This is a mistake, for

all hens must shed their old feathers and take on new plum-

age, some beginning early in the summer, whileothers do not

commence until iate in the fall
; but the process requires

about three months' time. In other words, a hen takes one-

fourth of [he time during the year to molt, giving her a period

for laying not exceeding three hundred days as the maxi-
mum.
The molting period has somethiog to do with winter lav-

ing. Granting that three months' time must be lost, it is

plain that if a hen begins to molt the first of August, she will
not be in full plumage again until the first of November, and

she will not lay until the molting has been completed. If

November opens cold she will not lay, and goes into the

winter to recruit from the debilitation of molting until spring.

If the weather is mild, however, during November, and win-

ter does not set in before December, she will have a full

months' rest, and will begin laying and then continue laying

through the winter. Hence, this rule must not be overlooked,

which is that if the hens begin to lay before cold weather,

they will lay duriDg the winter, but if cold weather overtakes

them before they begin to lav, they will probably not lay

before spring.

What then should be done with the hens that begin to

molt early ? Keep them, of course, as they will soon finish

molting and be ready for work long before some of the other

hens begin. When you sell off the hens now, because they

are shedding their feathers and do not lay, you will be sell-

ing off the very hens that you should keep over for produc-

ing eggs during the cold months. So do not sell the molting

hens, but sell those that are very fat and do not lay. Old
hens molt earlier than the pullets because they begin about

eleven months from the last moltiDg, which causes them to

molt a month earlier every year, and therefore it will be

notieed that the hens which molted in July of last year will

molt in June this year.

Feeding of the molting hens is a matter to receive careful

consideration. When making the new feathers they require

food rich in nitrogen and mineral matter. Linseed meal,

bone, meat and milk should be giveu in preference to grain,

and they should have free access to grass, especially clever.

It is also important to give them dry quarters, so as to pro-

tect them when nearly naked, as dampness may induce roup,

which is contagious, and may carry off'tb,3 whole flock.

Rearing Geese.

Geese may be reared without water for swimming, but it is

better to have a pond or stream, as these birds will mate bet-

ter in the water than on land. Good grass pasture is neces-

sary for the goslings as well as the geese. One gander is usu-

ally kept for three geese. Tbe gander is better if three years

old. The geese should have a quiet place to make their nests,

but it is best to take the eggs until a full sitting, which is nine

or ten eggs, is gathered. Then the eggs are put in the nest

and the goose allowed to brood. The goslings are usually

quite hardy, and are fed for a few days on such food as soaked

bread, meal and broken boiled potatoes, with sweet, skimmed
milk added. Only a small quantity of corn mep.l should be

given, if any at all; middlings or oat meal is belter for them.

But a good pastuae is indispensable. They will eat a large

quantity of grass. Chopped chives or young green onions

are excellent for them, mixed with the other food. When
well fed, the goslings grow very fast. The broods should be

shut up at night, and kept in a dry place until the feathers are

grown; while in the downy stage they are quite tender. The
dry curds of sour milk, with a springliug of red pepper, is

good for them, but should not be given to excess. As tbe gos-

lings are soon able to take care of themselves, it is easy to get

a second brood by saving the last eggs and setting them. These
late goslings, if well fed. grow fast, and are salable in good

time to make them quite profitable. The usual fattening food

is oats, which they will eat greedily. Whilethegoslmgsneed
no water for swimming, they should have plenty to drink

with their food. The feathers may be plucked twice, and go to

add considerably to the profit. The Toulouse goose is the

most populai, as it fattens fast, and reaches a weight of twenty

pounds, when well fed, at the age of nine months. The Emb-
den is a wholly white goose, and is prized mostly for its

feathers, although it grows to a good size and is quite hardy.

As geese will live to the good old age of fifty to eighty years,

there is no need to keep over the goslings except a few of the

best for the sake of improving the flock. The old ganders

sometimes become vicious, and may need to be displaced on

this account. When picked at the right times the feathers

come off quite easily and without any pain to the birds. Tbe
vield of feathers will average about a pound dry from the old

birds. These birds are most profitable when kept in Krge
flocks near a stream, and in sufficient number to receive close

attention. They will consume a large quantity of water insects

if they have the opportunity, but, as a rule, are better when
kept in grass fields and let to the water once a day only.

Sinking an Artesian Milk "Well.

There comes, in the life of every man who cannot afford

it, a time of unrest, when he is overpowered by an uncon-

trollable desire to live in the country, writes Robert J. Bur-

dette in the Ladies' Home Journal. A railroad man, who
doesn't know for the life of him which end of the plough

you hitch a horse to, is always longing to go on a farm ; a

successful merchant, who vaguely knows that you dig pota-

toes, although he rather understands that you mine them, as

you do coal, hankers, after a certain time of life, for a cheap
little place, not too far out of town, where he can sink an
artesian milk well, and raise his own bananas, of which he
is very fond. And I once knew on able and eminent lecturer,

who had lectured on "Tbe Pyramids. Their Cause and
Effect," for twenty years, and who was far more afraid of a

horse than a tramp is of work, and who thought that cows
shed their horns every spring, from irhich source the brass

bands renewed their supply of instruments. Well, that man
left the platform at last and invested the spoils of many suc-

cessful lecture tours in a stock farm. We cannot help it ; out

of the dust we came; back to the soil we are drawn. We
are children of the earth, and we do love to creep back into

the mother-arms, and get our faces down close to the sweet

old mother-heart, when the shadows begin to grow long, when
the days of the second childhood come upon us, and the time
draws near when she will take us into her arms for the last

time, and hush us to sleep on her cool breast.

The Pit Game.

The uses to which a class of lawless men have put the Pit

Fame is no reason for discarding it from the list of meritori-

ous breeds. No breed excels it for the table, and though the

hens are not as good layers as some breeds,-yet they will

bravely defend their broods against enemies of all kinds. As
a mother, she will raise more chicks than any other hen, for

the cat, dog and hawk will have to do battle with her before

they can have her young. A cross of the Pit Game and the

Leghorn results in good laying hens and excellent fowls for

the table.

Indigestion in Fowls—Its Cause and Cure.

The ailments which follow in the train of derangements of

the digestive organs in fowls are very numerous. More fowls

are injured from mistaken kindness in the way of feeding

and unnatural conditions under which they are kept than

from neglect. Over-feeding and giving too rich foods are the

two chief causes of indigestion. The fowls bolt down rich

food with amazing rapidity until gorged. The same thing

may be repeated every day; this, as the writer in the

" Poultry Monthly" reminds us, brings on a depraved appe-

tite and indolence, from which the digestive organs get out

of order, and if unnoticed, as is usually the case, serious mis-

chief is apt to follow, as other organs are depending on the

healthy action uf the digestive functions. Indigestion is of

slow growth usually, and if taken in time there need be no
cause for much trouble. A bird suffering from indigestion

will refuse almost every kind of food except something par-
ticularly pleasing to a depraved or impared appetite. In-

dolence, lack of lustre and smoothness in plumage, paleness
of face and comb, scanty droppings, bad breath, sour crop,

etc., are all indications of the disease. By way of treatment,
the bowels must first be cleansed ; a mild aperent medicine
should be given, followed by a rhubard pill on alternate days,

for a week or longer, also two boluses every night and morn-
ing, made up of powdered charcoal mixed with enough cod-

liver oil and oatmeal to make the whole into a sufficiently

stiff paste; the boluses to be given after the aperient and
rheubarb pills have had time to correct derangements of the
digestive organs. The bird should be fed moderately, or

better still, kept on a limited quantity (much less than usual)

of plain, soft food, avoiding everything of a rich or stimulat-

ing kind. In cases of long standing, the addition of ten

grains of the homo?opathic preparation of mo: vomica in the

soft food will be found beneficial. Sharp grit shocld always
be provided seed-eating birds: without it indigestion is sure

to follow.

Diarrhoea in Calves.

This disease is almost wholly the result of overfeeding. Too

much milk will surely produce this disorder, and in the warm
weather the trouble may become serious if neglected. To
give alum or other astringents is the very worst thing that

can be done. It only aggravates the trouble. The right treat-

mens is "to get rid of the undigested curd by mild laxative

medicine of which raw linseed or olive oil is the safest. Food

is to be entirely withheld until the bowels have regained their

healthful condition and digestion is restored. This may be in

two days, when feeding may begin with not more than a pint

at first of milk fresh from the cow. This may be given hourly,

and if the diarrbo?a is checked, the quantity may be increased

at longer intervals. If the calf is old enough to take a little

oatmeal or linseed meal, a handful may be given with half a
teaspoonful of ginger finely ground and as much salt. A
small quantity of salt is useful at any age to a calf that is fed

by hand. The safest method of hand feeding a young calf is

with warmed skimmed milk, made of the same temperature
as the fresh milk, and given moderately not more than four

quarts at a meal for one three weeks old, and gradually in-

creased to six quarts, when a little mixed corn and oatmeal
may be fed once a day. This should be increased gradually,

until a six-months-old calf has a pint twice a day.

The Virtues of Buttermilk.

Tansy for Moths.

Concerning the remedial value of buttermilk, the Medical

Advisor siys that it is of so much worth that it has gained a

distinct place in materia medica, and is largely prescribed by

the best physicians for the chest and lung troubles. An ex-

clusive buttermilk diet has seemed to bring about a cure for

Bright's disease. A proper and constant use of it will greatly

reduce and sometimes cure tbe craving for alcoholic liquors

ffith which many persons are afflicted. The craving may
be satisfied and the system benefited and strengthened instead

of weakened. Buttermilk alone will often remedy acidity of

the stomach. Tbe lactic acid needed in many cases are sup-

plied by it much more than any other drink or food. It is

said to alleviate the oppression about the heart that so many
old people suffer from, and it should be constantly drunk by

them. It is also to a certain extent a stimulant for the en-

tire system
;
just what the aged need.

" There is one sure preventive of moths. It is tansy,' saye

a correspondent. " Sprinkle the leaves freely about your

woolens and furs and the moth will never get into theoi.

When I was a child my grandmother used to send me to the

tansy patch on the hill with a large basket, in which to bring

home plenty of tansy leaves. In the garret were five hair-

covered trunks, studded with brass nails, filled with her best

blankets, flannels, sheets, etc. I remember how grandmother
took the extra supply out of those trunks in the garret once a

year, hung the articles on a clothesline down in the orchard,

beat them and put away again to lie amid the tansy leaves un;

til another year. The fourth generation of her posterity are

sleeping under the same blankets and coverlets now, which

proves the efficacy of that remedy of the olden times."

—

Philadelphia Evening Star.

Obstructed Teat.

The treatment for obstruction or stricture of a cow's teat

is as follows : Make a peg of some hard, elastic substance,

preferably of whalebone or some tough, hard wood that will

not break if the cow should lie down oil it, and having the

middle thicker than the ends; also having a knob on one

end to prevent it from slipping into the teat. The peg should

be as long as the teat, the end blunt and round, and should be

made very smooth and soaked in oil. It should be as large

around as will keep the duct open its natural width. It will

be sufficient to keep it in the teat during the night. As the

lining membrane of the teat is inflamed, which is the cause

of the stricture, smear the peg when it is used, with carbo-

lated vaseline, and give the cow once a week a pound of ep-

som salts dissolved in linseed tea.
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Swine Notes.

Warmth, cleanliness, arid regularity in feeding a little good

food, are the main secrets in rearing young pigs.

An ocasional application of a mixture of equal parts of

kerosene, vinegar aud fiab oil will eradicate lice from swine.

Of the desirable qualities in a pig, a vigorous appetite is of

the first importance, the next in importance h quietness in

disposition.

A writer says : "Give your hogs a rubbing post, in some ac-

cessible part of their inclosure; it facilitates their keeping

clean, and seems to afford them much satisfaction."

The hog cholera is prevailing in Pennsylvania and other

states, as well as over the ocean in foreign lands. Owners
will do well to keep a lookout for this terrible disease.

In feeding sweet milk to pigs, trials made at the Wisconsin

experiment farm showed that on an average four pounds of

corn meal were equal to twenty pounds of sweet skim milk

if fed separately.

Oil cake and cotton-seed meal is valuable feed for horses,

cows, sheep and hogs, giving a healthy and vigorous. Fed
with roots, effect on the animal life is astonishing.

The hog is naturally a gleaner and an economizer of the

refuse and offal on the farm. Of all farm animals he is the

only one that craves a variety of things. See that he gets

what he wants, and a years cash balance will foot up very

satisfactory.

It is a good plan to feed store bogs regularly, but not too

heavily, three times a day; give them abundance of raw mat-

erial to work up into manure, and have on hand a constant

supply of charcoal or wood ashes. A mixture of the latter

materials, experience has proven to be excellent in correcting

acidity and improving digestion in swine.

Of the 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 hogs in the Uoited States,

three-fifths are raised in ten strictly Mississippi Valley States,

namely, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky,

Tennessee, Kansas, Nebraska "and Wisconsin. These States

produce annublly nearly three-fourths of the entire corn crop

of the country.

A Nebraska man says hay is good for hogs. Cut the hay
short and mix with bran, shorts or middlings, and feed as

other food. Hogs soon learn to like it, and if soaked in swill,

or slop food, it is highly relished by them. In winter, use

for hogs the same hay that you feed to your horses, and you
will find that it will save bran, shorts or other food; it puts on

tlesh as rapidly as anything that can be given them.

Epilepsy in piga is generally due to irritation of the digest-

ive organs, from improper food, worms, etc. For pigs under

three months old, give a teaspoonfull of flour of sulphur. It

may be given two or three times daily during a week, in a

little thin gruel, which the pigs do not object to consume

voluntarily. Change of food and comfortable quarters are

essential ; also plenty of sour milk, ample range of liberty,

and pure water.
o

Cow Sucking Herself.

To prevent a cow sucking herself or sucking others in the

same herd nothipg is more effective than the following sim-

plecontrivance : Take a board of some light-weight timber

one-half inch thick, six inches long and four and a half

inches wide. In the middle of one long end make a notch

half an inch wide and a half inch deep, connecting it with

an oval space sawed out of the board. This is then applied

to the cow's nose in the same manner as a nose ring, and is

worn continuously. It does not interfere with grazing or

drinking, and positively prevents the practice of the habit.

The Males.

As soon as hatching is over, the males should be disposed

of, as eggs from hens not with males can be kept twice as long

as those that are fertile. Males consume food that is too

valuable for them, as they will not bring more than ODe-half

price compared with other fowls, and every day that they are

retained is so much loss that should be avoided.

Digestion in the Horse.

Fattening.

To fatten rapidly, feed the birds three times a day, giving

potatoes thickened with bran and meal. Milk may also be

added, and if potatoes are scarce,use chopped clover, cut very

fine, and well mixed with the meal and bran. Cracked corn

and wheat should also be allowed, and plenty of sharp grit

must be within access. About ten days is sufficient time to

fatten a fowl for market.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No,

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. E. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

White Plains, N. Y., Nov. 19, 18S9.

Gents:—All summer I have used Boyce Toblets for lea

and body wash, and I would say to every horseman in the

country that it is the best in the market. I would not be

without it for twice the price. It was a long time before I

tried it, but now I cannot get along without it. Yours truly,

P. W. HASKrNS. *

W. F. Young, Meriden, Conn.—''Absorbine" should be

introduced among horsemen and stock farms in general. I

am a race horse man myself, keeping twenty to twenty-five

in training, and have used your remedy with good effect.

Yours faithfully, Percy Tatlok, 170 Madison Street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Klamath, the great trotter, will not go to New York this

season, but will make the Montana circuit and return here

for the fall races—Los Angeles Herald.

The new catalogues—trotting and thoroughbred—of the

Palo Alto Stock Farm for 1894 have been printed, and in a

few days will ba ready for distribution.

The esophagus consists of a muscular membranous tube

extending from the posterior part of the mouth down the left

side of the neck, continuing its course through the chest, pen-

etrating through the crura of the diaphragm and reaching to

and terminating in the stomach. It does not, however, enter

straight into the stomach, and with a large, open orifice, but

there is an admirable provision made to prevent the regurgi-

tation of the food when the stomach is filled and the horse

suddenly called upon to perform unusually hard work. The
oesophagus enters the stomach in a somewhat curved direc-

tion. It runs obliquely through the muscular and cuticular

coats for some distance, and then its fibres arrange themselves

around (he opening into the stomach. Close observation has

shown that they form themselves into segments of circles in-

terlacing each other, and by their contraction plainly and

forcibly closing the opening, so that the regurgitation of the

food is almost impossible.

This is a singular construction. It is not precisely either

a spineter muscle or a valve, but it is a strong and almost in-

superable obstacle to the regurgitation of the food. The left

side of the stomach is in contact with the diaphragm It is

pressed upon by every motion of the diaphragm, and hence
the reason why the stomach is so small compared with the
size of the animal. It is, indeed, strangely small, in order
that it might not press too heavily upon the diaphragm or
painfully interfere with the process of respiration, when the
utmost energies of the horse are occasionaily taxed immedi-
ately after he has been fed.

At the lower or pyloric orifice the muscles are also in-

creased in number and size. These are arranged in the same
manner with sufficient power to resist the pressure of the
diaphragm, and retain the contents of the stomach until they
have undergone the digestive process.

The situation of the stomach will at once explain the
reason why a horse is so much distressed and sometimes irre-

parably injured if worked hard immediately after a full meal.
The stomach must be displaced and driven back by every
contraction of the diaphragm or act of inspiration, and in

proportion to the fullness of the stomach will be the weight
to be overcome snd the labor of the diaphragm and the ex-
haustion of the animal. If the stomach is much distended,

it may be too weighty to be forced sufficiently far back to

make room for the quantity of air which the animal, in a

state of exertion, requires.

The horse was destined to be the servant of man, and to be
always at his call, whether fast or full. It would seem, there-

fore, that to lessen much inconvenience or danger a smaller

stomach in proportion to his size is given to the horse than
to almost any other animal. The bulk of the horse and the

services required of him demand much nutriment, and that

of such a nature as to occupy a very consiserable space
;

yet
his stomach, compared with his bulb, is not half so large as

that of the human being ; therefore, although he, like every

other animal, feels inconvenience from great exertion imme-
diately after a full meal, he suffers not so much as other quad-
rupeds, for his stomach is small and his food parses rapidly

through it and descends to a part of the intestines from the

ciaphragm, and where the existence and pressure of the food

cannot cause him any annoyance.

The stomach has four coats : The outermost is the lining

of the cavity of the belly and the common covering of all the

intestines, that by which they are confined in their respect-

ive situations, and from which a fluid is secreted that prevents

all friction between them. This is called the peritoneum, that

which stretches around the inside of the stomach.
The second is the muscular coat, consisting of two layers

of fibres, one runuing lengthwise and theother circularly, and
by means of which a constant gentle motion is communicated
to the stomach, mingling the food more intimately together

and preparing it for digestion, and by the pre^ureof which
the food, when properly prepared, is urged oa into the intes-

tines.

The third or cuticular (skinlike) co3t covers but a portion

of the inside of the stomach. It is a continuance of the lining

of the gullet. There are numerous glands on it which secrete

a mucous fluid, and it is probably intended to be a reservoir

in which a portion of the food is retained for awhile and
softened and better prepared for the action of the other or

true digestive portions of the stomach. The circular coat oc-

cupies nearly one-half the inside of the stomach.

The fourth coat is the mucous or villous (velvet coat),

where the work of digestion properly commences. The
mouths of numerous little vessels open upon it, pouring out a

peculiar fluid, the gastric (stomach} juice, which mixes with

the food already softened and converts it into a fluid called

chyme. As this is formed it passes out of the other orifice of

the stomach, the pylorus, and enters the first small intestine,

the harder and undissolved parts being turned back to under-

go farther action. Every portion of the muscular coat has the

power of successively contracting and relaxing.

Each part of the stomach, by producing a series of folds

and wrinkles, serves to agitate the alimentary mass, and by

bringing every part of it in its turn to the surface to expose

it to the influences of the gastric juice,whileat the same time

the whole of the contents are gradually propelled forwards

from the orifice which is connected with the a^sophague to

that by which they are discharged.

The cerebro-visceral nerve is the agent in producing these

alternate contractions and relaxations, it is the motor nerve

belonging to theie parts. It has to keep the parietes of the

stomach in contact with the food and the food in contact with

the gastric juice. It has to bring the different parts of the

food in successive contact with the stomach, and to propel

them through this portion of tbe alimentary canal, in order

that thej may be discharged into the duodenum.
Spasm of the diaphragm, often confounded with palpation

of the heart, is generally caused by over-exertion, such as

fast trotting or running. Its most prominent symptom is a

concussive motion on jerking of the whole body,accompanied

by a dull, thunping noise, designated in stable parlance as

the " thumps," unconnected with the pulsation of the heart,

emanating posterior to that organ in the region of the dia-

phragm. In some instances the impulse of the heart is barely

perceptible, the pulse is small and weak, and there is great

difficulty in breathing. The spasmodic movements of the

diaphragm are not synonymous with the pulse. This, along

with the fact that the sound proceeds from parts posterior to

the heart, at once points out the difference between this af-

fection and cardiac palpitation.

Generally speaking, a good diffusible stimulant with warm
clothing and quietness is all that is necessary. It is desirable,
of course, that the most suitable food for maintaining our
horses In perfect health should be selected, but still we must
not be misled by statements of chemists (made in the abstract)
as to the precise percentage of nutriment contained in this or
that particular article of diet.

The leading principles which must guide us in the selection
of the most suitable food are that it must contain at least
three classes of constituents, viz , nitrogen, to nourish the
muscular and other tissues, hydrogen, to assist in maintaining
animal heat, and saline materials, to aid in the process of as-

similation and elimination. The health will unquestionably
suffer if these constituents are wanting or present in undue
proportion, and consequently the indications of chemistry
must be subjected to tbe test of experience.
We can now appreciate the desirability of varying the

diet,asthat food which oontains Ihe three elements men-
tioned in the greatest proportion will not invariably prove
the most suitable for maintaining perfect health. Salt is found
in every tissue of the body, and hence the horse will not lake
too much of this substance, unless forced to do so by mixing
it with his food too plentifully. Too much hydrocarbonous
food is ir-jurious, as may be seen in the case of many of our
domestic pets, which frequently die before their food is used
which contains the nitrogenous elements in undue propor-
tion. The evils to be anticipated are various blood diseases,

as exemplified when too much oil cake has been fed.

While what we have said may guard the reader against
over feeding and its consequent evils, it must at the same
time be borne in mind that a deficiency of food is accom-
panied by no less injurious effects. Hence, for the proper
maintenance of health the food must not be over-abundant
in quantity, audits quality such as to supply all the require-
ments of the animal economically. Some horses will eat
more hay than is necessary, but careful observation will de-
tect this, and a restriction should be placed upon the quantity
given. We someti nes fiad a craving appetite and thirst, in-

duced by immoderate feeding, more especially in the case of
horses that stand a great deal in the stable. Hard work, and
frequent exposure to wet and cold, causes these animals to
suffer so far as their nervous and muscular systems are con-
cerned, and permanent debility ensues and various diseases

may now attack the sufferers.

During the process of dentition attention should be given,
iodigeslion frequently arising from the animal being unable
to masticate its food properly. Food given at uncertain or
irregular intervals may also produce dyspepsia. Finally,

there may be debility of the stomach itself, tbe result of some
constitutional predisposition. The svmptoms of loss of appe-
tite or capricious appetite, sometimes refusing to eat and at

other times eating ravenously, a desire to eat filthy mater-
ials and increased thirst, the bowels generally irregular and
sometimes there is an escape of flatus from the anus.

Imperfect masufication may bedetected by careful exami-
nation of the frejes. The long continued use of dry, hard
food may, however, cause it. to pass away imperfectly mas-

j

cerated, and too much soft food is equally injurious, though
in a contrary way ; hence, we say, vary the food. An aperient
orpnrgalive should be given unless there be excessive diar-

rhoea and debility. To theyoucg animal a dose of castor oil

or Uaseed oil ; to the older a dose of aloes combined with
ginger or gentian. Afterwards bicarbonate of soda with gen-
tian will be found beneficial.

With very rare exceptions diseases of the digestive appara-
tus are results of errors in feeding. I may here, however, ob-

serve that horses are best kept in health and working condi-

tion when fed upon an admixture of food requiring thorough
mastification, and that horned cattle are best kept in health
when in addition to the more nutritive elements they are

freely supplied with food requiring re-mastification, such as

hay, grass or straw.

Observations on the diseases of digestive organs point to

|

the conclusion that in the horse the intestines are more liable

: to suffer from disease than the stomach ; while in the ox and

j

the sheep the reverse is the case, and in the dog, consequent
i cpnn its power of digestion, the stomach is more rarely dis-

]
ordered than one would be led to oxpect from the nature of

' its food, etc.—Charles P. Wood, V. S., in Horse Breeder.

Judge Tighe—What excuse have you for being drunk ?

Prisoner—Well, yer honor, I won $100 on the Suburban, and
when 1 toid my wife about it she didn't even brace me for a

new hat. and I had to take a few dainks to settle my nerves

Judge Tighe—Discharged ! Call the next case.

" Mistah," said an urchin to the man who was driving a

very poor horse, "does yoh want me to hoi' 'im?" " No, this

horse won't run away." " I didn't mean hoi' 'im fas', so's he

won' run away. I meant hoi' 'im up, so's he won'drap."

Estheb, dam of Expressive, 2:17-}, foaled a bay colt by

Norris, 2:22$-, last spring, and the youngster already squares

away like a trotter. Esther is owned by Edward Appel,

Rochester, N. Y.

Awarded
Hierh93t Honors-"World's Fair.

* CREAM

BAKING
POWDER

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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Leigh & Rose's Horses Sold.

The two-Year-olds in training belonging to

Leigh & Rose were sold at auction in the

paddock July 21 before the first race. The

prices were not good, nor the stock oSered

above the average. The following are the

horses sold, together with the prices paid for

them and their new owners

:

Vishun, ch c (2), by Sir Dixon—Virgie D.;

T. W. Coulter, $600.

Ictoria, b f (2), by Bishop—Virlieu ; J.

Huffman, $300.

La Pavoe, br f (2), by Tremont—Minuet; J.

Huffman, $200.

Coria, b f (2), by Hindoo—Corinne; Leo
Klein, $775.

Brevity, ch f (2), by Punster—Mound P.;

J. Huffman, $175.

Induma, b f (2), by Onondaga—Honora ; J.

Huffman, $175.

Freyja, ch f (2), by Hanover—Mary Win-
nifred; H. E. Leigh, $450.

Elano, ch g (2), by imp. Rossington

—

Catherine C; J. HuSman, $375.

Donnat, ch g (2), by Macduff—Lady Win-
ross, by imp. Glenelg ; Frank Hill, $175.

Foals of 1894.

Following is the list of foals for 1S94 at

Electioneer Stock Farm

:

BY BONNER N. B. 24,270.

B f, dam Clamdigger, by Woodboy.
B c, dam by Woodboy.
B c, dam Daisy, by Black Pilot.

B c, dam Grace.
B c, dam Katie.

B f, dam Maud.
B c, dam Nellie, by Rifleman.

Sr c, dam Fannie.
B c, dam Pinto.

B f, dam Cora Ross, by Geo. Morgan.
B f, dam Bird.

BY RED OAK.

B f, dam Doll, by Black Pilot.

B f, dam Dolly.

B f, dam Nellie, by Anson.

F. P. Norton, Marshfield, Or.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eighth Annual Fair of the Twenty-Sixth

District Agricultural Association (.Amador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE HELD AT

IONE, CAL.
September 25 to 28, Incl,

Entries Close September 12.

Money required to be sent at the time entries
are made.

First Day—Tuesday, September 25th,
Purse

No. I. Running—}^-mile and repeat, 3-year-olrl

class, Amador county $125

No. 2. Running; 3-S mile and repeat, free for all... 125

No. 3. Trotting—2-year-old class, Amador and Sac-
ramento counties, mile heats, 2 io 3 100

Second Day—Wednesday, September 26th.

I orenoon, Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. 4. Running—11-16 mile dash, tree for all 150

No. 5. Running—5-8 mile and repeat 150

No. 6. Trotting—3-year-old class, for district 125

Third Day—Thursday, September 27th.

No. 7. Running—1-mile dash 125

No. S. Running— V.j'-m He and repeat, free for all 100

No. 9. Pacing-1-mile heats, 2:28 class, 2 in 3 125

No, 10. Trotting—Yearling class, 1-mile heats, 2 in 3 100

Fourth Day—Friday, September 28th.
Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. 11. Running—^f-mile and repeat 125

No. 12 Running—1-mile novelty for purse 200

No. 13. Buggy Race—1 mile, 2 in 3, district 50

No. 14. Running—,'^-mile dash, district 100

Remarks and Conditions.

Entries will close with the Secretary September 12th.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse, which must accom-
pany nomination.
In all races five to enter and three to start.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
races.
The Board reserves the right to change the above

order of races by giving the contestants notice by 6 p.

m. of the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except when

conditions made are otherwise, they may contest for

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows : 66 2-3

per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the second.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. rn. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in oue interest, the particular horse they are to start

must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
Purses divided into two moneys, of which 75 per

cont. to first horse and 2-5 per cent, to second, except in

novelty race, in which $50 will be paid to winner at

each quarter.

W. A. BENNETTS, J. MARCHAST,
Secretary. President.

2:04!!

Trotti&g Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MAN'PG CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

MARKET AND TENTH STREETS. 8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THOROUGHBRED

PERCHERONS AND COACH STALLIONS.
CHOICEST LOT EVER IMPORTED TO CALIFORNIA.

EVERY HORSE IS II Ei: 1>- I 'Ml Eli In the Stud Books of France and America. Buyers furnished
with certified pedigrees.

These horses cost Twelve Thousand Dollars in France. Financial depression has forced

the owner to sell them at a loss. This is a great opportunity to secure a stallion of the finest

breeding for a song.

Address or apply to E. C. GODFREY, 38 Crocker Building, S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scotl & McCord'a Stables, Fifth avenue, opposite race track.

I \HIIMI\ un.V bred

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

iNijurrtK nv

DR. O. B. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street

ARION, 2:07f

!

SUNOL, 2:08^!
AZOTE, 2:08^! PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

• BRED AT -

THE FAMOUS PALO ALT07ST0CK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'Clork A. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
[During meeting of California State Agricultural Society].

Thirty-six head of choice mares will be offered, sired by Ansel, Gen. Benton, Albert
W., Clay, Norval, Woodcut, St. Bel, Allie Wilkes, Hambletonian Prince, Electioneer, Elecric-

ity, Nephew, Will Crocker, Piedmont, Gov. Sprague, Alfred, Wildidle, Don Victor, Azmoor,
Mohawk Chief and Benefit. Stinted to Dexter Prince, Azmoor, Wildnut, Pacheco (brother
to Palo Alto), Advertiser, Whips, Piedmont, Altivo (brother to Palo Alto), Alfred, Truman,
etc. Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Franoiaco.

GOLDEN GATE FAIR ASSN.
DISTRICT \o. 1.

PROGRAMME OF. RUNNING RACES
— TO BE HELD AT THE —

BAY -:- DISTRICT -:- TRACK
OIV

Monday, August 13th, Saturday, August
18th, and Monday, August 20th, 1894.

MONDAY, AUGUST 13.

No. 1. Inaugural tor three-year-olds and up-
ward, three-quarters of a mile Horses that have
utarted and not won this year, at this distance or over,
allowed 10 pounds, those that have not been placed al-

lowed 20 pounds. Purse $250.
No. 2. For two-year-olds, five furlongs. Win-

ners of three or more two-year-old races, carrying: scale

weight or over,7 pounds extra,two such races 4 pounds.
Non-winners who have been placed allowed 3 pounds;
those who have not been placed allowed 7 pounds.
Purse $300,
No. 3. gelling race, for tliree-year-olds and up-

wards, one mile. The winner to be sold for §1,200

;

if for less 2 pounds for each Si 00 down to £800; then 3

pounds for each $100 to $400. Purse $300.
No. 4. Handicap, all ages, one mile and a six-

teenth. Purse $40O.
No. 5. Owners' handicap, five and : a half fur-

longs. For non-winners this year, weights to be de-
clared through entry box by 4 p. m. on day before race.
Purse S2BO.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18.
No. 6. Selling race, six furlongs. For horses

who have not won two races this year. The winner to

be sold at $1,000; ifforless2 pounds allowed for each
$100 to $600; then 1 pound for each $50 to $100. Purse
$250.
No. 7. For two-year-old maidens, about six

furlongs. Beaten maidens who have been placed al-

lowed 5 pounds; those who have not been placed s

pounds. Purse S2SO.

No. 3. Handicap, all ages, one mile and a
quarter. Purse 8&40O.
No. 9. For three-year-olds and upwards, five

furlongs. Winners of three races this year, at this
distance, carrying weight for age or over, to carry 8
pounds extra; beaten maidens at this distance or less,
this year, allowed 10 pounds. Purse $300.
No. 10. Selling race, for all ages, one mile and

fifty yards. The winner to be sold for $1,500; if for
less, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000, then two
pounds for each $100 to $300. Purse $2ftO.

MONDAY, AUGUST 20.
No. 11. For tbree-year-olds and upward, three-

quarters of a mile. Winners ot any race at this
meeting of this distance or over, when carrying weight
for age or more, to carry five pounds extra; those who
have won with less to carry scale weight. Non-winners
at this meeting, if placed, to be allowed three pounds;
if not placed allowed seven pounds. Purse $300.
No. 12. Two-year-old handicap, seven-eighths

of a mile. Purse $30O.
No. 13. Selling purse, live furlongs, for three-

year-olds aud upward. The winner to be sold at
$800; if for less, four pounds allowed for each $100 to
$300. Purse $250.
No. li. Handicap for all ages, one mile. Purse

$400.
No. 15. Consolation purse, about six furlongs.

For horses that have started and not won at this meet-
ing. Horses that have run second to carry five pounds
below scale ; those that have run third, ten pounds, and
those that have not been placed, fifteen pounds.
Purse $250.

In all races an entrance fee of ?10 will be charged,
with an additional $5 for each scratch.
When the entries exceed ten in a race, owners have

the privilege of scratching down to that number free.

In all handicaps, when not specified in conditions,
an entrance fee of $15 will be charged, but ooly$o if de-
clared.
In making entries for purse races, the name, age and

sex of the horse and the weight and colors of the rider

must be given. After a horse has run once at the
meeting, the name "f the horse with the weight to be
carried in the race is sufficient.

In entering for a handicap, the name, age and sex
only are necessary. When more than one horse is

nominated by the same party for a handicap, all must
be recorded on the same blank. Each nomination for

a purse must be made on a separate blank.

JOS. I. DIMOiVD, Secretary.

Entries, scratches and declara tions must be made
with the Secretary.
Entries for the first day's racps will close at the Sec-

retary's offie, 30S Market street, on Thursday, August
9, 1894. For all other races, except the Consolation, the
entries will close at the Secretary's office at the track
on Thursday, August Kith, at 4 p. M.
In all the above races the money given to second and

third horses will be as follows : Zn $400 purses, $50 to
second and $25 to third : in $300 purses, $40 to second
aud $20 to third ; in $250 purses, $30 to second and $15
to third.
In all races where there are not at least six entries

and four >.-r more horses starting, iu entirely different
interests, the association reserves the right to declare
the race ofT.

California Jockey Club rules to govern.

U . M RENT, President.

$20,000 in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
1894.

OCrOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.
TROTTING EVENTS.

FREE-FOR-ALL 81500

2:17 CLASS lOOO

2:20 " lOOO

2:24 •' 800
2:27 " 700

2:30 " OOO

2:10 " 500

3-YEAR-OLD CL'SS SOO
2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 3O0

PACING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL 81200
2: 14 CLASS .-. lOOO

2:10 " WOO
2:30 " 400
2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 300

RUNNING EVENTS.
1-2 Mile, for 2-yenr-olds. Added money.8150
1 1-4 Mlleii, for 3-year-olds. " " 250
5 Furlongs, for 2-year-olds. " " 200
1 Mile, All-aged Handicap. " " 400
4 1-2 Furlongs, All ages. Selling. Purse 200
1 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 300
5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds. Added money 250
3-4 Mile, All ages. " " 2SO
5-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 200
7-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 250
3-4 Mile, Tor 2-year-olds, Added money 300
1 1-8 Miles, All ages. " " 250
For conditions aud eulry blanks address theSecretary
Don't forget that we endeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per cent
The Secretary will he pleased to furnish any Infor-

mation desired.

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6.
CAPT. J. C. NEWTON, President. TIIOIIMi. Secy., 107 1-2 \. Main St., Los Angeles.
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Small Hopes a Big Ringer.

"When I hear of jockeys pulling their

lorses for a few paltry dollars," remarked a

a veteran sport one evening in the Wellington,

says a Chicago exchange, " it always reminds

me of the hot day when the box held over

$100,000 on Small Elopes at Boston."

The story was asked for and was told as

follows

:

"Eighteen years ago there was no trotter

on earth as fast as Small Hopes and but few

people knew it. He could trot in 2:12, which

was a phenomenal gait at that time. He was

owned by Dr. Deyo, of Jackson, Mich., but he

never knew the speed of the colt. Deyo got

into financial difficulties, and the sheriff was

about to swoop down on him when the horse

was spirited away. Bill McGuigan, the

veteran driver, took hold of him and began to

campaign him. He beat everything in his

class, and then started in as a ' ringer.' He
went through Wisconsin, lowaand Minnesota,

and won a barrel of money. He was in the

2:30 class, then the 2:25 and then the 2:18.

" On reaching Kansas City the crowd—two

rubbers and McGuigan—went broke, and

there wasn't enough to pay the entrance fee.

A gambler named Prentis was seen, and he

was told of what McGuigan had. Prentis said

that if he would show him a moonlight trial in

2:20, he would advance $1,000. Small Hopes
was hitched to a sulky, and without even a

pacemaker he covered the distance in 2:17.

Then Prentis wanted to buy the animal, but

he wasn't for sale. Two days following he was

entered in the 2:20 race and he won in slow

time. He was shipped that evening to Bos-

ton, where he was entered in the 2:25 trot

along wLh Dictator and other fast ones.

Prentis went along and stood to win a fortune

but the trick was discovered.

"Small Hopes had a white hind leg, and in

order to disguise him it was painted. The race

was for blood, and the little horse was pushed,

being driven out in 2:19. The next heat was

won in 2:1S, and then a crowd gathered at

the stable. While he was being rubbed, the

driver of Dictator passed his hand down over

the painted leg and the color stuck to his

hand. A loud cry of ringer went up. Mc-
Guigan was arrested and the rubbers escaped.

All bets were called off, and finally the horse

was sold to Vanderbilt for $17,000. Small

Hopes was the greatest ringer the American
turf ever saw."

Treating Wounds on Horses.

There is a steadily-increasing demand
abroad for American trotters, particularly in

Austria. An exchange says that the Vienna
Trotting Horse Association, said to be the

largest racing organization in Austria, recently

sent Myer Loeber, one of the most experienced

horsemen in that country, to America, with a

commission to purchase anything in the trot-

ting-horse line that he thought would be desir-

able for breeding purposes. Mr. Loeber arrived

here on June 1st and started out on his mis-

sion the same day. He went West as far as

Nebraska and then came East, buying trotting

horses from the great stock farms on the route.

All told he purchased twenty-nine, including
four stallions, twenty-two mares and three

geldings. The latter were bought on account
of their handsome looks and speed. Among
the best known of the lot are Bronson, Sweet-
meat, Eddy B., Billy Jones, Shipman, Nellie

Wilkes and Jenny Queen. The twenty-nine
horses are valued at $25,000. They were
taken on board the White Star freight ship

Cevic, which sailed for Liverpool a few days

A Certain
Standard

of excellence exists in every given class

of things. In revolvers it is those made

by Smith & Wesson.

They excel in convenience, safety, ap-

pearance, accuracy and penetration.

Send for illustrated catalog.

2 Stockbridge St.,

Springfield, Mass.Smith & Wesson,

Going Around
THE TURN he lost a boot; battered his
knee; swollen and lame next morning.

ABSORBIN Et^J™
and absorb the buDcta; ready fornext race,
should have used it soon as done ; would
have prevented bunch and soreness.

§2.00 a bottle. Of regular dealers, or
W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F., Meriden Ct.

Circulars if you want them.

: AISO FOB SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, Pan Francisco.
R. J. BEEBY, 106-1 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

GOLDEN GATE A. & M. FAIR ASSOCIATION.
The $2,000 Futurity Parse for Trotters, offered by this Association,
Having failed to Fill, the Directors now offer for the Foals of 1894

A $4000 Futurity Purse for Trotters and Pacers
TO BE CONTESTED FOR IN 1897.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 21st, 1894.
ENTRANT R 3 PER r?K\T.

, payable as follows: $10 August 21st, 189-1, when entiles close In names of
dam and sire: §10 January 1.5th, 1895; §15 July 15th, 1895; §15 January lath, 1896; $15 July 15th, 1S96; $15 January
15th, 1£97 ; $20 June 15th, 1897, and $20 fifteen days before the advertised day of the race.

CONDITIONS.
The purse to be divided in proportion to the number of troitera and pacers startiDg. Each class to contest

separately for their own share. [In explanation : If there are Dine starters, five of whom are pacers and four
trotters, then five-ninths of the purse will be lor the pacing contest and four-ninths for the trotting contest,]
Each share will be divided into four moneys, 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

The same owner may start one entry in each class.

The Directors reserve the right to declare the race off If number of entries are not satisfactory to them.
Neglect to provide payments on tbe dates stipulated wilt incur forfeiture of all previous payments.
The race to be mile heats to harness, best three in five.

Entries not declared out by 5 p. m. the day preceding tbe race shall be required to start,

A horse distancing the field shall only be entitled to first and third moneys
Otherwise than Is specified In these conditions, the trotting association rules of which this Association Is a

member at the time of giving the meeting to govern. Penalties and expulsions of tbe National, American and
Occidental will be recognized.

Entries to close with the Secretary.

JOS. I. DIMOAO, Secretary, 300 Market St., San Francisco. W. M. KENT, President.

In treating clean, incised wounds attempts

should be made to secure healing by primary

adhesion, even in the horse, says the Indiana

Farmer. Bleeding should first be arrested or

nearly so, by applying a cold or hot sponge, or

by tying bleeding vessels, and the lips of the

wound should then be closed accurately, with'

out any twisting or overlapping. In small

wounds pieces of sticking plaster may be used,

the lips of the wound having first been

smoothly shaved so that they may adhere

firmly. In larger wounds the wound may be

sewed with a curved surgical needle and a silk

thread dipped in a solution of carbolic acid.

The stitches may be continued from end to

end of the wound, and the thread prevented
from slipping and loosening by a knot at each
end, or the stitches may be independent, the

two ends being tied together across the wound.
In such cases they may be one-quarter to one-

third inch apart ; or the lips of the wound may
be pinned together, the pins in a simple skill

wound being inserted one-eighth inch from the

edge, and when both lips have been transfixed

in this way a thread (or hair) carried success-

ively around the two ends of the pin, and made
to describe a figure 8 will hold the wound
close. When the stitching is not continuous
from end to end of the wound the apposition

of the edges will be rendered more perfect by
the application of strips of sticking plaster in

the intervals.

When efforts at primary union have failed

and pus has formed, or fermentative changes
have occurred on the raw surfaces, and the
lips gape more or less, some antiseptic dress-

ing will be required, as in the case of lacer-

ated or contused wounds.
In cases where an incised wound has had

foreign bodies of septic ferments introduced
into it, these should first be removed. A cur-

rent of water that has been boiled and cooled
is one of the best methods of cleansing a

wound, and there is no objection to the
addition of one-twentieth of its amount of

carbolic acid, as this will tend to destroy any
germ life that might otherwise prove fatal to

the healing process. Then the wound may be
stitched up as if it had been clean, and a daily
dressing of carbolic acid one part, and sweet
oil ten paTts may be applied.

For a wound on the convex surface of a
joint, where stitches are not sufficient to keep
the lips accurately applied to each other, the
movement of the joint may be temporarily
abolished by the application of a splint or
bandage, and in any such case the bandage
shonld be applied uniformly from the hoo f

upward, as otherwise the limb below ihe band-
age is liable to stiffen, even die.

For Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition of business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Alma, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted a trial mile

milein2:19M-
DEITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,

by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, he by Geo, M. Patchen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, by
Gny Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

T1PPO TIB, bay^geldlng, record 2:26, can trot In
2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:34, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worth, record 2:19, be by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She is a mare
of fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait

For further Information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. D1ETZ, Oakland, Cal.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 830
These timers start and stop promptly, and t>re is

reliable as the best split-secoud watches made.

A.. HIRSOHMAN. 113 Sutter Street

l li til 1 1 ll l ill l iri i rri 1 1 ii i in 1 1 1 i mi-inri

A SANITARY NECESSITY.
j

^ABSOLUTELY Much sickness of women and children :

I nnnR- is caused by oat-door closets. =

*
THE COLUMBIA j

PATENT VENTILATED CABINET;
OR BEDROOM COMMODE :

Is absolutely odorless, and can be set Op ;

In any room having a chimney or sto>e

pipe, by anyone. Needs no expenslTO ;

plumbing. Costs nothing to keep In order •

lABOONTOWOMENANDCHILDRENi
% Affords all Ihe conveniences of the most elaborate water

\
= closet, without deadly sewer eas. Absolutely necessary \

= where there are no sewers. The effect on health is so '

1 great, and expense so httlo that every family should have
- one. Made ofOAK, 'well finished, with galvanized

\

s Dockets— non-corrosive— and all necessary fittings, com- ;

£ plete. Price, $12.00. Freight prepaid to KthoxousxLY !

2 any railway station in U. S. Guaranteea
\\ T£5T£n

\

as represented or money refunded. We ft . ^_
s refcrtothis paper. Not a luxury, _bnt a HV-=^ f^rt I

^ necessity; a "saver of doctor's bills." De- HJ^^TfT f\Lg
senptive pamphlet and testimonials free. l\JJj \J£<

Z Endorsed by doctors. Mention this paper, ifassg i

1 DONALD KENNEDY & SON, Minneapolis, Minn. ;

Sii.iJi.iniJ'iniiiriLiiiiiiiLiiiiiniiaiiiiiiiiii-iii'irariiiii'iiisiiHiiiiiiininiiiiiiii

MONEY TO LOAN«»
yeara, at 6 per eant. intercut. No payments or ooj felo<

required until application for a loan bai been granted

3EC0RITY REQUIRED. Realestate, houaen. stores, BtocEi

bonds, jewelrv, household goods, farniture, merchandise,

horses, cattle,'livestock, farming implements, and machinery

3f all kinds, or any otherproperty, real orpersonal, of valv*i

or a note, endorsed by person worth amount of money bor-

rowed, will be accepted as security. Dont hesitate to wrtU
and ask for a loan. Address, MUTUAL SAVINGS AN»
LOAN CO.. Tenth and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. P»-

A Great Drawing" Card for Fairs
-:- -:- and Trotting Meetings.

The Greatest Novelty of the 19th Century
THE CELEBRATED —

-

TROTTING DOG NED
VALUED AT $10,000

Pulling a boy and sulky weighing in all 80 pounds. Ned

is 27 inches in height and trots like an old campaigner.

Has a record for 1-4 mile in 45 seconds,

HAS A FEW MORE ENGAGEMENTS OPEN.

H. McCTJE, care Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SOMETHING NEW!
What?

Why, the Chiswick Saddle Soap.

Never heard of it.

Well, 3'ou have heard of or used

"The Celebrated Chiswick Crown

Soap?"

Yes, used lots of it. Do the

Chiswick people make the Saddle

Soap?

Tes the very same.

Where can I get it?

You can buy it of any Harness or Saddlery Store in the U. S.

Op of P. H\YDE\. Newark, IV. J., Sole Agent for America.
SO Cents a box by mall.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TEB ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up oor rating

and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

FOR SALE.

212 Acres of Choice Lani,
Beautifully located near Pleasanton. "Would make a

very attractive country residence and well adapted for

raising fine stock. All under cultivation. Good im-
provements, abundance of water; 100 acres In fruit

and vines, the remainder all level. Partly covered

with large oaks, and a fine site for a mile training irack.

Would 'exchange for city property. For further par-

t'culars'iapply to A. ROMAN, 328 Montgomery street,

room. 3, San Francisco.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telvphone 14S5. J. R. DICKEY, IV
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOB THIS YEAR.
It is published semi-monthly daring the racing season

and is Dot 3 12 per Year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AlsT) SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street. - - San Francisco. Cat.

AgeniB for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed opon application.

G-o to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Bntrance on California St.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

Foil Brother to Froo-Froo, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASOK OF 1894 AT EUGE1VE, OREGON.
Qbletonlan 10

ire of 40 In 2:30 list and

dams of Sin2:S0 nJ)^m o{ Mflrs>lft" N^y

SIDXKV -4770
2:195$

Sire of Frou-
Fron, 225M.
champion year
ling tro'ter,
Faasta, 2'22jJ,
yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:145f

;

Fleet, 2.Z1; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2ai,S; Gold Leaf,
201^; Lady H.,
2:18; Sisler V.,
2:18)$; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others In 2:30 list

FLIBT
(trial 2:35)

Bam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25Ji
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2;20}£; Geo. V.
(3-ye*r-old), 2:35

Santa Clans 2000...
2:173*

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:2SM; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:2S^ ; Sid-
ney, 2U9%(, and 5
others in 2:30 list

Sweetness, 2:21 1-4.

2034
/''Williams* Mambrino

iKate
(.LADY THORNE JK_...

Dam ofMollie Mack,
2:33; Navidad, 2:22M;
Santa Claus, KXl% ,TT<>w,M at,.„i„„ tn

(VOLUNTEER 55.7.
f-Hambletonian 10

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list, 1 t „j„ t> .j„i.
21 sires of 48, and 16 *-

LadLr?
t?f

ot
e

dams of 16 In 2:30 list 2:29*

' LADY MERRTTT, ,

^Buccaneer *i>56
Sire of Shamrock.

225; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, &26}f

Dam of Sentinel,
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 In 2:30 and
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

fBashaw 501
1 Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and
< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

of 18 in 2:30

(.Topsey

fFlaxtaII8132

J Sire of the grandams ol

\ Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
LFanny Fernj

Sire of Rowdy Boy,
fFLAXTAIL8132_..... i 2:I3#, Kismet, 2:24^,

{IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24}*, [and Buccaneer
2656

TENSIiEY MALD

Mahaska Belle.- ,

Dam of Fawn, 2:30 V£,

trial, 222 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 232

Sire of Prairie Bird, Twister, 229^
228H; Empress, 2:29^: Itmtraced
and of the dams of

a'czujf ; ueo. v. jjam oi ±awn, _;-,ij-.,
\

Gold Leaf, 2: 11 J4, and
(3-ye*r-old), 2:35 trial, 222 ; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 fJohn Baptists

LADY HAJ£E._ -2

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
*3 dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28*4

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
Clay, Blre of Green Mountain Maid (dam ot Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13$£, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer oi
extreme Bpeed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31 w, the first in 232. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 220^, and frequently
trotted quarters In from 32^ to 34 seconds.

He Is sixte an hands high, and of powerful build throughout.^His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS £50. Season to close August 1st Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed
for accidents or escapes. For further paiwulars address

DR. T. W. KARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN*

This great practical horse book is a handsome, thre&
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantlyprintedi
superbly illustrated, and explains in everv detail the?
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the-
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to.
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of StBel, says oil

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the-
mysteries of the craft,and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any

-

relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and:
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's,
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so.
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall,
place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,.
313 Bush St. San Francisco, CaL

.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF TtfK

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE '

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

Nationai, Tbotting Ass'n Rules 30cts

American Association Rules 30cts

Blood Hobse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bosh Street, San Francisco.

ntt to mm $08sctU8E&$.
(TIME EXTENDED TO AUG. 15th, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

:E*or One

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment lor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent ipatorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand bulldlngB, ot glittering domes, of masBlve

arches, of noble statuary, ol Jetting fountains, ot beautiful Interior exhib-

its, of Venltlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and the tamous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

f Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a honsehol

paper and Is all that its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of Interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It Is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
Tou Knowp

.All about It.
It Is a good thing and you need It anyway. It Is worth more to you

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given

with it FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM:
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them,

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, - 313 Bush Street
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

SIX POIATER PCPPIES

By GLENBEIGH out of KATE (Duke of Vernon—
Vera), whelped May 9, 1S94. Address 322 Austin

street, San Francisco.

TH -: (JttAXD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred aud a winner in many shows.

Pups and brood bitches for sale.

^Forstud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEWELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

7oung stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEWELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

KiDg Charles, Ruby& Blenheim
PUPS ALWAYS FOR SALE.

Also a good brood bitch. The celebrated imported
Ruby

REUBEN, AT STUD/
Weighs but six pounds. Fee, 8 10.

RETRY KENNELS,
A. II. i LiioaE, Agent

Worcester, Mass.

KENWOOD KENNELS
R. M. Dodge, Propr.(Late trainer for the California

Kennels)

TRAINING AND ROARDIXU KENNELS
KENWOOD, Sonoma county (ten miles south of

Santa Rosa). Doss thoroughly broken for field trials

and private shooting at moderate rates. Dogs boarded
and groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breaking for either field trial or pri-
vate use. Address H M. DODGE, Kenwood,|Ho-
iionin Connty, Cal.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

(JI.EXM011E KENNELS,
"West Berkeley, CaL

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, OATg
Birds of All Styles and Breeds.

iNFOBitATION BY Watt. .

A. C. ROBISOX. - 337 KEARNY STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner GLE\BEHiH,E.K..c: 8. B.
(1,047. Fee 850, Winner of first in puppy stake
md absolute for Pointer or Setter English National
?ield Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
>est Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning both events and
'eating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers out of SALLY
1RASS II. and other noted bitches. Address

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
TTATyTPION KING OF KENT—BARE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;
vlilte Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Puppies for sale.

H. M. TOWER,
orth Ontario, CaL

PFT^ OF ALL KINDS.
fc« I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DO0 MEDICINES.

01LARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFOBMATION BY MAIL.

. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francfacc

^ F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.
OFFICE HOUBS

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO S.30 P. ^d.

IOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAB AVENUE,

[Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and PostSta)

SAX FRAXCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

lacing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

HE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
«S FIRST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

Clabrough, Golcher <fe Co. Breeders' Directory.

HAVE THE LARGE8T;STOCK OFI
Breech-Loading

GUNS AND RJFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

Gra
Bi
d
ol

otel

Send Fob Catalogue.

NEW AND ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF

FLIES, HOOKS, EODS, EEELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE GALL AND SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yoke Saxeskoom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manaqe,
BnEEDand Exhibit Dogs as scientifically;as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, S3. 00, and 25 cents Expressage.

It your dog is alck, you must have

.DISEASES
CF

DOGS.Ashmont's
Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to he, far and
away, the best woke of the ktni> evee published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Rush Street, San Francisco

ISSTAR o

COiLSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLEFl. %

Fast wiling; »lw»ya p*t
weight on homo. Worth Mrioe

--•- hltchiEE nn. Agents —
mnplo. Pike, 11.50. State rights for BbIo. I

EJ>. E. COCHRAN,
Gta'l Agt. Focifie Star*. BACBAIILENTO, CAJ

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular Bchool on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President 8. HALEY,
•arSend for Circulars,

c-se Owners S3Tt anilcS. aX^xry

GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsa

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY

1 Safg
s
Sps®

POSITIVE S

REMEDY

ily and

URE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly hy J. E.
Gombault
ex-Veteri*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTcrnrnent

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible toproditce any scar or blemish.. The Safest

bc-t BLISTER ever used. Takes tli« place or all linl-
xuents u>r mild or Pevt-re action. Jfemovea all Suiiehet*
or lilemlshes from Horses or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc., it is invaluable.

WE RRIABAMTCE tnat one tablespoonfnl of
S UUAnHlllEX CAUSTIC BALSAM vriil

produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warran-

ted to jnve satisfaction. Price S 1 .50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, cha r(jes paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonies, etc, Address
THE^LAWIiENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 35 and 2T
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes a"nd Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3150.

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights

and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex-
perience. We report whether patent can be,

secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 32 page Book 1' ree,

H. B» WILLSON & CO., Attorneys at Law,

Oep. U. 3. Fat. Office. WASHINGTON, D.O.

Advertisements under thisheading 50 cents per Ine Der
month. p

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS T
T
he

J
b
?
st A * J

-
c - c - Registered Prize

" 7 ? ' Herd Is owned by Henry Pierce, S. F.Animals for sale.
'

SOUTHER FARM Xoung well-bred stock for salewuuiiiL.il rnnm, First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pasturag£ Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

SJgLftB B «EEDING FARM. obSE^s,,
S'Sif? o ?,

rotue'" to Grandee, three-year-old record
*.&%). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Adored
for particulars FRED W. LOEBEE, St, Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

I>r. "Wm. 3F\ Esau,
M. R. 0. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Stur-

geons, England
; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and Connty of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.

. Yf.'SS
11
?!5' Inflrmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue,
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66: 529Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AHT> BTABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue;
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUHS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

MANHATTAN

B&IslL
Awarded

(Jo Id Medal
At California

State Fair 1893.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It in-

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Honaghan

,

Dr. Parson,;V.S., G.
E. Morris, Robert

v-c^jZaStew
I

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN,CORBITI
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, VZVLENSIN,
.WELLSFARG0&C0.&.OTHERS

'

' ASK YflllR nFJI FR FflQ IT DP .

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins & Dnrbrow, X. Y. Aula, TO Wall St.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye gTass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields {not afoot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (aDd development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot of Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

B. E. deB. Lopez,
Merriwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton. Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at ?4 per month at J. ET.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, Cal., 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken ot Stock, but no responslblity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from wharf between Washingtan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. Address

THOS. ROACH. Agent. Lakeville. BonomaCo.. Cal.

MBfflSWW!
These tiny Capsules are superior

jto Balsam of Copaiba, ^~S
I Cubebs and Injections. (ftlDY
1 They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HAMRLS, Proprietor.

Bl. W. corner Kearnv and Bnflb Street..

SAN FRANCIBOO
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc , Etc.
AT

j\/£ o K. E! nn o ixr ' s „

OF AN EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY, ELEGANCE OF PATTERN AND VARIETY
'

OF S1YLE ANDlGRADES NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness 203.205 mason st., 8 . f.

To horses feet, in a great many instances, keeps the

horse from doing good work, when at a small expense

and a little time the trouble could be remedied-

A horse should be shod at least once a month

and all dead and diseased hoof pared off. An even

bearing of the shoe and an application of

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedu
once a day to grow the hoof and take out the fever

and soreness will leave the foot in good condition.

A gallon can will last a year for one horse if none is

wasted. The testimonials published in our little

book should give any horse owner confidence to try

the remedy and one trial will demonstrate to you its

merits. Try it TO-DAY!
TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

Quarter Gallon Cans, $1.00 Half Gallon Cans. $1.75 One Gallon Cans, $3.00

Five Gallon Cans, $13.75.

A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, containing- 15 illus-

trations, with full system of shoeing can be had of all dealers or
mailed free to any horse owner by

The James B. Campbell Company
MANUFACTURERS

414 West Madison Street,^ 414 west iviaai CHICAGO

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Rail BeorlDRn.

We have a few
of these In Btccki
which we sell HK-
l.<>\\ COST 11

purchased now.
No heller HulUi'y
In the World.
The regular

wheelB as well n*
the Pneumatic tire

wheels go with the
Sulky.

McKurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

L. E. CLAWSON. J. A. M'KKEROX.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes as safe as high-w heeled

Mulkfes. \o upsetting.
No running under of low

wheels.
i\o cutting down from behind.

Pa ented June 5, 1894.

HOOKER & CO,

A very Biiperlor Sulky for training or
speeding horses.

Weight 02 to 65 Pounds.

These Sulkies are used all over the State
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Drumm St.

G
Fig. 3 The various parts of the

brake, (a) brake plate; (b) foot
whase contact with ground forces
plate against tire; fC) spring that
throws brake off of wheel as soon
as loot is raised off the ground;
(ddr) are the rods that attach
the hrake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) bir.ge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (f) the arm
when thrown bactc to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection Is

enhanced by the fnct that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the hrake nor
need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be without one.
For further inf rmation apply to

J. A. MCKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

THE LATEST.

PRICE

NO MORE CHOKING- OR PULLING!
— THE —

Direct" Head- Controller

The only one you can adjust to St all sized horses.
Perfect Action. Lightest Weight.

SEND FOR ONE AND TRY IT.

If you don't like it will betitbn your mosey. What
more can you ask ?

Salisbury took four East with him.
McDowell says; "Best thing out,"

Murray says: " You have struck it this time, sure."

Sanders says: "I want one."

Higglns says: " The best thing- ever put on a horse."
And so it goes. Every man who sees it likes It. SEND

FOR Oi\E.

$12.50 EACH.
AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

FOR

I WILL MAKE A FIRST-CLASS SINGLE STRAP

Out of the very best California Leather, Rubber Mounted, Flexible Saddle,

Regular Folded TWk Girth, Steel Bit, etc.

This is a bargain and is guaranteed. If not stisfactory when received you can

return it and I will refund your money.

I only started to make these recently, but have already sold a set to the

following well-known trainers: P. Williams, Oakland track; George Gray,

Haywards; W. Higgins, Oakland track
; Myers & Myers, Pleasanton ; J. Nel-

son, Oakland track, and many others. Also many Eastern owners and drivers.

SEND FOR A SAMPLE SET.

For $30 will make this same harness, but with plain girth, not such fine work.

J. O'KANE.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

THIS MAKES^^^^ONEPINTOF
BOYOE Kfflpy TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVKRKD LE«8, INKLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEKLS AND AM- SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It Is the cheapest and best evei put on the market.
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are our
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained In 40 gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing t20 Tab-

lets. For genentl work, dissolve one Tablet In a pint
of water. Think of It 1 1 5 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried in your pocket; ouly #2.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 81 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYGE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Hold bv DruaelntB and Denlero In Turf Coodn

OLD HERMITAGE
WHISKIES.

sTEINER'S
No. 311 BUSH STREET

SAN FR.4NCISCO
J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

"RECEPTION,"
206 BUTTER STREET, S. F.

Onoloe Xjica.-u.oi'S
PRIVATE KOOMS. OPEN 4XJ. NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Prop

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.
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THE "BIG" CIRCUIT OPENED.

LaBelle, Tom Ryder, Abanteeo and Pascal

Successful the P.rst Day.

THE TALENT "WOUNDED BY PLUNKETT.

Abanteeo Had 10 Trot Seven Heuts to Get First Money—An

Accident all tliat Rent Southern California from 8corin«

Two Victories in One Day—The Events in Detail.

FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 4.

The central, or "grand " racing circuit of the Golden State,

for 1894, was opened with some excellent sport to-day. "We

refer to the meeting under the auspices of that most powerful

organization, the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation, and though the affair was well managed, the number

of heats lengthened matters out until darkness came upon the

earth and the chill night air and fog combined to dampen the

ardor of fully two-thirds of the assemblage. The track was

in fine condition, and extra fast time was anticipated, but a

sturdy wind of the Cliff House road type boomed over the

course during the afternoon, whistling to the contesting horses,

" You can't make any fast time on me this afternoon," and to

the spectators. "Take another drink or I'll make your teeth

chatter." As to the attendance, it was most encouraging,

everything considered, a conservative estimate placing the

total at 1,000. Prominent horsemen from all over the State

shook hands and looked pleasant, and taken altogether it was

a most representative gathering of breeders and lovers of the

light harness " clinker." Southern California started in with

a decisive victory and would have had a second scalp to her

belt but for an accident to her representative, H. M. Stanley,

whose check was broken, causing the gray stallion to tangle

up worse than an Indian full of tanglefoot and get dis-

.anced.

Plun&ett's defeat was a cocker right between the eyes of

Ihe talent, who did not figure that the trip from Oregon had

hurt the little gelding to the extent of four or five seconds to

:he mile. He was what, in harness horse parlance, would be

called "rank," and when he broke he was so long in catching

hat his backers' sighs were thick enough to cut with an ordi-

iary table knife.

La Belle, winner of the two-year-old trot, made her field

ook like a lot of soft-shell crabs, and easily went the first

leat in 2:28J-, which is nothing like her limit of speed. She

s a beautiful chestnut filly by Sidney, 2:19^, dam Anna
' Belle, 2:27, by Dawn, 2:18J.

The 2:27 trot, after seven he^ts, nearly all hard fought.

vent to the little Anteeo mare, Abanteeo. Sacramento

.angled badly in the last three heats at critical points, and
1 rhile he is not the worst " catcher" in the world, he lost

nough by his breaks to enable Abanteeo to win.

Pascal won the special pace, members to drive, with ease

Ir. Joseph dropping the second heat to Patrick's Bay Pacer,

erhaps through over-confidence.

The bookmaking was done by John Humphreys, and the

usiness he had on his hands would have made even Riley

Irannan envious. There was auction pool-selling and Paris

autuels for sale, but the book, it was apparent to the veriest

novice, did nine-tenths of the business. Toward the close

the business of selling pools was given up with disgust for

that day.

The judges were A. H. Cohen, Robert S. Brown and F. W.
Loeber, except in the Plunkett race, where Harry J. Agnew
took the place of Owner Brown.

Capt. Ben E. Harris acted as starter, with his bell attached

to the saddle, but the judges did not pay the amount of at-

tention to the veteran that a man in his position seemed to be

entitled to.

The trotting dog Ned, owned by L. H. McCue, and driven

by perhaps the youngest reinsman in the world, Lonuie

Walker, aged six years, was one of the interesting features of

the afternoon's sport. Ned is a " line trotter," and a fast one

at that, and his intelligence is equal to his trotting quality.

Pools sold before the first heat of the first race, the 2:40

class trot, for two-year-olds: La Belle, $25; Last Chance, $10
:

the field (Auditor, Kitty Caution, Derby Princess, Jasper

Ayres and Wild Wood), $13.

First heat—To a good send-off La Belle went to the front

with little delay. At the quarter she had spread-eagled her

field, being fifteen lengths in front of the second youngster,

Last Chance, who in turn was twenty from Jasper Ayres,

third. Last Chance closed up a trifle from this point to the

homestretch, but the favorite won in a jog, eased up, by four

lengths, Last Chance second, twenty lengths from Jasper

Ayres, Kitty Caution fourth, the rest inside the flag except

Wild Wood, who made a tangled break about three-eigbths

of a mile from the start. Time, 2:28 j. Apparently La Belle

could have gone close to 2:25.

Second heat—La Belle was now a 1 to 5 favorite, and little

betting was indulged in. Again she went to the front at the

first turn, Last Chance breaking and falling back and Audi-

tor moving up into the place, twelve lengths behind the fav-

orite at the quarter pole, fifteen at the half and twenty into

the homestretch. Kitty Caution broke after going three fur-

longs and Last Chance broke in the straight and ran in

third. La Belle was first as easily as before by eight lengths,

Auditor second, four lengths from Last Chance, Kitty Cau-

tion fourth, the rest inside the flag. Time, 2:31.

The 2:14 class pace caused the plunking »f many dollars

on Plunkett, who sold at $30; Tom Ryder, $11 ; Fresno

Prince, $5; Cyrus, $4. In the books Plunkett was a 3 to 5

shot, Ryder 2h to 1, Fresno Prince 5 and Cyrus 6 to 1. Tom
Ryder assumed command in the first fifty yards, and led

Plunkett ten lengths at the quarter, Cyrus third, eight lengths

further off and ten in front of Fresno Prince. At the five-

eighths pole Plunkett made one of those breaks that drive

backers into spasms of grief, and was soon the last horse

in the race. Cyrus closed up eight or nine lengths on Ryder

going from the half to the three-quarters pole, and as soon

as they were straightened out passed to the fore, leading Ry-

der a length. He broke badly about half-way down the

homestretch, and Tom Ryder merrily wiggled in five lengths

in front of Fresno Prince, who had profited immensely by

the breaks of Plunkett and Cyrus, and beat Plunkett fifteen

lengths for the place. Cyrus was given third place because

Plunkett had a long and str jng run in the heat. Time, 2:19

Second heat—Notwithstanding Plunkelt's defeat in the

first heat, he reigned nearly as great a favorite as ever. Pools

sold : Plunkett, $20; Tom Ryder, $13; field $7. Again Tom

Ryder sailed to the fore, attended closest this lime by Fresno

Prince,whom he led at the quarter by two lengths, at the half

by three, Plunkett close up aud closing fast. Into the home-

stretch Ryder was still first to the tune of three lengths,

Plunkett plunking along in second place now, as far from

Fresno Prince. The race down the homestretch was an excit-

ing one, but Tom Ryder lasted long enough to win from the

red-hot favorite by a length. Plunkett, second, was four

lengths from Fiesno Prince, he a length in front of Cyrus.

Time, 2:17f.

Now the betting switched around in Ryder'sfavor, it being

apparent that Plunkett was not the Plunkett he was in Ore-

gon recently. Tom Ryder led throughout. Plunkett was but

a length away at the quarter, but broke near the half and fell

back like the proverbial house afire. Fresno Prince went up

second at the half, four lengths behind Ryder. The Woodland
wiggler went on and won with several links to spare by two

lengths, Fresno Prince second, as far from Plunkett, who
made up a lot of ground. Cyrus broke and ran, but was dis-

tanced. Time, 2:21. Plunkett, the favorite, therefore, had to

be content with third money.

The 2:27 class pace brought out a field of nine, and bettiDg

was lively. Pools sold: Field, $20; Sacramento, $11; H.
M. Stanley, $11.

First heat—After considerable scoring they were sent away
with Sacramento in the lead. At the quarter Sacramento

was first by two lengths, Auntie Wilkes second, a length from

Abanteeo, H. M. Stanley fourth and moving like a winner.

At the half he had gone around the trio a la cooper round a

barrel, and was three lengths to the good. Not thereafter

headed, the gray stallion won by two lengths easily,Abanteeo

second, as far from Lustre, Auntie Wilkes fourth, Josephine

and Senator L. distanced. Time, 2:25.

Second heat—Pools now sold : H. M. Stanley, $20 ; field

$20 ; Sacramento, $13. Stanley, the favorite, met with an ac-

cident near the quarter-pole, and his check was broken. He
continually broke, falling back further and further. Aban_

teeo went to the front, and led into the homestretch, where

Lustre came like a meteor and won just at the end by a scant

length in the good time of 2:23<V, Abanteeo second, Sacra-

mento a fair third and Auntie Wilkes fourth. Stanley was

declared distanced, notwithstanding Delaney's explanation.

Third heat—Lustre was now made a warm favorite. Sacra-

mento headed Abanteeo soon after passing the quarter, and

was not thereafter headed, though Abanteeo got within half

a length of him at the finish, Lustre another length away.

It was a hard-fought and interesting heat. Time, 2:25.

Fourth heat—The betting tide now turned in favor of Sac-

ramento, who became an even-money favorite. Abanteeo led

up to the last 100 yards, with Sacramento second, about two

lengths away. Abanteeo broke here, and Sacramento came

to the front, winning easily by three lengths, Abanteeo sec-

ond, Columbus S. third, Lustre fourth, Auntie Wilkes fifth.

Grey Belle distanced. Time, 2:23.

Fifth heat—Still Sacramento was the favorite. He was

tired, but game. Abanteeo led throughout, Sacramento break-

ing several times. At the finish he came fast, but Abanteeo

won by a length, Lustre a poor third. Time, 2:26}.

Sixth heat—This was much like the fifth, the time, how-

ever, being slower—2:28$.

Seventh heat—It was dark, and little could be seen until

the horses got near the finish, where Abanteeo led by about

four lengths, Sacramento second, perhaps eight lengths from

Lustre. Time, 2:33$. The money was thus divided accord-

ing to the way they finished in this heat.

The special pace for horses driven by members of the as-

sociation had for an even-money favorite Pascal, driven by

A. Joseph. He outclassed the others badly, and could prob-

ably have won in straight heats had he been driven out for

all he was worth in the second heat, which was won by Pat-

rick's Bay Pacer, driven by Frank Dickey. Pascal won the

first heat by half a length in 2:22, Dickey's pacer breaking

about twenty yards of the finish. Dickey's pacer led all the

way in the second, and won from Pascal by a, trifle over a

length in 2:26, Butch third. In the final heat Dickey's flyer
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led up the last 100 yards, then broke, Pascal winning by ten

lengths. Haverly was third. Time, 2:215-

-r» MARIES.

First race, trotting, for two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse 51,000, mile

and repeat.

A. C. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle, by
Dawn Manen 1 1

San Maieo Slock Farm's bg Lsat Chance, by Regal Wilkes, dam
by Arthuiton Rogers 2 3

E. N. Smith's b c Auditor, bv Secretary, dam by Wbippletou...
Edge b 2

II p"Ytrk'i'iiV'h'g iasper Ayeis, by Iris, dam by Altamout
Perkins 3 5

H. r"*iVaac
:

s b fKVitv'i'auiion, bv Caution, dam by Bellfouuder

,
Lermond o 4

OakwoodI
Park Stock Farm's blk f Derby Princess, by Charles

Derbv, dam i>v Administrator Sanders 4 6

T. C, tinker's!) Ii Wild Wood, by Good Gift, dam by Fallis
Snider dis

Time, 2:28 l4, 2:31.

Second race, 2:14 class, pacing, purse 81,000.

It H. Newton's br g Tom Ryder, by Alex Button, dam by
Blacs Ralph Newton 111

L. J. Smith's blk g Fresuo Priuce, bv Bayonne Prince, dam by
Blackwood Smith 2 3 2

R. S. Brown's b g Pluukett, by Stratheru, dam by Bulger
„ Misner 3 2 3

Myers A Myers' bgCvrus. bv Captaiu Webster Lawrence 4 4 d
Time. 2:19, 2:17^,2:21.

Third race, 2:27 class, trotting, purse 81,000.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abauteeo. by
Anteeo.dam by Abbottsford Sanders 2 2 2 2 111

A. X. Buchanan's br h Sacramento, by Monroe
Chief—by Reno Snider 5 3 112 2 2

H. W. Meek's b s Lustre, by Fallis— by Nutwood
Grey 3 13 4 3 3 3

Paris Kilburu's g m Auntie Wilkes, by Guy
Wilkes—by Speculation _ Dwain 4 4 4 5 4

Vendome Stock Farm's gr m Grey Belle, by An-
tevolo—by Nutwood Bunch 6 6 6 d

Thomas Smith's bs Columbus S., by McDouald
Chief—by Ethan Allen Smith 7 5 5 3 dr

M. Flvnu'sg'rs H. M. Stanlev, by Fearnaught—
by Old Bill Delaney 1 d

I. De'Turk's bl f Josephine, bv Secretary—by
Echo Locke dis

A. B. Spreckels' b s Senator L., by Dexter Prince
—by Bayswater dis

Time. 2:25, 2:23%. 2:25, 2:23, 2:26%, 2:28%. 2:33%.

Fourth race—Special pace for named horses, members of the asso-

ciation to drive, mile and repeat.

Pascal, by Victor, dam bv California Ten Broeck
A.Joseph 1 2 1

Patrick's Bay Pacer Frank Dickey 2 12
Butch L.O. Walz 3 3 4

Haverly H B. Slocum 4 4 3

Aleck Mose Hart 5 5 5

Time, 2:22, 2:26, 2:21%.

[CONTINUED on page 126.]

THE OHIOO FAIR.

Good Attendance, Splendid Racing, Wherein
Many Records Were Made and Low-

ered—Incidents of the Meeting,

Nestled as it is almost at the foothills of the Sierra Ne-

vadas and surrounded by the richest agricultural lands in

California, Chico is one of the prettiest and most charming of

places one can visit. The natural advantages it possesses: Its

wealth of scenery, groves of stately oaks and numberless

streams of mountain water that flow through it to the Sacra-

mento river the whole year, makes it a most desirable place

to live. The soil is of that rich alluvial nature that every-

thing planted grows with a luxuriousness uneqnaled

in any part of the State I have visited. The famous Bidwell

ranch of 45,000 acres furnishes many object lessons of the fer-

tility of the soil. Along its miles of avenues one can see

almost every tree imaginable that is found in the temperate

zone, growing strong and healthy. The variety seems end-

less, and the beauty of the collection leaves an impression on

the beholder that never can be obliterated. The clear flow-

ing streams ofcrystal water that keep forever green grasses

and alfalfa is a relief to the eye. Thousands of plants

in the nurseries and thousands of acres of orchards, be-

sides the vineyards, corn and wheat fields which are bordered

by natural forests of oaks can all be found here. The beauties

of the Hotel Del Monte grounds pale into insignificance

when compared with the natural verdure of this place, but

Bidwell's is not the only garden spot in this portion of the

State.

The Reavis Stock Farm, known all over the world as the

home of Blackbird, consists of about 9.000 acres of as fine

land as the sun shines on, and to my mind it is the best nat"

ural stock farm in California, not excepting Palo Alto or

Rancho del Paso. The natural grasses which grow here with-

out cultivation, the great stretch of bottom land on which

hundreds of tons of alfalfa could be made to grow, the

thousands of acres of orchard land, besides countless fields

of grain land, and the many improvements made by Mr*

Reavis, make it a model farm. It is now in the possession of

James Phelan, the capitalist, and if it was divided would

make their owners rich in a few years. In one of the fields

was the old hero of the homestretch, Monroe Chief. He
begins to show his age, and in a few years will be laid away
to rest on the farm be has spent so many dayB. In the State

Normal school is the skeleton of Reavis' Blackbird, articu-

lated like that of Electioneer at Palo Alto. The horses that

used to wander through these fields of alfalfa and clover are

scattered in all parts of California and Nevada.

Adjoining these two immense farms and surrounding the

city of Chico are large tracts of grain land, a few of which,

however, are being set out in orchards, and their fortunate

owners arc the envy of those who have kept on raising wheat

and selling it for what it cost them. When the day comes, as

c >m6 il must, that these large holdings are divided, when peo-

ple of the PjBhI, North and South learn of the many natural

resources of this portion of California and purchase small

farms and improve them, then, and not till then, will the times

grow better and this, the gem city of the North, become one

of California's brightest jewels. The tide of desirable immi-

gration which set in at Los Angeles and found a resting place

for a lime in Santa Clara and Sonoma will rise again

and reach this, the richest agricultural, horticultural and

viticultural place of all before many years.

The city is there now, its shaded, well-kept streets extend

far beyond the limits of its business portion, the stores and

buildings are a credit to their owners and builders, beautiful

residences can be seen on every avenue, and the marks of

thriftiness and taste are noticeable everywhere.

The city is lit with gas as well as electricity, and water

from the mountain streams supplies every house, and on every

street are faucets through which water as free as air is flow-

ing.

The State Normal School erected here is a model of archi-

tectural beauty, and is one of the features of the city. The
eight acres of land kindly donated to the State by General

Bidwell for the purpose of building this school thereon, and

making improvements surrounding it, second to

no other in America, are unsurpassed for richness, and in a

few years it will be noted as the garden spot of the North,

where rare exotics will be seen blooming beside flowering

shrubs that are supposed to grow only in colder climes. The

bloom of citrus fruits will blend with the fragrant apple

blossoms, and the flowering ivy of the North will twine itself

around the palms of the South. Great preparations are be-

ing entertained by the Board of Trustees to make the grounds

as beautiful as the interior of the building is.

The public park is situated in the center of the city of

Chico, and although but twelve years old is a miniature forest

of stately elms, pines and cypress trees, its green lawns being

well shaded with the thick foliage from the heat of the mid-

day sun.

The Chico Stock Farm, owned by L. H. Mcintosh, is

situated about one mile from the center of the city, and

consists of some 320 acres of rich soil. Adjoining it is the

farm of F. C. Lusk, one of the leading attorneys of Califor-

nia. On the former farm is Arthur Wilkes, and on the latter

is to be found several choice thoroughbreds. These two farms

are worthy of a separate article, which I will write on my
return to San Francisco. Before speaking of the great race

meeting which commences this afternoon, I wish to extend

thanks to L. H. Mcintosh, A. L.[Nichols, F. C. Lusk, Jo. D.

Sproul, and all the other members of the Agricultural Society

for courtesies extended and for the kindly interest evinced in

the Breedeb and Sportsman and its work.

The judges are F. C. Lusk, A. L. Nichols and L. H. Mc-
intosh. The timers are G. H. Taylor, Fred Williams and
Thos. Hendricks. The clerk of the course is the genial sec-

retary, Jo. D. Sproul.

The first day's programme was not a long one, only two
races listed, one for trotters, 2:35 class, and the other for run-
ners, one and one-sixteenth miles.

At two o'clock the judges tapped the bell and W. S. Wil-
son's John W., Barnham Bros.' Nellie Bly, Geo. Gray's Volta
and S. H. Hoy's Jennie Wren came for the word. In the
pools the last-named mare sold as favorite at $10 against the
rest in the field at $5. Betting was not lively, although the
dulcet tones of the sweet-voiced pool-seller were wafted across

the track to the judges' stand and drowned the voices of the
gentlemen in charge.

The first start was a false one, and ten minutes were given
for the contestants to sponge out. When they came again
Jennie Wren, who had third position, was the speediest one,

and soon took the lead, John W. laying at her wheel, Volta
third and Nellie Bly last. At the quarter Nellie Bly broke
and never was in the race. John W. and Jennie Wren
trotted like a double team to the half. Jennie broke at this

point and John W. came on and won in 2:31, three lengths in

front of Jennie Wren
; Volta was four lengths behind the

mare, Nellie Bly was away behind the flag.

When the word was given for the second heat Jennie Wren
and John W. started away like a well-matched team, Volta
half a length behind. These positions were unchanged until

the three-quarter pole was passed. Jennie Wren then took
the lead and beat John W. a length in 2:29}, Volta three

lengths in the rear.

Jennie Wren won the third heat easily in 2:30.}, John W.
second, two lengths behind her, with Volta three lengths

further away.
The last heat and race was won by Jennie Wren, John W.

second and Volita last. Time, 2:30*.

SDMMABV.

I |Chico Race Meeting, July 31, 1894—TrottiDg, 2:35 class, purse $350.

Jennie Wren, b'm, bylColigne—thoroughbred Hoy 2 111
John W., b g, by Challenger—untraced -Donnelly 12 2 2
Volta, by Autevolo—Lady Bell Gray 3 3 8 3
Nellie Bly, by Signal Wilkes ..Burke dis

Time, 2:31, 2:20}<, 2:30%, 2.-30K-

In the running race, one and one-sixteenth mile dash, there
were six entries : Morton, Albatros, Rocket, Nicodemus,
George L. and April. April was favorite in the betting sell-

ing at $10 against $5 on the balance of the field. Starter

Lawrence got them off on even terms. Albatros led to the
head of the homestretch, the rest of the horses lying in a
bunch behind him. Dodd on April was sent to collar the

horse at this point and passed him easily, George L. and
Morton came very fast and soon the horse with the 6ea bird

name dropped back and to the wire Dodd to a whipping fin-

ish won by a length in 1:52, George L. at his flanks and Mor-
ton last.

SUMMARY.
Running, one and one-sixteenth miles, purse S150.

W. B. Dodd's ch g April, by McCrary—Rosa Dodd 1

J. W. Russell's ch s George L., by Connor 2
E. J. Appleby's ch g Morton, by Leinster—Lilly H Appleby 3

Time, 1:52.

Albatros, Rocket and Nicodemus also ran.

SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1.

The attendance to-day was much more gratifying to the

directors. The betting was livelier, the'programme offered

larger and the air much cooler. With all these advantages

a emile of satisfaction was noticeable on the. faces of the spec-

tators and horsemen.

The first race on the programme was for the three-minate '

class of trotters, purBe $350. There were seven entries—Lee i

West, Bell Packer, Palermo, Bird Button, Lenore, Cyclone !

andTilton B. In the pools Cyclone sold for $25, Bell Packer :

$10, Lenora$5andthe field $5.

The scoring was not prolonged; Judge Lusk sent them i

away on even terms. Cyclone took the lead away from Bird
'

Button by crowding the latter-named horse against the fenee I

at the eighth pole; the rest of the horses were spreadeagled i

over the field. Cyclone led the procession but Bird Button

kept after him, and although he made but one break on the!

backstretch, kept trotting along and at the head of the home-

1

stretch was at Cyclone's flanks. Down toward the wire the
two came, leaving the balance behind in procession-like order.

"

Inch by inch Bird Button gained and won by a nose from his

competitor. Bell Packer third, Tilton B. fourth, Lenore
fj

fifth, Palermo sixth and Lee West distanced. Time, 2:29|. I

Pool selling remained unchanged, Cyclone selling favorite,
j

The start was an even one; Cyclone, Tilton B. and Bird But-
I

ton left the others twenty yards from the wire. Atthe eighth
pole Cyclone broke and fell back to fifth position, Bird But-

|j

ton opening a big gap, Tilton B. at his wheel. Going down
the backstretch Cyclone rapidly overhauled all in front of jl

him with the exception of h'ird Button. It was nip and tuck I

between this gray and ,the Brigadier mare, but the former,
kept in the lead until half way down the homestretch. He <

broke here and Cyclone came with a ru?h and trotted under I

the wire a winner by a head in 2:2S. Bird Button and Til- I

ton B. made a bold struggle for third place, but the former
came in a nose ahead, Palermo fourth, Bell Parker fifth and
Lenore last.

Cyclone was a prohibitive favorite when the hordes came
.]

for the third heat. A strong southern wind from the orange

groves of Butte began to blow and carry with it a volume of jj

dust that had a decidedly orange hue.

When the word was given Tilton B. led the procession to 1

the three-quarter pole. Cyclone caught him and passed him '

there and although the driver of Tilton B. did his best to re*

I

gain his lost position, Cyclone was too fast and won by half a
j

length in 2:28£, Bird Button third, Palermo fourth and Belle .

Packer last.

In the fourth heat pool-selling was at a standstill. Cyclone il

and Tilton B. had a hard battle to the first eighth. Cyclone!
broke and Tilton B. followed. Lenore, ably driven by George J

Gray, started to show the way and kept the lead to the three-
\

quarter pole. Cyclone gained on her and got the lead at this

point. Tilton B., slow but sure, kept in dangerous proximity
J

to the leader, and on the homestretch Raisch did his best to

keep his mare Cyclone in the front, but the horse failed to re-'l

spond to his urging, and Tilton B., making a splendid spurt,]

nipped victory by a nose from Cyclone in 2:33^, Lenore third 1

and Bird Button fourth, Palermo fifth and Belle Packer dis-

tanced. The excitement occasioned by this finish was intense J

and loud cheers greeted the driver as he dismounted.
The unexpected always happens. Bird Button led in this, J

the fifth heat. Cyclone failed to be prominentfor Tilton B j

hurried the gray Button and got the lead at the half, and,de-

1

spile the efforts of the rest of the drivers, Tilton B. led tc

the wire and won in 2:32A, Palermo second, Lenore third,!!

Bird Button fourth and Cyclone last.

The sixth and last heat resulted in a victory for Cyclone
j

who came in t.nder the whip in 2:30:}, Tilton B. second, Bird (

Button third.
SU3DI KS.W

Trotting, three-minute class, three in five ; purse 8300.

Cyclone, b m, by Brigadier Raisch 2 1 1 2 4 ll

Tilton B., bin, by Tilton Almont Wheeler 4 3 2 1 2 J
Bird Button, g h, by Alex. Button—Lillie, by John

Nelson Bigelow 12 3 4 5 :Vl

Palermo, b g,by Berlin Shaner 6 4 4 5 2

Lenore, bm, by Lustre—Eleanor Gray 5 6 6 3 3 I
Belle Packer, ch m by Packer Bcice 3 5 5 d
Lee West, by Buster d

Time, 2:29%, 2:23, 2:28%, 2:33M. 2:32%, 2:30%.

Considerable interest was taken in the next event which

was for pacers 2:28 class. The entries were Lota, by Single- i

ton ; Belle, by Melbourne King; Eric, by Richards' Electoii

and Klickitat Maid, by Altamont. Eric was made first

choice at $20, Klickitat $15, field $5. The quartette got away J

on even terms. Eric took the lead and won the race easily,!

He went to the half in 1:12 and came home in 1:075. KHc* 1

kilat Maid was only behind him a length, Lota an equal dis-

tance behind her with Belle last. Time, 2:19£.

In the second heat Geo. Gray took the lead with Eric and

never allowed Klickitat Maid get any nearer than his sulky: h

wheel. Lota held a similar position behind the Maid. There 1

was no change in the position to the wire, a blanket could;!

cover the thr<>e all the way. The time made 2:20 was ex ;i

cellent considering the heat. Belle was only four lengths be
: I

hind the trio when the goal was reached.

The next heat proved the last. Eric went out and won it

the same easy style, Belle being his only contestant, Klickij

tat Maid came in third and Lota last. Time, 2:23).

SUMMARY.
Pacing, 2:28 class, 3 in 5.

Eric, bg, bv Richards' Elector— Bonnie B., by Chieftain 1 1
]

Klickitat Maid, by Altamont 2 2 !|

Belle, by Melbourne King I 4

Lota, by Siugleton, dam by Opbir 3 3 1
Time, 2:19%, 2:20,2:23%.

THIKD DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 2D.

The attendance was an improvement on that of yesterda)J

and the sport this afternoon was first-class in every respectw

The decisions of Judge Lusk were received with applause (om

they were just and gave satisfaction to horsemen and th'ji

public. The assistant judges were L. H. Mcintosh and Tfl

Hendricks. The timers were Geo. Woodard, F. C. William '

and B. Simpson.

The racing was most excellent. The game victory of tb< r

Tilton Almont horse Stranger and the wonderful performanc

of the four-year-old gray pacer, Waldo J., made au after

noon's sport that never will be forgotten by those who wen

present. The " talent" suffered, but they admitted the1

were fairly beaten.

The first race was for 2:20 class trotters, purse §400. Ther

were five good-looking, well-matched horses to come for th

word: Stranger, by Tilton Almont; Ross S., by Nutwood

Fallacy, by Fallis
;
King Orry, by Alcona Clay and Cora 8.

by Richard's Elector, In the pools, Stranger sold as firs

choice for $10, Ross S. $5, Fallacy $5, and King Orry am
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Cora S. in the field at $3. The scoring was prolonged about

twenty minutes before the judges thought they were on even
|

terms. The start was perfect. Cora S. and Stranger took

the lead at the eighth, but Fallacy came out of the bunch and

set sail for the leaders. At the half he had passed them and

Ross S. coming like the racehorse he is, was at his sulky

wheel ; King Orry was coming fast and Cora S. fell back to

, last position in consequence of a break, so he passed her in

1 the same way his leaders had. After passing the half Stran-

I ger took the third place and the battle for supremacy rested

I
between Fallacy and KossS, It was a struggle from the head

, of the stretch to the distance flag. At this point Fallacy

j

broke, but Gray got him settled before he had run far, and

came in a winner by a head. The judges gave the heat to

.Ross S. because Fallacy ran in the stretch, Stranger was three

lengths behind, Cora S. fourth and King Orry last. Time,

I 2:191-

Ross S. was installed as favorite, selling at $10 against $5

; on Fallacy, and §3 on the field. After leaving the wire all

the horses were a little ahead of Fallacy and on the first turn

as he and the rest of his companions with the exception of

: Ross S. made a bad break, and this son of Nutwood took the
!

lead. At the quarter pole they were strung out in this order :

i Ross S., Fallacy, Stranger, Cora S. and King Orry fifth. Go-

j ing down the backslretch Newton brought King Orry up to

third place while Gray, behind Fallacy, was making a splen-

did drive to get his horse on even terms with Ross S., but the

latter was too speedy, and trotting like a piece of machinery,
: he came in under the winner in 2:20, Fallacy making three

j
breaks. King Orry third, StraDger fourth and Cora S. last.

In the third heat Ross S. was the choice again, selling at

$20 against $5 on the rest in the field. The race seemed to

center on three horses from the time the word was given,

Fallacy, Ross S. and Stranger leading, Ross S. showing the
1 way with Fallacy at his wheel and Stranger at the latter's

girth. It was a pretty contest down the backstretch the rela-

tive positions being unchanged until the head of the home-
• stretch was reached. Ross S. seemed to have the race well in

hand when Stranger came and made a homestretch Klamath
drive and gained inch by inch. As he neared the wire Ross

S. made a break and Stranger was welcomed as the winner

by the large audience as his head and neck was seen under

the wire in front of Ross S. in 2:20, Fallacy third. King Orry
fourth and Cora S. distanced.

Stranger took the lead in the nest heat and despite Worth
Ober drove Ross S. hard it seemed impossible forhim to gain

an inch on the son of Tilton Almont who jogged under

the wire in 2:24, Fallacy was second, RossS. third and King
Orry last.

In the nest heat Stranger made a splendid effort and led to

I the half with Fallacy at his wheel. Ross S. third broke and fell

back 150 yards on the backstretch so Newton behind King
i Orry made a great play for third money. It was an easy vic-

tory for Stranger who came in a winner bv a length and a

half from Fallacy, King Orry third and the favorite, Ross S.,

distanced. Time, 2:23|.
SUMMARY.

' Trotting. 2:'20 class, purse £350.

Stranger, b s, by Tilton Almont—by Hambletonian 725
Sullivan 3 4 111

Fallacy, b s, by Fallis— Beauty Gray 2

King Orrv, ch a, bv Alcona Clay—Pansy Newton 5

Ross S., b s, by Nutwood—Stale of Maine Ober 1

<'ora S., b m, bv Elector 4
Time, 2:19}.;, 2:20, 2.20, 2:24, 2:23%.

The nest race was for pacers without records for a purse

|
of $300. There were five entries : Surprise, by Liberty Son-

tag; Gertrude, by Redwood; Victor S., by Oakland Boy

;

Ruby M., by Almont Patchen, and Waldo J., by Bob
Mason. In the pools Surprise sold as favorite at $10 against

$5 on the field. The five started away as if they had been

used to racing, but inside of fifty yards Gertrude, Victor S.

and Ruby M. broke and fell back as Surprise, with Waldo J.

laying at his wheel ran a pretty race down the backstretch,

Waldo J. gradually gained on the chestnut mare and passed
1 her at the half pole and led her to the wire in the escellent

i time of 2:21, Surprise only a length behind. The other three

away behind the distance flag.

The second heat was a " corker," to use an expression often

heard at the track. After the eighth pole was passed Waldo
Jr., the gray pacer, broke, and Surprise left him sixty

t lengths behind, where he got settled. Down the backstretch

[ the gray closed up the gap, passed Surprise near the three-

i quarter pole and won the race by a length in 2:18£—a won-
derful mile for a green pacer.

The next and last heat was won by Waldo J. in excellent

time. He paced to the half in 1:07 and came home in 2:17£.

How much faster he can pace is not known, but he is the
' best four-year-old pacer that has been seen in California this

year.
SUMMARY.

Pacing, green horses, purse 5300.

Waldo J., by Bob Mason—by A. W. Richmond Mack 111
| Surprise, by Liberty Sontag—Susie P „ J. R. Troxel 2 2 2
- Gertrude, by Redwood d

Victor S., by Oakland Bov d
1 Ruby M., by Almont Patchen d

Time, 2:21, 2:18}£, 2:17%.

Waldo J. is the property of the Santa Paula. Horse Com-
pany. He was first broken to saddle on the 20th of April
last, and showed his pacing gait so strongly that John Mack,
the trainer at the farm, decided to work him for speed. He
showed such improvement that his owners and driver en-

tered him in all the events on the Northern, Central and
'

t

Southern circuits. He will get a mark of 2:09\ easily this
' year if nothing happens him. His sire, as stattd above, is

.
Bob Mason, his dam is by A. W. Richmond, second dam by

.
that game old gray trotting stallion, Gen. Taylor, and fourth

: dam said to be by Rifleman. His easy journey for a quarter of

. a mile this hot afternoon in thirty seconds and his half in

1:06 against a hot wind stamps him as a phenomenon.
1 Had not Ross S. cast a shoe he would not have been dis-

tanced. Every one sympathized with his driver, Worth
, Ober, over his defeat. His horse did well, but the race was
too severe for him.
The programme for to-morrow is an escellent one, and all

the business houses in Chico will close, so a large attendance
is expected. Too much praise cannot be given the President,

Board of Directors and Secretary for the splendid manner in

which this meeting is conducted. The fair deserves a larger

patronage than it is receiving. To-night, the great;borticultu-

ral and industrial exhibition opens at the mammoth pavil-
ion in town.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 3.

Every one is talking about the death of the game trotting

stallion, Ross S., which occurred last evening at the track.

The veterinarian held a post-mortem examination and con-

cluded that the animal was poisoned. The heart, lungs and

liver were in a healthy condition at the time of the death of

the horse, but the stomach was perforated in several places

as if some metallic poison had been administered. Mr. Worth
Ober, the gentleman in charge of the horse, declares that

some scoundrel must have given the horse poison before the

third heat, for the animal did not act right. What could

have been the motive for such a dastardly outrage no one

can tell. Who the perpetrator was is a mystery that never

will be solved. As soon as it became known that Worth
Ober had lost all his possessions by the death of this horse

Marion Biggs Jr., the well-known horticulturist, and Dan'l

Morgan, of Grass Valley, started with subscription lists

among the horsemen in order to help this old-time horseman-

In a few hours the sum of $200 was subscribed and
handed to the beneficiary. Ross S. was a bay stallion, foaled
in 1881, the property of Ross Sargent of Lodi. He was sired

by Nutwood, out of a mare by a horse called State of Maine.
At the age of four years he became the property of Worth
Ober, of Sacramento, in whose possession he remained until

his death. Ross S. was a very smooth-gaited trotter and got
a record of 2:19J at Vallejo last year. A few hours previous
to his last performance Mr. Ober said :

" I ntiver saw Ross S.

as fast as he is to-day. He is stronger and in better condition
than I have ever seen him. If I can win this race I will be
satisfied that I can yet lower his record to the notch I saw
him reach last fall, 2:15. A better feeling or a kinder horse
never looked through a bridle."

With a whinny of delight Ross S. looked over to where we
were standing, and thus gave an unmistakable sign that he
recognized his kind and careful master.

Ross S. left a number of colts and fillies that are said to

be very fast.

The directors of the Chico Agricultural Association were
willing to give any amount of money for the apprehension of
the villain who committed the terrible crime.

At ten o'clock the stock parade took place, and what it

lacked in numbers it more than made up for in Quality.

It was a collection which any horse-loving community might
well be proud of, and as the long procession moved in front

of the judges' stand many were the comments of those as-

sembled upon the escellence of the individuals in this line.

At two o'clock the inner rail of the infield was hidden be-

neath the long row of horses' heads, for buggies and car-

riages wereon the right and left flank of the judges. In some
places they were three deep. The reason ascribed for the
increased attendance was that all the business houses had
closed their doors in honor of the race meeting. The weather
was not quite so warm as yesterday and the track was in ex-
cellent condition.

The judges were F. C. Lusk, L. H. Mcintosh and W. G.
Layng; timers, F. Williams, B. Simpson andjA. F. Buchanan.
The first race was a novelty in this part of California, in

fact it was the first event of the kind ever given here, it being
a hurdle race, mile dash, purse $150. There were three en-
tries : Ben Martin, Dave Douglass and Nicodemus. Starter

Lawrence, assisted by Dan Dennison, used all their persua-
sive powers to get the chestnut gelding Ben Martin to move
in the way he ought to go. After thirty minutes' delay Nico-
demus and Dave Dougless started on theirjourney over the
sticks, leaving the fractious Ben Martin to meander slowly to

his box-stall. Nicodemus led all the way, clearing the brush-
covered hurdles like a bird, Dave a length behind. Their
relative positions were unchanged as they came under the

wire in 1:52.

SUMMARY.
First race, hurdle running, purse 5150 ; catch weights. One mile.

Nicodemus 1
Dave Douglas 2

Time, 1:02.

Ben Martin leit at post.

The track was scraped for the next event, which was for

the 2:28 class, trotters. There were three entries—Margaret
Worth, Nellie J. and Lucky B. The purse offered was $350.

By consent distance was waived. Nellie J. acted badly and
had to be sent away on the jump. Margaret Worth, with
Lucky B. at her girth, soon left her waltzing up and down
the first eighth, and together they trotted like a team to the

half. Margaret Worth drew away at this point and opened
a gap of four lengths at the three-quarter pole. Sam Hoy,
the driver of Lucky B., set to work in earnest and gradually
closed up the gap, and at the distance flag was almost on even
terms with the game Button mare. He could not get nearer

than her shoulder as she trotted under the wire in 2:18$. It

was an exciting finish, and loud applause greeted the drivers

as they passed the goal. Nellie J. was two hundred yards
away.
The next heat was a repetition of the first one, except that

Lucky B. did not force Margaret Worth to trot faster than
2:20i to beat him, Nellie J. as usual unsettled and nervous,

and inclined to climb in the air.

By consent Nellie J. was allowed to stay in her stall, and
Margaret Worth started on her journey with Lucky B. a

good shadow again. She won in 2:22, Lucky B. three lengths

awav.
SUMMARY.

Trotting, 2:2S class, purse 5350.

Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button— Adelina Patti, by Effingham
Bigelow 111

Lucky B., by Prompter Hoy 2 2 2

Nellie J., by George J Eddy 3 3dr
Time, 2:18%, 2:20%. 2:22.

The third race was for the bang-tails, mile and repeat,

purse $200. The starters were Morton, Rocket and Nicode-
mus. After several breakaways, Starter Lawrence dropped the

flag to a good send-off. Morton being a slow horse to get

away, was soon biting the dust kicked up by Rocket and
Nicodemus. To the half-mile pole the leaders moved head-

and-head, Morton ten lengths behind going down the back

turn. This son of Leinster decreased the gap, and at the head
of the homestretch was onlv three lengths behind. Coming
toward the wire Johnny Appleby, his jockey, plied whip
atd spur, and passing Rocket within one hundred yards of

the wire, was onlv beaten a length by Nicodemus. Time
1:46k

In [the next heat the trio ran in the same order to the

homestretch, but the pace was killing on Rocket, for as

Morton disposed of him and was fast crawling away from
Nicodemus, the colt with the fiery name dropped back behind

the distance flag as Morton came in a winner by two lengths

in 1:48.

Rocket being declared distanced, the battle for blood rested

between Nicodemus and Morton. Shortly after the flag

dropped, as the horses were entering the first turn, the jockey
on Nicodemus headed his horse for Morton and deliberately
fouled him. He had things his own way until the homestretch
was reached, then the jockey on Morton took sweet revenge
by riding around his rival, and using his whip with his left

hand made a great play to win the race by playing a tattoo
on both horses at once. The judges saw this xylophonic exhi-
bition and remembering the other jockey's tactics, announced
the decision of the race as follows :

" Morton wins the heat,
race and first money, Nicodemus second and second money.
Time, 1:52$-. The jockeys who rode Morton and Nicodemus
are fined $10 each for foul riding !"

As Nicodemus was being led to his stall it was found that
the faithful animal had been badly injured, the tendons on
the nigh foreleg having been broken. It is doubtful if he ever
starts again. Five hard miles in one day was too much for
him.

SUMMABY.
Running, mile and repeat race, purse 5200.

Morton, 124 J.Appleby 2 1 1
Nicodemus, 124 Clancy 12 2
Rocket. 124 Dennison 3 ais

Time, VAQ]4. 1:48, 1:52%.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 4.

This is more like a San Francisco day so far as the weather
is concerned. A cool, fresh breeze fanned the ripened grain

and made the vast fields resemble a choppy sea of golden hue.

At the track everyone appreciated the change. The attend-

ance was fair ; a number came who had not been at the races

before during the week. Pool-selling was light. The only

thing that was lively around the box where the bettors pay
their money and get their tickets was an ebony-hued son of

Africa called Skip. He was " de boss ob de Paris mutuel

boxes, sah!" His persuasive eloquence was childlike in its

simplicity, and his gyrations and gestures would turn an ex-

cited Methodist exhorter green with envy. His refrain

:

" I'se got Chico or de field; I'se got Chico or de field; I'se

got Chico or de field," etc., ad finem, will never be forgotton
by those who were within quarter of c mile of his brassy
voice. He furnished amusement for the spectators during
the intermissions between heats, and were he known to the
spielers at the Midway Plaisance there is no doubt he could
have received the distinction his natural abilities as shouter
deserved. There were only two races on the card to-day.

The first was a trotting race, 2:24 class, purse $400. The en-
tries were Melrose, Chico, Hera and Billy Button. Chico
was favorite in the betting, selling for $10 against $5 on the
field.

Oregon Jimmy held the lines over the favorite and had no
trouble in landing him an easy winner in the three heats.

Melrose, the game old son of Sultan, lay back in the two first

heats until the homestretch was reached, and then with a
splendid burst of speed passed Hera and Billy Button and
came in second. Hera was third in the first heat and Billy

Button last. Time, 2:26|. In the second heat the position

of these contending horses was reversed, Billy Button getting
third place and Hera being last. Time, 2:24. In the last

heat Billie Button kept close to Chico and came in second.
Melrose was third and Hera fourth. Time, 2:25.

SUMMARY.
Chico, Saturday, August 4, 1S94.—Trotting, 2:24 class, parse 5100, 3

in 5.

Chico, b gby Monroe Chief—Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird Sullivan 111

Melrose, b g by Sultan David 2 2 3
Hera, br m by Mambrino Wilkes Hinds 3 4 4
Billy Button, b g by Alex Button 4 3 2

Time, 2:26%, 2:24, 2:25.

The next race was for the 2:20 class. There were three en-
tries: Videtta, by Alex Button; Belle, by Melbourne King
and Lota, by Singleton. In the pools Videtta sold for $10
against $3 on the field. Lota acted as if she was sore; her
race the other day, being a hard one, afiected her this after-

noon. In the first heat Belle and Videtta paced to the half

as if attached to one sulky. Belle went up in the air and was
passed by Lota before she got settled. It did not take her

long to leave her latest rival and make a bee line for Videtta.

Bigelow, the driver of the latter, kept her well in front and
won by a length in 2:22i, Lota last.

In the next heat Lora showed signs of lameness but she

kept in the race. The same tactics were employed by the

drivers of Videtta and Belle. The first quarter was paced in

33 seconds, the second in 33A, and Belle showed no signs of

breaking. Approaching the head of the stretch she went up
in the air, but caught quickly, and down the homestretch it

was nip and tuck, both reinsmen whipping and driving. It

looked as is it was to be a dead beat, but just as the distance

flag was passed Belle made a " Jim-town " tumble and Vi-

detta passed under the wire in 2:17$. the fastest mile made on

the Northern circuit this year. Lotta was last. The nest
heat was almost identical with its predecessor, the outcome
being the same with this exception—the time was slower,

2:19.
SUMMARY.

Pacing race, 2:20 class, purse SlOO.

Videtta. b m, bv Alex. Button—Viola, by Flaxtail Bigelow 111
Belle, ch m, by Melbourne King— Mattie, bv All Right

...Sinclair 2 2 2

Lota, blk m, by Singleton—by Ophir Hendricks 3 3 3

Time, 2:22% 2:17%, 2:19,

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by

,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passengtr Agent.

General Agent.

A mad dog created consternation about the stables at Haw-
thorne July 27th. The dog was finally stopped,but not until

after he had bitten Pat Dunne's pet goat, Jockey Weber's

monkey and Mr. Corrigan's valuable St. Bernard puppy.

The animals attached were confined in a stall awaiting symp-

toms of hydrophobia.—Horseman. If Charley Weber's

monkey were to die it would neaiiy break his ) uuug heart,

as the missing link was the pride and joy of every place he

has yet resided in.
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Anaconda (Mont.) Races.

TUESDAY, JULY 31.

The third day of the Anaconda meeting was another great

success. The attendance was large, there being fully 1,800

persons on the ground, and all of the events were of such a

character as to inspire interest and create excitement on the

part of the spectators, says the Anaconda Standard.

The first event of the day was the unfinished mixed race,

trotting and pacing, in which Klamath had two heats and

Robbie P. one, Prince Almont none. In the pools Robbie

was a great favorite, $40 to$J0 for the field.

Fourth heat—The start was an easy one Robbie showing a

little in the lead. Before the first turn Almont broke and

fell back. The other two kept well together to the quarter,

when Robbie look the lead and up the back stretch led tbe

way by fully six lengths, Almont way behind. At the three-

quarters Klamath had fully five lengths the worst of it, but

afcer they got fairly into the stretch he was pushed so well

and responded so nobly that at the finish Robbie only had

the advantage by half a length, Robbie first, Klamath sec-

ond, Almont third. Time, 2:19. Mutuals paid $6.25.

Fifth heat—In the fifth and deciding heat there were still

a few bettors who were willing to take chances on account of

the large odds offered, the bets being $40 to $8 for the field.

The start was only a fair one for Klamath and tbe three kept

well together until the eighth, Almont showing a disposition

to trot. At about the quarter Robbie took a decided lead

and Almont took second, Klamath third. At the half Rob-
bie still had an easy lead, with Klamath ten lengths behind.

By the time the homestretch was reached he had shortened

the distance, but not enough, for down they came, Robbie,

Almont and Klamath in a 1-2-3 order, Raymond, who was

driving Klamath, was urging his horse with whip and shout,

and when within a few yards of home Robbie broke and ran

over the score, Almont second, Klamath third. After some
debate the judges decided to give the heat to Robbie, Almont
second, Klamath third. Time, 2:17. Mutuals paid $5.60.

The race was Robbie P . first, Klamath second, Prince Al-

mont third.

The second event was the Progress stake, pacing, for two-

year-olds, best 2 in 3. Value of stake, $390. C. W. Hoffman
names b c C. W. Wakefield, Witch Hazel Stock Farm names
br c Charley Woods. In the pools Wakefield was a big favor-

ite, selling at $20 to $5 for Brown.
First heat—The start was a dead even one, Brown having

the pole. The pair kept side by side until the eighth was
passed, when Brown broke and Wakefield got a good lead,

which he held without trouble and came in on a jog four

lengths ahead, not having made a skip the entire distance.

Brown broke several times on the route but was pulled to his

work as easily and readily as though he were a veteran cam-
paigner instead of a two-year-old. G. W. Wakefield first,

Charley Woods second. Time, 2:40. No mutuels were sold.

Second heat—In tbe second heat there were but few who
did not believe that Wake6eld would have an easy victory,

and they were not disappointed. This heat was simply a

repetition of the first heat, and the Bozeman colt jogged in

and won the heat and race. Time, 2:40,

The third event of the day was running, five-eighths of a

mile, purse $250. The entries were ch g Jim R., by Ben
Martin ; blk h Hal Fisher, by Maley & Bowley ; br h Patsey
Bolivar, by H. Pickeriug; ch h Silver King, by Marcus Daly;

ch c Bill Howard, by W. S. Hall ; b c Zamloch, by Colusa
stables ; ch g Gold Bug, by J. L. Carlson ; b m Miss Elm, by
W. P. JJengley. This was the betting race of the day. The
space in the pool ring was crowded, and men were almost
fighting to place their money. Some of them soon wished
they had not been so anxious. At the opening of the sale

Gold Bug was quite a favorite, selling at $20. Bill Howard
next at $12, Jim R. at $11, Zamloch $11 and the field $12.

This was the order for quite a while, and then the Bill How-
ard men begun to put up their money, and just before the

start pools were selling like hot cakes—Bill Howard at $80,

Jim R. $28, Gold Bug $12, Zamloch $13 and the field $32.

There were eight in the field, and it took some time to get

a start, but this was finally secured in a fair manner, and off

they went, with Jim R. in the lead, Hal Fisher second, Bill

Howard and Silver King third and fourth. At the half Jim
R. was still a leader, with Bill Howard second and Miss Elm
had pushed up to third. At the three-quarters Jim R. and
Bill Howard and Miss Elm still held the three first places,

but down the stretch under whip and spur and with a splendid
finish Bill Howard was landed first under the wire, Jim R.
second, Zamloch third. Time, 1:02. Mutuels paid $12.10.

The fourth event was running, one mile, purse $350. The
nominations were b g Trix, named by C. H. Durkee ; b g
Red Leo, by C. Werlh ; ch i Promise, by California stables

;

b h Steve Estes, by Marcus Daly. In the pools Trix was a
fcligbt favorite. Trix selling for $11 and $12, Steve Estes for

$10 and $11 and the two others in the field at $10.

The field was small and the start an easy and reasonably
good one. Promise had a slight lead, Estes second and Trix
and Leo about even. At the quarter the positions were about
the same, except that Leo showed a good third. At the
hilf Promise still led, with Estes at his heels, and Trix had
changed places with Leo. At the three-quarters the two
leaders were still in the same position and the other two had
a^aiu swapped. When fairly into the stretch Estes was sent

ahead and look first place, maintaining it easily and crossing

the score a winner by two lengths, Promise second, Leo third

and Trix, the favorite, last. Time, 1:45A. Mutuels paid
$18.50.

The fifth race of the day was the 2:32 trot for a purse of

$500, the entries being: J. G. hunn's b f Antelater, G. A.
Kelley's blk f Antrima, S. (.*. Tyron's br h Col. K. R., H. J.
.McDonald's b g Billy D., Wm. Williams' b g Freedom, D. J.
Arnold's b g Montana Boy. For some reason betting on this

race lagged and the auctioneer had hard work to make sales

of Bmall pools. Those that were sold went Col. K. R. at $7
and $8 to $10 for the field.

First heat -Before the Mart for the first heat the drivers
were called to (he stand and notified that the same rules that
were enforced yesterday would apply to-day. All of the
horses seemed rank, and it was not until after ^even ineflec-
timl attempts that the " go" was given, and then Montana
Hoy was two leugths in the rear, but his driver gave the nod.
It was hard to tell which was which as they got into the lower
turn, but at about the eighth Col. K. R. broke, but as the

quarter was reached Freedom showed in the lead, Billy D.

second, Antrima third and the favorite way back. Up the

backstretch the Col. was pushed ahd materially lessened the

gap between himself and the leaders. At the three-quarters

Freeaom was still leading, Billy second and Antrima and the

Colonel in reaching distance. After they had got fairly into

the straight the Colonel made an effort for first,but brokeand

ruined his chances, the finish being Freedom first, Billy D.

second, Antima third, Colonel K. R. fourth. Time, 2:23£.

Mutuels paid $10.10.

Second heat—The resultof the first heat produced a marked

change among the bettors, and in the pools Billy sold for

$10, Freedom $8, Colonel R.K. $6 and the field $4 and $5.

On the second attempt at scoring Freedom threw a shoe

just in front of the judges' stand, the accident not only spoil-

ing a good start but causing a delay of some minutes. After

the shoe had been replaced a good start was made for all ex-

cept Montana Boy, who was acting so badly that his driver

gave the nod when he was fully three lengths behind. The
eighth had not been reached before Billy D. had taken

the pole from Freedom, and soon after ihe quarter was

made Antrima was beside Freedom, while Col. K. R. was

away back waiting for Montana Boy. Until the upper turn

was reached it was a sort of a stringing race, but there they

began to get along, and at the three-quarter Antelater and

the Colonel showed up. There was a good race down the

stretch, but it was not very exciting, and the finish was Billy

D. first, Antrima second, Antelater Lhird, Col. K. D. fourth,

Montana Boy distanced. Time, 2:23. Mutuels paid $9.50.

Third heat—For the third heat Billy D. was a pronounced

favorite, selling at 20 to 4 for the field. Before the start for

the heat wasgot Freedom again thre* a shoe near the stand

while scoring, and another long delay was the result. The
start was made without much difficulty and Billy D., who
had the pole, held it throughout. On the lower turn when
they had settled down, Billy had the lead, Freedom second,

Antrima third. This was the order up to the backstretch,

but when about the five-eighths Freedom broke, though he

appeared to neither lose nor gain by the operation. Up to the

three-quarters it was Billy, Freedom and Antrima, with the

other two in the rear. On the stretch they came down in

good 6hape and passed under the wire, Billy D. first, Free-

dom second, Antrima third, Antelater fourth, but Freedom
was put back to fourth place for running. Time, 2:22k

Mutuels paid $6.80.

The sixth event was trotting, Lower Works Stake for two-

year-olds. Value of stake, $670. The entries were : J. L.

Carrigan's b g Dr. Puff, Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b f Nettie

Ham, C. W. Hoffman's b f Irene B., John McEvoy's gr c

Glenarthur, J. W. Nelson's b f Violetta. In the pools Dr. Puff

was a great favorite, selling for $20 against ?6 and $7 for

the field.

First heat—The start was a fairly good one, with Violetta

at the pole, and Dr. Puff, the favorite, about two lengths the

worst of it. Before the first turn was made Violetta broke and

did not recover from the loss during the heat. At the eighth

Nettie had a good lead, Dr. Puff' second by several lengths,

and the others straggling along. After the quarter was

passed the Dr. was urged up, at about the five-eighths

collared the leader, and at the half was half a length ahead.

The mare still stuck close to him, and by the time the three-

quarters was reached Irene had got rather close up and was

ready for a tight down the stretch. At about the seven-eighths

Nettie broke and left the tussle between Irene and the Dr.,

but the latter was too swift, and the finish was, Dr. Puff first,

Irene B. second, Nettie Ham third, Glenarthur fourth.

Time, 2:35. Mutuelspaid $7.65.

Second heat—In the second heat Dr. Puff was a favorite at

such odds that there was no one willing to take the risks. The
horses got a good start, Dr. Puff holding the lead to the finish,

and being followed all the way around by Irene and Nettie,

but at no time was there any danger of their catching him.

He won easily in 2:36|.

As this was only a two in three, the money was awarded,

Dr. Puff first, Irene B. second, Nettie Ham third, Glenar-

thur fourth.

When this race was concluded it was 8 o'clock, and it was

decided to close the day's proceedings, leaving the 2:32 trot

unfinished.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, purse 8250. Five-eighths of a mile.

N. S. Hall's b h Bill Howard, a, by Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis, 122,

(2 to 1) Hennessy 1

Jim R., a, 122 {3 to 1) Bozeman 2
Zamloch, 3, 113 (12 to 1) Burlingame 3

Tsme, 1:02.

Silver King, Miss Elm, Hal Fisher and Patsy Boliver also ran.

Second race—Running, purse 8350. One mile.

Marcus Daly's b h Steve Estes, a, by Springfield—Bloodstain, 124

(3 to 1) R- Smith 1

Promise, 3, 104 (2 to 1) Coombs 2

Red Leo. a, 124 (2 to 1) Goedertz 3

Trix, 3, 109 (3 to 1) Hennessy 4
Time, 1:45%

Third race (unfinished)-Trotting and pacing, best 3 in 5, purse

S500.
Robbie P., by Chas. Caflrey—Nannie Pyle 1 2 2 11
Klamath, by Moorookus—Lady Ophir Raymonds 112 3

Prince Almont, bj Almont Medium—Queen of the

West Stone 2 5 3 3 2
Time, 2:16%, 2:20, 2:21, 2:19, 2:17.

Fourth race—Pacing, Progress Stake, for two-year-olds, value of
stake 8390.

G. W. Wabciield, by Bozeman—Gypsy Rice 1 1

Charley Woods, bv Hambletonian Mambrino—Tot Woods 2 2
Time, 2:40, 2:40.

Fifth race (uufluisbcd)-Trotting, 2:32 class, best 3 in 5, purse, 8500.

Billy D., by Tarantula Handley 2 11
Freedom, by Maxim—Chicago Maid Williams 15 4

Antrima, by Antrim—Midget Kelly 3 2 2
Antelater, by Anteco—by Allendorf. McKinney 5 3 3

Col. K, Et., by Bay Rose—Addie E Tryon 4 4 5

Moutaua Boy, by son of Swigert—Black Mary Lewis dis

Time,

Sixth race—Trotting, Lower Works Stakes, for two-year-olds, best

2 in :, value of stake $670.

Dr. Pull, by Bay Bird-Patty Pull". Jeffreys l l

Irene B., by Bozeman—by Kentucky Volunteer Rice 2 2

Nettle Ham, by Hainbletonian Mambrino—Almonette Woods 3 3

Glenarthur, by Glcnwood—by Roberl McGregor McEvoy 4 4

Violetta, by Jay Bird—Nulmeg Maid Price 5 5

Time, 2:35, 2:36%.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1.

There was no incident of any character to mar the pleas-

ure of to day's performance. The attendance was as large as

any on the previous day. The betting was lively and most

of the races were well contested. Interest centered in the mile

and a half Copper Stake race, for which the Daly stable had

two starters, Garland & Ramsdell one and Randall and Bur-

ns one. Tuesday evening the betting was nearly equal, but

at [the Utrack to-day the Daly stable was made a favorite,

though the California and Oregon men took all the bets at

the odds offered, believing that either Expense or Minnie

would at least make it warm for their opponents. Batsman

was set up as the stable winner and did the work cut out for

him in good shape. Many were disappointed at the slow

time, 2:41, for they expected to see it go below 40, but as

Batsman and his companion led the race from start to finish,

there was no need for faster time, and it was not made.

The first event of the programme was the unfinished trot,

2:32 class, in which Billy D. had two heats and Freedom had

one. It seemed to be a foregone conclusion among the bet-

tors that Billy D. would win, for in the pools he sold at $10

to $2 for the field. At the fifth score the horses got a send-

off, Antelater trailing and Col. K. R. having in some way the

pole. At the eighth Antelater broke and a little later Col.

K. R. also went ofif his feet. At the quarter Billy had the

lead, Antrima second, Antelater third, Freedom fourth and
the Col. last. Up the back stretch it was a trailing race, but

about the three-eighths Freedom was sent ahead and passed

Antelater and on the upper turn collared Antrima, but she

got away from him and held second past the three-quarters

and into the turn. The race home was not a specially excit-

ing one, for Billy had the speed and the place and came in an

easy winner, Antrima second, Freedom third, Antelater

fourth. Time, 2.22. Mutuals paid $6.45. This ended the

race, the places being : Billy D. first money, Freedom second,

Antrima third, Antelater fourth.

Tne second race was the great mile and a half, the Copper
City Stakes, the purse beiog$l,490. For the event the starters

were b c imp. Batsman, ch f Beaucatcher, nominated by Mar-
cus Daly ; br c Expense, by Garland & Ramsdell

;
gr g Min-

nie Beach, by Randall & Burris. Tom McTague's Emma had
been entered, but was scratched. Imp. Batsman carried four

pounds overweight. In the pools the Daly Stable sold for $80
and the field for $23, but the betting was not very lively.

There was no trouble whatever in getting a start, for the

quartette had hardly reached the post before the flag dropped
and they were ofl, Batsman and Beaucatcher having a slight

advantage and the other two close on their flanks. As the

quarter was reached the Daly team was still in the lead, go-

ing almost side by side, though Batsman showed in the lead.

Minnie was about six lengths behind Beaucatcher, and Ex-
pense was in the rear of him. As the half was passed the

positions were unchanged, except that Expense had changed
places with Minnie. Up to the three-quarters the leaders still

rode almost abreast with a good lead, but on the backstretch

Expense made an effort to get near the front, and at the

mile made a good showing, but before the one and a quarter

was reached fell back and gave place to Minnie. As ihey

turned in the stretch Beaucatcher showed a little ahead of his

stable mate, and Minnie was urged to such an extent that it

looked as though she intended to be in it. The effort was a

failure, however, for the Daly pair still hugged the fence to-

gether and passed under the wire, Batsman ahead by half a

length, Beaucatcher second, Minnie Beach third. Time, 2:41.

Mutuels paid $6.40.

The third event was a trot, Upper Works Stake, for three-

year-olds, two in three. Value cf stake, $550. The entries

were: McGowan's br c Delbert, Tryon's b f Marchioness,

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's gr g Caryle Carne. In the pools

Delbert was a favorite at $20, Marchioness $7, Caryle Carne

$3.

First heat—After scoring several times the colts got away
well together, but on the turn the Marchioness broke and fell

back. At the eighth Delbert, who had the pole, showed in

front with a good lead. Caryle came several lengths behind,

and the Marchioness in the rear. These positions were un-

changed, and the three trotted the remainder of tha heat

without a change or break, and finished with Delbert in the

lead five lengths, Caryle Carne second, Marchioness third

Time, 2:23|. Mutuels paid $9.25.

Second heat—In the second heat there were but few pools

sold, Delbert being a favorite at large odds.

The start was a good one, the Marchioness showing good

speed at the turn, when she broke and acted badly. Caryle

Carne sneaked in for the pole, but did not get it. On the

backstretch Delbert broke, and in trying to get first place

Caryle Carne also went off his feet. When tht half was

reached Marchioness was in the lead, Delbert second and

Caryle third. At this time the favorite had gDt down to her

work, and before the three-quarter was reached had again

taken first. He led down the stretch easily, and crossed the

wire two lengths ahead of Marchioness, second, with Caryle

Corne third. Time, 2:32. Mutuels phid $6.40.

The race and first money was awarded Delbert and March-

ioness and Caryle Carne divided second and third money.
The fourth race was running, three-quarter mile handicap,

purse $300. For this the starters were: ChgGold Bug, 110,

named by J. L. Carlsen ; ch f Jennie Deane. 106, by Califor-

nia stables; b c Zamloch, 105, by Colusa stables; ch h Ark-

low, 102, by Boise stables ; b m Raindrop, 100. by Jones &
Payne ; ch f Nettie Glen, 100, by D. O. Blevins ; br m Carrie

Shaw, 90, by Spokane stables.

In the pools Jennie Deane was a favorite, selling at $20,

Gold [Bug $7, Zamloch [$5, field ?4 at the beginning of tbe

sale, but before the start, when the betting got livelier, Gold

Bug was advanced to about $10. It was announced prior to

the sending of the horses to the post that Gold Bug carried

two and one-half pounds overweight, Arklow four pounds and

Nettie Glenn five pounds. There was but little trouble in

getting a start for so large a field, and when the Hag dropped

Jennie Deane had the lead, with Gold Bug a good second,

Zamloch third and Rainbow fourth, yet they were all fairly

bunched. At the quarter Gold Bug had pushed to the front,

Zamloch had taken second and Jennie Deane had retired to

third. At the half Gold Bug still held his own and Zamloch

was second, but Jennie Deane had dropped to fourth aDd

Raindrop had got up to third. As they got into the stretch

Jennie Deane was pushed and got again into the first class

and under ajdrive, the finish being a good one The result was

Gold Bug first, Jennie Deane second, Zamloch third. Time,

1:155. Mutuels paid $14.90.

The fifth event was pacing, 2:24 class, 3 in 5, purse $500.

The entries were b g S. B., by Jacob Swent; blk h Black

Cloud, by Easton &Jones;gr g Barney, by J. Breslauer; b m
Lady A., by W. C. Howell; b g Kittitas Ranger, by Witch

Hazel Stock Farm ; b m Iras, by J. D. Murphy.
In the pools the Ranger was a favorite, selling at $20,

Black Cloud $6, Iras $4, and the field $5 and $6.

First heat—The start was an even one, Ranger, the favor-

ite, leading to the eighth, where he broke, and Iras got
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to the front. Before the one-quarter was reached several

others had gone off their feet, but were pulled down in good

shape. Just after the one-quarter had been passed one of the

reins on Black Cloud broke, and McEvoy, who was driving

him, in order to avoid an accident jumped to the back of the

horse and stopped him. On the back stretch Barney was

driven up and at the half had taken the lead from Iras, who

held second and the Ranger third, and in this order they

came down the stretch on a drive with Lady A. and S. B.

fighting for fourth, Barney first, Iras second, Kittitas Ranger

third, S. B. fourth. Time, 2:23. Mutuels paid $29.85.

Second heat—After a good go the gang kept well together

until after the eighth had been passed, and then the

Ranger took the lead, with Barney and Iras good seconds

and the other three still in it. Dp the backstretch Barney

still held the lead at the half, but at the upper turn, Iras got

it, and the other two as well as S. B. were pushed up, and

there was a bunch. It was a hot race down the stretch, Bar-

ney, the Ranger, and S. B. striving for the place, but the

mare held her own and passed under the wire by about half

a neck, Barney second, S. B. third, Lady A. distanced. Time,

2:19J. Mutuels paid $9.35.

Third heat—For the third heat there was another pool-box

revolution, Iras going to the front as a favorite at$20 to $12

for the field.

The five got away on the go in good shape, and held well

together on the eighth, when Iras shot ahead, and Barney,

taking the inside.was urged S. B. was still in the group and

so was Ranger. After the quarter bad been passed Iras in-

creased her speed, and Black Cloud was driven up, taking a

place beside Barney, but both S. B. and Ranger fell far to the

rear, and from that time were nut in it. Past the half Iras

still held her own, though the others were after her in good

shape, and in fact she did not have over half a length the

best of it at the three-quarters. Down the stretch the race

—

and it was a good one—was between Iras and Black Cloud,

with Barney a fair third, but the mare led under the wire by

a short length, Black Cloud . econd, Barney third, S. B. and

Kittatas Ranger distanced. Time, 2:22. Mutuels paid

$19.85.

Fourth heat—There were but three for this heat and the

start was a good one. Iras had the pole and Black Cloud

next to her was at her flank.and Barney was at his side. In

this order they went around the turn, passed the eighth and

quarter and up the backstretch Black Cloud was pushed.but

Iras met the advance and held the lead though. Barney was

compelled to let the distance gi-ow between him and the

leaders. At the half and three-quarters Black Cloud was

still at the flank of the mare,and as they came into the home-

stretch the black was once more urged, and under a hard

drive the pair made a beautiful finish, Iras winning by a

head, Black Cloud second, Barney third. Time, 2.25. Mu-

tuals paid $16.50.

The result of the race was Iras first money, Barney second,

Black Cloud third.

The last race was ruoning, three eighths mile, for a purse

of $300. The starters were Reavis Bros.' b g Lark, N. S.

Hall's b m Midget, Chris Van Street's rn g Billie Miller, Geo.

Henderson's ch g Red Dick, F. M. Slarkey's ch g Cyclone,

A. Farr'sb m Pearl, Boise Stable's ch m Carrie Crooks, Colu-

sa Stables' br m Lulu B. In the pools at first Lulu B. and

Midget were sold on even terms, $10 each. Pearl brought

$8 and the field $10. Later on Midget was made a hot favor-

ite at $30, Lulu B. $8, Petri $5, field $7.

The horses were sent to the post at 7:30 for the dash, but

they acted so tadly or there was so much jockeying Chat it

was after eight before the flag fell, and then the start, though

not a straggling one, was what might be called rather lengthy.

It was growing shadowy and the distance of the post from the

stand made it rather hard to distinguish the horses, but a look

at the leaders showed Lark first, Midget second, Cyclone

third. It was a drive from the jump, and into the stretch

there was a cloud of dust, but as they neared the finish it

could be seen that the race was between Lark and Midget

and the favorite crossed first by a length, Lark second, Cy-

clone third. Time, 0:3<U.
SUMMARIES.

First race (unfinished)—Trotiing, 2:32 class, best 3 in 5, purse S500.

Billy D., by Tarantula .jgandley 2 111
Freedom, by Maxim-Chicago Maid Williams 15 4 3

Antiima, by Antrim-Midget Kelly 3 2 2 2

Antelater, by Anteeo-by Allendorf McKinney 5 3 3 4

Col. K. R., by Bay Rose-Addie E Tryoii 4 45 5

Montana Boy, bv Son of Swigert—Black Mary Lewis 6 dis

. Time, 2:2.% 2:23, 2:22X, 2:22.

Second race—Running, value of slake 51,499. One and one-half

miles.

Marcus Daly's be imp. Batsman, by Hamplon-The Bat, 3, 109

M

1

41 K- smith l

Beaucateher, 104 (1 to 4)
Burlingsme 2

Minnie Beach, a, 117 (J to 1) Epperson 3

Expense also ran.
Time, 2:41.

Third race—Trotting, Upper Works Stake, best 2 in 3, for three-

year-olds, value of stake 5550.

Delbert, by Gameleon—Altama McGowan 1 1

Marchioness, by Sidmoor—Kitty Irviogton Tryon 3 2

C'aryle Carne, by Hambletonian—Lady Grey « oods 2 3

Time, 2:25%, 2:32.

Three-quarters of

.3 dis

Fourth race—Running, handicap, purse,

a mile.

J. C. Carlson's ch g Gold Bug, by Young Pittsburg—Mollie B., a.

my., (3 to 1) - Goederlz

Jennie Deane, 3, 106 (2 to 1) .......Coombs

Zamloch, 3, 105 (5 to 1 Bnrhngame
Time, 1:15%.

Raindrop, Carrie Shaw, Nettie Glen also ran.

Fifth race—Pacing, 2:24 class, best 3 in 5, purse S500.

Iras bv Ver de Vere—Annie Bashaw Edwards 2 1 1

Barney, by ;?
I"rray

J ? 2
Black Cloud, by Black Prince McEvoy 6

8. B., by Knight Errant—by Clark Chief McKinney 4

Time, 2:23, 2:19^ 2:22, 2:25.

Sixth race-Running, purse S200. Three-eighths of a mile.

N. S. Hall's b m Midget, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen, a, 117

C3 to 51
Hennessy 1

Lark, a. 117,"(5"to l".'.".'.
Wngley 2

Cyclone, a. 117, (6 to 1)
Bozeman 3

Time, 0:34%.

Red Dick, Pearl, Carrie Crooks, Lulu B. and Billie Miller also ran.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2.

The fifth day of the season of the Anaconda Racing Asso-

ciation may not have been a very gratifying one to a num-

ber of gentlemen learned in horse lore, but it was surely an

interesting one for the number of spectators, says the Stand-

ard. There were four events on the programme and each of

them was well contested and well worth witnessing. In fact

it was by odds the best day so far. The favorites were not in

it, but that is no concern of the public. Large Bums of money

were deposited in the pool-box and those who put the most of

it there went home broke, while the gentlemen who were a

little short when they arrived on the ground, in many cases

had plethoric purses when they left.

The first race was a special runnning,five-eighths of a mile,

for two-year-olds, the entries being ch g Sylvester, by Salva-
tor—Mabel; br f Evolution, by Tom Bowling—Eveline; br
f Caryatid, hy Hyder Ali—Carrie fr., named by Marcus Daly;
b f Marietta, byEolian—Miss Sadie, by Tom McTague. The
youngsters ail looked in excellent shape. In the pools at the
start the Daly stable sold for $20, Marietta $6, and the bet-

ting was lively. Before the close the friends of Marietta
rallied and carried her up to $8, $10, $15 in succession, and
finally made her even with the stable, $20 to $20. The quar-
tette had hardly got to the post before the start was made on
fairly even terms, Sylvester showing in the lead, Evolution
second, Caryatid third and Marietta fourth. At the quarter
Caryatid had taken first, Sylvester second, Evolution third

and Marietta still in the rear. At the upper turn, Hennessy,
who was up on Marietta, sent the filly forward at a good gait

and at the three quarter post Evolution was in the lead,

Marietta had taken second, Caryatid third and Sylvester
fourth. As they came into the homestretch Marietta showed
in the lead and the other three close behind. Hennessy was
steadying the filly and the other three were using whip and
spur. Evolution and Caryatid were sent to the front to fight

for the place, and they were close enough to make the result

doubtful. Up to within a few jumps of the wire Caryatid
was the nearest to Marietta, and then Evolution shot in. Hen-
gessy saw the danger, struck the filly for the first time with
his whip and landed her under the wire winner by half a
neck, Evolution second, Caryatid third, Sylvester fourth.

Time, 1:033. Mutuels paid $10.10.

The second race was running, half-mile heats, handicap,
purse $200. The entriss were Blevins' ch f Fannie B. (90) ;

fliggins Bros.' ch m French Lady (100) ; Chappell's b g Jack
the Ripper (103) ; Hall's ch m Annie Moore (108) ; Ben
Mai tin's ch g Jim R. (113). In the pools Ihe belting for the

race was very lively. At the start Annie Moore was made
the favorite at big odds, bringing $40 to $20 for Jim R and the

field at $5 and $6. They varied somewhat from this later on
in amounts.but that was about the average.

First heat—There was some delay in getting them away,
but when the start was made it was a fair one. Jim R. had a

slight lead. Jack second, Annie Moore third. At the tbree-

quarter post Annie nad moved up to first, Jim second and
Jack third. Into the stretch Annie still led, but Jim R. gave
ber such a hot race for the finish that when the wire was
passed Annie had only a neck the best of it, Jack the Ripper
third. Time, 0:49. Mutuels paid $7.50.

Second heat—The performance of Annie gave her friends

the greatest confidence,and in the pools Annie was a favorite

at $20 to $4 and $5 for the field, including Jim R. The start

was a good one, Jim R. again having the lead, Jack second,

French Lady third. Annie fonrth. When the three-quarters

was reached Annie had been sent up to second, but Jim still

held his lead, the others virtually not in it, but fighting for

third place. Down the stretch the race was between the two
favorites, but Annie was not equal to the occasion and Jim
landed under the wire a winner by a length, Annie second,

French Lady third. Time, 0:49. Mutuels paid $24 85.

Third heat—In the third beat theie were only two starters,

the three who had not taken a place being sent to the stable.

In the pools Jim R. was a favorite at $20 to $5, and at the

start Jim showed a neck ahead of Annie and had increased

to a length at the three-quarter post. Down the stretch the

mare was driven for all she was worth under whip and spur,

but Jim held his gait without urging and landed a winner in

0:49j. The race was announced, Jim R. first money, Annie
Moore second, French Lady third. Matuels paid $6.40.

The third race was the 2:27 trot, purse $600. For this the

starters were Hoflman's b h Bozeman, Witch Hazel Stock

Farm's gr m Anita, Doneen & Warren' b h Warwick Medi-

um, J. Swenk's blk h Meteor. In the pools Warwick was a

favorite, selling for $20 ; Bozeman, $10; field, $3 and $L
First heat—Meteor drew the pole, and after scoring several

times they got a good send oft; but before the turn was

reached Meteor broke and Warwick got the inside. On the

turn just beyond the eighth Warwick broke, and as they

passed the quarter Bozeman led, Anita second, Warwick
and Meteor, side by side, third. Up the back stretch all the

horses acted well and were driven up so close that at the

three-quarters, though Bozeman showed half a length ahead,

they were all bunched, and it was anybody's race. The fight

down the stretch was a hot one, all coming under the whip,

but Warwick got ahead and crossed the score leading Boze-

man by a short neck, with Anita a length behind, Meteor

fourth. Time, 2:27. Mutuals paid $7.50.

Second heat—For the second heat the bettors seemed to

get excited and did not know exactly how to place their

money, though Ihey put it up as fast as the pool-seller could

take it. The following are samples of the first pools: Wt>r-

wick Medium $25, Bozeman $25, field $3 ; Warwick Medi-

um $30, Bozeman $33, field $3; Warwick Medium $80, Boze-

man $80, field $4 ; Warwick Medium $30, Bozeman $16.

field $3. After a little, however, the Bozeman men concluded

that they needed odds, and they bought the horse at about the

figure quoted in the last pool mentioned.

The start rfas a good one, with Bozeman a shade the best

of it. At the turn Meteor again broke but did not lose much.

At the quarter Warwick Medium held a good lead, with Boze-

man an easy second, Meteor third and Anita a had fourth.

Up the back stretch it was a one-two-three race for the

leaders, but on the upper turn Bozeman was at the side of

Warwick Medium and Meteor at the sulky wheel. Into the

stretch Bozeman and Warwick Medium were on even terms

and made an apparently good race down, Bozeman winning

by a length. Warwick Medium second, Meteor third, Anita

fourth. Time, 2:23. Mutuals paid $6.55.

Before Ihe heat was started the judges called Kerwin, the

driver of Warwick, to the stand, and intimated that though

he won the heat tbey were not entirely satisfied with his

driving. After the heat was ended they were still more dis-

satisfied with the driving, for the horse was ordered to be

driven to the stand and placed in charge of Red Green, with

orders to take him to the stable on behalf of the association

and see that nothing was done to him until he was again

called on the track Kerwin was then relieved from driving

and Raymond put up in the sulky.

Third heat—The change of drivers did not appear to have

any great terrors for the Bozemen men at the start, for they

opened the pools Bozeman $20, Warwick $20, field $3. In a

little while, however, they got down to legitimate business,

and were only willing to give $8 for the field, including Boze-

man, to $20 for Warwick.

At the start Warwick had just a shade the worst of it, but
all were in the stride in good shape. Before the turn was
reached Anita shot ahead and showed in front, and by the
time the three-quarters was passed Bozeman had the inside,

Anita second. Warwick third and Meteor a bad fourth. In
this order and well together the three trotted up the back-
stretch, but before the upper turn was reached the gait was
too hot for Anita, and she dropped back. Around the turn
to the three quarters Bozeman had a slight lead over War-
wick, and they came into the homestretch on about even
terms. Down the stretch, however, Bozeman showed the way,
and led across the score by three lengths, Warwick Medium
second, Anita third, Meteor fourth. Time, 2:17, the last

quarter having been trotted in a 2:12 gait. Mutuels paid
$17.65.

Fourth heat— For the fourth heat the few pools that were
sold were: Bozeman $20, field $5. The four started on
nearly even terms, and before the turn Anita again went to

tbe front. Just before tbe eighth was reached Warwick made
fatal break, for he lost fully ten lengths by it. Past tbe quar-
ter and up the backstretck Bozeman led, with Anita and
Meteor close behind him and Warwick at a splendid gait

making up for lost time. On the upper turn and into the
homestretch Bozeman still held his own and Warwick was a

good fourth. Down the stretch Raymond drove Warwick
for all be was worth, but could do no better than land him
second by about three leDgths. Bozeman, heat and race, first,

Warwick Medium second, Meteor third, Anita fourth. Time,
2:23. Mutuels paid $5.90.

The fourth event was running one and one-sixteenth miles,

handicap, purse $400. The entries were : C. H. Durkee's b
gTrix, (100) ; Tom McTague's ch f EmmaMc, (102) ; Maley
& Bowley's ch m Lonnie B., (110) ; C. Werth's b g Red Leo
(116).

_

The pools in ibis race was a case of uncertainty and saw
many changes, but the average was Trix, $35; Loonie B., $15;
Emma Mc

, $7; Red Leo, 2.

Emma acted very badly st the post and it was fully balf an
hour before the flag dropped and then by an accident they
got a fair start. As tbey passed the stand Lonnie B. had the

lead, Red Leo second, Emma third. Around the lower turn,

into tbe stretch and up to the one-half Lonnie held her place,

Burlingame on Emma evidently playing a waiting game.
After the one-half had been passed and on tbe upper turn he
sent his mare to the front, where she belonged, and when they

came into the homestretch she was in tbe lead, and held it

easily to the finish, landing with six lengths to spare, Lonnie
B. second, Trix third and Red Leo fourth. Time, 1:52.

When the race was ended it was loo late to start the two-

year-old pace, and it was postponed until the next day.

SUMMARIES.

First race, running, five-eighths of a mile, for two-year-olds.

T. McTague's bf Marietta, by Eolian—Miss Sadie 110 (9 to 10)

Hennessy 1

Evolution, 110 (11 to 10) Bozeman 2

Caryatid, 110 (coupled with Evolution and Sylvester) Noble 3

Time, 1:03%.
Sylvester also ran.

Second race, running, half-mile beats, handicap, purse S300.

B. Martin's br gJim R. a, by Connor, 113 {3% tol)
Bozeman 2 11

N. S. Ball's cb m Annie Moore, 5, by Regent—Norma. 108,

(lto2) Hennessy 12 2

Jack tbe Ripper, a, 102 {1% tol) McDonald 2 3

Time, 0:49.0:49, 0:4S>£.

French Lady and Fannie B. also ran.

Third race, trotting, 2,27 class, best three in five, parse S600.

Bozeman, hy MambriDO King—by Alraont Jr Rice 2 111
Warwick Medium, by Almont Medium—Warwick Maid

Kerwin 12 2 2
Anita, by I.ocbwood Jr Woods 3 4 3 4

Meteor, by Commodore Belmont—by Tempest
.*. McKinney 4 3 4 3

Time. 2:27, 2:23,2:17 2:23.

Fourth race, running, one and one-sixteenth miles, handicap,
purse, £400.

T. McTague's c f Emma Me, by Hidalgo-Butterfly, 102 (8 to 5)

Burlingame 1

Lonnie B., a 110 (2 to 1) - King 2

Trix, 3, 100 (4 to 1) .Coombs 3

Time, 1:52.

Red Leo also ran.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3.

The sixth day of the Anaconda races was a very hot one
i

the warmest of the season as regards weather, though in the

latter part of the afternoon it clouded up and a rainstorm,

which confined itself to the mountains south of town, cooled

the atmosphere off to an appreciable extent, says the Stand-

ard.

During the afternoon it was announced from the stand tha^

the races would be continued three days beyond the original

time set, so that they will not c'ose until next Wednesday

night. The programme of events for the extra days will

appear in Sunday's Standard.

The first race of the day was for three-year-old pacers
t

known as the Carroll stake. Ihe entries were br g GileB

Noyes, br c Encounter and b c Stanwix. In the pools Giles

Noves was a big favorite, selling for $10 against $4 and $3

for'the field. The distance flag was waived by agreement.

First beat—The start was a good one, Stanwix beiDe about

a neck in the lead. Stanwix increased the lead and at the

quarter pole was two lengths in the lead, Noyes being about

the same distance in front of Encounter, who threw a shoe in

going around the first turn. At the half-mile pole Stanwix

had a lead of three lengths and Encounter was lapped with

Noyes. At tbe three-quarter pole Encounter was about a

length in the lead and coming fast, with Noyes close up to

Stanwix. Upon entering the stretch Encounter broke and

fell to the rear. Stanwix again took the lead and passed

under the wire a length in front of Noyes, Encounter about

three lengths behind the second horse. Time, 2:29. Mutuels

paid $9.80.

Second heat—The pools on this heat sold freely, Noyes

bringing $20 and the field $5. Encounter was slow in getting

out, and H. K. Moore, his driver, was fined $10 by the judges

for being late. The horses scored down with Stanwix leading

by a head. Noyes pushed to the front, and at the center of

the first turn was leading the field. At the first quarter pole

he led by five lengths, Stanwix second and two lengths in

front of Encounter. At the half Noyes had increased his

lead to six lengths and Encounter was pacing side by side

with Stanwix. At tbe last turn Noyes still had several

lengths the best of it, but Encounter came up and passed

Stanwix. The drive down the stretch was tame, Noyea pass-

[CONTISOED ON PAGE 135.]
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THE "BIG" CIRCUIT OPENED.

[C iNTlS'l-KD FROM FIRST PAGK.J

SECOND DAY. TUESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1794.

Although the wind was a little cold, there was no fog to

obstruct the view of the thousand or more spectators who

assembled at the Bay District track to-day. The judges in

the stand were A. H. Cohen, R. H. Brown and F. W. Loe-

ber; timers, John F. Boyd, Peter Brandow and G. H. Flem-

ing. There were four races on the programme, but owing to

the length of two of the contests, it was decided to postpone

the last event until to-morrow at half-past twelve o'clock.

The bookmakers did a splendid business, the auction pool-

sellers and Paris mutuel men having very little to do. The

whip-sawing of bettors and thelnumerous "Dutch books" made

by the investors showed how uncertain some things about

races are. But two collisions occurred during the afternoon

This was remarkable, considering the large fields and the

fact that nearly all the horses were making their first

appearance in 1894 at the track to-^ay. The judges called the

races on time, and sandwiched the heats, so the old complaint

of long delays between heats was not heard. The starting by

Ben E. Harris is a novelty, and when the drivers begin to

realiz e that it is to their interest to heed his advice the bene-

fit of this innovation will be more apparent. The starting was

a vast improvement over that of Saturday. The first race on

the programme was for the 2:30 class pacers, purse $1,000.

The entries were Orlinda Richmond, Laura M., Touchet,

Madcap, Our Boy, Aleck, Eric, Dudley, Lady Charlotte,

McGinty and Phenol. Eric was a decided favorite on account

of the splendid showing he made at Cbico last week. In the

auction pools hesold for $42, field $25, Lanra fit. $9; betting

at this rate continued until the race was called. Eric got away
behind the rest. As he was in the rear rank, he did not get

through until the homestretch was reached, and then Our
Boy, who was leading, kept well in front and won by two
lengths in 2:18, Touchet, the Oregon pacer, making a hard
struggle for supremacy and being driven well by Sam Caost,

third. Madcap, by Steinway. being fourth, Lady Charlotte

fifth, Phenol and Dudley following, Laura M. and McGinty
distanced.

In the second heat, the favorite came in second behind the

game little mare Touchet in the slow time of 2:21, Lady Char-
lotte being third, Dudley fourth, Oar Boy, who had made
three breaks, being fifth, Orlinda Richmond sixth, and Mad-
cap last. The contestants in this heat kept shifting places

during the first three quarters of the mile, and made their

hardest drive in the homestretch.

The backers of Eric became disheartened, and did not

know what to make first choice, but when the word was given
Gray took Eric to the front and won the heat with the great-

est of ease in 2:19|. Then, and not till then, did the holders

of Eric tickets feel secure. Touchet was second and making
a strong effort to win. Madcap third, Dudley fourth, Our Boy
fifth, Orlinda Richmond sixth and Phenol distanced.

The unexpected always happens. Eric led in the next
heat until within a hundred yards of the wire, when OurJBoy,
well driven by Bunch, collared him and passed under the

wire a winner, with Touchet at Our Boy's throatlatch. Eric
seemed pumped out. Dudley was fourth, Madcap fifth and
Lady Charlotte last. Time, 2:10.

A rush was made to the boxes by holders of Eric tickets,

and their money flowed like water down a mill race into the

bookmaker's boxes, and tickets on Our Boy were handed out

to all buyers. The exhibition of speed shown by this horse
in that heat had made many warm friends for him. The
horse*, got away well, Our Boy taking the lead from Eric at

the half mile pole, and was never headed, as he landed under
the wire a winner by two lengths from Dudley in 2:21, Mad-
cap third, Eric fourth, Touchet fifth and Lady Charlotte last.

The next event was for the 2:19 class, trotters, purse $1,200.
There were eleven starters, viz., Bay Rum, Boodle, Nutwood
Wilkes, Way land W., Irene Crocker, Bruno, Fallacy, Vina
Belle, Hillsdale, Regina and Chancellor.

Wayland W.'s great mile in 2:14i on Friday last was the
factor which caused him to be made the favorite in the bet-

ting. In the books $4 to $5 was offered against him, while in

the auction pools $65 was offered on him against Nutwood
Wilkes $12, Regina $9, Vina Belle $8 and the field $12.
Bruno and Irene Crocker led the way when the word was
given, the former never losing an inch until with-
in twelve feet of the wire, when Nutwood Wilkes made a great
drive and captured the heat from him by a nose in 2:19.

Fallacy third, Boodle fourth, Irene Crocker fifth, R°gina
sixth, Chancellor seventh, Wayland W. eighth, Vina Belle
ninth, Hillsdale tenth and Bay Rum eleventh.

In the next heat Wayland W. was leading until half way
down the backstretch when he took to pacing. James Due-
tin, his driver, took him back and by the time he got him
straightened nearly every other horse in the race passed him.
Nutwood Wilkes, Boodle and Fallacy fought to the wire,
but the splendidly-bred and handsome-looking son of Guy
Wilkes came in a winner by two lengths from Boodle in

2:19}, Fallacy third, Irene Crocker fourth, Wayland W., who
was coming very fast, fifth, Bruno sixth, Chancellor seventh,
Bay Rum eighth, Hillsdale ninth, Regina tenth and Vina
Belle last.

Holders of Wayland W. tickets felt blue, but Duslin placed
toe weights on the horse the first time he was ever weighted
that way and with Nutwood Wilkes trotted the best- con tested
heat of the day. It was a bard drive. The half was made in

1:00, but the strong west wind on the lower turn and in the
homestretch impeded the progress of the two representatives
of the Wilkes family. Several times did Lawrence bring
Nutwood Wilkes upon even terms with the Chico bred horse,
but the latter shook him off easily and captured the heat in
2:17, the fastest mile made at the meeting. Boodle, hanging
on like a bull dog, was third, Fallacy fourth. Chancellor
fifth, Bruno f-ixth, Hillsdale seventh, Vina Bell eighth,
Irene Crocker ninth, Bay Rum and Regina last.

In the best heat, at the tint turn, the sulky being ridden
by Lawrence, came to grief. In trying to get out o( a pinch
oonolly'e sulky telescoped the wheel of the former, and

thus prevented Nutwood Wilkes from trying for the heat.

Wayland W. was leading the procession nil the wav, and just

;
8 he neared'the wire Boodle came very nearly winning the

heat being only beaten a nose by the favorite. Hillsdale
was third, Chancellor a splendid fourth, Fallacy fifth, Vina
Belle sixth, Bruno seventh, Irene Crocker eighth, Bay Rum
ninth and Regina tenth. Time, 2:20.

A crowd gathered around the judge's stand to see what the
decision would be. Judge Cohen announced that owing to

the unavoidableaccident to Nutwood Wilkes* sulky the horse
would be allowed to start again.

In the last heat Wayland W. again showed his race-horse

ability by winning by two lengths from Fallacy in 2:21},

Boodle third, Vina Belle fourth, Nutwood Wilkes fifth and
the rest all strung out along the homestretch. Many of those

who played the favorite, Wayland W., in the early part of

the race hedged out and were regretting their gameness to

stand by their first choice until the end. The defeat of Eric
in the first heat caused this feeling to increase as every heat
in this race was trotted.

In the last event of the day, whieh was for the 2:40 class

trotters, purse $1,000, there were seven starters—Marin Jr.,

Debora, Dan Brown, Guard, Stockton Belle, Maria P. and
Eva M. Marin Jr. was made the favorite at $30, while De-
borah brought $16 and the field $10. Pat Farrell, one of the

old-time reliable driveas held the ribbons over the favorite,

and had to pull his head off almost to keep him from dis-

tancing the balance in the field. He was at least sixty yards in

front of them at the three-quarter pole in the first two heats,

and then slacked up to let them come in easily. In the third

heat Deborah made a great drive and will get a low mark a

little later in the season. The result of this race was quite

curious. All the horses finished in exactly the same way.
The time made, 2:24$-,2:24f and 2:23, was very good, yet it is

no indication of the speed of Marin Jr.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Pacing, 2:30 class, purse SI, 000.

C. J. Heyler's eh g Our Boy, bv Vernon Bov—by Wapsie
Bunch 15 5 11

Eric, b g, by Richards' Elector—Bonnie, by Chieftain..
Gray 2 2 13 4

Touchet, brm, by Altamont Casto 3 12 2 5
Dudley, b s, by Anteros Haas 7 4 4 4 2
Madcap, b f, bv Steinway Laflerty 4 7 3 5 3
Lady Charlotte, ch m. by Heruani .Snider 5 3 6 6 6

Orlinda Richmond, b h. by A. W. Richmond Hahn 8 6 dis
Phenol, gr m, by Judge Walter „ Havey 6 dis
Laura M., brm, by Almont Patchen Corey dis
McGinty, grg, by Jim Mulvenna „ Wilson dis

Time, 2:18, 2:21, 2:19%, 2:19, 2:21.

Second race—Trotting, 2:19 class, purse SI ,200.

George H. Fox's b s Wayland W., by Arthur Wilkes—
Lelty, by Wayland Forrest Dustin 8 5 111

Nutwood Wilkes, ch s, by Guy Wilkes—Lida W., by
Nutwood Lawrence 11 2 11 5

Boodle, brs. bv Straoger Van Bokkelen 4 2 3 2 3
Fallacy, brg, by Fallis Gray 3 3 4 5 2
Bruno, byjunio Dwain 2 6 6 7 9
Hillsdale, br s, by Antinous Bunch 10 9 6 3 11

Irene Crocker, gr f. bv Will Crocker Connelly 5 4 9 8 6

Chancellor, ch s, bv Bismarck Gorden 7 7 5 4 7

Vina Belle, br f, by Nephew Lafferty 9 11 8 6 4
Regina, br m. by "Electioneer Maben 6 10 11 10 10
Bay Rum, br h, by John Sevenoaks McCartney 11 8 10 9 8

Time, 2:19, 2:1954, 2:17, 2:20, 2:21*4

Third race—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse 31,000.

P. W. Murphy's g g Marin Jr., by Marin—by Silver Threads
Farrell 111

Debora, b m, by Sable Wilkes—by Le Grande. Rodgers 2 2 2
Dan Brown, b g, by Anteeo Locke 3 3 3
Guard, br s, by Guide ...Sutherland 4 4 4
Stockton Belle, b m, breeding unknown McDonald 5 5 5
Maria P., b ra. by Dexter Prince Costello 6 6 6
Eva M., br m, by Director Snider dis

T:me, 2:22^, 2:24%, 2:23.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8.

The attendance does not seem to have decreased any,while

the proportion who bet is growing larger every day. The
afternoon was cold and the track for the trotters hard and

dry, the dry winds seeming to have absorbed all the moisture.

A big programme of events was offered and the racing fin-

ished at 5:30, fifteen heats having been trotted and paced.

The first event was a special for named horses. There

were three entries—Stilleco, PaDJabi and Vesta. Stilleco, al-

though quite lame, won one heat, Panjabi won another and

Vesta two and the race, being the only one to get a mark of

2:30. Vesta is a very strongly-built,heavy-set chestnut mure
by Guy Wilkes, out of Annie G., by Dan Voorhies, 2:23^;

second dam Oregon Bell, a fast mare brought from Oregon

to California many years ago. John Rogers handled her

well. No pools were sold on this race.

The bookmakers reaped a harvest to-day and the talent

looked sad, for the favorites were not seen in front and rank

outsiders captured the three races.

The first race was for the three-year-olds that were eligi-

ble to the 2:30 class. The purse, §1,000, was an incentive to

make every man drive for his money. There were thirteen

starters—Gazella, Visalia, Mariposa, John Bury, Nellie W.,

Bet Madison, Ravenscroft, Baby Ruth, Best Way, Homeway,
A. A. A., Silver Note and *Tick Russell, and a handsomer

lot man never looked upon. The fame of the Durfee filly,

Gazella, caused her to be made a prohibitive favorite. Noth-

ing else was in it, thought her friends, and in their eagerness

to get all their money bet on her they overlooked the fact

that " there's a dark horse in every field " and a little caution

is always to be exercised when his whereabouts are unknown.

When Capt. Harris got them all on very even terms and rang

bis bell the echo of Judge Cohen's voice shouting " Go !"

hushed the murmurings of the throng and every eye

was turned upon the " swarm " of lively-moving bikes as

they rounded into the first turn. To the quarter it was like

a kaleidescopic change, every one seemed to be shifting posi-

tions, some going in to the fence, some to the outside, others
passing through to the front and others breaking and falling

back. Nellie W. was seen to take the lead on entering the
backstretch and increasing the gap of daylight between her
sulky and the solid mass behind her, but on nearing the half

a ltttle bay mare, driven by a white-capped reinsman, was
seen going up to her fast, and at the threequartej pole that

little mare was alongside Every one shouted :

4; What's
that coming?" A dark -colored youth, who stood with eyes
bulging out of his heart and mouth wide open, finally found
brpath enough fn shout in stentorian tones " Why, dat's Vi-
salia ! See dat mare mow Nellie W. down ! Dat's a honey,
boys I Come on, Jack Perkins ! You'se got 'em beat, shuah

!

Come on ! Come on ! Come on !" The nearer the mare
came the louder the excited youth yelled, and when she
came under the wire he threw his hat in the air and did not
wait to look for it, but ran to the mare's head and held her
while the driver dismounted. It was a pretty drive down
the stretch. Nellie W. was coming fast and gradually gain-
ing on Visalia, but just as she got to the drawgate she broke,
and before she got finally settled Visalia trotted in a winner
with Gazella, the favorite, who had passed the nervous Nel-
lie W., a splendid second, and at her saddle girth was Mari-
posa, by Guide. Silver Note was fifth, John Bury sixth,
Ravenscroft seventh, A. A. A. eighth, Best Way with Bet
Madison tenth, Homeway eleventh, Baby Ruth twelfth and
Nick Russell distanced. Time, 2:23.

The result of this heat did not deter the backers of Gazella
from betting more money against the ready cash offered by
the Visalia division. This heat was won much easier by
Visalia from Gazella than the first, and the time, 2:2U, was
excellent. Mariposa was third again, Bet Madison fourth
andthe rest scattered all along to the distance flag, but none
behind it.

In the third heat at the first turn Visalia's position at the
pole was taken by Gazella, and in a vain endeavor to pass
through the mass of swift-moving horses and bikes, Visalia
broke and fell back to last position. Down the backstretch
Perkins took her around on the outside where the ground
was "-wavy" and soft, and one after another he drove by
those in front of him like a sergeant lining up a column of
recruits in the awkward squad. At the three quarter pole
he had the sixth position, and down the homestretch with
accelerated speed he proved that he was driving to win, but
Gazella had too much of an advantage, and came in first in
2:25i, Mariposa at her bike and Visalia third, the rest strung
out in bunches of twos and threes along the stretch.
The Gazella people felt happier, and once more backed

their favorite,because " she could not lose," but Visalia, that
resolute little filly driven by a youth, upset their best calcu-
lations, and landed the daughter of Iris a winner of the heat,
race and first money after a very pretty drive down the home-
stretch in 2:20-1, the fastest heat of the race.

Visalia entered the 2:30 list last year, but the Year Book
never gave her credit for it. She was bred by H. P. Perkins,
of Visalia. Her sire is Iris (he by Eros, out of a mare by
Elmo), and her dam is called Scratch, by Loppy, he by Sul-
tan, 2:24, out of Cecilia Clark (grandam of Millie Wilkes,
2:26), by Clark Chief.

The pacing race for the 2:20 class, purse §1,000, was the
next on the programme. There were seven entries: Klickitat
Maid, Loupe, Golden West, Allie Cresco, Little Hope, Stone-
way and Delia S. Klickitat Maid was made favorite and
demonstrated her abilities as a race mare by winning this
event. She dropped one heat to Loupe, at least she coul.i

not help herself, as he won by a length in 2:20. Allie Cresco
led in most of the heats to the three-quarter pole, but a re-
cent injury from a kick seemed to tell on her, and as she
has hardly recovered from the effects ofitshe could not keep
up her clip. Little Hope, the old-time pacer, was a con-
tending horse in every heat, and was third at the finish of all,

yet he got no money. His driver, E. M. Sanders, handled him
well, fora number of trainers gave him up years ago. The
Sacramento pacer, Frencby, now known as Golden West,
made a hard struggle for supremacy and was second in the
fourth heat. Stoneway, just recovering from a severe case of
sickness, was second in the second heat, which was paced in

2:l9f.

The 2:24 class (trotting) was the next race called. Prince-
wood, Jennie June, Pearl Fisher, Alert, Chloe, Lynmont,
Free Coinage and Alviso were the starters. Pearl Fisher
was the choice of the talent, selling at ?30 against $9 on
Alert and the field at $20. Pearl Fisher was never a danger-
ous competitor to the mare from the south called Jennie
June. Princewood and the latter fought out the heats un-
till well into the home£tretch. Pearl Fisher got past Prince-
wood as he broke in the first heat and came in second to
Jennie June; Chloe, "sore as a boil," was fourth; Lynmont,
fifth

;
Alviso, sixth ; Alert, seventh and Free Coinage, who

was interfered with at the quarter pole, last. Time, 2:20.

Jennie June and Princewood kept up a trotting fight to
the wire in the next heat, and the former only won it by a
head in 2:19}, Chloe, well driven byDustin, third, Lynmont,
fourth, Free Coinage fifth, Pearl Fisher sixth, Alviso seventh
and Alert, by Ensign, last. The talent hedged in the third
heat, and did their best to get some Jennie June tickets so
that they could save some of their money. Again did the
daughter of Motor, son of Onward, slip around and win, A lert,

driven by Sanders, making a splendid effort, getting second
place, Lynmont third, Pearl Fisher fourth, Chloe fifth, Free
Coinage sixth, Princewood seventh and Alviso last. Time,
2:2U.

SUMMARIES.
Trotting, 2:30 class, for three-year-old b, purse 51,000.

Henry Perkins 1 b f Visalia, by Iris, dam bv Loppy, a son
of Sultan ."...J. a. Perkins 113 1

Gazella, blk f, by Gossiper. dam by Booth Durfee 2 2 12
Mariposa, br f, by Guide Lafferty 3 3 2 4
John Bury, b c. by Antinous Bunch 6 6 4 3
Nellie W., ch f, by Woolsey Connolly 4 ,

r
> 7 10

Bet Madison, brf. by James Madison Maben 10 5 9 S
Rave scroit, b c, by Guy Wilkes Rogers 7 9 6 5
Baby Ruth, b f, by Caution Lermon 12 S 5 9
Best Way, blk g„ by Prince Red M. Sanders 9 11 10 G
Homeway, be, by Strathwav Hellman 11 7 12 7
A. A>A., b f, by Azmoor Nolan S 10 11 11
Silver Note, ch g, by Silver Bow Williams 5 12 S dr
Nick Russell, b g. bv Silas Skinner Locke dis

Time, 2:23, 2:21%, 2;24X, 2:20J^.

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse 51,000.

Delano Bros.' b m Klickitat Maic, by 'Altamont—by Swi-
gert .' Delano 112 1

Loupe, blk g, by John Sevenoaks Wilson 6 6 16
Little Hqpe, ch g, by Tempest Sanders 3 3 3 3
Golden West, b g, by Royal George....7.". Nelson 5 4 6 2
Stoueway, br It. by StraUiway Hellman 7 2 5 4-
Allie Cresco, blk m.hy Cresco Laflerty 2 7 4 5
Delia S., ch ni, by Thistle Murray 4 5 dis

Time, 2:19, 2:19?^, 2:20, 2:20%.

Trotting, 2:24 class, purse 81,000.

C. F. Marcy's bm Jennie June, by Motor, son of Onward—
untraced* Pattison 111

Princewood, blk g, by Dexter Prince Smith 3 2 7
Pearl Fisher, bm, by Altamont Casto 2 6 4
Alert, b g, by Ensign _ Sanders 7 8 2
Chloe, blk m. by Dexter Prince l Dustin 4 ?. 5
Lynmont, b h; by Almont Medium Hogoboon 5 4 3
Free Coinage, b g, bv Abbottsford Brandow 8 5 6
Alviso, b g, by Brown Jug Bunch 6 7 8

Time, 2:20, 2:19^, 2:21%.

Trotting, special for named horses.

San Mateo Stock Farm's ch m Vesta, by Guy Wilkes—
Annie G-. by Dan Voorhies Rogers 13 2 1

Stilleco, b h. by Steinway—by Sweepstakes Sanders 2 13 2
Panjabi, br h, by Patron—by Lyle Wilkes Berryman 3 2 13

Time, 2:31, 2:31^, 2:34, 2:30.
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FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 9.

The racing to-day was of a high order, every event being

decided on its merits. The attendance was fair. The smooth,

frictionless way in which the meeting is conducted, the lack

of all disturbing elements and the exciting finishes should at-

tract large crowds, besidea^the introduction of book-making

is proving quite a desirable feature. Many who have never

attended anytning but " running meetings " are seen hover-

iDg around the boxes and making their bets. They claim

that it is a better and surer way of betting than on the dash

system of races, for they have some show to hedge if they are

in the wrong.

Shylock lowered his record to 2:15J ; H. M.Stanley cut

hiB mark from 2:27 to 2:19, and the three-year-old Gossiper

colt Ketchum enters the 2:20 circle with a mark of 2:19A.

There were ten entries in the first race which was for the

2:27 class trotters, viz.: Montana, Myrtle Thome, H. M.

Stanley, Guard, Bay Rum, Lady O., Hazel Ayres, Major

Brown, Daisy D. and Margaret Worth, the latter being made

first choice at $25 against Montana at $15, Stanley $7, field

$10. In scoring, Stanley, like his sire, Flaherty's Fearnaught,

ran away trotting, and it was some time before Capt. Har-

ris the starter, got the rest of the horses to come up with

him. When he did so everyone moved from the wire without

Isaving their feet. It was "On, Stanley, on!" To the

quarter pole Myrtle Thorne, excellently handled by

p, W. Loeber, was sticking at his side, and the

gray felt that he could not get rid of it until the wire

was reached. It was a great heat. Margaret Worth essayed

to come up to the leaders at the eighth pole but broke

and fell back to the rear. Peie Williams, behind Montana,

made a bold drive down the backstretch. His horse being a

little rank, broke and fell back just after the quarter-pole was

passed. He settled him quickly and passed along on the out-

side of those in front like a cooper around a barrel, and was

in the fourth position at the three quarter pole, Major Brown
holding the third place. Det Bigelow was seen to lean for-

ward and whisper to Margaret, and she started for all she

was worth and in the homestretch was fifth. It was a pretty

drive to the wire, Delaney with Stanley, Loeber with Myrtle,

Williams with Montana and Bigelow with Margaret driving

with all their skill, but the leader Stanley was too speedy for

all. Myrtle Thorne was only a length behind, Montana was

at her sulky wheel, while Margaret, on the outside, was at his

girth, Lady O., Guard, Hazel Ayres, B-*y Kum and Major

Brown coming inside the flag in the order named, Daisy D.

distanced, Time, 2:21.

A rush was made to the betting ring, and the shrewdest

bettors saw that the gray Stanley was the one tbey ought to

place their ducats on, so with a lavishness born of necessity,

for they were all in on Margaret Worth, they purchased

tickets enough to get even, and then waited patiently for the

next heat. Again did Stanley repeat his victory. The half

was made in 1:01U, Myrtle Thome an open length behind

him, the rest of the band changing positions at all portions

of the journey until well into the homestretch, where Stanley

and Myrtle Thorne came in under the wire, each of their

drivers looking back and holding the lines loosely. Marga-

ret Worth was busy; it seems as if the change from the heat

of the North to the cold weather at the bay prevented her

from extending herself, as her driver and owner anticipated.

vShecamein third, Montana fourth and Bay Rum fifth, the

rest behind them. Time, 2:20}.

The last heat was also a good one; in fact it was the most

exciting of all, for Montana trailed Myrtle Thorne and Stan-

ley all the way, and in nearing the wire he made a determined

drive and passed Myrtle, then collaring Stanley at the draw-

gate, and was at his head in an instant. Delanev was not

caught napping, for he was urging his horse along a little

faster. The pace was alittle too swift for Montana, for the

latter broke, and before he could recover, H. M Stanley was

inside the line of safety beyond the field in which he

had so hard a battle. Myrtle Thorne was a good third, Bay

Rum at her sulky wheel. Time, 2:19. The winner is a gray

stallion sired by Flaherty's Fearnaught (a son of Baker's

Fearnaught), out of a mare sired by Old Bill "whose pedi-

gree was lost in San Luis Obispo."

Adelaide McGregor, handsome and stronger-looking than

last jear, Lucy B., the little mare that looks as if she was

made of whalebone and rubber, and old Shylock, the good

old Tom Benton gelding that J. McCord of Sacramento bred

and handleed. looked better than we have ever seen him.

Every one was sure that Shylock had a "cinch," if one

was to judge by the liberality of her backers, for very few

were found who had the courage to bet against him. Shylock

sold for$30 against Adelaide McGregor and Lucy B. $15. The
first heat was won by Adelaide McGregor, Shylock second,

and Lucy B. third. Time, 2:19.

The second heot was also won by Adelaide McGregor,

Lucy B. second and Shylock third. Time, 2:18. These

two heats were well contested; the trio of fast ones never re-

linquished the positions assumed after hearing the word,

"Go I"
t

. t
The betting took a decided change and the big bay mare

from Los Angeles was installed as favorite at $25 to $7 on the

field. When the word was given, the three trotters moved

away on even terms, Lucy B. and Adelaide taking the lead,

with Shylock on the outside half a length behind. Just as

the two mares entered the first turn, a little fox terrier

lumped from the infield and in an instant was under the feet

of the mares. They jumped, and before they could recover

Shylock went by them like a shot and almost flew to the

half, which was made in 1:06. Adelaide, although badly

vcared and fully six lengths behind, "kept amoving" and

was at his wheel at the three-quarter pole in 1:39$, Lucy B.

five lengths away. Down the homestretch the three horses

came, the drivers plying their whips and encouraging their

flying steeds. Shylock made two little "stutters," they could

not be called " breaks," but did not lose anything by them
for he came in a winner amid the loudest of cheering in

2:15*, Adelaide tired and Lucy B. also a little weary, third.

Sbyfock's turn came and he won the next two heats and race

in 2:17$ and 2:17$, Lucy B. second, Adelaide McGregor
third.

The last race of the dav was for the 2:27 class for three-

vear-olds, purse $1,000. 'There were (our entries, Ketchum,

Touchet, Gertrude G. and Ruth C. Touchet was favorite at

$24 to $20 on the field. Ketchum won in three straight heats,

Touchet making him do his very best and forcing him to

pace three fast heats. Gertrude G. was third for the three,

while Ruth C. was distanced in the last heat. Ketchum is a
grandly-formed, dark bay stallion by Gossiper, out of a mare
by Echo, and has a pacing gait that is as near perfect as the
most ardent lover of pacerB could desire.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 2:27 class, for three-year-olds, purse £1,000.

M. Flynn's gr s H. M. Stanley, by Fearnaught—by Old Bill
Delaney 111

Myrtle Thorne, blk m, by Grandissirao—by Whippleton
Ixieber 2 2 3

Montana, b s, by Sidney Williams 3 4 2
Margaret Worth, br m, by Alex Button Bigelow 4 3 7
Guard, br s. by Guide Sutherland 6 6 5
Bay Rum, b m, by Steinway Sanders 8 5 4
Lady O., br m, by T. O Marchand 5 7 6
Hazel Ayres, b f, by Rysdyk Chief. Perkins 7 8 8
Major Brown, brg, by Philosopher Locke 9 9 9
Daisy D., br f, by Oneco Van Bokelen d

Time, 2:21, 2:20J4, 2:19.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse 81,000.

James Dustin's ch g Shy lock,by Tom Benton—by Dave Hill
- Dustin 2 3 111

Adelaide McGregor's b m, by Bonnie McGregor Pattisou 112 3 3
Lucy B., b m, by Alex B'ltton Bigelow 3 2 3 2 2

Time, 2:19, 2:18, 2:15%, 2:17%, 2:17K-

First quarter 0:37
Second quarter 1:09
Third mile 1:43%
Mile 2:19

0:36J4 0:35% 035 0:85
4:08^ 1:06' 1:07^ 1:08
1:43 1:39K \:4\U» 1:41^
2:18 2:15^ 2:17% 2:17%

Pacing, 2:27 class, for three-year-olds, purse SI, 000.

C. A. Durfee's b s Ketchum. by Gossiper—by Echo Duriee 111
S. Castro's br s Touchet, by Altamont Castro 2 2 2
Gertrude G.. s f, by Redwood Gray 3 3 3
Ruth C b ra, by Guide

Time, 2:19%, 2:21,2:22%.

..Sanders 4 4 4

Santa Ana Entries.

Nebeker, ch m Ida Glenn; Geo. Huston, b g Gold Dust: C. Vanina &.
Co., b c Ali Baba; D. H. McCarty, br h Saybrook; J. W. Donatban,
Warrago and b c Alexis; C. O. Thornquest, ch g Vendome.

No. 23. Saddle race, three-eighths of a mile dash. Declared off.

Nos. 1, 14 and 22 did not fill, and are declared off.

C. A. Riogs, Secy.

List of Entries—Hueneme Races.

TROTTING.
No. 1. Free-for-all. purse Si, 000. Declared off.

No. 2. 2:17 class, purse 51,000.—Myers & Myers' rn m Flora S.. Sa-
vanna Park's br m Pasadena Belle, K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide Sim-
mons, James Dustin's eh g Shylock ; Thos. Walt, br g Antioch ; Wil-
liams & Morehouse, b g Iago; E. C. Archer, Crown Prince; P. J. Mann,
b h Alteo ; Geo. Maben, b h Gen. Wiles ; John McEvoy, br h Dan
Velox.

No. S. 2:20 class, 81.000.—Myers & Myers, ch h Nutwood Wilkes:
K. D. Wise, ch h Glendine ; R. Gird, g m Irene ('rocker; F. F. Hos-
tetter, br h Boodle; Thos. Wall, brg Antioch; Williams & Morehouse.
b h Montana : Keating & Ottinger, Steve ; M. S. Severance, br m Re-
gina ; P. J. Mann, blk g Trumont ; J. H. Clancy, b m Miss Monroe:
Geo. Maben, b h Gen. Wiles ; Edgemont Pars, b h Redondo; John
McEvoy, b h Alarmist.
No. 4. 2:24 Class—Purse $700.—A W. Buell. br m Flora: Savanna

Park, b h Dagbestan; K. D. Wise, b h Emin Bey; C. F. Marcy, b m
Jennie June; W, I. Biggins, — Erin; James Dusiin, bh Red Oak; T.
H. Powell, b g Lompoc: C. A. Durfee. b m Leouor; H. Delaney, grh
H.M.Stanley; W. Maben. b g Peter W., L. J. Smith, bl g Prince-
wood; Edgemont Park, bh Sir Credit; John McEvoy, b h Alarmist.

No. 5. 2:27 Class—Purse SG0O.— Myers & Myers, — Rost-ie Moore;
George Codv. b h Win wood; E. L. Mayberry. b m Queen Anne; R.
Gird, ch m "Nellie W.; O. A Durfee, br h McZeus; H. Delaney. gr h H.
MStanley; Williams & Morehouse, b h Montana; Keating & (Hunger,
— Delia H ; Oakwood Park Stock Farm, b m Abanteeo; J. H. Clancy,
b m Miss Monroe: James Sanford, gg Gray Jim; C. \V. Rodgers. b h
Los Angeles: Edgemont Park, b h Harry Winchester; N. A. Covarru-
bias, ch g Tono.

No. 6. 2:40 1 Class—Purse S100.— S. Benier, b h King Pin; E. L.
Maberrv, b h Et Molino; Savannah Park, — Alladena: J. Fisher, b m
Annie; C. A. Durfee, b m Etta Wilkes; C. Vanina & Co., eh b Thomp-
son; M. S. Severance." b m Irene Benefit; J. S. Purdy, b h Sir Gird;
Oakwood Park Slock Farm, b m Bay Rum; George Maben, o li Los
Angeles; Edgemont Park, b m Zoe M.

No. 7. Three-year-olds, purse S 100.—Myers & Myers, b f Red Nut-
ling; S. Benier, be King Pin ; H. McGregor, blk f Daisy Wood; R:
Gird, ch f Nellie W; C A Durfee. blk f Gazelle: M. S. Severance, b f

Bet Madison ; J. M. Nelson, b f Glendora ; J. S Purdv, b c Sir Gird
Van B. De Lashmutt, g g Carlisle Carue: Oakwood Park Stock Farm,
blk g Best Way ; Edgemont Park, blk f Calette.

No. 8. Two-year-olds, purse §400.—Myers & Myers, bcStamB.:
Savanna Park.Suydam; C. A. Durfee, b c Ocito; K. D. Wise, b c Hec-
tor Bov ; M. S. Severance, ch f La Belle; Van B. De Lashmutt. bf
Nettie Bam ; Oakwood Park Stnck Farm, blk 1 Derby ; T. S. Pulley,

b fOra Wilkes: W. H. Stimson. b f Miss Jessie ; N. A. Covanubias, ch
g Puente. John McEvoy, Glenn Arthur.

No. 9. Three-year-old stake (closed in 1893).

The following have made seventh payment : J. Willits. blk f Daisy
Wood. C. W. Ford, b c Near But, W. P. Mcintosh, b g Mentone, W. P.

Mcintosh, b f Kitty Me.
PACING.

No. 10. Free-for-all, 51.000 —J. Willits. bk h Silk wool; 3. W. Dona-
than, b ra Hazel H.; Keating & Ottinger, b g uur Dick; Oakwood
Park Stock Farm, b g W. Wood.

No. 11. 2:15 class, 81,000.—Myers & Meyers, b g Cyrus; L. J. Smith,
b h Fresno Prince; Keating & Otti ger, —Edith; P. J. Maun, b h Del
Norte; S. L. Roll, b m Nellie I.; Los Cerrilos StoOk Farm, b m Lady
H.

No. 12. 2:19 class, 8600.—Durfee Bros. , b g Ben Butler; C. A. Bailey,

b h Orlinda Richmond; J. M. Nelson, b g Golden West; Santa Paula
H. &. CCo., bg Waldo J.; Geo. Hindi, ch Rory O'More: C. A. Owens,
bg Eagle; L. Snodgrass, bh Alamo J.; Van B. De Lashmutt; CO.
Thornquest, b h Adjutant; Los Cerritos Stock Farm, bh Sidmore;
John McEvoy, b h Black Cloud.

No. 13. 2:27 Class, 8500—E. L. Mavberry, ch h Deacon Mc; J P.

Gaines, g h Rego; Durtee Bros, b g Ben Butler; C A. Bailey, b h
Orlinda Richmond; John Baker, bra Birdroc: Santa|Paula H. &. C.

Co..g g Waldo J.: R. Gird, b m Thera: C. A. Durfee, bh Ketchum;
C. A Owens, bg Eagle; J. W. Donathau, Mark H.; Keatiug & Ottin-

ger, Jessie; E. C. Archer, b g Archie; F- H. Keith, b f Primrose; C. O.

Thornquest. b h Adjutant; Ed Rvan. ch b Humming; J. S. White, ch
g Texas; C. E. Smith, ch h Sultandin: John McEvoy, ch m Irene L.

No. 14. Three-year-olds. Declared off.

No. 15. Two-vear-olds, purse S400-—Savanna Park, La Honda .

Santa Paula H. & C. Co., Coralwood ; C. A. Durfee, b g. Harvey Mc"
J. M. Snodgrass, b f. Nantes : J. W. Carhart, b g Royal Flush; H. W'
Maxwell, b f Betty Centry; Oakwood Park Stock Farm, bk g W. W-
Foote, b f Leila C; J. P. Caines, b f Carmalita.

RUNNING.
No. 16. Two-vear-olds, half mile dash, purse 8300.— L. J. Rose, b g

Kai Moi.grey filly; Walnut Grove Stable, ch f Lottie Collins ; M A,
Forster, b f Nimfa; C. I. Tfaacker, b g Johnny Capron; C. L. Mc-
Donald, b c Hueneme ; T. W. Moore, ch f Mariposa; D. H. McCarty,
Birdie Brown: J. W. Donathan, Geo. Polheraus. Ike S ; T. A. Case, b

g Topico; Geo. Maben, b c Red Head: Alex. Patterson, b c Rob Roy

No 17. Two-year-olds, purse S300, five eighths mile dash.—L. J.

Rose, b g Kai Moi ; L. J. Rose, grey filly : Walnut Grove Stable, b f

Rata : H. Hamilton, g g Acropolis : M. A. Forster, b f Nimfa ; C. I.

Thacker, bg Johnny Capron; O. L. McDonald, blk c Hueneme; T. W.
Moore, eh f Mariposa; D. H. McCarty, Birdie Brown; J. W. Donathan,
Geo. Polhemus ; T. A. Case, b g Topico ; Geo. Maben, b c Red Head

;

Alex. Patterson, b c Rob Roy.

No. 18. Three-quarter mile and repeat, purse 8300.—L. J. Rose, ch
h Orizaba ; F. W. Thompson, ch m Bessie Briggs

;
M. A. Foister. ch g

Naicho B ; J R. Nebeker. ch m Ida Glenn : C. A. Owens, b g Two
Cheers: Geo. Howson. bglnberman; C. Vanina & Co., b c Ali Baba ;

C I. Thacker, bf Lottie L.: Dickey &Tupper,b h Pescador; Williams

& Morehouse, ch f Gussie : J. W. Donatban, b c Alexis; C. O. Thorn-
quest, eh g Vendome; T. A. Case, ch m Centinella.

No. 19. One and one-sixteenth of a mile dash, purse $300.—M -

Bryan, ch h Moses B.: L. J. Rose, b h Nomad; Al Morioe, b h Mon
talvo; M. A. Forster, ch g Naicho B , C. A. Owens, b f Lady Intruder;

Geo Howson. ch h Royal Flush: J. A. McCarty. b m Idle Bells: C. L.

McDonald,b h Santa Fe; D. H. McCarty. b h Saybrook: Dickey & Tup-
per, b h Pescador;J. W. Donathan, —Warrago; T. A. Case.ch h Hock
Hocking Jr.; Geo. Maben, b c Juan Bernardo.

No. 20. One and one-quarter mile dash, purse 8300.—Mr. Bian, ch
h Moses B.; L.J.Rose, b h Nomad; J.J. Darnel, bh King Daniels: M.
A. Forster.ch g Naicho B.; Geo. Huston, b g Polasky ; J. A. McCarty,

b m Idle Bells; C. L. McDonald, b h Santa Fe; D. H. McCarty, brh h
Saybrook; J. W. Donathan, b e Alexis ; T. A. Case, ch h Hock Rock-

No. 21. One and one-quarter miles, novelty 8225.—L. J. Rose, ch
h Orizaba; F. W. Thompson, ch m Bessie Briggs; J. J. Darnel, bh
King Daniels ; M. A. Forster, b g Doctor and ch g Nacbo B.; J. R.

No. 1—RUNNING—One-half mile dash for two-year-olds. Purse,
8200.—McDouald &. Pitts' blk h Hueneme. C. I. Thacker's b g Johnnv
Capron, Alex. Paterson's b c Bob Roy, T. W. More's ch m Mariposa",
H. Hamilton's gr g Acropolis, T. A. Case's bg Topeka, Dan Mccar-
ty's Birdie Brown, M. A. Foster's bm Nina, Geo. Mabeu's b h Red
Head. WalnutGrove Stables' ch f Lottie Collins.

No. 2—RUNNING—One and one-eighth mile dash tor all ages-
Purse S250.—M. Bryan's ch h Moses B.. J. J. Darniel's b h King Dan-
iels, T. A. Case's s g Hock Hocking, Jr., Dan McCarty's Saybrook,
M. A. Foster's s g Naicho B.

No. 3-TROTTING-2:24 class. Puree 8400.-A. W. Buel'sb m Flora,
H. Delaney's gr h H. M. Stanley, Edgemont Park Stock Farm's b b
Sir Credit, C. Vanina & Co.'s ch c Thompson.
This race not having filled satisfactorily, is declared off.

No. 4-TROTTING-2 40 iclass. Purse S300.-L L. Purdy's b h Si r
Gird, E. L. Baker's gr h Don Patricio, John Kabel's br m Annie,
Steve Benier's bh King Pin, Edgemont Park Stock Farm's b m Zoe
M.,E. C.Young's bh Alfred, E. L. Mavberry'sbh El Molino, C. W.
Rodgers' Los Angeles. Durfee Bros.' b m Etta Wilkes, Mrs. Linda
Haney's blk m Bessie Thorne.

No. 5—RUNNING—Three-quarter mile dash. Purse 8250.—G. C.
Sherman's blk g Midnight. C. I. Thacker's b m Lottie L. andgr g Ben
H., Wm. Dunbar's gr m Lucy S , J. A. McCarthy's b m Ida Belle, Al.
Morine's b h Montalvo. C. Vanina & Co.'s b c Ali Baba, T. A. Case's
Centinella, Dan McCarty's Saybrook, M. A.Foster's sg Naicho B.,
Geo. Maben's h Juan Bernard. C. O. Thornquest's ch g Vendome,
No. 6—RUNNING—Half mile and repeat. Purse 8250.—G. C. Shee-

han's blk g Midnight. G. L. McDonald's b m Lewanee, C. I. Thack-
er's gr g Ben H., Wm. Dunbar's gr m Lucy L., M. A. Forster's b g Doc-
tor, Geo. Mabeu's m Waif, Mrs. W. A. Ninrick's b g Zeus.

No. 7.—PACING, 2:27 class Purse 5300.—J. P Gaines -

g h Rego,
W. G. Durfee's b g Ben Butler, C. R. Doultrou's b g Montecito Boy,
Dr. C. N. Smith's ch h Sultandin, K. Love's gr m Eva. E A.May-
berry's s g Deacon Mc, J. A. Fairchild's b g Don Victor, C. Ardell's br
g Tulare Bill. Ed Ryan's ch h Humming, S. P. Horse & Cattle Co.'s
gr g Waldo J, John F. White's ch g Teras.

No. 8.—TROTTING -For two-year-olds. Purse 8250.—W. H. San-
son's b f Miss Jessie, W. G. Durfee's b c Osito, N. A. Covarrubias' br h
Puente, Geo. Maben's b g Al Ki.

This race not having filled, a 2:50 class trotting race, free for all.

purse82a0, is substituted. Entries close on Tuesday, August 28, 1894.
Send your entries to the Secretary.

No. 9.—RUNNING -One and one-quarter miles. Hueneme Handi'
can, 850 entry, 815 forfeit, 8150 added by the Associatisn. Weights
announced September 25th at I P. M.—C. C. McDonald's bh Santa
Fe. M. Bryan's ch h Moses B., J. J .DarDeil's bh King Daniels, T. A.
Case's m Centinella, Dan McCarty's Saybrook, M. A. Forster's s g
Naicho B.

No. 10.—RUNNING—Seven-eighths mile dash. Purse 8250.—G. C.
Sherman's Midnight, C. I. Thacker's gr g Ben H.. J. J. Darnell's b h
King Daniels, T. A. Case's m Centinella, Dan McCarty's Saybrook,
M. A. Forster's b g Doctor, Geo. Maben's b h Red Head, T. A. Case's
s g Hock Hocking Jr.

No. 11—TROTTING—2:27 class. Purse 8400.—W. H. Stimson's gr h
Larco, H. Delaney's g h H. M. Stanley,N. A. Covarrubias's ch g Tono,
Edgemont Park Stock Farm's bh H. Winchester, E. L. Mayberry's
b m Queen Anne. J. H. Clancy's b ru Miss Monroe.

No. 12—TROTTING—Gents race. District only. PurseS200.—C. B.
Greenwell's bg Billy G., C. I. Thacker's br b Fayette King, J. K.
Gries' blk g Gold Dust.

This race is declared off and a pacing race for two-year-olds, purse
8250. substituted for it. Entries close August 28, 1891.

No. 13—RUNNING—Five-eighths of a mile, for two-vear-olds.
Purse 8^00.—McDonald & Pitts' blk h Hueneme, (J. I. Thacker's b g
Johnny Capron, Alex. Paterson's b c Rob Roy, T W. More's ch m
Mariposa, H. Hamilton's er m Acropolis. T. A. Ciise's bgTopeka,
Dan McCarty's Birdie Brown, Geo. Mabeu's h Juan Bernard, Wal-
nut Grove Stable's b f Itata.

No. 14—RUNNING—One mile dash. Purse 8250.— J. A. McCarty's
b m Idle Belle, Al. Morine's b h Montalvo.Dan McCarty's Saybrook,
M. A. Forster's sg Naicho B..C. I. Thacker's b m Lottie L.

No. 15—FACING—2:19 class. Purse 8300.— L. Snodgrass' b h Alamo
L, C. Ardell's brg Tulare Bill, C. O. Thornquest's br h Adjutant,
Santa Paula H. & C. Co.'s gr g Waldo J., Geo. Durfee's b g Beu But-
ler.

No. 16—TROTTING- 2:30 class. Purse 8300.—Geo. Cody's b h Win-
wood, Edgemont Park Stock Farm's g h Freckles, E. C. Young's b h
Alfred D., C. W. Rogers' - h Los AugeTes, James Stanford's gr g Grey
Jim, Mrs. Linda Hauey's blk m Bessie Thorue.

No. 17—RUNNING—Novelty. One and one-quarter miles. Purse
S225.—Wm. Dunbar's gr m Lucy L, J. J. Darnell's b h King Daniels,
John Crawford's ch m Bobinette, C. Vanina & Co.'s b c Ali Baba, M.
A. Forster's bg Doctor, C. O. Thornquest's ch g Vendome.

No. 18—TROTTING—Novelty, purse $100, for 3:00 class. Two-mite
dash.—C. T. Gilger's s g Danger, B. W. Witman's b h Roy B., C. Van-
ina & Co.'s ch c Thompson, C. B. Greenwell's b g Billy E., Cbas. Don-
Ion's blk g Billy Earl.

No. 19—TROTTING—For three-year-olds, purse 8300.—W. H. Stim-
son's b m Little Agnes, J. L. Purdy's b h Sir Gird, Steve Benier's br h
King Pin, Edgemont Park Stock Farm's blk m Gatette, Geo. Maben's
blk g Coal Dust.

No. 20—TROTTING—2:20 class, purse 8400.—W. B. Stimsm'sb m
Recita, A. W. Buel'sbr m Flora, H. Delaney's gr h H. M. Stanley.

Edgemont Stock Farm's b m Redondo, Geo. Maben's h Gen. Miles.

Parties who have made entries in the foregoing eighteen races that
have filled are hereby notified that their entries have been accepted
and booked. The track will be in splendid condition for fast time.

Make your entries in the two new races : Trotting, 2:50 class, free-for-

all, purse 8250 ; pacing, for two-j ear-olds, best 2 in 3, puise 8250. En-
triesclose Tuesday, August28, 1894. T. H. Merry, Secretary.

ilitzau's Band of Soloists will perform the following con-

cert numbers at the races at Bay District track Saturday

:

1. March, "Our Pacers" R. L. Yanke

2. Russian Caprice, " La Czarine "

3. Medley Overture, " Extravaganza " Ritzau

4. Cornet Solo, " Palace Life " Mr. L. N. Ritzau

5. Concert Waltz. "Chinese Lanterns" Morse

6. "Washington Post March' '
Sousa

7. Operatic Selection, " Robin Hood" DeKoorn

8. Xylophhone Solo, "Our New Home " J. Adelroan

9. Trombone Solo, " Gypsy's Warning " Colvcrd

10. Galop, " The Next Meeting " R. L. Yanke

L. N. RITZAU " Musical Director.

Park Commissioner Nathan Strauss, of New York,

was highly elated over the winning performances of his

mare, Norbawk, at Old Orchard on the 18th, when she beat a

*ield of nine in the firBt, second and fifth heats. Her time

was 2:1 6£, 2:14A and 2:17J. She is by Norval, 2:143, out of

Sontag Mohawk. Mr. Strauss bought her it one of the sales

last winter and turned her over to James Golden, who has

her in great shape. Her previous record was 2:20*.

Ella T., gr f (3), by Altamont, d«>m Daisy Dean, won a

pacing race at Davenport, Iowa; best time, 2:21. That is

nothing ;
wp.it until she goes in 2:10, and you won't have to

wait long either. Ella T. is the filly that made the yearling

record of 2:34 at Vancouver. Mr. J. W. Tilden bae her in

charge, but she is owned by G. F. McKtnney of Goldendale

Wash.

Belle Grande (a San Mateo Farm product), by Le

Grande, out of Oak Grove Belle, by Speculation, won her

race at Gravesend, Long Island, July 28th, in three straight

heatfl. Time, 2:29£, 2:32J and 2:26J.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Budd Doble is being boomed for Congress in North Da-

kota.

Honeywood, by St. Bel, got a record of 2:19-1 at Portland,

Maine, July 2Sth.

Norhawk, by Xorval, lowered his record to 2:15^ at Port-

land, Maine, July 28th.

The great meeting at Willows commences next week. A
grand time is expected.

Rea, by Judge Advocate, lowered her record to 2:17| at

Portland, Maine, July 28th.

Sacramento, by Monroe Chief, got a record of 2:23 at

the Bay District Track Saturday.

Mabstov C, by Piedmont, out of Maiden, 2:23, got a rec-

ord of 2:21 at Portland, Maine, July 18th.

Arion and Directum worked a mile together at Detroit in

2:17, last half in 1:07 and last quarter in 321 seconds.

Wilton (2:191) and Chimes (2:30£j were each credited

with four new 2:30 performers at the close of last week.

Three new ones have been added to Robert McGregor's

2:30 list this year, two of which have made records below

2:20.

Jennie Wren is a bay mare by Coligne that entered the

list at Chico, getting a mark of 2:29j. Sam'l Hoy was her

driver.

Oka Wilkes was right on Azote's heels when he won in

2:10 in the third heat of a race. He will get into the 2:10 list

this season.

Monroe Chief, 2:lSj, the game old race horse, is at

Reavis' Stock Farm, Chico. He is twenty-four years old and

impotent.

Stranger, 2:21^, by Tilton Almont,outof amareby Ham-
bletonian 725, reduced his record to 2:20 in the third heat of a

race at Chico.

Two of the four geldings in the 2:10 list are by sons of

Electioneer. They are Little Albert, by Albert W., and
Azote, by Whips.

Cyclone, 2:26!, is by Brigadier, out of a mare whose

breeding is unknown. She was driven to her record by her

owner J. Raisch, of Marysville.

Simmons (2:23), by George Wilkes, dam by Mambrino
Patchen, heads the list of sires of new 2:30 performers so far

this season, with sis to his credit.

CLAYTiNA.a big bay mare by Clay, 2:25, out of Melissa, by

Mohawk Cnief, second dam Mariette, by Messenger Duroc,

earned a record of 2:28£ last week.

Directly, by Direct, made a pacing record of 2:12 at Buf-

falo last Monday. Pretty good for a two-year-old, but that is

not his record not by two seconds at least.

Lady A., a pacing mare by Arthur Wilkes, 2:284, the

handsome Chico sire, got a record of 2:23} at the Salt Lake
meeting. Her dam was by a son of Reavis' Blackbird.

Rainbow, 2:24]-, is a very handsome three-year-old stallion

by Silver Bow, 2:16, out of a mare by Reliance. Worth Ober
gave him his record at Marysville, but 2:20 will not stop him
this fall.

Ed. Bither will be at the Nashville meeting in October
with the Allen Farm string, headed by the great Kremlin,

2:07J. Kremlin will probably be one of the starters in the

free-for-all trot.

Fantasy is certain to beat her record ; 2:09 is the fastest

record by a four-year-old mare, and beats Nelson's time at

Saginaw. Fantasy is a darling, and may be called fast with no
breath of suspicion.

Tilton B., by Tilton Almont, will enter the list in the

next race he starts in. He was only beaten a length in the

third heat of a race at Chico, which was won in 2:28|. He
is a game and consistent performer.

Limonero, by Piedmont is written Pimonero and
Lemoneer in some of the race reports. The latter comes
nearer expressing a (rue translation of this Spanish name.
Limonero means a dealer in lemons.

Mi'ta Wilkes is not the best tempered mare in the word,

and gets very fractious at times in scoring. Her race at Cleve-

land, although she was outside the money, was a fast and good
one, and it will not be surprising if she shades 2: 10 later on.

— Horse Review.

Ki.i.a, by Cripple, son of Mambrino Chief, out of a daugh-
ter of Lexington, must now be ranked among the greatest of

broodmares. With the recent addition of Loretta to her roll

of honor she is now the dam of four 2:30 performers and the

erandam of another.

TiiF. gray four-year-old pacer Waldo J., by Bob Mason,
out of a mare by A. W. Richmond, s»cond dam by Gen. Tay-
lor, made a 8uccew»ful debut at Chico last Thursday, winning

in 2:21, 2:18.1 and 2:17$. He will get a mark of 2:10 before

the season of 1 894 ends.

Mr. William Beckeui.e, of Danbury, Ct., selected the

right one when he bought the inbred Guy Wilkes colt Sable-

InirMt, that won at Worcester last week, getting a race rec-

ordof2:25J. He bids fair to beat 2:20 this year. Those who
have bred to him are fortunate.

Wayland W.'s third heat in 2:17 was well earned. Jas.

Dustin, his driver, says heis one of the gamest and most sen-

sible horses he ever pulled a line over. He seems to under-

stand every word that is said to him. His sire and dam are

both famous.

C. J. Heyler's chestnut gelding Our Boy that got a rec-

ord of 2:18 and proved himself such a race horse on Tuesday,
traces to old Lady Vernon, one of the famous trotters that

went down the line in the sixties, as a game campaigner. Her
blood is becoming invaluable.

The retiring secretary of the Palo Alto Stook Farm, L. C.

Ferguson, was presented with a beautiful ring as a token of

esteem by Superintendent Frank Covey anl the other attaches

at the famous farm last Saturday. The occasion was one long

to be remembered by all present.

"Tried and found wanting" seems to be the verdict from

the West, where the McKinney six-heat rule has had a

pretty fair test of its adaptability to harness racing. It may
be safely conceded that we have not yet arrived at a practical

solution of the many heat problems.

Arion, 2:07 J, is the subject of considerable interest. He
has not done anything verv fast, though he went over the De-
troit track recently in 2:16. Doble has not entered him in

any races, and will give him a special preparation for fast

time or may enter him for two or three late fall events.

Bird Button, bv Alex. Button, out of Lilly, by John
Nelson, entered the 2:30 list last Wednesday at Chico by get-

ting a mark of 2:29J. The Buttons are filling holes in the

2:20 and 2:30.classes this year with a regularity that must be

pleasing to Geo. Woodard, of Yolo, owner of Alexander
Button.

Eric, by Richards' Elector, out of Bonnie B., by Chief-

tain, is a game pacer. He won his race at Chico easily in

three etraight heats in 2:19$, 2:20 and 2:23*. His mark will be

2:15 before the races end on the circuit this year. A finer

looking horse has not been seen in the pacing ranks this

season.

A vert promising brown colt is the one called Faro Bank.
He is by Don Marvin, out of a mare by Berlin. His entrance

to the 2:30 list will be as easily accomplished as the balance

of the colts and fillies by Don Marvin that have been handled
for speed. Worth Ober thinks a great deal of this horse with

this " Bucking-the-Tiger " name.

Expressive, 2:17£, shows her thoroughbred blood. She
outlooks, so far as racing-like build and contour goes, any
three-year-old filly in training. Her races show how good she

is, still Andy McDowell says that Palatine, by Palo Alto, can
beat her easily. The latter is being started in class races, and
is not winning. In fields of her age she would probably have
by this proven herself the best three-year-old of the year.

—

Horse Review.

La Belle, the two-year-old filly by Sidney, that won the

first race of the Summer meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. As-
sociation, is out of the beautiful mare Anna Belle, 2:27$, by
Dawn, 2:18J ; second dam Pacheco, by Hubbard, by Planet

;

third dam Mercedes by Lodi. La Belle's record is 2:28J.

She belongs to A. C. Severance of Los Angeles and will get

a mark of 2:20 this year. The Sidneys will be coming into

the 2:30 list with regularity from this time on.

Last year the Horse World, of Buffalo, ran a "serial tale

of woe" about Azote's bad legs. They were simply the puffi-

est and worst possible, and it was all because he was by the

half-bred horse, Whips. Whether Monroe Salisbury has

rigged him with a set of new ones or not we are not prepared
to state, but the summaries of his races show that the objec-

tionable members are in pretty fair working order. Of course

his record of 2:09| was gotten " in spite of his running
blood."

The County Fair Commissioners are already busy and are

going to try and make the fair this year one of the most suc-

cessful and interesting that has ever been held in the country.

They have spent lots of time and money to improve the con-

dition of the race track and in building new stables so that

they will have first clasa quarters for the finest stock. They
intend to give large purses this year for races and will have
some of the finest horses in the country racing during the fair

on the trar>k.— Antioch Ledger.

Bullmont, by Blue Skin, notwithstanding he was handi-
capped by his name, the name of his sire and the name of his
grandsire, Blue Bull, Blue Skin and Bullmont, won the 2:15

pace at D-troU and reduc2d his record to 2:13| against such
rhythmetical named and fashionably-bred ones as Dolly
Spanker, by a Wilkes; Ed Easton, by Chimes; Direction, by
Director; two Bourbon Wilkes, Bourbon Patchen and Coast
Boy, a Hambletonian Star, Rejax and others. The admirers
of the old broken-legged pacer whose bones are interred at
Flatrock, will see much to talk about in the above.

The case of R. T. Kneebs, who is now imprisoned at Ber-
lin for ringing the mare Bethel, seems to be assuming a
darker aspect as time wears away. It looks now as though

f
Keebs was guilty of prejury, and some of his friends are not
much better. It don't pay to indulge in knavish tricks among
the foreigners, and if cases of this sort were treated with
greater severity in this country it would be better for the
trotting and breeding interests. It is such men as Kneebs
who have helped drive many of the better class of men from
the trotting race course.

Abanteeo, the game mare that won the long seven-heat
race at the Bay District Track last Saturday, getting a rec-

ord of2:26£, was sold at the sale of stock from the La Siesta
Farm last October to the Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Mil-
lard Senders drove her well. She was out for every heat
and forced four of her contending horses to get records from
2:23 to 2:25. She was sired bv Anteeo*; her dam was Abbot-
ine, by Abbottsford ; second dam Lena Bowles (Capt. B. E.
Harris' great mare), by Ethan Allen Jr. 2903 ; third dam
Lady Shafer, by Williamson's Belmont. She is bred to ''stay

the route," and will get a lower mark this season.

Det Bigelow has already lowered the records of three
2:30 performers, viz., Vidette (p), 2:17£, by Alexander But-
ton, out of Viola, by Flaxtail, second dam a pacing mare that
" Mambrino Jr.," the well-known turf writer, sold to Dr.
Hicks in 1877, she was gray in color and was by Tom Hal.
Margaret Worth,by Alexander Button,out of Adelina Patti.by
Effingham, son of Speculation, has a mark of 2:18 1, and the
bay mare Laura Z., by Alexander Button, out of Black Dolly,

a mare that Mr. Woodard bought from a sewing-machine
peddler. Laura made a record at Marysville of 2:18£. Martha
Worth and Vidette lowered their's at the Chico track.

Entky blanks are out for the forty-third agricultural dis-

trict fair to be held on the 16th of October next, says the
Register. Some liberal premiums are offered and the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the forty-third district and the people
of Tulare will do their best to get up the best fair this part
of the State has ever seen, but it is to be hoped that the rest

of the district will take hold and help the project forward
and do all Jin their power to make the fair the best

between Stockton and Los Angeles. The speed programme
will be good anyhow, but we want the agricultural depart-

ment to do something also. It will be cool enough at that

time of year so that we can expect visitors from other parts

of the State if we can assure them something worth coming
to see.

" The time is coming when the old-fashioned sprinkler at

a race track must go," says " Druid." " The improved
method is to lay a small water main on top of the ground and
inside of the track With revolving lawn-sprinklers at-

tached to jointed pipes extending from the main to the center

of the track, the entire mile or half-mile, as the case may be,

can be wet down as much of desired in a few moments. One
boy goes ahead and turns on the sprinklers, the other follows

behind and places the jointed pipes back under the fen°e."

The gelding Cobwebs, by Whips, that Trainer Trimble, of

Newburgh, is handling, undoubtedly possesses extremely fast

performing ability. Mike Bowerman watched htm in his

work at Detroit last week, and afterward said :
" I saw Cob-

webs going up this stretch at a two-minute gait and thought
he was at his limit, but Goldsmith clucked to him and gave
him a touch of the whip, and if that horse didn't light out at

a 1:50 gait, I'm a fish. I don't know how far he can go, but,

gentlemen, there's no horse I've seen yet who can out-foot him
for a brush. He's a wonder at that."

The Board of Directors of the Santa Clara Agricultural

Society canvassed the list of entries for the autumn fair and
the Secretary was instructed Dot to give them out for publi-

cation until perfectly satisfied that all districts had been heard

from. All the races filled but the free-for all race, and it was
decided to change the event to a mixed free-for-all, entries to

close September 17th. The Hat of entries is the largest in

history of the association, as a total of 190 horses have been

entered in the trotting and pacing events. The smallest num-
ber to enter for any event that rilled was nine in the 2:14 pac-

ing race, and the largest twenty-four in the 2:30 pacing race.

To cure the mange of a horse or cow Galen Wilson says :

Wash the affected parts with warm, strong soapsuds, using a
stiff brush to remove the scurf and scabs. Then apply freely

an ointment made of equal parts of lard and sulphur, with
tar enough added to make the mass a mahogany color. Re-
peat the application every second day five times, then wash
off with suds again and apply any unmedicated ointment

—

simple cerate will answer. The cow's stall should be cleaned
of all litter at once, and the woodwork and cow fastenings

well scrubbed with a solution made of six ounces of chloride

of lime to a gallon of water. The fence and barn where the

%orse and cow rubbed should also be treated with the same
solution. The animal should have a bran mash every day
while under treatment, and be furnished continually a gener-

ous allowance of grain and sweet hay or other fodder.

The Terre Haute Express thinks the free-for all pacing
class needs some new horses. It says : Robert J. is the only

good horse in it. Flying Jib has been up against the game
so long that he wants no more of it. At Detroit they could

not get him even to point his head up the stretch on a pace.

Mr. Salisbury, after McDowell had abused the horse an hour
and a half, said he never would start him in a race again.

It remains to be seen whether this will be adhered to. W.
W. P., the big footed gelding, while he has speed, is unre-

liable and is not a race horse. Online is too young to be asked

to go against aged horses. About the onlv addition that will

|

make the class a horse race would be the Baron Wilkes colt

: Rubenstein. If he keeps coming he will be able to give Rob-
ert J. quite a race before the dog star wanes. He is about

the only one out of the slow classes that has shown free-for-

!
all form. Vassar has gone a good race, but he will not do for

the free-for-all.

John H. Shults is preparing to make some important

changes in his extensive horse-breeding establishment at

Parkville. The one hundred acre tract of land fronting on

Ocean Parkway has become too valuable for further use as a

stock farm, and at the close of the present season a considera-

ble portion of it will be cut up into city lots to be sold. This
1

will necessitate the removal of all the breeding stock now
1

kept at Parkville Farm, as the tract remaining is barely
1

large enough to accommodate the big string of trotters Mr.
Shults has constantly in training. The change will also re-

sult in the destruction of the fine mile track which is now
)
in use, but this course is to be replaced by a new one, ad-

justed to the remodeled boundary lines of the farm. Within
the past two years Mr. Shults has" acquired, piece by piece, a

|
country place of about 400 acres near Port Chester, where be

now lives, and it is to this newly -equipped farm that a

majority of the horses are soon to be taken from Parkville.

i The present Parkville Farm was established in 188b', when

j

Mr. Shults purchased the old Deerfoot half-mile track, to-

I gether with several adjacent parcels of land, the whole com-
' prising 104 acres. Here he has since invested more than

$1,000,000 in the equipment of one of the most complete and
' extensive trotting studs in existence.
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THE SADDLE.

An electric timer ts used at the new Harlem track, near

Chicago.

Ukiah is to have races on the 3d, 4lh, 5th and probably

the 6th of October.

six year-old.

Semele, sister to Crawford, won aBix-furlongrace at Haw-
thorne for Barney Schreiber last Tuesday in 1:16, leading

from start to finish.

hasConrad, D. J. McCarty's good-looking

been added to the gelding list.

Charley Weber has had more winning mounts this sea-

son than any jockey in the world.

T. S. Montgomery and William Boots will prepare the

running programme for the San Jose Fair meeting.

Who says there's nothing in a name? Why, Shadow and

Darkness ran a d<=ad heat at Brighton Beach last Monday.

Charmion got the best of her stable boy at Saratoga July

30ih,and ran nearly four miles before she could be pulled up.

The brown gelding Nicodemus was cut down so badly at

the Chico meeting that it is doubtful whether he ever starts

again.

Argyle, sire of Fairy, Wandering Nun and other good

ones, is reported very sick at W. F. Schulte's farm in

Kentucky.

The running races of the Golden Gate Fair take place on

Monday, August 13th, Saturday, August 18th, and Monday,
August 20th.

Henry Mason's good old Sir Modred mare, Gloaming,
won a mile and an eighth race last Monday in 1:55], beatii g
Merry Monarch and Liselg.

The directors of the Agricultural Fair Association hate

set the date for the annual exhibition and racing at Modesto
for October llth-JSih, ircluMve.

Frank Van Ness probably made another big clean-up
when De Bracy won at Hawthorne last Tuesday with odds of

10 to 1 against him. Installator, another Californian, ran third

in the same race.

D. J. McCarty lost a tine yearling filly by St. Saviour,

dam imp. Fleetwing, by M^ribyrnong, recently, on the New-
man ranch. Distemper was the cause of its death.

W. O'B. Macdonough acted as one of the stewards at

Saratoga July 30th, taking the place of DeCourcey Forbes,

the welt known President of the New York Jockey Club.

Imp. Clieveden, the grand-looking brother of Australia's

champion sire, Chester, has arrived at Merriwa Stock Farm.
near Pleasanton. Cal., from Kancho del Paso, in the best of

health.

Dick Ledgett declares his filly by True Briton was

named Brittania long before the one owned by J. B.

Chase. The name was claimed by the latter in this paper

recently.

Dan McIntosh, the ex-jockey, is training Pasha, First

Lap and Ed Stanley at Bay District track. The latter was

badly cut down here last winter, but will stand training all

right, it is said.

Among the attendants at the Breeders' meeting last Satur-

day was B. C. Holly of Vallejo, breeder and turfman. Mr.
Holly will have a string at the Golden Gate Fair meeting,

which begins next Monday.

Madden & Straus, Lexington, Ky., have sold to Louis

Stuart, of New Jersey, the two-year-old bay gelding by Hay-
den Ec wards, out of Amelia P. The gelding is a full brother

to Potentate, and the price reported is $2,500.

Promise, the Tyrant-Premium filly, won two five-furlong

races at Anaconda on the closing day, which was last Mon-
day, and besides Jennie Deanewas successful. Hoag& Lit-

tle leased these animals of Charles Kerr, of Bakersfield.

George Hankins, the prominent turfman and owner of

the new Harlem race track, has offered all of his race horses

for sale and will quit the turf. Mr. Hankins explains bis

action by saying that he does not consider it good turf ethics

for a track owner to race horses and compete for the prizes

he offers, and, as he owns the Harlem track, he will stop rac-

ing altogether.

Gallant is said to be the crack two-year-old of the big
Spreckels string at Napa. Piquante, who has been off for

some time, is rounding to in fine style. Candid is in good
shape, but she is a delicate sort of a mare, and will scarcely

make a weight-packer. Cadmus and Blizzard are the rival

cracks of the outfit, and Cy Mulky has both in fineshape. It

is hard to say just which is the fastest horse.

This new Jockey Club rule was made public in New York
July 30th : The Stewards of The Jockey Club hereby give

notice that all bookmakers shall hereafter, upon demand of

the Stewards of any meeting, immediately surrender their

betting sheets to them. Any failure to comply with this order
will subject the person so offending to the penalties as pre-

sented in Rule 164, Part 25, of the Rules of Racing.

Solly Smith and a minor pug, who gave his name as Jack
Flaherty, were arrested yesterday on warrants charging
them with vagrancy. It appears that the couple, both drunk,
have been creating disturbances along Stale street and getting

into impromptu prize fights. Justice Bradwell took the two
in hand yesterday and after a talk gave them twenty-four

hours to jump town. They jumped.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

The sale of race horses from the Dwyer, Manhattan and
W. C. Daly stables at Brighton, July 9, was something of a

fizzle. The prices were very small, only four bringing over

$100. Poor Jonathan went to C. R. Wavel for $550. Ham-
mie was bought by L. J. Howell for $375. Chateau was
taken by Mr. Kelly for $150 and W. B. Jennings got Terri-

fier for $425.

In a railway collision near Cincinnati four or five promin-
ent turf officials were more or less injured, but how badly the
dispatches do not state. They were Secretary Hopper and
Assistant Secretary Dillon, of the Latonia Jockey ^lub ; Jack
Price, one of the Latonia judges, and Gralz Hanley, Secretary
of the Lexington Club. They were all at Washington
Park on Saturday, and they were returning to their homes
after the close there. They will have the sympathy of turf-

men everywhere, for they are deservedly popular.

The stewards of the Jockey Club, after a thorough investi-

gation of the evidence submitted to them by the stewards of

the Brighton Beach Racing Association respecting the run-
ning of the horse Logan on July 23, and after hearing the
evidence of Alexander Shields in his own behalf, find that he
has violated section 5 of rule 161 of the rules of racing, and
in accordance therewith he is hereby ruled off, and the stew-

ards call the attention of all owners and racing associations to

rule 163. The stewards of the Jockey Club have refused the

Newtown Jockey Club a license.

2\mloch, the good colt by imp. Friar Tuck from Twi-
light, stepped on a stone on the Anaconda track recently, and
wrenched himself so badly that he could not put his foot to

the ground for some time. He has performed very creditably.

A friend writes us that the betting on the Montana cir-

cuit this season has certainly not been heavy, and that $90
is the highest price paid for a first choice in the auctions.

Nick Hall is reported a heavy loser since he left San Fran-
cisco..

Rey Alfonso and Zaragoza are in training at Bay Dis-

trict track, and Frank Farrar has both in fine shape. Grandee
is also in Farrar's hands, and will race well this fall. The
gray colt had his heels cut down to the quick, and they are
spreading and growing.

There will be more than a dozen yearling Flambeaus sold

at the Palo Alto sale next November, five by Peel, a number
by imp. Cyrus and only one by Racine— the one from imp.
Flirt (dam of Flambeau). The youngsters are said to be
the finest lot ever seen in this part of the world.

In another portion of this paper will be found advertised
the very rich stakes offered by the New York Jockey Club
for the fall meeting of 1894. The conditions are liberal in

the extreme, and we trust the Pacific Slope and California in

particular will be well represented at this great meeting.

It is said President Williams will keep in his employ dur-
ing the California Jockey Club's meeting a first-class black-

smith, whose duty it will be to examine the feet of some of

the participants in the various races and see that a shoe or

plate is "not heavier than it really ought to be " and one
plate is not "leaded " and another almost as light as a wafer.

Matt Storn writes us that he will have ten or twelve
horses at the coming California Jockey Club meeting, and
declares that there will be 200 Eastern horses to compete at

the same. Mr. Storn probably means " far Eastern " horses,

for it looks now as if nearly 500 horses from over the Rock-
ies will be on hand when the first bell rings.

The directors of the Seventeenth Agricultural D !
strict

Association met in Nevada City Wedce^day and revised the
premium list. Some changes were made, it is propo.-ed to

endeavor to make a strong effort to have the pavilion display

this year excel any similar exhibition ever witnessed in the
couuty. The pavilion will be at Nevada City. There will

be no horse- racing under the auspices of the association, and
if there are any speed contests at Glenbrook Park the same
will have to be conducted under private management.

The Chicago Inter Ocean of last Saturday says : "Charley
Weber is undoubtedly the best light-weight jockey in Amer-
sca. He rides with a skill and judgment rarely found in a

boy of his years. Weber has only one fault. He is afraid

to go through a big field and is timid in getting away from
the post. Ed Corrigan made a ten-strike when he secured

Weber in California last winter. The boy is honest and al-

ways gives a fair ride. Yesterday Weber sat down and out-

rode old Blaylock. Had the jockeys been reversed Somer-
sault would doubtless have won instead of Alary." We think

the Inter-Ocean mistaken about about Charley being timid m
getting away from the post, and he never showed fear of any-

thing here.

I. P. Diggs, of Yolo County, who bred the good two-year-
old Diggs, was in the city last Tuesday, and called on us. He
says he sold Diggs to John Adams for $70. Adams sold the

youngster to William Timmonsfor $2,500,and now the latter

has refused $8,000 for him. Last Saturday the big bay son

of Red Iron and Lilly Wright won a six furlongs race, beat-

ing Pop Gray and other good ones in 1:15, and the odds
against the Californian were 8 to 1. Mr. Diggs owns a year-

ling brother to Diggs who he has named Sutton, and he de-

clares that the latter is as large and as good-looking as his

older brother and shows as much speed. Sutton is a chest-

nut in color. An offer of $1,000 for this fellow was recently

refused.

The entries for the Epsom Derby of 1S96 show that the

Americans have decided to make another attempt to capture

this historic event. The Lorillard stable has two entries and
the Keene stable has five entries, of which two were bred in

America. In addition, Foxhall Keene has two entries, August
Belmont has three entries and Colonel O. H. Payoe has two
horses entered. Both Messrs. Belmont and Payne have entered

sons of Iroquois. The total number of entries is 295, including

seven from the Duke of Westminster's stables and ihree

each from the Duke of Devonshire, the Duke of Hamilton,
Lord Rosebery, the Prince of Wales and Hugh McCalmont.
Lord Dunraven has one entry for the Derby. The entries for

the Oaks of 1896 include six American horses. The Keene
stable has entered one horse. Foxhall Keene has entered one
and the Lorillard stable has two entries fur this event.

Riley Grannan has set a pace far too fast for some, of

his brethren, and to-day (says a Saratoga dispatch of last

Tuesday) complaint was lodged with President Walbaum
that unless Grannan was restricted in the matter of laying

odds a number of books would refuse to weigh in. Walbaum
accordingly instructed the young Kentuckian, but the latter

replied that he would brook no interference in conducting
his business so long as he had paid for the privilege. A num-
ber of Grannan's fellow bookies at oncg got np a petition re-

questing that Grannan be allowed his full privilege, and as a

result Grannan contined tolay odds with the same fearlessness

that has characterized him throughout his Eastern trip. Turf-

men will recall the fact that Grannan was ordered to stop

making book= al tit** San Franctcco met ting last year on the

ground that his intimacy with certain jockeys was unsavory.

Capt. Thomas B. Merry ("Hidalgo"), one of the great-
est pedigree students alive, writes us that Light Artillery,
the famous Australian race horse, son of Trenton and imp.
Bengal Light, by Beauclerc, has no less than twenty-two
crosses of Waxy, the great sire of Whisker, Whalebone and
Web. This beats e^erj horse in the world for Waxy blood.
The mighty Abercorn has seventeen crosses and lsonomy
fwhom we thought had more of this blood than any horse)
sixteen. _ Light Artillery has in his veins the blood of three
Oaks winners, besides Beeswing, Pocahontas and Queen
Mary. Much as Capt. Merry likes the gray filly by imp.
Plenty—Edelweiss, her yearling sister he declares beats her
all hollow. L. J. Rose has the oldest one in his string.

The stallions Watercress and Gold Finish, selected by
John Mackey for Ranchodel Paso stud, are bred well enough
to suit anyone, and it looks as if they should be exception-
ally successful in this country, where our horses are so very
full of Herod blood. Watercress (a good raceiorse) is a five-

year-old horse by Springfield (one of the best sires of Eng-
land), son of the St. Leger winner, St. Albans, he by the
most famous St. Leger winner, Stockwell, and he in turn by
The Baron, winner of the St. Leger. Watercress' dam was
Wharfdale, by Hermit, England's greatest sire in his day;
second dam Bonnie Doon (half sister to Bonnie Scotland and
Blink Bonnie), by Rapid Rhone, he by Young Melbourne,
sire of General Peel. Gold Finish is very much inbred to

Irish Birdcatcher, and has besides two crosses of Melbourne,
being by Castlereagh (son of Speculum), dam Beeswax, by
Plum Pudding (son of Sweetmeat).

H. D. Brown, who did such excellent work here with the
little red flag, writes us from Chicago that he never saw any
one improve like Charley Weber. In his opinion he is the
best rider in Chicago, big or little. The boy is a great favor-
ite also with the race-going public, and rides with wonderful
judgment, in a race of a mile or over getting off well, but
taking his horse back at once; in the sprints getting off in
front and staying there as long as possible. There are 800
stalls at the new track, 900 at Hawthorne. The Harlem
grand stand and betting rings he says are the nicest in the
country. In and around Chicago at the present time there
are nearly 2,000 horses, and Mr. Brown says he expects to

see 1,000 thoroughbreds go from that part of the country to

attend the San Francisco meeting—in fact, nearly all the
horsemen and race-players are talking of coming out. Frank
Van Ness won $5,000 on De Bracy, $15,000 on Monterey
(some of the money put on at 100 to 1), and made a good
winning on Silver at odds of 15 to 1 for some of the coin.

Naglee Burk had a falling out with his clever trainer, Harry
Mason, and Mason quit.

The chief topic of conversotion at Brighton Beach yes-

terday was the punishment meted out to W. C. Daly by
the stewards of The Jockey Club. It was supposed that

Daly was ruled off, but this has proved erroneous. Secretary

Sass said that Daly was " only debarred from running on
the different tracks under the jurisdiction of The Jockey
Club." This is a real clever way of saying that a man is

ruled off, and, to say the least, is rather stretching a point

in bis favor. It is like a woman who received a black eye
from her husband, and who said when testifying against him,
that he did not punch her, only slapped her. There is a

similarity with a difference. If W. C. had been ruled off

he could not sell hishortes without having them reinstated

As he was only " debarred," however, he can do so, pro-
vided of course that he does not sell them to himself. Then,
again, as Daly was only " debarred," the entries he made
previous to his punishment weregood, and the Sage of Hart-
ford was thus given a chance to win a purse. It was the al-

most universal opinion that Daly had only been punished
for an effect, and that he would be reinstated before the

Sheepshead Bay meeting was over.—Daily Mercury.

Jockey Eugene Van Kuren, who piloted "Lucky"
Baldwin's Rey el Santa Anita to victory in the recent Ameri-
can Derby, lives at No. 70 West 102 Street, New Yorb. His
father is an engineer untheSixth avenue elevated, and when-
ever he backs one of his son's mounts the entire road force

makes a scramble to get aboard. Young Van Kuren secured

his present engagement with Baldwin through the recom-
mendation of" Billy" Timmons, who is at present connected

with the Santa Anita Stable. "Gene" tells a good

story of getting even with Taral and Garrison

for an undeserved snub at Chicago. The night before

the Derby he met the crack New York jockeys at a

popular hotel- The pair recognized and chatted with Van
Kuren's companion, but ignored him as completely as though
he were thousands of miles away. In the Derby as he can-

tered by Garrison and Senator Grady Le turned to "The
Snapper" with tbe query, ' You old duffer, who are you and
where did you learn to ride? After the race and while the

successful jockey was receiving the congratulations of the

multitude in the paddock, Taral came forward with the greet-

ing, " Hello, Van Kuren, you put up a great race." " I had

agood colt under me," replied the boy. Scanning Taral's

face and tbe Keene colors inquiringly for a couple of mo-
ments, he continued :

" Your face looks familiar, but I can't

recall yourname. Do you ridein the next race?"

In 1863 the French Grand Prix was ruu for the first time,

and as a result of the Due de Morny's efforts a grant of 150,-

000 francs was made by the Paris municipality, and the rail-

way companies furnished the 50,000 francs additional. The
Grand Prix distance is about a mile and seven furlongs, and

the race course thoroughly tests horse and jockey, for there

is ahill to climb and descend, and afterwards a straight run.

When the Grand Prix was first inaugurated there was great

fear that the English Derby would no longer be supreme, and

on the other hand the French owners thought that as English

horses were considered superior to the French breed England

each year would carry away thousands of francs from

France. Since 1863 eighteen winners of the Grand Prix

have come from French stables, while only ten have been

bred in England. Perhaps the finest and most memorable

Grand Prix was run in 1S67, when the Emperor was present.

For quests Napoleon III. had many kings and princes, among
them King William of Prussia. In 1868 The Earl, belong-

ing to the Marquis of Hastings, won tbe race. This was an

exciting Grand Prix, for The Earl had been scratched for the

Englibh Derby. In 1870 the Emperor applauded the success

of Sornette, and little dreamed that before one year his em-

pire would be overthrown, himself in exile and the race

course torn by shot and shell. Such was the case, however,

and in 1871 there was no race, but in 1872 Monsieur Thiers,

president of the republic, watched the Grand Prix from the

imperial—now called the presidential—tribune.
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Dates Claimed.

WILLOWS .August 14 to August IS

GOLDEN GATE ASSOCIATION August 13 to August 18

PETALCilA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15

KTOCKTON ASSOCIATION. September 17 to September 24

SAN.'OSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29

VALLEJO ASSOCIATION _ October 8 to October 13

SANTA ANA .October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27

SANTA BARBARA -September 17 to September 22
HCEXKUE .Septembers to September 29

SAN DIEGO .October 1 to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTER October 9 to October 13

MODESTO October 11 ft October 13

PORTLAN D I Fall Meeting)..... September 1 to September 8
ANGELS CAMP September 26 to September 29
VICTORIA September 14-15

Entries Close.

NEW YORK JOCKEY club.
GOLDEN GATE FAIR.
IICENEME
I.OS ANGELES
VALLEJO
SALINAS
VICTORIA
10NE

August 15

August 21

August 2S
..September l

..September 1

...September 8

...September 10

-September 12

We received the report of the Red Bluti'meetiDgat the

last momentjtuo latejfor publication this week. We will

give an account of the whole week's meeting in our next

Tin: great broodmare Alma Mater, which Pierce Bros.

of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm have an interest in, foaled

to Wilton, at Lexington, Ky., July 24th, a filly which

Mr. Bowerman pronounces in The Horseman to be the

best foal she has ever had. With a lot more like this one

from such marcs as By By, by Nutwood, Biscara, by Di-

rector, out of Bicara, by Harold; Madonna, Lilly Stan-

ley, Lady Fracture, Venus, Carlotta Wilkes, Nettie Ben-

ton. ITciceola. Pansy, Moor Maid, Silver Eye, Lady

Wattles, and at least fifty other celebrities, the Santa

Rosa Stock Farm is entitled to the front rank among the

famous stock farms of America.

Wk wish to call particular attention this week to the

advertisement of the New York Jockey Club that ap-

pears in another portion of this papej. Il is regarding

stake- for the fall meeting of L894, spring of 1895, fall

ot L895, spriiiLT of 1896 and fall of 1896. A richer lot has

not been offered in a very long time. Ilor-es of all ages

have been provided lor. ami the distances in tin- various

events and the most liberal conditions that prevail

throughout will most assuredly catch the eye of an; turf-

man at once. < 'alifornia-bred horses have been exceed-

ingly successful in the past in these stakes, and our thor-

oughbred owners should not miss these chances to make

:i fortune in oneseason with a g 1 borse. Enti - close

i Wednesday, August loth, with Secretary 11.(1.

i ri kuiore, Morris Park, West Chester, N. Y., and of

entries mailed up to il' p.m. will be received.

More Imported Stallions for Raneho Del Paso.

Superintendent John Mackey, of Raneho del Paso

has been visiting the principal breeding establishments

of England and Ireland during the past two weeks, and

last Saturday a cablegram from London announced that

he had purchased the stallions Watercress and Gold

Finish, and that for the latter £4,000 was paid. If it

were £4,000 for Watercress we would be inclined to

credit it, but for Gold Finish, who did not achieve any

fame on the turf, we shou'.d say that there was some

mistake about the price. Both stallions, as to breeding,

are gilt-edged, however, and Watercress was a high-class

race horse. Owned by Baron de Hirsch, the very

wealthy Hebrew nobleman that yearly gives the win-

nings of his race horses to the poor, he is of the same

age and was a stable companion of that of that grand

mare, La Fleche, by St. Simon. George Barrett, one of

the top-notch British jockeys, generally piloted Water

cress, who started in eight of the greatest racing events

in England in 1892 and won thrice. He ran Orme (Or-

monde's great son) to a head in the Sussex Stakes, and

in the Doncaster St. Leger finished third to his stable

companion, La Fleche, and Sir Hugo, the Derby win-

ner. Watercress won the Liverpool St. Leger with 135

pounds up, one and one-quarter miles ; the Amphion

Stakes, one mile, and the rich Prince of Wales Stakes,

one and five-eighths miles, carrying 115 pounds. It will

therefore be seen that Watercress was a more than aver-

age performer. His sire, Springfield, got Sainfoin, win-

ner of the Derby of 1890, and is one of the most highly

prized sires of England to-day. Springfield did not win

any of the classic stakes, but was by the St. Leger win

ner St. Albans, son of the great Stockwell, a St. Leger

winner, he by The Baron, winner of the St. Leger. On
the dam's side we find Wharfdale, by Hermit (Derby

winner), by Newminster, a winner by the St. Leger. His

grandam, Bonnie Doon, was a half-sister to Blink Bonny,

winner of the Derby and Oaks, and to our much-beloved

Bonnie Scotland, second in the St. Leger of 1S56, won

by Warlock. Watercress' third dam was the famous

Queen Mary, by Gladiator, from which have descended

more great horses than any mare in the English stud

book, except, perhaps, Pocahontas, by Glcncoe. In

Watercess' pedigree is combined all the best and most

successful strains of English blood—Irish Birdcatcher,

Touchstone, Melbourne, Pantaloon and Emilius. There

is a great amount of Whalebone blood and some of his

brother, Whisker. Queen Mary, Pocahontas and Bees-

wing are the great mares in the pedigree, but there are

no Oaks winners in the first four generations. The ex-

tended pedigree follows :

l stockwell ' The Barou.by I.Birdcatch'r
I

=wcaweu
(
Pocahonras Dy (jiencoe

I Ttrthflnr f Tb-e Libel, by Pantaloontannery < Sp|itTote| Dv st, Luie
t Morcoas ) Orlando, by Touchstone
j
marsyas

( MaUDran Dv whisker

1 Maid of Palmira 1 PyTD-US 1, by Epirus
I. Jiaia 01 ralmj™

t Palmyra, by Sultan

( Newminster i
Touchstone, by Cameller-

1 Beeswiog. by Dr. Syntax
tTadmor. by Ion
\ Miss Sellon, by Cowl

rpaniH ntmno f Y.Melbourrje.byMelbounie
|

Rapld Rh0!1L
\ Dau. of Lanercbst or
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& (Viridis...

3 f
Hermit ..

2 I •i:

aii5, (Bonuie
Doon .

Oueen Marv I Gladiator, by PartisanlUueen.Mary
t Dan. of Plenipotentiary

Gold Finish is an Irish horse by Castlereagh, winner

of the great Yorkshire Stakes, over one and three-quar-

ter miles, in 1ST 8, and the Great Northern Handicap,

one and three quarter miles, in 1879. His dam, Bees-

wax, was by Plum Pudding; second dam Bonnie 'dee, by

Breadalbane (sire of The Ill-Used) ; third dam by " the

Irish Eclipse," Harkaway, sire of King Tom, for many
years one of England's greatest sires. In the male line

Gold Finish traces direct to Voltigeur (sire of imp. Bil-

let in this country), and through him to the great Black-

lock. Billet was the leading stallion of America for

several years, sire among others of Miss Woodford

Barnes, Volturno and Elias Lawrence. Vedette, grand-

sire of Gold Finish, won the 2,000 (Juineas and Doncas-

ter Cup in England, and he in turn got Galopin, winner

of the I>erby. Vedette's sire, Voltigeur, was winner of

the Derby, St, Leger and Doncaster Cup, and had the

further distinction of striking Flying Dutchman's colors,

the only horse that ever succeeded in doing that. This

is one of the strongest-bred horses ever purchased lor an

American stud, having no less than tour crosses of Irish

Birdcatcher, two of Voltaire and four of Blacklock, the

very blood that Ormonde and Isonomy had in such pro-

fusion, and they are the greatest horses England has had

in many years. There is only one Touchstone- cross (if

indeed Doralice was by Touchstone), while there are two

strains of Melbourne and one of Stockwell. He has the

Sweetmeat blood the same distance away that Ormonde
had it, and some famous mares figure in the pedigree,

such :is Blink Kouny, Mrs. Ridgway and Lollypop, but

no Oaks winners. For a sire he is bred pretty nearly

right, we should say. His extended pedigree is as fol-

lows:

rvpiierte ' Vollureur, by Voltaire
!

veQene
(Mrs. Ridgway, by Irish

••-j Birdcatcher
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(£lanoor Orlando^

^ { Speculum..
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' I I
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^ Loiiypop. by Voltaire
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|' Plum Pudding.

L Bonnie Bee..

The Golden Gate Fair Programme.

Next Monday morning the races of the Golden Gate

Fair Association will commence at the Bay District

track at one o'clock p. m. The first day will be devoted

to running events. Five races, as shown below, will be

given. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and. Friday will

be devoted to light-harness events, and Saturday and
Monday will be happy days for the " thoroughbred fra-

ternity." The exhibit of live stock, cattle, sheep, hogs,

roadsters, thoroughbreds and trotters promises to be

larger and better than it has ever been, and as a fair of

this kind has not been he'd for years in San Francisco,

we bespeak for it a large and enthusiastic gathering of

young and old people to see the display. The Board of

Directors have decided to call the races promptly at one

o'clock every day except Friday, and as there are five

races listed for that day, the bell in the judges' stand

will ring promptly at 12 o'clock. Following is the ar-

rangement of races for each day of the meeting. The
purses are all for $1,000 for the trotting and pacing

events

:

MONDAY, AUGUST 13TH.

No. 1. Inaugural for three-year-olds and upward, three-quarters of

a mile. Purse S250.

No. 2. For two-year-olds, five furlongs. Purse S300.

No. 3. Selling race, for three-year-olds and upwards, one mile.

Purse S300.

No. 4. Handicap, all ages, one mile and sixteenth. Purse 8400.

No. 5. Owners' handicap, five and a half furlongs. Purse 8250.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14TH.

Pacing—Three-year-olds n entries

Trotting—2:40 class 16 "

Trotting—2:20 class 13 "

Trotting—2:24 class 22 "

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST loTH.

Trotting—Two-year-olds, 2:40 class 20 entries

Trotting—2:27 class „ 17 "

Pacing—Two-year-olds 8 "

Trotting—2:17 class 10 "

THURSDAY, AUGUST J6TH.

Trotting—Three-year-olds, 2:27 class 24 entries

Pacing—Four-year-olds „ 9 "

Trotting—2:25 class 17 "

Pacing—2:25 class 20 "

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17TH.

Trotting—Yearlings 13 entries

Pacing—2:20 class 10

Trotting—2:30 class „ 36 "

Pacing—2:14 class 7 "

Trotting—2:15 Class 5 "

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18.

No, 6. Selling race, six furlongs. Purse 5250.

No. 7. For two-year-old maidens, about six furlongs. Purse 8250.

No. S. Handicap, all ages, one mile and a quarter. Purse S40C.

No. 9. For three-year-olds and upwards, five furlongs. Parse 8300-

No. 10. Selling race, for all ages, one mile and fifty yards. Purae

S250.

MONDAY, AUGUST 20.

No. 11. For three-year-olds and upward, three-quarters of a mile
Purse S300.

No. 12. Two-year-old handicap, seven-eighths of a mile. Puree
S300.

No. 13. Selling purse, five furlongs, for three-year-olds and up-
wards. Purse S250.

No. 14. Handicap for all ages, oue mile. Purse 8100.

No. 15. Cousolation purse, about six furlongs. Purse 8250.

We desire to call the attention of owners of trotters,

pacers and runners to the Vallejo Fair advertisement in

this week's issue. A number of corrections are made,

new purses are offered, and purses reopened. The adver-

tisement on page 140 is the correct one and the one for

horsemen to observe. Entries close with Secretary W. T.

Kelly, 301 Georgia street, Vallejo, Cal., September 1st,

and these events should fill well.

Monterey's eighteenth annual fair will be held at

Salinas again this year, the dates set being October 2d to

to i>th inclusive. The programme is advertised in this

issue, and the purses are quite liberal. Entries close with

John J. Kelly September (>th. The Salinas track is one

of the best in the State, and good treatment is assured.

t )\\ [NG to the receipt of so many lists of entries from

various parts of the State at the last moment, much good

matter wa^ crowded out.

The great race meeting at Willows takes place next

week. A number of splendid races are to be given.
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The Petaluma Fair. HOOF-BEATS.

The programme of the races is arranged as follows,

and hy reference to it the reader can form a very fair

idea of the excellence of the sport offered. The track

never was in better condition than it is this year. The

Board of Directors were unsparing in money or labor to

make it second to no other in California. The ap-

pointments at this course in the way of box stalls, cool
(

shady walks are unsurpassed, while the climate is just

what suits both men and horses, the latter especially

seeming to thrive well there. The Petaluma Fair is

famous all over the Pacific Coast. The people there are

most hospitable, and everyone tries to make visitors feel

as if they were among friends. The prospects for a suc-

cessful fair in this, the most prosperous district in Califor-

nia, this year are very flattering, and everyone who can

possibly get away from business cares for a week should

strive to do so. The week to go commences August 27th.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1894.

Trotting—Yearling, district 11 entries

Trotting—Four-year-old 2:25 class - 16

Trotting—2:40 22 "

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22.

Trotting—Two-year-old district .

:

. 19 eutries

Pacing—2:30 class 26

Trotting—2:27 class - 14 '

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23.

Trotting-Three-year-old district... 9 entries

Trotting—Yearling free-for-all 13 "

Trotting—2:24 class 12 '

Trotting—2:16 class 11 '

FRIDAY, AUGUST 24.

Trotting—Poux-year-old district 13 entries

Trotting—Two-year-old 2:40 class 15

Pacing—2:11 class llnom'ns

Trotting—2:30 class - 17 entries

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25.

Trotting—Three-year-olds, 2:27 class ^ 22 entries

Pacing—2:25 class 18

Trotting—2:20 class 12nom'ns

George Bayless is no longer doing the training
Elmwood Stock Farm's California string.

of the

Pop Gray equalled the track record at Hawthorne last

Wednesday when he ran six furlongs in 1:14].

Stockwell, Touchstone and Melbourne Blood.

The coming Fair of the G-olden Gate Fair Association
commences Monday at one o'clock. Everybody is going.

The California Jockey Club will give this fall a race at

two and another at four miles, and they will bath be stake
events.

Guy; Wilkes bas a new performer to his credit in the
chestnut mare Vesta, 2:30. Her dam is Annie, by Dan
Vocrhees, 2:23*.

Nutwood Wilkes' mark is 2:17 now. If his sulky had
not been broken in the fourth heat there is no telling how
fast he might have gone.

Willman Bros., of Newman, Cal., have a very oromis-

ing pacer in training. The other day he went half a mile in

1:12 over a half-mile track.

A. B. Spreckles has given the string of horses formerly

iD charge of Jas. Nolan to James Dustin, who will hold the:

ribbons over them this year.

The brown stallion Bay Rum, 2:20, by John Sevenoaks,

son of Nutwood, is to be sold at auct:on next Thursday at the

Bay District track by Killip & Co.

Yo el Rey got a place in a race at Saratoga last Wednes-
day, a brother to Kingston winning by a length in 1:09 for

the rive and a half furlongs. Yo el Key was an even-money
favorite.

Pat Farrell's skill as a trainer and driver does not wane,
the manner in which be brought the gray trotter Marin Jr.

past the winning post Tuesday was the subject of much fav-

orable comment.

The Rosa S. Poisoning.

Sacramento, August S, 1894.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Without entering

«nto extended details. I wish to give the public, through the

medium of your valuable paper, the facts in connection with

the death of the stallion Ross S., which occurred at the Chico

track last week. It will be remembered that he won the first

two heats of the 2:20 trot on the 2d inst. in 2:19V and 2:20.

Opposed to him was a field comprising Stranger, Fallacy,

King Orry and Cora S. The third heat he was beaten half a

by Stranger in 2:20. From that on Stranger disposed of him

as he pleased, distancing him in the fifth heat. The wise-

acres set up the cry that he suffered defeat solely through

lack of condition, that he was too fat, and had succumbed to

the intense heat that prevailed on that day. This is a misap-

prehension. The fact is he was poisoned. This assertion is

made upon the report of Chemist Ray, of this city, to whom
I submitted the stomach of the horse, together with its con-

tents, for analysis. Following is the report of the chemist

:

Sacramento. August 7, 1891.

Worth Ober, Esq., Dear Sir:—I have examined the specimens
submitied by you last Sunday, consisting of portions of a stomach
and contents, grain and other vegetable matter. The part of the

stomach cut from upper end, or where food eaters, shows effects of
a corrosive poison plainly.aud the changes there could not or uould
not be produced hy any disease. After thorough testiug and sepaia-

tion of the substance as well as the base.I can positively say that the

animal had been given a dose ot what is commonly called Corrosive

Sublimate, chemically. Mercuric Chloride.

From general appearances I should say that the animal had not

suffered so much lroni the iunammatory action, ofteu produced by
this poison, but died slowly, without much spasm, in perhaps six

(say 5 to S) hours after it had been given.
It is soluble in water aui has no odor, so could be given easily to

an animal if very thirsty. There is no doubt in my mind that death
was due to this poison, as there to enough, I think, to beat even heart

I will submit crystals and other evidences, if necessary, in case

legal action should be taken. Respectfully yours,
Fred E. Ray.

My only object in submitting that portion of the horse's

anatomy mentioned by Chemist Ray to him for analysis was

to satisfy myself of the exact cause of death. The autopsy

held on the body the morning following the horse's death

disclosed the fact that all his organs were in normal condi-

tion. There was no evidence of rupture of blood vessels or

arteries, as was surmised at first by many. Certain ugly ru-

mots regarding the action of a man whose name I do not

deem it politicat this time to mention reached my ears, and

this, in connection with the peculiar action of the horse after

the third heat, had the effect of arousing my suspicions as to

the possibility of the horse having been tampered with.

My suspicions have become convictions.

I wish you would kindly favor me with the publication of

this communication. Very truly yours,

"Worth Ober.

Haggin Horses to Race Again.

New York, August 9.—Much curiority has been aroused

in this country by reports of the extensive purchases in Eng-

land of horses in training by an American. Who the Ameri-

can is has been a profound mystery, but it is now known that

James B. Haggin, who is the leading breeder of thorough-

breds in this country, is the person.

John Mackey, who is manager of Haggin's famous Rancho
del Paso, has been in England for many weeks. He will

probably lease some private training establishment, as it is

is almost certain that Mr. Haggin is about to re-enter the

ranks of racing men and to race horses with the popular col-

ors so successfully carried by Ben Ali, Tyrant, Salvator, Fi-

renzi. Ban Fox, King Fox, and many other famous horses.

Bassetlaw and all the horses that were trained by Matthew
Allen for William Easton are now the property of Haggin,

who purchased them from the great auctioneer last month.

Jasles Day, formerly with the Belmont Stock Farm, has

a splendid string of trotters and pacers at Watsonville. Jim
is a splendid horseman, careful and painstaking, and will do
well wherever he is. There are few better conditioners than
he on this coast.

Fonda, a two-year-old half-brother to the mighty Tam-
many, brought but $50 at a sale in New York, July 28th, and
Trojan, two years old, by Iroquois, dam Colossa (dam of

Getaway, Inspector B. and Bella B.) fetched but $125. Verily

hoss flesh is cheap at the East.

Remus, Ledalia, BobolioK. Mercurv (a clinking good
three-year-old maiden by imp. Brutus—The Swayback),
Peter the Second, Nervosa, Miss Buckley and Nebuchadnez-
zar left San Jose lastSiturday for Chicago. Remus will very
likely prove a hard customer to crack.

One of the best young sires in the world is offered at

private sale, and will be found advertised in this issue. We
refer to the famous Australian race horse, Loyalist, who will

not be ten years of age until next November. Such a splen-

did individual is Loyalist that last year he won first prize

for stallions of any age at the State Fair over many of the

grand horses of this great " horse State." And if the world

were searched a better bred one could not be found than this

horse.

Loyalist has the blood of the immortal StocKwell closer up

than any horse in America, bar two, and that is the blood in

the male line that has given to the world such renowned

racehorses and sires as Blair Athol, Silvio, Doncaster, Or-

monde, Springfield, Prince Charlie, Glenelg, The IH Used

the Australian Newminster, The Marquis and Salvator.

Others equally noted might be mentioned, but this should be

sufficient to show that it is the best " sire blood " the world

has ever known. Loyalist's dam threw, besides, Loyalstone,

one of the greatest of the Australasian stake-winners, and

Loyalist's record on the turf is something to enfhuse over.
Amongthe notable performances was his win of the Trial
Stakes, one and one-eighth miles ; Flying Handicap, six fur-

longs; Brunswick Stakes, one and one-quarter miles in 2:0S|-

over a turf track, at the time made the record at the distance

in Australia. He ran second in the Burwood Cup and Final
Handicap, latter one and one-quarter miles in 2:10, and was
placed third in eight good stakes in the land of his nativity,

showing ability to go long as well as short distances well. -

The Marquis (son of Stockwell), sire of Loyalist, was the

best racehorse in all England in his day, winning the Don-
caster St. Leger, and Two Thousand Guineas and beaten but

a head by Caractacus for the great Derby, and at the time it

was considered that Caractacus' win was a rather " tiukey "

one. In Australia he got scores i*f winners and sires of win-
ners, the best being Newminster, to day one of the leading

sires of the ''South Continent." The Marquis was a half-

brother to Marchioness, winner of the Oaks and many other
slakes in England, and also to The Peer, sire of Darebin and
other famous stake-winners. Loyalist traces twice to the great

mare, Cinizelll, by Touchstone, who threw The Marquis, The
Peer, Marchioness and Towton. A great point abort his

pedigree is that besides having four Touchstone crosses, Loy-
alist's first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth dams threw
winners of note as well as sires, and therefore this horse is

certain to prove a sire of great merit. The table below shows
the number of winners of great English events figuring in

Loyalist's pedigree, and it is something well-nigh unap-
proachable:

Derby 15 One Thousand Guineas 4

DoncasterSt. Leger 12 Goodwood Cup 2
Two Thousand Guineas 6 Caesarwich 1

Doncaster Cup- 2 Oaks 4

The following ultra-fashionable strains also appear in the

pedigree of this magnificent son of The Marquis and Loyal
Peeress, by The Peer :

4

Geo. A Charter, Driving Park Hotel, Binghamton, N.

Y., writes Mr. Young: You will have to send me one more
bottle "Absorbine;" I think one more will do the work.

The puffs on one leg have disappeared and the other is going

fast. There is nothing to equal it.

Anna Belle (3), 2:27*, the dam of Li Belle, who took a

two-year-old winning race record of 2:231 last' Saturdav, is
1

only six years old, La Belle, being her first and only fual.

Anna Belle is owned at the Green Meadow Farm, Sao Jose
,

Cal., and is now safe in foal to Hambletonian Wilkes 1,679.

W. B. Jennings has come to the conclusion that his horse,

Topgallant, will not run at its best unless he is half full. So,

every time the horse starts now Walter gives him half a

pint of whiskey and a similar dose of sherry. Old " Top "

had this kind of medicine in his last two races.—New York
Mercury.

The Duke of Westminster's fine three-year-old race horse

Bullingdon, who was out of Shotover, the Derby-winner,

died August 2d, as the result of injuries received in his stall

two weeks ago. He was second for the Princess of Wales

Stakes of 10,000 sovereigns at Newmarket on July 5 to Isin-

glass, beating Ladas, and ran well in other great stakes.

Luck.

There are many curious instances of how men become pos-

sessed of good animals at very little cost.

An instance is culled from Mr. William Day's book on
li The Horse ; How to Breed and Rear Him." Sir Richard

Constable called upon Mr. Henry Robinson, the elder, of

Carnaby, prior to a sale of thoroughbred stock which was to

take place in the neighborhood, and asked him if he intended

buying any of the mares. Mr. Robinson replied in the

affirmative, and named the mare he thought of bidding for

" I am sorry for that," said Sir Richard, " as I should like

to have bought her myself."

Thereupon Mr. Robinson very generously responded:
" If you don't want the Cervantes mare I will buy her in-

stead, and will not oppose you in the purchase of the

other."

"Thank you," said Sir Richard. " Then I will not bid

against you either."

In consequence of this arrangement Mr. Roberts became

possessed of the Cervantes mare—which had been covered by

Humphrey Clinker and afterwards bred Melbourne—for the

moderate sum of 10gs., without having the original intention

of buying her.

To go a long way back we have only to see how Lord

George Bentinck became posseosedof that wonderful mare

Crucifix, to show where the luck came in. Octaviana had

been in Lord Chesterfield's stud for some years, and was sev-

enteen, having bred nothing of consequence. Lord George

Bentinck bought her for sixty-five guineas, together with the

foal running at her side. That foal was Crucifix, and every-

one who has the slightest knowledge of racing knows what a

good 'unshe turned out.—[Ex.

Touchstone ,

Whalebone
Whisker...
Melbourne
Irish Birdcatcher..

Orville 7
Pantaloon 2
Seliui 6
Erailius 2
Liomcd 4

Our American horses for generations were so terribly in-

bred to Herod that an outcross was absolutely necessary. The
most successful horses in the stud to-day and for many years

past were those tracing in the direct male line to Touch-
stone or Stockwell, and there is not a horse in the world

with the Stockwell blood closer up than ii is found in

Loyalist. It will be observed that the recent purchase for

Rancho del Paso by Mr. John Mackey, Watercress, is- a

great grandson of Stockwell. Gleuelg, fur many years the

leading stallion in America, was a grandson of Stockwell,"but

be is now a very old horse. Pri nee Charlie, sire of Salvator,

was a grandson of Stockwell; Glen Athol, sire of Checkmate,
was a grandson of Stockwell, likewise The Ill-Used. But the

last-named trio are dead, and it is hard to find in the world

this greatly esteemed blood so close up as we find it in Loyal-

ist. It was the Stockwell—Melbourne nick that gave us

Blair Athol, winner of the Derby and St. Leger in England.

Loyalist's sire was a son of Stockwell ; his dam is by The
Peer, son of Melbourne, so that Loyalist is bred in the identi-

cal lines. Blair Athol was the leading sire of England, get-

ting, among others of note, Silvio, winner of Derby and St.

Leger. Why, therefore, should not Loyalist be just a-; suc-

cessful in this country, where we are so much in need of

Stockwell and Melbourne blood? His youngsters promise

well, without exception being fine-lookers, and bringing good

prices when sold. A. B. Spreckels paid $1,500 for an untried

filly by this horse, and F. C. Lusk, of Chico, has a perfect

jewel in another. For any further particulars regard-

ing Loyalist read the sale advertisement in this issue and

apply to E. C. Sachs, care of this office.

Caller Ou, the Idol.

In the days when Caller Ou and Underhand won twice

and thrice respectively the scene on the old bleak moor beg-

gared description. The whole of the pits in the Northumber-

land and Dunham districts used to close, and the day was a

general holiday. Many of the pitmen traveled all night by

road to be present, and a rough but good-humored crowd they

formed, though their curious deep guttural brogue was per-

fect Greek to theSouthern slranger. They were terrible fel-

lows to bet, and they would risk the last shilling of their

pocket-money, and tramp home again contented if they lost

their money. A ver* true and well autheniicaled story is

told of Caller Ou's second year. That beautiful mare, after

her first victory in 1863, was made a very warm favorite hi

the following year, and the miners would have nothing but

"Cal-a-oo," as they called it. One ready-money bookmaker

perched on a stool had laid so much money against the

favorite that he -'aw bankruptcy staring him in the face, so

he determined to lay no more money against, when up came

a brawny pitman and said :
" Mislah, ey want faive bob on

Cal-a-oo-" " You can't have it then," said the bookie.

"What! not betting; then coom doon off tbet stool, and let

them as will get up." With that he pulled the luckless

bookie off his perch, and he was in a fair way of being

roughly handled when he promised to lay the bet, and he was

allowed to mount again.—[Bell's Messenger.
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THE JIENNEL.
DOING-S IN DOGDOM.

The New Eagland Beagle Club will hold its annual trials

at Oxford, Mass , on October 23d next.

The Kennel Gazette contains two excellent articles this

month from the pen of Jas. Watson on Specialty Clubs and

Collies.

Dr. A. T. Regensberger has purchased of F. S. Bettis the

R. C. St. Bernard bitch Bohemian Girl by Beauchamp

—

Florida, She is a bitch of considerable quality, nice bone,

good oody and loin, a bit 6hort on leg, but with the substance

and length of body necessary to maternal cares. Her head,

were it possessed of shadings, would be very typical. She is

a good mother and mated to Reglov should throw puppies

of great merit. We shall look for them with interest.

J no. M. Burdette's English setter bitch Belle B.,by Luke
K., «-ut of Dido, winner of first and specials at California

Kennel Club show of 1S92 died at Fitzgerald's dog hospital

recently, where she had been under treatment, having been

paralyzed some two weeks since. It is a great loss to her

owner as she was a first-class field dog as well as a bench dog.

She is the dam of Bunch, by Dictator, owned by Col. E. F.

Preston, a promising dog now io Geo. Crocker's kennel.

J. B. Martin's reply to Mr. Bell's article occupies most of

the available space in our kennel department this week. In

the phraseology of the day, Bell has not a leg left to itand

upon. His endeavor to right himself has failed utterly. What-
ever Bell may have thought of the condition of the bitch

when she left his kennel has nothing to do with the case. He,
according to his own statement, guaranteed the bitch in

whelp, and agreed to take her back if she were not so. How
ou earth could a man send the bitch back were she not in

whelp nntil he had received her and found that she was not ?

As soon as Mr. Martin found that she was not in whelp he
asked for redress, but to this day he has not received it. Mr.
Martin's reply puts much new light upon the subject and re-

flects little credit upon either Mr. Bell or his solicitors.

There is little sentiment in English showing these days, i

is all a question of pounds and pence, and this we gather from
the writing of Mr. Freeman Lloyd on the subject. From
them we learn that the American custom of handlers taking

teams to the shows is largely in evidence, and when this is

the case money and [not glory will be the basis on which
the success of dog showing revolves. A three or four days'

show is a tedious affair after the first day, when judging is

practically over, and some other attraction must be afforded

the public to draw a decent gate. Here our principal shows
being held in halls and other buildings, there is no other
attraction feasible but tbe trick dog circus, which has become
such a recognized feature at all our kennel club shows.
When shows are held in connection with the agricultural

fairs this feature is not necessary, as few of these associations

charge an admission fee, and the dog show simply becomes a
feature of the whole. Still these shows might be
made vastly more interesting to both exhibitors and visitors

if whippet racing was instituted. It is an honest, clean sport

when conducted properly, and there are few kennels that

would not enter into the sport with enthusiasm, and as there
are always facilities for carrying out such races on the tracks

of the fair grounds, the subject is worthy of careful attention

on the part of our fair managers that give dog shows. In
England this sport is fast gaining ground, and as so many of

the shows are held in the open in connection with agricul-
tural and flower shows, a whippet handicap will no doubt
soon become a recognized feature of the majority of such
events, several of them having lately taken place. This is

an age of progression, and something new and exciting must
be provided to keep the game alive.—Forest and Stream.

The Nose of Fox Terriers.

A gentleman, who believes that the olfactory organs of cer-
tain breeds are affected by successive generations being sub-
jected to the trials and tribulations of a show career, writes
as follows to our English contemporary, The Field :

" I can-
not help thinking that one of the results of perpetually
showing dogs at shows, and carefully breeding from the prize
winners, is an almost complete loss of the natural sense of
rant. I refer chiefly to smooth-haired terrriers, as they are
the kind I have most experience of. I had several many
years ago, and they could always track their owners easily
out of sight. Inconveniently bo very often. Rabbits and
hares they could all follow, more or less, though I admit
some were better than others. But, with a few mistakes now
and then, they could all follow the scent. The same with rats
and mice. In my youth, if I wanted to dig out a mouse hole,

any of the terriers knew to a certainty which holes had mice io
them and which were empty. Then came a period of about
fifteen years when I had no dogs. About three years ago I

got a fox terrier. He is sharp and energetic to a fault, but
he can no more follow me if 1 am out of 6ight than he can
fly.

_
Ditto, as far asrabbitis are concerned. All mouse holes

to him are mere holes in the ground, though he would gladly
dig up anything anywhere to oblige his owners. Soon after I

had another fox terrier puppy given me. It d ; ed at a yerr
old of distemper. It was highly bred, but had no idea of at-

tempting to do anything by scent. I have now also a small
black and tan terrier. It also appears utterly without a nose
(in kennel parlance); and I fancy I have noticed the same
thing in the dogs I see about. If others would give their
experience it would be interesting; for if this is one of the
results of breeding for points at shows, it seems a pity, to
say the least of it, the power of scenting things being one of
the most useful attributes of the dog."

[We do not think that bench Bhows should be blamed fur

the above state of affairs, if such exist. It is the same with
the cocker. The shows are not to blame it is the fact that
dogs are bred for show only. A good show dog may be a
superb fielder. But if they are bred for show alone for many
generations and never taken to the field at all, is it any won-
der that their powers of scent become weaker from lack of
use. Still even now we find a great many terriers and spaniels
with excellent noses. Id this city we nave cockers that are
most excellent retrievers for either upland or marsh woik.
and we can name several fox terriers that willretreive as well
as setters and pointers. Our fox terrier men on this Coast
though breeding mainly for show purpose*, work their dogs
:tud deny emphatically that thev do not poetess good
'-oses."-ED.]
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Mr. Martin to Mr. Bell.

San Francisco, August 8, 1894.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In reply to Mr.

Bell's article in your last issue, I will comment upon such

portions of it as I consider worthy of consideration, give the

public a true history of the deal with Bell, also the decision

of the Advisory Committee of the American Kennel Club,

and leave it to the public as to the true character of this

man. I have not che papers, letters and telegrams that passed

between Bell and myself; these are with the A. K. C, and I

am unable to obtain them, consequently I depend to some ex-

tent upon my memory. Mr. Bell states in his article that I

threatened him with legal proceedings upon leaving the

case to the A. K. C. My memory may be at fault, but I am
quite positive that I did not write that I would sue him un-

til after the decision of the A. K. C. last May,
Mr. Bell further states: "I had received an order from

Martin, and agreed to ship Blemton Consequenee, and guar-

anteed that she was in whelp and agreed to take her back if

she were not so. I made and carried out this bargain honestly,

and in good faith, as I have proved, and am still able to

prove if called upon to do so. I sold Blemton Consequence
as I thought, I believed her to be in whelp. I had her exam-
ined, and I shipped her in the usual way. I knew that she

was in whelp from the examination of Mr. C. J. Purroy, and
of Mr. H. P. Thomson, Secretary of the Fox Terrier Club
here, and from my own knowledge and experience. I under-

stood then, having done this, and the dog being shipped at

Martin's risk, that I had fulfilled my part of the contract,

and that I was entitled to the purchase money."
In Mr. Bell's defense, filed with the A. K. C, he states

"that Mr. Berinoof New York (lam not sure that I have this

last name correct. He is a veterinary surgeon) saw the dog."

In the above extract from his article hestates that C. J. Pur
roy saw the dog ; now, which one is it, Purroy or Birino?
The bitch arrived here about six days after leaving Tor-

onto and I immediately received her at the express com-
pany's office, and seeing that she was not in whelp, put her
back in thecrateand drove to A. Rr Rowat,D. V. S. He ex-

amined her and crate and pronounced the bitch not in whelp,

nor had she had a premature birth recently. He also ex-

amined her again when her time to whelp had expired and
issued a certificate to these facts. The express company offi-

cials stated that if she had whelped on the road a note of it

would have been made by the messenger and no such memor-
andum appeared. The bitch was seen shortly after her arrival

by Mr. Jos. McLatchie, Mr. A. R. Crowell, Kennel editor of

this paper, and Mr. H. W. Fores, President Pacific Fox Ter-
rier Club (this gentleman acted as Bell's agent in the ex-

change of Rejoic2 for Consequence, and is an old friend of

Bell's) and they all stated that the bitch was not in whelp nor
had shea piemature birth recently.

Mr. Bell further states: " After the sale I was notified by
Martin that the dog was not and had not been in whelp.

Some people might say I should have accepted his statement,

received the dog back and returned his money, but I did

Dot know Mr. Martin and I knew no reason why a bona fide

sale having been made it should not be strictly carried out."

This is a very lame excuse. If Mr. Bell had taken the
trouble to write or telegraph Mr. Fores he could have satis-

fied himself that my statement was true. I have been buying
dogs from the Eas'ern States since 18S1, have had dealings

with Mr. Arnold Burges of Michigan, during his lifetime,

J. M. Avent of Hickory Valley, Tenn., T. I. Ballentine

of Peoria, Illinois, Mr. August Belmont and Mr. Edward
Kelly of New York, Frank C. Wheeler, formerly of Canada,
and many others.

Mr. Bell further states: "After much threatening and
abuse from Martin he laid the matter before the A. K. C,
the charge being that I had sold hi n a dog, guaranteeing her
to be in whelp when she was not so."

I ask Mr. Bell to publish one of my letters that he con-

siders abusive and allow the public to be the judge of its

character.

Mr. Bell further states: "The A. K. C. decided that the

charge was not sustained and it was dismissed and I was then
held to be justified in the course that I had taken."

Not so fast, Bell
;
you have overreached the facts in your

endeavor to right yourself with the public. Why did you
not take more precaution and learn the grounds of your dis-

qualification. I herewith give the particulars.

New York, June 28, 1894,

Mr. J. B. Martin, 1323 Page street, San Francisco, Cal.

Dear Sir—In reply to your favor of the 22d inst. would
inform you that the Advisory Committee of the Americau
Kennel Club disqualified Mr. Bell upon the charges pre-

ferred against him by you. The fact that Bell sent you tbe
bitch Rejoice in place of Blemton Consequence and knowing
that he had done so early in September, and having taken no
steps to rectify the mistake was well known by the com-
mittee and probably strengthened your charges, but was not
officially before the committee, and hence did not figure in

tbe case. I can see no reason why the American Kennel
Club should re-open the case, no appeal having been taken.

Yours truly, A. D. Lewis, Acting Secretary.

The charges alluded to in Mr. Lewis' letter were, guaran-
teeing the bitch to me in whelp and refusing to take her
back after she proved not to be so. I wish to state her that

I did not particularly care for Consequence, I bought her up-
on the strength of Bell's guarantee that she was in whelp to

Dusky Trap, a dog whom I consider the best sire in the

country; Consequence is an old bitch, ber show days are over,

but I wanted tbe pups that I expected she would have, for

breeding and showing purposes. After seeing that she was
not in whelp I wrote Bell that I would give her full lime to

pup and if she did not I would return her without cost to him,
but Bell was so anxious to have this bitch otf his hands that

be telegraphed that he would not receive her and had evi-

dence that she was in whelp before leaving Toronto. This
in the face of his guarantee and also a statement from him
" that Consequence was worth $100, pups or no pups."
Now we come to the most interesting part of this con-

troversy, the discovery by Bell that he 6old Rejoice to me in

place of Consequence. This he knew in the eaHy part of last

September according to the statement ofW. Wade, of Hul-
tou, Pa, (one of Bell's defenders), in the Turf, Field and
Farm last June, and also from other information that 1 have
received. The discovery was made at the Toronto show one
)-< k previous to the filing of rny charges against Bell.

Bell slates that he listened lo the advice of his solicitors

not to inform me of the mislake until after thedeci^ion of the

Advisory Committee.

h
Why at (he time there were no charges pending against Bell

for decision by the Advisory Committee. I personally filed

the charges, being in New York, and Bell knew of my inten-

tion as I sent him a registered letter from Chicago.
Mr. Bell further states that his solicitors allowed him to

communicate privately to me through Mr. Mortimer. Yes,
that is so, seven months after the mistake in bitches was dis-

covered the following letter was received by me.

Hempstead, L. I., April 2, 1894.
Mr. J. B. Martin.
Dear Sir :—At the request of Mr. Geo. Bell, who paid

me a visit yesterday, I write to say that he has discovered
that the fox terrier bitch he sent you as " Blemton Conse-
quence" is not Consequence at all, but a bitch by the name
of Rejoice. The matter came about in this way: Bell ex-
pressed a wish to see Mr. Belmont's terriers and I drove him
over there. After looking at the dogs we went to the office

where there was hanging a photograph of a fox terrier bitch.

Bell asked Charley, Mr. Belmont's man, what bitch the pict-

ure represented and his reply was Blemton Consequence. Bell

was very particular in asking all about the peculiarities of

Consequence, markings, formation of shoulders, bone, etc.,

etc., and immediately arrived at the conclusion that she was
still at his kennel in Toronto. He accounts for the mistake
in this way. He bought Consequence with several other
bitches and Dusky Trap of Mr. Granger of Baltimore, Ind.,

and understood that the evenly marked, black and tan headed
bitch was Rejoice and the solid black headed bitch was Con-
sequence. He regrets very much the mistake and says he
will forward to you the genuine Consequence, who by the
way has just been bred to Dusky Trap, if you will return the

other bitch and pay all express charges. I am writing this

at Bell's request because he left Hempstead this morning ex-

pecting to catch the train for Toronto and would not be able

to write you before reaching home.
It seems to me the blunder was a very natural one under

the circumstances and I personally hope that you may look
at it in this light. With kindest regards. Yours very truly,

Jas. Mortimer.

The mistake was Mr. Bell's. Still, in the bigness of his

heart he offers to exchange Consequence for Rejoice, if I will

pay all express charges ; expecting me to pay for his mistake.

I declined the offer. A few words about the express charges.

Bell shipped Rejoice in a crate heavy enough to send gold in.

The result was, charges to the sum of $17.50, paid by me.

When !he sent Consequence out at h is expense the charges
were $6.50. She came in a very light crate.

Now here we have a statement from Bell in Mr. Mortimer's
letter that he (Bell) discovered the mistake in bitches in

April. Which are we to believe : was it in September or

April ?

I will ask another question. How could Bell's attorneys

advise him to communicate to me through Mr. Mortimer
when this letter was sent before Bell would have had time to

consult with his attorneys, as he was at Hempstead, N. Y.,

ahd stated to Mr. Mortimer that he had just made the discov-

ery of the wrong identity of the bitches ?

Bell undoubtedly knew that 1 had Rejoice early in Septem-
ber last, yet he kept me in ignorance of this for seven months.
He would have allowed me to sell pups from Rejoice as being
from Consequence, and exhibit Rejoice in the Challenge
class as Consequence (as he says he did at Indianapolis).

Fortunately for me, nothing like the above occurred. Upon
receiving Mr. Mortimer's letter I did prefer additional

charges against Bell basing them upon this letter, but as will

be seen from Mr. Lewis' letter, they were not considered in

the decision against Bell.

After the decision of che Advisory Committee I consulted

a lawyer as to my rights in the matter. He stated that as

Mr. Bell had contracted to deliver me Blemton Consequence,

guaranteed in whelp in July, 1893, and having failed to do
so within a reasonable time, I was entitled to the return of

the purchase money and expenses incurred, and to return

Rejoice to him, I wrote Bell accordingly upon May 18, 1894,

and did not receive a reply until June 10th, whereas, if a
reply had been sent forthwith it would have reached me by
May 29th.

In this letter of Bell's solicitors to me was the following

statement, "That the two bitches were of equal value, and
that I was not damaged at all by the mistake and con-

sequently can have no claim whatever against our client."

How can they reconcile this statement with the one in his

article, namely : "My solicitors told me that he (Martin) had
a right to sue for the money and that he would demand it,

which he afterwards did by letter threatening action. I was
in hopes that he would content himself with asking for de-

livery of Consequence but when he made his claim for the

money and was told I would be obliged to pay it, I advertised

both Consequence and and Rejoice for sale, supposing that

Rejoice would be returned home and I would have both dogs

on my hands."
Imagine the cheek of this man Bell, for eleven months I

had been deprived of mv rights and at this late day he ex-

pected I would return Rejoice and allow him the bitch and
the money both, ana" when they were disposed of he would

again in the bigness of his heart forward the money to me.

Oh I No, Bell, I had had enough of you to trust you further.

Yes, Mr. Bell's solicitors did offer to exchange Consequence
for Rejoice in the letter of June 5th, which was eight and a

half months after the wrong identity of the bitches was
learned bv Bell, one month after the decision of the A. K. C-,

and after a demand made by me, and in this letter they ap-

plied such terms as " when you wrote your letter of ISth of

May its object was blackmail and it was written for the pur-

pose of extorting money from -Mr. Bell, etc." I will not

comment upon this unwarrantable attack upon me, but I

will ask these solicitors why if they considered this extortion

and blackmail did they advise Bell that he would be obliged

to pay the claim made by me as appears by Bell's own ad-

missions iu his article.

I wrote, accepting the ofi'er if it included express charges

paid on Consequence to San Francisco and Rejoice to Toron-

to. Bell's solicitors replied that if I would turnover Rejoice

and her pup (the only one alive of the one litter she bad here

upon January 22, 1894) to Mr. Fores, President Pacific Fox
Terrier Club, they would ship Consequence. 1 wrote, declin-

ing to turn the pup over and asked them to poiut out in

their letter oflering the exchange, or my acceptance, any
mention of the pup, also if it was expected that I would
allow Bell all the produce of Cocsfqutnce since July, 1893,

and also this one from Rejoice.

Now, as to my advertisement in the American Field,

warning intending purchasers that Consequence was my
property and Rejoice in my kennel. Mr. Bell, without any
notice to me, advertised these bitches for sale in the Ameri*
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can Field of Jane 2, 1894, my letter claiming the purchase

money Bhould, in the ordinary course of the mail, have been

in his hands on May 23d, and neither he nor his solicitors

answered it until June 5th, the letter reaching me June 10th.

I inserted the advertisement above mentioned both to pro-

tect myself and the public. I ask Bell and his solicitors how
could he give a title to either bitch before this matter was

settled ?

Mr. Bell further states " that I had a bitch of equal value

in Rejoice and had been breeding from her and making
money out of her from beginning to end." Mr. Bell priced

Rejoice to me at $75 and Consequence $100. Does he con-

sider $25 difference equal value? Now as to the money I

have made out of Rejoice, why does not Mr. Bell inquire of

his agent, Mr. Fores, before he makes such a statement. Re-

joice had only one litter (three in number) on this Coast, one

died in the nest, one at two and one-half months old in my
possession and one is alive and unsold.

Mr. Bell says " he was blowing hot and cold claiming the

money and the dog botb, and at the same time fuming and
blustering in the papers and among his friends in such a way
that one would have thought he had never had a dog at all

from me and had paid $100 for nothing."

I wrote Bell May 18, claiming the money and he, without
immediately replying, advertised the two bitches for sale- I

ask in all fairness what course should I have pursued under
the circumstances ?

I did offer to keep Rejoice if he would refund the $25 dif-

ference in the price of the two bitches, but Bell declined. I

did this because Rejoice was in season, aod I desired to have
some pups from her for next year's shows on this coast, as she

and Reefer nicked well together, and I also knew that Con-
sequence was not due in season until October nest. The pro-

longing of the matter mentioned by Bell was on account of

reasons hereinbefore stated, and which were altogether his

fault.

Mr. Bell further states " that Consequence has no pups, and
I have realized nothing from her." What has become of the

pups due from her in July, 1393, as a result of her having
been bred to Dusky Trap May 24, 1893? Also of her litter

from the union with Dusky Trap as mentioned in Mr. Morti-

mer's letter last April? Will Mr. Bell kindly state what
bitch is the dam of the young bitch by Dusky Trap, breeder

unknown, that is going to beat them all nest year? He hav-

ing bet hats for four with Mr. Robinson of the Woodlawn
Kennel on this proposition. Also the dam of the young
bitch by Dusky Trap, out of a well-bred bitch (name not

given), priced to a party in Philadelphia at $25.

Mr. Bell further states that he suggested that the bitch he
sent Martin possibly never reached him, but was changed on
the way." Yes, Mr. Bell and you urged this point before

the A. K. C. in your defense of the charges; you did not hesi-

tate to strengthen your case in this questionable manner, but
when later on it developed that I did have the wrong bitch,

you hesitated seven, months before vou offered to right the

wroog you did me, and then wanted me to pay for your mis-
take.

Further on Mr. Bell says : "I have refrained from justi-

fying my conduct in the public print," etc. etc. if Mr. Bell

believes his article is a satisfactory explanation of his con-

duct and expects it will in any way justify his queer actions,

he is welcome to the belief. I am quite certain that the public

will not coincide with him.
As to the malice, abuse and slander that Bell mentions, I

will allow the public,after reading both articles, to be the judge
of that.

How often have bitches been pronounced in whelp that

subsequently did not have pups. This has been the experience
of several breeders that I have spoken to on the subject. Mr.
Bell stated in one of his letters before I purchased Conse-
quence that she was a champion. When and where did

she win the title ?

I now have Blemton Consequence, after waiting one year.

She was sold in whelp. I was compelled to accept her unbred
or sue Bell for the money, as will be seen from the following

letter :

Toronto, June IS, 1894.

J, B. Martin, Esq., 1323 Page Street, San Francisco

:

Dear Sir :—We have not heard from you in reply to our
letter of oth June. We will wait until the 27th inst. when,
unless we have heard from you in the meantime, either by
letter or by wire, in answer to this, we shall consider that you
refuse the offer which Mr. Bell has made and will advise him
to treat Consequence as his own property. Yours truly,

Macrce & Rykert.
Now, as will be seen by the above letter and quotations

from other letters I have herewith given, that while these

solicitors were advising Bell that he would be compelled to

pay the monev claim, they were insisting and writing me
that I was only entitled to the right bitch.

Blemton Consequence cost, including all expenses, about
$140. If Bell or any of his friends want her for $50 they can
have her.

Mr. Bell considered his case so weak that he engaged solic-

itors to bolster it up for him. How poorly they have suc-

ceeded can readily be seen. He also attempts to right him-
self by throwing the blame upon them. The Advisory Com-
mittee, after a full hearing of the case upon the evidence sub-

mitted by myself and Bell, disqualified him for one year.

I now leave the controversy to the decision of the public,

and I am confident that the verdict will be in my favor.

Yours respectfully, J. B. Martin.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps aud Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

W. Perry's {San Francisco) greyhound bitch Coomassie
{Killarney—Peasant Girl) whelped six, three dogs, on July
13th, to R. E. de B. Lopez's imp. Waratah (Livingstone

—

Taxation. (One brindle bitch, two black and white bitches

and three black and white dogs.)

SALES.

W. H. McFee (Alameda) has sold the fox terrier bitch

Dauntless Suzette (Le Logos—Hillside Gaudy) to Jos. Mc-
Latchie, San Francisco.

F. S. Bettis, San Francisco, has sold the R. C. St. Bernard
hitch Bohemian Girl (Beauchamp—Florida) to Dr. A. T.
Kegensburger, of this city.

VISITS.

A. H. Washburn's Wawona, English setter bitch Adelle

20,385 (Luke—Jennie) to T. J. Wattson's Starlight 2S,544,

June Sd.

E. Huhn's English setter bitch Jess (Cliff—Duncan's
Blanche) toT. J. Wattson's Starlight 28,544, July 20th.

ROD-
John T. Sullivan, of the Sea Beach House, Santa Cruz,

caught a fine 30-pound salmon on August 7th.

A telegram received by E. T. Allen Co. on Wednesday
states that thirty salmon were caught at Santa Cruz on that
day.

LakePilarcitos is providing fine sport for the local anglers.
The evening fishing is the best, and small, dark flies take
best.

The report that Kings river is full of trout weighing as
much as five pounds each should be taken with a grain
of salt.

Great numbers of salmon fry hatched from the eggs of
Oregon salmon are being planted in the North Carolina
rivers.

A Mr. Smith caught thirty fine trout, from six inches up,
in the San Larenzo above Ben Lomond on Saturday last.

Small, dark flies were used.

J. H. Sammi, Rob. Taylor, Terry and others were at Lake
San Andreas last Sunday. Terry caught seventeen, Sammi
thirteen. The others all caught less in number. The fish

were all of good size.

The examination of the four men, charged with unlawfully
killing fish in the Russian river, was held at Sebastopol on
Friday. Ira Smith was dischorged and the other three were
held for trial at the next term of the Superior Court.

The Escondido Advocate states that Balbridge, Anderson,
Milton, Bradbury and Marikle returned on Wednesday, July
24th, from the mountains, and report a catch of over 400 fine

black bass. Is the editor of the Advocate sure that they were
bass?

About 20,000 year-old trout, obtained from one of the
northern hatcheries, have arrived at the new reservoir
at French Gulch near San Andreas. They will be put in the
reservoir and in a year or two it is expected that they will

provide fine sport for the local anglers of that vicinity.

At Charles Flohr's store in Sacramento there was on exhi-
bition the other day the biggest catfish ever seen in this pait
of the State. It weighed llf pounds, was 27 inches in length,
and 19 inches in circumference- The head was seven inches
in breadth, and 17 inches in circumference. It was caught
with a hook by Frank Brown, near Freeport.

Dr. James A. Henshall, the well-known writer on angling
and [student of piscatorial matters, has just removed from
Cincinnati to Tampa, Fla:, where he is located in order to

study the fish of that section in a systematic and thorough
manner, both in summer and winter. It is probable that Dr.
Henshall will record many interesting facts appertaining to

the study in which he is so deeply interested.

Another large consignment of Lake Tahoe trout arrived
in Visalia on the train Sunday night from the State Fish
Commission. As soon as they arrived they were divided into
two lots. One was taken to the fishing pools in the vicinity

of Mineral King by J. V. Hufiaker, M. L. Weaver and R. C-

Burland- The rest were sent by J. Sub Johnson, D R
Douglass and Frank Bequette to the Eshom Valley streams-

—Visalia Times-

We cannot vouch for [the correctness of the following, but

quote verbatim from the Los Angeles Herald :

Mr. Ray Rutchins, the senior member of the firm of

Hutchins Brothers of Pasadena, has returned from a fishing

trip up the Kern river back in the heart of the Sierras, with
stories of trout fishing which make the local sportsman turn
green with envy. The best part of the whole affair, however,
and where Mr. Hutchins gets ahead of the other fish story-

tellerSj is a fine lot of speckled beauties which he brought
home with him to back up his stories. The fish are certainly

beauties, and of a fine quality, as the Herald correspondent
can vouch for, thanks to a fine sample sent up by Mr. Hutch-
ins.

There were two other gentlemen in the party, the whole
taking over 2,000 fish in three days—one catching over
1,100.

In Crystal Lake, 3,000 feet above sea level, Mr. Hutchins
caught one of the largest brook trout ever hooked in that

section, measuring 36 inches.

Mr. George Reithmann, Jr., of Center, is a gentleman who
spends a good deal of time with gun or rod on the lakes and
rivers of Colorado. I heard him tell a fish story not long

ago which is too good to keep. He was in one of the gun
stores getting a supply of ammunition, accompanied by a

friend. Some person was buying a fishing rod, which was
submitted for George's inspectioa.

" Well, sir," said he, after making some comments on the

rod, '" the last fish I ever caught was a ."

" Now, hold on," interrupted his friend, " we don't wapt
to hear any more fish stories."

"No, this is a fact. The last fish I ever caught—that is,

I mean to say, the last fish my wife ever caught, for she was
with me—weighed just a trifle less than

''

" Now George," began his friend again, "do you mean to

tell us you took a pair of scales along to weigh that big fiBh?"

" Never mind about the scales. But this fish that I caught

—I mean that my wife caught—was a beauty. Of course it

was a trout, and I am willing to go before a notary and make
my affidavit that it weighed——

"

Here some unfeeliDg friend interrupted him again, and by

this time he appeared to be angry at the many interruptions,

and his auditors *ere anxious to hear the rest. Al last he
broke out with
"Perhaps you folks don't believe that I ever caught a fish.

But I am willing to take my oath that this trout I have been

trying to tell you about weighed "—eyeing each listener in

turn impressively—"only a few grains less than an ounce!"

—Shooting and Fishing.
-o-

Fishing at Avalon.
' "Avalon. July 29, 1894.

Pasadena took possession of Avalon Friday, a large dele-

gation coming over in the steamer. AmoDg them were Mr.

and Mrs. Hull, Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Stanton, Mr. and
Mrs. Stewart, Mr. Sidney Torrance, Mr. Charley Bell, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. and Mr6. Hurlbut, Mr. and Mrs. Bolt, Miss

Hurlbut, Mr. Torrey, Mr. George F. Granger, Mr. F. Arm-

strong, Mr. Seymour, E. Locke, Mr. iWill Staats, Mr. May,
Mr. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Reed and several more, all stop-
plug at the Metropole. The steam-launch Mascot had been
engaged by one of the party, and Friday Messrs, Locke, Arm-
strong and Chadwick went out and came in with fifty barra-
cudas, seven yellowtails and endless rock bass, amounting to
about 300 pounds of fish, giving them some fine sport and
lively work, the yellowtail especially being gamy. Mr. Dar-
ling of Pasadena went out at the same time and brought in
the first jew fish of the season, which weighed 313 pounds.
When the two boats*came in the town turned out and the
fishermen were given a heartv reception. The following day,
Saturday, Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Chadwick, Mr. Locke and
Mr. Granger again went out in the Mascot and made the
catch of the season, over one hundred barracudas, ten yellow-
tails, averaging about twenty-five pounds, and twenty or
thirty rock bass—in all over one thousand pounds of fish—
bringing the record for Pasadena for the two days up to
about 1,400 pounds of fish. Singly estimated the fish were all
large and gamy, and the sport was voted immense by the
sportsmen, whose arms were tired fighting the big fish.

The fishing has not been good for the last few days, and
this remarkable catch took the island by storm, and one old
fellow said: "Them Pasadena fellows must have charmed
the fish."

Catalina was filled to overflowing Sunday, and seems this
year to be the fashionable resort of Southern California, judg-
ing from the throngs that came over and are coming. Pasa-
dena is better represented than any other place, and on Sun-
day seems to have been literally transplanted to Avalon. At
this writing Mr. Torrance and Mr. Bell are the centres of
attraction of an admiring throng on the beach, having brought
in a gigantic jew-fa'sh that must tip the scales at nearly 400
pounds. Mr. Bell is an old jew-fish fisherman, and proved
that his hand had not lost its cunning by going to the right
spot and taking the biggest fish of the season. The fish made
a fine struggle towing the boat about for some time, and
affording fine sport. To sum up the catch estimate was as
follows :

Mr. Darling, one jew fish 343
Mr. Torrance and Bell, one jew fish 400
Messrs. Granger, Locke and Armstrong, 150 barra-

cudas 1 400

Total 2 143

This is enough joy for two days, and the gentlemen relurn
to Pasadena with the belts for biggest, largest and heaviest
fish of the season. Rod and reel fishing is attracting many
lovers of that kind of fishing and Mr. Reed, of Pasadena, is

going to tryjhis salmon rod on the yellow tails.—Pasadena
Star.

Angling in Tasmania.

Lecheron, Battery Point, Hobart, Tasmania.— Tasmania,
biiog a singularly well-watered country, drained by numer-
ous rivers and streams or creeks, the waters which flow over

rocky and pebbly beds and of the purest description, is pecu-
liarly adapted to salmon and trout. A great number of the
rivers and creeks have been stocked with brown trout and
California trout, and recently the Loch Leven trout has been
introduced into our lakes.

The California trout turned into the creeks, we have found,
do not thrive, and are better adapted for the lakes ; but the
brown ti out have done remarkably well and have attained
larger dimensions than in any other country in the world
where they have been introduced. I have had some excellent
sport with this fish. On one occasion, with a friend of mine,
I camped out on this river one night and started to fish at
daylight on Christmas. We fished up stream until late in
the afternoon, and took over four dozen between us, averag-
ing one pound.

I am sorry to say that there is one serious enemy to the
trout

—

i. e., a large black cormorant, which devours them in

an alarming manner. At one time the Government offered a
bonus for the destruction of this bird, but I regret to say that

it did not keep it up long enough.
The center of our island colony is one great plateau, with

an average elevation above sea level of 2,000 feet, and is

bordered with bold and rocky mountains, rising to an alti-

tude of 4,700 feet. A description of the scenery in these

wild parts is beyond my powers. On this plateau are four or
five large lakes, the largest being some ninety odd miles in

circumference and ten broad, and about twenty fathoms deep.
Some very large salmon and trout have b^en taken with a

spinner in one lake, notably the Great Lake.
Sir Robert Hamilton, our late Governor, who was a great

fisherman, on a trip to this lake, captured eighteen fish, av-

eraging 12 pounds ; and last year a party of three or four

gentlemen caught over 400 pounds weight of fish between
them, some of the fish running as high as 18 pounds.

I must not admit the fact that there is to be had good snipe

and duck shooting in the vicinity of the lakes. Any Ameri-
can sportsmen arriving in Tasmania will find obliging and
courteous gentlemen who know these lakes well, aDd would
be happy to give them any information they require as

regards a trip. It is necessary to take out a license for sal-

mon or trout fishing. As Tasmania is as little known by its

own inhabitants as it is by the people of the neighboring
colonies, it is easy to imagine that it is so little known to

Americans, but I am glad to state the colony is now taking

steps toward advertising one of the most charming islands in

the world, with a temperate climate and everywhere abound-
ing in magnificent scenery.

For the past three summers there have been a great num-
ber of visitors to Tasmania from all the colonies, but not one-

half of them visit the more beautiful and wilder parts, simply

for the reason that there is no communication to them and
no accommodation when they get there. If it were not the

case we would have a much larger influx of visitors and
thereby derive a great benefit.

Of the indigenous river fishes of Tasmania, one is the

bream or golden bream, a fish usually to be found in the

brackish waters of tidal rivers at their entrance to the sea.

With this fish I have had some excellent sport.

Not far from mv home, on the northeast coast, is situated

the Scamander, which is a fine, broad, deep river as far as the

salt water reaches, some six or eight miles from the mouth,

and there I have had some fine days' fishing. The best bait

for bream is a small mud crab found in thousands on the mud
flats when the tide is out. When they are bittng well catches

of seven or eight dozen can be made, some of the fish weigh-

ing four pounds. In this river are to be fouod several other

species of fish, such as the native salmon and mullet. The
former is a fish more like a mackerel than anything else I

know of, but larger. The best way to catch these is by spin-

ning for them out of a boat.- -V. M., in Forest and Stream
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Conutrv Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each mouth at

Oakland Track. Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary. Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gon Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr. Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson. Secretary, 310

Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street. S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary. Oakland,

Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

m onth at Oakland Race Track, Harry HoughtoD, Secretary. Oakland,

Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieyes', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton. Secretary. Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gnn Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.

P. F. E. Steiner. President, PhiL Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

Aye.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

'Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell.

Pres.: J. Bnrrell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills. Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medtord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside. Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marsh6eld Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres.;

F ThibauH. Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis. Pies.: V. M.

Jessee Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed. Pres. ; G.

C Cave line Secretary
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club. Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ev. Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

Clabrough. Golcher & Co. 's prize blue rock shoot, every Sunday at
Oakland Race Track.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

The new Dupont's Smokeless is ]the lightest powder made.

Al Leherke killed a fine buck near Sao Pedro on^Sunday

last.

Robt. Liddle, the younger, shot a fine mess of doves near

Ssd Pablo on Sunday last.

At a 20-bird blue rock match at the Pelican Club on Sun-
day last J. M. Morrison won the medal with a score of 19.

Capt. John L Brewer announces he has agreed upon a

match between himself and Dr. \V. F. Carver for a purse of

$2,000. Two hundred live pigeons are to be shot at, thirty

yards rise, at the New Utrecht Club, New York.

The Alameda sportsmen have made many improvements
in their county's game laws, but the most important altera-

tion they have ignored. The open season on quail should be-

gin on October 1st instead of September 1st. We hear almost
daily of young half-grown broods that on September 1st will

scarcely be able to fly.

Are you gVing to thb State Spjrtsman's Tournament at

Loi Angeles next month ? If not, why not ? A royal good
time is an aspired fact. The prizes will be well woi-ta win-

ning and a man that cannot enj oy himself among the sports-

men of Southern California is not a sportsman. A more whole-
souled lot of men never lived.

Frank Harden and El Humphred of the PastimeClab were
at *he club* house at Alviso on Sunday and bagged a fine

lot of curlew and plover. Humphred Jr. fell off the raft and
was rescued from the creek with difficulty, but such accidents

are generally the lot of young sportsmen and maybe looked

upon as apart of their training.

E. T. Allen & Co. have just received a consignment of

Winans & Sinnock shot spreaders for choke.bore guns. It is

claimed that by using these spreaders the fullest choke-bore
guns will make as even distribution at 10 to 25 yards as a full

choke gives at 30 to 50 yards. Spreading the pattern from
12 to 24 inches at 15 yards. Try them.

There is on exhibition in London a piece of trick shooting
which is interesting for the ingonuity employed to deceive
the public. A small glass ball is placed on the head of the

figure, The shooter aims at the chest of the figure. AVhen
Lhe bullet ^strikes it opens a loosely hanging black cloth,

through which the bullets pass, making no holes to show,
and striking a plate inside, which liberates a spring which
breaks the ball. The steel plate inside of the cloth or figure

can be a foot square, and if this is hit at all, the glass ball, if

no larger than a marble, can be broken every time.

Mr. Staples, of this city, was the victim of mistaken iden-
tity one day Ust week. While hunting in company with a
friend near Birdell's he espied a deer and shot at it. His
companion's exclamations of "You bit it! You hit it!"
convinced him that he was a lucky hunter. When the deer
reached the top of a neighboring knoll he fired again and
thought that he had hit it. On following up the trait besaw
four legs sticking up from a little canyon and cried out ex-
citedly, " Here it is." When the boys reached the spot

they found a calf that had been dead several days. They
did not lind the deer.

W. X. Wetmore of the Alameda County Sportsman's As-
sociation, Harry F. Cann, a sportsman from Lynn, Mass., that
is on a short visit to this Coast, and a friend enjoyed a very
pleasant day's sport at Ellis' Landing on the 5th. The shoot-
iog was fair, the llieht of curlew light, but a good many
plover wore seen. The fact that some thirty other hunters
occupied the best purtionsof the marsh did not increase the
bag, but they secured eighteen oa twenty large birds and
many small ones. The plover were in fine condition and
as they have not been here long enough to become fishy,

were fine eating. The pleasure of the trip was somewhat
enhanced by a balky horse and a wait for a few hours on
in island for the tide to run out only increased their ap-
petites for a dinner which they enjoyed at about 12 r. m.

Unfair Treatment of Americans in Fngland.

The international trap shooting tournament, held on the

grounds of the Hurlingham Club and the Gon Club, near

London, England, which closed recently, was attended by the

crack shooters of England, the Continent and America, the

latter being represented by those well-known shots and gentle-

men all, Captain A W. Money, Messrs. A. Clinton Wilmerd-

ing, E. L. Post, J. Seaver Page, Fred G. Moore, J. T. Al-

burger and Robert A. Wrelch. From time to time their do-

ings abroad have been chronicled in this department of the

American Field, but little did we suppose they were being dis-

criminated against and were the victims of most dishonorable

scheming, and which should forever debar the prime movers

from the company of gentlemen. We give the story as told

by Mr. F. G. Moore to an interviewer of the New \ork Sun,

Messrs, Moore, Post, Wilmerding and Alburger having re-

turned from England per steamer Britannic. Mr. Moore
said

:

"Englishmen are very fond of talking about their love of

fair play, but when it comes to putting it into practce it is a
different thing. When we went to the Gun Club ground and
the Hurlingham Gun Club grounds to take part in the shoot-

ing competition, we thought everything was all right, and
while we were all anxious to win, we never had a thought of

taking advantage of anyone, and never for an instant thought
anyone would take any unfair advantage of us.

" One day at the Gun Club grounds it was noticed that all

of the traps pulled for the American shooters Nos. 1 and 5

the outside traps, which are, of course, the hardest to kill

from, while the Englishmen al ways used the three inside or
easiest ones. Not only this, but the trap puller was putting
all of the fast birds in the outside trap while the easy birds

went to the Englishmen. It become so palpable that Captain
Leighton, one of the memhers of the club, came out and an-

nounced that he would decline to shoot any more on the
grounds unless the trap puller was removed. A meeting of

the Executive Committee of the club was called, and the trap

puller was removed. While I don't know, I understand the

trap puller received pay from some of the members who were
betting against ug.

" At Hurlingham, after we had been very heavily handi-
capped and were shooting at 29 to 31 yards against 215 yards
for some of the best English shots, a Frenchman who was
shooting insisted that the distances were wrong, and on meas-
uring it was found that we were all shooting two yards bick
of our proper handicap mark. Now, just imagine what a
difference that made to us. The Englishmen all knew what
.hey were doing, while we were shooting under our birds and
wondering why we lost them. Now, if we had been a lot of
pot hunters or sharps we might have been on the lookout for

some such business, but when we are supposed to be shooting
against gentlemen we never had a thought of anything wrong
until our attention was drawn to it."

Notwithstanding the disadvantages and handicaps under
which our American shooters labored, they brought back sev-

eral silver cups and captured over $3,000 in money. Ou June
21st Fred G. Moore broke the record on the Hurlingham
grounds by killing thirty-t^o birds straight at twenty-nine
yards rise, and incidentally the American contingent won a
pot of money as they backed him to a man. Onthatdav
alone Mooie won over $500 in sweeps. Welch, Moore and
Money shot in a clay bird team which defeated all comers,
and incidentally decorated their breast with gold medals. Ii

became so bad at the end that Robert A. Welch, of Philadel-
phia, one of the gamest of sportsmen, said he couldn't do any-
thing against a game like that, and he returned to his home.
—Am. .Field.

On the Wrong Track.

The People's Cause and the Susanville Ad rocate are jump-
ing at conclusions. They state that the recent convention of

sportsmen called by Gov. Markham requested the appoint-

ment by the Governor of two State Game Wardens at a sala-

ry of$I,800 and traveling expenses to the amount of $1,000,

who shall devote their entire time to the enforcement of
the fish and game laws. The Advocate in commenting on
the above advocates the empowering ot* the Sheriffs to act as
Game Wardens.

At the recent convention the committee on enforcement
recommended the following:

The Board of Supervisors of each couuty in this State
shall at the first meeting in July in each year appoint a
suitable person to serve for the term of one year, from the
date of his appointment as Fish and Game Warden of said
county, which office is hereby created. The duties of this
office shall be to eoforce the State laws regarding the protect-
ion of game and fish within the county for which he is ap-
pointed. Said warden shall receive a salary to be fixed by
the Board of Supervisors and to be paid in the same manner
as other county officers, not to exceed the sum of $100 per
month.
This is quite a different proposition and one to which we

can see no possible objection.

The State Tournament.

The California State Sportsmen Association's annual tour-

nament to be held at Los Angeles, September 14, 15, 16,

promises to be one of the most elaborate and most successful

tournaments ever held on the coast. The greatest enthu-

siasm i6 being displayed by the Southern sportsman. The
programmes are being prepared and will be out shortly. The
list of prizes will be a liberal one.

Among the many outings and entertainments that our
Southern friends are preparing for im is a trip to Catalina,
wild goat and quail shooting and incidentals too numerous
to mention. A great miny sportsmen will go down from
this section.

Another Tournament.

The State Sportsmen's Protective Association will hold a

tournament at Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s grounds on Au-
gust 10th.

The shooting will be entirely at blue rocks.

The first match will be called promptly at 10 A. M., and

will be at 25 blue rocks, known traps and angles, entrance

75 cents. The prizes will be $50 in cash, donated by the asso-

ciation. This match is for members only.

The second event will be called as soon as the first is fin-

ished, and will be at 25 singles, known traps and angles. This
will be a prize match, open to all, entrance 75 cents.

The prizes donated up to date are as follows : Clabrough,
Golcher & Co , one fishing rod, one set cleaning implements
and 100 shells ; E. T. Allen Co., one fishing rod, one leather
gun-case and 100 shells ; Robert Liddle & Co., one hunting-
coatand one Flobert rifle ; C. A. Haight, agent for Dupont's
powder, one-quarter keg Eagle Duck; Carroll *fe Carioll, one-
quarter dozen Old Pepper Whiskey. There will be many
more prizes added to this list.

Quail in Alameda Countv.

The following game ordinance was introduced and passed

to print in Alameda county on the 7th insL This is the only

sure way of protecting our grand little game bird, the Califor-

nia quail, and we trust the proposed ordioance will become

alawand will be rigidly enforced.

As long as quail are offered in the markets for sale, just so

long will the market hunter trap them by the whole bevy,
hang them up in a bag and shoot a charge of shot into them
and market them, and unless the 6ale is stopped the lime is

not far distance when we will not have any quail to shoot.
If every county in the State would pass a similar ordinance,
California would be the sportsman's paradise for generations
to come.
Section 1. Any person hunting quail in the county of

Alameda for market shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Hunt-
ing for market, as used in this section, is the taking or killing

of quail with the intent to sell or ship the same.
Section 2. Any quail ofiered for shipment or sale in the

countyof Alameda shall be considered under this ordinance
as having been taken or killed within the limits of such
county and any such person making such offer shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor.
Section 3. Any person found guilty of violating

any of the provisions of this ordinance shall be
fined not less than $20 nor more than $100, or be confined in

the county jail for not le^s than five days nor more than
thirty days, or be punished by both such fine and imprison-
ment.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take effect mJ be in force

from and after the day of , A. D., 1894.

Adjourned till Monday morning next at 10 o'clock.

Electric Gun Glub.

The regular monthly shoot of the Electric Gun Club at

Oaklan I Race Track on Sunday last was well attended. Eu-

gene Forster was first man in the main event, with 10 out of

20. Walton second, with 14. Haight and Thorn shot as

guests of the club. Twenty singles, known traps and angles.

The score

:

Eug. Fordter Ill 1111 1111 I 1 1 1 1 01 1 1-19
Walton „ 1001111101110110011 1—14
Haight llOlllloooooioniii I—is
Edg. Forster 1 101 1111000011ullll0-18
Vernon 1011010100110100111 1—12
Thorn 1010101010110110011 1-12
H. Klevesahl 11111 1100001 101101 0—12
E. Klevesahl 1101001010101001 110—10
Lomax.. 11000100O11110O000OO— 7
Kennedy- 00100000000010100010—4
Lewis 0010000000000000100 0—2
Hoytenia 1100000000000 01000 0—2

BACK SCORES.

H. Klevesahl 111001 01000 101 10 1 110—11
Kennedy HOIOHOIOOOOOOOOIOI-S
E. Klevesahl 0000000100000011010 0—4

After the main event, five 10-bird matches were shot.

Haight, Forster and Vernon divided the first. In the second
Vernon was first, Thorn second. la the third Forster was
first, Slade second. In the fourth Slade was first, Vernon sec-

ond. In the fifth Slade was first, Thorn, Forster and Haight
second. Edg. Forster, Secretary.

A Homer.

The following is a curious incident, but it is a fact never-

theless: Some time ago an employe at the Napa Asylum

captured a young gray fox: on the Spencer-creek ranch, and

presented the animal as a pet to a friend in Oakland. When
caught it was noticed that the fox was minus five toes on
one foot. They had probably gone as food for some well set

trap. Wednesday afternoon the same man shot a gray fox,

which he afterwards found was minus five toes, and aronnd
whose neck there was an Oakland dog license, No. 564. The
man was dumbfounded. He hnd killed the fox previously

captured and given away. It hadjourneyed northward and
swam the bay at Carvinez straits to reach its former haunts.

—Napa Register.

Game Law Violators.

Almost every evening reports of shotguns are heard in the

direction of the ponds in the Yolo tule basin, and they can

have but one significance.

That a steady warfare is baing waged against the young

wildfowl bred in these ponds is certain. Most of those en-

gaged in the unlawful business of killing young wild ducks
masquerade as fishermen, but their real business is well un-

derstood by many.
The sportsmen of Yolo County should see to it that the

vandals are checked in their nefarious work or brought to

judgment. If something is not done to put a stop to the de-

struction of the young ducks there will be no fall shooting in

this vicinity.—Record-Union.

A Question Answered.

Santa Barbara, July 31, 1894.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Ed. bets Bill that

his (Bill's) revolver will not shoot ofl, providing Ed. buys the

cartridges. Bill calls him. Ed. gets blank cartridges or doc-
tored ones. Bill's revolver ie in good order, will shoot good
cartridges, but Ed. fixes the cartridges so as to make them
fail. Bill meant good cartridges, but Ed. meant bad ones, but

the fact was not mentioned. Who wins or is it a draw ?

Wm. Ballestero.

[ Ed. bets the revolver will not shoot. It does not shoot and

Ed. wins the bet.

—

Ed.]
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[Continued from Page 125.]

ing under the wire eight lengths ahead of Encounter, who
lead Stanwix by four lengths. Time, 2:25}. Mutuels paid

$5.95.

The third heat was generally conceded to be a walk-away

for Noves, and no poo's were sold upon the heat. The start

was a very even one, Eocounter, who was going a little the

fastest as the horses scored, showed ahead for a brief moment
upon going rouDd the first turn, but was soon passed by

Noyes, who at the quarter was half a length ahead of En-
counter, who in turn was leading Stanwix: several lengths.

At the half Xoyes was two lengths in front of Encounter and

Stanwix was ten lengths behind. At the three-quarters Noyes
was leading Encounter by a length and a half, and for a min-

ute upon entering the stretch it looked as though Encounter
might give the favorite a good race, but he went off his feet

and fell several lengths to the rear. Noyes passed under the

i wire first seven lengths in front of Encounter, Stanwix, who
was jogging in, nowhere. Time, 2:24}. Giles Noyes took

first and fourth moneys,Stanwix second and Encounter third.

Mutuels paid $5 45.

The second race was a three quarter of a mile handicap,

for two-year-olde, for a purse of $300. The entries were Tom
McTague's Dara and Marietta, Marcus Daly's imp. Benefac-

tress and Caravel. The Colusa stables entered Sport McAl-
lister, but scratched him duriog the day. In the pools Mr.
McTague's stables sold for $25 and Mr. Daly's nominations

at $11- Once more the talent was left,imp. Benefactress sur-

I prising the betting ring by running a splendid race and win-

ning handily by two lengths. The horses got away from the

post at the first break with Marietta in the lead, followed

closely by Dara, Benefactress and Caravel in the order named.
The horses were runnning closely together at the half-mile

pole, with Dara ahead, Caravel second a length behind,Bene-

factress a good third and coming fast. At the three-quarter

pole it was a remarkably pretty race, and from the grand
stand it looked to those who v:ere not using glasses as though
the horses were running neck and neck. Dara was leading

by a head, Caravel was second by a nose and Marietta third

by half a length to Benefactress' fourth. As the horses en-

i tered the stretch, Smith, on Benefactress, came through the

. bunch, and the copper and green was seen a good length in

;

the lead. Dara, who had been doirg the running, fell back
I to last place and her stable companion, Marietta, was unable

I to respond to the call of Henneasy to push to the front As
I they passed the stand Benefactress was ahead by two lengths,

Caravel second by half a length and Marietta third, leading

Dara by half a length. Time, 1:17. Mutuels paid $18.15.

The third race was a running, seven-eighths of a mile, sell-

• ing race for a purse of $300. There were five entries: B f

• Xormandie, entered at $1,400; b g Greenhock, $600; bhSt.

f
Jroix, $1,200; ch f Jennie Deane, $200; br h Faro, $700.

Xormandie and St. Croix sold about even in the pools at $25
1 sach, with an occasional $24 for St. Croix. Jennie Deane
Drought $17 and the other two were sold as a field at $4. The

1 iorses soon got away in the following order : Jennie Deane,
it. Croix, Greenhock, Faro and Normandie. At the three-

{ (uarters Greenhock was ahead two lengths, St. Croix second,

:losely followed by Normandie, who was leading Jennie

l Deane two lengths. At the half Greenhock was still lead-

I ng but only by a length and Normandie bad passed St. Croix.
• ?ho was third, two lengths in front of Jennie Deane. At the

hree-quarters St. Croix had forged ahead and was leading

Normandie by half a lengl h. Normandie was second, a head

| n front of Jennie Deane, who was coming along at a rapid

I »ace. As they came down the stretch Jennie Deane moved
j ip, passed Normandie and was making a great race with St.

i 'roix for the lead. Hennessy on St. Croix and Coombs on

t Tennie Deane were plying their whips vigorously all down
I he stretch to the wire. St. Croix won by half a length,

t "ennie Deane second, ten lengths in front of Normandie.
; ireenhock and Faro finished fourth and a poor fifth re-

spectively. Time, 1:30£. Mutuals paid $10.80.

. The fourth race was the 2:20 trot, best 3 in 5, for a purse of

700. The entries were bh Alarmist, br g Hamrock, brg
I. D. F., ch m Miss Foxle. Miss Foxie was favorite in the

ools and sold for $20 against $11 for Hamrock and $10 for

•She field.

i First heat—After scoring several times the horses got away
venly. Miss Foxie led around the turn, Alarmist close up

;

t e lost his feet, however, before reaching the quarter pole,

i ut got down to work again without losing his place. R» D.
'. was a poor third and Hamrock fourth. Miss Foxie was
losely pressad around the last turn by Alarmist and there

as a pretty race from that point to the last eighth-mile post,

hen Alarmist broke. Miss Foxie passed under the wire first

f two lengths, Alarmist second R. D. F., third, five lengths

l front of Hamrock. Time, 2:22}. Mutuels paid $10.75.

Second heat—The betting on this heat was changeable and
arted with Miss Foxie selling for $9, Alarmist $10 and the

aid $5, and wound up with Miss Foxie selling for $25,

larmist for $15, field $15. Miss Foxie again led the way all

•ound, Hamrock, who bad laid up a heat, came up at the

*st quarter and gave Miss Foxie a good race up the back
retch, Alarmist was a poor third, R. D. F. broke at the

iarter-pole,"and before he regained his feet had lost nearly

ie sixteenth of a mile. At the turn Miss Foxie was still

ading Hamrock by a length, when the latter broke and
larmist moved up to second place and made a good race

iwn the stretch with Miss Foxie,who won by a neck, Alarm-
teecond. Hamrock third and R. D. F. distanced. Time,
23. Mutuels paid $19.40.

Third and deciding heat—Pools in this heat sold: Miss

3xie $10, field $4. R. D. F. being distanced, there were only

ree starters in this heat. The start was made in a heavy
le of wind. Miss Foxie immediately went to the front and
the quarter Hamrock came up to her and presented a very

etty race till the turn was struck, when he went off his feet.

larmist then came up and he and Miss Foxie entered the

etch lapped; the pace, however, was too fast for Alarmist

d he broke about half way down the stretch. Miss Foxie
>n easily by a length, Alarmist second, two lengths in front

Hamrock third. Alarmist was set back for breaking.

me 2:23. Miss Foxie took first money, Alarmist second
>ney and Hamrock third. Mutuals paid $S.10.

The fifth race, pacing, free for all, brought out C. W. Hoft-

's b. m. Vollula, 2:15?; Barrow Bros. b. h. Del Norte,

Edward Pyle's Bonnie B., 2:16}; C. E. Taft's Prince

lont, 2:13}; Higgins Bros.' br. m. Scioto Girl, 2:15}.

ie betting in the pools was lively, Bonnie B. selling for

Prince Almont $12, Scioto Girl $8, and Vollula and
1 Norte in the field at $7.

SUMMARIES.

First race, pacing, Carroll Stake, for three-year-olds, best two in
three, value of stake, S1S0.

Giles Noyes, by Cbas. Caffrey—Vida Pyle 2 11
Encounter, by Onward—Pretender Moore 3 2 2
Stanwix. by Hambletouian Mambrino Woods 13 3

Time, 2:29, 2:25^. 2:21^.

Second race, running, three-quarters of a mile, handicap, for two-
year-olds, purse S300.

Marccs Daly's br f imp Benefactress, by Bendigo—Flora, 112 (2 to

1} R. Smith 1
Caravel, 110, coupled with Benefactress Burlingame 2
Marietta, 11CL ; Hennessy 3

Time, 1:17.

Dora also ran.

Third race, running, seven-eighths of a mite, setting, purse S300.

X. S. Hall's St, Croix, 5, by King Daniels—by Bayswater. 113 (8 to
5 close) „ Heunessv 1

Jennie Deane, 3. 101 (3
l
.j to 1) Coombs 2

Normandie, 3, 105 I'S to 5) Winehell 3
Time, 1:29>£.

Greenhock and Faro also ran.

Fourth race, trotting, 2:20 class, best three in five, purse S700.

Miss Foxie, by lnca—Lady Foxie Brown 111
Alarmist, by Autocrat—by Reporter McEvoy 2 2 3

Hamrock, by HamblEtonian Mambrino—by Roekwood
r .... Lindsay 4 3 2

R. D. F., by Aristos—Empress Jeffreys 3 dis

Time, 2:2234, 2:22, 2:23.

Fifth race, pacing, free-for-all (unfinished) best three in five, purse
S600.

Bonnie B.. by Orion .....Harrison 1 2
Prince Almont, by Almont Medium—Queen of the West

Stone 4 1

Vollula, by Kentucky Volunteer—by George Wilkes Rice 2 5
SciotoGirt, by Ambassador—by Hiatoga Jeffreys 3 4
Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecora Lindsay 5 S

Time, 2:16%, 2:1SJ<-
.—

.—

^

Directly Makes a Pacing Record.

Buffalo, August 6.—There were nineteen heats trotted

at the fifth day af the Buffalo meet, and the spectators saw a

record-breaking performance when the trio of crack two-year-

old pacers faced Starter Walker. The black colt Directly

was the favorite, while both Carbonate and Theodore Shelton

were backed to win. Shelton, however, made a mixed up

break and was out of it before the first heat was fairly be-

gun.

Directly and Carbonate stepped to the quarter like a double

team in 0:33. Oa to the half the baby pacers flew, reaching

there in 1:051. Half-way down the stretch Carbonate fell

back beaten, and Directly slowed up as he came under the

wire in 2:12 and established a new record for two-year old

pacers. The record for pacers of that age was formerly held

by the Texas filly Lena Hill, 2:12|.

The little black colt came back and paced the second mile

in 2:14£.

Trotting, 2:33 class, purse $2,000— Alar won in three

straight heats. Frank L , Romola, Clemmie G., Patience,

Palatine, Kate Dillard, Greenleaf, Hazel King. Anteeoyne,
Carl Don and Chantwood also started. Time, 2:16.1, 2:15},

2:16.

Pacing, 2:23 class, two-year-olds, purse $1,000— Directly
took the race in two heats, Carbonate second and Theoodore
Shelton distanced. Time, 2:12, 2:14*.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $2,000—J. M. D woo the third,

fourth and fifth heats and the race: Miss Nelson won the

second and Aunt Delilah took the first heat. Judge Austin,

Commodore Porter, Lissa, Happy Promise, Jessie Hanson
and Lottie C. finished ae placed. Time, 2:12J, 2:13}, 2:12!,

2:14£, 2:lb\:

Pacing, 2:30 class, unfinished, purse $1,500—Ella Eddy
won the first and sixth heats, Daisy won the fourth and fifth

and Roscoe won the second and third. Bessie Hall, Emily
W-, Queen Lita and Young Ashland also started. Time,

2:16}, 2:121, 2:16j;, 2:12, 2:161, 2:18*.

Slow "Work at Buffalo.

Buffalo (N. Y.), August 7.—In the opening race to-day,

the 2:27 trot, Eloise won the first heat in 2:27, which will

probably stand as the slowest mile scored by good performers

in tne line of the Grand Circuit this year. The last and de-

ciding heat was trotted in 2:21}. Anna Mace again finished

second to Eloise.

The two-year-olds were rather an ordinary lot. Miss Kate

by Direct, had the most speed, but was too unsteady to win.

By a peculiar coincidence Whalebone and Buffington, two

sons of Sable Wilkes and whose dam were sisters, won first

and second money respectively. Whalebone trotted each

beat in 2:27}.

Pacing, 2:30 class—Unfinished yesterday. Ella Eddy won
the first, sixth and seventh heats and the race. Koscoe won
the second and third, and Daisy D. won the fourtu and fifth

heats. Bessie Hale, Wood Wilkes, Emily, Queen Lil and
Young Asbland also started. Time,2:17}, 2:12|, 2:16}, 2:12,

2:161, 2:18-}, 2:16.

Trotting, 2:12 class—Eloise won the race in three straight

heats. Anna Mace, Sam Weller and Eulalia also started.

Time, 2:26,2:173, 2:21}.

Pacing, 2:22 class—Ada W. won the first, second and fifth

heats and the race. Directly won the third and fourth heats,

Rokeby, Morella, Amelia, Syrena, Lenora K. and Hylie T.

also started. Time, 2:15, 2:13$, 2:16£, 2:17, 2:17A.

Trotting, 2:30 class, two-year-olds—Whalebone won in two

straight heats. He is by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out of Anna G.,

2:25}, by Le Grand ; second dam Hannah Price (dam of three

in the list), by Arthurton. Buffington, Cappy Woodline, Miss

Kale and Anteeyone also started. Time, 2:27}, 2:27}.

Trotting, 2:23 class, three-year-olds—Expressive won the

second, third and fourth heats and the race. Red Bud won
the first heat. Billy Parks, Lovelace and Onequa also

started. Time, 2:13£, 2:18£-, 2:16, 2:15.

Fantasy Lowers Her Time.

Buffalo (N. Y.), August 9.—Hamlin's four-year-old,

Fantasy, reduced her record to-day in an exhibition mile

paced by a runner. She went easily to the half in 1:04}, and

then moved to the third quarter in 0:31, and came home tired

but not pumped out in 0:32, making the mile in 2:03}. This

betters her three-year-old record a half-second, and beats all

four-year-old records save that of Directum.

Hamlin also won the two-mile match between his mare,

Nightingale, and Greenlander. The mare went wild with the

horse for the first mile in 2:17}, but left him at the three-

quarter post in the second mile and came away easily.

Greenlander finished gamely, but his legs had given out

and he could hardly hobble off the track. It was out of the

question to start him for the second heat, and the mare
walked over the course in hardly work-out time for her.

Summary

:

Pacing, 2:18 class, three-year-olds and under—Rokeby won
the second, third and fourth heats and the race; Buck Frank-
lin won the first heat. Sidmont and Bell Acton also started.

Time, 2:16£, 2:13|-, 2:16, 2:15i
Trotting, 2:18 class—Mfss Nelson won in three straight

heats. Bellona, Con Porter, Brown Dick, Miss McGregor,
Edith R., Aunt Delilah, Ruby, Forest Boy, L^ura J.,

Laughran, Sixty-six, Pelterine, Red Wilkes, Overholt, Dom-
ino and Captain W. also started. Time, 2:15}, 2:13}. 2:13K
Match race, two miles, trotting—Nightingale won, Green-

lander second. Time, 2:17£, 4:36}, 2:43}, 5:0U.
Free-for-all, trotting (unfinished)—Alix won the first and

second heat, while Pimlico took the third. Pixley, Phoabe
Wilkes, Bella Vera, Walter E., Rvland T. also started. Time,
2:09|, 2;08i 2:10|.

Exhibition, Fantasy against time, record for four-year-

olds.—Time, quarter, 0:33 ; half, 1:05 ; three-quarters, 1:36};

mile, 2:0S}.
^

Santa Barbara Entries.

No. 1. RUNNING—Three-quarters of a mile and repeat, purse $200.—
M. S. Bryan's s s Moses B., F. MenchacbVs b f Lilly P.. J. A. McCarty's
b m Idle Belle, ffm. Dunbar's gm Lucy S., C. I. Tbacker's b ni Lottie L.
C. O. Thornquest's ch g Vendome
No. 2. TROTTING, 2:50 CLAS^. purse §"200.—S. Beaeire's b s King

Pin, P. W. Murphy's b 9 Poloma Prince, Durfee Bros.' b m Etta Wilkes,
Sherman & Lierley's bk g Leader, J. S. Purdy's b c Sir Gird, M. H. Stim-
son's b f Little Agnes, C. Vanina & Co 's ch c Thompson, E. L. Mayber-
ry's o s El Molino, Geo. Maben's bk g Coal Dust.

No. 3. TROTTING STALLIONS, 2:20 CLASS—Purse 3300.—J. A-
Clancy's br s Monroe S-, Geo. Codv's b s Wiuwood, Henry Delauey's g s

H.M.Stanley. C. \V. R. Ford's b s Redondo, Geo. Maben's b s Gen.
Wiles.

No. 4. RUNNING—" Novelty"—Purse 3150, divided S25 each first four
quarters, $50 last quarter.—B. H. Benson's s g Fairlawn, E. Atkinson's
br g Sand Hill r-harley, F. Mencbacha's b f Lilly F., Wm: Dunbar's g
m Lucy S., C. Vanina & Co.'a b c Alt Baba, E. R. Den's b g Sir Alfred.

No. 5. rROTTrNG, 2:35 CLASS—Purse §250.—E. L. Baker's g s Don
Patricio, J.H. Goulding's b m Annie S-, C. W. Ford's b m Gale, E. W.
Rogers' br s Los Angeles.

No. 6. PACING, 2:30 CLASS—Purse 5300.—C. R. Doulton's b g Mon te-

cito Boy, R. E. Toll's b s San Luiseto. r. A. ^airchUd's b g Don Vict or.

Durfee Bros ' b g Ben Butler, Santa Paula H. & C. Co.'s g g Waldo J., J.

P- Gains' g s Regs, C. Edgar Smith's ch s Sultandin, E. L. Mayberry's s g
Deacon Mc, Ed Ryan's ch s Humming, N. Lane's g m Eva, C. Ard ell's b
g Tulare Bill.

No. 7. RUNNING—One-half of a mile aad repeat, purse S150.—E. J.
Boeseke'sss Comet, B.H.Benson's s a Fafrlawo, E. Atkinson's br g
baud Hill Charley, G. C Sherman's bk g Midnight. Wm. Dunbar's g ni
TucyS.,C.L McDonald's b m Lewanee, C. Vanina & Co.'sbcAli Baba,
C. O. Thornquest's ch g Vendome, Geo. Maben's ch m Waif.

No. 8. TROTTING—For two-year-olds, purse S200.—Durfee Bros." b c
Osito. W. H. Stimson's b f Miss Jesse, N. A. Covarrubias' br s Puente,
Geo, Maben's b g Al Ki.

No. 9. TROTTING, 2:19CLASS—Purse §300—A. W.'Buell's b ni Flora,
W. H. Stimson's b m. Riceta. Henry Delauey's g s H. M. Stanley, Edge-
mont Park's br s Sir Credit, Geo. Maben's b s Gen. W iles.

No. 10. RUNNING—Mile dash, purss -3200— E. R. Den's br g Six-

Alfred, M. S. Bryan's s s Moses B., J. A. McCarty's b m Idle BeUe, Geo.
Maben's Juan Bernardo.

No. 11. TROTTING, '2:40 CLASS -Purse §250—E. L. Baker's gr s Don
Patricio, P. W. Murphy's b s Poloma Prince, Durfee Bros.' bm Etta
Wilkes, Sherman & Lierlev's blk g Leader, John Kabel's br m Annie, C.
Vanina & Cn.'s ch c Thompson. E. L. Mayberry's b s El Molino, C. W. R.
Ford's b m Zoe M., Geo. Maben's blk g Coaldust.

No. 12. PACING, 2:15 CLASS—Purse 3350—Durfee Bros.' b g Ren But-
ler, Santa Paula H. & C. Co.'s g g Waldo J., O. O. Thornquest's br s Ad-
jutant, L. cnodgrass' b s Alamo J., C. Ardeirs bg Tulare Bill.

No. 13. RUNNING—Five-eighths mile dash, two-year-olds, purse
§100—Alex. Paterson's b c Rob Roy, C. L. McDonald's blk c Hueneme.
Geo. Maben's b c Big Head.

No. 14. TROTTING—Three-year-olds, purse §250—S. Beneire's b s

King Pin, J. s. Purdy's b c Sir Gird, C. W. R. Ford's blk f Galette, Geo.
Maben's br s Los Angeles.

No. 15. TROTTING, 2:27 CLASS—PurseS300-J. A. Clancy's b m Mis_
Munroe, W. H. Stimson's g s Larco, N. A. Covarrubias' ch g Tono, E. L
Mayberry's h m Queen Anne, Jas. saufurd's g ^ Gray Jim, Henry De"
laoey's gs H. M. Stanley, C. W. R Ford's b s Jud Wilkes.

How to Drench a Horse.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman tells how to

drench a horse, as follows : In the farmer's stable, where

drenching bits and such improved appliances are not at hand,

the ordinary way of giving a horse medicite is to pour it into

his mouth from a long-necked bottle. There is in this more

or less danger of bis breaking off with his teeth aud swallow-

ing pieces of glass. Instead of pulling his head up with the

halter-rope and trying to keep it still with your hand, put on

an ordinary bridle with long reins attached to the bit-rings,

pass the reins over something firm oyer head, such as a fork-

handle laid across a feed-hole or a ring in the floor-sleeper,

and bring the horse up so that his head will be directly under

it. Stand on a box or chair on his near side, so you will be

within easy reach of his mouth when his head is raised
;

take the loose ends of the reins in your left hand, and by

pulling them gently down the pressure of the bit against his

upper jaw will raise his head gradually until high enough to

prevent the liquid from running out of the corners of his

mouth, which he will then open and begin to work his tongue

—left free for him to swallow. With the right hand pour

the liquid slowly into his mouth at the corner, and you usu-

ally will hear him swallowing. Should he absolutely refuse

to swallow conhne his nostrils for a moment with the hand,

and in his effort to get his breath be will forget to hold onto

his mouthful of medicine. If the dose is large, or he takes it

slowly, do not lire him by keeping his head up too long. Ease

up with your left hand and treat him very gently. Carefully

managed, not a drop need be lost in drenching the most frac-

tious horse.

A new comer in the 2:30 list is Jennie "Wren, 2:29], is by

Colligney (brother to Gibraltar), dam Tot, by Old Gen. Mc-

Clelland ; second dam thoroughbred. Jennie Wren is owned

by F. S. Jones, Cordelia, Cal., and started in four races dur-

ing the month of July, winning three, and trotting second in

the third heat of the 2:40 class at Marysville, July 24. July

4, she took a record of 2:3S ; July 5, 2:34!
I
July 31, 2:29}.

Dam'l. Hay is her trainer and[driver.

At Sacramento, Vortex, a yearling pacer that Frank Try-

on has been handling, paced one-quarter in 37£ seconds, in

six weeks from the time he wai taken from pasture. He is a

large, strong fellow, 15 hands high, with the power of a

grown horse, and as levelheaded as a die.
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Byland T.'s History.

Kyland T.'s earlv history has a romantic tinge, as he ap-

pears to have been bred with no definite purpose aad left to

set his own guage like any other range horse. In 1885 the

mare May, by Ulverston, son of Lexington, dropped a bay

colt to the cover of Taylor's Ledger Jr., a gray stallion

brought from the East by Samuel Taylor, to Eagle Rock,

Idaho. This horse, Ledger Jr., was sired by Ledger, son of

Robert Bonner, dam Pet, claimed to have been by Rysdyk's

Hambletonian, but really of unknown breeding. Pet wa6

owned by Ben Holliday, the stage coach man, and he sold

her gray colt to Taylor. May is not registered in the Stud

Book, and beyond tha claim that she was sired by LHverston

we know nothing of her blood lines.

At the proper age Ryland T. was branded and turned out

on the range, where for two years he saw nothing but his fel-

low equines and an occasional range-rider or wandering Sho-

shone Indian. When two years old he was partially broken

by L. F. Price, and made to act fairly well under saddle. For

three years longer he roughed it on the Idaho range, and

then Price, who had bought a half interest in him, broke him
to harness. The five-year old acted so well that Price took

him to Independence, Mo., in March, 1890, and prepared

him for the campaign. His maiden start in a race was June

14, at Iowa City, where he won the 2:50 class, trotting his

fastest heat in 2:33 over the half-mile track. He then wore

an eight-ounce shoe in front with two-ounce toe-weights, and

four-ounce shoes behind. He acted in that race as he has

acted in almost all his races—uosteady and erratic. Continu-

ing through the Northwestern Circuit, he brought up at Ham-
line, where Price sold him to W. J. Kerlin, of Montgomery,

Ala., for $1,100, who in turn sold him to John Stewart, of

Kansas City, Mo. Since then Ryland T. has performed with

m^re or less success over tracks of the first class. As a money-
winner he has not proved a steady source of income. Con-

sistency is an attribute he can not be accused of, a fact patent

to a legion of unfortunates who have reposed financial faith

in him to unfulfillment, and laid against him when he was in

the vein to win. Ai Cleveland recently he was not "con-

sidered," and true to his erratic disposition, the angular, rag-

ged quartered gelding was on his good behavior and won off-

hand, capturing the fastest average heats ever trotted.
.*.

Alma Mater's Latest.

Alma Mater, famous for years as the dam of Alcantara, Al-

cyone and others, dropped a filly last week by Wilton, 2:19i,

a son of George Wilkes. Alcantara and Alcyone, the two

most noted of the produce of Alma Mater, were sired by Geo.

Wilkes himself. Her daughter Alicia, that has a record of

2:30, was ako by George Wilkes. Of the other seven trotters

from the old mare that are in the 2:30 list three are by sons

of George Wilkes, they being Allandorf, by Onward; Al-

fonso, by Baron Wilkes, and Amami, by Wilton. It will be

noticed that when the owners of Alma Mater could no longer

breed her to George Wilkes and decided to mate her with

sons of that horse, they were careful to pick out those that

had records better than 2:30. In breeding her to Wilton the

advantage of mating her with a horse that is inbred to Rys-
dyk's Hambletonian is secured, and from what Wilton has
accomplished in the stud his blood should nick well with
that of the old mare that has already shown such grand qual-

ities as a producer. Had Alma Mater given the world noth-

ing but Alcyone, the great sire of race horse trotters, her
fame would have been secure, but Alcantara was the best

four-year-old trotter of his day and has done wonders in the
stud, although his get do not race as well as the sons and
daughters of his brother Alcyone. The owners of Wilton, to

whom Alma Mater is now being regularly bred, say that they
will not accept for their horse a mare that is over 15£ hands
high. They have a belief that mares of moderate size, or

even undersize, make the best producers, and say that this is

why thev nave made the restriction referred to. They mav
be right in one sense—that is, that a considerable proportion
of the best broodmares are 15A hands high or less—but it is

the heigbt of absurdity to bar a good-sized mare from being
bred to a stallion simply on account of her size, she being in

other respects acceptable. Neither is it at all likely that in

practice any such rule is adhered to. In these days the own-
ers of even the best and most successful sires in the country
are not overrun with cash business for their horses, and we
should hate very much to wager a large sum that if a man
with a lii-hand mare's halter in one hand and a roll of green-
backs representing the service fee of Wilton in the other
reached the home of the son of George Wilkes, he would be
allowed to get away without doing business.—Breeders'
Gazette.

Piedmont's Success as a Sire.

At last Piedmont, who is now in the sere and yellow leaf,

having been foaled in 1871, has sired a colt trotter, although

not a phenomenal one, in Limonero, that won a three-year-

old race last week in 2:19}, 2:19.1, 2:18}. Piedmont has not

come within a long ways of expectations as a sire. He was

something of a colt trotte.- himself in the daysgone by, and
when a matured horse there was only one other trotter in

the country, the husy-gaited Hopeful, that could lead him to

the quarter pole. For quite a time the impression was gen-
eral among horsemen that Piedmont wa6 deficient in courage,
when the fact of the mailer was that, under the directions of
his owner, a horseman of the olden school, the big chestnut
stallion was given so much work that he was track-sick and
would not try. The race which gave him a record of 2:171,
made all his reputation, and caused his sale to Gov. Stanford
for $27,500, was one for all trotting stallions, contested in this
city. Piedmont was t-hort of work—so short in fact that his
owner thought the horse had no chance to win. Hannis, Rob-
ert Me< Jregor, Bonesetter and that class of stalliots w*>re his
opponents, but theson of Almont was after every heat, and
finally nailed the fourth one in 2:171, the bent mile of his
life, taking the fifth in 2:19} and the sixth in 2:21. On blood
lines Piedmont was an ideal sire for those days, as the Al-
mont blood was right at the front, and as the dam of Pied-
mont was by Mambrino Chief, gave him two direct crosses to
the founder of one of our principal tr.itting families. But for
rtome reason or other Piedmont, considering the chances he

was given at Palo Alto, never accomplished much, and it

has been a peculiarity of his get that they were slow to ma-
ture. That he should, in his old age, have a three year-old
to beat 2:20 is therefore all the more remarkable.—Breeders'
Gazette. ^

Azote, the Big Campaigner.

Azote, the California-bred trotter by Whips, son of Elec-

tioneer, very nearly shares honors with Lord Clinton as the

world's fastest gelding, as on the same afternoon at the De-

troit meeting he reeled off a mile in the 2:15 trot in 2:09$.

Azote started this season with a record of 2:14i, made at In-

dianapolis in 1S92 in a race won by Lord Clinton. He has

been a very consistent performer this season, winning both at

Saginaw and Detroit in fast time. From this fellow the

greatest things may be expected in the future. He was bred

by the late Senator Stanford at Palo Alto, foaled in 1887,

sired, as stated above, by Whips 13,407, dam Josie, by Whip-
ple's Hambletonian 725, grandam by Speculation 92S. Azote

is in breeding what may be termed an inbred Hambletonian;

although from his sire, Whips, whose dam was Lizzie Whips,
a running-bred daughter of the thoroughbred Enquirer, he
secures a violent outcross close up. Electioneer, his grandsire,

was a son of Hambletonian 10, while Whipple's Hambletoni-
an, sire of his dam, was another son. Speculation, sire of his

grandam, was a son of Guy Miller, and he was by Hamble-
tonian 10. It will be seen that Azote carries a large percent-

age of the blood of the Hero of Chester on both sides of his

house. There may be a limited few who will point with a

great deal of unction to the "blood of the desert" found in tie
breeding of Azote as the real source of that horse'sspeed and
racing qualiiy, but since he can inherit from the dam of his

sire only twenty-five per cent, of that blood, it does not ap-
pear that our thoroughbred enthusiasts have much of a basis

to found a strong and convincing argument upon, especially

in the face of the fact that the remaining seveniy-five per
cent, of Azote's blood is of approved and tested trotting lines.

In this instance, the strong trotting instinct transmitted so

uniformly by the blood of Hambletonian and his descendants
predominated over that of the running instinct that accord-

ing to all rules and laws governing heredity would come
from the runniDg-bred dam of his sire.—Western Horseman.

Uses of Raw Hide.

For wide usefulness, few things exceed raw hide, though it

is not commonly understood in the East, or among civilized

people as should be the case. The Western pioneer through

necessity learned the art of manipulating it long years ago,

and its use has not been forgotten. A coil of sun-dried cow-

hide lied to the plow handle, turret ring or wagon stake, is

security against breakdowns and many mishaps which are

likely to overtake the farmer or teamster. Soaked in water

it becomes limber quickly and will tie a harness, wagon or

other things together and hold them firmly, whether wet or

dry. When it dries it shrinks, binding more firmly than ever.

On the treeless, rainless wastes of the Southwest, where the
fiercest sun and constant drying winds would shrink the tire

from the wheel used in moist climates, the raw hide tire is in-

dispennble, because the dryer it gets the closer it sticks. If

after long wear a tire is found loose, a new one can be
quickly whipped about the wheel at night, ready to start with
in the morning. For belt laces, traces and other harness
straps, chair bottoms and innumerable other places where
hard wear is demanded, the raw hide with the hair exposed,
or turned in out of sight, is invaluable, and could be used in

the older States oftentimes with great advantage. Or these

skins may be " tawed," as the process is called where the hair
or fur is preserved, and no tannic acid is used. This is done
by spreading a mixture of finely powdered salt and alum in

equal quantities upon the moist fiesh side and doubling one,

or laying pairs fiesh side together. The hides are left thus for

several days, when they seem to have become something like

leather. They are then stripped, scraped, rubbed with chalk
aud pumice stone until smooth, and pulled and scraped while
drying to make them soft.

San Andreas rrack Items.

Pursuant to a call the citizens of San Andreas who have

subscribed to the guarantee fund of the Race Track Associa-

tion, met at the old County Clerk's office on Saturday, July

21, at 11 o'clock a. m.

F.J. Solinsky was on motion appointed Chairman, and S.

E. Redmond Secretary.

The Chairman stated the objects of the meeting and the

purpose of the association. The meeting he said was called

by those citizens who had subscribed to a guarantee fund to

meet the expense of completing the San Andreas track, and
preparing for the fair ot the Thirty-ninth Agricultural As-
sociation. This fund amounting to about $2,500 was to be
placed in the hands of an executive committee to be chosen
by the meeting, to be paid out as needed, and to be regarded
by the Board of Directors of the association as a legitimate

expense to be repaid out of the receipts of the annual fairs

of the association.

On motion, duly seconded and carried the following gen-
tlemen were appointed an executive committee :

C. M. Whitlock, S. E. Redmond and G. Tiscornia.

By a vote of the meeting, the chairman and executive com-
mittee were authorized te submit the Guarantee Fund to the
Fair Directors at their next meeting.
On motion duly made the meeting adjourned to meet at

the call of the executive committee.

A horse may be afllicted with glanders and stabled in an
adjoining stable to a number of healthy horses, and, unless

those healthy horses have come in direct contact with the
glandered horse or (he virus, they will not contract the dis-

ease. It is a well-known fact that horses suflering from the
glanders have been worked for months side by side with
other horses, have drunk out of the same troughs, are Jed

together in stalls adjoining, yet the glandered horse's mate
did not contract the disease, whereas another horse, stabled
at a distance from the diseased horse, might belied at a place
where the glandered horse was tied days or even months
previously, and, through means unexplained, he will imme-
diately contract the disease.—Los Angeles Times,

Horsemen Jobbed.

Liverymen and owners of horses in this community are
more or less excited over what they believe to be the criminal
practices of a so-called veterinary surgeon, giving the name
and title of " Dr. L. A. Combs, M. R. C. V. S.," which title

means " Member Royal College Veterinary Surgeons." About
two weeks ago this man made his appearance in this city and
began to professionally examine the horses hereabouts and
administer to their local ailments. Within four or five days
after his appearance a number of horses became quite sick.

A disease called " farcy " broke out among them, and the
stable men were thrown into consternation. Clay W. Taylor's
two horses became aflected. Six horses at Reid's stable were
taken down, while seven animals belonging to John Crad-
dock were laid up with the same disease. A veterinary sur-
geon with a high-sounding title being at hand, of course hia
seryiceswere in demand, and he reaped a rich harvest doc-
toring sick horses. Many teams were disabled , and in some
cases well ones had to be substituted to do the work. R. G.
Dunn's delivery horse was laid up among many others, and
ihe McCormick. Saeltzer Company had two that were unable
to work. All this trouble was money in the pockets of the
horse doctor, and after cleaning up quite a stake—several
hundred dollars—he suddenly had business in Red BluflT. and
left here for that place rather unceremoniously. After he
had gone the sober, second thought began to make itself man-
ifest in the minds of his patrons.

All the horses had been similarly affected. The disease at-
tacked the horses principally in the sheath, while the mares
swelled up underneath near the forward legs

;
yet sometimes

there would be eruptions on different parts of the body, the
ears would matterate and swell, etc. It was remembered that
in nearly every case the doctor had examined each horse
before it became sick, and in some instances the surgeon
would state that the animal appeared to be all right, but
would become sick in four or five days, and his prognostica-
tions were invariably verified. He visited Dick Taylor's
horses on the McCoy ranch, and five days after he left they
became affected. Every time he would touch a horse the ani-
mal would become sick. It was so noticed that only those
horses whose owners were able to pay became sick. The
horses in Welsh's stable were not troubled by the disease

;

and it was known further that " farcy " was a constitutional
disease, and a species of glanders, while the disease affecting
the horses appeared to be purely local. After he had gone the
horsemen began to compare notes, and soon came to the con-
clusion that they had been jobbed. E. A. Reid began to
investigate. He found that the doctor had visited Kahny &
Burbacher's stable, and that afterwards a mule became af-

fected. That he had asked Houston, the teamster, the privi-
lege of looking at his gray horse, which soon after became
sick. On the pretense of trading horses he went over to Jim
Mullen's stable. Jim told him he had no horses to trade,
whereupon the fellow asked the privilege of looking at the
horses. Jim replied that it wa6 no use looking for he did not
want to trade. The fellow then went off, and, strange to say,
Jim did not have a single sick animal. Wherever the doctor
went disease followed in his wake, and it is thought that he
irjjected into the horses some kind of poison which caused a
temporary disability.—Redding Press, July 28.

The Petaluma Fair.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Inasmuch as it is a

well-known fact that a large number of the Fair associations

throughout the State have concluded not to hold any ex-

hibition this year owing to hard times and other reasonable

causes, the management of the Sonoma and Marin Agricul

tural Association, feeling that there might be some persons

laboring under the impression that no district fair would be

held at Petaluma this season, have concluded to remove that

impression by informing the public that this association still

lives and thrives, and that no pains nor expense will be spared
to make the approaching fair a greater success than any hith-

erto held.

All of the interesting features that have marked previous
exhibitions will he retained and such additions made to the
same as will show the progressive spirit which has always
characterized the management, and at the same time cater to

the enjoyment and pleasure of all who attend.

There has been some delay in the issuing of the premium
lists, but these will be ready for distribution and mailing about
July 26th.

The fair will begin Monday, August 20th, and will con-
tinue throughout the week, and all those who are desirous of

securing space for exhibits in the pavilion are requested to

file their applications for same at as early a date as possible,

either with the Secretary or Directors Houx and Hayden,
Superintendent of the Pavilion. Respectfully yours,

Thomas Maclay, SecY
Petaluma, July 13, 1894.

To be Trotted at Terre Haute.

One of the richest Futurity stakes that will be decided ii

this year of large stakes is that given by the Chicago tur

paper, Clark's Horse Review. It was originally guaranteet

for $15,000, but the nominations were so numerous that iti

estimated value will be over $22,000, including the main an<

consolation stakes. August~ist was the date set for associa

tions to file cash bids for the race, to lake place during thi

month of September, and the Terre Haute Association, hav
ing made the highest bid, has secured what promises to hi

one of the best three-year-old events ever contested. Thi
fact that one of the condilions of the stake was that it ehoulc

be trotted in September made it impossible for Washingtoi
Park lo secure it. The stake will be trotted not at the Vig<
Fair, which is held during the present month, but during thi

regular meeting of the Terre Haute Trotting Horse Associa
tion, which is a member of the Western-Southern circuit

September 11-14. The entries are not all in as jet, but amon|
;

t lie sure starters will be Erratic, Bouncer, Periwinkle, Love
lace, Nellie A., Baron Dillon, Axenite and Queen Allah, am
a race between such a bunch of good ones will be close ant

bitter to the end.

Whaleiione, by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, out of Anita, 2:25*, b;

Le Grande, got a record aea two year-old of 2:27A at Buffalo

New York, August 17th.
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State Fftir Race Entries.

The State Fair meeting this year will undoubtedly be one

of the most interesting ever held. A splendid entry list has

been received for the events that have already closed, and

the best horses now in the State have been nominated. The

running races have filled handsomely, and the class is much

better than last year, As horsemen have been on the qui

vive to find out what horses will start the following entry list

will be read with interest

:

Trotting purse, $1,000, 2:27 class—W T Bartlett's b h
Frank B, by Coligny; Thomas Smith's b h Columbus S, by

McDonald Chief ; R O Newman's b h Homeward, by Strath-

way; Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, by Anteeo;

Paris Kilburn's b m Auntie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes ; H De-

laney's g h H M Stanley, by Fearnaught; A B Spreckels' b

h Senator L., by Dexter Prince ; Williams & Morehouse's b

h Montana, by Sidney ; T W Gordon's bhCWS, by Ab-
botsford ; G Peirano's b m Maria P; John R Carroll's gr g
Marin Jr., by Marin; San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Deborah,

by Sable Wilkes. Twelve entries.

Pacing purse, $1,000 2:20 class—I L Borden's blk m Allie

Cresco,by Cresco; C A Bailey's bib h Orlinda Richmond,by A
W Richmond; Hoy& Rainey's bs Monroe S,by Monroe Chief;

R O Newman's b h Consolation, by Antevolo ; Oakwood Park

Stock Farm's bs Cibolo, by Charles Derby ; Delano Bros ' b

m Klickitat Maid, by Altamont; J M Nelson's b g Golden
West, by Royal George ; W S Maben's blk g Andy, by Dash-

wood; Keating & Ottinger's Jesse P, by Dexter Prince ; E C
Archer's Archer, by Dexter Prince; Sam Casto's b h Touchet,

by Altamont; Vendome Stock Farm's ch g Our Boy, by Ver-

non Boy; J W Donatbaa's b g Mark H, by Bismarck; Witch
Hazel Stock Farm's b g Kittitas Ranger; Louis Schaffer's

ch m Delia S, by Thistle; Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b h Sid-

more, by Sidney. Sixteen entries.

Trotting purse, $800, 2:30 class—W T Bartlett's b h Frank
B, by Coligny ; M S Severance's b f Irene Benefit, by Benefit;

James Lynden's b h Palermo, by Berlin ; Fred W. Loeber's

blk m Myrtle Thorne, bvGrandissimo ; Vioget Stock Farm's
b f Willema, by Eros ; T C Snider's br m Eva M, by Director;

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b m A A A, by Azmoor ; Wm Mur-
ray's br h Frank H ; J E Corey's Lady Thornhill, by Billie

Thornhill ; Myers & Myers' Rossie Moore, by Ross S; I De
Turk's b h Tietam, by Anteeo ; Williams & Morehouse's b h
Montana, by Sidney ; John R Carroll's gr g Marin Jr, by
Marin; George B Polhemus' b g Rockwood and Santa Rosa
Stock Farm's br m Electra, by Elector. Fifteen entries.

Pacing purse, $600, 2:25 class—C A Bailey's b h Orlinda
Richmond, by A W Richmond; T J Crowley's b f Madcap,
by Steinway ; Geo Gray's ch f Gertrude G, by Redwood;
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk m Allandora, by Steinway

;

J R Troxel's ch g Surprise, by Liberty Sontag; C A Owens'
b c Eagle, by War Eagle ; James G Fair's b h Vasto, by

i Vasco ; C A Durfee's b h Ketchum, by Gossiper; D L Mini's

I b h Baywood, by Woodnut ; G Lapham's b g Haviland, by
i Sterling; E N Spencer's b m Carrie S, by Altamont; H G
; Cox's br g Wait a Little; Geo B Polhemus' br h Seymour
1 Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes; Garden City Stables' b g Mark H,

i
by Bismarck; E C Archer's Archie, by Dexter Prince; Keat-

[
ing & Ottinger's Jessie P, by Dexter Prince; Santa Rosa

|

Stock Farm's b m Directrix, by Director, and W L Hardison's
gr g Waldo J, by Bob Mason. Eighteen entries.

The entries for the running races have filled splendidly, as

will be seen by the following list

:

I No. 1—The Sunny Slope Stake—A sweepstake for two-

|
year-old fillies. Five furlongs : Rinconado Stables' ch f

I Eulalia, by Wildidle ; George Van Gordon's ch f Playful,

I by Jim Brown ; bf Cecil S., by Jim Brown ; H A Goehring's
I b f Miss Ruth, by Sobrante ; A B Spreckels' ch f Piquante,

I by Flambeau ; George Gray's ch f Wilda, by Brutus ; Wil-
I Uam M Murry's Circe, by Friar Tuck, and Suwanee, by Su-

[ warrow ; R D Ledgett's ch f Kitty L, by Major Ban ; John
I Greer's br f Lady Jane, by imp. Midlothian; El Tirano
I Stables' ch f Zephyr, by El Rio Rey ; G W Trahern's Miss

J
jarvan, by Fellowcharm ; W L Appleby's b f Laurel, by

I Duke of Norfolk. Thirteen entries.

I No. 2—The California Annual Stake, a sweepstake for

I wo-year-olds, six. furlongs—A Heilbron & Bros' b c Alaric,

I )y Fellowcharm, b c Forblich. by Major Ban ; George Van
| iorden's ch f Playful, by Jim Brown, bf Cecil S, by Jim
i Brown; A B Spreckels' ch f Piquante, by Flambeau, b c

& 'oremost, hy Flood ; b g Gallant, by Fellowcharm, rn g Pat
I Vlurphy, by imp. Kyrle Daly ; Charles Brown's b c , by
Alexander ; L G Gonzalez' b c Rey Alfonso, by Prince of

I
Norfolk ; P Siebenthaler's b g Sea Spray, by Mariner

;

Thomas H Boyle's b c Charles Quick, by Prince of Norfolk;
ieorge Gray's ch f Wilda, by Brutus

; W M Murry's b c
1 flashlight, by Surinam, b c Ernest, by Fellowcharm ; R D
- ..edgett's ch c Niagara, by Jim Brown ; H D Brown's b c
I idelante, by El Rio Rey ; John Greer's br f Lady Jane, by
;

.
mp. Midlothian ; El Tirano Stable's ch c Malo Diablo, by

I oe Hooker ; J Reavey's be Churea, by imp. Brutus ; W L
I ippleby's b f Laurel, by Duke of Norfolk; Garden City
I table's b c George Polhemus, by Fellowcharm,'and ch c Ike
e, , by Major Ban. Twenty-three entries.

I No. 3—The Autumn Handicap, for two-year-olds—A Heil-
!

ron & Bros.' b c Alaric, by Fellowcharm ; George Van
I rorden's b f Cecil S, by Jim Brown ; H A Goehring's b f

1 liss Ruth, by Sobrante ; A B Spreckels' ch f Piquante, by
, 1. lambeau—Phcebe Anderson, by Monday; b c Foremost, by
h 'lood ; b g Gallant, by Fellowcharm ; rn g Pat Murphy, by

np Kyrle Daly ; M J Kelly's h c Eckert, by Flambeau
;

; j harles Brown's b c by Alexander ; L G Gonzales' b c Rey
Ifonso, by Prince of Norfolk; P Siebenthaler's b g Sea

.
pray, by imp Mariner ; Thos H Boyle's b c Charles Quick,

i 7 Prince of Norfolk; W M Murry's b c Flashlight, by Suri-
im

; W M Murry's b c Ernest, by Fellowcharm ; R D Led-
Jtt's ch f Kitty L, by Major Ban; ch c Niagara, by Jim
rown ; John Greer's br f Lady Jane, by imp Midlothian

;

JHavey's ch c Malo Diablo, by Joe Hooker ; ch c El
irano, by Tyrant; J Reavy's b c Churea, by imp Brutus ; O
ppleby's bf Flirtilla, by Peel; WL Appleby's b f Laurel,
' Duke of Norfolk; Garden City Stable's b c George Polhe-
us, by Fellowcharm; ch c Ike S, by Major Ban—Miss Flush,

,
' Kyrle Daly. Twenty-four entries.

INo.
4—The Capital City Stake—A handicap sweepstakes

r three-year-olds, one and one-sixteenth miles: Geo Van
wden's b c Articus, by Argyle; Wilber Field Smith's b c

I dead, by St. Saviour ; H Jones' ch c Chevalier, by Joe
\
ooker

; Lou C White's b g Hyder Angia, by Hyder AH
;

ias A Brown's blk c Charles A, by John A ; A Miller's
i May Day, by John A ; Garden City Stable's b m Warra-

go, by Warwick ; b c Alexis, by Argvle; J Reavey's ch g
Primanda, by Prince of Norfolk; Geo Howson's b g Polaski,
by Captain Al; H Schwartz's b g Monita, by St. Saviour; W
L Appleby's bf Thelma, by John Happy; CL Don's ch c
Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk; W L Appleby's ch c Duke
Elaine, by Duke of Norfolk; A J Stemler's ch c Lovdal, by
Wildidle; b c The Mallard, by Fellowcharm; C A Owens' b f

Lady Intruder, by Intruder. Seventeen entries.

No. 5—The Del Mar Stake—For three-year-olds and up-
wards: Rinconado Stables' ch h Duke Stevens, by Duke of
Norfolk ; George Van Gorden's b e Articus, by Argyle; Wil-
ber Smith's b c Gilead, by St. Saviour; A B Spreckels'
br h Cadmus, by Flood, and br h Blizzard, by
imp Trade Wind ; M F Kelly's br g Happy Day,
by Emperor; Lou C White's bg Hvder Anga, by Hyder Ali;
Golden Gate Stables' ch m Abi P, by Three Cheers; Charles
A Brown's blk c Charles A, by John A; C V Tupper's bs
Pescador, by Gano; Garden City Stables' b m Warrago, by
Warwick; William Dixon's ch m Quirt, by Joe Hooker;
George Howson's c s Royal Flush, by Three Cheers; W L
Appleby's b f Thelma, by John Happy; W L Appleby's ch c
Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk; A J Stemler's ch c Lovdal, bv
Wildidle. Sixteen entries.

No. 6—The Fall Slake—A handicap sweepstake for three-
yeiir-olds and upwards; one and one-quarter miles : Rin-
conada Stables' ch h Duke Stevens, by Duke of Norfolk;
Wilber Smith's b c Gilead, by St Saviour; A B Spreckels' br
h Cadmus, by Flood; A. B. Spreckels' br h Blizzard, by imp
Trade Wind; M J Kelly's br g Happy Day, by Emperor;
Garden City Stables' b c Alexis, by Argyle; W L Appleby's
ch c Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk; A J Stemler's ch c Lovdal,
by Wildidle; A J Stemler's b c The Mallard, by Fellow-
charm. Nine entries.

No. 7—Selling Sweepstake, for three-year-olds and up-
waids, six furlongs—George Van Gordan's ch m Motto, by
Sir Modred ; George Van Gorden's br h San Simeon, by
Peter ; A B Spreckels' b f Border Lassie, by imp. Cheviot;
M J Kelly's bg Happy Day, by Emperor; M J Kelly's b f

Tigress, by Prince of Norfolk; H Jones' ch c Chevalier, by
Joe Hooker; L G Gonzales' ch c Zaragoza, by imp. Cheviot;
W Fisher's ch g North, by Prince of Norfolk; John Whit-
ney's Gracie S, by Prince of Norfolk; C D Russell's ch h
George L, by Connor; G Pacheco'sch m Abi P. by Three
Cheers; Fred Bean's br h Sympathetic^ Last, by Fairplay;J
Reavey's ch g Primanda, by Prince of Norfolk ; O Arjpleby's
ch c Conde. by Duke of Norfolk ; G W Trahern's s g Ricardo,
by Wildidle

; L A Blasingame's ch f Flush Ban, by Major
Ban; George Howson's b g Inkerman, by Ironclad; H
Schwartz's b g Monita, by St. Saviour; H Schwartz'sbg
Garcia, by Wildidle; W L Appleby's ch g Raphael, by Duke
of Norfolk; C L Don's ch c Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk : A
J Stemler's br c Quarterstafi, by Friar Tuck; A J Stemler's
b g Gladiator, by Grinstead; C A Owens' b gTwo Cheers, by
Three Cheers. Twenty-four entries.

Petaluma Entries.

Gannon's bsGrover Clay, Nutwood Stock Farm's gr m Gray
Belle, Palo Alto Stock Farm's brf Tiny, T C Snider's br s
Sacramento, San Mateo Stock Farm's b s Kent, Thos Smith's
b s Columbus S, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo,
E B Gifford's b m Alta Riena, Henry Delaney's gr s H M
Stanley, J H Kelly's b s Conn.
No. 8—2:24 class, trotting, purse $1,000—C F Marcy's Jen-

nie June, Peter Brandow's b g Free Coinage, Vendome Stock
Farm's b g Alviso, A B Spreckels' blk m Chloe, K D Wise's
Emin Rey, Geo W Woodard's b m Laura Z, John Donnelly's
ch s Beaumont, F H Powell's Lompoc, Sam Casto's b m
Pearl Pisher, Henry Delaney's brgJack, J H Kelly's b s
Conn, E M Sanders' b g Alert.

No. 9—2:30 class, pacing, purse $1,000—F^H Keith's Prim-
rose, Clarence Day's ch s Dictatus, Sonoma Stock Farms' b s
Vasto, C W Godard' ch m Lady Charlotte, A B Spreckels'
ch m Princess Louise ; A Hubbard's ch g Our Boy, George
Gray's b g Eric, Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b m Fleda, E J
Weldon's gr m Phenol, Frank Enos' b g Mark H, Richard
Gird's b m Thera. J F Bachelder's sr m Polly, Hazel Villa
Stock Farm's ch g Charles H, H L Warburton's br m Ella T,
James E Corey's br m Laura M, H R Ward's b s Baywood.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g Captain Hackett, C H Car-
son's b s Bay Prince, B H McNeil's b s Dudley, Sam Casto's
br s Touchet. Thos Wall Jr's ch g Olean.

No. IS—2:25 class, pacing, purse $1,000—T J Crowley's b f

Madcap, A B Spreckels' ch m Princess Louise, A Hubbs' ch
g Our Boy, Santa Rosa Stock Farm's blk m Directrix, A
Joseph's b g Aleck, George W Woodard's b m Videtta, R S
Brown's s g Haverly, Nutwood Stock Farm's Thursday, Nut-
wood Stock Farm's Direct Line, Jos Edge's sr c Eastwood,
H P Perkins' gr g Gray Pointer, W.n Manske's b s Mesquite,
James E Corey's br m Laura M, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's
blk m Allandora, Wm M Sinclair's ch m Belle, C A Bailey's
b s Orinda Richmond, H G Cot's b g Wait-a-Little, W D
Yeargin's blk s Lee Jib, Myers & Myers' b m Hulda, E M
Saunders' b m Ruth C.

Races eleven to nineteen inclusive will be published later
on.

Improve the Score Cards.

No. 1—Yearling purse, trotting, $500—Rich Sweasy's ch c
Eureka, J. P. Calundine's b f Abaca Callendine and b f Aba-
dine, W. O. Bowers' b f Rosie Woodburn, R. O. Newman's b
f Clematis Basler, Jos. Purrington's sr c Gradville, Dennis
Gannon's b f Clayette, Palo Alto Stock Farm's br c Abdell,

H. P. Perkins' b f May Ayres, Chas. E. Clark's b f Dannat-
rine, E. E. Harris' b f Watura, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's
b c Steinway Grand, Wm. Robinson's sr c Romero.

No. 2—Two-year olds, 2:40 class, trotting, $1,000—Suel
Harris' b f Vandalia, C. W. Godard's br c Wildwood, W. O.
Bowers' b c Worthwood, Vendome Stock Farm's b c Iran

Alto, Silver Bow Stock Farm's bf Silver Ring, K. D. Wise's

b c Hector Bey, Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk f Cressida and
b c Larco, H. P. Perkins' bg Jasper Ayres, Chas E. Clarke's

br c Athania, B. E. Harris' b f Rival, San Mateo Stock
Farm's b g Last Chance, M. S. Severance's ch f La Belle,

Myers & Myers' b c Stam B., H. P. Isaacs' b m Kitty Caution,

No. 3—Three-year-olds, 2:27 class, trotting, $1,000—Suel
Harris' blk s Lochinvar, W. O. Bowers' s c Silver Bee, Ven-
dome .Stock Farm's b s John Bury, S. C. Holbrook's b f

Hazel B., I. Da Turk's blk f Josephine, Silver Bow Stock
Farm's ch g Silver Note, R. O. Newman's b c Homeward,
Geo. Gray's b f Leonora, K. D. Wise's b c Plasty, Dr. F. *1.

Fay's blk g Boneset, H. W. Crabb's b c Eyraud, Palo Alto
Stock Farm's b f Aria, Richard Gird's ch f Nellie W., H. P.

Perkins' b f Visalia, San Mateo Stock Farm's b s Ravens-
croft, W. T. Ingwerson's b g Recorder, Oakwood Park Stock

Farm's blk g Best Way, H. TimmermaD, brf Mariposa, M S
Severance's br f Bet Madison, Thos Wall Jr's br f Orpha D,

Myers & Myers' b f Red Nutling, John Dooley's b m Baby
Ruth.

No. 4—Four-year-olds, 2:25 class, trotting, purse $1,000.

—

Sonoma Stock Farm's gr m Secret, Vendome Stock Farm's b

Hillsdale, Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Montana, A B
Spreckels' br s Index, O. Marchand's br m Lady O, J A Dus-

tin's Red Oak, G W Woodard's br m Margaret Worth, Palo

Alto Stock Farm's b c Altivo, T. C. Smith's b s Mojave, H P
Perkins' b f Hazel Ayres, San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Debo-
rah, Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b "m jBay Rum, Arthur
Fiedler's br s Guard, M S Severance's b f Irene Benefit, Henry
Delaney's gr s H M Stanley, J H Kelly's cb g Contento.

No. 5.-2:40 class, trotting, purse $1,000.—Wm. Bihler's

c m Julia G., Suel Harris' br m Lottie L., Sonoma Stock

Farm's br m Lizzie R., Mrs. Alice McDonald's b m Stockton

Belle, I. De Turk's b g Dan Brown, Geo. Gray's sr f Ravel,

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's br m Electra. Dr. W. H. Blood's

ch m Ventura, Geo. W. Woodard's gr g Bird Button, Den-

nis Gannon's b s Grover Clay, H. C. Obe^s br s Booth Bar-

rett, R. G. Head's blk s Stonewall, T. C. Snider's blk m Lur-

line, Thos A Stevens' b g Present, Geo W Davis' blk s San

Germane San Mateo Stock Farm's gr s Guy Vernon, J De-

poister's b g Judge Cross, River View Stock Farm's b m
Midday, C A Robinson's ch s Alcantara Wilkes, M S Sever-

ance's b f Irene Benefit, Thos Wall Jr's ch g Roy W.

No. 6.—2:30 class, trotting, purse $1,000.—W S Paulin's

b s Panjabi, R S Brown's br m Rayanetta, I De Turk's b s

Tietam, Silver Bow Stock Farm's Montana, R O Newman's
b c Homeward, Geo Gray's sr f Edwina, T W Hobson'rf br s

Lancewood Chief, W H Blood's bg Hailstorm, John Blue's

br m Phantom, Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Altivo, T C
Snider's gr s R Eclipse, Hazel Villa Stock Farm's b m Eliza

S, Rodman & Stearns' b m Lady Armington, Thos Smith's

sr m Dollican, H H Heipsch's ch m Dora D, Myers & Myers'

b m Rossie Moore, J H Kelly's ch g Contento.

No. 7—2:27 class, trotting, purse $1,000—Sonoma Stock

Farm's b s Antarees, A B Spreckles' b s Senator L, Geo.

Gray's bs Lustre, Dr WH Blood's ch m Venture, Dennis

If the secretaries of tracks would reflect a moment we are

confident they would be more particular in their printed pro-

grammes and score cards.

There are a number of secretaries to whom this word of

advice does not apply, those who have already gauged the

sentiment of their patrons, and their programmes are all that
could be desired in point of completeness. There are others,
however, that seem to give this important matter little or no
attention.

It might have been well enough in the days of Lady Suf-
folk or Flora Temple to print a programme without indi-
cating the blood lines of the contestants, but in these times
of widespread knowledge of the different families of trotters,

such backwood methods won't do. With the majority of

track patrons the race is robbed of half its interest by a fail-

ure to give the breeding of the contestants. If there be a
secretary who doubts tnis let him take a seat in the grand
stand of an afternoon when he has issued a card omitting the
horses' breeding, and he will become convinced of the truth
of what we state.

It is desirable for associations to put forth every legitimate
effort to at'ract and to retain patronage. No thoroughly up-
to da'e association will let slip an opportunity of catering to

evet-y reasonable wi*h of its patrons.

Programmes and score cards with breeding of contestants

given are both desirable and reasonable.—Horse Breeder.

Grand French Coach Stallion and Percherons.

Twice next week there will be exhibited at the Golden

Gate Fair a lot of the very finest horses of their class ever

brought into California. We refer to the Percherons and

French Coach stallion now at Scott & McCord's stables, op-

posite Bay District track. This stock simply defies criticism.

The horses speak for themselves. They are duly registered

in the stud books of France and America, and cost an im-

mense sum of money. The animals must be sold by a certain

date, and no reasonable sum will be refused. Every one for-

tunate enough to see these horses pronounce them the grand-

est individuals their eyes ever feasted on. E. C. Godfrey, of

38 Crocker Building, this city, would be pleased to give any
information to intending buyers regarding them, and lovers

of a good horse Bhould by all means go out and look them
over.

Romair, San Luis Rey, Adolph, Mutineer, Bernardo, Mi-

randa (by Conrad—Mamie T.), Lizard (by Surinam

—

Trampo, dam of Blizzard), four-year-old brown gelding by

imp. Cheviot—Mistletoe, by Thad Steveus (a maiden), Tal-

bot Clifton (brother to Conrad) and Bridal Veil, of the Mc-
Carty string, are in training at Newman, Stanislaus county.

Harry McCarty came up from the ranch this week, and re-

ports considerable improvement in some of the horses. For
instance, Adolph has become tractable enough to enable

them to drive him in a cart. Bernardo has been taking mnd
baths in the San Joaquin river, and his legs are sound as a

dollar now. Silver Plate, the little Nee Ban filly owned by

Talbot Clifton, is safely in foal to imp. Trade Wind, as is

Trampo, the dam of Blizzard. Speaking of Trade Wind, he

was bred this season to about thirty mares. Among the mares

that went to him were the dams of Mezzotint and Castanet,

Mamie T., Todd's Only by C. H.Todd, Kathleen by Hock
Hocking—Mamie T., Frances (sister to Ragna), Victress, by

Jim Brown, Fannie Parnell (dam of Sonoma Boy), four or

five Hock Hocking mares, Lady Partisan by imp. Partisan,

Alice T., Uranus, a mare by Bryant W.—by Joe Daniels,

Josie G., by Gano, Santa Catalina and a number of others in

that section.

Wm. Corbitt, proprietor of the San Mateo Stock Farm
started for Terre Haute last Tuesday. He wants to see the

races there, as he is very much interested. Muta Wilkes,

2:1 1, Oro Wilkes, 2:15 (his favorite), Lesa Wilkes, 2:205, will

start there. That he will see his well-bred horses perform

in a creditable manner is a foregone coodusion.

Urania, winner last Tuesday at Saratoga, should be a

good one on her breeding, being by the great Hanover from

the famous race mare Wanda, by imp. Mortemer.

Expressive, by Electioneer, lowered her record to 2:15 in

the fourth heat of her race at Buffalo last Monday.
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JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Opening Day of the Summer Meeting.—My in-

tended purpose in reviewing the trotting meeting is to pre-

sent criticisms on the most salient points connected there-

with. I use the word in its broad sense, not, as many define it

to mean fault-finding, but commendation where applicable,

and which will be the most pleasing duty.

It is not at all probable that a trotting meeting can ever

beheld where the management is perfect. Beyond question,

however, that there will be manifest improvement from year

to year, and that this will follow controversy. That sort of

controversy which aims at improvement, not captious bicker-

ings over trifliDg differences, but arguments founded on prac-

tical results, or on plausible theories evolved from previous

failure. People are prone to regard criticisms as hostility,

strictures, however just, as being inspired by malevolence,
[

and any advice which runs counter to their inclinations im-
!

pertinent meddling. Nothing but servile acquiescence meets l

the approbation ol one class, and this leads to adulation,

right or wroDg. It is evident that errors cannot be corrected I

unless they are brought in view, and the true well-wisher of
j

the sports oftorfand track will be one who praiseswhen com-
mendation is due, who will fearlessly condemn whatever is

likely to be derogatory to the continued welfare of trotting

and racing. There is a great deal of praise justly due the man-

agers of the P. C. T. H. B. A. The gentlemen who are active

in managing the business of the association do so for the good
J

of the cause and without a thought of loss of valuable time I

or any other of the many inconveniences to which they are
]

subjected. Thai there are "seas of trouble" is well known to

those who have participated in the work. Troubles galore, and I

these in constant succession. Managers of race meetings have

lessened their burdens by throwing a great many of them
on the shoulders of professionals, and in time that

course will be followed on trotting tracks. Yet it

would be detrimental to horse interests if the whole

business were conducted by salaried officials, the " general

public" losing confidence when home folk take

no part. In these days when there is so great a tendency to

make racing a business in place of a recreation it is of the

greatest importance that people are on guard who are un-

tramelled by other considerations than the ultimate well-do-

ing of the sport. Still however anxious to do all in their

power for the advancement of the interests of those who are

engaged in furnishing the means of carrying on light har-

ness contests, and however desirous to place them upon a

plane that will be satisfactory to the bulk of the people, it

does not follow that mistakes will be avoided.

There were two innovations on the opening day of the

meeting which are proper subjects for argument. Writing
this previous to the second day my estimate is based entirely

on the original proceedings. For the first time in my life I

witnessed book-betting on harness racing. My position re-

garding the system and the baneful influence it would exert

on the "truly American sport," were it to obtain a foothold,

is so well known that it is unnecessary to repeat it here. It

is not as a matter of principle that it wiil be treated now, or

any of the abstract propositions connected therewith ampli-

fied upon, but merely a sketch from a business standpoint,

and that in the briefest manner. Evident that bookmakers
bad little faith iD the resulting profit, and this is another in-

dication of their cuteness. A sharp set, not easily "done,"
and a very clever set, so far as my acquaintance extends.

Clever from both English and American definition of that

word, and though there are, doubtless, quite a number of

black sheep in the flock, there are honorable,upright men on
the blocks. They readily understand that as a "gambling
proposition" harness racing is "not in it " with the gallop-

ers. The uncertainties are not so great, there are fewer

suckers. Plenty of gudgeons to be caught, when the legiti-

mate is the bail, as so many pride themselves on the knowl-
edge obtained from " studying form," and another gang who
place so much confidence on tips and touts. There is a con-
stant stream of small bettors ready tc venturetwo dollars at a

time, enticed by the report of the grand coup made by sup-
porting long shots, and this is one cf the main supports of

the books. Then bookmakers are troubled with the compe-
tition of pool-selling, which eives a direct chance for com-
parison to their detriment. For instance, in the pacing race a
pool sold before the start was Plunkett $30, Tom Ryder $11,
Fresno Prince $5, Cyrus £4. After Pi unkett lost the first

heat the book-betting was 2 to 5 Plunkett, 2A to 1 Tom
Ryder, 8 to 1 Fresno Prince, 8 to 1 Cyrus.
Taking th*t pool as the basis, and that was better for the

book comparison than a majority of them, as the odds were
greater in favor of Plunkett, an Examiner specimen after

the first heat being Plunkett $40, Tom Ryder $13, Fresno
Prince and Cyrus coupled $7, and the buyer of the pool first

mentioned netted, after paying percentage, $37.50 on Tom
Ryder, the book would have given him (27.50. Had the
favorite won the pools would have given $18.40 in place of

(12 in the book, Fresuo Prince from pools $43 50 in place
of$40 in book and Cyrus $44.50 in pool to $32 in book. The
claim that there is no percentage in the books which is loudly
proclaimed by the man on the block is the most arrant at-

tempt to mislead when the object lesson is so plainly exposed,
and can only improve on those who do not give any atten-

tion.

The Examiner illustration would place $18.20 against $1'!,

(45.20 against $32.50, and dividing Fresno Prince and Cyrus
(55.20 against $28. Bettors on trotting races, as stated before,

lire not Sv> easily gulled, and then, with the chance for com-
parison before them, it would play against the game. While
it is true that if people are so simple as to take chances
with such preponderating odds against them, that is their
look out, and the only object an association can have is to

make the most money possible from the betting privileges.
That leads to a contention which I do not want to touch up
on now, further than to say that it has small bearing when
the drawbacks are given consideration. Without exact data
to form an opinion upon, I am under the impression that there
will be a smaller return from the mixture of pools and books
than from pools alone.

There is do business for the mutuels, and that produced a
good deal of revenue, when now, at a rental of ten dollars a
day, the concessionaires are anxious to surrender the con-
tract.

The other innovation is dual starting. That is, a man on
horseback accompanies the horse, he on the inside track

galloping behind them, as they come to the score giving
the signal from a gong attached to the saddle when he
deems they are in a position to commence the heat. But
the authorative signal has to come from the presiding judge,
and five times in six the gong would be sounded without
corroborative from the official in the stand. A wearisome
routine, it might be no more tedious than under the common
practice, but it gave a farcical tinee to the proceedings, while
the comedy hardly made amends for the annoyance.
Although I have been opposed to the starter giving the

word from the back of a horse, I am not prepared to say that

the system could not be used to advantage. With a horse
so well broken that no attention would have to be paid to his

management, and with an inside track which would give the

opportunity of keeping in proximity to the racers without
being in their way, there would be an advantage in keeping
near them. Then by adopting a plan similar to one that was
tried in Buffalo in 1871, viz., placing two flags some fifty

yards apart on the stretch, making it compulsory for the
horses to turn between them, which would bring all the
drivers together at the outset, and, consequently, with an im-
proved chance for supervision on the part of the starter, he
could keep them in hand better, when accompanying them
from thence to the starting point, than if stationed nearer

the score. But to give effect to the new system the starter

must be in sole command, and must be granted the power to

fine within certain bounds.
As it was on Saturday, he was nothing more than a sort of

whipper in, and had his gong been discarded the effect would
have been better. To hear one stroke of the spriDg clapper
and then the reiterated vibrations of the big bell in the
judges' stand, and that repeated again and again, is not the
best way to popularize trotting. By thatthe time was wasted
until tte last heat was very nearly an infraction of the rule

which prohibits trotting after dark. I can fully appreciate

the desire of the presiding judge to obtain level starts, and in

this, so far as I saw, he was very successful. But it also

seemed as though very many chances to get equally as good
were lost. There may be too ardent a wish to make starts

that no one can find fauli with, as by carrying that to a finical

extent people become disgusted at the delay.

If the innovation is worthy of adoption at all, it should be
given a thorough trial. Give the equestrian starter full

power, or take his gong away. -

I am much gratified to write that apart from the "intoler-

able prolongations," and the squandering of valuable time on
the dog department of the show, the management was good.
With the exception of the retrogression from the form which
Plunkett showed up country, the racing was very good. That
gave rise to suspicions that the fault laid with the driver,

though I am thoroughly satisfied that the suspicions were not
justified. Plunkett is prone to go back, and was a bitter dis-

appointment to his owner last year. Unfortunate, too, that

Stanley should have met with misfortune when his chances
for the race appeared so good, but from all I could learn, the

judges came to the right decision in refusing to let him start

in the third heat. It is needless to say that the victory of

Abanteeo was gratifying to me. Had she not belonged to

the home clan her gameness would have elicited high encom-
iums, while the kingship gave a warmer tinge to the feeling

of satisfaction. In speaking of the winners on the opening
day of the meeting, it will not answer to pass La Belle with-

out notice. Fast, steady and handsome, she gives promise of

making the belle of the season, and with gocd hopes of her
leading the fashion hereafter.

* *
Second Day.—While the weather was an improvement

over that on Saturday, it was anything but salubrious to vis-

itors from North and South, and residents of Oakland who
were patronizing the races were nearly as emphatic in their

strictures on the Bay District climate. "Better than roasting"

claim those who are denizens of the neighborhood, " and you
of thin blood can muffle yourselves in thick top-coats and
ponderous shawls, while we, on our annual prereginations

around the circuit, can obtain little relief from artificial aid

in the way of keeping cool." That the raw wind had a de-

pressing effect on the horses is beyond all question, especially

those which had been subjected to training and trotting in

races where the mercury ran well up in the Fahrenheit tube.

Pacers still more troubled, as Plunkett and Eric|impressed so

strongly on their backers. There is nothiog to add to the

book- betting question save that two were in operation, and
the downfall of Eric, when one to four were the best odds ob-

tainable after he won a single heat, turned many dollars into

their coffers. There was no competition,inasmuch as the odds
were duplicated, the choioe of which to enrich being merely
the whims of backers.

The dual starting worked rather more smoothly, and with
a horse trained for the purpose, or rather with one which
was practiced, as the horse did wonderfully well for a first

appearance, and then, too, the starter will gain in knowledge
by exercise; it may prove a valuable innovation. It struck

me that sounding the gong placed the rider in an awkward
position, something like a woman searching for the pocket
in her dress, probably owing to the ring which sprung the

clapper being too low. Captain Harris is ready at invention,

though a hint may not be out of place. With an attachment
to the horn of the saddle, raised high enough so as to be

within easy reach of the hands, the action would be simpli-

fied. Then the horse, well trained as he appears to be, is on
the sluggish order, without spryness sufficient to keep nearly

abreast of the trotters, a part of the time being far in the rear.

He should be close to the rear division when the tiers are

marshalled, or just behind the field, and the signal given

when within say twenty feet of the starting point. This of

course depends open the equestrian being the tingle starter,

as 1 hold that to be the essential feature. Either that or con-

fining the duties of the rider to marshalling the drivers a* a

point he selects, accompanying them from thereto the score,

with a person in the stand to give thesignal. Inasmuch as it

has been found so much better in racing to have the starter

separate from thejudges, that system will eventually prevail

in harness contests, and it may prove that the Captain Har-
ris' method is a "decided improvement."
About the only fault that can be found with the manage-

ment is the loss of time in scoring, and, consequently, late

dining hours for those who stay till the finish. 1 must give

the drivers credit for doing their part in a satisfactory man-
Mr. It gives me the greatest pleasue to note that all are ap-

parently intent on winning, there being only one instance

so far that has had a crooked look lome. This is extremely
gratifying, for though there are few races tainted of those

which are claimed to be fraudulent, when public confidence

is fully established there is an abundant assurance that har-

ness racing will prosper.

The winners and the tl runners-up " played well their part.
Our Boy struggled with game resolution, Eric endeavoring
to overcome the effects of change of climate with persistence,
Touchet snatching a heat out of the fire, and Dudley, which
was second in the deciding heat, proving hie heart was in the-

right place, as he was suffering from the prevailing influenza
and had to be first in a veterinarian's charge the next
morning. The fight in the 2:19 class, in which Nutwood
Wilkes and Wayland W. were the chief figures, was an in
spiriting struggle between the greater part of the contestants.
Boodle took a hand in the fourth heat, in which Nutwood
Wilkes was Ivors du combat, and Hillsdale hung to Wayland
W. for a while in the last heat after a manner which raised
the hopes of his supporters. Pat Farrell had so easy a victory
with his gallant gray, Marin Jr., as to overshadow the others,
though it can be safely set down that the gray is beyond the
ordinary run of debutants which "gain brackets," and with
no bad luck is destined to occupy a high niche in the big,

temple. It was a popular victory among the old timers, and
the gray-headed division had Marin tickets right through.

Third Day.—There was another improvement in the
weather, and still more smoothly ran the wheels which carried
the trotting car on the third day of the meeting. The attend-
ance that book-belting was to bring, however, has not yet
been made manifest, as the victims to the wiles of the pencil-
lers are not abundant when harness racing is the ball which
decides the stake. It killed the mutuels, to the regret of those
who are not so easily duped as to prefer paying from twentv
to forty per cent, to a commission of five per cent. A friend
informed me that in the race won by Wayland W. he invested

$20 in the mutuels that Nutwood Wilkes would win the sec-

ond heat, and got a return of over $S0. The books then had
Nutwood Wilkes at 2 to 1 for the race, and though I am not
aware what the odds were on winning the beat, it is Mount
Shasta to a molehill that the return would have been only a
fraction of what the mutuals gave.

As I have stated before, "the bookies" have an abundant
amount of shrewdness. Never a promoter of fanciful schemes
who could equal them in presenting the advantages in so clear

a light. The average daily press reporter seems to be as

easily galled as the suckers who lose the money, and even
some of the regular force have harped a great deal on the
benefits the books present to the small bettors. Granted that

more than two dollars is required to obtain a pool in the auc-
tions, when mutuels are open that chance is presented. Then
the plea is that in the books there is a definite sum wagered
the depositor of the two dollars, whereas in the French he
has to endure an uncertainty. Granted again. But if in a
hundred instances mutuals pay better, in ninety-nine of them
it must be a thick-headed votary of Dame Fortune who will

not take that risk, or one who has a depression in his skull

where thearilhmetical bump should be located. The bettors

fix the rates in the mutual, in the books the rates are fixed by
owners with their big percentages for a basis.

The three-year-old race brought out a lot of remarkably
fine colts. Not a small or scrubby-looking one in the lot

which went into the teens, and fine movers, too, aDd with a

turn of speed which is a token that distinction will be the

lot of the majority of them. The winner, Visalia, and thf
second in the race, Gazella, are of a stamp which give prom-
ise of not being far from the front rank, and the third, Mari-
posa, is a very handsome filly of fine style and not very far

behind in the point of speed. Visalia, by trotting a fourth

heat in 2:20i, has gained a reputation for endurance as well

as speed, and" this, too, under adverse circumstances.

When led behind a cart on her way to the cars for ship-

ment to San Francisco, she stumbled and bruised her knee
This supperated, running quite freely, and her work was de-

creased. With such a competitor as Gazella it was not at all

surprising that when she lost the third heat there was a rush

to back the fine-looking black filly. Visalia is by Iris, a son

of Eros, and her dam. Mr. Perkins informed me was by Lop-

py, a son of *ultan, and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief, hie

second dam thoroughbred, Captain Beard mare, by Captain

Beard, a son of imp. Yorkshire.

By all odds the prominent feature of Wednesday was thf

fine collection of three-year-olds. Advocates of the modeix
hackney have charged that the modern fast trotter was un6l

for anything but track uses.

It is beyond all reasonable controversy that if a picked lol

of hackneys of the same age and in the same number were

shown against that collection of trotters the poorest of the lol

would stand the comparison, and the best leave the English

harness horse so far behind that the most bigoted ad mi rei

would have to concede decided superiority to the Americac
trotter, speed at the trot being evolved from the question.

Size, beauty, style the points to govern, and serviceabl*

action also taken into consideration.

Tne hackney is well enough in its place
; is useful in very

many situations, and lo the slavish worshipper of European
customs there is little doubt is fancied to a ridiculous extent

But when the ideal for' a driving horse is the animal sought

the highly-bred trotter is so far beyond the cob that compar
isons are almost farcical. Jos. Cairn Simpson.
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Willows Entries.

FIRST DA.Y, AUGUST 14.

lo. 1—Pacing, 2:35 class, purse $350.

H. & C. Co.'s g g Waldo J.

Wheeler & Godfrey's b m Ruby M.

Wm. Eddy's hrs Victor S.

C. A. Owens' Eagle.

Frank Liefeoger's b g Frank L.

J. R. Troxel's ch g Surprise.

ro. 2—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $350.

Wm. D .ty's br g Billy Doty.

T. L. & G. Barham'sb m Nellie B!y.

J. J. Lynden's b Palermo.

Chas. Raish's b m Cyclone.

Park Henshaw's b m Gladys B
W. S. Wilson's b m John W.

to. 3—Trotting, three-minute class, purse

$350.

Wheeler & Godfrey's b g Tillon B.

J. J. Lvdon's b Palermo.

Chas. Raish's b m Cyclone.

W. C. Boice's ch m Belle Packer.

C. A. Owens' Chandelier.

W. S. Wilson's dbm Lucv May.
U. G. Smith's b g Occidental.

Hiram West's b g Lee West.

SECOND DAY, AUGUT lOTH.

To. 4.—Running, half mile and repeat, purse

$250.
John Whitney's b m Gracie S.

j* J. W. Nesbit's b m Bess R.

A. G. Stephenson's bg Monarch.
J. J. Case's b m Kathleen.

Owen Bros.' b g Gold Dust.

U. H. Locke's ch m Lou L.

Boulevard LStable's ch g Charger.

Ira Grigsby's s g R. H.
Cooper & Mover's ch g Ben Martin.

Ashill & Schwartz's sg La Bue.

J. R. Nebeker's ch m Ida Glenn.

Frank Shortlet's Jessie Sturgil.

Montgomery & Gregory's b s Bill Nye.

o. 5.—Running, three quarters of a mile

dash, purse $200.

J. W. Russell's sr s George L.

A- D. Shaw's b h Vanity.

John Whitney's g m Gracie S.

A. G. Stephenson's s g Faro ; s g, no name.
Dan Morgan's Albatross.

D. Dennison's b s Rocket.

George Childer's d m Gold Coin.

C. H. Morton's Saybrook.

W. H. Welsh's br m Josie W.
Owen Bros.' b g Inkerman.
C. A. Owens' Two Cheers.

Boulevard Stable's ch g Charger ; b c Joe
' Frank.

H. King's White Cloud.

R. Sherwin's d m Emma.
3. 6.—Special in place of two-year-old.

j. 7.—Running, seven-eighths mile dash,

purse $200.

Owen Bros.' b g Gold Dust.

H. Schooler's cb f My Sweetheart.

Boulevard Stables' ch g Charger.

Ira Grigsby's s g R. H.
J. R. Xebecker's ch m Ida Glenn.
R. Sherwin's Emma D.

F. Shorttett's Jessie Sturgill.

Montgomery & Gregory's b s Bill Nye.

No. 14.—Running, one and one eighth miles,

hurdle, purse $250.

D. Dennison's b g Dave Douglas.

E. O' Neil's br g Nicodemus.
Cooper & Mover's ch g Ben Martin.

Boulevard Stable's ch g Sir Gordon.
J. Mylett's s h Keeley.

FIFTH DAY, AUGUST 18TH.

No. 15.—Pacing, 2:25 class, purss$350.
St. Paula H. & C. Co.'s g g Waldo J.

O. A. Owens' Eagle.

W. St. Clair's chm Belle.

T. P. Hendricks' blk m Lota.

A. K. Lamb's ch s Reno Prince.

J. R. Troxel's ch g Surprise.

No. 16.—Trotting, 2:29 class, purse $350.

Wietfeldt & Mount's br s Escort.

S. H. Hoy's b m Jennie Wren.
C. A.Owens' Starboul.

A. Eddys b m Nellie J.

P. Henshaw's blk m Mamie Griffens.

W. J. Dickey's b h El Pastor.

No. IS.—Special.
-*

San Jose Race Entries.

els' b s Senator L., Williams & Morehouse's b s Mon-
tana, Fred W. Loeber'a blk m Myrtle Thorn, B. F.
Sprague's Re Elect. Vendome Stock Farm's b m
Carrie Benton, W. H. Vioget's br f Willema, P. Hen-
shaw's blk m Mamie Griffin, Paris Kilburn's b m
Auntie Wilkes. O. Marchand's br m Lady O.
CLASS 2:30, TROTTING—Puree S700, best three in

five.—K. O. Grady's b sSan Mateo Boy, C. A. Durfee's
blk s McZeus, Fred W. Loeber's b m Topsy, Geo. B.
Polbemus' b g Rockwood. I. De Turk's bs Tietan,
J. D. Oarr's bJk f Genevieve, H. W. Langenour's b m
Lucy, Myers & Myers' b m Rossie Moore, Vendome
Stock Farm's Minnie B . Wm.Marrav's b h Frank H.,
Wheeler .& Farnsworth's Tilton B., W. S. Bartlett's
b s Frank B.
CLASS 2:40, TROTTING—Purse S700, best 3 in 5.—

I. De Tark's b g Dan Brown , San Mateo Stock Farm's
b m Deborah, T. C Sender's br m Eva M., Sonoma
Stock Farm's br m Lizzie R., M. S. Severance's b f
Irene Benefit, Santa Rosa Stock Farm's br m Electra,
Jas. E. Corey's Lady Thornbill, Mrs. Alice McDon-
ald's Stockton Belle, P. P. Chamberlain's ch h Mag-
net, G. Peirano's b m Maria P.. River View Stock
Farm's b m Midday, Wm Bihier'sbm Julia G., Oak'

DISTRICT THREE-YEAR-OLDS, TROTT1NG-
Turse SI00. Best three in five.—Geo. W. Lowrey.Jr \s
bf Letter B., Silver Bow Stock Farm's ch g Silver
Note, B. O. Van Bokkelen's b g L. A. B., Sue! Har-
ris' blk c Locbnivar, C. W. Green's b f Everglade
Vendome Stock Farm's b s John Bury, H. G. Cox's
b g John D. Evans, H. Hooker's gr f Bess H.. E. Top-
ham's b g Ned Thome, E. A. Davison's br t Orpha
D., C. H. Corey's b f Lady ThornhiU.
FREE-FOR-ALL, TvVO.YEAR-OLDS, TROTTING

—Purse SJ0O. one mile heats, best two in three —
Silver Bow Stock Farm's b f silver Ring.H. P.Isaac's
b f Kitty Caution, Suel Harris' b f Vandalia, Ven-
dome Stock Farm's b s Iran Alto, Palo Alto Stock
Farm's b c Glubar, M. S. Severance's ch f La Belle.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk m Derby Princess.
San Mateo Stock Farm's b er Last Chance, Myers &
Myers' be StamB., Witch Hazel Stock Farm's bf
Netty Ham, Chino Ranch's c h Saccarhme.
FREE-FOR-ALL, THREE-YEAR OLDS, TROT-

TING—Purse $400, best three in five.—R. O. New-
man's b c Homeward, Silver Bow Stock Farm's ch
g;
Silver Note,John Dooley'sb f Babv Rnth.W.Krem-

wood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, Mrs. Linda ' ling's h c Mardi Gras, Suel Harris' blk c Lochinvar
Haney's blk m Bessie Thome.

\
Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Aria, M. S. Severance's

FREE-FOR-ALL. PACING—Purse S700. Best three br f Bet Madison, San Mateo Stock Farm's be
in five.—Keating & Ottinger's b g Our Dick, J. W. Ravenscroft. Mrers & Mvers' b f Red Natling, Witch
Donathan's b m Hazel H., Oakwood Park Stock Hazel Stock Farm's gr g Caryle Carne, Chino
Farm's b g W. Wood. Ranch's ch f Nellie W.
Tnis race having failed to fill, was declared off

VV. Russell's s s George L.

D. Shane's b h Vanity.

A. G. Stevenson's s s Faro.

Ed. O'Neil'sbg Nicodemus.
W. B. Dodd'ssg April.

G. H. Martin's Saybrook.
Owen Bros.' b s. Inkerman.

H. Cooper's ch gCalphurnns.
C. A. Owens' Lady Intruder; Geo. Wash-
jton.

Boulevard Stable's be Joe Frank.
3. H. King's b h Mendocino.
Gehring & Martin's ch g Long d'Or.

E. J. Appleby'ss g Morton.
W. S. Earp's Ryland.

THIRD DAY, AUGUST 1GTH.

i. 8—Special trot.

'. 9—Special pace or trot.

. 10—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse $350.

L. Hinds' b m Hera.
n Morgan's Water ford.

S. Hoy's b g Billie Button.
as. David's b g Melrose.
rk Henshaw's b h Chico.

FOUKTH DAT, AUGUST 17TH

. 11—Running, three-quarters mile and
repeat.

Sl. G. Stevenson's s g .

ff. B. Dodd's s g April.

Dwen Bros.' bg Inkerman.
). A. Owens' Two Cheers.

tonlevard Stable's ch s Charger.
". H. King's br g Mendocino.

. 12—Running, purse $250. Mile dash.

L W. Russell's s s George L.
i. D. Shane's b h Vanity.
t; G. Stevenson's s s Faro.
). Dennison's b s Rocket.
Cd O'Neil's br g Nicodemus.

IV.

B. Dodd's g g April.
'.3. Martin's Saybrook.
>. H. Cooper's ch g Calphurnns.
!. A, Owens' Lady Intruder.
!. A. Owens' George Washington,
tonlevard Stable's b c Joe Frank.
. H. King's ch g White Cloud.

)| [. A. Goehring's ch g Long D'Or.

, !. J. Appleby's s g Morton.
V. S. Earp's Ryland.

1 13—Running, purse $250. Five-eighths

mile and repeat.

. W. Russell's s s George L.

. Whitney's g m Gracie S.

. W. Nesbit's b m Bessie R.
.G. Stevenson's b g Monarch,
an Morgan's Albatross.
<

T
. H. Welch's b m Josie W.

• J. Case's blk m Kathleen.

CLASS 2:18, TROTTING—Purse S700. Best three
in five.—Keating & Ottinger's b g Steve, E. C
Archer's Crown Priuce, K. D. Wise's Adelaide Mc
Gregor, P. J. Mann's b s Altao, Palo Alto Stock
Farm's br m Vina Belle, M. S. Severance's br m Re-
giua. Alex. Coroick's b h Wayland W., Williams &
Morehouse's bg Iago, Myers & Myers' r m Flora S.,

F. F Hostesler's br s Boodle. Vendome Stock Farm's
bs Hillsdale, C. Z Hebert's bs Bruno, S. C. Trynn's
bm Maud Patcheu. John McEvoy'sbrh DanVelos.
Chas. J. Cos's b s Bay Rum.
CLASS 2:21, TROTTING—Purse $700. Best three

in five,—I- De Turk's b m Maud Fowler, P. J.

Mann's Tmmont, Wm Frazier's Hamroek, Falo
Alto Stock Farm's br m Bonnibel, Chris. W. Smith's
br m Sbe, J. D. Can's b g Res, J. W. Gorden- ch s

Chancellor. R. H. Newton's ch s King Orry. Geo.
Gray's br h Fallacy. River View Stock Farm's br e
George Dexter, Williams & Morehouse's bs Mon-
tana, Myers & Myers's s Nutwood Wilkes, Thos.
Wall's org Antiocb. J. H. Butler's b g Manning,
D. H. Frye's b sJ. S. C. C. F. Marcy's Jennie June,
W. W. Marshall's b s Stranger, W. I. Higgin's Erin,

S. C. Tryon's b g Hylas Boy, John McKvoy's b h
Alarmist.

CLASS 2:24, TROTTING—Purse 5700. Best three

in five.—C. A. Durfee's b m Leonor, Richard Gird's

b g Lompoc. Peter Brandow's br g Free Coinage, G.

Lapham's ch s Delmas, K. D. Wise's br s Emin Bey,
J. A. Dustin's b h Red Oak, John R. Carroll's gr g
Marin Jr., A. B. Spreckels' blk m Chloe, Vendome
Stock Farm's Alviso, Dave Fisher's b m Pearl Fish-

er :P. Henshaw's b g Chico, L. J. Smith's blk g
Princeivood, L. P. W. Quimby's b s Phalmont Boy.
W. I. Hiegin's Erin, S. C. Tryon's br 3 Cal. R. R.,

John McEvoy's b h Alarmist.

CLASS 2:27. TROTTING—Purse S700, best three in

five.—Richard Gird's ch f Nellie W.. T. C. Snider's

brh Sacramento, Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Aria,
" Heyler's br s Col,

and a mixed free-for-all, pacers and trotters, was
opened, entries for which will close September 17th.

The district four-year-olds, trotiing purse also
failed to fill and was declared off.

CLASS 2:14, PACING—Keating & Ottinger'sbm
Edith, J. M ;AUiso's Rosita A., Barrow Bros, and
P. J. Mann's blk s Del Norte, R. H. Newton's b g
Tom Ryder, Robt. S. Brown's b g Plunkett, Geo.
Gray's bg Eric, Myers & Myers' b g Cyrus, L. J.

Smith's blk s Fresno Prince. Milton Latham's b sPo-
mona. Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b m Lady H.
CLAW3 2:20, PACING- Purse 5700. Best three in

five.—G. Lapham's b g Haviland, Witch HazelStock
Farm's b g Kittitas Ranger, Louis Scbaffer's ch m
Delia S., R. O. Newman's brh Consolation. I. L.
Borden's blk m Allie Cresco, Delauo Bros.' b m
Klickitat Maid. Hoy<fc Rainey's bs Monroe S , J. W.
Donathan's b b Mark H., W. S. Maben's blk g Andy,
Vendome Stock Farm's Our Bov, Sam Casto's b s

Tonchet, J. M. Nelson's b g Golden West, Wm. M.
Sinclair's ch m Belle, C.A.Bailey's b h Olinda Rich-

. mond, S. C. Tryon's b s Hanford Medium, John Mc-
! Evoy's blk h Black Cloud, Los Cerritos Stock Farm's
b s Sidmoor.
CLASS 2:30. PACING—Purse 5700. Best three iu

five.—C. A. Durfee's bs Ketchum, Keating it Ottin-
ger's Jessie P., E. C. Archer's Archie, G. B. Polhe-
mus'brs Seymour Wilkes, W. Murry's Bettie M.,
Richard Gird's b m Thera, Sonoma Stock Farm's br
h Vasto, Santa Rosa Stock (Farm's blk m Electrix,
T. J. Crowley's b f Madcap, P. L. Nash's b h Col.
Benton, Jas. E. Corey's Laura M., H. G. Cos's br g
Wait a Little, H. R. Ward's b s Baywood, C. \V. Ger-
tridge's b g McGinty, J. W. Donathan's b h Mark
H , E. N. Spencer's b m CarrieS.. J. R. Troxel's ch
g Surprise, C. H. Owens' t> g Eagle, W. M. Sinclair's

chm Bell. C. A. Bailev's b h Olinda Richmond. H.
L. Warburton'sbm Ella F . Oakwood Park Stock
Farm's blk m Allandora, Wheeler A Farnsworth's
Ruby M., Jno. McEvoy's cb m Irene L.

The following have made third payment. Fourth
payment of 530 due September 13th.

CHAMPION STAKES, FOALS OF 1S92, TROT-
TING—One mile and repeat.—E. Topham's b f

Dawnie, T. S. Montgomery's blk f Merle M., Palo
Alto Stock Farm's blk f Cressida and br c Glubar,
J. Shanahan's blk c Turner. W. J. Irvine's b c Our
Jack, A. Hirscbman's h e Uncle Dan. CM k wool P.^rk

Stock Farm's blk f Derby Princess
DISTRICT TWO-YEAR-OLDS, TROTTING— Purse

5100. Best two in three.—Geo. W. Lowery Jr 's br g
Antimonv, Lawrence Farm's b f Azrab, brf Fanny
L. and br f Almah. Silver Bow Stock Farm's b f

Silver Ring, H. T. Welch's r c Minnte, George Luna-
ley's b c Toby. J. Shanahan's blk c Turner, Suel
Harris' b f Mabel S., T. S. Montgomery's blk fMerle

FREE-FOR-ALL, THREE-YEAR-OLDS, PACING
Purse S400,; best three in five.—A. Young's ch c

Sidney Wilkes, H. P. Moore's blk f Bine Bells, Oak-
wood Park Stock Farm's br f Amaryone, E. A.
Davison's ch fPacolet. Milo Knox's s f Gertrude G.,
Myers & Myers' b f Hulda, B. F. Langford's blk c
Prince Nutwood, Witch Hazel Stock Farm's b g
Stannix.

Hueneme Races.

The two followiog races have been opened for entries,

which close with the Secretary August 28th.

Race Xo. 8. Trotting. 2:50 Class, free-
for-all Purse 8350

Race Xo. 12. Pacing, best 2 In 3, for 2-
year-olds. Free for all Parae 8250

Conditions as before published.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 28,1894.

Send your entries to

T. H. ' EKRV. Secretary, Hueneme, Cal.

nilm ii li i

ft SANITARY NECESSITY.
s of « i and children :

Knl'o^na R
b
ttS'omIsSilarinK.rArBrspW'ct I M..'Vendome Stock Farm's b Darling

is caused by out-door closets.

TUB C0LDIBI1
PATENT VENTILATED CABINET

OR BEDROOM COMMODE
Is absolutely odorless, and can be setup
In Any room having a chimney or stove
pipe, by anyone. Needs no expensive
plumbing. Costs nothing to keep in order _

I A BOOH TO WOMEN ANDCHILDREN
= Affords all iheconveniencesof the most elaborate water
= clnset, without deadly seTrercas. Absolutely necessary
a where there are no sewers. The effect on health is so
2 great, and expense solittle thit every family should have
2 one. Made of O A K^ weU QnLihed, with galvanized
2 rm^Kets— non-corrosive— and all necpss&ry fittings, ecm-
| plete. Price, $12.00- Freight prepaid to f--^
= any railway station in U. S. Guaranteed

g as rspresenled or money refunded. We
k refer to this piper. Not a luxury, but a
5 necessity; a ' 'saver oE doctor's bills." De*
~ senptive pamphlet and testimonials free.

j Endorsed by doctors. Mention this paper. __
I DONALD KENNEDY & SON, Minneapolis/ Minn,
ujiii u i-i in 1 131 1 ii im j 1 1 1 1 1 rn it iiiiii]! tit 14 1 : i

THE GREAT RACE HORSE

(Winner of First Prize for Thoroughbred Stallions at California State Fair, 1S93)
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LOYALIST was one of the very greatest race horses
in .Australia, winner of !he rich Brunswick Slakes,
1J4 milfs, on Turl t ( uise, in 2:08J4, the best line
on record uciil bea'en by ihe renownrd < srbtne,
who ran in 2:(7. AIfo won Tufmniita Jockey
Club Trial Slakes, l 1-S niiltf, &Ld 'iasnjaiiian Hy-
ing Handicap, 6 furlongs, and ran second in Final
Handicap, A. J. C, 1)4 miles, in 2:10.

1 hi-n- are only three Grandsomi of Slockwell
(the Greatest Sire that Ever Lived) Stand-

ing in America, and Loyalist ia one.

Imp. Loyalist is a dark bay horse, foaled in Novem-
ber, 18S4, bred by Mr. Samuel Gardiner, Bundoora
Park, Melbourne "breeder ot Darebini. He stands 15.3

hands on steely legs, and has great joiols and the best
of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being hard
and muscular, standingovera lot of ground, with short,
strong back, and wonderfully muscular quarters.
Bis head and neck are models of symmetry, his
shoulders are well placed, and he is all over "horse,"
showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia
i3 truly remarkable. Newminster, one of them, being
admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's

sire—The Marquis—won the Doncasler St. Leger and
Two Thousand Guineas of 1S62, and only lost the Derby
bva head. He was by the Emperor of Sires—Slock-
well—irom Cinizelli, by Touchstone, who was one of

the greateat broodmares in English luxf history, pro-

ducing, as she did, Th~ Marquis, The Pe- r (sire ol Dar-
ebin), Towton (sire of a host of winners!, and Mar-
chioness (winner of The Oaks, and dam of the great
Fishhook ai-d Bose of Denmart, who have left iheir

mighty impress on the horses of Australia").

Loyalist's dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of

Darebin
,
produced, in addition lo Loyalist, Loyalstoue,

wbowlll ever be remembered in Ausiralian turl hfafiry

as having beeh beaten only by a nose by Vengeance In

Ihe rich Caulfleld Cup of 1890, 1% miles, in the best

time on record (ou a turf course), in a very large field.

Many people always contended that Loyalstone really

won ll. Vengeance.who received the verdict, was also

Newminster.son of The Marquis.
Loyalist comes of wonderful sire lines, ior apart

from bis trulv grand breeding on the sire's side he ba*

on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled lu

America, if indeed in the world. Loyal Peress pro-

duced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the latter

in turn the dam of submission, a heavy winner in 1892.

His second daD, Loyal Devoir, produced the winner
Caractacus; ihe third dam, Letlie Wt-st. produced

Glorious, a most successful Australian sire, and Htz-

liarding, Paneburv and Lelty Lyon, splendid race-

horses; the fourth dam. Bay Letty, gave to the world

Libelous and Letlv Long; the filth dam. Aliss Letty.

winner of The Oaks, produced the renowned sire,

Weatherbit, and ten others that were race horses and
produced, among ihe number Letitia, sixth dam ot

A B.Spreckes'gieatcolt,v'admus. Loyalist's sixth dam.

the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous
English sire, Adventurer, while his tenth dam, Pros-

erpine, was sister to ibemigbty Eclipse, or "Ecilpse

first, the rest nowhere" lame.

For any information regarding the horse apply to E. C. SACHS, care Breeder and Sportsman Office.
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GOLDEN GATE FAIR
ASSOCIATION.

RUNNING.
TROTTING.

Seven -:- Days'-:- RaciDg
nil It RACES KAl'H DAY.

At Bay District Track,
COIHIKXCINQ

MONDAY, AUG. 13th.

Large Purses! Big Fields!

Baring oommenees at i o'clock every Jay, except
Friday. Owing; to Ihe length of Uie pro-

gramme on tbal day the bell

will ring fit 12

Admission ?' M

.106 I. lilMO.M). W. M. EKRT,
Secretory. President

VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Race Meeting

SEPTEMBER 14th and 15tb

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. lOlh.

KXTRAXCE 10 PER CENT.
Prizes amounting to $2500 will be given for

Trolling and Running Races.

Entry* blanks can be obtained from Secretary. Box
190. \V. S. CHAMBERS, Secretary.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR

MOVTEHEY AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
District No. 7

— TO BE HELD AT —

SALINAS CITY
October2dto6th, IncL

Entries Close Sept. 8th

SPEED PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 2d.

Nii i. Trotting—Two-vear-old stake for 1891; $100
added by Association,: best 2 in 3. Closed Feb. I, 1894.

No. 2. Trotting— Three-year-old stakes fi»r 1894; $100
added hy ttie Association. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

No. 3. Pacing—Stakes tor 1891; 2:30 class; 5100 added
by Association. Closed Feb. l, 1S94.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3o.

No. 4. Ru intng—One-half mile and repeat: tor all

horses in Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Cruz counties. Purse $150.

No. 5. Association Trotting Stakes; one half mile
and repeat: tor all one-year old colts in the District:

beel - In 3; $>0 added by Association. Closed June 9th,
1894.

No. h, Trotting -For 2:23 class; free foi all. Purse
8100.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4th.

No. t. Running—Three-quarter mite and repeat;
free for all. l'ur<e$!50.

No. 8. Association Trotting Slakes for 2:40 c'ass;

3100 added by Association. Closed June 9th, 1894.

No.!). Trolling—For all stallions in Monterey, San
Benito, sin Lois Obispo and Santa Cruz counties.
Pane |20Q.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

No. 10. Running—Seven-eighth*- mile dash: free for
ail. Purse #150.

ISTo.ll. Paring—For 2:20 class; free for all. Purse
#»o.

No. 12 Trolling -Fur all two-year-olds In the coun-
Honierey, San Benito. San Luis Obispo and

Santa Cm/ CO in ties. Winner of two yea'-old colt
*tukM for 1 98 I burred. Best 2 i q 3. Purse $150.

BATDBDAY, OCTOBER 6th.

No. 13. Running—One mtledis'i; free lor all, Pu se
•150.

No. 14. Association Trotting siakes. 2:80 class: §100
added by Association. ' Hot ed Jane Bin, WM,
No. 16. Trotting -Tree Coral?. Purseltoo.

For condition-, entry blank? -

, etc., address the Sec-
retary.

JOHN .1. KELLY. .1. II f\IIH.
Secretary. President

FOR SALE.

212 Acres of Choice Land,
rtfnutiniiiy loo ted near Pleasanton. Would make a
very attractive countr) re Idenoeand well adapted foi

ralnng Hne bUw Ic. & n under cultivation. Q I In

provetoents, abundanoe ol water; 100 acres in frnu
nod vim adet nil level. Pnrlly covered

rgeoaks,andadneslteforfi mlletratnlngiraclc.
Would 'exchange tor ciiy property. For further par-
I'—jhin'iHiiniy to a. itoSiw 828 afontgomery street,
room 8, San Francisco.

PROGRAMME

New Purses and

Purses Re-Opened

Solano Agricultural and Speed Association

Agricultural District No. 36.

VALLEJO
REGULAR A.WU4L FAIR AXD R4CE-.

No.
No-

No.

No.
No.

No.

No.
No.

No.
No.

No.
No.

Purses Declared Filled.
1—Yearling colt. District. 8 entries.

2—Two-year-old, District, 1-5 entries.

3—Three-year-old, District. 12 entries.

5—Two-year-olds, free for all. 10 entries.

6—Three- v ear-olds, free for all. 11 entries.

S—2:25 Class, pacing, free^for all. 18 entries.

9— District trotting, 3:00 Class. 8 entries.

10— District trotling, 2:40 Class. 11 entries.

13—2:40 Class, trotting, free for all. 16 entries.

15—2:27 ('lass, trotting, tree for all. 10 entries.

17—2:14 Class, Nomination pacing. 8 entries.

18—2:17 Class, Nomination trotting. 10 entries.

Running Races.
To Close September 1, 1891.

No. -4. Five-Eighths Mile Dash, Purse 8200.
Three-year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance:
$50 to second horse. The winner to be sold at §1,200; il

re* less, one pound allowed tor each 5 100 to $1,000, then
.wo pounds for each 3100 to $200.

No. 11. One-Mile Dash. Purse 8250. Three-
year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance; $50 to
second horse The winner to be sold lor $1.500 ; if lor
less, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000, then two
pouads for each $100 to $200.

No. 12. One and One-Sixteenth Miles Da-ih,
Purse 8300. For three-year olds and upward. Ten
per cent, entrance; $50 to second horse. Ten pounds
below the scale.

No. 14. Half- Mile and repeat selling 1 ace. Purse
8"£00, for three-year-olds and upwards; 10 per cent,
entrance; $50tosecond horse. Winner to be sold at
$1000. If for less 1 lb. allowed for each $100 down to
$600, then 2 lbs. for each $100 down to $100.

For horses that have started and not won this year
allowed five pounds additional.
Entries to close September 1st,

Rules uf Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to
go*em running races.

Purses Re-Opened, Trotting
To Close Septemcer 1st, 1894.

Ho. 7. 2:20 Class, Trotting Purse

Entrance 5 per cent 5 per cent, of the amount of
the purse additional from wiuners. O. T. and P. A.
rules to govern.

Programme.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9.

Purse
18. Nomination Purse, Trotting, 2:17 Class i Closed) $300
1. Yearling Colt Slake, District, Trotling(closed) 150
13. 2:10 Class, Free-For All (Closed) 60C

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10.
9. 3:00 Class, District, Trotting (Closed) 300
2. Colt Stake, District, Two- Year-Old * Closed).... 400
7. 2:20 Class, Free-For-All (Reopened to close

September 1st. Five per cent, to enter
and 5 per cent, from winners. Condi-
tions as published) 1000

4. Five-Eighths Mile Ruuning, for Three. Year-
Olds and Upwards. (To close Sept, 1st) 200

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11.
6. Three-Year-Old 2:27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-

All (Closed).- 400
15. 2:27 Class, Trotting, Ft ee- For-All (Closed) 600
8. 2:25 Class, Pacing, Free-For-All (Closed) 500
11. Running. One Mile Dash, Three-Year-Olds

and Upwards 250

FRIDAY. OCTOBER ;i2.

Running, Five-eighths Mile Dash, Three-
Year Olds and Upwards 200

10. 2:40 Class, Disirict (Closed) 400
8. Colt Stake, District, Three-Year-Old Closed) 400
14. Half-Mile and Repeat, Running, j'hree-Year-

Olds and Upwards. (To close Sept. lat) 200

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13.
12. Running, One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash

tor I hree-Year-Olds and Upward 303
17. Nomination. Pacing, 2:14 Class 1 Closed 1 800
5. Colt Stake, Two-Year-Old, 2:40 class, Free-

For-All (Closed) 600

Rules of Occidental Trottlngand Racing Association.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to change

the order, postpone or declare off any or all ot tbe
above races, ou account of bad weather or any other
Just cause.

W. T. KELLY. Sec'y. A. F. RUSH, Pres.
301 Georgia Street, Yallejo. Cal.

ABSORBINE
Split-Second Timers!
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel canes.

PRICE .... 020
The*-.- timer* HtArt and stop promptly, and are a*

rellablP a* the he«t apllt-wcoud watches made.

A. HIRSCHMA.N. 113 Sutter Street

will reduc 1 inflamed, swollen Joints,

PUPF3, ftn * 1 any sort Bimcb;

TUMORS
BOILS,

pleas int to use; does
not blister under hand-
age or remove the hair.
$2 (i j » hoi He. At reg-

ular dealers, or W. F. YOUNU, P.D.F..
Merfden, Cl.

Circulars if you want thein.

: Ai.snn»H>Ai.i'iiY :

J. O'KANK. 707 Market Street, San Francisco.
R. -I. BEEBY. 1061 Broadway, Oakland, Cai.
WOODARD, CLARK tfc CO., Portland, Oregon.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B MILROY & GO.

1350 and 1353 Market Street, 75 and 77
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A hill line ol Klegaol Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best facllltleeiuTorded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone No. 3169.

NEW YORK JOCKEY CLUB
IVt O H *Ft I S DE» -A. H. IK. ,

WEST CHESTER, N. Y.

Tbe following Stakes are now open, to close and name on WEDNESDAY, the loth AUGUST. 1894.

FOR THE FALL, MEETING OF 1894.
FOR TWO YEARS OLD.

Albany Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $50 each, f15 forfeit, with $1250 added, of which $250
to second, and 5100 to third. Weights 5 lbs. below tbe scale. Winners of two races after August i">tb to carry 7
lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 7 lbs. Winners at any time of $1500 or more excluded, and not to nav forfeii
Value In 1893. 93245. Six furlongs.

p y Iorfe,uI
White Plains Handicap, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $50 each, h. f., or only $5 if declared bv

August 15tb, l»94,'or $10 if declared by 2 p. m. on the day before the race, lor hordes entered January bv °d 189?
and $100 each, b. f.. or only |2500 if declared by 2 p m. on the day before the race for horses entered by August
isth, 1S94, with $1500 added, of which $300 to second, and $200 to third. Weights lo he announced on tbe second
day before the race. Received January 2d, 1S94, 87 nominations. Va'ue in 1893. 87380. Six furlongs.

Essex Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $40 each, $10 .orfeit, for horses entered bv January 2d
1894. and $100 each, $2-5 forteit, for horses entered by August 15th. 1S94, witb ?10(H) added, of which $200 to sec md'
and $100 to third. Non-winners of $2500 allowed 3 lbs.; ot $1500 5 lbs.; of $1000 7 lbs ; beaten maldens~12 lbs Win
ners of $5000 excluded, and not to pay forfeit. Received January 2d, 1891. 63 nominations Value in ibot
$3655. Six furlongs.

I8W '

FOR THREE YEARSiOLD.
Pelbam Bay Handicap, for three years old.

.
A sweepstakes of $50 each, h. f., or only $-5 if declared for

horses entered by January 2d, 1S94, and $100 each, h. f., or only $20 if declared for horses entered by August 15th
1894, with $1500 added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced on the second day
before the race, and declarations to be jade by 2 p. m. on the day before the race. Received January *'d 169?
36 nominations. Value in l«93, $3345. One mile and a quarter.

FOR ALL AGES.
Manhattan Handicap, for all aees. A sweepstakes of $50 each, h. i. or only $5 it declared for horses en-

tered by January 2d, 1891, and $100 each, h. f.. or only $20 if declared for horses'entered by Au«-ust 15ih 1*94
with $1500 added, of which $500 to second and $200 to third Weights to be announced on the' second day before
the race, and declarations to be made by 2 p. m. on ibe day belore ihe race. Received January *Td isqi yi nnm
inations. Value in 1893, $3180. One mile and a quarter.

J
'

*",MI"-

Country Cluh Handicap, for all ages. A sweepstakes of $50 each, a. f., or only $5 if declared for hors^a
entered by January 2d, 1891.and $75 each, $59 forteit, or oulv $15 if declared for horses entered by August 15th
1894, with $1250 added, of which $250 to second and $100 to third. Weights to be announced on the second dav
before the race, snd declarations to be made by 2 p. m. on the day before tbe race. Received Januarv *>d isqi
31 nominations. Value In 1893, $2645. One mile and a furlong.

'

THE AUTUMN SERIAL HANDICAPS.
$7,500.

The following subscription, made by August 15th,"shall entitle the entry to start free for these Handicaps-
850 FOR THE THREE HANDICAPS.

The above subscription shall further quality the entry, if duly entered, to be handicapped tree if declared
lor all over-night handicaps at the Fall meeting, thereby saving tbe usual declaration fee ol *5 or »I0 in eaetl
case. The added money for such over-night handicaps will be not less than $1000.

FOR ALL AGES.
First All Aged Serial Handicap. A handicap for all ages. Guaranteed cash value$"000- to the winnw

$1400; to the second, $400; and to tHe third, $200. Weights to be arnounced two days before the race 7n™l
entered three days before the race to pay $50 to start, or $25 forfeit. Five furlongs.

Serond All Aged Serial Handicap. A handicap for all ages. Guaranteed cash value $2500- to tbe win
ner, $1800; to the second, $500; to the third, $200. Weiguts to be announced two days before tbe race Rnnuw
entered three days belore the race to pay $50 to start, or $25 forfeit. One mile.

nurses

Third All Aged Serial Handicap. A handicap for all ages. Guaranteed cash value $3000- to the win
ner, $2000; to the second, $700; and *o the third, $300. Weights to be anuounced two days before the ra«i
Horses entered three days before tne race to pay $5u to start, or $25 forfeit. One mile and a quarter.

THE THREE YEARS OLD SERIAL HANDICAPS.
$4,500.

The following subscription made by August loth shall entitle the entry to start fee for these handicaps-
$40 FOR THE TWO HANDICAPS.

The above subscription shall further qualify the entry, if duly entered, to be handicapped free if deeinwwi
for all over-night handicaps at the Fall meeting thereby saving the usual declaration fee of *5 or sin in e«7h
case. The added money tor such over-night handicaps will be not less than $1000.

FOR THREE YEA^S OLD.
First Three Years Old Serial Handicap. 4 handicap for three years old. Guaranteed cash vah«

$2000; to the winner, $1400; to the second, $400; and to the third, $200. Weights to be announced twoiiavYh!!!
fore the race. Horses entered three days betore the race to pay $50 to start, or $25 forfeit. Five furlongs?

Second Three Years Old Serial Handicap. A handicap lor three years old. Guaranteed cash vniiJ
$2500; to the winner, $1800; to tbe second, $i00; and to the third, $200. Weights to be announcediwo ,i«va
before tbe race. Horses entered three days before the race to pay $50 lo start, or $25 forfeit. One mile.

FOR THE SPRING MEETING OF 1895.
FOR TWO YEARS OLD.

Brent Eclipse Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes ot $2-50 each, h. f., or only sio if declarprt i

January 2d, 1895, or $25 if declared by April 1st, 1S95, or $50 if declared by May 1st, 1S95; the club to eimn^nrE
the gross value of tbe stakes to be $20,000, of which $2000 to second, and $1000 to third. Six furlongs.

mee

Juvenile Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., or only $10 if declared hv Ton ,,o™.
2d, 1895, or$25it declared by May 1st, 1595, with $2000 added, ot which $500 to second, and $300 to third \ViI
ners of $1000, or twice ol $2000, 7 lb3. extra. Beaten maidens allowed 7 lbs. Value in 1894 $6935* Five
furlongs.

*

Galliard Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., or only $10 If declared hv trth™™
2d. 1895, or $25 if declared by May 1st, 1895, with $1500 added, of which $300 to second and $*oo to third \vi»
ners of $2050,3 lbs; twice of $2000 or once of $i0v'u, 5 lbs.; twice of $40o0 or once of $10 000 10 lbs extm win '

winners ot $1500 allowed 5 lbs. Beaten maidens allowed 10 lbs. Value in 1891,85475. Five and a half i

furlongs.

Larchnnont Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakesof $l00each, h. f„ or only$l0if declared hv Tn.nna*»
2d, 1895, or $25 if declared by May 1st. 1895, with $1509 added, of which $303 to second, and $200 to third win
ners of $4000, 4 lbs extra Horses which have started and not won $30.K), allowed 3 lbs : S-'OOO 7 ths *i'nnn •<!
lbs. Beaten maidens allowed 14 lbs. Value in 1894. 85215. teix furlongs. * ?

'
fl

Casanova Stakes, for fillies two years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., or only aio if declared hv
uary 2d, 1895, or $25 if declared by May 1st, 1S95, with $1500 added, of which $300 to second and ^oo io rM«t
iners of *2000, 4 lbs.; twice "f **w ""••"« n* 4i v ihe *>-*...,, xr„—S

™
"rrj„**u4 >~w

Beaten maidens allowed 10 lbs.

FOR THE FALL MEETING OF 1895.
FOR TWO YEARS OLD.

Duninow Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes ot $100 each, h. f., or only $10 if declared hv i. ni»n
2d, 1895, or =20 if declared by July 1st. 1S95, or $30 if declared by August 15th 1895. with 3l 5no added ofS
$300 to second, and $200 to third. Winners after August 1st of $2000 lo carry 3 lbs.; twice of 32000 or nnrenl
$4000, 5 lb :; twice ot $4003. or once of 910,010, 81b*.; twice of $10,000, or once of $20,000. 12 lbs extra Vnn win
ners at any lime of $2000 allowed 5 lbs.; of $1000, S lbs. Beaten maidens allowed 12 lbs "Value in isoi i

$8890. Six furlongs.

J

2d, 1

$400077 lbsTtwice of $4000, or once of $10.000, 10 lbs. extra. Non-winners at anytime of $2000 aTlmved''s^/kT. «fl

$1000, 10 lbs. Beaten maidens allowed 15 lbs. Value in 1893, $7580. Six furlongs*
«m.,«|

Fa- In. in Stakes, tor fillies two years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. 1., or only Sio If declare hv ran SI

uary 2d, 1S9S, or $20 If declared by July 1st, 1895, or $30 it decU red by August 15th. 1V5 with «i5Madd«i of
which $300 lo second, and $200 to third. Winners afcr August 1st of $2000 to carry lbs.; of two "such lir-M r.r

once of $4000, 7 lb..; of three such races or ouce of $10,000. 10 lbs. extra. Non-winners at any time of iisoYi ai
lowed 5 lbs.; of $1000, 10 lbs. Beaten maidens allowed 15 lbs. Value In 1893, $6140. Six furlongs.

declared by Jail-

1

"Oadded.of whlcnj]

Non-wfnneraof $3~000 allowed 3 lbs.; of $2000 7 lbs.; ot $1000, 12 lbs. Beaten maideWallowed* :>
o lbs

l° vS'lue^ 1

1893, $6920. Seven furlongs.

FOR THE SPRING MEETING OF 1896.
FOR THREE YEARS OLD.

Withers Stakes, lor thr^e years old. A sweepstakes of $100 eich, b.f .oronly $10 if declared bv January2d.t
1895, or $20 IT declared by January 2d, lb9b, or -Su K declared by May 1st, 1S96, with $2-500 added ot which tHB
to second, and $300 to thirJ. Value in 1894, 88000. One mile. *^|

Belmont Stake*, for three years old. A sweepstakes of 1100 each. h. t., or only $10 if declared by Jamiarj
2d, 1895, or $20 If declared by January 2d, lS9t., or >!0 If declared by May 1st, 1890, with $2000 added of which
$.300 10 second, and $20010 third. Winners at any linieof $lo,003, 3 lbs. extra; and winners of two Stakes foi

three-year-olds ol $2000, or one of $1000. 5 lbs. extra. Non-Winners of $5000, if non-winners of a race for three
year-olds of $2000, allowed 8 lbs ; of $3000, 5 lb*..; of $2000, 7 lbs.; of $1000, 10 lbs. Beaten maidens allowedM-
lbs. Value in 1894,87580. One mile and a quarter.

Ladles' Stakes, for fillies three years old. A sweepstakes ot $100 each. h. f, r only $10 If declared hi

Juunarv 2d, 1S95, or $'2iMf declared by January 2d, lS9ii. or ?,lo il declared by May 1st, 1*96." Willi St500 added ol

whlc 1 8300 to second, and $200 to third. Winners at any time of $3000, 3 lbs : twice of $::ooo or once of vmo
lbs. extra. Non-winner* of $2000 allowed 4 lbs ; of $1000, 8 lbs. Maidens allowed 12 lbs. \ aiue In 1891
$5200. One mile.

FOR THE FALL ME BITING OF 1896.
FOR THREE YEARS OLD.

" Jerome Handicap, for three years old. Asweepslabesof $100 each. h. f.. or only $10 if declared byJanuai
2d, 1896, or |Z5 it declared by 2 p. m. on the day before the race, with $2500 added, of which $500 to second at.
$.300 to third. Weights to be announced two days before tbe race. Computed value tor 1894. $6000
One mile and a quarter.

Hunter Haiidicn.ii. tor HI lies three years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f., or only $10 if declared b
Januarv -2d, l -!>», or $25 II declared by 2 p. m. on the day before the race, with $1500 added, of which S300 to set'

ond, and $200 to third. Weights to be announced on the second day before the race. Computed value To

1 89 1 , 8 4300. One mile and a quarter.

Entries to all the races of the New York Jockey Club are adver.lsed and will be received ouly on Iheundei
standing and agreement ol the subscriber that provisions of Rule 42 of the Rules of Racing adopted by th
JocWev Club, form a part of. and govern the contract.

Rule 42. Every p-rson subscribing to a sweepstakes, or enterlmja horse in a race to be run under tbes
rules, accepts the declslou of the Stcwar Is on any question relating to a race, or to racing.

At the discretion ot the Stewards of the Jockey Club, or of the Stewards and without notice the entries
any perSOU or the transfer of any entry may be refused.

Nominations tu be addressed to H. tl. Crlckniore, Secretary of the New York Joekev Club, Morris Park
West Chester, New York.

H. IS. CRICKMORE, Secretary. fl. DeCOURCY FORBES, President.

January 2a, iH9o, or^-jo 11 aecisreu uy au%y ist, 1330, wim juiAiauura, 01 wnicn sioo to second, and *°on rnthtwi
Winners 0^92000, 4 Ibs^; twice 0^*2000, or once otJipotU ^s.. extra. Non-winners of $1500, allowed 5 lbs."

lbs. extn
Value in 1894, 85670. Sixfuriongs.

loweu o jua.; ui jiuuu, iv h»i «wivi. ........"". «»™..w— .« ™— . ,.
, L >

.
, ,, .-*.-.,>, ^ui iy, 511

Chainpngne Stakes, for two years old. A sweepstakes of $100 each, h. f, or only $10 if de
uary 2d, 189"). or $20 if declared by Julv 1st, 189a, or $30 11 declared by August 15tb, 1S95, with SI500
$.300 to second, aud $200 to third. Winners of $1000 lo carry 5 lbs.: twice of $4000, or once of 310
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$20,000 in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 1ST.

TROTTING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL 81500

4:17 CLASS 1000

2:20 " 1000

2:24 " 800
2:2T " 700

2:30 " SOO

2:10 " 500

3-YEAR-OLD CL SS 500

2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 30O

PACING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL SI 200

2 : 14 CLASS 1000

2:19 •' 800

2:30 " 400
2-YEAR-0LD CLASS 300

RUNNING EVENTS.
1-2 Mile, for 2-year-olds. Added money-@150
1 1-4 Miles, for 3-year-olda. " " 250
5 Furlong9, for 2-year-olds. " " 200
1 Mile, All-aged Handicap. " " 400
4 1-2 Furlongs, All ages. Selling. Purse 200
1 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 300
5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds. Added money 250
3-4 Mile. All ages. " " 250
5-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Pnrse 200
7-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 250
3-4 Mile, for 2-year-olds. Added money 30O
1 1-8 Miles, Aliases. " " 250
For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary
Don't forget that we endeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance o per cent.
The Secretary will he pleased to furnish any infor-

mation desired.

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6.

CAPT. J. C. IVKWTO.V Pre-tident. L. THORXK, Secy., 107 1-2 IV. Main St., Loa Angeles.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eislith Annual Fitir of I he Twenty-Sixth

District Agricultural Association (Amador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE HELD AT

IONE, CAL.
September 25 to 28,Incl

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 12.

Money required to be sent at the time entries
are made.

First Day—Tuesday, September 25th.
Purse

BTo. 1. RunDins—32-mile and repeat, ^year-old
class, Amador county $123

Xi.. J. Eunninff 3-8 mile and repeat, free for all— 125

No. 3. 'J rotting-2-year-old class, Amadur and Sac-
ramento counties, mile heats, 2 in 3 100

Second Day—Wednesday, September 2fith.

1 orenoon, Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. i. Running—11-16 mile dash, free for all 150

No. 5. Running—5 8 mile and repeat 150

No. 6. Trotting— 3-year-old class, lor district 125

Third Day—Thursday, September 27th.

No. 7. Running—1-mile dash.. 125

No 8 Running— J^-mile and repeat, free for all 100

No. !t. Piling- 1-mile heats, 2:iS cia^s, 2 in 3.. 125

No. 10. Tiotiiug—Yearling class, 1-mile htats, 2 in 3 100

Fourth Day—Friday, September 28th.

Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. U. Running—^'-mile and reppat _ 125

Ro. 12 Running -1-mile novelty for purse 200

No. 13, Buggy Race-1 mile, 2 in 3, district - 50

No 14. Running— 'ii-mLle dash, district 100

Remarks and Conditions.

Entries will close with the Secretary September 12th.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse, which must accom-
pany nomination.
In all races five to enter and three to start.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern

Tlie Board reserves the right to change the above
aider of races by giving the contestants notice by 6 p.

in. (•!" the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except when

CODditiona made are otherwise, they may contest for

l.ir tin- entrance money, to he divided as follows: 60 2-3

per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the second.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they are to start

must he named by 6 p.m. of the day preceding the race.

Purses divided into two moneys, of which 75 per
i-ont. tu first horse and 2-5 per cent, to second, except in

luvelty race, in which ?50 will he paid to winner at

; each quarter.

\V. A. BEXXETTS. J. MARCHA\T,
Secretary. President.

At prices warranted by the present con-

dition oi business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam AJma, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Bingwood trotted a trial mile

milein2:19Jii.

DBITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points,

by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Puxdy, by Sam
Purdy. he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; second dam,
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable "Wilkes, by
Gtiy Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by Vermont Black Hawk.

, TIPPO TIB, bay 'gelding, record 2:26, can trot In

2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

, HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
lo drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worth, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She is a mare
ot fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait

For further information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. DIETZ, Oakland, Cal.

MONEY TO LOAN to suit, frn
So.OOtoSl.OOO, fo»

je»rs. «~6 per oerTt. interest. "No" payments of any
'

required until application for a. loan boa been grai

3ECDSITY REQUIRED. Reale=tate.bouaes.6toreB,Blocl»
wndB, jewelry, household goods, furniture, merchandiseJ
loraea, cattle, live s lock, farming implements, and macbinei
)f ail kind*, or any otherproperty, realorpersonal, of vatumd

i note, endorsed or person worth amount of money bor-fl

ed, will b« accepted as security. Don't hesitate to xcrium
and ask far a Loan. Address, MUTUAL SAVINGS AI»|
LOAN CO., Tenth, and Walnut Streets. Philadelphia, P«.f

PROGRAMME

New Purses and

Purses Re-Opened

Solano Agricultural and Speed Association

Agricultural Dislrict No. 36.

VALLEJO
REGULAR AKM74L FAIR A\DRACE-.

No.

No.
No.

No.

Purses Declared Filled.
-Yearling colt. District, 8 entries.

2—Two-year-old, District. 15 entries.

a—Three-year-old, District. 12 entries.

5—Two-year-olds, free for all. 10 entries.

6—Three-year-olds, free for all. 11 entries.

8—2:25 (Jlass, pacing, free for all. 18 entries.

9—District trotting, 3:00 Class. 8 entries.

No. 10— District trotting, 2:40 Class. 11 entries.

No. 13—2:40 Class, trotting, free for all. 16 entries.

No. 15—2:27 Class, trotting, tree for all. 10 entries.

No. 17—2:14 Class, Nomination pacing. 8 entries.

No. 18—2:17 Class, Nomination trotting. 10 entries.

Running Races.
To Close September I, 1894.

No. 4. Fi\ e-Eishtta-. Mile Dash, Purse 8200.
Three-year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance;
£50 to second horse. The winner to be sold at §1,200; It

tor less, one pound allowed lor each $100 tu $1,000, then
two pounds for each $100 to $200.

No. 11. One-Mile Dash. Purse S2AO. Three-
year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance; $50 to

second horse. The winner to be sold tor $1,500; ifior
Ie>s, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000, then two
pounds for each $100 to $200.

No. 1-'. One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash,
Purse $30U. For three-year olds and upward. Ten
per cent, entrance: $50 to pecond horse. Ten pounds
below the scale.

For horses that have started and not won this j
_ear

allowed five pounds additional.
Kn tries to close September 1st,

Rules uf Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to

gofera running races.

Purses Re-Opened, Trotting
To Close Septemcer 1st, 1894.

No. 7. 2:20 Glass, Trotting Purse $1000

Entrance 5 per cent. 5 per cent, of the amount o(

the parse additional from winners. O. T. and P. A.
rules to govern.

Programme.
TUESDAY, OCTOHER 9.

Purse
18. Nomination Purse, Trotting, 2:17 Class' Closed) $800

1. VearlingColt State, District, Trolling!' Closed j 150

13. 2:40 Class, Free-For-Ail (Closed) 60C

WEDNESDAY, OCTOHER lO.

9. 3:C0 Class, District, Trotting (Closed) WO
2. Colt Stake, District, Two- Year-Old (Closed).... 400

7. 2:20 Class, Free-For-All i Reopened to close
September lsl. Five per cent, to enter
and 5 per cent, from winners. Condi-
tions as published) 1000

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11.

6. Three-Year-Old 2 :27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-
All (Closed)... 400

15. 2:27 Class, Trotting, Fi ee- Far-All i Closed) 600

8. 2:25 Class. Pacing, Free-For-All (Closed) 500

Running. One Mile Dash, Three-Year-Olds
and Upwards 250

FRIDAY, OCTOBER;i2.
Running, Five-eighths Mile Dash, Three-

Year Olds and Upwards 200

10. 2:40 Class, District (Closed) 400

3. Colt Stake, District, Three-Year-Old Closed) 400

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13.

Running, One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash
lor three- Year-Olds and Upward 300

17. Nomination. Pacing, 2:14 Class f Closed u. 800

5 Colt stake, Two-Year-Old. 2:40 Class, Free-
For-Alt (Closed) 600

Roles of Occidental Trottingand Racing Associatlnn.

| The Board of Directors reserve the right to change
the order, postpone or declare off any or all ot the

above races, ou account of bad weather or any other

just cause.

\V. T. KELLY. Sec'y. A. F. RUSH, Pres.

301 Georgia Street, Vallejo, Cal.

GOLDEN GATE A. & M. EAIE ASSOCIATE

The $2,000 Futurity Purse for Trotters, offered by this Association,
Having failed to Fill, the Directors now offer for the Foals of 1894

A $4000 futurity Purse for Trotters and Pacers
TO BE CONTESTED FOR IN 1897.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 21st, 1894.
ElVTRAXCR 3 PER rEXT.

, payable as follows: $10 August 21st, 1894, when enliies close in names ofdam and sire; 510 January 1.5th. 1S95; 515 July 15th, 1895; *I5 January 15th, 1896; ?l5July 15th, 1S96; ?t5January
loth, 1£97; ?20 June 15th, IS97, and $20 fifteen days before the advertised day of the race.

CONDITIONS.
The purse to be divided in proportion to the number of trotters and pacers starting. Each class to contest

separately for their own share. [In explanation : If there are nine starters, Ave of whom are pacers and four
trotters, then live-ninths of the purse will be lor the pacing contest and four-ninths for the Irottiug contest.]
Each share will be divided into four moneys, .50,25. I5aud 10 per cent.

The same owner may start one entry in each class.
The Directors reserve the right to declare the race off if number of entries are not satisfactory to Iheni.
Neglect to provide payments on the dates stipulated will incur forfeiture of all previous payments.
The race to be mile beats to harness, best three in live.
Entries not declared out by 5 p. m. the day preceding the race shall be required to start.
A horse distancioi.' the held shall only be entitled to first and third moneys
Otherwise than is specified In these conditions, the trotting association rules of which this Association is a

member at the time of giving the meeting to govern. Penalties and expulsions of the National, American and
Occidental will be recognized-

Entries to close with the Secretary.

JOS. I. DIMOiND, Secretary, 306 Market St., San Francisco. \V. M. KENT, President.

ARION, 2:07f

!

AZOTE. 2:08^!
SUNOL, 2:08^!

PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

EKED AT

THE FAMOUS PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'Olock A. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
[During meeting of California dtate Agi icultural Society5].

Thirty-six head of choice mares will be offered, sired by Ansel, Gen. Benton, Albert

W., Clay, Norval, Woodout, St. Bel, Allie Wilkes, Hambletonian Prince, Electioneer, Elecric-

ity, Nephew, Will Crocker, Piedmont, Gov. Sprague, Alfred, Wild idle, Don Victor, Azmoor,
Mohawk Chief and BeneQt. Stinted to Dexter Prince, Azmoor, Wildnut, Pacbeco (brother

to Palo Alto), Advertiser, Whips, Piedmont, Altivo (brother to Palo Alto), Alfred, Truman,
etc. Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

THOROUGHBRED

PERDHERONS AND COACH STALLIONS.
CHOICEST LOT EVER IMPORTED TO CALIFORNIA.

EVERY HOR8E 18 REGISTERED in the Stud Books of France and America. Buyers furnished
with certified pedigrees.

These horses cost Twelve Thousand Dollars in France. Financial depression has forced

the owner to sell them at a loss. This is a great opportunity to secure a stallion of the finest

breeding for a song.

Address or apply to E. C. GODFREY, 38 Crocker Building, S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's Stables, Fifth avenue, opposite race track.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

FXQUIBE OF -

DR. O. B. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street

P. JAMIBSON'S
NOTED

Harness Composition.

Is Impervious to Wet, and Produces a Brilliant Black

Polish on every Description of Leather.

Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE everv box-

sold by us to be the GENUINE IMPORTED ARTICLE,
P. JAMIESON, made only by P. Jamieson.

the manufactures cf Registered table 74,620 U. S. and Great Britain.

SS" Observe, .\otblng Injurious to tile Leather in this Composition.

Three Sizes, 75c, $1, $2 per Box by Mail.

FOR SALE BY FIRST-CLASS S1DDLERY AND SADDLERY HARDWARE HOUSES.

OB BY

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic St. Newark, N. J.

Agent for TJ. S, for

WM. BOWN'S Celebrated Newmarket Horse Clippers.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly daring the racing season

and Is bat 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, - - San Francisco, Cal

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

Go to "Mayes"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOB A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13 f907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASOX OF 1894 AT ElliE.Mi. OREGON.

01

SIDNEY 4770
2:19^

Sire ol Frou-
Frou, 2:25%,
champion year
ltDg tro*ter,
Faasta, 2-22^,
yearling pacer;
Faustina, 2:14^;
Fleet, 2.^1;Copld,
2:18; Adonis,
2:11^; Gold Leaf,
2:11%; Lady H.,
2:18; Sinter V.,
2:18%; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others In 2:30 list

Santa Clan- 2000...
2:17%

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:2s 1

.) ; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28%; Sid-
ney, 2:19%j, and 5
others in 2 :30 list

Sweetness, 3:21 1-4.

(STRATHMORE 408..

Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 in 2:30

fHambletODlan 10
J Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and

•

)
ol 107 sires of 567 In 2:30

CLady Waltermire
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034

iLADYTHORNEJR. jWilliams' Mambrlno
DamofMollieMack, *i tt-.,-

2:33; Navidad, 2:22%; l-K-aw

f VoHSnfe^S?. f
Hambletonlan 10

Sire of 29 in 2::

21 sires of 48, and 16
1 dams of 16 In 2:30 list

' LADY MERRITT

fBueeaneer V654>..~
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer,2:26%

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Fron-
Frou, 2:25%
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20%; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

(.TINSLEY MAID.,

.Mahaska Belle... ,

Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,
trial, 2:22; Chicago,
2:35 ; Wing Wing, 2:32

Dam of Sentinel, 2:29^
Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:30 and
sires and 16 dams

IBy Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50"

J
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

i

IOWA CHIEF 528 < lOsIres oi 20 and 11 dams
Sire of Corisande,

J
of IS in 2:30

2:24%, and Buccaneer (.Topsey

f Fla3tail 8132
I Sire ol the grandams oi
l Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
(. Fanny Fern

(Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdv Boy,

FLAXTAIL 8132- 4 2:133$, Kismet. 2:243*,
Sire of Prairie Bird, Twister, 2:29=tf

238%; Empress, 2:29%; LUntraced
and of the dams of

S-i?Mpb; ueo. v. uamoi cawn, ziauw, i Gold Leaf, 2:11%, and
(3-year-old), 2:35 trial, 2:22 ; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 ( John Baptiste

LADY HAKE.. 1
Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28%

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Fron Frou,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also oae of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three "Crosses of Rysdyk's Harx-bletonian, one of Harry
Olay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:l3iJ, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer oi
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
in a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31%, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20%, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32% to 34 seconds.

He is sixte ?n hands high, and of powerful build throughout,"His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS £50. Season to close August 1st. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumer

for accidents or escapes. For further parwulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eueene, Oregon.

Training

The Trotting Horse,
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In everv detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin bas let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, aud shal.
place one in the handsot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.60. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St.. San Francisco, Cal.

BY LAWS
A3H3J

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OP THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BBTTIKG RULES.

National Tkotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30cls

Blood Hokse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street, San Francisco.

fUt TO OUR $U8$CtU8Efc$
(TIME EXTENDED TO AUG. 15th, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
. . . .OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

For Ox±&

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

Tlit- views present a magnificent ipanorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand bnlldlngH, ol glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, oi Jetting fountains, of beautiful interior exhlb-

lin, of Venitlan gondolas, gliding over tbe deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of the wooded Inland, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and the famous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

f Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It is essentially a househol

paper and Is all that its name implies. II consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
You Kuow^

.All a-too-ixt it.
It Is a good thing and you need it anyway. It Is worth more to you

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not given

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Street
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

SIX POIKTBR PUPPIES

By GLENEEIGH out of KATE (Duke of Vernon—
Vera), whelped May 9, 1894. Address 322 Austin

street, San Francisco.

TH •: BRAXD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He Is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.

Pupa and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER REXiXELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Vonng stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PVTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEXAELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

KENWOOD KENNELS
Fv. M. Dodge, Propr.fXate trainer for the California

Kennels)

lRAiM\fi AM) BOARDIXU REiWELS
KENWOOD, Sonoma county (ten miles south of

Santa Rosa). Dogs thoroughly broken for field trials

and private shooting at moderate rates. Dogs boarded
aDd groomed or fitted for bench shows. Animals en-
trusted to my hands will receive the best of care and I
guarantee perfect breaking for either field trial or pri-

vate use. Address R M. DODGE, Kenwood, iHo-
noma County, Cal.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLEKMORE KENNRL8,
West Berkeley, Cal.

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, CATg
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Infobmation by Mail.

A. C. R0B1S0.V - 337 REARrVY STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner GLEiNBEIGH , E. K. C. S. B.

31,047. Fee @50. Winner of first in puppy stake
and absolute for Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers out of SALLT
BRASS n. and other noted bitches. Address

GLEXBKIUH KEIYXEL8,
Care Breeder asd.Spoetsmas.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT-BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose:

White Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Puppies for sale.

H. M. TOWER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.
• ^ I « DOUS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, •:- CHAINS •:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFOBMATION BY M * ] I...

0. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St.. San Francisco

# F.W.Skalfe, D.V.S.

OFFICE H0TJB8

10 to 12 A. M. l.S» to 3.30 P. jj .

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larklu and Polk and Geary and FostSts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Eacing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application,

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
as FIRST STREET. SAX FRAXCI8CO.

Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights
and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex-
perience. We report whether patent can he
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 3 L2 page Book Free.
H. B, WILLSON £l CO., Attorneys at Law,
Opp. U. 8. Pat. Office. WASHINGTON, D.O,

Clabrough, Golcher <fe Co.
IHAVE THE LARUEST;STOCK OFI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

G™LTe '

Send For Catalogue.

Is
. ^ EiTXr oo.

Mill' AM) ORIGINAL DESKi>'S OF

FLIES, HOOKS, RODS, REELS,
AND OTHER FISHING TACKLE.

PLEASE CALL AND SEE.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotgurs in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Madd.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER. BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yokk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as scientifically as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 25 cents Expressoge.

It your dog is sick, you most have

Ashmont's
:diseases

of
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price. S2, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of the kind ever published.

Price Bedoced to 82, Postpaid.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. San Francisco

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORTS
AND ANTI-RATTLER. >

Fart Bellies; »Iw»j» eirej tttiifirtioD. S"o„
weight on bone. Worth titict the sort for mn*en-_
loneein hitchinj no. irents win ted. Circiilira free. C5
Order sample]. Price, 11.50. Slata rirt.u for iile. X

BJ>. E. COCHTtAN,
Qtn'X A.f.. Pacific Slant. SACBAHENTO, CAf

OLD and TRIED
It has stood the test of years and

never failed to do all that is claimed
for it

The Cheapest and Best Thingyou can
put in your Stable.

Campbell's

Horse Foot Remedy
Its use prevents as well as cures AL,L.

AILMENTS of the FEET.
It is a POSITIVE CURE for Corns,

Quarter Cracks, Sand Cracks, Hard,
Dry, Brittle, Tender and Contracted
Feet, Swinney, Founder, Scratches and
all Skin Diseases.

One Trial will convince you of its Merits.

% Gal. Cans, S1.00. y2 Gal. Cans. S1.75.
Gallon Cans, 83.00. 5 Gallon Cans, S13.75.

To be had of All Dealers.

^Sr^A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, con-
taining 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing
can be had of all dealers or mailed free to any horse
owner by

The Jas. B. Carro'o-ll Company
414 West Madison Street. CHICAGO.

OLD HEEMITAGE
WHISKIES.

sTEINER'S
Xo. 311 BUSH STREET

SAX FRAXCISC'O
J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY
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"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

Onoice Lictuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Prop.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President, 8. HALEY,
•WSend for Circulars,

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thisheading 50 cents per Ine ner
month.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

JERSEYS ??
e
J
b
?st A - J

-
c - c - Registered Prize", Herd is owned by Henry Pierce, S. F.Animals for sale.

SOUTHER rARM I°in<- ™ell-bred stock for sale

X.M, £ !_! FLrst-chu>s breeding farm. Good
.^fc,5OISMJSteS5 andb°al'ded- Excellent pastor
SS&n^iS"? SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KXMS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

2™ B
to

EEDI,IG FARM
- -Ss°s^o,

?:«3, (
a,

frothe- to Grandee, three-year-old record
£.-J^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carrfaee
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale Addr? ,for particulars FRED w. LOEEER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Ko. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.VETERIXARY SURGED X

,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary gur-geons, England
; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veter n«S
College, .Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary SuSreor to theBoard of Health, for the city and County of San Fm"
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association. J ""**

,„Yf,55S ImHmary '
Residence and OfHoe. removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenne.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St. Telephone fifi- s«

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San FraucScS
'

Oarker dalziel
VETERINARY DENTIST.

] 'OFFICE AUD STABLE

:

OFFICE HODBS

1

605 Golden Gate Avenue. 7 to 8 a. m, and 4 to £ p. m
San Francisco. Telephone 3651.

MANHATTAN

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
US FED&INDORSED BY '

MARVINVCORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, Vjaj-ENSIN,
.WELLS EARG0iC0.8cOTHERS '

aSKV(HJRDE«LERFORITnl> '

ENOTOC.KERTELL
" ?-F- CALIF-: -

Awarded
Uold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Califor

nla remedy will curt
all ordinary horai
complaints. It i

constantly fed am
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. p. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks.J.Monaghan,
Dr. Parson„V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert
Bradley, elc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard. .Street

Atkins & Durbrow. X. V. As is, 70 Wall Bt.

B;St Pa&turage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a naif miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions tor pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of til lill-Tia, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (uot a toot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated bos stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary | of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " secoud to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot of Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton. Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
Firsi-Class Pasturage at %j per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, CaL, 6 miles from
Petalnma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responslolity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock cau be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from n-harf between Washiugtan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. Address

THOS. ROACH. Agent. lAkPviUe.SonomaCo.. Cal.

AHOT^fflDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

jto Balsam of Copaiba, •*"^>

I Cubebs and Injections,
(fffifff

J
They cure in48 hours the \»^

I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivemence. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

''Laurel Palace,"
HOME HARRIS, Proprietor.

X. W. corner Kearny and Bush Street.,

BAN FRAJSUL3CO,
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McKERRON

CHECK BIT,
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal.

L. E. CLiWSOX.

[Auotjst 11, 1894

J. A. M KEBBOS.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE. I
Bikes n- anfe as hich-n lieeled

Kiilkles. IVo npsettine-
\ii running under of Ion

wheels.
\u cLtiiiiuJuwu from behind.

Pa'ented June 5, 1SW.

rig 3 Tiie various parts of the
brake. fa> Drake plaie; Cb) fort

whase coniact with ground lore* s

plate apainst tire; (cj springths'
throws brake offof wheel assoO'
as ioot is raised off the ground
(dd o) are the rods that attacl
the brake to the axle of vehicle

:

(e) hinge which is thrown opeii
to remove wheel; <fj the am
when thrown bactc to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

\ Fig: !- The I rakeas il appears nhfB>
* the horse is trotting

The accompanying cut* shows the

MeKerron Clowson Automalie Crake, a

device that give* immunity from u <

various accidents which experience hr*

shown to be inseparably connected nfib

the use of the I ike sulky.

The Brake fdiown in

operation.

The talue of this prolecliou la

enhanred by the fact that no re-

sponsibility i* thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor fool is

called upon to apply ilie broke not

need he care as to nbo or nbat
may be pre.-sity closely in behind

him.

No Owner or Driver fan/fford

to be without one.
a'.ion apply to

A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANT'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

HARKBT AXD TEXTH STRKKTS. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE TIIOVSANDS SENT OCT HA YE GIYEy

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AXD ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see IT our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Ball [IrarlniEH.

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

We bavi
<if BiOM in U • V-.

which we sell BK-
l.im COST it

l now.
No belter Hulbc\
In the W ..rlil

I .-Kill »r
u troll u
imatlctlre
with the

Sulky.

HOOKER & CO,

a vtj* superior Sulky ful training or
speeding homes.

Welghl 52 to 6ft Pound*.

a used all nver the state
and give Uie best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

The only one you can adjust to fit all sized horses.
Perfect Action. Lightest Weigh

L

SEND FOR ONE AND TRY IT.

If you don't like it will eeties yore mosey. What
more can you ask ?

S'LtSErav took four East with him.
McDowell says: "Best thing out."

Mi-rray says: "You have struck it this time, sure."

Sanders says: "I want one."

HiGfiiNe says: "The best thing ever put on a horse."

And so it goes. Every man who sees it likes it. Sti.VD
FOR 0\E.

$12.50 EACH
AGENT FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN THE BUSINESS.

$35.00
I WILL MAKE A FIRST-CLASS SINGLE STRAP

Out of the very best California Leather, Rubber Mounted, Flexible Saddle,

Regular Folded Trick Girth, Steel Bit, etc.

This is a bargain and is guaranteed. If not stisfactory when received you can

return it and I will refund your money.

I only started to make these recently, but have already sold a set to the

following well-known trainers: P. Williams, Oakland track; George Gray,

Haywards; W. Higgins, Oakland track; Myers & Myers, Pleasanton
; J. Nel-

son, Oakland track, and many others. Also many Eastern owners and drivers.

Send for a Sample Set.

For $30 will make this same harness, but with plain girth, not such fine work.

J. O'KANE.
THIS MAKESyjpYCEJONEPINTOF

BOYOB * HtABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FBVERKD LBliS, IXFLAMF.D TKV-

DO!\8, 6PRAISKD ANKLES, CRACKED
HKKI.8 AXD AIX 6K1K KRt'PTIOXS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace.

It Is the cheapest and best evei put on the market.
Compared with Witch Tlaz**], Boyce Tablets are hit
of sight as, besides other valuable Incredients. one

box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Bacel
than is contained in -10 gallons of the best extract

Piit up In metal boxes, each containlnc 120 Tato

lets. For general Tvork. dissolve one Tablet in a pint

of water. Think of it ! 15 gallons best lee and body
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only (#2.00
perbox* or 6 Boxes for glO.
Sent post-paid on receipt oi price.

BOYCE TABLET 00., Terra Haute, Ind.

Hold by Prutful-t- and Dealrra In Turf <2ooiU

Horse Owners! *Try
GOMBAULT 3S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safent. Bent BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments i or mild or severe action.
rtemoves all Bunches or Blemishes from Honci
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- ImyssMc to produce scar or blemish.

Everv bottle sold is warranted to pive satisfaction
Price SI.50 per bottle. Sold by dropcista, or
sent hy express, charges paid* with full directions
for Its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAWRt'NCE-WtL'LIAMS CO.. Cleveland" 0.

81 USCH1BK FOR TUB

Breeder and Sportsman.



SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1894.
SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE nm.T.ABW A YEAR

?HE GOLDEN GATE FAIR

ts Race Meeting Receives Substantial

Support from the Public.

HREE SURPRISES ON THE OPENING DAY.

tar Favorites Beaten In One Afternoon—Primanda, a Craek-

erjack, Sprung on An Unsuspecting Public—Sympathetic^

1 Last Surprises the Talent—Rev Alfonso's Great Win.

All the Events Described in Detail.

FIKST DAY—MONDAY, AUGUST 13.

FAIR-SIZED crowd gathered at old

BayJ' District track on this, the

opening day of the Golden Gate

Fair. The weather, cold enough to

3) ^ make many wish they had brought
** along a sealskin overcoat, did not

seem to check the enthusiasm of the

speculative element, for not in

years has such heavy and continu-

ous betting been seen here through

•1; medium of the auction box. The bookmakers were con-

tcuous by their absence, and in place of odds-layers were

i ! Paris mutuel men, their tickets $5 apiece. Howeven

l Te was not a land office business of this sort doing. Most

( the money went into the auction box. Favorites were

fired with dispatch, two of the first choices [only being

8 cessful in the six events run off, and one of these (Happy

ly) should have been arrested on the charge of committing

&nd larceny. It would have been a good stroke of enter-

j se for the phonograph folks to catch what Trainer Billy

^pleby said to Fred Cota, the jockey that slumbered on

ft rcia. Jack Reavey slid one of the fastest bits of horse-

fihwehave seen in some time onto the track to-dav in

I manda, a ch. gelding by Prince of Norfolk—Mabel L.'s

B i. He is chain lightning, for he came from a* ay behind

t bunch and beat such a good horse as El Rayo through

tl homestretch. Sympathetic's Last showed wonderful

ii rovement over his last spring's form, trailing in the first

rs ! until reaching the homestretch, then coming with a tre-

n tdous burst of speed and beating the turf favorite, Abi P.,

a xk in the very last stride.

f. «y Alfonso, 125 pounds up and all, ran the speedy Circe

Bi \ a clip for the first three farlongs that she had enough

* c* ing around the last turn und quit to almost nothing at the

r*ei not finishing in the first three. Rey Alfonso proved an

f'ei winner in the fast time of 1:02. Niagara showed himself

'5 tc i a good, game colt, closing fast at the end on the speedy

' sc of Prince of Norfolk.

If
' tie last race of the day saw the fall of a "good thing,"

T Lark, who was away in front and was "choked to death"

Wjb' larmel, who stuck to him like a leech throughout and

"'ess away rounding the last turn, Pescador, who

. hi run"away, even beating the good thing for the place.

le starting of Richard Brown, taking into consideration
'

; tb act that it was his first essay in the flag-wielding line,

W: very good, and with a little more experience he will

pi e a very excellent man at this sort of work.

i the first event on the card, a six-furlong dash, Abi P.

a sizzling favorite at $30, Conde bringing $18, Sympa-

j c's Last $9 and the field $18. Capt. Harris did not make

icess of starting on horseback, and after several tiresome

breakaways they were sent off in rather straggling 'order,

while St. Elmo, A. H. Beeler's colt, was left standing motion-

less at the post. Abi P. and Conde drew away from the jump,

and raced head-and-headpast the half, Morven at their heels,

four lengths in front of the rest. Sympathetic's Last was the

last horse in that bunch. A little over three furlongs from

home he was cut loose, and gaining ground fast, was in the

middle of the bunch as they swung around into the home-

stretch, where Abi P. was about one and one-half lengths in

front of her nearest opponent, Conde, on whom Morven was

lapped. Sympathetic's Last, coming on the outside, gained

at an alarming rate all the way down the straight, and the

boy on Abi P. went to the bat forty yards from the finish.

Sympathetic's Last came with such resistless rush that he

caught the tiring favorite in the next to last jump, and in

the last stride had won by a scant half length, Abi P. sec-

ond, two lengths from Ricardo, who was lapped by Conde.

Time, 115. Mutuels on Sympathetic's Last paid $43.50.

A five furlong race for two-year-olds followed, and was a

great betting affair. Rey Alfonso was the opening favorite

but towards the close Circe brought $15, the field $8. Richard

Brown, brother of H. D., then took charge of the little red

flag, and dispatched them in such a close bunch that there

was no possible room for complaint. Circe and Rey Alfonso

soon drew out of the bunch, the former leading the heavily-

weighted colt a length at the half-pole, Niagara six lengths

off. Going around the final turn Rey Alfonso had headed

Circe, and he swung into the homestretch a good length in

front of the little favorite. Alfonso was not thereafter headed
>

winning easily at the end from Niagara by one and a half

lengths, the latter gaining at every stride. Three lengths be-

hind Niagara came Arno, third, two lengths from Circe. Time!

1:02. Niagara place mutuels paid $109 for $5.

The third race, one mile, selling, had Happy Day for a

warm favorite, pools selling : Happy Day, $50 ; Garcia, $20 .

Hv Dy, $10 ; the field $30. Garcia was well supported in this

race. The start was not of the best. At the quarter Happy

Day, who got off well and ran in the '.lead for a few strides,

had been taken back next to last, Francesca leading by a

length, Yandadene second, about a length from Warrago,

Sinbad fourth, Happy Day sixth and Hy Dy absolutely last.

Francesca and Sinbad ran in close order clear around into

the homestretch, where Garcia was a good third, Happy Day

moving fast through the bunch, being taken toward the out.

side. Running up about third, Murphy took the little brown

gelding towards the rails, behind Garcia. Finally he saw a

wee opening against them, where Garcia was now leading

and looking all over a winner. Before Cota awoke from his

sleep of confidence Happy Day was head and head with him,

and riding like a demon, Murphy landed the favorite a winner

by a neck, Garcia being second, two lengths from Sinbad,

third. Time, 1:43*. It was the clearest case of stealing a race

ever seen on Bay District track.

North, with but 101 pounds up, was considered a "cinch"

of the copper-riveted description in the fourth race, one of

five furlongs, selling. For a time pools sold: North, $60;

field, $18 ; Zaragoza, $16. Toward the close they went
:

North, $60 ; Zaragoza, $23 ; the field, $20. The start was

good. North shot to the forefront without any delay, and

with Raphael, closely lapped by Ricardo, ran past the half

a length in the lead. At the head of the homestretch North

was still a length to the good, Ricardo second, a couple

of lengths from Raphael. North had an _easy time of it

down the straight, winning pulled up by a neck, Ricardo

second, two lengths from Raphael, who was as far in front

of Zaragoza, the last horse in the race.

El Rayo, after a long retirement, was considered to

greatly outclass his field in the _ five and one-half furlongs,

selling in tht? auctions at $50, Suwanee bringing $15 and the

field $24. Mt. Carlos, in true quarter horse style, dashed

away in the lead, with War Queen second, Sam Mount
third. Mt. Carlos led War Queen a length at the half, the

latter nearly as far from Sam Mount, he four lengths from

El Rayo, who was falling back fast. There was no change

until reaching the head of the homestretch, where El Rayo
began gaining fast and something in purple and corn stripes,

in the extieme]rear, coming even swifter. Mt. Carlos held

his command up to the last forty yards, where it looked as

if El Rayo was going to win after all. The purple and corn-

striped fellow, on the outside, though, was looming up in

most dangerous fashion, and, to the surprise of almost every-

body, outfooted El Rayo and won by two lengths. It was the

despised fielder, Primanda, about which only a select few

kuew anything. A length behind El Rayo came Mt. Carlos,

third. The time, 1:08A, was fast enough to beat most any-

body's horse.

The last race of the day, seven furlongs, had first Pescador

for a hot favorite,then The Lark's Sacramento friends turned

up their money-boxes, and pools finally shifted around com-

pletely, The Lark bringing $60; Pescador, $30; ihe field

(Carmel and Morven), $20. Pescador cut his usual didoes

and finally ran away for about six furlongs. At length the flag

fell with The Lark in the lead, Carmel second. The Lark

opened out about a length on Carmel,and Morven ran rapidly

from the rear. There was a bunching up a little over three

furlongs from home, then Pescador fell back like a flash-

Carmel had the lead and The Lark whipping at the final

turn, and Pescador came again. Carmel was not headed, win-

ning handily by two lengths, while in a rousing finish Pes-

cador beat The Lark out a short head for the place. Time,

1:29. Following are the
SUMMARIES.

First race—Inaugural, for three-year-olds and upward, purse 8250.

Three-quarters of a mile.

Fred Bean's br g Sympathetic's Last, by Fair Play—Sympathetic,
99 pounds Booton 1

Golden Gate Stable's ch m Abi P., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid,
107 Peters 2

O. A. Appleby's ch h Conde, by Duke of Norfolk—May D., 122
Spence 3

Time, 1:15.

Morven 107, Ricardo 92 and St. Elmo 102 also ran.

Second race—For two-year-olds, purse 8250. Five furlongs.

Rey Alfonso Stable's b c Rey Alfonso, by Prince of Norfolk—Hay-
dee, 125 Sullivan 1

R. D. Ledgett's ch c Niagara, by Jim Brown—Evalita, lll...Ledgett 2

J. Roft's ch c Arno, by Cyclone—Wanza, ill Enos 3
Time, 1:02.

Circe 115, Lady Jane 112, Halifax 115, Wilda 115 and Ike L. 118 also

ran.

Third race—Selling, three-year-olds and upward, purse 8300. One
mile.

A Ullman's br g Happy Day, by Emperor— Felicity, 113 Murphy 1

H. Schwartz' b g Garcia, by Wildidle—Nighthawk, 101 Cota 2

Buena Vista Stable's b g Sinbad, by Joe Hooker—Rachel, 104
Porter 3

Time, 1:43,%.

Warrago 104, Francesca 109, Yangedene 98 and Hy Dy 117 also ran

Fourth race, five-eighths of a mile. ;

R Davenport's ch g North, bv Prince of Norfolk—by Leinster, 101
McAulirl'e 1

J Long's ch g Ricardo, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet, 94 Cuddy
\V L Appleby's ch g Raphael, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity, 94

Coady 3

Time, 1:03%.
Zaragoza 110 also ran.

Fifth race, owners' handicap, purse 8250. Five and one-half fur-

longs.

J Reavey's ch g Primanda, by Prince of Norfolk—Amanda L., SI
Coady 1

B C Hoily's ch g El Rayo, by Grinstead—Sunlit, 92 Bootou 2

M. Quinn's ch g Mount Carlos, by Duke of Norfolk—Susie, 106

Time,"i":08j£

War Queen 88, Sam Mount 102 and Suwanee SO also ran.

Sixth race, seven-eighths of a mile

C L Don's chc Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, by Wild-

idle 96
LonS l

D. R. Dickey's b h Pescador, by Gano—Armeda Howard, 110..-..-

Lone""StoD'ie'Vba7'g"The"Larkrby'^Vildidie-by Monday, 84^.

Morven 103 also ran.

..Peters

nil
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SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, AUGUST 14.

The trotting and pacing events of the Golden Gate Fair

Association commenced today promptly at 1 o'clock. The

track, which had been cut up for the runners, was leveled

and scraped, and a light coating of clay made it a little

heavier, but safer for the contestants than the pavement-like

course of last week. The attendance was not as large as

expected, but this can be attributed to the cold and disagree-

able weather. Many of the box-stalls contain choice caitle

and light and heavy draught horses, and to-morrow and Fri-

day a grand stock parade will take place.

The judges in the stand to-day were A. H. Coheo, R. S

Brown and C. S. Crittenden.

The talent fared badly in the races, the prolonged 2:20 trot

having them " all at sea " until the finish, and most of them

were carried along on so many different currents that they

found themselves almost [stranded when night fell. The

splendid driving of John Gordon, Walter Maben, Pat Fan-ell,

C. Durfee, Millard Sanders and J. M. Alviso was worthy of

commendation. The remarkable ease with which Ketchum

and Marin Jr. vanquished their fields of opponents, demon-

strated most clearly that they are race horses of a high cali-

bre.

The afternoon's sport commenced with a pacing race for

three-year-olds, purse $1,000. There were only five starters

—

Ketchum, Touchet, Ruth C, Cora S. and Prince Nutwood.

In the pools Ketchum was made favorite at $40, Touchet

second choice at $20 and the balance in the field at $12_

When the start was given Prince Nutwood was fully four

lengths behind the others. Ruth C. took the lead and opened

a gap of four lengths at the quarter, with Ketchum second

and Touchet laying at the latter's wheel, the others entirely

out of it so far as the heat was concerned. Ruth C. kept her

lead until passing the distance flag, where Ketchum came up

and collared her, and beat her two lengths ut the wire in

2:20, Touchet third, one length behind her, Cora S. and

and Prince Nutwood distanced.

In the second heat Ketchum and Touchet took the lead,

and as they were entering the first turn Sam Casto pulled

Touchet over in front of Ruth C, and in doing so the latter

was seen to go up in the air, as the sulky wheel hit her off

foreleg. She was unable to pace a step, but kept bobbing and

jumping all the way round, and was out a quarter of a mile

when Ketchum came under the wire a winner by a length

from Touchet in 2:2H. Ruth C. was declared distanced.

Ketchum won the last heat and race, Touchet second.

Time, 2:23.

In the second race, which was for the 2:40 class trotters,

only five starters came for the word, Marin Jr., Eva M., De-
borah, Bay Rum and Dan Brown. In the pools Marin Jr.

was barred. Deborah sold for $25, Eva M. $10, Bay Rum and
Elan Brown in the field for $7. Bay Rum led to the back-

stretch, but Marin Jr., followed by Deborah, passed her. She
broke at the quarter-pole and fell back to join Eva M., who
was plodding along seeing that the rear rank was closed. It

was a procession. Marin Jr. jogged under the wire a winner
in 2:24*, Deborah second, three lengths behind, Dan Burn
third. Sanders brought Bay Rum around so that she dropped
inside the flag, but the judges declared this filly and EvaM.
distanced.

Marin Jr. had no trouble in winning the other two heats

and the race in 2:24 and 2:21, Deborah in the last heat com-
ing up fast and causing Pat Farrell, the driver of Marin Jr.

to cluck to his gray favorite in order to put a few lengths of

daylight behind him and leave a gap for Deborah to close if

she could.

In the 2:20 class trot there were nine entries—Daylight,

Fallacy, Chancellor, Nutwood Wilkes, George Dexter,

Boodle, Bay Rum, Maud Fowler and Glendine. In the

bettiDg Nutwood Wilkes sold for $40, Boodle $26, Field

$18 and George Dexter $11.

The start was an even one. Daylight led to the quar-

ter, with Fallacy at his bike, Nutwood Wilkes at the lat-

ter's girth, the rest scattered along the turn. On entering

the backstretch Daylight went up in the air, and Fallacy

and Nutwood Wilkes passed out in front. To the three-

quarter pole they trotted like a double team. Coming into

the stretch, Boodle, on the outside, made a splendid drive,

and toward the wire it was an exciting race, Boodle winning
from Fallacy by a nose, Nutwood Wilkes third, Bay Rum
fourth, Chancellor fifth, George Dexter sixth, Daylight sev-

enth and Maud Fowler last. Time, 2:20.

In the second heat Nutwood Wilkes was drawn. Boodle
was now installed a favorite at $30, field $16. Daylight led to

the quarter and broke, then Fallacy took the lead and Boodle
and Daylight came upas even as a double team and followed

the lead. Going down the back turn, Johnny Gordon, be-

hind Fallacy, was seen to be making a splendid drive, and as

Fallacy carried Boodle and Daylight out from the pole on
entering the homestretch Johnny slipped in next the pole
with Chancellor, and defeated all those outside of him to the

wire in a drive in 2:20. Boodle was second, a neck behind,
Fallacy third, Daylight fourth, Bay Rum fifth and Geo. Dex-
ter last.

" A change came over the spirit of their dreams," for Fal-

lacy, having no use for Daylight, Ftarted after Chancellor,
who had Boodle in his hip pocket, and passed right by the
combination. Bay Rum was in front, but Fallacy had no
chauce to use it, for he did not stop long enough to take a
look at it. He passed on and won the heat in a jog in 2:21,

Bay Rum second, Boodle third, Chancellor fourth, Geo. Dex-
ter fifth, Daylight last. Time, 2:21.

In the next heat Bay Rum took the lead, and under Walter
Maben's skillful handling landed the race in 2:19A, Fallacy
Becond, two lengths behind Chancellor third, Boodle fourth,

Diylight iifih and Geo. Dexter last.

Bay Rum took the lead and kept showing the rest of the
trottere the way through the fog to the wire, Fallacy second,
Chancellor third, Boodle fourth, Geo. Dexter fifth and Day-
light hist. Time, 2:21.

Fallacy, ably driven by Geo. Gray, and Bay Rura, piloted

by Walter Maben, were the two leaders to contest for supre-
macy in the next heat. The weather was getting cold and a

heavy fog settling in made the entire course almost invisi-

ble to the judges' eyes, nevertheless the horses all kept trot-

ting, and when the bunch emerged from the heavy bank of

fog at the head of the homestretch Fallacy was fully two
lengths in the lead with Boodle and Bay Rum battling for

second place. As they neared the wire Boodle was lifted to

the front and came in a head in front of Bay Rum, who was
a length behind Fallacy. Time, 2:23A.

It was getting dark when the five horses were called out.

Just after the word was given the back strap of Fallacy's

harness broke and this accident prevented this horse from
winning. The struggle lay between the other three. Bay
Rum, being the freshest, won the heat and race in 2:2G,Chan-

cellor half a length behind, Boodle third and Fallacy fourth.

The last race of the day was for the 2:24 class trotters. The
entries were Chloe, Alviso, King of the Rine:, She, Prince-

wood, Leonor, Lompoc and Alert. She was selling first choice

at $40, field $5, Princewood $13, and Chloe $9. The little

bay mare She took the lead and never relinquished it, not

even to the speedy mare Leonor, who kept about a length be-

hind her all the way to the wire. Princewood was third,

Chloe fourth, Lompoc fifth, King of the Ring sixth, Alert

seventh. Time, 2:19. The ease with which the little trotter

won the heat convinced those who held tickets on the other

horses that they had "got in wrong," and so they played a

few more dollars to get even.

In the second heat Alert got the lead and Princewood took

the pole away from She at the first turn, and kept it to the

quarter pole. Alviso brought his little mare around on the

outside, and soon had her in front and kept her there to the

wire. Princewood was second, a length behind Alert, third,

Leanor fourth, King of the Ring fifth, Lompoc sixth and
Chloe last. Time, 2:20.

She got the worst ot the send-off and Alviso, her driver,

had to take her back, as she was breaking badly at the first

turn. All the others were in front of her when he got her
straightened out and then when he set sail after them he
passed around and in front of the baud at the half and was
never in doubt as to the result, for the game little mare came
in a winner in 2:224, Alert second, two lengths behind, Chloe
third,Princewood fourth, King of the Ring fifth and Leonor
distanced.

She was ably driven by J. M. Alviso and demonstrated her

race horse qualities to the satisfaction of all present. This
well-known driver brought out the pacer Rosita A. last year

and before O. A. Hickok started for the East he developed
a Dexter Prince stallion called Prince Ira, and when the

great reinsman desired to take the horse after Alviso had
shown what he could do,Mr. Ramsdell let him have the horse.

TheD Mr. Hickok in return had the Abbotsford mare She sent

to him. That this driver has d«ne excellent work with her
every one admits.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Pacing, for three-year-olds, purse 51,000.

C. A. Durfee's b s Ketchum. bv Gossiper—by Echo Durfee 111
Samuel Casto's br s Touchet, by Altamont—by C. M. Clay

Casto 3 2 2
E. M. Sanders' b m Ruth C, by Guide-St. Louis Belle

.. Sanders 2 dis
D. E. Knight's b m Cora S., by Alex. Button—by Brigadier

Hogoboom dis

B. F. Langford's blk s Prince Nutwood, by Dexter Prince—by
Nutwood Heaney dis

Time. 2:20, 2:21%, 2:23.

Second race—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $1,000.

J. R. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr., by Mariu—Silver, by Silver-

threads Farrell 111
San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Deborah, by Sable Wilkes—by

Le Grande Rogers 2 2 5

I. de Turk's bg Dan Brown, by Anteeo—Miss Brown...Locke 3 3 3
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Bay Ruin, by Steinway—

May Sanders dis

T. C. Snider's b m Eva M., by Director—by General Benton
Snider dis

Time, 2:24%, 2:24, 2:21.

Third race—Trotting, 2:20 class, puree 51,000.

C. J. Cox's br s Bay Rum, by John Sevenoaks—
Kitty S Maben 3 5 2 113 1

George Gray's b g Fallacy, by Fallis—Beauty
Gray 2 3 12 2 14

J. D. Can's br s Boodle, by Stranger—Birdie
VanBokkelenl 2 3 4 4 2 3

J. W. Gordon's ch s Chancellor, bv Bismarck-
Lucy Gordon 5 14 3 3 4 2

River View Stock Farm's br s George Dexter, by
Dexter Prince Donatban 6 6 5 6 5 dr

G. H. Fox's b g Daylight, by Chief of Echoes
McMillan 7 4 6 5 dr

Nutwood Stock Farm's ch s Nutwood Wilkes, Dy
Guy Wilkes—Lida W Lawrence 4 dr

I. de Turk's b m Maud Fowler, by Anteeo—Eve-
line Locke 8 dr

Time, 2:20, 2:20, 2:21, 2:19^. 2:21, 2:23M. 2:26.

Fourth race, trotting. 2:24 class, purse S1.000.

C. S. Smith's br m She. bv Abbottsford—Beauty, by Ethan
Allen Jr Alviso

L. J. Smith's blk g Princewood, by Dexter Prinoe—Hattie
B Smith

1 1 1

3 2 4

7 3 2

4 7 3

6

5

8 dis

5 5
idis
6 dr

C. C. Mclvor'sb g Alert, by Ensign Sanders
A, B. Sprecbels' blk m Chloe, by Dexter Prince—Hawthorne

Dustin
D. E Knight's ch g King of the Ring, by Silver King-

Night Hawk Hogoboom
C. A. Durfee's b m Leonor, by Dashwood—Echo Dorfee
F. Powell's b g Lompoc, by Dan Rice Connelly
Vendome Stock Farm's b g Alviso, by Brown Jug—George

M. Patchen Jr Bunch

Time, 2:19, 2:20, 2:22}-^.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15.

The attendance was on a par with that of yesterday. The

weather was cold and disagreeable. The four races on the

card were surprises, especially for the sure-thing bettors, for

in three events their idols were shattered, and were it not for

Wayland W. in the last heat they would have been flat

broke. The track was very heavy, and the time made by

Iago in the second heat of his race, 2:15, was, for this season

and track remarkable.

The opening event was for the two-year-old trotters, 2:40

class, best two in three. There were nine good-looking

youngsters to appear for the word, viz , Kitty Caution, Iran

Alto, Patti Rosa, Pilot NelsoD, La Belle, Athanio, Jasper

Ayres and Auditor. La Belle was the choice of the talent,

who paid $40 for her against $7 on the field and $3 on Last
Chance, and the absence of short-enders was the only reason

why more pools were not sold. When the word was given
Maben guided La Belle to the front and was going along at

a 2:24 gait, leaving the balance far in the rear. All went
merry as a marriage bell until the middle of the backstretch

was reached. Here a large flock of pigeons startled at the

rapid pitty-pat of the chestnut racer's hoofs, rose from their

feed on the track like a "variegated cloud" and frightened La
Belle so badly that she broke, and despite the utmost endeav-

ors of her skilled driver to get her back to her gait, she

jumped up and down until all of her competitors passed her,

and the sulky of the last one was forty yards ahead when she

got down to legitimate business. She then started to trot
and came very fast, overhauling one after another until with-
in a length of Last Chance, who was leading the way. She
made a feeble attempt to pass him, but broke, and before she
could recover Clark, with Athanio, took her place, and she
had to come in third, Jasper Ayres fourth, Auditor fifth.

Patti Rosa sixth, Pilot Nelson seventh, Iran Alto eighth and
Kilty Caution last. Time, 2:30A.

" AVhat a fall was there, my countrymen !
" was the ejacu-

lation of a bystander who was watching the expression or.

the faces of the holders of tickets on La Belle after the next
heat. John Rogers took Last Chance out and led the balance
around. La Belle, the favorite, made a bad break at the 6rst
turn and lost so much space that many thought it was UEeles
for Maben to made a drive for it,but he did,and at the three-

quaiter pole had closed up a gap of 350 yards and was almosl
on even terms with Athanio and Last Chance, but she was!
unable to catch the latter, who responded^to his driver's urg !

ing and won the heat and race by a length in 2:26}. Athanic
third, Jasper Ayres fourth, Auditor fifth, Patti Rosa sixth

'

Iran Alto and PilotNelson distanced. Last Chance is ths firsts

newcomer to the list that is to the credit to the game trotting

stallion Regal Wilkes, 2:11, one of the best stallions ever brec
and raised at the San Mateo Stock Farm. The dam of Las
Chance is Hannah Price; she is known to fame as the dan:

of Lesa Wilkes, 2:20£, Chas. James, 2:22| and Anita 2:25A

This makes the fourth one to her credit.

The second race was for 2:27 class trotters- The starter?

were Senator L., Lady O., Lustre, Gray Belle, Aunty Wilke
and Sacramento. In the pools Senator L. was favorite at $40 ]

Sacramento, $15 ; held $10. When the word was given Sac
ramento took the lead, under his driver, using excellent judg t

ment and driving the horse to the wire without making s i

mistake in 2:22£, Senator L. and Lady O. battling for place i

but just as the pair got to the drawgate they broke, and* Lad'
J

O., catching quicker than her strong-going companion, cam
J

in second, Lustre third, Gray Belle fourth and Aunty Wilke I

last. Snider, the driver of Sacramento, took no chances will 1

his fine horse, but got to the front with him and never le i

him falter from start to finish.

In the second heat Sacramento led all the way, with Sens
tor L. second and Lustre third. On entering the stretch Lai

tre passed the Senator and was second to the wire. As tb>
\

three horses came near the goal they broke, but Sacrament 1

was the first one to catch the judges' eye and won by a nee
,

in 2:23;i, Lustre second, Senator L. third, Lady O. fourll
J

Aunty Wilkes fifth and Grey Belle last.

Sacramento again showed his superiority by winning lb

race after a splendid drive down the homestretch. Lustr
j

forced him out in 2:20£. Senator L. was third, Lady 1

1

fourth, A unty Wilkes fifth and Grey Belle distanced. Sen: \

tor is a far better horse to-day than he was Saturday. H
speed and gameness were severely tested and his victoi

speaks volumes for the excellent condition in which h

driver, Thos. Snider, has him. His winning this race

the second overthrow the '' talent" received to-day.

In the two-year-old pace there were five entries: W,
Foote, Lou Star, Harvey Mc, Cecilia and Lou Lane. W. V

Foote sold for $150 against $50 for the balance in the

After two false starts Judge Brown sent them off, the favori'

a little behind. Lou Star andJHarvey Mc, led|to the thre

quarter pole, with W. W. Foote laying in an excellent pof

tion a length behind the leaders. At the bead of the hom
stretch Sanders pulled his horse out and was alongside

Harvey Mc. Coming down the homestretch Foote outfoot

his tired opponent and won by a length in 2:23, Cecilia thir

Lou Lane fourth, Lou Star fifth. It was plain to be
that the soft footing did not suit Foote, and many of hisbacki

determined to '* hedge " after this heat.

In the nest heat W. W. Foote made a break at the fi

turn and fell back. Lou Lane led to the three-quarter

Cecilia then took command and won the heat by a
drive in 2:26, Lou Lane second, Harvey Mc third, Lou S
fourth and W. W. Foote last. The driving of Cecilia by you

Jack Perkins in this heat Jcalled forth loud cheering fr<

the spectators. He bids fair to be the "Geersof the Pacifi

Another surprise in the two-year-old pacing race awail

the bewildered talent. Harvey Mc. started out, with I
Lane and Cecilia behind. W. W. Foote made a bad break

the first quarter and fell back to last place. Sanders got h

straightened, and down the quarter in the homestretch
drove the fine black son of Steinway. The distance*

passed in oli seconds. At the three-quarter pole he*
alongside of Harvey Mc, having passed the others in

splendid struggle for the lead. The pace was too great

even a Steinway, and the [steady-going Harvey Me, Jmak
a desperate drive at the drawgate, took the lead. Just tl

W. W. Foote broke, and Sanders saw there was no use

asking the colt to do more, allowing the good one to co

in under the wire in a jog four lengths behind Cecilia, *

was two lengths behind Harvey Mc. The time made '

2:23. Lou Lane was fourth and Lou Star last.

Harvey Mc won the last heat and race in 2:244,Cecilia

lengths behind and W. W. Foote forty yards further in l

rear.

Harvey Mc is a very-fine looking son of McKinoey, :

will get a much lower record this year. Cecilia is a sistei

Yisalia, being by Iris (son of Eros),out of Scratch, by Loj

(son of Sultan and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief).

W. W. Foote did not like the soft track ; it was the f

titre he was ever speeded over such a loose surface. A a
}

track will make a great difference to him.
The next race was for the 2.17 class trotters. There %

seven starters : Vina Belle, Lucy B., Crown Prince, Bri,

Iago, Adelaide Simmons and Wayland W. The betting

heavy ; Wayland W. sold for $150, Iago $52.50, Lucy B.

and field $35.

The start was an even one. Bruno and Iago took the 1

Wayland W. dropped in behind them and trailed the lea

to the middle of the b.tckstretch. Dustin took him to

outside and passed up to-Iago, Bruno falling back. The

was passed in 1:06$. The struggle seemed to center in t

two. Going down the back turn Wayland W. began to {

Dustin took him back and Bruno shot up to the second p

and kept it to the wire. Iago coming in a winner, two leD

in advance, in 2:16. Vina Belle nipped third position f

Wayland W. as the latter broke almost uuder the wire._ 1

B. was fifth, Adelaide Simmons sixth and Crown Prio

beautiful last.

The plungers among the talent now played Iago agains

great favorite, and when the horses came out the strain

heavy, for all the favorites seemed to be bowled over. ^

land W. took the lead and kept it to the three-quarter
|

with Iago as close as a shadow behind him. After eoU

the homestretch Wayland W. broke, and Iago passed hiu

won to the wire by a length and a half in 2:15, the U
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time made in California this year. Bruno third, Adelaide

Simmons fourth, Vina Belle fifth and Lucy B. sixth. Way-
land W. appeared to be the fastest in the bunch, after this

trying heat, and his friends did not feel disheartened at the

result. His gameness had received a severe test. Way-
land W. started out in the lead again, Iago lay alongside to

the head of the homestretch, Bruno third. Coming toward

the wire Iago stopped trotting so fast, and Bruno, Lucy B.

and Adelaide Simmons p<*ssed him, and the favorite, Way-
land W., walked in under the wire in 2:17. If extended he

could have trotted in 2:15 or better. Bruno was second, a

length behind Lucy B. third, Adelaide Simmons fourth, Iago

fifth and Vina Belle last, The " talent " who had played the

handsome Chico-bred stallion felt happy, for Iago was dead

tired and appeared unable to do any better.

Dustin wore one of those confident smiles when he scored

past the field for the next heat. He took in the condition of

every horse at a glance, and when the word was given he sent

Wayland W. to the front and never allowed his horse to fall

behind any of the others. Durfee, behind Adelaide Simmons,
made a strong effort and came within a length of Wayland
W., who trotted under the wire in 2:173, Bruno a length

further away. Lucy was at the latter's bike, Silver Bow three

lengths further back and Vina Belle last.

The race was all over but the shouting, for notwithstanding

Adelaide Simmons' great showing in the previous heat, the

backers of Wayland W. were satisfied that their choice was

invincible and held their pool tickets with a firmer and
warmer grasp than ever. Lafferty was behind Iago, and in

the next heat when Wayland W. got the lead, he fell into

fifth place. Twice he came up to the third posh ion behind

Adelaide Simmons, who was (railing the leader. It was a

heat almost devoid of interest from the fact that Wayland
W. had the speed and staying qualities to defeat this field,

for he came under the wire in 2:184, winning ihe fastest five

heat race trotted in California this year. Adelaide Simmons
was second, Lucy B. third, Bruno fourth, Iago fifth and Vina
Belle last.

SUMJIARIES.

First race—Trotting, two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse 51,000.

San Mateo Stock Farm's b g Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes—
Hannah Price, by Arthurton Rogers 1 1

A C. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle. ..Maben 3 2

C. E. Cloud's br c Athanio, by Junio—Athalie Clark 2 3

H. P. Perkins' b g Jasper Ayres, by Iris—Babe.. Perkins 4 4

Joseph Edge's br c Auditor, by Secretary—Whippleton Edge 6 5

D. E. Knight's b f Patti Rosa, by Silver King—Molly Perkins 5 6

E. P. Heald's ch g Pilot Nelson, by Pilot Prince—Nellie Nelson...
Snider 7dis

Vendome Stock Farm's b c Iran Alto, by Palo Alto—Elaine
Bunch 8dis

H. P. Isaac's b f Kitty Caution, by Caution—Bellfounder
Lermond dis

Time, 2:30J4 2:26^-

Second race—Trotting, 2:27 class, purse 81,000.

T. C. Snider's br s Sacramento, by Monroe Chief—Rene.-Snider
George Grey's b s Lustre, by Fallls—Patti Grey
A. B. Spreckels* b s Senator L., by Dexter Prince—Bayswater

Dnstin

O. MarchanS's br m Lady O., by T. O.—Baby Marchand
Paris Kilburn's b m Aunty Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—Speculation

Dwain
Vendome Stock Farm's gr m Gray Belle, by Antevolo—Nut-

wood Bunch
Time, 2:22%, 2:23, 2:20J£.

Third race—Pacing, two-year-olds, purse 8500.

C. A. Durfee's blk g Harvey Mc, by McKlnney—Eleanor
Wilkes Duriee 2 3

H. P. Perkins' br f Cecelia, bv Iris—Scratch Perkins 3 1

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk g W. W. Foote, bv Stein-

way— Maggie McGregor Sanders 1

M. Ha'llett's br f Lou Lane, by Cceur d'Alene—Beulah
Sawyer 4

D. E. Knight's b f Lou Star, by Brigadier—Lou Wall
Hogoboom 5

Time, 2:23, 2:26, 2:23, 2:24K-

Fourth race—2:17 class, trotting, purse 81,000.

G. H. Fox's b s Wayland W., by Arthur Wilkes—Letty,
by Wayland Forrest Dustin 4 2

Silver Bow Stock Farm's bg Iago, by Tempest—Eulogy,
by Com. Belmont Williams 1 1

C. E. Hart's Bruno, by Junio—by Mozart 2 3

K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide, by Simmons—Adelaide
Durfee

George W. Woodard's b m Lucy B.. by Ales. Button-
Lucy Bigelow

Palo Alto Stock Farm's br m Vina Belle, bv Nephew-
Flushing Belle _Maben

B. O. Van Bokken's ch g Crown Prince, by Dexter
Prince—by Chieftain Costello

Time, 2:16 2:15,2:17, 2:17^, 2:18M-

111
4 22

2 3 3
3 4 4

6 5 5

5 6d

6 4 4

5 6 3

3 5 6

7 dis

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 ro

3 4

2 2

4 2

6 6
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Races at Buffalo.

ord over four seconds. The other races were quickly de-

cided, Lucille H. winning from Daisy Despain after the lat-

ter took a fast heat in 2:14}, and the unbeaten Patchen leav-

ing his field handily three successive times. John R. Gentry,
however, forced him twice to reduce his record, placing it

the last time at 2:09}. From here the horses go, part to

Rochester and part to Terre Haute. Summary :

Trotting, 2:21 class, purse $2,000 (unfinished from yester-

day)—SalHe Simmons won the first, second and fifth heats
and the race. Judge Fisher won the third and fourth heats.

Tesa Wilkes, Much Ado, Jessie Sherman, Ike Wilkes, Ga-
brielle and Royal Wilketon also started. Time, 2:15, 2:14},

2:17, 2:16f, 2:14£.

Pacing, 2:26, purse $1,500—Lucille H. won the first, third
and fourth heats and the race. Daisy Despain won the sec-

ond heat. Babette and Annheuser also started. Time, 2:10J,

2:14}, 2:164, 2:15£.

Pacing, 2:12, purse $1,500—Joe Patchen won the race in

three straight heats, John R. Gentry second. Moonstone, Lu-
cille H., Jeseie L. and Alvin Swift also started. Time, 2:09£,

2:09}, 2:09}.

Occident and Other Stake Entries.

A CHANCE FOR BREEDERS.

Great Broodmare Sale by Palo Alto Stock Farm.

Buffalo (N. Y.), August 10.—The favorites won to-day,

but it took Johe nine heats to get his money. In the unfin"

ished trot Alix came out fresh and stepped the mile that gave

her first money barefoot, having cast her shoe at the quarter.

Salisbury's plowhorse Azote had just as easy a victory in the

free-for-all trot. Alis: won the first, second and fourth heats

and the race. Pamlico won the third. Pixley, Phoebe Wilkes,

Belle Vera, Waiter and Ryland T. also started. Time, 2:09f

2:08;}, 2:102, 2:101. Summary*

2:13 class, trotting—Azote won the race in three staaighh

heats. David B., Geneva, Eilard, Mary, Egthorn, Billy A.,

Edith E. and Shadowland also started. Time, 2:13, 2:10£,

2:10}.

2:14 class, pacing—Johe won the fifth, eighth and ninth

heats and the race ; Ed Easton took the third and fourth

;

Allie L. the first and second, Coast Boy the sixth and Zeal

the seventh. Sperry, Henry E., Brookside, Black Dick, Ny-
dick and Sims also started. Time, 2:11}, 2:13V, 2:12:*, 2:134,

2:14}, 2:17i, 2:16i, 2:16}, 2:204.

Free-for-all, pacing—Robert J. won in three straight heats,

Mascot second, Guy third and Saladin finished. Time,

2:08i 2:08, 2:084,

2:21 trot, purse $2,000, unfinished—Sally Simmons won the

first and second heats and Judge Fisher the third
;
Tesa

Wilkes, Muchado, Jesse Sheridan, Ike Wilkes, Roval Wilton

and Gabrielle also started. Time, 2:15, 2:164, 2:17.

In the exhibition mile by Jocko against the record Jocko

won; wagon record, 2:21. Time, quarter 0:34, half 1:074,

three-quarters 1:41J, mile 2:16.

Buffalo (N. Y.), August 11.—There is always a suspicion

that a postponed race may be " fixed " over night, and the

judges to-day perhaps thought there were grounds for suspect-

ing Sallie Simmons was not being driven to win when the

mare failed to capture the fourth heatof the_ unfinished 2:21

trot, which was the first event on the card this afternoon.

Geer.3 was put up to drive, and the mare went out handily

enough and took the decisive heat in 2:14], reducing her rec-

Final payments have been made on the following horses in

the Occident and trotting and pacing colt sweepstakes for the

State Fair of 1894

:

OCCIDENT STAKE.

Palo Alto's Aria, by Bernal—Ashby, by Gen. Benton.
Williams & Morehouse's Silver Note, by Silver Bow

—

Maude Singleton, by Singleton.

TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE, 2:40 CLASS.

M. S. Severance's La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle.

W. O. Bowers' Worthwood, by Cornelius—Belle Mc.
Vendome Stock Farm's Iran Alto, by Palo Alto—Elaine.
Oakland Park Stock Farm's Derby Princess, by Charles

Derby— Princess, by Administrator.

Thos. Smith's Stella, by Geo. Washington—Maud, by Mc-
Donald Chief.

San Mateo Stock Farm's Last Chaoce, by Regal Wilkes

—

Hannah Price, by Arthurton.

TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTING STAKE, 2:25 CLASS.

Palo Alto's Aria, by Bernal—Ashby, by Gen'l Benton.
M. S. Severance's Bet Madison, by Jas. Madison—Betsy

Trotwood.
W. O. Bowers' Silver Bee, by Silver Bow—Belle Mc.
Jesse D. Carr's Genevieve, by Eugeneer—Flossie, by Carr's

Mambrino.
Vendome Stock Farm's John Bury, by Antinous—Muldoon,

by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

San Mateo Stock Farm's Ravenscroft, by Guy Wilkes—Eva,
by La Grande.

J. W. Gardner's McZeas, by McKinney—Grace Kaiser, by
Kaiser.

TWO-YEAR-OLD PACING STAKE, 2:15 CLASS.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's W. W. Foote, by Steinway

—

Maggie McGregor, bv Robt. McGregor.
S. W. Aldrich's Lou Lane, by Cceur D'Alene—Beulah, by

Alt anion t.

Ed. Pickett's Hoodoo, by Prompter—Vixen, by Privateer.

THREE-YEAR-OLD PAdNG STAKE 2:20 CLASS.

i^Oakwood Park Stock Farm's Amazon, by Chas. Derby

—

Ramona, by Anteeo.

B. F. Langford's Prince Nutwood, by Dexter Prince

—

Luella, by Nutwood.

Death of Piedmont, 2:17 1 4.

This great son of Almont 33 died August 9th last at the

horse department of Vina Ranch, a branch of Palo Alto

Stock Farm.

He was a chestnut stallion, 16.1 hands, foaled 1871, bred

by H. A. Ferguson, Lexington, Ky. By Almont 33, first

dam Mag Ferguson, by Mambrino Chief 11
; second dam by

Gray Eagle.

Piedmont was purchased by the late Senator Stanford in

18S1 and in the fall of the same year reached his new home
at Palo Alto. It was the intention of the Senator to send
Piedmont back East in 1882, provided he improved in speed
under his method of development. This he did having
shown quarters in thirty-two seconds, but he went lame and
was placed in the stud.

He was a great performer on the turf, having met and de-

feated the best race horses in the country, his mostjmemorable
victory being the great stallion race at Chicago, 111., July 19,

1881, when he defeated Robt. McGregor, Santa Claus, Han-
nis, Wedgewood and Monroe Chief, in 2:18, 2:17^,2:18^,

2:17}, 2:194, 2:21, Piedmont winning the fourth, fifth and
sixth heats, gaining his record in the fourth. Had Piedmont
not been overshadowed by the great Electioneer, he would
have taken rank with the best of sires. Battling against the

inevitable he produced

- 22a
2 26

'

2
J 1V 4

Sport
Stanford
Wanda
Wavelet
Wild Bee 2:29
Wildmont 2:27^
Highmont 2:30
King Piedmont 2:30

Limonero(3) 2:18%
Marston C. (3) 2:21

Charley C. (p) 2:18%
Carlisle 2:22*4,

Hyperion 2:21%
Iraf. 2:24%
Lorita 2:22%
Marion 2:26%
Peqnot 2:26

Piedmont's name will be perpetuated in turf history as a

great brood mare sire. With but a limited number of mares
retained at Palo Alto, most of his progeny having been sent

East to sales, mares by him have produced Sweet Rose (1),

2:25! ; Loraneer (2), 2:26} ; Mont Rose (3), 2:18 ;Monaco

(3), 2:19 ;
Orphina (4), 2:17 ; Fanny Wilcox, 2:13} ; Lizzie-

mont (p), 2:16}; Electress, 2:30 ; Ariel, 2:27£, and Electant

(3), 2:27.

Judging him by what he has done, Piedmont was a good
all round horse, combining qualities that few possess, a good
race horse, a sire of speed and a brood mare sire.

Rio Alto.

The way A. B. Spreckels' handsome bay stallion, Senator

L., lowered the two-mile heat record last Saturday, leads

many people to believe this son of Dexter Prince is capable

of doing the trick in 4:40. He trotted the first mile of the

first heat in 2:31 h, the second in 2:224, total 4:54. In the sec-

ond heat he came around to the wire in 2:25 and then sailed

away and came in under the wire in 4-AGh. Jas. Dustin thinks

more of this horse now than ever.

Last September when Palo Alto disposed of forty head o

broodmares it was thought that the great establishment had
reduced its broodmare department to a minimum, but the
leasing of more land that was used for stock farm purposes
makes another sale necessary, as there is not room enough to
handle the stock on the place. On Wednesday, September
12, 1894, at the Agricultural Park, Sacramenta, Palo Alto
will offer at public auction thirty-six head of choice brood-
mares, combining the blood lines that have made the place
famous as a producer of extreme speed.
The mares that will be sold were marked to be perma-

nently retained on the place, and the only reason for their
being sold is given above. The large sales ofbroodmares from
Palo Alto in the past year and a half has eliminated the or-
dinary, and now remains only the producers and choice-bred
ones.

Mares bred like these, and stinted to the best sires on the
place, have never reached the open market, and in disposing
of these Palo Alto feels that through the necessity of redac-
tion it is making a great sacrifice. In looking over the cata-
logue, which can be had by applying to Killip & Co., 22
Montgomery street, San Francisco, we find some royal-bred
mares, producers themselves and stinted to producers of
speed.

Slight, record 2:28, by Electioneer, full sister to Sphinx
2:204, Egotist, 2:21*, and Spry, 2:28|. This mare comes
from a family that produces both sires and dams, as well as
race horses, her dam, Sprite, being a daughter of the great
broodmare Waterwitch, by Pilot Jr. Slight is with foal by
Dexter Prince.

Bessie Belle (two-year-old record, 2:29|), by St. Bel, son of
the great Beautiful Bells, out of Belle D., by Belmont, son of
Lexington ; with foal by Advertiser, 2:15}.

Woodflower, by Ansel, 2:20, dam Mayflower, by St. Clair
(the dam of six producing daughters) ; with foal by Dexter
Prince.

Estella M., by Albert W., 2:20. dam Fly, by Washington
;

with foal by Wildnut, son of Woodnut, 2:164,
Matron, by Clay, 2:25, dam Mollie Cobb, dam of Cobwebs,

2:12 ;
with foal by Wildnut, son of Woodnut, 2:164.

Norbell, by Norval, 2:14|, dam the great mare" Clarabel,
by Abdallah Star ; with foal by Pacheco, full brother to Palo
Alto, 2:08ir.

Florinne, by Woodnut, 2:164, dam Flower Girl (dam of
Newflower (3), 2:25|), by Electioneer, with foal by Azmoor,
2:204.

Petrina, by Piedmont, 2:17}, dam Miss Peyton, by imp.
Glengarry, with foal by Advertiser, 2:15}.

Eline, by Dexter Prince, dam Eileen Oge, by Norfolk,
with foal bv Wildnut, son of Woodnut, 2:16£.

May (dam of Idle May, 2:274 and May, 230), by Wildidle
dam Mayflower, by St. Clair, with foal by Truman, 2:12.

Nadine (dam of Amigo, 2:16^- and Miss Naude, 2:29-]), by
Wildidle, dam Norah, by Messenger Duroc, with foal by
Truman, 2:12.

Penelope (dam of Pedlar, 2:23} and Peko (3), 2:24), by*

Mohawk Chief, with foal by Whips, 2:274.

Nina Wilkes, by Allie Wilkes, dam Kitty, by Exchequer;
with foal by Pacheco, full brother to Palo Alto.

Gertie, by Hambletonian Prince, dam Gazelle, 2:21, by
Hambletonian 10, with foal by Whips, 2:274.

Azthore, by AzmoDr, 2:20J, dam Asthore, by Kentucky
Prince, with foal by Piedmont, 2:17}.

We call the special attention of the breeders to the mares
by that great brood mare sire, General Benton.
Gem, dam Guess, by Electioneer, with foal by Azmoor,

2:204.

Aragon, dam Alice, by Almont, with foal by Azmoor,
2:204.

Viola, dam Violet, by Electioneer, with foal by Altivo,

2:1S£, full brother to Palo Alto.

Isma (dam of Veda, 2:26}), dam Irene, by Mohawk Chief,

with foal by Azmoor, 2:204.

Blonde, dam Brunette, by Hambletonian 10, with foal by
Azmoor, 2:204.

Morgianna, dam Lady Morgan (dam of Alban, 2:24,Merri-

ment, 2:26£, and Marion, 2:26|), by Hambletonian 10 ; with
foal by Whsps, 2:272.

Edon,dam Emma Robson (dam of Rowena, 2:17,EmaIine,
2:274, Emma R., 2:2S£), by Woodbine ; with foal by Azmoor,
2:204.

Lorinne, dam Lodema, by Electioneer; with foal by Az-
moor, 2:204,

The Benton mares have been great producers of speed from
all sources, having produueed Sunol, 2:08} ; Truman, 2:12

;

Cobwebs, 2:12; Starlight, 2:16i ; Bernal, 2:17; Avena (2),

2:194. ; Rio Alto (2), 2:22f ; Atterna (2), 2:25}, and twenty-

seven other performers better than 2:30.

Electricity, 2:17}, Nephew, Don Victor, Will Crocker, Al-

fred and Gov. Sprague are also represented in the sale by
mares with foal by Truman, 2:12, Piedmont, 2:17}, Pacheco,
full brother to Palo Alto, and Wildnut.
There is an opportunity for breeders to purchase first-class

broodinares with foal by first-class stallions. The indivi-

duals are good and all have been broken double and single.

The mares can be seen at the Stanford stables, near race

track, Sacramento, September 10th, 11th and rooming of

sale.

The Montana circuit is no longer exclusively patronized

by horses from this State and the coast. One of the greatest

racers now in Anaconda is Robbie P.,the property of Edward
Pyle. of Syracuse, N. Y. Robbie P. took three out of five

beats in the free-for-all trotting and pacing event at Anacon-

da, with Klamath in the race. Klamath, two years ago, took

the free-for-all trot at Helena without trouble, and after leav-

ing here made a mark of between 2:12 and 2:13. Robbie P.,

on July 4 last, at Council Bluffs, had a match race with Alix

for $5,000 a side. Robbie P. took the first heat in 2:17. In the

succeeding heats Robbie broke when he had a fair show of

winning, and Alix went under the wire first. The best time in

the Council Bluffs race was 2:14. The best lime at Anaconda

was 2:16f

.

A well-bred four-year-old entered the list last week at

Haverhill, Mass., in Beverly, by Sable Wilkes, dam Huntress,

by Arthurton. Beverly won the 2:30 mixed race in straight

heats in 2:25*, 2:24J and 2:25i. Huntress is a great brood-

mare, being the dam of Hidalgo, 2:27, and grandam of Kent,

2:28. Beverly is owned by William Beckerle, Hill Top

Farm, Danbury, Conn.
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THE GOLDEN GATE PAIR.

[Continued from Page 147.1

FIFTH DAT—FRIDAY, AUGUST 16.

The game pacing race won by Cibolo is another seven-heat

victory for the Oakwood Park Stock Farm. The accident

to Directrix was regretted by all. Hillsdale's game race

stamps him a race horse of the first order.

The races this chilly afternoon ought to have attracted a

larger attendance. The programme of four events contained

a large number of names, but in the first one out of eighteen

advertised there were nine scratched, and those that re-

mained in were Silver Bee, Baby Ruth, John Bury, Gazelle,

Rainbow, Nellie W., Visalia, Topsv and Mariposa. In the

pools Silver Bee sold for $60, Visalia $512.50, Rainbow $29
and field $37.50. When the start was given Silver Bee and
Visalia got the worst of it by six lengths. Gazelle set the

pace and closely followed by Mariposa came in a winner in

2:23, Rainbow third, Nellie \V. fourth, John Bury fifth, Sil-

ver Bte sixth, Topsy seventh, Visalia eighth and Baby Ruth
last.

In the secoud heat the start was about as poor as the pre-

ceding one, Nellie \V. breaking just as the word was given.

Gazelle took the lead and kept it to the bead of the home-
stretch, Mariposa and John Bury hanging to her closely. At
this point Mariposa broke and then Gazelle made a wobble.

This .vas John Bury's opportunity. Bunch, his driver, lifted

his hands as high as his head and made a bold drive. lifting

his colt to the front and kept him going until he landed the

big son of Aniinous under the wire in 2:26. While he was
making bis drive little Visalia, *vho had made two disastrous

breaks and then settled down to trot, rapidly overhauled those

in the rear ranks and came in third behind Gazelle, Mariposa
fourth, Rainbow fifth, Nellie W. sixth, Silver Bee, the
favorite, seventh, Topsy eighth and Baby Ruth ninth.

The holders of field tickets looked anxiously at the three-
year-olds as they came out for the third heat. As soon as the
word was given Visalia broke and fell back to seventh place
before the first turn was reached. Gazelle again took the
lead, but Mariposa passed her, like a drum major to the
three quarter pole. Here Gazelle came again and took the
lead. Silver Bee, who was fifth all the way round, came up
very fast on tbe homestretch, and was moving as if he would
win, but the distance was not far enough, for Gazelle won in

2:27}, Mariposa second, Silver Bee third, John Bury fourth,

Rainbow fifth, Visalia sixth, Nellie W. seventh, Baby Ruth
eighth.

The next heat was a repetition of the others. Gazelle
leading all the way to the wire in 2:22}, Silver Bee second,
the rest struog along the track in procession-like order. Com-
ing down the homestretch Durfee was leading with Gazelle,
while Smith, behind Silver Bee, tried to get near him, but
Durfee kept swishing his whip at arm's length, almost in
froDt of Silver Bee's face. The latter seemed to falter and
did not come in. This exhibition of whip wielding called

fourth loud expressions of disapproval from the audience. If

Durfee had not acted with such bad judgment this would not
have happened, and the judges should have taken cognizance
of this exhibition of Mr. Durfee's, and looked carefully at
Section 10 of the rules before giving their decision, and see
that the rule was enforced. Their action (or lack of action)
can not be too severely condemned.
The second race was for four-year-old pacers. Ihere were

five entries: Madcap, Seymour Wilkes, Delia S., Directrix
and Cibolo. In the pools Directrix was favorite at $50, field

$25 and Cibolo $24. When the word was given Seymour
Wilkes went orl his feet. Directrix, Madcap and Delia S.

started out in the lead, leading Cibolo and Seymour Wilkes
to keep the rear rank full. Directrix and Delia S. passed
Madcap as she broke half way down the backstretch, and
together they moved like a double team to the wire, both
Alviso and Dustin driving with all their skill. Directrix
won by a nose in 2:23* from Delia S , Madcap third, Cibolo
fourth and Seymour Wilkes fifth.

The second heat was won by Directrix, Delia S. a length
behind, |Seymour Wilkes third, Madcap fourth and Cibolo
last. Time, 2:25. CibMo made two very bad breaks, but
when settled came very fast.

The third heat of the pacing race was the prettiest of the
day, Directrix, Delia S. and Cibolo moving as if they were
hitched to a triple tree. Cibolo and Directrix left Delia S.
and came like a double team into the homestretch. Coming
toward tlie wire Cibolo made a break and fell back. Sanders
jiulled him together, and as Directrix was moving away from
him tast he started in to make Cibolo move a little better, and
fairly outdrove Dustin to the wire in 2:21*, the fastest heat
in the race. Millard Sanders drove the winner with rare
skill.

Delia S. now took a crack at the first position, but Cibolo
overhauled her in the homestretch and beat her by a neck in
this heat in 2:24. Directrix, being lame, was doing her best

and came in third, Seymour Wilkes fourth and Madcap
last.

In the next heat Delia S. again took the lead, and kept it

to the wire. She paced in a winner in 2:28$, hergameness be-
ing unquestioned, and the fact that she was the contending
pacer in every heat made many friends for her. Cibolo was
second, two lengths behind, Directrix third, Seymour
Wilkes fourth and Madcap last. Time, 2:28$.
Madcap and Seymour Wilkes, not having won a heat in

five, were sent to the stable. Directrix " lame as a duck," Ci-
bolo and Delia S. then appeared. The latter came in a winner
by a length in front of Cibolo, Directrix thirty yards behind.
Time, 2:281. By request of Mr. Dustin the judges allowed
Directrix to be withdrawn.
The excitement became intense as the two came out for a

deciding heat. Alviso was confident of winning, and so was
Sanders Patrol judges went out to see that no running was
•lone in the ftp. Delia S. led to the half-mile pole. Here
I ib ilo passed her as she broke and ran a little distance, but
the game son of Chas. Derby was pacing at a steady clip and
came in a winner by five lengths in 2:31 J. This was one of
the hardest-fought races we have seen this year, and the
gameness shown by Cibolo and Delia S. speaks volumes for
the excellent condition in which both horses were brought
to the post.

The third race was for four-ytar-olds. There were eight
-Urters: Ililbdalo, Maud Alameda, Margaret
Worth, Bed Oak, Midday, Montana and Myrtle Thorne.
In the pools, field $25, Hillsdale $17 and Margaret Worth
(13. The scoring was long and tedious. Hillsdale led, Mar-
garet Worth and Myrtle Thorne, going like a double team
behind him. The daughter of Alexander Button fell back to

last position and Montana came up fast and passed Myrtle
Thorne on the homestretch and set sail for Hillsdale but the

latter had a little more speed left and came in a winner in

2:20*. Red Oak running under the wire beat Myrtle Thorne
for third position by a head. Margaret Worth fifth, Maud
Alameda sixth and Midday last.

In the second heat Hillsdale, the game son of Antinous,

was the quickest to get away, but Myrtle Thorne and Mon-
tana kept right at his sulky wheel. The latter broke at the

first turn and fell (back, Margaret Worth taking his place.

Going down the backstretch Hillsdale, Myrtle Thorne and
Margaret Worth were not a length apart from each other,

and on rounding into the backturn Montana regained a lot of

lost ground and joined the trio. They tb en began to separ-

ate, Margaret Worth broke and falling to the rear. It was a

pretty sight, the leader keeping as steady as a clock and
never fallering, notwithstanding the cracking of whips and
loud yelling of the drivers. Into the homestretch the- came,
but the leader oulfooted his competitors, and at the drawgate
Margaret Worth passed Myrtle Thorne and came iu second.

Montana was fourth by a head, Maud Alameda fifth and Red
Oak, who was very flighty, distanced. Time, 2:23.

The holders of Montana tickets felt confident, for some of

his backers had timed the son of Sidney a half in the pre-

ceding heat in 1:10. The start in that heat was also a poor
one, for just as the word was given Montana made a bad
break and was six lengths behind at the first turn. Taking
these things into consideration, the Montana men did not

give up hope. The word "Go !" was hardly heard before the

five horses were moving abreast. Hillsdale, as usual, soon left

the solid rank and set the pace, Montana and Margaret
Worth closing up on him. Loeber brought Myrtle Thorne
from the pocket to the outside, and as Montana broke he
slipped into third position. Going toward the half Margaret
Worth broke and Montana came up auq took her place,

Hillsdale an open length in front. Montana and Myrtle
Thorne moved like a double team until about one length be-

yond the half-mile pole. Montana brctfe and ran for over an
eighth, Williams, his driver, doing his best to hold him.
When he got him settled he was three lengths behind Myr-
tle, and coming toward the wire it was a whipping finish,

Williams landing his horse second, two lengths behind Hills-

dale, Myrtle Thorne third, Margaret Worth fourth, and
Maud Alameda last. Time, 2:21 *. The judges set Montana
hack to third place for running, and announced that the sec-

ond and third money would be divided between Montana and
Myrtle Thorne.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, three-year-olds, 2:27 class, purse 51,000.

C. A. Durfee's blk m Gazelle, by Gossiper—by Booth
JJurlee 12 11

Vendome Stock Farm's b c John Bury, by Antinous—by
Muldoon BuDch 5 14 4

H. Timmerman's br m Mariposa, by Gnide—by Monroe
Chief Laflerty 2 4 2 3

W. O. Bowers' eh c Silver Bee, by Silver Bow—Belle Mc
Smith 6 8 3 2

D. Hint's b c Rainbow, by Silver Bow—Zelma Ober 3 5 5 8
Chino Ranch's cb m Nellie W., by Woolsey—Nellie Rey-

nolds Connelly 4 5 7 5
H. Perkins' b m Visalia, by Iris—Scratch Perkins 8 3 6 6
J. Dooley's b f Baby Ruth, by Caution—Osgood Maid

Lermond 9 9 S 7

Vineland Stock Farm's b m Topsy. bv Grandissimo—Flora
B Hill 7 8 9 6

Time. 2:24, 2:26, 2:27^, 2:22^.

Second race—Pacing, four-year-oids, purse S500.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b s Cibolo, by Chas.
Derby—Addie Ash Sanders 4 5 112 2 1

Louis Schaffer's cb m Delia S., by Thistle—by Geo.
M. Patchen Jr. Alviso 2 2 3 2 112

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's blk m Directrix, by Di-
rector—Lady Wattles Dustin 1 1 2 2 4 dr

T. J. Crowley's b m Madcap, by Steinway—Mag-
fie McGregor Laflerty 3 4 5 5 3

. Polhemus' br s Seymour Wilkes, by Guy
Wilkes-Early Bird Hellman 5 3 4 4 5

Time, 2:23%, 2:25, 2:213^. 2:24, 2:2S%, 2:2S>£, 2:31J4.

Third race, trotting, four-year-olds, 2:25 class, purse 51,000.

Vendome Stock Farm's b s Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nettie
Nutwood Bunch 111

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Montana, by Sidney—Hattie...
Williams 2 4 3

Vineland Stock Farm's b m Myrtle Thorne, by Grandissimo
—Belle Thorne Loeber 4 3 2

G. W. Woodard's b m Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button—oy
Effingham Bigelow 5 2 4

P. W. Murphy's gr m Maud Alameda, by Gaviota—Mary O.
Rogers 6 5 5

J. A. Dustin's b s Red Oak, by Redwood—Victress P
Dustin 3 dis

River View Stock Faim'B b m Midget, by Noonday—Amber
" Kelly dis

Time. 2:20^, 2:23, 2:2l>£-

Trotting at Terre Haute.

Terre Haute (Ind.), August 14—A heavy downpour of

rain left the track in bad shape, and every mile was done on

the outside, the horses going fully one mile and an eighth.

This considered, the first mile of Azote, in the 2:20 trot, was

phenomenal, and the best judges declare it was as good as

2:06 had it been at the pole on a smooth track. The 2:26 trot,

unfinished from Monday, made the programme a long one,

and the $4,000 stake race for foals of 1890 was carried over
until to-morrow, as was also the unfinished 2:21 trot. Tbe
total amount of money to be contested for is over $45,000
The summary :

First race, 2:26 trot, purse $2,000, continued from yester-

day—Red Bird won the first, fourth and eighth heats and
race, Woodstock won the third and fifth ; Kate Cafirey won
the sixth and seventh heats, and Fulda the second heat. Sil-

verdale, Sam Waller, Item, Gertrude and Electant also

started. Time, 2:17, 2:21, 2:17}-, 2:20, 2:20], 2:24, 2:26*,

2:25};.

Second race, 2:25 trot, purse $2,000—Venita Wilkes won
the race in three straight heats in 2:27*, 2:27, 2:26$. Quality,
Loami, Daisy N. and Fanny Wilson also started.

Third race, 2:2Strot, purse $1,500, five heats—Baron Dil-
lon won the third, fourth and fifth heats and the race, La-
mone won the second and Annie McGregor the first, but the
latter was distanced in the second. Norvin N., Clayton, Al-
tivo, Silver Ore and John Hackott also started. Time, 2:24,
2:25*, 2:25}, 2:25*. 2:27}.

2:10 trot, purse $2,500 (unfinished)—Pamlico won the sec-

ond and third heats, with Azote second. Lord Clinton, Muta
Wilkes and William Penn finished in the order named. Time
2:11, 2:12$, 2:15.

Terre Haure (Ind.), August 15.—The greai four-year-old
race was a one sided affair. Mary Best, with her 2:12} rec-

ord, fell an easy victim to Silicon. None of Silicon's field

ever showed in front.

Form-players were hit hard, as to a man they were on the
California mare, and many dollars were played on her at

odds of 3 to 1 over the field. After Silicon won the first heat
Mary Best bronght $20 and the field $6.
The so-called $24,000 stake when they scored forward was

worth to the horses contesting $16,575, as the association
made by the operation $5,575.

Mary Best was $25 to $8 in the betting,although there were
nine starters. Wistful drew the pole, and at the word Hickok
sent Silicon at once to the front, with Dancourt giving a live
chase. Past the half Goldsmith called on the chestnut mare,
Mary Best. She responded and was on the leader's wheel,
but Hickok never let her come an inch closer, though Gold-
smith made an active drive from distance home. Wilton's
daughter was entirely herself again and brought np recollec-
tions of 1S92, when she swept the platter from Independence
at Nashville.

The shrewd California driver called on her earnestly in
the last ten strides and landed her a safe length ahead of
Mary Best. Summary

:

Trotting, 2:10 class, purse $2,500, unfinished from yester-
day—Pamlico won the second, third and fifth heats and the
race. Time, 2:12*, 2:15, 2:10. Azote won the first and fourth
heats. Time, 2:11, 2:09*. Lord Clinton, William Penn and
Muta Wilkes also started.

Racing, 2:15 class, purse $1,000—Direction won the first,

third and fourth heats and the race in 2:14*, 2:14*, 2:15.
Gazette won the second heat in 2: 5}. Katie Greenlander
also started. Walter Wilkes, Burley F. and Graphine were
distanced.

Trotting, 2:12 class, purse $2,000—Cocoon won the third,
fourth and fifth heats and the race in 2:14V, 2:17 and 2:17$.
Bourbon Wilkes won the first and second heats In 2:16} and
2:15}. Mary and Edith V. also started.

Terre Haute purse, foals of 1890—Silicon woo in three
straight heats in 2:14, 2:13* and 2:15. Mary Best, Wistful,
Dancourt and Margrave also started. Greenlander Girl, An-
thelia, Lee and Cynthia were distanced.

Three-year-old pace, purse $1,000—Be Sure won. Time,
2-14,2-16. Rokeby, Lena Hill, Brennan, Sterling andRholt
also started. Buck Franklin was distanced.

Terre Haute (Ind.), August 16.—Five events on to-day's
card were pulled off, all but one being won in straight heats.
The sensation of the day was the Terre Haute Brewing Com-
pany's stake of $5,000, won hands down by Joe Patchen. The
Patchen-Wilkes horse has to his credit to-night the three
fastest heats ever given in a race. At no time was Patchen
extended, and after pacing the middle half of the second heat
in one minute and a half second, he came back fresh enough
to do the concluding heat in just as good time had he been
called upon. Rubenstein's performance as a four-year-old
was phenomenal, and on the second heat it was a battle royal
between the sensational pacers of the year from wire to wire.
The purse stake, for two-year-olds, valued at $1,400, was

hotly contested. Celaya won the first two heats handily,
Asinite acting badly. Then Nellie A. showed her head »nd
landed the third heat handily. The fourth heat was a horse
race to the end. Asinite captured it by a length. Nellie
A. filly captured the two final heats from Asinite after a hot
contest.

2:40 trot, purse of $1,500—Espresive won the race in
three straight heats in 2:16£, 2:24}-, 2:22. May Flower, Red
Pointer and Sidney Maid also started.

Two-year-old pace, purse of $1,000—Directly won in two
heats in 2:13 and 2:15. Theodore Shelton, Judge Hurt and
Princess Eulalie also started.

Third race, Terre Haute Brewing Company's purse, 2:20
pace, purse of $5,000—Joe Patchen took the race in three
straight heats. Time, 2:06}, 2:06, 2:09}. Rubenstein, Alti,
Our Nora and Coleridge also started.

Fourth race, 2:10 pace, purse of $2,000—John R. Gentry
won in straight heats in 2:10, 2:10|, 2:10}. Reflector, Kissel,
Dallas, Rosewater and Atlantic King also started.

Fifth race, Terre Haute purse for foals of 1891, value $1,400—Nellie A. won the third, fifth and sixth heats, Celaya won
the first and second and Asinite the fourth. Van Lear, Di-
rector's Flower and Allibet also started. Time, 2:17k 2:18,

2:18}, 2:17*, 2:1SJ, 2:18.

Fast Time at Rochester.

Rochester (N. Y.) August 15.—A series of close finishes

were witnessed to-day.

Trotting, 2:19 class—Cephus won the third, fourth and fifth

heats and the race in 2:14}, 2:16}, 2:17}. Mahogany won the
first in 2:15. Dodgeville won the second in 2:15. Overholt,
Laura J., May Homer, Rensselaer, Capt. Walbridge and
Raven Wilkes also started.

Trotting, 2:21 class, four-year-olds—Sallie Simon won in
three straight heats in 2:19, 2:16*, 2:17*. Roseleaf, Nettie
Wilkes and Elba also started.

Trotting, 2:29 class—Pet won in three straight heats in
2:19*, 2:20*, 2:24*. King Harry, Chrystabel, J. M. D., Mary
C. and Brookie also started.

Rochester (N.Y.), August 16.—Clear skies, light breeze

and a perfect track made this afternoon's sport delightful to

horse-lovers. On the card was a special event between Robert

J. and Fantasy. In the first mile, which was gone merely

to warm the performers, Geers was behind the mare and

Lyons on the gelding's sulky. In the second mile the holder
of the four-year-old record went after the 2:08} she made at

Buffalo. The gelding was by her side in the attempt. She
went gamely without a skip, finishing in 2:07}, the fastest

mile a four-year-old ever trotted. The quarters were 0:33,

1:041, 1:36*. 2:07}. She was greeted with cheers when it was
seen she had lowered the high mark.

In his attempt in the third mile of the special Robert J.
was paced by a runner. He went after his record, 2:05J,
gained at Nashville last fall in- two heats of a race, and also
the track record of 2.06$ made by the pacer Johnston -in

August, 1889. He passed the quarter in 0:30*, the half in

1.01}, the mile in 2:04}.

In the 2:31 class, trotting, Carl Don was not forced to the
2:10} he made on Monday. He won the event in straight
heats, at no stage of the race being crowded.

First race, 2:21 class, trotting—Carl Don won three straight

heats and the race in 2:15*, 2:15}, 2:152.

Scranton Bell, Heir-at-Law, Prisonian, Jerry Sheridan,
Romola, Much Ado, Ike Wilkes and Arena alsostarted.
Second race, 2:12 class.pading—Clay Hontas won the third,

fourth and fifth heats in 2:15*, 2:12}, 2:13$. E. D. Easton
won the second in 2:12* and Lucile H. the first in 2:12$.

Robert J. was sent to beat his record of 2:05$,and went the
mile in 2:04}.

Fantasy went against her record of 2:0S} and made it in
2:07}.
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Races at Butte, Mont.

Butte, Aug. 8—The circumstances surrounding the open-

ing of the races this afternoon were not perhaps as satisfactory

as desired, but notwithstanding this fact the meeting started

off like a winner. The races were all good, although there

was considerable disappointment over the fact that Expense

was scratched in the West Side Derby, leaving it a walk-over

fot the Daly stable, while the mile selling race did not fill.

The crowd was not as large as has been the rule on open-

ing days, which was no doubt due to the uncertain looks of

the weather. Those who were present enjoyed the races

heartily. But they did not enjoy themselves to any great ex-

tent on account of the thick dust storms which came up from

the East with disgusting frequency.

The betting was very heavy for an opening day and there

were a couple of long mutuals that pleased the crowd.

The judges were W. P. McNair, A. C. Holmes and J. B.

Losee of Anaconda. The timers were J. Carrigan, William
Clark, Judge Naughten and Dr. J. D. McGregor. D. P.

O'Connor handled the runners in good shape. Mr. McNair
won the nearly approbation and applause of the crowd by the

manner in which he handled the harness horses.

On account of the time taken up by the trotting race, the

2:13 class pace had to be postponed until 2 o'clock to-morrow
afternoon.

The meeting started off with a bad fall for the talent in

the very first race, and the money all went into the erand
stand, to the encouragment and gratification of the small bet-

tors. Normandie was a hot favorite at $20, with Hal Fisher

and Raindrop selling at $4 each, and the field, which con-

sisted of Vulcan, Green Hock, Pearl, Miss Elm and Nettie

Glen, at from $8 to $10. Jack the Ripper was scratched.

The horses got away to an excellent start. Raindrop
jumped off with the lead, with Hal Fisher second and the

favorite in seventh piace. At the half Pearl showed her

nose in front and Vulcan exchanged places with Raindrop.

While ,Normandie moved up to the fourth place, coming
into the stretch, Raindrop and Vulcan exchanged places

again. The race down the stretch was a pretty one. Win-
chell made a desperate but fruitless effort to catch Raindrop,

who won by two lengths, with Normandie two lengths ahead
of Pearl, who was two lengths ahead of Vulcan. Mutuels
paid $46.70.

The second race, mile selling, did not fill, and the three-

eighths dash for a $200 purse was substituted. The entries

were Lulu B., Cyclone, Little Jimmie, Norlee and Red S.

Lulu B. was a strong favorite, opening at $20 and going to

$40, with Norlee second choice at $12 to $15, Cyclone third

at $4 to $6, while the field sold at from $3 to $S. Lulu B.

look the lead and was never headed, winning by half a
length from Cyclone, who was half a length from Norlee. Mu-
tuels paid $7.85,

Expense was drawn in the West Side Derby, and Batsman
and Beaucatcher galloped over the course. They made a

very pretty race, and went all the way around without
changing their positions more than three feet. Batsman won
by a long neck. There was no betting.

The 2:24 class trot was a rather long drawn-out affair, and
it required six heats to decide it. The betting opened up
with Warwick Medium and Bozeman selling about even at

$40, but Bozeman soon became second choice at $25. Meteor,

Anita and Alarmist, sold in the field at $5. The horses went
away on a line. Anita took the lead and Alarmist went into

theairon the first five yards, Meteor and Warwick Medium
in second and third place, which order was held to the three-

eighths, when Warwick Medium commenced to move steadily

up. Alarmist broke badly again at the half and lost consid-

erably by it. The favorite was neck-and-neck. closely fol-

lowed by Alarmist, who had come up fast after he regained

his feet. Warwick Medium won by a short length from
Alarmist, who was a half a length ahead ahead of Anita.

Mutuels paid $11.80.

After this heat Bozeman and Warwick Medium sold even
at $10 and $15 each, while the field went begging for $1.

The horses got away nicely for the second heat but Medium
went into the air soon after leaving the wire and broke so

badly again at the three-eighths that he had to be pulled

down almost to a standstill. After Medium broke the second

time the heat was clearly between Bozeman and Alarmist.

Alarmist was a couple of lengths in the lead at the half, but

Bozeman soon overhauled him and won from Alarmist by a

length. Meteor was a poor third, a couple of lengths ahead
of Anita. It was clearly the object of Bozeman's driver to

shut out Warwick Medium, who only saved his distance by
about a foot and a half. Mutuels paid $8.25.

The betting took another switch and Bozeman sold readily

at $15, while all the other in the field sold at $5 and $6.

Meteor went off' his feet at the start and Alarmist took the

lead, with Bozeman second and Anita third. Alarmist was
never headed. At the quarter Alarmist was two lengths

ahead of Bozeman, who was closely followed by Anita. The
three leaders held the same relative positions to the three-

quarters, when Bozeman went into the air and dropped be-

hind. At the half Anita dropped away behind. Alarmist

finished a short length ahead of Warwick Medium,who came
up fast in the last half mile. Mutuels paid $36.65.

After this heat Bozeman sold for $10, with Warwick
Medium at $4 and the field $4. Meteor got away a little be-

hind the other four, who were on a line. At the quarter

Alarmist was in the lead, with Medium second, Anita third

and Bozeman fourth. The same positions were held at the

half. At the three-quarters Bozeman, Medium and Alarmist

were closely bunched, with Anita and Meteor six lengths be-

hind. Tney came down the stretch in this order and Boze-

man won handily, with Alarmist close up and Warwick
Medium a couple of lengths behind. Mutuels paid $9.35.

The judgesTput Moore up behind Warwick Medium in the

next heat in place of Kerwin. Meteor went off his feet at

the start. Bozeman broke badly at the quarter and dropped
nearly an eighth of a mile behind. At the half Alarmist

overhauled Anita, who got away in the lead. At the three-

quarters Alarmist and Warwick Medium were neck and neck,

with Anita bringing up the rear. Coming down the stretch

Warwick Medium went into the air and Alarmist won easily.

Bozeman came down the stretch at a 2:10 clip and finished

second, with Meteor a close third. Anita was distanced.

Mutuals paid $13.
As Meteor had not won one heat in five he was withdrawn,

and there were only three starters in the sixth and final heat.

Alarmist started away with the lead and held it to the half,

where he was headed by Medium. Bozeman laid back about

five lengths in the rear until they turned into the stretch,

when he let himself out and won handily, passing Medium as

though he was standing still when within eighty yards of the
finish. Mutuels paid $7.70.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Butte meeting, Wednesday, Augusts.—Purse $250, Five

furlongs handicap.

Jones & Payne's b m Raindrop, a. by Ophir—Neyella, 10S
- McDonald 1

Normandie, 3, 103 Winchell 2
Pearl, a. Ill Evans 3
Vulcan, a, 113 Glover 4

Time. 1:02!4.
Nettie Glen, Miss Elm, Hal Fisher. Green Hock also ran.

Second race—RunniDg, three furlongs, for all ages, purse 8200.

Colusa Stable's b m Lulu B., a, by Indicator, 117 Coombs 1

Cyclone, a. 117 , Bozeman 2
Norlee, 3, 108 Hennessy 3

Time, 0:31}£.
Red S. and Little Jim also ran.

Third race—Running, West Side Derby, one mile and a half, purse
S915.
Marcus Daly's Batsman (walk over) l
Marcus Dalv's Beaucatcher (walk over) 2

Time, 2:43.

Fourth race—Trotting. 2:24 class, best 3 in 5, purse $600.

Bozeman, by itambrino King—Arleen T Rice 4 14 12 1
Alarmist, by Autocrat D., by Reporter McEvoy 2 2 12 13
Warwick Medium, by Almont Medium—Warwick

(Kerwin—Moore) 15 2 3 4 2
Meteor, by Com. Belmont—D., by Tempest

McKinney 5
Anita, by Redwood Jr.—D., bv Vermont Wood 3

Time, 2:21}£, 2:22, 2:21%, 2:21^. 2:25, 2:27.

3 ro
dis

HOOF-BEATS.

Next week we will print a complete report of the Willows
races.

Our list of Pacific Coast performers was crowded out of

this issue.

Bat Rum, by John Sevenoaks, was sold for $715 at auc-
tion last Thursday.

John A., sire of Oakland and Charles A., took first prize at

the Golden Gate Fair for thoroughbred stallions.

Last Change, Nick Hall's colt, injured at Portland, ia

now recuperating at B. C Holly's place, Flosden.

Clifford is indeed a fast sprinter. Last Thursday he
beat Appamattoi and Maid Marian six furlongs at Saratoga
in 1:131.

Fitzgerald & Ditbkee have secured the betting privi-

leges at the Los Angeles Fair this year, and will have book-
makers on.

Attention is called to the advertisement of the Vallejo

association and the closing of entries, which takes place Sep-
tember 1st.

John Gibbons ("Kentucky John ") is training the Pueblo
Stable of Naglee Eurk now. The string is at Saratoga.
Harry Mason quit some time ago.

Komair is in the mile race at Monterey on the 24th. He
meets Tigress and Romulus, but at packing heavy weights he
should prove better than the smaller pair.

Monterey was first and another Californian, Installator,

in the place at Harlem on Thursday in a six furlong race.

FrankVan Ness had $300 on Monterey at 10 to 1.

The Directors of Woodland Fair would make a ten strike

if they offer a good purse for the two fast pacers. Hazel H.
and W. Wood. It would be the event of the year.

On the 11th of August, at Saratoga, Riley Grannan made
three winnings, netting him close to $50,000. The ones he
plunged on were Robin Hood, Lehman and The Commoner.

The Petaluma Fair, always a good one, bids fair to eclipse

those of the past this season. Every stall at this popular

track is occupied, and big fields and exciting contests are sure

to result. The Fair begins next Tuesday.

Twenty thousand dollars will be given to horsemen
at the Los Angeles Fair. Read the advertisement in this

issue. Entries for the races will close September 1st. This
will be the greatest race meeting ever held south of San
Francisco.

Old Captain Al will, it is said, be trained again by Geo.

Howson for the Owens Bros, of Fresno. Captain Al has a

"dickey" foreleg, but it is thought he will stand training.

Howson arrived at Bay District track with Royal Flush and
Polaski on Thursday.

Among the strings to come from the East this fair will be

that of Green B. Morris, in which is Judge Morrow, Strath-

meath, Moderocio and Illume. Mr. Morris, who is a Missou-

rian by birth, came to California first about 1849, and after

living here a number of years, returned East.

Last Chance, the two-year-old that won his race Wed-
nesday at the Bay District, was stricken with lung fever, and

but for the timely assistance and care of Dr. Masvero and

John Rogers, he would have died, but to-day he is much im-

proved, and hopes are entertained that he will get well.

For Sale—Bay mare, five years, 15.3, by Alcona, dam by

Gen. Taylor. The handsomest mare in the city; was worked

some last season for speed and showed a mile in 2:25, eighths

in 17 seconds. Also green pacer, five years, by Dexter

Prince. Apply at this office.

Oakwood, J. E. Cushing's colt, won the mile handicap at

Harlem last Thursday in the wonderful time of 1:39J. The
track had been specially prepared, and the colored contin-

gent went broke on Ida Pickwick, who ran second. Senator

Irby. third. " blew up " after going six furlongs, while Ru-

dolph was last of all at .the finish.

Charles F. Price, the well-known, clever newspaper

man of Louisville, who has for a couple of years past been

secretary of the Louisville Jockey Club, will in all likihood

be asked to take the same position in the reorganized club,

and Col. M. Lewis Clark, the father of the old organization,

will probably be President of the new. A better presiding

judge than Col. Clark is Dot to be found anvwhere, and the

way he ferrets out fraud is astonishing. Mr. Price will be

Col. Clark's associate at the Oakley meeting. Mr. Price is

at oDce quick, dignified and learned, and should make a

model racing judge,

PRESIDENT THOMAS H. "WILLIAMS, JR.

He Outlines Some of the Plans for the Great
Meeting That Begins October 27th.

President Thomas H. Williams, Jr., of the California

Jockey Club, was sitting in his pretty, spacious inner office last

Thursday afternoon, deeply engrossed in business matters,

but the thoughts uppermost in his mind doubtless related to

the coming great meeting of the California Jockey Club. To
say that the young turf magnate has benefited by his trip to

Japan is to draw it exceedingly mild. His face has a ruddy,

healthy glow, and the grasp of his hand is at once friendly

and as firm as that of a Sandow.

"I heard you were about to go East, Mr. Williams," said

the Breeder and Sportsman representative, " and
thought I would call and have a talk about the coming great
race meeting."
"Glad you did," Mr. Williams remarked, "and we are

going to have a grand season of sport here, beginning Octo-
ber 27th. I leave next Sunday night and return about Oc-
tober 5th."

•' I understand you are getting up a number of new stakes'/"
" Yes, there will be some sixty in all. Entries in thirty-

six of them will close on the 25th of October, and six for two-
year-olds (in 1895) some time in November. The rest (25)
are to close in January. There will be a $10,000 stake (mile
and a quarter handicap), of which $7,000 will go to the win-
ner, $2,000 to second, $1,000 to third. Third money, you
will observe, will amount to as much as some of the stakes
run for in this part of the world in the past. Then there
will be a $5,000 stake, a. handicap, the distance in the event
also one and one-quarter miles. We will give $3,000 for a
four-mile race, and several of the stakes will be worth $2,500
and $2,000. The smallest of the stake events is worth $1,000.
There will be a two-mile race for a goodly sum, and we will

pay a good deal of attention to that very attractive feature

—

jumping races. One of the stakes for the 'leppers' will be
$2,500, and all will be well worth running for. The distances
in the two-year-old stakes will be short, as they should be,

considering that the races will be run so early in the season."
" It is rumored, Mr. Williams," said the scribe, " that you

will race six days per week. Is there any truth in it ?"

"No. We will in all likelihood race but five each week.
I think one day's rest a necessity. Men with little to do,
even, should have at least one day in a week to attend lo

their business. Horsemen and those that make their living
out of races doubtless might desire to raceSundav and all the
time, as far as that goes, don't you know, but I think we will

try to get along with five days of racing every week."
"I received a letter recently from Chicago, Mr. Williams,

in which it was stated that fully 1,000 horses were comiDg
from that part of tbe country."

" I am glad to hear that, but I anticipated that we would
not have nearly enough stall-room, and will have to lease

some ground near the track (perhaps on the Cliff House road)

on which to erect a large number of stalls. The foundations
of the last stalls we put up (those on Fifth avenue) alone
cost more than the erection of stalls would on good, level

ground. We intend also to reclay the track soon, and throw
it up so that we will have better drainage. Of course you
know we have drain pipes now on one side of

the course. As the track will be arraoged it will dry
off after the rain much quicker than formerly. Many
changes will be made from time to time, as their

necessity is shown, and we will have everything in readiness

and in ship shape when the bell rings on the opening day. I

think the course we followed out at our last meeting regard-

ing the programme was the correct one. We got this out

for only a week at a time, and we were willing to listen to

any fair suggestions regarding the different kinds of races

that would fill well and be attractive. You may have noticed

that where the programmes for a meeting are issued so far

in advance some of the races do not fill well, or there is the

objection to be raised that some horses have a considerable

shade the best of it. By getting out the programme for but

a week at a time most of this sort of thing is avoided. In

about three weeks I shall be ready to print the conditions of

the various stakes, which are not as yet named. These will

be so popular and fair to all that they are certain to fill well."

This being about all that Mr. Williams cared about giving

out for publication at this time, we bade tbe very clever

young magnate that has brought the racing interest to its

present gigantic proportions in California adieu, wishing him
a pleasant journey and a speedy return.

The Arion-Directum Race.

The following telegram, received in this city yesterday,

contains the final announcement of the much-talked-of race

between the California stallions which was proposed to take

place at Chicago :

August 16.—There will be no Arion-Directum special trotting race
in Chicago. Failing to get the Washington Park track for themselves,
Dobleand Hickok refused the offer of the Northwestern Association,

and to-day notified the management that tbe race would not go aud
that Directum would go East. The chances are that the pair will

meet in Boston. The Washington Park Club in deciding not to lease

the track for the race, virtually and wisely declared against all trot-

ting events not bandied by the Northwestern Breeders" Association.

Some wise and important regulations for the coming trotting meet-
ing have been agreed upon. Fields will be given bat fourchances to

score. Then bad-acting horses will do the best they can There will

be no more truly rural announcements of the finish and time ot each
heat. Only the" division of the Durse at the end of each race will be
orally made. The announcement board will do the rest.

Sally Simmons, the four-year-old who swept the field in

the 2:21 class at Rochester August 15th in straight heats, was

sold just before the races the following day to Ed Decernas,

a New York dealer, who purchased her for a wealthy metro-

politan horse fancier. The price is said to have been $J,500.
She won her races at both Cleveland and Buffalo, and is one

the most promising mares that has been raced this season.

She was turned over to George Starr, who will train and

drive her through the rest of her engagement.

The trouble between Col. S. D. Bruce, compiler of the

American Stud Book, and The Jockey Club has been

smoothed over. Hereafter the Jockey Club will receive ap-

plications for registration, charging double the former fee (o?

$2) for registering thoroughbred foals, collecting the money
themselves and dividing the amount received with Col.

Bruce, who is still the rec jgnized authority in this country

on thoroughbred pedigrees.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Cobwebs' record is 2:12 now.

Azote (2:09j
J
), has not made a break this season.

The Golden Gate Fair has been a success from the start.

Mary Best, 2:12J, now heads the fast four-jear-olds of the

year.

Altivo, the brother to Palo Alto, wore hobbles in his De-

troit race.

WHAT a doable team Azote (2:09!) and Cobwebs (2:12)

would make.

Directly, 2:12. Ii will be 2:09 before he leaves the East

for California.

Fifty-three miles have been trotted and paced in 2:10

or better this season, and the end is not yet.

Mary Best's victory in the 2:21 class at Cleveland is said

to have netted Goldsmith $7,000, counting bets.

Silicon' defeated Mary Best at Terre Haute Thursday in

three straight heats. Time, 2:14, 2:13* and 2:15.

Exploit, by Clay, out of a mare by Geo. Wilkes, is said to

be one of the best three-year-olds in Kentucky.

The Oakwood Park Stock Farm won $1,050 at the Breed-

ers' meeting, the largest individual winner there.

Some one says that Fantasy (2:0S£) is not yery rapid sailed.

Xo horse can dwell much in trotting a mile in 2:0Sf

.

The pacer Direction, by Director, in Budd Doble's stable

resembles Direct very much, and he can beat 2:15 now.

Ed. Benson, who has been for some time second trainer

for E. D. Bither, has joined the stable of Orrin Hickok.

The good race mare Ballona, 2:1H, is by Stranger, and out

of the old race mare Lady Banker, by Hambletonian 10.

Every stall at the Petaluma track has been taken. The
Petalumaites are very enthusiastic over the coming meeting.

REPORTsays that the fast trotter Baker, by Sphinx (2:20£),

recentlv changed hands for $3,000, and can trot a milein

2:14. "

Ella Woodlike injured herself so badly while playing in

her stall at Cleveland that she may never appear on the turf

again.

It was almost eight o'clock before the last heat of the 2:20

class trotting race was finished Tuesday at the Bay District

Track.

McDowell, who drives them both, is credited with saying

that in his opinion Alix can beat 2:06, and Azote can beat

Alix.

Bellflower, by Electioneer, won the free-for all race at

Joliet, Illinois, August 10th, defeating Ottinger and thirteen

others. Time, 2:12f, 2:14, 2.14.

There are now twenty-one entries in the great $22,000 fu-

turity stake of Clark's Horse Review, and the mails may pos-

sibly develop one or two more.

The fair at Petaluma promises to be the best ever held in

that prosperous place. Everybody should go. Nest Tuesday,

August 21st, the races commence.

Two of the best money winners which Goldsmith has in

hisstring this year are Alar 2:13}, by Alcantara 2:23, and
Mary Best 2:12}, by Guy Wilkes 2:15}.

The stallion Sherman, 2:23i, by George Wilkes, long at

the Jewett Stock Farm near this city, died Monday at the

farm of his owner, Charles A. Coolidge, Phelps, N. Y.

XiTwoOD Wilkes became dead lame on Tuesday and had
to be drawn after the first heat of the race in which he was
made favorite, much to the discomfiture of his backers.

We desire to call the attention of our readers to the new
advertisement of the fast classes, pacing and trotting, to be

contested at the State Fair. They should be well patronized.

W. B. Fash; has been engaged to fill an order for five trot-

ling stallions and fifty broodmares for an English customer,

who believes that hackneys can be improved by an infusion

of trotting blood.

Lena Holly, the roan mare by Director, beat Rex Amer-
icas for a heat in ihe 2:23 trotting class of which he won at

Saginaw, Mich., last month, trotting the heat in 2:18:], which
is now her record.

Mr. Wesley Hutchins' noted stallion The Seer, right

from the stud, won the best race of his life at Pittsfield, Me.,
on the 4th inst., beating Stanley 2:17, C. T. L. and Louis P.

Bcsl lime, 2:19J.

The catalogue of the sale of the Palo Alto Stock Farm's
mares and fillies has been issued,and a perusal of its contents
will at once convince the reader that " its the best lot ever
offered from this farm."

Ruth ('., a bay mare by Guide, out of St. Lou"i6 Belle,

that was second in the first heal of a pacing race Tuesday,
which was won by Ketchum, broke duwn and had to be sent

to ber home at Pleasanton.

Directly gave thern a taste of his quality at Buffalo, last

Monday, winning the two-year-old pace in 2:12, 2:14 i . This
gives him the champion pacing race record of the world, and
is only one second slower than Online's two-year-old record

aeainnl time.

The gray Tom Hal, which Dr. M. W. Hicks brought to

California, was called Madame Buckner. She was the dam of

Argent, 2:24i, and Acrobat, 2:1S, and the grandam of Sacra-

mento Girl, "2:30, and Videtta, 2:17|.

Saelenut, a two-year-old by Sable Wilkes, won a race at

Glens Falls, New York, in 2:30} and 2:28. Sable is leading

his daddy, the mighty Guy Wilkes, this year. Mr. Corbitt

always claimed he would make a greater sire.

Rokeby, by Director, out of Lilly Stanley, defeated

Buck Franklin, Sidmontand Belle Acton at Buffalo, August

9th. He lost the first heat in 2:16J, but came back and won
the other three in 2:16*, 2:13|, 2:16 and 2:15|.

Jennie June and She will meet in a match race at$l,000

a side at Stockton. The stamina and speed shown by these

two well-matched mares is so well known that wagers on the

result of this race will run up into the thousands.

Regal Wilkes has a now 2:20 performer. Last Chance,

a two-year-old by him out of Hannah Price (dam of Lesa

Wilkes, 2:201, Chss. James, 2:22f and Anita, 2:255) trotted

to a record of 2:26} at the Bay District track last Tuesday.

Monroe Salisbury had a winning day at Buffalo, New
York, August 10th. Azote won the $2,000 purse in 2:13,2:10|

and 2:10. While Alix won the $2,000 purse in 2:09£, 2:081,

2:10| and 2:10},. Pamlico won the third heat and got second

money.

The following good ones will be sent from Palo Alto to

the New York sales ring : Truman, 2:12; Day Bell, by Palo

Alto, dam Beautiful Bells; Alia, by Palo Alto, dam Lula

Wilkes; Bertonia, by Whips, dam Barnes, and Speedwell, full

brother to Anteeo.

Mary Best, to whom Goldsmith gave a record of 2:12} in

a winning race at Cleveland, is a sister to Muta Wilkes (2:11),

being by Guy Wilkes, out of Montrose, by Sultan; second

dam San Mateo Maid, by Hambletonian 725. She is a four-

year-old, and last year got a record of 2:21}.

Chas. Marvtn gave the bay filly Alibel, by St. Bel, a rec-

ord of 2:19} at Joliet, 111., August 7th. Alibel is out of

Alicia Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, second dam Alice Clay, by

Almont. At the same meeting he lowered Silver Ore's rec-

ord from 2:28i to 2:19k Silver Ore is also by St. Bel.

Oakxand Baron, a bay two-year-old colt by Baron
Wilkes, out of Lady Mackey (dam of Semi Tropic. 2:22£, and

Lucy R., 2:17^), by Silverthreads, son of The Moor; second

dam Fleetwing, dam of Stamboul, 2:07 3, got a record of 2:20}

in the second heat of a race at Maysvifle, Ky., August 1st.

The new grand stand at Agricultural Park,which has been

built at a cost of $10,000, is about completed. Last season im-

provements were added to the grourads in the shape of a barn

and pavilion which cost $7,000, and the association now feels

that il is in pretty good shape to entertain its visitors.—Los
Angeles Herald.

There were race meetings at Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mil-

waukee, Wis.; Holton, Kans ; Portland, Maine; Rochester,

N. Y.; Terre Haute, Ind ; Prividence, R. I ; Griggsville,

111.; Henry, 111 ; Providence, R. I.; Albany, N. Y.; Morris,

111.; Higginsville, Mo., and Indianola, 111. This is but the

list of one week's work.

While driving Winnie, by Alex. Button, a very promis-

ing two-year-old, last Saturday morning at the Bay District

track, Det Bigelow noticed the filly faltering and jumping
out of the sulky. He was astonished to see the animal fall

dead. Every one sympathized with Mr. Woodard, her

owner, for she would have been a sensationally fast one

this year.

Mr. W. C. France has purchased of Mr. E. D. Wiggin,
of Massachusetts, the fast trotting mare Martha Wilkes,

2:08, by Alcyone, dam Ella, by Clark Chief S9 ; second dam
Mollie Robinson. The great mare is now at Highland Farm
in charge of Frank McYey. She will ^e put in training at

once, and will probably be campaigned with Mr. France's

string. Martha Wilkes was bred by Mrs. Carrie Marders, of

Pine Grove, Ky., and is now eleven years old, being foaled

in 1853. We did not learn the price paid for her.

Arrangements have been completed whereby the famous
trotting stallions Directum and Arion are to meet in a match
race over the Washington Park track, Chicago, Wednesday,
August 27th, for a purse of $7,000. Directum has the fast-

est record for a trotting stallion of 2:05}, and also for a four-

year-old trotter of any sex. Arion has the two-year-old trot-

ting record, 2:10$, made to a high wheel sulky. He is owned
by J. Malcolm Forbes, who paid the late Senator Stanford

$125,000 for him. Budd Doble will drive Arion and Orrin

Hickok will drive Directum.

The most brilliant performance at the Buffalo meeting was

that of Directly, the two-year-old pacing sou of Direct, dam
Mabel, by Naubuc, that took the world's race record for pac-

ers of bis age by going a mile in 2:12, Carbonate and Ther-

dore Shelton being the contesting horses. The fastest pacing

record against time is held by Online, son of Shadeland On-
ward and was made in 2:11, and Lena Hill, 2:12$, has, since

last year, held the pacing two-year-old race record. Horse-

men that saw Directly's performance predict that he will

lower the record to 2:10 before the season closes —Kentucky
Stock Farm.

On August 8th, at Buffalo, New York, according to the

Inter-Ocean, Directum was given a warming-up mile in 2:11$,

and immediately after ihe last heat of the pace was sent an
exhibition mile, George Starr driving the runner. Hickok
did not drive the horse anything like out, rating him easily

to the -juarler in 323 seconds and to the half in 1:03J. But
around the turn the black horse was sent in his old racing

style, making the third quarter in thirty seconds, but was
not urged coming home against the wind, finishing the mile

strong and within himself in 2:09$. The horse is evidently

fa>t being brought to fine edge.

War Eagle SHI, sire of Eagle, 2:19*, was by Prompter
2305, out of Clara, by Buccaneer; second dam Rachael, by
AVayland Forest (sire of dam of Wayland W., 2:17); third
dam Lightfoot, by Flaxtail; fourth dam Fanny Fern (dam
of six producing daughters), by Irwin's Tuckahoe. Grace
(dam of Eagle, 2:19J, also dam of Creole, 2:15) is by Buc-
caneer 2656, out of Mary (dam of Apex, 2:26, etc.), by Flax-
tail ; second dam by Bright Eyes, he by Boanerges, by
Printer. This is inbreeding to Flaxtail, for Prompter's dam
was by Flaxtail and Buccaneer's dam was by Flaxtail also,

yet a gamer horse would be hard to find anywhere than Eagle.
He has only been handled since the middle of May.

Silver, the dam of Marin Jr., the game little gray trotter
that trotted three heats inside of 2:20 last Saturday, was sold
by Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, in 1886 for

$150. She was purchased by Richard Carroll. He sold her to
General P. Murphy, of Santa Margaritia, and the foal by Le
Grande that the mare had was sold for £400. It is known to

fame as Hattie, and her pacing record is 2:18. Silver is alive
and has several other foals that are equally as promising as
Marin Jr. J. A, Carroll, son of the late Richard Carroll, han-
dled and broke Marin Jr., and noticing the little gray had
speed he sent him to that pupil of Hiram Woodruff's, Pat
Farrell, and that gentleman drove him to his record, and
will do better by him still.

When Geo. Gray, the driver of Fallacy, came in at 8
o'clock in the last heat of his race Tuesday night, he had half
a set of harness in one hand. It belonged to a set that was
worn by the horse, but the back strap broke at the saddle and
he had to reach over and save it from going down and tang-
ling his horse's feet. For three-quarters of a mile he
had the most perilous ride he ever had in his life. If it was
not for this break he would have won. He gave John A.
McKerron an order to make him a set similar to the ones he
has made for Doble, Goldsmith, Marvin, Salisbury, Sanders
and all the other great horsemen. That it will fill the bill is

beyond dispute. Many a good race has been lost by a bad set

of harness, and the greatest drivers know how important it

is to have nothing but the very best.

The Directors of Santa Clara Agricultural Society at a
meeting Tuesday canvassed the entries for the trotting and
pacing races. They number from nine to twenty-four in each
class. All were declared filled excepting the free for-all pac-
ing race which was declared off and which was reopened as a
pacing and trotting race, free for all. Entries will close Sep-
tember 17th. It is thought that the directors may put up a
purse for a 2:15 or 2:16 trot. This will be determined when
it is seen what the other races have done in the way of good
time. C. H. Corey was granted the bar and all other privi-

leges except the poolselling which has not yet been disposed
of for $1,500. The other privileges reserved is the sale of
programmes. Tuesday and Friday were fixed as running
days, and Messrs. Boots and Montgomery were appointed to

arrange the programme.

The winners at Bufialo were Sixty-Six, by Chimes, that

won in the 2:30 class, best time. 2:15$. Rubenstein, by Baron
Wilkes, that won the 2:24 pace, best time, 2:12. Maria D. (2),

by Patron, best time 2:25*. ^Cobwebs, by Whips, in 2:25,

trotting, best time, 2:12^. Joe Patchen, by Patchen Wilkes,
2:20 class, pacing, best time, 2:11$. Robert J., by Hartford,
special pace, best time2:06i. Red Bud, by Red Fern, 2:15

trot, best time 2'15|. Alar, by Alcantara, 2:20 trot, best time
2:13]. *£d Easton, by Chimes, 2:16 pace, best time 2:13J.
Pamlico, by Meander, 2:10 trot, best time 2:10.1. *Azote, by
Whips, 2:15 trot, best time 2:10}. Hal Braden, bv Brown
Hal, 2:09 pace, best time 2:0Si. *Mary Best, by Guy" Wilkes,
four-year-old trotting, best time, 2:14. Alar, by Alcantara,
2:23 trot, best time 2:15}. ^Directly (2), by Direct, 2:28 pace,

best time 2:12. J. M. D , untraced, 2:17 trot, best time made
in the race 2:12$. Ella Eddy, bv Jerome Eddy, 2:30 pace,

best time made in the race 2:12.— [* By California sires.

It is said that Oakland Baron, who won the two-year-old
race at Maysville, could have covered the mile easily in

2:17. Ane^e witness, and a gentleman of integrity, says that
he jogged at least three hundred yards of the way in the first

heat in 2:20], and went tbesecond heat in 2:214. Mike Bow-
erman's Bucyrusgot second money and Will Young's Eagle
Pass third. Some folks are so enthusiastic over Oakland
Baron's performance that they aver that he can go in 2:15.

However this maybe, the son of Baron Wilkes and Lady
Mackay is the best two-year-old out so far this year, with
chances of remaining at the head of the procession to the

end of the seaton, Oakland Baron was bred and is owned by
Colonel R. G. Stoner. of Paris. He was driven by Prof. W.
W. Milam, formerly of this city, but now of Maysville, who
developed him, and who also developed and drove to her rec-

ord the good three-year-old Eoline. 2:14j. It is said that
Mike Bowerman did not urge the Professor to drive in this

race, as he has been in the habit of doing in other races, but
rather insisted that he should not drive so fast—Kentucky
Stock Farm.

C. J. Hamlin, proprietor of Yilla&e Farm, had a talk with
a representative of the Hamilton Herald while in Canada.
Among other things he said : '' I tell you, gentlemen, it is a
pleasure to run a stable of the magnitude of mine, with such
a manager as Ed Geers. Geers is a wonderful trainer and
driver— I think, the best in America. There is not a clergy-

man in Canada or the States that is more more moral. He is

thoroughly devoid of any vice or bad habits. He will not

countenance a lie or a liar. He always tells me the truth, no
matterwho it reflects upon. If an employe lies to him that is

the end of it—he is dismissed at once. He is a total abstainer,

and always has his head about him. When he is not engaged
in training or driving, he takes his recreation out on a bicy-

cle; he is an expert rider, and carries his wheel wherever he
goes wi*h his stable. The President of the Buffalo Bicycle

Club told me a good story about him. A number of riders

called for Geers to go for a run with them one afternoon.

Coming home the pace was pretty hot, and one of the riders

caught up to Geers in the stretch. As he passed him, he
heard the old man clucking to the bicycle the same as he
does lo a horse in a race."

Its Purl 07
A Surety
Of its Excellence,

senator leland Stanford's Sold Everywhere

Vina Brandy
OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

SAN FBANCISCO, OAL-
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THE SADDLE.

Garcia is much improved after his long, much-needed

rest.

i El KiTO ran a good race after his long retirement, but

pulled up lame.

Mike Kelly is training Happy Day, and the little brown

gelding is in grand shape now.

; Over $1,000 has been subscribed by the citizens of Reno,

Nev., for the new jockey club races.

! The new jockey club at Reno, Nev., will give a week's

racing this fall, and the members are booming the affair now.

August 8th, at Hawthorne, C. Weber, Leigh and Carr

each rode two winners, and the latter was also second twice.

Pittsburg Phil won $12,000 on DerfagHla at Saratoga
.'

last Wednesday, the opening odds being 5 to 1, closing 7 to 5.

When Installator won at Chicago on the 10th inst., he was

at 3 to 1 in the betting and ridden by the veteran, Harry

Blaylock.
1

Old Joe D., the skyrocket, won a three-furlong dash at

Butte on the 11th inst.'in 0:35. "Big Jim" Garland has this

gelding now.

Imp. Stromboli, the big brown Australian horse, is get-

ting into form. He ran third to Gennetie Edwards and

Strathmeath in 1:14}.

At Harlem recently Charley Weber made a wonderful rec-

ord. Out of thirty-nine mounts he was first twenty-one times

and not unplaced in a single race.

Bert Hart, who has been training for Barney Schreiber

for several months past, has left the genial Dutchman's em-

ploy, and will be in San Francisco shortly.

" The owner first breaks the racehorse; then the racehorse

proceeds to break the owner." This may be an old " text
"

but it is one that might be read daily by many

.

Zamloch, with odds of 10 to 1 against him, beat Nelson,

Gold Bug, Bill Howard and St. Jacob five furlongs on the

11th at Butte, Mont. $5 mutuels on Zamloch paid S76.20.

Avery prominent Eastern capitalist made an offer of

$30 000 cash for the Merriwa Stock Farm near Pleasanton,

Cal' this week, but the sum was refused without any hesita-

tion.

Sinbad, the one-eyed Joe Hooker—Rachel gelding, new in

San Francisco, showed himself to be a pretty good article, fin-

ishing a fair third to Happy Day and Garcia last Monday in

the mile.

Booze ran second to Blossom in a six-furlong race at Haw-
thorne on the 6th inst., beaten but a head. There were four-

teen in the race, and the California colt was a favorite in the

race.

Rey Alfonso is certainly as good a two-year-old as Cali-

fornia has turned out this season. Last Monday the young-

ster took up 125 pounds aud ran five furlonge in 1:02, and

evidently had fully half a second up his sleeve.

The Hi°,CTins Bros., of Missoula, Moot , bought St. Croix

out of a selling race at Butte on the 10th inst. for $1,250. The
Hall horse was entered at $300, and Nick waxed very wroth

over the purchase, according to the Anaconda Standard.

E. F. ("Daggie") Smith took his good gelding Oakland

up last Monday, and began training the four-year-old.

"Daggie" has his eye on those two and four-mile stake races

to be run off next fall at the California Jockey Club

meeting.

It is rumored that ex-Senator James G. Fair is about to

purchase the Oakland Trotting Park of the Mee heirs. He
is heavily interested in the railroad that runs to the bay near

that track, and a big wharf will be built in the near future at

the road's terminus.

Galilee is a verv warm article just now. The little son

of The Bard beat Charmion and other good ones six furlongs

receutly and last Wednesday won a seven-furlong race at

Saratoga in the cracking time of 1:26 J, Hurlingham running

second and Penniless third.

Burns & Waterhouse now have Take Notice, a fine race

horse in his day, and bred in the same lines as Salvator, on

their place, and will mate him with a number of their best

mares next season. Fellowcharm is also on the ranch, which
is the old Winters farm, near Sacramento.

That good black horse, John A., will not be trained this

season if "Daggie" Smith can exchange him frr a couple of

yearlings. John A. is thirteen years old and the sire of such

good ones as Ookland, Charles A. and Emma Nevada. For
his oppertunites, John A. has been a most successful sire.

On the 5th of next November the Winters yearlings,

twenty in number, will be sold by Killip & Co., on the 19th

the Palo Alto thoroughbreds, forty-three in all, and perhaps

two weeks after that a large consignment of yearlings from

Rancho del Paso. The Shippee horses will also be disposed

of next fall.

The Montana Stockman and Farmer is the name of a very

creditable little journal is med for the first time at Helena,

Mont, August 2, 1894. As its name implies, it is devoted to

the live stock and farming interests of the great State of

Montana, and there is certainly room for a journal of its de-

scription there, we should think.

Governor Markham has accepted the resignation of J
A. Mclnnis, Director of Agricultural District No. 36. He
has also appointed the following Directors : N. T. Piper,

i

District No. 18, vice A. H. Allen, deceased, Oasis, Mono
county; L, C. Ruble, District No. 36, vice J. A. Mclnnis, re-

signed, Rio Vista, Solano county.

Up to July 7 892 two-year-olds had started this year, and
of these 255 won, leaving 638 in the maiden class up to that

date. The most frequent winner was EzelFs unfortunate eolt

, Toby, by imp. Albert, dam Altiphone, which died at St.

Paul a few weeks ago. He was an eleven times winner out

of sixteen starts, and he was placed in three of the others,

being unplaced but twice,

" Snapper " Garrison is making an effort to get a num-
ber of good horses together for some one with unlimited capi-
tal. He made overtures to Mr. Carmichael, owner of Cash
Day, and is willing to give $15,000 for the colt. No deal has
yet been consummated, but it is likely that the colt will go to

Garrison. Garrison will train and ride the h. rses.

A prominent turfman who has rpcentlygone into breed,
ing went to Col. D. M. Burns last week to purchase Fellow-
charm, sire of Gallant and The Mallard. "What will you
take for the horse?" said the would-be buyer. "Thirty
thousand dollars," said Col. Burns, "and not a cent less."

Whether the turfman has recovered his equilibrium yet is

not known at present.

Booton. the young fellow that made his debut in public
last Monday on Sympathetic^ Last, is a most promising pilot.

The way he sent the old brown gelding along that last quar-
ter was "a sight to behold." He has been exercising for B.

C. Holly for some time, and is highly prized by the Vallejo
horseman. Booton is said to bea brother 10 Miss Booton, the
actress.

Frank H. Burke was about the only man in the crowd
last Monday that knew Primanda was a crackerjack. He had
eleven pools on the fielil in the race Jack Reavey's gelding
one, putting him $1,350 winner on the race. Mr. Burke said

if the books had been on he would have made a fortune on
the race, as Primanda has been working out with Wandering
Nun, and he knew his ability almost to a"t."

Charley Weber had another fall last week, this time
at Saratoga on Linseed. " Snapper " Garrison crossed in front

of the boy with Lissak, causing the accident. Garrison has
been notorious for ye?rs for trying to injure the smaller
jockeys, never taking any liberties, however, with anyone
near his own size. Luckily Charley Weber was not injured
seriously. Linseed fared badly, and was not only lame, but
Corrigan fears he is hurt internally.

Yo Tambien won the Foster Memorial Stakes at Saratoga
last Tuesday, mile and an eighth, in 1:54$. As good as ol

to 1 was secured against the California mare, Lamplighter
being the favorite and finishing third. Ducat gave Yo Tam-
bien a very hard battle for the money. The first half was
run in the slow time of 0:5i. Lissak, the Loyalist-Proba-
bility colt, won the rich Melbourne stakes, Prioce of Monaco
second and Brioso (by Flambeau—Irish Lass) third. Time,
1:29. Henrv of Navarre ran six and one-half furlongs in

the fast time" of 1:20}.

Mr. C. B. Lowe, the well known Australian expert in all

matters relating to blood horses who brought Stromboli and
Clieveden to this Coast last year, and who is at present so-

journing in England, has written to a friend in this city tell-

ing of recent visits to some of the great racing establishments

in that country, and amongst others, in company with John
Mackey, to the Babylonian mansion and princely stables of

the nitrate king, Colonel North. Mr. Lowe says Colonel
North has a large number of broodmares, none of which cost

less than 1,000 guineas, and a splendid stallion, Simonian, by
St. Simon, of wonderful symmetry and quality; "but," he
adds, " I have seen nothing in England to come near Or-
monde, who makes all other horses common."

Three yearlings from Chas. Reed's farm in Tennessee, all

by St. Blaise, passed through Lexington early this week on
their way to New York, to be broken and trained for next

year's racing. One was a bay filly out of the great mare
Thora, and the tag attached to her alter said her name is

Agnes. She is a very good-sized filly, but a little thin in

order. She is a half sister to Yorkville Belle, Sir Francis

and Dobbins, and looks promising as a great performer.

She belongs to Mr. Reed and was sent to Matt Allen to be

trained. Another one in the lot is a chestnut filly out of

Squeeze 'em, who also belongs to Mr. Reed. The third one
was a good-looking bay colt out of Ruperta, and belongs to

Mr. A. Walcott, of New York, to whom he was being sent.

Another jockey has been called up with a round turn by

the active Stewards at Brighton Beach, and this time the case

has been referred to the Stewards of The Jockey Club for in-

vestigation, says the New York Herald. The culprit is

" Patsy" McDermott, commonly known as the " coupon-cut-

ting jockey," from the neat little fortune that he has amassed
on the turf. The official notification of McDermott's suspen-

sion states that his license has been revoked ; first, for his

unaccountable bad riding in several races ; second, for his

peculiar riding on Tiny Tim on Thursday, " which in itself

ought to merit suspension," and thirdly, " that while riding

other horses he has obstructed odds-on favorites and thereby

destroyed their chances of winning, noticeably in the cases

of St. Pauline on Thursday and George Dixon on Saturday
_

Star jockeys frequently receive magnificent presents for

winning important events. For instance, Fred Foster paid

Taral $2,000 for winning the last Brooklyn Handicap with

Dr. Rice. But in the early days of the running turf in this

country and England a present of $100 was regarded as a

very high compliment and gratefully received. Here, for

example, is a story related of the Duke of Grafton an J John
Dav, a jockey of the period and an artist in the saddle. For
winning two important races John was sent for by His Grace

to be presented with a gift. John appeared, hat in hand, and

making his best bow, stood before the Duke. "John Day,"

said his employer, " I have sent for you. 'as I am going to

make you a present for your good riding. There is a twenty-

pound note for you, and I hope you will not waste it, but take

great care of it."

The horsemen who lost their money on M. M. Riley, the

fake bookmaker, had a good deal of fun with each other to-

day. Dave Fiseman, the clever gentleman with the fog horn

voice and enticing ways, who sells auction pools for Mr.

Ayers, drew a picture of Riley with his pedigree appended

on a piece of card board and posted it in a conspicuous place

in the betting ring, where it occasioned a great deal of merri-

ment. The caricature represented Riley going at full gallop

on horseback, with a pool-box on each side of him. His

pedigree was given as follows : Monkey Riley, winner of Get-

away slakes at Butte. Value to winner, $3,000. By Sheets

out of Money ; 2d dam by Matlock, out of Cyclone Tickets

;

3d dam out of Jail, by Hiding ; 4th dam out of Stealings, by

Hedging ; 5th dam by Durkee.out of Luck ; owner, Nebraska

stables. At post two nights. Winner took lead at start and

was never headed." The band also applied balm to the

wounded feelings of the losing horsemen by playing that

choice selection, "Is That Mr. Riley ?"--AndConda Stand-

ard.

B. C. Holly's Centurion was taken up last week to be
trained again.

The value of the two races won by Isinglass this year
amounted to $100,9S0. As a three-year-old Mr. H. MnCal-
mont's champion won $94,300, and as a two-year-old $22,8S5,
making a total during the three seasons of $217,165. Large
as this sum appears, it may be mentioned that Donovan in

two seasons won $275,670. It is hardly possible for Isinglass

to reach this total before the close of the present season, not-

withstanding that he has engagements in the rich Jockey
Club Stakes and the Champion Stakes at Newmarket.

General Jackson has purchased Trade Wind, the dam
of Gotham, Blizzard, Ganelon, Flame and Paleface of E. S.

Carr, and she is now one of the matrons at Belle Meade. The
mare is by imp. Great Tom, dam Sue Wynne, by Vandal. An
old breeder has this to say: " Mark the prediction, through
the crossing of the blood of Leamington through his sons and
blood of imp. Great Tom through his daughters will

come the greatest racehorse that ever struck a race track in

this country."

'"Lucky" Baldwin and his people think that Rey del Car-
ades, the truly made and expressively fast son of Emperor
of Norfolk and Clara D, is the best colt that ever left Santa
Anita, says the Chicago Tribune. Trainer McDaniels did

not think that the colt was at his best here. He had worked
halves better than 4S seconds, and five furlongs in a minute,
with apparent ability to go on. Rey del Carades ran four

races at Washington Park and won one. They were his only
four starts this season. He was fourth in the Quickstep, sec-

ond in the World's Fair, beat Diggs and nine more in a purse

race June 30, and ran sixth in the Kenwood, his first race.

If looks and lineage go for anything, Rey del Carades should
make a great racehorse. He is full of quality in every line,

and much of his trick of stopping can b», according to the

stable, charged to condition and nervousness.

That grand imported stallion, Loyalist, is offered by Mr.
E. C Sachs, his owner, at private sale. This young horse, a
grandson of the immortal Stockwell, was a stake-winner in

Australia, held the mile and a quarter record over a turf

course, and no better-bred horse ever lived. Fifteen winners of

the great Derby in England figure in his pedigree, twelve

winners of the St. Leger and four of the Oaks. Certainly no
horse in America can boast of such a pedigree. He is bred

in the same lines as the renowned Lord Lyon, winner of

Derby 2,000 Guineas and St. Leeer; Blair Athol, winner of

the Derby and St. Leger, and Achievement, St. Leger, 1,000

Guineas and Doncaster Cup. His first, second, third, fourth,

fifth and sixth dams threw winners of note, the fifth being

Miss Letty, winner of the Oaks and dam of Weatherbit. Loy-
alist traces on the dam's side of the house to Proserpine, own
sister to Eclipse, the unbeaten horse of " Eclipse first, the

rest nowhere " fame. The price set for this great young son

of The Marquis and Loyal Peeress, by The Peer, is not a

tithe of his true value.

President Thomas H. William?? Jr. expects to leave

to-morrow (Sunday) for the East. He will take along the

conditions to the fifty rich stake events to be offered during

the seven-months' meeting of the California Jockey Club,

aud he may take action on any gcod suggestions offered by

turfmen on the other side of the Rockies regarding the con-

ditions of some of the stakes and see for himself also what
changes are needed to mate them popular and fill well.

The killing of the sport of kings in New Jersey will

make California the Mecca of horse-owners, and the meeting

here this winter will result in much good to the Golden State.

At least 500 horses will come to us from the other side of the

Rockies and perhaps twice that number of horsemen and
race-players will be in attendance, representing millions of

money. Entries to the stake events will close about October

15lh, it is expected.

The New Xork Mercury of August 15, says: " Though a

bad roarer Goldfinch, the horse recently bought by Mr. Hag-
gin, was a great racehorse and next best son of Ormonde to

Orme in England. With Ormonde and Goldfinch in the far

West, Kentucky will have to stir itself if it wishes to retain

its name of the greatest place on earth to raise thorough-

breds." And the Mercury is certainly correct in what it says

above. In addition to a number of good " native sires " we
will have at the stud, barring accidents, ihe following : Eng-

lish stallions—Ormonde, Watercress, Goldfinch, Prestonpans,

Hallowmas, Reggy, Conveth, Islington (brother to Isonomy),

Cyrus, Brutus, Friar Tuck, Bassetlaw, CalvadGs and Green-

back. Irish stallions—Kyrle Daly and Duncombe. Austra-

lian stallions—Sir Modred, Darebin, Plenty, Merriwa, Loyal-

ist, fdalium, Crighton, Clieveden, Stromboli, Suwarrow,

Paramatta, Ti ue Briton and Trade Wind. The Hook is dead,

but several of his foal« are very much alive. This makes a

total of fourteen English, two Irish and thirteen Australian

stallions, to say nothing of our Wildidle, Grinstead, Three

Cheers, Sid, Fellowcharm, Take Notice, Duke and Prince of

Norfolk, Flood, Shannon, Red Iron, Cyclone, Flambeau, Sal-

vator, Tyrant, Torso, Tenny, Alexander, Ben Ali, Fresno,

Emperor of Norfolk, Apache, St. Saviour, El Rayo, Major

Ban and John A.

"The Leigh-Rose-Martin combination will burst on the first

day of September.'" These were the words of "Gene" Leigh,

used in the course of a conversation last night. Though Mr.

Leigh has no ill-feelings toward his partner, Mr. R. L. Rose,

he is glad enough that the time when the partnership be-

tween him and Mr. Rose dissolves is near at hand. He has

no idea at present to bid in any of the horses at the public

auction, which takes place at Sheepshead Bay track on Sep-

tember 1. A few days ago Mr. Leigh offered Mr. Rose $25,-

000 for his interest in the stable, but the offer was declined by

the last named gentleman. As soon as the sale has taken

place, Mr. Leigh will return to his farm in Kentucky, known

as La Belle Stud, where he will devote all of his time in the

interest of his breeding establishment. It is more than likely

that the old familiar colors, the "blue and white stripes,"

will not be seen again on the turf until the spring of 1S96,

when Mr. Leigh expects to have a racing stable of his own,

as large as any of the now most prominent racing firms in the

West. As Mr. Leigh is of the opinion that horses should be

trained and raced in the same climate they have been raised

in, he will hardly return East His present trip to the East

has so far been a costly one for him. Early next spring Mr.

Leigh will begin with constructing a three-quarter mile track-

on his farm, where all his yearlings and two-year-olds will be

traioed. At present the stallions Bramble, Reporter, Bur-

lington and Forester are doing duty at the La Belle stud,

One hundred and ten mares are quartered there.
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Dates Claimed.

WILLOWS August 14 to August 18

OOLDEN ttATE ASSOCIATION August 13 to August 18

PETALUMA ASSOCIATION August 20 to August 25
WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15
STOCKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24

SAN JOSK ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October 6

SANTA ANA October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. C T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22

HUENEME -September 24 to September 29
SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6
SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTKR October 9 to October 13

MODESTO Octeber u to October 13
PORTLAND fFall Meeting) September 1 to September 8
ANiiEI.s CAMP September 26 to September 29
VICTORIA September 14-15

Entries Close.

(iOLDEN i.ATE FAIR August 21

STATE FAIR August 25
HUENEME August 28
I.OS ANOELES September 1

VALLEJO September 1

SALINAS September 8
VICTORIA September 10
10NK Septembers
HOT. LISTER- September 15

A Son of Ormonde for Rancho del Paso.

lie that putteth his trust in cablegrams is more than

likely to wish he hadn't. The following flashed across

the Atlantic Ocean from London, England, on the 4th

inst., at least the observant operator on this side made it

out in this way :

" Mr. Hagffiu, of California, has bought Watercress, a four-year-old

brown colt by Perform, out of Water Spring, and Gold Finish, a four,

year-old chestnut colt by Castlereagh, out of Beeswax. The price

paid for the latter was £4,000."

Now Watercress was not by Perform and neither was

he out of Watch Spring. In fact, it would turn a per-

son's hair gray to find any such horses in the stud books.

We ran Watercress' corrected pedigree in last week's

paper, an 1 also gave some of his performances. The
" ( Icild Finish " turns out to be the very good racing son

of Ormonde and Thistle (dam of the great Common), by

Scottish Ohief. There was a horse bred as the cable-

gram indicates (by Castlereagh—Beeswax), and Mr.

.Mackey may have purchased this gelding for racing pur-

poses, but it is nut at all likely, and how the Associated

Press' correspondent in London could have made such a

mistake is hard of discernment.

Gold Finch started but four times in his racing career,

winning twice and running second and unplaced. He
turned a " roarer " and was retired. This a character-

istic of the " Agnes family," from which his sire, Or-

monde, comes, is a two-year-old Hold Finch won for

Lord Aliugtou the first Kempton Park Biennial Stakes,

five furlongs, worth £485, 116 pounds up, Tauzmeister

second ami Glanford third, several others being behind

these. Won the New Stakes at Ascot, five furlongs, l.'ilj

M'K value 51,979, !-- pounds up, Pilgrim's Progress

second, Bonavista third, nine others behind these, Ran

second in the July Stakes, beaten a head by Flyaway

(123 pounds), Gold Finch carrying 126 pounds. As a

three-year-old he started but once, finished fifth, with

the Derby-winner, Sir Hugo, among others, behind him

and' was then retired, his breathing apparatus being

affected. Since then offers of £3,000 and £3,500 have

been refused for Gold Finch, the reserve price being

£4,000, which Mr. Mackey paid on behalfof J. B. Hag-

gin. His breeding is simply superb, more winners of

the English classical events figuring in the pedigree than

perhaps any horse in the country. It is as follows :

GOLD FINCH,
Bay horse, foaled 1889.
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It is perfectly certain that a more fashionably-bred

horse was never bought for an American stock farm than

Gold Finch, and the most learned veterinarians claim

that in this country his defect cannot be transmitted

to progeny. Next to Orme, Gold Finch was the best

racing son of the unbeaten " horse of a century," Or-

monde, and he is from Thistle, a mare that has thrown

a winner of the triple crown—Derby, Two Thousand

Guineas and St. Leger. On the sire's side we have

right in succession Ormonde (a triple crown winner),

Bend Or (a Derby-winner), Doncaster (Derby-winner),

he by S'ockwell (St. Leger and Two Thousand Guineas),

by The Baron (winner of the St. Leger). They were

all famous at the stud. Lilly Agnes, dam of Ormonde,

was by Macaroni, winner of the Derby. Doncaster's

dam, Marigold, was by Teddington, winner of the

Derby, he by Orlando, a Derby-winner, son of Touch-

stone, St. Leger winner. On the dam's side appear the

names of Wild Dayrell, winner of the Derby in 1S55
;

Bay Middleton (twice), winner of the greatest of Eng-

lish racing events in 1836, and Emilius, the winner of

1823. Then there is Touchstone, Blacklock and Ben-

ingbrough blood. Gold Finch has two crosses of Sweet-

meat, one through the sire, the other through the dam
;

three strains of Touchstone, received through Orlando,

Lord of the Isles and Phyrne, dam of Windhound ; two

crosses of Muley, son of Orville (St. Leger winner), Mo-
loch, latter sire of that famous mare, Alice Hawthorne.

Jocose, the dam of Macaroni, was half-sister to Touch-

stone. Many celebrated mares figure in the pedigree,

such as Thistle, Lilly Agnes, Alice Hawthorne, Rebecca,

Fair Helen, Jocose, Banter (four times), Anticipation,

Pocahontas and Ellen Middleton. Altogether the pedi-

gree is something for students of breeding to feast on,

and Gold Finch should make a sire second to none.

Scottish Chief mares have proven wonderful matrons,

and then comes, on the dam's side, after the Wild Day-

rell part, strains that we much like in a mare—Sweet-

meat, Muley Moloch, Emilius and Blacklock. By next

February, the breeding season, Gold Finch should be

thoroughly acclimated, and no better mares are any-

where to be found than those that roam Ranch del Paso's

magnificent paddocks, therefore if he is not a successful

sire there will be nothing in breeding or opportunity.

A GREAT error was made by the judges at the Golden

(late Fair last Wednesday in the race won by Bay Rum,
and it proved a very costly one to the betting public.

Nutwood Wilkes was in no condition to race, and his

managers wanted to withdraw him before any heats were

trotted. The judges would not allow it. Then money

was poured in on the horse's chances by .outsiders who
did not know his condition, and Nutwood Wilkes was

made a strong favorite naturally, in view of the fact that

he had given such a fast one as Wayland W. a good

race, After hundreds upon hundreds of dollars had

been placed and a heat trotted Nutwood Wilkes was
allowed to withdraw, and the money of his backers was
burned up, causing no end of righteous dissatisfaction.

If the judges had in view only the sum to be realized

from commissions when they first refused to allow Nut-

wood Wilkes' scratching and not the protection of the

race-goers, they can scarcely be too strongly condemned.

They are there to protect the public and see that the

rules are obeyed, not to look after financial affairs in

any case. A few such errors would soon kill the sport.

The "Winners of the Breeders' Meeting.

The following table of winnings at the recent Trot-

ting Horse Breeders' meeting shows that the money was

well distributed and that the "small breeders" had not

a little success. The Palo Alto Stock Farm does not

appear among the heavy winners this year as usual for

the reason that their best horses are at the East, where

they are winning both laurels and coin.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm 81,150 00
P. W. Murphy 1.000 00
C. A. Durfee 1,000 00
G. W. Woodard 837 50
C. F. Marcy 800 00
H. W. Meek 790 00
H. P. Perkins 650 00
R. H. Newton 600 00
C. J. Heyler 600 00
Geo. H. Fox 600 00
F. H. Powell 600 00
Sam'l Casto 550 00
A. C. Severance 500 03
San Mateo Stock Farm 500 00
L. J. Smith 500 00
Delano Bros 500 00
M. Flynn 500 00
J. A. Custin 500 00
C. A. Owen 500 00
Mversit Myers 300 00
I. De Turk 300 00
T. C. Sniicr 250 00
J. P. Sargent 250 00
F. W. Loeber 250 00
Dr. K. D Wise 250 00
S. W. Aldrich 250 00
Santa Rosa Stock Farm 250 00
Jno. Stevenson 250 00
C. A. Bailey 250 00
Silver Bow Stock Farm- 250 00
B. O. Van Bokkelen 18G 00
E. M.Sanders 180 00
E N. Smith 150 00
R. S. Brown 150 00
H. Timmermao 150 00
A. C. Hiukson 150 00
Milo Knox 150 00
A. B. Spreckels 125 00
Paris Kilhuru 100 00
B. H. McNeil 100 00
Jas. Sutherland 100 00
Vendome Stock Farm 100 00
C. C. Mclvor 100 00
Simon Seymour 100 00
J. L. Rose Jr 62 50
R. O. Newman 50 00
I. L. Borden 50 00
Jos. Edge 25 00

Total 517,550 00

The 'Woodland Programme.

Following is the programme of races for light harness

horses for the Woodland Fair, which begins August 27th

and takes in September 1st. All the running races will

be over-night events—handicaps, selling races, etc. There

will be one each day of these.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, ADG. 27.

Trotting, Yearling, Free-for-all Purse 5300

Trotting, Four-year-old District Declaration Purse 8400

Trotting, 2:1S Class Purse 8800

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY-, ADG. 28.

Trotting, Two-year-old District Declaration Purse 8100

PaciDg. 2:15 Class Purse 8800

Trotting, 2:30 Class ....Puree 8700

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 29.

Trotting, Yearling District Declaration Purse8250

Trotting, 2:21 class Purse 8700

Pacing, free-for-all Purse 8800

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 30.

Three-year-old District Declaration Purse 8700

Pacing, 2:35 class Purse $700

Trotting, 2:27 class Purse 8700

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 31.

Two-year-old Free-for-all Declaration Purse 8500

Pacing, 2:20 class Purse 8700

Trotting, 2:40 class Purse 8700

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1.

Three-year-old Free-for-all Declaration Purse S500

Trotting, 2:24 class Purse $700

Pacing, 2:25 class Purse $700

Date of Vallejo's Fair Changed.

The following was received just as the paper was being

sent to press

:

There heing a conflict of dates between the Solano Agricultural and

Speed Association and that of Santa Ana, which was caused by an

error of publication, for which neither of the associations mentioned

are responsible, and a number of entries having been made at Vallejo

by owners who would be unable to start, owing to the misappre-

hension under which their entries were made, the directors of tbe

Solano Agricultural and Speed Association have decided to advance

their date to October 1st to 6th at the request of a great many owners.

The Vallejo Association reserved the right to change their date, if it

was necessary, in the iuterest of the association and those making

entries with them, to do so.

By this change the Northern circuit will be complete, leaving no

time unclaimed and avoiding a clash of dates ; otherwise there would

be one week unclaimed. We are pleased to state that this meeting

gives promise to be one of the most successsul of the year, both on

account of the number and classof entries now in,which exceed that

of all previous years. The directors are sparing no effort to make

Vallejo one of the most important points ou the circuit, and feel that

the indications point to a most gratifying success. A notice of the

change In dato win h« sent by the secretary to all having entries, etc,

W. T. Kemey, Secret

—
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American Turf Champions of the Past Fifty

Years.

In an article last week we took up the turf queens of

the past twenty years and traced their careers in the stud,

;
the most interesting fact elucidated, perhaps, being at

what age these matrons were at their best after casting

aside the hardships of the track for the cares of mother-

hood. This week we will take up the kings and queens

of the turf during the past fifty years, tell something of

their mothers and at what age the various mares had

arrived when they gave to the world the little ones that

! afterward became so renowned on the turf of America.

|
We will also endeavor to tell whether these mothers were

performers of note themselves or never raced at all. Our

first subject will be Boston.

Boston was a chestnut horse, foaled near Richmond,

Va., in 1833, bred and owned by John Wickham. He

l

was the eighth foal, and his dam was nineteen years of

;
age when this, her only son or daughter of great note,

came into the world. Boston's dam never achieved any

fame as a racer, and was put to the stud when five years

old. Boston won forty of the forty-five races he engaged

in, thirty of the forty being at four-mile heats, and nine

of three-mile heats. Timoleon, the sire of Boston, was

the best racer of his time, and Ball's Florizel, sire of his

dam, had no equal in his day—" never lost a heat or

paid a forfeit, never knew the touch of a spur or heard

the flourish of a whip."

George Martin, who held the four-mile heat record for

several years and was certainly a remarkable race horse,

was the second foal of the celebrated mare Gabriella, by

Sir Archy. It is doubtful if there was a better race mare

in her day than Gabriella. George Martin was by Gar-

rison's Zinganee, a son of Sir Archy. Gabriella was

eleven years old when George Martin was foaled. Lize,

grandam of Enquirer, was Gabriella's last foal. Garri-

son's Zinganee sired the grandam of Eolus, sire of Mo-

|
rello. George Martin did not shine at the stud.

Fashion (by imp. Trustee), the New Jersey mare that

defeated Boston in the great sectional match at four-mile

heats, was foaled in 1S37, and, like George Martin, was

a second foal. Her dam, Bonnets o' Blue, by Sir Charles,

was ten years old when her great daughter came. Bon-

nets o' Blue did not achieve much fame on the race

course, but was from Reality, considered the best per-

former of her sex of her generation in this country.

Bonnets o' Blue was closely inbred to Sir Archy, her sire

being a son of " the Godolphin Arabian of America," her

dam by the same horse.

Wagner, by Sir Charles, was Maria West's first foal

and her best by long odds. Maria was seven years of

age when the conqueror of Grey Eagle first caught a

glimpse of the earth in Virginia. This was in 1S34.

Boston and Wagner never met, though they were great

rivals. Gamma was the only animal, we believe, that

during a long turf career ever succeeded in lowering

Wagner's colors. Maria West was only a fair performer,

and Wagner, short-bred on the dam's side, was not a

really great sire of race horses.

Reel, the great gray daughter of Glencoe, was foaled

in 1S3S in Alabama. She was from an imported mare,

Gallopade, by Catton. It is presumed that Gallopade

raced, as she was foaled in 182S and had her first foal of

which we have any trace in 1836. Reel was her third.

Whether Gallopade was a good performer or not we can-

not say. Reel went down into history as not only a turf

queen, but as one of the best broodmares America has

ever known, dam of such celebrities as Lecompte, Capt.

Elgee, Prioress, Starke, Fanny Wells and War Dance.

Gamma, conqueror of Wagner and pride of the Ten-

nesseeans, was foaled in 1S36, and, like Reel, was a gray.

She was by Pacific (brother to Bertrand), dam Madam
Bosley, by Sir Richard. Gamma was the third foal, and

raced with great success until eight years of age. She

was bred and owned at the time of her death, at the age

of twenty-one, by Gen. W. G. Harding, founder of the

famed Belle Meade Stud Madam Bosley, dam of

.Gamma, never achieved fame as a racer.

,
Charmer, turf queen in her generation, was a bay mare

by imp. Glencoe, dam Betsey Maloue, by Stockholder,

and was foaled in Mississippi in 1844. She was invinci-

ble at three-mile heats, and was a winner at heats of

four miles. There were many good horses in her day

">n the turf, and she won about thirty races against the

best of them. Charmer was Betsey Malone's fourth foal,

and Betsey was fifteen years old at the time of Charm-
jsr's foaling. There were two good racing sisters of

1 Charmer—Jenny Lind and Sleeping Maggie, and Bet-

ley Malone, the dam, had no superior in the racing line

f history is to be believed. This tells us that she started

u more than twenty races, and never knew defeat on

but one occasion, and then she fell in the race. Charmer
was the great grandam of Emperor of Norfolk and El

Rio Rey.

Lexington, foaled near Lexington, Ky., in 1850, had
for a dam Alice Carneal (by imp. Sarpedon), a very fair

race mare. Lexington was the fifth foal, and his dam
was fourteen years old at the time of his earthly advent.

Lecompte was Reel's fifth foal, and Lexington's rival

was also a son of Boston. Reel was twelve when Le-
compte came. We have spoken of Reel above at some
length.

Mollie Jackson, by Vandal, dam Emma Wright, by
imp. Margrave, was the best mare of her era. She was
the second foal of Emma Wright, a mare that was raced
but did not accomplish great things on the turf. Emma
Wright was twelve years old when Mollie Jackson was
launched upon the sea of life. The latter threw Mon-
day and Fanny Ludlow, the first a performer of merit
and both famous at the stud.

Norfolk, by Lexington, was Novice's third foal, and
Novice was a very fair turf performer, though she went
to the stud when four years of age. Norfolk was never

beaten. Novice, a daughter of imp. Glencoe, was eight

years old when she foaled Norfolk, the great.

Asteroid, another son of Lexington that was never

beaten, was, like Norfolk, from a mare by imp. Glencoe

—Nebula. He was her fourth foal, and the mare was
nine years old at the time. Nebula was a fine race

mare.

Enquirer, one of the first Leamingtons to race in

America, perhaps had no superior on the turf when he

was racing. Lida, his dam, was not a noted performer,

though raced for several years. Enquirer was the second

foal, and Lida was nine years old when Enquirer made
his earthly debut.

Longfellow, by most persons considered the champion
race horse of his era (though once distanced by Enquirer),

was by imp. Leamington from Nantura, by Brawner's

Eclipse. Nantura was an excellent race mare, and
Longfellow was her fourth foal. She was twelve when
she foaled the colt that afterward became celebrated as a

performer and as a sire of race horses.

Parole was the champion for some time in this country>

and he was by imp. Leamington, dam Maiden, a good

mare, by Lexington. Parole was her third foal, and she

was eleven years of age.

Mollie McCarty was Hennie Farrow's ninth foal, and

Hennie was twenty years old when Mollie McCarty first

saw the light. By the way, this great mare that gave us

Electra, Mimi, Mollie McCarty, Shannon and Norfolk

was twenty-four when Flood was foaled, and he was a

fine race horse and has been a good sire. Hennie Far-

row was a fair turf performer. Mollie McCarty was her

ninth foal.

Luke Blackburn, champion race horse of his day, son

of imp. Bonnie Scotland and Nevada, by Lexington,

made his appearance on earth in 1877. Nevada was a

very good race mare, and Luke was her third foal.

At that time Nevada was nine years old.

Hindoo, the next champion of our turf, was foaled in

1878, being by Virgil—Florence, by Lexington. Flor-

ence, won a mile heat race from War Jug. Hindoo was

her third foal, and the mare was nine years old at the

time of this horse's foaling.

Thora, by Longfellow—Susan Ann, by Lexington,

was of the same age as Hindoo. Her dam was a grand

racer, a stake-winner of note, and Susan Ann was eleven

years of age when Thora gazed around McGrathiana and

saw this terrestial sphere the first time. Thora was the

second foal.

Leonatus, the next real crackerjack, was foaled in 1SS0,

at A. J. Cassatt's place in Pennsylvania. His sire was

Longfellow, his dam Semper Felix, by imp. Phaeton.

Semper Felix was not a good turf performer, but came

from the great Levity family that gave us so many cele-

brities. Leonatus was her fourth foal, and the mare was

nine years old.

Miss Woodford was foaled the same year as Leonatus,

and is a daughter of imp. Billet and Fancy Jane, by Neil

Robinson. Fancy Jane never earned her salt on the

turf and was eleven years old when she foaled Miss

Woodford, her fourth, the mare of her day.

Salvator was the good race mare Salina's eleventh foal,

and the daughter of Lexington was eighteen years old

when the great Prince Charlie colt made his appear-

ance.

Firenzi, foaled in 1884, was the third youngster

thrown by Florida, who went into the stud when three

years old and was never raced. Florida was but seven

years old at Firenzi's foaling.

We have now taken up some twenty-three of the turf

champions of the past fifty years, and outside of being
impressed with what the daughters of Glencoe and Lex-
ington have accomplished at the stud we find the follow-

ing : That the average age of the dams of these cham-
pions was about, twelve and a halfyears when these celeb-

rities were foaled, and that one of the mares had reached
the age of twenty, one nineteen and another eighteen.

We also find that of the twenty-three mothers of the
very best race horses eight were themselves high-class

performers, six only fair and nine of no earthly account
on the turf. Of all these renowned horses Wagner was
the only first-born. George Martin, Fashion, Mollie

Jackson, Enquirer and Thora were the second foals of
their dams, while the third foals are greatly in the
majority. These were Reel, Gamma, Norfolk, Parole-

Luke Blackburn, Hindoo and Firenzi. Charmer, Aster-

oid, Longfellow, Leonatus and Miss Woodford were the

fourth foals of their mothers, Lexington and Lecompte
the fifth, Boston the ninth and Salvator the eleventh.

This would lead one to beware of the first-borns some-
what and to greatly prefer the later foals.

New Racing Rules.

Articles of incorporation were issued Saturday to the

Owners' and Trainers' Association. Quite a number of the

prominent horsemen of the West belong to the association.

Its special aim is to suggest to the Turf Congress the adop-
tion of needed reforms and the abolition of alleged abuses,

and it also desires practical recognition from the Congress by
securing representation therein. Some of the suggestions

already proposed have been adopted by the Congress. A couple
of meetings were held duringthe racing at Washington Park
and among the changes and reforms recommended to the'

Congress were the following : The changing of selling race

conditions, making horses claimable, and the surplus to go to

extra selling races; proposing an increase of weights in a cer-

tain classof races, the minimum weight to be 100 pounds; to

amend the rule as to the suspension of jockeys, so that it will

not affect engaements already made; requesting the appoint-

ment of a regular official patrol judge and handicapper; sug-

gesting the appointment of a set of regular judges for the

whole circuit, said judges to be appointed from a number
suggested by the association, and no breeder to be allowed
under any circumstances in the judges' stand, says "Broad
Church," in the New York Spirit.

Whether it may be called a fad, or what not, the associa-
tion has been and is sturdily opposed to having breeders act
as judges, and it is at least possible they may carry their
point. Four names were suggestod to the Turf Congress rep-
resenting assumed competent material to act as regular
judges. They were J. J. Burke, Colonel M. Lewis Clark,
Jack Price and J. J. Carter. The Congress, at its special
meeting here, took no action on this matter, and will not un-
til the regular annual meeting in November, although the
other suggested reforms were nearly all adopted. Even if the
Congress were to give sanction to the names suggested, they
would not be binding on individual clubs, for certain regular
judges were selected at the last regular meeting of the Con-
gress, but some of them were not regularly employed, this or
that one being distasteful to this or that club. The Metiphis
Club, indeed, did not have a single one of the regulars at its

Spring meeting. As Judge Burke has made himself popular
wherever he has served, 1 think there is a disposition to have
him in harness regurlarly in the West next year, albeit some
clubs may elect otherwise, especially as there will be clashes
of meetings, now that the Congress "takes in all the big clubs.

And all this naturally leads up to the special meeting of
the Turf Congress held here on Wednesday. There was a
full representation, and as was almost inevitable, the Haw-
thorne and Harlem clubs were promptly admitted to mem-
bership, there being no opposition. A number of changes in

the rules were made, mostly covered by the suggestions of
the Owners and Trainers' Association, referred to above.

The rule in regard to winter racing above a certain lati-

tude was allowed to stand, and if the East St. Louis tracks

persist in that sort of thing they will be simply outlawed,
with the owners, jockeys, horses, etc. Those tracks are vir-

tually outlawed now, since they are running without a license

from the CoDgress. It is at least possible, though, that some
supplemental action may be taken in their favor, provided
they will not have racing over their tracks in the months of
December, January and February.
The changes made in the rules will, in due time, be offici-

ally promulgated, but the following may be noted : Geldings
are to have an allowance of three pounds all the year round,
which is an old rule restored ; mares and fillies three years
old and upward shall be allowed five pounds to September 1st

and three pounds afterward
; the rule in regard to winners

and losers on the fiat and in steeplechases was made to read :

" Winners and losers in steeplechases aDd hurdle races shall

not be considered winners and losers on the flat, and vice versa;

winners on the flat are still maidens in steeplechases and
hurdle races, and rice versa, and winners and losers in steeple-

chases and hurdle races shall not receive or incur penalties

or allowances for winnings or losings on the flat, and rice

versa." The rule by which horses whose names had been
chaDged were barred from Turf Congress tracks was made to

read tbat horses whose names had been changed after July

20, 1894, would be barred from Congress tracks.

The practice of docking horses is in a fair prospect of get-

ting its quietus in New Jersey. Last winter the Legislature

passed a law especially directed against this operation, and
active efforts are now being made by the several humane so-

cieties to bring offenders to account. The most prominent

agent in this good work is Colonel E. S. Edwards, of New-
ark. Colonel Edwards is well known among trottiag horse-

men on account of his active interest in trotting matters, and

as editor of the Newark Call. With a few such true lovers

of the horse taking hold of the matter this fashionable craze

will soon receive its death blow.
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THE BREEDERS MEETING.

Last Two Days of Splendid Racing, Large

Fields and Exciting Finishes—Many
New-Comers Added to the List.

The Meeting a Grand Success.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 10TH.

There could be no complaining from the large assemblage

gathered at the Bay District Track, about the lack of excite-

ment or excellent racing. The largest field of horses ever

seen at the track contested for supremacy, and the grand pic-

ture they presented, whether scoring for the word, going on

their journey or returning to the wire will never be forgotten.

There were five races to be contested to day, but owing to the

time consumed in getting the "big race" off, it wasdecided

to postpone two of the events until some other time.

Millard Sandeis, of the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, gave

two of the youngsters from that farm records and the ease

with which one of them, W. W. Foote, marched away from

his field, demonstrated most clearly that this son of Stein-

way is capable of doing much better work when called upon.

He is even better gaited than W. Wood and that is a bold

assertion to make.

In the second race for 2:22 class trotters, excellent time was

also made as will be observed by a glance at the summaries.

Stranger, by Tilton Almont, nearly distanced in the first

heat in 2:181, won the third, fourth and sixth heats and race.

Jennie June was the contesting mare in almost every heat,

and proved her gameness to the satisfaction of her driver,

Pattison. Alert, the big head-strong bay gelding by Ensign,

was well handled by M. F, Sanders, and won the first heat

in the fastest time made in the race, 2:lSi, lowering his rec-

ord from 2:24, which was made at South Bend, Indiana, away

b ick in 1886. She, the handsome little daughter of Abbotts-

ford, did not like the hardness of the track, nevertheless she

got a record of 2:20 in the fifth heat, J. M. Alviso held the

ribbons over her.

The last race of the day was the best contested of the meet-

ing. It was a <l hammer-and-tongs" finish between the win-
ners of every heat. The plebian-bred gelding, Eagle, out-
listing and out-pacing the rest of his opponents and getting

a mark of 2:19£.

The judges were A. H. Cohen, Harry Agnew and R. S.
Brown ; timers, H. Allen Mayhew, J. Walsh and A. N. Bu-
chanan.
The afternoon sport commenced with the pacing race for

two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse $1,000, best two in three.

There were only five youngsters to score for the word :

Violin, Alco, Lou Lane, Harvey Mc and W. W. Foote. In
the betting, Harvey Mc, C. A. Durfee's entry, was consid-

ered good enough to be made first-choice at $25. A few know-
ing ones paid $16 for W. W. Foote, while the holders of

field tickets felt that $15 was good betting against the
others.

From the very start in both heats W. W. Foote played
with those behind him. He never made a mistake, but
paced around in 2:21 ij- and 2:25, the only one to try and come
near him was Lou Lane, but she could not do it.

The rest were strung along like a procession, in fact, they
were not in the race at any time. The record this smooth-
going black son of Steiuway and M.-iggie McGregor made
is no measure of his speed, for he has been <L

off " ever
since he left the farm. He is a full brother to T. J.

Crowley's pacer, Madcap, that will also get a mark close

to his 221$ before long. Harvey Mc, the favorite, was
fourth, Violin, by Alex. Button, fifth, and Alco, by AIco-
neer, distanced.

Every one was on the tiptoe of expectancy, as one after an-
other was seen coming on the track until the number of ve-

hicles, drivers and horses looked like a miniature swarm of

bees as they moved back and forth, round and round, get-

ting their positions for the 2:22 trot. In the bunch the
following were named, and a larger or finer lot was never
seen on a race track in this State .before: Bonnibel, by
Azmoor, Kiug of the Ring, by Brigadier, Jennie June, by
Motor, Beaumont, by Le Grande, Sacramento, by Monroe
Chief, Alert, by Ensign, Chloe, by Dexter Prince, Antioch,
by Antevolo, Stranger, by Tilton Almont, She, by Abbotts-
ford, King Orry, by Alcona Clay, Maud Fowler, by Anteeo,
J. S. C, by Echo, Daylight, by Chief of the Echoes, Rex,
by Anteeo, and Leona, by DashwoDd. As soon as they were
got in line, the impression that there were too many horses
there took posession of every one. If there had been any
provision made in the conditions for drawing lots and di-
viding the puree, every driver in this race would willingly
have consented.

The man who could pick the winner out of such a large

Held would be entitled to receive a gold medal.
The bookmakers were " at sea " and did not know what to do.
I n the auction pools the field, " ever-reliable field," was made
first choice at $60 by the " talent." Jennie June was second
choice at $22, Bonnibel at $15 and Leonor at $15. Bonni-
bel became very nervous through the continuous scoring,and
Waller Maben had his hands full and mind occupied in driv-
ing her. The scoring lasted thirty minutes and when the
word was given Alert took the lead and opened a big gap be-
hind him. Leonor, Jennie June, Chloe and Sacramento
were the firpt ones to break away from the mass of horses
and at the half were strung along in double file about a length
apart behind the bay leader. Coming to the three-quarter pole
little She, who had been in the third row when the word was
given, was seen to go around those in front of her, and down
the homestretch it was a battle royal between her and Leon-
or for place. Daylight, moving along speedily and steadily,
was rapidly gaining a prominent position. It was an excit-
ing spectacle; the race seemed to have centered in the second
row as Alert, the dram major, came under the wire. Leon-
or caught the judge's eye; She was third half a neck behind
Daylight fourth, King of the Ring fifth, the rest coming in
one-two-three order behind. Time, 2:18$-- In this heat, in
the backslretcn, Antioch, by Antevolo, got frightened at a
piece of paper which the wind carried in front of him and
in trying to avoid it he rushed into the fence, overturned his
ulky, throwing his driver out and running like a quarter-

horse around those in front of him. He was caught at the

eighth pole, uninjured, but so badly frightened that his owner
decided to have him withdrawn after the next heat. His
driver had a narrow escape but was unharmed.

In the next heat Bonnibel became frightened at about the

same spot and spilled Walter Maben out. She ran around

to her stable and trotted into her place without in any way
injuring herself, her harness, or bike. Mr. Maben was badly

shaken up ; aside from this he was all right. In this heat

the start was a ' lengthy one." The race lay between Alert

and Jennie June all the way, the balance of the horses do-

ing their best to get near the leaders. Jennie June won by

the narrowest of margins in 2:20, Leonor third, Sacramento

fourth, Antioch fifth, the others well placed along the home-
stretch.

The talent felt blue, for two of the choices had one. The
fieldsold at$20 against $12 on Alert and $8 on Jennie June
when the next heat was called. Stranger, by Tilton Almont
now became a factor and in a splendid drive down the home-
stretch defeated the tired Jennie June and Chloe in 2:19, J.

S. C. fourth and Sacramento fifth, She sixth, Leonor seventh,

Maud Fowler eighth, the rest in the order as shown in the

summary noted below.

Again did the stallion Stranger win a heat in 2:19J after a

hard battle with Jennie June and Chloe, the race seeming

to center in a few of the very best ones who were ably driven,

the balance of the horses seemingly not caring to come in

contact with each other.

In the next heat a surprise was in store for the public.

Chris Smith's handsome little mare She took the lead away
from those in frout of her at the half-mile pole and jogged in

a winner in 2:20, Jennie June defeating Stranger for place.

In the last heat She led all the way to the half with Alert

at her sulky wheel. She increased her lead and was coming
very fast when she broke, and while trying to get on her feet

some other horse struck the tire of her bike and burst it, thus

destroying all hope of her ever getting first position.

Stranger, Sacramento and Alert now fought for the lead,

Sacramento having the best of it to the drawgate where he
broke and Stranger then passed in and won the heat and race

in 2:22, Alert third.

The last race of the day, although lacking in number of

contestants, more than compensated for this in the closeuess

of the finishes and the splendid exhibition of gameness
shown. The entries were : Cibolo, by Chas. Derby ; Eagle,

by War Eagle; Phenol, by Judge Waller; Seymour Wilkes,

by Guy Wilkes and Directrix, by Director.

Directrix, ably driven by Jas. Dudtin, captured the first

heat from Eagle without making a skip in 2:20*, the two
pacers moving like a double team until within fifty yards of

wire, when the black filly drew away from the bay gelding. Ci-

bolo was third, Seymour Wilkes fourth and Phenol last.

In the next heat Directrix and Eagle fought to the

wire, but the staying powers of the latter were greater, and he
came in a winner by two lengths, Directrix taking the whip
from the bead of the homestretch and Eagle never having it

laid on him until thirty yards of the wire. Time, 2:19i.

Cibolo third, Seymour Wilkes fourth and Phenol last.

Phenol was drawn in the next heat, and Cibolo, the Oak-
wood Park entry that was trotting in races last year, made a

splendid and successful attempt to pass the leaders, coming
in a winner in 2:21£, Directrix second, Seymour Wilkes
third and Eagle last. All the horses seemed tired when they
came for the word, and the time made showed plainly that

it was the pace that kills, for Eagle came in an easy winner
in 2:28, Directrix second Seymour Wilkes third and Cibolo

last.

It was growing dark when the quartette of side-wbeelers

came out for for the next heat Eagle sailed away to the front

and was never headed, winning in a jog in 2:24o-, Directrix

second, Seymour third and Cibolo, who broke his hobbles,

last. A few curious things about this race were noticed. Three
new performers were added to tbe standard list, one getting a

mark of 2:19£, and by their entrance to the charmed circle

to-day two mares were listed in the great broodmare table.

Grace, by Buccaneer, dam of Eagle, 2:19-1, is also the dam of

Creole, 2:15. Lady Wattles, bv Abbotsford,dam of Directrix,

2:20i,;is also dam of Crit, 2:24$. Cibolo, 2:2H, is the second
one to enter the pacing ranks by the trotting horse Chas.
Derby, 2:20 ; Diablo, 2:09K being the other one and both of

these were bred on the Oakwood Park Stock Farm.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Pacing, 2:40 class, two-year-olds, purse SI, 000. One mile
and repeat.
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk g W. W. Foote, by Steiuway—

Maggie McGregor, by Robert McGregor Sanders 1 1

Mart Hallett's b t Lou Lane, by Coeur d'Aleoe—by Flaxtail
..Sawyer 2 2

C. H. Durfee's blk g Harvey Mc. by McKiuney Durfee 3 3
H. P. Perkins' br f Cecelia, by Iris Perkins 4 5
G. W. Woodard's b m Violin, by Alex. Button Bigelow 5 4
F. W. Loeber's b s Alco, by Alconeer Hill dis

Time, 2:21%, 2:25.

Second race—2:22 class, trotting, purse §1,200.

F. H. Powell's b s Stranger, by Tilton Almont—by
Whipple's Hambleionian Sullivan 13 6 1 1 3 1

C. F. Macey's b va Jennie June, by Motor—un-
known Pattison 7 12 2 2 6

E. M. Sanders' b g Alert, by Ensign— Outlaw
Sanders 1 2 10 7 9 3

Chris Smith's b m She, by Abbottsford— Beauty, by
Ethan ;AHen Alviso 3 7 6 5 18

0. H. Durfee's b m Leonor, by Dashwood—bv Echo
Durfee 2 3 8 12 10 10

T. C. Snider's br h Sacramento, by Monroe Chief—
by General Benton Snider 12 4 5 4 5 2

A. B. Spreckels' blk m Chloe, by Dexter Prince—by
Hawthorne DusLin 9 10 3 3 4 4

B. E. Harris' bs J. S. C, by Echo Crow 8 14 4 8 6-7
Georpe H. Fox's b g Daylight, bv Chief of the

Echoes McMillan 4 12 13 11 7 11
D. E. Knight's s g King of the Ring, by Silver King

—by Brigadier Hogoboom 5 8 9 10 8 5
1. De Turk', b m Maud Fowler, by Anteeo—bv Nut-

wood Locke 6 9 8 13 13 9
Thomas Wall Ir.'s b h Antioch, by Antevolo—by

Mambrlno Wilkes Wall 1G 5 12 C 11 dr
John Donnelly's ch s Beaumont, by Le Grande—by

Artburton ....Rogers 14 U 11 9 12 dr
Jesse D. Carr's b g Rex, by Anteeo—by Elmo

Fleming 10 13 d
K. II, Newton's ch h King Orry, by Alcona Clay-

by C. M. Clay. Newton 12 d
I'ulo Alto Slock Farm's br f Bonnibel, by Azmoor—

by General Benton Maben 15 d

Time, 2:18^ 2:20, 2:19, 2:19^, 2:20, 2:22.

Third race—Pacing, 2:2-5 class, four-year-olds, purse 81,000.

C. H. Owens' br g Eagle, by War Eagle—Grace, by
Buccaneer Owens 2 1111

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's blk m Directrix, by Director—
Lady Wattles, by Abbottsford Dustin l 2 2 2 2

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b v cibolo, bv Chas.
Derby—Addle Ash, by Indianapolis 617 Sanders 8 8 1 4 4

Geo. B, PolnemUB' br B Seymour Wilkes, by Guv Wilkes
Hellmau 4 4 3 8 2

E. J. Welilon'8 gr m Phenol, by Judge Waller Havey 5 5 dr
Time, 2:20^J, £19}£ 2:21%, 2:28, 2;2t>£.

SIXTH DAY, SATURDAY AUGUST 11.

This was the closing day of the summer meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association and a more

beautiful day could not be wished for. Tbe attendance was

excellent, the racing exciting and the fact that very little

time was lost between heats, were features which satisfied the

public. Tbe racing ended at five o'clock. The success of the

introduction of book-making, in conjunction with the auction

pools, was proven and speculators, who had been patrons of

the running races, were out in force to patronize the "bookies"

because they understood them better.

The racing was not of a sensational character. The starts,

with two exceptions, were excellent. Only three races were
listed. The first was for the 2:30 class trotting purse $1,000.
The entries were Tietam, Marin Jr., Rockwood, Lurline,
Montana, Elisa S. and Deborah. In the betting Montana
was a slight favorite at first, but the betting changed and
when the horses were sent to the post, Marin Jr. was
favorite at $20, Montana $15 and the field $8. When the
word was given, Marin Jr. started of}' in the lead and was
never headed. He came down the stretch toward the wire in

a jog, Pat Farrell, bis driver, smiling as he looked back and
waited so that his less fortunate brother retnsmen should not
be startled by the "swish" of the red ilanuel iiag in their faces,

Elisa S. was second, Tietam, a fine large horse by Antei
third, Deborah fourth, Lurline fifth, Montana sixth am
Rockwood seven h, time 2:20}. Montana did not get away
as well as the rest in this heat, in fact he broke before he
reached the first turn, and Williams, his driver, had difficult

work in getting him straightened.

In the second heat Marin again led the way, the battle be-

tween the balance of the horses to get place became interest-

ing, Tietam and Montana coming along head-and-head. Mon-
tana made a skip at the distance flag, and this was taken ad-

vantage of by Tietam, who came in second three lengths be-

hind Marin" Jr. in 2:1S£, Elisa S. fourth, Deborah 6fth,

Rockwood sixth and Lurline last.

In the next heat Lurline was drawn, and Montana broke
just as the word "go 1" was given. He broke badly and was
never in the race. Elisa S. was again the second horse to catch
the judge's eye, and will, ere the season ends, be a 2:20 per-

former, if not one entitled to compete with horses that have
records of 2:17 or better. Tietam was third, Deborah fourth,

Rockwood fifth and Montana last. Time, 2:19. Marin Jr. is

owned by J. Carroll, son of the well-known Richard Carroll,

who was long identified as our leading horseman. The sire

of Mario Jr. was the bay stallion Marin, 2:22£, that was by
Quinn's Patchen (son of G. M. Patchen Jr. 31). The dam of
Marin was called the Fay mare, pedigree unknown. Marin
was purchased in 1889 by Harry Agnew, then a resident ot

Honolulu, and died there in 1S91. He was a very game race

horse. Marin Jr.'sdam was Silver (dam of Hattie F., 2:18),

by Silverthreads, son of The Moor ; second dam Gertrude, by
The Moor

; third dam Kate Tabor, by Mambrino Messenger.
Marin Jr. has a double cross of The Moor coursing through
his veins.

The second race, for the 2:25 class pacers, brought out six

very fine-looking sidewheelers. viz., Videtta, Orlinda Rich-
mond, Eric, Our Boy, Thera and Wait-a-little. In the pools

Videtta was a great favorite, selliug at $20 against $7 on the
field.

_

Orlinda Richmond, a fine-looking pacer by A. W. Rich-
mond, out of a mare by Ulster Chief, much to the surprise of

everyone, took the lead and kept it to the end. Videtta was
coming fast at the head of the homestretch but made a skip

and fell back to the rear. Our Boy came in second. Eric,

who looked as is he had a cold, was third, Thera fourth and
Wait a Little last. Time, 2:20.

Videtta cooled out nicsly and when ^apt. Harris sent her
with the balance in a straight line to the wire she showed that

the previous heat had benefitted her. Eric and she fought it

out like a double team to the wire in 2:17, Eric not a length
behind her. Our Boy, who took the lead to the three-quarter
pole, fell back and let the son of Elector and the daughter of

Button fight it out. He came in third, Thera fourth, Wait a

Little fifth and Orlinda Richmond last.

The backers of Videtta felt happy, and when she lav back
in the third position to the half pole in the next heat they
knew they were safe. Orlinda Richmond and Our Boy weie
in front of her, and Eric, Thera and Wait a Little behind.
At this point Videtta sailed after the leaders, but Eric was
close as a shadow behind her. It was a battle royal to the

wire between these two, but Videtta captured the heat

amidst the greatest of excitement by a nose in 2:16i,Our Boy
third, Wait a Little fourth, Orlinda Richmond fifth ana
Thera last.

The last heat was also won by the daughter of Button and
Viola, by Flaxtail in 2:18£. Thera was third, Wait a Little

fourth, Our Boy fifth and Orlinda Richmond last.

The last race of the day, and the last of the meeting, was a

special two-miles and repeat. There were six entries—Sena-
tor L., Peter W., Alex Button Jr., Delia H., Wisteria and
Solano Chief.

James Dustin, the well-known reinsman, had no trouble in

heading the procession, for procession it soon resolved itself

into, with Senator L. leading, Walter Maben tried to get

Peter W. to go near the big half thoroughbred son of Dex-
ter Prince, but it was useless, for the latter jogged in an easy

winner in 4:54, Alex Button Jr. third, Stella H. fourth,

Wisteria fifth and Solano Chief a far off sixth

.

In the next heat Senator L. moved at a livelier clip, and
negotiated tbe first mile in 2:25, and then after passing the

wire moved around faster and landed the heat race and first

money in 4:46£, beating all harness records in races made in

the United Slates. Greeulander, Nightingale, Fanny With-
erspoon and Monroe Chief have made faster records, how-
ever, against time, but if Senator L. was specially prepared

for it we have no doubt he would make a much lower record.

Peter W. was second, Alex Button Jr. third, Delia H. fourth,

Wisteria fifth and Solano Chief last, many lengths apart.

The latter ran away with his driver several times during the

two-mile journey.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting. 2:30 class, purse SI .000.

J. H. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr.. by Marin—by Silver Threads
Farrel 1 I 1

Hazel Villa Stock Farm's b m Eliza S., by Alcantara Jr.—by
Friday MeUrackeu Sawyer 2 4

I. de Turk's b s Tietam, by Anteeo—by Nutwood Locke S 2

Silver Bow Stock Farm's bs Montana, by Sidney—by Com.
Belmont Williams 6 3

San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Deborah, by Sable Wilkes—by
I/e Grand Kodgcrs 4 5

Geo. B. Polhemus' bg Rockwood, by Hellmau 7 6

T. C. Snider's blk m Lurline, by Dexter Prince Snider 5
Time. 2:20}£, 2:18%, 2:19.
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F Second race—Pacing, 2:25 class, purse 51,000.

G. W. Woodard's b m Videtta, by Ales. Button—Viola, by
Flaxtail Bigelow 6 111

G. A. Bailey's b s Urlinda Richmond, by A. W. Richmond
—by Ulster Chief Hahn 16 5 6

Geo. Gray's bg Eric, by Richards' Elector—by Chieftain
Gray 3 2 2 3

C. J. Hevler's ch g Our Bov. by Vernon Boy Bunch 2 3 3 5
"K. Gird's b m Thera, bv Albion—bv Ten Broeck...Connelly 4 4 6 2
H. G. Cos's b h Wait-a-Little Cos 5 5 4 4

Time, 2:20, 2:17, 2:16%, 2:18%.

Third race— Special, two miles and reneat ; puree S250.

A. B. Spreckels'bh Senator L., by Dexter Prince, dam by Bays-
water Dustin 1 1

L. J. Rose Jr.'s Peter W.. b g, by Roscoe Maben 2 2
G. W. Woodard's Ales. Button Jr., b h, by Ales. Button

Bigelow 3 3

J. Edge's Delia H., br m, by Sbeppard Horse Edge 4 4

A. B Rodman's Wisteria, b m, by Anteeo 5 5

T, Smith's Solano Chief, eh g, by Mambrino Chief Jr Smith 6 6

Time, 4:54, 4:46%.

Red Bluff Fair Races.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7TH;

Tuesday being opening day there was a busy time at the

1 1
pavilion receiving entries and arranging exhibits, but by

night the hall was in ship shape and presented <i bacdsome

I appearance, says the News. The attendance was not large. It

j rarely is on opening nights. Many entries are yet to be made,

I but we anticipate that the exhibits will all be put in place to-

I day. The arrangement of the hall has been improved very

B much. The racing at the Park was good, but there was a

B slim attendance there also. Better may be expected to-day.

The first race on the opening day, Tuesday, was a trotting

L race for the 2:4.0 class, mile heats, best three in five, for a

| purse of $225. The following horses we Te entered for the race:

|. John W., Nellie Ely, Jennie Wren and Tilton B., but only

I the first three started.

The judges were Al Martin, Wm. Hawkins and James

I Shelton.

The horses were called up promptly at 2 o'clock p. m.

K Nellie Biy drew the pole, John W. second and Jennie Wren
II outside. At the third score the horses were sent off" with a very

| even start, Nellie Bly somewhat in the lead. At the quarter

II
Jennie Wren was a good two lengths ahead of Nellie Bly,

| John W. away behind; the half-post was passed in the same

I order, John W. coming up rapidly. After passing the three-

M quarter post the horses were in one, two, three order, with

less than a length between any of them. As the horses entered

the stretch they were all in a bunch and came down the stretch

ii very close together, with Jennie Wren leading, but as they
I' neared the wire she broke and John W. came on with a rush.

B Nellie Bly reached the wire firsi, John W. Second and Jen-
I nie Wren a very good third. Time, 2:35. Jennie Wren was
i| the favorite before the first heat, selling for §10 to $6, but

few pools were sold.

For the second heat Jennie Wren still sold favorite at $10
I to $5. After a rest of about forty-five minutes the horses

I were called up for the second heat. The horses came up on
I the second score for a perfect start. Jennie Wren took the

lead, which she increased to about four lengths at the quar-

[j ter, with Nellie Bly second and John W. about two lengths

back. At the half-mile post the same position was maintained,

i with John W. closing up. At the three-quarter post theposi-

1 tion of the horses was much the same, although Jennie

Wren's driver evidently held her up for the finish, and she

passed under the wire winner of the heat by about four

J lengths, Nellie Bly second and John W. at her heels. Time,

|
2:30.

Third heat—The horses were started off with Jennie Wren
a little ahead of the others and she increased her lead grad-

ually to the quarter, where she led by about six lengths,

j
John W. second and Nellie Bly three or four lengths behind
John. The positions of the horses at the half-mile were
about the same, only that Jennie Wren had increased her

' lead to about eight lengths. They entered the stretch in

about the same order and passed the wire, Jennie Wren on a

iog, John W. second, Nellie Bly third, but John W. was set

back to third place, having broken six times during the heat.

Time, 2:31.

Fourth heat—At the first score the horses were sent off

with an uneven start, Jennie Wren ahead, Nellie Bly about

half a length behind and John W. about the same distance

behind her. This position was maintained throughout the

heat. At the quarter Jennie Wren was leading Nellie about

four lengths and John W. about eight lengths behind. At
the half post they were strung out in the same order and
kept their respective positions to the three-quarter post. They
entered the stretch in very much the same order and finished

1 Jennie Wren leading about six lengths.Nellie Bly second,and
' John W. about six lengths further in the rear. Jennie Wren

won the heat, race and first money in 2:32.1-, Nellie Bly sec-

ond and second money, John W. third and third money.
SUMMARY.

2:40 class trot, purse §225.

Jennie Wren, by Coligne 3 111
Nellie Bly 1 2 2 2

JohnW 2 8 3 3
Time, 2:35, 2:30, 2:31, 2:32%.

The next race was a running race, one half mile and re-

peat, for a purse of $250. The following horses were entered:

Grade S., Emma D., Jessie Sturgill, Josie W., TJno, White
Cloud, Bessie R., Ben Mariin, George L. Sr., Albatross, La
Rue and Lou L., all of which started except Jessie Sturgill

and Josie W.
In the pool-selling Gracie S. sold as favorite at $5, to $2

for George L. Sr., and $2 for the field. At a quarter to five

the horses were called up for the first heat, and at the first

score the horses were started in a bunch, and keeping pretty

well together. Emma D. and La Rue leading, they went un-

der the string in this order, Emma D. about a neck ahead of

La Rue, Gracie S, a good third, the others pretty well to-

gether, Bessie R. distanced. Time, 0:48$.

Second heat—After scoring four or five times a bunch
start was made, Geo. L. leading: and the other* strung

out not more than five lengths between the leader and the

tailenders. They came down the stretch under the whip
and spur and passed under the wire, George L. first, about

one length ahead of Gracie S., Emma D. about a half

length back of Gracie. All got inside the flag. Time, 0:48$.

A.tjust six o'clock the riders were mounted for the de-

ciding heat between Emma D. and George L. Sr. At the

first score they were off with an even start and kept to-

gether the full half mile. Daylight could not be seen be-
tween them at any time. Emma D. was leading slightly,
with George L. lapping ber and gainirjg. WhenaboutlOO
yards from the string Emma's rider commenced using the
whip in good earnest, landing her under the wire not more
than a neck ahead, winning the heat, race and first money,
George L. Sr., second money and Gracie S. third money.
Time, 0:50*.

The last heat was as well contested a race as any one could
wish to see.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8.

The second day of the Tehama County Agricultural Fair

brought out a much larger attendance than did the first day,

says the Sentinel. The attendance at the race track was

about three times as great as on the previous day and the

grand stand contained a large number of ladies. The draw-

ing card of the day was the appearance of Miss Ruth on the

track. She is owned by Harry Goebring, of Red Bluff, and

our people wanted to see her run. The easy manner in which

she attained her victory was a source of much enthusiasm to

those present and brought out the first cheers of the season.

The races were all so much one-sided to be of much interest.

It was cases of one horse out-classing his competitors. The
races were each won in straight heats and the time in each in-

stance was slow, showing how easy it was for the winners.

The awards of premiums in the stock exhibit was made
this morning at the race track. The judges were Colonel

Wm. Hawkins, Jas. Shelton and W. W. Marshall, with G.

H. Chase as Clerk. The awards were as follows

:

Giaded family horses—H. C. Wietfeldt, first premium on
May Girl and colts, Escort and Henry Wilkes, $10. •

Thoroughbred stallions—Al Martin, first premium on
Mosby, $15.

Graded mares—H. C. Wietseldt, first premium on May
Girl, $10.

Graded stallions—Ed Moran, first premium on Ed Wilkes,

$10.
Roadsters—C. W. Gilmore, first premium on Cash, $7.50.

Cattle—Jersey, S. P. Roller, first premium on Sue, $10.

Carriage horses—First premiums awarded to S. P. Roller

on Belle, $6.

Draught horses—S. P. Weeks, premiums on Shire, $10.

Best colt— Barney, entered by Jno. Claymau, premium $5.

Jack—Premium $10, John Flein, entered by H. Clark.

Holstein cattle—Bull—Premium $10,awarded Henry Clark
on Major Brady.

Holstein cattle— Cow—Premium $10, awarded to Henry
Clark on Bessie.

The first on the programme was a trotting race, 2:22 class

best three in five, for a pur<=e of $300. The entries were
Melrose, Hera and Chico. Chicowasthe favorite for the first

heat at $10, against $2 for the field, with no takers. At 2

o'clock the horses were called on the track and were off at

the third score. The race to the quarter was an even one,

with Chico slightly in the lead. Down the backstretch Chico
and Hera trotted a prettv race, with Melrose a poor third.

Shortly after passing the half pole, which was made in 1:14,

Hera went into the air, and when she settled down again

Melrose was close to her and Chico was well in the lead. Com-
ing down the homestretch Hera went into the air again.

Chico came under the wire three open lengths in the lead

under a heavy pull. Hera was second, with Melrose a good
third. Thb second half was made in 1:14, making the time

for the mile in 2:28.

Second heat- -Chico was still the favorite, and it seemed as

though the bettors thought it a foregone conclusion that he

was good for the race, and no money was placed against him.

The men were either chary about their money or else thev

had none, for no betting was indulged in. At the second

score the word was given to a fine start, and the horses were

well under way. At the quarter-pole Hera and Chico were

neck and neck, with Melrose two lengths away. Hera forged

ahead and was an even length in the lead at the half pole.

Chico then moved up and the two went to the tbree-quarter

pole, when Chico took the lead and came under the wire two

lengths ahead, winning without the whip in 2:25*, Hera two

lengths behind and Melrose third.

Third heat—The third heat was a repetition of the two

previous ones. Hera had slightly the lead at the quarter

pole, with Melrose a poor third. At the quarter Hera broke

badly, and was not on her feet again for some distance. From
the half to the three-quarters Hera and Chico trotted a pretty

race, but Chico took the lead there and won the heat easily,

with Hera second and Melrose third. The race was Chico's,

Hera second and Melrose third. Time, 2:26|.

SUMMARY.

2;22 class trot, purse $300.

Chico, bv Monroe Chief—Orphan Girl Ill
Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes 2 2 2

Melrose, by Sultan 3 3 3

Time, 2:28, 2:25%, 2:26%.

The second was a pacing race for the 2:35 class for a purse

of $200. The entries were Waldo J., Surprise and Victor S.

Pools were sold with Waldo favorite at $10 to $2 for the field.

The pacers were off to an even start, but when down tbe

stretch a short disiance Waldo J. went into the air. He soon

recovered and the race was his all the way around the track.

Surprise and Victor S. paced well together, but were not in

it with the gray gelding, who won as he pleased in 2:26]-,

with Surprise second and Victor S. third. Surprise is a green

pacer.

Second heat—From the jump-off Waldo J. took the lead,

and never once did the other horses come near enough to

cause him any trouble. He came under the wire without any

effort three lengths to the good. Surprise was second and

Victor S. a poor third. Theheatwas a very uninteresting

one, as it was not close enough to cause any excitement. It

was clearly evident that Waldo could win as he pleased. The
time was better than the previous heat, being 2:24 flat.

Third heat— Interest in the third heat was very lax, it

being conceded that Waldo J. could win easily, and so he

did. He took the lead at the start aod never relinquished it,

coming under the wire four lengths to the good, with Surprise

second and Victor S. third.

SUMMARY.

2:35 class, pacing, purse S200.

Waldo J., by Bob Mason—by A. W. Richmond Ill
Surprise - 2 2 2
Victors 3 3 3

Time, 2;26%, 2:24, 2:2S%.

The third race was the one in which the interest of the
people was centered. It was the first appearance of Miss
Ruth oa our track in a race. She had given such a good
account of herself at the Bay District track that she was the
favorite in the box at $10 to $3. The race was a five-eighths
mile dash, for a purse of $175. It was a maiden dash, and as
Miss Ruth had previously won a race she was compelled to
carry five pounds extra weight. No one appeared to want
to bet against Miss Ruth, and odds as much as $10 to $2
could find no takers. At 5 o'clock the horses were called up
and made their appearance upon the track, aod soon after

going to the pole were started. Miss Ruth took the lead at
the start and kept it to the end, winning easily in 1:051, '-Ty-

rena second.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9.

The attendance at the track and pavilion was much larger

Thursday than any previous day or evening, says the Senti-

nel. The attraction of the week at the pavilion will take place

to-morrow night, when the baby show will take place. Last

night the building was hardly large enough to hold the crowd
in attendance.

The grandstand at the track was well filled with ladies in

the afternoon. The attraction of the day was the hurdle race

and from the exclamations of delight as each hurdle wag
cleared and the horses spread out for the nest one, it was
greatly appreciated. In fact, it proved so highly satisfactory

that the directors have determined to give another one to-

morrow afternoon.

The change of riders on George L. and the inquiry into

the cause of the lameness of Mendocino created a diversion

from the usual programme.

The first heat of the race was called promptly at 2 o'clock,

and the horses were soon on the way. The entries were Nel-

lie Bly, John W., Nellie J. and Occidental. Nellie was- in the
lead at the start, but John passed her and kept up his lead to
the end. winning in 2:37. The horses were strung all around
the track, and Occidental was badly distanced. Nellie Bly
was second and Nellie J. third. The race was a special for

named horses for a purse of $150.

Second heat—Considerable trouble was had with Nellie J.

in scoring, but after the fourth attempt the word was given,
with John W. and Nellie Bly even up and Nellie J. five

lengths behind. At the quarter-pole John W. led Nellie Bly
by half a length, with Nellie J. a good third. The latter soon
moved up, and the race down the backstretch was a pretty
one. Nellie J. went in the air, but was soon down again and
trotting hard for the lead. On the turn to the three-quarter
pole John W. broke badly, and it was some time before he
was on his feet again. The turn into the homestretch was
made with Nellie J. in the lead. She went into the air, how-
ever, and from (here to the wire would break as fast as she
could be got to her feet again. The heat would have undoubt-
edly gone to her bad she not behaved 60 badly. As it was,

John W. won from Nellie Bly by two lengths, with Nellie J.

a good third. Time, 2:35*.

Third heat—The third heat was a repetition of the others.

Nellie J. kept up her breaking and John W. took the heat,

with Nellie Bly a good second and Nellie J. third, Nellie

J. got the worst of the start again on account of her bad
scoring. At the quarter -pole John W. was in the lead, with.

Nellie Bly hanging close to his sulky. At the half the posi-

tions were about the same, with the exception of JohnW.,
who had increased his lead to two lengths. On the turn in-

to the stretch Nellie J. moved up to John W. but soon broke,

leaving the race to John W., who won from Nellie Bly
easily. The heat, race and first money were given to Jood.
W-, second money to Nellie Bly and third to Nellie J. Time
2:34V.

SUMM tEY.

JohnW Ill
Nellie Bly 2 2 2
Nellie J 3 3 3

Time, 2:37, 2:35%, 2:87.

The second race of the day was a running race of three-

quarters of a mile and repeat, with Morton, April, Mendo-
cino and George L. for starters. April was the favorite. The
horses got off to a good start. April jumped in the lead from
the start and set the pace, with George L. hanging close to

him. The other two horses were close up, and around the

turn into the stretch they were in a bunch. The heat was
a close one and was somewhat exciting. April was given

the heat, Mendocino second, George L. third and Morton
fourth. Time, 1:18. The delay in announcing the result

was occasioned by the rider of Mendocino claiming that the

rider of April had spurred Mendocino in the shoulder,

thereby causing him to lose the race. The heat was claimed

for Mendocino on that ground, The heat waa given to

April, however. George L.'s rider was called to the stand

at tbe end of the heat and given a pretty straight talk re-

moved from his mount, and Clancy was substituted. The
claim was set up that George L. was not being pushed, hence

the change. Mendocino was taken off the track at the con-

clusion of the heat on account of exceeding lameness caused

by the spur of April's rider.

Several pools were sold on this heat, more in fact than on

any heat during the meeting. April was the favorite at $5
to $4 on the field. April, George L. and Mortoa were the

contestants. The horse Morton acted very badly at the start

and considerable time was expended in gettingthem off. They
finally did get off with George L. in the lead. The change
of riders had a wholesome effect, for George L. won the heat.

He set the pace in the start too fast for Morton, who was five

lengths behind April and George L. t
who were running close

together. Down the homestretch Morton moved up, but was

not fast enough to overtake the leaders. April's rider went

to the whip at the one-eighth pole, but the best he could do

was come in a half a length behind George L , who was not

under the whip. Clancy made a good ride, shoving his

horse along as though they had been always together. The
time was better than the previous heat by a couple of seconds,

George L. coming under the wire in 1:16}.

Third heat—Morton went to the stable at the conclusion

of the heat leaving the field to April and George L. The
two horses had each won a heat, the promise for a horse

race for blood was good, aod the people were not foojed. The
two horses were sent off on the first score to a beautiful start.

George L. sei the pace at a lively clip down the backstretch,

but try as helwould he could not shake off April, who hung on

to the saddle girths like he was fastened to it. George L.

finally wentahead a length, but on the turn into the home-

stretch April moved ahead. At the three-quarter pole
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Clancy on George L. drew his whip, and made a hard ruu to

pass April, but he bad outdoDe himself, and April who had
lots of speed to spare, took the lead and race without the

whip in 1:180 by an open length.

SUMMARY.
Running, six-furlong heats.

April, ch g, by McCreary— Rosa 12 1

George L., bv Conner— Miss Davis 3 12
Morton, by Leiuster—lily H 4 3 dr
Mendocino, b g, bv Ironwood 2 dr

Time, l:18,l:l6J<,l:18>fJ.

The hurdle race was what the people wanted to see, and
during the time the hurdles were being put around the track

a fever of excitement ran through the grand stand. The
hurdles were four in number and were made of boards cov-

ered with green brush, making a height of four feet. There
were three horses entered for the race.but no bets were regis-

tered. The horses were Ben Martin, Dave Douglass and Al-
batross. The three horses were sent ofi to an even siart and
took the first hurdle at the same time. Ben Martin then took
the lead and went over the second hurdle in the lead of the

others, with Albatross second and Dave Douglass third. The
third hurdle was passed easily in the same position aud the

turn into the stretch toward home was commenced. The
fourth hurdle was at the eighth pole, and before reaching it

Albatross went ahead and jumped first, with Ben Martin sec-

ond. Dave Douglass then came up and tcok position from
Ben Martin, who was under whip. Albatross won the heat
and race in 1:54$-. The winner had never before run in a
hurdle race and was taken out in the morning to see whether
heVould jump or not. In the afternoon he went out and won.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10.

The first was a trotting race for 3:00 class, mile heats, beat

3 in 5, purse $225. The entries were Triton B., Occidental,

Lee West and Belle Packer. Lee West was withdrawn.

The judges for to-day's races were Col. Wm. Hawkins

Major G. G. Kimball and James Shelton. The judges

called the horses up promptly at 2 o'clock p. m. for the

First heat—At the second score the horses were sent off

with a very good start, Occidental at the pole, Tilton B. sec-

ond and Belle Packer outside. Tilton B. immediately took
the lead, with Belle Packer at his heels. Occidental broke
badly before the quarter was reached, virtually throwing him
out of the race. At the quarter Tilton B. was about two
lengths ahead of Belle Packer. At the half Belle Packer had
gained the lead and held it to and past the three-quarter post,

with Tilton B coming up gradually. He continued to gain,

and when in the stretch and about 150 yards from the score
Belle Packer went in the air and Tilton B passed her, reach-
ing the wire first by about two lengths. Occidental came in
at his leisure, and was loudly cheered for his noble effort.

Time, 2:33*.

Second heat.—The horses coming up well together, were
given the word at the first score. Tilton B. took the lead,

but was passed by Belle Packer before the quarter post was
reached. Occident held his regular place, fifteen or twenty
lengths in the rear. Belle Packer increased her speed to the
half mile, where she was leading by about two lengths. The
same position was maintained to the three-quarter post, with
Tilton B. closing up the gap and gaining steadily till well
in thestretch, when Belle Packer went in the air, at almost
the same place where she did in the first beat, allowing Til-

ton B. to pass her. She, however, gained her feet very
quickly, and coming on with a rush, gave Tilton B. a good
brush for first place. The distance to the wire was too short,

however, and Tilton B. passed first by a neck, Occidental
again came in about ten seconds later, and was again loudly
cheered. Time, 2:37}.

Third heat—The horses were off at the score with a fair

start. Tilton B. went directlv to the front, and at the quar-
ter was leading by a lengih, Occidental way back. Before the
half was reached Belle bad overtaken Tilton B., and from
thereto the stretch they were well together, but at the turn
the mare fell back, and Tilton B. went under the wire in a
jog, the mare three or four lengths away. Occidental again
came in for his round of .cheers, his driver this time grace-
fully doffing his cap in acknowledgement. Time, 2:32,}.

SUMMARY.
Trotting, 3:00 class, purse §225.

Tilton B.. by Tilton Almont 1 l l
Belle Packer 2 2 2
Occidental 3 3 3

Time, 2:33^. 2:37*4: 2:32J<.

The second was a running race, seven-eighths dash, open
to all, purse $200. The entries weie Oracle S., Long d'Or,
Morton, Ryland, Saybrook, Josia W., White Cloud, Rocket,
Bessie R. and Albatross, all of which started except Ryland,
Saybrook and Josie W. These horses were withdrawn. Pools
sold on this race at $5 for Grade S. to $2 on Morton, $1 for
Long d'Or and White Cloud to$l on the field. After scor-
ing just half an hour the horses were started in a bunch,
Gracie S. leading. She kept the lead throughout the race
and won easily. White Cloud second and Morton third, the
others coming in pretty well together, except Bessie R ; she
having refused to start with the others, came in about the
same distance behind that she lost at the start. Time, 1:31.

The next and last for the day was a speci*»l running race,
free for all, half mile and repeat, purse $100. The starters
were Jessie Stargil], the favorite in the pools, La Bue. Ada
EL, Quirt and Lou L. The horses were called at 4:15, and
after scoring for about fifteen minutes were sent off fairly
well. They ran well together to the stretch, where Quirt
went to the front, with La Bue close up. They passed the
wire Quirt first, La Bue second, Lou L. third, Sturgill fourth
and Ada R. distanced. Time, 0:483.
Second heat—After scoring several times the horses got oil'

to a good start, La Bue taking the lead, which he held to the
stretch, where Quirt came up and look the lead. When 100
yards from the string Lou L. came up with a rush and passed
La Bue and pushed Quirt for first place, bnt her pace was
just a little too slow. Quirt passed the wire an easy winner
of the heat. First money went to Quirt, second money to
Lou L. and third money to La Bue. Time, 0:49ij.

MMMARY.
Cunning, puree 3100. Half mile heats.

Qnlrt ch i, iv in Hooker—Trifle l i

J '"V 3 2
La Hue >

3
Jessie Sturgill 4 i
Ada R dial

Time, 0:48%. 0:49%.

BATCHDAY, AUGUST II.

The judges for Saturday's races were Col. Wm. Hawkins,
James She! too and M. K. Hook. The attendance was not

much if any larger than on Thursday, 6aysthe News.

The first race was for trotters, purse $125. As the pro-

gramme was a little longer than usual, the judges called the

horses up for the first race at a quarter of 2 o'clock. The en-

tries and starters in the trot were Hera, Billy Button, Mel-
rose and Cora S. In the pools Hera sold at $5 to Billy But-
ton second choice $2 and $2 for field. Hera drew the pole,

with Billy Button seccnd, Cora S. third ,and Melrose at the
outside. At the fourth score the word was given, and away
they went lo a good start. Hera took the lead, but soon went
in the air, allowing Billy Button to pass her, and at the quar-
ter he was leading by a lengih. His pace was too fast, and
between ihe quarter and half broke badly. Hera again came
up and took the lead, which she increased at the half to six

lengths. At the three-quarter post Hera was leading by
about ten lengths, Billy Button away behind them *»11. Hera
kept her lead to the wire, landing an easy winner in a jog in

2:30. Melrose second, Cora S. third and Billy Button a bad
fourth.

After this heat pools were oSered: Hera, $5, to $3 for field,

with no takers.

Second heat— There was no interest created by Ibis heat.

The horses strung out soon after crossing the score. Hera
took the lead and held it to the wire, the others coming in

two or three lengths apart in the following order: Cora <S.

second, Melrose third and Billy Button last. Time, 2:30.

Third heat—Was a repetition of the second heat. After
scoring four or five times, away they went, Hera leading. At
the quarter she had a lead of four or five lengths, the others
strung out. She increased her lead to the half to about eight
lengths, Cora S. and Melrose together and Billy Button out
of the race. The positions to the wire were about the same.
Hera coming in on a dog trot, Cora S. second, Melrose third
and Button at his leisure. Time, 2:27$.

SUMMABY.
Trotting, purse S125.

Hera, by Mambrino Wilkes Ill
Cora S., by Richards' Elector 2 2 2
Melrose, by Sultan , 3 3 3
Billy Button 4 4 4

Time, 2:30, 2:30, 2:27%.

The second was a running race, one and one-eighth dash,
open to all, purse $350. At the beginning of this race pools
sold $5 on April to $3 for the field. The entries were Long
d'Or, Morton and April. At the second score the horses were
started together, and as they passed the wire on the first

eighth were all together,with not more than a neck difference

between them. Long d'Or dropped back before the quarter
was reached. From the half to the wire April and Morton
kept right together, making a very pretty race. The wire was
reached first by April bvjusta neck in 2:03, Long d'Or com-
ing in on three legs. He was very lame.
The third was a running race, special, five-eighths dash,

pur«e $100. The entries were Lou L., Woodbury Jr., White
Cloud, Dick O'Malley, Bessie R., La Bue and Jessie Sturgill.

Bessie R. aud La Bue were withdrawn. Pools on this race
sold : Lou L. at $5 to $4 on White Cloud and $1 for the field.

The horses were sent off to a good start, but soon strung out.

Before the half was reached the horses were all in
a line, with less than a length between any of them. They
entered the stretch in much the same order, and passed the
wire, Lou L. first, Jessie Sturgill second, Woodbury Jr. third,

White Cloud fourth and Dick O'Malley last. Time, 1:034.
The entries for the hurdle race were the same horses that

ran in the hurdle on Thursday—Albatross, Ben Martin and
Dave Douglass. The horses went under the wire and over
the first hurdle before the bell was rung to come back. The
riders evidently did not hear the ball, for they continued
around the course. The hurdles were all well taken, the
horses keeping well together. From the stand it looked as
if the horses jumped the last hurdle at the same instant. After
jumping the last hurdle Dave Douglass struck out for the
lead and got it, crossing under the wire by about a length, Al-
batross second and Ben Martin last. The judges allowed
the race to go as, it was, but declared all pools off. Time,
1:554.

Closing Days of the Anaconda Meeting.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4.

The seventh day of the Anaconda race meeting brought

out the largest crowd that has filled the grand stand and lined

the quarter stretch this year, says the Standard. The weather

was decidedly cooler than on the previous day, and for a few

minutes it blew nearly a hurricane. Those who were pres-

ent were fortunate, for they witnessed the prettiest and fastest

trolling race that has ever taken place on a Montana track,

and as good a race as can be seen anywhere. The free-for-

all trot was by long odds the event of theday, and in the first

heat Klamath smashed the Montana record in a hotly con-

tested race with Robbie P., making the mile in 2:15 flat.

The first race of the day was the third heat of the unfin-

ished free-for-all pacing race of Friday, in which Prinee Al-

mont and Bonnie B. each had a heat. The betting in the

pools on the third heat opened with Bonnie B. selling for $10.

Prince Almont $6 and the field $1. Later Prince Almont
was placed in t he field, which then brought $7 and $6 against
Bonnie B. at $15.

Third heat—After scoring several times very poorly the
horses go! the word with Del Norte a length in the rear. Be-
fore reaching the turn Bonnie B. Mumbled and lost his feet
and fell back several lengths. Prince Almont went to the
front, closely folluwed by Vollula. who passed him on the
back stretch. Prince Almont led Scioto Girl to the half mile
by two lengths, aud Vollula on entering the last turn was two
lengths in front of Prinre Almont, who led Scioto Girl by
fifteeu lengths, Bonnie B. and Del Norte being in ihe order
named. On entering the stretch Prince Almont came up
with a ri)«h.pHf*ed Vollula and took the lead. At the stand
Prince Almont passed under the wire first, two lengths in
front of Scioto Girl, who was making a hard and successful
tight for second place witu Vollula. Bonnie B. was a poor
fourth and Del Norte only just saved his distance ; time,
2:20. Mutual* paid S20.30.

Fourth heat—Pools on this heat opened strongly with
Prince Almont selling at $21, Bonnie B. $20 and the field for
$4. The start was a fairly good one, Scioto Girl being the
only horse that was not up in line.she being in the rearabout
a length. Bonnie Bl and Prince Almont, immediately after
the word was given, came to the front. At the quarter Prince
Almont was slightly in the lead, Bonnie B. second, two

lengths in front of Vollula, Sciolo Girl close up and Del
Norte following. This order was maintained until the lapt

turn was reached, when Prince Almont went cfl his feet, and
gave way lo Scioto Girl, who took second place in Ihe
stretch. The horses passed under the wire Bonnie B. an easy
first, Scioto Girl second, Vollula third. Del Norte and Prince
Almont. Time, 2:214. Mutuels paid $7.22.

Fifth heat—No pools were sold on this event, the talent

appearingto believe that i\ was Bonnie B.'s race. The
judges were satisfied with the manner in which Prince Al-
mont acquitted himself in the previous heat, but put up Mr.
Brown behind him Ib place of Mr. Stone at the request of
some of the betting men. Mr. Barrow, one of the owners of
Del Norte, drove lhat horse in the place of Mr. Lindsay,
though there was no objection to the way in which the horses
had been driven. The start was a fair one, Prince Almont
getting a little the woist of it. Bonnie B. again took first

place, closely followed by Vollula, who at the quarter took
the lead, which she increased to two lengths, when the half

was reached. Del Norte was third, Prince Almont fourth and
coming up fast. On the last turn Vollula fell back, Bonnie
B. shooting in the front and Prince Almont taking third

place from Del Norte. Prince Almont showed a wonderful
burst of speed down the stretch. Bonnie B. passed under the
wire with whip plying freely, a scant length ahead of Prince
A lmont, DpI Norte a fair third and Vollula and Scioto Girl
fourth and fifih in the order named. Time, 2:22. Mutuels
paid $6.95.

The second race was a running, four and a half furlongs,

handicap. There were four starters in the race: Ch g Gold
Bug, 1 IS ; ch f Norlee. 100 ; ch g Red Dick, 115 ; ch h Nel-
son, 105. In the pools there was lively selling, with Gold Bug
bringing $20. Nelson $17, Norlee $b\ Red Dick $5. Nelson
was considered the best horse at the distance, but has a repu-

tation of being one of the worst starters that ever faced a flag

though he is very fest, and usually makes up for any disad-

vantage he may receive in getting away. The start was a
rather poor one, Red Dick being several lengths in the lead,

the others bunched. At the half Red Dick led Norlee by
five lengths, who was two lengths in front of Gold Bug. At
the three-quarters Red Dick's advantage had been reduced to

two lengths, Norlee second one length ahead of Nelson, who
was a head in front of Gold Bug. Entering the stretch the
positions were about the same, except that Red Dick's lead

had been cut down to a length. Nelson was closing up the
gap as they reached the judges' stand, but the advantage Red
Dick received at the drop of the flag was too much for him to

overcome. Clancy on Red Dick and Bozeman on Nelson
made a whipping finish, and it looked like either's race for a
few moments. Red Dick passed under the wire first a short
half length in front of Nelson, who ltd Norlee half a length.

Gold Bug was fourth, a length behind Norlee. The start

was conceded by the jockeys to be a better one than is usually

the case when Nelson starts in a race, but he was pocketed in

the stretch. Time, 0:55.1. Mutuels paid $40.75.

The long distance and probably the greatest gambling race

of the day was the mile and an eighth running race for a
nurse of $400. There were seven starters in the event, being
b h Longwell, b m Raindrop, br c Expense, b g Periwinkle,
ch m Lonnie B., gr m Minnie Beach, ch f Emma Mc. The
betting was very lively, pools selling at $30 for Emma Mc,
Longwell $14, Minnie Beach $12 and the others bunched in

the field at 14. The horseswere fifteen minutes at the post
before they got the flag. The start was a good one, and up-
on passing the stand for the first time in the race, Raindrop
led by a nose, Periwinkle second, a length ahead of Lonnie
B. They kept these positions uutil the half-mile pole was
reached, when Emma Mc showed a clear head in front of
Raindrop, and Minnie Beach had pushed to third place. At
this point it was a pretty race. Entering the stretch the first

three horses were less than half a length apart, Lonnie B.
having come up and taken the lead, Emma Mc second, with
Minnie Beach running a neck behind and galloping at a very
fast pace. Minnie Beach passed under the wire two lengths
ahead ofEmma Mc, who was several lengths in front of Lon-
nie B. Raindrop, Longwell, Expense and Periwinkle finished

in the order named. Time, 1:57$. Mutuels paid 24.80.

The third race of the day was a free-for-all trot for a purse
of $800, the starters being b h Robbie P., br g Dan Velox,
br h Altao, b g Klamath. In the pools before the first heat
Robbie P. brought $25, Klamath $30 and the field $1. The
distance flag was waived by consent in this race. The horses
scored several times before getting the word, and when they
did go Dan Velox was three lengths behind. From the start

the race resolved itself down to a contest between Klamath
and Robbie P. Klamath at the word rushed to the front and
led to the quarter, when Robbie P. overtook him for a brief

moment, when be broke and again fell behind. He caught
his gait again quickly, and at the turn was again at Klamath's
shoulder. Down the stretch they came neck and-neck, but
when within twenty yards of the wire Robbie P. broke and
rushed across the line first, but gave K'amath the heat by
leaving his feet, Altao and Dan Velox a poor third and fourth.

The time was extraordinarily fast and was the best record
ever made in Montana—2:15 flat. Mutuels paid $12.80.

Second heat-The pool selling on this heat was again lively,

Klamath selling for $20 and Robbie P. in the field at $12.

With little scoring the horses got away and Klamath at once
shot to ihe front,followed by Robbie P. At the quarter Klam-
ath only led by a neck, and down the backstretch the horses
traveled like one horse, side by side, so that Klamath hid from
view Robbie P ,

who was on the outside of him. Gradually
after leaving the half-mile pole Klamath crept into the lead

and was about half a length in front of Robbie P. when the
latter went off bis feet. He was quickly down lo work again
and once more made a grand rally to over'ake his speedy
competitor. Klamath, who is ^jrreat finisher, was living like

the wind and passed under the wire a length uud a hajfaheuH
of Robbie P. Dan Velox was a fairly good third, Altao
fourth. Time, 2:10. Mutuels paid $9.

Third heat—There were no pools sold on this heat. The
horses got away from the score quickly, Robbie P. half a
length in the lead at the word. Klamath again went rapidly
ahead and led the way to the quarter, where Robbie P. once
more lapped Klamath and kept pace with him to the turn,

when Robbie P. showed up a neck ahead and Klamath broke,
but soon caught his feet. Robbie P. then led the way home,
passing under the wire a length in front of Klamath, Altao
third and Dau Velox fourth. Time, 2:16. Thomas Ray-
mond, the owner of Klamath, made a claim that he was fouled

at the first turn, and used some more expressive than elegant

language regarding Mr. Pyle, for which the judges fined him
$10. The judges heard all the evidence on both sides, men
who were sitting on the fence near where it was alleged the

foul had occurred were brought to the stand, and failed en-
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tirely to bear Mr. Raymond cut in his claims. Ihe decision

of Ihe judges was that no foul occurred. Mutuals paid $14.80

Fourth, heat—There were no pools sold on this heat. After

a warning by the judges regarding fair driving and consider-

able scoring:, the hortes got the word, with Robbie P. slightly

leading. Klamath, who had second place, went to the front

before the first turn was reached, and made Robbie P. take

the soft ground nest to the inside fence. Klamath was ahead

a length at the quarter and Robbie pulled to the outside of

the track. The tffo horses traveled up the backstretch

together, but on going round the turn Klamath gained, and

entering the stretch led by more than a length. Robbie P.

came up fast and was soon lapped with Klamath, now one

and then the other showing a neck or head to the front.

Klamath crossed the line a short neck in front of Robbie P.,

Dan Velox and Altao following several lengths behind in the

order named. Klamath took first moBey, Robbie P. second,

Altao and Dan Velox dividing third and fourth prizes.

Time, 2:16. Mutuels paid $9.10.

SUMMARIES.

First race (unfinished yesterday)—Facing, free-for-all., best 3 in 5,

puree 8600. . _ , _ . , .

Bonnie B., by Orion Harrison 1 2 4 11
Prince Almont, by Almont Medium— Queen of tbe West

... ;,... Stone 4 115 2

Scioto GVl. by Ambassador—by Hiatoga Jeffreys 3 4 2 2 5

Vollula, by Kentucky Volunteer—by George Wilkes
...... Rice 2 5 3 3 4

Del Norte, by Atamont—Teecora Lindsay 5 3 5 4 4

Time, 2:16%, 2:18^. 2:20, 2:21%, 2,22.

Second race—Running, handicap, purse .8300. Four aud a half

furlongs.

George Henderson's ch g Red Dick, by George, a, 115 (20tol)
Clancy 1

Nelson,''3''l05(9to5) Bozeman 2

Norlee. 3 100 {6 tol) Cleary 3

Gold Bug, a, 119 (6 to 5) Goedertz 4

Time, 0:55)4

Third race—Running, purse S40O. One and one-eighth miles.

Randall & Barns' gr m a, Minnie Beach, by Destruction -Banda,
100 {6 to 1) Bozeman 1

Emma Mc, 3, 108 (13 to 10) Burlingame 2

Lonnie B., a, 106 (9 to 2) Coombs 3
Time, 1:57}^.

Raindrop, Longwell, Expense and Periwinkle also ran.

Fourth race—Trotting, free-for-all, purse 8800.

Klamath, by Moorookus—Lady Ophir Raymond 112 1

Robbie P., by Charles Ca8'rey—Nannie Pyle 2 2 12
Altao. bv Altamont— Sallie M Lindsay 3 4 3 4

Dan Velbx, by Black Prince McEvoy 4 3 4 3

Time, 2:15. 2:16, 2:16, 2:16.

MONDAY, AUGUST 6TH.

The eighth and last day of the Anaconda race meeting was

a grand success, in spite of the weather, which was showery,

and was a fitting finale to the most successful meeting tbe as-

sociation has ever held. Early in the afternoon the weather

Was fine, and the people of the city could beseen heading for

the course in droves. They loaded down the street cars,

and chartered all the public conveyances running to and

from the park, and hundreds rode out on shank's pony.

It is estimated that 5.000 people witnessed the races yes-

terday, the largest crowd that has ever been present. The

pool-buyers and mutuel players were out in full force, and

over $35,000 passed through the boxes.

The programme was the largest i*ne of the meeting, and

contained eight races.

The first event of the day was the consolation race for

beaten horses, the distance being five-eighths of a mile for a

purse of $250. There were an exceptionally large number of

starters in the race, ten horses in all facing the flag. The en-

tries were ch m Fannie B., ch f Nettie Glen, b g Jack the

Ripper, bm Pearl, blk h Hal Fisher, b m Miss Elm, gr g
Vulcan, ch g St. Jacob, ch f Promise, ch m French Lady.

Pools on the race sold at a lively rate, Hal Fisher bringing

$4, Promise $4, St. Jacob $5 and the held $10. Some of the

talent were inclined to view Promise with a great deal of

favor, and after events proved the correctness of their judg-

ment. After breaking away several times, the horses got

away with Hal Fisher slightly in the lead, closely followed

by Jack the Kipper and Miss Elm, the rest bunched. At the

half mile post French Lady had come up from fifth place at

the start to the lead, being half a length in front of Hal
Fisher who led Jack the Ripper by a head. Upon entering

the stretch, French Lady was still in the lead and Miss Elm
had come up and taken second place, Promise was fifth and

coming up rapidly. At the wire Promise led by two lengths

French Lady, who was two lengths in front of Miss Elm, the

others finishing in the following order : Hal Fisher, St. Ja-

cob, Fannie £., Nettie Glen, Vulcan, Pearl, Jack the Ripper.

Time, 1:042- Mutuels paid $40.05.

The second race of the day was a mile, run for a purse of

$350. The race was an exceedingly poor one, only three

horses going to the starting post, viz : b h Longwell, b gAu-
teuil,chh Sheridan. Pools sold with Longwell favorite at

$20, Sheridan $10 and Auteuil $6. The race proved a walk

away for Sheridan, who took a lead at the quarter of five

lengths and was never headed, finishing in the remarkably

slow time of 1:50, Auteuil second, Longwell three lengths

behind, third. Mutuels paid $21.80.

The third race on the programme was a half mile run-

ning event for a purse of $250. There were four starters in

the race, and pools on the event sold as follows : Bill How-
ard favorite at $15, Jim R. brought $12, Gold Bug $12 and

$12, Red Dick $7. The start was a good one, the horses get-

ting off with Red Dick having a slight advantage.
_
At the

three-quarters the horses were close logether, Red Dick lead-

ing by a head, Jim R. second half a length in front of Bill

Howard, who had only just a showing advantage over Gold

Bug. As the horses came nearer the wire a great change in

their positions took place, Bill Howard suddenly pushing to

the front and Gold Bug was making a whipping finish with

Jim R. for second place. Bill Howard passed under the wire

first, two lengths in front of Gold Bug, who was a head in

front of Jim R., who in turn led Red Dick by two lengths.

Time, 0:49|. Mutuels paid $15.45.

The fourth event event was a seven-eighths of a mile run-

ning race, for a puree of $3C(\ The entries were ch f Jennie

Deane, ch m Lonnie B., b'g Greenhock and b g Rtd Leo;
the latter, however, was scratched. In the pools Jennie

Deane brought $30, Lonnie B. $17 and Greenhock $7. The
start was a good one, the horses getting off very evenly. At
ihe quarter Greenhock was leading by a length,Jennie Deane
second, two lengths in front of Loonie B. At the half Jen-

nie Deane had overhauled Greenhock aod was leading him
by a neck,Greenhock being second ar.d three lengths in front

of Lonuie B. Upon entering the stretch Jennie Deane had

increased her lead to six lengths and Lonnie B. had come up
and was leading Greenhock by a head. Jennie Deane passed
under the wire an easy winner by eight lengths, Lonnie B.
second, eight lengths in front of Greenhock. Time, 1:31 h.

Mutuels paid $8.85.

The fifth race of the day was the 2:18 pacing race. The
starters were: B h Brino Tric&s, br h Jaysey, blk h Black
Cloud, b g S. B. Pools sold with Brino Tricks favorite at

$20, Jaysey $12 and field $10.

First heat—The horses got a fairly even start and Brino
Tricks and S. B. immediately went to the lead and traveled
at a rapid gait side by side to the center of the last turn,

when S. B. broke and fell to the rear. The race then became
a procession, Brino Tricks being ahead ten lengths. He
then jogged home, finishing three lengths in front of Jaysey
Black Cloud and S. B. a poor third and fourth respectively.

Time, 2:21. Mutuels paid $9.50.

Second heat—This was another procession at the start,

Brino Tricks being closely followed by Jaysey, who broke on
the backstretch, but was again soon up with the leader at the
stretch; a pretty race was made by the two first horses. Jaysey
passed under the wire first by a scant half length, Brino
Tricks second, Black Cloud third and S. B. distanced. Time,
2:23. Mutuels paid $18.05.

Third heat—After getting the word Brino Tricks went to

the lead and kept about two lengths in front of Jaysey, who
maintained about an equal distance ahead of Black Cloud.
Upon entering the stretch Brino Tricks broke and Jaysey
passed him closely followed by Black Cloud, who made a
driving finish with Jaysey for first place. Brino Tricks was
third. Time, 2:27. Mutuels paid $8.55.

Fourth heat—This was the deciding contest of the race and
the race was the most exciting of the day as regarding the
finish, though the time was slow on account of the condition
of the track. Brino Tricks lead all the way round to the last

turn when Jaysey came up and took the lead. Brino Tricks
and Jaysey made a very pretty race down the stretch, the lat-

ter winning by a nose, Black Cloud third. Time, 2:22f. Mu-
tuels paid $3.55.

Before the second heat of the pacing race was called, the

second heat of the trotting race for named horses, best

three in five, for a purse of $250, took place. There was
very little betting on the event. The entries were Lady
Director, b b, Charlie B., b g, Reese, b g, Si Huntley. The
distance flag was waived by consent. At the word Si Hunt-
ley went to the front, followed by Reese, who kept well up
with the leader until the quarter was reached, when he
broke and fell behind two lengths. He soon caught his

feet and went after Si Huntley down the backstretch. Lady
Director and Charlie B. were having a race of their own
more than eight lengths behind. Si Huntley maintained his

lead two lengths in front of Reese at the three-quarters

trotting to the wire an easy winner. Reese second, Charlie

B. and Lady Director being a poor third and fourth. Time,
2:37. Mutuels paid $11.

Second heat—This proved another rather uninteresting

race, Si Huntley going immediately to the front and keeping
his lead until the wire was reached, when he went off his1

feet, as also did Reese, who was a close second. Lady Di-

rector was a poor third and Charlie B. fourth. Time, 2:36.

Mutuels paid $8:35.

Third heat—This heat was made in very flow time. It had
been raining quite sharply and the track »vas getting heavy,

besides which a strong wind was blowing. There was little of

interest in the heat, all the horses appeared tired. Reese
took the lead at the start and kept it up the backstretch until

the turn was reached, when Charlie B. forged to the front,

but upon entering the stretch Reese went to the front and
passed under the wire first, Charlie B. second, Lady Director

and Si Huntley being third and fourth. Time, 2:47. Mutuels
paid $11.05.

Fourth heat—This was the best heat of the race as far as the

horses keeping together is concerned. Lady Director took

the lead and kept it till the turn was reached, Reese being

second and Si Huntley third. On the turn Si Huntley made
a grand effort and entered the stretch lapped with Lady Di-

rector. Si Huntley passed under the wire first, Lady Di-

rector a good second, Charlie B. third, R*>ese fourth ; time

2:40*. Mutuels paid $7.75.

The seventh race was a running event, three-eighths of a

mile, for a purse of $200. There were five entries as follows

:

Ch g Cyclone, br m Lulu B., b g Lark, b g Joe D., b m Pearl.

In the pools Lark sold for $20, Lulu B. $7, Cyclone $6, Pearl

$6 and Joe D. $2. The horses were only a few minutes at

the post when they received the flag to an excellent start, the

whole field being together in the following order : Pearl,

Lulu B., Lark, Cyclone and Joe D. At the quarter Lark
was to the front, leading Lulu B. by a length, and Pearl third

a bead in front of Cyclone. Down tbe stretch the order re-

mained tbe same, Lark passing under the wire an easy win-

ner three lengths in front of Lulu B., who was a neck the ad-

vantage of Pearl, who was three lengths in front of Cyclone,

Joe D. being fifth; time, 0:35. Mutuels paid $9.10.

The closing event of the meeting was a five-eighths of a

mile dash for a purse of $250. There were nine starters in

the event as follows : b m Misty Morn, b m Minnie, b g Little

Tough, ch f Ben Cannon, b f Bessie, ch m Little Maud, b g
Willie E., b g Half Moon. In the pools Misty Morn sold at

$30, Promise $23, Minnie $9 and the field $9. The horses

were nearly fifteen minutes at the starting post before they got

away to a very even start. It was a very good race all the

way home and when they entered the stretch it was impos-

sible to tell which would reach the wire first, at which point

Minnie was leading by a length, Bessie second,_ a length in

front of Promise. As the horses neared the wire, Promise

shot to tbe front and passed tbe winning line three lengths

ahead of Minnie who who was one length in front ^f Little

Tough. The other horses finished in the following order:

Misty Morn, Bessie, Ben Cannon, Little Maud, Willie E. and

Half Moon ; time, 1:04-]. Mutuals paid $19.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, five-eighths of a mile, consolation for beaten

horses. Purse S250.

California Stable's ch f Promise, 3, by Tyrant—Premium, 115
Combs 1

French Lady,'
a',' 112.'.'.' Madden 2

Miss Elm, a, 117. Dingley 8

Time, 1:04^.

Hal Fisher, St. Jacob, Fannie B„ Nettie Glen, Jack the Ripper, Vul-

can and Pearl also ran.

Second race, running, one mile.

Georee Ruber's ch h Sheridan, a, by Young Bazaar—Lost Girl. 120

;
Cusick 1

Auteuil" a,"
119*.'.'.!.

•4v*9
1*nc? 'I

Longwell, a, 119.......

Time, 1:50.

Third race, running, for all ages, half mile.

N. S. Hall's ch g Bill Howard, 4, by Jack Hawley—Bessie Davis,
117 Hennessy

Gold Bug, a, 117 Goedertz
Jim R., a, 117 Bozeman

Time, 0:49%.

Red Dick also ran.

Fourth race, running, seven furlongs,

California Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, 3, by Sir Modred—Echota,
104 Combs

Lonnie B., 5, 111 King
Greenhock, 4, 117 , Clancy

Time, 1:31%.

Seventh race, running, three-quarters of a mile. Purse S200.

Reavis Bros.'s b g Lark, a, pedigree unknown, 117 Dingley
LuluB., a, 117 Coombs
Pearl, a, 117 , Clancey

Time, 0:35.

Cyclone and Joe D. also ran.

"Eighth race, running, five-eighths of a mile. Purse S25Q.

California Stable's ch f Promise, by Tyrant—Premium, 100
Coombs

Minnie, 108 Burlingame
Little Tough, 107 McDonald

Time, 1:04K-
Misty Morn, Ben Cannon, Bessie, Little Maud, Willie E., Ha

Moon also ran.

Fifth race—Pacing, 2:18 class, best S in 5. Purse S400.

Jaysey Brown 2 11
Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—Sallie Tricks

Edwards 13 3
Black Cloud, by Black Prince -McEvoy 3 2 2
S. B., by Knight Errant—by Clark Chief. McKinney dis

Time, 2:21, 2:23, 2:27, 2:26%.

Sixth race—Trotting, for named horses, 3 in 5. Purse $250.

Si Huntley Jeffreys 114
Reese Larimal 2 2 1
Charlie B., by Escell Swaim 3 4

Time, 2:37, 2:36, 2:47, 2:40}£

Lady Director also ran.

Directly a Marvel.

Buffalo, N.Y., August 6.—A perfect racing day, crowded

from a little after noon till darkness forced cessation, filled

with the action necessary to get through with a mammoth
programme, was enjoyed by a fair attendance at Buffalo Park

to-day. Though in some of the events rather tedious, the

.racing averaged high, was, indeed, brilliant in sport, and was

marred by none of the incidents that caused just, if unwel-

come, criticism during the opening week. The brilliant pieces

of to-day's races were the superb performance of Directly,

who lowered the two-year-old pacing race record of 2:12; the
easy victory of Alar in the 2:23 class trotting and the fourth
heat of Daisy de Spain in the 2:30 pace in 2:12, says the
Inter-Ocean.

The two-year-old pacing race was a brilliant exhibition on
the part of the superb Directly as well as his worthy opponent,
the vanquished Carbonate. Of the eight names on the pro-
gramme but three answered the bell—-Directly, Carbonate,
owned by Du Bois Bros., of Denver, and Theodore Shelton,

brother to John K. Gentry.
Though the Salisbury horse was favorite, there were such

rumors out as to work that Shelton and Carbonate had done
that they were not unsupported. In the first heat Shelton
broke at the turn and, never settling, was flagged, while Car-
bonate and Directly went the greatest mile ever paced by two-
year-olds. Directly assumed command, and with Carbonate
close up, the great pair reached the quarter in 0:33 and the
half in 1:05J. They paced lapped turning for. home, having
passed the three-quarters in 1:37}. Directly began to draw
away, and though the brother to Beulah tried gamely the

black double of Direct was his master and finished in 2:12, a

new race record for two-year- olds. The next was paced
practically in the same manner, except that Directly had al-

ways a rather more pronounced advantage and won in 2:14}.

SUMMARY.
Two-year-olds, 2:2S class, pacing, purse 51,000.

Directly, bl h, by Direct—Mabel, by Naubuc McDowell 1 1

Carbonate, gr h, by Superior : Kelly 2 2
Theodore Shelton. b h, by Ashland Wilkes Ramey dia

Time, 2:12, 2:14^.

Reorganizing' Louisville Jockey Club.

Louisville (Ky.), August 9—The new syndicate which

will organize the Louisville Jockey Club took the first steps

when Churchill Downs was leased for a term of fifteen years.

Plans were decided upon for the 1896 spring meeting. From
$20,000 to $30,000 will be put up by the new company for

purses and stakes. The Derby distance will be reduced to a

mile and a quarter, the long distance before having kept

crack colts out of it for fear of endirg their racing career.

The Clark stakes will be shortened to a mile and one eighth,

possibly to a mile. Steps have also been taken for the open-

ing of a foreign book here.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite Hue, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. K. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast PasFengt-r Agent.

General Agent.

THEinjuuctiou obtained Friday before Judge Horton by

"W. W. Lyle restraining several newspapers from publishing

a form chart on the local races will be dissolved to-morrow

on Lyle's motion, and the costs paid by the plaintiff. Lyle

represented in Mb complaint to the court that certain pro-

prietary rights owned by himself were beiDg infringed

through the publication jf the form charts. Asa matter of

fact Lyle holds no contract with the racing associations and

as he holds no copyright on the form card he has no valid

right to exclusive publication of the charts. When con-

fronted yesterday by the racing officials with the alternative

of losing his privilege of serving the bookmaker or withdraw-

ing his injunction he readily chose the latter course.—Chicago

Inter Ocean, August 5.
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Entries For Stockton Fair Races.

The racing programme of tbe Stockton fair to be held next

month has been greatly improved by the excellent entries in

the pacing and trotting events for the larger classes of horses.

Tbe entries for these races closed on the 1st instant with as

many as twenty-four nominations in one class and the lowest

was thirteen. Entries for the 2:15 trot, the 2:15 pace, the

2:24 trot and the mixed pacing and trotting event will close

on the 25th instant with many nominations. The purses in

these races, except the mixed event, which is for $1,000, are

$800 each.

In addition to the trotting and pacing contests there will

be one or more running races for each day, which will be

announced later. A number of hurdle races are also planned,

which will add interest to the sport.

Race No. 5, the 2:40 district trot, has been declared off, as

the entries were not sufficient. The entries in the slow classes,

which closed on tbe 1st instant, are as follows:

No. 8, trotting, 2:27 class, purse $800.—Genevieve, bl f,by

Eugeneer—Bertha; Re-elect, b s, by Nephew ;
C. W. S., bs,

by Abbotsford—Muldoon; Rossie Moore, by Ross S., dam by

Pedro ; El Pastor, b b, by "Waterford
;
Marin Jr., gr g, by

Marin—Silver; Auntie Wilkes, b m, by Guy Wilkes, dam by

Speculation; Mamie Griffin, bl m, by Blackbird, dam by Fly-

ing Moma; Montana, b s, by Sidney—Hattie; Nellie D., b m,

by Woolsey, aam by Inca; Aria, b f.by Bernal—Ash by; Til-

ton B., b g, by Tilton Almont, dam by John Nelson; Colonel

K. R., br s, by Bav Rose—Addie E.

No. 9, pacing, 2:20 class, purse $800.—Delia S. L., ch m, by

Thistle; Orlinda Richmond, b s, by A. W. Richmond, dam
by Ulster Chief; Monroe S., b s, by Monroe Chief—Bell Alta

;

Consolation, br h, by Antevolo—Elizabeth Basler
;

Allie

Cresco, blk m, by Cresco—Betsy, by imp. Australian; Touchet,

br s, by Altamont—Tecora ; Golden West, b g, by Royal

George Jr.; Our Boy, ch g; Andy, blk g, by Dashwood; Belle,

ch m, bv Melbourne King—Mattie; Kittitas, b g ; Black

Cloud, blk h, by Black Prince; Sidmoor, b s, by Sidney—by
Grand Moor ; Hanford Medium, b s, by Milton R.—by Odd-

fellow; Klicitat Maid, b m, by Altamont—by Capt. Swigert

Jr ; Major Lambert, br s, by California Lambert—by Haw-
thorne Jr.

No. 14, trotting, 2:20 class, purse $800.—Rex, blk g, by

Anteeo—Accident ; Bav Rum, br s, by John Sevenoaks

—

Kitty S ; Glendine, ch s, by Judge Salisbury—Tempest;

Jennie June, br m, by Motor ; She, br m, by Abbottsford

—

Beauty ; Regina, br m, by Electioneer—Accident ;
Fallacy,

br e, bv Fallis—Beauty; Kiner Orry, c s,by Alcona Clay—
Tansy;" Chancellor, ch s, by Bismarck—Lucy ; Hillsdale, bs,

by Antinous—Nettie, bv Nutwood ; Nutwood Wilkes, ch h,

by Guy Wilkes—Lydia'; Boodle, br s, by Stranger—Birdie ;

Antioch, br g, by Antevolo; Maud Fowler, b m, by
Anteeo—by Eveline; George Dexter, br h, by Dexter Prince

—Nellie C; Manning, b g, by Messenger Chief—Jewel

;

Steve, b g, by Steve Whipple—Bell Clark ;
Montana, b s, by

Sidney—Hattie; Irene Crockett, gr m, by Will Crocker; Vina
Bell, br m, by Nephew—Flushing Belle; Daylight, b g,by

Chief of Echo ; Trumont, blk 'g, by Altamont—Minnie ;

Alarmist, b h, by Autocrat—by Reporter ;
Maud Patchen, b

m,by Idaho Patchen—Maud W. W.
No. 15, trotting, 2.40 class, purse $800—Stockton Belle, b

m, pedigree unknown
;
Irene Benefit, bf, by Benefit—Bene-

fit ; Maria P.. b m, by by Dexter Prince; Deborah, b m, by

Sable Wi'kes—Sproule; Tie«am, b s, by Anteeo—Eveline;

Midday, b m, bv Noonday—Amber, by Monroe Chief
;
San

Mateo Boy, b s, by Brevet—Jane; Lizzie R., br m, by An-
teeo—Miss Brown; EvaM., br m, by Director—by General

Benton; Abanteeo, b m, by Anteeo—Abbotine; Electrina,

br m, by Elector—Miss Maid.

No. 16, pacine, 2:25 class, purse $G00—Madcap, b f, by

Steinway—Maggie McGregor ;
Orlinda Richmond, b s, by

A. W. Richmond—by Ulster Chief; Arkansaw, bs, by Dor-

sey Nephew—bv Chieftain ; Gertrude G., s f, by Redwood

—

Dolly ; Carrie S., b ra, by Altamont ; Dudley, b s, by Anteros

—Lilly Langtry ;
Eagle, b s, by War Eagle—Grace

;
Sey-

mour Wilkes, br s, by Guy Wilkes—Early Bird ;
Surprise,

ch g, by Liberty Sontag—by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr.; Belle, ch

m, by Melbourne King—Mattie ; Jessie P., by Dexter Prince;

Archie, by Dexter Prince—by Chieftain; Haviland, b g, by

Sterling—by Signal ;
Ketchum, b s, by Gossiper—by Echo

;

Thera, b m, by Albion—by Colonel Tenbrook
;
Mark H., b

h, by Bismark—Lady Hamilton; Vasto, br b, by Vasco

—

Chess; Allandora, bl m, by Steinway—Algerdetta; Ruby M,
b m, by Almont Patchen—by Wake Up Jake ; Directrix, bl

m, by Director—Lady Wattles ;
Irene, s m, by Equinox

—

by Nutwood. •
Petaluma's Big Fair.

Next Monday morning our local fair begins, and already

the directors and Secretary Thomas Maclay and assistants

are working like trojans to make this year's exhibition the

greatest success that our fairs always are.

The "Breeder and Sportsman " has said: "There are

fairs and fairs, but there is only one Petaluma fair." A com-

pliment that comes from a source that makes It one to be

valued, for that journal is authority on tbe subject.

The time is rapidly approaching and those who intend ex-

hibiting, no matter whether, it is live stock, or in the indus-

trial, art or other departments, should bear in mind and

have their exhibits in readiness promptly, for the exposition

building will be open for the reception of exhibits on and
after Friday, August 17th, while the exposition proper will

beopento the public at l> a. m. August 21st, tbe races begin-
ning on the latter day.

Notwithstanding the present cry of dull times our fair will

be a grand success.

Already applications for stall room and space in the
pavilion arecoming in, and from all indications this year's
display will excel all previous efforts. The Petaluma or
Fourth Agricultural district, is known all over the coast as the
first in rank, the Sacramento State Fair not being excepted.
We will have the grandest show of draft horses, cattle,

sheep, swine and poultry ever exhibited on this coast, and
being the center of fine stock there is no denying that we id-

ways do lead in that regard.

Grand stock parades will take place on Wednesday, Fri-

day and Saturday, at which a string of blooded animals

reaching several times around the mile track will cause our
visitors to open their eyes in astonishment.

The mammoth pavilion will be open day and evening and
will contain a magnificent agricultural, horticultural and
mechanical display, while one of the best bands on the coast

will render promenade and dance music.

Therailway company will make special rates, and excur-

sion trains will be run daily, while the generous managers of

the agricultural association will continue their custom of in-

viting the school children of each district to attend the fair

with their teachers one day free of charge—a custom that is

highly appreciated by pupils, teachers and parents.

The racing will be better than ever. A larger number of

horses and a better class than usual will contest for the liberal

prizes offered by the association, the entries for which will

be published at an early date. The races will include run-

ning, trotting and pacing matches, and larger purses have
been offered than usual, while the nomination purses are a

novelty at our fair. The bicycle races will prove a big draw-

ing card.

The stocK grounds will be in charge of Robert S. Brown,
while E. W. Davis and E. W. Hayden will manage the

pavilion and other .displays, another fact that is bound to

make the exhibition a creditable one,as they are all the right

men in the right places.

The town will be full of strangers, the present dullness

be dissipated and Petaluma will put on its holiday attire dur-

ing the best fair in the best town in the state.

The fair is in charge of the following officers of the Sonoma
and Marin Agricultural Society. President, J. H. White

;

secretary, Dr. Thomas Maclay ; treasurer, Petaluma Savings

Bank; board of directors, J. H. White, Asa Higgins, R. S.

Brown, E. W. Davis, J. B. Burdell, W. D. Houx and E. W.
Hayden.—Imprint.

Rohnerville Fair Race Entries.

The following are the entries to the races to take place

at the 15th annual fair of the Ninth District Agricultural

Association at Rohnerville from September 25th to 29th in-

clusive :

No. 1—Yearling—Lamb Bros, enter b c Hystein, Will
Alford, b c Andy V., John Quir«o, b f Rosa Lee.

No. 2—Running, two-year-old—T. F. Tierney enters ch g
Spendthrift, Carey Bros., b g Dividend.

No. 3—Farmers' race—Entries not made until the day be-

fore starting.

No. 4—Trotting, three-year-olds—Lamb Bros, enter br f

Humboldt Maid and brs Beecher; Robert Noble, ch f Ruby
N.; b m Maud P.; H. B. Ensign, ch s Jack ; N. Groton, g
m Priscilla ; W. B. Alford, g s Gossip.

No. 5—Running, one-quarter mile and repeat—James Goff"

enters br h David Crockett; Geo. Crippen, b gWm. Abbott
and ch s Farewell ; F. H. Doe, b g Fay Dick; Ed Lee, b m
Bell Lee ; J. H. Davis, bl h Coleman ; W. C. Collins, b g
Dawn.

No. G—Named race.—Horses named September 1st.

No. 7—Trotting, two-year-old—Lamb Bros, enter br s

Beecher ; Robert Noble, ch f Ruby N.; Geo. Perrott, b f Cal.

Maid.
No. 8—Same horses as in No. 5, except Bay Dick.
No. 9—Trotting, 2:35 class—Lamb Bros, enter br m Hum-

boldt Maid; W. B. Alford, s s Gossip; N. Groton, g m Pris-

cilla; bl m Maud P.; R. Moble, ch f Ruby N.; H. B.
Ensign, ch s Jack ; J. W. Reynolds, h s Ben ; Lamb Bros.,

br s Beecher; Lewis Branstetter, Venus.
No. 10—Same horses as in No. 5.

No. 11— Free for all trotting—R. R. Michael enters g g
Los Angeles; J. H. Reynolds, b s Ben ; R. Noble, b m Iora

;

N. Groton, b m Lizzie S ; , bl m Maud P.; Lewis Bran-
stetter, Venus; L. Feigenbaum, b m Sadie Moor.

No. 12—Running—Has not been settled yet, but a large

number of horses are named.
The conditions and entries will be published later.

State Fair Notes.

There is considerable activity now at the Exposition pavil-

ion preparatory for the coming State Fair.

Secretary Smith is assured by John A. Stanton, who has
charge of the fine arts display, that that department will pos-
sess unusual attractions this year.

Work on the music stand and big shell-shaped sounding-
board for Cassassa's band has been planned and will be under
wy in a few day.

The directors have arranged for an automaton show in the
gallery over the Secretary's office for the benefit of children
who attend the Pavilion.

Single admissions to the park will be fifty cents ; ladies, in
the forenoon, twenty-five cents. General admission to the
pavilion during the day, twenty-five cents; in the evening,
fifty cents. Children over twelve and under sixteen, twenty-
five-cents.

There will be issued a fifteen-coupon admission ticket,each
coupon being good, if not detached, for one admission of one
adult or two children under fifteen years of age, to either
park or pavilion, for $5.

At both park and pavilion turnstiles are to be used this

year, through which all persons who represent pair, admis-
sions must enter.—Record Union.

The Stockton Fair.

The fair this fall is to be held from September 17th to

September 29th inclusive. The prospects are that it will be

one of the best fairs the local association has ever held. The
premium list has been issued and it shows very liberal offers

on all classes of exhibits. A circular issued by Secretary
I >oan says

:

While it has been the general impression that the Mid-
winter Fail- would lend to detract from the interest usually
taken in our District fair, I am pleased to state that the in-

dications now are that it will prove an aid, rather than a de-
triment to us, as many of the exhibitors have given evidence
of their intention to remove their exhibits intact to our pa-
vilion for display at the coming fair, thus assuring a much
more varied and interestinc general display than we have
heretofore had.

The railroads will make a two-thirds round trip rate from
nil points between and including Bak^rsfield, San Jose. San
Francisco, Marysville, lone, Los Banos, Valley Springs, Mil-
ton and Merced to Stockton. No special changes have been
raadein classification in the pavilion or in racing events and
prizes at the track.—Independent.

The Fair at Colton.

The Agricultural Fair closed this evening with a ball,

which called together more people than all the rest of the

fair. The fair was a failure in most respects, though most of

the exhibits of livestock were very meritorious, as might be

expected from the size of the premiums offered—in one in-

stance $500 for showing a horse and four of his colts, and

$400 for a single horse. Of the premiums offered, Richard
Gird of Chino received eleven premiums for horses, aggre-
gating $2,050, and about $175 more upon cattle shown. J,

A. Cole of San Bernardino upon his herd of Jersey cattle re-

ceived $780 on six entries.

The premiums awarded live stock were as follows

:

For the best standard-bred trotting stallion, three-year-

old, $3t0, awarded to Richard Gird, Chino. for his bay Wol-
sey ; best two-year-old, to Richard Gird's bay Strong; best

standard-bred trotting mare, four years old, $150, awarded to

M. A. Murphy, Colton, for his Nellie Bly; three-year-old,

$100, to Richard Gird's Wilhelmina ; two-year-old, $75, to

Richard Gird's bay Wavelet ; one-year-old, $50, to J. A.'
Cole, San Bernardino, for his filly Lady Ruth.
For crrriage horses, the best team of any age, a premium

of $20 was awarded to Theodore Clarke of Redlaods ; for the
best roadster of any ige, $25, awarded to Ben Davis of San
Bernardino. There were six entries of carriage teams, and
five of roadsters, the completion here being greater than for

any other premium.
In class No. 3, horses for all work, for the best stallion,

three years old, $100, awarded to Richard Gird's gray Jim
;

best two-year-old, $50, to Richard Gird's chestnut Saccharine;
best mare, three years old, to Richard Gird's Booth ; mare
two years old, to Richard Gird's bay Iras ; for draft horses,

best stallion, three years old, $100, awarded to A. B. Wise,
San Bernardino for his black Mercier ; best mare, three
years old, $100, to Richard Gird's bay Rose. In sweepstakes,
for best stallion of any age, $400, was taken by Richard Gird's
bay Ira Wolsey ; best mare of any age, $200. to J. A. Cole's

Maud; best stallion w ; th family of not less than four of his

get, $500. awarded to Richard Gird's Wolsey and five nf his

get—Ira Wolsey, Saccharine. Strong, Wilhelmina and AVave-
let. Beef cattle, best bull, $75 ; best cow, $50; best calf,$30;

each to exhibits by Richard Gird.
Butter and milk brands of cattle, registered bull, three

years old, $250, J. A. Cole ; Jersey Buena of Yerba Buena
;

best registered bull under three yeers. $150, to J. A. Cole's

young Jersey ; best registered bull calf, $50, to J. A. Cole's

bull calf
; registered cow, three years old, $200, J. A. Cole.

Mr. Cole also took the premiums for cow under three years
old, $100, and registered calf, $30. The premiums for bull

under three years were divided with Richard Gird for his

Holstein bull, Chino.
Of swine there were but two entries, best bore, $20,

awarded A. G. Kelly of Idlewild, for his improved Ohio
Chester, and for his sow of the same breed, $10.

A special programme was awarded M. A. Murphy for his

single-driving horse Dell, and also to Rev. C. A. Westenberg
for his bay mare single-driver.

The exibits in the pavilion did not amount to much, and
but few people went to see them. In the domestic department
there were a few patchwork quilts and paintings and dec-

orated china. J. V. Suman had a large exibit of wheat flour.

There were some stoves and ranges, hardware, paints, some
furniture, agricultural implements and wagons, a table of

fruits, dried fruits, preserves and jellies, marbles and onyx,
and some bees and honey. There was good music each even-
ing by the Lorin Opera House Orchestra of Riverside.

The Orange County P'air Association bas concluded to

make, from this time on until the next race meeting, Satur-
day of each week " fast " day. That is, the track will be so

worked that it will be made very fast once a week,and the day
set has been Saturday. By this arrangement the public
should not become imbued with the idea thp.t the track will

not be in good condition the remaining portion of the week,
for such is not the case. It will, at all times, be kept in a
condition that best suits the horsemen who use it. Almost
all horsemen desire to give their horses a fast "workout"
about once a week, and to better accommodate them the as-

sociation has decided to put the track in the best possible

condition for speed on Saturday of each week. Saturday,
August 4th, will be the first day that wilt be known as "speed
day."—Santa Ana.

When Arion was shipped to Doble it was thought that

Queen Nancy Hanks was surely with foal by him, and had it

been otherwise, Arion's departure would doubtless have been
delayed, so anxious is Mr. Forbes to secure a foal from Nancy
by the champion of all two-year-old performers. The mare
has recently "come in," and has been bred to Vatican. Of
course it's a disappointment not to have a foal by Arion from
so distinguished a trotter as Nancy Hanks, but the sire of
Belle Vara, 2.08^, ought to be depeuded upon to get quite a
trotter from " our Nancy."

H. C. Hubbard. Hartford, Ct , writes: I removed and
cured a curb in ten days with your " Absorbine " without re-

moving a hair or leaving a blemish. It removed the inflam-
mation at once. Cannot recommend it too highly.

J. C. Gray, St. Johusbury, Vt, writes: "Absorbine" re-

moved a wind spavin from my colt.

The Horse WTorld of Buffalo, N. Y., issued an elaborate
souvenir number August 3d, containing some thirty-five half-

tone illustrations of trottiug and pacing celebrities. It was an
especially creditable issue of a paper that typographically
stands at the front of turf journals, and in the class of matter
it contains ranks well with any of them.

The Del Monte Hotel is to have a race track. It is to be
about half a mile east of the hotel. It is to be the regulation
mile course, with polo and baseball grounds and all the mod-
ern etceteras. As it is to be the work of the P. I. Co. there

is no doubt but that it will be one of the finest racing places

in the State.

The regular annual fair of the Solano County Agricultural
and Speed Association will open Tuesday, October 9th, at

Vallejo, and continue five days. In connection with the Fair

there will be some fine running, trotting and pacing races, in

which one, two and three-year-olds will participate.

The speed programme of the eighteenth anuual fair oft!

Monterey Agricultural Association has b aen published. Ri

ing will commence at Sitioi?, Tuesday, October 2d and ei

October 0th.
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THE FARM.
Let the Hens Scratch.

The natural food of fowls consists mostly of seeds, insects

and grass. It is not a natural condition when the birds have

but one kind of food. The birds that build in trees aud feed

their young would be unable to supply them if only seeds

could be provided. As the concentrated foods must be given,

the variety is also to be considered. Such substances as grass

and the shoots of tender herbage are intended as much for

dilution of the concentrated foods as for the nutrition to be ob-

tained therefrom. The work of feeding her young is not in-

cumbent on the hen by bringing the food to them, but she is

intended to lead them, guide them and scratch for them.

The feet of the hen perform the same duties as the wings of

a flying bird, and her feet are well adapted for providing food

for her-young. Hence we may rightly conclude that scratch-

ing is a natural function of the domestic hen. The hen,

bowevr, performs greater work than the birds on the wing.

Birds seldom lay more than two or three eggs before begin-

ning incubation, but the hen may lay from fifteen to fifty, or

even more. She must produce these eggs, as well as maintain

herself. In the natural state she lays fewer eggs, but has

greater difficulty in procuring food and resisting enemies.

Au egg is a composite substance and cannot be produced from

a single article of food. The hen requires a variety of food

in order to fulfill her duties as a regular, persistent layer.

It is not, therefore, conducive to egg production when the

hen is deprived of her natural advantage of scratching. She

does best when she is compelled to scratch and work for her

food, and she will always select the kinds most suitable for

her purpose. When hens are confined in enclosures they

may be fed too much while in a condition of idleness. A hop-

per that is kept full of food where the hen can always reach

it, induces her to desist from the work of scratching, because

the necessity for so doing then ceases and she becomes too faf

Nature teaches, therefore, that hens should be so fed as to

compel them to scratch and work for their food, which keeps

them in health and leads to greater egg production.—"Mirror

and Farmer."

How to Remove a Dead Calf.

The forelegs should first be detached, or the hind legs, ac-

cording to the position of the calf. This is done by means

of a knife especially adapted for such purposes, having at-

tached to the back of the blade two rings, turough which a

finger is inserted to facilitate the operation and guide the

knife, so as not to injure the cow. To remove a limb, an in-

cision is made through the skin from the fetlock to the stifle

joint of the calf. The knife is then withdrawn and the

skin separated from the leg by running the finger between

the skin and muscles, when, by application of some force, the

whole of the leg can be pulled away. In the same manner

the other leg is removed, and a rope is attached to the loose

skin of the two legs. By thus removing the two legs, more

room is given, and the pieces of skin secured by the rope give

us a good purchase. The next step will be to secure the

head, which is done by circumcising the neck. Considerable

bulk having been then removed, the calf may be readily ex-

tracted. In using the knife great care must be taken not to

injure the womb, as fatal hemmorhage and other complica-

tions mav result. If the calf has been dead more than twen-

ty-four hours it will be proper to remove the afterbirth also,

by carefully detaching the same with the hand. Afterwards

the wound should be cleansed with warm water injections,

and subsequently a few injections of some disinfecting agent,

such as a mixture of half an ounce of carbolic acid, with a

gallon of soft water, may be made, using a pint at a time at

blood warm temperature. The cow should be given plenty

of gruel to drink, and be supported with the best of nourish-

ing food.

Condition Powders for Poultry.

At last I tried lye. Two applications cleaned them out

entirely. I put two quarts of wood ashes to a gallon of

water ; let it heat on the 6tove, stirring often and when boil-

ing hot, painted it on with a brush wherever there were any
signs of lice. I found afterwards that the lye did just as well

after it became cold. In four days' time not a sign of lice was
to be found.

Drooping Chicks.

Drooping chicks may be suspected of lousiness first of all

as these parasites are deadly to the young, tender things.

They should be examined carefully, and if so infested should

be dusted with insect powder and the nest changed. The

poultry house should be well fumigated with burning sulphur,

being closed during the operation. The hens should also be

powdered as the chicks are. Over-feeding is often the cause

of the drooping complained of, and as soon as a young chick

is seen to hang its wings, or appears rough and weak, it is to

be immediately looked atfer. Sometimes it will be found that

the vent is closed by sticky excrement, and this, of course,

will be quickly fatal if not attended to. The opening should

be carefully freed and greased with a little sweet oil. The
food should be cracked wheat or cornmeal wetted with water.

Pure water must be supplied freely.

Guineas.

Guineas are one of the finest table fowls, possessing a cer-

tain game flavor not found in other fowls. They have full

meated breasts, and possess but a small proportion of ofial.

If their real value for the table were known they would be

in great demand. On the farm tbey cost almost nothing, be-

ing industrious foragers, and there never was a better insect

exterminator. Outside of the eggs they provide in abundance,

they destroy thousands of insects, and though their efforts in

that direction may not be apparent, yet the work goes on

with them constantly. They are never idle, being busily en-

gaged from early morning until night.

Green Bone Meal.

The use of pulverized cayenne peppers or capsicum, so

often advised and resorted to, is discouraged by the Fanciers'

Gazette, on account of its strong, penetrating and almost

poisonous nature. While it may prove efficacious for the mo-

ment, after its iufluence has been dispelled, it leaves the sys-

tem more enfeebled than at the outset, says the Gazette, and

in its stead recommends the following compound

:

Carbonate of iron 1 ounce
Anise seed 2
Powdered ginger 6 "

Mustard 1 "
Table salt 2

Sulphur 2 '

Licorice 4 '

Powdered charcoal 14

These powdered and mixed thoroughly make two pounds

of good condition powders, and if kept in a tight box will be

serviceable f.»r a long time. A teaspoonful in ten quarts of

soft feed, or in that proportion, fed every day in warm
weather, oi every other day in stormy and cold weather, will

prove of service. For growing chicks, one-half of the amount
of powders, in thesame quantity of feed is sufficient. A tea-

spoonful of tincture of iron to each gallon of drinking water

should be provided in all bad seasons.

Lice and Disease.

Lice and disease go together in the poultry yard, and noth-

ing short of a vigilant care to keep everything strictly clean

and in order will prevent disorder. A writer says:

Last summer, while watching the fowls on the roost, I

noticed they seemed very uneasy, and I determined to find

nut the trouble, if possible. The following day I examined
the roost carefully, and found, as I had feared, bunches of

little red and gray lice all along the under sides of the roosts.

1 first took the perches out, turned kerosene over them—in

fact, turned the oil over almost everything, and continued

day after day, and, although it thinned their ranks some-

what, this treatment failed to exterminate them. I then

tried barrels of boiling water, suds, carbolic acid, etc. The
kerosene oil would kill all the live lice, but would have no

effect on the eggs, and, as they would keep hatching out, of

course there would be a new crop every few days.

The green bone meal, made of green bone and meat ground

into a fine meal, is one of the best of the new feeds which

the interest in fine fowls has brought out. it will pay every

poultryman to own a green bone mill. With it he can grind

green bone and meat to the consistency of sausage, making a

Buperb strengthening food for chickens and an unsurpassed

egg food. Hens fed three times a week with this meal will

have red combs and will "shell out" to perfection.—"Ex."

Oleomargarine to-day, says Gov. Hoard, has forty mil-

lions of capital behind it in Chicago and other great cities,

it is to-day entering the halls of Congress. It showed its

cloven foot there in the passage of the "original package

bill," where Mr. Caswell of Wisconsin secured the passage

of the substitute, which included oleomargarine and all adul-

terated foods to be classed in the same category with liquors,

giving the State police power over it. The House of Repre-

sentatives passed that bill and when it came to the Senate it

died. W ho lay behind it? The tremendous force and power

of oleomargarine. It is to-day seen in our public journals.

In Chicago it is almost impossible to secure, or in any met-

ropolitan press it is impossible to secure, any information to

the oleomargarine interests, because oleomargarine sees that

this outlet of information is corked. I know what I am talk-

ing about.

The Best Performers and Their Breeding.

Success is the best measure of value, and the best perform,

era tell the story most forcibly of what is the best breeding

The trotting season has been somewhat backward. So far

only a few of the great meetings of the year have been held-

but while no very important records have been reduced, the

trotting and pacing on the whole indicates very clearly that

this year is to surpass any previous ones, and show just about

the same rate of progress that has been so noticeable for

several years in the new records, and probably in the number

to enter the 2:30 list, though that is now regarded as of much

less importance than formerly.

Breeding was never of more value than now, and never so

generally taken into account, notwithstanding the fact that

less attention is being paid to the technical standard. Only

a few years ago quite a large proportion of those considered

trotting-bred were not up to the standard rank, and often a

single 2:30 record, even though made against time and given

all the advantages of sympathetic timers, would be the means

of conferring standard rank upon some extensively-patronized

sire and a large number of his get with more or less of their

near relations. That being the case, a special effort was often

made to place as many as possible within what was then

termed "the charmed circle."

Now standard performers have become so numerous it is

very noticeable in the public sales that The mere fact of stand-

ard rank adds very little if any to the value, consequently

time records have very generally gone out of fashion, and a

disposition to shade the time a little or to keep the horse back

is much oftener seen than an effort to get a faster record than

the animal is entitled to. Few are now being bred but what

are standard by the highest rules, but there will always be

more or less difference of opinion as to what are the most

desirable lines to follow, and the records throw the best light

on the subject.

There is no question but what the greatest value now is for

campaigning purposes, and there a horse needs more speed

than record, while for breeding purposes, having more record

than speed has in times passed added something to the market

value and patronage, though certainly not to the ability to

transmit speed*

In some previous years there have been additions to the 2:30

list early in January, and some of the champion records have

been reduced by the Fourth of July, if not earlier. This

year there were very few additions to the 2:30 list until May,

no champion records reduced of any importance were made

on the Fourth of July or earlier, and, in fact, nothing very

important since that time. Nevertheless there have been

some very remarkable races trotted and some fast time made.

Perhaps the greatest race so far for the year was that for

two-year- old trotters, Fourth of July at Lexington, where
there were nine good ones by as many different sires, all of
which are prominent, and the breeding of the youngsters was
remarkably good on the dam's side. The sires represented
in this race were Dictator, Wilton (2:20:]), King Wilkes

(2:22}J, Emperor Wilkes (2:1910, Vasco, Eagle Bird (2:21),

Bonnie McGregor (2:131), Barnhart (2:22|) and Vatican
(2:29*?), the positions at the close of the race being in the order
named.
A very noticeable fact in this particular is that, of the nine

sires represented, seven of them have records the average of
which is only a fraction over 2:21. Only a few years ago, in

almost any race, if there were as many as nine sires repre-

sented certainlv not more than two of the number would, as

a rule, have any such records, but now it is a generally-

accepted notion that a sire must have speed in order to trans-

mit it and that a technical record is no disadvantage. As
regards blood lines, the section where the auiraals were bred
would have considerable to do with that, and in this race the
Wilkes family was very largely represented, as would nat-

urally be the case with a lot bred in Kentucky, while the
Electioneer family, which as regards early speed has for many
years ranked fully as high, has until recently had no foothold
in the Blue Grass region, and did not happen to be repre-

sented in this race.

The winner was a filly named Impetuous, bred at Ashland
Stock Farm. This was her first race, still it was a four-heat
race, and she won the third heat in 2:24}, which was the
fastest, and the last mile was trotted in 2:27 £. "Iconoclast,"

in the last number of the Stock Farm, has the following to

say of this filly : "Although but a two-year-old and this her
first race, one would have supposed that she was an old cam-
paigner, and had been in in the dust and strife of many a hot

contest. Between the heats she appeared as nonchalent and
unconcerned as the most indifferent spectator. She seemed
to be perfectly level beaded, had the Dictator courage, and
showed speed enough to win the fastest two-year-old race

against the greatest field of that age ever brought together at

this time of the year. Her owners refused an offer of $2,500
for her eeveral weeks since. I imagine twice that sum would
not buy her now."
As the first heat was won by a filly by Barnhart (2:22|),

own brother to the famous Allerton, in 2:27|, and the second

by a gelding by Wilton, in 2:252, neither of which could finish

with the Dictator filly, and the winner of the first heat was
unable to go on beyond the close of the second heat, it is cer-

tainly interesting to note the breeding of Impetuous on her
dam's side, and it is still more inteiesting to note that she is

bred in just those lines we have all along been claiming were
the best, namely, a superior thoroughbred foundation, to

which good, stout trotting crosses have been added. Her dam
was Ethelwyn (2:33), by Harold, second dam by Pilot Jr.,

both of which horses have been noted for endurance, and were
unquestionably highly bred. But three such good, stout trot-

ting crosses on any ordinary foundation would not have pro-

duced such a filly as Impetuous, though possibly "Iconoclast's"

prejudice against thoroughbred m%y be too strong for him to

admit any appreciable influence back to that point. Kath-
leen, the grandam of Impetuous, was one of the Woodburn-
bied mares, foaled the same year as Miss Russell and bred in

similar lines, her dam being the thoroughbred mare Little

Miss, by imported Soverigo, Miss Slammerkin, that has

proven such a remarkable source of trotting and thorough-

bred speed, being the seventh dam, and she by imported*

Wildair.

W hen we consider what a very small proportion of our trot-

ting brood mares have been bred up from strictly thorough-
bred foundation on the dam's side, the fact that every year

some of the moat noted performers are of that line of breed-

ing is certainly quite significant. It is not the only line of

brseding that is good, and there are many great brood mares
that it is reasonably certain were not bred in that way. But
when we think of such great brood mares as Alma Mater,

Miss Russell, Columbine, Dame ffiinnie, Midnight, in addi-

tion to the dams of Naucy Hanks, Harrietta, Sunol and many
others that have been bred that way, it would look very much
as though, as Mr. Broadhead, Gov. Stanford and many other

leading breeders have always claimed and firmly believed,

that this made the very best of all foundations for our trot-

ting pedigrees.

Those nine two-year olds show very clearly the advance

there has been in breeding, if we would but take the trouble

to compare them with a similar number of about that age in

any race of a few years previous, and the same is true of the

fastest and best of the other classes, from all of which val-

uable lessons can be learned. The most important record

that has yet been reduced is that of the four-year-old filly

Fantasy, placing the mark at Saginaw at 2:09. In her case

there ate several successive trotting crosses brought together,

and there probably not a thoroughbred foundation, still her

dam is by the half-thoroughbred horse Almonarch, the only

one of that family so bred, and her superiority over all the

others, certainly indicates that a stout cross was valuable in

such a combination.

Pamlico's fast performance for his first race still furlher

emphasizes his superiority as a race horse, and this in con-

nection with several somewhat similarly bred, is calling ad-

ditional attention to the value of a close Lambert cross when
combined with the stoutest and best Hambletonian, Ruben-

stei» taking a pacing record of 2:09Jr at Windsor, Ont., for a

four-year-old that entered the list this year, then the fastest

race of the year, was certainly a remarkable performen ce.

He is by Baron Wilkes ; dam, an inbred Lambert mare, she

being by Aristos and out of the great brood mare BrowDie

(dam ofHaldane, 2:26A, and Baron Brown, 2:261), by Daniel

Lambert, a horse that had just the characteristics for a sup-

erior brood mare sire, as he is proving, namely, the courage

and high mettle of the thoroughbred, and his conformation

and general appearance was much nearer I he thoroughbred

type than that of the typical Morgan. As is well known, he

was very highly bred on his dam's side, but characteristics

are often much more valuable than blood lines.

Looked at whiihout prejudice and credited according to

characteristics, the best records will throw much light upon

the breeding problem, and what are the most valuable blood

lines at the present time.—"Vision" in Horse Breeder.

The Directors of the Ladies' and Gentlemen's Driving

Club of San Jose have decided to hold no more matiness until

after the fall races of the San Mateo and Santa Clara County

Agricultural Society. In the meantime no dues will be

charged for August and September. After paying all bills

there remains on hand $72.20.

The fair which commences at Pelaluma next week will

eclipse all others ever held there.
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THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Countrv Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at

Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary. 128 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track. Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

PineBtrcet, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street, S. P.

The Fmpire Gnu Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track. Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves*. San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.
P. F. E. Steiuer, President, Phil. Finck, Secietary, R. R. and 16th

Ave.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Of—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H.G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis. Pres.: V. M.

Jessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. CaTeJine, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres, ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

Aug. 18—San Francisco Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Aug. 19—Lincoln Gun Club, Alameda mole.
Aug. 19—State Protective Association Tournament, Oakland Race

Track.
Aug. 23. 24, 25 and 26—Countrv Club Annual Outing, Monterey.
Aug. 26—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Aug. 26—Olympic Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Aug. 26—Empire Gun Club, Alameda Mole.
Sept. 14, 15 and 16—California State Sportsmen's Association's An-

nual Tournament, Los Angeles.

OARTKIDGE AND SHELL.

The Empire Gun Club will shoot its last shoot of the'season

on August 26.

Dr. A. C. Davenport, of Stockton, the well-known cocker
spaniel breeder, killed 77 doves on Sunday last, near
Stockton.

The Sportsmen's Club of Napa are keeping a sharp look-

out for the vandals who are shooting the young ducks in the

tules north of Vallejo,

The Olympic Trap Shooting Annex will shoot on August
26th and probably will shoot twice in September, they having
began their season so late.

Orin Wright and a party from Dixon have returned from
the mountains and report deer unusually plentiful and
hunters scarce in that section.

Don't forget the great tournament of the State Sportsmen's
Association at Los Angeles, September 14, 15 and 16th. It

will be the largest and best of the year.

Chas. Payne was arrested at Salinas last week on complaint
of a member of the Salinas Rod and Gun Club, for killing

deer within the club's private grounds without permission.

The close season on snipe refered loin the game laws of

California does not refer to robin snipe or the common snipe

that are now so plentiful an our marsh land. It is its in-

tention to protect jack and Wilson or English snipe only.

There will be an open to all match at Oakland Race Track
on Sunday, August 19th, under the auspices of the Califor-

nia Slate Sportsmen's Protective Association. The match will

begin as soon as the club match is finished. Probably, shortly

after lunch.

It is stated that C. Stotts killed a panther a while ago, when
keeper forM. Jones, at the North Fork of the Smith river,

that measured ten feet from tip to tip, the body being seven
feet two inches and the tail two feet and ten inches in length.

The United States Powder Company are actively at work.
The Bite selected is on Gallines Creek, three miles north of

San Rafael. The buildings are rapidly neariug completion
and the works will soon be in actual operation. The powder
will be on the market by the last of September or middle of

October at the latest. The company have engaged very neat
offices at 13 Pine street, and will soon be able to fill al! orders.

W. N. Wetmore, wife and daughter, C. W. Burgans, Mrs
Burgans, A.Russell Crowell, wife and children, Harry F.

Cann, Fred Boell, Fred Vessiog, Charles Moen, and a couple
of friendw were at Camp Laurel on Wild Cat creek on the
12th inst. While the ladies busied themselves getting lunch,

the boys scattered over the hills after doves, rabbits and squir-

rels. Two of them went do-vn the creek after trout, but the
creek is two low and they only succeeded in catching three.

The hunters were more puccessful, returning well laden with
cottontail, field rabbits, equirrel and lark. Charlie Burgans
bagged BOVen BqnirreLi with a22 cal. rifle, shooting them all

through tin' head. The lunch set by the ladies was superb, and
was thoroughly enjoyed by all, but at I he risk of mortally of-

fending the ladies we must give the palm to Charles Moen,
who conked the dinner later on. A more beautiful spot than
1 p Laurel would be hard to find within a day's travel of

S;in Francisco, and it is hard for an Eastern man to realize

when looking at these barren looking hills that every little

Mil contains some beautiful nook that would make an
ideal camp.

The Olympic Shooting Annex.

The regular monthly blue rock match of the Olympic

Trap Shooting Annex took place at Oakland Race Track last

Sunday. The results were slightly peculiar. Nauman, who

recently joined the club shot his back score and only got

nine ; under the rules that govern this club the members are

classified each month from the scores made at their last shoot;

Nauman was, consequently, placed in the third class. In the

regular shoot he made the highest score of the day and won
the third class'medal quite handily with 20. Bekeart, who was
the only first class man, won the medal again with 15,

Hughes winning the second class medal with 15, 25 singles,

known traps and angles. The score :

Nauman (3) 110111011110101111111110 1—20
Thorn (3) 101111111001010111111000 1—17
Hughes (2) 100110101010111010111010 1—15
Bekeart (1) 111110111000111100010100 1—15
Liddle (3) 110010111101010011100110 1—15
Jackson (2) 1011000101001000110001 10 0—11
Denham (3) 0110000010110001 1 10 010 01—10
McMahon (3) 000010000 110000 10000 10001—6

BACK S<X>RE.

Jackson 010011011011111001111011 0-16
Nauman 0000000 1101101010 10000011-

"

Several very interesting ten-bird matches, $1.50 entrance,

followed the main event.

The first match was won by Foster, Thorn and Adams in

the order named. The score

:

Eug. Forster 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—10
Jackson lllilllllO-
Thoru 1111101011—8
Hughes 0011111111—8
Adams 0111110110—7
Nauman 1101010110-6
McMulliu 0111001110—6
Steiner 0110000011—4
Bekeart 100110010 0—4
Liddle 101000100 0-3
Bunham 0100001001- 3

McMahou 100101000 0-3
The second was won by Hughes with 8, Forster winning

in the shoot-off, Adams Jthird. The score:

Hughes 111011110 1—8
Forster 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—7
Bekeart 100111011 1—7
Thorn 11110 0111 0-7
Jackson I 1 1 1 1 l 1—7
Adams 101000101 1-5
Steiner 10 010 11 0-4
McMahou 010000011 1—4
Liddle 010010000 1—3

In the third Forster and McMullin divided first. Steiner

won second in the shoot-ofl, Jackson third. The score:

Forster 110101111 1—8
McMullin 111110111 0-8
Steiner 101101101 1-7
Liddle 110110101 1—7
Adams .. 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0-7
Eg. Forster 111101010 1—7
Jackson..... 1010 01011 1-6
Thorn 1 1 1 1

1 1 1-6
Rekeart 101100110 0—5
Mathews 011010100 1—5
McMahon 001011000 1—4
Prather C00100000 0—1

In the fourth Nauman won first in the shoot-off, Bekeart

second, Eugene and Edgar Forster divided third, Adams
fourth in the shoot-off. The score :

Nauman 101111101 1—8
Thorn 11110 111 1—8
Bekeart 1 1 l 1 1 1 1—7
Jackson 1 10101011 1—7
Forster 1 1 1 1 1 1-6
Eg. Forster 11101111 0-6
Liddle I 1 1 l l I 0—6
Hughes 10 10 11101 0-6
Steiner 011000101 1—5
Adams 101001001 1—5
McMahon 010100110 1—5

The Empire Gun Club.

The Empire Gun Club has one more shoot on the docket

that of August 26th, but the shoot of Sunday last was virtu-

ally the wind-up of the season's shooting.

The prizes consisted of $100, divided in 40, 30, 20 and 10

per cent, purses for the winners in the four classes. A. Webb
won the first class prize with 22 out of 25 targets, known
traps and angles, squad shooting. Debenham and Olsen
divided flthe second class prize and then shot off for fun, Olsen
winning the tie. W. F. Andrus won the third class prize

with 22. L. E. Hall the fourth with 18.

The Empires have had a very successful year. Their shoots

have been well attended, and the shooting of the majority of

the members has greatly improved, as will be seen by the

season's scores, given below :

Names. 2 a < " •< <js p

First Class—
Webb 23
Daniels 22
Cook 17

Baker 19
Varney 22

Second Class—
Debenham 16
Qulnton 18
Stewart 23
Depue 16
Olsen 17

TllIKI) CLASS—
Schreiber ic

Lchrko 17

BilHogtOU 16

Richardson 13
A minis- 17

Fourth Class—
Fisher 20
Koertncr -l

Wheeler 12
Mall 12

22 17 ?n 23 22 1S7
21 2H 17 22 20 1 >fl

16 22 22 22 18 117
20 21 19 19 19 117
lb 22 17 19 19 114

19 20 21 18 21 115
21) 21 18 lh m 112
111 u; 15 16 M HIS
18 2« 10 16 15 102
19 l(i 16 18 21 107

15 20 17 18 20 100
18 20 14 16 20 104
111 IS) 15 21 19 100
17 10 22 12 16 96
10 M 16 21 22 100

20 11 12 7 12 85
20 11 15 12 14 79
1« 7 9 IS 16 75
11 18 8 11 18 76

Table Converting Drams Into Grains.

U. M. C. Co.'s dip measure supposed to hold three drams.

All powders struck measure, without tapping. Barometer,

29.85; thermometer, 84 degrees F.; humidity G4 percent :

—

8 drams pure water weigh 90.7

:t " DiiIVmU'h Bugle Ducking powder 87.7

8
" American Powder Mills DeadBhol 83.3

:;
"

1. all in & Hand's Orange extra * 88.8
3

" l'igon iV Wilks Alliancegunpowder 85.5

3
" American E. C 43.0

3 " Dn font's smokeless 3R.8

3
" Hani Qraln Sebultee 45.0

::
" Von Forster smokeless 27.6

3 " American Wood, 12 gauge !! 5
3 " Walsrode smokeless 69.3

July 28. Armin Tenner.

Spare the Game.

Dr. F. Cauthorn, president of the Portland Rod and Gun
Club, furnishes for the Albany Herald the following timely

words of advice to sportsmen that cannot fail to interest our

Northern readers. We do not favor the introduction of

pheasants in this State, beleiving that the propogation of

California quail would be of manifold more benefit. Dr. Cau-

thorn writes as follows :

Are you a sportsman? If so, you will not have to be in-

formed that next Wednesday, August 1, the open season on
upland bird begins. Perhaps you have already taken your
shotgun from its case and after carefully wiping and oiling

it, have put it together and tried its balance by pointing at

imaginary birds represented by doorknobs, bric-a-brac and
various other articles in your room, swinging it rapidly from
one to the other. Honestly now, did you not also show it

to your dog and note the evident delight with which he ran
his nose along it from one end to the other, showing tbat he
fully recognized its import? If you are philosophically in-

clined, do you not recognize that yonr own love ot the chase
is but the dim remembrance of this instinct of his that has
come down through successive generations of barbaric ances-

tors who hunted, not for sport, but of necessity? Whether you
stop to philosophize or not, you fully realize that you ant

your dog agree entirely as to the gun and bird question, an<

impatiently await the time when you will lay aside business
cares and give yourself over to the enjoyment of your favorite

sport. I feel sorry for the man who does not enjoy the
" crack " of a shotgun, or the whir of a rapidly running reel,

because he is deprived of a potential reserve force that h«

may sometime need.

The principal upland game bird of the Willamette vallei

is now as everyone knows, the Denny pheasant. The blu(

grouse is, except in the mountains, becoming very scarce^

The Oregon quail from its very unsportmanlike habit of fre-

quenting windfalls and brush heaps and being possessed of a
Nancy Hank's gait when disturbed, never was much of a
game bird. But the pheasant is here in all his game bird

glory.

This is the reason that all true sportsmen mention the
name of Denny in their orisons and hope that his days may
be long in the land upon which be has conferred such a
blessing. I do not know whether the judge shoots or not;

but at any rate he should never want for fried pheasant dur-

ing the open season, and I feel certain in order to keep him-
self well supplied he will only have to leave his address with
any of the sportsmen of Portland or the Willamette valley.

I have just now reached the point where I intended to be-

gin.

How shall we preserve these magnificent birds and thus

foster sport for ourselves and our children? In the first

place, don't be a hog. Don't try to kill all the birds in the

country every time you go out. Be content with a reasonable

bag. A dozen or 60 birds, for yourself and your immediate
friends (including, of course, Judge Denny) should satisfy

any man. In the next place, never shoot an old bird. I

would like to have this engraved on the stock of every shot-

gun in Oregon. The old birds are not good, anyway; they
are tough as the traditional "biled owl." The shooting ot a
hen may, and often does mean, the death of a whole brood of

young ones by starvation. Bear this in mind the first time

an old bird gets up with a cackle and in mercy withhold the

trigger pressure.

It is well known that these birds rear commonly two and
often three broods a year. Hence another reason why the

old birds should not be killed. Do not shoot the fledgelings.

Let them go until they are half grown. They are too small
too eat and too easy a target for any man who claims to be a

''wing-shot."

In conclusion, shoot only the young half-grown or older

birds, that are full fledged and have a good strong flight, and
above all spare the old birds. By this means we may eojoy

the sport, furnish ourselves with an occasional mess of

delicious meat, aod preserve for future generations the
privileges.

Hand Loading-.

As long as shells can be published at present prices, the

majority of sportsmen will purchase their ammunition from

the dealers in loaded shells. For field use and ordinary

shooting these shells answer all requirements and again, if a

man counts his time for anything he cannot load as cheap as

he can buy, but there is also a vast army of sportsmen who
load their own shells from choice. Many of them have ex-

perimented and know just what load their guns shootbest,

but the great majority have not taken that pains and it is to

these that this article is addressed.

If the reader will load a lot of shells, some with stiff felt

wadding, some with soft felt, some with both, some with two

wads, some with three, some with a card board under the

shot and some with a card over the powder, some with one

ounce of shot aod some with one ounce and an eighth. We
venture to state that he will be wonderfully surprised at the

different results. Out of all of his combinations he will find

one load that far excels all others in pattern and penetration;

this is the load that suits his particular gun, and for trap

shooting he should use that load and no other.

If the gun be true to guage, wads of corresponding guage
should be used, but if the gun be much worn or not true to

guage, a larger wad is absolutely necessary to obtain best re;

suits. In all nitro powders the wad should fit tightly in the

gun barrel or much force is lost. Some guns give killing

penetration and best pattern with a light load of shot, others

do notdo at all well with a similar load.

We have seen guns taken from local gun stores and tested

for pattern and the purchaser condemning the gun as worth-

iest some by-stauder has offered the gentleman another shell,

differently loaded, and a superb pattern resulted.

The sportsman that wishes to excel at the traps should ex-

periment a little. For blue rock shooting a gun must shoot

not onlV a close but an even pattern. We have heard men
say time and again, " How on earth did I miss that bird ; I

held dead on it." Quite likely they did and the shot passed

all around the target. Make a few targets on a paper thirty-

six inches square and see how many blue rocks you can place

in the open spaces where their are no shot holes. When you
find the load that suits your gun stick to it.
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The Sportsman and the Market-Shooter.

Ventura, Ca]., August 6.—A correspondent, in defending

the market-shooter, asks the very pertinent question as to

which is more of a true sportsman, the game-hog or the

market-shooter ? I would say, neither. Neither is a sports-

man, nor possessed of any of the instincts of a sportsman.

But as to which is the more detrimental to game preservation

and protection I should award the palm to the market-

shooter, by all means. For every bird killed by the game-

hog, one thousand are killed by the market-hunter.

The game-hog takes an outing and satisfies his destructive

instincts occasionally, sometimes only once in a season, and

oftentimes on the game preserve belonging to some club, of

which he is a member. The market-shooter, as a rule, hunts

three hundred and sixty-five days in the year ; he knows

neither season nor law ; he laughs at ordinances and legisla-

tive enactments ; he regards the entire year as an open sea-

gon in which to play his pernicious calling. The game-hog

is an occasional butcher, but the market-hunter is a perennial

one, a continuous blight. His object and chief aim in life

are to kill as much game as he can and sell it. With him
the future supply of game cuts no figure ; his business is to

\ get what he can now.
There are market-hunters in this State who will kill thou-

j
sands of quails every season, and who will kill waterfowl not

' by single birds, but by the dozens. Market-hunters in the San
, Joaquin Valley hunt ducks and geese by means of a trained

ox, using a four-gauge gun, which they fasten to the ox's

• neck by some sort of a yoke. By this means they are enabled

1 to approach very close to their prey, with their engines of
: destruction, and with a single discharge they kill and cripple

i everything within range, notwithstanding the fact that there

J
is a State law prohibiting the use of any gun larger than a

I

ten-guage. A correspondent, writing to the San Francisco

Call last winter, stated that he knew a market-hunter to kill

. seventy-five mallards at one discharge cf his cannon. I think

I can state truthfully that there were not seventy-five mal-
i lards killed in this county by any one sportsman, or even

game-hog, during the entire season.

The correspondent who wrote from Orange, in this state,

of the two sportsmen who killed nine and one-half dozens of

quails in three hours, as an indication that game was plenti-

. fui in his country—and possibly those were the only quails

killed by these parties during the entire season—might have

also mentioned, in the same connection, the market-hunter of

whom Mr. Albert G-ilmour, of The Palms, in San Bernardino

County, wrote some time since to the San Francisco Chron-

icle, stating that man killed and marketed, during the year

1893, twelve thousand quails, but complained that game was

getting scarce of late years as hunters were growing out of all

proportion to the amount of game, and who said he guessed

I he would have to emigrate to fnyo or some of the more re-

mote countries where he hoped to find game more plentiful.

The great grainfields and the irrigating ditches of the San
' Joaquin Valley are attracting each year in greater numbers

the waterfowl, that in times past made their headquarters in

the sloughs and marshes along the coast,making them scarcer

in the coast countries, and especially is that true of this

county. While the sportsmen of this county consider them-
selves lucky if they can bag half a dozen ducks in a day, the

market-hunters of the San Joaquin Valley kill them by the

hundreds and ship them to market.

As long as the market hunter is allowed to pursue his de-

structive calling unmolested and undisturbed by the law, the

decrease of game will continue until it becomes extinct or

so scarce that it will be a curiosity. With merely the game-
hog and sportsman to contend against, in California it would
last forever. I know of a market-hunter in this country who
formerly shipped to the Los Angeles markets an average of

six dozens of quails a day, during the entire season; until the

sportsmen of the county, in self-protection, induced the

Board of Supervisors to pass an ordinance making the hunt-

ing of game for market a misdemeanor and preventing its

shipment from the county. It was estimated that this gen-

tleman and an assistant were more destructive to the game
than all the sportsmen in the county and all other causes

combined. In" the future your correspondent should employ
his time in a better cause than that of defending the market-

hunter.—A. Pratt, in American Field.

I now come to another point, viz., his accusation against

the men who pull the traps and those who put the pigeons

into the traps, and his further statement, that certain mem-
bers of both clubs were cognizant of and benefited by such
malpractices.

Mr. Moore here states as facts what he can only have a

suspicion of, and if he can point out any way for proving his

suspicions and making all chance of such cheating an imposs-

ibility in the future, he will earn the grateful thanks of all

true sportsmen.
Whether it was good taste on Mr. Moore's part to make

public such statements as he has done, when half of them
were untrue in fact and the rest based on merest suspicion,

and when be bad been shooting as a guest at these clubs for

money prizes and cups of great value presented gratis by
them, I leave brother sportsmen to judge.

He complains that he did not meet with courtesy. It

seems strange that no complaint of that sort has ever been
made by such sportsmen as Macalester, Gale, Dolan, Seaver

Page, L. S. Thompson, Oakleigh Thorne, Edgar Murphy
and many other Americans who have shot there year after

year. Albert W. Money.

P. S. Since writing the above I have received a letter

from Mr. Kob't Welch, of Philadelphia, who wishes to join

me in publishing it, and indorses all I have stated.

_
A. W. M.

Blue Jays vs. Game.

It is often asserted and as often contradicted that blue-jays

kill young quail and grouse at every opportunity. It is a fact

that they do a great deal of damage. They are the sportsmen's

enemies, and it seems that in England they are equally as de-

structive, if we judge by the following extract from an arti-

cle in the London Shooting Times:
If away from standing corn a covey of very young par-

tridges—as they all are at this time of year—is spied by the

jays they arrange their plan of attack at once and carry it out

tnoroughly and systematically.

Firstly, one of "them, an old bird, sails towards the hen and

cock birds and threatens attack.

Both hen and cock at once lower their wings ready for a

fight, and go for the jay.

He is not, however, such a jav as to give them a chance,

but his line of business is to so enrage the parent birds so as to

draw them away from their brood.

As soon as he has succeeded in doing so, all the rest of the

band is on the job, each one pouncing on a little chick, and,

in a moment, the work of destruction is done and the whole

covev is gone.

What the feelings of the parent bird may be, when, on

finding their decoy jay gone, they come back in Bearch of

their brood and find only a little blood and a few feathers

left, may be better imagined than described.

Well, that is the jay's game, anyhow, and therefore every

care should be taken to protect the young chicks from their

attacks.

I once shot a jay who was carrying a young partridge in

his claws, and I shot another who had one in his beak. And
I have seen the game I have been describing once or twice

when I could not get at the pirates. If I could have got at

them thev would not have done it—you may rely upon that.

Of course a certain section of society will raise a howl

about jays being shot. I believe there is a society for the

protection of cattle flies Be that as it may, jays are a decid-

edly predatory kind of birds, and they, accordingly, should

be put down with a strong hand.

If you don't, they will " do " your game birds, leverets and

rabbits to death, and do not forget it.

Bear Trapping in Placer.

The Americans in England—Another Version.

After all, it seems that Mr. Moore's letter to the New
York Sun which we republished recently, was a howl from a

disgruntled shooter. We are pleased to learn that our cousin

sportsmen are sportsmen after all. Capt. Money and Robt.

Welch, two members of the same party, reply to the article

in question in the current Forest and Stream as follows :

I accompanied my friend Mr. Moore and others to Eng-
land, and was present with them, shooting myself, at all

the shooting in which they took part.

Mr. Moore complained to me both at Hurlingham and the

Gun Club that he, as well as myself and the rest of the party,

were not getting fair play in the matter of handicapping. I

tried to show him that the handicapping was carried out in

accordance with rules laid down at both clubs and which
could not be departed from. These rules were not specially

made for our benefit, but applied equally to the

regular members of the club and all the other foreigners

present.

Mr. Moore would, however, listen to no explanation and
continued to feel very sore on the subject, the more so that,

except by fits and starts, he, like all the rest of us, was shoot-

ing very poorly.

The handicapping at both Hurlingham and the Gun Club
is in the hands of gentlemen elected by the members of the

club and who are perfectly above any possibility of suspicion

rs to their showing any favor or partiality.

I myself, as well as all other foreigners present, men who
have shot at these clubs as guests for years past, were subject

to the same rules of handicapping, but no one but Mr.
Moore found fault with them.
Mr. Moore is quoted as having further said that at Hur-

lingham the traps were found to be two yards further from

the shooters than the indicated distance showed, so that a

shooter supposed to be standing at thirty yards would really

be standing at thirty-two yards, and so on at each distance.

This was true, but it affected each man shooting in exactly

the same way, and not, as Mr, Moore would seem to imply,

the American visitors only,

I think from the above it will clearly appear that, as far

as these two points in Mr. Moore's statemeut are concerned,

he had no special grievance, but was treated exactly as any

piker raeraW or guest of thee$ two famous clp.be was treated

kill or slaughter them for the mere gratification of the
slaughter. Many of the elk already slaughtered this season
along the coast have not been skinned. Blackwell has charge
of a logging camp near Aberdeen, and can furnish the State
game authorities with the necessary information to get on the
trail of the law breakers. Blackwell reports the party as hav-
ing gone north from Chehalis county.

Every sportsman on the Pacific Coast knows the reliability
of the Selby cartridges. This firm is always up to date. To
keep pace with the new inventions and improvements in car-
tridge cases they have put upon the market two new grades
of smokeless shells that cannot be excelled for price and quali-
ty in America. One is called the Superior. The base is just
double the length of the old challenge shell and the case is

of first-class quality. Thev are loaded with either Wood,
Schultze or E. C. powder, with good quality of wads and
wadded to suit the powder. These shells are sold at a low
price and are a good shell for general field use.

The other new shell is a boon to those who shoot at the
trap or prefer a higher grade shell for field use. It is known
as the improved challenge. This shell has a green case, out-
side reinforced No. 3 primer, extra long battery cup and an-
vil. The6e shells are loaded with Wood, Schultze or E. C.
wadded with special wads for each powder—over powder, 3-8

or 7-16 Eley felt and card under shot, special thin wad over
shot. All cardboard wads one-half guage less than size of
shell so as not to injure the choke of gun. There is no bet-

ter shell placed upon the market than this, and if our readers
don't get them they don't get the best.

ROD-
Trout fishing continues to draw the local anglers to Lake

San Andreas.

Lake Pilarcitos furnishes good sport, but next month will

be still better.

H. A. Darling caught a jew fish at Catalina on the 4th that

weighed 225 pounds.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received anew lot of fine trout

lines. Call and examine them.

R. Liddle and wife enjoyed a grand day's sport at Temescal
on Sunday. They caught between them forty-four small bass.

The well-known hotel keeper, George West, of Westville,

captured a bear in a trap near his place on July 28th. The

bear weighed over 200 pounds and is the third one that Mr.

West has secured this season. It may be of interest to know

the methods used by Mr. West in bear trapping, says the Col-

fax Sentinel.
. .

If a Bheep or bullock meets with an accident it is killed

and its body is usually placed in a trail where there is no

chance to pass around the carcass. One way of approach is

often blocked. Ihe next procedure is to set a steel bear trap in

the trail next to the body at the only point that it may be

reached. A pole or log some twelve feet long and six or eight

inches through is then placed near at hand, to which the

chain is made secure. The trap, chain and log is then care-

fully covered with spruce boughs, as the bears are very foxy

when any part of the trap is exposed. When his bearship is

caught he invariably takes to the brush, but with the chain

fastened in the center of the log he seldom travels but a

short distance, although he may gnaw off a few square rods

of brush. By the time the trapper reaches the bear in the

morning he is usually in an ugly humor, but is soon dis-

patched with a ball from a rifle.

The Country Club.

On Thursday next the annual outing of the Country Club

will take place at Monterey. Great preparations have been

made, and the outing will be on a still more magnificent

scale than that of last year. We have given from time to

time a partial list of the many entertainments that will be

given by the efficient entertainment committee. There is

nothing to add. The four days will be replete with artistic,

magnificently-planned and perfectly-executed numbers of an

unequaled programme of events. The beauty, wealth and

aristocracy of California will accept the invitation of this,

our wealthiest and most influential sportsmen's club, and

will attend en masse.

A special train will leave San Francisco on Thursday, Au-

gust 23d, at 2 o'clock.

Exterminating the Elk.

Reports of miscreants dynamiting streams for trout con-

tinue to reach us. It is strange that these rascals cannot be

caught and made examples of.

The Fish Commission desire to stock several streams in

this State with golden trout from Mt. Whitney and to that

end are making arrangements to propogate them.

C. J. Ahlborn, of Alameda, returned from Monterey last

week. He reports salmon fishing very poor this year. A few

are caught every day but the majority return without any.

Grand sport at Catalina continues to be the order of the

day. Yellowtail, barracudo and sea bass. Messrs. Reed, Tor-

rance, King and Stuart caught 24S fish in two days last week,

a total catch of 2,480 pounds. «
Dave Douglass and Frank Bequette returned from Eshom

Valley on Friday of last week, where they planted 12,000

black trout. They were placed in Mill Creek, above the

falls in Eshom Valley, Pierce Valley, Pierce Valley creek,

Redwood Canyon creek and the north fork of the Kaweah.
Only twenty-eight of the little fellows died during the trip.

The Mendota citizens have filed a complaint with the Fish

Commissioners against the wanton destruction of fish along

the San Joaquin river near Firebaugh. The irrigation canals

are without tishways or guards and the fish are rotting on the

irrigated lands insufficient numbers to create an intolerable

stench.

Salmon have begun to run in Monterey bay in goodly num-
bers. The catches of Wednesday and Thursday of this week

were the largest of the season and the local fishermen prophe-

cy as good a run as that of last year. Over 100 were caught

on Wednesday. Peter Donahue and John Sullivan caught

nine which weighed 235 pounds. Donahue was over an

hour landing one fine fish of forty-two pounds weight. Simi-

lar telegrams have been received from Capitola.

A St. Paul sportsman has invented a novel seat for marsh

shooting. It consists of a galvanized iron box with compart-

ments to hold shells with an adjustable top to sit upon. It

can be used in a ducking boat as a seat for paddling and then

raised to the required height when properly hidden in the

tules or placed in a" blind " upon the marsh. If not already

in the hands of our local gun dealers, it should be, as it would

unquestionably sell wel l.

The San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. is determined

to make its line the most popular hunting and fishing resort

in California. Alfred La Motte, who it will be remembered

had charge of the hatchery at the Midwinter Fair, is daily

awaiting notification from the State Fish Commission re-

garding the arrival of 500,000 trout for the streams that are

reached by this popular line and its branches. 250,000 will

be deposited in Big Sulphur and Pieta creeks. The balance

will be placed in some stream near Ukiah. The entire cost

will be defrayed by the San Francisco and North Pacific

Railwav.

Tacoma, August 6.—C. W. Blackwell, a logger,

making his headquarters at Aberdeen, has written Chief

Clerk Crosby, of the United States marshal's office, that a

party of men have passed noith along the coast of this State,

and have killed a large number of elk. Blackwood says the

"woods stink with the decaying carcasses." E. E. Ellis, rep-

resenting the national association for the preservation of

game, has been notified, and it is hoped by local sportsmen

that the State game authorities will take the matter up and

arrest the miscreants, who not only kill elfe oat of season, but

Built
For Business.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers have

no nonsense about them. They are accu-

rate and durable. They excel in materials,

workmanship and beauty of form.

Other smaller arms are measured by-

comparison with them.

Send stamp for illustrated catalog.

Smith $ Wesson, l^&&
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DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Hyppolite Beers has purchased of John Hughes, the well-

known trainer, the pointer Cap, by Glenbeigh—Schreiber's

Sal. He is a well-built lemon and white dog, well marked,

and should make a worker.

The lovers of the Irish water spaniel will be pleased to

know that negotiations are pending for the purchase of one

of the crack Irish water spaniels of the East by a San Fran-

cisco party. We trust the dog will find a home here.

Four Schipperkes are among Jas. Mortimer's English pur-

chasers. These little black tailless dogs are unknown on this

coast and do not seem to calch on very rapidly in the East.

They are interesting little follows, bright, alert and odd.

The fox terriers Ruby (Le Logos—Hillside Gaudy) in

whelp lo Oriole Bluffer, Cytheree (Blemton Reefer—Ruby),
in whelp to Oriole Bluffer aod Creole (Lp Logos—Hillside
Gaudy) will be raffled off at 116 Leidesdorff Street on Sat-

urday evening, Aug. 18th, at $1 a ticket.

D. \V. Donnelly has had the misfortune lo lose two of the

collie puppies by Lea Rig—Bess, that he recently purchased

of Mr. Geo. Herrmann. Mr. Donnelly still has a bitch of

this same litter and a dog pup by Hero—Fannie. These will

cross well oo his other stock, and we trust that he will suc-

ceed in raising them to maturity.

Karl E Myers has sold lo John Bergez the well-known
Ea*lish setter dog Smoky, by Tennessee Bob—Hoosier Belle.

Smoky won second in the All-Age stake at the last

trials, and is not only a field trial winner, but a well-broken,

all-round dog ; a good retriever on land and water ; a stylish

dog afield, and, in short, an ideal gentleman's shooting dog.

Mr. Bergez will unquestionably be pleased with his new pur-

chase.

There are two St. Bernard dogs registered under the name
of Fernwood Rex. Mr. Fornofs Fernwood Rex (17,055) is

a smooth-coated dog by Hackney Monk out of Minka, and
was bred by Mr. A. C. Shallenbarger. Dr. Beatty's Fern-

wood Rex (12,867) is a rough-coated dog by Katerfelto II,

out of Ursula III, and was bred by Mr. J. B. Lewis. It is

only one of many instances of the American Kennel Club
allowing two or more dogs of the same breed to be registered

under the same name. Dr. Beatty's dog has the prior claim

on the name Fernwood Rex.

The Cire of Bitches.

The successful rearing of puppies depends more upon the

care of the bitch before and after whelping than upon any

thing'else. No amount of care and attention will succeed in

raising a puppy that is born a weakling. If you do succeed

in keeping it alive a few months it will eventually succumb

to the first attack of distemper or similar disease that it is

exposed to, and is far more of a nuisance than it is worth at

any stage of the game.

As soon as the bitch becomes pregnant she should be given

a little extra attention. Her food should be clean and whole-

some, but it matters little what it consists of. In a genera

article of this nature it is utterly impossible to name any

regular diet. It depends upon the individual bitch. Some
*ill thrive on corn meal bread, others will become a living

mass of ezcema if fed on such a heating food for a single

month. The larger breeds require much more meat than the
smaller, and in our experience the bitch that is fed the scraps

from the kitchen—vegetables, bread stuffs, meat, etc., is the
one that is the healthiest.

The pregnant bitch should never be allowed to become
over fat. Exercise is the most valuable aid in the cure of in-

digestion, and without sufficient exercise is given one cannot
expect healthy pups. Long jaunts will not injure the bitch
for several weeks, but when she becomes heavy the walks
should be less frequent and care should be taken not to

overexert her.

One of the most frequent causes of abortion, more espe-
cially in the larger and less active breeds, is rough play with
kennel mates. Even should abortion not take place the pup-
pies may be injured in this manner, and in consequence be
born dead or sickly. It is much the safest plan to isolate the
bitch.

When she is heavy she should not be taken up long flights

of stairs. This may seem an unnecessary precaution to many
of our readers, but the first time a bitch is in whelp, if very
heavy, this alone may cause the death of both bitch and
paps. Many bitches of all breeds are uncertain breeders, and
too many precautions cannot be taken with such bitches.

Our most prominent breeders differ widely in regard to the
care of a bitch during whelping, they all agree that a dose of
castor oil a day or two before the pups are due is of great
benefit, but in the care after that they differ greatly. Some
believe the bitch should be left entirely to herself and not
disturbed until she is through, others take the bitch
in the kitchen, rip up the carpet and stay right with
her, all night if necessary. Some want them to whelp on the
bare floor, others nail down a strip of carpet or bagging, others
give clean straw. Personally, we believe in either remaining
in the presence of the bitch or within easy reach of her,
where she can be looked to every few minutes. We nail down
a piece of carpet and change it when soiled or torn. We be-
lieve it policy to remain with the bitch as much as possible
for several reasons, especially if she be young or unknown.
A puppy may come crosswise and need immediate assistance.
The bitch may cut her puppies too closely or not at alt. Some
are that foolish or suffer so greatly that they do not clean the
pups and they become suffocated. If the pups are worth
raising they are worth saving, and we do not know how a
man can save from ten lo one hundred dollars easier than by
a little watchfulness at such a time.

The bitch should be placed in a warm, dry room, one ibat
she has become accustomed to, and no Btranger should be al-

lowed to approach her until after the third day.
Milk may be given her as soon and as often as she will take

it, but solid food should be withheld for the first day.
Unless excessively soiled we would not wash her' until the

second day^ and then only wetting the soiled parts with tepid
water, drying immediately with cloths, as a cold at tnis
period will result disastrously.

If the puppies take hold of the teats well and are strong

and lively at birth but little trouble may be anticipated. If

they refuse to nurse at all and lie quite still, the sooner they
are consigned to the ash barrel the better for all concerned.

The first real trouble may be expected about the third day
after whelping. All bitches are subject to milk fever at this

time, some show but slight signs, others are very sick, their

milk is full of acid and the puppies are taken with a dierrhoe

and die very quickly. If a bitch is known to be

subject to acid in the milk a little lime water

given every day for a couple of weeks before whelping will

prevent a recurrence of the trouble. A little lime water

given in the milk after whelping will also be of benefit and
tends to keep the puppies free from diarrhoe.

Phosphate of lime given in the milk or sprinkled on the

food previous to whelping will improve the bone of the pup-
pies, and if given to the puppies after they are weaned will

prevent rickets, and in St. Bernards and the like assist in

making bone and great size.

Should the bitch give an insufficient quantity of milk she

should be induced to partake of soups, broths, milk and
liquid foods frequently. We think it best to feed much of

this nature of food from the very first and then one is rea-

sonably sure that she will not be poorly supplied.

"We feed cows milk and finely-chopped cooked and raw
meat to the puppies as soon as they are old enough to eat it,

whether nursing or not, and have never seen any ill effects

from it. The most frequent cause of death in young puppies

after weaning is worms.
The bitch should be freed from these pests before whelp-

ing, but even when entirely free from them, the puppies are

liable to become effected as soon as weaned. They should

be expelled promptly, as they stop the growth of the pup and
if left to themselves will cause fits and death. Any of the

popular remedies now on the market will expel them, or a

small dose of areka nut followed in a couple of hours by a

dose of castor oil will suffice. This should be repeated in a

week or so.

The first meat food of young puppies should belean mut-
ton. All fat should be avoided as it is quite indigestible.

Oatmeal mush is a good food given occasionally Bread
soaked in soup and the scraps from the table may be given.

Growing puppies should be fed little and often. Their
sleeping quarters should be dry, warin and free from draught.

The bitch needs a little special attention when she weans
her puppies. Her breasts should be freely bathed in warm
vinegar or camphorated oil ; this will dry them up and pre-

vent their looking unsightly. If much milk comes in after

the puppies are weaned she should be watched carefully lest

the breasts cake, and milked by hand if the accumulation is

too great.
<•>

What a Collie Should Look Like.

Some three months ago Mr. James Watson dropped into

the American Kennel Club office and asking for a few sheets

of paper, was soon busy at work with his pencil, in a short

time he turned to the Gazette editor and said :
" You know

something about collies ; how will that suit for a description

of the peculiarities of the breed to a man who cannot visit

dog shows? " Exactly what we thought of it is best shown

by our having asked Mr. Watson to allow of its being

printed. As will be seen by the new collie club standard,

Mr. Watson's ideas were quite freely used by the collie club

committee for the use of which it was written, as being his

views on points rather slurred by previous standards written

abroad for people who had plenty of shows to go to and did

not need written descriptions.

Expression—This is the most important point of all in
considering the relative value of collies. In shape of body
and legs the collie is precisely what any other dog should be
in which a fair amount of speed and plenty of stamina is

necessary. *' Expression," like the term "character," is

difficult to define in words. It is not a fixed point such as

color, height or weight, and is something that the uninitiated

can only properly understand by optical illustrations.

Expression is the combined product of the shape of the
skull and muzzle, the set, size, shape and color of the eyes
and the position and carriage of the ears. Possibly more
depends upon the eyes, but they are so ably supported in a
high class collie by the length and shape of the muzzle and
skull and the carriage of ears that the three components can-
not be disassociated.

Skull—The skull must be as flat as possible and with but a
very slight sinking at the stop between the eyes. A '"brow"
at the top is a most objectionable feature, being extremely
difficult to breed out. It is also apt to be accompanied by
square set eyes, sometimes too large and always too bold and
aggressive in outlook. The proper width of skull necessarily

depends upon the combined length of skull and muzzle, for

what would be a thick or too broad 6kull in one dog is not
necessarily so in another of the same actual girth but better

supported by length of muzzle. It must also be considered in

conjunction with the size of the dog and should incline to

lightness accompanied with cleanness of outline of cheeks and
jaws. A thick skulled or heavy headed dog loses in showing
the desired bright, alert and yet full of sense look. On the
other hand, the attenuated head is most frequently seen in

connection with small terrier eyes which show no character

and utterly fail to illumine the face. It may truly be 6aid,

however, that with equal expression the longer headed dog is

the one most desirable.

Muzzle—The muzzle must not show weakness or appear
snipy. Nose black. Teeth even. The English standard
says: "mouth the least bit overshot," but this is a fault, and
if at all exaggerated should be treated as a malformation.
An undershot dog is unknown at the present day. If uuch
was found it would be treated as a malformation.
Eyes—There deing no "brow" in which to set the eyes they

are necessarily placed obiquely, the upper poriion of the
muzzle being dropped or 'chiselled" to give them the neces-

sary forward lookout. They should be of medium size, never
showing too light in comparison with the color of the coat

(or with a yellow ring), and be of a variable expression.

Soft and affectionate when in repose, bright and with a"what
is it" look when on (he lookout or listening to orders, and this

is of course largely contributed to by the throwing up of the

ears which accompanies the alert, qui vice attitude.

Ears.—The ears can hardly be too 6mall if carried prop-
ly. If too small they are likely to be thrown quite erect,

"pricK e-
_
ed"; and if large they either cannot be properly

lifted off the head, or if they are so lifted then they show out
of proportion. When in repose the ears are folded lengthways
and dropped back into the frill. On the alert they are thrown
up, the 6ame action drawing them close together on the top of
the skull. They should be carried about three-quarters erect,
the tips dropping over, either in front or a little towards the
Bides. Colli* breeders are divided on this point, and it is a
mere matter of opinion ; what is essential being the size and
carriage. A prick-eared dog should be penalized, the great
attention paid of late by breeders to securing better ears hav-
ing resulted in their reaching the other extreme, and which is

now necessary tojguard against.

Pacific Fox Terrier Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club last Tuesday evening at the club rooms in the Bkeedeb
and Sportsman building brought out a large attendance

H. W. Fores in the chair, Jos. McLatchie secretary, and

Messrs. Debenham, Carlton, Gonzales, McFee and Martin be-

ing present. It was determined to postpone the closing of

entries to the second division of the Produce Stakes until

September 11th. The following entries were, however,

made:

H. W. Fore's Pytchley Pearl ; Jos. McLatchie's Mission

Belle ; J. B. Martin's Blemton Spinaway.

In the event of the Stockton Kennel Club holding a show

next month, the Breeders's Cup will be offered for competi-

tion.

Messrs. Fores and Martin were appointed a committee to

interview the managers of the Horse Show to be held in
Mechanic's Pavilion next November and request them to al-

low this club to hold an exhibit of foxterriers.

W. J. Mitchell, of San Francisco, was elected to member-
,

ship.

The Secretary was instructed to send a communication to i

the prominent breeders of foxterriers on this coast, who are
j

not members of this club, requesting them to forward their
names for membership.
This being the meeting selected by the club for exhibition

j

of aged bitches, the following were oo hand :

Jos. McLatchie's Dauntless Suzette, G. W. Debenham's '

Vice, J. B. Martin's Blemton Soinaway. The members '

passed a pleasant half hour discussing the relative merits of i

these bitches.

At the next meeting a competition for prizes donated by
members will take place, open to dogs and bitches between I

six and twelve months of age.

Clubadjourned until September Uth next.

Stockton Show.

The Agricultural Fair Association have declined to hold

the bench show on the ground that State funds canuot be
:

used to that end and it now rests with the kennel club. The
|

association have offered the club a suitable ball at a reason-

1

able rate and the matter was to have been decided on Thurs-
day last, but the secretary has neglected to notify us of the
result of the meeting. Should the show be held, either

Davidson or Fellows will judge, and we are of the opinion
that the show will be held one week later than was first talked

of, to enable the judges to judgeat Providence before coming
out.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
tree of charge. Please use the following form

:

SALES.

Karl E. Meyers, Petaluma, Cal., his sold the English set-t

ter dog "Smoky (Tennessee Bob—Hoosier Belle) to John
Bergez, of this city.

D. W. Donnelly, San Mateo, Cal., has sold a dog puppy
j

by Fordhook Paragon—Floss (Strathmore Ben — Jean), .

whelped May 1, 1894, to E. D. Cary, San Francisco.

John Hughes, Capay Valley, Cal., has sold the pointer
|

dog Cap (Glenbeigh—Sal) to Hypolite Beers, San Francisco,
j

VISITS.

W. H. Collins', San Francisco, R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Lady Sylvia (Ben—Lady Bernard) to same owner's Lord
Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake) August 3d and 5th.

W. H. Collins', San Francisco, R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Lady Bute II (Lord Bute—Clydesdale Nell) to same owner's

Lord Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake) August 10th and 12th.

Chas. Hugg's, San Francisco, R. C. St. Bernard bitch Juno
(Duke of Wellington—Tomah) to W. H. Collins', Lord Hu-
alpa (Alton—Keepsake) August 13th and 14th.

Dr. A. T- Regensburger's, San Francisco, R. C. St. Ber-

1

nard bitch Bohemian Girl (Beauchamp—Florida) to same
ownes's Reglov (Saftord--Mountain Queen) August 8th and

9th.

Aw arded
Highest Honors—"World's Fair.

•DR;

w CREAM

BAKING
POWDHt

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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iPEOIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Fourth Day.—A decided amelioration in the atmosphere

even the breeze was fresh on the Bay District track Mon-

iy afternoon. Quite comfortable in the sunshine on the

:a side of the saddling paddock, the warmest spot within the

aclosure. The asphaltum esplanade between the citadel,

hich shelters the bookmakers, and the palings on the outer

de of the track, is beset by Arctic blasts which swirl around

i grand style when the wind comes strong, and as that is in

ie Bhade, by the time the races are called it is somewhat dis-

greeable to those who stand. As a promenade it is a grand

approvement over the former mixture of sand and clay in

tie rainy season, and though subject to chilliness during mid-

ummer, in the genial winter months it is a pleasant point

ur observation.

The "betting ring'' is comfortable at all seasons. The
lass in the western wall and the skylights bring warmth as

rell as light, and though not as spacious as the rings on large

Eastern courses, in other respects bears away the palm.

Notwithstanding the races were cut down to three starters

u the 2:17 trotting class, it proved one of the best contested

aces of the meeting, and,when Adelaide McGregor won first

md second heats it seemed as though Southern California was

iound to seize by far the biggest share of the spoils. Some
ragrant cur turned the luck in favor of Dustin by running

ifoul of the Southern mare, she losing so much ground that

.he middle half had to be done in 1:04 to be anywhere near

,be leader at the three-quarter pole. But the story of the

racing is told elsewhere in the paper, though I must say that

my good friend, the driver of Way land W. and Shylocb, has

Tood reasons for thanking the blind goddess for the favors

$he has bestowed on him at this meeting.

There were ten four-year-olds, eligible for the 2:27 class,

that were marshaled for a sUrt, and though that was won in

straight heats by H. M. Stanley, Myrtle Thorne and Montana
added greatly to their renown by playing their parts so well

as to promise a star engagemnt in the not far-off future.

When Montana can begin as well as he finishes, and Myrtle

has had a few more hard races, they will take a deal of beat-

ing, and I have no hesitation in predicting that when these

conditions are filled quite a heap of seconds faster than was
made in the race on Thursday will be necessary to beat either

of them.
Myrtle Thorne was bred, I believe, and I know she is

owned by the president of the association, was driven by the

second vice-president, who owns her sire, and both were
congratulated over the good showing, second money in so

strong a field.

I must acknowledge that my congratulations were height-

ened in a measure by her carrying some of the blood of old

Blackbird, and not only in color, but in several other respects,

she shows characteristics of the stock.

The Southerners captured the three-year-old 2:27 class,

pacing, with Ketchum, a son of Gossiper. A right good ef-

fort, and from the speed and game that Gazella displayed in

the three-year-old trot and the same qualities exhibited by
Ketchum, that son of Simmons is sure to be a valuable addi-

tion to the trotting sires of California.

There were three books "od, " though without any com-
petition. " Combines" are not at all troublesome to make
with so few to form a trust, and in this instance, if my in-

formation be correct, it is all one, three men or firms securing

the privilege and joining in the profits. Expenses were cut

down by limiting the number, but in order to make any sort

of a demonstration favorable to the system more sheet and
ticket-writers had to be engaged. The great "pull"
the books have is the apparent inability of the

bettors to discover the percentage. Without pools

also being offered this could only be endured without

other escape than refusal to accept the terms. For instance

in the 2:17 class the book rates were 3 to 1 Lucy B., 2 to 1

Adelaide McGregor, 1 to2Shylock. It would seem that a
child, which had mastered the first lessons in mental arith-

metic, could note the percentage in that case. Even betting

would be an average of 2 to 1—in that case it is 1.83 to ]—
which of course leaves seventeen per cent, in favor of the

book. Then in the race which Stanley won the books opened
at 4 to 1, which was soon reduced. The same horse brought
$10 in a $78 pool, which after deducting percentage left a

net winning of $65.65 against $40.

I was much gratified to learn that the Golden Gate folks

had resolved to forbid book-betting on both trotting and run-
ning races during the Fair.

This resolution is ofsuch universal importance to the future

welfare of the track that I will only make a note of it now,
giving it ft" 11 consideration hereafter.

*

Fifth Day.—The most peculiar feature of the fifth day
of the summer meeting was the large number of starters in
the 2:22 class—sixteen, the most I have ever seen take the
word in a race in California. With so narrow a track as the
Bay District, and with the starting point so near the com-
mencement of the first turn, it was an arduous task to get
them away on anything like good terms. That was effected,

however, without any growling, and a great race it proved to

be. It is not my intention to discuss more than one of the

questions, that being the advisability of dividing. There was
not a dissenting voice which I heard when the propriety of

division was the subject, all being so strongly in favor that

the vote could be called unanimous.
But there was a difficulty in the way. Last year there was

a stipulated provision that a purse could be divided when
there was a certain number of starters and a definite state-

ment of the amount of the purse in case there was a surplus
of starters. The right to divide was retained by the associa-
tion this year, though the essential condition was lacking.

The association had the power to divide the purse equally,
but then it would have appeared harsh to enforce entrance on
a twelve hundred dollar purse and give two of six hundred
each, and to give two of the full amount would have borne
hard on the association when the prospects were that the
meeting would entail a loss. It was exceedingly fortunate
that there were no serious accidents, especially when two of
the drivers were thrown out of their sulkys.
The account will tell what a nard-contested race it was,

and from the number of horses which showed so well in the
race, had it been divided there would have been two of them.
The question of dividing is one of great moment, and a

general rule on the point is called for. An intricate question,

nevertheless, and one which must he given careful consider-

ation,

Sixth Day.—Marin Jr. duplicating ihis victory of the
Tuesday before, and that so easily as to repeat the praise
hitherto given and with additions. So far as can be told from
so short a trial he gives promise of being a very hard cus-
tomer even in his first season, and from form and action likely

to go on. His breeding too, if not in ultra fashionable lines,

is very good. His sire, Marin, 2:22£, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr., and the dam of Marin, "Fay mare," had the appearance
of a very highly-bred mare. Then the dam of Marin Jr. was
by Silver Threads, and from a Silver Thread mare has come
the champion two-year-old trotter of 1894:—Oakland Baron,
who trotted in 2:2H, 2:20£, Maysville, Kentucky. From
Eastern reports the youngster is likely to get in the teens,

and Marin Jr. there now, with a margin to spare, is dead sure
to get lowdown in them before theseason comes to an end.
" Blood will tell," and it told when Senator L. beat the race
record in the second heat of two miles, the last mile three
and a half seconds faster than the first. He is one of the
oftentimes reviled half-and-half sort, his dam being by Bays-
water, a brother to Preakness, and his grandam Bessie Sedge-
wick, by Joe Daniels. A second heat in 4:461 the last mile
of it in 2:21o

;
is not only the fastest time in a race, but after

a first heat in 4:54, the second mile of that in 2:22^, is evidence
that he has the qualities to make a trotter. The fastest time
he ever made in his work to my knowledge is 2:24, and when
he acquires the faculty of going the first part of a race as fast

as he can finish his showing will be very good.

* #
*

Crowning Glory.—The whole of the P. C. T.JH. B. A.

members as well as officials, may feel "very good," indeed, at

one feature of the meeting which came to a close on Sat-

urday last. That was the absence of suspicions regarding

the honesty of the drivers. Not a single complaint, not a

solitary regret for a change of drivers, only one race in

the whole series that bore any semblmce of crooked work

being perpetrated, and it may be thnt was due to distrust

of the man rather than what occurred in the race. There

are many good points to commend, few to condemn, but

the " crowning glory " of the meeting, in my estimation,

is that mentioned. Six days' racing without a cry of

fraud, without a surmise that crooked work had been at-

tempted is so far from the usual run that it may be ac-

cepted as phenomenal. The drivers must be credited with

the largest part of the reformation, and I hail it as the
opening of a new era, the harbinger of better times for the
sports of the track, an assurance that those who have every-

thing at stake on the future prosperity of harness contests

have awakened to a true sense of the obligations they are
under, and a determination to do away with the greatest

drawback to the popularization of the American recrea-

tion.

To the drivers and managers of the horses that took part
in the meeting I award the chief praise. The association

which has so staunchly adhered to purification is justly

entitled to a share of the encomiums. Had there been an
inclination to go wrong the certainty of punishment would
deter those who required coercion, but this was of small
importance, however, in comparison to the good resolution

to do right, notwithstanding temptation. It may be that the
drivers have accepted Burns' advice.

" The fear of hell is hangman's whip
To haud the wretch in order.

Bat where you feel yoar honor grip
Let that be aye your border."

The greatest trouble has been holding the breach of hon-
esty too lightly. Regarding throwing races an evidence of

cuteness, ready to boast, perhaps, of the most nefarious job-

beries after the job was completed.
Large purses had an influence, as the money to be legiti-

mately won exceeded the profits of "a steal." After all, that

may be offered in explanation of the phenomenon, that which
ascribes by far the greatest part of the result to the good in-

tent of drivers and managers will be nearest the correct solu-

tion.

Business—That those who profit by book-betting should

be strenuous advocates of the system is to be expected. In the

first place, bookmakers are anxious that so profitable a busi-

ness should not be interfered with, and proprietors and clubs

benefited are impressed with the same idea. That long-con-

tinued race meetings are dependent on book-betting is beyond

all reasonable controversy. There is no other system of
wagering which would give layers so much the advantage
without exciting opposition of the most stubborn kind. This
advantage is shared by the club. By giving the bookmaker
an opportunity to make big winnings, high prices can be
charged for the privilege. Were it proclaimed that any per
centage from ten up was authorized, or were it a condition
that the percentage should be stated, as it is in pool-selling,

there would be numerous recalcitrants. But that is hidden
from so large a majority of race speculations that in all

probability ninety-nine in a hundred never give it a mo-
ment's attention. They merely look for the layer which
will give the best odds, regardless of per centum, and it makes
no difference whether that be three or fifty per cent. Were
the purchaser of lottery tickets aware of the big pull the pro-

moters of these schemes have they would still buy, and there-

fure an association can argue that 'J.t is justified in favoring

the plan that will yield the greatest revenue. That the pro-

pensity for gambling is so great that if people are presented
with a game which has ever so many chances in its favor it

will be welcomed, and that it is just as legitimate to make
that a source of profit as to accept the dollar at the gate from
others who do not gamble on the races. It is further claimed
that the attendance is largely increased by the gratification

of the passion ; that the opportunity for gambling on a small
scale attracts a class which would not attend under other

conditions, and that the passion grows with indulgence, so

tliat however extended the meetings the disciples will flock

to the scene,day after day, week after week, month after

month, at any sacrifice, a dominating passion which sweeps
all others aside.

I readily grant that long-continued race meetings could
not be successfully conducted without book-betting, but
with that feature embodied and with racing planned so as

give the system the best opportunity of flourishing the limit

is undefinite, so long as there is no legal interference.

Racing in which the horses are hampered by harness and
have to drag vehicles is widely different from galloping con-

tests. By no possible arrangement can jt-be made the equal

of legitimate racing for book-betting. This is so evident that
I will not waste time in presenting proofs. If the only mo-
tive in keeping up sport is to furnish the best field for gam-
bling, trotting and pacing horees can be relegated to other
pursuits. So far overshadowed that one can be compared to
a game of whist, with moderate stakes, the other where
" action " comes with every two cards drawn from the box,
a throw of the dice, or a few revolutions of the roulette wheel.
I am writing of modern racing when short races and big fields
are the order. Still harness racing can be given a swing in
that direction if managers so determine, and it may be with
an increase of present profit.

The summer meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. last year,
1893, when pool-selling gave the only chance for speculation,
turned in to the association £340 per day. The meeting
which has just closed with both book-betting and pool -selling,
$372 per day. When I began writing this article, with this
data to work upon. I, had the greatest confidence of being
able to prove that there was more money for the association
in following 1893 formula than that of 1894. I still think
*hat grounc is tenable, though there is another lead, a dif-
ferent vein exposed which points to an increase,if that be the
ground selected.

The meeting of last year is not to be compared with this
from_ a speculative standpoint. Owing to the date of the
meeting, before the first of August, on which day the entries
to the State Fair races and others closed, owners were de-
terred from making entries, so that there were comparatively
few starters, only two trotting races in which six started,four
of which were distanced in the first heat. Then all the races
were " best two in three," with one dash race, and barely two
in which the heats were broken. That under that order of
affairs there should only be a falling-off of $32 a day is the
strongest kind of an argument that had the late meeting been
restricted to pool-selling the return would have been far
greater, a fair estimate fifty per cent addition, with such fields

and so many heats as characterized the late meeting.
The books paid $1,400, the pools $834. Forty-six thousand

dollars the aggregate of the pool sales according to this basis,
and as the daily papers claimed that the books did the larg-
est part of the business, wiih the reporters for a guide $50,-
000 must have been received. Were the " sheets " consulted
there is little question in my mind that $30,000 would more
than cover the total. Let us suppose that $24,000 went into
the books and $70,000 were wagered during the meeting.
Now had the books done the whole of the business, what a

grand profit for those who conducted them. Judging from
the rates presented on the boards, after making every allow-
ance for contingencies, fifteen per cent would be far below
the actuality. This would give $10,500,deducted from which
would be the amount paid for the privilege and other ex-
penses. With the supposition that for the whole privilege
they had doubled what they gave, which would figure $2800,
and half as much more for other expenses, making a total of
$4200, there would be $6300 clear profit.

Now the new prospect which is before us, and surely the
view fairly glitters with rich streaks of pure ore, is to cut off
the pool-selling entirely and give the books the whole of the
business.

These cute fellows, who ought to know, proclaim that bet-
tors greatly prefer the books even when there is an object
lesson in every race ; the holder of a pool ticket on Tom Ry-
der getting $37.50 and his neighbor who invested the same
amount in the books "draws down" $27.50. With no stand-
ard of comparison, no chance to compare notes further than
to discuss the reason why one book should lay a half a
point or so better than the others, there would be no guide.
"The cast iron cinch " or nothing. If satisfied with the
knowledge before them they surely cannot growl when there
is nothing tangible to base their grumblings upon. They say
to the bookmaker, "your odds are far too short," and he
answeis "there is no law to compel you to take them," and
there ic ends. The only drawback to this scheme, from a
purely business view, is that with so greatly an inferior lay-

out to that which modern racing presents the customers will

be lacking. The money will not last without a reinforcement
of " producers." If correct in the estimate that $70,000 were
wagered during the six days that would give $11,666 for each.

With auction pools that would be dimished $350 per day,

even at the low book rate of fifteen per cent. $1,750 would be
the daily loss, and by the end of the week more than one-
tenth of the capital gone. Yet people who become thoroughly
under the influence will rustle and rustle to get money to

gratify the propensity, and so long as they get it, and even
one-half of the profit goes to the ascociition, the business

will flourish.

Will the business be on such a basis as will ensure per-

petuity ? is a question which is foreign to the consideration

from this point of view.

* *
"Ten Per Cent Faosi Starters."—It Jappears that

there was a good deal of complaint over the races which had

the above clause in the conditions, and that some of the

daily papers have denounced it as not being justified by the

advertisements. In this they have been led astray by false

information. Certain purses did not fill, and it was clearly

evident that enough entries could not be obtained to warrant
the Board in accepting them with the provisions the same
as before. The purses were larger in the aggregate than had
ever been offered in this country, and under the conditions

which prevailed at the time it was apparent that loss could

only be avoided by the most careful management. Those
who owned horses and colts were in a minority, were anxious
to have them participate, and the condition which has been

so freely criticized was acceptable. That condition was
clearly expressed on the entry blank,witb no possible chance
for misunderstanding by those who took the trouble to read

the requirements. It was either compliance with the new
conditions or races given up, " not filled." Even with ten

per cent for starters, five per cent from those who entered

and " drew out," the conditions was more favorable than

those imposed by other associations, which adhere to the old

imposition of ten per cent on account of purse without any
deductions. The policy of the Trotting Horse Breeders' As-

sociation has been to reduce expenses of owners as much as

could be done; even though there were prospects of loss. No
association in the United States has been as liberal in regard

to entiance fees, and the consequence was a loss on the meet-

ings of last year.

While the management has been rather strict this season,

it has still done better than nearly all the others on this

Coast, and the change which has elicited harsh criticisms

certainly met the approval of owners or they would not have

made entries.

Jos. Cairn Simpson,
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Trotting and Pacing

ENTRIES.

STATE FAIR
Fast Classes.

Close Saturday, August 25th,

trotting.

Purse 81,200 Free-For-All Glass

Purse 1,000 2:16

Purse 1,000 2:20

PursB 1,000 2:22

Purse 1,000 2:24

PACING.

Purse $1,000 Free-For-All Glass

Purse 1,000 2:15

Conditions same as published with entire programme
during month of July.

Send for entry blanks.

F.DW l\ F. SMITH, Secretary.

Hueneme Races.

The two following races have been opened for entries,

which close with the Secretary August 28th.

Race Xo. S. Trotting, 2:50 Class, free-
for-all Parse S3SO

Race Xo. 12. Pacing, beat 2 In 3, for 2-
year-olds. Free for all Parse S2 50

Conditions as before published.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 28, 1894.

Send your entries to

T. H. MERRY, Secretary, Hueneue, Cal.

VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Race Meeting

SEPTEMBER 14th and 15tb

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 10th.

ENTRANCE 10 PER CENT.
Prizes amounting to 32000 will be given for

Trotting and Running Races.

Entry blanks can be obtained from Secretary, Box
190. \V. S. CHAMBERS, Secretary.

ABSORBINB
Removes Bursal Enlargements

Thickened Tissue,

puft
a
o
D
r
y Inflltrated Parts,

Swelling, without laying the horse up. Does
not blister, stain or remove the hair. §2.00
a bottle. Of" progressive dealers, or i

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., Merideo, Ct.
If interested, write.

: ALSO JOB EALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
R. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases. ?a

PRICE 8SO

These timers start and stop promptly, and fare as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

Greatest Novelty of the 19th Century!

The Famous Trotting Dog

1 M.I Ell AT 810,000.
Pulling a boy and sulky weighing in all 80 pounds. Ned Is 27 inches in height and trots like au old cam-

paigner. Has a record of M-mlle In « seconds. HAS A FEW MORE EVIiAliEJIEVTS OPEN.
Address
H. MoCUE, care Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush Street, San Francisco, Cal.

r~V~\ g^ Of every owner should

f^ £k be to keep his horses

1 II ^^ from going lame. If
unfit for service for a

1% I 1%^ few days, more is lost
/"% I VI than the cost of keep-
i » » * ing the feet right
would be for a year.

First class workmanship in shoeing,
having it done regularly so as to keep
the dead hoof trimmed off, and

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy

to assist nature in growing the hoof is

a sure preventive against all the com-
mon ailments.

It is a Positive Cure for Corns, Sand
Cracks, Quarter Cracks, Split Hoof,
Hard, Dry, Brittle, Tender and Con-
tracted Feet, Swinney, Founder, Foot
Rot, Flesh Wounds, Scratches, Etc.

)i Gal. Cans, $1.00 yz Gal. Cans, $1.75

Gallon Cans, $3.00 5~Gal. Cans, $13.75

To be had of All Dealers.

Dffi-A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, con-
taining 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing
can be had of all dealers or mailed free to anv horse
owner by

The Jas. B. Campbell Campany
414 West Madison Street, CHICAGO.

THE GREAT RACE HORSE

(Winner of First Prize for Thoroughbred Stallions at California State Fair, 1893)

*SA

Stockwell
(St. Le^er and
2000 Guineas,
1852, and sire
of 6 winners
of the former
event

f The Baron
(St. Leger and Ca>
sarewlch and sire I Echidna,
also of Rataplan)

3j IdDlzelllw (Dam of Mar-
chioness, will-
of Oaks, and
The Peen

irlsn Blrdcatcher
(Sire of Knight of St.
George and Warlock,
St, Leger winners)

i
Ulc Hercuies

Pocahontas
(Dam of Rataplan,
King Tom and
Knight of Kars)

(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 1834)

Marpessa

Touchstone
1 Winner St. Leger,
1M4 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1636;

Camel
(Sire of I^auncelot, win-
ner of St Leger 1810}

°S

Th* 1'ocr
islre ol Imp.
Darebln and
own brother
to Miireblon-
ess.wlnnor of
the Oaks,

Brocade
" IDQ Of Kugland's
greatest brood-
maresJ

Melbourne
islre Of Blink
Bonny.winnerof
Derby and Oaks;
Weel AiiRtniltan,
triple crow win

Pantaloon
(Sire ofGhiiznee, winner
of the Oaks; Satirist,
winner St. I^eger)

Bombazine

{Humphrey Clinker
(Sire 01 Rockingham,
winner St. Leger 18 3j

Morpeth's dam

LClnlzelU
Da fMarchlon-

,i be Peerand
The Uarqul >

f
Touchstone

[
(St. Leger, 1834 ; Jioiiais-

< ter Cup, 1835 and I83H,

3 I Loyal Devoir-

J (I)amofCarac-
2. lacuBj

(Orlando
(Winner Derby of IM-i l.

andslreof Imperleufe,
st. Leger and 1000 G.

i

others) ICavattim

LLottyWeet-. ,

(Duni i»f OlorloUR)

West AuHlmllati
I Dei bj ,20U0Uulneas and

Bt, Leger, I65S)

Bay I«tty
CDam of Libellous)

(Guiccioli

( Economist

"(Miss Pratt

(Sultan

{.Trampoline

j
Muley

1 Clare

j
Whalebone

(.Sellm mare

( Master Henry

( Boadicea

(
Castrel

lldalla

I

Thunderbolt

{ Delta

I

Comus

( Cllukerina

\
Cervantes

i, Danghter ol Golumpus

j
Camel

(.Banter

i Pantaloon

(Bombazine

j
Touchstone

(.Vulture

I

Redshank'

(Oxygon

I

Melbourne

(.Mowenna, by Touchstone

I
Boy Mlddleton

LUISS Letty, winner of Tbt
uaks
(Duni of WeiUberblti

LOYALIST was one of the very greatest race horses
in Australia, winner of the rich Brunswick Stakes,
1*4 miles, on Turf Course, in 2:0SM, the best time
on record until bealen by the renowned Carbine,
who ran In 2:07. Also won Tasmania Jockey
Club Trial Stakes, 1 1-8 mile?, and 1 asmanian Fly-
ing Handicap, 6 furlongs, and ran second in Final
Handicap, A. J. C, 1M miles, in 2:10.

There arc only three Grandsons or Stockwell
(the Greatest Sire that Ever Lived) Stand-

ing In America, and Loyalist In one.

Imp. Loyalist is a dark bay horse, foaled in Novem-
ber, 18*1, bred by Mr Samuel Gardiner, Bundoora
Park, Melbourne (breeder of Darebln). He stands 15.3
hands on steely legs, and has great Joints and the best
of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquis horse, being hard
and muscular, standingovera lot of ground, with short,
strong back, and wonderfully muscular quarters.
HiB head and neck .are models of symmetry, bis
shoulders are well placed, and he Is all over " horse,"
showing a grand consUtutlon-a mosl excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia
is truly remarkahlc, Newminster, one of them, being
admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's
sire—The Marquis—won the Doncaster St, Leger and
Two Thousand Guineas of 1802, and only lost the Derby
by a bead. He was by the Emperor of Sires—Slock-
well—Jrom Clnizelll, By Touchstone, who was one of
the greateat broodmares In English lurf history, pro-
ducing, as she did. The Marquis, The Peer (sire ot Dar-
ebln), lowton (sire of a host of winners), and Mar-
chioness (winner of The Oaks, and dam of the great
Fishhook ai'd Rose of Denmark, who have left their
mighty impress on the horses of Australia).
Loyalists dam, Loyal Peeress iby The Peer, sire of

Darebln), produced, Inaddition to Loyalist, Loyalstone,
who will ever be remembered in Australian turl history
as having beeh beaten only by a nose bj' Vengeance in
the rich Caul Held Cup of 1890, Dj miles. In the best
lime on record (on a turf course), In a very large field.
Many people always contended that Loyalstone reallv
ivonll. Vengeance,who received the verdict, was also
Newmlnster, son of The Marquis.
LoyallBt comes of wonderful sire lines, tor apart

from blB truly grand breeding on the sire's side he has
on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in
America, If Indeed in the world. Loyal Peeress pro-
duced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Lady, the latter
In turn the dam of Submission, a heavy wlnnerln 1892.

HIb second dan, Loyal Devoir, produced (he winner
CaraciacuB", the third dam, Lettie W>st, produced
Glorious, a mosl successful Australian sire, and Fliz-
hardlng, Danebury and Letly Lyon, splendid race-
horses; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world
Libelous and Lelty Long; the filth dam, Miss Letty,
winner of The Oaks, produced the renowned sire,

Weatherblt, and ten others that were race horses and
producerl, among the number Letitla, sixth dam ol

A. B. Spreckes' great coit.cadmus. Loyalist's sixth dam,
the Orvllle mare, is the third dam of that famous
English sire. Adventurer, while his tenth dam, Pros-
erpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, Of M Eclipse
first, the reBt nowhere" lame.

For aqy information | regarding the horbe apply to E. C. SACHS, care Breeder and Sportsman Office,

PROGRAMME

New Purses and

Purses Re-Openei

Solano Agricultural and Speed Association!

Agricultural District No. 36.

VALLEJC
REGULAR AMVUAL FAIR A,\D IllrK., I

No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.

Purses Declared Filled.
1—Yearling colt. District, 8 eutries.

2—Two-year-old, District. 15 entries-

3—Three-year-old, District. 12 entries.

5—Two-year-olds, free for all. 10 entries.

6—Three-year-olds, free for all. 11 entries.

8—2:25 Class, pacing, free for all. 18 entries.

9—District trotting, 3:00 Class. 8 entries.

No. 10—District trotting, 2:40 Class. 11 entries.

No. 13—2:40 Class, trotting, free for all. 16 entries.

No. 15—2:27 Class, trotting, tree for all. 10 entries.

No. 17—2:14 Class, Nomination pacing 8 entries.

No. 18—2:17 Class, Nomination trotting. 11 entries

Running Races.
To Close September 1, 1894.

No. 4. Five-Eighths Mile Dash, Purse 830th
Three-year-olds and upward. Ten ner cent, entranc
$50 to second horse. The winner to b« sold at $1,200;
lor less, one pound allowed tor each $100 u> $1 ,000, tb i

.rt-o pounds for each $100 to $200.

No. 11. One-Mile Dash. Purse S2S0. Ton!
year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance; $50
second horse. The winner io be sold tor $1,500; iff
less, one pound allowed for each $100 to £1,000, then t\
pounds for each $100 to $200.

No. 11 One and One-Sixteenth Miles Daft I

Purse 8300. For three-year olds and upward. Ti
per cent, entrance: $50 to second horse. Ten poun
below the scale.

No. 14. Hair-Mile and repeat selling i ace, Pnrti,
SttOO, tor three-year-olds and upwards; 10 per cecl
entrance; $50losecond horse. Winner to be sold t
>l(K.n. Ii lor less l llj. allowed for e;ich -UK) down
$600, then 2 lbs. for each $100 down to $100.

For horses that have started and not woo this ye
allowed five pounds additional.
Entries to close September 1st.
Rules of Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

govern running races.

Purses Re-Opened, Trotting!
To Close Septemcer 1st, 1894.

No. 7. 2:20 Glass, Trotting Purso $10(1

Entrance 5 per cent, 5 per cent, of the amount
the purse additional from winners. O. T. and P..
rales to govern.

Programme.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9.

Pur
18. Nomination Purse, Trotting, 2:17 Class; Closed > f-
1. Yearling Colt Stake, District, Trotting Closed i l

13. 2:40 Class, Free-For-All (Closed)

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10.
9. 3:00 Class, District, Trottius (Closedi \

2. Colt Stake, District, Two-Year-Old i Closed i. 4

7. 2:20 Class, Free-For-All (Reopened to close,

September 1st. Five per cent, to enter
and 5 per cent, from winners. Condi-
tions as published) 10

4. Five-Eighths Mile Running, for Three. Year-
Olds and Upwards. (To close Sept. 1st)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11.
6. Three-Year-Old 2 :27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-

All (Closed) 4i|

15. 2:27 Class, Trotting, Fiee-For-All (Closed) 6>

8. 2:25 Class, Pacing, Free-For-All (Closed) &H
11. Running, One Mile Dash, Three-Year-Olds

and Upwards t
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 12.

10. 2:40 Class, District (Closed) ail
3. Colt Stake, District, Three-Year-Old Closed) H\

14. Half-Mile and Repeat, Running, Three-Year-
Olds and Upwards. (To close Sept. 1st) 2l||

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13.
12. Running, One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash

tor Three-Year-Olds and Upward SO

17. Nomination, Pacing, 2:14 Class (Closed) 8C|

5. Colt Stake, Two-Year-Old, 2:40 Class, Free-
For-All (Closed)

Rules of Occidental Trotting and Racing Assoclatl
The Hoard of Directors reserve the right to chai

the order, postpone or declare off any or all ot I.

above races, on account of bad weather or any othcj
fust cause.

\V. T. KELLY, Sec'y. A. P. RUSH, Pre»)
301 Georgia Street, Vallejo, Cal

F"or S£tle
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition ot business,

THE BAY STALLION

RIIMGWOO
Sired by Sidney 4770; firstdam Alma, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted a trial mile

miIein2:19H-

DE1TZ* WILKES, bay stallion with black points
by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by f
Purdy, he by Geo. M, Patchen Jr.; second

f
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wllkea.b;
Gay Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, b;

Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, bj

Easton'B Dave Hill
, sired by VermontBlack Hawk

TIPPO TIB, bay 'gelding, record 2:26, can trot h
2:18 or better in condition, by Reliance, by Alexan
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARYARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dan
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well brokei
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long
worth, record 2:19, he by Sidney, first dam Lads
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwoud. She is a man
of fine form, and can show without track work I

2:40 gait.

For further Information and particulars addreea Ol

apply to A. C, DIETZ, Oakland, Cal.
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$20,000 in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
1804.

OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 1st.

TROTTING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL 81SOO

J:17 CLASS 100°

2:20
I 2:2-1

2:27

2:30

2:40

3-YKAR-OLD CL 86

000
800
700
GOO
500
SOO

2-YKAR-OLD CLASS 30°

PACING EVENTS.
FBKK-KOR-ALL 81200

2:1* CLASS

2:19 "

2:30 "

2-YEAR-0LD CLASS ^..-.-.— ^SOO

lOOO
800
400

RUNNING EVENTS.
1-2 Mile, for 2-year-olda. Added niOBey.SlaO

CAPT. J. C

1 1 -4 Miles, for 3-year-olds. " " 250

ft Furlongs, for 3-year-oldn. " " 200

1 Mile, All-aged Handicap. " " 400

4 1-2 Furlongs, All ages. Selling. Purse 200

1 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 300

ft Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds. Added money 2S0

3-4 Mile, All ages. " " 230

ft.8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse 200
7-8 Mile, Adages. Selling. Purse 2S0

3-4 Mile, for 2-year-olds. Added money 300

1 1-8 Miles, All ages. " " 250
For conditions and eotry blanks address tneSecretary
Don't forget that we endeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per cent.

The Secretary will he pleased to furnish any infor-

mation desired.

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6
NRWTOiV, Pre«ldent. L. THORiVE, Secy.,lQ7 1-2 IV. Main St. ,

Los Angeles.

SPEED PROGRAMME
01 San Benito County Agricultural issociallon

— AT —

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 9th to 13th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close September 15, 1894.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9tli.

1 Yearling Psclog stake; mile dash. Closed with

'r^^l^rZ^iSif-Trn S,m„e heats.

C
rtSrn,?g

e
Tr„SngSe'! mile dash. Cosed with

i 5 entries. 575 added by Association.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER lOlli.

, 4. Ennnlng; mile dash. Free for all. Purse ?200.

4 Running; five-eighths of a mile and repeat. Free

T^Sg^en-mllerace. Puree 8200. Two mon-

eyS'

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th.

7. Trotting, 2:40 class. Free for all. Puree:SJ>0
8. Trotting, 2:27 class. ^re

,
e for all. PurseJ30O.

9 Pacing, 2:30 class. Free for all. Purse $250.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12th.

10. Bunnlng;3-8mlleandrepeat. Freefor all. Purse

"it Running; «-mile dash. Free for all. Purse «200.

12. Running; novelty, l'/j: mile dash. Free for all.

Purse 5250. S50 for each quarter.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13th.

13. Free for all trotting. Purse §100.

n Free lor all oace. Purse $100. „„ ,,

K. laddie horse race. For County horses; 3-8 mile

dash. Purse ?50.

Usual Conditions.

stalls, hay and straw lree to competitors. For further

particulars apply to

ROBT. P. STEPHENSON, Secretary.
Hollister, Cal.

J. A. SCHOLEFIELD, Presiden t.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR

MOVIEFit V AGBICULTCBAL ASSOCIATION
District No. 7

— TO BE HELD AT —

SALINAS CITY
October .-2d to 6th, Inch

Entries Close Sept. 8th

ZLXTESATV" FUTURITY
GOLDEN GATE A. & M. EAIR ASSOCIATE

The $2,000 Futurity Purse for Trotters, offered by this Association,
Having failed to Pill, the Directors now offer for the Foals of 1894

A $4000 Futurity Purse for Trotters and Pacers
TO BE CONTESTED FOR IN 1897.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUGUST 21st, 1894.
KYI It V\<BR 3 PERfMT. , payable as follows: $10 August 2lst, 1894, when entries close In names ofdam and sire; ?10 January l5tb, 1895; J15 July 15th, 1895; $15 January 15th, 189ti; flo July 15th, 1S9B- $15 January

15th, 1697; $20 June 15th, 1897, and $20 fifteen days before the advertised day of the racef
January

CONDITIONS.
The purse to be divided in proportion to the nnmber of trotters and pacers starting. Each class to contest

separately for their own share. [In explanation : If there are nine starters, five of whom are pacers and four
trotters, then hve-ninths of the purse will be ior the pacing contest and four-ninths for the trotting contest 1Each share will be divided into four moneys, 50, 25. 15 an d 10 per cent.

,The same owner may start one entry in each class.
'The Directors reserve the rigbt to declare the race off If number of entries are not satisfactory to them
Neglect to provide payments on the dates stipulated will incur forfeiture of all previous payments
The race to be mile heats to harness, best three in five.
Entries not declared out by 5 p. m. the day preceding the race shall be required to start
A horse distauciog the field shall only be entitled to first and third moneys.
Otherwise than Is specified In these conditions, the trotting association rules of which this Association is a

member at the time of giving the meeting to govern. Penalties and expulsions of tbe National, American and
Occidental will be recognized.

Entries to close with the Secretary.

JOS. I. DIMOIVD, Secretary, 306 Market St., San Francisco. \V. M. KENT, President.

gPEBD PROGRAMME.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

No. 1. Trotting—Two-year-old stake for 1894; $100

idded by Association ; best 2 In 3. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

No. 2. Trotting—Three-year-old stakes for 1894 ; $100

idded by the Association. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

No.3. Pacing—Stakesfor 1894; 2:30class; $100added

>y Association. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3d.

No. 4. Running—One-half mile and repeat; lor all

lorses In Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and
ianta Cruz counties. Purse $150.

No. 5. Association Trotting Stakes; one-half mile
md repeat; tor all one-year-old colts in the District;

iest2in 3; $50 added by Association. Closed June 9th,

1S94.

No. 6, Trotting -For 2:23 class; free foi all. Purse
800.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4th.

No. 7. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
tree for all. Purse §150.

' No. 8. Association Trotting Slakes for 2:40 class;

1100 added by Association. Closed Jane 9th, 1894.

No. 9. Trotting—For all stallions In Monterey, San
3enlto, San Luis Obispo and Santa Cruz counties.

Purse $200.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

No. 10. Running—Seven-eighths mile dash: free for

dl. Purse $150.

No. 11. Pacing—For 2:20 class; free for all. Purse
'500.

No. 12. Trotting—For all two-year-olds In the coun-
les of Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Cruz counties. "Winner of two-year-old colt

,

takes for 1894 barred. Best 2 in 3. Purse $150.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6TH.

No. 13. Running—One mile dash ; free for all. Purse
H50,

No. 14. Association Trotting Stakes, 2:30 class; $100

dded oy Association. Closed June 9th, 1894.

,
No. 15. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $400.

For conditions, entry blanks, etc., address the Sec-
etary.

IOHN J. KELLY, J. D. CARR,
Secretary. President.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eighth Annual Fair of the Twenty-Sixth

District Agricultural Association iAmador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE HELD AT

IONE, CAL.
September 25 to 28, Incl.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 12.

Money required to be sent at the time entries
are made.

First Day—Tuesday, September 25th.
Purse

No. 1. Running—J^-m lie and repeat, 3-year-old

class, Amador county $125

No. 2. RuDning 3-8 mile and repeat, free for all... 125

No. 3. Trotting—2-year-old class, Amador and Sac-
ramento counties, mile heats, 2 in 3„ 100

Second Day—Wednesday, September 26th.

Forenoon, Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. 4. Running—11-16 mile dash, free for all 150

No. 5. Running—5 8 mile and repeat 150

No. 6. Trotting—3-year-old class, for district 125

Third Day—Thursday, September 27th.

No. 7, Running—1-mile dash : 125

No. 8. Running—V4-mile and repeat, free for all 100

No. 9. Pacing— 1-mile heats, 2:28 class, 2 in 3 125

No, 10. Trotting—Yearling class, 1-mile heats, 2 in 3 100

Fourth Day—Friday, September 28th.

Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. II. Running—a^'-mile and repeat „ 125

No. 12 Running—1-mile novelty for purse _... 200

No. 13. Buggy Race—1 mile, 2 in 3, district 50

No. 14. Running—J^-mile dash, district 100

Remarks and Conditions.

Entries will close with the Secretary September 12th.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse, which must accom-
pany nomination.
In all races Ave to enter and three to start.

Rules of the State Agricultural Society to govern
races.
The Board reserves the right to change the above

order of races by giving the contestants notice by 6 p.

m. of the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except when

conditions made are otherwise, they may contest for

for the entrance money, to be divided as follows : 66 2-3

per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the second.
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m. of the

day preceding the race shall be required to start.

When there is more than one entry by one person,
or in one Interest, the particular horse they are to start

must be named by 6 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
Purses divided Into two moneys, of which 75 per

cont. to first horse and 25 per cent, to second, except in

novelty race, In which $-50 will be paid to winner at

each quarter.

W. A. DENNETTS, J. MARCHAXT,
Secretary. President.

XXopve Oxxrxiox-B Should I'x-y

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

Po^—A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.

ARION, 2:07f

!

SUNOL, 2:08^!
AZOTE, 2:08^

!

PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

- BRED AT -

THE FAMOUS PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'Clork A. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
[During meeting of California .state Agi icultural Society].

Thirty-six head of choice mares will be offered, sired by Ansel, Gen. Benton, Albert
W., Clay, Norval, Woodnut, St. Bel, Allie Wilkes, Hambletonian Prince, Electioneer, Elecric-
ity, Nephew, Will Crocker, Piedmont, Gov. Sprague, Alfred, Wildidle, Don Victor, Azmoor,
Mohawk Chief and Benefit. Stinted to Dexter Prince, Azmoor, Wildnut, Pacheco (brother
to Palo Alto), Advertiser, Whips, Piedmont, Altivo (brother to Palo Alto), Alfred, Truman,
etc. Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

THOROUGHBRED

PERGHERONS AND GOAGH STALLIONS.
CHOICEST LOT EVER IMPORTED TO CALIFORNIA.

EVERY HORSE IS REGISTERED in the Stud Books of France and America. Buyers furnished
with certified pedigrees.

These horses cost Twelve Thousand Dollars in France. Financial depression has forced

the owner to sell them at a loss. Reasonable terms, or exchanged for their equivalent in

any approved commercial value. This is a great opportunity to secure a stallion of the finest

breeding for a song.

Address or apply to E. C. GODFREY, 38 Crocker Building, S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's Stables, Fifth avenue, opposite race track.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQUIRE OF -

DR. O. E. PAENTJM, 703 Market Street

I

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible toproduce any scar or blemish. The Snfeot

beat BLISTER ever Used. Tukea the place of all Ilnl-
menta for mild or Bevere action, Itemoven allBunchea
or Ulemlshes from Horses or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc., it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE caustic 'baTsam-SJ
produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
auy liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold ie Warran-

ted to pive satisfaction. Price $ |.50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address
THE^AWRENCE-WIIJLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

P. JAMIBSON'S
KTOTED

Harness Composition.

Is Impervious to Wet, and Produces a Brilliant Black

Polish on every Description of Leather.

Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE everv box
sold by ub to be the GENUINE IMPORTED ARTICLE,

P. JAMIESON, made only by P. Jamieson.

the manufactueer op Registered table 74,620 U. S. and Great Britain.

OS* Observe, .\othing Injurious to tbe Leather In this Composition.

Three Sizes, 75c, $1, $2 per Box by Mail.

FOR SALE BV FIRST-CLASS SADDLERY AND SADDLERV HARDWARE HOUSES.
OB BY

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic St. Newark, N. J.

Agent for V. S. for

WM. BOWN'S Celebrated Newmarket Horse Clippers.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

feLBSriUBK TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly daring the racing season

mid 19 but 812 per year. Single espies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street. • - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.
Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

G-o to "Mayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:25 i-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT EUGENE, OREGON.

SIDNEY 4770
2:193*

Sire ol Fiou-
Frou, 2:2514

1

champion year
ling trotter,
Fansta, 2*22$f,
yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:145(;
Fleet, 2.^l;CupId,
2:18: Ad o nls,
2-.11&; Gold Leaf,
2J1K; Lady H.,
2:18; Bister V.,
2:18,^; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:30 list

fSanta ClauB 2000...
2:17,S

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2-:2S>4 ; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:2S'4 ; Sid-
ney, 2:195i, and 5
others In 2:30 list

Sweetness, 3:21 1-4.

1STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 in 2:30

LADY THORNE JR_.
Dam ofMoUieMack

2:33; Navidad, 2:22M
Santa Claus, 2:17%

{VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

LADY MERRITT

cat,
']

Sbletonlan 10
Ire of 40 In 2:30 list and
07 sires of 567 Id 2:30
Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

Williams' Mambrino

i

/"Buccaneer V656
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:26#

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
F r o u, 2:25j^
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20)£; Geo. V.
(>ye*r-oId), 2:35

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sure of Oorisande,

2:2A%, land Buccaneer
2656

TINSLEY MAID

Mahaska Belle. . ,

Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,
trial, 232 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

("Hambletonlan 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:295*

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 In 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50'

1 Sire oi 17 in 2:30 list and
.. < 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

Of 13 In 2:30

(.Topsey

f FlaxtaU 8132

J Sire of the grandams ol
"

) Fanst, 234, and Creole,2:20

LFanny Fern i

("Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

,. i 2:13V, Kismet, 2:24 v,
Twister, 2:293$

Luntraced

rJohn Baptlste

FLAXTALL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238M; Empress, 2:29^

;

it nd of the dams ofu 'isatft; ueo. v. Dam of Fawn, ffi30»£
(

l Gold Leaf, 2:U]4, and
3 (3-ye*r-oId), 2:35 trial, 232; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25

H 2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32 [LADY SAKE..w Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern^ dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through FlaxtalJ
hs traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:135f , and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ol
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America-

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31,^, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 23034, aQd frequently
trotted quarters in from 32^ to 34 seconds.

He Is slxte sn hands high, and of powerful build throughouL^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeel
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS 850. Season to close August 1st Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed

for accidents or escapes. For further parwulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

San Francisco and Nort

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Rouij

OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATIOI

The Section lor Fruit Farms and Shi

THB BOUTE TO

San Rafael Ptaluma

santa rosa, uki0

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery
Market Btreets, under Palace Hotel.

GENKBAt, Office—Mntual Life Building.

R. X. RlAX, (Jen. Pass. As

Utt TO Otm SUBSCRIBERS
(TIME EXTENDED TO SEPT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
. . . OF THE WORLD'S FAIL

For One

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

"BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

Tin- views present a magnificent ipanorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand buildings, ol glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble ntatuary, ol jetting fountains, ol beautiful Interior exhib-

its, of Venltlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of tbe wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tion* of the Dream city, and the famous Midway Plalsance, the Ba7aar

f Nation", or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and Is all that Its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of Interesting original matter. The Farm department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMi
You Know7

.All about
It Is a good thing and yon need It anyway. It Is worth more uj*

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not i^n

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM!
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If yon owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Strei
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

SIX rOI.YTKR PIPP1E8

By GLENBEIGH out of KATE (Duke of Vernon-

Vera), whelped Slay 9, 1394. Address 322 Aastii

' street, San Francisco.

TH liRA.VD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred and a winner in many shows. "

Pups and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KKWEL8,
2052 San Antonio Ave,, Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PVTCHI.EV FOX TERRIER KEIVXELS.
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.I

U you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

lil.EMIOHK KK.WEl.B.

West Berkeley, Cah

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, OATS
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information by Matt..

A. C. ROBl»OV - 337 KKAIl.W STREET

POINTER AT STUD.
The champion winner GLEXBEIUH, E.K.C. 8. B.

31,047. Fee 850. Winner oi first in puppy stake
and absolute tor Pointer or Setter English National
Field Trials. First in Pointer Derby and special for
best Pointer or Setter at English Kennel Club Field
Trials. The only pointer winning ooth events and
beating all setters as well as pointers.

FOR SALE—Well-broken pointers oat of SALLY
BRASS 11. and other noted hitches. Address

GLEXBEIUH KENNELS,
Care Breedeb and Sportsman.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.

Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;
White Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Puppies for sale.

H. M. TOWER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

PCTQ OF ALL KINDS.
I fc. W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, •:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

B. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St.. San Franciscv

#* F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.
OFFICE HOFBS

10 to 12 a. m. 1.80 to 8.30 p. m.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and FostSts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY ROOKS, GASH ROOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
2S FIRST STREET. BAN FRANCISCO.

Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights

and l-abela registered. Twenty-five years ex-
perience. We report whether patent can be
Been ' ed or not, free < i f charge, Our ffie not due
until t

atont is allowed. 3'2 page Book V tree,

H. B. WILLSOM & CO., *«™22f" **Jf*f
Opp. U.S. laLOQlce. WASHINGTON, D.C,

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST.

Near entrance to Ray District Track.

Choicest Brands o(

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 14S3. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.
IHAVE THE LARGEST:STOCK OFI

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST.

G™d
cl

0,el

Sksd Fob Catalogue.

Bis, Rifles, GoHer,
HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

ROOTS ANO SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKEE BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treaii.-e on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as scientifically;as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever

known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, S3. 00, and 25 cents Expreusage.

D yonr dog is Pick, you must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he 13 suffering

and how to core the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATFJtS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of the bustd eveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book la a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success Of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of St. Bel, says oi

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries oi the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shal
place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.

COiLSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT-
AND ANTI-RATTLER-

fc

ut selling; »'w»tb ei"S Batia faction. So„
weight on bine. Worth twice the roai for comeo-ii
iencs in hitchinj an. Acrota wwittd. Cirnubin free. C5
Order cample, trice, It.SO. SfcUe riihta for ule. X

EI>. E. COCHRAN,
<r*UAfjl PaexAcSlot*. SACttAHENTO. CAP

HEALDS
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

S. HALEY,

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AJSD REGULATIONS
OF THEj

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trotting Ass'n Eules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Hobse Kules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

SOUTHER FARM Xom,g "eu-°red stock for saleuuvniun ring, rtaWhias breeding larm. Good
rack

-
. Sorse3 trained and boarded. Excellent pastor

!£™cA:!?
res3 SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOAIP-KXNS, Proprietor, San Leandjo.

rlHEUKD BREEDING FARM. ^SK^i,
£SS "HL„V"h",.t0 Orandee, three-year-old record
2.23 y,. Stallions, broodmares, allies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addr««
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| [OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to S a. m. and 4 to 5 p. ru

Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol Royal Veterinary College, Tnrln.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Ko. 811 HOWARD ST., S. P.

Between Fonrth and Fifth. Telephone No. 45?

-Dr. wm. :fv EJgfaia.,
M.R.C.V.S., F.E. V.M.8VETERINARY SURGEON,

JS?"^?1
}
he

,i
Ko/al Colleee of Veterinary Sur-geons, England

; Fellow of the Edinburgh VeterinaryMedical Society; Graduate of the NeV VeteriiurVCoUege, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to tSBoard of Health, for the City and cWyof San Fran.

SfAaSStfon
C CaUfoniia StoM Veterinary Med-

Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St,. Teleohone SB- 525Howard St., Telephone 3153. Sat Francuico7

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia rem<*dy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,XHonaghan

,

Dr. Parson,;V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert
Bradley, etc

STOCK FOODc
rCALIFORNIA
AS FED&WDORSED BY

GOLDSMITH , GAM BLE.

,

^OLLY, VAL.ENSIN,
l^WEUS FARGO M.&.0THERS i

ASKYOURDHLERF0RIT0I
" SEHDTOC.KERTELL

SF. CAU

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 6l9|Howard .Street

Atkins & Durbrow, If. Y. Agts, 70 Wall et.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having: purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of ahilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not afoot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development ifnecessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from, foot of Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez^
Merrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

PASTURAGE.
First-Class Pasturage at f4 per month at J. H.

White's Stock Farm, Lakeville, CaL, 6 miles from
Petaluma. Good feed the year 'round and good care
taken of Stock, but no responsiDlity assumed for ac-
cidents or escapes. Stock can be sent direct by the
Steamer Gold, which leaves every day except Sun-
day from wharf between Washlngtan and Jackson,
Streets S. F. .address

THOS. ROACH, Agent. Lakeville. Sonoma Co.. Cal.

E. P. HEALD, President,
tfVSend for Circulars.

MONEY TO LOAN
inmstosnif, fr<

.00 to $I.0OO, foi

years, «t 6 par wot- interest. No paymenti of anj kl:

required until application for a loan ha» been grant*

3ECDSITYBEQU1RED. Realeslate, houses. stores. stocli

bonds, jewelry, honaebold goods, furniture, merchant
iorsea. cattle, lire stKlt.farmlngiinplements,and machinery
f all kinds, or any oJA erproperty, realor personal, of valui;
ir a note, endorsed by person worth amount of money bor-

rowed, will b« accepted as security. Don't hesitate Co icriU

d a»k for a Loan. Address. MUTUAL SAVINGS A»
LOAN CU.. Tenth aod Walnnt Streets. Philadelphia. Fa.

ANIAl-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

| to Balsam of Copaiba, ^"^C
I Cubebs and Injections. f/rUDY)
1 They cure in48 hours the \ •
I same diseases "without any incon-

venience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

! "Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

EV. W. corner Kearny and Bu.b gtreel..

SAN FRANCISCO.
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
With all (Latest Improvements are to be had only of

203 205 Mason Street

McKBRRON,
- San Francisco, Gal.

2:04

The only Sulky in which the axle bears equally on both sides of
the wheel and the draft is evenly distributed.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MAN'F'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

MARKET A,\D TENTH STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER A D VERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE I

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our ratlug
and see If our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

Willi Hall Bear. nea.

Wfl have a few
f.f then in stcck,
which we soil BE-LOW COST II

purchased now.
N'O Im-Mit *-ulki->
i ii the World.
Tbo regular

wheels as well as
the Pneumatic tire
wheels go with the
Balky.

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

A very superior Sulky Tor training or
speeding horses.

Weight 52 to fiB Pounda.

These Sulkies are used all over the state
and give the best of satisfaction.

HOOKER & CO., 1 6 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

whase contact with ground forces
plate against tire ; (cj spring that
throws brake off ofwheel as soon
as foot [is raised off the ground;
Cd d d) are the rods that attach

(e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown baCE to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be without one.
For further infjrmation apply to I

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
AGENT FOR

TOOMEY SULKIES, FRAZIER SULKIES
HICKORY SULKY WHEELS,

WIRE SULKY WHEELS
THE DIRECT HEAD-CONTROLLER. GOVERNOR HEAD CHECK.

NAVICULINE -:- ABSORBINE -:- BOVCE TABLETS -:- AVD ALL LINIMENTS.

The Distemper, Influenza and all Colds Cured by
WELSH'S

Veterinary Inhaler.
Price, Complete with Bottle of Medicine, 32. SO.

(Other dealers charge ?5 for same.)

The Bonner Regulator

Tie Bayfflonfl

Tbe latest out. Very light and easy on the horse
yet at the same time it is very powerful in holding
out chin.

Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking and Pulliug.
Most powerful of all checks.
The following are a few horses that obtained their fast

records by using this device:
MolUe Allen (p\ Z.-20K Creole (p\ 2:15
Geraldine (p), 2:16 Oossiper, 2:14 5f
Maud Fowler, 2:21 J£ Vldette, 2:25
Also Plunkett, Hummer, AUissimo, and many others.

PRICE Sit).
Don't forget my 835 TRACK. HARNESS, now being used on oue-third the fastest horses In the
All tbe horsemen are buying them. I keep all the latest novelties.

J. O'KANB.

THIS MAKESCBOYCEjONEPINTOF

boyoeB Htablets

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LE4SS. I.VFLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED VNKLES, CRACKED
HEELS AND ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It Is the cheapest and best evei put on the market.
Compared with Witcn Hazel, Boyce Tablets are orr
ok BXOHT as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
thnn is contained In -10 gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a pint
of water. Tbluk of It 1 IS gallons best leg and hody
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only S2.OO
per box, or 6 Boxes*for 81 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

Sold by DrugglaU and Dealer* In Turf <*ooda

OLD HKRMITAGK
WHISKIES,

sTEINER'S
No 311 BUSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

»"RECEPTION,
206 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoice Xiiciviors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT I

J. M. PARKER. Prop

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsma:•



SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1894. SUBSCRIPTION
FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR.

THE PBTAtiUMA. FAIR.

Good Weather, Large Attendance and Splen-

did Racing—Many Entries to the 2:30 List.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, AUGUST 21.

The fame of the Petaluma Fair extends to all parts of Cali-

fornia it seems, if one is to judge by the many familiar faces

to be seen on the course there. There are prominent people

from San Diego, Los ADgeies, San Francisco, Stockton, San

Jose and all the other cities of this State, who have decided

to take a week's enjoyment in this, the most prosperous town

in the vicinity of the bay, at a race track second to no other

in this country. The pavilion is better filled with manufac-

tured articles, agricultural, horticultural and viticultural pro-

ducts ; the chicken exhibit is finer than any to be seen, not

excepting the one given at the State Fair, for be it known

that Sonoma and Marin counties supply nearly all our San

Francisco merchants with " hen fruit." The stock exhibit

ia hardly up to the standard of former years, but the directors

believe there will be a number of the vacant stalls tilled before

to-morrow noon.

The track is pronounced by those knights of the sulky who
have ridden over it to be better than the race tracks at San

Francisco and Oakland. The weather is clear, the sun is shin-

ing brightly, the judges are in the stand, the pool-sellers have

erected their tent, and the great fair of 1 894 iB about to com-

mence. Every one is waiting for the bell to ring to usher in

the yearling colts that are to be contestants in the first

race, which is called 'a dash. There ar*1 four entered, viz.:

Eureka, Granville, Fred and Steel Spring. Eureka is the fa-

vorite in the betting, selling for $20 against $12 on the

others in the field. The talent was sure of their money,

and Eureka proved that their judgment was correct, for he

trotted to the half in 1:30 J. and came home in 3:00*. Steel

8pring second. Granville third and Fred last.

The second event was a trotting race for four-year-olds,2:25

class, purse $1,000. There were six entries: Margaret,

Worth, Deborah, Hillsdale, Lady O.,Bay Rum and Montana.

In the betting Montana sold for $20, Hillsdale $18, field $17.

After the word was given Montana broke and fell back.

Hillsdale, who was leading,broke and fell back to third place;

Margaret Worth took the lead and kept it. Bay Rum was

trailing her all the way into the homestretch, with Hillsdale

at his wheel coming toward the wire. Montana came very

fast.but Lady O. was a liUle too speedy,and as the three horses

cime under the wire a length behind the winner, Margaret

Worth, there was hard work for the judges to decide which

was the second, but Lady O. was given the place, Bay Rum
third, Montana fourth, Hillsdale fifth and Deborah last.

Time, 2:20£.

In the third race, which was for trotters, 2:40 class, there

were eight entries: Electra, Grover Clay, Lurline, Guy Ver-

non, Dan Brown, Booth Barrett, Midday and Bird Button.

The field sold as favorite at $25 against $12 on Electra and $4

on Lurline. Dan Brown, Electra and Lurline led. At the

eighth Lurline broke and fell back two lengths ; at the half

she gained it and came up even with the others and led to

the homestretch. Dan Brown passed her, but it was only

for a short diBtance,for she trotted by her.and as Dan Brown
fell back Electra also passed him. Lurline won by a length

in 2:24£, Electra second, Dan Brown third, Bird Button

fourth, Grover Clay fifth, Guy Vernon sixth, Midday and
Booth Barret distanced.

For the second heat Hillsdale sold for $12, Margaret

'orth $20 and the other four in the field at $18. The
ing was not prolonged, Margaret Worth and Hillsdale

set the pace and trotted like a team all the way, neither

seeming to gain an inch advantage over the other. Lady O.
was third and Montana fourth, the other two laying along
the homestretch. The superiority of Det Bigelow's driving

over that of C. Bunch's won the heat, for just as the leaders

got within ten yards of the wire the latter made an effort to

lift his horse, but it only resulted in the animal making a

break, and Margaret Worth came in a winner by half a

length in 2:19£, Lady O. third, Morton fourth, Bay Rum
fifth and Deborah sixth. It was one of the best contested

hea's we have seen this year.

Margaret Worth sold at $20 agaiust $16 on the field. It

was a battle royal between Margaret Worth and Hillsdale.

The first quarter wss made in thirty-four seconds To the

half they kept on even terras, but after passing this mark
Margaret broke and fell back. Bunch adroitly brought Hills-

dale in to the pole, and Margaret had to go on the outside,

and when he got his horse going nicely Margaret recovered

her speed and at the three-quarters was again at his throat-

latch. It was an exciting drive to the wire, but the filly out-

footed the son of Antinous, and as the litter broke she came
under the wire a winner in 2:20J. Montana was third, Lady
O. fourth, Bay Rum fifth and Deborah last.

" Electra is the one to win this," said a horseman who
had carefully noted the condition of the horses as they came
in after the last heat. His prophesy proved true, as Dustin

took the little filly out, and with Dan Brown to keep him
company he led all lhe way to the wire. Lurline was danger-

ously close several times during the journey, but broke and

fell back to last position. Down the stretch there were only

two in the race, Dan Brown and Electioneer, but the latter

was a bit the faster and won the heat in 2:29}, Grover Clay

third, Guy Vernon fouath, Bird Button fifth and Lurline

last.

Lurline won the next heat by half a length from Electra,

Dan Brown half a length behind the latter, Grover Clay

fourth, Bird Button fifth and Guy Vernon sixth. Time, 2:26.

In the fourth heat Lurline and Electra led to a point

about half-way down the back turn, where Lurline broke

and fell back to last position. Grover Clay made a play to

get the lead, but was unable to pass Electra, who won by a

neck in 2:27$, Bird Button third, Dan Brown fourth, Lurline

fifth and Guy Vernon sixth.

The next heat of the race proved to be the last, Electra

winning by three lengths from Grover Clay, Dan Brown
third, one length behind, Lurline fourth, Bird Button fifth,

Guy Vernon sixth. Time, 2:27 J.

8UMMAHIES.

First race—Yearlings dash, purse S200.

R. Sweasly's ch o Eureka, by Ira—Silver Shie d, by Poscora..
Haas 1

Vinelaud Stock Farm's b c Steel Spring, by Pilot Prince—Belle
Irvington Hill 2

J. Partington's ch c Granville, by Silas Skinner—Bird Compton 3
R. Miller's b c Fred, by Woodnut Jr.—Belle Ward 4

Time, 3:00>£.

Second race—Four-year-olds, 2:25 class, trotting, purse 81,000.

G. W. Woodard's b m Margaret Worth, by Alex. Button—by
Effingham Bigelow 111

Vendome Stock Farm's b c Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nettie
Bnnch 5 2 2

0. Marchand's b m Lady O.. by L. O Marchand 2 4 4
Silver Bow Stock Farm's bs Montana, by Sidney 4 3 S
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's br m Bay Rum, by Steinway 3 5 5
San Mateo Stock Farm'Bbr m Deborah, by Sable Wilkes 6 6 6

Time, 2:20K, 2:19)i, 2:20%.

Third race, 2:40 class, trotting, purse 81,000.

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b m Electra, by Richards' Elector
—Moor Maid, bv The Moor_ Dustin 2 12 11

T. C. Snider's blk m Lurline, by Dexter Prince—uutraced
Snider 16 15 4

D. Gannon's b s Grover Clay, by Electioneer Gannon 5 3 4 2 2
1. De Turk's b g Dan Brown, by Anteeo Loeke 3 2 3 4 3
G. W. Woodard's gr s Bird Button, by Alex Button.JJigelow 4 5 5 5 5
Thos. Stearns' gr s Guy Vernon, by Guy Wilkes Rodgers 6 4 6 6 6

Time, 2:24K 2:29M. 2:26, 2:27%, 2:27^.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22.

The stock parade at 10 o'clock readied almost round the
mile track. The display of roadsters, draught horses and
cattle was a creditable one, no better evidence of the enter-

prise of the farmers and breeders to secure only the best from
which to improve their stock being needed. The fame of lhe

heavy horses, fat cattle and dairy herds of Marin aid Sonoma
counties extends to all parts of this coast,Tex8B, New Mexico,
Montana, Canada, British Columbia, China, Japan, Australia

and the islands of the Pacific. The attractions offered by
this association for breeders to mike good displays are many
and the premiums offered are such as to keep alive the spirit

of rivalry. The splendid Angel Island band of musicians
has been engaged and the popular melodies they play afford

much pleasure to the thousands of visitors who crowd the

grand stand or loiter by the fence enclosing the track where
the horses are being jogged preparatory to their appearance

in the races this afternoon.

The pavilion last evening was crowded with a delighted

assemblage. Never in the history of this association was ihere

such a choice exhibit. Everything was in place this morn-
ing, from the gigantic pumpkins to the most beautiful fabric

designed by the fair daughters of this blessed land. The
works of art, pictures, tapestry, crochet and needlework, are

in another room, while on the lower floor \re tables loaded

with mammoth as well as luscious fruitB, preserves, jams,

vegetables, grasses, flowers and cereals. At night the band

plays and the people gather to discuss the prospects of the

year, the crops, the prices, and exchange views on the differ-

ent methods of farming and talk about the latest discoveries

of science. The dairy interests are not forgotten and the

lateBt pattern of churn are inspected and the most approved

methods of making butter are shown. Taking it all in all,

as a school at which much valuable information can be

learned, the Petaluma Fair is entitled to take rank among
the universities of this Coast.

The reputation these two counties have achieved for its

great poultry shows is one that the inhabitants of all other

districts might well envy. This is the moulting season of

the feathered tribe, hence the exhibition of poultry is not

what its promoters would like to have, nevertheless it is one

that no apologies need be made for.

At 2 o'clock the long walk from the pavilion to the

grand stand was lined with people. Men in their light

loose-fitting summer clothes, while the women and children

were dressed in holiday attire, for the fair is religiously con-

sidered a holiday by every little child in the district.

Judges Maclay, Brown and Higgins were seen in the stand,

while Timers Page, Burke and Aby stood waiting <br the

two-year-olds that were to commence the afternoon's enter-

tainment by meeting in a race for a purse of $500. The en-

tries were Auditor, Lottie, Stella, Pilot Nelson, Derby Prin-

cess and Our Seth. The reputation of Auditor at Vallejo

preceded him, and the "talent" paid $20 on him 3gainst $12

on Derby Princess and $5 on the others in the field.

There were eight scores before the field of good looking

ones were sent away, Auditor taking the lead. Derby Princess,

at the eighth, trotted alongside of him and took the lead away

just as the colt broke. She led to the five-eighths pole and

then "went to pieces." Auditor passed to the front, Jim

Dustin handling him well. Derby Princcts, who came very

fast after making the break,was second, Stella third, Pilot Nel-

son fourth, Lottie fifth and Our Seth distanced. Time, 2:34£,

The two competitors in the preceding heat, Auditor and

Derby Princess, left Lheir slow-going companions, and, like

a team, trotted around into the homestretch, Sanders with the

latter lying right at Dustin's wheel. At this point Dustin's

Auditor began to flag, and while he used the whip and
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clucked to his tiring colt, Sanders spoke kindly to the daugh-

ter of Chas. Derby and landed her under the wire a winner

by three good lengths in 2:26, Stella third, just inside the flag,

the others distanced. Derby Princess trotted from the half

home in 1:10|.

Jt was no trouble for Derby Princess to win the next heat

after she dropped Auditor at the half-pole. She came under

the wire almost in a jog in 2:27f.
In the second race, which was for the 2:30 class pacers,

there were eleven starters—Lady Charlotte, Eric, Dictator,

Vasto, Our Boy, Baywood, Dudley, Thera, Ella T., Orlinda

Richmond and Klickitat Maid. In the betting Eric was

favorite at $20, field $1S, Klickitat Maid $12. It was a large

field to send away. Dudley having the choice of positions,

took the lead and kept it to the wire. Coming down the

homestretch Eric was seen to come out of the bunch, and was

only beaten a length. Dictatus also showing a wonderful

burst of speed, and coming from the last position, went by all

those in front of him as if they were standing still, was at

Eric's sulkv wheel when the wire was reached, Ella T. fourth

Thera fifth and Klickitat Maid sixth, heads apart, Baywood,
Our Boy, Orlinda Richmond, Lady Charlotte and Vasto fol-

lowing. Time, 2:15$. This was the first time Diciatus ever

appeared in a race, and the remarkable speed and gameness

he showed stamped him as one of the best green ones seen

this year.

Pooling in the next heat was as follows : Dudley .$30, Eric

$25, field $ IS, Klickitat Maid $12. When the word was

given Dictatus rushed up alongside of the dying son of Ao-
teros and kept like a shadow behind him until the three-

quarter pole was reached. Here he broke and Dudley came
away and won as he pleased in 2:17, Baywood beating Dicta-

tus for second place by a length, Our Boy fourth, Eric, Vas-

to, Lady Charlotte. Ella T. and Thera, distanced, finished in

the order named.
Dudley sold for $20 and the field $8 when the horses came

for the word. Dudley, Dictatus and Lady Charlotte led to

the turn. Here Dudley made a break and fell back to sixth

place. Dictatus led, Our Boy passed up and got the second

place from Lady Charlotte. Down the backstretch the horses

moved back and forth it seemed. Eric was seen to go out,

but Baywood went around those in front of him, and at the

half-mile pole was third. He moved faster and at the three-

quarter pole was leading, Dudley coming on the outside fol-

lowing him around, broke and fell back again. The tire on

Eric's wheel flew off, and instead of making a drive for this

heat Gray, his driver, had to keep his horse moving slower

and slower. All this time Baywood was coing toward the

wire with Lady Charlotte striving for the second place, but

Klickitat Maid and Our Boy came up and took it as well as

third place from her. The rest of the horses finished behind

in a chaotic mixture. Time, 2:21. This is the first Nutwood
to enter the list this year. Dictatus was drawn.
The next heat finished another surprise. Baywood passed

to the front, leaving Dudley behind. The latter broke and
fell back. Klickitat Maid set sail for the flying Baywood,
and passed him. Dudley paced faster than those in front of

him, and took the lead again. The order at the half was

Dad ley, Baywood, Klickitat Maid, Eric, the rest scattered

along the backstretch. Vasto broke one of his hobbles, and
his driver wisely concluded to jog him in. Going down the

back tum Dudley broke, and Our Boy passed up and joined

the fast quartette. Coming down the stretch Baywood was
easily defeated by Eric in 2:18. Baywood second, Dudley, who
rallied, third, Our Bov fourth, the rest inside the flag except

Va^to, who was declared distanced.

Eric won the next heat after quite a tussle with Baywood
on the homestretch ; he only beat the latter by a neck in 2:17,

Klickitat Maid third, Dudley fourth, Our Boy fifth and Lady
Charlotte last.

Baywood took the lead in the next heat. Eric broke at

the quarter-pole and fell back to last place. Baywood led all

the way to the wire, coming the la^t half in 1:06. Eric passed

all those in front except the leader, and was only beaten half

a length, Klickitat Maid third, Dudley fourth, Lady Char-
lotte and Our Bov distanced.

it was getting dark when the four horses came out for the

word. Pools sold at $20 on Baywood against $12 on Eric and
Dudley in the field. Baywood led to the head of the home-
stretch, Eric ihen pissed him and came under the wire in

2:20, winaing one of the best-contested races seen this year
and proving himself a race horse of the first quality. Klicki-
late Maid came in third, while Dudley who was fourth,

coming down the homestretch, stumbled and turned a com-
plete somersault, throwing his driver, Haas, over his head.
When assistance arrived Mr. Haas was not found to be suf-

fering, while Dudley was badly stunned. The judges gave
first and fourth money to the winner. The time made was
2:20.

The third race was for the 2:27 class trotters, purse $1,000.

The five entries were Antaree-, Senator L., Abanteeo, Lustre
and H. M. Stanley. The latter was an overwhelming favor-

ite at $20 to $<i on the field with the short-endersas scarce as

proverbial ben's teeth. The gray horse had no trouble in

winning the heat in 2:24 }-, Abanteeo secood, Lustre third and
Senator L. last. The second heat was also won by the gray
horse Stanley in 2:19}, Abanteeo second, Senator L. third and
Lnstre last. H. M. Stanley won the next heat and race,

Abanlee-j second, Lustre third and Senator L. last. Time,
2:201

.

Sl'MMARlES.

First race—Trotting, two-year-olds, purse 6500, best 2 In 3.

Oakwood J'urk Slock Farm'H ti m Derby L rlncess, by Cbaa
Uerby— 1'rinceas. by Admlnlstratlor ...." tenders ± l l

Jos. KdgeN be Auditor, by Secretary—uniraced Maben l i 2
mtth'fl blk t diella, by Geo. Washington Smith 8 8 8

: in* i'Ii u* I'll oi Ni.-1m.ii, l»v 1*i Uit Pn ore
. . .Si i vdei I <1

r. Ruble's Mk f U *. by Ban Diego Loeber 6 <i

i. Hlr&chnmii's beOar Seth, by Chas. Derby i
i^.

Time, 2:31^,2:26, 2lZ7%.

Second race—2:S0 class, pacing, purse 81,000.

(Jeo.'iray'K h k Brie, by Richard's Elector— Bonnie
B . by Chieftain Gray 2 .

r
. 6 L 1 2 1

H. K Ward'* Bavwood, by Nutwood— Myers Mare
Ward 7 2 12 2 12

Delano Bros,
1 Klickitat Maid, hv AHnin-mi bv

Capt Blljrert ...Delano 6 2 5 3 8 3

B n McNotl'a br - Dudley, by Anteros-LIlly
Laogtry, by Nephew Haas i i 7 3 i >ii-

a. Hobo's ch g <>ur Boy, by Vernon Boy—un-
iraced ...Bunch :: i :; i 5 dis

C W, Goddard'B Cb m Lady Uiarlolle. I,y Her-
mtiu-- Mesqutte Snldei LO i i 7 6 dla

C. A. Balley'e b m Orlinda Richmond, by W. A.
Rlchmond-bv Ulster Chief Hiihn 9 In 6 6 di-

ll. L. Wnrhurton's b m Klla T., by Bros—untraced
Hellman I 8 8 8 dt

u b Day - cb a Dictatus, by Red Wilkes
Lollte. by Dictator Casto 3 " dr

Sonoma Stock Farm's b a Vasto, by Vasco
(;raw froth 11 fl LO aji

Richard Gird's bm Thera. by Albion Connollv I dU
Time, 2:15^, 2:17. 2:21, 2U8, 2:!T, :.''-

Third race— 2:27 class, purse $1,000.

H. Delanev's gr g H. M. Stanley, by Flaherty's Fearnaught
—by Old Bill Delaney 111

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, by Anteeo—by
Abboltsford Sanders 2 2 2

George Gray's bs Lustre, by Fallis—Pattie <*ray 3 4 3
A. B. Spreckels' b s Senator L., by Dexter Prince—by Bavs-

water Maben 4 3 4
J. Alden's b s Antarees, by Anteeo Franklin dis

Time, 2:24J£, 2:19%, 2:20J4.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 23.

Another large crowd greeted the directors of the Sonoma
and Marin Agricultural Association this afternoon. A cool

westerly wind was blowing. There were four races to be set-

tled this afternoon, all trotting events. The first on the pro-

gramme was for three-year-olds, best three in five, purse

$500. There were five entries—Clay S.. Lady Mac, Little

Mac, Topsy and Best Way. In the betting Lady Mac was

first choice at $20; Topsy, $15, and Clay $12. Topsy got the

beet of the send-off" by an open length and led the way to the

wire. Clay S. was second and lay right at her wheel, but her
driver forgot to make his drive until it was too late, and
when he began to lift his horse and use the whip the colt

broke and ran under the wire only a neck behind the little

Grandissimo filly. Time, 2:28. Best Way third, Little Mac
fourth and Lady Mac, the favorite, last.

In the next heat Topsy sold for $10, field $12, Clay S. $20.

When the word was given lopsy again led the way and was
never headed. Clay S. broke and fell back to last place.

Best Way lay right at Topsy's shoulder aJl the way to within
twenty yards of the wire, where he broke, and Topsy trotted

in a winner in 2:291 by a length, Little Mac third, Lady Mac
fourth and Clay S. last. The third heat was remarkable
from the fact that it resulted in a dead heat between Topsy
and Best Way. This is the first dead heat trotted this year

in California. The former trotted squarely and gamely all

the way, Best Way making two losing breaks and then com-
ing fast was an even team with the mare at the wire, although

many claimed the latter had a slight advantage. The time
made was 2:29|. The third horse was Little Mac, the fourth

Lady Mac and Clay S. last. This record made by Best Way
places Prince Red by Red Wilkes among the list of sirss.

Best Way's dam is Calypso by Steinway. He belongs to the

Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Best Way made two running
breaks in the next heat. Topsyled into the homestretch,
but tiring at the drawgate Best Way passed her and came in

a winner by three lengths in 2:29|, Little Mac third, Ladv
Mac fourth and Clay S. fifth.

In the heat which followed Best Way got the word while
running under the wire, but Sanders got him settled before

he had gone one hundred yards. Little Topsy kept a-trotting,

and whenever Best Way tried to pass her he broke, and eight

times during the journey he made these breaks, and as Topsy
was coming home he passed her, and came in under the wire
first iL 2:34£, Clay S. third, Lady Mac fourth and Little Mac
last. The judges set Best Way back to last place for run-

ning.

In the second race, which was a dash for the yearling trot-

ters, there were six precocious youngsters to appear—Eureka,
Granville, Rosie^Woodbum,|Dannatrine,Clematis Bassler and
Ad bell. The latter-named champion was barred in the bet-

ting. Eureka sold for $20 against $17 on Dannatrine and
$5 on the field. After several scores they were sent away.
Adbell broke at the first turn, then Dannatrine took the lead

and kept it to the quarter, Adbell coming fast past the filly

as if she was standing still, and was lengths away when she
reached the half. Eureka was third, Clematis Bassler was
fourth, Rosie Woodburn fifth and Granville last. This is

is the order in which they finished, many lengths separating

each of them. The time made was 2:39|. Abdell came down
the last quarter in 36J seconds and finished strong. At Wood-
land next week he will try and lower nis mark of 2:28.

In the third race, which was for the 2:24 class, trotting,

purse ?1,000, there were six entries: Jennie June, Chloe, Al-
viso, Laura Z , Pearl Fisher and Alert. Jennie June was
favorite at $20, Chloe $10, field $12, Alert $8. Alert, being
next the pole, got the lead. Pearl Fisher was second, a length
behind. JTbis distance he decreased to the wire,but Alert was
the speediest and never made a break, but landed the race in

the smoothest manner possible in 2:19}. Pearl Fisher sec-

ond, Jennie Juns third, Laura Z. fourth, Chloe fifth and Al-

viso distanced.

In the next heat of 2:24 trot the pools sold without any
change. Alert took the lead and Pearl Fisher kept in his

wake all the way to the wire. Jennie June was favoring one
of her fore feet and did not seem to have the speed' her Los
Angeles friends were sure she possessed. She came in third,

Laura Z. fourth and Chloe last. Time, 2:20}.

Alert won the next heat and race in 2:20J, Pearl Fisher
second, Jennie June third, Chloe fourth and Laura Z. fifth.

The talent who played Jennie June felt as if heart failure

was a universal epidemic this year.

In the 2:16 class trotting race for a purse of $1,200, there

were only three to come for the word—Iago, Adelaide Mc-
Gregor and Bonner K. B. Pools sold: Iago $30,AdeIaide Mc-
Gregor $21 and Bonner N. B. $12. Bonner N. B. set the

pace, but Iago passed him in the homestretch and came in a
winner by a length and a half in 2:16,[, Adelaide McGregor
four lengths further back.

The next heat was a pretty one and well contested. Iago
led to the three-quarter pole.Bonner N. B. and Iago a length

behind. All of them came together at the head of the stretch,

but the McGregor mare, ably driven by Pattison, and Iago,

also handled skillfully by Williams, made a punishing drive

to the wire, the mare winning by a nose, Bonner N. B. third.

Time, 2:18.

Pools sold : Adelaide McGregor $20, field $8. When the

three came out Adelaide won in a walk from Iago in 2:18,

Bonner N. B. tbird.

It was getting very dark, so dark in fact that the fence on
the back turn was hardly distinguishable when the three

horses catne for the word. The scoring was long and tedious.

Finally they were sent away. Iago seemed to have the most
speed, for lie led to the first quarter.Jwith Adelaide McGregor
at his wheel

;
she made a very tired break here and fell back

twenty lengths, Bonner N, B. passing her. When she got

straightened she moved up fast, and as darkness prevented
the judges from seeing whether the horses were running or

pacing the suspense seemed long until they appeared in the

homestretch,-Jlago leading, Adelaide McGregor second and
Bonner X. B. last. The leader jogged in a winner by six

lengths in front of Adelaide McGregor, Bonner N. B. last.

The driver of Adelaide McGregor claimed that Iago's

driver fouled him on the backstretch and carried him to the

outside of the track, The judges declared that this should be

called no heat, much to the surprise of all present. Williams,
the driver of Iago, claims that he never saw the mare after
he passed the quarter-pole. She must have become tired and
broke at that spot. He also avers that Iago could have trotted
that heat in 2:17, and was willing to have patrol judges ap-
pointed and have the trial. Much indignation is expressed
among horsemen. The judges erred in allowing the race to
be trotted so late in the afternoon, and in not having at least
four patrol judges to see that the heat, if it had to be trotted,
was fairly driven. The judges, no doubt, had some valid rea-
sons for giving tbeir decision, and knew exactly what thev
were doing. During the whole meeting this has been the only
case where any decision was questioned. They have acted
impartially, and the manner in which they have filled their
trying and thankless positions cannot be too highly com-
mended. The race was postponed until to-morrow. Friday, at
12:30.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Three-year-olds, trotting, purse SoOO.

Vineland Stock Farm's b f Topsy, by Grandissimo—Flora
B., by Whippleton Hill 110 2 3

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g Best Wav, bv Priace Red-
Calypso, by Steinway Sanders 3 2 15

D. Gannon's b s Ciay S., by Grover Clay—by Whippleton
Gannon 2 5 5 5 3

Thos. Smith's b c Little Mac, bv Election—Daisv S Smith 4 3 3 3 2
M. McGargan's b f Lady Mac, bv Ira—by Overland 5 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:28, 2:29%, 2:29%, 2:29%, 2:34}^.

Second race—Yearling, trotting, purse SoOO. One mile dash.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's bl c Adbell, by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells
Maben 1

C. E. Clark's bf Dannatrine, by Athadon—Lustrine, by Onward...-
................................................. Clark 2

R. Sweasey's cb c Eureka, bv Ira—Silver Shield Lafferty 3
W. O. Bower's b f Rosie Woodburn, by Easter Wilkes—Lady Beth..

Smith 4
R. O. Xewman's b f Clematis Bassler, by Consolation—Ida May...

- Hellman 5
Joe Parringtou's cb c Granville, by Silas Skinner—Bird

Comptou 6

Time, 2:39%.

Third race—2: 24 class, trotting, purse 51,000.

M. E. Sanders' b g Alert, by Ensign—by Porter's Eclipse
Sanders 111

Sam Casto's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—Belle Casto 2 2 2
C. F. Marcy's bm Jennie June -Pattison 3 3 3
Geo. Woodard's b m Laura Z., by Alex Button Bigelow 4 4 5
A. B. Spreckels' bl m Chloe, by Dexter Prince—Clyte 5 5 4
Vendome Stock Farm's bg Alviso. bv Brown Jug dis

Time, 2:19%, 2:20^, 2:20%.

Blue Grass in England.

While such high prices are from time to time paid for

blood sires introduced into this country, it is interesting to

note the success of a Kentucky-bred horse across the Atlan-

tic. Ten yeans ago, after having won the Cumberland Plate
at Carlise, Blue Grass was purchased by Messrs. Steel & Son,
of the Camerton Stud Farm in Cumberland, and since then
his stock in the show yards of the north of England have
carried ofi leading honors. In the spring of this year the
slashing son of Pat Malloy gained his fourth successive an-
nual premium of $S0O. given in lieu of Queens' plates for

sires best calculated to improve the equine stock of the
country. Many noted performers on the turf have been ruled

out of these competitions by the veterinary surgeons selected

to examine horses, the examination being of the most critical

character. Messrs. Steel's gaudily-marked chestnut has al-

ways passed the ordeal successfully. All over England he
has proved his superiority, and at the Royal Lancashire Ag-
ricultural Show, held in Bolton a month ago, Blue Grass
carried ofi" the premium honors for hunting stallions.

Sacramento Running Programme.

In this issue we print the conditions of the various running

events to take place at the great State Fair meeting this year.

It will be noticed that in addition to the stake races the han-

dicaps are guaranteed worth $500, the poorer class selling
races $250 and the higher class selling events $500. The pro-

gramme is an excellent one in every respect, all classes of
horses being well provided for. Entries for the first and sec-

ond day's racing (except in the stakes) close with the Clerk
of the Course by 4 p. m. Wednesday, September 5th. En-
tries to the third and fourth days (exclusive of the stakes)

close by 6 P. M. on Monday, September 10th.

Calaveras R*»ce Track.

Out at the fair grounds there has been a busy scene for

about two weeks now, and the place is being put in shape for

the great event in October. Men and teams are fast complet-

ing the grading for the track, and it only requires now the

finishing touches. Great pains have been taken in its con-

struction, and it is claimed that it will be one of the finest

tracks in the State when completed.
A five-horse power engine has been secured to pump

water, of which an abundance will be provided for all pur-

poses. A sprinkling tank and truck has been made expressly

for the purpose of watering the track, and will be ready as

soon as its services are required.

No Longer in Doubt.

When the announcement was made that a first-class harness'

could be had at O'Kane's for $35 many were under the im-

pression that they were too cheap to be good. The large
|

number of them seen thus early in the season in actual usej

on the tracks, and the unqualified endorsement of the users?

ofthem, is not only an endorsement of their standard quality,!

but is also proof that they are in every way as stylish, durable

and as well made as those heretotore sold for $'»0. Surely a I

saving of $25 is an item worthy of consideration these days.f

Remember they are to be had at J. O'Kane's.

Patrick Dunn, of Chicago, has purchased W. L. Sim-|

mons' two-year-old colt Flying Dutchman, by imp. Wagner,
dam Glen Mercy, price $15,000. Flying Dutchman has run)

five and one-h^lf furlongs at Washington Park in 1:07$,

rying 117 pounds, and has won all his races except one th

season.

There was a famous filly dropped at Jay Beach's Stock

Farm, Spokane, July 3lst. She is by Altamont, out of Lady

Ophir, dam of Klamath, 2:13}, the " eat 'em up cookie of the

homestretch."

Amongst the well-known turfmen at the Monterey races

we notice " White Hat" McCarty and Thomas Francis Mesg*

herjr.
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Expressive's Grand Record.

Expressive, 2:15J, half thoroughbred, brown filly, three

years old, by Electioneer, dam Esther (thoroughbred), by

Express (dam of Express, 2:21, and Elwina, 2, 2:27) has

proved by her races so far this season that she is not only a

speedy filly, but game and reliable as well. In many of the

races in which she has been first or second the heats were

stubbornly contested, being won or lost by a head or nose,

showing that in her case the half thoroughbred filly was as

reliable when the pinch came as the standard-bred trotter.

The Eastern horse papers speak of the three-year-old races

between Expressive and Red Bud as great contests of speed

and endurance. Expressive started from California in May

last without a record, and began racing at Denvsr, June 11,

in the three-year-old race, 2:4S class. Losing the first heat

to Lady Red in 2:251, she won the next two and race in 2:26},

2:25£.

At Council Bluffs, January 26th, in the 2:35 class, starting

against aged horses she won second to Troublesome in a

hotly-contested race of five heats, winning the third heat, and

was second in the rest. Time, 2:20], 2:20], 2:21], 2:19] and

2:22]. Two days later at the same place in the 2:45 class,

Expressive turned the tables on Troublesome, defeating bim

in straight heats. Time, 2:23}, 2:19], 2:1 8].

At Saginaw, July 11th, in the three-minute class, Ex-

pressive won a five-heat race, losing the second and third

heats, the latter being trotted in the rain and mud. Time,

2:171, 2:18i, 2:29}, 2:19^,2:19^.

At Detroit, July 18th, in the 2:30 class for three-year-olds,

Expressive was second to the great Red Bud in 2:20£, 2:18,

2:19, 2:21], Expressive winning the second heat.

At Cleveland, July 24th, in the 2:35 class for three-year-

olds, Expressive reversed the victory of Red Bud, winning a

five-heat race in 2:17, 2:18£, 2:17f, 2:18, 2:21?, Red Bud win-

ning first two heats.

At Buffalo, August 3d, Expressive met defeat at the hands

of her good adversary, Red Bud, in 2:19£, 2:19A, 2:15^, Ex-
pressive second m the last heat and winning third money in

the race.

Four days later, August 7th, in the 2:23 class for three-

year-olds, Expressive reversed the victory of her worthy
opponent, Red Bud, winning the first heat.

At Terre Haute, August 16tb, in the 2:40 class, Expressive

won in straight heats, time 2:1 6|, 2:24], 2:22.

From June 11th to August 16th Expressive started in nine

races, was first six times, second twice and third once.

Expressive has several engagements yet to trot, one being

the Stallion Representative Stake for three-year-olds at Lex-

ington. As she is of the improving kind, it is safe to look

for her to add more brackets to her score of wins.

Esther, the dam of Expressive (3), 2:15£, Express, 2:21,

and Elwina (2), 2:27, traces to a mare by imp. Margrave, that

good thoroughbred strain of blood that appears in so many
of the pedigrees of our celebrated race horses and producers

of speed: Alcantara, Alcyone, Palo Alto, Edward Everett,

Whips, Electioneer (Campbell's) Hambrino, Hummer,
Nephew and many others.

Etta, a handsome chestnut filly by Advertiser, 2:15], dam
Esther, has been listed by Palo Alto for the Kellogg sale, to

take place in New York November 1st next. Rio Alto.
Palo Alto, August 20, 1894.

Stockton Fair Races.

and carry off the money. The directors also expect that

other horses will make an attempt to gain the prize.

There are a number of runners at the track that are en-

tered in the special purses offered for gallopers, and all are

doing well.

A match race hss been made between John Blue's St.

James and Sam King's Kelley. These are two crack perform-
ers, very evenly matched, and the owner of each is confident

that his horse is the best, and a hard-fought struggle will be

the result of the match.
Lady Silver is in good form and will be a hard horse to

beat in her class.

Steve Damon has gone dead lame and will have to be

turned out. This is to be regretted, as the horse was showing
wonderful speed up to Tuesday, when he suddenly pulled up
lame, and his trainer is unable to locate the place of his in-

jury.

H. W. Laugenour's mare Lucy is doing her last half in a

2:30 clip, and Henry is confident she will be in it when the

time comes to go. His beautiful two-year-old filly, Director

Maid is improving wonderfully, and is entered in the dis-

trict two-year-old stake here, and also in her class at the fall

meeting at the Bay District track, San Francisco.

There are over 800 entries in the different purses offered

here, and with the premiums offered for live stock and agri-

cultural exhibits will form an attraction second to none ex-

cept the State Fair at Sacramento.—Mail.

Thoroughbreds for America.

HOOF-BEATS.

P. M. AVest's brown filly Peggie, a two-year-old, valued at

$5,000, died at Latonia on the night of August 20th.

Black Hawk, by Hyder AH—Miss Clay, won a six and
a half furlong race last Wednesday at Jerome Park in 1:22.

Interval, a bay filly byNorval, 2:1 4$, won the 2:45 class
trot at Griggsville, 111., August 17th, and secured a record of
2:29£ in the second heat.

Barney Schreiber won two races at Hawthorne on
Wednesday, Mollie R. (by Mariner—Cantenac) and The
Kitten proving victorious.

The S*m Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association offeis

the following list of running, trotting and pacing purses for

the meeting to be held next month, entries to close with

Secretary Doan to-day, the 25th instant

:

Hurdle race, mile dash, over five hurdles, purse $300, three

moneys, $200, $70, $30.

Two-year-old running handicap, half-mile dash for district

(San Joaquin and Calaveras), purse $200, three moneys $120,

$60, $20.

Two year-old running, handicap, three-quarter mile dash,

$150 added, three moneys, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit.

For horses of all ages, running, handicap, three-quarter

mile dash, $200 added, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit.

Free-for-all, running, handicap, one and one-eighth miles,

$200 added, $25 entrance, $10 forfeit ; three moneys, $200,

$75, $25.

For horses of all ages (district), running, handicap, three-

quarters of a mile, purse $200, three moneys, $120, $60, $20.

Free race, running, handicap, three-quarter mile dash,

purse $200, three moneys, $120, $60, $20-* No entrance fee

in this race.

.

Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $800.

Trotting, 2:24 class, purse $800.
Mixed pacing and trotting, free-for-all, purse $1,000.
State Agricultural rules to govern, except three required to

start.

Entrance fee 10 per centjexcept where otherwise stated.

The "Woodland Fair,

Oa next Mondav the annual fair or the Fortieth Agri-

ultural District opens at Woodland. Carpenters are now
iusy preparing a large number of extra stalls for the accom-

modation of the many horses that have been entered in the

lifferent speed contests, artists are busy with the brush, and

he grand stand and surroundings are fast assuming a neat

ppearance. Everything is being put in first-class shape for

he reception of stock entered for exhibition, and the direc-

ora are determined to make this the best interior meeting in

he State. The lessees of the different refreshment stands

nd of the restaurant are busy preparing their places for

usiness and will be ready to accommodate the crowds when
hey arrive.

The northern circuit closes this week, and as most of the

orses that have been through the northern fairs are entered

ere, they will begin to arrive in Woodland the first of next
eek, and by the following Saturday over 300 racers will be
uartered at the ground.
The track is in superb condition, and horsemen are con-
sent that the track record (2:09 }),made by Diablo last year,
ill be lowered. The association has offered a purse of $200
• the horse that lowers this mark, and the owner of Diablo
is signified bis intention to come fcere with the noted pacer

New York, August 21—Lovers of blooded stock were af-

forded a treat when the Atlantic Transport Company's

steamer Mohawk commenced to discharge her valuable live

freight at the foot of West Twenty-seventh street yesterday.

The equine aristocrats aboard numbered fifty-six head, and

the company's representative, Charles Stewart, was on hand

to see that every precaution was taken during the shipping.

The speedy chestnut horse Ormuz, said to have cost

£4,000, died aboard about 6 o'clock this morning, after being

sick during the entire trip. Every remedy known to the

experts aboard was tried in vain, and even the bottle of whis-

key to which he was treated during the night failed to in-

spire him with the desire to see America. He was consigned

to Tattersalls, and was insured for almost his full vah.e.

Ormuz wrs a great favorite with John Porter, the famous

Kingsclere trainer, who found him very useful in leading the

youngsters in training. He extended more than one classic

winner during his career as a pacemaker. Mr. Edmundson,
representing James R. andF. P. Keene, Superintendent John
Mackey, of the Rancho del Paso stud, and all others interested,

mustered on the dock when the unloading commenced.
The first lot led down the peat-covered gangway included

the three colts and four fillies consigned to Marcus Daly.

They looked well after their trip, and were generally ad-

mired as they filed up the dock.

The Keene thoroughbreds were led across the dock to a

Pennsylvania lighter with three special horse cars aboard.

The bay mare Maid of Dorset, by Dutch Skater—Empress of

India, with a chestnut filly at foot by Amphion, and in foal

to Galopin, did not like her new quarters. She lashed out

viciously and sent the glass and wood of the car door into

the river. She quieted down after some time, but not until

her heels were badly gashed by the broken window.

Stephanotis, a chestnut mare by Springfield—Balantine,

with chestnut filly at foot by Common, and in foal^to Gold,

also showed temper and kept the carpenters busy in fixing

up the wreckage she caused.

There was another lively scene in the car when an attempt

was made to box Lady Gay, a beautiful bay mare by St. Ga-

tien—Lady Emily, with a bay filly at foot by Hampton, and
in foal to Surefoo't. She was finally transferred without any
serious mishap Lady Gay bears an extraordinary resem-

blenceto the St. Gatien colt Meddler, and was at once recog-

nized by those who saw Forbes' famons three-year-old when
he landed here last year.

A big reception awaited Dutch Flag, the bay mare by Dutch
Skater, as she came down the gangway, followed by her

twins, a colt and filly, by Galliard. She is again bred to the

same horse. The youngsters, although small, showed lots of

spirit and kept the help busy before they submitted to be

cooped up again.

The assembled critics had a rare opportunity of sizing up
Distaff, a frisky brown mare by Lowland Chief—Homespun.
She is with foal to St. Symphorian and has a brown filly at

foot by the same sire. The dam and foal were so restive that

they were kept on the dock until all the others were safely

stowed away. The mare is a perfect duplicate of Lowlander,

by the same sire, and made friends with the local help at

once on the strength of the resemblance.

The St. Simon mares, Catherine II. and Citronella, both

bred to Sheen ; the Hermit mares. Royal Nun, Cinderella

and Innerdale; the Isonomy mare, Dancing Water, and the

grand Barcaldine mare, Mavourneen, attracted general at-

tention ; in fact, there was not a weedy one among the lot,

and the consignment was generally pronounced the finest yet

imported.
Their condition reflected the highest jcredit on Harry

Vaughan, who looked after them during the trying journey

from Newmarket He has been retained to take care of the

Haggin horses at Durland's. The Haggin horses were taken

ashore under the watchful eyes of Superintendent Mackey,
and were followed by an admiring crowd almost the entire

way to Durland's Academy, where they will rest before being

shipped to the Rancho del Paso.

The young stallion Goldfinch, by Ormonde—Thistle, is a

superb-looking animal, though closely rivaled in that respect

by the slashing Watercress, by Springfield—Wharfedale.

Star Ruby, by Hampton—Ornament, is a gem of a younger

division. He has been woiked to advantage and looks as

though he could race on short notice. The chestnut filly by

Donovan is also a beauty.

The stallion Golden Garter, by Ben d'Or—Sanda, shows

his fine breeding in every line, and does justice to the blood-

like company in which he is placed.

Robert L. Wooley, representing Reginald Francklyn, the

Custom-house broker, put the entire lot through most expe-

ditiously.

The Keene horses left at p. m. for Jersey City, when ten

other yearlings were taken in. The lot then started by rail

for Castleton Farm, near Lexington, Ky.
;

in. charge of Stud-

groom James Massey.

Attention is called to the advertisement of C. D. Taylor >

the only graduated veterinary dentist in San Francisco, whose
office is at the Nevada Stables, 1350-52 Market street.

Directly distanced Carbonate in the match at Chicago
last Wednesday, and, driven out by Andy McDowell,the two-
year old weLt the mile in 2:12, the record for a colt of his age

Reports from Montana are to the effect that Ayers & Co.
are doing the largest pool and paris mutuel business ever
known on the MontaDa circuit, and doing in a manner satis-

factory to the army of beUors.

Lady Ida, by Idalium (now owned by A. B. Spreckels),
dam Young Zoe, won a hurdle race at Canterbury, N. Z.,

June 16th, carryin* 143 pounds. She won by three lengths
from All Right, who packed but 133.

The famous Russian stallion at Terre Haute is developing
such peculiar traits that he may soon become known instead
of Krakus as the cracked cuts. He ran into an apple tree

recently and nearly severed the articulations of his skull.

The following are the English turf fixtures yet to be de-

cided this year : St. Leger, September 12 ; Doncaster Cup,
September 14 ; Jockey Club Stakes (10,000 sovereigns),

September 27 ; Cesarewich Stakes, handicap, October 10
;

Cambridgeshire Stakes, handicap, October 24.

In another column will be found advertised for sale or ex-

change eleven head of as well-bred trotters (standsrd-bred

stock) as can be found on this coast, selected with great care

by a most excellent judge of breeding and conformation. An
excellent opportunity is presented of securing any or all of

these fine animals.

Green Hock dislocated one of his pasterns in a race at

Butte August 17th, and was shot. Zeke Abrahams, owner of

the horse, claims the assistant starter put Greenhock's tongue
under the bit j ust before the start, aud claims this choked the

horse down and caused him to stumble. Zeke, therefore,

threatens to make the association pay him what the horse was
entered at—$300.

Bassetlaw has been purchased by Mr. Haggin, so it is

understood. He was one of the best three-year-olds which ap-

peared last season, winning the Jersey Handicap, September
Stakes and other events. This season he was heavily backed
for the Brooklyn and Metropolitan, and finished close up in

both after getting off badly. In fact he is a very had begin-

ner and is a strapping big colt, bred by the Duke of Portland,

by St. Simon, dam Marquesa, by Blair Athol, and imported

here by Mr. Easton in 1892. Mr. Haggin no doubt desires

him on account of his St. Simon blood for the Rancho del

Paso stud. But the English colt will be kept in training in

the hands of Matt Allen, who has always had him and will

start in all the great autumn handicaps.—"Capt. Absolute"

in The Horseman.

Alix last Tuesday trotted in 2:05| at Washington Park,

and the exhibition was pronounced by nearly all the horse-

men present to be the greatest ever made in the sulky. It

reduced the track record of 2:061. held by Nancy Hanks, and

while it fell a second and a quarter short of the world's rec-

ord, it was really a better performance, conditions considered.

Washington Park is at least a second and a half slow. It has

not been so fast as formerly since the new loam was placed on

it before the June running meeting, and is in need of a good,

hard rain. All the drivers agree that the track is slow. John
Kelly, who handled Directum last year, said : "This is the

greatest mile ever trotted. Had Alix been sent against the

record last week at Terre Haute she would have undoubtedly

beaten it." McDowell, who handled Alix to-day, said the

track was two seconds slow at the smallest estimate. The
event was not called until 5:30 o'clock. Although the wind

was not high, the atmosphere was cool, and far from record-

breaking. Alix scored twice, and then was sent away. The
first quarter was made in 0:3U. She scurried on to the half

in 1:03}. There McDowell let her out a little, and the run-

ning mate joined her. She went to the three-quarters in

1:35, and came home without a break and full of go in 2:05}.

The Blue Bull mare Carrie Blackwood now has to her

credit three pacers with records better than 2:20, they being

Atlantic King,2:09£, Mary Centlivre, 2:12, and Carrie Strath

•

more, 2:lSf, says the Breeders' Gazette. It is a thousand

pities that the Blue Bull mares were not sooDer appreciated

by breeders who had stallions of the Hambletonian strain

with good trotting action and levei heads, for there is no

longer any doubt that the blood of the Indiana pacer that at

one time had more 2:30 trotters to his credit than any other

horse in the world, is rather more potent in the female than

the male line. This is natural enough, in fact, inevitable, for

it should be remembered that Blue Bull was bred to compar-

atively few mares of good lineage. His sons feel the lack of

this more than do his daughters, as the latter have the ad-

vantage of being crossed with the stallions of the Wilkes,

Electioneers and other fashionable families of the potent

blood, while it is certain that not many Wilkes or Electioneer

mares are being bred to sons of Blue Bull. It is becoming

more and more evident each season that pacing blood, while

not accomplishing much in the production of pacers as com-

pared with what is being done by trotting stallions, is, never-

theless, an element of speed production and strength in trot-

ting pedigrees, and the astute breeder who keeps abreast of

the times does not overlook this poiDt. Electioneer got his

first start on the road to fame by means of being mated with

daughters of the pacer St. Clair, and the influence of a pacing

dam has been of incalculable benefit to the progeny of many

a trottiug stallion.
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The Willows Pair Races.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14.

The attendance at the races this, the opening day, num-

bered only about 250. The track was in good condition.

The 2:40 trotting race was first on the programme, with

three entries : Nellie Bly, owned by T. L. and G. L. Barn-

bam, driven by A. L. Hines; J. J. Lyndon's Palermo, Lyn-

don driver, and G. S. Wilson's John W., driven by Dounelly.

Pools sold at $10 on John W. to $5 on the field. Nellie Bly

drew the pole, John W. second and Palermo third. At 2:ll>

the horses got off to a good start, but Nellie Bly broke badly

before the horses reached the quarter and fell back too far to

be a factor in the race. Hines managed to get inside of the

flag, but the judges distanced her for running. John W.
opened ud a gap of several lengths, and as the horses entered

the stretch looked a winner. Palermo, however, commenced
coming in the stretch anil passed John W. to a break, Pal-

ermo winning by two lengths. Time, 2:29},

No muluels sold. Pools now changed to $10 on Palermo
to $5 on John W. The horses were called for the second

heal at 2:41. The scoring fur two horses seemed unneces-

sarily prolonged. They finally got a start, with Palermo, the

pole horse, half a length in the lead, which position was kept

to the third quarter, where they drew up on even terms.

The pace, however, seemed too much for John W., who
broke at the upper turn, falling back three lengths, although

quickly recovering he was unable to catch Palermo, who fin-

ished two lengths in the lead in a jog, 2:24 fc.
The first half

was made in 1:1 1 1-5.

The horses were called at 3:30 for the third heat. Palermo
opened up a gap of three lengths at the first quarter, which
he kept throughout the heat, winning easily in 2:25.

SUMMABY.
Palermo Ill
John W 2 2 2
Nellie Bly dis

Time, 2:29^. 2:2**4, 2:25.

The pacing race was called at 4 o'clock. Waldo J. was
scratched. Eagle drawing the pole, Surprise second, Victor

S. third. Time, 2:26. Pools sold at $10 on Surprise, $5 on
the field. Mutuels paid $3.50.

Between the first and second heats of the pace Stranger,

the handsome Tilton Almont trotter of W- W. Marshall.

was paraded before the grand stand meeting with great ap-

plause.

Before the second heat pools were selling surprise $10,

field $2. This heat was taken by Eagle in 2:24}. Surprise

second The betting public, however, considered from the

finish that Surprise gave the heat away and $3 on Surprise to

$10 on the field was the best could be obtained in the

pool-box.
The third heat seemed to confirm the judgment of the

bettors. Surprise and Eagle paced like a team to the quar-
ter. From there Surprise gradually pulled ahead, winning
handily by a length and a half. Time, 2:24J.
The horses were called for the fourth heat at 5:25. Sur-

prise went off in the lead, opening up a gap of several

lengths from Eaele which was reduced in the stretch to one
length. Time, 2:26*.

SUMMABY.
Paciug.

Surprise, by Liberty Soiiiag—Susie, by Geo. M. Patehen Jr. 1 2 1 1
Eagle, by War Eagle- Grace 2 12 2
Victor S 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:26, 2:24K. 2:24Ki 2:26%.

Judges, J. Shellon and W. R. Merrill. Time-keepers, G.
B. Simpson and S. H. Hoy.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15.

The attendance at the races to-day was much better than
yesterday, and the increased attendance was justified by the
interesting pn gramme presented.

The half-mile and repeat running race was first called,

Kathleen, Bessie R., Monarch, Gold Dust, Jessie Sturgil, La
Bue, Bill Nye, Gracie S. and Lou L. facing the starter.

Gold Dust sold favorite, Monarch second choice, Kathleen
third and the other horses sold in the field.

Kathleen got off among the first horses and maintained her
position finishing well in front, Lou L. second and Gracie S.

a gond third. Gold Dust and Monarch bringing up the rear.

Time 0:49.

Kathleen was installed favorite before the second heat, sel-

ling for $5, Monarch $3 and the field $3.
In the second heat the field horse La Bue surprised the

talent by leaving toe other horses excepting Bes3ie R.
bunched three lengths in the rear. Time 0:49.

La Bue has a reputation as a quitter and before the next
heat Kathleen sold $5, La Bue $4. The horses got off well,
and ran together until the stretch was reached. Down the
stretch Kathleen came in under a pull. The rider of La Bue
whipped and rode hard to maintain his position but being
hopelessly beaten half way down the stretch eased up, Kath-
leen fioishing several lengths to the good in 0:493. For
some reason the judges seemed dissatisfied with theresultand
ordered it run over, substituting Clancy for Wathere as rider
of La Bue. Li Bje quit before the quarter was reached, and
though hard ridden, was many lengths in the rear of Kath-
leen who Gushed in a cauter in the slow time of 0:5U.
Two Cheers, White Cloud, Emma D., Faro, Rocket", Alba-

tross :md Inkerman were the starters in the three-quarter
bash. Two Cheers and Inkerman, the stable horses, sold
favorite $5, Faro $3 and the field $4. The tip was out on
Emma D. and this time the field players were justified in
their judgment by the result, Emma D. winning easily in
l:l(>i.

For the third dash race of seven-eighths of a mile, the
marter* were (Jeorge L , Inkerman, April, Lady Intruder, and
Morton, George L. and April were each played for $5, field

$3. The iace was the best of the day. Inkerman moved up
from third position to the front as the horses entered the
stretch and seemed a winner 100 yaids from the wire. Here
April came with a ninii, taking the race by a neck in 1:30$.

Judges, \V. W. Marshall, Joe Troxel and James Shellon.
Timers, \V. II. Robinson and G. B. Simpson.

THURSDAY, fcTJGUST 16.

The races yesterday were gilts for the favorites. Although
the programme presented was not as interesting as on the
previous day, the crowd, owing to the circus, was larger.

In the three-minute trot Tilton B., Palermo and Belle
Packer were the starters. Palermo was barred in the pool-box
and Tilioo B. sold for $5 to $2 on Belle Packer. A bad break
of Tilton B. at the start allowed Belle Packer to take second
position on the first heat, but did not inspire her backers with

much greater confidence as the best that could be obtained in

the pools after the heat was $3 on Belle Packer to $5 on Til-

ton B. The latter came in second in the next two heats, tak-

ing second money.
The starters in the 2:24 trot were Hera, Billie Button, Mel-

rose and Chico. Chico, in" the betting, was an almost prohibi-

tive favorite at $10 to $3 on the fiold.

In the first heat Chico made a break which enabled Hera to

open a gap that was not closed, Hera taking the heat in 2:24$.

In the next three heats Sullivan permitted Hines to keep
Hera well to the front until into the stretch, when he brought
Chico up winning the heats and race.

Miss Ruth, Tyrena and My Sweetheart were the two-year-

old starters in the half-mile dash.

Miss Ruth was barred from the betting, Tyrena selling at

$5 to $2 on the field.

Miss Ruth won, Tyrena a good second, My Sweetheart
sulking in the rear.

SUMMARIES.

Palermo Ill
Tilton B _ 3 2 2

Time, 2:30}£, 2:30^, 2:35.

Trotting; 2:24 class.

Chico, by Monroe Chief. 2 111
Hera, by Mambriuo Wilkes 1 2 2 2
Melrose, bv Sultan 3 3 4 3
Billie Button 4 4 3 4

Time, 2:24%, 2:25%, 2:24^, 2.25.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17.

A good attendance witnessed yesterday's running races-

As heretofore on running days the money flowed into the pool

box freely.

In the first race, three-quarters mile and repeat, Inkerman
sold at $5 to $3 on April and Garnett in the field.

Inkerman took the first heat handily in 1.16, and pools

immediately went up to $10 on Inkerman, $2 on April.

The second heat was captured by April in 1:16| and the

latter was installed a two to one favoriie.

The third heat was taken by April in 1:17}. Garnett was
distanced in the first heat. Donn rode Inkerman, Leonard
April and Ball Garnett.

The mile dash had eight entries: George L , George Wash-
ington, Faro, Lady Intruder, Rocket, Morton. White Cloud
and April.

George L., Faro and April carried about $10 each and the

field $4.

Faro got off in the lead and kept the position, winning in

]:43£. April took second money, White Cloud third and
George L. fourth.

The best race of the day was the five eighths mile and re-

peat. Starters: Jesse Sturgil], Bill Nye, Gold Dust, Emma
D-, Monarch, Kathleen and '-racie S.

The pool-sellers were unable to handle t h e money as rapidly

as the sporting fraternity tried to get it in. The owners of

George L., Kathleen, Emma D. and Gracie S. shoved up
their money on their horses as fast as they could get pools.

Bill Nye got off way in front, but died in the stretch.

Emma D. moved up from from fourth position (o Kathleen,
who got off second and the two horses made a pretty race

half-way down the track, when Emma D. drew ahead, win-
ning inl:02|.

In the second heat the horses got oft to a good start. In
this heat Gracie S. showed her game breeding and captured
the heat from Emma D. in l:02i

t
winning by two lengths

under a pull.

Emma D. was pumped out, but her backers still had faith

in her, and she still sold in the pools at $6 to $5 on Gracie.

This best was a gift to Gracie in 1:04}. The race carried
over $1 ,000 in the pool box.

The one mile hurdle race was a gift to Albatross in 1:53,

Dave Douglas second. Ben Martin sulked at the post, but

went around for third money after the other horses were half

a mile in the lead.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18.

The closing day of the races was marked by a large atten-

dance and the best sport of the week's races. The races for

the week have been far better than anticipated. In the run-
ning races the money flowed readily into the pool-box. The
attendance at the pavilion in the evenings has been good.
Most of the horses will stay here during the coming week
waiting for the Woodland races, commencing August 27th.

The event of the day was the free-for-all trot, which was
hotly contested by Escort, Jennie Wren and Mamie Griffens.

It was a race for blood. Escort took the first heat in 2:25£,

driven out by Jennie Wren, and the second heat in 2:23f,
close pressed by Mamie Griffens. Jennie Wren captured the

third heat from Escort by a neck in 2:25}, and Mamie
Griffins took the fourth heat from Escort by a neck in 2:22^.

For the fifth and deciding heat the three horses came down
the stretch neck and neck in a hard drive, which took Jennie
and Mamie off their feet, giving the heat and race to Escort by
a half length in 2:23, Mamie Griffens coming second, Jennie
Wren a close third. Nellie J and Starboul were distanced
in the second heat.

SUMMARY.
Free-for-all trot.

Escort, by Guide 112 2 1
Jennie Wren, by Cologne 2 3 13 3
Mamie Griffens 3 2 3 12
Nellie J 4 dis
Starboul 5 dis

In the free-for-all pace Waldo J. won in three straight

heats, though the racer was so hard pushed in the first heat
by Surprise that he made a record of 2:19.

SUMMARY.
Free-for-all pace.

Waldo J., by Bob Masou l 1 1

Surprise "2 2 2
Belle 3 3 3
Eagle 4 4 4

Time, 2:19, 2:19%, 2:20.

In the running race, five and a half furlongs and repeat,

Lou L. look the first heat, lost the second to Gold Dust and
was unable to go in the third heat, when Gold Dust galloped
over the course and was giveu the race.

BUHHARY.
EtunnlDff, live and one-half furlong beats.

Gold Dost, by < iro 211
Lou 1 122

Time, 1:10, 1:10%, 1:18.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSOIS.

J. Hamlin, the most successful breeder and developer of
harness horses in America, declares that in the future he will

not race his two-year-olds, but instead break them, work
them for speed a few weeks, Rnd then turn them out to grow
and gather strength to stand the ordeal of training in their

three-year-old form. Mr. Hamlin's reason for this course is

that racing in their two-year-old form has ruined some of his
best colt and fillies, and he proposes to heed the lesson
taught. This is the experience and belief of many others.

Big Businses.—Bum Vivimus Vivamus. Accepting that

ancient legend as the basis on which to build a project for

making fast trotters and pacers more profitable than they

are at present, I have some little faith in the success of a

scheme which will be presented for the consideration of those

who have the business in charge.

That the purses given bv the Trotting Horse Breeders and -

the Golden Gate were liberal cannot be questioned. Fol-i

lowing the maxim, first promulgated by the breeder of Axtel]

aud Allerton, that the earning capacity of horses must be in-

creased, one thousand dollars was the minimum for nearly

all the classes.

At the Breeders' spring and summer meeting of 1893
starters only paid three per centum on the amount of the
purses, non-starters five per centum. As 1 am quoting from
memory, this may not be correct, but such is my recollection.

There was a loss at these meetings, and with still harder
times it was thought that with increased sums there would
be danger of still larger losses. Therefore five per centum
was charged, with five more contingent on winning, thoug"h
with provisions for drawing out at the commencement of each
month, on the payment of one per cent, for each month after

the close of entries.

Now Mr. Williams' famous saying applies to winners, and
as an amendment I will offer decrease the expenses of owners
as much as it is possible to accomplish, thus affording relief to
non-winners. Theatrical managers depend on the attendance
to furnish the means to pay expenses ; actors, whether stars

or supes, receive pay. There are a few minor resources in
theatrical ventures which to make renumeratLe must depend
on securing visitors.

People must congregate to furnish dollars at the gate, and
in order to secure large crowds there must be superior attrac-

tions. I start on the presumption that that essential feature
has bpen properly managed, as the scheme will surely afiord

the funds for large purses with small entrance fees, just
enough of the last named to keep out decided inferiority.

Now mark it, with the motto quoted for the guide, which I

translate "let us live|while we live," and taking it on the still

broader ground eet all you can out of the game while the
play lasts, I shall propose a scheme which, in all probability,

will startle those who have read what I have written from the
days the Breeder and Sportsman was first published un
til the present time.

Discard pool-selling entirely. Throw overboard auction
and French, give book-betting the whole field, and handle
that in a business-like manner. Make the most of it. There
are several ways of accomplishing that. The association,

club or proprietor might do the business, securing the whole
revenue, less salaries paid for ticket and sheet-writers, cashier
and the man who handles the chalk, though there are serious

objections to that, which will be apparent without rehear-

sal. After cogitation it strikes me that among many pro-

jects which are presented the following may be feasible. Re-
strict book-makers to as few as can do the business. I am
told that each book is run at an expense of about $50 a dav,

beside what is paid for the privilege, and this saving is some-
thing, but far inferior to the increased emoluments which
will come from having it managed by a close trust. In place

of a beggarly seventeen per cent the best of it, as was shown
in the example given in the paper of last week, forty per
cent can be the minimum. " Whatever the traffic will bear,"

and from the anxiety which is shown to wager
when the layer has all of that the advantage, it

evident that "odds" d.t not figure with the

average bettor, further than he is guided
by the figures on the board. When one bookmaker is ofler-

ing 3 to 1 and his neighbor 4 to 1,there is j ust enough acumen
on the part of speculators to accept the longer odds. They
rarely stop to think of percentage, or surely they would not

back a horse at 2 to 1 in the books when 3 to I is obtained in

the pools with both set of figureb before them, and, conse-

quently, without any standard of comparison per centum
could be made so high that the only question would be, how
long will the betting money last? It will not be good
business to break all of the bettors in too short a time, as in

that way there would be no more money for the books to ab-

sorb than the original stake, and, of course, diminished at-

tendance. Take it gradually, say thirty per cent to-day, and!

the lucky ones which win one race in three will have a small!

margin for to-morrow's play. Suckers who strike a " long'

shot" will advertise the scheme, and ducks, grieviously

lamed, will waddle and flutter around to obtain the where-

withal for another essay in the vain hope of getting their:

money back.

But it is not my intention to go into close details, and even!

with all the study I could give fail to evolve as valuable a

plan as one who is more conversant with the business. Tht

better way well be to take into partnersnip a man who if

thoroughly posted, give him share enough of the profits tc

ensure faithful work on his part, with something after thi

pattern of the bell punch as a check.

From a conversation I had with a bookmaker last wintei

"the wheel" is in the way. He claimed that pulled in al

the " sucker money," and there was none to bite at the bi|

odds on his board. He admitted that when he offered 50

1 against a horse winning it was fully 200 to 1, in some ci

more, and the wheel,which only took 12 per cent,was a greate

atliaction. Now there are suckers and suckers. In placeo|

throwing out the wheel have'bne constructed that will captui

one-half the money betted.

Have that in partnership. The biggest suckers will stil

play, as they are likely to be " producers," the smarter se

having no money to lose.

Again I am led away by the brilliant array of chances

make money. They multiply so rapidly thatjike the vision

which Fingal saw flitting across the misty moor, there is n-

end of them.
Let the betting quarters occupy the whole space froi

which the races can be seen to advantage. Charge just a

much for a place in the magic circle as will not prohibit, n

matter if there is a succession of growls. Those who ar

deeply inoculated with the passion for betting will pay with

out a murmur. Those who take a deep interest in the horst

will also contribute with a protest, maybe, but once in the

may come again, or others which will take their places.

What will be the result? A pertinent question from othe

:

id:
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points of view, but from a strictly business position, founded

on tbe text at tbe opening of this article, that does not come
into the discussion. As a fitting "tail piece," let me quote

from Woodsworth ;t Rob Roy's Grave :

"

" For why ? Because the good old rule
Sufficeth them ; the simple plan,

That they should take who have the power,
And they should keep who can."

Salivary Calculus.—"An unusually interesting veter-

inary operation was performed a short time ago in Mel-

bourne. During the process of breaking in a horse it was dis-

covered that the animal suffered from a salivary calculus or

stone in the salivary duct. The stone, which could be plainly

seen and touched from the outside of the jaw, was about one

and a half inches long by one inch wide and one-half inch

thick. The occurrence ef salivary calculus is extremely rare,

so much so that few veterinary surgeons get an opportunity

of seeing one. The horse was hobbled and thrown, a large

wooden gag was inserted into his mouth, the orifice of the

salivary duct was found with a probe, and having opened the

duct with a lance, the stone was extracted in its entirety. Un-
fortunately, the calculus was rendered useless as a specimen,

owing to the horse champing with its molars as it went into

his mouth, but portions were preserved for analysis. The
operation lasted abeut twenty minutes, and the animal bore

it very well."

The above is now going the round of the press, but the

operation described is not nearly so rare as claimed. Dr.

Bowhill performed it upon Double Cross, and the specimen

was fully twice as large as that obtained from the Melbourne
1 operation. When sawed apart in the center a wild-oat was
: found to be the nucleus. There was a thoroughbred mare
which I saw at the Souther Farm which had a still larger ac-

1 cumulation, judging from outward appearance, and others

have come under my observation, though that taken from the

cheek of XX the only one after being cut out.

*
* *

Red Bud Also—One of the closest contests of the season

is between the California-bred filly Expressive and the Ten-

nesseecolt Red Bud. These violent traducers of the royal

blood have shouted over the victories of the colt : have pro-

f claimed from the highest seat on the journalistic perch that

\ the strictly trotting-bred colt was far superior to the half-

and-half filly. As the two are conceded to be the best of the

year, even the second place would be no small honor. The
Review concedes that they are very closely together, using

its own words : "This gives each two victories, and in the

course of the battles each has trotted to a record of 2:16£, the

I best of the year for that age, and the margin of defeat in each

i instance has been so narrow that good judges are forced to

admit that one is apparently as good as the other. Neither

is fashionably bred in the strict acceptation of the term."

From the Review I learn that Red Bud is from a mare by

i Brown Dick Jr., son of Brown Dick, by imp. Margrave.

His sire has two Hambletonian crosses and two of Mambrino
Chief. Expressive has double the amount of Hambletonian

t blood of her competitor, and if this were admitted to be the

whole source of trotting speed she should beat him easily.

Again if the thoroughbred is the main factor, if the sire of

\ Red Bud's dam was thoroughbred, she has twice as much of

that. This practice of ascribing all the good qualities to the

|

; strains which the writer has the greatest fancy for does not

I make sufficient allowance for individuality. An animal of

I the most fashionable breeding may be so deficient in form

I that the veriest scrub will be superior when the test is speed

I and endurance. In such cases "blood lines" have no value

I in actual performers, however much thev may influence the

[
progeny. Therefore the unfashionably bred when possessing

I ' the desired qualities are worth a great deal more than those

\ in the height of favor, and with a lot of relations possessing

I' like attributes will rule the roost in the future, or at least oc-

I copy a perch which will command attentioa.

Golden Gate Fair—The " clerk of the weather " was

in no friendly mood towards holding the Fair on the verge of

the ocean, signifying his displeasure by the worst "spell " I

have seen in an experience of twenty-one Augusts on the Bay

District track. Especially while the harness flyers were en-

gaged. The first day on which the gallopers had the track

was fairly good, and Saturday and Monday which wound up

the fair, also with racing, were a decided improvement over

those on which trotting and pacing were the order.

That the attendance was far short of what it would have
been with a more genial climate is beyond question, as only

those who had more than passing interests would attend with
the certainty of encountering a degree of cold which was
positive discomfort. The horses were seriously affected, those

which had participated in the up country races and from the

Southern part of the State, suffering the most. Still that

handicap had a good deal to do in heightening tbe interest in

tbe races. Favorites went down time after time, to the great

disgust of people who like to back the first choice, and con-

trary to usual custom without a word of contention over the

squareness of the races, with one exception, and as the only
compulsory change of drivers during the fair, proved that

the suspicions were not well founded, even in that one in-

stance. There were two cases which raised a good deal of

hostile feeling towards the judges, one of them not clearly

understood by those who brought the charge, the other with
good cause for adverse criticism.

Nutwood Wilkes was a great favorite in the 2:20 class. His
race of the previous week clearly demonstrated that he out-

classed the field, and at the opening of the pool-sales he
brought nearly as much as all the others. The favoritism con-
tinued until the horses started, and he trotted fourth, Boodle
winning the heat, Fallacy second, Bay Rum third. When the

announcement was made that Nutwood Wilkes was drawn
there was consternation among his backers' and plenty of in-

dignation at the action of the judges. This was heightened
by the information that his driver made application to draw
him before the heat, which was refused. It certainly looked
as though the judges bad been derelict in their duties, to say
the least, and it did not appear that due attention had been
given to guard " public interests." It struck me that the
current report could not be true,and when the presiding judge
ffas met a couple of days after the occurrence I requested of

him an explanation. It was as follows : After the second
bell had been rung, and most of the horses on the track, the
driver of Nutwood Wilkes came to the stand and claimed

.
that his horse was not in shape to take part in the race. He
was asked if he had a certificate from a veterinarian to sub-

stantiate his claim. He answered no, and the request was re-
fused. After the heat Dr. Masoero came to the stand avow-
ing that it would be with great peril if the horse was com-
pelled to trot, and with this evidence, and the certainty if

anything happened to the horse they would be liable for the
damage, the withdrawal was sanctioned.

Whether the judges were aware of the horse being the fa-

vorite in the pools I do not know. If they were it was clearly
their duty to make a searching investigation and determine
where the fault laid. It certainly has the appearance of a
cunningly devised scheme to defraud. The fact of the horse
being unfit to cope with the others must have been studiously
concealed, or the *' pronounced favoritism " would not have
existed, and the late minute when the information was con-
veyed to the judges warrants the belief that such was the in-
tention. The management of the horse in his race of the
week before was a kind to awaken suspicion, and this seemed
a fitting finale. There can be no question that in refusing to

grant the first request of the driver they were justified;

whether they should have permitted the withdrawal when
they did is open to contention. The horse made a better

showing in the heat he trotted in than be did in the last heat
of the previous race, and to me it seemed that the driving in

both was open to criticism.

The second opportunity for taking exceptions was in tbe
three-year-old race which Gazelle won. In the last heat
there was a manifest violation of the rules by the driver of

the winner. From the long-distance post until nearing the
wire he swung his whip in front of Silve rBee, to the decided
disadvantage of his competitor, and that so palpably as to be
noticed by everyone in a position to witneis the assault.

When the driver of Silver Bee entered a complaint it seemed
a foregone conclusion that punishment would follow, and
when that was found to be a vain presumption there was a
general expression of indignation.

The judges had been changed on that day, good men
selected, it is true, but without the necessary experience to

fit them for tbe place. It is another illustration of the para-

mount necessity of following the example of racing clubs by
employing a capable man to command in the stand, as in

that same race there was another breach of the law which
should be severely punished. That was " helping " Gazelle

to win by getting in the way of her most formidable oppo-
nent. I have some sympathy for the driver who in his eager-

ness to win transgrssses. Thus in the case of Durfee I would
have held the punishment sufficient which took away the

heat, on the plea that his anxiety so completely over-

came his judgment that the foul was unintentional.

The "helper" who committed the same, or a like crime,

would get the limit or so nearly the full scope of the law that

it would be a potent reminder to all engaged that the " way
of the transgressor is hard." There are variations in the

crime which is classed under the general head of helping.

When the object is to keep the horse from winning the heat,

which would end the race, a driver would be justified in as-

sisting another so far as to give him a chance to " get
through" with ai little loss of ground as possible, when by
so doing he would better his own chances to win. For in-

stance, A, the winner of two heats, can beat B in the next,

but if the race be prolonged B will have a chance, and bis

driver gives C an opportunity to tackle the leader. But the

reverse was the case in the race under discussion, the object

being to prevent any interference with the winner, and in do-

ing so committing palpable fouls.

I do not confine my strictures on "waiving distance" to the

Golden Gate folk. The practice is common over all parts of

the country, and as reprehensible as it is common. It resulted

disastrously to the owner of W. W. Foote, as the presumption
is that had the driver given his whole attention to winning
the race in place of seeking a record the result would have
been different. I did not see the finish of that race, going
away from the track after the black colt had won the first

heat and apparently held the race safe. From published ac-

counts it appears that if the distance had not been thrown out

Foote would have been in jeopardy, and had he won the next
heat those who backed the field would have good reasons to

grumble. In fact, pool-buyers in a case of that kind could

claim that, being in direct conflict with law, their money was
not lost, with by far the best of the contention on their side.

The racing all through was very good. Seldom that so many
favorites came to grief, and, as stated before, their downfall

could not be ascribed to pre-arrangement. Marin Jr. sus-

tained the credit gained the week previous. " She " demon-
strated that she was worthy of being installed first pick, and
Eric retrieved himself by winning a hard-fought battle.

Hillsdale and Allie Cresco turned the tables on those which
had beaten them before, and Silver Bow put a little silver

lining in the dark cloud which hung over the stable. The
most sensational of the performers, however, was the black

colt Adbell, and there is no risk in calling his effort the best

of the season for a youngster, and not far out of the way in

claiming it,when all things connected therewith are considered

the best of any season. The track had been wetted for quite a

distance from the inner line and harrowed deeply in order to

give race horses an opportunity to prepare for their races

of the next dav. In order to escape the deep ground
a detour equivalent to two second i had to be made. The day

was one of the worst to make time, cold, raw and with a strong

breeze from the northwest. Two minutes and twenty-eight

seconds under existing conditions was surely equivalent to

2:25, and then it was negotiated with so much ease that it is

not a vain prediction which places a yearling mark within

the teens in this year of our Lord 1894, Adbell gives hie sire,

A dvertiser, a big send-offat the very outset of his career, an

advertisement which will command attention all over the

trotting world.

Adbell is both uncle and cousin to the crack two-year-old of

the East, Boreal, and well worthy are both of membership in

the great clan.

While giving due credit to the lines from which Adbell

and Boreal derive their greatness it will not be fair to with-

hold from the educator of Adbell his share of the credit. The
best-mannered yearling I ever saw, perfect in gait, in disposi-

tion and in condition to make these effective. Walter Maben
drove him in the race, and it is supererogatory to state drove

him well ; that Phippen would have driven him equally as

well, perhaps better, with the advantage of having made him
a trotter, is my firm belief. I am more anxious to do justice

to Mr. Phippen from there being a prevail ing impression that

he is not a good driver in a race, the employment of another

giving the main reason for the assumption. A modest, re-

tiring, unassuming young man, from the descriptions I have

read being similar to Geers in that respect, and with the fur-

ther resemblance of freedom from any bad habit, he does not

take the eye of those who look for style, and who mistake

forwardness for ability. No other or- better endorsement

needed than his record. Last year, with the best of the Palo
Alto horses in the East, in twenty-two starts he won seven-
teen races. The season before he was very successful. Not
having time to go through the books, one instance will be
given. He won five races, all her starts, with Avena, and
gave her a two-year-old mark of 2: 19 J.

*
* *

Welcome Intelligence.—A letter received from Mr.
Theo. Winters a few days ago contains the information that

Marion is " in foal without any doubt." That being the case,

it is very likely that she will be prolific for some years yet.

There are plenty of instances of mares breeding when several
years older than Marion. Mr. Winters also writes that his
yearlings and sucklings are doing well. Yo Tambien is

sounding her own trumpet, issuing notes which proclaim many
victories. An admirer has published the following verses
and enthusiastic as he is, still higher praise is warranted.
There are few who will dispute that her title of " Queen of
the Turf" has been fairly won.

YO TAMBIEN.
[The Queen of the Turf.]

Yo Tambien, why who can beat her?
As swift as every breeze that blows,

Lamplighter was the last to meet her,
The sluggard wed to vile repose.

She left him standing still, defeated,
And blinded by the smarting dust,

A showy Spendthrift who retreated
And forfeited the public trust.

From out the West she came to meet them,
To wipe away that ancient score

;

They never thought that she could beat them,
And yet a worried look they wore.

A shapely mare, so stanch and slender,
As fast as wind upon the plain,

And all their vaunted steers surrender
When she sets sail the prize to gain.

For many years her fame is growing
;

She never falters in the fray.
But, true as steel, her mane is flowing.
She shows them all the right of way.

Her hoofs are riDging as she passes
;

She dances to their lusty strain,
And every thoroughbred surpasses,
As supple as the surging main.

James E, Kinsella.
*

* +
Boreal Too.—The two-year-old trotter which so far

wears championship honors for 1894 has a number of "fresh

infusions," many branches of half-and-half in his genealogi-

cal tree. The Moor, Alma Mater and Midnight are of that

class, and with these a triple allowance of Hambletonian. I

am far from underrating this three-ply card on that side,

but in place of giving it all the honor, insist that due credit

be given to the other. Hambletonian, the offspring of a half-

bred sire and a half-bred grandam, is further proof of the effi-

cacy of the mixture, and all the special pleading to the con-
trary will not fool people who give the subject consideration.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

James R. Keene received a cablegram last Tuesday an-
nouncing the death of his father, James Keene, in Paris. Mr.
Keene Sr. was eighty-six years old, and had been ill for three

months from the effects of cold contracted while traveling

early this summer. He was born in England, and came to this

country about forty yeaas ago, going on to San Francisco.

On the death of his wife, about twenty years ago, Mr. Keene
went to Paris, where he has since resided. He was well known
in the American colony there, and having traveled exten-

sively and being up in matters of art and literature he was a

great favorite. He leaves four children—James R. and Henry
Keene of New York, Mrs. Anderson of San Francisco and
Mrs. Follansbee, who was with h*>r father when he died. The
interment will be in Paris.

Riley Grannan, the nerviest young plunger on| the

American turf, last Tuesday had good cause to bemoan his

fate, said a Saratoga, N. Y., dispatch. Two weeks ago Presi-

dent Walbaum asked Grannan to stop booking, but the young
Kentuckian could not see matters in that light. He was then

$75,000 winner. He played along with varying success until

a couple of days ago. Monday he lost $21,000, picking up
only one bet, Tuesday he went deeper in the mire, and his

fellow-bookmakers had $30,000 of his money at the end of

the day. A good deal of sympathy is expressed at his losses,

but Grannan in a typical way replied, when a friend of his

went to solace him ; "I don't want sympathy ; it's money I'm

after." If he has another like experience Riley will be watch-

ing the races from the ground.

Those colts recently purchased by Dr. W. C. Jones are

showing up in fine style now and will soon blossom into gen-

uine racehorses. Several of them are being educated at Glen-

brook Park by Charles F. Taylor, the well-known and ex-

perienced horseman. Two or three of the youngsters are

showing remarkable speed, and it is confidently expected that

when they attain their full form that they will be able to go

in the best company of trotting horses, as they are standard-

bred. The horses will soon be taken to Sacramento, where

they will spend the winter on the track of Agricultural Park.

—Grass Valley Enterprise.

When May Thompson ran six furlongs in 1:13J at Har-

lem last week with 95 pounds up Geraldine and Be Bracy,

Califoruians, were respectively second and third, but half a

length and a length behind the winner, with Highland, Lib-

ertine, Tartarian, Pedestrian and Wauhatchie behind them.

Abbess, by Kyrle Daly—Abra, won on the same date.

The owners of Wilton, to whom Alma Mater is now being

regularly bred, say that they will nnt accept for their horse a

mare that is over 15i hands high. They have a belief that

mares of moderate size, or even undersizr-, make the best pro-

ducers, and say that this is why they have made the restric-

tion referred to. _
Quarterstaff is reported to be one of the most improved

horses seen in California in a long time. He has grown about

one and a half inches taller and over 200 pounds heavier in

the past year, weighing in racing condition close to 1,100

pounds. He is going to be a hard one to beat up to a mile

this fall.

Palermo won three straight heats at Willows in 2.-292,

2:24£. 2:25.V. This is an old horse belonging to J. Johnson,

a blacksmith at Palermo, who purchased the horse for $100

from the livery stable and turned him over to Jim Linden to

be trained. The horse bad only been in training seven

weeks.
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Dates Claimed.

PETALUMA ASSOCIATION August 20to August 25

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION .'.....September 17 to September 24

SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29

VALLEJO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October s

SANTA ANA October 8 to October IS

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

V C T H. B. A. i Kail Meeting) October 22 lo October 27

SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22

HCENEME _Sepleuioer 21 to September 29

SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTER October 9 to October 13

MODESTO October 11 to October 13

PORTLAND Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8

ANGELS CAMP September 26 to September 29

VICTORIA September 14-15

Entries Close.

STATE FAIR—Trolliog and Paclog, fast classes. August 25
Running See advt.

HCENEME August 28

LOS ANGELES September 1

VALLEJO .September 1

PORTLAND—Trotting and Paring- Spptember 1

Rnnning September 7

SALINAS September 8
VICTORIA September 10

IONE September 12

HOLLISTKR September 15

They are Not Inconsistent.

There were many complaints made that the judges at

the Breeders' meeting did not act consistently in two

cases during the meeting just closed, and those who com-

plained the loudest cite the facts as follows: On the

opening day of the meeting the harness on H. M. Stanley,

the trotting horse, broke at the first quarter, and the

horse not being in a condition to be guided, and there-

fore was prevented from going a mile, was declared dis-

tanced. II. M. Stanley was the favorite. A few days

after the sulky that was attached to the stallion Nutwood
Wilkes iraa badly broken through a collision with some

other in a race. The judges who had declared H. 11.

Stanley distanced, aDd would not allow him to start,

reversed their decision and allowed Nutwood Wilkes to

start. ThiB is the way the case was presented by many

who hail not made a study of the laws of racing. For

their benefit, and to show that the judges acted perfectly

right in the premises, we herewith publish the law:
l:i i i

;;".-('.,[. i.ihion ok Intkiu BREW ».—" In case of interference

or collision the party causing lae same, whether wilfully or other-

wise, may be ruled out: and if the Jndgee Una it mu intentional or

to aid fraud, the driver In fault shall be forthwith suspended or

expelled, mid his bone may be ruled out ; but if necessary to defeat

fraud, the Midges shall direct tin- bone to start again. If any horse

Impeded thereb nee flag, the Judges may
allow him to start again, If It apprnr- I., them Ibal II was In conse.

.

I ii.-in ol hi-, ii

lii the case of II. M. Stanley there was no collision.

The breaking of harness, the losing of a shoe or the

destruction of a sulky through weakness of manufacture

are not to be considered the same as being caused

by a collision. The driver of a horse should see that

everything about his burse and vehicle which is to take

part in the races is strong and well-made enough to with-

stand the natural wear and tear of a hard race. He
alone is responsible for this, not the association nor the

other drivers in the race.

There can be no comparison between the case referred

to and that oi Nutwood Wilkes'. The sulky of the latter

was broken in a collision in a large field of horses, and

the law as above written provides especially for just such

accidents. The judges acted in accordance with law, and

if thosejwho were loudest in their com plaints would study

the laws a little bit better they wouldjnot cast aspersions

on judges who act in strict accordance with the law, and

are not governed by motives which are actuated by any-

thing other than to see justice administered to all.

Celebrities and Their Direct Female Lines.

Breeders and turfmen are now beginning to pay par-

ticular attention to the dam's side of a pedigree, realiz-

ing that a great race horse seldom has a poor mother,

and also that the mother exerts a more powerful influ-

ence for good or bad on a foal than the sire. Generally

the sires are fashionably bred and all right in most par-

ticulars; in fact, the owner of a thoroughbred brood mare

almost invariably sends his stud matron to the most suc-

cessful horse in his section of the country. We have dis-

covered beyond any doubt that there are " sire lines
"

and other lines from which a first-class pooducing stal-

lion never comes. It is also demonstrated, through his-

tory, that the daughters of certain horses are extremely

valuable at the stud, much more so than their sons. Sev-

eral articles have appeared in this paper showing the

worth of the various racing families. To our minds it is

conclusively proven that Lexington's daughters made

phenomenally successful mothers, but among all his

sons not above two ranked high as producing stallions.

The exceptions were Norfolk and War Dance. Neither

of these horses produced a son that achieved great fame

at the stud, and, like Lexington, it will be through the

female portion that the fame of these noble animals

will be perpetuated. Imp. Leamington's sons have

become famous at the stud, and his grandsons are keep-

ing up the excellent reputation of the family. Longfel-

low, Onondaga, Sensation, Enquirer, Eolus, Iroquois,

Reform and Stratford have indeed been successful at the

stud, all standing well toward the top of the " winning

stallions" list. Longfellow's sons—The Bard, Leonatus

and others—will doubtless produce good racing sons that

will " breed on." Enquirer's sons, Falsetto and Ecua-

dor, are more than promising sires. Iroquois is to-day

as highly prized as any stallion in the land. The daugh-

ters of Leamington were not nearly as great as his sons

in the line of production, yet one of them threw Poto-

mac,and Thora, a daughter of Longfellow, is Ibe dam of

Yorkville Belle, Sir Francis and Dobbins. Enquirer's

daughters have given us a Domino, a Boundless and a

Maid Marian. Still it is through their sons that they

will shine brightest. Billet, by Voltigeur, got more good

sons than daughters, notably Barnes, Blue Wing, Vol-

turno and Elias Lawrence, against the first-class

mare, Miss Woodford. Billet was bred in " sire lines.''

Himyar, one of our leading stallions, is of the male line

of Touchstone. Sir Modred, the most successful stallion

of the year, though of the Herod male line, has in his

veins a preponderance of "sire blood." And so we

might go on demonstrating the worth of the theories

that we have advanced regarding sires and how they

should be bred. And the recent selections of Messrs.

Mackey and Keene in England, backing us up in what

we have said regarding the need of certain blood in this

country, does not make us feel anything but happy.

We will now take up another line of reasoning, and

trace the champion race horses and sires of the past

twenty-five years on the female side of the house to the

fountain-head, and see where the excellence came from,

if possible, for the sires in their pedigrees were of course

famous in most instances. Lexington will do for the

first illustration. Alice Carneal, the dam, threw several

winners besides Lexington. In her pedigree appeared

a few matrons of renown, such as the dam of Flirtilla

and Sumpter, the DeLancey Club mare, Proserpine

(sister to Eclipse), Castianira and Evelina (by High-

flyer). One is struck with the amount of blood of High-

flyer (best son of Herod) in the pedigree. In looking it

over roughly we find no less than six crosses in Lexing-

ton's dam. The fountain head was the Old Montague

mare.

Imp. Leamington traced on the dam's side of the

house through that famous mare, Boadicea, by Alexan-

der, to The * Hdfield mare. There were many famous

stud matrons on the female side of his house, such as

Idalia (dam ol Pantaloon), Maid of Honor by Cham-

pion, Lass of the Mill by Traveler, Coriander by l'ut-S-

os, Proserpine (sister to Eclipse) and Evelina by High-

flyer. There are seven crosses of Highflyer in this por-

tion of the pedigree.

Norfolk, the unbeaten, traces on the dam's side to a

daughter of imp. Janus, and while comparatively short,

many good mare3 figure in the pedigree, such as Web
by Waxy, Butterfly by Sumpter, Maria by HeroB,

Prunella by Highflyer, De Lancey Cub mare, and Ever-

lasting by Eclipse. The dam of Norfolk, Novice by

Glencoe, was herself a very superior mare.

Asteroid, also undefeated, traced on the dam's side

through imp. Jenny Cameron to a mare by Spanker.

His dam, Nebula, by Glencoe, was a bigh-class perform-

er ; her dam Blue Bonnet, by imp. Hedgeford, threw

seven winners, among the number Thunder, Lightning,

Little Arthur, Lancaster, Loadstone and Alice Jones.

Asteroid's third dam, Grey Fanny, a superior race mare,

was the dam of the famous racer, Grey Medoc, so that

we see where his excellence came in.

Imp. Bonnie Scotland was from that grand matron,

Queen Mary, by Gladiator, dam of Blink Bonny (winner

of Derby and Oaks), Broomielaw, Harricot and Bal-

rownie, considered to-day perhaps the greatest family in

England. Hampton, Blair Athol and Caller On, among
others, trace to old Queen Mary. The female line goes

on to a daughter of Flying Childers, by The Darley

Arabian. Such mares as Prunella by Highflyer, Harriet

by Pericles, Silver's dam, Evelina by Highflyer and

Pauline by Moses appear in the pedigree. On the side

of Bonnie Scotland's dam we find no less thaD twelve

Highflyer crosses.

Imp. Billet, the champion sire of this country for

one seasons traced to the Burton Barb mare. We
find in the pedigree of his dam such good mares as De-

coy by Filho da Puta, Penelope by Trumpator, Banter

by Master Henry, Maria by Herod, Boadicea by Alex-

ander, Young Giantess by Diomed and Wagiail by

Whisker.

Imp. Glenelg, one of the most wonderful sires this

country has known, sire of Firenzi, Monitor, Little

Minch, JElla and scores of other celebrities, traces to the

daughter of Merlin (son of Bustler, he by Helmsley

Turk.)

Virgil, champion sire in his day, traces on the dam's

side to Daffodil's dam, by Sir T. Gascoigne's Foreign

Horse. Among the famous mares on the dam's side are

Young Maid of the Oaks, Blacklock's dam, Cub mare,

Everlasting by Eclipse and Evelina by Highflyer.

Rayon d'Or traces to the same source as Stockwell,

Rataplan, King Tom and many other celebrities of turf

and stud, the Byerly mare, dam of the two True Blues.

His grandam was the immortal Pocahontas, by Glencoe.

The famous mares in his dam's pedigree were Banter,

Web, Eleanor (winner of Derby and Oaks), Young
Giantess, Boadicea, Everlasting, Annette and Pene-

lope.

St. Blaise, winner of the Derby in England and sold

for $100,000 at auction in this country, after leading the

list of winning sires of America, traces in the female line

to a daughter of the Belgrade Turk. Gladiator, Lelaps

and Wilful trace to the same source.

Longfellow, for several years one of our very best

sires and a famous race horse, was from that good mare,

Nantura, the winner of many races. He traces to the

same source as imp. Glenelg, for many seasons also onr

leading sire, viz., a daughter of Merlin. Knight of St.

George, winner of the St. Leger in England and a great

sire in this country, also went to the same source on the

dam's side of the house.

Iroquois, the American-bred winner of the Derby and

St. Leger in England and our leading sire in 1 S92.

traces on the dam's side to the Layton Barb mare. His

dam, Maggie B. B., by imp. Australian, was a stake-

winner of great reputation, and threw Harold, Pauique

and Francesca, stake-winners, also Jaconet, dam of Sir

Dixon and Belvidere. The third dam of Iroquois threw

Kentucky (one of the best ones of Lexington), Daniel

Boone, Gilroy (sire of Grinstead), Madonna, Skedaddle

and Victory. Many famous matrons appear on the dam's

side of the pedigree, such as Emma (dam of imp.

Trustee and two Derby-winners, Cotherstone and Mun-

dig) by Whisker, Persian by Whisker, Boadicea, Pi

nella, Emilia, Magnolia, Mowerina and Catherine,

rectly in the female line we find in succession SB

names as Pythoness by Sorceror, Princess by Sir Peter

Teazle (Derby-winner) and best son of Highflyer, he

best son of Herod, daughter of Dungannon (he by

Eclipse), daughter of Turf (he by Matchem), daughter

of Herod, Golden Grove by Blank (son of Godolphin

Arabian), and on to the Layton Barb mare. Little won-

der, then, that Iroquois proved both a champion race-

iff
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horse and sire, with the blood of such great racers and

producers in his veins. Imp. Charaxus, a very success-

ful sire, also traces to the Layton Barb mare, as does

imp. Albert and Pontiac, good sires.

Ormonde, " the horse of a century," now in this State,

traced in the female line to a sister to Stripling, by Hut-

ton's Spot. The dam of Ormonde was one of the best

performers in England, and the family is a noted one.

Imp. Rossington, who is proving a most excellent sire,

of course traces to the same source as Ormonde, being

more than a half-brother.

Imp. Sir Modred, who will in all likelihood head the

list of " winning stallions " this season, is from the "Po-

cahontas of New Zealand," imp. Idalia, by Cambuscan,

she from the winner of the Cesarewich in England,

Dulcibella by Yoltigeur. His fifth dam, Idalia, by

Peruvian, was the dam of Pantaloon, the great sire of

mares in England. The fountain-head was a daughter

of the Byerly Turk, and from this line came Yattendon

(sire of the great Australian sire, Chester), Child of the

Mist, Pantaloon and imp. Sovereign, among others.

Hanover, who was the best horse of his day in Amer-

ica and is now proving a splendid sire, traces to a Royal

mare, and from this source came Foxhall, Monday, Har-

vester (winner of the Derby in England), Hornsea and

Jerry, latter winner of the St. Leger. Hanover's third

dam was anown sister to Grey Eagle.

Harry O'Fallon, who has been a success at the stud,

is by imp. Australian, out of imp. Sunny South, by Irish

Birdcatcher. His third dam was Equation, dam of Dio-

phantus, winner of the 2,000 Guineas in England, while

his fourth dam, Maria, threw Euclid, who ran a dead

heat for the St. Leger with Charles XII, and Extempore,

winner of the 1,000 Guineas. Maria was an own sister to

Emma, dam of imp. Trustee and the two Derby-win-

ners, Cotherstone and Mundig. The pedigree in the fe-

male line terminates with the D'Arcy Black-legged

Eoyal mare, and to this sour-.e also trace West Austra-

lian, Wild Dayrell, Saltram, Cotherstone and Mundig

(Derby-winners). Parmesan, Diophantus, Orest, Wisdom
Saxifrage and the Australian horse, Snwarrow.

Falsetto, winner of the Travers, Kenner, Clark and

many other rich stakes, defeated but once in his life,

and now a most successful sire of winners, was from a

great producing mare, Farfaletta, by imp. Australian-

His fifth dam, Mary Morris, by Medoc, was a famous

race mare and dam of Wild Irishman and Frankfort.

The next dam was the renowned Miss Obstinate, by

Sumpter, to whom very many >f our best race horses

trace in the female line. Through the Cub mare Falsetto

goes on the dam's side of the horse to the Layton Barb

mare, as do Iroquois, Sir Dixon, imp. Albert, imp. Char-

axus, Kentucky, Gilroy, Powhattan, Parole, Thormanby,

Royal Hampton and Morello.

Eolus, for many years one of our best sires, traced to a

Barb mare, and from this line also came Asteroid (the

unbeaten), Lightning, imp. Diomed, Sorcerer, imp.

Priam (winner of the Derby), Grey Modoc and the fa-

mous Flying Childers.

Exile, winner of the Brooklyn Handicap, traces in the

female line 'o a daughter of Davill's Woodcock and

Isonomy, Monarque, Vedette (winner of Doncaster Cup
twice, and sire of Galopin, Derby-winner), Cambuscan
sire of Sir Modred's dam), Vespasian '^sire oi Maxim's

dam), King Lud, Pat Malloy and Lisbon trace to the

same mare.

Grinstead traces to the same source on the dam's side

as Lexington, Salvator, Leonatus, Vandal, Onondaga,

Sensation and Luke Blackburn in this country, and

Eclipse, Conductor, Weatherbit, Kingston, Sterling (Ison-

oniy's sire), Scottish Chief and Adventurer in Eng-
land—through the Montagu mare to a Royal mare.

Himyar, sire of Domino and many other good race

horses, goes to the Burton Barb mare on the dam's side

of the house, and to the same source trace such renowned

sires as Blacklock, Sir Hercules, Whiskey, Selim, Castrel,

Rubens, Catton, Harkaway, Voltigeur, Surplice, St. Al-

bens, Lord Clifden, imp. Billet, Margrave, Cowl, Brag

and Teddington. Truly this is a wonderful showing,

and to no other mare in the stud book do such a grand

lot of sires owe their origin. The Burton Barb mare
clearly bears the palm in this respect.

Hindoo, whh had no superior as a race horse and is

at present a very high-class sire, traces in the maternal

line to a daughter of Hemsley Turk, from which source

came also The Baron (sire of Stockwell and Rataplan),

Camel (sire of Touchstone), and Gohanna.

Knight of Ellerslie, sire of Henry of Navarre, the best

three-year-old of 1894, traces to a sister to Merlin, and
the only famous ones from . this line as sires were Dr.

Syntax (sire of Beeswing) and Little Red Rover.

Imp. Loyalist, sire of Lissak, one of the best two-year-

olds of the year in the female line, traces to Mr. Tregon-

well's Natural Barb mare, and from this source came
also Whalebone, Whisker, Glencoe, Melbourne, Bend Or,

mp. Eclipse, Bay Middleton, Partisan, Robert the Devil,

IJncas and Wanderer. This is quite a good line, it will

be observed.

Maxim, the great New Zealand horse that recently

died at Rancho del Paso, traced to the same Royal mare
as did Eclipse, Sterling (sire of Isonomy), Springfield,

Scottish Chief, Prince Charlie, Lexington, Vandal, The
Bard, Leonatus, Longstreet, Sensation, Onondaga, Tenny,

Luke Blackburn and Salvator. The latter, it will be

observed, traced to this Royal mare through both sire

and dam. This runs the Burton Barb mare line very

close when sires are under consideration, and even better

race horses descended from this Royal mare.

We have now taken up all the space at our command
in discussing the female lines this week, but it goes far

to prove that the Burton Barb line is the best from which

to select a sire and the Royal mare to which Salvator

traces is the line from whence came the greatest number
of wonderful race horses and many successful sires as

well.

Bassetlaw and Golden Garter.

While Watercress and Gold Finch are bred in suc-

cessful lines and their pedigrees are calculated to make a

student of the breeding problem enthuse, the younger

stallions J. B. Haggin has recently purchased through

Superintendent John Mackey are not a whit behind in

point of pedigree. Imp. Bassetlaw, at present racing

well at the far East, is a brown colt, four years old,

bred by the Duke of Portland and purchased of Wil-

liam Easton, the well-known auctioneer of New York.

He is a race horse of more than ordinary merit. Last

year, as a three-year-old, he won three times out of six

starts, and was third on two occasions in stake events.

At Monmouth Park he won the Jersey Handicap, one

and one-quarter miles, in 2:08.}, defeating Sir Francis,

Raruapo, Sir Walter and Restraint, all high-class stake

animals. At Coney Island he won the September

Stakes, one and three-eighths miles, in 2:24, beating

Cadmus, Sir Francis, Saragossa, Restraint, Wormser and

Young Arion. In all likelihood he does not go to Rancho

del Paso until the end of the present racing season.

Bassetlaw is bred as follows :

BASSETLAW, br c, ioaled 1890

Marquesa
(Epsom, Ascot, and Goodwood
Cups, sire of La Fleche. and
never defeated on the turf)

Blair Athol
Derby & St. Leger
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Bassetlaw should make one of the greatest sires in the

world, being bred in "sire lines," to a remarkable ex-

tent. He has a large quantity of Blacklock, Irish Bird-

catcher, Whisker and Whalebone blood, the strains that

have given us the greatest of all sires. Isonomy and Bend

Or in England, Billet and Ormonde in this country, were

bred in these lines, and St. Simon, to-day the greatest

living sire in England, is, of course, very much of a

" Blacklock horse." St. Simon never met defeat, and

some people consider him as good a horse as Ormonde.

Though but thirteen years of age, St. Simon has got

such celebrities as La Fleche (winner of the 1,000 gui-

neas), Oaks, St. Leger, and many other rich stakes),

Semolina (winner of the 1,000 Guineas), Signorina St.

Serf (winner of Rous Memorial and Sussex Stakes and

Epsom Grand Prize), and Memoir (winner of the Orks,
St. Leger and Newmarket Stakes). Besides Simon Ma-
gus and Masetto, we know of no other St.

Simon horses at present in America, and as it

is as good a line of sire blood in England to-

day as can be found, Mr. Haggin showed good judgment
in purchasing Bassetlaw. There are many classical win-
ners figuring in his pedigree, as can be seen at a glance,

and also a host of great stud matrons, such as Pocahon-
tas (twice), Martha Lynn, Blink Bonny, Sorella, Rebecca
(Alice Hawthorn's dam), and Mrs. Ridgway. There is

but one Touchstone strain in Bassetlaw, and but one of
Melbourne. Through the third dam of Vedette another
Blacklock cross is secured, making four in all through
St. Simon. The number of Waxy crosses are astonishing,

and if we had time we would run the pedigree out a cou-
ple of generations further, just to see if many horses in

the world haa more of this great "sire blood."

Imp. Golden Garter is reported by telegraph to be a
grand individual. He is by the Derby-winner, Bend Or
(sire of Ormonde), dam Sanda (dam of the Derby-win-
ner, Sainfoin), by Wenlock (winner of the St. Leger)

;

second dam Sandal, by Stockwell (winner of the St.

Leger); third dam Lady Evelyn (winner of the Oaks) by

Don John (winner of the Doncaster Cup at three years

of age). Of Golden Garter's performances we know that

he was a winner of several races, but just what theywere

we cannot say at this writing. His pedigree is simply

grand. How it could be improved upon is hard to say.

We give it in extenso

:

GOLDEN GARTER

Sanda
(Dam of Sainfoin, winner of

the Epsom Derby, 1890)

Sandal Wenlock
(St. Leger)

Bend Or
(Derby winner and sire

of Ormonde)

Rooge Rose Doncaster
(Half-sister to Paradigm
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Truly this is a grand pedigree, more winners of classic

races appearing in it than any we ever remember run-

ning out. It will be observed that the sire of Golden

Garter was a Derby-winner, by a Derby-winner, and the

dam of the new stallion for Rancho del Paso threw a

Derby-winner, Sainfoin. The third dam was an Oaks

winner, and the fourth dam also won the greatest of all

stakes for mares in England. There are virtually three

crosses of Stockwell, the dam of Wenlock being by Rat-

aplan, brother to Stockwell. The great mares in the

pedigree are Pocahontas (Golden Garter traces three

time to her), Marigold, Lady Evelyn, Industry, Mineral

Phyrne, Alice Hawthorne, Marpessa, Volley (sister to

Voltigeur), Rebecca, Moonbeam and Beeswing,

and a grander lot, perhaps, never graced a pedigree.

Golden Garter, said to be a fine individual, and bred in

the purple, as he is, can scarcely fail to become one of

the sires of his generation, mated with such mares as

Rancho del Paso can afford him.

Ed Ryax, lessee of the Los Ajngeles track, states

that he will make a very liberal offer to the P. C. T. H.

B. A. to hold their Fall meeting at Los Angeles.

The pacing stallion Ontonian, 2:07i, valued at $10,000 and

brother to Online, 2:07J, died on the night of August 20th, at

the Leah Stock Farm, near Goshen, Mo. This is a truly re-

markable case of a brother and sister having pacing records

of 2:07J and 2:07j. Ontonian was a bay horse, foaled 1888,

bvShadeland Onward (son of Onward), dam Angeline, by

Chester Chief 2172. He was bred at Shadeland, Pa. , by Pow-
ell Bros., but made his record at Lyons, Neb., last year. On-

line paced in 2:11 at two years of age.

Tom Ballt's Charger and Joe Frank were fired about

three weeks ago. Charger is now being worked at Bay Dis-

trict track, and is apparently sound.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE

Most cf the gallopers that took part in the Golden Gate

Fair meeting went to Sacramento this week.

Fred Littlefield has sold his colt, Galloping King, 4,

by King Galop—Jennie Flood, to Messrs. Salvator, Guerago
and Hegeman for $1,800.

Armitage, by Surinam—ima. Paloma, won a six-and-a-

half fuilong race from a good field at Jerome Park last Mon-
day, the track being quite heavy.

Monterey won at Harlem for Frank Van Ness on the

IGlh.six furlongs in 1:143, beating Installator, second, three

lengths. The winner opened at 6 to 1, closed at 5.

Capt. Thos. Merry (Hidalgo) called on us Monday look-

ing hale and hearty. He is the same genial Tom as of old,

and his visit will long be remembered with pleasure.

Aloha, the old brown horse, won a mile and a sixteenth

dash at Parkway on the 15th, ridden by Todd Sloan, the
" freshest " of fresh jockeys, as well as one of the airiest.

Quirt was ridden last Monday by the oldest active jockey

in the world—Jimmy Welch, said by reliable persons to be

seventy-two years of age. He rode the filly vigorously and
well, too.

Jockey Jack Sullivan made a great record at the

Golden Gate Fair meeting. On the last day (Monday) he
piloted three straight winners, all getting the verdict by hard
riding and in nose finishes.

Nelson, Garland & Ramsdell's one-eyed Duke of Norfolk

colt, won a four-and-one-half furlong race at Butte, Mont.,

last Monday in 0:54$, beating Norlee, Jim E. and others.

This is but half a second behind the record.

H

We made an error in our article of August 4th on " Turf
Queens and Their First Borns " when we said Sly Dance had
as yet thrown nothing of any account. Waltzer, her young-

est performer, is one of the best two-year-old ^ of the year.

The crop of California-bred two-year-olds this season is an

excellent one, including 6uch rare good ones as Flashlight,

Rey Alfonso, Bellicoso, Arno, Rey del Caredes, Connisseur,

The Coon, Nanki Pooh, Model, Piquante, Pat Murphy, Cali-

fornia, Diggs and Waltzer.

Capt. Thos, E. Merry (" Hidalgo "), formerly of the

Breeder and Sportsman, was up this week from Los
Angeles, attending Ihe Democratic State Convention in the

interest of his paper, the Herald. The Captain was looking

extremely well, and talked "horse" as fluently as of yore.

This is almost certain to be John Weber's last year in the

saddle. He is too heavy to get down to weight with any
degree of comfort, and will doubtless train a string of gallop-

era next season. A level-headed young man like he is and
with his experience in Grst-class stables, should make a suc-

cessful conditioner of race horses.

Royal Flush is one of the most improved horses in

California, and is showing that he can not only go a wonder-
ful clip, but can pack weight as well, something the little

horse was not credited with the ability to do. Last Monday
Flush took up 119 pounds and went a mile in 1:42 flat, and
on the preceding Saturday ran from wire to wire in 1:39$,

carrying 1 13 pounds.

It is stated in a Cincinnati newspaper that A. Clayton has
already signed to ride next season for Nick Finzer, of Louis-

ville, at a salary of $6,000. Clayton, who rode Henry Young,
belonging to Finzer, in his sensational races at Washington
Park, is among the best light weights East or West, is sin-

gularly well-behaved, t.nd is simply above suspicion. He is

now riding at Saratoga.

Todd Sloan has been riding at the Parkway meeting,

near New York recently. Some of the races there are for po-

nieB and galloways. Todd brought J. B. Collin's Warwick

—

Kitten filly in a winner on the 14th, and also the bay colt by
Bishop, from Marcola, in the two-year-old race. Garrison
came over to ride Pocahontas in the handicap for galloways,

but second was the best place he could gel with the little

Onondaga mare.

Lady Helen, the good race mare by Norfolk from Jessie

R., by Hubbard, met her death recently in a curious manner.
She got entangled in a grape vine, and the sharp end of the

vine penetrated to her intestines, causing almost instant

death. She had a fine suckling by imp. Paramatta, and was
again in foal to that horse. Lady Helen was a bay mare,
foaled in 1880, and was owned by T. Williams during her
racing career, which was fairly successful.

In the race where imp. Stromboli was third at Saratoga on
the I5tb inst. the Australian was beaten a head by Strath-
nieath for the place, Gennett Edwards, a two-year-old by
Hayden Edwards, winning by a length. Behind Stromboli
{who was ridden by Kininuel Morris) finished Ed Kearney
(the favorite), Kentigernauud San Joaquin. The Australian
carried top weight, 121 pounds, Strathmeath 120, Kentigerna
lift, Ed Kearney 112, ueonett Edwards 105, San Joaquin
110.

Mr, J. E. Kitteon, of this city, has purchased of Gideon
& Daly the four-year-old hort-e Merry Monarch, a Bon of
Hindoo and Brambalelta, by imp. Bonnie Scotland. Merry
Monarch is a first-class race horse, and is royally bred on
both Hide*. Hoth his sire and dam were brilliant performers.

It U supposed that Mr. KitlHon bought Merry Monarch for a
Htud, and from every point of consideration he should make
a successful sire. Thejprice Mr. Kittson paid has not been
made public.

E. F. Fallon, of Hollister, Cal., has sold to Burns & Wa-
lerhouse the bay mare Talluda, by Enquirer, dam Tallulah,
by Planet, together with a fine bay suckling colt by imp.
Chesterfield ;

consideration understood to have been $500, at
wbifili figure they arecertainly a very rare bargain. Talluda,
ten years old, was foaled at Belle Meade Farm near Nash-
ville, Tenn., and is almost a full sister to Miss Ford, being by
the latter celnbrity's sire, Fnqnirer, and out of Miss Ford's
f^randam, Tallulah, dam of six winners.

Colonel D. M. Burns and Clarence Waterhouse, who
have been visiting this city for the last two or three days,

looking after the welfare of their racing stock, returned to

San Francisco last evening. While here they leased that

portion of the Eancho del Rio which was formerly the home
of Theodore Winters' famous racers, and they evidently in-

tend to utilize the well-known qualities of that locality for

developing that speed and endurance which the race track

now calls for.—Sacramento Record-Union, August 20.

After his sale on September 1, Eugene Leigh has signified

his intention of retiring to bis stock farm, near Yarnellton,

Ky., and not race again until horses of his own breeding are

old enough to go on the turf. In view of this fact Jockey
Willie Martin, who has been with Mr. Leigh for several

yearB, has severed his connection with the stable, and has
signed to ride for Mr. C. H. Smith, the Chicago turfman, for

whom Charlie Hughes trains. Hughes formerly trained for

Leigh, hence he and Martin understand each other well,

and as both are experts in their respective callings, Smith
should have a good show for some of the money.

Joe Weber, the twelve-year-old brother of John and
Charley Weber, made his debut as a horse pilot on Dona-
than's filly, Warrago, last Monday at Goltfen Gate Fair. He
got the filly away third, and had her white nose in front at

the head of the homestretch and until well down the straight.

The Ally then quit under the little fellow, and finished fourth.

Though he did not win, the boy made an excellent showing
in the saddle, and bids fair to keep up the splendid reputa-

tion of the Weber family in the line of piloting race horses.

Joe weighs only about sixty-five pounds, but was as cool

about his work as if he had been in the business for twenty
years.

Gold Bog, the five-year-old gelding that broke the five-

furlong record in Montana when he took up 116 pounds and
ran in 1:01 on the 14th inst. at Butte, was raised by Thomas
Kehoe, a wealthy cattle man of Utah who resides here part
of the time. Gold Bug was not trained until he was four years
old, and is bred to go almost any route. He is by Young
Pittsburg (Bon of Pittsburg, by Pat Malloy, and Emma
Skaggs, by Norfolk), dam Mollie S., by Mark Livingston
(son of Norfolk), second dam by George Moore, third dam by
Norfolk, therefore being greatly inbred to Norfolk, the un-
beaten son of Lexington. Mr. Kehoe is satisfied Gold Bug
will go a long route well.

The Louisville Jockey Club has made an assignment.
" The action is more of a liquidation tor a reorganization than
an assignment," said Secretary Charles F. Price. The liabil-

ties are$21,331. Every creditor will be paid in full except
President M. Louis Clark, to whom the club owes more than
$11,000 for salary and $3,800 for money put up to cover
losses at the last fall meeting. He will lose all or nearly all

bis salary, haviDg agreed to make this sacrifice, but will be
paid the money for which he himself became security. The
club lost $11,000 on three raioy days last fall and $3,800
more than the gross receipts of the other days of the meet
was needed to pay expenses incurred." The reorganization
of the club has already been effected.

Fresno, the black Falsetto horse at Rancho del Paso, bids
fair to become a fine sire. Cockade, by him, has won some
good races this year, and August 14th, at Saratoga, the two-
year-old gelding by Fresno—Trophy won a five and a half
furlong dash, after getting away eighth and last. Stranger
things have happened than this rather neglected horse prov-
ing one of the best sires in this country. He is bred right,

his sire being the best son of Enquirer, and he by imp. Leam-
ington, of the Whalebone male line. Fresno's dam, Cachuca,
was by King Alfonso (sire of Foxhall and Fonso); second
dam Schottische, by imp. Albion ; third dam Dance (sister to
Reel), by imp. Glenco, etc. Domino comes from this " Dance
family," as did Glidelia and many other celebrities of the
turf and harem.

The summer meeting at Jerome Park ended August 18,

and the Great Futurity, the Dolphin stakes and the fall handi-
cap will make the opening day at Sheepshead Bay on Satur-
day a notably brilliant one. The Futurity promises to be an
unusually open race. The caliber of the field may be judged
from the fact that it is probable that Gideon & Daly's But-
terflies will be the favorite. Butterflies is a lame filly, and it

speaks poorly for the class of the season's colts when a lame
filly is conceded to be the best of them. It looks now as if

the field would be composed of not less than fifteen. The
Keenes have a job lot—Inquirendo, Agitator, Irish Reel, Ap-
prentice and Roundelay. They will probably select Agitator
and one of the others. California and Doggett will probablv
start for the Oneck Stable. The stake will be worth
between $60,000 and $70,000, depending upon the number of
starters.

Uncle Bob, the old American Derby winner, has been in
Montana now for about two years. Last season the gelding,
such a confirmed cripple that he was thought not worth $20
for any known purpose, was sold, together with a tent and
some cooking utensils, for $60. Since that time the old fellow
has secured a new lease of life, for the news was flashed over
the wires from Butte, Mont, last Monday that Uncle Bob had
won a six-furlong race there. This gelding, a s n of Luke
Blackburn and Vintage Time, was sold by Sam Bry-
ant for $17,000 the night before the American
Derby of 1890 was run to G. V. Hankins, of Chi-
cago. That he was worth that sum just at that time is

certain, for he won the rich event easily. Uncle Bob was
named after Belle Meade Farm's famous "Uncle Bob," and
it was at Belle Meade that the horse that has had such a
checkered career first saw the light.

An unusually interesting veterinary operation was per-
formed a short time ago in Melbourne. During the process
of breaking in a horse it was discovered that the animal suf-

fered from a salivary calculus or stone in the salivary duct.
The stone, which could be plainly seen and touched from the
outside of the jaw, was about one and a half inches long by
one inch wide and one-half inch thick. The occurrence of
salivary calculus is extremely rare, bo much so that few
veterinary surgeons get an opportunity of seeing one. The
horse was hobbled and thrown, a large wooden gag was in-

serted into his mouth, the orifice of the salivary duct was
found with a probe, and having opened the duct with a lance
the stoue was extracted in its entirety. Unfortunately, the
calculus was rendered useless as a specimen, owing to the
horse champing with its molars as it went into his mouth,but
portions were preserved for analysis. The operation lasted
about twenty minutes, and the animal bore it very well.

The steamer Mohawk, which arrived in New York last

Monday from London, had on board a large number of
horses. Thirty-nine of these are consigned to Foxhall Keene,
seven to J- B. Haggin, seven to Marcus Daly and one to Tat-
tersalls. Among Mr. Haggin's horses is the well-known
horse Goldfinch, by Ormonde, out of Thistle, which cost

4500 guineas ; also Watercress and Golden Garter. They
are in charge of John Mackey, and will be taken to Haggin's
well-known California ranch, Del Paso. Keene's stock con-
sists principally of broodmares and foals. Marcus Daly haB
also on board seven colts. The one horse consigned to the

New York firm of Tattersalls is a son of Ormonde which
was very sick all the voyage and finally died.

Frank Kerwin, one of the best-known horse-trainers on
the Western racing circuit, disappeared in the most mysteri-

ous manner July 12th last at St. Louis, and, strange to say,

the matter was never reported to the proper authorities, and
very little effort made to locate the missing man. At the time
of his disappearance Kerwin was in the employ of Barney
Schreiber, the bookmaker and horse-owner. On the morning
of July 12th, Starter Brooks met Kerwin, who told him he
was on his way to the East St. Louis Stock Yards to Bee about
some horses in his charge. This was the last ever seen of Ker-
win. Foul play is feared. Kerwin came here last winter and
first trained White & Clark's string. Later he acted as second
trainer for A. B. Spreckels, under Cy Mulkey, and only left

Mr. Spreckels' employ a few months ago.

Flashlight is now justly considered as good a colt as Cal-

ifornia can boast of. Last Monday the son of the mighty
Surinam and Laura Winston took up the 122 pounds and ran
seven furlongs in 1:27 f, undoubtedly the best two-year-old
performance on record, so far as the Pacific Coast is con-
cerned, if indeed it was ever equalled anywhere. Flashlight

was conceding from nine to twenty pounds lo every youngster
in the race, and after a terrific struggle with Arno (113
pounds up), won by a nose in the last stride. The nearest
approach to the excellence of this performance was Nero's
seven furlongs four years ago at Oakland, when he was a
two-year-old. The Flood colt ran the distance in 1:273 also,

but he carried only 108 pounds, or fourteen less than T. W.
Moore's crackerjack. Surinam is proving a splendid sire,

and Mr. Moore was so struck with the ability of his sons and
daughters that he purchased the horse at the Hearst sale last

year and took him to his San Bernardino ranch, Hope Glen.
Armitage is still winning laurels at the East, Eliza Ann
proved a good filly, and now comes the wonderful Flashlight.

William Murry, of Sacramento, trainer of the phenomenal
Surinam colt, has been wonderfully successful this year and
last with two year-olds. He has brought to the post such
good ones as Thornhill, Tillie S., Claudie, Rey Alfonso, Circe
and Flashlight—a good showing, truly. If nothing happens
we shall expect to see Flashlight a great Derby horse next
year, as his sire was a Derby-winner and his dam, by the
Derby- winner, Norfolk, has thrown the winners Snowball,
Snowdrop and Bronco.

A noted race-track builder and promoter of thorough-
bred horse interests, passed away peacefully at his home, 161

South Clark street, Chicago, on the morning of August 6th.

Captain Blinn waa a robust and active man from boyhood.
He was the personification of honor and spoke exactly as he
thought. Apparently gruff in manner, his heart was as tender

as that of a child ; and he was liberal to a fault. His early

Hays were spent as a mariner and 6hip-owner. He was also

an early California pioneer. After retiring from marine ser-

vice he became an extensive buyer and seller of stock at his

home in Wiscasset, Me. He was made selectman of the

town, and during the civil war mustered in the recruits that

went from that section. After amassing a fortune and build-

ing extensively, he one morning (about ten years after the

war), found himself penniless, made so from a fire that had
completely destroyed all his possessions, including his exten-

sive packing-houses, etc. Leaving Wiscasset he went to

Boston, remaining a few years. Being a civil engineer, he
took the contract for building a race-track at the Centennial
Exposition. He afterwards came to Chicago, where he re-

mained. Henceforth he devoted his time to building race-

courses, and his skill is evidenced in some of the finest in the

United States; among them may be mentioned Washington
Park, Garfield Park, and many others. His last order to

build a race-track came from Detroit one week before his

death. Captain Blinn was born in Woodbridge, Me., in 1818.

He left two sons, James and Bert, in Boston, and a sister,

Mrs. S. B. Hilton, Wiscasset, Me. He was seventy-six years

old, and was noted fer his sterling qualities, his liberality and
honesty. The funeral was held at his home on South Clark
street. He was buried in a lot selected by himself.and visited

by him only a few weeks ago.—Horseman.

The Futurity for 1894 closed January^, 1892, with 845
subscriptions. Of this number four are void owing to the

death of the nominators and 200 are void under the rules and
conditions governing thestake. Seventy-three pay $10 each;

114, $20 each ; 120, $60 each ; 145, $70 each ; 62, $110 each,

and 127, $130 each. To this total the Coney Island Jockey
Club will add $17,500. A dozen or fifteen starters may be

safely counted upon for the Futurity. They will in all

probability be drawn from the following: C. Fleischmann Sc

Son's ch c Prince of Monaco, by St. Blaise—Carina ;
Gideon

& Daly's b c Waltzer, by Darebin—Sly Dance ; b or br f The
Butterflies, by Sir Dixon—Mercedes ; ch c Keenan, by Lis-

bon—Patrimony ; C. Littlefield, Jr. 's ch c Connoisseur, by

SirModred—Dixianne; J. Ruppert, Jr.'sch c Counter Tenor,

by Falsetto—Pearl Thorne ; b c Manchester, by Sir Modred
—Parthenia; Theodore Winters' ch c Rey del Sierras, by Joe

j

Hooker—Marion; E. Corrigan's br c Handsome, by Han-
over—Cinderella ; J. A., A. H. and D. H. Morris' b f Gut-

ta Percha, by Galore—Issaquena; Louis Stuart's ch c Mona-
|

co, by Spendthrift—Maid of Athol ; P. Lorillard's ch f Liaffl

by Rayon d'Or—Lizzie Cox ; G. B. Morris & Co.'s b f Mod-

erocio, by Sir Modred—Preciosa; br f Sallie Woodford, by
j

Salvator—Miss Woodford; J. R. & F. P. Keene's ch f

Roundelay, by Falsetto—Carol ; Oneck Stable's ch f Califor-
j

ma, by Midlothian—Misfortune ; Marcus Daly's ch c Salva-

tion, by Salvator—Chimera; b c University, by The III UsfO

—Aflinity ; ch f Sadie, by Salvator—Aurelia; ch f Sweet-

1

heart, by Salvator—Lydia; J. W. Rogers' b f Lucania, by
'

Sir Modred—School Girl. Apart from the above " Lucky "

Baldwin has half a dozen eligibles—the Keenes a couple, in-

cluding the fast filly purchased from Lakeland, and the Mor-

rises two in Phoebus and The Swain. Baldwin's great colt,

Rey del Caredes, was declared as a yearling. Of the above

list all except the Daly lot, Lucania and Rey del Sierras, have

won races.
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THE SULKY.

The great Woodland fair commences next week.

Baker, 2:24, is the latest to the credit of Sphinx.

C. H. Co REV) of San Jose, has returned from the trotting

turf.

.The sum of #5,000 was refused for the little gray gelding

Marin Jr.

Direction, by Director, has a mark of2:15|. His dam is

by Geo. Wilkes.

Azote, 2:011.}, is the largest trotter in the 2:10 list. He
stands 16.3 hands.

Si'hi>'xktta, the great three-year-old Syhinx pacer, low-

ered her record to 2:14].

McClkllan Stewabt is a bay gelding by Director that

has a trotting record of 2:21.

If Alix, Directum, Kremlin and Arion should meet in a

race what a drawing card it would be.

Ryland T.'s 2:07| at the Cleveland meeting still remains

the fastest mile trotted this season to date.

Gk H. Fleming will handle Bay Rum, the trotting stallion

tbat was sold last Thursday at the Bay District track.

Abdkll, 2:28, the champion yearling trotting stallion will

lower that race record to 2:23 befoie Thanksgiving Day.

Amboy's third heat in 2:13| at Holmesburg, Pa., June 15,

is the fastest trotted to date in 1894 over a half-mile track.

Nephew is the sire of a new one in the black horse, Lords
Stanley, whu got a mark of 2:29$ at Ottawa, Ont., August 16.

The Vallejo fair will take place one week earlier than il

his bsea advertised. Horsemen will please make a note of

this change.

Lightning struck a barn on a stock farm near Louisville,

August 15th, Killing Earl Belmont, a trotting stallion. He
was worth $5,500.

Peter. Williams drove Silver Bow so well last Friday

in his race with Gossiper and Shylock that the spectators

cheered him loudly.

Anyone desiring sale catalogues of the stock to be sold

from the Palo Alto Stock Farm, can be supplied by sending

a postal to this office.

Chides, by Chimes, is the latest to the credit of the great

80n of Electioneer. His record is 2:26}. He made it at War-
ren, Ohio, August 15.

Doc Sperry's record is 2:HU now. Salisbury claimed be
would give him a record of 2:11 before he was in the East

two months with him.

Boreal, 2:17s, as a two-year-old, won the $19,000 Terre

Haute Stake, is a son of Bow Bells, the seven-year-old son of

Electioneer and Beautiful Bells.

The proudest man at Terre Haute last Thursday was
Wm. Corbitt of the San Mateo Stock Farm, for h>s especial

pride, Oro Wilkes, lowered his record to 2:11.

Lisa Wilkes, the game daughter of the mighty Guy
Wilkes and Hannah Prince, by Arthurton, lowered her rec-

ord at Terre Haute, Ind ,
August 17th to 2:11£.

Surprise, by Sidney Sontag, out of Susie, 2:26J (dam of

Suisun, 2:18£, Susette, 2:23i, and Pitti Sing, 2:26$), got a

record of 2:24$ (pacing) at Willows, Cal., last week.

There never was better racing seen in California than at

present. The horses act better, the drivers drive better and
the la.ge purses make the horse owners feel happier.

Sally Simmons, 4,2:14}, by Simmons, 2:28, dam Sally

Adams, by John Burdine, son of Almont is the fastest new
2:30 trotier of 1894. Her record was made at Buffalo.

John R. Gentry, 2:09A, has been sold by Gentry *fc Ramey
to J. F. Scott for the Alamance Stock Farm, Graham, .N.

C. The price is said to be between #10,000 and #15,000.

The great horse show which is to take place November
8, 29, 30 and December 1st, promises to be as great an at-

traction as the Midwinter Fair. It will be a grand success

If it was not for the Palo Alto bred horses Mr. Salisbury

would not have had such a successful season. He has Pala-

tine, Mary Osborne, Altivoand some others to show up later

In the summaries of nearly all the big races in the East,

can be found representatives of our California sires and dams
and mostot them are either winners of first or second money,
too.

Kokeby, 2:15$, has a record made in his first winning race

tbat is lower than that of his sire Director, 2:17, or his dam
Lily Stanley, 2:17$. The boys at Pleasanton Bay 2:10 is to be

his mark.

A free for-all stallion race for a purse of $15,000 is on
the New England Breeders' programme for September. The
probable starters will be Kremlin, Directum, Arion, Nelson
and Moquette.

Stamboul has gone from Goshen for the present, and is in

training at Hartford. He will be brought back to the races

here the last of August, and will be driven an exhibition as

advertised. It would be easy for him to lower the track rec-

ord here of 2:16$, and perhaps he may be driven to do so.

—

Trotter and Pacer.

Sons of George Wilkes are siring pacers by the hundreds.
It will not be long, if the good work is kept up, before the
Wilkes family will be recognized as a leader in the produc-
tion of pacing speed.

Day Bell, by Palo Alto, out of Beautiful Bells, is to be
sold at New York with a number of other royallv-bred colts
and fillies from the Palo Alto Stock Farm, November 1st.

Catalogues are being prepared.

Too much credit cannot be given to John Phippen, the
young man who cared for and trained the king of yearling
trotting stallions, Adbell. If it had not been for Phippen's
work in the sulky at Palo Alto the greatness of the youog-
sters_. as well as the fame of Marvin, would not be so brilliant.

Credit should be given wherever it is due.

Monday of this week Mr. Sutherland shipped a two-year-
old Director colt to Woodland. This colt was recently pur-
chased by Mr. Woodard, who, it is understood, paid a hand-
some figure for the youngster. Mr. Sutherland tells us that
he has worked the colt in 2:26. He is a perfect beauty, as
are all the Directors, and a pacer.— Pleasanton Times.

Among the pacers, Directly, 2:12, by Direct, 2:05$, is the
fastest two-year-old of the season; Kokeby, 2:13$, by Direct-
or, the fastest three-vear-old, and Online, 2:07 J, by Shadeland
Onward, the fastest four-year-old.

Oakland Baron, 2:20$, by Baron Wilkes, 2:18, ie the
fastest two-year-old trotter of the season, Red Bud, 2:15$, by
Red Fern, 2:27$, and Expressive, 2:15$, by Electioneer,
divide the three-year-old honors, and Fantasy, 2:0SJ, heads
the four-year olds.

Out of the t'nirty-six 2:30 trotters that have lowered their
records and come inside the 2:20 list, twelve of them, one-
third of the whole number, are by California-bred sires. What
will the harvest be in this respect this fall when all our Cali-
fornia circuit is ended?

The trotting match between She, 2:19, and Jennie June,
2M9.S, will be a hoily-contested one. Stockton is peculiarly
fonuuate in having this match take place on its splendid
track. The money—$1,000 a side—has been placed in the
hands of a stockholder.

Thk story about the get of Electioneer quitting is about
exploded. Trotters that are by his sous are noted for their
gameness. Richards' Elector stands high in this respect.

His pacing son, Eric, dam by Chieftain, proved himself a
race horse of the first class last Friday.

The State studs of France, partly supported from the gam-
bling Lax levied on the bets at race courses, contains none
but the best stallions, the fees for whose service are very
moderate. Now no mare can be served till the district

veterinadan reports she is free from disease.

At Troy, N. Y., the proprietors of the pool rooms were no-
tified by ihe police to close their places. They refused and
will fight the police in court. They claim they are not sell-

ing p >ols and merely conduct a telegraph bankiug account
between persons in different localities who wish to bet, and
that betting in itself is not illegal.

L. C. Roble, of Rio Vista, has accepted an invitation

from the Board of Fair Directors to serve on the Board in

place of J. A. Mclnnis, who tendered his resignation at the
meeting of the Board Thursday last. Mr. Ruble has al-

ways been a warm advocate of the fair project, and will make
a valuable addition to the Board of Directors of the Solano
Agricultural District, No. 36. Hisnime will at once be sent

to Ooveruor Markham for approval and appointment. No
belter selection could be made.

The Directors of the Agricultural Association at their

meeting last Saturday at Los Alamos, changed the time of

holding the Fourth Annual Fair from October 24th to 27th.

The time now set for tne fair is October 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th.

This is three weeks earlier than the former time, therefore

our people should begin to make all preparation for the com
ing fair and try to make it as successful as the one held in

Lonipoc two years ago.—Lompoc Record.

At Louisville, Ky., Aug. 9, an organization was perfected

having for its purpose the advancement of trotting interests

and the inauguration of annual trots. It was decided to hold

the first meeting this fall over the Kentucky Club track. The
meeting will follow the Nashville fall trots, commencing
Oct. 22, ending Oct. 27. To insure good racing and
secure the attendance of the crack horses from the Nashville
meeting no event will be for less than $1,000. This will be

the first trotting meeting Louisville has had for some years.

Advertiser's first representative in the 2:30 list is a king

already. Adbell is only one of his progeny that will lead the

way. Every colt and filly by this pure-gaited horse seems
endowed with everything needful—beauty, color, size, dis-

position, constitution, pure trotting action and speed. We
have always claimed that Advertiser will be one of the best

sires ever foaled at Palo Alto. The great Electioneer-Wilkes

cross is the acme of breeding. What a pity it is that Elec-

tioneer was never bred to some of the developed daughters of

Guy Wilkes. The produce would be almost invaluable.

Belle Hamlin, 2:12|, is mothering her first foal at Vil

lage Farm. It is a bay filly by Mambrino King, and there is

no reason why it should not be as good as Fautasy or any of

the other star products of that famous breeding establishment

Belle Hamlin was one of the most beautiful mares that ever

trod the turf and one of the most beautifully gaited. She was

also one of the fastest, and showed a half in l:02j before the

advent of the bicycle sulky. As a race-mare, however, she

was undeniably a bit "soft"—she was not as enduring as she

was fast. But the Mambrino Kings are paragons for game-
ness, and with the " handsomest horse in the world " for its

sire and Belle Hamlin for its dam, this filly has every license

to become a sensational trotter.

To Baron Wilkes, 2:18, belongs thus far the honor o
producing the fastest two-year-old of the year in Oakland
Baron, that won at Terre Haute in 2:23], 2:16*. The dam
of this colt is Lady Mackay, by Silver Threads (son of The
Moor); second dam Fleetwing (dam of Stamboul, 2:11, and
Ruby, 2:19|), by Hambletonian 10. If I am not mistaken
this makes the seventh Kentucky two-year-old trotter that
has made a standard record in a race this year. It is the
fastest two-year-old trotting record of the year for colts and
fillies. Professor Milam, who drove Oakland Baron, also
developed Eoline (3), 2:14$.—Iconoclast in Stock Farm.

Dr. Puff, the colt that won the two-year-old stake race
at the Anaconda, Mont., meeting, July 31st, is considered by
prominent horsemen to be the finest colt that ever appeared
on the Montana Circuit. He won two straights in 2:35 and
2:364 on a heavy track. His competitors were the crack colls
Irene B., Glen Arthur and Nettie Ham, and he won without
an effort. Dr. Puff was purchased by his present owner, T.
B. Thompson, in March from the breeder, T. E. Larrabie, of
Deer Lodge, and was trained by James L. Corrigau, to whose
excellent work much of the credit of the colt's performance
belongs. Dr. Puff is a handsome bay gelding, gentle and in-
telligent. His sire is Mr. Larrabie's Bay Bird 8874, sired by
Jay Bird 5060. Bay Bird's dam is Kate Wilkes, by George
Wilkes, 2:22 ; second dam Duchess, 2:29, by Amos' Cassius
M. Clay; third dam a New York road mare. Dr. Puff's
dam is Patty Puff, sired by Sam B., he by Moslem, out of
Effie, dam DeSota, 2:244, by Country Gentlemen, he by Rys
dyk's Hambletonian. Moslem is by Almont, out of Rota'
Clay, she by American Clay. His second dam is Pheat,2:26iJ
by Jim Ervin, he by Clark Chief, out of an Ashland Chief
mare. His third dam is Cropear, by Pilot Duroc.

The great trotting stallion, king of yearlings, Adbell, that
got a record of 2:28 last Friday at the Bay District over a
heavy track in the "teeth of cold sea fog," is the fastest mile
made this year by a yearling, the fastest yearling race record
of California and the fastest time on record by a yearling cult
trotter in a race. He comes from an illustrious family. He is

a son of the peerless Beautiful Bells and Advertiser. Beauii-
full Bells is known as the phenomenal broodmare of Amer-
ica. Adbell is her fourteenth foal, and the eighth one to en-
ter the magic 2:30 list. She is the only broodmare in the
world who has two yearling trotters that have beaten 2:30,
while three of her progeny have entered the 2:20 circle as
three-year-olds. Beautiful Bells' roll of honor is as follows
Hinda Rose, 2:19i ; Alt'a Belle, 2:25], dam of Dagheslan,
2:25

;
St Bel, 2:244 ; Rosemont (dam of Sweet Rose, year-

ling record 2:25|); Chimes, 2:30£ (sire of the world famous
Fantasy, 2:07f); Bell Boy, 2:19} (sire of Boreal, 2:17-1);

Electric Bell, Bellriower, 2:12£; Bell Bird, 2:22 ; Belshire,
Day Bell and Adbell, 2:28. This is a truly remarkable
family. All are by Electioneer except Day Bell and Adbell.

The only mare that has produced two pacers with records
of 2:0i or better is Angeline, by Chester Chief, she having to
her credit Online, 4, 2:07}, and Ontonian, 5, 2:074, and both
are by Shadeland Onward, 2:18*, trotting. Angeline is a
rcedium-sized, trim-built daughter of Chester Chief, a son of
Hambletonian 10, whose dam was the Van Norte mare, by
Adams' young Andrew Jackson. The dam of Angeline was
Lady Pine, by the Mapes Horse 2,063, a sod of Hambletonian
10, and her grandam was Lady Deane, by Black Hawk 24.
Chester Chief, the Mapes Horse and Black Hawk sired no
pacers which attained standard rank by performance, hence
the pacing instinct and conformation in the two famous sons
of Angeline must have descended to them through their sire,

Shadeland Onward, a horse whose get are quite handy at the
lateral gait and have brought him the greater part of his

fame. He is out of the dam of the trotter Temple Bar, 2:1 7^.
Egbertine, brother to that horse, is a pacer with a record of

2:16$. Though he did secure a trotting record of 2:18-1, the
pace, we believe, is his natural gait. Eventime, anoLher
brother, is a trotter with a record of 2:29f. There is a strong
disposition to pace in the descendants of George Wilkes, and
this seems to have had much to do with the produce of An-
geline.—Horse Review.

Almonarch, 2:24|, son of Almont and Hi, thoroughbred
daughter of Asteroid, by Lexington, made two seasons at

Village Farm, and in the spring of 1SS1 Mr. Hamlin bred
Sophia, by Hamlin's Almont Jr., out of Black Woful, by
Hamlin's Patchen, to him and the produce was a biy filly

with small star, right hind heel white, and white coronet, and
left hind foot, which was named Homora. This filly was
broken and could show a 2:50 gait to care, and- was bred. In
28S7 she produced the black mare Hetta, by Mambrino King,
who as a two-year-old was broken and then bred. She is now
in foal by Chimes. In 1888 Homora threw a bay colt to

Mambrino King, which was sold at auction in New York
under the name of Delmar, and now registered as Wisdom.
In 1889 the produce was a chestnut colt by Mambrino King,
which died young. March 7, 1890, a bay tilly by Chimes
came, which was registered as Fantasy. This filly showed
so well as a weanling that Mr. Ed. Easton, of Peoria, 111.,

asked the price of Homora, who was in foal by Chimes, and
when Mr. Hamlin named $3,500 he took her. The foal of

1891, a filly, was smothered in the sack, and Mr. Easton
decided to breed the mare to his own horse, Alriton, son of

Stamboul and Lady Graves, by Nutwood. Homora now has
by her side a leggy brown colt, withojt white, four months
old, which will be named in a few days. The mare is at

Village Farm, and in foal by Chimes. She stands 15.1, has

a head strongly stamped with intelligence, joined by a neck a
trifle short to well-developed, sloping shoulders; ha6 a stout

forearm, a good body, strong coupling and muscular quarters.

Homora is but twelve years old, and as she will continue to

be bred to Chimes, the chances are that she will produce a
great deal more speed. Mr. Hamlin thinks that he will get

something out of her daughter Hetta, when bred to Chimes,
capable of carrying speed with greater resolution even than
Fantasy. The blood of Mambrino King, it is held, will in-

fuse a higher degree of courage into the foal ; and yet there

is nothing chicken-hearted about the great four-year-old upon
whom the eyes of the country now rest.—Turf, Field and
Farm.
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GOLDEN GATE FAIR.

Closing Days of a Glorious Race Meeting-

Flashlight's Phenomenal Performance-

Royal Flush Runs the Best Race

Ever Seen in California.

SIXTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 17TH.

Light harness racing commenced at 11 o'clock with the

2:25 class pacing race, purse $1,000. The poolsellers did not

get out io time to accept wagers, so the held of nine horses

started out without being handicapped with heavy odds. The

following sidewheelers appeared: Dudley, Wait a-Litile,

Havilaod, Eric, Videtta, Lady Charlotte, Thera, Baywood

and Touchet. Judge Cohen seni thera away on even terui6.

Videtta took the lead and sidled aljng in advance of the field

and eame in a winner in 2 ISA, Eric a good 6econd two

lengths behind, Dudley third, Touchet fourth, Lady Char-

lotte fifth, Thera sixth, Baywood seventh, Havilaud eighth

and Wait-a-Little last.

In the second heat Dudley led Videtta to the head of the

homestretch. Thelatterthen moved past him; following her in

the same line were Baywood, Eric, Thera and Lady Charlotte.

It was no trouble for Videtta to win as she pleased in 2:19},

with Baywood second, Eric third, Thera fourth, Lady Char-

lotte fifth, Dudley sixth, Touchet seveuth and Haviland

last.

In the third heat Lady Charlotte led to the homestretch

Videtta and Eric laying along like a double team to this por-

tion of the track. Then the former m >ved up and took the

lead, and Eric being a good second, moved a little faster and

took the first position. Videtta broke at the drawgateand

had to be content with the second place. Lady Charlotte was

an excellent third, Dudley fourth, Baywood fifth, Haviland

sixth, Touchet seventh, and Thera last. Time, 2:19.

The little Alex. Button mare Videtta led to the five-

eighths pole, then Eric coming strong passed her and won
the heat easily in 2:224, Vidette breaking and falling back to

fifth position. Thera, Richard Gird's handsome niaie came
in second, Lady Charlotte third, DuJley fourth, Haviland
sixth, Baywood seventh and Touchet last.

Eric won the last heat and race in 2:20}. Baywood pass-

ing Videtta in the homestretch and getting second position

for her, Thera was fourth, Lady Charlotte fifth and Dudley
sixth. Time. £20$.
The crowd around the auction pool-box increased as the

next race was called, it wa-. fur the 2:20 class pacers Allie

Cresco, Loupe, Golden West, Consolation, Little Hope, Or
Undo Richmond, Klickitat Maid and Andy. Tbe talent se-

lected Andy as the *ure thing and paid $50 for their tickets,

against $4l*for the field and $27.50 for Klickitat Maid. When
the word was given Allie Cresco set the pace, Orlinda Rich-
mond kept at her neck, and led the way to the wire, Allie

moving better and steadier than we have ever seen her go.

She came in under the wire in 2:19]. Orlinda Richmond
three lengths behind, Golden West fourth, Klikitat Maid
fifth, Andy sixth, Loupe seventh and Consolation last.

The field sold as favorite at $40, Klickitat Maid, $30, aod
Andy $20. When the horses were sent away Allie Cresco
pursued the tactics she did in the previous heat and came
home in a jog in 2:20, Klickitat Maid getting second place,

Consolation third. Andy, who was acting as if he was rank,
came in fourth, Orlinda Richmond fifth, Lifle Hope sixth,

Loupe and Golden West distanced. Allie Cresco, so ably
driven by Eddie Lafferty, was proving to be a wonder, not
only to her owner and his friends hut to those who held
pools against her.

When the four horses came out for the n°xt heat, which
proved to be the last, Klickitat Maid made the fight, Andy
three or four limes essaviog the task of being a good second
to her, but Allie Cresco at the half-pole passed them and
came in an easy winner by three lengths in 2:20^, Klickitat
Maid second, Andy third and Little Hope fourth. Allie
Cresco never lifted her nose during the three heats, but
moved along as resolutely as any campaigner we have ever
seen. She is by Cre*co, one of the Oak wood Park Stock Farm
stallions that was sold a few years ago, and her dam is said

to be by imported Australian. .She is a coal black in color,

and has a bold, confident way of going that is strong evidence
that greater things may be expected of her. Cresco 4908 was
by Strathmore, out of Alia, by Almont ; second dam the dam
of Henderson, 2:27. Allie Cresco belongs to T. L. Borden of
Alameda.

In the yearling dash there were six babies to make their

debut, Gen. Caution, Rose Woodbury, Adbell Steel Spring,
Mary Agnes and Cleopatra. It was conceded by all that the
dark-brown Palo Alto representative, Adbell, would win, and
all interest was centered in thisson of Advertiserand Beauti-
ful BellB. He got away even with the rest and trotted the first

half in 1:144, the last quarter of this half in 35A seconds.
Then around toward home without making a mistake the
pure-gaited little fellow came. He passed under the wire in
2:28, and was, with his driver, Walter Maben, loudly cheered.
Gen. Caution second, Steel Spring third, Cleopatra fourth and
Rose Woodbury last.

In the fourth race, which was for the trotters 2:30 class,

there were five entries, Marin Jr., Elisa S , Rockwood, Aban-
teeo and Tietaru. Every one conceded that the race was
won as Pat Farrell, with his shamrock green cap and brown
jacket, appeared on the track waiting for his little gray to

be hroughl io front of the stand so that he could mount the
sulky. Marin Jr. was not known in the betting and the bet-

ting on place was very litnitei). Marin .Ir. won in three
straight heats in slow time, 2:23, 2:2U ami 2:25, Rlisa 9 sec-

ond, Rockwood third, Tietam fourth and Abaoteeo lost. This
is the fourth victory of Marin Jr. in two weeks. He has
trotted twelve heaU and never made a mistake. His win-
nings amount lo over $2,000 in purses and as he is heavily
entered in all the races on the California circuit, his owner
will realize a little fortune on his earnings.

The next race was for the 2:14 class pacers, purse £1,200
The sidewheelers to appear were Pluokell, Fresno Prince.
TomRvderand Rosita A. Remembering the poor showing,
Plnnkeit made on theopeningday of the Breeder's Meeting,
the bettors were willing to wager two dollars on Tom Rvder
against one on Plunkett, several Petalumites playing the

short end until the betting became even. When the word
was given Plunkett and Tom took the lead and sailed to the

half in 1:06}. The latter had enough and Plunkett came on

and won as he pleased in 2:19, Tom three lengths behind,

Fresno Prince two lengths further away and Rosita A. last.

There were no Tom Ryder men after this heat. Everyone
could see that Plunkett was not as seasick as he was two
weeks ago, but as full of pace as he was last season,

notwithstanding the cold, foggy weather and the heavy track.

Tom Ryder again disputed for the lead, Newton doing his

best to get in front of Plunkett and staying there, but the

mile was too long and the task too great, for Plunkett went by

him on the homestretch, Tom making a skip as he did so.

To the wire it was quick work, and the timers hung out the

figures 2:18$, and the judges announced :
" Plunkett wins the

he3t, Tom Ryder second, Fresno Prince third and Rosita A.

fourth.

"

Some one objected to Mr. Newton's driving, so the judges

decided lo take him down and put up another driver—Ed
Laflerty—but the result proved that Newton can drive his

horse with more skill than anyone, for Plunkett won this

heat easier than he did the other ones, and the lime was
three quarters of a second slower—2:1 9ij being a jog for Plunk-
ett. This ended the race. Fresno Prince was ihird, Rosita

A. fourth ; the latter made a bold attempt to be second, but her

late sickness told on her and left her unequal for the task.

When warm weather comes Rosita A. will be a very danger-

ous mare in the 2:14 class.

The weather was becoming colder, the fog heavier aod the

chills stronger as they chased each other down the spinal

columns of the shivering spectators when the 2:15 trot was
called. Shylock.Gossiper and Silver Bow appeared. Strange

to say Gossiper was made favorite at $40, Shylock $30 and
Silver Bow $10. When the word was given Shvlock led the

way, as he always does, but when half way down the home-
stretch Silver Bow, who had passed the rank Gossiper, came
like his

<l daddy, the monarch of the homestretch," and
overhauled the heretof re invincible Shylock and won by a

length in 2:1S-V, Peter Williams, his driver, showing that his

hand had lost none of his skill, nor the horse any of his old-

time speed and gameness.
Pools took a change, Shylock and Silver Bow selling for

even money,while Gossiper was made a second choice. Again
did Shylock lead, with Silver Bow acting as his shadow this

time. Dustin was determined to put plenty of daylight be-

tween his horse and Silver Bow, if possible, but Silver Bow
wa<5 mad and would not be slighted. Coming toward the

wire Williams took the horse out near the middle of the track

where the fuoiing was good and as soon as he clucked to the

gallant stallion the horse seemed to let out a few more kinks
and won the heal in the last two hundred yards by half a

length in 2:1 tjo, Gossiper a far away third. When the latter

got steadied in this heat it was noticed he had more speed than
either of his contestanls. The lime made, 2:lb'A, considering

the track, the weather and the lime of year, was remarkable.

We have no hesitancy in pronouncing it the beet mile that

Silver Bow ever trotted ; it was as good as 2:14 on any ordi-

nary day.
In the next heat, just as victory seemed to perch on the

string of the Silver Bow the latter broke and Shylock, with

his eye for business, look advantage of it and came in a win-
ner in 2:17.1. another grand heat ; Gossiper third.

All interest in the pool bos was lost and every one crowded
each other to the inside fence to see the outcome of ihe Dext
heW. The judges had little or no difficulty in sending off

the quartette, Shylock setting the pace, Silver Bow was a

gooil second lo the drawgate; the latter then came away as

he pleased and won in 2:19, Shylock three lengths he bind,

Gossiper last. This grand event ended the light-harness

races of the Golden Gate Fair.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Pacing. 2:25 class, puree 51.000.

G. Grey's b g Eric, by Elector—Bonnie B., by Chieftain
Grey 2 3 111

G. W. Woodard's b m Videtta. by Alex Button—Viola, by
Flaxtail Bigelow 112 5 3

H R. Ward's b s Bay Wood, by Woodnut— Meyers' mare
Ward 7 2 5 7 2

G. W. Woodard's ch m Lady Charlotte, by Hernani—Mes-
quite Snider 5 5 3 3 5

Chino ranch's b m Thera. by Albion—Thalia .Connelly 6 4 8 2 4
R. H. McNeal's b s Dudley, by Auteros—Liltv Langtry

Haas 3 6 4 4 6

J. Lapham's b g Haviland. by Sterling—by Signal
Williams 8 8 6 6 7

S. Casto's br s Touchet, by Touchet, by Altamont, by C. M.
Clay Jr. 22... Casto * 7 7 d

H. G. Cox's br g Wait a Little d

Time. 2:18K, 2:19J£, 2:19, 2:22K. 2:20K-
Second race —Trotting, mile dash for yearlings, purse $200.

Palo Alto Stock Farm'B br s Adbell. by Advertiser— Beautiful Bells
Maben 1

J. Dooleys b s General Caution, by Caution -Osgood Maid
Lermond 2

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b m Cleopatra, by Silver Bow—Matena
Williams 3

Viueland Stock Farm's b s Steel Spring, by Pilot Priuce—Belle
Irvingtou '. Hill 4

W. O. Bowers' b in Rose Woodbury, by Easier Wilkes—Lady Beth
Smith 5

Time. by quarters—0:38, 1:14, 1:50% 2:28.

Third race, pacing, 2:^0 class, purse 51,000.

T. L. Borden's blk m Allie Cresco. by Cresco—by imp. Aus-
tralian Latterly 1 1 1

Delano Brothers' b m Klickitat Maid, by Altamont—by
Swigert Delano 5 2 2

C. A. BftilevV b b Orlinda Richmond, by A. W. Richmond—
by i'lster Chief. : Hahn 2 5 6

EL ' >. Newman's Consolation, by Antevolo—Elizabeth Basler
_ Hellman 3 3 5

M 3. Maben's Ulk g Andy, bv Dashwood—by Emperor
Maben 6 4 3

E U sunders' ch g Little Hope, by Tempest Jr.—Blue Belle
Sanders 8 6 4

J. A. Nelson's b g Golden West, by Royal George Jr
Nelson 4 d

E, Zanetie's blk g Loupe, by Sevenoaks—Lalla Rookh
Wilson 7 d

Time, 2:I9!4, 2;20, 2:20%
Fourth race, trotting, 2:30 class, purse $1,000.

J EL Carroll's g g Marin Jr., by Maria—Silver, bv Stiver-
threads Farrell 111

EUaa S.. b m, iiy Alcantara Jr Mercer 3 2 3
'. I.. Polbemus' bg Rockwood, bv Nutwood Hellman 5 3 2
I de Turk's b s Tietam. by Anteeo—Evaliue Locke 2 4 4

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, by Auteeo—by
Abbotsford Sanders 4 5 5

Time, 2:28, 2:21%, 2:25.

Fifth race, pacing, 2:14 class, purse $1,200.

R. s. Brown's bg Plunkett. by Strathearu— by Bulger
t.Misuer 1 1 1

It. II New ton's br g Tom Ryder, by Alex. Button—by Black
Ralpn Newton and Laflerty 2 2 2

1. 1 Smith's blk a Fresno Prince, by Bayonne Priuce—by
Blackwood Smith 3 3 4

J. M. Alviso's eh m Roaita A., by Adrian—by Whipple's Ham-
bletonlao Aiviso 4 4 3

Time, 2:10, 2:18^, 2:19%.

Sixth race, trotting, 215 class, purse 51,200.

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Silver Bow, by Robert Mc.
Gregor—Sadie Williams 112 1

J. A. Dustiu's ch g Shvlock, bv Tom Benton—Brown Jen-
nie Dustin 2 2 12

C. A. Dnrfee's b s Gossiper, by Simmons—Lady Bryan
Durfee 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:18K, 2:16% 2:17. 2:19.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 18.

The management was favored with a clear sky and a plen-

tiful supply of the sun's rays from about 11 A. m. to 3:30 p.

M., then the fog flew in in chunks and the air got chilly

enough to suit Laplanders better than CaUfornians. Fully

2,000 persons attended, and saw five good races run off. Two
rank outsiders, a second choice and two favorites were suc-

cessful, making it an average day for the talent. The 6nish

in the first race was one of the prettiest as well as most ex-

citing seen in many days. Arno. third into the homestretch,

squeezed through one of the narrowest of apertures against

the rails half-way down the homestretch, and ridden veiy

cleverly by little Butler, of San Jose, got the verdict from

the fast-coming Primanda by a head, Lady Jane another head

away, with Sympathetic's Last close up. The winner of the

second race, Flashlight, showed himself to be almost as swift

asa flash of light when he got away toward the rear and ran

rings around his held, simply cantering the final quarter, the

rest under whip and spur. Conde showed none of his lameness

to-day, and won in fine style, though had not Abi P. been rid-

den so very badly from start to finish she would assuredly

have proven a winner. She got off absolutely last, ran up like

a cycloue on a Kansas shanty in the homestretch, where she

was pocketed about three times, and then finished third.

Royal Flush ran the best race ever seen in California in the

mile and a sixteenth handicap. Getting away well, Sullivan

pulled the stoutly-built chestnut horse in behind Pescador,

and keeping him two lengths behinl the flying one eyed son

of Gano until well in the homestretch, eat the space that sep-

arated him from the favorite when called upon, and won by a

neck in coast record time, l:47f. this with 113 pounds up.

Pescador, also carrying 113 pounds, bad nothing left to finish

on at the end, but ran as g3melyas it was possible for a horse

to do that had run the lasl mile in such wonderful lime as

1:39|.

Sam Mount, the most despised of all the outsiders, got away
well, flew to ihe front at a great pace, and though tiring at

the end, lasted long enough to beat Ricardoout three parts

of a length in the crackingtime of 1:0 If-.

The starting of Richard Brown was certainly superb, ihe

horses being sent off in compact bunches in every event.

Seven horses came up to face the flag in the first race, full

six furlongs. Primanda was a well supported favorite, pools

selling: Primanda, $30; Sympathetic's Last, $15; Lady Jane,

$7 ; field, $10. The start was orst-class. Sympathetic's Lat-t

cut out the ruuning from the jump, and with Lady Jane at

his heels and Arno over a length behind the filly, ran into

the homestretch. Lady Jane looked all over a winner half-

way down the homestretch, where Butler was squeezing Arno
through against the rails and Primanda came out of the

bunch behind, looking dangerous. Butler, on Arno, " kidded"
Lady Jane's rider into believing he was beaten, and in the

last couple of strides gave Arno his head, and he shot in a

winner by his head only, Primanda, gaining at every stride,

second, a head in front of Lady Jane, Sympathetic's Last at

her heels. Time, 1:141. It was a grand, rousing finish.

In the second race, about six furlongs, the Hope Glen
Stock Farm's pair (Suwanee and Flashlight) were installed

favorites in the pools, bringing $20 ; Niagara, $11 ; field

(Capt. Coster, Cburea and Ike L.), $10. Ike L. showed in

the lead for a little less than an eighth of a mile, with Cburea
closely attending him. Flashlight now came out of the

bunch, and at the half-pole had headed the pair in front.

He went away in the next quarter like a crackerjack from a
lot of crabs, leading into the homestretch by about six

lengths, Ike L. second, lapped by Niagara. The latter was
driven under the whip the last furlong, and though he made
up some ground, Flashlight simply cantered in a winner by
a good two lengths. Niagara second, four from Churea, third,

he about a length in front of Suwanee. Time, 1:14}. Flash-
light appeared to have a full second " up his sleeve."

Lively betting waselicted in the third event, a five furlong

dash. For some time Abi P. ruled a favorite, but toward
the close the betting switched, and pools sold : Conde, $50

;

Abi P., $45; North, $17; field, $20. The start was a well-

bunched one, but Abi P. was the la?t to move. Mt, Carlos

went out at a heart-breaking clip to set the pace, leading past

the half by three lengths, Ida Glenn second, Raphael next.

Joe Cotton was now sent along by Sullivan, and rapidly ran

around everything but Mt. Carlos, who was two lengths to

the good turning for home, and looking all over a winner.

Conde was beginning to move, and North was knocked about
badly on this turn. Mt. Carlos held his lead up to the last

fifty yards, when Conde shot up on the outside, and Cotton
also passed him. In a drive Conde won by a length, Joe
Cotton second, a head from Abi P., who had been pocketed
and ridden very zig-zaggy down the homestretch. That she

would have won with a good rider up is pretty certain. The
time was 1:02.

Pescador ruled a favorite in the mile and a sixteenth

handicap, pools selling: Pescador, $50 ; Royal Flush, $34;
field $40. A good deal of money was wagered on the race.

The start was an even one. Sullivan took a wrap on Royal
Flush and Long sent Pescador out a wonderful clip. At rhe

quarter Pescador was two lengths in front of Royal Flush,

the latter as far from Garcia. At the half the killing pace
was still being kept up, but Royal Flush had not lost an inch,

and Pescador was fully extended. Four lengths behind

Flush came Garcia. Sullivan began urging Royal Flush as

they neared the turn "forborne, and he crawled up to within

a length of the one-eyed Gano horse. Long went to work
on the favorite with a vengeance, and he gamely drew away
again. Half-way down Royal Flush again made a rush at

Pescador, and got very close up. Lang's mount, tiring but

game, swerved a trifle toward the inner rails, and was given a

couple of slinging blows at about the seventy-yard pole. He
went away gamely, but tired again, the furious pace having

told the tale, and riding Royal Flush with his hands, the

chestnut brother to Acclaim shot in a winner by a scant half

length in the Coast record time of 1:47$, and one of the best
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races ever ran in California was over. Pescador, second, was

fully four leDgths in front of Garcia. Sullivan rode the win-

ner superbly, and while the mile from wire to wire was run

in 1:39|, Royal Flush actually seemed to have just a trifle in

reserve.

The last race was a " killer " for the talent. Warrago was

thought to have a considerable shade the best of it, pools sell-

ing: Warrago, $60; Zaragoza, S45 ; Ricardo, $37; field, (Sam
Mount, Morven, Morula and War Queen), $30. To a

bunched start Sam Mount shot to the front at once, leading

the bunch by about three lengths at the half, four three fur-

loDgs from home, where Morven went up second, closely

pressed by Ricardo. Though tiring badly at the end, Sam
Mount lasted long enough to win by a scant length from the

fast-coming Ricardo, who beat Morven a trifle over a length

for the place. The rest were not fairlv in the hunl. Time,

1:01 |.
SUMMARIES.

First race, sis furlongs, purse 8250.

A. F. FfaiFs ch c Arno, 2, by Cyclone—Wanza, S4 Butler 1

J. Reavey'schg Primanda, 3, by Prince of Norfolk—Amanda L.,

101 Snider 2

Golden Gate Stable's br f Lady Jane, 2, by imp. Midlothian—Aunt
Jane, So Coudy 3

Time, 1:14%
Sinbad, Polaski, St. Elmo and The Lark also ran.

Second race, two-year-old maidens, sis furlongs, purse S250.

Hope Glen Stock Farm's be Flashlight, by Surinam—Laura Win-
ston, HO Sullivan 1

R. D. Ledgetfs ch c Niagara, by Jim Brown—Evalita, 110
Ledgett 2

J. Reavey's b c;Chnrea, by imp. Brutus—Lady R., 113 Snider 3

Time, 1:143^.

Suwauee, Captain Coster and Ike L. also ran.

Third race, selling, three-year-olds and upward, five furlongs, purse
$225.

O. A. Appleby's ch c Conde, 3, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity, 117
Spence 1

A. Ottinger's b g Joe Cotton, a, by Winters—Cotton Nose, 113
Sullivan 2

Golden Gate Stable's ch m Abi P., 5, by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid
1U Wright 3

Time, 1:02.

Ida Glenn, Mount Carlos, North and Raphael also ran.

Fourth race—Handicap, purse 5400. Mile and a sisteenth.

Owens Brothers' ch c Royal Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosette, 113
Sullivan 1

D. R. JJickev's b h Pescador, 5, by Gano—Armeda Howard, 113

„ Long 2
H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, a, by Wildidle—Nighthawk, 9S

Coadv 3

Time, 1:47%.

Francesca and Carmel also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, three-year-olds aud upwards, purse S225. Five
torlongs.

J. Dwain's br h Sam Mount, by Ironclad—Daisy D., 109 Cota 1

J. Long's ch g Ricardo, 3. by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet, 101
Cuddy 2

M. A. Gunst's b g Morven, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Lurline, 101

J. Murphv S
Time, 1:01%.

Zaragoza, Monita and War Queen also ran.

SEVENTH DAY—MONDAY, AUGUST 20.

The Golden Gate Fair meeting of 1894 came to a close

with a glorious day's sport. In three of the five races there

were finishes of the most exciting description, the verdict be-

ing secured in each case by less than five inches. Only one of

the events was won easily. The handicapping was truly excel-

lent, the two-year-old race having a ding-dong finish to it,

while in the mile handicap Royal Flush just did win,and that

was all, from Carmel, with Garcia a bang-up third. Flash-

light is aptly naned, indeed, and the change lor the better

since he has been in W. M. Murry's hands reflects the greatest

credit on the Falstaffian trainer from the Capital City of Cali-

fornia. This colt took up 122 pounds, and running a ham-

mer-and-tongs race with Arno down the homestretch, won in

the gamest possible fashion from the San Jose colt by half a

head in 1:27} for the seven furlongs. This is the best race,

everything considered, ever run by a two-year-old in this part

of the world. Nero went the route at Oakland four years

ago in 1:27|, but had up fourteen pounds less weight than

the good-looking bay son of Surinam had to-day.

Pescador a^ain proved he was a very fast horse by taking

up 117 pounds and running the full six furlongs in 1:14}.

beating Abi P. over a length. The latter was not ridden

very artistically. Quirt, piloted by. a jockey seventy-two

years old, ran very prominently to the homestretch, wher*»

Pescador came through, not to be headed thereafter. Then

came the rousing finish between Flashlight and Arno spoken

of above. This was Sullivan's first win of the day, and he

went right on winning in the nest two races in the most
artistic manner. Clearly he was ten pounds a better rider

than any other at the meeting. Little Joe Weber made his

debut as a horse-pilot on Warrago in the fourth race, and so

vigorously did he ride that at the head of the homestretch
the white nose of his mount showed in front of the whole
bunch. The filly commenced dying under him about half-

way down the homestretch, finishing fourth in the fine race

won by Royal Flush in 1:42. Joe Weber is a younger
brother to John and Charley Weber, the famous jockeys.and

he weighs about sixty-five pounds at this writing. He will

make a good rider with experience.

Throughout Richard Brown gave good starts.

Betting on the first race, six furlongs, was very lively,

pools selling: Pescador, §50; field (Conde, Thelma and
Quirt), $44; Abi P., $40. Conde showed well in front in the
first few strides, with Pescador and Thelma at his heels.

There was a shifting of positions nearing to the half-pole,

Thelma running rapidly into the lead, a length in front of

Quirt, who was a head in front of Pescador, he lapped by
Conde. Quirt, Thelma and Pescador, short heads apart as

Darned, ran into the homestretch, Conde at their heels and
Abi P. just getting a good move on. Pescador soon disposed
of Quirt in the homestretch, aud opened up a gap of two
lengths on his pursuers. Eighty yards of the finish it looked
as if Abi P. and Conde would both pass Pescador, but the

ane-eyed horse went away again gamely and won handily by
one and a half lengths, Abi P. second by her head only,

Conde third, two lengths from Quirt. Time, 1:14&.

A handicap for two-year-olds, seven furlongs, was next.

Many thought the 122 pounds on Flashlight would stop him,
and after pools had sold for awhile : Hope Glen Stock Farm
pair (Flashlight and Circe), $20 ; field, $10, the field braced

up and brought $15 to $20 for the Hope Glen pair. To a
good start Circe went out to set a merry pace for her stable

. companion. At the quarter-pole she was four lengths in
front of Flashlight, at whose heels thundered Niagara and

I

Arno. At the half-pole the daylight space was six lengths,
and Arno had changed places with Niagara. As they neared
the final turn Circe came back to her field at a great rate,

leading Flashlight but a length, Arno another length away.
Once they were straightened out Circe fell back and Flash-
light and Arno fought and bumped each other down the
homestretch. Twenty yards from the finish Arno appeared
to be winning, being a good head in front. Sullivan had
been saving Flashlight for a dying effort, however, and rid-

ing him with the brilliancy of a Garrison at the very end,
won by half a head from Arno, who beat Niagara three
lengths for the place. Circe was a poor fourth. Time, l:27f.
It was superior jockeyship, as much as anything else, that
told the tale in favor of the dead game colt, Flashlight, and
while it was a wonderful performance, Arno proved himself a
high-class colt also.

Joe Cotton, $50: field (Ricardo, Sam Mount, Morven and
ML Carlos), $25 ; North, $21, was the way pools sold on the
third, a five-furlong selling race. To a bunched start Sam
Mount at once went to the front with that burst of speed of
his, leading Mt. Carlos two lengths at the half-pole, Ricardo
just lapped on the big gelding. Sam Mount was but a length
to the good as they swung around for the run down the home-
stretch, the rest pretty well bunched. Sam Mount was beaten
a sixteenth from home, and Mount Carlos looked a winner up
to the very last jump, where Sullivan came on Cotton with a
great burst of speed and won on the post by a nose, Mt. Car-
los second, two lengths in front of Sam Mount, who just beat
North a head for the show. The lotter was played for "a good
thing," but it did not work. Time, 1:01£.

Warm indeed was the speculation in the fourth race, a mile
handicap. Royal Flush brought $100. Happy Day, $50; field

(Sympathetic's Last, Garcia, Carmel and Warrago), $50

;

Primanda, $42.50. Carmel, Gareia, Warrago was the order to

a good send-off. Carmel set a merry clip, leading Garcia three

lengths at the quarter, the Schwartz gelding lapped by Sym-
pathetic^ Last, then came a bunch headed by Warrago.
Happy Day was a bad last. At the half there had been a clos-

ing up, Carmen now but a length to the good, Garcia, Sym-
pathetic's Last and PrimaDda heads apart, a length from
Royal Flush and Warrago. Little Joe Weber now began send-
ing the last-named along, and at the turn for home her white
face showed in front of the band, Carmel, Garcia and Royal
Flush in cluse attendance. There was a great bunch at the
close, and at the end Ruyal Flush's nose was shoved in by
Sullivan just enough in advance of Carmel to show the judges
that the top-weighted favorite had won, and a length behind
Carmel came Garcia, closely attended by Synipatheiic's Last.

It was a hot finish, a good handicap, and the best horse in

the race, ridden by the best jockey, gained the verdict, though
it was a close call. The time was 1:42. Happy Day was taken
so far out of it bv J. Murphy that he could never make up
the gap, and finished absolutely last.

The last race, six furlongs, had Lady Jane for a favorite,

pools selling. Lady Jane, $30; Francesca, $15; field (Polaski,

Warrago aud Niagara), $10 Warrago and Polaski alternated

in the lead until about three furlongs from home, when Lady
Jane passed her opponents, drawing away at every stride.

Not thereafter headed, she won* by four lengths, while in a

hot fight Warrago was awarded the place over Polaski. Time,
1:14. The meeting was at an end, and the day was ma-J e mem-
orable bv close finishes and fast time.

SU30IARIES-

First race—For three-year-olds and upwards, purse S300. Three-
quarters of a mile.

Dickey & AshcraJt's b s Pescador, 5, by Gano—Ameda Howard, 117

Long 1

Golden - ate Stable's ch m Abi P., 5, by Tnree Cheers- Dairy Maid,
112 Wright 2

O. Appleby's ch c Conde, 4, by Duke of Norfolk—May D.,122
Spence S

Time, 1:1^.
Thelma and Quirt also ran.

Second race—Handicap for two-year-oids, purse §300. Seven-eighths
Of a mile.

Hope Glen Stock Farm's b c Flashlight, by Surinam—Laura Wins
ton. 122 Sullivan 1

A. F. PfaiFs ch c Arno. by Cyclone—Wanza, 122 Seaman 2

R. D. Ledgetfs ch c Niagara, by Jitn Brown—Evalita. 10-S

Ledgett 3
Time, 1:27%.

Hie L. and Circe also ran.

Third race—Selling, for three-year-olds and upwards, purse §250,

Five furlongs.

A. Ottinger's b g Joe Cotton, by Winters—Cotton Nose, 111
Sullivan 1

J. G. Quran's ch g Mt. Carlos, 5, by Duke of Norfolk—Susie, 107

„ Peters 2

J. Dwain's br c Sam Mount, 4, by Ironclad—Daisy D., 118
Cota 3

Time, 1:01H-

North, Ricardo and Morven also ran.

Fourth race—Mile handicap, for all ages, purse §100.

Owen Bros.' ch c Royal Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosette. 119
Sullivan 1

C. L. Don's ch c Carmel. 3, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, 90
Borns 2

H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, a, bv Wildidle-Nighthawk, 53... Murphy 3

Time, 1:42.

Sympathetic's Last 103, Warrago So, Primanda 96 and Happy Day
111 also ran.

Fifth race—Consolation, purse S250. About sis furlougs.

Golden Gate Stable's brm Lady Jane, by imp. Midlothian—Aunt
Jane, 75 Burns 1

W. Donathan's b f Warrago, 3, by Warwick—Fedalma, 95 Coady 2
Owen Bros.' b g Polaski, 3, by Capt. Al—Gold Cup, 97 H.Smith 3

Time, 1:14.

Francesca 102 and Niagara S3 also ran.

Premiums Awarded.

The judges appointed to make the awards on the live

stock exhibited at the Bay District track in connection with

the Golden Gate Association Fair completed their labors

Thursday. Every exhibitor received premiums, some of

them by the dozen. The horses competing in the races were

not excluded from going in for tha premiums, a fact which

the racing men appreciated, for they are frequently barred

out at the fairs. Following are the winners

:

Thoroughbreds, stallions—Three years old and over, E. F.

Smith'B John A., and second best, Frank Farrar's Grandee;
two years old, R. D. Ledgett's Niagara. Mares, three years

old, La Siesta Ranch's Wandering Nun ; two-year-old filly,

H. M. Weeks' Wilda ; second best, J. Long's Garvin; year-

ling filly, R. L\ Ledgett's Britannia.

Standard trotters, stallions—Four-year-old, Vendome Stock
Farm's Hillsdale; three years, La Siesta Ranch's Rosewood;
second best, Vendome Stock Farm's Iran Alto. Mare or
gelding, four years old, Vendome Stock Farm's Minnie B.,

second best, La Siesta Ranch's Fred Mason. Three-year-olds,
Grace G. Figel's Twenty-third.

Roadsters, stallions—Three-year-olds, E. C. Young's Al-
fred D.; two-year-olds, G. P. Polhemus' Ruler ; under one
year, Ben E Harris' Monarch. Best mare, three years old,

G. B. Polhemus' Ella Ward ; second, Ben E. Harris' Lady
Milton. Filly, one year old, Ben E. Harris' Watura. Mare
and two colts' Ben E. Harris' Lady Milton.

Cleveland Bays— Best two-year-old filly, Thomas Ward's
Lucy B.

Normans and Percherons—E. C. Godfrey took all the
premiums; also special premium for French coach horses.

Carriage horses, span not less than sixteen hands in height
—La Siesta Ranch's Bess and Bonner.

Gentlemen's roadsters, span, either sex—Ben C. Harris'
Honor and Rival. Single mare or gelding. La Siesta Ranch's
St. Anthony.

Saddle horses, mare or gelding—Ben C. Harris' Eugene.
Farm horses—Best pair of mules, Rosie and Sophie.
Sweepstake horses—Best stallion of any breed, E. F.

Smith's John A.; second best, Frank Farrar's Grandee. Mare
of any breed, La Siesta Ranch's Wandering Nun; second best,

J. Long's Miss Garvin.
Cattle : Durhams—The Baden Live Stock Farm took all

the promiums. Herefords—George Bement & Sons took all

the premiums.
Galloways and Polled Angus—Dr. G. M. Dixon of Sacra-

mento took all the premiums.
Ayrshires—George Bement & Sons took all the premiums.
Jerseys—Thomas Ward took all the premiums.
Holsteins—F- H. Burke took all the premiums.
Beef cattle sweepstakes—Dr. G. M. Dixon took all the pre-

miums.
Sheep : Southdown?—All premiums went to George Be-

ment &Sons.
Swine: Berkshire?—Thomas Waite, of Brighton, took all

the premiums.
Essex—George Bement & Sons. Poland China—Thomas

Waite.

Colors Should be "Worn.

There is a feeling of false modesty among a few trainers in

regard to wearing bright colors now and then.

We had a conversation with a prominent horseman and

president of a successful association, and he remarked that

some drivers did not like to put on those bright-colored coals.

It surprises those who sit and observe these things from a

different point of vantage that there should be such ideas en-

tertained by any when it adds so much to the interestof (hose

who are spectators and to whom it seems a step in the right

direction to find not two drivers with the same colors. "A
place for everything, and everything in its place" is an excel-

lent motto that will bring success not only to individuals but

to trotting associations, and the place is created for colors at
every trotting meet, and there let us find things in their place.

Now, gentlemen, let us consider where emanates this call

for reform in this direction. It is the voice of the public but
half aroused in interest, trying to obtain a few concessions for

which they will amply repay ns if we listen to Ihem.
This is no whim of the public to make a circus or a stage

performance of a trotting meet, but a needed change in the
right direction, and one that will make a success of the sport
financially.

It is absolutely necessary to distinguish in any part of the
race any horse that is trotting. How else is this to be done
than by giving colors to each, being entirely different one
from the other. Actual necessity for this method should and
will find every driver cheerfully accepting colors assigned

him by the associations, be they pink or yellow, where a prior
claimant for his preference makes the assignment necessary

for the purpose of avoiding duplicates on the programme.
It is as necessaiy to avoid duplicates of the same color in

a race as it would be the same number for the reason that by
being able to distinguish these colors the public are going to

retain the interest to the finish.

It would be inappropriate and unnecessary for a lady to

promenade the street in abaihing suit ; neither is it necessary

for a driver to board a street car or railroad train in his colors,

or in any way become conspicuous, but on the track they are
appropriate and seem in place to the public, who must be
pleased to some extent.

We think this preference and repugnance for this, that or

some other color will be dropped when we consider that it is

not picking a costume for a fancy dress ball, but a pure matter
of business and necessary to have a system in preparing the

programme, and that it is a heavy tax on purse and ingenuity

to find colors and combinations for the large number of start-

ers to be found on some of ibe tracks. Why have so many
mistakes been made by judges ? Because they could not dis-

tinguish the drivers in the little striped caps worn by them
after the quarter stretch was left, and it is hard enough to

distinguish a full-sized man in however bright a color at times

when thev "bunch" on the hack-stretch.

Come boys, don't be foolish
;
put on the colors ; ihey cost

enough, and they will help 611 the grand sland and pay the

purses, and when the pink, blue or white is trotting for life

and they can see evry inoh of the battle they will know "who
is who" and will come again the next day and bring iheir

friends to show them that you can see I be sport, and all of

it, now.—"J. R. L." in Trotter and Pacer.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through traius

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General < >ftW, No
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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Butte (Mont.) Races.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9.

To-day's races brought oat the largest crowd of the sea-

son. The belling was spirited, bat with one exception the

mutuals paid small amounts. The 6rst event was the post-

poned 2:13 class pacing contest for a purse of $700. The

starters were Bonnie B., driven by Ed. Pyle; Prince Almont^

driven bv Tryon ; Del Norte, by Barrows; Vollula, by Rice,

and Scioto Girl, by Jeffries. Prince Almont sold favorite in

the pools against all the others in the field. In the 6rst

heat Bonnie B. held the lead from almost the start and came

in an easy winner, with Vollula second, Del Norte third,

Prince Almont fourth. Time, 2:16£. Mutuals paid$13.40.

In the second heat Bonnie B. again took the lead, but when
within 100 yards of the wire Almont went to the front and

won by two'lengths, Vollula third, Scioto Girl fourth. Time,

2:18. Mutuals paid $7.15.

The third heat started with Almont in the lead, which he

held to the finish, beating Bonnie B. by three lengths. Del

Norte was given second place, Bonnie B. third, Scioto Girl

fourth. Time, 2:23. Mutuals paid $6.50.

Prince Almont won the fourth heat and the race, with

Scioto Girl second, Del Norte third. Time, 2:19}. Mutuels

paid $6.60.

The second event was running, seven-eighths mile, for a

purse of 300. The starters were Promise, Lonnie B., Expense,

Annie Moore, Autenil, Little Tough and Toxida. Promise

was the favorite and sold for $25 in the pools. Annie Moore
took the lead and held it fairly until near the last eighth

when she swerved across the track in front of Little Tough,

who was crowding her hard. Annie came in under the wire

a length ahead of Tough, but Judge McNair disqualified the

winner for resorting to such tactics and the race was given to

Little Tough. Time, 1:29. Mutuels paid $46.85.

The five and a half furlongs dash was the greatest betting

event of the day. There were four starters : Bill Howard,

Gold Bug, Gilroy and French Lady. Howard led in the bet-

ting at the start, but Gold Bug became a hot favorite. It was

a pretty race to the wire, Howard winning by a length from

Gold Bug, Gilroy third and French Lady fourth. Time, 1:07*.

Mutuals paid $10 35.

Altao, Ida D., Miss Foxey and Dan Velox were the start-

ers in the trotting, 2:1$ class, for a purse of $700. Velox and
Altao were evenly bicked with the other two in the field.

Velox took the lead in the first heat and won over Altao by

two lengths, Miss Foxey third and Ida D. fourth. Time,

2:16|. Mutuels paid $7.80.

In the second heat Altao became the favorite and won over

Velox by half a length, Ida D. third. Time, 2:19*.

In the third heat Altao won with ease in 2:19, and in the

fourth heat again took the lead and won the heat and the

race,with Ida D. second and Velox third. Time, 2:20.

There were five starters in the pacing, 2:20 class : Hanford
Medium, Black Cloud, Brino Tricks, Barney and Lady A.

Brino sold favorite and won in three straight heats.

SUMMARIES.

First race, pacing, 2:13 class, best three in five. Purse 5700.

Priuce Almont. by Almont Medium—Queen of the West...

Tryon 4 111
Bonnie B..bv Orion Pyle 12 3 4

Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecorah Barrows 3 5 2 3

Time, 2:lfiJ4 2:1S. 2:23. 2:19»<.

Vollcla and Scioto Girl also started.

Second race, running, seven furlongs, for all ages, selling allow-
ances. Purse $300.

C.W.ChappeH'sbg Little Tough. 5, by Glen Elm, 90 Cleary 1

Promise, 3, 100 Coombs 2

Autenil, 4, 102 McDonald 3

Time, 1:29.

Expense, Lonnie B., Toxida and Annie Moore also ran.

Annie Moore finished first, but was disqualified for fooling Little

Tough.

Third race, running, five and a half furlot.gs, for all ages. Purse
8300.

tf. S. Hall's cb g Bill Howard, 4. by Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis,
117 Hennessy 1

Gold But;, a. 117 R. Smith 2
Gilroy, 8, 100 Williams 3

Time, l:0<i.
_..

French Lady also ran.

Fourth race—Trotting, 2:18 class, best 3 in 5, purse S700,

Altao. by Almont—Sally M... Lindsay 2 111
Dan Velox. by Black Prince McEvoy 12 2 3
Mil !>.. by Maxim—Nutmeg Maid McKinnev 4 3 4 2

Time, 2 16$£, J i." ,. 2:19, 2:20.

Miss Foxy also started.

Fifth race—Pacing, S.-20 class, best 3 in 5, purse S600.

Brino Tricks, bv Mambrino Wilkes—Sallie Tricks Edwards 111
Hanford Medium, by Happy Medium Tryon 4 2 2
Black Cloud, by Black Prince McEvoy 2 4 3

Time, 2:19, 2:18K, 2:WJ ,.

Barney and Lady A. also ran.

FRIDAY, ACP.rST 10.

A programme of four running races* and two stake races

drew out a big crowd to the race track this afternoon, says

the Anaconda Standard. The favorites won five of the races

and the other one was captured by a second choice. Notwith-

Htanding this fact, however, the racing was good all the way
through and the betting was lively. The running race« were

all exciting contests, and in two of them the result was in

doubt until the horses were fairly under the wire.

The Silver City Stake, for three-year-olds, was won easily

by Delbert, who was a strong favorite at $20 to $4 for Mar-

chioness and $3 for the field. In the first heat Marchioness

took the lead, with Delbert close up and Justina hopelessly in

the rear. At the half Delbert showed in front, wilh Mar-

chioness ten lengths ahead of Caryle Carne. At the three-

quarters Delbert had increased hU lead to eight lengths and

Carrie Carne was closing in on Marchioness. Coming down
lln- stretch McCrowan pulled Delbert down almost to a walk,
and he won with the greatest of ease, ^ix lengths ahead of
(iiryle Carne, who was several lengths in front of Marchion-
esfl Mutuels paid $11.05.

The second heat was a great surprise. Delbert broke
badlv just before the quarter was reached and was unable to
rntcli < arvle < Vtrne, who took the lead and held it all the
way around, winning handily by two lengths. Delbert fin-

ished a length :ihead of Justina, but was set back to third
place for running. Mutuals paid $10.70.

The judges had a suspicion that there had been some

crooked business in this heat, and McGowan, the driver of

Delbert, was called upon the carpet. His explanation was
that he bad to pull Delbert so hard when he broke that he

choked him, which he said effectually robbed him of his

speed. As the horse had been choked down in the same way
in Anaconda, the judg€S accepted McGowan's explanation,

but he was cautioned in very plain language not to attempt

any crooked work. Following this Judge McNair announced
from the stand that if there was so much as a suspicion of

any crooked business in this or any other race, he would fine

the driver and owner of every horse implicated.

Justina broke badly at the start of the third heat. At the

three-eighths Caryle Carne went into the air and broke a

hobble, after which he dropped behind. Delbert went around
in front and finished two lengths ahead of Marchioness, who
was the same distance ahead of Justina. Mutuals paid $5.70.

The fourth heat was won easily by the favorite, who led

all the way around. Caryle Carne came in five lengths

behind Delbert and three lengths in front of Marchioness.

Mutuals paid $5 30.

The Montana stakes for three-year-olds was an easy thing

for Giles Noyes. Noyes was so hot a favorite that no person

could be found with nerve enough to bet against him and no
auction pools were sold. .Noyes andStanwix alternated in

front all the way around, and the former came in an easy

winner by half a length. Encounter would have been shut

out had not the distance flag been waived. Mutuels paid

$5.90.

The second heat was a repetition of the first. Giles Noyes
settled down to business and won handily by ten lengths from
Stanwix. Mutuels paid $5.S5.

The half mile handicap was won handily by the favorite,

Midget, who sold first choice at $40 to $10 for Sport McAl-
lister, $15 for Red Dick, $6 for Minnie and $3 for the field.

Midget took the lead at the head of the stretch and won han-
dily by two lengths fiom Sport McAllister, who beat Red
Dick half a length for the place. Mutuels paid $7.80.

The mile handicap was a great betting event. The betting

opened with Emma Mc first choice, but it soon changed and
Jennie Deane became a strong favorite at $100 to $70 for

Emma Mc, $25 for Normandie and $32 for Minnie Beach.

The closing betting was Jennie Deane $5, Emma Me $20.

Normandie $5, Minnie Beach $5. Jennie Deane jumped
away with the lead and held it all- the way, winning by two
lengths from Emma Mc, who was six lengths ahead of Nor-
mandie. Mutuels paid $8.20.

St. Croix wrs the favorite in the three-quarters of a mile

selling race at $50 and $60 to $9 and $10 for Lonnie B. and
$5 for the field. St. Croix quickly went to the front and
won easily by two lengths. French Lady beat Lonnie B. for

the place by a head. Mutuels paid $5.70.

SL Croix belonged to N. S. Hall and was entered at $800.

He was put up at auction immediately after the race and was

bought by Hisgins Bros., of Missoula, for $1,250. Mr. Hall

seemed to be of the opinion that Higgins Bros, were violating

professional courtesy by bidding against him, and he showed
his temper pretty plainly. He refused to give up the horse

until he had received a check from the association for the

purchase price. In the meantime he tore his blanket off the

horse and left him standing in the cold.

The three-eighths dash was the best race of the day. Nor-
leewas favorite at $100 to $50 for Cyclone and $16 for the

field. Pearl got of! in front and led into the stretch by a

head, with Cylone and Norlee close up. The leaders raced

down the stretch closely bunched, and when almost under
the wire Cyclone pushed out his head and won by a neck
from Pearl, who was a length ahead of Norlee. Mutuels paid

$20.10.
SUMMARIES.

First race, trotting, Silver City Stakes, for three-year-olds, tbree in
five. Value of stakes, $825.

Delbert, by Gaeleon—by Altama McGowau 13 11
Caryle Carne. by Hambletonian Mambrino—Ladv Grav

Woods 2 14 2
Marchioness, by Sidmoor—Kitty irviugtoc Tryon 3 4 2 3

Time, 2:31%, 2:273^. 2;36%. 2:34%.
Justina also ran.

Second race, Mountain Stakes, for three-year-olds, two in three.
Value of stake, S1S0.

Giles Noyes, by Charles Caffrey—Vida Pyle 1 1

Stanwix, by Hambletouiao Mambrino—Mattie Woods 2 2

Encounter, by Onward—Pretender Moore 3 3

Time, 2:40*4 2:24%.

Third race, running, half-mile, for>]l ages, handicap, purse S300.

N. S. Hall's b m Midget, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen, a 120, (13 to
20) Hennessv 1

Sport McAllister, 2, 100 (6 to 1) Coombs 2

Red Dick, a, 115 (5 to 1) Clancy 3
Time, 0:48.

Minnie, Rosebud and Patsy Bolivar also ran.

Fourth race—Running, for all ages, purse S250. Oue mile.

California Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, by Sir Modred—Echota, 3,

105 (3 to 51 Coombs 1

Emma Mc. 3. 108 (3 to 1) Clancy 2

Normandie, 3, 9$ (15 to 1) Bnrliugame 3

Time, 1:4354.

Minnie Beach also ran.

Fifth heat—Running, selling allowances, purse SJ50. Six furlongs.

N. S. Hall's b h St. Croix, by King Daniels—by Bayswater, 5, 122

(1 to 4)„ Hennessy 1

French Lady, a. 98 (10 to 1) Williams 2

Lonnie B., 5, 114 (8 to 1) Kine 3

Time, 1:173^.

Periwinkle also ran.

Sixth race—Running, purse 8200. Three furlongs.

F. H. Starkey'sb e Cyclone, bv Ironclad, a, 117 (3 to 1) Bozeman 1

Pearl, a, 113 (8 to 1) Clancy 2

Norlee, 3, 110 (1 to 2) Hennessy 3

Time, 0:35.

Carrie Crooks, Red S., Buckskin Charley and Tom Teney also ran.

-SATURDAY, AUGUST 11.

An enthusiastic crowd of fully 4,000 people witnessed the

best day's racing that has ever been seen in Montana this

afternoon, with the exception of the last race. The running

races were all of that sensational order that cause devotees of

the track to stand upon the toes of one foot while they try

to kick holes through the grand stand with the other.

The weather was all that could be desired, the betting was
exceedingly lively and enough short horses won to satisfy (he

small bettors.

The Anaconda stake for two-year-olds, which was won by
imp. Benefactress and Bob Smith, was as pretty.a race as has
ever heen seen anywhere. The horses went so fast ixj the

five-eighths handicap that the track record was lowered. The
talent took an awful tumble in this race,and mutuels on Zam-
loch paid $70.20. Only 48 of them were sold. The talent

also got dumped again in the hurdle race on account of El-

liott not being able to hold Auteuil back. This was the only

poor race of the day, and Jtadge McNair sat Jockey Elliott

down for the meeting for his crooked work.
The 2:30 class trot was an easy game for Dr. McDonald's

Billy D., who won easily in three straight heats. Billy D.
was a red-hot favorite at $25 to $10 for Freedem, Antelater,

Antrima, Chris. Peterson and Col. K. R. in the field.

In the first heat Freedom led to the head of the stretch,

with Billy D., Antrima, Chris. Peterson, Antelater and Col.
K. R. strung out in the order named. Col. K. R. broke badly
just after leaving the wire and showed a remarkable burst of

speed after he recovered himself. Freedom led by ten lengths
at the half, but by the time the three-quarter pole was reached
Billy D. had cut down the lead to half a length. Antrima
was five lengths behind Billy D. Billy D. won in a driving
finish from Freedom by two lengths. Freedom was two lengths
in front of Col. K. R., who beat Antrima out by a head. Mu-
tuels paid $8.10.

In the second heat Col. K. R. broke badly in the first quar-
ter and dropped to the rear. Billy D. went to the lead at the
start and won handily by a length from Freedom, who was
a length ahead of Antelater. Mutuels paid $7.

The third heat was a repetition of the second heat, Billy

D. winning easily by a length. Freedom finished second, but
was set back to last place for running. Mutuels paid $6.05.

The Anaconda two-year-old stake was one of the two most
exciting events of the day, and it was a red-hot betting race.

Model was a favorite at $20 to $25, with the Daly stable sec-

ond choice at £12 to $15, and the McTague stable selling for

$3 and $4. It was generally believed that the race lay between
Model and Benefactress, and snch proved to be the case,

although Tom McTague's bay filly Marietta came within an
ace of stealing a march on the favorites and beating them
both. Marietta got away in the lead, with Dara second and
Benefactress third. Ella Gregg took the lead at the half, and
Model moved up to second place. At the three quarters

Model was slightly in the lead, with Ella Gregg second and
Benefactress third.

The two favorites came down the stretch neck and neck,
with Bob Smith riding his mount as though his life was at

stake. He used whip and spur *o good advantage, and when
only about six lengths from the wire, Benefactress forged to

the front and won from Model by a neck. In the meantime
Clancy had been coming up very fast on Marietta. He took

the outside edge of the track at the head of the stretch, and,
unnoticed by the leaders, came rapidly to the front, being
only a head behind Model when they finished. Mutuels paid
$12.50.

There was another exciting finish in the three-quarter mile
race. Miss Elm was favorite at $25, with Longwell selling

at $20, Red Leo and Toxida $18 each, Uncle Bob $6. Red
Leo took the lead at the start and held it to the three quar-

ters, when Toxida pushed his nose in front. Miss Elm caught
Toxida in the last 100 yards and won by the smallest kind of

a nose. Toxida was not more than four inches behind and
the horses were so close together that it was some time before

the judges announced their decision. Mutuels paid $14.30.

The surprise of the day occurred in the five-eighths handi-

cap. Nelson was a strong favorite with Bill Howard and
Gold Bug about even for second choice. No one paid any at-

tention to Zamlock. Bill Howard jumped off with the lead

but was soon headed by Nelson, who led to within 100 feet

of the post when Zamlock went to the front and woo by a

length, with Nelson three lengths ahead of Gold Bug. Mu-
tuels paid $76.20.

Joe D., the favorite, easily won the three-eighths dash.

Mutuals paid $10.15.

The mile and an eighth hurdle race was the biggest kind

ot a job, and, for a wonder, the jobbers beat themselves. The
job acted as a boomerang, and it had a most demoralizing

effect on the jobbers. Auteuil was easily the best horse in

the race, but it was all fixed up for Green Hock to win, and
Elliott, who was up on Auteuil, has instructions to pull him.

Then the horsemen went over to the betting ring and backed
Green Hock to a standstill. Elliott rode according to instruc-

tions all right, but, unfortunately for the horsemen, his arms
were not strong enough to take Auteuil back. Sheridan fell

at the first jump, but both the horse and jockey escaped un-

hurt. Green Hock led all the way around to the last hurdle.

Before the horses had gone the first quarter it became ap-

parent that Auteuil was being pulled. He was fighting for

his head all the way and Elliott was nearly pulling hip arms
out of their sockets. He was not strong enough to carry out

his contract, however, and at the last hurdle Auteuil went to

the front and won by a length. Elliott pulled the horse's

head from side to side in the last 100 yards and tried to run
him diagonally across the track, but in spite of all this he

won. Elliott was promptly called up into the judges' stand

and set down for the meeting for his crooked work. [This is

a most remarkable ruling, truly.—Ed.] Mutuels paid $36 40.

The directors of the racing association are very much dis-

appointed over this race. It was arranged at the earnest solic-

itation of the owners of the jumpers and on their promise

that the race would be a square one. There will not be an-

other hurdle race until the directors are assured that it will

be run on its merits.

Monday's events will be as follows: The 2:17 class pace,

five-eighths of a mile, selling, running; one mile, selling, run-

ning; one and one-sixteenth miles, selling, running and a

special run.
SUMHABIES.

First race, trotting, 2:30 class, three in 6ve. Puree §600.

Billy D.. bv Tarantula Handley 111
Freedom, by Maxim—Chicago Maid Williams 2 2 6£
Antelator, by Anteeo—by AUencorf. McKinney 5 3 2

Time, 2:22]4, 2:21%. 2:21^.

Chris Peterson, Col. K. R. and Antrima also ran.

Second race, running, Anaconda Stakes for two-year-olds. Stake
81,010. Six furlongs.

Marcus Dalv's br f imp. Benefactress, by Bendigo—Flora, 115 -' j
.".

... .. Smith 1

Model, 118 - Coombs 2
Marietta, 115 Clancy 3

Time, .

Ella Gregg, Dara and Etta McKeever also.ran.

Third race, running, five pounds below the scale. Six furlongs

Purse 8250.

W. P. DIngley'sbmMissElm,a, by Glen Elm—Red Bird, 112

„ Etiiiis 1

Toxida, 3, 105 Boxeman 2
Longwell, a, 112 Hennessy S

Time, 1:17J<.
Red Leo and Uncle Bob also ran.

Fourth race—Running, handicap, purse 8300. Five furlongs.

Colusa Stable's b c Zamlock, a, by Friar Tuck—Twilight, 100
Coombs 1

Nelson, 3, 107 Bozeman 2
Cold Bug, a, 115 Smith 3

Time, l:01#.

Bill Howard and St. Jacob also ran.
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Fifth race—Running, puree 8200. Three furlongs.

Garland &, RamsdelPs b g Toe D., a, by Bozeman 1

Carrie Crooks, a, 117 Reese 2

Jack the Ripper, a, 117 Lawless 3
Time, 0:35.

Buckskin Charley also ran.

Sixth race—Rminmg, purse S300. Mile and one-eighth, over five

furlongs.

California Stable's ch g Auteuil, 4, by John Happy—Jess, 135
Elliott 1

Green Hock. 4, 135 Flowers 2

Banknote, a, 135 Freeman 3

Sheridan, a, 135 Byrue 4
Time. 2:00%.

MONDAY, AUGUST 13.

The favorite-* lost four of the races today and the short

enders were in clover up to their knees. There were four big

mutuels and four good-sized ones, and the small betters who

are always laying low for a long shot made more money than

a horse could carry. Normandiein the mile and a sixteenth

handicap was the only horse picked by the talent who could

win, and they dropped their roll on the other races with a

regularity that was amusing. The racing to-day was good all

the way through, and it was the kind of racing that makes

betting and draws crowds.

There was a big crowd out and the betting was lively on

all of the events. The talent started in to lose on the first

event, the 2:16 pace, in which they sustained a hard fall. The

result of that race was a strong indication that Higgin Bros,

have been saving up Scioto Girl for just such an opportunity

as presented itself to-day. Jaysey, who won the 2:18 class

pace in Anaconda, broke badly in the first heat and dropped

out of the race.

The race seemed to be a hard one to guess and the betting

switched around considerably. Bonnie B. opened up fav-

orite at $25 to $20 for Del Norte, $18 for Brino Tricks, $8
for Scioto Girl, $5 for Jaysey and $5 for Black Cloud and
Vollula in the field. A short time after Del Norte became
favorite at $25 to $20 for Bonnie B. Scioto Girl got away
in the lead for the first heat, with Bonnie B. close up. Jaysey
broke badly just after leaving the wire and dropped away
behind. At the quarter Scioto Girl was five lengths in the

lead, with Bonnie B , Vollula, Brino Tricks and Black Cloud
closely bunched in the order named, and Jaysey an eighth of

a mile behind. The positions were unchanged at the half.

.Scioto Girl had increased her lead to twelve lengths at the
three quarters and Vollula took second place, with Brino
Tricks third and Bonnie B. fourth. Scioto Girl won easily

by two lengths from Vollula, who was sis lengths ahead of

Black Cloud. Mutuels paid $8.10.

After this heat Del Norte was favorite at $20 to $14 and
£15 apiece for Bonnie B., Brino Tricks and Sciota Girl, and
$10 for the field. Brino Tricks ran into Black Cloud at the
start and injured his sulky so that he dropped way behind.

Del Norte led all the wav around, with the others closely

bunched, and won by a length from Bonnie B., who was four
lengths in front of Scioto Girl. Mutuels paid $16.50.

The result of this heat tangled the race all up and the bet-

tors were all at sea, with the result that they bet very little

and in small amounts. Scioto was favorite in what little bet-

ting there was, with Bonnie B. second choice and the rest of

the horses in the field. The third heat was a pretty one.

Black Cloud broke badly at the start and dropped twelve
lengths to the rear. The others went around all in a bunch
with Del Norte slightly in front. There was not three lengths

difference between thefirstand last horses until they rounded
into the stretch when Vollula, Scioto Girl and Bonnie B.

went to the front with Del Norte close behind. They all got
the whip coming down the stretch and the finish was a close

and exciting one. Vollula won by a head from Scioto Girl
in a driving finish. Had it not been that one of the tires of

Scioto Girl's sulky burst just before the finish, however,
there would probably have been a different story to tell. Mu-
tuels paid $33.25.

Sciota Girl went away with the lead in the fourth heat and
held it all the way around winning easily by a length with
Vollula four lengths ahead of Brino Tricks. Mutuels paid
$13.25.

In the fifth heat the horses were closely bunched to the
half, where Vollula took the lead, with Black Cloud second
and Del Norte third. Vollula led into the stretch and won
by a length, with Brino Tricks three lengths ahead of Del
Norte. Mutuels paid $12.20.

Del Norte, Vollula and Scioto Girl were the only starters

in the sixlh and decisive heat. Sciolo Girl took the lead at

the half and won handily by a length from Del Norte, who
was three lengths ahead of Vollula Mutuels paid $8.45.

The talent came against another cropper in the mile selling

race. The betting opened up with Litt[e Tough favorite at

$15, Lonnie B. $7, Auteuil $6, Longwell $5 and Toxida,
French Lad*- and Sheridan in the field at $7. Later on Lon-
aie B. sold "first choice at $20 to $12 for Longwell, $20 for

Little Tough, $7 for Auteuil and $19 for the field. Longwell
jumped off in the lead but was headed at the quarter by
French Lady, who led by a length and a half. This lead was
cut down to half a length at the half and Little Tough was
a nose ahead of Toxida. Toxida pushed his head in front

at the head of the stretch and won by half a length from Long-
well in a hot finish. Little Tough and Lonnie B. finished

fifth and sixth. Mutuels paid $30.15.

Interest in the mile and a sixteenth handicap was con-
siderably lessened by the withdrawal of Imp. Batsman, who
was generally looked upon as being the winner. Minnie

PBeacb opened up a slight favorite at $20 to $18 for Norman-
die and $17 for Steve Estes. A little later, however, Nor-
mandie was favorite at $60 and $65 to $38 and $40 for Min-
nie Beach and $25 for Steve Estes. Normandie got away in
the lead and was never caught, winning handily by two
lengths from Steve Estes, who was five lengths in front of
Minnie Beach. Mutuels paid $11.35.

Promise was a red-hot favorite in the five-eighths selling
race and sold as high as $70 to $15 for Minnie and $10 for
the field, in which were Vulcaa and Ben Cannon. Promise
took the lead at the start, but Vulcan went to the front at the
half and maintained his lead, finishing a short length ahead
af Minnie. Promise dropped into third place at the half and
finished three lengths behind Minnie and seven lengths in
r
ront of Ben Cannon. Mutuels paid $29.50.
In the four and a half furlong dash St. Jacob was a strong

avorite at $60 to $25 for Hal Fisher, $20 for Nettie Glenn,
&18 for Bessie and $19 for the field. Just before the start a
itrong Bessie tip was turned loose and she sold at $24 to $20

for St. Jacob, $S for Hal Fisher and Nettie Glenn and $10
for the field. Bessie led into the stretch by two lengths, but
Vulcan poked his nose in front and won by a head. Bessie
finished two lengths in front of Nettie Glenn.
The prominent feature in Tuesday's races is the 2:13 class

trot, and this event alone should be sufficient to draw out an
immense crowd. This race is practically a free-for-all, and
the best horses at the track will start in it. Kobbie P. and
Klamath, who had such a bitter contest in the free-for-all at
Anaconda, will meet again and the race will certainly be a
fast and exciting one. The track will be made as " fast as a

bullet " for the event, and there is reason to believe that the
record of 2:15 made at Anaconda will be lowered by both
Bobbie P. and Klamath. The race will come off first and
will be called at 2 o'clock sharp.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Pacing, 2:16 class, 3 iu 5, purse §600.

Scioto Girl Ambassador—by Hiatoga Jeffreys 13 2 15 1

Vollula, by Kentucky Volunteer—by George Wilkes
Rice 2 4 12 13

Del Norte, by Altamont—Tecorah Barrow 5. 1 3 5 3 2
Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—Sallie Tricks...

Carlson 4 6 5 3 2 ro
Black Cloud, by Black Prince McEvoy 3 5 6 4 4 ro
Bonnie B., by Orion Harrison 6 2 4 6 6 ro
Jaysey Brown dis

Time, 2:16}^, 2:17*4, 2:183^, 2:20J4, 2:20^, 2:25%.

Second race—Running, selling allowances, purse 8350. One raile.

T. McTague's br c Toxida, 3 (2 to 1), by Regent—Reply, 10S
Bozeman 1

Longwell, a \iyn to 1), 111 Hennessy 2
French Lady, a (2 to 1), 101 Williams 3

Time, 1:44%.

Auteuil, Little Tough, Lonnie B. and Sheridan also ran.

Third race—Running, handicap, mile and a sixteenth, purse S400.

Garland & Ramsdell's ch f Normandie, 3, by Kyrle Daly—Ex-
tract, 98 (even) _ Coombs 1

Steve Estes, 5. 120 (I to 2) Smith 2
Minnie Beach, a, 114 (1 to 5) Bozeman 4

Time, 1:59%.

Fourth race—Running, selling allowances, purse 8300. Five fur-
longs.

Hayes & White's gr g Vulcan, a, by Connor—Delia Walker, 108
(5 to 1) Bozeman 1

Minnie, a, 101 (4 to 1) Williams 2
Promise, a, 111 (U to 20) Coombs 3

Time, 1:02.

Ben Cannon also ran.

Fifth race—Running, purse $250. Special four and a half furlongs.

Maley & Bowley's b h Hal Fisher, a, by Buck Walton—Alice. 112
(8 to 1) King 1

Bessie, a, 107 (2 to 1) Bozeman 2
Nettie Glen, a, 100 (8 to 1) Cleary 3

Time, 0:56.

Green Hock and Jack the Ripper also ran.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14.

Four records, one of them a world's record, were broken
on the Butte track to-day. Robbie P. covered the fastest

mile that has ever been gone to harness in the State, and in

so doing he established two new records—one for Montana
and one for the world. Dr. Puff reduced the Montana rec-

ord for two-year-old trotters from 2:35.>,which was made here
last year by Silver Note, to 2:29, and Gold Bug in the five

eighths of a mile handicap, cut the track record down to

1:01.

Robbie P.'s performance, however, was the star event of

the day, and the two new records that he made to-day will

very likely stand for a long time. The fact that he beat

Klamath in the 2:13 class trot is of little importance com-
pared with the fact that he went a mile, and in the fourth

heat at that, in 2:12$. He made the last half at a 2:12 clip

and finished easy. It was the opinion of all the judges and
others who watched the finish closely that had he been

pushed out by Klamath he could have gone faster than 2:12.

To-day's performance not only establishes a new harness rec-

ord for Montana, but it also breaks the world's record for a

horse driven by its owner and breeder in a race. The record

before today was 2:13, made by Nelson, who was driven by

C. W. Nelson at Grand Rapids in 1892. In the same year

Allerton, driven by C. \V. Williams, went a mile in 2:13} at

Independence, Iowa.
In 1890 Yolo Maid paced a mile in a race on the Butte

track in 2:12|. This was the fastest mile ever made in

Montana at any gait before today. Klamath's record of 2:15

made at Anacouda on August 4th last was the State trotting

record. The performance of Robbie P. to-day stamps him
as being unquestionably the fastest and gamest harness horse

that has ever come tJ Montana. He trotted fairly and
honestly every inch of the four heats in the race and won
simply because he was the best horse in it. He is eight years

old, by Charles Caffrey, out of Nannie, and is owned by Ed
Pyle, of Syracuse, Neb. He started in ten races last year and
won seven of them, his best time being 2:13. He has always

been a consistent race horse and has lowered his record every

year.

As a direct result of to-day's race, Mr. Pyle has decided to

remain in Montana, and he will head a stock company that

will shortly establish a breeding farm at Missoula. The
money was subscribed in less than an hour this afternoon and
Mr. Pyle has about 125 head of horses with which he will

stock the farm. Mr. Pyle is a successful horseman who races

horses to win at all times, and there is no donbt that he will

make a success of his new venture.

The 2:13 class trot was the first event and a large crowd
was on hand early to witness it. Klamath sold favorite at

$50 to $50 for Robbie P. and $5 for Ida D. and Dan Velox in

the field. Klamath broke badly in the first heat and dropped

to the rear. At the quarter Robbie P. was two lengths ahead

of Dan Velox, who was three lengths in front of Klamath.
Ida D. broke badly at the back stretch. At the half Robbie
P. was three lengths ahead of Klamath and Dan Velox, who
were neck-and-neck. Klamath broke badly again on the

lower turn and dropped to the rear. Robbie P. turned into

the stretch with two clear lengths to the good and finished

four lengths ahead of Dan Velox, who was two lengths in

front of Klamath. Mutuels paid $9.65.

Klamath's backers still had plentv of confidence in him
and he sold at $40 to $30 for the other three in the field.

Klamath took the lead at the start of the second heat and at

the quarter was a length ahead of Robbie P., who was four

lengths ahead of Dan Velox. At the half Klamath and
Robbie P. were neck-and-neck, ten lengths in front of Ida D.

and Dan Velox. At the three-quarters Robbie P. was lead-

ing Klamath by half a length. Klamath led slightly into

the stretch, but Robbie P. soon overhauled him. Just as he

did so, however, he went into the air, and Klamath won by

four lengths, with Dan Velox third. Mutuels paid $8.90.

Klamath and Robbie P. both broke at the start of the

third heat, but quickly caught themselves. Klamath broke

again on the upper turn and dropped to the rear. At the

quarter Robbie P. was a length ahead of Dan Velox, who
was two lengths ahead of Ida D. Klamath was ten lengths in
the rear. At the half Ida D. had moved up to the second
position and Dan Velox was twelve lengths ahead of Klam-
ath who was acting badly. Robbie P. led into the stretch
and won handily by six lengths from Ida D., who was eight
lengths ahead of Velox. Mutuels paid $13.15.
The fourth heat was the decisive and most exciting one of

the race. Robbie P. led by half a length at the quarter,with
Klamath twelve lengths ahead of Ida D. At the half Klam-
ath was a length in the lead, with Robbie P. ten lengths
ahead of Ida D. At the three-quarter pole Robbie P. and
Klamath were neck and neck, and coming like a whirlwind.
At the seven-eighths pole Klamath was plainly beaten, and
an instant later he went into the air. Pyle then eased Robbie
P. ud a trille and he won by twelve lengths, with Klamath a
leogth ahead of Ida D. Mutuels paid $11.80.
The Moulton stakes, for two-year-olds, was an easy game

for Dr. Puff, who was a strong favorite at $25 to all of the
others in the field. The favorite took the lead at the start
and held it all the wav around, winning by three lengths
from Irene B. Nettie Ham, Altoka and Glen Arthur were
distanced. Mutuels paid $7.80. Dr. Puff lowered the Mon-
tana two-yenr-old record in this heat, and the announcement
to that effect was greeted with cheers. The second heat was
a repetition of the first, Dr. Puff winning easily by two
lengths. Mutuels paid $6.45.
The 2:26 class pace was a rather uninteresting event as

compared with the other harness races. For some unex-
plained reason Kittitas Ranger sold favorite at $30 to $16 for
Irene L., $5 for Barney and $16 for the field containing Ruby
Messenger and Rosalie. Ruby Messenger and Barney went
away in the lead. Kutitas Ranger broke badly at the first

turn and dropped to the rear. At the half Barney was half
a length in the lead, with Ruby, Rosalie and Irene L. in the
order named and Ranger distanced. Ruby broke on the
upper turn and Barney led into the stretch by three lengths.
Barney maintained his lead, and won by a length and a half,
with Ruby three lengths ahead of Irene L. The favorite
was distanced. Mutuels paid $7.25. Irene L. and Barney
then sold about even at $20 each to $10 for the field.

Irene L. broke at the first turn and Ruby and Barney paced
neck and neck all the way around. Ruby went to the front
in the last one hundred yards and won by a leDgth. Mutuels
paid $21.40.

Ruby then became favorite at $15 to $8 for Irene and $3
for the field. Ruby took the lead at the start and was never
caught, winning by two lengths from Irene L. Mutuels paid
$8.80. In the fourth heat Ruby led to the half, where she
broke and dropped a length behind Barney. She caught Bar-
ney in the stretch, but broke badly again and won by six
lengths. Mutuels paid $18.35. The race was then postponed
till to-morrow on account of darkness.
The five-eighths of a mile handicap was won in a gallop

by Gold Bug, who led all the way around and won by six
lengths. Mutuels puid $14.60. Gold Bug reduced the track
record for the distance to 1:01.

In the seven-eighths selling race Jennie Deane led all the
way and finished a head iu front of St. Croix in a driving
finish. Mutueis paid $14.35.

In"the three-eighths dash Carrie Crooks was favorite at
$50 to $40 for Little James, $30 for Jack the Ripper, $5 for
Fannie B., $5 for Half Moon and $10 for the field. The
race was run almost in the dark. Jack the Ripper won by
a short nose from Carrie Crooks with Rosebud a close third.
Mutuels paid $19.10.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting, 2:13 class, 3 in 5, purse SS00.

Robbie P., by Charles Caffrey—Nannie Pyle 12 11
Klamath, by Moorookus—Lady Ophir Raymond 3 14 2
Dan Velox. by Black Prince McEvoy 2 3 3 4
Ida D., by Maxim—Nutmeg Maid McKinney 4 4 2 3

Time, 2:15, 2:13%, 2:16J^, 2:12J£.

Sacond race—Trotting, Moulton Stakes, for two-year-olds, 2 in 3,
value of stake §910.

Dr. Puff, by Bay Bird-Patty Puff Jeffreys 1 1
Irene B., by Oregon Wilkes—by Woodbury Rice 2 2
Nettie Ham, by Hambletonian Maid—Almonette Woods di3
Altoka, by Allerton—Aloka Koch dis
Glen Arthur, by Glenwood—by Robert McGregor.... Green dis

Time, 2:29, 2:34^.

Third race—Pacing, 2:25 class, 3 in 5, unfinished, purse 8500.

Barney Murray 12 3 1
Ruby Messenger, by Messenger Chief. Handley 2 112
Irene L., by Equinox—by Nutwood McEvoy 3 4 2 3
Rosalie, by Jim Wilson Koch 4 3 4 4
Kittittas Ranger Woods dis

Time, 2:24%, 2:24%, 2:23, 2:23%.

Fourth race—Rnnniug, handicap, purse S300. Five furlongs.

J. L. Carlson's ch g Gold Bug, a, by Young Pittsburg— Uattie B.
116 (9 to 5) Dlngley 1

Bill Howard, 4, 122(7 to 5) Hennessy 2
Zamlock, 3. 110 (10 to 1) ..Burlingame 3

Time, 1:01.

Jim R. and Rosy Morn also ran.

Fifth race—Running, selling allowances, purse 8350. Seven fur-

longs.

California Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, a, by Sir Modred—Echota,
100 (6 to 5) Coombs 1

St. Croix, 5, 114 (10 to 1) Dingley 2
Emma Mc, 3, 100 (6 to5) Smith 3

Time. 1:30.

Annie Moore, Gilroy and Raindrop also ran.

Sixth race—Running, five pounds below the scale, purse 8200.
Three furlongs.

C. W. Chappell's b g Jack the Ripper, a, by Captain Jack—Jennie
Mack, 112 ;5to i) Clancy 1

Carrie Crooks, a, 112 (9 to 5) Reese 2

Rosebud, 1, 112 (U to 1) Bozeman 3
Time, 0:35.

Little James, Hcaton, Fannie B., West Wind and Half Moon also
ran.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15.

This was favorite's day at the race track and the talent

scooped in about all of the money in sight. The favorites

walked away with six of the seven events, and the goat race

the last race of the day was won by a good second choice.

Notwithstanding the fact that the favorites had things all

their own way, however, the running races were all good and
there were several close finishes. The crowd numbered fully

5,000 people and was one of the largest that has ever been
on the grounds. The mile and-a- half Silver stake, which
was worth $1,430, was the principal event of the day, and was
easily won by imp. Batsman.
The unfinished 2:26 class pace came off first. Irene L.

made a bad break on the first turn in the first heat and Bar-

ney took the lead, with Ruby Messenger second. |At the half

Ruby broke and Irene moved up with a great burst of speed

and took the lead. At the upper turn Irene was leading by
four lengths under the whip, with Barney second and Ruby
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third. Irene L. finished a length ahead of Barney, who was

a length and a half in front of Ruby. Mutuels paid 67.60.

In the second heat Messenger went to the front, but made
a bad break and dropped to the rear; Barney took the lead,

with Irene lapped. Going up the back stretch Ruby took

the lead, with Barney second. Ruby broke badly at tbe half

and appeared to have lost the race, but she quickly recovered

and under the skillful driving of Sam Handley she led into

the stretch, with Barney and Irene L. lapped. Ruby increased

her lead two lengths and won easily, the others dying away
to nothing. Mutuels paid $6.09.

Billy D. had the 2:35 class trot all to himself. He was a

red-hot favorite at $20 to $5 for Chris. Peterson, Rimac, Free-
dom and Col. K. R. in the field. Col. K. R. broke at thestart

of the first heat, and a few seconds later Freedom went into

the air. Freedom afterwards broke repeatedly. Col. K. R.

moved up to third position at the half. Billy D. took tbe lead

at the start and won easily. Freedom finished a short length
ahead of Col. K. R., but was set back to fourth place for run-

ning. Mutuels paid $7.30 on Billy D. and $14 40 on Col. K.
R. for place.

At the start for the second heat Col. K. B. and Freedom
both broke, but quickly recovered themselves. The race be-

tween Billy D. and Freedom was a pretty one around to the
three-quarters. At the quarter Billy D. was half a length in

the lead, with Freedom eight lengths ahead of Col. K. R.
The positions were unchanged at the half. Billy D. com-
menced to pull away on the upper turn and at the three-

quarters he was three lengths in the lead. He increased his

lead coming down the stretch, and finished three lengths

ahead of Col. K. R. Chris. Peterson came up fast in tbe last

quarter and finished ahead of Freedom. Rimac was distanced.

Mutuels paid $6.40.

In the third heat Billy D. took the lead, with Col. K. R.,

Chris. Peterson and Freedom in the order named, and they
went around like a procession. They finished in the same or-

der that the start was made. Freedom was distanced. Mutuels
paid $5.75.

The five eighths handicap was a pretty race. Model was
favorite at $50 to $35 for Sport Mc^ llister, $12 to $20 for the
Daly stable, and$12 to $15 for Dara. Dara got off in the lead,

with Caravel and Sport McAllister close up. Sport moved up
fast and at the half was half a length in front of Dara, who
led Caravel by a head. At the three-quarters Caravel had cut

Sport's lead down to a head. Dara was a length behind Cara-
vel and the same distance in front of Model. Model made her
run after the bunch had turned into the stretch and finished

an easy winner, two lengths ahead of Dara, who beat Caravel
for the place by a length. Mutuels paid $14.70.

Imp. Batsman had an easy thing in the rich mile-and-a-
half Silver City stake. It was generally understood that
Garland & Ramsdell had been holding their colt, Expense,
for this race in order to get long odds and make a killing.

The odds were long enough, but Expense failed to make the
killing. His owners backed him to a very limited extent.
The prevailing odds were ?70 for Batsman to $15 for Ex-
pense and Minnie Beach in the field. Batsman took the lead
from the first jump and held it all the way around, winning
as he pleased by eight lengths from Expense, who was a neck
ahead of Minnie Beach, Desperate efforts were made to push
Expense out, but he could not stand the pace. Epperson,
who was upon Minnie Beach, energetically belabored Ex-
pense as they came down the stretch, neck and neck, but the
beating had no noticeable effect. Mutuels paid $6.45.
The favorite galloped away with her three-quarter mile

run in fine style. French Lady sold at $20 for first choice to

$18 for Auteuil, $12 for Lonnie B. and $10 for St. Jacob and
St. Apollo in the field. St. Apollo and French Lady jumped
away in the lead and were almost neck and neck around to
the three-quarters, where St. Apollo dropped back and Lon-
nie B. moved up out of the bunch and took second place. St.
Apollo made a desperate effort to regain his former position.
but was unsuccessful. French Lady galloped in a rather easy
winner, two lengths ahead of Lonnie B. Mutuels paid
$10.35.

Red Dick was a red-hot favorite in the four and a half fur-
long dash, and sold as high as $110, with Norlee a fair sec-

ond choice and the others selling cheap. The favorite
jumped off in the lead and led to the head of the stretch,
where Pearl overhauled him and led by a head. Red Dick
made his run coming down the stretch and finished an easv
winner by three lengths. Norlee beat Minnie by a short
length fur the place. Mutuals paid $7.30.

In the last race Wyana sold first choice at $20 and $12 for

Uncle Bob, $12 for Sheridan and $S for EIroc and Bulte in
the field. Wyana took the lead at tiie start but was quickly
headed by Uncle Bob, who led into the stretch. Sheridan
forged to the front in the last 100 yards and won handily
from Wyana by two lengths. MutueU paid $14.75.

8UMMABIES.
race—Paciug, 2:28 class, 3 in 5, purse $500. Fonr heats paced

yesterday.

Baby Messenger, by Messenger Chief. Haudlev l

Barney Murm'v 2
Irene L., by Equinox—by Nutwood „ McEvov 3

Time, 2:24^, 2:24^. 2:23, 228J4 2:26, S»:30}<.
Itnsalie, Kiltittas Ranger also paced.

Second heat—Trotting, 2:35 class, 3 in 5, purse 8500.

Billv i>.- by Tarantula Handley l

OoL K. EL, by Buy Rose—Addle E Tryon 2
Chris Petetson, by Deputy—Virginia Wilkes Carriean 3

Time. 2:21^, 2:23^, 2:22J<.
Freedom ande Reinac also trotted.

Third race— Running, handicap, for two-year-olds nurse $"i00
Five-eighths of a mile.
California Stable's ch f Model, by Sir Modred—Gypsy, pjo (2 to I)...

Coombs 1
Dara, 110 [G to 1) Bozeman 2
Caravel. 110 (7 to 1) Smith S

Time. 1:06.

Involution and Sport HcAiltster also ran.

K.uirth raee—Running, Silver Stakes, (or three year-olds Value
51.43H. Mile and a half.

Marcos Daly's be Imp. Batsman, by Hampton—Theliat, 10;i it to4)
Smith 1

'"D Clancy 2
Minnie Beach. 117, coupled with Expense Epperson 3

Time, 2;41%.

i iliij race cunning, for all ages, pane i an .wurtersofa
mile.
Hlgglns Bros.'bm French Lady, a, 112(2 to 1) William* 1

I,onnle B., 5, L12 < I to 1

1

King 2
St. Apollo, 5, 110(8 to 1) _ Bozeman 3

Time. '

Auteuil and St. Jacob also ran.

Sixth race—Running, for all ages, puree $250. Four and a half fur-
longs.
George Henderson's ch g Red Dick, a, by George, 112 (4 to 6)

Clancy 1

ft, 112 (8 to 1) Smith 2
, LOS (I to 11 „ Hennessy 3

Time, 0:S«&
I'earl and Miss Elm also ran.

Seventh race—Running, lor all ages, purse $250. Six furlongs.

George Huber's ch h Sheridan, a, by Young Bazaar—Lost Girl, in
(?to5) Byrne 1

Wyana. a, 105 (3 to 2) Bozeman 2
UncleBob, a, 112 (8to 1) Smith 3

Time, 1:18.

Butte and EIroc also ran.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 16.

The racing to-day was tbe poorest of the meeting thus far.

The attendance was large, but there were no very exciting
events, and the regularity with which most of the favorites
won dampened the ardor and interest of the short buyers.
The best event of the day was the mile and SO yards race,
which was won with ridiculous ease by Emma Mc, and the
talent was thrown heavily in all directions. The 2:27 class
trot, the first event of the day, was spoiled by the action of
Palsy Rice, the driver, in pulling Bozeman in the first heat.
In a year or two more trotting and pacing racts will be shut
out of the circuit altogether if some of the drivers who care
more about winning a few dollars than about the success of
racing are to have their way. Disappointment was expressed
at the mildness of Judge McNair in the matter. He in-
formed Rice that if he laid up another heat he would fine

him $100.
In order prevent another occurrence like that which took

place in the first heat of the 2:27 class trot to-day's the
judges have decided to refuse to waive the distance flag here-
after under any circumstances. It is believed that this will
prevent the laying up of heats.

Bozeman was a strong favorite in the 2:27 trot, and in the
opening betting sold at $20 to $S for Warwick Medium ard
$4 for the field. After the first heat Bozeman sold at $30,
while all of the others went begging in the field at $5 and $6.
In the first heat Anita went awav in the !ead,and at the quar-
ter was a length ahead of Col. K. R , Bozeman and Warwick
Medium bringing up the rear. At the half, Meteor led by a
length, with Anita two lengths in front of Col. K. R. Anita
took the lead again at the three-quarters and held the posi-
tion down the stretch, winning by half a length from Boze-
man. Meteor finished fourth, but was set back for running.
Mutuels paid only $7.25, which was a good indication.
Judge McNair's warning that he would fine Rice, the

driver of Bozeman, $100 if he laid up another heat had a good
effect. In the next heat Bozeman took the lead at the start

and held it all the way around, winning easily by a length
and a half from Col. K. R, who beat Warwick Medium by
a nose. Mutuels paid $6.05.

In tbe third heat Bozeman again led all the way, with the
others closely bunched two or three lengths behind. Boze-
man finished five lengths ahead of Warwick Medium, who
was two lengths in front of Meteor. Mutuels paid $6.50.
The fourth heat was a repetition of the third, Bozeman win-
ning as he pleased six lengths in front of Warwick Medium.
Mutuels paid $5.35.

In the Enterprise pacing stake for two-year-olds it looked
before the race as though everything was over but the shout-
ing, and such proved to be the case. It was so generally con-
ceded that C. W. Wakefield would win tbe race in a walk,
that there was no betting on either the first heat or the race.
A few muluels were sold on the second heat and they paid
$5 70 on Wakefield. Wakefield walked away with the race
in two straight heals.

There were only three starters in the five-eighths of a mile
handicap, but it was a horse race just the same, and the dis-
tance was covered in very fast time. Jim R. and Patsy Bo-
livar were drawn, leaving the race between Nelson, Midget
nnd Gold Bug. Nelson opened favorite at $20 to $11 each
for Midget and Gold Bug. In a short time the horsemen
commenced backing Gold Bug, and he sold at $20 to $8 apiece
for Nelson and Midget. Gold Bug got away in the lead aud
won handily by four lengths, with Midget a length in front
of Nelson. Mutuels naid$8.65.
The knowing ones fell all over themselves in tbe mile and

eighty yards race, and the short-enders got all of the money.
Normandie was a big favorite and sold readily at $50 to $33
for St. Croix and $12 and $14 for Emma Mc. The horse
men paid no more attention to Emma Mc than as though
she was not in the race, and towards the close of the betting
she went begging at $5 and $6 to $35 for St. Croix and $60
for Normandie. The short horse jumped away in the lead
and held it all the way around, winning handily by four
lengths from St. Croix, who was a length in front of Norman-
die. Mutuels paid $53.10.

Iu the special half mile dash Raindrop was first choice at
$35 to $17 for Hal Fisher, $11 for Joe D., $10 for Cyclone
and $10 for Jack the Ripper. Later on a strong Joe D. tip
was circulated around the belting ring, andjhe becamea close
second choice. Joe D. got away in the lead to a poor start,

and was never headed, winning easily by four lengths from
Cyclone, who was four lengths in front of Hal Fisher. Rain-
drop, the favorite, was four lengths behind Hal Fisher. Mu-
tuels paid $9.35.

Misty Morn was a well-liked first choice in the special five-
eighths dash.'and sold at $50 to $15 and $20 for Gilroy to $25
for Nettie Glenn and Patsy Bolivar in the field." Misty
Morn led up to the three-quarters, where she dropped behind
and Gilroy took the lead and won easily by four lengths from
Nellie Glenn, who beat Misty Morn by a length. Mutuels
paid $10.45.

Heaton was favorite in the matched half-mile race and sold
at $20, while Bird and Half Moon brought $•> and $10 each.
Heaton took the lead and never was beaded, winning easily
by six lengths from Half Moon. Mutuels paid $10.40.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting, 2:27 class, best in.5, purse SC00.

Bozeman, by Mambrino King—Almont Jr Rice 2 111
Anita, by Rockwood Jr.—by Vermont Woods 15 5 5
Warwick Medium, by Almont Medium—Warwick Maid...

Kerwin 13 2 2
Colonel K. R., by Bay Rose—Addle E Tryon 3 2 4 4
Meteor, by Com. Belmont—by Tempest McKiniicy 5 4 3 3

Time, 2:26^, 2:21, 2:28X1, 2:22.

—-Vmud race—Pacing, Enterprise stake, for two-year-olda. best 2 in
3, value of stake 8390.

Q, W. Wakefield, by Bozeman—Gypsy Rice 1 1
Charley Woods, by Harabletonian Mambrino—Tot Woods 2 2

Time, 2.3^, 2:37.

Third race— Running, handicap, for all ages, pnrse $300. Five fur-
longs.
J. L. Carlson'sch f Goldbug, a (!) to 10). by Young Pittsburgh-Mol-

HeS Dingley l
Midget, a (4 to 1), 118 Hennessy 2
Nelson. 3 (8 tOl), 108 * Bozeman 3

Time. 1:01.

Fourth race— Running, handicap, for all ages, purse $400. Mile and
eighty yards.

Tom McTagne'seh f Emma Mc. 5. by Hidalgo- Bnttertlv, 107 (7

,
tn 1) Bozeman 1

St. Croix. 5, 118 |7 to 5) Dingley 2
Normandie, 3, 107 (6 to 6) Coombs 3

Time, 1:47.

Fifth race—Running, pnrse ?200. Half a mile.
Garland & RamsdelFs b g Joe D., a, by Sherman, 115 (3 to 2)

„ ; ;',"i"";:k* Coombs l
Cyclone, a, 11/ (10 to 1) Cussick 2
Hal Fisher, a, 117 {1% to 1)

'

Kine 3
Time, 0:48%.

Raindrop and Jack the Ripper also ran.

HSixth race—Running, special, purse 5200. Five furlongs.
B. McGinley's ch c Gilroy, 3, by Luke Blackburn-Guildean, 106

(Z% tol) Bozeman 1
Nettie Glen, a. 108(14 to 5) Ennis 2
Misty Mom, a. 116 (19 to 20) McDonald 3

Time. 1:03.
Patsy Bolivar also ran.

Hickok and Silicon.

Tekre Haute, Ind. Aug. 15.—At high noon the 2:10
horses were rung up and came out in fine fettle to renew their

great contest begun yestereay. The bettors had recovered
from Pamlico's corking heats, and Azote, the unbeaten, was
selling favorite. The flyers were sent off quickly. Pamlico
went around the turn slightly the best, Azote collared him,
and on even terms they went to the quarter. Pamlico broke,

and after passing the quarter Azote went up also. Along
tbe north stretch the field, for a brief space, were in single
file, wheo Pamlico closed on Azote. They came whirling
into the homestretch, Azote under great stress and Curtis
urging Pamlico, hoping no doubt that Azote could not keep
up under his strain. McDowell plied the whip, and brave
Azote reached the wire pretly well out in the great time of
2-.09A, on a track, which, though good, was a second or more
from its 2:04 average. Pamlico was a length and a half back.
The mile by quarters was: 0:3U, 1:04}, 1:36, 2:09}. says the
Inter Ocean.
The fifth and last heat was one of those which excite spec-

tators and set men cheering. Half a dozen scores might have
fretted Azote, but McDowell was very easy with the gelding.
The horses went around the first turn well together, with
A zote maintaining a short lead, but Pamlico was right behind
him. At the quarter it was Azote, Pamlico, Muta Wilkes,
Lord Clinton and William Penu. Lord Clinton broke at this
point, Pamlico crept a little nearer and began to hang on
Azote's quarter, and they passed tbe half in this order. The
big gelding couldn't hold the lead, Pamlico tied him, and
passed him. It was either's race as they came into the stretch
headed for home, Azote a little in front, but Pamlico hang-
ing on like grim death. McDowell plied the whip, but Pam-
lico would not be shaken off, and forging ahead won by half
a length in 2:10, thus adding another leaf to his laurels.
Pamlico's victory to-day was his fourth out of six races he has
been in this season. He also knocked a quarter off his record
to-day, and is thd only trotting stallion besides Directum to
take a race record of 2:10 or better.

The four-year-old trotters for the great $24,000 futurity
were called at 2:45, and an event which has been looked for-
ward to for nearly four years, for which colts and fillies have
been carefully watched and nursed, was at hand. Some lucky
man was about to win $10,575 in a lump. Mary Best, the
great California filly, down as a sure winner, had been selling
favorite; Silicon, next best, 16 too; Dancourt, 10 to 1, and
Wistful, 20 tol.

Wistful had drawn the pole, Silicon was next, Dancourt
third, and Mary Best, the favorite, in eighth place, trailed
behind. Silicon whirled to the front at the turn, Cythera
falling back on a break. At the half Silicon, going straight
and true, was first, Dancourt second and Mary Best third.
1 13 this order they went to the third quarter. Goldsmith
brought Mary Best up on the outside and pushed Dancourt,
second, to a break. They came around the fateful curve,
Silicon having a slight lead on Mary Best, Dancourt holding
his third and Wistful a good fourth. Goldsmith made his
drive, but the Wilton filly stepped away from her, winning
by a half length, trotting the last quarter in 32} seconds
Tbe time was 0:33], 1:08}, 1:4H, 2:14.

The Towd cheered Wilton's great daughter and the vete-
ran Hickok.

^
Cythera, who was started on an unfortunate

break, was distanced.

Six pacers contested the 2:50 event. Walter Wilkes was
not at the pole, but John Dickerson laid Direction ahead of
him at the turn. These two were in the lead to the.rJoisli,

Direction at no time being in danger.
Direction, a black five-year-old by Director, owned by J.

H. Ogleby, of Kansas City, won the heat in 2:14£, and re- L

duced his Buffalo record from 2:16.]. He has been in Doble's |
stable several years, but never raced before this season. Di-
rection made an unluckv break in the second heat and lost

tbe lead to Gazette, who was not headed, and won in com-
paratively slow time. Direction won the twosucceeding l.eats,

but each time by a close finish from Gazette.

BDMMABIES.
2:10 trot, purse 52,500 (completed).

Pamlico, b h, by Meander—Birthday, bv Daniel Lam-
bert Curtis 3 1

Azote, bg. by Whips McDowell 1 2
Lord Clinton, bl g, by Denning Allen Hill 2 3
Muta Wilke=. D m, by Guy Wilkes Goldsmith 5 4
William Penu, brc, bv SaotaClsus Kline 4 5

Time, 2:11, 2:12^, 2:15, 2:09, 2:10.

2:50 pace, purse SI ,000.

Direction, bl s, by Director, dam by George Wilkes
J. Dickerson 1

Gazette, bh.by Onward _ Shockency 4
Katie Greenlander, bl in. by Greenlander Andrews 5
Walter Wilkes b h, by Wilkes M^Haffie 2
Bnrley F., bg. by Legal Tender Jr Fowler 3
Grapevine, gg, by McCurdy Jr Bryau d:

Time, 2:14>£. 2:17}*, 2iU%, 2:16.

Terrc Haute Futurity, for four-year-olds ; aggregate value, $21,000.

Silicon, br f, by Wilton, dam Silhouttc, by Mambrino
Hickok 1 1 1

Mary Best, eh f, by Hay Wilkes Goldsmith 2 2-

Wistfiil, br f, by Wedgewood Fnller 3 3
Dancourt, bl c. by Ambassador Maloney 4 4 i

Margrave, re. by Boron Wilkes J. Dickerson 7 6 5
Greenlander Girl, bl f, by Greenlander Thayer 5 5 ds
Authelia, b f, bv Anteop Hudson 4 ds
I.ea, ch i. by Sidney White dis
Cvthera, ch F, bv Jersey Wilkes T. Dickerson dis

Time. 2:11, 2;i:^.;.2:15>S.

Additional Santa Ana Entries.

Santa Ana, Cal., Augost 17—Please make following cor

rections in entry list published last week.

In 2:19 pace, Van B. de Lashmont enters b g Kittitas
Ranger.

In 2:24 aud 2:27 trot, Long& Taylor enter blk h Montana,
by Montana Wilkes.

In three-year-old trot, Ueorge Maben enters blk c Coal
Dust. Chas. A. Riggs, Secy.
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Pony Racing in the East.

Malcolm Thomas, of San Mateo, has just returned from a

visit to Boston. He says the interest in pony racing is in-

creasing. His chestnut gelding Comanche, which he selected

at the Bay District track last year, has proven to be the crack

racing pony of the East. He won the champion record of

his time at Long Branch, July 31st. As can be seen by the

annexed summary over the mile track, he defeated four of

the best ponies in the East. The track belongs to Phil Daly.

Long Branch, July 31.—Only a small crowd assembled

at Elkwood Park on Saturday, the third day of the meeting.

The racing was exciting all the way through. Comanche
beat the pony record for the half mile. Mr. Hunn rode him
and steered him remarkably well. Miss Clay and Violets

were considered to have the race between them. Jilt led

well iu the third race, but gave way to Trumpeter and Zeno,

who finished in the order named. The victory of Elkwood
in the handicap was a popular one. Dutch. Oven II. was
again a victor in the hurdle race.

Judges: John S. Hoey, J. W. Albaugh Jr. and H. M.
Paddock; Secretary, James Sykes. Weather fine. Track
fast.

SUMMARY.

First race—Parse 812 i, of which 825 to second and 810 to third;

Entrance 85; So additional to start; handicap for ponies 14.1 and
under. Four furlongs.

Rickshaw Stable's chg Comanche, a, 148 Mr. Hunn 1

P. S. P. Randolph's b m Miss Clay, a, 160 Frayling 2

F. Gebhard'a ch m Violets, a. by Eureka II., 143 Colley 3
Time, 0:51.

Dolly S. filly, 125 (Hanlon); Gallivant, 128 (Sogan), ran unplaced.
Fair start. Won driving.

At Elkwood Park, on July ISth, he won the following

race

:

SUMMARY.

Handicap, for ponies 14. 1 and under; winner of the Brat race on the
opeuiag day barred ;

purse S100, of which 825 to second and the third

to save entrance ; entrance 810, or 85 if declared. Three furlongs.

Rickshaw Stable's ch g Comanche, a, 153 Mr. Hunne 1

P S. P. Randolph's b m Miss Clay, a by Lucifer. 160 Frayling 2

P Dalv Jr.'s b m Gallivant, 6. by Strachiuo—Gadabout, 12o...Hulse 3
Time, 0:39^.

Rattler, 133 (Mr. Dallett); Dolly S. filly, 12-5 (Hanlon); Annie C, 133

(Mr. Moore), ran unplaced.
Nightingale. 128 (Hogan), left at post.

Fair start. Won handily.

On August 9th at the Parkaway Course he scored another

great victory over a half-mile course, viz.:

Kisg's Highway, August 9.—The meeting here to-day,

under the auspice^ of the Long Island Pony Racing Associa-

tion, opened auspiciously. Fully eight hundred persons were
present at the half-mile track. Six bookmakers did business,

but betting was not very lively. Mr. John S. Hoey was the

presiding judge and Mr. A. Belmont Purdy and Mr. Frank
B. Cramer were his associates. Mr. F. M. Ware handled the

flag. The other officials were Mr. J. R. Wood, Clerk of the

Scales and Mr. C. Rowe, Secretary. There was some delay

in starting, and it was 3 o'clock before the first race was
called— l handicap for ponies, at four furlongs. The field

wn sent away to a good start at the second attempt, Galli-

vant in the lead. Comanche overhauled him opposite the

stinlouthe bickrtretch. Gallivant came again, and there

wit i lively struggle in the stretch, Comanche winning by a

bead.
SUMMARY.

First race—Purse 8100, of which 820 to second ; a handicap for

ponies. Half a mile.

Rickshaw Stables' ch g Comanche, a, breeding unknown, 165
Mr. Hunn 1

Pbil Daly Jr.'s br m Gallivant, a, 125 Hulse 2

Arthur White's bfdam Dolly S., 3, 125 Hanlon 3
Time, 0:52%.

Little Minnie also ran.
Betting—3 to 1 on Comanche, 6 to 5 agaiust Dolly S. filly, 6 to 1

Gallivat, 15 to 1 Little Minnie.
Won in a drive.

Harness Races at Chicago.

Chicago, August 18—The annual trotting meeting of the

Western Breeders' Association began at Washington Park

to-day. Threatening weather prevailed until noon, but a

clear sky greeted the 3,500 spectators at the track. The rac-

ing was fast. All of the favorites won, with the exception of

Billy F. in the Derby. This race was an innovation, being

a two-mile dash. It was won by Monett, owned by F. S.

Gordon, a member of the Northwestern Breeders' Asso-
ciation.

Dan Mack behaved badly at the start and finally ran away.
Ooble's Direction gave Rubenstein a close battle in the first

heat of the 2:25 race, being beaten only by a neck. In the
next two heats the son of Baron Wilkes had an easy time of

it. In the second heat Direction broke badly and came near
being distanced.

Pamlico won the 2:11 trot in straight heats. In the first

heat he trailed along the first furlong and then came with a
rush He broke twice and many criticised the judges for not
Betting him back. In the second heat he led all the way and
repealed it in the third with his ears forward all the time.

Summary

:

Infant stakes, purse $1,000, one mile dash—Faustelle won,
8ure second, Coswing third. Ti-.ne, 2:51.

Iroquois stakes, 2:25 pace, purse $2,000—Rubenstein won
in slraight heats. Time, 2:121, 2:11, 2:15. Direction, June
Rug, Farrendabl and Whirligig also started. Sable Girt was
distanced.

Derby, 2:20 class, two-mile-dash—Monett won, Billy F.,

second, Maud Wright third, Lady Lannon fourth, Dan Mack
tifln, Kiussixib. Time, 4:45. First mile time, 2:24.

Trotting, 2:11 class class, purse $1,500—Pamlico won in

straight heats. Time. 2:12A. 2:12J, 2:11|.

A Da,y of Record Breaking.

Terre Haute (Ind.), August 17.—Alix is the racing

queen. She trotted a mile in 2:05}, the fastest mile ever trot-

ted in a race, and away below the record for a third heat.

The average for three heats, 2:05 5 6, is far below any ever

gone before either in a pacing or trotting race.

It was the greatest day that ever a race-fancier witnessed,

and every heat-winner lowered his or her previous record.

Three world records were broken.
Oakland Baron lowered the two-year-old trotting mark to

2:16J. Boreal, the great two-year-old stallion of Monday, who

won his crown of 2:17£, found one greater than himself to-

day in Oakland Baron, which is from his own State.

In the free-for-all trot Pixley, after repeated breaks, got
away in front, but before the first turn was reached Alix had
assumed command and retained it throughout.
In the last heat Salisbury consented to let McDowell

drive her the mile as fast as she could go. Distance was
waived, and the queen covered her mile in 2:05}- for the third
heat.

She came the last half of each mile better than 1:02, and
her fastest heat was 0:31£ to the fiast quarter, 1:04 to the half,

and to show that it could be done, the third quarter was in
0:30->-, coming to the three-quarters in 1:34J, making the last

halfin 1:0U-
This equals Directum's third-heat mile last October at

Nashville, and it virtually leaves but one record for Alix to
break, anc that the 2:04 of Nancy Hanks made over this
track September 28, 1892. Summary :

2:50 trot, two-year-olds, purse $1,500 —Oakland Baron won
the race in two heats. Time, 2:23 j, 2:16£. Axworthy, Miss
Kate and Valera also started.

2:13 pace, purse $1,000—Bullmout won the second, third
and fourth tieits and race in 2:12f, 2:14, 2:15. Turco won
the first heat in 2:12. Colonel Thornton, Forest Wilkes,
Lena Hall, Blairwood and Whitcomb Riley also started.

2.15 pace, purse $2,000—Doc Sperry won the race in three
straight heats. Time, 2:10£, 2:11, 2:12}. Seal Bourbon,
Batcheo, Venture and Laddie Lorinealso started.

Citizeas' purse, 2:15 trot, purse $5,000—Trevillian won the
first, third and fourth heats and the race in 2:09^, 2:09^
2:09|. Ora Wilkes won the second heat in 2:11. Azote,
Prince Herschel, Brjwo, Jick Shepard and Alamito also
started.

Free-for-all trot, purse $3,000— Alix won in straight heats.

Time, 2'06, 2:0of, 2:05]-. Rylaod T., Pisley, Belie Vera and
Walter also started.

An Off Day at Terre Haute.

Terre Hadte (Ind.), August 18.—Alter yesterday's

record-breaking events the people did not turn out freely.

The heat was intense and there was a downpour of rain at 6

o'clock that left the 2:20 trot and the 2: 19 trot unfinished.

The 2:30 trot was captured in straight heats by Newcastle. In

the 2:20 trot Lisa Wilkes had the most speed of the party in

the first two heats, and captured the race handily.

The mare made a disastrous break in the third heat, Sun-
rise Prince never being headed from the half. The fourth and
fifth heats were taken by Bolona, the mare having got her
stride. Then came the rain, and after a long wait it was
agreed to declare off' both this trot and the 2:19 trot. In the
big purse Bolona and Lisa Wilkes divided second money.
Summary

:

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse $5,000, declared off. Bolona won
fourth and fifth heats, Lisa Wilkes won first and second
heats, Sunrise Prince won third heat. Time, 2:11', 2:14i,

2:13}, 2:121, 2:14]. Strontia, I. S. Freisch, Don Lowell, Gray
Don, Eliza T. and Miss McGregor also started.

Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $2,000. Newcastle won the race
in three straight heats in 2:22, 2:23, 2:25}. Otalgic, Lady
Nelson, Inglewood and Native State also trotted. Wyoming
was distanced.

Trotting—2:19 class, purse $1,000. Declared off. Frank L.

won two heats. Dan, Cupid, Ah There, Seaside, Nominee,
Break of Day, Pat, My Boy, Diamond Joe, Margaret, Taco-
ma and I. O. also started. Time, 2:17}, 2!17.

Probably No Fresno Fair This Year.

" There is very little likelihood of Fresno having a fair or

race meeting this year," said John Reichman, secretary of

the Fresno Fair Grounds Association, yesterday.

" Of course, I can not speak positively, but I really can

not see how anything can be done now. It is getting late

in the year to begin preparations. Last year the fair was held

at the end of September, and we could hardly get ready by

then if there tvere nothing else to be considered. But there

are many things in the way. The association is not in a con-

dition to do anything. It is badly in debt, and its property is

being foreclosed on by the People's Savings Bank of San

Francisco for a liability of $30,000. There are other debts

which will bring the total up to $55,000.
" The directors of the association are : Dr. Leach, William

Helm, J. B. Campbell, F. P. Wickersham, M. L. Woy, C. A.
Owen, Alexander Gordon, with myself as secretary. Last

year's fair about paid expenses, and there was a whole week
of races. But when it comes to a proposition for races this

year some one has got to put up the money or guarantees,

and that is where the trouble is. The State appropriation

cannot be used for any purpose but exhibits and premiums
and without the races it wouldn't be much use holding a fair.

" So far as I can remember,the fair has been held annually

since 1882, but these are hard times,and I don't thick there

will be any this year.
t: The whole matter is in the hands of a committee, who

should be able to report very soon. Thi« committee was
appointed about a month ago by the directors of agricultural

district No. 21, consisting of Fresno and Madera counties.

These directors are Lewis Leach, William Helm,T. C. White,

F. P. Wickersham and J. H. LaRue of Fresno county, and
William M. Hughes, B. W. Childs and J. M. Griffin of

Madera county. The committe are T. C. White, F. P.
Wickersham and B. W. Childs.

"It was intended that the fair year should be given by the

agricultural district, and a meeting was held last mon*h with

this object in view."

Mr. Wickersham took the same view of the matter as Sec-

retary Reichman. " It is impossible to say exactly," he
said, " but the impression on my mind is that there will be

no fair this fear. There are so many things to be done and
no money to do it with. Even the matter of arranging with

the railroad company for transportation of horses is quite a

considerable item, and the times are very hard. I think you
may say there will be no fair the way things look now."

—

Republican.

J. K. Lamson, Liberty, Me. .writes: I received your Ab-
sorbine and it is doing a great thing for my colt, better than

I could have expected.

Chas. King, Little Falls, N, Y., says: I find Absorbine
will do just what you say.

Influenza in Horses.

[Written for the Breeder and Sportsman.

This troublesome malady may be termed the most annoy-
ing disease horsemen have to contend with in this State. It

is characterized by many peculiar features. Its attacks are
frequently sudden and unexpected. The rapidity with which
it spreads in a town or district is demonstrated by icores of
horses of all classes being simultaneously affected. Again,
outbreaks seem to occur in isolated spots, and the disease
spreads gradually, as if by immediate contact with infected

subjects.

This disease is undoubtedly of micro-organismal origin, but
the micro-organism, although doubtless originally derived
from influenza patients, appears to maintain its vitality, and
probably to multiply outside the animal body.
This malady attacks horses irrespective of age, sex, race or

surroundings, but in certain stables this specific contagion
may acquire a habitat, and young or green horses cannot be
introduced without great risk of catchiog the disease. The
incubative period of influenza extends from 5 to 9 days,
and unlike other catchiog disorders, one attack does not con-
fer immunity from subsequent attacks. Cases are recorded
of horses having taken the disease three times, while instances
are given of animals having been attacked in two consecutive
years or even within shorter periods.
One of the most peculiar features of this malady is the di-

versity of type which it assumes on different seasons and lo-
calities. Sometimes prominent catarrhal symptoms, some-
times pneumonic.sometimes gastro- incestinal,sometimes rheu-
matic, sometimes marked cellulites which, when affecting the
eyes and head, constiiutes the form known as pink-eye, and
sometimes about the extremities, which become as large
as posts.

It must,'
lhowe\er, be distinctly understood that those differ-

ent forms do not always preserve the individual character-
istics above mentioned, either on the outbreak or in the in-
dividual seizure; they are liable to merge into each other.
The pneumonic form frequently supervenes,when the simpler
catarrhal /orm has been neglected or badly treated. During
cold, changeable weather the respiratory organs suffer more
severely, while in hot summer seasons gastric and hepatic
disturbance are more frequent. Again it must be remem-
bered that a blunder in the diet during early convalesence is

liable to produce gastro-intestioal complications which gen-
erally terminate fatally. But attacks of any of the various
forms of this disease are generally manifested by febrile
symptoms, nervous depression and muscular weakness. Ac-
cording to English statistics the mortality is scarcely half
of what it was thirty years ago, when reducing remedies were
in vogue, and in England at the present time the mortality
is stated as two to five per cent., while the loss that occurred
during the great outbreak in this county in 1872 was staled
to reach nine to ten per cent.

I have recently experienced some peculiar forms and I

might say unaccountable cases of influenza in this State, the
symptoms being almost entirely different from any I have
observed in previous outbreaks, bcth in Europe and this
country, and as a solution of the matter I notice that similar
cases have occurred in London this summer and are described
as a " Type of influenza frequently met with some forty or
fifty years ago." The patients are described as beins dull
and languid, refuse their food, but are thirsty. The tempera-
ture steadily rises to 150 degrees Fahr, or even higher, and
although it drops during the early forenoon hours for six or
eight days, it rises again during the evening. The pulse
ranges from 70 to 90 beats per minute, the breathing is pro-
portionately quickened and more or less disturbed. Debility
and general prostration are easily observtd and continue as
in these cases of influenza for ten or fifteen days. But there
is no very notable catarrhal or pneumonia disorder, nor is

there as much oedema of the eyelids or lim>s, while in only a
few cases do the mucous membranes or skin surfaces acquire
the yellow tinge pointing to hepatic derangement. Some
practitioners who have had to deal with these attacks regard
them as simple or stable fever, but somewhat inconsistent

with this view is the fact that such cases have occurred con-
currently with seizures manifesting the more ordinary char-
acter of influenza and, moreover, appears to have given rise

to such influenza seizures.

Whether these attacks be stable fever or the influenza, they
require very much the same watchful recuperative Ireat-

ment. The careful practitioner endeavors to remove or
palliate untoward conditions. Salines and other antiseptics

are given to reduce abnormal temperature. The capricious

appetite is coaxed by administration of nicely made mashes,
gruels and green fodders. If ordinary food is not eaten the

strength must be maintained by such readily digestible con-
centrated elements as milk, eggs and meat soup. Alcoholic

stimulants are frequently serviceable, but carbonate of ammo-
nia is preferable. Fresh air, comfortable quarters and good
nursing are essential.

With the view of protecting horses from influenza or cur-

ing those attacked, German bacteriologists have recently

made numerous experiments. Believing that horses recov-

ered from influenza for some months at any rate, are im-
mure, blood serum from those supposed resistant subjects

has been injected into the veins and trachea of young horses,

which were then placed with influenza patients. In some of

these experiments a large number of the inoculated horses

did not take the disease, which spread, however, among the

animals which were not inoculated. Other experiments how-
ever, have not obtained such favorable results, and this form
of treatment, curious and interesting although it be, has not

yet obtained a definite practical value.

Prof. Thos. Bowhill, F. R. C. V. S., F. R. P. S., Edin.

Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15, and Eagle, 2:19£) has a very

handsome filly by Sidney, 2:19J, that her owner, P. J.

Shields of Sacramento, has reason to be proud of. She is in-

clined to pace; if kept at this gait she will be a "hummer."
Grace is heavy with foal to Diablo, 2:09}.

Fifteen days before Silicon left for the East Dr. Masoero,

the well-known veterinarian, fired her and told Orrin Hic-

kok, her driver, that she would be better than ever. Her
race at Terre Haute proved that his prophecy was a correct

one.

Good reports are received of the game colt Articus, who
has not been himself since his terrific seven-furlong race with

Flambeau last winter. It is a great mistake to race a good

two-year-old against a crack aged horse.
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The trout are not biting now at Lake Webber. September

wil! find them in a hungry mood again.

Fly fishing is still good at Lake San Andreas. Small flies

are the best, and the novice need not expect a very large

catch.
.

E. T. Allen Co. are displaying in their window a fine

photo of J. B. Chase and three salmon that he^ caught at

Santa Cruz on August 16th. The combined weight of the

salmon was 101 pounds.
—

Fishing in the Truckee is now in order. Jos. Shain re-

turned from there last week and reports excellent catches of

fine fish. Al. Cummings left on Friday for the same place.

The proper flies for this stream at this time of year are the

Katie May, Professor. Caddis No. 2, Stone Fly—Light,
Brown Hackle and Royal Coachman, in the order named.

It is reported that sawdust is being dumped into "Eshom

creek, where young trout were planted a short time ago. If

this report is "true the Visalia Sportsman'6 Club should inves-

tigate and report the matter to the Fish Commissioners. If

they do not act the Visalia sportsmen should take the matter

into their own hands and see that the law is enforced.
*

They had all told tales of their success in landing fish of

enormous size. Hawkins alone had modestly held himself in

check. Finallv hegroaned : "You make me weary," he said.
( * Big fish ! Great Scott ! yours were minnows alongside of

one I caught. I don't know how big he was, but it's a fact

that he had gallons instead of gills, and he was covered with

hay scales, by Jove I"—Harper's Magazine.
*»

Superintendent H. C. Carson, of the State fish hatchery

just below the city, brought a garter snake into theSt. Joseph

Herald office the other day, and told a remarkable story of its

death. The snake, which was fully two feet long, fell into one

of Lhe large tanks of the hatchery and was caught by a two-

pound bass. Catching the snake's tail in its mouth, the bass

began swallowing it, and succeeded in doing so, with the ex-

ception of two or three inches. The fish, failing to swallow its

catch, drew the snake under the water and held it so long

that it was drowned. The snake in the meanwhile was strug-

gling for liberty, and in its gyrations tied itself in a perfect

knot while still in the fish's 6tomach. The knot was still in-

tact when the snake was extracted from the fish. When dis-

covered by Mr. Carson the bass was struggling to disgorge

the snake, but the knot that his snakeship had tied in the

fish's stomach was a clincher, and it took outside aid to re-

lease him.—Rod, Gun and Kennel.

Irritating Questions.

" Papa," said an inquisitive boy, " don't fishes have legs?"

11 No, my dear boy, they do not," replied the fond papa.

"Well, why don't they, Papa?"
" Because fishes swim, and do not require legs. Now go and

play, because I am reading my paper."

The boy was silent for a while. Then he began to fidget

after the manner of bovs. After twirling his cap a bit he

bur^t out

—

"But, Pa !"

" Yes," said pa, "what is it?"

"Ducks have legs, don't they, Pa?"
" Yes, of course they do. Go and play."

"But, Pa!"
" What the Yes, Charlie dear, what is it?"

"Well, Pa, ducks swim, don't they?"

"Of course they do ! What a worrying boy you are I"

"Well, Pa, then why don't fishes have legs, if ducks do?
Or why don't ducks not have no legs, like fishes don't, if they

can both swim?"

Papa gave it up in despair.

Every angler has had cause at some time or other in his

life to be pestered by inconvenient human nuisances typified

by the inqairing youth just quoted. If you havehad good

luck and the fish have been simply rolling into your creel,

you do not mind bo very much when a passer-by makes the

inevitable iaquiry, " Any luck today, Sir?" You can cheer-

fully reply, "Yes, fairly good, Sir—fairly good, Sir. They
are taking a bit to-day." It is when you have toiled about

ten hours and not hooked even a smelt that you get raggep
and irritated by the persistent and doubtless kindly meant
inquiries of passers by. I often loathe the sound of "Any
sport, Sir ?" and am often inclined to use extracts from the
useful Commioation Service in reply. Any sport I when you
have toiled and tried every trick you know. This is the style

of thiog that goes on.

A portly native pauses on the bank, and begins to mop his
forehead. Having replaced his handkerchief and his hat
be looks at you for five minutes. Then he begins.

" Have you done any good, sir."

" No," you reply with a sort of snap which means, go to
Putney and don't worry me. But he evidently does not
understand the finer inflections of the human voice, for he
goes on.

" That's strange, sir ; most of they what comes here catches
fish. There was a gen'l'man stopping with Squire Thorne
taut week. He caught a most amazing sight a' trouts last

week just where you have been fishing.,'

"On ! Well he would not have done much good to-day,

clever as he may be."

Then there is a pause, and the native goes on criticising

you without speaking. You feel uncomfortable, and wish
him at Jericho.
" Have you got the right sort of fly on, sir ? Most strang-

ers to these parts gets wrong that way."
" The Mies are all right," you reply, " but they are not ris-

ing." Just at this moment some hend of a fish leaps into the
air ten or fifteen yards away, and falls in again witn a flop.

"There be one rise juBt yonder, sir; just throw the fly

where they ring be;" and so on, and so on; until in high
dudgeon you move on out of earshot.

A metropolitan club angler was up the Thames one day

fishing from a punt. He had dropped in his bait with monot-
onous frequency all day long, but had barely got a nibble. 1

The scullers, barges, houseboats and steamboats going by had
disturbed his water and irritated him beyond measure. Pres-

i

ently a dandy, paddling his own canoe, passed him on the

other side of the river, adorned in those wonderful thunder-

and-lightning suits of flannels for which the Thames boating

man is so famous. With an irritating Bort of drawl, and a

patronizing air, the blazing dandy in the canoe sang out

:

"Heigh Ho ! Piscator I What luck to thy gentle angle?"

This was too much for the man, who had never read his

Walton and Collin, and in a towering rage he stood up and
shouted back :

"What, ho! Catf-cater ! Get'out, yer treacle-minded sweep,

and use better langwidge when you addresses a gentleman."

There are critical times with an angler when he does not

want to be spoken to, Such, for example, as when he is play-

ing a ticklish fish on delicate tackle; when he is hung up in a

bush on the opposite side of the stream with his best cast; or

when his fine gut and flies have got in a hopeless tangle and
there is a stiff" breeze blowing. In such a case the piscator

longs for solitude and silence. I can well remember even my
serene temper being tried to breaking strain. I was fishing

on a swift running stream, and was wading nearly knee-

deep. I had hooked a pretty trout, and was playing with
him very gingerly and carefully, tor^l was not quite cer-

tain of the tackle, which was a bit old, and untried so

far that season. I heard a vigorous shouting at a spot

about three hundred yards up the stream, and someone
waving a stick. I wished that fish was in the landing net,

but he was as lively as a kittan. "Hah ! hah 1 Hoi-a-

hoi " came the noise again. Great Scott, what was the matter?

Was some poor human being drowning, and I could not

leave that fish to give any assistance ? Hoi ! hoi ! ahoi !"

came the appealing cry. I got quite excited, and shouted,
" All right ! wait a bit." Then I began to wind up this fish

in reckless fashion. He tugged, and pulled and leaped, and
shook the rod like a reed. Then I stepped aside carefully, and
one leg went into a hole, filling my wading stocking. I had
now got my fish quite close, and I prepared the net to slide

under him, when another " Hoi Aho !
" startled me, and I

struck the fish's head with the net. " Ping " went the line,

the rod straightened out, and I knew I had lost my game.
Cursing and blessing, I hurried ashore, and, dropping my
rod, I ran along the bank as quickly as I could in the direc-

tion of the sound. At last, quite out of breath, I found a

couple of young fellows standing on the edge of the main
river, but separated from me by a substantial burn which ran
into the stream.

" What is it ?" I cried, "who is dro rcning ?"

" No one's drowning ! Who said there was?"
"Then what did you call for me ?"

" We want you to tell us if there is a village or a shop about
here where we can get a decent bit of cheese !"

Ye gods 1 and was it for this that I had broken my fish,

filled my waders, and run nearly a quarter of a mile ? I told

them in anything but polite terms what mischief they had
done. I must do them the credit to say that they appeared
truly sorry, and that they were very profuse in their apolo-

gies.

Next to the nuisance of the man who disturbs you while
fishing, is the man in the train who wants you to unpack all

your baggage just to show his wife what a trout is like, or to

let his dear son see some of the pretty flies the fish are caught
with. Still the questioner sometimes gets in a bulge. They
were six in a party, sitting at a village inn the other night,

and they were lying one against the other in the old, sweet
way. A quiet, old local chap, who had been quietly smoking
his pipe in the corner and listening, spoke up.
"You may know something about trout, gentlemen, but do

any of you happen to know what kind of fishes have their

eyes nighest together ?''

There was a pause and a good deal of guessing, one man
guessing a pike, another a sole, and so on, until at last there

was a general cry of "Give it up."
" Little fishes, of course, said the old man, chuckling and

going on with his pipe.—The Squire, in Shooting Times.

Fly Fishing for Bass.

As the local anglers seem to find fly fishing for black bass

an unsolved problem, we give below the Eastern method as

written by a contributor to the New York Times:

If the beginner has fished for trout, he will have several
things to unlearn in angling for this sharp-finned fellow. In
the first place, he will now learn to sink his fly, not skitter

it along the surface as he has been in the habit of doing to

allure S. fontinalis in the brooks. As his boat reaches a fair

distance from shore (bass feed in the shallows of from two to

four feet depth) he reels off a rod's length or a trifle more, and
throws his cast behind him, where it is suffered to sink eight
inches or so, and then pulls out three or four feet more from
the reel, and casts toward the shore in front, the motion pull-

ing out the new length of line. In this way he continues un-
til he is handling thirty feet or more of line, and has length
enough to reach any desired spots. It may be well to add
just here that two flies constitute a cast, as used by the btst

anglers of to-day. Formerly there were always three, *nd
some still cling to the old custom. Two fish at one time is

all any man can handle, and two flies are variety enough for

any bass. After each cast the flies must settle down several
inches, and then be drawn slowly along in wavy ciicles, al-

ways below the top of the water. When the rod hand grows
weary—and at first this will be very soon—by letting the
boat drift or being rowed gently along, one may troll with
excellent results. It is better, if trolling for any length of

time, to attach a light lead, which holds down the flies. So
much for the cast. When the fish strikes, your response must
be firm, deliberate and instantaneous. In playing him, once
he is hooked, always keep a taut line, and your hand in the
game will always be the winning one.

What flies to use and when is a burning question and al-

most unanswerable. Always use the brightest fly for a drop-
per (first on the leador) and the other for trail-fly (last on
leader). In morning fishing use brighter, more gaudy flies

than after noon. The Oriole for dropper and Coachman lor

a trailer is a pretty throw at sunrise, as is also the Scarlet

Ibis as a dropper and the Silver Doctor for trailer, this last

being the most effective combination ever tried on Hopatcong,
in New Jersey/ For early afternoon sport dark colors are

most templing, and a very alluring cast is the Warrior for

dropper and Raven at the trail, or let the Henshall drop.fol-

lowed by a Rube Wood trailer. Later, at sunset, or even after,

in the early dusk, the very best time of all the day, only pale

flies will attract. At such times throw the White Miller
(only good at twilight)and Polka, or Gray Palmer and Gray
Hackle, all good, well-tried feathers in all waters. This is

the golden hour, this afterglow, and, as one drifts along the
sedge, watching the Western embers die away and the white
crescent of the moon rise through the pines, he will hook and
kill some of his biggest fish.

The Steelhead Not a Salmon.

President Jordan of Stanford University had some steel

-

heads submitted to him recently to decide whether they wer
salmon or trout. He says :

"The so-called steelhead is a well-known fish along the

Coast. It ascends the rivers to spawn, and then runs out in-

to the sea again. It is not a salmon, and should not be called

by that name. It is a trout. It was my opinion until within
about two years that the steelhead aad the so-called rainbow
trout, as represented in the streams of the Coast Range and
the upper Sacramento, were different species. I have now
become convinced they are the same fish and that the fish

which run down to the sea grow to be much larger in size
and are plainer in color than those remaining in the moun-
tain streams. My present idea is, therefore,~that the steel-

head and raisbow trout are one and the same, or at any rate,
that they all belong to the same species, and that the larg*»

size and other peculiarities of the steelhead are simply asso-
ciated with its life off the river mouths and ia the ocean,
The expression 'steelhead salmon ' should not be used. The
steelhead is not a salmon. You are at liberty to use this
statement in any way you please, and I should be very glad
to be of any service to you in identifying specimens which
you may send, or in any other way. I found in your rivers,
besides the five kinds of salmon that run up more or less

regularly in the spring or fall, three kinds of trout, the so-

called cut-throat, the steelhead and the Dolly Varden or bull
trout."—South Bend Journal.

Mrs. Parks and the Bear.

To all who travel to Lake county by way of Brooks, no
place is more familiar or inviting after climbing up the steep

grades than the toll-house, kept by W. T. Parks, says the

Woodland Democrat. There the weary travelers stop to re-

cuperate their exhausted strength and admire the magnificent

scenery of the mountainous country while explanations are

given by the toll-house keeper and his wife. On Friday this

place was the scene of great excitement. On that day Mr.
and Mrs. Parks and Al Low went out deer hunting. They
walked in a direction northwest from the house, and when
out about a mile Mrs. Parks caught sight of a buck and shol

him. A few moments later she heard another shot and great

barking by the dogs. Presently she saw Mr. Low running

furiously toward her wildly gesticulating to follow him. Mrs.

Parks, however, not seeing anything to run away for, asked

for the reason of such mad flight, but Low only answen
that his business was too pressing for explanation while still

motioning for her to follow. In the meantime the howlini
of the dogs continued. When the fright wore off sufficieutl

for articulation, Mr. Low told his companions that th
moment Mrs. Parks shot at the deer he discovered a large
bear running, and fired at him, and when bruin made towards
him he became so frightened as to run. It transpired, how-
ever, that instead of following him the bear turned his atten-

tion to the dogs, running into a deep gulch where the bounds
were still keeping him at bay. They immediately proceeded
to the spot where the howling was heard, but found almost
impenetrable brush. Mr. Parks endeavored several times to
crawl through it, but was scared off by the giuuting of bruin
on the other side of the brush. So at last they started to cut
an opening, keeping Mrs. Parks in the middle, readv with a
cocked rifle. They cut away a few feet, when Mrs. Parks
fired, hitting the bear in the head, and a second later another
shot laid him out. On examination it was found to be a large
cinnamon bear weighing over 300 pounds. A wound was
discovered in the hind leg which no doubt was produced
when Mr. Low discharged his gun at bruin. Mr. Parks, who
was in town Saturday, said that he has lived up there many
years, but has never experienced such a lively and exciting
time as last Friday. He has also killed many bears, but none
were ever so large as the one killed by his wife. Mrs. Parka
is receiving the congratulations of friends in the canon on the
Yolo side and in the valley on the Napa county side, and she
fully deserves it for the pluck and coolness she has shown.
She richly deserves the compliment of being called the
heroine of that section of the country.

W. O. Blaisdell,of Macomb, III., writes the Turf, Field
and Farm regarding his importation of Caccubus chicken par-
tridge as follows : I imported five pairs of Caccubus chicken
partridge from India last year. They arrived safely and in

perfect health, though having been on the water and land
forty-seven days. I confined them in coops on their arrival,

and during the dry hot summer all died but one pair. The
hen laid eighty eggs and all of them were hatched out under
common barn hens. The birds appeared to do well up to

ten days old, and then would die. We could not find any-
thing that they would eat, and I believe they starved to

death. I feel confident had they been turned loose where
they could have got ants, bugs and worms, every one of them
would have lived. This year we are having better success by
setting the eggs under bantam^ and turning them out. I took

a bantam with six chicks two days old into the woods one
mile from a house two months ago. Last week they made
their appearahce with the bantam at a farm house, in fine

condition, but quite wild. Evidently the little bantam took

them to this house, and has taken up her abode there. The
chickens are beautiful birds, about the size of an American
pheasant or partridge. They fly like quail and run very fast

They will eat wheat, barley, corn or anything you care to

give them. Col. Ramsden, of the English army in India,

writes me that tbey are the game birds of India, and he has

shot them in the snow on the highest mountains. He be-

lieves they will live and do well in any climate on the face of

the globe. I expect to send for Borne more this winter.

Two buflalo bulls engaged in mortal combat recently on

Austin Corbett's preserve near Newport, N. H., over the af-

fections of a cow. One (Cleveland by namej was killed in the

encounter, his neck being broken.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

When we hear of some people going to the dogs we feel a

jreat sympathy for the dogs.

There will be greyhound races at the Toronto bench

ihow. Distance, 250 yards, best two in three.

Mr. J. W. Mitchell, the well-known fox terrier breeder,

las .been attending the Democratic convention in this city

he past week. He reports his fox terriers all doing finely.

Judge Levy of the Superior Bench gave judgment on Au-

gust 11th in favor of Charles Barbieri for a St, Bernard dog,

rained at $200, which he bought from the pound and which

iW. B. Kino, a saloon-keeper, soon after took and kept, on the

ground that the dog belonged to him. This settles the ques-

tion of the right of the pound master to sell dogs in his pos-

A show and trials of war dogs were held at Graz last

(imonth. The trials were (1) for carrying dispatches, (2) car-

I
rying ammunition, about 80 cartridges (the dog is sent to a

I fonrgon half a mile away when his soldier runs short of am-

} munition, (3) searching for wounded men, (4) warning ad-

1 vanced patrols of the presence of the enemy, (5) watching

j with a sentry at night. The trials were, it appears, eminently

I iatisfactory.

I A Ladies' Kennel Club is in process of formation. As there

| ire now over 600 ladies who exhibit dogs in Great Britain,

i the club ought to be a success. Lady Granville Gordon and
- Lady Ross have consented to be founders, and there are

I already fifty others, prominent exhibitors, all dealing in

( .oy breeds and mastitis, St. Bernards, Chows, Manchesters

I ind Irish terriers as well. Prizes are to take the form of meri-

torinm bracelets instead of medals and cups.—Shooting

I Times-

A dog owned by a light-house keeper on the coast of

j Maine is credited with a clever bit of work. It is customary
I for passing steamers to salute the light, and the keeper re-

| tarns it by ringing the bell. The other day a tug whistled

I ;hree times. The captain did not hear it, but the dog did. He
I ran to the door and tried to attract the captain's attention

I oy howling. Failing to do this he decided to attend to the

t matter himself, so he seized the rope, which hangs outside,

I between his teeth, and began to ring the bell.

Ulmer or Great Dane.

A correspondent of the English Stockeeper *ho is inter-

ested in Great Danes, mentions that on reading G. R. K.'s

Recount of the Paris Dog Show he noticed that some of the

exhibits were stated to be of the Ulmer dog type, and he asks

us for i information on this point. In Wurtemberg, which is

the most doggy kingdom in the German Empire, both kinds,

the Great Dane and Ulmer dog, may be said to be at home.

Some years ago a movement was set on foot, which, had it

succeeded, must have ended in the two types being blended

under the common denomination of German Mastiff. Herr

Gastav Lang, an eminent German cynologist, was the apostle

of this movement, and he was in some degree actuated by

patriotic motives. Herr Lang affirmed that the dogs mis-

called Great Danes were native to Wurtemberg, that they

were German, and he did not lack facts to support his argu-

ments. But even in Germany the name was so generally in

use that he failed to get it changed.

The Ulmer dog is a similar variety, in fact only a coarse

relation. He is named after Ulm, a city famous in history,

and for the manufacture of a delectable sweet-meat called

Zuckerbrod. We have been to Ulm and not seen more speci-

mens of the breed in its streets than at the capital, Stuttgart.

The German students love the Ulmer dog, and usually it is a

noble, powerful specimen of this variety that is chosen as the

corps or club dog, becoming the common property of all the

members, and eating sausages and lapping up lager beer like

a human being. These dogs are always trained, and at a sign

will fly at a man, pull him down and stand over him growl-

ing until the owner calls him off.

As said, the Ulmer dog is shaped like a Great Daue but

heavier, the body bulkier, the head thicker, he presents a

more massive, and consequently less elegant appearance than

the Great Dane, but he is also generally a bigger dog.
^

Fox -Terrier Produce Stakes.

Editor Bueeder and Sportsman:—The following en-

tries have been made by J. W. Mitchell, Esq , of Los Ange-

les, in the second division of the Produce Stakes, 'to be

given by the Pacific Fox -Terrier Club at the Pacific Kennel

Club show next year :

1. Maggie May (Blemton Braggart—Locket) visited Lomita
Patch (Blemton Volunteer—Lomita Winifreda) June 8, 1894.

2. Lomita Nettle (Ch. Elemton Volunteer—Lomita Wini-
freda) visited Ford Veni (Venio—Quontock Ford) June 22,

1894.

3. Lomita Winifreda (Tory—Aphrodite) visited Ford
Veni July 23, 1894.

4. Vesta (Richmond Crack—Brockenhurst Belle) visited

Lomita Patch July 24, 1894.
Entries for the above stake close September 11th.

Jos. McLatchie, Secretary.

1030 Army street, San Francisco.
<»

The Merced Coursing Meeting.

The leashmen throughout the State are now making prepar-

ations for the great annual gathering at Merced. From alj

quarters news comes to hand that hounds are being put in

trim. Even Oregon will send her quota, and it is now very

near certain that from sixty-four to seventy dogs will enter
for the big slake. The first prize will be $300; the second
$200; third, $100, and dogs winning three courses will get

?20. Entry money will be $10 for each dog. Nominations
.
must be in the hands of the secretary, J. R. Dickson, on or
before Friday, the 9th of November next. The coursing will

:
commence on Wednesday, the 14th of November, and will

;
continue for the three following days.

"Weaning and Feeding Terrier Puppies.

In his exhaustive monogram on the Fox Terrier, a new
edition of which is now in course of preparation, Mr. H. Dal-

ziel enters not alone into the origin of the breed and its his-

tory during the past thirty or forty years, but gives some very

useful advice regarding the feeding and management, both of

puppies and grown up dogs. From his chapter on the rear-

ing of puppies we give herewith some extracts which will

doubtless prove instructive to some of our readers, says the

Kennel, Farm and Poultry Yard.

Weaning—When the dam is strong and has a sufficiency of
milk, the pups should not be weaned before six weeks. All
of them should for some time have been able to lap well, and
even to eat meat and milk, thick porridge, broth, etc.; but it

is a mistake to give very young pups meat at once on being
weaned. Flesh food should be gradually adopted, a little

only, torn into thin shreds, being first given, for the pups
have not the power of digesting it, except in minute quauii-
ties. The custom which has grown up of late years of forc-

ing: food on puppies, and by every means inducing them to

take other food than the milk of the dam, is one of those
mistakes which bring their own punishment. Breeders would
find it more profitable, and better in every way, to let the
bitch wean the pups at her own time, feeding her well, and
the pups also, as soon as they lap of their own accord, than
to take the pups away at a month old, and give them solid

food, which the stomach is as yet unable to properly digest.

Generally, before the age of three w^eks, puppies will push
their noses into their mother's dish, and if the food is fluid,

begin to lap. This may be encouraged with advantage, but

there should be no spooning.
Feeding Puppks—The food must be chosen and regulated

according to age and circumstances. Great and sudden
changes in diet should be avoided. The milk of the bitch

and of the cow do not differ very much, and cow's milk is

one of the most valuable foods we can give t o newly weaned
puppies, and, with scalded bread, well boiled oatmeal, and
meat dog biscuits of a reliable make (first thoroughly soft-

ened), may form two of the half-dozen meals a dry that pup-
pies from six weeks up to twelve weeks old should have.
During that period the other four meals should consist of

the same solid materials, with broth taking the place of the
milk, and at first some of the meat, gradually increasing till

all of it used in making the broth is added. Variation in diet

is excellent—indeed, almost a necessity of health. In addition

to all this, give new milk to drink, if possible, even if in sub-

stitution for one of the meals. Milk and meat need not be
given in such large proportions to fox terriers as to dogs it is

desired to grow to a great size. It is commonly believed that

cow's milk breeds worms in dogs; but that is a mere supersti-

tion. As the puppies advance, they require more food, but
less frequently given.

Quantity of Food.—Scientists have told us that a dog should
be allowed food daily from one-sixteenth to one-twelfth of

his own weight. Manifestly, the quality must be regulated

by the quality and other considerations ; and my experience
is that, for all practical purposes, the theory, however scien-

tific, may be pushed aside. In feeling puppies or older dogs,

common sense muBt be a factor ; and in the absence of that,

my advice is to give up dog keeping and try so nething where
that essential of everyday life is not required. The best plan
—at least one very satisfactory in its results—is always to

give as long as " Oliver asks for more," and to stop supplies

and remove the dish when the nose shows that the stomach
is becoming fastidious.

Number of Meals per Diem.—Six meals should be given
while the pups are from six weeks to three months old. As
the puppy gets older the number must be reduced, till at a year
old three are given. No hard-and-fast line can be laid down,
and in this matter the object of the feeder must to some ex-

tent decide. Where rapid growth is sought for, nature must
be assisted by every device, and one of these is to give the
animal af much suitable material for the building up of his

frame as his assimuladve powers can utilise. Those who
would do this well must intelligently watch how the machine
if working and against possible congestion of the organic or-

gans the mechanical must be put in force of increased value.

Regularity in Feeding.—Regularity in feeding is of the

greatest importance. It saves food; it ensures that all food

taken is made the most of, and it has a considerable influence

in preventing indulgence in the habit of picking up objection-

able things through the gnawings of hunger, which must
often occur through irregular feeding. Experiments show
that puppies grow quicker on the same food when fed with
punctuality, at fixed hours, than when they have irregular

meals.

Flesh Meat as a Dog Food.—On the general subject of feed-

ing, very extreme views have been expressed. A few years

ago Dr. Barlow, of Boston, U. S. A., paid a visit to this

country, and preached his dogma that because the dog belongs

to the carnivora he must eat nothing but flesh. Dog feeding

is not a subject for theoretical argument in these pages. Ac-
cepting the general laws of nutrition, we largely guide our-

selves by results of experience. We English people can " lick

creation" in dog breeding and feeding, and we have always
fed partly on farinaceous food. One of our ancient writers

did. indeed, advise for a hound in training " a beefstake fried

in brandy," but even he did not omit the spiced bread. A
flesh diet must not, however, be neglected by those who
desire to grow healthy and strongly muscular dogs. No
matter how much flesh the dog has, if he can digest it—to

give more is certain to produce derangement of important
organs, with, as the least of consequent evils, skin disease,

which is perhaps the most troublesome of dog diseases.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

Grant Scott's (Portland, Oregon) Yorkshire terrier bitch

Bradford Daisy E. 30,252, whelped three—two dogs—on
August 14, to same owner's Wallace A. 33,436.

NAMES CLAIMED.

Hugh McCracken, San Francisco, claims the name Mid-
night II. for greyhound dog, whelped August 28, 1893, by
Midnight—Lady H. Glendynne.

SALES.

Mr. W. Wade Hulton, Pa., has sold the masliff dog Ealde-

man, by Beaufort—Emma, to C. E. Bunn, Esq., Peoria, 111.

THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Conntrv Club shoots on the fourth Saturdav of each month at
Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary. Pacific Union Clnb, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at
Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.
The California Wing Shooting Club shoota on first Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310
Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605
Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Harry HoughtOD, Secretary, Oakland,

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third
Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.

The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.
P. F. E. Steiner, President, PhiL Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th
Ave.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Clnb shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,
Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gnn Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault. Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

lessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. : T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretarv.

Corning Events.

Aug. 23, 24, 25 and 26—Courjtrv club Annual Outing, Monterey.
Aug. 26—Recreation Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Aug. 26—Olympic Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Ang. 26—Empire Gun Club, Alameda Mole.
Sept. 14, 15 and 16—California State Sportsmen's Association's An-

nual Tournament, Los Angeles.

CARTKIDGE AND SHELL.

All hits are history,
All misses, mystery.

Doves are quite plentiful about Livermore and Pleasanton.

The State tournament at Santa Monica will be at live birds

exclusively.

The grouse season is now open in Washington, and the
Seattle Rod and Gun Club have voted to fine each member
S>2 that is caught potting a grouse.

Dont forget the State Sportsmen's tournament at Santa
Monica on Sept. 14, 15 and 16. There will be a large atten-

dance from this section without doubt.

A writer in Gamelaud states that when shot in water, a
deer in the red coat sinks, while that in the blue coat floats,

without regard to the fatness or leanness of the animal.

The prospect for a good opening of the quail season in the

counties near this city is poor. There is an abundance of

quail, but a great many of them are not over half grown.

Don't start out on your outing on an empty stomach. A
writer in the London Rod and Gun says he knows of five per-

sons who died in one season from neglecting to eat before go-

ing afield at daybreak.

The Smithsonian Institution possesses the most valuable

egg in the world, says the Philadelphia Times. It is an egg
of the Great Auk, which became extinct about fifty years

ago. The value of it is nominally $1,000, but it could not be

purchased for that sum.

Curlew are very plentiful this season, but at present they

are feeding on the grain fields. The immense flight of plover

that were at Ellis' Landing and neighboring marshes a couple

of weeks ago have left for parts unknown, and on account of

the scattered flight of curlew the bags have not been very

large of late.

The Olympia Club of Dixon are stirring up quite a feel-

ing in Solano and Yolo counties by trying to preserve some
12 or 14 miles of marsh land in Yolo county. This land in-

cludes about all of the available duck shooting in that section

and the other gun clubs and sportsmen feel very sore. If this

land is inclosed the Olympias are in the right, but if unen-

closed they cannot preserve it under the existing law. Post-

ins notices will not suffice, the land must be enclosed to in-

sure the protection of the law.

Since the annual meeting of the State Sportsmen's Asssocia-

tion (Or.) fixed the next tournament at La Grande there has

been a great increase in the interest in shooting east of the

mountains. Three new gun clubs have been formed, one

at La Grande, one at Pendleton and one at Baker City. La
Grande now has two clubs, and will be in good shape for the

annual tournament next June. There is a movement on foot

to hold a ehooting tournament for the east of the mountain

clubs, to be held some time in September of this year.—North-

west Sportsman.

W. W. Greener, the well-known English manufacturer of

guns and rifles, has lately made an improvement in gun

stocks, strengthening the same by a jointed pin fastened Jo

the breech action, and passing through the center of the grip

and stock. When thus treated he calls them unbreakable gun

stocks. It is claimed that one of these guns was submitted to

the roughest work for the past two seasons, during which

time it was thrown from a tree twenty feet in height, as well

as letting it fall from horseback, and many other similar

tests, all of which it understood perfectly. By this invention

it is also claimed that the steel pin passing through the grip,

or hand as it is called in England, prevents the springing of

the stock, which Mr. Greener says has been proved to exist

in some guns, a fault which causes them to sh jot low.
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Qaail are repoited very plentiful about Duncan's Mills and

Austin Creek.

The Empire Gun Club will hold their regular monthly

shoot to-morrow.

There are about twenty-six species of true ducks to be

found in California.

Walter Winans again leads all England in the revolver

competition at Bisley.

Austin Corbett has ordered 100 jack-rabbits turned out on

his preserve in New Hampshire.

It is estimated that over 22,000 people die from the effect

of cobra bites in India each year.

TheNimrod Guu Club will close their season with a live

bird shoot at San Bruno on Sept. 2d.

The Recreation Gun Club will shoot on Sunday, August

26th at Oakland Race Track, commencing at 10 a. m. sharp.

Mr. Larsen of Placerville killed a fine black bear near

Slippery Ford last week. He reports several more in that

vicinity.

The United States Powder Co. have finished their wharf

and are completing the buildings for their new works very

rapidly.

The well known and popular firm of Parker Bros., Meri-

dan, Conn., are manufacturing a special pigeon gun with

"Whitworth steel barrels.

The difficulty in shipping a large quantity of nitro-powder

by freight has delayed the arrival of the new Du Pont smoke-

less, but it will arrive in good season.

C. A. Haight, the popular agent of the DuPont Powder
Company, is on a business trip in the Northwest. Tacoma,

Seattle and Portland are on his itinerary.

Geo. B. Sperry and Henry Lonjers held a match shoot at

twenty live birds at the Stockton Gun Club's grounds on

Saturday last. Sperry scored 13 to LoD.jers 14.

The Empire Guu Club are talking of holding a 50-bird

prize tournament on either Sept. 2 or Sept. 9. This kind of

a match should draw well and the popularity of the Empires
will insure a successful tournament.

J. B. Stetson shot a fine two prong buck on the Country

Club preserve on Saturday. Robert Oxnard shot another

weighinginearly 150 pounds and during the last few days of

last week Wm. Kittle, Fred Tallant and Jerome Lincoln each

killed one.

W. L. Prather Jr. and party have returned from their an-

nual outing in Siskiyou county. The party killed four fine

buck . W. L. Prather succeeded in bagging a fine mule deer,

a five point buck, that dressed nearly 200 pounds. They
found trout very plentiful. They rose to the fly well except

the biggest ones which were too fat to be hungry. Prather's

cocker spaniel bitch, Dina, a prize winner at Los Angeles and
Oakland, proved an excellent deer trailer. This makes the

second cocker that we have heard of this season that is used

for deer trailing with good results.

Reports in regard to a German powder known as Nass-

brand has from time 10 time reached this country, and from
information received it would seem that this powder is far

in advance in many respects to the compounds made here.

This is a black powder, and it is said is used almost wholly
by the German rifle shooters at the target and on game. Its

peculiar properties are its moist burning qualities. It is

spherical in sbape, the grains being about the size of a No.
10 shot. When lighted, the powder burns very slowly at

first, but after the outside is consumed, combustion in the

center is rapid. The non-fouling properties of this ponder
are conspicuous, so much so that it is said that several hun-
dred shots can be tired arid accuracy maintained. A famous
German sportsman, who has seen the working of this pow-
der, informs us that rifles of about .32 caliber are made to

shoot 60 grains Nassbrand powder. Black powder should
have been brought to a higher state of perfection in this

country than it is to-day.

The Golden Eagle in Captivity.

I received by express from Truokee, California, in 1892,

two full-grown Golden Eagles, which were taken while nest-

ing from a rocky clitTon the boundary line of California and

Nevada, says D. A. Cohen in the Nidiologist.

This bird should be represented on our National Coat-of-

Arms and on our coins instead of the Bald Eagle, its cousin,

as it is a strouger and more powerful bird, more majestic in

appearance, handsomer in plumage, and the undisputed king

of the feathered tribes of the United States. In actual combat

for supremacy over a nesting place or over first choice for a
piece of food, the Golden Eagle is "lord of all he surveys,"
compared to tue Bald Eagle, which has attained a cowardly
and lazy reputation from its habit of robbing the Fish Hawk.
When I received these two young eagles their plumage

was dirty and ruffled from their confinement in the box, but
they soon became sleek and fine-looking in their new quar-
ters, a cage fifteen feet square. They were not particular

about food, which consisted of meat and birds, varied occa-
sionally with raw fish. In fact, anything under the above
head would do them, but they showed a decided preference
for lean meat. At one time they ate readily a piece of
cooked beefsteak that was thrown to them. Occasionally I

eaoghl live squirrels and rats and sparrows which were soon
gobbled up.

Their digestive organs are formed like those of an owl. I

infer this from the pellets of small bones, hair and feathers
that they cast up.

I do not know how long an eagle will live without drink-
ing water. The blood of the llesh and fowls that they ate
seemed to answer the purpose of allaying their thirst, but
they would bathe in a big pan of water. After keeping them
without any water for nearly too months during the summer
and then putting a pan of water before them, I watched in
vain to see them drink ; they didn't even wet their beaks.
They appeared quite satisfied with prison life, never having
known what it is to soar above the clouds, yet they would
utter their shrill cries such as I have heard from the wild
birds.

Sportsmen's Protective Association Tourna-
ment.

The annual tournament of the Sportsmen's Protective As.

sociation was quite a success. It was held on Sunday last at

Oakland Race Track. The first match at 25 singles, 75 cents

entrance, birds included, class shooting, brought out 20 en-

tries. Vernon, Staples and Edgar Forster divided first prize

with 20 breaks each, Liebscher won second with 19. Karney

and Potter divided third with IS, Nauman won fourth with

17. Quinton and Larson divided fifth with 16, C. Beidsheimer
sixth with 15, Hind seventh with 14, Whitney eighth with
13, J. Beidesheimer nirth with 12, G. Post tenth with 11,

Fitzsimmons eleventh with 8, McManus twelfth with 5.

Stewart and Olsen officiated as judges, Eugene Forster ref-

eree. The score

:

Vernon 111111110110111010111110 1—20
Staples 1110J1111010110111111011 1—20
Edgar Forster llllliilOOHOlioi 0111111 1—20
Liebscher 111011011110100111110111 1—19
Bruns llllllllelOlllOlOlllOOll 1—19
Karney OllOIOllllullllOOlllllll 0—IS
Potrer 0110 101101001111111101111—18
Nauman 010011 1101011110101110 101—17
Quinton _ 110101111011011101110010 0-16
Larson 110011111101001010011011 1—16
C. Beidsbeimer 101011101010111100101110 0—15
Atherton 1000110101111010101101 10 1—15
Hinde „ 00101111101011101011 00001—14
Whitney 10001110110 00101111010 10 0—13
G. Beidsheimer 101101000010011101001 111—13
J. Beidsheimer 1 000100 000110101010 110111—12
D. Boland ..... 100001010000110111010101 1—12
G. Post 010101010000110101100011 0—11
Fitzsimmons 110001100010001100100000 0— 8
McManas 0000000000100001101000100—5
The next match, open to all, brought out 39 entries. Bruns

won first with 22, Debenham second with 21, Dunshee third

with 20, G. Feudner fourth in the ties on 19, Webb fifth in

the ties on 18, Edgar Forster sixth in the ties on 17, Wet-
more seventh in the ties on 16, Andrus eighth in the ties on
15, Drinkhouse ninth in the ties on 14, Atherton tenth in

the ties on 13, Quinton eleventh with 12, Little twelfth in

the ties on 10. The score:

Bruns 111111111101001111111111 1—22
Debenham 011111111111111111101100 1—21
Dunshee lOlOlllllllllOOlllllOlll 1-20
G. Feudner 0001101 111101111011111 111—19
Vernon 111110111111111000101101 1—19
Eugene Forster 111100111111111101010110 1—19
Stewart 011101111011111100111111 0—19
Webb 011111110011110011001111 1—18
Staples 001101111111101001111101 1-18
Schreiber lOOlOlOllOlllllOlOimii l—18
Daniels 101111101101100111110111 0—18
Ed^ar Forster. OlOlllllllllllOOOHlOlOO 1—17
Liebscher..... OOllllOlllliimiolOOOll 0—17
Wetmore 110111110101101011000111 0—16
Zeiuer 010001111111011100011011 1—16
Andrus 110110101000100110111110 1—15
Olsen 101011011001101010101110 1—15
Karney 001101110110101001011111 0—15
Larson 111101001101100001101110 1—15
Boland 100010110111011011100011 1—15
Drinkhouse llOllOlOlOlllOOOlOlllOlO 0—14
Crowell 001010011001101011111001 1—14
Potter 010111001100111101011010 0—14
Nauman 111111011001001001011001 0—14
G. Beidsheimer 110111 1000011010000110111—14
Newton 111111110001001100000011 1—14
G. Beidsheimer 000010111111001000110111 0—13
Atherton 111011011010011100001001 0—12
Quinton *. 010 001 0110001001 11001111—12
Little 110000100100011110000011 0—10
Liddle 01011 11010 010 0110 10 0—10
Condon 000100010101111011000000 1—10
Whitney 101100110000100000101001 1—10
Fisher 0000011000011010100101 011—10
Hind 0100 1000111000 1001001001 1—10
Fitzsimmons 0100110 0000000 10000 11010 0—7
Casey 010110010001000010000000 0- 6
Howser 0000010000000000001001000— 3
Foye 00010000000000001000000U0— 2

The third event was a match at 15 singles, $1.50 entrance,
three moneys. Eugene Forster and Nauman divided first

and second with fifteen straight. Edgar Forster won the tie

for third place with five straight. The score:

Eugene Forster 111111111111111—15
Nauman llllllllllllll 1—15
Edgar Forster OOllllllliim l—13
Feudner 01111101111111 1—13
Webb 11101111101111 1—13
Bruns 10110111111111 0—12
Zeiuer 11010110111011 1—11
Daniels 10111111110000 1—10
Dunshee 10101111110010 0—9
Vernon lolOllOOlllOlOO— 8
Fisher 101101011000110— S

The fourth event was at ten singles, $1 entrance. Nauman,
Forster and Bruns divided with nine each. The score:

Nauman 111111110 1—9
Edg. Forster 111011111 1—9
Bruns 011111111 1—9
Karney 111101101 1—

s

Eug. Forster 0111011 011—7
Staples 101111001 1

—

Atherton 010111101 1—
7

Olsen 111101100 1—7
Fendner 101011101 1—

7
Vernon 101011110 1—*
Potter 101001111 0—

Cl

Quinton 001011010 0— ,

Fitzsimmons..
. 0000010011-

Edgar Forster, Referee.

The State Sportsmen's Association.

The programme of the thirteenth annual meeting and

shoot of the State Sportsmen's Association, to be held at Los
Angeles and Santa Monica, September 14, 15 and 16, is out

and it is a credit to the committee. Ten events are scheduled

,

all at live birdB, and as many other events will be shot as

time will allow.

The programme is as follows

:

FIRST DAY.

Shoot No. 1--1U live birds, entrance $10, including birds.

Shoot No. 2—10 live birds, entrance $7-50, including birds
Shoot No. 3—8 live birds, entrance $5, including birds.

Shoot No. 4—Freeze-out, entrance $5, birds extra.

SECOND DAY.

Shoot No. 5—8 live birds, entrance $5. including birds.

Shoot No. G—20 live birds, entrance $20, including birds
Sboot No. 7—12 live birds, entrance $10, including birds

THIRD DAY.

Shoot No. 8—10 live birds, entrance $7.50, including birds.

Shoot No. 9—12 live birds, entrance $5, including birds.

For valuable prizes donated by the merchants of Los
Angeles.

Shoot No. 10—Fay Diamond medal match, 20 live birds,

entrance $5, birds extra.

The total amount of purse to go to Mr. Chick, the present
holder of the medal.
American Association rules will govern. All purses divided

I

40, 30, 30 and 10 per cent. Visiting sportsmen can be assured
ofa properly conducted shoot, and the Entertainment Com-
mittee are making great preparations to entertain the visit-
ors. A banquet and " High Jinks" will be tendered them and
a trip to Catalina Island is amoDg the pleasures promised.
The shoot will beheld at the Polo grounds, Santa Monica,

the very finest shooting grounds in the State.
The Southern sportsmen have made many trips to this

city to attend the tournaments held here, and we trust that
the sportsmen of this section will reciprocate. They can be
assured of a grand good time and the 6nest possible treatment
from the Southern contingent.
The committee consist of E. B. Tufts, E. I'nger, John

Schumacher, Jos. Singer and A. W. Bruner.

Sam'l L. Golcher.

The many friends of the popular young sportsman, SamM
Golcher, of Clabrough, Golcher & Co., will learn of his death

with many regrets. While on his annual outing on the Gua-
lala river in Sonoma county, he was taken with pulmonar
hemorrhage aod for the past three weeks be has been coi

tinually growing weaker,until on Tuesday last when he pass
away.
Mr. Golcher was very popular and had a bright future be

fore him. He was a meinber of the Olympic Club, the Olym
pic Trap Shooting Annex, the Olpmpic Tennis innex, th
Oakland Tennis Club, the Bay City Wheelmen, the Olymp
Wheelmen and theSan Francisco Fly Casting Club.
The bereaved family have our sincerest sympathy in the

great los b.

Quail in Alameda County.

The open season on quail in Alameda county will com
mence on October 1st in place of September 1st as former]

This is as it should be. Thousands of quail in AIame<
county are not half grown and the change will insure bette
sport, if the sportsmen will do their utmost to see that
law is not violated.

Hi.

E. T. Allen Co. have introduced a novelty in the way of i

pocket water filter for the use of hunters, fishermen an
campers. It is very convenient and is sold cheap. The
have also received a new line of Canadian hunting boots foi

ladies and gentlemen, of better quality of leather than wai

formerly used in this boot. Call and examine.

Golden Trout.

A member of the Visalia Sportsmen's Club kindly sen)

us the following clipping from the Visalia Daily Times :

Some time ago J. Sub-Johnson and M. L. Weaver, Pj

dent and Secretary of the Visalia Sportsman Club, were
quested by the State Fish Commission to procure for them
few of the famous Mt. Whitney golden trout for breeding
purposes. The club determined to accede to this request as

soon as possible. The undertaking was a difficult one, indeed,
as the only place the fish are found is in the almost inaccess-

ible waters of Whitney creek, a small brook near the base of

Mt. Whitney.
But determination and good management have won, and by

the time darkness falls this evening the long-desired golden
trout will be in the hands of the officers of the Fish Commis-
sion in San Francisco, J. Sub-Johnson having started from
Visalia this morning with these fish under his care.

The fish were caught by Supervisor S. L. N. Ellis, John
Broder and Lieutenant Dean, of the United States cavalry,

Troop B, Corporal Moffitt and Private A. Sholberg also ren

dered valuable assistance in getting the fish safely to Mineral
King. In all about 300 fish were caught. Then 69 of the

largest were selected and the rest released. Those retained

were beauties, ranging from six to twelve inches in length.

As soon as caught the fish were put in a small pond of

purest water till ready for the journey. Then thev were
placed in ice cold water and carried by the men or packed oo

mules for over forty miles to Mineral King, where they ar-

rived Thursday evening. There they were loaded into a

wagon and brought direct to Visalia without stop by Jacob
Johnson and John Broder. They drove through a distance

of seventv-five miles last night, (August 16). arriving here

about 4 o'clock: this morning.

The club, especially the members named, deserve much
credit for the untiring efforts they have made and the signal

success they have achieved in performing this arduous work.

And they desire in this connection to warmly thank Lieu-

tenant Dean for his faithfulness and untiring efforts in ren-

dering all the assistance in his power. Corporal Moffit and
Private Sholberg are also included iu this vote of thanks for

their aid was unremitting and invaluable.

The difficulties to be surmounted in such work as this cat

only be conceived by those who have actually tried it them'

selves.

Awarded
Highest Honors—"World's Fair.
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Futurity Candidates
Work.

and Their

New York, August 23.-A11 the two-year-

olds that start in Saturday's Futurity, the rich-

est two-year-old stake of the year, were given

their final preparation to-day. Several went

extremely fast, and it now looks as if the race

would be the best two-year-old contest of the

year The field will certainly be a large one,

and as no two-yearold has shown phenomenal

speed this season, it promises to be an unuau-

;

aU
Th°e

P
\
n
est

0n
trt:Uat Sheepshead Bay to-day

tknV. nf O H P. Belmont's Brandy-

Zl, 1 ches?nu? -colt by St. B.aise-^soue-

Ihanna, and Gideon & Daly's bay filly But-

eZ by Sir Dixon-Mercedes. They both

! covered sL furlongs in 1:15, unusually fas

work The trainers regard Butterflies' work as

The best, and were generally of the opinion

hat she would win if she is able to stand such

'

a race as the Futurity. The sheath of one of

Lrtendouswas ruptured at Morris Park last

spring, and four *eeks ago the stab e regarded

her starting as almost an impossibility, bheis

; st 1, a lUtle'lame. Butter^ - one °f £«

, handsomest fillies on the turf. She will be the

favorite in the race, and as the Gideon
,

&

J, stable is an unusually popular one, her

Mumph would meetwith universal approval

Mr Belmont's Brandywine has been

specially prepared for the Futurity, not hav

Eg been started this year. He is a full brother

to that other Futurity winner, Potomac and

it would be a pleasant coincidence if the sec-

ond Futurity should go the Belmont colors

borne by a brother to the great but unfortunate

Potomac. In discussing the work of Brandy-

wine and Butterflies, to-day, Starter Kowe,

who was training for August Belmont when

Potomac won the big race,|said that Potomac s

work before the race was phenomenally fast.

"
X told the boy who rode him to cover the

furlongs in about 1:17," said Mr Eowe and

you can imagine how surprised I was when he

ran the distance in 1:131. I °>et Mr. Belmont

after tbe work and the old gentleman asked

me how the horse was doing. 'You can go to

sleep,' said I, 'and not worry about the i u-

turity. You have it in your pocket. 1 sup-

pose that was the fastest work ever done for

the stake. I asked the boy when he got down

why he disobeyed my orders, and he said that

he thought the horse was running at about a

seventeen clip."
, , . . .

Matt Byrnes worked that good-looking

filly Sadie the full distance in 1:15*.

Guttapercha covered the distance in l:lBfc

It will be observed that all the horses worked

in nearly the same time. It was the easy

manner in which Butterflies worked her trial

that made her work superior. Lonis btuart

worked Monaco a mile in 1:49.

At Gravesend John Littlefield worked Con-

noisseur a mile in 1:45. John Campbell

worked Colonel Euppert's pair, Counter lenor

and Manchester, seven furlongsin 1:32. Gar-

rison had the mount on Counter Tenor, whom
: he will ride. Johnny Lambly rode Man-

. Chester. Gotham covered seven furlongs in

l-3« with ease with Nicoline. The public

will be glad to learn that Colonel Eupperts

famous colt is himself again. Ajax covered a

mile and a quarter in 2:18. The entire stable

is now in good shape.

Following is a short history of the race.

California has yet to win the coveted stake,

• richest of all tbe two-year-old events of the

world. Sinaloa II. was the only California-

bred voungster to even show. This year we

are well represented with Connoisseur, Eey

del Carades.Waltzer and California. Waltzer

is as good as any two-year-old shown this year

—one not remarkable for good youngsters by

anv means. He is a good, game fellow, how-

ever, and can pack weight. Undoubtedly

Eey del Carades has as much speed as any of

• his opponents, but is a quitter. The race

should be a hot one this year, on form, be-

i tween Butterflies, Handsome, Waltzer, Goth-

I am and Eey del Carades, but if the latter does

I not quit he should win. Brandywine may be

another Potomac. That remains to be seen.

P We like them in the order named above.

I Year First. Second. Time. Value.

I 1888. ' Proctor Knott Salvator 1:151-5 $40,900

1 1889 Chaos St. Carlo 1:164-5 54,850

1890. Potomac Masher 1:141-5 61,675

I 1891.* His Highness..... Yorkville , „,. __.
Belle 1:15 1-5 67,675

1892+ Morello Lady Violet 1:12 1-5 40,460

:.1893. Domino Gallilee 1:124-5 48,355

*Huron ran second, but was ignored as a starter

& by Coney Island Jockey Club.
l tReduced to "Futurity Course" (1,263 yards, 1

I foot), or 172 feet short of six furlongs.

tary. It is also said that Col. M. Lewis Clark

will be presiding judge. There will be no

fall meeting this year, but liberal stakes and

purses will be arranged for next spring, and

in the meantime some needed improvements

will be made at the track.

Mr. Finzer, whose name is mentioned in

connection with the presidency, is a prominent

tobacco man of Louisville, and a thoroughbred

breeder and turfman as well. At the head of

his equine harem is the stallion Volante, and

he had no little success on the turf this

season, notably with his new and sensa-

tional performer, Henry "i oung.

From one cause and another, Louisville, at

one time the great racing point in the West,

had lost its grip as a turf center, and the club

was run at a loss toward the close of its exist-

ence. Last year, partly through bad weather,

the fall meeting was a very bad failure, and

the spring meeting this year was in a measure

handicapped by the same drawback.with quite

a limited number of books on as well. Thus

money was lost on the meeting, materially

crippling the club and rendering an assign-

ment necessary. Outside of all this, unlike

most of the other racing points in the West,

the business men of Louisville, the hotels and

other concerns that benefited by the races, re-

fused to contribute a dollar to keep up the

same. So, from this and that cause, Louisville

went down at the heels as a racing point, and

it now remains to be seen if new men and new

measures will revive the prestige and success

attaching to it in its early racing days.

It may be stated here that, instead of a mile

and a half, the Kentucky Derby will hereafter

be at a mile and a quarter, which is certainly

in accordance with the fitness of things for a

race run so early in the season.

Directly, '2, 2:12.

O, we'll all git dar Directly,
By an' by,

O, we'll all git dar Directly,
By an' by,

Wid de two-year-olds a-flyin'

An' none Ob dem ha'f tryin'

An' de possum fat a fryin'

In de a'. •

O, we'll all git dur Directly,
Efwe try,

O, we'll all git dar Directly,
Efwe try,

Whar de Shanghai roost de lowes'
An' de pacer aint de slowes,'

—

Buthis family am de mo'es'
When dey try.

O, we'll all git dar Directly,
By an' by,

O, we'll all git dar Directly.
By an' by,

An' we'll hab old Madam Grundy
By de year—jes' lak las' Monday—
Ebry day'll be pacin' Sunday,

By an' by.

—Old Wash in Horse Review.

The thoroughbred stallion, Outcast, was de-

stroyed by tire in a burning barn, at the home
of his owner, Mr. S. Y. Keene, near George-

town, Ky., last Saturday night. The barn was

set on fire by a stroke of lightning, and sev-

eral other horses were destroyed in the flames,

but none were of any particular note except

Outcast. Outcast was a horse of considerable

prominence, having sired several good race-

horses. He was a son of imp. Leamington,

and out of Oriana, by Deucalion, and was

foaled in 1873. Outcast was not much of a

racehorse, though he won several races of

minor importance, but he was fairly success-

ful in the stud. The best racehorse he ever

got, perhaps, was Georgetown, a really good

colt as a two-year-old, and a fairly good horse

in after years. Other good race-horses sired

by Outcast are Caroline Hamilton, Probasco,

Eugenia, Ductor, Castaway II., the latter a

conspicuous performer on Eastern tracks, and

a winner of the Brooklyn Handicap. Cast

Steel, another son of Outcast, was a capital

race-horse.
m

There was a great cry of fraud at St. Paul

recently when it was claimed that the horse

Charlie Wilson was not ridden to win. He
was a hot favorite and was ridden by McAbee,

who, upon being questioned by the judges,

made a poor excuse for the horse's bad show-

ing. The judges then declared all bets off, but

as by this time many people holding tickets

on the various beaten horses had torn them

up, the bookmakers reaped the benefit, while

those who held tickets on Dart (the winner)

clamored loudly for payment.

Electra. the bay mare that got a record

of 2:27i at Petaluma, is the first one from the

Santa Rosa Stock Farm to get a record this

year. She is by Eichards' Elector, out of

Moor Maid, by The Moor. This broodmare

was mated with several other stallions in her

career, but never seemed to produce rnything

endowed with speed until bred to Eichards'

Elector. Knowing this Messrs. Pierce Bros,

sent the mare to Grayson last March to be

bred to this son of Electioneer again.

RUNNING PROGRAMME
— yOE THE —

STATE FAIR
Of 1894.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.
No. 4. The Sunny Slope Stake—A sweepstake for

2-year-old fillies of $25 each
;

$10 forfeit, with §250
added; second to receive $50 from stakes. Winner of
one two-year-old stake race when carrying weight for
age five pounds, and of two or more seven pounds ex-
tra. Maidens allowed five pounds. Beaten maidens
allowed for once five pounds, twice seven pounds,
three times ten pounds. Fillies beaten three times and
not placed 1, 2, 3, allowed five pounds additional. Five
furlongs. Closed August 1st with 13 entries.

No. 5. A Selling Sweepstake—For 3-year-olds and
upwards, of $25 each, $10 forfeit; with 3300 added, ot
which $50 to second. The winner, if valued at $1,500, to
carry rule weight, one pound allowed for each $100 less
to $1,000. Then two pounds to $500, then four pounds
to §100. Valuations placed on starters only, to be named
by 6 p. m. night before. Six furlongs. Closed August
1st with 24 entries-

No. 6. Handicap for all nzea- Guaranteed purse,
$500, of which $75 to second, $25 to third. Entrance
§25, $10 to declare the night before the race. Weights
announced September 6th, declarations 5 p. m. same
day. One mile and tlfty yards.
No. 7. Handicap lor all ages—Guaranteed purse,

$500, of which $75 to second, $25 to third. Entrance
$25, or only $10 if declared. Weights announced Sep-
tember 6th, declarations due 5 p. m. same day. Six
furlongs.

No. 8. Selling Purse, S2MJ—For 2-year-olds, of
which $50 to second and $25 to third. Entrance $20; $10
if declared night before race. Fixed value, $1500. One
pound off for each $100 down to $1000, then two pounds
to $500, then three pounds down to $100. Five and
one-half furlongs.

MOMIAV, SEPTEMBER 10.
No. 12. The California Annual Stake—A sweep-

takes for 2 year-olds of $25 each ; $10 forfeit, with $300
added; second to receive $50. winners of two year-
old stake races, when carrying weight lor age, to carry
five pounds extra for once, and seven pounds for twice
or more. Allowances: Maidens five pounds; beaten
maideDS five pounds for once, seven pounds for twice,
ten pounds for three or more times. Those beaten
three times and not placed 1, 2, 3. allowed additional five
pounds. Six furlongs. Closed August 1st with 23
entries.

No. 13. The Capital City Slake—A handicap
sweepstake for 3-year-olds, of $50 each; half forfeit, or
$15 If declared; with $-100 added, ot which $10 to second,
third to save stake. Weights posted day before race.

Last week, upon information that was
thought to be authentic, we printed a criticism

regarding the action of the judges at the
Golden Gate Fair in the case of Nutwood
Wilkes* withdrawal after trotting one heat.

It now appears that we were misinformed, and
that the blame for burning up thousands of

dollars lies with the managers of the horse in

question. For some minutes after the bell rang
for the horses to go to the post Nutwood
Wilkes was not to be seen anywhere and after

some tiresome waiting the driver of the horse
(Nutwood Wilkes did not appear lame at the

time) wanted to withdraw the son of Guy
Wilkes. Being asked if he had had a veter-

inarian's opinion on the matter, he answered
no, and tbe horse was ordered sent to the post.

Afterward Nutwood Wilkes was examined by
Dr. Masoero, who pronounced him unfit to

race, whereupon he was allowed to be Wltn-i Declarations due by 6 p.m. same day. One and one-
drawn. By the delay of the man having the

the horse in charge one would be constrained

to believe that he was waiting for a purpose.

Certainly it looks as if that purpose was to

play the field and ask to withdraw the horse

at the last moment, knowing that the request

would not be granted under the circumstances.

At any rate the public lost their money.

Hearing that Directum was working fast,

C. J. Hamlin asked Hickok to go an exhibi-

tion mile with Fantasy last Wednesday. There
was no financial inducement with the invita-

tion and the shrewd little California reinsman
declined to furnish entertainment to swell the

gate receipts unless a share was guaranteed

to him.
11 Then you will let the groom lead Direc-

tum down the stretch between heats ? " queried

the man of many millions.
" No, indeed," was the prompt reply, " my

horse is feeling so well that he might rear and

throw out a curb."

Finally, after due consideration, Hickok
decided to compromise by giving Directum

his next work in public, and told Mr. Hamlin
he might announce that the trotter would go

an exhibition mile with a pacemaker during

Thursday afternoon.—Detroit Free Press.

The Future of Louisville

Club.

Jockey

In Louisville it is off with the old and on

with the new, so far as the Jockey Club is con-

cerned, says " Broad Church " in the Spirit of

the Times. The syndicate that leased or

purchased the property have not yet effected

' an organization, but will, I suppose, in the

near future. It is understood that among
those interested in the new concern are Emile

Bourlier, W. E. Applegate, the Scoggan Bros.,

Nick Finzer and Bookmaker Wehmhoff. It

is among the on dits that Mr. Finzer will be

elected President and Chas. F. Price Secre-

Frank Farrar shipped Bey Alfonsoi

Zaragoza and Grandee to Sacramento yester-

day. A. B. Gonzales owns the first-named

pair, Messrs. Farrar and John O'Rourke

Grandee. The latter will race ere long, not-

withstanding all the talk about his being cer-

tain to lose his foot. ^
The second Dexter Prince to enter the list

is the brown mare Lurline, owned and driven

by Thos. C Snider, of Sacramento. She got

her record of 2:24 at Petaluma last Tuesday,

and were it not for a " dickey " leg that

troubled her would have lowered that mark
considerably.

The owners of Alcona Jr. are willing to

wager he can out-trot anv stallion of his

weight in California, mile heats, best three in

five, the contest to take place at the fall meet-

ing of the Breeders' Association. Here's a

chance for Senator L. or Sacramento.
— m

Derby Princess is the name of a beautiful

filly by Chas. Derby, out of Princess, by Ad-

ministrator, that got a mark of 2:26 in the

second heat of her race and then came back

and won in 2:27|. She is owned by the Oak-

wood Park Stock Farm.

Dudley, a handsome brown stallion, bred

by Judge W. E. Greene, of Oakland, paced in

2=15| at Petaluma Tuesday. He is by An-

teros (brother to Anteeo, 2:16$) out of Lilly

Langtry, by Nephew.

The brand-new Reno Jockey Club will

have five days racing, September 10th to 14th

inclusive, and offer purses for the various

events aggregating $4,000. Lassen and Modoc
counties are included in the district, as are

also Grant and Lake counties, Oregon. The
officers and directors are : J. R. Bradley,

President ; A. A. Evans, Vice-President ; N.

W. Koff, Secretary; Al White, R. W. Parry

and G. H. Cunningham.

A pony and gallowav amateur racing asso-

ciation will doubtless soon be formed in this

State, and two meetings of a week each will

probably be given at Monterey when the

grand new course is completed next year.

These can be no doubting the gameness of

the descendants of Richards' Elector. Eric,

the big bay gelding, won the seventh heat of a

race in 2:20 at Petaluma, Wednesday, and

could have gone much faster if necessary.

It turns out that there is no truth in the

story that J. B. Haggin would come back to

the turf. His recent purchases were solely

for the stud, though imp. Bassetlaw may race

the season out.
.

A ntjmbeb of horsemen shipped direct

from the Bay District track to Woodland last

Saturday. The meeting there promises to be

better than the one held there last year.

The meeting at Los Angeles promises to

be " the meeting of the year." The directors

are not sparing any expense to make it the

most attractive.

WANTED.
Situation as gamekeeper by industrious, sober man

(33 1, single, HrstrClass breeder of English and Mongo-
lian pheasants: well understands the care of valuable

dogs etc., on a tentleman's place or for a shooting

club. No objection to travel as atlendaut on a paity

of gentlemen. Good cook. High class testimonials,

roDies of which will be forwarded on application toy HENRY HUGHES,
East Hoiindslleld, IV, Y.

sixteenth miles. Closed August 1st with 17 entries.

No. 14. Handicap for all ages—Guaranteed purse,
$500, of which $75 to second. $25 to third. Entrance
$25, or only $10 if declared. Weights announced Sep-
tember 8th, declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
One mile.

No. 15. Selling Purser—For 3;year-olds and up-
wards. Guaranteed purse, $500, of which$75to second,
$25 to third. Entrance $20, or .$10 if declared by 5 p. m.
dav belore the race. Fixed value $2000. One pound
off for each $100 to $1000, then two pounds to $500, then
three pounds to $100. Horses entered not to be sold to
carry five pounds extra. Seven and one-half fur-
longs.

No. 16. Maiden Purse, 8250—For maidensof all

ages. Entrance $20, or $10 if declared by 5 p. m. night
before race. Second horae to receive $50, third f25.
Beaten maidens allowed, if 2year-olds, Ave pounds; it

3-year-olds, ten pounds; if 4-year-olds and upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Six furlongs.

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 13.
No. 20. The Autumn Handicap—For 2-yearolds.

A sweepstake of $30 each; half forfeit, or only $10 if de-
clared, with $350 added, second to receive $75. weights
posted day before race. Declarations by 6 p.m. same
day. Six furlongs. Closed August 1st with 24 entries.
No. 21. The Orange Stake—A handicap for all

_jes. Entrance $25, $10 if declared, with $300 added;
second to receive $50, third $25. Weights announced
September lith, declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
One and one-sixteenth miles.
No. 22. Selling Race—For 3-year-olds and upwards.

Guaranteed purse, $500, of which .$75 to second and $25

to third. Entrance $25, or $10 if declared night before
by 5 p. m. Fixed value, $1500. One pound off for each
$100 down to $1000, then two pounds to $600, then three
pounds to $300, theu four pounds to $100. Horses en-
tered not to be sold to carry seven pounds over rule
weights. Six furlongs.
No. 23. The Del Mar Stake—For 3-year-olds and

upwards, of |25 each, $15 forfeit; with $300 added, $50 to

second from stake. Thisstake tobe named afterwln-
nerif Del Mar's time (1:41^ j is beaten, with $200 ad-
ditional in money, cup or plate. One mile. Closed
August 1st with 16 entries.

No. 24. Selling Race—For 2 and 3-year olds. Guar-
anteed purse, $5u0, of which $75 to second, $25 to third.

Entrance $25, or $10 if declared by 5 p. m. ntghttefore.

Top weight for 3-year-olds, 122; for 2-year-olds, 112 (sex
allowances). Fixed value, $1500. Two pounds allowed
for each $100 down to $1000, the > three pounds to $500,

then four pounds to $100. Six furlongs.

FRIDAY, SEP I" MBER 14.

No. 29. Selling Purse, 8300—For 3-year-olde and
upwards. Entrance $25, or $10 If declared. S50 to sec-

ond, $25 to third. Fixed value $1000. Three pounds
allowed for each $100 to $500, then five pounds to J100.

Winner of one selling race at this meeting to carry live

pounds; of two seven pounds extra. Seven and one-
half furlongs.

j

No. 30. The Rosetneade Stake—A handicap for

all ages of £25 each, or $10 it declared, with $300 added;

$50 to second and $25 to third. Weights announced
September 13th, declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.

Six furlongs.
. , „. t ,_ ,

No 31 The Fall Stake—A handicap sweepstake for

3-year-olds and upwards, of $.50 each; half forfeit, or $15

if declared ; with §400 added, of which $100 to second,

third to save stake. Weights announced day before

race. Declarations due by 6 p. m. same day. One and
a quarter miles. Closed August 1st with 9 entries.

No. 32. Hurdle Race—Purse $250, $50 to second;

handicap, over four hurdles. Entrance $10, to go to

winner. Declaration free. One and one-eighth
m
No

B
33. Free Purse, 8250—For beaten horses at

this meeting, of which $50 io second. It 2-year-olds,

two pounds allowed for each time beaten; if 3-year-

olds three pounds lor each lime; if 4-year-olds and
upwards, six pounds for each time. Entries to close

with Clerk of Course 5 p. m. day before race. Six fur-

lonea '

CONDITIONS.
The State Agricultural Society's rules to govern ex-

cept when conditions named are otherwise.

Declarations not received without money.
No added money in stake races (closed August 1st)

for less than three starters In different interests.

Starters in stakes other than handicaps must be

named to Clerk of Course by 5 p. m. day before the

Allowances must be claimed at time starters are

named. Owners and trainers will be held responsible

^Eiftries for the first and second days' racing (except

Nos 4 5, 12, 13) to close with Clerk of Course, at race

track, by 4 p. m. Wednesday. September 5th.

The entries for third and fourth days (except Nos.

20,23. 31) to close Monday, September 10th. ,by 6

° WeightsTn all handicaps will be posted by 10 a. m.

the day before the race and declarations will be due bj

5
In
m
il^Ses closing in September there must be four

starters in different Interests or the race will be de-

Cl
AUentrance money in guaranteed purses goes to t he

Society In all other races to winners, except where

second and third money comes from stakes.

in all races closing In September, horses not declared

and paid upon will be held for full amount of entrance

money.
EDW.K F. 8MJTH.

tary _

JOHN BOUG^
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Trotting and Pacing

ENTRIES.

STATE FAIR
Fast Classes.

CLOSE SATURDAY, AUGUST 25TH,

TROTTl.XC.

Purse 81,200 Free-For-ill Class

Parse 1,000 2:16

Purse 1,000 2:20

Purse 1,000 2:22

Purse 1,000 2:24

PACING.

Purse $1,000 Free-For-ill Class

Purse 1,000 2:15

Conditions same as published witb entire programme
during month of July.

Send for entry blanks.

ED1VI.V F. SMITH, Secretary.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eighth Annual Fair of the Twenty-Sixth

District Agricultural Association (Amador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE HELD AT

IONE, CAL.
September 25 to 28, loci

Entries Close September 12.

Money required to be sent at the time entries
axe made.

First Day—Tuesday, September 25lb.
Parse

Xo. I. Running— ^-mile and repeat, 3-year-old

class, Amador county _ $125

Xo. 2. Punning 3-S niile and repeat, free for all... 125

No. 3. 1 rotting— i-year-old class, Amador and Sac-
ramento counties, mile heats, 2 in 3_ 100

Second Day—Wednesday, September 26th.

I orenoon. Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. -t. Running—11-16 mile dash, tree for all 150

No. 5. Running—5 Smile and repeat 150

No. 6. Trotting— 3-year-old class, for district 125

Third Day—Thursday, September 27th.

No. 7. Running—1-mile dash- 125
v,i, -, Running—'4-mile and repeat, free for all 100

No. 9. Pacing—1-mile heats, 2:23class, 2in 3 125

No, 10. Trotting—Yearling class, 1-mile heats. 2 in 3 100

Fourth Day—Friday, September 28th.
Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. 11. Running—5f-mi!e and repeat _ 125

No. 12 Running—1-mile noveltv for purse.. 200

No. 13. Bugiry Race-1 mile, 2 in 3, district 50

No. 14. Running— '^-mile dash, district 100

Remarks and Conditions.

Entries will close with the Secretary September 12tb.

En trance foe, 10 per cent, of purse, which must accom-
pany nomination.

In all races Ave to enter and three to start.

Boles of the Stale Agricultural Society to govern
race-.
The Board reserves the right to change the above

order of races by giving the contestants notice by 6 p.
m. of the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except when

conditions made are otherwise, they may contest for
I ur the entrance money, to he divided as follows: 66 2-3

percent, to the llrstand 33 1-3 per cent to the second.
In all races, entries not declared out by C p. m. of the

i lay preceding the nice shall be required to start
When there is more than one entry by one person.

lie Interest, the particular horse they are to start

musl be named by6 p. m. of the day preceding the race.
r ,i '-- divided into two moneys, of which 75 per

'out to first horse and 2-". percent to second, except in
novelty race, in which f*0 will he paid to winner at
each quarter.

\V. A. HhVM.l l>. J. MARCH.WT,
Secretary. President.

For Sale.
STANDARD - BRED STOCK.
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. I. Sorrel Stallion, 8 years old, by Guy Wilkes,
dam Mn mi it- I'limi-i, 2:28 [dam of Maclay, 2:22J<j t

at 2 years , by Nutwood.
No. L Bay Filly, " wars old, by steinwav, dam

Addle AmIi uluui of Clbolo, 2:219*), by Indian-
apolis.

No. 8, Drown More, I years old. by Noonday, dam
Western Girl dam of Honesty, li2&% i, by Chief-
tain.

No. I, It m lh-nton Hmry, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Uvnton Waxey is a tbree-
iioarter stalei la we tana, dam of Suaol, and
bred this year to Diablo.

Ro. r
.. Horn- 1 Mnre. I years Old, by Chas. Derby,

Lbe Eelley mare, by Gibraltar.
Ra S. liny Ullv by HcRenton, dam Ivy, dam of

one In tin- list. Ivy is by Don Victor, out of Ida
Belle, da ro

No. 7. itnv FUly, 2yearuold, by Danton Moultrie.
dam Bbamos, by Shamrock, 2:26.

No. 8. Borrel Mare by ARhorton, dam Venturess
r i" Venture , bi Belmont.

No. '. liny Mare by Scho.damby BUmo.
KO. 10. Hay Filly !>>' Kir Kodrrlck, ny Ith-tatur, <mi

• i Pro peel Maid, dam by Vi< lor Patcben,
No II. liny Filly by Sable Willi es, dam Vei

No. 12. Illnelt more I
: > '. yi-arsi, dam

Fawn, 'rial 223, by Uarlon.
The above stock la carefully selected and repretenta

blood Unea known, will oliner sell cheap oi
trade for an Interest in a itOCk ranch. I". .r t.-rm- an.]
particular* apply to or address I.. K. CLAWHUN,

t :t Hi Mnrkn Street, Hon FranrUro.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

.V \\ . corner Krarny and Ilmli Htrrt-ia.

BAN FRANCIBOO.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Ot San Benito County Agricultural association

— AT —

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 9th to 13th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close September 15, 1894.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER flth.

1. Yearling Pacing stake; mile dash. Closed with
5 entries. 575 added by the Association.

2. Two-year-old Trotting stake; 2 in 3, mile heats.

Closed with 5 entries. ?75 added.
3. Yearling Trotting slake; mile dash. Closed with

5 entries ?75 added by Association.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10th.

4. Running; mile dash. Free for all. Purse ?200.

5. Running; five-eighths of a mile and repeat Free
for all. Purse S200.

6. Running; ten-mile race. Purse ?200. Two mon-
eys.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th.

7. Trotting, 2:40 class. Free for all. Purse $250.

8. Trotting, 2 :27 class. Free for all. Purse $300.

9. Pacing, 2:30 class. Free for all. Purse $250.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12lb.

10. Running; 3-S mile and repeat. Free for all. Purse
•ISO.

11. Running; $f-mile dasn. Free for all. Purse $200.

12. Running; novelty. 11* mile dash. Free for all,

Purse $250. $50 for each quarter.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13th.

13. Free for all trotting. Purse $400.

14- Free lor all pace. Purse $100.

15. Saddle horse race. For County horses; 3-8rrile

dash. Purse $50.

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw tree to competitors. For further
particulars apply to

ROBT. V. STEPHEXSOX, Secretory.
Rolllster, Cal.

J. A. SCHOLEF1BLD, President.

.SPEED PROGRAMME

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR

— OP THE —

MONTEREY AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
District No. 7

— TO BE HELD AT —

SALINAS CITY
October*2d to 6th, Inch

Entries Close Sept. 8th

SPEED PROGRAMME.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

No. 1. Trotting—Two-year-old stake for 1894; $100

added by Association ; best 2 in 3. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

No. 2. Trotting—Three-year-old stakes for 1894; $100

added by the Association. Closed Feb. 1, 1S94.

No. 3. Pacing—Stakes iorlS94; 2:30class; $100added
by Association. Closed Feb. 1, 1894.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3d,

No. 4. Ruouing—One-half mile and repeat; for all

horses in Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and
Sauta Cruz counties. Purse $150.

No. 5. Association Trotting Stakes; one-half mile
and repeat; tor all one-year old colts in the District;

best 2 in 3; $50 added by Association. Closed JuneStb,
1894.

No. 6. Trotting -For 2:23 class; free foi alL Purse
$300.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4TH.

No. 7. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat;
free for alt Purse $150.

No. 8. Association Trotting Slakes for 2:40 class;

$100 added by Association. Closed June 9tb, 1894.

No. 9. Trotting—For all stallions in Monterey, San
Benito, San Luis Obispo and Santa Cruz counties.
Purse $200.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

No. 10. Running—Seven-eighths mile dash : free for
alL Purse $150.

No. 11. Pacing—For 2:20 class; free for all. Purse
$300.

No. 12. Trotting—For all two-year-olds in the coun-
ties of Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Cruz counties. Winner of two-year-old colt

stakes for 1894 barred. Best 2 in 3. Purse $150.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th.

No. 13. Running—One mile dash ; free lor all. Purse
$150.

No. 14. Association Trotting Stakes, 2:30 class: $100
added by Association. Closed June 9th, 1S94.

No. 15. Trotting—Free for all. Purse $400.

For conditions, entry blanks, etc., address the Sec-
retary.

JOHN J. KELLY, J. D. CARR.
Secretary. President

Hueneme Races.

The two following races have been opened for entries,

which Close with the Secretary August 23th.

Race No. 8. Trotting, 2:50 Clans. ("ree-
for-nll Punte 8350

Race No. 12. Paring, bent 2 In 3, Tor 2-
yenr-oldN. Free for all ...... Purne 8250

Conditions as before published.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 28, 1894.

Send your entries lo

T. H. MERRY, Secretary, riueneme, Cal.

OF THE FALL MEETING AT IRVTNGTON PARK

PORTLAND, ORE.
September 8th to 15th, Incl.

Entries Close--^ trot™ g and PACING, SEPT. 1.

RUNNING RACES, SEPTEMBER 7.

FIRST DAY-SATURDAY, SEPT. H-

No. 1. Running; "Introductory °cramhle" for all

ages, one mite dash Purse $300. Winner of one race
this year to carry 3 lbs penalty; two ex more, 5 lbs.

Beaten maidens allowed lo lbs.

No. 2. Rnunlnc; selling race, 3-4 mite dash. Purse
$300. Horses entered to be sold tor $1600 to carry
weight for age; 2 lbs. allowed for each J100 less to 51100;

tbeu 3 lbs. allowed for each $100 less to $500.

No. 3.

No. 4.

Trotting, 2:15 Class. Purse $500.

Trotting, 3:00 Clnss. Purse $200.

No. 5. Running ; Hnrdle race, 1 1-8 mile dash, over
five hurdles. Purse $300.

SF.COM> DAY-TUESDAY', SEPT. 11.

No. 6. Running; 3-8 mile dash, all ages. Purse
$200.

No. 7. Running; "Portland Suburban," handicap,
1 mile dash, all ages. Purse $300.

No.S, TrottlnK, 2:28 Class. Purse$350.

No. 9. Pacing, 3-Year-Old Class. Purse $250.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 12.

No. 10. Running ; selling race, 7-S mile dash; purse
$300. Horses entered to be sold for §1800 to carry
weight forage; 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 less to $1000;

then 3 lbs. allowed for each $100 less to $500.

No. 11. Running; 5-8 mile dash for two-year-olds;
purse $250. Winner of one slake in 1894 to carry 5 lbs.

penalty ; two or more, 10 lbs. Beaten maidens allowed
10 lbs.

No. 12. Pacing, 2:13 Class. Purse $400.

No.13. Trotting. 2:40 Class. Purse$250.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, SEPT, 13.
No. 14. Running; Noveltv Race, all ages, one-mile

dash. Purse $300. $75 to the half. $75 to the three quar-
ter and $150 to the mile.

No. 15. Running; 7-S mile dash for three-year-olds.
Purse $300. To carry 110 lbs. Wiuner of cue slake in
1894 to carry 5 lbs. penalty; two or more stakts, 10 lbs.
Beaten maidens allowed 10 lbs.

No. 16. Trotting, 3-Yesr-OId Class. Purse $300.

No.17. Pacing, 2:30 Class. Purse$200.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, WEPT. 14.
No. 18. II on ning; selling race, 5-8 mile dash. Pui

$250 Horses enteied to be sold for ?1600 to -~ar.
weight forage; 2 As allowed lor each $100 less to $louo
then 3 lbs. allowed for each $100 less to $500.

No. 19. Running; 1-2 mile dash, (or two-year-old
Purse $250. Winner of one race this vear lo carry
lbs. penalty: two or more, 10 lbs. Beaten maidens i

lowed 15 lbs.

No. 20. Trotting, 2:20 Class. Purse $100. [Bus
S. not barred).

No. 21. Pacing, 2:22 Class. Purse$4f0.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPT. 15.
No. 22. Running; handicap, 3-4 mile dash. Purse

$300.

No. 23. Running; "Consolation Purse" for beate
horses, 5 S mile dash. Purse $250. Horses be ten o
allowed 5 lbs.; horses beaten twice allowed 101
horses beaten three or more times allowed 15 lbs.

No. 24. Trotting and Pacing, free Tor all. Purse
$600.

No. 25. Trotting. 2:33 Class. Purse$350.

No.26. Running; Hurdle race, 1 1-S mile dash
over five hurdles. Purse $300.

REMARKS ASD COXDITIOXS.

Entries to trotting and pacing races close September
1, 1S94. Entries to running races close September 7tb.

Conditional entries will be treated the same as regu-
lar entries and nominators held under the rule.
Entries must state plainly colors of rider or driver,

and no horse allowed to start without color.
Entries not declared out bj- 6 o'clock p. m. the day be-

fore the race must start.

Declarations must be made in writing with the Secre-
tary at the track.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse. All purses will

be divided into three monies, 70, 20 and 10 per cent.
All trotting and paciug races are best three in five.

Five to enter and three to start, but the Board re-

serves the right to hold a less number than five to fill

by the deduction of the entrance money from the purse
for each horse less than five.

The Association reserves the right to alter, amend or
postpoue any or all these races.should the Board of Di-
rectors in their judgment and for cause deem it expedi-
ent so to do.

D. WISDOM, Assistant SecretaryM.
131 Third Street. Portland, Oregon.

Any race that cannot, in the opinion of the juc
be finished on thelast day of the meeting, may be _

tin tied or declared on. For races that do not fill,

any, specials will be offered to suit the horses in r
tendance.
A horse distancing the field will be entitled to fii

money only.
Rules of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association

will govern the rmmin'-r races.
Otherwise than is specified in these conditions the

rules of the Occidental Trotting and Pacing Associa-
tion to govern. Suspensions and expulsions of the
American and National Trotting Associations will be
recognized.
We have the best equipped track on the coast. Good

soil, good water and good air. Everything conveniemly
arranged.

The Secretary will take pleasure in replying to all
communications referring to any desired information.
Entry blanks on application.

A. «i. RYAX, President.

$20,000 in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
1894.

OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.
ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 1st.

RUKNTNG
-2 Mile, for 2-year-olds

EVENTS.
Added moaey £150

1 1-4 Miles, for 3-year-olds. "

5 Furlonffs, for 2-year-olds.

1 Mile. All-aged Handicap. "

4 1-2 Furloncs. All ages. Selling.

TROTTING EVENTS.
FRBK-FOR-ALL glSOO
2:17 CLASS lOOO
2:20 " lOOO

2:24 ' SOO
2:27 " 700
2:30 " BOO
2:40 " 500
3-YEAR-OLD CL SS 500
2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 300

PACING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL 81200
2:14 CLASS lOOO
2:19 " SOO
2:30 " 400
2-YBAR-OLD CLASS 300

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6

Purse

1 Mile. All ages. Selling.

5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds.

3-4 Mile, All ages.

5-S Mile, All ages. Selling

7-8 Mile. All ages. Selling.

3-4 Mile, for 2-yenr-olds.

11-8 Miles, All ages.

For conditions am' entry hlanj.5 address tbe Secretary
Don't forget that v e endeavor to Eive everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per c
The Secretary will he pleased to furnish any tutor

niatioo desired.

Purse

Added money

Purse

Purse

Added money

250

200
400

2O0

300

250

250

200
250

300

230

CAPT. J. C. NBVYTOX. President. L. THORXK, Secy.. 107 1-2 IV". Main St., I.os AngelM.

VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Race Meeting

SEPTEMBER 14th and 15th
l.N JHii - CL08K HRPT. 10th.

K.MKAMK IO 1'KH CENT.
Prizes amounting to $2000 will be given for

Trotting and Running Races.

Entry blanks can l>e obtained from Recretary, Box
1W. W. 8. CHAMHKR8, Secretary.

I

NOTICE.
Attention Is called lo our Genuine English Crown

Soap, made expressly for the market by the "Chin-
nick Soap Company," of London, England.

It is a bright golden color, almost transparent; free

from injurious ingredients, possessed of great strength.

aod cleansing properties; entirely devoid of ail un-

pleasant odors, and peculiarly desirable in the care Of

harness and leather.

Registered'?*^

^^S'4

We&giishGrQwnSi

***L

.LSO NOTICE TITIS PKYICK,

THE CHISWICK,"
Cl

TTjfu

Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use in the stable odd

K K.WEI,.
Itlspntupln jars containing "pints" and "qua:

so prepared that they cao bo shipped at any si

Without injury <o the quality of the Soap. Observe

registered Trade Mark on each lube), and be sure you

gel the genuine "CHISWRK."
For sale by all Saddlery and Harness stores, or deal-

era in sporls-iieu's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Sole agents for the United state*

V

r>o
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PROGRAMME

I New Purses and

I Purses Re-Opened

Solano Agricultural and Speed issociation

Agricultural District No. 36.

iVALLEJO
HKGULAlt A:\NU\L FAIR AKD RACKS.

No.
No.

No.

No.
No.

No.

Purses Declared Filled.

l—Yearling colt, District. 8 entries.

2—Two-year-old, District. 15 entries.

a—Three-year-old, District. 12 entries.

5—Two-year-olds, free for all. 10 entries.

6—Three-year-olds, free for all. 11 entries.

8—2:25 Class, pacing, free for all. 18 entries.

9—District trotting, 3:00 Class. S entries.

10—District trotting, 2:40 Class. 11 entries.

13—2:40 Class, trotting, free for all. 1G eDtries.

15—2:27 Class, trotting, tree for all. 10 entries.

17_2:H Class, Nomination pacing 8 entries.

IS—2:17 Class, Nomination trotting. 11 entries.

Running Races.
To Close September I, 1894.

No. 4. Five-Eighths Mile Dash, Purse 8200.
Three-vear-olds and upward. Ten per cent,, entrance:

|50 to second horse. The winner to tw sold at $1,200; it

liii- 'ess, one pound allowed tor each ?100 tu ?l,000, then
_a-o pounds for each 3100 to $200.

No. 11. One-Mile Dash. Parse $250. Three-
year-olds and upward. Ten per cent, entrance; .?50 to

second horse. The winner to be sold lor f 1.500; lfior

igps oue pound allowed for each $100 to|l,000, then two
pounds for each $100 to $200.

No 1-'. One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash,
Purse 8300. For three-year olds and upward. Ten
per cent, entrance; §50 to second horse. Ten pounds
below the scale.

No. 14. Hair-Mile and repeat selling i ace. Parse
S20O, lor three-year-olds and upwards; 10 per cent.

eutmnre: ^50 to second horse. Winner to be sold at

$1000. If for less 1 lb. allowed for each £100 down to

$600, then 2 lbs. for each ?100 down to §100.

For horses that have started and not won this year
allowed five pounds additional.
Entries to close September 1st.

Rules of Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association to

govern running races.

Purses Re-Opened, Trotting
To Close Septemcer 1st, 1894.

No. 7. 2:20 Glass, Trotting Purse $1000

Entrance 5 per cent. 5 per cent, of the amount of

the purse additional from winners. O. T. and P. A.
rules to govern.

Programme.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2.

Purse

18. Nomination Purse, Trotting, 2:17 Classi Closed) $300

1 YearlingColt Stake, District, Trottingi Closed) 150

13. 2:10 Class, Free-For-All (Closed) 600

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

9. 3-00 Class, District, Trolling (Closed) 300

2. ColtStake, District, Two-Vear-Old (Closed).... 400

7 2'20 Class, Free-For-All (Reopened to close

September 1st. Five per cent, to enter
aud 5 per cent, from winners. Condi-
tions as published) .: 1000

4. Five-Eighths Mile Running, for Three. Year-
Olds and Upwards. (To close Sept. 1st) 200

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

8. Three-Year-Old 2:27 Class, Trotting, Free-For-
All (Closed) 400

15. 2:27 Class, Trotting, Free- Fur-All (Closed)- 600

8. 2:25 Class, Pacing, Free-For-All (Closed) 500

11, Running, One Mile Dash, Three-Year-Olds
and Upwards 250

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5.

10. 2:40 Class, District (Closed) 400

3 ColtStake, District, Three-Year-Old Closed) 400

14. Half-Mile and Kepeat, Running, ihree-Year-
Olds and Upwards, (To close Sept. 1st) 200

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6.

12. Running, One and One-Sixteenth Miles Dash
tor Three-Year-Olds and Upward 300

17. Nomination, Pacing, 2:14 Class ( Closed). 800

5. Colt Stake, Two-Year-Old, 2:40 Class, Free-
For-All (Closed) 600

Rules of Occidental Trotting and Racing Association.

The Board of Directors reserve the right to change
the order, postpone or declare off any or all ot the
above races, ou account of bad weather or any other

lust cause.

W. T. KELLY, Sec'y. A. F. RUSH, Pres.

301 Georgia Street, Vallejo, Cal.

ARION, 2:07f

!

AZOTE, 2:08i!
SUNOL, 2:08i!

PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

BttED AT -

THE FAMOUS PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'clock X. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
[During meeting of California State Agricultural Society].

Thirty-six head of choice mares will be offered, sired by Ansel, Gen. Benton, Albert
W., Clay, Norval, Wood nut, St. Bel, Allie Wilkes, Hambletonian Prince, Electioneer, Elecric-

ity, Nephew, Will Crocker, Piedmont, Gov. Sprague, Alfred, Wildidle, Don Victor, Azmoor,
Mohawk Chief and Benefit. Stinted to Dexter Prince, Azmoor, Wildnut, Pacheco (brother
to Palo Alto), Advertiser, Whips, Piedmont, Altivo (brother to Palo Alto), Alfred, Truman,
etc. Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

F*oir Sale.
At prices warranted by the present con-

dition ot business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Alma, by Dash-

away, be by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted a trial mile

mUetn2:19M-

DKITZ' WILKES, bay stallion with black points

by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Pnrdy, by Sam
Purdy. he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.; second dam.
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE «JZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, by
Gny Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:34, by
Whipple's Hambletonian ; second dam Belde, by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by VermontBlack Hawk.

T1PPO TIB, bay 'gelding, record 2:26, can trot in

2:18 or better In condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by Ringwood, first dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette. 2:24, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Dong-
worth, record 2:19, he Dy Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Dynwood, he by Nutwood. She Is a mare
of fine form, and can 3how without track work a
2:40 gait

For further Information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. DIETZ. Oakland, Cal.

I

THOROUGHBRED

PERGHERONS AND COACH STALLIONS.
CHOICEST LOT EVER IMPORTED TO CALIFORNIA.

EVERY HORSE IS REGISTERED in the Stud Books of France and America. Buyers furnished
with certified pedigrees.

These horses cost Twelve Thousand Dollars in France. Financial depression has forced

the owner to sell them at a loss. Reasonable terms, or exchanged for their equivalent in

any approved commercial value. This is a great opportunity to secure a stallion of the fines

breeding for a song.

Address or apply to E. C. GODFREY, 38 Crocker Building, S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's Stables, Fifth avenue, opposite race track.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQtJIBE OF -

DR. O. B. FABNUM, 703 Market Street

HORSES are FED, WATERED
and CLEANED to keep them in
g-ood order. Why neglect their

feet without the proper use of which
they are worthless?
Driven on hard roads the foot is the

first part of the horse that will show
signs of wear and the horse is soon
laid up lame.
Therefore take the advice of the wise

man who said "leave nothing- to what
is called luck and you will generally be
considered lucky." The universal
opinion of the best horsemen in the
country is that

Campbell's Horse Foot Rem edu
as a hoof grower has noepual. By aq
plying it to the foot daily it starts up
a healthy growth aud the horseshoer
trims off all dead, and diseased parts,
leaving the foot1

'always in good condi-
tion.

% Gal. Cans, $1.00 % Gal. Cans, Si. 75
Gallon Cans, $3.00 5 Gal. Cans, $13.75

To be had of All Dealers.

85"A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, con

"

taining 15 illustrations, with full system of shoeing
can be had of all dealers or mailed free to any horse
owner by

The Jas. B. Campbell Company
414 West Madison Street. CHICAGO.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases. .*^a

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HLRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

ABSORBINB
REMOVES Gapped Hock,

Thorough-Pin,
Wind Puffsand all soft

Bunches without
Removing the '

Hair or throwing the horse out of work.
$200 per bottle. Druggists, Harness Deal-
ers or sent direct.

W. P. YOUNG, P. D. F., Meriden, Ct.

: ALSO FOB SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
B. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon

THE GREAT RACE HORSE

(Winner of First Prize for Thoroughbred Stallions at California State Fair, 1S93)

Stockwell
(St. Leger and
2000 Guineas,
1352, and sire
of 6 winners
of the former
event

)insn Birdcatcher
(Sire of Knight of St.

George and Warlock,
St. Leger winners)

(.Echidna

( The Baron
(St. Leger and Cje-
sarewich and sire
also of Rataplan)

(Glencoe
(2,000 Guineas and Good-
wood Cup, 1S34J

Marpessa
Knight of Ears)

Cluizelll
(Dam of Mar-
chioness, win-
of Oaks, and
The Peer)

Touchstone _

(Winner St. Leger,
1834 ; Doncaster
Cup, 1835 and
1S36J

Camel
(Sire of Launcelor, win-
ner of St. Leger 1840}

Brocade
(One of England's
greatest brood-
mares)

Pantaloon
(Sire ofGhuziiee, winner
of the Oaks; Satirist,

winner St. Leger)
Bombazine

The Peer
(Sire ot imp.
Darebin aud
own brother
to Marchion-
ess,winner of
the Oaks 1

3 lLoyat Devoir
« (DamofCarac-
S. ta<;us)

Melbourne -

(Sire of Blink
Bon"V,winnerof
Derby and Oaks;
West Australian;
triplecrown win"
nerj

LCinizelli
(.Dam of Jiarch ion-
ess,The Peer and
The Marquis)

fHumphrey Clinker
(Sire of Rockingham,

. -j winner St. Legtr 18 3)

[Morpeth's dam

(Touchstone
I

(St, Leger, 1834 ; Doucas-

5
terCup, 1835 and 1836)

(Orlando
(Winner Derby of 184),

and sire of 1 mperieu:-e,
St. Leger and 1000 G.)

others) ICavatina

{West Australian
(Derby,20O0 Guineas and

St. Leger, 1853)

Bay Letty-
CDam of Libellous)

1 sir ilercuies

(Guiccioli

( Economist

'1 Miss Pratt

I

Sultan

(Trampoline

[
Muley

1 Clare

("Whalebone

(Selim mare

1 Master Henry

(Boadicea

fCastrel

"lldalia

I

Thunderbolt

1 Delta

1 Comus

(ciinkerina

( Cervantes

(Daughter ot Golumpus

( Camel

(.Banter

1 Pantaloon

(. Bombazine

I
Touchstone

" 1 Vulture

1 Redshank

:

1Oxygen

f Melbourne

(Mowenna, by Touchstone

( Bay Middleton

(Miss Letty, winner of Tltf
oaks
(Dam of WealherbiO

LOYALIST was one of the very greatest race horses
in Australia, winner of the rich Brunswick Slakes.
1J4 miles, on Turf Course, in 2:08^, the best lime
on record until beaten by the renowned Carbine,
who ran in 2:07. Also won Tasmania Jockey
Club Trial Stakes, 1 l-s miles, and Tasmanian Fly-
ing Handicap, 6 furlongs, and ran second in Final
Handicap, A. J. C, lj:j miles, in 2:10.

There ore only three Grandsons of Stockwell
(the Greatest Sire that Ever Lived) Stand-

ing In America, and Loyalist Is one.

Imp. Loyalist is a dark bay horse, foaled in Novem-
ber, 1884, bred by Mr Samuel Gardiner, Bundoora
Park, Melbourne (breeder oi Darebin). He stands 15.3
hands on steely legs, and has great joints and the best
of feet. Loyalist is a typical Marquishorse, being hard
andrnuscular.standingoveralot ofground, with short,
strong back, and wonderfully muscular quarters.
His head and neck are models of symmetry, his
shoulders are well placed, and he is all over " horse,"
showing a grand constitution—a most excellent point
in a sire.

The success of The Marquis' sons as sires in Australia
is truly remarkable, Newminster, one of them, being
admittedly one of the best in the Colonies. Loyalist's
sire—The Marquis—won the Doncaster St. Leger and
Two Thousand Guineas of 1562, and only lost the Derby
by a bead. He was by the Emperor of Sires—Stock-
well—irom Cinizelli, by Touchstoue. who was one of
the greateat broodmares in English lurf history, pro-
ducing, as she did

?
Th*» Marquis, The Peer (sire ot Dar-

ebin), Towton (sire of a host of winners), and Mar-
chioness (winner of The Oaks, and dam of the great
Fishhook and Rose of Denmarn, who have left their
mighty impress on the horses of Australia).
Loyalist's dam, Loyal Peeress (by The Peer, sire of

Darebin), produced, in addition to Loyalist, Loyalstone,
who will ever be remembered in Australian turt history
as having beeh beaten only by a nose by Vengeance in
the rich Caulfield Cup of 1S90, l 1

, miles, in the best
time on record (on a turf course), in a very large field.

Many people always contended that Loyalstone really
won it. Vengeauce.who received the verdict, was also
Newminster, son of The Marquis.
Loyalist comes of wonderful sire lines, (or apart

from his truly grand breeding on the sire's side he has
on his dam's side of the house breeding unequalled in

America, if indeed in the world. Loyal Peeress pro-
duced Loyalist, Loyalstone and Loyal Ladj-, the latter
in turn the dam of Submission, a heavy winner in 1893.

His second daa, Loyal Devoir, produced the winner
Caractacus; the third dam, Letlie W*st, produced
Glorious, a most successful Aus'ralian sire, and Fitz-

harding. Danebury and Letty Lyon, splendid race-
horses; the fourth dam, Bay Letty, gave to the world
Libelous and Letty Long; the filth dam, Miss Letty,
winner of The Oaks, produced the renowned sire,

Weatherbit, and ten others that were race horses aurt

produceri, among the number Letitia, sixth dam ol

A. B. Spreckes' great colt,Cadnaus. Loyalist's sixth dam,
the Orville mare, is the third dam of that famous
English sire, Adventurer, while his tenth dam, Pros-
erpine, was sister to the mighty Eclipse, of " Eclipse
first, the rest nowhere" lame.

F01 any information regarding the bor3e apply to E. C. SACHS, care Breeder and Sportsman Office.
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Tbe Biggest Tiling on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.
It la published semi-month Iv doling the racing season

and la bat 912 per year. Single copies can be had ot

THE BEEEDER AND SPOKTSMAN,
313 Bash Street. - - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed npon application.

O-o to "IHayos"
CALIFORNIA MARKET

FOR A

Nice Steak or Oysters
Entrance on California St.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 l.-Sk.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1894 AT EUGENE, OBEUON.

Sbletonlan 10
Je of 40 In 2:30 list and

dams of 8 in 2:30 ™P.am of MarshaU Ney

S1DXKY-1770
2:195,

Sire oi Frou-
Frou, 2:25!^,

champion year
ling tro f ter,
Fans t a, 2*223$,

yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:14*}{;

Fleet, 2.^;Capid,
2:18; Ad onfs,
2:11>£; Gold Leaf,
2:UM; Lady H.,
2:18; Sisler V.,
2:18)£; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

othera in 2:30 list

Santa Clans 20OO...
2:17!*

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28*4; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:2SVj, ; Sid-
ney, 2:19-^, and 5

others in 2:30 list

Sweetness, 3:31 1-4..

2034

ILADYTHORNEJR- rWilliams' Mambrino
Dam ofMollie Mack, i ,,„ ,a

2:33; Navidad, 2:22M;
tlLaie

Santa Claus, 2:17J£

f

VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16
dams of 16 in 2:30 list

LADY MERRITT.

03

FLIRT —
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
F r u, 2:25M
(champion year-

- ling); Memo 13-

year-old trial
)

,

2:20&; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

Buccaneer 16S6-.
Sire of Shamrock,

235; Flight, 239; Bul-
wer,2:26>*

IOWA <

Sire of Corisande,
2:24»^, tand Buccaneer
2656

TENSLEY MAm

Mahaska Belle.-
Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,

trial, 232 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

(H amble tonlac 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:293*

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 in 2:50 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

rBashaw SO;
1 Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and

i 10 sires of 20 and U dams
J

of 18 Ln 2:80
(.Topsey

Flaxtail8132
Sire of the grandamB oi

Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern i

(Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy.

.. < 2:13V, Kismet, 2:24V,,

Twister, 239V,
LUntraced

FLAXTAJX 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238%; Empress, 2:29%;
and of the dams of

S'tzujt; tj*eo. v. i.iamoitawn,:;^'-., i Gold Leaf, 2:11%, and
(3-year-old), 2:35 trial, 232; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 fJohn Baptiste

LADY HAKE... \
Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern

*3 dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28%

DESCRIPTION AXD TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Fron Fron,the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaitail
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13"^, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer of
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grande?
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31>£, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20%, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32^ to 34 seconds.

He Is slxte sn hands high, and of powerful build throughout.'^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS 350. Season to close August 1st Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumee

for accidents or escapes. For further parwTiilars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Engene, Oregon.
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San Francisco and North
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Routei

OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.

MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH

PLEASURE

RECREATION.

The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

^—^— THE BOUTK TO

San Rafael Ptaluma

Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON

THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery atiU
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.

General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Rl AX, (Jen. Pass. Am.

UZt TO Oil* $0B$CJU8Eft$
(TIME EXTENDED TO SEPT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS I

OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.

For One

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment lor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

Tbe vlewB present a magnificent ipanorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand buildings, of glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, of Jetting fountains, of beautiful interior exhib-

its, of Venlttan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream city, and the lamous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

f Natlonfi, or the aide-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and Is all that Its name implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of Interesting original matter. The Farm- department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc. It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
You K.now

-A.11 atoout It.
It le a good thing and you need it anyway. It is worth more to yon

than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not git

with it FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM:
If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Street
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J1NNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

WV< GRAXD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

)ESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

Isb is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.

Pops and brood bitches for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEGELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

191

Clabrough, Golcher <fc Co. Breeders' Directory.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Hing stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PY1CHLKY FOX TERRIER KEWKLS.
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda,

IRISH SETTERS.

[f you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

om Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

ULENMORE KE.\NKL8,

West Berkeley, CaL

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

0GS > MONKEYS, OATS
irds of all Styles and Breeds.

LnTORHATION BY MaIX.

. C. ROBISOX. • 337 KEARNY STREET

AT STUD, FEE 820.

SERG-EANT KENT,
ttJtfPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.

Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;
hite Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Pnpples for sale.

H. H. TOIVIVER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

OCTC OF ALL KINDS.
t- W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

DLURS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

l2iFOKMATI02? BY MAIL.

, BTRAUSS, 411 Kearny St.. San Francisco

^ F. W. Skaife, D.V. 3.

OFFICE HOUBS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 tO 3.30 P. ^.

JOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Po3tSts)

SA.\ FRAIVCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

lacing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on apolication.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
»S FIRST STREET. SAX FRANCISCO.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

330 and 1352 Martlet Street, 25 and 2?
I'ark Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

riRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A lull line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable
* visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
% horses.

Telephone No. 31S9.

DICKEY'S,"
JIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Xear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands oi

.VINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

etephone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Prp.

[-D HERMITAGE

sTEINER'S
No. 311 RUSH STREET

SAX FRANCISCO
C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Snoice Liciuors
SrVATE BOOMS. OPEN iW, KlflHT

1, M. PAEKEB, Pmj.

HAVE THE LARGEST;8TOCK OFI
Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
605 MARKET ST *"&£?*

Send Fob Catalogue.

Bis, Biles, Cannes,
HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting &oods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

THE PARKIER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents Training
FOE

The Trotting Horse.

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as scientificallyjas the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 25 cents Expretwage.

It tout dog is sick, yon most have

Ashmont's
:di3eases

CF
DOGS.

Which will teU you from what disease he is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, 83, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek ofthe kxetdeveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address "BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

55STAR «

COIL SPRING SHAFT SUPPORT^
AND ANTI-RATTLEF1. >

rut selling; Umi bitM satUfmrtioQ- V-- .,
•eizbt on borae. Worth dtic« the 1-0*1 for «dtcii<~:
Irncein hilchimc aj>. Aeents w«nied. Cirralin frw.O
Order lample. Price. 11.50. Stato rizbu for tale I

EI). E. COCHRAN,
Qt+'lAgl. Paetfie Stat*. SAt SAHENTO. 1'AI

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. SIlby, the owner of St.Bel, sayB oi
this book :

" In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for f-3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, CaL

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE'

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING) RILES.

National Trotting Ass'n Kui.es 30 cts

American Association Ktjles 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For .ale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

K. P. HSALD, President,

09 ftmuj £or Ciroularq,
a, SiiEY.

MONEY TO LOAN
d salt, frw

t5.00w $1,000, (bra

years, at 6 p«f MQC interest- "No payments or any kfmd

required until application for a loan has been grant**.

3 ECU HIT T. REQUIRED. Realestate. bouse*, store*, sioci*

"i, jewelry, household gooda, furniture, rnercbaQtll9»i

3, cattle, livestock,farminglmplements.andmacblnerj
kinds, or any otherproperty, realor personal, of talu*;
lote, endorsed by person worth amount of money bor-

rowed, will be accepted aa security. Don't httritate to

and ask for a Loan.- Aadreaa, MUTUAL SAVINGS _
LOAN CO...TenU.Aail WalpntfltregU. Philadelphia, P».

Advertisements under thisheadlng 50 cents per Ine Dermonth.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

SOUTHER FARM !°°?e
,
"""J-bred stock for sale

V — '*"">• Firswlass breeding farm. Goo*
.^ . £°Ises

,
t
.S!5,?i5£d boarded

- Excellent pastoraga Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP.KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

EKPh B
t

R
h
EEDING FiRM

-5SH&3
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addrt? ,
for particulars FRED w. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

C D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GHADTJATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLRS
13SO-1352 Market Htreet, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Dr. "Vem. F: Sgan,
M. R. C. V. S„ F. E. V. M. S.VETERINARY 8URGE01V.

Member oi the Royal College of Veterinary Snr-
geons, England

: Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society: Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County ot San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
teal Association. *

Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Ayenne.

""""""*, removes

Telephone No. 4128.
Branch ofHces-152.5 California SL, Telephone 66; 529Howard St, Telephone 315.3, San Francisco

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

(OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenne.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOtTES:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephon-e 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
So. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fonrth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

MANHATTAN

Awarded
; rGold Medal
- At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It Is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan,
Dr. Parson.'.VA, G.
B. Morris, Robert
Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO.,

Atkins & Durbrow. N. Y. Am.. TO Wall gt.

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
AS.FED&/ND0RSED BY '

MARVIINr.CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE., '

HOLLY, V«\LENSIN,
lWELLSFARGOICO.&OTHERS '

k
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR
> SENDTOG.KERTELL. '

SE CAUF.

619 Howard Street

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly tenced fields (not a toot ot wire being on
the place"), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-o.uarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development ifnecessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez
1

Merrlwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^~*\
I Cubebs and Injections.

fflUDTfJ

] They cure in48 hours the \^_^/
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLDBYALLDRUGGISTS

v--~^^

PATENTS
Promptly secured. Trade-Murks, Copyrights

and Labels registered. Twenty-five years ex-

perience. We report whether patent can 09
aecuied or not, free of cbaree. On r fee Dot due
until patent is allowed. SSSpDffg J*oo!; J; ree.

H. B. WILLSON -St CO., Attorneys at L*j,
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.

L. E. CLAWSON. J. A. M'KERRON.

Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Kohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pufi" Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm
Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Pine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Oal.

THE NEW FRAZIER
j>

It excels in rigidity, lightness

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

All prominent drivers use the

Frazier. Hickok and Salisbury

use the Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANT'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

MAHKKT AND TENTH STRKBTS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look op our rating
and Bee If our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A.WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

H HI. Rail Hearing*.

We tmve a few
<-t these in nu.ck,
which we soil be-
i.ou COST ll

purchased •> w.
ni» >• i- ih v.-

in the World.
The ret ular

uIhtIh iu'i Well ftfi

the Poeumatlcttre
wheels go win. the
Sulky.

McMurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

a very superior Bulky tor training or
speeding horses.

Weight A2 to OS Pound*.

These Sulkily uro used all over the State
and give iho best of satisfaction.

HOOKER & CO,36 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BEAK
Bikes as safe am high-wheeled

tmlkie*. I\'o upsetting.
No running under of low

wheels.
\o cutting down from behind.

Pa'euted June 5,

:

Fig. 3. The various parts of the
brake, (a) Drake plate; (b) foot
wbase contact with ground lorces
plate against tire; <c) spring that
throws brake ofl of wheel as soon
as loot is raised off the ground;
(dd <i) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) biuge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; if) the arm
when thrown bacn to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The value or this proteetio

enhanced by the Tact that no
sponsibility is thrown upon'
driver; neither hand nor Too

called upon to apply the brake
need he care as to who or w
may be pressing closely in beh
him.

No Owner or Driver Can Iff

to be without one.
For further information apply

J. A. MCKERROI
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

i

«X. CKAWE
AGENT FOR

7 MARKET SREET,

San Francisc

HICKORY WHEELS
With Bali Bearings

And Pneumatic Tires.

Best Wood Wheels and Braces,
complete 863.50

Be&t Wire Wheels and Braces,
complete 50. OO

Latest Toomey Bikes 8175.00

Latest Frazier Bikes 175.OO

Special Bargains.

I have on hand one TOOMEY latest style

sulky, used only in five races, perfect order

8140.

Also one TOOMEY Combination Bike

Sulky, used one week. In perfect order;

guaranteed.

Price, 8130 Cash.

Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking
and Pulling. Most powerful of all cheeks.
The following area few horses that obtained

their fast records by using this device:
Mollle Allen (p), 2:20"£ Creole (p , 2:15
Gerald ine (p), 2:16 Gossiper, 2:U%
Maud Fowler, 2:21.^ Videtle, 2:25

Also Fluukett, Hummer, Altissimo, and many
others.

PRICE 810.

THIS MAKES^SQYCE^ONEPINTOF

BOYOE jfep StABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED .Whl.KiS. CRACKED
Mills \\li ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
it is the cheapest and best evei put on the market
Compared with witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
in' si. hit us, besides oilier valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine, Witch Hazel
than Is contained In I if gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put no In melul boxes, each containing ISO Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in a pint
of water. Think of it ! 15 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth' carried in yuur pocket; only 82. 00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 810.
Bent post-paid on receipt ot price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

Hold by DruuiilHtH and Dealt*™ In Turf Moodf.

THE BONNER REGULATOR. THE RAYMOND CHIN CHEC

The latest out. Very light and easvnn the
horse yet at the same time it Is very powerful
in holding out chin.

PRICE 810.
_ Don't forget my 835 TRACK HARNESS, uowW

tug used on the fastest horses in tneState. All thehor emij
are buying them. I keep all the latest novelties.

J. O'KANE.

Horse OwnersUTr>l
GOMBAULT'S I

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cur i

Tho SnfcHt, Best BLISTER ever used. Take
the place of nil liniments tor mild or severe action

KtML]..v.'i< all Bunches or Blemishes from Ilorje;

and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERJ
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemtsti

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satlsfactloi

Price 81.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, o

sent by express, charges paid, with full direction

lor its use. Send for descriptive circulars.
f

THE) LAWRft'NCE-WrLIilAMS CO.. Cleveland

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman
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WOODLAND FAIR MEETING.

Grand Affair—Phenomenal Time Made-
Close and Exciting Finishes—The

Events Minutely Described.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, AUGUST 27.

The fame of the Woodland Fair extends everywhere from

Washington to San Dieeo, and from the Sierras to the i"a, if

0"* is to jn*?fii -jy the large number of horsemen with their

numerous trotters and pacers that have come from all parts

of the Coast to be here. The improvements at the track are

many, a large number of stalls having been erected for the

the accommodation of horses since the last meeting, an in-

side track for the gallopers having also been built and the

outer one improved on the turns and made second to no

I course in California.

The weather to-day was warm—very warm—the ther-

mometer registering 110 degrees in the shade, so everybody

tried to get in the shade also. The oldest inhabitant (every

town has one) says this was the hottest day ever known in

Woodland. No one seemed to have the streghth to call that

ancient individual a malicious prevaricator, but everyone

called for iced drinks and looked with pity on the individual

who dared to fly in the face of Providence and juggle with

the truth as he did.

Much dissatisfaction was expressed with the judges. The
long waits between heats and the delays in getting the horses

on the horses on the track were faults which should be

remedied. The starting was not very good in the trotting race

except in the last heat, which was perfect, but the presiding

judge called the horses back after they had gone to the

eighth pole and then postponed the finish of the race until to-

morrow. The crowd hooted at the decision.

The judges were L. B. Adams presiding, D. S. Arnold of

Colusa and F. W. Loeber. Timers, George Woodard, C. R.

Hoppin and Sam Hoag.

The first race was a five-eighths selling race for a purse of

$150. The following horses started : Sam Mount, Polaski,

Quirt, Emma D., Monarch, Grade S., Miss Wood and

George L.

The horses were called promptly on time, and after five

futile attempts got away at the sixth break to a good start

Sam Mount was ofi a trifle in the lead and cut out the run-

ning to the three-quarter pole, when Quirt moved' ahead and

won under a strong pull, Emma D. second and Grade S.

third. Time, 1:01.

The second race was the yearling free.for-all trotting for a

purse of $300. The starters were Abdell, Eureka and Rosie

Woodburn. They were given the word on the second attempt

and Abdell was driven under a pull to the half in 1:15,where

Maben urged the colt a little and the wonderful yearling

dime home in 1:11, finishing the mile easily in 2:26. This is

two seconds faster than he went at San Francisco last week
and is the fastest mile made by a stallion yearling in the

TJniied States. When this fact was announced from the

judger stand, the crowd cheered the game little wonder and
his driver. Rosa and Eureka were at the three-quarter pole

1 Then Abdell came under the wire.

The third race was the four-year-old District Declaration

purse of $400. There were four starters—Booth Barrett, Igo

Myrtle Thorne and Bird Button. Myrtle was not etarted, the

i
others conceding her first money. The horses got away on
too first trial to a good start. Igo broke at the word and lost

i it) chances for the heat. Bird Button and Booth trotted

Wad and he. and led to the half in 1:17. Bird gradually

drew away from him, and had a lead of two lengths at the

head of the stretch, where he broke and lost the heat to

Booth in 2:31. Had he kept his feet he would have won the

heat.

In the second heat the horse* got ofl at the first trial in

good shape. They trotted evenly to the half in 1:14. Booth

opened a gap of two lengths from here to the three-quarter

pole. Igo then moved up and had Booth lapped half way

down the stretch, but went into the air and came in second,

KirH Button third. Time, 2:29$.

In the third heat the horses were given the word at the

third attempt to a good start. Igo and Barrett went as a

double team to the half in 1:15. Here Barrett broke, and

Igo gained a good lead and held it to the three-quarter pole,

where he broke, and Barrett took his place. Bird Button

had been considered out of the race up to this time, but he

now came very fast, passed Igo at the turn and went by Bar-

rett at the eighth pole and had the heat well in hand, but, as

usual, broke, and Barrett took the heat and race in 2:311-,

with Button second and second money.

The fourth race was the event of the afternoon. There

were three starters, Boodle, Lucy B. and Adelaide Simmons.

Before the first heat Simmons sold choice at $20 to $13 for

the field. At the third attempt the horses were sent off with

Simmons a little in the rear. Lucy B. took the pole from

Simmons at the eighth, and was never headed. She went

to the quarter in 0:33$, to the half in l:08i, and came home

in ajog in 2:18, Simmons second. Pools now sold, Lucy B.,

$20; field, $12.

They got the word at the first score for the second heat,

with Adelaide Simmons a length in the rear. Patterson was

evidently not expecting a " go," and threw a look of disgust

at the judges' stand. Lucy B. and Boodle went neck and

neck to the quarter in thirty-four seconds, and were on even

terms at the half in 1:10, Simmons trailing. Pattersonnow

urged Adelaide Simmons and she closed the gap quickly,

passing both the others at the three-quarter pole. From here

home she had things her own way, and passed under the

wire in a jog in 2:21, Lucy B. second and Boodle a poor

third. Pools now sold, Lucy B., $10; field, $7.

They were given the word at the second attempt to a good

start, with Lucy B. slightly in the lead. She went to the

quarter in thirty-four seconds, with the others two lengths

behind. From the half to the three-quarter pole she opened

the gap to five lengths. From here home Bigelow eased up
and came under the wire in 2:19V, with Adelaide second and

Boodle a poor third.

When the horses appeared on the ground, the judges called

Walter Maben to the stand, and after a long consultation

placed him up behind Adelaide Simmons. The crowd cheered

at this action of the judges, and the horses scored for the

word. At the second attempt they were off to a splendid

start, and Lucy B. went to the quarter in 34 seconds. At the

half, in 1:08$, she still led. Boodle, who had been lapped on

Lucy's sulky, now made a bid for she lead. He was well han-

dled all the way home, and won the heat by the shortest of

heads, amid the cheers of the crowd, in 2:20, Lucy B. second

and Adelaide a close third.

It was 6:25 when the horses scored for the fifth heat. Pat-

terson was again restored to his seat behind Adelaide. They

were sent away to a good start, and passed the quarter in 35

seconds, all bunched. They reached the half in 1:10, all

lapped together. From here home Adelaide gradually drew

away, and won by two lengths tn 2:21, Boodle second, Lucy

third.

It was now too late for another heat, and the finish was

postponed till 1 o'clock to-morrow. Lucy B. and Adelaide

Simmons have two heats each and Boodle one.

SOMMARIES.
Woodland, Cal . Monday, August 27.—First race, selling, purse

5250. Five-eighths of a mile.

Quirt, ch m, by Joe Hooker—Trifle Welch 1

Emma D 2
GracieS 3

Time, 1:01.

Sam Mount, Polaski, Monarch, Miss Wood and George L. also ran.

Second race, yearling, free-for-all dash.

Adbell, brc, by Advertiser—Beautiful Bell3.. Maben 1

Eureka, ch c, by Ira—Poscora Hayward . 2
Roste Woodburn, b m, by Easter Wilkes 3

Time, 2:20.

Third race, for four-year-olds, district declaration, purse 5400.

Booth Barrett, brs, by Ross S.—by Sultan Ober 111
Bird Button, gr g, by Alex. Button—by Reavis' Blackbird...

Bigelow 2 3 2
Tgo, m g, by Connemara—by Seneca Chief 3 2 3

Time, 2:31, 2:29^, 2:313^.

SECOND DAY, TfjESDAY, AT/GUST 2S._

The heat was intense, 105 in the suade. Overcoats were

not in demand, but dusters at a premium. Fans with soda

water and lemonade accompaniments were fashionable among
the people who assembled to-day to witness the races to be

run, trotted and paced over this splendid race track. The
story of jobbery in connection with the unflnished trolling

race of last evening had a decided effect upon the betting,

and when Jas. Dustin was put up behind Adelaide Simmons,

the winner of two "heats last evening, Dr. Wise wished to

withdraw her, but Judge Adams would not allow it. Jim
drove like the veteran he is and won from the tired Boodle

and the running Lucy B. in ajog in 2:23^. The talent who
had backed the Button mare felt blue, while the people who
backed Adelaide Simmons felt as though everything was

golden and rosy, and to paint the town red was the topic of

conversation among them. Lucy B. was distanced, although

she was two lengths inside the flag. The judge failed to an-

nounce why she was distanced, much to the surprise of all.

The next event was a race for the runners, three-quarter

mile dash. There were six entries—Prince 119, Inkerman

119, Ricardo 112, Siybrook 115 and Quirt 110. Quirt was

favorite at 3 to 5, Ricardo 2 to 1, Prince 5 to 1, Inkerman 2

1 andSaybrook 5 to 1. Starter Brown got them ofl in splen-

did order. Quirt took the lead and with Welch, the veteran

jockey, it was easy for her to keep in front. The quartette be-

hind her were bunched until the head of the homestretch was

reached. Then, as Quirt moved a little fnrther away, Inker-

man and Ricardo started away from their side companions

and made a struggle for place, Inkerman winning it by a

neek from Ricardo, two lengths behind Quirt, in 1:16, Prince

and Saybrook three lengths further away.

The third race was for the two-year-olds, purse $400.

There were only three to enter—Stella, Auditor and Pilot

Nelson. In the pools Auditor was selliug at $40 against $5

on the others io the field. Pilot Nelson and Stella did con-

siderable running, but distance being waived very little at-

tention was paid to their antics. Auditor, level-headed and

speedy, only made one break and then jogged around coming

under the wire in 2:37£.

Auditor wound up the heat and race in 2:37, winning with

the greatest of ease, Stella second and Pilot Nelson last.

In the pacing race for the 2:15 class there were five en-

tries : Fred Mason, Rosita A., Consolation, Pomona and

Fresno Prince. In the pools the field was made favorite at

$20 against $5 on Fresno Prince and $5 on Rosita A.

The judge had some trouble to have them to get away on

even terms. Finally, to a straggling start, they were given the

word. Rosita took the lead from Pomona, and although the

latter paced several times up as far as the mare's girth, she

shook him off and won the heat from him by a length in

2: 14J, the fastest mile made this year on the circuit, Fred

Mason third, four lengths away. Consolation was as far in

in the rear, and Fresno Prince was still farther, nearer the
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Before tbe second heat Rosita A. was favorite at $10 to $5,

with very little betting. Rosita A. kept the pole to the wire,

Pomona was second, a length behind, Fresno Prince third,

Fred Ma^on and Consolation fourth and fifth. Coming toward
the wire Fresno Prince nipped the second place from Pomo-
na by a head, behind Rosita A., who came in a winner in

2:17]. Fred Mason, who passed Consolation at the draweate.

was fourth, and the latter-named stallion last.

The scoring was prolonged until tbe people became tired

Finally, when every one thought they would never get away,
Judge Adams shouted (.io! Consolation made a struggle

for the lead and kept at Rosita's shoulder to the drawgate.
Increasing his speed, Rosita's driver was astonished to see

that the liberal use of bis whip made the mare break, and be-

fore he could realize what was the matter, Consolation passed

her to the front, followed by Fred Mason and Pomona. Rosi-

ta got fourth position in front of Pomoba. Time, 2:20.

Another surprise was in store for the talent. Fred Mason
started out to win the nest heat, but Consolation was not to

be deprived of that privilege, ft was a struggle between
them to within twenty yards of the wire. Hellman, driver

of Consolation, began to whip and the horse stumbled, and
before he recovered Fred Mason passed him and came un-
der the wire a nose behind Consolation, but the judges
awarded the heat to Fred Mason, Rosita A. third, Fresno
Prince fourth, Pomona fifth. Time, 2:19i.

Consolation won the nest heat in 2:27, Rosita A. second,
Fred Mason third, Fresno Prince fourth, all of them tired

and weary, tbe weather being almost unbearable.
Consolation, Rosita A. and Fred Mason started to settle

the final heat and race. Consolation won iD 2:32^, Rosita A.
second and Fred Mason last. Consolation, the winner, had
been on the train all night and arrived at the track at twelve
o'clock. He is owned by R. 0. Newman of Visalia, and was
driven bv Henry Hellman.

In the fourth race, which was for the 2:30 class trotters,

there were five entries : Minnie B., Nora D., Abanteeo,
Lucky B. and Rossie Moore. In the pools Lucky B. sold

for $20, Abanteo $20, field $10. The scoring was long and
tiresome. Lucky B., who had the pole, started to lead the
way, but Abanteeo, driven by Millard Sanders, was at his
throatlatch, and to tbe quarter they trotted in 34 seconds

;

down to tbe half they moved, and passed that point in 1:06.

No change was noticeable in their positions until the pair-
were opposite the drawgate. Abanteeo drew away and won
in ajog in 2:17}. Minnie B., Nora D. and RossieMoore made
a desperate finish, but came in heads apart in the order
named.
Abanteeo had another hard tussle, but won from Nora D.

by a length, Lucky B. third, Minnie B. fourth and Rossie
Moore fifth. Time, 2:20.

Abanteeo won the heat and race in 2:23}, Sanders snatch-
ing victory from defeat by a very clever drive in the stretch.
Nora D., being her competitor, and although five lengths
behind at the half, was only beaten half a length, Lucky B,
third, Rossie Moore fourth and Minnie B. last.

SUMMARIES.
Woodland, Cat., Tuesday. August 2S-—UnBnisnsd race—Trotting,
MS class, purse SSO0.

Adelaide SiramoT^, & ui, by ^j'^qiods—Adelaide, bv Mil-
waukee '.:. Patterson 2 12 3 11

- s. bv Stranger—by Jav Gould Van Bokkelen 5 3 3 12 2
I m, bv Ales Button—Don Bigelow 12 12 3d

Time, 2:1*. 2:21. 2:19%. 2:20, 2:21, 2:23.

First race—Kunning, three-year-olds ;and upwards, purse $175.
Three-quarter mile dash.

Quirt, ch f, by Joe Hooker—Trifle. 110 Welch 1
luk^rman. b g. bv Ironclad—by Wbeatlev, 119 Leonard 2
Kicardo, ch g, bv Wildidle—Blue Bonnet. 112 Seamau 3

Time, 1:16.

Saybrook and Prioce also ran.

Second race—Trotting, two-year-olds, purse SI00.

Auditor, br s, by Secretary—by Wbippleton Dnstm 1 1
Stella, br f, by Geo. Washington—bv McDonald Chief. Smith 2 2
Pilot Nelson, ch s, by Pilot Prince—John Nelson Snider 3 3

Time, 2:37J<, 2:37.

Third race—Pacing. 2:15 class, purse SSO0.

Consolation, br s by Antevolo—Elizabeth, by Bill
Arp Hellman 4 5 12 11

Kosita A,, en m by Adrian—by Hambletonian 125
Alviso 1 14 3 2 2

Fred Mason, b g by Bob Mason—unknown...Laflerty 3 4 2 13 3
riuce.bls by Bayonne Prince— by Black-

wood Smith 5 2 3 4 4
Pomona, b s by Albion—by Re-Echo. Patterson 2 3 5 5 dr

Time, 2:1454. 2:17}*, 2:20, 2:li»K. 2:27, 2xZ2%.

Fourib race—Trotting. 2:30 class, purse S700.

Abanteeo. b m by Anteeo, dam by Abbottsford Sanders 1 1 1

Nora D.. ch m by Del Sur, dam bv Crichtou Murfee 4 2 2
Lucky B., brsby Prompter—Bedouin Hoy 2 8 5
Minnie B., b m by Thornhill, dam bv Electioneer Bunch 3 4 5
Etoaste Moore, bm by Ross S., dam bv Pedro Frvatt 5 5 3

Time, 2:17>£, 2:20, 2:23)4.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29.

The attendance at the races this afternoon was consider-

ably larger than on either of the preceding days. The hot
spell subsided on Tuesday evening and to-day the weather
was much cooler. Although a gentle breeze prevailed from
the north, it was not at all unpleasant, and in fact was about
aa refreshing ae the usual trade winds.

The announcement that W. Wood would attempt to lower
the track record of 2:09J made last year by Diablo also

served to attract a number of people from abroad, and when
the first race was called there was a good sprinkling of the
fair sex in the grand stand, and the <]uarter-strelch was
crowded with spectators, many of whom surged around the
pool-box and bookmakers, anxious to deepen their interest
in the result of the different events by the investment of a
few dollars on the probable winners.
The hetting was quite lively at times, and tbe "bookies."

who had not done much up to to day, succeeded in handling
B fail share of the betting.

During the middleof the afternoon the wi Dd shifted around
to the south and the weather was delightful. By the time
the second rare was called a large number of buggies and
carriages had arrived and tbe attendance was swelled to
nearlv double of that of either of the other days.
The first event was a running race, Ave and one-half fur-

longs, all ages, weight forage, for a' purse of $176, in which
the following Ptarted : Polaahi, Kicardo, Prince, North and
Joe Cotton. The latter sold favorite at $10 against $6 for the
Geld.

The runners got away atlbe third attempt and Joe Cotton
nt once went to tbe front, all the others being bunched ex-
cepl North, who was live lengths in the rear. Joe Cotton
was never headed and carne in an easy winner under a pull,
all the others whipping free I v. Pulaski was second, Prince
third, Mikado fourth, North last. Time, 1:101.

Pools on the second race, a trot for yearlings, for a purse
of $250, sold Eureka $10 against $5 tor the field. Thestart-
ers were : Eureka, Steel Spring, Gold Dollar, Firona and
Fred.
Ou the third attempt they were given the word to a bad

start. It was a procession eoing round tbe first turn, Eureka
leading, with Steel Spring second, Gold Dollar third, Fred
fourth and Firona last Eureka broke, but quickly settled
down to work again, and going down the backstretch he was
twenty lengths ahead of his nearest competitor. Firona, Pe-
ter Fiyatl's colt, was fully one hundred yards behind at the
middle of the backstretch. Eureka passed the half pole in
l:24i. Coming down the stretch he was eased up, and came
under the wire in a walk. The other colts maintained their
same positions, except that Firona passed Fred just before
the wire was reachrd. Time, 2:57j.

The fourth event on the card was called next. The starters
were : Rex, Vina Belle, Manning, Pearl Fisher, Stranger,
King Orry, Lynmont and Chancellor.
The pools sold: Stranger, $15, Chancellor $10, field $6.

Considerable money went into the box at these figures.
The scoring was long and tedious. Manning acted badly,

and the horses were not sent away until the eighth attempt.
Rex and Vina were two lengths behind. At the eighth pole
the others were well bunched, but Chancellor went to the
front, and down the backstretch he was two lengths ahead of
Lynmont, Stranger being a length behind the latter. These
positions were maintained to the head of the stretch where
Lynmont and Stranger both made a bid for first place. For a
short distance the race was a hot one, but half way down the
stretch Lynmont broke, and lost all chance for the heat.
Twenty yards from the wire Chancellor still had a lead of a
length, but was tip-toeing, while Stranger was coming with a
rush. Twenty feet from the wire Chancellor broke, and
others finishing in the following order: Lymont third, Pearl
Fisher fourth, Manning fifth, Vina Belle sixth, King Orry
seventh and Rex eighth.

The second heat furnished exciting sport for the specta-
tors. Before they started, Stranger sold for $12, Chancellor
for $4 and the field for $4. They were sent away on the
second attempt and Chincellor went to thefront with a rash.
At the quarter he took the pole and Stranger and Lynmont
were on even terms. Half-way down the stretch the three
were lapped. Vina Belle left the ruck and went up to the
leaders at a rapid gait. Just before they reached the half,
she broke and fell back six lengths. - King Orry ran around
the upper turn but did not improve his position. Down the
homestretch the three leaders came close together. Vina
Belle railied and trotted very fast but she could not do bet-
ter than take third place. Stranger was trotting easy and
nearing the wire" he drew ahead and won bv two lengths. Vina
Belle was on Chancellor's wheel and Lynmont a good fourth.
The horses finished in the following order:—Stranger first.

Chancellor second, Vina Belle third, JjynmDrrHbwrtfa, Slug
Orry fifth. Pearl Fisher sixth, Rex seventh and Manning
eighth. Time. 2:17}.

There was no pool-selling on the third heat Stranger was
regarded as a cinch. The result, however, was a surprise,

and started the pool-selling again. At the word Chancellor
made a rush for the lead, hut this time he had company. He
and Vina Belle were on even terms at the quarter, when
Chancellor broke but quickly settled again. At the half the
two were lapped and Stranger was a close third. Coming
around the turn Chancellor again made a short turn, but lost

nothing. On the homestretch the pace was very fast StraDger
outfooted Chancellor and took second position, but in trying
to pass Vina Belle the pace was too hot, and he broke twenty
feet from the wire. Vina Belle won by three lengths, Stranger
second, Chancellor third, Fisher fourth, Lynmont fifth, Man-
ning and King Orry distanced. Time, 2:17}. Rex did not
start.

Pools now sold : Stranger $10, the field $5.

For the fourth heat there was not much delav in sending
them ofl to a fair start Chancellor and Lynmont took the
the lead. At the quarter pole the latter surrendered to Vina
Belle and Stranger. Down the backstretch Belle and Chan-
cellor trotted even to tbe half, Stranger close up. Vina began
to pull ahead. Rounding the turn Chancellor broke but lost

nothing. Down the homestretch Stranger made a gallant
effort, but broke and the race was between Vina Belle and
Chancellor. The latter gave up the contest at the grand
stand and Vina Belle won by five lengths, Chancellor second,
Fisher third, Stranger fourth, Lynmont fifth. Time, 2:17.

Vina Belle won the final heat, Stranger second, Chancellor
third, Lynmont fourth, Fisher last Time, 2:18}.

Between beats W. Wood was brought out to warm up for

his pacing race and beat the track record of 2:09} made last

year by Diablo. At first he bad a running mare to a sulky
for company and he next tried a saddle horse which the rider

could not control.

He came home from tbe half at a 2:18 gait and the opinion
was freely expressed that he would not lower the record.

Finally Sanders brought him out for his trial against time.

The judges announced that the horse had just been brought
in from the ranch and bad not been worked much for four
weeks. Mr. Sanders did not expect that he would break the
record. On the second attempt he went away with a splen-
did burst of speed, accompanied by two runners. He made
the first quarter in 0:32$, the half in 1:04, and the three-
quarters in 1:36.]. The cry went up from the stand, " He
will make it ! He will make it !" Down the stretch the bay
horse fairly flew, Sanders flying (he whip vigorously. Wood
did not falter or flinch under pur ishment and Sanders fairly

lifted him under the wire, and he had made the circuit with-
out a break. There was a moment of suspense but when
the time, 2:09, was hung out the crowd cheered wildly. Out-
side watches made the time a little less.

The horses in the free-for-all trot, after scoring repeatedly
in the first heat, were sent off, Gossiper three lengths behind.
He broke on the turn and lost several lengths. McGregor
was three lengths ahead at the quarter. Shylock gained
down the backstretch, and at the upper turn was nearly on
even terms, but he broke. Down the homestretch he gained
a little, but McGregor won handily by two lengths. Gossiper
saved his distance. Time, 2:16.

The horses were sent ofl for the second heat on the second
attempt. Gossiper broke on the first turn and lost three
lengths. Down the backstretch he trotted very fast, passed
Shylock, and at the half challenged McGregor, but broke and
fell back to third position. Down the homestretch there was
a splendid race. Gossiper came up on the outside with a
rush, passed Shylock at the grand stand and beat McGregor
under the wire by a head. Time, 2:15}.

Pools now sold $15 for Gossiper, $6 for Shylock and $4 for

McGregor. Shvlock won the third heat, Gossiper Becond and
McGregor third. Time, 2:16}.

C 3
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Shylock won the fourth heat, McGregor second and Goss.
iper third. Time, 2:19.

Shylock won the final heat, McGregor second and Gossiper
third. Time, 2:18$.

SUMMARIES.
Woodland.Cal., Wednesday, August 29.—First race—Running a]]

ages, weight for age, purse S175. Five and one-half furlongs.
Joe Cotton, b g, by Winters, 119 Sullivan i
Polaski, b g, by Capt. Al, 112 bSJS I
Prince, b g, by Sage Bnisb, 119 .'".!!.™ ".".".Sea man 3

Time, 1:10}£.

North and Ricardo also ran.

Second race—Trotting, yearliDgs, purse S250, dash.
Eureka, ch c, by Ira—by Poscora Hayward Haas 1
Steel Spring, b c, by Pilot Prince—by Irvington.

.

Hill g
Gold Dollar, b c. by Gold Rose—by Sondan Ho-oboom 3
Firona. r f, by Ibex—Seneca Chiet_ °

Frvatt 4
Fred, b c. by|Woodnut,Jr.—by Admiral .-.."!.Ward 5

Time, 2:57%.

Third race—Trotting, free-for-all. purse S350.

Shylock, ch g, by Tom Benton—David Hill .Dustin *> 3 i i i
Adelaide McGregor.br m, by Bonnie McGregor—Mil-

waukee Patterson 12 3 2 2
Gossiper, br s, by Simmons—by Smuggler.. Duffee 3 1 2 3. 3

Time, 2:16, 2:15J<, 2:16%, 2:19, 2:lS%.

Fourth race—Trottiug, 2:21 class, purse S700.

Vina Belle, b m, by Nephew—Flushing Belle, by Dic-
„ tator _ .....Maben
Stranger, o s. by Tilton Almout—Hambletonian 725

„ - •' - Sullivan
Chancellor, ch g, by Bismarck—Lucy Gorden
Pearl Fisher, b m, by Altamont Casto 4 6 5 3
Lynmont, b g, by Almont Medium Hogoboom 3 4 6 5 4
King Orry. ch g, by Alcona Clav Delaney 7 5 dis
Manning, b g, by Messenger Chief Crowe 5 8 dis
Rex, b g, by Anteeo „ Fleming S 7 dr

Time, 2:17}4 2:17^, 2:1^, 2:17. 2:18%.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 30.

The afternoon's sport opened with a half-mile dash and
repeat race. There were five entries—La Bue, Lou L., Jes-

sie Sturgill, Sam Mount and Monarch. In the pools La Bue
was favorite at $20, Sam Mount $10 and field $8. Starter

Brown again achieved a signal success by sending this field

away to a splendid start. Just after the bunch got under
way the driver of Jessie Sturgill fell off, but was picked up
uninjured. La Bue set the pace and won by a neck from Sam
Mount, Lou L. third. Time, 0:49.

When the bunting flashed Sam Mount t ook the lead and
opened a gap of two lengths by the time the horses were at
the head of the homestretch. La Bue moved up fast and un-
der the splendid guidance of WaUher, the chestnut gelding
gained inch by inch and won the heat by a nose in one of
the hardest contested races seen on this track. Tiie time for
a second heat, 0:49], was good, in fact both beats in 0:49 and
49| ^«c pTcellent. Monarch was third.

In the second race, which was a mile dasii, f^c-wnners. all
ages, there were five entries—Inkerman, Dick O'Mallev, .b'aro,

Gracie S. aud Ricardo. In the betting Faro was made favor-
ite at $20, Inkerman $10, field $10. Starter R. M. Brown sent
the field away to a beautiful start His work with the flag

proves him an artist, and one of the best in the country.
Gracie S. and Faro set the psce, and ran head and head, with
Gracie S. under the wire. Loud was the enthusiasm when
the two horses came in. The judges, after long deliberation,
awarded the heat to Gracie S. Time, 1:43|. Inkerman third.

In the trotting race, for three-year-olds, there were three
entries—Topsy, Lady Mac and Little Mac. In the pools
Topsy was favorite at $20 to $10 on the other two in the
field. Topsy led to the half, then Lady Mac came along and
outfooted the mare, coming in a winner by a length in 2:32.

Little Mac third.

In the nest heat Topsy led the way around the circle into
the homestretch. Lady Mc came up very fast, and down
to the wire it was a hard fight, but Topsy was the speediest

and won the heat by a head in 2:27, Little Man third.

Topsy won the third heat, walking under the wire in 2:32,

Lady Mac second, and Little Mac third.

Topsy won the last beat and race in 2:27*-, Lady Mac sec-

ond and Little Mac third. Time,2:27£.

[The other races were unfinished ; full description and
summaries will be seen in the next week's issue.

SUMMARIES.

Woodland. Cal., Tursday. August 30.—First race—Running, selling
race, purse ?150. One-half mile and repeat.

Azbill & Schwartz's ch g La Bue. a, by La Blanche—Snap, by Nor-
folk Walther I

James Dwain's br h Sam Mount, 5, by Ironclad—Daisy D
Hflzlett 2

Wm. Gannon's ch m Lou L., a, by Nathan Coombs—Norfolk, 112
Clancv 32

A. Y. Stephenson's b g Monarch, 4, by Ironclad—unknown, 100...
'.

4

F. T. Shortell's b m Jessie Sturgill, by Ironclad—uuknown. 100 |

Hosdeler dis
Time, 0:49.

Second race—Running, all ages, purse $175. Mile dash,

Willis & Whitney's gr m Gracie S., 5, by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy
Belle, 117 Clancy 1

1

A. Y. Stevenson's ch s Faro, 3. by Prince of Norfolk —Avondale
111 Welsb 2

Owens Bros.' b g Inkerman, a, by Ironclad—Alice, by Wheatley I

121 „.Spence ::

Time, 1:43K-

Dick O'Malley aud Ricardo also ran.

Third race—Trotting, three-year-olds, purse S10Q, 3 in 5. Mile heats.,

Vineland Stock Farm's b f Topsev, bv Grandissimo—by
Whippleton Hill 2

M. McGarahan's gr f Lady Mac, by Ira—by Overland
Haas 1

Thos. Smith's ch g Little Mc, by Election—by McDonald
Chief - Smith 3

Time, 2:32, 2:27. 2:32, 2:27X-

i i

Last Race at Petaluma Fair.

Petaluma, Cal., August 29, -1894.— I would state that

James Mooney was expelled for life for using abusive language,

to one of the judges during the meeting.

The last race on Saturday was the 2:20 pace:

SUMMARY.

Vidette. bm
\

]

\
QnrBoy. cb g ' ', -

Orliuda Richmond, b s - ; °

Klickitat Maid, b m ;
» J »

Haverlv. s g 4 o «|
Time, 2:17^, 2:18, 2:17.

Additional Entries State Fair Meeting.

P. J. Mann enters Altao, by Altamont—Sallie M.
Free-for-all and 2:16 trot—Trumont, by Altamoni.

Minnie M. in 2:20 and 2:22 trot.

Edwin F. Smith.
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Entries to the Fast Classes, State Fair.

Pacing Purse, $1,000, 2:15 class.

W. L. Harrison's g g Waldo J., by Bob Mason—by A. W.
Richmond.
Keating & Ottinger's b m Edith, by Dexter Prince—by

Hamilton Chief.

Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b m Lady H., by Sidney—Sul-

tana, by Del Sur.

H. W. Meek's bg Eric, by Elector—Bonnie B., by Chief-

tain.

Geo. W. Woodard's b m Vidette, by Alex. Button—by
Black Prince.

Milton Latin's b-h Pomona, by Albion—Pansy, by Re-

echo.

La Siesta Ranch's b g Fred Mason, by Bob Mason—thor-

oughbred.

Trotting, purse $1,000, 2:22 class.

J. D. Carr's b g Rex, by Anteeo—by Elmo.
C. A. Durfee's blk f Gazelle, by Gossiper— Booth.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's br m Vina Belle, by Nephew

—

Flushing Belle, by Dictator.

Park Henshaw'sblk m Mamie Griffin, by Blackbird—by
Flying Morriil.

H. W. Meek's b s Lustre, by Fallis—Patti, by Nutwood.
Williams & Morehouse's b!s Montana, by Sidney—by Com-

modore Belmont.

Free-for-all, pacing purse.

Keating & Ottinger's b m Edith, by Dexter Prince—by
Hamilton Chief.

Los Cerritos Stock Farm's bm Lady H., by Sidney—Sul-

tana, by Del Sur.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g W. Wood, by Steinway

—

Ramona, by Anteeo.

Trotting purse $1,000, 2:16 class.

C. Z. Hebert's b s Bruno, by Junio—Dolly, by Mozart.

Chris W. Smith's b m She, by Abbotsford—Beauty, by
Ethan Allen.

Keating & Ottinger's ch g Aster, by Dexter Prince.

John R. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr., by Marin—Silver, by Sil-

ver Threads.
P. McEvoy's br g Dan Velox, by Black Prince, dam un-

known.
Dr. K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide McGregor, by McGregor

—

Adelaide, by Milwaukee.
Jas. A, Dustin's ch g Shylock, by Tom Benton—Brown

Jennie, by Dave Hill Jr.

Alex. Connick's b s Waylaod W., by Arthur Wilkes—Let-
ty, by Wayland Forest.

Williams & Morehouse's b s Silver Bow, by' Robert Mc-
Gregur—Sadie, by Hambletonian 10.

J. H. Butler's b g Manning, by Messenger Chief—Jewell,

by Vermont.

Trotting, purse $1,000, 2:24 class.

C. A. Durfee's bm Leonor. by Dashwood—by Echo.
L. P. W. Quimby's b s Phallamont Boy, by Phallamont

—

by Pocahontas Boy.
Hazel Villa Stock Farm's b m Eliza, by Alcantara Jr.

—

Katalina, by Friday McCracken.
Sam Casto's b m Pearl Fisher, bv Altamont—by Kisber.
Wm. Hogoboom's b s Lyomont, by Almont Medium—by

Almont.
Park Henshaw's b h Chico, by Monroe Chief—Orphan

Girl.

Peter Brandow's b g Free Coinage, by Abbotsford—Agnes,
by Jim Lick.

John R. Carroll's gr m Maud Alameda, by , dam Mary
O., by Gaviotta.
A. B. Spreckels' blk m Clara.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, by Anteeo

;

Abbotine, by Abbotsford.

K. D. Wise's b s Emin Bey, by Guy Wilkes—Tempe3t, bv
Sultan.

A. D. Spreckels' blk m Chloe, by Dexter Prince—by Haw-
thorne.

L. J. Smith's blk g Princewood, by Dexter Prince—Hattie
B., by Hawthorne.

Free-for-all, trotting, purse $1,200.
T. W. Raymond's b g Klamath, by Moorookus—Lady

Ophir, by Ophir.
Keating & Ottinger's br g Ottinger, by Dorsey's Nephew

—

unknown.
P. McEvov's br g Dan Velox, by Black Prince—unknown.

Williams & Morehouse's b s Silver Bow, by Robert Mc-
Gregor—Sadie, by Hambletonian 10.

Trotting, purse $1,000, 2:20 cIpb?.

J. D. Carr's b s Bay Rum, by Seven Oaks—by Quien Sabe.

M. S. Severance's b m Regina, by Electioneer—Accident,
by Elmo.
Fred W. Loeber's blk m Myrtle Thome, by Grandissimo

—

Belle Thome, by Wbippleton.
W. A. Shippee's b s Moses S., by Hawthorne—Ryan mare.
J. W. Gordan's ch s Chancellor, by Bismarck—Lucy, by

Geo. M. Patchen Jr.

F. F. Hostetter's br s Boodle, by Stranger—Bride, by Jay
Gould.

Dr. K. D. Wise's ch sGIendina, by Judge Salisbury—Tem-
pest, by Sultan.

J. H. Butler's b g Manning, by Messenger Chief—Jewell,

by Vermont.
Vendome Stock Farm's b h Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nettie

Nutwood, by Nutwood.
Williams & Morehouse's b s Montana, by Sidney—by

Commodore Belmont

Petaluma Premiums.

Following is a list of the award of premiums for horses

exhibited at Petaluma Fair

:

CLASS I—THOROUGHBREDS.
Stallion, four years old and over—S. C. Holbrook's Wick-

low, $20.

CXASS II—STANDARD TROTTERS.

Stallion, four years or over—Vendome Stock Farm's Hills-

dale, $20; second, Robert Crane's Anteeo D., $7.

Stallion, three years old—Mrs. Burke'e Rosswood, $20

;

second, Vendome Stock Farm's John Bury, $5.

Stallion, two years old—Vendome Stock Farm's Iran
Alto, $5.

Mare, four years or over—Vendome Stock Farm's Miunie
B.,$I0; R.Crane's Martina, $5.

Mare, three years old—Vendomo Stock Farm's XXIII,
$6; second, S. C. Holbrook's Hazel B., $4.

Mare, two yesrs old—R. S. Brown's Demarad, $5 ; second,
O. F. Northrup, $2.

Mare, one year old—H. Hinebaugh's Hazel, $4.

Mare colt—Robert Crane's Daisy, $3.

Mare and colts—Robert Crane's Minnie D. and family, $10.

CLASS HI—ROADSTERS.

Stallion, four years old and over—Dan Misner's Ed
Wilkes, $20 ; second, Sherman Bros.' Briar Hill, $7.

Stallion, one year old—J. H. White, $4.
Mare, one year old—James G. Fair, $4; second, S. ^. Hol-

brook's Annie H., $2.

Mare and two colts—R. S. Brown's Debonair and family,
$10.

CLASS IV—GENTLEMEN ROADSTERS.

Pair mares or geldings to pole—Dan Misner, $10.
Single mare or gelding to buggy—J. P. Rodehaver, $5

;

second, P. J. Shafter, $2.

Saddle horse—Dan Misner, $4.

Trotting and Pacing at Hartford.

Hartford (Conn.), August 28.—All three races were won
in straight heats, the winner of the first money having almost

a walkover in each case.

Mary Best won the Connecticut $15,000 purse, and at no
time was the chestnut mare pushed to show her best speed.
Ora Wilkes was another winner in three straight heats in the
2:25 class trot.

There were only two starters in the 2:10 pace, Paul and
Major Wonder. The latter was not up to his usual form to-

day. Summary:
Connecticut purse $15,000, foals of 1890—Mary Best won

in three straight heats ; Margrave, Lea and Maud Kerr also

started. Time, 2:21}, 2:20}, 2:13}.

Trotting, 2:15 class—Ora Wilkes won in three straight

heats. Time, 2:13}, 2:15£, 2:12£. Nellie S., Billy A., Judge
Hanson, Caprice, Brignoli Wilkes and Mohawk also started.

Pacing, 2:10 class—Paul won in three straight heats, Major
Wonder second. Time, 2:11}, 2-14i, 2:12^.

Horse Racing at Night.

If certain well-developed plans do not miscarry, Portland

will soon have a race track whose like is not now on earth. It

is proposed to construct contiguous to the White House road,

and within half a block of a street railway, a half-mile track

with a roof and an outer wall, and enough electric lights in-

side the structure to make racing at midnight as practicable

as it now is at noon.

Several enterprising members of the Multnomah Driving
Association have had the project under consideration for

some time, and the more they discussed it the more feasible

it appeared, until they at length felt justified in feeling arouod
to ascertain how much money they could raise to defray the
cost of construction. Thus far thev have met with nothing
but encouragement, and Secretary W. W. Baker, who is

especially enthusiastic on the subject, declares that no trouble

at all will be experienced in disposing of $10,000 worth of

stock for cash.

"Our intention is to establish a winter track," Mr. Baker
explained yesterday, "with club-house and horse quarters at-

tached. Under existing conditions the owners of roadsters

have only about five months a year to enjoy the use of their

horses, but with the proposed covered track they can drive

any day in the year and at any time in the day. The horses

can be permanently stabled at the track, for one of our plans

is to have plenty of comfortable stalls and competent attend-

ants there. Inside the horse track we propose to lay an as-

phalt path for bicyclists, who will also be thus enabled to

pursue their favorite exercise throughout the winter. The
club-house will, in every respect, be a first-class establish-

ment of its kind, where the gentlemen drivers can find enjoy-

ment for themselves and families. Those are our plans in the

rough."
Another promoter of the scheme calculated that the reve-

nues from the wheelmen alone would be sufficient to defray

the operating expense of the establishment. It is proposed to

charge each of them $1 per month for the use of the track

and bicycle room, and the horsemen will be charged for track-

age and stabling. No gambling is to be allowed on the premi-
ses, and all the speed contests will be simply for glory.

A suitable site has already been chosen, and an effort is

being made to secure a ten-year lease of it.—Oregonian.

Jockey James Lamly intends to bring an action in the

Supreme Court against William C. Daly, the well-known
horseman, to recover $15,015, on a claim for services rendered

between January, 1SS7, and February last. Judge Beach
recently, on application of Lawyers Howe & Hummel, ap-

pointed Wm. Lamly, the boy's father, his guardian, with per-

mission to prosecute the suit. The jockey is about eighteen

years old, and was apprenticed to "Father Bill'' Daly some
years ago. He ran away from Daly last winter on account of

the ill treatment that he received, and Daly tried to retake

him, but did not succeed. Young Lamly then made applica-

tion to the Jockey Club for a license to permit him to ride

during the present season. Daly made objections to this,

claiming that the boy had violated his articles of apprentice-

ship. The club refused to grant the license and Lamly has

been unable to obtain employment this season. The Board
of Stewards denied the boy's application from the courts in

respect to the matter. After Daly had been ruled off the
track because of his connection with the running of the mare
Lizzie, Lawyer A . H. Hummel again applied to the Board of

Stewards for a license for the jockey, so that he could ride

the rest of the season. This application was heard last Tues-

day night, but the Board declined to grant it, preferring

that the courts should pass on the questions raised. It is

claimed that no proceedings can be taken against the Jockey
Club successfully to compel it to grant the license, as it has

been declared to be a private corporation, over which the

courts have no control.

The following horses belonging to Adolph Spreckels'

string at the Napa race track were shipped to Sacramento
Tuesday : Border Lassie, Blizzard, Cadmus, Gallant, Pat Mur-
phy, Piquante and Headflower. The horses are entered in

different running races at the State Fair which opens on Sept.

3rd. Cy Mulkey went along in charge of the string and jock-

eys Weaver and Sullivan will do the riding. C. E. Winchell

stays at the Napa track in charge of the sixteen horses re-

maining, including yearlings and all.—Napa Daily Register.

Summer Care of Horses.

Horses, like human beings, suffer greatly from excessive
heat, and are sometimes overcome by the rays of the scorch-
ing sun. Everyone who owns a horse should understand
how to care for him or her during the hot summer months.
Dr. Robert Ward, an eminent veterinarian, has this to say on
the subject.

"When a horse is overcome," Dr. Ward said, "get it into
a shady spot, throw cold water on its head and elevate the
head so that the horse can breathe easily. Give slowly a
half ounce dose of aromatic spirits of ammonia in a pint
bottle of water. Repeat the remedy in an hour if the horse
does not recover. Rub the body and legs to get up a circu-

lation of blood on the surface. Keep back the bystanders,

that the horse may get air. This is just as necessary as for a

human being. The treatment is the same as might be fol-

lowed for a man, and is much better than dosing the an-

imal with many drugs.

"I have seen many horses die from sunstroke simply be-

cause some persons kept giving them medicine when simple
treatment would have relieved them. The main thing is'to

give nature a chance to assert herself, and to combat the de-
pressing effects of the prostrated powers.

"After treatment should be care in diet and prevention of
exposure to the sun.

As precautionary measures, the feed of horses in hot
weather, should be changed from hard grain to a more easily
digestible diet of bran masbes. Give half an ounce or a table-
spoonfull of hyposulphite of soda dissolved in water morn-
ing and night.

"This is a remedy which if it cost $5 a pound instead of
five cents would probabaly be thought more of and used
more. It destroys the life of the lower organic beings found
in the system by its deoxydizing powers. Besides, it arrests
fermentation along with its action on microscopic fungi by
correcting the fermentative substances in the blood. It is

useful in low febrile and malignant diseases, and is also
largely used for a local application to skin and mouth sores
in summer.
"Look after the horse's collar and harness. Often a collar

is too tight and impedes the return circulation of blood from
the head. The side or overdrawn check rein should be
dispensed with entirely in hot weather.
"A wet sponge, covered on top and put between the horse's

ears, is useful. Frequent wettings of the sponge produces
an evaporation, which by cooling the head, lessens the risk
of sunstroke.

"Occasional sponging with cool water under the collar and
washing out the mouth witb water are refreshing to the horse.
This plan was tried with success by the City Passenger Rail-
way Company when horses were used on its car lines.

"When a horse is not working it should have cool and
comfortable quarters. Roof ventilation of stables shuuiri
always be maintained when possible The light ammoniacal
vapor charging the stable air cannot force its way through
windows against the heavier air pressure outside the build-

Beautiful BeHs, the Queen.

Our California matron, Beautiful Bells, with eight repre-

sentatives in the 2:30 list, now leads all broodmares, and if

her family breeds on as rapidly in the next five years as it

has in the past three years she will probablv have more de-

scendants in the list than any other matron that ever lived.

The career of Beautiful Bells has been very brief in com-

parison with that of Miss Russell, Alma Mater or Green

Mountain Maid, and where the sons of these last-named
mares have spent more than half their lives the careers of

Beautiful Bells' socs have hardly begun. Unfortunately for

her, Beautiful Bells lost two promising sires in St. Bel and
Bell Boy, yet. Chimes,Bow Bells and others have sired enough
now to warrant the belief that they will make her the greatest

of broodmares. The following list of Beautiful Bells' foals

with their records follows :

18S0—Hinda Rose {1 yr.), 2:36^. (2 yrs.) 2:32, (3 yrs.) 2:19K.
1881—Alta Belle (dam of Daghestan, two-year-old record 2:2534).
1SS2—St. Bel (4 yrs.). 2:24^.
1883—Rosemont (dam of Montrose, three years, 2:1S ; Sweet Rose,

yearling, 2:25%).
1384—Chimes (2 years), ?:33H. (3 vears) 2:3054.

1SS5—Bell Bov (2 Yrs.), 2:26. (3 Yrs.) 2:18%-
1886—Palo Alto Belle (3 yrs.), 2:22%.
1888—Electric Bell (no record).
1SS9—Belleflower (2 yrs.). 2:24%, (3 yrs.) 2:16^, (4 yrs.* 2:12%.
1890—Bell Bird (1 yr.). 2:26%, (2 yrs.) 2:22.

1891—Belsire (no record).
1S92—Bay Bell, by Palo Alto (no record).
1893-Adbell (1 yr.), 2:26.

1894—Unnamed filly by Electricity.

RECAPITULATION.

Number in 2:30 list S
Produced by sons, Chimes 23
Produced by sons, St. Bel IS

Produced by sons, Bell Boy 5

Produced by daughters, Alta Belle 1

Produced by daughters, Rosemont- 2

Total „ 57

«•

The Great Kebir.

The famous trotting horse Kebir, 2:28£ in a race as a two-

year-old, son of Alcazar, 2.20£, and Yerba Santa, by Santa

Claus, 2'17J, together with Remora, by Guy Wilkes—Belle

Blanche, and Ruinda, by Kebir, dam Remora, the property

of Wilber Field Smith, of Sacramento, will be sold at auc-

tion September 12tb,at Agricultural Park, Sacramento. The
stock, which will be found advertised in this issue, are from

the greatest trottingand producing families known, and will

be worth many thousands of dollars to any of our extensive

breeders.

Is Henry of Navarre the crack three-year-old of the

season after all ? As Domino beat him at even weights early

in the season and is shaping up so well again now, it is in no

wise certain that the black colt is not the champion of his

age in America, up to a mile and an eighth anyhow. Over

that distance it is hard to say who would win. Butterflies is

the best two-year-old of the year, beyond a doubt. It is

reported that she broke down badly in the Futurity, which

she won.
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The California Fairs—Thiee of ihe grand circuit

meetings have come to a close and another half over when

this is written. The meetings on the Bay District have been

descanud upon from knowledge obtained on the ground and

the "speed department" can safely be rated as eminently

praiseworthy.

From what 1 have read and heard Petaluma and Wood-

land are following the same course, at.d there is scarcely a

doubt in my ruind that the exhibitor!, of 1&94 will be voted

superior to those which have preceded them. This is suffi-

ciently high praise. California fairs are so far in the lead of

Eastern agricultural bhows that Eastern readers are puzzled

to realize the dillerence. Here there is noihiDg analogous to

the "pumpkin shows 31 of the Orient, even ibe smallest of

our district fairs being full of attractiveness in all the de-

partments, and with good management throughout.

State aid is the pivot on which the wheel revolves with so

much smoothness, and it is bevond all reasonable contention

that the money allotted by the Stale is judicious expenditure,

returning everso n?«ny times over the amount douaud. That

isespressly given fur premiums, and the law directs that it

shall not be applied in any other way. This provides for

the non-paying departments of the fairs, the " speed ring "

being self supporting, but if the exhibitors' prizes were to

come out of the receipts lor admission both premiums and

purses would necessarily be much smaller. Without the

speed department attendance would be liojittd and the bene-

fits restricted to comparatively lew people. With that pro-

viso, that powerful magnet to briDg people, there are large

gatherings, the residents of the part of the couutry in which

the fairs are held turning out in mass ; to them the grand

gala week of ihe year.

To one who enjoys an outing in the country, and with some

fondness for racing, exhibitions of stock, and the other dis-

plays, a great deal of pleasure can be obtained in following

tbe fairs If practically the same horses are engaged, they

meet under varying conditions, and the " glorious uncer-

tainty" heightened by tbe change. Occasionally a horse will

be so far superior to his class, for instance Marin Jr., but

now with so many horses in training that is not so frequently

seen as in tbe past, and the changes in tracks, eflects of pre-

vious races, difference of climate, new participants, etc., it is

rarely now that foregone conclusions predominate.

The State Fair of this year can scarcely fail to be superior

to its predecessors, and that means a superiority which those

wh^ have witnessed the grand success of former exhibitions

may consider presumptious prophesy. Isever before such an

entry list in all the Jepartments, as 1 learn from good author-

ity. The purses and slakes already closed have tilled to over-

Saving, and judging from the close contests which have pre-

vailed up to tbe t
:,22e of writing, "the talent" will be fully as

sorely troubled to strict- winners as they were during the

meetings here. His;ory will not repeat itself, should there be

a lack of surprises at the Slate Fair.

The rnoou, ton, will be just right for the second week of

the fair, which, if my almanac be correct, will be its second

quarter. When nearing tbe full, at the full, or a little beyond,

there is astrong temptation to lose sleep with Cynthia mark-

ing the greater part of the circle. A mm who is not tempted

to enjoy a moonlit September night in Sacramento out of

doors cannot be endowed wiih a capacity for enjoyment, and

if there be a healthy parson, with a fairly good conscience,

who is insens be to the charms, I muat extend him mv sym-

pathy, albeit a shade of contempt may be mixed with pity.

There may be men whom Xature has denied realization of

climatic enj >yment, the other accessions being in keeping,

and therefore I use the masculine pronoun, the fairer and

infinitely better sex being of finer organization and a

greater relish for purely sentimental enjoyments.

Should very hot weather prevail during mid-day and after-

noon hours, the balmy^eveoings and cooler air of the wee

sma' hours give an intensified flavor. But the hot wave hav-

ing passed, the probabilities are that noonday and post-

meridian will show the beneficence of the weather director,

and every hour of the twenty-four be such as to please the

most exacting sybarite. .

While it is the keystone of the arch, the State Fair does

not end the popular exhibitions. Every place thereafter, and

the fini-h is delayed until November, presents attractions

which abundantly repay visitors, even those who have fol-

lowed them from the opening, do not lose their interest.

I almost envy those happy mortals who are situated so as

to make the circuit, though envy is not the appropriate

word. Regret at my affairs compelling staying at home,

rather than the meaner passion of lamenting over the good

fortune of other , will better express the feeling.

Arrangements were raadeto spend a day at Pelalnma, visit

Woodland and snatch a portion of Sacramento delights, and

had the first clause been carried out an accident would have

been averted which may interfere with tbe whole programme.
The horse I have named in the stake of heats of four miles

had determined that he would take his ease rather than do

the work which would tit him for a race of that sort. The
time had come, however, when he could not be indulged,

though his determination was of that stubborn order that

was hard to overcome. The inan who had given him slow

work fora couple of months thought that a change of drivers

might be advantageous The horse did not take kindly to

the change, demonstrating that a sulky or light cart was

hardly the proper vehicle for the lesson. Hitched to a heavy

1'razier, a stout kicking strap and a W check appeared

to oiler the means of subjection, but this

was erroneous. lie managed to kick high enough to fasten

his foot between the shaft and the brace of the foot-board,

coming over on the side where the foot w:is f;i*i A complete

reversal. The horse on his back, the cart bottom side up,

with ihe driver caught like a bear in a dead-fall. Several

abrasions and contusions, but no serious injury. Willi a big

patch of skin oil the forehead—a head a size or two ion large

for a decent-looking hat—lame in the whirlbone, roiiBcle sore

above the stifle and elbow skinned, the condition was hardly

proper for B JoDroey to the fairs.

There is a peculiarity in this case which will make it

worthy of consideration in the future, The horse was cas-

trated last winter. Previous to that he never showed any dis

position to be ugly. Inclined to loaf, perhaps, but easily

treatment has been of the kindest. One would think that his

leg would have been broken, or at least badly hurt ; while

now after an interval of a week it is nearly well. Quite a

problem, though, to get him " in order " to go a race of heats

of four miles the last week in October.
*

* *

On Both Sides.—In these piping circuit times the horses

are demonstrating the fitness or unfitness of theories anent

their breeding. Making history which will be quoted and

requoted, turned in every direction to suit the views of com-

mentators. It is not in accordance with human nature that

advocates will be strictly impartial, giving the side which is

opposite the same consideration as that wliicb has been

favored for a long serifs of years. Evidence, which will be

accepted as clear proof by partisans of one clas«, of the

soundness of their views, is twisted and turned and made to

tell a different story under the fire of several cross examina-

tions, by the opposite faction, until a neutral is bewildered

by the various phases which ate presented. From present

tokens the season of 1S94 is going to be prolific of examples

of the value of fresh infusions of thoroughbred blood in fast

trotters. Should they only hold second place to a few of their
" strictly-troUing-hred " competitors, it will not invalidate

their claims to a good place in the records, and be ample
justification of that course of breeding. But until the season

is brought to a close that cannot be decided, and it is not a

forlorn hope that those of Dear kin to tbe royal blood wiil

wear the garland. So far the three-year-olds which have
gained the greatest distinction in the East are in close rela-

tionship through their dam, Expressive,from a thoroughbred

mare, Red (Bud's dam by a son of the old-time racehorse

Brown Dick. Here the fastest three-year-old which has

shown, and that with the very good mark of 2:16J, has a

thoroughbred grandam, and tbe two-year-old which has the

greatest flight of speed for her age is in the same category.

The three-year-old is Aria, by Bernal her dam by Gen.
Benton, grandam by Ashland, a son of Glencoe. The two-

year-old is La Belle, by Sidney, her dam by Dawn, her

grandam Mercedes, by Lcmpoc. She was timed thiee furlongs

inside of 40 seconds, closing a gap of the biggest longitude

when the heat was won by Last Chance in 2:26a. The winner
of tbe heat and race is sure to make'a great racehorse, and as

he is trotting-bred is good exemplar of that system of breed-

ing. By Regal Wilkes, his dam by Arthurton, a late foal,

and suffering with the pievailing influenza when he trotted,

he is very likely to give his young sire a good send-off. I

think Last Chance is the first of RegaPsget to appear in pub-

lic.

Adbell is from a mare by a half bred horse, the other

strains of thoroughbred blood he carries being quite remote.

Marin Jr. is furthrr removed, the nearest cross we are cog-

nizant of being through the dam of Silver Threads. That
Adbell, has a good chance to be the champion yearling of

1S94 will scarcely be questioned ; that he has a living chance
to take the record absolutely is also based on stable grounds,

and that he may stt the peg where it will be tioublesjme to

reach hereafter is my opinion.

Thi>t there will be quite a number of cr*ck performers on

both sides in this year is now so nearly assured that it may
be taken for granted. The sides, too, are not so far apart as

many imagine. Trotters and pacers with thoroughbred
blood in close proximity, and those which curry it through
ancestors of generations back. There are a few fast trotters

of nearly unknown blood, but an overwhelming majority

belong to the two classes mentioned. Those which belong to

a tribe which derives their racing mixture from progenitors

of the long ago past have an advantage in one way, that being

the development of fast trotting capacity on all sides, and
therefore an assurance that it was a family trait. The other

side brings higher form, courage and endurance superior to

those which have not a preponderance of racing strains, and
a greater degree of intelligence and tractability. These qual-

ities are shared, however, by some of tbe class which do not

possess direct strains of racing blood sufficient to perform the

the tasks which are allotted in the usual trotting programmes,
while there are others not so endowed. It is evident, then,

that if a predilection for fast trotting action can be accom-
panied by the desirable qualities which thoroughbreds possess

in greater proportions 'han any other tribe of horses, benefit

will follow.

Very many years ago I was impressed with the truth of

the theory that the form of thoroughbreds of the highest

type was better adapted for rapid locomotion at any " gait
"

than that of a very large majority of those which had only a

small portion of the blood. That there was also an inher-

itance of traits which were valuable to iight harness horses.

This is no loneer theoretical, being fully established by the

result of breeding which fair-minded men, with knowledge of

the subject, can scarcely fail to acknowledge. It does not
prove that the theory has notbeen verified by practical results

on the claim that there have been great trotters without
"near infusions." Euough to show that a fair proportion of

those which came from "mixing the blood" have proved
worthy, and again it would be anything but a fair-minded

individual who would refuse to grant that such was the case.

Were the question to be settled by the results at Palo Alto
from a commingling of the blood of race horses and trotters,

there could be little contention over what the verdict shou'd
be. Palo Alto has demonstrated that success has followed

from both sides; San Mateo Stock Farm that one side can
also be depended upon to turn out trotters of a high class.

Since the above was written intelligence has been received

that another great three-year-old, B. P. B., has appeared ; in

fact, he is likely to prove the star of the year, judging from
bis race in Chicago. In that he trotted in 2:15a, 2:13A, 2:14},

the best three heats to tbe credit of a colt of his age. Ex-
pressive was second, and now it will be the play of the wrang-
lers for one side to insist that " near inlusions" have got

their quietus. Granting that the trotting-bred colt is tbe
superior of the highly-bred filly, it does not take away the
credit she has gained in her former races, or destroy all the
glory of the mixed division.

Favorable to Pool-Selling—The Golden Gite direc-

tors when the resolution was passed forbidding book-betting

at the fair did not come to the conclusion with an.expectation

that as much would be realized as would follow admission of

the English system. That was the plea which influenced

the directors of the P. C. T. H. B. A. to grant the request

urged to go faster. With the exception of the operation his I and was tbe only argument used to carry the vote. The same'

reasoning was presented before the Board of the Golden Gate
Fair, and rejected on the ground that if even there was more
money in allowing books to do business, there were draw-
backs which any amount of profit would not justify.

And now I am well pleased to learn that in place of losing

money from their resolve to keeD clear of that which has

awakened so much ill-feeling all over the country there has

been gain.

The receipt from pool-selling figures $l,050,more than was
obtained at tbe Breeder* from the combination of pools and
books, and that without as many speculative races or with like

facilities for inciting betting. The Breeders had the advan-
tage of horses encountering for the first time, practically, of

the season. In very many of the Fair events the horses

came together which had met under the same conditions the

week before. While it is confidently stated that " figures do
not lie," and after accepting the report, without any question

as to its reliability, J am not ready to admit that the arlicle

of last week which bore the the side-head—"A Big Business"
—has been demolished. That the Breeders did not make
more than $1,400 from the books is simply owing to an un-

fair di vision of thejspoils. Partly owing to the lack of acumen
in the directors by dividing the business. Once admit that a
reprehensible practice can be made satisfactory by sharing in

the spoils, it is then the duty of the condoners to make the

moat of it. If money can make amends it is clearly evident

that the number of dollars gained has an important bearing.

The Golden Gate folk ruled that profit was a secondary con-

sideration, and now that a larger amount has been obtained

than would have been received if the precedents of the pre-

ceding week had been followed, there are additional reasons

for gratification.

But like all inventors, all theorists who promulgate new
schemes, I am anxious to sustain the ground, outlined in the

two sketches "Business" and "Big Business" by proving
that the project can be sustained by sound argument. There-
fore while admitting that tbe fair made more money from the

"privilege" than the meeting, and also acquiescing in the

claim that facts are surer than fancies as a guide to just con-

clusions, it is within the realms of ratiocination to ofler ex-

cuses, to illustrate why the inferior method "panned out"
the best. The daily papers, the Breeder and Sportsman,
likewise, while the meeting was in progress, declared that

the books were favored by the bettors. Quoting from the

report of the second day in the Breeder and Sportsman.
"The bookmakers did a splendid business, the auction

pool-sellers and Paris mutuel men having very little to do.'

Now it is evident that my former estimate of $24,000 to

tbe books, while the returns showed that the pools actually

amounted to $46,000, is eggegiously incorrect, as according to

that sentence quoted the figures should be reversed, and with

the books doing a "splendid business" and "little to do"
in the pools there must have been $100,000 deposited. Taking
the smallest per centum the odds showed, and there was a

profit of nearly $17,000, less thin one-tenth of which went to

the share of the P. C. T. H. B. A.
Again quoting from the reports, the sentence following the

one taken : "The whip-sawing of bettors and the numerous
1 Dutch Books' made by the investors showed how uncer-

tain some things about racing are." Dutch book is a term
which I will not try to define but will take it to mean some-
thing unusually favorable to the bookmaker being a part of

the "sp'endid business." As in one or two instances bettors

were backing horses 1 to 5on the slates which did not win,

that may be the Holland Volume referred to, and surely

when there is a jam, a veritable rumpus, almost rioting to

thrust twenties into the hands of the man on tbe block with
a p-ospective four dollars for each twenty investec should tbe

horse win, and failure ensues, tne lucky man will not need
" Dntch courage" to raise the spirits of the

bookmaker. A paltry fourteen hundred dollars for such
elorious opportunities are so pitifully inadequate that ignor-

ance of the prize within reach can alone account for the lack

of penetration in accepting so small a portion of the swag.

With the facts before them a more equitable division must
be made an imperative clause in the contract, and then with

business methods, patterned after the company which has

cut such a figure in the history of the past two months,
screwing every dollar and dime from attendants on the races

that it is possible to get, the increase will be so large that the

emolument of the Golden Gate Fair will be as a drop in the

bucket. I was hailed a few days ago by a man who specu-

lates quite largely on the races, with the remark that he was
pleased to learn from the Brreeer and Sportsman that I

had become a convert to book-betting on trotting races. That
he considered that system so far superior to pools, either

Auction or French, that there was no chance for comparison.

He was visibly dumfounded when I assured him that there

was no change in my views, that late articles were based on

the argument pressed upon, and seconded by the directors of

the association, that more money would be returned, not only

from the betting privilege, but also from an increased atten-

dance. If the question had to be settled by the pecuniary

feature then it was plainly apparent that a scheme which
promised the most bountiful supply of dollars was the one to

support. The interviewer admitted that there was an awful

percentage to overcome in book-betting, but with that he

would rather wager when there was forty per cent against

him than accept a three per cent ticket.

This admission fortifies my position and with a majority of

bettors of the same opinion per cenlage " is not in it." There-

fore, with no one to " kick" in the betting ranks, and indif-

ference regarding the future welfare of harness racing, " make
hay while the sun shines," must be the motto.

*
* *

Jubilant.—Those who have denounced fresh infusions so

vigorously in the past have a fit of ecstacy over the victory

of Pamlico in his race with AzoteyLord Clinton, Muta Wilkes

and William Pem. This one defeat has been the grandest

kind of a panacea, but it is somewhat singular that there

should not have been apologies for the trio of trctting-bred

unfortunates which were behind Azote. Particularly grati-

fying, also, was the defeat of Cobweb at Rochester, as that is

harped upon with neaily as much emphasis.

Raymond, in the Horse World, winds up his paean over

the downfall of Azote and Cobweb as follows :
" It has already

been demonstrated this season as in former years, that no

matter how good a race horse steps out to represent the ex-

cellence of a close cross of thoroughbred blood, some trotting-

bred horse comes out with speed and stamina to administer

defeat to him and to offer new proof that like begets like."

However large the number of victories that does not figure,

one defeat blotting them all out. Queer logic. But what
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trottiDg-bred fellow has taken Directum into camp ? Quite

a number of them had a tilt with Palo Alto, but which is

the one that has demonstrated his superiority ? Expressive

has been beaten by B. P. B. Does that wipe oufall of the

races 6he has won in her grand campaign? Ked Bud has a

close crosB of thoronghbrtd blood. What strictly trotting-

bred fellow carries his scalp at the girdle? Abdell's dam is

by a half-bred horse ;
the dam of his sire does not run very

far back till the lapis lazuli strain is struck. What other

mare bred to Chimes has equaled the one begotten by a half-

bred? Alix, too, carries quite a number of not far-off crosses.

Boreal, likewise, and-when the records of the past are con-

sulted, a whole lot of them renowned for their performances

are in the list.

Raymond writes: "Azote, the idol of the thoroughbred-

intbetrotter crank, has had his colors trailed in the dust by

such common trolling-bred horses as Pamlico, Trevilian and

Oro Wilkes, and there is now sorrow in ihe camp of the

It must be that Azote has been such a bug-a-boo to the

writer that he fancies him in the position he does, for surely

no one would rate him nearly as high as the dead Palo Alto

as Sunol, as Maud S., as Jay-Eye-See and others which could

be named which had a greater share of thoroughbred blood.

Had his dam carried as much blood as his sire, with the

same amount of speed, there would be a di fferent story. It is

enough glory for Whips that he got a trotter of the stamp

of Azote from a mare which had no other progeny any where

near ihe capacity of the big wagon hors». The dam of

Cobwebs has one by Electioneer which is far away inferior

to the 2:12 gelding. Then Lady Thorne Jr. had a whole lot

of foals by Electioneer far below Navidad.

If there ih a crank in the horse ranks, the one who so per-

sistently harps on the "pernicious" influence of Ihe thor-

oughbred at the present day, must be a member of the guild.

If Azote were no better than he is rfpresenled by that class

there would be small honor in defealinghim, and the wonder

is that he escaped so lone. Admit lhat he was of so little ac-

count and what must be Ihestanding of those he defeated?

No consternation in the camp of those who favor close strains

of thoroughbred, so many victories lhat a few defeats will not

discourage.

Swindled.—Too harsh a term to use in connection with

the deal between the P. C. T. H. B. A. and the bookmakers,

and over-reached, 'one, the worst of the game or some other

word or phrase will be more euphonistic, and at the same

time more appropriate.

In commenting upon the imbroglio at Woodland, in the

matter of pool selling and bookmakirg, the Examiner of

Tuesday last contains the following:
" There was both bookmaking and pool-Felling at there-

cent Trotting Horse Breeders' meeting in this city, and the

former system of betting very materially affected the pooling.

In fact the books secured at least seventy-five

per cent of the money bet." The pool-sellers

returned about $46,000, the association's part being $850,

There is no gaess work about that and assuming that the

writer in The Examiner had good grounds for his statement,

and that agreeing with former estimates, the book business

there must have been $138,000. An equal amount of trade

in the auction with three per cent commission would have

returned $2,484, $1,084 more than the books paid.
_

With a fair division, say the same as the pools paid, sixty

per cent af the gross receipts, what a grand return !
Even

with an average rate of twenty per centum, there would be a

profit of $27,600, sixty per cent of which, $16,360, for the

association, $11,040 for the bookmakers. Not at all surpris-

ing that Mr. Humphreys offered $1,200 to the Woodland

managers. How palpably be took in the Breedeis' com-

mittee.

"The Ceowning Glory."—From reading the accounts of

the Eastern trotting meetings, especially the history of that

which was held at the " head-quaitersof trotting sport," the

hub of the big circuit, Buffalo, I cannot refrain from adding

another testimonial to our Pacific Coast drivers.

The Trotting Horse Breeders and the Golden Gate Fair

gave the same number of trotting days that filled the pro-

gramme at Buffalo. Here only one instance of a change of

drivers, and that change proving the honesty of the suspected

individual. The papers, with remarkable unanimity, scored

the officials at Buffalo for the lax manner in which the races

were managed, the home trotting journal being as seven as

any of them. Heats were trotted or paced to suit the mani-

pulators and the association in place of changing their action

sought to muzzle the press by withholding badges and threats

of dire revenge. .

I do not claim that if " our drivers' were given the same

chance that was awarded their fellows at Buffalo their actions

would have been entirely free from criticism—as temptation

is sufficient at times to lead astray those who would gladly go

straight if the siren notes were unsung. Still they are de-

serving of a great deal of praise for making every effort to

avoid any appearance of dishonesty, working from first heat

to last, and from the opening to the close of both meetings to

convince the most sceptical that every race was an honest

The Export of Thoroughbreds.

Breeders in the United Slates have of late been ting

contest. Jo9. Cairn Simpson.

Palo Alto Trotting Brood Mares.

The best lot of trotting-bred brood mares ever offered at

public auction in California takes place in Sacramento, at Ihe

Agricultural Fair Grounds, September 12,1894. There are

mares by General Benton, Ansel, Electricity, Will Crocker,

Don Victor, Wildidle, Alfred, Governor Sprague, Dexter

Prince and other great horses. And while we are speaking

of this royally-bred lot of horses it might be well to call the

attention of horsemen to the great excellence of the General

Benton cross in a mare. Aria, the splendid daughter of Ber-

nal, 2:17, perhaps the best three-year-old race trotter ever

seen in California, has a double infusion of General Benton

blood, receiving it through both sire and dam. The mares by

the other horses mentioned are tried producers, for the most

part, and this sale should, if justice is done, prove the great-

est ever held anywhere in the West. Killip & Co., the auc-

tioneers, have catalogues ready now.

"
Fatjstella, by Sidney, won the yearling trot at Chicago

in 2:51 on the 18th of August, beating three others easily.

"'he purse was $1,000.

great inroads among cur most valuable thoroughbreds, and

will soon become sericus rivals on Erglish racecouises, Con-

siderahlesbipments have been made for years past, but one of

the mo t important consignments ever made of thoroughbreds

to America is now on its way across, on board the steamer

Mohawk, of the Atlantic Transport Line. Great interest

was taken in this shipment, partly because of the special ar-

rangements which were made for the transport of the ani-

mals by the proprietors of the line, Messrs. Williams, Torrie

and Field. The animals were all shipped at the Albert

Dock, and were placed between decks in heavily-padded stalls

so as to reduce the dangers from rough weather to a minimum.

The Mohawk is a roomy, comfortable boat, specially design* d

for swift transport, and is a sister ship to the Massachuset:si

which took out the famous racehoise Ormonde not long age.

The party who went down to see the consignment sent off in-

cluded Mr. Hermon-Hodge (the former M. P. for Accrington,

chairman of the Tallersall's, of New York}, Mr. Somerville
Tattersall, Mr. S. W. Metcalf and Mr. Baldwin Hodge, direc-

tors of the New York Tattersall's, Mr. W. Graham Ross, the

New York Tattersall's manager, Mr. Rupert Tattersall, Mr.

A. Portman, Mr. M. Mclntyre, Mr. W. Ellison. Mr. Wood,
Mr. Lacey, Mr. McCaig, Mr. John Mackey and Mr. Field.

The party had lunch and dinner on board, and went with the

Mohawk as far as Gravesend.

The representative of the Daily Graphic took the oppor-

tunity to interview Mr. Graham Ross, the manager of Tatter-

sall's of New York, the only organization which is permitted

to represent our own Tattersall's. Noone knows more about

the steady exportation jf first-class thoroughbreds to America
than Mr. Ross. He it was who purchased Ormonde when
that famous horse went across the Atlantic in the Atlantic

Transport Company's Massachusetts, and be was full of praise

of the arrangements which had been made for the precious

cargo on board the Mohawk.
"Tell me something," I said, "about the purchasers and

the horses. Are the animals valuable ?
"

" I will give you a list of some of them," he said, " and you
can judge for yourself. It's the most important shipment
ever dispatched. There are on board consignments to Mr.
J. B. Haggin,of the famous Rancho del Paso Stud, California;

to Mr. J. R. KeeD, the owner of Foxball, once well-known
on English race tracks, and to Mr. Marcus Daly, who has

been a very extensive buyer of thoroughbreds in England for

some years past."
" And the horses—what of them ?

"

" Well, Mr. Haggin's consignment consists principally of

stallions selected by Mr. John Mackey, one of the best judges

of a thoroughbred known, and he is superintending their

shipment on the Mohawk. They are all well-known horses

on English courses. One is Goldfinch, half brother to Com-
mon. There are also Watercress. Golden Garter and Or-

muz. He also purchased one of the most highly bred two-

year-olds in the world—Star Ruby, by Hampton—Ornament,
sister to Ormonde. Golden Garter is the half-brother to

Sainfoin, a Derby winner, and has won a great many races

himself. Ormuz is also a winner of many races, in one of

which he beat Amphion. He has probably led more classic

winners in their work than any horse of modern times. Wa-
tercress, who was trained in the same stable with Orme and

La Fleche, has also distinguished himself on the turf. On
one occasion he ran a very meritorious race with Orme, in

which he was only beaten by ahead. He is a grand, big

horse, and being on blood lines new to America will prove a

great acquisition to their studs."
" What is Mr. Keene taking out ?"

" He has twenty-four mares with fifteen foals at foot con-

signed to him. They are a very select lot, and have been

purchased during the last three years aud bred to the most

fashionable stallions of the day. 1 can give you the names
of a few. There are Dancing Water, with a foal by Hamp*
ton ; Dimity, by Galopin, with a foal by Hampton

;
Cinder-

ella, by Hermit, with a foal by St. Serf; Faustine, by Gal-

Hard, with foal by Wisdom; Maid of Dorset, (dam of Glen-

wood), with foal by Amphion; Mavourneen, with foal by

Friar's Balsam ; Royal Nun, with foal by Galliard ; Steph-

anotis (by Springfield), with foal by Surefoot ; Marsa. with

foal by Retreat, and Birelta, with foal by Petrarch. Dutch
Flag, by the wav, deserves special mention, for she has twin

foals at foot, a most unusual thing in equine life. They are

a colt and a foal by Royal Hampton. Among the young

mares are Katherine II., by St. Simon, in fcal to Sheen, and

Citronella, in foal to the same horse, and a most beautiful

young mare, Innerdale."
" I believe Mr. Daly's are yearlings."

" Yes, he is leaving the mares he has purchased to breed

in this country. His colts are by Hampton—Buttermere, by

St. Gatien— Petticoat, and by Breadkoife—Trony. The fil-

lies are by Kendal—Lorgnette, by Fernandez—Isis, who is

by Ben d'Or—Shotover, Derby winners on both tides, by

Galliard—Miserere, and by Friar's Balsam—Tempey."
"What is to be done with them ?"

" Race them and breed them. Mr. Haggin has purchased

to replace his famous Australion stallion Maxim, by Musket,

which died in the spring. His ranch is the most celebrated

in America and the largest in the world, having no fewer

than 400 thoroughbred mares and as many trotting-bred

mares on it, and some forty stallions. Mr. Mackey is the

superintendent, and is a most expert shipper of horses. Mr.

Lacey is looking after Mr. Keene's mares, and Mr. McCaig
after Mr. Daly's purchases."

" Then we may expect more American entries ?
"

" Yes, we may. A good many Americans have already

entered for the classic races, including the Derbv, and we
may certainly expect to see the produce of those animals now
on board the Mohawk coming over to race in the native land

of their parents."—London Daily Graphic.

ANOTHER OPINION OF THE CONSIGNMENT.

On Wednesday, at the invitation of Mr. T. L. Field, of

the firm of Williams. Torrey and Field, 10S Fedchurch street,

owners of the Atlantic Transport Line, I traveled down to

the Albert Docks to witness the shipping of a numerous and

important contingent of blood stock on board the Mohawk,
a very fine boat of its class, for transit to America. First, I

noticed Mr. J. Mackey's lot, whi^h consisted of Goldfinch,

Watercress, Star Ruby, Golden Garter, Ormuz and three

yearlings, namely, Boule de Neige, a bay-filly by Donovan

(son of Galopin) out of Guelden Ruse by Hampton ; a chest-

nut filly by Springfield (sire of the Derby winner Sainfoin)

out of Caste by Fetterlock (son of Parmesan) out of Noblesse

by Stockwell ; and a brown colt by Pioneer (son of Galopin

and half-brother to the successful sire Gallinule) out of.

Tibby (sister to Geologist aDd Tenax, the dam of Slow-

market), by Sterling, her dam Siluria (sister to Wenlock and

half-sister to Kisber). Thete animals were jointly selected

by Mr. Mackev and Mr. Ross, manager of Tattersp.lls of New
York, for the famous Californian breeder, Mr. J. B. Haggin.
who has at his place, the Rancho del Paso (which Mr.
Mackey manages), no less than 400 thoroughbred mares and

some twenty stallions, which until lately included the much-
thought-of Australian sire Maxim, and it is to replace him
that Mr. Mackey gave £4,000 for that really high-class racer

and very good-looking horse Goldfinch, by Ormonde (sire of

Orme) out of Thistle (dam of the triple-crown hero Common,
and also of Throstle) by Scottish Chief, her dam The Flower
Safety, by Wild Dayrell. In doing this, I consider Mr.
Mackey and Mr. Ross have shown excellent judgment, for

Goldfinch showed us what a good racer he was in public, and I

believe Porter considered him at home quite the equal of either

of his famous companions Orme or La Fleche in their two-year

old days, Nice horses, too. are Watercress, a lovely mover
and smart racer; Golden Garter, a half-brother to Sainfoin,

who, despite not having the best looking of forelegs, stood a

long course of training on them ; and Star Ruby, a very

handsome two-year-old colt by Hampton (sire of Ladas, etc),

out of Ornament (sister to Ormonde), that cost £1,000, and
may make a name for himself as a racer in the States. Others

going out are seven real nice yearlings sent by Mr. McCraig
to Mr. Marcus Daly, they being fillies by Friar's Balsam, out

of Tempe, by Galliard, out of Miserere, by Fernandez, out

of Isis, and by Kendal, out of Lorgnette, and colts by Hamp-
ton out of Buttermore, b^ St. Gatien (sire of Meddler), out of

Petticoat, and by Bread Knife, out of Irony. Last, but not

least, there was a numerous contingent of excellent mares
and foals (some of whom much objected to being got on
board) owned by Mr. Keene. The mares numbered twenty-

four and foals fifteen, and the following are some of the best of

the matrons: Dancing \Vater,by Isonomy with foal by Hamp-
ton; Dimity bv Galopin. with foal by Hampton; Cinderella, by
Hermit, with foal by St. Serf; Faustine by Galliard, with

foal by Wisdom ; Maid of Dorset (dam of Glenwood), by
Dutch Skater, with foal by Amphion ; Mavourneen by Bar-

caldire, with foal by Friar's Balsam ; Royal Nun by Her-
mit, with foal by Galliard ; Stephanotis by Springfield, with

foal by Surefoot ; Marsa (sister to Viola) by Kisber, with foal

by Retreat ; Dutch Flag by Dutch Skater, with colt and filly,

both living, bv Galliard; Belle Rose by Beaudesert, with

foal by Royal Hampton : Cerito by Lowland Chief, with foal

bv Petrarch ; Katherine If. by St, Simon, covered by Sheen;

Citronella by St. Simon, covered by Sheen ;
and Jnnerdale

by Ga!liard, covered by Necromancer. This winds up my
few remarks regarding these valuable animals being sent

across the "streak," but I must just mention that Mr.

Mackey has a very able assis'ant to look after his lot in the

perton of James Hutcbios, sometime stud groom to Lord
Hastings, and who has frequently traveled with horses be-

fore.—Horse and Hound, London.

San Jose's Running- Events.

The last two days of San Jose's great fair this year will be

given over to the gallopers, and as the programme is a most

excellent one, the races will doubtless fill well and draw mam-

moth crowds to Agricultural Park. All purses are $300, of

which $50 to second and $2-5 to third. The first day of run-

ning there will be a six-furlong race for two-year-olds, a race

at a mile and seventy yards for three-year-olds and upwards,

a mile and a sixteenth handicap for horses of any age and a

mile selling rrce for three-year-olds and upward. On the

last day of tbe fair the following will be the programme : Six

furlong handicap for two-year-olds, six furlongs for three-

year-olds and upwards, mile and a quarter handicap for three-

year-olds and upward, six-furlong selling race, and a six-

furlong consolation purse for horses that have started and not

won at the meeting. These races should assuredly be attrac-

tive alike to horsemen and the public. This year the San

Jose Fair begins Monday, September 24th, and ends on Mon-

day, October 1st—seven days in all. The entrance fee in all

the running races is $15—$10 to declare out tbe night before

the race. The association has adopted our suggestion, and

made their running events over-night affairs. We would call

especial attention to the advertisement in this issue, which

contains something of great interest to trotting-horsemenalso.

Directum-Alix Challenge.

Chicago, August 26—Orrin Hickok, the driver of Di-

rectum, has issued the following challenge to Monroe Salis-

bury and Morris J. Jones :
" I hereby publicly offer to

match Directum, 2:05}, against your mare Alix, 2:05}, for a

race of mile heats, three in five, for any amount not less than

$2500 nor more than $10,000, said race to take place over any

mile track that you may name in either Boston, New York,

Philadelphia or Chicago at any time before October 15th of

the present vear except the week of the New England

Breeders' meeting, September 23d to 29th, the judges of said

race to be chosen one by you, one by myself and the two to

to select the third, half the amount of the stake to be posted

in the hands of any responsible party.

In a talk this evening Mr. Hickok said that his challenge

was bona fide and that he had been very liberal in all of his

conditions. Mr. Salisburv said that he was willing to match

AJix against Directum for any amount, but he wanted to

name the track, which he desired should be tbe best in the

country. George Hankins of the Harlem track offers $2500

for the race, and if any track offers more, it is said he will

raise the offer.

St. Louis, May 9, 1890.

Boyce Tabid Co. —Gentlemen : I wish to say your Leg

and Body Wash Tablets are the most convenient and at tbe

same time one of the best liniments I have ever used. I

recommend them heartily to my fellow-trainers.

Pat Gog an,

Trainer J. W. Palton Stables, St. Louis.

John Utton, Morrisville, Yt. (trainer and driver), writes:

Send me a half dozen Absorbine at once. I am pleased with

the results derived from its use.

C. K Harston, Cooper.-town, N. Y., says : I like Absorbine

very much.
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Dates Claimed.

WOODLAND ASSOCIATION _ August 27 to September 1

STATE FAIR ASSOCIATION .September 3 to September 15
STOCKTON* ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24
SAN JOSE AS-SOCIA 1'ION September 24 to September 29
VALLWO ASSOCIATION October 1 to October 6

SANTA ANA October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20
P.C.T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA Septembpr 17 to September 22
HUENKME Septeinoer 24 to September 29
SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6
HOLUSTER October!) to October 13
MODESTO Octoher II t.> October 13

PORTLAND Kail Meeting) September 1 to September 8

ANGELS CAMP September 26 to September 29

VICTORIA September U-15

Entries Close.

SAN JOSE See adv.
STATE FAIR— Rnnuhig See advt.
VALLKJO September 1

PORTLAND-Trotiiugaud Pacing September 1

Running September 7

SALINAS >pptember 8
VICTORIA September 10
IONE September 12
HOLLIviKK September 15

LOS ANGELHS September 15

Races That Will Fill.

Associations should endeavor to give races which

would encourage breeders who have good mares that are

not known as great broodmares. The benefits of having

a few great broodmares on every farm are well under-

stood by all horsemen, and in order to get broodmares of

this description some inducements should be offered to

owners, some opportunities be given by which they can

Bee treir way clearly to develop the produce and know

that they bave some chance for a return of the money

expended for the education of the youDgster. To do

this the following plan is suggested : Let some associa-

tion offer good slake races for yearlings, two-year-olds

and three year-olds, free for all for the produce of mares

that have ero performers in the list. Make the conditions

;ts liberal as those offered by the P. C. T. II. B. A. this

year.

The idea of any breeder, be he a large or small one,

having to enter rolls and fillies that are out of non-pro-

ducing mares against those that have such dams as

Beautiful Hells by The Moor, Anita by he Grand, Viola

by Flaxtail, Grace by Buccaneer, Susie by <ieo. M.

Patchen, etc., has a strong tendency to prevent them

From making entries. But, with such stake races there

is do doubt of their coining forward ami making liberal

entries. These stake races are not to take the place of

those already devised, but are to be given separately.

Such races as are above suggested would place all who

own good mares on an equality and add a spirit of rivalry

among those that would be conducive of much g I to

the trotting horse industry. As a geueral thing small

reedero are more afraid of having their col is and fillies

contend against the produce of a greni br Imare, or

one that is known as the dam of one in the list, than

they are of the progeny of a young stallion, for the

great broodmare has but limited chances, while the stal-

lion has many, and her powers of transmitting those

great qualities which we are all seeking for in our com-

ing trotters and pacers are quickly recognized by the ma-

jority of our intelligent horsemen. Hence a series of

stake races such as are above outlined would do much
toward encouraging the breeding of only the best mares

that have individuality as well as breeding, and also the

training of the produce.

Descent in the Female Line of Turf Celebrities.

The matter of female descent, discussed last week in

these columns as much as our space would allow, is im-

portant to breeders, if they will but study it, and inter-

esting as well, so that we will take it up]where we left off,

giving, besides some noted stallions, the iemale descent

of some of our famous mares, classifying the families in

such a way that it can be seen at a glance which strain

of blood has the most merit to commend it to breeders of

thoroughbreds. We go to the last generation (or mare)

iu the female line traced by the compilers of the Eng-

lish and American Stud Books :

ROYAL
Lexington
Potomac
Adveoturer
Luke Blackburn
Blue Eyes
Gleu more
Lougstreet
Weatberbit
Wagner (imp j

Muscovy (imp.]
Stiathmore
Leoiiatus
Greenland
Stracbiao (imp.)
Stratford

Falsetto
Lizzie Lucas
Morel lo

Dewdrop
Fortuna
.Ella
Day Star
George Kinney
Parole

Blacklock
Billet (imp.)
Voltigeur
Hiuiyar
Spread Ertgle (imp.)
Hurrab (imp.)
Castrel

MARE, THIRD DAM OF OLD MONTAUU MAKE.

Eclipse (O'KeUy's
Baden-Baden
Loyalist (Aus.)
Taniroauy
Miss Letty
Maxim (imp.)
Galore (imp.)
Louisette
Volturno
Grinstead
Onondaga
Lizzie S-

Tbe Bard
Janet
Fordham

LAYTON BAKU MAKE.

Maiden
Montana Regent
Cyclops
Poet scout
Kingston (imp.)
Iroquois
Pamque
Baroid
Powbattan

BURTON BARB MAKE.

Cattou
Prestoupaus (imp.)
Surplice
Donald A. (imp.)
Waverly (Amer.)
Wbiskev
Margrave (imp.)

Scottish Chief
Vandal
Brigadier (imp.)
Oxford
Ecuador
Salvator
Duke of Montrose
Kingfisher
Monarchist
Springfield (Eug.)
Levity
Sensation
Elias Lawrence
Lever

Rebel
Virgiliau
Pontiac (imp.)
Alice Hawthorn
Tbormanby
Albert (imp.)
Belvidere
Sir Dixon
Charaxus (imp.)

Sir Hercules
St. Albans
Lord Clifden
Sclim
Rubens
Harkaway
Flambeau

MR. TREGONWELL S NATURAL BARB MARE.

Achievement
Blue Mautle
Lord Lyon
Matador (imp.)
Morienier(imp.)
Melbourne
Paradox
Simon Magus (imp.)

Silvio
(ileucoe (imp.)
Uncas
The Bard (Eng.)
Wanderer
BeudOr
Lovalisl(Eug.)
Wheel of Fortune

Bay Middleton
Whisker
Wbaleboue
Partisan
Robert the Devil
Eclipse (imp.)
Speculum

DAUGHTER OF DAYILL'S WOODCOCK, GRANDAM OF WESTBURY

The Ill-Used (imp.) Woodlands (imp.) Ellington
Waxy
Smolensko
Emperor
Mouarque
Vespasian

Lisbon
Sailor Prince (imp.)
Exile
Vedette
Kiug Lud

Dutch Organ (imp.)
Pat MaHoy
Isonomy
Cambuscau

BYERLY MARE, DAM OF THE TWO TRUE BLUES.

Daluacardoch (imp.) Rayon d'Or ump.) American Eclipse
Pocahontas Touchstone
Glengarry (imp.) Knight of Kars
King Ban (imp.) Reform
Kiug Ernest (imp.) Pasquinade
Stocbwell Rataplan

Musket
Velocipede
Miller's Damsel
Eolhen (imp.)
Galopiu

BARB MAKE, DAM OF OLD BALD PEG.

Eolus
Glasgow
Flying Childers
Boardmau
Asteroid (Am.)

War Dauce
Lou Lanier
Waltz
Los Angeles
Reel
Domino

Leamington (imp.)
Fairy
Qeheimniss
Buccaneer
Wild oats

Wildldle
Fellowcnilt
Kiuglet
Macduff
Macbeth

Diomed (imp.)
Esher (imp.)
Plenipotentiary
Ida Pickwick
Lightning

PIPING PEG,

Faraudole
Butterflies
Kirkman
Lecompte
Prioress
Barcaldiue

Troubadour
Priam (imp.)
Blue Gra>s
Patron
Thunder

.

Glidelia
Dance
Post Guard
Starke
Jils Jobuson
Solon

THEOLDPIELD MARE.

Racine Darebin (imp.)
Tbe Libel
Trumpator

Lamplighter
.Black Dean (imp.)
Macaroni
Saraband

i, LITER OF IMP. MEDLEY (AMERICAN.)

Bersan " Kiug Fan
Fellowplay Rutherford
Drake Carter • Miser
Spendthrift Hydcr AU

PLYING CHILDERS MAKE, THIRD DAM OF PEGGY.

Her I ram
Hlink Bonny
Bonnie Scotland (im
Breadalbaue
Blair Alhol

Bazar
Bramble
Preaknesa
Brambalella
BayBwater

D'A

Glen Athol(lmp.)
Cutlierstone
Mundig
Buwarrow (Imp.)

MA It I. 1

Bonnie Furrow
Hidalgo
Shannon
Ml in i

Virgil

PeKKy KliiKgol.l
• nllMll lY^L'Y

Irtinclutl

Hampton
Sir Bevys
Belladonna (imp.
Abingdon imp.)
Caller On

C H. Todd
Elkwood
Sorrento
Masello (imp.)

Deceiver (imp. i

Laureate (imp.)
p.)3iddarthii (Imp.)

Tristan
Broom ielaw

OLD VINTNER MAKE,

Hubbard
Katy Peaso
Terra Gotta
.lodge McKmslry
Mugglns

Iti'Y BLACK-LEGGED ROYAL UARE.
West Australian Oueko
llanv O'Fallon Trustee (imp.)
Dlophantui
Paverdale Colt

ROM STUD OK HARRISON OF BRANDON.
Mollle McUarty Gamma
.loe Hooker Flood
liuimnacita Mayflower
Blectra Countess Zelka

»AM, BY SIR T. QABCOtQNtt'fl FOREIGN HORSE,

Mollle Wood Silvermiuo (Imp.)
Ansel Vauxhall

. King Daniels Maminin.i
Owen Dale Don Victor

Alarm
Monday
Foxhall
Hornsea

Orville
Meltou

ROYAL MARE, THIRD DAM OF FLYING WHIG.
Hanover Harvester
Grey Eagle Inspector B.
Jerry Rossi fer (imp.)

Stalwart (imp.)

DAUGHTER OF BUSTLER, BY HELMSLEY TURK.
Marske Newminster
Humphrey Clinker Cervantes
Topgallant (imp.) Beeswing.

DAUGHTER OF MERLIN, THIRD DAM OF SE LIBIA.
Glenelg(imp.) Herod Promised Laud
Longfellow Coronation
Ten Broeck Knight ot St. George (imp.)

DAUGHTER OF BYERLY TURK, AND DAM OF THE WHARTON MARE.
Sir Modred (imp.) Cheviot (imp.) Dulcibella
Yattendon Child of the Mist Sovereign (imp.)
Pantaloon

BRIMMER MARE, DAM OF OLD SCARBOROUGH MARE.
Algeriue Sefton North Lincoln
Planet Young Melbourne Comus
Slanc

SISTER TO STRIPLING, BY HUTTON'S SPOT.

Ormonde (imp.) Rossington (imp.) Brown Bread
Stouebeuge (imp.) Ambrose Muncaster

Leia lis

Wilful

Bullion
Springbok

DAUGHTER OF BELGRADE TURK.
Sting Boulevard
St. Blaise (imp.) Applause

SPANKER MARE, THIRD DAM OF BOXANA.
Woodburn Young Giantess
Sorcerer Eleanor

Hindoo
Kyrle Daly (imp.)

Moccasin (imp.)
Macearoon (imp.)

DAUGHTER OF HEMSLEY TURK.
Camel Gohanua
The Baron

C. D'ARCY'S ROYAL MARE.
Paramatta (imp.) Highflyer
Orlando

SISTER TO MERLIN, EY BUSTLER.

Knight of Ellerslie Dr. Syntax Little Red Rover

DAUGHTER OF TRYALL (SON OF MORETON'S TRAVELLER.)
Enquirer George Martin Hayden Edwards

SEDBURY ROYAL MARE, DAM OF MISS D'ARCY's PET MARE.
Great Tom (imp). Australian (imp.) St. Simon

DAUGHTER OF BRILLIANT, BY KURWELL'S TRAVELLER.
Tremout Bend Or (Amer.)

DAUGHTER OF JANUS.

Norfolk Volante

DUKE OF RUTLAND'S MARE BY MASSEY BAY BARB.
Hermit Kantaka (imp.)

ROYAL MARE, GRANDAM OF GIPSEY.

Sir Archy Kingston (Amer.)

DAUGHTER OF PELHAM BARB.

Phaeton (imp.)

DAUGHTER OF IMP. FEARNOUGHT, BY KEGULUB.

King Alfonso Tom Ochiltree

DAUGHTER OF PLACE'S WHITE TURK, DAM OF THE COFFIN MARE.
Saxon (imp.)

The list given above takes in many of the very great-

est celebrities at the stud in the past one hundred years,

and it forms a most interesting study. It points to the

fact that the really great performers and sires of race

horses come from a very few mares. The excellence of

the ianiilies can be determined in a great measure by the

number of horses here shown. While those tracing to

the Old Montagu mare outnumber the Layton Barb,

Byerly and Burton Barb mare families, and there are

more great performers perhaps in the first named, the

best sires trace in the female line to the Byerly mare

(dam of the Two True Blues), Burton Barb, Layton Barb

and Tregonwell Natural Barb mares, they ranking, to

our minds, as named in respect to producing sires.

There are other excellent families, of course, for instance

the Queen Mary, tracing to the Flying Childers mare,

third dam of Peggy ; the ones tracing to Piping Peg, the

Oldfield and Old Bald Peg mares, yet the very greatest

families are those mentioned first. Taking this as a

guide, then why should not a horse tracing on the dam's

side to the dam of the two True Blues mated with a mare

tracing to the Old Montagu mare be more likely to prove

a crackerjack than if bred in any other way ? It is very

interesting to note that Domino and the unbeaten Butter-

flies came from the same female line ; likewise Leam-

ington and Lamplighter and imp. Darebin ; Sir Aichy

and the grand old Kingston, winner of more races than

any horse that ever lived ; imp. Gleuelg and Longfellow,

both the leading sires of this country for many years

;

Hindoo, the crack racer of this country, and The Baron,

sire of the immortal Stockwell and the scarcely lesp

famous Rataplan ; imp. St. Blaise and our good old

Applause, now dead ; American Eclipse, Touchstone

and Stockwell; imp. Diomed, Eolus and Troubadour;

Morello, Parole, Iroquois, Sir Dixon and Falsetto tracing,

to the same source, and other illustrations just as instruc-

tive and interesting. Verily the deeper one delves into

this very deep study the more strange it seems that some

families show their excellence in some particular branch

through all these years that the race horse has been bred.

With the decline of racing at the far East this season,

the eyes of the lovers of good racing turn toward Cali-

fornia, where horses can be raced all winter long with

great benefit to their owners, and without any cruelty be-

ing practiced on the equine participants in the races.

Gradually the time consumed in making the journey

across the country is growing shorter, and that means

the coming of hundreds of horses and horsemen, where

tens formerly came. And once here they will be so

charmed with the climate, the people and the country

th:it they may never return
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The Future is Bright.

The great State Fair, which commences next week,

promises to be far better than any heretofore held. The

class of horses to compete cannot be surpassed, and as

the representatives of many States outside of California

are to compete, the great uncertainty about the outcome

of these events will add a charm to the visitors that will

not be forgotten.

The meetings on the California circuit so far have

been very successful. The giving of large purses has had

a good effect upon the trotting horse industry ; it not

only helps and encourages breeders, but it makes the

drivers strive to win every heat. The pool-box loses its

charm when no risks are to be taken, and the sure-

money that is to be gained by winning is an inducement

that drives the Johnny Armstrong pilots out of the

held.

There have been only a few complaints of attempted

jobbery, which, upon investigation, have proved to be

unfounded. Those who have attended the races are

unanimous in saying they never saw better racing.

Those who were intent on seeing jobs go through as in

former times have been forced to see their hopes shat-

tered and their pocket-books flattened. Progression is

the hand maiden of reformation, and when the latter

leads a little in the right direction the former follows.

To the breeder of good trotting horses there is more

encouragement this season than there has been in years,

for the earning capacity of the trotter is increased

through the liberality of our association. To the breeder

of scrubs there is little or no encouragement, and the

day should not be far distant when every road horse

should have speed enough to go in three minutes and

have individuality and stamina to sustain a high rate of

speed for a long distance without being

booted to the elbows and hocks, and have

determination enough to go without being whipped

every step of the journey. The improvement in our

roadsters has been very slow in the past, because people

bred their mares to scrub stallions on account of the

low service fees, but the scrub stallion is rapidly becom-

ing a gelding of the present and a relic of the past. The

superiority of the stallions standing for public service

to-day at low prices will, in a few years, place all

horses in America in a most favorable position, and

their individual excellence will place them where every

American can point with pride, and the name of the

American trotting horse will be all that is necessary as

a recommendation to foreign buyers. To this end

these associations and the ways and means used to im-

prove the American trotters are receiving the encour-

agement they are deserving so rapidly. The dark clouds

of uncertainty are being driven away, and the great de-

pression in the trotting-horse market is really the best

and most powerful remedy we have yet found. The

good work is going on, and to those who have faith in

the future of the trotting-horse business there is much
encouragement.

Every business in the land has suffered, and the horse

industry would indeed be a strange one if it did not feel

the effects of it also. But times are improving, money

will be getting more plenty, and a healthier feeling will

be observed in all circles than we have noticed for some

time.

Tear Down the High Judges' Stands.

The disputes between the judges and the public re-

garding the finishes in races arise in a majority of cases

from the fact that the men on the ground, who claim to

be under the wire and those in the stand who are on the

opposite side of the track and above the wire do not

from their relative positions see alike. The iault is not

with the j udges, but in the stand in which they are placed.

Let any observant person who has visited the various

race tracks in California stand over the wire and look

down on the horses twenty feet below them, see if they

do not overlook one or more of the horses in a close fin-

ish. The numbers on the drivers' arms are a great aid)

but when four horses are coming nose-and-nose to the

wire numbers are forgotten and heads are then counted.

In such finishes there are always people on both sides of

the wire and even under it who disagree with the de-

cision of the judges.

The judges' stands as now used are old-fashioned, too

large, and, worse than all, too high. The little judges'

stand at the Bay District track is a model which should

be copied by every track-builder and adopted by every

association in the State. There is no wire stretched

across the track ; only two upright iron rods that are

opposite each other; and the one on the side of the track

on which the timers' stand is erected a heavy, light-

painted stripe brings the rod out in the line of vision

more distinctly. The judge who calls the first horse

stands on the lower step of a small flight of stairs, the

judge who calls the second and third horses stands on

one above him, and the third judge stands on one above

him. The clerk of the course takes the numbers as they

are called, and in the thousand races—trotting, running

and pacing—at the Bay District track, not a finish was

ever questioned, so accurate is the system of judging

finishes. The stand itself is small, just room for three

judges to stand in with a small desk and chair for the

clerk of the course. On the ground floor is a large

room, which is the weighing room. The bell is

outside and is large enough to be heard all over the

course. The stand is erected on the same side as the

grand stand, with a small plain-looking timers' stand

just large enough for the three timers opposite.

^y this arrangement both stands become free from the

usual crowd of men who consider they can not see the

races unless they monopolize the stand, crowd around

the timers, pass remarks on the drivers and dictate to the

judges what their duties are or what they think they

ought to do.

For the sake of harmony and to remove the odium

cast upon the stand and having every decision of a close

contest disputed, we believe it would pay all associations

to tear down the great big barn-like structures called

judges' stands and erect, at very little cost, stands that

will be up with the times, and thus keep pace with the

times. We have faster horses, better sulkies, finer boots

and harness, so that our horses make better time, but

the judges who decide these races are kept in the same

kind of !' two story and a basement structures " that

were in use when Grey Eagle and Wagner battled fur

supremacy.

Los Angeles Entries.

Just as we go to press a telegram from Secretary

Thorne of Los Angeles informs us that the Los Angeles

Association has changed its date of closing their entries

from September 1st to September 15th. The Los Ange-

les Association has presented a proposition to the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association offering the

Los Angeles track to the Trotting Horse Breeders As-

sociation.

The postponement above referred to is made in hopes

that an arrangement can be completed with the Breed-

ers' Association to bring them to Los Angeles, the

object of deferring the date of closing the entries being

to give the breeders time to consider the matter, and in

case they decide to go to Los Angeles, to afford the horse-

men an opportunity to make entries at both meetings,

thus giving them an extra week's racing in that city for

big purses. A meeting of the Board of Trotting Horse

Breeders' Association has been called for Monday even-

ing at S o'clock to consider the proposition from Los An-

geles. In case the S. P. R. R. Co. will.made a reduction

in transportation, and the Los Angeles Association of-

fers inducements that will warrant it, there is a prospect

of the Breeders' Association holding its fall meeting in

that city.

A number of horsemen from this part of the State are

already engaged to go to Santa Ana, and many others

would be in favor of going to Los Angeles in case ar-

rangements could be made so that the expense of going

to that place would not be much more than to some

point in the vicinity of the bay. As the fall meeting of

the California Jockey Club commences on October 27th

at the Bay District track, which is within the dates se-

lected for the fall meeting of the Breeders Association)

it will be impossible to secure that race course, and in

case the Breeeers' meeting should be held in Oakland

there is no question but the running races would draw

from the attendance of the last two days of that

meeting.

'Nothing But the Best.'

When Senator Stanford decided to raise horses he had for

his motto this heading. How well he succeeded in accom-

plishing his desire, let the long list of his continuous cham-
pions testify. The fame of the illustrious Electioneers is

world-famed and undying. So, too, with the products of his

vineyard. His Vina brandy has already established for itself

a reputation for absolute excellence. The rich, tine flavor

with which it is endowed, and the assurance of its purity,

enables the medical fraternity to conscientiously give it

endorsement.
California's breast milk—smooth, rich and bright-
Pure as the moonbeam, witching as its light.

The race for the great Ebor handicap plate, 1,000 sover-

eigns, for three-year-olds and upward, distance one mile and

three-quarters, was run at Cork last Wednesday. R. Lebau-

die's Quintan was first, Duchess, owned by Sir W., second,

Lord Penrhvn's Thesus third,

HOOF-BEATS.

Old Jacobin, who ran at the last Blood Horse meeting, is

now being driven to a buggy in Chicago.

Secretary C. A. Riggs, of Santa Ana, wires us that the
free-for-fail trot, purse $1,000, has been re-opened.

Dorian won again on Thursday at Sheepshead, going a
mile and three-sixteenths in the cracking time of 2:01 2-5.

Judge Jos. J. Burke and Starter James Caldweli have
been engaged for tbe Providence (R. I.) meeting, which lasts
about a month.

Robbie P. again beat Klamath last Thursday at Helena,
Mont., after the latter had taken the first twu heats. The
best time was 2:15.

Gold Bug beat Bill Howard, Jennie Deane, Etta Mc-
Keever,St. Croix and Normandie six furlongs in 1:15 Thurs-
day at Helena, Mont.

Ballarat broke down in his off fore leg in a race at Sara-
toga last Saturday, and his jockey, Pines, had to dismount
when half the distance had been covered.

Bart, a two-year-old chestnut gelding by Sir Modred—
Allanah, won a five-furlong race at Saratoga, August 23d, in
1:02, with Lady Richmond and Sallie Woodford, also bred al

Rancho del Paso, second and third.

The friends of Henry C. Judson, owner of the great Wild-
idle, will be pleased to learn that he is progressing nicely
since he had one of his limbs amputated early this week at
San Jose, and h how almost sure to pull through the ordeal.

St. Simon is the leading winning sire in England this year
up to date. His get have won $147,495. Isonomy is Becond
with $132,790, and Hampton third with $132,790. The next
in order are Royal Hampton, Springfield, Galopin, Petrarch
and Melton.

The success of the Sir Dixon two-year-olds is certainlv
phenomenal. Sir Dixon Jr. and Butterflies are both phe-
noms, while Necedah, by Sir Dixon—Retreat, won the Cali-
fornia Stakes, five and one-half furlongs, in 1:08} at Saratoga
on the 23rd of August.

Frank Van Ness' good St. Saviour colt, De Bracy, ridden
by little Eddie Jones, ran a mile in 1:40 last Thursday ;U
Harlem, defeating Libertine and Rudolph, among others.

De Bracy was at 12 to one in the betting and Van Ness, it

is supposed made a killing.

Ottinger, 2:1U. the bay gelding that Keating brought
from California to win Eastern money with, was an easy sec-

ond to Belleflower in 2:12|. He did his miles in a way that
makes him look dangerous whenever Keating gets ready to

win.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

W. J. Lynn, who has several horses in training at Lbe
track here, came uo recently from Gonziles to tike a look at

them in their work. Among the number is the trotting Junio
stallion Gilpatrick, 2:29^, and a speedy three-year-old pacing
gelding by Sidney, 2:1-9$, dam by Electioneer.

Riley Grannan has been making book at the Long
Island Pony Pacing Association's meeting at Parkwav Driv-
ing Park. On the closing day, August 24th, he made a big
winning on Rosita, Gus Straus' imp. Rossington—Rosemary
filly, his commission forcing the odds from even money down
to 2 to 5. Little Si McClain rode her.

Joe Murphy, son of Isaac Murphy and Hattie Harris,

broke the record for two miles and an eighth last Thursday
at Harlem to the extent of two and ooe half seconds, going
the distance in 3:42, ridden by Charley Weber, who was
highly commended for the ride he put up. Monitor made
the previous record, 3:44i, at Baltimore October 20, 1SS0, or

nearly fourteen years ago.

"The Morgan Horse, by Joseph Baltell, of Middlebury,
Vt, is one of the handsomest and most complete works on the

horse ever issued in America, and reflects the greatest credit

on the graceful writer that has almost devoted his life to the

study of that great family. The illustrations are simply grand,
and the work should be in the library of every lover of a
trotter.

Domino succeeded in beating Ducat a mile in 1:40* at

Sheepshead Bav Thursday. The latter had gone the route

early in the week in 1:39, tbe world's record on a circular

track, and many expected to see him lower Domino's colors.

Domino trailed to the homestretch, where Ducat appeared to

hold the race safe. Taral rode Domino so hard, however,

that he got up to Ducat and won cleverly.

Pamlico, 2:10 in a race, the greatest free-for-all trotter on
the Grand Circuit this year, bar Alix, died at Hartford, Conn.,

last Wednesday. He was by Meander 1311, dam Birthday,

by Daniel Lambert; second dam Dolly Richards (dam of

Belle Franklin, 2:28j), by Blackstone 72. This season he
has defeated such stars as Azote, 2:09;] ;

Ph:ebe Wilkes, Ry-
land T. and Muta Wilkes. Azote's only defeat this year was
by Pamlico.

Following is a list of the winning owners at the Saratoga

meeting which came to an end last Saturday : Leigh & Rose,

$19,505; G. Walbaum, $14,975 ; Byron McClelland, $14,650;

G. Fleichmann & Sons, $12,595; Tierre Lorillard, $8,725 ; J.

E. Pepper, $7,270 ; Gideon & Dalv, $0,890 ;
Beverwyck Sla-

bles, $4,250; W. M. Barrick,$3,725; Kentuckv Stables,$3,200;

Kendall Stables, $3,175; J. E. Seagram, $2,930; E. C. Head-

ley, $2,462; Goughacres Stable,$ 2,450; J. Shields, $2,275 ; S.

W. Streets, $2,235; Santa Anita Stable, $2,155; Morris Sta-

ble, $2,150; John McL'abe, $2,075; J. R. & F. P. Keene,

$1,9S5; J. E. McDonald, $1,S95; J. McLaughlin, $1,480 ;

Sheridan & Cooper, $1,550; J. M. Crosby, $1,475: McShea A.-

Clark, $1,400; C H.Smith, $1,400; G. E. Smith, $1,355; J.

Ruppert, Jr., $1,295; E. Corrigan, $1,250; Cedar Hill Si«ble,

$1,250; Madison Stable, $1,025; Pueblo Stable, $1,000; Mar-

cus Daly, $995 ; G. W. Ives, $950 ; Csmdeii Siable, $900; C.

R. Javnes, $850: G. B. Moyes A Co., $845; T. Carey, $800;

T. Welch. $625; W. O'B. McDonough, $615 ; Maecot Stable.

$615; J. P. Coin, $615; B. F. Cadeingan, $595; .1. B. Dwyer,

$560; P. J. Dwyer. $525; A. G. Blakeley, $525; M. F. Dwyer

$510; J. Nixon, $505.
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TUKF AND TRACK
THE SAX)DLE.

Zenoiua is dow in the stable of Ed Corrigao, master of

HawiliorDe.

Quikt won ;<gain at Woodland od Tuesday. This time it

was at six furlongs, which she raD in 1:16 easily.

A third member of the SloaD family riding at the far East

dow is Fremont Sloan, and he is said to be a fair pilot.

A large part of the Sheepshead Bay betting-ring has been

rebuilt, it having beeo condemned a« unsafe by the inspec-

tors.

Ch rley Weber piloted three winners at Harlem last

Tuesday. One of them, AUry, ran a mile and a sixteenth in

1:47 Hat.

Bkandywinx, the brother to Potomac, is an extra good

colt. Lad Tuesday he woo the Dash Slakes at Sheepshead

Bay in 1:01 3-5.

Domino is getting around in shape again. Last Monday at

Sheepshead Bay he took up 130 pounds and ran the Futu-

ily course in 1:10.

The date of the Reno meeting has been changed from
September 10Lh to 14th to October 2ud to 6lh inclusive, on

account of conflicting dates.

Frank S Ma lone, of this city, goes to Hueneme, Santa

Barbara and other fairs this year, where he will act as pre-

siding jodge at the race meetings.

Dorian, the California-bred colt, again defeated Dobbins
aad oilier g>id oaes at Sheap-diead Biy last Tuesday at a

mile and a quarter. Time, 2:0S 1-5.

Charles H. Kingsley, the bookmaker, has been ap-

pointed Chairman of the Committee on Live Stock at the

fair lo be held at Grass Valley this fall.

Pepper, a two year old good enough to defeat the Hying

Urania at Saratoga, August 22d. is by Hindoo, dam Francesca

(sister to Iroquois), by imp. Leamington.

The sale of Col. H. I. Thornton's yearlings by imp. Mari-

ner, Apache and other good horses will take place soon after

the California Jockey Club meeting begins.

The Spreckels siring, in charge of the veteran, Cy. Mul-
key, arrived in Sacramento early this week. In the lot are

the cracks Piquante, Gallant, Blizza-d and Cadmus.

Van Kuren is no longer riding for the Santa Anita stable.

It is stated that there was very strong dissatisfaction felt

about his work before it was determined to put him down.

Ducat, the grand colt by imp. Deceiver from Jennie
Flood, by imp. Billet, broke the circular track record last

Tuesday when he ran a mile in 1:39 at Sheepshead Bay. He
carried 113 pounds.

Jock by C. Reife fell o If' the mire Grey Goose August
24th at Hawthorne and was badly injured. He is employed
by Jockey-owner Chas. McUarFjrty, an 1 has been accounted
one of the coming stars.

Richard Brown has been starting thegallopers at Wood-
land this week, and his work with the flag has been highly
praised. He will do the starling at the State Fair and io all

liklihood at Sao Jose also.

It is almost certain, according to "Broad Church," that

the migh y Morello has run his last race. The great horse
has been thrown out of training at Chicago on account of an
attack of catarrhal fever.

Yo Tambien, on the last day of the Saratoga meeting of

1894, which was la>l Saturday, ran a mile and a quarter race
in 2:071, carrying 119 pounds and defeating Lamplighter,
Ramapo and other good ones.

BaCE coers on the Montana circuit have been well sup-
plied with turf statistics this year by Messrs. Newman and
Dobson, of San Francisco, who have been getting up form
charts and "official results" in good 6hape.

Gimeon & Daly have recently sold Merry Monarch and
Thurston, and it is said that every horse in the stable, except
Keenan, Walizer and Butterflies, is forsale. Even Ramapo
can be bought, the present figure being $15,000.

R. D. LEDGETT has purchased of Mrs. A. C. Archer, of
Forealville, Sonoma county, two yearlings by the eood racer
and exceptionally well-bred hort-e, Rathbone, son of imp.
Young Prince and Lady Amanda, by imp. Hurrah.

Caval Rodriguez, the well-known trainer and driver,

came down from Portland and will remain a few days in
Salinas among his frieods, before going to San Rafael, where
he has been employed lo train for the Pacheco Bros.—Salinas
Journal.

Tom IIealev, trainer for the Madison stable of Eugene
Kelly, the young multi-millionaire of New York, will bring
a good Bized string out here this fall lo race at the California
Jockey Club meeting. In his stable are Skedaddle and
Double Cross.

Prince OF Monaco is thought to have passed thecrisis
and lo be on the way to recovery, though he is still a very
sick colt. His throat is very much swollen and there is a
big chance that his wind will be affected if he rounds too all

right in other ways.

On the 21st of August, at Parkwav, two sons of Emperor
(Padre and Frank R, Harl) won, and Pantata, hv imp. Dare-
bin— Rosalind, was successful at six furlongs. Blacklock, a
brother to Sir Dixon and Belvidere, ran second to Padre. He
is a bay gelding, six years old. " Snapper " Garrison rode
Phil Daly Jr.'s Elkwood (O victory in the mile.

BARNEY SoHREIBER baa W. Maxwell at work building a
lot of lir Imare barns on his stock farm near St. Louis,
which place ho intends making one of the most complete of
its kind in the country. The mares wilt be housed almost in
a circle, and other parts cf the farm will be improved won-
derfully. Maxwell used lobe superintendent at Gartield Park
Chicago.

The broodmares purchased by the late Senator Stanford in

Kentucky just before his death will be sold at auction next

fall, along with the yearliDgs. They are all Dicely-bred, and

those of Faustus (son of Enquirer), among others, will doubt-

less bring large sums.

Charley Weber's mascot, the good-natured little mon-
key be has owned for a long time, was bitten by a mad dog

recently, and had to be shot. Since that time Charley has

not had euch good luck in the saddle. 1 hat the poor missing

link had a grand funeral is certain.

Next Monday night the fate of the pool-room men at

Sausalito will be determined by the "town fathers" of the

little burg by der bay. It looks now as if they would decide

that the place could not be conducted there any longer. How-
ever, Harrison, Hart and Hopkins are hopeful.

H. C. Judson, owner of Wildidle Farm, Santa Clara, has

had one of his legs amputated near the hip, and at last

accounts he was in a critical condition. For several years

Mr. Judson has suffered from a stiff knee, and his limb became
affected so badly from necrosis that amputation was neces-

sary.

Aloha was purchased by James R. Beard on August 16th

from "Snapper" Garrison for $1,000. In both of his last two

races he has run kindly and seems to have forgotten to sulk.

Perhaps the old rogue is only biding his time, and some day
when the money has been bet in chunks on him will pin back

his ears and refuse to go on, as John McCafferty found out to

his cost.

Qoirt ran five furlongs in a race at Woodland last Mon-
day in 1:01 fiat, beatiDg GrscieS., Eitma D., Polaski, Mon-
arch, George L., Miss Wood and Sam Mount—a good lot of

sprinters. Quirt's pilot is perhaps the most wonderful man in

the business to-day, being seventy-two years of age. At getting

away from ths post old Mr. Welsh can give nine out of ten

of our present day riders oards and spades.

Superintendent John Mackey is expected to arrive

any day now at Rancho del Paso with the recent purchases he
made in England in his charge, the most important of

which are Watercress, Goldfinch and Royal Garter. Mr.
Mackey deserves great credit for his selection of these ani-

mals, which are bred just right for the purpose intended. We
are greatly in need of stallions with the very strains of

blood they are full of— Irish Birdcatcher and Blacklock.

The fourth annual meeting at Santa Monica bids fair to

be the best ever held in that famous seaside resort. There is

one pony there now that can run half a mile in 0:50$ with

130 pounds up and another, Conejo, who has beaten her at a

quarter of a mile. Many other high-class ponies are now
quartered at Santa Monica, and it is hoped the Monterey
loves of a good pony will send down a number of their best

to contest at the great Southern resort of the fashionables.

It is remarkable how well the horses raised in mountain-
ous districts perfoim in the high altitudes of Montana . Annie
Moore, raised in Montana, did rather poorly in California for

many months before she left for Montana, where she is run-

ning like a wild mare ; Zamloch and Sport McAllister, raised

in Lake County, this State, were right at home in Marcus
Daly's country, and the same can be said of Gold Bug, Joe
D: and Lulu B., raised in the mountains of their native

States.

C. Bruce Lowe, the popular Australian authority on the

thoroughbred horse, now in London, writes friends in this city

that he has his book on breeding race horses well under way,
and has subscriptions' enough already to insure him against

any loss. In fact, the sale promises to be very large. Mr.
Lowe is perhaps as great a student of the breeding problem
as can be found in the world to-day, and besides is a charm-
ing writer. That the book will, therefore, be well worth read-

ing goes without saying.

This year there will be sold at the coming great Palo Alto
sale a half-brother to imp. Brutus and Cyrus—a youngster by
Flambeau, from imp. Teardrop, by Scottish Chief. He has
been appropriately named Cassius. Flambeau is very much
a "Melbourne horse," getting crosses through both his sire

and dam. There are comparatively few descendants of the

big, brown English horse in this country, but the few have
made names for themselves at the stud, for instance Wildidle,

Spendthrift, Miser and imp. Darebin.

M. E. Sexton's stable at Ashbury Park, N. J., was de-

stroyed by fire on the morning of August 19th. The loss will

exceed $30,000. A number of valuable horses which were
burned were the property of Gen. Wm J. Sewell, Gen. Rus-
ling, Dr. Grover, W. F. Day and Dr. Hopkins, of Newark.
Mr. Davis, Mr. Oliver, Dr. Garling, Mr. Todd, of Hotel
Marlboro, Mr. Brew and others. John Sullivan, who slept

in the building, was badly burned in making his escape. The
origin is supposed to be from the sparks of a pipe.

The rule recently passed by the Turf Congress regarding
the fining of starters, upon complaint, for striking a horse at

the post with a whip or for using abusive language to the

jockeys, is a good one, and will be applauded by all fair-

minded persons. Heretofore a starter has been allowed to

roundly curse any boy or boys at will, and the result has been
that the riders have lost all respect for the wielders of the

flags possessing bad tempers and tongues. Now they have a
chance to even up matters somewhat.

It was learned recently that the pool-rooms in Lynn, Mass.
and at the Point of Pines were badly swindled on Saturday
by wire-tappers. At Lynn a large number of tickets were
sold on the first two races, and more than $2,000 went to the

ticket-holders. On the same races at the Point of Pines the
pool-room managers lost $2,500. They refused to pay on any
more tickets, and an investigation showed that the telegraph
wires had been tapped and the result of the races delayed. It

is said that the guilty parties are known and will be arrested.

Chicago is in the same bx that San Francisco is. She
needs a training track. Unlike 'Frisco, however, 6he is go-
ing to have one in the near future. Some enterprising man
or company of men could make a great fortune with a first-

class training traek and horsemen's hotel close lo this city.

There would be on an average 300 stalls occupied,and nearly

that number of horsemen would have to be accommodated
at the hotel. Of course there should be a track for the gal-

lopers and another for the harness horses, and they should be

I wide and kept in apple-pie order,

Midget, the little bay mare in Nick Hall's stable, on Sat-
urday, August ISth, ran the fastest half-mile ever run in
Montana— 0:47}. She carried 118 pounds, and won by half
a length in a driving finish with Gold Bug. The latter has
twice run five furloDgs in Montana in 1:01. Model ran six
furlongs in the good time of 1:15 on the same date, carrying
115 pounds.

As we predict* d, there will be a pony and steeplechase as-

sociation organized at Monterey within the next few days,
and it is probable that the gentlemen riders will be given an
opportunity to distinguish themselves at the coming meeting
of the California Jockey Club. Two meetings per year of
perhaps a week's duration each will be given at Monterey
every year hereafter.

As the racing season progresses and the distances for two-
year-olds are increased at Hawthorne, the California young-
sters are coming to the front. On Saturday, August 18th,
three-quarters of a mile, Vine tor, by Brutus, with 106 pounds,
won by a neck, Mollie R.. by Mariner, with 110 pounds, sec-

ond. The filly thus gave the colt eeveD pounds (four pounds
and three pounds for sex), end they ran the three-quarters in

1:15$. Several good ones were behind.

Tom McTague, of Deer Lodge, sold his three-year-old
Toxida last Tuesday at private sale. Colonel W. Brown, of
California, the owner of Anm'e Moore, was the purchaser
and the price $1,000.—Butte Inter Mountain, August 23.

But where did Brown get to be a "Colonel?" Perhaps he
is Colonel of the tipsters' regiment. Brigadier Gen. John
Wilkins and Major Hess, of the California division, may go
to Montana next jear to get advancement.

Petir Weber declares that Walter Hobart will make
fully as good a rider as " Foxy " Keene, in fact, the young
millionaire is even now the Foxhall Keene of the Pacific

Coast'gentlemen riders. On the 24th,at Monterey,Mr. Hobart
rode every winner of the meeting, five in number, using ex-
cellent judgment throughout and riding with the determina-
tion of a Taral. He schoolsall of his horses over the jumps
also. Thad. Williams, the well-known rider, is training
for Mr. Hobart, and says the latter is a first-class pupil.

Old Lithbert, the winner of the hurdle race at Parkway,
is now owned by M. Kearney, of Brooklyn. His former own-
er, J. H. Lewis, got into trouble with the pony people at a
meet near Boston several years ago, and this spring was re-

fused a license Lewis has been trying to sell Lithbert for

some time, as the chances of his being reinstated are not over
bright. Kearney agreed to give him $300 for Lithbert, pro-

vided the horse was reinstated. The application made to the
Country Club, of Boston, was refused. However, the Steeple-

chase, Pony and Hunt Association reinstated the horse them-
selves, and yesterday he won his new owner out. Bushranger,
formerly the property of James Casey, who was ruled off at

Brighton, also ran in the hurdle race and finished third.

—

New York Mercury, Aug. 23.

There is a possibility that race-goers will see another
great turf battle before the meeting at Sheepshead Bay ends-

as Domino and Henry of Navarre are likely to meet in a
race. There bas been some feeling on the part of the admir-
ers of Henry of Navarre since his defeat by Domino at Mor-
ris Park, and the Coney Island Jockey Club, through its offi-

cials, has opened negotiations with James E, and Foxhall P.

Keene and Byron McClelland to bring the horses together
in a race. The extremely liberal offer of $5,000, weight for

age, at one mile and a furlong, was proposed to the owners,
who could make their own stakes as large or as small as they
desired. Keene insists on a mile race, but a compromise will

probably be arranged.

Here is the advice the New "iork Mercury gives to Sam
Doggett, the well-known jockey : Sam Doggetl did not like

his position with Bona venture in the second race, and so in-

stead of hustling off with the rest of his field when Mr. Rowe
called " come on," pulled up just as the flag fell. He was
called into the Steward's stand and asked to explain how it

was that he was left. He stated that he did not think it was
a start. Subsequently Sam had an altercation with Mr.
Rowe. Billingsgate flew thick and fast for a time, but soon
ceased, as Mr. Rowe would have nothing to say after his first

outburst of passion. Better not fool with Jimmy, Sam. If

you do, you will find yourself being used as a chopping block.

A man tried to "shin" up the wrong way against Rowe one
day at Brighton Beach some years ago and he (the man)
held down a nice, clean cot in a hospital for a long time
afterwaid.

When searched at the station the following "nominal
assets " were taken from the pockets of Joseph Anderson, a
race track tout, found drunk on Surf avenue, Coney Island,

August 16th : One nickel, part of an old briarwood pipe, one
infant's shoe, four stumps of cigars, fourteen lead pencils, two
dirty handkerchiefs, part of old whisk broom, sixty-five

worthiess pool tickets, two pieces of penknives, two broken
cherry wood cigar-holders, three race programmes, two
broken cigarette paper boxes, twenty burnt matches, three

old race-track badges, two crap dice, broken silicate slate,

four old memorandum books, part of sea shell, parts of two
quill toothpicks, handful of crumpled pieces of blank paste-

board, part of small comb, couple of wire nails,miscellaneous

lot of broken buttons, three pieces of masticated tobacco, one
brass key, one two-inch screw-eye, small broken finger-nail

rasp. The articles filled a small bag, and when Anderson
was released next day he very carefully replaced them in his

pockets.

Sibyl Wilbur has written a most interesting account of

her experiences at a race-track. She remarks: ''When
women go lo a horse-race they see things through a veil-

They are either hurried into the grand-stand in such a way
that only a blurred impression of masses of people is left on
their mind, or they aredriven directly to the infield and gaze

at things from afar. If they wager money it is sent to the

belting-ring by a boy or a man of the party, and they drink
the champagne of excitement wilh half of the besd gone.

This, under the existing condition of things, can scarcely be

helped. The flavor of the belting-ring is a trifle biting for

the average woman's taste. The moral of this tale is nothing
more than this: Take your racing as you would absinthe, a

little at rare intervals. It acts like electricity on the nerves
and is a grand thing at the right time. The average man
wants too much of it, that's the only trouble. The reason

for relating it is to give a clear-cut picture in bold lines of a

phase of the speculative passion, coloring it with truthful

touches concerning a noble animal, an animal which should
have a soul."
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THE SULKY.

How fast can She trot a mile ?

Doc Sferky, 2:1')], is now the fastest Altamont.

The Petaluma Fair was successful in every feature.

(JOiMO, by Sphinx, is a pacer with a record of 2:22 now.

Azote is called '"the colossal wind-splitter from the coast."

Entries for a number of meetings in California close to-

Dikectlv, 2:10:!, by Direct, the great two-year-old pacer,

is King!

Vilheus, by Norval, is now in the list
;
he has a record

of 2:27].

John K. Gentry, the pacer with the record of 2:0^}, has

been sold for $S,000.

Rvland T., in the free-for-all trot at Terre Haute,trotted

a quarter m 29 seconds.

Andy McDowell is proving to be a greater driver than

Starr or Kelly this year.

Interval, by Norval, entered the list at Jacksonville,

111., with a record of 2:2S£.

Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes, reduced his record

to 2:lSi at Butte, Montana.

Alix, 2:06, 2:06| and 2:05J, the best in the world and will

likely remain so for s^me time.

Monroe Salisbury has leased the pacer Tom Webster,

2.12'i, for the rest of the season.

Aria's third heat in 2:16f is the fastest ever made by a

three -year-old trotter on the Coast.

The trotting Jdog Ned was quite an attraction at the

meetings in which he has appeared.

Vidette, by David Hill Jr., is again on the turf. She
trotted at Grand Rapids, Michigan, last week.

In some races some drivers out-class others more than six

seconds,even if they have horses ten seconds slower.

Pilot Claus, by Santa Claus, got a record of 2:26^ in the

fifth heat of a race at Salem, New Jersey, August 9th.

Boreal held the two-year-old race record for about forty-

eight hours, then Oakland Baron trotted a mile in 2:16^.

Miss Nelson, 2:13}, the mare that young Curtis drives, is

said to belong to a daughter of the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage.

The time of the three heats which Alix has won in her

greatest races, averages as follows: 2:091, 2:09 7-12, 2:03 7-8,

2:05 5 6.

Dorcas Pkatt is the name of a four-year-old that got a

record of 2:29] at Newport, Vermont. Dorcas Pratt is by

Stamboul.

Belleflower, 2:12£, is coming around in good shape, and

will be a two-tenner before a month passes. Chas. Marvin is

driving her.

Dictator Sidney, the late G. Valensin's favorite colt,

was third in a pacing race at Portland, Maine, which was

won in 2:18}.

Svmbolieris the name of a two-year-old pacer by Camp-
bell's Electioneer, that earned a record of 2:26$ at Chaunte,

Kan., August 7.

Boreal, 2:17} ;
Buflington,2:2<H ; Eagle Pass, 2:22i and

Marie D , 2:25}, four of this year's crack two-year-olds, were
raced as yearlings.

Wilber Field Smith will sell Kebir, 2:28}, and two
splendidly-bred mares (one of them by Guy Wilkes) at the

State Fair, Sacramento.

The three-year.old filly Chide, by Chimes, dam by Bour-

bon Wilkes, entered the 2:30 list at Warren, 0., last week,

taking a record of 2:26}.

Ravensckoft, by Guy Wilkes, out of Eva, by Le Grand,
will be in the 2:30 list this year. He is one of the bull-dog

kind and improving fast.

Azote never worked in a plow in his life. He did form
one of the leaders of a four-horse team at Vina, and he was a

good, willing horse there.

Phenom, a roan colt by Director, got a paciDg record of

2:241, at Grand Rapids, Michigan, August 17, and won his

race. He is a two-year-old.

Thos. Keating arrived from the East last Friday with
his string of trotters and pacers. They will appear on the

California circuit hereafter.

H. Haas, the Humboldt trotting horse driver, is going
around on crutches, as a result of the accident with Dudley,
2:15^. at Petaluma last week.

Princess Bell, by Bell Boy, got a record of 2:24|, and
Interval, by Norval, took a mark of 2:29 £ at Griggsville,

HI., on the same day, August 16.

Sable Wilkes is coming up to Wm. Corbitt's expecta-
ions as a sire. Sablehurst, 2:25, and Sablenut, 2:28, entered
he list at the Glens Falls meeting.

Tom Taguart, president of the Indianapolis Association,
i attending the races. He has closed a deal with Messrs.
lamlin and Taylor for a match race for $5,000 between
iobert J. and Joe Patchen, to take place September (3, during

I
[
ae fall meeting.

Later in the season Directum will be better than he is at
present. Monroe Salisbury says he was a better horse last

November than he was at an? time he had him.

Joe Edge's colt Auditor, by Secretary, out of a mare by
Whippleton, will be among the crackerjacks this season. He
has been slowly recovering from distemper, but will be stron-
ger from this time on.

Since the tariff question has been settled business all over
the United States is improving and a general revival is

noticeable everywhere. Even the trotting horse business
begins to feel its effects.

A number of hordes which were suffering from the effects

of epizootic and bad weatber at the Bay District, recovered
their health and thawed out at Petaluma. Nothing like
warm weather for good racing.

Dictatus, the grandly-bred Red Wilkes stallion, surprised
his friends, and they are many, at Petaluma, by pacing the
last quarter of his race io 30} seconds. He will be heard of
in the 2:10 division before long.

The annual fair of the Pajaro Valley Agricultural Associa-
tion will commence on October 10th and continue up to and
including October 13th. The directors are making active
preparations for a successful fair.

Hugh Boyd, the artist who used to make horse pictures
for this and other horse journals, died at Napa some time
ago. He was a good portrayer of animals, and his work for

Palo Alto was highly appreciated.

There is a picture of Monroe Salisbury io this week's
Horseman in which the great manager appears to be looking
across the track at Pleasauton toward the gate, and is ready
to ask : "Whose colt's that coming?"

Little Plunkett paced right into the good wishes of

his friends at Petaluma last week. It was the first time he
bad ever won a race on his own training track, and his vic-

tory was received with expressions of joy.

Mary Osborne has been "ofl" since her arrival in the
East, but Monroe Salisbury believes she will be ready to race
later on iu the season Palatine is rounding to and with Al-
tivo will be among the fleetest before they return home.

To John Phippen, the able trainer, conditioner and driver
at the Palo Alto Stock Farm, should all credit be given for

the splendid condition Adbell, 2:28, the king of yearliDgs.

and Aria, the great three-year-old, were in when they made
their records.

The Lakeport race track will be sold under foreclosure

pmceedings next Monday, September 3d. The sum for which
it is to be sold is $2,710.65. The property will doubtless be
secured by the mortgagees, Messrs. Bogg-i and Stubbs, bank-
ers of Lakeport.

Little She, 2:16, goes with both ears pointed forward as

if she delights to trot. Her driver, J. M. Alviso, never gives

her cause to feel that she will be struck with a whip. Confi-
dence in the shafts and on the sulky seat make a winning
combination nowadays.

Adbell 2:26, by Advertiser 2:15], is the fastest yearling;
Oakland Baron 2:16^, by Baron Wilkes 2:18, the fastest two-
yeir-old ; B. B. P. 2:15, by Pilot Medium, the fastest three-

year-old, and Fantasy 2:07}, by Chimes, the fastest four-year-

old trotter of 1894 to date.

The bay pacer that won the second heat of the pacing race

in 2:21^ at the Breeders' msetim; under the name of Patrick's

Bay Pacer was sired by Fallis, 2:23, out of a mare said to be

by Gen. Benton. She was bred at Meoln Park, and was
owned by K. O'Grady, of the Hobart Stock Farm.

The horses at Agricultural Park, Los Angeles, are showing
some good work. Durfee Bros.' two-year-old colt Oceto is

perhaps the best two-year old colt at the park at present.

McKinney stands in his stall and is big and fat. There are

some other unnamed horses at the track that are showing
excellent work.

R. D. Fox's Chancellor's wonderful performance at Peta-

luma Saturday, in which he was the contending horse in five

heats in 2:17*, 2:191, 2:16, 2:1S and 2.18, in the third heat of

which be lowered his record to 2:16, stamps him as a race

horse of the first class. No gamer one ever was bred in the

Santa Clara Valley.

Th^ wonderful performance of the two-year-old colt Ath-
ania, by Junio, 2:22, out of Athalie (dam of the great year-

ling trotting stiltion, Athadon, 2:27), entered the 2:80 list

uuite easily at Petaluma last week, getting a mark of 2:21 \ in

the second heat. Athalie is a great broodmare and belongs

to G. H. Warlow, of Fresno.

Visalia, a three-year-old by Iris, trotted a half-mile to

the wire in 1:05:} io the second heat of the race won by Aria
last Saturday. If she could get around the first turn without

breaking she would have been a 2:14 performer to-day.

Visalia is driven by a young man named Perkins, who has

in him the stuff' to make a great driver.

Alix and Directum both have records of 2:05,}. The last

quarter of the mile in which Alix took her mark was trotted

in 30^- seconds, while in Directum'? effort the time of the last

quarter was 31] seconds. The fastest third quarter by Alix

wasio 3(U seconds, the third quarter by Nancy Hanks when
she placed the world's record at 2:04 in 29] seconds.

The colt Day Bell, by Palo Alt-, 2:OS2-, out of the Queen
of broodmares, Beautiful Bells, that is to be sold in New York
November 1st, will make a faster record than any other son

or daughter of the great mare, was the remark made by hu

old employee of the Palo Alto Stock Farm at Petaluma, Sat-

urday. He resembles the Moor family aod has the best set

of legs and purest trotting action, combined with speed, that

a man ever looked at. Whoever gets him will have a

bargain.

The fact that inside of twelve years the Electioneer family
has accomplished such wonders is almost overlooked by the
turf statistician. The following'in the 2:10 list are descend-
ants of the great sire who made Palo Alto famous : Fantasv,
2:07], Arion, 2:07$, Sunol, 2:081, Palo Alto, 2:081, Azote,
2:09$, aod Little Albert, 2:10. What horse can beat this
showing?

The sale of Palo Alto broodmares at the State Fair is the
all-absorbing topic of conversation among horsemen. The
opportunity of getting better mares than were ever offered
before from this celebrated farm will be grasped by every
breeder who sees that the earning capacity of the trotter is

increasing, and nothing but the best bred ones will suit the
demand of the times.

An article appeared in the Examiner two weeks ago prais-
ing a new method of firing horses, and the claim was made
that it never was used until lately on this coast. Drs. Masoero
and Bowhill, two of our highest authorities on veterinary
science and practice, used the same apparatus many years
ago, the former discarding it in 1887. The " live newspaper "

was cleverly worked.

Thos. Bonner, for years superintendent of the Santa
RosaSiock Farm, will retire from that position today, Sep-
tember 1st. The news of Mr. Bonner's retirement will be
heard with regret bv all who have ever had the pleasure of
visitiog the well-cared for stock farm which he so carefully
managed. Wherever he may go he takes with him the well
wishej of all horsemen as well as all who know him.

Senator Jas. G. FAia's^stallion Vasto, by Vasco, is amoDg
the pacing brigade this year, and will be in the front row be-
fore theseason ends. We never saw a horse improve as
rapidly as be has. R. D. Crawfroth is an artist, and his life-

long experience in the Blue Grass region is showing itself in
everything he turns his attention to The Sonoma Stock
Farm, of which he is superintendent, is a model, and will be
among the leading ones of California before maov years.

The bay filly Visalia, said to be by IrN, a horse of whom
the Register or Year Book says nothing, won the class for
three-year-old*; at San Francisco on the Sth, and a record of
2:201 io the fourth heat. Visalia had a two-year old record
2:30.—Tiotter and Pacer. [The Year Book mentions her in
one place, but says she is said to be by Iris. Mr. Perkins,
who owns her sire and dan, says he has no doubt of her
paternity, as he uses Iris for breeding purposes only, and had
no other stallion at the time Scratch, by Loppy, was mated
to her.

The dead stallion St. Bel, 2:24$, is living on in the annals
of speed, even though his bones are crumbling under the sod
at Miller & Sibley's great stock farm at Franklin, Pa. Marvin
drove the bay filly Alibel, by that sire, to a record of 2:19 j

—
her first mark—at Joliet, 111., recently. On the same after-

noon he drove the grey gelding Silver Ore, by the same sire,

to third money in the 2:28 class, reducing his record from
2:28] to 2:191 iu the third heat. Silver Ore is only a four-
year old, and is out of Ritchelders (dam of four fast perfor-
mers in California), by Messenger Chief.

The Eureka roller-bearing wheels which are used in the
sulky drawn by Alix, Expressive, Directly, Azote and Rofce-

by is a curiosity to the Eastern horsemen. Monroe Salisbury
knows there is not another pair of wheels like them in ihe
East and feels confident they are all that are claimed for

them. He will not lend them, and as they never need oiling
only about once a year, many a trotting horse man would
like to see how they are made. We have described them in

these columns several times aud every horsemen who con-
templates going to the races next year is figuring en gelling a

set. If they want to win the most money they must have
the best horses they can get, the best harness and boots and
theeasiest running sulky. Without these they will be handi-
capped in this age of big purses and extensive speed.

John Goldsmith's fame as a driver is indissolubly con-
nected with tbe great Guy Wilkes family, but that they have
not contributed more to make him famous than he them, his

success with the Alcantaras this season amply demonstrates.
The 2:23 class down the Grand Circuit has been an almost
unbroken succession of victories for the brown mare Alar,

in his stable, and he won another notable and fast-heat vic-

tory at Buffalo on the 7th with the bay four-year-old Arena,
owned by J. W. Knox. It was in the 2:24 class, and after

dropping one heat to Nettie Wilkes, by Young Wilkes, in

2:17o, the bay colt showed his heels to everything in ihe race

in the next three heats, which were trotted in 2:151, 2:18.1

and 2:20. Arena's dam is Martense. the dam of Otard, 2:26],

and his second dam is the dam of Rumor, 2:20. Arena is

now the fastest mare performer, at the trotting gait, in the

Alcantara family.

Aria, the handsome three-year-old bay filly that trotted

the third heat of 2:16| at Petaluma last Friday, is by Bernal,

2:17, one of the best-bred horses ever foaled at Palo Alio, and
her dam is Ashby, by Gen. Benton, out of Ashland, by Ash-
land ; second dam by Collier, son of Sir Charles ;

third dam
by Illinois Medoc, son of Medoc, by American Eclipse. Aria

is one of the smoothest-going trotters we have seen, and how
fast she really can go will be determined by Monroe -Salisbury

when he takes her East uext year. Her dam is also the

mother of Athena, 2:25], by Electioneer. Aria carries a

double cross of Gen. Benton, for Bernal, her sire, is out of

Rebecca {dam of five), by Gen. Benton; second dam Clara-

bel, by Abdallah Star; third dam Fairy, by Haniblelonian

10; fourth dam Emma Miles, by American Star 14; fifth

dam by Rediker's Alexander W. Bernal was only bred to

very few trotting-bred mares. He was mated with those that

were carrying plenty of strong thoroughbred blood, a number
of them beiog pure thoroughbreds, and every one of the pro-

duce are fast; in fact, Superintendent Covey say? they are
" wonders." One is out of Lady Graves, by imp. Kyile I>aly,

and Salisbury will feel proud when he has him. He will be-

fit for an? company. Bernal is owned by N. E. Rhoades &
Son, Monticello, 111., and is being bred to some of the best

mares in that part of the State.
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PETADUMA FAIR MEETING.

A Great Success from Every Point of View.

Hard-Fought and Exciting Races, Fast Tinie

Made and the Events Witnessed by-

Large and Enthusiastic Crowds.

The Affair Fully Described.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 24.

The people are gathering from near and from far to meet

at the Agricultural Park to day. Almost as soon as the sua

gilds the crests of the rich agricultural Sonoma mountains

and brings out the rich dark green of that limbered range of

parallel mountains in Marin County, every farmer who loves

enjoymout has his team harnessed, the spring wagon with

its large basket of lunch, home cooked, with plenty

of cakes for the little ones, the "wimraen folks" have

the excited and happy ruddy-faced, healthy little children

dressed in their " best bib and tucker," and are waiting for

" uapa " to lake the lines and start for the fair. The oldest

boy feels that he is big enough to open the sale leading

lo the county road, and, with a proud look heessays the task,

while smiling at the ''cooing of the baby "in its mother's arms

as it holds both hands out to bid him "day-day." The

wagon stops after the gate is closed and the youth gets in

and sits by his father, where he can see all that ib going on

and be of service if called upon. It is a long, dusty ride, but

what matters that to this family? And, as others bent upon the

same annual picnic, drive out on the road from the various

lares which lead to pretty cottages almost hid from view amid

orchards, cornfields and vineyards, quite a procession is seen

wending its way behind them. They pass an aged couple

who are driving slowly down to the city to dispose of the

box of eggs hidden beneath the seat of their little piano-

box buggy. The laughing words of recognition are re-

sponded to by the expression " Mornin,' children
; all goin' to

t lie fair.' Hope you'll have a good time," and in a cloud of dust
Lhe old folks talk of the days when their children were with
them to go to the fair. A big lump hods its way into the old

farmer's throat and an unbidden tear drops down the wrink-
led cheeks as they incident some recalled of their babies who
have long since passed away.
The conversation is quickly turned and the idea of going

to the fair to see some of their old neighbors who had moved
to Sebastopol, Two Rocks, Novato, Healdsburg or Santa
Rosa, drives all other thoughts away, and with a ''cluck

cluck" to their old family horse they, too, move at a livelier

pace to town.

The sweet strains of the big band of music float on theslill

morning air. The children recognize the tune. " It is one of

our school songs," says the little pale-faced girl in Lhe back
seats; "doesn't it sound just too lovely for anything. I wish
our teacher cuuld hear it," adds her elder sister. Around to

the pavilion the team drives through the roads that will

some day be shaded by i he elms and eucalyptus trees that
border them. Selecting a shaded place, the wagon stops and
ine family alight. What to do first, whether to go to the
track, hear Lhe bind play and see the stock parade, or go to

the pavilion and give the children a ride on thesteam merry-
go round and then give them tickets to see the great museum
which holds forth strong inducements for a visit in the shape
of large paintings of the three-legged man, the giant negro
cannibal which is described by the gaily-dressed and highly-
painted spieler as " the greatest living curiosity of the age,"
is a question quickly decided by the children who want to

have a ride on the wooden horses and see the show, then
they could have plenty of time to see the stock parade before
dinner and races in the afternoon. The children start away
and enjov themselves as only children can, and with pop-
corn in one hand and candy in the other they ride round
the ring and then go into the big tent and enjoy seeing the
1'unch and Judy show, the trained monkeys and dogs, the
exhibition of the three-legged man, the giant who looks as
if he had grown principally in height, but not in width. The
curiosities are all inspected and will furnish food for thought
fur years to come lo these Itttle innocents. We have all been
there, aud now recall with pleasure those happy, guileless
days. During the time the little children were enjoying them-
selves the parents were greeting old neighbors and friends in
the large pavilion, talking over the events of the vear; the
prospects of the coming season; the latest labor-saving inven-
tions, the newest varieties of fruit introduced, or the most
fashionable breed of chickens. There was plenty to talk
ab.»ut, but the time was limited, and in order to see the great
stock parade it became necessarv to have a "rodeo" almost
to get the little ones together. When this was accomplished,
the ride on the " one-horse car" to the grand stand, "it's too
far to walk and we want to ride," being the persuading in-
fluence of one of the little band which caused the pater-
familias to become so extravagant aB to ride that little dis-

tance. The band in the grand stand was playing some famil-
iar air as the little children, followed by their proud parents,
took seats in the cool, shaded stand, where the view, not only
of the track, with i«* slow-going procession of tine cattle and
horses could be seen, but the country, from J. H. White's
famous stock farm at Lakeville lo the edge of the hills over-
looking .S.inta Rosa was plainly risible—-a panoramic view
that alone was worth the price of admission to lhe grand stand.
The stock parade annually given by the Sonoma and Marin

Agricultural Society is second to no other (excepting the
Sacramento fair! in this State. These t.vo counties,especially
S«>noma,have been noted as the home of lhe first of imported
draft horses in California, while its herds of cattle are far
superior to those which formerly held undisputed sway over
the rolling hills and rich agricultural valleys when Geo.
Vallejo " held the fort " which now stands as a monument
of laded power on a shaded knoll a few miles from the
race track. The procession extended for nearly a mile around
the track. Directors Iligginn, Brown, Crane, White and Mac-
lay were here, there and everywhere, appointing committees
and getting everything in readiness for the judges. The ever-
present army of small hoys was here, busy as |hey could
be, holding the guy ropes on festive calves and trying to
lead them with decorum in fronljof the long row of well-tilled

vehicles and carriages on the inside of the truck. The band

played " Auld Lang Syn6," and the farmer and his family ad-

journed to the wagon Bide where the edibles were waiting to

be dispatched. The lilly-white table cloth is spread on the

grass, the roast chicken, the cheese, the bread and butter,

cake, cold ham, with plenty of pure milk poured into

to the glasses awaits the attacking party, consisting of the

children, who are not troubled with dyspepsia and can eat

everything insight. The dinner is enlivened by recitals of

the morning adventures and when "empty dishes mock the

feasters" the good wife tells the children not to get lost, but

all be together in the grandstand, for the bell in the judge's

stand ib ringing for the race horses to get ready. The little

ones scamper away in the direction of the track, where they

are joined soon after by their parents.and, together they watch
the horses score for the word and contest for the liberal

purses offered. They are'loth to depart when the shadows of

evening fall.

The postponed race over which so much talk was indulged
in was the first event of the afternoon, three heats of which
had been trotted yesterday afternoon, in only two of which,
however, had time been taken, as the judges decided that the

Ust one was " no heat." Iago had won one heat and Ade-
laide McGregor two. This magnificent mare seemed fresh

as a daisy when she came out to-day. Dr. K. D. Wise, her

owner, had every reason to be proud of her, for she took the

lead at the first turn and was never headed, trotting the mile
out in 2:15$, the fastest mile trotted over this track this year.

Iago was second, and Bonner N. B. last.

The fi rst regular event on the programme was for two-year-

olds, trotting, purse $1,000. The entries were Jasper Ayres,
Athania, La Belle and Kiltie Caution. In the pools La
Belle was the favorite at $20 to $6 on the field, but the back-
ers of the mare felt sick at heart an instant after the word
was given. She led to the first turn, shifted her gait and
paced a little, then got settled, and with Jasper Ayres a length

away she seemed to be the winner ; but, just as she got past

the quarter she broke and fell back to the very last place.

Athania passed Jasper Ayres at this point and took the lead.

La Belle did not improve her position until she passed the
half-mile post, when she increased her Bpeed and was second
at the head of the homestretch and then broke and fell back,
while Jasper Ayres passed her and came under the wire
fifteen lengths behind the steady-going Athania, who walked
under the wire in 2:25}. La Belle trotted the last half in

1:10$.

Before the next heat La Belle was second choice, the field

selling for $10 against $20 on the filly. When the word was
given Athania led beyond the quarter-pole. La Belle, who
was second, then trotted past him and took the lead and kept
it until within one hundred yards of the wire, where Atha-
nia, coming fast, overhauled her, and as she broke he did the
same, but caught quicker and trotted under the wire on even
terms with La Belle, but she was running. The time, 2:2H,
was excellent. Athania, the winner, is by Junio, 2:22, out of

Athalie (dam of the great yearling champion, Athadon), by
Onward. He wa6 bred by G. H. Warlow, of Fresno, and is

a large, well-formed, easy-moving colt that will some day
make a record that will be surprising. He was ably driven
by C. E. Clark, of Fresno, who owns him.
The 2:14 class, pacing event, was the next on the pro-

gramme. There were six entries—Plunkett, Fresno Prince,
Consolation, Tom Ryder, Rosita A. and Pomona. In the
pools Plunkett sold for *20, field $10 and Tom Ryder $S.

When the drivers got the word, Pomona and Tom Ryder were
the only two to go outand show the way. They paced like a

double team almost to the wire. Pomona drew away and
came in a winner in 2:15 by three lengths, Plunkett as far

behind Ryder, Rosita fourth, Fresno Prince fifth, and Conso-
lation last.

In the second heat Tom Ryder led when Pomona made
a disastrous break and fell back to last position, Plunkett
kept about three lengths behind the leader until within one
hundred yards of the wire when Mizner began to drive, but
it was too late, "Old Reliable," Tom Ryder, came in a win-
ner in 2:15. Rosita A. third, Fresno Prince fourth, Pomona
fifth, Consolation sixth.

" This was Pluukett's heat," was the widespread rumor as

the horses came out for the next heat. He sold for $20 against
$10 on the rest in the field. When the word was given to a
send-off', which called forth a chorus of disapproving voices
from the grand stand. Tom Ryder and Plunkett set the pace
at the quarter. Plunkett was seen to forge ahead, and at the
half was a length in advance. This position he never re-

linquished until he paced under the wire a winner bv two
lengths from Tom Ryder in 2:15$. Rosita A. third, Pomona
fourth, Consolation fifth and Fresno Prince sixth.

Plunkett had the best of the send-off' and won as he
pleased in 2:17-1, Tom Ryder second, Fresno Prince third,

Consolation fourth, Pomona fifth and Rosita A. last.

Plunkett won the next heat in 2:17J also. Rosita A., com-
ing very fast, was second, Fresno Prince third, Tom Ryder
fourth, Consolation fifth and Pomona laBt.

This is the first time Director Brown has had a victory with
Plunkett over the Petaluma track, and the cheering that
greeted his game little pacer must have been very gratifying

to him. The people of Petaluma take a local pride in the
little bay Plunkett aud are pleased to see him win in all of

his races.

W. W. Foote, by Steiuway, out of Maggie McGregor,
paced against his record of 2:21}, accompanied by a runner
he paced the first quarter in thirty-three seconds, then broke
and fell back. Sanders, his driver, jogged him to within one
hundred yards of the wire and then turned him loose. The
colt paced the mile in 2:20A.

In the race for the 2:30 class trotters Montana R., Eclipse,
Kayanetta, Homeward, Eliza S., Tietam and Nora D. ap-
peared. The pools sold : Montana, $20; field, $12, Elisa S.,

$10. The start was a very poor one, Nora D. and Tietam
running. All interest was centered in Montana and Elisa

S., who trotted on even terms until half way down the back-
tuan, when the mare broke, Montana Irottedaway easilv and
won by five lengths from Elisa S , who never decreased her
distance behind the leader. R. Eclipse was third, Home-
ward fourth, Nora D. fifth, Rayanetta and Tietam distanced.
Time, 2:21.

Montana, the prohibitive favorite, had no trouble in van-
quishing i»is opponents, for he jogged in a winner by six
lengths in 2:20, Elisa S. second, Nora D. third, R. Eclipse
fourth. Homeward did not appear, as he was drawn by his

owner before the heat.

Montana and Elisa S. trotted like a double* team to the
wire, the former winning by a head, Nora D. third and R.
Eclipse. Time, 2:19. This was the closest aud best-con-
tested heat seen to-day.

Montana is rounding to in splendid shape and is a far bet-

ter horse than he was at San Francisco. His driver, P.

]
Williams, has strong hopes that he will get a mark far lower

J

than the one he has before the season ends. No gamer Sid-

I

ney ever looked through a bridle. Montana is owned by
' Messrs. Wiiliams & Morehouse.

The fourth race was for four-year-olds, district trotters, for
a purse of $500. It also proved " a corker " to use a stolen
race track phrase. Myrtle Thorne sold in the pools at $25,
Geo. Dexter $10, field $7, and when Myrtle came out, driven
by Frdd Loeber, her backers were confident she would give
everyone of her competitors a horse race before she got
through with them. She was a little slower getting away
than her companions. Red Oak led the van, Bay Rum sec-

ond, Geo. Dexter alongside of her, and the big brown daugh-
ter of Grandissimo last. Loeber took her to the outside aud
passed them all at the quarter, but Red Oak had a love for
Myrtle Thorne, for he soon gained his lost ground and
was at her head. The two trotted as if hitched to a double-
tree until the drawgate was reached. Red Oak could not
carry the clip set by the smooth and steady-going Myrtle
Thorne, so he made a "Jim-town break," and Myrtle
jogged in an easy winnerin 2:25J, Bay Rum third and Geo.
Dexter last.

This heat did the quartette much good. Walter Maben
now took command of the Sacramento horse, Geo. Dexter,
and from the time the word was given there was no denying
the fact they were ''out for blood." Bay Rum was sent away
while ofl" her stride, but she was never at any time a danger-
ous competitor, anyway, the latter lay entirely between the
other three. Myrtle Thorne got in a pocket and had to slay
there until the half-mile pole was reached. She went around
the two in front of her at this point, and as Geo. Dexter fell

back she and Red Oaks fought it out to the wire. It was a
pretty race; firsf one would seem to gain and then the other,
but at the wire the judges caught sight of Red Oak first,

Myrtle Thorne a neck behind, Geo. Dexter third and Bay
Rum last. Time, 2:21.

Pools now shifted and the field was favorite at $20 against

$10 on Myrtle Thorne. The game mare got the lead at lhe
quarter pole and trotted in a winner in 2:201, with Geo. Dex-
ter, an improving horse, not more than half a length behind,
Red Oak third, and Bay Rum last.

It was getting quite dark, but the judges decided to let them
start. Geo. Dexter showed that in Maben's hands he is a
race horse of the first quality, for he passed Myrtle Thorne
about twenty yards from the wire and heather two lengths in

2:1S|, the fastest heat in the race. Bay Rum was an excellent
third and Red Oak, who got to acting bad, was fourth. "This
race" th« judges announced, '" will be postponed until half

past twelve o'clock to-morrow, sharp." The race proved one
of the bej.t seen at the meeting and if trotted earlier in the
day would have been one of the best betting ones.

SUMMARIES.
Fourth dav, Friday, August 24.—Postponed race, trotting, purse

51,200.

K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide McGregor, by Bonnie McGregor
—Adelaide Patterson 3 111

Williams &. Morehouse's b g Iago, by Tempest Williams 12 2 2
J. A. Duslio's Bonner X. B , by Daly Duslia 2 '3 3 3

Time, 2:16^, 2:18, 2:18%, 2.15%.

First race.—Two year-olds, trotting purse 91,000.

C. E. Clark's brc Athania, by Junio—Athalie, by Harkaway 11S0S
Clark 1 1

W. Severence's ch 1 La Belle, by Sidney—Annabelle, by Dawn...
Maben 3 2

H. B. Perkin's b g Jasper Ayres, by Iris—Babe Perkins 2 3
H. P. Isaac's b f Kitty Caution, by Caution—Diauah Lermond 4 1

Time, 2:25%, 2:21%.

Second race.—2:14 class, pacing, purse 51,200.

R. S. Brown's b g Plunkett, by Strathearn—Fly by Bulger
Misuer 3 2 111

R. H. Newton's bg Tom Ryder, bv Alex Button
Newton 2 12 2 4+

E. S. Holcomb's b s Pomona, by Albion—Pansy
Patterson 15 4 5 6

J. M. Alviso's cli m Rosita A., by Adrian 4 3 3 6 2
Chas. Raab's bit s Fresno Prince, bv Bayoune Priuce

.'. Smith 5 4 6 3 3
R. O. Newman's b g Consolation, by Antevolo—Elizabeth

Basler Hellmau 6 6 5 4 5

Time, 2:15, 2:15, 2:15%, 2:17%, 2:17%.

Third race.—2:30 class, trotiing purse 51,000.

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Montana, by Sidney—Hattie B,,

by Com. Belmont Williams 1 1 1

Hazel Villa Stock Farm's b m Elisa S., by Alcantara Jr.—
Cataliui - Dinne 2 2 2

H. W. Heinsch's ch m Nora D., bv Del Sur—Juana Durfee 5 3 3
T. C Snider's gr s R. Eclipse, by Prompter Snider 3 4 4
R. O. Newman's b c Homeward, by Strath way Hellman 4 dr
R. S. Brown's bl m Rayauetta, by Anteeo Mistier dis

1. DeTurk's b s Tietam, by Anteeo , Locke dis

Time. 2:21, 2:2u, 2:19.

LAST DAY—SATURDAY, AUGUST 25.

If the attendance yeslerday was large, it was immense

to-day. More delightful weather could not be wished for.

The warmth of a summer's day, tempered by gentle westerly

breezes, prompted everyone, it seemed, who was able to walk

or ride, to pass through the white gates of the fair grounds.

From six o'clock in the morning until long afler the races

began a steady stream of people came, until every available

seat in the grand stand was occupied, and every foot of rail in

the infield was used as a place to hitch a borse or team. The

band was there bright and early, aud the last stock parade of

the fair took place at 10 o'clock. The Holsteins from the

La Siesta Stock Farm, J. P. Ward's Jerseys, T. Lynch's tine

Durhams, Geo. Bement's Ayreshires with a number of other

herds of choice cattle, bearing blue and red ribbons, marched

sedately in the procession behind the double columns of thor-

oughbreds, roadsters, trotters and draft horses. Under lhe

trees in secluded spots were^ picknickers enjoying their

lunches, while the droning of the hand-organ almost drowned

the sound of the Hying horses in the merry-go-round.

Last evening, aud, in fact, every evening, the pavilion was

open for visitors. The youths and maidens of this portion of

the county enjoyed in a measure listening to the music of the

band. The occasion and surroundings in the midst of so

much plenty were all noticed, but to them, as the poet said :

" There's nothing half so sweetin life as love's young dream."
The beauty of the young girls and scarcity of young men

in our interior cities is noticeable to all observant visitors.

The larger city's charms lure most of the boys away from
their homes and leave a void in the circles they were wont
to move in which never can be filled. To expatiate upon
this subject is not the object of this article, but, as a wanderer
who is traveling alone on a trail will sometimes le^ve the
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beaten path to inspect the beauties of some fragile yet beauti-

ful flower or vine that seems to have few of its species for

neighbors, so is it that a visitor with a mission or duty to

perform will linger by the wayside to take notes of all

objects which may attract his attention.

The president and directors are deserving of great praise

for the admirable manner in which they have had their ex-

hibits in the pavilion arranged this year. The variety is

larger, quality better and arrangements far superior to any

we have seen in our four years' annual visit to this place.

The manufactured articles are many and varied, and,with the

enterprise already shown by the citizens who believe there is

a great future for Petaluma, there is little doubt that here-

after inducements will be offered manufacturers to erect

buildings and engage in business in this city. Independent

of the railroad, freight rates are cheaper from this point to

San Francisco than from any other city in the vicinity of

the big mart,and a failure of crops is never known in Sonoma
or Marin counties.

To-day was noted for the close finishes in the races, the de-

feat of the talent, the ruling of James Mooney off for life for

abusing the judges, and for the remarkable performances of

the wonderful race mare She ; thejspeed of Jthe filly Visalia;

ibe lowering of the record for three-year-old trotters in a

third heat of a race by the handsome mare Aria ; betting

was livelier and greater enthusiasm shown than at any time

during the week, or,in fact, any time during the circuit.

The horsemen are to be congratulated for their week's

work, while tbe management of the fair can consider that

they have obtained stronger ties of friendship from owners

and trainers than they ever had before for the efforts to be

fair and just to all. It was with feelings of regret that almost

everyone left the splendid grounds to-night, and the saying
" there are fairs and fairs butthe Petaluma fair is the fairest

of all fairs," received another substantial endorsement this

week.
The first event on the programme was the unfinished race

for the four-year-old trotters, in which were entered Red Oak,

Myrtle Thorne, Geo. Dexter and Bay Sum. Red Oak had
won one heat, Myrtle Thorne two and Geo. Dexter one.

Pools sold Myrtle Thorne $20 againBt $15 on Geo. Dexter

when the bell tapped at half past twelve. Myrtle Thorne
carried Geo. Dexter to the half in 1:08-1 and took the lead,

but Geo. Dexter passed her coming toward the wire and won
pulled up in 2:18] , Red Oak third and Bay Rum last.

Onlv three came out to wind up the race. Myrtle, the

good, steady-going, game daughter of Grandissimo got in a

pocket and did not get out until past the half. Red Oak fell

back and she started for Geo. Dexter. It was a pretty con-

test, but the colt, Geo. Dexter was the fresher of the two. and

won by four lengths in 2:21 J, Red Oak last.

The crowd around the pool-stand became dense when the

horses for the next race, which was for the 2:20 class trotters

was called. There were eight entries : Bay Rum, Vina Belle,

Regina, Chanceller, Irene Crocker, Fallacy, Boodle and She.

In the betting She was made favorite at $50, field $20, Bay
Rum $5 and Boodle $5. This was about the average. When
the word was given to a very good start Fallacy, who had

ihe pole, took the lead. At his neck was Bay Rum, She was

third, Regina fourth, Chancellor, Boodle and Vina Belle side

by side behind them. Just after entering the first turn, about

at the eighth pole, the favorite, She, broke, and before Alviso

could get her straightened, all of her competitors passed her.

She settled at the quarter-pole, trotted fast about two hun-

dred yards, closing a big gap as she did so, then, to the dis-

may of her friends and backers, she went all to pieces. To
every one she appeared to be a sure candidate for the box
stall. Alviso got her settled at tbe half and came Hying to get

inside tbe flag. In the meantime Fallacy was leading the

procession, and was never headed. Vina Belle essayed the

task of doing so on the back turn, but broke and fell back.

Chancellor, ably driven by Gordon made a strong effort to

pass the son of Fallis, and was only a neck behind at the fin-

ish, which was made in 2:17*, Vina Belle third, Regina fourth,

Irene Crocker fifth, Boodle sixth, Bay Rum sevenih, and She,

who got her nose inside the danger signal, last. A great many
believed she was out, but Marshal John Dinue, tbe well-

known distance judge, declared she was in, and several who
were .vith him corroborated his statement.

Before the second heat pools sold : Fallacy, $25; She, $16;

field $10. The start was an excellent one, the favorite, She,

being in the second tier, as she came in last in the preceding

heat. In attempting to drive between two sulkies that were

in front, Alviso miscalculated the amount of room his sulky

needed, and the strong-going little animal rushed through,

but her sulky wheel rode on the wheel of one of those that

were in front of them and capsized the sulky, throwing Al-

vieo out, but not injuring him. The mare freed of her

driver ran like a quarter horse as the sulky righted, and
never stopped until the vehicle got caught on a post and bar

on the homestretch. While this escapade was being

watched by the thousands of spectators, Chancellor, Vina
Belle and Nelly W. passed Fallacy, when the latter, who was
leading, broke. Down the backstretch and along into the

baekturn and on to the homestretch the horses came, their

drivers watching the excited She, who had full possession of

the track. It was an exciting drive for them. Chancellor,

driven by John Gordon, came in a winner in 2:19J, Vina
Belle second. Boodle, who came in third, was set back to

seventh place for running, Irene Crocker third, John Bury
fourth, Nellie W. fifth, Mariposa sixth. Time, 2:19*.

The judges were informed that She was uninjured and
would start in the next heat. Then Pool-seller Whitehead
did a Butte City, Montana, business until all the bettors had
the tickets they wanted.
Pools had taken a change. Holders of She checks were

rushing over each other to hedge, paying $20 on the field to

$10 on Fallacy and $6 on She. They bought every way and
the many Dutch books to be seen was surprising. Chancellor

took the lead and although he made two breaks, he never lost

his splendid position. Fallacy kept like a shadow behind

him to the head of the homestretch; the rest, scattered

down the baekturn like a procession, were moving along on
their trails, but She, coming like a Sergeant keeping
troops in line, passed them and challenged the Drum Major
Chancellor. It was another excellent exhibition of good
driving, both Gordon and Alviso using every care and urging

with all their skill their flying trotters. Inch by inch the

game little daughter of Abbottsford gained, and at the wire
was nose and nose with Chancellor in the excellent time of

2:16. Fallacy was third a length behind, Irene Crocker three

lengths further away, fourth, Boodle fifth, Regina sixth, Vina
Belle seventh andBav Rum last. Many believed that Chan-
cellor won and James Mooney, one of the men on the track,

became so demonstrative about it that the judges ruled

him off for life.

The pools sold Chancdllar $20, field $10, She $10. The
start was very fair Chancellor taking the lead. At his shoul-
der was Fallacy and Boodle. She was in fourth position at
tbe quarter, but trotted up on even terms with the pathfinder,
and at the half formed one of the quartette of leaders. Fal-
lacy broke, then She fell back, butwas quicker than Fallacy,
for she caught and was alongside of Chancellor and Boodle,
the San Jose twins, and at the half was joined by Irene
Crocker, the four entering the stretch on almost even terms.
Chancellor had the pole, Boodle next to him, Irene Crocker
third and She on the outside. It was a splendid finish, the
four leading horses only heads apart. The time was 2:18.

She trotted from the half in 1:05 J. The judges took some
time to determine which won the heat and finally decided
that She was the lucky one, Chancellor second, Irene Crocker
third and Boodle fourth. Regina was fifth, Bay Rum sixth
Vina Belle seventh and Fallacy, who was injured in the runa_
way by being struck on the legs with the overturned sulky
last. *

She won the next heat after being kept in a pocket by
Chancellor, Boodle and Fallacy. These three horses were
almo&t to the half mile pole when Fallacy broke, then She
taking her place gradually worked her way to the front and
led by a head. Fallacy second, Irene Crocker third, Regina
fourth. Vina Belle fifth, Boodle sixth, Bay Rum seventh.
Time, 2:18.

This remarkable race which so clearly demonstrated tbe
speed and gameness of this Abbottsford mare also proved
that the stallion Chancellor, owned by K. D. Fox, of San
Jose, is one of the gamest horses we have on the California
circuit. He was the contending horse in every heat and
never lost his position at any time until in the last heat, and
then he was not more than two lengths behind the winner.
Tbe gray filly, Irene Crocker, as well as the bay gelding
Fallacy, were also dangerous at every step of the game.
In the race for three-year-olds, 2:27 class, which followed,

there were eight entries Nellie W., Silver Bee, Mariposa,
John Bury, Aria, Ravenscraft, Bet Madison and Visalia.

The wonderful speed shown by Silver Bee attracted a num-
ber of heavy bettors from Sacramento, and when the pools
opened this was a sample of the average sold : Silver Bee
$50, field $42, Visalia $21, Nellie W. $14. Thousands of

dollars were dropped into the box at these figures.

When the word was given Silver Bee, the favorite, was
three lengths behind the first tier. Aria, Visalia, Bet Madison
and Mariposa set the pace. Entering the first turn Visalia

broke and fell back to last pesilion, where Silver Bee was
herding those in front. Dustin, with Aria, passed Mariposa
on the back turn and took the lead. At the half Visalia and
Silver Bee were seen to move rapidly past those in front, and
on entering the homestretch held the third and fourth posi-

tions, Nellie W. second. Here the latter made a skip, and out

of the bunch shot Visalia and Silver Bee, 'he former on tbe

outside, the latter close to the pole. It was an easy victory, for

Aria jogged under the wire a winner by two lengths from
Visalia, Silver Bee third, John Bury fourth, Nelly W. fifth,

Mariposa sixth. Bet Madison seventh and Ravenscroft eighth.

Time, 2:18*.

In the heat Aria again set the pace, Visalia, Mariposa,

John Bury, Ravenscroft and Bet Madison in a bunch. Visalia

broke, then it seemed as if the buuch was all breaking and
taogled. They kept hop, step and jump to the quarter pole,

and were at least seven lengths behind the flying leader when
he broke. Then out of tbe bunch where the Silver Bee was
driving them all in Nellie W. and Bet Madison were seen to

come. Visalia, who bad to be brought almost to a walk be-

fore she got settled now passed on, and the cry was heard

"See Visalia go!" The little mare was going in every sense

'of the word. She seemed to pass them all as if they were
standing still, and at the three quarter pole had closed a gap
of twenty lengths and was three lengths behind the smooth-
going Aria. It was a pretty contest down to the wire. Dus-
tin had to lap his good mare several times to keep her in

front, while Jack Perkins, sitting as sphinx-like as Geers,

carried tbe mare without resorting to tbe whip, and was only

beaten a neck in 2:174. The splendid finish between these

two drivers, one a veteran, the other a mere boy, was loudly

cheered. John Bury was a close-up third, Nellie W. was
fourth, Mariposa fifth, Bet Madison sixth, Ravenscroft

seventh and Silver Bee last.

Aria proved herself a race mare of a high order, for the

wav she trotted away from that field of excellent three-year-

olds shows that few fillies of her age have any license to beat

her. Nellie W. closed a large atmospheric vacancy between

her nose and the back of Aria's sulky, and at the finish was

only three lengths away, Bet Madison half a length behind,

Mariposa fourth, Silver Bee, the whilom favorite, fifth, John
Bury sixth, Ravenscroft seventh and Visalia last. The mile

was made in 2:16$. Aria trotted to the half in 3:06$ and
came home easily. This is the best race-record for three-

year-olds, third heat, in California. Jas. Dustin, her driver,

said when he alighted from the sulkv :
" Let some one go to

the first eighth pole, you will find a front shoe there ; she cast

it at that spot. I never drove such a filly. I believe if she

could trot a mile as easy as that in that time with one shoe

off, she would go in 2:12 with none at all. She is the best-

gaited and nicest-trained race filly in America." Coming
from such an authority, it is proof positive that she is a

clinker. As she is entered at Sacramento in stake races, it

looks as if they were at her mercy.

The last race of the day and the last of the splendid meet-

ing was for the 2:25 class pacers, purse $1,000. There were

only five entries- -Videtta, Haverly, Klickitat Maid, Our Boy
and Orlinda Richmond. Videtta was such a favorite that

only a few venturesome ones were willing to give $5 on the

field against $25 on her. The little mare paced a trailing

race in each heat to the half and then came home and won
with ease in 2:17}, 2:18, and 2:17}. The summary will be

found below.

SUMMARIES.

fifth day, Saturday, august 25.—First race, trotting, four-year-

olds, tbree in five, mile beats, purse $500 (unfinished).

River View Farm's br c George Dexter, by Dexter
Prince—Nellie C Kelly and Maben 4 3 2 111

VinelaDd Farm's blk f Myrtle Thorne, by Grandis-
simo—Belle Thorne F. Loeber 12 12 2 2,

J. A. Dustin's b s Red Oak. by Redwood
J. Dustin 2 1 3 4 3 3.

|

Oakwood Park's b m Bay Rum Sanders 3 4 4 3 4 4,

Time, 2:25%, 2:21, 2:20%. 2:20, 2:18}<. 2:21%.

Second race, trottiDg, 2:20Ic]ass, nomination, three in five, mile ,

heats, purse $1,000.

Chris Smith's br m She, by Abbottsford—Beauty
Alviso 8 8 111

J. W. Gordon's ch s Chancellor, by Bismarck—Lucy
Gordon 2 10 2 4 2

H. W. Meek's br g Fallacy, by Fallis—Beauty
,

Gray 15 3 8 2 3

C. J. Cox's br s Bay Rum, by John Sevenoaks
McCartney 7 6 8

Palo Altos brf Vina Belle, by Nephew Dustin 3 > 7
M. A. Severance's br m Regina, by Electioneer
_ -•."'; Maben 4 4 6
R. Gird's grt Irene Crocker, by Will Crocker

............ ... Connolly 5 3 4
B. E. Hams' br s Roodle, by Stranger

Von Backen 6 7 5

Time, 2:17^, 2:19%, 2:16, 2:18, 2:18, 2:20>£.

Third race, trotting, three-year-olds. 2:27 class, tbree in fiv
heats, purse S1.000.

Palo Alto's bf Aria, by Bernal—Asbby, by Gen. Benton..,

H.P.Perkins' b m Visalia.bv Ins—Scratch, by Loppy. Perkins
W. O. Bowers' s c Silver Bee, by Silver Bow .... Smith
R. Gird's ch f Nellie W., by VVoolsey Connolly
Tinnerman's br f Mariposa, by Guide Lafferiy
Vecdome Farm's b s John Bury, by Antiuous Bunch
San Mateo Farm's b s Ravenscroft, byGuy Wilkes

....*•• .... „ , .Rotrer^
M. A. Severance's br f Bet Madison, by Jas. Madison.'.Maben

Time, 2:18%, 2:17%, 2:16%.

Directly Makes a New Record.

Chicago, August 25 —Alix and Fantasy failed to-day, but
Directly conquered. The two-year-old lowered the world's

pacing record for animals of his age, going in the face of a

strong breeze and on an indifferent track in 2:10£, smashing
Online's record of 2:11, and equaling the trotting mark of

2:103, made by Arion as a two-year-old.
Six thousand people went to Washington Park to-day hop-

ing to see Alix beat Nancy Hanks' record. It rained a little

last night, but the horsemen seemed to think it helped the
track if anything. The time in the free-for-all would appear
to contradict this.

The free-for-all was a hard-fought race, but the time was
ordinary for the class. The wind, however, was against fast
work. It blew almost a gale down the backstretch, yet the
half was covered by AUs in 1:04 and the mile in 2:07;>.

Salisbury and McDowell felt dubious about the result and
had the judges announce in advance that the trial would be
simply against Alix's time of 2:05}, although the mare would
"do better if she could." There is no doubt that she was
put to her best effort and the task was simply too much for
her.

When Directly came out for his eventful performance a
few minntes later there was much surprise. It is generally
conceded that he will beat Arion's mark by over a second
before the season closes.

Fantasy gave an exhibition mile in 2:0S. She is not up
to a great trial. The crowd saw a grand contest in the last

two heats in the free-for-all. Only three started. Pixley
was the opening favorite at 4 to 2 witb/Phtebe Wilkes at 7 to

5. Pbcebe Wilkes won the first two heats rather easily, hut
in the third Nightingale came fast at the finish and made a
dead heat with her.

Again in the next heat Nightingale got almost to Phu'be
Wilkes just before the wire was reached,and the latter broke.
The judges decided to give McHenry the heat and the race,

however, and there was some dispute in the fractions. Sum-
mary :

Trotting, 2:20 class, Chicago stakes, purse $5,000—Bellona
won in three straight heats. Strontia,Miss McGregor, Mam-
brino Queen, Celerino,Heir at Law, Elsie S. and Don Lowell
also started. Time, 2:13}, 2;14, 2:15}.

Free-for-all trot, purse $5,000—Pbo?be Wilkes won the
first, second and fourth heals and was unplaced in the third.

Nightingale and Pixley also started. Time, 2:12}, 2:112,

2:12i.

Trotting, 2:27 class, purse $5,000—Maud C. won in three
straight heats. Jim Wilkes, Leomone, William Tell, Ella
O. and Chicago Belle also started. Time, 2:17.5, 2:1S^, 2:183-

Trotting, 2 40 class, purse $1,500—Expressive won the sec-

ond, third and fifth heats and the race; Onouqua won ihe

first and fourth heats. Dentine also started. Time, 2:19,

2:14, 2:17, 2:24^,2:194.

Alix to beat 2:05}—Time, 0:32}, 1:04, 1:36, 2:07*.

Directly to beat 2:12—Time, 0:32}, 1:04*, 1:373, 2:10|.

Fantasy to beat 2:07}—Time, 0:32}, 1:03"j, 1:35}, 2:0S.

Racing at Areata, Cal.

The races at Areata, Sunday, were well attended from the

surrounding country, as well as from Eureka. The Eureka

sports were not in it in the betting ring, "and considerable

EureEa money remained in Areata. The most exciting event

of the day was the race between Randall's express horse and

Walter Fawcett on a bicycle. As on previous occasions the

horse was too much for the bicyclist, beating him out nearly

100 yards. Very little money changed hands on this race,

and it is said that most of the bets on the bicycle was Areata

money put up as a bait for Eurekans.
There seems to be a determined effort on the part of the

wheelmen to defeat the faithful old horse, and it is now an-

nounced that a match race will take place after the fair be-

tween the horse and W. B. Fawcett on his wheel. In addi-

tion to this a match has also been made between the horse

and Antonsen's pacer Covey for a half-miie and repeat, to

take place September 9th.

SUMMARIES.

First race, local buggy race, one mile, two in three

Noble's Bay Dick 1 1

T. Tierney's Black Prince. - -

M. McGilvray's Belle G d
Time, 3:04 1-5, 2:48.

Second race, bicycle vs. horse, one-half mile.

Randie's express horse 1

W. B- Fawcett on bicvele - 2

Time, 1:17%.

Third race, running;, one-quarter mile and repeat.

D. McGowan's Belle Baya 1 !

J. Davis' Coleman j> *

Ed. Lee's Gray Dick 2 3

Time, 0:25, 0:25^.

Fourth race, trotting, 2:40 class.

B. McGregor's Poscora Jr Ill
Noble's Bav Dick jj - -

D. Hurlhurt's Idaho 3 3 3

Time, 2:41 1-5, 2:41, 2:46 1-5.

Fifth race, match, running, one-quarter mile and repeat.

D. McGowan's Chestnut 2 1 1

E. Tierney's Dawn • \ £ £

Time, 0:26 2-5, 0:27, 0:26 4-5.

•-

B. B. P., a bay colt by Pilot Medium, is the champion

three-year-old of the year. He won in a jog at Milwaukee in

2:16,2:173 and 2:16*.
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BUTTERFLIES WON THE FUTURITY.

Seventeen Two-Year Olds Scamper for 1he

Stake, With Sir Dixon's Daughter Fin-

ishing a Head in Front—Brandy

-

wine Barely Beaten.

New York, August 25.—For the first time in the history

of the rich slake the Futurity was won at Sbeepshead Bay

to day by a filly, Gideon & Daly's Butterflies, and won in the

fastest time ever recorded for the race. It was only the Ally's

splendid courage that carried her lo victory, for at the finish

she was noticeably lame, and after tbe race the moie super-

stitious of the turfmen shook their heads as they recalled the

six previous winners, not one of whom was ever afterward

successful-

Proctor Knott, the first and greatest of them, sleeps under

northern skies, far away from the blue gr*ss ;
Chaos fills a

nameless grave beside the disgraceful Gloucester race track
;

Potomac, Morello and His Highness are all cripples,

while Domino, the last of the great but unfortunate list, is

only a shadow of what he was last season.

But even if Butterflies never faces the flag again she has

won for her owners in this single event $49,200, which, as the

race was won in 1:11, means £692.95 a second, or, as the dis-

tance was 3,790 feet, about $13 a foot—a speed in the acquisi-

tion of money which must arouse the keenest interest in Sen-

atorial circles. It was the second time Gideon & Daly won
the prize. His Highness capturiDgit in 1S91.

Oves 25,000 people saw the race, one of the largest, and as

no free tickets were issued, certainlv one of the most profita-

ble crowds lo the association that ever gathered at Sheeps-

head Bay. Aside from the amount of moDey given to tne

winning horse,there is little in the Futurity to warrant unus-

ual interest. The field is composed of two-year olds, most of

whom are entirely unknown to the general public, while the

race itself can only be seen for less than a quarter of a mile.

In a cloud of dust, the horses swing out of the Futurity

course and sweep past the judges' stand almost before the

startled people in the grand stand can open their mouths to

cheer the winner home.
After all the young woman in one of the boxes to-day was

not so much to blame for asking, after this hurried rush

through the stretch, "When will the race be run?"
The Futurity field underwent some change from that sent

out the previous night. Out of the sixteen originally colored,

two, Salvation and Magnetism colt, were scratched, and three

added, viz: J. B. Collins Prim, Littlefield's Bombazette and

A. F. Walcott's Canterbury. None of the added starters cut

any figure in either the betting or the race, and that the

bookmakers did not estimate their chances very high was

thoroughly shown when each of them went to the post at

200 to 1.

In tbe field of seventeen the daughter of Sir Dixon and

Mercedes, who was not expected to train at all two or three

weeks ago, went to the post an odds-on favorite. It was a

sufficiently probable commentary on what our two-year-olds

are not to lead to any lengthy dissertation. Besides the pub-

lic who blindly pinned their faith to Butterflies, practical

racing men were ready and glad to take even money against

the filly despite her sex and despite her well-known infirmi-

ties. It may be doubted whether a fitter lot ever went to

the post for a big event.

Of course, the Gideon and Daly pair were the center of at-

traction in tbe preliminary gallops. Waltzer was generally

acknowledged to have profiled immensely by his stay at Sara-

toga, but it was a curious fact that his chances were very

largely lost sight of in the fame of his stable companion. As
they galloped in company the filly looked the perfect lady

she always does, moving through the stretch like a perfect

racing machine and without a sign of soreness or lameness of

any kind.

Brandywine, of courte, attracted considerable attention,

although he was unknown to a very large majority of the

spectators. He proved to be a lengthy colt of the

type of St. Blaise, not unlike his full brother, Potomac, in

general make-up. St. Veronica, another unknown quantity,

is a rather small but very taking filly, with every indication

of great speed. She was, of course, a hopeless outsider, but

she attracted one or two small bel6 by the way she moved
through the stretch. Of the others California was to the eye

the most notably improved, having fined down and lengthened

out into a very racy-looking mare. Monaco also struck the

eye as having gone on ihe right way, and his immediate

party were decidedly sanguine about his chances. Gutta

Percha and Agitator both showed the benefit of the Saratoga

air, while there was not a horse in the field but looked fit to

run the race of its life.

It would almost suffice lo say that nolhing was backed

except for the place outside of Butterflies. It would have
been possible in the early betting lo obtain a shade of odds

against her, but the weight of money gradually wore the

price down until 9 to 10 was the prevailing quotation at

the close. Connoisseur and California were the best backed of

the others, with Agitator, Brandywine, Counter Tenor and
Monaco all fairly well supported, especially for place honors.

As they moved ofl lo the post the Gideon and Daly pair came
down behind most of the others and the favorite received a

round of applause. Last of all came Counter Tenor, Garri-

son seeming williog to make his usual little play to the gal-

lery.

Al the post there was a long and tedious delay of onlv six

minute* less than an hour. Waltzer was apparently the

won't behaved during Ibis time, he beginning in raceslvle

directly after the post was reached, hut the trouble chiefly

hiy in the disinclination of the boys lo break, and during the

larger part of the lime the horseswere hanging along the

fence in an uneven, ragged line, without anv inclination to

gel away. Garrison created no little trouble with Counter
Tenor, anil the Story was started around that he had an-

nounced his intention of delaying the slart as much as he
could. Anyhow he acted in " gallus" fashion, and kept first

wheeling and brpakirg and then refusing to do so. Later he
i ..Id Knne tint his --addle was slipping and that he must dis-

mount. If he did do this with the intention of easing his

horse from his weight he was frustrated, for Kowe promptly
told tbe olbei Lhey also conld dismount

Doggett waii b!w) in nn insubordinate mood, and broke op
what might have been three good starts because he did not i date,

think his position was good enough. The cases of both those

jockeys were referred to the stewards, and it is said that Dog-
gett will be fined $200. Naturally the long delay at the post

told on the heavy-weights, but though Butterflies behaved
well, it also must have had its effect on her, and if tbe flag

had fallen at one of the first attempts she would probably
have won easily all the way.
When at last there was a breakaway which satisfied Rowe,

the lot got ofl in beautiful style. Griffin was a trifle in front

with the favorite, and he lost no time in trying to improve
his advantage, snaking her up in a way which must have
proved detrimental to her before the end of the journey was
reached. California was the most prominent of the others,

but she soon began to drop out of it, and all the latter part

of the way was lost in the ruck.

Sadie flashed to the front and was running at the leader's

throatlatch after going a quarter, but her bolt was too quickly

shot, and she began to drop back and never to appear again

in the race. As they neared the bend it looked like Butter-

flies and the rest nowhere, while Waltzer was sufficiently

close up to make it by no means a dim possibility that the

stable would be first and second.

As lhey neared the bend for home Waltzer swerved and
dumped several horses in the field, ft was evidently the long

delay at the post with 127 pounds on his back that had tired

him, and though Tiny Williams did all he could with the

colt, he gradually dropped back in the run home. Of the

others Gutta Percha and Agitator had always been promi-
nent, and Manchester, though he got off badly, made up so

much ground that he showed next to Butterflies after going

three furlongs.

It was not until their he^ds weae pointed directly for

home that a new and very important factor appeared in the

race in the shape of Brandywine. Clayton bad got off in

third position with him and had been always one of the lead-

ing division. His position, however, was not favorable, as

he was not able to get through, and seemed to be frustrated at

least twice before reaching the homestretch. As the bend
was made the field opened up enough to let him through,

and in a moment the big chestnut was in pursuit of the fly-

ing filly out in front, who. having drawn out two lengths

from A gitator, seemed to have things all her own way. A fur-

long from home, indeed, it looked on impossibility that But-

terflies could be beaten, and if Harry Griffin had been con-

tent to sit down and go about his business in his usual cool-

headed style, the chances are that his mount would at any
rate have won with apparent ease. Griffin, however, was rid-

ing for a great stake and he could not get out of his head
what it meant to him to land tbe prize. He began looking

back incessantly at the maroon and scarlet as it kept drawing
closer to him, and in so doing he let go of the filly's head.

Indeed, at no point in the race did he ride in quite his usual,

snug, clever style. Under the circumstances it was no won-
der the pursuer kepi gaining and gaining. Griffin grew des-

perate. He picked up his whip and went to work on the filly,

and in so doing he did not help her by keeping her together.

She was tiring badly, anyhow, when she rallied herself for

the final struggle with a far greater amount of game-
ness than most people were inclined to credit

her with when the race was over. Twenty yards

from the wire it looked dollars to cents that the colt would
catch her, but his nose had scarcely gotten past her shoulder

at any time, and there he hung, and the filly, maintaining

this advantage, passed the post first by a head, which was so

liberal that it might almost be described as a neck.

Agitator, who had come through on the inside on tbe turn

and was hard ridden by Taral at least two furlongs, was
third, four lengths away and only half a length in front of

Connoisseur, who held fourth position throughout the run

home. Gutta Percha was sixth and the rank outsider Prim
seventh, next in front of Waltzer, while Counter Tenor fin-

ished gloriously last, eased up just at the end.

The time of the race, 1:11, was decidedly good, especially

considering the long delay. Comparison with previous years

of the same event amounts to little, but the fact that the very

high-classed sprinter, Lady Violet, with only 109 pounds on

her back, ran the same course in only one-fifth of a second

faster time speaks for itself. The wind, too, was fairly strong,

and blew direetly down the Futurity course, so that, all

things considered. Butterflies' performance was a notable ODe.

She was as quiet and gentle as usual after her race, but she

was very tired, and showed it unmistakeably in the paddock.

Her victory is a tremendous card for her sire, Sir Dixon,
whose get have appeared for the first time this year. Messrs.

Clay and Woodford, of the Knnnymede stud, of course receive

a handsome sum of money as her breeders, but the impetus

that is given to the market value of their young stallion's get

is, of course, of far greater importance. Butterflies' dam,
Mercedes, is a wonderful matron, as besides this flying fillv

she threw Barnes, Runnymede, Meriden and other winners.

The second horse, Brandywine, showed a wonderlul per-

formance in view of the fact that it was his maiden effort.

He is the product of the choice blood gathered by that wise

and experienced turfite, the late August Belmont. He was,

bred bv that gentleman, one of whose greatest ambitions was
realized when this coil's brother won the Futurity for him,

wiih another of his breeding second. His paternity, more-

over, reflects credit on the Fairview stud, where St. Blaise

now holds court. Mr. Reed, moreover, bred the third horse,

and it is the third time in the race that animals of his breed-

ing have been placed, although he has not yet succeeded in

breeding a winner.

Monaco was the greatest disappointment in the race. He
got ofl well, but never made any use of his advantage, and
was, in fact, an indistinguishable atom in the rush through-

out the race. California's race was a great disappointment

to others besides her owners, for those who have been watch-

ing her races of late were much inclined to pin their faith to

her.

While the vast throng in the grand stand was eagerly

watching the far away line of color that marked the starting

point of ihe Futurity, a slender, well-dressed man stood near

the end of the structure with a fielJ-elass leveled on the horses.

It was Dave Gideon, and for the second time he was looking

on the great race when a horse of his had gone to the post a

favorite. He held the glass to his eyes a long while, but the

strain of the delay told on him more seriously than it did on

his great filly up there in the tossing bunch of horses, and he
handed the glass to a friend.

"Take it," he said; "I can't stand it any longer."

His hand trembled as he passed over the glass; and then

as the horses went away the crowd surged around him and

the owner of Butterflies didn't know what was going on till

he heard the delighted crowd yelling ihe name of his candi-

Then he smiled nnd pushed through the throng out on

to the lawn. Butterflies had won, and for the second time
Mr. Gideon and his partner pocketed the richest prize of the
American turf.

The first win was with His Highness. The firm of Gideon
& Daly has existed about five years, and has been phenom-
enally successful. This season they won the great Suburban
handicap with Ramapo. The Futurity will put them at the
head of the season's winners. Mr. Gideon is one of the most
popular men on the turf.

Butterflies,the winner, is a little bay filly by that good race
horse, Sir Dixon, dam Mercedes (dam of the splendid win-
ners Barnes, Runnymede, Madrid and Meriden), by Mel-
bourne Jr.; second dam Lady Hardaway (dam of Lou Lanier,

dam of Kildeer and Lucky Dog), bv Commodore; third dam
Reunion, by Union, and thence into the celebrated Dance
family. Butterflies is almost a full sister to Barnes, as he
was by imp. Billet, and Sir Dixon, the sire of the Futurity
winner of 1894, is also a son of Billet and Jaconet (dam o'"

Belvidere). Jaconet is an own sister to Iroquois, the leading

sire. It is not astonishing, therefore, that Butterflies is such
a rare good one, breed in such wonderful racing lines as

she is. Sir Dixon bids fair to be the leading sire of this

country, and of course this stake win of his daughter will

boom his stock immensely. The Futurity was run first in

18SS, and the following table will doubtless prove interesting:

Year! First. Sire of Winners. Second. Time. Value.

18&3 Iproctor Knott . Luke Blackbnrn Salvator 1:15 1-5 SJM.WJii

1889 jchaos Imp. Rayon d'Or St. Carlo 1:16 4-5 54,850
Masher
Yorkville

1:11 1-5

1S91* His Highness.. Imp. The Ill-Used...
Belle 1:15 1-5 67.675

lS92f Morello Lady Violet 1:121-5 10.15U
1893 Domino Himyar. Galilee 1:12 4-5 48,855
1S94 jBotterflies ISir Dixon Brandywi' e 1:11 I'.VJUI

*Huron ran second, but was ignored as a starter by Coney Island
Jockey Club.

tRedueed to " Futurity Course " (1,263 yards, 1 foot), or 172 feet
short of six furlongs.

Strange to relate, every winner of this great stake traces

in the male line to Eclipse, o£ " Eclipse first, rest nowhere "

fame.

Hardy Campbell's Great Becord.

Hardy Campbell, M. F. Dwyer's trainer, was at peace with

all the world last night. It rarely falls to a trainer's lot lo

send five horses to the post in as many races and have them

all return winners. But thit is what happened to Campbell

yesterday at Jerome Park, and to say that he he was pleased

is putting it mildly. Jockeys have several times ridden five

winners in a day, but it is a rare thing—if it ever happened

before—for one man to train a like number of horses that

passed the post first. Credit is therefore due to this young train-

er, who has managed his charges with great care and judg-
ment this year.

It was also a great flay for "Willie Simms. He had the

mount on Metropolis, Kingston, Roller, Armitageand Flirt,

and piloted them all home winners. Three of these winners
had an easy task of it and won with ridiculous ease. Metrop-
olis and Kingston, the first two winners, though not all out,

had to be ridden cleverly to m.ike them show in front at ihe

end. Simms manaered his horses in the best possible fashion

in all his races and honestly earned all the applause that was
bestowed on him when he returned to the scales after the fifth

race.

He rode Lighlfoot in the last race, but, try as he might, he
could not get her in front of Dutch Skater, who won with

something to snare. However, with five wins, and a second

out of six mounts, Simms did not grumble at not heing able

to land the last race. He took it in good part, and was

pleased to think that he had been so successful.

M. F. Dwyer was also successful, but in another way. He
backed three of the five horses that came out of his stables

and landed large sums by their victories. Kingston and Flirt

ran loose, Mr. Dwyer thinking their chances hardly worth

while backing. Charade was, to his way of thinking, a much
better horse to play for the place than Kingston to win, so he
had his money placed accordingly.

The racing itself was tame and uninteresting. Six horses

was the largest number of horses that ran in any race, and as

the finishes, in the main, were poor, the crowd did not en-

thuse to any extent, except to cheer Simms' good work.

The track was in fine order. The rain that fell Tuesday
night had soaked in the soil, leaving it pliant and as fine as

silk for horses with tender feet and legs. With the going in

such shape fast time was made in all the races.

The attendance was fully up to the average, 5,000 or 0,000

people being present. As favorites won four of tbe six races,

the talent quit winners of the day.—N. Y. Mercury.

The Ferndale Races.

The attendance at Saturday's racing at the Ferndale track

was not very large, but the afternoon's sport was greatly en-

joyed by all who witnessed it. The first race was a trotting, 2

in 3, thirteen-sixteenths of a mile, between Alford's Qossif

and Fennessy's Lena. Gossip took the first two heats and race

in 2:22.} and 2:21.

The second contest was a running half mile dash between

Rinehart Petersen's Bird, Carey's Roxey of Hydesvillc and
GofTs Lodi. Bird was the winner in 27 seconds.

The third and last race of the day was a half-mile, 2 in 3,

trot, between Brice's Belle Steinway, Miner's Clipper, L.

Branstetter's St. Bernard and John Sage's Curly Ann. In the

first heat Belle came to the wire first, St. Bernard second,

Clipper third and Curly Ann fourth, but as L. H. Miner, the

driver of Clipper, was the only one who reported at the stand

at the close of the heat, he was given first place as they came

in. Time, 1:29. Belle took the second heat in 1:31, St. Ber-

nard the third heat in 1:26, and Belle the fourth heat and

race in 1:28.— Ferndale Enterprise, August 37.

The Boston cross is quite a conspicuous factor in Direct

(2:05*), Jay-Eye-See (2:06*, trotting 2:10), Manager (2:06?)

RylandT. (2.075), Sunol (2:08}), Maud S. (2:08$) and Fan-

tasy (3) 2:083). His also found in Johnston (2:061), Palo

Alto (2:08^), Belle Vara (2:0$3. Azote (2:09J) and numerous

others which have shown extreme speed at the trot and pace.

It is doubtful if any other one strain nicks so well with that

of Hambletonian for extreme speed at the trot and pace as

that of his greatest son, Lexington.
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Butte (Mont.) Races

FRIDAY, AUGUST 17.

Three favorites and two short horses got away with the

races to-day. There was another very large crowd out, and

the spectators seemed to be wsll pleased with the racing,

which was of a fairly good order all the way through. One of

the most pleasant features of the day was the fact that the

races were over by 7:30 o'clock, and the crowd was able to

get up town long before dark.

An unfortunate incident occurred in the mile selling race,

which resulted in the death of Zefce Abraham's horse.

Greenhock was running along just beyond the half-mile

post when he was seen to stumble and fall. It developed that

he had dislocated the pastern joint in one of his front legs and

he had to be shot. Cleary, who was up on Greenhock, was

thrown over his head, but escaped uninjured.

The horse was entered in the race at $300, and Abrahams
threatens to jiake the association pay him that amount. He

' bases his claim on the allegation that the assistant starter

put Greenhonk's tongue over the bit just before the start, and

he claims that this choked the horse down and caused him

to stumble. *

Tue starter, however, claims that the horse's tongue was in

its usual position. It is not probable, however, that the posi-

tion of the tongue had anything to do with the accident, and
,
horsemen are of the opinion that Mr. Abrahamswill save
money through Greenhock's death.

The favorite got away with the 2:21 class trot in three
straight heats. There was very little betting on this event.

» Alarmist sold at $10 and $12 for first choice, to $5 for the
field. The horsemen played Truemont for the first heat and
went in on him heavily in the mutuels. The talent wept a
few miuutts later when the word was given and Truemont
went into the air. He broke repeatedly after that and was

1 soon out of it. Alarmist and Miss Foxie were neck and neck
at the half and went around nearly to the finish in that posi-

, tion. Alarmist pulled awav in front of the grand stand and
won easily by half a length. Truemont was distanced, and
the talent's money all went into the grandstand. Mutuels
paid $30.15.

In the second heat Alarmist and Miss Foxie were neck

ami Sfcjf J^arly all the way around. Alarmist broke at the

three-eighths pole anu J.-^Ded a couple of lengths behind,

but quickly regained his lost grounu. Miss Fox was slightly

in the lead as they turned into the stretch, "fene mainta^sd
her lead and came under the wire a head in front. The heat
was given to Alarmist, however, on account of a foul by
Miss Fosie at the head of the streLch. Mutuels paid $9.15.

Miss Foxie broke badly at the half in the third heat, and
Alarmist won as he pleased by half a dozen leogths. Mutuels

: paid $9.50.

For some unexplainable reason Scioto Girl was a red-hot

favorite in the free-for-all pace, and it was not until Vollula

had taken two beats that she receded. In the first poois sold

Vollula>as favorite^t $20 to $15 for Scioto Girl and $10 for

Del Norte. Del Norte was the first choice for a minute or
two at $30. Within five minutes after the betting opened,

1 howaver, Scioto Girl became favorite at $16 and $17 to $15
I for Vollula and $S for Del None.
I After the first heat Scioto Girl became a stronger favorite
1

and sold at $30 and$40to$15 and$lS for Vollula and $2 and
$3 for Del Norte. Before the third heat Scioto Girl sold at

I 525 to $20 for Vollula and $5 for Del Norte. It was not till

just before the fourth heat that Vollula became favorite.
' Vollula broke a suspender in the first heat or she would
probably have taken the race in three straight heats.

Del Nerte took the lead at the start and held it all the way
;
iround with Scioco Girl neck and neck. Del Norte won by

,
i length from Vollula, who was two lengths in front of Scioto

, Tirl. Mutuels paid $10.10.

In the second, third and fourth heats Vollula took the
ead at the start and held it all the way, winning easily each
ime. Scioto Girl was never dangerous, in spite of the tena-
:ity with which the horsemen stuck to her. Mutuels paid

&18.75, $13 75 and $7.25.

Jennie Deane galloped away with the three fourths of a

uile selling race, and in winning it she lowered the Montana
' 'ecord for the distance. Jennie Deane was a big and lasting

\ avorite at $50 to $65 to $23 for Annie Moore, $20 for Rain-
Irop, $10 for Zamlock and $9 for Vulcan,

I The^horses were well bunched at the three-quarters, with
I \nnie Moore leading by a nose and Vulcan half a length

\
ihead of Jennie Deane. Jennie Deane moved up out of the
much as they turned into the stretch, and she wonby five

I engths. Annie Moore beat Raindrop out for the place by a
ength. Mutuels paid $S.70.

i The talent took a tumble in the mile selling race. Toxida
f »as a strong favorite at $75 and $S0 to $25 each for Little

v^ongh and French Lady and $30 for Longwell and Green-
tock in the field. Towards the close of the betting the field

t lecame second choice. Toxida and French Lady ran each
1

ither out before the stretch was reached and Longwell came
1 ip as strong as ever and beat French Lady out by a length.

Jatuels paid $15.25.

The lea^t said of the half mile dash for two-year-olds the
•etter. It was a poor race. Chinook, who was a red hot
avorite, won, and mutuels'paid $7.20.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting, 2:21 class. 3 in 5, purse 5700.

\ Jarmist, by Autocrat—by Reporter McEvoy 111
liss Foxie, by Inca—Lady Foxie Brown 2 2 2

1 'rumont, by Altamont Lindsay dis
Time, 2:22, 2"21%, 2;2V£.

i Second race—Pacing, free-for-all, 3 in 5, purse 8800.

nliula, by Kentucky Volunteer—bv George Wilkes _Rice 2 111
1 >el Norte, by Attachment—Tecorah Barrows 13 2 2
.

ciotoGirl, by Ambassador—by Hiatoga Jeffrevs 3 2 3 3
Time, 2:19, 2:15, 2:19%, 2:16%.

Third race—Running, selling allowances, purse S300. Six furlongs.

alifornia Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, 3, by Sir Jlodred—Echota,
104 Coombs 1

nm"e Moore, a, 109 Hennessy 2
' amloch, 3, 120 Russell 3

Time, 1 :15.

Raindrop and Vulcan also ran.

Fourth race—Running, selling allowances, pnrseS350. One mile.

. S. Hall's Longwell, a, by Longfellow—Aste 11, 111 (2% to 1)

' Hennessy 1
rench Lady, a, 102 (7 to 1) Williams 2
oxida,3, 106 (even) Bosnian 3

Time, 1:44%.
Little Tough and Green Hock also ran.

y

Fifth race—Running, for two-year-olds, purse 3200. Half mile.

Tom McTague's br c Chinook, by Eolian—Augurhead, 111 (2 to 5)
Bozeman 1

Cascade, 110 {2% to 1) Burlingame 2
Fannie M., 110 (23^ to 1) Hedger 3

Time, 0:51.

SATURDAY, ATJGDST 18.

The best races that have ever been run on any track in

Montana were witnessed at the West Side Driving Park this

afternoon. Every race was a horse race, and there was
enough uncertainty about all of the events to make them
Keenly exciting. The free-for-all trot and four good running
races were sufficient to draw out a crowd of 5,000 people,

making it one of the best days that the racing association

has ever had. The grand stand was packed with- a dense

crowd of spectators and tiie betting ring was constantly

jammed with excited bettors.

The betting reminded one of the good old times, and in
three different races more than $100 was paid for first choice.
The races all went off smoothly without any very long waits,
and everybody was satisfied and pleased.
The short enders were dumped all around, the favorites

winning every race.

The principal event of the dav naturally was the free-for-
all trot, in which Klamath and Robbie P. met again. Rob-
bie P. won the race handily, and again proved himself to be
the best and fastest trotting horse that has ever been brought
to Montana. He set a pace that was altogether too fast for
Klamath, who left his feet several times in the last two
heats.

Robbie P.'s performance in the 2:13 class trot on Wednes-
day was sufficient to make him a favorite, and he sold at $25

, against $16 for Klamath and Altao in the field. After the
first heat Robbie P. sold at $50 to $35 for the field, and the
betting was about the same after the second heat.

In the first heat Raymond cut Robb'e P. off at the first

turn and led by a length at the quarter. Robbie P. quickly
overhauled Klamath, however, and at the half was trotting
neck and neck with him, with Altao six lengths behind.
Klamath pulled away on the upper turn and led into the
stretch by a length and a half. Robbie P. came up fast after
the turn was made, but Raymond swerved in front of him two
or three times and he was unable to get into the lead. Klam-
ath held his position and was first under the wire by a length
and a half. Mutuels paid $9 30.

Klamath broke twice at the start of the second heat, and at
the quarter Robbie P. was six lengths in the lead, with Altao
a length ahead of Klamath. At the half Robbie P. had in-

creased his lead to 10 lengths, and the positions were the same
at the three-quarters. Klamath showed one of his rem?.rkable
bursts of speeii coming down the stretch, but Robbie P.'s lead
was too big to overcome" #nd he won by a length with Klam-
ath 12 lengths ahead of Altao. Mutuel's paid $7.05.

Robbie P. set too hot a pace for Klamath again ia Jhe third
heat, and he broke at the first turn. At the quarter Robbie
was five lengths the leader and he increased his lead to eight

lengths at the half. Klamath commenced to move up a
little on the upper turn, and he came down the stretch with
his usual burst of speed. He nearly overhauled Robbie at

the seven-eighths pole, but the pace was too fast for him and
he again went into the air. Robbie P. finished easily three
lengths in the lead. Mutuels paid $8 50.

In the fourth heat Robbie P. was 6ve lengths in front at

the half, with Klamath ten lengths ahead of Altao. Klam-
ath started to come up on the upper turn when he broke, and
dropped out of it. Robbie P. finished an easy winner by ten

lengths, and the great race of the meeting was over. Mr.
Pyle was loudly cheered and received the congratulations of

his friends with a well-satisfied smile. Mutuels paid $6.55 on
the last heat.

The race next in importance to the free-for all was the
three-quarters of a mile sweepstake, for two-year-olds, in

which the best two-year olds of the Daly aud McTague stables

were pitted against Model, the crack California youngster.
Model won the race handily and proved conclusively that

she is the greatest two-vear-old in the West. Model was
favorite at $40 to $20 for the Daly stable, and $10 for

Marietta.

The race was a pretty one. Benefactress got away in the
lead with Ella Gregg lapped, and the copper and green colors

led around to the head of the stretch. At the three quarter
pole Ella Gregg was two lengths in the lead, with Benefactress

half a length in front of Model. Model moved up as they
turned into the stretch and won easily by two lengths. Ella
Gregg beat Benefactress out by a nose. It was expected that

Benefactress would give Model the hardest race, but Ella

Gregg developed unlooked-for-speed and staying qualities,

both of which she would be expected to possess iu an unusual
degree from her breeding. Mutuels paid $9.15.

The half mile handicap was an exciting event. Midget
opened up favorite at $50 to $35 for Gold Bug and $10 for

Red Dick. The betting soon switched, however, and Gold
Bug became favorite, selling as high as $110 to $90 for Mid-
get and $30 for Red Dick. Red Dick broke away in front as

usual, with Midget last. Midget took the lead at the head of

the stretch, however, and held it, winning by half a length

in adriving finish. Gold Bug beat Red Dick for the place

by a head. Mutuels paid $9. 15. This race was run within a

quarter of a second of the world's record.
" The favorite wob the three-eighths dash in a galop. Lark
was a strong favorite at $90 against $35 for Lulu B., $1S for

Cyclone and $25 for Joe D. and Ed Larabie in the field.

Lark took the lead at the head of the stretch and galloped in

three lengths ahead of Lulu B., who was a length in front of

Joe D. Mutuels paid $7.65.

The favorite had another easy thing of it in the three-

quarters of a mile handicap. Annie Moore was a red hot

favorite and sold as high as $130 to $50 for Lonnie B. and $40
for Minnie. Annie Moore finished a length ahead of Minnie,

who beat Lonnie B. out by six lengths. Mutuels paid $6.40.

SUMMARIE3.

First race—Trotting, free-for-all, 3 in 5. Purse S800.

Robbie P.. by Chas. Caffrey—Nannie Pyle 2 111
Klamath, bvMoorookus—Lady Ophir Raymond 12 2 2
Altao, by Altamont—Sallie M Lindsav 3 3 3 3

Time. 2:13, 2:17, 2:15%, 2:15%.

Second race—Running, sweepstakes, for two-year-olds. Six fur-

longs.

California Stable's ch f Model, by imp. Sir Modred—Gypsy. 115 (4

to 5) Coombs 1

Etta Gregg, 10S (2% to 1) Burlingame 2

Benefactress, 115(2}^ to 1) Smith 3

Time. 1:15.

Marietta, 112, also ran.

Third race, running, handicap, half mile. Purse S300.
N. S. Hall's b m Midget, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy Queen, 118 {9 to

Goili5ngVa:i24-(4"t^5T::::::::::::::::::::::;::::T
hdSRed Dick, a, 116 19 to 1) Clancy

Time, 0:47%.

Fourth race, running, three furlougs. Purse $200.

to 10) Dingley
Clancy

-Coombs

King 3

Reavis Bros.' bg Lark, a, 117 (
Lulu B., a, 117 (4tol)
Joe D.. a, 117 (9 toll

""'.',

Time,' 0:34%!
Cyclone. 117 and Ed. Larrabie, 117 also ran.

Fifth race, running, handicap, purse S300. Six furlongs.
N. S. Hall's ch m Annie Moore, 5, by Regent—Norma, 115 (l to 3)

Min'nier5\"To3'(6toiT.;:;;:.\v.7.';;:;;;.':;";:".;:;;'.;; bSS
Lonnie B., 5, 108 [1% to 1)

Time, 1:16%.

MONDAY, AFGCST 20.

The threatening manner in which the afternoon opened
up to-day served to keep a good many race-loving people
away from the races. Everything considered, however, the
crowd was a good sized one and the day's sport proved to be
one of the best of the meeting. A light shower fell from the
ominous-looking clouds about 3 o'clock, but the rainfall was
just sufficient to lay the dust and cool off the atmosphere aDd
make the_ sport all the more enjoyable. The talent went all
to pieces inthe trottirjg race, which was the opening event,
but they quickly recovered themselves and picked three of the
running races. Hanford Medium, Rosalie, S. B. and Barney
were scratched in the pacing race, and as only Black Cloud
and Iras were left the race was declared off. There were four
running races and they were all pretty closely contested,
although there were no very fast horses in them.
For some remarkable reason the talent picked Lans W. to

win the trotting race, and he sold at $15 to $8 for Eva T. and
$8 for Benteer and Rimac in the field. After the first heat,
Lans W. was still favorite at $15 to $7 for the other three in
the field. Later on, however, the field became first choice at
$10 to $5 for Rimac. Before the third heat Rimac brought
$10 to $4 for the field. In the first heat Lans W. paced and
single-footed, and in fact did everything but trot for the en-
tire distance. He finished second in this heat, but was set
back to last place for not trotting fairly. He repeated his re-
markable gait in the three succeeding heats and finished a bad
fourth each time In the first, second and fourth heats,
Rimac took the lead at the start and held it all the way
around and the other horses went around in the positions in
which they finished. In the third heat Rimac broke and
Benteer beat him out. Mutuels paid $6,20, $7.55, $6.10 and
$5.S0.

The three-fourths mile consolation race was a pretty one.
Red Leo was a strong favorite all the way through and sold
as high as $140 to $S0 for Nettie Glen, $40 for St. Jacob and
$20 for Wyana and Patsy Bolivar in the field. Nettie Glen
led around into the stretch, when she quit like a dog, and Red
Leo moved up and took first place and won handily by a
length. Mutuels paid $11.40.
The favorite had an easy thing of it in the four-and-a-half

furlong dash. NeJson sold at $80 for first choice against S40
for Norlee,_$12 for Jim R. and $S for Pearl. Jim R. was
second choice in the opening betting. P«a.rl oot away in the
lead but was soon headed by Nelson, who led into toe ;trstch
by five lengths. He finished an easy winner four lengths
ahead of Norlee, who was a length ahead of Jim R. Mu-
tuels paid $7.70. Patsy Bolivar held the horses at the post
for some time and after the race Judge McNair announced
that the association would hereafter refuse to accept the entry
of Patsy.

The favorite in the seeond three quarter dash cantered in

an easy winner. Minnie was a red-hot favorite and sold as

high as $125 for first choice. A strong tip to the effect that
Lonnie B. was "right" was circulated just before
the race,and she sold up to $40. Auteuil and Rosebud in the
field were also well liked and sold all the way from $20 to

$70. Bessie sold at $8 to $14. Minnie took the lead at the
half and finished an easy winner by five lengths. Lonnie B.
beat Auteuil by a length for the place. Mutuels paid $7.90.
Old Uncle Bob dumped the talent in fine style in the last

race, a three-quarter dash. Uncle Bob opened up favorite

at $20, to $15 for Faro and $5 for the field. The horsemen,
however, soon took a great liking tn Faro, and he sold at $40
to $10 for Uncle Bob and $10 for tbe field. At the three-

quarters Uncle Bob was four lengths behind Faro and Elroc,

who were neck and neck. Uncle Bob came up fast in the

stretch and finished twelve lengths ahead of Faro, who was
two lengths in front of Elroc. Butte was a very bad fourth.

Mutuelspaid$12 65.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Trolting
:
3 in 5, purse S350.

Rimac, by Robert McGregor Collier 112 1

Benteer. by Ky. Volunteer—by Ben Lomond Bartruff 2 2 12
EvaT., by Almont Medium— by Alwood Stone 3 3 3 3
LansW., bv Mambrino Diamond Mathewson 4 4 4 4

Time, 2:34, 2:31%, 2:35%. 2:31%.

Second race—Running, consolation, purse $200. Sis furlongs.

Geo. Parrott's b g Red Leo, a, 105 Coombs 1

Nettie Glen, a. 100 Burlingame 2

St. Jacob, 3, 100 Williams 3
Time, 1:17.

Wyana and Patsy Bolivar also ran.

Third race—Running, purse S200. Four and one-half furlongs.
Garland & Ramsdell's ch c Nelson, by Duke of Norfolk—Neilson.

3, 110 Bozemau I

Norlee, 3. 105 Hennessy 2

Jim R., a, 112 Coombs 3

Pearl, a, 112 Dingley 4

Time, 0:54%.

Fourth race—Running, purse S20O. Six Furlongs.
Jordan & Singleton's b m Minnie, bv Regent—bv Carriboo. 5, 112

Smith 1

Lonnie B.. 5, 112 „ King 2
Auteuil. 4, 112 Coombs S

Time, 1:17.

Bessie and Rosebud also ran.

Fifth race— Running, purse S200.
' Blac

Six furlongs.

Uncle Bob, a. bv Luke~Biackburn—Vintage Time, 112 Evans 1

Faro, a. 112 -Dingley 2

Elroc, a, 112 Gray 3

Butte, a, 112 Reese 4

Time. 1:21.

TUESDAY, ArGUST 21.

The racing to-day was of an exciting order all the way

through, and the 3,000 spectators were upon their tip-toes for

about one-tbird of the time. The talent succeeded in pick-

ing four winners, but the favorites did not have a walk-over

by any means, and every event except the three-year-old trot

was a horse race from start to finish.

The first trotting race was a decidedly novel event in more

ways than one, and it resulted in Col. K. R., the winner of
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the first heat, being taken off the track by his owner. To
begin with, mutuels on the first heat paid $122.10, whi"h was

taken as an indication that something was wrong. Col. K.

R. belongs to Col. C. K. Reagan, of Hanford, Gal., but is

leased for the season to S. C. Tryon, who is handling him.

The horse has been off for some time,but he was right to-day.

and the horsemen knew it, and they backed him heavily. In

the opening betting he sold at $25 against $10 for Delbert,

R. D. F., Anita, Meteor and Hamrock in the field and $4 for

Freedom. Later on he sold at $50 against $20 for the field.

The judges seemed to suspect a job of some kind, and

when the horses came out Judge McNair announced that any

driver who laid up a heat or attempted any other crooked

business would be ruled off the track, together with their

horses. This warning had the desired effect and every horse

in the race was driven to win. Col. K. R. took the lead at

the start of the first heat aud held it all the way round, win-

ning by half a length from Anita in a driving finish. When
the time, 2:22J, was announced, Col. Reagan raised a howl.

He was sore because Tryon had not pulled the horse to keep

him in the 2:24 class, as he asserted Tryon had agreed to do
when he leased him the horse. No one paid much attention

to Reagan's kicks, however, as it was believed he would re-

cover his accustomed equanimity in a few minutes. Reagan
finally did quiet down, but he did so only to clear the wav
for a grand coup d'etat. While Mr. Tyron's groom was cool-

ing the horse outj Mr. Reagan went up to him and offered to

walk the horse around for him. The groom thoughtlessly

turned the horse over to him, and Colonel Reagan promptly
ledbimofi the track and out of the outside gates. When
the judges saw which way he was headed and divined his

motive, they called after him to bring the horse back, but he
did not pay the slightest attention to them. Judge McNair
and Secretary Holmes then went after him. They found him
anchored with the horse a short distance outside of the

grounds, and all of their efforts to induce him to take the

horse back to the track were fruitless. Reagan had all the

best of the situation, and he knew it. If he had not taken

the horse entirely off the grounds the judges would have
had full charge of him. When it was found that nothing
would induce Colonel Reagan to take the horse back on the

track he was expelled from all tracks of the American Asso-

ciation. All bets on the race were declared off and twenty

minutes was allowed for new betting. The mutuels could nut

be declared off, however, and they paid $122.10. Only seven

of them were sold,and it was understood that Tryon had two
of them. This is the first time in Montana that an owner
has taken his horse from the track and it is the second oc-

currence of the kind in the United States.

After the withdrawal of Col. K. R., Delbert became favor-

ite at $25 to $6 for Hamrock, $5 for Anita and $14 for R. D.

F., Meteor and Freedom in the field. Before the fourth heat

Anita sold at $10 to $5 for Delbert and $6 for the field. Anita
took the lead at the start for the second heat and held it for

the entire distance and won by a length from R. D. F. The
order was about the same in the third heat, Anita leading all

the way around. In the fourth heat Anita led to the head of

the stretch, where Delbert came up under a stro-ng drive and
won by a head. In the fifth heat Anita led at the three-

quarter by sis lengths, but coming down the stretch she died

like a do!;.-:...u' Delbert won handily.
i>elbert and Anita were the only starters in the sixth heat.

McCrowan, the driver of Delbert, claimed that all the other
drivers had been working against him, and it was apparent
from the start in the last heat that he was going to try to get
even by shutting Anita out. He drove every foot of the way
and accomplished his purpose, Anita being shut out Mu-
tuels paid on different heats, $122.10, $18.25, $20.35, $12.50,

$8, $5.80.

The three-year-old trot was an easy thing for Lady R. E.
D., who won in three straight heats. -Jo auction pools were
sold and mutuels were sold only on the first heat, when they
paid $5.90.

Bill Howard was a strong favorite in the four and a half
furlong dash, and sold at $30 to$13 for Red Dick and $10 for

Zamlock. The favorite came up fast in the stretch and won
easily by four lengths from Zamlock, who was three lengths
in front of Red Dick. Mutuels paid $8.10.

The mile selling race was the prettiest and most exciting
race of the day, and the result was in doubt until the horses
were fairly under the wire. Emma Mc and Jennie Deane
opened about even at $40, but later on Jennie became favor-
ite at $60 to $40 for Emma Mc and $25 for Raindrop. Rain-
drop and Emma Mc raced along neck and neck a length
ahead of Jennie Deane to the head of the stretch, when
Raindrop dropped to the rear. A blanket would have cov-
ered Emma Mc and Jennie Deane as they raced down the
stretch at a record-breaking speed. Jennie Deane's nose
showed in front ten yards from the wire, and she won by a
short head. Mutuels paid $7.20. The time, 1:42$, establishes
a new track record.

The three-quarter mile selling race was another exciting
event. Normandie was favorite at $35 to $30 for Annie
Moore, $12 for Promise and $3 for Little Tough. Promise
got ofl in front and led Annie Moore into the stretch by a
bead. Xormandie was two lengths behind Annie Moore and
three lengths in front of Little Tough. Normandie moved
up out of the bunch after the turn had been made, and was
in the lead a hundred yards from the finish. Little Tough
came up like a shot out of a gun after the seven-eighths pole
had been passed, and came within an ace of beating the fav-

orite out. As it was, Normandie won by a short nose. Little
Tough was set back to last position on account of having
swerved in front of Annie Moore coming down the stretch.
Mutuels paid $13.10.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting, 3 In 5. Purse 8350.

Delbert, by Gameleon—Aluima MeGowan 3 6 8 111
Meteor, by Com. Belmont—by Tempest...McKuiaey c 4 2 3 2 ro
R. i). k., i.y Arlfilos—Empress reflreya 1 2 ft 4 1 ro
Hamrock, by Hambletonian Mambrino- by Rock-

wood Lindsay .

r
> .

r
» l 5 7 ro

Freedom, by Maxim—Chicago Maid Williams 7 3 5 6 dr
Rockwood Jr.—by Vermont Woods J 1 1 -J SdlB

Col. K. ft., by Bay Rose—Addle R ...Tryon *1

Time. 2:22J4. 2:23%, 2:26, 2:21, 2:24^,2:27%.
•Col. K. u. taken oil the track by owner after 1 lie first heat

Second race—Trotting, for three-year-olds, 3 In f>. Puree $350.

LadyR.E. I> Kelly 1 1 1

Antrima, by Antrim—Midget Jeffreys 2 2 2

Time, 2:26%. 2:2-1%, 2:26.

Third race—Running, handicap, purse S300. Four and one-half
furlongs,

N. 8. Hall's cbg Bill Howard, 4, by Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis,
116 (7 to 10) „ Heune-ssy I

Zamlock, 3, 101 (7 to 1) Burllngame 2
Red Dick, a, 112 02 to 1) Diugley 8

Time, 0:54>£. I

Fourth race—Running, selling allowances, purse S300. one mile.

California Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, 3, by Sir Modred—Echota,
99 (7 to 10) Coombs 1

EmmaMc, 3, 106 (8 to 5) Bozeman 2
Raindrop, a, 103 (20 to 1) -McDonald 3

Time, I:42J£.

Fifth race—Running, selling allowances, purse $300. Six fur"
longs.

Garland &RamsdcU's ch f Normandie, 3, by Kyrle Daly—Extract.
116 (6 to 6) Coombs 1

Promise, 3, 92 {7 to 1) Cleary 2
Annie Moore, 5, 108 (8 to 5) Hennessy 3

Time, 1:16%.

Little Tough, 3, 99, also ran. He finished second, but was disquali-
fied for fouling Annie Moore.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22.

The racing to-day waa the poorest of the entire meeting.

Two of the running races were very fair contests, but they

were the only events of the day that amounted to any-

thing. The pacing race was the rankest kind of a job,

and it went through Just as it was arranged in spite of the

strenuous efforts of the judges to prevent it. The drivers

were notified before the first heat that anjone who, in the

opinion of the judges, pulled a horse or tried any crooked

work would be ruled off the track, but these stern words
all went for naught. Barrows, the driver of Del Norte,

was fined $100 for not driving for the first heat, and Har-
rison, who drove Bonnie B., was fined $50 for not trying to

win the second heat. Harrison's fine was afterward re-

mitted, as he showed satisfactorily to the judges that Bon-
nie B. was not in condition and that he drove her as fast as

she could go.

The seven-eighths selling race would have been a pretty

and exciting race had it not been for the horrible start to

which the horses were let away.

For one of the reasons that cannot be satisfactorily ex-

plained by ordinary mortals, Altao was made favorite and
sold at $30 to $15 and $18 for Dan Velox and $8 for Ida D.

In spite of Altao's uncertain gait and the fact that Dan Ve-
lox won the first heat handily, the betting was unchanged
before the second heat. After the second heat, however,

Dan Velox became a red-hot favorite. The first beat was
a pretty race. Dan Velox led by about a length all the way
around and finished half a length ahead of Altao, who was
a head in front of Ida D. Mutuels paid $7.10, The second

and third heats were repetitions of the first, Dan Velox lead-

ing all the way around aud winning by about a length and a

half from Altao each time. Ida D. was a poor third. Mu-
tuels paid $9.75 and $6.80.

In the pacing race Del Norte was favorite at $25 to $10
for Bonnie B. and $10 for Brino Tricks and Scioto Gir'iin

the field. The judges suspected that there woiftd be a job in

this raee and they did their hesA'.£» prevent it, but without
avail, and another na'i\ was driven into the coffin that the

harness h/yrsemen are preparing for themselves. Judge Mc-
^a'lr made the announcement when the horses came out for

the first heat that any driver who laid up a heat or attempted
any other monkey business would be expelled from the track

or fined heavily, and he also warned them that they would
be closely watched all the way round.

In the first heat Bonnie B. took the lead at the quarter
and held it all the way.winning by three lengths from Scioto

Girl, who was a length in front of Brino Tricks. Del Norte
was ten lengths behind Tricks. Mutuels paid $7.65. In the
second heat Del Norte quickly took the lead and held it, win-
ning by a short length from Brino Tricks, who was only a

length ahead of Bonnie B. Brino Tricks came up very fast

in the stretch and it looked as if he could have won easily

had his driver so desired. Mutuels paid $5.95.

After this heat Barrows was fiDed $100 for not having
driven Del Norte in the first heat, and he was notified that
he would be suspended if the fine was not paid before the
next heat. Some surprise was manifested because Edwards,
the driver of Brino Tricks, was not also fined. Del Norte
won the third and fourth heats without opposition. Mutuels
on the third heat paid $7.15. None were sold on the fourth

heat.

The half-mile dash was a gallop for Lark. Lark opened up
favorite at $25 to $20 for Norlee and $6 for Joe D. Later On
Norlee became favorite at $40 and $60 to $30 and $40 for

Lark and $10 for Joe D. Lark took the lead as they turned
into the stretch, and won handily by a length from Norlee,

who beat Joe D. out by three lengths. Mutuels paid $12.65.

The seven-eighths selling race was epoiled bv the horrible
start which the horses were given. French Lady was favorite

at $30 to $25 for Promise, $20 for Little Tough and $20 and
$25 for Gilroy and Sheridan in the field. Gilroygot away ten

lengths in front, and was never headed. French Lady gave
him a hard race, but his lead was more than she could cut
down. She finished three lengths behind Gilroy and four

lengths in froni of Little Tough. Mutuels paid $55.45.

Hal Fisher was a red-hot favortie for the three quarter
dash and sold as high as $110 for first choice against $55 for

Little James, $35 for Bessie, $10 for Carrie Crooks and $35
for Jack the Ripper and Orphan Girl Little James got off

in the lead arid hela it to the rfire, winning by three lengths

from Carrie Crooks, who was a head in front of Jack the
Ripper. Mutuels paid $13.65.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, 3 in 5, purse S100.

Dan Velox, by Black Prince '. McEvoy 111
Altao, by Altamont—Sally M Lindsay 2 2 2

Ida P.. by Maxim—Nutmeg Maid McKinuey 3 S 2
Time, 2.19%, ZilGyi, 2:16&

Second race—Pacing, 3 in 5. purse S100.

DelNorte, by Altamout—Tecorah Barrows 4 111
Bonnie B., by Orion Harrison 13 4 4

Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes—Sal. Tricks ... Edwards 3 2 2 2
Scioto Girl, by Ambassador—byHintogo ..Jeflrevs 2 4 S 4

Time, 2:19%, 2:19*4, 2:17. 2:20%.

Third race—Running, purse 82-Vi. Half mile.

Keavis Bros.' b g Lark, a, 112. Dingley 1

Norlee, 3. 105 Burlingame 2

Joe D.. a. 112 Coombs 3
Time, 0:48%.

Fourth race— Running, selling allowances, purse $300. Seven fur-

longs.

B, Mniinley's b g Gilroy, by Luke Blackburn—Guildean, 3. 110
King 1

French Lady, a. 109 Hennessy 2

Little Tough, a, 105 Bozeman 3
Time, 1:3034.

Promise and Sheridan also ran.

Firth race— Running, purse S'JOO. Three furlongs.

J. Dempsey's b g Little James, a, 112 Coombs 1

Carrie Crooks. ». Ii2 Dingley 2
Jack the Ripper, a, 112 Clancy 3

Time. 0:35.

Hal Fisher, orphan (iirl aud Bessie also ran.

ie
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LAST DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 23.

The race meeting closed today with one of the best day's

racing and one of the largest crowds in the history of the

West Side Racing Association. The crowd filled the grand

stand to its utmost capacity, and the overflowing crowd good

naturedly jostled itself around into the betting ring, which
was a scene of continuous bustle and excitement. The racing

was good all the way through. The races went off rapidly,

and everybody was pleased. The short-endersgot away with

the last three races and went home well satisfied.

The first trotting race was the only rather uninteresting

event of the day. Caryle Carne was a strongly played favor-

ite, and sold at from $15 to $25, against $6 and $7 on Si

Huntley, Charlie B. and Justinain the field- Si Huntley won
the first heat, but was set back for running, and the heat was

given to Caryle Carne, who finished a close second. In the

second heat Caryle Carne led until the horses straightened

out into the stretch, when he went to a bad break, and Si

Huntley was first under the wire. Mutuels paid $21.25.

Caryle Carne led all the way around in the third heat and

won handily by a couple of lengths from Si Huntley. Mutu-
els paid $7.45. In the fourth heat Charlie B. led into the

stretch, but broke repeatedly and gained by running. Caryl

Carne took the lead in the stretch and won easily. Mutueh
paid $6.45.

The greatest interest centered in the free-for-all. trot an

pace, in which Klamath, Robbie P. and Prince Almont mel

on even terms. Robbie P. did not seem to beat himself and
Klamath won rather easily. Robbie P. won the third heal
and covered the last quarter in 2:04 gait. The race created
the greatest excitement and Raymond's ill feeling towards
Mr. Pyle showed itself in several places. In the fourth heat
Raymond deliberately cut Robbie P. oflfat the first turn, in

open violation of the racing rules. Mr. Pyle then pulled out

and tried to take a second position, but Tyron cut in front of

him with Prince Almont and headed him off again. Tyron
drove in so close in bis effort to keep Robbie P. in the rear

that Robbie cut his knee on Prince Almont's sulky. Afler
that he behaved very badly and was distanced. The judges
witnessed the occurrence at the turn, however, and Robbie
P. was given third position in spite of the uwiiVVit&5~ ironi
Raymond. Raymond was v^ anxious to shut Robbie P.
out in the last hea*... Ajamath was favorite for ihe race and
ouiij at $100 against $60 for Robbie P. and $10 for Prince
Almont. The betting was about in this proportion sll the
way through. Robbie P. broke badly at the start of the first

heat and dropped ten lengths to the rear. Klamath took the
lead at the start and finished alengthahead of Prince Almont,
who was four lengths in front of Robbie P. Mutuels paid
$8.10. In the second heat Klamath again took the lead, with
Almont second, and the horses went around in this order
close together. Klamath won by a length in a graod-stand
finish. Mutuels paid $11. Klamath went to the front again
in the third heat, and at the three-quarters pole was half a

length in the lead, with Robbie P. thiee lengths behind Al-
mont, Robbie P. came up the stretch with a burst of speed
that carried Klamath off his feet 100 yards from the wire.

Robbie P. was under the wire first by a length, with Klamath
ten lengths in front of Almont. Mutuels paid $18.50. Klam-
ath had an easy thing in the fourth heat, after Robbie P. cul
his leg on Almont's sulky, Mutuels paid $8.90.

In the mile matched race between Emma Mc and Jennie
Deane, Emma Mc opened up a "favorite at £40 to $20 for

Jennie Deane but later the horses sold about even. Emma
took the lead at the start and was necer headed, winning
easily by three lengths. Mutuels paid $8.15.

The seven-eighths run was won easi'y by the favorite.

Lonnie B. sold as high as $100 for first choice against $30
for St. Jacob, $13 for Auteuil and $30 for Bessie and Misly
Morn. Lonnie B. took the lead at the half and heid it, gal-

loping in five lengths ahead of Auteuil. Mutuels paid $6.85.

The one mile and a sixteenth run was a prelty race. Nor-
mandie sold first choice at $100 to $60 for St. Croix and $25
for Minnie Beach. Normandie trok the lead at the start

and gradually increased it, winning by five lengths in a diiv-

ing finish. St. Croix beat Minnie Beach out by a neck. Mu-
tuels paid $10.15-

The talent got a hard fall in the four and one half fnHnffi

dash. Pearl was a heavily played favorite at $50 to $10 for

St. Apollo and $10 for Fannie B , West Wind and Buiie in

the field. Fannie B. jumped oil' with the lead and lurnfd

into the. stretch a nose ahead of Tearl, who was two lengthR

in front ot St. Apollo. The two leaders made a pret'v and
exciting race down the stretch. Wash. King made :i gre.ii

ride on Fannie R. and landed her first under the wire by a

nose in a red hot finish. Mutuels paid $32.25.
The horsemen got another fall in the half mile dash. Cas-

cade was a strong favorite at $45 to $15 for Eureka and Ksn-j

nie M. in the field. Eureka headed the favorite in the

stretch and finished an easy winner by ihree lengths, with

Cascade eight lengths ahead of Fannie M. Mutuels paidi

$11.30.

No auctions were sold on the last race. Zamlock wa^ mail'

a strong favorite in the muhiel boxes. Jim R. got off inj

front and beat Zamlock out by a short nose in an excitini

finish. Mutuels paid $13 20.

The welter weight race was declared ofl'on account of dark

ness.
8UKHAHIES.

First race, trotting, three in live, purse S3^»0.

Carvle Cwrne. bv Ham. Mambrino—Ladv Grav Woods 1 2 1

Si Huntley, by 7.". Williams 3 1 2 :j

.Tnstina. bv Delgamo— Mollie Adams Bartrutl J 4.3 :

Charlie B.. by Swain -i 3 4 '|

Time, 2:29%. 2:29%, 2:32%. 2:34%.

Second race, trotting and pacing, three in five, purse SI00.

Klamath, by Moorooktis— Lady Ophir Raymond I 1 2
Robbie P., by Charles CafTrev—Nannie Pyle 3 3 lj

Prince Almont, by Almont Sledium—Queen of the West..
Tryon 2 2 3

Time, 2:18,2:13%, 2:14,2:16

Third race— Running, match. One mile.

Tom McTague'seh f Emma Mc, 3, 108(1 to 2) Hennessy I

Jennie Deane, 3, 108(2 to 1) „ Coombs
Time. 1:J4%.

Fourth race—Running. Seven furlongs.

Malev & Bowlev'sch m Lonnie R.,5. 112 (7 to 10) King
Auteuil. 1, 112 (ft toll Russeil
St. Jacob, S (G toll Williams

Time. 1:33.

Bessie and Misty Morn also ran.
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Fifth race—Running. Mile and a sixteenth.

Garland & RamsdelL's cb f Normandie, by Kyrle Daly—Extract, 3

102 (4 tool Winchell 1

St. Croix. 5. U0(lito I) Dingley 2

Minnie Beach, a, 101 (7 to 1) .Bnrlingame 3
Time. 1:49>S.

Sixth race—Running. Four and one-half furlongs.

D O Blevins' ch m Fannie B., 5, 110 (6 to 1) King 1

Pearl, a. Ill (2 to h)„ Reese 2

St. Apollo, 5, IOC (6 to 1) McDonald 3
Time, 0:56.

West Wind (111) and Butte (107) also ran.

Seventh race—Running, for two-year-olds. Half-mile.

Eureka. 105 (S to 5) Parks 1

Cascade. 105 (11 to 20) - Burlingame 2

Fannie M., 100(9 too) Hedger 3
Time, 0:51.

Eighth race—RuTiniug. Five and oue-half furlongs.

B. Martin's b g Jim R., a, 117..._ Dingley 1

/Atnlock. 3, 115 Clancy 2

Vulcan, a, 117 Glover 3
Time, 1:09.

Racing at Monterey.

Monterey, Aug. 25.—The racing here today was pro-

nounced excellent by hundreds of persons competent to

judge of such matters. A crowd of perhaps 1,500 was on

hand tosee the sport T given under the auspices of the Coun-

try Club of San Fraucisco,aod the audience that withstood the

intense heat in order to attend did not regret going. The

course, shaped after the figure eight, was one of a mile, im-

provised for the occasion. The judges' stand, presided over

by Major J. L. Rathbone, was in the lower loop, and the

grand stand on the ris'ng ground directly opposite. There

was a perfect maze of drags and gaily caparisoned turnouts,

and the display of feminine beauty and elegant costumes was

nothing short of dazzling. A band discoursed appropriate

music, but sometimes the melody was drowned in the pop of

champagne bottles. The track was in anything but good
shape, being deep, rough and afflicted with dangerous holes

Young Walter Hobart covered himself with glory and broke

the Coast riding record into smithereens. He had fivemouuts,

itnd got every one first past the post in a style worthy of

a Taral or a "Foxy" K>eue.
In the first race Coneja, ridden by Mr. Simpkins, would

undoubtedly bave won but for a bolt that carried him oft' the

course near the finish. Richard Tobin and Barron are both

clever riders, and Talbot Clifton is a fearless one, but as un
lucky as he is fearless. In the steeplechase of two miles

Cuadaloupe would in all probability have won but for an
accident at the water jump, in which the collar-bone of Mr.
Clifton was badly dislocated. Basil Ricketts acted as starter,

and performed his duties well. The jumps were much higher
than those at San Francisco, one being a stone wall which
would admit of no half way business. Paris mutuels ($2 50

per ticket) sold lively, and Hot Cake, the gray mare ridden

by Walter Hobart in the second event, paid $29.50. This
was the closest race of the afternoon, Simpkins, on Jumping
Jack, pushing the winner hard. Little Tigress beat Romair
six lengths in the mile, and appears to have rounded into her
1893 form. Following were the results :

First race, one quarter mile—First, Hobart on Buttons;

secoud, Simpkins on Comja ; third, Sprague on Polly. Time,
U:^0;..

Second race, steeplechase, one and one-quarter m'les

—

First, Hobart on gr m Hot Cake
;
second, Simpkins on

Jumping Jack ; third, Barron on Punch.
Third race, one mile—First, Hobart on Tigress ; second,

Tobin on Romatr ; third, Lincoln on Vishou. Time, 1:52£.

Fourth race, one-half mile— First, Hobart on Buttons ; sec-

ond, Tobin on Daisy ; third, Sprague on Polly. Time,~0:5Si.

Fifth race, steeplechase, about two miles—First, Hobart
on Huntress ; secoud, Barron on Tornado. Time, 5 minutts.

Racing Rules Changed.

The following amendments to Ric'ing Rules were adopted

by the American Turf Congress at meetings held in Coving-

ton, Kv., recently :

Rule of Weights— In overnight events, such as handicaps,
celling and conditional races, the minimum weight for three-

year olds ai.d upward sball be 100 pounds. In races exclu-

•ively for three-year-olds, 105 pounds, and in races for two-

I Fear-olds lOu pounds.

Rule 12 is so changed as to read—Winners or losers of

I

'tteplechases or hurdle races are not considered winners or
i osers in Hat racing. Winners on the ftat are still maidens
i
n steeplechases and hurdle races, and winners in hurdle and

fUeepleeliases are still maidens on the flat. Penalties and al-

• owances in Mat races cannot be counted for or against win-
lers or Insers in steeplechases or hurdle races, and vice versa.

Rule 61 i> so chaoged as to read—Every horse shall be
i lained hefore starting, and after it has run under such name
I

n a public rare, that name shall not be changed, and no as-

• ociaiion running under these rules shall receive the entry of
f >r allow any horse whose name has been so changed after July

iO, Ih94, anywhere or upon any course, to run upon its

:0Urse.

Rule 99 is so changed as to read:—Except in handicaps
-nd in races where the weights are fixed absolutely in the
:ooditiuns, fillies two years old and geldingi of all ages, shall

»e allowed three pounds, and fillies and mares three years
1 'Id and upward shall be allowed five pounds before Septem-

f
<er I, and three pounds thereafter.

Rule 104 is so changed as to read:—Jockeys must weigh
ut and in without bridles, and no whip or substitute for a
'hip shall be allowed in the scales. Bridles used in races

ball not exceed three pounds, and whips shall not exceed
• oe pound in weight.

Kule 116 is so changed as to read :—The starter may give
11 such orders and lake all such measures as are necessary
) secure a fair start and, in particular, may order the horses
ldraw up in line as far behind the starting post as he thinks
ecessary, but not exceeding seventy yards.
He shall have authority to fine or suspend a jockey for dis-

bedience of his orders, or for attempting to take any unfair
dvantage, but the suspension of a jockey shall not take ef-

:ct until he has ridden all engagements previously made for

ie d3v next succeeding, and shall not extend beyond the
ieetin* without the approval of the officers of the associa-
on. The suspension of a jockey while riding horses not be-
mgiug to his employer shall not prevent him from still rid-

: 'g for the person or stable having him employed. Such sus-

;
etjsion shall only prevent him taking outside mounts. But

should the offense, for which a joekey is suspended, occur
while riding his employer's horse, then he may be suspended
from riding at all. Toe judges may modify or remit penal-
ties imposed by the starter.

The starter shall report all fines, suspensions and other
punishments to the secretary of the course in writing, which
shall be forwarded to the secretary of the congress, and this

report shall not only show the amount of fine, but also the
nature of the offense.

The horses shall be started by a drum or Mag. When the
starter has started the horses by tap of druai or by dropping
his Hag, there shall be no recall, and if he allows a start to
take place in front of the starting post the start is void and
the horses must be started again.

AVith the sanction of the officers of the association, the
starter may appoint his assistants, and neither he nor his as-
sistants shall strike a horse at the post or use abusive language
toward the jockeys—and for violation of this rule the judges
shall impose a fine upon the starter.

Neither the starter nor his assistants shall seek or acquire
knowledge of the betting previous to the start.

Rule 140, " Amended."—All other horses starting may
be claimed for the selling price, plus the value of the stake
or purse. Every claim must be filed in writing, and with the
clerk of course, within fifteen minutes after the result of the
race is announced, and should there be more than one claim
filed for the same horse, lots shall be cast to determine prior-
ity of claim. No owner can claim his own horse.

E. C. Hopper, Secretary.

"Who "Will Be King ?

There will be a merry fight for the stallion championship

before the racing season ends next October, and the battle

will not be between only Directum and Arion, the great five

year-olds. Half a dozen others can now be figured as having

a chance. Within fifteen days, perhaps, the world will know
just how Directum and Arion stand in regard to supremacy!

as they will meet this month in a race at Boston, and

later they will come together again in the $15,000

stallion race in Xew England, with Kreailin as an additioaa

feature, says Buffalo Express. So far as the reports of their

week show,they are about equal in speed this year, each hav-

ing trotted miles in the neighborhood of 2:10. The race in
Chicago would [undoubtedly have decided which was cham-
pion and the winner should beat Kremlin in the race in the
East, as he has uever been in good form until October. Krem-
lin stepped to a record of 2:072 as a five-year-old, and when
he is just right he should give Directum the raceof his life,

and should materially lower the record he made in 1892.

Of the aspirants for Directum's crown, none looks to have
a better chance than does Ral^jh Wilkes, the fastest son of
Red Wilkes. From his two-year-old form Ralph Wilkes has
been a phenomenally fast hors-e, but only in the year he was
brought out did he have a chance to show his great speed,

and 'hen he was a disappointment. Ralph Wilkes was bred

by Dr. W. F. Galbreath of Lexington, and is out of Mary
Mayo by Mambrino Patchen. He was brought out by his

breeder, and possessed wonderful speed from the start. As
tin cup records were the fad in 1891, this colt figured as an
exhibition performer, and in Kentucky he earned a record of

2:26$, and reduced it to 2:21 J, shortly afterwards. The colt

was very unreliable at that time and was little use as a race-

horse. His first race was at the Lexington fall meeting, and
though he was very unreliable and could get only third

money, he showed great bursts of speed, and C. W- Williams,

who was at the meeting, took the colt to Independence. Wil-
liams was then fresh from his successes with Axtell and Al-

lerton, and when the news c ime from Independence in less

than a month that Ralph Wilkes hud reduced his record to

2:18, the reputation of the Young Napoleon of the harness

world was greatly eobaneed.
The following year J. E. Thayer, a wealthy Bostonian,

bought Ralph Wilkes for $30,000. Once as a four-year-old

Ralph Wilkes appeared in public, then trotting a mile in

2:13. He objected to having the performance go down as a

record, and after another year's retirement Ralph Wilkes
scored in a race for the second time in his life in the 2:17

class at Rochester, where he won and earned a record of

2:12}. In the heat the record was made the five-year-old got

away in the rear and was separately timed the mile in 2: L 0'

Considering, then, that it was the stallion's first race in

three years, and that he is hardly up to perform to his limit,

his chances when the cool weather sets in and the fast West-

ern tracks are reached are as good as any stallion living.

J. H. Thayer may takea hand in the fight f >r the stallion

championship with the horse Trevillian. Always a good colt

and of great speed, he has never figured in the first flight of

stallions, but his race at Terre Haute last week gives him
recognition. Trevillian is also a five ye at old. and he has the

honor of being the only stallion next to Directum to beat 2:10

in a race. He put in the first heat in 2:09^, and came back in

the same notch in the fourth mile. Tnis was his second race

of the year, and later in the fall he should be in better form,

and a better driver than the man who sits behind him never

lived.

The lion-hearted Pamlico has a chance at the championship.

He has the third fastest race record for a stallion, having

trotted in 2:1D last week. Heretofore Pamlico has figured

more as a heart-breaker than a record-breaker, and although

it is hardly probable that he possesses the necessary speed to

dethrone Directum, 2:051, he would be the winner if a whole

lot of aspirants came together in a race and split up a few

heats.

The Maine champion, Nelson, 2:09, bobs up again as a

factor in the championship contest. Last week he appeared

at Old Orchard, Ms., and trotted two heats. In the first he

went to the quarter in only 3 seconds, but came so fast at

the end that the mile was made in 2:12}. Later on he trotted

down to the half-mile pole in 1:071 and finishing the last half

in 1:04-1 made the mile in 2:114. Nelson was fat and nowhere

near on edge, but he has a terrible burst of speed and is going

true as a bullet.

The seventh horse of championship timber is Carldon.

This fellow is a strong and true gaited stallion and young,

and it is just possible that he may knock down the whole

field. His victory last week when he cut his record from

2:22! to 2:10* was a performance of which no other stallion

can boast, and he is very likelv to reduce his mark a long way.

Moquette, who made a world's record for four-year-olds of

2:10 in 1892, is in training again. As he was slightly injured

some weeks ago, he is nowhere near form, and a line on his

chances cannot be obtained for some titn^.

Wheelock Was Shocked.

Ernest Fleischmann's offer of $15,000 for Potentate is

responsible for a good story that is now going the rounds in

the turf world. George Wheelock, the bookmaking plunger
hada habit of decrying the horses in the Fleischmann stable,

simply for the purpose of annoying young Fleischmann. On
the occasion in question, Wheelock met Fleischmann in the
Grand Union Hotel, and for the purpose of raising a discus-

sion asked Fleischmann what chance he thought Domingo
had in the next day's races.

"I think he will win," replied Fleischmann.

"Plllayyou $6,000 to $1,000 that he don't," said Whee-
lock. "And that's a belter price than you will get in the

ring," he added, in a bantering tone.

"Make it $60,000 to $10,000 and I'll take the bet," said

Fleischmann, hotly.
" Done," cried Wheelock, and he laid down a $1,000 bill

to make the bet good. Fleischmann did the same, and smiled
in a queer way. The news of the big bet spread from hotel
to hotel, and the excitement grew as the crowds discussed
the chances for and against Wheelock. The horses in the
race were Potentate, Domingo, Ed Kearney and Leonville.
The event looked a cinch for Potentate, as the running of it

subsequently proved. Fleischmann, after posting the forfeit
money, made his way to the Saratoga Club House and sought
out Fred Walbaum. He offered Saratoga's President $15,000
for his colt. Mr. Walbaum accepted.

" I am not prepared to take him just now," said Fleisch-
mann, " but I want you to give me an option on him at the
price for twenty-four hours."

Papers were made out to that effect, and Fleischmann de-
parted to hunt up the owner of Ed Kearney. From the lat-

ter he secured an option on this colt for $4,500. Then
Fleischmann went back to the Grand Union, where he found
Wheelock surrounded by an admiring crowd of friends. All
commenced to chaff Fleischmann. The latter stood it for

some lime, and then said coolly; "Well, as I own all the
hordes, in the race, save Leonville, I shall scratch Potentate
and declare to win with Domingo."
Fleischmann showed his purchase papers. The crowd

was struck dumb. Wheelock was the first to recover.
'' I thought," he said, icily, " that I was betting with a gen-

tleman. 1 did not suppose that trickery would be resorted
to."

"All's fair in love and war and on the turf," retorted
Fleischmann, airily.

Wheelock commenced to grow hot in the collar, and there
might have been trouble had not Fleischmann explained that
he just wanted to teach Wheelock not to make foolish bets
out of pure bravado. Wheelock saw the absurdity of the
situation, and finally the deposits were drawn down, and it

ended in a "fizz."

Belleflower, 2:12 3-4.

People who attended the big trotting meetings last year

will recall the antics which used to be indulged in by the

Electioneer mare Belletiower. Like all the produce of Beau-

tiful Bells, she has been a fast mare from the time of being

broken to harness, making a two-year-old record of about

2:22, and last season showing speed enough to trot close to

2:10. As a matter of fact she has a record of 2:12J made in

1893, but it was in a contest against time. All last season

when pitted against other horses Belleflower was the embodi-

ment of unsteadiness, and looked and acted anything like a

wonderful trotter. It was almost impossible to get her around

the first turn without a wild break, and the only way that she

could again be induced to strike a trot was by yanking her
so violently that chances of injuring the mare were taken
every time the operation was repeated. A more unsatisfac-

tory trotter than Belleflower in 1893 could not be imagined.

But this season she is a pattern race-horse trotter, and thus

far has not made one of the mistakes which last year were
fatally frequent. No doubt much of the improvement is due
to the careful study of the mare which Marvin has made ever

since she came into his hands, but the major portion of the

transformation has been worked by the use of hopples, a set

of which Belleflower now wears in all her races. They are

not put on because of her tendency to double-gait, and she

has never manifested any disposition to thift into a pace nor

was her breaking due to any mixture of gait, but the hopples

seem to have laught her that it is a dangerous and unsatis-

factory experience to make a break in them, and she now
scores down and goes away as steadily as the most level-

headed trotter in the world. Last Friday over the elegant

new mile track at Joliet in this State Belleflower met what
was certainly the largest field of good horses that ever took

part in a free-for-all trot, and she defeated them in straight

heats and with so much ease as to leave no doubt of her abil-

ity to reduce the 2.-12J mark which she made in the opening

mile, the other two heats being better than 2:1-5. To step

awav in straight heats from such a field as Cicerone, Kate

F., Poem, Ottinger, Sunrise Prince, Nina Medium and half a

dozen others would stamp any horse a performer of rare

merit, and this is what Belleflower did with these.—Breeders*

Gazette.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
_

Charles Maevin started two horses at the recent meet-

ing at Joliet, 111., and won money with both. In the 2:36

class he pulled off second money with Celebil, by St. Bel,

and won a heat in 2: 9J. The black gelding, Silver Ore, by

St. Bel. won a third heat in 2:191, and stood for a division of

the money when the ra^e w*s carried over.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Axcaktaha got two more fast perfortrers when Protim

trotted in 2:15A and Jed Davis paced in 2:16.

Tammany Wilkes, by Hambletonian Wilkes.got a pacing

record of 2:28 at Springport, Michigan, August 10th.

Lai*ka T., by Al West, who so surprisingly came out last

year and took a record of2:09|, woo a race last week in 2:141,

2:11 and 2:114.

Ih Pamlico 2:10 and Dandy Jim 2:11$ the daughters of

Daniel Lambert have two faster trotters upon the turf this

year than those of any other sire.

NlNA Medium, by Riley Medium, 2:10], is in good form

this year. After losing two heats in 2:15^ and 2:15 j she won

a 2:16 trot in 2:151, 2:161 and 2:16*.

Rubinstein can beat the four-year-old pacing record of ;

2:07}. In the second heat at Terre Haute, won by Joe
|

Patchen, he was timed the mile in 2:061.

John Goldsmith will have a good mare in Lesa Wilkes
|

a little later in the season. Few belter looking ones have
represented Guy Wilkes on the Eastern tracks.

At the Buffalo meeting Village Farm was the largest win-

ner with $-800 to its credit; J. A. Goldsmith pulled down
§8100, and M, Salisbury raked^in $6275 shekels.

The black stallion Mahlon trotted in 2:13$, and is now the

fastest son of Alcantara. This sire has now thret with rec-

ords close to 2:13, the others being Alar, 2:131, and Lightning,

2:13].

The Seer, by Gen. Benton, dam by Electioneer, is out

again. Last week he won the third, fourth and fifth heals of

a race in 2:16i, 2:171 and 2:1$, lowering his record from
2:19A.

Montrose, by Sultan 2,24, dam San Mateo Maid, by Whip-
ple's Hambletonian, has produced in Muta Wilkes 2:11 and
Mary Best, (4), 2:12j, the fastest trotters on record out of the

same dam.

The famous matron, Alma Mater, got her first 2:20 per-

former last week when Allandorf, by Onward, trotted to a

record of 2:19^. On the same day Allandorf got his first 2:20

representative in Celaya, who trotted to a mark of 2:17^.

Robbie P., owned by Ed Pyle, of Grand Island. Neb.
broke the world's record at Butte, Mont., August Hth, for

horses driven by breeder and owner, making a mile in 2:12^,

the best previous record being 2:13, held by Nelson at Grand
Rapids in 1S92.

John Kelly and Andy McDowell are the only drivers

that have ridden miles below 2:06 behind both a trotter and a

pacer. Kelly last year marked Directum in 2:051 a°d Flying
Jib in 2:04. This year McDowell has driven the Jib in 2:05A

and Alii in 2:05].

The pacer Allie L., record 2:1U at Buffalo, Aug. 10, is

now the fastest male decendent of Blue Bull in the direct

male line. The pacer Atlantic King, record 2:091 last sea-

son, is stili the fastest performer carrying the blood of the

"Hero of Flat Rock."

Boffington, by Sable AVilkes, reduced his record to

2:20* at Terre Haute, Ind., on the 13th inst., in the race that

was won by Boreal, by Bow Bells, and in which the latter

colt made a record of 2:171- These two great two-year-olds

were both raced as yearlings without apparent evil effects.

Alley Russell, 2:22^, was on pedigree picked out as a
coming sire many years ago, being a son of Mambrino Rus-
sell (son of Woodford Mambrino and Miss Russell), dam
Alley, dam of Wilton, 2:191- He got his first performer last

week in Alice Russell, 2:201 . He is now eleven years old.

Beyebly, four-year-old, 2:24j; Sablehurst, four-year-old,

2:25; Villiers, three-year-old, 2:271 ; Sablenut, two-year-old
2:28, and, with the fine condition they are in, will, before the
end of the season, prove that they are in to stay, by making
much better records, doing credit to themselves, their owner
and trainer.

A London syndicate has entered upon a new experiment
which will make the Australian horse an object of commerce
in England. The first trial shipment of horses will soon ar-

rive in London from Sydney, and if the animals find a ready
market the trade will be rapidly extended. As Australian
horses are much below the English ones in price in the
colony, and as on their arrival in England they are much
more likely to rise towards the English market level than to

drag the price of the English horses down to their own, a
profitable business probably lies before the syndicate. Losses
caused by the voyage are not expected to be great.

During the Terre Haute meeting 84 heats trotted and
paced averaged 2:16, a low figure considering that rain spoiled
the track on two days and that many of the events were for
colts, in which the time was naturally slow Twenty-three
heats were slower than 2:20, and nine of them were above
2:25. The pacers made a low average, 24 heats having been
paced at an average of 2:12 3-30. Heats slower than 2:20 were
frequent at Rochester's Grand Circuit meeting also, but the
fast lime made by the aged horses gave the meeting a low
average. During the week the 51 heats trotted and paced
averaged 2:15, and 21 heats paced averaged a trifle over 2:13.

The runners which have been in training at the Sweet-
water track have been taken to Temecula to attend the fiesta

and horse races. The boys will have some fun and make a
dollar out of the sport. They will be back in about a week.
At the track yesterday Mr. Granger worked out Badger Girl,
increasing her speed since her last work out. One of her
miles was in 2:39$. Vaughn drove her full brother, Badger
Boy, a mile in 2:35. Either of these horses can beat 2:30
when occasion calls for it. Acquaintance was also worked
out and put a mile in the forties. There are some good colls
at the track. Vaughn has a Rex two-year-old, dam the regis-
tered mure Taps, with a record of 2:38, which is a fast mover.
Tape is ab*o at the track, and is faster than ever. Dr. Burke
has Col. Cochran's colt by McKinney, 2:11, out of Myrtle,
2:86f that is a fine mover. Mr. Seaman is also worki.tg a
youngster by Tommy Rysdyk, dam by H. B. Hanning, sec-
ond dam by Pilot Jr. The breeding is good, but in seeiug
them move the observer is impressed with their individuality.
—San Diego Sun, August ITtli.

Mohawk Chief, the black stallion that the iate Senator
|

Stanford purchased when he was stocking the Palo Alto farm,

is still alive. He was foaled in 1866, and although he has
outlived his usefulness, is looking fat and strong in a field at

,

Vina. He was a failure as a sire of 2:30 trotters, but his

daughters made excellent dams of fast and game race horses.

Whirligig, who lowered the world's three-year-old pacicg
record from 2:1U to 2:10, at Terre Haute, is by Wilko, son
of Simmons 2 28, by Geo. Wilkes 2:22, dam Minnie Barring-
ton by Xaham, son of Hambrino2:21',. Wilko is but eight

years of age, and is out of a mare by Pacing Abdallah, son of
Alexander's Abdallah

;
grandam .Nelly, by lodian Chief.

Naham, sire of Whirligig's dam, is out of a mare by Iron
Duke, sin of Cassius M. Clay 18; graudam the famous Bell,

dam of Belmont, etc., by Mambrino Chief. As Simmons'
dam was by Mambrino Chief, Whirligig carries three distinct

crosses of that horse's blood.

TBOTTiNti-BriED horses may not always be successful trot-

i

ters, and it may be that a majority fail to fulfill expectations,
! but every season brings forth additional proof of the proposi-
1

tion that it pays to breed within trotting lines. A recent in-

stance is the winning of first money in the Terre Haute §10,-
' 000 Futurity for two-year-old trotters by Boreal, and his mile

i
in 2!l~S, third heat, indicates that there may be another

1 Arion insight. This colt is distinctively and undoubtedly
' trolting-bred. Bred at the Hermitage Stud, Nashville, Teao.,
' Boreal is by Bow Bells, 2:1 9} , son of Electioneer, and it is

probably sufficient to say for him that he is a brother to

I Chimes (sire of Fantasy, 2.07
\

)

; St. Bel, 2:24i; Bell Boy,
! 2:101 ; Bell flower, 2:13J and others; in short, one of the se-

!

lect family of tbe famous Beautiful Bells. In spile of the
1 many essays written to prove the contrary, Bow Bells is a

j
trotting-bred trotter, and in that branch of the family tree

Boreal apparently lacks nothing. But his breeding in the
material line is equally as rich from the standpoint of the be-

liever in trotting crosses thickly laid on. His dam is Rosy
Morn, by the trolter Alcantara, 2:23, whose sire was the trot-

ter George Wilkes, 2:22. The dam of Bosy Morn is Xoou-
tide, 2:2UA, by Harold, and her dam was Midnight (dam of

Jay-Eye-See, 2:10, Electricity, 2:17|, and others of note), bv
Pilot Jr. In the pedigree of this youngster appear the great

brood mares Green Mountain Maid, Beautiful Bells, Alma
Mater, Midnight and Noontide, and his breeding almost
throughout presents developtd speed. As a yearling Boreal
won tbe Ashland Stake, a mile dash in 2:32.1, and at Nash-
ville finished third to Princess Clara and BufBngton in the
Gien Mayo Stake, a mile dash, which was trotted in 2:261-

He is second best by the record, of a phenomenally fast lot of
two year old troUers. of whom more than a dozen have al-

ready dropued well inside I he 2:30 mark.—Horse Review

One of the most prominent three-year old trotters in New
England just now is Marston C. At Bigby the other day he
won a race from a good field, getting a record of 2:21 i. This
is good for a colt of that age that has had but two months'
handling for speed, but when the pedigree of Marston C. is

considered it is not remarkable that she should go fast and
eaily, says the Breeder's Gazette. He is by Piedmont, 2:171:
d-iro Maiden, 2:23 ; second dam May Queen, 2:20. This is a
trotting pedigree on both sides, as Piedmont was by Almont,
2:39} ; he by Alexander's Abdallah, 2:42. Piedmont was
taken to Connecticut when a colt, then brought to Chicago,
and sold when owned here to Gov. Stanford of California for

$27,500, that lately died at Palo Alto. The second dam of

Marston C. was a fast trotter, even better than her record of
2:20, which meant a good deal when it was obtained, nineteen
years ago. G. J. Fuller first had this mare, a daughter of

Alexander's Norman, when she was known as Nashville
Girl, but Joseph Harker bought her at a long price to g^
into the string of Charlie Green, who was in tbose dajs the
favorite driver for the Wall street men who had a fancy for

trotters. Green gave her a record of 2:20. but it ought to have
been several seconds below that bad her wonderful brush of
speed been utilized. She also was sold to Gov. Stanford. Bred
to Electioneer she produced Maiden, three-year-old record,
2:23: aiid May King, 2:21}. This showing demonstuited
that the blood of Alexander's Norman was good in the fe-

male line, especially when it wassupplementedby whatLida,
I another daughter of the s.ime horse, accomplished, two of

(

her daughters having given the trotting world excellent per-

]

formers in Advertiser, 2:10 at three years, and Linionero.

|

2:19* at the same age, the former being by Electioneer and

,

the latter by Piedmont. Marslou C, the son of Maiden, is

owned by \\ . B. Smith, who has been a breeder for many a

I
year. He first became prominent long atro as tbe owner of

the prettv little black stallion Thomas Jefferson, 2:23.

If there is in the annals of harness speed any slalliou,

living or dead, that by virtue of superlative achievement as

a sire of record breakers, more worthy to claim the kingly
prerogative among the harness performers thau the black
horse that sprang from the loins of Dictator through the
womb of old Dolly, it would be interesting to have him
pointed out and to note the comparison, says the Trotter and
Pacer. Within the span of his own life-time, and scarcely a
decade from the period when his prowess in the battles of
the turf won him the soubriquet, " The Black Tornado,"
Director is enjoying a distinction as a progenitor of extreme
speed—in the performances of his immediate progeny not
only, but in those of his ''children's children "—never at-

tained by any other stillion, either while upon the turf or
after he was under it. The accomplishment of Mr. Salisbury's

black coll Directly at Buflalo a fortnight ago, in forcing
Lena Hill, 2:12£, to abdicate the throne of the two-year-old
pacing class, and selling the mark for that division three-
quarters of a second lower, and then on Monday last pacing
to Arioo's mark. 2:10}, is not only anothergem for Director's

already refulgent crown, but it is the most signal and signifi-

cant triumph for the theory of developed sirei that has been
scored for many a day, for Directly was sired by Direct,
himself the champion of his class, and one of the firM to give
aistiacLion to his incomparable sire. Summing up the li^t "i

world's resords that to-day stand lo the credit of the Director
family, we find the following array : Champion pacine Btal-

lion, Direct, 2:05] ;
champion trolling stallion, Diiectnm,

champion four-year old trotter, DirecLum. 2;<>V,
;

champion two pear old pacer, I tirectly, 2: in; And ii isaol

imp itstble, perhaps not improbable, tiini before tbe p i nl

season vanes, Directum may he able to wear upon his shield
the insignia of the fastest trotter that overtired. Ifanythiog
further is needed logive significance to the above inspiriug
array, 1 1 is the fact that Director is yet but seventeen years of
age, add in the prime of his life, sj far as a stud career is

concerned. Where lives the peer of the black stallion at

rm ?

Rio Vista Notes.

Capt. L. P. Larsen is quite an enthusiastic horseman, and
when he gets out behind his beautiful A. W. Richmond mare
it takes a 2:25 horse to throw Jos in his eyes.

If Pierce Bros, could see L. C. Ruble's two fillies by Al-
monition, 2.24£, move. Almonition would be moved to Bay
Rose's stall immediately, as two finer-looking or sweeter-go-
ing fillies never looked through a bridle.

Alfred, 2:25, the grand-looking son of Gen. Benton and
Alice, by Almont, has just completed a heavy season in the
stud. He is much admired by the horsemen of this countv.
Jf his owner would now put him in the hands of a careful

trainer 2:16 would be his mark this fall, as he has a world of

spied.

There is in the same stable a yearling filly by Rupee, 2:11,

first dam Madaline, by Arthurton ; second dam Henrietta
(public trial, 2:21, and dam of Le Grand, 2:28A), by Bell Aha,
son of Williamson's Belmont; third dam by Peacock. This
is a large fiuely-formed filly, and is as pure a trotter as her
illustrious sire is a pacer.

A nother admirer of a good horse in this neighborhood is

E Dawn of Walnut Grove. He has some nice ones by Red
Rose, a son of Bay Rose, but the one be feels most proud of

is his speedy young mare Signet. She is by Le Grand 2868,
first dam Signal, 2:35 (three years), by Del Sur, 2:24 ; second
dam Lady Signal. 2:35i (dam of Anteeo Jr., 2:26*), by Signal
3327. She is safely in foal to Sable Wilkes, and from such
breeding Mr. Dawn may expect something good.

Fitch Wilcox has a grand-looking stallion in Taric 15,976*

From this fellow's breeding he should be on the track goiog
in about 2:10 instead of feeding in the alfalfa fields of Brun-
nan Island. He is a son of Guy Wilkes out of the celebrated

Madam Baldwin, dam of Bay Rose, 2:20L Nest year Mr.
Wilcox will put him in training, and he should be a good one
in the four-year-old class, if breeding and good looks go for

anything.

Sam Kirby's two fillies, sired by a fast son of Fallis and
Lady Steinway, are much admired, and will no doubt be
heard from in the future. But the colt that the Rio Vista

boys are going to put their money on when the lime comes
is L. C. Ruble's Young Diablo. He is sired by Diablo. 2:1 9j

and is out of a Bonner mare that as a two-year old on a

half-mile track, showed a mile in 2:37. . This, backed up by
the best thoroughbred blood in the country, ought to produce
a campaigner that would make Mr. Murray feel prouu in

owning Diablo.

Joe Rose has some good ones. Among them Theo comes
first ot all. She is by Le Grande 2868, out of Oak Grove
Belle, and is therefore a full sister to Beaumont, 2:23.1

; Bell

Grande. 2:26 .j and Oronoco, 2:30*. The filly by her side out
of Wii Direct (son of Sable Wilkes and Fidelia, by Direc-
tor), is a pel feci beauty and moves like an old campaigner.
Theo is now in foal to Sable Wilkes ,and her owner intends

breeding her to Direct next year. Some of the other good
cue? in Mr. Rose's paddocks are Electros (trial, three years,

2:28(, by Gaviota, dam Lilly Vernon, dam of Belmont Boy,
2:15; Melrose, 2:31 (three years), etc. This is a fast colt and

j udging by his first colts he will make a great sire, as they all

show form and speed. A filly and colt out of his Whippletoo
mare and sired by Location, the fast son of Electioneer and
Lorita, 2:22, are much admired, and judging by their action

in the kindergarten, they will yet make their sire and dam
famous. River View.

Gilt-Edged Trotters.

We wish to call especial attention this week to the adver-

tisement of L. E. Clawson, of 1340 Market street, this city.

He has eleven head of trotters bred in the purple, and of

oiagnificent conformation, which he will sell or exchange for

an interest in a stock ranch. It is seldom such a royally-

bred lot can be secured from one man, and the advertisement

should be read by all our readers owning stock farms or de-

tiring to go into the business of breeding trotters.

Chris. Smith, the game chestnut pacing stallion that

earned his record of 2:14$ in one of the hardest-contested

races in California in San Jose September 28, 1892, is dead.

He died August 4th, so the veterinarian's report says. Clin*

Smith was by Guy Wilkes, 2:15.) , out of old Lucy, the game
pacing mare that got a record of 2:14 at Buflalo, Xew York,
August 6, 1S80. He was for a time in O. A. Hickok's string

and great things were expected of him. He was takeu East,

3nd in his preparatory work broke down, was brought back

to California, and Wm. Vioget took him in hand and got

him ready for hi6 races. He paced in his races with ciedil,

and was doing well until he got in that race with Eclectic

and Falrose, and when the heats were overall three of these

sidewheelers were so badly injured that for a time it was

thought they would never recover. Chris Smith, being a

cripple before he started, never did. In appearance he was a

plain-looking chestnut with four white legs and blaze. He
was a straddling pacer, needing neither skin nor knee boots.

He had a good, strong back and was very broad over the

loins. His neck was a little inclined lo he "ewed," his head

was a study. He had large nostrils, rather a large muzzle,

prominent eyes and great width between them, his ears were

small and well set, and a more intelligent, kinder or faithful

animal never lived. Had he not been injured in early life, he

would have been one of tbe wonders of the year, for he could

pace a half mile in a minute before he left here for the East,

and he was onlv a colt then.

The great four-year-old, Rubenstein, fiually met hi> mas-

ter at Terre Haute. But what a race it was! 2:06',, 2:06,

2:09',. This is most assuredl^-an instance in which a defeat

was no disgrace, and bv his victory Patchen becomes one of

the most conspicuous of the season's great pacers. Joe

Patchen, like the vanquished four-year-old, has, from the

commencement nf the season, been one of the most consistent

and certain of race winners, and also, like Rubenstein, is a

trolting-bred pacer. His sire, Patchen Wilkes, is perhaps as

great a sire of extreme speed, both at the trot and pace, as

any of the Wilkes family, while in racehorse qualities his

get ranks with the best. The breeding of his dam would not

he considered above the common run, but is good, substantial

trotting blocd as far as it goes. This race goes to add more

laurels to the already glorious banner of the Wilkes, both

horses being by sons of the immortal George. These two

are, beyoud question, the greatest four and five-year-old pac-

ers which ever appeared on the turf, and their future careers

will perhaps be watched more closely than that of anything

now on the turf.
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THE KENNEL. The New Bloodhound Club.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Pacific Kennel Club will hold its regular monthly
iccetirg on "Wednesday evening nest.

The Toronto Kennel Club has protested the wins of the

Pitt&burg Kennel Club. They will be held on the same date.

The coming meeting at Merced promises to be one of the

most successful meets ever held at that popular coursing

field.

After laying dormont three years Pittsburgh will hold a

show on Sept. 10 to 14. John Davidson and two other un-

named judges will make the awards.

The quarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club lull

be held on September 17. As this is ihe tenth anniversary

of the club a banquet and speeches will follow the business

meeting.

Mr. Jas. H. Budd.the Democratic candidate for Governor,

is the president of the Stockton Kennel Club and a well-known
sportsman. M. M. Estee, the Eepublican candidate, is also

a prominent sporisman. He was one of the delegates at the

late sportsmen's convention.

The New England Field Trial Club have offered the Gor-
lon Setter Club the use of their field trial grounds at Assonet.

The former club will not hold open trials this jear, but will

beld a sweepstakes for members dogs on Tuesday, October
23. The Gordons will probably run the nest day.

A report was circulated sir org I he St. Bernard breeders

=oroe lime ago that the St. Bernard dog Barry, that attracted

hd much aitention at the Midwinter Exposition, was not a
Breeder. This fallacy is now exploded as Mr. Frey's Lady
Bate HI, by California Allen— Lady Bute II, whelped a
itierof puppies to him recently. The only bitch served by
aim outside of his own kennel.

Talk about coon dogs, Mr. Jas. B. Burdell, of Burdells,

wns the "boss" coon dog of the country. It is the Great
)ane Hector, formerly owned and trained by Karl E. Myers.
Ie killed fourteen coons in one night recenlly, and on
nother occasion killed eleven. Moreover, he still hunts
hem and brings them home. He is a very large dog, weigh-

3g about 175 pounds, and stands thirty-four inches high at

aonlder.

We had a visit on Monday last from Mr. T. Cooney, of

an Jose, and a pleasant chat about hounds and coursing. He
iforms us that he will at least have three dogs from his

ennels at the Merced meeting. He informs us, also, that he
as taken both the dogs hitherto owned by R. E. de B. Lo-
ez, viz., Waralah and Wattle Bloom, both of which be will

id at the forthcoming meeting, and has made arrangements
v which the services of these dogs will be his for the next
fo years.

Inquiries keep pouring in about the Stockton Kennel Club
id its proposed show We cannot state positively whether
lere will be a show or not. At last accounts the guarantee

\ nd had not been raised and it is now September 1st, and
I e dates chosen were the last of this month. It will be im-

| usible to work up much of a show in the short time left

[ em. The breeders will not show dogs that they have not
. id time to prepare, and a show must be well advertised to

ake expenses in this country.

The latest fake in England is the changrng of a dog's eyes
)ro a light to a dark color by the aid of belladona. This
lates the pupil of the eye to such an extent that it is im-

b ssible to see the color of the eye, the iris being totally par-

[ ;zed. The offender shielded himself behind " Ashmont "

stating he had only used that author's receipt containing
: .obyntb, extract nux vomica and extract belladona id pill

m, the dog being " a difficult one to keep in good health."

j
. Sewell knocked this plea on the head by saying that the
) latter ingredients in the pill counteracted the action of

i belladona and therefore no such results as were noticed
the dog's eyes could have taken place through that recipe.

I' e dog was disqualified and the owner will be attended to

Ear. The case is certainly unique in the annals of dog
' »wing and proves again that a "' little knowledge is a dan-
l ous thing."

TheEnglish setter Mandan, the death of which is recorded
i he Field, was a blue belton dog by Count Noser (Carlowitz
* 'rincess Nellie), out of Lola (Rake—Fanny.) With such
i edigree it was only fitting that he should be a good all-

• i nd dog. At Morris, Man., in September, 1885, he gained
f3od honors in the Manitoba Field Trial Club's All-Age
* kes (eight starters), but previous to that he bad proved
1 quality by winning four first prizes in dog shows at Pitls-
l g, St. Louis, Cleveland and Milwaukee. The 'following

1 r he scored his first challenge class win at Dayton, 0.; and
i 8S8 two more, at Toledo and Syracuse, went to his credit.
i the New York show of 1S86 Mandan was awarded the re-
s 'ecard in a big class, of which Rock (by Adam's Rock

—

I sy),Gus Bondhu and Mick B. were the prize winners in
t order named. Mandan was whelped in June, 1883, and
* bred by Dr. G. M. Stark, of Glen Ellin, N. D.

; o the Welsh Terrier Club belongs the honor of giving
& e decided expressions on the trimming question which
1 E. K. C. has always handled with the greatest delicacy
8 diplomacy short of taking an actual stand one way or the
wk ir. At a meeting of the club it was agreed that the re-
n al of coat or hair by means of brush, comb or fingers

ild be perfectly legitimate, but that scissors, singeing and
use of artificial means for the purpose of hardening the
i such as alum, starch and such like articles, should be
Uowed, and mean instant disqualificalion. It was felt,

ever, lhat with regard to this latter, a difficulty would
! from the fact lhat many people always use certain
lers for the sole purpose of cleaning the coat without
ng recourse to soap and water. This it was agreed was
Jctly legitimate, but the meeting felt there would be a
;ulty in drawing a hard and fast line.—Forest and

We have received a copy of the constitution and bye-laws

of the recently organized " English Bloodhound Club of

America." The object of the club is to improve and to en-

courage the bloodhound breed of dogs in America and to as-

sist in establishing their more general use in connection with
the detective service of the country. Annual meetings are

to be held prior to July 1st, in each year. The initiation

fee is $10, and annual dues $5, payable on July 1st. Five
members constitute a quorum at all meetings of the club, and
two for the executive committee meetings. The standard

adopted by the club is as follows :

The Head and Wrinkle (value 20) is the peculiar feature of
this breed, and it is accordingly estimated at a very high
rate. In the male it is large in all its dimensions but width,
in which there is a remarkable deficiency. The upper sur-
face is domed, ending in a blunt point at the occiput ; but the
brain case is not developed to the same extent as the jaws,
which are very long and wide at the nostrils, hollow and very
lean in the cheek, and notably under the eyes. The muzzle
should be deep and square. The brows are moderately promi-
nent, and the general expression of the whole head is very
grand and majestic. The skin covering the forehead and
cheeks is wrinkled in a remarkable manner, unlike any other
dog. These points are not nearly so developed in the bitch,
but still they are to be demanded in the same proportionate
degree.

The Ears and Eyes (value 10). The ears, which should be
set on low, are long enough to overlap one another consider-
ably when drawn together in front of the nose

; the leather
should be very thin, pendulous, and should hang very for-

ward and close to the cheeks, never showing the slightest ten-
dency to "prick

;
" they should be covered with very soft,

short, silky hair. The eyes are generally hazel, rather small
and deeply sunk, with triangular-shaped lids showing the
third eyelid, or "haw," which is frequently, but not always,
of a deep red color.

The Flews (value 5) are remarkably long and pendant,
sometimes falling fully two inches below the angle of the
month.

The Neck (value 5) is long, so as to enable this hound to
drop his nose to the ground without altering his pace. In
the front there is a considerable dewlap.
The Chest and Shoulders (value 10).—The chest is rather

wide than deep, but in all cases 'here should be a good girth;
shoulders sloping and muscular.
The Back and Back Ribs (value 10) should be wide and

deep, the size of the dog necessitating great power in this

department. The hips, or couples, should be especially

attended to, and they should be wide, or almost ragged.
The Legs and Feet (value 15).—The legs must be straight

and muscular and the ankles of full size. The feet should
be round and cat-like.

The Color and Coal (value 10). In color the bloodhound is

eitr-er black and tan or tan only, as is the case with all black
andjtan breeds. The black should extend to the back, the
sides, top of neck and top of head. It is seldom a pure black,
but more or less mixed with the tan, which should be a deep,
rich red. There should be little or no white. A deep tawny,
or lion color, is also coveted but seldom found. The coat
should be short and hard on the body, but silky on the ears

and top of the head.

The Stern (value 5) is like that of all hounds, carried gaily

in a gentle curve, but should not be raised beyond a right an-
gle with the back.

The Symmetry (value 10) of the bloodhound, as regarded
from an artistic point of view, should be examined carefully

and valued in proportion to the degree in which it is devel-

oped. The height should be from 25 to 27in. at the should-
ders for dogs, and a little less for bitches. The weight of dogs
should be about SO pounds and upwards, bitches somewhat

_
The bigjewfish displayed on the beach on the 27th at Cata-

lina, was brought in by H. A. Darling, who, in company with
Mrs. Bishop, Miss Brown, Los Angeles, and Miss Callie Pal-
mer, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., spent a portion of the
afternoon a mile or so south of Pebble Beach. Mr. Darling,
who has caught most of thejewfish brought in this season,
reports his latest capture, which probably weighs close to 350
pounds, as the gamiest he ever encountered. When brought
close in the big fish dashed madly about the boat several times,
drenching the entire party, and occasionally varying the per-
formance by taking a header for the boat, which threatened
disaster to all concerned. The ladies were seriously alarmed,
but declare now that they wouldn't have missed the experience
for the world and all that's in it.

Fish Commissioner Babcock went to Nevada City week be-
fore last with the intention of bringing suit against the
Truckee Lumber Company to compel them to stop running
sawdust into the Truckee river. W. R. Spalding, general
manager of the company, and his attorney, C. F. McGlashan,
went to the county seat and held a consultation with the Fish
Commissioner and prevailed upon him to postpone commenc-
ing the suit until the other Commissioners could be seen.
Messrs. Babcock and Spalding went to San Francisco, and
after meeting with the others commissioners it was decided
to compromise the matter, the Truckee Lumber Company
agreeing to complete the restraining works it had already
commenced. A blower is being put in now and in a few
days everything will be in readiness to dispose of the sawdnst
without dumping it into the river.

A New Casting Record.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

F. E. Miller's (Oakland, Cal.) black cocker bitch Peg Wof-
fington to same owner's Woodland Duke (Ch. Black Duke--
Woodland Jude) on August 23d.

WHELPS.

F. Angonnett's San Francisco black painter bitch Rose
whelped August 10, 5—2 dogs to David Thorns' Dick. Both
dogs since dead.

ROD-

The second weekly contest of the Chicago Fly Casting Club
was held August 18th at Garfield Park. A larger attendance

of members was present and also a number of interested ang-

lers. A strong northeast wind was blowing, which almost

caused an abandonment of the contests for the day, but the
members decided to have it out with the wind and see what
they could do. Much to the surprise of everyone good fly

casting resulted, W. B. Goodsell scoring 89 2-3 per cent, in
the distance and accuracy fly casting contest, and 84 feet
straight in the long distance fly casting contest, the others
scoring as per appended summaries.
The surprise of the meeting, however, was the breaking of

the world's record at bait casting, by Secreiary F. E. David-
son, in Class A, which he did with bis V. L. & A. split bam-
boo casting rod, length 7 feet 3 inches, weight 6h ounces, bait
i ounce. His score stood as follows: 147 feet, minus 1 for
inaccuracy, equals 146 feet; 177—6 equals 171; 155—12
equals 143; 140—4 equals J36; 162—1 equals 161; total

757, average 5 casts, 151 2-5 feet, the best on record within a
30 foot court. The wind was blowing diagonally across the
court.

The best previous world record was made in an open con-
test by Mr. Sturgis, of the Camp Lake Club, viz.: 140 feet 11
inches, average 5 casts, with a quarter ounce weight, in a 40-
foot court.

Following are the totals in each event:
Distance and Accuracy Fly Casting, 40,45 and 50 feet, five

crsts at each buoy : Davidson 76 per cent, Goodsell 89 2-3

per cent, Stroog 68 1-3 per cent, Strell 70 per cent, Essig
83 2-3 per cent, Isgrigg 86 per cent, Isgrigg (re-entry),

87 1-3 per cent.

Long Distance Fly Casting: Goodsell 84 feet^Stroug 65
Strell 61, Davidson 68, Orr 63, Orr (re-entry) 57, Isgrigg 77.

Isgrigg (re-entry) 77, EssTg 70.
,

Distance and Accuracy Fly Casting, 5A-ounce rods and un-
der: Isgrigg S9 per cent, Isgrigg (re-entry) 89 2-3 per cent,

Strell 82 per cent, Strong 83 2 3 per cent, Goodsell 90 per
cent, Goodsell (re-entry) 89 2-3 per cent, Essig 85 2-3 per
cent, Davidson 38 1-3 per cent.

Bait Casting, Distance and Accuracy, 30-foot court, one-
half ounce weight, average 5 casts: Davidson 151 2 5 feet

Goodsell 59 1-5, Essig 78, Orr 49 4-5, Milner 45, Strong
67 3-5. Strong made one cast of 194 feet, but it fell outside

the court.—American Field.

Chinook salmon, or so called such, are ascending the Smith
river in large numbers.

A large number of young trout were brought from Lake
Tahoe last week, and planted at Lake Alta, near Colfax,

Placer county.
-*.

One hundred and thirty-five thousand trout have been

planted in the streams of Tulare county, through the efforts

of the Visalia Sportsmen's Club.

J. F. Bickley caught a trout in Big Meadows, near Plumas
last week that weighed 10 pounds, length 27 inches, girth 16

inches, jaw 6 inches long, tail 8 inches wide. It was caught
on a 5 oz. rod.

J. M. Elliott, Major Viele, M. F. Allen, Carl Kurtz, John
Shoemaker, Andrew GlassellJr. and Lawyer Stralton, caught

S00 pounds of yellowtail, sheepshead,whitefish and barracuda

at Catalina, on Friday of last week.

The Visalia Delta states that 15,000 of the trout to be re-

ceived this week by the Visalia Sportsmen's Club, will be

liberated in the river at the Pumpkin Hollow ranch, the bal-

ance of the 40,000 will be planted in streams in the Sequoia

National Park.
»

J. H. Sammi and D. P.McCraewere the lucky ones at San
Andreas on Sunday last. Both caught the limit (25 each)

and, the average catch of those at the lake was six or eight.

Seven or eight of them weighed lb pounds each, many a

pound each, and on their way back to the house they caught

one fine one trolling that weighed 3J- pounds.

Shooting Quail for Market in Alameda County.

TheBoaad of Supervisors of the County of Alameda, Stale

of California, do ordain as follows :

Section 1. Any person hunting quail in the Couuty of
Alameda for market shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Hunt-
ing for market, as used in this section, is the taking or kill-

ing of quail with the intent to sell or ship the same.

Sec. 2. Any quail ofiered for shipment or sale in the

County of Alameda shall be considered under this ordinance
as having been taken or killed within the limits of said

county, and any person making euch offer shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor.
Sec. 3. Any person found guilty of any of the provisions

of this ordinance shall be fined not less than twenty dollars

nor more than two hundred dollars, or be confined in the

County Jail for not less than five nor more than thirty days,

or be punished by both such fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 4. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force

from and after the 6th day of August, A. D. 1S94.

Passed and adopted by the following called vote, viz :

Ayes—Supervisors Bailey, Martin, Pelouze and Chairman
Morgan.
Noes—None. Bart Morgan, Chairman.
James E. Crane, Cleik of Board.

'The Quail Season in Alameda.

The Board of Supervisors of the County of Alameda do
ordain as follows:

Section 1. Every person who within the County of Ala-

meda, between the 1st day of March and the 1st day of

October in each year, shall hunt, pursue, take, kill or destroy

any quail within the County of Alameda shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.
Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect fifteen days af-

ter its passage.

Passed and adopted by the following-called vote, viz :

Ayes—Supervisor Baily, Martin and Pelouze.

Noes—None.
Absent—Chairman Morgan.

Hiram Bailey,
Chairman Board of Supervisors pro tern.

[seal.] James E. Crane,
By T. M. Crawford, Deputy Clerk. Clerk.

Dated Monday, August 20, 1S94.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Countxv Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at

Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

PineBtreet, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street. S. F.

The Empire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal.
Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

mouth at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots first and third

Sundavsof each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
Ion. Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
month at Oakland Race Track.
The N'imrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.

V F. E. Steiner. President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16ih

Ave.,S.S. F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each mouth
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Borrell, Sec,

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres,; E.

V. Mills, Sec,
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside. Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres,;

F. Thibault. Sec.
Halsey Rod and Guu Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis. Pres.: V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club. Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club. Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Fairell. Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gan Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

September 2—California Wing Shooting Club. Oaklaud Race Track.

Sept. 2d.—Electric Gun Club, Oakland Race Track.
Sept. 2d,—Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno.
Sept. 2d.—Lincoln Gun Club, Alameda mole.
Sept. 14, 15 and 16—California State Sportsmen's Association's An-

nual Tournament. Los Angeles.
Sept. 16.—Empire Gun Club Tournament, Alameda mole.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Santa Monica, September 14, 15, lb'th.

Henry Varney killed two fine buck in Marin county last

week.

The California Wing Shooting Club will shoot at Oakland
Race Track on September 2d.

Aroiin Tenner is about to make an exhaustive test of the

various shotgun wads now on the market.

Mallard, sprig and teal are here very early this season, We
saw quite a number of bunches of them at Alviso on Sunday
last.

Santa Clara county has followed the goad example set by

Alameda county, and has closed the open season on rail for

two years.

The Lincoln Gun Club will hold its last shoot of the sea-

son at the club grounds at Alameda mole onSunday next (to-

morrow).

Ed Fraser. of Sonoma, trapped a 500 pound bear near Cow
creek on the 22d of last month. It took five bullets to end

his career.

Don't forget the State Sportsmen's Tournament at Santa

Monica on September 14, 15 and 16th. A royal good time is

promised all who attend.

The Nimrods will hold their picnic shoot on Sunday next

at San Bruno. As this is the last shoot of their season a

large attendance is expected.

The Electric Gun Club shoot to-morrow at Oakland Race
Track. This is the last shoot of the season for this club.

Naumao and Eugene Forster tie for the jnedal.

F. R. Girard, P. M. Fisher and Wm. Moller left Oakland
on Saturday last for a two weeks' outing in the Eel river

country. Bear and deer are the principle objects.

Capt. A, H. Bogardus and Philip Wentz are matched to

shoot a fifty-bird race, live birds, for $100 a side, under Capt.

Bogardus rules at Dayton, Ohio, an September 9th.

The hot weather proved too much for Howard Vernon.
McGregor and a friend on Sunday last. They were deer

shooting near Cloverdale but were forced to give it up and
stay in the shade.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have just received a large con-

signment of fine L. C. Smith, Parker and Lefever hammer-
less guns. These are the standard makes and the equals of

any. Call and examine.

E. T. Allen Co.'s new trap Smith.3 are well worth the

special attention of trap shooters and those who desire an es-

pecially hard shooting gun afield. They have also iust re-

ceived a new line of canvas and leather leggins of very good
quality.

At the regular monthly shoot of the Recreation Gun Club
on Sunday last at Oakland Race Track, T. R. Barney won
first, C. M. Osborne second and "Blade" third. T. R. Barney
also won a pool that followed killing twelve birds straight,

"Slade" second with ten.

T. R. Barney departed on hie annual trip to Eureka, Hum-
boldt county, on Wednesday last via the Str. Pomona. It is

needless to add that several fine buck will fall to his unerring
aim. There are but few better rifle shots afield than Thos-
Barney. ile will return in about ten days.

The members of the Pastime Gun Club were at their club

house at Drawbridge No. 3, Alviso, on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday last, opening up the house lor the reason, put-

ling in new lockers, building a new boat house and making
many improvements. They shot between 70 and SO curlew
and plover while down. The membere of the club are F. E.
Miller, president; W. L. Prather Jr., secretary ; Jas llum-
phred, treasurer ; Frank Harden. Frank Humphred, C. W.
Burgane, Wm. Wetinore and A. Russell Crowell.

The Riverton Challenge Plate was won again by R. A.
Welch at Riverton, N. J., on August 22nd. He defeated L.
Finletter with a score of 91 to 90. Welch has now won this

Plate five times out of eight.

A large number of local sportsmen will attend the Califor-
nia State Sportsmen's Association Tournament and annual
meeting at Los Angeles and Santa Monica. Crittenden Robin-
son, F. R. Webster, Harry Babcock, Frank Vernon, T. R.
Barney and others have already signified their intention of

going.

The quail season opens in most of the counties on Septem-
ber 1st (to day), but the sportsman will stay at home another
month. The pot hunter, the boy with the muzzle loader,

and the market hunter will be out killing the half-grown
birds. Another excellent reason for staving at home is the

fact that until we have a rain the shooting will be anything
but satisfactory.

Tne Los Angeles sportsmen have been enjoying some very
good dove shootingthe past month. On the 19th Geo. Ralph
and Charles Van Valkenburg returned from Burbank with
S4, Jas. Desmond and Jas. Mattfield went toCahueoga Pass
and bagged 67. Ed. Tufts and Horace Anderson secured 58
near Tropico. The season opened on August 1st but the
weather has been so hot but little shooting was done last

month.

The sportsmen of Bishop, Cal., completed a permanent
organization recently. The officers are : S. P. McKnight,
president; Ed. M. Clarke, vice-president ; W. A. Chalfant,

secretary; R. O'Neal, treasurer; A, M. Given, John E.
Jones, Jr., J. H. Shannon, B. H. Yaney, M. A. George, di-

rectors. The next regular meeting will be held September
28th, on good hunting and fishing grounds convenient for all

members. The plan is to have a night's camping out and a

day's shooting or fishing, as individuals may elect, in addition

to the business session. The fee for membership is $1.50 till

January 1st, after that $2 per year.

Probably every person who has shot shore birds has at-

tempted to imitate their calls. Some are so successful in this

as to lure birds readily to their stands, and many believe that

a good caller and poor shot will be more successful than a

good shot and poor caller. Few sportsmen would attempt
to record in words the notes of the various shore birds ; but

I met recently an enthusiastic gunner, who had made the

following memoranda as guidance for his calls:

—

Beetlehead plover ("Bull head"): Equal measure, first

note sharp, Pee-o-wee. Redbreast : Slowly, Sweet-work
(first syllable sharp, second low.) Chicken bird or turnstone:

Kurduk durduk-kurduk, kiddie-kurduk-kurduk. Beach bird

or piping plover: Quickly, Whowit-whowit whit. Winter
yellowlegs : Quickly and sharp, Whew-whew-whew-whew
whew whew. Summer yellowlegs: Plaintive, Whew-whew
whew (last sharp.) Brown-back or dowitcher : Whe whew
whew, or tiddiddi (quickly.) Spot rump or godwit : Will-he
hew-it (run together.)—Shooting and Fishing.

Sportsmen detest the cockney gunner who tells newspaper
reporters about vulgar unsportsmanlike acts he has committed
when in the field. E. S. Flint, a cotton broker of Galveston,
Texas, is the latest of the order. He tells the New York Sun
that while pot hunting in Scotland he "saw a pair of eyes
shining" and that he took deliberate aim and "gave him
both barrels." No sportsman shoots at a pair of eyes unless

he sees and known the species of their owner, and no gentle-

man uses two .barrels on quadruped game. The man here
remarks that he knows he has brought down a big buck, not-

withstanding his acknowledgement a little further on that

his "game" proved to be a farmer's mule. Later on, the

cotton broker "blazed away," as he expresses himself, at

another'pair of eyes, and this time he killed a raccoon, al-

though before going up to the animal he was certain he had
brought down a deer. It is these rowdy don'tknow-what-
they're-shooting-at persons who so often kill their guide or
companion, and I Dever knew of one who wasn't always
anxious to advertise his " sportsmanship " in bar-rooms and
every-day newspapers —Jackson in Gameland.

We are very pleased to see the growing tendency in this

State to put a stop to market hunting. Several counties have
passed ordinances prohibiting the shootiog of game for

market, and the time is not far distant when either market
hunting must be stopped or we will have no game to kill.

We were talking with an old market hunter one day this

week, and he mentioned place after place where he used to

kill from 100 to 300 ducks a day, and stated that he could

not kill as many in a week in the same places now. He
admitted that market bunting was unquestionably the cause
of it, and added that next to the market hunter the night

shooter was the greatest evil to contend against. Stop market
huuting and night shooting aud we will have an abundance
of ducks for all time to come. The same law would protect

our quail. The market hunter is looking for the dollars and
cents that he can get from his game, and cares not what
means he employs k> long as his bag is a large one; trapping,

snaring, sowing grain in a long wind row and then " ground-
sluicing" a whole bevy at once, are legitimate meaDs of

obtaiuiug the almighty dollar with them. One market
hunter kills more quail in a season than 200 sportsmen. Stop
market hunting and the sportsman will not kill enough quail

to decrease the supply. At the recent convention of sports-

men one gentleman stated that he could see no reason why
he should be denied the privilege of buying game for his

table when he could not find the time or had not the inclina-

tion to go shooting, or the skill to kill them when he did go.

He though: that g-ime were public property, and one had as

good a right lo buy them as another had to shoot them.
This sounds like good logic, but the facts are, that if the

buyer does not give up his privilege, both buyer and shooter

will have to go without altogether in the not far-distant

future. The greatest good to the greatest number should be

the policy of all broad-minded men.

The Empire's Tournament.

The blue rock tournament to be given by the Empire t^un

Club at the club grounds at Alameda mole, promises to be

one of the best of the season. The shooting will commence
promptly at 10 \. m. The tournament wilLbegin with two 10

bird events, $1 and $1.50 entrance, birds included. These will

be followed by a 30 bird race in place of a 50 bird race, as

was first talked of. This will be the prize match, and the

prizes will be uumerous and valuable. Should lime allow,

other matches will be shot. Birds in extra matches will be
trapped at two cents each. All are invited.

The Country Club.

The annual outing of the Country Club " under the green-

wood tree" at Monterey is a thing of the past. As usual it

was a complete success in every particular. The pony races,

the shoot, the ball, the fireworks, the banquet, one and all

passed ofl' very pleasantly. The elite of California were

present and every room in every hotel in the town and sur-

rounding towns was engaged for weeks ahead.

The dailies having .given complete reports of the social

portion of the outing we will confine ourselves to the

shooting.

The match was a team race between chosen teams

designated as "Reds" and "Blues," each man to shoot at

25 birds. The first 12 birds to score for the season's prizes.

For the first time in five years the "Blues" won. Five gold

medals were given for the five highest scores, and the Shreve

Champion Cup to the highest score of the day. This cup

must be won twice to become the property of the winner.

R. B. Woodward won first medal and the Championship

Cup with 23 kills; J. D. Grant, the second medal with 22

birds; Messrs. A. C Tubbs, Robt. Oxnard, Ed. Donahoe, R.

H. Sprague, Alex. Hamilton and Andrew Jackson tied for

third, fourth and fifth medals with 21 birds each. In the

shoot-off at five birds each Hamilton won the third medal,

Donahoe the fourth and Jackson the fifth.

Mr. B. R. Kittridge, of the Westchester Country Club, N.
Y., officiated as referee; C. O. Richards, field captain; F. R.
Webster was captain of the " Blues," R. H. Sprague cap-

tained the "Reds"; Richard Carroll was the official scorer

and "Daddy R'ce " trapped the birds. The score :

BLUES.

F. R. Webster 222211000012
A. C. Tubbs 22122012 2102
Robt. Oxnard 2 22] 120 1202
W C. Tuttle C22120202 221
R. B.Woodward 212 22 22 00212
J. D. Harvey 021021222120
Ed. Doiiohoe 021012222101
W. B. Tubbs 2 2 200 1 12 2201
F. D. Atberton 221202000212

11112 112112 1-20
2222202222022—21
2222221212 02 2—21
2222220220 122-20
222222 2 2 222 2 2—3
2 201112 21202 0-19
112222 10122 22-21
1122221222 2 0—20
212101002211 2-18

Total..

R. H. Sprague 010221112112 2
('. E. Worden 1100022 20222
F. W.Tallant 112021012 22 2
J. D Grant 101122111120 2
W.3. Kittle 2 12000 112201 2

W. H. Howard 112 1112 00100 1

Alex Hamilton 00112 2122211 2

Geo. B. Sperrv 200012200112
Andrew Jackson 120111210121

2 2 2

122
210
2 12
22 2

112
122
212
220

112
2 Q Q

2 1 1

2 2 1

112
201
120
122
22

20
211
012
122
22 2
111

2 I

1 21
122

Total..

2 2 1-21
2 2-17
2 1 2-20
2 1-22
2 2 0-20
2 2 1-;
2 1 2-21
2 1 2—J9

1 2 1-21

181

12 110-4 2H

TIES OK 21.

A. O. TubbS 2

Robt Oxnard 12 2 12-5 22001—3
Ed. Donohue 2121 2—5 1121 2—5
R. H. Sprague 012 2
Alex. Hamilton 122 11-5 21111—5 20211—4 21
Andrew Jackson 22121—5 2 11-3 12

CONTESTS BETWEEN REDS AND BLDES.

1S9D 'tBmes i3i}
16men

:
24 birds each Reds woi|]

1S91
^ gfues Jgg}22

men, 24 birds each Reds woi|

1892 -Jb^ ?9g} 28 men, 24 birds each Reds woi|

1893
-[§^ JZJ 1 20 men, 25 birds each Reds wo|

1891
1^e

s

s
'

JU } 18 men, 25 birds each Blues ?

The winners of the prizes for the season's shoot were Harr

Babcock first with 53 out of 60 birds, F. W. Tallant second

with 52, R. H. Sprague third with 51, Ed Donahoe fourtlj

with 50 and Robt. Oxnard fifth with 48.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association

The Alameda County Sportsman's Association met at thl

club rcoms on Tuesday night last and changed the name i

the club to the Sportsman's Association of Alameda Count

in order not to conflict with the older organization known f

the Alameda County Sportsmen's Club.

There will be no more trap shooting until 1S95.

One thousand notices of the recent changes in the i

laws were ordered printed and a committee was appoin

to see that they were properly distributed.

Clarence Crowell, L. L. D., was appointed special cou

to prosecute violators of the game law.

Five members of the association were sworn in as dep

sheriffs for the protection of game.

The treasurer reported a good balance on hand.

Awarded
Highast Honors—World'? Fa'r

•DR.*

w CREAM

BAKING
P0WMB

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. FrM

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.

ill
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The Fetish of The Pipe Bowl.

Baby has ceased her chatte

journeyed to the land of dreams. Her curl-framed face is pink- I ting chilly, too

camp-are of buffalo chips glows red against the bottom of tb.3
galley. We have seen the tragedy. Come away, let usd worn out by play, has

|
Whai? Eleven o'clock? WhereTs"my pipeT Well r'm"«T

I hued as the fairest rose that blooms. The quiet patter of the

rain outside on the sum miner's leafage weaves strange fantasies

'mid the curling smoke rings that drift upward ; and under

J
its conjuring influence my mind wanders back to the time

i when mayhap my face too was soft and pink as baby's is now.

Ah, well, that was before the prairie winds and mountain

I snows had combined with the scorching sun of the alkali

i .plains to give me the boot-leg complexion I now show. Well,

the face goes with the experience which begot it, I sup-

,
pose, and I would not give that experience for a dozen pretty

|
faces, and I like personal beauty, too !

|
Somehow the light in the room seems to dim. Has it

k .lopped raining, too '.' Well, what of it—bound to stop some
iime, isn't it?

|: That smoke has a queer smell. What is it ? Pine trees?

So. Saltwater? No. Sage? Ha, that's it; sage brush.

| 1 knew I had scented that before !

Well, well, how came I here? I've been here before and
tnow the spot well. This is Wyoming, ond over that hill

I ibout Bfteen miles west are Pumpkin Buttes. Do you re-

i nember the 6rst time I was here? No. of course not; pshawt
I

know now I was alone ! Come, I will take you to that little

I
cnoll yonder and show yon what I saw there. Now, so: do

I oil see that white thing yonder. and this one and this? There
;

re twenty-six altogether. Don't you know what thev are?
I Ikulls! Skeletons, man, meatless bones and eyeless skulls,

[
hat lay there shining in the sun ; twenty-six of them, and

> Iraost within pistol shot, that's all ! Who killed them ?

I
!ome and see. See, the bones are all here, none missing,

liot even a skull.

}
Xo Indian killed them then, for he would have left but

t ttle to the coyotes and buzzirds. The Indian uses all the
Mrcass, and cracks the bones to get the marrow. No soldier
ere pieced out with buffalo meat the rations for his pack

,
rain, for wagons would have taken the quarters and the

| umps at least, and the leg bones are not missing.

[
Xo hunter killed them; there are too many. And do you

I ;e, it was a cartridge ball, one that crushed and splintered
I here it struck, one that killed by the shock and not the

|
jund ball of the hunter's muzzleloader, that makes a smooth

I jund hole through the shoulder blade and stops the buf-
f.'lo's life pump ! No, I know his work. I'll show you a
l.ioulder blade down on Wildhorse Creek that he drilled.

|
>on't you see the tongue still in that hairy old skall ? This

[
ind of the sage plain does not rot anything; it dries it;
luroifies it; and there you see this old fellow's tongue still in

|
le jaws, though he has been dead for many moons. The old

\ unter would never have left that there.
I Xor did the foreign nabob who has helped exterminate
I lr buffalo herds, have a hand in this- He would r.ever
ave left all these heads here. Why, man, look at that one;

I doubt if you could lift it when it was first killed. He
I most always hunted on horseback, too, and these animals

|
w no horse on their trail before they fell ; they were still

|
anted, killed while feeding. Don't you see plain enough

I iat they lie too close together to have done much run-

Wonder if it has stopped raining ?
"Bring baby a drink and come to bed?" All rieh

Gracious! iny neck is stiff! Wish I had gone to bed lon»
ago.—El Comancho in Forest and Stream.

Nitro Powders Past and Present.

Who did do it? Ah, don't you know that nondescript
I ho sent the river steamers from old Fort Benton to St.

|
oois loaded to the gunwale with buffalo robes? The hide

t inter and no other is responsible for these twenty -six skele-
I ns bleaching in the sun !

. Come, we will climb to the east rim of the valley and I
I :il show you how it was done. This will do. Now, vou
| JSt picture the men and the buffalo and all as though they

ire there now, and were alive, and I will show you a hide
int.

_
Notice first the formation of this valley, bowl-shaped,

I th high, steep bluffs all around, except to the north, where
I runs into the canon head. The wind is from the north-

'St. See the knoll is in the center and the buffalo are to the
I rth of it. Some are standing about the muddy margin of
lilittle alkali pool, some are lying down, some are feeding;
It all in the valley. See, here come the butchers, there on
I i mesa to the south. They have seen the herd

; they ride
I: to the south side aud dismount just out of sight behind
I '- valley rim and picket their horses. Now they drop into
I ; ridges and furrows of the valley edge and creep down
lean epidemic on the unsuspecting animals. The buffalo

J!'
to windward and have no thought ofdanger in this peace-

{ place. The men reach the valley, drop like snakes down
^
iong the sage brush and bunch grass, and work across
rard the knoll. They are " ornary-looking cusses," too,

J
areyed, with hair and beard that never knew a comb, a

f
3g-dog air of general meanness about them that says they

•' not sportsmen. I don't want to get to leeward of them,
I I'll bet they smell . f green hides and trading post whisky]
me than a Piute Indian. I wish one of those big yellow

' i tlesnakes would spring his little music box and scare them
' ont of the grass.

^hey reach the mound, sneak to the top, and, ambushed
[1 ong the rocks, push their murderous repeaters toward the
,

I d. Two reports mingle as one, and two buffalo go down.
»-e herd bunch around them; they hear the sound, but

>w not where it comes from. Two more shots
; one down,

* ther wounded. The herd breaks, circles, sees the smoke
•< id and starts toward the canon. Ah ! those devils in the

J

Sy knoll know how to shoot ! Faster grows the firing
;

' e and there an animal drop? or staggers out of the thun-
c ing herd and stands with feet braced far apart, sorelv
•' inded, done to death. At last the herd is gone, there is
r ung left for the hot guns to belch at save the wounded,
« the men need the horses to k»ep their cowardly skins
' ; le, when they venture among them. Back to their horses

' go
;
and now they ride among the slain. A shot rings

as some poor brute is finished. One starts away to the
|

Two shots and he is down, broken back and broken hip
* where to get him.

ere comes another of the human hyenas driving a wagon
» ind the valley edge. He finds a place, to get in. Pity

' udn't break his neck doing it ! Thehorses are unhitched
taken care of. Now for the skins; they are worth

f *y, and powder and lead that get more skins.
"ght merrily they work while the sun sinks down in a
en glow, twilight glimmers and a hideous, goulish howl

.

s out on the evening air, for the loafer wolf is about and
least ere break of day, Darkness settles down and a

Nitrocellulose or guncotton constitutes the principal base
of the great majority of the modern smokeless powders. It
is only within the last decade that the treatment of nitrocel-
lulose has assumed a certain degree of technical perfection.
Prior to that time much difficulty was experienced in the
endeavor to impart to nitro powders sufficient stability and
uniformity of action. The smokeless powders as first intro-
duced were particularly susceptible to atmospheric influences
ihis was partly due to the presence of a large percentage of
saltpetre in some cases, but more so to the soft surface of the
grain. Schultze and E. C. powders were the first in the
market with this objectionable feature removed, or at least
greatly diminished. This change for the better was brought
about with the aid and application of ethers, whereby the
grams were imparted with a sort of a surface crust, and
various kinds of ethers, among them acetic ether and acetone
are now generally employed for a similar purpose. Several
attempts were made to accomplish the same end with para-
ffin, varnish, etc

, but it was found that these substances did
not serve the purpose.

Later on it was discovered that the surface of guncotton
powders can be provided with a greater degree of densitv
and thereby rendered less susceptible to moisture, by simply

J

steeping or dipping the compound into ethers. But this
process was again coupled with an objectionable feature. It
was found difficult, yes, next to impossible, to extract the
ethers from the compound after their presence was no longer
desirable. The peculiar odor given out by some nitro pow-
derf after having been stored and subjected to changes of
temperature may always be taken as a sure sign of the pres-
ence of ethers.

Manufacturers of military powders have thus been
prompted to adopt a different process for making these pow-
ders. The guncotton is now dissolved by them in hot nitro-
glycerin, with and without camphor, and a sort of dough is
obtained by such a process, which can be kneaded, rolled
into sheets, cut into leaflets, or formed into grains, cords or
square pieces. But it is still an open question whether the
powders made under this last named orocees will prove to
possess superior keej ing qualities.
In judging the properties of a propelling agent of this na-

ture we must bear in mind that, for instance, frost affects
both nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin very seriously. The
probable effect of heat ought also be considered, since gun-
cotton, when subjected to a high temperature, loses consider-
able in weight. It is even worse with nitroglycerin, which
has a tendency to evaporate at all temperatures, and which
behaves very strangely, often very violently, in a frozen con-
dition.

In view of these last named facts, some manufacturers of
nitro powders have dispensed with nitroglycerin altogether,
while others have gone so far as to reduce also the percentage
of nitrocellulose to the lowest possible limit. Instead of gun-
cotton they employ invariable salts, especially nitrate of ba-
ryta, while the treacherous nitroglycerin, on the other hand,
is replaced by a series of nitrated aromatic carburetted hy-
drogen. It is claimed that particularly the solid fused dini-
trotuluol is capable of dissolving large quantities of guncot-
ton, and to produce a very hard mass. The keeping qualities
of the powders made under this process are said to be very
satisfactory, and we are further informed that their body is
composed of 75 per cent, of crystallized products, and only 25
per cent, of guncotton.
But we now come to the most important claims advanced

for these powders. It is asserted that they do not react to in-
creased charges more violently than black powder, or in
other words, that they are even safer than fine grain black
powder; that they never endanger the gun or shooter in
case the load is incidently or intentionally increased to double
the quantity of the service charge ; that they do not corrode
or pit the gun barrel even when the gun is not cleaned for
weeks after use, and that the same grain and grade can be
used with equal good results in the sporting rifle, shotgun
and revolver.

For most of these claims we have so far no »ther proof than
the assurance of the manufacturers, and such assurance is
very often biased and unreliable. But the claim for safety

is amply sustained by the result of officials tests carried outunder state control.
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also prove t0 be warranted, wewould at last have reached a new departure in the line of";'« P^- The ideal smokeless propelling agenwould be within our reach and the days of black powders
counted, at least among those shooters with whom the ques-
tion of cost cuts no figure. Thousands of shooters who still
hesitate to use a nitro powder simply because the latter, as arule and up to the present, are less safe than black powderwould probable throw the old reliable, but noisy, propelling
agent overboard, and substitute for it a smokeless powder
combining all the good qualities of both the nitro and black
powders.
The news is almost too good to be true, and I am still

somewhat skeptically inclined towards the remarkable claims
set torth for this latest invention among propelling agents. I
therefore prefer io withhold the name of this new powder and
other data concerning it, until I have had time and occasion
to determine the question whether the poivder referred to
really is the ideal powder looked for so long and anxiously
by every shooter the world over. I have ordered samples of
the powder, and hope to be in possession of the same within
a month.—Armin Tennor.

Olympic Gun Club.

The regular shoot of the Olympic Trap Shooting Annex
took place at Oakland Race Track on Sunday last. Nauman
won the first class medal, Jackson the second and McMahon
the third. The score

:
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BACK SCORES.
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Two 10-bird matches, $1.50 entrance, followed the main

match. Jackson won first in the first. Hughes second, Nau-
man third (shooting off the tie in the next match). In the
second match Nauman won first, Jackson second, Stauff third
in the shoot off. A large number of outsiders were present
but the club members would not allow them to shoot in the
pools. The score

:
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THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach
STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse Is Registered io the Srud Books of
France and America. Buyers furnished with certified
pedigrees.
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in Prance.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-
nity to secure a staUion of the finest breeding for a
song.
Address or apply to

E. C. GODFREY,
38 Crocker Building. S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth
avenue, opposite race track.

$20,000 in PURSES, STAKES AND PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
1894,.

OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.
ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 15.

TROTTING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL 81500
2:17 CLASS 1O0O
2:20 " lOOO
2:24 "" 800
2:27 •• 7oo
2:30 " 6oO
2:iO " 500
3-YEAR-OLD CL 8S SOO
2-YKAR-OLD CLASS 30O

PACING EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL £1200
2: 14 CLASS lOOO
2:19 " SOO
2:30 " 400

RUNNING EVENTS.
1-2 Mile, for 2-vear-olds. Added nioney..S150
11-4 Miles, for 3-year-olds. " " 250
5 Furlongs, for 2-year-olds. " *' 200
1 Mile, All-aged Handicap. " " 400
4 1-2 Furlongs, All ages. Selling. Purse 200
1 Mile, AH ages. Selling. Purse 300
5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-oids. Added money 250
3-4 Mile, All ages.

5-8 Mile, All ages, gelling.

7-8 Mile, All ages. Selling.

3-4 Mile, for 2-year-olds.

11-8 Miles, All ages.
For conditions and entry blanks address the Secretary
Don't forget that we endeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per cent.
The Secretary will he pleased to furnish any infor-

mation desired

" 2SO
Purse 200
Purse 250

Ided money 300
250

2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 300
DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6

CAPT. .}. C. KEWTOX, Presldenf. I,. THOPXK Secy., 107 1-2 IV, Main St., Los Angeles,
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Clifford, the great son of Bramble and

Ducbefs, broke the Sheepshead Bay track

record last Wednesday when he ran seven

furlongs in the phenomenal lime of 1:25 2 5.

Lady Violet was second.

The Hamrnerless Safety
is the revolver of highest perfection. It

has the finest finish, the greatest accuracy,

the greatest penetration. It is made by

the best workmen from the best material.

Every part U thoroughly tested and guar-

anteed.

Send tor illustrated catalog.

Smith & Wesson, 2 Stockbridgc St

,

Springfield. Mass

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eighth Annual Fair of ihe Twenty Sixth

District Agricultural A-s> ciati- n i Amador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE HELD AT

IONE, CAL.
September 25 to 28, Ii cl

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 12.

Monev required to be sent at the time entries

are made.

First Day—Tuesday. September 25Ih,

No.

. ISO

.... 200

.._ 50
... 100

Purse

I. Running—%-m\\e and repeal, 3 year-old^

class, Amador county- }'25

No 2 Running 3 6 mile ami repeat, free f"r all... 12a

No. 3. 1 rotting—Z-year-old clasp, Amador and Sac-

ramento counties, mile heats, 2 in 3- 100

Second Day—Wednesday. September 26th.

forenoon. Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. 4. Running—H-'G mi-e dash, iree for a^l

No. 5. Running—5 8 mile and repeat

No. 6. Trotting- o-year-old class Tor district

Third Day—Thursday, September 27th.

No. 7. Running- 1-mile dash- -- 125

No S. Running -'j-mile and repeat, free f.r all 100

No. 9. PaclDg- 1-mile heals, 2:2S cla^s, 2 in 3- 12o

No. 10. Trotting—Yearling claps, 1 mile h- ats. 2 in 3 100

Fourth Hay— Friday, StM-lember 2Slh.

Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. 11. Running—%-m le and repeat _

No- 12 Running—1-mile novelty for purse.

No. 13. Buggy Race- 1 mile. 2 in 3, district.

No 14. Running— "i-mile dash, district-

Remarks and Conditions.

Entries will close with the Secretary September 12th.

Entrance fee, 10 per cent, of purse, which must accom-
pany nomination.

In all races five to enter and three to start.

Rues of the State Agricultural Society to govern

The Board reserves the right to change the above
order or races hv giving the contestants notice by 6 p.

m. id" the day preceding the race. No added money
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except when

conditions made are otherwise, they may contest for

for the entrance money, to he divided as follows: 66 2-3

per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to ihe second.

In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m of the

dav preceding the race shall be required to stan.

When there is more than one entry by one person,

or in one interest, the particular horse they arc- to start

must be named bvfi p. m. of the day preceding ihe race.

Parses divided into two moneys, of which 75 per

tont. to first horse and 25 per cent, to second, except in

novelty race, in which $50 will be paid to winner at

each quarter.

W. A. BK.WKTTP, J. M*RI H4\T,
Seeretnrv. President.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Ot San Benito County Agricultural 4ssociation

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 9th to 13th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close September 15, 1894.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9lh.

1. Yearling Pacing stake: mile dash. Closed with
j75 added by ihe Association.

2. Two-year-old Troiiine stake; 2 In 3, mile heals.

Dosed with 5 entries. $75 added.
3. Yearling Trotting slake: mile dash. Closed with

"i i-nliit"-. §75 added by Association.

\\t.li\KMi\l. OCTOBER 10th.

i. Banning; mile dash. Free for all. Purse #200.

.,, Ronnlmc; five-eighths Of a mile and repeat. Free
(brail. Purse $200.

fi Running; icn-mlle race. Pi rs* $200. Two moti-

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1Mb.
7. Trot i Int, 2:l<i class, Free for all. Poise J2S0
h. Trolling. 2:27 Class. Free for all. Purse $300.

:.. meing, u:v> ';,,-.•* Free for all. Purse $25n.

FRIDAY. OCTOBK'l I2th.

io, Running; W mlleaod repeat- FreeibralL Parse
1150.

11. Running: M*mlle dash. Free for all. Pur^e fjio.

12, Banning; novelty. !>, mile dash. Free for all.

Pui ". $50 for each quarter.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13th.
• IS. Free for all (rolling. Purse $-100.

ii. Free lor all pare, pane flQQ.
15. Saddle horse race. For Conn ly horses; 3-8 mile

das'i. Purse $50.

Usual Condition-.

Stalls, hay and straw IreetocompetUorti. For further
particulars apply to

ROOT. P. BTBPHBNSOIV, Secretary.
Holll-l.r. Cal.

J. A. HCHOl.RFIRI.R. President.

ABSORBINB
CURES Strained

Puffy Ankleswfihonl remi
log tb>- bnlr

be horse ap. Does Ihe work wel
i "i use. S'-OOooltli*. Druggist!
n rni i N sli rt oi v ot upon receipt of
price.

W. F. YOUNO, P. D. P., McrldGO, Ct,

; a 1 1 I

i -
1

1

I BY ;

j (i k \nk. 7c : tfarket Btrwt,Pan Francisco.
K. J. ukf.by, i»«i Broadway, Oakland, OaL
wooDAUb, clark .v. co.. Portland

RUNNING PROGRAMME
— FOE THE —

STATE FAIR
Of 1894.

FRIDAY'. SEPTEMBER 7.

No. 4. The Sunny Slope Stake—A sweepstake for

2-year-old fillies of $25 each ; $10 forfeit, with $250

added; second to receive $50 from stakes. Winner of
one two-year-old stake race when carrying weight for

age rive pounds, and of two or more seven pounds ex-

tra. Maidens allowed five pounds. Beaten maidens
allowed for once rive pounds, twice seven pounds,
three times ten pounds. Fillies beaten three limes and
not placed 1, 2, 3, allowed five pounds additional. Five
furlongs. Closed August 1st with 13 entries.

No. 5. A Selling Sweepstake—For 3-year-olds and
upwards, ot $25 each, $10 forfeit ; with $300 added, oi

which $50 to second. The winner, if valued at $1,500, to

carry rule weight, one pound allowed for each $100 less

to $1,000. Then two pounds to £500, tbeu four pound*
to $100. Valuations placed on starters only, to be named
by 6 p. m. night before. Six furlongs. Closed August
lsi with 21 eutries.

No. 6. Handicap for all ages- Guaranteed purse,
$500. of which $75 to second. $25 to Ihird Entrance
$25, $10 to declare ihe nieht before the race. Weights
announced September 6tb, declarations 5 p. m. same
day. One mile and fifty yards.

No. 7. Handicap for all ages—Guaranteed purse,
$500, of which $75 to second, $25 to tuird. Entrance
$25, or only $lu if declared. Weights announced Sep-
tember 6th, declarations due 5 p.m. same day. Six
furlongs.

No. 8. Selling Purse, 8250—For 2 year-olds, ol

which $>0 to second and $25 to third. JSntratice $20; $H»

if declared night before race. Fixed value,$150u. One
pound off for each $100 down to $1000, then two pounds
to $500, then thri-e pounds down to 5100. Five and
one-half furlong".

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

No. 12. The California Annual Stake—A sweep-
takes for 2 year-olds of $25 each ; $10 forfeit, with $300
added; second to receive $'0. Winners ol two year
old stake races, when carrying weight tor eg", to carry
five pounds extra for c nee. and seven pounds lor twice
or more. Allowances: Maidens five pounds; beaten
maidens five pounds for once, seven pounds for twice,

ten pounds for three or more times. Those beaten
three limes and not placed 1,2,3, allowed additional five

pounds, feix furlongs. Clewed August 1st with 23

entries.

No. 13. The Capital City Slake—A handicap
sweepstake lor 3-year-olds, of $50 each; half forfeit, or

$15 ii declared; with $-100 added, ot which $10 to second,
ihird to save stake. Weights posted day before race.
Declarations due by 6 p m. same day. One and one-
sixteenth miles. Closed August 1st with 17 entries

No. 14. Handicap for all ages—Guaranteed purse,
$500, of which $75 io second, $25 to third. Entiance
$25, or only $10 if declared. Weights announced Sep
tember Sih. declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
One mile.

No. 15. Selling Purse—For Syrar-olds and up-
wards. Guaranteed purse, $500, of which $75 io second,
$25 to third. Entrance $20, or $10 if declared by 5 p.m.
dav beiore the race. Fixed value $XO0 One pound
off for each $100 to $1000, then two pounds to $500, ihen
three pounds to $100. Horses entered not to be sold to

carry five pounds extra. Seven and one-half fur-
longs.

No. 16 Maiden Purse. S250—For maidens of all

ages. Entrance $20, or $10 if declared by 5 p. m. night
before race. Second hor-e to receive $50, third $25.

Beaten maidens allowed, it 2 year-olds, five pounds; if

3-year-olds, ten pounds; if 4-year-olds and upwards, fif-

teen pounds. Six furlongs.

WEDXESD'Y, SEPTEMBER 12.
No. 20. The Autumn handicap—For 2-yearolds.

A sweepstake of $30 each: half forfeit, or only $10 if de-
clared, with $350 added, second to receive $75. Weights
posted day before race. Declarations by 6 p. m. same
day. Six furlongs. Closed August 1st with 24 entries.

No. 21. The Oranee Stakes—A handicap for all

ages Entrance $25, $10 if declared, with $300 added;
second io receive $50, third $25. Weights announced
September nth , declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
One and one-sixteenth miles.
No. 22. Selling Race—For 3-year-oldsand upwards

Guaranteed purse, $500, of which $75 to second and $25
to third. Entrance $25, or $10 if declared night beiore
by 5 p. m. Fixed value, $1500. One pound off for eacb
$100 down to $10C0. ihen two pounds to $600, then three
pounds to $300, then four pounds to $100. Horses en-
tered not to be sold to carry seven pounds over rule
weights. Six furlongs.
No. 23. The Del Mar Stake—For 3-year-olds and

upwards, of $25 each, $15 forfeit; with $300 added, $50 to

second from stake. This stake to be named after win-
ner it Del Mar's time (1:41.;*.) is beaten, with $200 ad-
ditional in money, cup or plate. One mile. Closed
August 1st with 16 entries.

No. 21. Selling Race—For 2 and 3-year olds. Guar-
anteed purse, $500, of which $75 to second. $2-5 to third.
Entrance $25, or $10 if declared by 5 p. m. night before.
Top weight for 3-year-olds, 122: for 2-year-olds, 112 (sex
allowances). Fixed value, $1500. Two pounds allowed
for each $100 down to $10C0, the three pounds to $500,
then four pounds to $100. Six furlongs.

FRIDAY', SEPTEMBER 14.
No. 29. Selling Purse, 8300— For 3-year-oldsand

upwards. Entrance $2-5, or $10 if declared. $50 to sec-
ond, $25 to third. Fixed value $1000. Three pounds
allowed lor each $1C0 to $500, then five pounds to Siro.

Winner of one selling race at this meeting to carry five
pounds; of two seven pounds extra. Seven and one-
hall furlongs.
No. 30. The Rosemeade Stake—A handicap for

all ages of $25 eacb, or $10 ii declared, with $300 added;
$50 to second and $25 to third. Weights announced
September l3tb declarations due by 5 p. m. same day.
Six furlongs.
No. 31. The Fall Make -A handicap sweepstake lor

3-year-olds and upwards, of $-50 each ; half forfeit, or $15
il declared ; with $400 added, of which $100 to second,
third to save stake. Weights announced day before
race. Declarations due by 6 p.m. same day. Oue and
a quarter miles. Closed August 1st wilh D entries.
No. 32. Hurdle Race—Purse $250, $50 to second;

handicap, over four hurdles. Entrance $10, to go to
winner. Declaration free. One and one- eighth
miles.
No. 33. Free Purse, 8250—For beaten horses at

this meeting, of which $50 o secoud. It 2-year-olds,
two poundB allowed for each time beaten; if 3-year-
olds, three pounds for each ilme; if 4-year-olds and
upwards, six pounds for each ilme. Entries to close
with Clerk of Course 5 p. m. day before race. Six fur-
longs.

CONDITIONS.
The State Agricultural Soelet* 's rules to govern ex-

cept when conditions named are otherwise.
Declarations not received without money.
No added money In slake races (Closed August 1st)

loi [ess than three starters in different interests.
Starters in slakes other than handicaps must be

named to Clerk of Course by 5 p. ni. day before the
race.
Allowances must be claimed at time starters are

named. Owners aud trainers will be held responsible
for same.

Entries for the first and second days' racing (except
Noa. 4, 5, l'J, i.:> lo close wlih clerk of Course.at race
track, by 1 p. m. Wednesday. St-pti-mher 5th.
The imi tries for third and foiirtn da\s i except Nos.

20, 28. 31) lo close Monday, September 10th, by G
o'clock p. m.
Weights In all hiindicnps. will be posted by 10a m.

the day before the race and declarations win be due by
5 p. m. same (lay.

In all races closing in September there mils' be four
starters In different interests or the race will be do-
t-land oil.

ah entrance money In guaranteed purses goes to the
Society! in all other races to winners, except where

and third money conies from slakes.
In all races Closing In September, horses not declared

and paid upon will Be held for full amount of entrance
money.
ED\VI\ F. SMITH. JOIIX iim:i>

Secretary. IV.-ld.ui,

Big Purses! Liberal Premiums!

An Unusual List of Attractions!

Agricultural Associalior No. 5, San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties, Sanla Clara Valley
Agricultural Society, co-operating,

WILL GIVE ITS ANNUAL FAIR AT -

September 24th to October 1st, Incl.

SEVEN DAYS' RACING.=
In the 2:18,2:21. 2:24, 2:27. 2:30 nnd;2:40 Class Trotting races, the 2:14, 2:20 nt d 2:30

Class Pacing races, and the Colt Purses, Trotting and Pacing, which are now closed
about 2<iO of the beat horses in the Slate have been entered.

Qomomhor thai m the 2:18, 2:21. 2:2-), 2:27. 2:30 and 2:40 class trolling races and the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30 cli
nclllClllUCI III at pacing races a horse entered in any of them making a record equaling any faster class
or before September 15, 1S94, will receive a return of his entrance money and shah be barred from starling
thai class bin may re-enter on or before September 17, 1S91, in the proper class.

TROTTING AND PACING PURSES THAT ARE STILL OPEN.
S70O Purse. Free-for-all Trolling and Pacing. Fniiance oper cent, of purse; an additional 5 p (

cent, of pure d> dueled frcm winners. CV ndiiions san eas heretofore announced for class races. Entiieswl
close September 17, 1894.

• iiiiiii Purse. 2:15 Class Trolling. Entrance 10 per cent. Otherwise conditions are the same n
heretofore announced for class races. Entrits will close Sept* mb«-r 17, ]s94.

PROGRAMME OF RUNNING RACES.
No 1. Pur-e 8300. Running, for all ages: three-

fourths of a mile. Horses that have staned at this

distance and have not won, allowed 10 pounds; those

that have not been placed allowed 15 pounds; maidens
allowed 10 pounds.

No. 2. Purse *?:tOO. Running, lor two year-olds:

three-fourths of a mile. Winners of three or more
two-vear-old races, carrying scale weights or over, 7

pounds extra; winners ot two such races, 4 pounds ex-

tra; non-winners who have b*en placed allowed 3

pounds; those who have not beeu placed allowed 10

pounds.

No. 3. Purse 830O. Punning, three-year olds and
upwards; one mile and sev nty yards; 10 pounds be-

low scale weight. Winners of two or more races of one
mile or more to carry 10 pounds extra; winners of one
race to carry 5 pounds extra.

No. 4. Purse @300. Running, handicap forallag- s:

one and one- six teenth milts. Weights announced at

6 p. m. the day before the race.

eiling race ; tbn e-

The winner to be

sold for $:£00; if for less, 2 pounds off for each $100 down
to $800; ihen 3 pounds off for each $100 down to $100.

No. 6. Purne 8300. Running, handicap for two
year-olds; three-fourths of a mile. Weights lo bea
nonnced at 6 p. ni. ihe day before the race.

No. 7. Purse - 300. Running, ihreeytar olds ai_
upward; three-fourths of a mile. Horses that have
won two or more races at this distance or less, carrying
weight forage, to carry 10 pounds extra; beaten nr'
ens at this distance or less, allowed 10 pounds
No. 8. Purse 8300. Running; handicap ror three

year-olds and upward; one and one fourth miles
Weights announced at 6 p. m. ihe day before the race
No. 9. Purse 830O. Running, selling race; three

fourtLsof amile. Witnertosel for$2000; 1 pound Of
for each $100 less down to f 1500; 2 pounds off lor part
$100 h ss down to $1000.

No. 10. Purse $300. Running; Consolation pur*
(for horses that have started and not won at Uil
meeting); three-fourlhs ot a mile. Horses thai bav»
run second to carry 5 pounds below scale; horses th*
have run third 10 pounds, and these ihat have not bed
placed 15 pounds below scale.

No. 5. Purse S3tiO. Running,
year-olds and upwards; one mile

CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee in all running races $15, which must accompany the nomination, and without which no

trance will be received ; $10 to declare out at 6 p. m. the night beiore the race.

Jn all handicaps declarations are due al 10 a. m of the day of the race.

All n.oneys will i e divided as follows: First horse. $225; second horse, $50; third horsp, $25.

Seven horses will be rt quired to enter and lour to start.

State ^gricnltural Association rules to govern, except where otherwise specified.

Send for entry blanks and premium lists.

S. G. BENSON, Secretary, San Jose, Cal.

.SPEED PROGRAMME

OF THE FALL MEETING AT 1RVINGTON PARK

PORTLAND, ORE
September 8th to 15th, Incl.

Em-ro

i

re f*i ner TO trotting and pacing, sept,
IN I KIC.O Vl-U3f TO RUNNING RACES, SEPTEMBER

FIRST DAY-SATURDAY, SFPT. S*.

No. 1. Running; -Introductory Scramble" for all

ages, one mile dash Purse $3t'0. Winner of one race

this year io carry 3 lbs penalty; iwo or more, 5 lbs.

Beaten maidens allowed lu lbs.

No. 2. Running; selling race, 3-4 mile dash. Purse
$300. Horses entered to be sold for $1600 to carry
weight forage; 2 lbs. allowed for eacb JlOO less lo$lC00:

then 3 lbs. allowed for each $100 less to $500.

No. 3.

No. 4.

Trotting, 2:15 Class. Purse$500.

Trotting, 3:00 Class. Purse $200.

No. 5. Running; Hurdle race, 1 1-8 mile dash, over
five hurdles. Purse $300.

SECOAD DAY—TUKSDAY, SF.PT. 11.

No. G. Running; 3-8 mile dash, all ages. Purse
$200.

No. 7. Running; '-Portland Suburban," handicap,
1 mile dasb, all ages. Purse $300.

No. 8, Trolling, 2:28 Class. Purse $350.

No. 9. Pacing, 3-Year-OId Class. Purse $250.

THIRD DAY—WBDNESDAY, SEPT. 12.

No. 10. Running ; selling race. 7-S mile dash; purse
$300. Horses entered to be fold for $1600 to carry
weight tor age;
then 8 1

I lbs. allowed for each |100 less to $1000;

. allowed for each $100 less to $500.

No. 11. Running; 5-8 mile dash for two-year-olds;
purs* $2-50. Winner of one slake in 1891 to carry 5 lbs.

penally; two or more. 10 lbs. Beaten maidt-ns allowed
10 lbs.

No. 12. Pacing, 2:13 Class. Purse $400.

No.13. Trolling. 2:40 ('loss. Purse $250.

FOURTH DAY-THURSDAY, SEPT. IS.
No. 14. Running; Novelty Race, all aees,(

dash. Purse $o0i\ $75 to the ha, f. $75totbethn
ter aud $150 to ihe mile.

No. 15. Running; 7-S mile dash for three-yi
Purse$3(0. 'I o carry 110 lbs. Winner of one l._.
1894 to carry 5 lbs. penalty; two or more stakts, II

Beaten maidens allowed 10 lbs.

No. 16. Trotting, 3-Year-OId Class. Pu
No, 17. Pacing, 2:30 Class. Purse $200.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY. SEPT. 11.
No. IS. Buuning; selling race, 5-S mile dash. I

$250 Horses enteied to he sold for $1600 to !

weight for age; 2 lbs allowed for each $100 les
then 3 lbs. allowtd for each $100 less lo $500.

No. 19. Running; 1-2 mile dash, for two-yeai
Purse $250. Winner of one race this vesr too
lbs. penalty; two or more, 10 lbs. Beaten mafdi
lowed 15 lbs.

No. 20. Trolling, 2:20 Class. PurseflOO. (

S. not barred).

No. 21. Pacing, 2 :22 Class. Purse $410.

SIXTH DAY-SATURDAY, SEPT. 15.
No. 22. Running: handicap, 3 4 mile dash. Fori

$300
No. 23 Running; "Consolation Purse" for I

horses. 5 8 mile dash. Purse $250 Horses be C-
allowed 5 lbs; horses beaten twice allowed 10

horses beaten three or more times allowed 15 lbs.

No. 24. Trolling and Pacing, free for all.
GOO.

No.25. Trolling. 2:33 Class. Purse$350.

No. 26. Runniog; Hurdle race, 1 1-S mile L

over live hurdles. Purse $300.

REMARKS AXD COMIIT10V-.

Entries lo trotting and pacing races close September
l, i*tM. Entries to running races close September 7th.

Conditional entries will he treated the same as regu-
lar entries and nominators held under the rule.

Entries most state plainly colors of rider or driver,
and no horse allowed to start without color.

Entries not declared out by G o'clock i\ m. the day be-
fore the race must slarL
Pecla rations must be made In writing wilh ihe Secre-

tary at the track.
Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse. All purses will

be divided into lliree moult s. 70. :» and 10 per cent.
All trotting and pacing races are best Ihree in five.

Five to enter and three 10 Start, but Ihe Board re-

serves ihe right to hold a less number than five to fill

by ihe deduction of the entrance money from the purse
for eacb horseless than live.

The Association reserves the right to alter, amend or
postpone any or all these races.should the Board of Di-
rectors I" llieir judgment and for cause deem il expedi-
ent so to do.

Any race thai cannot, iu Ihe opinion of the J
be finished on ihe last day of the meeting, may b
tinned or declared on. For races that do uotfl
any, specials will be offered to suit ihe horses I

tendance.
A horse distancing the field will be entitled 10 A 11

money only.
Rules of the Pacific Const Blood Horse Ass

will govern the niunin.- races.
Otherwise than is specified in these condition!

rules of ihe Occidental Trotting and Pacing A*
lion to govern. Suspensions and expulsions C
American and National Trotliog Associalious *

recognized.
We have the best equipped track on the coasl. _

soil, good wateraiid good air. Everything couvenlen
arranged.

The Secretary witl take pleasure in replying t»

communications referring to any desired informal!!
Entry blanks on application.

VI. D. WISDOM, \--.-i.'.iii Secretnrv.
131 Third Street. Portland. Oregon.

A. G. RYAN. President.
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EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR

— OF THE —

MO.VTERKY AGRICULTURAL A680CIATIO\
District No. 7

— TO BE HELD AT —

SALINAS CITY
October 2d to 6th, Iucl.

Entries Close Sept. 8th
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SPBhD PROGRAMME.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

,
No 1. Trotliug—Two-year-old stake for JS9J : §100

idded by Association; best 2 in 3. Closed Feb. 1, 1s91.

i
No. 2. Trotting— three-year-old stakes for 1894; §100

idded ny the Association. Closed Feb. 1, LSiM.

No. 3. Pacing—Stakes forlSOf; 2:30ciass; ?IOOadded
y Association. Closed Feb. 1, i&aJ.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3o.

No. 1. Ru ning—One-ball" mile and repeat: for all
lOrses In Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obisp and
Santa Cruz counties. Purse $15u.

No. 5. Association Tr.it ling Stakes; one lialf mile
nl repeal; for ail one-year old colts in the Dii-trict;

test 2 iu 3; $50 added by Association. Closed JuneOih,

No.6, Trotting For 2:23 class; free foi all. Purse
300.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER -Itii.

N No.7. Running—Three-quarter mi!e and repeat;
reeforall. Pur>e$l.5u

[ No S Association Trotting Slakes for 2:J0 class;
'100 added by Association Closed June Hth, 189-J.

1
Nn.il. Trottiug-For all slallionsin Monterey, San
ienito, Sun Luis Oiiisjjo and ,*anla Cruz monti.-^

I 'urse ?:uo.

FRIDAY, OCTOBRR 5th.
No. 10. Running— -even-eighths mile dash: free Tor

il Purse ?150.

Wo. II. Pacing—For 2:20 class; free for all. Purse

I No. 12. Trotting -For all two-year-olds in tliecoun-
ifts of MMMierey, Snn Benito, San Luis Obispo and
in ta Cruz counties. Winner of twoyear-nld coll

i akes for 1S91 barred. Best 2 (n 3. Purse ?I50.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER «th.
• No. 13. Running—One mile dash; free tor all Pu se

50.

No. H. Associate u Trolling Stakes, 2::W class: $100
; Ided by Association. Closed June 9ih. 1894.

I-No. 15. Trotting— Free for all. Pur.se 9400.

IfFor conditions, entry bta-iks, etc., address the Sec-
tary.

UH\ .1. KKI IV, J. D. I'.ARK,
Secreinry. President

For Sale.
STANDARD - BRED STOCK
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. 1. Sorrel Stallion, S years old, by Goy Wilk s
dam Mt.niie Comet, 2:23 '.-. (dam of Mac-lav, 2-22U
at 2 years), by Nutwood.

No. 2. Buy Filly, 2 years old, by Steinwav, dam
Addie Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21^}, by Indian-
apolis.

No. 3. Brown More. 4 years old, by Noonday, dam
Western Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:25^ ), by Chief-
tain.

No. 4. B in Benton Woxey, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Benton Waxey is a three-
quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sunol, and
bred this year to Diablo.

No. 5. Sorrel Mare. 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Kelley mare, bv Gibraltar.

No. 6. Bay Pllly by McBentrm. dam Ivv.damof
one in the list. Ivy is by Dun Victor, out ofIda
Belle, dam of Carlisle.

No. 7. liny Filly, 2 years old, by Danton Moultrie,
dam Shamus, by Shamrock, 2:25.

No. 8. Sorrel Mare by Arthurlou, dam Venturess
(sister to Venture), by Belmont.

No 9. Bnv More, by Echo, dam bv Elmo.
No. 10. Buy Filly by Sir Roderick, nv Dictator, out

of Prospect Maid, dam by Victor Palchen.
No il. «ay Filly by Sable Wilkes, dam Venturess,

by Arlhurton.
No. 12. Black mare by Shamrock. 2:25 (2 years), dam

Fawn, irial 2:22, by Marion.
The above stock is carefully selected and represents

the best blood lines known. Wiil either sell cheap or
tr«d*- for an interest in a stock ranch. For term- and
particulars apply to or address L. K. CL4WSOX,

13-tU Market Street, Son Francfaco.

ARION, 2:07f

!

AZOTE 2:08^!

F"02T ale.

VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Race Meeting

EPrEMBSR 14th and 15tb
ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 10th.

ENTRANCE 10 PER CENT.
Prizes amounting to $2ffOO will he given for

Trotting and Running Races.

|
:nlry blanks can he obtained from Secretary Box

W. S. CHAMBERS. Secretory.

At prices warranted by the present con-

dition ol business,

THE BAY STALLION

RINGWOOD
Sired by Sidney 4770; first dam Alma, by Dash-

away, he by Belmont. As a four-year-
Ringwood trotted a trial mile

mile In 2:19!^.

RKITZ* WILKES, bay stallion with black points
by Guy Wilkes; first dam Nell Purdy, by Sam
Purdy, he by Geo. M. Paichen Jr.; second dam.
Flora, by Cosmo (thoroughbred).

ABLE CZAR, three-year-old, by Sable Wilkes, byGuy Wilkes; first dam Olivette, record 2:24, by
Whipple's Hambletonian

; second dam Belde by
Easton's Dave Hill, sired by VermontBlack Hawk.

TIPPO TIB, bay'gelding, record 2:26, can trot in
2:18 or better In condition, by Reliance, by Alexan-
der, he by Geo. M. Patches Jr.

HARVARD, bay gelding, by RIngwood, drat dam
Sally Pierce, full sister to Olivette, 2:24, well broken
to drive single or double.

OPERATOR, brown filly, three years old, by Long-
worth, record 2:19, he oy Sidney, first dam Lady
Green, by Lynwood, he by Nutwood. She Is a mare
ot fine form, and can show without track work a
2:40 gait.

For further Information and particulars address or
apply to A. C. DIET'/., Oaklnnd. Cnl.

SUNOL, 2:08i!
PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

THE FAMOUS PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'Cloek A. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
r During meeting of California state Agricultural Society].

. Sl?^r1?J5±^»i

rr?, s^.!?..«*™«i »«*>_a?«i, «*.. Benlon
, ai**

MONEY TO LOAN!Insamstoaoit, n-oi..

.. $5.00 to $1,000, fo»S
years, at 6 per «ni. Interest. No payments or aoj kind
required until application for a loan haa been erante*]
dKCORITY REQUIRED. Realeslatc. houses. stores.sioclirJ
lends, jewelry, Household gooda furniture, mercbandfs*

j

lorses, cattle, IWestoct.farniinglmplenients.andmncbiuerJ
f all kinds, or any otherproperty, real orpersonal, of ralumd
<t a note, endorsed bv person wortu amount or money bor\
rowed, will be accepted as security. Don't hesitate to urita|
and ask /or a Loan. Address, MUTUAL SAVINGS aV»H
LOA^CO^ent^Dd WEluut.SLr-.-t;:, PbU^J-lj.hi.i Pi J

^.Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to
'

FILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Auction SS^tle
OK

Standard Trotting Horses
Comprising all the Trotting Bred Horses owned by

WILBER FIELD SMITH

Wednesday, September 12, 1894,
AT AGRICULTURAL PARK, SACRAMENTO,

Immediately after the sale of the Palo Alto Brood Mares
KEBIR, 2

^
S

|k ĉ̂ 2
^^wo-year.old, sired by Alcazar, 2:20J, our of Yerba Santa,

cXti^fo^rZS^S?^ gg °JSK£ *S «S le'
S^1 """""Hoo. Every

Hi, limbs arc- cle.n.'anj ",lU'uofeiTK ^.te'r TLX'VSV^ "'
"'ir??-

*EMORA
* fT™"'^^^^.EMORA^gray^mare^oaled 1889. Sired by Guv Wilkes, 2:15i, dam Belle Blanche, by

3.UTNDA, bay filly, foaled 1893. By Kebir 13,107, dam Remora, by Guy Wilkes
FILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HA YE GIVE*

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER A I VERTISEMENT TilAS ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up cmrTatineand see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

NOTICE.
Attention is called to our Genuine English Crown

Sonn. made expressly for the market by the "Chis-
wick Soop Company," of London, England.
It is a bright golden color, almost transparent: tree

from injurious ingredients, possessed of great strength
and cleansing properties; entirely devoid of all un-
pleasant odors, and peculiarly desirable in the care ol
harness awl leather.

(I
MJiO NOTICE THIS DEVICE,

THE CHISWICK,"
Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article tor general use in the stable and
KK.VXKL.
It is put up in jars containing "pints" and "quarts"

so prepared that they can be shipped at any season
without injary to the quality of the Soap. Observe the
registered Trade Mark on each label, and be sure you
get the genuine "CHISWICK."
For sale by all Saddlery and Harness stores, or deal-

ers in sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Sole agents for the United States.

FASIIIOWBLY BRED

Yearling- Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

IN'QIMRE OF

DR. O E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street

THE NEW FRAZIER

It excels in rigidity, lightness,

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

All prominent drivers use the

Frazier. Hickok and Salisbury

use the Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MAN'F'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

SA.\ KitAM IKCO, CALMARKET AND TENTH STREKTs.
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The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOB THIg YEAR.
It 18 pnbllshed semi-monthly daring the racing season

and Is oat 812 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bu-h Street. • - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWTN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed apon application.

"Laurel Palace,"
BOMB HARRIS, Proprietor.

flf. W. corner Kearny and Bnsh Street*.

SAN FBANCTBOO.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

SIDM4V4770
Sire ol Frou-

Froa, 235^,
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Fansta, 2"22^,
yearling pacer;
Faustino, 2:14%(;
Fleet, 2.Z1; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:11#; Gold Leaf,
2:11^; Lady H.,
2J8; Sister V.,

2:18>fi; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others in 2:30 list

Santa riant? 2000
2:17^

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28!<; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:23^; Sid-
ney, 2J9%j, and 5

others In 2:30 list

ISweetnenB, 2:21 1-4..

/"Hanibletonlan 10

J Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and
1 of 107 sires of 567 In 2-30
I^Lady Waltermire

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

UDYTHOKfEJR. fWilliams' Mambrino
Dam ofMollie Mack, i

Kflte

fSTBATHMOEE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

J and 3 Rlres of 3 and 6

] dams of 8 in 2:30

Navidad, 2:22^;
Santa Claus,2:17^J

{VOLUNTEER 55.

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16
dams of 16 in 2:30 list

LADY MERJtrTT

I

8

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
F r n, 2 :25M
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20^; Geo. V.
(3-ye*r-old>, 2:35

Bncoaneer i656~
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:26 Hi

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24 Hi, and Buccaneer

TINSLEY MAXD..

(.Mahaska Belie
Dam of Fawn, 2:30.^,

trial, 222; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 232

( Hambletonlan 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:2934

fEdward Everett 81

j Sire of 13 In 2:30 and
I

sires and 16 Hum*
L By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50"

] Sire of 17 In 230 list and
{ 10 sires ol 20 and 11 dams

I of 18 in 2:30

LTopsey

Flaxtall 8132
Sire of the grandams ol

Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

,

r Ball Pap
Sire ol Rowdy Boy,

{ 2:133*;, Kismet, 2:24^,
Twister, 2295*;

(Untraced

(
John Baptiste

I.Fanny Fern

FLASTAIL S132_
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28*4; Empress, 2:29^:
and of the dams of

a-cvMft; ueo. v. inmoirawD^uU^, i Gold Leaf, 2:11 '4, and
(3-year-old), 235 trial, 222 ; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25

LADY HAKE......
Sister to Fashion,^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28'.*;

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only la Memo fall brother to Froa Froa,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he is also oae of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Harnbletoniau, one of Harry
<3ay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtai)
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:133$, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ot
extreme speed at an early a?e. The average speed ot his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:313*:, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 220^, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32H; to 34 seconds-

He Is slxte ?n hands high, and of powerful build throughout.^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeel

white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS ipSO. Good pasturageat reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes
For farther partialars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eueene, Oregon.

San Francisco and Nortl

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Rout
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting in California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATIOiy
Tbe Section tor Fruit Farms and Stoitf

THK BOOTK TO

San Rafael Petaluma
santa Rosa, Ukui

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE LX1AST.

Ticket Ofttce—Corner New Montgomery
Market streets, uoder Palace Hotel.
Oknebal Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. Ill VV (if n. Pas«. Aft

Training

The Trotting Hors
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, _
hnndred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly prin
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail
remarkable success of CHARLES MAJRVTN and
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto i

breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keep
racing and breeding trotters.
Read wbat J. C. Silby, the owner of St.Bel, say

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all
mysteries ol the craft, and it is so simple and plain t

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber wlio nasi
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling
develope to the highest and fullest extent that a
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed m«
strongly that I have ordered rweoty copies, and si

place one in the hands ot every rubber oo our farm.
MaUed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA^
313 Bosh St.. San Francisco,

jj

FREE TO OOfc SOBSGIliSER
(TIME EXTENDED TO SEPT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAU

For One i

Year.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
ill

nil,m

THE VIEWS.
The views present a magnificent [panorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand buildings, of glittering domea, of massive

arches, of noble statnary, of Jetting fountains, of beautiful Interior exhib-

its, of Venltlan gondolas, gilding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Cafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Dream City, and tbe famous Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

f Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It is essentially a bousehol

paper and Is all that Its name Implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

ot Interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc. It is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSM^
"X"o-ut Snow-

All about
It Is a good tiling and 5-011 need It anyway. It is worth more i

than the mouey even If these two handsome premiums were not
'

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM! Si

1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and von get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Stre
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

THK (JRAAP IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

I He Is grandly bred and a winner in many shows.
: Pnps and brood bitches for sale.

i For stud card and particulars address
VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEIWELS,

2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OS THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.

605 MARKET ST.
Gra

B.oc?°
teI

Send Fob Catalogue.

215

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitche3 of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEV FOX TERRIER KEWEL8,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

It you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

rom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLEXMOKE KENNELS,
"West Berkeley, CaL

PETS OF ALL KINDS.
K)GS' MONKEYS, OATS
!HRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

LVFOBMATION BY MAIL.

. C. IIOBISON. - 337 REARM STREET

Breeders' Directory.
A
m
,

SSf
mei"" nn<ier "^"^""K 50 rents per ine per

i-iEivr oo.
Gis, sues, CarMps

HORSES AND CATTLE.

SOUTHER FIRM. J, ",??,
wel'-b,™? ««* r»r sale

HUNTING COiTS, HATS, LEG6INGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

_^j Sporting Groods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
iAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose;
Tjlte Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
Poppies for sale.

H. M. TOWER,
orth Ontario, Cal,

PET^ OF ALL KINDS.
1

fc" * ** DOUg A SPECIALTY.

DOG- MEDICINES.

PILLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND •:- HARNESS
Information by mail.

4 STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St.. San Francisce

VETERINARY.
DK. C. MASOERO"

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate ot Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Wo. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No 457

O D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GEADCATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

1JSO-1352 Market Street, S. F
Telephone 3159.

No, charge for examination

^ F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.
OFFICE HOtTES

10 to 12 a. i£. 1.30 to 3.30 P.

,

[OSPITAL FOR DOGS
CEDAR AVENUE,

Between Larkia and Polk and Geary and Post 8ta)

SAX FRAM'ISCO.

To Secretaries
"We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

lacing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

HE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
«! FIRST STREET. SAN FRASCI8CO.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguos in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

X>r."V\Tm. H7*. Egan
M. K. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M 8

'

VETERINARY SURGEON
Member ol the Royal College of Veterinnri «„.

College, Edinburgh: ei™ ttriiMOT- ^fZ-J^V™^Board of Health, lor' the a£™&JS?ofL?F£?

* mTSoSS^en'ufideDCe """ °»«. ™°™*
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St TeleDhnneKC- -xHoward St, Telephone 3158, San Francisco '

o2S

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

[OFFICE AND STABLE:

Wo Golden Gate Avenue-
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOTTES

:

7 to 8 a. m, and 4 to £ p. m
Telephone 365T.

MANHATTAN

EVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

ISO and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

ilRST-CLASS LIVERY,
L hill line ot Elegant Conpea and Carriages suitable
l nslting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-
i horses.

Telephone \o. 3159.

DICKEY'S,"
!XTH AVENUE AND D ST,

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dos ever

Written.

With this in band the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Doom as scientifically as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, consti tuting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, £3.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

COMBAULT'S

Balsam
The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL

It your dog is sick, yon mast have

Ashmont's
[DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he is suffering
and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

ir

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

INES AND CIGARS
A Delightful Resort,

1 Phone 1485. J. R. DICKJEY. Prp.

t
TEINER'S

So. 311 BUSH STREET
SAX FRAiVCISCO

J
. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

'RECEPTION,"
406 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

iaoice Llciuors
' 7ATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Prop.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work ofthe kintjevee published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street, San Francisco

COILSPRINGSHAFT SUPPORTS
AND ANTI-RATTLEfl. _

Flat selling: alwaja zjxei taiiifiction. No*-
weight on hone. Worth twice the roil for conFea-X-
len« in hitchinic np. Ajents »»ntcd. I'ir.-Jin f:«. O
Order sunplo. Price. 11.50. Stare rifbti Tor ale. X

EJD. E. COCHRAN,
Gm-l Agt. Paeifie SZoo*. SltttAMF.NTO, CAI

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRA2JCD3CO.

The most popular school on the Coast,

E. P. HEALD, President, 8. HALEY,
•VSend for Clrculara.

Prepa
exclusive-

ly hy J. E.
'. Gouibaulc

;!
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

J geon to

gj the French

QoTeramCQt

fitod.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible to produce any scar or blemish. The Safest

bc-t BLISTER evented. Takes the place of all ln.i-
iiic<iL3 fur mild or severe action. .Removes all Buiieticr,
or ltlemlshes from Hordes or Cattle.

BE GUARANTEE ^uStio^MM
pf^i.ipe more acraal results than a whole bottle of
auy liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle Of Caustic Balsam soIdisWcrrsn.

led rucu-e satisfaction. Price S I .50 per bottle. Sold
by nnurgisrg, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
dilutions Tor its use. Send for descriptive circulars
testimonials, etc. Address
TBK

fc
LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson,;VJS., G.
Morris, Robert

STOCK FOOD <-. .

,

CALIFORNIA
AS FED &. INDORSED BY

GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,'
HOLLY, VALENSIN,
kyVELLS FARGO U0.&.OTHERS i

ASKYOURDEALERFOfilTUD
SENDfOC.KERTELL

fi CAUF-

BY LAWS
AfTD

KULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTIMJ RULES.

National Tbotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

Ameeican Association Rules 30 cts

Blood House Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For nale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Bradley, etc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins «& Darbrow. IS. V . Agls, 70 Wall St.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valenslu Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not a loot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated bos stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary i of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ol Markel
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage lor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez
Merrlwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

ANIABMIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

[to Balsam of Copaiba,f7*^

1 Cubebs and Injections.
{/HfJ)Y]

1 Tiey cure iu48 hours the \^^y
I same diseases 'without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLDBYALLDRUGGISTS

PATiNTS
Promptly secured. iraae-Jiarhs, ^oj>jrij,ui3

and Labels registered. Twenty-five year." ex-
perience. We report whether patent can oq
secured or not, free of chfirce. Our fee notdua
until patent is allowed. 32 pace Book t ree.

H. B. WILLSON dt CO.. At^™^'i' at *'*!0

Opp. U.S. Pat. Office. WASHINGTON, D.C,
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.
AT

3Y£ o K. ERRON'S.
OF AX EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY, KI.EUA1VCE OF PATTER* AND VARIETY

OF SI VLB AXDNJRADES XOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness 203.205 maso* st., s. *.

EX PERIENCE

L. E. CLAWSOK. J. A M'KKRBOS.

1-1:1!

Has taught many owners the neces-

sity of using something to grow their

horses hoofs, remove fever and sore-

ness, and many use and recommend

Campbell's Horse Foot Remedy
This is made of ingredients natural for the hoof

and by applying it the hoof becomes soft but tough

and elastic. It feeds the frog making it spongy and

tough so it will stand pressure. A few applications

to the coronary band starts the hoof growing fast and

its persistent use will cure any of the common ail-

ments, as the horse shoer will in time trim off all

diseased parts. It is a fine paint for the hoof,

improves their looks and unlike the many cheap oint-

ments it soaks in so that dust and dirt will not stick

to the hoof.

One trial is all that is asked.

TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.

Quarter Gallon Cans, $1.00 Half Gallon Cans, $1.75 One Gallon Cans, $3.00

Five Gallon Cans, $13.75.

A 48 page book on diseases of horses feet, containing 15 illus-

trations, with full system of shoeing can be had of all dealers or
mailed free to any horse owner by

The James B. Campbell Company
MANUFACTURERS

414 West Madison Street,^ 414- west MacJi CHICAGO

McMurray & Fisier s Pneumatic Tire Sulky McKurray & Fisher's Train i

With Hail Bearings.

We have a fi*W
of these In si ck,
which we sell UK-
LOW €OST II

purchased now.
No better Bulkt-y
In the World.
The regular

wheels as well as
the Pneumatic lire

wheels go with the
Balky.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKI
Bikes as safe as higb-w heeled

nulkles Ko upsetting
\n rutin lug under ol low

nlieelH.
Xoculttugdowu from hrhiud.

Pa ented June 5, 1894.

Fig. 3 The varniiR parts oi the
brake, (a) nrake plate; (b) foo
whase (THiiact with ground force*
plate against lire; (cj spring thai

throws brake oil i.f wheel as soon
as loot is mised otTUie ground: ^j ~"\\ isy'jfi\\
(rttl. ) are the. rods thai atlach '_-/ \V^^/ / \ X ^tH
the brake lo the axle of vehicle; aV^"/ / \
(e) hi- ge which is thrown open fl^L / / \

lo remove wheel; <fj the arm __^-.i^V^cw ' -i
when thrown bacn to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

jTo»
AGENT FOR

Best Wood Wheels and Braces, complete ? t>2 50
Best Wire Wb eels and Braces, complete 50 00
latest Toomey Bikes 17-i 00
Latest Frazier Bikes, Wire Wheels 10-5 00

Latest Frazier Bikes, Wood Wheels , 175 00

Special Bargains.
I have on hand one TOOMEY latest style sulky, used only

In five races, perfect order. Price & I IO Cash.
Also one TOOMEY Combination Bike ?>ulky, used one

week. In perfect order, guaranteed. I'rice $120 Cash.

ROLLER aAlTlNG POLE.
(Patented)

The latest. Works perfectly. Never chafes. Guaranteed
to keep horse straight in sulky. Price §3.

7"

The value nf this protection

enhanced by the fact that no i

spousibility is thrown upon* t

driver; neither han<t nor fool

called upon to apply the brake I

need he care as to who or «l

may be pressing closely in belli

No Owner or Driver .Tan f ffi

to be without one.
For further iof rotation apply I

J. A. McKERROT
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

HOOKER &, CO.,

A very superior Sulky for training or
speeding horses.

Weight o2 lo 66 Pound*.

These Sulkies are used all over the State
and give the best of satisfaction.

16 and 18 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Distemper, Influenza and all Oil

CURED EY

WELCH'S

Veterinary Inhale
Price, complete with bottle of medi-

cine f£

(Other dt-alers charge |5 for same.)

THE BONNER REGULAfOR. THE RAYMOND CHIN CHEC

Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking
and Pulling. Most powerful of all checks.
The following are a few horses thai obtained

their fast records by using this device:
Mollie Allen (p\ 2:20^ Creole (p , 2:15

Geraldlne (p),2:16 Gossiper, 2:14^
Maud Fowler, 221# Vldetle, 2:25

Also Plunkelt, Hummer, Altis-^inio, and many
others.

PRICK $1U.

The latest out. Very light and easy on i»

horse yet at the same time it is very powerful
En holding out chin.

PlllCti MO.
8®~ Don't forget my 835 TRACK HARNK6S, now
ing used on the fastest horses in theState. All thehor *"*

are buying them. I keep all the latest novelties.

J. O'KANE,
767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

THIS MAKES^B

BOYCE
OINEPINTOF

TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FHVBRKD I.I..*. 1\M.\MKI> TE\.

DO,\8, SPRAINBD \MU.I*. tlUI'lvl-H
HKM> AND AlA, SKIN ERUPTION'S. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the cheapest and best evei put nit tbe market.
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets areon
of SIGHT as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch llaz^l

than is contained lu 19 gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put tin In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a pint

of water. TlHnkofll! I 5 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only 02.OO
per box, or 6 Boxes for 8IO.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Hold by DrutgUU and Dealers In Turf Uood*

Split-Second Timer

With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

These timers start and Btop promptly, and

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A.. HIRSOHMAN. 113 Sutter Stre

6UB8CRIBK FOR THB

Breeder and Sportsma1

...
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FIVE DOLLARS^ YSAH

pirst 'Written Account of the Great

Between Boston and Duane.

A most interesting description of a race between Boston

md Duane, near New York, in the year in 1837, was recently

published in the Nashville Banner. The story is told by Mr

IJames Davis, a prominent citizen of Nashville, who witnessed

(the race, and with the noted jockey, Gilpatrick, pooled their

joint capital on Boston, the investment amounting to $13.

This is the first time The Record has ever seen the story of

the race in print, and since its publication Mr. ffm. Mc-

cracken, of this city, informs us that he, too, saw the race,

aid that his recollection of the great equine contest agrees in

every particular with Mr. Davis' story. Mr. McCracken says

that Boston was a little inclined to sulk, and could not be

ridden with s'purs. He had a habit of nodding his head very

vigorously and rapidly when the humor came over him to

ran His sable attendants always watched anxiously for this

indication of Boston's humor, and when he began nodd.ng

his head his owner began betting on him. On the day ol this

race Mr. McCracken says tbat Col. W. M. Johnson, of \ ir-

ginia who handled the horse, has a stable attendant elevated

to a position where he could see Boston on every part of the

four-mile journey. His constant inquiry " is he a noddin

and " no sah, Boss," was the many-times reply, i! inally the

boy cried excitedly " He's a noddin', boss, he's a noddin', and

Col Johnson rushed into the crowd as fast as his lame leg

would allow him, crying " S5.000 that Boston wins."

Boston was four years old when this race took place, and

Duane was three. The latter was a capital race horse, and

was sired by imp. Hedgeford and out of Goodloe Washington,

a daughter of Washington, who was a son of Timoleon, the

sire of Boston.

Mr. Davis' story is as follows

:

"The reason so little has ever been said or written about

this race is owing to the fact that it was not a match race, but

simply a purse race for $10,000 of four-mile heats in wh.ch

two of the most noted horses in America met. Tdon t re-

member of ever having seen a single written account of it,

and this is written entirely from memory, without the assist-

ance of a racing calendar, stud book or turf guide. But to a

turfman the memory of such a race never fades. I helped

carry Boston home after the race. We went through by

land and so completely exhausted was the horse that he

would frequently fall and we would have to assist him on his

feet

"Beacon Heights was a new course just opened near New

York Excitement was intense oyer the coming race be-

ween the=e two famous Southern champions, and I am confi-

dent that a hundred thousand people witnessed the race.

They came from every section of the country, and all classes

was represented. Mr. Van Buren, who was President, and

all his Cabinet, occupied a conspicuous place in the grand

stand, as did all of the foreign legations, who were out in full

force The beauty and chivalry of the nation had assem-

bled to witness what was expected and what proved to be the

greatest horse race that every occurred in this or any other

country The great sea of humanity was kept in the best ot

humor by lively music from a number of bands, the most

noted being the United States Marine Band, which had been

Bent oul> honor of the assembled dignitaries.

« In tuose days there was but little betting! done until the

day of the race, and generally not until the horses were on

the track. On this occasson Commodore Stockton, who, be-

sides being a Commodore in our navy, was also a true sports-

man and a prominent breeder and importer ofthoroughbreds

and who owned and raced some prominent horses o: the day,

proposed on the evening before the race to Mr. Pringle,

the most noted sporting man of that day in Washington,

that he would bet him $5,000 on Duane, provided he liked

the looks of the horse the next day. The bet was promptly

taken and the next day when the horses were brought

out, after carefully inspecting Duane, the Commodore told

Prin»le it was a go. This settled it. No money passed, and

ra.-ely ever did with big bettors. In those days men's words

were sufficient. What a striking difference between then and

now. Here a Commodore in the navy bets $5,000 with a

noted gambler with nothing more than the word 'go' between

them, and yet either would have sold the clothes off his back

rather than to crawfish out of the bet or in any way defraud

the other. This even bet seemed to make the mark for others

to go by, and the money went on even up and by the cartload

in sums from fifty to fiveand ten thousand dollars a side. As

a rule, the Southern contingent backed Duane, while the New

Yorkers Diled their wealth on Boston. McCargo's mulatto

boy Steve, who had ridden Carter against Boslon at Long

Island was now up on Duane to make another desperate ef-

fort to down the champion, while Cornelius, Boston's old

rider a negro boy who belonged to Mr. Beeves, the owner of

the ho.se, was in the pig-skin ou his favorite. Boston was a

red sorrel, about fifteen hands three inches high, both hind

ankles white and a white stripe on the face that broadened

out over the nose, hence the nick-name " Old White Nose,

afterward given him by his friends. He was a horse of im-

mense driving power, but so very symmetrical in his propor-

tions and so evenly balanced that it was only noticeable in

the eyes of a critic as he moved about under Cornelius

quietly, but with a supple, cat-like step, bearing lightly

on the snapper with his red coat gleaming in the sun-

shine like burnished gold. This son of Timoleon was as

beautiful and grand-looking a specimen of a race horse as

ever daddened the eyes of a turfman. Duane, the son of

imported Hedgeford, was the counterpart of Boston in

every respect, except in color and markings. He was a

dark brown, almost black, with tan muzzle and flanks.

While Boston's coat shone like gold, Duane looked like

polished bronze. He bad no marks except a small spot of

white in his forehead. The Hon. John C. Stevens one of

New York's most prominent citizens, an accomplished gec-

lleman and the most competent starter of his day, was in

the stand and ordered out the horses.

"First heat-At the tap of the drum the battle began.

Duane was first on his stride and showed the way around

the turn; here Boston made a run, and shortly »£««"»

i„. the stretch was on even terms with b.m. Head and

held thev oassed the stand. A mighty shout went up from

the vast "crowd, and as they started on the second mile you

ould hear, '$500 on Duane!' -A $1,000 on Boston!

"vatehhim run him out
!

' 'Stay with him, old white

nose" and a thousand other exclamations from the friends

of each. Bounding the lower turn Duane having

the track, Cornelius took a slight pull on Boston bu

on entering the backstretch he made a run, and at

.behalf they were nearly capped ; rounding the upper

turn however, Duane shook him off. Another

shout from the backers of Duane, and more money went up
;

entering the stretch the game son of Timoleon makes another

un a his flying antagonist, and, although he closes up the

pace, he can only get on Duane's hip, and in this order, head

and hip, they pass the stand and swung around the
turn.

CornelL » content to hold this position until he

enters the backstretch, when he again calls on Bos-

ton slowly but surely the red coat of Boston

nches up and at the half is hid behind Duane, so even are

hey running that it looks like one horse and one nder
,
m

this position they ran around the upper turn, down the home-

stretch and enter the fonrth mile as even as a carriage

team, with the deafening shouts of the multitude following

them. Bouading the lower turn Steve for the first time

takes a reef on Duane, evidently with the view of saving him

for the finish; Cornelius, on Boston, moves to the front, in-

tending to take the track, but Steve has uo idea of giving

up his advantage, and he keeps Duane moving just close

enough up lo keep Boston on the outside. In this position

they rode to the head of the stretch. Here Steve begins to

make a run ;
down the stretch they come, hip and bead, but

in spite of all Cornelius' efforts and in spite of the long, tire-

less strides of Boston, the brown son of Hedgford overhauls

him when half-way down the etretch, but it has taken the

last remnant of his reserve power to dothis.and head to head,

leap for leap, they strain their hardened muscles. A child's

blanket would have covered them. Both riders were rolling

in their saddles from exhaustion, but were lifting and urging

all they could. Boston had been running purely on his cour-

age. Cornelius had neither whip nor spur. Steve had on

spursthat had mere than once in ihe finish drawn the claret

from Duane. 'A dead heat !' 'A dead heat !' shout the crowd.

No One more stride, and with a savage dig that sent the

rowels home in the quivering flanks of his horse, and at the

same time lifting his head, Steve sends Duane under the wire

a winner by a scant head in 7:52.

"Remarkable time for a new track filled with roots aud

sprouts. Both horses showed distress when the boys returned

to wei°h out. It had been a battle between giants, and their

heaving flanks gave evidence of the great physical strain

they had undergone, but the same game-cock look

flashed from their eyes, showing that while the

flesh mi-ht be weak their courage could never die.

The riders were scardelv less distressed. Steve, the rider of

Duane fainted when taken down, and Cornelius was in but

little better condition. So popular was the victory of Duane

that Mr Wm. Friend, of Virginia, bought him before the

next heat was called, paying the owner $12,000 for b.m.

"Second heat-Although he had lost a heat.Boston s friends

and received asked no odds, hut still covered Duane money,

even up When the horses were called for the second heat,

they came up looking well. Both had cooled out admirably.

Johnny Hartman, a white jockey, and one of the best riders

on the turf, was upon Duane, Steve not being able to resume

his mount. Up to this time Boston had never been marked

by whip or spur, except in his first race, when he sulked

when touched with a spur. He had won all of his races run-

ning purely on his courage. Col. Wm. B. Johnson, the

' Napoleon of the Turf,' who was managing him m this race,

procured a cowhide, and when Cornelius mounted gave it to

him with instructions lo use it if necessary from

start to finish. There was no delay at the post; the

dru-n tapped, and they were off, followed by the con-

tinuous cheers of the crowd. I doubt if a more closely-con-

tested match for miles was ever run over any course than

was wagered between these two great horses in the second

heat . It was literally a fight to the death, with every muscle

strained everv sinew drawn to its utmost tens:on. Ihey

raced head and head the entire distance. Duane was on the

inside and held it the distance. Duane was on the inside

and held it to the finish, although Boston made repeated ef-

forts in every mile to take it. It was drive, drive, drive .

e h or v ctory, first the head of gold striped with white

would for a moment show in front, then the head of bronze

with the white spot gleaming like a star of hope would take

Th lead, but never more than a scant head would at any time

divide them As the head of either horse would show in

rout their respective friends would give a ringing cheer, but
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s mile after mile of the mighty contest was measured offbya

the long, low powerful strides of these great racers and the

desperate character of the rac» became more apparent, the ex-

citement became too intense for shouting, and as the horses

turned into the stretch on the fourth mile of the run home
nose to nose, bit to bit and stride to stride, a stillness as of

death came over the crowd. Not a shout, not a word, not a

whisper was heard. The stable boys and rubbers, with bated

breath and bulging eyes, stared with an almost agonized ex-

pression on their faces up the stretch, where the desperate

battle was being fought. The lemonade vender gave up all

all thoughts of trade, and even the wily pickpocket forgot his

calling for the moment, and his hand, still clutching his ill-

gotten gains, trembled with excitement as he watched the

flying stallions and heard the ceaseless clatter of their hoof-

strokes.
" I was a young, light-weight jockey then, who had wou

his spurs in more than onehotly-coniested field, and to-day

I am, perhaps, the only living turfman who witnessed this

great match, for nearly sixty years have passed siDce then,

yet in Memory's mirror I can see that fearful finish as dis-

tinctly as my young eyes saw it that day. I can see two hurses

half-way down the stretch, coming as true and even as two

arrows from one bow. I can see two outstretched necks and

heads, a sorrel and a brown, a blaze and a star. I can see

their powerful haunches gathered under them and drive

them forward as if they were shot from the mouth of a can-

non. 1 can see the hard-trained muscles playing beneath their

skins like oiled machinery, and, as they come nearer and
nearer, I see their ears lying back and their blood-shot eyes

gleaming with the light of the battle and undyins: courage.

I hear their labored breathing and can see the red flush up
their widely-distended nostrils glowing like heated furnaces.

I can see Johnny Hartman, pale as denth, riding as if for

his life, drive the merciless steel again and again in the

panting sides of Duane, and at each time the blood spurting

from the wounds. I can see the black face of Cornelius

drawn as if in mortal agony, his lips parted, his white teeth

shining, and his eyes fixed on the finishing point only a few

yards away. I can see him swing the cowhide, already

crimson with the royal blood of Boston, high over his head

and bring it down on the quivering flank of his horse, then

quick as lightning, lift him with the bit. I can see the great

son of Timoleon couch lower to the ground, gather his pow-
erful quarters under him and make the final rush just as

Cornelius lifts him, and I can see the golden head and white

nose cross the wire in front of the bronze and the star.

Boston wins, but only by a head. Then the pent-up

excitement broke forth. "Boston wins!" Boston wins!"

was the shout. Yes, he had won, but could he do so

again ?

" This was ouly a heat apiece. Another heat was neces-

sary to decide the race, and in the peerless brown stallion be

had found a foeman well worthy of his steel,and one that had
shown him he could take his measure in any part of the

four miles. Both horses had been fearfully punished and
were dreadfully distressed.and so were the riders. Of the two
latter, Hartman was much the fresher, for, after weighing

out Cornelius had to be rubbed out, drenched with brandy,

and altogether requiring almost as much attention as his

horse. But he would have died in the saddle rather than to

have relinquished his mount, and when they were called for

the last heat he came out with his bloody whip looking as

determined as ever.

"Third Heat—Gilpatrick and I took our old positions

under the wire, with many misgivings as to the fate of

our combined fortunes, the $13 that hung upon the re-

sult of this heat. For the first time Boston began to

show the ugly side of his disposition by sulking. As
they were led up to Btart he repeatedly refused to go,

and when the drum was finally tapped, having the in-

side, he bolted toward the fence. Cornelius pulled him
out ar>d then he ran diagonally across the track toward the

outside. In the meantime Hartman was sending the dead
game son of Hedgeford along, and by the time Cornelius

got Boston straight and on his stride the magnificent brown
had taken the track and was running smoothly more than
fifty yards in front. These positions were maintained until

they reached the head of the stretch. Here Boston showed
another peculiar trait in his disposition, and one for which
he afterward became noted, the shouting of a crowd seemed
to inspire him and and make him run faster. As they turned
into the stretch with Duane so far in advance, his friends be-

gan to cheer. The sound no sooner reached Boston's ears

than he began of his own accord to make a run at Duane,
and so rapidly did he run down the stretch that when they

passed uoder the wire he was only two open lengths away.
Going around the lower turn both riders eased up their

hordes, but on entering the backstretch Cornelius made a run
with Boston at Duane, and at the half-mile had closed up all

the daylight between them.

" But rounding the upper turn Duane shook him oil and
entered thestretch an open length and a half in front. Again
a great shout went up from the backers of the peerless brown
stallion as they saw his move, and again as the souud reached
Boston' it eeemed to lend him wings. Running true and
straight as a bullet ilies, without touch of whip, the white-
in.-tl son of Timoleon began to devour the space that sepa-
nt't-'l him from bis antagonist, and as they passed the stand
at the end of the second mile his white nose was at Duane's
bip. ' foiog around the lower turn the boys again took easy

pulls on their horses, and in this position they go up the
backstretch and around the upper turn, Mnston holding his

place with the tenacity of a bulldog. But the white star

<>f Dunne is still in front as they swing into the
stretch, and again his backers greet him with a cheer

mii 'old white nose' takes the compliment to him-
self aod promptly, in response, he quickens his stride

and again reai Halfway down the stretch he
collars him. and as ihey |m^s the stand his white nope is in

front for the lirsl time since starting on this last heat. It was
now tim q's friends to cheer, and if pandemonium
had broken loose more noise could not have been made. Men

mply wild with excitement. They danced about like

children ;
hats, coals and canes were thrown in the air. : I il-

patrii I and I hugged each other and shouted ourselves hoarse,

ami, as I be horSi roundi >l the lower turn, the shouting in-

creased, »s ii ffas seen thai Boston, inspired by the shooting,
no doubt, bad kept up his killing stride and had taken the
track from Duane. Fiui to experienced riders like Gil and I

i lii-- sudden change of position was rather a source of uoe&ai-

ness. We both knew Hartman well. He was every inch n
rider and a i I a oil Bkillful horseman, and we could see that
lie bad taken a long reef on bis horse, saving him for the ter-

ific finish he knew was yet to come. Knowing from our own

experience in the saddle what was coming, we paid no atten-

tion to the over-sanguine friends of Boston shouting :
" Duane

has quit
!

" " Duane has quit !
" We knew the horse and we

knew the rider, and we also knew that a race for life was com-
ing and our fortunes were on the issue. So we anxiously
watched them as they raced nose and tail, with Boston
leading up the baok side and around the upper turn.

" Just before entering the stretch for home Hartman be-

gan to move on Duane. ( He's coming !' ' He's coming I

'

Gil whispered, for he was too excited to speak, and we both
stood speechless watching the fierce battle that was opening
a quarter of a mile away. Cornelius rides Boston a little

wide in turning into the stretch in order that his whip might
be free to drive. Hartman sees the opening thus made next
the rail and rushes Duane in it. It was skillful riding on
both sides. Hartman had no whip, but rode with spurs,

while Cornelius had no spurs, for Boston would not stand
them, but rode with a whip, and if Hartman, in a tight finish,

could get so close to Cornelius on his whip side as to pre-

vent him from using the lash, he would have a big advan-
tage. This Cornelius prevented by riding a little on the turn.

The spurt of Duane was greeted with the old time cheer of

his backers. 'He comes!' he comes !
' 'See him come!'

went up from the throats of thousands, but it ceased almost
as suddenly as it began, for the red horse is coming with him,
and at that moment not a hand's breadth divides

them. But Hartman's judgment in saving his horse
now begins to tell, and inch by inch the brown stud
begins to slowly but surely draw away. First a nose,

then a head, then a neck and shoulders he rushes to the
front. Hartman's knee is at Boston's head. Duane is a
half length in front, and only an eighth of a mile to run.

Can he hold ? Cornelius shifts both reins to his left hand,
the cat-gut whirls above his head and falls upon the flank of

Boston, cutting the skin of the thoroughbred like a knife.

Maddened with pain and his own desire to win, Boston bites

savagely at Duane, but catches Hartman's trousers at the knee
and nearly tears them off the jockey. Cornelius pulls him
loose, lifts his head, straightens him, and again the cruel raw-
hide tastes blood. Responding to the lash with unfaltering

courage, with the shouts of ' Duane,' l Duane,' ' Duane wins !

'

ringing in his ears, the great horse with almost human in-

stinct seems to know that the supreme moment has come, as

he puts forth the last vital ounce of strength that yet lingers

in his powerful muscles, and begins to draw up on Duane.
Each weary leap brings him nearer and nearer the head of

the gallant brown, whose last rusb at the head of the stretch

is now beginning to tell on him. Only fifty feet from the

wire and they are nose and nose. Horses and riders were
rolling from side to side, all utterly exhausted. Still, with
outstretched necks, distended nostrils and eyes yet flaming
with passion, the fierce contest goes on as they literally stag-

ger toward the finish, for the pace is now nothing more than
a hand gallop. Cornelius is now reeling from exhaustion in

his saddle, but with a last effort be partially lifts the droop-
ing head of Boston, cuts him with the whip and the race is

over. But so dead tired are both horses that Boston, although
the winner, actually stopped directly under the wire, and
Duane walked under it.

"Fortune has been kind to me since then and given me
many of her most choice blessings, but never, in her most
liberal moods, has she given anything I appreciate more than
the smile she gave me that hot day on Beacon Heights, nearly

sixty years ago, when, watching this greatest of all the great

races I have ever seen, she doubled my humble fortune."

Doinino "Won the Match.

New York, September 6.—Domino's place as a race horse

will no longer be questioned by the Western enthusiasts who
have been running around ever since the Brooklyn handicap

and asserting !hat there was but one race horse in America

and that was Clifford. The race at a mile over the Sheeps-

head Bay track this afternoon 'settled all possible dispute.

Clifford is unquestionably a horse of very high class, but that

class is considerably below the class in which Domino stands

alone. Even Henry of Navarre must be content to be placed

in the class a peg below to that where Domino stands prac-

tically an unbeaten horse of two years, for the race for the

American Derby can never be considered as a mark against

him. He was utterly unfit to race on the day he suffered his

only defeat.

Domino met Clifford on his own terms, at his own distance)

met him when he was in the pink of condition, when his

owner and trainer said they had no excuse whstever to make
for the horse should he happen to be beaten, and Domino
simply smothered the champion of the West. There was no
time at any part of the race that Clifford could make the

handsome son of Himyar extend himself, and the race was
run absolutely in the way that the owners of Clifford wanted
it

;
yet, good horse as Clifford confessedly is, he could never

quite catch the Keene colt and force him to show even a

measure of the speed there is in him.
A strange thing about the race was that a major part of

practical owners and trainers believed Clifford would win it.

They hased their opinion in great part on the fact that Ducat
had given Domino what seemed to be a hard race, and then
they argued that Domino could not be up to the highest
notch because Clifford was able to beat Ducat at all sorts of
weights aod all sorts of distances. It was seemingly the true
basis to judge the two horses by.

" When 1 was in England looking for a first-class horse,''

said Col. W. P.|Thompson, the master of Brookdale, "I saw a
horse (Ladas, the Derby winner) for which I offered $50,000
before he had taken part in a race, and I then thought I had
seen the best horse in the world. I had not at that time seen
Domino, and 1 had declined Mr. Keene's invitation to come
and see a better one than there was in all Great Britain.

I considered Mr. Keene prejudiced, even after the perform-
ance of Domino as a two-year-old. I have seen all the best

horses in Europe, and have watched them pretty closely in

their work and in their races. After Domino won over the
Futurity course the other day, I said he was certainly the

equal of any horse in the world that I know of.

" After the race to-day I saw, with all due respect to the
great horses of Great Britain, that there is notning that

there is able to make him race, and I now (irmly believe that

Domiuo is the best horse in the world, possibly the grandest
the world has ever seen. Clifford is a grand horse, too, the
equal of many of the great ones abroad, but when he fails ab-
solutely in a race such as this to make Domino fully extend
himself at any part of the journey, then there is but the one

conclusion to be drawn and that is that Domino is his pe
as he is of any horse on earth."
The story of the race maybe briefly told. Domino, wh

had drawn the pole, went to the front at the fall of the flag,

and was never headed at any part of the race. For a furlono.
they were almost together, then the long black neck of the
great Domino begun to creep past the bay and at the first I

quarter he was leading by half a length.
Down the far stretch the two horses ran without the slight-

1

est change of position. Past the third, fourth and fifth fur* I

long poles they swept, with both jockeys sitting motionless in I

the saddle, Domino half a length before his rival.

On the far turn Domino shot forward, and for a momentJ
his black body was clear of the bay. It was only for a mo-
ment, for Clifford closed on him again and they sped along, _

Domino leading by the saddle-skirts. It was only by a glance I
at the watches that proved how fast was the pace, for the
horses themselves gave no indication of it.

Just before the turn into thestretch was reached and while
Clifford's men were wildly cheering for their favorite Sims

|

was to be seen riding the Westerner. A dozen jumps further
Sims' whip was out. The triumphant yells of the Domino
men pierced the air. Down the stretch it was a easy victory
for the black. Clifford was laboring and tossing behind, and
Taral simply had to hold Domino straight _to win by three
parts of a length, which might just as well have been five
lengths.

Such unbounded enthusiasm has not been seen on the race
track in the East in many years as greeted Domino when he
passed the judges. It continued for several minutes, and was
repeated again and again as the horse was led away to his
stable.

The time of the mile was unusually fast—1:39 2-5. The
fractional furlongs were : 12 2:5, 12, 12 1-5, 12 4-5, 13, 12 1-5.
m, 13.

Mr, Keene's instructions to Taral, who, as usual, rode the
champion, were to go to the front at the fall of the flag, get
the pole at the earliest moment and then stay in front of
Clifford by about a length, no matter whether the pace was
made slow or fast, allowing Clifford's rider the privilege of
making that pace. Taral was fortunate in drawing the pole,
perhaps, for he did not have to fight for that. He obeyed
his instructions to the letter, which, in addition to those
noted, were not to choke the colt in the least, but to allow him
to run as free as possible under the orders he had as to the
pace.

After the race Byron McClelland said he was willing to
match Henry of Navarre against Domino for $5,000 or
§10,000 a side at a mile and an eighth. Philip J. Dwyer
said he would add $5,000 to a special race for the two horses,
the distance to be arranged by the owners. It is possible that
suitable terms may be agreed upon, and if they are no race
track in the State will be big enough to hold the crowd.
There was no sign that money is scarce in the land about

the belting on the race. Thousands changed hands as lightly
as hundreds on ordinary days. The greatest plungers on the
American turf fairly outbetted themselves. It was to some
extent East vs. West, and rhe Western turfmen's bank rolls

were sadly deplettd. Riley Grannan, the young ''giant of the
ring," pinned his faith to the bearer of the "white with blue
spots," and his winnings amounted up to something over
§20,000, the game veteran, Ike Thompson, paying him
$7,500 in a single bet.

Bob Rose himself bet something like $10,000 on his horse,
while "Pittsburg Phil" followed his lead and wagered thou-
sand after thousand, Grannan taking a large part of his bet.

These [were only (isolated ^instances, for greenbacks were
flying in the air. The actual figures of the betting indicate
sufficiently how opinions were divided. The bookmakers did
not know which to open favorite, and as a result even money
could be had about, both horses at the start of the market, and
except that the price settled enough to give tbe pencilera
their due percentage, there was very little variation against
Domino. Even money was the prevailing quotation
throughout, while Clifford was backed at 9 to 10.

A Well-Contested Race.

New York, September 4.—The second day of the grand

circuit meeting at Fleetwood Park resulted in two one-sided

events, one an uninteresting procession, and one an old-

fashioned, red-hot race. In the 2.14 class Ora Wilkes was a

favorite on the field. Miss Lida was believed to be a possi-

bly dangerous contestant, she having trotted in 2:10| recently

at LansiDg, Mich.

Ora Wilkes was heavily backed, and he continued favorite

3fter Miss Lida had won the first heat, the driver of the black

stallion not having tried to win as yet. In the recond round

Goldsmith made a brilliant drive with Ora Wilkes, but the
mare once more won, trotting in 2:12| over a track by no
means fast.

This appeared to decide the race, for nobody expected any-
thing of Fannie Wilcox or Charlie C, which had brought
up in the rear in the first two heats. Miss Lida now became
a big favorite, and was heavily played by the former backers
of Ora Wilkes, in the hope of saviDg their money.
But Miss Lida could not repeat it a third time, and when

John Shillinglaw challenged her with his Fannie Wilcox
she made a third break and settled back beaten. The bay
mare from New England won the next two heats and the

race without difficulty, Ora Wilkes weakened each time
when it came to climbing the hill, and although John Gold-
smith drove him until the colt's tongue hung out, he was un-

able to live it out with the mare. Summary :

Trotting, 2:18 class, purse $2,000—Ralph Wilkes won in

straight heats. Time, 2:16A, 2:15$, 2:10}. Nellie Howard,
Query, Lena Wilkes, Catharine, Layburg, Ruby, Vera, Edith
R. and Little Tobe also started.

Trotting, 2:14 class—Fannie Wilcox won the third, fourth

and fifth heats. Time, 2:13,2:14^ 2:141. Miss Lida won
the first and second heats. Time, 2:131, 2:12$. Ora Wilkes,
Charley C. and San Pedro also started.

Trotting, 2:40 class—Rosebud won in straight heats. Time,
2:16£, 2:19, 2:18.^. Marstou C, Limonero, Mayflower, Bur-
lingame and Mackey also started. The latter two were dis-

tanced.

Hymn, a three-year-old gray gelding, by Himyar, out of

Una B., was bought by C. Grant from W. H. Rohr last Wed-
nesday at Chicago for Johnny Weber, the California jockey.

The price is not given. The Harlem officials have announced
a cup race for tbe loth, the first since Washington Park
gave up cup races several years ago.
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CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR.

10 Alto Stock Farm "Wins Two Races—Wal-

do J. Paces the First Mile Under 2:14

in a Race in California this Season.

Incidents of the Day.

FIRST DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6.

Sacramento, Sept. 6, 1894.

[•he opeoiDg day of the State Fair is always looked upon

the directors as an " ofl day," but this year this has

>ved a happy exception. The innovation introduced at

.gates in the shape of turn stiles—patterned after those so

diliar to all who visited the Midwinter Fair—found favor

mediately with the patrons, for all day, from early morn

I late in the aftetnoon, a steady stream of people|poured in.

e box stalls are filled with horses from all parts of the

,aat, Nevada and Montana, while the cattle sheds are

owded with well-bred cattle of every fashionable breed.

le track is in perfect order, and from the expression on the

ces of owners and drivers who are observed looking ;at it

ey have hopas of lowering records with their trotters and

ICC1C

The judges today are Directors Green, Hancock and

atthews ;
timers, Messrs. DeLong, Brown and Agnew.

At one o clock the bell rang and a hasty glance at the pro-

•amme showed that this was a Palo Alto day. Aria and

ina Belle had a mortgage on the stakes and purses they

ere to contend for.

The sweet music of .the celebrated .Cassasa band of soloists

is heard.

Assistant Starter Dinue was at his place, while the marshal

as hurrying to and fro to get the horses ready for the first

»ce of the best meeting ever held in California.

Bacin» ooened with a one-sided trotting event between

be Palo"Alto bred three-year-old filly and the Silver Bow

.took Farm colt, Silver Note. These were all that were left

lit of thirty-four entries to the Occident Stake for foals of

891. Anita took the lead and won in a walk in 2:271, Sil-

er Note three lengths behind.

Aria won the second hest in 2:29, walking under the wire,

iilver Note three lengths behind.
.

iria won the third heat and rice in 2:311, Maben not

laving to drive anv part of the journey. Next Tuesday this

illy will meet coinpanv that will make her trot faster.

The second event on the programme was a pacing race for

he 2-15 class sidewheelers. The entries were Waldo J.,

Lady H., Eric, Vidette, Tom Ryder, Pomona and Fred

Mason. Pools sold last night : Waldo J. If20, Lady H. $14,

Eric $5, Vidette $5, Tom Ryder $7, field, consisting of Po-

mona and Fred Mason, $8. Pools changed to-day,and as the

horses were sent to the post Lady H. was selling for $20,

field $15 and Waldo J. $14. Tom Ryder, having the pole,

took the lead after leaving the wire, Lady H., fresh from the

East, was second, Fred Mason third, Waldo J. fourth, the

rest scattered along by the inner fence. Going toward the

half Waldo J. passed Fred Mason and kept third position.

The half was passed in 1:07 J. At the head of the homestretch

they were on even terms. Coming toward the wire Waldo

J. on the outside passed Lady H., who in turn paced in front

of Tom Ryder, but was unable to come ahead of the grav

gelding Waldo J., who came under the wire a winner by

two lengths in 2:14, Lady H. second, Tom Ryder third, Fred

Mason fourth, Vidette fifth, Eric sixth and Pomona seventh

Pools on the second heat sold Waldo $20, Lady H. $1<

field $7 Waldo, having the pole, was forced to goto ihe

half in 1:05 by Fred Mason. At this point Lady H. paced

by Fred and attempted to get alongside of the leader,Waldo,

but the latter was all that we claimed he was at the time he

made his first appearance at Chico, a race horse of the first

class. He ambled in a winner seven lengths in front of Lady

H. in 2:13}, Tom Ryder third,Fred Mason fourth, Eric fifth,

Vidette sixth and Pomona last.
.

In the third heat Waldo J. sold for $25 against »5 on the

field Waldo set the pace, and with Tom Ryder and Lady H.

as " teasers," he paced to the half in 1:05 and then dropped

his companions like weights from a baloon and jogged in an

easy winner in 2:151, Lady H. second, Tom Ryder third, Eric

fourth, Vidette fifth, Pomona sixth and Fred Mason last.

In the roadster race there were five entries—Cloudv Wil-

son, Pansy, Little Gus, Costello and Forest. Considerable

local interest was taken in this, and when the quintette of

drivers appeared in their single buggies they were cheered.

Pansy, a little pacer, won in 2:371, Little Gus second, torest

third' Cloudy Wilson fourth and Costello last.

Pansy won the second heat of the roadster race in 2:34,

Costello second, Fore t third, Cloudy Wilson and Little Gus

last

The third race was for the 2:22 class trotters. The entries

were • Rex, Gazelle, Vina Belle, Mamie Griffin and Lustre.

In the pools Viua Belle sold for $50 against $15 in the field.

After seven false starts Judge Green sent them off. Vina

Belle and Gazelle led like a team all the way until the home-

stretch was reached. Then Vina Belle broke and fell back.

Gazelle kept on and without urging jogging came in a win-

ner in 2:161. Vina Belle second, Lustre third, Mamie Grif-

fin fourth and Rex last. Pools sold : Vina Belle, $20; field,

$10- and the pool-sellers found plenty to do taking in the

money When the drum tapped Gazelle and Vina Belle

led the rest at the eighth pole. Gazelle broke and fell back

five lengths. Vina Belle kept ahead, but at the quarter pole

Gazelle came up, and as Vina Belle broke, passed her and de-

feated the favorite by three lengths in 2:19, Lustre third,

Mamie Griffin fourth and Rex fifth.
„ ,, „„

In the third heat pools sold : Gazelle $50, field $25. Maben

drove exactly as he had in the previous heats. His mare

Vina Belle acted better and trotted as if the two former heats

had prepared her for this. He drove to the front, and al-

though JDurfee did his best with his game filly the five-year-

old mare had the most speed. When aprroaching the wire

Gazelle broke and Vina Belle came in a winner m 2:17,

lowering her record me-half a second. Dwain behind Rex

stole third place from Lustre.^and Mamie Griffin came m
last.

In the next heat Vina Belle repeated her efforts in the

previous heat and was a length in advance of Gazelle at the

quarter. The latter broke and fell back to last place. Maben

opened a big gap betwean bis sulky and that of the second

horse, Rex. Coming to the wire Vina Belle slacked up and

the quartette behind got inside the flag. Gazelle was second,

Rex third, a neck behind, Lustre fourth and Mamie Griffin

last. Time, 2:251.

Only two, Vina Belle and Gazelle, came out to settle the

race. Vina Belle won by a length in 2:21 without making a

skip during the mile.
.

Vina Belle is five years old, while her competitor, Gazelle,

is only three, and without doubt is one of the best fillies of

her age ever seen on this Coast. While she did not win this

races she proved conclusively that she is of the kind that

trainers like to have.
SUMMARIES.

Trotting, Occident Stake, for foals of 1891. Value S920.

Aria, b f, by Bernal-Ashby, by Gen. Benton v,;.¥?
ben 111

Silver Note, ch c, by Silver Bow—by Singleton Williams 2 2 2

Time. 2:27%, 2:29, 2:31k.

Second race—Pacing, 2:15 class, purse 31,000.

Waldo J., gr g, by Bob Mason-by A. W. Richmond .Mack 111
Lady H., t> m, by Sidney-by Del Sur................... Shaner 2 2 2

Tom Rvder. br g. by Alex Button—by Black Ralph Newton 3 3 3

Eric, b'g. by Richards' Elector-by Chieftain Gray 6 5 1

Videttefb t, by Alex Button-by Flaxtail ... ?'&L °. 5 I
Fred Mason, b g by Bob Mason—thoroughbred. Lafferty 4 4

Time, 2:14, 2:13%, 2:15%.

Tbird race, trotting, 2:22 class, pnrse $1,000.

Vina Belle, b m, by Nephew—Flushing Belle, by pic-

lator Maben 2 2 111
Gazelle, "bi'k'm."by" Gossiper-by Booth Durfee 112 2 2

Lustre, bs, by Fallis-by Nutwood ^.Gray 3 3 4 4

Rex, b g, by Anteeo—by Elmo ........Dwain a o i i

Mamie Griffin, blk m, by Blackbird-by Flying Mor-

rm ;
Sullivan 4 4 5 5

Time, 2:1614, 2:19, 2:17,2:25}i. 2:21.

Roadster race, purse S200.

Pangv Cantwell 1 1

5Sr:::::::: Broc^y
\ %

Costello
""*

lafs
Little Gns ^°bs fl

Cloudy Wilson Wilson 4ais

Time, 2:37%, 2:34.

Robert J. Cuts the Mark to 2:02 1-2 in a Race.

Indianapolis, September 6.—To-night the flag of honor

floats over the track of the Indianapolis Driving Club. Robert

J., the great son of Hartford, reigns supreme as king of the

turf, and the pennant waves above his stall at the State Fair

grounds.

The match race for a purse of $5,000 between Robert J.

and Joe Patcben was expected to bring forth some phenom-

enal speed, bnt not one of the 10,000 people was prepared for

the terrible slashing of records that began with the word

" Go," thundered from the stand by Starter Walker at 3:50

o'clock.

The day was all that could have been desired, and the

track was perfect. All the necessary elements were present

which enter into the production of great speed. The light

rains of the thirty hours previous bad been absorbed by the

yielding earth, and a force of men under the direction of the

track superintendent had been at work constantly to make

the road-bed perfect. Nothing had been omitted, and when

the final moment came there was not a member of 'be asso-

ciation present but what was confident, with the condition of

the track, no blame could be attached to them if records were

not made. , . ,

The heats of the previous races were passed over in haste

and the crowd had become somewhat impatient, when Starter

Walker advanced to the front of the stand, and, facing the

immense audience, announced that the match race would be

the next feature of the programme. Looking out on the

track he said to Secretary Graves of the club

:

' Look out for records here. Both of those horses are in

the best possible condition, and Jack Curry has promised to

give the little horse the race of his life." .

•

At the stables of the flyers all was contusion as the unal

torches were put on the preparation of the horses for the

»reat contest for blood. Geers had heard of the open boast

of Curry and had replied in his peculiar way :

" Is that so ? Well, old boy, we'll have to go some, won 1

" and he petted the little wonder on the neck in an
At *U« n .,,.. mnmont that Starter

aflectionate manner. At the same moment that Starter

Walker made the announcement to the crowd the masses of

humanity at the gates were parted and from the breach ap-

peared upon the track the two horses. A mighty cheer went

up as Geers and Curry drove quietly down in front of the

amphitheater and jogged to the turn. The crowd became

breathless as the horses came together and pulled out for a

little warming up and down the stretch.

Five minutes later they halted a moment before the stand,

the last touches were administered to both horses, every strap

and buckle was closely inspected and the two swept down the

track for the word. Both drivers settled themselves firmly

in their seats and neither looked at the other. They were in

no humor for jesting. There was a determined and set ex-

pression upon the face of both. Curry was determined to give

the brown horse the greatest and hottest race of his life, but

Geers was quiet and confident that he would pull out just

enough to keep ahead. He knew the humor of his horse and

his heart never trembled.

Scarcely had the two horses turned for the start when the

brown and black gave great leaps forward and shot down to

the stand at a terrific pace. Both drivers held back, and

Patchen was rendered unsteady by the lines. Walter saw the

situation and called them back. The second start was a suc-

cess. Both horses were at their stride and less than a neck

apart. Down the track they came at a terrible pace, with

perfect motion and even stride.

"Go!" yelled Walker, leaning far over the railing of the

stand, and the crowd arose as one man. Around the turn the

two rivals shot, and the quarter 0:31} was announced. It

was as though the two great horses were being impelled by

some unseen force, as the movement of their legs on the

bacKstretch could not be seen. At the half 1:021 was called

out, and the crowd cheered. .

Still the two horses remained together, Curry hanging

on stubbornly at Geers' wheel. The latter turned his head

slightly and seemed to be studying his chances He saw the

situation at a glance. He was in the race of his life with an

opponent that was worthy of his steel. He forged ahead a

nose as the two swept into the turn, and there was a slight

check noticeable as the last curve was being cut down Both

drivers gathered their reins for the stretch, and 1:34 at the

three-quarters was veiled from the stand. Then began the

race for home.

Curry spoke to the handsome black and Patchen responded

by straining every muscle. The great horse- seemed to recog-

nize that this was the moment when he could revenge him-

self for former defeats. He came up to even terms and, with

distended neck and flaming nostrils, thundered along at the

little brown's side. It was a surprise to the little wonder

himself, who was unaccustomed to having a horse at his side

on that part of the track. He shook his head angrily and at-

tempted to draw away, but Geers held him with a .steady

hand.
It was not yet the moment for the last great effort. He al-

lowed the black to retain his place, and the two rushed down
the track at a mad pace. Some one in the crowd yelled in

triumph as he saw the world's record in danger, and Starter

Walker called out for silence until after the horses had passed

the wire. Up they came like a whirlwind and left the crowd

ia uncertainty as to the victor. Geers spoke to Robert J. and

Curry made a low exclamation of encouragement to the

black. Both understood and responded.

The little brown seemed to be surprised at the audacity of

his big rival, and as he dashed under the wire stuck out his

neck and with a mighty stride gained a nose.. It was a grand

finish to a grand race, and the crowd yelled itself hoarse. A
moment later, when 2:03$ was hung up, a great wave of ex-

travagant delight dashed across the amphitheater, and the

air trembled as the great roar of triumph went up. Terre

Haute, the rival, had been surpassed and Fort Wayne was

excelled. It was then confidently said that the great heat

had passed and some left for home. It was the general im-

pression that both horses had done their best, and slow time

was looked for. Regret was freely expressed that the heat

had not been a quarter of a second faster.

Forty-five minutes later the track was again cleared, and

the two horses came out. It was now realized that the track

was faster, and that both horses were in the very pink of

condition. Not only this, but Curry was proving that his

boast was not an idle one. He was giving Geers his greatest

race. The latter seemed to be somewhat surprised, and he

and Hamlin, the owner of the wonder, held a close consulta-

tion on the track.

Again the two horses faced each other for the word, and

again the word was given. Like twin rockets they shot from

under the wire and started the trip around the turn that was

to bring them glory and fame. Robert J. went right to the

front, moving like a piece of mechanism. At the quarter he

led the big fellow by two lengths. Joe Patchen closed up

the gap going down the backstretch and hanging to. the little

brown's wheel at the half, which was reaehed in 1:021.

Patchen moved out a little more, and was well alongside of

Robert J. at the three quarters. This was reached in 1:301,

and it was realized that, without a break, even the fast mark

of the previous heat was to be made insignificant.

On came the gladiators smoothly and moving to perfection.

Curry was urging 'he big fellow, and Geers, with faith in lit-

tle Robert J., let him out, and he moved away from the

black at the distance stand with a mighty burst of speed and

passed under the wire by two open lengths in front of his de-

termined competitor in 2:021. Patchen was marked at 2:023.

The crowd could not contain its pent up enthusiasm longer

than to see the nose of King Robert J. pushed under the

One long cheer burst forth and continued until Starter

Walker announced the time. Secretary Graves proposed

three cheers for Mr. Hamlin, which were given with a will,

and the famous old turfman responded gracefully to the com-

pliment. Geers was also similarly complimented, as were

Curry, the driver, and Taylor, tbe owner of Patchen.

It was 5:30 o'clock when the third heat was called. Joe

Patchen was ready for the last bout, which was to settle

whether or not he was to score a mark after showing such

wonderful speed. Both horses and drivers were cheered as

they took their positions for the word. Patchen was. acting

a little badly, and two attempts were made to get away be-

forelboth animals were well on their gait.

It was a great start, but Patchen w<is moving at a gait

that sent Robert J. into the air. This was going to the quar-

ter, and the break was a bad one. Geers brought him to his

feet very quickly, and it was not a second before be was chas-

ing the big black. Patchen passed the quarter in 0:30}, three

open lengths in front, but Robert J. was moving with great

precision, slowly creeping upon his antagonist, and bv Ihe

time the three-quarters was reached had recovered two

lengths of his lost ground.

Patchen was going at a clip that looked as though he would

carry the heat, but he was seen to waver half way down the

stretch, though he did not leave his feet. Rebert J. moved

up slowly, but surely, and took advantage of the swerve made

by the black. Geers let bim move out as much as he would,

and at the distance stand he had overhauled and was on even

terms with Joe. Curry helped his favorite all he possibly

could, but Robert J. was not to be conquered, and he finished

the third heat in 2:04", a half length to the good. Patcben

was marked in 2:05.

Match pacing race, purse $5,000-Robert J won in three

straight heats from Joe Patchen. Time, 2:03* 2:02^ 2:045.

Time
8
by quarters: First heat, 0:31$, 1:02} 1:34 2:04; sec-

ond heat, 0:30 j, 1:021, 1:30}, 2:025 ;
third heat, 0:30}, 1.01 J,

1-331 2:04$. . ,

'

Ali'x against the world's trotting record of 2:04—Alix s

time by quarters was 0:30$, 1:02, 1:33, 2:04|.

C H Hoppin has a full sister to Yolo Maid at Yolo which

will' be 'handled for speed this year. He says she is double-

gaited, but when started at the pace shows more speed than

her famous sister did when she was her age.

--

Californians were in gocd form at Hawthorne on Thurs-

day, Monterey of the Van Ness stable winniDg with edds ol

12 to 1 igainst him, with Diggs second. Leo of the S. <j.

Reed string won at six furlongs on the same date.

Mike Daly, a brother of " Father Bill," has been ruled

offby the Jockv Club for the very queer running of St. Mi-

chael. Simmsi the clever jockey that rode the horse, was

under suspension pending investigation.

The brown stallion Dare, by Darebin, has been sold lo J.

B Chase of Sonoma. This is the horse that Chas. Fair pur-

chased two years ago. Mr. Chase intends to use him for

breeding purposes only.

There are enough thoroughbredsTt the Sacramentc.tract

to give a meeting of two weeks' duration atler the fair ends

and even then e?ery horse would not have an opportunity of

sporting silk.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Fairs of California.—That California is in (he lead of
all oilier Slates in the Uniou in agricultural fairs I have said
Bd oflen ihat the repetition may be considered tiresome.
Tliere are good reasons, however, for continuing the assertion
and extolling the exhibitions, inasmuch as there is not
proper appreciation at home of the merits of the system;
abroad there is general ignorance regarding the object and
scope of these potent aids in increasing the prosperity of the
State. A few days ago (he race reporter of one of Ihe leading
dailies of San Francisco, or it will be better to style him the
I urf editor of the paper, as he does general "horse work"
and supervises that department of the paper, was emphatic
in <ondemning the general appropriation on (be ground that
there were too cuany fairs. His idea was to confine ''Stale aid"
to (he large fairs, exhibitions where there would bs a chance
lor big race meetings, and ofsecondiry importance, an agri-
cultural show of proper magnilude. In my estimation the
comprehensiveness of the system is its greatest recommenda-
tion. I be smaller fairs and districts, which are (he mos(
backward in the development of their resources, being asworthy of the fostering care of the government as the larger
exhibitions, and sections of the country already well ad-
vanced improved to a degree (hat will compare favorablywnh (be best cultured regions of the United States.

1 here are forty-three district fairs which receive State
support. From the annual report, 1893, Slate Agricultural
Society, a good deal can be learded of what the fairs have
done and though this report is not so elaborate as some
(hat have preceded ii, theslory it tells is an interesting one
interesting in the way of figures, and these signs of quantity
are oftentimes eloquent in portrayal. There are short essays
on ihe features of the district in which they are held, and all
through them a confirmation of the idea I have entertained
for some time that ihere are few things [he money of Cali-
fornia tax-payers is expended for so remunerative as the
fairs, big and little. .Next to schools, perhaps, is ihe mid pro
</uo relumed, and though to people of the Uradgrind typetherein™ from both schools and fairs may be hidden it is
witluu plain sight of those who have witnessed the marvel-
ous growth of the State, and can realize the important parthe (airs have plaved in an educational role. The little exhi-
bitions do not make as much noise as the lafer It is
doubtful if many of the reporters have even heard
of several of them, and yet tbey have effected a great deal ofgood, these minor exhibitions, which are so valuable tothe sections in which they are held, owe their inception to
Stale aid. 1„ fact there are only a few of the forty-three
which could beheld without the subsidy. Taking the "gatemoney ' for data, and those which are without the potent
attraction of speed departments could notofler premiums thatwould bring exhibitor.! in force enough to make (he shadow
ol a display. However liberal the "donations." and in maiy
ol ine districts (hese figure to quite a sura, the start is the
appropriation." It is the nucleus which incites to exertion

Hie boiler which generates the power to carry the whole
machinery. \\ hile the speed department is nearly self-sup-
porting from entrance money and "privileges" which would
not exist without it, there is scarcely a question that its great-
est value is the speclacle, bringing people to the fair who
would not come were (hat omitted, and when assembled, get
the benefit of lessons which will be of value thereafter

I ben there are others who would not attend were there no
exhibition, and this class is taught to take broader views ofthe world the jigged ed^es of their prejudices smoothened
and they become tutored to a better appreciation of the brioht
sp-.ts of hie. The more rational enjoyments people have the
better citizens, the better neighbors tbey are and" a long way
better in their families As luxuries incite to grealer efforts
io oblain them, the evidence of (here being more to live for
than to eat, drink and sleep, the better chance for improve-
ment. Not only improvement of homes and I heir belong-
ings, improvement io intelligence, deportment, and improve-ments in all pertaining lo a busy life.

The main plea for governmental aid to the minor fairs is
(bat a large portion of the residents of the districts in which
bey are held wou'd be debarred from participating in the
benefits which fairs bring. Were appropriations restricted to
those- held where population is dense outlying lax-payerswould be subjected tj taxation for which there was no plain
return V* bile it is true that a subsidy to agricultural fairs
V Cl0 ' ,s expenditure through increasing the taxable
properly of the district in which it is held, and an appro-
priation for a Slate fair be beneficial to the State at large
like throwing a stone Into a still pool of water the circles ashey increase in diameter decrease in force. To supplement
thai large poo wnh a circle of smaller ensures equal distri-
bution, and when so abundantly supplied, as is the case in
I alifornia, there is not a part of the State which is not bene-
tiled. Were the law changed so as lo confine Slate aid to one
fair or to a large and grand exhibition -such as the California
•Male I air has been for the pasi twenty years, and to a few of
the most important of the district fairs, tliere would be
strong opposition. Nol only opposition to granting State as--but a feeling of antagonism to the fairs which wereawarded subsidies denied the others. This feeling would bedetrimental to the welfare of the large institutions, thev
" d "Jfler from the unfriendliness of ,b„ Be who under the
present condition of affHirj are staunch supporters, and there
.s little doubt that i. w ,oi he long until the present sy™
rem, with all of its immense influence for good, would belong
io the history of ihe pai t.

It issurely anything but politic to advocate changes in alaw which ,8 Boaaln.rac.orj to a large majority of the people.
I oily, crime, blonder, idiocy— I cannot think of a won! orphrase even, which will express inadequate language the""""< Hose who would place il in jeopardy for the grati-
Ucal and emolument of the few.

s
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that one more Eastern paper is willing to do justice to horses
hat have a near cross of thoroughbred. In all probability
be preference expressed will subject the writer to more or

less abuse from those who appear to think that anyone guilty
of such heteredox opinions as presented in the quotation, orhave a word punted in favor of the prescribed blood, should
be roasted over the holiest bed of coals and their ashes scat-
tered lo Ihe four winds of heaven. With this class of scribes
no opportunity is passed of villifying horses which have near
strains of thoroughbred and people who praise them. A con-
slant, never-ending stream of ridicule and abuse. There isnothing analagous in the literature of the horse. Men difleron very many questions regarding horses and the sports inwhich horses lake a prominent part, and in some cases dis-
putes are conducted with more or less acrimony. There arearguments in regard lo different families of racehorses and
[rotters, some of which are conducted with plenty of acerbity
and at times degenerate into personal bickerings, but in no
other is there such a ridiculous assumption of superiority as
a lew of these "horse writers" exhibit towards a person who
favors near infusion." "Thoroughbred-in-lhe-trotter-crank"
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1 lh et .supposed to squelch opposition. " Half-and-
nail idiots is another favorite argument, with a score ormore favorites of like tenor repeated over-and-over again,
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h " rled f°rthe P^ thirty years, forwardand back, back and forward, to the extreme gratification ofthe thrower. No matter if this vocabulary of choice slang

has been in constant use for all these years, it is eagerly cop-
ied when there is a desperate case to handle. A part of the
old tactics is no longer available. Throw out the thorough-
bred cross at all hazards; will not be tolerated as it once was,and hence the main reliance is in reiterating " pet names "

Es
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li.i Right Expression-" The three-year -fillv Expres-
sive ,s going more h,gh class races than any trotter on the
lurf. She has been having a race a week since the middle ofJune and last week cut her mark to 2:14 at Chicago. Mon---a,.,,, at For, Wayne, the faslest mile being

The above was cut from the American Sportsmanof August 30th, and I am well pleased lo learn

Hopples—Hobbles is the common name for the latest
improvement in the way of gaiting fast trotters and pacers,
though the word with the double p in place of the double b
is, probably, the more correct term when the object to be
chnsfened is one designed to assist in benefiting the action
or to overcome the tendency to leave the trot or pace and
take to the gait which is not desired. Not exactly the latest
fad, as there is scarcely a month without some new invention
of wonderful efficacy-according to the advertisements-to
help the teacher in his arduous task of advancing his pupils
in the way they should go.

" Head controllers " of various patterns follow in quick
succession, though after all the primitive appliance, viz , a
hickory stick running down the nose fastened to check bit or
noseband, and to gain leverage extending quite a distanceabove the pole, from the top of the stick a sfrap to be attached
to the water hook was fully as effective as the more elaborate

troliriever^^T ^ ^ th" "^ tbe^^ «>°!
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verhe3rd about was an iron ma.tingale which ranfrom the lower part of a regular harness collar to the bit, thenext being the " Kemble Jackson," which after several yearso! use was renamed " over-draw "
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There runs in my mind, thatamong other ancient devices to keep horses from pacing wasa strap fastened above the knee and hock of diagonal leg*
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Wh'Ch wouId ca"y any weight isThat hoppledhorses were dangerous to other conteslanls. Now that elastichopples have taken the place of the rigid, that danger isdecreased, though not entirely removed.and hence a°valuable adjunct in training may not be tolerated in a race
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be ™<1 to decided aJvan-age on that class of horses. The idea appears plausible thatu connection with work on the kindergarten or miniaturerack they would prove useful. With youngsters so hamperedhat the gallop is only performed under great difllculty and
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Pated lD ' he playal pelalumaand Wo dl'ansays lhat there was a conslant succession of good ratio- ihmost striking contest, perhaps, the pacing race at WoodTan,There were fifteen starters, and diflerent^orses won the fi?s
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b b*^. a»d not a horse distancedThat the prestige will not be lost at the State Fair is anearly assured as can be. The entries give this a«suran«and with the same co-operation of the drivers there ca^ibe a chance even for retrogression. There is greaterVan™however at the State Fair of "combines" than here"?,the smaller places. People congregale from all over th,coast and speculation runs high. Strong temptations and inducements to wrong-doing which do not prevaM a fthe,times, or at least with Ihe same force as are presented at thcapital But there is little danger of a reneti ion of practicewhich formerly prevailed and an absolute certainty of Itection and punishment should the attempt be made"This is written on the day that the "speed department "
ofhe fair will open, so that that is advanced will be in the nalure of prophecy. Still if ever a forecast could be made ongood grounds it can be in this instance, and I have not theeast hesitancy m predicting the very best fair in all respectsthat has ever been held in California, and that signifies thatno other State fair will be anywhere near it from all points

:

0t Tlew' Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Richard E. Sherman, a Chicago electrical expertowner of runners, and inventor, has just perfected a scheme
for use on race tracks, which, if successful, will do mucHopurge the turf of crooked riding. Numerous plans have beenproposed to enable judges to be constantly near the horse"upon a race track, but as yet none have met with any part!ular amount of success, partially owing to the highspeed
that must be attained to enable the moving car to run whhabso u tesafety at the rate of a mile in two minutes aro° „d acontinual curve. The construction proposed by Mr. Sherman
is a suspended car and separate wires for support and for
carrying the current to energize the motor. It is intended tosuspend the car upon wire three fourths of an inch in diame-
ter, No. 16 copper wire being used to carry the current at 1 10vols, and the supporting wire being suspended from wot denpoles at the side of tbe track. The car is made of wood and of
sufficient size to accommodate two persons. The molor isplaced under the seat and is controlled by a braking device
operated by the foot. The armature carries upon its shaft awheel, belted to another weeel mounted upon the shaftwhich also carries the wheel by which the car is suspended'Swaying of the car while traveling at a high rate of Tpeed is
lessened to a great extent by the trolly arm, which is pro-
vided with a stiff spring. It is the idea of the inventor to
equip race tracks with this apparatus, and one is now in
process of construction at the Hawthorne track. Current cin
in most cases be easily secured from neighboring circuits or
a small dynamo may be installed with the motor equipment.
Ihe details of the scheme have been carefully worked and it
is intended to soon give the system a practical test. Should itprove a thorough success the patrol judges will be able towatch each horse all the way around the track, and "jockey-
ing can be at once detected. The car will, of course, run a
little in tbe rear of the horses.
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wou,d be «« forward intheir schooling when first put in shafts.
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Qband RAciNfj-Montbs ago when the depression in
horse circles was at its lowest, when the barometer had sunk
and sunk until the mercury rose a little way above the basin,
I predicted that the coming season would be the most glor-
ious in trotting history. There is some gratification in a
rosy prophesy being verified, ten times more satisfactory

that the interests with which I have been so intimably con-

Conoeening the Boston stallion race, it seems now lhat
Directum, Anon and Kremlin will certainly meet in it Nel-
son, also named for it, may be considered a very doubtful
starter, and Mcquette has, much to McHenry's sorrow been
thrown out of training and sent home to Lebanon, O. When
the McHenry stable was shipped from Freeport to Cleveland
the superb son of Wilton bruised bis rear hind leg en route
says Volunteer in Clark's Horse Review. Nothing serious
was at first apprehended, and at Cleveland, under velerinary
permission, the stallion was worked a quarter in 0-31.', At
Buffalo he stepped a mile in 2:13}. without being "really
asked to trot, and McHenry was completely "carried away"
with him. Then his leg became worse and he had to be
stopped

1

in his work. Dr. McKillop examined it carefully
last fnday and ordered him home, and so he is out of the
bght for this year. Permanent his lameness is not, and next
year 1 hope to see him in ihe thick of it. As for Arion he is

oTq, • , i,
ast

'i'f
way he moved lhe last half of a mile in

JildJ in 1:03[ and last quarter in 0:30} last week made him
appear so. Kremlin is still with the Allen Farm stable at
Cleveland, and while no shouting is being done about him a
Cleveland fi lend told me last week that in his recent work
he bad pleased Bither wonderfully. The best mile by him I
have heard of so far was in 2:13 and a fraction.

Johnston, Ihe ex-champion of the pacing world, paced
his last race at Mansfield.Ohio. last week. After the contest
in which the old horse won third money, C. Dunbar decided
to retire him. Johnston was foaled in 1877. He wou his
first race at Saginaw, Mich., in 1S83. The following season
Splan drove him to a record of 2:00}, and it stood at the top
of the list for many a day. In 1S89, after Johnston had been
on the retired list for a number of years, Budd Doble look
him down the line of the Granfr Circuit and drove him a
number of last miles. During the Cleveland meeting be
started to beat 2:08] and inarched a mile in 2:06-1. When C.
Dunbar bnught Johnston he put him on the turf, and during
the past three years won a number of good races with him"
Last fall at Tiffin Johnston turned the track in 2:09}, and he
could step close to 2:10 this season. When in his prime
Johnston was lhe undisputed king of harness performers, and
had he been favored with a bike sulky and a billiard table
track that Oclober afternoon in Chicago when Splan drove
him in 2:06}, he would have placed the pacing record of the
world closer to two minutes than any horse now on earth.

Joe Daniels, the 25-year-old son of imp. Australian
and Dolly Carter, goes to a San Luis Obispo stock farm to
end his declining years. His new owner promised to see that
the old turf giant needs for nolhing and that his stay on
earth is made a pleasant one.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Flora Belle, 2:291, is the latest addition to St. Bel's roll

of hjnor.

The attendance at the State Fair this week should please

the directors.

Woodboy, the brother to Manager, 2.06:1, has taken a

trotting record of 2:25.

Andy McDowell is proving to be a greater driver than

Starr or Kelly this year.

Intekval, by Norval, is the latest to the credit of that

eire. She has a record of 2: 28 J.

' quitters" isThe story about the Electioneers baiog

koocked into smithereens this year.

Entries for the races at Los Angeles close September 15th.

This is your last week to attend to this.

Robert Lee, the bay horse by Alcantara that got a

record of 2:22|, is out of a mare by Electioneer.

Entry blanks for the Los Angeles fair may be had at this

office or from our representative at the State Fair.

Faustelle, 2:44, the fastest yearling trotting filly of the

year, is by Sidney, out of Faustina, by Oown Point.

Urrin Hickok heads the list of money-winners of the

Terre Haute meeting with $10,575 to the credit of his stable,

Starlight, by Electioneer, won a race at Portland, Maine,

August 22d, in three straight heats : time, 2:15£, 2:16},

Il5£.

Dudley Olcott, by Albert W., has a record of 2:18}

which he earned in the fourth heat ota race at P<,ughkeepsie,

August 27.

St. Felix, a bay three-year-olfe colt by St, Bel, out of

Beulah West, entered the list at Hartford August 30 with a

record of 2:25£.

Subscribe for the Breeder and Sportsman if you wish

to keep informed of the doings of the California horses both

here and abroad.

Ella T., a gray three-year-old filly by Altamont, paced

the second heat of a race in 2:13), and the third in 2:141 at

Independence last week.

Governor Markham has appointed W. B. Prentice Di-

rector of Agricultural District No. 22, San Diego County,

vice H. P. McKoon, deceased.

Nellie F, by Aoteros, is a good pacer. She reduced her

record to 2:131 in the third heat of a pacing race at Pough-
keepsie, New York, August 27th.

.
rHE<.BE Wilkes trotted four heals in Chicago, August

25th, in2:0SJ, 2:111, 2:12 and 2:124. Her sire, Hamblelonian

Wilfees, is in the Santa Clara Valley.

Makston C, by Piedmont, out of Maiden, by Electioneer,

has a record ot 2:20.' , which he made in the third heat of a

race August 27th at Hartford, Conn.

Remember, entries for the free-for-all trotting and pacing

race and the 2:15 class trotting race, purse $1,000, at the San
Jose Fair, will close September 17, 1S94.

The sale of the Palo Alto trotting stock takes place at the

Fair grounds, Sacramento, nest Wedoesday. It will be the

chanceiof a lifetime to get grand broodmares.

Entries to the Salinas races close today. September Sth.

The track is one of the finest in California, and everything

will be done to have good racing there. Send in your entries

at once.

The black stallion Mahloo trotted in 2:13:}-, and is now
the fastest son of Alcantara. The sire has now three with

records close to 2:13, the others being Alar, 2:13], and Light-

ning, 2:13£.

De Bracey won in the heavy going at Hawthorne last

Tuesday, his second victory within a week. He was at 2$ to

1 in the betting Tuesday, 12 to 1 in his race of the preced-

ing Thursday.

William Albert, by Albert W., out of Hilda, by Nut-

wood, second dam Eudora, by Volunteer, won his first race

in three straight heats at Kenoza Park, August 22d. Time,

2:28J, 2:25, 2:26.

The directors of the California Horse Show Association

have sent commissioners to Sacramento to make arrange-

ments with horsemen for the entering of horses in the grand

exhibition to be given in this city the latter pari of Novem-
ber. Every horse-owner should try and have a good horse

there.

Sir J- Blundell Maple, who was chosen as the arbi-

trator in the claim of the executors of the estate of " Squire"

Abingdon for the return of the retaining fee of $15,000 paid

to Jockey Watts, has decided in favor of the jockey on all

grounds.

Gibson, the very fast Joe Hooker gelding that beat Geral

dine five and a half furlongs in coast record time at Bay Dis-

trict track, has had along let up, been tired, and the old

fellow is now going sound and fast. He will be raced here

next winter. Princess in foal to Dare, the black son of imp.

Darebin and Carrie C , by Monday.

Alix and Directum both have records of 2:05k The last

quarter of the mile in which Alix took her mark was trotted

in 30J seconds, while in Directum's effort the time of the last

quarter was 3H seconds. The fastest third quarter by Alix

was in ZOk seconds, the third quarter by Nancy Hanks when
she placed the world's record at 2:04 in 2 \ seconds.

At the conclusion of the present racing season William

Lakeland will sever his connection with the stable of Messrs.

J. R. & F. P. Keene. This step is taken through no feeling

of ill-will on the part of either Mr. Lakeland or Messrs.

Keene, but merely to facilitate the business interests of both

parties. Albert Cooper will handle the Keene string upon
Lakeland's retirement.

The success of nearly every breeding establishment traces

to one or two great broodmares, and the small breeder who
gets a hold on one or two youog mares now that prove great

producers is the man who will make a clear profit in the
future.

Peter Weber has sold to A. B. Spreckels I he chestnut
two-year-old colt Capt. Coster, by Jim Brown, dam Cosette
(sister to LaScala), by Joe Hooker ; consideration private.

Capt. Coster is the grand-looking colt that showed Mr. Weber
half a mile in 0:4SJ wheii not quite two years of age, and for

which he refused $2,425 once, valuing him at $5,000.

The Bakersfield Driving Club has decided to give three

extra running races at their meet the last week in October.
On Wednesday, October 24th, there will be a quarter mile
dash for a purse of £100. On Thursday there will be a three-

eighths dash for $100, and on Friday an over-night scram-
ble. These are in addition to the other running races which
will also be dashes.

Messrs. Gilpin & Taylor have tired of trying to cure
Sport of his sulkiness and have placed the horse in the

hands of Trainer James McLaughlin. McLaughlin has had
considerable success in handling bad tempered horses. He
intends to try new methods with Sport. A work-horse will

be hitched toa sulky, and with Sport bringing up the rear,

tied to the vehicle with a halter, the ciruuit of the track will

be made.

The Missouri mare Susie B., by Clinker, is out again this

year as a trotter. In 1892 she secured a mark of 2:26^ trot-

ting ; in 1893 she took to side-wheeling, pacing to a record

of 2:20|, and the present season she reduces her trotting rec-

ord a half second. The registration authorities, according
to the Year Book, gives her a breeder according to her gait.

Solomon Chiles, of Kansas City, is given as the breeder of

the trotter and James Longshore, of Belton, Mo., as the
breeder of the pacer.

Eighteen or twenty horses irom the Ed Corrigan stable

are expected to arrive here this month. Ed Corrigan is get-

ting together a great string, and the majority of the stakes

are likely to be won by the Master of Hawthorne's horses this

fall and winter. Last Saturday he purchased Ducat at the

Leigh & Rose sale for $10,000; Senator Irby, by Bishop

—

Bridget, for $8,000 from Charles McCafferty. Then he will

have Vassal, Joe Murphy, Tyro, Handsome, Leo Lake, Kitty
Scott and other good ones to fight for the money.

A yearling brother to Diggs took the first prize for

youngsters of his age at the Woodland Fair, and his sire, Red
Iron, a superb individual, took first prize for thoroughbred
stallions. The brother to Diggs is a chestnut in color, and
much like his splendid race horse relative in conformation.

Red Iron, son of Elias Lawreoce and imp. Inca, by Vedette,

is one of the best-bred horses in Ameiiaa to-day, and it is

really too bad that he is " buried " up in Yolo County. For
his opportunities, he is a sire of phenomenal ability.

Mr. Frederick Gerhard has requested the Steeple-

chase, Hunt and Pony Racing Association to investigate the
recent pony race at Parkway, in which Comanche defeated

Mr. Gebhard's mare, Violets. Some action will probably be

taken in the matter, as Mr. Gebhard desires the case to be
thoroughly sifted. This is not the only trouble that took
place at the Parkway track which needs tne searchlight of a

thorough investigation turned on it, and if the Stewards
wish to do a good thing for racing they will investigate the

bidding up of Rosita.—N. Y. Mercury, August 20.

The Autumn Maiden Stakes, decided at Sheepshead Bay
on Monday last, was notable in that it marked the first stake

victory for the season of the Brookdale stable, Col. W. P.

Thompson's colors, green, red sleeves and cap, being carried

to the front by The Sage, a handsome, racy- looking son of

Stonehenge, dam Nell, a full brother to Stonenell and Stone-

nellie. Col. Thompson takes such an active and intelligent

interest in all matters pertaining to breeding and racing that

his success was especially pleasing, not only to his personal

friends, but to all who have the welfare of the sport at heart.

—N. Y. Spirit.

The following is the work that Hickok gave Directum
this year from the time that he reached Terre Haute until

the middle of last week : June 14, 2:58, 2:45i, 2:40.!, 2:34
;

Jnnel6, 2:43, 2:30£, 2:24, last half in 1:09$; June 19, 2:55,

2:40, 2:33, 2:28, 2:21, last half in l:u9£; June 23, 2:58, 2:38i,

2:30!, last quarter in 0:32^; June 27, 2:56, 2:36, 2:24£, 2:ISj";

July 4, 2:44. 2:28, 2:20,2:18}; July 9, 2:38i, 2:33, 2:31 ; July

11, 2:33, 2:17}, 2:21}, 2:16; July 15,2:52, 2:40, 2:28; July 17,

2:2S, 2:28, 2:17, last quarter in 0:32, 2:22; July 23, 2:58,

2:36£, 2:35; July 25, 2:423, 2:20, 2:13*, 2:13* ; July 30, 2:3S,

2-251; August 1, 2:52, 2:35; 2:24; August 8, 2:37A, 2:23, 2:11^,

2:09|, third quarter in 0:39; August 13, 2:48. 2:3S, 2:29J;

August 16, 2:42*, 2:22,!, 2:12J, last quarter in 0:32.

The new race track, contemplated to be built by a number
of well known speculators, will be pushed to completion.

One of the party who is engineering the scheme is endeavor-

ing to have the Petaluma Fair held here in the future. The
fair held at Petaluma for several years past, has proved a

failure, financially, and it is thought by having it held here it

will draw large crowds from San Francisco and vicinity.

This year, at Petaluma, several of the well known sports

throughout the Pacific Coast refused to enter their horses for

the simple reason of the bad condition of the track and the

foggy weather that prevails during the evenings. As we are

free from fog here and as we have every accommodation, the

chances are very favorable that the scheme will prove a suc-

cess.—San Rafael exchange.

The Camden Stable which " Bill" Brien (now with Bald-

win) trained has gone into the bands of a receiver named
Henry Cutter. The indebtedness is §2,500, and at the end of

the season the animals of the string are to be sold. Mr.

Brien has repeatedly denied responsibility for the queer run-

ning of the Camden Stable horses. Henry Schultz, half-

owner of the flyers, said to a New York Herald man August

30th : "lam sick of the whole thing. I cannot tell what to

expect of the horses. Brien attends to their training and

takes care of them. He also seems to know when to bet on

them. I know nothing. "What good is the stable to me?
What good is stable information ? Whenever I bet on them

they lose. I cannot stand such work, and nohody will blame

me for the action I have taken." Mr. Schultz is generally

liked by his associates at the track. For that matter.so is Mr.

Brien. They both have their partisans.

Imp. Lowlander, the Suburban winner of 1893, died on
the afternoon of September 1st at Sheepshead Bay. He was
a brown horse, six years old,by Lowlander (son of Dalesman),
dam imp. Re-tless (that died on Frederick Gebhard's Lake-
County ranch), by Orest; second dam Lady Middleton, by
Surplice; third dam Joanna, by Sultan (sire of Glencoe and
Bay Middleton) ; fourth dam Filagree, by Soothsayer ; fifth

dam Web (sister to Whisker, Whalebone and Wire), by
Waxy, etc., both Glencoe and Bay Middleton tracing to this
mare on the dam's side. Lowlander was a fine racehorse,
beating in bis day the best in the land.

The business men of Napi will have an opportunitv,
within a few davs, to answer the Journal's question, "Will
we have a fair?'' A committee is to caovafs the town in a
few days tosee how much can be raised toward defraying the
expenses of a fair. If the people respond liberally enough
the Fair Directors will go ahead and h.jld the fair. Ifnot,
the matter will be dropped. A fair is undoubtedly a good
thing for the town. It brings lots of people here during the
races, and on its account many race horses are kept at l lt e
track through the year. If the annual /airs are dispensed
with, the track will soon be allowed to deteriorate, the horses
will be withdrawn and a source of considerable income to the
people of this vicinity will disappear.—Napa Journal.

Stanmng on the lawn as the twilight gathered Saturday
evening at the Washington Park race track, Oirin Hickok
watched the struggle between Expressive and Oocqua in the
Hopeful Stake. It was the second appearance of the week
for the two fillies, but they were splitting heats in 2:14 in a
way that showed wh?t class the three-year olds of 1S94 are.

''Expressive," said the "gray and steel-eyed master of the
rein," *' is the best Electioneer that ever came East. Palo
Alto was a great racehorse, but she is better. Nobody knows
how fast she can go, and she is dead game." The big brown
filly was lame, but when she went a level mile, Oncqna, fast

as she is, had no chance to beat her. I am not sure, though,
but B. B. P. knows about how fust she can go !—Hoise
Review.

The Sausalito Trustees, at their meeting last night, passed
the Dickinsan ordinance prohibiting poolrooms Irom doing
any business there. Mr. Sperry voted no, berceuse, as he
stated, he thought the ordinance could not be enforced and
would be a dead letter. The penalty fixed by the local law
is a tine, on conviction, of ?300, three months' imprisonment
oi both at the discretion of the court. Heie is where some
see a gleam ol hope for the poolrooms, as the judge may im-
pose a tine of $1 if he wishes, and in such an event it wculd
not interfere materially with the business of the poolrooms.
General Dickinson gave notice for reconsideration of the or-

dinance introduced hy Dr. Crumpton. The poolrooms still

continue to transact business, and under ihe circumstances
will probably keep going.

Cicero Hamlin, the owner of Fantasy and Robert J., re-

turned from Fort Wayne to Buffalo last week highly elated

with the successes of his horses there. He says Rdbert J.

can go two seconds faster than his new record of 2:03f, and
when asked if the pacer could go a mile in two minutes Hat
replied :

" I would not let Robert J. pace in two minutes for

anything. What a back number be would be then ! People
would not care to see him after he had reached his limit, and
he could not approach it again." Mr. Hamlim believes that

Alix can do better than her present record of 205} when she
starts at Terre Haute, which track is two seconds faster, he
thinks, than that at Fort Wayne. He says that Fantasy may
yet beat the four-year-old record, held bv Directum, :>nd

promises that the filly shall be seen in a race against aged
horses ere the season closes.

The free for all double team race will be a feature of the
Fleetwood Grand Circuit meetinsr. The entries ureas fi Mows:

J. W. Filmorp, Gloversville, N. Y., dun gelding Wonder, hy
Wsspie, and bay mare Nellie Hardwood, by Haidwocd; P.

J. Kaufl'man, Willow Ridge Farm, Terre Haute, Ind, gray
mare Shannon Belle, by Black Kepubluan, dam iliori ugh-
bred, and brown horse Sparx, by Jersey Wilkes, dam hy Eg-
bert ; G. Kelchum, and N. Arms & Co, Marshall, Mich.,

black geldiog Lord Clinton, by Denning Allen, dam thor-

oughbred, and brown mare Miss Lida, by Kirg Clay, dam
Mollie C ; W. C. Trimble, Newburg, N. Y-, chestnut gilding

Cobwebs, by Whips, dam by General Beutou. and bay geld-

ing Azote, by Whips, dam by General Benton ; 8. McMillan,
New York, gray mare Nellie W., by Rolla Goiddust, and
bay mare Lady Bullion, by Pilot Medium ;

bro**n mare, by
Goldleaf, dam bv Atlantic, and brown mare by Cyclone, dnm
by Bourbon Wilkes.

If there is a gratification of any kind in the uncertainty

of breeding trotters, there is something in knowing that (he

conviction of one's own conscience has been proven by facts.

Mares by Thomas Jefferson, 2:23, are great producers. Nut-
meg Maid produced Ida D., 2:17^, by Maxim ; Blanche

Jefferson has Mahlon, 2:13f, by Alcantara, to her credit
;

Lizzie M. has E. L.Robinson, 2:17.2, by Epaulet ; Lady Palm
has Gambier (p), 2:1S, by Gambetla Wilkes, and Lord Palm,
2:291. by Mambrino Startle— all by different sires. There is

another, whose dam was Maud Jefferson, that can throw all

of the above records into the shade. But the value of the

first money that she can earn has been very carefully con-

sidered, and I have waited for two years to find even the

teens beaten by this mare. She can do it. To all of the

above, I am sorry to sav, ray predictions have been verified

bv Mr. Salisbury, with Directly (2, p), 2:10J. His dam was
Mabel, by Naubuc, the only brother to Thomas Jefferson.

Eta, by Naubuc, is the dam of three.

The Saratoga track opened in 1864. John Morrissey

fathered it and was witness to the first day's sport. And just

fancy what it was ! All the race horses that could be gathered

into Saratoga in those days—
;
just after the war—were four-

teen. They were to run five races a day, and there was to be

admission charged—so Mr. Morrissev decided—and small

prizes given. Thus began the Saratoga races. On the < pin-

ing day no one seemed to understand that there was a h'tr^e-

race afoot. So in the morning Mr. Morrissey directed the

brass band of Saratoga to get out and lead in a parade. After

the band came the track hands mounted on a few non-rir. y

steeds, and behind them were the race horses, each with his

gailv-dre=?ed pokey upon bis back. The horses marched be-

hind the band in solemn state, and when afternoon came

they wpre not too weary to run their five races. Usually

every horse was entered for every race,, and it was safe tn

wager that the horse that was left at the post in one race

would come triumphantly in upon the next.
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Dates Claimed.

WOODLAN'n ASSOCIATION August 27 to September 1

.-.TATbl FAIU ASSOCIATION September 3 to September 15
STOCKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 24
san .'OsK Assoc! A HON September 24 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSUC1ATION October 1 to October 6
SANTA ANA October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES.... October 15 to October 20
P.O. T H. B. A. i Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
TTCENKMK SepIenloer24 to September 29
SAN DIEGO October 1 to October 6

SALINAS October 2 to October 6
H'.'L LISTER October 9 to October 13
MODESTO Ocloberll t. October 13
PORTLANIi Fall Meeting) September 1 to September 8
ANliKLS CAMP September 26 to September 29
VICTORIA September 14-15

Entries Close.

SA l.l NAS September 8
VICTORIA September 10
IONE September 12
HOLLI^TKR September 15
LOS A NO ELKS September 15
santa ANA September 15

SAN JOSE September 17

Our Pall MeetiDg.

Every trotting horse breeder, owner and trainer has

been wondering where the fall meeting of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Bleeders' Association would be

held this year. The attractiveness of the extensively

advertised meeting of the California Jockey Club is well

understood by them, for the "craze" to attend the meet-

ing where thoroughbreds from all parts of the United

Stales must compete for the valuable stakes offered is

felt in all circles—social, political and financial. The

Bay District truck will lie the mecca to which the pil-

grim- will cuuie; and the, magnetic drawing power that

meeting will have will be felt in every city and town

with a radius of 150 mile^ of San Francisco. All other

a DUsemeotS and out-doot attractions will pale before its

brightness. The Midwinter Fair, which attracted tens

ol thousands of people last season, will not interfere with

i'. this year. Knowing these facts, the directors of the P.

i'. T. II. B. A. have been the recipients of oilers from

various cities of the interior to hold their fall meeting at

ice tra.'k-. The I, is Angeles pe iple who wish to

hive no North nor South feeling in the trot-

ting horse industry have been advocating claims which

ill whoever attended thai citj of enterprise can attest

and l.i go still further and make it an object for the :sso.

ciation to hold it- meeting there and give horsemen an

opportunity of liming two weeks of good racing for

large purses, they inagiianii isly postponed the closing

of their entries until the L5th, so that all horsemen who
luve made eutriea to the Breeders' meeting have an op-

portunity of making entries there.

'I'h.- managers of the Southern Pacific Railroad have

I their willingness to reduce rates for horsemen

making round-trip tickets within the reach of all. In

meeting is to I Mliiliiie-

are that an extra meeting will be given at the Coronado

Beach race track. It will be the grand finale to the

greatest trotting and pacing meetings ever held on th e

Pacific Coast.

Every member of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association who made entries for the Fall

meeting will receive a copy of the following circular.

It is self-explanatory, and a prompt reply is urgently

requested, so that the directors can take action at once.

San Fkancisco, Sept. 5th, 1891.

Deae Sir:—The Los Angeles Association has offered, free of charge

the use of its race course, together with the usual privileges, and ex-

tends a cordial invitation to that association to hold its fall meeting

in the Southern metropolis.

In consideration of the matter, the Los Angeles Association has

postponed the date of closing the entries to its races to September

15th, thus giving those who are entered at the Breeders' meeting and
who would not go to Los Angeles, should the Breeders' meeting be

held in San Francisco, an opportunity to enter into the Los Angeles

races, thereby getting an additional week's racing for good purses.

The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association has closed

purses for its Fall meeting amounting to 821,650, and while the num-
ber of entries received for the different events was most libaral, still,

the amount of money to be distributed to the winners is large, aud it

is urgent that the association should hold(its meeting where its re-

ceipts will be the greatest. On account of the running races com-

mencingat the Bay District track during the dates selected for the

Breeders meeting, it ,will be impossible to secure thai race course ;

also the running races which will be in progress at that time would

draw largely from the attendance stnjld thi Breeders decide to go
to Oakland.

The Los Angeles track is one of the fastest in the State, aud holds

the record of the fastest mile in harness ever made on the Coast. It

is in excellent condition, and has about 200 box stalls, excellent

water, a good climate, etc. The association has just completed a uew
grand stand at an expense of 310,000, witn a seating capacity of about

2,500. Harness racing is most popular in Los Angeles and its vicinity.

The gate receipts last year for six days at the Los Augeles meeting,

amounting to 53,300, which is four times the amount received for the

Fall meeting of this association in 1893.

Section 1, Article VI. ol the Constitution of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association, reads as follows :

" Section 1. At least one general trotting meeting shall annually

be held by this association, at such time or times, and place or places

as shall be designated and announced by the Board of Directors."

You will observe that under this section the directors of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association have the right to designate

the place where the meeting shall be held, but before doing so they

desire to get the opinion of the members of the association having
entered horses at this meeting on the advisability of designating Los
Angeles as the place.

Leading Sires of America and England.

It is interesting to trace the celebrities of the turf and

stud down to the fountain-head in the line of female de-

scent, and it sets our breeders to thinking that there is a

great deal of merit in some particular female line, not

much in others. And it is astonishing to think how

many men in the world breeding thoroughbreds are do-

ing so haphazard, without giving this matter, involving

such vast sums of money, the study and attention other

industries receive at the hands of those at the helm.

That the thinking breeders have had phenomenal suc-

cess is not to be wondered at, and when a rare good

horse comes from the paddocks of a man that has never

studied the history of the thoroughbred horse or how he

should be bred,the world wonders. Occasionally a high-

class racer is " short " or inbred in a marked degree, but

he seldom, if ever, reproduces himself, and his sons and

daughters do not " breed on." Scores of instances

might be mentioned of this sort, especially in America.

Lexington got many good race horses from comparatively

short-bred mares, but these sons have seldom amounted

to anything at the stud. The same could be said of

Boston, his sire. What scion of the male line of Wag-
ner, a short-bred champion, is there to-day to perpetuate

the fame of the conqueror of Grey Eagle ? Years ago

the short-bred horse was more common than he is now.

They never got anything that " bred on." At present

our breeders are going to England and Australia (where

short-bred horses are exceeding rare) for their stallions,

aud they are almost invariably of the male line of

Eclipse, which is undoubtedly the male line par excel-

lent. Of course there are many branches of this line.

The Irish Birdcatcher, Voltigeur, Touchstone and

Tramp branches are the ones most sought after, though

horses from the latter branch are comparatively scared

especially in America. The best representatives in this

country are perhaps imp. Pontine (winner of the Subur-

ban Handicap and sire of Raraapo), Bramble, Luke

Blackburn, imp. Black Dean and imp. Laureate. The

Voltigeur branch has several good representatives in

America, viz., Sir Dixon, Vblturno, imp. Galore,

imp. King fialop, imp. Bassetlaw, Belvidere and Bed

Iron. Ol the Irish Birdcatcher male line are imp. Or-

monde, imp. Goldfinch, imp. Loyalist, imp. Glenelg (for

many years our champion sire), Salvator, imp. Rossing-

tou, imp. Silvermine, imp. Stalwart, imp. Stonehenge,

imp. The Jacobite, imp. Sterling,imp. Islington (brother

to Isinglass) anil imp. Wagner. Of the Touchstone line

the I'ol lowing are representees : Imp. St. Blaise, Himyar,

imp. Deceiver, imp. Charaxus, imp. Buckmaster, imp.

Allnrt and imp. Abingdon,

The Butterflies' win of the Futurity brings Sir Di

into great prominence, and Brandywine, a son ol

Blaise, of the Touchstone branch, was a close-up set

in the event. Sir Dixon is of the Voltigeur branch.

Suburban and Metropolitan Handicaps were won
Ramapo of the Tramp branch of the Eclipse male 1:

Dobbins, by imp. Mr. Pickwick, of the Touchston

branch, won the rich Realization Stakes this year,

winner of the American Derby of 1894 was a scion o

male line of Pantaloon, being by imp. Cheviot.

Brooklyn Handicap was won by Dr. Rice, son of O:

daga, of the male line of Irish Birdcatcher, we mi]

say, as Faugh-a-Ballagh, his great grandsire, was an

brother to Birdcatcher. The Kentucky Derby was

tured by Chant, a son of F dsetto, that also traces in

direct male line to Faugh-a-Ballagh. The Matron S

is yet to be run, but this is the one classic Ameri
Stake event to be decided. Is it not conclusive, th

fore, that the Eclipse male line is the one from w\

our great winners come and are to come in future

We have a great amount of Faugh-a-Ballagh or Irisi

Birdcatcher horses in this country, and many stand cl

to the top ol the winners' list. This blood has, for

most part, been received through imp. Leamington, s:

of Enquirer, Longfellow, Eolus, Reform, Iroquois, Si

sation, Stratford and Blazes. Imp. Leamington's d;

was a daughter of Pantaloon, and, strange to say, it loo]

very much as if Sir Modred, of the male line of Pan
loon on the female side of the house, would head the 1

of winning stallsons in America this year. He leads

a very comfortable margin at this time, and it ban

seems possible for him to be headed now unless

Onondaga should win the Matron Stakes. There ai

few tracing in the direct male line to Pantaloon in thi

country, imp. Sir Modred and his brothers, Cheviot an

Idalium being the only ones we find that have got coll.

old enough to race, if, indeed, thrre are any others of thi

male line. Imp. Glengarry, a most successful sire, wa
by Melbourne or Wiudhound, the latter by Pantaloon

The nearest approach to this that we have are the de

scendants of Glencoe in the male line. Glemoe was bj

Saltan, son of Selim, and Selim was an own brother U

Castrel, the sire of Pantaloon. Sir Modred and hi

brothers, tracing once to Pantaloon and once to his dam
are an outcross for almost anything we have. The bes

son of feir Modred is Dorian, one of the greatest three

year-olds out, and he is from Glendora, by imp. Glenelg

(of the male line of Irish Birdcatcher). If imp. Glen,

garry was hy Windhound, son of Pantaloon, his sons

should be quite valuable at the stud for an outcross

Greenland, a very good race horse by Glengarry, is now

at the stud iu New Jersey.

Late advices from England are to the effect that

stallions, in respect to the winnings of their get, rank

:

St. Simon, Isonomy (dead), Hampton, Royal Hampton,

Springfield, Wisdom, Galopin, Petrarch. In the male

line they all trace to O'Kelly's Eclipse. St. Simon is o:

the Voltiguer branch, Isonomy of the Irish Birdcatcher

Hampton of the Touchstone, Royal Hampton of the

same line, Springfield of the Irish Birdcatcher, Wisdom
of the Irish Birdcatcher, Galopin of the Voltigeur and

Petrarch of the Touchstone branch. In America they

rank about as follows : Sir Modred (of the Pantaloon

branch of the Herod line), Onondaga (of the Irish Bird-

catcher branch of the Eclipse line), Himyar (of the

Touchstone branch), Sir Dixon (of the Voltiguer

branch), Cheviot (of the Pantaloon branch of the Herod

line), Iroquois (of the Irish Birdcatcher branch of the

Eclipse line), imp. Deceiver (of the Touchstone branch)

and imp. Pontiac.(of the Tramp branch). This shows

that of the sixteen leading sires of England and Amer-

ica fourteen are of the Eclipse male line and two of the

Herod. It should demonstrate to our breeders that the

Eclipse is the male line from which the majority of our

greatest stallions and race horses come. But as the

Pantaloon line, from which Sir Modred, Cheviot and

Idalium come, gives us the leading sire of America and

another close to the top ofthe list, it is not wise to overlook

its established excellence, and by mating a mare of the

Irish Birdcatcher, Voltigeur or Touchstone branch of

the Eclipse male line with Sir Modred, Cheviot or their

sons we may get many another Dorian. In the mean-

time, the history of Great Britain and America should

not be forgotten, as it teaches us the great worth of the

stallions for sires tracing in the male line to O'Kelly's

unbeaten Eclipse through Irish Birdcatcher, Voltigeur,

Touchstone and Tramp.

T. H. Williams J it. is busy at the far East now boom-

ing the California Jockey Club meeting. The papers oi

New York, Chicago and Lexington spi favorably

t.be affair,

lyof
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A writer in the London Sportsman finds the follow-

ng solution to a problem that has worried breeders the

vorld over for many years. That he is a thinker and a

oost sensible man the remarks below will show. No
natter how famous a horse of doubtful paternity becomes

on the turf, when he comes to be sold for stud purposes

he will not bring one-half the sum he would were there

no " double paternity " in his case. Rampago is a great

race horse and most certainly by imp. Pontiac, yet there

vill be the ugly "or Runnymede " clinging to him

through life. Mollie McCarty was down as " by Young

Eclipse or Monday," and scores of cases of this sort

night be mentioned that could have been avoided had

the Sportsman writer's rule been adopted:
i( Lower stiU in tbe list we find Melton, whose expatrition

breeders have|been for some time regretting, and as thejsireof

Best Man, Avington and Bullingdon he certainly deserves,

and indeed occupies in public estimation a higher place. It

is, of course, his misfortune that Best Man's winnings cannot
be carried to his credit owing to Ormonde sharing a proforma
hare in the paternity of that horse, though, of course, every
one knows Ormonde was practically useless for stud pur-
poses that season, and would seem to have remained so by
all accounts. Here let me suggest that the present rule as to

doubtful paternity might be amended with advantage. It

would be unsafe to change it where a foal is dropped any
time within a month beyond the proper foaling date to the
first horse, though it is easy enough to tell as a rule whether
the foal is really one that has been carried beyond his time.

It is unquestionable that mares will occasiouably carry a foal

for twelve months or thereabouts, and Ormonde was in a day
or two of the twelve months when heappeared on the scene.

Let twelve months be taken, then, as a limit of security
against possible error. It can surely be conceded that when
a mare has been mated with two different horses and the foal

comes more than twelve months after service of the first horse,

it is unquestionably sired by the second, and on those
perfectly safe grounds we might reasonably drop
the name of the first horse from the
pedigree altogether. Thus we should distin-

guish between the cases which are really open to doubt and
those which are not, and considerable benefit would result,

for as things stand American and colonial breeders, and in-

deed all who make a study of blood lines, fight shy of doubt-
ful pedigrees, and I have known St. Gatien's blood objected

to on that account; but, under an amended rule such as I sug-
gest, St. Galien would appear as by The Rover, Rotherhill
being hopelessly out of date in regard to his possible paterni-

ty. Prince of Poets affords an extreme illustration of absurd-
ity of tbe present rule. His dam Neberna was put to Lau-
reate pretty early in the season and sent home to the Blink
Bonny stud, where after about two months she proved to be
not in foal, and she was mated with Prince Rudolph, Mr.
Miles I'Anson not wishing to miss her altogether, though it

was then so late as June. She had a cslt foal (Prince of
Poets) in July of the following year, and of course this was
with absolute certaioty a son of Prince Rudolph, but Lau-
reate none the less has to be mentioned. I would suggest as
an amendment to the rule someting such as the following :

"Provided always that where a mare has been covered by more
thau oue horse at tbe date of her foaling exceeds twelve months
from tbe last service date of tbe first of suchhorses.it shall not be
necessary lo mention that borse iu giving the pedigree of the foal.
Where the number of horses shall have been more than two the same
method of calculation shall apply."

It seems that Rancho del Paso did not secure imp.

Bassetlaw after all, for under the beading, " Bassetlaw

and Golden Dawn," the New York Spirit of the Times

says of Bassetlaw :

"These two imported four-year-olds are to pass under the
auctioneer's hammer at the Brooklyn race track September
11. Bassetlaw is by the unbeaten St. Simon, who has for

several seasons headed the list of winning sires in England,
and who is again in front this season, notwithstanding that
Isonomy is credited with Isinglass, winner of more than
$100,000. Bassetlaw's dam is Marquesa, by Blair Athol,
winner of the Derby and St. Leger, he by Stockwell, winner
of the St. Leger. Marcia, the second dam, was by Lord of
the Isles, winner of the 2,000 Guineas and sire of Scottish
Chief, and she has produced the stake winners Northumbrian,
Andorra, The Gallant, Sequia and Vivandiere. The next
dam threw the winners Madrid, Seville, Spain, Hidalgo and
Hespius. The next dam won the 1,000 Guineas and many
other races, and the pedigree then runs to that renowned
daughter of Diomed, Young Giantess, and through her to the
celebrated old Morocco mare. Young Giantess was a wonderful
matron, for she produced the great racehorse and sire,Sorcerer;
Eleanor, winner of the Oaks and Derby and dam of Muley;
Julia, winner of fifteen races and dam of Phantom; Lydia,
winner of thirteen races, and Cressida, a winner, and dam of
imp. friam. This is the richest of breeding, and Bassetlaw,
when his turf career is ended, should prove a great stallion.

He has really two values, one as a racehorse (for he is as
sound as when foaled, and in prime racing condition) and the
other as a stock horse.

The attention of our readers is called to the 2:30 list

published in another column. It is something that

every horseman on this Coast takes pride in, and as this

is only the middle of the season, what will the result be

in November ? Horsemen from all parts of the world

will be attracted to this Coast when we can present such

an array of peiformers for one-half a trotting season.

What State in the United States can equal it?

The Rowe-Sloan Case.

The case of James ("Tod '') Sloan against Starter James
Rowe for assault and battery came before Justice of the

Peace Gladding, of Sheepshead Bay, yesterday morning. Mr.

Rowe was accompanied by Dr. Gideon Lee Knapp, Frank
Clark and others. They walked from the track to the little

cottage which serves as the Temple of Justice. Not so ^VXr.

Sloan, who drove over from bis hotel in a sidebar buggy.

Frank Clark endeavored to prevail upon Sloan not to ap-
pear, but when he found the jockey was proceeding under the
advice of Mr. Clarke desisted.

Judge Gladding questioned Rowe who testified that he
told Sloan, among others, to go back of the line with their
horses. As they did not obey him he got down off his stand
and drove the horses back, using the assistant starter's whip.
In striking at_ Frank R. Harf. upon whom Sloan had the
mount, the whip struck Sloan across the seat. Rowe fur-
ther said that he had no hard feeling against Sloan, but, on
the contrary, had done him several favors.
Judge Gladding then asked Sloan if he had ever had any

previous trouble with Rowe, or thought tbe blow had been in-
tentional. Sloan replied that he had never previously had
any trouble with Mr. Rowe, aud didn't know whether the
blow was intentional or not.

The Judge then dismissed the case. Sloan is not satisfied
and says that he intends to bring a civil action against the
starter. He has engaged Howe & Hummel as his counsel.

—

N. Y. Mercury, Aug. 31.

Contra Costa Fair Race Entries.

Following is a list of entries for races at the coming
County Fair, up to date. The paciog races were not tilled

and have been reopened, to close the day before the race. On
Thursday of Fair week a foot-race of 220 yards, free-for-all in

the county will be run, five to enter, entrance fee $5. The
winner will receive $20, and the second best $5.

TROTTING—ONE YEAR-OLD STAKE.
A. G. Gurnett'sblk f Edna V., by Brigadier.
W. R. McGary's b f Ashstine, by Harris Ashby.
J. E. Durham's bs Runaway, by Prince Red.

TROTTING—THREE-YEAR-OLD STAKE.

J. E. Durham's b g Geo. Meese, by Jack.
A. G. Gurnett'ss m Alice G., by Brigadier.
W. L. McDonald's b s Orkney, by Mambrino Wilkes.

TROTTING—DISTRICT, THREE-MINUTE CLASS.

A. B. Tennent's b s Pegasus, by Albert W".

J. E. Durham's b g Geo. Meese, by Jack.
W. R. McGary's b m Exception, by Cresco.
A. G. Gurnelt's s m Mamie G., by Brigadier.

A. W. Glass' b s Sam Gamble, breeding unknown.
H. Burdell's b g Craig, breeding unknown.
H. A. Hunter's ch « Jerrv, by Fleetwood.
W. L. McDonald's blk g Ray Wilkes, by Mambrino Wilkes.

RUNNING—DISTRICT, ONE-HALF M1LE.AND REPEAT.

McKenna & Murphy's b m Jennie D., by Springwater.
S. Braunau's s m Mariner's Daughter, by imp. Mariner.
E. 8. Gerow's b g George, by Beauty.
W. R. McGary's s g Nevada George, by Gen. Jackson.
J. O. Galindo's g g Palomino, by Orphan Boy.
B. V. Soto's s g Red Cloud, by Cloud.
J. C. Murphy's g g Little Joker, by Joe Hooker.

TROTTING—2:27 CLASS.

Wm. Meese's b g Kit Carson, by Delwin.
J.E. Durham's b m Glideway, by Conductor.
J. C. Galindo's br s Abbotlsford Jr., by Abbottsford.
D. Gannon's br s Grover Clay, by Electioneer.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Biy Rum, by Steinway.
O. Marchand's br m Lady O., by T. O.

RUNNING—ONE MILE AND REPEAT.

McKenna & Murphy's br m Jennie D., by SpriDgwater.
B. V. Soto's s g Red Cloud, by Cloud.

J. C. Galindo's gg Palomino, by Orphan Boy.
T. C- Murphy's s g Little Joker, by Joe Hooker.
P. O. McKenna's ch g Corncob, breeding unknown.

gentlemen's driving club.

S. J. Bennett's br m Exception, by Cresco.

C. E. Curry's Estella Wilkes.
H. Burdell's bg Craig, breeding unknown.
W. & E- McDonald's b g Rusher, breeding unknown.
T. McDonald's blk Mystic, by Rustic.

H. A. Hunter's ch g Jerry, by Fleetwood.
W. A. Hale's br m Serpolette, by Cresco.

TROTTING—DISTRICT, 2:40 CLASS.

A. B. Tennent's bs Pegasus, by Albert W.
A. G. Gurnettts s m Mamie G-, by Brigadier.

J. E. Durham's b m GHdeaway, by Conductor.
A. W. Glass's Guard, breeding unknown.
W. E. McDonsld's blk g Ray Wilkes, by Mambrino

Wilkes.
T. McDonald's blk g Mystic, by Rusiic.

Nanres Claimed.

Royal Sid for chestnut stallion, three years old, by Roy
AVilke*, dam Primrose, by Sidney. Property of Andrew
Young, of San Francisco.

The figures given below show what money there is in
running race tracks these days, the amounts won by the

turfmen being small in comparison to the sum realized by
the management : The Brighton Beach meeting was the

most successful in the history of the seaside association.

After all expenses are paid the net profits on the twenty-
eight days will reach the enormous sum of $225,000. There
was not a stormy day during the entire meeting. Purses
were pretty equLlly divided, thirty-one stables winning up-
ward of $1,000 each. The principal winning stables were :

M.F. Dwyer, $5,525; Oneck Stable, $3,775; Blemton Stable,

$3,500; W. C. Daly, $3,225; W. J. Roche, $3,200; W. Jen-
nings; $3,150; McCaffeJty & Wishard, $3,050; M. Jordan &
Co., $2,775; G. Forbes, $2,475; W- B. Jennings, $2,450; M.
A. Coleman & Co., $2,275; W. M. Barnck, $2,250; J. Boden,
$2,150, and H. Warnke $2,000. The Keenes and Leigh &
Rose won $1,625 each, and Gus Strauss $800, Wolcott &
Campbell pioked up $400, and P.J. Dwyer $100.

There is strong talk of Mr. W. R. Wilson, of Australia,

sending Trenton, son of Musket, to make a season in England.
An English writer says on the subject :

" What we want is a

really first-class Musket horse to put constitution, stamina
and courage in our present stock, and if Trenton is sent over
by Mr. W. R. Wilson from Australia for this purpose he
will, I hope, be liberally patronized, more especially as he
has Fisherman and other stout blood on his dam's side, aud
has already established himself as the most successful sire in

the Australian colonies."

Beet Trotting and Pacing Race Records.
The table of best race-records for the year has not been

greatly changed during tbe week, says the Horse World, but
a3 some performers formerly in it have been replaced by
others it is given again.

TROTTEBS.
Yearling colt *Adbel, br c, by Advertiser, 2:15k dam

Beautiful Bells, 2:29£, by The Moor—2:26.
Yearling filly *Faustelle, ch f, by Sidney, 2:19?, dam by

Crown Point—2:44.

Two-year-old colt Oakland Baron, by Baron Wilkes, 2:18,
dam by Silver Threads—2:16£.

Two-year-old fillv Scourine, br f, by Wilton, 2:19k dam
by Hambrino, 2:21}—2.23£.

Three-year-old colt B. B
_

. P., b c, by Pilot Medium, dam by
Gen. Grant—2:13£.

Three-year-old filly ^Expressive, b f, by Electioneer, dam
by Express—2:14.

Four-year-old colt *Oro Wilkes, blk c, by Sable WilkeS,
2:1S, dam Ellen Mahew, 2:22}, by Director, 2:17—2:11.

Four-year-old -Mary Best, ch f, bv Guy Wilkes, 2:154
dam by Sultan, 2:24—2:12}.
Aged stallion Treviliian, bh, by Young Jim, dam by Gam-

betta—2:09£.
Aged mare Alix, b m, by Patronage, dam by Attorney—

2:05}.

Aged gelding Ryland T., b g, by Ledger Jr., dam by Ul-
version—2:07|.

PACERS.

Two-year-old colt '^Directly, blk c, by Direct, 2:05A, dam
by Naubuc—2:10J.
Two-year-old filly Princess, ch f, by Prince, dam by son of

Mambrino Howard—2:17}.

Three-year-old colt *Sidniont, b c, by Sidney, 2:19$, dam
Fernleaf, by Flaxtail—2:13.
Three-year-old filly Whirligig, br f, by Wilko, dam bv

Xaham—2:10.

Four-year-old colt Online, b c, by Shadeland Onward,
2:18}, dam by Chester Chief—2:07}.

Four-year-old filly Ella Eddy, b f, by Jerome Eddy, 2:16^,
dam by Rochester—2:12.

Aeed stallion Joe Patchen, blk b, bv Patchen Wilkes,
2:294, dam by Joe Young, 2:194—2:06. '

Aged mare Mooastoae, blk m, by Mambrino King, dam
by Almont Jr., 2:26—2:094.
Aged selding Robert J.^ b g, by Hartford, 2:22}, dam by

Jay Gould, 2:214—2:03|.
* California bred.

Crack Runners Sold.

Sheepshead Bay, September 1.—Clifford, the grand four"

year-old son of Bramble and Duchess, brought $25,000 at the

auction sale of Leigh & Rose's string of racers here to-day.

Ducat, the next best in the string, went for $10,000, this high
price being no doubt due to the fact that he ran a mile in
1:39 Hat a ftw days ago, aud had the honor of giving the
crack Domino one of the hardest races in his career. All of
the horses brought wonderfully high prices, and the values,
in fict, exceeded the fondest expectations of Leigh & Rose.
The last-named member of the firm bought only one horse,

and that was Cliflbrd. H e has an exceeding fondness for that
animal, and determined to possess him at any price. John
E. Madden star ed things on Cliflbrd with a bid of $4,000.
J. E. Cushing acted for Ed Corrigan. "Bob" Rose then
joined in, running the price rapidly up a thousand i>t a clip.

Chris. Smith and T. W. Coulter also had a hand in the bid-
ding, but all these finally dropped out, only J. E. Madden
and Bob Rose bidding.

Madden's last bid was -?24,500, and then seeing that Rose
was determined to have the colt, he let him go. Rose's raise

was $500,and for the fancy price of $25,000 the colt remained
the property of one of his former owners. The sale was under
the management of Woodward & Shanklin, of Lexington,
Ky. George A. Bain was the persuasive gentleman who
coaxed dollars in exchange for the thoroughbreds.
There was some disappointment over the price brought by

the brother of Butterflies, the Futurity winner, but the next
yearling on the list, a half-brother of Handspun and Lazza-
rone, brought $6,000, Richard Crocker being the purchaser.

The horses which brought more than $1,000 were :

Cliflbrd, ch c, 4, R. L. Rose, $25,000. Ducat, b c, 4, E.
Corrigan, $10,000. Chant, b c, 3, C. H. Smith, $5,100. Laz-
zarone, ch c, 3, Erie stables, $8,500. Handspun, ch f, 2, Chris
Smith, $7,500. Urania, ch f, 3, Chris Smith, $3,100. Valky-
rie, blk f, 1, Milton Young, $1,450. Derelict, br f, 2, McCaf-
ferty & Wishard, $1,300. Mohawk, ch c, 3, M. F. Dwver,
$1,100. Briasario, ch f, 3, G. B. Morris, $2,000. Doorgo,
br f, 2, M F. Young, $S00. Tripartite,b c, 2, F. J. Morgan,
$1,500. Ch c by Sir Dixon—Mercedes, brother to Butter-

flies, Isaac Thompson, $3,500. Ch c yearling, half-brother

to Lazzarone, by Handspun, by Strath more—Spinaway,
Manhattan stables, $6,000, to Richard Croker. Bay colt,

yearling, by Deceiver—Ida Walton, M. F. Dwyer, $3,100.

Racing at Indianapolis.

Indianapolis, September 4—Thesecond day's races of the

fall meeting of the Indianapolis Driving Club were pulled oft

under a threatening sky, which kept the crowd down to about

1500. The rain of last night made the track heavy, and con-

sequently no fast lime was made. Summary :

Pacing, 2:45 class, for two-year-olds, stake $600—Marietta
Wilkes won second and fourth heats and the race. Time,
2:19. 2:241. Phewormena won tbe third beat in 2:2 %. Ben's

Misfit won the first in 2:19}. Luella Shaw alsostarted. Al-

phonso Wilkes was distanced in the second and Lottie Hor-
net was drawn in the same heat.

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse $1,000—T. N. B. won the third,

fourth and fifth heat and the race. Time, 2:15, 2:17', 2:16}.

Annie D. won the first and second. Time, 2:12}, 2:121.

Freeland, Pat Murphy and Aiti also started. The latter was

distanced.

Trotting, 2:16 class (unfinished), purse $300—Cubit took

thesecond and third heats in 2:111 and 2:12|, Piletta the

fifth in 2:16.5- Nina Medium the fourth in 2:14 and Alsippi

the first in 2:14}. Prince Herschel, Jennie K., Maud C.,

Gertrude, Mabel, Georgie Lee. Happy Courier and Egyp-
tienne also started. The last four named were drawn.

Pacing, 2:30 class, purse $600—Harry K. won the second,

third and fourth heats and the race.' Time, 2:16',,

2:20}. Ella G. won tbe first in 2:23$. Cantab, Nettie I'.

J, J. and Lizzie F. also started, Lizzie F. was dletanc
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Robekt J. is king of the lighl harness world !

The stride of Alix when at full speed is tweuty-two feet.

A ia, 2:16$, will attempt to lower that mark at Stockton.

DireotumV racing career covers sixteen starts and four-

teen firsts.

Morris Junes believes Flying Jib can pace the Galesburg

rack iu 2:02.

A DB ell's mark of 2:2b
-

will be lowered to 2:20 at the

tSlockton Fair.

Stamboul, 2:07 A, is at Charter Oak track, Hartford, in

active training.

Jasper, by Altamout, g?l a record of 2:25], at Newburg,
( >hio, August 7th.

Hickok does not like tu be called the t; Talleyrand of the

turf." We do not blame him.

From what has been seen of the progeny of Gossiper, he

will make a great reputation as a sire.

The year old pacer Sphinxelta, by Sphinx is a hummer.
She got a mark of 2:14j at Milwaukee last week.

James L., by Dexter Prince has a mark of 2:l8j now. He
earned it in a winning race at Chicago last week.

Mephisto, achestuut colt bv Sidney won a pacing race at

Alliance, Ohio, August 23. Time, 2:28], 2:28], 2:25L

Mo l lie McGauley, the pacer, by Morrow's Elector low-

ered her record to 2:16$ at the Breeders' Meeting, Chicago.

James Dust in will drive the Pdlo Alto horses whenever
Waller Maben has to drive his own horses in the same race.

Mary Best is winning her races without intermission in

the East. She is one of ibe best-moneyed trottersin the East.

Silver Bow, 2:16, would be a grand stallion to cross with

the Electioneer and Benton mares at the Palo Alto Stock
Farm.

Electric Coin, by Electioneer, dam by Gen. Benton en-

tered the list at Saginaw, Michigan, last <veek, getting a mark
of 2:24].

H. S. Hojoboo-M sold a uuuioer of c dts and fillies at the

race track at Woodland last Saturday. The prices realized

were low.

CHARMING Chimes is Lhe sweet soundirg name of a

tbree-year-old black colt that trotted iu 2:29} at Toledo,
August 27.

Amphion, a black colt by Candidate, son of Electioneer,

trotted to a record ot 2:27] at Sandy Hill, .New York,
August 1st.

1 r's a curious fact tint so tar on tbe California circuit, the

best description of a race is " every heat is a race and every
race is earned."

Ketchum, 2:17, by Oossiper, is a race horse from the

ground up. His winning battle agaiust aged horses will

never be forgotten.

Coincident, 2:25, by Calibar (son of Guv Wilkes and
Kosedale, by Sultan), lowered bis record to 2:21.5 *U Hartford,
Conn., August 30th.

Alix girths nearly four inches more than is her height.
She stands fifteen hands and a fraction of an inch, and girths

strong sixty-four inches.

Fred W. Loeber has been very successful with his lit-

tle string of trailers, and every one hopas that this good luck
will follow him from this time on.

The Woodland race track fully sustained its reputation as

being the fastest in California. Every trotter that won a heat
on it lowered their records except two.

Corner Bell, 2:23, by Bell Boy, dam Four Corners, by
Mambrino Time, broke her leg at the recent Albany, N. Y.,
meeting very much as Glassware Girl did.

The Los Cerritos Stock Farm borses arrived at Sacramento
from Montana last Silurday. Lee Sbaner is the pilot who
guided most of tbe representatives to the front.

Do not forget the sale of Wilber Field Smith's horses at

Sacramento next Wednesday. They have been selected and
hred by one of the best horsemen in California.

The people of Santa Clara are agitating the question of
building a pavilion at the Fair grounds. This journal has
repeatedly advocated this valuable improvement.

Tug New York Sua says, editorially, referring to the big
trotting stakes : "Great stakes make great racers aud great

Never were truer words found in the Sun.

Superintendent Prink Uuv&* will start for the East
next month to c implete arrangements for the sale of the Palo
Alio trotters, which will take place November 1st.

I'u i
:
Ma!) ion liiywoul, thai got a pacing record of 2:1 i J at

Wood Ian I, is by Woodnill Jr ,
out of the Oraves mare, by

Echo; second dam by Owen Dale He was bred by B. C.
Holly of Flosden.

Talbot Clifton, the wealthy young Englishman, pur-
chased i remarkably hand-tome Btallion from " Whitehat"
AfcCurty last Tuesday. This horse is by Santa Glaus, 2:22
(sire of Sidney, 2:19:1). Terms private.

I At. ii. 2:1.5, dues not seem to he doing as well as his owners,
Messrs. Willi.imt & Morehouse, expected. He seems to be
suffering from indigestion, and must have lost over 200 pounds
10 weight since the races commenced.

The hotels al Sdcrameoto are (vell-hlled with horsemen
from all parts of Lhe coast. Stalk al the track are al a pre-

im and the live stock exhibit surpasses every other one
heretofore held there for quality and quantity.

Palo Chief, a bay stallion by Benefit, won a five-heat race

ot Cleveland, Ohio, August 31st, getting a mark of 2:30 in

thelastheat. The name of his dam is not given. He must
have been bred at Palo Alto.

By latest advices from the East we learn that Don Lowell,

Palatine, Altivo and Mary Osborne are improving in health

very fast and will be heard from before long. It took these

horses some time to become acclimated.

Claytina, a bay filly by Clay, out of Melissa, by Mohawk
Chief, got a record of 2:14^, pacing, aftpr being second in

2:17] and 2:15^, at the Breeders meeting, Washington Park,

August 23d. She won the fourth and sixth heats also in good
time.

From the quiet way in which Directum is pursuing his

daily exercise it would not surprise us if he lowered his

record considerably this year. He is a mighty good horse in

September, a belter one in October and the very best in No-
vember.

O. A. Lowe, of Woodland, has a number of choice young
trotters that will appear on the California circuit next year.

Mr. Lowe has used good judgment in the selection of his

sires and dams, and will have stock that he need not be
ashamed of nest year.

Belle, the chestnut mare that got a pacing record of 2:16,

is by Melbourne King (he by Mambrino King, out of Helen
McGregor, by Rattler 501), out of Minnie, by All Right, he
by Abdallah 16, out of Toot, by Stevens' Grey Eagle. This
record she will reduce before the races on the circuit end.

Arrangements are now in progress between C. W. Wil-
liams and Morris Jones and O. A. Hickok for an Alix-
Directum match at Galesburg, next month. Mr. Williams
says that if the race can be arranged to come off at his

track he will add $5000 to the side bet between the two
celebrities.

AV. W. Foot e, 2:l6t, and W. Woo , 2:09, were named at

the Oakwook Park Stock Farm after two prominent attor-

neys in this State. It seems to be a lucky way of naming
them, and now that these great pacing horses have made
themselves famous we will expect some others will be'nomed
after the disciples of Blackstone, and they may get fast

records.

Secretary S. H. Mason, Jr., of the New York Driving
Club, announces that a match race fur $1,000 a side, best

three in five heats, has been made between Ben Davis, 2:19.1,

byGreht Tom, owned by Jnhu McCarthy, and Azmon, 2:30,

by Whips, owned by P. C. Kellogg. The race will be decided
on Monday, the-firsl day of the Fleetwood Graud Circuit

meeting.

The Orange County Fair Association directors met Wed-
nesday afternoon and decided to re open the free-for-all trot,

under the Game conditions as before. The purse will be for

$1,000. It was also decided that no liquor should be sold on
the fair grounds durirjg the holding of the race meeting.

Bids for other privileges will be advertised for, to be opened
Saturday, September 15th.

The Whippleton mares are proving to be great brood-

mareB. Rokeby, 2:13| as a two-year-old, Myrtle Thorne,

2:20i| as a four year-old, and Topsy, 2:27, are all out of mares
by Ihis grand-looking son of Hainbletoniau Jr. Auditor, the

two-year-old that was second in 2:27, Alco, a very fast pacer,

Clay S., a great two-year -old trolter, and Eyraud are all out

of Whippleton mares, and will be seen in the thirty list this

season.

At Bangor, Me., August 28, Mr. Carville, of St. John,
owner and driver of Speculation, came on for the second heat

in a condition unfit for driving the race. He scored out of

position several times, and the judges, fearing an accident,

ordered up a new driver. Carville refused to let anyone but

hi.nself drive the horse and was sent to the stable. The judges

then announced that he was expelled from all tracks of the

National Association.

The first time Monroe Salisbury saw Robert J., the

gelding that got a record of 2:03J last Saturday, he says he
saw in him the only one that would take Flying Jib's meas-

ure, and felt that "in his bones" he was in the presence of

one of the greatest horses ever foaled. When he returned

from the East last December he never seemed to tire telling of

this great gelding and what he ought to do. His predictions

regarding the horse seem to have been fulfilled.

Rex Americtjs went to Rochester and there too he found

no need of a bar. Carldon, a chestnut horse by Don Carlos

that few people knew of in any connection and still fewer
knew of as dangerous competitor, at one fell bound sprang
into prominence as a straight-heat phenomena^. He defeated

Rex Americus and four others in the 2:23 trot and went the

third heat in 2:10.1. He is by Don Carlos, sou of Cuyler Clay,

dam by Scott's Thomas 919, grandam bv Woful, son of Black
Hawk 24.

Uncle Jake Willits, 69 years of age, owner of the rac-

ing stallion Silkwood, and much other valuable property,

secured a license in Los Angeles on Tuesday to wed Mrs.

Eureka Rupel, aged 29, who formerly gave writing lessons

here, and has since been employed by Willite as an attendant

in his household. It is said Willits deeded her a tract of

valuable property in Los Angeles as an ante wedding gift. His
many friends in Orauge county wish him much joy in his

wedded state.

OJBOLO, the sixteen-hand bay four-year-old stallion that

paced in 2:15| and 2:15', at Woodland on Saturday, is owned
al the Oakwood Park Slock Farm. He was quite a trotter

as a two-year-old and could trot quarters in thirty-four sec-

onds. So promising was he that his name appeared among
all the races for which he was eligible. In going to Oakland
the colt contracted a severe cold which settled on his lungs,

and then, to aggravate the disease, a severe attack of epizootic

laid him on the shelf. Last Spring Millard Sanders saw that

the colt was inclined to amble bo he put hobbles on him and
set him to pacing. Since then he has improved every time

he was worked, and as Geo. Gray, the driver of Eric, said

when he alighted from his sulky after that killing second

heat: "That's the greatest race horse I ever tackled. He
will get a mark of 2:12 bef-ire this circuit ends or I^ra greatly

mistaken." Cibolo is by Olms. Derby (sire of I >iuhlo, 2:09] )

,

out of Addie Ash, by Indianapolis
; second dam Addie H., bv

Ashland Chiei 751
;
third dam Old Lady (dam of Little

Miss, 2:26} ; Charley Friel, 2:15$, pacing, and dam of Ma-
jolica, 2:15), by Capt. Walker.

Alert, the Michigan-bred gelding that Counsellor Craw-

|

ford owned at one time, and which appeared for the last time
in the East in a race with Oliver K., has proved himself a

I

race horse of the first order this year. His owner, C. C. Mc-
Iver of Linda Vista, Santa Clara County, has every reason
to feel proud of^this game horse. For years he has used him
by sometimes giving him a little track work, then taking U
him home, until this Spring he let E. M. Sanders (brother Q
to Millard Sanders) take the horse to Pleasanton, and in

every race he has started him he has won money besides low-
ering his record to 2: 1 S -V . Alert's last appearance at Wood-
land proved that he is dead game under any and all circum-
stances He lost three shoes in that race and was second in

the fifth heat in 2:18. Mr. Mclver intends to retire the
horse from the race course and not give him any more hard
work. Alert has never been given a work-out between his

races since Mr. Sanders has had htm ; he is driven in ;i

Chicago cart over the roads and just given enough work to
keep him in good health. He is all horse when in a race,

however, and it takes a 2:14 horse to beat him.

The two fastest two-year-old trotters of the year are Oak-
land Baron, 2:16], and Boreal, 2:17], and the pedigrees of
these two fast youngsters are worth studying. Oakland Baron
was sired by Baron Wilkes, 2:18, dam Lady Mackey (dam of
Lucy R , 2:1S1), by Silverthreads, son of The Moor, second
dam Kleetwing (dam of Stamboul, 2:07 o. and Ruby, 2:1

by Hambletonian, 10, third dam by ( George M. Patcheo, 2:24<(
l

fourth dam by Adballah, 1. Boreal was sired by Bow Bells,

2:19}, first dam Rosy Morn, by Alcantara, 2:23, second dan
Noontide, 2:20], (dam of Noonday, 2:30), by Harold, third
dam Midnight "(dam of Jay- Eye-See, 2:10, etc. ), by Pilot, Jr.,

fourlh dam by Lexington. The pedigrees of these great race
colts teach their own lesson, and it will be an unusually ob-
tuse person that will fail to read it correctly. When one can
double up tested trotting strains of blood and produce two-
year-olds like Oakland Baron and Boreal of what use is it to

experiment with the blood tnat must be buried under two or
th ree generations of trotting blood before its imagined produc-
tive power becomes perceptible.—Horse World.

The most wonderful baby pacer that has yet graced the
turf is the- black colt Directly, who during the Buffalo meet-
ing placed his race-record at 2:12, and who last week at Chi-
cago, in a contest against the watch, knocked out the record
for pacers of his age, stepping the mile under conditions not
the most favorable in 2:10j, says Raymon in the Horse World.
The little fellow is a rugged-looking colt and looks as though
he would stand any amount of hard work, but a great deal is

being asked of him in his two year-old form, and he may—as

his sire was forced to do—retire before he comes into the pos-
session of his full powers. The old man Salisbury is a shrewd
business man and be knows pretty nearly how to conduct a
campaigning stable, but he is after the almighty dollar with
so much fervor that he has little consideration for tbe fetlings

of horses in his stable. As long as they are able to earn a
dollar they are called upon to do so, and when they break
dowD under the strain they are retired, sold if purchasers can
be found for them, and their places tilled with others. From
a strictly business view such a policy may be all right, but
there are few men who are so constituted that they can repress

sentiment to such an extent as to be able to look upon their

horses as simply so many money- making machines, which is

fortunate for the horses, for the highly-bred horses of to day
are of such a fine nervous organization that their sufferings

at times mnst be excruciating when they are subjected to the

machine-like treatment.

Senator Jas. G. Fair purchased a trotting stallion

named Vasto a few years ago for a big price. This horse

was by Vasco, out of Chess, by Magic, and, so far as breeding
goes, could hardly be improved upon. The trainers employed
Hy the Senator began to practice on the hone to see if he
had any speed, and when they found he could trot they were
determined to get wonderful speed out of him. They worked
so hard to do this, irrespective of the fine horse's condition,

that when the Senator saw the horse and all the improve-
ments in the shape of wiudgalls, puffs and quarter cracks,

etc., he quietly discharged the crowd of windgall developers

and sent Vasto to his beautiful farm in Sonoma valley

known as the SonomaStock Farm. The horse was a wreck,

and for weeks Superintendent Crawfroth labored to build up
thejadedand worn-out creature, aud at the same time help

him to grow strong by giving him moderate, exercise. One
day he noticed Vasto showed an inclination to pace so he de-

cided to educate him to that gait. He succeeded so well that

in the second race the horse ever started in he got a mark of

216^, and if one of his hobbles did not break in the heat fol-

lowing would have a mark of 2:12 as he paced to the half in

1:05} and was goingat a 2:10 clip when the accident occurred.

Senator JFair bred this horse to a number of mares of his

own selection, and a finer lot of handsome foals cannot be

found iu California. The prettiest to our mind is the one out

of Princess, 2:19|, by Woolsey (brother to Sunol), second

dam Oakland Maid, 2:22, by Speculation.

Though this was "Charter Oak Day " at Hartford, the

death of the great stallion Pamlico. 2:10, this morning, was

even more a topic of conversation than the now classic stake,

says the Inter-Ocean August 29th. Pamlico arrived from

Chicago Monday, and that night had a congestive chill. He
was threatened with lung fever. A tendency toward inllum-

mat ion of the bowels also manifested itself. Last evening

the horse was reported better, but later in the night grew
worsp, and despite all that the best veterinary talent available

could do, the mighty campaigner died at o'clock this morn-

ing. Pamlico was as handsome a horse in harness as New
England has produced or seen since Ethan Allen. Willi the

finish of the Lamberts he had the bulldog courage that dis-
'

tinguUhed the tribe of Belmont, and with hII he had great

speed. He was nine years old, by Meander, 2:2GA, out of

Birthday, by Daniel Lambert, and was the fastest horse ever

bred in Vermont. He took a three-year-old record of 2:37

at Raleigh, N. C, in 1SSS, he then being owned by W. P.

Balchelor. of that city, who owued a half interest in him till

the time of bis death, the other half being owned by E. D.

Spurr, of Greendale, Ky. Pamlico was campaigned by the

late James Goldsmith in 1890 and in 1891, was not on the

turf in 1892, and had been in Richard Curtis' bauds last sea-

son and this. He took a record of 2:10 at the recent Terre

Haute meeting. Pamlico was valued at $25,000, and was,

barring Alix, the most brilliant free-for nil performer of the

grand circuit. He will be buried by the side of the famous

stallion Thomas Jeflersou, within the inclost.re of Charter

Oak Park.
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THE SADDLE.

Yo Tambien was beaten at Sheepshead Bay last Monday
by both John Cooper and Saragossa. Time, 2:0S£.

The New York Mercury lost a valuable man when Fran-
: cis Trevelyan went to the Herald. The change occurred re-

,
cently.

Ed Corrigan purchased the splendid Bishop colt, Senator

i
Irby of Charles McCafferty on the 30th of August. Price,

. $18,000.

Key el Santa Anita won a mile race at Latonia last

Saturday in 1:41 J, but he kad a hard time beating Orinda and
a very ordinary field.

If Oriziba, Lovdal, Gilead, Charles A. and Articus meet

at the State Fair in a mile race it will take a first-class form

;
student, to pick the winner.

Florizel II. (owned by the Prince of Wales) and St.

i Hilaire, both by St. Simon, ran one-two in the St. James'
Palace Stakes at Ascot this year.

Joe Murphy, won the record-breaking two-mile race at

Harlem by one and one-half lengths from Bessie Bisland,
' King Mac three lengths further away.

California-bred horses won three races at Hawthorne
last Monday. They were Diggs, Booze and Rico. Gascon, who
ran well here last winter, won a good mile race.

"Macon" McCormick, the well-known writer on general

sports, is now the editor of the Sporting World of New York,
which will be a general sporting paper hereafter, instead of

being devoted entirely to racing matters.

Dr. Ross, the game, good weight-packing son of imp.
Cheviot and imp. Beauty, was sold early this summer to F.

de Ojeda, owner of the Carm^na Stables, and has been run-

ning in Guatemala. The horse is expected back on the next
steamer.

The yearling filly by Flambeau from imp. Fairy Rose is

named Sweet Hose, the colt by Racine from imp. Flirt has
been given the name of Salisbury, the brother to Cadmus,
Coloma, and the half-brother to imp. Brutus and Cyrus,

Cassius.

Cash Day ran the best mile and a sixteenth race on rec-

ord at Harlem last Saturday. He took up 102 pounds and
ran the distance in record time, 1:45&. YoTambien also ran
in this time when a three-year-old, but she carried only
ninety-two.

Etta McKeeyer, a daughter of Salvator and Ethel, won
a mile race at Helena, Mont., August 26th, beating Beau-
catcher, St. Croix, Gilroyand Larghetta. The time was 1:45.

Perhaps the Salvators have been running at too'short dis-

tances in the past.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean of August 31st says : "Dick
Dffyer, the Harlem starter, whose services were dispensed

with in order to make room for Starter Ferguson, left for

Maspeth, L. I., yesterday. A nocturnal racing game by elec-

tric light will engage Mr. Dwyer's services for thirty days."

Apsley, winner of the Grand National Hurdle Race at

Melbourne, Australia, July 7th, is a five-year-old bay geld-

ing by Wellington, dam Fortress, by Ace of Clubs. He be-

longs to V. P. Manifold, and was never started in a race un-
til this season. Apsley won by theee lengths easily, but only
carried 135 pouuds.

A. B. Spreckels has purchased of M. F. Tarpey the

splendid bay colt Gallant, two years old, by Fellowcbarm,
dam Jennie Belshaw, by Wildidle ; consideration private,

but rumor has it that $5,000 was the sum paid for the colt.

Gallant is one of the best youngsters on this Coast, and seems
to like a good, long route. He should be a great " Derby
colt " next year.

People have been wondering where the good aged gelding
La Bue came (rom. He is exceedingly fast as well as hand-
some, and won a cricking half-mile heat race at Woodland,
where he sold in the field and was played heavily. There is

no stallion in the stud books named La Blanche and no mare
called Snap, by Norfolk. There is, however, a stallion, Snap,
by Norfolk, and perhaps La Blanche is the dam's name. We
cannot find this mare L% Blanche though.

James Foster, of Summer Lake, owner of the celebrated

race stallion, Conner, arrived here Saturday with three race

horses to take part in the fall race meetings in Burns. They
are all beautiful animals, and will doubtless make it interest-

ing for their competitors for the purses. The Foster stable

consists of Billy Ayres, a six-year-old ; Susie D., a four-year-

old, and Lida F., a two-year-old, all of Conner blood, fine

made, trim-built animals, in the perfection of training.

—

Harney Times.

Caltfornia-bred horses accomplished wonders on the
last day of August at Harlem. Nebuchadnezzar, a Brutus
colt in the Boots string, won the first race, a five furlong
event ; Tim Murphy won the second.a six-furlong race, with
Mollie R. (a Californian also) second,Zenobia third. Janus,by
Duke of Norfolk, won at mile heats,while Digg^ ran first and
Geraldine second in a six-furlong dash, run in the phenom-
enal time of 1:13}. The odds against these winners were re-

spectively 10 to 1, 4 to 1. 20 to 1 and even money.

The backing of the Providence meeting is causing much
question, it being claimed that Mr. Walbaum is interested.

' J. M. Crosby, who ran the spring meetiog,is ajman of means,
and was at Saratoga personally arranging and canvassing for

the fall meeting. There is no reason to suppose that he needs
financial assistance in backing the enterprise, and the rumor
about Mr. Walbaum seems to be due to the fact that the two
officials whose services he has always held in pirticularly
high regard. J. J. Burke and J. F. Caldwell have been re-

tained for Providence.

Highborn IE., by Idalium (A. B. Spreckels'), dam Bella-
donna, won a two-mile hurdle race by two lengths at Canter-
bury Park, N. Z., July 28th, beating six others. On the same
date Duke of York, a two-year-old brother to imp. Empire
(now at Sacramento) won the Flying Handicap at Canter-
bury Park, beating a field of twelve.

It appears that The Butterflies did not break down in the
Futurity, as reported, for there was strong talk indulged in
of a match between the filly and Brandywine. O. H. P. Bel-
mont, owner of the latter, declared that Brandywine was
badly jostled on the final turn, and that this caused his de-
feat. Gideon & Daly were willing to make the match, but
were inclined to stick out for weight for age, 118 on Brandy-
wine, 115 on The Butterflies. The latter was a trifle lame
after her race, but it amounted to little, and the next day
she was apparently none the worse.

Secretary Charles F. Price, of the new Louisville
Jockey Club, and D. X. Murphy & Bro., architects, went out
to Churchill Djwos August 26th to look over the grounds
and the improvements and see what changes were advisable.
All the buildings were carefully examined. It was found
that it is necessary to erect new stables and more kitchens,
and the architects were directed to draw plans for them at

once. If the present grandstand is allowed to remain the
wooden posts will be replaced with neat iron ones, and the
structure considerably enlarged. It may be that the stand
will be torn down aad an entirely new one erected in its

stead.

In referring to the construction of the new race track near
the Hotel Del Monte, the Salinas Journal has the following
to say : Many of our people here entertain the erroneous
idea that this is to be the great race track of which so much
has been said and written. This track is only temporary and
is not of sufficient length and the ground is too undulating
for a regular race track. While it will answer very well for

the purpose of steeplechasiog, etc., it would not do, even if

it were the requisite length, where speed in the galloper or
light harness horse is the desideratum. The P. I. Co., how-
ever, have suitable ground for a fine track and have surveyed
the same. It is located about half a mile east of the angle
made by the Blanco and the Salinas roads at the Josselvn
corner, and near the graded line of the M. & F. R. R., where
there will no doubt be a station.

A New York dispatch of September 1st was as follows:
" The chief feature of to-day's racing at Sheepshead Bay was
the disqualification of Djbbins in the Ocean handicap, and
the decision of the judges met general approval. The horses
ran as if blanketed until the turn into the stretch, when
Simms took Dobbins to the outside and began his drive. One
after the other he bumped the horses out of his way. and
when the last furlong was reached he had Roche and Fara-
day to beat. He bore in against Roche, who in turn drove
Faraday against the rail,and the gray hvl to give it up or go
over the fence. He took a bit of revenge out of Roche, for

he gave that colt a savage bite to piy for the crowding. Then
Dobbins continued on his course, and, by crowding Roche so
hard that he was nearly driven over the fence, he won by a
neck. He was set back, however, amid the applause of the
crowd."

At Paisley, Scotland, August 9, two horses, Pippin and
Halsbury, were the only starters for the Barshaw Plate. It

was a weight-for-age afiair, but Halsbury carried a seven-
pounds penalty. He was a hot favorite, odds of 4 to 1 being
laid on him, but the best he could do was to make a dead heat
of it. When itcame to runningofl the dead heat betting was
brisk, and again Halsbury was the choice, though the odds
laid on him by the plungers had shrunk half a point, the

bookmakers being content to take 7 to 2. Again the two
horses ran a dead heat It was getting interesting, of course,

and ;Pippin's supporters were growing more confident. Thoy
piled money on him to such good purpose that when the two
horses went to the post for the third time the betting was 6

to 4 on Halsbury and 11 to 8 against Pippin. A third terrific

struggle ensued, and it ended in Pippin winning by a short

head.

11 Tod" Sloan, who rode Frank R. Harf in the second
race, went up into the Stewards' stand after dismountidg and
complained to Messrs. Hunter. Lawrence and Knapp that

while at the post Mr. Rowe had struck him twice across the
legs with the assistant starter's whip, cutting the flesh on
both legs from the hips to the knees. Sloan claims that he
had given no cause for such treatment by Mr. Rowe- Sloan
showed the marks of the two very ugly cuts on each leg,

running from the fleshy part of the thigh to the knee. The
Stewards will refer the case to the Jockey Club. While at

the post Sloan says he asked for permission to have his sad-

dle girths tightened, which Mr. Rowe refused to allow. Not
satisfied with complaining to the Stewards, little Sloan went
over to Sheepshead Bay to get out a warrant for Rowe's
arrest on a charge of assault and battery. He was unable to

find the Justice, but declares he will have a warrant sworn
out to-day.—Daily Mercury, August 29.

James E. Kittson, the most recent addition to the ranks
of thoroughbred breeders, is in town. Mr. Kittson is a

son of the late CommoJore Kittson, and having been brought
up at the Erdenheim farm, the birth place of Parole, Iro-

quois and Onondaga, he has imbibed a wider knowledge of

) the subject than falls to the lot of most begsnners. Mr.
Kittson recently bought Merrv Monarch, and is racing him
here. He has leased the old Fairlawn farm, long occupied
by General Withers' trustees in Kentucky, when Almont
was the swell sire. He has thirty head of mares, includ-

ing Spinaway and Wanda. Mr. Kittson says he will breed a

few mares to Merry Monarch, but will not tie himself to

any stallion. He mecitates breeding on the plan of Lord
Falmouth, and send his mares to all the best stallions, having
sent three away off to Virginia last spring to be bred to

Eolus. From a long and close observation I think his idea

the right one. 1 could name a dozen breeders who have
ruined themselves by tneir blind adherence to one or two
stallions to which their mires never "nicked," but which
they blindly refused to recognize—N. Y. Cor. Horseman.

The stewards of the Jockey Club, after having decided
that the Saratoga association should pay the Goughacres
stables the entire stakes won by Peacemaker, have refused to
re-open the case. At the time the affair happened I wrote to
you exhaustively on the subject. The United States Hotel
Stakes was a guaranteed stake of $2,000, but the subscriptions
made it reach over $3,000. This the association refused to
pay and offered the stable $1,600, which with the second and
third moneys made the gross value $2,000. The rules of
racing do not provide for guaranteed stakes, but rule 165
provides that " If any case occur which is not, or which is al-
leged not to be provided for by these rules, it shall be deter-
mined by the stewards in such manner as they think just and
conformable to the usages of the turf." This rendered it

subject to precedent. As I wrote von at the time, the first
guaranteed stake was the Eclipse, in England, in 1S86. The
idea of a guaranteed stake is to provide against a deficiency,
but the Eclipse produced a surplus from the subscriptions-
just as the United States Hotel Stakes did. This led to the
following being adopted in the English rules :

" In all races
should there be a surplus from entrance or subscription over
the advertised value, it shall be paid to the winner, unless
provided by the conditions to go to other horses in the race."
Here was the precedent, and the Jockey Club stewards acted
by it. Knowing this rule I never expected anv other ver-
dict. It is opposed to the theory of sweepstakes that any
part of them shall be diverted to the race fund.—N. Y. Cor.
Horseman.

The sensation of the hour in racing circles developed this
afternoon, says a Cincinnati dispatch of last Monday, when a
report went the rounds that a split had occurred in the con-
duct of the Santa Anita stable, and an investigation proved
the report to be correct. Trainer Henry McDaniels has been
removed and W. G. Brien, until recently trainer for the Cam-
den stable, takes his place. McDaniels says that the first in-
timation that he had of any such contemplated action on the
part of the California turfman was given him when Brien put
in an appearance this morning provided with documents
authorizing him to take charge of the Baldwin horses. The
deposed trainer was not inclined to talk with reference to the
matter, but an intimation was dropped that as his contract
with Baldwin does not terminate till January 1, 1895, be will
hold him to it, so far as ealary is concerned. Brien says he
knows nothing of the differences that exist between McDaniels
and Baldwin

; tljat the latter a few days in New York made
him an offer to train the Santa Anita horses, which he
accepted after securing a release from the owners of the Cam-
den stable. Brien comes from a prominent family in Nash-
ville, Tenn., his faiher being Professor of Medical Jurispru-
dence in the University of Tennessee. Prior to his connec-
tion with the Camden stable he was employed as trainer for
one division of Eugene Leigh's stable, having charge of the
string at Hawthorne last year. He has also trained for
"Father Bill" Daly, Dan Honig and others. Henry Mc-
Daniels is considered one of the best young trainers in the
country, and is personally a popular man.

J. D. Lewis, the owner of Tarcoola, winner of the Mel-
bourne Cup, writes that he will make another trip to this
country (he was here on a flying trip last March), bringing
along to race at the California Jockey Club meeting the
famous cup winner, Tarcoola, and probably a couple of first-

class sprinters. He remarks : "lam fully cognizant of the
fact that it would only bring discredit on our blood stock to
bring over second-raters." As Tarcoola is again engaged in
the Melbourne Cup at 125 pounds, to be run in November,
and is in fair form, Mr. Lewis may not arrive here uutilnext
January. He also owus Templestowe, by Dr. Bowhill's Ches-
terfield, a fine, big, powerful horse that has won five races
lately and run into a place about a dozen of times. His last
win was with 144 pounds up. Tarcoola is an aged bay horse
by Newminster (like Chesterfield, a son of The Marquis),
dam Imogene,by King of the Ring (son of Ace of Clubs, by
SLOckwell). As the dam of Newminster was Spa, by imp.
Leamington, son of Faugh-a-Ballaa:h, it may be said that
Tarcoola has three crosses of Irish Birdcatcher, as Faugh a-
was an own brother to that horse. Besides he has two
crosses of Stockwell. Tarcoola is but fifteen hands
and half an inch in height, weighs 946 pounds, and
girths seventy inches. From the measurements sent us, we
should say he was very symmetrically built. Mr. Lewis will

probably race his horses at the East after the Jockey Club
meeting ends here. It is a great compliment to our country
for such a horse as Tarcoola to be sent here to race, and
shows that Mr. Lewis, though a young man, is a thinker
that does not underestimate our horses.

A good story is told on a wee jockey that smoked cigars
here last winter nearly as large as himself, and who, as a
financier, easily ranks with Russell Sage. When his pur-
chase (he paid a small sum down on a certain good horse to

a well-known racing magnate) was so badly cut down in a
race at Bay District last winter, the jockey in question was
in for shooting the horse to put him out of his misery. A
young gentleman whose last nam* commences with H
dissuaded him from this determination, and the horse was
carried to a clever veterinarian's place in an ambulance. The
horse passed the critical period and began to mend, and Mr.
Jockey felt so grateful to friend H and the doctor that
he invited these and a few others to have a first class feast at

a high-toned rotisserie. Everything passed off pleasantly
until the waiter came around with the finger-bowls, black
coffee and cigars. Then the pilot of flyers began feeling in

his pockets nervously. " By the gods," said he in an under-
tone to H ,

" I have forgotten my purse ! You pay the
bill and I'll hand you the money in the forenoon to-morrow."
H acquiesced, Later on the veterinarian wanted to see

the color of the jockey-owaer's money for serrices rendered.
Result—presentation to the doctor of a bill of sale of the
injured animal. Mr. H saw little of the Russell Sage in

miniature thereafter, and nothing of his money, and where
the turf magnate gets off for the balance due on the horse is a
questioa that is doubtless bothering the vouag gentleman
more than the dashing knight of the pigskin. If the latter

were to go on Wall street in New York he would make a
reputation second only to Napoleon Ives.

Its Pure!

That's Sure !

!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere.

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

3AN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE -WOODLAND FAIR.

Last Three Days of the Most Successful Fair

Ever Held There—Close Contests in

Every Race—Many Records

Broken—Incidents and
Accidents.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, AUGUST 30.

The largest field of horses that ever appeared in a race on

the Woodland track put in an appearance for the next event.

It was for the 2:35 class pacers. The side-wheelers entered

were Oar Boy, Ketchum, Gertrude G., Surprise, Vasto, Lady

Charlotte, Dictatus, Baywood, Thera, Orlinda Richmond and

Dudley. In the pools, Dudley sold for $20, Baywood $20,

Dictatus $7, field $30. The immense field was divided into

three tiers, and after two scores they were sent away. Ketch-

um, having; the choice of positions, took the lead. Our Boy

kept at his wheel until past the half pole, where he broke

and fell back. Orlinda Richmond was third, but Dictatus

coming fast, passed her, and into the homestretch the horses

were so bunched it was difficut to distinguish one from the

other. Coming toward the wire it was observed that Ketch-

um was leading, Dictatus second and Gertrude G. third, but

the latter made a strong effort to get the place, and did so,

earning in half a length behind Ketchum and half a length

in front of Dictatus. Vasto, who got away in the last tier,

had moved all around those in front of him and came in

fourth. He faced the longest mile in the race, and showed

that for a horse, given up by several trainers, in R. D. Craw-

froth's hands he is proving to be a good one. Surprise was

at his bike, Orlinda Richmond sixth, Lady Charlotteseventh,

Oiir Boy eighth, Dudley ninth, Thera tenth and Baywood

last. Time, 2:18, a splendid record for this handsome son of

Gossiper.

The second heat was a horse race from wire to wire,

Ketchum led, Dictatus was second and Vasjo third, the rest

were scattered along behind like a band of sheep The battle

to the wire was one of the best ever seen on a race Irack

—

live horses abreast comiag head-aod-head, each driver using
all his skill to win. Senator Jas. G. Fair's bay stallion Vasto,
ably driven by Crawfroth, left his companions twenty yards
from the wire and in a splendid drive took the lead and won
by a length in 2:161, Ketchum second, Baywood third, Thera
fourth. Our Boy fifth, Surprise sixth, Gertrude G. seventh,

Dictatus eighth, Lady Charlotte ninth, Orlinda Richmond
tenth and Dudley last.

Baywood was the favorite in the next heat, and when
Judge La Rue said "Go!" the splendid son of Nutwood
shot to the front and went to the half in 1:051, opening a gap
of six lengths behind his sulky and that of his competitors.

Du-lley, driven by Dastin, was the first to approach him, but

the speed shown by Baywood was a little too much and the
biy stallion came under the wire in 2:141, his driver, Ward,
using excellent judgment in driving. Thera was third, Our
Boy fourth. Surprise fifth, Orlinda Richmond sixth, Vasto
seventh, Lady Charlotte eighth, Ketchum ninth, Gertrude G.
tenth, Dictatus was drawn before this heat.

Baywood is a grandly-formed bay horse, sired by Woodnut,
B. C. Holly's famous stallion. His dam is the Graves Mare,
bv Echo; second dam by Bell Alta, son of Williamson's Bel-

mont. He is only four years old. In the preceding heat he
came from the half to the wire in 1:03.

The next heat was another " one for blood." Dudley led

to the halt-pole, Baywood being only a length behind. It was
a pretty iight to see these two coming down the back turn.

Biywood made a wide turn on entering the homestretch and
Sullivan, behind Surprise, was seen to make a drive and
came in the opening made and set sail for the leaders. Dud-
ley broke and fell back, and Vasto coming fast took his place

About one hundred yards from the wire Surprise slipped in

and fairly out-paced Baywood, winning bv a nose in 2:16},
Vasto a length behind, Our Boy, Dudley, Ketchum, Gertrude
(i

, Lady Charlotte and Thera in the order named, Orlinda
Richmond distanced.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, AUGUST 31.

" Friday is always a good day at a race meeting " is an old

saying, and this is no exception. The weather was delightful

and as the siock parade was advertised to take place this

morning, carriages, buggies and phaetons ciuld be seen on all

the shaded roads leading to the Fairgrounds at nine o'clock

and at 10:30 the fence in (he infield was lined on both sides

by vehicles, while the former occupants were seated in the

comfortable grand stand overlooking the stock parade. The
Woodland band of soloists sustained its reputation by playing

the latest and best music. The horses of every breed, from

the tiny Khetlands to heavy Clydes, were followed by a herd

of (ialloways and other cattle. The display was a most

creditable one and proves that for sleek, well fed and well-

cared-for Htock, Yolo County is entitled to the palm.

Atone o'clock the bell in the judges' stand was heard and

in a few moments all was activity: the grand stand was filled

with the fair sex and their escorts, the band played the

familiar Sousa march, the wheel of fortune turned on its axiB,

the bookmikcr by the s ide of his square box, shouted the

odds, and the pool seller with his loud voice was heard pro-

claiming the bid* on the various horses to start. Everything

was in readiness ; even the reporters who sat in their little

Btaod, hail their pencils sharpened and paper ready waiting

for the horses to score for the word. The army of boys who
follow the running horses, was present, and darted in and out

among the horses that were being prepared for the after-

noon's run. 11. M. La Rue, candidate for Railroad Commis-
sioner, T. J. Crowley of San Francisco, and Levi Adams,

President of the Woodland Fair Assscialion, were in the

j
idges* stand, while the timers were C II. Hoppin, G. W.
Woodard and F. W. Loeber.

Atone o'clock Judge La Rue called out the pacers to finish

the postponed race. Iu the betting Surprise sold for $10,
Baywood $0. field $5. There were seven scores. Vasto took
the lead followed by Surprise, Lady Charlotte and Dudley.
He passed the half-mile pole in 1:06 and was driving nicely
when he made a break and in doing so his hobbles gave
way, but even handicapped in this way, he was timed to

the wire in 2:18$. While his driver was getting Vasto
steadied, Dudley, Our Boy, Ketchum and Baywood passed
him, but the game son of Vasco got after them, and aa Dud-
ley broke, he passed him and set sail for the leader, but
Ketchum was too fast and steady to-day for he won by a
length from Our Boy, Vasto third, Dudley fourth, Baywood,
Gertrude G., Lady Charlotte and Surprise, t he winner of
the heat last night, herding them all in. Time, 2:17.

Surprise won the next heat in 2:20, beating Vasto by a
nose, Ketchum third, Gertrude G. fourth, Thera fifth, Our
Boy sixth, Dudley seventh, Lady Charlotte eighth and Bay-
wood ninth.

Pools on the seventh heat sold : Ketchum $10, Dudley $5,
field $4. Ketchum, Vasto and Baywood set the pace, the
rest following in a bunch on passing down the backturn.
Dudley came up as Baywood fell back, and to the half it was
a horse race, but Ketchum had too much the lead. On com-
ing towards the three-quarter pole Baywood broke, Dudley
passed him and gave the great son of Gossiper an argument
for the heat, but Durfee's game little stallion was too much
for him and won in the excellent time of 2 20£ for a seventh
heat.

In the first race, which was for the 2:27 class trotters,

there were five starters—H. M. Stanley, Lustre, Margaret
Worth, Senator L. and Elisa S. Stanley was made favorite

at $25, Margaret Worth $20, field $15.
When the word was given Margaret Worth led the way.

Stanley fell back to last place. He closed up the gap by pass-

ing those in front and at the head of the homestretch was
only two lengths behind the leader and came in under the
wire second, two lengths away in 2:18£, Elisa S. third, Lustre
fourth and Senator L. Ia6t.

Another surprise was in store for the talent. Elisa S. cap-
tured the next heat from Stanley by a head, Margaret Worth
third, Senator L. fourth and Lustre last. Time, 2:16i.
Margaret Worth turned the tables and won the next heat

from H. M. Stanley by a length, Lustre third, Senator L.
fourth, Elisa S. fifth. Time, 2:18$.

Margaret Worth won the heat, race and first money after a
hard drive down the homestretch with H. M. Stanley. She
only won by a head in 2:17^, her record. Lustre was third,

Senator L. fourth and Elisa S. fifth.

In the third race which was for the runners, a handicap
for all ages, distance three-quarters of a mile, there were six
entries: Quirt, Emma D., North, Joe Cotton, Kelley and
Prince. In the betting Quirt sold for $20, Joe Cotton $15,
North $15, field $10. Starter Brown sent them away as if

they were all on a line, Quirt a little to the rear. She passed
around them, and at the three-quarters was leading, Joe Cot-
ton at her saddle girth. In coming to the wire Emma D. was
seen to come out of the bunch and challenge the leaders.

Quirt fell back and Spence on Jne Cotton began to ride, but
Emma D. had the fastest mare and won by a head in the ex-
cellent time of 1:14$) Quirt third.

in the fourth race,which was for the 2:20 class pacers,purse

$700, the entries were Golden West,Allie Cresco, Consolation
and Andy. Pools sold Andy $25, Allie Cresco $15, Consola-
tion and Andy in the field at $6. Andy led, Allie Cresco
took the second place, Consolation third, while Golden West
wanted to jump in the air and dance for joy at not being able
to appear with Andy. His driver could not get the erratic
gelding steady and finally set him at his natural gait, run-
ning, and for this breach of etiquette was distanced. Andy
came in under the wire in a jog in 2:20, Allie Cresco six
lengths behind and Consolation last.

Andy is another of the lucky Los Angeles horses, and
Maben is another of the lucky ones, for he piloted this horse
to victory in 2:20$, Consolation second and Allie Cresco, who
broke badly at the backstretch

;
was declared distanced. It

was only a jog for Andy.
Andy repeated his victory in the next heat, winning in a

" bloomin' walk " in 2:24, Consolation twenty yards behind.
The fifth race of the day was for the two-year-old trotters,

purse $500. There were three entries : LaBelle, Athania and
Hector Bey. Athanio did not trot as he did at Petaluma,
but the game little daughter of Sidney proved herself a re-

liable race mare, for she trotted to the half in 1:11 and to

the wire in 1:10 without a skip,Athanio three lengths behind
and Hector Bey seven leogths further away.
La Belle stepped to the half in 1:10, Athonia eleven

lengths behind. She never skipped, paced or made a mistake
and came under the wire in 2:21. Athania was five lengths
behind, Hector Bey much further away. These two heats in

2:21 are the fastest made by a two-year-old trotter in this

State this year.

To beat the coast record of 2:20$ for a two-year-old pacer,
Chas. Durfee and Harvey Mc, with Deb Bigelow behind a
running horse, started along. The first quarter was passed
in 35 seconds, the half in 1:09, the three quarters in 1:42. and
the mile in 2:17, lowering the record two and one-half sec-

onds. Loud cheering greeted the driver and Harvey Mc. as

they came under the wire.

The last race of the day was for the 2:40 class, purse $700.
There were five entries : R. Eclipse, Deborah, Bay Rum,
Tilton B. and Electra. In the pools Electra was made favor-

ite at $50, Deborah $30, field $15; Fifteen times did the
horses score for the word, then Judge La Rue shouted ''Go !"

Electra took the lead, but like a shadow did Deborah hang
to her "bike." Rodgers kept the filly right there until

nearing the homestretch, then came on and gave the daugh-
ter of Richaids' Elector a tussle for the lead. It was a ham-
mer-and-tongs finish to the wire, Deborah winning by a head
in 2:21$. Thus another Sable Wilkes is added to the list.

Pools changed, Deborah selling for $20 against $10 on
the field. Deborab set the pace, and Electra kept at hisshoul-
der all the way until the homestretch was reached. Deborah
trotted away from her companion and jogged in an easy win-
ner in 2:22ij, Tillie B. third, Bay Rum fourth and R. Eclipse
fifth.

SUMMARIES
Trotting, 2:27 class, purse 8700.

G. W, Woddard'B br m Margaret Worth, by Alex Button
—by Efflugham Bigolow l 3 L 1

Hazel View Slock Farm's b tn Elisa S., by Alcantara. by
Friday McCraeken. Mercer 3 15 6

H. Delancy's g% H. M. Stanley, by Feamaught .".

Delaney 2 2 2 2
G. Gray's lis Lustre, by Fallis Grey 4 6 3 4
A. B. Spreckels* br b Senator L., by Dexter Prince

Dustin 5 4 4 3

Time, 2:18%, 2:1G%, 2:18^, 2:17^-

Pacing, 2:35 class, purse $700.

Durfee's b s Ketchum, by Gossiper—by Echo
Durfee I 2 9 6 3 1 I*

J. R. Troxell's ch g Surprise, bv Liberty Sontag—
Susie, by Geo. M. Patchem Jr Sullivan 5 6 5 11 8 8

Sonoma Stock Farm's b s Vasto, by Vasco—
Chess, by Magic Crawford 4 17 3 2 3 6

H. R. Ward's b s Baywood, bv Woodnut—Grapes
Mare, by Echo Ward 11 3 1 2 9 5 4

H. Habele's ch g Our Boy, by Vernon Bunch 8 5 4 4 6 2 5
George Gray's ch m Gertrude G., bv Redwood
m • Gray 2 7 10 7 4 7 3
T. C. Smder's ch m Lady Charlotte, by Hernani

Snider 7 9 S S 8 6 7.'

B. H. McNeil's bs Dudley, by Anteros Dustin 9 11 2 5 7 4 2CM. Day's che Dictatus, by Red Wilkes
Castro 3 8 dr

R. Gird's b m Thera. by Albion Conley 10 4 3 9 5 dr
C. A. Bailey's b s Orlinda Richmond, bv Rich-

mond Habn 6 10 6 d
Time, 2:18, 2:16J4 2:14%, 2:16^, 2:20, 2:17, 2.-20K.

Running, handicap, for all ages, purse S150. Three-quarter mile
dash.
R. Hannah's b m Emma D., by Jack Braoy—Dolly Vardeu. 10S

Hannah 1
Joe Cotton, b g, by Winters—Cotton Horse, 118 Spence 2
Quirt, ch f, by Joe Hooker—Trifle, 120 Clancy 3

Time, 1:14%.
Won, driving by a nose. Kelly, North and Prince also ran.

Trotting, two-year olds, free-for-all.

M. S. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle by
Dawn Maben 1 J

C. E. Clark's br c Athanio, by Junio—Athalie by Harkaway
Clark 2 2

K. D. Wise's blk c Hector Bey, by Emin Bey—by Marabrino Boy
Patterson 3 3

Time, 2:21, 2:21.

Pacing. 2:20 class, purse $700.

W. S. Maben's blk g Andy, by Dashwood—unknown.. Maben 111
R. O. Newman's br s Consolation, by Anteeo—Elizabeth Bas-

ler Hellman 3 2 2
L H. Borden's blkm Allie Cresco, bv Cresco Laflerty 2 dia
J. M. Nelson's b g Golden West, by Royal George Nelson dis

Time, 2:20, 2:20%, 2:24.

Against 2:20%, the record for two-year-old pacers.

Harvey Me, b c, by McKiuney—s. t. b. by Nephew
Time, 2:20^

Time, 2:18.

SITTH DAT—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER].
The Woodland Fair which was advertised to close to-day

t

will have to be continued until Monday on account of tha

unfinished race. The weather was delightful—a typical

summer day. The attendance was excellent and the lone

programme offered by this enterprising association contained

enough variety to satisfy the most fastidious. The manage-

ment seemed imbued with a spirit of progressiveness and a

desire to make each day's racing more attractive than its

predecessor. Six races and two splendid performances

against time over this fast track is a good afternoon's work
The record of 2:1S made by Chas. Durfee's splendid colt Har
vey Mc was lowered by the Oakwood Park Stock Farm's

two year-old colt W. W. Foote. He paced the mile in 2:16};

a splendid performance for a colt as little worked as he has

been. Lucky B., 2:26£, by Prompter, lowered his record to

2:20 J, although he has been beaten out a head in one of his

races in 2:18 ; a little company is an excellent thing even

for a horse that is trying to lower his mark. The race won
by Tilton B. was hard on the bookmakers. They had tj pay

out nearly $1,000 for a little less than $40 paid in. In the

running race the greatest excitement prevailed, for the

horses finished in a bunch, making it a difficult task

to separate them. A most bare-faced rob was noticed in

the hurdle race, CJalindo, on Albatross, having all he could

do to prevent his horse from winning. The interest in this

finish was lost sight of by the general public from the fact

that one of the jockeys who started away on Ben Martin

was lying seriously injured over on the backstretch where

his horse had thrown him and then trampled on his side and

knee. Th* judges declare they will never give another hurdle

race on this track, and in this they display good judgment.

Aria, the handsome Palo Alto entry, trotted awav from her

field in three straight heats. In the race for 2:24 class trot-

ters, Alert cast three of his shoes in three heats and then in

the fifth heat came in second. Hillsdale never tried lo get

any better than last position until the fourth heat, then when
all the fast horses were killed off, he came on and won easily.

Princewood dropped dead in the fifth heat just as he was

coming to the wire. No blame is attached to the driver. The
horse was completely worn out, and died from sheer ex-

haustion. The wonderful record, 2:16, made by this ill fated

horse was no mark of his speed, for he bas trotted miles in

2:12 in his work. He was the only horse his owner had, and

was the mainstay with which he hoped to make considerable

money this season. In the last race, which has had tone
postponed, Cibolo, the Oakwood Park Stock Farm entry, sur-

prised the talent and showed that his sire, Chas. Derby, is

destined to be one of the greatest sires of early and extreme
speed in California.

The unfinished race was the first called. Tilton B. had
won two heats and Debora two. Electra, the favorite, had
been the contending horse in every heat, but had not come
under the wire first. She was still the favorite and Dustin
drove her well, winning the heat by two lengths in 2:22},

Bay Rum third, Tilton B. fourth. Eclipse was drawn before

this heat.

The three horses came for the next heat and again Electra

won, Tilton B. second and Debora third. Time, 2:25. Th*
backers of Electra felt happy.

In the next heat a change came over (he spirit of their

dreams, for in coming into the stretch, making a wide turn,

Dustin with Electra gave "Wheeler with Tilton B. an oppor-

tunity to slip in, and, to the wire it was a drive. Tilton B.

made several skip-jack breaks and won the heat and race by
a nise in 2:25}. Bookmaker Humphrey paid out $960 for

$36 held by a few backers of Tilton B.

Tilton B. was sired by Tilton Almout and his dam is by

John Nelson. He is another one of the game familv of trot-

ters that never seems to quit.

Deborah is a bay mare by Sable Wilkes, out of a mare by
Le Grande, and her mark of 2:2U was well earned.

Electra, by Richards' Elector, lowered her record to

2:22*.
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In the second event which was for the runners and was
called a consolation purse of $150, five furlongs, there were
eight entries: Sam Mount, Jessie Sturgill, Monarch, George
L., Polaski, Lou L., Prince Kelly, and North. In the betting

the field was favorite at $20 against $10 on Polaski. Starter

Brown sent the horses away at the first attempt. Sam Mount
led until the homestretch was reached. Then Lou L. passed
him and was leading until within twenty feet of the wire,

where Prince, ably ridden by Seaman, came like a cyclone,

and won by a nose in 1:02|. Polaski, who was ahead of Lou
L., was second and Lou L. last. The rest all in a bunch not

a length behind.

In the hurdle race, the first ever given at Woodland, was
a mile dash over four hurdles. There were four entries

:

Garnet, Albatross, Dave Douglass and Ben Martin. The
quartette got away all on their stride, Albatross being in the
lead, with Dave Douglass second. Garnet third and Ben Mar-
tin last. The first hurdle was jumped by the four, but in

jumping the second the hindmost horse, Ben Martin, fell

to his knees, throwing his rider, Capps, over his head and
tramping on him. The riderless horse turned and ran back
to the wire where be was caught. Albatross had the race

well in hand, but his rider had a better grip on the lines and
gave an exhibition of strong arm work that was plainly

noticeable to all who have ever seen racing. Dave Douglass
came up and won with ease by a length in 1:55*, Garnet
third.

The third race was for the three-year-olds, 2:22 class. The
entries were : McZeus, Mariposa, Bet Madison, Silver Bee,

John Bury, Aria. In the betting Aria was favorite at $20,
Silver Bee $5, field $5. Judge Adams sent them ofl to a good
start. Aria led as the rest all followed in procession-like

order. Our Boy was second, Mariposa third, Silver Bee
fourth, Bet Madison fifth and McZeus last. These positions

were unchanged to the wire. Dustin driving Aria under the

wire in 2:1S* in a jog.

Before the second heat was called Mr. Gardner, the owner
of McZeus, had his horse withdrawn. Pooling was almost
stopped for no one cared to back anything but Aria. She
proved to be all that we have claimed for her. Dustin drove
her to the half in 1:07, and around to the stand in 1:13. Bet
Madison was second, three lengths behind, John Bury third,

Silver Bee fourth, Mariposa fifth. Time, 2:20.

Aria won the third heat and race in 2:18*. Bet Madison
second, two lengths behind, Chloe third, Ensign fourth, Jen-
nie June fifth, Laura Z. sixth, King of the Ring seventh and
Hillsdale last.

In the fifth race, which was for the 2:24 class trotters for a

purse of $700, there were eight entries : Hillsdale, Pearl
Fisher, Alert, Laura Z , Jennie June,Chloe, Princewood and
King of the Ring. In the betting Alert sold for $8, Hills-

dale $8, Jennie June $8, field $10. When the horses were
sent away to a straggling start Alert took the lead and kept

it until the homestretch was reached. Jennie June, who was
at his bike, then came up on even terms with him. It looked

as if the result of the race lay between them, but Smith, with

Princewood, took the pole and while Sanders was lifting

Alert he guided the Dexter Prince horse in and won by a

length in 2:16, Jennie June third,Chloe fourth. Pearl Fisher

fifth, Laura Z. sixth, Hillsdale seventh and King of the RiDg
eighth.

Princewood was made the favorite in the betting. Holders
of field tickets felt happy, for Alert, Hillsdale and Jennie
June wereplaced in the field. Chloe took the lead but broke

at the quarter and fell back to fourth place. Princewood,
her full brother, then took the lead and followed by Pearl

Fisher led the field to the wire. Alert, who was third, broke
and fell back. As he did so Dustin brought Chloe up and
was third as Prince came under the wire in 2:18*, Jennie
June, Laura Z., King of the Ring and Hillsdale last.

Pearl Fisher captured the next heat from Chloe by a head
in a driving finish, Princewood was fourth, JennieJune fifth,

Laura Z. sixth, Hillsdale seventh and Alert eighth. Time,
238}. The result of this heat caused another cnange in the

betting.

In the next heat Pearl Fisher led to the half-mile pole with

Chloe and Hillsdale half a length further away. The posi-

tions were unchanged until the homestretch was reached

.

Princewood made an effort to come up, but failed and fell

back to last place. Down to the wire it was a struggle, but

Hillsdale, who had not been prominent in the other heats,

was not tired, so he won by a head in 2:20, Chloe second,

Pearl Fisher third, Laura Z., King of the Ring, Alert and
Princewood coming in the order named.

Hillsdale was the favorite and again started to make up
for his " dose of the slows " in the first part of the race. He
took the lead and kept it to the wire. Alert, the game old son

of Ensign, came in second, Chloe again came in third, Pearl
Fisher fourth, King of the Ring fifth, Jennie June sixth,

Laura seventh and Princewood a tired last. Time 2:19}.

When the three horses came out for the sixth heat, some
holders of tickets after the third heat on Princewood had
claimed that Smith, the driver, was not trying to win, and
asked that he be taken out. The judges now ordered Mr. Smith
out of the sulky, and T. C. Snider to take his place. Mr.
Smith protested against the proceedings, claiming that the

horse was very tired, and admitting that in the pre-

vious (the fifth) heat he had to take the horse back be-

cause the animal was pacing, but, if allowed to drive would
do his best to win. The judges would not repeal

their decision, and the three horses started. Hillsdale led

all the way, Pearl Fisher was second and Princewood last.

These positions were unchanged. Coming into the home-
stretch, Princewood broke, and his driver getting him settled,

started after thos° in front. The horse wavered and when
about sixty yards from the wire the driver pulled him to a
walk, and twenty yards further the son of Dexter Prince fell

by the inside fence, and before his driver could jump from
his seat in the sulky the horse was dead. Ashe fell about
thirty feet from the wire, the judges could not do otherwise
than declare the horse distanced. Everybody sympathized
with the owner, Mr. Smith, and many were the comments
on having men in the stand who did not heed the warnings
of the driver. Mr. Snider was exonerated from all blame and
no one felt worse over the'unfortunate occurrence than he.

A subscription was taken up by the horsemen for Mr. Smith.
W. W. Foote, by Steinway, out of Maggie McGregor,

by Robert McGregor, started to lower the record of 2:18

made by the McKinneycolt Harvey Mc yesterday. Millard
Sanders, his driver, did not have a running horse to accom-
pany his black colt but started from the wire at the first score.

He paced to the quarter in thirty-four seconds, to the half in

1:08*,, the three quarters he negotiated in 1:42. Coming to

the wire Sanders encouraged the colt by every means in his

power without resorting to the use of the whip. About

2 4

twenty yards from the goal the colt broke and came under
the wire in 2:16}, thus lowering all two-year-old records this

year. W. W. Foote is owned by the Oakwood Park Stock
Farm, Danville, Contra Co6ta county, and like W. Wood,
was named after one of our foremost lawyers.
Lucky B., 2:26}, driven by S H. Hoy, lowered his record

to 2:20*. He came from the half in 1:10 and never made a
break. Lucky B. is by Prompter, out of Lucy N., by Be-
douin, he by Sultan, out of Gertrude, by The Moor.

In the next race which was for the 2:25 class pacers, there
were seven starters, viz.: Belle, Touchet, Klickitat Maid, Eric,
Videlte, Cibolo and Orlinda Richmond. Pools sold Vidette
$20, Eric $15, field $20. Cibolo, the handsome big bay four-

year-old son of Chas Derby, set the pace and went to the half
in 1:07, Klickitat Maid like a little shadow behind him. It

was a killing heat but Sanders handled the leader with con-
summate skill. Vidette tried hard to win, but it was
of no avail, for Cibolo won in the splendid time of 2:15^.

In the next heat Cibolo won in 2:15}. Eric, ably driven
by Gray, made a desperate effort to overhaul the big son of
Chas. Derby, but his efforts were vain, for the speed shown
by this horse,coraing down the lastquarter in 0:3H,was some-
thing unexpected. Eric was beaten a nose, Touchet third, a
length behind, and only a nose in front of Vidette, Klickitat
Maid fifth, Orlinda Richmond sixth and Belle last. Time,
2:15}.

In the third heat Orlinda Richmond took the lead and
opened a gap of three lengths at the half-mile pole. Coming
into the homestretch Touchet was second, Cibolo third, Eric
fourth, Belle fifth, Vidette sixth and Klickitat Maid seventh.
Every driver did his best to lift his pacer to the front and
pass the daughter of A. W. Richmond, but she was too

speedy. Belle, with Jimmy Sullivan as a pilot, came out of

the bunch and was second by half a length, Vidette, on the
outside, was third, Cibolo fourth, Touchet fifth, Eric sixth

and Klickitat Maid last. Time, 2:16A. In this, as in the
preceding two heats, the horses finished in a bunch—no gaps
of daylight to be seen between them.
The wonderful speed shown by Belle caused a number of

bettors to play her for the next heat. She did not disappoint
them, for she went to the front and stayed there, win-
ning from Eric by a neck in 2:17$, Touchet third, Vidette
fourth, Orlinda Richmond fifth and Cibolo last. Time,
2:17$. It was almost too dark to see the horses on the back-
stretch, so the judges postponed the finish of this race until

Monday at one o'clock.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, 2:40 class, pnrse $700.

C. H. Wbeeler'sbgTiltonB., by Tilton Almont
—by John Nelson Wheeler 3 3 114 2 1

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b m Elertra. by Rich-
ards' Elector—Moor Maid, by The Moor

'. Dustin
SaD Mateo Stock Farm's b m Deborah, by Sable

Wilkes—by Le Grande Rogers 112 4 2 3 3
Oakuood Park Stock Farm's b m Bay Rum, bv

Steinway—by Anteeo Sanders 5 4 3 3 3
T. C. Snider'sgrg R. Eclipse, by Prompter—by

Gov. Booth Snider 4 5 5 5 dis

Time, 2:21 %, 2:22%, 2:25, 2:23^- 2:22^. 2:25, 2:25%.

Second race—Running, Consolation, parse, S150. Five furlongs.

Prince, b g, unknown Seaman 1

Polaski, bg, by Captain AI—by Gold Cup. 113 Leonard 2
Lou L., chm, by Nathan Coombs—by Norfolk, 119 Claucy 3

Time, 1:02%.

Won bya nose. Sam Mount, Jessie Sturgill, Monarch, George L.,

North and Kelly also ran.

Third race—Running, purse 8150. Mile dash, over four hurdles.

Dave Douglas, b g. by Leinster, 140 Dennison 1

Albatross, b g. bv Pillbox. 140 Galindo 2

Garnet, ch g, by Big Sandy, 140 O'Brien 3

Time, 1:55%.

Ben Martin ran and fell over the second hurdle, throwing his
rider, Capps, and seriously injuring him.

Against record of 2:1S made by the two-year-old pacer Harvey Mc.

W. W. Foote, bl g, by Steinway—Maggie McGregor, by Robert Mc-
Gregor 1

Time, 2:18 2

Time, 0:31, 1:03^, 1:42. 2:16%.

Against 2:26%.

Lucky B . br s, by Prompter—Lncy N , by Bedouin, he by Sultan,
out of Gertrude, by The Moor 1

Time, 2:26J4 2

Time, 2:20%.

Fourth race—Trotting, three-year olds, free-for-all, purse S500.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Aria, by Bernal—Ashby. by en.
Benton Dnslin 111

M. S. Severance's brf Bet Madison, by James Madison—by
Abbottsford Mabeo 5 2 2

Vendome Stock Farm's b c John Bury, by Antinous—Mnl-
doon, by G. M. Patchen, Jr Bnnch 2 3 3

H. Timmerman's b f Mariposa, bv Guide—Monroe Chief
Lafierty 3 5 4

W. O. Bower's ch c Silver Bee, by Silver Bow—by Ensign
Gold Dust Jr _ „ Smith 4 4 3

C. Conant's br c McZeus, by McKinney—by Kaiser
Durfee 6 dr

Time, 2:18%, 2:20, 2:19.

Fifth race—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse S700.

Vendome Stock Farm's b s Hillsdale, by Antinous—
Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood Bunch 7 S 7 1 1 1

Sam Casio's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—bvKis-
ber Casto 5 2 13 4 2

A. B. Spreckels' bl m Chloe. by Dexter Prince—by
Hawthorne Dustin 4 3 2 2 3

E M. Sanders' b g Alert, by Ensign Sanders 2 4 8 7 2
C. F. Marcy's b mJeunie June, by Motor

Patterson 3 5 5 5 6

G. W. Woodard's br m Laura Z., by Alex. Button...
Bigelow 6 6 6 4 7

D. E. Knight's ch g King of the Ring, by Silver

King Hogoboom 8 7 4 6 5

*L. J. Smith's br g Princewood, by Dexter Prince—
by Hawthorne Smith 113 8 Sdis

Time, 2:16, 2:18%. 2:18%, 2:20, 2:19%, 2:22.

*Fe!l dead.

Breeders in England are getting in love with Tramp
blood at this late day, and it seems rather scarce in the male
line of descent. In Australia there is lots of this received

through Kelpie, who was by Weatherbit, be by Sheet An-
chor, son of Lottery, by Tramp. In England Beadsman and

Pero Gomez we/e perhaps the best of the male line of

Tramp, while in this country we have imp. Pontiac, winner

of the Suburban Handicap and sire of Ramapo, the Subur-

bad and Metropolitan Handicap winner. Weatherbit was
certainly a good sire in England, and he was out of the Oaks
winner, Miss Letty, by Priam.

Dan Hallidie, the young trainer who had charge of

Stromboli, recently returned from Australia, where he saw
some fine colts and fillies by Stromboli. They are as fine-

looking as any seen in the colonies, and show more quality

than he does. The owners are very proud of them, and
believe they are as promising as any ever bred there.

Robert J. Paces a Mile in 2:03 3-4.

Fort Wayne (Ind.) August 31.—Mascot, Flying Jib and
Nancy Hanks have been dethroned, and Robert J. stands to-

day the king of harness horses. The great son of Hartford
driven by Ed Geers, to-day made the fastest mile ever raced

in harness, lowering the world's record of 2:04 to 2:03$.

In addition to the three events the card to-day contained

three specials. The track was in excellent condition and ihe

weather was warm, with a light breeze blowing, but not

enough to interfere with good work.

Lady Houck was the first to attempt to beat her time of

2:19A, and she clipped off a quarter of a second.

Then came Alix. The immense crowd was deeply inter-
ested when driver McDowell nodded to Starter Walker for
thb word, and away went the little mare at a clipping rate.

Without a skip she pulled in under the wire in her record
time.

Fantasy, 2:07*, nest caused enthusiasm by pulling ofl the
half-second and giving herself a new record of 2:07.

Then came the event of the day. Excitement was at fever
heat when it was anounced that Robert J. would go. Geers
appeared confident that he would equal his record, yet hardly
any one expected the wonderful termination.

After about ten minutes spent in warming him up, Geers
flew down the track with a running male hanging on his
wheel. But the silent man was not fully satisfied and the
word was not given.
Again Geers scored down the trick, and as he neared the

starter's stand, Robert J. was as steady as a clock and going
like the wind. Geers noded for the word. Starter Walker
gave it, and Robert J. shot forward like an express train.

The first quarter he sped in 0:30?.

Everybody watched the half, and when that was paced in
1:01 £ the nerves of 5,000 people were wrought to ibe highest
tension. Geers slowed up ju.^t a trifle, but when the three-
quarter post was passed in 1:33| all were certain a world's
record would be broken.
Geers again let the horse out, and as he swung into the

homestretch, down he came like the wind and crossed the
wire in 2:03J, making the last quarter in just thirty seconds.
The crowd was almost breathless until the wire was crossed,

and as the time was caught by hundreds of watches, one
mighty shout rent the air and a most enthusiastic demonstra-
tion took place. Cheers were given for Geers, for Robert J.,

for Hamlin, his owner and for the track. Summary :

Pacing, 2:20 class
;
purse $600—Guerrilla won the third,

fourth and fifth beats in 2:13, 2:16.1, 2:19}. Hustler Russell
won the first and second heats in 2:12', and 2:12}. Freeland
Aileen, Rex King and Game Rose also started.

In the first heat Anderson Belle dropped dead.
Free-for-all trotting; parse$l,000—Pbcebe Wilkes won the

third, fourth and fifth heats. Time, 2:14i—2:11*—2:11*.
Nightingale took the second, 2:12}. Belle Vara won the first

in 2:11. Ryland T. was distanced.

Pacing, 2:14 class
;
purse. $1,000—Doc Sperry won the first

and second heats. Time, 2:10—2:09. T. M. B. won the third
in 2:11^. Rowdy Joe, Angie D., Lottie Loraine, Joe F.,

Nellie O., Be Sure, Broadside, Merry Chimes and Whitcomb
Riley also started. The last named was distanced.

Special—Ladv Houck to beat 2:19V went in 2:19}.

Alix to beat 2:05} went in 2:05}.

Robert J. to beat 2:04 went in 2:03f.
Fantasy to beat 2:07* went in 2:07.

At Fleetwood Park.

New York, September 3—Rather tame sport marked the

opening of the Grand Circuit trotting meeting at Fleetwood

Park to-day. Tomah started a favorite for the 2:30 race. Al-

montine was expected to give the Boston horse something of

a contest, but' she proved not to be at her best. The Fleet-

wood purse for 2:20 trolters brought out a high-class field,

of which the California four-year-old, Mary Best, was clearly

the best on public form.

Strontia trotted a great mile in the third, forcing the filly

out in 2:13* on a track by no means fast, but his savage rushes

failed to find the limit of the winner's speed and she finished

the mile well in hand after going down the hill to the half in

1:05.

2:30 class, trotting—Tomah won in three straight heats.

Time, 2:17}, 2:16*, 2:16*. Nomad, Almontine. Sidney Smith,
Captain Macey, Bob Roy, Jim Nutwccd, Jim'Ccdy Jr. and
Princess OrlofI also started.

2:18 class, pacing- -G. O. Taylor took the race in three

straight heats in 2:17, 2:16, 2:15}. The other starters were

Amelia, Fernoale, Dalgettv, Highland, Judge Sterling, Berk-

shir^ Count, Tiptop and Highland Lassie.

2:20 class, trotting—Mary Best won the race in three

straight heats in 2:15*, 2:15$, 2:13*. Dodgeville, Strontia.

Tougheran W., Gretcheu, Colonel Dickey, Amboy and Aunt
Delila also started.

2:20 class, trotting under saddle—Catherine Leyburn won
in two straight heats. Governor Stanford, Chester Eve-el t

and Paschal also started. Time, 2:22A, 2:25*.

The Hartford Stakes.

Hartford (Conn.), August 31.—Only 3,000 people saw

the racing at Charter Oak today, the last of the Grand Cii -

cuit at that track. The racing was as good as any seen on

the grounds of the Grand Circuit, every event being a bona-

fide race from start to finish. The 2:20 trot for the Hartford

Guarantee stakes, $5,000, and the free-for-all pace were the

races of the day. The match race between Miss Mullen and

Miss Ross was declared off. Summaries :

2:20 trotting, Hartford guaranteed purse, $5,000 stake

—

Alar won the third, fourth and fifth heats and the race in

2:111, 2:13, 2:14. Charldnn took the first and second in 2:12

and 2:12*. Rose Leaf, Queen C, Darlington, Tomah and

Ora also Rtarted.

Free-for-all pace, $1,000—Guy won the fourth, fifth and

sixth heatsand race. Time, 2:10, 2:13, 2.12A. Mascot took

the second and third in 2:08^ and 2:08}. Will Kerr took the

first in 2:08}.

Three-year-old trot, slake $1.000—MarqmLe won the sec-

ond and third beats. Time, 2:28, 2:254. St. Felix won the

first iu 2:27.

Free-for-all trotting, two vear-olt!s. ttuke £So0—Lady Lucy

won both heats. Time, 2:17, 2:174- Ellie Foley also starts.
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The "Winners at Butte.

12,645 00 23.335 00
13.3=0 00 2).0V1 00
14.9K0 00 26.17S 00
l-Vfifio 00 29.726 00
20.005 00 36.500 00
21.835 00 36.552 00
17.460 no S1.RIS00
IS.] 10 00 30,337 00
so.oon oo 55.514 00
13 685 00 25 274 50
15.020 00 26.272 00
16.335 00 32.654 00
26,880 00 45,367 00

Butte, Aug. 24—The races are over and Butte is itself

again. The horsemen all left for Helena this afternoon, the

race track has assumed its usual deserted appearance and

business in all branches has been resumed. The street rail-

road company's golden harvest is over, the hack drivers have

come back to earth and business has returned to its legitimate

channels. Every one seems to be glad that the races are

over, even including the horsemen, nearly all of whom claim

to have lost money here. Their claim in this direction may

be true, but if so the Butte men who won all of the money

are keeping remarkably quiet about it. W. D. Pinkston,

Mayor Dugan ard Peirin Irvine are amoog the heaviest

winners, and they are about the only persons with the excep-

tion of Captain Shepherd who will own up to having won
anything. Captain Shepherd's winnings would have been a

great deal larger had it not been for the fact that he was com-

pelled to divide up with Jonhny Bordeaux, who gave him
his tips.

This vear's meeting was a phenomenal success ?c far as the

betting went, and last vear's record was completely eclipsed.

Everybody seemed to have money, and they were not at all

backward about playing it. The records show, however, that

the people who tried to increase their store of the root of all

evil by picking the winners were largely small bettors, who
preferred $5 bets. There was not a day during the meeting

that more money was not played in the mutuel boxes, while

this yesr with only fourteen days' racing, the total betting

reached the enormous sum of $43S.S50.50, more than 850,000

in excess of the betting last year. Last Saturday was the best

betting day the association has ever had. more than $55,500

passing through the pool-boxes. Had times been up to the

average this year there is no doubt that the total betting

would have amounted to more than $600,000. In IS92 the to-

tal betting was $441,541.60 for all days' meetings, but at that

lime everybody had money and plenty of it. The following

table shows the daily betting this year in the auctions and
mutuels and the totals :

Day. Auctions. Mutuels. Totals.

August 8 8 7.306 00 S 7.945 CO S15.251 00
Augusts 10,690 00
August 10 I". 721 00
August 11 11.10R 00
August 13 14.061 00
August 14 16.595 00
August 15 14,717 00
August 16 14.358 CO
August 17 12.227 00
August 18 25.514 00
August 19 11,589 50
August 21 11.253 00
August 22 16.319 00
August 23 1S.4S7 00

Total S43S.S50 50

The betting this year was in the hands of W A. Avers, of

Portland, and it was conducted in a manner that gave the

most complete satisfaction alike to the association, the horse-

men and the general public. Everything was conducted in a

straightforward, business-like manner, and the betting public

soon learned that Mr. Ayers understood his business thor-

oughly. Mr. Ayres gave the pool selling his personal atten-

tion and looked after every detail so closely and carefully

that for the first time in the history of the track there was
not a single kick from any person. The mutuels were figured

out on a blackboard in plain view, which effectually re-

moved any opportunity for suspicion of underhand dealing.

Mr. Ayers is a genial gentleman of unquestioned ability and
integrity, and it is not going too far to say that be can handle
the pool-selling at the Butte race meetings as long as he wants
to. He has a large corps of gentlemanly and competent as-

sistants.

The Daly stableB lead the runners in winnirgs, with Ho°g
& Little, of California, a good second. Hoag & Little had
only tbree horses, Model. Promise and Jennie Deane, and in

proportion to the size of their stable they carried ofT the big-

gest winnings of tbe meeting. Tom McTague's stable also

made an excellent showing.
C. W. Hoffman, of Missoula, won tbe most money among

the harness'horses, with Ed Pyle of Syracuse, Neb., second.

The winnings of the different stables were as follows :

RUSHING.
Marcus Dalv 52,568.00 F. M. Starkev 270.00
Hoag & Little 2.178.00 George Henderson 265.00
N. S. Hall 1,955.00 Randall & Bnrrus 255.00
Tom McTague 1,729.00 Haves & White 210.00
Garland & Rarasdell 1,650.00 Pen Martin 230 00
Colusa Siables 6^0.00 W. P. Dingier 215.00
Maley <k Bowley 520 00 Zeke Abrahams 195.00
J. L. Carlson 520.00 George Huber 175.00
Barnev McGinlev 465.00 M. M. Hedges 165 00
C, \V. Chapelle 420.00 George Parrott 140,00
Jones & Payne 325.00 Alex Lewis 14000
ReavisBros 315.00 J. Dempsey 140.00
D. O. Blevins- 285 00 J. L. Crooks 150,00
Jordan &. Singleton 285.00 A. F. Farr 115.00

TBOTTrKG'AND PACING.

C. W. Hoffman 81 .710.00 O. S. Trron 9188.75
Ed Pyle 1,863.00 T). G. Bricker 335.00
Higglns Bros (running W.B.George ...250 00

and trotting 1,192,60 H. W. Brown 245.00
John McEvov 1,080.00 William Williams 212 50
I. L. Carrigun 787.50 C H. Bartruff. 207.50
H. S. McGowan 712.50 J. Breslau 1R5.00
Witch Hazel Stock Farm 689.75 Doncen & Warren -.. ]S0.00
J. J. Forchce 605.00 Helms & Reason 175.00
H.J. McDonald 600.00 R. E. Davidson 175.00
Barrow Bros 595.00 Jacob Swenk 112.50
T. W. Raymond 550.00 Easton & Jones 90.00
T. W. Savage 500.00 Moscow Stock Farm 72.00

Helena (Mont.)^Races.

SATURDAY,'AUOO-T 25.

The opening day of the^State Fair was not attended by as

many people as the directors desired to see upon thegrounds.

It was an ideal day for racing, warm, with a cool breeze, and

no dust to *worry_theleven or eight^hundred.|who witnessed

the three running races and one trotting exhibition. Tbe
running races were not contests calling for any special men-

tion. In the trot the only thing of interest was that the

judges were not satisfied with Tryon's driving of Col. K. R.,

who was beaten out by Billy D. in the second heat after hav-

ing a good lead of probably 150 yards at the half. The heat
had to be trotted over again, and Billy D. took it easily. The
sun was shedding the red rays of its setting upon the valley

and mountains when ths last train pulled out for the city.

Taken all in all the opening day was a pleasant and enjoy-

able one to everybody who attended, and the directors of the

association can confidently expect a very successful meet-

ing. Tbe directors of the State Fair desire to notify the ladies

that the gates will be open to them during the meeting free,

and that boys undertwelve years of age will beadmitted free.

Those who have season tickets will receive back their money,
less the charge for one day's admission.

In the auction pools on the first race, a dash for a quarter

of a mile, Midget at first sold favorite, but soon took second

place to Lark, both for a few pools selling nearly even at

$20, while tbe field, with Lula B., Bonneville and Ben Town-
send in it, went begging at from $3 to $5. The start was fair

and Lark won easily.

The three-quarters of a mile handicap was a puzzle to out-

side speculators in the auction pool, first Gold Bug being

favorite ai,d then the field, and then Nelson. The same feel

ing was manifest in the mutuels, which paid $29.65. Nelson

was never headed and won at will.

Billy D. won the trot as he pleased after giving a bucking
exhibition of his broncho parentage, such as no one has wit-

nessed since llton retired from the turf.

Bill Howard got away a length or more behind Red Dick

in the half mile handicap, and galloped under the wire an

open length in front of him.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Quarter of a mile, purse §200.

ReavisBros.'bg Lark Dindley 1

Colusa Siables' b m Lulu B Clancy 2

S. S. Hall's bm Midget Hennessy- 3
Time, 0:22%.

Bonneville and Ben Townsend ran unplaced.

Second race.—Three-quarters of a mile, handicap, purse §250.

Hoag & Little's ch c Nelson, by Duke of Norfolk—Neilsoo. 106 ....

Bozemau 1

J. L. Carlson's ch gGold Bug, 126 Dingley 2

Higgins Bros.' D m French Lady, 100 Williams 3

Time, 1:16%.
Raindrop and McDonald ran unplaced.

Third race—Trottiug, 2:31 class, purse §600, three in five.

Lilly D., b g, by Tarantula—Chicago Maid 113 1

Col K. R, b g., bv Bay Rose—Addie E 2 3 12
Eva T., b m, bv Al. Medium—AH wood 3 2 3 3

" Time. 2:2'.!%. 2:21%, 2:29, 2:24.

Mutuels paid S7.S5 and $5.50.

Fourth race—Haudicap, purse §200. Half-mile.

N. S.Hall's bg Bill Howard, by Jack Hardy—Bessie Davis, 125
Hennessy 1

Geo. Henderson's ch g Red Dick, 115 Clancy 2

Beu Martio's ch g Jim R.. 115 _ Dingley 3

Time, 0:48%.
Joe D„ 109 {Bozeman) ran unplaced.

MONDAY, AUGUST 27.

The second, as perfect a day for racing as any one could

desire, found about 2,000 people, a large proportion ladies,

upon the grounds of the Montana State Fair at two o'clock,

when the firsi race was called. Six horses started in this.

Nettie Glen opened favorite in the pools and kept her hold

upon the confidence of her backers until the start, which

was a fair one for all except West Wind, who was virtually

leftat the post. Nettie Glen got off in front and held her

position until half way down the homestretch. Then Carrie

Crooks under the bat headed her for nearly a hundred yards

and until within about that distance from the wire, when she

faltered and Nettie shot ahead and won by a neck, with St.

Jacob third by three or four lengths, Bessie and West Wind
beaten off. It was not a fast race, as the time, fifty-six sec-

onds shows.
The sgcond event was a handicap at a mile for all ages, and

on soflerance of Beaucatcher was won by her stable compan-
ion, Etta McEeever, as handsome a two-year-old filly as ever

faced a starter in the Rockies. Etta is taller and more leggy

than Nevada II at the tame age,but there is a striking resem-

blance between them. The start was a good one for the

quartette. Beaucatcher, St. Croix and Larghetta, the older

and more experienced jocbies on them,were quicker on their

feet than Etta McKeever with her mite of a rider, and in less

than fifty yards Beaucatcher ran into the fence rail in front

of her, with St. Croix lapped next and Larghetta on the out-

side, the three running on very nearly even terms to the first

quarter. McDaniel took Etta McKeever to the outside of

tbe bunch going round the first turn, and gave the daughter

of Salvator her head and she began to close the gap between

her and Larghetta. At the half Beaucatcher had a clear lead,

St. Croix next, with Etta McKeever lapped upon him, and

Larghetta out of the race. Coming round the turn into the

head of tbe stretch McDaniel took his filly in next to the

rail, and Beaucatcher running wide Etta McKeever ran by

St. Croix aud half way to the wire collared Beaucatcher.

The pair ran locked for a short distance, and then Etta got

her head in front and won by half a length. Beaucatcher

fought Bob Smith for her head all the way down the stretch,

but the iockey was her master.

Caryle Carne won the special trot after losing the first

heat to Benteer in 2*311, and having a sort of semblance of a

struggle with Si Huntley in the second, in which Charley

B., second in the first heat, was distanced for running. Prim-
rose, the other starter, had gone to the stable after the first

beat. A good deal of Helena money went into the pool box
on Si Huntley, and some others residing io the same city

failed to collect their tickets on Benteer, which were bought

after the first heat. Carne and Huntiy were alternately favor-

ites before and after the first heat, on which the mutuels paid

#24.90, those on the second heat paying $6.10. None were sold

afler that.

Ziimloch opened favorite in the seven-eighths, and won
easily from Minnie Beach, with Promise a poor third. The
ladies seemed to enjoy the racing and the exhibition in the

floral hall.
BUMHABIES,

First race—For non-winners at Anaconda and Butte, purse §250.

Four and a half furlongs.

D. O. Blevin's ch f Nellie Glen, by Glen Elm—Nettles, 110 King 1

Boise Stable's chm Carrie Crooks, 117 Dingley 2

F. Maginley's bh g St. Jacob, 110 Williams 3

Time. 0:56.

Bessie and West Wind also ran.
Mutuels paid §9.25.

Second race—Handicap, purse $300. One mile.

Marcus Daly's ch f Etta McKeever, by Salvator— Ethel, SO
McDaniels l

Marcus Daly's eh f Beaucatcher, 107 Smith 2

Higgins Bros.' b h St. Croix. 107 Hennessy 3

Time, 1:15.

Gilroy and Larghetta also ran.
Mutuels paid 56.55.

Third race—Trot, special, puree §300.

Witch Hazel Stock Farm's gr g Caryle Carne 4 111
W. H. Barirutrs b g Benteer '. 12 3 2

J. A. Harvcvsbh Si Huntley 3 3 2 3

Owner's bg' Charlie B 2 dis

Owner's ch m Primrose dis

Time, 2:S1#, 2:25, 2:28%. 2:2S%.
Mutuels paid, first heat 824.90 ; second heat, 86.10. None sold on

.bird and fourth heats.

Fourth race—Runmrjg. purse 8300, for horses not having won mor«
than one race at Butte or Helena ; five pounds below the scale.

Garland &. Kamsdell's b c Zamlock, 113 Clancy
Owner's grm Minnie Beach. 112_ Smith
California Stable's ch f Promise, 105 .Coombs

Time, 1:30%.

Higgins Bros, ch m French Lady, 112, ran unplaced.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 28.

When the people who were attendants at the race cou

of the State Fair reached the track yesterday they met a

chilly west wind at the gate, which, as the hours slipped by,

made every man among them wished he had worn a winter

overcoat, and each lady regretted she had not kept within

doors. There yere more people present than the day before,fcut

the crowd began to grow perceptibly less the moment the third

race bad been run off. When the horses were called up for

the 2:1 9 paciDg exhibition half the throng had disappeared,

and before the third heat was paced there were few left to

witness it.

The day will always be remembered as Tom McTague's,

and few were tbe people who wished him anything less than

the best of good fortune. Emma Mc won a poor third choice

in the auction pools. After the first heat in the three-year-

old trot had been trotted, Delhert was such a top heavy fav-

orite that the musical tones of Geo. Booker could not beguile

a bid on either of his competitors. Emma Mc selling for

from $5 to $S against $20 for the California filly Jennie
Deane, $10 to $20 for Normandie, ind $2 to $4 on Gilroy and
Caryatic coupled in the field. Emma, next the rail, got
away in tbe first flight, ran into the lead and won, all out, by
three-quarters of a length from the favorite, Normandie a

poor third, the others nowhere.
The pioneer handicap was a surprise to everybody except

some close observers, and resulted in the worst fall the talent

have had. Model, with her 122 pounds up, had the first

place in the betting, and sold for from $20 to $30 against $20
to $25 for Marcus Daly's handsome brown filly Benefactress

and his rakish grey Ella Gregg, coupled. Marietta, the long,

game bay daughter of Eolian and Misadie, with her stable

companion Dara, went begging at $5 to $8. Marietta and
Dara were next the rail, the Daly's pair, Benefactress and
Ella Gregg, next as named, Model on the outside. There was
a delay of fifteen minutes at the post, caused more by Bur*
lingameon Ella Gregg than anything else. Then, after seven
break-aways, the five fillies were ofF. The start was a fairly

good one. McTague's pair got off on even terns with Model
and Ella Gregg, with Benefactress a length or more in the
rear. She seemed unable to break with the others, but al

the half all were bunched. McTague's fillies were running
head and head with Model, and Gregg lapped to Model's sad-

dle and no daylight between her and Benefactress. The
Eolian filly and Model at the bead of tbe stretch were in front

of Dara, Gregg and Benefactress apparently beaten. At the
eighth Marietta.running easily with Model at her sboulder.on

the outside, and Dara coming fast on the rail, began to draw
away from Model, as did Dara fifty yards from the wire.

The McTague pair ran out daylight between Model's head
and Dara's flank, Etta Gregg fourth and Benefactress last.

The pacing exhibition was taken in by Brino Tricks after

Hanford Medium won the first and fastest heat in 2:16A.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, special, for three year-olds, purse S300.

H. S. McGovern's br c Delhert Ill
K. F.Davidson's bf Lady R- E. D 2 3 2
Higgins Bros ' blk f Antrima 3 2 3

Time, 2:27%. 2:24%, 2:25.

Mutuels paid, first heat, 87.90 ; none sold after.

Second race—Selling, seven-eighths of a mile, purse 8300.

Tom McTague's ch m Emma Mc, by Hidalgo— Butterfly. 31.700...

Bozeman 1

California Stable's ch f Jen ie Deane, SI,400 Coorots 2
Garland & Bamsdell's ch f Normandie, 81,500 Winchell 3

Time, 1:2954.

W. M. Daly's b f Caryatid, 82,000, and B. Magiuley's ch g Gilroy,
81,500, unplaced.

Third race—Pioneer Handicap, for two-year-olds, purse 8500.

Tom McTague's b f Marietta, by Eolian—Misadie Hennessy 1

Thos. McTague's br f Dara Bozemau 2
Hoag & Little's ch f Model- Coombs 3

Tune, 1:17.

Marcus Daly's br f Benefactress and gr f Ella Gregg ran uplaced.

Fourth race—Pacing, 2:19 class, purse 8600.

J. L. Carlson's b h Brino Tricks, by Altamoot-Sallie
Tricks 2 111

S. C. Trvon's b h Hanford Medium 12 3 3
Easton J. Jones' blk h BlacK Cloud 3 3 2 2
John McEvoy's ch m Irene L dis

Time, 2:16%, 2:23%, 2:26%, 2:22.

Mutuels paid, firstheat,814.05; second, 87.35; third, 86 50.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29.

With the cloudy skies, damp air and chilly west wind Io

face, there were more people out at the fair grounds yester-

day than the day before. There was but little excitement

over the five events on the card, and nothing occurred to mar

the general desire of the crowd to enjoy the day in spite of

the weather. The betting was heavier and more spirited

than any previous day, and several horsemen were losers on

the first and last races of the day. In the three-furlong dash

Midget was a top-heavy favorite at $70 to $80, with Lark

second choice at $30 to $50, Lulu B. and Joe D. in the field,

selling for from $10 to $25. Midget seemed tied up and un-

able to extend herself, and ran a poor second to Lark, with

Lulu B. third.

Nelson, and nothing but Nelson would the talent have in

the five furlongs, and he won as he pleased, after sailing -io

the auctions for $40 to Jim R. $15, Minnie and Vulcan in

the field $5 to $6.

C. M. C. opened favorite in the nine-sixteenths mile dash

at $20 to $S0, Hal Fisher $9, $11 and $21. Carrie Crooks $7

to $20, the others bunched at from $6 to $20. Then the

money began to pour in on Hal Fisher, and he went out of

tbe reach of small bettors. The start in this race was perfect.

Hal Fisher at once cut the running and won off, with C. M.
C. second and Carrie Crooks third.

The fourth rrce was the 2:24 trot. Bozeman was made a

such a favorite before the start Ithat but few pools could be

sold oo the three others in the field. But he acted badly in

the first heat, aDd being fourth at the finish, the field sold at

$12 to $10 on Bozeman. He won the second, and then the

betting was three to one on him. Darkness sent the horses to

the stable, and the trot will be finished the first thing to-day.
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There was a complaint of fcul driving by Bice against Mc-
Evoy aDd Alarmist, but no action was taken by thejudges.

In the fifth race a ctmplaint was made against the jockey,

McAbee, who was to ride Lajghelta, a*d Herjctsty wassub-

stituttd, without aflectirg the result ro far as the favorite,

Auteuil, was concerned, as he won at will in the slow time of

1:33. Auteuil was the favorite in the auction pools at $40 to

$40forLarghetta and the field $ 5 to $10 and $15.

SUMMABIES.

First race, three-eighths mile, purse 8200.

Revis Bros.' b g Lark, 117 Dingley 1

N S. Hall's n m Midget, 117 Hennessy 2

Colusa Stable's b m Lulu K„ 117 Clancy 3

Time, 0:36.

Joe D., 117, also started.

Mutuels paid 819.20.

Second race, selling, purse 8300.

Garland & Ramsdell'scb c Nelson, 111.51.300 Bozeman 1

Jordan & Singleton's b m Minnie. 85, 8400 Clancy 2

Ben Martin's br g Jim R., 109, 31,100 King 3

Time, 1:03.

Annie Moore and Vulcan also started.

Mutuels paid 89.40.

Third race, four and one-half furlongs, special, purse 8200.

Maley & Bowley'sbrh Hal Fisher, 122 - .....King 1

H C Covington's chc, CM. C, 110 Burlmeame 2

Owners ch m Carrie Crooks, 117 Reese S

Time, 0:57%.

Miss Elma, 117, Fannie B., 117, and Jack the Ripper, 117, also

started.
Mutuels paid 89 60.

Fourth race—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse 8600 (unfinished).

S. C. Tryson's b m Maud Patchen Tryon 12 1

C. W. Hoffman's bh Bozeman Rice 4 14
P. McEvoy's b g Alarmist _...McEvoy 2 3 2

Owner's gr m Anita Woods 3 4 4
Time, 2:27, 2:24, 2:28%.

Mutuels paid, first beat, 86.60; second heat, 512.20; third beat.S40.35.

Fifth rsce—Special, purse 8300. Seven-eighths of a mile.

Zefee Abrams, bhAutueil, 112 Clancy 1

B. Mnginley'sch gSt. Jacob. 105 Cleary 2

W. McAlee's ch h Largbetta, 117 Hennessy 3

Time, 1:33.

Appolo and Wyana also ran. Mutuels paid 817.65.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30.

Nine thousand at the races

!

Yesterday's attendance at the meeting of the Montana

State Fair Association was the largest in the history of the

turf in the State.

Not less than 9,000 people were on the grounds during the

afternoon and saw some good sport on the turf. They began

coming before the gates were opened, and kept comiDg until

the grounds were crowded as they never were before. The

Montana Central carried out by actual count over 5,000;

every hack and public conveyance of every kind was brought

into service ; hundreds took the street cars to the road lead-

ing to the grounds and then walked across the prairie, and

there were a great many private rigs at the track. This im-

mense Dumber of people were expeditiously cared for by the

managers of the fair. It was a good-natured crowd. Not a

disturbance of any unpleasant kind occurred. The great

grandstand was filled to his last seat, people thronged the

open spaces around the betting stands, the floral hall was

visited by a constantly surging stream ofhumanity, the quar-

ter stretch was alive with those who fancy race horses, and

the fences were all occupied when the horses were on the

track. Old-timers who have attended every one of the twenty

five exhibitions of the Montana State Fair Association declare

they never saw the like on the grounds.

StraDgers were of course very much in evidence in the vast

crowd. There are more visitors in town at present than at

any one time for many a year, if ever, and they made it a

point to take in the races. Of townspeople there were no

counting. Every one was out for a pleasant afternoon, and

the weather furthered their pursuit of pleasure in most ac-

commodating manner. It was not too hot nor yet too cool

—

just a fine day for seeing the races. And nine thousand

people saw them.

The unfinished trot upset every one's calculations except

the business-like few interested in the horse Alarmist. Boze-

man won the fourth heat in 2:21f, and then Alarmist stepped

in and took the next three as handily as it is possible for

any horse to do. His three heats were trotted without a

skip in the good time of 2:21 J, 2:23, 2:22£. So skeptical have

horsemen and the public become of trotting events that no

auction pools could be sold on the race after the fourth heat

had been trotted, and there could not have been $500 in the

auctions on the race. The public stuck to Bozemau so well

that the mutuels paid handsomely on Alarmist, $16, $13.75

ahd $13.25.

The three-quarter mile handicap was the first running

race, and there was some heavy betting, with Bill Howard
favorite for some time at $50 to $30 on Gold Bug and $20 on

Jennie Deane, $10 to $17 on Normandie, and $5 to $10 on

the field, with St. Croix and Etta McKeever in it. The start

was not a bad one, but the favorite got off two lengths behind

Gold Bug, who rushed to the front and won all out by half a

length from the favorite, with Jennie Deane lapped on him,

Normandie fourth, three lengths away, Etta McKeever fifth

and St. Croix last. Time, 1:15.

The "great and glorious" free-for-all trot came next, and

was trotted at a fair exercising gait for Robbie P. and

Klamath, and at a rate that made it quite an effort for Dan
Veloxto keep inside the distance flag and enable his owner

to pocket the fourth money. Those onto the combination

worked the innocents through the mutuel machines at the

rate of $6.85 on the first, $9 in the second, $6 in the third.

and $5 55 in the fourth heat,

In the half-mile handicap Marcus Dalv's Dair sold at from

$50 to $60, McAllister $25 to $70, Dara at $5'to $10. Getting

away in front the Daly pair won as they pleased, Evolution

beating Ella Gregg half a length.

SUMMABIES.

Unfinished trot, 2:24 class, purse 8600.

Alarmist McEvoy 2 3 2 2 111
Maud Patchen Tryon 12 13 2 3 2
Bozeman Rice 4 14 13 2 3

ADita ..Woods 3 4 3 4 4 dr
""Time, 2:27. 2:24, 2:28%, 2,21%, 2:21%. 2-23, 2;22J4.

Mutuels paid 86.60, S12.30. 840.34. S9-50, 816.00, 513.75, 813.25.

First race—Handicap, purse 8300. Three-fourlhs of a mile.

J. McEvoy's cb h Gold Bug. 120 Dingley 1

N. S. Hall's ch h Bill Howard, 122 Hennessy 2
Hoag &. Little's ch f Jennie Deane, 105 Coombs 3

Time, 1:15.

Etta McKeever, Normandie and St. Croix also ran.

Mutuels paid 826.30.

Second race, free-for-all trot, purse 8750.

Ed. Pyle's b h Robbie P Pyle 2 2 11
Mrs. Thomas Raymond's b g Klamath Raymond 112 2
P. J. Mann's br h Altao Lindsay 4 3 3 3
J. MeEvoy's.b g Dan Velos 3 4 4 4

;Time, 2:19, 2:15, 2:15, 2:16%, 2:26.

Mutuels paid 86.60, 89.05, 86.00, 85.55 ; none sold on last heat.

Fourth race, half mile handicap for two-year-olds, purse 8300.

Marcus Daly'a br f Evolution, 105 Coombs
Marcus Daly's grf Ella Gregg, 110 Smith
Tom McTsgue's br f Dara, 110.... Bozeman

Time, 0:49.

Colusa Stable's cb c Sport McAllister, US, ran unplaced.
Mutuels paid 89.15.

Two Trotting Notabilities.

The sharpest figures in American harness racing to-day are

Cicero J. Hamlim, of Buffalo, N. Y., and Monroe F. Salis-

bury, of Pleasanton, Cal. Of recent years each has got the

money through the harness racer in his own peculiar way.

Hamlin has bred his trotters and pacers; Salisbury has

picked his up. Both are breeders. But Hamlin is purer in

this line than the Californian. He has clear, sharp prejudices

in blood lines and follows them. Being correct he is entitled

to his prosperity. It is hard, though, to class the man who

is right and the man who is wrong and honestly thinks he is

not. Success usually settles the difference. When, years ago t

Hamlin won stakes but little money with a big colt thai

moved like a lobster and was named Chimes, the students o

form and action laughed at the Buffaloian's rhapsodies over

the blood lines of the colt—he was an Electioneer—Beautiful

Bells, and a brother to Bell Boy, Bellflower, Hinda Rose and

a lot of other precocious trotters. Bat as in glucose, so in

horse flesh. Hamlin followed his idea aod there is no young

sire, Chimes is eleven years old, who gets so much speed and

quality—Fantasy for instance—as the big Californian.

There are queer corners and quaint nooks to Hamlin, who

is an elderly man of sharp social standing, ruddy face, vener

able whiskers and keen eyes. He loves money and he loves

the harness racer. Keen in a bargain, he is liberal to a fault

with those whom he likes. His trainer and driver—big Ed
Geer , the silent man from Tennessee—is the best paid man
in his line in America. He deserves to be.

The harness-racing game is prolific of "suckers"—men
who buy and race and sell without credit or profit. There is

no soft corner to "Pa" Hamlin. He seldom bets, is always

out for the money, and nearly always gets it. One of his

keenest defeats was that here last fall, when he substituted

Hal Pointer for Robert J. in the free -for all pace, couldn't

shift the cut again, and was distanced early in the action

for a rich prize.

Since the day that he dickered and dealt for the best of i£

with flashy, jadey Belle Hamlin, " Pa " Hamlin has been after

the record. Barriers have been turned up in his path. He
hasn't tried to break them down. They were too stout. He
is a waiter. Time wears holes in all sorts of barriers, and the

alert waiter makes his way through them. " Pa " is on the

edge of a move for the trotting championship with Fantasy,

and seems to have the goods for success. If he hasn't he'll

wait some more.
Salisbury is a different man. There's some sentiment and

theory about Hamlin. If there is about Salisbury he is a

good concealer. He is like the caterer who, in bis high class

restaurant, pined for days when he conld "get 'em out, and
get the money."

Salisbury is always after the money. He likes a good thing

and will bet on one and is inclined to be furtive. He and
Hamlin are both noted as tough customers in their deals for

exhibition events with the trotting associations. Salisbury

has many horses in his stable and owns very few of them.
Evidently of Scotch extraction, almost Herculean cf frame,

deaf, brusque, gray, and strong featured, he is a striking figure

on any racetrack. His eye for the conformation that conceals

speed is wonderfully strong and true. No matter how they

are bred or where they come from, if he can get trotters and
pacers with speed he gets them on any kind of a deal. Then
he fits them early on his farm and comes East after the money.
Salisbury has no prejudices about gait and goes after the money
in front—the public and the healthy way. He makes trot-

ters, pacers and drivers. George Starr drove for him three

years ago and did well. Starr and he quarreled over the

"old man's" drastic treatment of bad tempered Direct and
they parted. Salisbury put Kelly in Starr's shoes and won as

much or more. Kelly grew away from his employer and now
Salisbury is doing as well or better with Andy McDowell,
something of a veteran who was sinking into hasbeenism.

Since "Independence" Williams shone to bursting, tb^re

have been no stars in harness racedom to compare with men
like Hamlin and Salisbury. Both are bigger and broader too,

than Williams, who always had a rural angle to him, wasn't

able to grow with the game he held.—Chicago Tribune.

Two-Mile Dashes.

Saturday, August IS, racing was being carried on at two o

Chicago's three tracks—trotting at Washington Park and

running at Harlem. On both programs was listed a dash of

two mi'es. Whether the Harlem management arranged their

long race as a counter attraction, or the practically simul-

taneous occurrence of two races of the same lergth in the

same city but on different tracks and at different ways of go-

ing, was merely an undesigned coincidence, is not made clear;

it is true that a goodly attendance paid its way at the various

gales to witness the contests. Bessie Bisland won at Harlem
in 3:30|, Mone'te at Washington Park in 4:45. The immense
spectatoriuiii at Washington Park held some three thousand

interested men and women, while over eight thousand jour-

neyed out to the West Side track. The attendance at the

trotting meeting was an excellent one for the opening day and
at Harlem the largest in its history. Looking over the two
programs it will be found that, barring the long distance

races, there was little else to serve as a magnet, and therefore

it must be admitted that the public will pay to see events of

the kind. So much has been said and written on this same
subject that there is no need of resurrecting tbe pros and cons

of the case. Nevertheless, it is a noteworthy fact which must
not be overlooked that these long-distance races proved ex-

cellent drawing cards. The moral is plain, the lesson easily

read.—Horseman.

Modern Ideas of Training.

A recent visitor to the Hamlin Farm near Buffalo, N. Y.,

writes to a newspaper in criticism of Mr. Hamlin's old-fash-

ioned ideas in respect of how to train trotters. He asserts

that Mr. Hamlin still uses the soaking-tub, and also that he

stands horses at the farm in a running brook, both of which
operations the critic denounces as absurd. There is little

doubt that in this he is perfectly correct, and in fact it is now
a rare thing to see a soaking tub in use around a trotting sta-

ble, whereas it was not so very long ago deemed an indispen-

sable part of the outfit. The man who criticised Mr. Ham-
lin for using the soaking-tub argues that it cannot do a horse

any good to stand in either hot or cold water for a long period,

and in this he is to some extent correct. If every horse that

is trotted or paced could have the services of a first-class,

educated, scientific blacksmith every time his shoes needed
changing or his foot had become in any way unfavorably
affected it would be all right to say that there was no occa-
sion for a soakiDg-tub. But the scientific blacksmith who
understands the construction of a horse's foot and who has a
lot of good sense in addition to what he has learned from
experience and from books, is indeed a rare bird. Conse-
quently trotters and pacers by the score are being thrown out
of balance and made lame in various ways through the ig-

norance of blacksmiths and the ignorance and inattention of
drivers. For this class of horses—horses that are never go-
ing to be shod by a first-class smith—the soaking-tub is a
necessity and a boon. It gives their fevered feet a chance to
cease throbbing with pain for a little while, aDd it overcomes
inflammation of the legs, joints and feet in a way that
could not otherwise be accomplished. For this reason the
soaking-tub is not so bad a thing as it looks. But when
Mr. Hamlin's critic comes to the subject of bandages,
which are also a part of the Hamlin outfit, hetalks in a strain
that will meet the approval of every thinking man who has
had anything to do with horses. He says :

" Another of the
most pernicious paraphernalia of a stable is bandages for the
legs of a horse. Nothing is more harmful, even in the hands
of those most skilled in their use, while in the bards of the
ignorant and neglectful groom they are a source of great in-
jury." ' But,' savs one, ' what would you use in place of
them?' The reply was, 'Nothing.' If bandages are harm-
ful why simply don't use them. Between heats in racing
sligbt hand-rubbing and a little bathing of the legs with
some mild lotion will accomplish more than any set of banda-
ges " This is a truth and a very important one which every-
body who has to do with the management of trotters should
take to heart and accept as an orthodox dogma that mu-t
never be departed from. It doesn't made any difference how
learnedly some groom talksabout the necessity for bandages
after a horse has gone a hard heat and his legs and muscle3
are tired. That is the sheerest nonsense in the world—about
on a par with the old-fashioned practice of walking a horse
all the time between heats, no matter if, on account of an-
other race being delayed, an hour intervened. If any man
who believes in bandaging a horse's legs will only take a

bandage and wrap it around his own legs after the bandage
has been thoroughly wet and let it stay there half an hour or

so he will never again argue that bandages are a gcod thing
for horses or any other sort of animal life that is far enough
up in the scale to have the sensation of pain. Bandag ;ng the
legs of a trotter can have only one effect, and that is to 6top

the circulation of the blood. This means tbe creation of a
tendency to inflammation; itmesns active and immed T

ate pain
to the horse; it also means incidentally that the man who
puts the bandages on i6 short on brains and long on stable

traditions. He is a full brother to the astute gentleman of

bvgone days who used to use neck-hoods on hones for the

purpose of getting the fat from their windpipes. A few
paleozoic relics of that6ort may still be found floating around
training stables. You never find one of tbem, however, at-

the head of the establishment. He is generally some old-

time rubber over whose bead the suns of sixty summers have
passed without warmiDg up his intellect sufficiently to per-

mit the lodgement of a single idea which conflicts with what
was told him when he was a child. That is the style of man
that believes in neck hoods for horses, in bandages, and also

when a comet is seen in the heavens deems it timefor every

body to get religion.—Breeders' Gazette.

After Fifty Years a Prominent Woman Gives
Up Horse Breeding.

It is well known that American women have bred and

owned some of the fastest and best trotters that have been yet

produced, including Civilian (three years, 2:21), Fides Stan-

ton (2:15), Moquette (four years, 2.10), Martha Wilkes (that

reduced the race record to 2:0SJ), and several others that

have held champion honors or have taken very low records.

One of the oldest and most prominent establishments abroad

for the production of thoroughbreds is the Hampton Court

Stud, established a century or more ago and kept up for the

past fifty years by Queen Victoria. This was closed out at

auction June 30th, when a total of 113, including the thirty-

four foals of this year, brought an aggregate of 22,070 guineas,

which would be equivalent to upwards of $100,000 in our

money, and made a remarkably good average, probably the

best of any closing-out sale of a hundred or more since the

general financial depression, which is affecting foreign coun-

tries quite as much as our own.
The bidding on this occasion was quite spirited, as there

were buyers from all parts of the world, who each evidently

wanted one or more, chiefly as souvenirs of the historical

stud, though a high standard of excellence has always been

kept up, and this famous breeding establishment has turned

outquite a number of remarkably good performers, including

a Derby winner, which is of almost the same importance to

the English breeders of thoroughbreds as breeding a record-

breaker is to trotting horse breeders.

Several quite prominent ones have been imported to Amer-

ica from Hampton Court Stud, including imported Sover-

eign, which Gen. Wade Hampton purchased and took to

North Carolina. Among his descendants are the trotters

Misty Morn, that gained such a reputation as a long-distance

winner abroad, Maud T. (2:10}), Impetuous (2:24}), and

many others. There are also numerous fast pacers that trace

to this noted thoroughbred, such asBas Bleu Wilkes (2:18 J
,).

Eglon (2:14^), Lena Willetts (2:14), Two Strike (2:12J), anc1

Walnut Boy (2:11A).
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" A Sure Thing."

[Translated from the French by F. Pkill.1

" For genteel rascality combined with artistic methods the

swindler of Australia is far superior to either his English or

A merican confrere."

" Well, I replied smiling, " I have had a good deal of ei-

perience with bunco men in America, so I do not think I

h ave much to fear out here. I don't look very much like

a Hayseed, do I ?" " By Hayseed, I presume you mean what

is commonly styled " Flat " in this country ?" " Well, no

I cannot say that you do. Still you may not be invulverable.

You would be surprised if you knew how neatly the " gunB,"

by the way, that is the title given to Bunco men over here,

the word signifying their readiness in "going ofl " with

other people's money, I suppose ? You would be surprised

how neatly they operate on a stranger. In nine cases out

of ten the victim is not even aware that he has been swindled

at all. If you go out to the course to-day, beware of the affa-

ble straDger and strenuously object to being put on to a 'sure

thing;' and to-night you will have reason to thank me for

advice, which I hope hasn't offended you."
"Not at all; on the contrary, I am much obliged. You are

a resident of Melbourne ?" "I! Oh no ! My home is far

awav in the interior, but I have bought experience in the past

at expensive rates. I rarely leave my sheep except to run
into town at a time like this. Permit me," he said, taking
out his card case. "If you should ever wish to see a little of

Australia's bush life, I shall be glad to have you come up for

a week or so. My station is not a large one, but I can prom-
ise you plenty of rabbit shooting, and if you are fond of ex-

citement a kangaroo hunt is not to be despised." I thanked
him and promised that if I could spare the time, I would
certainly avail myself of his cordial invitation. John Piper,

ofMarabeen Station, Hamilton, Victoria, was a tall hand-
some man of about 50 to 60 years of age, with a hearty ring
of good fellowship in his voice, which had attracted me to

him the moment we had casually spoken to each other. We
were having breakfast at Menzies' Hotel, where I was stop-

ping during my short visit to Melbourne, and had drifted

into conversation upon the all-absorbing topic of an Austra-
lian's heart, the Melbourne Cup, which was to be run for that

afternoon. " I am very pleased to have met you, Mr. Ser-

vice," he went on, placing my card in his case. " It is many
years now since I was in America, but I have not forgotten

the hospitality of your countrymen. If I can return their

kindness to me by—but I am forgetting you have friends

here, of course."
" No ! I only arrived from Sydney yesterday. We Ameri-

cans have heard so much about your Cup race that I felt I

must see the great event before I returned to San Francisco."
" It is a grand sight. Not so much the race itself as the

surroundings. Flemington is the most picturesque race course
in the world. We are a racing people, Mr. Service, and
to-day is regarded by the average Australian with as much
veneration as the glorious Fourth is in America. It is usu-

ally blessed with what is termed ' Cup weather,' which, as

you see, is perfect."
" Do you think the favorite will win ?"

"He may," Mr. Piper replied, doubtfully ; "but remember
in a field of eighteen to twenty horses it depends more upon
the rider's judgment than the horse's speed, and the favorite

this year carries too light a weight to please me. I never
give tips, as a rule, to friends, for one is invariably blamed if

they don't come off. If I should meet you out at the course
and hear anything, I will give you the benefit of my inform-
ation."

Again I thanked him as he rose from the table.

"Oh, by the way," he said, turning back from the door.
II

if you get out in time you might risk a fiver on King's Own,
for the weight for age, but don't blame me if it doesn't win.
Good morning." He shook me warmly by the hand and I

felt that pleasurable thrill one feels—particularly in a strange
country—wheD meeting someone who inspires you with liking

without your quite knowing why.
The praises I bad often heard bestowed upon Flemington

race course I found fully justified by the original, and Mel-
bourne has every reason to be proud of it. Not only has it

natural advantages, but no money has apparently been spared
in the endeavor to make it one of the model race tracks of

the world. To glance up at the hill which rises above the
grand stand—covered with its thousands, who cannot afford

the luxury of the paddock, but who are equally well off as

far as seeing is concerned—and then let the eye slowly travel

down past the saddling paddocBor"bird cage"—so called from
the fact of its being divided from the lawn by wooden bars

—

along the green lawn, with its marble statues and cool, tink-

ling fountains, crowded with lovely women. It then sweeps
onward round the well-kept track—its green centre crowded
by the poorer classes who get their 6port for nothing " in the
Flats"—until it meets the sparkling waters of the salt water
river, which winds its way in a silvery thread, to the right it

brings the gaze back to the hill again, is to take in a cyclo-
rama of life and beauty which moves the senses with a feeling

of exhileraling pleasure. I felt it and could well understand
why " Cup day " in Melbourne is held so dear by the native
born.

I found by the card that the " weight for age" was the
second race, the big event coming third. Ascertaining the
odds, I followed Mr. Piper's advice, and I had the pleasure of
winning fifteen pounds on King's Own, who came in an
easy winner by two lengths.

The bookmaker had just paid me my winnings when a
friendly hand was laid on my shoulder.

" So you followed my advice, I see?"
"Yes, Mr. Piper, thank you. You won also I suppose?"
" No ! strange to say, I did not bet on the race at all."

"No?"
" No," he replied with a smile, "I am not very much of a

gambler, unless, he added, I feel that I have a tolerable cer-

tainty. I shall probably risk a hundred pounds on the cup
thoygh."
"Your information mvist be pretty accurate, then?"
" Yes. It will come from the stable itself; my money will

be placed on with theirs. When that is done I may be at
liberty to tell you the horse. Meanwhile, what do you say
toa little iced champagne? It is insufferably close. You
like our "track," as you would call it in America?"

" Well I should think so."
u

I thought you would."
After our cooling drink, we strolled towards the birdcage,

to have a look at the horses. We had just passed the judges'

box, when Mr. Piper saw some one he knew.
"Excuse me a moment, Mr, Service. If you will wait

here by the fence I will be back in a moment."
I stood idly waiting for him and a young fellow who was

passing took the opportunity to borrow my racing card.
" I beg your pardon, sir, but did I not see you speaking to

Mr. Piper a moment ago?" The speaker was a tall, well-

dressed man, who had come out of the " members' enclosure.
" Could you tell me where he has gone?"

" I cannot," I replied, "but he promised to be back here
in a moment. I am waiting for him myself."

" Thanks. Would you be good enough to ask him to re-

main here until I get back from the paddock? My name is

Eccles." I bowed, and the stranger hurried away in the di-

rection of the bird cage."
" I'd like to know all he knows about the cup," said the

young fellow, returning me my card with an envious sigh.

"Who is he?" I carelessly inquired.

"Who is he?" his tone was of pitying wonder. "Why
that Mr. Edward Eccles, who has all the commissions for the
big stables. He's in the know, you bet, if there is any know.
I'd give a tenner to be sure which horse he's backing." And
the young fellow moved on into the crowd.
"Tired of waiting?" asked Mr. Piper as he approached.
"No, not at all. A Mr. Eccles wants you to stay here for a

few minutes."
" Oh yes. Thank you. He is the man I am looking for.'

" Well, here he comes," said I, indicating bis tall form as

he pushed his way through the crowd in one direction.
" How much do you want me to put on for you, Piper ?"

be asked, after we had been introduced.
" Is it settled?"

"Not yet, but it will be in a few minutes. I'm only wait-

ing word from the stable to put on their money. It's one of

two—the one that will be a dead sure thing. You know I

don't often tell you wrong."
" No," laughed Mr. Piper good humoredly, " or I shouldn't

be so much in pocket every meeting. Well,put on 100 pounds
for me." He handed the notes out of a well-filled pocket
book. " I am sorry you can't tell me the horse's name," he
continued, " I wanted to put Mr. Service on after you had
got the stable's money placed."
Mr. Eccles turned and looked at me half suspiciously, and

then apologized with a courteous " I beg your pardon, but it

is not safe to let everybody into stable secrets," he said in an
explanatory tone. "The public are very sharp, and once let

tbem suspect the existence of a 'dark horse' and they rush
the ' books ' and bring down the price before the stable has a

chance to get its own money on. Why don't you let Mr.
Service have a share of yours. Piper?"

" I want to win as much as I can myself."
" Well, to oblige yon, Piper, I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll

try to put on another 1 00 at the stable price for Mr. Service.
If you can't get it I'll let you know before the race, and
then you'll have to take the starting odds," he said, turning
to me.
"I'm much obliged," I said, pulling out my pocket book,

"but I'm not quite sure whether I have that amount with
me."
"Let me lend yon the money," said Mr. Piper. "You

can pay me back after the race." He drew out his book as

he spoke and was about to pass the notes to Mr. Eccles.
" No, not at all ; thank you for the offer, however. Yes,

I have just a hundred, a sovereign and some silver," and I

handed Mr. Eccles the amount.
"After it's all over," said Mr. Eccles, "I promise you a

big winning providing I manage to get this on with the stable

money. Piper, where will I see you just before the race ?"

"At the gate of the saddling paddock. Good luck ! a
splendid fellow," said Mr. Piper reflectively, as he watched
him away, " he's put more than a thousand pounds in my
pocket. I did him what he is pleased to term a good turn
years ago; and he always lets me in on a certainty when he
gets one." " I'm sorry to have made you risk so much,
though," he continued, " I wouldn't have allowed it only
that I am convinced the chances of loss are small." I was
just a bit sorry myself. I had not intended to 'plunge' so
heavily

;
but I must confess the opportunity of getting on to

a sure thing at a loDg figure was too tempting to be resisted

I did not show my anxiety, however, but we went and had a
" cold bottle " to give me courage.

" We had better get down to the paddock and find out our
horse's name and get the tickets for our money," suggested
Mr. Piper,as the saddling bell rang. I edged my way through
the dense throng, followed by him. We passed close to a
circle where a gentleman was getting up a private sweep-
stake; on the coming race. One more member was wanted to

complete the list. The gambling fever was on me ; I parted
with my last sovereign and took the chance. "Don't be
foolish," I heard Piper say behind me. But it was too late to

draw back. I waited until the names of the horses had been
drawn, and the one which fell to my share was a selected out-
sider named Zulu.

The organizer of the sweep,a stout, prosperous-looking man,
who, by the way, was singularly noticeable from the fact of
his only having one arm, appointed a place of meeting to

pay the winner after the race, and I then turned to look for

Piper. He had evidently gone on, and as I realized that it

would be almost impossible to find him in the crowd, I re-

turned to the lawn to wait his coming. Meanwhile the
horses had been taking their preliminary canter. A lean,
lanky, black horse, ridden by a boy in a crimson and yellow
jacket, I found on reference to my card, to be the animal I

had drawn in the sweep. Well, he was a starter at any rate.

The starting bell sounded and Mr. Piper had not returned.
The field of sixteen drew up in line, and still no signs of him.
I was just beginning to feel uneasy when I caught sight of
him in the distance, wedged in the crowd. He saw me at
the same moment and shouted something, holding up his

hand with two yellow tickets; but at that moment the bell

clanged a dull roar, swept like a wave over the multitude,
and 50,000 throats yelled at the same moment the the elec-

trical words: "They're off." The excitement of the moment
made me forget everythingelse. Gad! I'd seen some racing in
my time; but now had carried me away with Buch enthusi-
asm as this did. I did not know what horse was running for

my money, and for the moment I did not particularly care.

Irresistibly my attention was riveted on the crimson and
yellow jacket of the rank outsider. As the horses passed the
stand on their first turn round, the lean, lanky black was
leading the field by three lengths, with the favorite, upon
whom thousands depended, lying fourth. Foran instant,which
seemed an age, I lost sight of them as they swept round the
the course to the right. When they came in sight again they

were nearing the abattoirs on the further side of the track,

and a mighty yell proclaimed the iact that the favorite had
run into first place, and poor, lanky Zulu had dropped back
into fifth.

" He's beaten," I cried involuntarily.
" Wh<">, sir ?" asked a voice beside me excitedlv.
" Zulu."

"Ob, of course," was the contemptuous reply. "He doesn't
stand a ghost of a chance."
The field were rapidly nearing the corner. As they were

turning in the straight for the home run it looked as if a
handkerchief would have covered them all.

A roar ! They were in the straight, Avorell leading, the
favorite second, crimson and yellow jacket in the ruck.

" Avorell wins!"
u No! no! Stern Chase! Si era Chase."
At that moment another mighty roar heralded Zulu as ij

shot out from the bunch and challenged the two leaders for

supremacy. At one hundred yards from the post the favorite
was beaten, and Zulu was creeping up on Avorell's quarter.
It looked impossible for Avorell, and he overhauled in the
distance, but as they passed me the lanky black had reached
Avorell's girths. A second more and they were neck and neck,
and then, for the first lime, the boy on Zulu used the whale-
bone. The crimson and yellow jacket sped forward, and
amid the wildest excitement " the rank outsider," who
didn't stand a ghost of a chance," passed the judge's box
winner of the Melbourne Cup by half a length.

"I'm real glad he won," I cried enthusiastically.
" You ought to be sorry," said a voice gravely. You have

lost over a thousand pounds by only half a length." I turned
and encountered Mr. Eccles. " Yes, if Avorell would have
won, if his jockey hadn't looked around when he did. Didn't
you know Avorell was the horse we were backing? Didn't
Piper give you your ticket?"

I was too dazed to reply for a moment ; the sudden transi-

tion from pleasurable excitement to dead cold facts bewil-

dered me. "No," I stammered, "I—I lost him in the
crowd."
"Ah, Service, there you are; this is tco bad, Eccles, I

thought you said there was no possibility of Avoiell heiDg
beaten? 1 don't care so much for myself— but about Mr,
Service's loss I am more annoyed than I can say. I couldn't

get through the crowd to give >ou your ticket. There it is I

Like mine, not of much value now."
I took the ticket mechanically and looked at it.

! GEO. THOMPSON,
j

BOOKMAKER.

I Race— Melbourne Cup.

: Horse— Avorell.

: Odds— lOtol.

: JE100. Geo. Thompson.

This yellow printed slip of pasteboard filled in with blue
pencil was all I had left of my £100. " Well, it could not be
helped," as Piper said, tearing up both my ticket and his

own, and I had had a splendid run for my money. I was in

a measure consoled by having won the sweepstake, but when
I told Mr. Piper he and Eccles laughed.

" It's your own fault, Service. I am very sorry to tell vou
that I think you have been swindled out of your sovereign.
The one-armed man has been heard of from Sydney, where
he organized sweeps in the same manner and disappeared
with the proceeds. The loss of the arm is only a trick to

enable him to change his appearance -and avoid detection.

If it is the man I mean," continued Piper, " he has two arms
right enough, and you'll never be able to find him to collect

your money."
Mr. Piper's prophecy proved too true. I had been

"swindled," as Eccles said. It wasn't the loss of the sover-

eign, it was the fact of being " done" that I felt most. I

borrowed five pounds of Mr. Piper, and he and I «md Eccles
went and had dinner together. On our return to town and
before I went to bed I had become quite reconciled to my
" bad" day, and looked forward confidently to the next day's

meeting to recoup my losses. Fate, however, interfered in

the shape of a dispatch connected with the business which
had brought me to Australia, and I had perforce to return

to Sydney by that afternoon train.

Mr. Piper came down to see me ofF, and as the train was
rounding out of the depot he threw an envelope in through
the carriage window. "Gocd bye, Service, there's something
for you to read." I laughed, waved my hand in good bye and
stooped down to pick up the letter. It contained only five

lines: "I like you, therefore I reiterate advice which you
sadly m-gleetcd yesterday. "Beuare of affable stranger* in Ava
tralia, and strenuously avoid being put on to a 'sure thing 7

If

you remember this you will have more reasons to thank me
in the future than you may have had in the past."

Nothing more ! But it was enough.
My eves were suddenly opened. I had been the victim «f

threes—yes, three ! for the boy who borrowed my card was in

the gang, two of the smartest confidence men in Australia.

I'd been buncoed out of .£100 without the slightest suspicion

of anything bciDg wrong. My faith in human nature has un-

dergone a change since that day, and I am now perfectly pre-

pared to admit that the cficvalier (Findustrie of Jibe Antipodes
is distinctly up to date. 1 am sure Australia is perfectly

welcome to the distinction as far as America is concerned.

Look at This

The Central and Union Paciiic is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most comfortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast,

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern P«-
cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

F. J. Leary, Trainer Park Farm, Cranston, R. I., writes:

I have given your Absorbine a thorough trial and think it

a good thing to keep in training stables.

Jno. Matthews, Tuseda Park, N. Y. -vrites: Theeffecton
puily hock is very satisfactory. The great advantage of the

Absorbine is that the animal can be kept at work.
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How Ortondaga Beat Sachem.

"The Gleaner" writes as follows in an exchange :

There were few better bred mares in the Stud Book or bet-

ter producers than Susan Beane and Sly Boots. The former,

foaled in 1868, bred by A. J. Alexander, at Woodburn, by

the great Lexington, out of famous old Sallie Lewis, by Glen-

coe,"had seven foals, five to Lexington and two to Alarm.

Sly' Boots, foaled iu 1870, bred by John M. Clay, of Ash-

land, by Kivoli (son of Revenue and Topaz), out of that

great stud matron Skedaddle, by Yorkshire, had the same

number of foals as Susan Beane, one to Lever, three to War

Daoce, one to Monarchist and two to Mortemer. Both mares

died in the same year, 1884, Susan Beane the elder by two

years.

As to the produce of these two mares Susan Beane has

perhaps the best of it. She threw the unbeaten Sensation,

who never lost a race, and Onondaga, a good racehorse as a

two-year-old, but who, like Sensation, didn't run afterward.

Stratford, a success at the stud, also came from her loins, as

did Susquehannah, a fine race mare and dam of Potomac and

Chesapeake. Sioux, another son of her by Leamington, the

samesire to whom she threw the four previously named, was

only a fair horse, although he won a good many races. To

Alarm she threw onl/ two foals, Soubrette, who is now in

the stud at Ramapo, N. Y., and Sir Hercules, who died as a

two-year-old.

While Sly Boots' progeny were not, perhaps, as aristocratic

as Susan Beane's, they were stouter and raced longer. Lev-

eller her first foal, credited his sire, Lever, with some good

performances, all in the West, while Sly Dance, by War

Dance, bought by Pierre Lorillard for a large price, won

many races for Rancocas. Her form induced the master of

Rancocas to purchase her two brothers, Dakota and Jackson,

and send them to England, the last named after his owner

sold him, winning some fair races in Albion. To Monarchist

Sly Boots threw a filly that never raced, while to Mortemer

she foaled Saranae, who ran third in Troubadour's Suburban

and old Volunteer II., who is still very much in evidence on

So at this writing, ten years after the death of these two

matrons, this glance over their stud labors justifies the open-

ing statement that there were few better producers than they

for the short time each was at the stud. So, along in 1880,

when the yearling sales of that day drew out the usual com-

petition for the relatives of winners. Sly Boots' son, Jack-

son by War Dance, was purchased by Pierre Lorillard for a

stiff price. While at, the Erdenheim sale the Susan Beane

colt, Onondaga by Leamington, went to the Dwyers for a fig-

ure 'not quite so large as Saranac's, but still a good one. That

fall the two youngsters showed good form and were entered

for everything in sight as two and three year-olds.

In 1881 Onondaga and Sachem were both looked upon as

the cracks of their respective stables long before the regular

season opened. The former had shown rare trials that gave

the greatest hopes of his future, barring a willful disposition

and violent temper that were drawbacks of no slight degree.

While at Rancocas Sachem had shown Gerold and all his

other fellow two-year-olds his heels in work that was nothing

short of first-class. S.0 when the season opened at Jerome the

prospective meeting of the two was already a greatly can-

vassed event. .

But Sachem was not seen out at Jerome, where Onondaga

started for the Juvenile Stakes, half a mile, and won a fast

race cleverly from fourteen others, Pierre Lorillard's Gerald

second, beaten a length, and G. L. Lorillard's Memento a

close third. Onondaga did not run again at Jerome, but

Gerald did and won a good race. So when the clans moved

onto Sheepshead Bay Onondaga and Gerald met in the Foam

Stakes and the latter reversed that Jerome verdict, winning a

good race from Memento, Olivia third and Onondaga fourth.

Five days later the pair met again in the Surf Stases, with

Gerald penalized ten pounds, and this helped to beat him,

the Jnlietta colt, a long shot, beating Onondaga a neck, with

Memento third.

The result of these races between Onondaga and Gerald

produced a good deal of bantering between the respective

slables and after some talk Pierre Lorillard and the Dwyers

made a match for $5,000 a side. Sachem was named for

Rancocas and Onondaga by the Dwyers, and the distance

was to be three-quarters of a mile. It was agreed to run the

match on the seventh day of the Coney Island meeting, the

25th of June, good day and track. The Coney Island Jockey

Club agreed to add $1,500 to the match, which made the total

stake $11 ,500. .,..., * j-
The match at once became the subject ot great discussion.

Onondaga had been given three hard races close together,and

showed signs of going back, while Sachem had not yet been

pulled ont in public and was a fresh colt. Then the distance

of the race, three quarters of a mile, was looked on as a bit

further than Onondaga cared to go. As to Sachem's ability

at the distance, little was known outside of his stable con-

nections. Both colts, however.received aspecial preparation

for the match, and although in Onondaga's case the time was

rather short, the day of the race found each party very confi-

dent, j . _,

The match helped to draw a great crowd to the Bay on

Saturday, June 25th. Set as ihe fifth race on the card, the

previous races were but preliminaries to the maiu event.

AiiBiist Belmont's mare, Rica, tbeo a two year old, won the

opening from six others. She was ridden by George Evans

ard was second choice in the betting. J. C. Kelly's Eden-

herry then beat three three-year olds nine furlongs. He was

•another favorite. That rarity of to-day, a heat race, came

next, and at heats of nine furlongs P. Lorillard's Sly Dance

defeated Dwyer's Warfield and four others in three heats.

Sly Dance, a four-year-old with 90 pounds up, won the first;

Warfield, a six-year-old, carrying 109 pounds, the second.and

with only the two starting for the third heat. Sly Dance

beat Warfield cleverly. G. L. Lorillard's Sir Walter, a three-

year-old by Waverly—Brenner, won a maiden race at a mile

and a quarter from four moderate ones. The winner was

fourth choice in the betting.

Now the big match was called up, and as the two young-

sters received their preliminary attention the talent closely

» followed their every move. Onondaga, a lengthy chestnut

with the white marks that usually distinguish the Learning-

tons, looked trained to the hour as he came on the track for

his ante-post gallop. And barring a disposition to 6ght his

exercised boy, the colt made a good impression. He showed

no signs of having staled off, and the admirers of the stable

started to play him for big stakes.

Sachem, whose first appearance it was in public, aroused

no little curiosity in the paddock. A dark chestnut, not so

long a colt as Onondaga, but well put together and finely

muscled, Sachem was a colt to attract attention anywhere.

As to looks, be could not have been improved on, but the

conservative speculators reasoned that " handtome is as hand-

some does," and waited to see him work. In his gallop, how-

ever, Sachem converted many to his colors. A perfect stride,

of the daisy cutting order, Sachem lengthened out in the

stretch, when called on for a fast quarter, and the watches

clicked 25 seconds, with the colt's head pulled round on one

side. This caused a sush of the railbirds to back him.

In the ring betting on the two opened Onondaga the favor-

ite at 9 to 10, while 6 to 5 was freely offered against Sachem.

The auction pools showed nearly equal rates, but Sachem's

clever gallop through the stretch caused a decided movement
in his favor, headed by the stable commission. Soon it was

"even money and take your pick," and then Sachem was

made the choice. It was said that he could " towrope " Ger-

old, and the latter's races with Onondaga looked to give the

Rancocas party a nearly certain line as to what Sachem
could do with the Dwyer colt.

But "lines" in racing are very deceptive deduction. If a

horse would always run up to previous performances or work

they would be all well enough, but the very uncertainty of

the animals makes the seemingly sure " line " often of little

avail. Final quotations on the match showed the auction

po Is as ranging Sachem $1,200, Onondaga $880, and as Auc-

tioneer " Bob " Cathcart stopped selling, Sachem was even a

stronger favorite. In the ring the closing rates were 5 to 3 on

Sachem, 6 to 5 against Onondaga, both colts, however, being

heavily played.

Ou the way to the post both colts looked bodily perfect,

and as Jockey McLaughlin look Onondaga past the stand

the wearer of the Dwver "red and blue" received an ovation

from the crowd. Sachem, carrying Jockey George Barbee, in

the Rancocas " cherry and black," was received with equal

warmth, and as the two favorites lined up at the beginning of

the backstretch for the start the thousands were in the fever

heat of expectation.

The Dwyers had not as yet even lost a match race with

Pierre Lorillard, and the one under discussion was not the

first that had been decided between the two. But thtre were a

good many who believed that this one would break the ice

of Rancocas' defeat, and played the Lorillard colt as much
for that reason as any other. They reasoned that on Gerald's

races the Rancocas people should have made no mistakes

about Sachem, and played the latter for some money.

At the post Onondaga showed bis usual display of temper,

and afU r trying to kick Sachem and Barbee, did his best to

reach around and "nip" his own jockey, McLaughlin, all the

while lashing out at everything and everybody within

reach. The other colt, Sachem, was a contrast, as far as beha-

vior went, and not a few backers of Onondaga, who had wit-

nessed the latter's temper, hedged their money off" on the

other.

But as the two broke well together they got the flag, and

the race was "on." Up the backstretch the two colls ran to-

gether, Onondaga half a length in front, and the pace hot

from the start. The race to the turn was a lively one, Sachem
drawing up level at half the distance, and showed his head in

front just beyond the woods. Rounding the far turn Sachem
drew out half a length in front, and McLaughlin was seen to

be at work on Onondaga, the backers of Sachem began to

shout for his prospective success.

Rounding for home, however, a sensalional incident oc-

curred that only the two jockeys and a few people in the

vicinity were cognizant of. Nearing ihe head of the home-
stretch Sachem, on the outside, was leading half a length,

with Onondaga, next the rails, so close that the two horses

were almost touching. But Onondaga was being ridden, a fact

that seemed to arouse the surly brute's ire, for be executed a

tours de force worth of one of his lord's and master.

With both horses going at a terrific pace, Onondaga sud-

denly laid back his ears and made a grab at Barbee's leg with

his teeth, getting a "lock hold" as the fancy would say. Bar-

bee shouted with pain, and McLaughlin, with a rap of his

whip, got Onondaga to let go his hold. But in a second the

savage brute, with another lurch at Barbee, grabbed that un-

fortunate jockey by the left arm. This hold was a stronger

one than the other and Barbee bellowed with right good will,

but Onondaga still held on.

Now the two horses were rounding into the stretch, and
smarting with pain, Barbee pulled Sachem out so as to get out

of the way of Onondaga's teeth. This let him clear of the

man-eater but lost Sachem nearly two lengths, while

Onondaga, in answer to a jab of McLaughlin's spurs, shot up
next the rails and took the lead. From the stand it looked

as if Sachem swerved when Barbee pulled out, and his back-

ers were in despair. But he came again, gamely, and the two

drove home under whip and spur.

But the distance lost at the head of the stretch, where Bar-

bee pulled Sachem ot,t to get clear of Onondaga's teeth, was

never closed. While Sachem ran gamely under persuasion,

Onondaga held the advantage he had gained by "savageing"

Barbee, and amid much excitement, won the race by a length

in a hard drive. But for Onondage's teeth Sachem would

have won beyond a reasonable doubt, the authority for which

statement is the colt'sjockey, James McLaughlin, who thinks

Sachem had him beaten when the "savageing" occurred.

The only parallel case, of late years, to this one was the

Juggler affair at Gravesend, in which that horse grabbed

Spider Anderson by the leg and d.agged him out of thesaddle,

holding him suspended. Anderson was riding one of the

Belmont fillies, and in about ten minutes recovered sufficiently

from bis bleeding leg to mount again, and he won the race.

Juggler was always a very vicious horse.

An Object Lesson.

Among other objects of interest found in the study of the

Year Books was the pleasant discovery that more than two

score of the fair sex are credited with breeding or owning a

2:30 performer or a sire of 2:30 performers. We also learn

that three clergymen had achieved notoriety by breeding a

horse each worthy of finding a place in the 2:30 list or Great

Table of Sires.

Rev. Talbert Fanning, Franklin College, Tenn., bred
Chickamauga 4776, sire of two in the 2:30 list.

Rev. W. H. H. Murray, better known as " Adirondack "

Murrav, of Guilford, Conn., bred All Right 5817, sire of two
in 2:30 .

Rev. Qainn, of Richmond, Canada, bred Montreal Girl,

2:30.

Mrs. H. Smith, Louisville, Ky., bred Glenwold 12,867, sire

of one in 2:30.

Mrs. Cooper, of Wantage, N. J., bred that well-known sire

of broodmares, Harry Clay 45.

Mrs. D. C. Humphries, Spring Station, Ky., bred Forrest

Gleocoe 17,864, sire of dam in 2:30.

Mrs. L. Stout, Fay wood, Ky., bred Chatterton 8836, sire of

one in 2:30. This lady is also the breeder of Nellie Chatter-

ton, 2:29}, Courier, 2:15}, and Cut Glass, 2:20i. This is a

most excellent showing, we think.

Mrs. Julia Miller, Beaver Falls, Penn., now owns Silver

King 17,317, sire of one in 2:30.

Mrs. Alice Johnson, Rushville, Ind., now owns Brussels

11,043, sire of three in 2:30.

Mrs. Ida Tompkins, Gallatin, Tenn., now owns Bomont
16, '233, sire of one in 2:30.

Mrs. Mary E. Spence,Denver,Col., now owns Alarm 16,224,

sire of one in 2:30.

Mrs. C. P. Leslie, Kentucky, bred Wayward 8643, sire of

one in 2:30.

MUs Letitia Shepherd, Fairmount, 111., bred Harry C.

Miss La Salle Kimbo, Murfreesboro, Tenn., bred Eleanor
Malloy, 2:295.

Mrs. Carrie Marders, Pine Grove, Ken., bred Martha
Wilkes, 2:08; Prince Egbert, 2:29J,and Ernest B., 2:27J.

Mrs. E. A. Eagle, Lexington, Kv , bred Moquette, 2:10.

Mrs. E. L. Redmond, Paris, Ky., bred Stella Belmont,
2:17.

Mrs. R. C. Dora, Glenwood, Ind., bred Franklin, 2:19}.

Mrs. P. E. C. Stewart, Versailles, Ky., bred Bee Lind" (p)
2:19}.

Mrs. S. C. Robinson, Lexington, bred C. C, 2:16}.

Mrs. Jennie E. Moffatt, East Rutland, Vt., bred Dynamite,
2:20}.

Mrs. J. Carnenter, Grimsey, Canada, bred Fides Stanton,

2:15}.

Mrs. Emily D. Conklyn, Drbana, O., bred Civilian, 2.21.

Mrs. Silas Skinner, Napa, Cal., bred King Orry, 2:21^, and
Almonition, 2:24}.

Mrs. Kittie Hayes, Springfield, Ky., bred Diamond Joe,

2:20.

Mrs. Louisa Mizner, Burr Oak, Mich., bred Dictum, 2:20$,

and Sunbeam, 2:28.

Mrs. J. P. Herndon, Richmond. Ky-, bred Ashby, 2:23.

Mrs. John D'Arthenay, Vassalboro, Me., bred Brenda,

2:28}, and Hilda, 2:28}.

Mrs. Kate Hunt, Winchester, Kv., bred Ed Clarkson,

2:20}.

Mrs. J. B. Comstock, Cottage Grove, Ore., bred Anita,

2:26}.

Mrs. W. D. Sutherland, Winchester, Ky., bred Ed Suther-
land, 2:29$.

Mis. W. H. McCarthy, Red Bank, N. J., bred Anna Mace,
2:29}

Mrs. Mosier, Leon, N. Y., bred Doc F., 2:29.

Mrs. M. S. Severance, Los Angeles, Cal., bred Bet Madi-
son, 2:30.

Miss Anna Smith, Orwell, Vt., bred Tot, 2:24.

Mrs. N. C. Stanhope, Lexington, Ky., bred Brown Jim,

2:27}.

Mrs. N. H. Howard, Skowhegao, Me., bred Eastern Boy,
2-29.1.

'

Mrs. M. B. Taylor, Farnum, Neb , bred Martin B., 2:30.

Mrs. W. H. Hooker, Shelbyville, Ky., bred Euclare, 2:29}.

Mrs. Wiley, Petersburg, Ind., bred Lady Lear, 2:141.

Mrs E T. Barber, Lexington, Ky., bred Hallie B., 2:26}.

Mrs. Bryan Hurst, Lexington, Ky., bred Neponset, 2:24}

.

Mrs C. C. Burbank, Windsor, Vt., bred Mary Kent, 2:28J.

Mrs. Betsy Talbot, Owensboro, Ky., bred R. M. Lewis,

2:29.

Mrs. Mary Stuart, East Hiram, Me., bred Judgment, 2:29.

Mrs. W. H. Todd, Richmond. Ky., bred Minnie B., 2:30.

Mrs. M. Kinkead, Midway, Ky., bred Alice Tyler, 2:30.

—Western Horseman.

Little Sister, the two-year-old pacer of M. P. McPhet-

ridge, of San Jacinto, is astonishing the sporting fraternity

of Los Angeles these days by her great bursts of speed. It

was only Monday that she was driven by her driver, Mr.

Gaines, an eighth of a mile at a 2:09 gait, and a mile in

2:20. This is the fastest time made bv anv two-year-old this

year and also breaks the State record. She is by Larco, out

of a Monroe Chief mare. The Register, which gives the

foregoing, thinks Little Sister will yet make herself and San

Jacinto famous by her speed.—Riverside Press.

Everybody, it seems, wants a catalogue of the sale of Palo

Alto trotting stock, which will take place next Wednesday at

the fair grounds, Sacramento.

A striking instance of the uncertainty of racing is fur-

nished in the bad luck of the Keene stable this year, as

against the fortune of the same establishment in 1893, when
the Keenes led the winning list, and closed the season with a

strength in coming three-year-olds that appeared to be practi-

cally invincible, says the New York Recorder. Domino,
Hornoipe and Hyderabad then made the stable appear the

most formidable in America, but beyond these James R.

Keene had a fortune invested in younger stock, American-

bred and English, and it seemed almost impossible that he

should fail to find at least one tiptopper in the number he

tried. Several showed great speed, but so far the best that

the stable has sent to the races is Sir Galahad, which was

highly tried in private, but never run up to expectation. The
season is now more than half over, and the Keene stable is

far down in the list of winning owners. The Futurity was

the only great prize remaining to be won, and as that proving

out of the reach of the white with blue spots, the chances are

strongly in favor of Dame Fortune's kindness to the Messrs.

Keene last year being of the " Indian gift" variety.

The following is said to be a recipe for whitewash such as

is used bv the Government on its lighthouses, and is said to

be nearly as durable on wood, brick or stone as oil paint,

while very much cheaper: Slack half a bushel of good, fresh

lime in boiling water, keeping it covered during the pro-

cess. Strain it and add a peck of salt dissolved in water
;

three pounds of ground rice boiled to a thin paste ;
half

pound powdered Spanish whiting, and a pound of clear glue

dissolved in warm water. Mix these well together and let

the mixture stand for several days. Keep the wash thus pre-

pared in a kettle or portable furnace and put on as hot as

possible.
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Winning Sires of 1894.

The following

Goodwin's Gaide.

23, 1894. The 6gi

Bramble
Darebin
Deceiver
Eolus
Falsetto
Faverdale
Fonso
Galore
Hanover
Harry O'Fallon
Hayden Edwards ....

Ilimvar
Hyder Ali
Iroquois
Kine Galop _....

Knight of Ellerslie....

table, compiled from Vol. II., No. 1, of

gi^es the winnings of the sires up to July

ures include second and third moneys:

. $14,215 Linden S17 9S0

. 52.220 Longfellow 22.945

. SI.900 Midlothian 2-3,715

.. 5.010 Miser 3,415

. 28,765 Mr. Pickwick _ S2.16o

100 Onondaga, 41,680

28,046 Pontiac 2-1.630

725 Rayon d'Or 14.660

. 25,830 Salvator 675

. 17,750 Sir Dixon - 3.355

. 16.475 Sir Modred 110.770

. 41.835 Spendthrift 39,092

. 11.385 St. Blaise 19,160

,. 35.715 Stonehenge 9.755

. 4.075 The Ill-Used 17.740

.. 27,986 Uncas - 7,320

£ *

Name and Pedigree.

Bramble, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—Ivy Leaf 17

Imp. Darebin. bv The Peer—Lurline 31

Imp. Deceiver, by Wenlock—Boot and Saddle 46

Emperor, bv Enquiier—Vesperlight 29

Eolus. bv imp. Leamington—Fanny Washington- 1*

Falsetto." by Enquirer—Farfaletta_ 49

Fonso. by King Alfooso—imp. Weatherwitch- 40

Hanover, bv Hiudoo—Bourbon Belle _ 25

Hurry O'Fallon, bv imp. Australian—Sunny South-... 42

Hayden Edwards,by irao Prince Charlie—Nannie Bay 19

Himvar. by Alarm—HIra 43

Hvder Ali, bv imp. Leamington—Lady Duke 29

Hindoo, by Virgil—Florence 42

Iroquois, bv imp. Leamington—Maggie B. B 37

Knight of Ellerslie. bv Eolus-Lizzie Hazelwood 11

Linden, bv Longfellow— Linda Lewis 33

Longfellow, bv imp. Leamington—Xantura 45

Luke Blackburn, bv imp. Bonnie Scotland—Nevada... 31

Imp. Midlothian. i>v Strathcoiian—Lufra 19

Imp. Mr. Pickwick, by Hermit—Tomato 15

Onondaga, by imp. Leamington—Susan Beane 47

Imp. SirMod red. bv Traducer—Idalia 44

Spendthrift, bvimj. Australian—Aerolite 40

Imp. St. Blaise", by Hermit—Fosee 22

Imp. Stonehenge, bv Blatr Athol—Cmmbra 9

Imp. Ravon d'Or. by imp Flageolet—Araucaria 26

Stratbmore. bv Waverlv—Brenna 18

Imp. The Ill-L'sed. by Breadalbane—Ellermire ?3

L'ncas. by Lexington—Coral 11

•Dead. —X. Y. Spirit of the

Winning Sires of England.

a o

10 —
15 <i

ii 4
16 —

15 2
IK •J.

9 9

IS 2
9 4

23 7

111 —
17 4
20 3
S —
13 6
IT —
IS 1

1(1 4

12 *

21 4
m 7
in 1
13 2
h 1

6 —
13 X
14 3
3 —
Times.

A number of unimportant alterations have taken place

since our last list, says the Horse and Hound of London, but

of course chief interest centres in the two leaders, of whom
St. Simon, who had several nice winners at Goodwood, dow

heads Isonomy by over £2,000. The list gives stallions

whose stock have won £500 or more in stakes in Eagland

and Ireland, and only those appearing in the current official

Racing Calendar, so as to get the correct value of the races.

The odd shillings are omitted. This list takes in August 10th:

St. Simon by Galopin. out of St. Angela _„

Isonomy (dead) by Sterling, out ol Isola Bella
Hampton by Lord Clifden. out of Lady Langdeu „

Koyai Hampton, by Hampton, out of Princess
Springfield hy St. Albans, out of Viridis

Wisdom (dead.) bv Blinkhoolie, out of Aline
Galopin by Yedeite, ont of Flving Pnchess „

Petrarch (France) by Lord Clitden, out of Laura _

Melton (Italy) by Master Kildare, out of Violet
Melrose -

Hagioscope by Speculum, out of Sophia —
Melanion by Hermit, out of Atalanta
Despair by See Saw, out of Piene de Cceur _

Minting by Lord Lyon, out of Mint Sauce
Tristan (Hungary) by Hermit, out ot Thrift
Brag by Strnan, out of Bounce
Saraband by Muncaster, out of Highland Fling „

Prism by Uncas, out of Rainbow
Exile II, by Hermit, out of Mimi's dam.
Barcaldine (dead) by Solon, out of Ballyroe
Pepper and Salt by The Rake, out of Oxford Mixture
Albert Victor by Marsyas, out of Princess of Wales
Ayrshire by Hampton, out of Atalanta
Tertius (dead) by Marquis of Carabas—Little Jane
Kendal by Bend Or, out of Windermere
(ialliard. by Galopin. out of Mavis
Peter (Belgium) by Hermit, out of Lady Mashatn-
Bend Or bv Lancaster, out of Rouge Rose...*
Herald by Laneret, out of Nightiar
Bendigo, byiBen Battle, out of Hasty Girl .. _

Florentine, by Petrarch, out of Hawthorndale
Swilllngton, by Hermit, out of Stockwater
Ormonde or Melton _
Macheath, by Macaroni, out of Heather Bell
Chartbert (Germany), bv Thormanby, out of Ger-

trude
Merry Hampton, by Hampton, out of Doll Tearsheet...
Tburio, by Tibtnorpe or Cremorne, out of Verona
Salisbury, by Camballo. out of True Blue
Edward the t'-onfessor, by Hermit—Princess of Wales..
Friar's Balsam, by Hermit, out of Flower of Dorset....™
ocean Wave, by See Saw, out of Par Excellence
Marden, by Hermit, out of Barchellina
Kilwarlin. by Arbitrator, out of Hasty Girl
Trapeze, by Hermit, out ot Thrift _
Lowland Chief, by Lowlander, ont of Batbilde.._
Paradox (dead), by Sterling, out of Casuistrv
Kaoebery [dead . by Speculum, out of Ladylike
Veracity, by Wisdom, out of Vanish
('hippet)daie(dead), by Rococo, out of Adversity
Quicklime <C. S. A.), by Wen lock, out of Duvernay. ....

Aiheling (Irelandk by Sterling, out ot Enterprises
dam

Selby. by Beauclerc, out of The Pearl
Crowberrv. by Rosebery, out of Lizzie Lindsav„
Beau Brummel (Hungary), by George Frederick, out

of Ma Belle
MitM.r Kildare (Hungary), by Lord Ronald, out of

auh
Petronel, by UEoaket, oni ol Cryibela
Muncaster (dead), by Don caster, out of windemere..,,
Timothy, by Hermit, nut of Litdy MashaiD

•, by Sterling, out of Apology
PhMammon, by Bolon, out of Satanellii

[tat i Ireland . by Sterling, out ofSllurla
Galllnule i Ireland), by Isonomy. out of M«K>rlteti

Favo (dead), by Favoniu-, ool Of Adrastla
Hermit (dead), by Newminster, oul of BeclofdOD
Beauclerc, by Kosicruclan, out of Bonny Belt.
Harvester ansl ig, ont of ft beat-ear .

24^ 29,699

15 27,458
12 16,416

16% 9241
17 ' P6S7
16 6329
18% 6225
9 5962

\l% 5171
IS 4523
5 4170

11 3961
10 38il
6 3682
8 3316
U% 3478
7% 3258
5 3218

16
4
2
9
10
17
13
13

3213
29 SO
2950
2814
2557
2512
2i9b
2469

9 2409
8 2405
13 2369
9'yfj 2121

6J^ 2051

5K 1977
8 lifiS

Child ofthe mm. by Blair Athol, oul of Ua Bella.
Brown Prince (Ireland), by Lexington, oul rif Britan-

nia
Chlttabob, by Robert the Dovil.out ofJenny Howlct_
Wellington, by Witulum, out of Socks

ll ofChopeite
<ieorge ! 1 a.i. by Hanyas, onl ol Prtn-

..-..sol Walea
Highborn (dead), by Gladlateur. out of Kille de 'lAir...

skylark tSoitth Africa), by King Tom, dul ol Wheat-ear
Morgan (Hungary), by gprlnglluM, out of Morgiana....

11

9
1881

1872
5 1867
4 1^1

11 1796
7 17y5
3 1787
9 1746

10 173S
8 159U
%% 1 '.fi 1

4>4 1560
8 1546
C 1473
4 1355
6 1355

1 1318
:i 1322
7 ISM

1 1300

6 1209
:{ 1270
7 12/2
8 1252
7 1206
5 1229
!'.. 1217

U82
1130
1088

fi 1057
H 1016
6 1014

3 1025
5 1007
3 P85

066

1

Sheen, by Hampton, out of Radiancy 1 1 902

St. Hono'rat (Bnenos Avresi, by Hermit, out of Dero-
tion 4 6 876

Mask (dead), by Carnival, out of Meteor 5 4% 872
Bread Knife, by Craig Millar, out of Slice 4 6 852
Sterling (dead), bv Oxford, out of Whisper 2 4 814

St. Gatien (Germany), bv Rotnerbill or The Rover, out
of St. Editha n 4 803

Althotas, by Rosicrucian, ont of Florence 3 4 776

Castlereagti, by Speculum, out of Lady Trespass 4 5 755
Sir Bevys. by Favonius, out of Lady Langden 3 5 735

Clairvaux or Isonomy _ 1 1 726

Exning (Belgium), by Mask, out of Rudstone 1 2 722

Fitz-James, by Scottish Chief, out of Hawthorne
Bloom 5 5 699

Ossian, by Quicklime 1 5 655
Glassbampton, by Hampton, out of Lady Tramp 1 5 651

Fullerton, bv Touchet, out of Caroline 4 4K 647

Plebeian (dead), by Joskin, out of Queen Elizabeth... 1 3 636
Satietv, by Isonomy. out of Wifey 4 4V£ 627
Sweetheart (Ireland), bv Peter, ont of True Love 1 2 625

Trappist (dead), bv Hermit, out of Bunch 2 3 610

Darby (Poland], by Jock ofOran, out of Elizabeth 3 5 590
Avrshire or Silver _ 1 1 og\

Baliol (Ireland), by Blair Athol, ont of Marigold) 3 3 576
Enterprise, by Sterling, out of Athellng's dam 3 4 561
Ossian (dead), by Salvator, out of Music « 3 4 563
Tyrant, by Beauclerc. out of Oueen of the Meadows.. 3 3 563
Boulevard (Ireland), by Uncas, out of Madeline 2 2 560
Borneo (India), by Adventurer, out of Lady Lucas 1 1 535
Radius, by Hampton, ont of Ray.. 2 4 517
Necromancer, by Touchet, out of Enchantress 2 2 515
Fernandez, by Sterling, out of Isola Bella 3 3% 510
Discord, by SeeSaw. out of Anthem 2 4 506
Lambkin, The, by Camballo, out of Mint Sauce 8 3 501

Will Napa Have a Fair?

Is Napa to have a fair this fall ? This question was ad-

dressed to Mr. Nathan Coombs Monday afternoon by a

Journal reporter.

Mr. Coombs answered, " I do not know ? If the people

will put up from $1000 to $1500 we will have a fair, other-

wise we will not. At a meeting of the Fair Association

about a month ago, Mr. Even, Mr. Scott and I were ap-

pointed to canvass the matter. We have talked with a num-
ber of business men of the town, but have met with very
little encouragement.

" The Board of Directors do not feel, after last year's ex-

perience, like taking the responsibility of getting up a fair,

but if the business men of the town will take the matter in

hand we will give them all the assistance we can.
tl Last year we barely made expenses. It was by a mere ac-

cident that we kept ahead. Some of the owners of horses

withdrew from one or two of the races and so we "saved a

considerable amount in this way. Had the programme been
carried out we would nave had a debt on hand.

" If anything is to be done it should be done soon. If a
move is not made before long we have to report back that no
fair will be held this year. As it is we cannot have the fair

until October.
" From a thousand to fifteen hundred dollars guarantee

will be required before we will feel justified in going ahead."
Mr. Coombs thus stated the position of the Fair Associa-

tion. The gentlemen who compose if, though many of

them would no doubt contribute toward a guarantee, do not
feel like taking the responsibility of getting up the fair.

If the citizens of Napa and vicinity will guarantee the sum
of $1,000, we can have a good fair and four or five days of

racing. If not, it is doubtful whether we shall have a pump-
kin show.
There is no time to lose. The season is already far ad-

vanced, yet there is time to get up a fair if the citizens want
it.

Riverside Polo Club Races.

The programme for the Southern California Polo Club

races at Santa Monica, September 10, are out, from which it

would appear that quite extensive arrangements are being

made for the tournament. Upon the committee of five of

arrangements are the names of Robt. Bettner and G. L. War-

ing, which is sufficient to our readers that the sport will be

worth witnessing.

The day is taken up with the Brookhurst stakes, one quar-
ter of a mile, for ponies, at 1:30 P. M.; $2 entrance and $40
added, of which $10 goes to second. The Arcadia Stakes,

three-quarter mile heats, two in three, harness race for trot-

ters and pacers, at 2:00 P. M
; $2 entrance and $40 added, SO

per cent of which goes to first and 20 per cent to second.
The Hoy stakes, one mile, for horses, open, weight for 3ge,

at 2:30 p. it ; $2 entrance, and $50 added, and same disposi-

tion as last premium. The Miramar stakes, one-half mile,

for ponies, open, top weight 148 pounds, weight for inches, at

3 p. m.; $2 entrance, and $40 added, $15 of which goes to sec-

ond. The Winslow Stakes, for ponies, one mile, open, top
weight 175 pounds, weight for inches, at 3:30 P. M.; $2 en-

trance, and $40 added, of which $10 goes to second. The
Acker hurdle race, for ponies, open, about one mile over six
hurdles, top weight 165 pounds, weight for inches at 4 P. M.;

$2 entrance, and $40 added, $10 to second. The entries close

September 2. Address G. L. Waring, Santa Monica, for in-

formation.
Mr. Waring writes that three or four pacing ponies from

San Francisco will come down, and that during the week pre-

ceding the races a polo team from Burlingame will be down
and also two teams from Riverside, so that in that week there

will probably be a match game evervday.

To the winner this year's Futuritv was worth $49,200, to

the second hoise $4,833, and to the third $3,016. O. H. P.
Belmont will get $2,500 as the breeder of Brandywine, the
breeder of the winner $4,000,and Charles Reed as the breeder
of Agitator $1,000. It was estimated that the ring was a

quarter of a million loser on the day. The bulk of this was
taken out on The Butterflies. Mr. Daly leading the plunge
on the filly wi'h a commission of $5,000, which was placed at

average odds of 9 to 10. Mr. Gideon bet very lightly.

From the time bookmaking operations were opened on the
Futurity, the public was eager to hand up its dollars, taking
anything and everything posted against The Butterflies.

Connoipsuer carried some wise money, but barring the stable

commission, straight and place, but very little money was bet

on Brandywine and Agitator.

Dan McIntosh left Bay District track for Sacramento
last Wednesday with Pasha, Ed .Stanley and old First Lap.
Stanley was cut down worse than almost any horse in the

world last winter at the local track, and has been in Dr.
Masoero's hands ever since. The Doctor has accomplished
wonders with this fellow, and he will almost surely race.

First Lap ie working fairly well, but pulls up lame at times
after a breezing.

Sale of Yearlings.

Under the double disadvantage of having but twelve head

to sell, and with not one of the big buyers present, Tatter-

sails made a successful sale on the night of August 27th of

the Faustiana yearlings, the property of Mrs. J. B. Prather,

of Maryville. Mo. It was entirely owing to the efforts of
Auctioneer Kidd that the very fair average of $350 was
secured. It is not often that u Phil " Kidd takes an hour to

sell a dozen head, and last night he signalized nis return to

perfect health by wheedling bids out of a most unsympathetic
crowd of spectators, says the New York Herald.

It is not without significance that the best prices at last

night's sale were given for youngsters that had valuable en-
gagements. The top price—$950—was secured for a full

brother to Quiver, who is entered in next year's Futurity and
the Matron Stakes at Morris Park. The next best price

—

$800—was given by J. E. Cushing for the happily-named
Faugh-a-Ballagh, by Free Knight, also entered in the Futur-
ity and Matron Stakes of 1895.

Below are the details of the sale:

Earp, b c (brother to Quiver), foaled April 2, 1S9S, by Faustus—
Belle Broeck, bv Ten Broeck ; J. Harding, Gallatin. Tenn.5 9>0

Faugh-a-Ballagh. b c. foaled March 20. 1S93, by Free Knisht—
Lillian, by Fanstus; J. E. Cushing ..." 900

Black filly (sister to Roseberry, etc.). foaled April 20, 1393, by
Faustus—Bonnie Rose, bv imp. Bonnie Scotland ; Mr.
Johnson „ 373

Bav filly (sister to Estelle F.). foaled May 5, 1S93, by Free
Knight—Zello, b/ Faustus; C. McCoy 315-'

Bay filly, foaled April 4, 1S93, by Faustus—Black Crook, by
imp. Brigadier : J. B. Dver_ 300

Chestuut filly, foaled April 6, 1893, bv Faustus—Volturo, by
Voltumo ; C. Pearce 250--

Chestnut fillv (sister to Barthol, etc.), foaled April 12, 1S93. bv
.
Faustus-Bothnia, by Bold Tom ; F. Hadlick „. 225

Chestnut filly (sister to Queen Olivia), foaled March 29.1S93, by
Fauslos—talla Bena, by imp. Great Tom ; C. McCov 200

Bay filly (half sister to Wilson Taylor), foaled April 10, 1893, by
Faustus—Hibernia, by Hazard ; George Rve. 200

Bay colt, foaled March 25, 1893, by Free Knight—Fauna H., by
Faustus: H. K.'Viugut „ 200-

Brown or bay colt, foaled April 12, 1893, by Free Knight—Little
Girl, by imp Uhlan ; J. E Cushing 175

Chestnut filly, foaled April 23, 1S93. by Faustus—Eveline, by
Lever; J. B. Dyer 100

Total $ 4,190

Before the races began at Sheepshead Bay, Augus' 27th,

Colonel S. D. Bruce sold a small consignment of thorough-
bred vearlings, the property of R. J. Hancock, of the Ellers-

lie Stud, Overton, Va. Only six were offered, five of those
catalogued, including the six-year-old horse Peter, being
withdrawn. The attendance was poor and the bidding light.

The brother to Russell, though a good-looking colt, went a
bargain, "Jack" Bennett getting him for $1,550. Summa-
ries:
Bay colt, yearling, by Eolus—Countersign; Bayard Thayer 8325
Chestnut colt, yearling, by Eolus—Tillie Russell: J. A. Bennett 1,550
Black colt, vearliog, Dy imp. Charaxns—Ada Belle; J. A. Ben-

nett 1,100
Bay filly, yearling, by imp. Charaxns—Ethie; J. E Cushing.... 275
Chestnut fillv, vearling, by imp. Charaxns—Thomasia ; J. E.

Cushing 275
Brown colt, yearling, by Top Gallant— Ida Green ; H. Eugene

Leigh 400

Total for six head 83.925
Averageper head 654

Cavaroe's Derby Winning.

Hyder Ali, in the Chicago Evening Journal, relates the

following interview with Charles Cavaroc, who tried to beat

the English Derby, but landed in the hands of a
" welsher :

"

" When I read the anecdotes teld by Col. M Lewis Clark
and George Warren of winning their wagers on Doncaster
in the English Derby of 1S73, and when I remember being
present on the trace that day and playing that wretched
Gang Forward to beat both Kaiser and Doncaster in that

same race, I feel inclined to go back to the oaths of my
youth. However, I have the satisfaction of knowing that I

got even with the perfidious children of Albion, as some
one has rightly called them, and it was also on a Derby, the
one won by Sefton.

"Arrived in London, I secured my seat in one of tha
Derby day coaches and soon arrived on Epsom Downs. I

took no interest in the two races preceding the Derby, and
amused myself gazing at the charming costumes of the beau
monde. The track was terribly sloppy, but overhead the sun
was shining brightly, and life appeared one continuous
round of pleasure. At 3 o'clock the Derby candidates were
paraded. I watched them closely, but failed to make a se-

lection. When seeking a good position to view the race from,
I was accosted by a bookmaker who handed me his card and
proffered to lay me the odds against anything in the race. I
looked at the card and read :

' Zimbesi, Sefton Club, Liver-
pool.' A coincidence, a thought, a hunch ! Donnerwetter,
Sefton shall win, aDd I shall gain both lucre and revenge.
Eagerly I inquired Sefton's price; 12 to 1, was the reply, and
3 to 1 show. To hesitate was to lose. I placed
two crisp 100-pound Bauk of England notes in Mr. Zam-
besi's hands, and feverishly watched him write in his little

betting-book 1,200 to 100, and 300 to 100 Sefton. ' What
name, sir ? ' ' Cavaroc,' I replied. Then I climbed to my
seat and watched the horses go to the post. Sefton ap-

peared to relish the soft going, and I felt that I should
collect 1,700 sovereigns from Mr. Zambesi, and then la

revanche would be complete. They're off". Sefton in

the lead ; up the hill they swerve and make for Tatten-

ham Corner. Down the historic hill they thunder, Sef-

ton sailing ahead like the Vigilant leading the Brittania
;

the Bell is reached, and a quarter of a million throats

proclaim the victory of the champion. Oh, how deli-

cious that feeling, to see the -horse you have picked out

on your own unaided judgment lead his field to the winning
post ; hundreds of thousands won; they applaud me as

well as Sefton. I reciprocate the compliment by throwing
my -ulk hat into the crowd, where it remains, but what
signifies a hat when one has gained $7,500 and revenge.

Hastily I push my way through the almost impassable
throng. Where is mon ami, Zimbesi? I look everywhere
—on the lawn, in the betting ring, around the rails. I am
still looking when the last race of the day is concluded and
the guard of mv coach gives a final bugle blast to warn his

belated riders that the hour of return has arrived. I rush to

the coach, explain my dilemma to the driver, who eyes me
askance as he says : 'Yy, that bloke's a velsber.' A welsher,

sacre bleu, and so I have neither my money, my revenge nor
my hat. Long and iveary is the journey back to London,
and I am momentarily reminded of my lost headgear by the

constant inquiries, "ave yer lost yer 'ed has welt hasyer'at?'
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THE GUN.
G-un Club Directory.

The C'ouutrv Club shoots ou the fourth Saturday of each mouth at

Oakland Track. Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacitic Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each

mouth at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

|>iiie street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
nt their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots ou the secoud Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

mouth at Oaklaud Race Track, Harry HoughtoD, Secretary, Oakland,

(Jal

Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots first and third

Sundays ot each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton Secretary, Perattn Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

the Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track.
The Nimrod Guu Club shoots eyery third Sunday at San Bruno,

j. F e. Steiucr. President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

The Electric Gnu Club shoots on the first Sunday of each montfi

at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S F
'Tauuma Rifle Rod and Guu Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burretl, Sec. „
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V Mills. Sec.

Med ford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

B G. Nicholson, Sec „
Mansfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F Tbibault. Sec. „ ,,
Halsey Rod aud Gnn Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Jessee. Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Cayeline, Secretary.
Multuoroah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Waal-

er, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.

Seattle RodandGun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W Charles, Secretary.

Coming Events.

Sept. u, 15 and 16—California State Sportsmen's Association's An-
nual Tournament, Los Angeles,
gept, is,—Empire Gun Club Tournament, Alameda mole.

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

hwerything indicates an early season for ducks and geese.

Wild geese are making their appearance on the Sacramento

river marshes.

The Rising Sun Gun Club will hold a shooting tournament

some time this month.

J. Homer Fritch left for Mendocino this week for a brush

with the deer of that county.

The Olympic Gun Club will hold its last shoot of the

season to-morrow at Oakland Race Track.

W. L. Prather Jr. was among the ducks at Teal on the

2ud. The bag consisted principally of mallards.

The duck shooting on the marshes near Stockton was un-

usually good last week for the opening of the season.

Don't forget the tournament of the Empire Gun Club on

the 16th. The prizes will be numerous and valuable.

Louis Hanks, J. Conden, Frank Church aud E. Holliug,

of Dixon, returned from a two weeks hunt near Snow Moun-
tain last week. They killed twenty-one deer.

But few bags of quail are reported. The heat and dry

weather have kept the boys at home and the sportsmen are

wisely refraining from shjoting until October 1st.

The li^e bird tournament of the Slate Sportsmen's Asso-

ciation at Santa. Monica will be the greatest event of the

season. Don't miss it. Sept. 13, 14, 15ih are the dales.

The California Wing Shooting Club d d not shoot last

Suuday. We were misinformed. The regular shoot will be

held at Oakland Race Track tomorrow, Sept. 9. Take 9

o'clock boat.

The Oakland Race Track blue rock shooting ground, owned
by Clabrough, Golcher & Co., will close on Sunday, Sept,

9ih, for the season of 1S94—the most successful (blue-rock)

season ever held in California.

A young man, name not given, killed and brought home
100 rail in Alameda county on Sunday last. The author-

ities should watch the baas this month. A few arrests and

.bis illegitimate killiog would be nipped in the bud.

The Aug *st number of the Nidiologist an illustrated

Monthly magazine devoted to the study of ornithology pub-

ished in Alameda, is of unusual interest to the lover of birds.

This little magazine should be in the hands of every sports-

nan and every lover of nature's handiwork.

The report having been freely circulated, through the me-
hum of the Call that the duck season does not open in Ala-

neda County until October 1st, we repeat the statement that

he open season on fjuail was changed to October 1st. Duck
;nd snipe remain as before, September 1st to March 1st.

•tail closed entirely.

The manwho buys a full choked 12 gauge gun with 32-inch

•arrels for quail shooting is making a great mistake. The
an should be either cylinder bored in both barrels or cy lin-

er rijjht and modified choked left, and 2S-inch barrels are

ng enough for quick wing shooiing and heavy enough to

irry over the hills on a hot day.

The last medal shoot of the season was held on August 27

y the Spoonbill Club at Sacramento. The shooting was at

blue rocks per man. The eight season's prizes were won
s follows : First, G. K. Naghe! ; second, A. Damm; third,

' . Stiegler
; fourth, J. Soule ; fifth, L. Morrison ; sixth, R.

'lohr; seventh, C. Flohr ; eighth, F. F. Tcbbets.

The close season on deer was changed by the Board of

upervisors of El Dorado county on August 8th as follows;

Section 1. Every man in the County of El Dorado, State

f California, who between the 15th day of November of one
ear and the 1st day of October of the succeeding year,

udIs, pursues, tabes, kills or destroys any male deer, is

uilty of a misdemeanor."

Dnck shooting commenced tn good earnest on September
1st. The Alameda. County Sportsmen's Club moved the ark
up to the sbootiog ground near McGill's station, a couple of

weeks ago, and were out in force on opening day. Thos
Knowles and Adams bagged 37 mallard sprig, gadwell and
teal, H. Knowles and MorrisoD 12. The sprig were fat as

butter, but the mallard and leal were in only fair condition.

A distinguished party of German sportsmen, among whom
are the Baron Sulzer Wart of Switzerland, Count Meissenbach
of Bavaria, and Dr. Fromm of Munich, recently went West
over the Nothern Pacific Railway, under the leadership of

Mr. J. Fery, a prominent landscape artist of Munich. The
gentlemen expected to visit the Yellowstone National Park,
after which they were to spend much time in hunting large

game in the Teton range of the Rocky mountains, on the
southeastern boundary of the Yellowstone Park, and then
proceed to the Pacific Coast. Mr. Fery is the artist who
painted a large number of large pictures of Rocky Mountain
and Yellowstone Park scenery, ten of which are now on ex-
hibition at Chicago. This is the gentleman's third trip to

America for the purpose of hunting large game and making
sketches of American scenery. Besides being an artist of con-
siderable renown, Mr. Fery is a very able writer. Last year,
during the Columbian Exposition, he visited this country in

charge of a party of promiaent Germans, who spent consid-
erable time along the line of the Northern Pacific hunting
large game.—Field.

The Electric G-un Club.

The last shoot of the season of the Electric Gun Club was

held at Oakland Race Track on September 2nd. Walton won

the Golcher medal. The shooting was at 20 singles blue

rocks squad shooting, known traps and angles. Edgar Forster,

referee. The score :

Walton OOlllllllllolllllll l—n
Edg. ForBler 1101111110101111111 1—17
Vernon 001111011101111111 11—16
Naumau 1100 00111111 11111 11—15
Eug. Forster 1101101101111000110 1—13
Kennedy 00 110 00 1 1 1011000 1100-10
hovtenia 1 10000001000000110 0- 5
Baldwin „ 0000000000010000010 0—2

BACK SCOEE3.

Nauman 10110111111111111 111—18
Baldwin 00000011000111001110-8

After the main event the following teams shot a twenty-

fivebird match for a French dinner, Edg. Forster's team
winning by a large margin. The score :

WALTON WON TUEMEDiL.
Team shoot looser to pay for French diuner.

Edg. Forster 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1—24
Nauman 111011111111111100111011 0-20
Kennedy 0010001000011100001010110—9

Total 53

Vernon 011111U01U010110101 1111—19
Walton 111000100111011000111111 1—16
Hoytenia OlOOOOlOOOOOOOOlOOOOOOOOO— 3

Total 3S

A match at 25 singles, $1.50 entrance followed, Edgar For-

ster again winniDg with the excellent score of 22. The score :

Edg. Forster 100111111101111111111111 1—22
Naumau OtOllOllOOllllllllllllll 1—20
Vernon 01 10 11 101 111110111110101 1—10

The Nimrod's Tournament.

The Nimrods closed their season on Sunday last with a

picnic shoot at live birds at San Bruno and enjoyed them-

selves thoroughly. The club members, guests and lady friends

drove down from Steiners' in a four in-hand. Dancing and

a superb banquet were enjoyed after the shooting. Two
twelve bird matches were shot, the first won by Steiner with

12 straight kills, H. Hofstetter aud A. Funeke taking second

and third money with 11 each. The second match was won
bv Ebley with 11, Steiner, Hofstetter and R. Liddle dividing

the balance of the money wilh 10 each. Onr reporter ne-

glected to score second barrel kills. Fred Steiner, referee

;

Mamie Burns, official scorer. The score :

Steiner 11111111111 1—V
H. Hofstetter 1111110 1111 1-H
A. Funeke 1 ill 1 11 1 1 1 1—1*
" Slade " 11111111011 0—

1<,

R. Uddle - oiiiiimoi 1-iy
Cunningham 11111100110 1— y
Reistatter 0111011 101 11- y
Greeny 111110100110- s
W. Lehrke 01111111000 1— «

A. Lehrke 101110010111— 8
Menkle - 10011101000 0— 5
Geo. Liddle 000010010001— 3

Ebley 11011111111 1—11
R. Liddle 111111110 1 1—10
Steiner 113 10 11111 1—10
H. Hofstetter 1110 110 1111 1-10
Greeney - oOlilllllllO— 9

A. Funcbe 11111101100 1— 9

Menkle 110011110111-9
Reistatter - I 1 1 1 1 1 0C 1 1 0- 8

A. Lehrke 010110111011— 8

Doc Slack 100011101101—7

The Vacaviile Gun Club.

The Vacaviile Gun Club held a shoot on the Peters Farm

near Vacaviile on September 2d. The weather being vary

warm but few shooters made their appearance. The shooting

was from three unknown traps, known angles, $1.00 en-

trance in all three events. The first event was at 15 singles.

E. Holling won first with 13, M. Feudner second, with 12.

The score

:

E. Holling 11111111001111 1-13
M. Feudner 11101110111011 1-12
H Chittenden 00111001110110 1—9
H. Lambert 010011100111010-8
The second eveat, 20 singles, was won by Chittenden with

17, Feudner and Holling breaking 16 each. The score:

H. Chittenden llllllOllllllllllOl 0-17
M Feuduer 1101111101111011111 0-16
Holling 0101111111111011111 0-16
Bas'tfnrd 101011 1101111101101 1—15
Lambert 1101010011011111001 1—13

The third event was divided between Feudner and Holling.

The score:

Feudner lllllllOlOllil 1—13
Holline 10111110111111 1—13
Chittenden llllllOOllllll 0-12
Bassford lOuOOlllllw

" NiantOD."

The Game Law.

, There is still a difference of opinion about the open season

on deer, quail, etc., and the power of Supervisors to pass

laws prohibiting a sportsman to shoot game in one county

and carrying it into the nest for consumption.

E. P. Leering, the Attorney for the Fish and Game Com-
missioners, gave this subject a thorough investigation and
reported at length the result oi his deliberations a year ago.
His opinion having been asked as to the powers of Boards
of Supervisors of the different counties of the State to pass
ordinances relative to fish and game, he replied that Super-
visors have such power and derive it from Subdivision 29i of
Section 25 of the County Government bill and from Section
636 of the Penal Code. Subdvision 29£ reads as follows :

' The Board of Supervisors have power 'To make regulations
for the protection of fish and game; when such regulations
are made as provided in this section relating to game, the
laws of the State for the protection thereof are suspended in

such county, and to regulate the size and kind of nets and
seines to be used in fishing.

Section 636 of the Penal Code, so far as is pertinent to

this inquiry, reads ss follows :

" The Boards of Supervisors of the several counties of this

State are authorized by ordinance, duly passed and pub-
lished, to change the beginning and ending of the close sea-
son named in Section 626 of this Code, so as to make the
same conform to the needs of their respective counties when-
ever, in their judgment, they deem the same advisable."
With respect to game, says the Attorney for the Board,the

County Governmont Bill, above quoted, authorizes Super-
visors to make regulations for its " protection," and declares

that "when such regulations are made," the State laws for

the protection of game are suspended in that country.

The power is here given to make regulations generally for

the protection of game, but only for its protection.

Section 636 of the Penal Code, above quoted, authorizes

the Supervisors to do one other thing, and one only.namely :

" Change the beginning and ending of the close season named
in Section 626 " of that Code, so as to make the same to con-
form to the needs of their county.

Our Legislature, which has enacted the laws for the pro-

tection of game, has, at the same time, said that the Super-
visors of the counties may change those laws, in two particu-

lars: first, for the protection of game, and second, by chang-
ing the beginning and ending of the close season mentioned
in Section 626, to conform to the needs of the county.

Therefore. 1 am of the opinion that to protect the game it-

self Supervisors may make regulations which shall take the

place of the State law, and, should the needs of the county
require a longer or a shorter or a different close season, the

Supervisors may prescribe this also.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the regulations

must operate to protect the game, and that the close season

can be changed only when the needs of the county require it,

or when to change it .vould be a protection to the game.
With respect to deer : It is part of the history of the law

as it now stands, which permits the killing of deer from Sep-
tember 1st to October 15th, that sis weeks was intended by
the Legislature to be the extent of the open season, and I am
of the opinion that Supervisors may change this period of

sis weeks so as to make it begin on the first of July, for ex-
ample, and end August loth, if such a regulation would be

for the protection of deer in that county, or if the needs of

the county make it advisable.

I wish to call your attention, however, to the fact that

Superuisors can legislate only for their county, and that per-

sons will be protected by the ordinances only so long as they

are in that county.

It is a misdemeanor for a person to have in his possession

any deer at a time when it is unlawful to kill deer. The
Code makes it unlawful to kill deer except between Septem-
ber 1st and October 15th. Therefore, while the Supervisors

of Marin County, for example, might for that county change
the open season for killing deer to the six weeks beginning

July 1st, yet if any sportsman from San Francisco should

shoot deer in Marin County in July, and take it into San
Francisco, or any county where the general law had not been

changed by the Supervisors, he would subject himself to

prosecution.

Again, the law, Section 626, Penal Code, forbids the sell-

ing or offering for sale of the hide or meat of deer. This law

the Supervisors cannot change ;
therefore, deer meat and

deer hides may not be sold nor offered for sale, nor may deer

shot in one county under an ordinance permilting it there be

carried into another county where the general State law ia in

force.

To Loot the National Park.

Pending in Congress is an apparently innocent measure
11
to establish the boundaries of the Yellowstone National

Park and for other purposes." It is the ,(
for other purposes "

that concerns every American who is opposed to the spolia-

tion of the domain.

The ostensible purpose of the land grabbers is railroad im-

provement. Members of Congress are now being importuned

with memorials setting forth the crying need of new lines and
the evils of the Yellowstone as a bar to intercommunication.

Thus arguments are found for tapping the Northern Pacific

Railroad so as to carry a branch down into the Park itself

and through the Valley of the Yellowstone, one of the few

grandly picturesque regions left in the world. This railroad

extension would then be carried up and around into Mon-
tana,with the result of cutting off a vast region from the Park
itself. This region is then, by a supplementary act, to pass

into the hands of the land speculators, and the Yellowstone

would become a matter of history only.

The hollowness of the pretenses of the schemers is evident

from the fact that the subject of railroad facilities with ref-

erence to the Yellowstone Park has long since been attended

to. There exists now a <l panhandle" through which a right

of way could be had for a line of rails through the Big Horn
and thence to Montana, therebv affording not only means of

communication, but even cheaper transportation, besides

saving the Park itself intact.

Chairman Faulkner, of the Senate Committee on Terri-

tories, together with his colleagues, Hill, White (California),

Piatt, Davis, Carey, Hainsborough, Call and Shoup, have all

been approached in the interest of the Ian'1 grabbers with

arguments tending to show that the main utility of the park

is to keep numbers of hotel men prosperous. Of course th«

hotel men do not like to see the beauties of the Yellowstone
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pass away, aDd it seems to be an interesting question as to

which class of wen will have most influence. But the real

opposition is not solely from these hotel managers, as is

claimed by the speculators. Naturalists, tourists and citizens

generally are becoming interested, and it is probable that

should the real situation become known the land lobbyists

would fail in their efforts.

It is likely that when the significance of the land grabbing

bill becomes known to the scientific societies throughout the

country, there will be concerted action for the prevention of

the impending spoliation. But if enough members of Con-

gress cannot be interested, it looks as if the American people

will soon cease to be the possessors of a tract of which the

value is beyond estimate.—Philadelphia Press.

Killing Deer For Hides.

We learn that three men from Red Bluff have been

slaughtering deer in the Salmon range of mountains back of

Etna, for their hides, but pretended to be out prospecting for

gold mines. Rumor says they have killed about 500 in

Trinity an 1 Siskiyou ceunties, and were arrested 6ome days

ago at Elna,but discharged for want of evidence to convict,as

the hides could net be found, the only clue for causing their

arrest being an extensive sale of dried venison to residents of

Etna and vicinity. Since their escape from conviction in

Siskiyou, they have been arrested in Trinity county, where

the hides in possession of the deer killers were discovered,

and convicted of misdemeanor at Trinity Center, where they

were fined $20 each or ten days in jail, taking the latter meth-

od of satisfying the law, with threats of taking an appeal to

the Superior Court. A Trinity Center correspondent of the

Trinity Journal referring to the arrests of these men, says

:

It appears from information received since the trial that

the men were hide hunters and were seen at various times

around the deer •' licks " on one of the branches of Coffee

Creek. The j udgment in this case was rendered according to

the latest amendment of the game law, which was passed by

the last session of the Legislature and adopted March 23,

1893. The Board of Supervisors of this county have not

made any ordinance differing from the State law in this mat-

ter, which makes it unlawful to kill male deer at any time,

except from September 1st until October 15th. This law has

been almost universally ignored in certain portions of this

country, and it is time that an example should be made of

those who openly violate it, and the line should certainly be

drawn at those who are in the habit of killing deer for their

hides or in wanton sport during the close season, at least.

—

Yreka Journal.

A Big Serpent.

Scarioni recently received a box by express, which, with

the help of Mr. Finn, he proceeded to open. Imagine their

horror when, on removing some of the packing, they discov-

ered the head of a huge green serpent with glaring eyes and

red protruding fangs. For a moment they both thought they

" had 'em," and that the time for their regular periodical

bad arrived, but they finally mustered up enough courage to

slam the box lid down, carry it into the yard, and there with

clubs and stones proceed to kill the venomous reptile. With
upraised weapons and blanched faces they turned the con-

tents of the box upon the ground and were about to make a

deadly assault upon the monster when, behold, there was
nothing there but a huge tapering , coiled green cucumber
about three feet long, to which a little paint and two red

Bticks had added the appearance of eyes and fangs. Mr. Scar-

ioni still has a scared and furtive expression about the eyes,

and Mr. Finn's hair has turned slightly gray. Their friends,

however, think that in a couple of vears they both will have
entirely recovered from the shock and be as sound, mentally,

a6 ever. In the meantime they themselves were consider-

ably relieved to find ont they didn't really ''have 'em."

—

Hanford Review."

Shooting in France.

A French contemporary, says the Western Morning News,

is responsible for the following astounding " official " table

of statistics relating to the exploits of sportsmen in Bohemia,

where Sunday sporting has recently been legalised. The

Czech Nimrods in the year 1893 have on an average loosed

off 1,000 cartridges per head, and the bag includes 27 men,
13 old women, 7 boys, 3 girls and 3,014 wounded. They have
also shot 132 calves, 12 cows, 2 bulls, 2 horses, 175 goats, 72
sheep, 59 lams, 3,671 sporting dogs, 11,491 house dogs and
8,712 cats, or a grand total of 24,469 domestic animals. As
for the game, only 1,814 head have fallen tothegnn6 of these

gallant Bportsmen, including sparrows. Perhaps the most
entertaining entries in this astounding list are those which
relate to the indirect results of these exploits. THus we learn

that 413,00d florins have been paid by way of indemnity to

the wounded, 633,000 florins in doctor's bills, and finally

that 74,088 hours have been spent in prison by the unskillful

sportsmen.
•

Killed by a Falling Tree.

ROD-
If your rod does not come apart easily, oil the joints.

—

To preserve flies from moths, sprinkle them with black

pepper.

A small pair of scissors are very useful to the fly;fisherman.

They are much handier than a pocket knife.

Point Arena (Cal.), September 4—A camping r arty

from San Francisco consisting of \V
r

. H. Higginson, second

officer of tho steamer Oakland, his wife and daughter, Wil-

liam Spohn, wife aud two children, Ed. Reed and P. Smell
of Wells, Fargo & Co., and James P. Wing have been camp-
ing on the south fork of Carcia river, ten miles from this

place. This morning at 1 o'clock they were awakened by
the dog barking and the cracking of a large redwood tree.

The men ran, but the ladies stopped to dress. The tree fell

across both tenlH, killing Mrs. Higginson and her daughter
Sadie, and Spohn and Reed each sustaining a broken leg.

The dead and wounded were brought here. Probably but
for the dog they would have all been killed.

A Stockton sportsman n tales that while hunting doves fif-

teen milea from any marsh or wet ground of any kind, the
dog that ihey had with thom started up a rail. He told bis

boy, a young sportsman of thirteen summers, to tee if he
could get it. Much to hiH surprise, he shot it on the wing. It

proved to be to all appearance a marsh rail, a very unusual
but not absolutely unknown occurrence. They are very plenti-

ful in the Stockton sloughs, but rarely found far from marsh
land.

The golden trout that we spoke of last week were received

at the State hatchery atSissons last Monday.

Wm. Dulany caught an alligator gar fish in the Mississippi

river recently that measured 7 ft. 4 inches in length and
weighed 274i pounds io veiy thin flesh.

To fish successfully with the fly, secure a trout bv hook or

by crook and examine the contents of its stomach. Then
imitate the fly that you find they are feeding upon.

Walter Mansfield, Jos. Shain, Al. Wieland, Fred Siebe and
Mike Geary are enjoying themselves hugely on the Truckee.
Geary sent a 5.} pound trout down to E. T. Allen Co. on
the third as a sample of his skill.

C. F. Holden of Pasadena took a 55-pound sea bass on a

light bass rod at Avalon last week. The tip was a li^ht trout

tip of split bamboo, the line a cuttyhunk No. 15. Hugh
Vail caught a 65-pound shark at the same place with rod

and reel.

F. C. Hoyt has returned from a two mouths' fishing trip

in Victoria. The most of his fishing was done on the lakes

some hundred miles north of Victoria. He found the lakes

covered with a species of moth miller and was forced to tie

his own flies, but enjoyed some very fine sport.

Robert Hewson, Doc. Watt, Geo. Walker, Q. PhUlipson,
Chas. Precht, C. B. Greene, F. H. Olson, W. N. AVetmore,
H. F. Cann and A. Russell Crowell were at Lake San An-
dreas on Sunday last. The trout rose to the fly very poorly.
The largest catch being only seven. The majority being con-
tent with three or four each; they were of good size, how-
ever, averaging nearly a pound each.

Fishing at Avalon continues to be excellent, barracuda
and yellowtail are very plentiful. A magnificent specimen
of a swordfish floated into Catalina harbor a few days ago.

It was one of the short-billed variety and the old sailors here
had never seen one before. It was the bill fish of science or
short-billed swordfish tetsop turus albidus. The fish was about
six feet long and was badly splintered in a contest. It was
pierced through and through by some other fish, probably by
the sword of the swordfish that is also found iD these waters.

This is the first specimen of the kind taken here so far as
known.

AtLakota Lake, Wis., Mrs. H. D. Stevens of Chicago re-

cently caught the largest mascalonge reported from that

State tthis season, and the largest one ever taken in that

lake. It .weighed forty-three and a half pounds, aad the
largest previously taken at Lakota Lake weighed thirty-one

pounds. Mrs. Steveos struck the big fish when fishing with
a bass rig, and it gave her forty-five minutes' vigorous sport
before she could bring it to the boat. Then she reeled it near
enough for her husband to shoot it and it was landed. Mrs.
Stevens has shipped her piscatoria prize to be mounted at

Chicago.—Field.

The Old Priory.

What fine old fellows the monks of old were. They were

the first fishermen of note in this country, and though no

record of the facts are kept, there is, in my mind, not the

least doubt that many of the cunning baits which (as the

Irishman said) have been handed down to us from " posteri-

ty,'' are results of the cunning brain power of some pious

father of the church, in his intervals of "reflection" and

meditation, when he should have been telling his beads. You
generally get better results when a man has to fish or hunt
for his meals than when he fishes for pleasure only ; for hun-
ger is not only a capital sauce, but a real stimulant to energy.
1 believe those old monks knew all about spinning and troll-

ing, and ground bait, but I doubt whether they were expert
fishers with the fly, for it would have been difficult for them
to go out and buy the tine drawn gut we now use io our casts.

On the other hand the Rah in the days prior to the Tudor
age were probably not so well educated as they are in the
age of Queen Victoria, and as a consequence it was not neces-

sary to pander to them quite so much as we do now.
The best evidence of their keen love for fish and fishing is

to be found in the fact that in almost every case (there are,

of course, a few exceptions) where you find a cathedral or an
abbey ormonastry, you will find a river or a stream capable
of holding fish- Take the examples of our cathedrals only,

in the majority of cases the fishing rights are still vested in

them—Durham on the Wear, York, Peterborough, Ely, Nor-
wich are all on good rivers, Salisbury on the Avon, Here-
ford on the Wye, Worcester and Gloucester on the Severn,
Chester on the Dee, Carlisle on the Eden—all good salmon
rivers. Look again at the trout and the grayling fishing

round Winchester. Oh ! those old fallows knew something !

In the minor places, however, we find traces of the love of

the ancient monks for a bit of good sport. Take any good
trout and salmon river you like and follow it to its source,

and you will find here and there in your course traces of

the walls of the old Ecclesiastical builders, who used to mor-
tify the flesh in such rare style in the good old days. 1 be-

lieve Friday was invented to give the old rascals an excuse
for a day's sport

—

•oil to-morrow will be Friday,
And we'll Huh the stream to-day."

They were a funny crowd, but modern anglers certainly owe
them a debt of gratitude, so " here's to their memory."
There is something peculiarly pleasaut and poetical about

the term Priory. One naturally conjures up pictures of ruins
half covered with ivy and wall flowers, wKh a broken arch
here, and the remnants of mullion there, its beautiful tracery
and mouldings half hidden by stinging nettles and brambles.
The green grass grows greener than anywhere t-he, and the
trees seem to have an aristocratic cut about them as though
they possessed the knowledge that they were trees when the
surrounding trees were but babies in seed and leaf. The place

is often lying in a valley half hidden from sight. No one is

in charge. Occasionally the noble owner has a picnic party,

and dainty English maidens laugh, flirt and swallow mayon-
naise amongst the ruins of the buildings where the good fath-

ers wore out their lives eating pease pudding and drinking
cold water, and performing religious functions, like hermits
in a cell. That, of course, is the accepted version of the
monkish life. I have an idea that they went one better

sometimes, but of that I cannot say. Let us look upon them
as men who never smiled, drank strong drinks, nor subscribed
to the Shooting Times, and whose sole desire was to do deeds
of charity, and make themselves as uncomfortable as possible.

My particular priory is situated in a curiously lonely valley
in the north. The whistle of the locomotive has never echoed
through its ruins, and the sound of the coach horn never
reached it. It is a legend fondly old and firmly believed that
when the troops of the suppressor of monastic buildings rav-

aged the North they missed this place—it is so lonely and
remote—and that when they had passed the monks and holy
friars were so jolly glad they began pulling away at

the bell ropes for very joy. It so happened that the destroy-

ing troops had not all gone. They heard the bells, were
guided to the place, and, after pricking up the holy fathers

with their swords, they began to pull the place down. Be-
fore they could finish a frightful thunderstorm came on,struck

another portion of the place with lightning,and so frigatened

the invaders that they got all the wine they could out of the

cellars, and all the gold in evidence, and made a bolt for it

As I have said, I was not there, so I cannot give evidence.
The river slowly wanders amidst these ruins. Its original

course was undoubtedly blocked up by lumps of masonry,
possibly a huge chunk of that knocked ofF by lightning.

Here amidst the ruins, half submerged at flood time, the big

trout love to lie. It is, however, a most difficult bit of water

to fish. The place is so overgrown by brush and underwood.
I found out a little quiet corner, which I used to keep all to

myself. It was part of an old staircase leading to nowhere as

the upper part was gone with the rest of the ruin3. In the

summer this commanded a beautiful bit of the stream, so

overhung with bushes on the opposite side that it was not

possible to fish in it that way.

W:hen the hot J-uly days made everything living lazy ex-

cept the flies, I used to climb to the top of this staircase and
peer down into the water. Here and there I could see the

big trout lying, and marking well the place I would descend,

and, standing well back in the ruins of the walls, out of sight,

I used to dip with the natural fly or a small beetle—anything,

in fact, that would make a fuss on the surface of the water

with his wings and legs when impaled on a small, tine hook,

Many a fine trout have I caught in this way, but the stair-

case fishery (title registered) could not be used at any othei

time, or by any other method. Down belows however, thert

was a fine stretch of water for spinning, and if you could only

succeed in getting a fine natural dried minnow on very fine

tackle under the bushes you were sure to bring them out-
trout I mean, not the bushes.

Above the Priory was a series of nice streams where yon

could wade and fish with the fly until your arm arched with

casting during the day time without getting a fish
; but in tht

evening, when the shadows fell and the mists rose and tht

spirit of the old fathers of the monastery seemed to conn
over the scene, the fish rose merrily and you had good sport

When nothing was doing at mid-day, I used to like to lie ii

the Bhade and people the place with hooded ecclesiastics go

ing to the rivers brim to catch their fast days fish supply

What a stream it must have been then, with no poachers be

yond the otter and the kingfisher, and no one to disturb th

peace of mind of the fish to tell then, that a pair of knicker

bookers and a long rod meant bereavement and discomfort ii

their families.—The Squire in Shooting Times.

The Fish Hog.

The fish hog is a term which has but recently come intc

the colloquialisms of the language; it was unknown in th

boyhood days of older anglers who are still casting thei

flies. Not that none of the species were abroad then; bu

those were the days of plenty. Fish were many and fisher

men few. Little heed was given to fostering a store which m
one dreamed would ever be abated. It is only of late years

when the problem of maintaining the fish supply has beei

presented so clearly and so imperatively, that much consid

eration has been given to the ravages of the wasteful fisher

man. No one is ever accused of selfishness so long as then

is enough to spare for all.

The designation of hog is growing in frequency. This ii

an indication that the public is alive not only to the exist

ence of the wanton fisherman, but to the tact as well that hi

fishing practice is 6elfish, greedy and unfair to the rest of tht

community. When you call a man a hog, it means that yoi

do not like his way. And that means that he is not to havi

his way; but must conform to the ways of men. Blunt am
homely as it is, then, neither euphonious nor refined, th

name of the fish hog is full of promise. He has been fount

out, recognized, identified, named; and having been found ou

he will not be tolerated.— Forest and Stream.

Awarded
Highest Honors—"World's Fair.
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MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

J. Otis Fellows will judge at Bingharnton September 6th

to 13th.

Wins at Pittsburgh will not be recognized by the A. K. C.

this year. Toronto holds a show the same week.

The American Field of September 1st contains excellent

portraits of the well known coursing men Dominick Shannon

and T. J. Cronin. .

Mr. Riley, the Alameda druggist, offers a reward of $100

for the arrest and conviction of the miscreant who poisoned

his Great Dane pup on the 30th inst. The pup was very

large for his age and Mr. Riley prized him very highly.

The well-known pointer Lord Graphic, by Ch. Graphic

—

Cbampion Daphne, is dead. He was a field trial winner and

the sire of many winners, among them Promotion, the abso-

lute winner of the Central Field Trial Clubs Derby, defeat-

ing Wun Lung.

The New England Kennel Club will hold a terrier show

under canvas on the extensive grounds of the Country Club,

Clyde Park, Brookline, a suburb of Boston, on October 30-

November 9. Whippet racing, polo aud golf matches, trap

shooting and other sports will also be held.

That excellent terrier, Raby Rasper (Miscreant—Drone),

has been purchased of Edw. Cawston by the well-known Los
Angeles fancier, C. A. Sumner. Mr. Sumner sends us quite

a batch of visits and sales this week, very good evidence that

he is still in the ring in spite of his recent losses.

G. W. Price, of Girard College, Philadelphia, has pur-

chased the fox-terrier Belmont Democrat, whelped Novem-
ber 17, 1893, by Despoiler—Belmont Softly. He contains a

double cross of Stipendiary and New Forest, and should be

of great service to American fox-terrier breeders.

H. W. Smith, of Worcester, Mass., has disposed of almost

his entire kennel of wire-haired fox-terriers. St. Cribbage,

Brittle, Sister Pattern and Sister Janet have been sold to H.

H. Hunnewell Jr., Wellesley, Mass. This team of wire-hairs

is by all means the best in America, and one of the best in

the world.

This is the month when fleas bother our dogs the most
of any month in the year. It is almost impossible to get rid

of them entirely, but a bath in water that contains a reason-

able amount of cynolina, chloro-naptholeum or phenyle will

rid the dog of those that are on him, and if repeated about

once a week will keep them down. After washing the. dog
sprinkle the water about the kennel aod yard. The mixture
will also tend to heal any scratches or scores on the skin and
improve the coat.

Again the Forest and Stream has been misled. The last

issue states that "JohD Davidson will leave Providence as

soon as possible after judging for Stockton, Cal., where He
judges' all classes, the show having been postponed till Sep-

temper 26 to 30 to allow of him making the long trip across

the continent." A few more errors of this kind and friend

Lacy will become convinced that the source of his informa-

tion is thoroughly unreliable. Stockton, as we have strongly

intimated for weeks will not hold a show this year.

John B. Carmichael, of Cambria Lodge, Victoria, B. C,
has a fox-terrier dog pup Pensarn Result, bv Blemton Reefer,

out of Blemton Rapture, that is of more than usual promise.

He would have been shown at Stockton had that show been
held. His measurements are as follows: Nose to stop, 2J

inches ; stop to occiput, 4 inches ; back, 12 inches
; height

at shoulder, 13 inches ; height at elbow, 7-V inches; girth, 15
inches. He is grand in head and ears, the latter small and
well carried. For a puppy just 6ve months old these meas-
urements 2re remarkable. Blemton Rapture, the dam, was
sold to Mr. Carmichael by J. B. Martin, the well-known fox-

terrier breeder of this city.

The New England Field Trial Club, through its secretary,

Mr. A. R. Sharp of Taunton, Mass., sends us the entry forms
and rules for its Members' Stake, to be run October 23d. The
stake is open to all pointers and setters owned by members of

the club, with no restriction as to handlers in good standing.

Entries close September 15th, with $5 to nominate, $10 to

fill. Ten per cent, of this goes to the club, and the balance
is divided into prizes of 50 per cent, to first, 30 to second and
20 to third. While the rules are in the main similar to other
field trial club rules, the note at the bottom of Rule XL
strikes one as being quite to the point in these days of half-

trained dogs that are in »nany instances misnamed '' high
class.

7

' "The N. E. F. T. C. feels that the foundation of
success in field trials, and the development of the shooting
dog to the highest standard of excellence, depend upon the
sportsman of the country, and for that reason they wish to

have the owners aod handlers of dogs bring their dogs on the
field thoroughly broken, and under such control that they
can be handled quietly and without confusion. Dogs th-»t

are disobedient, wilful aod careless in their work will not be
tolerated." The club rules call for retrieving, but the dogs
will not be asked to retrieve in this stake on account of the
close season, which extends to October 15th.—Forest and
Stream.

There occurred a little incident during our shooting last

week that struck me as being about as remarkable as we ever
hear or read of in the field. While we were out in the stubble
in the evening a covey was flushed* and an extreme left-quar-

terer was grassed, at about fifty jards. Our dog was a black
setter of no particular strain, but a free ranger ; in fact, he
ranged about as he pleased, but always was careful when
near birds. He had not been trained to retrieve at all. When
this left-quarterer was grassed, just beyond a fence in a patch
of wild hay, and after reloading our guns, I noticed the dog
run in that direction, and it seemed to me that I 6aw him
with the bird in his mouth, but of that I was not certain.

After kicking the grass in every direction we found a bunch
of feathers; no bird had arisen, and we knew that the bird
wa^ there somewhere. The dog had disappeared into a near-
by cornfield. After hunting high and low for the bird, we
called the dog to us, hopiog that he would be able to find it

bat although he ran back and forth in different directions
there was no bird forthcoming. With a great many resrets we
finally left the place, I remarking that I believed the blamed
fJog picked up the chicken and earned it into t)ie gqrq to

chew at his leisure. The dog seemed to act a little sneakily
and as if he wereashamed of something, which, to our minds,
was evidence of his guilt. It happened that the next morning
we were in the same neighborhood, and in hopes that the
covey had assembled in that particular field we walked over
to the identical spot where we had flushed the covey the
evening before. The dog was running back and forth, and
while we were discussing the loss of the bird of the evening
before, the dog ran in the same direction, crossing the small
patch of grass and disappearing in the corn field. We shouted
to him and whistled, and finally, while we were walking
away from the place, my young friend, Brown, said, "Doctor,
look at the dog " I turned, and there was that dog coming
outof the cornfield with that bird (alive) in his mouth. H&
laid it down tenderly in the stubble, and with an expression
upon his face that seemed to say as plain as words : "There,
did I carry your bird into the cornfield and mouth it ? I am
no retriever, but I know enough to heap coals of fire on your
heads."—Awatto in American Field.

English Setter Sires.

The selection of a sire depends largely upon what kind of

a dog you want to breed; whether a shooting dog to be put

in the hands of the average trainer to kill birds over, or the

high-strung, nervous dog to be put in the hands of the expert

trainer that will retain the natural dash and vim of the dog,

and get him under control so he will handle game well and

can be handled himself.

The characteristics of the three noted sires, Gladstone,

Count Noble and Roderigo, will be first noticed.

The Gladstone blood, combined with the Druid—Ruby,

produces level-headed game finders that are no trouble to

train, and make the best shooting dogs of any coming under

my observation. They are free from crankiness and cannot

be spoiled hy a novice. They are high-headed, constant

hunters; but, as a rule, they have not the speed, snap or

dash, from the start, of some other crosses I will mention.

The Gladstone blood seems potent to breed on, or nicks well

with almost any other blood.

Count Noble, crossed on the Gladstone blood, produces
wonderfully quick, snappy dogs with splendid nose, great
speed and nervous force ; they should be, as a rule, in the
hands of expert handlers, in order to get them to handle
their game well and at the same time retain their great snap,
speed, range and other natural qualities. These dogs are
easily ruined, and have so much nervous force that they
must be handled judiciously. If their natural qualities are
cut they are liable to potter, false point, and make a poor
exhibition in the hands of the average trainer. Some of

Count Noble's get that have not the Gladstone blood in them
are dogs of so much nervous force that they are not reliable

starters in field trials. I could name some that work perfectly

in private and repeat their heats in private with perfect satis-

faction, and that will run one or sometimes two heals in pub-
lic that cannot be beaten ; but they get so nervous when run
longer that they lose control over themselves and cut their

uwn throats. The popular opinion of such dogs is that they
are fools. Such is not the case. Were they fools they would
not repeat their heats at all times in private satisfactorily

;

they would be fools in private as well as in public. I have
seen them in the trials become so nervous they would have a
nervous chill, tremble, look wild, and convey the impression

that they had no sense. They simply had so much nervous
force they could not control it on occasions of undue ex-

citement.

If the bitches with these qualities were bred to the level-

headed best sons of the Gladstone—Sue cross, or to their

sons, they should produce high-class field trial dogs. They
simply need a balance wheel to breed on.

Roderigo has produced many great field trial winners. I

have often heard it said that they never do anything after

they leave Mr. Avent's hands—a compliment to Mr. Avent,
though not intended as such. If Mr. Avent understands so

well how to oontrol the strong nervous force of the Roderigo
dogs, and how to run them to the front in the best company,
he ceriainly should be regarded at superior to his brother
handlers. The sons of Roderigo have all the nervous force

you can get under control, ann, as shown by the records, more
than the average handler can utilize to advantage. These
dogs have not proven the successes in the stud we had a right

to expect from their high breeding and frequent winnings.
They are so frequently bred to their kind that the continual
breeding of two closely related nervous animals intensifies

their nervousness, until a point is reached that this extreme
nervousness cannot be gotten under control by even expert
handlers; hence, others, not experts, cannot be expected to

do anything with them, and the result is they are condemned.
They cannot be used as shooting dogs, nor successfully han-
dled of field trial dogs'.

As a rule, according to the records, small nervous dogs, al-

though possessing great field trial merit themselves, have not
proven the success at stud that the larger, and in some in-

stances less successful, dogs have done ; and it appears to those

who have smdied the matter that size as well as breeding en-

ters into the selection of a sire, as the following will show :

Gladstone was a dog that would weigh fifty pounds in hunting
condition; Count Noble weighed more than that; Roderigo
about forty-five pounds; Gath Mark over fifty pounds; Gath
forty-five pounds; Gladstone's Boy sixty pounds; Count
Wind'em was a large dog: King Noble was a large dog;
Llewellin's Dan was one of the largest setters In England

;

Gath's Hope was over fifty-nve pounds; Vanguard fifty

pounds; P<iul Gladstone furnishes the exception, being about
forty pounds. Paul Gladstone, though not so small as many
that ran successfully in the last Derbys, is entitled to rank as

a successful sirp, not in the number of winners to his credit

hut in the quality of the few that have won. Paul Bo and 01-

lie 8., his get, taking high rank as field trial dogs.

It must not be supposed that the sire is the only factor in

breeding; do not overlook the dam.—P. H. Bryson in Am.
Field. ^____^

Fo xterrier Size.

A contributor in our esteemed contemporary, The English

Slockkeeper, has started a controversy on foxterrier size that

is interesting to all foxterrier fanciers. "Country Doctor"

writes

:

I am very pleased to read Mr, Doyle's letter in your last

issue, as I have slwavs had a very strong feeling on the 9ulj-

ject. I breed a few terriers from show blood, but chiefly for
work. I very rarely show, and never win anything when I
do

;
therefore I suppose I come under the|heading of disap-

pointed exhibitor. However, that does not trouble me; but
what does cause me from time to time a good deal of annoy-
ance is the fact that an outcross often means over-size. I hold
a very strong conviction that the aim of a terrier breeder
should be to produce a dog which, with strength and game-
ness to do his work, should still be small enough to get to
a fox anywhere a fox can go, and that without a tight
squeeze. To sum up. the ideal terrier is the smallest dog
which can do his work with certainty. Verv manv winning
terriers could only occasionally get to a fox at all. A very
good and fair practical test of a terrier's fitness would be to
require him to go through a round drain 9 inches in diame-
ter. That would not be at all too stringent, as a fox can get
into a smallerdrain than that. In fact, I think a 7-inch tile

would be an even better test. As regards weight, it is a very
dubious test, and I have seen a foxterrier of thirty pounds
who has bolted foxes out of rocky holes in the North of Scot-
land ; still I do not think I ever saw a terrier (except of the
short-legged and long-bodied breeds) which weighed even
eighteen pounds, that could get to a fox in a really small
earth drain. Another strong argument against over-size is

the fact that one may want a terrier to bolt an otter or get
ajpoaching cat from a rabbit burrow.

Joseph Harwood adds: I cannot understand what the
judges are thinking about. Thorough sportsmen who have
hunted with hounds,rabbit shooting and various other sports
for which foxterriers are intended, are well aware that while
the prize-winning foxterrier of the present day is scratching
at an earth to get in, the little and proper-sized terrier which
is not looked at at shows will be in and have nailed his fox.

I must say that it does not affect me in the least, because I
am thinking of giving up the foxterrier breed altogether,and
going in for others, as I think the racy type of terrier now in
fashion is not only unsightly and ugly to any person not con-
versant with dogs but also to those who are.

I exhibited a greyhound at Portsmouth and got a first

prize with her, and I was solely tempted for the sake of a
joke to take her into the foxterrier ring, and say, " This is

the terrier of the present day."
I may say I have been intimately connected with hunting,

coursing, rabbit shooting and various other sports where the
foxterrier is used, for the last twenty years, and I desire most
emphatically to denounce the foxterrier in fashion at the
present day, and partly with the object of assisting to stamp
out such racehorses I gave a special prize of £3, 3s. at the
late Southdown Club Show at Brighton.

Coursing at Merced.

The fifth Interstate Coursing meeting will be held at Mer-

ced November 13th next. The competition will be open to

all comers. The first dog will receive $300, the second $200,

the third $100. Should there be a fourth, the third and

fourth will receive $50 each. Winners of three courses will

receive $20 each. Ten per cent, will be deducted from the

two first prizes towards expenses. The stake will be open to

all-age dogs at $10 each.

The officers are as follows : President and treasurer, Dom-
inick Shannon, of San Francisco ; Vice-President, J. B.

Baker, of Merced ; Secretary, J. R. Dickson, of San Francisco,

The field officers are John Grace, judge; Jas. Wren, slipper;

J. R. Dickson, slip steward ; W. Halpin and J. McCormack,
flag stewards ; John Cranston, J. W. Butterworth of San
Francisco, N. Neary of Oakland, J. B. Baker, T. Collins and
Ed Nolan, of Merced, field stewards.

Nominations, including entry fee, must be in the hands of

the secretary, J. R. Dickson, on or before S o'clock on Fri-

day, November 9th. Full description of the dog must be

given with each entry—pedigree, color, sex, etc. The draw
will take place immediately after S o'clock at the club rooms,

909 Market street, San Francisco.

None but bona fide, owners can guard dogs.

The train for Merced carrying the members of the club

and their dogs will leave the city at 9 o'clock on Monday
morning, November 12th. The cost of the round trip from
the city will be $5. The meet promises to be one of the best

ever held in this State.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

SALES.

C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles, sold the foxterrier dog Bonnie
Brush 31,410 (Le Logos—Bonnie Buzz) to A. J. Griswold,

Nogalez, A. T., August 23.

Edwin Cawston, Norwalk, Cal, sold the foxterrier dog
Raby Rasper 33,18S (Miscreant—Drone) to C. A. Sumner,
Los Angeles, August 24.

F. E. Miller, Oakland, Cal., has sold a black cocker spaniel

biteh puppy by Woodland Duke 29,323—Peg Woffington

(Red Roland— Black Nellie) to Wm. G. Layng, San

Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, W. Berkeley, Cal., have sold an Irish

setter dog pup by Bean Brummel (Ch. Elcho Jr.—Red Rose)

—Maid of Flenmore (Ginglas—Betsy Crafts), whelped June

1, 1895, to Dr. O. E. Smith, Mansfield, Oregon, also doe pup,

same litter, to Geo. Allen, San Francisco.

The Presidio Kennels, San Francisco, have sold a pointer

dog puppv, whelped July 7. 1S94, by Upton of Blythe

—

Little Nell, to A. B. Truman, of this city; also a bitch,

puppy, same litter, to F. Keene, of this city, and a bitch

puypy, same litter, to M. Collins, Oakland.

WHELPS.

H. H.Carlton's (Alameda, Cal.) foxterrier bitch Pytchley

Mischief (Lo Logos—Pytchley Patch) five—two dogs—to E. •

Cawston's Raby Rasper (Miscreant—Drone, August 27.

Victoria Kennels' (Alameda) foxterrier bitch Hillside

Fairy (Brockenhurst Tyke—Freya) whelped September 2d,

3 dogs ',to Pytchly Kennels, Pytchlry Pickle (Suffolk Coro-

net—Elora Tatters).
NAMES CLAIMED.

Glenmore Kennels, W. Berkeley, Cal., claims the name
Belle Baya for Irish setter bitch whelped May 2, 1893, bv

Sagax Tearaway—Flchos Maid
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What Our Fast Ones Are Doiner,

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

that have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this year that were either bred on this

coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

notice any mistakes or can furnish the bree 1-

ing of the dams where thev are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary correc-

tions. Alterations and additions will be made

every week :

ELECTIONEER.

Electioneer 125, by Hambletonian 10. 136 [1

'

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

Expressive [8), dam Esther, by Express 2:14

Electric Kiug. b h, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
Hercules 2:2814

Altivo, b h --it, dam Dame Wiuoie, by Planet- 2:18^
FJoctric Coin 2:24

Dan,bg 236* to 2:20',

Jim.bg 2:30 to 2:27' ;

Electioneer i Campbell's), 2:17^, by Electioneer.

Electioneer! Bowman's) 22Gj£
Symbolter. bh, 2 (p) 2:26Jj

J unto 2:22, by Electioneer. 3

Athaaio. b c, dam Athalie, by Harkauay, (2)... 2:21^

Anleeo, 2:16'.^, by Electioneer. IS

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:17 l

3

Whips, 2:27S. by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14^ to 2:09}*

Cobwebs, brg 2:294: to 2:12

Bernal, 2:17, by Electioneer.

Aria, b m (81 2:26 to 2:16*f

Bow Bella, 2:19;.j,by Electioneer.

Boreal, bh (21, Rosie Morn, by Alcantara 2:l7i4

Azmoor 13.467, record 2:20 la, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon, b h, dam Ahwaga, by Gen. Benton 2:30

Aulerus 6020. by Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, brh (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
BuU 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew Ip, 2:15*

Antloous, 2:28}£, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldooo (dam of C. W,
S.,2:26 1

.4), by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 2:24>*

Hillsdale, o h 234*4 to 2:19M

Eros, 2:29 Ji, by Electioneer. 9.

Heros, b b <4j, dam Cyrene 2:26^

Advertiser, 2:1514, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbel (1), be, dam Beautiful Bells 2:26

Albert W. , 2:20. by Electioneer. 5 (.3)

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:20Jj

Sphinx 3343, record 2:20,^, by Electioneer. 12" (11

Baker, b g, dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medi-
um 2:19>4

Midnight, bl h _ 2:29J4
Como <p>, dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:17!4
Princeton R, Cpj, bh (4j 2:29jj
Sphioxetta, b m (.3) p 2:14^
Uncle Tom rn g 2:19?S to 2:18}$

Elector iBIcbard'si 2170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, by Chieftain (p) .... 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moor i3j 2:22j«

Elector
I
Morrows), 2:21>4, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (pj 2:21^

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, bm (4) 2:273f

Fallis, 2:23, by Electioneer. 5 (I).

Patrick's Pacer, dam oy Gen. Benton pi 2:26
Lustre 2:28 to 2:22

Candidate. 2:26';:. by Electioneer.

Amphion 2:27'j

Elfrida, b m (4) 2:1834 to 2:17'^

gt. Bel. 2£4- 2 , by Electioneer. 18(1]

Allibel, b m. dam by Guy Wilkes (3) 2:19J4
Amorel. bl m „ 2:26
Honeywood. brm (4) „ 2:19}$
Notion < p., bh 2:28'-.

Sliver Ore, gr g 4 » 2:28^ to 2:19 »*

,\orvaI, record 2:14^', by Electioneer. B.

Interval, b m _ 2i26
|

Novardine. b h .3 2sSJ •

ViUlere, brh i3j 2:27',

Norhawk.br m 2:20'*. to 2:15^
NorvinG.,brb (Z) 2:29^ to 2:25

EkoIIhI , 2:22^, by Electioneer. 10.

Dramatist, b h 2:29J
Lovelace <3i - 2:29 -., io 2:21^
The Conqueror < 4 i „ 2:17 to 2:15'4

Clay, b h, record 2:25, by Electioneer. .",.

claytlna, b m, dam by Mohawk Chief. 2:28!4
OJgetta.rn m (p) 2:244)

Wool-ey. by Electioneer, dam Waxaua, by
Gen. Benton.

Abeio, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief 2:21V
Nellie W., dam by Inca

2:26,Jj

Bell Boy 5350, record 2:111*, by Electioneer. 4

'l.'

Harrison Bell (p] 2:22
Blue Boy 2:22)5

i 'onfusion . by Electioneer.

Clenaslee, bgfpj J:ji;..

(himm 5348. record 230^, by Electioneer. 12
i

.

Beanie Chimes 237U
Boy Blue "i

Chide j 26
JoaleChlme** I II

Sixty-Six b g, dam Jersey Lllv, bv Hanihle
Ionian Downing 2:|5y

Carillon, b h, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
Ring! i'

Fantasy, b m (4)...... 248JU to 2*07
Ed. EaMou p ... 2:18 to 2:12)

Don Mania, record ZdSjf, by Fallis, 2:23 (2,

Don Lowell, bh 2:20'', to 2:14)j

Redwood, record 2:21, by Anleeo, 2:I6J4

Bed Oak 2:25)4 lo 2:2]

lrln. by Eros. 22BJJ, dam by Elmo
Cecelia <pj, b ra, dam Scratch, by Loppy (son
Of Sultan and Cecilia Clark, |by Clar k I

Vlwlla '

''
|, dam Scratch, by Loppy

GUY WILKES.

Gay U'llki-H 2n67, record 2:l".u, by Geo.
Wilkes,

Vesta, ch m.dam Annie Q.
( by Dan Vi

Venlta Wilkes, b m.dam San Mateo Belli', by
Speculation.. "

2:18U
Lesa Wilkes, b m ii) 2:20 , to 2:11)2
Nutwood Wilkes, ch h 2:20 to 2:111
Mary Best, chm (4) jjr, to 2:12)4

ffilje gveeiwv emit gpoxt&tnan. [September 8, 1S9

Sable Wilkes", record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes,
2:1. 12

Buffington, br h (2), dam by Le Grande- 2:203*
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:2l«
Sablehurst, blk c 14>, dam by Guy Wilkes 2:25^
Sablenut.b h C2) 2:28
Whalebone, blc (2), dam bv Le Grande. 2:24
Beverly, blK h 2:2JW
Oro Wilkes 2:1") io 2:11

Arthur H ilkes, record 2:2S»*.,by Guy Wilkes. 3

Lady A., b m p . dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:2Z'4

Wayland W., b h 2:18^ to 2:17

Rt-iiai Wilkes, record 2:111,. by Guy Wilkes,
2:15J4

Last Chance 2:28)4

Sieintvay. record 2:25=y, by Strathniore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25
W. W. Foote (pj.dam Maggie McGregoi, by
Robt. McGregor [2) 2:16J4

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsrord (p.).... 2:24V

(.'has. Derby, record 2:20, by Steioway. (1)

Cibolo. h h (p), dam Addle Ash, by Indiana-
polis (4) 2:15)4

Derby Princess, b m i2i, dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator...- 2:26

DIRECTOR.

Director 1»89, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (8) p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17)£, by
Whippletou 2:I33tf

JacK Dawson, b h. dam Favorite, 2:25 '-_ 2:30
Direction, bl b (pi, dam by Geo. Wilkes 2:14k
Directrix, bv Abbutsford Cpj 2:20'^

Phenom, rn h <p)„ 2:23^
Lena Holly, m m 2:27% to 2-Mii

Direct, record 2:0-j ]

i, by Dir- ctor, 2:17

Direetly (p), dam by Naubuc (2)_ 2:10^

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2) 2:19%

Guide, by Director

Escort—untraced 2:24%

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sidney, record 2:1'.>V, bv Santa Claus, 2;17>£. 24

(14,
La Belle, ch 1, daj Auuabelle. by Dawn (2j_... 2:21

Sidmoor, b h (.p), dam by Grand Moor 2:19%
Sidmont, dam Fernleaf, bv Flaxlail _ 2:13

Montana (4) 2:30 to 2:19

Alexander Button, record 2:2ti' ., by Alexan-
der. 11 ($)

Bird Button, gr g, dam Lilly, by John Nelson. 2:2:< -

I-aura Z , b m „ 2:23?*; to 2:1*%
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27% to 2:17J4
Vidette (pj, b m 2:24'^ to 2:16^

Gen Benton, by Jim Scott. 19(1)

The Seer _ 2:19^ to 2:10%

Daly, record 2:15. by Gen. Benton. 1

Clatawa, dam by Gen. McClellan 144 2:2SJ4

Albion, by Gen. Benton. (1)
Pomona 2:15,^ to 2:15

BeneGt, by General Benton
Palo chief. 2:30

Le Grande, by AlmonU « (I)

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton ..

Grondia^imo, by Le Grande
Myrtle Thome, blk f, dam Belle Thome, by
Whippletou 2:20%

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Coligne, by Echo, dam Tiflany Mare.

Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Geo. McClel-
lan 144 2:29)4

Bolt Mason, record 2:27%, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p 2:17 Li

j

Eneign- 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to2:18}£

Silver Bow. record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:17^- I

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24)4

Brigadier, record 2:21Vi, by Happv Medium. 5

(1)
Cyclone, b m, untraced 5

A. W. Richmond 16S7. by Blacubird 401. 9

Urllnda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief

-••,

ip. . :16)*

War Ea^le, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, bg, dam Grace >daru of Creole, 2:l5j, by
Buccaueer ipi '.

2:19J£

Altaniont. 2:26%. by Ahnont. 22 i

EllaT. Cp),grm. 3. 2:13^
Klickitat Maid p. ^:iy
Pearl hisher, b m 2:18
r/OJchei, brs ipj 2:21
Doc -perry, b g -p. 2:1 1^ o 2:10)^
Del Norte, blk h 2:1?. to 2:15J4

Uresco, by Ahnont.

AllieCresco 2:"23'j to 2:19)4

Piedmont 904, record 2:1734*, hy AlmonL 14 1.

Llmonero, b h 2:18.4
Marston, chh (8), dam Maiden, by Electioneer 2:20)
Highmoul.bg -i:Hi to 2:^9-"

Wanda, b m 223^ to 2:22,"*.

Liberty Souta« 20.097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl,

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. <p: 2:10)*

Wood nut, 2:li.'2, by Nutwood, 2:18X-

Baywood, b 8, daoi Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale 2:H%

Mnwthorue, by Nutwood. _;l 3 ,. 11(2),

Thornwood, cb g ...,2:22 ,

4 to 2:19)^

Juhn hi". .-]i..». k- by Nutwood, 2:18%- 1(1).

Bay Rum, brs 2:'^0li> 2:19>i
LOUDQ U>)< 2:.:; to 2:2U-

Nephefi . by Hanibrlno, 2::i,. le

Lord Btanley, b li 2:28 -,

Vina Bellfe 2:21 >» to 2:17,^

Sullaii 1 ,*i I :i. i. rd 2:24, by The Mour 11
Elns Sultan 2:26'~

Bn\ Bote 981 1, record 2:20)^, by Sultan, i.

Col. K. E., dam Addle EL, by Algona 2 .
,

Slamlioul. -; 1 ; bj lUllAO, 2:21. li.

Dorcas Pratt, b m I 2:29)4m rrebli i. br u, dam Edwood bj 1. W.
Itli'tim I ...........'.......... 2 :26)

Del Bur, 2:24 hy Tbo Moor. 2 2

Norah D.,ch m
AlllJI'IV b Ml p

Idaho Patchen, 2::«- ... by Beury B. Patcbeo.

Maud Patcbeo i bm , 2:25 to 2:18 u

Bonnie AlrGrr^or. by Robert BfcOregor. i

Adelaide McGregor, b m - '"
, to2:is

Ill-mnrc'*, by Iih!.-\ J

1 tin Hoi i b -
. -j ji i,, -j

: )fi

McK'tiin-i . 2:11 . by Ucj 2.

aarvoy u< b
I : dam 8. L b., by Nephew

P :;i>

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29^

Abbottslord, 2:19U, by Woodford Mambnno. 9

She. dam untraced 2:16

Marin, 2:22^, by Quinn's Patchen, son of Geo.M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr..grg, dam Silver .dam of Hattle F .

_:tSi. by Mlverthreads; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambnno Messenger _ 2:18

Adrian, by Whipple's Hambletonian.
RositaA (P' 2:I5!4 to 2:14*

Almon! Medium, 2:18'4. by Happy Medium. 3

Mark Medium, b g 2:25u to 2:20

Tilton Ahnont, by Almont. 7.

Tilton B., b h. dam by John Nelson. . 2-24U
btrauger, b h 23i^ ti, 2:17^

\ f.-i'o. by Harold. 2 (2)

Vasto.bh, dam Chess, by Magic <pi 2:16'^

Flaherty's Fearnaught, sou ol Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. M. Sianley, gr a _ 2:27 to 2:19

Monroe Chief, 2:18H, by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)
Sacramento, br h. dam by Gen. Reno. 2 20*,

bird'
g

'

dam UrphaD GW
«
by ^avis>' Black-

'

Motor, 2:2914, by Onward, 2:25^.
Jennie June, bm o.^^

itJ
.,A ,^

.\aubuc, by Toronto Chief.

J. H. s., ch g (p) 2^
Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird

i

rtam Lady Washington, by Americau Boy

Dennis, blk b
De*,l

f

er £rln« 11363. by Kentucky Prince.

2:27\

(6

Index, b h, dam by Abbottsfyrd 2-27WLurline. bl m, dam unknown ""
2-2fi

Ja
r
n"?T"°

d ' b ' e ftf^lsfflSjames t> o-io »., •r.tcts

G^. Dexter, brh
.,
^%T^

Uosniper, 2:14 '4, by Simmons, 2:28. 1.

Keichum, b h, dam by Echo i (>. '.,-
Gaze,le

....".V.a29J4""ii;''2^jJ

Melhounif K\ng, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (p)

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)

Lucky B..bh_ 2:30 to 2:20fc
Victor

Pascal—untraced-

Alcantara Jr., by Alcantaia
Elisa S., dam by Friday McCrackeu 2:16>4

Vernon Boy, by Tom Vernon.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie- 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6

Pantomime, dam lota, by Princeps 2:26^

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletoniau Chrisman. 1,

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19!a

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m„ 2:30

Ross S-, by Nutwood
Booth Barret', brs dam by Sultan 2:29,^

. 2:i7#

!21»

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR

— OF THE —

MOVTEHKY AGRICULTURAL AS60C1AT10K
District No. 7

— TO BE HELD AT —

SALINAS CITY
October 2d to 6th, Inch

Entries Close Sept. 8th
H'KHl FROURVMMB.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2d.

No 1. Trotting—Two-year i.Id stake for 1»94 ; $100
added by Association; best 2 in 3. i losed Feb. 1, 1891.

No. 2. Trotting— rhree-year-otd stakes for 1891; §100
added by tbe Asjociatlun. Closed Feb. I, 1894.

No.3. Pacing—Stakes lorlSsi: 2:30class; HOOadded
by Association. Closed Feb. l, 1694.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3n.

No. 4- p,i Ming—One-half mile and repeat; lor all
horses in Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obisp . and
Santa Cruz counties. Purse $I5o.

No. 5. Associati-in Trotting Stakt-s; one half mile
and repear; lor all one-year old colts to tbe District;
best 2 in 3; fjo added by Association. Closed June9tli
1S94.

No. b. Trotting For 2:23 class; free foi all. Purse
S300.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4th.
No. 7. Running—Three-quarter mile and repeat;

free for all. Pur>e S150.

No i Association Trotting Slakes for 2:40 class-
$100 added by Association. Closed June 9th. 1894.

No. 9. Trotting—For all stallions in Monterey, San
Benito, San Luis Obispo aud SSanla Cruz cuilntieF
Purse §:00.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th.
No. 10. Running—-even-eighths mile dash: free for

all. Purse ?I50.

No. 11. Pacing— For 2:20 class; free for all. Puree
1300.

No. 12. Trotting -For all uvo year-nidi in the coun-
ties nf Mnmerey, San Benito. San Luis Obispo and
Santa Cruz counties. Winner of two vear-nld coll
stakes for 1891 barred. BeM 2 in 3. Purse $150.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th.
No. 13. Running—One mile dash; free tor all Pn se

: 150.

No. 14. Association Trolling stakes, 2:80 class; f 100
added by AssoclatluU. Closed June 9th, 1894.

No. 15. Trolling- Free for all. Purse *400.

For conditions, entry blanks, etc., address the Sec-
retary.

J« ll\ J. KKI.I.Y. J. D . (MRH.
fiecrelnry. UreHldent

Wanted, Situation.
Trainer and driver with some Hrst-cUss slock farm

by a man of experience and thoroughly competent.
Good colt handler. First dais local reference^ glveu.
Address

\ATK SMITH,
Care Thos. B. Merry, Lou Angeles, Cal.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Of the Eighth Annual Fair of the Twenty Sixth

District Agricultural Association i Amador
and Sacramento Counties)

TO BE MELD AT

ione, cal.
September 25 to 28, Incl.

Entries Close September 12.
Money required to be sent at the time enPries

are made.
First Day—Tuesday, SepU-mbt-r 2Mb.

Fiirn
No. 1. Running—.S-mile and repeat, 3 year-old

class, Amador county »i^.j

No. 2. Running 3-6 mtle and repeat, free for all lii
No. 3. lrotting-2-year-old class, Amad-rand Sur-

ramento counties, mile heats, 2 in 3_ imi

Second Day—Wednesday, September 26lh.
iorenoon, Stock Parade and Drilling Contest, $100.

No. 4. Running—11-16 mile dash, free f-.rall [9
No. 5. Running—5 S mile and repeal 150
No. 6. Trolling- 3-year-old class lor district 125

Third Day—Thursday, September 27lh.
No. 7. Running—1-mile dash_ iji

No. 8. Running —H-mile and repeat, frep f>r all im
No. 9. Pacing-l-mile heats, 2:2S class, 2 in 3 i.'i

No. 10. Trotting—Yearling class, 1-mile h at*;. 2 in ." hid

Fourth Pay— Friday, September 281li.

Forenoon, Stock Parade.

No. 11. Funning—3^-m*le and repf at „ in
No. 12 Running—1-mile novelty for purse _'Ui

No. 13. Buggy Race— 1 mile. 2 in 3, district 3
No 14. Kunnlng—'^-mile dash, districts II

Remark- and ( 'omiition-.

Entries will close with the Secretary September l2Ufl
Entrance fee, 10 per ceut. of purse, which must accoius
pany nomination.
In all races five to enter and three to start.
Rules of the State Agricultural Societv to govern

races.
The Board reserves the right to change the above

order of races by giving the contestants notice hv fi p.
m. of th** day preceding the race. No added nion. v
paid for a walk-over.
When less than three starters appear, except wh<

conditions made are otherwise, they may cunterl f-

for the -ntrance money, io hedivid-d a^ follows: fifif

per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent, to the second
In all races, entries not declared out by 6 p. m of the

day preceding the race shall be n quired to stan.
When there is more tban one entry by one person]

or in one ititcest, the particular horse"they are to start
must be named byfi p. m. of the day preceding the race.
Purses divided Into two moneys, of which 75 per

cont, Uj 6rst horse and 25 per cent, tn second, except in
novelty race, in which $50 will be paid to winner a]
each quarter.

W. A. BK.\\BTTS, J. MARCHANT,
Secretarv. President.

SPEED PROGRAMME
Ot San Benito County Agricultural issociaiion

HOLLISTER
OCTOBER 9th to 13th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close September 15, 1894.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 9th.
1. Y-arling Pt-cing slake; mile dash. Closed with

5 entries. $75 added hy the Association.
2. Two-year-old Trolling stake; 2 in 3, mile beais.

Closed with 5 entries. $75 added.
3. Yearling Trotting siake; mile dash. Closed with

5 entries ?75 added by Association.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10th.
1. Rnnning; mile rtash. Free for all. Purse f-'«'.

o. Running: five-eighths of a mile aud repeat. Free
for all. Purse $200.

6. Ronning; ten-mile race- P. rs- $200. Two mon-
eys.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER lltb.
7. Trotting, 2:40 class. Free for all. Purse $250.

8. Trotting, 2:27 class. Frep for nil. Pnr>*> $3o0
9. Pacing, 2:30 class Free for all. Purse 8250.

FBIDAY. OCTOBER 12th.
10 Running; 3-3 mileai.d repeat. Free for all. Purse

{150.
11. Running: %-milp das . Free for all. Purs*- f200.
12. Ru titling; novelty, 1'^ mi'e dash. Free for all.

Purse ?250. §50 for each quarter.

SATtRDAY, OCTOBER 13th.
13. Free for all trolling. Purse $t00.
14. Free lor all pace. Purse $400.
15. Saddle horse race. For County horses; 3-5 milfl

dasi. Purse $50.

Usual Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw Iree to competitors. For further
particulars apply to

BOBT. P. *TEPHK\SOX, Secretary.
Holllster, Cal.

J. A. KCHOLEFIELD, President.

VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Race Meeting

SEPTEMBER 14th and 15tb

E.VTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 10th.

KMItVMi; IO PER CEAT.
Prizes amouniing to $2500 will be given for

Trotting aud Running Races.

- Entry blanks can be obtained from Secretarv, Box
190. W-.S. CUAMBKKS. Secretary.

Bids for Privileges.
Sealed bids will be received by the Secretary of

the Solano Agricultural and Speed Association at

Vallejo for the following privileges on the race track

durinS the Fair and races, to be held October 2 to 6th

inclusive:

Pools; Relreshments. including restaurant
; Gaming-

Programmes; Popcoru. candy aud fruit,

The party securing the Programme privilege mis

i

provide stop* and jockey boards and numbers, and al 1

necessary paraphernalia for same.
Bids will be opened at the Secretary's office at 5 p.m.

September 20 lb. A certified check for 10 per cent, of

same must accompany all bids. The Board reserveB

the right to reject any or all bids.

WM. KELLEY. Secretarv
30(1 Georgia Street. Vallejo,
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Big Purses! Liberal Premiums!

An Unusual List of Attractions!

Agricultural Association No. 5, San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. Santa Clara Valley

Agricultural Society, co-operating.

— WILL GIVE ITS ANNUAL FAIR AT -

September 24th to October 1st, Incl.

SEVEN DAYS' RACING.==
i Ibe 2:18, 2:21, 2 2-1, 2:27. 2:30 andi!2 :40 Class Trotting races, the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30

Class Pncius races, and the Colt Parses, Trotting and Pacing, which are now closed,

about 20O or the best horses in the State have been entered.

.. L nt, 4Lnf in the 2:18,2:21. 2:2-1, 2:27.2:30 and 2:40 class trotting races and the 2:14, 2:20 and 2:30 class
BniC Ml DC I Iflal pacing races a horse entered iu any of ti era makine a record equaling any (aster class on
before «eptpnibfr 15, 1894, will receive a return of his entrance money and shall be barred from starting in

at class bu . may re-enter on or before September 17, 1891, in the proper class.

TROTTING AND PACING PURSES THAT ARE STILL OPEN.
970O Purse Free-for-all Trolling and Pacing. Fntrance 5 per cent, of purse; an additional 5 per

iii it' pure d« ducted from winners. Conditions san e a.* heretofore anuounced for clas* races. Entries will

se September 17, 1894.

:*ltMM) Purse 2:1ft Class Trolling. Entrance 10 per cent Otherwise conditions are the same as

retofore annount ed for (.lass races. Entries will close September 17, 1894.

PROGRAMME OF RUNNING RACES.

EVrfllbS TO CI OSE - KITKMBKR 17. 1894.

sold for f1200; if for less, 2 pounds off for eai h $100 down
to $S00; then 3 pounds off for each $100 down to £400.

No. G. Purse 830O. Running, handicap for two-
year olds; three-fourths of a mile. Weights to be an-
nounced at 6 p. m. ihe day before the race.

No. 7. Purse 300. Running, three year olds and
upward; three-fourths of a mile. Horses that have
won two or more races at this distance or less, carrying
weight for age, to carry in pounds extra ; beaten maid-
ens at this distance or less, allow ed to pounds
No. 8. Purse $300. Running; handicap for three-

year-olds and upward ; one and one-fourth miles.
Weights announced at •; p. m. the day before the race.

No. 9. Parse 8300 Running, selling race; three-
fourths of a mile. Wiinertosel for $2000; 1 pound oS
tor each $100 less down to t l.JOO; 2 pounds off for each
$100 less down to $1000.

No 10 Purse $300. Runniog; ConsolatioD purse
(for horses that have started and not won at this
meetingi; three-fourths of a mile. Horses that have
run serond to carry a pounds below scale; horses that
have run third 10 pouuds.and those that have not been
placed 15 pouuds below scale.

o 1 Puree S300. Running, for all ages: three-

rths of a m'le. Horses that have started at this

Ance and have not won. allowed 10 pounds; those

t have not been placed allowed 15 pounds; maidens

iwed 10 pounds.

o 2 Purse $3 00. Running, lor two year-olds;

ee-fotinlis of a mile. Winneis ot three or more
•year-old races, carrying: scale weights or over, 7

ind- extra; winners of two t-uch races, 4 pounds ex-

; non-winners who have been placed allowed 3

mds: those who have not been placed allowed 10

<"o. :t. Purse $30O. Punning, three-year olds and
Birds; one mile and s*-v- nty yards; 10 ponnds be-

t scale weight. Winners of two or more races of one
le or more to carry 10 pounds extra; winners of one

e to carry 5 pounds extr*.

;o.4. Purte $3«0. Running, handicap forallag»s:

•and oni*-sixteenth miles. Weights announced at

m. the day before the race.

i^o 5 Purse $3HO. Running, Felling race ; three-

ir-olds and upwards; one mile. The winner to be

CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee in all running races J15, which must accompany the nomination, and without which no en>

nre will be received • *io to declare out at 6 p. m. the night beiore the race.

In all handicaps declarations are due at 10 a.m. ol tbeday of the race.

All ttioneys will I e divided as follows: First horse, 3225; second horse, foO: third horse, $25.

Seven horses will be required to enter and lour to start.

-•int.' .a -riinltural Association rules to govern, except where otherwise specified,

send for entry blanks aud premium lists.

S. G-. BENSON, Secretary, San Jose, Cal.

! 20 OOO in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

.OS ANGELES FAIR
1894.

OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 15.

RUNNING- EVENTS.
2 Mile, for 3-year-oldg. Added moaey..@150

1 1 -4 Miles, Tor 3-year-olds. "

5 Furlongs, for 2-year-olds.

I 1 Mile, All-aged Handicap.

4 1-2 Fnrloogs, All ages. SelliDt;.

TROTTING EVENTS.
IgH-FOIl.AI.I. 81500

|7 CLASS 'OOO

•
<ooo

J 1 • SOO
1 7 .. 700

ID .. 600

ID •• 500

BAR-OLD t:L
-.SS SOO

» FAR. 01.n CLASS SOO

PACING EVENTS.
» iE-FUR-ALL ...81200

1 CLASS lOOO
I) >• SOO
I) " 40O
* KAR-OLD CLASS 300

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6

Purse

1 Mile, All ages. Selling.

o Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds.

3-4 Mile. All ages.

5-8 Mile, All ages. Selling

7-8 Mile, All ages. Selling

3-4 Mile, for 2 -year-olds.

11-8 Miles, All ages.

For conditions and entry blaDks address the Secretary
Don't forget that we endeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per cent.
The Secrelary will he pleased to furnish any infor-

mation desired.

Purse

Added money

Purse

Purse

Added money

230
20O
400
200
300
250

250
200
250
300
250

C 'T. J. C. XKWrO.V President. L. THORVK. Secy., 107 1-2 V Main 81. , Los Angeles.

,

SANTA ANA.
ee-For-All Trotting, Purse $1000, Re-Opened,

ODER SAME CONDITIONS.
E TRIES CLOSE SEPT. 15TH. C. A. RItiGS, Secretory.

FASHIONABLY BRED

1 earling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQUIBE OF -

O. E. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street

ARION, 2:07f

!

SUNOL, 2:08ii
AZOTE 2:08i! PALO ALTO, 2:08f

!

Standard and High - Bred
-:- Trotting Brood Mares

THE FAMOUS PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
AT AUCTION

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
At 10 O'clock A. M.

At Agricultural Fair Grounds, Sacramento,
[During meeting of California state Agi icuitural Society].

„r £,
hirt£sil

^
e
?£ °{ cho

L
ce mares wil1 be "Acred, sired by Aosel, Gen. Benlon, Albert

VV ., Clay INorva Woodnut, St. Bel, Allie Wilkes, Hambletonian Prince, Electioneer, Elecrie-

'tr
y
'u™fc "ill Crocker, Piedmont, Gov. Sprague, Alfred, Wildidle, Don Victor, Azmoor,Mohawk Chief and Benefit. Stinted to Dexter Prince, Azmoor, Wildnut, Pacheco (brother

to Palo Alto), Advertiser, Whips, Piedmont, Altivo (brother to Palo Alto) Alfred Truman
etc. Catalogues giving description and pedigree may be had upon application to

'

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

Auction Sale
OF

Standard Trotting Horses
Comprising all the Trotting Bred Horses owned by

WILBER FIELD SMITH

Wednesday, September 12, 1894
AT AGRICULTURAL PARK, SACRAMENTO,

Immediately after the sale of the Palo Alto Brood Mares.
KE8IR, 2:28.!, race record as a two-year-old, sired by Alcazar, 2:203, out of Verba Santa

by Santa Claus, 2: 1 7 i

.

'

The lack of local patroDage compels the owner to part with this grand young stallion EveryCalifornia horseman knew Kebir lo his yearliog and two.year'old days. TnedeveloprneTitpromised in his coKhoo 1 days has been redeemed. A Bner horse of his inches than Kebfr™ n-
not be shown The owner will be glad to show the public that he has lost none of bL° speedHis limbs are clean, and he has no vices. He is a sure getter ol ioals. His colis re'embfo tliesire to a great degree, and the oldest, which areyearlings.showspeedaud superior trottii™ actionREMORA, gray mare, foaled 1SS9. Sired by Guy Wilkes, 2:15i, dam Belle Blanche by

The Moor, etc.
'

RDTNDA, bay filly, foaled 1893. By Kebir 13,107, dam Eemora, by Guy Wilkes.
gTLLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street.

pom* leather*mm

FOR BSSEWETG all LEATHER GOOES,

Trsrallns 0« YhLT"fit '^£:J,*c'" r"^

yHHTLSATIIEft "KEN EWER „. ,it 301 perf-n

1

j. toat-um -i-a^'jg- tlT^^l£*"" '
'""*

.A- r. FOWUIKS, a™t,
107 Harm Moor* Intl. MEWVORK.

WHO IS POWERS?
WHY, HE IS THE MAN
WHO MAKES POWERS'

THE GREAT LEATHER SENEWER.

Try It. It Speaks for Itself.

Put up in Pint Cans and Quart Cans.

45 and lit) CBi\T8 EACH.

JF0R-S.II.E EV ALL HaRXESS HOUSES OB

P. Hayden, - - Newark, N. J., TJ. S. A.

No. 2.

No.

No.

For Sale.
STANDARD - BRED STOCK.
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. 1. Sorrel Stallion, 3 years old, by Guy Wilk*s,
dam Mxmie Comet, 2:23J^ 'dam of Maclay, 2:22)4,

at 2 years), by Nutwood.
2. B»y filly. 2 years old, by Steinwar, -dam
Addie Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21 ^"j, by Indian-
apolis.
3. Brow n Mare, -1 ypars old, by Noonday, dam
Western Girl i dam of Honesty, 2:253j i, by Chief-
tain.
t. B ni Benton \Vs\ey, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Beaton Waxey is a three-
quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sunol, and
bred this year to Diablo.
5. Sorrel Mare, 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Kelley mare, by GlbraJIar.
S. Bay Plllv by McBenton, dam Ivy, dam of
one in the list. Ivy is by Don Victor, out of Ida
Belle, dam of Carlisle.
7. Bay Filly, 2 years old, by Danton Moultrie,
dam Sham us, by Shamrock, 2:25.

S. Sorrel Mare by Arthurton, dam Venturess
(sister to Venture), by Belmont.
9, Bay Mare by Echo, dam by Elmo.

No. 10. Bay Filly by Sir Roderick, oy Dictator, out
of Prospect Maid', dam by Victor Patchen.

No. 11. Bay Filly by Sable WUfees. dam Venturess,
by Arthurton.

No. 12. Black mare by Shamrock, 2:25 (2 years), dam
Fawn, 'rial 2:22, by Marion.

The above stock is carefully selected and represents
the best blood lines known. Will either sell cheap or
trade for an interest in a stock ranch. For term- and
particulars apply to or address L,. K. CLA\V»UIV,

13 HI Market Street, San Francisco.

No.

No.

No.

No.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach
STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse in Registered in the Stud Books of
France and America. Buyers furnished with ceniried
pedigrees.
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France,

financial depression has forced the owner to sell tbem
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-
nity to secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a
song.
Address or apply to

E. C. (iODFREV.
38 (rocker Building. S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth
avenue, opposite race track.

Wanted, to Buy
A span of matched, stylish, compactly-built mares
(trotters), well bred and of good conformation; not
over five years old, 950 to 1050 pounds. No grays, nor
pullers. Must drive well together and single and be
thoroughly safe. Must be capable of showing a mile
in less than three minutes. State lowest figure. No
others wanted. Address

C. W. 8..
Care Bhkeder and Sportsman.

Wanted, to Buy
One or two castas thoroughbreds. Address, stating

name, age and condition and lowest cash price,

J. f¥..

Care Breedee and Sportsman. 313 Bush St., S. F,
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The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

HEW STYLE.

NEW METHOD.

NEW IDEAS

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOB THIS YEAR.
It Is published semi-monthly daring the racing season

and la oat 312 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BKEEDEE AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bash Street. - San Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed apon application.

''Laurel Palace,"
HOME HAMK.IS, Proprietor.

IV. \\ . corner Kearny and Bnsb Streets.

BAH PEAHCISOO.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

S1D\EY4?70

Sire ol Froo-
Fron, 2:25J4.
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Faasta, 2*22^,
yearling pacer

;

Faustino, 2:14$$;
Fleet, 2..H; Cupid,
2:18; Ado nls,
201}$; Gold Leaf,

2:11M; Lady H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
2:18>£; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others in 2:30 list

fSanta Clans 2000...
2:17«

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28^; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:23% ; Sid-
ney, 2J9Vj and 5

others in 2:30 list

LSweelneas, 3:21 1-4.

(STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 in 2:30

I LADY THORNE JR.
Dam ofMollle Mack, i _-„ .„

2:33; Navidad, 2:22>4;
^-^^

Santa Clans, 2:17^

f
VOLUNTEER 55

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,

. J 21 sires of 48, and 16

\ dams of 16 in 2:30 list

/TIambletonlan 10
I Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and
1 of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
(.Lady Waltermire

• Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

f Williams' Mambrlno

(Hambletonian 10

' LADY MERRITT. .

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Fron-
F r o u, 2:25%
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial )

,

2:20>g; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:293*

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 in 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

fBashaw 50*

1 Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and
. ; 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

J
of 18 In 2:30

LTopsey

r Flaxtail 8132

J Sire of the gTandama ot
"

"J
Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20

IFanny Fern.

f Ball Pap
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

f FLASTAIL 8132 { 2:13_a(, Kismet, 2:24$f,

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24^, [and Buccaneer
2656

225; Flight, 259; Bol-
wer, 2:26>6 LTLNSLEY MATT)..

.Mabanka Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:30^

,

trial, 2:22 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

Twister, 229%
LUntraced

("John Baptiste

(Sire of Prairie Bird,

228J4; Empress, 2:29)^;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11%, and
Shamrock, 2:25

LADY EAKK.
51 Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
"^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28%

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo foil brother to Froa Froa.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.") and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire ot Rowdy Boy, 2:13?$, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire In the world, as a producer oi
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed ot his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
in a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31^, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20%, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32 »£ to 34 seconds.

He is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build througbouL^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that coulG. be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS $50. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. Noresponslbilityassumed for accidents or escapes

For farther partialars address

DR. T. W. HABRIS, Eueene, Oregon.

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The PrcTURESQUE Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stool

i

THE KOCTK TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutnal Life Building.

R. X. H 1 AX. Gen. Pas*. Agt.

.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegautly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto astc
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of St. Bel, saysol

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and it is so simple and plain thai
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling am
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt';

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me st
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shal
place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
313 Bush St. San Francisco. Ca\

nu to otm soBsciusm.
(TIME EXTENDED TO OCT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR

IS!

IF"e»:r One
Year.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent iparorama of the World's Fair,

showing pictures of grand biilldlngB, oi glittering domes, of massive

arches, of noble statuary, oi Jetting fountains, of beautiful interior exhib-

its, of Venlllan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Oaffeft, oi the wooded island, and many other attrac-

tlonn of the Dream City, and the ianious Midway Plalsance, the Bazaar

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper aud is all that Its name implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of interesting original matter. The Farm department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc It Is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
You Know

.A.11 «.!=>«»Tit
It is a good thing aud you need It anyway. It Is worth more to y

' than the money even if these two handsome premiums were not

!
with It FREE.

11

f Nations, or the Hide-show of the World's Fair.

-:- All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM
• a

IS you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get theoi.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Stree
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

TBS BRA.VD IMPORTED FOX TERRIER

DESPERADO AT STUD
FEE, $10.00.

He is grandly bred and a winner In many shows.

Pups and brood bitcbes for sale.

For stud card and particulars address

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEMYELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Yoimg stock and brood bitcbes of choice breeding.

PYTCHLKY FOV TERRIER KK.WKLS.
(H. W. Fores)

$00 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II yon want an Irish Setter that will hont, and

troth Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

c;I.E\MO!lh KEWfcl.S.

West Berkeley, CaL

DOGS,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
irds of All Styles and breeds.

LnFOBJIATIOX BY MaH.

1. C. ROBI80IV. 337 KEARNY STREET

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
HAMPION KTNG OF KENT-BABE GRAPHIC.

Babe Graphic by Champion Graphic—White Rose:
t Vhlte Rose by Bracket—Rosa.
L Poppies for sale.

H. M. TO.WER,
orth Ontario, Cal.

3CTC OF ALL KINDS.
I— I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

OLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny Si.. San Franoi«oc

F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.
OFFICE HOr/ES

10 tO 12 A. M. 1,30 to 3.30 P. ^.

IOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

I
Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN" FRANCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ol

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

lacing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

! HE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
*S FIRST STREET. SAiV FRANCISCO.

fEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

> 50 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

.:iRST-CLASS LIVERY.
I roll line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable
* visiting purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board-

-1 horses.

Telephone >o. 3159.

DICKEY'S,"
IXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands ol

INES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

1 phone 1485. J. R. DICKEY. PrD.

7

•RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

' noice Tjictuors
f VATE ROOMS. OPEN All. NIGHT

J M. PARKER. Prop

flONEYTOLOAIH .amstojQli.rroi
$3.0OwSl,0Oi), fo»i

aymenta of aoj kfsa> P«r cent.
Wared until applic
ECDEirT REQUIRED. Realejiate.hoaaes.Btores.stock*.!
dadj, jewelry, hoasehold goods, furniture, merctaandfs*
iraes, cattle, liveatoci,("arming implement?, and machineT"
HI kinds, or any otherproperty, realorpersonal, of valuta

'
* note, endorsed by person worth amoant of money twr-1

»*ed, will b« accepted u security. Don't hesitate to kt*«B
nd ask.for a Loan. Address. MUTUAL SAVINGS A»»|
QAM CO.. Tenia and Kalnut Streeu. Philadelphia, P»T

m

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OS THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.

605 MARKET ST.
G
"ii.

d
ocf

0,el

Send Foe Catalogue.

CjIDIKr CO.
Gnus, Biles, CerMips,

HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting G-oads
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dob ever

Written.

"With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BBEEDand Exhibit Dogs as sclentirically'as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, S3. OO, and 35 cents Expressage.

U toot dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
:diseases

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon, from what disease he Is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and la universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best wobk of the kdtd evke published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

ZH5 Slavic g
COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT*;

AND ANTI-RATTLEFt. ^

Fut selling; ilwiu r'.*! i f !jfi.
, t;.-n.

weight oa horae. Worth twice the co*t for coon
lene* in hitehinf up. A«na wintid. Circular* ft

Order wmpla. Price, 11.50. State rijhtj for sj

EJ>. -E. COCSBAN,
QtJiAgU Pacific Blot*. SALTtAItF.JiTO. CAI

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President, S. HALEY,
IHV-Send for Circulars.

ABSORBINE
Removes the Inflammation

and Bunch. Restores the circu-
la ion in any Bruise or Thick-
ened Tissue. Does not remove
the Hair. Pleasant to use.

3*2.00 per bottle. Testimonials free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., Meriden, Ct.

: ALSO FOB SALE BV :

J. O'KAXE, 7*37 Market Street. Sau FranciSco.
R. J. BEEBY, 1061 Broadway. Oakland, Cal.
WOODARD, CLARK it CO., Portland, Oregon.

BY LAWS
ASD

RULES AISD REGULATIONS

OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Hoese

Association

WITH BETTING KILE*.

National Trotting Ass"n Kules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Hale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 820
These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HTR.SCHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

OLD EEHMlIiGE
WHISKIES.

sTEINER'S
Xo. 311 BCSH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

239

Breeders' Directory.

HOBSBS AND CATTLE.

SOUTHER FARM Xoan« "eU-ored stock for sale

J „ •<"••« First-class breeding larm. Good
ract. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor
a?e^ Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-KLNS, Proprietor. San Leandro.

VINELAND GREEDING FARM. C7R
HSS^W

n
:

™r*
lfu11 brothe- to Grandee, three-year-old record

Z-23J4). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre-^
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| [office a>td stable:

605 Golden Gate Avenue-
San Francisco.

OFTICE HOUBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to £ p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Xo. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE 03TLY GBADtTATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKS
I 350 - 1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

M.R.C.V.S., F.E. V.M.S,
VETERINARY SURGEON.

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh: ex-Veterinary Surgeon to theBoard of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association. *

Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenne.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 63: 52SHoward St., Telephone 8153, .San Francisco.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia rem<Miy will cure
ali ordinary horse
complaints. It Is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson,;V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
AS FED&.INDORSE.D BY
MARVIN.CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE, '

HOLLY, VALENSIN,
.WELLSFAREO&X0.&.OTHERS '

k
b
ASKYOURDE/U.ERF0RIT0l!./

SENDTOG.KERTELL
?E CALIF.

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD GO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins <fc Doxbrow. N. V. Agls, 70 Wall St.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pastorage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not a loot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs In every paddock. Well ven-
tilated bos stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development Ifnecessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-

tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot of Markei
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merrlwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

ANmt-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

J
to Balsam of Copaiba, f^\

I Cubebs and Injections. fflUDYj

J
Tiey cure in48 nours the \^^/
same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience. S0LDBYALLDRUGGISTS
'..

PAIENTS
Promptlv secured. Trade-Marks, Copjriguta

and Labels registered. Twentr-Sre years ex-

perience. We report whether patent can Jo
.Icnred or not. free of charge. Our fee not dne
until patent is allowed. 33po.ee Book Free.
u B WILLSON &. CO.. Attorneys at Law,
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I_ K. CLA.WSON. J. A H'KKBBOif.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Bikes aa safe as hieh- wheeled

u'l.it*. .\u ti ( - *-
c i i tj _i -

\o running uuder of Ion
wheels.

\n cii l li ns don ii from behind.

Pa tnted June 5, 1S94.

McKBRRO 1ST

CHECK BIT
It isan educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
- FOR SALE BY

J".

Horse

-A..

Boot

IVEcK-EnFLOKT,
and Turf Goods Manufacturer,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco. Cal.

THE NEW FRAZIER

d>

It excels in rigidity, lightness.

'

and accuracy of construction, and

therefore is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

All prominent drivers use the

Frazier. Hickok and Salisbury

us 3 the Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

^diSI ~ Fig. 2. The Brake shown in

operation.

The value of ihfct protection id

^jr iJ&zsr I enhanced by the Tact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon' (lie

driver; neither hand nor foot U
ff' V*ft /^L-^blg'v. called upon to apply the brake uor

© l§^f-^^^gSj^\T^j^^ need he care as to who or what
Fig. 3 The various parts of the II A<JVnF-\A II / xV may be pressing closely in behind

hrake. <ai nrake plate: (bj foot
\^J^fg V\vtfly / ^^V< himwhase contact with ground lorcps KrVfSl \3w7AX V u- n........ .. n .:..•.. P«- ru..j

piatearainsture;f5>springihat _ ^^//TciiSc—---I Ho Owner or Driver Can I tford
throws brake off <-i wheel as soon -^=^^.^.1^ If i- l« wil'Uni mh
as loot 'is raised ..iTthe ground: ~^^\YJ 'syZfT\\^*JI "^ " WIUIQUI (MS.
'.id O are the rods thai attach ™s> VLL&y? / \ \ >/ For further inf rmalioti apply to
i he brake to the axle of vehicle: \Tt^/ / \ Wy
ie"i hi"ge which is thrown opeu WOW / / \ 2^ A IV/I /* kC C" C? D if^ l\l
-o remove wheel; i f i the arm t=^^Y^<^Lj^^^--

-

iTlUIAtnnWIl
mova/orSuSi!

permil re
- .=,^2^^^"^ ~ "

= 203-205 Mason St., S. F.

J. 0'K.ANES
,

- AGENT FOR ^—^^—
Best Wood Wheels and Braces, complete $ 02 50

Heat Wire Wheels and Braces, complete 50 00

f-atpst Tourney Bikes 17-i 00

Latest Frazier Bikes, Wire Wheels . Ifio 00

latest Frazier Bikes, Wood Wheels 175 00

Special Bargains. yw/'V' tjk Fi

I have on hand one TOOMEV latest style sulky, used only f (n $ > [\ J\\W*
in five races, perfect order. Price SI 40 Cash. /

,

V If v
\\Wi

Also one TOOMEY Combination Bike sulky, used one S i

veek. In perfect order, guaranteed. Price £120 Cash.

ROLLER GAIT1NG POLE,
(Patented) >^_^^

The latest. Works perfectly. Never chafes. Guaranteed /~$-~^\ // j/'J

to keep horse straight in sulky. Price 83. / &> ^^\ //

Distemper, Influenza and all Golds

CUHKII BY

WELCH'S

Veterinary Imialep.

TrottiLg Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MAN'F'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

MARKBT A>D TB\TH STRKKTB gAX PR AXCISOO. C, IL

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-;- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HA YE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND AEE A BET-

TEE ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Sf-nil for ODr list of testimonials, also look up onr rating
and see if our tlrm anil wheels an- not folly reliable.

I.A.WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

rrice. complete with bottle of medi-
cine *2

i Other dealers charge §h for si

30E
THE BONNER REGUIATOR. THE RAYMOND CHIN CHE ,Ki

McMurray & Fisher's Pneumatic Tire Sulky

With Ball Bearing.

we have a fe«
Of [1.606 in M ck.
which we sell iik-
bOW COST II

purchas**d n <> w.
So l.i'lr.r -nil,. -<,

iii the World.
Tli>' regular

wheels u.s mil at

the PneumaUcUre
n heels go w 1 1 ii ihi-

^- sulkv.

McKurray & Fisher's Training Sulky

HOOKER &, CO,

a very Buperlor Bulky for tnuifngot
speeding borsea-

Weight M to, 69 round*.

These Sulkies are used all over tin- State
and K*ve the best of suiisrai-n.ni.

16 and 18 Drumm St.

Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking
and Pulling. Most powerful of all checks.

I be following area few horses that obtained

their fast records bv Using this device:
Mollle Allemp', 2:20 «i Crwilt* (p ,2:15

Geraldine (p),2:16 Hossi
(
>.-r, 2:14 \

Maud Fowler, 2:21 M Vldette, 2:25

Also Hunkett, Hummer, Altissimo, and many
others.

I'HUK ?|«J.

The latest out. Very light and easvon \h~
horse yet at the same time it Ik very powerful
in holding out chin.

PRICE $10.
ftS~ non-l forget my 835 TRACK H %K\K-S, m.wli
Ingused on the fastest horses in the suite. AM thelmr et

are buying them. I keep all the latest novetHe*.

J. O'KANE.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

THIS MftKESj

BOYCE
ONEPINTOF
TABLETS

SAN FRANCISCO.

LEG and BODY WASH.
For PKVKKKD LEWS, INPLAMED 1K\-

DOI^S, SPRAINED AMRLB8, CIIACKBI)
HKM.X 4MI \l.l. HK1.V ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled a^ a "brace."

it is the cheapest and best evei put on the market
ivimpared wlU) Witch Haael, Boyce TabletB are out
,.i sight as, besides other valuable Ingreillents, one
i...\ of TuhUMs (urnlehea more genuine Witch Hawi

contalued in l0 galloos of the best extract

Put no In inHal boxes, each containing ISO Tab-

lets i or general work, dissolve one Tablet In a pint

of wat'-r. ThJnk of tt ! I .% gallons t>eni It-t and bo.lv

wash on earth carrleil In your pocket: only («2. OO
perbOJc,or6 Boxes for #io.
sent post-paid "I. receipt ol price.

BOYGE T&BLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Sold by DruuuUl- and Dealer* In I'urt (JuoiIk

Horse Owners! «Tri
GOWIBAULT'S

Causticl

Balsai
^ A Safe Speedy and PosilifeW

The"snrci.t. Bc«t BLISTER ever used. Trtl

tlie plate of all llnimenls lurmild or severe aclKj

Removes all Eunehes or Bb-roisbesfr.jtnHorM
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTEP
OR FIR1NC- Impi'SsibUto produce acar or D(rt»-,

Everv bottle sold is warranted to give satlsfaclt

Prlee '$1.50 per bottle. Sold by dnicelsts.

lent by express, etaorice» paid, with full u.re.-tiu

for Its use. Send for des-jrlptive circular!,,

THE U.WREKCE-WILL1AMS t'O., rlerelana
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STATE FAIR RACE MEETING.

^.ster "Wins the 2:16 Class Trot and Makes a

Mark of 2:12—Surprises Galore From

the Running Division—Lovdal "Wins

Several Fine Stake Races—All

the Events Described in

Detail.

Sacramento, Cal., September 7th.

SECOND DAT—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The followers of the victories and defeats of the gallopers

•ere present by the hundred at the track to-day. With pa-

ience they looked at the light harness events of yesterday

nd never felt inclined to wager a dollar on those results, but

)-day the golden eagles were set at liberty, and the lucky

nes to catch the most of them felt that if this is a forerunner

f what iB in store for them at the Bay District track under

he Williams-Spreckles management, they will be looking

>rdesirable pieces of business property or searching for first-

lass thoroughbreds which they believe will win for them

)rtune as well as fame.

A firm of local bookmakers commenced business last even-

ag on K street, and despite the attractive voices of the auc-

on pool-sellers in the big tent almost directly opposite to

leir headquarters, they did a thriving business. Where

le army of small boys, who perched like turkeys on a

race, came from was a question which we believe will re-

tain forever unsolved. At the trotting and pacing races

ley were not noticeable, but the moment a gaudily-dressed

ickey with his Bilken jacket, tight trousers and top boots

ppears, an army of youthful enthusiasts appear. The

Mter, R. D. Brown, had his hands full with them, for they

>t on the inner fences near the starting post and supple-

lentedhis advice with such remarks as "Say, Cully, he's

l to yer game ! Wot's der matter wid Coombsy ? 3e
^esn't come up when de starter tells him. Stay back dere

;
amsy, or you'll get set down fer life. Dat's a go! Why
.dn't dat colored bloke wid de flag drop it? He's too slow."

fith a field of green colts that have not been trained to

eak away as they ought to have been, a goodlv crowd of

reeo jockeys who wanted to act just as they pleased and a

fence full of youthful advisors, Starter Brown had a diffi-

ilt and trying experience to-day, but it is hoped that here-

'ter his methods will be better understood, and that the

nights of the pigskin will obey his orders quicker.

The weather was warm. In the forenoon a ladies' tourna-

ent occupied the time of the judges between 10 and 12

.clock, the thermometer registering 92 degrees in the shade,

.ttwo o'clock the judges rang the big bell and shortly after

?ht handsome two-year-olds were ridden past on their way
' the post for the first ranuing race of the meeting

; it was

:
lied the Sunuy Slope Stake, a sweepstakes for two-year-old

'

lies, distance five furlongs. Eulalia, Playful, Cecil S.3 Miss

uth, Piquante, Circe, Lady Jane and Zephyr were the

tmes they bore. Adolph Spreckels' handsome filly Piquante

is installed as favorite at once by the talent. She sold for

5 against $16 on Circe and $10 on the field. Thousands

ire wagered at these figures, and even after the youngsters

ire being lined up preparatory to the start no change was

iticeable in the betting. After at least a dozen ineffectual

sakaways, Starter Brown sent them off to a straggling start,

i
iorge Van Garden's filly, Cacil S., being left at the post,

lyful took ths leii, with Lily Jane and Circle at her

8he led all the,way until well into the homestretch.

Circe made a hard drive and passed her. Sullivan on Pi-

quante, coming from the fifth place to the outside of those

in front of him, soon had Playful in trouble, and as Circe

was being ridden by Jackson in a Garrison-like manner, Sul-

livan set in to make Piquante do better, but even with the

aid of spur and whip, she was not able to get alongside of

Circe, who came under the wire a winner by half a leDgth

in 1:015, Playful third, at Piquante's saddle, the rest in a

bunch close up. Circe, the winner, is the property of the

Hope Glen Stock Farm, and was sired by Friar Tuck, out

of Jessie C, and was trained by Wm. Hurry.

The next event was a selling sweepstakes for three-year-

olds and upwards and the distance was six furlongs. Twelve

bangtails appeared—Border Lassie, Happy Day, Chevalier,

Zaragoza, Gracie S., Abi P., Conde, Flush Ban, Inkerman,

Garcia, Raphael and Gladiator. In the betting the average

of the pools was: Field $35, Abi P. $27, Conde $26 and

Happy Day $26. The p.jol-sellers were kept busy for three

hours last evening taking in bets at these figures, and this

afternoon not a single bettor felt that he "was on the wrong

horse."

Twelve starters is a goodly number to handle at the post,

and the starter had his mind well occupied to get the ani-

mals in position to go. Finally the flag dropped to a good

start with the exception of Garcia and Chevalier. They

were left at the post. In all the breakaways the gray mare

Gracie S. was seen to get to the front quicker than her com-

panions. Her experience at the fairs on the Northern Cir-

cuit seemed to have fitted her to a go to the front quarter

horse stvle and stay there. The flag had hardly swished be-

fore she was in the lead, her nose and tail straight as old

Geraldine's ever were. Abi P., Border Lassie and Conde

were the three in the first tier behind her, and none of them

broke ranks until the four got into the homestretch. Piantoni

on Abi P. was the first to lay his whip on them. Spence, on

Conde, followed with his persuasive eloquence and whale-

bone accompaniment, the chestnut colt bounded to the head

of the mare, and as Border Lassie dropped out of the fight

the three riders rode like demons to the wire. Gracie had

too much of an advantage and never relinquished it, landing

the racea winner by alength, Conde second, a neck in front

of Abi P. Time, 1:15}. The talent felt blue, and in their

despair tore their checks into little piecei and looked in-

tently across the track toward the white-crested peaks of the

Sierra Nevadas. The form-players adjourned to the shaded

labyrinths where the sizzling Shasta water, the foamy extract

of malt and the bouquet-flavored juices of Kentucky origin

were dispensed by the neat and natty bartenders. The query,

"Who do you think will win the next ?" followed the ejacula-

tion, " That's a tough deal. I played Conde for a lead pipe

cinch."

Blizzard, Zobair, Carmel, Arno and Lovdal, sporting the

silk of their owners' choice, pranced in front of the stand

preparatory to the race in which they were entered. It was

for a guaranteed purse of $500, a handicap for all ages, and

the distance to be run was a mile and fifty yards. The equal

chances Blizzard and Lovdal had for winning this event

made them about equal in the betting, Blizzard selling for

$25, Lovdal £24 and field $12. The .starting was delayed for

along time, Lovdal seeming to be the most level-headed one.

Blizzard also acted well, but Carmel, Zobair and Arno cut

monkey shines for some time. There was one false start

given, but the starter quickly called the horses back,and had

not Monroe Johnson, his assistant, acted as quickly as he

did there would have been no end to the grumbling. Finally

the quintette got away to a fair start. Lovdal,on the extreme

outside, cut across to the pole and impeded the progress of

thosebehind him. Zobair, who was second, shot out to the

front and Sullivan on Blizzard also passed Lovdal. They
were all bunched until half way down the backstretch where

Lovdal was seen to be taken back out of the pocket in which

he was, and going on the outside was passing the leaders. To
the homestretch it was hard to distinguish them, the field of

horses opened, and to the wire the jockeys rode as they never

rode before, but Lovdal was the speediest and captured the

race by a length, Zobair nipping the place from Blizzard by

half a length in the last few strides. Time, l:45i.

The excitement of that finish had scarcely died away when
the horses were called for I he next event. It was also for a

guaranteed purse of $500, handicap for all ages, and six

furlongs was the distance allotted to them. The starters were

Cadmus, Royal Flush, Peacidor, E-nma D., QuarterstafF

Quirt, Huntsman, Warrago and Alaric.

The big favorite in the pools was A. B. Spreckels' Cadmus.

He sold for $85 against $36 for Royal Flush, $35 for the field

and $2S for Quirt. The friends of the latter named mare had

every reason to believe she would be first under the wire, and

Jimmy Welsh, the seventy-two-year-old jockey who piloted

her to victory at Woodland last week, was booked to ride her

to-day. The mare got the best of the send off, but in the

finish her aged rider must have tired or else Cadmus was the

best horse from the way the latter ran from almost the last

position by everyone in front of him, aod passed Quirt twenty

yards from the wire, it is only charitable to concede that he

was the best horse in the race. When the flag dropped Quirt,

Pescador and Quarterstafl were the prominent leaders to the

homestretch. Pescador faltered here and Emma D. passed

him. Coming through and on the outside of those in front

of him Cadmus, the brown son of Flood, was seen coming

like a Derby winner. He quickly passed those in front and

led to the wire, defeating Quirt by half a length, the roan

mare Emma D. third and game little Royal Flush fourth.

The last event of the day was a selling purse race, for two-

year-olds, five and one-half furlongs. The four starters were

Little Flush colt, Laurel, Niagara and El Tirano. Pools sold :

Niagara $40. El Tirano $40, field $27. El Tirano and Niag-

ara being the quickest to get away, led the other two all the

way into the homestretch. They ran like a double team

until Niagara left his mate and took the lead. Coady, on

Laurel, made a vigorous drive and was soon on even terms

with El Tirano, and when about five yards from the wire he

lifted the filly in a neck in front of the son of Tyrant and two

and a half lengths behind Niagara. Time, !:09i.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Sunny Slope stake, sweepstake for two-year-old fillies.

Five furlongs.

Hope Glenn Farm's b f Circe, by Friar Tuck—lessie C, 115
Jackson 1

A B. Spreckels' ch f Piquante,by Flambeau—Phcebe Anderson, 115

„..„. Sullivan 2

Geo. Van Gorden's eh f Playful, by Jim Brown—imp. Fun. 110
Piantoni 3

Time. l:0l$£.

Zephyr. 107, Lady Jane, 115, Miss Ruth, 115, and Eulalia, I0S, also

tan, Cecil S., 105, left at post.

Second race—Selling, sweepstake for three-year-olds. Purse S100.

Six furlongs.

J Whitney's gr m Gracie S., by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy Belle,

104 Smith 1

O Appleby's ch. c Conde, by Dube of Norfolk—May D., Ill

.„„„.... Spence 2

G. Pacheco's ch m Abi P., by Three Cheers—Daisy Maid 3

Time, 1:15%.

Gladia'or, 93, Raphael. 92. Inkerman. 103, Flush Ban, 94, Zaragoza,

109, Chevalier, 101. Happy Day, 107, Border Lassie, 90, also ran.

Chevalier and Garcia left at post.

Third race—Handicap, for all ages. Purse $300. Mile and fifty

yards.

Burns & Waterhouse's ch c Lovdal, by Wildidle—Free Love, 105
Conmbs 1

SycamoreStabie's'bii Zobair, bv St. Saviour—Nightbawk. 116
Narvaez 2

A. bV Spree kels'brh Blizzard, by Trade Wind—Trampo. 120

____ Sullivan 3

Time, 1:45%.

Arno, 85, and Carmel, 100 also ran.
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Fourth race—Handicap, for all ages. Purse $500. Six f'irlougs.

A. B. Spreckels' br h Cadmus, by Flood—imp. Cornelia, 122
Sullrvau 1

\Vin"bVxoii
;suh"fVjuirt,'bv Joe Hooker—Trifle, 100. Welch 2

K. shcrwin's rn m limma D., by Jack Brady, 110 Hanna 3

Time, 1:15.

Marie, 'JO, Warrago, 95, Huntsman, 95, Quajterstatl', -108, Pescador,

1 18, and Royal Flush, 120, also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, two-year-olds. Purse 5400. Five aud one-half

furlougs.

R 1). Ledcett's Ch c Niagara, by Jim Brown—EvalHa, 105
Ledgett 1

W L. Appieby's b f Laurel, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity, 100
Coady 2

El Tirano "staWscb g El Tirano, bv Tyrant—May Dunbar, 101
Burns 3

Time, 1:09%.

Little Flush colt also ran.

THIKD DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The great stock parade took place this morning, and for

size and the quality of the representatives composing the

procession it compared most favorably with any heretofore

held in these spacious grounds. Thoroughbreds, draft and

light-harness horses of the finest description were followed

by representatives from the leading stock farms in Califor-

nia, Polled ,Angus, Galloways, Jerseys, Holsteins, beef and

milk, Durhams, Ayreshires, Herefords and red polled Dur-

hams of all ages marched stately by, every animal being led

by a careful attendant. At twelve o'clock the exhibition

ended. Superintendent Hancock set his men and teams to

work to prepare the track for the afternoon racing. The
turnstiles at the gate played a merry tune as the people in

single tile passed through. The erand stand was fairly well

filled, while downstairs around the pool stands there was a

perfect jam.

The racing—an account of which 16 given below—was

devoid of much interest, with the exception of the race for

the 2:16 class trotters. Thousands were wagered on its results.

Many pools were out which called for $350, and the holders

all felt confident of winning. The remarkable steadiness as

well as speed shown by Aster, the plow horse, surprised even

his most sanguine friends. During his last season on the turf

he was known as the " worst breaker that ever threw down
the talent." He had " bad " legs, too, but on this Eastern

tour of his Thos. Keating discovered a magic liniment which
he used on the horse's legs, ana in one week discovered that

he had a race horse he could rely on. Aster's race to-day

was well earned. Pat Farrell, behind John R. Carroll's

Marin Jr., made him trot from " eend to eend," and the gal-

lant gray, although defeated, proved himself a remarkable
four-year-old. What his mark will be after one year's care-

ful training, is a question we will leave Father Time decide.

The gameness displayed by C. Z Hebert's strongly-built

Jtinio stallion Bruno is something that his owner, as well as

evtry horseman in and around Salinas, may feel proud of.

He was ably driven by that excellent reinsman, Jas. Dwain,
and demonstrated to the satisfaction of everyone that he is

the be^t grandson of Electioneer seen this year in California.

Only beaten a length in 2:12, and then coming back and
driving'.the winner out in 2:14 in the fourth heat—two heats

timed separately in 2:13—is glory enough for any stallion

that has been doing a heavy season in the stud up to the first

of August, a little over five weeks ago.

The handsome little daughter of Abbottsford trotted the

fastest mile to-day in the second heat. She got away two
lengths behind Aster, trotted wide on the turns and clear

around on the outside of all the horses, and was only beaten

a length and a half in 2:12. She is practicing to take Jennie
June's measure in that match race at Stockton next week,
and is improving very fast.

Shylock, good old Shylock, was outclassed.

La Belle's victory in the first race was as easily earned as

that of Abanteeo's in the last race.

The first race was for the two-year-old trotters, 2:40 class.

There were only four entries—La Belle, Jasper Ayres, Last
Chance and Derby Princess. In the pools La Belle sold for

$20, Derby Princess $7, field $3. The word was given to a

good start. At the first quarter Jasper broke, La Belle and
Derby Princess followed suit, and before they got settled

Last Chance passed them and took the lead. Halfway down
the back stretch he broke and Jasper Ayres led at the half.

The order was Jasper Ayres, Derby Princess, La Belle and
Last Chance. To the head of the homestretch Jasper Ayres
led by five lengths. As Derby Princess broke when nearing
the three-quarter pole, La Belle passed her and challenged
the leader. It was a pretty race to the wire. Jasper skipped
and caught, but La Belle nipped victory by a head in 2:25*,

Last Chance third and Derby Princess last.

La Belle did not make any mistakes in this heat but just

trotted around in the lead and kept so far ahead that none of

her competitors had a chance to pass her. Jasper Ayres was
second, Last Chance was third. Derby Princets seemed er-

ratic and broke so often that Sanders saw there was no chance
to get inside the flag, so he wisely concluded to save his filly.

< otning to the wire, Last Chance and Jasper struggled for

place, but the ialler won it, being only two lengths behind
the leader, La Belle. Time, 2:25.

The second race was the event of the day, aye of the
week. It was for the 2:16 class trotters, and when such great
campaigners as Aster, She, Shylock, Marin Jr., Adelaide
McGregor and Bruno were entered for this $1,000 purse, the
friends of these respective horses gathered around the pool-

box and backed their judgment as follows: $70 for Aster, $60
for Marin Jr., $35 for Shylock, $20 for She, $15 for Ade-
laide McGregor and $12 for Bruno. Money flowed like

water as pool after pool waH sold.

Tli is morning another crowd of enthusiasts gathered
around the stand and again bet like millionaires. This after-

noon just previous to the heat, Aster sold for $20 to $15 on
the field. When the drum tapped She, Bruno and Marin Jr.

took the lead. ShylocK, who was being driven to the front,

broke and fell hack, She also broke a second after and joined

hiH company. Aster now passed to ihe front and with Marin
Jr. lying at the wheel of his bike passed the half in 1:074,

Bruno, a good third. Nhylook passed the hitter on nearing
the three-quarter pole but broke and fell back to fourth posi-

tion, Dwain hugging the pole, now made a drive while Ade-
laide McGregor and She were closing up on Shylock. It

was a pretty drive down the homeMretch, hut Aster IihiI ihe
uiMst speed, nnd came under the wire a winner in 2:1 4|. Pat
l':irrell, behind Marin Jr., made a good, strong effort at the
finish hut he was n little late, for his gallant K ray w,,« beaten
a half length. Bruno and Shylock fought for third place,

but Bruno was a nose in front of the horse with the Hebraic
name, Shylock was fifth and She last,

PooIb sold before the second heat : Aster $30, Marin Jr.

$13 and field $12. The start was delayed for some time, but

the public was what is known as a " long suffering one," and

when th«tapof the drum was heard a shout of relief was

heard. Aster, Marin and Bruno led. At the half this was

their order: Aster, Marin, Bruno, Shylock, She and Ade-

laide McGregor. The time for this half was 1:06, and not a

horse breaking. To the half the positions were unchanged.

Coming into the homestretch Alviso drove wide with She,

and coming along at a little faster gait was third to the wire.

Aster came in a winner in 2:12, the fastest mile trotted on the

California circuit. Marin Jr. was a length behind. Bruno
was at She's bike, Shylock was fourth and Adelaide McGregor
last.

Pools 6old : Aster $40 to $13 on the field. Aster took the

lead, Bruno was at his bike, McGregor third, She fourth,

Marin Jr. fifth and Shylock last. At the first quarter the

three leaders opened a big gap, and at the half, which was

made in 1:06, Aster was two lengths in front of Adelaide

McGregor, Bruno was a length behind her, Shylock, She and

Marin Jr. bringing up the rear. Going to the three quarter

pole Shylock trotted past Bruno. She and Adelaide McGregor,

but on entering the homestretch she came on the inside.

Bruno made a spurt as Shylock skipped and got his old place

third. She, Shylock, Bruno and Adelaide McGregor came
abreast, all trotting for second place. Bruno left the column
of four and She was at his bike, as Aster won the heat and

race in 2:14. Adelaide McGregor was fifth and Marin Jr.

last.

The third race was for the 2:27 class trotters. There were

only four starters - Abanteeo, Auntie Wilkes, Senator L. aud
Deborah. Abanteeo was favorite in the pools, selling for

$25 against $8 on the rest in the field. When the quartette

were sent on their journey she moved to the front and the

others were strung out behind her in a Chinese procession.

She came in under the wire in a walk in 2:35 in order that

Auntie Wilkes, Deboroh and Senator L. would not be dis-

tanced. They trotted past the goal in that order.

Abanteeo won the second heat in 2:2U, Auntie Wilkes sec-

ond, Deborah third, Senator L. fourth.

W. Wood paced an exhibition mile in 2:10i.

SUMMARIES.

Sacramento, Cat., September 8.—First race -Trotting, two-year-
old stake, 2:40 class.

W. S. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle, by
Dawn Maben 1 1

H. P. Perkiu's bg Jasper Ayres, by Iris—Babe Perkius 2 'I

San Mateo Stock Farm's b c Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes
Rogers 3 3

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk m Derby PrincesB, by Chas.
Derby Sanders 4dis

Time, 2:25&, 2:25.

Second race—Trotting, 2:16 class, purse §1,000.

Keating ct Ottiuger's ch g Aster, by Dexter Prince—by
Chieftain Keating

John R. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr., by Marin—Silver, by Silver-

threads Farrell

C. Z. Hebert's b s Bruno, by Junio—Dolly, by Mozart
Dwain

Chris. W. Smith's b m She, bv Abbottsford—Beauty
Alviso

J. A. Dustin'sch g Shylock, by Tom Benton—Brown Jenny
Dustin

K. L. Wise's b m Adelaide McGregor, by Bounie McGregor-
Adelaide Patterson

1 1 1

2 2 G

3 4 2

6 3 3

4 5 4

5 C 5

Time, 2:14%, 2:12, 2:14.

Third race -Trotting, purse 51,000, 2,27 class.

Oakwood Park StocK Farm's b in Abanteeo, by Auteeo—
Abbotine, by Abbottsford Sanders 111

Paris Kilburn's b m Auntie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—by Spec-
ulation Dwain 2 2 3

San Mateo Stock Farm's b m Deborah, by Sable Wilkes—
Sproule, by Le Grand Rodgers 3 3 2

A. B. Spreckels' b s Senator L., by Dexter Prince—Lady
Bayswater Dustin 4 4 4

Time, 2:25, 2:21%, 2:25^-

FOURTH DAY, MONDAY SEPTEMBER 10.

The San Franciscan who brought his overcoat to this place

wishes he had a light linen ulster instead—the lighter the

better. With the thermometer marking 94 degrees in the

shade, the visitors felt that this was a place of reBt—absolute

rest—for to walk is a tiresome task, while to sit 'neath the

shade of some old tree with a fan in one hand and a cooling

drink in the other was the acme of enjoyment.

The programme of races consisted of five events, and as the

talent only picked two out of the three, the short-enders felt

happy. The starting was as fair as could be expected,

although in the first race Flashlight was the quickest away

and had a good lead when the others got to moving. The
second victory of Lovdal at this meeting proves this horse is

a crackerjack. A. B. Spreckels' stable did not score a win,

although Blizzard was third and Headflower, both strong

favorites, got show and place. Happy Day is a good race

horse, and was ably ridden by Coombs. The attendance was

very good and the betting spirited.

The first race of the afternoon was called the California

Annual Stake, a sweepstake foi two-year-olds. The distance

was six furlongs ; the entries—Gallant, Alaric, Churea, Malo

Diablo, Ike L. and Flashlight. Rey Alfonso was scratched

as the horses were going to the post because his entry was
not forwarded in time. Pools stood: Gallant, $21 ; Malo
Diablo, $G

;
Flashlight, $9. Starter R. M. Brown sent thtm

away on the third break. Flashlight, with Malo Diablo was
seen in front, the former a length and a half in advance. Gal-
lant was third. At the half Gallant had passed Malo Diablo
and was second. Churea came up and was at Gallant's sad-
dle to the three-quarter pole. Coming into the stretch it was
a duel between Flashlight and Gallant, but the former had
too much of a lead and showed that he was a race horse of

no mean calibre, for he kept in the front to the wire, winning
by two lengths in 1:15. Eight lengths behind Gallant came
Ike L-, Malo Diablo, Churea and Alaric.

Flashlight is a bay colt of grand form and finish, and was
sired by 1. W. Moore's fine stallion, Surinam, out of Laura
Winston, by Norfolk. Lmira Winston was the dam of Bron-
co, Suowllake, Snowdrop and others. Flashlight is owned
by T. W. Moore, proprietor of the Hope Glen Stock Farm,
Santa Barbara, and was handled in his yearling form by
Wm. Dunbar, the superintendent of the farm, but W. M.
Murry prepared him for bis races.

The second event was called The Capital City Stake, a
handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds, distance one and
one-sixteenth mileB. The entries were: Articus, Gilead, Lov-
dal, Carmel and Alexis. Pools 6old ; Lovdal, $2*> ; Articue.

$21; Gilead, $10 ; field, $5. When the flag dropped to a
beautiful start, Polaski, Alexis and Articus set the pace, pass-

ing the wire these three were the most prominent. Piantoni

took Articus back on rounding the first turn. At the quar-
ter Polaski was leading, with Carmel second, Alexis third,

and Lovdal fourth. Going down the backstretch Polaski

opened a gap of three lengths. Lovdal was seen making his

run, and at the half was third, a length behind Carmel. He
decreased this distance to the three quarter and was second,

Carmel third. Coming into the homestretch Lovdal tootc

the lead and kept it lo the wire, winning by a length,

Coombs, his rider, looking back, Articus second, Polaski

half a length further away, Carmel fourth, Alexis fifth and
Gilead last. Time, 1:48.}. Lovdal is the property of Burns
& Waterhouse, and as he came in the cheering that greeted

the son of Wildidle must have been most gratifying to his

popular owners.
The third race was a handicap for all ages, guaranteed

purse $500, one mile. The entries were : Zobair, Royal
Flush, Pescador, Duke Stevens and Garcia. In the betting

Zobair sold for $60, Royal Flush $25, field $15. When the

five got away Pescador took the lead, Duke Stevens second

and Royal Flush third. Going down the backstretch Pesca-

dor led by three lengths; the rest bunched. Passing the
half Zobair and Royal Flush were seen to leave their com-
panions and close up on the flying Pescador, but the latter

was in racing trim and came in a winner, a length and a
half in front of Royal Flush, who was a neck in advance of

Zobair, the favorite. Time, l:41f.

The fourth race was a selling purse for three-year-olds and
upwards, guaranteed purse $500. Seven and a half furloDgs.

The entries were Gold Dust, Quarterstaff, Raphael, Happy
Day, Abi P. and Blizzard. Pools sold : Blizzard $70, Happy
Day $70, field $30. When the flag dropped Happy Day,
Blizzard and Gold Dust shot to the front. Going to the half

Happy Day dropped back in the bunch. At the three-quar-

ter pole Blizzard, Abi P., Gold Dust and Happy Day were
abreast on entering the homestretch. Happy Day, coming in

the inside, made a great drive, and at the drawgate wasa
length in advance and coming easy. Abi P. and Blizzard

were fighting for place and landed under the wire perfectly

even, but the judges gave Abi P. the place, much to the sur-

prise of all. it was a dead heat between these two. Time,
1:36.

The fifth race was a six furlong dash for maidens of all

ages. The entries were Lilly Ayres, Adelante, Eulalia,

Laurel, Cymor and Headflower. Pools sold Headflower $20,

Adelante $18, field $10. At the dropping of the flag Laurel

Headflower and Lilly Ayres led. At the quarter Laurel waa
a length in advance. At the half mile pole Laurel led, Head-
flower second, Adelante and Eulalie bunched. Coming to-

ward the wire Adelante came to the front and soon opened a
gap of a length in front of her company. Headflower came
on and was only beaten a length to the wire by Adelante,

Laurel third, Eulalie fourth, Lilly Ayres fifth and Cymon
pulled up last at the quarter pole. Time, 1:15£.

SUMMARIES.

First race—The California annual stake, for two-year-olds, $400
added. Six furlonRS.

W. M. Murray's b c Flashlight, by Surinam—Laura Winston, 118
Spence 1

A. B. Spreckels' b % Gallant, by Fellowcharm—Whisban, US
8ullivan 2

Garden City Stable's ch c Ike L. , by Major Ban—Miss Flush. 103

Donathan 3

Time, 1:15.

Malo Diablo, Churea and Alaric also ran.

Second race—The Capital City stakes, for three-year-olds, $400
added. Oue and one-sixteenth miles.

Burns & Waterhouse's ch;c Lovdal, by Wildidle—Free Love, 111
Coombs 1

George Van Gorden's b c Articus, by Argyle—Glen lock, lis

Piantoni 2
George Howson's b g Polaski, bv Capt. 41—Gold Cup, 95 Burns 3

Time, l:48Ji,

Carmel. Alex aud Gilead also ran.

Third race—Handicap, for all ages, purse S500. One mile.

D. R, Dickey's b h Pescador, 5, by Gano—Armeda Howard. 110

Long 1

George Howson's ch h Roval Flush, 5, by Three Cheers—Rosette.
114 Dodd 2

Svcamore Stable's b h Zobair, 1, by St. Saviour—Night-hawk. 115
Sullivan 3

- Time, 1:41%.

Garcia and Duke Stevens also ran.

Fourth race, selling, three year-olds aud upward, purse $500.

M. J. Kelly's br h Happy Day, by Emperor—Felicity, 102
Coombs J

G. Pacheco's ch m Abi P., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid, 109
Glover 2

A. B. Spreckels' brh Blizzard, by Trade Wind—Tramp, 122
Sullivau 8

Time, 1:36.

Gold Dust, Raphael aud Quarters talf also]ran.

Fifth race, for two-year-old maidens, six furlougs, purse S250.

H. D. Brown's b c Adelante, by El Rio Rey—Ogalcna, 86.

Burns 1

A. B. Spreckels' brf iHeadflower, by Flood—imp. Rosetta, 8S
Kinney 2

W. L. Appleby's b 1' Laurel, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity, 83
Coady S

Time, 1:15%.

Eulalia , Lilly Ayres and Cymor also ran.

[continued on page 256.]

The" news reaches us from France of the death of King

Lud from paralysis, at the Cheffreville Stud, at the age of 25

gears, says the London Sportsman. He was bred by the late

Lord Zetland, and was by King Tom, out of Qui Vive, a

sister lo Vidette. As a four-year-old, the property of Lord

Lonsdale, he won the Cesarwitch, with 7st. 51b., beating

thirty-three opponents. He beat Lord Falmouth's Kingcraft

in a match across the flat, won the Newport Cup and tbe

Shrewdftburv Cup. As a five-year old he won the Ditch Mile

Handicap and the Alexandra Plate at Ascot,in the last-named

race upsetting the odds of 100 to 60 laid on Boiard. After

this he went to the stud and siied and sired a numcer of win-

ners, amongst whom may be mentioned Springa, Princess

Bladud, Prince Bladud, King Priam, Incendiary, Elfe,

Justice, King Cole, Village Queen, Ben Adler, Cumberland,
Balmoral, Boadicea, King Monmouth, Ruby, Beltenibrosa,

Bracken, Chronometer, Damask Rose, Geneva, Toga, Wan-
dering Kate, Ludlow and Scottish King. He was sent to

France in 1S81, but was returned to England and was re-

exported to France in 1S83. At thestud of Count de Berteux

he sired many good horses.includiugDard,Ulysee, Reyezuelo,

Walter Scott, Widgeon, Wotan, Chambourcy, Le Mazarin,

Z.imbo, Zingaro, Amadis IT., Acoli, Boudoir, Basket, &c.

L'Emfrkss is the name of a mare by L'Empreur, 2:25, that,

aot a record of 2:2G£. She is out of Belle Stevens, by Steven^'

Raid chief, second "dam Be]le of Wabash, dam of The Mow.

L-
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Helena (Mont.) Races.

FRIDAY, AUGU9T 31.

The lowering clouds that ubscured the sun in the earl?

morning yesterday became more threatening as the day wore

away. When the one o'clock train pulled out from the Mon-

tana Central depot the rain began to pelt the earth with scat-*

tering drops that fell in a shower of thirly minutes' duration

after the arrival at the track. The lightoing flashed, thunder

shook the earth, and the outlook for an afternoon's racing

was most dismal. The shower passed, the clouds lifted, and

at two o'clock, when the seven-furlong handicap was called,

U looked as if the sun would shine for all.

Minnie Beach opened favorite in the auctions for the seven-

furlong dash, with Sheridan a good second choice. Minnie

Beach sold for from $10 to $30, Sheridan $7 to $20, St. Jacob

$5 to $15, Little Tough $5 to $12, Lonnie B. $5 to $10, Rain-

drop $5 to $10. This was the average from the fiist pool to

the last. In no race of the meeting have so many horses

found so many backers. The start was fair for all except

Sheridan, who was virtually left at the post. St. Jacob got

off well, opened a gap of several lengths befcre an eighth had
been run, and drew further away from the haif to the head

of the stretch. He came romping down to the eighth pole,

when his jockey was seen to lurch, the horse's head with the

weight of his jockey's body pulling it toward the rail, until

his head seemed over it as he began to stop, and then went

down. Minnie Beach had raced out the bunch coming round

the turn, and coming on won easily from Little Tough, Lon-
nie B. third. St. Jacob got up unhurt, as was the boy who
rode him, and galloped past the stand with Sheridan. The
uncertainties attending racing are great, and no man ever had

more confidence in his horse than Barney Maginlev had in

St. Jacob. He and his friends had every pool sold on the

horse.

The three-furlong dash looked a gift to Lulu B., the way
she was backed in the auctions, at from $30 to $60, Red Dick

$20 to $50, Joe D. $3 to $6, Cyclone$7 to $12. Lulu B.,

Red Dick and Joe D. got off in front of Cyclone, and raced

head and head to the wire, Joe D. and Red Dick heads apart

and Lu'u B. a neck behind. Lulu B. next the rail seemed
pinned in, and unable to do her best. The judges, however,

look no exceptions to Dinglev's riding on Red Dick, and no
protest being made, he was given the race.

The special pace resulted in a very soft thing for Brino
Tricks, after he had dropped the second heat to Scioto Girl,

who proved herself a better, animal than Del Norte or Bon-
nie B. As usual the auctioneers had to use a vocal cork-

screw on the crowd before they could draw a few bids at $10

to $15 on the. winner, and it was hard to work lo jack-screw

anything out of it on the other three.

The three-quarters selling race was the betting event of the

day. For what reason no one could tell. C. M. C. was made
favorite. Vulcan, French Lady, Minnie, Autueil, Nettie

Glen and Tobasco in the field, second choice, wkh Promise
the tail of the betting kite. C. M. C. was backed for $20 to

$60, the field $16 to $50, Promise $7 to$10, for nearly three-

quarters of a hour. Then the C. M. C. money rau short and
places in the betting reversed. The start good. Vulcao, who
is usually quiet, but who had been prancing and cavorting in

the sprightliest manner during the fifteen minutes' wait at

the post, at once shot out and ran clear of everything into

the stretch, with Nettie Glen, C. M. C, Promise and French

Lady bunched and closing steadily on him. Promise and

C. M.C. on the outside ran by him before he reached the

eighth, and French Lady running like a wild mare next the

rail, shot by them all and won by half a length from Promise

C. M. C. lapped to the latter's shoulder, third. It was darts

and the city brightly lighted when the rear guard got back to

town.
SUMMAR1K3.

First race, handicap, purse $200, Five furlougs.

Randall & Burris' gr m Minnie Beach. 114 Smith l

C. W. Chappelle's ch h Little Tough. 100 2

Malev & Bowley's ch m Lonnie B., 106 3

Time, 1:33V£.

Raindrop, 93, Sheridan. 105, and Jacob, 90, ran unplaced.

Mutuels paid S19.65.

Second race, purse $250. Three furlougs.

Higgins Bros.' ch g Red Dick, 119 Diuglcy 1

Ramsdell <fc Garland's b g Joe D., 117 Hennessy 2

Colusa Stable's b m Lulu B., 117 Clancy 3

Time, 0:35K-

Cyclone, 117, unplaced.

Mutuels paid $20.80.

Third race, pacing, special, purse $100.

J. C. Carlson's b h Brino Tricks 13 11
Higgios Bros.'s b m Scioto Girl Jettries 2 12 2

Barrows Bros.' blk g Del Norte- - C. E. Barrows 3 2 3 3

E. A. Pyle's b h Bonnie B Bartrufl 4 4 4 4

Time. 2:26%. 2:24^, 2:24, 2:22^-

Mutuels paid $19.10, 526.20, $8.10, $7.40.

Fourth race, selling, puise $250. Three-quarters of a mile.

Higeius Bros.' ch m French Ladv, $150, 109 Dingley 1

California Stable's ch f Proruise, $600, 106 Cuombs 2

C. \V. Covington's ch c C. M. C, $600, 106 King 3

Time, 1:18J^.

Vulcan, 106, Nettie Glen, 101, Minnie, 103, Tobasco, 102, and Au-
tcuil. 103. ran unplaced.

Mutuels paid $9.35.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1.

The last day of the Helena meeting was in every sense and

respect a great success. For the first time in the history of rac-

ing over the Helena track everything has been satisfactory

to the public and the management. The starting and deci-

sions have been concurred in without protests, and good hu-

mor and good nature have reigned right joyously. Judge Mc-
Nair has proved himself the man for the place, and no man
accustomed to the pool-selling, either in the hauds of the

association or contractors, ever dreamed of such success as

has attended W. P. Ayres and his assistants. The auction

tickets have been issued as fast as the horses were sold, and

the holders of winning tickets have received their money as

soon after the judges' decisions were given as possible. Mr.

Ayres and his assistants have treated everybody alike and

with the utmost courtesy.

The racing began promptly under a clear sky, with a

light breeze that kept " old glory " on the grand stand idly

flapping, fanning gently the peach bloom of the dainty rose-

buds in airy summer garb that crowded the stand. The
attendance was not so great as on the preceding day, but the

ladies were out in gratifying force. The racing began with

2:19 trot, and Alarmist won in straight heats. It is a pleas-
ure to record this fact.

The half-mile special was the bettiug event of the day, ind
the talent dropped heavily. Lark was an overgrown favor-

ite at the commencement of the sales in the auction bos, but
the believers in Gold Bug's chances soon sent him up even,
and in some pools ahead, the pair selling for from $20 to $50
each. Midget was nest in favor at $10 lo $20 The start was
good, the four being in line, with Dick and Lark off like
quarter horses, Midget getting on her stride nest, and Gold
Bug last. Lark and Red Dick ran away from the olher pair,

and were head to head to the turn in the strelch. There
Dick began to draw away from Lark as Midget and the Bug
began to close. In the run to the wire Red Dick kept his

place and finished there. Gold Bug second by half a length,

and Midget lapped to his flank. Lark was close up, but
seemed tired.

The mile handicap resulted in another dump for the seers.

Jennie Deane was an even-money favorite over the field. To
a fair start Jennie was leading by a couple of lengths at the
head of the stretch, Minnie Beach coming fast, St. Crois out
of the race, and Lonnie B. further away. Coming home Min-
nie closed on Jennie and gave her the go bv ai the pighth
pole, winning by three pans of a lengih. St. Crois was ibird.

The fourth race resulted in an easy win for Jennie Deane,
both CM. C. and Normandie being preferred to her chance
coupled with hei stable companion Promise.
For the fifth race it was Gilroy and nothing but Gllroy

in the pools, and he won, but it is extremely doubtful that be
could have done so had Bozeman ridden Vulcan as be ought
to have doDe.

The sixth race was Nelson's in the pools and in the race.

He won at will in the fastest time ever recorded for five fur-

longs in Montana, 1:00.

Then came a contest worth looking at. Bill Howard and
Gold Bug were matched at five furlongs. Howard was a two
to one favorite in a few minutes after the pool-selling com-
menced. The backers of Gold Dust were either faint-hearted

or short of the ready cash. It was the best race run at this

or any other meeting over the Helena track. If people
could rely on witnessing such struggles thev would come to

every race meeting in Montana and bring their money with
them and bet it, win or lose, with more pleasnre than most
of them feel in winning on the air-tight cinches so often

witnessed.

SDMMARIES.
First race—2:19 Irot, purse $750.

J. F. Forshee's b h Alarmist. P. McEvoy 111
S. C. Tryon's b m Maud Patchen Tryon 2 2 4

W. W. Mattock's gr m Anita Woods 4 3 3
H. W. Brown'sbm Miss Foxie Brown 6 4 2
P. J. Mann's br h Truemont ..Lindsay 5 ft 5
Higgins Bros.' br h R. D. F Jeffries 3 dis

Time, 2:21^, 2:2.JJ4 2:22%.

Mutuels paid $26.30, $7.05, S U5.

Second race—Handicap, special, purse $250. Half-mile.

Higgins Bros.' b g Red Dick, 119 Smith 1

1
J

. McKvny'sehhGold Bug. 119 Uiugley 2

N. S. Hall's b in Midget, 119 Hennessy 3
Time. 0:47%.

Lark, 119 lEtmis), rau uuplaced.

Mutuels paid $17.73.

Third race—Handicap, purse $100. Oue mile.

Randall & Burris' gr m Minnie Beach, 110 King 1

California Stable's ch f Jennie Deane, 113 Coombs 2

Higgins Bros.' b h St. Croix, 103 Burlingame 3
Time. 1:43%.

Lonnie B , 80(Cleary), ran unplaced.

Mutuels paid $16.35.

Fourth race—Divided, consolation tor b^ateu h)rs3$, purse 3L50

free fur all. Five and a half furlongs.

Colifornia Stable's ch f Jeanie Deane. 113 Coombs 1

Garland & Ramsdell's ch ro Normandie. 10S Bozeman 2

C. M.Covington's ch c C. M. C. 113 Smith 3

Time. 1:09.

Apollo, Tobasco and Promise also ran.
Mutuels paid 316.9a.

Fifth race—Split consolation, purse $150, free for all. Four and a
half furlongs.

B. Maginley's cb g GUroy, 103 Coombs 1

Jones ..ft Payne's br m Raindrop. 109. McDonald 2

Hayes& White'sgrg Vulcan. 109 Bozeman 3

Time, 1:09^-

Larghetta, Red Leo and Minnie also ran.
Mutuels paid $3.4.5.

Sixth race—Sweepstake, $50 each, purse $1-30. Five furlongs.

Garland & Ramsdell's ch c Nelson. 116 Bozeman 1

ColusaStable'sbcZamloch. 116 Bayless 2

Ben Martin's br g Jim R., 116... Gannon 3

Time, 1:00.

Mutuels paid $6.15.

Seventh race—Match. $250 a side. Five furlougs.

N. S. Hall's chh Bill Howard. 115 Hennessy 1

P. McEvoy's ch g Gold Bug, 115 Dingley 2

Time
:
1:01%.

Mutuels paid $7.45.

"Father Bill" Da'y.

Many persons regret that the powerful influence brought to
bear ever secured his reinstatement, which was done in less

than a year from the time he was ruled off. After that rein-
statement the horses from his stable were the bane of
race-goers, winning when least expected to win and being in-
variably beaten off when Dily said they could not lose. His
best season was 1S91, when he surprised everyone by winning
$51,970 in purses with nothing but platers. In that year
Lizzie, Lepanto, Arnicr, Circular, Gold Wave, Cynosure and
Civil Service were his best bread-winners.

Monroe Salisbury Ruled Off.

Twenty-four years ago Bill Daly, who was ruled oft' re-

cently, began his career as a turfman. He raced in a small

way at the trotting meetings and fairs held in New England.

A mare called Lorena was the nucleus of the extensive stable

owned by Daly in recent years. Lorena was a frequent win-

ner, which enabled her owner to pick up horses from time to

time that, could win purses in the '* bush " meetings. In 1876

winter racing and trotting with their bookmaking and pool-

selling accessories were started in Madison Square Garden.

Daly was there with his stable and a bright-eyed, keen,

snappy, little jockey, who, by his alertness, won many of the

purses for Daly. When racing became a fixture at Brighton

Beach the Hartford turfman went there and began bis career

as a "get-the money " turfman. The bright-eyed, snappy

little jockey, who was none other than James McLaughlin,

was retained by the Dwyer Bros., who were beginning their

marvelous career as horse-owners and racing men. When
racing became an established institution at Brighton, Daly

rapidly emerged from obscurity, as he owned several useful

selling platers, which won frequent races, and whenever they

were second in a selling race gaue thesr owner a chance to

bid on the winner,thereby gaining a handsome surplus should

the horse be entered below his value.

One of Daly's most useful selling-platers was a horse called

Logan. Flower of Meath was another money-maker for him.

Through the winnings of the latter he obtained the famous

steeplechaser Jim McGowau, afterward Bourke Cochran.

Bourke Cochran was run in a flagrantly suspicious manner,

so that at Washington his owner was ruied off the turf,

New York, September 10.—The California turfman, Mon
roe Salisbury, wa> to-day expelled from the trotting turf by

John D. Barry, Henry Hughes and Thomas L. Egbert, judges

of the postponed 2:16 race, which brought the Grand Cir-

cuit trottiug meeting in New York to a close.

The offense for which this severe measure was meted out

as a punishmert was Mr. Salisbury's alleged removal of the

trotting mare Expressive from the Fleetwood track wilhont

the permission of 'he judges.

Expressive started in the 2:16 class race, which began on

Friday last, two heats being trotted before darkness came on

to cause a postponement. The mare was heavily backed as

a favorite, and her chances to win were regarded as extremely

good, although Strontia won the first heat and Judge Austin

beat her in the second.

When she was taken away from the track on Saturday
night her backers were left in the lurch, as the bets stood just

the same as if the mare was on hand to trot it out. Thous-
ands of dollars were thus lost without giving the bettors a
show for their money.

It was too wet to call the race up on Saturday; and an effort

was made to effect a compromise among the horsemen con-
cemeu by which the money could be divided and the race
declared off. Everybody agreed to this except, the owner of
Judge Austin, who felt confident of winning the race. The
race was carried over uoiil to day.

Silisbury had an engagement for his mare in Terre Haute
this week, and he wanted to get away from New York at

once. He, therefore, shipped Expressive along with his other
horses, and she did not respond to the harnessing bell for the
unfinished race to-day.

The judges declared her ruled out for non-appearance,
and after the conclusion of the contest they took the specta-

tors' breath away by announcing that Monroe Salisbury
stood expelled from all National Association tracks, the claim
being made that Salisbury openly defied the rules of the
turf as well as the judges of the meeting by taking his mare
from the track when she was legally in the hands of the

officials.

It was reported yesterday that Henry Hughes had ad-

mitted that he had consented to Salisbury's witbdrawingEx-
pressive after ihe postponement Saturday evening. This
Hughes denies. The race to-day was won by Judge Austin,

who fairly out-troited Roseleaf and the others in both heats,

taking a new record of 2:12^.

Salisbury controls the prospective queen of the turf, Mix,
2:05}, who is to trot at Terre Houte this week. He also owns
Azote, 2:09 i ; Directly, 2:1 0\, andmany other famo us lrotteis

and pacers.

There seems to be an issue of fact involved in the affair,

and from the character of the gentlemen concerned it is most
probable that there was a misunderstanding, possibly the re-

sult of Mr. Salisbury's deafness. It is hardly to be believed

that so experienced a horseman as Mr. Salisbury would have
wantonly defied the rnles in this way.

It is equally unbelievable that Mr. Hughes would deny
having granted permission to withdraw the mare if he had
granted it. As the matter stands, however, Mr. Salisbury

rests under expulsion, which j ust now is a very serious matter

for him.
The trotting season is at its height, and an interruption of

only a short time would entail a loss to the stable of thous-

ands of dollars. If Mr. Salisbury can show that he acted in

proper authority in withdrawing Expressive, he will be con-

sidered a deeply wronged man. If, on the contrary, he sacri-

ficed the backers of the mare without excuse, the public will

feel that he deserved his punishment. Until Mr. Salisbury

has told his side of the story it will be impossible for the

public to fairly form an opinion.

The power temporarily to reinstate rests only w ith Presi-

dent Johnson of the National Association.

SALISBURY MUCH SURPRISED.

Terre Haute (Ind.), September 10.—Monroe Salisbury

was much surprised this evening when he was informed of

the action of the Fleetwood judges. He says that on Satur-

day, when it was seen that the race in which his mare Ex-
pressive was entered, and which was slarted on Friday,would

have to go over until to day, he talked with Secretary Mason
of the Fleetwood Association and with Mr. Murray, a mem-
ber of the association. They said they did not think there

would be any objection if Expressive was withdrawn to he

shipped to this city. Some one said there was a rule lhat

would prohibit her withdrawal, whereupon Mr. Salisbury

laughingly remarked that such an unjust rule would have to

be changed. Mr. Mason said he would see the judges, and

McHenry later saw Mason at Salisbury's request. Mason
told McHenry that he had talked with two of the judges and

they had assured him there would be no objection. There-

upon the mare was shipped with the remainder of the Salis-

bury stable. McHenry said to-night that Mason told him
who the judges were, but he has forgotten them.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men lobe the best and most confortahle line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San" Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all ihe offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.^
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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PROGRESS—That liiere has been wonderful progress in

breeding, rearing, training trotters and pacers few will deny
;

that vehicles, tracks, shoeing, boots and oilier appendages of

light harness horses have also been carried to a high rate (>f

excellence is equally apparent. The last fifth of a century

has been marked by progress that is staitling, and were it

otherwise than that the advance bad been gradual the trans-

formation would have excited the utrnos r surprise.

Had sorue devotee of trotting been banished at the time

Goldsmith Maid was at the apex of her famous career to a

country where no intelligence had been received of the wag-

gings of the horse world, from the era of his ostracism until

his return in time to take in the grand circuit of 1894, he
would rub hia eves in astonishment all through the first meet-

ing he witnessed, and from thai time on be somewhat trou-

bled to account for tbeadvaoce all Lhrough the line. The
bike being by lar the most novel of all the features, in fact

that would at 6rsl be credited w ith a great deal more influence

than possibly could be awarded after closer study. He would
learn that during his absence the old fashioned sulky had
been hauled a mile in 2:07}, aud, to the same rig as the

Maid had gained the topmost notch, her best time was beaten

6| seconds, with ever so many horses under her mark. There-

fore while the (to him) oddlv-shaped vehicle had been a po-

tent factor in making the old-time figures, which meant so

much in the days wheu our enthusiast was familiar with the

sport, appear anything but a token of great speed, there must
be other causes for acceleration.

The improvement of tracks and grounds would also strike

him as a wonderful advance on the not very far back past,

and the only really familiar spectacle the management of the

races. Little change in that respect from the time of his ini-

tiation into the trotting-horse fraternity, some years ''before

thswar." The same old three in rive all through the pro-

gramme, the same tedious scoring, the scolding and long an-
nouncements from tne stand, and heats " laid up" in accord-

ance with old-time usages.

It takes a good deal ofoptimism, a heap of credulity to be-

lieve that the management of harness racing will vary much
from what it has been, and the person who hopes to witness

progress in that respect must feel that he has a lease of life for

several years to come. Should there be an attempt to lift the
wheels out of the old rut it is long odds that the one who ad-
justs the lever is voted a crauk, aud though the effort is suc-

cessful, so far as to get a start, it is not long until the car of
progress is shunted on the old siding. This was shown at the
late trotting meeting at Washington Park. With the facili-

ties for following racing methods of announcing results it ap-
peared as though the superiority of that system would be so
convincing as to secure its continuance. Plainly marked on
the boards, winners of heals, placing, etc., in full view, it was
somewhat surprising that the old plan of bawling information
by one of the judges should be preferred. The only argu-

ment of any furce that I have heard was that there were cases

which the bulletin boards could not explain, for instance,

where horses were penalized for running or some other in-

fraction of rules not apparent to the spectators. As there is

just as great a likelihuud of the same trouble arising in racing
that is not at all convincing, and it is safe to say that if the
present practice in trotting and the former custom in racing
were resumed on the turf, aud the boards taken down, tbere
would be vigorous protests against the change. But I am of
the opinion that in place of " the public" being tbe chief ob-

jector the feeling of disapproval is mostly in "the stand,"
from being denied the right of being so conspicuous as they
are when yelling out pronunciamenlos in loud enough tones
to reach the outskirts of the crowd. Had the practice been
fouod inoperative in racing, or iuferior to the plan pursued
before the day of prognmraes and bulletin boards, iu place
of being followed on all the r.ice courses which make any
pretentions to modern improvements, the old system would
still prevail. Tbere are several things in racing management
which could be copied with advantage by managers of trot-

ting meeting-, but from present indications the same old rut

will hold the wheels for many years to come. I cherished
the idea that progress was at hand, and that after it was de-
mon-tated thai when breaks in the old order met with public
approval, that these would be adopted with still further in-

novations hereafter.

The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association in

1892 inaugurated some novelties which met the approval of a

large majority of horse-owners, and a still larger proportion
of the spectators who had no interest other than that of enjoy-
ing the sport. Some of these were retained in 1894— with
good results. In 189 back to the old routine, the only differ-

ence from the custom of 1874 being programmes and numbers
on the arms of the drivers.

\ in ong the changes instituted two years ago were "two in

three" a«* well as three in live, lunger races than " one mile
at a time," some of them at fractional distances, viz , over
006 mile from ooe a.jd one eighth to two and three quarters.

A heat in three WOO or a dead lieal for firfil place ill order to

stay in the race even when three in five was the order. Then
an entrance f.-e of three percent, from starters on the amount
of the put e, and pro' iwion tit at wheu there was an excess of

entries over a stipulated number (seven, I think) the purse
was divided with a certain Burn added, and the horses divided
by lot go aa to escape unwieldy fields. Then the racing

method of starting was adopted, thai official being separate
from the judges, placed on the other aide of the track, and
with an asnistanl to marshal the horaea some hundred yards
or more above l he. •farter's Station. Thl8 innovation raised

the first " kick." Not that the starts were bad, but on the
at the dignity of the judges was assailed, passive spec-

tators iu place of chief actora in the play. Kalher oddly,
too, a resolution was carried " thai all starting should bedone
from the judgei Bland,'' u hen t lie re were races to be started

at other points of the track. As slated before at the last meet-
ing, everything was alter the old plan, with no deviations
from rule requirements than a concession to those making
entries of live per cent, additional from winnf rs of moneys.
Now it may be thai ibis old plan is tie best, and the best

proof of thai i the reluctance to make changes, ami the
drop Ihem .vhen made after a short trial. The

D18 State Pair made a heat in four essentia) to staying

tees, and I am pleased to announce that is still en-
forced.

I shall not argue now that old methods are not the best, as

f have had a good deal to offer in favor of all the innova-
tions mentioned, and still think that most of them could be

continued to the advantage of harness-horse racing. But in-

asmuch as I have been charged with blocking the wheels of

progress by taking a decided stand against book-betting on
trotting and pacing races, characterized as being behind the

times aod opposed to every thing new in the horse world,

a vigorous protest is entertd, and to sustain my plea refer to

the published statements of the past. Old men are prone to

conservatism. There are rosy remembrances of the long,

long ago. The bright visions of youth acquire a brighter hue
when recalled after the lapse of so many years.

It is doubtful if a trotting race with Alix, Directum.
Kremlin and half a score of the celebrities of 1S94 engaged
would raise like enthusiasm to some of those of nearly a half

a century ago when the horses were started by a thump of

a huge club on the rough board which formed one side of

the stand and vehicles and accoutrements which would be
grossly uncnu'h at the present time. For all that it must
Mirelv be a fossilized heart which would welcome a return of

the old time scenes in all their peculiarities,and if presented,

what a disappointment ! One who has been an eye-witness
to so many changes for the better can scarcely ^e so blinded
with c >t servativepn-jndices as to accept the presentstanding
as insusceptible of improvement. He may have more radi-

cal notions, a greater anxiety for reform, than another who
has gained his information at a much later date. He is not
entirelv discouraged by backward steps, confident that the

day will come when progression will be the order.
*

Improvement in Pool-selling—In giving preference

io pool-selling over book-betting I am far from taking the

position that the first named is not susceptible of improve-

ment. In fact, there are features, at times exhibited, which

are regrehensible, and, like all other pursuits, a chance for

better methods.

In this country selling the favorite and the field alone has

not been carried to the extent it has in the East, and as a

rule is only adopted when buyers are slack to make selec-

tions. Judging from printed reports it is a common practice

on the other side of the big rivers, an 1 is adopted on account

of simplying and accelerating the work,increasing the emolu-

ment by increasing the facility for getting the money on.

It also increases the temptation to lose heats and races. A
driver can readilv make some " sure meney " when he has an
opportunity to purchase all the horses against his own iu a

lump. His agent cau handle it without raising suspicion

and without the risk of not having the winner on his ticket.

With the excepting of, at limes, grouping too many horses

in " the field," the auction pools in California are conducted
in a very satisfactory manner. The complaints of unfairness

and giving preferenceto bidders, so far as mv observation ex-

lends, is not sustained by facts. It is oftentimes necessary to

cut short the bids on first choice,and in hurrying this part of
the business a bidder, who lacks energy in making his wants
known, may have occasion to feel aggrieved.

I have never heard a bid refused which was given promptly
and with emphasis, though it is oftentimes to the advantage
of pool buyers that there shall be little dwelling on the first

choice. Especially to the buyer who does not feel like pay-
ing a large sum for the animal he desires.

Jn these cases I have never seen favoritism displayed in

apportioning the bids. If A gets the first, B sets the second and
C the third, whereas A might get them all if it came to a
drawn-out contest, and with a retardation iif the business as

well. In giving well-merited praiseto the conductors of auc-

tion pools here, there can certainly be improvements in the

handling of the mutuels. Some of tbe faults found by tbe

buyers are well supported by arguments, and are easily rem-
edied. Then there are suggestions which may be worthy of

consideration, and which, after trial, will prove worthy of

adoption.

In place of following the auctions in selling two or three

choices and the fields, regardless oi the number of starters,

ticket as many of them as can be bandied. This, of course,

will augment the work and require more tickets, but any-
thing which will increase the support of the public will

eventually pay. Advocates of book-betting advance the
argument that every horse in a race can be backed sepa-

rately, and frequently when that opportunity is not afforded

persons who might invest quite a sum will not only refrain,

but will make it the grouno of serious objections to the sys-

tem. This is a point that cannot be controverted, and there

is another of equal force, when comparisons are made, that

being the books will accept a bet of two dollars, while the

mutuels usually place the minimum at five dollars. If the

concessionaires canuot afford to put up a two-dollar box at

the rates given, it will be well for the association, which has

the greater interest, to give better terms until the trial has

proved whether it will pay for the extra work or not, though
it is my belief that there will be a sufficient increase of busi-

ness to warrant the outlay. Facility in "getting the money
on," exact knowledge when the wager is made of the stand-

ing of the investment cover the advantages offered by the

bookmaker. Auction pools cannot be made to cope with the

books in the first claim, if mutuels were rated from two dol-

lars to twenty there would be about tbe same facility,

though, of course, until the pool was concluded the "odds"
would be hidden.

The papers staled that W. H. Vanderbilt won 40.000

francs on the * \ rand Prix and as that was only a little short

of $8,000, the mutuels must have afforded a fair chance for

investment, that being the only system of betting on races

tolerated in France.

A friend has a scheme for improving the mutuels which
he advances with a great deal of confidence. That is to hide

the number of tickets sold until the pool is completed, his ar-

gument being that a man who had a certain amount of money
to wager on a horse would be more nearly to invest it than

when he was aware of the exact standing at the time be
bought the ticket. That would certainly increase the doubt,

aud if the uncertainty when the number of tickets is kcown
is a drawback to tbe popularity of mutuels, this place would
add force to the objection. Still there are offsets. For in-

stance, when the number oi tickets sold are posted tbe buyer
might think that with so many already in when the pool

closes there will he a small return, if only a few that hia

judgment in at fault and his favorite little chance.

The greater necessity, however, is to conduct the business

so that there can be no possible chance for fraud. While it

is any odds that fraudulent practices do not prevail, there are

people who think otherwise, and it must be made so apparent
that there will be no chance for calling in question the abso-
lute honesty of the management. A most effectual plan
would be to connect the boxes with the judges' stand so that
wheu the start was made one of the judges' could slop the
working of the box and then an over issue of winning tickets
hn possible.

* *
The State Fair.—From Tuesday noon until 3 p. m

Wednesday is rather a short time to obtain much kuowledge
of the California State Fair of 1S94, and yet that was sufS-

|

cient to demonstrate that there was no retrogression from
former years, in some respects a decided gain. The display

of all tbe departments is very good and the sports of the track

quite exciting. To use a common expression, the pavilion

exhibition is " immense," not only in presenting a fine col-

lection in all of the many compartments, but also showing
that these are duly appreciated by the large attendance

which thronged the big building on Tuesday night. So many
that it was somewhat difficult to obtain a good view of the

articles; about all that could bedone to move with the crowd
and keep step to the music. Even that was a decided
pleasure, and being one in a mass of thousands, all evidently
in the good humor which hearty enjoyment incites. When
Major

t
P. P. Johnston expressed nis admiration of the

people of California, on his visit to the races on the Bay
District course.and an hour's sojourn at the Midwinter Fair,
I assured him that he would be fully as well pleased with
those who attended the fairs in the autumn.
One would expect that in the metropolis of the Pacific

Coast assemblages would present metropolitan characteris-
tics, beauty enhanced by art, style and display a necessary
adjunct.

Without fully agreeing with the maxim that " beauty
when unadorned is adorned the best," there is certainly a
charm in simplicity of apparel which exerts a powerful fas-

cination, and the lighter fabrics which a fervent atmosphere
imposes sets off face and figure to the best advantage. That
is, when there is such a preponderance of good looks as
greet the observer in all parts of California. That the climate
here is as favorable to the perfection of the human type as it

is to the equine cannot be denied. In former years when I

made the circuit of the fairs, it was a troublesome problem
when an effort was made to award the preference. A verdict
which was constantly changing so that the only conclusion
possible was that in the exuberance of material Nature had
dispensed her favors so lavishly that all parts of the country
were endowed. That tbere has been no falling off", a glance at

the stands and a seat in the Pavilion where the promen-
aders could be observed, gave abundant proof, and I must
admit that this part of the exposition, viz., the congregation
of grace and beauty, tbe most pleading feature of tbe specta-

cle. Enhanced by the change in costume, the light diapbon-
ous draperies io place of tbe heavier material, which prevails

in the region where the breeze from the ocean is frequently
eager and nipping, adds to the pleasure of the observer
from San Francisco, tbe contrast much in favor of that
which is more in harmony with lines which a Venus might
envy.
Twenty years have brought improvement when it seemed

that there was little chance for betterment, and the young
ladies congregated at the State Fair of 1894 prove, beyond
all reasonable contention, that the "glorious" has done its

part in perfecting" the human form divine," as well as in

the record-breakers of the tracks.

"Arnaree" has given such full and graphic descriptions

of the races that there is little necessity for amplifying on
that part of the show. The most notable point on Tuesday
was the three year-old trotting race, won bv Aria, Visalia

taking the first heat. A fast race, 2:20, 2:174, 2;18J, 2:21$,
especially when the condition of the track is taken into con-
sideration. Cut up on the day previous for the runners, it

cupped quite badly, and the inner portion being the worst,

t h e col's were forced to " go wide " on tbe turns. The fast-

est beat in the 2:20 pace on the same day was the first, 2:16},
is proof of the slowness of the track, aud tbe third beat in

the colt race Aria could certainly have made in 2:15 or belter.

She went to the half in 1:06 and was jogged the last 150
yards of the mile. In regard to the track, Mr. Christopher
Green's suggestion that hereafter the running should be on
consecutive days, in the first week, and then the harness rac-

ing on the second week would give a good course for both.

While the Sacramento track is the easiest to handle of all the
tracks in tbe Stale, it is very difficult to prepare it when rac-

ing and trotting alternate. The 2:24 class trotting had to be
continued to Wednesday after four heals had been trotted,

aud three more heats were required to finish on Wednesday
before the races were called. Then those who were working
the trotters in the forenoon persis'.ed iu driving on the inside,

so that it was jo hard that some of the horses entered were
drawn, the hardness of the track being the reason adduced by
the traine/s.

Mr. Green's plan would obviate the whole trouble were
the trainers of trotters compelled to keep their horses well to

the outside on racing days.

Now that the discovery has been made that a judges' stand

must only contain room enough for five men at the most, it

will be a decided improvement to tear down the ungainly
structure now in use and put up a stand immediately under
that occupied by the timers and reporters. The room, it is

true, is somewhat scant, though not so restricted as to forbid

the change. And, bv the way, there was no yelling the an-

nouncement from the stands, the racing fixtures being utilized

for the purpose, and without remonstrance from any one, so

in that respect, al least, Sacramento is in advance of Chicago,,

and that is another reason for the judges occupying a posi-

tion of le*s prominence. A far better position, too, for criti-

cal observation iu close finishes, and when the judge is also

starter he is nearer the horses and with better control of the

drivers.

The Stale Fair Grounds are, in tbe main, well fitted for

the purposes of the exhibition, though a few minor changes
will certainly be an improvement. For couveuience of access

there could scarcely be any betterment, cars on one of the

electrical roads runningdireclly to theentrauce gate, another

line landing passengers only a block away. The Pavilion

merits the highest praise and in addition to that is a monu-
ment to the enterprise of the citizens of Sacramento. In one-

half day forty-thousand dollars were subscribed and the

money paid into tbe State treasury in order to secure the

passage of bill apportioning as much more to complete the

building.
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More Than One.—Iconoclast is the last number of the

Kentucky Stock Farm, among a series of queslionsdirected to

me, has this: "Why is that but one really half-bred horse ever

proved to be a grtat race horse?" Taking his meaning to be

one that is directly half bred, i. e.,sireordam thoroughbred,

and auother will surely have to be added, unless it is claimed

that a filly is not a horse, and I am very confident tbat Icon-

oclast will scorn to enter such a quibble. Expressive can not

possibly be barred from lhat class, as it is beyond question

that she outranks all other colts or fillies of her age when all

points which count in making greatness are considered. The
Horseman in the past has been very pronounced in its an-

tagonism to fresh infusions, and this is what it says of the

gland filly.

"Most marvelous indeed is the performance of the Elec-

tioneer filly, Expressive, this twenty-ninth day of August at

Fort Wayne, Ind. The pages of turf history bear the

account of no victory as great. For any one of the fifteen

starters to have won the race in such time as was made means

honored rank in the standard circle. But when that one is

a three-year-old filly, who has trotted four races in eight

days, winning three of them and nine heats better than 2:20

—three faster than 2:15—it must be conceded lhat the per-

formance has no equal. She scored the record for a three-

year-old in 1894, and that in a fifLh heat. She won the fastest

fourth, fifth aad sixth heat, on record for a three-year-old,

and won them from aged horses. All turfman of old-time

rank pronounced her the greatest filly of her age ever seen,

and should we not say the late Governor Stanford, who bred

was wise in his day and generation when he undertook to

breed trotters from blood lines like the cross that produced

Expressive ?
"

The other question I will answer hereafter.

*
* *

" Fob or Again&t."—The Directors of the P. C. T. H.

B. A. directed the Secretary to send an explanatory circular

to all who had entries in the fall trotting meeting and a

postal card to return with their votes for or against the meet-

ing being held at Los Angeles. The vote was so largely

against the proposition that when the Board met in Sacra-

mento on Tuesday last a resolution supporting the prefer-

ences of the subscribers to the various events secured a unani-

mous vote.

The directors personally were in favor of holding the meet-

ing in the enterprising southern city,induced by the large at-

tendance at trotting meetings in that section of the State.

The returns show lhat at the last fair in that district the at-

tendance was nearly as large as the State Fair brought out,

far outnumbering any of the other district exhibitions, and

that was an augury tbat there would be liberal support to the

one which is billed for the last part of October. But with

lhat feeling it was evident that to rnn counter to the wishes

of so large a majority of those interested would be an injus-

tice which pecuniary advantages would not recompense, and

hence the vote. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Talk With President T. H. "Williams Jr.

Mr. T. H. Williams, the popular young President of the

California Jockey Club, is spending a period of rest in the

East previous to the opening of the Fall and Winter meet-

ing at San Francisco. Mr. Williams is a daily visitor at

Sheepshead Bay and is very enthusiastic over Autumn East-

ern racing, which he considers equal to the best he ever saw

in any country. Speaking of the coming meeting at Bay

District rpcently to a New York Spirit of thi Times repre-

sentative, Mr. Williams said :
"1 think our coming meeting

will surpass that of last winter, which was very successful.

We shall increase the added money this yea., which for the

entire meeting will amount to not less than $350,000. En-

couraged by the liberal support of horsemen last winter, we

intend to open a large number of new stakes, the conditions

of which will be announced shortly, ranging in value from

$1,000 to $10,000 each. Thirty-seven of these stakes will

close this present fall and about thirty early in January. I

ha^e had assurances that a number of Eastern owners will at-

tend the meeting. Mr. E. Corrigan will again be represented.

Fred Foster told me that he would certaiuly take his lot on,

including Dr. Rice, Mr. P. J. Dwyer slates that he will

probably again be with us. Green Morris and G.E.Smith
talkof sending their horses on, and quite a number of lesser

owners. P. Dunne, C. Shields, Matt Storn, Pat Meaney and

George Forbes have already indicated their intention of at-

tending the meeting. We shall make especial provision for

the jumpers, acla^s of sport that is very popular with us, and

expect to have at least four cross-country events each week,

to which liberal added money will be given. Although we
already have stalls for 840 horses at the track, I am increasing

the stabling capacity and making ample provision to take

care of all who may care to come. James Kowe will again be

presiding judge, and Clint Riley and Charles Trevathan will

be the associate judges. Col. China, Mr. Rowe and myself

will constitute the Board of Stewards. J. B. Ferguson will

again start for us." Mr. Williams expects to remain in *he

East about ten days longer. He states tbat he intends to open

about len stakes for steeplechasers, which, together wilh the

purse events, will provide plenty of racing for this class of

horses.

Marry this Girl—Somebody

Mr. Editor:—I stained a blue silk dress with lemon

juice; what will restore the color? I am making lots of

money selling the Climax Dish Washer. Have not made
less than $10 any day I worked. Every family wants a Dish

Washer, and pay $5 quickly when they see the dishes washed

and dried perfectly in one minute. I generally sell at every

house. It is easy selling what every family wants to buy. I

sell as many washers as my brother, and he is an old sales-

man. I will clear $3,000 this year. By addressing J. H.

Nolen, 60 W. ThiH Ave., Columbus, Ohio, any one can get

particulars about the Dish Washer, and can do as well as I

am doing.

Talk about hard times
;
you can soon pay off a mortgage,

when making $10 n. day if you will only work; and why won't

people try, when they have such good opportunities ?

Maggie R.

John Adams, the well-known owner of thoroughbreds of

Yolo County, died at Woodland last Monday. He was at

one time the owner of the great colt Digge.

Cincinnati's New Track.

Cincinnati, Aug. 11.—When the- promoters of the Cin-

cinnati Jockey Club applied to the Secretary of State last

winter for articles of incorporation but few persons had even

the shadow of an idea that the backers of the old Oakley

concern proposed to transform that homely spot into a place

of lasting beauty. A studv of the make-up of the incorpora-

tors, however, ought to have been sufficient guarantee that

something altogether out of the ordinary would be under-

taken by them in the way of giving Cincinnati a racing as-

sociation, of which the Q'leen City might well be proud. Of
course, a great improvement over the old place was antici-

pated, and everybody hoped that the assertions of enthu-

siastic friends of the new club, to the efiect that one of the

finest race-courses in the country was to be made out of the

dilapidated Oakley track, would become a substantial fact.

That which is now rapidly becoming a pleasing reality,how-
ever, was considered by the general public to have been only
a cherished dream of the enthusiasts.

Within the past few weeks the old barn of a shed, which
for years was gractd by the name of grand stand, has been
removed, and in its place a handsome structure of cream-
colored brick and iron is being erected. Adjoining, a com-
modious betting pavillion is well under way, while at the head
of the first turn of the track, a gem of a" club-house is also
assuming pretentious shape. An army of carpenters are at

work on stables, fences, etc., and a hundred or more men with
teams are engaged in widening the track, both at the turns
and in the stretches.

But before entering into details of the wonderful transfor-

mation going on at Oakley, a word about the enterprising pro-
moters of the new association is in order. As stated, the
Cincinnati Jockey Club was incorporated during the past

winter. Its capital stock is $100,000. Among the stock-
holders incorporated are Colonel Alex. Labold, Dr. E. F.
McLean, Charles Fleischmann, Colonel Mark Simonton,
George R. Griffith and Henry M. Zeigler. These gentlemen
are all well known *o the American turf, and are men of
wealth and high business and social standing. There has not
as yet been an election of officers. Colonel Wm. R. Letcher,
that sterling horseman, has been giving yeoman service as

temporary secretary and manager, and to him is largely due
the rapidity with which the work at Oakley has been pushed
forward. It is generally supposed that when officers are
elected Colonel Letcher will be retained in his present po-
sition. It is also believed that Mr. Fleischmahn will be
made president.

As is well known, there is a law prohibiting pool-selling on
race tracks or elsewhere in this State. For this reason the pro-
moters of the new club were slow to act. A careful canvass,
however, of businessmen and the better class of citizens gener-
ally convinced them that public sentiment was in favor of

Cincinnati taking rank with other large cities in turf matters,

and that the law would, in all likelihood, be a dead letter.

At auy rate, the entire capital stock has been subscribed and
paid for, and from all indications the Cincinnati Jockey
Club has come to stay on a most substantial basis.

According to Secretary Letcher, the club will give its in-

augural meeting this fall to begin Oct. 8, and continue for

thirty days. As yet, no definite arrangements have heen made
as to stakes, but is kno-vn tbat there will be several prizes of
fered of sufficient value to attract the cream of thoroughbreds
to the Oakley track. Although it may not be ready for the
fall meeting, it is the intention to have one of the finest

steeplechase courses in America. This will Le built on the

inside of the regular track. Even in its primeval condition

the Oakley track was considered lightning fast, and not a few
trotting kings and queens have shivered records there. Dur-
ing the running meeting last summer it was an almost daily

occurrence (or the sorriest of low-clas-s horses to astonish their

owners as well as themselves by running like Hindoos at all

distances from half a mile up to a mile and a half. With the
improvements now being made, the Cincinnati Jockey Club
will undoubtedly have one of the fastest tracks in the United
States. It now being widened to eighty feet in the stretches

and ninety feet on the turns.

StableBfor the accommodation of 500 horses are now being
built, and many more will be ready before the Fall meeting.

Secretary Letcher believes in taking care of the stablemen as

well as the horses, and had their comfort in mind when he
prepared the plans for the stables, in each of which, in a half

upper story or loft, will be rows of roomy bunks. This is in

the nature of an innovation over the " sleep- where-you-
please " plan in vogue at nearly every race track in the coun-

try, and will, of course, be greatly appreciated by the stable

boys.

The new grand stand is a single decker, 308 feet in length.

The basement is of Milwaukee brick and stone trimmings,
making a most pleasing combination. The steel truss roof is

now being put in place. The grand stand, the club house and
the betting pavilion will be completed by the middle of Sep-

tember, heoce it is assured that everything will be in ship-

shape order when the gates are opened to the public on the

8th of October.

One of the most attractive features of the new track will

be an artificial lake in the field opposite the club house. This
will be something after the style of the lake at Latonia, but

much larger, extending nearly three-quarters the length of

the field. This lake will be stocked with bass, wall-eyed

pike, trout and other game fish. Already the disciples of

Jzaak Newton hereabouts are preparing for onslaughts on the

finny beauties.

There are already quite a number of horses at Latonia pre-

paring for the Fall meeting, but their work is of the lazy

order, and nothing worthy of reporting has occurred. Sec-

retary Hopper is up anJ around again, having almost com-
pletely recovered from his injuries received in a railroad

wreck near this city a few weeks ago. He is hard at work
preparing for the Fall meeting at his famous track.

Mr. George Griffiths, of the Cincinnati Jockey Club, is now
in the East on business connected with that association. He
writes that many of the best horses that were at Saratoga

and Jerome Park will be found at Oakley this Fall.
—" C.

J. C." in Spirit of Times.

The California Powder Works have perfected their shot-

gun smokeless powder and will shortly place it in the

market. The delay in having these goods on the market ear-

lier was owing to a loss in the company sustained by the

burning of one of their work buildings. Everything is now
in first-class running order and orders will soon be filled.

Salivary Calculus.

"An unusually interesting veterinary operation, was per-
formed a short time ago in Melbourne. During the process
of breaking in a horse it was discovered that the animal suf-
fered from a salivary calculus or stone in the salivary duct.
The stone, which could be plainly seen and touched from the
outside of the jaw, was about one and a half inches long by
one inch wide and one-half inch thick. The occurrence of
salivary calculus ss extremely rare, so much so that few vet-
erinary surgeons getan opportunity of seeing one. The horse
was hobbled and thrown, a iarge wooden gag was inserted

into his moutb, the orifice of the salivary duct was found
with a probe, and having opened the duct with a lance, the
stone was'extracted in its entirety. Unfortunately the calculus
was rendered useless as a specimen, owing to the horse
champing with its molars as it went into his mouth, but
portions were preserved for analysis. The operation lasted
about twenty minutes, and the animal bore it very well."
The above is now going the round of the press, but the

operation described is not rarelv so rare as claimed. Dr.
Bowhill performed it upon Double Cross, and the specimen
was fully twice as large as that obtained from the Melbourne
operation. When sawed apart in the center a wild oat was
found to he the nucleus. There was a thoroughbred mare
which I saw at the Souther Farm which had a still larger
accumulation, judging from outward appearance, and others
have come under my observation.though that taken from the
cheek of XX the only one after being cut out.
Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Sir : I cut from a

recent issue of your valuable paper the above article on Sali-
vary Calculus some years siace. I owned a fine mare—that
had one on each side of her iaw. A young surgeon, not a
veterinary, cut both of them out without throwing the ani-
mal. We pus a twitch on her nose, cut down to the stones
and removed them without any trouble. Oneof them wasas
large as the one you mention, the other was somewhat
smaller. Two or three stitches was taken to close tbe cuts
and the mare was at once hitched to the buggy and driven
home, some three jt four miles. In a few days the incision
had healed, and nev er bothered the animal any more. Re-
spectfully, H. S. Sargent.•
The meeting of the Coney island Jockey Club, which

ended September 6th, continued eleven days, during which
seventy-two races were run, for which 274 horses at the sev-
eral ages contested. The gross value amounts to $183,044.
The leading winning stables are as follows : Gideon & Daly,
$40,790

; J. K. & F. P. Keene, $13,711 ; O. H. P. Belmont,
$*,353; J. JN. Rogers. $7,330; G. E. Smith, $7,317 ; J. A.,
A. H. & D. H. Morris, $6,625*; B. McClelland, 56,340

;

Leigh & Rose, $5,027; M. F. Dwyer, $4,6a7 ; J. Ruppert Jr.,

$4,237 ; J. P. Chinn, $4,077 ; N. Donohoe, $3,995; Blemton
Stable, $3,745 ; McCafferly & Wishard, $3,567 ; K. C. Head-
ley, $3,245 ; P. Lorillard, $3,010 ; J. E. Seagram, $2,670 ; R.
T. Holloway, $2,375; D. A. Boyle, $2,345; Preakness Sta-
ble, $2,2J»7; J. E. McDonald, $2,222; Brookdale Stable,
$2,152; N. M. Barrick, $2,100; Duke Bros., $2 V042 ; Green
B. Morris, $1,892; J. P. Korn, $1,817; P. J. Dwyer,
$1,750; Marcus Daly, $1,435; H. B. Jennings, $1,247 ; J.
F. Quigley. $1,180; Perry Belmont, $1,080; Manhattan
Stable, $1,007.

THEyoungsters at the West Side Park track, by Rowland,
are showing considerable speed. Several of them have re-
cently worked quarters close to race horse time. One, a
filly, out of Triplet, worked a quarter in 0:24£, her first move.
Rowland is in the stud at Grand View, and is by Shannon.

—

Breeder and Horseman, Nashville, Tenn.

Talbot Clifton purchased the Dexter Prince stallion

Senator L, 2:29, from A. B. Spreckels,and the Dexter Prince
mare Lurline, 2:24, from D. McCarty, last Thursday at Sac-
ramento. Whitehat Dan secured several welt-bred mares as
well as the stallion Kebir, 2:28} at the auctioD sale for Mr.
Clifton on the previous day.

A dispatch from Terre Haute, Ind., last Thursday, says

:

" Then came a great mile by Fantasy. Geers let the gray
daughter of Chimes away at an easy clip, the first quarter
being done in 0.32J ; she was at the half in 1:04, the three-
quarters in 1:34}, and finished the mile well within herself

in 2:06."

Superintendent John Mackey has arrived home at

Rancho del Paso, looking well and enthusing over the pur-
chases he recently made in England. From all accounts the
consignment is the grandest thai ever came to America.

Hollister is going to have a fine tall meeting this year.

Most of the events are for gallopers, and good money is

offered for both long and short-distance horses. The meet-
ing begins October 9th, closes on the 13th.

In another column will be found advertised the great sale

of Palo Alto trotters which will begin November 1, 1&94, at

Madison Square Garden, N. Y. Peter C. Kellogg & Co.,

of 107 John street, are the auctioneers.

In answer to the question, " Who do you cont-ider the

greatest sire of running horses for the last ten years," the

racing editorofthe Chicago Inter-Ocean answers: ''Sir Mod-
red, the imported Australian horse."

The State Fair of 1S94 will always be remembered as the

most successful one from every point of view ever held in

Sacramento.

See in another column advertisement of Adelina Patti

a relative of Margaret Worth, which can be leased or pur-

chased.

At the Lexington (Ky.) fair recentlv sons and daughters

of Onward won five out of the six races they were engaged in.

Lonnie Clayton, the crack lightweight jockey, will ride

at the California Jockey Club meeting next winter.

The rules for racing used by the California Jockey Club

Bhould be adopted by the State Agricultural Society.

Dan Miller's Charmion and Baldwin's Arapahoe won
races over Latonia's muddy track last Thursday.
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Kegistration of Thoroughbreds.

The registration question has been finally settled between

the Jockey Club and Col. S. D. Bruce, author of the American

Stud-Book, and in such a way that the breeders only pay one

fee. In the compromise the interests of all parties have been

dulv protected, and it is hoped that the result will be har-

monious action between the Jockey Club, the Stud-Book and

the breeders and owners of race horses. Below is the agree-

ment in full and the circular which goes out to the breeders,

and reports should be made at once in accordance there-

with

:

Agreement made this 21st day of August, 1894,

between the jockey clue and col. s. d. bruce,
American Stud-Book.

1. The Jockey Club is to keep a registry of foals of 1S93

and 1S94 and thereafter, and also of all horses imported tor

racing purposes, and with such end in view breeders and

owners will report their foals direct to the Jockey Club, and

after registration there they will be turned over to Col. Bruce

for entry in the American Stud-Book, which is" hereby

adopted "by the Jockey Club as its official organ of reference

for and verification of all American thoroughbreds, native as

well as imported.

2. That the Jockey Club will collect a fee of $2 each for

native horses and $5 for those imported, and guarantee to

Col. Bruce one-half of said fees—that is to say, $1 and $2.50,

respectively, for entry in the Stud-Book, and registration

shall not be complete without such entry.

3. That for the registration of new broodmares and stal-

lions, native and imported, which may hereafter be entered

in the breeding ranks, the Jockey Club claims no fees, but

fees for this registration are fixed by Col. Bruce at $2 and $5

respectively, native and imported, as editor and owner of the

Stud Book, and all revenue from this source shall belong ex-

clusively to the Stud Book.

4. That the revenue from the verification of pedigrees,

the issuance of certificates, tabulating pedigrees and all other

sources except the half of the fees for registering foals and

race horses as above stated, shall belong to the Stud Book,

and that all matters pertaining to verification, certificates,

tabulations, etc., shall be referred to the editor of the Amer-
ican Stud Book.

5. That Col. Bruce is to examine all pedigrees turned

over to him by the Jockey Club for entry "in the Stud Book,

and report to the club at once any flaws and errors which he

may detect, and that the assistance between the Jockey Club

and the American Stud Book shall be mutual and cordial, it

being the intention of *his agreement to harmonize con-

flicting interests for the benefit of racing and the breeders of

race horses.

6. That as Col. Bruce is in correspondence with the

breeders, he will issue them each a circular advising them of

this agreement and giving the proper instructions as to re-

porting their stock.

7. This agreement is to continue until after the publica-

tion of the seventh volume of the American Stud Book.

In witness whereof we have this day hereunto set our

hands and seals.

The Jockey Club,
by

F. K. Sturgis, Sec.

S. D. Bruce,

New York, August 27, 1894.

Dear Sir:—lam glad to inform you that an agreement
between the Jockev Club and myself, in regard to registra-

tion, has been effected, by which the interests of all parties,

breeders included, are duly protected.

All reports of foals and horses for racing, with sex, color,

marks and dates of foaling, not already registered, must be

made to the Jockey Club direct, for registration with them,
and said entries will then be reported to me for entry in the

Stud Book. A fee of $2 for foals and native horse?, and $5 for

imported animals, must accompany the application to the

Jockey Club for registration, the payment of which guaran-

tees entry in the Stud Book. My fee will be paid over to me
by the Jockey Club for the registry of the animals in the

Stud Book.
All new animals that are put to breeding, imported and

native, must be reported direct to me for entry in tbe Stud
Book, with a fee of $2 for registering new native broodmares
and $5 for imported mares and stallions. The registry fee

most accompany the application and belongs exclusively to

the Stud Book, the Jockey Club taking none of the fees from

this class of registration. When mares are reported in foal,

only $2 will be charged for registering the foal when dropped,
|

which must be reported to the Jockey Club; and when fillies

are imported for racing and $5 paid for registration, only $2 I

additional will be charged when they are put to breeding

and registered as new broodmares.

All certificates of registration in the Stud Book, verifica-
j

lion and tabulation of pedigrees, shall be issued and made out

by ma as editor of the Stud Book, and the fees therefrom go
exclusively totheStud Bood.

The fee for a small certificate of registration shall be $1
,

when only two crones are given. For full pedigree under seal
|

$5, for tabulations $10 and upward, according to size and
style; for claiming names, except when name is claimed

|

when foal is registered $1. Upon payment of $2 and $5, as

above stated, certificates of registration giving two crosses

will be issued without extra charge, but for duplicates the

fee will be $1.

All foals dropped in the United States must be registered
'

b? November 1 of the year they are foaled, and all imported i

horses must be registered within thirty (80) days after landing

in America.

The Jockey Club adopts Bruce's American Stud Book as

Its official organ on thoroughbred pedigrees, and no registra-
I

tion is complete without entry therein. All pedigrees will be
sulnitiltid it, me for supervision as editor of the Stud Book, I

and :hiv Haws or errors will be at once reported to the Jockey
< lull, it being the object of the Jockey Club and Stud Book
to work in harmony in order to establish and maintain the
purity of thoroughbred pedigrees and prevent frauds.

All horses must he registered as above slated, to be eligible

. start in races or to be entered in stakes.

I urge Dpon you, therefore, tbe necessity of reporting your
early as possible, in order that the foals of the year
recorded and entered in the Annual Supplement of

thi Stud Book, which will be published as soon a« all reports

have been received. Report foals direct to F. K. Sturgis,

secretary of the Jockey Club, 173 Fifth avenue, New York
City, by whom they will be handed to me for entry in the

Stud Book. Yours trulv, S. D. Bhuce.— •

The New Trotting and Pacing Standards.

Following are the trotting and pacing standards of tbe

American Trotting Register Association as they now stand,

with the changes in italics. They go into effect January 1,

1895:
THE TROTTING STANDARD.

In order to define what constitutes a standard-bred trotting

horse, and to establish a breed of trotters on a more intelligent

basis, the following rules are adopted te control admission to

registration. When an animal meets the requirements of

admission and is duly registered, it shall be accepted as a

standard-bred trotting animal.

First—Any trotting stallion that has a record of two min-
utes and thirty seconds (2:30), or better

;
provided any of

his get has a record of 2:35 trotting, or better ; or provided

his sire or dam is already a standard trotting animal.

Second—Any mare or gelding that has a trotting record

of 2:30, or better, whose sire or dam is standard.

Third—Any horse that is the sire of two trotters with rec-

ords of 2:30 or better.

Fourth—Any horse that is tbe sire of one trotter with a

record of 2:30 or belter, provided he has either of the follow-

ing additional qualifications: 1. A trotting record of 2:35,

or better. 2. Is the sire of two other animals wi!h trotting

records of 2:35. 3. Has a sire or dam that is already a

standard trotting animal.

Fifth—Any mare that has produced a trotter with a rec-

ord of 2:30.

Sixth—The progeny of a standard trotting horse when out

of a standard trotting mare.
Rescind Rules 7, 8 and 9, and ih their stead substitute the

following, to-wit: "Mule Seventh—Any mare whose sire is

standard, and whose dam awl second dam are by a standard ftor.se."

THE PACING STANDARD.

In order to define what constitutes a standard bred pacing
horse, and to establish a Breed of pacers on a more intelli-

gent basis, the following rules are adopted to control admis-
sion to registration. When an animal meets the require-

ments of admission and is duly registered, it shall be accepted

as a standard-bred pacing animal.

First—Any pacing stallion that has a record of two minutes
and twenty-five seconds (2:25), or better, provided any of his

get has a record of 2:30 pacing, or better, or provided his

sire or dam is already a standard pacing animal.
Second—Any mare or gelding that has a pacing record of

2:25, or better, whose sire or dam is standard.

Third—Any horse that is the sire of two pacers with rec-

ords of 2:25.

Fourth—Any horse that is the sire of one pacer with a

record of 2:25, or better, provided he has either of the follow-

ing additional qualifications : 1. A pacing record of 2:30 or

better. 2. Is the sire of two other animals with pacing rec-

ords of 2:30. 3. Has a sire or dam that is already a standard
pacing animal.

Fifth—Any mare that has produced a pacer with a record
of 2:25, or better.

Sixth—The progeny of a standard pacing horse when out

of a standard pacing mare.
Tenth—The progeny of a standard trotting horse, out of

a standard pacing mare, or of a s'.andard pacing horse, out of

a standard trotting mare.
Rescind Rules 7, S and 9, and in their stead substitute the

following, to wit: "Rule Seventh—Any mare whose sire is

standard,and whose dam and second dam are by a standard horse."

J . H. Steiner, Registrar, Lock Box 4, Chicago, 111.

Sale of Thoroughbred Yearlings.

The sale of the Brookdale yearlings brought a large crowd

of turfmen to the American Horse Exchange on the night of

September 3d. Twenty-nine head from the Brookdale stud

and a few others owned by Jamea B. Clay of Kentucky, in-

cluding a brother to Hurlingham, were disposed of. The

youngsters brought fair prices, the highest sum being given

for a half brother to Arab. He was sold to Messrs. Gideon

& Daly for $2,700. J. B. Haggin was an attendant at the

sale and purchased a number of fillies for his Rancbo del Pas3

stud.

The twenty-nine head from the Brookdale Stud brought

$17,650, an average of about skfiOS per head.

Details of the sale, with the prices and the names of the

purchasers, are as follows:

Chestnut filly (half sister to Gregory), by Macaroon

—

Abundance, by Kaiser; J. S. Ferguson, $1,050.

Brown colt (brother to Airplaut), by Ventilator—Bassirfet,

by King Ernest; W. H. McGrath, $600.

Bay colt, by Uncas— Bibelot, by King Ernest ; J. S. Fer-

guson, $450.
Chestnut llily (half sister to Jack McDonald), by Uncas

—

Cadence, by Macaroon; J. E. McDonald, $725.

Brown tilly, by Uncas—Castalia, bv Mortemer; A. Clason,

$625.
Chestnut colt (half brother to Cynosure), by Faverdale

—

Cyclone, by Parmesan ; Charles B iyle, $650.

Bay filly, half sister to Factotum), by Uncas—Favonia, by

Favonius; J. S. Ferguson, $550.

Sibyl, ch f, by Uncas— RoxaJine, by Malcolm ; J. B. Hag-
gin. $150.

Bay filly, by Kinglike—Invermore, by Lexington
; S. C

Wagner, $575.

Brown tilly (half sister to Jennie A.), by Eothen—Juliette,

by Stonehenge; J. S. Ferguson, $250.

Bay filly, by Uncas— Lietitia, by Hilarious; J. B. Haggin,

$325.

Bay colt, by Ventilator—Majority, by King Ernest ; G.

Walbautn,$900.
Brown filly, by Kinglike—Maxim, by Planet ; J. S. Fer-

guson, $800.

Chestnut filly, by Macaroon—Margery, by Mortemer ;
J.

S. Ferguson, $500.

Bay filly (sister to St. Michael), by Uncas—Michaelmas,
by Reverberation ; J. P. Korn, $1,050.

Brown colt, by Eothen—Minority, by Narragansett ; A.
(Mason, $725.

Brown fillv, by Kinglike—Miss Basset t, by Lexington; S.

C. Wagner, $125.

-Necromancy, by Stonehenge; J. S.

C. D. McCoy,

Bay colt, by Uncas-
Ferguson, $1,400.

Bay colt, by Stalwart— Nina, by Kentucky;
$325.

Brown colt, bv Macaroon—Nutbrown, by Uncas; M. Cole-
man & Co., $200.

Brown colt, by Uncas—Parasol, by Mortemer; S. C. Wag-
ner, $300.
Brown filly, by Eothen—Pauline, by Monarch of the Glen;

J. B. Haggin, $300.

Bay colt (half brother to Arab), by Eothen—Retribution,
by Leamington ; Gideon & Daly, $2,70o.
Bay colt, by Kinglike—Revolt, by Lexington ; D. Mc-

Bride, $275.
Bay filly (half sister to Conners), by Kinglike—Sandola,

by Iroquois ; Eugene Leigh, $200.
Chestnut hlly, by Uncas—Stately, by King Ernest ; Eu-

gene Leigh, $300.

Chestnut filly, bv Kinglike—Stone Crop, by Stonehenge
;

W. H.McGuire, $500.

Brown filly (half sister to Major Domo), by Faverdale

—

Sweet Home, by Knight of St. Patrick; G. Walbaum, $1,050.
Bay filly (half sister to Melbaj, by Eothen—Trill, by Un-

cas ; J. S. Ferguson, $300.
Brown colt, by Eothen—Wyandotte, by Leamington ; Eu-

gene Leigh, $650.
Bay colt (brother to Hurlingham), by King Galop—Play-

ing Fields, by Adventurer ; P. H. McCarren, $1,100.
Bay colt (brother to Eagle Bird), by Chance—Locust

Bloom, by Tom Bowling; Oneck Stable, $750.

Clifford Brings $25,000.

The great sale of the Leigh, Rose and Coulter confederacy

took place in tbe paddock at Sheepshead Bay on Saturday,

September 1st. George C. Bain was the auctioneer, repre-

senting the firm of Woodard & Shanklin, who had charge of

the sale. He faced a thoroughly represen'ative audience of

turfmen. Among the more notable of those present were :

R. Croker, M. F. and P. J. Dwyer, J. E. Cushing of Minne-

sota, Thomas H. Williams of California, J. B. Haggin, W.
P. Thompson, John Mackey, John Madden, the Messrs^

Straus and scores of others prominent in the turf world.

Clifford was the first horse led into the ring. John Mad-

den offered $12,000 for him. J. E. Cushing said $13,000.

These two kept up the bidding to tbe $1S,000 mark. Here

R. L. Rose chimed in with a bid of $22,000. The next

response was from Madden, but Rose outlasted everybody,
and for $25,000 the best son of Bramble, and probably the

best horse in the country up to a certain distance was
knocked down to his part owner.

For $10,000 E.;Corrigao, through J. E. Gushing, got Ducat.
Frank and J. R. Beard, comprising the Eric Stable, paid

$8,500 for Lazzerone, and the next thing io do with this colt

is to put him in charge of Dr. Sheppard, who will try to cure
his shoulder lameness.

The others in the catalogue sold at good prices. It was
freely conceded that it was the most successful sale held this

year, no small tribute to the business management of Messrs.

Eugene Leigh and the auctioneers, Messrs. Woodard and
Shanklin. The catalogue follows "

Clifiord, b c, 4, by Bramble—Duchess ; R L. Rose, $25,000.

Ducat, b c, 4, by imp, Deceiver—Flood; E. Corrigan,

$10,000.

Chant, b c, 3, by Falsetto—Addie C; C. H. Smith, $5,100.

Lazzarone, ch c, 3, by Spendthrift—Spinawav; Erie Stables,

$8,500
Handspun, ch f, 2, by Hanover—Spiuaway

; Chris Smith,
$7,500.

Urania, chf, 2, by Hanover—Wanda; Chris Smith, $3,100.

Valkyrie, b f, 2, by Hanover—Keepsake; Milton Young,
$1,450.

Derelict, b f, 2, by Luke Blackburn—Sallie Hagan
; J. J.

McCafferty, $1,300.

Mohawk, ch c, 2, by Onondaga—Elsinore; M. F. Dwyer,
$1,300.

Coulter, b c, 2, by Strathmore—Beatrice
; W. E. Coulter,

$400.
Bizzare, ch f, 2, by Outcast—Sister Monica ; G. B. Morris,

$1,000.

Doorga, br f, 2, by Strathmore—Barbary ; M. Young, $800.

Brogao, b c, 2, by imp. Moccasin—Aureliette ; W. E. Cot-

ton, $300.

Miss Marie, b f, 2, by Luke Blackburn—Bobinet ; J.

Croker, $250.

Fencer, ch c, 2, by Luke Blackburn—Guildean
; J. Ryan,

$300.

Trifacial, b c, 2, by imp. Woodlands—Ella Hankins ; F. J.

Morgan, $750.

Fugitive, b g, 2, by Faustus—imp. English Lass ; A.
Thompson, $325.

Yearling, ch c, by Sir Dixon—Mercedes, brother to Butter-

flies, winner of the Futurity ; M. F. Dwyer, $3,500.

Yearling, ch c, by Strathmore—Spinaway ; R. Croker,

$6,000.

Yearling, b c, by imp. Deceiver—Ida Walton; M. F.

Dwyer, $3,700.

Yearling, b c, by Sir Dixon— Partelia ; F. Hedlich. $500.

Yearling, ch g, by Hanover—Ella T.; A. Turner, $450.

PROPERTY OF SPENDTHRIFT STUD.

Yearling, ch c, by Plenipo—Avondale ; C. Hyde. $350.

Yearling, ch f, by Spendthrift—Flutter
;

Chris. Smith,

$400.

Yearling, blk c,by Fordham—Virginia A.; Louis Stuirt,

$800.
Yearliug ch f, by Hawkstone—imp. Gold Coil ; W. Jen-

nings, $300.

Yearling b c, by Favor—Hattie L.; H. Warnke, $200.

Yearling ch f, by imp. Verger—Marjory ; C. Sloane, $275.

Yearling b f, by imp. Piratesof Penzance—imp. Memorial

;

H. B. Townsend, $150.

Yearling blk c, bv Thurio—imp. Llandrinio ; C. Hyde,

$750.
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS.

Chestnut filly, 1, by Sir Dixon—Virgie D.;

$825.
Bav gelding, 3, by Favor—May Lady

;
B. A

$75.
'

Bay filly, 1, by Inspector B.—Bribery ; Eugene Leigb,

$225.

Total, $80/J50.

R. Harris

Ashmede,
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Bramble, Sire of Clifford.

The sale of Clifford recently at Sheepshead Bay recalls the

sale of his sire, Bramble, to the Dwyer Bros, at Saratoga

seventeen years ago. Bramble, then a two-year-old, went to

Saratoga, the property of J. W. Crawford, Richard Puryear,

and W. A. Brown, three of the best-known sporting men in

the country. "Jim " Crawford died about a year and a half

ago. "Dick" Puryear and Capt. "Billy " Brown are now

in Chicago. ;
' Dick " is associated with Joe Ullman, Cy

Jaynes and Curt Gunn in the Pickwick club, while " Billy
''

is acting as patrol judge at the Harlem track.

Hardy Durham broke and trained Bramble until he was

delivered to the Dwyers. Speaking of the colt a few days

ago, Hardy said

:

" I put the first halter on him, broke him, and trained him
until he wa9 sold. Few better horses were ever seen. He
was anything you wanted, from a sprinter to a cup horse, and
the Dwyers gave him about as severe campaigning as any
high-class horse ever got in this country. It was said he was

a glutton who wouldn't work, and had to be raced to be kept

in condition, but I think he would have been a better horse

if he hadn't been given so much racing. The Dwyer-s didn't

have so many horses nor so much money in those days, and
my opinion is that Bramble was raced to earn feed bills more
often titan to maintain condition.

" I got Crawford, Puryear and Brown to buy the colt along

with interests in Charley Gorham and Dan K., because I

wanted to see him fill his stake engagements, and Bill Linck,

who owned him, didn't want to leave Nashville or send his

horses north. I don't remember the price, but Bramble won
out the horses the first race in which we started him.

" When we got to Saratoga the colt was good. In the Sar-

atoga stakes, run the last day of July, 1S77, Billy Lakeland
rode him Billy was a severe rider. I told him Bramble
could outbreak anything in the field, and when he got off to

keep him going. Well, Billy went at that poor colt in a way
that made him swerve all over the track, but kept him going,

and you never saw another such 6nish. He got to the wire

with Duke of Magenta, owned by George Lorillard, on the

one side, Perfection, owned by Pierre Lorillard, on the other,

and Pride of the Village, owned by Wm. Astor, so close up
that nobody could tell which had won. I had a ticket on

Bramble calling for $700 which Rufe Hunt gave me, and
while we were waiting for the decision my friends got around
me to tell me I had no chance to get so close a race from the

Lorillards and Astor. Finally Bramble was given the race,

with Duke of Magenta second and Pride of the Village

third.
" Then Crawford came around and said he wished he had

thought the colt could beat Duke of Magenta, and he would
have won a lot of money. I told him he oueht to have

played Bramble, who sold for $60 in pools of $1,435, because

it would not have taken much money. Rufe Hunt asked me
if I was goiog to back the colt, and 1 told him I would like

to, but had no money. He put a little on and gave me the

ticket for $700.

"After that race Crawford said Bramble was not for sale,

but when the colt ran third to Pride of the Village and Duke
of Magenta in the Kentucky Stakes August 11th a price of

$5,000 was placed upon him. Then he matched him against

Pique contrary to my advice,and she beat him. That reduced

the price to $3,000, but Crawford told everybody Bramble
was the best horse in the world. Crawford and Billy Brown
were dealing the bank aud playing it on the outside without

making any money. One night Jim Bell, the tailor, who was

a high roller in those days, made a play against them and

won out the bank roll. The next morning Crawford sent

word to Phil Dwyer that there was a horse for sale. Phil
went to see him and got Bramble for $2,250. Bramble was a

great horse for the Dwyers. When they got him they were
racing Rbadamanthus, Vermont, then a three-year-old, and
a two-year-old called Fury, and if they had any others 1 don't

remember them. Bramble won a lot of money and races for

them, and contributed largely toward building up their sta-

bles and fortunes. He could not beat Duke of Magenta over a

distance of ground, but when the Duke was sent to England
the cups were gifts for the Dwyers. There was not left in this

country a horse that could beat Bramble at a cup distance.
" Bramble has not been a great success in the stud, but he

got Clifford, and his fame as a sire is now established. Bram-
ble is choicely bred, is a fine individual, and was a grand
race horse, and Clifford, fit and well, is pretty near a world's

wonder."—Chicago Mail.

Old Traveller.

Happening to meet Maj. James H. Akin a few days ago,

and knowing that at the time of old Traveller's death Maj.

Akin was one of his owners, we fell into an hour's pleasant

chat about the now famous sire of saddlers and pacing

racers. Though Traveller himself died in 1S61, long before

any one ever thought of hitching a pacing horse to a buggy
:

to say nothing of harness racing, yet his blood is found in so

many great horses of the State, and by concensus of opinion

he is regarded as one of the greatest, if not the greatest,

broodmare sires for pacing horses that ever lived. At the

time of Traveller's career he stood entirely for saddle pur-

poses—harness racing being then practically unknown in the

State. The only racing indulged in was running, and the

most popular sport at the county fairs was "quarter races."

Saddle horses, when bought, from all we can learn, must

have the following requisites, to be popular in those days

1. They must be able to sire, invariably, saddle horses

—

horses that could go all the gaits. 2. They must have plenty

of thoroughbred blood to give them style and finish, and

while not having enough to overcome the pacing gait or the

saddle gaits, they ruuBt have enough to be able to run a quar
ter of a mile as fast as the best of thoroughbreds. With these
two points in mind, the reader can readily see that by con-
stantly breeding the saddlers to thoroughbred mares very
strong foundations have been laid in thoroughbred blood in

Tennessee.

Traveller was foaled the property of Mr. Ben Whitworth.
He was sired by Nemiah Suggs' Stump, out of an old gray
mare called Betsy Ba"ker, "a double Whip mare," whose
" owner claimed he could pace her over a row of salt barrels"

—to use the extravagant language of those free fight, free
whisky, " wool hat an' yallerbriches " days. Suggs' Stump
was by Adams' or Lowe's Stump the Dealer, by Timoleon,
by Sir Archy, by Diomed. Speaking of Sugg's Stump, Mr.
W. J. Peacock writes in 1SS7 :

" Mr. Suggs was a poor man,
but out of the services of old Stump he realized enough to
buy him a good farm on Wartrace Creek. His colts were
natural pacers, very round and fine, with good weight. Suggs'
Stump himself was a dark chestnut, fifteen hands high, round
and plump and very heavy." This briDgs us to a peculiar
coincidence, to-wit : That the dams of Tom Hal, Jr. (sire of
Hal Pointer), and Bledsoe's Tom Hal (sire of Bay Tom)—
these two mares—were bred like old Traveller. Tom Hal's
dam was Julia Johnston, by Adams' Stump, dam a Whip
mare, and Bledsoe's Tom Hal, sire of Bay Tom, was out of a
mare by Adams' Stump. As all of these three horses having
become famous over and above all others in the Stale, it is

only fair to presume that they are indebted to this strong
Timoleon-Sir Archie-Diomed line for much of their pre-
potency.

But it was not our intention to go into a discussion of
these old lines—a work we have mapped out for some future
day—but to tell what Major Akin had to say. In substance
it was as follows: "I went in with nine others and we
bought old Traveller in the fall of 185S, and stood him dur-
ing'59, '60 and '61. During 1862 Wilder's cavalry made a

raid in Tennessee, and among the horses taken was old Trav-
eller, then getting along in age. As Wilder got out with a
good deal more haste than he came in, and old Traveller
was old, and on account of being " breechy " (which means
that he was not a safe saddle horse) he was either ridden to

death or killed, because Major Ben Harlan, who was one of

his owners, and who followed the troops out of the State,

found him dead on the side of the road the second day after

he was taken from Major Lipscomb's stable. Knowing the
old horee's spirit and fire and intense hatred of being mounted,
I have always thought some calvary map went out of Tennes-
see with a mighty poor opinion of Tennessee saddle horses,

and perhaps a cracked head to boot.
" Traveller was a magnificent sorrel, with a star and one

white hind foot, the finest coupling I ever saw, and more
style and beautv, I think, than horses of to-day. He looked
like a magnificent thoroughbred. But he had all the gaits

himself, and, though never ridden scarcely, he beat all horses
I ever saw in this Slate for uniformly siring saddle horses and
quarter horses. I remember he sired a quarter horse called

King David, tbat was never beaten. This horse was noted over
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, having met
so many horses from those States in quarter races and always
coming out first. And now as to their stamina : When my
regiment, the Ninth Batallion, Tennessee Cavalry, of which
I was major, was organized, I found forty or fifty Trav-
eller horses and mares in the regiment, ridden by the
boys. We all took great pride in our horses, and hence
the breeding of all were well known. My regiment
operated from Fort Donelson in 1S62, through Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana, joined Joe Johnson in 1S64,
went all through the Georgia campaign and surrendered at

Charlotte, N. C, and yet through all those campaigns thece
horses stuck to us—skin and bones, but able to go. Towards
the last many, it is true, died of starvation and hard usage,
but it was funny to see them, even in that fix, kill out some
fat plugs we would pick up now and then on the march.[They
would look like walking skeletons, and yet the fat plugs that
we picked up in Georgia and North Carolina would all be
dead in a few weeks—the skeletons would travel on, day after

day, sore backed, starved, unshod. At the wind-up I remem-
ber distinctly noticing that of the horses ridden out in the
beginning of the war only a few were with us to the last.

These were Travellers, Dan Rices and Stackpoles. The last

two were thoroughbreds. And I noticed that the more thor-

oughbred they had in them the better they lasted. In fact,

it is my recollection now that at that time the horses that we
surrendered on were Dan Rices and Stackpoles and Travellers

inbred."—Horse Review.

Mr. Geobge V. Hankins, President of the ntw Harlem
track, is planning for some large stakes for the future meet-
ings of that association. The Chicago Inter Ocean says:

"Mr. Hankins leans to the scheme of one big futurity for

two-year-olds and another in the three-year-olds, with a first

payment of $5. He believes that the plan of requiring an
initial payment of more than that sum is excessive. With
$5 to accompany the nomination to a futurity stake. Mr.
Hankins believes that better results will be attained than if a

larger amount is required, as in the Futurity Stakes, where
the original [subscription, is $15. If some thor-

oughly acceptable plan can be sprung for the collec-

tion of forfeits and naming of stake conditions racing is

sure to improve so far as the stakes themselves are concerned.

The only real great stake where the penally system is in

vogue that has gone to representative race horses is the Fu-
turity. Potomac, Morello, Proctor Knott, Domino aod His
Highness, all the best colts of their year, have established

this fact. Chaos was the only counterfeit to get away with

the rich prize. In view of the fact that so few mares win the

big handicaps, or fillies the stakes for both sexes, it seems ?.

bit odd that the horsemen do not advocate a greater allow-

ance of weight in favor of mares and fillies than now exists.

The Butterflies, Yorkville Belle, Lady Violet and Sinaloa

II, are the only fillies ever placed the Futurity, which
has been run six times. Modesty won the first Derby, but

no filly has ever been anywhere near repeating the feat

since. Miss Ford and Los Angeles are the only other fillies

placed in the eleven Derbies which have gone down to fame
in turf lore.

o
The latest arrival at Knell's Driving Park, Carthage, Mo.,

is a bay colt by Shadeland Onward, dam Maud McGregor,
by a son of Robt. McGregor ; second dam Maggie McGregor,
by Robt. McGregor ; third dam Maggie Davis, dam of Matt
Kirkwood, 2:30. Maggie McGregor is the dam of W. W.
Foote, that holds the California two-year-old pacing record

of 2:16L The new-comer has been named E. K.

Anderson Bell, in the 2:20 pace at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Dear the finish of the first heat fell dead. He made a rec-

ord last year of 2:20}, and was owned by Henry Sanders,

Glenville, O., who was his driver. He was sired by Bell Boy,
2:19k

Expressive (3), 2:13], by Electioneer, dam thoroughbred
Esther, by Express, last week displaced B. B. P., 2:13], by
Pilot Medium, as the fastest trotter of her age of the year.

She is also the fastest new 2:30 trotter of 1894 tc date—Clark's

Horse Review.

The Reorganized Louisville Jockey Club.

A meeting of the stockholders was held yesterday morn-
ing and the new Louisville Jockey Club was organized with

the following officers : President, William F. Schulte ; Vice.

President, Emile Bourlier; Presiding Judge, Col. M. Lewis
Clark; Secretary, Charles F. Price; Treasurer, Henry Wehm-
hoff"; Directors, W. E. Applegate, Henry Wehmhoff", Emile
Bourlier, W. F. Schulte and W. G.Osborne.
A few years ago Mr. Schulte was a successful broker on

Main street, and it was about five years ago that he took an

active interest in raciDg. Three years ago he purchased the

stock farm " Sunny Side," four miles from Louisville, on the

Bardstown pike, and has been equipping it with the best

blood known on the turf. The young and promising sire

Argyle was placed at the head of the stud. Argyle is a

California horse, by Monday, out of Cuba. Among the first

of his get was Fairy, a mare that made a great reputation on
the turf. Another of his get was Articus,who, as a two-year-

old, made the record of a mile in 1:41 2-5. Mr. Schulte has

paid especial attention to the quality of his broodmares, and
these matrons at his stock farm cost him from $1,000 to

$2,500 apiece. Next year he will race under bis own colors
some of the^ promising youngsters bred at his farm. He has
an interest in the Newmarket poolroom, and is qualified to
judiciously consider the joint interests of horsemen and book-
makers.
Mr. Emile Bourlier is widely known as a city official, ac-

tive politician and successful, progressive business man. He
has become familiar with turf matters by a long connection
with the Turf Exchange poolroom.

Presiding J udge Clark is known to the patrons of every
track in this country, and has devoted twenty-five years to

turf matters without a word of suspicion ever being connected
with his private or official acts. He is the author of many
of the turf rules, and was the founder of the first Turf Con-
gress. His reputation in the judges' stand is above reproach
for both integrity and ability.

Secretary Price, who held a like position wiih the old
Jockey Club, tias devoted several years of closest study to
the turf, and has achieved a reputation which has created a
demand for his services. The only position he has accepted,
aside from that with the Louisville Jockey Club, is that of
Associate Judge at the new Oakley track. Under the new
Jockey Club Mr. Price will have much wider latitude in

looking after details of the track and in catering to the wads
and wishes of the race-going public.

Treasurer Wehmhoff is one of the most progressive of
those associated with the newclnb. He believes in spending
money to make the track attractive, and will insist upon con-
ducting the enterprise upon the strictest of business lines.

Though still ayoungman, Mr. WehmhofTis regarded as one
of the coolest and most reliable of business men in figuring

upon ventures that call for the risk or outlay of a large

amount of money. He has a large interest in the Turf Ex-
change, and is said to be worth about $75,000, all of which
he has made himself.

Mr. Applegate is one of the prominent breeders in Ken-
tucky, and is favorably known in business circles, being of
the firm of Applegate Bros , whisky dealers Perhaps he is

more widely known "s a bookmaker.
Mr. Osborne, who was the assignee of the old club and

materially aided the negotiations, is a Main-street broker.
Like Mr. Price, he was formerly a newspaperman.
Work has already been commenced in improving stables

and buildings at Churchill Downs. Some of the buildings
will be torn down entirely and supplanted by new ones. The
grand stand will be remodeled and anew one will be built

next year, probably on the opposite side of the track.so as to

avoid the glare of the afternoon sun.

The new management believe that the venture will pay,

and do not propose to solicit subscriptions. Large purses will

be offered and no effort will be spared to bring the best of
racehorses into competition.—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Racing Before The "War.

"Well gentlemen," said an old horseman, in the Detroit

News, "I'm a back number now, but I cannot help compar-

ing the good old times in Dixie, the home of the race horse

when every gentleman owned a horse and ran him for pleas-

ure, to the present. Every race was for blood—for the honor

of the plantation. Every darky on the plantation took as

much interest in the training and race as the massa, and to

ride the horse that was to uphold the honor of the plantation

was the greatest eminence a little darky could aspire to.

There were plenty of jockeys on every plantation, and they
were good ones, too. There was no bribing of jockeys there;

and the owner knew his horse would win if it was in him.
The darkies grew up with the colts, and there was as good an
understanding between the little imps and the thoroughbred
as there is in these degenerate days between the nigger and
the mule, now that they have got down to hustling for a

living together.
" The little darkies were something like the modern jockey.

They would get fat in winter, though it was on corn pone
and possum instead of champagne. Being legitimate fat,

however, it was harder to get rid of than champagne and beer

fat, and the darkies, like your modern jockeys hated work."
The veteran paused and seemed to be in deep thought,

when one of the auditors broke in impatiently with :

" What was your scheme ?
"

" Well, about two weeks before a race the planter would
pick out several of his most promising little pickaninnies,

strip 'em nake^, and bury them up to their necks in the man-
ure pile, and one could see one or more little darkies' heads

sticking out of the manure pile in almost every barnyard
south of the Mason and Dix »n's line. Sweat ! Whv, a Turk-
ish bath is not in it, not only water, but fat, fairly oozed out

of them, and an hour or two of this treatment every day for

a week was a sure cure for corpulency. I advise Ed. Garri-

son to try it for a while, and if Cleveland really wants to get

into shape for an Adonis I will guarantee the remedy.

"

The audience seemed somewhat skeptical, but this substitute

for a Turkish bath was really long in active use in the south.

During the month of August one hundred and twenty

heata have been trotted or paced in 2:20, and this on the

California circuit, too.
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Dates Claimed.

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION September 17 to September 21
SAN JOSE ASSUCI A HON September 2-1 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSOCIATION. October 1 to October 6
SANTA ANA -October 8 to October 13

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20
P. C. T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting; OctobPr22to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
HL'F.NEMK -Septem oer 2-1 to September 29
SAN DIEGO October l to October 6
SALINAS October 2 to October 6

HOLLISTER October 9 to October 13

MODESTO October 11 to Oclober 13
PORTLAND fFall Meeting) September 1 to September 8
ANiiKLS CAMP September 26 to September 29
VICTORIA ...September lt-15

Entries Close.

HOLLISTER...- Seplember 15
LOS ANGELES...- September 15
SANTA ANA Seplember 15

SAN JOSE Septemoer 17

Would Like to Go if They Could.

A special meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association was

held in Sacramento iast Tuesday to consider the question

of holding their fall race meeting in Los Angeles. Pres-

ident Heald, at the request of the Board, visited the

Southern metropolis with the object in view of perfecting

arrangements to that end, and returned very much
pleased with the prospect of holding a rousing good

meeting there. It only needed the consent of a majority

of those who made entries to have decided the question

in favor of Los Angeles. There were something over

one hundrel and sixty nominators to be considered in

the proposition, and out of that number only about one-

quarter of the n, in response to a circular that was sent

showing the inducements offered and proposing that the

horses engaged in the races should be transported there

and back free of expense to owners, replied in favor of

goiug. The Board was unanimous in its desire of hold-

ing the meeting there, but in view of the wishes of such

an overwhelming majority of the nominators was reluct-

antly o'apellel ti decile against it. The circumstances

are unfortunate.

The Pacific Co.i-t Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation should be all that its name implies. It has

an extensive membership from all parts of the Coast,

and should be in a position to hold its races in

other cities in the State than only those in the

vicinity of "the bay." And while it might be that

u it quite so many entries would have been received,

still it would have been a most excellent thing

if they hail published a clause in their conditions

to the effect that the meeting would be held on the track

ottering the greatest inducements
; in that case they

would most assuredly have decided fur holding it in l.os

Angeles.

At just the time this meeting will be held a great

many circumstances combine to make it difficult to

secure a large attendance anywhere in this section.

The Bay District track will then be in use by the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club, and the running races that com-

mence on the closing day of the tireeders meeting would

draw largely from the attendance in case it should be

held in Oakland. Propositions from other points with-

in a short distance from San Francisco have been re-

ceived, and wherever the meeting is to be held the large

list of entries insures it against being a failure, but it

seems a great pity that they should not have been able

to go to Los Angeles, where they would unquestionably

have made it a grand success. It is proposed that next

year one of the race meetings of the association be held

in Los Angeles in case they can secure the track for that

purpose on the terms that were offered them this season-

Should they do so it would be so advertised, and nom-

inators could not claim that when they made their en-

tries they had been misled by precedent as to where the

meeting would be given. Most of the horsemen who

are on the circuit, especially those with large stables,

were in favor of going to Los Angeles this year, and so

expressed themselves, but in comparison with those who

opposed it, they were a small minority.

Had the directors decided in favor of going to Los

Angeles they would have involved the association in a

complicated dissension that would have been most damag-

ing to its prospects. The question of being able to hold

the nominators who were opposed to it for their entrance

money probably could not have been settled out of the

courts. As there are over $24,000 to be given in purses

at this meeting, it could not be considered a safe move

to place the association in a position where there would

have been any question as to its being able to collect

entrance money.

There are a number ofmembers of 'he association from

Los Angeles and vicinity who have horses on the cir-

cuit, in fact some of the best stables of trotters and pa-

cers out are from that section, and are engaged at this

meeting. It is rather hard on them to have to come

back, but when they made their entries they had no

reason to expect tint the meeting would be held else-

where than in this section of the State, precedent having

established it in the vicinity of San Francisco. Had Los

Angeles and Santa Ana taken the dates arranged at the

meeting of delegates from the associations on the Grand

Circuit called to fix dates, etc., the Breeders' meeting

would have been held from October 1st to October 6th,

but Los Angeles and Santa Ana were not represented at

that meeting, and instead of taking the dates arranged

for them at the convention, insisted on the dates they

had last year, which made their meetings come a week

earlier than the dates selected for them. To avoid any

confiict in dates some one of the associations was necessa-

rily squeezed out ; and the Breeders, being more general

iu their plan of organization, submitted to that process,

believing that they would serve the best ends for all con-

cerned by doing so.

Next year let them all work in harmony. Let each

association send a delegate with power to act, and at the

convention arrange a programme of dates and a general

plan for the Grand Circuit based on the interests of the

horsemen. Let each association give good purses; make

as low a rate of entrance as possible, then advertise their

programmes, showing that the circuit will be continuous,

geographically correct, and it is safe to say that more of

our star attractions will remain on this Coast, instead of

going East, and that 1 898 will mark an era of genera'

prosperity in harness racing for this State.

Stockton Wants It.

L. U. Shippee, President of the San Joaquin Agricul-

tural Association, was very much interested in the result

of the meeting of the directors of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association that was held in Sacra-

mento last Tuesday iu relation to the holding of the

Fall meeting of that association. When informed of the

decision oi the Board, and that under the circumstances

it would be impossible for the breeders to hold their race

meeting in Los Augeles, he stated that in behalf of light

harness racing and the people of Stockton he would be

very much pleased to have the meeting held at the

splendid race track there, and otfered inducements which

should be taken into consideration and have some weight

with the Board of Directors in their deliberations as to

the best place to go. He said: "Stockton is centrally

located. It has water communications with San Fran-

cisco, and steamers ply daily between the two cities.

Passenger rates are extremely low, while horses can be

brought from the city t'i Stockton fora dollar each. The

two tracks are in perfect order, and in condition for mak-

ing fast records. There are nearly three hundred large

box-stalls, and everything that horsemen could wish tor

in the way of hay, straw and grain is -^heap. Every-
thing will be done by the people of Stockton and vicin-

ity to make the meeting a success. We have every rea-

son to believe that Mr. Salisbury will arrive on the

Coast by that time with his flyers, and as we will get low

railroad rates from San Francisco, we will be pleased to

see your association give a meeting which, for the excel-

lency of the racing and the opportunity of seeing some
of the greatest horses in America, cannot be surpassed."

Mr. Shippee is quite enthusiastic, and says that the

people of the San Joaquin valley and the surrounding

country will attend in large numbers if the meeting
were to take place there. He offered the use of the

track and all privileges free of charge.

A meeting of the Board of Directors will be held

shortly to decide where the fall meeting will take place.

Proposals have been received from Salinas, Santa Rosa,

San Jose and Stockton, and it is likely that Napa and
Petaluma will also make an effort to secure the meetin

on their tracks.
"

The Coming Great Race Meeting.

From this to the moment the bell rings ushering in

the fall meeting of the California Jockey Club there

will be lively times at Bay District track. Most of the

horses that did not cross the Rockies this season will be

on hand to prepare for the battles of the turf before them.

In this issue we print the conditions of the stakes to be

run during November, December, January and Febru-

ary. Our horsemen will soon decide what they will

enter in the thirty-one events or in the six events for

two-year-olds to be run off next spring. The races are

of such a character that all classes can be suited, the

distance ranging from six furlongs to four miles. And
it is the latter race, the Thornton Stakes, that will draw

the crowd, as will tie two-mile event. The Harlem

management tried racing at the longer distances this

season, and found that such races not only filled well and

were contested from "eend to eend," but drew mammoth
crowds every time one was on the programme. Not

only that, but records have been cut by horses not sup-

posed to be of the class of the record-breaker of a dozen

years ago. This goes to show the improvement in race

tracks in the past few years more than columns of dis-

cussion in the newspapers could. It shows also that we

still have many horses capable of going any " route " in

reason. Besides, it gives horses a chance that do not get

fairly wanned up to their work until they have gone

about a mile and a half. The California Jockey Club

members will be surprised to see how the two and four-

mile races will fill, and we applaud the inauguration of

these stakes. Were there half a dozen more long dis-

tance races listed the association would find it to their

financial benefit, for old people would turn out that have

not looked at a race horse perhaps in twenty years.

Among the two-year-olds almost certain to compete at

the coming meeting are Rey Alfonso, Kitty Scott, Flash-

light, Handsome, Lillian C, Rey del Caredes, Mollie R.,

Diggs, Bellicoso, Lissak, Gallant, Installator, Vinctor,

Nebuchadnezzar, Piquante, Model, Sea Spray, Monterey,

Sport McAllister, Circe, Arno, Brioso, Lux and Eckert.

That there will be more than a score of others of just

good class at the meeting of which we know little at

present is also certain. Among the three-year-olds we

can expect to see Henry of Navarre, Vassal, Despot,

Senator Irby, Lordal, Articus, Charles A., Lucky

Dog, Rey el Santa Anita, Arapahoe, Seville, Carmel,

Centurion, Leo, Alesia, Wandering Nun, Nelson,

Thornhill, Clara Bauer, Tillie S., Remus, Mercury,

Orizaba, Gilead, De Bracy and Genette Edwards, lti

the older division we may find Lamplighter, Clifford,

Yo Tambien, Dr. Rice, Banquet, Morello, Sir Walter,

Joe Murphy, Stromboli, Gascon, Cadmus, Zobair. Bliz

zard, Royal Flush, Duke Stevens, Happy Day, Pescador,

Rudolph, Candid, imp. Percy, tllee Boy. Charmion

Evanatus, imp. Crighton,"Romair, Prince Henry and

Sir Reel among other high-class animals that will com-

pete for the various rich stakes.

Soon the work of reclaying the track, furnishing better

drainage and building between three and four hundred

new stalls will begin, and the indications now are that

the greatest meeting by long odds ever held in the fat

West, if not, indeed in America, will be commenced or.

October 27th. There will be at least twenty-five book'

making firms doing business, and such jockeys as

Taral, Perkins, Clayton, C. Weber and Irving will

be on hand. Many innovations will doubtless be intro-

duced, for the gentlemen having the affair in hand are

at once enterprising and far-seeing.
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inners of the Classical Events of America
and England.

la England the merit of the various sires has for many

years been determined by students of racing by the ability

of a horse to sire winners of the Epsom Derby, The Oaks

or Doncaster St. Leger, the three " classic events " of the

country. The St. Leger was run first in 1776, the Oaks

in 1779 and the Derby, named in honor of the Earl of

Derby, in 1780. The Doncaster St. Leger is one mile

six furlongs and 132 yards, for colts and fillies three

years old, and was named after a great lover of equine

sport named Col. St. Leger. The Derby, for three-year-

old colts and fillies, and The Oaks, for fillies three years

old, aie both at about one and a half miles. Diomed,

the first winner of the St. Leger, was brought to America

when an old horse, but founded a great family, the best

representative and the horse doing the most to keep the

family name before the world being Sir Archy, known

as " the Godolphin Arabian of America/' Many years

thereafter the One Thousand Guineas, for fillies three

years old, and the Two Thousand Guineas, for colts of

the same age, were founded by the Jockey Club of Eng-

land, and they now rank among England's " classics.''

On account, however, of these latter races not being run

until 1S09 and 1814, in comparing the various sires we

shall only take the victories of their sons and daughters

in the Derby, Oaks and St. Leger into account, and it

will give a fair idea of the worth of the sires of Great

Britain and other countries that sent representatives to

England to race. The Derby-winners will be marked

(a), those of the Oaks (o), of the St. Leger (s). It is

arranged alphabetically, and takes in all the sires of

winners of these three great stakes up to and including

the year 18S6

:

Alexander, by Eclipse—(o) Nike 1797

Alfred, by Matchem—(s) Imperatris 1782_

Audrew, by OrvilLe— (d! Uidland 1828

Ardrossan, by John Bull— (s) Jack Spigot IS21

Adventurer, by Newraioster— (d) Pretender 1869. (o) Apology
1874. (o) Wheel of Fortune 1S79, (s) Apology 1874

Blizzard, by Woodpecker—(0) Bronze 1SQC

Bustard, by L'astrel— (o) Variation 1830 _

Bay Middleton, by Sultan— (d) The Flying Dutchman 1849,

(d) Andoverl85i, (s) The Flying Dutchman 1849

Bran, by Humphrey Clinker— jo) Oar Nell 1S12

Beadsman, by Weatherbit— (d) Blue Gown 1868, (s) Pero
Gomez 1?69

Bertram, by The Duke—is) Robert the Devil 1880

Buccaneer, 'by Wild Dayrell— (d) Kisber 1S76, (o) Formosa
1868, (o) Brigantine 1869, (Sj Formosa 1868.

Blair Atool. by (.Stockwell -(d) Silvio 1877, (s) Craig Millar

1875. (s) Silvio 1877 -

Cardinal York, bv Sir Peter— (s) The Duchess 1816

Cation, by Golumpus--(d) Mundig 1835, (si Tarrare 1826

Chatham, bv The Colonel— ro) Governess 1858

chanticleer^ by Irish Birdcatcher— (s) Sunbeam 1858

Camel, by Wha'-boue— (sj Touchstone 1834, (s) Launcelot
1810

Cervantes, by Don Quixote— (o) Neva 181.7

Comus, by Sorcerer— (s) Reveller ISIS, (sj Matilda 1S27

CamballO, bv Cambuscan—(s) The Lambkin 18S4

Colwick, by Filho da Puta— (d) Attilla 1S42

Don Quixo'te, bv Eclipse—(s) Saucho 1804

Driver, by Trentham— (d) Hannibal 1804

Dutch Skater, bv The Flyiug Dutchman— (s) DutchOven 1882

Drone, by Herod— (s) Lounger 1797

Don John, bv Tramp-to) Lady Evelyn 1849

Defence, bv Whalebone— (O) Deception 1839

Delpiui. by Highflyer— (o) Scioto 1S02, (o) Theophania 1803,

(s) Symmetry, 1798

Dick Andrews, by Joe Andrews— (o) Manuella 1812,(s) Altisi-

dora 1813-

Eclipse, by Marsbe— id) Young Eclipse 1781, id) Saltram 1783,

id) Serjeant 17S4, (Ol Annette 1787

Election, by Gobanua— tdi Gustavus 1S21

Emilius, by Orville— (di Priam 18a0,<d> Phenipotentiary 1834,

io) Oxygen 1831, (a) Mango 1837

Epirus, by Langar— id) Pyrrhus the First 1846

Faugh-a-Ballagh. by Sir Hereules-(o) Fiile de l'Air 1864

Fidget, by Florizel— (d, Sister to Pharamond 1797

Filno da Puta. by Haphazard— fs) Birmingham 1830

Flageolet, by Plutus— isi Rayon d'Orl879
Florizel. by Herod- id) Diomed 1780, (d) Eager 1791, (s) Tartar

1792, (s) Ninety-three 1793

Fortitude, by Herod-fd) John Bull 1792.

Glaucus, by Partisan— fo) Refraction 1S45

Goldfinder, by Snap-(s) Serina 17SI

Gohanna, by Mercury— (d) Cardinal Beaufort 1805, (d) Elec-

tion 1S07..

Golnmpus.by Gobanna— (s) Otteriugton 1812

Governor, by Trumpator—{s) William 1814

Highflyer, by Herod— fd) Noble 1786, (d) Skyscraper 1789,

(d) Sir Peter 1787, (o) Violante 1792. (s) Omphale 1781,

(s) Cowslip 1785, IS) Spadille 1787, (s) Youug Flora 17SS...

Herod, by Tartar— fo) Bridget 1779, (o) Faith 1781, (O) Maid
of the Oaks 1783, (s) Phenomenon 1783-

Hedley, by Gohanna— (d) Prince Leopold 1816

Hetman Platoff, by Brutandorf-(d)The Cossack 1847

Hermit, by Newminster—(d) Shotover 18S2, (d) tit. Blaise

1883, (o) Thebais 1881, (o) Lonely 1885

Interpreter, by Soothsayer— fo) Lillas 1826

Ion, by Cain— (d) Wild Dayrell 1855

Irish Birdcatcher, by Sir Hercules— <d) Daniel O'Rouke 1852,

(o) Songstress 1.852. fs) The Baron 1845, Is) Knight of St.

George 1854. (s) Warlock 1S56

Tthuriel, by Touchstone—(o) Iris 1851

Justice, by Herod— fd) Rbadamanthus 1790, (d) Daedalus
1794, fo) Trifle 1785

King Fergus, by EcliDse-(s) Young Traveller 1791, (s) Ben-
ingbrough 1794. is) Hambletoman 1795

Kings'on, by Venison— (d) Caractacus 1862, (o) Queen Bertha
1863

King Tom, by Harkaway— i d i
Kingcralt 1S70, i o) Tormentor

1866, io) Hippia 1867, fo) Hannah 1871

Lanercost, by Liverpool— (o) Catherine Hayes 1853, isi Van
Tromp 1847

Lamplighter, by Merlin— idi Phosphorus 1S37

Langar, bv Selim— (s) Elis 1836,

Leamington, by Faugh-a-Ballagh— (d) Iroquois 1SS1, (s) Iro-

quois 1881 -.

Le Sang, by Changeling— (s) Bourbon 1//7

Longbow, by Ithuriel— lo) Feu de Joie 1862

Lord Clifden. bv Newminster— (O) Jannette 1878, isj Haw-
thornden 1870. is) Wenlock 1872, (s) Petrarch 1876,

(s) Jannnette 1878 •

Lord Lyon, by Stockwell— (o) Placida 1877

Lottery, by Tramp— (s) Chorister 1881

Macaroni, by Sweetmeat— (o) Spinaway 1S75, (o) Bonny
Jean 1883

Marsyas. by Orlando— (d) George Frederick 1874

Marc Antonv, by Spectator— fd) Aimwell 1785

Master Kildare, by Lord Ronald— (d) Melton 1885, Is) Melton
1835 - •
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Matchem, by Cade— (o) Teetotum 1780, (s)Hollandaise 1778.. 11
Melbourne, by Humphrey Clinker— (d) West Australian

1853, (d) Blink Bonny, 1857, <d) Thormanby i860, (o) Cvm-
ba 1S4S, (o) Marchioness, 1855, (o) Blink Bonny 1857, (s)

Sir Tatton Sykes 1846, fs) West Australian 1853 3 3 2
Mercury, by Eclipse— lo) Hvpolita 1790, (o) Platina 1795 2
Meteor, by Eclipse— (o) Meteora 1S05 10
Monarque, by Emperor, Stingor The Baron— (d) Gladiateur

1865, fo) Reine 1872. (s) Gladiateur 1865 Ill
Mulatto, by Catton— id) Bloomsbury 1839 10
Muley, by Oryille— (d) Little Wonder 1840, [oj Yespa 1833, (s)

Margrave 1S32 _ Ill
Newminster, by Touchstone— (d) Musjid 1859, fd) Hermit

1867, (s) Lord Clifden 1863 2 1
Octayian, by Stripling— (s) Antonio 1819 l
Oiseau. by Camillus— (s) Row ton 1829 1
Orlando, Dy Touchstone— (d) Teddington 1851, (s) Imper-

ieusel857 10 1
Orville. by Beningbrough— id) Octavius 1812, (d) Emilius

1823, (S) Eborl817 2 1
Overton, by King Fergus— (s) Cockfigbter 1799 1

Pantaloon, by Castrel— (o) Ghuznee 1841, (s) Satirist 1841 11
Parmesan, Dy Sweetmeat— (d) Favonius 1871, (d) Cremorne

1872 2
Paymaster, by Blank— (s) Paragon 17S6 1

Partisan, by Walton— (d) Mameluke 1827, io) Cyprian 1836... 110
Petrarch, by Lord Clifden— fo) Busybody 1S84, fo) Miss Jum-

myl886 2
Phantom, by Walton— fd) Cedric 1824, (d) Middleton 1825,'

io) Cobwebs 1824 2 10
Phenomenon, bv Herod— (o) Bellissima 179S, (s) Ambidex-

ter 1790. „ 11
Pipator, by Imperator— (s) Remembrancer 1803 1
Plenipotentiary, by Emilius— (o) Poison 1843 o 1

Plunder, bv Herod— fo) Stella 1784 10
Pollio, by Oryille— (o) Pussy 1834 10
Pontae, by Marske— (d) Sir Thomas 1788 10
Pot -S-oa, by Eclipse— (d) Waxy 1793, Id) Champion 1S00, (d)

Tyrant 1802, fo) Nightshade' 1788, fs) Chamuion 1S00 3 11
Priam (died in America), by Emilius— ioj Miss Letty 1837. fo)

Industry 183S,fO) Crucifix 1S40 o 3
Rataplan, by The Baron— id i Kettledrum 1861 10
Rockingham, by Highflyer— ioi Bellini 1799; 10
Rosicrucian, by Beadsman— io> Geheimniss 1882 10
Rubens, by Bnzzard— (o) Landscape 1816, (o) Pastille 1822... 2 o
Salvator, by Dollar—(s) Ossian 1883 1

Sampson, by Blaze— (s) Allabaculia 1776 1

Saunterer, by Irish Birdcatcher— (o) Gamos 1870 10
Scottish Chief, by Lord of the Isles— (o) Marie Stuart 1873,

(s) Marie Stuart 1873 11
Scud, by Beningbrough— fd) Sam 1818, (d) Sailor 1820, (o)

Shovelerl819. 2 10
Selim, byBnzzard-(d) Azor 1S17, (o) Medora 1814, (o) Tur-

quoise 1828 12
Sir Hercules, by Whalebone— fd) Coronation 1841, (s) Faugh-

a-Ballagh 1844 10 1

Sir Peter fTeazIe). by Highflyer—fd) Sir Harry 1798, fd) Ar-
chduke '1799. ('d) Ditto 1S03, (d) Paris 1S06.1O) Hermione
1794, (o) Parasote 1796, (s) Ambrosio 1796, (s) Fyldener 1806,

(s) Paulina 1807, fs) Petronius 1808 4 2 4

Slaue, by Royal Oak— (d) Merry Monarch 1845, (o) The Prin-
cess 1844 110

Smolensko, bv Sorcerer— Io) Gulnare 1827, fs) Jerry 1824 11
Soothsayer, by Sorcerer— fd) Tiresias 1S19 _ 10
Speculum, by Vedette— (d) Sefton 1878 10
Sterling, bvOxford-(d) Harvester 1884 10
Stockwell, by The Baron— (d) Blair At hoi 1864. (d) Lord Ly-

on 1866 fd) Doncaster 1873. (o) Regalia 1865, (s) St. Al-
bans 1S60, (s) Caller Ou 1861, (s) The Marquis 1862. (s)

Blair Athoi 1864, is) Lord Lyon 1866, (s) Achievement
1867 3 16

Stripling, by Phenomenon— (s) Octayian 1810 - 1

St. George, by Highflyer— id) Pan 1 S03- 10
Sultan, by Selim- (d) Bay Middletou 1836, fo) Green Mantel

1829, (o)Galata 1832 12
Sweetbriar, by Svphon— (dl Assassin 1782 _ 10
Sweetmeat, by Partisan— (d) Macaroni 1863, (o) Mincemeat

1854. (o) MincepielS56 12
Sweet William, by Sypnon-io) Ceres 1782 10
Tandem, bv Svphon— (ol Perdita filly 1786. (s) Pewet 17S9 1 1

The Baron," by Irish Birdcatcher— is) Stockwell 1852 1

The Cossack, by Hetman Platoft— isi amester 1859 1

The Flying Dutchmau. by Bay Middleton— Isi Ellington
1856, <oi Brown Duchess 1S61 1 1

The Fiver, by Yandyke Jr.— io) Wirgs 1825 1

The Palmer, bv Beadsman— io) Jenny Howlet 1880 10
The Rover, bv The Flying Dutchman— id't St. Gatien 1SS4 10
Tomboy, by Jerrv- 1?) Nutwith 1843 1

Touchstone, by'Caniel— (d) Cotherstone 1S43, fdi Orlando
1844, (di Surplice 1848. (o) Mendicant 1846. (s) Blue Bon-
net 1812. is) Surplice 1848, <s) Newminster, 1851 3 13

Trentham, by Sweepstakes- to) Tag 1789 10
Tramp, by Dick Andrews— idi St. Giles 1S32, id) Dangerous

1S33, (s) Barefoot 1S?3. is) Don John 1838 2 2

Trumpator, by Conduelor— fd) Didelot 1796 10
Turnus. by Taurus-io) Butterfly I860 10
Vedette, by Voltigeur-fd) Galopin 1875 10
Velocipede, by Blacklock— id) Amato 1838, foi Queen of

Trumps 1S35. is) Queen of Trumps 1S35 Ill
Venison, by Partisan-iOj Miami 1847 10
Vermont, by The Nabob— io/ Enguerrande 1876 10
Voltaire, by Blacklock— fdi Voltiguer 1850. is) Charles XII

1839, isi Voltigeur 1850 10 2
Volunteer, by Eclipse— (d) Spread Eagle 1795, ioi Portia 1791,

(o) Celea 1793 12
Walnut, by Highflyer— is) Ashton 1809 1

Walton, by Sir Peter— id) Phantom, 1S11, is) St. Patrick
1820 ~ 10 1

Waxv. by Pot-8-os-idt Pope 1809. id) Whalebone 1810. id)

Blucherl814. (di Whisker 1815, (o) Music 1813, (o) Minuet
1815. fo) Corinne 1818 4 3

Weatherbit. bySbeet Anchor— <dl Beadsman 1858 10
West Australian, by Melbourne— fo) Summerside 1859 10
Whalebone, by Waxy— (d) Moses 1822, (di Lapdog 1826, (d)

Spaniel 1831, to) Caioline 1820 3 10
Whisker, by Waxy- isi Memnon 1825. fs) The Colonel 1828... 2

Whiskey.by Saltram— id) Eleanor 1801, fo) Eleanor 1801, (o)

Pelisse 1804 I 2

Wildair. by Cape— (s) Tommy 1779 1
Wintonian, by Camel—ioi Rhedycina 1850 10
Woful (brother to Whalebone and Whiskeri-ioi Augusta

1821, ioi Zinc 1S23, is i Theodore 1822 2 1

Woodpecker, by Heron— fo) Ephemera 1S00 10
Young Marske, by Marske-is) Ruler 1780 1

It is to be regretted that some of our great racing asso-

ciations do not institute a stake for fillies of this age at

a mile and a half, with enough added money to attract

the attention of our leading turfmen. Nothing would

please us better than to see the California Jockey Club

inaugurate such a stake as we have outlined, to be run

every year in November. In that month mares are, per-

haps, at their best, and it could be appropriately named

the American Oaks. We note the cutting down of the

distance in the Kentucky Derby from one and one-half

to one and one-quarter miles. This takes it out of the

list of " Derbies," for a Derby distance is at least a mile

and a half the world over. Why would not the Ken-

tucky Stakes sound just as well ? It is certainly much

more appropriate. Following is a table up to date of

the sires and winners of the Kentucky and American

Derbies and Realization Stakes, our only classic three-

year-old weight-for-age stakes:
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The winners of the three great English states (stal-

lions) brought to this country were : Archduke, winner

of the Epsom Derby of 1799 ; Diomed, winner of the

first Epsom Derby, 1780 ; John Bull, winner of the

Derby in 1792 ;
Knight of St. George, winner of the St.

Leger in 1854 ; Lapdog, winner of the Derby in 1826
;

Mango, St. Leger, 1837 ; Margrave, St. Leger, 1832
;

Phenomenon, St. Leger (this horse died immediately

after landing) ; Priam, Derby, 1830 ; Saltram, Derby,

1783; Sir Harry, Derby, 179S; Spread Eagle, Derby,

1798; George Frederick, Derby, 1874; St. Blaise, Derby,

1883, and Ormonde, Derby and St. Leger, 1886. Of

these, Diomed, Knight of St. George, Margrave, Saltram

and St. Blaise were quite successful at the stud, while

Ormonde and George Frederick have not had time in

this country to demonstrate their worth. Buzzard, Wild-

air, Drone, Don Quixote and St. George, sires of winners

of the English " classics," were brought lo America also,

and the two first named were most successful.

In this country we have the Kentucky and American

Derbies and the Realization Stakes among the classical

three-year-old events, but no stake for three-year-old

fillies of national importance, like the Oaks in England.

o o

l o
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Australian (imp.), by West Australian— i k i Baden Baden 1^7 1

Buckden (imp.), by Lord Clifden— (k) Buchanan 1SS4 1

Cheviot (imp.), by Tradueer— laj Rev el Santa Anila 1894 o

Dukeof Montrose, by Waverly— ik) Montrose 1SS7 1

Falsetto. 4>y Enquirer— (ki Chant 1894 1

Glenelg (imp.), by Citadel— la) Carlsbad 1892 -

Glengarry (imp.), by Thormanby— ik) Kingman 1S91 1

Grinstead, by Gilroy— (a) Volante 1885, (a i silver Cloud 1886...

Harry O'Fallon. by imp. Australian— (a) Boundless 1S93

Hyder All, bvimp. Leamiugton—(k) Spokane 1889, (at Spo-
kane 1889

Iroquois, by imp. Leamington—tn Tammanv 1S93

Joe Hooker, by Monday— (a) C. H. Todd 1887
King Alfonso, by imp." Phaeton— (k I Fonso 1880, ik i Joe Cot

ton 1885
Leamington limp.}, by Faugh-a-Ballagh— (k) Aristides 1S75...

Lever, by Lesington— (k) Apollo 1882 1

Longfellow, by imp. Leamington— (k) Leonatus 1883, i k i

Riley 1890 '2

Luke Blackburn, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—(a) Uncle Bob
1S90

Macduff, byimp. Macaroon— ikl Macbeth 18&S 1

Mr. Pickwick limp.), by Hermit— (r) Dobbins 1894
Norfolk, by Lexington— (a) Emperor of Norfolk 1888

Pat Malloy, by Lexington— (k) Lord Murphy 1879 1

Prince Charlie (imp.), by Blair Athol—(r) Salvator 1SS9....

Reform, by imp. Leamington— ik) Azra 1892 1

St. Blaise limp. 1

, by Hermit— (r) Potomac 1S91
Sir Modred (imp.i, by Tradueer— fr) Tournament 1890
Strathmore. by Waverly—(a) Strathmeath 1S91

Star Davis, by imp. Glencoe—(k) Day Star 187.8

Troubadour, bv Lisbon— (k) Lookout 1893. (r) Sunbeam colt

1893 i u i

Virgil, by Vandal—(k) Vagrant 1870, (k) Hindoo 1881, (k)

Ben Ali 1836 .". 3
War Dance, by Lexington— (a) Modesty 1884 10

(k) Kentucky Derby, (a) American Derby, (r) Realization Stakes.

The above shows that Virgil led all sires in the pro-

duction of Derby-winners, bat that for the few years he

has been in the stud Troubador is entitled to the most

honor, he having to bis credit a winner of the Ken-
tucky Derby and also of the Kealization when but

eleven years of age. Grinstead, King AKonso and Long-

fellow tie on the number of DerDy-winners sired. Imp.

Leamington and his male descendants have to their

credit no less than eight winners of America's classical

stakes ; Lexington's male descendants, 6 ; imp. Austra-

lian's male descendants, 4 ; Newminster's, 3; Stock-

well's 2 ; Traducer's, 2 ; imp. Glencoe's, 4; imp. Phae-

ton's, 4. Following is a table of the sires of dams of

these great American stake-winners

:
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MAEES BY THREW
Planet—Modesty 1

Billet limp, i—Montrose 1

Enqnir er—Boundless I

Glenelg limp.)— Volante 1

Intruder (imp i—Spokane 1

Hindoo—Sunbeam colt 1

Leamington limp.i—Potomac.... 1

Phaeton limp.)—Leonatus 1

Scythian (imp. i—Vagrant 1

Norfolk— C. H. Todd 1

Macaroni—Joe Cotton 1

War Dance—Riley 1

Weatherbit—Fonso I

The Colonel i Am.)—Apollo 1

Capt. Elgee - 1

MARES BY THREW
Lexington—Aristides, Salvator
Day Star, Hindoo. Ben Ali-...

Great Tom iimp.1—Tammany.
Uncle Bob 2

King Alfonso—Chant, Lookout. 2

Alarm—Azra, Tournament 2

Wagner—Baden Baden, Buch-
anan 2

Grinstead—Rey El Santa Anila 1

Buckden limp.)—Streathmeath 1

Virgil—Carlsbad 1

Vauxhall—Kingman 1

Monarchist—Silver Cloud 1

Gilroy—Macbeth II 1

Longfellow—Dobbins 1

Malcolm—Emperor of Norfolk... 1

From the above it will be observed that King Alfonso

not only sired two Kentucky Derby winners, but the

dams of two. Lexington did not sire any of these win-

ners, but did get the dams of lour. Grinstead and Long-

fellow each sired two winners and the dam of one each.

Virgil sired three winners of the Kentucky Derby

and the dam of a winner of the American Derby. As

these races, two of a mile and a half and one of a mile

and five-eighths, are calculated to test a horse's game-

ness and real merit as a racer, the sire making the

best showing can be taken as our very best stallion. The
King Tom family makes a great showing one way and

another in this particular. Leonatus' dam was by imp.

Phaeton, son of King Tom ; King Alfonso, sire of two

winners and the dams of two, was by imp. Phaeton
;

Troubadour, sire of two winners, was by Lisbon, son of

imp. Phaeton, while imp. Great Tom, sire of the dams of

two winneis, was by King Tom, and the dam Mr. of

Pickwick, sire of Dobbins, was Tomato, by King Tom.

Thus the blood of the renowned Pocahontas s hows to

advantage in this country, as she was the dam of King

Tom, Stockwell, Rataplan and Knight of Kars, latter

sire of the dam of Reform, the sire of Azra, winner of

the Kentucky Derby of 1892. There is very little

Weatherbit blood in this country, but it shows promin-

ently in the winners mentioned above, anyhow. Fonso.

a Kentucky Derby winner, was from a daughter of

Weatherbit ; Hindoo's grandam was the dam of Fonso ;

Waverly, grandsire of Montrose and Strathmeath, was

from Cicely Jopson, by Weatherbit, a great showing for

the two mares by the English horse, surely. The names

of Vandal and his sire, imp. Glencoe, are also prominent

in the pedigrees of many of these winners of cl?.=-'

American stakes.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

The fal! meetiog of the P. C. T. H. B. A. will not be held

at Lo8 Angeles this year.

The awards of prizes at the State Fair will be published

next week in this journal.

The Oakwood Park Stock Farm horses are doing better

this year than they have ever done.

Ned, H. McCne'a trottiDg dog, has earned close to $12,-

000 for his owner in the past two seasons.

Favosa, by St. Eel, got a record of 2:25 in a fourth heat

atMeadville, Pa., Seprember 6lh. She was driven by Mar-

vin.

St. Felix, a brown three-year-old colt by St. Bel, made a

record of 2:25$ at Hartford, Conn, August 31st, driven by

Marvin.

The Stockton Fair next week. Judging by the success at-

tending all other meetings on the circuit it should be a grand

success.

The racing at the Sacramento State Fair has been excel-

lent, and everything has been done by the management to

make it a success.

Monoltsa, a brown mare by Monroe Chief, dam by Reavis'

Blackbird, got a record of 2:21 in a race she won at Des

Moines, la., September 5th.

Brino Tricks, by Mambrino Wilkes, dam Katie Tricks,

has reduced his record from 2:20 to 2:16 this season. His

present mark was made on the Montana circuit.

Nana, a three-year-old daughter of Rockefeller (son of

Electioneer and Edith Carr, by Clark Chief), got a record ofi

2:29$ in a fifth heat at Lewiston, Me., September 4th.

Miss Clay, a gray four-yei-r-old filly by Clay, trotted in

2:29J at Cape Charles. Va., August 24, and Happiness, by

Judge Salisbury, in 2:17), at the same place on the same date.

L. U. Shippee intends to hold a great sale of trotting

stock next month. The very choicest of his fine collection

will be offered. Further particulars will be published next

week.

Directly cut the two-year-old pacing record from 2:10^

to 2:101-, driven by Andy McDowell at IndiaDapolis, Ind..

September 7th. The time by quarters was 0:31 1, 1:03$, 1:36$,

2:10].

Marston C, by Piedmont, dam Maiden, bv Electioneer,

won the three-year-old stake at Hartford, Conn., August 27th,

with Hilda S.,by Stamboul,in the place. The winner trotted

the third heat in 2:20$.

Hazel H , the wonderfully fast but erratic pacing mare
owned by Hastings & Poorman, has cost her stable folks a

world of money. She seems to lose when they have the

largest sum down on her.

Jacob Willitts, owner of the celebrated pacer Silkwood,

and Mrs Eureka Rupel, both of Santa Ana, were married at

Los Angeles on Tuesday, August 28th. The groom is a gay

youth of G9 years and the bride is 29.

Answer, 2:14 J, and Azote, 2:08}, will make a great pair of

drivers. Both are near seventeen hands high and have pretty

low down records. Salisbury owns both of them now and
intends to drive them together.—Iowa Turf.

Ella T., the gray Altamont mare, won all her races at

Independence, on August 31st making a pacing record of

2:13^ in a second heat. She cut her record just nine seconds

at the meeting. And just think—this was in the 3:00 pace,

too

!

Sam Casto, the well-known driver from Oregon, was
thrown out of his sulky at the Sacramento race track last

Saturdav and severely injured. He is just able to walk
around

; the physicians say he will not be able to drive for

some time.

Azote won the 2:10 class trot at Terre Haute. Ind., last

Tuesday, and cut his record from 2:091 to 2:08} in thesecond

heat. Nightingale won the first heat in 2:12. then the Cali-

fornia gelding went on and took the next three in 2:08},

2:09}, 2:10!-

Raven, the two-year old that got a record of 2:27^ last

week in the East.is by Sable Wilkes.out of Auntie, by Dawn,
2:183; second dam by Anteeo, 2:16}; third dam by Pacheco.

This mare Auntie was purchased by Wra. Corbitt at the sale

of the Whitney horses two years ago.

The track at Vancouver, B. C, must be a wonderfully

slow one, when the horse Lenmar, 2:10, wins in 2:38, 2:324,

2:83. J. D- Rainey owns Lenmar now, according to the dis-

patches, Hylas Boy, also a fast horse, won on September 1st

in 2:50, 2:47$, 2:48.

Syuena, a bay mare by Sphinx (son of Electioneer), won
it seven-heal pacing race at Fort Wayne, ind., August 28th,

going the last heat in 2:15. August 29th, at the same place,

Kxprrssive won the 2:16 trot, going a fifth heat in 2:1
3'

r ,

which, we believe, is her record now.

At the Goshen Driving Park, August 30th, Hangover, bay

gelding, by Polonius, dam Sampson, four years old, winner

of last year's colt stakes at Goshen, record 2:46, trial 2:34,

was sold to Thaddeus Durland, Chester, for $350. The bay

gelding, foaled 1890, by Antonio, dam by Siglar's Star, was

also sold to H. H. Longstreet, Matteawan, for $231.

Volita, a large fine-looking mare sired by Antevolo, out

of Ruby, by Winthrop, died at Chico last month. She was

the property of Jos. Cairn Simpson, who sent her from Vina
with a Whips by her side to pasture in an alfalfa field be-

longing to L. H. Mcintosh. Volita is a sister to a very fine

horse belonging to Mr. Sanford, of Sterling, Illinois.

Miss Kate, a daughter of Direct, 2:05}, and Fannie K.

won the $2,000 Progressive Purse for two-year-old trotters at

Fleetwood Park, N. Y., September 6th, in a four-heat race,

Whalebone, by Sable Wilkes, nnd Sable Nut, also by Sable

Wilkes, taking a heat apiece. Miss Kate's best time was 2:26,

in the fourth heat, Sable Nut's 2:25, and Whalebone's 2:26i.

Three colts were distanced in this race.

The young stallion Sidney Smith, by Sidney, 2:19!, owned
by John F. Cornell, of Brooklyn, had au introduction to fast

Grand Circust company at Fleetwood Monday, and although

he did not win he was not entirely behind the money, get-

ting the fourth division in heats trotted in 2:17}, 2:16} and
2:15-V. He improved his position in every heat, and was a

very good third in the last and fastest one of the race. Evi-

dently this fellow has race horse stuff as well as speed within

him.—Trotter and Pacer.

In the 2:20 class pace at Sacramento, something unprece-

dented in the history of Paris mutuel selling occuned. Over
three hundred tickets were sold for straight and place, yet

not a single one was sold in any of the boxe3 on Touchet, the

winner of the heat, or Golden West, who came in second.

Consequently Andy and Klickitat Maid got their share. If a

single straight ticket was sold on Touchet, its fortunate pos-

sessor would realize $410 on it.

BABON I'.kll. a black mare by St. Bel (son of Electioneer

:mrl Beautiful Bells), dam by Baron Wilkes, paced in 2:1 H
at Des Moines, la., September 5l!i, in the race for 2:18 class

which she won in straight heats. This is a very bad

name for a mare. Baroness Bell would be a great improve-
ment.

T'li i. a.m. horsemen are not up to snuff and do not under-
stand their business or they "ever would have lei a Califor-

nian come here and pnrehnpe for a song the greatest speed
horse ever foaled iu l lie norlhwc-st. Doc Sperry, 2:10, at

10, was pi*! giving him away.— Vancouver (Wash.)
Register.

Doc SPERRY, the brown Allamont gelding in Monroe
Salisbury's Miring, made his present record of 2:09 in tli9

second heat of the 2:14 clans pace at Fort Wayne, September
Int. lie won the first and second heats in 2:10, 2:09, dropped
the next three to T. N. I'.. Rowdy Boy and won the sixth

heat and racs in 2:10.

E. C. Walker has severed his connection with the Chi-

cago Horseman. He has been connected with the paper for

a long time. For years he managed very successfully the

Eastern department, but latterly the business management
has been in his care. Mr. Walker is one of the few turf

writers who has had experience as an all-round horseman.

The knowledge that he has acquired as owner, trainer, driver

and starting judge makes his writings especially valuable

and interesting. We hope his pen will not long be idle.

The trotting stallion Whips 2:27 -i, sire of the game trot-

ting campaigners, Azote. 2:08^ and Cobwebs, 2:12, died of

peritonitis at the Palo Alto Stock Farm last Monday. Whips
was kept at Vina during the greater portion of his life and
has only left on the farm about twenty-three colts aud fillies.

His death is a serious blow to the breeding interests of tbis

celebrated farm, for just as his services were being appreciated

he was taken awav. Electioneer's sons that are known as

sires on this Coast are passing, one by one, to the great horse

heaven.

Last Friday afternoon a fire broke out in the grand stand

buiiding at Angels Kace Track. The building was ablaze in

a few moments, and before people could get there the flames

communicated with the pool stand and a building opposite

the grand stand, and in a short time ihe whole were laid in

ashes. The property was insured for $S00, but that amount
doesn't cover half the loss. Those who claim to know best

say there isn't a doubt of it but that the fire was of incendiary

origin. The buildings will be rebuilt before the fall races

take place.—Mokelnmne Hill Echo.

S. E. Larabie, of Deer Lodge, Mont., also sold to Mis-
soula parties this week the fast and highly-bred two-year-old

pacer, Special, sired by Bay Bird, dam Peti Clay Cross,

by Red Cross, 2:21 ; second dam by Harry Clav (Sayers),sire

dam of Electioneer, etc.; third dam Mistress (thoroughbred),

bv imp. Australian, etc. Also to Mr. Hawkes, of Missoula,

Tom Ross, a four-year-old gelding to Ross Wilkes, dam by
Pilot Duroc. Also to S. Gr. Lariuiore, of Butte, a three-year-

old bay gelding by Bay Bird, dam by Pilot Duroc.

If the pride of an ancestry is worth anything to a race

horse, and if the performances of brothers and sisters of the

blood are a criterion for judges, then T. S. Griffith's chest-

nut four-year-old, Delpho, No. 13,954, has a future, and Mr.
Griffith is a fortunate man. For Delpho comes of right

royal blood. He is an own brother to Pactolus, the cham-
pion stallion of Wisconsin, with a record at five years old of

2:12$, and his sister is none other than Alix, the fastest five-

year-old mare in the world. Mr. Griffith bought Delpho
from Morris J. Jones, the owner of Alix, and those who
know his pedigree predict that the "olt will some day prove
a star in the Western firmament.—Spokane (Wash.) Spokes-
man-Review.

The grand stand, Exposition building and other adjacent

buildings at Pimlico, Baltimore, were burned September 2d.

The fire started in one end of the grand stand, and had
gained considerable h°adway before it was discovered. Sev-

eral fire engines repaired to the scene, but were of little or

no service, the huge wooded structure burning like so much
tinder. The destroyed property occupied nearly a quarter of

a mile p.nd extended en either side of the grand stand. The
club-house and stables are some distance from the grand,

stand, and were saved. The total loss is estimated at $50,000,

and is covered by insurance. The origin of the fire is un-

known. Pimlico track is owned by the Maryland State Agri-
cultural Society, and is by them leased to the Pimlico Driv-

ing Club. Immediate steps will be taken to replace the
burned buildings with more modern structures.

A BIG clean-up is credited to Messrs. Tom Keating and A.

Ottinger (sou<e say $10,000) over the victory of their Dexter
Prince geldiDg, Aster. The fellow is almost certain to trot

in 2:10 before the season closes. In the spring of 1893 Mon-
roe Salisbury took a trip to Lodi to buy Aster. Ottinger

was on the same lay out and got there first and obtained him
for $1 ,500. He was then given to Keatiug, and along about
June the same year went miles in 2:18 and even better. He
was injured and Keating was compelled to turn him out.

This year he was taken up and sent along with the remainder
of the siring to campaign throughout the "East. Hestarted
but once in the East, when he was beaten by Belleflower, the

latter in Charles Marvin's string, in 2:12$. Aster is entered

throughout the rest of the California circuit. Ottinger thinks

that if the gelding were sound he would go a mile as fast as

Directum.

>
C. H. Crandell, comparing the treatment horses receive

from jockeys in runniDg races, in which they are spurred and
whipped with catgut, whalebone and steel until they bleed,
with the methods of drivers of light-harness horses, says in
the North American Review :

" One of the superior attract-

ions of a trotting race is that it is rarelv expedient to whip
a horse. A good trotter will do his best without a whip, and
the latter will only make him break and run. Indeed, as au
exhibition of strong inherent traits and careful training in

the animal and skill in the driver, trotting races may claim •

marked superiority over running races."

A good point was recently made by the Evening Post's

sporting editor regarding the last match between Robert J.

and Joe Patchen, wherein the former reduced the pacing,
record to 2:024, It was that while Robert J. won the race,

Joe Patchen, having the misfortune of drawing the outside
position, really paced faster than the winner when hewaa.
beaten but a scant margin in 2:02£. Had Patchen been lucky
enough to draw the pole, that the mark would have been
placed close to 2:01 is the opinion of everv thinking horse-
man, for Robert J. would have been forced to go about that

fast to win that second heat.

An innovatian that will take a long, long time in becoming
at all common was made by the managers of the Mexico
(Mo.) Driving Park. They issued at their recent fair ascore
card for the direction and guidance of judges which called

for their judgment on points, the grand average of which was
to determine the awards. This card called for points on in-

dividuality, walk, trot, rack, canter and running walk, fox

trot or slow pace. These were all to be noted, the totals

footed up, the general average taken and finally the grand
average. The judges were instructed to score each point with

a scale of a possible one hundred, making a proper deduction
for imperfections. The judges were, besides, not expected to

confer with each other while making their awards.

Hon. Charles M. Pond, oi Prospect avenue, Hartford,
Conn., died August 30th at 8:10 p. m. He was born in New
York City, February 5, 1S37, and was a son of Charles F.

Pond, the President of the Hartford and New Haven Rail-

road. After receiving a business education, C. M. Pond was
Treasurer of the Hartford and New Haven Railrord until

1893. October, 1S6S, he organized the Hartford Trust Com-
pauy, being its President until 1871. He represented Hart-
ford in the House of Representatives from 1863 to 1868, and
was Senator from the same district from 1872 to 1S79, when
he was elected State Treasurer for one year. He bred a num-
ber of fast trotting herses. Among them was Clingstone, 2:14;

Red of Waranoke, 2:22$ ; Jerome, 2:27, and Katy Clark,

2:29.] He raised and developed Bertrace, 2:27$, and owned
at different times the trotting-bred stallions Rysdyk, Gattling

and Waltham. He was one of the best-known men in Connec-
ticut, and was esteemed for his business integrily and un-

assuming friendly qualities.

Cyrus Lukens writes The Horseman : Pamlico was
buried about noon, August 29th. alongside of Thomas Jeffer-

son, 2:23, on the northeast side of Charter Oak Park, opposite

the quarter-pole. He was foaled in 1S85, and in 1889 he was

sent to the late James Goldsmith, who brought him forward

very successfully, and one of his first great contests was against

Suisun and John Turner, at Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia,

Pa. The syndicate who owned the mare backed her heavily,

and it was a hard-fought race. Suisun never started again.

Jimmy Goldsmith and Pamlico earned great laurels that day.

Those who were there will never forget it. His game qual-

ities were highly creditable to that branch of the Ethan
Allen family. His neat head and fine finish, with his bay

color and star on forehead, were forcible reminders of Ethan
Allen in his palmy day. He had been so valuable a money-')

making trotter that during the recent Albany meeting 820,000

was offered for him and refused. He was insured for $5,000.

Being an Eastern-bred trotter, as was also his dam and gran-

dam, it was odd, indeed, being owned by W. P. Batchelder,

of North Carolina, and H. E. D. Spurr, of Kentucky, having

trotted there and in several other States, that he should be

returned to the East to die and be laid away at famous old

Charter Oak Park.

Pamlico must, could his life have been spared, have proved^

as great at the stud as a racehorse. His son, Little Tone, 2:1 9}.|

out of a pony mare, quite clearly indicates it. Now that the

drama of his racing career is played out aud the curtain hvt'i

fallen on a tragedy, the *ul! summary of his deeds shows ihaljl

in 40 starts (all in Taces—he won no doubtful laurels agfdnalM

time) he won 23 times, was secoud 7 times, third 5, fourth 4,|

and unplaced just once. His winnings included $19,696 ml
stakes and purses and 67 heats in 2:30 or better. Of the«B

latter 46 were in 2:20 or better, and 26 in 2:15 or better. tu<j|

average time of the latter being 2:12 1-25. With PamliaH
the late James H. Goldsmith made the most brilliant of huN

many circuit campaigns. With him Richard Curtis has irl<

the last two years risen from obscurity to a place among tht;

foremost of our master reinsmen. And great as this youDg-

driver is, and brignt as seems the future just opening befonU

him, I yet question if he will ever again draw rein over f|

trotter with whom he can do as much or who will do s<!

much for him as the bay stallion that lies buried besideiH

Thomas Jefferson at Charter Oak.—" Volunteer" in ClarkM

Horse Review.

Senator Jas. G. Fair is quite a student of trotting turn

lore, and few better judges of a good horse or sire is to bd

found anvwhere. He has familiarized himself with the bloocU

lines of the best trotters and knows what constitutes a sire oil

(.peed aud gameness. He has on his splendid stock farm oi

9,000 acres near Sonoma a very choice collection of mares,

and has for his premier stallion the game pacer Vasto, 2:lfiJI

Last week he determined to"get some good Wilkes slalliou

and on reading of the remarkable performances of the three,

year-old horse Ketchum and the three-year-old mare Gazelle,

he determined, if possible, to secure their sire, Gossiper, am

Tuesday the bargain was closed, C. A. Durfee selling Ida

the stallion for a sum in the thousands, and the horse wasde

livered at thp farm to-day. Gossiper, 2:14J, registered IJj:

12.008, is a bav horse, nine years old, bred by the lateW.H"

Wilson, of Cyn'.hiane, Ky., by Simmons, 2:2S (son »f Georg

Wilkes), dam Lady Bryan, by Smuggler, 2:15]; second dai

Mary B., bv Bryan's Snake (son of Mambrino Patchen 58],

third dam Nannie, s. t. b. by Gossip Jones. Insecnringtr

handsome stallion Senator Fair has a prize, one in ten thoi

and, which will at once place his Sonoma stock farm ia tl

front rank. A number of horsemen who have seen how we

this horse breeds are anxious to know if they can get U

privilege of sending their raare^ to this stallion next seaaoi

but that will be determined later on.
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THE SADDLE.

' and Saragossa finished in front of Yo Tambien

ly in a nine-furlong dasb at Gravesend, time

Clifford basbeen tamed over to J. W. Rogers to train

the present fall.

GrACIE S. is a good mare this year, as her handy win from

Conde, Abi P., Happy Day and others shows.

Wildwood scooped in a sis-furlong race at Hawthorne on

the 7th, beating Pop Gray, Motor and others in the mud.

The universal comment on the change in trainer*, in the

Santa Anita stables is, "Now look out for 100 to 1 Bhots."

BANQUi
last Tues(

1:55$.

Col. Pate's race track at Penon de los Banos, near the

City of Mexico, is to be run this fall under Mexican manage-

ment.

J. B. Collins has about decided to sell Sirocco Addie and

his other horses, as he intends to give his whole attention lo

his new track at Maspeth, L. 1.

Piaxtoni, the clever jockey, emerged from his long retire-

ment at the State Fair, riding Playful for his employer.

George Van Gorden, of San Jose.

Ramu-o simply cantered away from imp. Bassetlaw and

Hornpipe in theOriental Handicap, one and one-quarier

miles, at Gravesend last Saturday.

Rey Al fonso's defeat by Piquante at Sacramento last

Wednesday at Sacramento can be laid at the door of lack of

condition on the part of the colt, who was, besides, giving the

filly quite a lump of weight.

The Flash stable sold out all its horses at the Hawthorne
paddock September 4. The only prices of note were given
for May, bay tilly, two years, by Rossington, dam Little Dia-

mond, for $750, and Bellguard, bav tilly, three years, by
Elias Laurence, dam Queen Bay, $500, both to Mr. La Legg.

Senator Grady is perhaps the greatest disappointment
of the year. Reports from the East would indicate that he is

a quitter of the first flight. He did manage, however, to run

a fair second to Patrician in a mile race at Sheepshead Bay
on the 3d inst. On that occasion the Iroquois colt was ridden

out to the last ounce.

Adelante, H. D. Brown's grand -looking El Rio Rey coll,

showed great improvement last Monday when he won a six-

furlong race in 1:15*, beating Headflower (the favorite),

Laurel, Eulalia and Cymoor. His dam is by Joe Hooker,

and Hooker mares are proving great producers at the stud.

Sam Cooper is training the colt.

Coombs, well known as "Dutch" Coombs, was on hand lo

ride Lovdal in a winner at Sacramento on the first running

day. He has been in Montana all summer.

Char-ES H. Smith's racing mare La Rose, stable com-

panion of Pearl Song, died at Latonia, August 31, of pneu-

monia. She had just arrived from St. Paul.

Irish Reel, the winner of the Belles Stakes, is a half

sister of Don Alonzo. She was thought to be very high-class

last spring, but went amiss and is only now rounding to.

King Lee, owned by the Pastime Stable, will be sent to

the farm. King Lee broke down during the Washington

Park meeting, and with Sabine has been ever since in the

care of Dr. Hughes.

Connoisseur, son of Sir Modred and Dixianne, beat the

$15,000 Flving Dutchman at Gravesend last Tuesday, and By

Jove, by imp. Cyrus, won a six-furlong race from a good field

at the same place.

Rey el Santa Anita succeeded last Saturday in win-

ning the Merchants' Stakes from the famous Ida Pickwick,

Selika, Daravella and Orinda. The mile was run in 1:41*,

and the odds against the Californian were 5 to 1.

Manchester. J. Ruppert, Jr.'s bay colt by imp. Sir Mo-

dred—Parthenia, won a five-furlong race at Sheepshead Bay

September 3d, in the fast time of 1:00 3-5-
_
The 111-Used—

Magnetism colt was beaten but a head in this event.

Lovi>al's victory over Articus last Monday in the Capital

City Stake was perhaps due to Piantoni's waiting too long

with the latter. George Van Gorden, owner of Articus, de-

clared openly that he wanted no more such rides in his.

Niagara, R- D. Ledgett's game colt, left the ranks of

maidens at SacrameCJo on Friday, September 7th, after run-

ning second in ten races. He won easily by three lengths

from Laurel, who beat the favorite, El Tirano, half a length.

Ed Feakes, who is training the Preakness horses, intends

to go to England shortly, and may stay there permanently.

He will at any rate be there a year and take a thorough rest

and holiday. He has not been in England since he left there

seventeen years ago, when it was decided by the toss of a coin

that he and not Fred Archer was to be sent over the ocean.

While at the post in the race for the Autumn Stakes last

Saturday Applause kicked Brandywine just over the heart,

landing squarely with both hind feef. This made the horse
so crazy that he was almost uncontrollable. As a result he
tried to jump the fencf- and did get one leg over it, injuring

it at the stifle so badly that it is feared he is permanently
maimed. This action caused the bad showing the horse
made in the race.

Californians won all the miming races at Portland, Or.,
on the opening day at Irvington Park, which was last Satur-
day. Normandie ran a mile in 1:42*, with Promise second
and Lonnie B third. Nelson ran six furlongs iu 1:16V, with
Mowitza second and Jennie Deane third, while Auteuil was
successful in the mile and an eighth hurdle race, Longwell
second and- Vulcan third. Eva T. won the 3:00 trot, her
best time being 2:37.

"Pittsburg Phil" has grown tired of being a horse
owner, and he will sell out his string in the near future. He
says that his stable has cost him a great deal of money. Very
often he has bet on them in preference to another in a race.

This has cost him a deal, as he would have cashed on the
winner instead of losing on his horse. As his horses have
been almost uniformly beaten when he has plunged on them,
he bas grown tired of feeding them and the bookies any
looger.

Pescador is a great miler, without a doubt. Iu the mile

handicap it Sacramento last Monday he led all the way,

winning by two lengths from his old rival, Royal Flush, Zo-

bair third. The mile in 1:41 1 is very fair with 110 pounds

up-

California-bred horses were wonderfully successful at

Hawthorne last Saturday. De Bracey (4 to 1) won at a mile,

with Wildwood second. Rover, by Flood, captured a six-

furlongrace, while Osric,by imp. Cheviot, won at the same

distance.

Mose Gunst and his friends are said to have won hand-

somely on Happy Day last Monday in the seven and one-half

furlong race. Put light weight on the little fellow and he is

dangerous in almost any company any distance up to a mile

and an eighth.

Flashlight's victory over Gallant in the California An-

nual Stake, six furlongs, about places the Surinam colt at the

top of the two-year-old tree. When he has defeated Rey

Alfonso he will be entitled to the title, "Champion two-year-

old of California."

Br her easy win on the first " running day " at the State

Fair in 1:01 1 Circe shows that she is all her friends have*

claimed for her—the fastest two-vear-old filly in the State.

Piquante, the splendid daughter of Flambeau, was never able

to head the Friar Tuck representative.

Salvation, Marcus Daly's Salvator—Chimera colt, won

at Gravesend on the 7th inst., defeatine Silvie, Manchester

and others. The five and a half furlongs were accomplished in

1:08—a good race. Candelabra, also a Ranch del Paso

product, won a mile and a sixteenth race in 1:48}.

Dotch Skater and Sir Excess, the latter by Sir Modred,

ran a dead heat in the Ocean View Handicap at Gravesend

last Monday, Patrician finishing third. Nanki Pooh, also by

Sir Modred. won from Sir Dixon Jr., Necedah and other

good ones at five and one-half furlongs at the same place.

"Shad" Gwilliah, another Pittsburger, has undertaken

to emulate " Pittsburg Phil.
,; Four weeks ago he started bet-

ting on the runners and finished the first week a winner to the
' extent of §5,000. This he took with him to Sheepshead Bay.
1

It is said he has almost added $10,000 to his original roll since

going east.

A petition for the reinstatement of " Father Bill " Daly
is circulating among horsemen. It contains the names of

Colonel Bruce and Secretary Mclnlyre, who were members of

the Brighton Beach stewards when Lizzie ran so poorly in

the Logan race, which resulted in the ruling off of " Canadian"
Shields and the suspension of Daly.

Lovdal is undoubtedly the top-notch three-year-old of the

year in California, and the firm of Burns & Waterhouse, not

an old one on the turf, deserve lo be congratulated on the

possession of such a rare horse. Orizaba, it is true, has not

met Lovdal recently. A race between this pair and Articus

a little later on would be worth going a long way to see.

Thomas A. Tobin is training a number of horses at

Thomas Fisher's ranch, Coyote, Cal., for ihe coming Califor-

nia Jockey Club meeting Mr. Fisher's horses areSt. Patrick,

by Judge McKinstry; Seamstress, by Three Cheers; Charmer,
by Wildidle; Fortuna, bv imp. Brutus, and two yearlings, one
bv imp. Brutus—May D., the other by imp- San Pedro

—

Belle D.

Sabine, winner of the great Western Handicap at Wash-
ington Park, will probably never face the starter again. He
was kicked at the post in the handicap, which he won, and
has been lame ever since. He is owned by Bashford Manor
Stable, and has been under the care of Dr. Joseph Hughes in

Chicago. Sabine will soon be sent to the farm, near Lex-

ington, Ky.

Billy HuestoS", Ed Corrigan's new trainer, was a jockey

in his younger days, and is declared to be a first-class condi-

tioner The horses carrying the green, with white sash, will

make a bold bid for the stakes at the California Jockey Club

meeting this winter. There will be Ducat, Senator Irby, Joe
Murphy, Ottyanna, Kitty Scott, Handsome, Leo Lake, Con-
tentment. Lillian C., imp. Percy and many new ones to run

for the big money hung up.

Riley Grannan won 547,000 on the 4th of September.

Had Watterson won he would have netted over $70,000 on

the day. His'largest winning was $20,000 on Havoc. He
won $6,000 on The Commoner, besides putting on a good lot

for Byron McClelland. He had so much money at the close

of the last race, in large bills, that he could hardly take care

of it, and he declined to make further collections until to-day.

As he stands he is 616,000 winner on the meeting.

It turns out that La Bue is b7 La Blanche, a full brother
in blood to Little Alp, being by Oregon Charley (Lummox),
dam a full sister to the dam of Little Alp. The dam of La
Bue was Belle, by Snap (son of Norfolk) ; second dam Belle

George, by Norfolk. La Bue, who won a match race at half

a mile against Lady Jane last Monday in 0:50 easily, was
bred by Frank Coppell. of Chico. He was sold to some
half-bred Indians for $100, and from these Indians T. P.
Schwartz and Charles Wathen secured a lease on the chest-
nut gelding.

Bakon de Rothschild's fine stud of thoroughbreds at

Meaotry, near Deauville, has been deprived of its chief stal-

lion by the death, at seven years only, of Heaume, the splen-

didly bred son of Hermit and Bella, by Breadalbane, who, as

a two year-old, was one of the best in England, and as a
three-year-old won the French Two Thousand and Derby.
Heaume failed to stand a thorough preparation after this and
was put to the stud, his first lot of foals last season being so

good that the regret for his loss will be all the greater. He
was one of the few, if not the only, son of Hermit at the stud
in France. His death is attributed to cancer.

The Hawthorne association has given notice that a jockey

license will not be required from hurdle and steeplechase

riders. L. Winder, an English owner and rider, wanted to

take part in a race with one of his own horses some lime ego,

but was notified he must take out a liceuse As the taking

out of a jockey license in this country would make Winder
a professional jockey in England, he declined. The notice of

the H%wthorne association is to promote the racing over the

jumps.

We have something in our office worth going hundreds of

miles to see to a lover of art and seeker after curios—ex-

cellent liknesses of Norfolk and his rival. Lodi, facing each

other, and above these pictures hangs the bill advertising the

matches between the cracks at Ocean House track in 1865.

W. A. Clifford, of this city, has had the picture of Lodi (the

only one we ever saw) hanging in his house for over fifteen

years" The picture of Norfolk was taken when the great

horse was a three-year-old.

At Doncaster last Wednesday the race for the St. Leger

stakes, for three-year-old colts and fillies, was won by Throstle,

bav filly, owned by Lord Alington ;
Ladassecond, Matchbox

third. Matchbox has been looked upon as the most likely

horse to win this great English classical event, on account of

Ladas' defeats by Isinglass and Bullingdon this season Ladas,

however, won both the Derby and Two Tnousand Guineas.

Throstle is, we believe, a half-sister to Gold Finch and Com-
mon, being out of Thistle, by Scottish Chief.

The Coney Island stewards are investigating the running

of Buckrene in the third race September 3. He is owned by

McCafierty & Wishard. The horse showed remarkable im-

provement in form in his last race. It was this sudden im-

provement that attracted the attention of the stewards. All

sorts of rumors floated round the track. It was said the West-

erners had been ruled ofi'. No decision has been reached. It

is generally expected, however, that the matter will be referred

to the Jockey Club for final action. The persons implicated

will probably have their entries refused pending a final deci-

sion of the case.

A proposition is being seriously considered by racing
men at the far East to have a new track on the co-operative

plan. The originator of the plan, Dr. Gideon Knapp, has
suggested that fifty horse-owners contribute $10,000 apiece

and build and conduct a track of their own. The iniention

is to apply fora charter which limits the profits of the stock-

holders to 10 per cent, all above that amount to go to special

purses and stakes. Some bolder spirits have suggested the
building of three tracks instead of one ; also that horse-owners
could have a circuit of their own, and that the profits of rac-

ing would How directly into the pockets of the owners in-

stead of being absorbed by race stockholders. There are in-

numerab'e places on Long Island and Staten Island where
such a track could be easily built at comparatively small

cost. It is thought that this winter the project will be carried

out.

The clam bake at the Coney Island Jockey Club grounds,
September 1, was probably the most successful since the

memorable bake given by Frank Ehret at Morris Park sev-

eral years ago. Nearly 300 turfmen and their guests sat down
to a feast prepared by James Villepigue and Frank T. Clark.

It was a brilliant success and recalled the best efforts of the

late Captain Babcock, as his famous sauce (the recipe for

which Captain Babcock willed to his sister) was used. Among
those present were Colonel Cornelius Fellows, Edward G.
Gilmore, E. Parker, John J". Carter, AI Powell, Riley Gran-
nan, Leo Swatts, J. W. Rogers, A. J. Jovner, Michael F.

Dwyer, Charles Dwyer, James K. Carroll, John Huggius,
Green B. Morris, Patrick Keenan and Henry Wallace. The
component parts of the bake included : Six barrels of soft

clams, six barrels of little-necks, one hundred pairs of Bpring

chickens, 300 yards of tripe, 200 pounds of Sheepshead fish,

ten bushels of white and ten bushels of sweet potatoes, 500

ears of green corn, 500 pounds of chicken lobsters, with or>e

hundred watermelons "on the side." When the faast was

ended only a few remnants of the varied assortment of edi-

bles were left.

J. B. Chase, of this city, breeder of Marigold, Kildare,

Lurline and many other turf performers, in purchasing Dare
of ex-Senator J. G. Fair through Thomas G. Jones for his

Sonoma stud made what looks like a wise selection. Dare is

by imp. Darebin (who has the Melbourne blood closer up
than any horse in the world, being a grandson of the famous

brown sire of West Australian and Blink Bonny), dam Carrie

C. (a good race mare), by Monday ; second Annette (dam of

Camilo Urso, best daughter of Lodi), by Lexington, and

tracing through the celebrated Miss Obstinate, by Sumpter,

and the Cub mare, to the Laylon Barb mare, to which source

traced MoreUo, Falsetto, Parole, Iroquois and others of great

note. Wherever Monday blood is found in a pedigree some-

thing good generally results. John A., by Monday, is a won-
derful sire, considering his opportunities ; Peel, by Monday,
proved a good sire ; Joe Hooker, by Monday, is phenomenally

successful : in short, Monday blood can't be beaten. Horses

in the male line of Melbourne in this country, like Dare,

have done exceedingly well. Wildidle, Miser, Spendthrift,

Fellowcraft and Flambeau are all of this mnle line. Backed

up by the stout Monday, Lexington, American Eclipse and

Sir Arcby blood, Dare should prove a good sire. He started

but three times during his turf career—twice as a two-year-

old and once as a three-year-old. Dare won his two-year-old

races, both at six furlongs, in l:14f and 1:14', beating Char-

mion, Castro, Flood Gate and other good ones, and was pur-

chased by C. L. Fair of Co!. H. I. Thornton for the reported

sum of $6,000. The sum recently paid for the black colt is

|
not known.

Its Pure!

That's Sure!!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere.

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Direotory.

The Country Club shoots ou the fonrth Saturday of each mouth at
Oakland Track. Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Goo C4ub shoots ou the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 128 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
mouth at Oakland Race Track, Critteudeu Robinson, Secretary, 310

piue etree

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forstex, Secretary, 605

Market Street. S. F.

The Fmpire Guu Club shoots on the secoud Suuday of each month
-at thoiT grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,

Alameila Sportsmen's club shoots the secoud Saturday of each
houtb at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,
al.

Alameda County Sportsman's Association shoots first and third
- of each month at Joe Dicyes', San Leandro Road, H. New-

tlon. Secretary, Peraita Heights. East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreatiou Gun Club shoots on the fourth Suuday of each
'nouthat Oakland Race Track.
The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Suuday at San Bruno.

tp. F. E. Steiuer, President) Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. aud I6tb

, S.S. F.

TAc Electric Guu Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
u Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St,

«. F.
Taeoma Rifie Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.: J. Burrell, sec.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or,—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medtord, Of—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

11- G, Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marsbfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. TbibauU. Sec
Halsey Rod aud Guu Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Jessee. Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres, ; G.

! line. Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H, Whal-
•v, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

B H". Charles. Secretarv.

Coming Events.

•
. 15 aud 16—California State Sportsmen's Association's An-

num! 'JVurnament, Los Augeles.
.—Empire Guu Club Tournameut, Alameda mole.

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

The squirrel season commences on the 18th of September
and closes Dec. 19th in Santa Clara county. Three cents per

tail will be paid by the Supervisors but the squirrel must be

killed in this county and by a resident of it. What particular

marks the Santa Clara squirrels have is not stated, but they

have a tail to sell.

The works of the United States Smokeless Powder Company
are rapidly nearing completion. The heavy machinery has

arrived and the chemicals have been shipped from the East.

They will have steam up next week and powder will soon
follow. This powder is destined to become very popular on
this coast, and the sportsmen are looking forward impatiently

to the time when they can purchase it.

Captain J. S. Sedam made a score last Week at live birds
at Sedam's shooting park, which is a great credit to his skill,

and comes near the record. He used an American guu,

loaded with 3j drams Dupont Smokeless Powder, but ran out

of this load after killing his 94th bird, afterward using some
clay-bird shells, which were not effective. The birds were a

strong lot, and the shooting was at 30 yards rise, 50 yards

boundary, Hurlingham rules. The 98 th bird dropped at the

captai n's feet, and the last bird was a miss, both being lost.

This, we believe, is the record for the State (Colorado), and
equate the amateur record of the country.

Don't forget the Empire Tournament.

Note the change in the game law of San Beuito county.

.V white deer has been seen three times this summer near
Big Island pond, Rangeley Lakes, Maine.

Mallard are very plentiful in Sonoma county. Petaluma
sportsmen are having excellent sport on the marshes.

George Roop of Gilroy, Dr. Barker of San Jose and two
ottwrs left last Saturday for Washington to hunt elk and
bear.

Clabrough Golcher & Co. will probably hold another tour-

naownt this month. Live bird matches may be included in

i1-b« programme.

A transparent lop shot wad has been invented by a Den-
'ver sportsman. This should be a useful invention for those

that load their own shells.

The sportsmen of Sargents are endeavoring to form a
sportsman's association for the purpose of preserving and pro-

pagating the dsh and game in the vicinity of that town.

Ordinarily the country about Ontario affords some of the
finest quail shooting in the State, but the first hunters in the
field when the close season came to an end found but few
quail in the sagebrush.

A New York policeman has been doing some excellent
work with a revolver, using the new Dupont Smokeless. This
powder was made for shot guns but seems to have done good
work in this case in a revolver

Quite a number of duck hunters went out from Suieun on
the 1st. Last year Messrs. W. H. Bryan and Ed Goodair se-

cured 130 birds; this year they got only 30, Bryan killing 16

and Goodair 14. J. C. Murphy, Dr. Downing, H. Perkins
and L. Chrisler returned 34 ducks, of which Murphy killed

lb". Cassidy and Forsyth bagged IS. Jas. Shields, Romer
and Geo. Nelson captured 22 birds; Geo. Harding and J.

Hitchcock brought back 11. Tillman, Whitby andCrowley
1 were the unfortunates getting but one bird. Wm. Bryan and
J. C. Murphy tied scores for championship honors. They are

willing to challenge all comers in a duck-shooting contest.

Warren Sexton and J. R. Preston returned a few days ago
from a mountain trip into Plumas county, says the Oroville

Register. They drove from Oroville to Humbug Valley and
thence to Stover's. They were accompanied from Humbug
by A. Almy and J. M. Walsh. Leaving Stover's at an early

hour they crossed an arm of the Meadovvs to Burt Johnson's
place and then ascended the hills through heavy timber for

some miles, passing on their way Robbers' creek, Feather

lake and Poison lake to Butte creek a short stream that tlows

out of Lake Bid well and sinks in a field of lava ashes after a

course of eight or ten miler. At Poison lake, in the vicinity

of which they camped, there are countless thousands of ducks
and geese which breed there every summer.

In connection with an article in a late issue advising

shooters to try different loads and wadding in order to learn

the best combination for their individual guns, we find that

the Selby factory has experimented extensively, that the com-
pany has a great variety of wads, both of domestic and of

foreign production in 9, 10, 11, <'2, 15 and lb' gauges, so that

any combinatioa of wads can be made to suit the wants of

the shooter ; different powders are loaded under the best con-

ditions as to pressure, etc., etc. Ask your dealer to order

what you want from ;
' Selby " in American Wood, E. C. or

Schultze smokeless powders, and we know from personal ex-

perience that you can get the best cartridges that can be

produced. "£. C." powder seems to be coming to the Iront

as ibe favorite powder for the best shooters in this country

and Europe. We think the average shooter calls for too

heavy loads in smokeless powders.

The Olympics.

The last shoot of the season of the Olympic Trap Shooting

Annex was held at Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s grounds at

Oakland Race Track on the 9th inst. Stanf was alone in the

first class and won the first class medal. Nauman won the

second class medal with 21, Thorne the third class medal

with 9. The score :

Fish and Game Commissioner Friend left San Diego Mon-
day to post game law notices in the interior of that county.
He has also served notices on the railroad companies that it

lis unlawful to ship quail through the county.

The Board of Supervisors of San Benito county, have
ipissed an ordinance making the close season on quail from
February loth to October 1. Shooting for the market is

prohibited. Good ! The good work goes on.

Clabrough, Golsher & Co. have been appointed agents for

the Acme and Eureka folding boats. These boats are the
strongest, lightest and best folding, portable boats manufac-
tured. This popular house will carry them in stock here-
after, and they can be seen at any time al their store.

The Dupont Smokeless can be obtained of C. A. Halght,
the well-known agent of the Duponts. It is spoken of in the
highest terms by the Eastern experts, and will unquestion-
ably take its place immediately among our most popular
powders. Head the advertisement in our ad columns.

The K. T. Allen Co. have just received one of the new L.
I . Smith pigeon guns built to the order of O. M. Allison, of

«ra. It is a beautiful gun, with straight grip, Monte i

Carlo stock, crown steel barrels and of fine workmanship.
The trap shooters must look out lor their laurels another I

season.

A row about Ibe creeks hack of Bay Farm Island on Mon-
!

day discovered to the writer quite a lot of rail. Should kind !

Providence keep away the hoodlums and pot-hunters, there !

will be a decent crop of rail another year. One lone mallard
J

duck flushed wild as we rowed up the creek. We bagged a i

few curlew and enough roipe for a fry, but only the solitary
duck was seen during the day.

Boaie idea of the number of young docks killed on the first

of the season may be gathered from ibe fact I hat 12o dozen
were thrown into ibe bay at Oakland on Saturday last by the
dealer* in that city. They were mostly mallards Does the
sportsman or the public at large need any further proof of
the <le-.ii-uctivenesa of market bunten . Suppress the market
hunter and there will be plenty of game f.»r future genera-
tions. Allow this indiscriminate slaughter to continue, aud
ten years hence ducks will be as scire as quail are on Twin
Peaks. Suppress it and preserves wjil beejjtjreij unneces-
sary.

Bekeart 101 111 01 1000 11 01 11 1001 111—17
Jackson 110111010111000111101111 0—17
McMahon lOlOlOOlOOOlOlllOOOOOOlOO— 9
Thorne 000001 10 100010 11000 10 110—9
Justins 0O0O01001U0O10000100 10010— 6

Hughes 011111111101110110110010 0—17
N'auman 011011001111111111111111 1—^1
Stauf. 01101 11110011101111041 111—19

Two ten-bird pools followed the main match. In the first

pool Edgar Forster won first with 9, Nauman and Jackson
tied for second with 8 and shot off in the next match. As
they still tied they shot offthe tie on 5 birds each, Jackson
winning the tie. Stauf, Hughesand Eugene Forster tied for

third with 7 each, Stauf winning in the next match with 9.

The score

;

Edjrar Forster l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0—9
Nauman 11110 10 11 1—

s

Jackson 111111011 0—

S

Bekeart 101111110 1—8
Stauf 011110 111 U-7
Hughes 11110110U 1—7
Eug. Forster 111110010 1—7
McMahon 101000011 1—5
Adams 010010001 1—1

The second match, at 10 singles, was won by Edgar Forster
with 9. Eugene Forster, Hughes and Andrus tied for second,
with 7 each, Andrus winning the tie. Third money was won
by Jackson in the tie for second in former match, Stauf
snooting for birds only. The score :

Kdg. Forster 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-0
Stuuf llllliioi 1—9
Kiik'fiK- Forster. ... 110 111101—7
Hughes 1110 1111 0—7
Andrua ooilion 1 1—7
Jackson U 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
Niiurauu 101001011 1—0
Adams oo 1 noiooo—4
McMahon 000 I 10 1000—3
Another 10 bird shoot was shot before the club match took

place. Jackson winning with 9. Xauman second in the
shoot-off with 7, Thorne third. The score:

Jai kBoo 1111111 loi-o
Nauman i o i o o i 1 1 1 1—

7

Bekeart 1 1 1 1 1 U 1 1—7
Thome 111001110 0—6
Btaul 010010011 1—5
Hughes 001010001 1—1

A 25-bird match, $1.50 entrance, was won by Edgar Forster
with 24. The score :

Edgar Forster in mill lllillllllllioi 1-24
Hiade 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 D—22
Nauman 100111011111110111111111 1—21

10 10 11111 ion i n i o i l 000 i i i— is

i ; IP j

i

looioio i io ii i iQ]
,_

The Lincoln Gun Club.

The Lincoln Gun Club's regular monthly shoot look place

at Alameda Mole on September 2d. Karney won the first

class medal for highest score of the season, Fisher the second

class medal, 20 singles, unknown traps, known angles. The

score

:

Forster llOlllllOllOlllOlOl 1—15
Brims 1111111010000101111 1—14
Daniels 1101 1001 111101011 1 1 o-li
Karney 1110110111011001010 1—13
Whitney 10111111110100111 0—13
Fisher ilooiioiiilonioioiO-13
Daniels (BScoie) 011111 1 1 1 1 1—10
Quiniou 1101011100000100011 1—1C
Wensel oooilioiiiiooioioo l 0—10

Wenzel(B ScOre) 00101 11 10101000 1000 0-

8

New Sportsmen's Clubs.

A writer in the Gilroy Gazette makes an appeal to the

sportsmen of that town that applies to every town in the

State that does not possess a sportsman's association. The
article emanated from the pen of a true sportsman, whoever

he may be. We quote it entire, as follows-"

"It is a well-known fact that for several years past the

laws for the protection of fish and game have been openly
violated in this vicinity. This practice has becomeso preva-

lent that at the present lime the true sportsman and law-

abiding citizen have no incentive to go abeld with hope of

pleasure or reward for their labors. These law-breakers are

just as guilty and just as liable to punishment as the incen-

diary or highwayman.
The school boy considers it unmanly to peach on another.

Grown to manhood, he scorns to inform on the neighbor
who kills the baby quail and dynamites the trout stream un-

der his very eves.

This is the dilemma in which the sportsman finds himself

when imposed upon by his neighbors of pot-hunting proclir-

ities. As one of our leading journals savs :
' The remedy is

uot difficult. Organize a local protective society. Employ an
attorney for the society. Let the club, as a club, institute

suits against the offenders and assume responsibility for them.
Have the attorney, in his official and professional capacity,

conduct the prosecution. The club, as a club, can bear the

responsibility from which an individual would shrink. The
attorney, if a good lawyer ^nd worth bis fee, will be so de-

voted to his profession that he will not hesitate to teach even
his next door neighbor that the law must be observed.

11 This is not theory. It is in brief a statement of the practi-

cal mode of work adopted by the clubs which have been most
successful in accomplishing something and making their

mark. Try it. It is a neighborly way of getting the better

of an unneighborly neighbor."

The laws are wise and necessary and should be effective.

They are intended to curb the gluttonous proclitivies of the

fish and game hogs. They are not required for the restraint

of sportsmen, for in such matters these gentlemen sportsmen
are a law unto themselves and no statute limits their practice

afield.

This year the Fish Commissioners of the State have by re-

quest of many of our citizens, stocked our principa" streams

(the Coyote, Uyas and Pajaro) with trout. It now behoves

the sportsmen in this vicinity to do what they can to protect I

these fish and also the game in our hills and marshes which

is being so rapidly decimated. To effect this it is necessarj

to organize a club which will take an interest in such matters

and do its work faithfully. A few years of such protection I

will afford as plentiful a supply of game and fish as in days

gone by. Sportsman.

They Are Not Game.

An open letter which may be read with profit by one clats

of shooters, and, in fact, by all sportsmen, has just been

issued by M. R. Bortree, President of the National Game,

Bird and Fish Protective Association. The letter reads at

follows :

To sportsmen in particular and to everybody in genera

who uses a gun let me say a few words to you.

The time for hunting is near at hand ; soon thousands and

tens of thousands of men and boys ail over this country wil

be out in fields, in woods, if not already out, in search o

some living thing to shoot at, to test their skill, to try tb< -

quality of their gun, in short to gratify an unrestrained desin

to destroy something.
Stop, think a moment. What is the use in killing son*

harmless songbird that you find ? What good is there ii

killing some beautiful, playful squirrel that you discove

oflen not thirty feet away, which, often by its actions, maul

fests a desire to make your acquaintance and to be on th

most intimate terms with you ? He is a thousand tinif,

more interesting alive than dead, and after you have kille

him you are often at a loss to know what to do with him.

What benefit and satisfaction is there in killing il

crane and other such birds which lly so slowly and grandli

about the lakes and marshes, or in slaughtering nnidhei;

because they seem so plentiful in the fall and spring?

Sportsmen, by word and example commence immediatel|

to bring about a reform among those who handle the gu
t

and stop this wicked, wanton destruction among the bird ai|

animu life, which gives such a charm to our foreslsai 1

fields wherever they are found.

The New Government Bine.

Al the meeting of the New Jersey State Kilie Associad

this week there are many interesting incidents to rifieni'

Among the noteworthy things we saw thereon the opeoi

tlay was the shooting of the Krag-Jorgensen rifle, .30 a

ber, and recently adopted by the V. S. Governine

This rille was brought to the range by Gen. \V. S. I'hoale

the Maine state team. Gen. Choate shot the rilla in P'

shooting at 500 yards when a strong wind was blowing ft

'

two o'clock. He removed a Bnllington sight from a Spri
j

field rille, and attaching it to the Krag-Jorgensen rille, slgr

the arm, after which he fired twelve shots, in the proDe p

lion, which were as follows on the U. .S. eliptical target

4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 4.

The ammunition used was supplied by the Govern"

from the Krankford arsenal.—^hooting at"! Fishing.
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The Deer Record of the Country Club.

The Country Club's season for killing deer on their pre-

serve in Marin county begins July loth and ends September

1st.

Certain restrictions are placed upon members. No one

may bill more than five bucks in the season, and a member

killing a doe, even by mistake, must pay a fine of $50 to the

club. The keepers are required to report the killing of any

doe on pain of dismissal for neglecting to do so.

Thirty-three bucks were shot during the season, of which

two were Pacific bucks and the rest the ordinary deer of the

jcoast. Twelve were "spike " deer, ten "forked-horns," sis

!" three point " bucks, two " four-pointers " and one had five

{times on a beam. The total weight of the deer dressed was

3,211 pounds.

The heaviest was shot by W. S. Kittle, 152 pounds, and the

I smallest by D. T. Murphy, 51 pounds. J. B. Lincolu, R. B.

Voodward, E. F. Preston, F. K. Webster and Robert Ox-
ird all killed bucks that weighed 140 pounds or more. \V.

"iiltle was also ''high gun" as to number, four being his

ng for the season.

lunting was indulged in on twenty days during the season,

I of these days fourteen were foggy and the rest clear.

Five deer were killed in Dan's gulch, one in Glen ranch,

seven in Machado gulch, one in No. 3 gulch, five in Witten-

berg gulch, two in Bear Valley gulch, one in Hazel Patcb,

two in Martello's, one in the Basin, one at the South End,
one at Dry Lake, two at Figuera's Potrero, one in Wildcat
gulch and one above the dam in Bear Valley creek.

Fhe names of the lucky men, dales of their sport, kind of

deer killed and weight of the animals, dressed, are as fol-

lows

-

R. H. Sprague, July 15tb, spike, 60 pounds.

V. L. Cottman, Julv 15th, four-point, 110 pounds.

W. S. Kittle, July 15th, forked-horn, 98 pounds.

0. Allen, July 15th, forked-horn, 8
'J pounds.

J. K. Orr, July 17th, forked horn, 90 pounds.

P. J. Shafter, July 17th, forked horn, 110 pounds.

E, V. Preston, Julv 19th, spike, <>4 pounds.

George B. Sperry, July 20th, three-point, 10S pounds.

E. K. Preston, July 20th, three-point, 140 pounds.
George B. Sperry, July 21th, forked-horn, 72 pounds.
George B. Sperry, July 2lth, spike, 61 pounds.

F. W.Tallant, July 22d, forked-horn, 93 pounds.

J. B. Lincoln, July 25th, spike, 75 pounds.

J. B. Lincoln, July 25th, five-point, 143 pounds.

F. W. Tallant, July 26th, three-point, 135 pounds.
W. S. Kiltie, July 26th, forked-horn, 120 pounds.
R. B. Woodward, August 1st, three-point, 145 pounds.
W. S. Kiltie, August 1st, forked-horn, 90 pounds.
H. W. Woodward, August 1st, spike, 91 pounds.

F. R. Webster, August 5th, Pacific buck, 145 pounds.
P. J. Shafter. August 6tb, spike, 90 pounds.
1*. J. Shafter, August 6th, spike, SO pounds.
('. F. Mullins, August Stb, spike, 73 pouods.

W. H. Abbott, August 8th, spike, 75 pounds.
H. W. Woodward, August 12th, sj ike, 70 pouods.
William Berg, August 12th, three-point, 130 pounds.
L. Simpson, August 14th, spike, 70 pounds.
W. S. Kittle, August 15th, four-point, 152 pounds.
William Taylor, August 16th, three-point, 125 pounds.
D. M. Murphy, August 17lh, forked-horn, 75 pounds.
J. B. Stetson, August 10th, forked-horn, 95 pounds.

Robert Oxnard, August 19th, Pacific buck, 145 pounds.
D. T. Murphy, August 30th, spike, 51 pounds.

The £ mpire Tournament.

The tournament of the Empire Guu Club to be held at

their grounds at Alameda mole on Sunday, September 16,

promises to be one of the very best of the season. The at-

tendance will be very large. The programme is an elaborate

one and we fear that it will not all be run off in one day.

To reach the club grounds, take the Oakland ferry, nar-

row guage, and get off the cars at first stop after leaving the

mole, Oakland side. From Oakland, take narrow guage cars

and get off at first stop after crossing the bridge. All are

invited.

The first event will be called at 9:30 a. m. sharp. It will

be a 10 bird pool, $1.00 entrance, includiug birds, 50, 30 and

20 per cent, purses. Class and squad shooting.

The second event will be a 20-bird match, entrance 75

cents. Class and squad shooting.

First prize—$10 cash, 100 Selby Smokeless shells and

Field Sports.

Second prize—200 Smokeless shells, 1 pair gum hunting

boots.

Third prize—One bos R. Mantell cigars, one year's sub-

scription Breeder and Sportsman, 50 Smokeless shells.

Fourth prize—One case -Etna soda, OLe rubber hunting

jacket, 50 Smokeless shells.

Fifth prize- -50 U. S. Smokeless shells, five-pound box
French mixed candy.

Sixth prize—100 S-nokeless shells, one year's subscription

Breeder and Sportsmen.
Seventh prize—One tan sweater, 50 L

T
. S. Smokeless shells.

Eighth prize—100 Smokeless shells, one dog collar.

Nioth prizes—One box cigars, 50 U. S. Smokeless shells.

Tenth prize—100 Smokeless shells, one bottle Chickencock

whiskey.
Eleventh prize—50 Smokeless shells.

The third event will be a 20-bird match, entrance 75 cents.

Class and squad shooting. The prizes will be as follows :

First prize, £10 cash ; one gum huntingcoat, one year sub-

scription Field Sports.

Second prize, 200 Selby Smokeless shells, one pair gum
hunting boots.

Third prize, one 25 pound keg Dupont powder, one box

cigars, 50 smokeless shells.

Fourth prize, 100 brass shells, one leather gun case.

Fifth prize, one hammerless revolver F. & W., 50 U. S.

Smokeless shells.

Sixth prize, 100 Selby Smokeless shells, one hunting coat.

Seventh prize, one Greenheart fishing rod, 50 Smokeless

?hells.

Eighth prize, one box Adelina Patti cigars, 50 Smokeless

shells.

Xinlh prize, 100 Smokeless shells, half keg Hazard powder.

Tenth prize, 50 Smokeless shells, one bottle Chickencopk

whiskev.

Eleventh prize, 50 Smokeless shells.

The fourth event will be a team shoot of five men to a team
from any organized club, 10 birds each, squad shooting, en-
tranco $5 per team, purses 75 and 25 per cent.

There will be 2,000 shells on the grounds for free distribu-
tion.

Elk and Antelope in Fresno County.

During a recent trip to the West Side, Supervisor Letcher

had his attention forcibly called to the difference between

past and present, says the Fresno Bepublican.

Away back in the fifties, when Mr. Letcher started from a

point near Stockton on a trip down the San Joaquin valley

he saw the plains covered with elk and antelope. The elk

were growing scarce, but the antelope were there by thous-

ands. Said he yesterday :
*' It was no uncommon thing to

see a thousands antelope in a single herd. Today I do not

believe there are a hundred antelope in the entire valley."

W.J. Hayes, who lives up the Big Panoche at the hamlet

bearing his name, said that only a few years ago he saw thirty,

two antelope in one herd at Bedford's canyon, but it is the

rarest kind of a treat to see an antelope now. At first they
were slaughtered for meat, then for hides, then for sport, and
now the last few antelope in the valley can only be saved
from destruction by a law rigidly administered, and which
cannot be evaded.
The supervisors will undoubtedly frame an ordinance in

line with the counsel of Assistant District Attorney Merriam
in a written opinion prepared by him. It is as follows:

"Hon. F. F. Letcher, chairman of the Board of Supervis-
ors, Fresno Gal.:

" You request an opinion on the question whether the
Board of Supervisors have a right to make regulations to pre-
vent the destruction of the antelope in Fresno County.

" In reply your attention is called to an act of the legisla-

ture approved March 23, 1893, page 279, in which, among
olher provisions, are the following :

" Every person who in

the State of California shall within two vears, except from
September 1st to October loth in each year, after the passage
of this act, hunt, pursue, take kill or destroy any male deer,

elk, antelope, mountain sheep or buck shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. Everv person who in the State of California

shall at any time hunt, pursue, kill take or destroy any fe-

male deer, antelope, elk, mountain sheep or doe shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. Every person in the State of Cali-

fornia who shall at any time sell or offer for sale the hide or
meat of any deer, elk, antelope or mountain sheep shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
"From the provisions just quoted it will be seen that the

legislature of the State has provided full protection against
the destruction of antelope so far a» the pAnal code could do
so. But it is within the power of the supervisors to make
regulations on the same subject. Subdivision 29^ of section

25, county government act, says that it is within the power
of the Board of Supervisors to make regulations for the pro-

tection of fish and game. When such regulations are made
as provided in the section relating to them, the laws of the
State for the protection thereof are suspended in this county.

"Therefore if the Board of Supervisors see fit to make
regulations on this subject, those regulations will have the ef-

fect to suspend the Stale law above quoted. It will be a mat-
ter for the board to consider whether they can make regula-

tions more effectual than those of the State. If the board
shall see fit to make such regulations it had better be pro-
vided for uy ordioance, because penalties will be surely pro-
vided for by making regulations under the provisions of sub-

division twenty-nine and one half of the county government
act, and the board would incur the risk of having constitu-

tional objections arise whether the legislature has a right to

delegate to the Board of Supervisors the power to suspend a

State law. C. C. Merriam,
For District Attorney.

All the historical accounts of the San Joaquin Valley
fauna within pioneer times agree in describing the antelope
as a very common animal in what is now Fresno County.
The history of Central California says :

" The Indians of the

San Juaquin valley would at times sally out and secure deer

or antelope. When hunting the deer they went under the

skin and horns of that animal, and thus disguised steal upon
their prey. The number of wild animal that roamed on the

plains was wonderful. Elk in great herds were to be fouod

in the valleys, but were the first to abandon this section

upon the approach of settlers Men saughtered them as

much for sport as use. Antelopes were more numerous
than other animals on the plains in early days. Tbey have
long since disappeared from the plains and are found in

small numbers only in secluded spots at the base of the

foothills of the Coast Range.

Sporting Patents.

The following list of U. S. patents relating to the sporting

interests, is reported expresslv for the Breeder and
Sportsman by James Sangster, Patent Attorney, Buffalo,

N. Y.
GRANTED AUGUST 7, 1S94-

Stop for rimless cartridges, Murray H. Durst, Wheatland,

Cal.

Fish-hook, Burrell S. Martin, Angola, X. Y.

Single trigger operating two locks alternately, Frank D.

Grauger, New Y'ork, N. Y., assignor of one half to Hallack

A. Penrose, New London, Conn.
Shifting means for cocking arms of breakdowns guns,Frank

A. Hollenbeck, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to the Syracuse

Arms Co., same place.

Shifting means for cocking arms and hammers, Frank A
Hollenbeck, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to the Syracuse Arms
Co., same place.

Animal trap, Chauncy B. Trumble, Groton, N. Y\, as-

signor of one-half to Hiram G. Moe, same place.

GRANTED AUGUST 14, 1864.

Fishing reel, Frederick W. Moog, New York, N. Y"., as-

signor to the U. S. Net and Twine Co., same place.

Animal trap, Jerry W. Collins, Kenwood, N. Y., as-

signor of the Oneida Community, limited, same place.

Animal trap, Samuel D. Morton, Heber, Ark.
Recoil check for firearms, Burdine Blake, Loncon, Ohio.

Machine for printing wads on both sides, Charles R. Rich-
ards, Bridgeport, Conn , assignor to the Union Metallic Cart-

ridge Co., same place.

GRANTED AUGUST 21, 1894.

Magazine gun, John M.Browning, Ogden, Utah, assignor
to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 1 New Haven,
Conn.
Double barreled revolver, Carl Von Pecker, Vienna, Aus-

tria, Hungary.
Explosive compound, George J. Buechert, San Francisco,

Cal., assignor to Eric A. Starke and Robert J. Layng, same
place.

Folding magazine gun, Andrew Burgess, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fishing jig, John E. Bacon, Clinton, Conn.

GRANTED AUGUST 28, 1894.

Fish pole holder, Patrick Burke, St. Louis, Mo.
Animal trap, Gustav A. Dumbeck. Erie, Pa.
Gas operated gun, William Mason, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to the Winchester Arms Co., same place.
Handle for fore arms, Joseph H. Wesson, Springfield, Ma?s,
Ejector mechanism for exploded shells, Daniel M. Lefever.

Syracuse, N. Y., assignor of the Lefever Arms Co., same
place.

Target trap, William C. Donaldson, Windsor, Canada, as-

signor of one-half to William H. Brady, Detroit. Mich.
Ammunition, except shot-gun cartridges and gunpowder,

The Peters Cartridge Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
Essential feature : The words "quick shot." Used since

May, 1S94.

ROD-
Trout fishing on the south fork of the Eel river is reported

to be excellent.

Ex-postmaster Backus, Alex Hamilton, R. B. Woodward
and C. Friedlander started for the Truckee last week.

Jas. V. Colman, Tom Flynn and DanO'Connell are enjoy-
ing the fishing on the north fork of tbe American river.

That well-known writer on piscatoral matters, Mr. A. W.
Cheney suggests the formation of an American Fly-Fisher's
Club.

It is stated that the muscalonge, 100,000 in number, placed
in Lake Merced last fall are not in evidence. Not a one can
be found.

A brook trout was caught in Cirmenie river, near Brook-
haven, Long Island, N. Y., in 1822 or 1823 that weighed
14} pounds.

Truckee river fishing is now at its prime,
large and are taking the fly freely. The ri

lower every day.

The fish run
er is getting

A California trout said to weigh six pounds and eleven
ounces was captured in the Willavenoc Creek, Sullivan
County, N. Y., one day last week.

Dr. F. L. Piatt, wife ard a brother from Vacaville, started

on Tuesday for a two weeks fishing trip in a valley noted for

its excellent trout fishing about thirty miles above Placer-
ville.

There are some four thousand young trout at the Sisson
Hatchery at present writing. In the hatchery are a number
of large Dolly-Varden trout from the McCloud river. Some
of them are over two feet in length. The golden trout from
Mt. Whitney are doing well.

J. F. Bickley, of Yuba City, enjoys the proud distinction

of landing the largest speckled trout this summer. The fish

was ladded by a five-ounce rod, a minnow being used for bait.

The fish was caught near Bunnell's, and weighed 10 pounds.
It was 27 inches long, with 6 inch jaws and a tail 8 inches

wide.

The San Francisco Rod and Gun Club, by the way, tbey
have decided to change that name, enjoyed an excellent fish

dinner on Tuesday evening last. For further particulars ask

Johy Butler. We would suggest thename of Grey Hackles
and to make it still more fishy they should hold their ban-

quets on Friday evenings.

The E. T. Allen Co. have purchased and have on exhibi-

tion the collection of trout, bass and salmon flies made by
JohnS. Benn for the Midwinter Fair. This case contains

all of Benn's rarest patterns and no angler can afford to miss

the chance of replenishing his book with a few of these "kill-

ing" patterns. As a work of art the collection is a novelty.

Anglers are invited to call and examine whether intending

to purchase or not.
•

The Fish Commission are in receipt of most encouraging
reports concerning the fry of black bass taken from Russian

river last spring and planted in Southern California. One
healthy bass seven inches in length was taken on August 31st

from Judge Ross' reservoir at Los Angeles. This fish, when
planted on May 31, 1894, was scarcely an inch in length.

This increase in growth may be taken as certain evidence

that the fish are doing well.

A day and night patrol is now being maintained on the

Sacramento river in order to prevent the taking of salmon
during this month, which the State has established as a close

season. The professional fishermen have no respect for the

law, and are prevented from fishing only by fear that they

will be arrested and their nets confiscated. The efficient

patrol of last year enabled the salmon to get up the river in

such numbers that the take of spawn at Baird reached the

enormous amount of nearly 8,000,000. It is the belief of the

Fish Commission that, with an equally efficient patrol this

season, the take of spawn will be even larger.

Izaak Walton's Fishing Lodge.

Walton's Fishing Lodge was originally built on a peninsula

around which flowed the river Dove in Dovedale, Derbyshire,

Eng. It was erected by Charles Cotton for the convenience

of Izaak Walton and himself and friends. It is a small,

square building of stone. Above the door is the inscription

" Piscatoribus Sacrum " (Sacred to Anglers), and the date,

1674. In 1783 it consisted of a single room inside a cube of

fifteen feet, that was paved with black and white marble.

The room was wainscoted to the CMlinc in =quare panpN. 'l
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larger ones being decorated with paintings of neighboring

scenes, in which figures of anglers were introduced. The
smaller panels represented tackle and implements for ang-

ling. It was provided with a tire-place and a buffet with

folding doors, whereon were portraits of Charles Cotton, Wal-

ton and a servant in the dress of the period. There were also

representations of trout and grayling. The building was in

indifferent condition, and its destruction was inevitable, when

the Beresford-Hope family restored it.—Gameland.

The Golden Trout.

Vis .lia, Cal., Sept. 6, 1894.

Editor Breedei: and Sportsman:—1 enclose a report

from the gentleman in charge of the party that furnished the

State Fish Commission with the Mount Whitney or golden

trout a short time since.

The fish were packed on mules forty miles over the rough-

est of trails, taken seventy-five miles by wagon, and six hun-

dred by rail to Sisson, with h loss of about 50 per cent.

Very respectfully, MorveL. Weaver.

M. L. Weaver, Esq , PiasideiU Visalia Sportsman Club—
Dear Sir : I shall begiu my report at our Mineral King

camp where you and I nude dual arrangements with Lieu-

tenant Alex T. Dean for a detail of men and pack animals to

try and get the golden trout to the Sisson hatchery which our

secretary, J. Sub Johnson, has delivered to the State Fish

Commissioners since.

On August 7th a party of ten persons with fifteen animals

left Mineral King en route to Whitney creek, via Farewell

gap. Our party consisted oi Hon. W. W. Cross, superior

judge; Mr. Parker, J. Neil, Miss Nellie Parker, her sister,

Mrs. W. Hutchinson, of ^an Jose, Miss Minnie Corkery, of

Hanford, W. H. Elaui,of Dinuba, L.S. Chittenden, of the

Lucerne vineyard, myself and my nine-year-old boy Mar-

shall. We traveled some twelve or fourteen miles and

camped on Shotgun creek, a small tributary to Little Kern.

Here we struck camp and tempted the small speckled trout

and were rewarded with pleuty for breakfast with our party

of ten.

Next we traveled to Burnt Corral meadows, some fourteen

or sixteen miles distant from Shotgun creek. Here we found

feed on the meadow for our animais and plenty of larger

brook trout than those we caught at our first camp.

On the morning of the 9th we again moved forward via of

the upper end of Trout meadows aud up San Francisco canon.

There is beautiful scenery besides on either right or left as

soon as you turn northward up this remarkable canon, which

was probably once the river bed of Big Kern river. By trav-

elling steadily we reached the Lower Kern lake after 1 p. m.

Again we halted for camp and remained here until the morn-

ing of the 11th of August, when we again broke camp and

traveled up the main Kern river via of the Upper Kern late

to our final destination.

At our last camp we were joinpd -by John Broder, one of

our club members, and one or Li-.e four original members who
had determined to try to get golden trout to the Sisson hatch-

ery. He was icooiiipanied by his uncle, Robt. Broder, also

John Lucas.

We traveled some six miles, crossed Big Kern at the

Hockett trail crossing and went up the east side of the river

for a mile or more. Here we were to await the coming of

Lieutenant Alex. T. Deane, who, you remember, promised to

meet us with a detail of men on the 11th aud, agreeable to

promise, about 4:30 p. m. he and his detail of men arrived,

having traveled from Mineral King here in two d<»ys, where-

as we had taken four.

After lunch, or supper as we call it in camp, we outlined

to-morrow's work, for we were now within 6ome three or four

miles of the famous golden trout. Next morning at 6 o'clock

we were on the trail toward Whitney creek, which, by the

way, is an eastern tributary to Big Kern. Up, up we went
nearly or quite 1000 feet above Big Kern

;
then gently down-

ward again around a hillside and we were at the creek. Here
we saw great lava beds. Traveling onward we soon crossed

the natural bridge of stone across a small tributary to Whit-
ney creek. A mile or so more and we unsaddled our ani-

mals and turned our horses out for feed. Then all hands
commenced fastening reels to rods and adjusting flies and in

a few moments *e reached the banks of the stream.

Private Stohlberg ar>d myself soon constructed a small

reservoir of stone and willows and then commenced fishing.

By the way, you remember our fish cans, which were five-

gallon kerosene cans with a screw top soldered on. Of these

we had four. As soon as six or seven fish were caught they

were taken to the pond and emptied in, so as to keep them in

fresh water. We continued fishing until nearly 12 o'clock
;

then we placed our fish in the cans and started for the pack

animals, which were some distance away. The cans were car-

ried between two men by lying a pole across the top.

When we reached our animals we found that out of a catch

of over30U only a few were alive. These were soon fresh-

ened by more water and fastened onto a mule aud started

toward camp. Fresh water was added four times in our

descent to camp, in a probable distance of three or four miles.

At camp, we found that all the fish in the cans were alive.

It seems that the jostling of the water on the mule furnished

plenty of fresh air, which we found was so necessary for

i rout . Here we made a line pool of willows, gravel and small

stones, in which we placed our captives. < )n counting we
found we had only thirty-six. Lieutenant Dean again came
to our rescue, and placed both men and animals at our die-

disposal for the morrow if we wanted to try again.

• In the morning of the 12th Lieutenant Dean bade us fare-

well ; so did John Broder and party ; but Lieutenant Dean
left two men to act with us and under our instructions.

About 9 o'clock we started again for more fish ; this time
we were iiccompauied by the ladies and the small boy. At
noon we were on the ground again aud after lunch we pro-

ceeded to catch ill). Thie we continued uutilabout4 p. M.

Some of our party were catching for their baskets so as 10 re-

member friends when at home later on.

Private Stohlberc, Mrs. Hutchinson, my boy, Marshall, and
myself, put thirty-five nice fish into the cans and succeeded

in getting them all alive and in good order to our main pond
on Big Kern. So you see we had seventy-one fish. Next
morning we saw some groggy or sickly ones among them, so

we cast four into Big Kern with hopes of reaping returns

many years hence,

About 7 a. in. i-f the 1 lili of August Sergeant Moffitt and
Private A. Stohlherg started toward Mineral King with

^ixty-seven fish, at which place they arrived with fifty-four

on the 14th. Here our Secretary, J. Sub Johnson, accident-

ally but fortunately came along and rushed our prizes towards

Sisson, accompanied by John Broder and plenty of ice from
the Empire cave as far as Visalia.

The club members who assisted in this enterprise were
yourself, John Broder, L. S. Chittenden, J. Sub Johnson
and myself, but our success depended very much on all the

party and especially Lieutenant Alex. T. Dean and his two
men, Corporal Moffitt and Private Stohlberg, who really de-

serve much praise from every true sportsman, as they acted

not only from duty but as a matter of love and interest in

propogating our fish.

Well, this is more than a report ; it is a letter, and you
doubtless will tire reading it. We caught something like

1500 trout and bagged one bear. With best wishes for our
golden trout and a desire to furnish any aud all information

that I can concerning their habits, homes and how to get

them, I must close. Very respectfully, S. L. .N. Ellis.
+r _—

Hailstones for Trout Bait.

Colonel Harry Moore, of the Mooretown Ridge, tells a

story which would make Bickley blush, were it not for the

fact that Mr*. Moore corroborates it.

" A few Sundays ago," Harry says, " we had a very heavy

hailstorm. How it did hail, though ! The hailstones were
larger than peas, and they came down with a clatter that was
almost deafening. Well, it was soon over, like all storms in

these parts, and wheu the sun came out 1 took a walk down
to the dam. When 1 got there 1 was greatly surprised to

find a large number of apparently dead fish floating around
on the surface—not little ones, but good big ones, from eight

to ten inches long. When I recovered from my surprise 1

gathered up a dozen or two and took them to the house."
" Yes," chimed in Mrs. Moore, " and I cut them open to

see if they were good to eat, and what do you think! they

were chuck full of hailstones. 1 think that when the hail-

stones started to splash on the water the trout thought they

were salmon eggs andjumped for them, and when they had
swallowed enough they had froze stiff!

"

"And," Harry then went on, " when the sun had been
shining on them for a short time they thawed out and swam
away again. In half an hour there was not a fish to be

seen. An' say," he concluded reflectively, " don't vou think
you Sutter county fishermen had better start out right after a

hail storm?"—Marysville Democrat.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Ben Lewis ha'uuieci 63 dogs at Des Moines.

Wm. Wade will judge mastiffs at the Pittsburgh show.

The Santa Clara county leashmen are making great prepa-

rations for the Merced meeting.

M. D. Walters has removed to C. Z. Hebert's ranch near

Natividad, where he will prepare his dogs for the coming
trials.

The entries for the Southern Field Trial Club's Derby
number forty-seven. Forty-three English setters and four

pointers.

A dose of arsenic disposed of the R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Harmony a couple of weeks ago. She was a little sister to

the well-known Sunray.

"Mi friend, don't never strike a dog—thare never was a

dog yet who had hafi'a chance, whodidu't luv somebody else

better than he luved himself."—Josh Billings.

One of the features of " Dr. Syntax" which De Wolf Hop-
per will produce this month, is a genuine fox hunt. The fox

will run across the stage followed by a pack of hounds in full

cry.

" Stonehenge " writes that " the Spaniel has been recog-

nized as a distinct variety for many years, and in all prob-

ability he was well known in England long before the \Vars

of the Roses."

We had the pleasure of examining a very promising fox

terrier by Ripon Stormer to-day. It is the only one left of

the litter by Stormer that Dominick Shannon raised from
the bitch he sent East.

We have received from L. L. Campbell, proprietor of the

Glenmore Kennels, a very beautiful photograph of the head

of his well-known Irish setter stud dog Glenmore Sultan

(Finglas—Lady Joeie).

E. P. Schell, who was recently expelled from the Pacific

Kennel Club for well-known causes, and whose case is now
before the A. K.C., is now under arrest for assaulting Henry
Huber with the butt end of a pistol.

The regular quarterly meeting of I be Executive Committee
of the American Kennel Club will be held on Monday even-

ing next at Delmonico's, New York City. * This being the

tenth anniversary, a banquet will follow the meeting.

C. A. Suninei, proprietor of the Bonnie Kennels, has mailed

us his stud card of Raby Rasper (Drone—Miscreant). It is

very neat and is headed with the mottoe of the kennel :

" Never make a friend of a man whose own dog won't follow

him."

The Victoria Kenuels change their advertisement this

week. Their litter by Raby Rasper that they oiler for sale

are an exceptionally good litter. Oue bitch especially prom-
ising to be something unusually good. Write them for

prices.

The American Field contained auolher article on Cali-

fornia kabhiuen last week from the pen of the well-known

coursing authority " Gazehound." Excellent portraits of our
popular judge uudnlipper,John liraceand Jus. Wren, accom-
pany the article.

1. W. Keeue,of Portland, Oregou, sent down his well-

known Irish seller bitch t^ueen of Kildare, by Champion
Kildare— Red Rose, to L. L, Campbell's (Clenuiore Kennels)

at West Berkeley, on the Slh inst. She will be bred to his

Suitan, by Finglas— Lady .Josie. We are pleased to see that

.one of our northern fanciers appreciates the breeding aud
quality of the lileniuore Kennels' stock. There is none better,

tjueen is one of the best Irish setters iu America and the

product should be uuequaled.

The Australian Waterloo cup was run off July 11th. This
is the chief event of the coursing year in Australia, and was
brought oft' in the enclosure of the Victoria Coursing Club at

Melbourne. The cup was won by Bloomer,who repeated her
lasL year's victory, but is said to have been decidedly lucky
in getting weak hares. She is by Livingston, winner of the

cup of 18S7, and runs back to the best English straius. The
runner-up was Goldsmith,by Hedley—Sonnet, also descended
from crack English strains.

When Young Fullertonwas knocked down to a bid of 1,050
guineas at the sale of Col. North's greyhounds it was averred
by some of the English sporting journals that the Grand
Duke Nicholas of Russia was the purchaser, while others
stated that the dog was bought in, and the latter seems to

have been right. "Now, a cablegram, dated September 1 from
London, informs us that the Grand Duke actually has bought
Young Fulierton for 2S,562 francs, which is a trifle over
$5,700.—American Field

J

Speaking of St. Bernards reminds us that a new judge,
from among the ranks of the fair sex, too, is to make her debut
at Belfast, in the person of Mrs. Jaggar. This highly re-

spected fancier has keut St. Bernards longer than many people
imagine, but her success on the show bench, during the last

two or three years only, at which period she took up a breed
she had interested herself in, as a breeder and exhibitor a
decade earlier, is sufficient to prove the possession of con-
siderable aptitude and knowledge on her part. Mrs. Jaggar'B
advent in the judicial ranks reminds us of Miss Witney, the
great lady St. Bernard specialist^of America. We have no
doubt the owner of that lovely bitch, Frandley Stephanie,
will be accorded a bumping entry at the Irish linen capital.

— British Fancier.

The New York Herald publLhed the following story of a
spauiel's courage in defending its human playmates : Arthur
Esdra Jr., fourteen years old, and his sister, Clara, two years
his junior, were walking along Railroad avenue, in Hacken-
sack. with their spaniel recently, when a big bulldog, owned
by James Reilly and knowa to be a savage brute, sprang at

the boy. Clara, seeing Authur'sdanger and thinking to save
him, leaped in front of him, receiving the full force of the

dog's attack. The animal flew at her face, but the girl, throw-
ing up her arms, pushed the brute from her as its teeth grazed
her right cheek. 1 he animal gathered for a second attack,

but before it could spring it was set upon by the spaniel,

which darted at the big dog's neck. The fury of the bulldog,

diverted to ihis new antagonist, which was no match for it,

gave the children a chance to escape and call for help. Sev-

eral men who responded to their shouts went to the assist-

ance of the spaniel, and with great difficulty succeeded in

rescuing it from the bulldog, which in a few minutes would
have killed it. The spaniel was severely lacerated, while the

children escaped injury.
o

The Pacific Fox Terrier Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club was held at the Breeder and Sportsman office, 313

Bush street, upon last Tuesday evening, H. W. Fores in

the chair, and Messrs. Debenham, McLatchie, Gonzales,

Carlton and Martin present.

The following additional entries for the club's second divi-

sion of the Produce Slakes were received.

A. Gonzales' Dauntless Lillian (Le Logos—Josie), bred

by Oriole Bluffer (Champion Bachanal—Verdict) ; H. H.
Carlton's Hillside Fairy (Brockenhurst Tyke—Freya), bred

to Pytchley Pickle (Suffolk Coronet—Eiora Tatters), and
Pytchley Mischief (Le Logos—Patch), bred to Raby Ras-

per (Drone—Miscreaut).

H. YV. Fores' Pytchley Kismuth (New Forest—Ebor Net-

tle), bred to Champion Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter-
Spider).

Messrs. Cosgrove and Martin's Dauntless Buby (Le Logos
— Hillside Gaudy), bred to Oriole Bluffer.

G. W. Debenham's Frisco Doubtful (Frisco Joker-
Golden Gate), bred to Frisco. Diablo (Champion Veoio-
Dolly). The entries closed with thirteen bitches, their

produce to compete at the Pacific Kennel Club in 1895.

A report was received from the committee appointed to in-

terview the horse show management, and it is quite possible

that the concession of holding a foxterrier show may be

granted.

Treasurer Debenham reported $35 on hand.
This being the date selected for our exhibition of mem-

ber's dogs and bitches under twelve months of age.the follow-

ing were on hand: H. W. Fores' five months dog,by Pickle ex

Kismuth; J. B.Martin's seven months bitch by Blemton
Reefer—Champion Blemton Brilliant; Jos. McLatchie's
seven months dog Mission Rival, by Blemton Reefer—Re-

joice, and G. W. Debenham's six months bitch Frisco Daisy,

by Frisco Diablo—D.mmless Cytheree.
This was a creditable lot of pups and proves conclusively

that ihe class of terriers now being bred here is distinctly

better than those of a few years back, and it is evident that

with the careful mating and judgment being shown that the

same bred ones will hold their own with those imported from

England or brought out from the East.

It was determined to have a competition for member's

pups under six mouths of age at the uext meeting.
Club adjourned until Tuesday, October 9th.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales. Whelps aud Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Hugh McCracken's, San Francisco, greyhound bitch Lady
H. Glendyne (Trales— Lady Grahani Glendyne (to P. Curtis'

Skyrocket (Midnight— Peasant Girl) Sept. iid.

C. A. Sumner's (Los Angeles) foxterrier bitch Bonnie

Belle 19,050 to same owner's Bonnie Brush 31,410, July 1.

A. B. 'Jhappeli's (Los Angeles) foxterrier bitch Panzy
' (Blemton Vesuvian— Hart's Nannie) to C. A. Sumner':

Bonnie Brush 31,410, July 30.

T. S. Casey's (Los Angeles) foxterrier bitch Frisky Viola

;

(Blemton Vesuvuu— Finnette II.) to C. A. Sumner's Bonnie

Brush 31,410, August. 13.

A. P. Robinson's (Los Angeles) foxterrier bitch Bonnu
Ruena (Blemton Vesuviao— Bonnie Bess) to C. A. Sumner^
Raby Rasper 33,1SS, August *23.

Dr. J. A. Edmoud's (Los Angeles) foxterrier bitch Sybi.

(Ch. Blemton Volunteer—Charity) to C A. Sumner's Raby

Rasper 33,18s, Angust 28.
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Stockton Race Entries.

Following are the entries in running, trotting and pacing

races which closed August 25, 1894. Race No. 13, mixed

pacing and trotting, free-for-all, and two-year-old running,

handicap, one-half mile, dash for district horses, have been

declared off on account of not filling. Special over-night

trotting, pacing and running races will be announced later:

Race No. 7. Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $800.

Keating & Ottinger's ch g Aster, by Dexter Prince—un-

known.
C. A. Durfee's b s Gossiper, by Simmons—by Smuggler.

K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide McGregor, by Bonnie McGregor
—unknown.

John R. Carroll's gr g Maria Jr., by Marin—Silver.

Williams & Moorbouse's b g Iago, by Tempest 1881—Eu-
logy.

J. A. Dustin's ch gShylock, by Tom Benton—Brown Jenny.
Alex, f'onnick's b s Wayland W., by Arthur Wilkes—Lotla.

J. Dwain's b s Bruno, by Junio—Dolly.

Race No. 6 —Pacing, 2:15 class. Purse, $800.

Keating & Ottinger
1

s b p Edith, by Dexter Prince—un-
known.

Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b m Lady H., by Sidney—Sul-

tana.

G-. W. Woodard's b m Videtta, by AlexButton—Viola.

R. H. Newton's brg Tom Ryder, by Alex Button—by Black
Ralph.

George Gray's b g Eric, by Elector—Bonnie B.

M. Latin's b s Pomona, by Albion—by Exile.

Race No. 12.—Trotting, 2:24 class. Purse §800.

John R. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr., by Marin—Silver.

F. 11. Powell's b g Lom Poc, by Dan Rice—unknown.
John McEvoy's b h Alarmist, by Autocrat—by Reporter.

Sam Casto's b m Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—Fisber.

C. A. Durfee's or m Leonor, by Dashwood, dam bv Echo.
Hazel Villa Stock Farm's b m Elisa S , by Alcaotra Jr., dam

by Friday McCracken.
Park Henshaw's b m Chico, by Monroe Chief—Orphan

Girl.

P. Brandow's b g Free Coinage, by Abbotsford—Agnes.

P. W. Quimby's b s Phalmont Boy, by Pbalmont—by Poco-
houias Boy.

K. D. Wise's Ecnin Bay. by Guy Wilkes—Tempest.
John R. Carroll'sgr m Maude Alameda, by , dam Mary O.

L. J. Smith's bl g Primrose, by Dexter Prince—Hilda B.

A. B. Spreckels' bl m Ohloe, by Dexter Prince—Clyde.

Two-year-old running handicap; three-quarter mile dash.

Three moneys: $25 entrance, $10 forfeit, $150 added.

D. D. Trahern's b f Miss Garvin, by Fellowcharm—Sally

Hampton.
J. W. Donathan's b c Geo. Polhemus, by Fellowcharm

—

Minett; ch c Ike L., by Major Ban—Miss Flush.

W. L. Appleby's b f Laurel, by Duke of Norfolk

—

Futurity.

Dan Dennison's sr f My Sweetheart, by Major Ban

—

Liberty.

R inning, handicap, for horses of all ages, $25 entrance, $10
forfeit, $200 added. Three-quarter mile dash.

J. H. Elebeck's s s May Day, by John R —Lena R.

N. H. Locke's ch m Lou L., by Nathan Coombs—May.
John Shields' b g Dick O'Malley, by imp. Mariner—Rosie.

Robert Sherwin's rn m Emma D., by Jack Brady—Dolly
Varden.

J. W. Donathan's b m Warrago, by Warwick—Fedalma.
C. L. Don's ch c Carmel, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen.
Whitney & Willis' gr m Gracie S., by Prince of Norfolk

—

Gilroy Belle.

D. D. Trahern's s g Ricardo, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet.

Wm. Myers' s g Pola^ki, by Captain Al—Gold Cup; ch s

Royal Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosetta.

Running, handicap, for horses of all ages (district), three-

quarters of a mile. Three moneys, $120, $60, $20. Purse
$200.

D. L). Trahern's s g Judge Tarn, by Neck of the Woods

—

Rilta B.; s g Ricardo, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet.
J. H. Elebeck's s s May Day, by John A.—Lena R.

N. H. Locke's ch m Lou L., by Nathan Coombs—May.
C. D. Russell's es George L., by Conner— Miss Davis.

Robert Sherwin's rn m Emma D., by Jack Brady—Dolly

Varden

.

Whitney & Willis' gr m Gracie S., by Prince of Norfolk

—

Gilroy Belle.

R. E. Dolan's ch h Howard, by Tyrant—by Joe Daniels.

Running, handicap, free race, three-quarters of a mile dash,

three moneys, $120, $60, $20. Purse $200. No entrance
fee in this race.

D. D. Trahern's s g Ricardo, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet.
J. H. Elebeck's ss May Day, by John R.—Lena R.

Sure Shot Stable's blk g Coon, by Birdcatcher—by Joe
Daniels.

I B. S. Clarker's b m Fairy Queen, by Grover Cleveland—Mc-
Kinster.

R. E. Dolan's ch g Howard, by Tyrant—by Joe Daniels.

N. H. Locke's ch m Lou L., by Nathan Coombs—May.
C. D. Russell's s s George L., by Conner—Miss Davis.
A. Y. Stephenson's ch c Faro, by Prince of Norfolk—Avon-

dale.

Robert Sherwin's rn f Emma D., by Jack Brady—Dolly
Varden

.

William Meyers' Flush Ban, by Major Ban—Miss Flush
;

Royal Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosette ; b g Polaski,

by Captain AI—Gold Cup ; b h Jnkerman, by Ironclad.

' C. A. Owen's br g Two Cheers, by Three Theers—Lady
Emma.

C. A. Owen's br f Lady Intruder, by Intruder—Corona.
William Dixon's ch m Quirt, by Joe Hooker—Trifle.

i

J. W. Donathan's b m Warrago, by Warwick—Fedaima.
,
W. L. Appleby's b g Raphael, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity.

: D. Dennison's b g Cymore, by Cyclone—Partisana.

,
Whitney & Willis' gr g Gracie S., by Prince of Norfolk

—

Gilroy Belle.

Running, handicap, free-for-all, one and an eighth miles.

$15 entrance, $10 forfeit. Three moneys : $200, $75, $25.

$200 added.
D. D. Trahern's sr g Sinbad, by Joe Hooker—Rachel.
J. H. Elebeck's sr s May Day, by John R.—Lena R.

A. Y. Stephenson's ch c Faro, by Prince of Norfolk—Avon-
dale.

William ^Meyers' ch s Royal Flush, bv Three Cbeers—Ro-
setta.

J. W. Donathan's b m Warrago, by Warwick—Fedalma; b c

Alexis, by Arygle—Frisa ; br c Happy Band—Miss
Laura.

H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, by Wildidle- -Night Hawk.

Hurdle race, mile dash, over five hurdles. Three moneys :

$200, $70, $30. Purse $300.

J. Foster's b g Sherwood, by Lever—M. A. B.
J. M. Coopers ch g Garnet, by Big Sandy— by Lexington.
Daniel McGovern's b g Our Dick, by Ironclad—by Norfolk.
Miss Vienna Castaro's br m Miss Wood.
Dan Dennison's b g Dave Douglass, by Leinster—Lilly

Sampson.
B. F. Hobart'sbl m Onti Oro, by Alta—Thetis.

Starter Rowe on the Two-Tear-Olds.

Alix Ties Nancy Hanks' Record, 2:04.

Terre Haute, Ind., September 12.—A big crowd of

people cheered lustily to day when one world's record was

broken, and then another record finally yielded itself to a

horse when sweet little Alix tied the world's trotting record

made by Nancy Hanks over this track two years ago. The
first record to be smashed was done by Carbonate, the two-

year-old pacer, bred by Dubois Bros., of Colorado. It was

not an ideal racing day, a damp southeast wind rather taking

the life out of the track. But even at that it was fast, as

shown by the miles done. The gray colt went away with a

runner, going to the half in 1:05}. He finished the mile

well within himself at a 20So clip. The fourth heat of the
2:16 trot, won by Expressive, was sensational, the stout three-

year-old filly lowering her mark three-quarters of a second
and placing to her credit the fastest fourth heat ever gone by
one of her age. The 2:17 pace furnished a surprise in the
fifth heat. Tommy Brown and Gazette made a dead heat of
it. Under the rule these two horses alone will contend to-

morrow for the deciding heat.

The wonderful performance of Alix in tieing the world's

record made over this track two years ago by Nancy Hanks
surprised everybody. It was believed the conditions were un-
favorable for a record-breaking effort. The mare got away
well, the runner, Ferdinand, setting the pace. Arouod the
turn she shied where some dirt from the scrapers had inad-

vertently been left on (he track, and McDowell says the mare
lost fully a second. She was at the quarter in 33 seconds.

The second quarter, up the hill, was done in 32.} seconds.

In the fast third quarter her speed was terrific, the little mare
coming like a whirlwind and tieing Nancy Hanks' record

for the same qunrter. She did the fourth quarter in 31 sec-

onds without a sign of distress. Mr. Salisbury is confident he
can capture the world's record on this track, and will start

Alix again on Friaay.

Robert J. goes to-morrow to beat his record of 2:02*, and
Joe Patchen will start Friday to beat the stallion record.

2^11 pace, stake $1,500, continued from yesterday—Kissell's

Dallas won the first, fifth and sixth heats and race in 2:11 A,

2:11}, 2:12h. Kitty B. won the fourth in 2:11, Frank Agan
won the second in 2:12i, and Rowdy Joe won the third in

2:12. Rocker also started.

2:16 trot, pnrse $1,000—Expressive won the fourth, fifth

and sixth heats and race in 2:12i, 2:14}, 2:13£. Gertrude won
the first and second in 2:15], 2:13J, and Nioa Medium won
the third in 2:17. Rex Americus, Katy F., Maby and Snow-
den 3lso started.

2:17 pace, purse $1,000, unfinished—Gazette won the sec-

ond and third heats in 2:13i, 2:14?, Tommy Brown won the

fourth and Redwing won the first. Hattie D., Morella, Nelly
McCory, Clintkiff and Ganero3e also started.

2:12 trot, purse $1,500, unfinished—Dandy Jim won the

first and only heat of the day. Time, 2:11. Commodore Por-

ter, Davis B , Shiloh, William Penn and Ellard also started.

Carbonate, seut to beat 2:10}. Time by quarters—0:33,

1:05}, 1:37, 2:10.

Alix, sent to beat 2:04. Time, 0:33, 1:03}, 1:33, 2:04. .

Sale of Thoroughbreds.

New York, September 11.—The chief feature of to-day's

horse sale at Gravesend was the disposal of the imported horse

Bassetlaw, who was knocked down *o J. B. Haggin for M. M_

Allen, it was said, for $S,700. The following are the sales :

Property of J. B. Haggin and M. M. Allen, imported bay

colt Bassetlaw, by St. Simon—Marquess, M. M. Allen, $8,'< 00;

imp. chestnut colt Golden Dawn, by Bend Or—Rosy Morn,

J. B. Haggin, $1,500; imp. bay filly Beeswing, by The
Chicken— Bee, Bird Cole, $900; imp. bay filly Baby, by

Evening—Silver Bell, C. Cole, $350; bay filly Memory, by

Duke of Montrose—Memorial, Mr. Redmond, $200; brown
filly Duchess of Lowers, by Algerine—imp. Presto, $450,

property of J. R. and F. P. Keene ; chestnut colt Apprentice,

by Fellow craft—Dixietta, J. B. White, $700; chestnut filly

Brookdale, by imp. Sir Modred—Glendan, C. Wadsworth,

$550; chestnut colt Merrymaker, by Punster—Maria Lewis,

R. Black, $225 : bay colt Dreibund, by Himyar—Herzego-

vina, M. Harris, $450 ; brown colt EI Telegnfo, by Tremont
—Marguerite, John James, $150.

Name Claimed.

Her Majesty for bay filly, owned by J. B. Chase,Sono-

ma, Cal., by imp. True Briton, dam Elsie Ban, by imp. King
Ban; second dam Booty, by Asteroid; third dam Britannia

IV., by The Flying Dutchman. This filly was named Britan-

nia, but it appears that R. D. Ledgett claimed this name for

a True Briton filly a few days before Mr. Chase, though not

through this paper.

In the case of the Warren judgment against the Monmouth
Park Association for which Mr. Gal way, one of the securities

on the bond, had hisPreakness farm levied on, it is learned

that Mr. Galwav has taken the case into the United States

Court, and his counsel. Senator Grigg?, of Paterson, intends

to bring every stockholder of the bankrupt concern on the

witness stand. It is expected that some very interesting de-

velopments will come out on the hearing of the case in Octo-

ber, as Mr. Galway will fight the case to the end. The Dwyers

are ready at any time to pay their share of the judgment, as

they consider it a debt of honor, but the other stockholders

keep very silent on the subject.

Starter" Jimmie" Rowe, who before he took up the red

flag, was one of the best trainers and judges of horse flesh in

the country, gives his opinion of the season's winners as fol-

lows :

I do not agree with the general opinion which pronounces
this season's two-year-olds such an utterly worthless
lot. Several of them are of good class, and their general
promise is of a higher grade of three-year-olds than those now
racing.

In my opinion the best two-year-old of the season, and one
of the best two-year-olds I ever saw, is Butterflies. She is

really a grand filly. Wheo you remember that she was un-
sound, that she was hurriedly prepared for the Futurity, that
she beat a big field composed of the best of her year, and that
there was a fifty minutes' delay at the post, her performance
becomes a most remarkable one.

Butterflies' victory in the first race, particularly the man-
ner in which she disposed of her field, stamped her a re-

markable race horse. The best filly I ever saw previous to
Butterflies was La Tosca, and I think Butterflies as good as
La Tosca.

Gotham is a high-class colt, nearly first-class, and I would
call him the next best two-year-old of the year. Brandywine
is, of course, practically an unknown quantity. His mishaps
at the post Saturday made his form in that race untrustwor-
thy. Keenan is a colt of much higher class than most people
appear willing to admit. In my opinion, he is not altogether
well; and when he gets back to his best form I look for a
really good horse. Connoisseur is another fine two-year-old
who promises to develop into a grand three-year-old.
Henry of Navarre is the best of the three-year-olds over a

distance of ground, in my opinion. At a mile or less than a
mile I think Domino might beat him. If there were a strong
pace-maker in the race, Henry of Navarre would probably
win.

Next to Henry of Navarre comes Domino, while Dobbins
is third. Dobbins is not himself this year, his harsh treat-

ment last year having its effect on him now.
The three- year-olds of this season are not to be compared

with those of others when great three-year-olds are out. If
Luke Blackburn and Henry of Navarre were to meet, for

example, it would be no race at all for Luke Blackburn.
Henry of Navarre could not make him gallop.
Of the handicap horses Clifford is the best in my judg-

ment at less than a mile. That is the farthest I have seen him
run. He may be able to go a longer journey.
At a distance above a mile I should place Ramapo first and

Banquet second. Both these horses are good, but not great
performers. We have no great handicap horse. As far as

he can go, I think CHflord very nearly approaches a great
horse.

None of these thoroughbreds, however, approaches ahorse
like Luke Blackburn, who was the best race horse I ever
saw. I am absolutely sure that he could run a mile over
the Sheepshead Bay course in 1:3*, or better. During all the
time I trained him I never saw him run his best. He would
go quarters in twenty-three seconds, apparently within him-
self and so easily that you'd hardly believe the time. I saw
him in a mile and a half race run<jbe fifth quarter in twenty-

three seconds, and even then be did not look to be all out.

I always considered Luke Blackburn a better horse than
Hindoo. I noticed that whenever Checkmate met Hindoo,
Checkmate could hang with him half a mile, while Luke
BIp.ckburn simply smothered Checkmate in the first 100
yards.

Death of the Great Whips.

Whips, 2:27£, son of Electioneer and Lizzie Whips, by En-

quirer, breathed his last on Monday at 5 p. n. at Palo Alto

Stock Farm, where he first saw the light. The horse had

been ailing for some time, but Dr. Mastoro had not been able

to determine exactly what the trouble was, so that after his

death it was decided by the use of the knife to see what ended
the life of this distinguished scion of the Electioneer family.

Whips, 2:27i, was a bay horse, foaled March 19, 1880, and
outside of Advertiser, 2:151, was undoubtedly more highly

prized than any stallion on the great far jo. He sired Azote,

2:09o, one of the greatest race-winners in the trotting horse

world during the present season ; Cobwebs, a heavy stake-

winner that has reduced his record this year from 2:29-V to

2:12; Navidad, 2:22.} at four years; Warlock, 2:2S|, and
Manille, 2:29$. Whips was one of the gamest horses that

ever looked through a bridle and from the great race mare
Lizzie Whips, thoroughbred daughter of Enquirer and The
Grand Dutch S., by Vandal ; second dam by imp. Margrave,

&c. As Enquirer was from a daughter of Lexington, the

strains here noted commingled well with the blood of Elec-

tioneer and Rysdyk's Hambletontau, giving gameness and
speed. Electioneer and his get had the level heads and

ability to stick to the trot, and mated with Lizzie Whips he

produced, besides Whips, 2:27^, Linnet, 2:29$ at three years.

The loss to the Palo Alto estate by the death of Whips can-

not be computed. The horse's great worth was being dul}'

recognized, and some of the best trotting matrons at that

noted establishment went to his embrace this year. That

many sons and daughters will perpetuate his fame is certain.

If he had got but an Azote, Whips would be entitled to a high

niche in the Temple of Fame.
o

One of the most barefaced cases of ringing coming to our

attention lately was that of the horse Leverone, dr:ven by his

owner, Houek, at the Mexico Fair last week- Both horse

and owner had been expelled by the American Trotting As-

sociation. Houck not only drove the horse to his record un-

der the name of Leverone, but again drove him in Mexico

in a slower class under another name. In a criminal prose-

cution it would be easy to prove that Houck had knowledge

of both name and record and was attempting to get money
under false pretenses, and would have succeeded if he had

not been detected after winning two heats. A bill for the

punishment of " ringer " was prepared and offered at the

session of the last General Assembly of Missouri, but it did

not become a law. Several of the State Legislatures have

passed at the next session of the Missouri Legislature. The
man Houck seems to be utterly shameless in his ringing

operations. He may have been winning all the season, not-

withstanding his expulsion and the expulsion of the horse

he is driving. He is liable to turn up anywhere, and both he

and his horse, under any names selected for the occasion.

Such men are the outlaws of the turf.—Colman's Rural

World.
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A Little of Alert's History.

Editob Breeder and Sportsman :-In your last issue

tl.e bar gelding Alert is referred to as "the Michigan-bred

adding," which is a mistake, and does injustice to owners and

breeders of Iowa, who claim that their State has produced

more extreme speed, trotting and pacing, than any State

near its age in this Union. They claim a distinguished his-

tory commencing about a quarter of a century ago, long

before Sew York, Kentucky and other States there and now

nrominent as horse centers, had been making horse history.

P
Then the venerable Jos. Cairn Simpson was an Iowan

m-ikinu a pioneer ellort with Simpson's Blackbird. Jos

Sreenwxs there with Green's Bashaw Soon afterward

Tramp was there, then Attorney came, and Rob. Mc&r*or

was just across the Mississippi River Still later &«twooci>,

Corler and Patronage were there, being mated with the

daughters of those distinguished sires that precede them

Adrian Wilkes also, who must not be overlooked, neither

must Ensign and Egmon. Then °«™£»* °£*%* «g
nriiries erew the record-breakers—Roy Wilkes, Axien, .11

eno" BUiiTgn, Lobasco, Manager, Lockhear,
;
and the peer-

less oueen Alix—and just now comes word from the Ottum-

iTrTces^htt Strathberrv has broken the half-mile track race

record! pacing a third heat in 2:131, finishing with ease un-

''"lertTaf 'bred at Burlington, Iowa, which was.then the

home of his sire, Ensign. S. O. Thomas bred and raised him

In"he Spring of 1883 I bought a half interest in him took

him to my home in Ottumwa, and he was there until I sold

"im to W. H.Crawford. He was a green four-year-old when

I took him, with no cultivated speed. At a few of the near-

by county fair races that year I trotted him in the three-

minute class. The next year at the State Fair races at Des

Moines he won the deciding heat .of a seven-heat »cem
o.og After that I had to put him in the free-for-all. H

was verv successful. I never lost but one race with him that

Feared to wi?. His performance on this Coast this year is

ver? remarkable, being in his sixteenth year and not having

been on the turf for eight years.

I am glad to see the good old fellow is now said to be per-

manently ret red with a record of 2:18}, which js a conser-

ve estimate of his *peed. When younger, in his race

„Uh OUver K. at Detroit, in 1SS6, the first heat Oliver had

The pole and Alert the outside position in a field of seven good

ones Oliver won in 2:18, and Alert finished in 2:18}, having

"rotted around five fast horses, all of whom carried h.m

out iust as far as they dared to. It was reported around the

Pool
J

stand before th'e start that in trials;
a.^Cleveland ,ust

before being shipped over, Oliver had trotted in 2.15 and

41ert in 2-16, and the race was conceded to be between them

Budd Doble and others who were with me on the stand said

Men's time 2:18}, on the outside of seven good ones, was

better thaToiiver's 2: IS at the pole, and as Alert had beaten

Oliver on the half-mile track at Alleghany the week before

some bought Ai*-t first choice for the next heat but Oliver

won, and I think fairly. Alert had a quarter crack, and was

slightly lame, and the disadvantages of position in the start

offbe 'fir* heat were hard to overcome. Under the
,

mo*

favorable circumstances he could trot in 2:1b, but 2.1h was

often the measure of his speed He was most conspicuous

f

his ability to live right up to his speed through the ongest

race His history and peiformances are not now of much in-

terest "he public in general, but his many friends in Iowa

his native State, would not be content to have h.m called a

Michigan-bred gelding. JiS
-
D

-
Ladd '

Vacaville, Cal.

STATE FAIR RACE MEETING.

[Continued from Page 242.1

Jimmy Lamly mav ride for " Lucky Baldwin, but the

chief obstacle in making the arrangement is not so much to

secure his release from " Father Bill" Daly as that the young

man want, a princely salary. Daly wouldn't let h.m go under

the blandishment of" Bill" Brien who has been trying to

secure Jimmy for the stable, which he will probably be soon

training.
.

At the recent meeting of the Rome, Italy. Trotting

Breeders' Association, the following American horses were

victorious : In the 1,100 lire, Giovanno was first, Tibur sec-

and, the time being 2:17}. In the Prix de Rome Victor

Emmanuel, owned oy Count di Groppo, beat a large field in

ihree heats in 2:20,2:191, 2:17.

\ vofs-'i horseman named Gravett, from the Allen Farm

(home of Kremlin, 2:072) in Massachusetts, called on us

ibis week. He intends making California his home, and is

much impressed with the grand climate and resources of the

Golden State. He thinks Kremlin can trot in about 2:03...

As expected by all those who looked closely into Buck-

rene's running and condition, the stewards could not find any-

thing wrong with Messrs. McCafferty& W .shard aud exoner-

ated Ihem from all blame in connection with the colt.— JN.

Y.Meroury.

The Spreckels horses improved greatly as the State Fair

meeling progressed. Blizzard's splendid win in the mile and

h over Happy Day, Royal Flush el al. makes

the admirers of Bli/./.ard believe he is all they claimed for

him.

Bravura, a bay filly in the Pneblo stable of Naglee Burk,

by Wildidle-Wby Not, was at 1,000 to 1 in the betting in a

race at Coney Island on September 4th. She finished tenth

in a field of eleveD.

Coruo. OPIA. a bay yearling filly by Daghestan, 2:25 at

two feari, dam Four Corners, won the yearling stake at

Chatham, N. Y., September lib, going half-mile heats in

111, 1:32. ^
i: T I

>'- mdto Tom Barrett both Kildeer

.„„|i the first named for $1,000 and the latter for

Diaos won again at Harlem last Wednesday, beating

Midas. fnBtallalor and others at live and one-half furlongs.

R \ Fitzoeralds, Hartford, Conn., writes : I have had

„ i usion BBveral limes lo use Absorbine, and it works like a

„„ i„ removing soreness and pull's on horses. 1 cheer-

fully recommend it. . . , , . , ,

ill Magoon, Chicago, III., writes: I consider IheAbeorb-

ine rightly named, as it completely absorbs all bunches

FIFTH DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

There was a slight breeze blowing all morning and every-

one felt invigorated. The attendance was larger than on any

day of the meeting. In the morning the j udges of live stock-

were kept busy and the red and blue ribbon-bearers were

marched back to their stalk by their proud attendants.

Only two races were finished today, and the members of

the " talent " in the second race received the worst fall they

have experienced this year. Aria, the Palo Alto bred filly,

demonstrated her worth and that other descendant of the

Electioneer family, Cibolc, proved himself a game and re-

liable race horse also.

To-morrow the sale of the Palo Alto stock takes place.

The mares have arrived and Superintendent Covey has them

looking in the pink of condition. The sale promises to be

well attended.

The afternoon sport commenced with a trotting race for

three-year-olds. The entries were Aria, Bet Madison, John

Bury Ravenscroft, McZeus and Visalia. Pools sold: Aria §60,

Visalia $40, Bet Madison $13, field $8. When the drum

tapped the sound frightened the favorite and Dustin had to

brin" her to a walk. The rest trotted along behind Visalia

and°Ravenscroft. At the quarter the former broke and

Ravenscroft kept the lead until well into the back turn.

While he was playing Drum Major to the procession Aria

was passing those in front of her in one-two-three order, then

Ravenscroft broke as she collared him and fell back. Ana

was leading now, but Visalia, who was fourth at the half,

passed John Bury and Ravenscroft, and on the outside Jack

Perkins her driver, set sail for the leader. It was a struggle

to the wire, but Visalia was like little Klamath, a. cookie

on the homestretch, and Aria broke about forty yards Irom

the wire. Visalia passed her and came in a length and a

half in front of Aria.with Bet Madison three lengths fur her

away, John Bury fourth, Ravenscroft fifth and McZeus last.

Tl
p

e

ols'sold on the second heat Aria $20, Visalia $10. When

the trotters were sent away Aria took the pole from Visalia

and opened a gap of five lengths at the quarter-pole. Bet

Madison was second, Visalia third, the rest bunched Going

down the backstretch these positions were unchanged. Ap-

proaching the half Visalia passed Bet Madison and at the

three-quarter pole was only three lengths behind Aria. Down

the stretch the two youngsters came, the interest of the spec-

tators being centered in them. Visalia was on even terms

with Aria at the drawgate, but just as victory seemed cer-

tain she made a tangled break, and Ana came came in win-

ner in 2:17-'., Bet Madison third, John Bury fourth, Ravens-

croft fifth and McZeus distanced.

Aria $25, Visalia $16 and $5 on the field were the prices

quoted when they came out for the third heat. A ria took the

lead as she did in the previous heats. \ isaha was second,

three lengths behind Bury was third four lengths further

away Raven and Bet Madison last. The half was made by

the great mare in 1:05}, and at the three-quarters Dustin saw

that he had the race won, so he drove easily and came in a

winner in a jog by four lengths in 2:18|, Visalia second, Bet

Madison third, John Bury fourth, Ravenscroft last

For the fourth heat Aria made the pace Visalia broke

at the eighth and fell back to last place. John Bury, who

was second, had a chance to show in front for a short dis-

tance for Aria broke half way down the backstretch and

while Dcstin was getting her steady, John Bury passed her,

but Aria soon got her speedy shoes going and again led. V l-

salia, coming from the last place, passed all in fiont except

the leader, and at the head of the homestretch was only tour

lengths behind Aria, the daughter of Bernal. Despite Per-

kins' efforts he could not get his game little filly any nearer

than three lengths of the winner, who jogged under the wire

in 2:21 1, John Bury third, Bet Madison fourth, Ravenscroft

The second race, which was for the side wheel fraternity

who were eligible to the 2:20 class, brought out eleven candi-

dates—Orlinda Richmond. Cibolo, Klickitat Maid, Golden

West Andy, Touchet, Our Boy, Delia S., Sidmoor and Belle.

In the pools Belle sold for $60, Cibolo $40, Sidmoor $20, An-

dy $20, Touchet $12, field $12. When the drum tapped

Touchet, who had the pole, took the lead, with Klickitat I

Maid second, Golden West, Orlinda Richmond behind in a

regular procession, the rest bunched. At the half, which was

made in 1:07, these positions were unchanged, the rest of the

horses going easily and allowing the leaders to tire out. On

the way to the wire Touchet and Golden West battled for the

lead, but the former had the most speed and won by a length

in 0-16J Andy was third, Klickitat Maid fourth, Orlinda

Richmond fifth, Cibolo sixth, Sidmoor seventh, Belle eighth

aD
The

U
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before the heat was: Field $80; Belle $50 Ci-

bolo $30, Sidmoor $17, Belle, the favorite, not having been

extended.and the talent as well as everyone else knew it. 1 he

start was an excellent one, Touchet taking the lead. Golden

West Sidmoor, Olinda Richmond, Klickitat Maid and Cibolo

following. Coming down the backstretch to the half Touchet

paced to the half in 1:05, and was three lengths in tront of

Golden West, Sidmoor and Olinda Richmond, the rest

bunched. Cibolo was last, caused by a break near the quar-

ter pole, but he was moving fast and closing a big gap. Go- .

ing toward the three-quarter pole Sidmoor was seen to pass

to the front and leave Touchet a length behind Golden W est

came up and disputed the second place with Touchet, and

aftera few yards' struggle gained the point of vantage, lo

the wire it was an easy drive for Sidmoor who came home a

winner in 2:17^. Golden West second Touchet third,

Klickitat Maid fourth, Belle fifth, Andy sixth, Cibolo

seventh and Orlinda Richmond eighth.
. , , „. ,,., ,

In the third heat pools sold : Belle $80, field $u3. Cibolo

$27, Sidmoor $24. When they, were sent away Sidmoor

Orlinda Richmond, Golden West and Belle ed.,Golden West

led to the half, then fell back, Olinda Richmond took the

place he vacated going down the buck turn. Sidmoor coming

fast passed to the front at the three-quarter pole, bull lbolo,

who was fourth all the way, paced to the lronl and won in a

iog from Sidmoor in 2:10. Belle, the favorite, third, kickitat

Maid fourth, Orlinda Richmond fifth, Touchet sixth, Golden

IVesI seventh, Andy last.

In the next heat Cibolo took the lead, Golden West second

Sidmoor third, the rest all scattered along from the eighth t.

the quarter. Cibolo, leading, had no trouble in keeping to th

front, and won from Sidmoor by a leugth in 2:19, Belle third

Touchet fourth, Olinda Richmond fifth, Golden We
sixth, Klickitat Maid seventh, Andy eighth. The poo

showing made by Belle, the favorite, after winning her rac

at Woodland last week in so much better time, was severel

commented upon by those who were in position to watch th

way she was driven to-day. In the last heat she came froi

the half in 1:08. Cibolo won the heat and race in 2:23

Sidmoor second and Touchet third. Much indignation w

exgressed at the judges not taking cognizance of the drivit

of the favorite, Belle.

The last race of the day was for the 2:24 class trottei

purse $1,000. The starters were : Elisa S., Pearl Fisher, Ly

moot, Chico, Abanteeo, Eniin Bey and Chloe. In the pot

Pearl Fisher was favorite at $40, Chloe $30, Abanteeo$l

Chico $8, Lynmont $6, Eliza S. $5, Emin Bey $5. The sir

was delayed some lime. Finally when the drum tapp

Lynmont, Pearl Fisher and Abanteeo led. Going down t

backstretch they all broke, but Abanteeo and L-nmc

pushed to the front, and to the half pole, with Abanteeo a

companion, they trolted like a team. After the half t

reached Pearl Fisher trotted alongside of the mare and c

ried her into the homestretch at a 2:15 clip. Going tot

wise Pearl Fisher out-trotled Abanteeo and won by th:

lengths in 2:20J, Chloe third, Chico fourth, Elisa S. fifth i

Lynmont sixth.

In the second heat Chloe surprised every one bv trottir

game and steady race, winning by three lengths in 2:191 f'l

Pearl Fisher, Lynmont third, Chico fourth, Elisa S. 61

Abanteeo sixth and Erin Boy distanced. This puts anol

Dexter Prince in the 2:20 list. 1
Jas. Dustin gave a splendid exhibiiion of good driving

1 the next heat. He led with the mare to the head of

homestretch and then she fell back, as Elisa S.

Pearl Fisher passed to the front. Half way down the sin

it looked as it Cbloe's chances were null and void, but Du

drove like the veteran he is and carried his mare to

front, winning by a nose in 2:21 from Elisa S., Pearl til

third, Chico fourth, Abanteeo fifth and Lynmont last.

Eliza S. was sent to the front and won the next heat I

Chloe by three lengths in 2:10, Chloe third, Pearl Fi

fourth, Abanteeo fifth and Lynmont last. The judges
t

poned the finish of this race until to-morrow at one o'c

SUMMARIES

Fiist race, trotting, tbree-year-olds, 2:25 class.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b f Aria, by Bernal—Ashby. by Gen. .

Benton nuslin .

H P. Pei kins' b f Iris-Scratch, by Loppy Perkins 1

M S Severance's bf Bet Madison-by Jas. Madison - •-•

Vendome Stock Farm's b c John Bury, by Antinous Bunch 4

San Mateo Stock Farm's b c Ravenscroft. by Guy Wilkes
Rodgel&rt

J W Gardner sb c McZenr,, bs McH-inney .... Durfee !

Time. 2:20, 2:17%, 2:1S%, 2:21k.

Second race, pacing, 2:20 class, purse S1.000.

Oakwood Park Slock Farm's b s Cibolo, by Chas. Jerby-
Addie Ash .-•;,. ^"IIS

Los Cerrilos Stock Farm's b s Sidmoor, by Sidney—by Grand

yioor Shaner .

J R Sawyer's br s Touchet, by Altan]ont-Teeora....Piu\ yir 1

A C Hinksou'sbrg Golden West, by Royal George... Nelson i

w H. Sinclair's ch'rn Belle, by Melbourne Kmg Sullivan s

W S. Maben's b g Andv. by Dashwood Maben a

Delano Bros.' b m Klickitat Maid, by Altamont Delano I

IV. H. Bailey's b s Orlinda Richmoud, by A. w. Richmond

Vendora; Sleek Farm's ch g Our Bey ty \ " nu» Bo> ...... •!

Time, 2:16%, 2:17%, 2:19, 2:19, 2:19, 2:25%.

SIXTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The attendance was about as large as yesterday, i

racing excellent, with the exception of the faroie

around the track in the fourth race. The starting in

other events could not be improved upon. Belov

account of the r?ces.

In the unfinished race Pearl Fisher, Chloe and

started. The tire on the sulky pulled by Elisa S. brc

Chloe, who also 'tired," broke, so Pearl Fisher wod,

2:33|. The next heat Elisa S. won easily in 2:1

second, Pearl Fisher last.

Elisa S. won the deciding heat in 2:25, Pearl

second and Chloe third.

The interest taken in the first running race of i

I noon approached fever heat, for the great colt Rev

was to meet Piquante, Malo Diablo, Ike L., Cecil I

1

Quick and Flirtilla in a six-furlong dash. Pools sc,

! Alfonso $90, Piquante $67, Cecil S„ $43, field $31, at

! sands were deposited in the box at these figures.

Brown sen*, them away on even terms, Ike L., t

j

Piquanle in the lead at the half-pole. Alfonso

lead, Piquante's nose even with his great rival,

lying at her saddle-cloth. A length separated thf

! head of the homestretch. Alfonso took the poloj

I
going was very heavy. Sullivan, on Piquante, bi

j
mount to the outer edge of the plowed ground, ant

a winner without lifting his splendid filly an it

defeated Piquante two lengths in the slow timi

Cecil S. a half length further back, Flirtilla, Mi

Ike L. and Chas. Quick bringiug up the rear of U

sion. The " talent " felt blue.

In the second event, a selling race for three-yea

upwards, there were six starters—Garcia, Emma
\biP., Ouarterstatl and Banjo. In the betting/

for $60, Conde $45, Emma D. $30, field $20. The

not be excelled. Garcia was the first toshow in fro

D. second, Abi P. third, Conde fourth, l>uariersiV

Banjo last. (Jnarterstafl passed those in front

were standing still, and at the head of the stretch

were bunched. Sullivan, on Abi P., was seen ti

pole and opened a gap of four lengths, Conde was

Huarterstall' third. Down to the wire Abi P.o

while the battle for place between tjuarterstsfl

D., who had passed Conde, became interesting all

I Abi P. came in a winner by two lengths, tjuarter

nose in advance of Emma D., Garcia, Conde at

regular order following. Time, 1:151. I

The third race was called the Del Mar Stake

year-olds and upwards. The entries were DuWj
I ticus, Charles A. and Lovdal. Betting before th

! Lovdal :JS0, A rlicus $67, field $40. The start w
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lent one. Articus led, with Lovdal second, Charles A. third

and Duke Stevens last. The horses got bunched at the half,

which was made in fifty-one seconds. Charles A. and Arti-

cus were nose and nose to the head of the homestretch. At

this point Coombs, on Lovdal, rushed to the front and led to

the wire, defeating Articus a length, and he was a length in

front of Charles A., Duke Stevens last. Time, 1:42}.

The fourth race was a selling event, for two and three-

year-olds, six furlongs. Niagara, Huntsman, Polaski, Chu-
I rea, Lady Jane, Border Lassie and Miss Ruth. Polaski $100,

I
Border Lassie $75, Lady Jane $40, Niagara $25, field $40,

j was the way the pools were auctioned off.

This race ended in a farce. Polaski, the favorite, was left

standing at the post after several breakaways, and from some
1 misunderstanding Churea, Huntsman and Lady Jane ran

j

past the assistant starter to the half-pole and stopped. The
I owner of Churea ran to the jockey and told him to go on.

He did so. Huntsman and Lady Jane followed in 2:26. The
I judges, on hearing the statement of the jockey, declared all

bets off.

The last race was for the Orange stake, a handicap for all

ages, one and one-sixteenth miles. There were only three

horses upon which last payments were made—Happy Day,

I Blizzard and Royal Flush. Happy Day sold for $200, Bliz-

j
zird $125, Royal Flush $105. When the flag dropped Royal

i Flush led all the way into the homestretch. Blizzard at this
' point was alongside, with Happy Day a-trailing third. The
1 jockey on Happy Day tcok a short cut and got the pole, where

the track was heavy, and the game horse was unable to pass

the speedy Blizzard, who passed Royal Flush as soon as his

I head was directed toward the wire. It was a neck and neck

. finish, Blizzard winning by a head, Royal Flum third. Time,

,

1:48*.
SUMMARIES.

i' EUsa 9,, by Alcantara—Katalina - 5 5 2 13 11
ii Chloe, bv Dexter Prince—by Hawthorne 3 112 2 2 3

I Pearl Fisher, by Altamont—by Kisbar 1 2 3 4 13 2

I Abanteeo, by Anteeo 2 6 5 6 dr.

|l Cirico. by Monroe Chief 4 4 4 3 dr.

ii Lynmont, by Almont Medium 6 3 6 5 dr.

I Emin Bey, by Guy Wilkes dis.

Time, 2:20%, 2:1954, 2:21, 2:10, 2:23%, 2:23, 2:25.

| First race—The Autumn Handicap, for two-year-olds, 5350 added.

Six furlongs.

I A B. Spreckels' ch f Piquante, by Flambeau—Pbcebe Anderson,

H2.. Sullivan 1

|i L. G. Gonzales' ccRey Alfonso, by Prince ot Norfolk—Haidee, 120
..Peters

1

George Van Gorden's b f Cecil S., by Jim Brown—Deception, luO
Coombs 3

""
Time, 1:16.

i Flirtilla, Malo Diablo and Ike L. also ran.

Second race—Three-year-olds and upward, purse $500. Six furlongs.

G. Paeheco's ch m Abi P., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid, 103
Sullivan 1

: Burns & Waterhouse's br h Quarterslaff, by imp. Friar Tuck— sis-
1

ter to Ruth Ryan, 100 Coombs 2

[ R. Sherwiu's rn m Emma D., by Jack Brady—Dolly Varden, 104...

Smith 3

Time, l:15K-

Conde. Banjo and Garcia also ran.

Third race—The Del Mar state, for three-year-olds and upwards,
i $300 added. One mile.

Burns &. Waterhouse's chc Lovdal, by Wildidle— Free Love. 112
." Coombs 1

' George Van Gorden's b c Articus. by Argyle—Glenlock, 112
Spence 2

j Charles A. Brown's blk c Charles A., by John A.— Early R^se, 112
*

,
Seaman 3

Time, 1:42%.

1 Duke Stevens (122) also ran.

Fourth race—Selling, tor two and three-year-olds, purse $500. Six

I furlongs.

I J. Reavev's be Churea. by imp. Brutus—Lady R , 83 Coady 1

Thomas Boyle's b c Huntsman, by Prince of Norfolk— Haidee, 89
P. Xarvaez 2

Aunt Jane, 84

Burns 3

Time, 1:16%.

. Niagara, Polaski, Border Lassie and Miss Ruth also started, but

I pulled up.

Fifth race—Handicap, all ages, purse 8500. One and a sixteenth
I miles.

II A. B. Spreckels' br h Blizzard, by Trade Wind—Trampo, 112
Sullivan 1

III. J. Kelly's br g Happy
;

Day, bv Emperor—Felicity, 108
Coombs 2

George Howsou's ch h Royal Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosette, 1106
... .

Dodd 3

Time, 1:48%.

John Greer's br f Lady Jane, by imp. Midlothian-

Portland (Or.) Races.

FIRST DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Fully 3,000 people visited Irvington Park this afternoon.

It was the opening day of the Portland Speed and Driving

Association's fall race meeting, and a very attractive card and

iplendid weather combined to bring out the throng that com-

'ortably filled the ground and the betting shed. The associa-

iion's gallantry in admitting women free was rewarded by an

musually large attendance of the sex, and the four events on

;he. programme promised sufficiently exciting sport and were

loubtful enough as to results to interest the chronic lurf-lov-

3F8 as well as the speculative novices. Taken all in all
(

.he day was as satisfactory as could have been expected, says

he Oregonian.

To begin with, there was the smashing of the Oregon mile

•unning record by Ramsdell & Garland's bay mare Norman-

lie, who covered the distance with seeming ease in 1:42}.

\

Chen there was the beating of Jennie Deane. a two to one

'avoritefor the three-quarter mile dash, by Nelson, under a
1

mil.

Messrs. Biers, Beach and Nesmith were the judges, and
1 he latter gentleman started the trotters in a way that

[uickly convinced both profession and public that he would
land no nonsense. S. O. Tryon got away the runners so

I [uickly as to satisfy the jockeys that he, too, was there for

msiness, and that if they attempted any monkey shines they

i

?ere liable to get l»ft at the post. W. M. Ayers and his corps

I'f assistants conducted affairs in the betting-shed with cus-

omary neatuess and dispatch, and all the othes details were
imilarly covered. The American band, directed bw Profes-

or H. Crisman, played choice selections in a catchy way.
Sir bangtails lined up for the introductory scramble, a

uile dash, selling. They were Lonnie B., with 110 pounds
ip

; Auteuil, 104; Raindrop, 104; Chester G., 97 ;
Promise,

! '7, and Normandie, 109. Normandie was poet favorite, sell-

' ng at $20 against $4 for Raindrop and $6 for the field. The
tart was not altogether satisfactory, for Chester G., well

thought of by the field-backers on account of the light weight
they carried, was left at the post. Normandie led from wire to

wire, with the others closely bunched a couple of lengths be-
hind her, Winchell kept her under a pull in the stretch,

while his competitors plied the whip mercilessly. Norman-
die won in 1:42J, clipping three-quarters of a second off the
Oregon record, and Promise got the place by a head from
Lonnie B. Mutuels paid $7.10.

Jennie Deane, carrying 119 pounds, was first choice for

the three-quarter mile dash, bringing .$20 Against $10 for Nel-
son, 112 pounds, and $12 for a field embracing Annie Moore,
101 pounds, Mowitza, 101 pounds, and Paddy Ryan, 116
pounds. The favorite's stubbornness at the gateway made
her a trailer, Annie Mooie doing the running to the half-

mile post, where Nelson overhauled her and took a lead
which he held to the finish, winning very easily by a couple
of lengths in 1:104. There was a lively scramble for the
place between three of them, and Mowitza got it by a nose
from Jennie Deane. Mutuels paid $17.80.

There were seven starters in the 3:00 class trot—Alice,
Eva T., Fritz, Bonnie Ben, Lady Wentworth, Hugo and
Sleepy Tom. Eva T. two-to-one favorite against the field for

the race, because she came over from Montana with a 2:22
performance to her credit. The field purchasers pinned
their faith in Sleepy Tom, who had done his mile in 2:26 in

California, and not a little confidence was placed in Lady
Wentworth, because she was a full sister to Doc Sperry, the
pacer that is doing so well on the grand circuit.

Eva's driver laid up the first heat—that was apparent to

everybody. The mare crawled to the three-quarters, and
then she went out and easily passed three competitors to get
the place. Hugo won the heat in the miserable time of 2:37,
and Doc Sperry's relative got the flag.

But there was no nonsense about the second burst. Eva
led the procession from start to finish, and did not exert her-
self very much to do it, either. Fritz was shut out, and the
others arrived home in a straggle. Time, 2:32.

.So it was in the third. Sleepy Tom's close finish in the
preceding heat gained for him a little favoritism, but he
dropped it by his subsequent slow work. Eva got the heat
in 2:334, and it was Alice who pressed her home.

In the foarth heat the favorite lost her feet at the first

turn, and when she recovered them Sleepy Tom and Alice
were trotting on even terms half a dozen lengths ahead of

het. Tom made a rattling pace to the five-eighths pole, but
he could not get any further away from the mare, who brushed
Alice flside and went after him at a clip that brought her
alongside his wheel at the three quarters. The terrific spurt
sent her upward again, and again Tom was creeping away,
when she resumed business and caught him in the stretch.

She came home in 2:26.}, and Alice slid in second, with Tom
a tired third and Bonnie Ben away beyond the distance.

SUMMARY.
EvaT 1 2111
Hugo 13 4 4
Alice 4 5 5dis
Sleepy Tom 6 2 3 3
Bonnie Ben 3 4 2 2
Fritz 5 dis.

Lady Wentworth dis.

Time, 2:37, 2:32, 2:33}^, 2:26J4.

Eva T. is a six-year old bay mare by Almont Medium

—

Alwood. She was entered by E.G. Taft.

Great Horses Coming to California.

New York, September 23.—When Starter Ferguson drops

the flag on October 27th for the first event of the new

California Jockey Club's winter season it should mark the

opening of the greatest race meeting ever held in America.

There seems to be a California craze on at present in the

East. Unusual eagerness is displayed by Eastern hersemen to

nibble at the tempting purses offered by GUifornians.

If one-quarter of the horseowners who have signified their

intention of visiting the Coast this winter buy railroad tick-

ets, the San Francisco meeting will lival for number and

quality of horses and attendance of turf magnates anything

ever held west of the Alleghanies.

Profiting by the experience of last year, Eastern horsemen
are beginning to realize that a season with work in eternal

summer is of more benefit to highly-tempered thoroughbreds
than six months of idleness in region of snow and sleet.

Tom Williams, who has been working among the turfmen
atGravesend for the past week, estimates that not less than
twenty of the most prominent Eastern stables will be repre-

sented at the winter meeting at San Francisco. Some of them
follow : J. R. and F. P. Keene will send the pick of their

stable, with the exception of the peerless Domino, who will

probably go to England to try tbe measure of Eoglish thor-

oughbreds in the great stakes next year. Phil Dwyer, the

great pluDger, will give Banquet and half a dozen others of

his collection tbe transcontinental trip. Belmont, Pulsifer,

he of Tenny fame, Pat Dunne, and the Oneck stable, with

game little Sir Walter at the head, will also be on haud.
George Smith (Pittsburg Phil) will send Derfargilla and
someothers. Green Morrisand Fred Walbaum, with Lamp-
lighter, will be there.

From tbe West will go the stables of Ed Corrigan. Chris

Smith, Frank Van Ness, the iEtna and Kentucky stables,

Jimmy Noble and Fred Foster with Dr. Rice, the winner of

the Brooklyn handicap this year. Byron McClelland is un-

decided whether he will trust Henry of Navarre to the un-
certainties of a long railroad trip, but if the great three-

year-old winters in the East several of his stable companions
will make the journey. This a list of certainties :

One feature of the meeting will be a steeplechase twice a

week, and among the jumpers will be candidates from the

stables of Ed Corrigan and "Mayor 1

' Nolan. These races

will be given Tuesdays and Saturdays. From the list of sta-

bles given it may be said with a good degree of authority

that among others Lamplighter, Clifford, Dr. Rice, Banquet,

Yo Tambien, Morel lo, Chant and Sir Walter will help to

take down the rich purses offered by Californians this

winter.

The fever of a winter's outing has spread to America's
greatest jockey. Fred Taral will have charge of the Keene
string and incidentally pay a visit to his father, who lives at

Sacramento. Among others who will go, and whose names
are familiar to all turf lovers, are Doggett, Sims of the

Dwyer stable, Jimmy Lamley, Reiff, Perkins and Griffin.

The bookmakers will be represented by that king of plung-

ers, Riley Grannan, Pittsburg Phil, George Rose, Abe Levy,
Max Blumenthal and Ike Thompson. Rowe will act as pre-

siding judge and will have as associates in the stand Charles

Trevathan and Clint Riley. The Board of Stewards will be
composed of Tom Williams, Rowe and Jack Chinn. Per-
guson will handle the flags. Mr. Williams said to a corre-
spondent to-day

:

" We shall go better than $300,000 on the purses. Nearly
a half million will be distributed. There will be forty-one
stakes decided during the first three months of the meeting,
and thirty more will be added."
Mr. Williams has disposed of his stable.and his colors will

not be seen during the meeting.
"There has been so much trouble," he said, " that I have

decided to drop my string, that there may be none of the old
unpleasantness to mar the success of the meeting."

The Palo Alto Sale.

Messrs. Killip & Co. held a sale of trotting stock belong-
ing to the Palo Alto Stock Farm at Agricultural
Park, Sacramento, last Wednesday. Superintendent Frank
Covey made a very plain and simple statement regarding the

animals offered. One gentlemen who was present remarked
after Mr. Covey had spoken : "I have attended nearly all

the leading sales of trotting stock held in New York city for

the past five years, and I must confess that the young man
who has just spoken surpasses Kellogg, Fasig,S. A. Browne of

Kalamazoo, L. J. Rose or any of the other leading spokes-

men at sales in America. He knows just what to say, how to

say it and in a, manner not only earnest but convincing."
The attendance at the sale was not large. The amount re-
ceived for the thir.y-six head was $4,955, an average of $138.
The following is a list of the animals Bold, names of buyers
and amounts realized

:

Isma, bra, 1879, by Gen. Benton—Irene; J. Smith „.... 75
Miss Williamson, ch m, 1882. by Bismarck—by Owen Dale; J.

Boggs 25
Waltz, br m, 1S86, by Will Crocker—Wanda ; James Harris 50
Petrina. ch m, 1889, by Piedmont— Miss Peyton ; Capt. Griffith 200
Wild Bud, brm. 1889, by Nephew— Wildnower; H. C. Coil 155
Lula Sprague, br m, 18S1. by Governor Sprague—Lulu, 2:15

;

Cash g5
Eline, b m, 9. by Dexter Prince—Eileen Oge ; D. J. McCarty 160
Mimic, b m. G, by Alired—Mora ; W. J. Irviu 90
May. b m, 13. by Wildidle—Mayflower ; 0. M. Dougherty S5
Cassie V., b m. 9, by Don Victor—Cassie ; J. H. Grath su
Blonde, b m, 10, by Gen. Benton—Brunette ; F. J. Taylor 200
Woodflower, b m 9, by Ansel—Ma-flower, 2:30%; Wm.

Jackson 130
Gem, b m, 10, by General Benton—Guess, by Electioneer

;

P. J. Taylor 105
Estella M., b m, 9, by Albert W. -Fly, by Washington: C.

M. Dougherty 45
Matron, br m, 5. by Clay—Mollie Cobb ; E. V. Crowell 145
Norbell, b m, 5. by Norval— Clarabel ; H. Richardson 215
Aragon, b m, 13, by Gen. Benton—Alice ; J. Boggs 85
Florione, bm, 8. by Woodnut—Flower Girl ; D. McCarty 75
Bessie Belle, 2:29%, by St. Bel—Belle D ; C. Green 375
Nina Wilkes, ch m, 4, by, Allie Wilkes—Kitty ; D. McCarty 60
Gertie, b m, 16, by Hambletonian Prince—Gazelle, 2:21 ; T.

Lewis _ 35
Slight, 2:28, by Electioneer—Sprite, by Belmont 64; G.

Bement 400
Reta Clay, b m, 4, by Clay—Mollie Shelton ; C. M. Dougherty 90
Azthore, b m, 3, by Azmoor—Asthore : D. McCarty 90
Mayfair, br m, 6, by Electricity—Mayflower, 2:30% ; J. M.

Miller 185
Viola, b m. 10, by Gen. Benton—Violet ; A. B. Gonzales 160
Avena, b m 6, by Nephew—Lady Amanda ; D. McCarty 90
Grisette, bm,13, by Wildidle—Gazelle ; E. V. Cowell 55
Alice Azmoor, b m, 4, by Azmoor—Alice ; H. (Richardson 245
Morgianua, ch m, 12, by. Gen. Benton—Lady Morgan; Capt.

Griffith 200
Dora Belle, b m. 3, by Electricity—Belle D.; F. deOjeda 200
Nadine, br m, 13, by Wildidle—Norah ; C. G. Pearl, Jr 105
Edoo, br m, 13, by Gen. Be ton—Emma Robson ; J. F. Boyd.. 200
Penelope, b m, 14, by Mohawk Chief ; Wm. Jackson 120
Lorinne. b m, 10, by Gen. Benton—Lodenia ; A. B. Spreckels.. 170
Laureola, b m, 8, by Benefit—Laura C; A. B. Spreckels 350

PBOPERTY OF VILBER F. SMITH.

Kebir 2;2S%, by Alcazar ; D. McCarty 525
Remora. gr m, by Guy Wilkes—Belle Blanche ; M. S. Sev-

erance 105
Ruinda, b f, by Kebir—Remora (1) : J. Mack 170

The use of a race course for trotters and runneis on alter-

nate times is a bad plan, for the track is made very slow as

well as unsafe for both classes of horses. At Sacramento this

experiment was tried this year, and objections are heard on
all sides from owners, trainers and drivers. It is hoped that

at the next meeting to be held tnere the trotters will have
the track for four consecutive days and the bang-tails will

have it for four days.

A meeting of the Turf Congress has been called to con-

vene at the Burnet House, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Tuesday,
September 18th, at 2 p. m. Its main purpose is to consider

the application of the California Jockey Club for admission.

John Mackey, superintendent of Kancho del Paso,

arrived trom the East last Tuesday. He says his recent pur-

chases in England and Ireland will arrive here during the

latter part of next month.

The item about The Kaven, 2:27|, by Sable Wilkes, pub-

lished in another column, is correct with one exception. The
colt's proper name is Sablenut.

Awarded
Highest Hor ore—World's Fair.

w CREAM

BAKING
POWDffi

MOST PERFECT MADE.
\ pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant,

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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Weaning the Foals.

The weaning period is a somewhat trying one to both the

foal and the dam. It is much less so, however, when both are

properly prepared for it beforehand and properly managed

daring the weaning process.

The age at which foals are weaned varies with diflerent

breeders. Most of them prefer to let the foal ran with the

dam four or five months. In case the dam gives but little

milk or is very thin in flesh it is sometimes better for foal

and dam to wean when three months old-

Proprietors of large breeding establishments generally man-

age to wean several foalsat a time. The youngsters are al-

lowed to run together io a spacious paddock during the day

and are put in pairs in a box stall nights and rainy weather.

Of course care must be taken to mate them so that foals of

about the same size and strength may occupy the same stall,

otherwise the smaller and weaker ones will have a hard

time.

The large breeders, however, do got need any suggestions

in regard to weaning, for even if they are novices themselves,

as sometimes the case, they, of course, have competent, ex-

perienced men to manage their stock. To the man who is

just beginning on a small 6cale, however, a few suggestions

may not come amiss.

it is very important that every foal be kept growing from

be kept growing from the day of his or her birth until

matured. In order to insure this condition during the wean-

ing period it will be best to have the foal learn to eat both

whole and ground oats, wet and dry, with its dam. This iB a

very easy matter. Feed the mare a few oats once or twice a

day from a low, wide box placed where the foal can easily

reach it. In a week or two the youngster will be on hand to

get hi? share of the ration.

It is better to begin with dry oats. After the foal seems

to relish them slice a few potatoes or apples into the grain,

increasing the proportion at each feed until the colt will eat

them readily. Then begin with the clear oats again and

moisten them with clean water. The foal may not like the

feeling of them in his mouth at first, but if his dam eats

them he will soon do so. When he will eat the wet oats

readily mix a small proportion of the ground oats with the

whole ones and increase the proportion at each feed until he

will eat the wet meal. In the meantime vary the ration oc-

casionally by substituting a feed of sliced apples or potatoes or

both instead of the oats or meal.

After the youngster has learned to eat these several arti-

cles with a relish he will then be in condition to begin the

weaning process, provided he has been halter-broken. If not,

that part of his education must be attended to forthwith, and

as gently as possible.

Always treat the youngsters kindly and talk to them as

cheerfully and pleasantly as to a child. The proper time to

halter break a foal is when it is first dropped. The longer

the first lessons are deferred the more difficult will be the

task. A well-fitting head halter, made of the softest and
most pliable leather or of webbing, should be used. The
foal should not be allowed to wear this head halter only

when an attendant is near. Never turn a colt or full-grown

horse either, with a head halter on, into a pasture and go
away and leave him. Many an animal has been furiously in

jured by getting a hind foot ioto the head halter in an at-

tempt to brush away a fly.

After the colt is so thoroughly halter-broken that he will

stand quietly when hitched, and has become accustomed to

eatiog his rations of grain and vegetables with a relish, he
is ready to be separated from his dam. For the first few

days the mare and fij.il should be hitched in adjacent stalls,

with the partition between them so open that they can see

each other and get their noses together. The grain ration

should be withheld from the mare, which should be fed on
dry hay alone. She should have water in small quantities

three times a day. The less she drinks the quicker she will

become dry.

If the udder becomes distended, enough milk must be
drawn from it to afford relief, but it will not be best to milk
her dry. For the first day or two the colt can do the mak-
ing night and morning, but after that the milk will be unfit

for him. He should be fed early-cut, well-cured hay, green
com fodder, with a ration of ground oats and wheat bran,

two parts of the former to one of the latter, twice a day. He
should also be taught to drink cow's milk.

There is no belter food for growing colts rapidly than
hkimmed milk. Most colls will learn to drink milk readily.

They like it best if warmed a little. The safest way to warm
it is to add just enough hot water to bring it to ths same tem-
perature as when drawn from the cow. The milk of a cow
which has recently " come in " is much better than that of

one which has been giving milk several months.
If the youngster refuses to drink the milk at first wet bis

grain ration with it and let him takeit that way. Milk taken
that way will cause him to grow just as fast as though he
drank it, but he should be taught to drink, for at some time
in his life he may have strangles or some form of distemper
and be unable to take solid food or even mashes, and milk
will then be of great benefit to him. When a colt has once
been taught to drink milk and gets it regularly for a time he
will always take it when offered after he has become a ma-
ture horse. When all other means have failed colts can some-
times be taught to drink by wetting their ration of ground
oats with milk for awhile, then gradually increasing the pro-
portion of milk and decreasing the quantity of meal until it

is as thin as gruel. After feeding in this way a short time
omit the ground oats from the milk.

Care should be used not to feed the colts so liberally at

weaning time or afterwards as to cloy the appetite. It is

better of the two to keep them a little short than to over-feed.

They should be fed often and have all they will eat up clean.

They should also havt. a bucket of clean, fresh water within
reach at all times, and it should be so placed and fastened in

one corner of the stall that the youngsters can not injure
themelves with it. The bucket should be emptied and fresh
water added every few hours.

When both milk and grain are fed always give the milk
Grst.then feed the grain. Two quarts of skimmed milk at a
feed three limes a day followed by a quart of ground oats and
wheat bran at each feed will make an ample ration for a
good-sized, hearty, four-montbs-old colt. Some will not take
more than half as much as that at first, and others will eat
more. The man who has charge of them must use judgment
in regulating the amount.
The milk and grain ration should be given to each colt

separately, as some will eat and drink much faster than
others. The youngsters should have exercise in an open

yard or lot every day, and after they are fairly weaned so as

not to care for their dams it will be best to give them the run
of a field or pasture during the day time in fair weather.

After separating the foal from the dam the latter should be
milked some by hand two or three times a day, so as to relieve

the udder and prevent danger of inflammation. Mares which
are great milkers sometimes lose one or both sides of their

udders by not being properly cared for during the first week
or ten days after the foals are weaned.

After the autumn frosts begin to appear the colts, and older

ones, loo, should not be turned into the fields in the morning
when the grass is frozen or covered wilh frost. By observing
this many eases of colic may be prevented.

There is nothing which colts seem to relish better than
sweet apples. A bushel of these are worth as much for feed-

ing occasionally to the youngsters as a bushel of oats. All
colts should have a large lump of rock salt within reach at

all times. It will not only promote digestion, but will have
a tendency to keep them free from worms.
The stalls in which they stand should be well bedded and

kept clean and dry, otherwise their feet are liable to sutler

from thrush. The feet should be cleaned out with a pick

and washed thoroughly every day, and should also be levelled

frequently with a rasp.—American Horse Breeder.

How to Give Medicine to Horses.

Medicine may enter the body through any of the following

designated channels: First, by the mouth; second, by the

lungs and upper air passages ; third, by the skin ; fourth,

under the ekin [hypodermic methods) ; fifth, by the rectum,

and sixth, by intravenous injections.

(1) By the Mouth.—Medicine can be given by the mouth

in the form of powders, balls, drenches, and electuaries.

Powders.—These should be as finely pulverized as possible

in order to secure a rapid solution and absorption. Their
action is in this way facilitated and intensified. Powders
must be free from any irritant or caustic action on the mouth.
Those that are without any disagreeable taste or smell are
readily eaten in the feed or taken m the drinking water.

When placed in the feed they should first be dissolved or sus-

pended in water and thus sprinkled on the feed. If mixed
dry the horse will often leave the medicine in the bottom of

his manger.
Balis.—When properly made these are cylindrical in shape,

two inches in length, and about three-fourths of an inch in

diameter. They should be fre6h, but if necessary to keep
them some time they should be made up with glycerine, or

some such agent, to prevent them from becoming too hard.

Very old, hard balls are sometimes passed whole with the

manure without being acted upon at all. Paper is to be
wrapped around balls when given ; it should be thin but firm :

toilet paper is the best. Balls are preferred to drenches when
the medicine is extremely disagreeable or nauseating ; when
the dose is not too large ; when the horse is ugly to drench

;

when the medicine is intended to act slowly. Certain medi-
cines cannot, or should not, be made into balls—medicines
requiring to be given in large doses, oils, caustic substances,

unless diluted and thoroughly mixed with the vehicle, deli-

quescent or efflorescent salts. Substances suitable for balls

can be made up by the addition of honey, syrup, soap, etc.,

when required for immediate use. Gelatine capsules of dif-

ferent sizes are now obtainable and are a convenient means of

giving medicines in ball form.

Drenches are to be given when the medicine is liquid, when
the dose is large, and when we desire speedy action.

Electuaries are medicines mixed mostly with licorice-root

powder, molasses, or syrup to the consistency of honey, or a

"soft solid." They are intended chiefly to act locally upon
the mouth and throat. They are given with a wooden paddle
or long handled spoon.

When balls are to be given weshould observe the following

directions. In shape they should be cylindrical, of the size

above mentioned, and soft enough to be easily compressed by
the fingers. If made rout.d or egg-shaped, if too long or too
hard, they are liable to become fixed in the gullet and cause

choking. Balls may be given with the " balling gun" (ob-

tainable at any veterinary instrument maker's) or bv the hand.
If given by the hand a mouth speculum or gsg should be
used to prevent the animal from biting the hand or crushing
the ball. Always loosen the horse before attempting to give
a ball ;

if tied he may break his halter and injure himself or

the one giving the ball. With a little practice it is much
easier to give a ball without the mouth-gag, as the horse al-

ways fights more or less against having his mouth forced open.

The tongue must be firmly grasped with the left hand and
gently pulled forward; the ball, slightly moistened, is then to

be placed with the tips of the fingers of the right hand as far

back into the mouth as possible; as the tongue is loosened it

is drawn back into the mouth and carries the ball backward
with it. The mouth should be kept closed for a minute* r two.

We should always have a pail of water at hand to offer the

horse after balling. This precaution will often prevent him
from coughing out the ball or its becoming lodged in the

gullet.

It is very often impossible to get balls properly made or to

induce owners or attendants to attempt to give them, and for

these reasons medicines by the mouth are mostly given in the

form of drenches. When medicine is to be given as a drench
we must be careful to use enough water or oil to thoroughly
dissolve or dilute it ; more than this makes the drench bulky
and is unnecessary. Insoluble medicines, if not irritant or

corrosive, may be given simply suspended in water; the bottle

to be well shaken immediately before giving the drench.

The bottle used for drenching purposes should be clean, strong,

and smooth about its neck ; it should be without shoulders,

tapering, and of a size to suit the amount to be given. A
horn or tin bottle may be better, in that they are not so easily

broken by the teeth. If the dose is a small one the horse's

head may be held up by the left hand while the medicine is

poured into the moulh by the right. The left thumb is lobe
placed in the angle of the lower jaw and the fingers spread

out in such a manner as to support the lower lip. Should the

dose be large, the horse ugly, or the attendant unable to sup-

port the head as directed above, the head is then to be held

up by running the tines of a long-handled wooden fork under
the nose-band of the halter; the halter-strap or a rope may
be fastened to the nose-band and thrown over a limb, beam,
or through a pulley suspended from the ceiling. Another
way of supporting the head is to place a loop in the end of a

rope and introduce this loop into the mouth just behind the

upper front teeth or tusks, the free end to be run through a

pally, as before described, and held by an assistant. It is

never lo be fastened, as the horse might do himself serious

injury if made fast. The head is to be elevated just enough
to prevent the horse from throwing the liquid out of his
mouth. The line of the face should be horizontal, or only
the least particle higher. If the head is drawn too high the
animal cannot swallow wilh ease, or even with safety. (If
this is doubtful, just fill your mouth with water, throw back
the head as far as possible, and then try to swallow.) The
person giving the drench should stand on some object in order
to reach the horse's mouth on a level or a little above it. The
bottle or horn is then to be introduced at the side of the
mouth, in front of the molar teeth, in au upward direction.
This will cause the horse lo open his mouth, when the base
of the bottle is to be suddenly elevated and about four ounces
of the liquid allowed to escape on the tongue as far back as
possible, care being used not to get the neck of the bottle be-
tween the back teeth. The bottle is to be immediately re-
moved, and if the horse does not swallow this can be encour-
aged by rubbing the fingers orneck of the bottle against the
roof of the mouth, occasionally removing them. As soon as
this is swallowed repeat the operation until he has takeD all

thedrencb. If coughing occurs, or if by any mishap the
bottle should be crushed in the mouth, lower the head imme-
diately.

Do not rub, pinch or pound the throat, nor draw out the
tongue when giving a drench. These in no way aid the horse
to swallow and oftener do harm.—Dr. Michener, in Govern-
ment Report on " The Horse."

"Western Light-Weight Jockeys.

"Soup " Perkins and " Lonnie" Clayton cut a very wid>

swath at Saratoga
; in fact, they are riding all ever am

around the crack Eastern jockeys. In a recent issue thi

New York World prints the following history of the bovs
James Perkins, who is better known by the sobriq"

of "Soup,'' is at the present time on of the best ligb
weight riders in the country, besides being one of th

youngest, and for his years can manage any kind of
horse better lhan any jockey who has been s^en in th
saddle io many a day. He acquired the nickname ol

"Soup" through his love for that beverage, he himself
declaring that he could always take a dozen plates of it

with a craving for more. The boy, who is colored, was
born in Lexington, Ky., and will not be fifteen years of
age until next March. His father and mother, three
brothers and two sisters are living, and the young jockey is

a large contributor to their support His first work was with
Pete Wimnier in the summer of '91, and his first victory was
in that year on Corinne Kinney at Latonia. He remained
with Mr. Wimmer,riding through the West, until last Spriog,
when he signed a contract to ride for Charles Fleischmann
& Son, his present employers. The boy has made remarkably
rapid progress in his profession this year, and is eager!j
sought after by horsemen when they think ihey have a
chance to win with their horses. He is a very manly boy
for his limited education and is never rallied in a close

finish.

He can rideas light as eighty-eight pounds if necessary,

and has a two-year contract with Mr. Fleischmann at a re-

tainer of $5,000 a year. This, together with his mounts from
the stable and outside parties, gives him a salary that many
a bank President would be jealous of.

Alonzo Clayton was born in Kansas City sevenleeo
years ago, there being five other children. Shortly after

his birth the family moved to Little Rock, Ark , where
his father and mother are still residing. Lonnie was sent

to school as soon as he was old enough, but did not re-

main there any length of time, preferring to take up the

vocation of his brother AI, who was then an excellent lieht-

weight. Lonnie's first work among horses was wilh E.J.
Baldwin at Chicago, iu the summer of 1888, when he started

in as an exercise lad. He then got a position with the Rich-
mond stable, owned by Mr. Richmond, of Chicago. His
main duties with the stable were in the exercising of the

horses, and as he longed to ride a mount to victory, he
joined his brother, who was then engaged lo Dan Hnnra
Lonnie really began his riding career over the Clifton, N. J

,

track in the fall of 1890, and scored his first victory shortly

after on Swift, owned at the time by Honig. Siure lhat time

bis career in the saddle has been successful, and his ioifg-

rity and honesty have never been questioned. At present be

is engaged with the Basbford stable, but gives Byron Mc-
Clelland his services whenever it is possible for him lo do
so. He can ride as light as ninety pounds, and usually has

more engagements than he can attend to.

In a recent chat with a Spirit of the Times man iu New
York Mr. Lorillard said in connection with his proposed

plan to race in England, " Yes, my plans are now definitely

settled to race in England as soon as I can make arrange-

ments to do so, I have made a number of entries in the

prominent two and three-year-old Eoglish events and in a

couple of years I hope to have a first-class racing stable there,

consisting of American two aud three-year-olds and a num-
ber of good English handicap horses which I shall purchase

on the other side, after my arrival. I shall have an agent

here to look out for any prominent two and three-year-old?,

and I think I shall race on a more extensive scale lhan 1

have ever done before. For the first time in many years 1

am now a man of leisure, and, as I have a comfortable income,

I do not know of any pleasanter way of enjoying it lhan in

raciDg in England. Owing to the fact that this year I bad.

over eighty foals, too large a number to be properly cared

for at Rancoca*, I have decided to dispose of thirty-six of

my broodmares later on, some time in October, and three of
i

my stallions. The broodmares will be of choice breeding

and I shall only dispose of them because of the excessively,

large number of foals we had at the farm this year. The

three stallions which I shall sell are the well known Morte-

mer horse Cholula, Simon Magus and Innocent. I have

many yearlings now, more than I can raise, and I have d<

cided to sell during the Fall twenty-eight head of them and

all of my horses in training."' Mr. Loriilard stated ths 1

next year he would race nothing but two-year olds and wouli

divide his stable in two sections, one containing the pick ol

the youngsters, so that so large a number of horses may re-

ceive better attention lhan would be possible if all were un-

der the care of one trainer. Mr. Lorillard will continue to

maintain his establishment at Rancocas, where so man}

famous performers have been bred. It is to be hoped thatht

may be induced also to continue a powerful racing stable ir.

this country. On this point, however, Mr. Lorillard hat

some stroDg convictions, chief among which is his aversion

to handicap conditions that have been allowed to prevail ot

many of our courses in recent years.
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alifornia Jockey Olub Stakes.

Below will be found a list of the stakes of-

red by the California Jockey Club, to be run

r at the winter meeting, or during the

oaths of November, December, January and

^bruary, besides six slakes to be run for dur-

j» the spring meeling of 1895. Entries to

e first thirty-one mentioned close October

,]894. The two-year-old stake events here

.ted close December 1, 1894. The old Blood

juse Association fall stakes (Vestal, one and

iequarter miles, for three-year-old fillies;

,uie, one and three quarter mile?, for three-

ar-oids; Ladies', six furlongs for two-year-

li fillies, and Autumn, for two-year-olds, one

|le) will be ruu this fall, of course, and four

ilhe Blood Horse Stakes next year.and these

-11 be the last of the old association's fixed

* eots to be run in California. There will be

hot thirty additional stakes gotten up for

|» spring meeting of 1895 (March, April,

iy and a portion of June).

The list found below shows that horses of

i &°es are amply provided for. The smallest

t ke is guaranteed worth $1,000 ;
the largest

J),000 (Spreckels Handicap, for all ages),

c; and one-quarter miles. Then there is the

rns Handicap, for three-year-olds and up-

Lrds $5,000, one and one quarter miles;

' ornton Stakes, four miles, $3,000, weights

I pounds below scale; General Arthur Cigar

I ndicap, one and one-eighth miles, $2,000
;

llace Hotel Handicap, one and one-sixteenth

tiles. $2,000; Lissak Handicap, two miles,

000; Clilmore Stakes, one and one-sixteenth

i es, $1,500: Hawthorne Steeplechase, about

li and one-quarter miles, $2,500; Harlem

tfeplechase. same distance, $2,000, while

Boy of the stakes on the fiat and over the

lips are guaranteed worth $1,500. The

ditions are so liberal in every one of the

sea oflered that they will fill to overflowing

I ondall doubt.

ffhe following stakes are to be run at the

<i iter meeting. Entries close October 25, 1894:

HE BKLMOXT STARRS—For two-year old

* * Kntrauee$lO; $-10 additional for horses not de-

Bed by tiie time or closing eutries, the day preced-

E the race The Cal forma Jockey Club to guarantee

m value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to

nd ami $100 to third. Winners of one race of the

Sie of t),0O0, or two or more races of $2,000 each, to

Iy 5 i 03
'

pftnaltv. Non-winners o' a race, value

fallowed s lbs"; of 3500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens

fiwed 15 lbs. Five fprlongs.

HK XORFOLR STARES—For two-year-olds.

I ranee *tn- $40 additional for horses not declared by

t time "of closing entries, the day preceeding the

r The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

Veof the stakes to be $ 1.2(H). of which $200 to second

HtlOO to third. Winners of one race of the value of

•0 or two or more of the value of $2,000 each, to

l
y' 3 lbs nenaltv. Non-winners of a race, value

t "J allowed 7 lbs.; of 3500. 12 lbs ; beaten maidens

P*-edl51bs. About six furlongs.

i HE PVLO AI.TO HAIVHCAP—For two-year-

» Enti-auce $10; $50 additional for starters. Tbe
I f rnla Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

L es to be $1 500, of which $250 to second and $100 to

I I Weights to be announced three days prior to

* '

Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding race.

t ses not dtclaivd liable for starting fee. About six

i'< ongy.

I HE QUL\L\* STARRS—For iwo-vear-olds that

h » never wou a race, value $1,000. Entrance $10; p»
a *t tonal for horses not declared by the time of clos-

ft-ntrles the day preceding the race. The California

J -ey Club to <*uaramee the value ot the stakes to be

f of which $150 to second and $50 to third. Nou-

* lers of a race, value 4700, or of tbn-e races ot auy
W e allowed 7 lbs. Non-winners of a race, value

* and maidens allowed 10 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

h -d 15 lis. Five and a half furlough.

IF U.\DI\K SELLING STAKEB-For two-

s' -olds Entrance $10; $;jo additional lor horses not

tl »red by the Lime of closing entries, the day preced-

fe be race The California. Joe-key Club to guarantee
li- of the stakes to be $1,000, of whicii $150 to

a> id and $-50 to third. The winner to be sold at auc-

U for f 500- if for less 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to

|:i: tben 1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000; then 1 lb. for

E |50 to $400. About six furlongs.

IK CALIFORNIA THKATRh HANDICAP
- r three-year-olds. Entrance $10; $!U additionol for

II era The California Jockey club to guarantee the

Jr eof the stakes to be $1,500. ot" which $250 to second
i }10O to third. Weights to bs- announced three days
p ' to the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-

'< ig the race- Horses not declared liable tor start-

I ae, One mile anda uuarter.

IE RICHMOND SfcLLL\(i STARRS-For
U -vear-olds. Entrance $10; $10 additional for

h> s not declared bv the time of closing entries, the

di jrecedius the race. The California Jockey Club
If lanintee the value of the slakes to be $1,000, of

b 9150 to second and $50 to third. The winner to

bi Id at auction for $2.-500: if for less. 1 lb. allowed for
-- *J0O to 31,500: then 1 lb. for each $100 to #1,000;

lh 3 lbs. for each $100 to $400. About six furlonsa.

IE XiiJLKE HA\niCAP-Fortwoand three-

y» olds. Entrance $10: $:i0 additional lor starters,

r California Jockev Club to -naraiuee the value ot

tb akes to be $1,000. of which $150 to second and $-,0

' (a rd. Weights to be announced three days prior to

lb ice. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
th ice. Horses not declared to be liable for the start-

'" e. Seven furlongs.

E BOHEMIAV ST4RF,S-For three-year-
ol Entrance *10; $30 additional for horses not de-

<!lj i by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
Sn ie race The California Jockey Club to guarantee
in aiueof the stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to

Be d and $50 to third. Winners this year of a race ot

lb alue of $5,000 when carrying weight for age, lo

o» five pounds extra. Non-winners of a race of the
vt nf $1,500 allowed five pounds: of $1,00". ten

t* is; $600, fifteen pounds; beaten maideus allowed
" 'Gauds additional. One mile.

' K M1LROV STARES—For three-year olds

»S ipwards. Entrance $10; $40 additional for horses
i eclared by the time of closing entries, tbe day
', ding the race. The California Jockey Club to

t -niee the value of the stakes to be $1,200, of whi h
1 a second and '100 to third. Winners of one race,

» 65,000, or two or more of $2,500 each, to carry-

penalty; of one race, value $H),000, or three or
' of $2 5C0 each, 7 lbs. penalty. Non-winners of

i allowed 4 lbs.; ot $-500, S lbs.; beaten maidens at-

1 12 pounds. One mile.

THE PALACE HOTEL HANDICAP—For three-
vear-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional
for starters. The Palace Hotel and the California
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$2,000, ol which $300 to second and $150 to third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to race.

Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race.

Horses not declared to be liable for starting fee. Win-
ners of any race after weights are announced to carry
5 lbs. penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for

age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE «ENERAL ARTHUR OIG*K HANDI-
CAP—For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
310; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
Cigar Company and tbe Cat! ornia Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2.00c, of which
llOOtosecond and $150 to ihird. Weights to be an-
nounced three days prior to the race. Declarations
due 4 P. M. the day preceding the race. Horses not de-

clared to be liable for starting fee Winners of any
race after weights are announced to carry 5 lbs. pen-
alty; if carrying less than weightfor age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.

THE Bl RNS HAN»IC*P—For three year olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; $90additional for starters

The California Jockey Club lo guarantee the value of

the stakes to be $5,000, of which $750 to second and $250

to ihird. Weights to be announced three days prior

to race. Declarations due 1 p.m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to he liable for the start-

ing fee Winners of any race after we'ghts are an-
nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if baudicapped at less

than weightfor age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a
quarter.

THE PACIFIC UNION STARRS—For three-
year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional
for horses not declared by the time of closing eolrie-.

the day preceding the race. The California Jockey
Club to euarautee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of
which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of one
race of the value of $5,000 in I8S3 or 1S94 to carry 7 Ibs.

extra. Non-winners of a race of the value of $2,000 in

1393 or 1894, allowed 5 lbs.; of $1,000, 10 pounds; of #500,

1J pounds; beaten maidens, if three years old. 7 lbs.

additional; If four years old or ove r
, 14 pounds addition-

al. One mile and a furious.

THR GOLDEN GATE S TARES-For three-year-
olds and upwards. Entrance $10: $30 additional for

horses not declared by tbe time of closing entries the
dav preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

guarantee the valne of the stakes to be $1,000, of which
$lio to second and #5 » to third. Winners of any race
of the value of $-5,000, or two or more races of the value
of $1,500 each in 1694 to carry 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners

" race in 1S93 or 1S94 of the value of $1,000 allowed "

THE BEVERWYCR 6 TEEPLECHASE-A
handicap steeplechase of $10 each; $30 additional lor
starters. Tue California Jockey Club to guarantee the
I'alue of tbe slakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and #100 to third. Weights lo be announced two days
prior to race Declarations due tour p. m. day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared to be liable for
starting fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and a half.

TH FLOOD STEEPLECHASE—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $20 additional for starters.
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
tbe stakes to be $1,000, of which #200 lo second and $100
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to
race. Declarations due four p. u. th«» day preceding
the race Horses not declared to be liable for starling
fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. About
one mile,

THE WINTER HANDICAP HURDLE RACE
—A handicap hurdle race of $10 each: $30 additional
for starters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to
second and ^100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior to race. Declarations due four p. m.
the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be
liable for starting fee. One mile and a quarter over
five hurdles.

THR PRODU' E EXCHMNGR HANDICAP
HURDLE RACE-A handicap hurdle race of $10
each; $30 additional for starters. The San Francisco
Produce Exchange and the California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to be #1,50*), of which
$250 to second and $100 lo third. Weights to be an-
nounced two days prior to the race. Declarations due
four p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not
declared to be liable for starting fee. Two miles over
eittht hurdles.

The followiog stakes are to be run at the

Spriog: Meeting, 1895. Entries close Decem-
ber 1, 1894.

THE PACIFIC feTAREP—For two - year - olds
i foals of 1S93). Entrance #10 : $.0 additional for horses
not declared by February 1st, 1S95 : #30 additional for
horses not declared by the time of closing entries, the
day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be #1,500, of
which #250 to second, and #100 to third. Half a mile.

THE R*ClN*i STARRS—For two-year-old fillies

. foalsof 1893). Entrance $10
;
$io additional for horses

not declared by February 1st. 1895 : $30 additional for
horses not declared by the time of closing entries, the
day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which

pounds; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens, if three years ' ?200 to second, and $100 to third. Haifa mile
old, allowed 7 poundsadditlonal; if lour years old or
over, 11 lbs. additional. One mile and three fiii-Jongs.

THE LTSBAK HANDICAP— For tbree-year-olds

and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional for start-

rs. The California Jockey Cluh to guarantee the
value of the stakes to he $2,000, of which $250 to second
and $150 to third. Weights to be announced four days
prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-

ceding the race. Horses not declared to be liable for

starting fee Two mile*".

THE THORNTON STARKS—Fur thrte-year-olds

and upwards. Ten lbs.be ow scale. Entrance $10 <$90

additional for starters The California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $ t.ooo. of which
$500 to second and $250 to third. Four Mile*.

THE SUNSET STARES—For all ages. Entrauce
$10; f25 additional for horses not declaied by the time
of closing ent'ies, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockc Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to he 3L000, of which $150 to second and $50 to

third. The winner tn be sold at auctiO" lor $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $l.50O; then 1 lb.

for each $1C0 t" $800; then 2 lbs. for each $50 to $500.

Seven furlongs.

THR ISUNST STARES—For all ages. Entrance
J10; $30 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockev Club to guaranife the value of the

stakes to be $1,200, ot which $200 to second and $100 to

third. The winner to be sold atauction for $3,000; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,600; then 1 lb.

lo-- each $100 to (*00; then 2 lbs. (or each $100 to $400.

One mile.

THR (ilLMORE STARES—For three-year-olds

and upwards. Entrauce $10; $40 addiiional for horses

not declared by the time of closing entries, the dav pre-

ceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to guar-

antee the value of the stakes to b=> $1,500. of which $250

to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at

a-iclion for $4,000 ; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $250

to $2,000; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $500. One mile
and a sixteenth.

THE SPRECRELS HANDICAP « to he run
December 29th )—For all aees. Entraoce$10; $40 addi-

tional for horses not declared by 4 p.m. Decemb-r 25th;

*250 additional for starters. The California Jockey Club
to euarantee the value Gf the stakes to be $10,000, of
which $2,C0O to second and $1,000 to third. Weights to

be announced December 24th. Horses not declared by
4 p. u. December 2Sth to be liable for full starling fee.

Winners of any race after weights are announced to

carry 5 lbs. penaltv; if handicapped at less than weight
for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE RALDWIV THEATRR STEEPLE -

CHASE—Entrance $10; 330 additional for horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, tbe day preced-

ing tbe race. 1 he California Jockey Cluh to guarantee
ihe value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 lo sec-

ond and $100 to third, •-on-winners of a race, value
*t COO this year, allowed 7 lbs ; of $000. 15 lbs.: ol J100.

f'f three vears old, allowed 20 lbs.; if four years old, 25

lbs if five years old or over, a lbs. Non-winners in

1S94 allowed, if three years old. 22 lbs.: if four years

old, 27 lbs ; if five years old or over
:
35 lbs. The short

steeplechase course. About oue mile and a half.

THE FOUR HUNDRED STAEES-A selling

hurdle stake of $10 each ; $25 additional if not declared

by the lime of closing entries, the day preceding the

race The California Jockev Club to guarantee tbe

value of Ihe stakes 'o be $1,200. ot which $200 to second
aud $100 to third. The winner to be sold for $2,500; if

for iess, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,500; then three-

year-olds allowed 2 lbs., four-year-olds 3 lbs,, live and
over 4 lbs. for each $100 to $900. One mile and a half

over six hurdles.

THE HARLEM 8TEEPLECHASE-A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $40 additional tor starters.

Tbe California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of

the slakes to be $2,C00. of which $300 to second and $150

to third Weights to be announced two days prior to

the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding the

race. Horses not declared to be liable for the starling

fee. The full steeplechase course. About two miles
and a quarter.

THR HAW THORNE STREPLRCH \SE-A han-

dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional for start-

ers The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

valoe of the stakes to be $2,500. of which $350 lo second
and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to the race. Declarations due four P. m. the

dav preceding the race. Hors< s not declared to be lia-

ble lor the starting fee. The lull steeplechase course.

About two miles and a quarter.

THE BURLIN(iAMK STARES—A selling hurdle

stake of $10each; $20 addiiional it not declared by Ihe

time of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

stakes to b<» $1,080, of which $IS0 to second and $50 to

third. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500; if

for le<»s. 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then

2 lbs. for each $100 to $700. Non winners of a race this

year, value $500. allowed, if four years old, 5 Ins.; If

live or over, 12 lbs. additional. On<? mile and a six-

teenth over four nurdles.

THE LIVERPOOL 8TEEPLRCHASE-A sell

ing steeplechase of $10 each ;
$2.5 additional if not de-

clared by the 'ime of closing entries, the day preceding

the race. The Calilornia Jockey Cluh to euarautee the

value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second

and $150 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for

i-*5<"'- if for less. lib. allowed for each $100 to $1,000;

then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners
of a race this year, value $500, allowed, if four years

old 5 lbs.; If five or over, 12 lbs. additional. Short

Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a half.

when I saw him first, but then in his exercise

he had the most abundant action of the hock,
knee and stifle. Aimont, a horse whose fame
grows with the years, and than which, per-

haps, we have had no really greater progeni-
tor, was a horse of what would be called ex-
cessive action, and I should class Nutwood in
the same category. Perhaps it is useless to

inquire just why peifect action falls, as a rule,

a little short of producing itself, but the rea-

son probably is that perfect action in the sire

and in the dam rarely meet. What the one
lacks the excess in the other atones for. But
when the two-minute trotter is bred he or she
will probably come from the mating of two
animals of pure and perfect gait, neither of

which will have to lend any gifts to make up
for the deficiences of the other—Leslie E.

Macleod, in Clark's Horse Review.

A Good Mouth a Good Horse.

THE RANI HO DEL PASO ST AKRfi—For two-
year-olds i foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional
for horses not declared by hebruary 1st, 1895 ; SS0 ad-
ditional f r horses not declared by time of closing en-
tries.th-day preceding the race. Th- California Jockey
Cluh lo guarantee the value of the slakes to be $1,500. of
which $250 to second, and $110 to third. Winners of a
race valued at $1,000, or three races of any value, to
carry 5 lbs. extra : beaten maideus allowed 5 lbs.; if

beaten twice, 8 lbs.: three or more times, 15 lbs. Five
furlongs.

THE BITTER ROOT HA*'(HCAP-For two-
year-olds i foals of 1893 >. Entrance $10 ; $10 additional
for horses not declared by four p. m. day after ihe
weights are announced : $40 additional for starters. The
(.alifornia Jockev Clnb to guarantee Ihe value of tbe
stakts I" he $2,000. of which $250 to second and $100 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to
race. Horses not declared by four p. u day preceding-
the race, to be liable for starting fee. Five furlong*.

THR BAY DISTRICT H 4NDIC.AP-For two-
year-olds i foals of 1*93). Entrance $U) ; $10 addiiional
for horses not declared by four p. m. the day after the
weigb Is are announced ; $40 additional for starters. The
California Jockey Cluh to guarantee the value of tbe
stake* to be $2,500. of which $:;oO to second and $150 to

third. Weights to be announced three days prior to

the race. Horses not declared by four p. m. the day
preceding the race to he liable for starting fee. About
six fnrlongs.

THE FLVINU STARRS—For two-year-olds (foals

of 1893}. Entrance $10 ; $2.5 additional for horses not
declared by lime of closing entries the day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1 .000. of which $200 to second
and $10O to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500 ; if less. 1 lb. allowed for each $250 to $1,500 : then
1 lb- foreach $100 to $1,000 : then 2 lbs. for each $100 to

$500. Winners of a race, value $1,000, or three of any
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra ; beaten maidens allowed 5

lbs, Four and a half furlongs.

Except in handicaps and races where the

weights are fixed absolutely in the conditions,

fillies two years old shall be allowed three

pounds, and mares three years old and up-

ward shall be allowed five pounds before the

let of September, and three pounds after-

wards. All geldings allowed three pounds.

In steeplechases and hurdle races the

weights shall be : For three-year-olds, 145

pounds ; for four-year-olds, 153 pounds ; for

five-j ear-olds, 167 pounds; for six year-olds

and uwward,.172 pounds. No weights less

than 120 pounds allowed.

Entries in all above stakes close October 25,

1894, except the two-year-old stakes, which
close December 1, 1S94. Address all com-
munications to

R B. MILROV,
Secretary California Jockey Club.

Northwest corner of Sutler aud Kearney streets,

San Francisco, Cal._
. . . _ _

A horse to be a good driving one must have

a good mouth, says an exchange. This causes

the bit to be one of the most important parts

of the harness, as it touches the most sensitive

parts of the horse. The bit used, and the way

it is used, causes the horse to have a good or

bad mouth. A horse that cannot bear much
weight on the mouth or bit is called tender

mouthed. Such ones are often made to have

good mouths by using a pleasant bit, and be-

ing driven by a careful, experienced driver.

Some horses are rank pullers, made so by

abuse, but when they have a kind,experienced

driver they soon have confidence and give it

up. Many a high-mettled and spirited horse

is often largely restrained by the reason and
voice of the driver, which, if driven by some
would be called unsafe, and they would be for

certain ones to drive. A kind but nervy, high-
spirited horse will sometimes go off on the bit

so that it will take all the strength of its

driver at first to control, and if the lines are

not drawn up quick their heels go up and they
will go off on a run. A horse in a race "will

often give a great burst of speed. They want
then a good mouth and a strong, steady pull to

keep them from breaking. One time when
Ethan Allen was driven on exhibition by Hol-
comb he had so much confidence in Ethan
that he seemed to think he need not pay any
attention to the lines, and let them loose. He
started him at fifty clip and Ethan broke,

vhich he would not have done if there had
been a few pounds pulled on the mouth. It

was said that Ethan never pulled more than

ten pounds on the bit in his race. As a general

rule a common-sized joint bit is the best to

drive trotters with. A horse in a break will

catch Quicker with such a bit than a straight

one. The bit should be made as pleasant to

the horse as can be and have him safe. Many
a race has been lost by the horse being vexed,

irritated and maddened by an unpleasant bit.

Doc Sperry, 2:09.

Purity of Gait.

Charles Marvin was wont to say that the

gait he would desire in a stallion was not the

gait he would want in a race horse—that is,

that in a stallion he would like that exuber-

ance of gait that would be called excessive

from a purely racing standpoint. While the

writer's advantages of observation have not

been wide enough on which to base a positive

opinion, it would seem that there are many

supporting evidences of Mr. Marvin's theory.

Taking the runners first, Hanover is already

a pronounced success as a sire, while his vastly

superior contemporary, The Bard, has yet to

make his reputation in tbe stud. To quote

the favorite phrase of a Chicago daily, The
Bard could beat Hanover "doing anything,"

and was a smooth and easy-gaited horse. Han-
over, on the other hand, had excessive action

—he "climbed" in every stride, and, like

Morello, fast though he was, he labored even

at his fastest gait. But at the stud the great-

est of the Hindoos is already a pronounced

success, having winners almost ready by the

score, while the better horse, The Bard, has

but the unfortunate Gallilee to represent him
in the winning list. Turning to trotters, though

the other gaited ones illustrate the point as

well, Electioneer, the most successful of stal-

lions, certainly had lots of action. Age had

crept not with the kindliest hand upon him

What's that you say?
Doc Sperry in the 2:10 list

!

Well, Doc,
Thou hobbled skate,

It had been said of thee

That thy ambling shanks
Possessed a speed as of

The very wind,
But when I saw thee,

Doubt, disturbing doubt
Eose in my mind,
And I did marvel that

Our good friend, Salisbury,

Had brought thee over the

Great divide

To squander upon thee

Entry fees galore.

And it occurred to me
As I looked o'er thy

Double set of

Harness, taw
Thy goggles,

And did count
Thy ribs,

Which were as pages of

An open book,

That if first money
Were to be thy portion

Thy competitors

Must, in the heat of battle,

One and all

Drop dead.

But thou didst win

—

They did not die

—

And while I marvel
At thy greatness

I must say that for

Handsome
Thv claim's so feeble

Thou wouldst not be

In it

At a beauty show with

Kyland T.,

Not on your
Goggles."
—"Grattan" in Clark's Horse Review.

Lokd Stanley, 2:29J. by Nephew, is out

of Susette, 2:23$, by Electioneer.

Dorcass PitArT, 2:29},

2:24^, by Del Sur.

is out of Ainee,
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VETERINARY.
Conducted by Wra. F. Egan M. R. C. V.S., F.E. V.M.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through
this column in all cases of sick or injured horses or

cattle by sending an explicit description of the cases,

\pplicants will send their name and address, that

thev mav be identified. Questions requiring an-

swers bv mail should be accompanied by two dol-

lars and addressed to Wm. F. Egan, M. K. C. V.S..

1117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco.

Subscriber, Woodland—I had a very fine

draught horse die last week from what some

people call paralysis. He was a large, fat horse

and was not worked very hard,aud about two

weeksago he hurt his left front leg. I left

him in the stable for five days, and then took

him a short distance with a small load of

manure. He went out feeling good, but be-

gan to sweat before be was out ten minuses.

He then appeared to get otiff in the hind

quarters, trembled a good deal, and wanted to

lie down. A horseman told me that he had a

colic, and to run him around and not let him

get down. I ran him aronnd, and whipped

him on his feet, but in a few minutes he got

down in spite of me, and never got up again.

I was advised to give him sweet spirits of

nitre, which I did and rubbed turpentine over

his kidneys. I then gave him ginger and

brandy, but all to no efiect. A man came along

then that appeared to know a good deal about

a horse. He said that the horse was par-

alyzed from overfeed, and that I ought not to

run him around as I did. He gave him an

injection, and took away maui re from him,

and then pressed his hand over the horse's

bladder, and in that wav got away a lot of

black, bloody urine. He next put blankets wet

with boiling waterover to the horse's kidneys,

but in spite of all the horse died next day.

Please say what the disease was, the cause, and

how I ought to treat him. One man said it

was the black leg, like ca'ves get.

Answer—Your horse was affected with

what was commonly termed by horsemen

"paralysis" the technical name of which is

"ozofurio." It is caused by overfeeding and

want of exercise, and generally comes after a

few days' rest and high feeding. The horse

does not show the disease until he is taken

out to work or exercise, when the symptoms
areexactly as you have described. As soon as

you noticed the first symptom of stiffness in

the hind quarters, you should have unhitched

him immediately and blanketed him. An
injection of soap and warm water and remov-
ing the urine are then good treatment. The
next thing should be to provide shelter for

him, in the way of a tent, if you are in the

country and some distance from any stable,

or a stable, if convenient. Then give a purga-

tive, such an as 8-dram ball of aloes or a quart

of raw linseed oil. Don't give much to eat

for a few days, and let that be soft food, such

as linseed tea and bran mashes. Give a plenti-

ful supply of drinking water, which, afier the

purgative, had better have the chill off it, as

cold water gripes. Gentle exercise on the sec-

ond day, which should be increased daily. The
food can be increased gradually with the

exercise.

Death of John Adams.

Another pioneer is gone. John Adams died

at his home on Cache Creek at an early hour

Monday morning. He has been ill but a short

time and his death was unexpected.

Mr. Adams left Missouri and went to Ore-

gon in 1S54. From there he came to Califor-

nia and settled in Berryessa Valley in Napa
county in 1858. Shortly after he came to

Yolo county and purchased the ranch where

he resided at the time of bis death. He di-

vided his time between Napa and Yolo until

five years ago, when he settled permanently

on his Yolo home.
He paid much attention to the raising of

thoroughbred horses and other stock.

At the time of his death he was 60 years of

age. He leaves a wife and three children, two

sons, Ward and Arthur, and a daughter, Nel-

lie, to mourn his loss.

The funeral will take place from the family
residencesix miles northwest ofWoodland to-

morrow (Wednesday) at 9:30 a. m. Inter-
ment will be made in the Woodland cemetery.— Woodland Mail, Sept. 10.

Mr. Adams was one of the most noted of
the old horsemen of the State. He owned
Oregon Charley (Lummox), the Adams or
Berryessa mare that defeated Jim Douglas in
a match for $1,000 aside at Sacramento some
years ago, 600 yards in 0:3(H, record time.
Besides he bred the record-breaking gelding,
Gibson, and soid Diggs to William Timmons
early last spring for §2,500, after buying the
crackerjack of I. P. Diggs for $70. Mr.
Adams owned at the lime ol his death a num-
ber of mares with theblood of Oregon Charley,
Walnut Bark and other fast Oregon short-
distance horses in their veins, and owned and
trained a large number of very fast horses in
his day.

The Breeder and Horseman of Nashville,
Tenn., a new publication, deserves great suc-
cess, for it is full of news and interesting mis-
cellany and is extremely neat typographically.

The following offical notice was handi
down yesterday afternoon : " The Stewards J

the Jockey Club beiDg informed that certa t

unlicensed tracks are about to hold race met i

ings in the vicinity of New York, hereby gi 1

notice that the following rule will be strict 1

enforced : "Any person acting in any offici
|

capacity, and any owner or trainer runni I

horses, and any jockey riding the same al a

unrecognized meeting shall be disqualified ll

all races to which these rules apply. All otr. i

horses under the control of such owner or tra i

er shall also be disqualified."—N. Y. Hera
Sept. 1.

The Saratoga Racing Association has fina
|

agreed to credit the full value of the Uoiijl

States Hotel Stakes to the Goughacres Stab j
This is about $3,000, and a check, togetl**

with about $SG0 of uncollected forfei s, will I

turned over to-day. Of the forfeits at lei

$500 are easily collectable.

Redwood, by Anteeo,won the free-for-

trot at Springfield, O., August 30, the ta
and time being slow throughout.

The Palace hotel
Grill L>oon

The Finest of Everythinj

to Eat and Drin
j

AT MODERATE PRICES^.

IS THE

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

=The Most Popular Resort in the Cn

AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK.
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Including the get of Palo Alto and Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lula

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore heen

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
OR HELD SO HIGH THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

FROM SECURING IT.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Malison Square Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

PETEa C. KELLOGG & CO., Auctioneers, 107 John St., N. Y.

No other stud of trotting horses has produced so many champion trotters in various classes as Palo Alto.

Since tbe death of Its rounder a steady reduction In Its numbers has been effected by continuous sales, prin-

cipally at auction until it is cow narrowed down to that portion of the stock which is closely allied to it-;

t-reate^t trotters and producers of trotting speed. For Instance, no man who ever purchased a stallion out of

Beautiful Bells and pieced him in the stud has failed to quickly find that he possessed a sire whose value repre-

sented a fortune In itself. All her sons brought great prices, and when their breeder was asked w net her he

did not Intend to retain one for his own use he replied :
" Yes, when she has one by Palo Alto I will keep

1,,, -
, !,r ,'ini'ed such a colt In 1892, a splendid specimen, now preat in promise, that has never been han-

dled except recent H* and far within his speed to guard against Injury, yet can trot miles in 2:20 to 2:27, and has

rich three-yen r-old engagements. The exigencies of the reduction of the stud have placed him In the sale, an

offering that were his breeder living, would have been held at a great price, if sold at all. In character the

entire consignment ranks far above any yet sold by this great breeding establishment, and from it the buyer

may hold as strong a hand as ever the seller hPld in the breeding rauks.

The following form of advertisement was Invented by us and adopted as a traib
requested not to imitate lt.-PETER C. KELLOGG ^ CO.

Color c
and 5
Sex. >*

Dam's Family.

Truman
(£12 at 4 yr-s

2. Advance
-

1. 1
. sfmpaon 21,346

rbro. to
1

:

Antpvolo. 2:194.
4 Ugo Ino Ztfii I ...

fljro. to BOR0.2S7.S1
5 imy Bell 21,218

i--- Electioneer

1*59 Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

1891 Electioneerb 9

blk a 1692! Palo Alto, 2

B, Hanc© 21,22*

7. Oman M,M8

>. Paora

9. Pal-iil

it Palo Alto Sprite

tO Alto. 2:

1692 Palo Alto, 2

1693 Palo Ah 2 "

... UtO.S

I- AllO.2

\m\ Palo Alln.2;0«*

Palo Alto,2:08H

Palo Alto,2:08H

12-5. 'Telle (dam ol Tluy 2:28)4 - >'" >• by Gen. Beutou 1755 [20 in

Usl ; second dam, Texana I
thoroughbred), by Foreigner

— Yorkshire—Priam—Marion— Citizen.

Lady Amanda (thoroughbred |, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch-
Trailby—Uohanna—Independence.

Oolamblne idam or Anteei 2:16J4> Coral 2:184 and An evolo
2:194), by A. W. Richmond 16S7 <9 tn list); 2d dam, thor-

oughbred Columbia, by Imp. Bonnie Scotland—Monarch—
Trustee-Sir Charles—Sir Archy.

Helpmate (thoroughbred—dam of Hueo, 2:27)0, °y Plauet—
Vandal— Lexington—Mambrin' —Virginian.

Beautiful Bells, 2:29',, (dam oi Bellelluwer. 2:12J$ -I yrs.; Bell
Bov, 2:19!4 3 yrs.; Bow tells, 2:l9'i : Itlnda Rose, 2:19^
3 vrx.; Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Pain Alto Belle, 2:224 3yrs.<
St. Bel, 2:2V*, 4 yrs., and Adhell,2:26 yearling >. by l lie

HOOr87(l Ml In llsti; 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar,
2:20,4; Sweetheart, 2:22J j

8 yrs.; Eva, 2:23)6, etc ), by
Stevens' Bald Chief; 3d dam Nettle Clay, by Strader's
Casslus M. Clay Jr. 22.

&fade Bister u> Azmoor, 2:2ft',; Electric King. 2:2-1. and
Don MoDleltl), 2:28 I*, .. by Electioneer 125

1
1 it in Hit); 2d

• lain Mamie t'. 'thorouglihredt. by Imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford— Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton, 2:80 'dam of El Benton, 2:2810, by Gen Ben.
inn 1765 [3D In list .; 2d dam Norma, 2:3S)jj idam of Nor-
vai, 2:11,: Norrls, 2:22*4, and Nellie Benton, 2:30 . by
Alexander's Norman 2'. '- In 11m >: ''<

I dam by Todhuut-
er*S Mr Wallace.

Wuxana dam nf Munnl. 2 :('*'
) , and Gi-n. WeUlniMon, 2:30 .,

by Gen. BentOU 1765(20 In ll-i ; 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxv, ny Lexington; Sd dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
ert EcllpBe—Medoc— Harris' Paragon— Buzzard— Para-
ROD,

Lorlla,2:22-V, by Ple.liii'int, •J;i:'
(

IS In llsl : '-•! dam Lady
Lowell foam ol Lady well, 2:16 ,by ohuHz's**. Clair.

l-.llle. bv I'lednmrit, 2:17',: 2d dam l!lni'nilL;lihreil Esther
(dam of Expressive, 2:tSMS yrs.; Express, 2:21, and El-

wlna, 2:27 2 yrs. i, by Exprest—Colossus— Vandal—Mar
grave.

"
.

sprit- [dam Of Sphinx, 2:20'*.; BgOtlSt, 2:22M i
Slight, 2:28!f,

and Spry, 2:2*',., by Belmont '>i i-"> Io list); 2d dam
Waterwltch 'dam of viking, 2:19'.,; Warder, 2:19 [;

M.inihrltin Gin, _'^i"', etc. i, by Pilot I r. 12 '
•* In list ,; :tj

dam Fanny Pen), by Klnkead'sM. I aunn.-e.
I.nlimeer <dam of Llmoner--, 2;i>',..'l ym.and Bton,2:31V.

8 yrs.), by Eleciluneer 126 [1471a Usl); 2d dam Lulu,

2:16, by Alexander's Norman 25; 3d dam Kate Crockett,
l.. Imp 1 1 onion.

Lulu Wilkes (dam of Advertiser, 2:15'
( ,

and Welbeck,
2:30*4), b>' <h"orge Wilkes, 2:2: (71 In list); 2d dam, Lulu
2; 16, see above.

The ioilowin£ form 01 advertisen:ent was Invented by ns and adopted as a trade mark. Others are r
requested not to imitate It.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

j

Color
and

I
Sex.

Sire. Dam's Famllv.

14. Arniuta .b m

. Golfonda...

. Sparta

. Parmlta.

. Pamole

22. Tiffany..

grot

ch m

br m
ch s

ch s

. Nava -bm

. Mlthra ch m

. Emir. b m

. Cecile bm

. Etta fh m

. Adwild b m

. Soquel 22.G19 s

. A7.an 22.428 bs

31. Larco 21,219...

32. Alturas bm
(sister to Azmou, 2:80)

33. A. A. A. 2:33,2 yrs bm

34. Cecil "Azmoor bm
35. The Wizard 21,245 b s

30. .Tassle, 2:3l'V. 1 yr... br s

37. Glubar 21,220...

J:::s'r , Ijr.i
3-. Klhina-
39. Don Whips

40. Bartone

4|. Blue Gum 22,438 .

13. Langton, 2:21
|

44. Manzanete

«, star Boy

18. I -lul

17 Oeda 9

1892 Palo Alto, 2:08^

1892 Palj Alto, 2:08K

lS92Palo Allo.2:0S%
1893 Lone Pioe 22.606

,

(Paola, 2:283(0

1893 Lone Pine, S:28ij

1 (.bro. t«i

Palo Alto )

1S93 Lone Pine, 2:28^

1893 Lone Pine, 2:285j
lt92 Advertiser 2:loJi

1893,Adverllser2:ldM

1592 Advertiser 2:15^

1892 Advertiser 2:153$

1892 Advertiser 2:15M

1S9^ Advertiser2:15!4

1893 Advertiser 2:15^

1593 Advertiser 2:15)4*

!S92 Azmoor, 2 ::o l*
1S92 Azmoor. 2:20>i

Azmoor, 2:20'2

Azmoor, 2:20^

Azmoor, 2:20"si

1892 Azmoor, 2:20H
i891JEiecrrIcity2:17'M

1S91 Electricity, 2:17!(

Electricity. 2:17V

b m
i>r s

b m
blkm

America (dam of Benton, 2:20^, Bonnie. 2:25. audAl
2:27

: by Kysdyk's Hambletonian lo (40 in list): 2-1

Fannie star, by Seely's American Star 14 (4 In 1MB
Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In list j; 2d dam. Vloli

Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Vlciressidi
Monarch, 2:28K), by California Belmont.

Glencora .dam of L...t sl.x'um. 2:17'., "-. bv Mohawk Cfc

Sprite (see No. ll), by Belmont 64 (45 In list.; 2d
Waterwltch (dam of Viking, 2:19'4, Warder, 2:18J«,
by Pi'ot Jr. 12.

Sontaj? Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15«, Sallv Be
2:17^, Sport, 2:224,', etc.), by Mohawk Chief; 2d
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sonta? 307-

Abwaga ("am of Azmon, 2:301, by Gen. BeDton 1755; 2£

Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24 U and Stanlord, 2:26 'i), bj

hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laura Keene, by Kysdyk's
bletonian 10.

Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:l7SO, bv Mobawk Ch!
Sprite (see No. 11-dam of Sphinx, 2:2o^, Egotist, Sj

Slight, 2:28"^ and Spry, 2:28^), by Belmont 64.

Telle (see No. 1—dam ot Truman, 2:12, and Tiny, £'.

yrs ), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Wave (dam ot Wavelet, 2:28, by Electioneer 125 (1471
2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—
Hclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon.

Mamie (dam of Hyperion, 2:2iy and Memento,
Hambletonlau Jr . 1*82; 2d flam thoroughbred Ull-

imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.
EmmaRobson (thoroughbred—dam of Rowena, 2:17,2

Emaline, 2:27"4, and Emma R,, 2:2S\» j, by Woodt
Beimoat -Lance.

Cecil (dam ofCecilian. 2:22, and Electric Coin, 2:24 'A bj

B«nton 1755 : 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba 1 dam of 1

2:2s 1*), by imp. Australian—Lexington— Whaleb
— Uedgeford—Plato— Knoivsl^y.

Esther (thoroughbred
1 (dam of Expressive, 2:13'.,, 3 yr;

press, 2:21, and Elwina, 2:27, 2 yrs ),by Express—Co
—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Wlldmout, 2:27' 4
' at 3 yrs.. by Piedmont, 2:17M fl5 la Hi

dam Wliddower, 2:21 at 2vrs. (dam of Wild Hee.12
Electioneer 125 (147 In list) : 3d dam Mayflower,
(dam ot Mauzanita, 2:16 at 4 vrs.), by St. Clair 16A

Sontag Mohawk (see No 18), by Mohawk Chief. I

Ariaoa, 2:26, bv Ansel. 2:20 (8 in listi; 2d dam Kebecca
of Bernal 217, Rexford 2:24, Electrician 2:2414 1

"
'

nole 2:30). by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list); 3d dan
(dam of Clifton Bell, 2:24 'sand Idella, 2:30), by J

Star.
Laureida, by Benefit 53-27 ; 2d dam Laura C, 2:29S<

.

Langion, 2^1^,1, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ;

tbnrougbbred Eannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden-™
—Oliver.

Abwaga (see No. 19—dam of Azmon. 2:30), by Gen. H

1755 (20 in li=t) ; 2d dam Irene (dam of Ira.
2-***'

Stanford, 2:26'- 1. bv Mohawk Chi f.

Abbess tdam of Abeto. 2:21 V pacing), hy Mohawk iG

dam Abbie, bv Almont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, ""

No. 7).
Cecil (see No. 26i,bv Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in llsl).

Sallie Benton, 2:17^ (dam of Starlight, 2:16V. by
ton 1755 ; 2ddamS'.mag Mohawk (see No. IS).

Jennie Benton (damol Gluoar, 2:S8'«, lyr.), by «ifn

1755 (20 In list 1 ; 2d dam Juulatta. bv Miller's S..

656; 3d dam Maid ot Clay (dam of Carrie C. 2:21;

2:25; Clav, 2:25^, and Capt Smith, 2:29). hy Henrj
8 (2in list).

Jennie Benton (see No. 36—dam of Jesse, 2:34^ at 1 ye
Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Electricity, 2:179^ Columbine isee No. 31, by a. W. Richmond 16S7 (9 In 1

Whips, 2:27] Prima Donna, hy Mohawk chief; 2d dam Maier Oca

Whips, 2:27^.

Nephew, 2:36,

Nephew, 2;3e

Langton, 2:21 j

Slamhoul. 2:071t.

Stainboul, 2:07J£,

Ambas'd'r, 2:21 S

Barnes (dam of Gov. ^.™.
Whipple's Hambletonlan 725 i,14 In list); 2d W
Chieltain 721 (2 in list).

Gem, bv Gen. Benton 1755 ('20 In l'sti ; 2d dam Guess
of B^ntoneer, 2:28^1, by Electioneer 125(147 1n.lh|

dam *;a7^)le (dam of Fowler Boy, 2:294), by Pr
(3 1nllst>; 4lh dam Mayfiv,2:30 :

, idamofBonltt
by St Clair.

Morning Glory (sister to Mortimer, 2:27), by ElecllOI

(147 In list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's HamOr
725(14 In list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by ihorr
Rifleman.

Laura C ,2:29'i, by Electioneer 125 147 in lisn; 2d d

ouehbred Faunle Lewis, by Imp. Buckdeu—Bay I

Oliver—Wagner—Tranby— Rattler.
Mauzanita, 2:16 idam of Sweetwater, 2:26, 2 years), by

tloneer 125: 2d dam Mayflower, 2: '0'-, by St, Clair

Susette, 2:23s (dam ot Lord Stanley, 2:2>'_, >. hy Elect

125(147 in list); 2d dam Susie, 2:264 (dam of *

2:184, and Pltli Sing, 2:33), by George M. Patchf
2:27(10 lullst.i; 3d dam thoroughbred Santa r
Owen Dale.

Antonla (sister to Anteeo, 2:I6 ,

1 " Coral.2:lS4. nnd i

2:19'-),hv Electioneer 1.5: 2d dam Coumblue (s<

Ceda, by EI*>ctlom*er 125 (147 In li*t): 2d dam Cecilia.

sur. 2:24 (2 In list); 3d dam cecdla Clark, by Clart

89 (6 lu list); 4th dam (thoroughbreds, by Capt. B*

For Catalogues (ready Oct, 15; , address

PBTER C. KELLOGG dt CO.,
107 John Street. Xe
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At Sant* Ana.

.8 the time approaches for the holding of

(\ county fair, horses that have been eo-

tcd in the races are arriving and are beiog

pifortably quartered at the track, where al-

Bit any day a dozen or more of them may

keen out for their usual morning "exer-

d-"
'he latest striDg to arrive has been the

E;emont Park Stable of thirteen, managed

b'p. W. Hodges, one of Orange county's

fibrite drivers. Mr. Hodges was here last

yir with a good string of fast horses, a num-

b, of whom captured first and second money

idbe contests in which they started. This

«: be has a larger stable than he has ever

bidled before, and it is keeping him hust-

|i to keep all the steppers busy. Among
Wir6 Mr. Hodges has with him and entered

She races Redondo, with a record of 2:23
;

Hry Winchester, three-year-old record of

ti ;
Judge Wilkes, 2:29 ;

Freckles, 2:30
;

ti others who have places well down the

ad-di'le. Mr. Hodges' Gale Lent is entered

iijthe three-year-old race in Los Angeles

ti'nst Bet Madison and other very fast

tke-year-olds. Here he will try to down
Slit's Daisywood, who distanced him two

if s ago on the Santa Ana track as a year-

iltarjden is entered in the 2:27 pacing

:1 •, together with seventeen other pacers,

ai Credit, by McKinney,wi)l try conclusions

v i others entered in 2:34 class.

Ikwood is being worked out three times a

V s—Mondavs, Wednesdays and Saturdays,

ll is doing some rather remarkable work.

H -bows more speed than be had last year,

,.i he seems a little soft, and it is a question

ft is owner can get him in condition for a

k hard race by the second week in October.

Tiay he was given the fastest " workout "

htias had to far this season, going a half in

Is \ and later on a mile in 2:12.—Los An-
ns Times.

*[t Wont
Go Off."

'he Smith & Wesson Hamraerless

ll ty Revolver cannot be fired uninten-

l ,ulv.

ftarposely directed pressure, simulta-

nisly exerted on stock and tiigger, is

ssary to discharge it. Accidents are

issible. The only absolutely safe

flj for pocket or home protection.

|i lustrated Catalog Free.

lith & Wesson, 2StockbridgeSt.,
Springfield, Mass.

Bids for Privileges.
lied bids will be received by the Secretary of

b'olano Agricultural and Speed. Association at

I |o for the following privileges on the race track

I 3 ihe Fair and races, to be held October 2 to 6th,

I Is; Refreshments, including restaurant ; Gaming;
(amines; Popcorn, candy and fruit,

| party securing the Programme privilege oust
I de score and jockey boards and numbers, and all

i iary paraphernalia for same.

I i will be opened at the Secretary's office at 8 p.m.

|aiber20Ui, A certifled check for 10 per cent, of

I must accompany all bids. The Board reserves

I ?bt to reject any or all bids,

\VM KKlXEY, Secretary.
306 Georgia Street, Vallejo, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED

FrcheroDs and Coach
STALLIONS.

• nicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Utv Horse « Registered in the Stud Books ofB ce and America. Buyers furnished with certified

B se horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.W clal depression ha^ forced the owner to sell them
• as. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportn-I xi secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a

j Iress or apply to
E. C. fiOnpREY.

38 Crocker Building, g. P.
I ses can be seen at Scott <fe McCord's stables, Fifth

»? e, opposite race track.
I

SPEED PROGRAMME
Or San Benito County Agricultural association

HOLUSTER
OCTOBER 9th to 13th, INCLUSIVE.

Entries Close September 15, 1894.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9th.

1. yearling Pacing stake; mile dash. Closed with
o entries. $75 added by the Association.

2. Two-year-old Trottlnestake; 2 in 3, mile heats.
CJosed with 5 entries. $75 added,

3. Yearline Trotting stake: mile dash. Closed with
5 entries. 875 added by Association.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10th.
i. Rnnuing; mile flash. Free for all. Purse §200.

h. Runniner: five-eighths of a mile and repeat. Free
for all. Purse ?200.

6. Running; ten-mile race. Piirse§'200. Two mon-

THUR6DAY, OCTOBER 11th.

7. Trotting, 2:-I0 class. Free f^r all. Purse 5250.

8. Trotting, 2:27 class. Free for all. Purse $300.

9. Pacing, 2:30 class. Free for all. Purse $250.

FRIDAY, OCTOBKH 12th.
10. Running; 3-3 mile and repeat. Freefor all. Purse

$150.
11. Running; 3tf-mlle dasn. Free for all. Purse $200.
12. Running; novelty, l'.j mile dash. Free for all.

Purse $250. $50 for each quarter.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13lh.
13. Free for all trotting. Purse $100.

H. Free tor all pace. Purse §-)00.

15. Saddle horse race. For County horses; 3-S Oille

dasn. Purse $50.

Canal Conditions.

Stalls, hay and straw iree to competitors. For further
particulars apply tu

ROBT. P. RTEPHEXSOiY, Secretary.
Hollister, Cal.

J. A. 6CHOCEFIELD, President.

For Sale.

STANDARD - BRFD STOCK.
All sound and good Individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. 1. Sorrel Stallion, 3 years old, by Guy Wilkes,
dam Mamie Comet. 2:23!^ (damof Maclay, 2:22^,
at 2 years), by Nutwood.

No. 2. B*»y Filly, 2 years old, hy Steinway, dam
Addie Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21<£), by Indian-
apolis.

No. 3. Brown Mare, 4 years old, by Noonday, dam
Western Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:2-530, by Chief-
tain.

No. 4. B m Benton Waxev, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Benton Waxey is a thrpe-
quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sunol, and
bred this year to Diablo.

No. 5. Sorrel Mare. 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Kelley mare, by Gibrallar.

No. 6. Bay Ptlly by McBenton, dam Ivy, dam of
one In the list. Ivy Is by Don Victor, out of Ida
Belle, dam of Carlisle.

No. 7. Bay Filly, 2 years old. by Danton Moultrie,
dam Shamus, by Shamrock, 2:25.

No. S. Sorrel More by Arthurton, dam Venturess
(sister to Venture), by Belmout.

No. 9. Bay More bv Echo, dam by Elmo.
No. 10. Buy Flllv by Sir Roderick, Dy Dictator, out

of Prospect Maid, dam bv Victor Patcben.
No. II. Boy Filly by Sable Wilt es. dam Venturess,

by Arthurton.
No. 12. Black more by Shamrock. 2:25 [2 years), dam

Fawn, 'rial 2:22, by Marlon.
The above stock is carefully selected and represents

the best blood lines known. Will eitber sell cheap or
trade for an interest in a stock ranch. For term- and
particulars apply to or address L. E. CL*\VSU\,

1340 Market Street, San Francisco.

For Sale or Lease,

ADELINA PATTI
Dam, MARGARET WORTH (4), 2:17 11.

In foal by Dexter Prince Jr.

Apply to
R. JORDAN. Jr., \apa, Cal.

Wanted, to Buy
A span of matched, stylish, compactly-built mares
(trotters), well bred and of good conformation; not
over five years old, 950 to 1050 pounds. «o grays, nor
pullers. Must drive well together and single and be
thoroughly safe. Must he capable of showing a mile
In less than three minutes. State lowest figure. No
others wanted. Address

C. W. 8..
Care Beeeder axd Spoktsmax.

Wanted, to Buy
One or two cast-off thoroughbreds. Address, stating

name, age and condition and lowest cash price,

J. >.,

are Bbee deb and Sportsman, 313 Bush St.. S. F.

??5BP^

7SR EET277T55 ALL LEATHER
2A13GS3. CASINGS T0H.

Tl*rt4Mc Oax »™l Trunk Utnufictu!**,
Boon, Sowi, *c, *e.

XBSXBATHER"RE^EWCR Li tte mi f*rf=
nki* of th* v.j_j ,t ui* «MJ=rtjr oMtj; iia

fatter, u J t.iLnjiinjii. c:

WHO IS POWERS?
WHY, HE IS THE MAN
WHO MAKES POWERS'

ttf
THE GREAT LEATHER RESEWER.

Try It. It Speaks for Itself.

Put up In Pint Cane and Quart Oans,

45 and 60 CENTS EACH.

Fob Bale by all Harness Houses ok

P. Hayden, - - Newark, N. J., U. S. A,

Big Purses! Liberal Premiums!

An Unusual List of Attractions!

Agricultural Association No. 5, San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties. Santa Clara Valley
Agricultural Society, cooperating,

WILL GIVE ITS ANNUAL FAIR AT

September 24th to October 1st, Incl.

:SEVEN DAYS' RACING."
Iu the 2:18.2:21. 2 24,2:27. 2:30 and 2:40 Class Trotting races, tne 2 14 2-20 and 2 30Class Pacing races, and the Colt Purses, Trotlloe and Pacing, which are now closed

aoout 200 of the best horses in the Stale have been entered,

REniEmber that
'" t !>e2:18 .

2;21 . 2: -''. 2:2 <- :!:3<>»nd 2:40 class trotting races and the 2:14, 220 and 2-3(1 <-!««I'CIIICIIIUCI mat pacing races a horse entered In any of tnem making a record eoullinsr anv i5?..» Ui .
or before September 15, 1891, will receive a return of his enrrance money and shall be bfrrSl ££, I CI

?,
SS

1
D

that class but may re-enter on or before September IT, 1891, In the proper class.
starting In

TROTTING AND PACING PURSES THAT ARE STILL OPEN
S700 Purse. Free-for-all Trotting and Pacing. Entrance 5 per cent of purse- an .ddiiinn .i -

cIoSes1p^e
U
mber

tSS/r°mWil,Dera
'

Condllton"a» e " he«^^

taffltSK^^ " *e -me aK

PROGRAMME OF RUNNING RACES.
EPTEMBER 17, 1894.

f?«ffi.
rS :

,
lf fM

If
58

'!

?

0Qads oa
"

for^h *W downto $S00, iheQ 6 pouods off for each $100 down to ?400
No. 6. Purse 830O. Kunnlng, handicap for two-year-olds: three-fourths of a mile? Weights to be'Itnounced at 6 p. m. the day before the race!

„^i°'
7
-i

P
?i!

,8e ?3<M?* Running, ihree-year- olds andupward; three-fourtbs of a mile. Horses tbat havewon two or more races at this distance or less, carryinc™ e
^ £r age

' to carT 10 P«"nds extra
; beaten maid-ens at this disiance or less, allowed 10 pounds

No.S. Purse 8300. Running; handicap forthree-
j »ar-oIds and upward

: one and one-fourth miles.Weights annouoced at 6 p. m. the day before tbe race

f™^rthlL
P
?
rf,?

i

83™- RunnIne. selling race; three-
fourths ot a.mile. Wit ner u. ael- for $2000; 1 pound off

flOOlS lown
eS?S t0 * 1 '500: 2 P°Uads 0ff for eflch

No. 10. Purse «SOO. Running; Consolation purse
(for horses that have started and not won at this
meeting); tbree-founhs of a mile. Horses that have
run second t-. carry 5 pounds below scale; horses thai
bave run third 10 pounds, and those tbat have not beeD
placed 15 pouuds below scale.

CONDITIONS.
Entrance fee In all running races ?15, which must accompany tbe nomination, and without which no en

trance will be received ; §10 to declare out at 6 p. m. the night belore the race.
Jn all handicaps declarations are due at 10 a. m. ot the day of the race.
All moneys will t-e divided as follows: First horse. 8225; second horse, 550; third hor^e ^5
Seven horses will be required to puter and lour to start.

State Agricultural Association rules to govern, except where otherwise specified.
Send for entry blanks aud premium lists.

EKTRIES TO CLOSE -

No 1. Purse S?300. Running, for all ages; three-
fourths of a mile. Horses that have started at this
distance and have not won, allowed 10 pounds; those
that have not been placed allowed 15 pounds; maidens
allowed 10 pounds.

No. 2. Purse S30O. Running, for two-year-olds;
three-fourths of a mile. Winners of three or more
two-year-old races, carrying scale weights or over, 7
pounds extra: winners ot two such races, 4 pounds ex-
tra; non-winners who have been placed allowed 3
pounds; those who have not been placed allowed 10

pounds.

No. 3. Purse 8300. Running, three-year olds aod
upwards; one mile and s*»vt-nty yards; 10 pounds be-
low scale weight. Winners of two or more races oF ore
mile or more to carry 10 pounds extra; winners of one
race to carry 5 pounds extra.

No. 4. Purse 8300. Running, handicap forallagc s;

one and one-sixteentb miles. Weights announced at
6 p. m. the day before the race.

No. 5. Purse S30O. Running, selling race ; three-
year-olds and upwards; one mile. The winner to be

S. G-. BENSON, Secretary, San Jose, Cal.

$20 OOO in PURSES, STAKES and PREMIUMS

LOS ANGELES FAIR
1894.

OCTOBER 15th to 20th, INCLUSIVE.
ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 15.

TROTTING EVENTS.
FREK-FOK-ALL 81500
2:17 CLASS - 1000

2:20 " 1000

2:24 " SOO
2:27 " '• 700

2:30 •' 600

2:10 " SOO

3-YEAR-OLD CL '. SS 500

2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 300

PACING- EVENTS.
FREE-FOR-ALL S1200
2:14 CLASS 1000

2:19 " SOO

2:30 " 400

2-YEAR-OLD CLASS 300

RUNNING EVENTS.
-2 Mile, for 2-vear-olda. Added moBey-Sl 50

1 1 -4 Miles, for 3-year-olds. "

5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-old9. "

1 Mile, All-aged Handicap. "

4 1-2 Farlongs, All ages. Selling, Purse

1 Mile. AH ages. Selling. Purse

5 Furlongs, for 2-vear-olds. Added money
3-4 Mile, AI! ages.

5-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Parse

7-8 Mile, All ages. Selling. Purse

3-4 Mile, for 2-year-olds, Added money
11-8 Miles, All ages.

For conditions and entry blanks address the Si^cretary
Don't forget that we eDdeavor to give everyone fair

play. Entrance 5 per c*nt.

250
200
400
200
300
250

250
200
250
300
250

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION No. 6.
1IAPT. J. C. \E\VTO\, President. L. THOR.VK. Secy., 107 1-2 K. Main SI., Los Angeles.

SANTA ANA.
Free-For-All Trotting, Purse $1000, Re-Opened.

I.VDGR SAME CONDITION'S.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPT. 15TH. C. A. RISGS, Secretary.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

IXQU2BB OF -

DR. O. E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street
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The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS VEAR.
I l Is published Bemi-monthly during the racing season

and Is hot 813 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BKEEDEE AND SPORTSMAN,
313 BoMh Street. - - San Francisco, <JaI.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed npon application.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou. 2:25 1-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

»linh\ 4770
2:193,

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:25W.
champion year
ling tro* ter,
F&asta, 2-22Vj,
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:14^;
Fleet, 2. .11; Cupid,
2:18; Adoiiis,
2:11*6; Gold L-eaf,

2ai>^; Lady H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
Z:l8hi; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others in 2:30 list

Santa Clam* 2000....
2:17H

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:28)4; Sati Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28'^ ; Sid-
ney, 2:19V, and 5
others In 2:30 list

S
hie ton Ian 10
Lre of 40 In 2*) list and
07 sires of 567 in 2:30
Waltermire

Dam of Marshall Ney

Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6

dams of 8 in 2:30

LLADY THORNE JR_ f
'

DamofMollleMack, j zrata
2:33; Navidad, 2:22J4;

,Jiaie

f
VOuSntEERS (Hambletoman 10

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list,eire oi •$) inzzsQ list, j T „ A„ n.^.,
gweetoesd, 2:21 1-4... J 21 Blres of 48, and 16

lljM
TLl

a
„, t

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

I LADY MERRITT.

.

2:295*

I and

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24^, iand Buccaneer
2656

2»t>; rugnt, vast; r,ui-

wer, 2:26>i Itinsley MAID..

Dam of Frou-
Froo, 2:25'4
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial >,

2:20>6; Geo. V.
(3-yei»r-old),2-.35

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

K. W. corner Kearny and Bush street*.

8AN FRANOIBOO.

(.Mahaska Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:30 Sj,

trial, 232; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

Dam of Sentinel
^Edward Everett 81
1 Sire of 13 In 2:;

i sires and 16 dams
I By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50"

1 Sire oi 17 In 2:30 list aud
< 10 sires oi 20 aud 11 dams

of 18 in 2:30
(.Topsey

iFlaxtail 8132
Sire of the grandama oi

Faust 234, aud Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

(Bull Pup
I

Sire of Rowdv Boy,
4 2:13*4', Kismet, 2:24*.

Twister, 23934"

lUntraced

FLAXTALL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238M; Empress, 2:29^;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, and
Shamrock, 2:25 rJohn Baptlste

LADY HAKE.- 1
Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern^ dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28V*

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions lu service, having three crosses of Rysdyk'a Hambletonian, one of Harry
day, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:1394", and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ol
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted In public in his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31U, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2r20^, and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32^ to 34 seconds.

He Is sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout^HIs color Is a glossy black, with both forefeei
white. TTiH disposition is all that coult be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS eSO. Goodpasturageatreasonablerates, No responsibility assumed Tor accidents or escapes
For further partiulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eueene, Oreeon.

San Francisco and Nort!

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Rout
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishmg and Hunting lo California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATIOf
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Sto

THE EOUTB TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiai

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery a
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Urnhbal Office—MutnalLlfe Building.

R. X. R I A\, Gen. Paw. \ Bi
J

Training

The Trotting Hors<
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, tl

hundred page octavo, bound in cloth. elegautlyprii
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto at
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keep)
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel.say

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all
mysteries of the craft,and It is so simple and plain t

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber wlio has*
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearllngi
developeto the highest and fullest extent that a
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and at
place one in the handsof every rubber on our farm
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA
313 Bush St, San Francisco,

I

I

FREE TO Otfft SUBSCRIBERS
(TIME EXTENDED TO OCT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAI]

r"or One

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^

i

THE VIEWS.
The view* present a magnificent (panorama of the World's Fair,

Knowing pictures of grand buildings, ol glittering domes, of massive

archea, of noble Rtatuary, of Jetting fountains, of beautiful Interior exhib-

its, of Venltlan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign villages, of Qafes, of the wooded Island, and many other attrac-

tions of the Drenm City, and the famous Midway Plaleance, the Bazaar

f Nation*, or the slde-flhow of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It Is essentially a househol

paper and is all that its name implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pages

of Interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc. It Is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA

Know
.All about J

It Is a Rood thing and you need It anyway. It Is worth more 10

than the money even If these two handsome premiums were not (f

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM!
1. If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Stree
(jki
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

POX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally floe pups by the great RABV RAS-

TER and the wonderful PVTCHLEY PICKLE tor

pale a! reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
2052 Sau Antonio Ave., Alameda, CaJ,

FOX TERRIER3
FOR SALE.

Vuiing itock aud brood bitches of choice breeding.

PVIVHLKV FOX TERRIER KK\\KI>.
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you "ant an Irish Setter that will bunt, aud

h-om Field Trial and Beuch wiuulng slock, call at

KI.EXMOttE KK.VVkl>.

West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
BIROS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information" by Mail.

V C. KOBI§0\. - 337 KEAIHV STREET

AT STUD, FEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
CHAMPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.

Bane Graphic by Champion Graphic—While Rose;
t White Rose by Bracket—Rosa.

Puppies fur sale.

U. M. TOXXKR,
orth Ontario, Cal.

PCTC OF ALL KINDS.
I t. I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

B. STRAl'SS. 411 Kearny St.. San Franclscc

#*
F. W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOPES

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO S.3Q P. -d.

(HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

iBelween Lartdn and Polk and Geary and PoatSts)

8AX FRAXCISCO.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

facing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
» IS PIRHT STREET. 8AX FRANCISCO.

NEVADA STA13LES.
R. B MILROY & GO.

350 and 1353 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue San Francisco, Cal.

TRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line oi Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

r vlfllting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-

g horses.
Telephone No. 3159.

DICKEY'S,"
IIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

VINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Mfcpbone 1485. J. R. DICKEY. Prp.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

3noice IjiQ.uors
VATE BOOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

f M. PARKKR, Prop

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE - £20
fhese timers start and stop promptly, and i»re a«

table as the best split-second watches made.

ISOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.

605 MARKET ST.
Gra

Bi
d
oc?.°

tel

Send For Catalog ltk.

iri

HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AN] SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.

Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKED, BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOR

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
BREEnand Exhibit Dogs as scientifically as the most 1

experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever

known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expres aage.

ECoi-ae Owners Should Try

The

II your dog is sick, you must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

CF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he Is aufferin

and how to cure the same.

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURL
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by J. E.
GombaulC
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTenunent

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible tn produce any scar or blemish. The Safeot

be«t BLISTER ev«rt,.-fd. Tukes the place of all lini-
ment:- for milj or severe anion- Ilemoves all Hooches
or UlemUbe» ('rum Hot—eg or Cattle.

Price, S2, Postpaid. WE GUARANTEE Saustic baTs'aS,
! pi-mince mora actual rmmlis than a whole bottle

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and

away, the best wore ofthe kcs'd ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bnsh Street, San Francisco

C0ILSPRIN8 SHAFT SUPPORT^
AND ANTI-RATTLER. &

iieut or bpuvi

Bprali
il of
.1 will

bottle of
re ever made,

bottle or Caustic Balsam sold is Warran-
ted to eivesaiisfnr- i. Price S I .50 P*r bottle, Sold
bv Drupe ists, or sent by impress, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials. pf>\ Aildress

TUB.LAWUENCE-W1LLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Pwt selling; »!«.. ei«a Mritfirtioa. No
weight on botK. Worth twice lb* rt>«i for eooTen- —
lenwln hlwhioinp. ii»nu wmlfd, CircuUt* frw. C?

Order »unple. VYice. tl-S"!- Sate rijho for ule. I

JEJO. .E. COCIIRAlf,
8<»'l Agt. P*t*fi<: Stat*. 8A(«AHfcNT0. tAJ

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President, S. HALEY,
e^-Sand for Clrcttlarf

.

SY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THK

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BETTING RULES.

National Trottdjg Ass1
!? Boxes 30 cts

American Association Kules 30 cts

Blood Hoese Eules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Male at the office ofthe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
* 313 BDsh Street, San Francisco.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheading 50 cents per Ine per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

SOUTHER FARM Yoniie wen-bred stock for sal*ouuiiiL.il ronm, First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastor
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KTNS, Proprietor. San Leandro.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM. ^SSfuSTmo
2:27^ (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23,^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get ofthe above stallions, for sale. Addreu,
for particulars FRED W. LOEEER, St. Helena, CaL

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S-, F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal CoUege of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 529

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

) ^OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOtJBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate oi Royal Veterinary CoUege, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Xo. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fonrth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLES
1350-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
is'u charge for examination.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia rem<Kly will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Week&J.Honaghan,
Dr. Parson,;v.S., G.
"* Morris, Robert

STOCK FOOD of

CALIFORNIA
AS FED&. INDORSED BY
MARVIN.CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, VALENSIN,
WELLS FARGO U0.&.OTHERS '

k
ASKYOUBDEALERFOmTBP

'

' SENDTOC.KERTELL.
?-F. CAU

Bradley, etc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins <& Dnrbrow. N. V. Agta. 70 Wall 81.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleaaanton, AJameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfineria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided

into stronglv fenced fields (not a foot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. WeU ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter

mile track, and every appointment necessary for the

care (and development if necessary! of thoroughbreds.

The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known
all over the United States; for the class of stock here-

tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of aU stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped bv rail, from foot ot Markel
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. B. deB. Lopez,
Merrlwa Stock Farm. Pleaaanton. Alameda Co.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam 'of Copaiba, **"*<

\ Cubebs and Injections. f/MDY)
1 They cure in48 hours the \^/,
j same diseases vrithout anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS^

REINER'S
Xo. 311 BC8H STBBKT

SAX FRAXCISCO

J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY
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L, E. CLAWSON. J. A M'KKEKOS.

N°67

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
Willi all (Latest Improvements are to be had only of

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal,

THE NEW FRAZIER

It excels in rigidity, lightness,

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

All prominent drivers use the

Frazier. Hickok and Salisbury.;

use the Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotti&g Harness, Etc.

STUDEBAKER BROS.' MANT'G CO.
SOLE AGENTS.

MARKET AND TENTH STREETS. SAX FRANCISCO. CAL

McKERRON CLAWSON
Bikea as safe ne hi«h- wheeled

HUlklea. No upseitine.
No run nine uuder of Ion

wheels.
No rutting down from behind.

AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
,

Patented Jane 5, 1S94.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVE*

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

(Send for our list of testimonials, also lookiup our rating
_ id see If our firm and wheels are not iully reliable.

I.A.WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

DUPON "sporting powder
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

I he ObdDU mndr Tur Dupont Sniokele** are briefly an FoIIowh:

First—It m:iv ).. Ifi.ricd ihesanioas blank powder, using the usual DLxon measure.
I pattern and bosl penctratlnn <>f any ultra powder at this lime belore the public,

Third—II li cleanei In Ibogan ihim any niiro powder In use.

irtta—ItUl wbut lis name would Inrllrjile, Smokelet
Flub- Recoil, while noticeable, Ifl fax lew than Umi ln< Went to the use of any other powder.
sixth—llN Abootlnk'"piiibll(s of the betl ; bard, quick, woll-sultcd lo trap and wing shooting.

bb powder Is not aflected by extremes of beat, cold or moisture, which 1m not the case with
many otii. [i a.

Prtcts and Instructions to be used iu loading, free on application.

fig. 3. The various parts of the
brake, (.a) Drake plate; (b) fool
whase contact wUh ground forces
plate against tire; (c) spring that
throws brake off pi wheel as soon
as loot is raised off the ground:
(dd ~) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) binge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bacn to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

fig. 2. The Brake shown in]

operation.

The value of this protection

enhanced by the fact !hat no
sponsibility Is thrown upon^ttl

driver; neither hand nor foot

called upon to apply the brake n
need he care as to who or

may be pressing closely in bebin4

No Owner or Driver Tan iffori

to be without one.
For further inf rmatlon apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St.-, S. F.

— = , AGENT FOB
Best Wood Wheels and Braces, complete $ 62 50
Best Wire Wheels and Braces, complete 50 00
Latest Toomey Bikes- 175 00
Latest Frazier Bikes, Wire Wheels 165 00
Latest Frazier Bikes, Wood Wheels 175 00

Special Bargains,
I have on hand one TOOM3EY latest style sulky, used only

in five races, perfect order. Price $140 Cash.
Also one ToOMEY Combination Bike sulky, osed one

week. In perfect order, guaranteed. Price $120 Cash.

ROLLER GAIT1NG POLE.
(Patented)

The latest Works perfectly. Never chafes. Guaranteed
to keep horse straight in sulky. Price S3.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

.;:

Distemper, Influenza and all Golds

CUBED BY

WELCH'S

Veterinary Inhaler
Price, complete with bottle of medi-

cine $2

(Other dealers charge $5 for same.)

THE BONNER REGUIAI0R. THE RAYMOND CHIN CHE 3K

Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking
and Pulliug. Most powerful of all checks.
The following are a few horses that obtained

their fast records by using this device:
Mollle Allen (p», 2:20"*. Creole (p , 2:15

Geraldlue (,p), 2:16 Gossiper, 2:14$rf
Maud Fowler, 2:21^ Videtle, 2:25

also Plunkett, Hummer, Altissimo, and many
others.

PRICE 810.

The latest out. Very light and easy on the
horse yet at the same tune it Is very powerful
in holding out chin.

PRICE 810.
ft»- Don't forget my 835 TRACK HARNESS, uo«
ingusedon the fastest horses in the State. Alltbehorrffl

are buying them. I keep all the latest novelties.

J. O'KANB.

767 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

THIS MAKESfBOYCE :ONEPINTOF

BOYOE E TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH,
For FEVERED LEGS, IS FLAMED TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES. CRACKED
HEELS A\D ALL SKIS ERUPTION'S. Makes
the Hair hrlght and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."

It la the cheapest and best evei put on the market.
Compared with Wltcn Hazel, Boyce Tablets are OCT
op bioht as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box or Tabieis furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
thnn Is contained in 40 gallons of the best extract

sold.
Put op In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general -rrork, dissolve one Tablet in a pint

of water. Think of It ! 15 gallons best leg and body
wash ou earth carried In your pocket; only 82.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 810.
Sent post-paid on receipt ot price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Sold by Druggist, and Dealer, in Turf tiood.

THICK SWOUiE:
GLANDS can t>

removed -with

ABSORBIN

k

tot

Pit

lit,

. swellli

caused"by s rain or Inflanim

lion. $200 per boltle, DW
gists, Harness Dealers or ae

direct.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.. Merfden,Coi
: ALSO FOE SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, Pan Francisco.

R ,T BEEBY, 1064 Broadwav, Oakland, Col.

WOODARD, CLARK A CO., Portland, Oregon.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsmai
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STOCKTON FAIR RACES.

LaBelle Reduces the Record for Two-Year-Old

Trotters in a Race in California—Dead
Heat Ret.ween Gracie S. and Emma

D.—Aster's Easy Victory in

Past Time—Races in Detail.

Ill

*

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1894.

Stockton, September 17, 1894.

The river boats had all unloaded their living freight, con-

sisting of horses and men in charge, early yesterday morning

and the long procession to the track promised a week of sport

such as Stockton, even in its palmiest days of record meetings,

had never experienced. The elliptical track was found to be

in perfect order by the critical horsemen who stepped upon

its smooth and velvet-like surface and surveyed its stretches

as only horsemen can.

There were numbers of hurses already taking preparatory

work, and every driver who hsd "squared" the circle

declared it was the best track they had seen. The door of

the stalls were soon covered with sweet straw, bikes were un-

packed, bales of hay and sacks of grain opened, and the new-

comers had their little quarters fixed as neatly as if they

intended to stay a month. Horsemen become like Arabs

when the circuit begins, and the longer the circuit is the

easier do they cast all superfluous "fixin's" aside. This

morning, just as the sun was making its appearance in the

east, men and boys were out getting their horses in fix for

the day's work, for they do not call it sport; the spectators

give it that name, but the horsemen call it work.

The programme of the day was not a long one, but it fur-

nished in one race a surprise as well as a record-breaking per-

formance. The wonderful heats trotted by the two-year-old

Sidney, La Belle, stamps her as one of the best youngsters

ever foaled in this State. By her performance she not only

demonstrated the worth of Sidney as a sire and Dawn as the

aire of dams, but she also proved the sterling worth of that

prince of conditioners and king of drivers, Walter Maben, for

his patience and skill in developing such a hlly. Xo praise

can be called too lavish for him, and the owner of La Belle

should feel—and we know she does—that in Mr. Maben's

hands the roughest diamond in the equine world can be

Bmoothed and polished until its true value can be seen and

appreciated by all. There is another thing about this filly

and her performance to day. The track had been out up for

the runners, so Mr. Maben was forced to drive her twelve

feet from the pole all the way, but in the two heats she

neither faltered nor made a mistake.

There were three events on the card, a district running

race, a trotting contest for two year-olds and a pacing race

for district horses of the 2:40 class. The betting was light

on the harness races, for the men who bi.y pools did not

know much about the performers, but a good deal of coin

went into the box when pools were sold on the running race

and the guessers of the favorite got their money back in a

dead heat race.

The 6rst race was a running handicap for district horses of

all ages, a distance of three-quarters of a mile. The purse

was $200, with three mone>s, $120, $60 and $20. There

were five startere : £>. D. Trahern's Ricardo, A. Miller's May

Day, Robert Sherwin's E., Whitney & Willis' Gracie S. and

R. E. Dolan's Howard. Gracie S. was favorite in the pools,

selling for $20, Emma D. bringing $10 and the others in the

field at about the same money, $10. For a time the field sold

choice, bringing as much as $15 in she same-sized pools.

Howard carried 95 pounds, May Diy the sanje, Ricardo 90

'. and the aged horses 117 pounds each.

Gracie S. and Emma D. had a trot race for the entire dis-

tance, the favorite leading until the last quarter was reached,

.yhen Emma ran up, closely pressed by Howard, and they

came to the wire in this order, making such a close finish

that the judges called it a dead heat. From the reporters'

stand Gracie had a little the best of the finish, and she had to

run hard for it, coming in bleeding from the furious spurring

of her rider. Howard finished a close second, Ricardo third

and May Day fourth. The ime made was 115. The own-

ers decided to divide the money and not run the dead heat

ofl;

The second race was for two-year-old trotters having no

records. The trotters went for a stake with $200 added, best

two in three miles. The starters were Mrs. Severance's La
Belle, a chestnut filly by Sidney, dam Anna Bellfc, driven by

Walter Maben ; Charles E. Clark's Athanio, a brown colt by

Junio, dam Athalii, and the San Mateo Stock Farm's Last

Chance, bay gelding by Regal Wilkes. La Belle was a great

favorite in the pools, selling at $40 against $25 for Athanio

and $2 for Last Chance.

Athanio had the pole and led off, but broke and was passed

on the turn by La Belle, and the Sidney filly kept the lead

easily, going to the half-mile pole in 1:08*, with Athanio

trotting very fast a few lengths behind and Last Chance los-

ing his distance. Athanio broke on the last turn, for the

clip was too fast for him and the filly had the race. The colt

caught quickly and trotted fast on the finish, but the filly had

the heat easily, leading half a dozen lengths in the fast time

of 2:lS-j. Last Chance was distanced. When the time was

aonounced by Chris Green, one of the judges, he said it was

the fastest mile ever made on the coast by a two-year-old,

beating the record of 2:19 made by the Palo Alto filly

Rowena.

La Belle was a high-priced favorite after this heat, selling

at $50 against $10 for Athanio. On the second send off' La

Belle led at a very fast clip, carrying Athanio off his feet on

the first turn. The fast filly trotted as pretty as a machine

to the half-mile post in the very fast time of 1:06? and kept

the lead to the finish, coming in strong in the remarkable

time of 2:16:], Athanio a dozen lengths behind. The time was

announced as the best on the coast for two-year-olds, and it

was second only in the world's records. The Sidney filly

made the fastest two heals ever made in a race by a two-year-

old, ffhich is quite an achievement.

The last race was a slow one and was one-sided, the favorite

having no trouble in winning it in three straight heats. The

race was for district pacers of the 2:40,class for a purse of

$300. The starters were E. C. Archer's Archie by Dexter

Prince, L. Nicewonger's Arkansaw py Dorsey Nephew, and

F. Leiginger's Frank L., by Hawthorne. Archie was the

favorite, bringing $25 against $5 and $6 for the 6eld. Frank

L. was something of a galloper, but a poor pacer, and when

he finally started to pace past the judges' stand the word

was given and his jig was up, for he did not see the other

horses until after the heat was finished. Archie won the

three heats and the race in 2:29*, 2:32*, 2:34, Arkansaw was

second and Frank L. was distanced in the first heat.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Runni g, purse S200, for horses of all ages, district,

handicap, three-quarters of a mile.

Gracte S., gr m. by Prince of Norfolk—Gilroy Belle... 1
1

Emma D., ru m, by Jack Brady—Dolly Varden J

Howard, c b, by Tyrant—by Joe Daniels 2
Ricardo, c g, by Wildidle—Blue Bonnet 3

May Day, s s, by John A.—Lena R 4

Time, 1:15.

Socoud race—Two-year-old trotting.

M. A. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle, by
Dawn Maben 1 1

C. E. Clark's br c Athanio, by Juuio—Athalie Clark 2 2

Pan Mateo Stock Farm's b g Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes,

Hannah Price Rogers dis

Tinjc,2;l-S^, 2;1^4.

Third race— District pacing, 2:40 class.

E. C. Archer's h g Archie, by Dexter Prince—by Chieftain
Archer 111

L. Nicewonger's b s Arkansaw, by Dorsey's Nephew—by
Cbieftain. Nicewonger 2 2 2

F. Lieginger &. Co.'s b g FraDk L., by Hawthorne
Lieginger dis

Time, 2:29^, 2:32^,2:34.

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER IS.

The weather this morning was lovely, and if there is any

class of men who enjoy good weather it is horsemen. The
haste which they exhibit in getting their horses ready shows

that these men appreciate good weather and a good track.

Millard Sanders and Jas. Duslin are the very first to be seen

going around the turns. The former drove a yearling this

morning, which F. Cheboya brought from the Oakwood Park

Stock Farm, which promises to beat his brother. He is a

bay in color and is called J. F. B. .after the genial pioprielor

of this celebrated farm, John F. Boyd. J. F. B. is a full

brother to the mighty unbeaten Diablo,2:09l, and like Diablo

was a trotter with a taste for pacing. Mr. Sanders encour-

aged him to go the gait which suited him best,and this morn-

ing this yearling without any preparatory work on this track

paced a quarter in thirhf-tkree seconds and was going to the

half at the same clip when Sanders thought he had done

enough and pulled him up. That he is the fastest yearling

pacer even seen in California, if not in the world, is the opin-

ion of all who have seen him go. He is another Chas. Derby

wonder.

The programme to-day was not a long one, and the fizzle

in the She-Jennie June race caused bv Dr. K. D. Wise at-

.

taching the $1,000 stake and refusing to start his mare Jeunie

June is the talk of the town.

The afternoon sport commenced with a three quarter mile

dash for two-year olds. The starters were Geo. Polhemus,

Laurel, My Sweetheart. In the pools Laurel sold at $52

against $20 on the field. When Starter Brown dropped the

flag My Sweetheart took the lead, Laurel at his saddle-girth

and Polhemus half a length further back. Before tbey had

gone one hundred yards Laurel passed My Sweetheart, and

after getting the lead came easily to the wire, winning by a

length from Geo. Polhemus, who forged ahead in the last

few strides and defeated My Sweetheart for the place by a

neck, but the rider of Sweetheart claimed he was fouled and

the judges awarded his tiily second place. Time. 1:18|.

A sensation was sprung upon the public, for She trotted

around the mile track alone in 2:22, and as Jennie June

did not appear her driver claimed the stake of $1,000, which

was attached by Dr. K. D. Wise of Los Angeles, the backer

of Jennie June, who made a wager with Adolph Spreckels

for $500 a side at the Bay District track at the summer meet-

ing of the Breeders Association. The match was made, play

or pay, and Dr. Wise's action in attaching the stake was the

cause of much unfavorable comment. A number of people

from Sacramento and San Francisco came especially to see

the match race, and their disgust at the fuzle knew no

bounds. Messrs. Spreckels and Alviso complied with their

agreement to the letter and kept their faith with the public.

If Dr. Wise concluded to do as he did this morning, i. e.,

attach the stake, he should have done so last night. For the

benefit of the public we publish the following

:

In Sacramento the following agreement was signed :

Sacramkn to. September in. 1894.

The undersigned hereby agree to trot the match race between

•'She" and "Jennie June"ou (he Wh day of present month over

the Stockton course. A. B. Spreckels.

K. D. Wise.

Then as Mr. Spreckels knew he would be unable to attend

to all the details of the match, he appointed the well-known

horseman, Capt. B. E. Harris, to represent him, as the fol-

lowing will show ;
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-I
Sacramento. September 11, 1894.

I bereby authorize Ben E.Harris to represent me in all matters
pertaining to the match race between •'She" and '.Jennie June,"
to come off al StocktoD during the following week.

A. B. Spreckels.
C. W. Smith.

Or. Wise approached Capt. Harris in Sacramento with the

subject of substituting Adelaide Simmons for Jennie June,
i apt. Harris replied that he would have to see Mr. Spreckels,

as that was an entirely diflerent affair. He added, however,
" If this rare comes off I have no doubt Mr. Spreckles will

willingly match She against Adelaide Simmons. I shall make
ii my business to see him on my return to San Francisco.'*

i apt. Harris proceeded to San Francisco and lost the greater

part of the day in trying to see Mr. Spreckels. When he did

hod him his answer was: "After this race is decided we will

lalk about the other." Capt Harris started for Stockton

last night on the boat and arrived here this morning. On
meeting Dr. Wise he was astonished to learn that snap judg-

ment had been taken in the latter/that the mare Jennie June
would not start to-day, and that he had, through the advice

nf his attorney, Louttit, attached the stakes claiming that un-

der the anti-gambling act the money could not be paid When
questioned as to his action Dr. Wise replied : "The Captain

was. to come here yesterday and appoint a judge, 1 to appoint

another, and they to appoint a third. Then we were to select

a flag man and arrange all preliminaries, but as Capt. Harris

did not come I took the muzzle ofl' the mare and let her eat.

I will not be taken advantage of."

The very fact that Dr. Wise was a party to the betting; in-

validates him as a claimant, and as She was ready and did

appear at the time agreed upon and did trot the mile out,

there can be no question about Air. Spreckels claiming the

stake, as it was distinctly understood to be play or pay.

Or. Wise may have construed the law to suit himself, but

that does not gi\e him any grounds for claiming the money,
('apt. Harris, as an agent for Mr. Spreckels, as well as a mes-
senger for Dr. Wise, was delayed iu the pursuit of thelatter's

request to have a substitute for Jennie June to start, and
therefore was as much in the employ of Dr. Wise as he was
in Mr. Spreckels', and as Dr. Wise's request to substitute

another mare for the one match was being acted upon, and
this act necessitated Capt. Harris' presence in the city. Dr.

Wise should have acted his part and had either Jennie June
or Adelaide Simmons ready for the race. Telegraph wires and
telephones are plentiful, and his action in withdrawing from
a legitimate wager in the way he has cannot be very easily

pardoned.
In the race for three-year-olds, 2:30 class trotting, (here

were three entries—Bet Madison, Ravenscroft and John
Bury. Bet Madison, $30, Ravenscroft and John Bury $20,

were the prices for which pools in this trio were sold. When
the word was given John Bury and Ravenscroft took the
lead, Bet Madison lying well behind. It was a pretty race

to the three-quarter pole, where Mabeu brought Bet Madison
up on even terms with the leaders, and down toward the wire

the three came abreast; just as victory seemed within Bet

Madison's grasp she broke and fell back. John Bury made a

nupreme effort just at the wire and landed the race a winner
by a head in 2:23], Bet Madison third.

Pools remained unchanged, the backers of Bet Madison
still relying upon her to win. When the word was given
Bury took the lead, and Bet Madison broke and fell back.

Ravenscroft, who was third, then passed up to second place,

hut broke at the first quarter. John Bury was pursuing the

even tenor of his way and left his companions to battle for

place. Ravenscroft seemed to be the steadiest coming down
the homestretch and won second place, being five lengths be-

hind John Bury, who came home in 2:24J.

The next heat was won bv John Bury by a length in 2:23}

from Ravenscroft. Bet Madison, who was last, seemed very
unsteady, and did not trot as well as her friends expected.
The last race of the day was for the 2:27 class trotters,

purse $800. The entries were El Pastore, Auntie Wilkes,
Mamie Griffin and Nellie W. Pools sold : Nellie W. $20,
Auntie Wilkes $9, field $5. Thestart wasa good one, Nellie

W. and Auntie Wilkes taking the lead after leaving the wire.

Aun\ie Wilkes passed to the front at the quarter pole, but
Nellie W. gained on her and soon took the pole away from
the daughter of Guy Wilkes and led to the wire. Auntie
Wilkes made an effort to get on even terms with the daugh-
ter of Wool gey. but broke at the head of the homestretch and
fell back. Nellie W. came in a winner by three lengths in

2:213, Auntie Wilkes second and Mamie Griffin last.

Field sold for $5 against $25 for Nellie W. It wasa fore-

gone conclusion that Nellie W. would win, and from the time
uo " was heard she took the lead and kept it to the wire

in 2:22|

.

In the nextjheat Nellie W. again led, with Auntie Wilkes,
but al the head of the homestretch Mamie Griffin passed
Auntie Wilkes and came within a length of the winner,
Nellie W., at the wire. Time, 2:22iJ, Auntie Wilkes a length
further away.

BOMMAED5S.
First race—Running, handicap, for two-year-oWs. Purse $200.

rbnee-qnarter mile dash.

w. U Appleby's b f Laurel, by Duke of Norfolk— Futurity. 112
SulMvan i

Bcnoolor'fl h r My Sweetheart, by Major Ban—Ubertyfllbbeti,
108 Simpson 2

Garden City Btable'fl b cGeo. I'olhemus, by;Fellowcharm—Minuet
Dotiathan ?,

Time, 1:18%.

Match rac«—Sl.tMWa Bide,

I bbotdford Alviso l

renule June In theetable In the distance)
Time, 2:22,

for three-year-olds.

John Bury. b c, by aoUnont -Muldoon Banco i i \

m be ''- liny Wilkes—Eva Rogers 2 2 2
Bel Madison, h f, by James Madison Maben 3 8 :;

Time, !

':'..
' v

!

''

Trotting 2:27 class, purse SHuo.

Kellle W . eh 1 by WoolBey— by Incu i uiitiolley 1 l l

tuntte Wilkes, b m, by Gny Wilkes invain 2 2 :i

bib in. by Blackbird—Flylug Bird, ,..Sullivan i .; 2
i Pi tore, i< n, by Waterford Dickey din

Time, 2 'i
.

"

ihikii DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

The attendance at the track was ,-r vast improvement over

that nf the lirsi iv... days of the meeting, Iii the morning a

stoci parade tool place il was on an average with those

heretofore held here. I'm- herd of Holaleina, Jerseys and
Durham.", we have hi • en here are for some reason

mifwing this yt-

The pavilion was erjwded last evening. The exhibit* are

q any diown here befi |
l>< <-xample set by

the great Midwinter Fair in San Francisco in giving a first-

class exhibition whenever one has to be given is being strictly

followed by the various counties in this State, and prosperous

San Joaquin is not behind any other in this respect. A
number of novelties for the entertainment of visitors is prom-
ised this week, and if the management meet with the encour-
agement they believe these attractions deserve, no doubt they

will be repeated next year on a far grander scale.

The people began to move toward the track at 10 o'clock

this morning, and at 1 o'clock the grand-stand was comfort-

ably filled, while theinfield was dotted with private carriages

and buggies of every make and description imaginable, from
the "Jim Budd " buckboard (the most fashionable convey-
ance used here at present) to the splendid wagonette.

The programme of races presented did not promise any-

thing startling. Aster's victory in the 2:15 trotting races

was well earned. W. W. Foote's remarkable victory over
the Dexter Prince colt, Prince Nutwood, was another sur-

prise, but in conversation with the trainer of the latter colt

we learned that Prince Nutwood has been a very sick horse

since bis return from the Bay District track.

In the last race Belle laid up one heat, had to light for the

next, was defeated, won the next and in the last came in first

but was set back. The winner, Touchet, is a game little

three-year-old and one that has a bright tuture before him.
He is one of the best pacers we have seen this year, and the

way he is training on must be encouraging to his owner,

driver and many friends.

Thejudges to-day were Chris. Green, B. E. Langford and
C. Needham. Timers, P. Williams and Lee Shaner. Clerk

of the course, Burr Needham, and an excellent clerk he is,

too.

The afternoon sport commenced with a three-quarter mile
dash. There were five starters : Emma#D., Warrago, Gracie
S, Ricardo and Royal Flush. The latter named was made
favorite at $20 against $8 on the field and $7 on Gracie S.

Starter Brown sent them away to i beautiful start ; Gracie
S. led the way. A length behind her were Royal Flush and
Emma I), the other two a length further away. The gray
mare led until well into the homestretch. Sullivan and
Royal Flush started on the outside and overhauled Gracie S.

and won the race by a good length in l:14£.Gracie S. second,

a bead in front of Emma D., both of the mares receiving

punishment.
The second race was the best betting event of the meeting

to date. It was for the 2:1b class trotters, purse $S00. There
were five entries—Aster, Gossiper, Adelaide McGregor,
Wayland W. and Bruno. The pool-seller was kept busy
selling tickets on Aster at $50 against $13 on Wayland W.
and $9 on the others in the field. There were nine scores

before the horses were sent away, Gossiper two lengths be-

hind. Aster, Wayland W. and Bruno were leading ; in this

order they trotted a length apart to the half-mile pole, Ade-
laide McGregor fire lengths behind and Gossiper three

lengths further back. Wayland W. carried Aster to the

three-quarter pole at a 2:10 clip, but just as he got straight-

ened in the homestretch broke, so Aster came in an easy win-

ner in 2:141, Wayland W. two lengths behind and one length

in front of Bruno, Adelaide McGregor fourth and Gossiper
fifth. The judges distanced the last-named for making four

breaks iu the mile.

Pools sold second heat Aster $30, field §5. This was a bet-

ter-contested heat. Waylaud W. was at Aster's wheel from
the time the drivers got the word until they came under the

wire. It was a splendid contest, and when the son of Dexter
Prince landed under the wire a wiuner by a neck in 2:13$

loud cheering greeted him. Adelaide McGregor passed Bruno
on the homestretch and came in third.

Pools were sold at the same odds before the next heat.
Aster won as he pleased in 2:16. Wayland W. made two
disastrous breaks, and was unable to come up with the

smooth-going Dexter Prince, wKi jogged in a winner in 2:16,

Wayland W. second, Adelaide McGregor third and Bruno
last.

In the 2:30 class pacing race there were but two starters

—

W. W. Foote and Prince Nutwood. Pools sold : W. W.
Foote $25, Prince Nutwood $9. Shortly after the word was
given Foote broke, and before Millard Sanders could get him
straightened Free Haney had the black son of Dexter Prince

almost three hnndred yards in the lead, but Sanders did not

intend to get shut out. He spoke to the splendid son of

Steinway, and foot by foot 'he closed up the gap, and his

hopes of winning began to brighten as the daylight between
his horse's head and the sulky of his adversary grew beauti-

fully less. At the head of'the homestretch he was only four

lengths behind, and in a hard drive down the homestretch

from Prince Nutwood. W. W. Foote passed in. and won
amid the greatest cheering and enthusiasm in 2:19$. It was
one of the best exhibitions of door-die racing we have ever

seen, and the Sanders' motto, " Drive for every heat," was
well sustained.

W. W. Foote won the next heat in exactly tbesame man-
ner he did the preceding heat, W. W. Foote winning in a

walk in 2:21 J, Prince Nutwood second, a very tired colt.

Touchet sold for $25 against Belle in the field at $20.

Touchet led all the way. Our Boy at his bike, Sidmore a

length further away and Belle last. This was their order

until the half was reached, then Belle passed all in front of

her except Touchet arid was three lengths behind him at the

head of the homestretch, It was a drive to the wire and
Belle was fully a length in advance when she broke as she
was under the wire in 2:19 flat. Much to the astonishment,

even of the Touchet backers, the judges gave the heat to

Touchet. The decision was an erroneous one, but there was
no appeal and the "talent" have not fully recovered their

senses al this writing. Belle was given second place, Our Boy
third and Sidmore last. What prompted thejudges to make
such a decision is bevond comprehension. To say the least

it was one of the rankest ever given iu California, for the

mare won it fairly and one little break under the wire should

not disqualify her if she broke uear the score. The judges
should read Section 5 of Rule30,National Association Rules,

and ilicv would not be so liable to err in the future.

The last race of the afternoon was for the 2:30 class pacers.

There were five starters—Orlinda Richmond, Touchet, Our
Roy, Belle and Sidmoor. Pools sold: Belle $20, Sidmoor
$7, field $10. When Judge Green gave the word Orlinda

Richmond and Touchet took the lead, Our Boy third, Belle

fourth and Sidmoor lust. On the first turn Richmond and
Belle broke and were out of the race. Our Boy now passed

up and was at Touchet'a bike to the wire. It waSa close and
exciting contest, but despite the efforts of Our Boy's driver,

he could not get any nearer the pacing son of Altamont, who
jogged under the wire a winner by half a length in 2:15.

Belle, who wns neil to Qriif)4fl ,; ic(imond ut the tail j

tbl

procession, made a drive down the homestretch and came in
third, beating Sidmoor two lengths. Orlinda Richmond was
distanced.

Pools sold Belle $20, field $12. When the word was given"
Touchet again took the lead and Our Boy hung to her like a
shadow. Belle acted rank and broke several ti nes, thue losing
all chance of winning. On the back turn Our Boy broke
and fell back ; his place was taken by Sidmoor, who made a
hard but unsuccessful attempt to pass Touchet. the leader.

At the wire he was two lengths and a half behind the little

Altamont stallion. Our Boy was third and Belle fourth
Time, 2:16|.

Pools sold Touchet $30, field $10 When the pacers came
for the word Touchet gave way to Sidmore at the first turn,
Our Boy was third and Belle fourth. The half was made in
1:12|. Touchet passed Sidmoor third, then Belle came on
the outside and in a terrific drive down the homestretch won
from Touchet by ahead in 2:17;}, Sidmoor third and Our Boy
last. The talent breathed easier.

SUMMARIES.
First race, running. Three-quarter mile dash.

Royal Flush, ch s, by Three Cheers—Rosette, 119 Sullivan 1
Gracie S ,

gr f. by Priuce of Norfolk—Gilrov Belle, 115 Stewart 2
Emma ]>., b m. bv Jack Bradv—Dollv Varden, 115. Hanna 3

Time, 1:14%.
Warrago (90) aud Ricardo (90) also ran.

Second race, 1:15 class, purse SS0O. •

Keating & Ottinger's ch g Aster, by Dexter Prince—bv Chief-
tain Keating 111:

Alex. Cornick's b s Waylaud W., by Arthur Wilkes—Letty, by
Wayland Forrest Dustin 2 2 2

K. D. Wise's b in Adelaide McGregor, bj Bonnie McGregor
Patterson 4 3 3

C. Z. Hebert"8 bs Bruno, byJunio Dwain 3 4 4
Sonoma Stock Farm's b s Gossiper, by Simmons Crawfroth dis

Time, 2:14%, 2:13%, 2:16.

Third race—Pacing, 2:30 class.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's bl g W. W. Foote. by Steinway—
Maggie McGregor Sanders 1 1

B. F. Langford's bl h Prince Xntwood, by Dexter Prince—
Luella, bv Nutwood Haney 2 2

Time, 2:19%, 2:21%.

Fourth race-Pacing, 2:30 class.

Coovert & Mattick's br s Touchet, by Altamont—Tecora, by
C. M. Clay Jr Gusto 1 1 2 1 1

J. Sullivau'sch m Belle, by Melbourne King-All Right
Sullivan 3 4 12

Veudome Stock Farm's ch g Our Boy, bv Vernon Boy
Bunch 2.S43

Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b s Sidmore, by Sidney—by Grand
Moor Shaner 4 2 3 4

Time. 2:15, 2:16%. 2:17%, 2:19.

Last Day at Portland (Or.).

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15.

It was comparatively a small crowd that witnessed the

closing of the Portland Speed and Driving Association's fall

race meeting at Irvington Park yesterday afternoon, and the

murky weather that played havoc with the attendance also

damaged the track. The horses were compelled to cling to

the outer fence, thus piling up additional distance and time,
and even then they were prancine in thick mud most of the
way around. Two horses which paced a mile in 2:14 last

Thursday could not bring the time below 2:21^ yesterday,

although both were in the pink of racing condition, which
proved that the track was at least nine seconds slow.

Only four of the six races on [the card were finished, but
they furnished a surfeit of sport. The leading event was the
match race between the pacers, Prince Almont and Hanford
Medium, and it developed sufficient interest to make il a
memorable affair. It was the means of making about $5,000
change ownership, and the weight of the money it carried

away may have been instrumental in severing one of the
hopples worn by Hanford Medium, and causing him to lose

the first heat. He subsequently won the race, however, a
second time proving himself the peer of the sturdy little

horse from Colfax. Only one favorite failed to land the
money, aud he was so badly distressed by the mud that even
his disappointed backers felt sorry for him.
Four and a half furlongs was the distance for the first gal-

lop, selling, and the starters were Jim R., with 119 pounds
up ; Picnic 111, Hal Fisher 122, George Dixon 108, Joe D.,

115 and Paddy Ryan 122. In the betting Jim R., Hal
Fisher and Paddy Ryan sold at $10 each against $S for George
Dixon, $6 for Joe D. and $4 for Picnic. With a fast track

the favoritism would have been about equally divided

between Jim R. and Fisher, but in the mud it was any horse's

race, and weights were of consequence.

It was 2 o'clock when the horses arrived at the stand, and
for their dilatoriness the jockeys were fined $5 apiece by the
judges. They got away in a close bunch, and Hal Fisher,

had the running to the five-eighths, where Paddy Ryan took
it away from him, and held it to the finish, running in 0:5SJ,

'

Hal Fisher second, George Dixon third. Mutuels paid
$12.45.

Sport McAllister, with 128 pounds up, was choice for the

half-mile dash for two-year-olds, selling, at $20 against $10
for the Matlock stable (Baby Ruth, 128 pounds, and Lela,

100), $10 for Token, 100, and $5 for the Jones & Payne
stable (Senora filly, 115, and Little Ella, 100). The betting

was brisk Sport McAllister won the race under a pull from
start to finish. Babv Ruth second, Token third. Time,
0:52. Mutuels paid $S.50.

Montana, Bonnie Ben, Carlyle Came, Eva T., Rickreall

and Malheur scored up for the special trot. Eva T. was the

favorite, selling at $20, again6t $12 for Carlyle Came, $8 for

Montana and $b' for the field.

The first heat wasa funny affair. They scored in a most
straggling way, each driver shunning the muddy inside of

the track.and when they got away there was at least a couple

of lengths between Carlyle Carne in the lead and Richreall

in the rear. The latter ambled In a manner that eventually

shut him out, aud in the backsUetch the others were kicking,

mud al each other at long range. Eva T. won the heat

handily in 2:381, which was thirteen seconds slower than her

time iu the last previous heat she trotted on the same track.

The second heat was trotted iu 2:34, Montana pushing Eva
T. all the way around, and Carlyle Carne behaving badly

every time he began to assume a dangerous appearance.

Before they got away for the third heat $70 in fines was
imposed by the starting judge for bad scoring. Eva T. again

led the string from wire to wire, finishing in 2:31.

SUMMARY,

EvaT 1 1 1

Mantana 2 2 8
Carlyle Carne 8 8 2

Malheur.. , .. 4 6 4
Bonnie Ben „..,. 6 4 6
i

•

I
'

I
I

.
. L 1

1
, , 5 $ 6

Time, 2:883 ,, 2:84, ?:Si,
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Eva T. is a five-year-old bay mare by Almont Medium,
dam by Alwood, and C. E. Taft is managing her.

Then came the event of the day—the match pace between

Prince Almont and Hanford Medium for $1,000 aside. The
horses sold even in the earlv betting, which was very heavy.
About $2,000 in lumps of $50 to $100, was in the box before

the plungers weakened, and then the $50 limit was held quite

a while, the $20 and $10 gamesters at last getting action for

their cash. At the post selling the Hanford Medium money
beat down the opposition until the odds were $40 to $25.

Prince Almont drew the pole, and when the word was given

he had a little the worst of the start, but in three strides be

was leading and steadily drew away until he had a lead of

about four lengths at the quarter. Then Hanford Medium's
left hopple parted, and he started on a gallop, which he kept

up until he had gone a full mile. Prince Almont was first

under the wire, in 2:32. As Medium dashed past the stand

with the severed hopple flogging his forelegs, the spectators

groaned in pity, and when it was subsequently announced that

the hopple had been " interfered with " tbe groan changed to

one of indignation. When the strap was examined by the

judges, tbev decided that it had been cut just deep enough
to part it if it should be subjected to an unusually sharp jerk,

but where and by whom the cutting was done could not be

ascertained. Hanford Medium's owner and trainer declared

that the knife was not applied in their stable, and as nobody
else could be accused of knowing anything about the trick,

the judges decided to give Prince Almont the heat and allow

the race to be finished.

When the word was given for the second heat Prince
Almont made his usual starting bound, and was a length ahead
from the first turn to the three-quarters, where Hanford
Medium began closing the gap and was on even terms with
his competitors at the seven-eighths. They were neck-and-
neck when Hanford broke within half a dozen yards of the

wire, and not only gained half a head by the break, but also

threw Prince Almont ofl' his feet, and both galloped under,

Hanford winning in 2:245.

Hanford Medium won the third heat in 2:26.} by retaining

to the finish a half-length lead, which he captured at the first

turn. Some of Prince Alraoot's backers evidently believed

hat their favorite had not been driven as well as he might
have been, for they applied for a new driver, and the judges
substituted Stone for Woods behind the horse.

All the speed that Prince Almont could show was utilized

in that fourth heat. He led by four lengths at the quarter,

and held that advantage to the half, where Hanford Medium
began to close up. At the five-eighths tbe gap was reduced
to two lengths, and at the seven-eighths to one, but Hanford's
stamina seemed to fail him there, for he was beaten home
by that same length in 2:21 1, the fastest heat of the series.

Hanford Medium won the fifth heat and the race in 2:28,

but how he won do spectator could tell, owing to the dark-
ness. The horses plunged into gloom at the first turn, and
were not 6een again until they were in the homestretch. Al-
mont was beaten about a length.

SUMMARY.
Hanford Medium 2 1 1 "2 ]

Prince Almoot .. 1 2 2 1 '2

Time. 2:32,2:24%. 2:26%, 2:21%. 2:28.

A 2:20 class trot and a hurdle race were on the card, but

the unexpectedly long duration of theeventshul both of them
out.

-*.

Santa Barbara Fair Races.

Santa Barbara, September IS.—The first day's racing of

the Santa Barbara County Fair was held before a slim crowd.

The track was slow. As the meet is the' first on the South-

ern California circuit the performances were watched with

much interest. The first race was a selling for sprinters.

Moses B., a Bon of Leinster, sold favorite in the pools and
mutuels. The other four sold as the field. In the first heat

Idle Belle got the start and held her lead of a length to the
three-quarter pole, but down tbe stretch Ward brought Moses
B. up and finished a nose ahead of Lottie L , the black mare
dropping back to third place. In the second heat Idle Belle

Again got the advantage, but her lead was cut down after the
half was reached, and Lottie L. fought Lily F. down the
stretch, the three horses finishing but a few inches apart.

The run off was wearisome. Moses B. sulked. Lottie L. got

offa half length ahead, and despite Ward's fierce finish kep
her lead to the wire.

In the 2:50 trot General Pat Murphy's Paloma Prince was
barred in the betting after the first heat. Thompson, with
Henry Delaney behind him, sold favorite. In the first heat

Paloma Prince took the field to the quarter in a 2:15 clip,

and then took a lead of thirty yards and kept it throughout.
Thompson beat out the field easily. The second heat was a
Bnap for the Murphy horse, the others fighting hard down
the stretch for second place, which was again won by Thomp-
son, a protest againBt his breaking being thrown out. Paloma
won the third heat still easier. Thompson made a good
drive for second money.

In the third race none of the talent would wager against
the gray wonder, H. M. Stanley, having in mind his northern
victories. But while Stanley was fast the back stretch was
bad and he went to pieces in the second and third heats,

beating General Wiles under the wire, but being penalized
forbreaking. Wiles is a great finisher and made a game
drive up the stretch in all three heats. The race will be de-
cided Wednesday. Waldo J., the crack pacer, arrived to-

day and is entered in the 2:15 pace.

SUMMARIES.

Running, three-quarters of a mile and repeat. Purse $200.

C. I. Thacker's b m Lottie ,L., by Sid—Dottie Dimple 2 11
Moses B 1 3 2
Lilly F 4 2 ro
Idle Belle 3 5 ro
Vendome 5 i ro

Time, 1:17%, 1:18,1:17%,

' Trotting, 2:50 class. Purse 3200.

Pat Murphy's b s Paloma Prince, by Dexter Prince Tolle 111
Thompson 2 2 2
El Molina 3 3 4
Etta Wilkes 5 4 3
Sir Gird 4 5 5

Time, 2:27, 2:27%. 2:28.

Trotting, stallion, 2:20 class. Purse 5300.

Henry Delaney's g s H. M. Stanley, bv Fearnaugbt
Delaney 12 2

General Wiles 2 11
Monroe 3 3 3

Time. 2:22%, 2:24%, 2:25.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBEB 19.

A big crowd was at the second day of the race-meet. The
track was slow, but better than on the first day,

The unfinished trot, in which the gray stallion, H. M.
Stanley, sold as favorite, was a poor event. The talent
stopped betting and pools could not be sold at any price.

General Wiles, who had two heats yesterday,won the decisive
easily in 2:19, going to the three quarters at a 2:15 clip.

The talent tumbled on the novelty running race. All Ba-
ba, a speedy three-year-old, was backed heavilv for the half
and three-quarters, but a little Accident filly, Lucy L, beat
the bay colt by a nose all the way round to ihe three-quarter
pole, where Liliy F. picked up and captured the finish.

In the 2:35 trot Maben's speedy brown stallion Los An-
geles was given first money to keep out, and ihe other ihree
seesawed, each winning a heat, principally by the others
breaking. Annie S , a bay hlly by Kearoaught, got the
fourth heat, and the race was uis'p>ned to Thursday.

In the 2:30 pace the Santa Paula side-wheeler Waldo J. so
far outclassed the entries that he was barred in the betting

j

Second choice sold well. Durfee Brothers' roadster Ben i

Butler sold favnrite, but Cyril Doullon's black Montecito Boy
gave the roadster a hard run for second money. Waldo J.

had it all his own way, and won in three straight heals and
slow time.

There is heavy belling on the Iialf-mile and repeat for to-

morrow. Mahen's filly Waif Midnight, ihe local cracker-

jrck, and Ali Baba beinj; heavily backed. Ali Baba did a
half in fifty-two seconds to-day, which is a poor showing.

SL"MM VRIF-S.

First race—Trotting, stallions 2:20 class, purse &JQ0.

George Maben's Gem-rat Wiles, by Mc iregor Maben 2 111
H. H. Stanley, by Ft-anianglit Delanev 12 2 2
Mouroe, by Monroe Chief. Cody 3 3 3 3

Time. 2:22% 2:22%, 2:22%, 2:19.

Second race—Ruuning. novelty, mile and a quarter, purse 5150
F. Mencbaca's b t Lilly F. won the mile and a quarter. Lucy won

the quarter, hair and three -quarters. Time by quarters, 0:26,0:52,
1:19, l:49and2:17. Ali Baba also ran.

30 class, purse £300.

; g Waldo J., by Bob Mason..

Third race—Pacing
Santa Paula H. A C. <"o.'

7.
.". Mack

Ben Butler Durfee 2 4 2
Eva ^nodgrass 3 3 3
Montecito Boy Menchaca 5 2 -i

Sau Luiselto Tolls 4 5 5

Time, 2:2.i%, 2:25%, 2:25X-

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Santa Barbara, September 20.—A big crowd attended
the races to-day and the track was iu splendid condition.
The unfinished trot resulted in an easy victory for Goulding's
little mare, Annie S., Don Patricio being drawn on account
of lameness. The talent got hard hit to-day when the favor-

iles were any good. They so far outclassed their company
that they were barred in the poois and in the other races

they tumbled the knowiog ones
The half-mile and repeat sprint was a surprise. Midnight,

the local horse, and Maben's filly Waif bel the field to a

standstill and freely gave odds on side bets. In the first heat

Lucy S., Alston Haynes' Accident filly, and a rank outsider,

beat the rest out easy, with Comet, an. old stager, second.

The Midnight men came up with their money for the second

heat, but Price's Ali Baba took it by a nose. The two win-

ners ran it off', and as they came the whole half-mile a blanket

would have covered them both. Lucy S. was beaten by the

San Louis Obispo horse by a head,and tlielaleut mourned.
They tried to geteven on the 2:19 trot, but General Wiles,

the steady liltle Riverside horse, had showed his speed too

plainly the day before, and no bets could be had. He was
barred in the betting, but considerable money was wagered
on second place. Flora, A. W. Buell's brown mare, gave the

gray H. M. Stanley, a close rub, but Stanley got second place

in the last two heats. Stanley has not the shape he had on

on the Northern circuit, as the Riverside horse can trot him
to a standstill.

In the first heat of the two-year old trot Stimson's mare,

Miss Jessie, was barred iu the betting. Maben's Al Ki was
hacked for the second place, and bad it up to within twenty

feet of the wire,when young Durfee, who drove Osito,swished

his whip, and the scary Al Ki broke, losing the place. The
balance was postponed until to-morrow.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting. 2:25 class, purse S200.

J. H. Goulding's b m Annie S-, by Fearnaugbt Tolls 3 2 111
Gale, by Belmont Hodges 2 12 2 2

Don Patricio, by Richmond Cody 13 3 3

Time, 2:33, 2:32J^. 2:33%. 2:35^. 2:35.

Second race—Ruuniug. half mile and repeat, purse $150.

J. J. Price's b c Ali Baba, by Joe Daniels Vauina 2 1 l

Haynes' g m Lucy S., by Accident Berry 12 2

Midnight, by Accident Hastie 4 3fl
Comet, by Robbery Boy Ward 3 4

Waif, by Bachelor Robinson 5 5

Time, 0:50, 0:51, 0:50%.

Third race—Trotting. 2:19 class, purse 8500.

G. B. Tibbetts' b s General Wiles, bv Blackhawk McGregor
Maben 1 l 1

H. M. Stanley, by Fearnaugbt Delanev 3 2 2

Flora, bv Dan Rice Cody 2 3 3
Sir Credit, by McKiuney Hodges 4 4 d

Time, 2:21, 2:22X, 2:21^.

Two-Year-Old Directly Paces in 2:07 3-4.

Gales burg, 111., September 20.—But one record was

brokeu to day, and that was by Monroe Salisbury's wonderful

two-year-old pacer Directly, who sent the two-year-old record

down from 2:09 to 2:072, and at the same time reduced his

own record 2} seconds.

Twenty thousand enthusiastic people wituessed the event.

It was the second special event of the afternoon, following

Robert J.'s failure to reduce his record. The track was fast

and weather superb. Directly got away on tbe first score,

and McDowell drove him. He had the pole, while just

behind him was a thoroughbred ruuning mate. The pace

was a remarkable one, showing a steady improvement. The
first quarter was gone in 0:32, the half in 1:04A, tbe three-

quarters in 1:361 and the mile in 2:07}. When Williams

made the announcement there were loud cries for McDowell,

the famous driver, who was obliged to go up in the grand-

stand and acknowledge the ovation.

It was 5:10 o'clock when Robert J. was sent ofl' on a second

scoring. In a warming heat he made the circuit in 2:11 and

many thought he would pace a great mile even if he failed to

beat, his own record. Ed Geers was the driver. In the judges'

stand was John H. Leash of Goshen, lnd., the owner of On-

line, the fast four-year-old pacer. Chandler drove the run-

ning mate. Robert J. made the first quarter in 0:30 and ex-

pectation ran high. The half was made in 1:00J, but in the

third quarter the great gelding slowed up
7

making the pole jn

I:31|. .The mile was covered in 2:02§. Driver Geers
assigned as a reason for the failure of the pacer that
the track was a trifle too hard for Robert J's feet and that
he was fearful of the crowd that filled the entire track ex-
cept a few feet from the pole.

Online was then sent to beat his record of 2:07]. He went
a strong, steady mile, equaling his mile without apparent
effort. The quarters were made in 0:31J, 32, 0:3U and
0:32], or 2:07 j for ibe mile. The other events of the after-
noon were unusually good.

2:12 class pacing, stakes $1,000. Seal won the first, third
and fourth heats and race. Time, 2:10,2:10,2:08^. Doc
Spray won the second heat in 2:18. Two Strike, Vassar ani
Webber Wilkes also Btarted. Douglass was distanced.
Three-year-old trot, 2:35 class, purse $1,000. Onoqua won

in straight heats. Time, 2:174, 2:17',, 2:15. Dentine, Bel-
mont, Delbert and Andy Ensign also started. The last two
named were distanced.

2:14 class trot, stakes $1,000.—Kentucky Union won in
straight heats. Time. 2:17, 2:171, 2:11|. May Be, Axote and
Keeler also started.

2:24 class trot.—Won by Miss Kate in 2:24*.
Williams announced that Joe Patchen and John R. Gen

try would go in a match race on Saturday. Fantasy and
Carhonale go against their record to-morrow, and Rowdy
Joe goes to beat the wagon record of 2:08.

Queen Alix, 2:03 3-4.

Galesburg, 111., Sept. 19.—Fifteen tbou-and people

yelled themselves hoarse ibis afternoon when the great trot-

ting queen Alix beat the world's record by comiog under the

wire in 2:03f. It was a noble performance from start to

finish, justifying Williams' boast as to the excellence of the.

track and Jones' assertion about the ability of Alix to beat

the woi Id's record. The day was an ideal one for such an

event and the track was In good condition.
Il was 5 o'clock was Alix passed in front of the grandstand

for a little preliminary work. McDowell was her driver. In
the stand, when the time arrived for Alix to be sent oft", were
Jones and Monroe Salisbury, joint owners of the mare. Tbe
timers were Fred Secord. John Hussey, T, C. McDowell and
McIIenry. Williams was the starter. In the audience was
Senator Cullom. It was 5:10 wh*-n McDowell finished Alix
up. When all was in readiness Williams announced ;

" Alix will now go against ihe world's record, 2:04."

The crowd became silent, and for the instant there was
great suppressed excitement. The start was made in splen-
did style. Alix came as regularly and steady as clockwork,
with head down and her short pointed ears twitching ner-

vously. She was given the pole, with the runner just to her
right and a trifle behind. When she approached the wire
for the start sheseemed to be going a little slow, but she soon
increased her pace. She was working like a machine and
yet so easily andgr"av,..ful that one would hardly imagine she
was traveling at such a tremendous clip When the quarter
was reached there was general exclamation : "Thirty and a
half ; she will beat it.

'

From that lo the half«he seemed to fly, making it in

The third quarter she increased her pace a trifle, going iq

l:32i|. When she started up tbe homestretch there was the
greatest excitement. Some started to yell, but were sup-
pressed, as Alix was moviog down without apparent effort.

Thus far there had not been a false step or a wobble of any
kind. She seemed to fairly fly to get away from the horse
that came thundering just behind. As she neared the wire
many men glanced at their watches and said :

" She will not
make it." The last few rods she again seemed to increase

her marvelous speed, and as she darted under the wire the

shout went up from thousands:
" She's done it ! she's done it !

"

The cheering was prolonged, and it was some time before

Williams could quiet the crowd so as to make himself heard.

He then announced :
" You have witnessed the fastest heat

ever trotted by any horse on tbe globe, just trotted by Alix.

The first quarter was made in 0:30.}, the half in l:01f, the

three-quarters in 1:32|, and the mile iu 2:03V
The crowd again cheered, and thousands rushed on to tbe

track as Ms Dowel I came driving Alix back. Williams intro-

duced Mr. Jones, the owner of Alix, and the cheering again

arose.

The performance of Alix is the talk of all horsemen to-

night. One of (be judges caught tbe time at a shade less

than the official figures, and many in the audience had it

2:03'>.. Jones was nearly smothered in congratulations. He
said :

" I was confident Alix would beat tbe record. I knew what

she could do. I want to say that I sold part interest in her

several months ago to Monroe Salisbury. This is not gen-

erally known. She came into my possession as a yearling. I

bought her at a combination sale at Chicago and shipped her

to my farm at Davis Cily, Neb. She is now six years old.

Her first race was at Beatrice, >*eb., in June, 1890, when a

three-yearol J. I trained her that spring. Last year she

made a record of 2:07]. The first trotting she did this year

was in an exhibition at Council Bluffs, where she went a mile

in 2: 10J, aud since that time she has gone on steadily reduc-

ing her record. 1 shall not start her again here. 1 am sat-

isfied for the present. What I may do I cannot say yet, but

it belongs to some one else to beat her record."

Williams was so pleased over the result that he confidently

announced: "You have seen the fastest mile ever trolled.

To-morrow you will see the fastest mile ever paced, and it

will be by Robert J."

He also announced that Flying Jib, Directly and Online

would be driven atrainst their records. Anniher brilliant

event this afternoou was Ethel A. goiot: to beat ihe three-

year-old pacing record of 2:10. She made the mile in 2:10,

equaling the record. AH the other features were interesting.

The 2:21 pace required four more heats, or six iu all, to com-

plete it.
"
It was a prolonged struggle betweeu Whirligig,

Barondale and Rocky P.

2:30 class, trotting, stake $1,000.— Lady Wilkes took three

straight beats. Time, 2:244, 2:24, 2:23. Bismuth and Ce-

phas also started.

2:17 class, trotting, stake $1,000 —Senator A won three

straight heats and race in 2:14!, 2:15,2.16. Egyptienne,

Domineer, Alomin'o, Baron Moore, Bloomfield and Good
Time also started.

Three years old and under, pacing, stake $1,000.—Ella T.

won in "two straight heats. Time, 2:12J, 2:12. Rokeby

,

Prairie Girl and Onizalso Btarted.

Special race again^tthprmjord. Alix won- Time, '
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Days of Grace—The Salisbury case has drawn my atten-

tion to an amendment of the rules which I proposed maDy

years ago, but which was held by ihose consulted to be alto-

gether too radical for acceptance. That is, that a certain

length of time should elapse before sentences of suspension

or expulsion should lake eflcct. I remember distinctly the

unbounded amazement of those who heard the proposition,

the surprise at such a hazardous scheme being offered, coupled

with not a little indignation at the implied slur on those who

pronounced the penalty. Somewhat of the same opinion my-

self when after the projected amendment was submitted it

awoke such a torrent of opposition, at least I became thor-

oughly convinced that to give it publicity would have no

other result than subjecting the proposer to a storm of

ridicule.

But I have found one man who agrees with me, and that

coadjutor one who leans strongly to conservatism and whose
judgment is more than usually sound on questions pertaining

lo the turf and track. Fortified by his approval, and less

sensitive in regard to public opinion than twenty odd years

ago, it is presented for discussion. To have one person agree

in the plausibility of the change, and that one the only per-

son consulted, is very diflerent from the unanimous denunci-

ations the proposal elicited at the former mention ; and with

further consideration, and experiences of the past for a guide,

present it with a good deal of confidence that it will prove

advantageous to all concerned.

Temporary reinstatement by the president of the govern-

ing association is the only relief at present, and that is so

hampered by the requirements of tbe By-laws as to render it

inoperative for a length of time that might be a serious detri-

ment to, perhaps, innocent parties.

Article IV., By-Laws N. T. A., is

:

PRESIDENT.

"Sec I. The Presideut shall be ex officio a member of tbe Board
of Appeals. Board of Review and District Boards, and when present
shall preside at all meetings of the Association and Boards, and shall
have tbe easting vote at such meetings. Whenever, upou verified

written petition, he shall believe there is injustice or illegality in

auy penally imposed by an associate member, he may temporarily
remove or 'modify the same until the next meeting of the Board of
Appeals or Board of Review."

It is beyond the necessity of argument to state that in many
cases verified written petitions could be acted upon by the

President and the return of his order not belore great damage
might result, not only to a person who was punished, but also

associations. For instance, in the Salisbury case. The sentence

was passed on Monday, on Tuesday he had engagements to

fill at Terre Haute. The first notice that Mr. Salisbury could

receive, presuming he was at Terre Hauic, would be by tele-

graph Monday night or Tuesday. Then if a "verified writ-

ten petition" was gotten up in all haste, and a messenger
dispatched to Lexington, Ky., or its vicinity, where ihe

president resides, and prompt action taken by lhat official,

the most important of the engagements could not be filled,

fortunate if any of them for that week could be honored. But
all that could be " verified " is the statement from Mr. Salis-

bury which has appeared in the papers, and the president of

tbe X. T. A. might hesitate to grant the request fortemporary
reinstatement on lhat. I have too high an opiniou of Major
Johnston to think that he would be swayed by tbe fact that

the association which would be injured was not a member of

his society, although in some hands it would have an influence.

There is not the least doubt that sending Expressive away
before the time fixed for the race to be trotted was the result

of a misunderstanding, and without any intention on the

part of Mr. Salisbury to set at naught tbe authority of the

judges. Still on the " face of the returns " this was not
shown, and the president would be nearly sure to uphold the

decree, until the strongest evidence was presented that the

action of her manager was justified, or that he had good
reasons to think that he was not infringing on laws and rules.

More days of grace granted, an argument could be pre-

sented in opposition which would have good grounds to rest

upon. That is, lhat the culprit would be favored with an
opportunity lo repeal the crime. For instance, a man may
have been convicted on testimony which couid n.-t be dis-

puted of fraudulently losing a race. AVe will suppose that

under tbe proposed rule fifteen days were allowed to inter-

vene before the sentence of expulsion could go into effect.

Jn that time he could repeat the crime several times, and se-

cure spoils which would be a recompense for the punish-
ment, the increased gains being an additional inducement to

commit the crime. That, with the prospect of opportunities
multiplied, the incentive would be stronger and lead to the
perpetration of the offense, whereas ihe certainty of full pun-
ishment upon the first commission would be a restraint on
these thieving propensities. Thai could be overcome by mak-
ing lhat crime an exception, alihough with the knowledge
lhat he was under the cloud judges would be justified in

takiog early steps to counteract the evil. Horse or horseb
could be taken away even before the commencement of a race,

and it is also a certainty that a man who had been convicted,
if not sentenced, would be very careful in the interim to keep
clear of further suspicion. But were ihe result such as lo

give a guilty offender some leeway in which he might dupli-

cate or triplicate the crime, that would not be so serious as to

punish another who was guiltless, oftentimes judgment is

pronounced without giving opportunity for a fair trial, or in

ihe heal of first impressions, and however anxious judges
may be to correct their verdict, they have no power lo do
BO. Then, again, there is another complication. According
to the telegram 1 saw, the Terre Haute Association permit-
ted Mr Salisbury to start his horses, giving the explanation
that the Fleetwood judges should have imposed a Sne, and
lhat the rules were violated by them when a higher penalty
wan announced. That resolution was not tenable, inasmuch as

there was a clear right to expel for the offense committed,
and ibis subterfuge, for such it was, to overcome the injury
to the association consequent on Mr. Salisbury not being able

to fill his engagements.
Since the above was written 1 have learned that on Sep-

tember 17lh President Johnston of the N. T. A. has rein-

stated Mr. Salisbury, lhat being ba«ed on an affidavit of M.
K. Mr-Henry thai Salisbury received the consent of the judges
(before removal. That being correct, if the judges who passed
sentence were the same men who granted permission, they

should be punished, The time required to ohtain action, from

the 10th to the 17th, when the distance was no greater than
from Terre Haute, Ind., to Lexington, Kentucky, " verifies"

my claim, in part, at least.

*
* *

Breeders Interested—The only political questions

which are touched upon in this department are those which

have a direct bearing on ihe interests connected with horses.

That the currency issue comes within the scope of this jour-

nal is so plain that arguments are unnecessary. Much as the

general business of the country is effected, with wheat lower

than it has ever been on this Coast, all pursuits so hampered

that there is vi.tual stagnalion, horses of all grades have

suffered the most.

Were the following extract from Senator Harris' speech,

made at Trenton, Tennessee, on Saturday last, the governing
principle and laws passed to that effect, "good times '' would
as surely follow as thai light comes with the rising of the

sun.

That tbe want of money is the main reason for such a wo-
ful depreciation in the price of horses was fully manifested at

the Palo Alto sale of horses at Sacramento during the State

Fair. There was a good attendance, the animals of a superior

class, in good shape, all the conditions necessary to insure a

good sale. The only drawback that the offering was com-
posed of broodmares, presumably in foal, su that the future

had to be discounted. With tbe prospect of sufficient money
to conduct the business of the country in the future, this

would not have been felt, as those who had money to invest

were restrained from bidding by the uncertainty of more be-

ing obtainable.

Thus one of the largest wheat growers in California, and
thai means a big operator in the main product of the United
States, aud a Jso a large breeder of horses and cattle, after

making a bid would stop, and teing asked the reason, replied:
" lhere is big money in sight in the venture were there any
way of getting the stake, which,small as it is, is more trouble-

some to get bold of than fifty times the sum a few year ago."

Another spectator who has paid large prices for brood-

mares, ten thousand dollars for one at public sale, and quite

a number approaching that figure, responded to a similar

question :
'" 1 am overstocked, it is true, but I have mares

which would well repay me to give away and replace wilh
some of these at double tbe price"which they are now bring-

ing, were there prospective purchasers, but no one has a sur-

plus of funds now, wilh no chance to get any so long as the

present situation exists, and I see little chance for improve-
ment in time lo meet even the small expenditure required to

make ihe investment and to pay accruing expenses until

there is a return." From all sides came the same complaint,

and even when an animal had form, breeding and speed in a

high degree it was the same old story—no money. For in-

stance, a gray four-year-old mare, Bessie Bell, by St. Bel, her
dam thoroughbred Belle D., by Belmont, a son of Lexington,
and her second dam by Lightning, also by Lexington, in foal

to Advertiser, and with a two-year-old record of 2:29|, only
brought $375. This was the second highest price, Slight, by
Electioneer, her dam Sprile, by Belmont (Alexander's), and
consequently a sister to the noted horses Sphinx and Egotist,

tbe top figure, $400, and as she was in foal to Dexter Prince,

it is reasonable to indulge in high expectations of the antici-

pated progeny. But when sound, young, well-bred mares,
such as Matron, by Clay, from the dam of Cobweb. Mollie
Cob, sold for $145, Nina Wilkes, by Allie Wilkes, her dam
by Exchequer, four years old, for $60, and then in additions,
'• producing broodmares," and well-bred, too, for $200 or less,

there is only one explanation—no money. Then they were
in admirable condition, wilh few blemishes or defects.

In ascribing the downfall of prices to the " stringency " in

the money market, and in charging ihe demoralization of

silver with that stringency 1 only echo the opinion of nine
men in ten with whom I have conversed. This is the quota-
tion mentioned :

Speafcing of the currency question,Senator Harris said : "I

should be glad to have an international agreement, but I am
satisfied no such agreement is possible or probable at this

time. It is therefore inevitable that we must, by our own
legislation, provide for tbe coinage of both metals and the

maintenance of parity. Let us formulate and establish our
home policy and maintain it. We are able to do it, and it is

our duty to establish and maintain our own bimetallic stand-

ard in our own country. When we owe other countries we
will find a means of payment. If not in cotton, wheat or

other of our products we may possibly make terms with other
Shylocks for gold enough to pay."

" Home policy " has been entirely overlooked further than
to ponder to the wishes of the plutocracy of the United Slates,

the interests of foreign countries, especially England, being
held paramount to all others. If breeders of horses,

and all other kinds of domestic animals unite

in supporting men for seats in Congress who are

alive to the importance of home policy and
maintaining it, regardless of the influence which so far has

dominated, there will be an end of the dark days. Outside of
" rotten boroughs" and precincts where the plutocrats either

bribe or hold in slavery a plurality of the votes, not a single

Congressman can be elected who is known to have a prefer-

ence for foreign policy and necessarily opposed to placing
silver in the position it held from the organization of the

government until 1873. United with other interests which
are aflecled so seriously by adverse legislation, the breeders

of light harness horses will not be compelled to sacrifice

their stock for tbe prices which now prevail. So great ihe

victory, lhat the majority in favor of the old order will be so

large that in addition lo carrying the measure the veto which
will be sure to follow would have as little effect as the ukase
to recrown a dethroned queen.

* *

Aria and La Belle.—There caD be no question that so

far the champious in the iwo and three-year-old division, on

this coast, are La Belle and Aria. Both have the same rec-

ord, 2:16|, which, of course, is more creditable to the younger,

La Belle. But lo offset that the half mile of Aria in tbe third

heat of her race at Petal tuna, which I made 1:06, and learn

since lhat Ibeollicial time was 1:05 ij will restore the prestige

of Aria, although it is nearly assured that LaBelle is equal to

that very high rate of speed for animals which are yet in the

early springtime of life. Both are handsome ft Hits and of

superior form. It is altogether supererogatory for me to add
that their " blood lines" are tokens to me of future excellence.

Both have thoroughbred grandamB.and tbe intervening links

on the maternal side forged of good material, The inevitable

Hambletonian comes in, of course, and one of the most strik-
ing phases in breeding fast trotters—likewise fast pacers—is

that a horse foaled within the last half century should have
taken nearly absolute possession of ihe field. In ihe many
thousands of fast trotters so few that do not carry some of ihe
blood, some of the fastest with double and triple slraius. The
crack two-year-old of California has four if my recollection is
correct, and two of Boston, with a share of Glencoe; the
dux of the three-year-olds with two of the "Hero of Chester"
has several more kindred strains coming through descendants
of the sire and grandsire of Hambletonian, aud Glencoe
American Eclipse, etc. If quantity were to govern, Gen.
Benton should have ihe greatest share of the credit of Aria'6
performances, as her dam and her sire's dam were daughters
of that great broodmare sire.

It was very unfortunate that the owner of Sidney, ihe late

Mr. Weisin, had so violent prejudices against near crosses
of thoroughbred blood in fast trotters. A short time before
his death he was not so stubborn in his opposition, and had
he lived it is quite probable that lhere would have been a de-
cided change. With the thoroughbred characteristics to
strengthen the adaptability to acquire fast trotting action
which so many of the Sidneys inberiled in an eminently high
degree, the family would rank very high indeed.

King David.—The article which appeared in this paper
last week, copied from the Horse Review, giving a short his-

tory of old Traveler, a horse of the greatest prominence in

the pedigrees of fast pacers, recalled a circumstance lhat

occurred nearly thirty years ago. The article was compiled

from information obtained from Major James H. Akin, who
was one of the owners of Traveler, and his description is as

follows

:

"Traveler was a magnificent sorrel, with a star and one

hind foot, the finest coupling I ever saw and more style and

beauty, I think, than horses of to-day. .He looked like a
magnificent thoroughbred. But he had all the gaits himself,
and, though never ridden scarcely, he beat all horses I ever
saw in this State (Tennessee) for uniformly siring saddle
horses and quarter horses. 1 remember he sired a quarter,
horse called King David that was never beaten. This horse
was noted over Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Louis-
ianna, having met so many horses from those States in quar-
ter races and always coming out first."

A man of the name of Mercer brought King David to my
place in Iowa some time in the sixties, looking for a race and
bringing letters of introduction to me. He came up ihe
river with ihe California mare. Comet, parting company with
her at Galena. According to Mercer's story, her managers
declined a race wilh King David at New Orleans, and bis
horse was so well known all through the South that he resolved
to come North. King David was one of the handsomest horses
1 ever saw, and so blood-like, lhat I was sure he must be
very nearly, if not quite, thoroughbrec. Bay, wuh black -

mane, tail and legs, muscular and yet " full of quality." He?
had a "striking resemblance " to the picture of Beeswing-
which hung in the library, and called Mercers attention to
to ihe similarity of form, but he insisted that he was by a
saddle horse, and as King David showed a tendency to the
" gaits," wi« h the ideas that then prevailed, this was thought
to be a sure mark of plebeian blood. He was a gelding and
had lost an eye, so th^t it was difficult to conceal his identity,
and even at so great a distance from his former field of ex-
ploits, this mark and a form which indicated the highest
speed was an effectual bar to getting him in races.

Many of the short-horse men of Illinois, Wisconsin and
Iowa had heard of Sim, and hence the party were enabled lb

get a race on the California mare with Bee-Town Billy when
the handsome bay was forced to idleness even when feet

were proffered at either start or outcome. Mercer" turned"
Comet in that memorable race when days were consumed in
the operation, in order to permit the backers of Comet to send .

a messenger lo change greenbacks into gold, as the lead
miners of lhat section would not wager their hard money
against currency.
The big expenses of the long trip, however, absorbed all of-.

Mercer's winnings on the match, and he reached my place
"broke." I could not persuade him to prepare King David
for longer races, which his form indicated he might run and-.
win, and his argument that there would be a great risk in an*
attempt that was likely to prove futile was ably seconded by
the saddle-horse taint. Haa there been a chance in those
days to run aged horses five furlongs, theie is little doubt
that King David would have been hard to beat. Now that.
I learn from Major Akins' description that the sire of King
David " looked like a magnificent thoroughbred," his son
had a "right to be" of very high form. Still I am inclined
to the belief that the dam of the noted quarter-horse was also
of the same stamp.

*
TC

*
Amend the Kule—The Spirit cf the Times, in a very

able editorial, upholds the rule which provides a penalty for

not declaring out in accordance with it, Rule 17, Sec. 1, and

quoles that as sustaining the judges in expelling Mr. Salis-

bury. But it would have been in accordance with that rule

if a written notice of the withdrawal of Expressive had been

filed with the Secretary before 7 r. m. of Saturday, Sept. 8th. I

That rule governs in races which have not been commenced
and compliance with its requirements, in a case where the

race has been started, and one or more heats decided, should
not be accepted as sanctioning the withdrawal of a horse
which has been one of the contestants. This view
will meet the approval of a majority and yet with rule 17 as
the basis of investigation, and the only one bearing on the •

question there is something of a muddle.
*' No horse shall be drawn except by permission of the

judges of the race, unless at or before seven o'clock r. m. of
the day preceding the race (omiiting Sunday) the proper
party shall have lodged wilh ihe president, secretary or
proprietor of the course, a written notice, or notice by tele-

graph, of his intention not to start, after which notice the
horse so drawn shall be ineligible to start in the race. For a
violation of the requirement herein, a fine not to exceed $100,
or suspension or expulsion maybe imposed, the penalty to

apply to tbe horse and the party who violates the regula-
tion

"

That is the section which covers the case, according to the
editorial in the Spirit, and although clumsily put together,
can only be construed that a horse can be drawn from a race

by following the formula presented. Nov? it b, as been cqs-
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tomary to accept verbal withdrawals when the person who

I
made the entry, or his agent, was on the ground, and that

plea might be proffered in extenuation of the offense, if not

" lo rule."

Without taking the time to make a careful search, I am of

the opinion that Rule 1 7 is the only one in the National Code

|
governing withdrawals. Still, when horses are not drawn in

accordance with the rule, especially after the race has been

commenced, they are in the hands of the Judges, and
" common custom and precedent " would establish

the point that only by consent of the judges is

withdrawal permitted. If right in the assumption that rule

I

17 is tbe only statute bearing on the case, it should cer-

tainly be amended to cover the point, and not depend upon
" unwritten law " for power to penalize when the acquire-

ments have been complied with.

But Rule 18 is also faulty. The provisions of that, acord-

I ing to our one construction, being violated by the judges,

|
and that violation should have some weight in mitigating

j
the penalty pronounced against Mr. Salisbury.

The sentence bearing upon it reads thus : " Bat no post-

|

ponement shall be allowed beyond the last day of

the week within which the member has limiled

its meeting, except as to an unfinished race;

and in any class that has has not been started by four o'clock

i r. M. of the last day of the time so limited the race shall be

1
declared off and the entrance money refunded

;
provided that

the limitation herpin shall not apply lo stake races."

Again, the language is far from being clear, and the con-

tention might be that the " time so limited " meant the days

within the period embodied in the published conditions of

the meeting. Plenty of chance for argument, " much to say

on both sides," when people are inc ited to be captious, and

an amendment to the rule on that point, a very few words at

that, would make it so plain as to be beyond cavil.

The race was started after 4 o'clock P. M of Friday, the last

day of the meeting, according to the published conditions,

and though there is little doubt that the intention was to in-

clude Saturday, the ambiguity of the language leaves a chance
'

for controversy. Tb?n, too, there should be a proviso, that

if the race cannot be finished on Saturday it should be de-

termined either by awarding the moneys according to the

standing of the horses at the finish of the last heat on Satur-

i day, or some other way which would be fair to owners of

i horse?, associations and bettors on the race.

* *

Close to the Throne.—In awarding the first place in

! the I wo and three-year-old classes, which have been decided

in California, to La Belle and Aria, it is not claimed that

, others are not close to the summit. As has been stated in this

' department before, Visalia, Gazelle and Last Chance have
f proved themselves worthy of a high place and Rio Alto,

- John Bury and Nellie W. have also made creditable per-

formances. VV. W. Foote, Ketchum, Harvey Mcand Cecelia

have held up the youngster end of the pacers in a praise-

worthy manner, and altogether the juvenile division of trot-

ters and pacers, outside of the champion yearling, Adbell,

has upheld the honor of the State horsefully. And that in

actual races. Jos. Caihn Simpson.

Vallejo Races Reopened.

As will be seen by an advertisement in another part of this

issue, the Solano Agricultural and Speed Association has

declared off' the Vallejo race meeting that was set for October

8lh to October 13th, and has re-opened a list of purses, entries

to which close on September 2(>th, and will hold its meeting

from October 2d to October 6th inclusive. The following

circular has been issued by the secretarv of the association :

Vai.le.to, Cftl., September 18. 1891.

'Dear Sir: On account of an error in the publicalion of date
Haiined by this association, for which it is Dot responsible. and a
Sccision haviDg been made by ihe National Trotting Associaiiou

ihnt nominators could not be held for entrance, it has decided to

declare the meeting for October Sth to 13th off. and re-open purses
for October 2d to 6th inclusive.

Yon can now enter in the proper class.

Respectfully, W. T. Kei.ley, Secretary.

This move on the part of the directors of the Vallejo Asso-

ciation is a wise one, as the Santa Ana Racing Association

will hold its meeting on tbe dates originally selected for the

Vallejo meeting, consequently there would have been a con-

flict in dates, and as a number of horses have been entered at

Vallejo from the southern portion of the State which are also

entered at Santa Ana, the southern contingency would have

been put to the unnecessary expense of being out of entrance

money at one of these places. The purses offered by the

Vallejo association are liberal, and as the entries close so near

the time that the races commence, there is no question but

they will afford sharp contests. Vallejo is one of the most

accessible places on the circuit, and it is hoped that they will

receive a large list of entries.

Why Baldwin Made Changes.

E. J. Baldwin and the Santa Anita Stable are at Latonia.

Baldwin was asked by a reporter with reference to the

change made in the management of his stable. " There is

not much to be said in the matter," replied the Californian

"The change was nothing more than a business transaction,

based on business propositiors. I was not satisfied with the

management of my stable, and had not been since early in

the season. I have nothing to say agaiost McDaniels as a

trainer. He understands the business thoroughly and can

handle a horse well. But there is something more in the

successful operation of a stable of horses than the mere

training. It is very much like any other business. It costs

an immense amount of money to carry a big racing establish-

ment, and requires good business management to make ends

meet, to say nothing of making a profit. I have not been

satisfied with the business management of my stable. It has
cost a good deal more to run it than it should. When to run
a kitchen in connection with a stable costs as much as $7 or

$S per week for each hand—at least 50 per cent, more than
it would cost to secure board elsewhere—it indicates a loose-

ness in management that should not exist. This, of course,

is only a minor consideration, but it serves to illustrate. I

had several reasons for feeling justified in the course I have
recently taken. I was not satisfied with the showing my
horses made when Van Kuren was riding them, and I went
to Saratoga to prevent his taking tbe mounts. I had reason

to suspect there was something wrong with that boy's work,
and I think tbe subsequent running of the horses have vin-

dicated the conclusion that I had reached. lam satisfied,

furthermore, that the running of my horses in the future will

show that I was not wrong in my opinion. I have never in-

timated or thought that McDaniels was responsible for tbe

bad showing made by the horses further than that it was a

part of his business as trainer to know that there was some-
thing wrong and to act accordingly. While I do not imagine
there w«s anything directly wrOLg in his work, I do think

there was a degree of negligence that should not have existed.

I will say that I did not act hastilv in this matter. I knew
exactly what I was doing, and I have acted simply in accord

ance with correct business principles, as I understand them."

Bakersfield's Coming Meeting.

Beautiful Bakersfield has a driving association known as

Kern Driving Club, and as the very best men in that section

of country are on its list of members, it has reason to be

proud of the affair. The officers are George Daggett,

President ; Frank A. Stewart, Treasurer ;
A. R. Walters, Sec-

retary ; Directors, J. W. Ahem, C. B. McLeod, T. A. Baker,

C. R. Thurlow, F. W. Hickox and A. J. McLeod. It has for

its object the promotion of good fellowship among its mem-
bers; to encourage the ownership, breeding, riding and driv-

ing of high-bred buggy, carriage, saddle and track horses; to

provide for driving meetings at stated times during the year

for the purpose of exhibiting and speeding their horses, and

for buying and selling horses, and any other business con-

nected with the breeding or exhibition of live stock. Their

meeting this fall promises to be a grand affair, and entries to

the various evenis close October 1st with the secretary. Noth-
ing yet devised does more good for the horse interests than

driving clubs such as the one mentioned above, and we be-

speak for them the greatest encouragement, and trust that

their undertakings wiil be crowned with the success that they

most assuredly deserve.

W. A. Skinner, Spotswood, N. J., writes: "I have used

Absorbine and am pleased with the results."

Amasa Pratt, Ord, Neb., writes :
" The trial bottle of Ab-

rbine you sent me works like magic."

Miss A. A. Marks, Sound Beach,. Conn., writes : "Am
ery much pleased with Absorbine."

American Horses in Great English Stakes.

The following American owners bave entered their horses

in the EDglish classic stake events for 1895, 1896 and 1897

herein mentioned :

Mr. P. Lorillard— Ascot Heath, 1S96, Coronation Stakes,

bay filly Venetia II., by Sensation, dam Ynonda ; bay filly

Signoiia, by Sensation, out of Dolores. St. James' Palace
Stakes, chestnut colt Tomoka, by Sensation, out of Corisande.

Epsom, 1S9G, Deiby, chestnut colt Tomoka, by Sensation,

dam Corisande; chestnut colt Dacotah II , by ( mondaga, out
of Sophronia. The Oaks, bay filly Veneiia II., by Sensation,

dam Ynonda; bay filly Signora, by Sensation, out of Dolores.

The National Breeders' Produce Stakes, 1897, ten mares cov-

ered by Sensation.

Mr. A. Belmont—Epsom, 1896, Derby, chestnut colt Mar-
grave II , by imp. St. Blaise, out of Lady Margaret

; chest-

nut colt, by Iroquois, out of Torlbera ; bay colt, by imp.
Maxim, out of Carina.

Mr. M. Daly—Epsom, 1895, Derby, bay colt, by Barcal-

dine, dam Buttermere ; chestnut colt, by Galhard, dam
Isis.

Mr. Foxhall Keene—Epsom, 1895, The Oaks, bay filly, by
Hawkstone, dam Maid of Dorset. Epsom, 1896, Derby, bay
colt, by Barcaldine, out of Dimity ; bay colt, by Donovan,
out of Royal Nun. Tbe < >aks, bay filly, by Wisdom, out of

Faustine ; brown filly, by St. Serf, out of Maid of Dorset
;

chestnut filly, by Ampbion, out of lnnerdale.

Mr. J. R. Keene—Epsom, 1896, Derby, chestnut colt, by

Bend Or. out of Princess Iskra ; chestnut colt, by Donovan,
out of Ixia ; bay colt, by Ayrshire, out of Sundown ; chest-

nut colt, by Rayon d'Or, out of Ella T. The Oaks, chestnut

filly, by Salvator, out of Bessie June.

The Death of Whips.

ve

In an article on this horse's death which appeared in the

last issue of this journal a great injustice was done to Dr.

Masoero, one of our foremost veterinarians. About four

months ago he was called upon to treat the animal. He at

once diagnosed the case as one of paraplegia, and asserted

that the horse would die inside of four months. He advo-

cated heroic treatment, if any was to be used. A local ho-

meopathic veterinarian took charge of the case, and after

treating the horse for over one hundred days for kidney

disease, came to the conclusion that the diagnosis of Dr. Ma-
soero must have been a correct one. When Dr. Masoero

was again called he said :
" Whips cannot live nine days."

In eight days and a few hours this great son of Electioneer

passed away. A post-mortem examination revealed the cor-

rectness of tbe diagnosis by Dr. Masoero. Paraplegia, as

every one knows, is a transverse paralysis of the hind extrem-

ities, caused by some injury or inflammation affecting the

spinal cord. It may also be due to a reflex irritation from

disease of the peripheral nerves, to spinal irritation or con-

gestion caused by blood poisons, etc. There was a typo-

graphical error in the publication of the name of Dr. Ma-
soero, also ; it is not Mastoro.

The Palace Hotel Grill Room.

The above mentioned place is the gathering point at

night of the turfmen and lovers of a good horse of California,

harness flyer or galloper, just as the Breeder and Sports-

man office is in the day time the Mecca for those gentlemen

loving a discussion of the merits of Domino, Dorian, Henry

of Navarre and Clifford, Robert J,, Directly, Aiix, Azote,

Expressive, Arion and Kremlin. And everything has been

arranged by Manager Kilpatrick looking to the comfort and

happiness of the grill room patrons. Mr. Kilpatrick is him-

self an enthusiastic lover of horseflesh, and knows a good

animal of the equine genus when he sees it. The Palace

Hotel Handicap of the California Jockey Club, guaranteed

worth $2,000 by the Palace Hotel management, shows the

liberality and enterprise of the hotel folks. Everything of-

fered the patrons of the grill room, in the shape of eatables
and drinkables, is of the very best, and an eye is kept open at
all times for new table luxuries. Visitors from the East will
there meet the turf magnates and horsemen of the West, and
their stay in San Francisco will be made an event that will
ever be uppermost in the minds of the gentlemen in after
years as one of the happiest periods of their lives.

Death of J. O'Kane.

To all old Californians, especially to those who have in

any way been counected with the horse interest, the an-

nouncement of the death of J. O'Kane will be read with

feelings of regret. Early in the " fifties" Mr. O'Kane began

the manufacture of harness in this city, and no sooner had
our horses began to obtain national reputations as runners
and trotters than he adapted his business to the require-
ments of the speeding and racing business.

Mr. O'Kane by his geniality and unstinted liberality en-
deared himself to all with whom he came in contact. He
was the soul of honor, and whilst reckoned as a shrewd busi-
ness man, he yet carried his generosity hand in hand with
his business, as many a poor struggling horseman can testify.

We are pleased to announce that fortune had smiled on Mr.
O'Kane, having accorded him a liberal share of this world's
goods. He lived to see his boys grow to manhood and fill

honorable positions in life.

We lay our wreath upon his bier with sorrow and pro-
found respect, and will ever hold him in affectionate remem-
brance. He leaves the memory of one who was an honest,
amiable and sterling man.

«,

"Winning Sires of the Season of 1894-95
in Australia.

From the turf statistics of the racing year in Australia, as

published in the Australasian, we note that the get of the

following sires have won $10,000 and upward :

HORSE, J.OfAI.ITY AND PEDIGREE.

Newminster. Vic, by The Marquis—Spa 10 5M.-170
Trenton, Vic. by Musket—Frailty 'JO 49,345
Neckersgat, S. A., by Talk o' tbe Hill—Miss fiiraft'e 20 30,77;")

Nordenteldt. N. S. W.. bv Musket—Onyx 8 30,160
.Richmond, S. A., by Maribvmong—The Fawn 9 2S.720
Imp. Marvellous, N. S W., bv Blarney—It's Curious 2ii 27,280
Imp. Splendor, If. S. W„ by Speculum—Bathilde 13 27.050
Grand Flaneur, N. S. W„ by Vatterdon—First Lady 12 23.375
Robinson Crusoe, Vic. by Angler—Chrysolite _ 21 23,170
Goldsborough, N. S. W., by Fireworks—Svlvia if; 22,915
Chester, N. 6. XV., by YatteDdon—Lady Chester 12 20,?>2.

Imp. Gang Forward, S. A , by Stock well—Lady Mary i) 18.385
Imp. Grandmaster, N. S. W., by Gladiateur—Celerina II lfi.475

Martini- Henry. N. S. W., by Musket—Sylvia. _ S 15,765
Imp. Somnus, N. S. W., by Orest—Yule Cake 10 11,825
The Assyrian, Tas., bv Countryman—Tinrinder. 20 14,725
St. George. N. Z., by Yattendon—Lady Chester 5 13.810
Wellington, Vic. by Panic—Frou Frou !i 11.745
Sunrise, N. S. W., bp Robinson Crusoe—Sunshine 18 1 1.550

Imp. Cheviot, N. S. W., by Adventurer—Grey Stocking.... 7 10.535
Sheet Anchor, Vic, by St. Albans—Queen Mary 12 10,115

The "Winters Sale.

In another column will be found an advertisement regard-

ing the sale of thoroughbred yearlings belonging to Theodore

Winters, of Rancho del Sierras, Washoe, Nevada. These

youngsters, many of them brothers or sisters, half-brothers

or half sisters to such celebrities as Don Jose, Laura Gard-
ner, Almont, Applause, Adelante, Dol'y McCone, Oallie Fer-

guson and Bonanza are to be sold at auction to the highest

bidder by Killip & Co., the well-known auctioneers, on the

5th of nest November. Upon application this firm, at 22
Montgomery street, will furnish catalogues to intending

buyers of these yearlings, which are by Joe Hooker and the

great race horse, El Rio Rey.

The Free-For-All Trot at Santa Ana.

Santa Ana, Cat-., Sept. 18, 1894

—

Breeder and Sports-

man—Gentlemen The free-for-all trot filled with seven

entries, promising the best race of the season on this Coast

—

Aster, Ottinger, Klamath, Dan Velox, Altas, Marin Jr. and
Way]and W. All indications point toward a very successful

meeting. Yours very truly,

Chas. A. Riggs, Secretary.

Salisbury's Reinstatement.

Lexington, Ky,, Stpt. 17.—Major P. P. Johnson, presi-

dent of the National Trotting Association, which suspended

Monroe Salisbury for taking the mare Expressive from the

Fleetwood Driving Park, has just issued a notice of rein-

statement based on the affidavit of E. McHenry, the driver,

that Salisbury received the consent of the judges before re-

moval . -

Twenty-five mares were bred to imp. Quicklime at A von-

dal during the past season. Quicklime was imported in the

latter part of July, 1893. He is by Wenlock (St. Leger win-

ner), dam Duvernay, by Beadsman (Derby winner), and sire

of BlueGown (Derby winner), Pero Gomez (St. Legerwin-
ner). The Palmer and Rosicrucian. Second dam was Ca-

chucha tCracovienne's dam), by Voltiguer (winner Derby, St.

Leger and DoncasterCup, and sire Vedette, Galopin's sire).

His get has raced very successfully, and include such ster-

ling horses as Nobleman, Quickfoot, Sweellime, Nobility,

Rough and Ready, Everywhere, Lord Wetmoreland, Celer-,

ity, Glenburnie, Limelight II., Odour Sec undus and others

Direct, 2:05i, now is represented in the 2:30 list by Di-

rectly, 2, 2:101", pacing, and Miss Kale, 2, 2:26, trotting.

These are the only two of his get that have ever appeared in

public, and both are also related on the dam's side. Di-

rectly is out of Mabel, by Naubuc, and Miss Kate is out of

Fannie K., by Redwood, a son of Nutwood and Alice R., by

Naubuc. Naubuc was an own brother of the celebrated

Thomas Jefierson, 2:23, by Toronto Chief.

Onward makes a great showing as an extreme speed sire.

Up to September 1 his 2:20 list has the following members :

Col. Thornton, p, 2:12; Gazette, p, 2'13A, Benzetta, 3, 2:153;

Rex Americus, 2:16A; Carrie Onward, p, 2:18*, Cut Glass,

2:19= Leeward, 2:19.f; Oriana, 2:19 ; Helen Leyhurn, 2:19,

and Allandorf, 2:19.1.
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Dates Claimed.

STOCKTON ASSOCIATION. September 17 to September 24
SAN JOSE ASSOCIATION September 24 to September 29
VALLEJO ASSOCIATION.. October 1 to October 6
SANTA ANA .October 8 to October 13
LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20
P. C. T. H. B. A. i Fall MeetlDg; October 22 to October 27
SANTA BARBARA September 17 to September 22
HtJENEME _ _Septemoer24 to September 29
9AH DIEGO October I to Oetober 6
SALINAS October 2 to October 6
HOLLISTER Octobers to October 13
MODESTO October 11 to October 13
PORTLA.ND I Fall MeetiDg) September l to September 8
ANGELS CAMP September 26 to September 29
VICTORIA September 14-15

Entries Close.
VALLEJO September 26
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB—Slakes for Winter meeting-October 2o

Two-year-old events December l

A Plea for the " Small Owners."

Now that the time is fast approaching when the bell

will ring in the California Jockey Club meeting, beyond

all doubt the best from every point of view ever held in

this whole Western country by the sunset sea, a few

words in behalf of the " poor horseman " may not be

out of order. The racing of over six months' duration,

from late in October last vear until well toward June

this, accomplished a world of good in many ways. It

gave employment to over 1,000 men and boys that

would otherwise have been in sore financial straits, put

hundreds of thousands of dollars into circulation, and

made raciug on this coast vastly more popular than it

had ever been, for the attendance was excellent from be-

ginning to end. The owners of good stables of horses

won large sums of money, and racing was put upon a

(irst class footing. Good as the racing was, the coming

meeting bids fair to eclipse it totally. As large as

eoine horsemen profited by the meeting, others, that

might be termed "small owners," retired to their hr.mes

much worse nil financially than when the meeting began.

How did this ciinc about? Didn't they win a race"?

ODG that had u.it studied the question would naturally

ask. Yea, some won three or four races during the win-

ter, and yet left the course owing his feed man, rubbers

ami stable boys, jockeys and the association, pot be-

cause he was dishonest, but—on account ol the " kitty,"

to use a slang expression. The "kitty," as our horse-

was the $10 entrance lee required in the

ordinary selling or puree races, and $5 additional to

scratch last winter and spring. A horse that wins three

races and gets a place four or Eve times out of twenty-

five -tarls is :i fair sort of Belling plater, as any one will

admit. Now let tis see what there was in it for a turf-

man owning horse thai could .1" this. We will say he

wou three selling races where the first money was $250

each time, and ran second four times, at $50 a time.

1 hi- l.rings the total winnings up to $950. He started

twenty-five limes. This represents $250 in entrance

money, to say nothing of So charged for scratching.

Three wiuniug mounts and twenty -two losing, at $25 for

winning and §10 for losing mounts, cost the owner $295.

Here is a total of $545 thus far, exclusive of training

and shoeing and feeding the horse. It cost $50 per month

at the least to feed a horse and provide a rubber and

stable boy. For six months this amounts to $800. Plat-

ing twenty-five times is $75 more, and he will have to

be shod more than this in six months ot racing, bring-

ing this item up to $100 perhaps. The veterinarian and

dentist will of necessity have to be called in a few times.

We will say $50 will cover this item. New bridles, sad-

dles and horse clothing will have to be purchased with-

in this period, and we will estimate that at $50. This

foots up $1,045, and all will admit the estimate to be a

conservative one. The horse has won $950, and the ex-

penses on the auimal have amounted to $1,045, leaving

a balance on the wrong side of the ledger of $95, to say

nothing of the six months' time the owner, who is per.

haps a man of family, is out. All this can be avoided

without cutting off a cent's revenue to the association.

The suggestion we would make to accomplish this is,

grade the purses according to the distance run, and cut

off" the entrance fee in everything but handicaps and

stakes.

For instance, the purse for an ordinary five-furloDg

race can be made $250, of which $35 to second, $15 to

third; six furlongs, purse $275, same second and third

moneys ; six and a half furlongs, $300, same second and

third moneys; seven furlongs, purse $350, of which $50

to second and $25 to third ; mile, purse $400, of which

$50 to second and $25 to third. Over a mile, purse $500,

of which $65 to second, $35 to third. We make these

suggestions in behalf of the ".poor owner," and in the

friendliest spirit possible. Some persons will say, per-

haps, " Well, if a man don't own a high-class horse he

is entitled to no consideration." This is the veriest non-

sense. Everyone cannot be fortunate enough to come

into the possession of a racer of high-class, and racing be-

tween selling platers is very often as exciting as contests

between the greatest of our cracks. Betting on these sell-

ing races isalmost invariably spirited and heavy, and we

can scarcely keep the plater off our tracks altogether. Rac-

ing has passed the "sporting stage" in America. It is now

and has been for some time a "business," pure and simple.

True, there are many enthusiastic lovers of the sport

for sports' sake, but they are vastly in the minority.

The aim of all racing associations shouid be to make rac-

ing beneficial alike to owners of horses and themselves,

and if this is not done racing cannot go on any length of

time. The poor owner's interests must be looked after

as well as his richer neighbor's. The claim may be

made, " It no entrance fee is charged every ' dog ' on

the track would be entered in these selling or ordinary

purse races." Grant that the fields would be larger.

What is to prevent an association from throwing out

any entry over say twenty that they see fit? This rule

could be made, and as far as that goes the field could be

cut down to fifteen or sixteen starters. The writer has

conversed with very many of the "small owners," and

all voice the sentiments advanced above. They would

be satisfied with much smaller purses if no entrance fee

were charged. Certainly a horse can run twenty

half-mile races where he would find it beyond

his powers to contest in ten one-mile events. The

sprinter, [therefore, is uot entitled to win as much in

a single purse as a horse with ability to go over a mile,

and consequently a higher class animal. No fair man
will ask as much money for a horse that can go, at the

utmost, six furlongs, as for one that can go at top speed

for say a mile and a quarter. The amount of money in-

vested in sprinters, being less than in stayers, is also an

argument in favor of larger purses for the latter. The

time will come when purses are graded all over America

about as we have suggested, it'will put a premium on

long-distance horses, and it is supposed to be the aim of

every racing organization in the world to improve the

breed of thoroughbred horses, therefore it will be emi-

nently proper to encourage the raising of lion-hearted,

stout-lunged horses and discourage the breeding of sprint-

ers, which are very often of no known breeding.

DELEGATES from Fresno were busy at the fair at

Stockton, getting petitions signed In have the fall meet-

ing of the Pacific ('oast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation held there. Salinas. Fresno. San Jose, Wood-

land, Stockton and Santa Rosa have been heard from,

while Napa is straining every point to have the meeting

held there this year.

Better Race Tracks Wanted.

f)utF< ti.y's two-year-old pacing record of 2:07 J is

going to be hard to beat.

Almost every day are the people of this Coast ap-

prised of the fact that records are being lowered on the

Eastern tracks, and two-minute mark is actually in dan-

ger of being claimed by some great light-harness horse.

The wonderful performances ot these horses can be as-

cribed to several acknowledged facts. In the first place,

the breeding problem is becoming more and more easy

of solution and the prejudices against breeding one

family with another are being pushed aside by breeders

in their endeavor to get the fastest campaigner and the

greatest money-winner. The subject of "nicking" or-

" happy mating " is proving to be so simple that the

majority of breeders who have heretofore given it little

attention are beginning to more thoroughly understand

and appreciate its importance.

The breeder who has only one stallion and a harem

of mares selected from most of the leading families of

trotters, and who hopes to make that stallion popular by

breeding him to those mares regardless of the fact that

some of the mares if bred to that horse will produce

colts and fillies that will never amount to anything, is

going out of the business. He must study the blood lines,

gait, disposition and conformation of every one of those

mares and then seek some stallion that will cross well with

the very best of them. The breeding industry is no

longer experimental in this one particular, for hundreds

of examples are furnished the breeder everv day, and if

he only follows them as far as possible success will

surely crown his efforts. It is better that he secure two

or three young stallions, which he can at a fair price at

present, and breed them to these mares, for the first

stallion which he kept as his premier sire for so many

years has demonstrated clearly whether he is destined to

be a sire of speed or not. If the breeder does not care to

keep but this one stallion he should send his mares to

stallions which he KXOWS must be the proper ones for

his favorite high-priced mares, and then seek to exchange

or buy mares that he xsows will cross well with his.

When the mares he sends outside get in foal he is sure

to realize a better price for them, should he determine

to sell, because the blood lines have proven successful in

preceding cases. If he should not care to sell the mares

he has the satisfaction of knowing that he will he able

to sell the produce for a good round sum when they are

handled.

The greatest campaigners of the day are bred in lines

that trace to Hambletonian 10 on either the maternal or

paternal sides, and some of them, in fact, a large number

trace to him on both sides, and have a thoroughbred

foundation not many generations away. We see the

Electioneer, Wilkes, Nutwood and Almont families most

happily mated with descendants of Justin Morgan,

Green's Bashaw, Henry Clay, JIambrino Chief and the

leading " long-distance thoroughbred of America," and

we are convinced that breeding is one of the principal

factors in the great record-breaking trotters and pacers

of the day.

The improved methods of developing these fast horses

are things which no man, be he a student or not, can

afford to o ,-erlook. The processes to be undergone by

these horses in conditioning are a far more humane and

on a more intelligent basis than they were a decade ago.

The old-time methods of working horses, scraping theui

out an.l -.urrying, the universal use of the soaking tub

and the skin-and-bones appearance of the horses when

the race day comes are almost forgotten now. The shoe-

ing of fast horses, balancing and booting are subjects al-

so which every intelligent trainer must thoroughly un-

derstand before he can hope to be successful. Fast trot-

ters may be foaled, but the trainer must strive to get

them to keep that speed in reserve until such times as he

needs it in a race.

The bicycle sulkies, ditterent methods of harnessing,

even accepting the use of hobbles, are also to be remem-

bered when the question is asked :
" How is it that

horses are so much faster now than they were twenty

years ago '.'

"

There is another important iactor which helps to

round out the well-turned tale of speed, which, in Cali-

fornia, has been entirely overlooked, and that is the

condition of the race tracks over which our horses are

expected to make fast time. We have the fastest horses,

best trainers, finest horse-shoers, the best bootmakers in

this world, ana the same kind of sulkies that are in use

on the Eastern tracks, yet, compared with the performan-

ces of the horses in the East, California is, to use a com-

mon expression, " not in it." The reason is plain to all

who have attended our race meetings in the circuit

since the horses became seasoned. At Petaluma the

turns are not thrown up ennugh and the surface of the
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course i3 not "lively," some horsemen claiming it is

" dead." At Woodland, the track is better, but the as-

sociation there, as well as in Petaluma, cannot afford to

pay a high-price to put the track in as good condition as

'

it is at any of the tracks on the Eastern grand circuit.

At Sacramento the track was plowed up close to the

pole for the runners every alternate day, hence the track

for the trotters was cuppy as well as soft and hard in

places, and close to the pole dangerous. At Stockton

the track is plowed close to the pole for the runners and

kept that way all the week. Therefore, in looking over

the list of performances of our horses on these kind of

tracks, we are surprised to see that such remarkable rec-

ords have been made.

In San Jose, next week, the first part will be devoted

exclusively to trotters and pacers. It is the first place

on the circuit (with the exception of Petaluma) that such

a concession is made. We trust the President and

Board of Directors will use every means in their power

to make that track the fastest and best in California.

This is their opportunity, then, but will they take advan-

tage of it?

The horse-owners and breeders on this coast are

remarkably good-natured, and seldom complain of the

condition of the tracks, but the time is coming when

they who furnish the amusement to draw the crowds

must have the tracks prepared so that they can give

their horses an opportunity of going much faster without

danger of injuring them and at the same time lower rec-

ords until they are on a level with those made in the

East, thus keeping the name of California and the fame

of its horses ever before the admiring gaze of the millions

on the other side of the Rocky Mountains.

Conceded Everything to the Californian.

Cincinnati (O.). September^.—At the" meeting of the Western

Turf Congress, held at the Burnett House to-uight, all the members

of the congress were represented with the exception of the Overland

Park and Crescent City Clubs. The first business of importance

transacted was the election of the Oakley Association to member-

ship. President Van Kirknan voted against Oakley, but the election

was subsequently made unanimous.

Before Mr. T. H. Williams had put in an appearance to make appli-

cation for the election to membership in the congress of the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club Colonel M. Lewis Clark offered a motion ibat the

Western organization be made a member, and the motion carried

unanimously. Subsequently Mr. Williams appeared and said that the

California Club, in order to carry on successful meetings, would have

to ask that some of the rules of the congress be remitted with refer-

ence to his club, especially that prescribing that horses three years

old and upward shall not race at distances less than six furlongs,

owing to climatic conditions.as well as to the fact that the California

Club has to deal largely with short-bred horses.

Inasmuch as no such exemption^could be made in favor of his clob,

he requested that his application for membership be withdrawn. The
action on Colonel Clark's motiou was accordingly reconsidered, but

the Congress, without granting the California Club a license, unani-

mously agreed to recognize racing on the California tracks under ex-

isting conditions for the period of one year.to this extent, that horses

racing on such tracks shall not be barred therefore from racing on

tracks governed by the Turf Congress rules. A mutual agreement

was entered into that forfeits and rulings of the Jcokey Club and
Turf Congress shall be enforced by the California Association and
vice versa for the period of one year. At the expiration of that period

the California Association shall conler with and submit to the Turf

Congress a plan for tbe fusion of the two territories under one set

of rules.

An important amendment to the rules of the Congress was then

adopted. It is that after October 1st and prior to June 1st of each
year two races may be given daily by any member of the association

for horses three years old or upward at a distance less than six fur-

longs. After disposing of some minor matters the Congress ad-

journed.

The above shows that President Williams, of the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club, has a world of magnetism and a

flow of oratory that is simply irresistible. In fact, it is

truly wonderful how he gained every poiut he fought

for, and, single-handed, swayed such a dignified body of

turf magnates as compose the Turf Congress. As matters

stand now our trainers and jockeys will not have to

secure Turf Congress licenses for a year, and all that is

required of the California Jockey Club is a recognition

of the forfeits and rulings of the governing body of the

West. But for Mr. Williams' ability to gain the import-

ant points mentioned above, it is safe to say that few

Eastern horses would have come to California to race

nest winter and spring, as their owners would not have

cared to fly in the faces of tbe Turf Congress people, that

control the Louisville, Latonia, Nashville, St. Louis,

Hawthorne, Harlem and Washington Park tracks and

act with The Jockey Club of the far East in most

matters. Everything is now settled, for one year at

least, as the California Jockey Club members desired,

the cracks will grace our track, and hundreds of horses

will soon be headed for the city by the Golden Gate.

It is rumored that the race between Waldo J. and

W. Wood is declared off, the owner of Waldo J. having

had his horses entered for the races at Santa Barbara

and Santa Ana.

In the death of our well-known friend, John O'Kane,

the famous harness and horse-boot manufacturer, Califor-

nia has lost one of its most earnest, upright and con-

scientious citizens. He took pride in this State and in

its development. As a friend he was one of the most

loyal. Among the thousands of farmers and horsemen

the news of his death will be read with regret. He was

charitable to a fault, and many a horseman can recall

his pleasant smile and ^kindly ways. He was a pio-

neer among the harness manufacturers, and his work is

known and seen in all parts of the world. To his be-

reaved family we extend our sympathies in this, their

hour of trouble.

In deciding the last heat in the pacing race at Stock-

ton, the judges may have veered from the rules, but in the

spirit of justice and in the desire to stop this system of

laying-up heats they did perfectly right. The quicker

owners and drivers realize that the day ofjobbing or lay-

ing-up heats in order to get better odds is stopped, the

better it will be for the light harness industry.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department must be accompanied by the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as proof
of good faith. Write the questions distinctly, on one side of the
paper only. Positively no questions will be answered by mail or
telegraph.

B. K., Los Angeles—Please give in your next issue the
pedigree of Midnight, and oblige. Answer—By Accident
(son of Monday), dam Santa Barbara Belle (byXewry, we
believe).

L. B. S., MadisOD, Cal.—Did Maud S. make a record or
lower her previous record after Bonner bought her?
Answer—Yes, Mr. Bonner owned her when she made the
world's trottiDg record, 2:08$, July 30, 1885.

Lovers of Honest Sport, Lemoore.—Please explain in

your nest issue how C. K. Pagan was reinstated after being
ruled off the track, as per Breeder and Sportsman. An-
swer—The judges that ruled him off reinstated him, but just

how they could consistently do so is not known. There are
many odd thiogs happening in the world.

R. E. C, Edgwood, Cal.—I have a mare when she is run-
ning steps on her front feet with her hind feet, and I wish
you v>ould kindly have tbe Breeder and Sportsman to

answer whether this can be remedied or not, and if so how.
Answer—PuttiDg heavy tips on her hind feet will probably
remedy this.

J., Napa.— 1. How long was Dexter Prince leased by the
Palo Alto Stock Farm ? Is he ever likely to stand for pub-
lic service agaio ? (2) At what place is and who owns Nepb-
wood, formerly of the D. McCarty farm? Answer— 1. Write
to Superintendeot Frank Covey, Palo Alto Farm, Menlo
Park, Cal. 2. By writing to Dan McCarty you can find

out about Nephwood.

H. R. R., Honolula, H. I.—Give pedigree and description

of Stock Chief 13,444 and his record. Answer—Brown horse,

foaled 1SS4, by Stocking Chief 205S, dam Doll, by Antar
4950; second dam Bird, by Swigert 650; third dam by
Black FiyiDg Cloud 37S. Bred by Frank Kirkpatrick, Cobb,
Wis.; passed to Chas. Fuermann ; then to Dr. Valerius &
Co., Watertown, Wis. We do not find any record for the

horse.

Winning Sires of 1894 Up to August 23, 1894.

Name and Pedigree. 5" = 5^ Wiu-
3 ° 1 5 nings.

Bramble, bv imp Bonnie Scotland—Ivy Leaf... 18 il
"

l £22,275
Imp. Darebin. by The Peer—Lurline b3 17 6 55,410
Imp. Deceiver, by Wenlock—Boot and Saddle- 47 26 5 39,090
Imp. Cheviot, by Tradueer—Id«lia 27 20 1 53.130
Emperor, by Enquirer—Vesperlight 29 17 o lb,74r>

Eolus. by imp Leamington—Fanny Washing-
ton 18 S 5,590

Faustus. by Enquirer—Lizzie G n0 22 7 29,255
Falsetto, by Enquirer—Farfaletta 52 18 2 33,295
Fonso, by King Alfonso—imp. Weatberwiteh... -10 21 2 34.440
Imp. Galore, bv Galopiu—Lady Maura 8 4 3 14.375
Hanover, by Hindoo—Bourbon Belle 28 11 10 46,425
Harry O'Fallon, bv imp. Australian—imp.

Snnnv South 43 16 5 20,745
Havden Edwards, by imp. Prince Charlie—

"Xannie Bay 18 9 4 18,955
Himyar, bv Alarm—Hira 45 26 S 49.535
HyderAli,'by imp. Leamington—Lady Duke... 30 IS 14.910
Hindoo, by Virgil—Florence 42 23 7 19 805
Iroquois, by imp. Leamington—Magge B. B 43 26 6 38,340
Imp. King Galop, bv Galopin—dam by King

Tom 11 5 1 5,725
Knight of Ellerslie. by Eolus—Lizzie Hazel-

wood 12 6 36 500
Linden, by Longfellow—Linda Lewis 34 14 6 21,775
Longfellow, by imp. Leamington—Nantora 47 20 26,160
LongTaw, by Longfellow—Slipper 12 8 20,270

Luke Blackburn, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—
Nevada 33 20 1 17,290

Imp. Midiothiau, by Strathconan—Lufra 22 12 4 27,455
Miser, by imp Australian—Aerolite 12 2 5,640
Imp. Mr. Pickwick, by Hermit—Tomato 16 12 * 83.940
Onondaga, by imp. Leamington—Susan Beane. 49 21 4 45,070
Imp. Pontiac, by Pero Gomez—Agenoria_ 13 6 1 24.655

Powhattan, by imp. Leamington—Maiden ™ 30 13 5 10,770
Imp. Ravon d'Or, bv imp. Flageolet—Aran-

caria 29 9 1 19,100
Salvator, by imp. Prince Charlie—Salina 5 11 1,200
Sensation, by imp. Leamington—Susan Beane.. 19 9 — '6,355

Sir Dixon, by imp. Billet—Jaconet _ 116 6 5,080

Imp. Sir Modred, by Traducer—Idalia 48 30 7 80,695
Spendthrift, by imp. Australian—Aerolite 42 15 4 51,167
Imp. St. B]aL=e. by Hermit— Fusee 25 16 4 26,190
Imp. Stonebenge. by Blair Athol—Coimbra 9 5 1 12,580
Stratford, bv imp. Leamington—Susan Beane... 18 6 1 7,310
Strathmore, bvWaverlv—Brenna 20 15 4 22.820

Imp. The Ill-L'sed, by Breadalbane—Ellermire. 39 16 3 20,840
Tremont, by Virgil—Ann Fief. 19 14 4 9,010 I

Uncas, by Lexington-Coral 12 6 S.580

"Dead.
—Spirit of the Times, X. Y.

A discussion is going on in one of the far Eastern horse :

journals as to whether oats should be fed whole to horses or
|

bruised before being put into the manger. At the last ac-
\

counts the bruiser had somewhat the best of it. Yon might
as well say it is not healthy for a man to chew his food before

swallowing it.
|

Throstle's St. Leger.

London, September 12.—The St. Leger, at Doncaster.was
decided to-day. The fillies' month proved again to be a
loadstone to the colt. Throstle, at 50 to 1, managed to over-
throw the favorites, Ladas and Matchbox.
The St. Leger course is one mile, six furlongs and 132

yards.
SCMMAEY.

Sir F. Johnstone's b f Throstle by Petrarch—Thistle 123 l
Lord Rosebery's b c Ladas. bv Hampton—Illuminata V>6
Baron Hirsch's b c Matchbox, by St. Simon—Match Girl, 126..'.'.".'.'.'.'

a
The Duke of Portland's Amiable. Mr. Henrv Milner's Xone the

Wiser. Lord Bradfords' Horn beam.Lord Alingtou's Legal Tender and
the Duke of Portland's Galstou also ran.

Betting : 50 to 1 against Throstle, 11 to 10 on Ladas, 2 to 1 against
Matchbox, 10 to 1 against Amiable, 20 to 1 against None the Wiser
oO to 1 against Hornbeam and 500 to 1 against Legal Tender and Gal'
ston. For places the betting was 10 to 1 against Throstle 4 to 1 on
Ladas, 5 to 2 on Matchbox, 2 to 1 against Amiable, 5 to 1 against Horu-
beam.and 10 to 1 against Legal Tender and Galstou.

Throstle made the runniug from the fall of the flag, fol-
lowed by None the Wiser and Matchbox, with Ladas last.

Upon reaching the old mile Matchbox took the lead,
Throstle dropping back to the rear. Half a mile from home
None the Wiser pulled up abreast of Matchbox, the pair
leading Hornbeam and Amiable, with Ladas gaining upon
his leader.

Matchbox entered the straight just clear of Ladas, who
was followed by None the Wiser, Throstle and Hornbeam.
On the line for home Matchbox was beaten.
Ladas drew clear of him and was followed by Throstle,

who challenged the Derby winner for first place and won by
three-quarters of alength. Ladas finished two lengths ahead
of Matchbox. Time, 3:12 1-5.

Throstle was bred by Lord Alington and ran ia the name
of his lacing confederate, Sir Frederick Johnstone. She
started three times as a three-year-old without winning, but
showed good form by running twice into second place in good
company, which is more remarkable as she was not fit on any
occasion. As a three year-old Throstle was unplaced in the
Thousand Guineas, won the Coronation Stakes of 2,000
guineas at Ascot, defeating Amiable (winner of the Thousand
Guineas and Oaks), and won the Nassau Stakes at Goodwood.

Throstle is by Petrarch and is a half-sister to Common
(winner of the 2.000 Guineas, Derby and St. Leger) and to
Goldfinch, one of Mr. J. B. Haggin's latest importations to
this country. Goldfinch's dam is the ooly mare that has ever
thrown two winners of tbe Leger. After this event, ihe prob-
ability is that Goldfinch (son of Ormonde) could not be
bought to-dav and Mr. J. Haggin is to be congratulated on
his lucky purchase.

South Park Races.

The race programme put up by Proprietor Maxwell of

the South Park pleasure grouods Sunday attracted a large

Dumber of people, and was thoroughly eDjoyed.

The first and principal eveut of the day was the horse and
bicycle race, which resulted in the faithful old equine vau-

quishinga human opponent for the fourth time. The horse,

Handle's Arabian God'Jphio, pulling a 1,200-pound express

wagon and driven by his owner, was matched for a half-mile,

standing start, against Waller B. Fawcett, one of our crack

wheelmen on his bicycle. Fawcett made a brave start and
held his own for a part of the way, but the horse was too
much for him and came in away ahead in 1:11 2 5..

The next race on the programme was a quarter-mile dash
with Bay Johnny, Dawn, Grey Dick and Spendthrift entered,
who ran in the order named. Gray Dick took the race in

0:24:}, with Spendthrift second and Bay Johnny third.

Following this came a 100-yard foot race between Rert
GatHff, of Eureka, and two stranger?, Riddeford and Reed.
Although Gatliff won in a trifle under 11 seconds from the
the pistol shot and won easily, the running of the strangers
looked as if another race is contemplated.

Afte r a black bull dog, dragging a miniature sulky con-
taining a small-sized youngster, had made an eighth in 0:23A,

Belle D„ Coleman and Bella Baya were called up for tbe
final event, a quarter-mile and repeal. In this race Coleman
took both heats, with Belle D. second. Time, 24.} and 24
seconds.—Humboldt Times.

It will be pleasing news to horsemen generally to know
that Mr. Pierre Lorillard has purchased from Mr. J. O Don-
ner the black horse Pontiac, bv Pero Gomez, dam Agenorij»,
sire of Ramapo and Redskin, and will place him at the hesd
of the Rancocas Stud. Pontiac was imported in ulero by
Mr. Lorillard in 18S0, and was foaled at Rancooas in 1881.

The following year he was sent to England in company with
Emperor, Choctaw and Parthenia, the last named a two-year-
old intended for the Oaks the following year. Pontiac,
among other races, ran a dead heat vith Camburmore at As-
cnt in 1884, and in the Autumn of the same year he was
shipped back to this country with the others of the Lorillard
string, and won one small race before going into Winter
quarters. The black horse improved wonderfully during the
Winter. He was let into the Suhurban very light, at 102
pounds, and showed such remarkable form in his early trials

at the home farm that Mr. Lorillard fullv expected to win
heavily over the race. Unfortunately for Mr. Lorillard,

there was some clash about the betting law*, and there was
no spe^ulation at Sbeepsbead Bay on the day of the race.

Pontiac captured the prize in handsome fashion and won
other good racf s in the same year. The oext Winter Mr.
Lorillard determined to sell all his race-horses, and the sale

in Jobstown in February of lSSO was one of the most re-

markable ever held in this country. The Messrs. Dwyer paid

$29,000 for the fillv Dewdrop. and $17,500 for Pontiac. In
the red and blue sash of the Dwyer* Pontiac ran consistently

and prominently for nearly three years, and, finally break-

ing down, was sold to Mr. J. Otto Donner, the wealthy sugar
refiner, who has a keen interest in the scientific breeding of

thoroughbreds.

The good two-year old fillv Hessie, by Hanover, out of

the famous cup mare Lida Stanhope, by Waverly, who has

won two stakes at the preseut Latonia meeting—her first two
starts—was bred by Mr. Milton Young, proprietor of the Mc-
Grathiana Stud, is owned by W. H. Laudeman, of Lexing-

ton, Ky., and is trained by John McGinty. Hessie is a filly

of great substance and quality, and both her sire and dam
were great performers in their day.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

Jockey Sullivan won his last six mounts at Sacramento.

OLD Captain Alt is entered in stakes at Los Angeles this

fall.

Harry Mason has sold his interest in Gloaming to Mr.

Baker, his old partner.

Alexis will be sent to win the Los Angeles Derby for

Billy Donathan next month.

Joe BaCTGALTJPI, of Hollister, is now training Mamie D.,

a winner at Bay District last spring.

Midget Si McClain has severed his connection with the

Straus stable and will in future be a free lance.

Diggs won a mile race in the mud from such clinkers as

Senator Irby and Glee Boy last Monday at Hawthorne.

Jockey "Dutch" Coombs did good work for his new
employers, Burns & Waterhouse, last week at Sacramento.

The clever trainer, Billy McCormick, will take up seven

or seven or eight of Charles Kerr's yearlings to tiain at

once.

Big Dave Abel is now assisting in training Burns & Wa-
terbouse's horses. Last winter he had the McCarty string in

good shape.

J"A<"'k Brady, the old son of Wildidle and Sour Grapes
and sire of Emma D., the fleet roan filly, has again been put

in training.

Take Notice, the good Prince Charlie horse, is in train-

ing at Sacramento, and he will be entered in the California

Jockey Club stake events.

Colonel R. Van Brunt, manager of the Gebhard stock

ranch, has returned from a three months' visit to New York
—Middletown Independent.

[CIXJUS, a three-year-old by Ed Corrigan—Smilax, owned
by Porter Ashe, won a six- furlong race at Harlem on the 14th

inst., beating a field of sixteen.

Trainer-Jockey Bob Smith will arrive here shortly

with Marcus Daly's Western string, consisting of imp. Bats-

man, Beancatcher, imp. Benefactress, Etta McKeeverand
others.

Nanki Pooh, by imp. Darebin—Yum Yum, won the

Neptune Stakes, six furlongs, at New York last Tuesday, and
Sir Excess, by Sir Modred—Dixianne. won the next race, a

mile affair.

Keu.owcharm, Burns & Waterbouse's grand-looking

horse by Longfellow, out of Trinket, by Great Tom, won first

premium at the Staie Fair this year. Three Cheers took

second prize.

The Higgins Bros, have added the famous camgaign horse
Bill Howard, to their already well supplied racing stable

The purchase was made from N. S. Hall for $2,000.—Missou
la Missoulian.

TRAINEE Cy. Moxkey recently purchased a number of

brood mares for A. B. Spreckels, among the number being
Folly, the own sister to sinfax, which he got of C. A. ("Pedi-

gree '*) Brown.

Among the noted riders almost certain to be here next
winter might be mentioned Sam Doggett, Willie Simms, Alex.

Hamilton, Cassias Sloan, C. Weber, J. Irving, "Soup"
Perkins, and " Lonnie" Clayton.

FIRST Lap, the old Lelaps stallion, broke down badly in

the hurdle race at Sacramento on the 14th inst. He began
falling back at the second jump, and though he finished, he
could hardly be got to the stable, be was so lame.

George Rose's horses (Middleton, Rear Guard, Hay-
market and Tiger), which have been turned out at the Win-
ters ranch, near Sacramento, are to be taken up next week
to be trained for the California Jockey Club meeting.

The outcome of the match race between Domino and
Henry of Xavaire, although a dead heat, results in most per-

sons believing that had not Taral been up on the black cham-
pion his scalp would have dangled at the Virginian's girth.

JUST think how the mighty can fall. El Telegrafo, win-
ner of the great World's Fair and other rich stakes last year,

for the Keenes, a three-year-old now, by Tremont—Mar-
guerite, was sold at auction in New York September 11th for

a roeasley $150.

Last week, in the article on winners of classical events in

Kn^land and America, we inadvertently left out of the list of

great stallions broughl to this countrv the St- Leger winner,

Barefoot* by Tramp. Wenlock, winner of the St. Leger, and.
Kingcraft, by King Tom, winner of the Derby, died on the
way to America.

( hTERTDEES have been made to Fred Taral by a prominent
California turfman to ride for his stable during the coming
winter meeting in the fJolden State. Taral has not signed,

because in all probability the Keene stable will race at St.

Asaph, Ya., this Fall, and he does not know definitely what
opportunity he may have to go West.—N. Y. Mercury.

"GfVE me two dollars' worth of Canary Bird," said a

countryman to Orlando Jones. Orlando looked at the man,
and taking pity on him called 30 to 2 BlacK Hawk, and as

he handed the ticket to the backer, said : "Friend, the Hawk
is a stronger bird in this going than the Canary. If he
don't bent the bird ;i block, come back and I'll refund your
money." Needless to say the counlrvman collected his $32.

N. V. Herald.

The new pneumatic saddle, invented by a Chicago man
named Metcalf, will doubtless be in use here next winter. It

has been tested pretty thoroughly, and a horse carrying one
of these is considered to have 13 per cent, the best of horses

that pack the old-style ones.

Nick Hall is in Chicago, and as he has been a lively bid-

der on winners of selling races, it is presumed be is going to

get together a string of good selling platers for the California

Jockey Club meeting. He recently ran Little Cripple up
$1,100, but the owner retained him.

Gibson, the Joe Hooker sprinter that defeated Geraldine
and others, is reported as sound as a dollar, and he may be

seen here next winter. He was fired last year at Sheepshead
Bay, and it was a good job. The gelding is at Senator Jas.

G. Fair's farm, Sonoma county ranch.

James Davis, of Nashville, Tenn., who wrote the de-

scription of the Boston—Duane race, was a jockey when a

boy over sixty years ago and was for many years an owner
and trainer. He retired from the turf about twenty years

ago. He has lived in Nashville for the past forty years.

Fred C. Bridge, Jack Corley, Bill Connors and several

others connected with the turf arrived from Portland, Or.,

last Monday, after a three months' tour of Montana, Wash-
ington and Oregon. They are all in the best of health, and
report that the meetings in the North were uniformly suc-

cessful.

Nick S. Hall sold Midget to Higgins Bros, of Missoula,

Mont., the last day of the Helena meeting for $2,500. He
shipped Norlee, Longwell, Annie Moore and Trix to Bay
District track, and they arrived here late last week. William
T., a horse belonging to Nick's brother, won at 10 to 1 the

day the tall Marylender arrived in Chicago, and Nick landed

a good sized bet on the race.

Grandee is showing up excellently in his work, and is one
of the best "dead horses" in the world. Not long ago Dr.
Creeley, of this city, predicted in a newspaper article, inter-

spersed witb cuts, that the gray colt would lose his affected

foot from the effects of " nerving," and in all likelihood his

life. But if the doctor could see the gray fellow whose foot

was rotting away now he would doubtless go around the cor-

ner of some barn and kick himself.

James Rowe will again be presidingjudge of the Califor-

nia Jockey Club winter meeting at San Francisco, and Clint

Riley and Charles Trevalhan will be the associate judges.

Col. Chinn, Mr. Rowe and Tom Williams will constitute the

Board of Stewards. J. B. Ferguson will again start. In-

stead of five days' racing a week, as in the past, the horses

will race every week day.—Chicago Inter Ocean. We very

much doubt the correctness of the last sentence, as President

Williams recently declared against racing six days per week.

Advices from Australia by the steamer Warrimoo, re-

ceived September 10th at Vancouver, B. C, states that

Thomas Corrigan, the most fearless jockey in Australia, was
killed at the Caulfield steeplechase while riding his well-

known jumper Walter. The funeral procession extended
two miles and a half through the streets of Melbuurne. Or-
dinary traffic was suspended. Royalty and the most promi-
nent men in Australia contributed wreaths, while cables of

condolence were received from all over the world.

In early youth Henry Labouchere, "Truthful Tommy," of
Truth, London, and a well-known ecclesiastic were driving
to the Derby, and Labouchere was laying down the law in
his usual didactic manner on the various chances of the
horses engaged. One horse—name forgotten—met with little

appreciation from Mr. Labouchere, who offered to lay his
4-
soul to a sixpence" against the horse's chance. The future

light of the church leaned forward and crushed Labouchere
by asking him if he did not think he was offering " rather
short odds."

*' Domino has no use for me," said Fred Taral recently.
" If he sees me about the stable he will at once lay his ears

back and show his teeth. Domino and Lakeland, however
are great friends. The colt seems to know Lakeland's voice

and step, and will whinny a note of recognition if he hears
the trainer anywhere around. This is no doubt due to the
extraordinary care that Lakeland has taken of Domino,
greater than that even which he bestowed upon Exile. On the
way to the post for the race with Clifford, Lakeland was
staneing on the turn just out of the paddock. As soon as

Domino saw him he stopped and wanted to go up to him,
and it required a good deal of urging to get him to go around
into the chute."

The best stables in Great Britain are probably those of the

Duke of Westminster, at Eton Hall. They are made to ac-

commodate from forty to eighty horses, and are not only
beautifully finished, but are fitted up with the costliest fur-

nishings, and have the latest improvements in the way of

ventilation. No less a sum than $150,000 was spent by Lord
Shrewsbury on hi6 stables, while $140,000 was paid by Sir

David Solomon, of Tunbridge Wells, for his. The Empress
Frederick is very fond of horses, and her stables, which are

of a lavish and costly construction, are copies of those of the

Prince of Wales at Sandringham.

Diogs and De Bracey fought out a battle royal in the mile

race at Hawthorne last Tuesday. For the final furlong the

two came stride and stride and the two-year-old won in the

last jump by a nose. It was a great victory for Diggs, for the

three-year-old made him run as he never had in all his win-

ning races. Diggs carried eighty-four pounds, with Macklin
up, and De Bracey 102, with little Eddie Jones in the saddle.

Jones rode a race that would have been creditable to any of

the more experienced jockeys. It was Diggs* second win in

two days. He was tue favorite, though Linda, the third

horse, was backed heaviest by the form students.

Attached to last night's West-bound train was a horse

palace car, containing nine head of horses belonging to Mar-
cus Daly, and they were as fine as silk. One was a five-year-

old trott er, supposed to be very fast, and the other eight

were yearlings, all imported from England last week. There
were four fillies and four horees in the car and they are des-

tined for the Bitter Root ranch. Dr. Knowles, the veterina-

rian, was in charge of the animals, and they were given more
care than as many ordinary children. They were very care-

fully selected and it is understood that the value of the

bunch was something like $100,000.—Miles City {Mont.)

Journal.

The Matron slakes of the New York Club, one of the

very rich stakes of the year, as ihe club will give $10,000 in

addition, will be run on Saturday, October 6th. There are

still 112 horses eligible for the race. Among the horses that

are probable starters are: Brandywine or Magienne of the

Belmonts; Sadie or Salvation of the Marcus Dalv lot;

Waltzer, Sir Galahad or Agitator of the Keene string;

Handspun, Connoisseur or Sabilla of the Liltlefield string;

Moderocio, Gatta Percha, Ph<r-bus and Mirage of the Morris
stable ; California and Cockade of the Oneck stable, Man-
chester and Cromwell. None of the other performers of the

year that are of any account are eligible to the race, so

it looks like the Belmonts should win it with either Brandy-
wineor Magienne.

George Hankins has wired to James R. Keene and Byron
McClelland, the owners respectively of Domino and Henry
of Navarre, an offer of a $10,000 purse for a mile over the
Harlem track between the two cracks now at Gravesend, and
Hankins & Johnson's two-year-old, Diggs, weight for age.

That is about as far as the proposed event wiH ever get to

realism. It would be a proud thing to have Domino and
Henry of Navarre decide their dead heat in Chicago, outside

of the Diggs feature, but Keene is not likely to risk another
American Derby trip with the mighty son of Himyar, and
Byron McClelland has three times refused to ship Henry of

Navarre to Chicago. He has won, including the dead heat,

ten consecutive races, and is doing too well in the East to

take the chances of shipping him 1,000 miles because of one
or two purses of increased value.

The well-known announcer, Robert McGibben, better

known as " Freckle-Faced Bob," arrived from Chicago about
a week ago, and reports that there will be many times the
number of horses from the East to race here this winter that

came last year. He says Barney Schreiber will have twenty-
five in his California string; Matt Storn will send eleven or

twelve from New York ; Frank Van Ness, twenty from Chi-
cago ; "Curly" Shields, a select string of six; Pat Dunne,
perhaps twenty, all fresh ones, too ; Ed Corrigan, twenty-five

at least. Carmichael may send out the great colt, Cash Day,
but it has not been decided as yet. Then there are the

strings of Hankins & Johnson, White & Clark, Pat Meany,
"Mayor" Nolan, Nick Hall, Marcus Daly, Kentucky stable,

P. J. Dwyer, George Walbaum, Dr. Gideon Knapp, Eugene
Kelly Jr. and many others to hear from.

The race horse Logan, owned by Alexander Shields, which
was stolen from his racing stables, near Bound Brook, X. J.,

last Monday night, was recovered yesterday atlronia, a small

village, twelve miles from Morristown, N. J. The stallion,

very lame and sore after his long run from Bound Brook, hav-
ing been forced ahead without plates to protect the tender
frogs of his feet, was found in a stall at a farmhouse. The
capture was made by Frank Wilson and Mahlton Wilday, two
Morristown young men who in some manner learned that a

horse answering the description of Logan had passed through
the town, going toward Chester. The men returned to Mor-
ristown yesterday with the horse, and Mr. Shields arrived

shortly after, and rewarded them with a gift of $100.—N. Y".

Herald, Sept. 13.

Two California-bred horses swept everything before

them this year in Guatemala. They were Dr. Ross and Fal-

staff. The former won the $6,000 Guatemala Derby and
Falstaff all the two-year-old events in which he was engaged.
He is by John Happy, out of Olive, by Onondaga, therefore

an own brother to the good colt, Onondaga. Mr. F. de
Ojeda, a popular young Guatemala gentleman, well-known
in this city, owns the pair, which won $10,000 of the $15,000
given by the government for racing. John Mc'Mahon, the

jockey who rode tiie California horses at Guatemala, has re-

turned, as well as Jack McCone, the trainer. He says that

the Ojeda horses won every running race in which they con-

tested, and St. Lawrence won the great trotting event. The
Guatemala Derby, won by Dr. Ross, was worth $6,000. The
distance was a mile and a half, and Dr. Ross cut seventeen

seconds eff the Guatemalan record. President Barrios, at

the conclusion of the meeting, purchased all the California

horses. Mr. Ojeda will shoiily leave for South America,
where it is said he intends to establish a jockey club. He
intends to take a number more of California racers to Guat-
emala.

The genial Barney Schreiber will send out a string nf

thirty to race here this winter. " Bone Doctor" John Rob-
bins and R. L. Baker (latter formerly Ed Corrigan 's trainer)

will do the conditioning. Following are twenty-fonr of the

thirty that will soon come out : Wildwood, 5, by Wildidle—
Fedora IV ; Servitor, 6, by Woodlands—Lady's Maid; Hood-
lum, aged, by Joe Daniels—Miss Clay; Glee Boy, 6, by Fal-

setto—Glimpse; Broadhead,3, by Onondaga—Marie D.; Dolly
McCone, 5, by Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer ; Jack Richelieu,

S, by Great Tom—Envenom; Narvaez, 4, by Cheviot—Vixen;
Zampost, 5, by Post Guard—Zamora ;

Grafton. 6, by Gaber-
lun/.ie—Olive Branch ; Semele, 3, by Apache—Emma Long-
field ; Mollie King, 2, by Fonso—Acasia ; Bone Doctor, 3, by
Versailles—Mollie Merrill ; Doyle, 2, by McDuff—Miss Law-
rence ; Virgie D., 2, by Leonatus—Hermitage ; King Mac,
(.>, by King Alfonso—imp. Flora McDonald; Agnes, 2, by
imp. Albert—Peggy Woods; Jim Brady, 2, by Ecuador

—

Tomato: Hiram Argo, 4, by imp. Saxon—Metor; Parolee, 4,

by Panique—Minnie Radcliff; Puryear D., 5, by Deceiver

—

Ada D ; J. W. Brooks, 3, by Elias Lawrence—Franklin
;

Braw Scott, 5, by Midlothian—Helen Scratch ; Tom Clark, 2,

by Julian— H3zel Kirke. The balance are unnamed two-

year-olds.
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THE SULKY.

Filmore, by Palo Alto, will not be started this year.

McKean, 2:27}, a new 2:30 performer, is by Volunteer 55.

John Kelly is no longer in the employ of Du Bois Bros.

Tempter, by St. Bel, got a record of 2:24£ at Minneapolis,

September 1 1

.

Direction, by Director, took a mark of 2:10} at Indian-

apolis Monday.

ANTHELiA,by Anteeo, trotted the fourth heat of a race at

Terre Haute, .Sept. 11, in 2:19]

Monroe Salisbury has purchased the bay gelding An-

swer, 2:14], fromChas. Marvin.

Men who are looking for great bargains in horseflesh gen-

erally get disappointed the oftenest.

The Seer, 2:194, by Gen. Benton lowered his record to

2:17 at Boston, Mass., September 12.

DIRECTION", by Director (2:17), lowered his record to 2:10}

at Indianapolis, lad., on the 3d inst.

Limunero, by Piedmont, has a mark of 2:1S. He is one

of the best three-year-olds in the East.

St. Bel, 2:24], by Electioneer, has five in the list for ibis

year, the fastest'being Allibel 3, 2:19}.

Chimes has now two representatives in the 2:10 list. They
are Fantasy, 2:06 and Ed Easton, 2:09£.

The proportion of fast trotters that are by sires with fast

records is increasing rapidly every year.

Alix, 2:04, shares queenly honors with Nancy Hanks
;

she came from the half-mile home in 1:00$.

Sek that the mares which foaled late have plenty of green

corn fodder or other milk-producing material.

Give the weanling* plenty of exercise every day or they

will soon begin to give out in the feet and legs.

Palatine is rounding to. In the third heat of her race at

Terre Haute last week, she trotted 10 a record of 2:17|.

Mary Marshall, 2:124, has a suckling colt by Director.

Camtlle, 2:29}, also recently foaled a black colt by Director.

E!&\.vune the watering places in the pastures and see thr.t

the supply is ample for the horse stock, also that the quality

is good.

Stamboul, 2:074, although not yet in condition to do

justice to himself, trotted a mile in 2:14 during the Hartford

meeting.

St. Felix, a three-year-old by St. Bel, won the National

[Trotting fires' stake, taking standard mark of 2:254, at Hart-

ford, Conn.

Faustelle by Sidney, out of Faustine, by Crown Prince,

holds the yearling trotting record for fillies over a half-mile

track, 2:451.

There is nothing in racing more certain than its beautiful

uncertainty. The hero of to-day may be the demolished idol

of to-morrow.

The bay filly Precieuse, 3, 2:25, by Stambula, dam Devo-

tee, by Paocoast, has been sold to Thomas E. Scanlon, Som-
erville, Mass.

A yearling colt by Guv Wilkes, out of Ha Ha, by Nut-

wood, worked a half in 1:164 at Highland Farm, Lexington,

Ky., recently.

Bodine, 2:19}, is now owned by Frank Fowler, New
Haven, Conn. He is twenty nine years old and is still doing

active road work.

The last quarter of Directly's recent mile in the two-year-

old pace at Fort Wayne was in thirty -one seconds, a 2:04 gait.

Pretty precocious, that.

Election, by Ambassador, out of a daughter of Elec-

tioneer, trotted in 2:38 at the Des Moiues meeting. She will

be in the list before long.

The race between Waldo J., 2:13], and W. Wood, 2:085,

for §1,000 a side, promises to be tne event of the year among
the light-harness horse fraternity.

Fox Hound, by Alfred G., son of Anteeo, is quite a pacer.

At Paris, Ky., September 5th, he won the three last heats of

six-heat race in 2:28}, 2:29^ and 2:29.

The Electioneer stallion Eros, 2:29*, will be sent East and
sold in November. He and his family won the majority of

the first prizes at the Slate Fair this year.

Ottingei:, 2:11], has been sold by Keating o: Ottinger to

Frank H. Burke, of this city. Ottinger has several oppor-
tunities to start on the California circuit yet.

C. F. Clay (2:18), by Caliban, has already gained a very
high rank among the producing sires of his age. Nine new
ones have been added to his 2:30 list this season.

Monolisa is the name of a brown mare by Monroe Chief,

out of a daughter of Reavis' Blackbird that trotted and won
a four-heat race at Des Moines, Iowa, September Sth, getting
a mark of 2:21.

Mountain Maid, by Anteeo, out cf a mare by Nutwood,
driven by John A. Goldsmith, won a hard contested, five-

heat race at Fleetwoad Park, New York, September 11th.

Best time, 2:22}.

Harold is the only sire of a trotting champion whose fam-
ily has also produced in the male line a pacing champion.
He himself got Maud S., 2:08|, and bis son, Hartford, is the
sire of Robert J., 2:02].

Melvar, 2:22, won the first priz.2 for a trotting stallion at

the State Fair over a number of competitors. C.tpt. B E.

Harris has been an exhibitor of horses at the Slate Fair for

thirty-two consecutive years.

Baron Bel, by St. Bel, dam by Baron Wilkes, lamed a

pacing record of 2:11 A at Des Moines on the eighth of Sep-
tember last. She won in three heals : 2:13, 2:114, 2:141. The
Electioneer- Wilkes cross again.

John Bury, by Antinous, out of Muldoon (dam of C. W.
S., 2:26}), by Geo. M. Patchen, Jr., was ou!y beaten a head
in the third heat of the race Rio Alto won at Sacrameuio
last Saturday. The lime was made in 2:204.

Nita Pancoast, by Pancoast, out of Bonita, 2:184, by
Electioneer, second dam Mayfly, 2:30}, by St. Clair got a rec-

ord of 2:26-] at Fleetwood Park, New York, September 11.

Luella, by Nutwood, a mare that Lot Slocuni, of this

city bred, is now the dam of two great ones, Myrtle, 2:194,

and Princess Nutwood (pacer), 2:21^, both three-year-olds.

Ella T., a gray three-year-old filly, won a race at Inde-
pendence, Iowa. Time, 2:16], 2:13}, 2:144. The value of

Altamont as a sire is being appreciated more and more every
year.

Nellil M , by Mohawk Chief, earned a record of 2:29}

as a pacer at Omaha Nebraska, September 6 Can it be that

"Vis mare is a daughter of the Palo Alto stallion of that

.tne?

tbi

Joe Patchen's tremendous strides on being measured
after his race were found ;o be twentv-four feel, except whtre
a touch of the whip had surprised him into astride of twemy-
six and even twenty-nine feet and ten inches.

John Mackey, superintendent of Rancho del Paso at-

tended the sale of the La Siesta Stock Farm horses last

February and purchased the Eros filly Donzella. Her dam
was Lady Pierce, by King William. He brought her to

New York ond sold her for $S50. A few days after she was
sold to Dr. Hasbrouck for $1,500, and he is so proud of her it

is his intention to have her trained next spring.

Schsiulbach & Park have sold to A. M. Hamilton.
Wheeling, W. Va., the stallion Parkrille, by Electioneer,
dam Aurora, 2:274, dam of Arol, 2:24, Hazel, 2:28 ; second
dam (dam of Greenlander Boy, 2:20j, and sister to the
dam of Albert W., 2:20, sire of Little Albert, 2:10',, etc.),

by John Nelson 1S7. Mr. Hamilton expects to. stand Park-
ville at the fair grounds,- Wheeling Island, next season.

The fortunate owner of Joe Patchen is said to have bought
him wiih his dam. Josephine Young, and a brother, in one
job lot, for §900 The brother is a very good young trotter.

The champion in his cohhood was an indifferent trotter.

When urged beyond a 2:40 gait be would pace, much to the
disgust of his former owner. This is his first season, practi-

cally. He has been the only horse able to face the cham-
pion, so it is reasonable to anticipate that he should be much
faster next vear. if nothing befalls h:m.

When Directum trotted in 2:10 at Chicago Monroe Salis-

bury said that Hickok might fool the public, but he could
not deceive him, for he walcbed the black stallion closely

and was sure that he could have trotied in 2:06 or better.

Robert Bonner, under dale of September 12th, writes to

John A. McKerron, the well-k"Own horse boot manufacturer,

for one of the McKerron Clawson Automatic sulky brakes.

A number are in use in the East and are giving great satis-

faction.

George Starr says that Flying Jib was the most easily-

govSrned horse he ever trained, in the most exciting mo-
ments, no matter how big the field ot horses, a gently spoken
" whoa" would coax him back or a cluck make him put
forth his best effort.

In the race for two year-olds, Progression stakes, at Fleet-

wood Park, there were three prominent aud promising
youngsters, and each won a heat and got a share of the
money—Miss Kate, 2:26, by Direct ; Whalebone, by Sable
Wilkes, and Sablenut, by Sable Wilkes.

Youngfield Idle is the name of a chestnut gelding by

Electioneer that won a race at White River Junction, Vt.,

September 6. He won the first heat in 2:25, the second in

2:274 and the fifth io 2:274. The Electioneer blood mani-
fests itself everywhere.

Kansas City Star: The hay crop of the United States in

1892 was 55,766,000 tons, and its value was over $570,000,000.
The drought will cut it short this year, but it will still be

big enough to exceed the value of the gold output of the

country at least thirty or forty times.

James G. Fair'?; purchase of Gossiper, 2:14J, was a wise
selection, for this son of Simmons will have two 2:15 perform-
ers and a two year-old trotter with a record of 2:23 before

November. His progeny cannot be surpassed for size, speed,
gameness, conformation and disposition.

W. W. Siebert, of Bushoell, III., has sold the bav four-

year old stallion Joaquin 19.287, by Campaign 8911, dam by
Silverthreads 16,653 (sire of the dam of the great two-year-

old Oakland Baron, 2:164.), to Fred G. Lock, of West Lake,
La. He is one of the finest horses that ever left Illinois.

Whalebone, the two-year-old by Sable Wilkes, out of
Anita, by Le Grande, driven by John A. Goldsmith, won a
stake race at Fleetwood Park, September 11th with ease.

Best time, 2:29.

Fret> Downing, Sharp's Wharf, Va., has bought th

chestnut stallion Bedworth 20904, by Wildnut, 2:27 (son of

Woodnut, 2:164), dam Julia Benton, by Gen. Benton ; sec-

dam Juliet, bv Mohawk Chief; third dam Julia, by St. Clair

656. Bedworth was foaled 18S0, and has a three-year-old

record of2:27.

George (Gee) Grimes, the well-known Indiana driver,

was killed at Crawfordsville last Thursday in the free-for-

pace by his horse falling and throwing him against the

fence. Grimes was a very capable man in his profession.

He brought out Joe Davis, Harry Hornet, Guerita and other

well-known horses, and as a handler of pacers had few su-

periors.

Where is there a trotter to compare with the great cam-
paigning three-year-old Expressive? Her six-heat race at

Terre Haute will never be forgotten. After trotting second
in the first heats in 2:17^ and 2:13 J, she was in a ponket in

the third and did not get out. This heat was won in 2:17.

She was sixth. The next heat was won in 2:124, the fifth in

2:144 and the sixth in 2:1 3*-. We would like to have seen

that race

!

Susie, 2:264, by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., out of Santa Clar3,

by Owen Dale, died at Vina last month. Susie was one of

the Palo Alto great broodmares. She was the dam of Su-
sette, 2:234; Suisun, 2:184; Pitti Sing, 2:264 and Surprise

(p), 2:164. Her last filly, Benicia, trotted quarters as a two-

year-old in thirty-six seconds and was turned out by her

owner, Mr. Raub of Meridian, to grow. She will be taken in

hand again next spring.

Rro Alto, the three year-old who trolled in 2:204 in the
ihird beat of a race, is the kind of a trotter Palo Alto was
looked for to sire. If Rio Alto improves as much as it is ex-
pected, he will be one of the best horses ever bred on the
Palo Alto Stock Farm. Rio Alio is out ot Elsie (dam of
Novelist, 2:27 as a two-vearold, and May Osborne, yearling
record, 2:37), by Geoeral Benton; second dam Elaine, 2:20

(dam of Pala'ioe, 2:17
; ; Anselma, 2:294 ; Norlaine, yearling

champion, 2:314), by Messenger Duroc ; third dam that old
broodmare queen, Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer,

etc). Rio Alto is a pure gaited, level headed trotter.

Intelligence from Hartford is that the National Asso-
ciation of Trotting Horse Breeders will consolidate with the

Charter Oak Park Association, lay out one hundred thousand
dollars in improvements at Charter Oak Park and thus make
the grand old track a great trotting center. The consolida-
tion has a solid foundation on fact. The proposition came
from the outside association. The central location of Hart-
ford, its fine track and grounds are indeed prime induce-
ments. The stockholders of the home association will decide
the matter and arrange a basis of consolidation. The only
hitch that might occur to mar the negotiations seems to be
the anti-pool law presently in force. One of the main feat-

ures anticipated would be the location of a Na ional Horse
Show Association in Hartford, where al*o trainers and breed-
ers would be expected to use the track as training headquar-
ters. But it is expected that the next Legislature will deal

with ibis question and settle it in a manner that there will be
little trouble —Horseman.

John Boggs, President of the State Agricultural Society,

is the right man in the right place. He was a liberal buyer

at the sales af horses, cattle and hogs, and whenever he was

not otherwise occupied was bu«y going among thestallslook-

ing at the thoroughbreds and trotters. His memory of pedi-

grees and performances is remarkably good, and many a

little reminiscence he told of the racing in California in early

days. He was always we'come.

Beulah, by Harold and Athalie, by Harkaway are among
the most noted of the great broodmares which are showing
well this year. Beulah is the dam of Judex, 2:291/, and she
has also produced Early Bird, 2:12}, Beuzetta, 2:15J,"and
Juanita, 2:29$. Athalie is one of the few mares represented

by a yearling and a two-year-old in the list. her son Athadon,

by Matadon, having a record of 2:27 as a yearling, and Ath-
anio, a two-year-old by Junio, has a record of 2:214;.

An item is going the rounds that the half which Albatross

paced to saddle in 1:00 \ at Lansing, Mich., on the 24th ult.

" is the fastest half mile ever paced on earth." It was a won-
ful performance and probably the fastest half ever paced in

the saddle, bul it i» stated upon excellent authority that away
back in IS54 Pocahontas paced a mile on the Queen City

course, Cincinnati, O., in 2:084. She was timed by a Mr.
Horatio Page, then a resident of Cincinnati, O , and we have
it upon excellent authority that he was a most competent
and reliable gentleman. Mr. Page's account of tbe perfomr-
ance is as follows : "The mare was placed upon the track,

accompanied by a boynn a running horse, a good send-off, a

steady pace to tbe half mile, pole, at which place a fearful

burst drew ber away from the runner, making a wide gap,

finishing np her full mile in the unheard of lime of 2:084,

coming from the half-mile pole in 574 seconds." It is claimed
that the track over which this wonderful performance was
made was a trifle more than a mile in length. The sulkies,

too, in those days were considerably heavier than the high-

wheel sulky of to day. It is doubtful if any pacer living to-

day can pull the lightest bike a mile in 2:034, and come the

half in lime made by Pocahontas (574) seconds.

For some time past large numbers of Amcican hor-es of

all classes have been exported to Europe, the most of them
being absorbed by the British demand, says tbe Horseman.
The operations of the exporters at first somewhat spasmodic
have now assumed an appearance of permanency, some of the

larger European dealers having placed purchasing agents in

American cities, where a proper selection may be obtained.

In Chicago, for instance, the representatives of two Scotch,

one English and one French firm are daily in attendance at

the auction sales, and bid eagerly for any animal suitable to

their trade. Never in tbe history of Chicago's great horse

mart has there been such a dearth of good, sound, shapely

road and carriage horses, and if the whole truth were told,

buyers never before absorbed so readily all desirable offerings.

As usual, common and unsound sorts change hands for little

or nothing, but for the better c'asses good prices are obtained.

It is noticeable that to being a large or even a fair price a

horse must be of good size—small ones, no mailer how well

turned, are not satisfactory. This is by no means a new turn

to the trade, but it is worthy of continual mention in view of

the regretable fact that so many breeders pay bul little atten-

tion to keeping up the size of the horses bred in their studs.

A Buffalo writer says that George Heideger, r.f Alle-

ghany, Pa., has probably traveled more extensively than any
! horseman in America. Each winter he exports irotting

stock to Europe, and has :i»ade a fortune. " Before 1 left

i Germany, in June, I called upon Kneebs, who is in jail there

|

for
; riogiog ' the American mare Bethel," he said recently,

"and it looks blue for him. t had to laugh when at the

!
Buffalo races in August. The first man I met there was Tap-

pin, of Syracuse, who knew all about the matter. How he

did shake the German soil off his feet when he heard the

officers were after him. I was at tbe German race track the

morning in question, and Tappin was jogging one of his

horses. One of his boys informed him of ihe situation, and

withoutfurther warning he stopped the horse.scaled ihe high

,
fence, jumped a train for Hamburg and took ihr first boa(

for New York. So did Sharpe of Louisville, another Amer-

ican who knew more than he wanted to tell. Tappin and I

had a good laugh in Buffalo, and, mind yon, he won't go back

again. This shipping hon-es to ihe European market is not

what it is cracked up to be. The f..rei?ners look upon our

horses suspiciously since the bbery,and it will lii

some lime to restore confidence, unless the leading breedine

j

establishments come to the rescue, and the majority of them

can sell their surplus stock to better advantage at home."
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STATE FAIR RACE MEETING.

W. W. Foots Easily Outfoots His Two-Year-

Old Opponents—Manning a Surprise, but

Moses S. Scared His Backers—Cad-

mus' Fine Victory—How the

Various Races "Were "Won.

SEVENTH HAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

Sacramento, September 13, 1894.

•'Where did all these people come from?" was the first

questiou to enter one's niiud this afternoon. The grand stand

was literally packed by thousands of ladies and children

dressed in those light, airy dresses which are as appropriate

to a festive occasion like this as they are comfortable to their

wearers. The great State Fair is a magnet with a drawing

power, it seems, strong euough to induce people to come from

everywhere in California, if one is to judge from thedifferent

expressions overheard while passing through the vast assem-

blage. From the orange groves of Los Angeles to the apple

orchards on the sides of the Sierras; from the valleys colored

by th.era?S3t brown and gildea hues of the harvest season, to

the foothills upon which the yellow shadings of the ripening

grain are never seen, but the emerald-green thrifty orchards

and pine-tree bordered farms are always a relief to the eye;

from beside the cool and placid waters of our inland lakes to

the shores of the Pacific, where the ceaseless murmur of the

waves furnish endless music, do all these people come.

The week of euj oynient at the State Fair in the Fall of the

year furnishes topics for conversation during the long win-

try nights. The stock paradi is remembered by the young

men whose tastes are inclined that way, the models of ex-

cellence shown and the advantages of having nothing but the

best is impressed upon their minds here. They see that

the pride taken by the breeders who are exhibitors is not a

foolish one founded on theories, for the qualities of all ani-

mals brought for competitive purposes are highly praised by

everyone. There is little ill-feeling existing among these men

for when the last parade is over and the different breeds of

stock are to be shipped, it is pleasant to observe them

making exchanges in their herds while comparing notes as

to the premiums their cattle, hogs, sheep and poultry

received.

This year the pavilion is better filled and arranged than

it has ever been, and the young ladies who spend their fore-

noons and evenings at this commodious and well-lighted

building find much that will be of inestimable value to them
for years to come. Works of art, fine paintings, tapestries and
beautiful needlework of every description are displayed in

the very best manner possible, and the committees on awards
have been working faithfully without fear or favor to award
the premiums to those who are justly entitled to them.

These are the three last days of the races, and the interest,

instead of diminishing, is increasing. When our readers

peruse the accounts of the races as given below, they will ob-

serve that right royal sport has been the general order.

The performances of the great two-year-old Chas. Derby
colt, W. W. Foote, do not pale into insignificance when
compared with the game race won by the little three-year-

old, Electra, who lowered her record to 2:1 84 , Regina, by
Electioneer, also lowered her record to 2:18«, and Manning,

'2:20.i, lowered his to 2:181. W.Wood tailed to lower his

record oi 2:03$, but will be more '-uccessful the next time
he starts.

The first race was for the pacers, two-year-olds, 2:25 class.

There were only three to contest for the stake: W. W. Foote,

Lou Lane and Cecilia. W. W. Foote'e superiority made him
.i prohibitive favorite almost, and his friends paid $25 against

$5 on the other two. When th*1 dium tapped, W. W. Foote
led all the way, Lou Lane was at his bike until the draw-
gate was reached, then Sanders shook Foote up a little and
he landed him a winner by two lengths in 2:19, Cecilia third,

five lengths further a.?ay.

In the second heat W. W. Foote again led. Lou Lane
kept a length behind until the half-mile pole was reached,

then Cecilia moved up and as Lou Lane fell back she trailed

the smooth-going pacing son of Steinway to the wire, under
which he passed the winne.-of the heat and race in 2:18-1, she
three leogthi behind him and Lou Laueeigh lengths further

away. No pools were sold on this race after the first heat.

Millard J. Sanders appeared behind the Oakwood Park
Stock Farm pactr.W. Wood,and his reception must have been
a pleasure to him. Accompanied by a n.nniog horse (to sad-

dle) and another to cart, the splendid looking son of Stein-

way scored twice before his driver nodded for ihe word.
When he did hear it the horse paced over the rough and
cuppy track to the quarter in 32 seconds, a 2:04 gait ; the
second qdarter was made in 33 seconds; the three-quarter

pole was passed in 1:34}, and exclamations were heard " he
will beat 2:i)6\ to day !" The runners now came up alongside

of the gelding and as Banders urged by wnip and voice the
sod of Steinway to go faster, it was noticed the horse did not

respond as he should. But he never made a mistake and
came under the wire in 2:08}, failing to lower the record of
I'.nV. liM-julr mi id is inii'k \:t--\ y:\i-. Tiiki u.n the condition

of the track and the fact that Sanders did not have a good
B 1 1 nit " horse to come up when needed, we consider the

perform race a mosl meritorious one and believe on a good
track he will get a mark close to 2:06 this year.

In the second r;ice, which was for Hie 2:20 class Lrotters,

there were seven starters— |; iy Kum, Keyiim, Mvnle Thome,
MosesS., Boodle, Manning and Hillsdale. Belting stood as

the horses were scoring for the word: Hillsdale, $20 ; field,

$11 ; Manning, $10 ; Boodle, $5. The seven got away to a
straggling Start, Regioa taking the lead and opening a gap
of six lengths at the quarter

j
Manning was second, Myrtle

Thome third, Hillsdale fourth, lijndle fifth and Moses S.

last. There was plenty of daylight between each of the horses

as they passed to the half. Regina was seven lengths in ad-

vance of Manning The timers then looked :it their watches.

They registered 1:06J. It looked :is if Regina had the nice

bat, just a* she got in the heavy going at the head of

the homestretch, she broke, and before Maben could get her

straightened, Sullivan drove Manning up to within two

lengths of the Electioneer mare. It was a drive to the wire

between the two, but Manning had the most speed and won
by a nose in 2:1S£, Myrtle Thorne four lengths further away,

Boodle fifth, Bay Rum sixth and Moses S. last.

Hillsdale, $30 ; Manning, $25 ; field, $12, were the prices

quoted before the next heat. Regina broke on the first turn,

then Myrtle Thorne led the way. Manning passed up to

second place, and going down the backstretch the following

was the ordei in which they trotted—Myrtle Thorne, Man-
ning, Regina, Hillsdale, Boodle, Bay Rum and Moses S. Re-

gina passed Manning and set sail for the speedy Myrtle

Thorne. When near the half-mile pole Myrtle Thorne

broke, and Regina passed her, getting near Manning. At the

head of the homestretch they were 00 even terms. To the

wire it was a good long drive but Manning won by a nose

from Regina. Bay Rum, coming fast the last hundred yards,

got third place by a neck from Myrtle Thorne, Hillsdale

fifth, Boodle sixth, Moses S. last. Time, 2:21. A number of

people thought Regina <von this heat.

At the quarter in the next heat it was Hillsdale, Thorne,

Manning and Regina. Going down the backstretch Myrtle

Thorne broke and fell back and Regina passing Manning and
Myrtle took second place, Hillsdale still having the lead. At
the head of the homestretch it was Hillsdale, Myrtle Thorne,

Regina and Manning. Coming to the wire, Hillsdale was

leading by three lengths, Regina second and trotting very

steady. Inch by inch she gained on Hillsdale, but thirty

yards from the wire Maben got the lead with this handsome
daughter of Electioneer and landed her a winner In 2:181 by

half a length. Hillsdale second, Bay Rum passing Manning
and Myrtle Thorne came in third. Manning was fourth,

Myrtle Thorne fifth, Moses S. sixth and Boodle last. This

heat was won by the superior driving of Maben. The backers

of Hillsdale now besieged the pool-boxes to get their money
on Manning and Regina.

There was a decided change in the betting, but the result

was a surprise, for Moses S., who had been coming in nearly

last, made a most vigorous drive on the homestretch and
came in a winner by a head from Hillsdale, Manning, who
made a break on the first turn and fell back to last place,

came up and was third. Boodle, driven by his old pilot,

Donathan, was fourth, Rockwood fifth, and Regina, who
broke several times, was last. *

There was joy in the camp of the followers of Moses S., for

most of these " plungers" had tickets for which they paid a

dollar, and below this figure ''1" were the figures "86."

Moses S. had proved himself a scorcher, and when his driver

looked at the grand stand he must have felt flattered to hear

the piaise accorded him. His horse led from the tap of the

drum. Manning kept a good second after he got fairly going.

At the head of the homestretch he was four lengths behind

Moses S. Sullivan guided the little gelding to the outside

and made a quiet yet positive drive for the lead. It was nip-

and-tuck to the wire, but Moses S. was the strongest, and
landed the heat a winner by a head from Manning in 2:23,

Regina third.

Holders of Moses S. tickets cheered the great horse and his

driver, and looked, talkei and laughed as if they held win-

ning tickets in a lottery. Holders of M inning tickets patro-

nized the Pans mutuel boxes "' to get even," and when the

horses were called out there were eighty-eight Manning
tickets out against 213 on the field.

Sullivan, behind Manning, was as cool as a cucumber
when the horses came to score for the final heat. The battle

had been sifLed down to a struggle between Moses S. and his

little horsj. Moses S. led from the wire, Manning a close

second and Regina three lengths behind. At the half Man-
ning moved up on Moses S .and fifty yards further was at his

throat latch. This was more than Moses S. could stand, and
getting ambitious he broke and then struck a pace. Before

Grant, his driver, could get him steidied, Manning had
opened a gap of seventeen lengths and jogged home a winner
in 2:24.1, Regina third.

Sullivan drove this horse Mmaing better than he was
ever driven before, and the owner, after the race, made
arrangements with this driver to have the horse hereafter in

his string. Manning's good behavior and his gameness was
favorably commented on.

The third race was for the 2:30 class, trotting, purse $800.

The entries were, Palermo, Ross'ie Moor, Tietam, Rockwood
and Electra. Pools sold : Palermo $90, Electra $30, field

$15. When Judge Green beat a tattoo on his little brass

drum Rockwood took the role of drum major, but Electra

was his shadow and never tried to get to the front until half-

way down the backstre fch. Then she trotted by and opened
a gap of four lengths at the three-quarter pole. On entering

the stretch, Rockwood and Palermo were the first to be

seen behind her. Palermo came very fast, and Dustin had to

drive to win. He managed to get Electra first under the

wire by half a length. Rockwood was third. Rossie Moor
fourth and Tietam last. Tims. 2:23.

In the second heat pools sold : Palermo $70, Electra $17,

and held $12. This was the most exciting heat of the day.

Electra took the lead. Rockwood was a rocky second and kept

up near the winner by buck-jumping and hitching. Palermo
was third at the head of the homestretch and Tietam coming
on the outside was seen to close up, and to the wire the three

horses, Electra, Palermo and Tietam. Electra won by a

length, Tietam, who was a neck in front of Palermo next,

Rossie Moore fourth and Rockwood last. Time, 2:18J.
Electra and Palermo trotted all the way round to the

wire without a length of daylight between them. Electra, by
her gameness and speed, kept well in front and won by a

length and a half in 2:20.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Facing, Tor two-year-olds, stake. 5300 added,

(ink wood Park Stock Farm's blk g W. \V. Foote. by Steinway
—Maggie McGregor Sanders 1 1

II P PerklDB' br 1 Cecilia, by Iris—Scratch Avers 3 2
s. \\. Aldrlch'fl bf Lnu Lane, by Ccenr d'Aleue—Beulah

Sawyer Li 3

Time, 2:19, 2:18K.

Second race—Trotting, 2:20 class, purse 81,000.

J, H. Butler's b g Manning, by Messenger Chief—Jewel
.' Sullivan 1113 2 1

I. U. Sbtppee'B b B Moses 8„ by U&w thorne—Ryan mare
Grant 7 76112

M.S Severance's b s Regina, by Electioneer—Accident
Maben 2 2 17 3 3

Vendome Stock Farm's bb Hillsdale, by Anlluous—Net-
tie Nutwood Bunch 4 5 2 2 dr

J. 1). • arc's b s Bay Hum, by Seven Oaks—Quien Sabe
Dwaiu 0336 dr

F W. tioeber'fl blk ra Myrtle Thorne, by Graudissimo—
Bello Thorne Loeber 3 -1 5 5 dr

F. F. Hostel ti-r's br s Hoodie, by Stranger—Bride
Vanbokelen 5 G 7 4 dr

I'ihir, 2:18)£ 2;2J, 2;18^, 2:21, 2:23, 2:21'....

Third race—Trotting, 2:30 class, purse SS00.

Santa Rosa Stock Farm's brm Electra, bv Elector—Moor Maid
Dustiu 1 1 1

James Lynden's b h Palermo, by Berlin Johnson 2 3 2
I. de Turk's b s Tietam, by Anteeo—Evelin Locke 5 2 3
G. B. Polhemus' b g Rockwood, by Treewood—Flora

Helman 3 5 4
Myers & Myers' Rossie Moore, by Ross S.—Pedro Sullivan 4 5 5

Time, 2:23, 2:18%, 2:20.

EIGHTH DAY, FKIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1894.

The running horsemen, with their hundreds of friends

crowded the corridors of the hotels last evening and discussed

the merits of the horses which are to run this afternoon. The
interest in these races seems to be unabated, and when the

]

bell rang in the judges' stand the directors were astonished,

as well as pleased, to see about 10,000 men, women and

children assembled on the grounds. The day was perfect and

racing excellent. The famous Cassasa band was encored for

every selection they played. Betting was very heavy, and

the need of bookmakers was never more forcibly shown than

to-day, for many who had hundreds to wager were unable to

get their money in
;
so dense was the crowd around the single

auction box. The Paris mutuels did an immense business,

also, and when the association comes to figure up its receipts

from these two sources of revenue, they will find that this

years' betting was tar above the average, and that many

j

thousands will be added to the treasury. Besides this income

j

the splendid system of turn-stiles adopted at the gates will

!
show an increase in the receipts, for the Midwinter Fair was

not managed any. better in this respect than this fair. With
the State appropriation, the amounts received for privileges

and the revenue derived from the pool-selling—not counting

the amounts paid in in entrances by the horsemen—the State

Agricultural Association should have a splendid balance in

its favor this year.

Following is an account of the races :

Tue aftorooon's sport commenced with a running race for

three-year-olds and upwards, distance seven and a half fur-

longs. There were four entries—Gold Dust, Abi P., Quarter-
staff and Garcia. In the pools Abi P. sold as favorite at $30,
QuarterstarT, $27, field $7. A few moments after tbey had
gone to the post Gold Dust ran away and ne>er stopped until

be had run three miles around the track. When Staiter

Brown dropped his Ilag the three started off' on even terms.
Quarterstati'soon got a slight lead. Abi P. was at his flanks

and Garcia lay back half a length. These positions were un-
changed until they got well into the stretch. The going was a

little too heavy for Quarlerstafl, for be fell back a length at

the head of the homestretch. Garcia uo.v forged ahead, and
to the wire it was a struggle, but Ali P. won by a head in

1:35&, Quarterstafftwo lengths in the rear. The mare was
bid up to $905, her owner getting her for that price.

The second race was for the Rosemeade Stake, six furlongs.

The entries were : Blizzard, Royal Flush, Romair, Motto
and Manfred. Blizzard was chosen as favorite at $50,
Royal Flush $35, field $22. When the flag dropped Motto
Flush and Blizzard were seen to take the lead, and kept there

until the head of the homestretch was reached. Motto,
who had increased her lead, now dropped back, and Blizzard

and Royal Flush came like a team to the wire, Sullivan, on
the former, making a finish that kept the owners of the colt

wondering when he was going to ride harder. He just car-

ried the horse to the front by a nose in 1:15.

The Fall Stake, a handicap for three-year-olds and up-
wards, one and 0He quarter miles The starters were Cadmus,
Happy Day, Gilead, Carmel and Alexis. Cadmus, who was
made a great favorite sold at $110, Happy Day $30, field $30,
and thousands were laid at these odds. The start was an ex-
cellent one. Passing the wire Gilead aud Carmel were lead-

ing, the former a length in advance. The rest were bunched
so closely that a blanket could almost cover them. To the
three-quarter pole there was no perceptible change. Cad-
mus, who held the third place, now moved up, and Happy
Day who ran his usual trailing race was gaining inch by
inch on those who had been six lenglhs in advance of him to

this point now made a drive that frighteued the jockeys on
Cadmus and Gilead, who began to lift their horses at every
stride. It was a splendidly-contested race to the wire. The
three finished noses apart. The favorite Cadmus being first,

Gilead second and Happy Day last. Time, 2:081.

The great hurdle race was the next on the programme. It

was for a run of one and one-eighth miles. The starters were
the rejuvenated Lelaps, Guadaloupe, Albatross, First Lap,
Garnett, Dave Douglass and Morton. In the pools Albatross
was made favorite at $30, First Lap $20, field $13. When
Starter Brawn sent them ofl Lelaps led to the first hurdle

and then in going over it knocked it down, lie continued
in the lead until after the second hurdle was passed. Then
he fell back and Guadaloupe took the lead. All jumped the

third hurdle like grasshoppers. In the run to the fourth

hurdle Guadaloupe fell back, Albatross, who was second now,
took the lead and it looked as if he had the race well in hand,
but young Dennison on Dave Douglass came like a cyclone,

and passed the favorite, winning by a length in 2:06, Guada-
loupe third.

In the next event, which was a six furlong dash, the entries

were Aruo, Zobair, Chevalier, Duke Stevens, Huntsman,
Charles A., Conde, Royal Flush and Polaski. Pools sold

Charles A., $60 ; Zobair, $30 ; Royal Flush and Polaski, as

a stable, $33 ;
field, $25. The delay at the post was a long

aud tedious one. When the flagd-ropned Chevalier and Conde
were in front as (hey passed the assistant starter, Charles.

A. was third. The rest were all bunched with the exception

of Arno, who was last. It was an exciting race. Like a

swam of bees flying to a hive, the horses came down the

straight. Royal Flush, Conde and Zobair in the lead, Charles

A. in the second tier with Aruo ^nd Duke Stevens coming
fast. It was an exciting finish, but Hazlet, on Royal Flush,

rode a flue different race from the one he rode early in the

afternoon and landed Royal Flush a winner by a neck from
Conde, Zoba»r third, a half length further away. Time,
1:151.

SUMMAKIUN.

First race, selliug. purse 8:>00. Six furlongs,

G. Pacheco's ch m Abi 1*., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid, 115
Sullivan 1

H. Schwartz's b k Garcia, by Wildldle—NIghthawk, 97 Hazlett 2

Burns & Wau*rhoii3e's br L Quarter-start', by imp. Friar Tuck-
Sister to Kuth Kyau, 102..

Gold Dust r»u away.

Time, lg5&
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Second race, the Rosemeadc Stake. Six furlongs.

A. B. Spreckels' br h Blizzard, bv Trade Wind—Trampo, US
Sullivan

George Howison's ch h Roval Flush, by Three Cheers—Rosette,
110 Hazlett

Gejrge Van Gordou's cli m Motto, bv Sir Modred—Mottle, 107
* Cuddy

Time, 1:15.

Romair and Manfred also ran.

Third race, the Fall Stake. One and a quarter miles.

A. B. Spreckels' br h Cadmus, by Flood-imp. Cornelia, 123
Sullivan

Sycamore Stable's b cGilead, by St. Saviour—Mistake, 102...Coombs 2

M. J- Kelly's br g Happy Dav, by Emperor Felicitv, 108.. .J. Murphy 3

Time, 2:0S>£.

Alexis and Carmel also rau.

Fourth race—Over four hurdles, purse 8250. One and an eighth
miles.

D. Dennison's b g Dave Douglass, by Leinster—Lilly Simpson. 130
Dennison 1

J. M. Cooper's b g Albatross, by Pill Box—Delia Walker 140
Galindo 2

r>. J, MeCarty & Co.'s eh g Guadaloupe, by Grinstead—Josie C,
147 Sandv 3

Time. 2:06.

Garnett, Morton aud First Lap also ran.

Fifth race—Consolation purse, purse 5250. Six furlongs.

George Howson's cb h Royal Flush, by Thrae Cheers—Rosette. 104

Saviour-Sycamore Stable's b h Zobair, by St.

(i. Appleby's eli c Conde,

Hazlett 1

Nighthawk, 110
,

Peters 2
by Duke of Norfolk—Mav D., 110

McAuliffe 3
Time, 1:15&

Charles A., Duke Stevens, Huntsman, Chevalier, Polaski and Amo
also ran.

NINTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15.

This was thelasLday of the greatest race meeting ever held

in Sacramento. The programme offered was the poorest of

the week, but it was not the fault of the directors, but the

horsemen. Most of them had their horses scratched at the

last moment. The weather was delightful and although the

attendance was not as large as that of the past two days,

it was just as enthusiastic. The racing was all onesided and

the one-two-three order in which the contestants came in

made the pool sellers feel that this was the only holiday they

have enjoyed since the meeting commenced. There was no

special train to the city and a large number of people had to

remain until to-morrow.

The first race on the programme was the much-talked-of

free-for-all. The trotting tourists, Klamath, Ottinger, Dan

Velox and Altao all appeared on the track, as pools were

selling on Ottinger at $25, Klamath $9, field $3. Klamath's

head and neck were enveloped in a sweater and when the

drum tapped he flew up in the air and dropped back to last

place as Ottioger and Altao started like a team to show the

•way. Dan Velox broke at the first turn and fell back, but

he still held the third place. Going down the back turn

Ottinger forged abead and was a length in front of Altao,

Dan Velox a length further away and two leogths in advance

of Klamath. When near the half-pole Klamath made a

little effort to get to the third place and did so. He never
quit gainiug and as the homestretch was reached trotted past

Altao, and "Cookie-"like. was coming to the wire but Ot-
tioger seemed to have had too much advantage and jogged in

a winner by four lengths in 216, Altao third, two lengths be-

hind Klamath, Dan Velox last.

Pools remained unchanged as the great quartette came
for the word in the nest heat. Raymond, behind Klamath,
did not lay behind as far, and as the quarter-pole was reached
he had the little fellow only a length behind Ottinger, Altao
at his bike and Dan Velox three lengths further away. The
distance between the horses increased as the half was passed.

Ottinger had the most speed and kept the advantage to the
wire, Klamath making a game struggle all the way, but just

as he was within two lengths of the leader, he broke and Ot-

tinger came in a winner in 2:13 FTe trotted the second half

in 1:054. Dan Velox was third three lengths away, Altao
last.

Retting on the third heat was Ottinger, $35 to $7 on the

field. Raymond, the driver of Klamath, was deposed from
his position by the judges, and Walter Maben substituted.

The judges had not forgotten the race meeting of last year,
and thought that the horse ought to have as much speed as

he had then. Raymond showed by his tickets that he stood
ti win $400 on the result of his horse winning the race.

There was a murmur of approval as Walter Maben donned
the garnet cap and sat behind the game little gelding. Ottin-

ger led with Klamath second, Don Velox third and Altao
lait. At the half-pole Ottinger was eight lengths behind.
Maben began to drive und to the head of the homestretch
" Eat 'em up Cookie," came like the race horse he is, and as

Keating was using the whip vigorously on the ribs of his

game gelding, Maben was tapping Klamath gently. Inch by
inch he gained onOttinger aud amid the greatest excitement
he landed the little horse at Ottinger's throat just as the lat-

ter got under the wire in 2: 12. The heat and the free-for-all

race was ended, and the backers of Klamath were
satisfied they had seen a splendid contest for their money.
Trince Nutwood, a fine-looking three-year-old pacer bv

Dexter Prince, out of Luella (dam of Myrtle, 2:19.1), by
Nutwood, driven by Free Haney, paced a mile in 2:21^ with
J very bad break on the back turn. He belongs to Senator
Benj. F. Langford, and is one of the sweetest-gaited pacers
we have seen this year.

The next event of the afternoon was for the 2:25 class pac-
irs. There were only three starters—Eagle, Ketchum and
Waldo J. Waldo J. was the favorite at §25 against $5 on
he other two in the field. Waldo got a slight advantage in
he send-off and was going easily, but at the commencement
)f the first turn broke and fell back, and his two contestants
>assed him. Mack got him settled, and before one hundred
ards were traversed he had Waldo J. in front, and never
"ter was in danger of losing the heat. He won easily in

:20$, five lengths in front of Ketchum, who was a length in
'vance of Eagle. Waldo J. won the heat with the greatest

in 2-14I, Ketchum second, Eagle third.

Waldo J. won the next heat, and thus ended the race in
'biah he had no rivals worthy of the name. He jogged
nder the wire in 2:14, Ketchum second, five lengths behind
od Eagle twenty lengths nearer the three-quarter pole.
The California State Futurity Stake race was the imposing
ame of the next event. It was for the three-year-old
iviflion. The guaranteed value of the stake was $5,000. The

starters were Rio Alto, John Bury, Almonita and Topsy.
Rio Alto sold as favorite in the betting for $50, John Bury
$20, field $4. When the drum tapped Top?y and John Bury
were a length in advance of Rio Alto and Almonita. " At the
first sixteenth pole Rio Aito broke, and before Maben could
get him steadied the rest of the horses were ten lengths in

advance. Going steady as his sire ever did, he trotted down
the backstretch, and at the half was only a length behind.
He passed the leaders, who had been trotting like a team,
about half-way down the back turn, and trotted uuder the
wire a winner by six lengths in 2:21i. John Bury was sec-
ond, Topsy two lengths behind him. Almonita had to run
to get inside the flag.

The great colt Rio Alto got away better in the second
heat and led to the wire. John Bury was second, six
lengths behind, Topsy three lengths further away and a
length in advance of Almonita. Time, 2:21 A.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting, free fer all, purse 51,200.

Keating <fc Otjinger's brg Ottinger, by Dorsey's Nephew
Keating 111

T. M. Raymond's b g Klamath, by Moorookus—Lady Ophir
Raymond and Maben 2 2 2

P. J. Mann's b h Altao. by Altamont—Sallie M Lindsey 3 4 3
P. MEvoy's br g Dan Velox, by Black Prince McEvoy 4 3 4

Time, 2:16. 2:13, 2:13.

Second race—Pacing, 2:25 class, purse S600.

W. L. Hardison's g g Waldo J., by Bob Mason—Richmond
Mack 1 l 1

C. A. Durfee's b s Ketchum, by Gossiper—Echo Durfee 2 2 2
C. A. Owen's b c Eagle, by War Eagle—Grace Owens 3 3 3

Time, 2:20^, 2:14%, 2:14.

Third race—Trotting, California State Fair Futurity, three-year-old
diyision, value $50,00.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto—Elsie
Maben 1 1 1

Vendome Stock Farm's b c John Burv.by Antinous—Muldoon
Bunch 2 2 2

F. W. Loeber's br m Topsy, by Grandissimo—Flora B
Loeber 3 3 3

A. L. Hart's Almonita, by Director—Almonta
J Sanders 4 4 4

Time, 2:21%, 2:21%, 2:20%.

B. F. Langford's blk c Prince Nutwood, by Dexter Prince
—Luella, driven by Haney, walked over the three-year-old
pacing stake. He paced the mile easily in 2:21 J, thus adding
another Dexter Prince to the list.

Fourth Annual Races of the Southern Cali-

fornia Polo Club.

The above were run off at Santa Monica on September 10th

and 11th, and surpassed all previous fixtures by a great deal.

Some very high-class ponies ran, and all of them were very

fair. The track is a three-quarter mile one. It is certainly

very slow, probably on account of its steep gradients, as the

footing seemed very good. It is not fenced, and was originally

constructed by the Polo Club. This club does about all that

is done to made Santa Monica attractive to the belter classes,

and does not get any outside support or very much encour-

agement.

It seems a pity that the local land-owners and people of

Santa Monica have not sufficient enterprise to build and en-

close a good race track, for if there is a place in Southern

California where a track would pay well it is Santa Monica.

If the money that is wasted every year in paying the Grand
Army of the Republic and the militia to camp at Santa Mon-

ica for a week or so were saved and put into a well-managed

track, a paying investment would be assured.

The stewards were Messrs. J. Hoy, D. Acker, F. G. Ryan,

J. B. Procter, H. A. Winslow, Roy Jones. Messrs. E. Ryan,

H. McGregor and H. A. Winslow acted as judges, and the

starting was done by Mr. A. H. Bell and assistants.

Proceedings opened on Monday with the Brookshurst
Stakes, a quarter of a mile for ponies, and like all races at

this distance was a most unsatisfactory one. Santa Clara
and Si got off well together, and why the former did not re-

main in the lead is inexplicable, as she can beat the other
any day of the week. Wonder got off badly and Conejo was
left about three lengths. He rapidly ran around his horses,

crossed and shut in Santa Clara near the post, came in sec-

ond by a neck, and was promptly disqualified. Si won and
Santa Clara got second money.
These short races should never be included in any pro

gramme, as it is seldom that the best horse wins unless he
happens to outclass the rest.

The Arcadia Stakes, a harness race for local horses, three-
quarters of a mile heats, 2 in 3, came next, and came near
maring the whole meeting. Messrs. Stevens and Stewart en-

tered a bay gelding called Mony, stating at the time that it

was a horse they had owned and driven in Santa Monica for

the past year. In the first heat a brown pacer driven by Mr.
Henry Bell of Los Angeles, purporting to be this horse,

quite outclassed the others and won easily. There was an ob-
jection immediately, but the evidence on both sides was so

conflicting and unsatisfactory that the judges were obliged to

allow the race to go on as before; but they state that the

money would not be paid over until an investigation had
been held. Statements were rife to the effect that the horse
did not belong to Stevens & Stewart, and was a pacer named
Tulare Bell who is entered in races in the Southern Circuit.

This is probably the case, but who he really belongs to is not
so clear. Perhaps his owner will state and explain at the

same time why he allowed him to be made use of to attempt
a job of this kind.

The owner of Stamboul II, foolishly withdrew his horse
after the first heat.

Mr. R. L. Bettner's whip was well driven by his owner
and won the second heat (perhaps on sufference) iu 2:08; and
and the third heat was taken easily in 2:07 by Mony, or

Tulare Bell, or whatever his name is. On the next day the
Stewards announced that the matter had been investigated,

and that they had obtained sufficient evidence to warrant
them believing that the horse was not Mony and that there-

fore the first money would go to Whip and second money to

Dick.
The Hoy Stakes, one mile for horses, was the great betting

event. Vendome was made favorite. It was generally con-

sidered a sure thing for him if he did not run out, but the
Spaniards were very sweet on Sleepy Charlie, a local horse

by St. David, out of a Norfolk mare. They were sent off to a

straggling start, Dr. Crawford having considerably the worst

of it. Four Aces gradually pulled his way to the front. At

the three-eighths pole Vendome bolted the track and was fol-

lowed by El Oceano. San Joaquin and May GoldiDg seemed
out of it from the start, and at the half Four Aces, who was
very short of work, had shot his bolt. Here Sleepy Charlie,
the best-trained horse of ibe lot, took command, and the race
was never afterwards in doubt, though Dr. Crawford made a
good try and made up a lot of ground in the si raight, event-
ually being beaten about a length and a half in 1:51.
The hurdle race for ponies closed the day's proceedings.
Fanny was mads favorite and merited her backers' confi-

dence, as she took the lead at once, jumped well, was ntver
headed, and won comfortably but not easily, hotly pursued
all the way by Chief, who also acquitted himself well. Mr.
Parker rode a verv good race and his victory was a very popu-
lar one. At the first hurdle Sheila—a previous winner

—

wanted to cut it, swerved while jumping, cannoned against
Tidal Wave and knocked her clean over.

SDMMABIES.
September lOih.—The Brookshurst Stakes, one quarter mile for

ponies.

Mr. F. S. Lertz's b g Si, 175 owner 1

Mr. G. L. Waring's b m Santa Clara, 167 Mr. F. (J. Baker 2
Time, 0:27.

Conejo, Wonder and Chief also ran.

The Arcadia Stakes, harness race. Six-furlong heats.

BgMony Mr. H. Bell 1 > 1

BgWhip Mr. R. L. Bettner 2 1 2
Bg Dick 4 3 3
Bl h Stamboul II Mr. J. Chapman 3 u u

Time, 2:11, 2:0S, 2:07.

The Hoy Stakes, one mile for horses, weight for age.

Machado Stable's bg Sleepy Charlie, 122 F. Borjorquez 1
Mr. J. W. Flagg'sch h Dr. Crawford, 122 2

Time, 1:51.

Four Aces. El Oceano, Vendome, San Joaquin and May folding
also ran.

The Acker Hurdle Race for ponies, one mile over six hurdles.

Mr. J. A. Parker's b m Fannv. 156 owner l
Mr. Brotherton's ch g Chief, 143 2

Time, 2:17.

Sniela and Tidal Wave also ran.

On the second day the half-mile pony race came first on
card. There was little betting, but Kittiwake was the favor-
ite. Fanny was left at the post. Kittiwake, od the pole, Won-
der and Conejo got away together, aDd raced neck and neck
for about an eighth. Here the rider of Kitti vake, for some
inexplicable reason, pulled out and let Si through, and Con-
ejo had obtained the lead on the outside. The latter eventu-
ally won by a leDgth, apparently easy. A fine race down the
stretch ensued between Kittiwake and Si, the former outlast-

ing the other and obtaining second place by a neck. The
time, 0:55, was good for the track at the weights. The track-

must be very slow, as VeDdome, who could run five-eighi li-

as a two-year-old in 1:03, was beaten in the three quarters in

1.22.

A handicap for polo ponies at half a mile followed. The
weights ranged from ISO pounds down to 135 pounds. The
top weight, Rita, made most of the running, and won, wiih
Wanda, 160 pounds, a good second. The latter pulled up
quite fresh and might have been nearer if more use had been
made of her in the first quarter.

The three-quarter mile for horses was au exceedingly good
race. The four horses got off exactly in line. Vendome -vas

beaten on the head round the turn to keep him from run-
ning out. The treatment was effectual, and he raced with
Sleepie Charlie for half a mile, with San Joaquin and Dr.
Crawford close up. Sleepy Charlie, however, always had
the best of it, and eventually won by a neck in 1:22, and San
Joaquin was a good third.

The mile for ponies at 150 pounds top weight followed.
Santa Clara and Kittiwake were soon fifty yards ahead of the
field. The stable companions ran together, hard held all the
way, obtaining first and second places in a canter. Rita was
a bad third and Fanny, tailed off, last.

Mr. A B. Bell started very we'l. The start for the quartet
was the only one that any complaint could be made about.

All the arrangements were well carried out and the races
all came off at the times advertised that they would.
A three-cornered match brought down the curtain on the

most successful attempt at pony-racing ever witnessed in

Southern California. Ren, Jorrocko and Prince, owners up,

had a lively race down the stretch, Ren just winning from
his son Jerrocko.

Conejo, Santa Clara, Kittiwake and Si are decidedly high-
class ponies, and the pony that can beat Conejo up to half a
mile, when he is fit, and not messed about, can run in any
company.

SUMMABIES.

The Miramar stakes, for ponies. Half-mile.

Messrs. Hoy & Martin's br g Conejo, 14S Mr. T. H. Woods 1

Mr. G. L. Waring's b m Kittiwake, 140_ Wicks 2
Time, 0:55.

Also ran Si, Wonder, Fanny.

Handicap, polo pony race. Half-mile.

Mr. Wr
. H. Young's br m Rita. 180 Mr. F. G. Baker 1

Mr. T. H. Woods' b m Wanda. 160 Owner 2
Time, 1:00%.

Also ran Jorrocks (135j. Rex (140), Prince (135), Cyclone (170).

For horses, weight fer age. Three-quarler mile.

Machado Stable's b g Sleepy Charlie. 122 F. Bojorquez 1

Mr. C. Tbornquest's cb g Vendome, 122 J. Roarh 2
Time, 1:22.

Also ran Dr. Crawford, San Joaquin.

The Winslow Stakes, for ponies. One mile.

Mr. G. L. Waring's b m Santa Clara, 142 fear. 147>...Mr. F. (;. Baker 1

Mr. G. L. Waring's b m Kittiwake. 142 G. Grimes 2
Time, 2*2.

Also ran Chief, Fanny, Rita.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Franciscu to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General ( 'dice, Xo.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

. W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passengtr Agent.
General Agent.

The great horse show to be held in this city promises to

be the best thing of the kind ever given west of New York
City.
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KING OF ALL HARNESS RACERS.

Robart J. Eclipses His Best Effort—Pacing

rtecord Set at 2:01 1-2.

Tebre Haute {Ind.), September 14—The record of

2:0U thai Robert J. made this afternoon over the four-cor-

nered track, with the other performances of a world's record

kind, stamps to-day's proceedings at the Vigo county capital

as bright gems to adorn turf history's pages. Twice was the

pacing stallion record lowered. John R. Gentry cut it down

to 2:03^ in a race, and (hen the Missouri stallion, Joe

Patchen, in a trial against time, made his time 2:04

Directly came out and tied the two-year-old pacing mark

of 2:10 that Carbonate made two days ago, and the Colorado

colt, to set the peg a notch higher, went the mile in 2:09.

Alix tried to prove herself greater than Nancy Hanks, but

failed. Her mile was in 2:04o.

At 3:20 o'clock Starter Loper introduced Robert J. to the

7,00 people present, and loud were the cheers given to the

king. It was a mighty task he was to undertake to beat

2:0-j. There was not a vacant seat in tue grand stand, and
there was not one in the good-natured crowd that did not

wish him success in his undertaking. Charley Lyons was on

duty with the pace-maker, Cheerful.

The second time down "Go !" was given and Robert J.

was off" on his record-breaking lour. At every jump Lyons
was urging Cheerful with whip and rein, as the gait of the

leader was one never seen before. lie passed the first quar-

ter in 0:30], with his companion two lengths in the rear. The
silent man was making no urging drive, only encouragment
over the lines to Robert J. being needed.

As he passed the half, 1:00$ the game bay had gained a

hit and was being driven at every stride. Circling around
the turn for the third quarter it was a clip that no horse in

harness ever went as he flew past the sixth furlong in 1:301,

haviug made the middle half in 0:59£. Geers was using his

supreme art as he swung around the turn for his homestretch
drive. Never did the pony make a faltering step. He
showed himself game to the core and shot uuder the wire
with courageous will.

Not long was the wait until the time indicator shot out

2:01]. The Fort Wayne and Indianapolis applause on the
record-breaking days was but faint infantile murmurs to the
thrilling shouts that broke the air. The crowd gathered
around the poDy-built son of Hartford and GeraldiDe.

Geers was lifted from his sulky and carried off up the
track by the rejoicing and enthusiastic crowd. Starter

Loper proposed three cheers for the great driver and Robert
I
.'- 2:01 1, and never has a track beard shouts go up like those

tliis afternoon. Men, women and children yelled themselves
hoarse.

Scarcely less marvelous was the great performance of the
two-year-old pacer, Carbonate. A half-hour before his only
rival, Directly, had gone to lower the mark made by Car-
bonate on Wednesday. But the fast son of Direct was un-

equal to the task, and could do no better than tie it.

Then came Carbonate, the beautiful gray son of Superior.

Jack Curry held the reins Ed. Geers with Ferdinand was
the pacemaker, and the colt went away good and strong. He
reeled ofl the first quarter in 0:31-1. Up hill he went to the

half at a 2:0Sclip, doing the half in 1:04&. Still faster was
that speedy third quarter, and at a 2:06 gait he was at the
third quarter in 1:35.

His tender mouth caused him to falter for amomont when
Curry took the reins to reef him, but only for a moment, and
:igain he was away, and landed the heat in 2:09 flat, lowering
the world's record for two-year-olds. Again the crowd went
wild and cheered both Carbonate, his owner, Major Dubois,
of Denver, and his driver till it was tired out.

The marvelous mile of John R. Gentry was made in the
opening heat of the free-for-all pace, carried over from Wed-
uesday, when he did the mile in 2:03}. Some caught the mile
aa last as 2:031, and it is believed that had the pacemaker
gone after the black five-year-old a little harder, the Pat-
chen-Wilkes horse would have done the mile iu as good as

2:03.

There was great disappointment over the Alix performance.
With so perfect a day and track it was thought the mare
ould make a new world's record for trotters; but she had
tied the Nancy Hanks mark on Wednesday, and it was too
much to make a second effort the same week.
She did not get away strong, it taking 0:31 h to do the first

quarter. When the half was reached in 1:02.1 the crowd
dropped back resignedly. The down hill to the third quar-
ter was in the same lime as the second. Then hope was
abandoned by the silent crowd. On she came at a still lower
rate, doing the mile in 2:04J. Summary :

Trotting, 2:14 class, puree $2,500 (unfinished from yester-

day)—Joseph P, won in straight heats in 2:13,2:11,2:121,
Miss Nelson, St, Vicent, Strontia, Prince Herschel, Maud C,
Courier, Answer and Brown Dick also started.

Free-for-all, punie $2,000 (unfinished vesterday). John R.
I .nit™ won the second, ihird and fourth heats and the race
in 2:03}, 2:0G, 2:07}. Hal Braden won the first heat in 2:09.

Flying jib and Reflector alsostarted.

Clark's Horse Review Consolation, purse $2,650. Baron
Dillon won in two straight heats. Time, 2:13A, 2:19. Ru-
precht, Bouncer, Futurity and Billv Parks alsostarted.

To heat 2:0-1, trotting, Alis 0:311* 1:02}, 1:33, 2:04*.

To beal the two-year-old record—Carbonate. Time, 0:311,

1:85, 2:09.

To beat 2:02j—Robert J. Time, 0:30J, 1:00}, ':301,2:0U.
To beat stallion record, 2:033, Joe Palchen. Time, 0:30V,

1:32, 2:04.

Po beat the two-year old pacing record, Directly. Time
1:38$, 2:10.

Pacing, 2:10 class, purse $2,000 (unfinished)— Direction
won the fifth mill Bixlh heats in 2:111, 2:12$. Bourbon
P*tchenwon the fire! and second heats in 2:09,2:10. Ed

u won tbe third heat in 2:10. Colonel Thornton won
i he fourth in 2:11. Aogie D., Cambridge Girl, Two Strikes
and Jack Jewettalso Started, Indianapolis Boy and Rocky
were distanced.

Pacing, 2:15 class [unfinished)—Merry Chimes won the
t and sec rod heats in 2:10J, 2:11. T. M. B. won the third

in 2:10$. Monbare, Meogain, Seal, Alioenand Brookside also
Marled.

HOW THK WiiMiFJ: is BRBD.

Robert J. was bred by R. J. C. Walker, of Willtamsport,
Pa., in 1888, and when (wo wt-cks old was as big as a hunting

dog but Irisky as a, cat. Hamlin and Geere, during the early

spring meeting at Philadelphia in 1892, saw Robert J. win a
slow pacing race and secure a record of 2:17. After some
bantering he became the property of the Village Farm, and
has since been driven by Geers, who gave him a mark that

season at the Buffalo meeting of 2:09J. It was then the

world's record for four-year-old pacers. Robert J. started in

five races in his five-year-old form and never met defeat,

closing his career of unbroken victories with a record of

2:05$, and but once this season has he lost a heat, and that to

Flying Jib in 2:07 at the Saginaw meeting in the early part

July. It was a fair battle, and the California gelding de-

feated him on his merits.

Robert J. is a red bay gelding, just fifteen hands high, and
weighs in training only S40 pounds. Heis well built, rather

on the blocky type, and is inclined to carry his head to the
right side, especially when being jogged slowly. He has a

neatly turned head, with as trim and clean-cut ears as ever
were seen on a horse's head. His broad, open face denotes
plenty of brain. He wears a five and one-half ounce shoe in

front, and does not carry a harness shop in the way of trap-

pings. Hartford, his sire, was bred at Woodburn in Ken-
tucky, and was sold to A. A. Bonner, of New York, whosold
him to R. J. C. Walker. He is bred in tbe purple and is a

son of Harold 413, which sired the chestnut queen, Maud S.,

2.08J. His dam, Judith, was a daughter of Mambrino Chief
II, second dam by Zenith, while Geraldine, the dam of

Robert J., is a daughter of Jay Gould, 2:2U, grandam Nancy
Claggett, by Mann's Senator.

Bessie Bisland "Wins the Harlem Cup.

Chicago, September 15.—Bessie Bisland won the Harlem

Cup to day, running two miles and a quarter with no more

apparent effort than if it had been half the distance. The
condition of the track after the early morning rain prevented

anything like time, although 4:21 was not poor, considering
the soft going through which the field of six had to travel.

Notwithstanding that the Brossman mare won the purse
and silver trophy easily, it wa* a pretty race and a popular
victory. The interest manifested gave evidence that long-
distance events are even more to the public liking than the
sprints which have of recent years superseded the longer
affairs.

Wildwood and King Mac were coupled at a shorter price

in the betting, but Bessie Bisland carried the bulk of the
public's compassion. The big crowd was awarded by a day
of good sport for a muddy cours?, though the small fields

were fairly balanced, and Ferguson ridded himself of each
one in short order and upon excellent terms. The winning
horses with their post odds were :

Hillsboro 35 to 1, Linda 7 to 5, Bessie Bisland 8 to 5, Mon-
terey 3 to 1 and Belle Foster 4 to 1. Although but one out-

right favorite won, the good things that showed in from gave
the talent some satisfaction in the net results. Summary :

Seven furlongs—Boro won, Nephew second, Housatonic
third. Time, 1:35J.

One mile and seventy yards—Linda won, Woolsey second,

DeBracey third. Time. 1 :54A.

Two and a quarter miles—Bessie Bisland won, Billy Mc-
Kenzie second, Wildwood third. Time, 4.21.

Six furlongs—Monterey won, De Jure second, Midas third.

Time, 1:2 U.
Six furlongs—Belle Foster won, Levana C. second, High-

land third. Time, 1:21.

AIR TO FILL SADDLES.

Racing at San Diego.

San Diego, September 11.—Manager C. C. Seaman of the

Sweetwater race taack, gave his first matinee race meeting

yesterday afternoon, and gave the people a most excellent

programme of sport, well conducted. There were a 2:40 trot,

a 3:00 trot, a three-eighths running dasb, two bicycle races

and a tilting tournament., the latter proving a very attract-

ive feature.

In the 2:40 trot there were four starters: C. C. Seaman's
br s Acquaintance, D. S. Kearney's bs Prato, W. P. Vaughn's
b g Loating Mark and R. Fisher's b g Bndd P. Prate had
the race at his mercy and won in straight heats, Loafing
Mark second and Acquaintance third. Time, 2:40, 2:4H,
2:43i. Prato is by Prestige, a son of Onward.. Loa6ng
Mark is Prato's son.

The 3:00 trot had two starters, Cad Register's br h Snelby
Chief Jr. and H. G. Dow's b m Maradine. The latter won
in straight heats. Time, 2:46, 2:42-!, 2:47. Maradine is but
four years old, and is bv Nutford.

Matt Bohnerfs s g George Bohnert, Smith Thomas' b m
Cora S. and Thomas Stratton's g g Ben were the starters in

the three-eighths dash, and it was won by George Bohnert
in 0:36*.

In the tilting tournament, out of a possible ten points the

following records were made : Lynn Boyd, 6; C. H. Sawyer,
3; George Wedekiod, 8 ; R. R. Wedekind, 4 ; K. V. ;Red-
frath, 3; C. E. Beardsley, 7. F. D. W-

Salinas Race Entries.

In addition to stake races Nos. 1, 2, 3,5 and 8, which

clo.ced some time ago, the following races have been declared

filled by the directors of the Monterey Agricultural Associa-

tion, thus leaving races numbered 4, 9, 11, 13, 14 and 15 on
the programme unfilled, aflbrdirg an opportunity for other

horses that may be here during the fair to start in the races

to be arranged over night:

Race No. 6—Trotting, for 2:2
'> class, free for all, purse

$300.—A. L. Hinds' b m Hera, I >. H. Frye's b s J. S. C, J.

H. Harris' ch m Maud H., J. D. Carr's b g Rex, James
Dwain's b m Aunty Wilkes.
Race No. 7—Running, three-quarter mile and repeat, free

for all, purse $150. Leach & Matthews' br s Sam Mount,
Charles Cockrill's b g Monarch, E. A. Dornberger's b m May-
field, W. L. Appleby's ch g Raphael.
Race No. 10—Running, seven-eighths mile dash, free for

all, purse $150. Chps. Cockrill's b g Monarch, Leach &
Matthews' br s Sam Mount, E. A. Dornberger's ch g Opiesa,

W. L. Appleby's b m Laurel, Jas. Raft's ch s Arno, A. S.

Wilson's b g Andy.
Race No. 12—Trotting, for all two-year-olds in the coun-

ties of Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo and Santa
Cruz (winner of two-year-old stake for 1894 barred), best two
in three, purse $150. J. B. Iverson's s g Monteer, C, C. Al-

len's bg Old Harry, Hebert & Son's gr f Maggie A., J. D.
Carr's br f Rosita,.!. F. Dunne's br c Antimony, H. Weather's
br a Rambler.—Salinas Index.

Pneumatios Applied to Runners—A Chicago
Man's Invention Likely to Force the

Greatly Desired Raise in "Weights.

Principles of pneumatics applied to the present system of
running races appear at first blush so visionary that the in-

clination is to pronounce the plan absurd. Yet such a thing

is not only possible, but has been tried in a race, and the test

has yielded such results that a revolution is promised in the

regulations of the running game. The medium through

which this change is promised is a pneumatic saddle. Men-
tion of the invention and its results in a race at Hawthorne
on Saturday was made in the Sunday Chicago Herald. So
important is the matter that a more extended description of

the saddle seems warranted, although it is exceedingly simple.

The pneumatic saddle looks like the ordinary racing saddle.

Inspection shows it to be a pad which can be filled with air

through a tube beneath the skirt, in the same manner as the

pneumatic tire is supplied with air, and its principle is the

same as that of the bicycle tire. The saddle weighs three

pounds. When in use it relieves the horse of the impending

dead weight he has to contend with under the ordinary

saddle.

The race horse when in action is retarded by the move-
ment up and down of the rider, and there is a certain friction
along his back through this movement of the jockey, whether
the latter rests his weight wholly in the stirrups or in the
saddle's seat. The difference to the horse in the use of the
pneumatic saddle is estimated at from 14 to 15 per cent. A
test made upon a scale served to illustrate the point. An
ordinary racing saddle placed on the scales with a heavy
weight dropped upon it from a height of six inches registered

118 pounds. The same weight dropped from the same dis-

tance upon the pneumatic saddle registered 102 pounds. But
a better test of the invention was in the seven-furlong race
at Hawthorne on Saturday. Pop Gray, famous for his sprint-
ing qualities, and Wahatchie, known to local race-goers as

an ordinary selling plater, were among the entries. The
sprinter far outclassed the plater, and was considered so sure
of the race that be was backed down to 1 to 2.

Further, Pop Gray had the better jockey up, carried 106
pounds to the plater's 112, although pounds the better horse
at even weights. The manner in which Wahatchie beat Pop
Gray in the drive along the stretch to the wire was described
in The Herald account yesterday morning, and the ease with
which the plater drew away from the superior horse in a
hard drive was the great surprise of the day to the spectators.

Under the present system of weights many of the first-class

jockeys are debarred through inability to make weight. In
consequence owners are compelled to give mounts to younger,
less experienced and physically weaker jockeys or stable

lads. There has long been a sentiment, and a growing one, in

favor of raising the scale. The pneumatic saddle promises
to be the medium through which this change shall be brought
about. Through it the scale of weights can be increased ten

pounds and still relieve the horse of many pounds less than
he carries under the present regulations. For instance, a horse
that \inder tbe scale must carry 1 22 pounds, would, under the

raised scale, be imposted 122 pounds. With the ordinary
saddle this would anchor many speedy animals. With a
pneumatic saddle and its consequent reduction in the dead
weight impediment the same horse would be carrying what
would be to him under the present system of weights 113
pounds. These figures are the calculations of those who are

enthusiastic and who have watched the experiments with

the pneumatic saddle from the time it was being prepared
for use upon Dr. Rice in the Brooklyn handicap.
The opinion of conservative racing men is that the pneu-

matic saddle is destined to work a great change in the present

regulations through its saving to the horse of the concussion

that now impedes his progress in a hard race. Fred Foster

has been experimenting for weeks at the Harlem track with

the new saddle, which is the invention of John A. Metcalf,

of Chicago. In this connection a story of the way it came
to Foster's knowledge may be of interest. It was a few days

before the great Brooklyn handicap that a Chicago man vis-

ited Foster at Sheepshead Bay. Foster and his visitor were
stretched upon the grass and were talking of Dr. Rice's

chances in the great race soon to be run. The weight the

Doctor was to carry was mentioned.
" I can arrange it so that instead of 112 the Doctor will in

effect only carry ninety-eight pounds," the Chicago man de-

clared.
" Might do it by cutting off one of Taral's legs." Foster

sarcastically replied.
" No, it can be done, and legitimately."

"You're a daffy," Foster said, looking suspiciously and
critically at bis friend.

The pneumatic saddle was explained. Foster sprang to

his feet. " The very thing," he exclaimed, "I'll have Taral

here in the morning." He did so and the saddle was tried.

As they constructed the invention had a small piece of tin

at the base of the pad, now replaced by a piece of steel. Tbe
day before the great race it was tried on Sull Ross with

Hueston up. The piece of tin cut through the pad, burst the

pneumatic arrangement, and the saddle was not used upon

the Doctor in the handicap. A later improvement in the

pneumatic saddle is an aluminum belt which passes directly

over the pummel. This belt contains a number of pockets

similarto those in a cartridge belt. As mercury is the heav-

iest of known substances for j.ts bulk, it is intended to make

weight with mercury cartridges, each ol which will weigh

one pound and fit into the belt as do cartridges in the belt of

the militiaman. It is expected that the use of the pneumatic

saddle will result in the Jockey Club and Turf Congress tak-

ing cognizance of tbe matter and ultimately cause these or-

ganizations to raise the scale of weights.
«,

A correspondent writing from Bozeman, Mont., under

date of September (1th, says :
" I would call jour attention to J

my Belle H., who won a heat in Missoula on July 4th, this <

year, in 2:29, and also another heat on July 5th, same place. I

in 2:26}. The stallion Bozeman, formerly owned by J. C.

Hamlin, of Buffalo, and called St. Thomas, won a heat on

August 2d at Anaconda in 2:17. He is in some of the papers

He is by Mambrino King, out of Aleen T., by Hamlin's Al-

mont Jr."

y
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THE TURF IN ENGLAND.

W. Grahame Roes' Three Months' Visit to the

Old Country.

Mr. W. Grahame Ross, the manager of Tattersall's of

New York, who has bat recently returned from a three

months' visit to England, states that the condition of the

blood stock market there is about the same as it is here in

America. To a Spirit representa We who made inquiries

on this and other points in regard to turf matters in the old

country Mr. Ross said :
" So far as prices are concerned in

England, yearlings of good conformation and size, and of

fashionable breeding, have brought the past season j ust as

good prices as ever, but the general run of stock bred to sell

has been a drug in the market. The reason of this is to be

found in the falling off in the demand for English horses, the

lack of purchasers from the Continent, from America, and

fro n the Argentines, aud in the general hard times. The

limes are very dull, indeed, in England. The most import-

ant sales that took place while I was there were those of the

entire studs of Her Majesty, the Queen, of the Duchess of

Montrose and of the late Mr. Abington Baird. The prices

reilized at the sale of the Duchess of Montrose and of the

late Mr. Abington Baird quite equaled those in the very best

years, and had the mares been bred to fashionable stallions

instead of to horses as Jannissary, Macheath and TristaD,

they would have brought double the money. If they had
been bred to St. Simon, Galopin, Hampton and stallions

of that class they would have realized at least §160,000.

I'rince Esterbazy, for the Australian Govern-
ment, purchased the highest-priced one. Shall We Remem-
ber, by Isonomy, out of Sonsie Queen, by Musket. Tristan

was a cheap horse, Mr. Luczenbacher, of Hungary securing
this bargain for $16,500. A nong Mr. Abington Baird's lot

was sold one of the most beautiful mares in England, Busy
Body, by Petrarch, out of Spinaway, with a filly foal at foot,

a full sister lo Meddler. Sir Blundell Maple purchased the

mare, a real bargain al $17,500, but very unwisely, I thought,

allowed the sister of Meddler to go to Mr. Hamar Bass, one of

the famous firm of brewers of Bass' ale, for $4,650. Merry
Hampton, who was purchased by George Barrett, the well-

known jockey, for $7,500, was a tremendously cheap horse.

He is a beautiful horse, a Derby winner, and has himself
already begun to get winners. The sale of the Queen's Stud
at Hampton Court was one of the most successful of the whole
season. The highest price reached here was $10,000 for

Sanda, by Wenlock, dam of Sainfoin and Golden Garter, who
has recently been brought to this country by Mr. J. B. Hag-
gin. It seemed a pity to disperse this valuable collection of

broodmares, as the Queen's Stud had become famous as one
of the two oldest nurseries of the thoroughbred in its original

home, as Eaton and Hampton Court were contemporaneous.
" During my stay in England, 1 visited nearly all the

breeding establishments from Welbeck, in the north, to Dev-
onshire in the south. Welbeck, the Duke of Portland's place,

has been very nnfortuoate this spring with the St. S'mon foals,

some fifteen of them (almost the entire lot) dyiog shortly

after birth from blood poisoning. Whether this was due to

conditions existing on the stud farm, or to constitutional

causes, has not yet been determined. But it would seem de-

sirable as a matter of precaution, where the services of such
a high-priced stallion as St. Simon are in consideration, that

the ground which has for so many generations been used as

a paddock should be turned up and freshly sown to grass, so

that it may be sweetened and purified by the action of the
sun aod air. These paddocks have been in use as horse pas-

tures for a great many generations, and must be more or lets

contaminated by the constant droppings from the animals
who have been so long reared upon them. In addition to this

it seems that bone dust has been used to promote a strong
growth of grass, and from these two facts it seems prob-
able that nidus may have been formed from the develop-
ment of microbes, which finding an entrance through the
unhealed naval string of the foals, produced constitutional

disease, resulting in blood poisoning. It is in fact not at all

unlikely, when one remembers that the foals run with the
mares and lie upon the ground a good portion of the time,

that some germ producer of blood poisoning entered by the
open naval and set up inflammation and constitutional dis-

ease, which resulted in death. It would have been much
better for St. Simon aud Donovan, and for the breeders gen-
erally who bred -to these horses, had they bees taken to Eger
ton House, at Newmarket, where Ayrshire and St. Serf, the
Duke of Portland's other stallions, are.

" Although much of m * time was devoted to breeding and
stud matters I saw some splendid racing, including the two
great battles between Isinglass, Lad as and Bullingdon. Since
the famous field at Ascot, when Boiard beat Flageolot, Don-
caster, Gang Forward, Marie Stuart and Kaiser, all winners
of classic races, I have not seen such a field of high-class
horses as that which galloped over the Bunbury Mile at the
first July meeting at Newmarket. This Bunbury Mile is the
stiffest course in England, perhaps in the world, having a
steep hill, with a rise for three furlongs at the finish. Priest-
holme, a very fast horse for five furlongs, made the running
for Isinglass. He set the pace so fast that Raeburn, who beat
Isinglass for speed in the Lancashire Plate last year, dropped
out before five furlongs had been run. Priestholme was the
next to stop, leaving Ladas at the head of affairs. In the dip
before the ascent was begun it looked odds on Ladas, for Isin-
glass was already at the whip. Half way up the hill it was
apparent that Ladas would not stay, and at this moment a
new factor appeared on the scene. Bullingdon, the most
carefully ridden horse in the race, came with a splendid
rush, and challenging Isinglass a hundred yards from home,
just failed to get up, being beaten by the shortest of
heads. Had Ladas been ridden out all three horses
would have finished heads apart, but Watts, seeing that he
could not beat Isinglass, eased the three-year-old up. In this
race Isinglass showed his stout heart and breading, for Loates
rode him with whip and spur for three furlongs up the
severest hill on any race-course in Englaud, with the crush-
ing impost of 143 lbs., 40 lbs. of which at least must have
been dead weight. Ravensbury, as usual, ran consistently.
He has been purchased by Captain Machell and entered in
the Autumn handicaps. It will not be at all surprising if he
should win the Cesarwich this year.
"At the nest meeting of these giants at Sandown, under

exactly the same conditions as to weight, but on a remarka-
bly easy course, which is down hill for the first half mile,
with a slight ascent at the finish,the result was just the same.
Priestholme dashed off in the lead, setting a great pace; but,
fast as he was going, Isinglass kept about an open length
behind, and could evidently have stridden over him at
will. On the turn Isinglass headed Priestholme, and, go-
ing on, won practically as he liked from Ladas. Ladas,
who had lain out of his ground in the first part of the
race, undoubtedly from instructions, made it up on
the turn, and for a few strides two furlongs from home
seemed to have the speed uf Isinglass, but could never get up
to him. I have seen Isinglass run nearly all his races, and I
am satisfied that he never before was as fit, never had so
much dash and go as on this occasion. Isinglass is, in my
opinion, the best son of Isonomy we have seen, not excepting
the great Common, and there can be little doubt that he will
carry on at the stud the traditions of his magnificent sire.

Isinglass is a beautiful bay, over sixteen hands high, with
great depth through the heart, showing tremendous vital
force, wonderful substance, short legs, short cannons, long
arms and loog thighs. He is a horse of fine consiltition, a
valuable requisite in a stallion. He will probably put Iso-
nomy at the head of the list of winning stallions this year, as
the Jockey Club Slakes at Newmarket, another £10,000 af-

fair, seems to be at his mercy, although St. Simon will run
him close. Speaking of St. Simon, bis glorious little daugh-
ter, La Fleche, won the Ascot Cnp from the long striding
Callistrate, a French horse, but unfortunately her connections
were notsatisfied with running her two and a half miles one
day, but dragged her out the next to run a mile and a half
against a smart horse like Kavensbury, who as a three-year-
old was always within five or seven pounds of Isinglass, thus
needlessly tarnishing the fame of one of the best fillies of
modern times. But some owners of grand race-horses seem
never to be satisfied.

" Among the two-year-olds there bas been a great deal of
in and out running in the foremost division, but by the time
Goodwood was reached they bad settled down into the fol-

lowing order of merit: Tarporley, Kirkconell, Saintly,

L'tica, Curzon and Kissing Cup. It will thus be seen that St.

Simon, as usual, has a majority of the good two-year-olds, his
children being Tarporley, the best colt; Saintly, the best filly,

and Utica, the next best. Kirkconell is by Royal Hampton,
who every year gets at least one good one. It is said that
there are several dark horses in the two-year-old division
still to come out. Among them may be mentioned Le Var,
by Isonomy, out of St. Marguerite, and Laveno, a brother to

Orvieto. So far it appears that in England, as here, the two-
year-olds are not a very high-class lot. But, of course, some-
thing may show in both countries later on.

With regard to future events, the St. Leger, which is very
near at hand now— it will be run on the 1 1 iust.—will proba-
bly settle down into a very strong betting race on Leger day,
a great many practical turfmen having the opinion that Ladas
cannot stay, judged by his two races with Isinglass. Still

he has beaten horses of his own age easily enough at a
mile, a mile and a quarter and a mile and a half, and
there seems to be no good reason why he should not
beat them at a mile and three quarters, the St. Leger
distance. It is a tolerably easy course, although the race
itself is famous for more surprises than any other of the
English classic events on account of the wonderful im-
provement of the fillies at that season of the year. How-
ever, the fillies this year are not of the same
class as the colts. Altogether the field will

probably be comprised of Ladas, Matchbox, Son
o' Mine, Amiable, Throstle, Lady Minting and None
the Wiser. If any af this lot should overthrow Ladas, it

should be Matchbox, who is going on remarkably well in his

preparation, is a very sound horse, and will be delivered at the

post in John Porter's best condition, which means a great

deal in a Leger." [By Editor—Throstle won the great

slake, Ladas second, Matchbox third.
" The Anti Gambling League made quite a stir in the be-

ginning of the season. It summoned a few bookmakers at

Nottingham, but the prosecution was dismissed by the justices

on strictly legal grounds. Since then it has made no head-
way, as its aims are distinctly at variance with the common
sense of the Eoglif-h public, which seems to be in accord
with that of the American people on this subject."—N. Y.
Spirit of the Times.

At Salinas Track.

The time is fast approaching for our annual fair, and the

race track these fine mornings is the scene of some fast and

exciting brushes down the homestretch, as the different train-

ers are straining every nerve to get their horses in condition

for the contests in which they must contend. Many of the

best horses are now absent on the big circuit, and a number

of those left here, because not quite good enough to do battle

with the phenomenally speedy ones that the big circuit has

developed, have been out of form with coughs and epizootic.

They are now, however, rounding to in good shape, and when
the judge's bell rings them up the first of next month most
of them will be keyed up to the proper pitch to give a good
account of themselves and fulfill the hopes and expectations

of their trainers and owners.

A visit to the track yesterday morning and an inspection

of the stock by the writer, showed the following high class

stork now in training there:

F. M. Hammett, who has charge of the track under a

lease, has in his stable the Monterey County Breeder's Asso-
ci?tion's Electioneer stallion Eugeneer, dam Lady Ellen.

Eugeneer is the sire of Genevieve, 2:30, as a two-year-old, and
the little training that has been given him shows that he has
inherited the speed of the Electioneers.

Mr. Hammett is also handling his own fine roadster Pecro,

a bay gelding by Reliance, dam by Venture.

W. B. Ford's three year-old bay filly by Salinas 20,302
(formerly St. Patrick), dam by son of Williamson's Bel-

mont.
M. J. Smeltzer's two year old bay gelding by Napa Wilkes,

dam the dam of Billy Baxter.

T. H. McNamee has in his stab'e his handsome brown
horse Almont, by Altamont, dam by (general Taylor; Tulare
Lake Boy, a two year-old brown c°lt (pacer), by Almont, a

son of Altamont, dam by Altamont ; Charcoal, a black colt

by Silkwood, 2:07, dam by Altoona S850, the property of Gus
Kasling.

In James Dwain's stable, which is in charge of Bob
Stewart while Mr. Dwain is away on the circuit, we found the

following

:

Hebert & Son's br c Plufo, yearling, by Bruno, 2:19, dam
by Altoona 8850.
Maggie A., gr f, two years old, by Alpheus 8847, dam

Maggie Voorhees. by Dan Voorhees, 2:23£

.

Altoona (pacer), b f, three years, by Altoona S850, dam
Dolly, the dam of Bruno, 2:19.

Wm. Vanderhurst's b m, Salinas Maid, 2:30. by Junto,
2:22, dam Mamie V., by Carr's Mambrino 1789.
Lady Wilson (owned at Watsonville), gr m, by Jim L.,

2.20, dam untraced.
Jessie D. Carr's string, without Rex and Bay Rum, that

are away on the circuit, is in charge of W.J. Fleming,
and contains the following :

Eros Jr., b g, by Eros, dam Bertha, by Carr's Mambrino.
Rosita, a brown two-year-old filly, a full sister to Eros Jr.
Genevieve, 2:30 as a two-year-old, br f, by Eugeneer, dam

Flossie, by Carr's Mambrino.
Little Change, 2:31, b m, bv Carr's Mambrino, dam Stella

D., by Elmo.
Sea Breeze, a bay gelding, full brother to Little Change.
Pat McCartney's stable is composed of the following :

W.J.Lynn's Gilpatrick, 2:29j, b b, by Junio, 2:22.
by old Gilpatrick (thoroughbred).

Charles C. Allen's Old Hurry, b g, bv Alpheus, 2:25, dam
Pocahontas, by Erwin Davis 5557.
Hiram Corey's blk f, by Altoona, 8850, dam by Wapsie

;

black colt, three years,"bv Sidney, 2:19$; bay colt, two
years, by Whips, dam by Gen. Benton.
M. H. Clark's Billy Oaks, gr h, by John Sevenoaks, dam

by Carr's Mambrino.
J. W. Bagby's Junio Jr., b h, by Junio, 2:22, dam un-

traced.—Salinas Journal.

2:22, dam

Domino and Henry of Navarre Run a Dead Heat-

New York, September 15.—After raining more or less all

night, with a sharp shower early this morning, the air cleared

and a warm sun came out with a cool beeeze which dried ou>

the Gravesend track. A more propitious day could not have
been desired for the race at a mile and a furlong between
Domino and Henry of Navarre. The attendance was the

best of the meeting. The odds were 1 to 2 against Domino
and 7 to 5 against Navarre.

Riley Grannan, the plunger, hung out 3 to 5 on the former
after the banquet race, and soon had all the business he could
attend to, for within a few seconds he had taken in three
$10,000 bets and three of $5,000 each. Smaller amounts
rushed in, and he had soon taken in $60,000. At the end of
the betting his total was §106,070., on whieh he stood to lose
$63,602, and then he had got all he wanted and stood at ease
waiting for the race.

There was scarcely an instant's delay at the post and the
two went away in perfect order. ComiDg lo the grand stand
for the Hist lime both were under a gentle pull, but was mov-
ing pretty fast. In ihe next eighth the pace was quickened
a bit, for Domino went out and took the rail. Both Taral
and Doggett steadied their mounts as they rounded the lower
turn.

Then there was a little easing up of the tight rein and with
Dominostill a length in front they made the next eighth in
0:12L The three-quarters was reached in 1:16, the last

eighth being reeled off in 0:11 \. Both jockeys were riding
fordearlife. Faster and faster they flew, and the next eighth
was covered in 0:11$. The last quarter around the turn was
run in 0:23}. Into the stretch they rushed, and when they
were straightened out for home it could be seen Domino's
faltering gait was present. Taral whipped his mount with a
switch, while Doggett had not yet taken to the whip.

" Domino is beaten !" went up from the thousands of on-
lookers. It was not ali plain sailing for Henry of Naverre,
however, as he was faltering, and fourteen seconds was the
best they could do for that eighth. Then Doggett went to
the whip, for he could not hold the advantage of a head
which he had at that point, and the black colt slowly crept
up until their noses were even, and so they ran to the end.
The judges were unable to separate them, and amid the cheers
of the crowd the "dead" shingle was hung out and the
owners agreed to divide. For the second time Domino ran
even with a rival. Henry of Navarre held him at the dis-

tance, as Dobbins did previously in a match race. Summary:
One mile and a sixteenth—Harrington won, Dobbins sec-

ond, Ed Kearney third. Time, 1!49.

Five and a half furlongs—Rubicon won, Jack of Spades
second, Chattanooga third. Time, 1:07£.

Six furlongs—Harry Reed won, Counter Tenor second,
Salvation third. Time, 1:14].

One mile and a quarter—Banquet won, Sir Walter second.
Time, 2:16}.

One mile and an eighth—Dead heat between Domino and
Henry of Navarre. Time, 1:15.1.

Five furlongs—Tinge won, Sir Dixon Jr. second, Second
Attempt third. Time, 1:01.}.

One mile and a sixteenth—Emin Bey won, Soiig and
Dance second, Jack Rose third. Time, 1:49}.

New Louisville Jockey Club Stakes.

Louisville, September 14.—The new Louisville Jockey

Club is out with its first official announcement regarding

stakes. From its entry blanks sent out to-day it will be seeu

that a number of radical changes have been effected in the

classic stakes of Kentucky. The Kentucky Derby, for in-

stance, for twenty years at a mile and a half, and once the

greatest stake in America, has been reduced to a mile and a

quarter.

The Clark Stakes and Kentucky Oaks, both equally as old

as the Derby, have also been reduced, the former to a mile
and an eighth and the latter to a mile and a sixteenth, but

while the distances have been reduced the values of each have
been increased. The Derby is now guaranteed to be worth
$6,000 cash, the forfeit system having been entirely abolished.

All its stakes hereafter, in fact, the new jockey club an-
nounces, will be guaranteed, and not of less than $2,000 cash
value.

The reduction of the Kentucky Derby distance was neces-

sary, according to the statement of Secretary Price. The
conditions of the turf, he claims, have changed. Turfmen
no longer train their three year-olds to go a mile and a half

in the early spring. In sum ner with the present methods
prevailing, it do not hurt a colt a great deal, if any, but such

a race in the spring is apt to unfit him for the remainder of

the season.
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Ra cinsr at Portland (Or.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

Nowhere in Portland did the sudden meteorological muta-

tion of Monday night create more distress yesterday than

that at Irvington Park. It transformed a perfect track into

a quagmire, and it also kept away many people who would

have been there if the excellent card had been backed by de-

cent weather. The attractiveness of the programme was ex-

emplified by the size of the crowd that did ignore the cer-

tain signs of rain, for at least 1,500 people entered the gate

daring the afternoon drizzle. A surprisingly large number

of them were women, but ihe bulk were made up of men

who knew—or believed they knew—something about horse-

flesh, and were able and willing to risk money in support of

their judgment. It was not astonishing, therefore, that the

betting on each event was heavy, or that more cash went

through the pool-boxes than was recorded the opening day.

The talent had no reason to bless the mud. It dumped

them heavily on the three-eighths-mile dash and the Port-

land Suburban, and it made them.very nervous as to the re-

sult of the 2:28 class trot. Both running events were won by

the very shortest kind of horses, and the favorite in the har-

ness race had lost three heats before he became well enough
acquainted with the art of skating to slide to victory. A
special trot for horses in the 2:20 class was one of the strong-

est magnets on the card, but the 2:28 affair slepped over into

the dusk and prevented any more racing until to-day. A nice

straightaway track had been constructed for Wheelman
Prince and Schock to perform on, but it, too, was knocked
out by the rain.

For the three-eighths mile dash Joe D., Cyclone, Lulu B-,

Arago, Richmond, Tampa, Funny, George Dixon and Mop-
sey were the entries, and the nine of them went to the post,

each carrying 119 pounds, with the exception of Dixon,
whose freight was three pounds heavier. Lulu had beaten

moc t of them at the distance and with the weight, and she
sold even against the field, in which Joe D. was best thought
of. The start was made in a steady drizzle, and was delayed

by the obstinate behaviour of Mopsey, to whom the starter

was more considerate than she deserved. They got away in

a close bunch, and as they strung out the favorite was closer

to rear than to front of the procession. Richmond led into

the stretch, and beat Joe D. by half a length in 0:37£, George
Dixon third.

Richmond is an aged bay gelding by Dudley Howard. He
was entered by J. B. Jacobs.

Dottie Reed, with 108 pounds up ; C. M. C, 97 ; Mowilza,
102; Lonnie B., 105, and Zamlock, 112, lined up for the
Portland Suburban Handicap, one mile. Zamlock opened as

first choice in the selling, with Mowilza and C. M. C. close

up. but before the betting closed C. M. C. was carrying the

talent's money at odds of $20 against $IG for Zamlock, $12
for Mowilza, $10 for Lonnie B. and $6 for Dottie Reed.
They got away in nice shape, and Lonnie B. led the string

at the first turn. At the quarter C. M. C. began to close up,

and before the half was reached he had passed her. At the

half be began to fade, and rounding the third turn Lonnie
overtook bim. He was out of the race after that. Lonnie
led under a pull the remainder of the distance, winning the

Suburban in 1:45$, Zamlock second, Dottie Reed third. Mu-
tuels paid $17.70.

Lonnie B. is a chestnut raare by London—Luella, and
Maley & Bowley are her owners. She was the only horse in

the race that wore mud-plates.

There were clear skies when Black Diamond, Malheur,
Rickreall and Montana werecilled out for the 2:28 class trot,

but the track was very heavy. Montana was first choice for

the race, the others selling at varying odds against. Black
Diamond did the trotting to the quarter, with Malheur sec-

ond, Montana third and Rickreall last. In the backstretch

tbey were widely strung out, but after rounding the third

turn Malheur began closing up on the Diamond and beat

him home by a head, Montana a tardy third and Rickreall

away beyond the flag. Time, 2A2L
When they scored up for the second heat Judge Nesmith

asked Taylor, behind Montana, if he had driven the horse to

win the first one, and the answer was in the affirmative, of

course. Then they started. Black Diamond was leading
Montana by a couple of lengths at the quarter, where the

latter broke into a gallop, which he maintained for a full

eighth, and when he resumed trotting he was on even terms
with his chief competitor. From the three-quarters to the

turn he made a two-lengths gap, but he lost his advantage by
going up and allowing both the others to pass him. Black
Diamond won in 2:42k again, and Montana narrowly escaped
the (lag. For the third heat Charlie Woods was substituted

for Taylor behind the fovorite, whose backers were decidedly
nervous. Woods drove the horse steadily and well, but it

was evident that the mud was against bim. Black Diamond
led to the quarter, where he broke and gave way to Masheur.
who never was headed until the heat was finished. Montana
passed Black Diamond in the backstretch, but never got with-
in two lengths of the leader, and was beaten by half a dozen
lengths in 2:40A.

Montana, with Taylor driving won the fourth heat from
Black Diamond by a nose in 2:40 flat. Both Montana and
Malheur broke badly at the start, and the Diamond was at

the three-quarter pust when Montana overtook him. Thence
to the finish it was a close thing between the two horses,

and the Diamond lost it by going up when he was almost un-
der the wire.

In the fifth heat Montana showed that he was becoming
accustomed to the mud by trotting in 2:18-1. Black Diamond
pushed him to the last turn, where he was wearied by the
favorite's gait.

A more interesting heat than the sixth and final was never
witnessed at Irvington. Malheur and Montana, each with
two heats to his credit and his reputation as a stud at stake,

trotted to win from start to finish. They were never sepa-

rated by over a yard of daylight, Montana having the van-
tage after the first quarter, and they came down the stretch

neck and neck, Montana winning by a nose in 2:38 flat.

SUJdMABY.

Montana 3 3 2 111
Malheur 12 13 3 2
Black Diamond 2 18 2 2 3
Rickreall dts.

Time, 2:42>£. 2:42%, 2.40%, 2:40, 2:38%, 2:38.

Montana is a clean-shaped, black horse by Montana Wilkes
Utarta, and Mesflrfl L^ni? and Taylor are his owners.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

Two more illustrations of the glorious uncertainty of horse-

racing were furnished an average midweek crowd Yesterday

afternoon at Irvington Park. Only three events—two runs

and a trot—were finished, and only one of them sustained

thejudgment of the talent. The half-mile dash was won from
nine sturdy competitors by Idootno, against wbom the post

odds were 20 to 1, and Anita captured the 2:20 class special

trot from the heavily-backed Colonel K. R. Sandwiched be-

tween these disasters to the knowing ones was a five-eighths

dash, which the favorite, Jim R , won handily, but the odds

on him were too heavy to admit of much money being

scooped by his admirers. On the whole, it was not a good

day for the gamesters who professed omniscience and put

cash behind their professions.

A very dirty morning was succeeded by a lovely afternoon,

but the track was too deeply water-soaked to be restored to

fastness by the post-meridian sunbeams, and good time was

neither made nor expected. As the mud gradually hardened

it was churned into huge lumps which caked about the hoofs

of the horses and jolted the pneumatic tires of the sulkys

in a way that constantly threatened *\xplos-ion. Between

races the scrapers and harrows were at work, but the moisture

was too deep-seated to be entirely eliminated by their efforts,

and at no time was the track within three seconds of its fast-

est condition.

"What would you buy if you were betting ou this race?"
anxiously inquired a tip-seeker as he bumped against Presi-

dent Ryan just before she horses were called out for the half-

mile dash. Mr. Ryan neither wagers nor expresses an opin-
ion as to the merits of any horse in any race, so he simply
answered, " I don't know," and passed on. After the results

were hung out he was considerably astonished to find his

hand grasped and furiously wrung by the man who had ac-

costed him for a tip. "I invested $6 on your choice, Mr.
Ryan," said the man, "and I have won $120 by the invest-

ment. I desire to thank you for the valu—".

" My choice !" gasped the astounded president, " my
choice ! What is it?"

"Idontno."
" You don't know. Then how—

"

" Idontno—the horse, you know."
Then Mr. Ryan did know. And the other man does not

yet know that he accepted a blunt confession of ignorance as

a straight tip.

That Colonel K. R. was outclassed in the 2:20 class trot

was conclusively demonstrated by the inability of Barrows,
the driver nominated by his backers, after two heats had
been lost by him, to get him better than fourth place in the
slowest heat of the series. Judge Nesmith's action in de-
claring the third heat off was a commendable move in the
interest of square sport, even if subsequent developments did
convince everyone that Anita's victory was honestly earned
from start to finish of the race.

Gathering dusk at the close of the trotting race caused a
postponement of the 2.13 class pace till this afternoon.

For the first race, a half-mile dash, Jim Crow was an even
favorite against a field comprising Volta, Verdi Paul, St.

Apollo, Carrie Crooks, Idontno, Funny, Picnic, Chester G.
and Tampa. Verdi Paul carried 123 pounds, St. Apollo 116
and each of the others 119. The ten horses with their bright-

robed riders made a very pretty pageant as they filed past

the grand stand, and Jim Crow, with Boynton astride bim,
were the chief magnates because they were the stars of the
troupe. Trouble at the post was expected, because of the
favorite's well-known penchant for stubbornness and the un-
usual size of the field, and the expectation was fulfilled.

They were about half an hour in getting away, and then
Verdi Paul was left at, the post. Jim Crow led the bunch
to the seven eighths, where Idontno overhauled him and
won handily in 0:502, Jim Crow second, St. Apollo third.

Mutuels paid $10.10.

Idonto was bought for $2 in a $40 pool. He is »n aged
bay gelding by Villard, and C. C. Brown is his owner.

Another big field of bangtails lined up for the second race,

a five-eighths dash, selling. The starters were Joe D., 113
pounds ;

General Coxey, 107 ; Arcnie S . 107 ; Vulcan, 113;
Sirretta, 107; Jim R:, 119; Bjssie, 104; Hat Fisher, 122,

and George Dixon, 107. Jim R was chosen by the talent,

who backed him heavily at odds of $20 to *10 for Hal Fisher
and $10 for the field. Jim treated the knowing ones more
friendly than did his namesake in the preceding race, for he
was in front from start to finish, winning in 1:021, George
Dixon second, Hal Fisher third. Dixon eave the favorite a
hot chase to the seven-eighths post, where the pace began to

faze him, and he was lucky to get the place away from
Fisher. Mutuels paid $7.85.

Susie S., Anita, Colonel K. R.. Hamrock and Pilot Le-
mont were the starters in the special 2:20 class trot, postponed
from the previous day. Colonel K. R. was first choice iu

the selling, bringing $20 against $15 for Anita. $6 for Susie
S. and $5 for the field, and the betting was heavy.

Anita led the procession from start to finish in the first

heat. Pilot Lemont accompanied her to the third turn, where
she gave way to the Colonel, who pushed the gray mare
home and might have beaten her out if he had not gone off

Mb gait within a few vards of the wire. The time was 2:25}.

Anita won the second heat by earnest, steady work. The
Colonel never let her get more than a length ahead of him,
and coming down the stretch he looked like a winner until

he repeated his previous performance of going up. Time,
2:26}. There was complaint of Tryon's driving of the
Colonel, and he was warned by the judges that if he did not
do better with the horse in the next heat he would be taken
down.
Wnen they again started the Colonel stuck to Anita's wheel

almost the entire distance, and was abou' even up with her
in the stretch, when he again dropped his gait and went
under the wire galloping. The judges then declared it no
heat, as they were satisfied that Tryon did not drive to win,

and Charlie Barrows was given custody of the horse. The
decision was received with a howl of approval from the
Colonel's backers, while Anita's admirers showed undimin-
ished confidence in her ability to win against any driver who
might be put behind the Colonel. The mile was trotted by
Anita in 2:25£.

Barrows did not do any better than Tryon had done with
the Colonel. The horse went off his feet at the start, and at

the quarter Anita led him by half-a-dozen lengths, while

Hamrock and Susie S. were also flinching mud at him. So
it was to the finish, Anita winning this heat and the race in

2:27 A.

SUMMARY.
Anita Ill-
Colonel K. R 2 2 41
Hamrock 4 3 2j
Susie S 3 4 3
Pilot Lemont 5 5 5

1

Time, 2:25^. 2:26%, 2:27%.

Anita is an aged gray mare by Rockwood Jr., dam by Ver-
mont, and Farley & Mack paid her entrance fee.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

Every favorite at Irvington yesterday was beaten. Jimj

Crow, poorly thought of in the field, snatched the three-

eighths dash from both Lulu B. and Cyclone, first and sec-

ond choice, respectively ; Promise cantered away from C. M. J

C , carrving the talent's treasury, and six others in the three-

quarters brush, and Hanford Medium won the 2:13 class pace

by beating both Prince Almont and Del Norte in three

straight heats. Every race yielded joy to the short-enders

and intensified the eloom that has environed the wiseacres

since the meeting opened.

It was ideal racing weather, but the track had not entirely

recovered from the effects of the soaking it received the day

previous, and the experts pronounced it at least two seconds

slow. If it had been in perfect condition its 2:13 record for

pacing would surely have been lowered by Hanford Medium.

He came within a second of tying it, even as it was, and

sliced no less than 21 seconds off his own mark. That pace

was one of the greatest horse races ever witnessed on this

Coast, and the 1,500 odd people who saw it begun and fin-

ished have something to boast about, even if a majority of

them did fail to pick the winner.

Lulu B. was choice for the three-eighths dash against a

field comprising Cyclone, Arago, Richmond and Jim Crow.
Each carried 119 pounds, and Clancy rode the favoite. They
consumed their full half hour at the post, and when they got

away Jim Crow led the running from post to wire, winning
in 0:36|, Cyclone second, Richmond third. Cyclone's rider,

Cusick, claimed that his horse wos fouled by Jim Crow cut-

ting him out at the three quarters post, but the claim was dis-

allowed. Mutuals paid $20.65.

Jim Crow is an aged brown gelding by F. Hastings Jr.

—

Rockwood Maid, and W. Di Giiman is the owner.

Eight of them scored up for a three-quarter dash, selling,

Lonnie B. carried 116 pounds, Paddy Ryan 1 19, Promise 107,

Mowltza li3, General Coxey 104, Dottie Reed 113, C. M. C.

104 and Volta 104. Favoritism was about equally divided

between Promise and C. M. C„ against the field, and the bet-

ting was heavy. The jockeys were called up and told that

they must ride strictly according to rules, and to be particu-

larly careful in retaining to the finish the positions from the

pole in which they entered the homestretch. Then they
went to the post, where General Coxey delayed the start, as

usual, by his unreasonable behavior. They got away iu

pretty shape, and Promise cut out the running from the be-

ginning and held her lead to the finish, coming under in

1:16, Mowitza second, Paddy Ryan third. It was a fairly-

ridden race, and the backers of C. M. C. tilled no protest over
their favorite's collapse. Mutuels paid $14.70.

Promise is a chestnut filly by Tyrant—Premium. She is

owned by the California stables, who bid her in for $ti0('.

This was regarded as the great race of the day. The start-

ers were Prince Almont, with a mark of 2:14} ; Del Norte,

with 2:13§ to his credit; Hanford Medium, who had gone the

distance in a race in 2:16^, and Rosemon, whose 2:1 S^ record

was the worst in the bunch. Prince Almont was heavily

backed for the race at odds of §20 to $8 against the field, and
for the first heat Del Norte was well thought of. There were
optimists who offered even money that the track record, 2:13,

would be smashed, but the first beat retired them to hiding.

A pretty heat it was, that first one. Prince Almoni: led the

string to the quarter, where Del Norte took up the pace-

making and led the favorite by about a length to the last

turn, with Hanford Medium a couple of lengths behind the

latter, and well on the outside of the track. Then an inter-

esting thing occurred. Tryon suddenly swerved Hanford
Medium toward the inner fence, and pushed him to the front

at a clipping pace, evidently astonishing both other diivers

as well as the spectators. It was a crushing finish, Hanford
Medium beating Del Norte by a head and Prince Almont
by not more than half a length. Time, 2:19. Rosemon
barely missed the flag. Hanford Medium closed a six-lengths

gap in his last half mile, while he paced in 1:06A, and itwas
apparent that neither Woods, being Almont, nor Barrows,

driving Del Norte, considered him a dangerous competitor in

the heat.

Prince Almont's favoritism for the race was not shaken by

Hanford's first heat performance, but the betting for the sec-

ond one was light. Del Norte took the pole from Hanford
before the first turn was rounded, and at the quarter was
leading Almont oy a length, with Hanford steadily losing

ground. On the backstretch Del None had a six-lengths

gap between Hanford and himself, and at the third turn the

latter began closing up. Coming into the stretch he passed

Almont and came down neck-and neck with Del Norte to the

distance, where he spurted and went under a clear length

ahead in 2:15',, Almont second, and Del Norte a rattled third,

and Rosemon straggling. Hanford*s performance clipped 1}

seconds off his record.

With Prince Almont's 2:13} mark clinging to the memory
of the talent, they still felt assured that it must be beaten by
the winner of the race, and that- they regarded Hanford Me-
dium as incompetent to do that, was manifested by the firm-

ness with which they upheld the original odds. Almont was

still a two-lo one shot against the field when he came cut for

the third heat, and his opponents were bluffed to a standstill

long before the horses got away.

The third heat will never be forgotten by the people who
witnessed it. The start was even, and Del Norte went to

pieces before the turn was reached, while Prince Almont
drew steadily away from Hanford Medium and had the pole

and an advantage of about a length at the quarter. Along
the backstretch they flew, the favorite increasing his lead

with each stride, until he was at least five lengths ahead of

Hanford at the half, which he paced in 1:06 flat. Then it

looked as if the track was to be given a new record, and the

spectators held their breath as the two horses thundered

around the third corner. At the five-eighths post Hanford
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owned by the man who drove him, S. E. Trvou, of Califor
nia. He was regarded as a sick horse when'he cauie back
from Montana, where his performances were in no wise re.
markable.

•
Gymnkhana Races.

had reduced the gap ahead of him to three lengths, and
Woods was whipping the leader. At the three-quarters
there was only a lengtn and a half of daylight between them,
and as they turned into the homestretch Haoford's head was
alongside Almont's hub. Then Tryon began to apply the
lash, and from that point until the race was finished "both
drivers were whipping furiously. Inch by inch Hanford
crept upon his competitor until he could have rubbed noses
with him within half a dozen yards of the wire, and then
Tryon fairly lifted the plucky horse aoe landed him under a
winnerby half a head in 2:14 Hat. The shout that went up
was deafening, even the talent momentarilv forgetting its
necuniary misfortune in admiration of the hard-fought fio-
*h. Mutuels on the heat paid $23.15.

SCMMARY
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Race Track Removal.

Huul'.irt Medium j
Prince Almoin .

3

Del None .'.'!.'!!!..'.'.'.'.'.'!! ',

2
Roseraon

""

Time, 2:19, 2:15)1,2:14

' The Stale Fair is a success" remarked President Boggs
to a Sacramento Bee reporter at the race track this morning
" Fine exhibits, a good display of live stock and races unex-
celled in what makes the Fair a success, so far as the Direc-
tors are concerned. We have all these. The pavilion was
never finer, the live stock at the park is unexcelled, and the
racing has never been equalled in the State. From a finan-
cial standpoint, the society has been confronted with many
things this year that they have not had to contend with
heretofore. First, the hard times. Never was money so
scarce with the farmers and stock-raisers.

"Horses, as you saw by the sale of Palo Alto stock yester-
i

,

day, are simply worth nothing. My farm is overstocked with
' good horses, yet I bought some of those broodmares at yesHanford Medium is by Ml,U>n R dam by Signal, and is
' ^.^.Inp^T* ^T^ " ^~

iwned by the man who drove him, S. E. Tryourof Califor-
\ 7,1 I u

7 V"e beIDg gIven awa?-- -.» « l-.u& _..-_..! away.
Another thing, the farmer is selling his grain at starvation
prices, and the orchardist sells his fruit crop for but little in
advance of picking, boxing and conveying to market This
financial distress extends through all the different classes of
mercantile business, and the trades are stagnant. Wages areIhe San Luis Key Riding and Driving Assaciation races

I

so poor that the toiler has but little left after his necessarv
of the oth, Wednesday, were attended by a large number of

' '' T ' Dg expenses are paid. '

people from Oceanside, San Luis Eey, Vista, Fallbrook I

."
.

rheo aSaia there are so many life members and benefi-

Carlsbad and other places, but there is little doubt that there
j

t^^^'^^i^^^^^.^
would have been a much larger attendance had the invitations ! grand success and it will come out all right in the end
neea sent ont a few days earlier. " I see that the State Board of Prison Directors have recommended the removal of all the convicts from San Quentin tor olsom. That is a good move. San y uentin can be sold fora handsome sum, and nn doubt some day will become one ofthe bnest resident suburbs to San Francisco. It is an exten

sive place to maintain. They have to pay $1,000 a month
for water at the San Quentin Prison, and get a very poor sup-
ply at t nit.

"Times have changed since the prison was first establishedon the bay and its removal has become a matter of businessspurely a financial necessity. '

"Now, as President of the State Agricultural Society, Ihave suggested for the same reason the removal of the State
I' air grounds beyond the limits ofSacramento City sav some-where out near the County Hospital near Brighton, or evensouth of Oak Park. To any of those places, where 300 or 400
acres of land can be bought for a reasonable sumMy reasons are these

: When the race track was first lo-
cated it was on the outskirts, now it is in the heart of the
city. Ihe land to day can be sold for a large sum for build-
ing purposes, and it will add much to the appearance of the
city and add many thousands of dollars to the taxable pron-erty.lt will open up C, D, E, F and G streets.

P P

' The electric cars will run to the new race course, and itwould not take more than fifteen minutes longer to go and
|

come from the park than it does now. You know that inour present quarters we are cramped for room. The stablesand cattle sheds are all old, the fences dilapidated and must
be renewed if they are used more than one vear longer The
proceeds of the sale of the present property' would be ample
to nx up and equip one of the finest race tracks and fair
grounds in the United States. There is no city in the Union
that has a race track so near the heart of the citv It is a__rses in tne vauey, Mereward and Kamona,

j

matter that will require a legislative enactment 'and I nrn
spectively, won by the former in a close and interesting

|

Pose to have it brought before the next Legislature if possi-

oeen sent out a few days earlier

The first was a cigarette and umbrella race. Each rider

»as required to unsaddle his horse and to sit down on the
rack in front of his animal, and, at a given word, light a

igarelte, raise an umbrella, saddle mount and "scud" for

he winner's place. Mr. Buckle, Mr. Hiv, Mr. Walter*, Mr.
•:vans, Mr. Langworthy, Mr. Pretlcjohn, Mr. Northcott and
dr. Curriewere the participants. Langworthy was the first

mount and away. The race was won by Evans, with Lang-
worthy second and Currie third. Prettejobn was thrown,
^orthcoll's "Buckskin" bucked viciously. Buckle's equine
rtiuld not keep company with the umbrella, and Hay's ani-
aal—well, it did not take to cigarette "Hay-sing" in the
east. It was an interesting, and to the ' Bloomin' Yan-
aes" present, a novel proceeding.
The ueedle and thread race came next. Mr. Buckle, Mr.

falters, Mr. Evans, Mr. Langworthy, Mr. Northcott,' Mr.
rarden, and an equal number of young ladies, whose names,
is regretted, we did not learn, took part. The riders and
eeds in this race were arranged in lineal the starting pole,
ad the young ladies in similar order 300 yards distant. At
le word tbe riders were to rush one-half this distance, dis-
lount and lead their animals to. where stood the youn"
:dies, whose duty it was to thread the needles and hand
lem back to their respective knights, who were then to
ount, dash back to the starting point, turn round, and, in a
llf-mile run, compete for his lady's approving and gracious
ailes. Langworthy won, with Walters second and Buckle
ird.

The third was a match rece, half mile, owners up, catch
sights, participated in by Messrs. Garden and Buckle, with
o of the best horses in the valley, Hereward and Kamona

The tandem riding race was the source of much amuse-
int to the onlookers and varied experiences for the gentle-
en who participated, and was won by Mr. Evans, with
essrs. Walters and Langworthy, in the order named fol-
ding.

The next and last race on the programme was the one-
arter mile walk, one-quarter mile trot and one-quarter
Hop. Mr. Bell won, with Mr. Buckle second, Mr. Hay
ird, Mr. Evans fourth and Mr. Walters fifth.

^rolling race of three half-mile heats between J. B. Mor- «

flora and Katie driven by S. P. Johansen and C. annually increases, keeping pace with the growth and pros
i „rnc I peril v of ihp Slalo " f

Ol. . . tw#u uuu jvlh.c .11. ^-11 l_

McClure, was woo by the latter.' No record of time was
:en of this contest, but the speed exhibited was far sur-
ged by the earnestness and enthusiasm of the two gentle-
n who did the driving and who had been for several days
icticing the "ghost dance," so to speak, until they had such
h in their respective individual ability to drive " a win-

that to fair was an absolutely unconsidered question,
eir positions, looked at from a logicious standpoint, was
t of the contact of an immovable bodv and an irresisli-
force.

j.
U. Porteous acted as starter, J. B. Morris Jr. judge,

1 J. H. Brookman marshal.
Ulogetber, it was a very pleasantly spent afternoon, made
sible by San Luis Key's English colony, to whKh, all who
e present accord happy and hearty acknowledgements.—
lanside Blade.

" But," remarked the reporter, " they say the State cannot
dispose ot he present race track and park, because thev can
give no title."

'•' Y?' l
J
have heard lhat

- U is true that the land was ac-
quired under certain conditions, but we have had the title
examined, and are assured that we can give a valid convey-
ance where the land is sold to purchase another site in the
immediate vicinity. It is not to remove the fair grounds
trom bacramento, simply to remove it just outside, so as to
get more room and secure better facilities for the stock that
annually increases, k
perity of the State."
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seem that Cobwebs might have done the same had he inher-ited a close thoroughbred cross through his dam
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At the close of the season in his three-year-old form Direc-
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and had ™n twenty-five heatsTn2.30 or better At the close of last season Fantasy, which
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s three-jear-old record for trotters, had wontwenty-one heats in 2-30 or better. Neither Directum norFantasy ever started against such a field of trotters in "heir

29th ul?
r m " &pressiTC beat a < Fort Wayne on the

In a recent article Mr. " Ravmond " expressed a similaropinion in regard to the respective merits of the wood™ uthree-vear-old colt B. B. P. (2.-13J) and Expressive that hedid a few weeks ago in comparing Red Bud with this re-nowned daughter of Electioneer, but before the ink withwhich the assertion was made had dried, Expressive had
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S0d if this «» »™ Phapsher racing days are nearly over. We hope it may be incor-rect, and that Raymond will keep firing a way at her untUshe wipes out the 2:08J of Fantasy
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f three-year -°ld 'rotter yet produced can comparewith her for courage and endurance, and but very few haveproved Expressive's superior or equal in point of speed
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Dent o f these are Fantasy (3), 2:08J, Sunol
(3) 2:10}, and Directum (3) 2:111, and itis afact of nosmal
sign ficance that each of these three gets a thoroughbred
cross close up.—Am. Horse Breeder.

5""'™

The Greatest Three-year old Trotting Cam-
paigner Yet Produced.

The Shippee Thoroughbred Sale.

Expressive is giving those opposed to a thoroughbred
cross in a trotting pedigree no end of discomfort this season.
Mr. "Raymond" was a trifle hasty in issuing his disserta-
tion upon her lack of staying qualities, intimating that this
game daughter of Electioneer, out of thoroughbred Esther,
needed a night's rest after trotting two fast heats to enable
her to win a hard-fought race. Being a theorist of the Wal-
lace and " Iconclast " school, it is natural for " Raymond "

to underrate the racing qualities and try to belittle the per-
formances of any trotter that carries a thoroughbred cross
close up.

There has never been another three-year-old trotter pro-
duced that has trotted and won so many hard races so early

In Friday, September 14th, at Agricultural Park, Sacra
ito, ten head of thoroughbreds, all lhat remained on Hon
J. Shippers farm near Stockton, were sold to the highes
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ier by Killip & Co. The crowd on hand was a represen- "^ ^".l "J?^ tr0,ted^ W0° by E«pr««,. thisier by Killip & Co. The crowd on hand was a represen-
»e one, but the bidding was not as lively as was expected,
considering the quality of ihe stock oflered, the prices

e not considered adequate. Following were the horses
. their purchasers and the prices received :
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b>' Wildi.lle-Agnes E.. bv imp. Glengarry •

j. M. Chase
filly. .', by Major Ban-Bonnie Brook'.' by fen'Bro'ecii': B.

'"T
i ' by Fellc.vcharm Fhie S bv imp Rientii Hcil

?'U j bs Ftllcwcha.'m-Elei'c-.ia trimp. eienBarrv P.

Hint filly, 2. by Fellowc'ba'rm-Jo'sieb'.',''by'joe'''Da"n'^
obn Boggs„ "

'

c-
8%, yearling, by Fenoi'v'Jbarm-'Ga'za'i^
arrj-

;
iT. Pacneco

41nut filly, jearling. by Fdlowcllarm-Katb'ieeu. by 'Lonea«
: Dau McCartv \o=.

colt ysarliue L-,-Fellc„'Li.arm~(l -,;l~ Ii in,, ;. :u {.

1
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; B. C. Holly ' ^ ,-
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D% ch c. yearling, by Fello\vcharm-\Vh'isba'n',''by'im'u

. -mg Ban; J. S. Gibson
•

mil filly, by John A -by Don Victor
; George Ryder'.'.'!!!!!

380
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Total for lu head q 9 ^on-»M»WrhM ri ?„"rage

year up to the 28th nit., not excepting even Directum, which
took a three-year old race record of 2:11}, and Fantasy,
whose record of 2:0S|, gained in a winning race last season'
made her the champion three-year-old trotter of the world
_
During the five days from Saturday, August 25 to and

including Wednesday, August 29, Expressive won three
races in which the total number of heats trotted aggregated
14. On the 25th inst. she won second, third and fifth heats
at Chicago in 2:14, 2:17.2:19*. On ihe 2Sth inst. she started
atr-ort Wayne, Ind., and won in straight heats. Time, 2:IBi
2:16*, 2:15. After another rest of only one day she started
again at tort Wayne in a field of 13 seasoned campaigners
one of which was Dandy Jim, that beat the Whips -elding
Cobwebs a short time ago, and took a record of 2:11 J° This
defeat of Cobwebs by Dandy Jim furnished Mr. "Raymond"
a,?'!'ODS argumen t aSainst a thoroughbred cross in a trotter
\\ ell, Dandy Jim was one of the thirteen that started in the
2:16 class at Fort Wayne on the 29th, and this three-year-old
hlly, that carried a larger proportion of tho.oughbred blood
than Cobwebs, and had trotted and won two races in three
days, in which every heat she won was below 2:20, was an
other, and as she heat the anMH^cnn nf v«.,«„ t:~ .-. u

Match-Making.

M. J. Dwyer's fame as a match-maker has suffe, ed several
rude shocks at Jerome Park by the defeat of Stonenell in the
match with Glenmoyne, and the defeat of his confederate
Mr. Crakei^s colt Dobbins in the match with Dorian. Ever
since the advent of the Dwyers on the tnrf their success as

,

match-makers has been so great, so nearly unbroken in its suc-
cess, that horsemen have been shy of making matches with
them, and so confirmed has the superstition become that
backers will follow the " Dwyer end of it " just for the luck
they attribute to it. Away back in 1880 the Dwyers be»an
their famous matches with P. Lorillard, backing Luke
Blackburn to beat Uncas, which he had. It was but the be-
ginning of a long series, for Miss Woodford beat Pontiac and
then Drake Carter, and Mr. Lorillard gave up the role of
match-maker in which he had long shone conspicuous suc-
cess. Dwyer's Onondaga also beat Mr. Lorillard's Sachem inwhich he lost more money than he ever lost on any horse

htonenells defeat by Glenmoyne was an odd race Stone-
nell outran Glenmoyne for two-thirds the distance and then
shut up like a jackmfe. He looked rather above himself
not having raced since early in July. From this the generai
inference was that he was short of work. Yet he had had a
gruelling trial in 1:17 two days before and Mr. Dwver backedhim off the boards. Hence, it is possible that the " trial had
overworked him. Dobbins, on the other hand, looked very
listless before his match, and personally I feared for him as
Dorian moved in his work so full of running that his fitnesswas evident. Dobbins acted as if he wanted to lie down and
stretch himself from sheer ennui, Dorian acted as if hewanted to race from sheer play. And so it proved. Dobbinswas never in the race He was a very different colt from
what he was the day he won the Realization, and themuch talked-ofl ' Saratoga air " did not seem to have helped
bim. r

Dwyer's Miss Woodford beat Freeland in a match al«o al-
;

though he generally beat her in sweepstakes. Then came 'the

I we
Ic j !£ Vr}°og match S1,cci*ses- That was the Miss

|

Woodford-Troubadour match of 18S6, when Troubadour won
bioce Ihen the Dwyers have always been on the alert for
matches, and also found them a profitable business with

:
Longstreet they clipped Tenny's wings in 1891, and two years
before they^bantered Mr. Haggin to bring his vaunted Salva-
torout of the stable to meet Longstreet, which that astute old

,

gentleman quietly declined to do. This spring they matched
btonenell against Correction, and it being a match they won
it, although the mare beat him in all thpir nnan ,-o„„n t«i

------ -o— ...uu ,^uu „ uclug j ma[(;u in
it, although the mare beat him in all their open races

"

Thus

2 320 I days, in which every heat she won was below 2- >0 was"™ !
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Manitoba Trials.

|»r i-\ W. Bkaife, the popular specialist in do* disetses, U

vi-iiiiiR friend* in Toronto, Canada.

II M Tooner, of the Solano Kennels, ha. removed to

Chino, Ul. He has but few dogs left, and has, for the time

being at least, dropped out of the kennel world.

The Khode Island State Fair brought out just eight over

the dwired 500 mark. The largest classes were fox-terriers,

smooth, 4'-'; wire-haired, 17 : English setters, « ;
Irordons,

88; beagle*^; poll h ^iers.29; St. Bernards,

An Illustration of the Englishman's love for the noii-sport-

iuff breeds is given in the entries to the Toronto and Fitts-

burgh shows. The I urges! daSBes in the former are St. Ber-

aaids, oockor spaniels and toi terriers. The largest classes

nt Pittsburgh were pointers. English aud Irish setters.

The Pittsburgh show brought ont 320 entries in the regu-

nea and 76 in the Mlliug class. The largest classes are

pointers forty-nine, Irish setters thirty-two, English setters

twentv-eight, (ox terriers thirty-one, collies twenty-four, bl.

Bernards twenty-two, pugs twenty-one, black and tan terriers

twelve, Beagles eleven.

There cannot be less than twenty-five or thirty dogs now

io training in this cilv for Ihe big meeting at Merced, and,

indeed, from all over the State news reaches us that the great-

resl is being evinced in the meeting. It is confidently

felt that the approaching meeting will surpass any ot the

meetings hitherto held on the famous plains.

The Toronto show brought out 639 entries, the largest

classes being cocker spaniels tifty three, St. Bernards fifty-one,

forterriers (smooth) forty-five, (wire haired) thirty-two, Eng-

lish setters thirty-four, pointers eighteen, greyhound tweoty-

iwo bull terriers twenty-five, Scottish terriers twenty-five,

poodles eighteen, field Spaniels eighteen, collies seventeen,

mastitis seventeen, foxhounds sixteen, collies seventeen.

Hugh McCrackenof this citv has purchased of Dr. VV. E.

Wadani* ot" Santa Clara, the well-koown greyhound Mid-

night. He is one of the best bred dogs on the Coast, being

by Friday Night out of Champion Mother Demdyke, and is

the -ire of the noted cracks Skyrocket, Shortstop, Twilight

and others. Although getting along in years Midnight is

still a tine-lookiug dog, full of fire aud vim. Mr. McCracken

hasalsoason of Midnight (Midnight 11.) that he thinks

will be able to hold his own with any dog of his age on the

Coas t

.

There was what is called a coursing meeting at Ocean View

last Saturday, and surely the men who engaged in it are not

worthy of being called anything but unfeeling brutes, and

should certainly be prosecuted by the Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals, if there is 6uch a body in that

county* The idea of sending greyhounds in chase of their

prey when the thermometer stood at 90 and 95 in the shade

is absolutely inhuman, and the authors of it should undoubt-

edly be made to feel that there is a law against such brutality.

Freeman Lloyd, a well-known and justly popular writer

for the English kennel press, has always been down on the

modern craze for leggy terriers. He writes in the Sporting

Mirror as follows : "Fox terrier breeders are nol alone to

blame in this matter. Lei us glance round the benches and

find Irish terriers as tall as churches, Dandie Dinmonts as big

and clumsy as skin hearth rug', Skye terriers with no right

to the aft part of their name, and Scottish terriers that

couldn't go to a young bar. I will leave Airedales out, be-

cause they are supposed to be waders, but I take it the other

varieties 1 have mentioned were supposed by those who
founded and brought them into existeuce to be able to go to

earth. What is the proportion, I wonder, of to day's big

wionersof'he above breeds that can do this? A small per-

centage, I am afraid, so let the owners of Irish, Dandie Din-

mont, Skye and Scottish look on and prate about their own
and preach about the uselessness of the Pox terriers of to-day.

Let them look before their own doors, examine their own
kennels, before they lift up their heads in disgust over the

fault* of their neighbors' dogs.

Among the mar.y pathetic and heroic incideuls brought
ma by the late terrible calamity of tire which has laid waste

icfa of the NorthweHt, a recent dispatch gives the fol-

lowing, an related by Superintendent Thome, of the Eastern
->ta Railway, who piloted one of the first relief trains

il to thedevaulated regions :
" When Kettle River was

reached it wan found that the long bridge spanning the ra-

vine wa* gone, but the central span, which was constructed

el, remained, and the fire from both sides was slowly
destroying the wooden portion of that. It was noticed that

ihrr-'waw something alive on the few remaining limbers,
and tin- temporary clearing away nf the smoke revealed a
dog \ Dumber ol men at once volunteered to go to the

n adng that had lived through such a tornado
' i thi' 1

1' (Mom i>]
i In- ravine Io the top i if the span

w«- *.'(Mi fleet, but up the men climbed through the tangled
iron work They curried long ropee with them, awf by
mean* of tfaem the unfortunate canine was lowered to U i ra

.
while the men who riiked their lives for his were

given a hearty cheer by theil fellows on the relief train.

I'll.- mom. -ul the d >k wh- released he rushed for the river to

links hi* thirst, and then came back to acknowledge bis ob-

ligation to Ihi rod bis lift. In half an hour after

he was taken down the span fall with s crash."

Oourslnff.

The rrsuli of the three I
:«

I up run in Australia

prove* tinii Livingston) I on< of the greateet ilrts known tc

the colonic*, bin daughter Belgravis winning the big event

in 1692. and bl daughter, Bloomer, winning in I

18M. R. K, di H. Lopea afldentli made do mistake when
ha imported on the fine dog War-
atah—io GalifornU areai ago. Livingstone wai btmsell s

great performer on the Australian coursing Balds, having
won many Make*. Il<- Bi ,i log careei in 1881

br winning the Waterloo < up, and 11 waasaidal the time
that hi i dlaii bookmal ere
thing like* blood an that of W
be a greal acqot

The eighth annual trials of the Manitoba Field Trial Club

were held at Morris, Manitoba, on September 5th and follow-

ing davs. The trials were the most successful ever held by

the club. Mr. W. B. Wells was the judge.

THE DERBY.

The starters in the Derby were fifteen in number. The

dogs were run in the first series as follows:

Hempstead Farm's liver and white pointer dog Don, by

Sandford Druid—Merry Legs, bandied by J. M. Avent, and

Blue Ridge Kennels' blue beltonand tan English setter bitch

Nellie Fox, by Antonio—Can Can, handled by D. E. Rose.

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan English setter

dog Tony Boy, by Antonio—Laundress, bandied by D. E.

Rose, and Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and

white pointer dog Tippoo, by Rip Rap—Monterey, handled

by Copt. C. E. McMurdo.
Richard Bangham's black, white and Ian English setter

Dash Antonio, by Antonio—Lady Lucifer, handled by J. J.

Sprakling, aud Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white aud Ian

English setter dog Tom Beggs, handled by D. E. Rose.

The Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white

pointer dog Delhi, bv Rip Rap— (Jueen II., handled by Capt.

C. E. McMurdo, and W. F. Ellis' black aud white English

setter Columbus, by Duke of Manitoba—Hickory Linck,

handled by owner.

T. Cjwan's black aud white English setter bitch Snatch,

handled by Wm. Pickering, and Avent & Thayer's black,

white and tan English setter bitch Clementine, by Koderigo

—Norah II., handled by J. M. Avent.

John Wooton's black and white English setter bitch Bon-

nie Lit, by Orlando— Lady Lit, handled by owner, and Avent

& Thayer's black, white and tan English setter bitch Cyno-

sure, by Koderigo—Norah II. , handled by J. M. Avent.

Thos. G. Davey's liver and white pointer bitch Lucy, by

Ridgeview Faust—Peggy, handled by J. Armstrong, and F.

S. Simpson's black and white English setter bitch Miss Lit,

by Orlando—Lady Lit, handled by J. M. Avent.

Thos. G. Davey's liver and white pointer bitch Faustina,

by Ridgeview Faust—Peggy, handled by J. Armstrong, a

bve.
SUMMAJtY.

Morris, Man, September 5th.

Snatch with Clementine.Hempstead Don with Nellie Fox
Tonv Bov with Tippoo.
Dash Antonio with Tom Beggs.
Delhi with Columbus.

Tonv Boy with Dash Antonio.
Tippoo Willi Tom Beggs.
Delhi with Cynosure.

Bonnie Lit with Cynosure.
Lucy with Miss Lit.

Faustina, a bve.

Tony Boy with Cynosure.
Dash Antouio with Delhi.

II

I Clementine with Bourne Lit,

Lucy with Miss Lit.

j
Faustina, a bye.

Ill

I Miss Lit with Dou.

Morris. Man., 1886..

Morris, Man., 1887.

Morris, Man., 1888,

Morris. Man,, 1890.,

Morris, Man., 1891

Morris. Man., 18'J'J

Souris, Man., 189:i

1st, Delhi.
2d, Cyuosure.
3d, Tony Boy.
4th, Dash Autonio.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
( Dash B., by Dave B.—Nellie 1

.
• Swift, by Dan—Nellie 2
(Prince, by Bow— Lill 3

I
Duck, by Dime—Frost II 1

I
Morris, by Cable—Bredna 2

1

1 Blrtle, bv Croxteth—Bella 3

^Divided.

Gretua, by Mark J.—Bredna
(Prairie, by Dash B. -Q'Appelle Belle *1

4 Mac *1

(Pete 3

[ Manitoba Frisk, by Dick Boudbu—Western
I

Belle ^ 1
" 1 Novelist, by WoodhiUTJruec—Novelty 2

I Prairie A., by Prairie—Jennie 3

I
Dick Boudhu II 1

I
Duke of Manitoba, by Frank Simpson—

"1 Jennie Deau 2
I. Lassie 3

I Bonia, by Roderigo—Juno H 1

I Alberta Joe, by Ightfield Uptou-Ightiield
•

|
Blithe. 2

i Kingston, by Chance—Bessie Avent 3

[Topsy's Rod, by Roderigo—To psv Aveut 1

i Tail, by Jean Val Jean—Mamie 2
"| Hoodoo, by Duke of Manitoba—Cora *8

I Thaliil, by Jean Val Jean— Lucy Avent *3

THE ALL-AGE.

The starters in the All-Age were twelve in number, as fol-

lows :

Blue Ridge Kennel's black, white and tan English setter

bitch Allene, by Oath's Mark—Ruby's Girl, handled by D.
E. Rose, and R. Adamson's liver and white pointer bitch
Ightfield Diana, by Ightfield Dick—Clio, handled by J. B.
Stoddard.

Blue Ridge Kennel's black, white and tan English setter
dog Dick Fox, by Chance—Countess Rush, handled by D.
E. Rose, and Avent and Thayer's black and white English
Better dog Tate, by Jean Val Jean—Mamie Avent, handled
by J. M. Avent.

Blue Ridge Kennel's blue helton English setter dog Blue
Ridge Mark, bv Oath's Mark—Ollie T, handled by D. E.
Rose, and Stoddard and Kidwell's black and white pointer
Tick Bov, by Duke of Kent— Bloom, handled by J. a. Stod-
dard.

The Charlottesville Field Trial Kennel's liver and white
pointer Ightfield Dogwood, by Ightfield Dick—Cowslip, han-
dled by Capt. McMurdo, and Blue Ridge Kennel's black,
white and tan English setter bitch Bessie Shoupe, handled
by D K Rose

Thos. G. Davey's black and white English setter dog
Brighton Tone, by Lorksley—Liddersdale II, handled by J\
Armstrong, and Avent and Thayer's black, while and tan
English setter dog Topsy's Hod, by Roderigo—Topsy A'vent,
handled by .1 M. Avent.

A. D. Welton's black and white English setter dog Joker,
handled by T. J. Spracklin, aud Hempstead Farm Kennel's
liverand white pointer doe Hempstead Duke, by Duke of
Hesnon- -Lara of Bow, handled by .1. M. Avent.

HI'MMAHV.
Morris m kn, September B.

tileno with IghMold Diana
Dlok Foi with Tate,
i. ui Ridge Mark uiMi Tics Boy,

l Dog« i n nil Bessie
I

ii.

Aliens with Tate.
1 Mil 1.11 .

| |„,.

Rod with [ghlH i Dog. '|

'

J'toW. Rod will. Brighton To*,

I
Brig] Cobe n Ith Topsy's Hod.
Joker with Hempstead Duko,

I
Brlnhlon Tobe willi Tick Hoy.

Morris, Man , 1886,

Morris, Man , 1886,

Morris, Man., 1887

Morris, Man. 1888,

Morris. Man., 1890

Morris, Man., 1891..

Morris. Mau., 1892
\

1st—Brighton Tobe.
2nd—Topsy's Rod.
3rd—Allene.
l'REVIOUB winners:

f Q'Appelle Belle, by Mark J—Betsy
|
Mandan, byCouut Noser—Lola

-i
Fannie M, by Count Noble—Prairie Belle..

| Belle, by Pride of Dundee—Jeannelte
[Dash B. by Dave B—Nellie

(Belle
'I Bert

f Cambria, by Cambridge—Pet Laverack
j
Q'Appelle Belle by Mark J—Betsy

-J
Manitoba Belle, by Pride of Dundee—

j
Jeannette

I. Flirt A, by Dan—Q'Appelle Belle

I

Pilti Sing, by Baron Doveridge—Norah
| Manitoba Belle, by Pride of Dundee—
-! Jeannette
] Fannie M., by Count Noble—Prairie
I Belle

f Manitoba Belle
- Prairie
(Prince

f
Novelist, byWoodbill Bruce—Novelty..

j Dick Bondhu II., by Dick Boudhu—Mani-
j

toba Belle

I Prince Noble

f Duke of Mauitaba, by Frank Simpson—
Jenuie Deaus..

BettyeS., by Roderigo— Bo Peep...

Souris, Man., 1893..

(Novelist, byWoodbill Bruce—Novelty.
(Count Gladstone IV., by Count Noble—
I Ruby's Girl

"

j
Chevalier, by Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent

(Bettye S., by Roderigo—Bo Peep

Fox-Terrier Size.

i should like the non-contents in the above correspondence

to look up last November's issue of the Fox-Terrier Chron-

icle. There, in the report of the Fox-Terrier Club's Show,

are given the weights of the winning dogs and bitches. The

dogs average seventeen pounds (about) ; the bitches a pound

less. The gentleman who weighed the terriers is most cer-

tainly one of the non-coutents. 1 ihiuk his object—if 1 am
wrong 1 apologize—was to show how large the modern show
fox lerrier is, compared with his winniDg ancester of a decade
or more ago. Has he succeeded ? It will be found interest-

ing, too, to compare the above weights with like details given
in Vero Shaw's work, and also in Dalziel's, rtlating to the

famous dogs of fifteen or twenty years ago. The highest weights

recorded in the Wolverhampton report are 191d. Venio was
one of these. This doe, even by his greatest admirers, is

thought a bit too big. But how much so ? His present-day

rival, D'Orsay, scales (I quote from the report) 17Ub. D'Or-
sayis admitted on all sides lo be quite of correct size. I can-

not recall lo mind any dog of date, i. e., now on the bench,;

winning prizes larger than Venio. What a splitting of straws,

then, is this size question. Some of our winning dogs are at,

the most a pound and a half too heavy. And when it comes
to striking an average at the most important fox-terrier showj

of the year we find the weights, dogs 1 71b., bitches 161b

What a number of little, ones there must be to make the]

average weight at the show correspond with the admitted
right weight ! We ought to have some non-contents on l"

other side, surely.

At shows I sometimes get into conversation with the ene
tnies of the too-big terrier. I don't for a moment sugges
that any of them are your present non-content correspon
dents. I hear the usual grumble, " These infernal big dogs,'

ihey say, " one has no chance with a little one, etc., etc. Ol
looking over their exhibits one can't help thinking that it Hi

not the extra size, but very many other details, which havi|

determined the success of the winners. The right-sized dog
if otherwise good enough, has ever bit as much chance o
success ; more, I believe,than another equally good in point
but a couple of pounds too heavy. It is conceivable that

handicap of a couple of pounds or so can make a match be

tween, say, Venio and Devereux ? In mentioning names
trust I shall not be accused of mvidiousness. Without do,

iug so it is almost impossible to argue on the matter now be:

fore us. Had some of the non-contents given us a few name
the question would have been very much simplified.

It may be urgent that weight and size are not synonymom
terms. Granted ihey are not in individual cases. But, taker

generally, weight is a very fair criteiion of size. We ar|

sometimes told that many— most, I believe, would be nearej

the mark—Fox-terrier exhibitors know nothing of the prai

lical working of the dog, that the nearest approach to earth

and foxes they have seen are the models and stuffed speci

mens in some natural history museums. Curiously, at thi

time some of the largest terriers being exhibited come froD:

the kennels of those who have been hunting-men since the

could cross a saddle. Curiously, again, one of the non-con,
tents, my friend Mr. Doyle, hailsfrom a country where Ian
credibly informed they breed foxes up to 301b. in weight'

Certainlv, the stuffed specimens 1 have seen in some of th

farmhouses in his neighborhood might well, in size, be smalj

wolves. I pity one of the high-quality weeds if asked t

eject one of these gentlemen. Foxes vary in size, s>

do their earths ; ihe latter not only on accouut of the animal

that makes them, but according to the soil in which they ar

made. We breed one type of horse for the grass fields an
Hying fences of Leicestershire, another for the ploughs c|

Hertford ; a third for the hills and dales of Devonshire. B<

cause some foxes occasionally go up a six-inch drain-pipl

must a fox terrier of suitable proportions to follow him b

considered of maximum size ? Would he be also suitable t

follow hounds in a rough heather country, and at the end of

long run to face something approaching in proportions on

of Mr. Doyle's thirty-pounders? By-the-bye, it is only
the rougher countries that there is much use for a terrier

all nowadays. I should suggest that for the present thequeti

tion of size be left alone. Mr. Doyle's letter suggested othc

divergencies from the ideal to which we may with other reaj

sons contite ourselves.—T. K. in English Stock-Keeper.

'
:

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps aud Names Claimed published in this colum|
|

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Pytchley Kennels' (Alameda) foxlerrier bitch PytchU
Kismuth (Ch. New Forest—Ebor Nettle) to George Belli

(Toronto) Ch. Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter—Spider) Augu
25, 1894.

WHELPS.
J. B. Eliot's (San Francisco) Scotch collie bitcli

whelped Julv 29th, four (oue dog) to F. A. K '

Paragon 14,038 (Clifton Chief—Fj i
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at
Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary. Pacific Union Club, S. F.
The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.
The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson Secretary 310
Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary 605
Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland
Cal.
Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton , Secretary, Oakland,

Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third
Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road H New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.
The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track.
The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno

P" F' £-n
St£iner '

Present, Phil Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th
Ave., S. S. F.
The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month

at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.
9. F.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M Bell

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
'

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow Pres • E
V. Mills, Sec.

281
Tufts
Worden...
Singer
Allen
Freeman..

,102220120 1—7
.220122001 1-7
.10 2 012 2 2 2 0—

7

.0002011111-6
..000 12*011 12-6

The third event was at eight birds, $5 entrance. The pi
was divided between Robinson, Merrill. Woodbury, Taber
Packard and Knight who each killed 3.

' The score :

Robinson...
Merrill
Woodbury..
Taber
Packard..

.111212 1-7
..1111 0121-7
.1110 2 111-7
.112 1111 0—7
.21 11. 1 101-6
.11110 2 1

Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-
H.G. Nicholson, Sec

-J. A. Whiteside, Pres.

;

C. W. Power, Pres.;

Davis. Pres.: V. M.

Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.
F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or —L. T

lessee. See.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. s Seed Pres G

:,'. Caveline. Secretary.
Multnomab Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J H What

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill Pres

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

The Middletown Independent states that bucks, does and
awns are being indiscrimately slaughtered in that county.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have just received a " try gun "

or fitting guns to sportsmen. The cast off, length of stock,

^
leight of comb and length of grip can be adjusted to suit the
hooter. The gun is a practical weapon and can be shot to
nsure the purchaser of a perfect fit. Anyone purchasing a
mi of this firm can have the advantage of the use of this
un.

111112 11-8
1111111 2-8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t-8
111112 1 2-8

Knight 112 11111-8
IVlll^lll 111'JTOOO-
Smith i -

1
-
1 ? x

Freeman
Cbick ..."......"""!""

Cline
Fox !"!!.".'."!.'"!*.*.'.!""

Schumacher

{£!& .:::::::::::::::::::'. 02221210
AUen - 10221011-6
Worden 121100O1-51 "°e" 10 0110 1-1

I he next event was a $5 freeze-out divided between Chick
box, Merrill and Packard with 10 each. The score :

Robinson
Warden
Taber
Cbick
Cline
Fox
Knight
Merrill '.'.".'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Smith
Packard

Packard..
Smith
Chick
Wiley
James
Fox
Knight....
Cline

The

2 1 1 I 2 1 w
1 1 1 2 1 w

. 21211220 w
1 1

J. A. R. Elliott has defeated Dr. W. F. Carver in three
raight matchea. On Saturday, September 15th he won
ith a score of 99 to 91. On Monday, September 17th, he
on with a score of 95 to 93, and on Tuesday, September IS,
e won with a score of 95 to 95, winning the entire stake of
100, the wager being $100 on each shoot and an additional
et of $100 on the result of the three matches.

Deer are being slaughtersd by the wholesale in Mendocino
Hinty in spite of the ordinance prohibiting the killing of
ly deer for two years. The proposed game warden law is
ie only law by which the game Jlaws can be enforced. The
•esent;iaws are on the whole, the merest farce, though oc-
isionally we hear ofan arrest in some of the counties where
ie sportsmen are alive to their own interests.

The deer hunters have been very successful in Placer
unty this month. Louis Johninion and Geo. Thornbrough
Auburn killed one each near Butcher Ranch on the 3rd,
ihn Middleton secured one near Colfax on the 10th, Edgar
ioper killed two deer near Clipper Gap on the 7th, Jacob
ecb,Geo. Atwell and Jas. Thomas each killed one on the
h and Nelson Knudson seemed a fine buck near Cane Hork
the!2lh.

1

2 1

12 111U11 1-10
12 2 11110

- 112 2 1112 1 1-10
1121110
1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—10
2 12 10
11111112 1 1-10

THE SECOND DAT.
In the first day's shooting C. A. Merrill, of Stockton.killed

all but one of those killed with the first barrel The feature
of the second day was the shooting of C. A. Robinson, the
president of the association, who killed 52 birds straight in
the various matches. However, he was not alone Gus
Knight killed 42 straight, Chick 43 out of 44, Smith 32 out
of 33 and Judy 47 out of 53. Out of 144 birds only 15 es-
caped. '

The fifth event of the tournament was an eight bird match
entrance $5. Robinson, Stephens, Merrill, Cline, Kni°ht'
Taber, Allen and Chick each killed eight straight The
score

:

&

Robinson
Stephens
Merrill
Cline
Kni£bt

Ti 1e
e
n
r '.'.'.;.'.'.:"'.'. 12221221-8

?„',? 1211111-7
Ir^man::::::::::::;::::::;::::::-;;::;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;; >

\ \ \ \ \ \
\-i

Schumacher ,„ii Jn
JTq^ " V '-I 11 1 *

woodbmy'':™::::::::::::::::: ::::z:::::::::::::;; j I J \ \ l \i~\

?j£?£ 011112 1-6

Packard 10112 2 0-5Packard 0112 110-5
The sixth event was a 20 bird shoot, $20 entrance Rob-

inson, Chick and Knight each killed 20 straight • Fox next
in order with 19. The score :

1 1 2 1 o w
1 l i o »•

1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 w
111111111 2-l„

mJJ k
Xt

,t
Venl "^ * fre™"<™», no entrance. Purse $100,

MPrrt? S7 M
6
,fi

0Cla"0D
-

.

Fo3:
'

Ra, Ph -
Jam <*. Knight andMerrill divided the purse with 10 each. The score

RobiosoD
, „ „ „

Tufc«r I 2 2 2 w
Fox 1 20 w
Wiley 2 1111111] 1—10
A. Ralph....::... 2 112 2 w
James. .

212111111 l_io
Smith 222111112 1-10
Packard 11 1 1 I 2 1 1 1 w
Xline " 110 «
Singer 1 ° w
Knight " •»,

„
linger ••• 1112 11111 1-10
Schumacher "

"
7 1 w

N. Ralph 1 1 2 2 u w
uiharin 1 1 1 w
Chick ; 0w
Mnrr.ll ....

' 2 Iv

Keller 211111111 1-10
Allen

'

- 2I JH i0w

bvM^r'rfli T"' "Vo* '?urnament "as a H "freeze-o',.rwonby Merrill, Fox and Robinson. The score
Wiley
Knight .

' • 'I 1 ' 2 I w
Ralph 112 111112 11 o-u
Merrill } ! ; " » „
Fox 112 1112 1111 1-12
Robinson.':..'.' 11111111111 1-12
Cline— lllllllllll i_i«
Chick

" - " wW
1 1 «-

1111112 1-8
12 11111 1—

S

11211111-8
12 11121 2-8
2 112 12 21—8

Robimou
Chick
Knighl
Fox ,

The State Tournament.

The thirteenth annual tournament of the California State

I ortsmen's Association, open on the 14th at Sanla Monica.

|
e weather was a bit warm but the birds flew fairly well and
e scores made were excellent. A large number of specia-

ls witnessed the shooting throughout the tournament.

k- long the well-known trap shooters that participated were
1 tlenden Robinson, and C. E. Worden of San Francisco,
1 A. Merrill of Stockton, O. M. Judy of Dinuba, Martinez
1 ck of San Diego, Dr. M. E. Taber, C. F. Packard ind S.

.'1 Smith of Riverside, Dr. Woodbury of Pasadena, Allen of
1 ario, Gus Knight of San Bernardino, H. M. Kellar of !

f ta Monica, Archer Freemin of Inglewood, Eugene Max-
1

1, referee, J. C. Cline, E. Unger, Louis Ralph, John
|

f umacher, E. B. Tufts, Jos. Singer, Greening and others
*i n Los Angeles.
I taring the entire tournament Robinson killed 157 out of
' birds shot at. " Fox " 121 out of 130. Taber 133 out of

;

Merrill 124 ont of 136. Chick 116 out of 127. Knight
1 out of 122. Smith 06 out of 71.

he firstmatch was at 12 birds.SJO entrance. Robinson,
f and Taber dropped 12 straight each and divided first
" ey. Chick, Ralph, Knight, Unger and Packerd divided
« nd money with 12 each. The score :

S lb
,',"

s°n
1 1 11112 12 121-12

u '..'J!- 12 21112 1121 1-12™ . laber 12 17""

1121111I1111IHX211 1-20H2211211121U212 21 l-'>0
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 11 2 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 5 2 2-20
2 112 212 1112 1111111 "-19

Merrill 1111101122101110
J,
a.ber 1110111201211120
£lme- 112101122101110
Stephens 10111121111 1200
Packard 11110100110
The seventh event was a 12-bird match, .$10 entrance

Robinson, Woodbury, Taber. Smith, Knight and Merrill
:
divided first with straight scores. Fox, Ralph and Stephens
dividing second money with 10. The score:

I Robinson 111211112 2 2 1—12

S3""""' .1x111111111 \l\r2
Jab" 2 1112 212 211 2-12

1 I™'."!.; 21221111121 2-12
>?#?' 11211211221 2-12Mem" • 11111111111 1-12
E??--h

011222222011-10

|fe=:::::::=^
, £f

rver 2 12 0022111 >_ 9
I

Ch"e
: 022011102211-9

Schumacher 111102010111-3
!
EKL1?"1 011112011010-8nh 'Ck 101012

The Empire Gun Olub.

The tournament given by the Empire Gun Club on Sun-
day last at their grounds at Alameda Mole was the most
succe«ful blue rock tournament given by any of the clubs this
year. Th» attendance was very large, there being no less
than 100 shooters on the grounds. The second event alone
brought out 84 entries. In fact, the entry was so much larger
than was expected the club was obliged to leave out the
team match, reduce the third event to a 15 bird match, and
decide the ties in the third match by freeze-ouls. The day,
though a bit warm, was pleasant, aod the wind being very
light, some excellent scores were made. The most of the
refereeing was done by A. W. Allen, and he gave very gen-
eral satisfaction. Secretary J. C. Baker was kept exceedingly
busy, but could scarcely be improved upon for the position.
We have never attended a shoot that passed off more pleas-
antly.

The first event on the programme was a 10 bird shoot,
1

known traps and angles, squad shooting, $1 entrance, three
moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., 31 entries. Webb and Alli-
son divided first with straight scores, Eugene Forster, Edgar
Forster, Nauman ane Liebshere divided second money. After
shooting off the tie fi»r third money Wetmore, Anderson and
Varney divided. The score :

Webb
Allison • 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1-10
Eugr'ToSer:::::::::':::::;::;:;;::;-':

i \ \ J

}

} J \ \,\-1"
Wanmon A l l 1 1 1 LI 1— 9

An extra event, a 12-bird shoot, followed. Robinson, Fox,
Chick and Smith divided the purse with straight scores'.

Robinson
Fox
Chick
Siuiln
Woodbury....
Taber
Merrill
Ralphs
Cline
Knight
Singer
Keller

111212111111-12
11111 1111111-12
1111111 11112-12
1211111111H-12
2112 12 111011-11
012221 111111-11
1111111 110 11—11

.. .. 11 1212111100-10
2 122 11110110-10
1011010
0111 100
1 11011

Nauman
Liebshere
Edg. Forster
Wetmore

Srsofi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- „

KarnTv 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1_ s

X£& :z:r:::::::::zr:::::::::.: ? „ ! } {

{

\ \ \
j- 3

S

OSS6 1110 11111-8
Whitney 11110 01011-7
Bake? 110 11111-7
WijSn 11110 0111-7

Er° iioioioixt:;
Leh?ke'::: !°nu°°Ai-
Quinton
Fischer...
Andrews
Allen

ITT 1101-5
SoS 110 10 01-4
FoSg? 01010 1110 0-1
H?hh»M 000 00 100 1 1-3

Wtadle?
00000 10 100-1vvmaler 0010 00000 0—1

1111111101-
1111101111—9
1111111111—9
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- s

.110 10 1110 1—7
.10 10 01111 1—7
110 1111 0—0

.111011 1000—6

.010110110 1—6

M hick
£• Ralph
E' Cnlght
i'nger

*f Packard..
i;; Merrill...
jffilbory

121111112 2-
.121202112101-
.121112100111-
. 1 01 12] L01111-
111120102221-
.021011111211-

THIRD DAY.

The closing day of the tournament witnessed some most
excellent shooting. Crittenden Robinson killed during the
day 57 out of 60 birds shot at. Dr. Taber 55 out of £9.
The most interesting shoot of the day was the Fay Diamond

Medal match. Robinson, Merrill, Taber, Packard, Smith
and Chick lied for the medal with 19 each. In the shoot off
Taber shot in great form, Robinson winning on the sixth tie
The score :

N

Robinson..

Karney
Varney
Rickerson..
Fendner....
Young
Wetmore....
Crowell
Anderson...

TIF. FOR THIRD MONEY.

... 01111-4

.... 1111 1-5

.-.11010-3
.... 101U—

1

... 10101-3

...1111 1—5

... w

..1111 1-5

111100111110—9
1 2 1110 002010- 7

N ie second event was a 10 bird match, $7.50 entrance,
" t brought out more entries. RobinsoD, Smith and Fox
°| *d first money, Taber, Knight, Unger, Chick and Schu-
™ lerdivided second. The score :

?c :son

Ta •.

^-::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::rv.:r:rr

.1112121011221122111 2—

W

Merrill 1 2 I 1 1 1 i 2 I 1 2 1 1 I I o 1 1 i JZ o
1 w
012211221120 w
0121121211212121112 1-101111111120211111010 1-181111211211011112121 1-ir,'"1111211222 2 2 1212 1-19

20122122120 ww

James
Fox
Taber
Cliue
Packard
Swett
Wiley 2 12 2 1

Knighl 1110 1

1—19

2 11112 211 2-10
!

222222112 1—10
111112 2 12 1-10

i

•' - 221121112 0-9
•••, -. 1 2.11101121— 9

1011112211-9
Viher - 2 2 21110 211-9;
I

e 0111 111121—9
I m 1011110111—8™ 2011102221—8

!

1002112111—8
:

102 122012 1— S

THE TIE.
KobiDSOn till 1— I 1111—1222 0-2 loll
Merrill 1 1 w
lIb

,

er-: "12 2 1-22121-12011-11101-
Packard 2 1 1 1 1-2 1 w
Smith 1112 I— w
Chick 2 12 1 1—2 2 w

ialwr
.'. 1 2 221—1 1 02 w

The eighth match was a 10 bird event, $7.50 entrance
Won by Robinson, Taber and Cline. The score

Serrm™
! 1 „ ^ ' ' "^

Tshzr il° "l22122-10

The second event was at 20 singles, known traps and angles
class and squad shooting, 75 cents entrance, birds included'
for merchandise prizes. 84 entries.
Webb, who may be termed the champion of the vear, won

first prize with 19.

M. Feudner, Edgar Forster and Debenham tied for second
prize with 18. Feudner and Forster won the tie and divided
the prizes.

Rickerson, Potter, Quinton and Olsen tied for third with
17. Olsen won the tie with 5 straight, Potter and Quinton
taking the other two prizes with 4 each.

Stewart being the only 16-bird man, took the three fourth
prizes, lucky man

!

The contest for fifth prize was very inierestiug. Fisher,
Eug. Forster, Young, Lehrke, Varney and " Ingals ''

lied on
lo birds. Varney won the first tie and choice of prizes with
5 straight. Forster and Young tied with 3 each, and Forster
eventually won by breaking 15 out of 20 to Young's 14.

Lehners, Allison, Nauman, Anderson, Bruns, Varney,
Eddy, Thorn, Wetmore, Vernon and Johns tied on 14 for
sixth prize. Wetmore won the tie.

Whitney, Dick, Crowell, Robertson and Baker tied for
seventh prize with 13. Baker won the tie.

Baum, Andrns, G. Gross, Zeiner, Depue, Fowler, Hebbard
and Glenmore tied for eighth prize wilh 12. Gross won the
tie.

Scholl, Boland, Kerrison, Maillott, Leikhere, Ernst, Eus-
tus, Cohen, Justins, Hodges, ClarK and Little tied for ninth,
with 11 each. Cohen won the tie.

Koertner, Wilson, McAilis and Webber tied for tenth
prize with 10, Koertner winning the lie.

Billington, W. Foster, J. Foster, Morrison, Wenzel,
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K^Ued for eleventh prUe with 9, Wenzel

winning the tie.

,,,,,! 1 1 1 1 1 1 > M 1 1 1
1-19

;::
-"

; lioioiouVoxiiiioiii-
;;uiuii.iu"ii hi 1110 i;-is

111100011101001-9
Dick " 110101011101010— 9

Windier 11100011100110 1—9
Brown " noOlOOOllllOll— 9

Komner ooOOOlllOlllOll— 8

Utile 000101110011011-8
Depue 100111O01101O10— 8

wniiiK-y "
ii oouoioiiiiio o-8

Fn-.u- 101001001101110—8
Kohrn 100000011101111—8
Anderson oiiooiooiioom— 8

Bllllogston 010011010010110— 7

Flscbcr 100101101 1001 0-7
Latl.rop 00100110010110 1— i

Ernest " loooolOOOlllOll— 7

Wehber OOOIOOOOIOIIOH— fi

Hull 000001110110001-6
Newton 00 i 001110100018— 6

Boland 0110000011011 0—6
Jakes 0000 1010 110 1100—6
Nevlus 011000 11000000 0—5
Kohler oOOOHOOOOlOlOl— 5

Boell 010000000100111— 5

Clark.... :•
i 00 01 1 00 00 1 ooi- 5

Reuwick 101000000100011— a

E. Cate 0001 1010100000—4
Junius 010010000100001—4
Wiltmr 000100100 00 1100— 4

Reese ioi000000101000— 3
Frank '• '""

O i 0000100 01 00— 3
Windier 00000 0000000000—
Markland 000000000000000—0
Davis

Hubbard- ollOoioooiiolOllllll-
Baum

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 U 1
J

1 1-

01 01011011110100101 1-12

oi" U0111 0110 11001 10-12
illeumore 11101 10000100011011 1—11

• - •".'.'.'.'.. 01010010011001110111-11
Jiioiriiooiiiooooiio-
00000 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 l loi-ii

Kobu 0100001110010111101 1-11
01111000110011001101-11
oio io io ii iooi noi loi-n
oooJiiiioiliooioiioi-ii
110 10 1111010011001 0-11
10001001100000111111-11

Boland 00110110100111H000 0-11

Maillot...

Koertner
Wilson...
Meallls

' 100 1 "ill 1 1 6 1 1 1 1-11
00001110111101 Oil 001-U
11101000011010111001-10
0110001111101010010 0-10
0000010110111011101 0-10
11010111110010000001-11

Web« Jolll 100101 00 1010100- 9

p. Jakes
o 1 1 1 1 1 C 1 1 1 1- 9

01100001001010110110- 9
£™**"- 00110100010100011011-9
" a™ 1" 0111100110110100000 0-9

S&lon r=. OOlOlOlOlJOpopllOllO-"

W. Foster..

J. Forsler..

Morrison....

S. Gross
Goodwin...
Kobler
New ion
Merrill
Palmer
HliMllllin

1000100001011011101 0—9

010 0101011100010110 0-9

1011 101010010 0000110—9
110 00100101101010 0-8

1001100111001000100 0-8
0100010010010101100 0-1
00011110000010000011—7
10001 10000100 001 010 1-7
011100000010000100 1-6
00001000111000000100—5
00101000100000100010—

a

If 1"- - •• 11000000100010010010-5
r

.
• 0000110000100000 0001-4

C. W. Morion
u0 1 1 0000 000 1 001 00 00—

!

'" 00100000901010000010—

4

Hollister Fair Race Entries.

The following is a complete list of entries for the races at

our next fair. All the races, with one exception, are filled,

and from the superior class of horses entered in these con-

tests good sport may be expected. Since the organization of

the association never has there been so much interest mani-

fested in the racing part of the fair as has been shown this

season:

RaceI. Yearling Pacini; Stakes-MiU dash, purse

$145 closed with the following entries :C. P. Warburton s

Madge, S. E Kent's Peeka-Boo.C. A. Wilsoi

Race 2. Two-year-old Trotting

purse $205.—P E. G. Anzar's Matias A,

,

Rambler, Donnelly, Dunne & Co.'s Antimony, P. L. Nash s

Snips.

Race 3 Yearling Trotting Stakes—Mile dash,

purse $150.—H. M. Weather's colt, Joe Sanchez s Juao

Chico, C. J. Cox's Delphine.

Race 4. RuNNiNG-Mile dash, purse $200.-0. Apple-

by's Flirtilla, W. B. Dodd's April, Zeke Abraham's Auteuil,

J as. Raft's Arno, Kennedy Bros.' Duke Stevens E. A Dora-

berger's Oheisa. C. L Fon's Carmel W L Appleby s Laurel,

Thos. Fisher's Fortuna, John Field's Dick O Malley, A. Y.

Stephenson'B Faro, Jos. Mahoney's Lonnie B

Race 5. Running—Five-eighths mile and repeat, purse

$200.—O. Applebv's Durango, Willis & Whitney's Gracie b
;1

Wm. Dixon's Quirt, Kennedy Bros.' Sue Abbott.

Stakes—2 in 3,

H.M. Weather's

01010 0001 ooo oooo 00 01—4

0010000001001010000 0—1
00100000000100010010-4
0000000000010000000 0—1
000000 000 00 10000 00 0-1
U 00000001 00000000 00-1
01 oooooooo—w
00010111010—w

Paul
J. Webb
Baum
Wendter
Bavin
I'avi!
Miirklaoil
F. Varney
Levi I

The third event was originally scheduled as a 20-bird race,

but was changed to a 15-bird race, and $15 was added to the

first 6ve prizes, knowD traps and angles, squad shooting, class

shooting, lies shot in " freeze-outs," entrance 75 cents. 69

entries.
, c .

Ilebenham, having the only clean score, won hrst prize.

Allison, Wetmore, Eug. Forster, Karney and Quinton tied

for second with 14. Forster won.

Ingalls, Nauman, Webb, Potter and Baker tied for third

with 13. Nauman and Webb winning. ...
I il-c-o, Varney, Feudner and Wilson tied for fourth with

12. Wilton winning.

Liebscher, W. Gross, Kemson, Audrus, Wenzell, Morton,

Hodges, Edg. Forsler, Bruns, Vernon, Hebbard and Stewart

lied for' fifth place with 11 each. Stewart won the revolver

with 6 straight ; Liebscher the shells with 5.

Lebncra, Q. Gross, Crowell, Young, Allen and Baum tied

for sixth prize with 10. Lehnere won the shells with 7

hi ;
i;ross the coat with 6.

Fowler, Pisani, Robertson, Dick, Windier, Brown and

net lied fur seventh prize with 9. Brown winning.

Little, Depue, Whitney, Euslus, Kohen, Anderson and

Billinglon tied for eighth prize with 8, Anderson winning.

Fisher, Lmthrop, Ernst and Webber tied for uinth prize

«itli 7, Fisher and Lktbrop uinning.

Hall, Newton, Boland, Jakes, Nevins and Kohler tied for

tenth prize with B, Jakes and Nevins winning.

Clark ami Renwick tied for eleventh prize with 5.

I lark winning.

The score
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Leach &

im Moun.rWL. 'Appleby's Raphael, Thofi. Fish-

er's Charmer, John Field's Gold Dust, Geo. E. Shaw's Mamie

Race 6 Ten-mile Race—Purse $200, with the follow-

ing entries: Luke Flowers, Joe Bacigalupi, Henry Mahoney,

Charles Hitchcock, Tony Lewis.

Race 7. Trotting—2:40 class, purse $200.—H. M.

Weather's Merrit L., Mat Wilson's Mai, Donnelly, Dunne A:

Co.'s Letter B., Hebert & Son's Laura D., Free Haney s

Bessie Thorn.

Race S. Trotting—2:27 class, purse $300.— Donnelly,

Dunne & Co.'s Letter B., H. F. Spencer's Lena H^Gish

Bros' Star of the West, Paris Kilbourne's Aunty Wilkes,

Breen & Lynd's Gilpatrick, H. H. Helman's Rockwood, O.

Marchand's Lady O.

Race 9. Pacing—2:30 class. Left open.

Race 10. Running—Three-eighths mile and repeat.—

Wm. Dixon's Quirt, J. A. Kearney's Never Mind, Kennedy

Bros ' Eulalia, Chas. Cockrill's Monarch, Leach & Mathews'

Sam Mount, S. P. Smith's Valledore. Geo. E. Shaw's Mamie

Race 11. Running—Three quarter mile oash, purse

$200. U. Appleby's Conde ; WilliB & Whitney's Gracie S.;

Geo. Lowrey's Ucita; P. E Z. Anzir's Jennie McKinstry
;

Jas. Raft's Arno ;
Kennedy Bros.' Sue Abbott : E. A. Dorn-

berger's Oheisa ; W. L Appleby's Laurel ; Thos. Fisher's

Charmer; John Field's Dick O'Malley; A. Y. Stephenson's

Faro ; Jos. Mahoney's Lonnie B.

Race 12. Rdnnisg—Novelty, one and a quarter mile

dash, purse $250. O. Appleby's Flir'.illa ; W. B. Dodd's

April ; Willis & Whitney's Gracie S.. Z. Abraham's Autenil;

Wm. Dixon's Quirt ; Kennedy's Duke Stevens
;
Chas. Cock-

rill's Monarch; Leach & Matthews' Sam Mount; S. P.

Smith's Valledore; C. L. Don's Carmel ; W. L. Applebv's

Raphael; Thos. Fisher's St. Patrick; Jos. Mahoney's

Lonnie B.

Race 13. Trotting— Purse $400. R. D.

cellor ; F. F. Hostetter's Boodle & Son's Bruno

demon's Bay Wilkes ; J. D. Carr's Bay Rum.

Race 14. Pacing- Purse $400. F. M. Burkholder's

Wait-a-Little; E. W.Steele's Edna R.; Shaw Bros.' Benton

Boy ; A. G. Wilson's Loupe.

Nelson, by Cousin Vic. Pulse & Armstrong's b g Rondo

-Unknown. Robertson & Finlay's g m Sh.nie Maben, by

Bollinger. G. W. Humphrey's ch m Gold Cloud, by J umbo.

.TeffHildreth'ssg Tom Benton, by———

.

Race 4 Trotting, 2:26 Class—Mile heats, 3 in 5, purse I

$275.—Spring & Tomson's b s Pasha, by Echo. W. A. Ves.al's

pnt. s Spotted John, by Overland W. J Edwards bg

Milford B., by Engineer. Donald Mclntyre s g s Maxwell,

by Wm. Tell.

Race 5. Trotting—Two-year-olds and under, 1 in 3

purse $150.—James Barbara's b m Dicy L., by Longfellow

M. Branley's b m Primrose, by Victor ; W. J. Edwards br !

Plumas Maid, by Quiucy.

Race 6. Running, mile and repeat, purse $200.—Frank

Curtis' b m Pinch of Snuff, by Snuff Box ;
J. A. Roberts b

Joe D., by Cousin Vic ; W. H Killeby'sg g Hermes, b3

Bollinger; G. W. Humphrey's ch m Gold Cloud, by Jumbo

F. Humphrey's b g Pady, by Flood.

Race 7. Trotting, 2:30 class—3 in 5, puree $100.- -M
Helsley's s s Kodak, by George Wapple; McClelland t

Campbell's g m Effie G., by Tilion Almont ; W. J. Edwards

g g Russell D., by Coligny.

Race S. Running, one-half mile and Repeat, pure

$200—A. P. Merrill's g g Moonlight, by Eagle; W.fl

Stearns* b g Bally S„ by Joe Marsb; J. A. Forkner's g g J.e

son by Cousin Vic; Pulse & Armstrong's b g Rondo ;
Rooer

son & Finlayson's gr m Shinie Maten. by Bollinger
;
Lt V

Humphrey's ch g Bobo, by Jumbo; Jeff Hildreth s s s Tot

Benton; T. Beandyn's ch g Elmo, by El Rio Rey.

Race 9. Running—Three-year-olds and under, thre.

quarter mile dash, purse $150.—J. A. Doyle's b g Cap Bo-

ny Snuff Box; Frank Curtis' b m Pinch of Snuff, by Sni)

Box- Conger & McClelland's blk s Partnership, by Keystor,

L Rowel's b f Laundress, by Cousin Vic; Sharp & Donlei

b f Suanetta, by Keystone; F.Humphrey's ch f Mnsett, I

Warwick ; T. Beandyn's ch c Eureka, by El Rio Key.

Race 10. Trotting—Three-year- olds and under, 3 in

purse $175.—John E. Raker's s s Chauncey R., by Election*

Nelson. John P. Branley's b e Clipper, by Victor. H oil

Holcomb's g m Jessie H., by Bill McCord W J. Edwar,

br f Plumas Maid, by Quincy. W. H. Killeby's br g Bal

by Majesty.

Race 11. Mixed Trot and Pace—2:40 class, 3 in

purse $225.-John E. Raker's blk m Leda S by Election.

Nelson. McClelland & Campbell's g m Effie G
,
by J ill

Altmont. Phil C. Byrne's br m Daisy K., by Victor. H

& Holcomb's br s Bill McCord, by Tom Benton. M. Helsl.

s s Kodak, by George Wapple.

Race 12. Running—Three quarter mile and rep.

purse $200.—Frank Curtis' b m Pinch of Snufl, bySi

Box. J. B. Roberts' b s Joe D., by Cousin \ ic. W.

Killeby' e g Hermes, by Bollinger. F. Humphieys

Pady, by Flood.

Race 13. Trotting—Free-for-all ages, 3 in 5, pi

$300—McClelland & Campbell's g m Effie G. by Til

Almont. Spring & Thomson's b s Pasha^ by Echo W
Vestal's pnt s Spotted John, by Overland. V\ .

J
.
hdwa

b g Milford B., by Engineer. Donald Mclnlyre s g s 1

well, by Wm. Tell.

Race 14 Trotting—Four-year-olds and under, 3 i

purse $150-John E. Raker's s s Chauncey R
,
by I

tioneer Nelson. M. Helsley's br m Carmileta by rl

McClelland & Campbell'B g s Belvidere, by t-1 us Payne

J. Edwards' g g Russell D., by Coligny. W. A. Killeb

g Baby, by Majesty.

Race 15. Running—Five-eighths mile and repeat, t

$200 —Frank Curtis' br m Pinch of Snuff, by Snuff Box

B. Roberts' b s Joe D , by Consin Vic. W. G. Stearns

Bally S., by Joe Marsh. J. A. Forkner's g g Nelso

Cousin Vic. Pulse & Armstrong's b g Rondo. \\ .
H.

leby'sgg Hermes, by Bollinger. G. W. Humphry s

Bobo, by Jumbo. Jeff Hildreth's b g Red Sheep.

The loud protests that trainers and owners have bee

tering against the hill in the Morris Park race course ha

last borne fruit, and Mr. W. A. Gorman, the supermtem

has already started the construction of a new mile co

This will come under the hill. The start is lo be out o

mile and a quarter chute, and the new turn will begin I

seven-furlong pole. The track will cross the Eclipse (stre

course, and come into the homestretch above the quarter

This wilfmake a level course, with only one turn. Th

is estimated at $15,000. There is no doubt that the ai

tion will reap great benefits from this concession .to

sentiment.

Fox's Chan-
; J. N. An-

Geo. A. Wiley, superintendent of .he Oakwood

Stock Farm, purchased the Electioneer stallion Slight,

trom Geo. Bement last Saturday at an advance on the

the latter paid for him. Mr. Wiley will breed her to

Derby 2:20, next year. She is heavy with foal to 1|

Prince Slight is a sister lo Sphinx, 2:20'>, and Egotist,

She is only eight years old^

.:.
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Following are the entries made in the races of the Fourth

Annual Fair of the Thirty-fourth District, to begin in Susan-

ville, Cal., Tuesday, September 25:

Race 1. Running, One-Half Mile Dash—Two-year-

olds and under, purse $175.—N. J. Barry's s f Pink Hood, by

Telegraph. Frank Curtis' br g Tiburon, by Keystone. J. C.

Wemple Jr. 'ss g Archie, by Snuff Box. Conger o: McClel-

land's bk c Partnership, by Keystone. L. Rowel's b f

Laundress, by < Sousii] Vic. Sharp A Donley's br f Juanetta,

by Keystone. T. Reandyn'sch c Eureka, by El Rio Rey.

Race 2. Trotting, Three-Minute Class—Mile heats,

3 in 5, purse $200.—John Raker's s s Chauncey R., by Elec-

tioneer Nel-nm. .1. McMaster'sb 8 Duke, by Victor. IIoll &
oVs g in Jessie H., by Bill McCord. W. A. Vestal'B

bg lull River Hill —Unknown. W. J.Edward's g g Russell

nlignv. M. Helsley's s s Kodak, by George Wapple.
W. II. Killeby's b g Baby, by Majesty. B. F. Tun-ill's b g
Monarch, by Victor.

RACES Hinnino,Tiirek-EigutiisMile and Repe t
—Purse $200.— L. F. Bailey's ch g White Cloud, by Red
Cloud. A. P. Merrill's g g Moonlight, by Eagle. W. G.

I Steam's c g Bally 8., by Joe Marsh. J. A. Forkner's g g

Awarded
Hifrbest Honors-World's Fair.

w CREAM

BAKING
POWDiR

MOST PERFECT MADE. ,

. ^ure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder, ftw

ftom Ammonia, Alum or any other adulters*.

- 40 YEARS THE STAUDAR^
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HOOF-BBAT8.

Tom Lottridge, trainer for George Rose, has a number
of horses at Bay District track which he will start working.

H. Eugene Leigh has bought from Matt Allen the year-

ling colt by Powhattan, dam Addie C, a half-brother to

Chant.

Zeke Abrahams has sold the bay gelding Auteuil to

James Garland; consideration private. He is a splendid

jumper.

Mollie McCauxey, a bay mare by Elector, won a pacing

race at Fostoria, Ohio, September 6th, and got a record of

2:23 in the first heat.

Hilda S., by Stamboul, made a record of 2:19£ in the 2:33

class trot at Philadelphia September 12, but Limonero, by

Piedmont, won the race.

Boeert Bonner, the famous millionaire lover of fast

horses, has ordered a McKerron-Clawson automatic break

realizing its utility at once.

Byron McClelland has sold to his cousin, Will Wallace,

the two-year-old oolt The Commoner, by Hanover—Mar-
gerine. The price paid was $5,000.

Esquimo, by Greenlander, dam Pitti Sing, by Electioneer

won the 3:00 trot at Fleetwood Park, September 12th, mak-'

ing a record of 2:13] in a third heat.

Nick Hall arrived in San Francisco from Chicago last

Wednesday night looking greatly improved in health, and as

stylish as Berry Wall in his palmy days.

Twenty-four thoroughbreds of the A. B. Spreckels

string will arrive at Oakland track next Monday in charge

of the veteran trainer, Cy Mulkey- All are doing well.

W.Brown, former owner of Annie Moore, has purchased

of Tom McTague the brown three-year-old colt Tosida, by

Regent, dam Reply (dam of Jocko), by Enquirer; considera-

tion $800. He is a very fair performer.

N. J. Stone has 6o)d his fine stallion, Election, by Elec-

tioneer, dam Lizzie H., by Whipple's Hanibletonian, to a

gentleman in the East for a goodly sum, and the horse will

be sent to his new home at an early date.

Fred Taral was fined $200 and suspended for the balance

of the meeting for his part in the fouling occurrence) in the

sixth race. He can ride only for stables to which he is en-

gaged by contract.—N. Y. Mercury, September 15.

Work will be pushed on the new inside training track at

Bay District. It was greatly needed, for the regular course,

now being reclayed, will not be ready for some time to come.
Hereafter the outside track will not be used to work horses

on, in all probability.

Luke Flowers is training Johnny Payne, a St. Saviour
colt, St. Saviour—Glen Queen filly and a Major Ban colt

for Zeke Abrahams over the Hobart Stock Farm track in San
Mateo county. Flowers will be one of the best steeplechase

riders at the coming great meetine-

Davy P. O'Connor, the Pooh Bah of the Montana turf,

wbo made a big hit this season as starter, secretary, director-

in-chief, etc., may come to San Francisco this winter. His
many friends hope so, at least, and that he would be accorded

a royal reception is well-nigh certain.

It appears the case of Monroe Salisbury has not reaily

been settled, as telegraphed from Lexington, Ky. The mat-
ter has been left to Major P. P. Johnson, of Lexington, who
will decide within the next two weeks. That Mr. Salisbury

-will be exonerated is well-nigh certain.

Frank Van Ne^s' good colt Monterey won a cracking
good six-furlong race at Hawthorne last Wednesday, defeat-

ing such good ones as Hymn and Senator Irby. By the way,
there was a tvpographical error in last week's issue regarding

the latter. He cost Ed. Corrigan $8,000 instead of $18,000.

W. J. Lynn made a sale yesterday of a half interest in his

trotting horse Gilpatrick, 2:29], by Junio, 2:22, dam by Gil-

patrick (thorouehbred), to Eugene T. Breen, for $400. The
horse is a splendid individual, and his present mark is not,

by a number of seconds, the limit of his speed.—Salinas

Journal.

Riley, the rejuvenated winner of the Kentucky Derby
and other rich stakes, won a seven-furlong dash in a gallop

at Hawthorne lest Tuesday. After nearly two years' retire-

ment the son of Longfellow is fast getting into his old-time

form. Probably Ed Corrigan will send the old horse out to

this city next month.

California horses did magnificent work at Hawthorne
last Thursday. De Bracy beat Pop Gray, Eagle Bird and
others at six furlongs. Diggs won his third race this week,
a seven-furlong affair, with Insiallator, another Californian,

Becond. Tim Murphy won a six-furlong race, and Leo, of

P. G. Reed's string, was third.

Dr. Van Dyke has sold h :

s black gelding Montrose to

Mrs, Caroline Burns, of Crescent Citv for $300. Montrose is

by Adrian, and holds the three-year-old record of Southern
Oregon, 2:44i, made in an old-style sulky on the Central

Pjint track in 1892. As a four-year-old he showed a 2:16

gait.—Jacksonville (Or.) Times.

The only instance on record that we are aware of, in the
United States at least, of a woman training and driving a

Totting horse for the races, is that of Mrs. D. D. Shean of

Lompoc. She dons her driving suit regularly every morning
md drives to the race course, where she works her horses for

ill there is in them, and the jockey who can side-track or get

thead of her has to be a dandy and well up to tricks, and
lon't you forget it.—Journal.

Tristan, probably the best son of Hermit, and the great

ival of Foxhall, died recently in Hungary. He reared in

is box, smashing a partition, fell down and broke his neck.
lis owner, Mr. Luczenbacher, only purchased the horse this

nly for $16,000 at the breakup of the stud of the Duchess
f Montrose. The latter had paid $60,000 two years ago for

'riBtan to the French Baron, Rothschild. Tristan was a fair

lc-cess in the stud. The best horse he got was probably Le
icham, who was this year the City and Suburban Handicap

" Lgland.

Ucha

Father William Daly has determined to sell bis horses
and began operations yesterday. He 6old Laughing Water
to J. Kelly for $600 and disposed of Hartford to McCafferty
& Wishard for a sum said to be §1,500, an extremely good
price for a maiden. He has put the balance of his horses

into the hands of Col. S. D. Bruce, to be sold at auction.—
N. Y. Mercury, September 15.

John Shields left Chicago for San Francisco last Wed-
nesday by Express with twelve horses: Bassanio, General
Miles, Lawyer and Melanie, belonging to Blakely and Ryan;
Sweet Alice, Robin Hood, Tar and Tartar and two maiden
two-year-olds, of Nick Hall's and his own Captain Rees, Mc-
Light and Mary S. When the local season ends Leigh will

go to California to ride for Shields.

Mr. C. Littlefield, Sr., has had the misfortune to lose

from spinal meningitis his yearling colt by Sir Modred, dam
Embroidery, a brother to Sir Matthew, purchased at Mr.
Haggin's sale last spring for $3,500. Mr. Littlefield states

that the colt was the fastest yearling he ever trained. He
had worked quarters in a fraction over 0:24, and three fur-

longs in 0:37 easily. Mr. M. F. Dwyer had talked of buying
the colt. Mr. Littlefield valued him at $15,000.

Talbot Clifton, the wealthy youug Britisher, it 13 un-
derstood has retired from the running turf, and will hereafter

devote himself to the trotting horse breeding industry. Under
the guidance of Dan McCarty he hopes to breed the two-min-
ute trotter. Mr. Clifton, in carrying out his plans, has made
a present of Romair, Silver Plate and Guadaloupe to young
Joe McCarty, and to some gentleman that he must have had
an awful grudge against he is credited with presenting Easter
John.

Among the turfmen that will bring strings here to race

next winter are Tom McTague, of Deer Lodge, and the Hig-
gins Bros., of Missoula, Mont. The latter are remarkable
men, both being about 6 feet 6 inches in height, millionaires

many times over, and typical Westerners in manners and
appearance. Tom McTague has Marietta, Dara, Chinook
and Emma Mc. The Higgins Bros, own Midget, Bill How-
ard, St. Croix, French Lady and Red Dick among others, all

sprinters except St. Croix.

Henry Simons, better known as " Jew Simons," of Louis-
ville, together with his son, were ruled off the turf at

Hawthorne last Thursday. They owned Mokkar Hi and
many other well-known horses. Henry .Simons was famous
as a trotting horse driver before he ever went on the running
turf. The Simons horses have been running very queer of

late, and a jockey went into the judges' stand lately and
asked to be excused from riding one of Simons' horses, which
that worthy had ordered him to pull. The boy was excused,
Chorn substituted, the horse (Mokkar Hi) lost the race, and
and the investigation followed.

'' Frenchy " Berger is a turf outlaw, and his occupation
as a jockey is gone for the time being at least, if not forever.

He rides for Foster, and was not feeling very kindlj toward
Colonel Clark on account of the disqualification of Eloroy
the day before, so when the Colonel called him into the stand

to ask him something in regard to his ride on Eloroy yester

day the boy answered him curtly, and when he came down
from the judges' stand he remarked that he hoped that

blankety ! blank! blank! would be satisfied now. He was at

once ruled off, and the next jockey who wishes to express his

opinion of the judge will wait until he is out of sight of the

judges' stand.—Chicago Inter Ocean, Sept. 14th.

The following official decision was handed down by the

stewards of the Jockey Club on the afternoon of Sept. 13th

The stewards of the Jockey Club, after a full consideration o
the complaint of the Long Island Association in respect to

the running of the horse Susie R., on Friday, Aug. 17, rule

off the turf Alfred Lakeland, John Dowd and George Quan-
trell, for their connection therewith. The stewards of the

Jockey Club, after full consideratson of the complaint of the

stewards of the Long Island Pony RaciDg Association, in re-

spect of the running of the horse Wang on Friday, Aug. 17,

revoke the license of John Croker, trainer, and rule Edward
Barry off the track.

A bewhiskered German named Jacob Shoulte tried to

ring in a horse at Hawthorne last Thursday as Dan Kurtz in

the last race, and he, horse and all their belongings were
driven from the track. Shoulte and the horse were formerly

ruled off. The rumors got in the ring. So did some of Dan
Kurtz's money. The horse was backed from 40 to 12 to 1.

Dan ran a bad race under young Harsh, and finished tenth in

a field of twelve. H. W. Kelly, who races IdaSauers, Con-
stant and other horses at the track, went to the stand with a

claim. Dan Kurtz had been stolen from him at Garfield

Park two years ago. He wanted the " ringer," but could

not say that he was the original Kurtz. The real horse is

said to be on the Alderson farm in Central Illinois.

James E. Pepper has instructed Col. Bruce to sell at auc-

tion in the paddock of the Brooklyn Jockey Club, on Satur-

day, September 22, his entire stable of horses in training, con-

sisting of Miss Dixie, winner of the Kentucky Oaks and
Saratoga Stakes ; The Queen, a frequent winner ; La Joya,

winner of the Melbourne Stakes, in which she beat Lazzarone,

Henry of Navarre and Pearl Song; Franklin (2), wiuner of

the Bankers' Stakes ; Neceda (2), winner of the California

Stakes, and Dwight, Relict (2), Deno{2), Kismet (2), Pepper

(2), all winners, and Pepper Rye, that was third in the Thora
Stakes, won by Handspun, and Blue and Grey (2), that has

never started. These horses are of extra quality, not only

in points of breeding, but on account of good performances.

This was the resolution offered by Colonel M. Lewis Clark

in behalf of the California Jockey Club at the Turf Congress

meeting, and which was adopted : Inasmuch as the California

Jockey Club and other racing associations west of the

Rocky Mountains have not had sufficient time to perfect an

organization ; and whereas, their customs and racing require

more time in which to conform to the rules of the Turf Con-

gress, it is hereby agreed that all of toe racing and acts of

Buch said association shall be recognized by the Turf Congress,

and all forfeits and rulings of the Jockev Club and Turf

Congress shall be enforced by said association in California,

and the rulings and forfeits of the California association shall

be enforced by members of the Turf Congress and Jockey
Clubs for a term of twelve months, at the expiration of which

time,or before, the California association shall confer with and

submit to the Turf Congress a plan for the fusion of the two

territories under one set of rules. The new rule was passed.

VALLEJQ

OCTOBER 2 to 6, 1894,

IN'C LUSIVE.

RUNNING, SPECIAL

TROTTING and PACING

Five Days' Races

Given under the auspices of the Solano Agricul-

tural and Speed Association.

Entries to Close Sept. 26

XOTE—It will be the endeavor of the management
10 arrange a programme 60 as to allow horses entered
In the several events to start In each by putting such
classes as they are entered in far enough apart to per-

mit of It.

DISTRICT COLT STAKES.
No. 1. Yearlings, 5 to enter Parse $150

NO. 2. 2-Year-0lds Purse 400

No. 3. 3-Year-0lds Purse 400

FREE-FOR-ALL.

No. 4. 2-Year-0lds Purse 400

No. 5. 3-Year-0lds. Purse 500

No. 6. 4-Year-0lds Purse 000

No. 7. 2:15 Glass Purse 800

No. 8. 2:19 Glass Purse 800

No. 9. Free-For-AII Purse 800

No. 10. 2:24 Glass Purse 400

PACING.

No. 11. 2:14 Glass Purse 800

No. 12. 2:20 Class. Purse 600

No. 13. 2:25 Glass Purse 500

No. 14. 2:30 Glass. Purse 500

SPECIAL TROT.

No. 15. 2:30 Class, named horses. Purse 150

Over-Xtght Running Race Each Day.

io\dhio\5.
Entries close on September 26, 1S94. when horses are

to be named. 5 per cent, to enter.
Parses will be divided Into four moneys, SO, 25, 15 and

10 per cent.
Five per cent of the amount of the purse will be

deducted from each money^von.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to declare

two starters a wait-over. When only two start, they
may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be
divided, 68 2-3 per cent, to the first and 33 1-3 per cent,
to the second. A horse distancing the field shall only
be entitled to first and third moneys.
In all two-year-old races the distance is to be 150

yards.
All races to be three in five, except two-year-olds,

which shall be two in three.
The Board of Directors reserves the right to change

the hour or date of any race except when it becomes
necessary to ante-date a race, in which lrstance the
nominator will receive three days' notice of change by
mail to address of entry.
Entries not declared out at 6 o'clock p. m. on the day

preceding the race shall be required to start, and declar
ations must be in writing and made at the office of the
Secretary at the track.
When there Is more than one entry to any purse by

one person or in one interest, the horse to be started
must be named by 6 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding
the race.
Trotting and racing colors must be named by 5 o'clock

p. M. on the day preceding the race, and must be worn
upon the track. Colors will be registered In the order
In which they are received.
Conditional entries will be treated the same as regu-

lar entries, and nominators held under the rules.

Otherwise than is specified in these conditions, the
National Trotting Association rules to govern. Penal-
ties and expulsions of the American Trotting Associa-
tion will be recognized.
Ten entries required to fill In all but the yearllugand

named race. The Board reserves the right to hold a
less number than ten to fill by the deduction of the en-
trance money from the purse for each borse less than
ten. The yearling and named race, five to enter and
three to start, with 10 per cent, to enter. The Board
reserves the right to hold a less number than five to

All by Ihe deduction of the entrance money from the
purse for each borse less than five.

Where more than nine declare to start In any race,

the Board of Directors reserves the right to divide the

starters into two fields.

The District comprises the counties of Napa, Solano.

Sonoma, Lake, Yolo and Mendocino,
Entry blanks sent on application.
Address all entries and communications to

W. T. KKLIKY Secretary.
B. F. RUSH, President.
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CAUfORMA JOCKEY CLUB
STAKE EVENTS.

31 to be Run During Next November, December, January and February, 6 Next Spring

-V-ESmr STAKE GUJARAKTTEE
Ranging in Value from $1,000 to $10 000.

Thirty Additional Stakes Will be Gotten up for the Spring Meeting, 1895.

litK' 1't*1 nw.

i thin). Winners of one raceol the
. ooo each, to

Dl a race, value
i |SOO, in lbs.; beaten maidens

pt*r fiTliiiin-.

THK NORFOLK BTARBS Por Iwo-yeowldB.
t-*iiimiiiv|lO; • «> additional for horses nol declared by

:

. v proceeding the

race. The California Jockey Club to irnuraulee Ibe

nlueol oi which #M0 to second

and fiou to ihird. Wlnrtei ol i raceol the value of
or more of tbe " each, to

lb*. iH-nuitv. Non-winners of a race, vuiue
. ......

i
: ii. nffMW.13 lbs.; beaten maidens
\houl *lx lurloiiK"-

iiik PALO vi,iti h wmrvp-For two-year-
Itlonal lor starters. The
nranlee the value of tbe

,|Uk,-. cond and |100 10

Weights to be aDnou I three 'lays prior to

r»<v. Decianuinn* doe -i p. u. day preceding race.

Lured liable for starling fee. About six

lurlont-*.

ink QDINLAN BTAB.BS For two-year-olda that
von a race, value #1,000. Entrance $10; #30

,i: for horses not declared by the time of clos-

ing entries, the day preceding the race. The California

i guarantee the value ol the slakes to be
second and $50 to third. Non-

wlnnera of ft race, value 1700, or of three races of any

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING CLOSE OCTOBER 25, 1894

:

* ?*—??*??£** T? . ..yr.yrJ TTw.*" '
*„ ,rhe calilornia Jockey Club to guarantee tbe value bg

the stakes to be #2,000, of which #300 to second and 31SU

to third. Weights to be announced two days, prior to .

the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding ibe ;

race. Horses not declared to be liable for the starting

fee. The full steeplechase course. About two miles
and a quarter.

two-year old | Ins the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee l THK LlSSAK HANDICAP— For three-year-olds

ii -
; Fi or horses notde- the value of the Makes to be #1,000, of which #150 to and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional for start-

Ui daypreccd second and #50 to third. Winners this yearofa race of
,
»rs. The California Jockey Ulub to guarantee the

ferula lockev Club to guarantee ' ibe value of #5,000 when carrying weight for age, to l value of the stakes to be #2,000, of which f»S0 to second
in it #200 to ! carry live pounds extra. Non-winners of a race of the

j
and #150 to third. Weights to be^

"'
I prior to lhe race,

pounds; $600, lllteeu pounds; beaten maidens allowed I ceding the r.ice.

value of #1,600 allowed live pounds; of $1,000, ten

j; $600, lllteeu pounds; beaten
live pounds additional. One mile.

THK MILROY STAKES—For three-year olds

starting fee

__ nounced four days
Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-

Horses not declared to be liable for

Two mile-.

For three-year olds < THE THORH'TOS STARKS—Fur three-year-olds

and upwards. Entrance #10: #40 additional for horses i and upwards. Ten lbs. be:ow scale. Entrance ?10 ($90

not declared by the time of closing entries, the day
j

additional for starters The California Jockey Club to

precedlug the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to he $3,000, of which
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,200, of wbl h

[

$500 to second and $2-50 to third. Four Miles.
#200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of one race,

value $5,000, or two or more of §2,500 each, to carry
3 lbs. penalty; of one race, value $10,000, or three or
more of $2,510 each, 7 lbs. penalty. Non-winners of
$1,000 allowed 4 lbs.; ot $500, 8 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

lowed 12 pounds. One mile.

THE PALACE HOTEL HANDICAP—For three-

vear-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional

for starters. The Palace Hotel and the California
Joekev Club io guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$2,000," ol which $300 to second and $150 to third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to race.

Declarations due 4 p. m. tbe day preceding the race.

Horses not declared to be liable for starting fee. Win-
ners of any race after weights are announced to carry
S lbs. penally; if handicapped at less than weight for

age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile nud a sixteenth.

THE »Ei\KRAI, ARTHUR CIG*R HANDI-
CAP—For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
$10; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
Cigar Company and the Cal! ornia Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which
Non-winners of a race, value

| ,$ioo to second and §150 to third. Weights to be an-
' nounced three days prior to the race. Declarations

due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not de-

clared to be liable for starting fee. Winners of any
race after weights are announced to carry 5 lbs. pen-
alty; If carrying less than weight tor age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.

THE BURNS HANDICAP—For three year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; §90additional for starters

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the slakes to be $5,000, of which $750 to second and $250

to l bird. Weights to be announced three days prior
to race. Declarations due 4 p.m. the day preceding
tbe race. Horses not declared to be liable for thestart-
Ing fee. Winners of any race after weights are an-
nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if handicapped at less

than weight for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a
quarter.

dens allowed 10 lbs.: beaten maidens al
lowed l". Ibft. Fhe nntl a hair furlonct.

THE UMDIIVB BBLUVO BTARE«-For two-
Kntrunee #10; ftO additional for horses not

; t.v tin- limn of closing entries, lhe day preced-

ntce. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
Lhe tftkes to '" #1, of which $150 to

> third. The winner io hesold at auc-
r $2,500; If for less 1 Ih. allowed for each $200 to

lb, for each #100 to $1,000; then t lb. for

wli #V> to #400. About nix furious*.

THE CALIFORNIA THEATRh HANDICAP
Porll Entrance #10: $10 addltionol for

Rumen*. Tin- California Jockey Uluh to guarantee the

o be #1,500, of which #250 io second
rd. Weights to be announced three daya

r laratlons due 4 p. if. the day ore-

ll the race. Horses not declared liable for start-

tlm- mile ninln iiiUirtiT.

I UK III) IMI'IM) -1 ! I

ir-olds. En i ranee #lo;

STAKES-For
#30 additional tor

THE PACIFIC UNION STAKES—For three-
year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional
for horses not declared by tbe time of closing entrie-i

the day preceding the race. Tbe California Jockey
i lub to'euarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of

losing entries, the which $150 lo second and $50 to third. Winners of one
The California Jockey Club

j

race of the value of $5,000 in 1893 or 1S94 to carry 7 lbs.

value of lhe stakes to be 51.000, of extra. Non-winners of a race oftbe value of #2,000 in
id #50 to third. The winner to isgsor 18(14, allowed 5 Ins.; of $1,000, 10 pounds; of $.500,

..: auction for #2,500; if for less. 1 lb. allowed lor 14 pounds; beaten maidens, if three years old. 7 lbs.

a #1,500: thm i H>. f»r each #100 to #1,000; additional; if tour years old or over, 14 pounds addition-
. (breach #100 to #400- About -«lx furlong*.

THE NAOLKB HAMMCAP-Fortwoand three-
year-ol'! #10; fr'IO additional for starlers.

ifornla Jockey Club in guarantee the value of
Hi.- makes to '** #1,000, of which #1.">o io second and #50

I, Wt-iichts to be announced three days prior in

the race, DeaaiaUons due 4 p. u. the day preceding
tin- race. Uorsee nol declared to be liable for the stari-

-•-wii furlong*.

THE BOHEMIAN STAKES For three-year-
Enirutif* 110; 4-'." additional for horses not de-

One mile and a furlonv
THK UOI.DKN GATE STAKKS-For three-year-

olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional for

horses not declared by the lime of closiDg entries the
day preceding tbe race. The California Jockey Club to

guaranteetbe valne of tbe stakes to be $1,000, of which
$160 to second and $5Uto third. Winners of any race
of the value of $5,000, or two or more races of the value
of $1,500 each in 1S94 to carry 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners
ofaraceln 1S03 or 1891 of the value of $1,000 allowed 7

pounds; of #500, lOlbs.; beaten maidens, if three years
old, allowed 7 pounds additional; If lour years old or

. time ,,t closing entries! the day preced-
I over, 14 lbs. additional. One mile and three furlongs.

THE SUNSET STAKES-For all ages. Entrance
$10; $25 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing ent'ies, the day preceding the race. The
California Jocke* Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes lo be §1,000, ot which $150 to second and #50 to

third. The winner to be sold at auctio» lor $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb.

for each $100 ti $300; then 2 lbs. for each $-50 to $500.

Seven f'nrlonss.

THE UUNST STAKES—For all ages. Entrance
$10; $.10 additional lor horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of tbe
stakes to be #1,200, of which $200 to second and $100 to

third. The winner to be sold at auction for §3,000; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,600; then 1 lb.

to'-j^ach $100 to $S00; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to $400.

One mile.

THE UN,MORE STAKES—For ihree-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; §10 additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the dav pre-

ceding tbe race. The California Joekev Club to guar-
antee tbe value of the stakes to b - §1,500, of which §250

to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at

auction for §4,000 ; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each §250

to $2,000; then 1 lb. for each §100 to $500. One mile
and a sixteenth.

THE SPRECKELS HANDICAP (to be run
December 29th >—For all ages. Entrance §10 ; $40 addi-
tional (or horses not declared by 4 p. m. December 25lh;

$250 additional for starters. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be §10,000, of
which $2,C0O to second and $1,000 to third. Weights to

be announced December 24lh. Horses not declared by
4 p. M. December 28th to be liable for full starting fee.

Winners of any race after weights are announced to

carry 5 Ihs. penalty ; if handicapped at Jess than weight
for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE STEEPLE -

Ch ASE—En I ranee §10; $10 additional lor horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
lhe value oftbe stakes to be §1.500, of which $250 to sec-
ond and $100 to third, xon-wlnuers of a race, value
$1,000, this year, allowed 7 lbs.; of $600, 15 lbs.; of $400,
if three years old, allowed 20 lbs.: if four years old, 25
lbs.; if five years old or over, 5o lbs. Non-winners in
1894 allowed, if three years old, 22 lbs.; If four years
old, 27 lbs ; if five years old or over, 35 lbs. The short
steeplechase course. About oue mile and a half.

THE FOUR HUNDRED STAKES—A selling
hurdle stake of §10 each

;
$25 additional if not declared

by the lime of closing entries, the day preceding the
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
valne of the stakes 10 be §1,200. ol which $2o0 to second
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold for §2,500; it

for less, 1 lb. allowed lor each S100 to §1,500; then three-
year-olds allowed 2 lot., four-year-olds 3 lbs,, five and
over I lbs. for each §100 to $900. One mile and a half
over six hurdletn.

THK IMIll.Kil STKKPLKCHASE-A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; §10 additional tor starters.

THEHA\VrHORNE8TKKPI,ECH*SE -A han-

dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional for start-

ers. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

value of the stakes to be $2,500, of which #350 to second
and §150 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to tbe race. Declarations due four p. «. the

day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be lia-

ble for the starting fee. The full steeplechase course.

About two miles and o quarter.

THE BURLlNfiAMKSTAKKS—A selling hurdle

stake of $10 each; $20 additional il not declared by lhe

time of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guaranteetbe value of lhe

stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $5o to

third. The winner to be sold at auction for #2,500; it

for less, 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then

2 lbs. tor each $100 to §700. Non-wlnnersof a race tins

year, value #500, allowed, if tour years old, 5 lbs.; ii

five or over, 12 lbs. additional. One mile and a six-

teenth over four nurdles.

THE LIVERPOOL STKEPLKCHASK-A sell

ing steeplechase of §10 each; $25 additional if not de-

clared bv the time Ofclosing entries, tbe day precodlug
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee ibe-

valueof the stakes to be §1,500, of which $250 lo second

and $150 to third. The winner lo be sold at auction lor

§2,500; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000;

then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners
of a race this year, value §500, allowed, Ir tour years
old, 5 lbs. ; if five or over, 12 lbs. additional. Short
Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a half.

THE BEVKRWYCK 8 ' EEPLKCHASK-A
handicap steeplechase of $10 each ; §30 additional tor

starters. Tne California Jockey Club 10 guarantee lhe

value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which §250 toseconfl

and #100 to third. Weights to be announced two .lays

prior to race. Declarations due lour p m. day pre-

ceding the race. Horses not declared to he liable for

starting fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and a half.

TH FLOOD STKEPLECHA«E—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each: $20 additional for starters.

The California Joekev Club to guarantee the valne of
the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to second and $100

to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to

race. Declarations due four p. m. lhe day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for startiul

fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. Aliom
one mile,

THE WINTER HANDICAP HURDLE RACE
—A handicap hurdle race of §10 each; $30 additional
for starters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which #200 lo

second and §100 to third. Weights lo be announced
two days prior to race. Declarations due four p. m
the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be

liable for starting fee. Oue mile nnd n quarter ov£f
live huriilcH.

THK PRODUCE KXCH4NIJK HANDICAP
HURDLE RACE—A handicap hurdle nice of #li)

each; $30 additional for starters. The San Francisco
Produce Exchauge and lhe California Jockey Club t.i

guarantee the value of the stakes to be$i,50o, ol which
§250 to second and §100 to third. Weights 10 he an-

nounced two days prior to the race. Declara'ions d'u«l

four p.m. the day preceding lhe race. Horses nol

declared to be liable for starting fee. Two mi lea oveij
elsht hurdles.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING SPRING STAKES FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS CLOSE DECEMBER 1, 1894:
mil PACIFIC i-TAKK* For two - year - oldfl

|t0 ftddltl d for horses
i

I : #30 additional tor
i.r i in ing entries, the

. \ he i alMorn la Jockey Club
to fuftrai :<> be fi ,600, <>f

Om I #100 10 third, Hnlf a mile.

mil iiu'im; STARES For two-ye»r-old miles
|]<i

; |I0 additional lor homes
;*rf.i by February im. ieos; 130 add d for

ngeni (he
•lay pi- Jockey Cluh to

UftrSilbM the VftlUP or the Make' »i be #1,000, Of Milrh
II. ,11 n mile.

THE HWMlii DEL PASO STAKKB—For two-
year-OldB (foals of 1898). Entrance #10 ; $10 additional
for horsen not declared by February 1st, 1S05 ; »30 ad-
ditional f.ir horses not declared by time of closing en-
tr1eB,tbe day preceding lhe race. The California Jockey
Club to guarantee lhe value oftbe slakes to be §1.500, of
which S^O to second, and #110 lo third. Winner* of a
no < valued al $1,000. or three races of any value, to
carry r, lbs. extra ; beaten maldeiiB allowed 5 lbs.; if

beaten twice, B lbs.; three or more limes, !•"> lbs. Hve
furton km.

THK RITTKR ROOT HANDICAP—For two-
year-olds fbalfl of 1898 1, Entrance §10 ; $10 additional

for horses not declared by four p. m. day after the
weights are announced ; §40 additional for starters. Tbe
California Jocki v Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to he $2,000, of which §250 to second and §100 lo
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to
race. Horses not declared by four p. M day preceding
the race, to be liable for starling fee. Five furlong*.
THE B*Y DISTRICT H *NDICAP-For two-

year-olds 1 foals of 18931, Entrance $10
;
910 additional

for horses not declared by four p. m. the day after the
weightsare announced ; $40 additional for starters. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to bo $2,500, of which $300 to second and $150 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to

the race. Horses not declared by four p. m. the «i .

preceding the race to be liable for starting fee. AIioujI
six furlongs.

THE FLYINU STAKES—For two-year-olds (foal:|

of 1S93). Entrance $10 ; #2-5 additional for horses nol
declared by time of closing entries the dav precedlm|
tbe race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee tin

value of the stakes to be $1,000. of which $200 losecontl
ami §100 to third. The winner to be sold at auction to I
$2,500 ; if less, 1 lb. allowed for each #250 to $1,500: theiB

1 lb. for each $100 10 $1,000 ; then I lbs. lor each #1001*1
$500. Winners or a race, value #1,000, or three of aic|
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra ; beaten maiden* allowed

\

lbs, Four and a half furlon«s.

;

- in handicap! nnd rsoea where the weightHare fixed absolutely in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and upward shalj
he allowed live pounds before the 1st of September, and three pounds afterwards. All geldings allowed three pounds.

In iteeplacbasefl nnd hurdle races the weights shall be : For three-year-olds, 145 pounds ; for four-year-olds, 153 pounds; for five-year-olds, 167 pounds; for six-year-olds and upwards
I7'J pounds. No weight) Ii than 1*20 pounds allowed.

Entries in all above itakeaclose October 25, 1894, except the two-year old stakes, which close December 1, 1894. Address all communications to

R B MILROY, Secretary California Jockey Club N. W. Corner Sutter and Kearny Streets, S
IIIUPIMC " '

1uumrinn .. llU ii- mm.

BEANS

ii lomer- 1

tly n
Hay Wonderful produi I "i a Foreign

01 loalty to draw 1

n bop w Indowa, fttc
1

in hutoi v

1 DinpinI lh mi 10

2ft - rnl
, 0, #1; 12,

K11M1 ..r.l.T mi'1 I- llr-*.

1 llonn and then
'.mil k Halm. 1

u.im- niiitin \„ r.'.i.i. B., Pulls., Pa.

NEVADA STABLES.
tt. B. MILROY & OO.

ISAO and ISSa Mitrkf-t Hirrri, 2ft and 27
Pttrtl Atfiinr, h«m KrAiirUro. Inl.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
|Of '. l*!Ui.f PUP
of hf.PM.

TeUMtboN* No. atan

il ( oilpM dii'l < nrrl*«i*i ntiluOilr
lw-«i rM-lllili-MfcflMnli-d for hoard

HUITAOR

kTEINER'S
I -II *•! HI Ii
* v\ hum iat:a

THOROUGHBRED

P^rcheroDs and Coach
STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Kvi-rv iinr-.i Ii RenUterrd Id tbe Stud Boolu of
FruiM.-iiiiii America, huvith fhrnlshed wiib oertlfled

These horaenc Twoh e Thousand dollaratn Prauoe.
Plnanclnl deprasslon imi rbroed ti wner to sell them

1 tbloterms. This Is a (ireal opportu
diij i" necun n Niiiliinn or the Maest Dreedlns; for a
DDK.
Adtiri'*-, or applj in

I
. O. «. Mill Hl'.\ .

.ik rrooker Ruiidlnu. h. f.
11 mn i i'ii ui -''.iti ,v McCord's stables, Pllth

iivi'iiiii-, opposite race truck.

For Sale or Lease.

ADELINA PATH
Hum ..f MAIII1AIIKI' WOllTII I I , 1:1) l.|.

Di u r PrlncQ Jr.

J. C DltMOND DICK FARLRY II .lilllll >\ .Ir.. >«„«. Cal,

FOR SALE.

KI.VK HHOODMARE: i'HH ( lil.KHUATKD

Maggie C, 2:24 1-2
BY WHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725

Now wliti foal by DICTATTJ9, by HKD
WILKKS 1749.

\prii in *2*20 l\li>iiiwonii-ry Avenue, Sun Fran-
clBco, from io a.m. to i p.m.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Opeii-Fuep Nlrrkpl cases.

I'ltH I. .... 920

Theso tlmors mart and stop prompUy, and are aa

reliable aa the beal iplll soooud watches maiie.

A. HIRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

For Sale.

STANDARD - BRED STOCKi
All sound ami good individuals. Will be sold cheap.*

No. I. Sorrel Stallion. 3 years old, by Guy Wlll»|
dam Minnie Comet, 2:2&H (dam of Maclay,

I"

al 2 years), by Nntwood.
No. 2. Bty Klllv, 2 ypars old, by Sielnway,

Addle Ash (dam of Clbolo, 2:21^), by l)iui«i

apotls. i

8. tiruHii Mare, -1 ypars old. by NooniUiy. UBl

WSStem Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:2S*j I. by Chi|

tain.

1. B m Benton Wnxey, hy General Benuj
dam Mohawk Waxy. Benton Waxey is a thnL

quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sttnol, o I

bred this year to Diablo,
5. Sorrel Mare. 4 years old, by Clias. Derll

dam the Kelley mare, by Gibraltar.
6. Boy Filly by McBenton, dam Ivy.daOJ
one In the list. Ivy Is by Won Victor, out of 11

Belle, dam of Carlisle.

7. Bay Filly, 2 years old, by Danton MoirHlW
dam Shamns, by Shamrock, 2:26.

Sorrel Al are by Arthurton, dam VenttWl
(sister to Venture), bv Belmont.

,

,

-'

No. 9. Bay More by Echo, dam by Elmo.
No. 10. Bay Filly by Sir Roderick, oy Dictator, i.

. of Prospect Maid", dam by Victor Patcheu..

No. u. Boy Filly by Sable 'Wilkes, dam Veutun
by Arthurton.

No. 12. Black more byShamrQek,2:25(2yearaKfli
Pawn, irlal 2:22, by Marion.

The above stock Is careful I v selected and represe

tbe best blood lines known. Wiil ellher sell cMSP
trade for an Interest In a stock ranch. For ierm«f
particulars apply to or address 1 j. K. II.AHStrt

I3-IO Market Street. 8nu Frouelm

No.

No.

No.

No.

No. 8.

Ii
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AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK.
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Including the gel of Palo Alto and Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lula

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore been

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
UP. HELD SO HIGH THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

FROM SECUBINi; IT.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Malison Square Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

PETEa V. KELLOUU & CO., Auctioneers, 107 John Pi., K. Y.

No other stud of trotting horses bas produced so many champion trotters in various classes as Palo Alto.

Since tbe death or iislbundpra steady reduction in its numbers has been effected by continuous sales, prin-

cipally at auction, until it is now narrowed down to that portion of the stock which is closely allied to it-

creates! ''trotters and producers of trotting speed. For instance, no man who ever purchased a stallion out of

Beautiful Bells and placed him in tbe stud ha<* failed to quickly find that he possessed a sire whose value repre-

sented a fortune in itself. All her sons brought great prices, and when their breeder was asked whether he
did not intend io reiain one for his own use he replied :

" Yes. when she has one by Palo Alto T will keep
him " Sne produced such a colt in ISi>2, a splendid specimen, now great in promise, that has never been han-

dled except recently and far within hii speed to guard against injury, yet can trot miles in 2:26 to 2:27, and has

rich three-year-old engagements. The exigencies of the reduction of tbe stud have placed him in the sale, an
Offering that, were Ins breeder living, would have been held at a great price, if sold at all. In character the

entire consignment ranks far above any yet soM by this great breeding establishment, and from it the buyer

inav hold as s'mnga hand as ever thespller held in the breeding rank*.

The followlne form of advertisement was invented hv us and adopted as n trade mark. Others are respectfn
b

requested not to Imitate it.-PETKR C. KELLOGG <t CO.

Color
and
Sex.

j. Truman 17,564 b 9

2:12 at -! yrs )

ft Advance b S

(2:224 2 yrs.)

3 .1 i'. Simpson 21,246

tbro. to Auteeo,
EWV, Coral, 2:18H,
Kjitevolo, 2:19^.
Ugo ino 2-,6'i! b s

rbro. to Huco,2:27^)i
Day Bell 21,216 iblka

fi. MaucO 21,225

7. Oman 21,2ft!

i. Faora jch s

I. Paloii.

0. Eiffel

1 Palo Alto Sprite

Electioneer 12:

Electioneer 12;

Electioneer 12!

Electioneer 12?

Palo Alto, 2:08;

IS92 Palo Alto, 2:0834

1892 PhIo Alto, 2:08%

1893 Palo Alto, 2:08%

1893 Palo Alto, 2:

1893 Palo Alto, 2:

IS91 Palo Alto. 2:08%

o Alto, 2;0si|

Palo Alto, 2:08%

Telie (dam of Tiny 2:28 14 2 yra ), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in
list); second dam, Texana (thoroughbred), by Foreigner
—Yorkshire—Priam—Marion—Citizen.

Lady Amanda 'thoroughbred i, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—
Tranby—Gohanna—Independence.

Columbine (dam of Anteei2:I6)tf, Coral2:l« L

s and An evolo
2:19!£>, bv A. \V. Richmond 1637 (9 in list); 2d dam, thor-
oughbred Columbia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—Monarch-
Trustee -Sir Charles—Sir Arcny.

Helpmatel thoroughbred—dam of Hueo, 2:27 's i, by Planet—
VAndaJ—Lexington—Mambri ii"—Virginian.

Beautiful Bells. 2:29M (dam of Belleflower. 2:124,' •) yrs.; Bell
Bov, 2:19 l 4 3 yra.; Bow Pells, 2:19 l4 ; Hinda Rose, 2:19*4

3 yrs.; Bell Bird. 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo Alto Belle. 2:22^ 3 yrs.;

St. Bel. 2:24*4 4 yts., and Adhell, 2:2f> yearling), by The
Moor87U (6 in list); 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar,
2:20^; Sweetheart, 2:22Jjs 3 yrs.; Eva. 2:23>4, etc.), by
Stevens' Bald Chief; 3d dam Nettie Clay, by Strader's
Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (sister to Azmoor. 2:20 'j : Electric King, 2:24, and
Don Montelth, 2:29% |, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 2d
dam Mamie C. (thoroughbred), by imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton. 2:30 'dam of El Benton, 2:2s Vj), bv Gen Ben.
ton 1735 (20 in list); 2d dam Norma. 2:33 '.i (dam of Nor-
val, 2:144,': Norris. 2:22'^, an<l Nellie Kenton, 2:30 1, by
Alexander's Norman 25(2 in list); 3d dam byTodhuot-
er'sSIr Wallace.

Waxana idam of Simol. 2:0s 1

.,, and Gen. Wellington, 2:30),

hy Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In Hat i; 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexington: 3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
er's Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
eon.

Lorfta, 2:22V. bv Piedmont. 2:17 '..j 15 in list): 2d dam Lady
Lowell (dam of Ladywell, 2:itp; >, by Shultz's fit. Clair.

Effie. by Piedmont. 2:17'4: 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
(dam of "Expressive, 2:13'4 3 yrs-I Express, 2:21. and El-
wlna, 2:27 2 yrs. ), by Express—Colossus—Vandal—Mar-
grave.

Sprit" (dam of Sphinx, 2:20'*. : Egotist, 2:22' 7 ; Slight, 2:2S^,
and Spry, 2:2840, bv Belmont 04 (45 In listi; 2d dam
WaterwUeh (dam of Viking, 2:1911; Warder, 2:19 L

,i ;

Mambrino Gift, 2:20, etc.t, by Pilot Jr. 12 fa in list); 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Kinkead's c t. T-awrence.

Lulaneer (dam of Limonero, 2:iS'j.3 yrs.. and Blon, 2:314,',

3 yrs.), by Electioneer 125 (147 In list); 2d dam Lulu.
2:15, by Alexander's Norman 25; 31 dam Kate Crockett,
by Imp. Hooton.

Lulu* Wilkes (dam of Advertiser. 2:I5V£, and Welbeck,
2:30^), by George Wilkes, 2 :22 C7t in list); 2d dam, Lulu
2:15. see above.

^^"^"^^ otb»™™*SwS
Color
and
Sex.

Dam's Family.

. Goh onda...

. Sparta

b m 1892

hm is 92

bra
ch s

1892
1893

gr m 1393

ch m 1893

br m
chs

IS93
[892

ch s 1893

1

. Etta ch m

IPalo Alto, 2:084<

i Palj Alto, 2:08%

2 Palo Alto, 2:08%
! Lone Pine 22,606

(Paola.2:"

J Lone Pine, 2:28%
(bro. to

Palo Alto

)

i Lone Pine, 2:28%

1 Lone Pine, 2:2*4,
2 Advertiser 2:15}$

28. Adwild b ni (1893

Si. Larco 21,2lLi..

2. Alturas Dni
sister to Azmou, 2:30)

33. A. A A. 2:33, 2 yrs rn

it. Cecil Azmoor bin
(5. I he Wiza d 21,245 ;bs

. Ghihar 21,220

(2:38>£, 1 yr.i
. Elbina _

. Don Whips...

. Bartone

41. Blue Gum 22,433.

43. Lanyton, 2:214

44. Man/.auele...

46. Toneful..

America idam of Benton, 2iM%, Bonnie, 2:25, and Ameer,
-:27, by Rysdyk's Harnbletonian 10 (40 in list); 2fl dam,
Fannie star, by Seely'a American star 14 i4 in listi

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1705 (20 in list): 2d dam, Violet, by
Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Victress (dam of
Monarch. 2:2SM, by California Belmont

Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:17' ,'), by Mohawk Chief
Sprite (see No. 11), by Belmont Gl (45 in list); 2d dam,

Waterwltch (dam of Viking, 2:19' ,, Warder, 2:19' ; etc i

by Pi'ot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15^, Sally Benton
2:17%, Sport, 2:224,', etc.), by Mohawk' Chief; 2d dam.
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Azmon, 2:30 1, by Gen. Benton 1755; 2d dam
Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24';. and Stanford, 2:26},'), by Mo-hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laura Kecue, bv Rysdyk's Harn-
bletonian 10.

Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum. 2:17^), by Mohawk Chief
Sprite (see No. 11 -dam of Sphinx, 2:20'-, Egotist 2-22W

Slight, 2:23'* and spry, 2:2340, bv Belmont 64. '

Telle (see No. 1—dam of Truman, 2:12, and Tiny, 2:281^ 2
yrs ). by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

892 Advertiser 2:lo}., Wave idam ot Wavelet, 2:2s, bv Electioneer 125 (147 in list
2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, bv Lexington—Brawner's
Echpse-Medoc— Harris' Paragon.

Mamie (dam of n.vperion, 2:21 \, and Memento. 2:25 ' bv
Harnbletonian Jr , 1&S2 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Gilda, by
imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.

EmmaRobson (.thoroughbred—dam of Rowena, 2:17 2 yrs.
Emaline, 2:27 W, and Emma R., 2:28 v.'), bv Woodburn—
Belmofl t—Lance.

Cecil (dam ofCecilian, 2:22, and ElectricCoin. 2:24 W), by Gen.
Benton 175-j : 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba Idam of Cubic
2:2S^), by imp. Australian— Lexington—Whalebone—— Hedgeford—Plato—Knowsley.

Esther (thoroughbred
i (dam of Expressive.2:13'4,3yrs. Ex-

press, 2:21, and Elwina, 2:27, 2 yrs ), by Express—Colossus
—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Wlldmont, 1:27 '4 at 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:17'.
-i (lb in list) - 2ddam Wildtlower, 2:21 at 2 vrs. (dam of Wild Bee, 2-29), by

Electioneer 125 (147 in listi ; 3d dam Mavtlower, 2:30W
(dam ot Manzanita, 2:16 at 4 yrs. i, bv St. Clair 16,675

Sontag Mohawk (see No. 18). by Mohawk Chief.
Anana, 2:2<>. by Ansel. 2:20 i s in list) ; 2.1 dam Rebecca (dam

ofBernal 2:17, Rexibrd2;2l. Electrician 2:2-1 '.4 and Ruse-
nole 2:30 ),by Gen. Benton 1753(20 in list); 3d dam Clarabel
(dam of Clifton Boll-, 2^4'..., aud Idelia, 2:30), by Abdallah

Laureola, by Benefit 532:

1892

wi:

1893

1893

Advertiser 2 : 15}^

Advertiser2:15^i

Advertiser 2:15>^

Advertiser 2:15^

i

•'.)-

1892

Advertiser 2:15^'

A/nioor, 2:20'..

Azmoor, 2:20.Si

Azmoor, 2:20^

Azmoor, 2:20'-j

Azmoor, 2:20>ri

Azmoor, 2:20W
Electricity 2:17^

Electricity, 2:17%

Electricity, 2:17%

Electricity, 2:17%
Whips, 2:27)£.

Whii«, 2:27^.

Nephew, 2:36.

Nephew, 2:36

Alfred, 2:25.

Langton, 2:21 L,.

Stamboul, 2:07^.

Stamboul, 2:07&

Ambas'd'r, 2:21^

.. . 2d dam Laura C, 2:29V4
' (dam of

Langton, 2:214, ). by Electioneer 125 1 147 in list) ; "Ul dam
thoroughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden-Bav Dick
—Oliver.

Ahwaga (see No. 19—dam ot Azmon. 2:30), by Gen. Benton
1755 (20io lbt) ; 2d dam Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24^, and
Stanford, 2:26 ,Wj, by Mohawk Chief.

Abbess (dam of Abeto, 2:21 4, pacing), bv Mohawk TChief; 2d
dam Abbie, by Almont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, 2:33W (see
No. 7).

Cecil (see No. 26), by Gen. -Benton 1755 (20 in list).
Salhe Benton, 2:17% (dam of Starlight, 2:16 ' „ \ by Geo. Ben-

ton 1755 ; 2d dam Sontag Mohawk (see No. 18).
Jennie Benton (damot Glubar, 2:38^', 1 yr.), by Gen. Benton

1755 (20 In list); 2d dam Junlatta. by Miller's St Clair
656; 3d dam Maid of Clay (dam of Carrie C. 2:21; Clay,
2:25; Clay, 2:25^, and Capt Smith, 2:29), by Henry Clay
8( 1 list)

Jennie Benton (see No. 36—dam of Jesse, 2:34V at 1 yean.bv
Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list;.

Columbine (see No. 3), by A. W. Richmond 1687 (9 in list).
Prima Donna, by Mobawk Chief ; 2d dam Mater Occidentis

(dam of Occident, 2:164,').

Barnes (dam of Gov. Stanford, 2:21, and Caution, 235JO, bv
Whipple's Harnbletonian 725 (14 in list); 2d dam by
Chieftain 721 (2 in list).

Gem, by Gen. Benton 1755 1 20 in list) ; 2d dam Guess (dam
of Bantoneer, 2:28 "t), by Electioneer 125(147 in list); 3d
dam Gazelle (dam of Fowler Boy, 2-.29W ), by Primus 255
(3 in list>; 4th dam Mayfly, 2:30'.j (damof Bonita, 2:18M).
by St Clair. ' ™"

Morning Glory (sister to Mortimer, 2:27), bv Electioneer 125
(147 io list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's Harnbletonian
725 (U in list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by thoroughbred
Rifleman.

Laura C , 229#,by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 2d dam thor-
oughbred Fannie Lewis, by Imp. Buckden—Bay Dick-
Oliver—Wagner—Tranby—Rattler.

Manzanita, 2:16 idam of Sweetwater. 2:26, 2 years), by Elec-
tioneer 125; 2d dam Mayflower, 2:*0 l<i, by St. Clair 16,675.

Susette, 2:23^ (dam of Lord Stanley, 2:28^). by Electioneer
125(147 in list); 2d dam Susie, 2:26^ (dam of Suisun,
2:18 ,

3, and Pitti Sing, 2:33), by George M. Patchen Jr..
2:27(10 in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clara, by
Owen Dale.

Antonia isister to Anteeo, 2:16V Coral,2:18'^, and Antevolo
2:19}^),by Electioneer 125; 2d dam Columbine (see No. 3)

Ceda, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list): 2d dam Cecilia, by Del
Sur, 2:24 (2 in list) ; 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief
89 (6 in list); 4th dam (thoroughbred), by Capt. Beard.

For Catalogues (ready Oct. 15;, address

PETEK C. KELLOUU & CO.,
107 John c treet. \ew York.

!0 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS.
— THE FfiUPEttTY OF —

HE0. WINTERS,

RANGHO del sierras,

Wnshoe, r¥ev.

,

Sons and Daughters of

oe Hooker f|

eerless El Bio Rey W^M
Brolhereor sislers to slt'j^X'X-k-'r'r

f
IN JOSH
DOII.V 11,(H\K.

I AI.1.IK KtniilWIV
and ADBLANTE;

Hau-Brotliers or Sisters to

PLAOBB. ALMONT.
ZHPHYR, IthVO,

UHA ttUDlKR
Bud BONANZA. JOK HOOK

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION

tONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1894
At Salesyard

ORNER VAN NESS AVE and MARKET ST.

1
1.

" Catalogues can be bad upon application to

LljIP & CO.. Live Stock Auctioneers. 22 Montgomery Street.

'o You "Want to Buy a Horse ?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?
ADVERTISE IN THE

Ireeder and Sportsman,

DANIEL'S
1" "££-*£*

REGISTERED IN

GEEAT BRITAIN

AND IN THE

UNITED STATES.

No. 13.3S6. Sliding Port. No. 13,35o. ^-ring Cbiu Loop

.

For sale by all dealers in Saddlery, or by

Send for Special List.

OVKK

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS
HAVE

BEEN SOLD.

Safe, Reliable.

FINISH

UNSURPASSED
Do not be deceived

Look tor tbe

-TRADE MARK-

V. Brodhurst S Co.,

P. HAYDBN, Newark, N. J.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

1NQLTIBK OF

DR. O. K FARNTJM, 703 Market §treet
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

BL'BtfrillBE TO IT FOR THIS k'ti All.

tiU|
and !»

abUabed *»rnl-mnnLhly during Ihe racing se*sou
at 8 1 3 per yrar. single ceplee can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
SIS Bath t»irpri. • - 8au Francisco, t'al.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME BARMS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bo-b Btrvfla.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!

THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1-4=-

Ful! Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Ohampion Yearling Trotter.

BIDMsY 4770
2:19>,

8lre of Frou-
Frou. 2:25*,
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Faasta, 2*22*4,

vearllng pacer

;

Faustinn, :i:14\t

;

Fleet, 2.^1; Copld,
2:18; Ado oIb,
2:11%; QolA Leaf,

2:11^; Lad? H--

2:18; Sister V.,
2:18>$; Thistle,
2:1-1, and 16
others In 2:30 list

-aula Clans 2000..
2:17«

81re of Kris Krlngle.
2:28^1 San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28^: Sid-

ney, 2-.19M, and 5

other* In 2:80 list

Sweetnesa. 2:21 1-4..

I STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

I and 8 sires of 3 and 6

l dams of 8 in 2:30

lLADYTHORNE JK-...
Dam ofMollie Mack,

2:33; Navidad, 2:22'*;

Santa Clans, 2:17%
I
VOLUNTEER 55.

{Hambletonlan 10

Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and
of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30

Lady Waltermlre
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034
('Williams' Mambrino

(Kate

fHambletonlan 10

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list, 1 T , patrlot
21 Bires of 48, and lfi

lUd^Ll? ,rfc
dams of 16 !n 2:30 list ^J^iSL,

'LADY MERRITT. ..

2:29^

I and

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2,-24>6,and Buccaneer

FLIRT
(trial 2:85)

Dam of Frou-
Froo, 2:25Jtf
[champion year-
ling); Memo <3-

vear-old trial),

2:20H: Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

Sire of Shamrock,
235; Flight, 2-39; Bul-
wer, 2:2«H LtINSLEY MAID..

Sentinel
Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 In 2::

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

r Bashaw 50*

I
Sire ot 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 aud 11 dams
j

of 18 In 2:30

LTopsey

f Flaxtall 8132
I Sire of the graudams ol
1 Faust, 234, and t*reole,2:20

[. Fanny Fern

f
Bull Pup

Sire ol Rowdy Boy,
< 2:13V, Kismet, 2:24^,

I
Twister, 2:29 -X

FLAXTALL S132
Sire of Prairie Bird, .

23SM; Empress, 2:29^- LUntraced
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and
Shamrock, 2:25 ("John Baptlste

LADY HAKE...... 1
Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern

dam ol Prairie Bird,
2:2854

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.

."MnliawKa Belle.-
Dam of Fawn, 2:30v

trial, 222; Chicago
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of
the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Harx-bletonian, one of Harry
riay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
hs traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:135f , and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ol

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed ot bis progeny is lower thau that ol any of the get of tbe
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public in his two-year-old form, obtainiug a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grande*
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31 Hi, the first in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 230*4* and frequently
trotted quarters In from 32"^ to 34 seconds.

He Is slxte sn hands high, and of powerful build throughouL^His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet

white. His disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS &SO. Goodpasturageatreasonablerates, No responsible tyassanied for accidents or escapes
For further partiulars address

DR. T. W. HARRfS, Eugene, Oreeon.

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION,
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOPTK TO

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPLNQ GROT/NDS ON
'1'H HI COART.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
G kn era l Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. It* A\. <ien. Pan. Agt.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantlyprinted
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans aud methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.BeI, says ot
this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries ot the craft, and It is so simple and plain that ;

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and

^

develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so

|

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the handsof every rubber on our farm."
Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St. San Francisco, Oal. I

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.— I
(TIME EXTENDED TO OCT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAIR!

AND THE

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

ZF*or On©
Tear.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

Tb* Tl«-w» pnMBl a magnificent (panorama of the World's Fair,

• bowing plrturr* <.f granr! findings, ol glittering domea, of maiwlve

arr.hr* of nobleatatoary, <! jetting fountain*, ol bfAUtlluMnlertor exhib-

it*, of VMiltlan gOOdOlM, gliding on the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

QftfN, of »fr*,ol tbe wooded bland, and many other attrac-

tion* ofih* hr**n> < uj.und th>t lanmus Midway Platnanco, thr> Bazaar

Hi • "f llMaldtatKRI Df Qu World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is n great Agricultural and Family Journal. Tt Is essentially a househol

paper and In all that Its name implies. It consists ol from 24 to 32 pageB

0l Interesting original matter. The Farm department is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., eta II Is pub-

lished fu-ml-iiionthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMArj

Know
.All about 1

Tl Is a Rood Uilug aud you need It anyway. It Is worth more to :

thau the money even if these two handsome premiums were not (fif

with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

Si

':

fc.1

%

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM!
1. If you don't gel the BREEDER AND HPOKTSMAN subscribe for it and ..end in your money for one year, $6, and you Bet them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription send in $5 payment for one year, and you get them.
4. If you get our jmper and are paid in advance, semi us in a new subscriber and his $5, and vou will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!
3REEDER AND SPORTSMAN - - - 313 BUSH STREl

>'.

;
^B

.-"ft
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great EABY RAS-
»ER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE tor

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS.
2052 Sao Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR BALK.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,fc(Bt. "W. Fores)

£00 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

It ron want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

urn Field Trial and Bench winDtng Block, call at

ULENMORE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, CaL

iOQ-8,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
IROS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information by Majl.

C. ROBISON. • 33T HEARXY STREET

AT STUD, PEE $20.

SERGEANT KENT,
IAHPION KING OF KENT—BABE GRAPHIC.
tabe Graphic by Champion Graphic—While Rose;
lite Rose by Brackets-Rosa

upples for aale.

H M. TOXXER,
onh Ontario, Cat.

)CTC OF ALL KINDS.
»- W DOliS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

ILLARS, •: CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by m -u l.

STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St.. Ssd FrancUco

^ F.W.SkaifB.D.V.S.
OFFICE HOtTRS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.3

IOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

I etween Larkin and Polk and Geary and PostSte)

SAX FRANCISCO.

Be Are Pacific Coast Agents

lend Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

I* Mom KvliauHtive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

I th this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
B cd ami Exhibit Does as scientifically.as the most
w ienced. Moreover, It contains

; 50 EXQUISITE HALFTONE PICTURES

e grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
V n, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

rice, i*3. 00, and 35 cents Kxpressaee.

I

Ii your dog Is sick, yon mnst have

ihmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

will tell you from what disease he Is suffering
w to cure the same.

Price. 83. Postpaid.

MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
.& ATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

2J Qg. and Is universally conceded to be, tar and
** the BKST WOBKOFTHE KISDEVKB PtTBLISHBD.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid
Ad m BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Busb Street. San Francisco

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLEFL , t

Ltneein hitchioj up, a r<Dj Muted. Circular* tree.O
Onlor umpla. Prix. I1.S0. Stale rLjb u fur Hit. £

ED. E. COCHXAW, "

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breach-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.

605 MARKET ST.
™™

Send Fob Catalogue.

E3 3NT OO.
Bis, Cartriups,

HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEG6INGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Ooods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

DUPON ISPORTING POWDERNow Heady.
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are brieQy as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure
Second—It Ives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this lime before the public.
Third— It is cleaner In the gun than any nitro powder In use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth— Recoil, while noticeable, Is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder-
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder Is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

manv other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, A^ent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PAKKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

SHOS BOILS arc bard to cure '

yet

- Absorbine
will remove them and leave no
blemish. Does not remove the hair
and pleasant to use. Cures any puff
or swelling. $2 00 per bottle.

W. F. YOUN«,P. D. F.,
Merlden, Conn.

: ALSO FOB. SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
R. J. BEEBY, 1064 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAST FEAUCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

3Y LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacieic Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING BCLE8.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at tbe office olthe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIGKS-JTJDD CO.,
as FIRST RTKKKT. SAN FRANCISCO.

DICKEY'S,"
SLXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

\ear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands ol

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort,

TeWnhone 1485. J. R. DICKEY, Pro.

SUBSCRIBE FOR TUB

Breeder and Sportsman.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

Onoioe Xj±ql-u.oi*js
PRIVATE BOOMS. OPEN ALL 1SIUKT

7. M. PABKJHL PrOE

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thisheading 50 cents per Ine per -

month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEItiS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKRKSHIRKS and POL a \m-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.WILLIAM Ml.h's «& CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1S76.

First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pasrur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOM P-
KTNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

t/INELAND BREEDING FARM. sffiBSi™.
2:273$ ffu ii brothe*- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, br\xnimares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. Addre^,
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY QEADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKK
13.10-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
Nu charge for examination.

M.R.C, V.8., F.E. V.M.8
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and Comity of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 628
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| [OFFICE A5TD STABLE :

60C GoMen Gete Avenue.
San Francisco. '"

OFFICE HOtTBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to £ p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1893.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It if

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Glbbs,
John Daly. Count C.
"Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson,rV.S-. G.
Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

'CALIFORNIA
AS FED&INDORSED BY
marviw.corbitt;
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE. ,

-

HOLLY, V5*M-ENSIN,
.WELLS FARGO &C0.&.OTHERS -

k
ASKYOURDEALERFWITOR -

sSEND-luC.KERTELL '

*-E CftU*"-

Bradley, etc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., G19 Howard Street

Atkins dfc Durbrow. N. V. Agl», TO Wall 81.

Best Pasturage in Califoraia.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate Is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria. clover, rye grass and alfalfa. Is divided

intostronglv fenced fields (not afoot ot wire being on
the placed, horse troughs In every paddock. Well ven-

tilated box stalls, forty-two In number, a three-quarter

mile track, and every appointment necessary for- the

care (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.

The reputation of this celebrated farm Is well known ;

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-

tofore raised and developed on it has given ft a name
as " a home for horses " second to none In America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, bnt nc re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Anir
mats can be shipped bv rail, from foot ot Markei
street. Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will-

lead them to the farm. . .

Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merriwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton. Alameda Co.

mtmmm
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^""N

1 Cubebs and Injections, fjr\JB]f 1

j They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases without aayincon-

iTOnience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyoe Tablets Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

i ooditioa Powdei -. Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

r., Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Kohrer's Hool Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment..

CMdina, Gombaultfs Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rinV Spavin Cure, l'errin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pun' Cure,

Bparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Care, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perriu's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

THE NEW FRAZIER

It excels in rigidity, lightness,
|

and accuracy of construction, and
therefore is a fast and reliable

Sulky.

All prominent drivers use the

Frazier. Hickok and Salisbury,

use the Frazier exclusively.

Any first-class tire furnished.

Trotting Harness, Etc. ^—W
TUDEBAKER BROS.' MANT'G CO.

SOLE AGENTS.
M UIKKT AMD TK,\TH *TIIKKT8. SAX FRANCISCO, CAL

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSAXJiN SENT tjU'f HA VE Gl YEN

B1GHES1 SATISFACTION A XD ARE . 1 BET-

TEE ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

ir/; ( 'A X 8A V.

,i tor our list of testimonials, also look upnm-mtlng
and mv ir.jur llrm himI wheels are ool iiiiiy reliable

I. A.WESTON &. CO..
JAMESVIL.LE, N. Y.

L. E. CLAWS J. A. M'KKRKOS.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE,
Blkea as Hnfe as hit.'h- wheeled

Hulklei. >u upsetting
\n r it rin in a uuder of low

wheels.
IVo cuttfne down from behind.

Pa enled June 5, 1894.

U
Fig. 3. The various parts of the

brake, (a) Drake plate; (b) fool

whase contact with ground lorces
plate acaiust tire; (CJ spring that
throws brake off of wheel as soon
as toot 'is raised off the ground;
(d d o) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
t.e) hioge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (f; the arm
when thrown baCK to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of Ihia protection I

enhanced by the fact that tio rt

sponsibility is thrown upon,! til

driver; neither hand nor Foot t

called upon to apply the brake n<

need he care as to who or win

may be pressing closely in behli

No Owner or Driver .Can Mfoi

to be without one.
For further information apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

The palace hotel
Grill |^oon

The Finest of Everything
tn Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES

HEA i k.i i a K' rBRS
Kor RESIDENT AND VISITING

l [ORSEM EN

—The Most popular Resort in the City

The Old Established House of

O'K.ANE
767 MARKET STREET

Carries the largest assortment of Turf Goods of any house on the Pacific Coast.

Every kind of Trotting Boot, Standard and Special, in stock

or made to order.

Roller Gaiting Pole
This is one of the latest devices. Never

chafes and is warrauted to keep horses

straight in sulky.

Raymond Chin ChecJ
The latest out. Very light and easy

on the horse, yet at the same time it is

very powerful in holding out chin.

Price $10.

The Bonner Regulator
Guaranteed to prevent all Lugging, Choking and Pulling. Most powerful

of all checks. The following are a few of the horses that obtained their

fast records by using this device :

MOIXII-: ALLEN (in 2:20 1-2 CREOLE ip) 2:15
iu.Il U.l)l\h ip) 2:16 UOSSIPER 2:14 3-
M V I O FOWLER 2:21 1-2 VIDETTE 2:2»
Also PLU1VB.ETT, HUMMER. ALTISS1HO. and nianv others. Pri<-e 810.

Agent For THE TOOMEY
And for Everything Else Pertaining to Sulkies.

powerful

ie<l their

15
:113-1
:2»
Ice 810.

SULK

Best Wood wheels and braces, complete $o'2 50

Best Wire wheels and braces, complete $50

Latest Toomey Bikes $175

Latest Frazier Bikes, wire wheels $165

Latest Frazier Bikes, wood wheels $1

SPECIAL BARGAINS—Have on hand oue TOOMEY, latest style sulky, used o

five races, perfect order. Price $140 cash.

Also one TOOMEY Combination Bike sulky, used one week. In perfect order, gk

anteed. Price $120 cash.

NOVELTIES—All the latest on hand. A full line of Veterinary Remedies.

767 MARKET STREE"
THIS MAKEStfBOYCEjONEPINTOF

BOYOE TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For KEVEIIED LBttS, INfeTLAMBD TEN-

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, UHACKED
ItKKI.K AND ALL SHIN KHUPTIOiVS. MakeR
tin- Hftlr bright and silky. Unexcelled us a "brace."
it is tin? cbeapesl ami best evei i>m mi the market
Compared with Wltcu Hazel, Boyoe Tablets are our
op higitt ils, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets ftu-nlBb.es more genuine witch Hazel
than is contained In lit gallons of the best extract
sold.

Put up lu metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-
lets. K<>r general work, dissolve one Tablet in a pint
of water. Think of m Lft gallons best leg and bods1

wiiah on aiirih carried In your pocket; only tf'2.00
per box, or G Uoxes for 81 0.
Sent post-paid on r Ipl til price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Aold by DriitfKlMtM and Urulvm [n Turf (ioodn

Horse Owners! *T<
GOMBAULTI

Causfd
Balsan
A Safo Speedy and Positiv-^

The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used.
r

the place of nil liniments tor mild or severe>a
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from JBJK
and Cntlle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUT
OR FIRING- lmpossiltle to produce scar or mc *

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satlsfa '

Price $1.50 Per bottle. Sold bv drugglBi

sent by oipross, chances paid, with full dlrec

for Its use. Send for descriptive circular!

THE LAWRENCH-WILLIAMS CO., Clevolsn
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FIVE DOLLARS AYEAR

SAN JOSE FAIR RACES.

Fas'. Time Made in Several Races—Surprises
Galore on the Opening Day—Laura M.'s

Fast Mile—Minute Description of

the Various Events.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24.

The opening day of the San Jose Fair of 1894 will long be

remembered by all who attended for the excellent programme

offered and the interest taken in every event. Pool-selling

also was very brisk. This has not been the case on any other

opening day of a fair held here or at any other place on the

circuit. The judges acted well their part, and not a murmur

ofdissatisfaction was heard from the time the first tap of the

bell was heard until the last horse jogged under the wire, as

darkness was settling on the couise.

The track was never in better condition ; the management

spared neither money nor time to make it all that they had

promised when they advertised for entries—"The best track

in California." Every driver who jogged over it to-day de-

clared tbat many records would be broken and fast time in

every race might with confidence be looked for by the own-

era. The inside track being especially reserved for the run-

ners, the outer track was watered, rolled, hammered and

scraped until it looked as smooth as a billiard table.

In the judges' stand a great improvement was made. Back

of where the reporters and timers used to sit there used to be

a raised platform, on which everybody in the county it seemed

tried to find standing room when the races were being trotted

or paced. The directors finally tired of the complaints of

the knights of the pencil and the holders of time watches

and this year had the platform lowered so that no one could

see the races from it ; then they placed an efficient officer at

gate, and quietness and comfort preside over the labors of

the men who have to watch every movement of the horses,

as they go around the circle.

The stock display this year is ao excellent one. A full de-

scription of it will be given in my letter later on. There

were over one hundred coops for poultry built before this

meeting commenced, as this branch of farm life in Santa

Clart and San Mateo Counties is receiving more attention

than it has heretofore. The old line of coops was deemed

iiiHufficieit to hold the many excellent specimens of the

feathered tribe.

The judges tor the day were Thad Hobson, William Quinn

•and James T. Rucker.

The timers were James Boyd, J. Babcock and T. McClosky.

Jack Dinue acted as starter.

The first two races were for district two-year-olds and

three-year-olds, and showed what the Santa Clara valley has

•to offer in the way of young trotters.

The bettors were a little shy of the first race and but little

, money was staked. Turner was by all odds favorite, selling

,
for £20 to $2 against the field ;

Fanny L. sold second at $5.

i Before the race was Btarted, out of the seven horses entered
'

all but the three recognized fastest was scratched. These

i three were George W., Lowry Jr.'s brown gelding Antimony,

I Fannie L. from the Lawrence Farm and Turner, Charley

J

Horn's two-year-old stallion.

The horses had to score several times before they were

sent off. Antimony had the pole, but held it only a short

distance, Fanny L. stepping out and leaving both. When
j Fanny L. reached the quarter Antimony was five lengths

: behind and Turner, who had lost his feet, was trying to gain

I second place. Antimony broke at the three-eighths, but

settled soon and was in second place behind Turner, the

favorite, until the homestretch. Fanny L. had the best of

it all around the circle, and came in on a jog. Turner and

Antimony had a little struggle for second place and the for-

mer got it by a half length after having held third place all

around the trnck. Time, 2:39.}.

The poor showing by the favorite, Turner, in the first heat

caused a change in the betting, and instead of being sold fa-

vorite at enormous odds Fannie L. sold $20 to $14 on the

field. As the race was to be decided by the best two out of

three, and Fannie L. had made such a great showing, much
of the confidence in Turner was lost.

In this heat Fannie L. had the pole and got off even with

Turner, Antimony getting the worst of the start. At the

quarter there was but little difference between the horses,

Fannie L. leading Antimony and Turner. At the half Fan-

nie L. ane Turner were head-and-hean and maintained this

position until nearly to the wire. Then Turner forged ahead

and finished about a length and a half in front of the Law-

rence Farm colt. Antimony was several lengths behind.

Time, 2.4U.

In the next heat Turner was a favorite in the betting, the

odds on him against the field being $30 to $12. There was

some dissatisfaction with the driving of Turner and Fannie,

and Horn and Johns were unplaced as drivers of these two

horses respectively, and Helman was placed behind Turner

and Walter Maben behind Fannie L. The change was an

improvement, as Fannie L. lowered the time of her former

heat two and a half seconds.

After three trials the three horses got off in even style,

but before the first quarter was reached Turner broke and lost

considerable ground, whfle Fannie L. led with Antimony

second. At the three-eighths Antimony broke, but settled to

trotting almost instantly. From the half the horses re-

mained strung out at distances of about seventy-five vards

apart, and came in the order of Fannie L. first, Antimony

second and Turner third. The latter would have been dis-

tanced had not the distance been waived. Time, 2:37.

The second race was for district three-year-old?, and al-

though there were ten entries but four appeared as starters.

They were the choice of the lot, and a hot race was expected.

John Bury of the Vendome Stables was a strong favorite,

and sold for $20 to $5 against the field, in which were

Lowry's Letter B., H. G. Cox's John D. Evans and Carey's

Lady Thornhill. C. F. Bunch drove Bury, Cox his own

horse, Kent drove Letter B. and Carey drove Lady

Thornhill.

On the second trial the horses got on in good style, all be.

ing together except Lady Thornhill,who was a length behind,

John Bury showed himself to be a little too fast for the others.

At the quarter Bury was eight or ten lengths ahead of Lady

Thornhill. Letter B. and John D. Evans were having a

struggle for third place. Bury's lead was increased to fifteen

lengths at the half, Lady Thornhill second, Letter B. third

and Evans last. At the three-quarter pole Bury still had the

lead, but as he came down the stretch Lady Thornhill gained

on him, Bunch not urging Bury any. There was, conse-

quently a pretty finish. Bunch slowed up and thought to

give Corey a chance to bring the Lady in somewhere near

him, and while thus dr»wsilv driving the finish Corey came

near putting Lady Thornhill in first, Bunch only winning by

a head. Letter B. was third and Evans had the tail end

Time, 2:31.

The second heat showed further the superiority of John

Bury over the other three. He led from wire to wire, Lady

Thornhill being the only one that came near him at any

point. Letter B. and John D. Evans began falling behind

from the start and would have been declared distanced had

there been any distance flag. Bury came under the wire

about six lengths in front nf Lady Thornhill ; Letter B. was

a poor third and John D. Evans a worse fourth. Time,

2:23£.

In the third heat John Bury had an eaay victory, but was

given a contest on the back stretch by Lady Thornhill.

Letter B. and John D. Evans were not in it except with

themselves. Bury came in first, Lady Thornhill second, Let-

ter B. third and John D. Evans fourth. Time, 2:29i.

When the third race, which was for pacers of the 2:30 clasgj

was called, bettors began to loosen up their purse strings aod

back their favorites. Pools sold as follows: Thera $25, Wait

a Little $25, Laura M. $19, Seymour Wilkes $15, Colonel

Benton $12, McGinty $5, Ella W. $3.

Laura M. delayed the start for some time, but after scoring

several times came down to business. They got off in very

fair order, but by the time they swept around to the first quar-

ter began to string out, with Seymour Wilkes and Thera

leading. McGinty dropped back to fifth place and Wait-a-

Little took the fourth position. Corey's mare Laura M.
broke and it seemed that she would have a hard time to gain

ground enough to avoid being shut out. Around the farther

turn the phalanx of pacers came along at a lively rate, but

the others could not overtake Thera and Wilkes. Laura M.
was gaining on the others, and when Seymour Wilkes came

under the wire a short distance ahead of Thera, Laura M.
had third place. The others crossed the wire in the follow-

ing order : Wait-a-Little, ElIaT., McGinty and Colonel Ben

ton. Time, 2:18.

When it came to the second heat of the pacing race the

winning of the first heat by Seymour Wilkes seemed to have

thrown him into an ugly mood, for he was determined not to

make a decent start. Each time the horses scored Wilkes

would break and run. It required six trials to get the horses

off. There was no telling with whom the vantage lay, and

the backers differed much as to which was the best horse.

Wait-a-Little, however, was favorite before thit heat, the

pools selling as follows : Wait-a-Little, $35 ; Wilkes, $25
;

Thera, $20 ; Laura M., $20 ; Benton, $22 ; McGinty, $7 ; Ella

W.,$5.

Wait-a-Little had the best of the race for over three-quar-

ters of the mile, with Thera 6econd and the others straggling

along behind. Seymour Wilkes kept up a steady gait and

gradually crawlec toward the front, as did Corey's Laura M.

whom everybody wanted to see get right down to business.

The finish was a very exciting one. At the Hag Wait-a-

Little had the best of it, but Donathao was whipping Seymour

Wilkes, and every lash seemed to lessen Wait-a-Little's lead.

The result was ^that Seymour Wilkes took the heat from

Burkholder's gelding with a grand stand finish. Laura M.

was a very respectable third. Time, 2:18.

It seemed almost certain that Seymour Wilkes had a cinch

on the third heal, and this impression was manifest in the

selling of pools. Wilkes sold for $20, Laura M. for $7, Wait-

a-Little for $5 and the field for $3. It was in this heat that

the change came. Seymour Wilkes again hindered

the start, each time breaking and running before

he reached the wire. The horses scored ten times

before they got off, and then Ella W., Laura M. and Sey.

mour were a few feet behind. It was almost dark, and when

the horses were on the farther side of the track they could

hardly be seen. Wait-a-Little, however, led nearly all the

way, with Thera as second. When they reached the half

Seymour Wilkes, who had been holding fourth place, began

to take up the ground lost by him in breaking before he

reached the quarter. Laura M. broke between the quarler

and half and lost her chances for the race. On the home-

stretch there was a great struggle. Wait a Little had the

best of it, but Wilkes was making a determined effort, urged

on under severe whipping, but he could not hold out, and
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Wtil Little go. the heal bj « lenglh. Another feature of

appearing animal tl io third in the heat, and not far

behind the best. The time was S

The pacine noomu require two or three more heats tosettle

it, and Z%^ decided to have them take place to-morrow

•^STwi in the grind Bland, irhicb has been cracked

for some time, will he removed to-day and a new one pat in

Si fU«, so that the judges -nay recall the horses without the

use of a sledge hamm- ir.

.

First r»ce-l' : " r two-year-olds, pureeWOO.

essengepAlmont-^ster
^ ^ j

vi'tVcviirA abYAnttnara & ^tui sao^agg
,

Tune

rict, for tbree-yeawrids, puree MOO,

t Farm's be Jonn Bury, by AnUnaag-Mo^
t i ^

aoon . C. F.

I
n'7'vo at LaJy rii-rnhi!' by £.ily iacmhlU-Mora

_

Lev. ifs'bi L^ier'I bv Ward B.-Erowii

rtteJCrinD Kran^by Uticcuo-t? Aim30n
tox 4 4 4

Tim--, 2:29X1.

BBOOND DAT—TTJE8DAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

The attendance to-day was better than yesterday. The

weather could not be surpassed in any other portion of Cali-

fornia, and as the excitement o( yesterday's events had not

diminished, aod the programme of to-day's eveuts promised

..ing, the spectators were kept at fever heat all the

afternoon. Six races were listed, and the promptness with

which the horses were dispatched on their journeys by the

ivas most commendable. Surprises there were in store

for all, and the results justified the impression which pre-

vailed yesterday," the fielders will upset the talent.'
1 The

decision in the first race in letting Laura M. start again after

Wingdistanced for running and being behind the flag was not

justifiable by the laws, and George Polhemus, owner of Sey-

mour Wilkes, filed a protest with the judges, covering this

breach of the law. With this one exception, everything passed

• >d -tuoothly, and the large audience remained until the last

heal was trotted, so much were they interessed in the out-

come. The victory of Laura M. was quite a feather in C.

M. C trey's cap, and her remarkable record stamps Almont

Patchen as a sire of speed and gameness. Richard Gird's

mure, Nellie W., by Woolsey (brother to Sunol), proved

herself a good race mare, and one that will lower her record

- rably before the circuit ends. J. H. Butler's bay geld-

ing Manning won a good race on his merits, and will be a

•J: l-"> performer before November. Adelaide Simmons' good

race was one of the features of the day. She lowered her
1 10 '2:15 ia the second heat, and in the fourth heat

- he did not act well, and her driver, in his

anxiety to close up too big a gap, gave her two fast halves,

which injured her chances of winning considerably. One of

t hem was made in 1:05*. Toere is such a thing as being

overanxious even in ahorse race. Had he saved the mare
heat where she broke and fell hack twelve lengths, be

w-iuld undoubtedly have won the race this afternoon. As it

i«, he will have a good opportunity to-day. Mr. Alviso

knows better than any one what his mare can do, and no

doobl he did not consider how much faster the company was

1 hat he was in than any he had heretofore met on the cir-

cuit.

In regard to the victory of Laura M., that scriptural in-

junction was well exemplified :
" And the last shall be first

and the first shall be last." Laura M. was last and distanced,

and Seymour Wilkes was first. In the last heat Laura M.,
who was last, was made first, and Seymour Wilkes, who was

Brat, was made last.

The afternoon sport commenced with the unfinished pac-

ing race for the 2:30 class pacers. Seymour Wilkes led

the other five all the way until near the wire Donalhan lost

his whip, and in order to get Seymour Wilkes to win he took

off his hat and used it in lieu of that homestretch persuader.

Wait a Little did not wait, but came up, and under the wire

they were nose and nose. The judges declared it a dead heat.

Time, 2:17*. Thera second, McGinty third, Ella T. fourth

and Laura M., who had run over an eighth of a mile, last.

She came in Iwhind the flag, but the judges allowed her to

start again.

Seymour Wilkes sold for $20, Wait-a-Liltle $13 and field

: re the next, which was the fifih heat, was called.

L'.ura M., much lo everyone's surprise, look the lead almost
from the wire

t
aud many conjectured thai al (be first turn she

would make one of her old-time " Jim < row " breaks, hut to

their •urpriM aha kepi ber feet and increased her lead untii
nhe was lea lengtbi in front of Wait-a*Little, Seymour Wilkes
third and McGintT last. Like Ojclone she moved on and

id in the homestretch to the wire Cover sat still hold-
ing her steadily and striving to keep her from distancing her

Dions. She came in under the wire in 2:10}, Wait-a-
Liltle second, McGinty, who had pa ted Seymour Wilkes at

titer pole, third, the son nf Guy Willi
and Thera ln*t.

Tin- bettors who had their money in on Seymour Wilkes
and Waii-a-I.ittle now beaieged the pool-box and paid $20
on Laura M. againsl :* on the field, Thera and McGinty

ble for ool baying won n heat in five, and
the three heal wini .

1 tittle and Bey-
'

nol delayed.
Wait a- Little ha.! s little the best of the lend-off, bnl Laura

ilh Beyi ir Wilkes ai d the horse with the
,' bold "'i " name, aod to th" quarter in 33 the daughter of

She did not wail a

little
' the others, bui kepi ad almost

distanced Walt*a-LiUle to the

life depended upon getting to the « ire Bi moot Wilkes,
di lime faTorlti atending borsc in every heat

wa-» dislaaotd. Wbi
ran

Ictti were 10 oiled with poou on bi mare that
it wm alni'*t farcical for him to weigh in. lie adjusted a
. igar n( nn angle of forty live degrees in hi- month, mounted
but hike and turned Ml gin

to do her level beBt to keep near her. Laura M. won easily

by three lengths in 2:24, thus ending one of the most sensa-

tional races seen on the San Jose track in years.

The next race was for the three-year-old trotters, tree-tor-

all There were fonr entries—Silver Note, Bet Madison,

Nellie W. and Kavenscroft. In the pools Nellie W. was

made favorite at $20 against $6 on the rest in the field. When

the word was given Nellie W. took the lead and Bet Medi-

son was at the wheel of her bike, Kavenscroft was three

lengths further back and Silver Note last. This order was

never changed until the homestretch was reached. JS elite W.

broke and fell back, and Bet Madison came very fast, and to

the wire it was a drive between her and Nellie W. The latter

won the heat by a head, Kavenscroft was third and Silver

Note last. Time, 2:25.

Pools did not change, Nellie W- selling a strong favorite.

After the judges sent the horses away to a beautiful start,

Nellie W.'assumed the role of leader. Bet Madison broke

before the first turn was reached and Kavenscroft took sec-

ond place. Silver Note remained at the tail end of the pro-

cession. Connolly had Nellie W. well in hand and kept

her steady. She soon opened a gap of four lengths in front

of Kavenscroft, and never shortened it until after she passed

under the wire in 2:22*. Ravenscroft was second, Bet Madi-

son a length behind and Silver Note five lengths further

Pools could not be sold in the next heat. Tbera took the

lead and kept it to the wire, Kavenscroft was second, Bet

Madison, who passed Silver Note on the homestretch, was

third in 2:22. Silver Note was only taken out of the pasture

field last week, and his game race surprised every one. The

winner of this race, Nellie W., is improving fast and will be

a dangerous mare in her class when she strikes Los Angeles.

The next race was for the 2:30 class trotters. There were

two starters—Tietam,!by Anteeo, and Rockwocd, by Tree-

wood. In the betting Tietam sold for $20 against $5 on

Rockwood. Tietam wasa little rank and brokeseveral times

before the first quarter was passed, then he got settled and

passed Rockwood on the backstretcb, and never losing the

lead he obtained he jogged in a winner in 2:28-}.

A. A. A., by Azmoor, out of Abbess, by Mohawk Chief,

trotted a mile in 2:25 and would have lowered even that fast

mark had he been accompanied by a "helper." He is a grand-

looking colt and is to be sold in New Yoik City November
1st, together with a number of other fast Palo Alto young-

sters.

Id the next heat pools sold at about the same figure. Tie-

tam was unsteady and Rockwood, with his " stuttering" gait

a la Silas Skinner, gained so much ground that Tietam was

unable to come nearer than three lengths to him at the wire.

Rockwood was declared the winner in 2:251.

In the next heat Tietam seemed to be much steadier and

made the mile without one skip. He came in a winner by

a length and a half in 2:23J-. In this race Rockwood lowered

his record to 2:25-1, and Tietam entered the 2:25 list with a

record of 2:23$. The owner of the latter, I. de Turk, of

Santa Rosa, was congratulated on all sides for the splendid

showing the horse made in the last heat. He is a race horse

and next year should get a mark of 2:15 easily.

Everyone who had watched the career of the little Abbots-

ford mare She felt that it was good betting to^place $20 on her

against $10 on Shylock and $5 od the field. Short-enders be-

came verv scarce by the time the horses were sent to score.

The entries for this 2:15 trot in which this mare was entered

were Adelaide Simmons, Chancellor and Shylock. When
they were sent away to a splendid start Chancellor made an
attempt to lead the way and kept well in front until half way
to the quarter-pole. Shylock then took command, but broke,

and Adelaide Simmons passed them both and was leading

nicely when she broke and fell back. The quarter was made
in thirty-five seconds. She was five lengths behind the three

leaders at the half, but Alviso would not take their dust any
longer, so going on the outside with his little mare he passed

them all but Adelaide Simmons by the lime the homestretch
was reached and led to the wire. As she passed each of her
competitors they all broke. At the drawgateShe overhauled
Adelaide Simmons, who also "went up in the air," and amid
the cheers of the delighted spectators She came under the
wire a winner by a length. Shylock was third and Chancellor
fourth. Time, 2:18.

BeltiDg previous to the second heat was She $20, field $5.

The quartette scored five times and then to a good send-off

started on their journey. She broke just after passing under
the wire and fell back to last place. Chancellor again took
the lead, Shylock at his flanks and Adelaide Simmons at the
latter's bike. Going towards the half Adelaide Simmons
overhauled Shylock and Chancellor and took toe lead. She,
who had been twelve lengths back, shortened her distance to

about four, but broke at the head of the homestretch and Al-
viso saved her by letting her get well inside the distance flag

as the fine, big daughter of Simmons jogged in a winner in
the excellent time of 2:15, Chancellor beating Shylock for

second place by a length.

In the third heat She was still selling favorite at $20 to $8
on the field, notwithstanding the great mile won by Simmons.
( >ld Shylock essayed the role of pathfinder in this, and with
Chancellor as an aid he almost flew to the quarter. Adelaide
Simmons was a good third, whileShe, who broke when in the
middle of the first turn, was ten lengths behind. Halfway
down the backstretch Alviso tapped the little mare, and will-
ingly she responded. From every one the words were es-
caping: "See She close that gap!" At the half she was
five lengths nearer to the leaders, and at the three quarter
pole she was on even terms with the last of the trio. Passing
her She soon left Chancellor behii d, and amid, the wildest of
excitement came under the wire winner by three lengths
from Shylock, who broke as she passed him. Time, 2:17.}.
The last half trotted by the little mare was timed in 1:05s by
several timers. It was a little too much for her,some of" the
best judges thought, and they backed their judgment by get-
ling pools on the field at $5 against $20 on She before the
quartette came out again.

The next heat was a horse race from "eend to eend." She
led tO the quarter,with Shylock and Adelaide Simmons along-
side of her, Chancellor a length behind. She broKe and fell
back to last place, Shylock played drum major and Adelaide
Simmons, ably driven by Pattison, lay right at his wheel
like 11 shadow. Adelaide never made an attempt to pass him
until well into the homestretch. Then she came on and won
as she pleased in 2:16}, Shylock ten yards behind third and
She a tired last. The judges looked at the watches and con-
cluded that this race could not be finished to-dav, so they con-
cluded to postpone it until to-morrow at one o'clock. This
may save the backers of She from losing their money.
The fifth race of the day was for the 2:21 class trotters

The starters were Maud Fowler, Bonnibel, Jenny June, Kex
Trumont, Geo. Dexter and Manning. The highest pool sold

was $30 for Manning, Bonnibel $20, Gee. Dexter $16, field

$12. This was an exciting heat. Manning got the lead in a

straggling send-off, Geo. Dexter second, Bonnibel third and

Jennie June fourth, the rest straggling. Bonnibel moved up
and passed Geo. Dexter at the half, but one of her boot sup-

porters gave way, and as the loosened end struck her other

leg Walter Maben had all he could do to hold her. Manning
never made a mistake, and came under the wire a winner by

two lengths from Geo. Dexter in 2:183-, Jennie June third,

Trumont fourth, Bonnibel fifth, Maud Fowler and Rex dis-

tanced.

Manning took the lead in the next heat from the time the

word was given. Trumont kept him company to the wire and
defeated Geo. Dexter by a length for place. Bonnibel was
fourth and Jennie June fifth. Time, 2:18|. There was not

more than six lengths' difference between the first and last

horses.

Manning won the next heat and race in 2:18^, Trumont
second, Geo. Dexter third, Bonnibel fourth and Jennie June
fifth. Manning was excellently driven by Jimmy Sullivan,

SUMMARIES,

Unfinished race—Pacing;, 2:30 class, purse 5700

C. H. Corey's b m Laura M., by Almont Patchen
—Lady Fay Corey 3 3 6 5 1 l|-

F. M. Burknolder'sbrgWaita-Little Cox 4 2 112 2

George Polhemus' br s Seymour Wilkes, by Gnv
Wilkes—Early Bird, bv Plimel, he by Robt.
St. Clair Donathan 112 1

R. Gird's b m Thera, by Albion—Thaba
Connelly 2 4 4 2

Girtrich's b h McGinty VanBokkelen 6 6 3 3

Helman's b m Ella W., by Eros—Nutwood
Helman 5 5 5 4

.

Time, 2:18, 2:18, 2:20, 2:17%, 2:16K 2:13%. 2:24.

First race—Trotting, two year-olds, free-for-all, purse $400, best tw
in three.

M. S. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle
Maben 1 2

San Mateo Stock Farm's b g Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes—
Hannah Price Rogers 2 1

|

Time, 2:28%, 2:28%. 2:25.

Second race—Trotting, three-vear-old, free-for-all, purse S400

Chino Ranch's eh f Nellie W., by Woolsey—Nellie Reynolds
_ Connolly 1 1

San Mateo Farm's b c Ravenscroft, by Guy Wilkes—Eva
Rogers

M. S. Severance's br f Bet Madison, by John Madison—Betsy
Trot-wood ."". Maben

Silver Bow Stock Farm's ch g Silver Note, by Silver Bow-
Maud Siugleton P. J. Williams

Time, 2:25, 2:22^, 2:22.

Third race—Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $700.

I. De Turk's b s Tietam, by Anteeo—Eveline, by Nut-
wood ; G. Locke 12 1

G. B. Polhemus' b g Rockwood, by Treewood—Nutwood
>... Hellman 2 12

Time, 2:28%. 2 25%, 2:25%, 2:23%.

Fourth race—Trotting. 2:15 class, purse 51,000 (unfinished ).

K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide Simmons, by Simmons—Ade-
laide, by Milwaukee ..Pattison 2 14

J. A. Dustin'scb g Shylock, by Tom Benton Dustin 3 2 2

Chris. M, Smith's b m She, by Abbottsford—Beauty
J. M. Alviso 14 14

R. D. Fox's ch g Chancellor, by Bismarck—Lucy
J. Gorden 4 3 3 3

Time, 2:18, 2:15, 2:17%, 2:1554.

Fifth race—Trotting, 2:21 class, purse 8700.

J, H. Butler's bg Manning, by Messenger Chief—Jewel
Sullivan 111

P. J. Mann's blk g Trumont, bv Altamont—Minnie M
S. Lindsey 4 2 2

River View Stock Farm's br c George Dexter, by Dexter
Prince—Nellie T. Keating 2 3 3

Palo Alto Stock Farm's b m Bonnibel, by Azmoor—Bonnie
Maben 5 4 4

C. F. Marcy's b m Jennie June, by Motor Patterson 3 a 6

I. de Turk's b m Maud Fowler, by Anteeo—Eveline, by Nut-
wood Looke dis

J. S. Carr'sb g Rex, by Anteeo—Accident J. Dwain dis

Time, 2:18%, 2:1854, 2:18%.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's three-year-old A. A. A., by Azmoor—Ab-
bess, by Mohawk Chief, broke her record of 2:33 by trotting a mile in

2:25, Maben driving.

THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

From early morning until late in the afternoon this has

been a very busy day at the track. At ten o'clock the grand

stand was pretty well filled with people, who came from all

portions of the two counties to witness the stock parade

which proved to be worthy of all the praise bestowed upon

it. Along line it proved to be. The first to lead was Thomas

Kennedy's coal black matched team of roadsters, the best

one we have ever seen in color, size, gait aud speed. After

these passed Ed. Younger behind a spanking team ot road-

sters. James Lowe followed with his handsome road mare

Lottie J. Then in regular order were to be seen the thor-

oughbreds, standard trotters and cattle. Murphy Stock

Farm's nine head of standard trotters followed, the two well-

bred sires, Soudan and Danton Moultrie, the latter being
(

from the appearance of his family, ODe of the most promising

sires in Santa Clara County. F. H. Burke, of La Siesta

Stock Farm, had Eros and a family of fourteen head of prize-

winning, record-making trotters. E. Topham, of Mil pitas,

had four head of standard trotters ; J. F. Kennedy, of Live

Oak Mound Stock Farm, Los Gatos, presented one of the

features of the parade with his six head of thoroughbreds
;

James W. Rea, of Vendome Stock Farm, had five of standard-

bred trotters ; then followed I. N. Thompson's four head of

large, well-matched mules
; S. Goldsmith's one-year-old

stallion, Rock, weight 1,200 pounds, the biggest yearling in

ibis sale ; T. Blake's Shire stallion Irish Mike; Ed. Senter's

bay coach stallion Prince Herbert, mare and colt, and J. M.
Boyd's Cleveland bay broodmare Maud. Then the cattle, of

which too much praise cannot be given—the Baden Live

Stock Company's fifteen head of Shorthorns cannot be sur-

passed anywhere. They are descended from the choice im-

portations of Robt, Ashburner, which were brought to Cali-

fornia many years pgo.

The black and white dairy cattle known as Holstein-

Freisans and belonging to F. H. Burke, of La Siesta Stock,

followed. They have won more first prizes than any herd

ever exhibited on this coast, and will add to their stock of

blue ribbons this year. George Bement, another excellent

judge of cattle, has his herd of Ayreshires, although lacking

in numbers they more than make up for it in the quality. J-

8. Conners, of Santa Clara, has his herd of gentle-looking,

deer-like Jerseys and G. N. Thompson, of Santa Clara, has

his six head of choicely-selected dairy stock to make the pro-

cession complete. The band of music, an excellent one by
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the way, played a number af the very latest and best selec-

tions while the parade was in progress, and this part of the

programme was thorougnly enjoyed for the people of this

valley love music. Speaking of the Santa Valley reminds

me of a remark made by Bayard Taylor when on his last tour

around the world. In the course of his lecture describing

the various places he had visited he said : There is only

one other valley in the world to compare with the far-famed

valley of Damascus in all that pertains to the blessings of

mankind from the earliest ages have sought, and that is in the

Santa Clara valley. The one similarity between (he two is

most Btriking, and the more one compares its position,

surroundings, climate and resources the stronger the likeness

appears. This speech, made twenty years ago before the

grain fields were converted into orchards and the chapparal-

covered hills were changed into vineyards seems like a

revelation when we compare the horticultural and viticultural

resources of the two. But I am digressing.

At twelve o'clock Judges Boyd, Kea and Hersey rang the

bell, which has a race track ring about it we like, and the

horses came out to finish the 2:15 trot. The scoring was long

and tedious. Many hundreds, aye, thousands, depended upon

the result of this race, and to get away well in the lead

seemed to be the ambition of every driver ;
finally when the

impatient 2,000 people in the grand stand began to give up
all hope the word "Go!" was heard, and away the four went.

Those who held $20 tickets on She against $8 on therieldfelt

like insolvents when they saw Adelaide Simmons, Shylock

and Chancellor set the pace and little She buck, jump and

break just after hearing the word. She lost fully twenty-five

yards, and was fully that far behind when she passed the

quarter; then Alviso, her pilot, began to drive. She moved
very fast, going to the half in thirty-one seconds, but Ade-

laide had too much of a lead. She kept up her clip, how-
ever, and went to the three-quarter pole in 1:033, a wonder-

ful half considering the many fast halves she had traveled

the previous evening. Adelaide Simmons was the only one

in front of her when toward the wire she was straightened.

It was a pretty drive. Adelaide Simmons tiptoed several

times, but Pattison, her driver, got her steady and drove her

under the wire a winner in 2:15&, She half a length behind,

Chancellor a good third and Shylock a bad last. Before this

heat Adelaide Simmons sold for $40 against $10 on the field.

The second event, which was called the first race, was for

three -year-old pacers. There were three entries—Royal Sid,

Prince Nutwood and Gertrude G. Royal Sid was drawn a

few minutes before the last heat, so Prince Nutwood and

Gertrude G. had the field all to themselves. The horses were

very evenly matched. In the first heat Prince Nutwood
led until near the three-quarter pole, then broke, and Ger-

trude G., who was at his bike, took the ltad coming into the

homestretch. She went up in the air, and Prince Nutwood,
having become steady, passed her and landed the heat a

winner by two lengths in 2:22. Gertrude G. was much
steadier in the next beat and won it by a length in 2:22.

Before the third heat pools were not sold. The race was a

pretty one from start to finish, the two coming under the

wire head and head in 2:22$-, the judges deciding this a dead
heat. Gertrnde G. won the next heat from her black com-
panion in 2.22, then Prince Nutwood rolled up the ball of

yarn by winning the next heat and race in 2:29, Gertrude G.
three lengths behind. It is very seldom in the history of

either trotting or pacing that it takes six heats to decide a

race between two horses. The winner, Prince Nutwood be-

longs to Senator B. F. Langford, and is by Dexter Prince,

out of Luella (dam of Myrtle, 2:19^), by Nutwood. Gertrude
G., Mb contestant, who also got in the list, is by Cropsy's

Redwood, 2:27, out of Dolly, by Meek's St. Lawrence. She
belongs toMilo Knox of Haywards.
The interest of all was centered in the next event, which

was for the 2:20 class pacers. There were five entries—Belle,

Touchet, Sidmoor, Our Boy and Allie Cresco. Pools sold :

Belle $20, Touchet $13, field $8, and a pile of golden eagles

dropped into the box at these odds.

The five horses scored five times. Then they were sent

away. Touchet, having the pole, led from start to finish, Our
Boy, Sidmoor and Belle striving to get the second place, but

the mare was the speediest and beat Our Boy two lengths at

the wire and being only a length behind Touchet when the

latter came in. Sidmoor was third and Allie Cresco, who
was doing well until well into the homestretch, where she

broke, fell back and was distanced. Time, 2:20|.

Pools did not change for the next heat. When the word
was given Touchet, Sidmoor and Our Boy were on even
terms. Belle, who occupied second place, was an open length

behind. Touchet kept well in the lead. Our Boy made an
attempt to get in front of him and did so when near the half-

mile pole, but he was not far enough in advance to cut in and
take the pole. Belle was third and Sidmoor last. The drive

to the three-quarter pole became exciting, for Our Boy broke,

fell back into the company of the other two side-wheelers, and
the trio moved like one horse behind the leader. Our Boy
made another trial to leave his companions on the homestretch
and succeeded. Belle broke and so did Sidmoor, and when
they regained their stride Our Boy was four lengths in front

of them and rapidly gaining upon Touchet, who jogged in a

winner in 2:18^. Belle nipped the third place from Sid-

moor by a head.
Totiehet's easy victory in the preceding heats made him

a favorite at $30 to $15 on the others in the field. Belle was
to go for this heat, and every one who had seen her pace
played her in the Paris mutuel box. Belle took the lead

from Touchet, and never for an instant did Sullivan, her
driver, cease to encourage her. Our Boy and Sidmoor were
in front of Touchet all the way uniil the homestretch was
reached, then Sam Casto passed them and under the whip
little Touchet, almost collared Belle, but Sullivan was not
caught napping, for he landed the mare a winner by a head
in 2:17|, Our Boy three lengths behind, Sidmoor last.

Belle started again in the lead but Shaner, behind Sid-

moor, made her go the fastest heat of the race. Touchet
was not out of it, however, for be came up on even terms with
the son of Sidney and landed under the wire nose and nose
with the colt, Our Boy last. Time, 2:17. The judges could
not do otherwise than give the heat to Belle, the winner, and
declare the second position equal between Sidmoor and
Touchet, Our Boy last.

Some disgruntled holders of Touchet tickets now proceeded
to the judges' stand, and in the language of one man from
Milpitas, made a "red-eyed kick" against Casto driving
another heat behind Touchet. Several calls were made for

drivers, but every one of the "knights of the whip" was
loaded with tickets on Belle, and the judges felt as though
they would have to appoint Dr. Aby or Borne other delicate

person to drive. Finally, Jas. Dustin was prevailed upon
to drive Touchet. He weighed thirty-five pounds less than

Sam Casto and made a splendid drive with the horse, but i

was not as good as the previous one made by Casto. He
brought the horse in second to Belle in 2:17, Our Boy third
and Sidmoor last.

The sides of the track, both inner and outer, now became
thronged with people, every available point of vantage was
secured, for the event of the day was about to be seen. Otto
Ziegjer, the champion bicycle rider, was out on the track
waitiug for W. Wood, the champion pacer, to appear. A
cheer arose as the young man rode along the homestretch,
and demonstrations of local pride in the well-formed, lithe
and muscular king of the safeties passed groups of men and
women, boys and girls. He had been made favorite in the
betting at $20 to $8, and as the people, who had paid more
attention to the performances of W. Wood, the pacer, than
they had to the progression made by bicyle riders, and Otto
Ziegler in particular, were ready to play $8 to $20 all day,
watched the youth and then saw Millard Sanders drive down
in front of the judges' stand behind W. Wood, their hopes
rose high. Ben Chaboya, behind the thoroughbred Billy,

the kid, had a screen of cloth fastened to the rear of his
sulky, so that Ziegler would not have to contend against a
heavy current of air.

It was a big handicap for the horse, but Ben and Mr. Sand-
ers were willing to do their best to furnish the people with an
exhibition such as was never seen before on a California
track.

Around to the half-mile pole they started. People who
had carriages in the infield stood on the seats, and, with field

glasses, watched every movement of the gladiators. When
the horses got to the wire they were moving rapidly, Ziegler
three feet behind his screen. To the three-quarter pole W.
Wood led by a length in twenty-nine seconds. Then to the
homestretch W. Wood seemed to be flying, with Cheboya
playing a tattoo on Billy the Kid's ribs. The scene was ex-
citing. About two hundred yards from the wire Ziegler
swerved out from behind the screen and then in a twinkling
was back to his old place again. A hundred yards further he
turned his wheel and came out alongside of the flying run-
ner, and as Sanders was plying the whin on Wood, and Che-
boya was lifting Billy the Kid, Otto Ziegler passed them both
just under the wire, winning by about two feet. Cheer after

cheer was heard, and we venture to assert there never was
greater excitement over a contest in California than this.

A number of timers caught the time fifty-nine and a quarter
second for the half-mile and W. Wood in one minute. The
official timer, however, announced the time 1:00 flat; W.
Wood's half-mile, 1:00}, the fastest half-mile ever paced in a
race in California. The young man is a wonder, and is in

every way worthy of all the praise bestowed upon him by
everyone. He is modest and unassuming, and did not think
the feat anything wonderful.

SUMMARIES.

Unfinished race— Trotting, 2:15 class, purse 31,000.

K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide Simmons, by Simmons-
Adelaide, by Milwaukee W. Pattison 2 14 11

Chris M. Smith's b mShe, by Abbottsford—Beauty
J. W. Alviso 1 4 14 1

J. A. Dustin'sch g Sbyloek, by Tom Benton Dustin S 2 2 2 -4

R. D. Fox's eh s Chancellor, by Bismarck—Lucy
J. Gorden 4 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:1S, 2:15, 2:l"i4, 2:15%, 2:15%.

First race—Pacing, three-year-old, iree-for-all, purse $100.

B. F. LaDgford's blk c PriDce Nutwood, by Dexter
Prince—Luella. by Nutwood Helman 1 2 V 2 1 1

Milo Knox's s f Gertrude G., by Redwood—Dolly, by
Meek's St. Lawrence G. <4ray 2 11*12 2

Time, 2:22%, 2:22. 2:22'<i. 2:22. 2:22, 2:29.

*Dead heat.

Second race—Pacing. 2:20 class, purse S700.
Wiliiam Sinclair's cb m Belle, by Melbourne King—

Hattie, by All Right J. Sullivan 2 3 111
S. Castro's b g Touchet, by Altamont—Tecora Casto 1 1 2 2*2
Vendome Stock Farm's ch g Our Boy, by Vernon Boy—

Wapsic Bunch 3 2 3 3 3
Los Cerritos Stock Farm's b g Sidmoor, by Sidney-
Grand Moor Shaucr 4 4 4 2* 4
I.L. Borden's blk m Allie Cresco, by Cresco—Black

Betsy Ed Lafferty dis
Time. 2:20%, 2:18%, 2:17K. 2:17, 2:17.

*Dead heat for second place.

Entries to San Joee Running Races.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29.

No. 18—Purse $300, running, for all ages, three-fourths of

a mile. Horses that have started at this distance and have
not won allowed ten pounds ; those that have not been placed
allowed fifteen pounds ; maidens allowed ten pounds- En-
tries : Flirtilla, Lady Jane, Manfred, Charmer, Rey Alfonso,

Prince, Oheisa, Flush Ban, Raphael, Motto, Niagara, Ucita,

Ada R., Sue Abbott.

No. 19—Purse $3,000, winning, for two-y ear-olds, three-

fourths of a mile. Winners of three or more two-year-old
races carrying scale weights or over, seven pounds extra;

winners of two such races four pounds extra; non-winners
who have been placed allowed three pounds; those who have
not been placed allowed ten pounds. Entries: Rey .Alfonso,

George Polhemus, Arno, Cecil S., Ledett's filly, Eulalia.

No. 20—Purse $300, running, three-year-olds and upwards,
one mile and seventy yards, ten pounds below scale weight.

Winners of two or more races of one mile or more to carry
ten pounds extra ; winners of one race to carry five pounds
extra. Entries: Abi P., Faro, Fortuna, Conde, Carmel,
Alexis, Duke Stephens.

No. 21—Purse $400, running, handicap for all ages, one
and one-sixteenth miles. Weights announced at 6 p. m. the

day before the race. Entries : Pescador, Royal Flush, Thel-
ma, Alexis, Duke Stephens,

No. 22—Purse $300, running, selling race, three-year-olds

and upward, one mile. The winner to be sold for $1,200 ; if

for less, two pounds off for each $100 down to $800; then
three pounds off for each $100 down to $400. Entries: Faro,

St. S., Warrago, Gold Dust.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1ST.

No. 23.—Purse $300, running, handicap, for two-year-olds,

three-quarters of a mile. Weights to be announced at 6 p.

m. the day before the race. Entries : Flirtilla, Laurel, Arno,
Cecil S., Niagara, Eulalia, George Polhemus.

No. 24—Purse $300, running, three year-olds and upward,
three-quarters of a mile. Horses that have won two or more
races this year at this distance or less, carrying weight for

age, to carry ten pounds extra; beaten maidens at 1 his dis-

tance or less, allowed ten pounds. Entries : Pescador, St.

Patrick, Prince, Two Cheers, Thelma, Warrago, Sue Abbott.

No. 25—Purse $300, running, handicap, for three-year-olds

and upward, one and one-quarter miles. Weights announced
at 6 p. m. the day before the race. Entries: Quirt, Faro,

Charmer, Carmel, Garcia, Alexis, Duk*1 Stevens, Fortuna.

No. 26—Purse $300, running, selling race, three-quarters
of a mile. Winner to sell for $2,000 ; one pound off tor each
$100 less down to $1,500; two pounds off for each $100 less
down to $1,000. Entries : Abi P., Inkerman, Conde, Garcia
Gracie S.

T
Motto.

No. 27—Purse $300, running, consolation purse (for horses
that have Btarled and not won at this meeting), three-quarters
of a mile. Horses that have run second to carry five pounds
below scale ; horses that have run third, ten pounds, and
those that have not been placed, fifteen pounds below the
scale. Entries for this purse will close after the completion
of the preceding race.

Adbell, King of 1 he Yearlioge !

After the last forms had been sent to press, we received
word from Mr. Charles Lathrop, manager of the Stanford
estate, that Adbell had trotted a mile at San Jose in 2:23,

the world's record for yearling trotters.

Racing at the lone Fair.

Lone (Cal.), September 25.—The eighth annual fair
opened here to-day with a light attendance. Notwithstand-
ing the home talent was to contest to-day but little interest
was shown, though it is expected that to-morrow will be a
gala day. The first event of the fair was a half-mile and
repeat for two-year-olds foaled in Amador county. The
entries were Hattie H. and Sata W. Betting was slow, with
Sata W. a slight, favorite. In the first heat the favorite gained
the lead at the start and passed under the wire more than
two lengths ahead. Time, 0:53. The time in the second
heat was reduced to 0:51, with Sata W. slightly in the lead.
The second event was three-eighths heats, with Quirt,

Kathleen, Valiedore and Cyclone entered. Valledore took
the first heat in 34£ seconds, and the second in 0:36. It is

expected there will be a large attendance to-morrow, as some
excellent races are on the programme.

Ione, September 26.—At the pavilion last night Judge
Davi6 delivered the annual address, followed by H. M. Larue
of Sacramento. The exhibits were voted the best in the his-
tory of the society.

At the park five men competed for the prizes of $50 and
$30 in a drilling contest. Time allowed for striking, fifteen

minutes. Kitto and Harvey took first prize, 36| inches

;

second prize, Perazza and Cassinelli, 33$ inches.
First race, running, single dash, nine furlongs. Entries,

April, May Day and Lark, purse $150. Won by May Day.
Time, 0:51.

Second race, running, special, for two-year-olds, free-for-all,

single dash, three furlongs. Entries : Tyrena, Buckhorn
Friday, Greenback colt and Billy Foote. Purse $100. Fri-
day won. Time, 0:37§.

IoNE,Sept. 27.—An increased attendance was at the pavil-
ion last night, especially of ladies. State Senator Voorheis
addressed the audience and predicted a grand future for the
agricultural and miniag interests of Amador Country.
An interesting feature of the evening -vas a violin solo by

one of the Preiton school boys, some twenty-five of the boys
being permitted to visit the pavilion and park.

In the first race, one quarter of a mile and repeat, free for
all, purre $00, the entries were : Quirt, Valledore and Cy-
clone. Valledore won. Time, 0:24.

Second race, one mile dash, purse $125, entries May Day,
Lark and April, won by May Day in 1:44.

Third race, five-eighths of a mile dash, free for all, purse
$150, entries Quirt, Emma D. and Kathleen ; won by Quirt.
Time, LOIS.

_

Races at Susanville.

Susanville, Cal., Sept. 25—This was the opening day
of the Thirty-fourth District Fair. There is a good showing
of stock, and the pavilion is being rapidly filled with
exhibitors.

An unusually good attendance was the only special feature

of the affair.

In the half-mile dash for two-year-olds Eureka won, Jua-
netta second, Partnership third. Time, 0:53£.

The three-minute trot was won in three straight heats by
Kodak in 3:00, 2:55, 2:56, Chauncey R. second, Russell D.

third.

The running race, three furlongs and repeat, was won by

Gold Cloud in 0:36, 0:36A, Nelson second, Benton third.

Scsanville, Sept. 26—The second day's races were run
under favorable circumstances. The weather was good and

the track fast.

First race, 2:26 trot—Spring & Thompson name Pasha, W.
J. Edwards names Milford B. and D. McKenzie names Max-
well. Milford won, Pasha second, Maxwell shut out. Time,
2:37^. Second heat: Milford won, Pasha second. Time, 2:37.

Third heat: Milford won, Pasha second. Time, 2:34£.

Second lace, trot, two-year-olds and under, two in three

—

Barkham names Dicy L.. Brandy names Primrose and Ed-

wards names Plumas Maid. Plumas Maid won, Primrose

second, DicyL. third. Time, 3:09. Second heat : Plumas Maid
won, Primrose second, Dicy L. third. Time, 3:08A.

Running, mile and repeat—Killeby names Hermep,

Humphrey names Paddy and Roberts names Laundress.

Paddy won, Hermes second, Laundress third. Time, 1:611.

Second heat: Paddy won, Hermes second, Laundress third.

Time, 1:51.

Rohnerville Pair.

Rohnerville, Cal., Sept. 26—The Ninth District Agri-

cultural Fair opened with the pavilion full and overflowing.

The exhibits include all kinds of stock. The weather is fine

and the attendance large.

Yearling trot mile—Rosa Lee won. Time, 2:46.

Two-year-old run—Won by bay filly. Time, 0:55A.

Hundred yard foot-race—Won bv Hauck. Time, 0:10j.

The gate receipts were sixty percent more than last year.

Rohnerville, September 27.—The second day of the

Ninth District Agricultural Fair opened with fine weather.

There was a parade of stock this morning.

In the farmer's race, Clipper won. Time, 3:07.

Three-year-old trot, Maud P. won. Time, 2:26i, 2:27

2:27, 2:28.

Quarter of a mile and repeat— Dead heat between Rondo

and Little Confidence. The race will be finished to-morrow,

when the bicvele match races will also be held.

President Thomas H. Williams Jr
Chicago Friday morning, in good health.

arrived
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One of the Famous Four Mile Heat Races.

From Porter's Spirit oi [ober -> 1858<

lhirty .i . we clip the following account of one of

the greatest long dial ince races on record.

. B | u, on n,r I kBHIOH OOOBSE.

.

rheFall Meeting over the Fashion Course, L. I., for

which we predicted u^lts more glorious than any on the

I mg Island turf, -ince the memorable race between tasbion

! our expectations nor given

, to (he presage. Indeed, a heat has been run

vhicfa will n»t only favorably compare with the exploit of

Lbe famous chestnut mare, but, in the estimation of many

( «rhen the ditlereuce in favor of the old I nion over the

irse, in ibewai of facilities for speed are

considered), the 7:3oof Nicholas I., in his second heat, is

. redilable than Fashion's first heat in 7:32*. It has

nnly been excelled, perhaps," by the 7:26 of Lecompte and

of Lexington ;
but as these exploits

vera performed over iheMetairie, at New Orleans, which is

raster to the mile than any of the

land tracks, no accurate comparison can be instituted

i the achievement of Monday and the last-mentioned

'i'9-" - i .«. t . .

Then comes a description of the three horses to start

1
-

ir River and Sue Washington), and asumma-
. ihe day, a sweepstakes for three-year-

olds, mile heals, followed by

THEGBKAT FOl'i:-MI).E CONTEST.
• 1SOTON.

Bj the lime the Bret race was over, several thousands had

i led to the number of spectators ; the ladies' stand was

; with a BUperb array of well-bred beauty; the long

i he grand stand, from its main platform to the perch

tip in it* extensive roof, was thronged with a pressure several

j., while gay colors and shining silks broke, like apro-

•ietv of dahlias, from numerous coach-tops, barouches,.

and other movable elevations that thronged the field.

As soon as the first race was over, the quarter-stretch

swarmed with an anxious crowd, composed chiefly of the

habitues of the turf, and those who either had taken a prac-

tical interest in the coming race, in ihe way of wagers, or

those who were desirous of doing so. The horses for the four-

mile coolest, which, at this point of time, were brought

blanketed upon the course, were the objects of the keenest

scrutiny, and at every pause made by their attendants, either

in rub them or sponge out their mouths, an anxious crowd

immediately hem them in. Each, however, bore ex-

amination well; their condition appeared to be as perfect as

it could be made by human care, and the odds stood the day

before, with a slight inclination towards the mare. A slight

r, however, indicating nervousness, was noticed in her

hind legs, which several did not like ; and just at the starl-

ing moment, Nicholas stood even with her, and SO to 100

against the field. Tar River also had his backers, and con-

siderable sums were taken at 100 to 40 for him apaiijst the

tield.

First heat—At length the gloss', competitors were sum-
moned to the post; and at ihe first tap of the drum they

led otf, Tar Rive-, under the guidance of Gilpatrick,

taking the le>'- on the first turn, Nicholas lying a length be-

hind. :>r ! ctae Washington trailing him, and evidently run-

..iugat her ease. In this way they ran around the first mile,

and went past ihe stand into the second, leaving an im-
in in the minds of the majority that the mare intended

LOillow Tar River and the chestnut gelding to worry each

other for the heat, and when near the close to press forward

and take it for herself; others thought Tar River was to be

allowed to win the first heat if he could, in order that the

hi ire, with her superior "staying " qualities, might beat him
in the next, or make a sixteenth-mile race of it, and break

him down. The second mile was run in precisely the same
i.rrlnr as the first, Tar River still making the running, and
Nicholas and she lying still watchfully behind. Occasionally

Nicholas would move slightly up, but the next moment would
fall back to his original porition, and leave the order of

epirttion as before. On the backstretch of the third mile

the mare went up handily and collared Nicholas, who, in-

og through the pressure, laid himself along the haunch
Way, but the mare easing up again, they all fell back

i eir relative positions, and dashed in this way into the

fourth mile—the general impression being that Nicholas was
doing his best to pass Tar River, and that the mare was easily

wahhing and commanding him. On the backstretch of the

lile, however, she pressed forward with the apparent
»ti of taking the lead, but was shaken off, and from this

point the running continued as it had commenced, Tar River
winning handily in 7*-50}, with Nicholas second and Sue

Dgton third.

When the time was marked up, and given out, a buz/, of
dinaliflfaction spread throughout the crowd, and much cuii-

OQi Inquiry was made as to the meaning of such a s range re-

Phe backers of Nicholas, however, concluded very
ifenerally that be was a " dead " horse, and that his chances

be race was gone. ': he mare immediately rose to 100 to
Vi again i the 6eld, and Tar River held at io to 100 more

v than ever.

id heat—The horses cooled oil well, and came to the
undisturbed condition,Nicholu looking, notwithsland-
dw line in estimation, as fine as ever he did when he

\i the Brat effort they got

this time bounding off with ihe lead, an
into Hi" tip"t turn wi d| intention i" maintain it 3

he was in the
a. Tar River evidently bad the same Idea as

praoadlog contest, and i immenoad a struggle for the
lead, wntoh lasted through >us efforts,
*hi. ii Lvors, could uol equal,

left in ih«' r.-ir perforce. They passed into the
1

mile with a length dividing Nichols
and thi i ogtbi behind still the favorite in

the betting, ») «ii from the way in which Nicholas went
tnariog round the torn wilh Tai River thundering on bi

I n doubts. Oh
ran up Io him sgi

ind took
his two length if it legallr belonged to blm. i In

the lowei im i laJlengs and
i he leaders, which left tbfngi ai the? were before,while

the mare, now beginning to sudor from the uni

citing as the competitors came widely up the homestretch

;

and the voices of thousands burst into an involuntary cheer

as Nicholas passed into the third mile, (lying with a lead of

only a length. Tar River also had partisans to lend him the

help of a salute; and it began to be evident to all, from the

terrific character of the pace, that the contest is now really

between Nicholas and the bay.

Down the backstretch the same obstinate struggle of the

two leadeis was continued—nay, all the way around
;
and

when they passed the stand into the fourth mile, Nicholas

tearing up the quarter with the lead, as before, the mare

could not stand the continued pressure that had been required

of her to keep up, and stopped short, leaving the race to be

continued by her two rivals of the other sex. As she made
this singular movement just beyond the stand, it was the

opinion of the judges that her jockey had stopped under the

impression that he had finished the heat, and they waved
iheir hands for him to go on. Pressing her again, therefore,

he succeeded in getting her off once more, but, alas! so far

behind that it seemed hopeless for her to keep on. even to

save her distance. So, indeed, it proved, and Nicholas came
in winner of the beat by two lengths, Tar River second and

her ladyship shut out, in the extraordinary time of 7:35 !

The character of this heat, the singular conduct of the

mare in it, the money which it made change hands, and the

extraordinary time and gallant manner in which it was run

by the two horses, created the greatest excitement among the

spectators, and an immense quantity of agwadiente was im-

bibed, in order to elucidate the subject. Many thought the

jockey of the mare had made a mistake; others thought he

had been corrupted, and purposely pulled up, but the sober-

est and best-considered minds came to the conclusion that

the mare had found a pace put upon her, which she had cot

bargained for over that rough road, and had stopped tem-

porarily for want of power to keep on. The odds were now
100 to 20 on Nicholas, and when called for the third heat,

but little was posted at that.

Third beat—Nicholas went oft' with the lead in this heat,

and held it through the mile, about two lengths in advance.

On the backstretch in this and the succeeding miles of the

heat, Tar River gallantly went up close and contended for

the lead, but the master of the course felt that he was in his

usual and proper place, and resolutely shook him off at every

such approach, winning the last mile.jinally, by two or three

lengths, and summing up the heat in 7:50.

The tremendous and almost universal shout that went up
at this result showed how deeply Nicholas was fixed in the

affections of the crowd, and how general was the gladness at

his triumph. The following is a condensed history of the

race and its entries:

Same Day and Teack.—Sweepstakes for all ages ; four-mile heats;
$200 subscription; 5100 forfeit; Sl.500 added by the proprietor, if the
race is run ; closed on the 1st of July, with e ight nominations.

John Hunter's Nicholas I., 5. by imp. Glencoe—Xannie
Rhodes, by Wagner, 111 I>. A. Webster 2 11

Dickinson <fc Branch's Tar River, 5, by Nicholas—bv Cymon,
111 Gilpatrick 12 2

John Campbell.s eh m Lizzie McDonald (formerly Sue
Washinglon), 5, by Revenue—Sarab Washington, by
ZiDganee, 108 Robert Irwin 3 dis

Reber & Kutz'sbr m Alamode, 4, by Mariner—Fasbion, by
imp. Trustee dr

Wm. H. Gibbon's eh m Mary Evelyn, -i. by imp. Glencoe—
Sally Ward, by John R. Grymes dr

Mohican, b h, 4, by Zinganee—Virginia Rose, by imp.
Trustee dr

Thos. £ Thomas W. Doswell's Slasher, 4, by Childe Harold
—Sarab Washington, by ZiDganee dr

R. H. Dickinson's en h Gov. Wickliffe, 4, by imp. Glencoe

—

Motto, by imp. Barefoot dr

Directum Defeats Arion and Nelson.

Mystic Pake, Medford (Mass.), September 26.—The
biggest crowd that ever assembled on a track in New Keg-
land gathered at Mystic Park this afternoon to witness Ihe

stallion race between Directum, Arion and Nelson.

Directum had the pole, Arion second and the Maine horse

on the outside. The quarter-pole was reached in 0:33, with

Directum a neck ahead of Arion and Nelson half a length

behind. The half was made in 1:06 and three-quarters in

1:38 with the same positions.

The horses turned into the stretch, going steadily. The
black finished half a length ahead of Arion, with Nelson lag-

ging a length behind. Time, 2:12.

The trio started in the second heat with Nelson slightly in

the lead. At the quarter-pole he still led Directum, with
Arionalmosta length in the rear. At the half the Maine
horse increased his lead to a length and the crowd almost
went wild.

Directum, at the three-quarters, was a length in the lead,

with Arion and Nelson neck-and-neck. In the stretch

Nelson dropped behind and finished three lengths in the rear
of Directum, who led Arion by a length. Time by quarters:
0:31 A, 1:03$, 1:37. 2:10. This was the best time of the day.

In the third heat Directum kept behind until the half was
passed. Arion was leading, with Nelson a length behind.
Directum drew up and beat Arion out in the stretch, win-
ning by a length Time by quarters: 0:33}, 1:06, 1:29,

2:1H.
2:30 class, four years and under, value $1,000—I. X. L.

won in straight heals. Time, 2:20.}, 2:23i, 2:2U. Maud
Carr, Zebrino, El Dorada, Leolaand Yukon also started.

Stallion race, purse $15,000—Directum won in straight

heals. Time, 2:12, 2:10, 2:lli. Arion second in each heat,

Nelson third.

2:14 class, trottrng, purse $2,000—Edith H. won the third,

fourth and fifth heats and the race. Time, 2:15,2:15}, 2:14}.
Fanny Wilcox took the first and second heats in 2:19}, 2:17}.

Early Bird, Caprice, Bush and Brignolia Wilkes also started.

Foals of 1892, stake $1,000—Lady Alcy won in two heats.

Time, 2:25\, 2:2H. Zanita and Coon point Maid also started.

Thus ended the best race that ever took place over the

Fashion track, and as good and game a contest as ever was
seen anywhere. Tar River proved himself a horse of great

merit and mettle, and Nicholas I. has confirmee*, the reputa-

tion which was accorded him in his previous race with Sue
Washington, over the same course, that he has not a superior

as a race-horse, if indeed, he has an equal, in the country.

His trainer and his jockey are entitled to a full share of

credit for his fine condition, and for tbe skillful way in which
he was piloted to victory ; while Gilpatrick, whose general-

ship throughout elicited general admiration, is entitled to

his full meed of good report. The following is an analysis

of the several heats

:

First Heat. SeeoDd Heat. Third Heat.

1st mile
2d "
3d "

.2:02

,2:03

,1:58

.VOX

2d •'

3d '•

4th " .

. , 1:53
1:47

1:49

2:06

1st

2d
3d
4th

mile .... 1:59^
1:54%
1:57

1:59

7:50% 7:35 7:50

We direct the attention of the reader to the last mile of

the first heat for a solution of the problem why Nicholas I,,

who won the second heat in 7:35, did not win the first heat
in 7:50J. It is apparent that Tar River was humored with
the lead in the two first, and even in the third mile, and that
when the gelding and the mare went after him to take it

away, they could noi command speed enough at that mo-
ment to do so.

Races at Concord, Cal.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

District, pacing.

Gusher
Estelle Wilkes
Serpolette
Lippotai

Time. 2:11, 2:44, 2:45%.

3 sais
dis

1

3 2

A. B. Spreckels' Grand String.

The splendid string of A. B. Spreckels, with Cy Mulkey
in charge, arrived at Oakland race track last Monday, and
all the horses are looking excellently. The black Australian

mare, Candid, has developed into a sturdy-looking racing

machine, and if Crighton, the CHevedeu horse, stands up he

will prove a pretty hard one to beat. Cadmus is looking in

the pink of condition. The Spreckels string, which will take
part in the Californio Jockey Club's winter and spring meet-
ing, is as follows : Cadmus, 4, hv Flood—Cornelius ; Imp.
Candid, 4, by Splendor—Canary; Blizzard, 4 by Trade Wind
—Trampo; imp. Crighton, U>v ( 'Heveden— < Ihinni Grfainni;

Border Lassie, 3, by imp. Cheviot

—

lo/elte : Manirtis, 2, by
Surinam— Mistletoe : Umatilla, 2. by imp. Cyras—Piny
Lewis: LitUahock, '2, by imp. Loyalist—Eds: Victory, 2, by
imp, Cyrus— Petroleuse

;
Headflower, 2, bv Flood—Rosetta;

l'iquante, 2, by Flambeau—"Phoebe Anderson
;
Straight Tip,

2, by I'eel—Ouida
; Gallant, 2, by Fellowcbarm—Jennie

HelHhaw
;
Pat Murphy, 2, by imp, Kvrle Daly—Maggie R ;

Foremost, 'J, bv Klood— <

(
>uecn Mess; Captain Skedai

liv imp. Cyrus -Getaway: Navy Blue, 2,by Blue Wing

—

Bay Bettie; bay tilly, 2, by Prince of Norfolk— Mai. 1; yearling
by St. Baylor—Sardonyx : yearling by Prince of Norfolk

—

Maid
;
yearling by St. Savior—Mineral

;
yearling by St.

Carlo—Eda.
A. B. Spreckels ban secured Eddie Jones to ride for him

during the California Jockey Club meeting, and Lonnie Clay-
ton is almost certain to do the heavier riding for Lhe popular
young millionaire turfman.

Three minute, district, trotting.

Mamie G
Ray Wilkes
Pegasus 5 3 2
Jerry 2 4 4

Exception 4 .s ft

Geo. Meese dis
Sam Gamble dis

Time. 2:36%, 235& 2:37.

2:27 class, trolling.

Lady O., by T. O. M, son ot Anteeo 3 J 3 3 1 1

Abbbtsford Jr 2 2 113 2
Kit Carson 4 3 4 5 2
Grover Clay _. l -i

•_> 2 dis
Glideawav 5 ft 5 4 dis

Time, 2:23J4. 2r2i, ±27, 2:28}^. 2:32. 2:3t.

A protest was Gled, setting forth that Abbotsford won
the race. That horse and Lady O. are very similar in color,

and a mistake was possible. The timer's announcement
caused quite a furore.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Running. One mile and repeat.

Red Cloud 2 i l

Palo Meno i j j

Little Jofcer dis
Time, 2:03, 1:56, 1:56.

Running, district. One-bait mile heats.

Mariner's Laughter, by Mariner i i

Red Cloud 2 3
George 4 2
Palo Meno s 4
Nevada George .-i 5

Time, 0:51}£, 0:52.

Three-year-old Trotting.

Alice G 1 ] 1

Geo. Meese „ 3 2 2
Orkney 2 3 3

Time, 2:53, 2:50, 2:49K
Gentlemen's Driving Race.

Jerry 3 111
Rusher 14 3 3
Exception » 4 3 2 2
Estelle Wilkes 2 2 dr
Mystic dis
Rempolette dis

Time. 2:42. 2:40, 2:37>£, 2:37.

A protest was tiled in this race that Jerry was ineligible as io class,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15.

2:40 Trotting, three in five.

Guard 1 l l
Mamie G 2 2 2
Qlideaway 3 3 3
Pegasus dis

Time. 2.30. 2:28%, 2:27.

Pacing, free-for-all.

Delwin, bv Del Sur 12 1

St Patrick 2 2 2
Havolin 3 3 3

Time, 2:33J^, 2:27, 2:25.

Pacing exhibition against time.

Dudley, by Auteros Three heats

Time. 2:25J<, 2:24^J, 2:is.

Dudley also trolled a half-mile in 1:06.

" Buff and Black," in the New Zealand Mail, writes:
" A disconsolate-looking visiting punter stood on the Hutt
race course the other day, sucking an empty pipe and
silently watching the machine. A friend came up and asked
him how he was. ' How am I?' he queried. ' How do you
think a fellow could be with no money, no whisky to drink,
no tobacco to smoke, a summons for £8 in one pocket, and
only half a sovereign in the other ?' His friend said it was
no use feeling down in the dumps over a little thing like that.
What was he going to put the half-sov. on? He didn't know,
but they eventually decided to back tbe biggest outsider on
thetnachiue. It was Overseer I Dividend, .£37 lis."

The new Louisville Jockey Club's great etake events are
advertised in this issue.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Rule 17 and Rule 26, N. T. A.—The rule quoted last

week is the only one, as I supposed, that has a direct

bearing on drawing horses from trotting and pacing races.

The only one which will apply in opposition, or it may
be said in support of Rule 17, is a part of Rule 26 "Au-
thority of Judges" being the caption, and the first sentence

as follows :

"The Judges of the day or race shall have authority,

while presiding, to appoint Distance Flagman and Patrol

;

to inflict fines and penalties, as prescribed by these rules
;

to determine all questions of fact relating to the race over
which they preside ; to decide respecting any matters of dif-

ference between parties to the race, or any contingent mat-

ter which shall arise, such as are not provided for in these

rules ; and they may declare pools and bets '
off' in case

of fraud, no appeal to be allowed from (heir decision in that respect,

but all their decisions shall be in strict conformity with the

rules, or with the principles thereof."

Rather a long sentence and the meaning not so clearly

expressed as it might be. Still it is reasonably plain that
" matter" not covered by rule, and elucidate and enforce the

printed laws shall be the duty of the judges, and a very
necessary provision is one which provides that judges shall

have such authority. Until the Salisbury affair came up
there'have been rare transgressions which were similar to this

now celebrated case. Horses have been drawn after races

had commenced, in a majority of instances, passion being
the prime mover. Scarcely a meeting where there is an ab-

sence of all complaint on the gruund of neglecting to com-
ply with rule 17 before the race is started, and of the many
guilty, few are punished. Similar cases to the one which oc-

curred at Fleetwood are also rare, but the rarity does not do
away with the necessity foramendment of the laws—as there

may be distinctly opposite opinions in regard to the rules

wbich now prevail. There is no question that Mr. Salisbury

did not comply with the letter of rule 17th, inasmuch as he
did not " lodge with the Secretary or President a
written notice, or notice by telegraph, of

his intention not to start, " at or before

7 P. M. Saturday, September 8th. But the weight of evi-

dence is that he had good reasons to suppose that the verbal

withdrawal would be sanctioned, and there is no doubt that

during his career on the tracks Mr. Salisbury has given ver-

bal notices that he would not start, and these have been ac-

cepted on so many occasions as to justify him in the belief

that they were sufficient. Now the rules provide that in

case the notice, written or telegraphic, has not been given,

permission to draw must come from the judges. Therefore,

both cases are provided for under the rules, there being noth-

ing to separate an unfinished race with an interval of sixty-

six hours between the heats from one that has not been com-
menced. This may be termed "contingent matter," although
there is a provision, inasmuch as the notice can be put in

form and "lodged" with the proper officer for the length of

time the rule requires befere the race is called. Let us call

it contingent, and the situation one which warrants the judges
in throwing out the notice.

How much better to make a statute to govern so that law
and rule contingencies will be the beacon, but it does seem
that it is anything but fair treatment to compel a person to

forego an engagement that could have been filled, without

this arbitrary proceeding, and it may be a far more valuable

one than that which so unexpectedly places an embargo on
the journey. All races must be finished within the adver-

tised days should be the mandate from the governing associ-

ations. What shall be done with those which have been
commenced and cannot be finished under such a ruie ? is a

question which will test the wisdom of the legislators. It is

not at all probable that all interests can be served alike,

though it is reasonable to assume that whatever is done will

be an improvement on the present jumble.

* *

Feeding Wheat to Horses.—"Jay" in Ohio Farmer

writes that he has asked the question : "Can auybody give me
a good reason for feeding corn to horses when wheat is so

cheap?" The answer :
" We are afraid to feed wheat." He

gives the information that he has been feeding wheat ex-

clusively for the past six months with good results. He has
fed it dry and soaked, and when his horses were doing heavy
work only three pints at a feed, one quart when idle. In 1856
1 traded lands in Missouri for a fine farm in Iowa. It was
one of the best improved farms in the section, the former
owner being more careful in his operations than most of the
Iowa farmers of that period. He had quite a large crop of

wheat, the straw nicely stacked in the yards. The wheat I

bought at sixty-five cents a bushel and he gave me the straw.

An early frost not only cut off the corn but also the prairie

hay. The custom then was to put off haying until the small
grains were harvested, and but little was saved. During the
following winter corn was $1.50 per bushel, hay was brought
from Chicago. I had quite a number of horses and cattle

and all of them were wintered on wheat and wheat straw.

Two sleigh loads of corn were bought for a change in Febru-
ary, though this was a small proportion to the wheat used.

That was fed dry, soaked, boiled, ground and mixed with cut

straw. The horses wintered admirably. Towards spring the

old kind of colt distemper broke out, some of the older horses,

among them Blackbird, also attacked, and with less injury

than Ifhad ever known. They ran freely at the nostrils and
soon recovered.

When the foals came they were unusually strong, and by
weaning time were a model lot so far as size and flesh went.
The first of Blackbird's get were foaled that spring. Rather a

light crop, however, something after the stamp the frost-killed

corn. Two in all. A filly foaled on the farm mentioned, and a

colt in the village on the Mississippi, the shipping point for

that part of the country. The filly got a'record of 2:32, not so

bad thirty odd years ago. Twenty-five dollars the season was
is an effective estoppal when "five dollars to insure" was
the customary price, but in a few years after the wheat-feed-
ing trial the farmers were willing to pay that to secure the
capital all-purpose horses his progeny proved to be. Two
years after the death of Blackbird I offered a farmer one
thousand dollars for a pair of Blackbird mares, when it took
a right good team to bring three hundred dollars. He refused
the ofter

;
his reasons being that they could do sn much more

work than any others he had owned, that even an extrav-
agant price would not be compensation, and then when put
to breeding there would be still more difference. With the
Blackbirds he could take a load to market and get back home
to dinner; with any other team the whole day was spoiled.

To return to the question of feeding wheat. The experi-
ment on the Iowa farm was during the winter, continued
through the spring and so tar into the summer until the new
crop of oats came in. I drove Blackbird on the road the
summer of 1857, aud he was not trained until September.
The farm horses were turned into the pasture at night and
days when they were not worked, and those I used on the
road were grazed a portion of the time, and when red clover
was high enough to cut, some of that was given the horses
which were kept in the stable. So far as I can recall the
days of thirty-seven years ago, after the distemper was over-
come the horses were in good health and flesh, and certainly
the wheat diet and road work were no detriment to Blackbird.
He was sent to the man who drove him the year before in

September, and on the same track, his first essay from the
road, he went several seconds faster than his be^t [rial of the
year previous. I have used a portion of wheat in training quite
frequently with good results, in one instance with remarkable
success,when in Chicago a friend of mine, Ben Lane, had India
Rubber. I matched him against the celebrated Pilot Jr. mare,
Queen of the West, and took him to my place to prepare him
for the race. That ended in a forfeit being paid on the mare,
and at my friend's request kept him during the summer. He
had been prone to slacken up before the mile was finished

when the pace was near his best rate, and I made up my mind
that the main cause of his " quitting" was chronic scourirjg.

I commenced feeding him wheat, at first a half pint at each
feed with his oats, increasing the amount until the greater
portion of the grain he eat was wheat. Upland prairie hay
was the forage, and that has a tendency to correct scouring,
though before the wheat was fed there was the same the same
trouble. He kept improving and in July showed so well,

trotting five beats faster than his record, 2:29i, that we con-
cluded to enter him at Buffalo, and my friend was in great

spirits over the prospect. But on the trip he caught cold and
had a touch of pneumonia, so that he cou'd not start. From
what lie had shown at home there is scarcely a question that

he would have won the race. He had gone faster than Clara
G. up to the time of leaving Chicago, and the race she won
was faster by several seconds than the class in which India
Rubber was engaged. He wore elbow boots when I got him,
but as he gained in strength from the cessation of scouring,
and by lightening his front shoes he overcame that tendency.
As he tired his action became higher, and with more endur-
ance, consequent, as I believe, on the change of feed mainlv.
that was remedied. Still I have not had the same success
from feeding wheat to horses with the same complaint in

California, and this may be owing to the difference in hay. If

I had a horse which was troubled in that way, and of promise
enough to warrant the cost, I would have a great deal of

faith in upland prairie hay, containing a good deal of rosin

weed, feeding wheat in proportionate quantities, and soft

water for drink.
s **

Getting Lively—The premonitory symptoms of the

coming big race meeting are now in view at the Oakland

course. Owing to the improvements under way at the Bay
District, the horses which are congregating preparatory to

the actual work are domiciled on the Eastern side of the

bay, quite a number there now, and with the prospect of a

large addition the ensuing week. Jt may be called ultra-

favoritism for the home side of the water which to me gives

it a decided preference over the course which has been so

wonderfullv bettered in the past two year6, but so far as

training grounds come into the argume nt, I mnst adhere to

the statement.

Uncouth though the adjuncts are below, comparison when
brought into juxtaposition with the modernized course, the

stalls will pass muster, the track is easier to keep in order, a

better soil for horses to gallop upon, and then with such a

grand margin to the credit of climate, that while the racing

grounds proper are in the throes of improvement, good use
can be made of the Oakland annex. And quite a cheerful

change it is from the dullness which overhung that section

ever since the Breeders' Summer meeting took trotters and
pacers away. The gallops are slow that I have witnessed,

taking it easy in order to have vim satisfactory when the cru-

cial test comes off. There is a fascination, however, in being
a spectator when race horses are assembled. Pleasant to

see them walk and canter and stand in line against

the outer fence of the track, graceful in every position,

plentv of baauty, especially in the countenence, intellectually

marked far beyond any other race of horses.

The Spreckels string is the only collection I have seen in

the stalls yet, and then for a few minutes, rfhen Mr. Mulkey
told me their names and those of their sires and dams. That
they are a fine-looking lot is evident from the first glance, in

such prime condition for this stage of their training as to re-

flect great credit on their trainer, and also proof that Napa
valley is well adapted for the health of racehorses. Few
with a blemish. Blizzard managed to strike his off fore leg

when turning to start at Sacramento, and a bandage
swathed that limb while the others looked clean

as those of a newly-broken colt. There has been great im-
provement in the appearance of Candid since I saw her last

winter on the Bay District, aud the other Australian, Crich-

ton, has "filled out" and rounded into a magnificent horse.

If Mr. Mulkey succeeds in getting him through his prepara-

tion, and the first races he is engaged in, all right, I shall be

greatly mistaken if he does not prove a worthy competitor of

the best which will sport silk during the long campaign.
Cadmus was always a favorite with me, and he shows better

now than at any time I have seen hi in since his return from
the East. Bounie Lassie has a peert air, Gallant looks his name
all over, and Piquante, from outward appearance, may prove

hot sauce for those who undertake to lower her colors. But
a " fleeting glance " would be altogether too transitory a sur-

vey to base an estimate upon, though sufficient to show, that

so far as the eye can judge, the whole are in robust health.

Geo. Bayliss has six youngsters, Mr. Nick Hall a lot which
he is watching with jealous care, and others which to me are

unknown. I judgethatin a couple of weeks from now there

will be an air of life, an animation, and it may be some gal-

lops which will give a cue of value hereafter. That it will

repay a visitors, these fine September mornings, and with a

succession of glorious October mornings already assured, to

spend a few hours a,t the Oakland Park, I :-tu ready to assert.

Not My Wokk—The receipt of the accompanying letter

set me to thinking, when it is was forwarded from the office

a few days ago. Aware that I had written quite a formal

eulogv on Beautiful Bells, giving her a very high place

among the trotting broodmares, and possibly had called her

the greatest, though it is not my practice to use the superla-

tive quite so freely, still I could not recall going into the

minuUe at as late a date as that given in Mr. Hall's commu-
nication. But I find the note referred to by Mr. Hall in an-
other part of the paper than the "Special Department," and
that is the only part of the Breeder and Sportsman I

have any hand in "getting up." My associates not agreeing
with my views on some of the questions connected' with
the horse and horse affairs, had au extra line put in the
heading, viz., " edited and conducted solely" by J. C. S. and
from that I judge they would be more reluctant to take the
responsibility of my pronounced opinions than I would to

father the few blunders such as Mr. Hall quotes. That is

easily explaine , a line dropped out of the copy and over-
looked by the proof-reader. It is well-known to the fanciers
of trotting horses on this coast that Beautiful Bells has never
missed having a living foal every year from the time of the
birth of her first foal, and the omission of 1887 shows that it

was one of the casualities incident to printing, the correct
total being substantial proof. Neither have I any contention
with a perton who calls Beautiful Bells the " Queen," as one
may swear allegiance to the matron of Palo Alto with good
grounds for fealty. That is a matter of opinion which we
are assured is the birthright of all so long as it does not take
such a shape as to be offensive to readers or auditors. There
is one mistake in the note which Mr. Hall criticises, that be-
ing, "if her family breeds on as rapidly in the next five years
as it has in the past three years, she will probably have
more descendants in the list than any other matron that ever
lived." This is so obviously incorrect that I suppose
the intention was to convey the idea that if her
individual proliticness should continue she would
have more direct descendants—sons and daughters

—

in the list than any other mare. This is not a foolish
prophecy, in fact there are good reasons for the belief that a
round dozen and very likely a number marked well up in
the teens, will be to her credit. Should Mr. Hamlin see fit

there is scarcely a doubt that Chimes would be added, and if

Day Bell does not march away down in the low figures when
he is awarded the opportunity I shall be grieviously disap-
pointed.

Stiil, Mr. Hall's comments are "well ordered" and his
letter printed with thanks.

407 Rialto Building, Chicago, Sept. 18, 1894.
My Dear Mr. Simpson—It seems to me your table of the produce

of "Beautiful Bells " in yours otSeptemter 1. Ifc94, ueeds fixing up
a little. You say eight in 2:20 list. I cannot find but seven, as follows:

ISSO-Hind&Rose (3i 2:19^ lS£6-Palo Alto Bell (3) 2:22%
1882—fct. Bel (4) 2\'1\% 18h9- BelleHower (4) 2X1%
1885—Bell Boy (Si 2:18}$ 1890- *Bell Bird (Ii 2:26M
lS93-AbdeIl(li 2:26—7 In all.

Year Book does not credit this filly with two-year-old record, 2:22.

But you have left out the foal of 1887, Bow Bells (4), 2:19. iThis
gives her 8.) But how can you make her the " QueeD," that being
generally used, iu this connection, as champion, or possibly tying
some other great brood mare? Green Mountain Maid, the dam of
the sire of all— except one—of Beautiful Bells' foals that are in the
list, has niue in the 2:30 list, and similar to the foals of Beautiful
Bells, all by the same horse, except one. So Green Mountain Maid
is the Queen, but as she is dead, Bells still breeding, she may beat
her, but uot yet. Yours respectfully,

R. Bovlsto>" Hall.
* .,

*

A Plea, for Mltuels.—I am not the only one which has

a favorable opinion of the future of totalisalors, as the sub-

joined quotation from N. Y. Spirit of the Times will show,

and it may be uot in the very far-ofi' future when there is a

general appreciation:

"One of our contemporaries makes the assertion that the

pari-mutuels will never become popular because of the diffi-

culty of betting large amounts of money in the machines.
How is it, then, that in Australia the pari-mutuels, or total-

lisators as thev are there called, afford an effective means for

the transaction of millions of dollars of business every year '.'

In some of the colonies the lotalisator is the legalized mode
of betting. There is no doubt but that it has many advant-

ages over the sytem of bookmaking in vogue in this country
and iu England, and as to the chief objection that has been

urged against it— viz., the lack of facility in the handling of

large volumes of business—it would seem to be simply a mat-
ter of the number of machines in use as togwhether wagers
amounting to $100,000 or $1,000,000 could be recorded ex

-

pediously. Of course there is very little prospect that the

totalisator will come into general use here in the near future,

but there can be no question that the machine is one of the

best means ever devised for speculation on races.
1 '

It must not be taken for granted that the same objections

which are now urged will hold good hereafter. Better

machines, better management and better systems will follow

their general use, the drawbacks of the present entirely over-

come. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

"Washington Park Club Stakes.

Four great stakes for 1805 and three for 1896 will remain

open until October 15, 1894 with Secretary James Howard,

of the Washington Park Club, office Room 32, Palmer House,

Chicago, 111. The Hyde Park Stakes, sis furlongs, for two-

year-olds (foals of 1893), has $5,000 added; the Kenwood
Stakes, five furlongs, for two-year-old colts (foals of 1893),

$1,500 added ; the Lakeside Stakes, five furlongs, for two-

year-old allies (foals of 1S93J, $1,500 added, aud the Drexel

Stakes, one mile, for three-year-olds (foals of 1892J, $1,500

added. The 1S96 stakes open are : The American Derby,

one aud a half miles, for three-year-olds, $10,000 added;

Sheridan Stakes, oue and a quarter miles, for three-year-olds,

$2,500 added, and the Eoglewood Stakes, one mile, for three-

year-old fillies, $2,000 added. No money is required to ac-

company an entry, but when a declaration is made the money
must accompany same. See advertisement in this issue.

Alpha Medium was shot recently at La Siesta Stock

Farm. The mare was too old to masticate her food properly.

She was the dam of Katy S., 2:19}, and Reflector, that has

made a low record this year, and was the grandam of Bet

Madison, by James Madison.

Now is the time to enter your horses in the great stake

of the California Jockey Club, See the advertisement in

issue.
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Dates Claimed.

V A LLEJO ASSOCIATION Octobers to October 6
SANTA ANA October 8toOctoberI3
LOS ANOELES October 15 to October 20
P, C.T. H. B. A. 'Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
san [>TEGO October 1 to October 6
HAI.INAS October 2 to October 6
HOLLI3TER October 9 to October 13
MODESTO - October 11 to October 13

Entries Close.
F.t l October 5

WASHINGTON PARK October liWW LOUI8VILLE JOCKEV CLfB Octoher 15
KM.', JOCKKY CLUB-Stakes for Winter meeting.. October 25

Two-yearold events December 1

The Beauties of California.

n

The good resulting to California from the coining

great race meeting will be almost incalculable. Xot only

will hundreds of thousands of dollars be brought into

this State by Eastern and Western turfmen, but doubt-

less many of these moneyed men will be so struck with

California as a horse paradise that tbey will purchase

Itoclt farm- .-mil mate the ''olden Slate their real home
in future. Among the turfmen expected, not residents

"f California, are Michael and Phil Dwyer, Marcus

Daly, Kugene Kelly Jr., Ceo. Walbaum, Kd Corrigau,

Joe rilmaii, George Wheeloct, I. Thompson, "I'ittsburg

I'liil " (George E. Smith), J. G. l-'ollansbee, Pat Dunne,
David Puliifer, McCafferty & Starling, W. J. Spiers,

J. Shields, Higgiru Bros, and Thomas McTague. Of
conn* there will be scores of others just as prominent

of whom A.- know little or nothing at present.

I h.r.- ii only one thing to be regretted, and that is that

the new raee oourse projected is not finished, bo thai our

Mend* from the othei tide ol the Rockies could sec

that we were nut one "hit behind the times in

any particular. Bay District track, while one
of the :.-i circular courses in the

country, i- not, of course, u wide as the one
at Washtogtoo, Morris or Monmouth Park, still it

ha* met all requirements in the past, and
1 iy ai those al the East, will doubtli --

.gain. Outside "I lie- I rack, the appoint nts

Client fro.-, it WOUld l.e better to haw the lal-

iproved grand utaodi, with seating capacity for

1

' audience liken to be around

I Indents"

I a;, (,,

in tin- paddock and observe the
roin the pdnplug aapbsllum -pier mi fi t the

club-hoi

"•to*
n iugh lot all

"" I" 1
'

ilifornia, whl

We tire

tool.- than

Vn.l this is to true thai

the wind seems to blow with greater force than during

the winter months, and the air is at the same time more

bracing during the latter period. The contrast between

frozen Truckee and sunny Sacramento or San Francisco

is so striking from December to April that visitors from

the East, almost invariably say, and with truth :
"Surely

California is paradise, or next door to it."

All we want is for the rich men of the turf to

come to this State. We will confidently trust the climate

to do the rest. If our visitors are not charmed with the

climate, the grand scenery and impressed at once wi'h

the real merit of the State as a horse-breeding section,

it will indeed be strange. The victories of our equine

representatives in the great stakes East and West speak

in language unmistakable of her greatness. Sir Modred,

at Rancho del Paso, will most assuredly stand at the top

of the list of " winning stallions " when the bells shall

sound the death of the present year, while Darebin,

another Rancho del Paso horse, will be within hailing

distance and imp. Midlothian not far behind the Austra-

lian. Their home is the greatest thoroughbred breeding

establishment on earth, from any point of view. More

famous race horses have come from its grassy paddocks

in the comparatively few years it has been used as a

breeding farm than from any other in the world. Palo

Alto has been the early home of scores of turf heroes,

and if there had been yearling sales every year that place

might have been equally celebrated. Certainly no farm

can boast of a grander galaxy of broodmares. Other

excellent establishments are scattered through the coun-

try, such as the stock farms of W. O'B. Macdonough,

H. C. Judson, Col. H. I. Thornton, Charles Kerr and

W. Todhunter in the north, Santa Anita, Mrs. Wolfskill,

J. G. Hill, Thomas W. Moore, L. J. Rose and S. G.

Reed in the south. With the coming of Eastern men of

means we can confidently hope for the establishment of

many other breeding farms that will add to California's

heavy crown of glory. We promise a royal welcome to

our visitors and pleasure during their stay that will make

them ever remember it and cause the gentleman to wax

enthusiastic over California, her people and her glorious

climate.

Our HorBe Show.

The annual horse shows held throughout Great Britain,

Ireland and the continent of Europe have contributed

more toward educating the masses of the people to what

constitutes superior individuality, soundness and perfect

action in horses than all the books that have ever been

written on the subject. People in America wonder why
those who hare been born and reared in the rural dis-

tricts of these older countries are, as a general rule, such

excellent judges of stock, not only of horses,but of cattle,

sheep and swine.

The remark is oftentimes heard :
" He has an eye for

a horse," which means that the person has an eye for all

the physical characteristics which are sought in ahorse;

in other words, he is a good judge.

We hold our annual lairs in America, but the display

of fine horses for their show, saddle, weight-pulling, trot-

ting and running qualities are all subordinated to the ex-

citement of the race track. A few exhibitors who know
that appropriations are made by the State bring their

horses to these farms, and, year after year, get premiums
on them, while owners of far better stock are too negli-

gent to strive for the prizes. Some of these owners, if

asked to exhibit their stock.say :
" Oh ! what is the use ?

So-and-So goes there every year and has the committee

fixed. Do you suppose I would stand around there

button-holing committees to pay particular attention to

my horses when some one high in authority will have
the premiums all awarded before my stock is inspected >

No!
1 will never enter my stock at a fair."

This is the reply made by many an owner, and applies

not only to owners but breeders of other stock as well.

In the older countries bories are purchased at the- fairs,

and even il premiums are nol given, the "object lessons"

are there moving up and down led by their proud
grooms, Ml thai i- excellent in even- animal is gladly

and cheerfully shown. Defects of conformation or

blemishes caused by cither accidents or abuse are pointed

out. The pedigrees are given and every inducement is

made to encourage visitors, n hether buyers or not, to be-

come interested in the horses and the country from which
" Bmcr- a iv ,een at tlu-c lairs who came from

ppes of Russia, the vine-clad valleys of the

the low I ind ol Holland and the rich agricul-

tural and stock-raising lands of Hungary and Austria.

al far-awaj Australia, Alrieia and
America. Buyers for the government* of Germany,

each "'her in tie crowds around

the splendid equine specimens shown. The peasant and

the man of wealth exchange ideas about the animals

shown. This is the school in which so many of our

friends from across the sea acquire " an eye for a horse."

America many years ago, when the descendants of

Justin Morgan paraded up and down before the de-

lighted people of Vermont and New Hampshire,

made the fame of the Morgan horses, and buyers

from the Eistern, Middle, Southern and Western States

visited the fairs at Manchester and other cities to select,

their driving and saddle horses, for railroads were almost

unknown then. The greatness of the Morgan family

was impressed upon every man and boy in New Eng-

land, and that impression will never be obliterated as

long as the memory of the pilgrim fathers will last.

In Pennsylvania and New York the fame of the

"American horses," as the large, active, draught animals

were called, was founded upon the exhibitions given at

the annual fairs in these States, and in New York,

Philadelphia and all the other large cities could magnifi-

cent specimens of these great active, clean-limbed, in-

telligent weight-pullers be found.

The saddle horses that were so fashionable on the

turnpike roads of the south could be selected at the fairs

held in Kentucky and Tennessee. Everyone knows that

it is as natural for a Kentuckian as a Tennesseean to love

a good horse, and to know one when he sees it, as it is

for him to know where good old Bourbon whiskey was

made.

Horse shows since the war have not received the

encouragement they deserved. It remained for a num-

ber of enthusiastic men of wealth who had visited the

great horse marts of the old world to introduce them.

These shows leaped into popular favor at once, and lead-

ers of society vied with each other in their choice of fine

horses, tasty equipages, richly-mounted harnesses and

magnificent coaches. Many of these young men of

wealth became famous reinsmen, and would not hesitate

to hold the ribbons over a six-in-hand with any stage

driver that ever brought a stage over the Sierras or along

the wild and dangerous mountain roads of California or

Nevada.

The richest people of the East patronize these annual

shows, and they have become a " fad " with them.

Among the largest subscribers to these horse shows are

to be seen the names of many sons of pioneers who came
here in " the days of old, the days of gold, the days of

'49." The same spirit which prompted them to make
" their pile or bust" seems to have been transmitted to

their offspring, for their sons are now leading all other

young men in every calling which demands courage

strength and a good, clear head. Many of these young

men came to California, and the story of their achieve-

ments in driving tandem and four-in-hands at the horse

shows awakened a deep interest here, so last winter a

number of our most prominent citizens formed the Horse

Show Association of San Francisco. This winter they

intend to hold their first annual exhibition. That it will

be a success is a certainty, for with such active, zealous

and indefatigable workers as compose its board of direc-

tors, there can be no such thing as failure.

The horse interests of this State are in such a con-

dition at present that anything that has a tendency

to help it is most acceptable. These rich and influential

people will do, and are doing, all in their power to

bring out for public inspection (with the assurance of

payiug well for that exhibition) all the best horses in

California. They will have the best thoroughbreds in

California to select from, and the best trotters, pacers,

polo ponies, saddle horses, draught animals and coach

horses. Let every horse-owner who desires to see his

horse judged on its merits by competent, unbiased

judges, enter for a premium there. Remember there

is to be no favoritism shown; the humblest horse-owner,

if he has the best proportioned horse, will be on an

equality with the richest in the land. This horse show
will help everyone, and be the means of attracting the

attention of all classes to the great collection of magnifi-

cent horses we have in this State. Horsemen, this is

your opportunity. Will you take advantage ot it?

Iim Chicago Inter-Ocean says: "Horsemen are

already making [dans for going to California at the close

of the local season. It looks now as if there would be

an exodus toward the I 'oast in November." This is

in ost eiieoii raging. If every running horse now in train-

ing in and around Chicago were to come out, however,

thai won!, I mean elose to 1,500. Say that one-third of

this number come from across the Rockies, and these,

with the horses of California, Oregon and Montana that

will be on baud, will give us fully \)W horses in train-
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ing. Ed Corrigan wants sixty stalls, Baldwin thirty,

Schreiber the same, Pat Dunne twenty-five, Matt Storn

twelve. Walbaum will have fully a dozen, Pat Meany

and Eugene Kelly perhaps a dozen, the Kentucky stable

about twenty, with scores of other horsemen to hear

from. Here we have 171 counted already. P. J. Dwyer,

W. J. Spiers, Scoggan Bros., C. H. Carmichael, Marcus

Daly, Thomas McTague, Higgins Bros., McCafferty &
Starling and Walter & Dargen are all likely to send out

strings, while about a dozen belonging to Andy Blake-

ley, >T . S. Hall and " Curly " Shields arrived at Oakland

from Chicago last Wednesday. We will say the gentle-

men mentioned above will send seventy-five thorough-

breds. This will make a total of 258. A. B. Spreekels

has twenty-two in training at Oakland, Billy Murry has

twenty-tive at Sacramento, Burns & Waterhouse perhaps

a dozen, with the strings of S. G. Reed, Charles Kerr,

William Thompson, L. J. Rose, George Van Gorden,

Nick Hall.B. C. Holly, Henry Schwartz, W. L. Appleby,

Hoag & Little, George Rose and Orville Appleby among

the larger owners, to bear from. There will be scores of

California trainers on hand with from one to half a

dozen head in charge, and it is as safe to bet that at least

BOO horses in active training will be in the neighborhood

of Bay District track when the bell rings in the great

race meeting that will last from October 27, 1894, to

about June 15, 1895.

The Los Angeles Fair.

' From the entries printed in another column it is ap-

parent that the City of Angels will, have a great race

meeting at its fair this fall. We are in a receipt of ad-

rices from Secretary L. Thorne to the effect that his as-

iociation will give some special races for named horses,

md that one of these will in all probability be for the

4 fast ones." Although there are but four entries in the

ree-lor-all pace, they are such real clinkers that the

.varmest sort of contest is sure to result. The starters

!*ill be Silkwood, W. Wood, Waldo J. and Lady H. In

;.he Los Angeles Derby there will be a horse ra~e, with

)rizaba, Montalvo, Charles A., Pulaski, Alexis and other

;ood uues to struggle for the money. In Race 11 there

lire twenty-three entries and in No. 21, seven furlongs,

i
wenty-five entries.

The accommodations at the track are better than ever

lefore. During the past year over $15,000 have been

spendod in improvements, and race-goers this year can

lie assured of comfortable accommodations. The new

;raod stand, which will accommodate 5,000 spectators,

3 so arranged that every seat commands a veiw of the

Homestretch. There are forty boxes in the stand, which

an now be engaged.

Imported Whistle Jacket Dead.

The New Louisville Jockey Club stakes for the

pring meeting of 1S96—Kentucky Derby, Clark

takes and Kentucky Oaks—are now open, and will re-

gain so until October 15, 1894. The new management,

salizing that the Kentucky Derby distance, one and a

alt' miles, was almost too severe on a three-year-old in

ae spring of the year, have reduced the distance to one

nd a quarter miles, and where the stake was formerly

orth from $4,000 to $5,000, it is now of a guaranteed

alue of $6,000. The Clark Stake, formerly one and a

uarter miles, has been changed to one and an eighth

liles, and the value of the stake is guaranteed $4,000.

'he Kentucky Oaks, in past years one and a half miles,

'ill hereafter be one and a sixteenth miles and of a

uaranteed value of §3,500. These moves are certainly

l the right direction, and doubtless will result in a

great increase in the number of subscriptions to these

me-honored events. California-bred horses have been

sceedingly fortunate in winning stake races at Louis-

ille in the past, and our turfmen should enter liberally.

harles F. Price was recently re-elected Secretary, and

e is so well-known and so generally liked that it is

most unnecessary to state that visiting horsemen will

ave cause to remember racing at Churchill Downs with

ieasure if not also at a profit. Read the advertisement

i this issue aud enter your horses at once.

Mr. Milton Young, proprietor of the McGrathiana Stud,

lost his young imported stallion, Whistle Jacket, on Thurs-

day of last week. The cause of the horse's death was blood

poison, but just what caused it has not been clearly ascer-

tained. Dr. Bryan, who attended the horse, thinks it was
caused by a bite or sting of some kind of an insect. The
only evidence of such a thing to be seen was a pimple on the
neck, and a considerable sized hole in the chest. The latter

was caused, Dr. Bryan thinks, by gangrene following the
blood poisoning. The horse died in the most terrible con-
vulsion, one rapidly following another, until death brought
relief from the intense agony.
Imp. Whistle Jacket was foaled in 1884, and was brought

to this country in 1S92. Mr. Young purchased him in a
sale in New York, in the fall of that year, for the sum of
$8,600. He was an excellently bred horse, being by Hermit,
and out of Fortress, by Citadel, each branch of his paternity
being among the most popular families ia England. He was,
also, a very fine individual ; a bright chestnut, 16.3 hands
high, of striking appearance and of immense substance and
fine finish.

Whietle Jacket was a. good race horse. During his career
on the turf, which did Lot begin until three years of age,
when he only ran twice, he won eight races, including the
Salford Plate, one mile, at Manchester, in which he carried
147 pounds and defeated Lazarus, Aelard and Decorum. In
1889, as a five-year-old, he started fifteen times and won
seven races, all of them important events and close!y con-
tested. They were the Flyiug Handicap at Newmarket, nine
starters; the Rothschild Plate at Windsor, the Yare Handi-
cap Plate at Yarmouth, the Southdown Plate at Brighton,
the Manor Plate at Windsor, the Apethorpe Welter Handi-
cap at Huntington and the Kennett Plate at Newmarket. He
also ran prominently in other gojd races, finishing second in
a Welter Handicap and tnird in the Flyiug Stakes and
Criterion Welter Handicap at Newmarket, second in the De
Warren Handicap at Lewes, giving the winner eleven
pounds; third in the Staodford Handicap aud Carlton Plate,
at Manchester, and placed in other good races.

He went into servicein the McGrathiana Stud in thespring
of 1893, and served a number of mares. The oldest of his get
in this country are now sucklings, and they are a good-look-
ing lot. The first of his get give evidence that had he lived.

Whistle Jacket would, in a few years, been one of the popular
sires of the country.—Live Stock Record, Lexington, Ky.

Isinglass "Wins the Jockey Club Stakes.

London, September 27.—At Newmarket to-day the

Jockey Club Stakes of 10,000 sovereigns, one mile and two
furlongs, was won by Hugh McCalmont's Isinglass, M. E.

Blanc's Governail second, Lord Durham's Son of Mine third.
Great interest centered in the race, as it took place at the

close of the year's battle for the leadership between Cannon
and Loates. The score before the race stood ' Cannon, 130
winnings; Loates, 128. Loates rode Isinglass and Cannon
rode Throstle.

Priestholm led at the start, making the running. St.

Florian, Isinglass and Son of Mine followed. Throstle was
last. Near tne Rowley mile post Throstle bolted, but was
righted. A few seconds later she bolted again. Half a mile
from home Priestholm was beaten by St. Florian, who went
to the front. Below the bushes St. Florian was beaten, and
Isinglass, drawing to the front, made the remainder of the
running and won by two lengths. St. Florian was second,
Raeburn third and Priestholm last. Time, 2:13.

Isinglass has this season alone won about $150,000. As a
three year-old he won the Derby, Two Thousand and St.

Leger, and as a two-year-old was the champion. Defeat iB

unknown to the great son of Isonomy and Deadlock, Isin-

glass' brother. Islington, is now at Hanford, Cal.

Ralph "Wilkes Lowers His Record.

Mystic Park, Mass., Sept. 27.—Ralph Wilkes, sent to

beat 2:10|, made the mile in 2:09.1.

Merry Bells won the 2:35 pace. Best time, 2:24'}.

Mahon B. won the 2:14 stallion trol to straight heats,

Haley second, Benton third. Time, 2:17J, 2:15i, 2:15}. St.

Croix, Eva, Much Ado, Germaine, Krowsky, Colonel Osgood
also started.

Tony Wilson won the first, second and fourth heats of the
2:15 pace; Socks won the third. Time, 2:15, 2:15*, 2:15,

2:13}. Jimmie R., Doctor H., Mouniain Pink, Merry Legs
and Divan also started.

Red Bud won the three-minute trot in straight heats, Val
second, Phelan third. Time. 2:17$, 2:17£, 2:18^. Remus,
Mattie S., Wilkes 2nd Miss Herling also started.

Arion,one of the starters in the great stallion yesterday,

with Directum and Nelson went against the doctor's orders

and was taken ill this afternoon. His temperature ran to

104 and his pnlse and respiration greatly increased. Serious
results are feared.

Robert J. the King.

The Jockey Club did not give any reasons for refusing a

lense to the Queen's County Jockey Club. President
aomas D. R&illv merely received a notice that the license
as refused. As President Reilly had offered to permit The
)ckey Club to name the stewards and other race track ofh-

,
ftls, he was somewhat surprised at the action of the Jockey
ab. A large amount of money has been expended in build-

g the Queeus County Jockey Club course, and its project-

s have decided to open the track next Thursday for a reg-

ar season of racing. The racing will be run under the
les of the Jockev Club, and the programme will be out in

few days.—N. Y. Mercury.

H. T. Cutts, prop. Brookside Stock Farm, writes: "I
ive used Absorbine and like it much. Will speak a good
3rd for it ae long as up to tha present standard.

Davenport, Iowa, Sept. 27.—Robert J. is still the king
of pacers. Before 10,000 people on the Davenport mile
track he easily defeated Joe Patchen in two straight heats,

and then, after Joe had withdrawn by agreement, paced a

mile with a running mate in 2:02:}, the fastest third heat by
two seconds ever paced. In the first heat he finished in a

jog with a lead of six lengths in 2:05£. The second heat was
won by four lengths in 2:05}. The last quarter of the third

heat was in 0:29^.

We have it on good authority that Frank Van Ness has
purchased the fast gelding Gold Bug, that twice ran five fur-

longs in 1:01 in Montana this season and is credited with a

mile in 1:41. The gelding is now in Chicago, and will doubt-

less be seen at Bay District in races next winter. Thomas
Kehoe bred this chestnut gelding, whi^h is by Young Pitts-

burg (son of Pittsburg and Emma Skaggs), dam Mollie S.,

by Mark Livingston ; second dam by George More
;
third

dam by Norfolk.

Lap. Meekiwa and imp. Cascade are in training at Mer-
riwa Stock Fr.m, Pleasanton, Cal., over the fine six-furlong

track. The first-named has a great lot of speed, and if he
comes to the post at the California Jockey Club meeting,
will be a hard horse to beat. Cascade is the old jumper that

was cut down so badly here last winter.

P. O. T. H. B. A. Payments Due October 1.

If you made an entry for the Fall Race meeting of the
Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association and for

any reason do not intend to start the horse you named, pay
up and declare out an October 1st. The following extract
from a circular letter sent to all nominators, with a state-
ment of their accounts, explains why you should do so :

You will see that on sucb. of your entries as you do not intend to
start you ean make a considerable saving by declaring out on Octo-
ber 1st and sending the amount due on same at that time.
iour attention is directed to the clause in the conditions that re-

quires payments to accompany declaration. Under the conditions
declarations not accompanied with the money are void and thenomiuator will be held for the full amount whether the horse starts
or not.
The system of declaration purses, enabling nominators to withdraw

such of their horses as they decide not to start, at averyislight ex-
pense, as well as requiring no entrance money to be paid onstarlcis
before the meeting, was adopted by this association in view of the
hard times aud as being the least burdeosome to the horsemen
Donotfdil to pay up oa October 1st it you do not intend to start

your horse. All those who are delinquent at the end of the meetioe
will be promptly suspeuded, together with the horses entered "

Palo Alto Thoroughbred Sale.

On Monday, the 19th of No\ ember, beginning at 11 a.m.,
at Killip & Co.'s salesyard, Market street and Van Nebs
avenue, forty-two head of thoroughbreds from the famous
Palo Alto farm will be sold. Of this number, thirty are
yearlings, twelve young broodmares. The former are for the
most part by the famous Flambeau and imp. Cyrus, though
there are youngsters by Peel, Flood, Eacine, Geoffrey and
Shannon. There are brothers or half-brothers, half-sisters or
sisters to Flambeau, Cadmus, Fairy, Racine, Guenn, Flood
Gate, Phono, Nero, Eckert, Thornhill, Piquante and maDy
other celebrities of the turf, while the broodmares are all
young and selected by that truly wonderful judge, the late
Senator Leland Stanford. Catalogues of this great sale can
be had upon application to Killip & Co., 22 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal. See advertisement.

The "Winters Thoroughbred Sale.

The twenty yearlings belonging to the Hon. Theodore
Winters, (Democratic candidate for Governor of Nevada),
brothers or sisters, half-brothers or half-sisters, to such celeb-
rities of the turf as Don Jose, Ed Corrigan, Dolly McCone,
Bonanza, Adelante, Callie Ferguson, Applause and Almont,
will be sold at Killip & Co.'s salesyard on Monday, Novem-
ber oth. Secure a catalogue of Killip & Co., 22 Montgom-
ery street, San Francisco, at once, and don't forget the date of
this grand sale.

^
The following compose the Santa Anita string of E. J.

Baldwin that will race at the coming meeting of the Cali-
fornia Jockey Club: Key el Santa Anita, b c, 3, b* imp.
Cheviot—Aloha ; Rey del Caredes, b c, 2, by Emperor of Nor-
folk—Clara D.; La Fiesta, b f, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk-
Savannah; Floreana, b f, 3, by imp. Cheviot— Alalanta; Ara-
pahoe, ch f, 3, by imp. Cheviot— Vieote; Empress of Nor-
folk, b f, 3, by Emperor of Norfolk—Savannah ; George
Morgan, 2, by Gano—Glenita; Santa Cruz, ch g, 2, by Em-
peror of Norfolk—Violetta; Santiago, br h, a, by Grinstead
—Clara D ; Lady Bess, ch f, 4, by Emperor of Norfolk

—

Aritta; Conchiquito. 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—Paolo; bav
colt, 2, by Gano—Miss Ford ; Tuscarora, b c, 3, by imp. Che-
viot—Santa Anita; Galindo, gr h, 5,Jby Gano—Freda. The
string will be reinforced by several othero now being trained
at the Santa Anita ranch by George Buchauan. The Santa
Anita string bids fair to win $100,000 this season. Rey el

Santa Anita alone has won $50,000 this year, Rey del Care-
des over $4,000, others soodly sums. It was supposed that
the fast Lady Bess was broken down for good. Galindo is a
patched-up horse also, but a hard one to beat when just right
in any company. Arapahoe is quite a serviceable filly.

George Morgan, Conchiquito and those being handled by
George Buchanan are " unknown quantities."

Thomas H.Williams, president of the California Jockey
Club, will leave for home to-day and devote himself upou
his arrival in San Francisco to completing the arrangements
for the long race meeting he is to give, commencing October
27th and extending about seven months. The announce-
ment issued by the track to horsemen state that there will le
racing at least five days a week. Last year there was no
racing on Mondays. Mr. Williams says that the racing will

be carried on six days a week this season. For the winter
meeting there are thirty-one stakes and handicaps, entries to

which close October 25th with the secretary, R. B. Milroy,
San Francisco. There are also six stakes for two-year-olds,

which will be ran at the spring meeting. Entries for these
events will close December 1st. Liberal inducements are
offered for hurdle and steeplechase horses in ten stakes and
handicaps arranged for this class of racing.—Chicago Inter
Ocean, Monday, September 24th.

Thirty-six rich stakes of the California Jockey Club will

be found advertised in this issue. The smallest stake is

guaranteed worth $1,000, and they range in value from that

sum to $10,000. Races at nearly every distance are pro-

vided, and the conditions are so liberal that they cannot but
strike turfmen favorably at once.

I believe it is about settled that neither the Walbaum nor
the Baldwin strings will be sent to Chicago after the close at

Latooia. Mr. Baldwin told me yesterday his horses will be

shipped to California direct from Latonia, and Mr. Walbaum
intends to race his horses at Oakley during the meeting there.—" Broad Church" in N. Y. Spirit of the Times.

W. T. Kelley, Secretary of the Solano Agricultural Fair

Association, District No. 36, writes : "Am pleased to state we
have sufficient entries to till up three days' trotting and pac-

ing, including specials, aud will give two days' running
races, the purses being from $250 to $300 each."

Boi-iVAK Bi'ckner has probably run his la-st race. He
pulled up almost on three legs after his race on Saturday.

It will be worse than useless, ves, cruel, to train Buckner
again. He was quite a noted racer wheu in his prime, aud
almost invincible in the mud.

Daggie Smith has a splendid two-year-old colt by San
Simeon, dam Leooke, by Tipperary. He ie the'most talked-

of youngster in Sacramento at present. San Simeon is by

Peter, best son of Hermit.

R. S. Fallon, one of the most active of Hollister's Fair

directors, was in the city on Thursday.
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TUKF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

PBTEB Webek, the well-known turfman, is in Chicago.

Bt BtYO will be BUrtet early in the California Jockey

Club meeting, we understand.

\-alter and Doe, both by imp. Midlothian, won at

and last Saturday in good lime.

Dcke Bros, have sold Watlerscn to J. G. Brown & Co.,

who will race him at the Western tracks.

...has been tired, but is still lame and the chances

are against the steeplechaser ever racing again.

Kii.lv has broken down again, and will in all likelihood

Ik? retired to Ed Corrigan's stock farm near Kansas City, Mo.

Dr Ru wiuner of the Brooklyn Handicap, has been

hipped toSu Paul to be " tired." He will not face the Hag

again this season. ^_
K. H. Kkuwn is starling this week at lone, but will be on

hand at Sau Jose Saturday to send the festive gallopers on

their way rejoicing.

Mi uf£i:tv A WlSHAED have bought from Gns Strauss

the iwo-vear-old filly Lollie Eastin, by Bishop—Dublin

Belle. Price, $2,00O.

FlOTlOH, the Ben AH— Prose fitly, won a mile race by six

lengths, galloping, at Hawthorne, September 17th with odds

to 1 against her chances.

C_SIN had four mounts at Hawthorne September 17th,

tod rode in three winners. Charley Weber landed Inno-

vation (8 to 1) a winner on the same date.

Little Isom rode Iugomar in a winner, with odds of 15 to

1 against him, at I Jravesend on the 19lh of September. It

was the only mount the little fellow had that day.

A i Hawthorne on the 21st inst. the smallest held was one

of eleven horses, the largest nineteen. E. Morris rode in two

winners on that date, the only two mounts he had.

Pharoh POPE, bay colt (4), by Red Boy, dam Bolis. was

attached recently at Chicago on ajockey's claim. He is the

property of R. K. Rice and won the Mexican Derby last

year.

Thk Chicago Inter-Ocean's racing editor thinks Frank

Van Ness' Monterey can beat Diggs over any kind of track.

The former did beat the bay gelding over a muddy course

easily.

Nearly all the race horses have been moved over to

Oikland. The strings of Tom Bally, Dick Ledgett, A. Jo-

seph and Mrs. A. J. Merchant still remain at Bay District,

however.

PbBD Littlkiieli', the jockey, was set down for the

September Slat at < iravesend and besides fined $200,

for fouling Banquet with Saragossa so that Simrus, on the

former, had to pull up.

I'm k famous selling plater Wightmau is not good for maoy
more races, he being very lame and sore from the effects of

his performance September 12, though the race he captured

he won in handy style.

The Chicago Inter Ocean says " horsemen are already

making plans tor going to California at the close of the local

season. It looks now as if there would be an exodus toward
i he coast iu November.*'

Th B entries to the Hollister running races aae much larger

this year than at (he San Jose Fair, and a large number of
California turfmen will be represented with strings at the
former place next month.

The California-bred horses showed well last Monday at

Jerome Park. Sir Excess, by Sir Mod red, beat Banquet in

LhC \rnerican Jockey Club Handicap, while Armilage won a
five and one-half furlong race.

BdOK Ml<_ ann, ridden by Frankie Leigh, was disqualified

foi fouling Fakir and several others in a race at Harlem last

Tuesday. According to the account, Leigh should have been
neverely punished fur his actions.

CsaamOB had to be content with second place in a seven-
furlong race won at Latonia last Tuesday by Daravela in the
rather slow time of 1:21)4. No doubt the Tyrant mare is a
great disappointment to her popular owner, Dan Miller.

BOWLEV, of the firm of MMey & Bowley, is back in
after taking in ihe Oregon and Montana circuits with

Hal l-'inher and Lonme B. He hud fair success, both of the
lionet rounding to pretty well toward the close of the north-
ern circuits.

If. I-. I)wvi:i: believes that Harry Keed is the best two-
year old he ever owned, nnd that he had a greater turn of
»p6f<

I
than anything running in Ink colors since the days of

Lake Blackburn. Be hud limed Harry Heed three furlongs

UlOKLY, an - In I shot, beai !>u Braov, Eranatua, th<
110,000 Ducal and four others last Saturday » i ll:iwihorn<-
Tlie lalier wm an even money favorite ; I >e BnCT, who run

Frank K.U-nl I,.,, |,:ik«- and Instalhitor
on lbs Bams data

1 he jockey who had an
I |

ling Lit I ba bli lea in plaster, I le
Is rettlne round c tcbc and will be able to rid

iogton Miti probably Lake him to California for
the viola i Herald

I day was one of the orack
lightweight jockeys i employed by F.J. Baldwin
and olhsi noted turfmen, will ride steepleohaae and hurdle
raoaa at the coming great raoe meeting, tie b aid make i

Onokarjaok al this sort of work.

ii I m In l.i i at.Harlc \i | llV la.i,

and Amelia Ms .

Itan Imt $1,000 on Joa Murphy, ami ws ;ed at the
i

r " (l " pul :
i-v Weber thai he retired

Old John A. is credited with working a mile over Sacra-

mento track^recently in 1:4S|, and the black son of Monday

is almost certain to come to the post next winter.

Joe Nelson, the well-known trainer, took charge of E.

C. Sachs* string at Oakland last Thursday. It is composed

of Tillie S., Red Bird, Thornhill, Pricelle, Red Chief and a

bay colt by imp. Brutus, dam Marin, by Kyrle Daly.

M. 1 ». Richardson, who bred Teuton, Ban Chief and Fara-

day, is another horseman to retire from the turf with the in-

tention of going back to his breeding farm. He has decided

to sell out his entire string in training, except the Longfellow

mare, Darevela, which he will keep for the Lexington De

cember sales.

NEWMIHSTEB, the leading stallion of Australasia, is by

The Marquis from Spa, by Leamington. In this country we

have two good sons of The Marquis in Loyalist and Chester-

field, both owned by San Francisco men. If these horses

were mated with Leamington's daughters or granddaughters

something good should result.

Clifford regained his lost laurels in a measure last Sat-

urday by defeating the great Henry of Navarre at a mile and

an eighth, run in 1:54$. It was at weight for age, 112 pounds

on Navarre and 122 on Clifford. Henry of Navarre was the

favorite, and led to the turn for home, where Clifford went

up and ''got him," winning rather handily by a head.

Hollister will have the best lot of races at her fair this

year ever known in the San Benito metropolis. In one race

there are fourteen splendid gallopers, including Dake Stev-

ens, Arno, April and Flirtilla. The crack sprinters, Quirt

and Valledore, meet in a three-furlong heat race also.

October 9th to 13th inclusive are the dates set for the fair.

Henry Walsh says a number of horses will be here from

the East shortly that can run a mile in 1:40, and they will

probably be entered in selling races too at less than $1,000.

That being the case, the only recourse for our owners will be

in the claiming clause. Run a few of them up $1,000 or

more and they will soon be put in races at something like

their true value. ______
The Directors of the District Association at Carson have

determined to arrange for five "days' races, to follow the

Jockey Club meeting to be held here. It is said that they

are meeting with considerable encouragement, and a good
meeting is promised. This should encourage horsemen to

come, as two weeks' racing events are now on the programme.
—Reno Journal.

The veteran trainer, Henry Walsh, got back from the

East last Mooday, and the Macdouough string he had charge

of is quartered at Sacramento. In the lot are imp. Strom-
boli, the Flambeau filly Lux, Yo El Rey (brother to Yo
Tambien), a two-year-old bother to Bersan, a Hanover colt

and two two-year-olds by imp. Kingston, sire of Ameer.
Lux was the only winner in the string.

It would not be surprising if imp. Stromboli came out

this winter and made the best horses quartered at Bay Dis-

trict track hustle to beat him. The lease Mr. Macdonough
had on the big brown horse expires November 1st, we are

informed. Young Dan Halladie, the Australian, seems to be

about the only man with the necessary patience to bring the

horse to the post in something like the form he displayed in

the colonies.

Jockey " Dutch " Coombs was set down bv R. H. Brown,
the starter at Stockton, for thirty days. His language at the
post to this gentleman was of the lowest and vilest nature,
and entitled him to be ruled off all race tracks for life. He
escaped very luckily. This is not the first time this jockey
has been punished for this offense, and if at the Blood Horse
Association he repeats it we hope to hear of Starter Ferguson
relegating him to the place where such blackguardism and
vulgarity should entitle him—"off the track for life."

He was a queer looking character, with a handful of
money. He stopped before Grannan's board and laid $5,000
on Domino. He received his ticket reading " $3,000 to

$5,000, Domino," then, walking down the line, halted in
front of another board, upon which was written "9 to 5,
Henry of Navarre." Without using a pencil, the stranger
proffered the " bookie " $2,800, with the request, "put that
on the Navarre horse." This ticket read " $5,040 to $2,800,
Navarre." He was a " nice thing"—played and could not
lose in any event. Had Domino won he would have been
$40 to the good ; had Domino lost he would have won $200.
The dead heat gave him $120 profit.

The New York Times devoted over a column and a half
to "roasting" the judges on their decision declaring the
race between Domino and Henry of Navarre a dead heat.
The writer declared Domino won the race by four or five
inches, the horses coming on the uneven stride, and that
every reporter iu the press stand was thunderstruck at the
decision. He also says the reporters are in a position to see
the finish as well as the judges. In this race Riley Graunau
slood to lose something over $105,000 if Domino was de-
clared the winner. And the odds he offered against the black
colt were 3 to 5. This is declared to be the heaviest book
ever made on a race in one afternoon in America, if, iudeed,
it was ever equalled iu the history of the turf of any coun-
try. As the bets were split (it was not a match}, Gramian
quit a heavy winner on a race that should have about broken
him, according to the Times.

Ni'.vr Monday representatives of the Burliugame, River-
side and other polo clubs on this Coast will meet in this city
to perfect the formation of a Pacific Coast Steeplechaeing
and Pony Racing Association. The rule* of the Long Is-
land Steepleuhasing and Pony Racine Association will, for
iIm

I Pftft, be used bv the new organization, in which are
a large number of California's leading lovers of the sport
which is getting such a firm footing in this pari of the world.
Jovember24th has been sel apart by the California Jockey

1 lub inr a day of racing for the member* of the new organiza-
tion, and il will be d splendid aflair beyond all doubt with
BUCh gentlemen to ananu'e the programme, etc., as Major .1.

I- Bathbone, Fred R. Webster ami their associates. Next
summer pony meetings will be given at Monterey, Riverside
and other places, in all Likelihood, thai will atlracl thebeautv
and wealth ol this glorious Stale, and in a few vears the sport
will have taken such strides thai California will be famous
the world over for her gram! gentlemeu riders and ileet

he <">w organization every BUCCees, andMl "" all '" "" wei to furtgei ,, "' lr i,,,r "

The weights for the Cajsarewitch and Cambridgeshire, the

two important handicaps of the back end of the English rac-

ing season, have just appeared in the racing calendar. Both
handicaps are well known on this side through the victories

of Foxhall, who won both a6 a three-year-old, the former with
112 pounds, the latter with 126 pounds. The handicapper's
work might be interesting to this country, as it showB that

good horses will be compelled to carry more weighs in Eng-
land than here. Only the allotments to the top-weights will

be given in the following: Gesarewitch—Two miles, two fur-

longs and thirty-6ve yards: Isinglass, 145; Ravensburv,
131; La Fleche, 129 ; Avingtoo, 125 ; Callistrate,125 ; Self

Sacrifice, 124; Newcourt, 120; Match Box, 118, Cambridge-
shire—Mile and 140 yards: Isinglass, 144 ; La Fleche, 133

;

Avingtoo, 132; Ravensbury, 130 ; Best Man, 130 ; Le Nich-
am, 125 ; Callistrate, 123 ; Self Sacrifice, 132.

A large number of the most prominent horsemen in the

vallev met this afternoon in the Western Investment Bank
Building and organized what will hereafter be known as the

Phcenix Racing Association. P. K. Hickey was elected

President, George Loring Vice-President and Frank King
Secretary. They decided to hold their first meet during
the holidays and appointed the following committee to per-

fect arrangements. Committee to report number of races

and class—Joe Brannen, Jack Gibson and Wm. Billups. Fi-

nance committee to raise funds and arrange purses—-A. V.
Quinn. T. W. Pemberton, Wm. G. Getz, Jim Gibson, D.
Kyle, G. Hirschfeld, T. W. Hickley. The committee on
rules and by-laws consists of the President, Vice-President

and Secretary. The next meeting will be held at the same
place on Saturday the 15th, at 2 o'clock, to which all horse-

men are invited.—Phtenix (Ariz.) Herald, September 12.

Salina, dam of the mighty Salvator, is no more. She
died from old age recently at Rancho del Paso. Salina was
a bay mare, with black points, foaled in 1868 at A. J. Alex-
anders farm (Woodburn), near Lexington, Ky. As a turf

performer she had no superior among the mares of her day.

In 1881, as a three-year-old, Salina won the Monmouth Oaks,
one and oue-half miles ; Ocean Stakes, mile heats, and Robins
Stakes, two- mile heats. Her younger sister, Nevada, dam of

Luke Blackburn, was also a great stake-winner. Salina was
sold as a broodmare to the late Dan Swigert, owner of Elmen-
dorf Stud, where Salvator first saw the light. About three

years and a half ago J. B. Haggin purchased the mare,
which was as fine-looking an individual then,though twenty-
three years of age, as one would come across in a week's

visit to the principal stock farms. Salina was a daughter of

Lexington and Lightsome, by imp. Glencoe ; second dam
the immoral Levity, by imp. Trustee; third dam the dam
of Vandal, by imp. Tranby, etc. She therefore came from
our greatest race horse family, and a great mare herself, no

wonder she threw a Salvator.

Out at the Santa Anita ranch everything is gay and fes-

tive, tays the Los Angeles Herald. The horses in the Cal-

ifornia string are looking fine and doing good work, espe-

cially the bay colt by The Hook-Ataho. Caraho, a three-

year-old by the Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D., is probably
heading the list of three-year-olds, and is doing some good
work. George Buchanan, the veteran trainer of Latoni?,

Ky,, has arrived at Santa Anita, and will take charge of the

yearlings Mr. Bryan, in charge of the Eastern string, has
secured the services of Jockey Thorpe to do the riding for

the stable. Following is a complete list of the horses in the

California string : Caraho (3), by Emperor of Norfolk

—

Clara D.; El Dorado (4), by Rutherford—Ophir. These two
are the only ones named. The unnamed are by the follow-

ing horses : Imp. Cheviot—Geneva, imp. The Hook—Alaho,

(2), Hook—Santa Margarita (2), Hook—La Cienega (2),

Verano—Cuban Queen (2), The Hook—Blaze Away (2),

The Hook—Rosebud. Besides these, there are thefollowing
yearlings : The Hook—Miss Ford, The Hook—Santa
Anita, Gano—Cuban Queen.

I. P. Diggs, of Woodland, CaL, who bred Diggs, perhaps
the best two-year-old of 1894, is the lucky possessor of a year-

ling brother to the celebrity named Sutton. Mr. Diggs re-

cently received a letter from Timmons and Johnson, now in

Chicago, wanting to know all about the dam of Diggs. They
wound up the missive with :

" If you still own her or any
of her produce, let us know prices for both, if for sale." On
September 1st Mr. Diggs received the following dispatch,

dated Chicago, from J. H. Romair : "Wire me lowest price

for Sutton and state if sound." The reply wrs that he would
take $5,000 for the brother to Diggs. The breeder of these

colts states that Diggs is bred as follows : By Red Iron, dam
Lilly Wright, by California; second dam Minnie Ball, by
Norfolk; third dam Brooklyn Maid, by Odd Fellow; fourth

dam a race mare brought to this State in 1850, and said to be

by Grey Eagle. Her owner died in the mines soon after

reaching California, and the pedigree was never cleared up.

In the Transactions of the State Agricultural Society of 1874

Minnie Ball's grandam is given as Lola Montez, by Grey
Eagle. Bnt Mr. Diggs is probably correct in his remembrance
of the breeding. Minnie Ball won a prize in the year men-
tioned for best mare four years old and over in the " graded

horses " department.

As mentioned yesterday, Col. W. P. Thompson, who un-

successfully tried to buy Ladas and Isinglass last year, has

bought Juvenal, chestnut horse, foaled 1889. He is by

Springfield, out of Satire, by Blair Athol
;
grandam Jocosa,

by Fitz Roland, she out of Madame Eglantine {dam of Rosi-

crucian), by Cowl. The horse will soon arrive in this country

and will join the Brookdale Stud. Juvenal started three

times as a two year-old without being placed. As a three-

year-old he started ten timespand won respectively the As-

cot Biennial Stakes, one mile, defeating Knockanv, Bach,

Dogo and three others, and ran second to Ornatus, one mile,

at Newmarket, with Weymouth, Detective, etc. As a four-

year-old he scored twice in twelve starts, winning the Not-

tingham Spring Handicap, one mile, with 100 pounds, de-

feating Prince Hampton, Weymouth, Senaputty, St. David
and six others behind him. He won also the Hare Park
Handicap at Newmarket, one mile, with 118 pounds, Car-

rick second, Carabinier third, and six others behind him. He
ran second to Esmond in the Pev^ril of the Peak Plate at

Derby with Inferno, Pensioneer, Pitcher, etc., behind him.

This year as a five-year-old he started five times. He won
the Nottingham Spring Handicap, defeating Egerton, Mac-
ready, Whisperer, Opoponax and six others. He also ran

second to Le Nicham in the Lincolnshire Handicap, one

mile, with Macready, Victor Wild, Xury, etc., behind him.

It will be seen by the purchase that Col. Thompson is trying

to uphold the prestige of Brookdale,—N. V. Mercury,
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THE SULKY.

Fantasy's record is 2:06.

Sidmont, by Sidney, has lowered hit, record to 2:12|.

Countess Eve, 2:29}, is the latest to the credit of Norval.

Report says that Monroe Salisbury has bought the pacer

Tom Webster (2:12$).

Svrena, by Sphinx, lowered his record to 2:14}. pacing,

at Indianapolis, Indiana.

Miss Kate, by Direct, is the bread-winner of the two-

year-old brigade this year.

Belle Gkande, 2:25.1, by Le Grande, has been sold to

parties in Vienna, Austria.

Kokeby, by Director, was second to Ella T. when the

latter paced in 2:123 and 2:12.

Macleay, bv Sable Wilkes, was third in a heat won by

Bravado in 2:20a August 2Sth.

Direction, by Direct, has a pacing record of 2:l0],earned

at Indianapolis, Ind., September 4th.

Len.mar, by Ad mar, won the free-for-oll trot at Victoria,

B. <J., last week. Best time, 2:33 1-5.

Directly (two-year-old), 2:07f. What will his mark be

when be is three if he keeps on improving ?

Bessie Chimes, by Chimes, out of a mare by Mambrino
King, got a record of 2:27£ at Steubenville, Ohio, August

17th.

Mephisto, by Sidney, dam Lindora Wilkes, by Guy
Wilkes, won a pacing at Alliance, Ohio. Time, Z:28J, 2:28.1,

2:25].

Phenom is a three-year-old by Director that got a record

of 2:21 1, in the fourth heat of a race at Indianapolis, Sep-

tember 4th.

In 1884 Westmont paced a mile with running mate in

2:01|. In 1894 Robert J. paced a mile in single harness in

2:01-1. All hail to the king!

Monologue, by Monroe Chief, out of a mare by Mam-
brino Wilkes, won her first race at Dubuque, Iowa, September

IStb, getting a mark of 2:24J.

Venxta Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, out of San Mateo Belle,

driven by John A. Goldsmith, won a pacing race at Provi-

dence, R. 1., Sept. 11, getting a mark of 2:24.

Foals running with their dams will stop growing at this

seasuu of \he year, if means are net taken to vrevent it. Feed

the dams liberally and learn the foals 10 eat ground oats- with

tbem.

As good an authority as Spencer Borden, " Yah Ameri-

kansKi,' writes: "The best blood in the Eoglish Hackney

Stud Bouk is that of the old inbred Morgan horse, Shepbard

F. Knapp."

On the tirst page of the American Horse Breeder is an

excellent picture of Mary Best, 2:12J, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15,1.

She is the premier bread-winner of ihe San Mateo Stock

Farm string this year.

Pressure on the homy excrescence, called the chestnuts

by some and the castors by otheis, located on the inside of

the forearm of the horse, is generally followed by an imme-

diat*1 lifting of the foot.

The Ukiah Park Association will give a four days' race

meeting, commenc :ng October 3d. The programme contains

a number of trotting and running events, not only for district

horses, but also free-for-all horses.

When the trotting queen, Alix, made her world's record

she was hitched to a sulky which had Eureka roller bearings,

and horsemen are contending that sulkies so equipped have a

great advantage over those that are not.

Seylai, a bay gelding by Albau, 2:24, out of Woodtiower,

by Ansel, 2:20-1, entered the list at Worcester, Mass., Septem-

ber 4th, getting a mark of 2:244
l

. He woo the la^t three

heals of the race ; time for the last heat, 2:24].

Baron Rose, a bay horse by Siamboul, out of Minnehaha,
the famous broodmare, entered the 2:30 list at Terre Haute
September 13^, by getting a record of 2:29|. Eight in the

list for good old Minnehaha is a grand showing.

Paloma Prince, bv Dexter Prince, is a bay stallion owned
by General P. W. Murphy, of Santa Margarita Rancho. He
was entered in the 2:50 trot at Santa Barbara last week, and
won in three straight heats. Time, 2:26A, 2:27, 2:27.1.

Santa Claus has another performer to his credit. Miss
Carroll, dam by Mambrino Pilot got a record of 2:22.J in the

fourth heat of a race. She won at Providence, R. I., Septem-
ber 18th. General Turner made a '' killing " with her.

St. Bel, 2:341. the son of Electioneer and Beautiful Bells,

has a real craekerjack at last, his son, Baron Bel, a four-

year-old, haviog woo and earned a record of 2:11.1. He is

out of a daughter of Baron Wilkes; second dam by John
Bull. '

IEvermont, the dam of Fanny Wilcox (2:14) and Lizzie-

mont (2:16$), is expected to produce a foal next season by
Mr. W. R. Janvier's royally-bred stallion Potential. Ever-
mont is by the game trotter Piedmont (2:17}), which recently

lied at Palo Alto.

We are pleased to say that Gee Grimes is one of the few
men who has been able t« read his own obituary. The re-

port of his death was unfounded, although he was badly cut
ip. With his head in bandages he got up and drove Guerita
it Terre Haute last week.

Nellie Clark, a gray filly, by Re-Election (son of Elec-
tioneer), entered the 2:30 list at Evansville, Ind., September
18th, getting a mark of 2:30 in the third heat.

Minnehaha now has eight 2:30 performers on her roll of

honor. They are as follows: Alcazar, 2:20V; Baron Rose,
2:29|; Beautiful Bells, 2:29* ; Eva, 2:23i f Mascot, 2:25^

;

Pawnee, 2:26.} ; San Gabriel, 2:29£, and Sweetheart, 2:22£.

Hilda S., a three-vear-old bay filly bv Stamboul, dam
HindaAVilkes (dam of Double Cross, 2:18J ; Lou Wilkes,

2:19£, etc.), by Guy Wilkes, entered the 2:20 list at the Point
Breeze meeting last week, taking a record of 2:19}. Hilda
S. is owned by A. B. Daring, of New York City.

Nellie A., the three-year-old daughter of Wilkes Boy,
dam by Robert McGregor, has won more money than any
trotter on the turf this season, and if we are not mistaken, it

can also be said that her lota! winnings since she first ap-

peared as a yearling are greater than any trotter that has
lived.

Astelpho, a colt by Electrite, bred and owned at Lomo
Alta Farm, broke the Texas record for yearling trotters Aug.
28 at Cleburne, trotting to a half-mile record of 1:17] over a

wet track. Col. Henry Exall informs us he has eight year-

lings by Electrite, and the slowest can irot a quarter in 44}

seconds.

Robert J., pacer, 2:01$, was bred in Pennsylvania ; John
R. Gentrv, pacer, 2:03J, and Joe Patchen, 2:04, in Kansas;
Flying Jib, pacer, 2:04, in California; Mascot, pacer, 2:04, in

New York ; Alix, 2:033, in Iowa, and Nancy Hanks, 2:04, in

Kentucky.

Mr. M. H. McManus, formerly of Chico, is now located

in Bonham, Tex. He has charge of Senator A. C. Beckwith's

stable of horses, and will take in the Texas circuit this year,

going to Dallas, San Antonio, Houston and several other

places. Mr. McManus has many friends here who will be

pleased to bear of his success.

Axtell, 2:12. has put seven trotters into the list this year.

Thev are Axworthv, 2, 2:2S£ ; Axtelloid, 2, 2:29j ; Praytell,

2, 2:29| ; Lectell, 2, 2:28! ; Gotell, 2, 2:29} ; Maytell, 3, 2:24;

Tarantelle, 4, 2:26}. No other stallion, so far as the writer

knows, ever put five two-year-old trotters into the list in one

year; and no eight-year-old stallion ever before had seven of

his get enter the list in the course of one season.

The first thing White Hat McCarty said as he alighted

from the train at Stockton said :
" I'll bet a hundred some

fellow will sue me before I am in this town ten hours." He
would have won for three suits were brought against him
that day. Dan smiled when he got to the track and to a

frieud said :
" What did 1 tell you this morning? Three of

them creditors of mine have sent me the papers already. It

pays to be a favorite."

A. J. Feek, who has not been a prominent figure at the

trotting meetings for the last few years, showed up a good
Electioneer in the 2:29 class at Syracuse last week, where
he was in front for three straight heats with Electric Coin,

by Electioneer, out of Cecil, by Gen. Benton. The time of

the heats was 2:26|, 2:25}, and 2:251. This makes the third

standard performer for Cecil, she also being the dam of

Cecilian, 2:22, and Coin, 2:28J.

As a rule church-going people look upon pool-selling and
games of chance at the races as wicked, but some of the

Westers New York associations have hit upon a happy idea

for overcoming this difficulty. They give the church people

free tent privileges to sell ice cream, soda, etc., and they

never see anything wrong, but salt down the profits with a

smile, sing the praises of the best fair on earth, and wish it

would come tiftv-two times a year. It makes a difference

when your bread is liberally buttered."

E. S. Easton, of Peoria, 111., bought the stallion Patron-

age a few years ago, and now that horse's daughter, Alix,

2:04, has made him famous. He also bought the broodmare
Homora, at Village Farm some three years ago, and that

mare's daughter, Fantasv, 2:06, has made her famous. Ho-
mora is now at Village Farm, and is again in foal to Chimes,

but at the end of this season Mr. Easton may conclude to

breed her to Patronage, in the hope of getting a foal that will

combine the good qualities of both Alix and Fantasy.

Following are the largest winners on a portion of the

Grand circuit this year to date : Village Farm, Buffalo,

$27,605 ;
John A. Goldsmith, Washingtonville. N. Y., $27,-

375; M. Salisbury, Pleasanton, Cal , $19,980; Budd Doble,

Chicago, $9,150; G"il Curry, Nashville, Teun., $8,290 ; James
Golden, Boston, $7,560 ; S. A. Browne & Co., Kalamazoo,

$7,100 ; J. E. Turner, Ambler Park, Pa.. $7,075 ;
Rumbar-

ger Live Stock Co., Indianapolis, $7,000 ;
George Starr,

Terre Haute, $6,700 ; J. C. Curry, Davenport, $6,425.

Alar, by Alcantara, owned by F. P. Olcott, Round Top
Farm, Bernardsville, N. J., has been one of the sensasional

stars of the year and while she was making a name and repu-

tation for her owner, the second string from this farm, un-

der the management of Dave Culross, has been gettio£ a share

of the money and won a very creditable race with the three-

year-old filly Cute, by Lord Eldon, she taking a new record

of 2:211 at Syracuse at the State Fair. Lord Eldon is one of

Mr. Olcotl's favorities and is by Mansfield, out of a daughter

of Hambletonian 10.

The Vaca Valley Driving Association has arranged its

programme for the fall meeting of 1894, which is to be held

in this city on October 18th. The following races have been

arranged for, and entries for the same will close October 1st :

No. 1. Trotting—2:27 class, purse $200. Free for all. Mile

heats (3 in 5); five to enter and three to start. Entrance, $20.

No. 2, Pacing—2:24 class, purse $200. Mile heats (3 in 5) ;

five to enter and three to start. Entrance, $20. No. 3.

Pacing—For named horses, purse $125. Mile beats (3 in 5) ;

fivetoenter and three to start. Entrance, $12.50.— Vacaville

Reporter.

The_Santa Ana Fair Association has obtained the best list
of entries for the free-for-all trot of any place on the Pacific
Coast. The horses entered are Klamath, Aster, Ottioger,
Wayland W., Atlas, Dan Velox and Marin Jr. Klamath';,
home is in Santa Ana, and he is one of the fastest horses in
the country. Ottinger beat him at Sacramento, and has a
record of 2:1U, but Aster has the fastest race record for this
year over a California track. Wayland W. is said to be much
faster than he has ever shown himself to be. Marin Jr.
started out in slow classes, but has worked up to the free-for-
alls in the best of condition. Dan Velox from Idaho and
Altao from Oregon can hold their own in any field that has
started in the West this year, and this race will not be a gift
for any one.—Santa Ana Times.

C N anybody give me a good reason for feeding corn to
horses while wheat is so cheap? After all that has been
written on this subject it is surprising to have people say:
" There is no good reason for the fear. I have fed wheat
exclusively for the past six months. Part of the time it was
soaked, and quite as often it was not. Soaked or dry, I

never saw any trouble result from its use, and I believe it is

perfectly safe. When our horses were doing their heaviest
work they were seldom fed more than a quart and a half, and
when idle about a quart. They assimilate it perfectly. I
noticed to-day, for the first time, that a few grains were
pressed whole. However, I am feeding rye just at present,
instead of wheat. Sell your corn and oats to those who do
not know any better than to buy, but use your 40-cent wheat
yourself.—Jay, in Ohio Farmer.

With such good-looking stallions as Trevillian, 2;09£
;

Ralph Wilkes, 2:10£ ; Carldon, 2:101, and others that might
be mentioned that are being raced this year, there is little
basis for the talk often heard that the trotters are not hand-
some. Each of the stallions mentioned are grand-looking
horses, and if mated with good-lookiug mares the produce
cannothelp but be satisfactory id that respect. Among the
pacers, too. Joe Patchen, 2:04; John R. Gentry, 2:03:,'

;

Crawford, 2:07^, and several others that could be picked are
possessed of beauty enough to attract general attention from
those who know nothing of their speed. The time has ar-
rived when a breeder can mate his mares in such a manner
as to pretty nearly insure his getting a good-looking light-
harness horse and with a greater certainty of securing speed
combined with the good looks than ever before.

The race track to day was the scene of entente excite-
ment, caused by an unsatisfactory ruling in the pacing lace,
says the Santa Barbara Times of September 21. There were
three starters in the 2:15 class, Waldo J. having been given
first money without starting. Ben Bullerwon the hist heat,
and by the rank decision of Judge Malone Almo J. was
awarded the second heat and also took the third, Ben Butler
intentionally allowing himself to be distanced. At the fin-

ish of the second heat Ben Butler came under the wire a
neck ahead of Almo J., the latter also breaking badly, and
a howl went up from the tbroDg when the judge announced
Almo J. the winner. Pandemonium reigned aod the track
was crowded for a while, even the backers of Almo J. admit-
ting the unfairness of the decision. Mr. Llewellyn of Los
Angeles, owner of Ben Butler, protested, but in v^in. His
horse was seDt in again to lose, as there was no hope of any-
thing further in the face of such a decision. When Judge
Malone left the ground he was escorted by six horsemen, a
hooting crowd following. The horsemen to-day sigoed an
agreement not to enter their horses in any race presided over
by Judge Malone.

On Friday last, at the New York meeting, the gentlemen
who were acting as judges declared the first heat of the 2:22
class no heat, a decision that was greeted with howls of de-
rision. When asked why they made such a decision their
reply was: "Because we think it fair." After they had been
convinced of their error they awarded the heat to Quarter-
stretch. There was an accident in the heat, and as the
judges were men who knew nothiog about the rules, they
made the above remarkable ruling. The club was unfortun-
ate in their selection of judges last season, and they should
have profited by the lesson they got then and selected men
who were qualified to fill the position It is to be regretted
that the New York club can not see the urgent nesessity of
employing men who are competent. The days of the ''promi-
nent citizen j udge " have gone by.and the j udges' stand must
be filled by men who are thoroughly familiar with the rules
and well posted in the laws and customs of the track. Thou-
sands of dollars have besn squandered by incompetent men in

the stand, and as the evil has become such a common thing
track managers will either have to employ good men as

judges or close their gites.—Horse Review.

Timothy Anglin, who is now well known as a breeder of
trotters, has a whole lot of luck to thank for his present
financial eminence. Not so many years ago he ivas a milk-
man in Lexington. He got a Mambrino Patchen mare and
bred her to George Wilkes. That mare was the now famous
Belly Brown. Mr. Anglin was not an expert on pedigrees,

nor can it beargued that he foresaw the future of the Wilkes-
Mambrino Patchen cross. He was simply lucky. And be
continues to be. He has sold many a colt at a long price

that never astonished the world with its speed, but he
retained Nellie R , that beat 2:30 as a yearling, went better

than 2:20 as a two-year-old, and recently won a $20,000 stake

at Hartford. She won it, not because she was good, but

because the others were bad. She lost a heat to Coincident
in 2:21A, and then won, her best mile being 2:20$. It was a

lucky scratch that such a poor lot as Nellie R. met should be

the only ones to slarl for one of the largest slakes of the year,

but as they were nominated a long time ago, of course there

was a good deal of uncertainty as to how they would pan out.

When one thinks of all the three year-old trotters out this

season that c.*n beat 2:18 all the time, it seems a pitv ihM
such a cheap lot should have the $20,000 Xutmeg stake all

to themselves. Fancy where they would have been if Ex-
pressive, B. B P. and Red Bud had been eligible to start!—
Breeders' Gazette.
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STOCKTON FAIR RACES.

Many Enter the 2:30 Circle—Vasto's Splendid

Win -Happy Baud Surprieee the Jumping-

Race Players—Garcia Beats Royal Flush.

KOUBTH DAY—THUBaDAY, SEPTXMBJ

The grand stand had mon ton f.tir ap]

to-day. The hundred;, of carriages which weredriven across

the track to the inheld were vacated by the fair occupants

who look stats in the grand Bland, where a mag-

nificent view of the race track and pretty country surround-

ing it could be obtained.

The weather was warm. People who have lived

kton called it "hoi." but it made Utile or no dif-

ference whai ihe weather was called, for the thousands of

San Joaquin daughter with their lady friends, dressed in

li^ht airy oostuines, bedecked with fresh ilower- and

. an cool and pleasant as if the wearers were vieing

with each other in Irving to look neat and pretty.

The lair at Stockton oilers many inducements for visitors

10 i*tav during the eutire meeting. The large and well-ar-

ranged pavilion is always tilled with attractive and novel

displays, while the programme of music o tiered nightly not

onlj consists of the highest clasB of music, but concerts are

given and dance programmes arranged, so that the old and

young can ding dull care away and where the light fantastic

is indulged in until the hour of closing. During the day, be-

fore the races begin, there are miles of drives along the level

roads, aii.t during the heated spell a visit to the natural gas

well and swimming bathe is not to be overlooked.

There are several improvements lo be made at the Stock-

ton race course, ' Ine is a place where the men who do not

care lo be far away from the pool-sellers' booths, can sit down

and watch the races. As it is, they have to stand in the boil-

ing sunlight, crowd in the saloon or pay fifty cents to climb

into the grand slaud. As this class numbers between 6ve

and six hundred, the need of a few suitable benches or set-

tees beneath a canvas-covered roof, would make their visit

more pleasant and contribute much toward keeping them aL

the fairduring the entire week. V veiy Utile thing will dis-

commode ibis class of people, and as a general rule they are

not apt lo complain. This week there has been more dis-

content evinced than we have ever noticed before on the

circuit. This in pari can be ascribed lo the lack of accom-
uiodatious. We hope now that the attention of the associa-

llOD u called to ihis, lhal next year the improvements, which
only cost a few dollars, will be made. This will keep the

large crowd from tilling ihe judges' stand, where every mau
lera himself a judge aod every smooth-faced youth "a

timer."

The afternoon's sport commenced with a novelty for

Stockton, a hurdle race, >ver five hurdles. It was a mile

dash. Puree $30<>. There were four good-looking horses to

line up before Starter Brown, and without any trouble he

SOl tuem off Ben Martin took the lead, fouled ihe others
,,i and jumped the tirst hurdle. Happy Hand, Onti

Oro aod Dave Douglas followed. At every jump the hur-
dle?- were knocked down by the tirst jumper who tried lo

maKe the leap. The rest ran over the fallen brush-covered
hurdles. Dave Douglas who sold as favorite at $20
$12 on the rest in the field was a hopeless last until the last

hurdle was reached He passed in front of Ben Martin and
was third a* the leader, Happy Band, and Onti Oro were
going hammer and tang* to the wire. Ben Martin stumbled
and threw his jockey without injuring bim, however Happy
Band won by a length, Onti Oro second, a length in ad-

iglaa Time, 1;.V_" .

The gallopers had another inning. It was a special han-
dicap race for five furlongs. Joe Cotton, La Bue, Sam
Mount, Pescador and < j.iiri started. Joe Cotton sold at $20,

: J", Pescador $18, Geld $16, and the pool sellers say
it whs the beet betting race of ihe meeting. When the dag
dropped La Bue look the lead. Pescador was second, Quirt
third. Joe Cotton wan last. Pacing the half the order was

Quirt, l'e-cail.»r, Joe Cotton and Sam Mount. Com-
ing into the stretch Quirt passed up and was at La line s

Hanks. Peacador was also coming up and was :i i Quirt's Bad-
ipence, on the latter-named mare, held her well in

hand, and the nearer he rode her to the wire the greatei ihe
ipened behind her. Pescador passed La Bue

thirty yardi from ihe wire and was second to Lhe 1 1, .'iv Quirt,
whocame under the wire in I

b ' lotion last.

next event was for the 2 J 1 cla« trotter*. There
i Leonor, l

- w:i- favoritt

122 on < hi-
, ihe field. When the word was

uiTen Pearl I isher and Elisa 8 took the lead. I bico third,

i fourth, Kree Coinage fifth and Chloe sixth. This
wa* the order until oear the wire, where Leonora, who

Iron her, ball a length behind
IVarl l-i-h.-r, Kree Coinage fourth, Chico fifth and Chloe
l»M I

Pearl I iahei wai made favoriti

Bald I lighter of Mlatnonl id, Blisa
w behind her to the Bra I eighth and then

i I bico Look her place Pearl Piehi i

ter. i ioing down the backstretcb
>nd kepi there

three quarter pule I -..

Dear the front,

dowo ' i..-r had ihingt all bei oa n
Wlf. nn.l won

I

|20. When lhe h

usm k i drive for

•plr rival, t
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'

then drove Pearl Fisher hack into the center of the track and
whip freely on her. She won by a drive in 2:19$.

Peter Brandow, by a splendid exhibition of driving, captured

second place. Following him was Elisa S., who passed Leo-

ander the wire and got third place from the favorite.

was Bfth ami Chico last.

John \V., Belmont Prince, Fred S. and Sadie Mc were the

contestants in the special trotting race. The first heat was

trotted after ihe second iu the 2:24 event. The selling started

as follows: Sadie Mc £20, Belmont Prince $11 and the field

H.
John W. led all the way round in the first heat and came

tinder the wire iu a mixed gait, half running and half pac-

ing, several lengths ahead, Belmont second. Time, 2:414.

lhe judges decided that John W. was not entitled to the

heat, owing to his " off color" gai., and be was put back in

fourth place and the heat was given to Fred B.

Tie selling now changed to $20 for the field, $6 for Sadie

Mc and $7 for Fred S, Belmont Prince led away ou the sec-

ond heat, closelv followed by Sadie Mc. John W. was last,

but overhauled Belmont on the backstretch and got in the

lead at lhe head of the homestretch and won easily in 2:46.

John W. came under the wire again, however, in his own
peculiar style of locomotion. The judges once more decided

against the leader and the beat was given to Belment.
The owner of John W. agreed to withdraw him if the

other owners would pay him back the entrance money. Ttiis

was agreed to and the "'hop-skip-and jump" flyer was with-

drawn.
Belmont led oil' in the third with Sadie close behind him

and Fred S. well in the rear. Fred was wearing hobbles to

keep him from taking too long strides aod as he neared the

halt they threw him down. His driver, Leiginger, was
thrown over the horse's head. Neither horse nor man was
hurt. Belmont won the heat easily in 2:42.

Belmont Prince then sold at $25 and the "field" at $15.

As Fred S. was out of the race the field consisted of Sadie
Mc alone. The two starters got away in the fourth with
Belmont in the lead. Sadie broke all the way around and
Belmont won the heat and race in 2:431.

SUHMABIES.

First race—Hurdle, purse 5300. One mile dash over tnree nurdles.

Garden City Stable's b c Happy Band,by John Happy—Laura, 140
Davis 1

C. F. Hobart's blk m Onti Oro, by Alta—Thetis. 140 McNorton 2

D. Dennison's b g Dave Douglass, by Leinster—Lilly. 140
Dennison 3

Time, 1:52>£.

Ben Martin (L30) also ran.

Second race—Handicap. Special. Five-eighths of a mile.

Wm. Dixon's ch m Quirt, by Joe Hooker—Trifle, 116 Spence 1

C. Tupper's br h Pe&cador, by Gano. 12i! Long *2

A ScnwartK's eh g La Bue, by La Blanche—by Snap. 98 Hazleti 3
Time. 1:02.

5am Mount (115 and Joe Cotton (115) also ran.

Third race—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse SS00.

S. ' kslo B Pearl Fisher, by Aitamont—by Kisbar Casto 1 1 1

C. A. Durfee's br m Lenora, by Dashwood Durfee 2 13
P. Brandow's b g Free Coiuage. by Abbotsford Brandow 4 2 5

Park Henshaw's bg Chico, by Monroe Chief. Sullivan 5 6 2

J. Steveus' b m Elisa S . by Alcantara Jr.—bv Friday Mc-
cracken Mercer 3 3 4

A. B. Spreckels" blk in Chloe, by Dexter Prince—Clyde
Duatin 6 5 6

Time. 2:20, 2:19%, 2:21 %,

Fiuirtn race—Special trot.

Garrow Prince's eh s Belmout Prince, by Dexter Prince
Carillo 2 111

L. H. Fox's b f Sadie Mc. by Election G. \V. Fox 3 2 2 2
J. Senmale's Fred s l 3 dis
J. Waterman's John \V 4 dr

Time. 2:41 1
,i. 2:16, 2:42. .' -:.

1

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1894.

This was a general holiday in the Slough City. The
majority of the business houses closed at ten o'clock and the

school children weie granted a vacation. The day was a

''scorcher," and while the people in San Francisco were

also enjoying a warm spell, which is unusual with them, the

Stocktonians felt comfortable.

The stock parade in the morning with the exception of

two large beef oxen, a splendid exhibit of German and
French coach horses and their families, was far inferior to

any we have ever teen at Stockton. Why this is so is in-

comprehensible. The finest of trotters, thoroughbreds and

cattle are bred in San Joaquin County, but the owners it

seems do not care to compete for the valuable premiums of-

fered bv the association. Next year a marked improvement
in this important and attractive branch of the Agricultural

Fair is promised.

The local band of musicians furnished most excellent

music and all the very latest tunes were heard to advantage

from the splendid grandstand.

While not caring lo be loo harsh iu our criticisms ou the

;everthelets the need of a better judge thau the ooe
who presided at this meeting wasimpressed very forcibly up.

on the minds oi all in attendance. Personally he is a frieud

nl" ours, and we believe he is acting to the best of his ability,

but be lackfl many requisites to make a good judge. His
-.weak his announcements are never heard across

k; his eyesight is tailing, his lack of comiug to

: promptly and decisively and his free and easy

methods in ordering the marshals to attend lo their duties

are faults which cannot be overlooked, llis decisions

ause murmcrs of disapproval

b assistants :ire capable
did nol come in for the brant of the dissatisfac-

tion expressed by Lhe thousands of interested and dismter-
ested spectators As an honorable, upright assistant judge
we believe Chris. Green to be above suspicion, fair-minded,

thai position as itshould be. But
ling judge ihouli he one quick of eye, strong of

[hly conversanl with the rules, determined to
lit e done and careful to sec that every man gets thai

d Lo bim which be deserves. The day for the
prominent citizen who may have been on and around race

.
; ' his life and yel be nol qualifi , thank-

starts lo-
ng race were unpardonable and the result of

might have h been at-
duly.

wa> excellent, Edith, the outsider, de-

feating the favorite in the last heat. Thousands
were lost on Lady H.. as she was " touted " to be a wonder.

The victory of She was a most popular one, but the glory

of her victory did not dim the splendid contest given her by
the Palo Alto Stock Farm's Vina Belle, so ably handled by
Walter Maben. Alviso drove a splendid race, one which won
for him the admiration of every horseman on the grounds.

He has the confidence of his little mare, and in every way he
lets her know just what he wants her to do. That is the

secret of a driver's art, and this driver seems to have solved

it. Chancellor trotted a splendid race, and is one of the

gamest and easiest moving trotters we have iu the circuit.

With him the race is never won until the wire is past.

The first event to commence this afternoon's sport was a

three-quarter mile handicap dash. The starters were May
Dav, Fairy Queen, Howard, George L., Faro, Polaski and
Quirt. In the belting Quirt sold for ?20, field $10, Polaski

$S. The horses were delayed at the post for some time.

When the flag dropped Quirt took the lead, Howard second
and May Day third. In this order they reached the half-

mile pole, then Polaski moved up and was on even terms
with Quirt at. the head of the homestretch, and to the wire in

a driving finish he beat the mare a length, George L., who
passed Howard, a length further away. Time, 1:14].

The second race was for the 2:15 class pacers, purse $800.

There were four entries—Edith, Ladv H., Tom Ryder and
Pomoaa. Lady H. was favorite at $35 against the others in

the field at $11. Edith and Tom Ryder started like a team,
with Lady H. half a length awav. Pomona broke at the first

turn and was hopelessly defeated. Edith and Tom Ryder led

to the half. Ryder broke and fell back and Lady H. took
second place. She was crawling by Edith when her hobbles
broke, then Edith made a break, aod before either of them
could get settled Tom Ryder, coming on the outside, passed

lo the front and won by a head in 2:16}, Lady H. second,

Edith a runaway third, Pomona fourth.

Pools now sold Lady H. $20, field $7. When the side-

wheelers got the word Lady H. and Tom Ryder led as they
did in the previous heat. Edith was third and Pomona last.

The half was made by the leaders in 1:04 J. After passing

this point Lady H. left Tom Ryder, and taking the center of

the homestretch was coming easily. Then Tom Ryder and
Edith made a struggle for second place. Much to everyone's
surprise Edith passed Lady H. and won by half a length,

Tom Ryder a like distance behind Lady H., Pomona last.

Time, 2:14.

The judges made a farce of starting the four horses in the

pacing races. They started away on even terms but the

judges, who were looking some where else but where they
ought to be, wereapprized of their negligence by the yelling

of at least five hundred of the spectators. The horses were
halfway down the backstretch, the leaders, Edith and Lady
H. were pulled up and jogged around to the stand. The
start for the heat was as perfect as one could wish. Lady H.
led until near the half pole ; here she fell back and Edith
and Tom Ryder passed her. Going down the back turn

Lady H. got her second wind and at the head of the home-
stretch was on even terms with Tom Ryder and Edith. It

was a battle to the wire and the finish was a close one. Lady
H. won by a nose from Edith, Tom Ryder fell back and was
four lengths in the rear as the leaders reached the goal.

Pomona was last. Time, 2:16£.

In the next heat the horses were sent away on even terms.

Lady H. was the drum major of the procession. When near
the half-mile pole she broke and fell back to last place. Tom
Ryder took the leady with Edith at bis bike. Shaner got
Lady H. straightened aod set sail for the leaders. Edith had
the most speed and as Newton played a zylophonic solo on
Tom Ryder's bony frame. She passed him and won the heat
amid the loudest enthusiasm, Lady H. third. 'Time, 2:20.

The speculators were all at sea. Pomona was sent to the

stable. Lady H. led to the half with Tom Ryder second
and Edith last. Lady H. broke then, Tom Ryder took the

lead, with Edith second. Lady H. recovered her stride, and
at the head of the homestretch was on even terms with

them. Tom Ryder dropped back and Lady H. made a des-

perate struggle to get well to the front ; she did so, opening
a gap of three lengths. Keating, behind Edith, was on the
outside so he pulled across the track to the pole and holding
his mare, won the heat from the tired-out Ladv H. easily by
two lengths. Tom Ryder last. Time, 2:20. Thus ended one
of the greatest "surprise" races we have seen this year on
the circuit.

The greatest race of the week was the race for the 2:20

class trotters. There were nine entries: Vina Belle, Bay
Rum, Trumont, She, Chancellor, Stranger, Geo. Dexter,
Montana aod Irene Crocker. Pools sold : She $20, field $15.

When the word was given Vina Belle took the lead, then

followed Chancellor, Stranger, She, Geo. Dexter, Irene
Crocker, Montana, Trumont and Bay Rum. Chancellor was
at Vina Belle's throatlatch until half way down the back-

stretch, then She came up with a rush and passed Stranger,

and at the half pole was on even terms with the leaders. She
passed them going down the back turn, and, like the good,

game mare she is.she never made a mistake but landed under
the wire a winner by a length. In the struggle for place

Chancellor and Vina Belle had it nip and luck, but just as

the wire was almost reached Vina Belle broke and Chancellor
won by a neck.

Before the next heal Stranger , who bad a splendid posi-

tion in the race, was drawn on account of lameness. Pools

sold : She $20, field $7. This was a horse race from the

time the word was given. The start was a poor one, and
again demonstrated the need of a competent judge in the

stand. Four of the horses were left six lengths behind. Vina
Bell and She fought a duel for the lead. They were head
and head lo the half in 1:06. "Their positions remained un-

changed at the three-quarter pole. Then down the home-
stretch they came, but the game little mare, She, never

skipped and won by an open length in 2:143- Chancellor

was third, three lengths behind, Irene Crocker fourth, Gao.

Dexter fifth. Time, 2:16.

The next heat was a startler. She broke at the first turn

and fell back to fourth position; then caught well and passed to

the front, leaving Chancellor, Vina Belle and Irene Crocker.

It was a splendid drive ; the little u are never faltered, and,

despite the odds against her, she having lo keep in the heavy
dirt close to the pole until the homestretch was reached. She
moved to the front, and Maben, behind Vina Belle, exerted all

lii- skill and got all out of his mare possible, yet he could

uol defeat the daughter of Abbottsford, who came in under
the wire in 2:18, Chancellor third, Irene Crocker fourth.

Vina Belle was directly behind She when the latter mare

|

broke, and consequently had to I"1 taken back
around those alongside of She.
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SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, handicap, three-quarters of a mile, purse

$200.

Folaski b g, by Captain Al—Gold Cup, 104 Sullivan 1

Qoirt,i20 Spencer 2

George L., 102 Coombs 3

Time, 1:14%.

May Day, 85, Fairy Queen, 100, Howard, 98, and Faro, 105, also ran.

Second race—Pacing, 2:15 class.

Edith, bm, by Dexter Prince Keating 3 12 2 11
Lady H., bm, by Siduey Shaner -J 2 1 1 3 2

Tom Ryder, bg, by Alex. Button Newton 13 3 3 2 3

Time, 2:161*, 2:14, 2:16%, 2:16, 2:20, 2:20.

Third race—Trotting, 2:20 class, purse SSOO.

She, b m, by Abbottsford—Beauty Alviso l 1 1

Vina Bel le,;b m, by Nephew Maben 4 2 2

Chancellor, b g, by Bismarck Gordon 2 3 3

Irene Crocker, gr m, by Will Crocker Connolley 6 4 4

Bay Rum, br s. by John Sevenoaks Dwain 7 5 5

Montana, b s, by Sidney Williams 5 7 7

George Dexter, br s, by Dexter Prince Dustin S 6 6

Trnroont, by Altamont Linsey 9 dis

Stranger, bs, by Tilton Almont Sullivan 3 dr

Time. 2:16^, 2:14J4. 2:18.

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

This was the last day of the Stockton Fair. The attendance

was large, and at least two thousand school children were

seated in the little grand stand and enjoyed the racing as

much as their elders. The programme was a very long one,

but every race went off smoothly. In one race two horses

entered the 2:30 list: Bessie Thome, by Hawthorne, out of

Bessie Sedgewick (grandam of Senator L., 2:29), by Joe

Daniels, and Dan Brown, by Anteeo, out of Miss Brown

(dam of Oaknut, 2:24}), by Brown's Volunteer.

In another race the grand Anteeo mare belonging to ths

Oakwood Park Stock Farm scored another victory. She is

a bread winner, and her driver, Millard F. Sanders, deserve

great credit for the exceltent manner in which he brings this

mare to the post. Vasto, a horse that was considered broken-

down before he ever got a record, proved himself one of the

best horses we have seen this year. His owner, Seoator Jas

G. Fair, would have enjoyed seeing him win his race to-day

if he had been been here. The driver of Vasto, E. D. Craw-

froth, is a very painstaking, careful man and thoroughly

understands his business.

In the running race the remarkable half mile made by

La Bue was a surprise. He is as good a horse as we have

seen this year, and will make a name for himself this winter.

Garcia's victory over the much-touted Royal Flush was a

downfall for the talent. In the match race betweeu Emma
D. and Gracie S., thousands changed hands.

A special trotting race for two-year-olds was the first on

the proggamme. The entries were: C. P. Harkins' Harry

Marvin and S. H. Crane's Mountain Boy Jr. Harry Marvin

won in two straight heats in 2:5™ and 2:594.

The next race was a special trot for $200. There were five

entries: Dan Brown, Rockwood, Bessie Thorne, Alfred D.

and Jasper Ayres. No pools were sold on it, and as it was

late very little interest was shown. Bessie Thome won the

first heat, Rockwood second, Jasper third and Dan Brown
fourth and Alfred D. distanced. Time, 2:29.

The second heat was won by Rockwood, Jasper \yres sec-

ond, Bessie Thorne third and Dan Brown fourth. Time, 2:29.

The third heat was won by Dan Brown in 2:242, although

Bessie Thorne was at his throat-latch, Jasper Ayres third

and Rockwood last.

Dan Brown won the next heat in 2:25$, Bessie Thorne sec-

ond, Rockwood third and Jasper Ayers last.

In the next heat, although Rockwood came under the wire

first, Dan Brown was a close second. The judges awarded

the heat to Bessie Thorne as she was the only one that

trotted all the way. Time, 2:26}.

The last heat of this race was won bv Bessie Thorne in

2:26.1, Rockwood second and Dan Brown third.

The first " real " event of the afternoon was a running race,

one and ooe-eighth mile dash. The entries were Royal

Flush, Garcia, Faro and Alexis. The betting was lively,

Royal Flush selling for $25, Garcia $18, field $8. Starter

Brown again achieved a success, for the horses got away as

even as a die. Faro set the pace, with Alexis at his saddle

girth, Royal Flush laying back with Garcia. It was an easy

race to the quarter, then Royal Flush passed up and was on

even terms with Faro and Alexis. At the half Royal Flush

took the lead. Garcia passed Faro and Alexis half way down
the backtum, and at the head of the homestretch was on even

terms with Royal Flush, with Alexis at his throat-latch. All

the jockevs began to whip and strain every nerve. It was a

battle to "the wire, but Cody outrode Sullivan at the finish

and carried Garcia to the front by a head in 1:55.?, Alexis a-

neck behind, Faro last, a leogth further away.

In the match race between Emma D. and Gracie S., dis-

tance five and a half furlongs, betting was brisk at $25 on

Emma D. to $20 on Gracie S. When the flag dropped the

two went away like one animal. Gracie led to the half-mile

pole and then Emma D. came up and kept her company,
tiring of that at the head of the homestretch, she left her

quietly, and never after was in the onward march to the wire.

Emma D. came in an easy winner in 1:08, three lengths in

advance of the whipped-out Gracie S.

The next event was a half-mile dash between Kathleen,

Valledore, La Bue and Quirt. La Bue sold for $30, Quirt

$20, Kathleen and Valledore $20. The start was an even

one. Valledore and Kathleen got the lead, but La Bue came
very fast and lapped La Bue at the first eighth. Then head
and head the two came to the wire, La Bue winning the

race easily by a head in 48| seconds, Quirt receiving the

place, although Valledore beat her a nose, and Kathleen last.

The 2:40 class trotting race brought out five good-looking

candidates, Maria P., Deborah Tietam, Abanteeo and Elec-

tra. The latter was favorite at $27, Abanteeo $20, the others

in the field at $5. The start was good for all but Tietam who
was three lengths behind. Abanteeo and Electra had a horse
race all to themselves, but the former mare was too speedy and
won by two lengths from Electra in 2:19s, Deborah was

,
third, Tietam fourth and Maria P. distanced.

Pools on Electra took a tumble. Abanteeo was made a

favorite at $25 against $10 on the field. The scoring was rfe-

.
Iayed by Electra, who was acting rank. Abanteeo and De-

;
borah led all the way and won easily in 2:21, Deborah was sec-

ond, Electra third, Tietam distanced.

Abanteeo won the next heat and race in 2:23, Deborah
second and Electra last. Abanteeo is one of the gamest
mares we have seen this year. She is a cripple, but when
once the word is given she trots to the wire without faltering

or making any mistakes. Millard Sanders, her driver, has

cause to be proud of her.

The pacing race for the 2:25 class brought out seven side-

wheelers—Gertrude G., Surprise, Belle Archie, Ketchum,
Thera and Vasto. Ketchum sold for $30, Belle $13, field $9.

When the horses were given the word Belle, S uprise and
Gertrude took the lead. Vasto and Ketchum were ihe last

in the procession. Going down the back turn Surprise broke
and fell back to last place. Vasto was " annihilating" all

competitors in front of him and at the three-quarter pole was
second to Belle, Gertrude G. third. The two came to th e

wire under a pull, Belle two lengths in front of Vasto, Gert-

rude G. third, Ketchum fourth, Thera fifth, Surprise sixth

and Archie seventh. Time, 2:16|.

Before the next heat Belle sold for $30, Vasto $10, field

$15. Belle and Vasto led all the way to within a hundred
yards of the wire, then Vasto broke aed before he caught,

Ketchum, who was third, passed him and got so much of a

lead that Vasto could not pass him. Belle won without a

break in 2:15, Ketchum second, Vasto third, Thera fourth,

Surprise fifth and Gertrude G. last.

In the next heat Ketchum passed Belle half way down the

backstretch and with Vasto as a good second came to the

wire in 2:182, Belle third, Thera last.

There was a rush for the pool-box after this heat. The
field sold for $14 against $20 on Belle, and until the horses

were called the excitement was intense. Vasto took the lead,

Ketchum was at his bike and Belle a like distance away. At
the half Belle closed up on Ketchum, then passed him and
started to do the same trick with Vasto, but the latter had

too much speed in reserve, for just as she got to his " bike "

she broke and Vasto jogged under the wirein2:17J.
Another rush was made by the excited speculators. The

wonderful gameness and race horse abilities shown by Sena-

tor Fair's stallion surprised everyone. Belle sold at $20,

Ketchum $15 and the field at $13. The field, after a few

pools were sold, was made favorite, bringing $20 against $12
on Belle. Ketchum, Belle and Vasto scored for the word
three times, then tbey were sent away. Keichum led, Vasto
trailed him and Belle was at the latter's wheel. Belle tried

to get up on even terms with Vasto, but broke and fell back.

At the three-quarters the three were abreast. Nose and nose

they came, each driver using all his skill to keep his pacer

from breaking. Belle was the first to break, then Crawforth

sent his big brown stallion Vasto ahead and won the heat

amidst the greatest excitement in 2:20j.

It was growing late but the interest of the spectators in

the outcome of this race, kept the large crowd present.
" Finish the race to day," was the slogan heard on all sidas,

for the memory of the great free-for-all race last year, re-

mained fresh in the memory of every one who was there

When the trio were sent away tbey could hardly be distin-

guished. Vasto led, Ketchum second and Belle third. They
returned to the wire in the same order, Vasto coming in an

easy winner by three lengths in 2:22, Ketchum second and
the favorite, Belle, last. Thus ended one of the hardest con-

tested and most exciting races seen in Stockton.

SOMMABIES.

First race— Running, one and one-eighth miles, 8200 added.

H.Schwartz's b g Garcia, by Wildidle, dam by Xighthawk, 95

Royal Flush, 120..

Alex, 90

Coady 1
Sullivan 2
Hazlett 3

Time. 1:5554.

Faro (90} also ran.

Second race—Match running race, five and a half furlongs.

Robert Sherwin'sEmma D.. bv Jack Brad v. 108 HanDa 1

Whitnev A Willis' Gracie S., bv Prince of Norfolk, 113 Stewart 2

Time, 1:08.

Third race—Running, half mile.

Abbottford & Schwartz's La Bue, by La Blanche. 98 Hazlett 1

Quirt. 112 Long 2

Valadora, 124 Cairns 3

Time, 0:48%.

Kathleen (105) also ran.

Fourth race—Pacing, 2:25 class, purse £600.

Vasto, be, by Vasco—Chess, by Magic Crawfroth 2 3 2 111.
Belle, ch m, by Melbourne, dam by All Risht..Maben 1 13 3 3 3

Ketchum. b f. by Gossiper Durfee 4 2 12 2 2

Thera. b m by Albion Connolly 5 4 4 4 dr
Surprise, b g, by Liberty—Sontag Sullivan 6 d
Archie.bg, bv Dexter Prince Smith 7 d

time, 2:16%, 2:15, 2:18%, 2:17%, 2:20%, 2:21.

Fifth race—Trotting, 2:30 class.

B9FsieThorne.br m. by Hawthorne—Bessie Sedg-
wick, by Joe Daniels Haney 13 2 2 11

Dan Brown, b s, by Anteeo—Miss Brown, by
Brown's Volunteer Locke 4 4 112 3

Rockwood. b g, by Treewood Hellman 2 14 3 3 2

Jasper Avers, by Rysdyk Chief. Perkins 3 2 3 4 dr

Time, 2:29, 2:29, 2:24%, 2:25%, 2:26%, 2:26%.

Sixth race— Trotting, 2:40 class.

Abanteeo, b m, by Anteeo—by Abbottsford ...Sanders 111
Deborah, bm, by Sable Wilkes ......Rogers 3 2 2

Electra, b m. by Richards* Elector Dustin 2 3 3

Tietam, b s, by Anteeo Locke 4 dis

Maria P Costello dis

Time. 2:19%, 2:21, 2:23.

Seventh race—Trotting, for two-year-olds,

Harry Marvin, b c, by Don Marvin—Molly McGuire...Connolly 1 1

Mountain Boy Jr., b c, by Mountain Boy—Lady Sargent
"_ Parker 2 2

Time, 2:55, 2:50%.

Santa Barbara Fair Races.

Santa Barbara, Cal., Sept. 21—The first race on the

programme was for the 2:40 trotters, but all interest in this

race was one-sided, as Paloma Prince was known to outclass

the field against him, so that in the pools Paloma Prince sold

for $20 and the field for $5, composed of El Molino, Thomp-

son and Eta Wilkes. The race was a procession. Paloma

Prince won the race in straight heals, Thompson second, El

Molino third.

The running races of a mile dash was a great betting race,

Moses B. selling for $10, and the field, Sir Alfred and Ida

Belle, for $6. A great deal of money was bet at those odds.

S. P. Stow, the starter, did remarkably, for he got the horse s

away to a beautiful start after two false breakaways. Idle Belle

and Sir Alfred went right out and set the pace. They ran

head and head, Moses B. trailingand running easy. When
the three-quarter pole was reached Sir Alfred was a neck

ahead and Moses B. coming right on them. From the
eighth pole Moses B. came on and won as he pleased by a
length in 1:454, Sir Alfred second, Idle Eelle third.
The next race was the 2:15 pace. This race was a disap-

pointment, as Waldo J. was given 6rst money to stay in his
stall, and Almo J., with a record of 2:15$, was so out of form
that the best he could do was 2:23. In the pools Almo J.
sold for $10 and the other two, Ben Butler and Adjutant,
sold for $5. The first heat was a tame affair, as Almo J. was
not out for it and Ben Butler won it in ihe slow time of 2:26.
The second heat caused all the "kicking," and as oflen is the
case, the " kickers " were dead wrong. Two horsemen, who
have been in the business for twenty years, and whose integ-
rity cannot be questioned, and who did not have a cent bet on
the races, say emphatically that Judge Malone was correct
in his decision. When Almo J. broke almost under the wire,
he was ahead a full neck, and his break there, according lo

rule, certainly did not lose him the heat. Mr. Malone was
certainly correct in his decision. He may have erred in
other cases during the week, but not in this case. A man
standing eight or ten feet ahead of the wire cannot judge a
close contest. The third beat was won by Almo J., Adjutant
second and Ben Butler distanced. The race was then post-
poned till to-day.

SUMMARIES.
Trotting, 2:40 class, purse 8200.

P. W. Murphy's b s Paloma Prince, by Dexter Prince Toll 1 1 1
Vanini's ch g Thompson, by Boodle Delaney 2 2 3
Mayberry's b s El Molino, by Alcazar Sanford 3 3 2

Time. 2:29%, 2:26, 2:26%.

Running, purse S200. Mile dash.

M. Bryant's Moses B., by Leiuster Ward I

E. R. Den's Sir Alfred, bv John A O'Connor 2
McCarthy's b m Idle Bell, bv Idler Berry ::

Time, 1:45%.

FIFTH DAY—SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBER 22.

The last day brought out a good attendance. There were

four good races. The first race on the programme was a

five-eighths mile dash for two-year-olds. Only two faced ihe

starter. In the pools, Hueneme, by Sid, out of the famous
mare Dotty Dimple, sold for $10, and Red Head for $3.
The starter, after two breakaways, let them go to a good
start. The youngners ran well together for naif a mile,

then Hueneme came away and won in a lope in 1:05.

The second race was the special five-eighths dash for Mid-
night, Ali Baba, Lucy S. and Waif. In the pools Midnight
sold for $20, Ali Baba $20, Waif $6 and Lucy S. $12. A
great deal of money went into the box. As all the horses

behaved well, it was only a few minutes after that they
were sent away to a fair start. They all ran well bunched,
Waif in the lead, till they had rnn three-eighths. She then
fell back. Lucy S. was held in a pocket, and Ward pulled

her back and went around them. Up the stretch Midnight
led, Ali Baba close up and Lucy S. coming very fast, but
she did not catch Midnight, who won the race in 1:03.'.

For the three-year-old trot four youngsters came ont. Los
Angeles, $10, and the other three. Sir Gird, King Pin and
Galette, $6. It was expeclt d that this would be a fast race,

and tbey were not disappointed, for the colts both got records

of 2:23i in the race, and as the track was at least four sec-

onds slow and this was the first race for them, it is evident

that these three year-olds are as good, if not the best, that

have trotted this year in California. Over a good hard
track they can trot in 2:17 or better. They are race horses,

and so steady and reliable. After scoring ten or fifteen min-
utes they were given the word go. Galette took the lead, with
Los Angeles after her. Tbey trotted around the turn iu 34
seconds, and down to *he half in 1:12. Around ihe latter

turn they came head and head, and np the homestretch.
Galette won the heat in 2:233. Pools sold after the heat,

Galette $10, all the others $4." The second heat was a hot

one from the word go. Maben, with Los Angeles, went for

the fast filly, and was at the quarter in 35 seconds. Galette

was in trouble and she broke, but she soon caught and was

after Los Angeles. She made a good spurt, and before the

half was reached she was on his wheel. They reached the

half in 1:11. Around the turn Galette made a bad break,

and Los Angeles from there came on and won with lots to

spare in 2:232, Sir Gird third, King Pin distanced. The
other two heats were won easily by Los Angeles in 2:25' and

2:26.

In the next race Stanley sold for $10, Grey Jim $5 and

the other two, Queen Anna and Jud Wilkes, for $3. The
Judge soon bad them going well and gave them the word

"Go!" Grey Jim went to the lead immediately, closely

followed by Queen Anna. It was an easy heat for Grey Jim.

It was evident that Stanley was not out for the first heat.

Although Stanley lost the first heat he was a larger favorite

than ever. The second heat Stanley went for Grey

Jim, and before they reached the first quarter he was in

trouble and he made a bad break. Stanley bad no trouble

to win it. Stanley also won the third heat. The fourth heat

was a hot one. Grey Jim was a good horse in this heat,

and affer a great struggle Grey Jim won the heat in 2:225.

The fifth heat and race was won by Slanley.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Running, for two-year-olds, purse S100. Five-eighths

of a mile dash.

McDonald's b s Hueneme, by Sid—Dotty Dimple Rankin 1

Maben's be Ded Head Clouelad 2

Time. 1:05.

Second race—Running, special, purse S100. Five-eighths of a mile

dash.

Geo. Sherman's blkg Midnight, by Accident Hastie 1

IVm. Dunbar'sgm LucyS., by Accident ward 2

Vanini's b s Ali Baba, bv Joe Daniels Vanini 3

Maben's ch ra Waif, by Bachlor Berry -I

Time, 1:03%.

Third race, trotting, for three -year-olds, purse S250, mile beats,

three in five.

Geo Maben's bs Los Angeles, by Woodlark Maben 2 111
C W.R. Ford's bit" Galette. by Jud Wilkes Hodges 12 2 2

J. S. Purdy'sb c SirGird, bv Woolsey Sanford 3 3 3 3

Benier'sbsKingPin.by Electro Beuier 4 dis.

Time, 2.23%, 2:23%, 2:25, 2:26%.

Fourth race, trotting. 2:27 class, purse $300, mile heats, three in

five.

Henry Delaney'sgs H. M. Stanley, byFearnanght
.,..„. Delaney 2 112 1

Jas.Sanford'sg'gGray Jim, by Billy Norfolk. .... ....

Santord 12 11 3

]• s. Mii-^.-rrr'sbm Qusen A n ty State of Maine •

Garnsey 3 4 2 .1 2

Z \\ P. F:.rd 3 b s Jud "v ilkes by Ira Wilkes. .. , •»,*,,.
Hodges 4 3 4 4 4

Time, 2:25. 2:25%, 2:24, 2:22%, 2:2G.

It is of little practical benefit to print tables of fastest

records just now—they are useless almost before going to

press.
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About Bookmaking.

It would probably BBlonish the regular race-track habitue

to know thai DOt twenty per cent of thoee who bet on races

understand the intricacies of bookmaking. They know well

Dooogb bow lo Ggun handicaps and all that per-

the running <<f ;i horse rhey »l«oknow good odds

when thej see them on ibe board ;
but the art of "percent-

Dd - shares" and " round books " and " gambles" is a

mystery to i hem.

Do not imagine For a moment that this business of chalk

and calcolalio
! ool think that when

, a bookmaker on bis stand with legs crossed in airy

fashion, twirling his mustache after the manner of a Brum-

mel, that his lot is s happy one. In every while face beneath

him he has an implacable enemy, ready to suap him up on

anv falne move he may make. Every fist full of greenbacks

nourished onder his nose is s blow aimed at bis bank roll.

rhousand of hawk-like eyes are upon him, and thousands of

hands are ready to overwhelm him with money if

hesliMiilddare to "lay up " against the favorite. It does

notseemas if they were watching. They surge, and eddy,

and boss, and roll about the great ring in vast speculative

maelstroms without lingering long at ony particular spot or

seeming lo watch any particular t^ng. Markup the price

.iu the favorite just ashade and watch them. In an instant

there is a buzz and a roar, and they come to you like a re-

«rhool of sharks. Lucky for you that you are on high

ground, so to speak. Otherwise they would drown you with

money. A very line way to die, of course, but not the cus-

tomary thing with bookmakers. As a class, they can swim
beautiful overhand stroke through i sea of greenbacks.

Whenever you think you have taken a sufficient sum, mark
.i..wu vour figures and the storm will subside, as if by magic.

Bookmaking, although comparatively uew in this country,

has been in vogue in England since the davs of the latest

<ieorge. Bookmakers across the water are just as sharp and

shrewd and quite as fully posted on the varying merits and
demerits of horses as those whom we see every day at

Jerome or sheepshead or Morris Park. They have a spec-

tacular way of doing business, however, that is not in vogue

on this aide. This, of course, does not pertiin to members
<if Taltersalls'. They stand under gorgeous-colored carriage

umbrellas, dressed in the most fantastic costumes. Some of

them wear red and white plaid suits three times as large as

the average checker-board pattern, with absurd hats. Im-
agine "Butch" Thompson in a blue plug hat and plaid

with brass buttons two inches in diameter; picture

Hi ley tlrannan or " Virginia '' Carroll in Mephistophelian

r«l howling for bets like lurid maniacs. They would un-

doubtedly make a grand hit, but it is doubtful if thev could

rake in additional bets by such methods.
< me of the queer bookmaking characters on the English

turf was " Dick" Dunn, who went by the sobriquet of the

"Silver King." Dressed in a red plush swallow-tailed coat,

gorgeous knickerbockers, with fancy stockings, shoes with

enormous buckles and a silk hat with a brim a foot wide,

he was a sight weli calculated lo make an American
iior shaky as to the ultimate fate of his bet. Dunn's

word was as good as his bond, however. The race course at

ter adjoins the grounds of a well-known charitable in-

•titution. Ou one side of the dividing fence were the long
line of mushroom like umbrellas where the bookmakers
held forth, and on the other were the quiet lawns and shady

nd the home of the dark-veiled sisterhood. It was
Dunn's custom to throw all tht silver he look in during the
day into a large handbag. Then, after the last race, he would
dump the entire cargo over the fence for the benelit of the
institution. Beyond the merit of the act was the great ad-
vertisement it brought the bookmaker. In this way he ac-

quired the title of the " Silver King."
Strange to say the first bookmaking in this country, as far

:vs can be ascertained, was done in Philadelphia about eigh-
teen years ago. At that time "Jim " Han ford, "Jim "Hykes
and a man named Eaves made books on trotting races, cricket
games, regattas, and everything else they could turn their

hands to. Then the old-time firm of Kelly & Bliss took a

it it, and the art gradually spread with the growth of
i icing, until now it is a recognized institution at almost

every track in the country.
making has been almost revolutionized during the

en years. The income educated and wise in
iis Ik-Is. Iii former limes, before the study of "form"

1 as tremendous odds
:

:i horse. In those dayi every horse in a race was
making i "round honk M was an easy affair.

DOl realize that any one horse in a race did nol
mytbing approaching a 15 to 1 chance to win. They

with the same con6dence thai a plunger
will now regard an "odds on" favorite. In those halcyon
day* of bookmaking before the newspapers published an in

i i horses ability, the well-known "Pittsburg Phil"
kept an index of his own. lie watched the horses, jotted
down their performance i, 6gured weights and distances, and

I
way heat the bookmaker! out of a fori before they

Icni-w how he did it.

Herearethi
, fa the bookmaker hasto keep

In mind amid all the tumuli ol the ring, and oul of which he

1

1..

These are the percentages upon which the venturesome

bookmakers gamble, and upon which the conservatives en-

deavor to round up their books. But, possibly, you do not

know what a " round hook " is. In this case it may be well

to explain that a " round book " is one in which the book-

maker cannot lose. As before remarked, such a thing was

easy to make in the old days, when all the horses were backed

almost irrespective of odds, but it is a different thing now.

Yet easy instances occur now and then. Take, for example,

this race in Jerome Park, in which the closing odds were as

follows :

Windgale Jjol
Separation — 3 to 1

Snllie Byrnes coll =tol
Queen T. tilly 2 to 1

Miss Primrose coll 15 to 1

So fine has the system of form betting become that it hap-

pens almost every day that the first choice in a race will win.

the second choice will run second, and the third choice third.

Aud while it is true that the bookmaker controls the amount

invested, in reality it is the public money that makes the

odds and regulates the financial balance. Throw $5,000 into

the betting ring against a 100 to 1 chance, and unless there

is mighty big betting on some other horse you will see the

odds tumble down to something like even money in a very

short time.

In addition to the public, the bookmakers have each other

to look out for. The "piking," or smaller bookmakers, some-

times resort to a system of "shaving" that is very unpopular

with the bigger fish. Suppose, for instance, you are laying

even money against a favorite. A rival bookmaker from

away across the ring strolls up aud takes $500 worth of the

good thing. Then he goes back to his own staod and lays 4

to 5 against the same horse. Thus he takes in $500 of the

public's money, for which he only pays $400. Having $500

of the rival bookmaker's money to pay it out with, he is,

therefore, $100 ahead. If the horse loses he breaks even.

Every bookmaker has an "outside man," whose duties are

multifarious. In the first place he must know everybody,

particularly the big bettors. The little plungers alwavs take

care of themselves. He must notify his book of what is

going on in different parts of the ring, out of range of the

bookie's keen vision. For instance, if the bookmaker is lay-

ing even money against Armitage on one side of the ring,

and his "outside man " rushes up with the information that

"Mike" Dwyer's commissioners have knocked the price to

4 to 5 on the opposite side, the bookie would be obviously

foolish to lay anything higher. A good "outside man" can

save his book a great many dollars through the medium of

keen eyes and prompt action.

All the big plungers are personally known to the book-

makers, and trie latter invariably reserve the privilege of

accepting or rejecting the bets of these big fish. Youug Riley

Grannan and " Billy " Mackin are two of the most prominent
gambling bookmakers in the ring. Time and again they

have taken Mr. Dwyer's heavy commission single-handed,

but while Mackin is contented to take ibe risk at the pre-

vailing odds, Grannan doubles his risk by taking the money
and spreading it out on another horse. He either wins or

loses double. Although Grannon has been exceedingly lucky

so far, old conservative bookmakers are of the opinion that

sooner or later he will be landed high and dry by some of the

big plungers. It is well known that Mr. " Mike " Dwyer's
commissioners are gunning for him at every opportunity.

Mackin is just as cool and daring as Grannan, but he has a

far more conservative disposition. Orlando Jones, with his

peaked whiskers and shrewd eyes, is another gambling book-
maker who is well known for his occasional heavy plunges
against favorites.

" Virginia " Carroll is one of the queerest characters in the

ring. He comes of an old Presbyterian familv, but at the

present writing there is very little Presbyterian in his nature.

While makiug a book he keeps up a continual runuing fire of

comment. " Are you sure this money is good ? All right ; 4

to 1, Longbrook. " Then he varies the monotony by tearing

a ten dollar bill in pieces and throwing it at his cashier.

Next he puts a bill in bis mouth and chews it up. Altogether,
he is a Punch and Judy show all by himself.

Ten years ago John Duffy was a poor man. At the present
time he is interested in three books and is worth about $1"5,-

000. He is almost $20,000 loser on the present season. When
he started in the business one of his lirst customers was Den-
man Thompson, of " Old Homestead " fame, Pie won about
$25,000 from the actor on a street book—a hand book, as thev
are now called.

St. Louis' Night Track Doing Well.
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St. Lodis, Mo., September 11, 1894.—St. Louis' electric

light race track is situated in the southern part of the city,

accessible to a half a dozen car lines, and is well kept, the

track, grand stand and other accommodations being excep-

tionally good. The track is three furlongs and nearly cir-

cular.

Racing under electric lights is no longer an experiment.

The St. Louis track is now in its third successful season,

and it has made money from the start.

It is lighted by mammoth arc lights, with here and there
around it hunches of incandescent globes. The judges'
stand, grand stand and betting ring are also brilliantly illu-

minated, so that the night is virtually turned into day. An
estimate places the candle power developed at the track at
about 100,000.

In order to make every part of ihe track visible from (he
grand stand, the lights are arranged in groups of four 32
candle power Columbia incandescent lamps, each twenty-five
feet apart on wires, following verv closely the centre of the
track, while at the proper intervals are placed four 4,000
candle power search light rellectors, which are directed on
the turns at the quarter, half and three quarter poles.
The use of incandescent inBtead of arc lights for the most

or the track is due to the fact that the arc lights are not so
reliable, and would throw inconvenient shadows. A special
wire is run from the electric light co.npany. Not a single
time in three- years has the ligbls gone out during the racing.
The track is well patronised, and, being inside the city

I order is maintained. Horsemen who come here
are at first amazed and then captivated by the novel sight.

I'r. Kiee, winner of the Brooklyn Handicapthis year, has
run at the Booth Bide. At present there isa very good lot of
horaea there. Being no longer an experiment, but an assured
Bucceas, many improvements have been added during this

nil more are scheduled for next.
TheBoilth Bide Park, as il is known, is not a winter track.

It opens about the time the circus season does and closes with
the oncoming of white frost. There has been some talk of

making it a winter track, but the talk has never crystallized

into action. It is owned by local sportsmen, Al Spink, editor

of a sporting paper, holding most of the stock. The Mis-
souri law does not permit betting on " foreign races," and,
therefore, a large amount of money is staked on each event.

Races are now being run nightly.

English Turf News.

The engineering work in connection with the new race-

course at Castle Bromwick is being rapidly carried forward,

and nest Easter will witness the opening of the enclosure,

says the London Sportsman. More than 300 men are at

present engaged on the various operations. Messrs. Owen
and Ward, Colmor row, Birmingham, are the architects, and

Mr. W. Hopkins, Thorp street, Birmingham, whose contract

price was £27,000, is carrying out the work. The capital of

the company which has been formed is £42,000 in £1 shares.

The site, which has been acquired upon a 42 years' lease from

tbe Earl of Bradford, is well adapted for racing purposes,

being easy of access from Birmingham and the Black Country,

and the venture should prove a financial success. The length

of the course is two miles four furlongs. The grand stand,

which will accommodate four thousand people, will be of

wood with glass sides. A lawn will be laid out in front of this

structure. The public stand will hold about three thousand

people, and is to be erected to the right of the grand stand.

Several fixtures for next season have been alloted to the race

course by the Jockey Club, and it is also intended to hold

meetings there under National Hunt Rules.

The m^n who was born in the North Riding of Yorkshire,

and has lived there any considerable portion of his life with-

out being deeply interested in horses and racing must be

either a Nonconformist with a conscience or an imbecile,

writes a correspondent in tbe London Sportsman. There are

such persons over in Yorkshire, it cannot be denied, but tbe

air is uncongenial to them, and generally migrate to less mas-

culine shires, where the enervating atmosphere propagates

" fads" and there is a tendency to consider sport a mere relic

of barbarism. To the middle-aged Yorkshireman who saw
Blair Athol and perhaps even Blink Bonny run, but who
came on the scene a trifle too late to have had personal

knowledge of earlier celebrities, the home of Queen Mary and
so many of her famous descendants will always be pecu-
liarly attractive, and I make an apology, therefore, for notic-

ing the Blink Bonny Stud yearlings first among the many
that it will be my duty to look over before the Doncaster sales.

Il takes a long time to prove the full value of a great brood-

mare. It is only of late years that we bave come to realize

what Pocahontas did forthe^tud. Of course, we all knew
the excellence of her sons both on the race course and at the
stud, but we were not aware until within the last decade what
results could be obtained from inbreeding to the old mare.
The great stud success of Wisdom did more than anything
else to illustrate this, but we get constant proof of it from
other sources, and a curiously interesting one was found in

Wellington (sire of Plaisanterie), who was by Chattanooga
(a grandson of Pocahontas) and whose dam was a daughter of

Pocahontas. A study of the development of Pocahontas blood

is interesting in itself, and also as showing the time which it

takes for certain phenomena to work out. Queen Mary was
of a later date than Pocahontas, and I feel sure that we are as

yet only at the beginning of her stud pre-eminence. It is no
longer obscurely whispered or suggested that it may be good
business to breed in to Queen Mary. Year by year we see it

done with increasing success, and now Kirkconell follows

Ladas as one of the samples of this system. It is much to

be regretted that there are so few mares in existence tracing

to Queen Mary through Blink Bonny, whose only daughter
was Borealis, though, of course, there are a fair number of

Mentmore-bred descendants of Blink Bonny's sister, Bloom-
ing Heather. The family would be in a still higher position

had itbeen a simpler matter to inbreed on this line of it in-

stead of having to fill back on such mares as Bab at the

Bowster, Bonny Bell, etc., and it will always be a matter for

regret that the late Mr. I' Anson went to see Melbourne before

making up his mind to mate Queen Mary a third lime with

him, for he was not aware until then that the horse was a

shocking roarer, but finding this to be the case he declined to

use him any more, a decision which, as he afterwards ad-

mitted, probably cost him another Derby.
Mr. Miles I'Anson has developed the Queen Mary blood

with scrupulous care, sometimes through mares tracing direct

in the female line to the old mare, such, for instance, as Mac-
caroni and Bonnie Elsie, sometimes through those that can

boast of Hampton or Blair Athol blood, though maternally

descended from another house. Of these I may mention
Hysterical, IdlewMd and Accident. Beauclerc, Selby and
Breadknife are excellent sires to mate with mares such as

these, and in the fall measure of time we shall probably find

the stock of these sires goiug a step further in advance when
inter-bred with one another, for we shall then have a com-
bination not only of Queen Mary but of the best Weatherbit
lines. How successful this is likely to be may be judged from
Self Sacrifice, who is a perfect example of symmetrical in-

breeding to Queen Mary, Pocahontas and Weatherbit; nor

must we forget Ladas with his Queen Mary, Pocahontas and
Tramp crosses. Mr. Miles I'Anson will probably keep on
turning out better and better yearlings, and even what are

considered his worst, such for instance as Lottie's Dude,
should not be allowed to go through the ring unsold, as was
the case with that very smart colt last year. Mr. I'Anson
will only send eight to Doncaster, but some of them are as

good as even Chi vers, who has been in charge of the stud for

so many years, can remember. Indeed, one of them Mr.
I'Anson himself considers to be the best colt he ever bred.

This is the dark bay son of Beauclerc and Hysterical, by Tor-

pedo, her dam Hysteria, by Hampton, out of Hester (dam of

Prince Rudolph). He is a really grand yearling, of good
size, immense nower, full of quality and with the best of legs

and feet. He may be noted down as certain to race and he
brings Rosicrucian and Hampton together as well as the

double Queen Mary strain, so he might be another Ladas.

Another high-cl?ss colt is the bay one by Breadknife, out of

Bonnie Elsie, by Rosicrucian and tracing to Bonny Bell.

He is, it will be seen, beautifully bred on the Queen Mary-
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Weatherbit scheme, and his own sister, Bonny Kate, wait a

good winner. He is himself the image of Breadknife both

in conformation and color,hasgood legs and feet, with power,

size and quality combined.
Some years ago a very big change came over the sporting

spirit of this country in every branch and department, and
the change was visible from horse-racing to prize-fighting,

says Bell's London Messenger. This in a great measure was

due to the advent of enclosed meetings, got up for the pur-

pose of commercial speculation more than for the old-fash-

ioned spirit of sport. For many years provincial race meet-

ings were conducted purely and simply upon moneys sub-

scribed in the locality in which they were held, and many
flourishing rural race meetings were held in greater respect

than they are now, even if they have not fallen out in the

fierce competition which has been going on to bring about

the day of big things. When the first enclosed race meeting
was held it proved to be a very great success, and it was not

long before rivals sprang up in different parts of the country.

To Kemptoo Park and Sandown were added Manchester,
Gosforth Park, Leicester, Fonroaks Parks at Birmingham,
and one or two other minor places which it is not necessary

to enumerate. One or two of these ventures have been fail-

ures, notably the Fouroaks meeting and the enclosed meeting
at Doncaster, which, by the way, must not be associated with
Tlie Moor, at Doncaster, over which the St. Leger is run;
bill on the other hand, several of them have proved perfect

gold mines to the original speculators. The rivals, in order

to gain what may be called a trade advantage over their op-

ponents, began to offer big prizes, and so great was the com-
petition between them that stakes of £1,000 were as common
as blackberries in autumn, and first one and then another
increased the value of the prizes until at length the limit

of £10,000 was reached in the big race at San-
down Park. Naturally, these tempting baits attracted

owners and trainers from the old-fashioned meetings,

and even threatened to seriously affect the big classic events

like the "Guineas," the Derby and the St. Leger. Alarmed
bv the success wbich had attended the efforts of the gate-

money speculators, the old conservative body who rules the

destinies of Newmarket Heath were bitten with the fever,

and introduced into their programmes several very valuable

races for the purpose of preventing time honored meetings

of the classic heath becoming reduced in interest. When this

change t^ok place, however, the original promoters over-

looked one very strong factor in the business, and that was
that such races must inevitably fall to the men with the

longest purse. Big swells of the racing world competed one
against another to purchase the best blood stock that was
offered for sale, and the consequence was that they frightened

away all the smaller fry who were unable to put into the
field horses of such pretensions as the costly equine candi-

dates of their more wealthy competitors. The result is now
beginning to ba felt. Instead of inducing large fields, as it

was originally thought these big stakes would do, it occa-

sionally happens that a stake of £10,000 is run for by not

more than half a dozen horses, and possibly two of these are

in the same interest. This was not what was wanted, or

what was anticipated, and the pendulum is now beginning to

swing back in favor of a better adjustment of the money
available for prizes, and it is not too much to say that in a

few years we shall see these absurdly bigstakes abolished, and
in their place the minor races increased in value all round,

so that the smaller men with the less fashionably bred ani-

mals may have a chance. As an evidence of this climbing
down, we have only to look at what is going on. The Man-
chester executive a few years ago established the Lancashire
Plate of £10,000. This year the race has been dropped alto-

gether. The Duke of York Stakes at Kemptoo Park, which at

one time threatened to be a rival to the old-fashioned Cam-
bridgeshire, has suffered severely. It has not disappeared alto-

gether, but, originally of the value of £5,000, it was last year
reduced to £3,000, and this year it will only be worth £2,000.

There is no doubt that one or two of the other gigantic events

will have to suffer in a like manner, because it is quite cer-

tain that the promoters cannot afford to keep open such enor-

mous stakes with a comparatiuelv limited entry. In the

meanwhile a number of highly-deserving and struggling pro-

vincial race meetings of the old-fashioned stamp have had a
fearful struggle to continue, and in many cases they have had
to drop out of the last of fixtures. It is not only in racing

matters, however, that the bigstakes have proved a failure.

The proprietors of enclosed race courses, not satisfied with the

profits they were gaining from racing pure and simple, at

considerable cost converted their enclosures into coursing
arenas, and promoted meetings under National Coursing Club
rules, offering prizes which, in monetary value, fairly out-

shone the old-fashioned Blue Riband of the Leash—the

Waterloo Cup. For a lime they were extremely successful,

but one by one they have dropped out, until there is only a

solitary example left. In the meantime the mischief was
done, and a number of coursing meetings which at one time
were the pride of the country had to succumb to the rival at-

tractions, and have fallen through, or are now only continued
on a very small scale. Among such maybe mentioned the

Ashdown gathering and the great meetings which were
formerly held on Salisbury Plain, occasionally lasting three

or four days, when coursing men were content to run their

dogs for a comparstivelv small stake and the honor of win-
ning a cup or a piece of plate which han been associated

with all the honorable traditions of the old-fashioned English
coursing.

Biggie's Horse Book.

One of the neatest, simplest and most comprehensive little

books pertaining to the horse has been received. It is called

Biggie Horse Book, and is edited by that friend of the horse,

Jacob Biggie, one of the leading contributors of the Farm
Journal, of Philadelphia. It is published by Wilmer Atkin-

gon Co. of that city, who state this series of books are aiming

to treat in a concise, practical and interesting manner the

many interests of farm life. They are bound in pleasing style,

carefully printed on good paper, and with numerous handsome
and well executed illustrations, so that the series of ten books,

which will ultimately compose the library, will make a valu-

able and att. active compendium of farm information. Biggie
Horse Book contains 12eJ pages, bound in cloth, with fifty illus-

trations. Price, 50 cents by mail.

Eight new ones have already been added to the 2:30 list

of Simmons (2:28) this season. One of the latest is the pacer
Ellen C, a black four-year-old pacer, bred by Mr. J. "W.
Dunkle, of Boston.

The Story of Henlopen.

Susan Ann, one of the few racers of her day that ever
forced the great Longfellow to extend himself, was one o

the favorites of her stable when she was on the turf. In the

early seventies the late Prince McGrathhad this mare East,

and always used to say that she was one of the gamest animals

that ever looked through a bridle. While not quite first-

class, Susan Ann, foaled 1S67, by Lexington, out of Roxana
(Tipperary's dam), was always a tough customer to dispose

of. In heat races she was as game as flint, and able to run

all day. Hence, when Longfellow, in July, 1872, a few days

after he had beaten Harry Bassett for the Monmouth Cup,

met Susan Aun in a mile-heat race, three in five, at Mon-
mouth, the future dam of Thora made Harper's great horse

run the third heat in 1:43| to beat her out in a lapping

finish.

At the stud six years later Susan Ann, mated with her com-

petitor in the heat race at Long Branch, produced the great

Thora, whose career of success on the turf stamped her as

both honest, game and speedy. Hence, when two years after

Thora's birth she foaled a chestnut filly to Aristides, the
young miss was, the next season, heavily engaged in all the
two and three-year-old events in Bight. She was named Hen-
lopen, and naturally Thora's owner, Charles Reed, secured

her for a good price. Susan Ann later was sold to Pierre
Lorillard and sent to Rancocas, but she proved barren no
less than eight times in fourteen years, and to Mortemer and
Emperor threw nothing of much account.

As a yearling her filly foal, Henlopen, proved speedy,

and the spring of her two-year-old form saw her trainer, An-
thony Taylor, show some fast trials with her at Long Branch.
Owner Reed was naturally greatly enthused over the work of

Thora's half-sister, and in May took her to Baltimore, where
on the deep Pimlico track, heavy in mud, she won the

Claybaugh Memorial Stakes from nine ethers. The distance,

half a mile, was run in 51 seconds, rattling time for the mud,
and Henlopen, who started favorite, was the post favorite.

Her turf debut was, therefore, a win.

Prior to the Baltimore success, however, books had been
opened in this city on the Jerome Pare stakes. While the

Withers and Belmont commanded most of the attention of

speculators, the Juvenile, for two-year olds, also drew out

some speculation, and the two-year olds were made the me-
dium of not a few investments at favorable odds. So open
did the race look that opening prices were from 15 to .100 to

1 against the youngsters. Henlopen was at 30 to 1, and
Owner Reed filled two $5,000 books on her at the figures

named. After her win at Baltimore, Henlopen was cut to

10 to 1 in short order, and after her owner had got on a thou-

sand more at those odds the books were filled against the

filly.

So with less than ten days intervening between her Balti-

more win and her next engagement, the Juvenile at Jerome,
Henlopen was shipped with her stable companion from the

Monumental City to Fordham. At Jerome, in the last days

of May, 1SS2, the collection of racing stable^ was a note-

worthy one. All the best horses in the East were on hand,

and the stakes, as well as the open events, drew out a great

deal of interest.

The opening of the meeting was Decoration Day, and the

winners of the day were Blue Lodge, Eole, Macduff, Vam-
pire and Disturbance, the latter, ridden by Pat Maney, over

the full steeplechase course. On the second day, June 3d,

the programme was one of rare excellence. The Fordham
Handicap, Withers' and Juvenile Stakes, with two purse

races, formed an equine bill of fare that drew out a large at-

tendance to the famous old track. After Macbeth had won
the opening race, at a mile, Greenland defeated Girofle,

General Monroe, Parole and ten others in the Handicap,

after a lapping finish between the three first named, Green-

land, now at Owner Kelly's Maryland farm, beat Girofle out

by a neck, with the mare half a length in front of General

Monroe. The finish was a good one.

The Withers had a field of seven, including Forester, the

Stonehenge—Juhetta colt (afterwards called Faverdale)

;

Rica, Vanguard, Memento and two others. Forester had

been so well tried at Monmouth that he had been backed

down in the future books from 10 to 1 to threes, and at the

post he was so well played that he started at odds on. Ridden

by McLaughlin, Forester won the race in a gallop from tbe

Julietta colt, who beat Rica o t for the place. The winner's

owners (Appleby and Johnson) won a large stake over the

race. Many of the Eatontown delegation outside of the

stable also had a gocd bet on the colt, Charles Littlefield be-

ing one of tbe lucky ones who got on at 10 to 1. Forester

was a good colt that day and his breeder, August Belmont,

who was present, took great pleasure in his success. And as

another Belmont bred contestant, Rica, was third, the Nur-

sery bred horses played a prominent part in the race. The
winner had been sold by August Belmont to Appleby & John-

son the previous August, together with Turco and Jack of

Hearts. Price for the three, $6,500.

Fourth on the day's programme was the Juvenile Stakes

and a very large field started, eighteen colts and fillies com_

ing to the post. Naturally between so many two-year-olds

at a mile, speculation was of a very open character, and the,

ring offered five to one on the field and allowed backers to

take stables. As no less than five stables ran two candidates

each, the advantages to the public were alluring enough to

draw out a lot of money on the youngsters.

From the first it was an open secret that Charles Reed

thought he had a good thing in his half-sister to Thora, the

filly Henlopen. As noted, he stood to win $20,000 on the

filly in the ante-post books, and as soon asjthe betting began

on the race,|Reed, who was making a book in the ring, never

took in a bet against bis filly. He laid larger prices against

most of the others than his fellows and got a big play on tbe

race outside of Helopen, standing to win fully $10,000 on his

book if she won.
,

Soon the youngsters were galloping past the stand on their

way to the post, and then Owner Reed got down off his box

and started around the ring to place some more money on

his filly. The first wager he made was $500, at 5 to 1, and

the same bookmaker laid him $7,500 more against $1,500,

making $10,000 to $2,000 in that one hand alone. He then

got on enough to win about $10,000 more, and as he sauntered

back to his box the whole ring knew that Henlopen's owner

stood to win a small fortune on her, but it was only a half-

mile dash, and the other bookmakers looked on the matter as

more in their favor than Reed's.

By this time the last of the eighteen starters were passing
the grand stand on their trip to the head of the half-mile
chute, and among them was Henlopen, but the filly did not
act well, seeming nervous and switching her tail in an omi-
nous fashion, that boded her hackers no good. And, sure
enough, Henlopen's trainer came rushing into the ring post
haste and held an animated confab with Owner Reed, whom
he called off his box. The words of Trainer Taylor—"The
mare is in season. Just found it out. Better hedge out, etc."
—told the story to the bystanders, and as Reed walked back
to the ring those that bad laid against the mare chuckled
audibly and counted their money as already won.
Owner Reed, however, took the matter philosophically. He

notoniy make no effort to hedge his wages—a probably fruit-
less task had he tried, as most of the bookmakers had left

their stand—but plainly told his friends the situation. That
while his money looked gone, and he stood to win a cool
$50,000 on Henlopen's victory, he would stand pat and await
fortune's verdict, be that what it may.
Up the track, meanwhile, clouds of dust told of break after

break, and the glass revealed that Starter Sheridan now had
his hands full with the eighteen frisky youngsters. After
over an hour had been consumed the flag fell with a number
of the lot already beaten by the delay. Ida K. and Henlopen
led up the chute, and at the junction with the main track
Carnation. Antrim, Toe and Heel, Swift, Jacobus and Par-
thenia were almost aligned.

Coming down the hill to the last furlong, however, Hen-
lopen and Swift drew out, and the former always held George
Lorillard's filly safe, Brophy leading Henlopen a half length
winner from Swift, who was ridden by Costello. Jacobus was
a fair third, with the others strung out. Tne time, 0:50, after
the long delay at the post, marked a good race. And then
Owner Reed figured up his winnings, which amounted to
over $50,000, of which about $10,000 was in his book, money
won on the the other youngsters. So the bad news, received
too late to hedge, proved no real handicap to the mare, and
whatever her owner might have done had he known her
seasonable ailments sooner, he, at the last moment, " won in
spite of himself."

Henlopen wae a perfect picture of hes sire, Aristides, a red
chestnut, and marked much like the Withers victor of 1875,
but her record on the turf was a short one. She never won
another race after her sensational win for the Juvenile and
was delegated to tbe stud very early. Owner Reed has had
her at Fairview ever since, but thus far she has thrown noth-
ing of much note, although bred successively to Fechter,
Highlander, Forester, Mr. Pickwick and Miser. Although
most of her ancestors were racehorses, and she herself a sen-

sational winner, Henlopen's stud career thus far has been a
failure. She is the lottery of breeding.

The Gleanee.

The Greenville Fair.

The Greenville Fair opened last Monday with a reasonably

good attendance, which has been increasing daily. The Pa-

vilion is moderately well filled with ladies' handiwork of all

kinds, works of art, vegetables, grains, etc. The fruit display,

of course, is short of last year. The race-track is in fine con-

dition for speed contests, and it is a credit to the town of

Greenville.

The parade of stock yesterday proved very interesting to

those who enjoy looking at fine stock. The exhibit will

compare favorably with that of former years.

The scarcity of money among the people is evident from

the fact that there is very little pool-selling.

MONDAY'S RACES.

When the races opened Monday, J. W. Thompson, Col.

M. H. Day and R. S. Flournoy occupied the judge's stand.

The first was the three-minute trot between Kodac and
Chauncy R.,the former winning in three straight heats.

Time, 2:59, 2:46, 2:45 2 6.

Tho next race was a special three-minute trot, the entries

being Baby C, Russel D., Duke and Monarch. Russel D.,

owned by Edwards & Co., won in straight heats, Duke second,

Monarch third, Baby C. distanced. Time, 2:57, 2:54A, 2:53.

Following this came a special trot for three-year olds, half

mile and repeat. Contestants: Saunders, Mercette, Eureka.

Mercette won in 1:53£ and 1'54. Saunders second.

Tuesday's races.

The first was the 2:29 class trot, with Milford B., Pasha,

Maxwell and Spotted John as starters. This was a hotly

contested race and very exciting. Miiford won in straight

heats, Maxwell second. Pasha third and Spotted John dis-

tanced in first heat. Tijae, 2:2S£, 2:28, 2:26£.

The next was a special two-year-old trot, 2 in 3. Plumas
Maid took first money, Primrose second, Frank B. third.

Time, 3:17, 3:20.

The three-eighths running dash was won by Finlavson's

Shineymalen, Tom Benton second, Bally S. third. Time,

0:36*.

Joe D. won the mile dash in L51£, Hermes second, Pinch

of Snuff third.

Wednesday's races.

The first on the programme was a one-year-old trotting

race, one-half mile and repeat, which was won by Lassen in

2:00.

Effie G. won the 2:50 closs trot in 2:44, distancing the

field.

Nelson got under the wire first in the five-eighths mile

dash, and Joe D. won the one mile and repeat.—Plumas

National Bulletin, Sept. 20.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite Hoe, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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Mary Beet, 2:12 1-4.

tmeofthe largest pure* and stake-winning four-year-old

trotters ool in 1892 ww the white-footed bay mare Muta

Wilkes, which closed that sea-on with a four-year-old rec-

ord of &14$. ^he *U also a vtry Miecessful race winner last

seMon, and reduced her record to 2:11.

Mary Be*t is a four-year-old, full sister to Muta Wilkes,

thoogh wholly unlike her in color and markings. She is a

medium-Mied, well proportioned mare, chestnut in rolor,

with a white stripe in the face ud no other white markings.

She evident!? throws back to some remote ancestor for her

color, M both her sire and dam were bay. She was bred by

Mr William Corbitl, proprietor of Sen Mateo Stock Farm,

near San Francisco, I «J ,
ami foaled in 1890. Her sire is

(Joy Wilkes, a son of tieorge Wilkes, and the only entire son

ofttaat horse which is credited with so fast a record as 2:151

to a high-wheel sulky.
_

Wilkes possessed race horse qualities of a high order,

as well as speed. He was foaled in 1879, and was not started

in races until August of 1"-!- He won nine races that year,

and took a n* in the third heat of the last one,

which was trotted I >ctober 11. After making a season in the

Mod io 1885 he was pot in training, and started in Septem-

ber. He won three races that season, the last of which was

a five-heat race against Adair and Manon. Guy Wilkes took

the third, fourth and fifth heats in 2:19*, 2:24, 2:18}. He
also won another tive-heat race, in which he beat Arab (2.15),

Manon and Adair, and the fastest heat which he won in that

was also trotted in 2

In 1886, after rnakiug a season in the stud, he was agaiu

campaigned in the fall. His first race that season was at

Santa Kosa, C 21st His competitors were Adair

and Anteeo, both by Electioneer. Adair got the first heat in

it Goy Wilke< took the next three in 2:221, 2:19},

He won six other races that fall, in nearly all of

which he beat 2:20, hut did not lower his record of 2:15},

which was made in the fourth heat of a winning race. Guy
Wilkes was bred to stay the route. His dam was Lady

Bunker, by that greatest of all broodmare sires. Herr's Mam
brino Patchen, and his second dam, Lady Dunn, was by that

other famous broodmare rfre, Seeley's American Star. Lady
Dunn also produced Joe Bunker, 2:19*. The latter was by

George Wilkes, and an excellent campaigner.

The dam of Mary Best is Montrose, by Sultan, 2:24, a son

of the highly-bred and successful speed producing sire, The
Moor. The second dam of Montrose was San Mateo Maid,

by Whipple's Hambletonian, a horse which did much to

improve the trotting stock of California. He was by Guy
Miller, a son of Rysdyh's Hambletonian, and his dam, Martha
Washington, <cas by the strongly inbred Messenger sire,

Burr's Washington, out of a daughter of old Abdallah.

The third dam of Mary Best was known as the Farmer
Mare, and it was claimed that she, too, was a daughter of old

Abdallah, though we believe her breeding has never been

established. Montrose was foaled in 1SS2, and is described

in the San Mateo catalogue as a rangy, well-built, 3 o. 2 hand
animal, with a splendid way of going. She produced her

first foal in 1888, and that is Muta Wilkes, 2:11. In 1889
she produced Sir Wilkes, which trotted in 2:29 as a three-

year-old. The third foal of Montrose is Mary Best, which
started in one race as a three-year-old and won it, taking a

record of 2:21 !. Mary Best's first victory this season was at

Cleveland, O , July 25th, where after loving the first heat she

went on and won the race in 2:12*, 2:13$, 2:15}. She won
again at Buffalo, N. Y., August 4tb, iu 2:14, 2:15, 2:16}. Her
next victory was Pt Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Ct, where
she won first money io the $15,000 stake in 2:21}, 2:20}. 2:13*.

She started in the 2:20 class at Fleetwood Park, N. Y., last

week, and was again victorious in straight heats. Time,
:., :]:;.. Should no accident befall her, Mary

Be-t promises to prove even a taster, better trotter than her
full sister. Mot* Wilkes, 2:11. Very few mares have pro-
duced two such trotters as these.—Horse Breeder.

Some Rapid Californians.

While the meeting of the New York Slate Breeders' Asso-

ciation was a failure financially, due to the light attendance,

the racing, especially in the early part of the week, was excel-

lent. The 6rst two days developed some high-class trotting,

and while the latter half of the meeting was not quite so good

it brought out some very enjoyable spr>rt at times. There
was an excellent prospect for Friday, but the rain ruined all

chance of ending the meeting successfully. Several good
performers were shown up and a number of records taken.

The fastest miles of the week were made by pacers, Ferndale,

by Smraocolon, dam Kern leaf, bv Flaxtail, pacing three

heat* in her race in 2:l»iA, 2:16J and '2:17\, reducing her rec-

ord from i.y Eagle Bird, dam Addie
[*ggett, by Young Jim, who, like Ferndale, is owned bv the

Parkrille Farm, paced a mile against time in 2:16}, a cut of

mx -*cond* from her former mark. The best performance
br a trotter wa.i that of the five-year-old hroau stallion Es-
kimo, who went a mile in 2:18|,a big reduction in his record

here it stood before his race. Eskimo is a
grandly ; who, until the present season, has not
Swn highly cotutdarad, H. wi eenlander, 2:12.

the gnaj sun of Print eps, while hEi •lum l| I'jtti Sing, a full

being br Elec-
out of Susie, SI Patchen Jr. ! --

kino was brad by logon oiiville, Ey., and it

made nn oflri

' lilting, I'iltsfield, Mas,H.,
1

u l win-
l*r, wu boojrhl for $400 by bio present owner, John H. Dil-

Ntw M«v»*n. '

1,1 "" John Ooldsmftfa brought
out a gn ifoontain M
race.g.

throofrhoul the rs. . tmi to indicate thai be will make

I dnughler of

itively
it the in-..

hat it w«, but seemed to be under the impression
ihatsbe wasoul ..f -, daughter of Nutwood. In lh

bit

hr

race Jim Nutwood, a bay gelding by Cornelius, took a rec-

ord of 2:21}, and Prince S., a bay gelding about whose

breeding nothing is known, reduced his former record of

2.*24j to 2:22}. McLane, a gray colt, two years old, by

Pilot Medium, out of a daughter by Magna Charta, won
the fin-t heat of the race, afterward taken by the California

colt Whalebone, in 2:28^, and was pulled down almost to a

walk at the end. Dr. J. W. Doy's colt Wilkesmont, by

Kaiser, out of a daughter of (Jeneral Withers, reduced his

mark to 2:201, and John H. Shahs' bay mare Nita Pan-

coast, by Pancoast, dam Bonita, 2:18}, by Electioneer, made
a record against time of 2:26$:

Marie B., who made her first start in a race, also came
inlo ihe standard class with a record of even 2:20, which she

made in the third heat of a winning race. She is inbred to

Harold, being by Oberlin, son of Harold, out of a daughter

of Harold. Baron Kose, ihe son of Stamboul and .Minne-

haha, for which Mr. Shults paid $S,500 as a yearling on

the same day that bis full brother, Mascot, then a two-year-

old, was sold for $26,000, was sent for a mark and went a

mile in 2:29|, wh'ch makes eight to the credit of Minnehaha
in the 2:30 list.

After being distanced in the third heat of the 3:00 stake,

won by Eskimo at this meeting, last week, John Goldsmith
sent Venita Wilkes p. steady mile in 2:17} just to show what
she could do when she acts right. As she had already won
two heats in much slower time and had a good lead when she

made her stand-still break, it looked as though she would
have won the race had she kept her stride.—Horseman.

Care of Horses' Mouths.

During the many years in which the writer has been en-

gaged in the practice of veterinary medicine, there is nothing

that has been more forcibly brought to his attention than the

indifference of most people to the condition of the horse's

mouth. They seem to think the mouth never becomes de-

ranged, when in fact, it is one of the most sensitive organs of

theequine economy. All young horses coming three and four

years old should have their teeth and mouths carefully exam-
ined when any symptoms of tenderness is shown in the mouth,
as it is at this age that some of the milk molars are replaced

by the permanent ones. In some cases the crown of the for-

mer is only partially displaced, and gives rise to much pain
and annoyance to the horse. I have seen a young horse that

had its throat blistered with linament and was treated for dis-

temper, when the trouble was doe to a displaced crown of a
milk molar, which, upon removal, gave instant relief. Again,
in some horses the structure of the teeth is of a comparatively
soft nature, and wears rapidly on the grinding substances in a

ragged and uneven manner, which severely cut and lacerate

the tongue and cheeks. This defect may be easily remedied
by the use of the mouth rasp, an instrument that may now be
found in nearly ali hardware stores. To heal the raw surfaces,

a little alum and borax disolved in water will act effectually.

This humane method, if pursued by people who own horses,

will prevent much suffering to the horse, and at the same time
amply repay the owner in the improved appearance of his an-
imal, ana in manv cases prevent the loss of much food by quid-
ding and slobbering.

A few words in regard to those bugbears of most horse own-
ers, namely, lampas, so-called, and wolf teeth. Lampas is sup-
posed by most people to possess some mysterious power over a
horse, whereby his appetite becomes deranged. They there-
fore resort to cutting and burning the poor brute's mouth un-
der the mistaken notion of curing the lampas. The writer of
this ha? been engaged in the care of horses for twenty-live
years, and has yet to see a horse that was effected physicially
in any way by lampas, except in the imagination of its owner,
It is the same with the so-called "wolf teeth." These teeth
are the vestigial remains of premolar teeth, that in the remote
ancestors of the horse were functional, and they have become
through disuse, mere rudiments as it were of their former
selves. They do not, by some occult means, effect the eyes of
horses and cause them to go blind, nor are they responsible,
as some good people contend, for a horse being in poor con-
dition. Xor is it at all necessary to punch them out with a
hammer aud cold chisel.—W. J. Martin, V. S., Illinois.

Registration Rules to Be Changed.

At the stockholders'' meeting of the American Trotting

Register Association, held in Chicago, April 5, lS93,a change
in the "standard" was adopted to take effect January
1,1895.

Rule 2, as it now stands entitles any mare or geldiDg to
registration as a standard trotter that has a pacing record of
2:25 or belter. On and after the first of next January these
animals Will require the additional Qualification of having a
standard sire or standard dam to make them eligible to regis-
tration undee Rule 2.

Rule 7 now entitles ''the female progeny of a standard
trotting horse," and " the female progeny of a standard pac-
ing horse when out of a mare by a standard pacing horse to
registration." The new rule will require that the second
dam also be by a standard horse.

Rule S—"The female progeny of a standard trotting horse
when OUl of a mare whose dam is a standard trolling mare;"
nod " the female progeny of a standard trolling horse when
out of a mare whose dam is a standard pacing mare." On
and after January 1, 1805, mares and fillies now eligible un-
der this rule will no longer be entitled to registration, as the
rule will then be abrogated.
Rule !».— " Any mare that has a trotting record of 2:35 or

better, whose sire or dam is a standard trotting animal." and
"any man- thai has n pacing record of 2:30 or hetter, whose
Mr.- or dem is a standard pacing animal." This rule was

i inded, to lake effect on or after January 1, 1S95.
When old Bole 7 was changed, cutting out the male prog-

hlandnrd horse when out of a mare hv a staLdard
reatcry made that no adequate notice

uivt-n ami a ureal injustice thereby perpetrated.
oo» be made in regard to the changes to

R° > nto ' I of next January, as nearly two years'
ill have been given by everv reputable tnrf paper In

tintry.

l others should not fail to at once register all
thi changes in the standard rules
to regii [ration, either as Mandard or

non-standard, should at once be registered.
B
J*P

h tol registration will be famished free by
to J. H.Steiner, Registrar, Old Colony Building,
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Morgan Blood in Trotters.

Last year the get of Director won thirty-eight races and

the get of Robert McGregor thirty-six. Xo other stallion

figured in this class, the nearest to them reaching only twen-

ty-nine, which amounts to a distance. One great performer

means much for a sire, but a lot of race-winners means more,

and when the two stallions leading all others in this re-

spect have the same blaod-lines it becomes especially signifi-

cant. Hambletonian and American Star constitute ihe win-

ning combination and promise now to lead again in 189-1.

Almost every day of trotting develops a winner for them
with positions slightly reversed from last year, as the big

horse is now in the lead. This would not be the case if the

greatest trotter ever foaled, Directum, had not been idle.

The Hambletonian blood common to these leading race

horse sires is well established in its origin and in the male

line beyond dispute, but the American Star blood has been

the subject of much investigation with small result until

Joseph Battell undertook the job. The evidence which he
presents in the recently published first volume of the Mor-
gan Register makes a very strong showing in favor of writing
the pedigree in future as follows: "American Star (Seeley's),

chestnut or sorrel with star, hind feet white, 151 hands, 1.050
pounds, foaled 1837, bred by Henry H. Berry, Pompton
Plains, X. J.; got by Coburn's American Star, son of Cock of
the Rock, by Sherman Morgan; dam bay, stripe in face,

about 16 hands, a used-up stage-mare purchased in New York
City by Mr. Berry at small price to work in team, breeding
entirely unknown."

Mr. Battell traces the horse through the bands of eight
different owners bacK to his breeder. Several different owners
advertised bim under various pedigrees, one of which,
adopted by Wallace, is shown to be as entirely without
foundation as the maternal pedigree of George Wilkes, in

which Wallace gives him a dam that turns out to be younger
than himself. Mr. Battell not only gives the name and resi-

dence of each owner, but he gives the prices paid, where the
horsestood, number of mares served and foals got each year,
with fee, pedigree advertised and voluminous statements from
owners, neighbors and their descendants. Everything is

printed, nothingsuppressed. To patiently gather all of this

evidence required travel, labor and money. To submit it en-

tire to the public so that every one may pass upon it is a radi-

cal change from the metheds of Wallace. Reaching the
breeder of Seeley's American Star, Mr. Battell diligently

sought for living members of his family and neighbors who
had personal knowledge, not hearsay, of the facts. Having
proven the sire to be Coburn's American Star, he pursues
like methods with this horse. Finds afttr several years of
search two married daughters of Jra Coburn. one in New
York and one in Massachusetts, besides neighbors who knew
the horse. In addition he delved into old publications, court
rerords and similar documents, getting corrobative evidence
sufficient to make Seeley's American Star a Morgan upon a
more solid basis than most of the unquestioned pedigreesin
Wallace rest upon.
The racing quality in Pamlico, in Dandy Jim, in Lord

Clinton, in Dexter, Director, Directum, Direct, Robert Mc-
Gregor and Nubbins all had a common origin. I mean that
superlative racing quality that makes a great and lasting win-
ner of races. It is the Morgan blood that has come to light

in this, the Morgan year. There are fast horses without it, in

plenty, but they do not rank with the greatest winning cam-
paigners. It requires ihe Morgan blood to reach that pinna-
cle, and every lover of the Morgans should read Battell's care-
ful record of his labor 3nd investigations that "The King
might have his own."—M. T. G. in Breeders' Gazette.

Trotting-Bred Pacers.

2:21^ I

The three^star pacers of the present season are Roherl J.,

Joe Patchen and John R. Gentry. There can be nn dispute

about this. Robert J. has reduced the pacing record to

2:0U, Joe Patchen has a record of 2.04, and Gentry baa

beaten Hal Praden and a lot of other free-to-all pacers, his

only defeat being when he was opposed by Joe ^Patchen.

Patchen. Then these pacers are not pacing-bred, but they
can beat all tne pacing-bred ones now on the turf. Here are
their blood lines :

Name. Sire. Sire of Dam
Robert J Hartford, 2:22^ Jav Gould. ;

Joe Patchen Patchen Wilkes. 2:29^ .Toe Ycung. 2£!ftfl

John R. Gentry Ashland Wilkes, 2:17j£ Wedgewood, 2:19

Rubenstein, another of the pacing sensations of the year,
is also chock full of trotting blood. He is by Baron Wilkes
(sonof George Wilkes, 2:25, and Belle Patchen, 2:303); dam
by Aristos, 2:27^ ; second dam by Daniel Lambert, a trotter
and sire of trotters. Daniel Lambert was by Ethan Allen,
2:25-}, the champion trotting stallion of his day. Do not
overlook these facts when people tal k about pacing-bred
pacers being the best. The records show the contrary to be
the case.

Our Australian friends seem to be makiug headway in

their efforts to perfect a starting machine. A correspondent
of the Spirit in the Colonies states that " .Mr. Tom Power's
starting machine was u;-ed for the first time at Warwick
Farm races near Sydney, N. S. W , August -tth. in the War-
wick Farm Handicap. The machine, which is simplicity
itself, worked admirably, and is the best starling machine yet
seen in the Colonies. There is n.0 noise attending the raising
of the bar, which goes ud swiftly, and gives the horses every
chance of getlini: off level. Mr. Power's invention is ingeni-
ous, and reflects credit upon him. Mr. Powers is n sporting
pressman."

ThickE are few lovers of the turf who have not son
memory of the great race between Longfellow and Han
Bassett, at Monmouth Park, away back in the seventies.
was prohablv the greatest turf event in the history of A me:
ica, and hundreds of thousands of dollars changed hands o

the result. A tact which is known to very few people, how
ever, is that the jockey who rode Longfellow in the
brated race is now a policeman on the Cincinnati force,

name is John Sample, and he is patroling a beat iu the Cen-
tral Districl. He is one of the first colored officers on the
force. When he rode the celebrated race he weighed 118
pounds. Now he weighs a little over 200 —Cincinnati Eu-
quirer.
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Race Pools in Connecticut.

A great effort will be made at tbe nest session of the Con

necticut General Assembly to repeal what is known as the

anti-pool law, passed by the last Legislature, so that pool-

selling may be tolerated at all horse races in Connecticut in

the future. The horsemen who have been identified with the

trotting courses in that State, notably those who are inter-

ested in the Grand Circuit meetings at the Charter Oak Park

in Hartford, declare that the races in Connecticut since pool-

selling was prohibited at the race tracks have been fiat fail-

ures, and that the continuation of the statue on the law books

entails the death of this sport.

In substantiation of their assertion, they point to the las

meeting at the Charter Oak Park, for which splendid purses

were otftred, and which brought together the best of the tal-

ent in the country. The receipts at the Charter Oak Park

hertofore were from $12,000 to $20,000, according to

weather conditions. This year, with stakes and purses

amounting to $60,000, the gate receipts were less than $5,000.

BurdeU Loomis, Secretary of the Charter Oak Park Asso-

ciation, said: "The Association lost between $10,000 and

$12,000 in this year's annual meet. In looking over ^the

books I find that the attendance was less than a third of the

average. It was not even a fifth or a sixth of a really good
- year, aud even when we had rainy weather the attendance

has never lallen less than twice what it was this year."

He was asked :
" Where does tbe loss in attendance come

from—the gamblers, who follow the races? He replied:

"We have lost from this source a considerable number, un-

doubtedly, bet it is only fractional when compared with the

total slump in attendance. The loss comes from the best peo-

ple in the city and surrounding country. These have not

seen tbe races this year. 1 have met them on the streets—

men who like horse racing and not poolselling—and I have

^aid, ' Whv don't you go to the races? They reply, 'Oh,

* there is no interest, no excitement this year. Nothing going

pa.' There is where the great loss in attendance occurs."

" How have ths races been?" his interviewer asked.
11 Xot as good as usual," be replied. " It is easier to put up

.< job without poolselling than it is with the poolbox. That

is not tbe general theory, but you see how it happens.
^
The

drivers get together the night before the race and * fix it.'

Tbey make a * divy ' and the public is no wiser."

Since the meeting an important dtal has been made, by

which the National Association of Trotting Horse Breeders,

to which all the rich owners belong, will consolidate with the

Charter Oak Park Association, lay out $100,000 i« improve-

ments in tbe Charter Oak Park, and make the famous old

[rack the centre of the horse interests of the country. Secre-

tary Loomis of the association said on this subject

:

"It is true that the rumored consolidation has a solid

foundation in fact. The horse breeders attended the meeting

in large numbers, and the proposition to consolidate the two

associations came from them. They are anxious to come to

Hartford, and with good reason. Hartford is accessible and

central. It already has a tin* -track and the equipment to

make a big race meeting a success. More important is the

large tract of ground owned by tbe association, giving facili-

ties for new stalls and stables.
" The Trotting Horse Breeders propose to lay out $100,000

t-> improve the track and surroundings. They areas one in

favor of coming to Hartford. A stockholders' meeting of

the Charter Oak Park Association will soon be called upon

to decide. There is no question about the result. Stock-

holders who control a majority of the stock are in favor of the

plan. It will be a great event for Hartford.
" Tbe stockholders will settle the plan of consolidation.

Probably the stock of the Charter Oak Association will be

iucreased, and the horse breeders will take as much of the

new issue as there is of the old. The National Horse Show
will come to Hartford, and the breeders will run their train-

ing stables here throughout the summer and winter.

"The only obstacle in the way is tbe anti-pool law. With
it in force tue breeders would hesitate to spend here the

amount of money which thev propose. About this point, of

course, nothing definite may be s*id now. Tbe next Legis-

lature must settle the question."

It is paid in well-informed political circles that the men
who are to be elected to tbe General Assembly the coming
session will be approached on the portion of the anti-pool law

making illegal the sale of pools at the race tracks. The law

was more or less the work of the Law and Order League.

ever saw the horse. It is really a pity to spoil such a beau-
tiful yarn, which really beats the one the Kentucky Stock
Farm published a few years ago about the name " Nancy
Hanks," but it is well to keep within a reasonable distance of
the facts when dealing with what should be well-known his-
tory.—Horse Breeder.

Judges Who Can't Judge.

The judges' stand is the subject of a great deal of criticism,

and it is one of the mysteries why managers will continue to

ask men to officiate who lack every qualification that goes to

make a judge. A man who attends but one meeting a year,

!
let him be ever so familiar with the rules, can not be as well

fitted to act as a man who puts in all of his time at the

track-. Because men occupy some prominent position in

social, political or business circles is no reason why they

he should be given the opportunity to burn up the money of

horsemen aud the public, as I have seen done several times

this season.

It is only a short time ago that I heard one of the most
prominent bookmakers on tbe turf offer to pay for the ser-
vices of a professional starter. He had agreed to pay big
money for the privilege he had, and figured that it was
worth$300 to him to have a high-class starter.

While watching a race a few days ago a well-known man
who speculates a great deal, stood by my side aud said: "Well,
I was right. I intended to bet quite a bit of money to-day,
but when I saw the judges I changed my mind, as I felt con-
fident that I would get the worst of it from the stand." I
asked :

" Do yon doubt the honesty of the judges ?" " Oh,
no ; they are honest enough, but they don't know their busi-
ness."

The time will come when owners and trainers will demand
expert judges. One of the most prominent trainers in the
country said to me recently :

" I never attended a meeting
of the Grand Circuit stewards, but I shall make it

my business to be there at the next meeting and have as
many drivers and owners as I can muster to see if we cannot
arrange some method whereby we can get the different asso-

ciations to employ skilled men to act as judges, as ignorant
incompetent judges have cost me many a dollar, and it is

about time to make a change."

A man who has all the qualities that go to make up a
first-class judge is valuable to any track, and the managers
should be willing to pay him a fair price for his services, as
an incompetent judge is apt to lose an association many b
dollar. Let us have men in the stand who know their busi-
ness.—Horse Review.

Entries for Los Angeles Races.

•A New History of Ethan Allen.

In a late number ot Clark's Horse Review is the following

paragraph about old Ethan A lien, which makes very interest-

ing reading, and is quite likely to go the rounds of those

papers that pay very little attention to accuracy, notwith-

standing the fact that the merest novice ouv*ht to be suffi-

ciently familiar with the history of this noted trotter to know
that no part of this. is within hailing distance of the truth :

" Capt. Phil Kidd tells the following story :
' Eighteen

years ago, when I sold old Ethan Allen under the hammer in

Kentucky, he stood under a canopy of American Hags, and it

was a beautiful bight. Gen. Grant was on his Western tour
at the time, and as soon as he arrived in tnwn he jumped into

a carriage and drove out to the sale, and once there he got
into the wagon to which Ethan Allen was bitched and drove
tiioj around the track. The stallion was then twenty-three
years old, and only brought $1,500, but it showed how much
Gen. Grant was interested.'"

This article certainly ought to take first premium, and the
paper that published it without comment is deserving of sim-
ilar distinction fur having concentrated into a single para-
graph of less than a dozen lines the greatest possible number
of misstatements. At the time mentioned Ethan Allen was
dead and buried in a beautiful spot at Leavenworth, Kan.,
near where the university now stands, having been taken
West several years previous by Sprague & Ackers, who
owned him up to the time of his death. Neither Capt. Kidd
nor any one else ever sold him at auction for $1,500 or any
Other sum.

This noted stallion never stood under a canopy of nags in

Kentucky, and, in fact, he never stood under anything in the

Blue Gra.-s regions, for he was never there ; furthermore, he
was never driven by Gen. Grant around a Kentucky track or

ppywhere else,iand we doubt very much if the famous general

The accepted entries in the races of the District Agricul-

tural Association, No. 6, for the fall meeting at Los Angeles,

October 15th, 16th, 17th, ISth, 19th and 20th, are as fol-

lows :

Sweepstakes for two-year-olds, half mile—Hueneme, Itata,

Lottie Collins, Nimfa, Mariposa, Juan Bernardo, Red Head,
Tropico, Boromia filly.

Los Angeles Deiby, one and one-quarter miles—Alexis,
Lottie L., Montalvo, Two Cheers, Ali Baba, Orizaba. Charles
A., Flush Ban, Polaski.

Trotting, 2.20 class—General Miles, Redondo, Fremont,
Flora, Irene Crocker, Jennie June, Palermo.

Pacing, 2:30 class—Orlinda Richmond, Beacon Mc, Thera,
Laura M., Sultandin, Ltla C, Archie, Eva, Ben Butler, Ad-
jutant, Humming.

Trotting, three-year-old colt stakes—Mentone, Kittie Mc,
Bet Madison, Galette, Neernut, Soy EI.

Maiden plate, sweepstake for maiden two-year-olds, five

furlongs—George Polhemus, Ike L., Hueneme, Jennie C,
Rob Roy, Mariposa, Juan Bernardo, Red Head, Tropico,
Lottie Collins, Mollie Lewis.

The Great Citrus handicap, sweepstake for all ages, one
mile—Alexis, Warrago, Santa Fe, Pescador, King Daniels,

Moses B., Midnight, Naicho B., Royal Flush, Hock Hocking
Jr., Centinella, Ida Bell, Charles A., Lonnie B.

Pacing, 2:19 class— Golden West, Orlinda Richmond,
Eagle, Rory O'More, Birdroe, Laura M., Andy, Ben Butler,
Adjutant. H

Trotting, 2:40 class—Thompson, Coal Dust, Sir Gird, El
Molina, Lady Grace. Los Angeles, Altadena, Sadie Benton,
Etta Wilkes, Poloma Prince.

Trotting
/
two-year colt stake—Osito, Al-Ki, Montedia,

Doncoat.
Selling, purse for all ages, four and one-half furlongs

—

Lewanee, Mustesa, Robinette, Rob Roy, Midnight, Sir Al-
fred, George Daley, Flush Ban, Gold Dust, Polaski, Waif.
Ida Glenn, Fairlawn, Centinella, Printer, Zeus, Katie Em-
mett, Mannela, Bessie Briggs, Emma D„ Joe Cotton, May
Golding, Vendome.

Free selling race, for all ages, one mile—Happy Band,
Santa Fe, Lewanee, Lottie L., George Daley, King Daniels,

Libby F., Midnight, Sir Alfred, Naicho B., Polaski, Ali Baba,

Fairlawn, Hock Hocking Jr., Mannela, Bessie Briggs, Lin-

ville, May Golding, Four Aces, Lonnie B.

Pacing, free-for-all- -Silkwood, Waldo J., W. Wood, Lady
H.

Trotting, 2:24 class—Sir Credit, Flora, Lompoc, Daghes-
tan, Palermo, Peter W., Emin Bey.

Los Angeles Futurity, sweepstake for two-year-olds, five

furlongs—George Polhemus, Ike L., Hueneme, Rob Roy,
Itata, Lottie Collins, Nimfa, Mariposa, Juan Bernardo, Red
Head, Tropico, Roromia filly.

Sierra Mad re handicap, sweepstakes for all ages, three-

quarters of a mile—Warrago, Sauta Fe, Pescador, Montalvo,

Midnight, Royal Flush, Waif, Ida G'enn, Bessie Briggs, Cen-

tinella, Idle Bell, Katie Emmett, Orizaba, Mannela, Emma
D., Joe Cotton, Charlie A., Lonnie B.

Trotting, 2:17 class—General Wiles, Altao, Irene Crocker,

Biy Wilkes, Pasadena Belle, Adelaide Simmons, Wayland
W

Pacing, two-year-olds—Betting Gentry, Harvey Mc, W.
W.Foote, LeliaC.

Selling purse, for all ages, five eighths of a mile—Lew-
anee, Lottie L., Mustesa, Robinette, Midnight, Sir Alfred,

San Joaquin, George Daley, Polaski, Inkerman, Waif, Ida
Glenn, Fairlawn, Centinella, Printer, Zeus, Katie Emmett,
Emma D., Joe Cotton, Vendome, Fisher.

Free selling purse for all ages, seven furlongs—Happy
Band, Santa Fe, Lewanee, Lottie L., George Daley, Pesca-

dor. Mooialyo. Lilly F-, Midnight, Sir Alfred, Naicho B.,

Inkerman, Gold Dust, Royal Flush, Two Cheera, Ali Baba,
Ida Glenn, Bessie Briggs, Fairlawn, Hock Hocking Jr.[
Mannela, Queen of Scots, May Golding, Lonnie B.

Pacing, 2:14 class—Del Norte, Waldo J., Thera, Nellie I
Cibolo, Lady H.

"

Trotting, for three-year-olds—Neernut, Galette. Sir Gird,
Silver Bee, Gazelle.
Junior Handicap, sweepstake for two-year-olds, three-

quarters of a mile—George Polhemus, Ike L., Hueneme
Itata, Mariposa, Juan Bernard, Red Head, Tropico, Boromia
filly.

The Pacific Stake, sweepstake for all ages, one and one-
eighth miles—Alexis, Santa Fe, Lewanee, Lottie L., Mon-
talvo, King Daniel, Moses B., Naicho B., Gold Dust, Flush
Band, Two Cheers, Captain L., Hock Hocking Jr., Orizaba,
Mannela, Charlie A., Four Aces, Lonnie B.

Trotting, 2:27 class—Miss Monroe, Gold Dust, Harry
Winchester, Queen Anne, Nellie W., Los Angeles, Silver
Bee, Gray Jim.
One thousand dollars is reserved for over-night harness

races.

Sale of Race Horses.

The sale of race horses in training held under the auspices
of Tattersall's, of New York (Limited), in the paddock at

Gravesend September ISth, was well attended, and the ani-
mals offered, for the most part, brought satisfactory prices.

Among those catalogued were consignments from the Gilpin
& Taylor, M. F. Dwyer, Camden and Manhattan Stables, and
also some from the stable of Alfy Lakeland. As Lakeland
was ruled off, his horses were, of course, not put up at
auction.

Owing to ajudicial^technicality the horses from the Cam-
den Stable had to be sold twice, first individually and then
collectively. The second sale brought no advance over the
first total secured, $3,885, and they were sold to individual
buyers. W. B. Sink had purchased Philomena for $2,650
and Valkyrie for $1,000, but when he found that the horses
were liable to forfeits amounting to $1,435 he refused to take
them. They were put up at auction again and Mr. Sink then
secured Philomena for $1,600 and Valkyrie for $S00.

Sport, the star of the sale, created much spirited bidding,
and was finally knocked down to J. Ruppert, Jr., for $4,600.
Mr. J. A. Gray, who bought Golden Valley, Vent and Tom
Moore, it was generally understood, was bidding for Mr. W.
B. Gilpin, of the firm of Gilpin & Taylor. Following is a
summary of the sale :

Sport, ch c, 4, bv
$4,600.

Avon, ch c, 3, by Stratford—Gem ; P.
Golden Valley, b f. 3, by Rayon d'Or

;

Vent.ch c, 2, by Ventilator—Bastinet
;

Tom Moore, b f, 2, by The Bard—Tara
;

Philomena, ch f, by Himyar—Last Ban -

$1,600.

Valkyrie, br f, 2. by Vanguard—Lady Auckland ; W. B.
Sink, $800.

Louis Quartorze, b c, 2, by Himyar—Queechy : W. B
Sink, $800.

Kentucky Ladv, b f, 4, by MacDuff—Miss Nailor : J
Keisic, $350.
Mark Time, b c, 2, by Post Guard—Isabel; W. J. Rogers,

$75.

Dervish, ch c, by Bishop—Hop ; W. J. Roche, $110.
Minister, b c, by BishoD—Glen Hop : E. C. Callahan

$150.

Robusta, b f, 4, by Forester—Bounce ; P. Pfeffering, $750-
Herkimer, b c, by Bramble—Rosa Buckden ; G. W. New-

ton, $600.
Amsterdam, b c, 2, by Inspector B.—Pretense ; J. J.

Carroll, $500.

Metropolis, ch c, 2, by Iroquois—Tambourine; G- Strauss,
§950.

Sharon, br c, 2, by Iroquois—Pinafore ; J. Taylor, $60.
His Grace, ch c, 3, by Eolus—Ladv Grace; J. E. McDon-

ald, $625.
Adaxus, b c, 2, by Charaxus—Ada Belle ; J. L. Fox, $70.
Anna Belle, ch f, 3, by Sensation—Ann ; P. Pfeffering,

$200.
Siberia, b f, 2, by Spendthrift—Bologna ; M. Clancy. $70-
Parvenue, b g, 5, by Uncas—Necromancy : J. Ruppert,

Jr., $850.

Winfred—Souci ; J. Ruppert, Jr.,

McDermott, $300.
J. A. Gray, $650.
J. A. Grav, $750.
J. A. Gray, $100.

W. B. Sink,

The Season for "Weeding.

The sale season is again upon us, and soon the cry will be

heard from east to west, from the great lakes to the gulf,

what am I offered? What the results will be no one at this

time can predict, but it is safe to assume that many, both

buyers and sellers, will be disappointed. With the general

revival of business that has now set in, sellers will hope to
realize better prices for stock consigned, while buyers will
expect the market to rule in their favor, owing to the over-
production in all grades and conditions of horseflesh.

We should not say all grades, for there is a decided scarcity
of the best, but below that everything is glutted. In trotting
stock especially mediocrity has been produced in abundance,
and to say that it is a drug in the market would be putting
it mildly. It is also idle for breeders to hope for apprecia-
tion in the value of such stock ; in fact, the chances are that
it will have less value every year. As it is a well-established
business principle that the first loss is usually the least loss, it

will pay many breeders to assort their stock closely in the
near future and send a good part of it into the sale ring. *

In truth, every year should afford the progressive breeder
a season for weeding, for never should a year pass without ad-
vancement, and that means a change in hopes and methods
at least. On the other hand, the great majority of trotting

breeders are carrying too much stock and breeding too much
stock. Overproduction has well nigh ruined the business,

I and the only remedy is curtailment. Another stepping stone
!
to better times is more care in the selection of the breeding

j

stock. Weed out all but the very choicest animals, and do
i anything with them except to reproduce them.

In the majority of cases it will be more economical to sell

j

at whatever price the public will pay. Every year adds to

the cost of stock in feeding, and as before stated the future

does not promise any better returns for ordinary animals.
Nearly every stud, if reduced to the proper size and quality,

I would be profitable, and the surplus above this is really so,

ninr:li dead, weight. Cut it off—American Horse Breeder
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The crack pointer Strideaway will again compete in the

All-Age at Bicknell, Ind, Mr. Geo. Gray will train him for

the event.

An advertisement in a recent issue of the Examiner reads

as follows :
" Fine young dish dogs for sale cheap." Is this

a new breed, a California production?

The entries for the United States Field Trial Club's Win-

ter Derby numbers sixty-eight against ninety-seven last year.

There are forty-two Engl'sh setters and twenty-six pointers.

The Gordon Seller Club's fisld trials will be held on the

grounds of the New England Field Trial Club at Assonet,

Mass., on October 24th or November 13ih next. The stakes

will amount to about $200.

W. L. Prather Jr., [.resident of the Sportsmen's Associa-

tion jf Alameda County, is getting together quite a kennel of

black cockers. His latest purchase is the grand stud-dog

Woodland Duke from F. E- Miller uf Oakland.

J. A. Armstrong, the English trainer, made a very good

impression at the Manitoba field trials. The obedience of his

dogs, and the quietness that he displayed in handling them,

brought forth the highest commendation from all.

The entry to the Northwestern Beagle Club's field trials

promises to be very large this year. These useful little hounds

are becoming very popular in the East and we often wonder

why some enterprising breeder does not start a kennel of

them on this Coast.

The noted greyhound bitch Partera, the dam of Master

Peter, Nancy, Lord Clifton, Master Neversettle, Liberty, Lit-

tle Climber, Lady of Fashion, Lime of Luck, Spinaway and
Lord Neverstill has gone the way of all flesh. She was by
Mortimer, out of Mrs. Junk. Mortimer, by Peter, out of

Coomassie. Mrs. Junk, bv L^rd of Avon, out of Magherafelt

Lass.

A story of the devotion of a greyhound owned by a physi-

cian of Newark, O., comes to hand. The dog, which was five

years old, had for nearly four years been in the habit of fol-

lowing the doctor's buggy when he made his daily calls ; but

a few weeks since the doctor and his wife left the town for a

short vacation; soon after his departure it was noticed that

though ordinarily docile the dog refused food and resented

any attempt to caress him. Liter he was missed, and later

still he was fouod dead at the home of Jacob Musselman, a

farmer living three milessouth of Newark, and who was fie-

qaeotly visited by the doctor. Patients coming in since the

doctor's return report, almost without exception, that during

the absence of the doctor the dog visited their houses, and,

after satisfying himself that the object of his search was not

there, would leave as suddenly as he came. There seems to

be no doubt that the dog continued his search for his master,

going over the roads of the county until he died from sheer

exhaustion.—Am. Field.

Forest and Stream, in its last issue has one of the most
sensible jars re specialty clubs that we have ever read. It

is as follows: The Bloodhound Club's members, not being

pleased with the inducements offered to show their dogs at

Rhode Island, have unanimously decided not to exhibit at

that show. While specialty clubs are within their rights in

withholding support from any club, the Bloodhound Club
should remember that at no time, even at the principal

shows, have the entries been at all numerous in this grand
breed or such as to justify a committee in allotting a large

classification. Our idea of the duties of a specialty club may
be erroneous, but we imagine that such a club is formed to

aid and add to the prizes offered by the bench show com-
mittee, and by so working in unison create an interest, and
an entry such as they desire. When a show is not able to

allot sufficient money to a certain breed, that breed's specialty

club should come to the rescue, providing the judges are sat-

isfactory. AVe should think the worst setback a specialty

club could inflict upon a breed it is supposed to foster is to

withhold their patronage so that the breed is entirely un-
represented at the boycotted show. Specialty clubs should
always bear in mind the old saying, " Out of sight out of

miud." The way to boom a breed is to put it before the

public and—keep it there.

A. K. O. and Other Eastern Items.

American Kennel Club Banquet.

The tenth anniversary of the founding of the American

Keanel Club was fittingly celebrated at Delmonico's New
York, on the 18th. In the absence of August Belmont,

President of the club, Vice-President Thomas H. Terry oc-

cupied the chair. Toasts were responded to as follows : "The
American Kennel Club," by Alfred P. Vredenburgh ; "Our
Ex Officers," by Elliott Smith; "Our Ex-Delegates," by
James L. Anthony ; "Our Associate Members," by Edward
Brook ;

" The Press, The Instructor of The People," by
Major James M. Taylor.

i'lr* delegates present were: H. W. Lacey, Eliott Smith,
ex-President of the A. K. C; T. H. Terry, Westminster K.
' ».; A. Wilmerding and J. H. Blossom, Gordon Seller Club;
Dr. H. T. Foote and E. K. Webster, Northwestern Beagle
Club; F. M. Oldham, American Swaniel Club ; Major J. M.
Taylor, Louisville K. C; E. H. Morris, New Jersey K. C;
James Mortimer, Pacific K. C; D. H. Cryer, Omaha K. ('.:

F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia K. C; .lames L. Anthony and
Secretary Vredenburgh. President Belmont sent a letter of
regret, which was full of enthusiastic utterances.

Secretary Vredenburgh kindly mailed us a full report of the
speeches and proceedings of the banquet, but our limited
space will not permil our publishing the same. J. W.'s
letter, in another column, will giv" our readers the substance
of the business transactions of the meeting.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Salt*. Wheliwand Names Claimed published In this column
free of charge. 1'lea.sc use ihe following form:

WHELPS.
C. J. Adair': (Sau Francisco) rough-coated St. Bernard

bitch Atalanta 34,414, whelped September '20ih, ten—five

dogs (two since dead), to J. G. Barker's California Bernardo
'Duke of Wellington—Tomab).

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—The editorial com-

ments in a San Francisco paper regarding the American

Kennel Club and the iniquity of all concerned, or what the

critic would term its mismanagement, continue to afford an

infinity of amusement to the few who come across these

flights of imagination clothed in spread-eagle language. The
critic apparently imagines that the secretary and assistant

secretary must amuse themselves by playing craps or some
equally seductive game so as tojwhile away the time between

the arduous duties of signing for their salaries. It will be

news to him, perhaps, to be told that the work of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club necessitates other assistance. Mr. Vreden-

burgh is not "otherwise engaged " with Mr. Terry, but is in

the service of a real estate company, and exercises a general

supervision over the American Kennel affairs. Mr. Le*is,

the assistant secretary, whose remuneration is a matter to

which Mr. Vredenburgh attends, has charge of the ofiice and

acts under Mr. Vredenburgh's instructions in all matters re-

quiring reference to that gentleman. Mr. Day, who has im-

mediate charge of the keeping of the pedigree books and
registers, and besides him there is a type-writer, and if any-
one thinks they do nothing all day long, he has but to drop
into the office and see for himself.

The report of the secretary-treasurer submitted at the
meeting held on September 17th shows that the receipts up
to date this year were about five thousand dollars, and when
it i3 born in mind that almost all tbe transactions in the way
of receipts are in sums not averaging over $2, it will be seen
that a great deal of detail work is required in connection
therewith, to say nothing of routine correspondence. The
A. K. C. is uow in its tenth year, the 17th of September,! 8S4,

being the date of its organization, and it was never stronger

than it is to-day, while of a necessity it must increase in

power, for it can now have no rival. Those who were present

at the anniversary meeting and saw the class of gentlemen
who took part in its deliberations, giving vent to their opinion

with perfect freedom on all subjects, could have no thought
that there was any clique at work.. True it is that nearly all

present were New Yorkers, but that is a matter of necessity

on tbe part of the members and is not the result of any
coercion bv kennel club officials. If clubs throughout the
country will pay the expense of borne delegates to these
meetings, there presence would be welcomed, but they do not
do so for the substantial reason that the expense this would
entail is too great. Of out of town residents there were
present Mr. Edward Brooks and Mr. Pope, of BosIol, Dr.
Cryer and Mr. F. G. Tavlor, of Philadelphia, and it is seldom
we have any from points farther afield.

The business before the meeting was speedily transacted

and several cases of interest to Californians was acted upon.
The matter of the disqualification of E. P. Schell was ad-
vanced a stage nearer settlement. At the May meeting
notice of the disqualification by your club was received and
it was decided that it was necessary for that club to prefer

charges and have Mr. Shell respond. This was done, and as

is customary in all such cases the matter was referred to the

advisory commiltee for action, and at tbe next meeting a de-

cision will be rendered. This case is also before ihe club in

another shape as an objection lodged against the registration

of ths dogs about which the trouble originated, but the Stud
Book committee has waived consideration thereof pending
action on the other division of the subject.

The name of E. P. Schell also came up in tbe case of the
St. Bernard bitch Lady Gladys, Mr. Crowell having ob-
jected to the pedigree as registered. The Stud Book com-
mittee reported in favor of the registration being allowed to

stand, holding that the pedigree was of no great value and
that her strongest claim was the fact of her bench showing
wins. No one could possibly be induced to purchase any of

her progeny on the score of her pedigree containing as it

does the names of no dogs known to St. Bernard breeders.

The full pedigree did not support any claim that the sire

Valour was the dog in the Maoou pedigree.

The interminable Martin-Bell case came forward again in

another shape. Every eflort has been made by Bell and his

misguided friends to obscure the real points at issue, but the

action now taken will place them clearly before all and de-

monstrate the falsity of the claim that he was disqualified on
a charge of which he had no notice. The sentence of one
year was imposed for misconduct iu not carrying out his

agreement with Mr. Martin, and Mr. Vredenburg will now
prepare charges covering the blacker part of the transaction,

that of failure to advise Mr. Martin of his having sent him
the wrong dog. The point that Bell knew in September,
1893, that he had sent Mr. Martin the wrong dog but sup-

pressed his knowledge until the following spring when he
made Mr. Mortimer believe he had just found out the sub-

stitution and got him to advise Mr. Martin to that effect

Mr. Mortimer did not theu know that Bell had had
that kuowledge ever since tbe Toronto show of the previous

September. Who will decide the case is yet a matter of

doubt. If the agreement between the American and Cana-
dian clubs had been ratified by tbe latter at its meeting held

this mouth, then the Canadian Club would be the court. The
Canadians, however, voted tu strike out the third clause,

which is to the effect that both clubs shall have the same
rules, and that each shall have a standing commitlee,on rules,

whose business it will be to agree upon amendments to be

submitted to the clubs for ratification. It will be readily

seen that uniformitv in rules is an imporlant matter, and
how the American Kennel Club will treat the mailer is yet

to be seen. Should the A. K. C. say no, then there will be no
argument, and the Bell case will be decided by our club, and
judging by tbe remarks made in the meeting, a very severe

penalty will be ihe result, ll was ihe facl thai this phase of

the case, although in evidence, was not covered by ihe

charges that led the committee to make the disqualification

for but one year.
1 1

1
show what t he feeling 18 regarding Bell, I may add llutt

the Pittsburg Athletic Club, having announced a special

offered by him al its late show, bad a good deal to do with
the njection of that club's application for membership,
although it was done on the gronod that lhere*wa.s already

one club iu that city a member of the A. K. C. The Spaniel
Club will also take action regarding the Bell specials which
sliil figure on its list of pri/.es, and were put in competition

al Toronto. His name also appears on the club list of judges,

but at the next meeting of the Spaniel Club commitlee il

need surprise no one if it is decided to return the special
prizes to Bell and strike his name from the judges

1

list.

Still another item regarding Bell. In a recent letter to

i
Forest and Stream, I said that the statement made by Bell in

! his long explanatory letter, which did not explain, that he
was exonerated of the charges brought by Mr. Martin, was I
a willful perversion of the truth. Bell, through his attor-

neys, demanded from Forest and Stroam a retraction and
apology or a libel suit would follow. The request has not'
yet been acceded to and the libel suit still hangs fire and is

all the more likely to, now that the A. K. C. has come out
fiat-footed in the matter of additional charges.

I regret to state that Mr. Cromwell, President of the asso-
ciate members, has, acting under advice of his physician, been
compelled to relinquish all business for the present. He is

now recuperating in the Adirondacks. which is held to be a
most suitable resort for those suffering from chest troubles.

His complete and speedy recovery is earnestly hoped for
by all who know him, for a more pleasant and amiable gen- 1

tleman cannot be found. He is also one of the mainstays of
the annual Westminster Kennel Club show.

Of Mr. Mortimer's return from England you will already
have given notice. The latest news about the dogs he.
brought over is that one was smothered in its box en routa
to Hempstead from New York. I was about to ask which
one but was interrupted, and the subject passed from my
memory so that I cannot give the desired information.

I recently heard of a peculiar case in which a St. Bernard
breeder, who lives not a thousand miles from Boston, was
concerned. He sold a puppy as the greatest bargain he had
ever offered anyone, for the modest sum of £175. The pur-
chaser, when he received the future champion, did not like

the deal and after repeated offers, asked for $100 back and he
would return the puppy. This was liberal enough in all con-
science but it was declined. I do not think the seller is the
kindofman to refuse to buy back the best puppy he ever
owned for $100 and make $75 on the deal, and every one is at

liberty to draw his own conclusions as to the reason he re-

jected the offer. J. W.

The Registration of Greyhounds.

Lexington. Ky.
As the rules of the American Coursing Board have never

been published in full and are not generally familiar to either

the public or patrons of coursing, will you kindly publish the

following rules relating to registration V

Rule 4. The color, sex, names, pedigrees and ages of all

greyhounds, with the names of their owners, and the owners
of their sires and dams, shall be registered in a greyhound
stud book. The registration fee shall be twenty-five cents for

each dog registered. Tbe Keeper of the Stud Book shall

give a receipt for the registration fee of every greyhound,
which shall be called a certificate of registration.

Rule 5. The Greyhound Stud Book shall be published
under the authority of the American Coursing Board, on the
first of November, or as soon after as possible. No greyhound
shall be allowed to run at any coursing meeting held after

October 1, 1894, unless it shall have been duly registered in

the Greyhound Stud Book.
Rule 6. Applications for registration of greyhounds shall

be made on or before the tirst day of July, and registrations

applied for subsequent to that date that do not appear in the

Stud Book of that year will appear in that of tbe following

year.

Rule 7. If the same name has been given to more than
one greyhound,the Keeper of the Stud Book sball give prior-

ity to the dog first registered, and all other dogs of the same
name must be renamed before they can be registered.

Rule S. All greyhounds wbose names do not appear in the

Stud Book or whose owners cannot produce a certificate of

registration from the Keeper of the Stud Book, on being re-

quired to do so by the committe of any coursing meeting,
shall be disqualified, and shall forfeit all entry moneys which
may have been paid, or any stake or prize, won at such meet-
ing, and such entry moneys, stake or prize, or share thereof,

won by any dog so disqualified, shall be disposed of as pro-

vided by Rule 37, applicable lo disqualification.

Dogs that are now registered in the National Greyhound
Club's Stud Book are entitled to free registration in the

American Coursing Board's Stud Book. Anyone desiring

registration blanks will be supplied upon application to me.
—Roger Williams, Keeper of Stud Book, in Am. Field.

Great Danes.

A correspondent of the English Stockkeeper writes as fol-

lows :

In your report of these dogs at Portsmouth you mhntion
" Ulmer " type. Now what is " Ulmer " tvpe? There is no
breed or variety recognized in Germany under that name.
Years ago, before the exertions of Messrs. Messier and others

had raised the Great Dane fancy, these dogs used to be in-

differently called Deutsche Doggen, Ulmer Doggen and Dan-
ische Doggen. Even lately, and in Stuttgart, one of the

strongholds of the Dane, I have been told that " the Ulmer
dog is smaller than the Deutsche dog, that ihe Danische is

blue," and so on. But all thisdoes not constitute a type—and
the Great Danes in l"lm are like unto those of Stuttgart or

Berlin.

'"•You remarked recently that the German students' dogs

are generally of the Ulmer type- Now, I was for some lime

a member of variousdueliog clubs in Germany,and although,

of course, there were various TJufiers, a great many of the

corps hunde would have looked very, very well iudeed on the

bench here, being good specimens of the Deutsche Dogge,and,

as becomes a "renomtuirhund," tflegant and active, not splay-

footed, cumbersome, awkward brute.*, uur have I ever seen

one of such an utterly hideous color as a sort of blue-mottled

dog at Portsmouth, which received, I think, third prsze. 1

don't think a German judge would have put him in the

money.
" Your recent remarks about the beer-drinking were cor-

rect, though the best (.canine) drinker I ever saw was a

Bloodhound 1 imported. At the club—such a fancy did he

take to the lager—he would go and pull at the tap of the

beer-barrel till the beer (lowed, but we never could teach him
to shut it again. I remember him falling into the fountain

in the middle of the Schlossplatz at Stuttgart one night after

having imbibed too much. There used to be a few specimens ^
of a breed at shows some years back, which some thought to
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be the original parents of the " Great Dane." These were

called the Rottweiler Jletegerhunde, or butchers' dogs of Rott-

we il—Rottweil being a town, I think, in Wurtemberg. These

were strong, powerful dogs, not so large or elegant as the

Boardhound, generally black-and-tan in color, with rougher

hair, especially about the shoulders, where coarseness of hair

frequently manifests itself in Great Danes.
'' As to the correctness of the theory that the Great Dane

descends from them I can offer no opinion. They were very

scarce, and when a class was given there were only two or

three entries."

The editor states in a footnote that the Ulmer type is

larger and coarser than the Great Dane, and is generally

fawn in color.

Tips- for Tyros.

Never chain up a puppy, no matter of what breed, until he

is full grown, and then it is objectionable in the case of any

dog intended for the show bench, more especially of a long-

coated dog. In this case the continued use of the collar wtars

off the hafr on the neck, where in i Collie, Pomeranian, etc.,

it is particularly required to be long, and'in all cases this

mode of securing the dog has a tendency to destroy his

symmetry.

I often notice dogs kept chained to all kinds of impromptu

habitations, such as barrels, ordinary wooden boxes and

stone huts, some of which are not even rain proof. Here I

have seen the poor brutes fastened, with even nothing but

the cold ground or colder stone flags to come out upon,

which, to me, is a most inhuman mode of keepiog a dog.

If such owners were compelled to have to warm the stone

Hags their dogs are kept upon, the cruelty of the thing might
come home to them, perhaps. The R. S. P. C. to Animals
ought to take such cases up, which are quite common, and
caused either by the ignorance or indifference of the owners

to the most ordinary laws of common sense.

Nothing makes a better kennel for a dog than a good,

sound barrel, but care should be taken to have a loose, level

bottom put in it, and so arranged thit it can be lifted in and
out for cleaning purposes. If some such contrivance as this is

not adopted, the dog will not only take wet into his kennel,

but the rain will beat in of itself, in which he will have no
alternative but to lie, with the result that he will catch cold,

rheumatism will set in, and he will die, as lots of dogs do, to

the astonishment of their half-imbecile owners.

Dags properly kennelled in a yard are better without straw

to lie upon where they have a dry boarded bench raised from
the ground, as straw soon becomes damp, and this is very in-

jurious to their health, to ensure which the kennel should

always be fixed to face the south or south-west, and they

Bhould have a loose board outside the kennel, also raised by
short feet from the floor, to lie upon in tine weather, or when
they feel themselves disposed.

These and all kennels should, if dogs are to be kept in good
health, be frequently washed out and disinfected, Calvert's

carbolic or MacDougalPs sheep dip both being capital disin-

fectants for the purpose not less than washing dogs with.

Calvert's carbolic soft soap is, in fact, the finest 1 know of for

keeping the skin of a dog clean, supple and free from disease,

and of itself has been known to cure mild cases of cutaneous

diseases in dogs.

The shin bones of beasts—if with a little meat left on, all

the better—are a capital thing to give puppies of from three

to nine mouths to gnaw at, as they assist dentition and thus

improve digestion. Jf, however, the "sucking" teeth of

young puppies are not all supplanted by their permanent
ivories by the time they are from five to sis months old, it is

better to remove the former by the aid of a pair of pincers.

Worms are probably the cause of more deaths in a kennel

than distemper itself, which, however, has a lot to answer for.

Puppies should be treated for worms as soon as they leave

their dam, at first in a mild form, according to their size and
strength. The dose should be increased on the occasion of

its second administration, between which and the first a

couple of days should be allowed to elapse, for the puppy to

recoup from the shock the treatment has upon its system. A
third administration of some worm specific is invariably

necessary before the pests are exterminated, and even after

that they will recur later, from either a particle of germ life

left in the system or the introduction of some in same man-
ner.

Before dosing for worms, which should be done in a morn-
ing, the puppy shoutd be kept fasting from the previous night,

and a dose of castor oil given the puppv an hour before the
worm powder or pill. I have found Heald's the safest and
most effectual, although there are other good ones advertised

in our columns. An hour or so after having physicked them,
a little warm oatmeal gruel, or warm bread and milk, helps

to carry away the remains of the worm or germ not expelled
by the powder, as well as having a soothing effect to the dog's

stomach.

It is not generally known that whenever pills or powders
are given to dogs to cure them of worms, the dose should al-

ways be followed by a strongish purgative to assist in the
expulsion of the disturbed parasites. Many vermifuges do
not destroy—that is, kill—the worms, but only makes things
generally unpleasant for them. Their movements in the
intestines not infrequently bring on fits, especially in the
case of puppies, and death may result as a consequence. Cas-
tor oil is the quickest purgative.

Writing of this leads to the remark that our old friend, the
areca nut, has often been a puzzle to the dog fancier by not
acting as it should. When you go to the chemist for some,
do not let him give it to you powdered, as it has probably
been a year or two in stock, and has lost its virtue ; but insist

on having the whole nut, and grate it down yourself on a
nutmeg grater, then it will be certain to act properly. Pow-
dered glass is a constituent of many dog powders, and has a
good reputation as a worm expeller. Some of the tapeworm
class will yield to nothing but a dose or two of male fern oil.

A teaspoonful of this is enough for a big dog—say a retriever;

less, of course, for the smaller breeds in proportion. This
male fern oil is obtainable in gelatine capsules, which may be
found convenient to administer in some instances.

When from worms or any other cause a dog has a fit, there
is not much that one can do in anything like them to take
effect. Preventive measures, however, in the shape of brom-
ide of potassium, or sulphate of iron, or Fowler's arsenical
solution, any of which, particularly the first-named—will be
found effective in staving off return visits of the malady.
Plenty of open air exercise should be provided, and an onm-
^ional aperient be given.—Bmlsh Fancier,

Anent the vexed question of size in fox terriers, Fred
Gresham writes in The Shooting Times :—One thing is cer-
tain, the fox terrier of the present day is far more suited for
rabbit coursing than he is for going to ground ; in fact, very
few of the dogs that are called champions could get after a
fox at all, even if they felt disposed, and there seems to be
some doubt about their gameness in this respect. The worst
part of iheir business is that the value of a fox terrier is in
the number of prizes he can win, whether he is capable of
doing any work or not, and so long as this is the case breeders
will produce the animal that makes the money. The only
course that can be adopted by those who are opposed to the
present race of fox terriers is to decline to show under judges
who give them prizes. Exhibitors have the matter in their
own hands.

The following is a bit rough but is only half the truth,
Some of the illustrations of dogs published in the smaller
kennel papers are a positive injury to the business. The
English Stock-keeper says: "Our American contemporary.
The Dog Fancier, accords a notice to the " Fairview Ken-
nels," which are said to be "breediug the highest type of
collies exclusively." Accompanying this eulogy is a sketch
of the kennel's bitch Nancy Taylor, which is alleged by our
•contemporary to be "one of the finest sable collies in the
country." She is broad in skull, dish-faced, ears pricked
and large enough to sail a boat with, pasterns sloped, stifles

straight, loin tucked up like a greyhound, and scanty coat.

Her value in England would be a second-hand brick and a
borrowed rope.

The crack fox terrier D'Orsay met with an accident last

week, which will, it is thought, necessitate his permanent
withdrawal from the show ring. While holidaying at one
of the English seaside resorts with his owner he gave chase
to a rabbit, and in the course of his pursuit thereof fell

over a cliff and got one of his fore legs badly fractured,
Though it is expected he will be all right for stud purposes,
it is feared the injury will prove such a serious one as to ter-

minate the dog's show career.—Kennel Farm and Poultry.

Coursing in Russia with Borzois is fast increasing in

popularity.

THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at
Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at
Oakland Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each
month at Oakland Eace Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310
Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605
Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Harry HoughtOD, Secretary, Oakland,
Cal.
Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.
The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track.
The Nimrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.

P. F. E. Steiner. President, PhiL Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th
Ave-,S.S.F.
The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month

at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

S.F.
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec
Ashland Rod and Guu Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Jessee Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ev, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. W. Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDG-E AND SHELL.

Quail are said to be very plentiful about Pelaluma.

Ducks are coming in in goodly numbers on the Sonoma
marshes.

The quail season opens or is open in nearly every county
in the State on Monday next.

It is thought that chilled shot is not so likely to ball when
used with nitro powders as soft shot.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have just received an elegant lot

of new sweaters of all colors and sizes.

Plover are selling at from $4 to $6 per dozen in Boston

markets at present writing. They are at a discount here.

It is stated that Herr Dowe, the inventor of the bullet-proof

cuirass, was wounded in a public performance recently, at

Aix-la-Chapelle.

Quite a number of ducks have been killed at Alvarado

during the month, but the bags at The Bridges and Mowries

have been exceedingly light.

The E. T. Allen Co. have just received a supply of Ideal

loading machines. They sell at a very reasonable price and

are very highly recommended.

G. P. Wilder, of Honolulu, arrived in this city last Satur-

day. He brought with him a fine pair of Japanese pheas-

ants and had them mounted. Both the cock and hen are the

finest specimens that we have seen.

We used 100 shells loaded with Dupont Smokeless on Sat-

urday last, and pronounce it, in our estimation, the equal of

any powder yet invented. It is absolutely smokeless, very

clean and marvelously quick. We used 2i{- drams and 1 1-S

ounces No. 6 shot (for curlew and plover), using one black

edge, one three-eighths felt and one black edge wad over

powder and a Squires' top shot wad over shot. This load in a

7-pound 14-ounce gun gave no recoil whatever. For pene-

tration if. can scarcely be excelled.

The Yuba City Gun Club was organized at Marysville on
the loth inst. A. H. Hewitt was elected president and H
C. Clark secretary and treasurer. The club has leased a tract
of tule land near West Butte and will build a club house at

Annie Oakley (Little Sure Shot), the well known shot-gun
expert, will tour through the provinces of Great Britain in
the American Comedy Drama " Miss Rora," written by TJI-
lie Akerstrom. She will leave for England in November
next and has completed engagements up to April, 1895.

The cool weather of the first of tbe week brought with it
quite a few ducks. Parties that have just returned from
Alaska state that never before have so many ducks been seen
in that country. Everything points to a very good season,
and the old hunters seem to think that the season will com-
mence very early.

H. J. O'Farrell of St. Louis, Dr. A. W. Barker of San Jose
and Geo. L. Eoop have just returned from an outing in the
Olympia Mountains, Wash. They killed two fine elk the
first day out. Though very rainy thev had some superb
trout fishing, and think the lake fishing of that section the
finest in the world.

F. E. Miller, W. L. Prather Jr., Frank Harden. Jos.
Umphred. Frank Umphred, W. N. Wetmore, C. W. Bur-
gans, A. Russell Crowell and Harry Cann were at the
Pastime Club, Alviso Bridges on Saturday and Sunday last,
building anew boat house and making other improvements
preparatory to the winter's duck shooting. Quite a few cur-
lew and plover were bagged by the party.

The Gilroy Sportsmen's Protective Association was fully
organized on the 16th inst. with about twenty members. The
object of the club is the protection offish and game laws. The
following officers were elected: Presiden*. Dr. J. Clark-
Vice-President, J. A. Sargent ; Secretary," C. M. Gardner

;

Treasurer, E. A. Hersey; Executive Committee, G. E. Rea,
Val Grodhaus, M. Casey, John Hollaway and John Rives!
The club will meet once a month hereafter.

We are very pleased to see that the sportsmen of Califor-
nia are awakening to the importance of the better protection
of game. In nearly every issue we have the pleasure of an-
nouncing the advent of some new sportsmen's club. The
latest is a proposed organization in Red Bluff. About forty-
five gentlemen have signified their willingness to assist in
organizing and maintaining such a club, and a meeting will
be called ia the near future for that purpose.

According to Shooting and Fishing there are 34 species of
diving_ birds, such as loons, grebes and awks ; 36 species of
long-winged swimmers, such as gulls, terns and skimmers ; 31
species of tube-nosed swimmers, such as albatrosses, petrels,
etc.; 14 species of swimmers, such as tropic birds, cormorants,
etc.; 53 species of ducks, geese and swan

; 20 species of waders,
such as herons, storks, etc.; 18 species of waders, such as
cranes, rails, etc.; 67 species of shore birds, such as plover,
snipe, etc.; 23 species of terrestrial birds, such as grouse,
quail, etc.; 12 species of semi-terrestrial birds, such as pigeons,
and 58 species of birds of prey, such as vultures, haws, owls
and eagles.

The Boar and the Bear.

Leonard Alverson, of Leye Creek, peddles meat through
Bradford county, Pa., says the Chicago Blade. His slaughter-

house stands close by a wood, near the creek, and is outo
sight of his house and the main road. Adjoining the

slaughterhouse on the woodland side there is a large yard

with a high fence, in which the butcher keeps a lot of hog6

to feed on the offal. The slaughterhouse shuts off the view

of the yard on the side toward the road.

When Butcher Alverson approached the slaughterhouse at

daybreak last Tuesday morning he heard the hogs snorting

and tearing about the yard as though they were being driven

around by a dog. A three-year-old boar that the butcher

had kept confined for several months was also snorting
around in his pen in a corner of the slaughterhouse.

Butcher Alverson ran into the building and looked through

the cracks to see what had alarmed the swine. One glance

brought to view an immense black bear near the center of the

yard. The bear was feeding on the offal as if it hadn't eaten

anything for several days. He had evidently just tackled it

and he had full possession of the yard. The hogs were in a

state of terror at sight of the big black animal and were
cantering along the fence and vainly trying to find a hole
out. The hungry bear paid no attention to them but put in

his best licks to fill his stomach.
Not having a gun at hand, and thinking to have some fun

with the bear, Mr. Alverson got a crowbar and opened the

door to the boar's pen on tbe inside. The boar bounded out

into the yard with an angry snort, and came up standing when
he saw the bear. Bruin glared at the newcomer for a mo-
ment, and then pitched into the offal again. The boar, hav-
ing apparently made up his mind that the bear had no right

to be in the yard, charging on the big black beast and before

the bear had time to realize that he had an antagonist the bel-

ligerent hog cut a hole in the bear's jaw with his tusks and
leaped to one side, snorting as he dashed past the bear.

The bear wheeled and lunged at the boar, but the maddened
hog had just turned for another attack, and, being quicker
than the bear, he set his tusk into the bear's snout and hung
on till the bear gave him a cuff that sent him staggering tow-

ard the other hogs. Both were game, though, and again they

came together and had a bout in which the bear got the worst

of it.

With blood pouring from his nostrils the bear forced the

boar into the corner where the hogs had huddled, but in that

he made a mistake, for the smell of fresh blood enraged the

hogs, and the whole drove of nearly twenty piled upon the

bear and rolled him over in the dirt to the opposite end of the

yard, where he broke away and started to climb a tree inside

the fence. The infuriated boar pulled him down several times,

but finally the bear, with blood streaming from half a dozen

wounds, got away from the boar and climbed to the branches.

Then he soon became so weak that he lost his hold and fell to

the ground. In less than five minutes the boar killed the bear.

Then the other hogs commenced to tear hiin to pieces, and by

sundown, Mr. Alverson says, he was devoured.
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A Visitor in Oamp.

[To. H. D. H.1

Halloo ! Hallux ! rings thro' the trees

To those around the fire

:

Halloo ! Halloo ! the willing breeze
Escorts the signal higher.

We lujt across the wooded glade to where the path winds down.
Behold a friend in peace arrayed, bearing us news from town,

And as be nearer draws we note a bundle on his back,

And parcels wedged into his coat of just the stuff we lack.

Bread and cheese and canned preserves !

Steadv, boys, coutrol your nerves !

Give them a cheer ; now. let her go!
May heaven be praised. Halloo 1 Halloo !

Halloo ! Halloo ! responds the friend,

Who never seems to tire.

Halloo! Halloo ! our voices blend
In accents eav and higher.

Behold, he comes ! Mav manv a guest like him our midst intrude,

They'll find a welcome not in jest when they come in with food,

rrowu him a saint, above them all, who brings both bread and
meat.

Yet. swear him first, beyond recall, each visit to repeat.

urd pies and French sardines.

With a great big pot of Boston beans.

Give him a cheer to let him know
We're always empty—Halloo ! Halloo !

Halloo! Halloo! the sound is sweet
As music from the lyre,

Halloo ! Halloo ! glad voices meet
A woodland echo choir.

The stranger is identified, his baggage has been checked.
We've put it carefullv aside for fear it will be wrecked.
We'll sing him now a song of praise, the chorus by the club,

showing how honor tits its rays to him who brings the " grab."
Pickled onions, chowdered clams,

A case of beer and two boiled bams,
Give him a cheer, don't let him go,

The feast is famous—Halloo ! Halloo !

-Geukge E. Bowes.

Chased by Coyotes.

Teddy DoIsod on Friday night had an experience compared

with which Tam o' Shanter's famous ride pales into insig-

nificence. Instead of the horse with which Tam was equiped
t

Teddy had a bicycle ; in the place of the witches that pursued

and plagued and almost crazed the Scotsman, the Cheyenne

man was followed by hungry coyotes. Tam, too, had taken a

generous libation of usquebaugh, while Dolson's only refresh-

ment was a hearty snpper.

Friday evening, according to his habit, DoIsod started out

for a bicvele rnn. He had intended to go a few miles south,

then return, but, being unacquainted with the country, lost his

way, and in endeavoring to regain his bearings, lost himself

entirely. He wheeled on in the direction that Cheyenne
seemed to him to be, arriving at half-past eight o'clock at

Wheeler's ranch, twenty miles from the city.

There he was directed how to get back to town, and started

back on the trail. On and on he rode, but in no fixed direc-

tion, for in the darkness he had promptly lost hi- way again

on leaving the Wheeler ranch. As he wheeled along in the

gloomy night over the untracked prairie, wishing for nothing

on earth so much as a comfortable bed, he became suddenly

aware of the fact that he was being closely followed by the

coyotes.

To add to his misfortunes, he broke a pedai in attempt"

ing too great speed, and was on the point of giving out

and letting the hungry coyotes do their worst, when he

espied a deserted cabin ashort distance away. To this he
hastened, and, abandoning his bicycle, quickly climbed upon
the roof that slanted up from the ground. Even here the coy-

otes followed him, but a coign of vantage and place of refuge

was found on the top of the chimney.
All night he remained there, at times driving away his

pursuers with fragments of brick, which caused their retreat

to a short distance, whence, after a series of lugubrious
growls, they would return to the attack. At daylight they
departed with a parting salute of angry howls, and Dolson
climbed down aud mounted his bicycle, soon reaching Pierce

station on the Denver Pacific, thirty miles from Cheyenne.
He was unable to get breakfast until he reached Gary, and

arrived here at half-past eight the next morning. The hard-
est feature of the whole night's experience, he said, was the

fact that he had two cigars in his pocket and not a match to

light them. He was very badly used up by the night's ex-

perience.—Cheyenne Leader.

Deer Skins.

On the 25th the Supreme Court discharged on habeus cor-

pus David Mackey and Lancaster Lupton, convicted in Hum-
boldt County of misdemeanor for having deer hide** in their

possession. The arrest was made under a section of a local

ordinance, reading as follows :

Every person who, in the county of Humboldt, shall buy,

bell or offer for sale, transport or carry or have in his pos-

session any deer or deer skins, or any hide or pelt from
which the evidence of sex has been removed, or any of the
aforesaid game at a time when it is unlawful to kill thesame,
shall be guiltv of a misdemeanor.
Commenting upon the case, tne Supreme Court 6ays :

.ustruction given to Section 10 by the Justice before

whom the petitioners were tried and convicted and now in-

sisted upon by respondent, is that it is unlawful to have in

one's possession at any lime wheu it is uulawful to kill deer,

any deer skin, whether the evidence of sex has been re-

moved or not. The open season being from July 15th to

October 15th, it would necessarily follow, if that construction

is correct, that the complaint and judgment charging the

possession of deer skins on December 20th, stated an offense

upon which the petitioners might be properly convicted and
imprisoned. But such construction cannot be maintained.
It concedes, as all rnusl concede, that it is lawful to have in

one's possession, during the time it is lawful to kill deer, the
skins or hide*, provided the evidence of sex has not been re-

moved.
By Section it is unlawful to sell the hide or skin of anv

deer at any time, whether during the time it is lawful to

kill male deer, or during the lime it is unlawful to do so.

But it is unlawiul to kill a female deer at any lime, and be-

cause of that prohibition and as an aid to the detection of

its violation, it is made unlawful to have in one's posses-

sion at any time the skin or hide from which the evidence of

-ex has been removed.
If it were unlawful to have deerskins in one's possession at

any time there would be no reason for the provision that the

evidence of sex should not be removed from the skins. Com*
ing back, then, to the concession that one may lawfully have

in possession deerskins during the time that male deer may
be lawfully killed, if the evidence of sex has not been re-

moved, what is to be done with the skins when that season

closes ? It is unlawful to sell them " at any time," and if it

is unlawful to have them in one's possession after the season

closes, what recourse is left but to destroy them ? And how
would the destruction of all the hides on October 16th of each
year tend to the protection of game? It could have no such
tendency, but on the contrary would tend to defeat the pur-

pose of the ordinance to protect female deer by the require-

ment tnat the evidence of the sex shall not be removed, since

the destruction of the hide would be such removal.

It would have been a singular requirement if the ordi-

nance had provided that at the end of the open season all

skins of deer should be destroyed, but it would not be more
singular than it now is if the construction contended for by

the people can be sustained, which is that if you sell the

hides you are guilty of a misdemeanor, and if you keep them
after October 15th you are also guilty of a misdemeanor.
The Court concludes by saying that the object of the law is

the protection of the females through preventing the having
in possession skins from which have been removed evidences

of sex. It was not considered that the complaint charged a

crime.
«.

Marketing Game.

I was talking with a gentleman of moderate means but
good sense (save the mark), a few days ago, on the subject of

marketing game. He said that his opinion was that a free-

born American citizen should have the privilege of buying
and selling articles of food—meaning game.

This I will grant ; but let as look at the facts. Let us look

in the Boston markets to-day, and see what oar game birds

cost. Grouse bring $1.50 a pair ; bob-white, $3.50 a dozen
;

plover, $4 to $6 a dozen, etc. How many of these birds can
people in moderate circumstances afford to use, at these

prices ?

The friend frankly admitted that he had never bought a

game bird in his whole life,'but thought it should be his privi-

lege to do so. And yet he cannot afford it, and furthermore
admitted that he did not like the taste of wild game.
On the other hand, what does the country boy realize for

his game, which he has been hired by the dealer to snare,

perhaps in direct violation of the State law ? Not over, and
probably much less than, fifty per cent, of the retail price.

Then, permit me to ask, who receives the benefit of the mar-
keting of game?
The average man cannot afford to buy it, and the average

man cannot afford to hunt it—except occasionally, for recrea-

tion and sport. But it is the average man that kicks the

hardest about having his rights taken away, not stopping to

consider that he is playing the part of the dog in the man-
ger. Not only this, but he is working against his fellow

average man, as well as the sport of shooting it. This is no
imaginary character. It is a reality, and thousands of such
men are found ill about us. They care little or nothing
about the game, and perhaps never shoot. But their rights

—well, isn't it a shame ?

Now let us look a moment, and see who does buy and use

the game. Those who can afford it? Yes, as a rule, and those

are the very ones who work the hardest and pay large sums
of money to make and enforce game laws, and would gladly

see the marketing of game stopped. They are the ones who
can afford to, and do, shoot as much as they like. They are

men of means, many of them gentlemen of leisure; but they
are continually spending money in trying to stock depleted
covers, and in most cases are sharing the shooting with the

average man. By average man, and man in moderate circum-
stances, I do not mean the hoodlum element, but those in the

middle class ; those who are comfortable, but who must give

some thought to time and economy.
Then who receives the benefit of this wholesale slaughter

and destruction of our game?
There is but one answer, and that is, the few dealers who

are engaged in the business. For the paltry dollars which
they pocket, the farmer's boy is made a criminal by violating

the law, the game is thinned, and an occasional day in the
woods is a failure, simply because the average man maintains
his right to buy and sell game, something he never did and
never will do. How it is that the average man will be so

blind and not see, the writer cannot comprehend. There is

evidently no way but to keep trying, and, if possible, educate
the average man to realize his mistake.—Protector in Shooting
and Fishing.

[While the above article is written from an Eastern stand-

point, it applies to this country with equal force. The prices

ofgame are not so high here, but still, except on rare occa-

sions, when the market is glutted, any kind of meat is cheaper

than game.

—

Ed.]

It is presumed the balance of the corpse was carried away
by animals into the mountains. At the same spot also was
found the matchbox, fishing line and other articles identified

as Colgate's property.
The remains were interred in lower Hot Springs on the

middle fork of the Clearwater. Lieutenant Elliott was sent I

out on this mission by the present commander of the Depart- I

ment of the Columbia, to which official he will make a full

report, there being many points tending to prove that Col-

gate's desertion by the Carlin party was cowardly in the ex-

treme.

Live Birds at Dixon.

The Rising Sun Gun Club of Dixon held a very interesting

live bird shoot at Dixon Driving Park on the 23d inBt. The
birds were a fine lot of country birds and the weather was all

that could be desired. In the shoot-off M. Feudaer won first,

an elegant shell case; R. Millar, second, a fine gun case ; C.

Rohwer, third, a cleaning rod and implements. American

Association rules governed. The score :

M. Feudner _ 11111111*12 1—11
Dr. R. Millar 021121 11211 1—11
C. Rohwer- 1 llllll 11 2 2—11
T. Pediick 12101211121 1—11
J. Feudner 211011*2 111 1—10
F. Feudner 20011112111 1—10
C. Clausen 1021*112112 1—10
J. Pedrick.. 02111022111 1—10
Geo. Feudner 11100111*121—9
Zeotner „ 111011020211—9
Geo. Pedrick 1001121120 2 2—9
E. Hotting 100012112011—8
R. Bubman „ 220120101*11—8
W. Pedrick 101102101200—7

* Dead out of hounds.
"NlMROD."

Capt. Hunt, of H. M. S. Herald.has eclipsed all others in a
single day's shooting. His bag comprised five lions, four

water-buck and four teal, and the story is confirmed by a

gentleman who was in the vicinity (Chilomo) at the time.

C'apt. Hunt's pluck in facing the lions and knocking them
over one by one was the subject of much congratulation, and
establishes a record in this country, so far as is known, not

even excepting Mr. Selous.

ROD-
All the fresh water streams of Mendocino county are being

stocked with trout from the Sisson hatchery.

Tamalpais Sportsmen's CJub.

An election of officers of the Tamalpais Sportsmen's Club

was held on Saturday, September 15th. Mr. J. W. Sperry

was elected President,C. M. Osborn Vice-President and Major

Cobb Secretary and Treasurer. As Directors for the new

term, the club elected Majors Miller and Cobb, also Messrs.

W. E. Brown, Rudolph, C. M. Osborn, Roos, Muser, J. de
Ruyter and President J. W. Sperry, ex-officio president of the

Board. An executive committee comprising Messrs. Brown,
De Ruyter and Muser was elected. The name of A. T. Mar-
Marvin was enrolled as honorary member of the club. The
thanks of the club were tendered to Major Miller for his effi-

cient incumbency of the office of president during the past

four years.

The Body of Colgate.

A dispatch from Missoula, Mont., dated September 25th,

states that the Missoulian of the 26th will contain a sensa-

tional story of the recovery and burial of the remains

of George Colgate, the deserted cook of the notorious

hunting party headed by William E. Carlin, the son

of General Carlin, late commander of the Department of

the Columbia.
The discovery was made about August 23d by Lieutenant

Elliott, eight miles below the spot where the desertion oc-

curred on the Clearwater river. All that remained of Col-
gate's body was a thighbone and one leg. These were gnawed
by the wild beats infecting that region.

Awarded
Highest Honcre— Wrrld'e Fair.

•DR; -

w CREAM

BAKING
nmm

MOST PERFECT MADE.
, ^ure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

!i!Oin Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

' 40 YEARS THE STANDARD

E. W. Hunt, of the Tahoe fish hatchery, shipped five cans
of young trout to J. L. Harrison, Deputy Fish Commissioner
of Ventura County on the 12th instant for distribution among
the streams of that county.

The Pacific Coast crawfish is fast becomicg popular. A
Santa Barbara fish merchant is pickling them in vinegar and
shipping them in large quantities. They are very nearly

as toothsome as the Eastern lobster.

The Electric Light Company's fish ladder at the dam on
Antelope creek is now completed. The ladder is about 96

feet long and the incline about 20 degrees. It is constructed

substantially and made according to plans of the best known
fishways.

Harry M. Wilis, H. W. Nesbit and Hon. Bryon Waters,

of San Bernardino, opened a correspondedce some lime ago
with the State Board of Fish Commissioners, and as a result

will receive next week four cans of Lake Tahoe fry, for

the purpose of stocking the streams of the neighboring

mountains. The species to be sent is the rainbow trout,

considered the choicest for this region. About 25,000 trout

will have been placed in the streams of this region within

a few weeks. The new fish ordinance forbids the killing of

trout or other fishes under five inches in length—Los An-
geles Times.

A few days ago Senator Endert received word that there

were two fish dams and traps on the lower part of Smith
River. The next day after hearing of this he went to the

scene with axes, ropes, etc., to remove them. He found one
completed and another under construction. The dam and
trap obstructed the river completely ; not a fish of any size

could get past. The trap was removed by the sheriff and the

Indians were ordered to remove the dam lorthwith, which
they were willing to do to avoid arrest. Sheriff Endert de-

serves credit for his efforts in the protection offish and game.
All our prominent citizens are with him in this matter and
we hope that his successor in the office of Sheriff will continue

this good work, and the result will be plenty of fish and

game for all, in the place of all of it for a few.—Crescent

City Record.
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HOOF-BEATS.

?HE race meeting at San Jose was most

cessful.

•'aro is reported to have broken down at

•ckton last week.

;Cnteb your youngsters in the rich stakes

i
he Louisville Jockey Club at once. See

|
advertisement in this issue.

Ibnbv Pierce has decided to postpone the

ling of the great broodmare Free Love, by
ie Blackburn, and her great two-year-old

j, Wicke-Wicke, bv Major Ban, until the

Dting of the Jockey Club.
. .^

.on Foster, a bay shree-year old colt by
i. Darebin—Glenair, won a five-furloDg

a at Jerome Park last Wednesday. Red-
i, brother to Ramapo, won at a mile and
t teeoth on the same date.

i valuable race horse belonging to Thos.
Ie, the well-known farmer and stock raiser

Mayfield. was killed at Palo Alto late last

oing. The horse was one of a team driven
Alfred Seale. The team ran away and tbe

36 fell, breaking its neck. He was a fast

ter, valued at $3,200.—San Jose Herald.

AST Tuesday Geo. H. Fox of Angels'
ip purchased of Williams & Morehouse

[ handsome bay stallion Silver Bow, 2:16.

I sideration private. Silver Bow is one of

I greatest and best racehorses ever seen in

I
forma. He is individually fine, and is

!wn as one of the best proportioned horses

)g. His breeding is first-class. We con-
ulate Mr. Fox on his purchase, and have
tesitancy in saying no man in California
a better horse or a more promising sire.

The victory of Vasto iast Saturday in that

hard-fought pacing race was a most popular
one, for his driver has spared neither time nor
patience in bringing this splendid son of Vasco
to the post in perfect condition. As a sire

Vasto will ere long be known as one of the

best in California. Senator Jas. G. Fair has
two great horses in Gossiper, 2:15|, and Vasto,

2:16i. If mated to the proper mares, what a

lot of money-making campaigners there will

be on his Sonoma Stock Farm !

A great, big chunk of good luck struck

John Rodegap, at Harlem, last Friday, says

the Live Stock Record. A few days previous
he won a race with Little Cripple, and the

colt was run up on him to $1,000, he finally

getting him. The Harlem Association has an
excellent rule that half of the amount a horse
brings in a selling race, above tbe entered

price shall be added to a purse race. This
was done, and last Friday Rodegap won his

own money back, with Lulu T., and some
more besides, the total value of the purse be-

ing $1,152.50.
-•-

That sensational young plunger, Riley
Grannan, who set the Eastern bookmakers on
their heads by his nerve both on the block

and on the ground, will settle down to a quiet

life for a while. He and Mr. J. H. Apple-
gate, of this city, also a well-known book-

maker, have leased the old Turf Clubquarters,
and will conduct a first-class cafe, for which
purpose the building is splendidly located and
adapted. The rooms will be furnished in ele-

gant style, and everything about the place will

be conducted in first-class order. Mr. Apple-
gate understands this kind of business very
thoroughly and will be able to manage it

properly. Both meu have many friends who
will patronize them, and the great need of

such an establishment in Lexington will bring

to their doors many transient customers.

—

Li?e Stock Record, Lexington, Ky.

THE

Washington Park Club
OFFICE.tROOM 32, PALMER HOU8E.):

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE
HYDE PARK
STAKES

$5,000
Added.

THE
KENWOOD
STAKES

STAKES FOR 1895.
To Clone October 15, 1894.

A Sweepstabea for TWO-YKAR-OLDS— f foals of 1S93). 3150 each, §50 f.;

or only S10 It declared out on or before February 1st, or 825 by April 1, 1895.

All declaration* void unless accompanied with the money: with $5,000
added, of which $1,000 to the second and $500 to the third. A winner ot any
stake race of the value of g.,500 to carry 3 los.; of $2,500, 5 lbs extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual
time of closine, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable
for the starting fee. Three-quarters of a Mile.

$1,500
Added.

THE
LAKESIDE
STAKES

A Sweepstakes for HOLTS—Two years old (foals of 1893), $50 each, h. f.;

or only -$10 if declared out ou or before February 1st, or $15 by ipril 1, 1S95.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money ; with $1,500 added,
of which $300 to second and $L00 to third. A winner ot any stake race of the
value of iJl.-WO to carry 3 lbs.; of §2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.

Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee.

Five Furlongs.

$1,500
Added.

THE
DctEXEL
STAKES

A Sweepstakes for FILLIES—For two-year-olds (foals of 1893!, ?o0 each, h-

f ; or only §10 if declared out on or before February 1st, or §15 by April 1, 1S95-

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with $1,500 added,
of which $300 to second aod $100 to third. A winner of aay stake race of the
value of §1,500 to carrv 3 lbs.; oi §2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.

Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to he liable tor the starting fee.

Five Furlongs.

$1,500
Added.

THE
AMERICAN
DERBY

$10,000
Added.

THE
SHERIDAN
STAKES

$2,500
Added.

THE
3NGLEWOOD
STAKES

V Sweepstake* lor THREE-YEAR-Ol OS—(foals of 1892), 350 each, b.

f.; or ODly 110 if declared out on or before February 1st, or $15 A pril 1, 1895.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with $1,500 added,
ot which $300 to second and *1P0 to third. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value ot $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,500. 5 lhs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry bos, at the usual
time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable

for the starting fee. One Mile.

STAKES FOR 1896.
To Close October 15, 1894.

A Sweepstakes for THRKE-YEAR-OLDS-ffoals ot 1893), $250 each,
$100 forfeit ; or onlv §20 if declared out on or before February 1st, or §40 April
1,1896, All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
510,000 added, of which $2,000 to the second and §1.000 to the third. A winner
ot any three-year-old stake race of the value of §5,000 to carry 3 lbs.: of§10,000

or three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lb3. extra.

Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run the first day of the meeting. One Mile
and a Half.

A Sweepstakes tor THREE-YKAR-OLDS— foals of lS»3j, §lwO each, b.

f.; or only §10 if declared out or or before February 1st, or §30 April 1, 1890,

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with §2,500

added, of which §400 to the second and $200 to the third. A winner of any
tbree-vear-old stake race of the value of §2,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of §5,000, or

three br roore three-year-old stake races of any value, S lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through tbe entry box, at the usual time
of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the
starting fee. One Mile and a Quarter.

$2 ,ooo
Added.

A Sweepstakes for FILLIES—Three years old (foals of 1893 1. §100 each,

h. f.; or only §10 if declared out on or bsfore February 1st, or §20 April 1,

1890 ' All declarations void uoless accompanied with the money; with §2,000

added, ot which §300 to the second and g200 to the third. A winner of any
three-year-old stake race of the value ot §1,500 to c±xry 3 lbs ; ot §2,000, or

thre= or more three-yea r-oId suke races of any value, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens

allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual

time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable

tor the starting fee. One Mile.

I entries in these stakes received subject to the provisions ot the American Racing Rules now in force and
'i editions of the Special Notice below:
MOTIAL NOTICE. -No entry will be received for any of these stakes except upon these conditions:

I ..disputes, claims and objections arising out of the racins*. or with respect to the interpreta ton of^the
; Ions of an v stake, shall he decided by a majority of the Raomg Stewards present, or those w horn they may
I it, aod r.Lelr decisions urql all potu's shall be. Bual. „„„ „ nrr^. . __ -_

JAME§ SOWARD, Secretary,

Sir Walter is fast rounding into his old
form. Last Wednesday at Jerome Park the
son of imp. Midlothian and La Sc^la simply
romped in a winner in a nine-furlong race.

The Oakwood Park Stock Farm will be
known as the Palo Alto of the Pacific before
many years, if one is to judge by its splendid
representatives that are seen on the circuit are
any criterion. Millard Sanders, the skillful

and capable trainer, is deserving great credit

for what be has already done.

Last Wednesday the first carload of race-

horses for the California Jockey Club meeting
arrived at the Oakland track. The flyers stood
the trip across the continent in splendid style.

Blakely and Ryan brought along Bassanio, the
good old steeplechase horse, General Miles,

another " lepper," and Melanie. Tbe horses
on the car belonging to N. S. Hall were Favor
Jr., Sweet Alice, Tar and Tarter and a two-
year-old. Curly Shields brought along Capt.
Rees, McLigbt, Mary S. and Royalist. Shields
will train all these horses but those owned by
Hall, who conditions his own string.

Mr. Josh Billings
once said, " Dont trust a

man who is 95 per cent honest and 5 per

cent dishonest. H you. do, that 5 per

cent will beat you."

It's the same with a revolver. Five

per cent of dishonesty or incapacity in a

revolver may mean death and disaster to

you.

You want a 100 per cent revolver—the

Smith & Wesson.

Send stamp for descriptive catalog.

2 Stockbridge St.,

Springfield, Mass.Smith & Wesson,

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
2» FIRST STREET. SAX FRASC18CO.

VALLEJO

GIBSON.
In answer to many inquiries I take this method of

informing the public that the race horse GIBSON is

forsale at $500. For particulars address

R. D. C^AWFROTH.
Sonoma, Cal.

Given under the auspices of the Solano Agricul-

tural and Speed Association.

OCTOBER 2 to 6, 1894,

INCLUSIVE.

RUNNING, SPECIAL

TROTTING and PACING

Five Days' Races

Three Days of Trotting and

Pacing.

TWO DAYS OF RUNNING.

The following Running Events will close

the night before the race:

No. 1. OI'KMM; SCRAMBLE, PURSE $250.
0\E MILE—Horses that have siarted and uot won
this year allowed 10 lbs,, those that have not been
placed allowed 15 lbs , beaten maidens, 20 lbs.

No. 2. SELLING RACE. PURSE S2UO,
HALF-MILE HEATS—^50 to second, g23 to. third,
the winner to be sold at auction for J 1,000, if for less 2
lbs. off each ?100 to 3-500, then 2 lbs. off for each $.50 to
$100.

No. 3. S ELM XU RACE, FIVE FURLOVGS,
PCRSE S250— For horses which have not won two
races this vear, the winner to be sold at $1,000 ; if for
less, 2 lbs. allowed for each §100 to$G00, then 2 lbs. for
each $50 to §100.

No. 4. SIX AND OXE-HALF FLRLOMi-,
PURSE.S2&0. For all ages. Horses that have started

and not won since May 1st allowed 10 pounds; if not
placed allowed 15 pounds additional; 10 pounds below
the scale.

No. 5. SELLING RACE, SIX FURLONGS,
PURSE @250. For horses which have oot won two
races this year, the winner to be sold at auction for
91.000; If for less, 2 pounds allowed for each $100 to

$600; then 2 pounds for each §50 to §100.

No. 6. SELLING, PURSE 8300, SIX FUR-
LONGS. Of which §50 to second aod §25 10 third.

The winner to be sold at auction for §1.500; if for less.

1 pound allowed for each §100 to §300 ; then 1 pound for
each $50 to $100.

Entries for Trotting and Pacini: Event"
Closed September 26th.

W. T. KELLEV, Secretary.
B. F. RUSH, President.

New Louisville Jockey Glub,
VHI.F. SCHELTE.Fre*. M. LEWIS CLARK, Presiding Judge. CHARLES F. PRICE. Secy.

All Stakes Guaranteed. New Conditions.

Kentucky Derby - - 1Ji miles
GUARANTEED VALUE, $6,000.

Clark Stakes - - - 1A miles
GUARANTEED VALUE, $4,000.

Kentucky Oaks .1
1

16 MILES
GUARANTEED VALUE, $3,500.

The New Louisville Jockey Olub will Close the Following-

oil October 15, 1894, to be Run at its

M ie: :e t i u G-, i 3 s.SPRING
gli.OOO. KEKTCCKY DERBY. 86,000.

THE KENTUCKY DERBY—For three-year-olds (foals of 1893). 55 to accompany the nomination; 515 to

be paid May 1, 1895: 830 to be paid May 1, 1S9S. 8100 additional to start. The Club to guarantee the value
i

of the

states lo be S6 000. of which 8700 to second and 5300 to third. Colts to carry 122 lbs :
goldlrgs -

at toe of s an
Ingi 119 lbs - fillies. 117 lbs. Those not having won a race for three-year-olds (without respect to sex), of the

value of 31,500, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One Mile and a Quarter.

84,000. CLARK STAKES. 84,000.

THE CLARK STAKE3-For three-year-olds (foa'.s of 1893). 35 to accompany the nomination; 315 to be

paid May 1. 1895 : 830 to be paid May 1, 1695. 3100 additional to start. The Club to guarantee the
:

value or the

states to be 84.000, of which 3350 to second and 8150 to third. Celts to carry 22 lbs : geldings (at t,me of start-

insT, 119 lbs.; fillies, 117 lbs. Tbe winner of the Keotucty Derby to carry 5 lbs. extra. Those not having won

a!iace.for three-year-olds (without respect tn sex) of the value of 31,500, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One
mile and an Eighth.

KKXTl CRY 'OAKS. 63.500.83.500.
THE KENTUCKY OAKS-For three-year-old fillies (foals of 1693,. 35 to accompany the nomination

;
610

to be paid Ma? 1 1805; 825 to be paid May 1 1896. 3100 additional to start. The Club to guarantee the value of

Sestet™ to be 53,510 of which 3350 to second and 3150 to third. Those not haviogwon a race for three-year-

olda (without respect to sexi. of the value of 31,500, allowed 5 lbs.; maidoos, 10 lbs. One Mile and One.sii-

teenth.

ALL, OTHER STAKES to be run at this meeting will also be guar-

anteed and none of less than $2,000 cash value.

Turfmen failing to receive entry Wants can obtain them by applying to the Secretary, or at the office of the

BSESDEB AMD SpORTSUAX.
Addresj nominations and all corumunlcatlons to

CHARLES F. PRICE, Secretary. Loul»v(lle, Ky.

i
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AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Including the get ol Palo Alio and Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lula

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore been

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
OR HELD SO HIGH THAT

The Public. Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

VROM SECURING IT.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Madison Square Girdsn, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

t'fcl BR V. KELLOGG A CO., Auctioneers, 107 John St., \.*,V.

No other stud of trolling horses has produced so many champion trotters in various classes as Palu Alto.
Since the death of itsfoundera steady reduction in its numbers ha3 been effected by continuous sales, prin-
cipally at auction, until it is now narrowed down to that portion of the stock which is closely allied to its

irrealest trotters and producers of trotting speed. For instance, no man who ever purchased a stallion out ol"

Beautiful Bells and placed him in the stud has failed to Quickly find that he possessed a sire whose value repre-

sented a fortune in itself. All her sons brought great prices, and when their breeder was asked whether he
did not intend to retain one for his own use he replied: " Yes. wheu she has one by Palo Alto I will keep
him." Sue produced such a colt in 1S0J, a splendid specimen, now great in promise, that has never been han-
dled except recently and far within hi * speed to guard against injury, yet can trot miles in 2:^t> to 2:27, and has
rich three-year-old engagements. The exigencies of the reduction of the stud have placed him iu the sale, an
offering that, were his breeder living, would have been held at a great price, if sold at aU. In character the
entire consignment ranks far above any yet sold by this great breeding establishment, and from ii the buyer
ma v hold as strong a hand as ever the seller held in the breeding ranks.

The following form of advertisement was invented hv us and adopted as a i r;ide mark. Others are respectfu
requested not to imitate it—PETE!: C. KELXOUG & CO.

Color I b
and ?
Sex. >

Dam's Family.

1. Truman 17,5fr)

SIS at 4 yrs. i

2. Advance
2:22 \ 2y».)

8. J. C Simpson 21,246

fbro. to Anteeo,
2:16)4, Coral. 2ilS^,
AntevolO. 2:194;.

rgolino 22,623...-.

(bro. to Hugo.2:27'-;
nor Roll '•1 ?_1fi *Day Bell

-1 216..

6. Maaco'Jl.ffi-x. b s

7. Oman 21,235 lbs

S. Paora cha

B. Palori.- bs

10. Eiffel bs

II Palo Alto Sprite ...
.
cli m

Electioneer 12-5.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer J2-5.

Electioneer

Palu Alto. 2

1&92 Palo Alto. 2

1892 Palo Alto, 2

t Palo Alto, 2:083$

I PalO Alio. 2

Ltf>3 Palo Alto. 2

1*91 Palu Alto. 2:0$V

o Alto, 2:0Si$

o Alto, 2:08^

Telie (dam of Tiny 2:28(4 2 yrs i. by Gen. Benton 1755 '20 in
list .; second dam, Texana ' thoroughbred), by Foreigner
—Yorkshire—Priam—Marion—Citizen.

Lady Amanda ! thoroughbred i, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—
Trauby—Oohanna—Independence.

Columbine 'darn of Anteeo 2:161$. Coral 2:18% aud Antevolo"
2:19,^), by A. \V. Richmond 1637 ill in list); 2d dam, thor-
oughbred Columbia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—Monarch—
Trustee—Sir Charles—Sir Archy.

Helpmate (thoroughbred—dam of Huso, 2:27

'

2 i, by Planet-
Vandal—Lexington—Mambrino—Virginian.

Beautiful Bells, 2.-29S (dam of Belleilower. 2:12 ^ -J yrs.; Bell
Bov, 2:111',, 3 yrs.: Bow Bells, 2:19Vs; Hinda Rose, 2:19

U

3 yrs.: Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo Alto Belle. 2:22'- 3 yrs.;
St. Bel. 2:24 u 4 yrs., and Adbell,2:2fi yearling), by The
Moor S7u (6 in list); 2d dam Minnehaha (.dam of Alcazar,
2:20%; Sweetheart, 2:22'

. 3 yrs.; Eva. 2:23%, etc), bv
Stevens' Bald Chief: 3d dam Kettle Clay, by Strader's
Cassias M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (sister to Azmoor, 2:20';.; Electric King. 2:24, and
Don Monteith, 2:29Ji i, by Electioneer 125 (147 in li-st s ; 2d
dam Mamie C. (thoroughbred), by imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton, 2:30 'dam of El Benton, 2 :2si4 ), by Gen Ben.
ton 17oo C2Q in list); 2d dam Norma, 2:33% idam of Nor-
val, 2:14V. Norris, 2:22^, aud Nellie Kenton, 2:30). by
Alexander's Norman 2-5 (2 in list.) ; 3d dam by Todhuot-
er's Sir Wallace,

Waxana (dam of Sunol. 2:08'4,and Oen. Wellington, 2:30;

,

hy Gen. Benton 175-5 (20 in list)! 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexiogton; 3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
er"s Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
gon.

Lorita, 2:22V, by Piedmont, 2:i7»v 15 in list); 2d dam Lady
Lowell (dam of Lady well, 2:16% i, by shultz's St. Clair.

Effle, by Piedmont, 2:17!-i ; 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
(dam of Expressive, 2:13' 4 3 yrs.; Express. 2:21, and El-
wlna. 2:27 2 yrs. i, by Express—Colossus—Vandal—Mar-
grave.

Sprite (dam of Sphiux, 2:20% ; Egotist, 2:22% ; Slight, 2:2^ .

and Spry, 2:283fi, by Belmont 04 (45 in list); 2d dam
Waterwitch (dam of Viking, 2:L9W; Warder, 2:19)1;
Mambriuo Gift, 2:20, etc), by Pilot Jr. 12 (8 in list »; 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Kinkead's St. Lawrence,

Lulaneer (dam of Limonero, 2llSVi,3 yrs., and Bion, 2:31^,
3 yrs.), by Electioneer 12-5 (147 in ilist); 2d dam Lnlu,
2:1-5, by Alexander's Norman 2-5 ; 31 dam Kate Crockett,
by imp. Hooton. <

Lulu Wilkes (dam ol Advertiser, "2:15' j'. aud Welbeck,
2:30%), by George .Wilkes, 2:22 (71 in list); 2d dam. Lulu
2:15, see above.

The following form of advertisement was Invented by us and adopted as a irnde mark. Others are resDect
requested not to imitate It.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

^*"

Color
and
Sex.

Sfre. Dam's Family.

. Amlnta..

. Al viola..

. Golronda.,
. Sparta

. Parmita.

Pamole. .

b m

h m

gr m

ch m

ch s. Tiffany

, Nava b m

. Mithra ch m

. Emir. b m

. Ceclle b m

. Etta ;ch m

, Adwild b m

. Soquel 23.G19- gr s

. Azau 22,428 bs

1S92 Palo Alto, 2:08$f America (dam of Benton, 2:20V- Bonnie, 2:25, and a me,
2:27 T by Rysdyk's Hambletonlan 10 (40 in list); 2d da-
Fannie Star, by Seely's American Star 14 i 4 in list).

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20inlistj; 2d dam. Violet,
Electioneer 12-5 (147 in list;; 3d dam. Victress i dam

1892 PaL. Alto, 2:08*i

1892 Palo Alto. 2:085i
189:; Lone Pine 22,606

(Paola,2:28~~

1893 Lone Pine, 2:285$
(bro. to

Palo Alto )

1893 Lone Pine, 2:28*i

1893 Advertiser 2:15'4

Advertiser 2:15',

Advertiser 2:15^

isir;

tl. Larco 21,219..

32. Alturns _ b ui
(.sister to Azmon, 2:30

33. A. A. A. 2:33, 2 yrs btu

34. Cecil Azmoor _ b nt
3-5. 'J he Wizard 21,245 bs

3<i. Jessie, 2£\'A , lyr... br

37. Glubar 21,220-
i2::J8%, 1 yr.)

3s. ELbina
39. Don Whips

40. Bartone .

41. Blue Gum 22,433.

13. Langton, 2:21 fcj ..

44. Manzanete..

45. star Boy

46. Toned.!..

47. CedaS....

b in

brs

b m
blkm

1891

Monarch, 2:28'. i, by California Belmont.
Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum. 2:1734). hv Mohawk Chlefi
Sprite (see No. 11), by Belmont 64 (45 in list'; 2d da

Waterwitch idam of Viktng,2:19' ,. Warder, 2:19' ;, et<
by Pilot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15%, sally Beatc
2:17*1, Sport. 2:22=;', etc. i, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dot
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Azmon, 2:30 , by Gen. Benton 175-5; 2ddW
Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24'-. aud Stanford, 2:26%), by |hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laura Keene, bv Rvsdvk'sHa
hletonian 10.

Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:17M). by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11—dam of Sphinx, 2:20-s Egotist 2:22

Slight, 2:2S l- andSprv, 2:283$). hv Belmont 64. '

Telie (see No. I—dam of Truman, 2:12. and Tinv, 2:28)1
yrs.), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Wave (dam ol Wavelet, 2:2-, bv Electioneer 12-5 (147 in It
2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—Brawne
Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon.

Mamie (dam of Hyperion, 2:213,; and Memento- 235
Hambletonian Jr., 18-82 ; 2d dam tboronghbred Gilda,
imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.

Advertiser2:l5'i EmmaRohson 'thoroughbred—dam of Rowena, 2:17, 2 y
Emaline, 2:27%, and Emma R.. 2:2SV), bv Woodbun
Belmont —Lance.

Advertiser 2:15^4 Cecil (dam ofCeciliao, 2:22, and Electric Coin. 2:24'-;), byO
Benton 1755 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba (dam of Cot
2:2s%), by imp. Australian—Lexiugton— Whaleboa
—Hedgeford—Plato—Knowslpy.

Advertiser 2:!5v
i Esther i thoroughbred "i (dam of Expressive. 2:13'^. 3 vrs..]

press, 2:21, and Elwina, 2:27,2 yrs), by Express—Coloa
—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Advertiser 2:15'; Wildiuont. 2:27^ al 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:I7'4 <'lo in list)
dam Wildflower, 2:21 at 2 yrs. idam of Wild Bee. 239),
Electioneer 12-5 (147 in list • : 3d dam Mayflower. 2a
idam ot Manzanita. 2:10 at 4 yrs. i, bv St. Clair 16 B]9

Sontag MoHawk (see No lSi.bv Mohawk Chief.
Ariana, 2:20, by Ansel. 2:20 - iu list

i
; 2d dam Rebecca (d

ofBernal 217. Rexforrt 2:2-1, Electrician 2-.1V4 and Ba
uole 2:30), bv Gen. Benton 1755.20 in list i;3d dam Clara
'dam of Clifton BH 1, 2:2-1' ..and Idelia. 2::»i. bv Abdal
Star.

Laureola, by Benefit 5327 ; 2d dam Laura C, 2:29'
., dam

Langton, 2:21 v>. hy Electioneer 125 (147 in list ; Md
tliorougbbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—BayO
—Oliver.

Ahwaga (see No. 19—dam oi Azmon. 2:30). by Gen. Ben
1755 (20 in li«ti ; 2'1 dam Irene (dam of Ira, 2:-! 1

-.. i

Stanford, 2:2ii'o . bv Moiiawk Chief.
Abbess (dam of Abetn. 2:21 ^ pacing), by Mohawk i Chief

dam Abbie, by Almont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, 2:33^ I

No. 7).

Azmoor, 2:20% Cecil (see No. 2fil, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 iu list

Electricity 2:175, Sallie Benton, 2:l75i (dam of Starlight, 2:16'- •, by Geo.f
ton 1755 ; 2d dam S >utag Mohawk isee No. 18 .

Electricit>-,2:173q Jennie Benton (dam of Glubar, 2:3S%, 1 yr.). bv Gen. Beu
1755 (20 In list > : 2d dam Juuiatta, hv Miller's St, C
65G; 3d dam Maid ot Clay dam of Carrie C 2:24; r
2:25; Clay, 2:25%, and Capt Smith, 2:29>. by Henry
8 (2 in list).

1892 Electricity, 2: 17 --j Jennie Benton isee No. 36—dam of Jesse. 2:34 V at 1 SJ
Geu. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

lsy:J Electricity. 2:17V Columbine 'see No. 3>, bv A. W. Richmond 1687 (9 iu lisfl

189! Whips. 2:27%. Prima Donna, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Mater Oecidei
( dam ot Occident, 2: 16 tj (.

Barnes (dam of Gov. Stanford. 2:21, ami Caution, 2:2-5

Whipple's Hambletonian 725 14 in list
i

: 2d Jam
Chiettain 721 (2 iu list).

Gem, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list ; 2d dam Guess (d
of Bantoneer, 2:28%), by Electioneer 125 (147 in list):

dam Gazelle 'dam of Fowler Boy. 2:29%). by Primus
(3 in list); 4th dam Mavtiv.2:."0' ., dam of Bonita. 2

"

by St Clair.
Morning Glorv isister to Mortimer, 2:27 i, bv Election!

(147 in list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's HambleL _

725 1 14 in list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by thoroughb
Rifleman.

Laura C ,
2:29'4 ,by Electioneer 125 (147 in list,; 2d dam t)

oughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay Die
Oliver—Wagner—Tranby—Rattler.

Manzanita, 2:16 i dam of Sweetwater. 2:26. 2 years i , by K
tioneerl25: 2d dam Mayflower, 2:*0%. bv St. Clair 16,

Suseite. 2:23% (dam ot Lord Stanley. 2:28 . by Eleetioi
125 147 in list); 2d dam Susie, 2:26% (dam of Sut
2:18%, and Pitti Sing, 2:33), by George M. Patcheo
2:27(10 in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clam
Owen Dale.

Antonia (sister to Auteeo, 2:1634' Goral.2:18%. aud Autev
2:19% ).by Electioneer 12-5: 2d dam Coiumbice see Bl

teda, by Electioneer 12-5 147 in list): 2d dam Cecilia, by
Sur. 2:21 (2 in list >: 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by Clark C
89 (6 in list i ; 4thilam i thoroughbred i, by Capt. Bear,

Azmoor, 2:20%

Azmoor, 2:20%

Azmoor, 2:20%

1392 Whips, 2:2'

92 Nephew, 2:3i;.

Nephew, 2:36

Alfred, 2:25.

189.-!

Langton, 2:21 V

Stamboul, 2:07%

Stamboul,2:07,%.

Ambas'd'r, 2:21%

For Catalogues i ready Oct. 15;, address

I'KIKH C. KLl.l.O'.i. & CO

Gt FL Ji. 1ST ID

Thoroughbred Yearlings
-:- -:- and Broodmares

1BOM THE FA 11 u i -

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Brulnutntt al 1 1 n.

At Salesyard, Market St. and Van Ness Ave.

SONS OK DAUOHTEKS OF

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus

FROM SOME OF THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FI.IKT, Imp. KAIKY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. KOSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BE.SS, GLEXDEW and MOZELLE,
Brothers or Sistere, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fair?,

Cadmus, Flood Gate, Gnenn, Kliono, Nero, Piquante, Thornb.MI and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator
Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

• t A t:ATALOOlK OF THIS UBBAT SALK AT O.XCK OF

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street. San Franoisr'n

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLING!
— THE PHorEKTY OF —

THE0. WINTERS,
RANGHO DEL SIERRAS,

Wawhoe, IVev.,

Sons and Daughters of

Joe Hooker'
— AND THK —

Peerless El Rio Rey '$33'?^

Brolliers or sisleri to

DO\ JOSK.
DOI.IA McCONE,

i VI. I. IK FBRUlSO\.
nn J VIIKI.VM K: &j-l<

hprs or SIsIpiv In '-^:''HflU-Brotliers or Sistere to

APl'LADSE. ALMOJVT,
/.HI'llll! HK\ilmm i. vim >i:it

nnd BONANZA.

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 188
At Salesyard

CORNER VAN NESS AVE and MARKET
OW i 'ittulogues can be had;upoii application to

KLT-tLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery St

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse'

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and SpoRTSMAf
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EAUFOHMA JOCKEY CtOB
STAKE EVENTS.

31 to be Run During Next November, December, January and February, 6 Next SpringEVER "Y STAKES C3rXJ J^n^LnNTT, E3E3
Ranging in Value from $1,000 to $10 000.

Thirty Additional Stakes Will be Gotten up for the Spring Meeting, 1895.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING CLOSE OCTOBER 25, 1894!
IHK BKLMOXT STAKES—For iwo-yearold l ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee I THE LISSAK HAXOICAP— For three-year-olds

les- Entrance $10; ^-io additional for horses not de- the value of the stakes to be
--J1

,000, of which §150 to and upwards. Entrance $10; fSO additional tor start-

.red bv the time of closing entries, the day preced- second and ?50 to third. Winners this year of a race of • rs. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
j

the value of fo.OOO when carrying weight for age, to value of the stakes to be fi, D00, of which $250 to second
value of the stakes to be $1 ,000, of which §200 to carry rive pounds extra. Non-winners of a iace of the ' and $150 to third. Weighis to be announced four days

•rad and jlOO to third. Winners of one race ot the value of $1,500 allowed live pounds; of $1,000, ten prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. «. the day pre-
nf f~i,000,or two or inoreraces of $2,000 each, to

;

pounds: $000, fifteen pounds; beaten maidens allowed ceding the r.ice. Horses not declared to be liable for

•ry 5 His. penaltv. Non-winners ol a race, value
;

five pounds additional. Une mile, starting fee Two mile.".

t^'nTb?'Ffer[.S4
01b3- :beatenmaMenS TUB MILROV STAKBS-For .bree-year olds THE THORVIOY STAKKS-Fortbr^yearokte

' and upwards. Entrance $10; $40 additional for horses and upwards. Ten lbs.be ow scale. Entrance $10 ($90

HK \ORFOLR STAKES—For two-year-olds, not declared by the time of closing entries, the day ' additional for starters The California Jockey Club to

trance ^10; $40 additional for horses not declared by preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be 53.000, of which
time of closing entries, the day preceediug the guarantee the value of the stakes to he $1,200, of whi h $500 to second and $250 to third. Four Allies.

p. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the $200 to second and $100 to third, winners of one race,

ue of the slakes to be $1,200, of which 3*200 to second value $5,000, or two or more of £2.500 each, to carry
1 |I0U to third. Winners of one race of the value of ' 3 Ihs. penalty; of one race, value 310,000, or three or
00, or two or more of the value of 52,000 each, to I more of $2,5C0 each, 7 lbs. penalty. Non-winners of

" 51,000 allowed 4 lbs.; 01 $500, s lbs.; beaten maidens al-

lowed 12 pounds. One mile.
ry 3 lbs. penalty. Non-winners of a race, value

00, allowed 7 lbs.; of $500, 12 lbs ; beaten maidens
iwed 15 lbs. About six furlongs.

HE PAI.O ALTO HAXIHCAP—For two-year
i. Entrance §10; $50 additional for starters. The
ir rpia Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

its in be $1,500, of which $250 to second and $100 10

tL Weights to be announced three days prior to

e. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding race,

raes not declared liable for starting fee. About six

long*.

THE SCXSKT STAKES—For all ages. Eotrauce
$10; $25 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockev Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes 10 be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $00 to
third. The winner to oe sold at auction, for $2,500;

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $2,000. of which $300 to second and $150
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to

the race. Declarations due 4 p. u. day preceding the
race. Horses not declared to be liable for the starting
fee. The rail steeplechase course. About two miles
and a Quarter.

THE HAW THOBXE STEEPLECHASE-A han-
dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional for start-

era. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $2,500, of which $350 to second
and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to the race. Declarations due four p. sr. the
day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be lia-

ble for the starting fee. The full steeplechase course.
About two miles and a quarter.

THE BURLIXilAMR STAKES—A selling hurdle
stake of $10each; $20 additional if not declared by the
time of closing entries, the day preceding the race. TheTHE PALACE HOTEL HAXIHCAP—For three- for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb. California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional for each $1C0 M $800; then 2 lbs. for each §50 to $500. stakes to op $1,000, of which $150 to second and $50 to
for starters. The Palace Hotel and the California Seven furlone-i
Jockey Club to guaran tee the value of the stakes to he
$2,000," ot which $300 to second and $150 to third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to race.

Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race.

Horses not declared to be liable for sterling fee.

THE UCXST STAKES-For ail ages. Entrance
$10; $-10 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

ners of anv race after weight* are announced to carry stakes to be $1,200, ot which $200 to second and $100 to

HE QUI XLAX STAKES—For two-year-olds that

e never wou a race, value $1,000. Entrance $10; $30

Itional for horses not declared by the time of clos'

ed 15 lbs. Five and a half farlongs.

HE LXOIXE SELLIMJ STAKER-For two-
r-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not
lared bv the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ihe race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to

md and $50 to third. The winner to be sold at auc-
for$2,500; if for less 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to

»; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000; then 1 lb. for

]$50to$400. About six furlongs.

HE CALIFORNIA THEATRK HAXDICAP

lbs. penally; if handicapped at less than weight for

age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE (iEXEBAL ARTHUR CIG *R HAXDI-
entries.thedayprecedinglherace. The California

, CAP—For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
kev Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $10; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
00,'of which $150 to second and $50 to third. Non- cigar Company and the Caliornia Jockey Club to

ners of a race, value $700, or of three races of any
1 guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which

je, allowed 7 lbs. Non-winners of a race, value
|

$300 to second and $150 to third. Weighis to be an-
and maidens allowed 10 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

| non need three days prior to the race. Declarations
dae 4 p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not de-

clared to be liable for starting fee. Winners of any
race after weights are annouoced to carry 5 lbs. pen-
alty; if carrying less than weight for age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.

THE BURXS HAXOIC4P—For three year-olds

and upwards. Entrance $10; $90 add itional for starters.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $5,000, of which $750 to second and $250

to third. Weights to be announced three days prior

to race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for thesiart-

ir three-year-olds. Entrance $10; $40 additionol for Ingfee. Winners of any race after weights are al-

ters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if handicapped at less

je of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second than weight for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and n

flOG to third. Weights to be announced three days quarter.
irtotherace. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-

1 „„„ „,.,.,..,, r . mv btikks vnr n,roo-

ree. une mile anaa «uoner.
f^ horges not decIareQ by the time of closing entrie*

HE RICHMOXD SKLLIXU STAKES—For the day preceding the race. The California Jockey
•e-year-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for ' Club to guarantee the value of the stakes 10 be $1,000, of

3es not declared by the time of closing entries, the which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of one
preceding the race. The California Jockey Club race of the value of $5,000 in 1893 or 1894 to carry 7 lbs.

{oarantee* the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of extra. Non-winners of a race of the value of $2,000 in

Ch$150to second and $50 to third. The winner to 1893 or 1894, allowed 5 lus.; of $1,000. 10 pounds; of $500,

old at auction for $2,500; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for 14 pounds; beaten maidens, if three years old. 7 lbs.

i 8200 to $1,500; then 1 lb. foreach$I00 to $1,000; additional; if four years old or over, 14 pounds addition-

al. One mile and a furlong.

THE GOLDEX GATE STAKES-For tbree-year-

oidsaod upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional for

horses not declared by the time of closing entries the

day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

guarantee the valne of the stakes to be $1,000, of which
$150 lo second and $5'i to third. Winners of any race

of the value of $5,000, or two or more races of the value
of $1,500 each in 1S94 to carry " lbs. extra. Non-winners
of a race in 1893 or 1S94 of the value of $1,000 allowed 7

pounds; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens, if three years
old. allowed 7 pounds additional; if tour years old or
over, 14 lbs. additional. One mile and three furious*.

8 lbs. for each $100 to $400. About six furlong

;>HB XAGLEE HAXDICAP-Fortwoand three-

r-olds. Entrance $10: $30 additional for starters.
- California Jockev Club to guarantee the value of
makes lo be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $50
ilrd. Weights to be announced three days prior to

race. Declarations due 4 p. M. the day preceding
race. Horses not declared to be liable for the start-

Seven I u rlom."..

K BOHEMIAX STARES—For three-year-
.. Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not de-

ed by the time of closing entries, the day preced- 1

third. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,n00: if

tor less, I lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,600; then 1 lb.

lor each $100 to $800; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to $-100.

One mile.

THE (ill.MflKK STAKES—For three-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; $40 additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day pre-
ceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guar-
antee the value of the stakes to b' $1,500, of which $250
to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at
auction for $4,000 ; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $250
to $2,000: then 1 lb. for each $100 to $-500. One mile
and a sixteenth.

THE SPRRCKEI.S HAXIHCAP to be run
December 29th )—For all aces. Entrance $10 ; $40 addi-
tional for horses not declared by 4 p. si. Pecemb r25th;
$250 additional forstarters. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stake=> to be $10,000, of
which $2,C00 to second and $1,000 to third. Weights to

be announced December 24th. Horses not declared by
4 p. si. December 2Sth to be liable for lull starting fee-

Winners of any race after weights are announced to
carry 5 lbs. penaltv; if haudicapped at less than weight
for age. 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE BALDWIX THRATRK STEEPLE -

CLASE—Entrance $to; $30 additional for horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to sec-
ond and $100 to third, ^on-winners of a race, value
gl.COO, this year, allowed 7 lbs.; of $000, 15 lbs.: oi $400.
if three years old, allowed 20 lbs.: if four years old, 2-5

lbs.; if five years old or over, ?0 lbs. Non-winners in
1S94 allowed, if Ihree years old. 22 lbs.: if four years
old, 27 lbs ; if five years old or over, 3-5 lbs. The short
steeplechase course. About oue mile and n half.

THE FOUR HUXDRED STAKE«-A selling
hurdle stake of $10 each ; $25 additional if not declared
by the time of closing entries, the day preceding the
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,200, ot which $200 to second
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold for $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,500; then three-
year-olds allowed 2 lb 5"., four-year-olds 3 lbs,, five and
over 4 lhs. for each $100 to $S00. Une mile and a half
over six hurdles.

THE H \R1.EM STEEPLECHASE—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $40 additional tor starters

third. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500;

for less, 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then
2 lbs. lor each $100 to $700. Non-winners of a race this

year, value $500. allowed, if four yearsold,5 lbs.; It

five or over, 12 lbs. additional. One mile and a six-
teenth over four nurdles.

THE LIVERPOOL STEEPLECHASE—A sell

ing steeplechase of $10 each; $25 additional if not de-
clared by the time of closing entries, the day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes lo be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $150 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500: if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000:

then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners
of a race this year, value $500, allowed, it four years
old, 5 lbs.; if five or over, 12 lbs. additional. Short
Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a half.

THE BEVERUVCK S ' KEPLECHA6E—

A

handicap steeplechase of $10 each; $30 additional lor
starters. Ttie California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $100 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to race. Declarations due four p. m. day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared to be liable for
starting fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and a half.

TH FLOOD STEEPLECHASE—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $20 additional for starters.
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $1 ,000, of which $200 to second and $100
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to
race. Declarations due four p. m. the day preceding
the race Horses uot declared to be liable for starting
fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. About
one mile,

THE WIXTER HAXDICAP HURDLE RACE
—A handicap hurdle race of $10 each; $30 additional
for starters- The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to
second and $100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior 10 race. Declarations due four p. st.

the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be
liable forstarting fee. One mile and a quarter over
five hurdles.

THE PBODCf'E EXCHAXGE HAXDICAP
HURDLE RACE—A handicap burdle race of §10
each; $30 additional for starters. The San Francisco
Produce Exchange and the California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, ot which
$250 to second and $100 to third. Weights 10 be an-
nounced two days prior to the race. Declarations due
four p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not
declared to be liable for starting fee. Two miles over
eight hurdles.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING SPRING STAKES FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS CLOSE DECEMBER 1, 1894:

ft

i

HE PACIFIC STAKES—For two - year - olds

Is (if ISM) Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses
declared by February 1st, 1S95 : $30 additional for

tes not declared by the time of closing entries, the

preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
uarantee the value of the stakes to be $l,o00, of

ch$250 to second, and $100 to third. Half a mile.

HE R4C1XG STAKES—For two-year-old fillies

IsoflS93i. Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses
declared bv February 1st. 1895 ; $30 additional for

tea not declared by the time of closing entries, the

precedLig the race. The California Jockey Club to

famee the value of the slakes to be $ 1,000, of which
tosecond.and $100 to third. Haifa mile,

THE RAXCHO DEL PASO STAEES-For twu
vear-olds (foals of1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional

"for horses not declared by February 1st, 1^95 ; S30 ad-

ditional fur horses not declared by time of closing en-

tries.lh^ day preceding the race. Th- California Jockey
Club to guarantee the value of the slakes to be $1,500. of

which $250 to second, and ?IC0 to third. Winners of a

race valued at $1,000, or three races of any value, to

carry 5 lbs. extra : beaten maidens allowed 5 lbs.; if

beaten twice, 8 lbs.: three or more times, 15 lbs. Five
furlongs.

THE HITTER ROOT HAXDICAP—For two-

year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional

for ihorses not declared by four p. m. day after the
weights are announced ; $40 additional forstarters. The
California Jockev Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes in be $2,000. of which $250 to second and $100 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to
race. Horse.s not declared by four p. si day preceding
the race, to be liable for starling fee. Five furlongs.

THE RW DISTRICT H 1XDICAP— For two-
year-Olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 addilional
for horses not declared by four p. si. the day after the
weightsare announced : $40 additional forstarters. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $2,500, of which $300 to second and $150 to

third. Weighis to be announced three days prior to

the race. Horses not declared by four p. ir. the day
preceding the race to be liable forstarting fee. About
six furlongs.

THE FLYlX'i STAKES—For two-year-olds (foals
of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $2-5 additional for horses not
declared by time of closing entries the day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 tosecond
and $IC0 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500 ; if less, 1 lb. allowed for each $250 to $1,500 ; then
1 lb. foreach $100 to$i,000 ; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to

$500. Winners of a race, value $1,000, or three of any
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra ; beaten maidens allowed 5

lbs, Four and a half furlongs.

>t in handicaps and races where the weights are fixed absolutely in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and upward shall

stllowed five pounds before the 1st of September, and three pounds afterwards. All geldings allowed three pounds.
.

In steeplechases and hurdle races the weights shall be : For three-year-olds, 14o pounds ; for four-year-olds, lo3 pounds; for five-year-olds, 16* pounds; for six-year-olds and upward,

pounds. No weights less than 120 pounds allowed. ... „ . ..

Entries in all above stakes close October 25, 1894, except the two-year oldstakes, which close December 1, 1S94. Address all communications to

B. MILROY, Secretary California Jockey Club, N. W. Comer Sutter and Kearny Streets, S. F.

KCA VALLEY DRIVING ASSOCIATION.

FALL MEETING, 1894,

TO BE HELD EN

*

racaville, Cal.
OCTOBER 11th.
Entries to Close October 5, 1894.

j > 1. TROTTING, 2:27 CLASS—Purse $200. Free-

j g Jl. Mile beats, 3 lo 5; five to enter, three to start.
I -ance $20.

' >.2, PACING, 2:20 CLASS—Purse $200. Free-for-
', Mile heats, 3 in 5; five to enter, three to start.
I -ance §20.

* j » 3. PACING—For named horses. Purse §125.
3 heats, 3 in .5; five to enter, > to start. Entrance
: o.

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach
STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horae ia Registered In the Stnd Books of

France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

pedigrees. ^_
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a gTeat opportu-

nity to secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a

song.
Address or apply to*

E. C. UODFREY,
38 Crocker RulldinK. S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott &McCord's stables, Fifth

avenue, opposite race track.

For Sale or Lease.

EPORTERS! adelina patti
BP W I K KB I 1W Dam of MARGARET WORTH (4), 2:17 1-4,

want a responsible l*dy or gkntlema.v in every town to net
"•piper ^orrespoodent, report the happenings In their local-
"l write irtt&ea for publication. Experience not required or

remuneration Tor good writers. Enclose stamp
» particular*. Modkbj* Piut&i Association, Chicago, 111.

Dam of MARGARET ^

And now In foal by Dexter Prince Jr.

Aooly to
R. JORDAX, Jr.. Xapa, Cal.

FOR SALE.

FI.VE BROODMARE; THK CELEBRATED

Maggie 0„ 2:24 1-2

BYWHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Now with foal bv DICTATUS, by RED

WILKES 1749.

Apply at 220 Montgomery Avenoe, San Fran-
cisco, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE ... - 820

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable aa the beat split-second watches made.

A- HIBSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

For Sale.

STANDARD - BRED STOCK.
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. I. Sorrel Stallion, 3 years old, by Guy Wilkfs,
dam Mamie Comet, 2:23'^ (dam of Maclay, 2:2'2,Vj

,

at 2 years), by Nutwood.
No. 2. B«v Filly. 2 vears old, by Stelnway, dam

Addie'Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21^), by Indian-
apolis.

No. 3. Brown Mare, 4 years old. by Noonday, dam
Western Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:25-M), by Chief-

tain.

No. 4. B m Benton Woxey, by General Benton,
dam Mobawk Waxy. Benton Waxey is a three-

quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sunol, and
bred this year to Diablo.

No. 5. Sorrel Mnre. 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Eelley marc, by Gibraltar.

No. 6. Bay filly bv McBentou. dam Tvy, dam ol

one io the list. Ivy is by Don Victor, out of Ida
Belle, dam of Carlisle.

No. 7. Bay Filly, 2 years old. by Danton Moultrie,

dam Sbaruus, by Shamrock, 2:25.

No. s. Sorrel Mnre by Arthurton, dam Ventures*
(sister to Veuturel, bv Belmont.

No. 9. Bay Mnre by Ecbo, dam by Elmo.
No. 10. Bay Filly by Sir Roderick, by Dictator, out

of Prospect Maid, dam by Victor Patcuen.
No 11. Bay Filly by Sable Wilkes, dam Venluress.

bv Arthurton.
No. 12.* Black mare byShamrock, 2:25 (2 years),dam

Fawn, irial 2:22, by Marlon.
The above stock is carefully Rejected and represents

the best blood lines known. Will either sell cheap or

trade for an interest in a stock ranch. For term- and
particulars applv ti> or addres-s L. K. CUM SOX.

13 10 Market Street, Son Frnnelftco
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Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS VKAli.

It la published semi-monthly daring the racing season
and is oat 812 per year, single copies can be had of

THE BBEEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
813 Bash Street. • - 8an Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bn«h Streets,

HAN FRANCISCO.

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

Full Brother to Frou-Frou, 2:251-4, Champion Yearling Trotter.

{Hambletonlan 10

' d^s
U
ofTln"2:30

MUU ^™o1"m£ii*1 Ney

SIDNEY 4770
2:19%

Sire of Frou-
Frou, 2:25Wi
champion year
ling tro+ter,
Fausta, 2'22*$,
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:14%;
Fleet, 2.H; Cupid,
2:18; Ad onis,
2:11>£; Gold Leaf,
2:11W; Lady H.,
2:18; Sister V.,
2:18!*; Thistle,
2:14, and 16
others In 2:30 list

2:17>6
Sire of Kris Kringle,

2:28}* ; San Jose, 2:80;

San Mateo, 2:28Jrf ; Sid-
ney, 2:193i, and 5

others In 2 :3011st

.Sweetness, 3:21 1-4..

^Buccaneer 2.636
Sire of Shamrock,

255; Flight, 259; Bul-
wer, 2:26H

2034

LADYTHORNEJR_ jWUlIama' Mambrlno
Dam ofMollleMack, i Kate

2:33; Navldad, 2:22J4,
Santa Claus, 2: 1 7 --

{VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 in 2 :30 list,

21 Bires of 48, and 16
dams of 16 In 2:30 list

LADY MERRTTT I and

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24)£, iand Buccaneer

TINSLEY MAID..

(trial 2:35)
Dam of Frou-

Fron, 2:25#
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20 W; Geo. V.
(3-ye*r-old), 2:35

f FLAXTAIL a

Mahaxka Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:30 v,,

trial, 252; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

Sire of Prairie Bird,

238M; Empress, 2:29J*;
.. i and of the dams of

Gold. Leaf, 2:1134, and
Shamrock, 2:25

LLADY TTATTTC
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28M

i Hamble Ionian 10

lLady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29^

{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:;

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50"

J
Sire of 17 in 2:30 list and

. < 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
1 of 18 in 2:30

I Topsey

fFlaxtaU8132
J Sire of the grandams ol

) Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20

LFanny Fern

,

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13%{, Kismet, 2:24%f,
Twister, 2:29^

Untraced

rJohn Baptist*

IFanny Fern

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Fron.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonfau, one of Harry
Olay, Blre of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall
he traces to Canadian Pilot i.sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:133{, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer ol

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions of America.

Memo trotted in public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31^, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 2:20i£, and frequently
trotted quarters In from 32?* to 34 seconds. •

He Is slxte sn hands high, and of powerful build throughout,^Hls color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that coulo. be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS ipii'iO. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes

For further partlulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oreeon.

San Francisco and Nor1

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque RouJ
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In Callfornu
I

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATIC
The Section tor Fruit Farms and S

Breeding.

TEE ROUTE TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Uh

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
|

THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery I

Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RYAN, Gen. Pass. A^

Training-

The Trotting Honj
BY CHARLES MARVIN !l

This great practical horse book Is a handsome
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly p
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detj
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN at
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Altx
breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, kt
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of St.Bel,i

this book :
" In this work Marvin has let out i

mysteries of the i ran, mid it is so simple and pla
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who h.

relish for his business can take a colt as a yearll
developeto tbe highest and fullest extent that
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and
place one in the hands of every rubber on our fiu

Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORTSK
313 Bush St, San Francis

ms to otm soasctusftu
(TIME EXTENDED TO OCT. 1st, 1894.)

ELEGANT PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS
OF THE WORLD'S FAItl

"ST©s,x*.

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL OF AMERICA.

The Fifty Photographic Views and a Year's Subscription to the FARM AND FIRESIDE will be sent free to

anyone who sends us $5.00 in Payment tor subscription to the

^BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.^
THE VIEWS.

The views present a magnificent lpar.orama of the World's Fair,

niiowlng plciuri'H of grand buildings, of glittering domes, of massive

u rrln-7, dl' in«li].* Hint nary, ul Jem hiK Jnim tains, of beautiful Interior BXhtt>

lla, of VenlUan gondolas, gliding over the deep lagoons, of pavilions, of

Foreign vlllttgen, of Cftfte, of the wooded Inland, and many other attrac-

tions nr the Dream City, and the famous Midway PlalBance, the Bazaar

f Nations, or the side-show of the World's Fair.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Is a great Agricultural and Family Journal. It is essentially a housebol

paper and Is all that Its name implies. It consists of from 24 to 32 pageB

of Interesting original matter. The Farm department Is ably edited and

devoted to all branches of farming, poultry raising, etc., etc. It Is pub-

lished semi-monthly.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMt

Knoiv
-£Lll £tfc>OTLltl

Jt is ft good tiling and yon need 11 anyway. It la worth moil)

than the money even If these two handsome premiums were iH
with It FREE.

All These Will be Sent for the Price of THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN Alone.

FOUR WAYS TO GET THEM:
If you don't get the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN subscribe for it and send in your money for one year, $5, and you get them.

2. If you are getting our paper, send in $5 to renew it for another year and you get them.

3. If you owe us for subscription Bend in $5 payment for one year, and you get t!

4. If you get our paper and are paid in advance, send us in a new subscriber and his $5, and you will both get the premiums.

Now is Your Opportunity! Grasp It!

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN 313 Bush Stf
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

sale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENIVELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock aod brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEKXELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLENMOHK KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
BIROS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

INFOBMATION BY M .TT.

». ('. ROBI80IV, - 337 KEARNY STREET

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.
* I— I W BOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, •:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

B. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

#*
F.W.Skaife.D.V.S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 tO 12 A. if. 1.30 to K.30 P.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS,
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and PostSta)

SAN FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Mont Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With, this In hand the merest novice can Manage.
Breed and Exhibit Does as sclentiflcaLly;as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 35 rents* Bxpressage.

II yonr dog is sick, you most have

Ashmonfs
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering
and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

'MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work ofthe kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasan ton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate Is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfillerla, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
Into strongly fenced fields {not a foot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs In every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The repntation of this celebrated farm Is well known

all over the United States ; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on It has given it a name
as " a home lor horses " secoud to none in America.
The best care taken of all stockconsigned.but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage lor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez>
Merriwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send For Catalogue.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheading 50 cents per lne ner
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

Eife, Cartriups,

HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting OoocLs
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

DUPON "sporting powderNow Ready.
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It *ives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gnn than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Becoll, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of aDy other powder.
Sisth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

w~m

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

LNQUIKE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13SO and 1352 Market Street, 35 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A foil line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-

ing horses.
Telephone No. 3159.

"RECEPTION,"
106 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onolce Xji<a.xi.oi*s
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J M. PARKER, Proo

BY LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations

• AND THE -

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1486. J. B. DICKEY, Prp.

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING RELE8.

National Trotting Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For Male ot the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEIHS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BhRKSHIHKS and Pol. tin .( m\ 1 HOGSAlso best varieties of Fancy POULTRYWILLIAM SILKS iCO . Los Angeles, Cal.
Breeders aDd exporters. Established in 1S76

SOUTHER FARM i,
ou?s, welM)re<i ='«* for sale

,„lr £ Hill' F'"«lass breeding farm. Good
i^k-. 5°n!K

lS5!5.
e 'i and Warded. Excellent pastor

S&,aASre!» SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOM?.KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

V HE AND BREEDING FARM.^^^0

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
»'o. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONXY QHADUATE

VETERINARY DENTISrT
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLKS
1350-1352 Market Street, gLF.

Telephone 31 59.
No charge for examination.

Dr. TVm. f:Bgan ,M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. SVETERINARY SURGEON
Memberof the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-geons, England

;
Fellow of the Edinburgh VeterinaryMedical Society; Graduate of the New TMfrK

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon tolSBoard of HMlll for the City and Ounntyrt an Fr?n
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
leal Association.

™m»ij. uieu

,nTf,
t

?ri5iff„
I5aJm?

17' tel*»cc and Offire, removed
to 111, Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offlces-152.5 California St, Telephone 66; 52SHoward St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| |OFFICE AND STABLE; OFFICE BTOtJBS:

605 Golden Gate Avenue, 7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to s p. m
San Francisco. Telephone 3651.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
6tate Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan,
Dr. Parson,;V.S., G.
E. Morris, Robert
Bradley, elc

STOCK FOODof
,Mm FORNIA

,

AS FED&INDORSED BYi

GOLDSrvTltH .GAMBLE,'

.HOULV, VALENSIN,
a.WnLSFARGOiC0.8cOTHERS
k

ASKYOUROEftLEHFORITOfi
' 'EraiDC.KERTELL '

^ .S-ECAUF- .

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 619 Howard Street

Atkins Al Darbrow. IV". V. Agts, 70 Wall St.

Business College, 24 Post St
SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President,
gVSend for Circulars.

8. HALEY,

ANTAL-MIW
These finy Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, /^"N
1 Cubebs and Injections. Ut^ff]
I Tbey cure in48 hours the \^y
same diseases tvithout anyincon.

jvenience. S0I.D8YALLDRUGGISTS
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.
AT

JS/E c K. E R JEL O W ' S .

OF A.> EXCELLENCE OF QCAMTY. ELEGANCE OF PATTERN AND VARIETY
OF STYLE ANDlORADES NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness 203-205 mason st.. s. f.

KEEPS EVERYTHING FOR THE HORSE.
BOOTS, BLANKETS, SADDLES,

HARNESS, SWEATERS AND HOODS,

SULKIES, WHEELS AND WHIPS,

BANDAGES, LINIMENTS, WASHES AND A

Full Line of VETERINARY REMEDIES
EVERYTHING OF THE BEST AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE GASH PRICE.

Largest -:- Assortment -:- to -:- Choose -:- From
And facilities for manufacturing any specially desired article unsurpassed.

L. E. CLAWSOS. J. A. M'KKREON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.

J.
:KANB, 767 Market St.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVE*

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AX1> ARE A BET-

TER ALVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send Tor our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and we If our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON &. CO..
JAMESVTLLE, N. Y.

DANIEL'S
411 Forged Genuine steel

Polished Bits.

Bitten as safe as high-wheeled
nulkles. \o upsetting.

Xo running under of low
wheels.

\o cutting donn from behind.

Pa- en ted June -^, 1894.

<r
Fig. 3. Tbe various pans ol the

brake, (a) make plate; (b> loot
whase contact with ground (orces
plate against tire; ici springihat
throws brakenft t-f wheel as soon
as toot is raised ulT the ground:
(ddr) are ihe rods tuat attach
the hrake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bacc to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The .alue of this .iroteciioti la

enhanced by the fact thai no re-

sponsibility is throw n upoii" tlir

driver; neither hand nor foot la

called upon to npplv the brnke nar

need he care as to who or » bat

may be presnlnc flo-ely in bt-liinl

No Owner or Driver Can Iffor.

to be without one.
For further inf rnialion apply to

J. A. MCKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

I
n IN

(JKEAT BRITAIN

ASH IS THE

UNITED STATES.

OVER

1,000,000

DANIEL BITS
HAVE

hi:i:\ sold.

Safe, Reliable.

FINISH

rxsURPASShb
I10 not be deceived

Look lor the

-TRADE MARK-

V. Brodhurst & Co.,

No. 13.3.VS. BHdtOfPort No. 13.S&5. 4-rinR (.1iln Loop.

For sale by all dealers in Saddlerv, r.r In

Send for Special Lift. P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

The Palace h°tel
Grill Roon

The Finest of Everything

to Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES-

-IS THI

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

=The Most popular Resort in

Boric 0-cvrzz.o=-s Should Wry
COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

k Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE SURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by J. E.

Gombault
ea>Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

GoTernment

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Ji"pnasihte f* produce any scararhlcmish. The Safeot

be-i BLISTER ewrwil. T^ki- 1 Ik- place of all ILtii-

iiu'iils for 1111IU or severe notion, ilcmoves allBsincbe*
or Uicmlnhes from Hordes or Cattle.

AS ft HUMAN REMEDY for RWinnatlum,
Sprains, Sore i braat, Etc, it is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE SifuSrio'TS'SHSffl-'iS
produce more actual results tlmti a whole boctle of
any liniment or opavin curt; mixinre ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam soldls Warran-

ted to rive patisfacn-in. l'i lee S I .50 P*r bottle, Sold
by [murirists, or sent by express, charges paid, wiTh full
directions for its iisp. Send for descriptive circulars,
testniioi.lf.Ketr. Aridrwi
TUE^LAWRENCE-WILXIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

Home Office Co's Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST
SAN FRANCISCO

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA

A Bad Hitter

SlV0,be To Blame
for bis Bunches and Bruises.

_

.

will remove the

ABSORBI N E Inflammation

ana dduc.1i. |£00jper bottle. DraggiBts, Har-
ney Dealers, or direct.

\V. F. YOCiVG. P. D. F., Merlden, Conn.
! ALSO FOR SALE BY !

J O'KAXE. 707 Market Street, San Francisco.

R J BEEBY.lOf.l Broailwav, Oakland, Cal.

WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

THIS MAKES
BOYOE

ONEPINTO
TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FEYERKD LBtiS. IXHAMKD Th>

DO\K, SPRAINED ANKLES. CRACKS
HEELS AMI ALL, SKIN ERCPTIONS. Mab
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a " brace
It Is the cheapest and 'best evei put on the mi
Compared with Wltcti Hazel. Boyce Tablets are Of
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, oi

box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Has
than is contained in 40 gallons of- the best exl
sold.
Put dp tn metal boxes, each containing 120 Tfc

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in apll
of water. Think of It ! 15 gallons best leg and bw
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only g9.0
per box, or 6 Boxes for 810.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYGE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Inri.

gold by DrniislaU and Dealer* fa Turf (Soodi

C0ILSPR1NG SHAFT SUPPORTP
AND ANTI-RATTLER.

'

Atrnti •'
. n-n bStat* lifhu for ult X

ED. E. COCHRAX,
Q4»'l AgL Ikfifit Slot*. SACBABF.Mn. Cll

hi IIki KIKK FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman,

DETECTIVES!
Bright, young and mlddle-HRCd men wanted in every loealltj

• to act as PBIPATE DETECTIVES under Instruction!

• PrcTious experience not reqolred or necesiorj. Send «U»|
for full particular and pet sample copy of the be« lllu«tr»tt»

• criminal paper published. NATIONAL DETECTIVE B0*
• EaU, lTOiABirous, Im>. ^-fc-X-*****"*

OLD HERMITAGE
WHISKIES.

sTEINER'S
So. 311 BC8H STREET

SAA FRANCISCO
. C. DIAMOND DICK FARL1

*C for81.O0. ParllcalarsHeDl by Kxpn
sP>3 only. Send 25c ailvar lo l.ny Kxpr*

rharsp.. (!i%e npareat Expre»» olltt'e. Bo\ *i.

W. Sla.. >Hlnaukee. Wla.
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THE SAN JOSE FAIR.

aet Days of the Most Successful Race Meet-

ing Ever Held in the Garden City—Paster
Records Made Than at Any Other Place

on the Circuit—A "World's Record

Made by Adbell—Many New
Comers Added to the List

—

Notes and Incidents of

all the Races.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.

San Jose, Cal., September 27, 1894.—The wind tbis after.

»on was far from being pleasant, nevertheless over two

ousand people passed through the gates of the fair grounds,

ae programme contained five events, all trotting, and many

?re the conjectures of the bettors as to what the outcome of

e day's sport would be. The talent played their horses

•II, but, alas ! the horses did not do as well as was expected

r the favorites were bowled over and the fielders made con-

lerable money.

There were three special events to take place to-day, but

ing to the high wind only one started, and that was the

,kwood Park Stock Farm pacer W. W. Foote. He was

iven by Millard F. Landers to lower his record of 2:16i.

ithout losing any time scoring he was sent away, a runner

• iven by B. Cheboya following. The half-mile pole was

ssed in 1:08£, and then to the wire the big, strong-moving

fiof Steinway increased his speed, and when the timers

'i.pped their watches under the wire they saw that the mile

s paced in 2:15]-. On turning back to dismount, both horse

i driver were applauded.

> Adbell was to have been sent against his mark of 2:26 and

yal Sid was to be given a record below. 2:30, but the

toners declared the weather was unfavorable, and con-

ided to postpone the trials until to-morrow.

The first event of the day was for the 2:24 class trottersj

rse $7C0- The starters were Leonor, Free Coinage, Alviso,

ico and Phallamont Boy. In the pools, Leonor sold for

S ), against $20 on the field. When the word was given

} allamont and Alviso led until near the quarter-pole, then
- )nor came outside of them and took the lead, and kept it

t he three-quarter pole, having Phallamont Boy at her bike.

i i broke here and fell back to last place. Free Coinage did

i let Phallamont Boy have it all his own way, for this

tf-d son of Abbottsford came up fast and actually outtrotted

I handsome son of Phallamont to the wire, winning by half

I ;ngth in 2:20 in an exciting finish. Chico was a good

I rd, Alviso fourth and Leonor, the favorite, last, and a little

he.

"ree Coinage and Leonor were favorites in the betting

jiviousto the next heat. "When the word was given the

I I horses remained bunched all the way to the half mile

] e. First one would be seen in front and then another.

piso took the most decided lead rounding into the back-

I n and kept it until well into the homestretch, Chico and

allamont Boy being on each side of him three lengths be-

' d. In making an extra effort this good son of Brown
* j broke, then Chico and Phallamont assumed the lead but

t former was the faster and won in 2:21. Leonor, who had

( ie from the rear, was atPhallmont's flanks, Alviso fourth

I I Free Coinage last.

'here was another chop in the betting, Chico being now
i ailed as favorite at $20 against $10 on the field. Money
* plenty at these odds and Poolseller Whitehead kept

* ing in the cash at a lively rate. Free Coinage and

» co trotted like a team all the way. Coming down the

homestretch every one was deeply interested in the struggle,

many predicting it would be a dead heat, but Chico won by

a nose in 2:20^, Phallamont Boy third, Leonor fourth and Al-

viso last.

Chico's splendid exhibition enlisted many warm friends,

who paid $25 on him against $10 on the field. The scoring

was prolonged ; finally the five horses were started on their

journey, Chico, who had the pole, being a length behind. At
the first turn Free Coinage, who was leading, made a break

and before he could get settled the others passed him. Down
the backstretch Phallamont Boy led with Chico at his bike.

At the half mile pole Chico came up nearer the horse's head.

To the three-quarter pole it was a pretty drive; Alviso left

Leonor and Free Coinage and made a strong attempt to be

in the front row. Coming into the homestretch Phallamont

Boy was passed by Chico and then as the latter neared the

wire he recovered his speed, but Sawyer had all he could do

to gain the second place as Aiviso, splendidly driven, was at

his throat latch and Leonor was only a few feet farther away.

However, none of them changed their positions and the

judge announced the decision as follows : Chico first and first

money, Phallamont Boy second and third money, Alviso

third and fourth money, Leonor fourth, and Free Coinage

fifth and second money. Time, 2:25].

A special race which was not on the programme was the

next one called. It was between A. A. A., by Azmoor, and

Etta Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, both three year-olds. In the

first heat Etta led all the way and won in 2:30}, then A. A.

A. took the lead. Etta acted unsteady and did not trot as

well as her driver expected; A. A. A. won in 2:27o. In the

next heat A. A. A. led, but Etta was a good second all the

way ; the bay Azmoor filly won in 2:2Sv, Etta only two

lengths behind. This did not lower A. A. A.'s record of 2:25

but it proved her to be a good, reliable voung mare and a

hard one to beat if handled until next year. Etta will enter

the list if given another opportunity, as she was timed in this

third heat in 2:284.

The next race was conceded by the talent to be almost a

walk-over for Glubar, the son of Electricity. The other con-

testants were Turner, by Menlo, and Derby Princess, by

Charles Derby. The last-named, when jogged preparatory

to the race, was very lame and every one considered her

winning chances for that reason considerably lessened.

The majority of the pool tickets sold previous to the heat

were Glubar, $30, field $10, and the number in circulation

proved that the short-enders were not afraid of the talent.

Glubar, who got the pol*1
, started away at a lively clip and

opened a big gap between his sulky and the horses behind

him. Before the half-mile pole was reached and just as

every one was predicting an easy victory for the colt, he

broke and Derby Princess, who was moving as steady as an

old campaigner and not showing any signs of lameness, passed

on and took the lead. Approaching the three-quarter pole

Glubar seemed to have recovered his great flight of speed,

was fast closing up the gap, and at the head of the homestretch

was doing splendidly, but he broke and thus lost all chances

of winuing the heat, for Derby Princess won easily in 2:27 i,

Turner last.

Pools now took a turn. Derby Princess was made favorite

at $25 to $5 in the field. This heat was almost a repetition

of the other with this exception, Turner broke at the first

turn and was hopelessly left behind, while Glubar had a

strong lead to the three quarter pole, when he broke, and

Derby Princess passing him, came at a much faster clip than

in the preceding winning in 2:25. Glubar a length and a half

behind.

The great uncertainty of betting on ahorse race was ex-

emplified in the next race, which was for the 2:40 class

trotlers. The entries were: Dan Brown, Lady ThornhilI
t

Julia G. and Bessie Thome. Bessie Thorne, on account of

her splendid race at Stockton, was installed as favorite at

$20. Lady Thornhill sold for $15 and the field at $4. There

was a surprise in store for the "talent" in this race, for Wm.
Bihler's bay mare Julia G, proved a wonder. When the

word was given she was in the fourth position, but on the

first turn had passed all those in front of her, and had taken

the pole at the quarter. The marvelous speed shown by her

seemed to astonish the drivers of her former competitors, for

they drove for all they were worth to be on even terms with

the Sonoma-bred mare, but in vain. Dan Brown was only a

length behind at the half, but Julia G. never let him come
any nearer, for she came down the homestretch under a

steady pull to keep from breaking and landed past the goal

in 2:25, Dan Brown second, Bessie Thorne third, and Lady

Thornhill last.

The rush to the pool-boxes kept the sellers busy, and be.

fore two pool tickets were handed out to buyers Julia G. was

made favorite at $25, Bessie Thorne $15, field $S. This was

a processional heat, Julia G. passing to the front and the

others in single file followed her all the way around to Ihe

wire. They were from six to eight lengths apart. ' Dan

Brown was second, Lady Thornhill third and Bessie Thome
last. Time, 2:24$.

Julia G. seemed to act as if she had enough of ra cing on

this day of her debut, and Delvasia, her driver had all he

could do to get her steady. When the word was given she

was half a length behind andjthen she broke
;
just as her

driver got her settled and was entering the first turn, Corey,

who with Lady Thornhill in third position drove straight

across and took the pole away from the thoroughly excited

mare. She broke again and fell back to last place. Dan Brown

led around to the wire, Bessie Thome was a length behind

him and Lady Thornhill third. On entering the stretch the

leader, Dan Brown, was fully one eighth of a mile in ad-

vance of Julia G. and when the horse was under the wire

the mare was well outside the flag. The judges now proved

their efficiency and allowed the mare Julia G. to have third

place and Lady Thornhill, who would have been second, was

put back to fourth place. Dan Brown first and Bessie Thorne

second. Time, 2:27i. This decision was received with

cheers.

Dan Brown was now placed on even terms in the betting,

with Julia G. at $20, field $5. Dan Brown began to act un-

steady after the word was given, but Julia G. moved along

as steadily as if she had never made a mistake in her life.

Lady Thornhill made a bold effort to win the heat but she

broke and at the distance flag, despite Corey's best efforts,

did not get settled in time to get better than third

place behind Julia G. and Dan Brown. The judges set the

latter back to last place for breaking and this gave Lady

Thornhill second place, Bessie Thorne third. Time, 2:23}.

The winner, Julia G., is by Daly, 2:15, out of a mare by

Grey McClellan, a horse Wm. Bihler owned. He was by

Gen. McClellan.

The next race was for the 2:27 class trotters, purse $700.

The entries were Nellie W., Carrie Benton. Willema, Auntie

Wilkes, Lady G. and Topsy. In the bating Nellie W. was

made favorite at $30 against $10 on the field. The start was

delayed for some time, Topsy acting as if she had enough of

racing and would not come up, but .
danced up and down.

When the judges sent the horses away Topsy settled down

and trotted to second place behind the favorite, but Lady O.

was by her side at the quarter. Auntie Wilkes was fourth,

Carrie Benton fifth and Willema last. The horses kept in

these positions until the homestretch was almost reached,

then Topsy fell back to last place, the rest going by her.

.
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Nellie W. came home as she pleased. Auotie Wilkes de-

feated Lady O. for second place. Carrie Benton was fourth,

Willema fifth and Top>y last. Time, 2:214.

Verv few pools were sold previous to the next heat. Nel-

lie W. again led. Topsy, who acted better in scoring, was

second, Auotie Wilkes third, Carrie Benton fourth and

Willena fifth. Topsy fell bick to last place and Auntie

Wilkes moved up and on the homestretch in a drive to the

wire took advantage of a break made by Nellie V¥., passed on

and won by two lengths in 2:24^. Carrie Benton was third,

Lady O. fourth, Willema fifth and Topsy last.

Pools were not altered by the victory of Auntie Wilkes

aud to a very pretty start the six horses kept together for

some distance past the wire. Then Nellie W. on rounding

the turn took the lead, but she was only a leagih in advance

of Auntie Wilkes. In a few seconds "the rest were all scat-

tered in one-two-three fashion to the quarter pole. Down
the backstretch Auntie kept atnut the same distance behind

Nelly W. To the three quarter pole these positions were

michaoged. Jimmy D^ain brought Auntie well out ou the

turn and was gaining fast on Nellie W. when his mare broke.

He got her settled and under the whip he landed her second

io 2 24, Lady O. at her bike wheel, Carrie Benton half a

length further away, Topsy fifth and Willema sixth.

When the horses were called out for the next heat W. Vio-

get was seen behind his mare Willema, but in the send-off his

mare was tip-toeing and two lengths behind. Nellie W. had
all she could do to keep in front of Lady 0. and Auntie

Wilkes who chased her all the way to the wire. Once set-

tled in the homestretch Connolly, the driver of^ Nelly W.,

did not let his competitors come within righting distaoce, for

he drove her under the wire *» winner in 2:22'. Auntie

Wilkes made a (:
bobble"' fifty yards from the wire, and Lady

O. Dashed her and got the place. Carrie Benton, a sweet-

moving, puregaited mare that will yet get a 2:20 mark was

fourth, Topsy fifth and Willema last and almost distanced.

The winner of this race Nellie W. has now won three races

ia succession. She is the property"of Richard Gird, of Chino,

and has been driven in all her races by that excellent reins-

man, Ed ConDolly. Nellie W. is by Woolsey (brother to

Sunol), oat of Nellie Reynolds, by Inca, and is a race mare of

the highest type.

The decisions of the judges are very satisfactory, and a

better-conducted meeting could not be looked for. Every
thing goes along so smoothly and orderly that is a pleasure

to be here.

Owing lo the lateness of the day, the free-for-all race be-

tween Klamath, Ottinger and Aster was declared off. Messrs.

Keating & Ottinger were astonished to find tbat Aster had
sprung a tendon in his good foreleg during his work in the

afternoon, and this postponement was a most agreeable

one to them.
SUMS!ABIES.

First race—Trotting, 224 class, parse S700.

Park Henshaw's b g Chico. by Monroe Chief—Orphan
Girl, by Reavis' Blackbird Sullivan 3 111

P. Brandon's b g Free Coinage, by Abbottsford- Agnes
Chaboya 1 5 2 5

L P. Quimby's b s Phallamont Bov, by Pballamont—Po-
cahontas Sawyer 2 2 3 2

Veudome Stock Farm's b g Alviso, by Brown Jug—Big
Liz Cox -I 4 .i 3

C A. Dnrfee'sb m Leonor, by Dashwood—Echo Durfee 5 3-14
Time, 2:20, 2:21, 2:20>£. 2:2534

Special race.

Palo Alto Stock Farm'sb f A. A. A., by Azrnoor— Abbess, by
Mohawk Chief Maben 2 1 1

San Maleo Stock Farm's ch m Etta Wilkes, bv Guy Wilkes,
by Winthrop Rogers 1 2 2

Time, 2:30'-£, 2:27%. 2:2S%.

Second race—Futurity TrottingChampion Stakes, best two iu three
heats.

Oakwood Stock Farm's bib f Derbv Princess, by Charles Derby
Princess, by Administrator M. Sanders 1 1

Palo Alto Stock Farm'B br c Glubar, by Electricity—Jennie
Benton „ Mabeu 2 2

J. Shannahan's blk c Turner, by Menlo—George M. Patcheu
Jr Horn 3 3

Time, 2:27^, 2:25.

Third race—Trotting, 2:40 class, purse S700.

William Biher's b m Julia G., by Daly—by Grey Mc-
Clellan J. Delvosia 113 1

J. I>..-Turk"s b g Dan Brown, by Anteeo—Miss Brown, by
Brown's Volunteer G. Lock 2 2 14

Mrs. Haney's bib m Bessie Thorne, by Hawthorne—Bessie
Sedgwick Helmau 3 12 3

C. H. Corey's b m Lady Thornhill, by Billy Thornhill—
Flora Covey 13 4 2

Time, 2:25, 2:24%, 2:27%, 2:23%.

Fourth race—2:27 class, trotting, purse $700.

EL, 'iir-l'sch f Nellie W., by Woolsey—Nellie Reynolds, bv
Inrra Connolly 12 11

Paris Kilburn's b m Auntie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—
Speculation ^ J. Dwain 2 12 3
Murchand'sbrm Lady O.. by L. O Marston 3 13 2

Wndome Stock Farm's b m Carrie Benton, by Gen. Beu-
(•iij— Fred Ixnve Bunch t 3 1 4

Vf. II Vioget'abrf Willema. by Eros—Maud
Helman and Viogcl 5 5 6 5

Vinetaml Stock Farm's bm Topsy, by Grandissimo—Flora
Loeber <'. f. 5 6

Time, 2:21!.,, 2:24%, 2:24. 2:22%.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's iwo-vcar-oM pacer. W. W. Foote, by
>ieiinvay—by UobL McGregor, wentagainst his own record of 2:16%,
in 2:153t£ ; driven by Millard F. Sanders.

FIITH DAT—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28,

This was one of Santa Clara's loveliest days, and when
that expression is used every one who has ever visited this

lieauiiful region knows that it is as near perfect as a day can

possibly be.

Early in the morning well-filled carriages, buggies, lan-

daus and phaetons could be seen moving along the principal

streets of San Jose and Santa Clara, then on to that grand

boulevard, "The Alameda." It was needless to ask where
the prettily-dressed, robust and healthy-looking occupants of

these vehicles were going, for the gales of the Agricultural

I'ark were open and a long procession of vehicles were ahead

pi them passing into the shaded and commodious grounds of

the Sun ta Clara and Ban Mafeo Agricultural Society.

The committees on awards were busy judging the cattle

a nd horses and placing the colored ribbons on the prize win-

ners.

At 12:30 Judges Rae, Hobson and Hersey were in the stand

and Timers Boyd, McCloskev and Bollinger were waiting for
Adbell. the champion trotting yearling of the world, to make
h'ts appearance. In ten minutes the colt appeared, driven
by Walter Maben. Superintendent Frank Covey, of the
Palo Alto Stock Farm, was seated in a cart behind a run-
ner which was to accompiny die coll around the Bplendid

course. No time was lost, for on the second score, away ""the

black tlew, the thoroughbred at his wheel. The quarter was
passed in thirtv-six seconds. Down to the half the black,

smooth-going, frictionless-gaited baby moved at the same
rate; he passed the pole in 1:12, Walter Maben spoke to Ad-
bell and Frank Covey moved the thoroughbred up to the

colt's shoulder. The three-quarter pole was passed in l:47f
a gain of a quarter of a second. The spectators were
silent, so much interested were they in the marvelous per-

formance. Once in a while a low whimper would be heard :

" He will beat 2:24 !" " See him come !'' To the wire, with-

out a skip, but trotting apparently well within himself, the

colt, in the style of an old campaigner, kept coming iaster

and faster and landed under the wire in 2.23. The pent-up
enthusiasm of the vast crowd was then released, for cheer
after cheer greeted the colt, the driver and the superin-

tendent. Everyone was excited and twenty people who held

time watches showed them to their nearest neighbors and then
looked up to see if the figures on the blackboard would agree
wilh their timers. When the figures 2:23 were hung out and
the announcement was made that this is the world's record
for yearlings the thousands assembled gave a mighty cheer
such as was never heard before on this track.

After Walter Maben dismounted he said to a number of

inquirers, "I could drive him a second or two faster, the only
thing I was afraid of was that he might break."

The best yearling record made previous to this one
was won by Pansy McGregor. 2:24f. By this per-

formance to-day another honor has to be credited to the San
Jose track. Adbell is a Santa Clara production, and Super-
intendent Covey proved his loyalty to this great county, and
his judgment of the excellence of its track by sending this

priceless colt over it.

Bonnibel, by Azmoor, was sent to beat her record of

2:22i. The way she jogged in under the wire in 2:17f
proved conclusively that this is no mark of her speed. Bon-
nibel never made a mistake in her life until she got into that

race with seventeen starters at the Bay District. She met
with an accident there and frightened her so that for a long
time she was inclined to be unsteady, but now she is entirely

over it, and next year she will do for Mr. Salisbury to take
East.

Royal Sid, a good looking, strongly-built three-year-old
colt by Roy Wilkes, first dam by Sidney ; second dam by
Privateer; third dam Madam Baldwin (the great broodmare)
by The Moor, now started for a record. He is owned by
Henry Scott of San Jose, and was driven by C. H. Corey.
The colt paced the mile in 2:26. He has had but three work-
outs since he had the distemper a month ago, and is just re-

covering. Royal Sid will get in the twenty list next season.

John Rodgers, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, gave the grey
colt Guy Vernon, by Guy Wilkes, out of a sister to AlleD
Roy, 2:17, a record of 2:28.

Nubia, 2:29}, was driven by John Gordon, and lowered his

record to 2.24}. Nubia is by Soudac, out of Emma Ander-
son, by Wapsie. These record-breaking performances were
preliminary to the regular programme. Tne advertisement
of these time records having appeared in the newspapers yes-

terday served to attract the crowd early in the day.

The programme offered contained a most attractive list of
events, and in the large audience could be seen many SaD
Franciscans, who were there to back their favorites.

The first race was for the 2:18 class trotters. There were
Marin Jr., Montana, Bruno, Altao, Vina Belle, Wayland W.
and Adelaide McGregor. In the pools Marin Jr. sold as

favorite at $20 against $9 on Wayland W. and the field at $9.

The scoring previous to the first heat was prolonged by the
over-anxiety of the drivers to either get away too fast or not
to come up if they did not have their horses going well.

Nine times did the judges call them back, then the word was
given. Wayland W., Vina Belle, Bruno, Adelaide McGregor,
Marin Jr., Altao and Montana was the order at the quarter-
pole. Vina Belle passed Wayland W. at the half, but fell

back again. Farrell, behind Marin Jr., kept his little horse
well in hand until those in front of him had got well into the
backturn, then on the outside of them all did the gray ghost
move and pass each one, until at the half he had only
Wayland W. to battle with. Down the homestretch the
leaders came. Vina Belle on the inside was now making a
move for the lead. Wayland W. led to the distance flag.

Marin Jr. passed him and so did Vina Belle. It was a close
finish, not two lengths separating the leaders. The judges
awarded the heat to the game little sray Marin Jr., Vina
Belle second and Wayland W. third, Adelaide McGregor
(quite lame) was a good fourth, Bruno fifth, Altao sixth and
Montana last. Time, 2:13.

Marin sold $20, field $6 when the horses came out for the
second heat. The scoring was of shorter duration, but Marin
Jr. broke at the first turn and fell back to the last position.

Vina Belle took the pole and Wayland W. hung on like a
shadow behind her, Bruno, Altao, Adelaide McGregor and
Montana followed. At the head of the backstretch Marin Jr.

broke again, and Farrell, his driver, wisely concluded not to
force his Utile horse to win this heat, as Wayland W. and
Vina Belle were going at a 2:10 clip, and were head and
head going around the back turn when he got his horse
settled. Wayland W. defeated Vina Pelle by two lengths in

2:131, Altao third, Bruno fourth, Adelaide McGregor fifth,

Marin Jr. sixth and Montana last.

Pools remained unchanged notwithstanding the splendid
exhibition of speed shown by the great trotters Wayland W.
and Vina Belle. Farrell, with Marin Jr., was on the outside
and trotted a trailing race until the half-mile pole was
reached. Wayland W., Bruno, Vina Belle, Adelaide Mc-
Gregor and Altao were strung along the backturn. Marin
Jr. now moved up, and much to everybody's astonishment,
he overhauled the horses in one-two-three order, and down
to the wire he came in the outside position on the magnifi-
cent course. Wayland W. kept his company until within
ten yards of the wire, and many were the shouts of " dead
heat !" but Marin Jr. came in a winner by a leogth and a
half in 2:13A, Wayland W. second, Vina Belle third, Adelaide
McGregor fourth, Bruno fifth, Altao sixth and Montana dis-

tanced. This drive of Pat Fan-ell's from the half was one
of the prettiest ever 6een on a race track, and the ovation
he received as he dismounted was one he never will forget.

In the fourth heat Wayland W. broke just after the word
was given and Marin Jr. also broke aud joined him company
at the first turn. Vina Belle was the leader in this heat but
Adelaide McGregor and Bruno were right up and going fast.

The interest of the public wa« centered in the favorites that
made the breaks, but their careful drivers kept moving their
horses along at a good clip, and coming into tne homestretch
Wayland W. again made a strong bid for the lead, for he
had pa?sed all those who were in front of him except Vina

Belle, but the exertion was too much and Vina Belle
came in a winner in 2:15}. Adelaide McGregor third, Altao
fourth, Bruno fifth and Marin Jr. sixth, just inside the flag.

The great son of the old Patchen horse, Marin,again trotted
a trailing race, but he was fourth behind Wayland W. and
Vina Belle and Adelaide McGregor until the three-quarter
mile pole was reached, then he passed them easily and won
by two lengths from the whipped out Wayland W.,his driver
holding both lines in one hand and steadying the little race
horse. Time, 2:14. Adelaide McGregor was third, three
lengths behind Marin Jr., Vina Belle fourth, Altao fifth and
Bruno last.

The remarkable showing in this race made by Wayland
W., Vina Belle and Adelaide McGregor speaks volumes for

their abilities and their trainers. The improvement in speed
shown in this race was marked and every one who witnessed
this race declared it was one of the best contested events ever
seen on the San Jose track.

The next event was for the 2:14 class pacers. The entries

were Edith, Del Norte, Tom Ryder, Plunkett and Lady H
In the pools Edith sold at $20, Plunkett $20, field $20. When
the side-wheelers were sent away Edith was leading, Del
Norte second, Tom Ryder third, Lady H. fourth and Plun-
kett last. Going around the first, Plunkett broke at the first

turn and bad to do his level best to get inside the flag. Edith
never allowed the lead to go to any other horse in the race.

Going down the backstretch the positions were unchanged,
Del Norte, Lady H. and Plunkett kept close, and as Edith
paced under the wire in 2:14, all the rest, with the exception
of Plunkett, were close up.

The horses had a difficult time in getting away so that
they would suit the judges in regard to position and gait.

Edith led, Lady H. was at her bike Jin an instant, Plun-
kett was third, Tom Ryder fourth and Del Norte fifth

.

Going down the backstretch Del Norte moved up and was
even with Lady H., but at the five-eighths pole fell back.

Plunkett was passed by Tom Ryder at the three-quarter

pole. Edith and Lady H. kept fighting every inch of the
way. The half was made in 1:04, and to the wire it was a

battle, but Edith defeated Lady H. by a length in 2:10, the
fastest time made this year in a race in California. Del
Norte, ably driven by H. Hogoboom, was third, Plunkett
fourth, and Tom Ryder, who quit in the stretch, was lag*

All of the little band of pacers finished within eight lengths
of the leader, and showed how closely they were matched.

In the next heat Plunkett was the great competitor, and
from the time the word was given Lady H. and Edith found
this little pacer right up alongside of them. Del Norte was
not two lengths behind. Tom Ryder was one length further

away. It was a pretty contest. The bunch moved aloDg to

getber to the half and around to the three-quarter pole, nol

one having enough speed to cut loose from his or her com
panions and show the way. Entering the homestretch, Ton:
Keating, the driver of Edith, with a supreme effort, brought
his mare to the front, and at the distance flag, as Lady H
dropped out of the struggle, little Plunkett on the outside

came faster than he ever did in his life, and was only a neck

behind Edith in one of the most exciting finishes ever seer

on a track. Lady H. was at Plunkett's shoulder. Del Nort<
was at Lady H.'s throat latch, while Tom Ryder was fiv*

lengths further away. Time, 2:10A. Thus ended one of th*

best-contested, as well as the fastest, three heats paced thii

year in California. It was no discredit to Lady H-, Pluo
kett or Del Norte to be dafeated by the game mare Edith
She is by Dexter Prince. Her dam was by Hamilton Chief

sire of the dam of Maud B., 2:20 ; she is the property of Mi
Archer, of Linden, Cal.

The brown gelding Ottinger had a walkover in the free!

for-all race, he trotted around in 4:10. Ed Lafferty, hi

driver, feeling lonesome all the way.
In the attempt of W. Wood to defeat Otto Zeigler, th»

champion bicyclist, a mile, there was some misunderstanding
and the race resulted in a fizzle so far as W. Wood was con

cerned. The horse broke twice and Ziegler passed him an<

won the mile in 2:14 LV. W. Wood's mile was 2:23}. I

Sanders had the two runners as pace makers for his horS'

and then started to lower his record^on this track no dout
he would have done so, but the noise and confusion were tc

much for him. Zeigler would also have made a much faste

mile if the conditions were the same. As a drawing featur

the race was a success but as a race it was not.

The next event on the programme after the excitement i

the previous race subsided was for the free-for-all pace. 1

entries were Cibolo, Laura M., Ketehum and Belle.

In the pools Belle was favorite at $25 against -$20 on til

field. Ketehum led until the five eighth pole was pass«|

Cibolo was at hi6 side. Laura M. was close up and movinj

as steady as if she never knew what it was to make a brea^ f

At the three quarter pole Laura M. made a sport and lea 1

ing Cibolo she made a hard drive to the wire and landed uil

der it a winner by three lengths in 2:14. Ketehum and Bel'

both passed Cibolo on the homestretch, and came in in th

order. Corey made another splendid drive with Laura M
but she broke and Cibolo passed around her aud Sanders

a masterly manner drove his splendid son of Chas. Derby
a winner in 2:13A. Belle was second, Ketehum third a

Laura M. last.

The judges in the next heat decided to remove Corey fro
1

behind Laura M. and allow Donathan to drive. Corey pr

tested and said he would allow any competent driver I

judges wished to select to drive the mare but he would
allow Donathan to do so. After some loud talking and
leying Corey dismounted and James Dustin was ordoi

drive, but in the subsequent heats he proved that he coi

not drive her as well as her old driver Corey.

When the word was given Belle took the lead and kepi

to the wire. Ketehum was second, Laura M. third and

olo last. Time, 2:17.

The sun had disappeared behind the coast over half

hour when the horses were called for the next heat. - Be

and Cibolo took the lead. Laura M. was about three lengtj

behind and Ketehum was four lengths further away. 1

dark forms of ihe horses could just be discerned mov
around the circle. Coming into the homestretch Maben,?

was driving Belle, drove wide and Sanders, who was beh:

Cibolo, drove to about the fifth position. Laura M., *

was from three to four lengths behind, driven by Dustin,ti

to go on the outside of Cibolo and then cut in across beh

the horse and came in between Belle and Cibolo, who pa

in under the wire in the order named, Ketehum last. 1

judges claimed that Cibolo was driven out of the position

assumed at the head of <he homestretch and declared

horse distanced, much to the surprise of everyone. In

evening, at a meeting of the Board of Directors, Sam

:
;
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Raoes at Salem, Or.

Tuesday, September 18.

' When the hoar arrived yesterday for the races there were

m the judges' stand Hon. D. A. McAllister of La Grande,

i

Union county, W. G. Nesmith of Derry, Polk county, and

|ij. C Simpson of Siuslaw, Lane county, while David H.

Looney served in the capacity of starter and ex-officio presi-

dent of the judicial board. Messrs. James Bybee, the vete-

ran running horse man, and W. L. Sullivan of Sacramento,

Cal.,held the watches as time-keepers, and O. P. Miller was

fin his usual place as clerk of the course. Over in the grand

stand the Second Regiment band played its usual excellent

music to a not very encouraging number of spectators.

|
The first heat of the three minute trot was called without

jdelay after the necessary arrangements of the first day were

Jcompleted. In this there were six entries, but only three

started, viz.: T. H. Walsh's Harry W.. a grey gelding by Al-

tamont; K. B. Ludwig/s bay gelding Fritz, by Fred Hamble-

fton, and M. H. Mann's bay mare Alice, by Altamont.

|
Dr. Smith's black gelding Hugo, by Altago, was with-

drawn, owing to lameness caused by the frog of one of the

! hind feet being punctured Thursday by a nail while he was

standing in a blacksmith shop in Salem awaiting to be shod.

>'. H. Cotrell's Birdie and J. H. McNary's Rickard were

also withdrawn.

In the first heat Harry W. had the pole, Fritz started in

second place and Alice was on the outside. After two at-

tempts the trio got away in excellent shape, and at the first
:

furloDg Fritz took the lead and held it the remainder of the

distance around the circle, coming under the wire as the

watches indicated 2:34$, with Harry W. second, and Alice a

couple of lengths in the rear. The time by quarters was

,
0:3S, 1 17, 2:0U, 2:34*.

The second heat was a pretty contest between Fritz and

Harry after the first quarter was passed. Down the second

quarter they went abreast, with Alice some distance behind.

This position was maintained until the homestretch was

» reached, when Fritz advanced to the front. As the grand-

. stand was reachtd Harry went off his feet and Fritz trotted

under the wire winner of the second heat in 2:34)—the same

as the first. By quarters the heat was trotted in 0:40, 1:19,

1:57,2:34.}.

Considerable interest centered in the third heat, as Fitz
' hid taken two heats and the spectators were wondering

; whether or not he would win this time and thereby end the

I trot. As was the case in the other two heats the three trot-

I ters got away on the second score. Mann, who was driving

I Alice, on the outside, sent her ahead at the first turn and
' swung in to the inside with Harry crowding her closely and
' Fritz off his feet. Mosher was driving Harry and he ad-

vanced on Mann with a vengeance on the backstretch and

held him a close second to the three-quarter pole. From
this time on he pushed the gray gelding along and took the

; lead from Mann. Harry passed the wire with Alice a length

; or more in the rear and going badly and Fritz third. The
. driver of Fritz claimed a foul by Mann on the first turn and

was given second place thereby;

Harry W. took the fourth heat in 2:34, with Mann's Alice

second, and Fritz, the winner of the grst two heats, a bad

third. The horses scored three times and were sent off in

good style in the fourth. Alice again went to the front and

inside as the first turn was rounded. Mosher let Harry out a

little at the first quarter and caught Alice a short distance

from that point. These two trotted nearly abreast at the

half, Alice going in good style. At the five-eighths post

Fritz went up and came nearly to a standstill. The leaders

came on without a skip by either and Harry passed beneath

the wire two lengths ahead of Alice, the watches showing

another 2:34. By quarters it was 0:38i, 1:163, 155 and 2:34.

Harry W. and Fritz having taken two heats apiece another

mile had to be trotted. The former won this in 2:36A, Alice

being second and Fritz third. The horses strung out in
'. this heat more than before, making it less interesting. The
time by quarters was 0:40, 1:19, 2:00. 2:36*. This ended the

trotting for the first day.

The thoroughbreds were next on the programme to enter-

tain the small crowd in the t^rand stand, and they did it first

in the introductory scramble, three-fourths of a mile dash.

Paddy Ryan entered by R. Tartar, Mowitzaby Mat. White,

and Normandie by J.Garland being the participants. The
red flag in the hands of Mr. Looney went down with the first

attempt, the horses going even at the pole. Paddy Ryan
jumped ahead after a few yards and held it to the outcome,

winning the race in 1:15$, Mowitza second and Normandie
third. The winner carried 122 pounds, Mowitza 119 and

Normandie 113.

The third and last race for the day was the half-mile dash,

purse $200. It was 5 o'clock before the horses headed for

the startiLg point. There were seven cracker-jacks—as fine

a field as ever placed hoofs on Lone Oak track, G.W.An-
derson pnlered a brown gelding, Archie S., by Little Alp, 119

pounds; R. Tartar had Verdi Paul, a bay mare by St. Paul,

113 : Colusa's stable entered Sport McAllister, a chestnut by

Friar Tuck, 96 ; Jas. Garland had the chestnut Nelson, 116
;

C. C. Brown had 1 Don't Know, a bay gelding by Villard,

119; B. Martin's chestnut gelding Jim R., by Conner, 119

;

and Phil Painter's brown stallion George Dickinson, by Glen
Dudley, 116. Dickinson drew the pole, Archie had second

place, and the others were placed in the following order:

Jim R., Verdy Paul, NelsOD, Sport McAllister and 1 Don't

Know. Thirty minutes elapsed before Mr. Looney dropped

the flag.bv reason of the usual amount of balkiness and stub-

horness on the part of some of the jockevs and horses, and

when they did go McAllister was not ready and, conse-

quently, was " left," much to the disgust of his jockey, who
kicked hard; but this did not alter Mr. Looney's decision as

regards the start. It was a pretty race to the wire and was

taken by I Don't Know, closely pressed by Jim R. and Nel-

son, the favorite third, Archie fourth, Verdi Paul fifth and

Dickinson sixth.—Statesman.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

Yesterday was Pioneers' day, and large numbers of old

settlers were on hand to view the interesting sights and enjoy

the hearty greetings of old and new friends, says the Salem

Standard of Sept 20.

The weather was delightful all day, and everybody was

happy.

The pavilion was thronged, the merry-go-round was fall.

Oregon B uty, the horse so mueh admired for his long

mane and tail, had hundreds of visitors, the side-shows did a
thriving business, the candy-makers, the lemonade stands,

the restaurants, all pushed a thriving trade, and the world was
cheerful.

Three Pacific Coast records were broken on this track yes-

terday, which is sufficient to prove that no other course west
of the Rockies is equal to it. Little Alva Powell smashed
the first record by sending the brown mare Mowitza a full

mile in 1:42]- in the second race for the day, or the owner's
handicap. This was the first time that young Powell ever
rode a horse in a race, and he did it nobly yesterday. His
net weight is seventy-six pounds, and he carried enough
paraphernalia to make his mount register eighty.

The next record to be lowered was in the eleven-sixteenths
of a mile dash, the chestnut gelding Nelson going the distance

in 1:071, or a half second faster than any ever made in the
Northwest.
And the third "smash " was in the hurdle race, the gray

gelding Vulcan covering the mile and an eighth and over
five hurdles in the remarkable time of 2:06}.

Five horses were on the track yesterday for the 2:40 trot,

the first beat of which was called about 1.30 o'clock. There
were T. H. Walsh's g h Harry W., Wm. Henry's b s Gold
Dust Wilkes, M. H. Mann's b m Alice, Bruce McKnight's b

g Carp Sperry, and Oscar Wills' b g Jack the Ripper. In
the draw for positions the result placed the horses as named
above. Mr. Looney got the four flyers off in excellent shape
after the third score and they kept together to the turn,when
Jack the Ripper advanced ahead and to the inside, keeping
the lead the remainder of the distance. Harry, driven by
Mosher, held second place to the half-post. Here Alice

passed him and it was a close contest between the two for the

wire ; Harry, however, secured second place by a half length.

Sperry was fourth and Gold Dust Wilkes last. The watches
showed 2:33i.

Jack the Ripper took the lead in the second heat a short

distance from the wire and never was caught by the others.

On the backstretch it was a trailing contest, Harry W- hold-

ing second place by about three lengths and Alice, Wilkts
and Sperry keeping behind at about the same gait. The time
was 2:32.

The third and last heat was won by Ripper. To the three-

quarter pole he had it all his own way. At that portion of

the track Harry W. began to close up and it appeared as

though he would overtake Ripper, but a break on the stretch

lost some ground to him. He caught quickly and was a very

close second to Ripper. The time was 2:3l£.

Next came the mile dash or owners' handicap, Jos. Gar-
land's Normandie, Ed. Fortune's Dottie Reed and Jones'

Mowitza being the entries. Their positions at tne post were
as above named. Mowitza, with Powell up, got the lead at

the first turn and kept it to the wire, Normandie coming in

second by a neck and Dottie Reed third. Time, 1:42}, the

fastest in the Pacific Northwest.
The selling race eleven-sixteenths of a mile, purse $250,

proved another record-breaker, cracking the North Pacific

time of 1:08 made on a Montana track. Nelson did this by
a half-second, making l:07i. Jim R. was second, Hal Fisher

third and Paddy Ryan fourth. The winner was bid in by his

owner for ?1,300. He may be a good thoroughbred, but
something should be done to break him of his stubborness at

the start. He delayed the run nearly twenty minutes yester-

day by refusing to be led back to the mark with his rider in

the saddle.

The fourth and last race for the afternoon was really the

most attractive one for the major portion of the spectators in

the grand stand. It was the hurdle race—over five hurdles,

purse $300—the first one ever held on the fair ground race

course. Old Sol was getting well down in the West before

the horses were called out by Mr. Nesmith, and many of the

spectators were beginning to feel that the hour for supper

was fast approaching, but they must see the principal event of

the week, and so they patiently awaited the time! for the ap-

pearance of the horses upon the track. In the interim they

witnessed the placing of the hurdles upon the track. These
were placed at four different sections of the track—one at the

beginning of the homestretch, one about half way between

the end of the grandstand and the first turn of the others at

equal distances on the backstretch.

Four horses were entered: C. C. Brown's b h Sir Henry,car-

rying Burns, 150 pounds; Harris & Nealy's b g Auteuil with

Elliott, 147 ; W. Hays' g g Vulcan with Galbraith, 147, and
Matlock Bros.' b h Dido with Mulcahy, 139. The draw for

positions placed them as above named. Vulcan was first over

the hurdle, Dido second, Auteuil third and Henry fourth.

Over the second line brush they went in this order and also

the third with the exception of Sir Henry, who leaped the

inside fence into the field at this point and, of course, pro-

ceeded no farther ; neither horse nor rider received any in-

juries. Auteuil passed Dido after the fourth hurdle was

jumped and gave Vulcan a hot chase to tb e fifth and last

jump. There were four hurdles, but the firstone was covered

twice—at the start and finish. The timers compared watches

and all indicated 2:06}, said to be the fastest made west of

the Rockies. A loud cheer went up from the grand stand

over the result, showing that the big crowd felt well repaid

for the time spent in awaiting the contest. Dido had never

run in such a race and Messrs. Matlock were quite jubilant

at the grand work done by him,notwithstanding that he was

in third place at the outcome.

Previous to the first heat of the trot the announcement

was made that the mile dash for two-year-olds, run Tuesday

and declared "no race," would be allowed, but all pools and

bets would be declared off; therefore, Little Ella was the win-

ner, Tanner second and Baby Ruth third.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

Thursday has always been a great day at the State Fair, but

yesterday surpassed any Thursday in many years, says the

Standard of Sept. 21.

Such a sea of happy, intelligent faces as moved over the

fair grounds through the livelong day is rarely seen. And

everv moment of the time furnished amusement or some

sight of interest. Never has the Oregon State Fair provided

such a diversity of engaging events and of sights to inspire

admiration.

If all the men that assembled in the pool-room yesterday

had taken seats in the grand-stand, that big amphitheatre

would have been crowded from end to end, showing that at

the very least 4,500 persons witnessed the three sf eed contests

of the afternoon. It was the largest crowd for several years,

and was composed of people from every section of the State.

The women were out in their finest millinery and costumes:

a whole lot of the sterner sex were present to try their luck
at the pool-box, and the remainder were content at watching
the horses fly around the fastest race course in the North-
west.

Up in the judges' stand were Messrs. W. G. Nesmith, D. A.
McAllister and John G. Wright. D. H. Looney was the
starters, as usual.

Hon. J. H. Mitchell, one of Oregon's Senators to the
national congress, occupied a chair with the judges.
The track was in excellent condition, but a strong south-

west wind made it hard tugging down the homestretch.
The two-year-old trotters were first to be called out. They

were to go for a purse of $200, $50 entrance, best two in three.

The entries were Velveteen, owned by J. A. Crawford

;

Golden Seal, a chestnut colt owned by I. C. Mosher, and S.

A. CroweU's brown gelding Mark S. The latter was with-
drawn because of lameness. Woods drove Velveteen, and
the chestnut was driven by Mosher. The contest required
but two heats, and these were won by Velveteen in 3:014 and
2:54.].

Following this came the three in five special trot, 2:20
class, purse $300. A string of fine flyers were entered for

this purse, viz.: Wm. Frazier's br g Hamrock, driven by Red
Green ;

Farley & Mack's g m Anita, driven by Woods; S. C.
Tryon's b m Maud Patchen, driven by Mr. Tryon ; R. G.
Smith's ch s Pilot Lamont, with S. A. Crowell up ; and J.
Sorenson's s m Susie S., with I. C. Mosher in the sulky.
Their positions at the start was as above named. Around the
pool-box there was a big crowd of bettors. Patchen and
Anita were selling even as first choice. Hamrock second at

$7, and the others in the field at $4. After scoring four
times the quintette got away in nearly an even start. Lemont
broke badly at the turn. Patchen in third place took the lead

and was never overtaken, going under the wire in 2:23£
;

Charley Woods sent Anita to the finish as second. Susie S.

was third, Lemont fourth and Hamrock fifth. The time by
quarters was 0:37}, 1:13}, 1:47 and 2:23|. Mutuels paid
$3 38.

Maud Patchen won the second heat in 2:21 i, Anita and
S usie S. making a hot finish for second place, the latter pass-

ing the mark first, but was put back to third place for run-
ning. Lemont was in fourth place again and Hamrock
fifth. The mile by quarters was made in 0:35§, 1:09}, 1:43,
2:21*. Patchen sold as first choice for $10, Hamrock $S and
the field $1. Mutuels paid $4.40.

The betting in the third heat started slow, and after mueh
effort Patchen sold for $10 as first choice, Hamrock $8 and
the field $1. Hamrock took the lead at the turn and passed
the quarter post in 36 seconds. Patchen began to push ahead
and gradually covered much of the opening between her and
the gelding, and at the half, which was touched in 1:10, the

two were nearly abreast. Green kept Hamrock ahead around
to the stretch, and then Patchen's driver brought the whip
into play. This moved Green to do the same thing, and by
such action caused Hamrock to break, which let Patchen
ahead and winner of the heat and race in 2:211, the third
quarter being made in L44o. Lemont was third, Susie S.

fourth and Anita distanced. Mutuels paid $3.3S.

The hour of 4 p. M. was passed before the horses entered

in the Oregon Derby Stake, one and a half miles, $300 added,

$50 entrance. Jones & Payne had Wyanna, a'chestnut filly,

and St. Apollo, a bay colt, entered, and Messrs. Matlock en-

tered their chestnut mare Lizzie M. The first two named
were sold in the pools as one stable and went as first choice

for $10, Lizzie M. going at $6. Wyanna drew the inside,

Apollo next, and Lizzie had the outside. No time was lost at

thest^rt, the flag falling with the second breakaway. St.

Apollo was not in it from the very start, the other two mak-
ing a pretty contest nearly the entire distance for first place.

Lizzie kept to the front of the mile post and at this point

was passed by the filly, who came under the wire a couple of

leogths ahead in 2:4SA. Mutuels pain $2.70.

Priorto this last race W. Havs' gray gelding Vulcan, the

winner of the hurdle race Wedoesday afternoon, was brought
from his stable to the track and led down the track in front

of the grand stand. Mr. Nesmith called the attention of the

big crowd to the thoroughbred and announced that the time

made by him in the hurdle race was the fastest ever made.

Then a great cheer went up from the numerous persons as-

sembled and the gelding returned the compliment by pranc-

ing around her trainer for a moment or two.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

The speed contests were witnessed by a crowd of 6,000 peo-

ple at lone track this afternoon. It was a great day so

far as amusement for the people was concerned. The grand

stand from end to end and pit to dome was one living mass

—

the women making up the major portion of the attendance.

Everybody was happy and the fair management received

many enthusiastic compliments over the successful termina-

tion of the day's programme when the last race was run.

The first race called was the 2:16 class pacing. At 1:40

the horses, three in number, consisting of I. C. Mosher's

Combination George, R. C. Smith's Rosemon and H. B. Mil-

ler's Juliet, were called out. After one attempt the trio were

given the word by Starter Looney. Rosemon had the pole,

George was second and Juliet trotted on the outside. The
former was slightly in the rear at the start. As they rounded

the turn Rosemon. with Nelson Steele holding the ribbons,

shot ahead and made a beautiful exhibition of piciog to the

finish. Combination broke badly on the backstretch, but re-

covered lost ground, and was well up to the leader when the

third quarter was passed, with Juliet away behind. Into the

stretch the latter began gaining on the others, and when the

gate was reached Combination broke again. Between him

and Juliet the strife for second place was exciting. George

went under the wire a nose ahead of Juliet, but was given

third place for running. Time, 2:23V.

Rosemon took the second and third heats in 2:20A and 2:21.

In the betting Rosemon was the favorite at $10 and the

field sold at $3. Mutuels paid $4.60 and $2 65.

Ed. Fortune's Dottie Reed, G. W. Huber's Sheridan, J as.

Garland's Normandie and W. L. Whitmore's Mowitza made
up the string of thoroughbreds that entered for the one and

sixteenth mile dash, purse $400. In the draw for positions

Sheridan got the inside, Dottie Reed next with Normandie

in third position and Mowitza outside. The two latter horses

kept so close together after the half-pin was passed that no

one could guess the winner. Into the stretch they came
nearly abreast and under whip and spur, and as the wire was

reached Mowitza's nose was in advance of Xormandie's by a

half head. The time made was 1:53. In the pools Norman-

die was the favorite at $10. and Mowitza $S, and Dottie Reed

and ^berldan in the field St $2-
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The next event in the racing line was the three-fourths of

a mile dash for two-year-olds, selling, purse $250. The time

made in this was 1:16] by Sport McAllister, gring under the

wire a nose ahead of" Baby Ruth, with Toaen third. Little

Ella fourth and Tanner fifth. This proved another new rec-

ord and placed the chestnut colt as the fastest two-year-old

running horse in Oregon. Mutuels paid $2.50.

A special half-mile dash for a purse of $150 concluded the

horse racing for the afternoon. In this dash six entries were

booked, viz., I Don't Know, Arago, Geo. 'Dixon, Black Alder.

Gen. Coxie and Joe D. Dixon carried 122 pounds and the

others 119 each. The pool-selling was $9 for I Don't Know
and the field $10. Much time was consumed at the post.

When the flag dropped all were otl but Joe D. I Don't Know,
in third place, led from the start and finished with Arago a

very close second, Alder third. Coxie fourth and Dixon fifth.

Time, 0:48|. Mutuels paid$i5.65.

The bull race was the greatest race of the day and week,so

far as atlording amusement for the crowd was concerned. It

was called immediately after the mile and a sixteeuth dash.

There were seven bovines to contest for the purses of $20, $10
and $5. After much amusing preliminary work in front of

the grand and judges' stand, the " bloods '' were given their

positions and sent to the starting point. One of the bovines

—a long-horned brindle beast—was somewhat obstreperous

and hard to manage, and, in the attempt to make him move
his carcass away from in front of the judges stand, did a con-

siderable amount of bucking, sending his rider headlong out

of the saddle to the grouud at a distance of thirty feet. This

was too mncli for the "jockey," and he resigned his position

immediately. Another person was found who proved a stayer

on the bull's back,and finally he moved away without further

trouble. Col. Jefl Myers got the seven beasts well lined up
at the quarter-pole, and at the drop of the flag seven cudgels

came down simultaneously upon the right ribs of as many
bulls. Thev all moved away with the exception of one big

black PoMed Angus fellow who was on the outside. He
sheered into the fence and positively refused to move an-

other hoof. Down the stretch the others went—one running,

another trotting, another bucking and others walking. The
riders applied the cudgels at every step and the spectators

went wild.

''Billy" Wright's big spotted Holstein, Pride of Oregon,
whose avoirdupois is 1540 pounds, went under the wire first,

closely pressed by Richard Learned's Jersey named Gov.
Pennoyer's, '"Schultz's" Johnnie third and R. L. Swarts'

Richard Buckingham fourth. The Jersey bull, Gov. Pen-
noyer, was sired by The Populist, and dammed by Cleveland.

The judges were Hon. John H. Mitchell, Van B. de Lash-

mutt and Governor elect W. P. Lord.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

Willi the single exception of a strong north wind yester-

day wa6 an ideal day for horse racing. The track was in

good condition although more dusly than at any other time

during the week. The attendance at the course was very

good for the last day and the programme was an interestine

one from first to last—four events constituing the same.
The first race was the 2:26 class trot, three in five, purse

$400. Four horses answered the call of Judge Nesmith at

1:30 o'clock. They were the gray gelding What Ho, driven
by Wm. Henry, the black filly Ann Alene,with I. C. Mosher
at her back, the brown stallion Malheur, driven by J. B.

Smith, and Montana, a black stallion, with Mr. Taylor in

the sulky. The draw for positions gave Ma\heur first place,

What Ho second, Montana third, and Ann Alene fourth.

The first heat was a fine contest between Malheur and Mon-
tana and as the wire was passed the former's nose projected
but a few inches in front of Montana, Ann Alene coming in

third, and What Ho a bad fourth. Time, 2:27. Montana
sold as first choice at $10, Ann Alene second at $4 and the
Geld $2.

The horses did not get away for the second heat until after

several attempts and Mr. Looney warning the drivers to

come up together or he would fine them 420 apiece. They
had a pretty fair start. Malheur went off his feet at the turn
and lost considerable lime before the half was reached. Mon-
tana look the lead near the quarter post and was closely fol-

lowed to the half by Mosher's Ann Alene, with What Ho
several lengths behind and Malheur away, away back. When
the five-eighths was touched Alene broke and What Ho and
Malheur began crawling up on the leaders. As the third

turn was rounded What Ho had passed Alene but fell back
again owing to a break. Malheur came at a rapid pace and
passed What Ho, and Ann Alene and went by the judges'
^land in second place. The time was 2:30.

Both Montana and Malheur broke in going the first quar-
ter of the third heat. A lenejadvanced to the front, with What
Ho at her sulky, and along the backstretch the two went
abreast nearly to the half, when Montana was sent ahead by
Taylor after recouping the distance lost in the first break.

The heat was taken by Montana in 2:27|. Alene second,
What Ho third and Malheur a bad fourth.

The fourth heat was Montana's in 2:31, bringing the race
to a close at 3:40 o'clock.

The free-for-all trot and pace was next on the card. Here
was where the horses went for blood Every heat was fast

from start to finish. Prince Almont and Hanford Medium
were expected to give the spectators much excitement and
e«tablish Oregon's fastest pacing record. However, this feat

was not performed, but the fastest mile ever trotted or paced
over the fair ground track was the result. Prince Almont
did this in the third and last heat of the race, the watches
indicating 2:14 as his nose went under the wire. He won the
race in three straight heats, his time being 2:16, 2:16,1 and
'J: 11. The other hort-es were Hanford Medium, Combination
George and Rosemon. In the first heat Rosemon was given
the pole, Combination (jeorge came next, then Prince and
Medium. The start was a fine one, and as the turn was made
Prince Almont pulled away from the others and swung into

first place. Hanford Medium and (ieorge made a close sec-

ond, and Rosemon fourth.

Prince Almont broke near the quarter-pole in the second
heat, and this let the other three pacers ahead, Hanford
Medium taking the lead and keeping it to three-quarter pole.

Here he broke badly, setting him away back anil Prince Al-
mont forged ahead at tremendous speed. Into the stretch the
four went, Rosemon being in the rear. Between Medium
and George it was an exciting spurt for second place, Mosher
whipping the latter into a run nearlv the whole distance.

Prince led from wire to wire in the third heat, Medium
getting second, Rosemon third and Combination George
fourth. The tiniM l,y .piarters was 0:33, 1:07, 1:40$, 2:14.

The running selling race mile dash, purse $300, was called
between the second and third heats of the pace. Wliitmore's

Mowitza was winner in 1:43!, Paddy Ryan, Dotlie Reed and
C. M, going to the finish in the above order.

The amusing incidents of the afternoon followed. Thev
were the Indian pony race and the bull race. Five cayuse
ponies appeared at the call of the judges, viz : T. Tongue's
White Stocking, J. Matheny's Minnie Fillipi, Pengra, Lo-
gan's Georgia, Frank Smith's Blackbird and Joe Lashman's
Cleveland. There was no scoring at the start, the Indian
riders lining theirequines up, and Mr. Looney getting them
away almost simultaneously. Whip and spur were used from
the first jump, and the five rounded the first and second turns
in a bunch. Along the backstretch they formed a procession,
but when headed toward the stretch White Stocking, Geor-
gia and Fillipi bunched again, and the remainder of the dis-

tance kept well together, Georgia leading nearly to the wire,
when White Stocking, under a fearful whipping, got ahead.
The time was 2:01.j. The purse was $20.
The bull race was even more ludicrous than the one that

took place Friday afternoon, the "bucking" steer becom-
ing unmanageble and running nearly a mile and a half before
beingstopped. The winner this time was the Jersey bovine
Gov. Penooyer, that finished second in the first dash. He
did nobly, running the entire quarter of a mile without any
trouble. " Billy " Wright's Holstein Pride of Oregon
was second.

The last event was a match race between a pony and a foot-

racer named Stevens, said to be the champion sprinter of the
Pacific Coast. The pony was to go an eighth of a mile
against 420 yards by Stevens. The horse was ridden by
Clancey, and at the crack of the pistol had gone thirty

yards before the man had made a start. It resulted in the
foot-racer getting beat about twenty yards, the time being
0:21}. Stevens would have won the race bad thestartbeen
even.

«
Susanville Events.

Si sanville, September 27.—The third day of the fair

opened with a large attendance and a stock parade. In the

2:50 trot the entries were: Helsey's Kodak, McClellan's

EfBe G. and Edward's Russell D. Effie G. won the second,

third and fourth heats and the race, the best time being 2:3Si.

Russell D. was shut out in the third heat.

Forkner's Nelson won ttoe half-mile and repeat, easily
defeating Moonlight, Bobo and Bally. Time, 0:£0, 0:49*.

In the mile dash, for three-year-olds, Eureka won, Musette
second and Laundress third. Time not accurately kept.

Susanville, September 28.—The fourth day of the fair

drew a good attendance. Most interesting among the racing

event were the trot for three-year-olds, won by Chauncey R.,

and the mixed trotting and pacing, which was won by Daisy

K.
SUMMARIES.

Trotting, three-year-olds and under.

Baker's Chauncey R 112 1

Edwards' Plumas Maid 2 2 12
Killebv's Baby 3 S S 3

Time, 3:03, '2:57^,2:58, 2:56.

Mixed trotting and pacing, 2:40 class.

Bayener's Daisy K 12 11
McCIeilan A Campbell's EfheG 3 13 2

Baker's UdaS 2 3 2 3

Hall & Holcomb's Bill McCord 4 dis
Time, 2:43, 2:42.2:39, 2:41.

Three-quarters of a mile and repeat.

Paddy 1 1

Hermes 2 2
Prince of Snuff. 3 3

Time, 1:21%, 1:21%.

Greenville (Oal.) Fair Races.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.

On Thursday, the free-for-all trot was won by Milford B. in

straight heats, Maxwell second, Pasha third. Time, 2:32,

2:281,2:44}.

Following this was the trotting contest for buggy teams,

the starters being Mclntyre's Plumas and Maude; Carter'6

Jo and Lucy, and Skaddan's Danger and Fearless. Plumas

and Maude won the first heat in 3:12}, Jo and Lucy second,
Danger and Fearless distanced. Plumas and Maude won the
second heat in 3:08.]-, Jo and Lucy second.

The running race, three-quarter mile dash, was won by
Dyson's Jo D. in J:23£, Hermes second, Bobo third. The
last race of the day, seven-eighths mile running, dash, was
won by Paddy, Jo D. second, Hermes third. Time, 2:35.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.

The racing for the day opened with a sharp running con-

test, one-quarter of a mile, a match race between Holmes'
horse Winfield and Plumas Smith's Rock. The latter won
easily.

The three-yeanold trot, with Edwards & Co.'s Plumas
Maid, Branley's Clipper and Spencer's Chauncy R, as starters,

was next on the programme. Chauncy R. was an easy win-
ner in straight beats. Plumas Maid is a two-year-old, but she
forced Chauncy R. down to 2:54 in the first heat, 3:01 in the
second and 2:50 in the last. The next was the 2:35 class

trot, Kingdon's Daisy K., Edwards & Co.'s Russell D. and J.

E. Byers, Effie G. as starters. Daisy K. won the first heat in

2:40, Effie G. second, Russell D. third.

The next heat was trotted in 2:35, Daisy K. first, Effie G.
second, Russell D. third. The last-named was permitted to

go to the stable. The last heat was won by Daisy K. in 2:44,

Effie G. second. The last race of the meeting was a running
contest, half-mile and repeat, Bally S., Gold Cloud and Ron-
do starters. Gold Cloud took both heats in 0:50A and 0:51iJ

respectively, Bally S. second, Rondo third.—Plumas National
Bulletin.

At Hueneme, Oal.

THE SAN JOSE FAIR.

[Continued from First Pagk.J

HuENBME, Sept. 28.—The three races on the card at to-

day's fair attracted a very good crowd. The mile running

daub was won by Lottie L., Montalvo second and Naicho B.

third. Time, 1:40.

The mile and a quarter running race was won by Ali Baba,
King Daniels second, Vendume third. Time, 2:14.

In the pacing, 2:19 class, Waldo J. was given first money
not to start. Alamo J. first, Ben Butlersecond. Best time,

2:24.

Waldo paced an exhibition mile in 2:15*.

made a strong argument in his defense, but Judge Rea and
his associates had made their decision and would not change
it. Sanders was willing to have his horse set back to fourth
place, but not to have him distanced.
The finish of this race was postponed until to-morrow.

Sandwiched with this race was a special trotting race for a
purse of $500. There were four entries : Fallacy, Regina,
Stranger and Bay Rum. Regina took the lead and kept it to
the wire. This daughter of Electioneer never made a mis-
take but trotted the mile easily in 2:20 flat. Fallacy was
second, Bay Kum third and Stranger last. These three were
not more than a length apart.

Fallacy won the next heat, Bay Rum a close second,
Stranger third and Regina last.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trotting. 2:18 class, purse $700.

J. R. Carroll's grg Marin Jr., by Mario—Silver P. Farrell 16 16 1
Alex Cornicbs b h Waylaud W.,by Arthur Wilkes—Letta, by

Wayland W - Dustiu 3 12 2 2
Palo Alto Stock Farm's brru Vina Belle, by Nephew— Flush-

ing Belle, by Dictator Maben 2 2 3 14
K. D. Wise's b ra Adelaide McGregor, by Bonny McGregor-

Adelaide, bv Milwaukee Pattou 4 5 4 3 3
P.J. Mann's bsAltao. by Altamont—Sally M J. Liudsey 6 3 6 4 5
D. Z. Herbert's b s Bruno, by Junio—Dollv J. Dwain 5 4 5 5 6
Williams &. Morehouse's b s Montana, by Sidnev—Hattie

P. J."Williams 7 7 dis

Time, 2:13, 2:13%, 2:13)4 2:15^. 2:14.

Second race—2:14 pacing class, purse 8700.

Keating & Ottinger's b m Edith, by Dexter Prince—by Hamil-
ton chief t. Keating 1 1 1

Lo3 Cerntos Stock Faim's b m Lady H., by Sidney Shauer 4 2 3
R. H. Newton's br g Tom Ryder, by Alex Button—Black Ralph

Newtou 2 3 5
R. S. Brown's b g Plunbett. by Strathearn—Fly D. Misner 5 4 2
Barrow Bros.' blks DelNorte, by Altamont—Tacora-.hogoboom 35 4

Time, 2:14, 2:10, 2:10^.

Special race—One mile, between Otto Ziegler Jr. t bicycle) and
Oakwood Park .Stock Farm's pacer, W. Wcod. Won by Otto Zietrler
Time, 2:14>£.

e
j

Postponed free-for-all trotting, purse S700.—La Siesta Stock Farm's
brgOltinger, by Dorsey's Nephew (Lafferty), had a walkover and
jogged a mile for the purse in 4:10

Palo Alio Stock Farm's three-year-old b g Bonnibel, by Azmoor—
Bonnie (Maten), lowered her record of 2:21%. by trottiug a mile in

George Scott's three-year-old pacing stallion Roval Sid, by Roy
Wilkes—Sidney, paced lor record in 2:26.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's blk s Adbell, bv Advertiser—Beautiful
Bells (Maben), trotted a mile against his own record of 2:26 in2:23,
breaking the world's yearling record.
San Mateo Farm's gr h Guy Vernon (Rogers), by Guy Wilkes, dam

by Patcben Vernon, trotted for record in 2:28.

Estate of D. J. Murphy's b g Nubia, by Soudan—Emma Anderson,
by Wapsie (Gordon), trotted a mile and beat his three-year-old record
of2:29% in 2:2l%.\

SIXTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29.

"The end of the meeting wilt take place in a shower," was

the remark of an elderly weather prophet last Wednesday,

and this morning as the horsemen and their friends were on

their way to the track the prophecy was to be verified, for

rain began falling, and by the time the horses were called for

the first event that portion of the track which was not

plowed for the runners was as slick and slippery as a skating

rink, and getting softer every minute. The attendance, de-

spite the disagreeable weather, wa= between 800 and 800.

There were five running races to take place to-day, and last

night in the pool-rooms Messrs. Whitehead & Co., the well-

known pool-sellers, gathered in a large amount of money on

them, but the holders of tickets felt a little dubious about

their favorites winning in the mud, so a large number hedged

in order to get even.

The first event was the third heat of the unfinished special
trotting race in which Fallacy and Regina were favorites as
against a field of Stranger and Bay Rum. But few pools
were sold as the uncertainty of the track made it such that no
opinion could be formed as to the merits of the horses. The
heat was generally unsatisfactory on this account. Regina
and Fallacy, however, made a pretty race nearly all the way,
and the former took the heat by about two lengths. Bay Rum
was third and Stranger came in a poor fourth. Time, 2:27.

The fourth heat of the race was conspicuous because of the
favorite, Regina, breaking soon after thev left the wire. Bay
Rum took the lead, closely followed by Fallacy, while Stran-
ger held a third. Bay Rum took the heat easily, Stranger
second, Fallacy third and Regina came just within the dis-

tance flag. Time, 2:29.

Before the fifth heat Fallacy wa6 favorite at even oddB with
the field. The pneumatic-tired sulkies were changed for the
old-style sulkies, as the little wheels slipped too much in the
mud. When the horses were sent off there was a cloud of

mud flying all around the horses. It was impossible for the
trotters to make even respectable headway. Fallacy was at

all odds the best mud horse, and led off" fully thirty yards at

the quarter. Regina had the second place, while Bay Rum
got into the fourth notch by reason of Regina's breaking. In
this order they went the remaining three-quarters and fin-

ished the same. The heat was unexciting, more than the

interest caused by the cloud of mud. Under such disadvan-
tages the horses were esteemed to do well in making the mile
in less than three minutes. Time, 2:56$:

For the wind-up Fallacy was the favorite at $20 to $6 on
the field. There was a scramble for pools, by which those

who had played the long-end on Regina early in the race

hoped to get even. There was hardly any racing in the

heat. Fallacy took the head of the class easily and stayed
right there, Bay Rum followiog a few lengths behind. Regi-
na broke frequently because of the mud and her being un-
accustomed to a slippery track"" This heat for Fallacy gave
hertherace. Bay Rum wasgivea second money and Regina
third. Time, 2:55.

The unfinished pacing race, over which there was so much
trouble Friday, was settled yesterday afternoon in one heat.

Betting was brisk on Belle at $20, to $10 on the field. Many
thought that Laura M. in the hands of a new driver would
take the race, but in this they were fooled. Belle got in the

lead at the start and stayed right there. Ketchum and Laura
M. bmke on the backstretch, giving Belle a still easier chance
for the heat and race. Laura M.'s breaking caused her to

take a third place. In the finish Belle jogged under the wire

in order to let Laura M. get in past the distance pole. The
time was good considering the slippery condition of tne

track. Time, 2:26A.
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races, and although thejockeys had a hard time in the storm,

it delighted the spectators to see them go in the mud. The
riders could hardly be recognized after races, for the faces,

suits and all were covered with the wet clay. Mud flew in

all directions in sheets as the horses scrambled over the soft

course. "Pick the mud horse" were the encouraging words of

the pool-sellers, and that was the basis upon which the back-

ers acted.

The first race was for all ages, three-fourths of a mile, and
there were eight starters to make up this initial event. R. M.
Brown acted as starter. Motto was the favorite by strong

odds, pools on her selling at $25 to $8 on Niagara, and $17

on the field. At these odds the betting was very lively.

It tools nearly a half-hour to get the horses off. Niagara

didn't want to go unless he could have the best of the start,

and Lady Jane and Motto were also a little stubborn. But
when they did go there was fun. Motto went ahead on the

start and stayed there, with Niagara and Lady Jane but a

half length behind.

As they passed the half Niagara changed places with

Motto, and Lady Jane stayed in her first position. Before

they reached the three-quarter pole Niagara took a lead of

ten lengths, and as they came into the stretch he still had

the best of it, running easy all the way. At the finish the

horses were strung out at distances of about a length apart.

Sbortenders shouted for joy and the Iong-euders began to

study how to get even. Time, 1:19.

In the second race, which was for two-year-olds, three-

quarters of a mile, there were six to go. Key Alfonso was

the favorite at $25 to $17 on Cecil S. and $11 on the field.

Cecil S. was the cause of a long delay in starting. She balked

continuously except when he could have the lead. The
horses got off' splendidly when the starter dropped his flag.

Alfonso galloped into the lead and held it from Arno by a

length. CecilS. was third and closely chasing Arno for sec-

ond place at the half. In this order they passed the half, and

the only change at the three-quarter pole was that Alfonso

gained a couple of lengths. At the finish Alfonso was two

lengths ahead of Arno, and Arno had the best of Ledette's

filly by almost the same distance. The others came in

together about the same distance behind. Time, 1:20.

There were but three to go the one mile and seventy yards

race, but they were all good ones. Conde was a four-year-old

and the others three-year-olds, consequently he was made the

favorite at $25. Fortuoa sold for $20 and Carmel for $16.

The horses got off well and stayed together nearly all the

way. Conde had a lead of about a length, but when about

half-way down the stretch Carmel began to gain, and when
within a hundred feet of the wire he was but a neck behind.

Coady gave him a few sharp cuts with the whip and the race

was up with him, for Carmel took it by a nose. Again the

long-enders began to study how to get even. It was a great

race in the mud, for the time made was 1;53£.

The one-mile race developed the fact that Zaragoza is a

match for Garcia. Garcia was the favorite at $30, Zaragoza

second choice at $16, and the field sold for $20.

Warrago led oiY, with Zaragoza at her neck and Garcia

coming along closely. There they stayed until the quarter

was passed when Garcia passed to the front and cut the wind

for the others about a length ahead. But at the three-quar-

ters Zaragoza's bald face shot into the stretch, an instant

after Garcia, and as pretty a brush followed as could be de-

sired. Both were under the whip and finished nose and nose.

Polasky was third and was but two lengths behind. The
judges decided that Zaragoza and Garcia should run the tie

off' for first money. For this dash Garcia sold favorite at $20,

and Zaragoza at $13 But the two horses raced, and they

were so evenly matched that not until the judges announced

the result did the spectatois know which won. Zaragoza led

a length to the quarter, and had two lengths the best of it on

the backstretch. Then Garcia began to gain and the two

horses were even up at the half, Zaragoza made another

spurt and took a three-length lead at the five-eighths, but

when they came into the stretch the horses were side bv side.

Both were being whipped to draw out every effort, but on

the finish Zaragoza put in one long jump and took the race

by a nose. So close was the finish that the judges meditated

several minutes before deciding. The time, 1:52, was a mar-

vel for such a track.

The last race,five and a half furlongs, was Pescador's with-

out a struggle He was favorite at. $25 to $15 on Abi P. and

$13 on the field, in which were Jo Cotton and Gracie S.

Those who were backing Pescador thought their money was

gone when Gracie 8. jumped into the lead at the start, but

when the scrambling horses reached the half they were all

in a bunch. Now and then one would make a long jump
and scare those who bet on the others, but at the three-quart-

ers Gracie only had a lead of half a length. Then she began

to lose her grit and Pescador moved right up to two lengths

ahead of her, followed by Abi P., who led her by a length,

and in this order they finished. The distance was made in

1:12..

SUMMARIES.

Unfinished race— Free fur all, pacing, purse S700.

William Sinclair's ch m Belle, by Melbourne King—Hattie,
by All Right Maben 3 2 111

(J. A. Durfee's b s Keichum, by Gossiper Durfee 2 3 2 3 2

C. H. Corey's b m Laura M., by Almont Patchem—Letta
Corevaud Dustin 14 3 2 3

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g Cibolo, by Charles Derby
M. P. Sanders 4 1 i dis

Time, 2:14. 2:13%, 2:17, 2:15. 2:16%,

Unfinished race—Special, trotting, purse S500.

George Gray's b g Fallacy, by Fallis—Beautv Gray 2 12 3 11
Charles J. Cox's b g Bay Rum, by John Seveooaks—Kitty

s Dwain 3 2 3 13 2
M. B. Severance's br m Regina, by Electioneer—Accident

Maben 14 14 2 3

\V. W. Marshall's b s Stranger, by Tilton Almont
Sullivan 4 3 4 3 5dr

Time, 2:20, 2:1S%, 2:27, 2:29, 2:56%, 2:55.

First race—KunniDg, for all ages, three-fourths of a mile, purse
S300.

A. D. Ledgett's c s Niagara, by Jim Brown—Evalita, 79 Butler 1

O.Appleby's b f Flirt ilia, by Peel— Faustina, 94 Cuddy 2
ii. M. Van Gorden's c m Motto, by Sir Modred—Mottle, 110...Cook 3

Time, 1:19.

Sue Abbott, 113 : Raphael, 101 ; Lady .Jane, 81 ; Ohesia, 112

Manfred, 122, also ran.
and

Second race—For two-year-olds' three-fourths of a mile, purse 5300.

Key Alfonso Stable's b c Rey Alfonso, by Prince Norfolk—Haidee,
125 Sullivan 1

Tom Butler's cb c Arno, by Cyclone—Wanza, 118 Seaman 2

William Boots' b f by Duke of Norfolk—Ledette, 115 Hazlett 3

Time. 1:20.

Third race—Running, for three-year-olds and upwards, one mile
and seventy yards, purse S300.

C. L. Don's eh c Eulalia, by Duke of Norfolk—Carmen, 103
Coady 1

O. Appleby's ch c Conde, by Duke of Norfolk—May D., 112
Cook 2

Tom Fisher. Jr.'s br m Fortuua. by Brutus—Viola Rea. 100
Hazlett 3

Time, 1:53%.

Fourth race—Running, for three year-olds and upwards (selling)
one mile, purse $300.

Rey Alfonso Stable's ch c Zaragoza, by Cheviot—Bessie Hooker,
105 Sullivan 1

HenrySchwartz's b g Garcia, by Wildidle—Night Hawk, 102 '

Coady 2
George Howson's b g Polaski, by Captain Al—Gold Cup. 105

Leonard 3

Time, 1:52.

Warrago, 106 ; Golddust, 108, and St. Patrick, 105, also ran.

Fifth race—Running, (special, tive and one-half iurloues, purse
8300.

C. V. Tupper's b s Pescador, by Gauo—Ameda Howard, 102.. .Long 2
G. Pacheco's b m Abi P., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid, 119

Sullivan 3

A. Ottinger's bh Joe Cotton, by Winters, 112 Spence 1

Time, 1:12.

Gracie S., 119, also ran.

SEVENTH AND LAST DAY—MONDAY, OCTOBER 1.

This was the closing day of one of the most successful fairs

ever held under the auspices of the San Mateo and Santa

Clara Agricultural Association, District No. 5. Despite the

heavy rain of Saturday, all but two races originally pro-

grammed for the seven days' meeting have been sent off. All

the week through there were special features iucorporaled in

the sport, and no day passed that the spectators were not given

good entertainment. One world's record has been broken

—

yearling trottiug record—and on the whole thi races have

been noticeable for fast times, especially when taken in com-

parison with that made on other tracks in the State during
the fair season.

The attendance to-day was very small, not even 400 people
being on the grounds. It was thought last Saturday, when
the rain was pouring down in torren s and jockeys and race

horses ffere being subjected to the severe storm, that no worst
conditions could arise for running races, but when the spec-

tators viewed the track yesterday they saw that racing would
be conducted under still greater handicaps. The sun shone
brightly, but the mud was from two to four inches deep. To
run three-quarters of a mile in this thick heavy mud required

more energy than for making a mile and a half race on the

same track before it was staked by the rain.

So many of the horses were scratched on this account that

the three quarter mile race billed to be rtiu by Pescador, St.

Patrick, Two Cheers and Warrago, and the special five and
a half furlong race, were declared off. This shortened the

programme to three running races for the afternon, and they

were all sent ofl before 4.30 o'clock. What was lost in num-
berof events was made up by the excellence of the remain-
ing, and no one was heard to complain at what he had seen.

The betting yesterday was not as lively as on the other
days, yet considerable money was wagered.

The first race of the day was for two-year-olds, running,
three-fourths of a mile. There were sis entries, they being
Flirtilla, Laurel, Arno, Niagara, Eulalia and George Polhe-

mus. Among these Arno was the favorite at $20, while W.
L. Appleby's Laurel sold for $14. The field, in which were
Niagara, Eulalia, Flirtilla and George Polhemus, was only
backed at $6. George Polhemus was not considered to stand

any show in the race even for place, and but six place tickets

were sold on him.
The horses got off in good style after but little scoring and

then the mud flew in sheets. Niagara took a lead of one
leogih and the others followed in a bunch, Flirtilla having
the best of them by about a neck. Aruo was playing along

with his tail floating in the breeze behind all the others.

Niagara still had a length the best of it al the half by a length

and George Polhemus advanced to second place. Arno, who
had got a brilliant second in Saturday's race, was still at the

foot of the class, aod that was where be stayed to a finish. As
they came into the stretch Niagara had but a half a length

the best of Polhemus, and this he lost before they entered the

last eighth. Then they ran nose aod nose, but when they

passed under the wire, both under the whip, George Polhe-

mus passed in a neck ahead. The sensation of the race was

that Arno, the favorite, came in last, and Laurel, who had
been played so strongly for second place, was next to the last.

For a stiff, muddy track the time, 1:21, was considered very

creditable. Those who played the Paris mutuels and won
made big money for the amount risked. Straights made
$11.55, and those who played Niagara for place got $17.75 in

return, and George Polhemus' pools for place returned $2S.55.

This was a great set-back to the heavy players who name
favorites and play them for all the money at their command.
The long-distance race of the day was for three-year-old*

and upwards, one mile and a fourth. Charmer and Fortuua

were scratched, leaving Carmel, Garcia, Alexis and Duke
Stevens to contest for the purse. Carmel was favorite in the

pool-selling at $20 to $15 on Duke Stevens and $16 on the

field.

This event was by all odds the race of the diy. It was

exciting from start to finish, notwithstanding the deep mud
that held the horses down to slow time. Carmel started out

with a small lead, and there she stayed. When they passed the

wire at the close of the first quarter, Carmel was a length

ahead of Alexis and Garcia, and Duke Stevens were running

even. Carmel maintained the same lead at the close of the

second quarter, with Alexis holding second place by a length.

There was no change at the close of the third quarter, with

the exception that the gaps between the horses were closed up

to a neck. Carmel had only a little the best of it at the

fourth quarter, and Duke Stevens was second, with Alexis on

his heels. Down the stretch they came almost together, and

every "jock" was applying the whip vigorously. Carmel

came in first by three or four lengths, Duke Stereos second

over Garcia by a neck, and Alexis fourth, two lengths be-

hind all. Straights on the Paris mutuels paid $1S. 50, and

Carmel pools for place paid $9.80, and on Duke Stevens

$9.50.

The last race of the day and fair was for the consolation

purse of $300, and was only participated in by horses that had

started during the meeting and been beaten. The entries were

not closed until immediately after the previous race, so that

all the losers had an opportunity to get in. There wore just

eight horses who wanted to improve the last chance of squar-

ing themselves with the bettors who had played them and lost.

Abi P. was made the favorite at $25, Conde $15, Gracie $10,

field $10. The distance was three-quarters of a mile

It required nearly half an hour for Starter Brown to get the
string of eight off in a satisfactory manner, but when he did
give them the word they went in good style. Conde as usual

split the wind for the others down the backstretch, and Gracie
S. stayed right at his heels, but the latter could not keep up
the clip all J.he way round. Just as the band came into the
stretch Abi P. began her run (or the finish and went to the
head by a length and Gracie gave up second place at that

point to Conde, but there was not much choice between the
positions of any of the horses until the spurt on the last eighth,
when the places at the finish were defined. The jockeys were
again whipping with all their might. Abi P. got the race by
two lengths over Ledette's Filly, who made her race for place
on the la«t eighth. Conde and Gold D ist had a close finish for

third place, but the former got it by a neck. The others
were strung out. Ledette's Filly was the dark horse in the
race, for but very few thought she stood any show. Conse-
quently mutuels played on her for place paid $25, and those
on Abi P. for place, $S. Straights returned $9.55.

SUMMARIES.
First race— Running, for two-year-olds, purse 8300. Three-quarters

of a mile.

J. W. Donathan's b c George Polhemus, by Fellowcharm—Minuet,
100 Douathan t

A. D. Ledgett's c s Niagara, by JiJi Brown— Evalita, 118
Ledgett 'i

O. Appleby's b f Flirtilla, by Peel—Faustine, 110 Sullivau ;;

Time. 1:21.

Eulalia, Laurel aud Arno also ran.

Second race—Running, for three-year-olds and upwards, purse S3U0.
One and a quarter miles.

C. L. Don's ch e Carmel. by Duke of Norfolk—Carmine, 100... Burns 1

Rincouada Stables' ch s Duke Stevens, by Duke of Norfolk—Edna
K., 100 Sullivau 2

Henry Swartz's b u Garcia, bv Wildidle—Nigbtbawk, lUti Coady :!

Time, 2:18.
Alexis also ran.

Third race—Consolation for noa-winncrs, purse S3IJU. Thrcu-»juar
ters of a mile.

G. Pacheco's b m Abi P , by Thrue Cheers—Dairy Maid, 114
Sullivan 1

William Boots' b 1" Ledette's Filly, by Duke of Noriolk—Ledette,
81 Butler 2

O. Appleby's ch c Conde, bv Duke of Norfolk—May D., Ill Cook A
Time, 1:19J4

Gracie S. and Sue Abbott also ran.

Flying Jib, 1:59 1-2.

Chillicothe (O.), September 30—On the kite-shaped

track of the Chillicothe Driving Park Company to-day, Fly-

inajib, the famous bay gelding who had a record of 2:04,

accomplished a great feat, succeeding in lowering the world's

pacing record with a running mate to 1.594. The previous

recoid was 2:01$, made by Weslmont on the old West side

track at Chicago io 1884.
At 10 o'clock Jib was brought on the track and in the

presence of 1,000 people was sent a warming-up heat in 2:15.

After a few minutrs rest he was again brought on the track.

A running mate was hitched to his sulky this time and he
was driven by Andy McDowell.
Jib was in tine form and the track was in excellent condi-

;ioD. Jib got off well on the first trial, but through careless-

ness was interfered with by another driver coming on the

track in the first quarter.

The great pacer was brought back, and on the next trial

McDowell nodded for the word.
The fleet Byer went up the stretch like a whirlwind, and,

entering the long upper loop, passed the half-mile post in

just one minute from the time the word was given. He
rushed down the last stretch, leading his mate s»U the way,
and went under the wire in the phenomenal time of 1:59k
amid the cheers of the horsemen and the large crowd of vis-

itors who witnessed the wonderful performance.

It is questionable whether Flying Jib's performance will

be allowed as a record. As it took place on Sunday and pre-

vious to the opening day of the trotting meeting here, it will

probablv not be recognized by the turf authorities.

It is confidently expected thai several rt-cords will be brok-

en during the meeting that opens to-morrow. The entry list

is the largest the company ever bad, and includes some of the

fastest horses in the country. The meeting will last five days.

To-morrow a two-year-old trot, 2:17 trot, and 2:20 pace are

carded for d ecisions.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men lobe the be*>t and most confortableline to ship horses by,

beiog a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. K. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

Modesto's Fair.

There will be three days of good racing at Modesto this

year—October 18th, 19th and 20th. There will also be a num-

ber of overnight entries to special events. Entries to the

regular races close with Secretary L. B. Walthall, Modesto,

Cal-, October8th. Wire or write for blanks. See advertise

meut in this issue. •
Races at Rohnerville, Cal.

Kohnekville, Sept 28.—At the Ninth District Agricul-

tural Fair the mile bicycle race between Ring of Ferndale

and Monroe of Eureka was wou by Monroe in 2:47.

The two-year-old trot was won by Ruby N. in 2:46.

In the named rice Ruby won in 2:42.

The half-mile repeat was won by Farewell in 0:51*.

From Westfield Leader (N. J.): 1 have had an opportun-

ity to examine " Absorbine," manufactured by W. F. Youug.

Merideu, Conn., and find it to be a discutitnt iu which full

confidence can he placed. It removes all puffs and swellings,

from a skin roll to a fatty tumor, and at the same time it

strengtoens the muscles without doing the least injury to the

tissues, or even to the hair. I am much pleased with it, ami

could uotsuggej-t anything preferable. W. II. MoHSE, M D
F. B. S. 8c. Chemia and Therapeutist.
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Advertising Bates.

Per Square (hall inch)
One time
Two times -
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Advertisements running six months are entitled to 10 per cent, dit

lount
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To Subscribers.

The date printed on the wrapper oi your paper Indicates the time to
which vour subscription is paid.
Should the Breeder a>.t> Spoets^tav be received by any sub

icriber who does not want it, write us direct to stop it. A postal cart

will suffice.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended (or publication should reach this office not latei
"jisu Wednesday of each week to secure a place in the issue oi the

following Saturday. Such letters toinsure immediate attention shoulc
- -scd to the Breeder and 8pobtsman. and not to any membe'

of the Mftff ^_
San Francisco, Saturday, October 6, 1894.

Dates Claimed.

SANTA ANA .October 8 to October 13
LOs anokLE-s October 15 to October 20
P. ('. T. H. B. A. (Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27
HoLLIsTER October 9 to October 13
MODESTO _ October 18 to October 20
CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB October 27

Entries Close.
MODESTO Octobers
LATONIA JOCKEY CLUB October 15
WASHINGTON PARK October 15NEW LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB October 15
CA LIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB—stakes for Winter meeting-October 25

Two-year-old events December 1

The Coming Race Meeting and California's

Future.

The past week has been a very busy one in local turf

circles. Work on the inside track, a rather difficult and
costly piece of labor, has been pushed as rapidly as possi-

ble, while the reclaying of the outside course has been
going on also. A representative of the Caliiornia Jockey
Club went to San Jose late last week and requested the

owners of thoroughbreds there to remain away from Bay
District track until about the loth of the present month,
as it would be impossible to work horses there until that

time.

Every day almost horses have arrived from the north
or east, unlil now there are over 100 horses in active

training at Oakland track alone. A division of Barney
Schreiber's string, twelve in number, with " Bone
Doctor " Robbins in charge, is perhaps the most import-
ant of the recent arrivals. Several small stables came
down from Oregon. As racing continues at Hawthorne
until November 15th, we can scarcely expect all the

hones engaged here to arrive from over the ridge until

about the 20tb of November, still they will be coming in

gradually. The string of Matt Storn, Pat Meany,
Eugene Kelly. Jr., \V. J. Spiers and a few others from
the far East are daily expected, however.

.Many improvements, we are informed, will be made
at Bay District track. Among others, the reporters'

Maud will be greatly enlarged and the facilities for see-

i hones coming down the homestretch greatly

increased. I'hi- will be applauded by members of the
pre** thai used to hang out the windows, craning their

necks to get a glimpse of the lasl and perhaps mosl im-
portant par! of a ran-. It ml, ties- many things looking
to the comfort ol the race-goers will suggest themselves
to the energetic, pains-taking managers of the coming
great meeting, and be acted upon without delay.

The lady bettors will be protected hereafter ma h n

lerthan they were formerly. Bach wager will be regis-

tered by the messenger boys. It costs the female specu-
lator ten cenl bet, and only twenty-five cents

by the messenger for cabbing each
winning ticket. If the li

boy than the regular fee, all well and good. A capable

man will look after the boys, and it will be this official's

duty to see that the youngsters do not neglect any lady

desiring to bet, no matter whether she is a heavy or

light speculator. Heretofore the boys would devote

most of their attention to the ones betting the largest

amount of money, and ladies desiring to wager small

sums often were unable to attract the attention of the

messengers and get their money done. All this is at a

end now, and President Williams deserves the thanks of

all the ladies for his thoughtfulness.

In the betting ring and saddling paddock the club will

have a private detective or two noting down suspicious

matters aud reporting the same to the proper officials,

thus making it exceedingly hard for any horseman or

schemer to put any "job " through. This is a move in

the right direction surely, and it will be only a question

of time when the robber barons of the turf will find them

selves on the wrong side of the fence, there to remain.

The same gentlemen will officiate as judges and stew-

ards as at the last meeting of the California Jockey Club,

and J. B. Ferguson, who has been doing excellent work

at St. Paul and Harlem, will again wield the little red

flag. James Rowe will be presiding judge and on the

Board of Stewards, while the associate judges will be

Clinton Riley and Charles E. Trevathan. Col. Jack

Chinn will be chief of the Board of Stewards, with James

Rowe aud President Williams as associates. Sam Mor-

ton will again act as patrol judge. Norman Brough

will be official handicapper and Clerk of the Scales.

Secretary R. B. Milrov will again have charge of the

club's finamial affairs, and Billy Godfrey will assist in

the Secretary's office. How matters can go wrong

with such men in charge of affairs, all understanding

their business thoroughly, and well tried, it is hard to

see, and the racing will be conducted to the satisfaction

of the veriest growler beyond all doubt.

The benefit of this meeting to the farmer, blacksmith

and saddler is very great. We will say there will be

1,000 horses on hand. That number will easily consume

S00 bales of hay per week, or fully 95 tons. This, at

$12 per ton, amounts to $1,140 per week, or $34,200 for

the thirty weeks' racing. The amount of grain consumed

and straw used will be hard to estimate, but will run

well up into the thousands. The plating of horses will

amount to nearly as much as his feeding, while for horse

clothing, saddlery, etc., the sum paid out will be a large

one. Then see what a godsend the meeting will be to

the exercise boys and rubbers, many ofwhom may at the

meeting's end have enough money to go into the busi-

ness of racing horses of their own. California is the

ideal racing ground of the world, and no argument can

be brought to bear strong enough to injure the sport in

this land of sunshine on the shores of the sunset sea.

The legislation that is crushing racing at the far East

will only result in lovers of racing turning their eyes

toward horse paradise (California), where the children of

the winds can be raced with profit and without cruelty

at any period of the year. Their loss will be our o-ain

and as sure as the sun sets in the west California will in

a very few years be regarded as the racing center of

America as well as the breeding ground par excellence

of the world.

Raise the Weights and Improve the Riding.

• The weights allotted in the principal handicaps of

England and Australia this year should furnish food for

much thought to students of racing in America. It

shows the handicappers in those countries to be humane
and most sensible men. Top weight in these events vary

from 137 to 145 pounds, while the weights on scores of

horses are fixed at from 115 to 130 pounds. Why do
we say they are both humane and sensible ? Because
most of the jockeys riding in these stakes do not have to

waste their vitality and shorten their lives to any great

extent getting to the weights set by the handicappers.

Fred Archer and other famous knights of the pigskin

would have been alive to-day and their names on the lips

of every admirer of a good horseman had the scale of
weights been ten pounds higher than they were in his

day. This wasting" iu baths and ruuning around a

big ring swathed in horse blankets for the sake of making
a second nr two faster time in a race on account of the

light weights carried is not only nonsensical, but cruel

Were the settle raised from five to ten pounds our jockeys
would not have to go out of a business that they were

just beginning to get an insight into. With yean of

experience would come extreme skill in the saddle, aud
the "pin-heads" of the pigskin would cut a sorry figure,

more unskilled young-

ters are to be found riding than jockeys that know some-

thing about how a horse should be ridden.

In the early history of racing in England (the cradle

of the turf) horses were seldom trained until at least four

years of age, and Eclipse and horses of his period five

years old or over were in the habit of taking up ln'8

pounds and running heats of four miles. Under tha

system horses seemed to live to a great old age. Nowa-
days horses are often raced in public before they have

reached the age of two years. If a handicapper were

to put even 135 pounds on the top-notch horse of this

country the owner would scratch out at once and go

gunning for the fixer of weights, who had, in reality,

perhaps, given the animal a shade the best of it, taking

his performances into consideration. The handicapper

is generally the worst-cursed man in Christendom, and

occupies the most unthankful position known in a civi-

lized community. If the kicking and squealing owners

could be hauled up before a court and jailed until they

gave a satisfactory reason for their complaints against

the handicapper, new jails would have to be built, for

our present bastiles would be too small to hold the men
that imagined—only imagined—the handicapper was

giving their horses more weight than they were entitled

to.

We would like to see the official handicappers ofevery

reputable racing association in this land offreedom com-

bine to fix the top weights in handicaps at 145 pounds,

at the very least ; the lowest weight 100 pounds. Then

there would be some inducement held out to men to

thoroughly learn the art of riding, ourjockeys would be

as long-lived and as much respected as any class of

sportsmen in the world, for honesty would be absolutely

necessary if they intended to ride race-horses until old

age crept upon them.

In California owners have been in the habit of

scratching out of handicaps, and cursing until their

swear-word vocabularies were exhausted if the handi-

capper ever gave their horses over 122 pounds. We claim

that in many of the handicaps the horses scratched out

at 122 or 123 pounds could have taken up 140 pounds,

and won, and if the poorest horse in the race had but 80

pounds up he would never be able to beat the top-

weight animal. Class will tell as much as blood does

even, and official handicappers should combine and com-

pel owners to recognize this. Soon they would come to

see the force of these remarks. Another thing we would

like to see—the scale of weights raised, for three-year-olds

and upwards, at least five pounds all over America, for

then the riders would have a chance to perfect them-

selves and take a pride in their profession that they can-

not under existing circumstances, when about as many
horses carry under 100 pounds as over it, and the riding

is done by unskilled youngsters that will be too heavy

in a short time to ever make much of a name at the

work of riding race horses. Many youngsters, realizing

this, desire to make a fortune in a short space of time,,

and some do not much care whether it is secured in an

honest or dishonest manner. Raise the weights, avoid

all this, and much good will surely result.

C. Bkuce Lowe, the eminent Australian authority

now sojourning in London, England, will issue his book

on breeding thoroughbreds from The Field office in Lon-

don about the end of November. It is entitled " Breed-

ing of Race Horses by the Figure System." No greater

student of the question he discusses lives than Mr.

Lowe, and we wish him every success. In a letter to us

he says be does not fancy Bendigo, but likes Surefoot, a

horse with lots of quality ; Saraband and Prince Rudolph,

both, big, good-looking horses. He has seen no horse in

England he likes better than the horse he brought to

America, imp. Cleiveden, either in regard to breeding,

size or quality. Mr. Lowe says Throstle's win of the

St. Leger was a great surprise, but he predicted as far

back as 18S2 that Petrarch would prove a sire of great

racing and producing mares. Three of his daughters

have since won classic events in England.

Kit. i. ip & Co. will sell for James W. Rea, proprietor

of Vendome Stock Farm, during the Breeders' meeting

at San Jose, Antinous, 2:28A (son of Electioneer and

American Girl, by Toronto Sontag 307; second dam
Laura Keene, by Hambletonian 10: third dam Fanny,

by Exton Eclipse, etc.) Antinous is the sire of Hillsdale,

2:13J, and John Bury, 2:23J at three years. Besides

this great horse there will be sold a lot of yearlings and

two-year-olds by Antinous and several young brood

mares. Catalogues will soon be out, and a ra.re oppor-

tunity will be presented of getting some realty gill.

edged, tn-iii ig stock

m.
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Let All Be There.

The holding of the fall meeting of the Pacific Coast

.'rotting Horse Breeders Association at San Jose is

meeting with the approval of every owner and breeder

elonging to this thriving organiztion. The horses that

re at Vallejo, Salinas, Hollister, Santa Ana and Los

Ugeles will be sent to that course in time to compete

or the valuable purses offered.

It was thought that a large number of horses would

»e withdrawn by the first of October, but that date has

ussed, and much to the delight of all who love large

ields and good racing the indications point very favor-

,bly to the realization of their hopes.

The track at San Jose and its appointments are not

•scelled in this State, and taking the remarkable records

nade over this now celebrated course as a criterion,

iwuers can rely with a certainty almost on getting low

ecords for their horses.

The last day of the meeting will also mark the ending

f tbe trotting season in California for 1894, and the

eginning of the greatest season that the owners of thor-

oughbreds ever dreamed of. While " hard times 7
' has

•eeo the universal cry throu^nout California this year,

torse-owners have had no reason to complain of their

reatmenton the circuit. At San Francisco, Petalurna,

Voodland, Sacramento, Stockton, San Jose, Vallejo and

ialinas the horses have had a triumphant march, and

he owners have been paid every dollar earned. The

mall breeder has " bobbed up serenely," and captured

takes and purses that were before the meetings eom-

ueoced thought to be the exclusive property of our iarg-

st stock farms. At every place the directors did their

test to see that the horsemen were satisfied, fur the same

pirit was prevalent among the owners. Everything was

lone for the good of the trotting-horse industry, and

complaints of jobbery among drivers were heard

ban ever before. The motto, " Honesty is the best pol-

:v" was more strictly adhered to than it has been for

ears, and the aim of every driver to make every heat a

ace and to not give up until the wire was passed was

ulfilled in every case.

It is only right that the ending of this prosperous

eason of light harness racing should take place under

he auspices of the organization that has done so much

o elevate the sport, and the management anticipates

?ilh unfeigned pleasure this week of fast trotting and

lacing. The people of San Mateo and Santa Clara

ounties will aid this association in every way to make it

neniorable in the history of the trotting horse in Cali-

ornia, and with the co-operation and assistance of every

rue lover of a fast trotter and pacer, the association has

io fear of the ultimate result of the meeting.

Here is an opportunity for every one to show their

llegiance to the cause. Tben let there be no hesitancy,

>ut all come forward and assist by their presence in

aakiug this the grandest and most successful fiuale to

he long chapter of illustrious events that was ever wit-

iessed in this or any other State in the Union.

Opinions of Diggs.

ing to the fixed scale a three-year-old should carry 116
pounds and a two-year-old yl. This is based on generations
ot experience in racing. With five pounds off Cash Day car-

ried 111 and Diggs S3, as he also had a gelding allowance of
three pounds.
This is all right in theory, but as a matter of fact Diggs is

a bigger and stronger animal than Cash Day. Diggs was
bred in California and looks like an extra well developed
three-year-old. Cash Day was bred in Kentucky, and scales

or 'no scales, he is no more able to carry weight than Diggs,
if he is a year older.- -Chicago Inter Ocean.

This latter paragraph speaks volumes for California.

Xt is fortunate that Messrs. Stephen Sanfurd & Sons, the
well-known breeders of thoroughbreds, whose stud farm is at

Amsterdam, N. Y., purchased the English horse Laureate
when they did, for since the performances of this great two-
year-old son, Whittier, io England this present season, Eng-
lish breeders have begun to realize that they allowed a bar-

gain to escape them. Whittier was foaled a few months
after the importation of Laureate to the United States by the
Messrs. Sanford. Hewon the Prince of Wales Plate and the
Convivial Produce Stakes in such impressive fashion, healing

the best of the English two year-olds, that the turf critics one
and all have accorded him very high rank. Speaking of the
colt's performances the Sporting Life savs :

'' As anticipated,

Whittier proved tbe crack performer of the week, the lengthy

young Laureate sweeping off the Prince of Wales Plate and
the Convivial Stakes. Evidently Whittier has fair claims to

be considered quite in the first flight of the two-year-olds.

The Field says: " Whittier, the happily named and sturdily

built son of Laureate, soon collared Keelson, whom he beat

in a stride or two at the stand, and, running on like a steam
engioe to the finish, Mr. Russell's colt, who is little if any-
thing behind the best of the year—won in dashing style." At
or about the same time Poet's Corner, another son of Laureate,
carried off both the Zetland Plate and the great National
Breeders' Foal Stakes, for three year olds. Laureate, foaled

in 1S79, is by Rosicrucian, by Beadsman (a Derby winner),

out of Laura, she by Orlando, out of Torment. He started

but once as a two-year-old and was unplaced. As a three-

year-old he won the Craven Stakes at Newmarket, the Bien-
nial at Stockbridge and the Singleton Stakes at Goodwood.
He is a horse of remarkable development and fine constitu-

tion, and had already made a name at the stud in England
before his importation by the Messrs. Sanford. The success
of his speedy son, Whittier, will at once bring him into prom-
inence among our own breeders. He should prove a fitting

companion to Potomac, another great horse very likely to

speedily make a reputation at the Messrs. Sanford's establish-

ment.—N. Y. Spirit of the Times.

In a favorite resort for turfmen last night " Billy " Tim-

aons laid the skin of an old papa toad on the bar and said

:

Everybody takes a drink on Diggs." Mr. Timmons owns

he great and ugly named two-vear-old, although he is raced

a the lucky name and colors of Hankins and Johnson. In

he party was Mr. Dunne, who trains Cash Day, an** an

xchange of opinions followed in regard to the great race of

Saturday in which Diggs was covered With equine glory and

'ash Day with Harlem dust.

"How fast do you think my colt could have run a mile

esterday?" asked Mr. Timmons.
I "About 1:372," said Mr. Dunne.

" No, not that fast ; about 1:383."

" Well, I figured from the way that he finished that he

ould have gone on for another quarter in better than 0:25,

nd that would make him a mile in 1:37 A."

Horsemen are now anxious to see Diggs take a shot at the

oile record, and there is a well-founded belief that with as

;ood a day pnd track as that of Harlem last Saturday he

fould be able to cut a substantial slice off of the 1:39 now
ield jointly by Arab and Ducat.

Mr. Timmons says that his colt has no other engagements,

nit that he will be entered as liberally as possible in events

et to close. Among these are the Chicago Derby, to be run

t Hawthorne, and the Derby and other swell events which
rill be arranged for next season at Harlem. One race that

Ir. Timmons has his eye on is the Toboggan Slide handicap,

an during the spring meeting of Morris Park.

Diggs has become the idol of local turf patrons. His six

urlonga yesterday in 1:123 makes a record likely to stand for

ome time on local tracks. It is difficult to say what the

ecord is for this distance, for in the East, where they have
>een running such remarkable races at six furlongs, the course

5 nearly always a straight one.

Defeated Cash Day lost much of his prestige when Diggs
>reesed him into eclipse, but it will not do for many other

mimals on local tracks to try the same trick. Cash Day is

;reat, but Diggs is a wonder, and it is not much of a disgrace

o be beaten when the victor establishes a new record in doing
t. There is one thing to say on behalf of Cash Day, and
hat is in regard to the weights that were carried, Accoro!-

Commenting Jupon the care of legs and feet au English
specialist writes :

" I try to imitate nature by the following
system : I have earth floors in all the stalls ; I wash the legs

from knees and hocks downward every day ; walks in the
dew and rain-soaked grass are given. Should the horse
come in from exercise with feet full of earth it is not picked
out, but left in for two or three hours, cooling and sweeten-
ing the feet wonderfully. It is not advisable to leave the
earth on the feet longer than this, as it becomes hardened
from the heat of the foot and thus balks the object aimed at

—coolness. 1 apply coid water bandages, changed every two
hours, for reducing the heat in fevered legs, and I do not
grease the hoofs nor allow the smith, when shoeing, to re-

move any part of the hoof excert the wall, which he lowers,

so that when the shoe is put on the fog has an even bearing
with the shoe. "With the above system I have never had
any difficulty in keeping my horses' limbs right ; in fact they
could hardly be improved upoo, and deserved the eulogy pro-

nounced by the famous trainer,John Scott, on Lord Zetland's

great horse, Voltigeur, viz: ''Is legs and feet, my lord, are

like hiron.'

"

Since the new Louisville Jockey Club has been organized
the new management has been busy with its plans for a thor-

ough remodeling of the grounds, and the indications are that

the racing next spring will be on the grandest scale. Many
improvements are to be made, notably a new iron grand
and stables to be erected on the west side, which will no
doubt be much better than where it has been heretofore, and
everything will be of the latest designs for the comfort and
pleasure of race-goers. Many desirable reforms will be in-

augurated the coming season, as the management is deter-

mined to even surpass the Kentuckv racing of the olden
limes, for which Louisville has a turf history to itself.

The race between Domino, Clifford and Henry of Na-
varre, nine furlohgs, weight for age, at Morris Park to-day,

is attracting great attention all over this country. Fit and
well, we shall look to see them finish as named above. Domi-
no has beaten both of his competitors this year, and as Clif-

ford, in J. W. Rogers' hands, is improving right along, he
should beat Navarre rather handily. Domino and Taral are

a hard combinatien to beat, and if Clifford's wind was not

aflected it would not be surprising to hear of his winning,
providing the weather is warm and clear.

The new mile track at Morris Park, which will be ready

for the Spring meeting, will be called " the Withers Mile."

The various courses at Morris Park will bear titles in the

future as follows : the Hill Course (one mile and a quarter,

,
over the hill); the Eclipse Course (the straight T. Y. C),

(

and the Withers Mile. Races over tbese at shorter distances

i
than the full course will be known as 'last six furlongs of the

Withers Mile," "last seven furlongs of the Metropolitan

Course," " last five furlongs of the Eclipse Course," etc.

Me. John Wolfskill, of Santa Monica, called on us

this week. He states that an error has been goine the rounds

regarding ihe breeding of Diggs on the dam's side of tbe

house. Brooklyn Maid, his third dam, was not from Lola

Montez, by Grey Eagle, as was stated. Lola Moutez was

never mated with Odd Fellow, her own son. Mr. James
Moore, father of Mrs. Wolfskill and owner of Lola Montez,

would have kept the Grey Eagle mare from being bred at all

rather than breed so incestuously.

Wilbur F. Smith, of Sacramento, will bring down six

horses to race at the comiug meeting—Zobair, Gilead, Al-

mont, Grotto, a Greenback gelding and one other. Kosalle

or imp. Empire may be brought down also.

The father of William Lakeland, the trainer, died Sun-
day, September 23d, at Brighton Beach. Mr. Lakeland, Sr.,

was seventy-eight ypars old, and ?7t"" fePQWH ,0 ttOFSepjep all

over the countrv.

President Williams on the Coming Meeting.

The California Jockey Club's tall and energetic President,

Thomas H. Willirms Jr., arrived home from a trip to

Chicago, Cincinnati and the far East on the morniog of Fri-

day, tbe 28th of September. He smiled under the circum-

stances, for his trip in the interest of his club bad been a most
successful one from every point of view. Mr. Williams' re-

turn was soon noised about, and he was at once besieged by

old friends and lookers for work during the great race meet-
ing that will last seven months or more. The Breeder and
Spoktsman, being a weekly, its representatives could afford

to wait until tbe rush was over and tbe happy turf magnate
had time to thoroughly collect his thoughts.

" I met with the greatest success," continued the racing
magnate of California, speaking of his visit to the cities men-
tioned. '' All the strings that were here last winter will be
here again, besides many to us new ones. I estimate that fully

1,000 horses will sport silk at our meeting, half of which
number will come from across the Rocky Mountains. Every
steeplechaser and hurdler of any prominence in America
will be seen at the Bay District track."

" There will be a great number of stake performers

—

twice as many as last year. Such performers as Ducat, Cash
Day, Rev el Santa Anitaand Derfargilla will surely be here.
There is also a chance that Banquet, Clifford and Yo Tambien
may be sent West, but it will be impossible to enumerate the
many cracks that will race in San Francisco until the entries

for the stake events are annouueed. Many prominent owners
have not yet made up their mind, but they will have to do so
before lnng as the entries close the latter part of this month."
Mr. Williams visited the principal race tracks of this

country during his recent trip East, and everywhere received
assurances of the patronage of horsemen. " They were as-

tonished at the liberality of the stakes and it wonld not sur-

prise me if 100 entries were made for the Spreckels handi-
cap alone," said the President. "This stake will be worth
$7,000 to the winner, $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to the
third hor^e. Tbe conditions are more liberal, as it only costs

$10 to make a nomination."
Mr. Williams has talked with the principal horse-owners in

the country during the past month and gladly told what
knew about their movements.
James R. Keene, owner of Domino, he said, promised

to make entries, and intends to send out a small
string, to compete for the stake events principally. Phil
Dwyer will send a stable to California, as will also Mr.
Forbes, the owner of Arab. George Smith, better known as

Pittsburgh Phil, will race Derfargilla, Applause and others
at the coming meeting. C. E. Smith, a wealthy young owner
of Chicago, will bring out quite a formidable string. Barney
Schrieber will have thirty horses to carry the purple and
orange, and a dozen of them got in last Tuesday. Ed Corrigau
will have two carloads out here, and he has a number of

the best horses that have raced in the West this year.

"The Kentucky stable will bring along eighteen horses at

least, including Liss*»k, oue of the best two year-olds of the

year. Fred Foster told me that he would race in San Fran-
cisco, but that was before Dr. Rice went wrong. He has some
other serviceable performers, however, so I suppose he will

not back out. Hankins and Johnson will be out here again,

despite all reports to the contrary. They will bring along a

big string. Billy Timmons will be represented by Diggs and
a couple of others. Diggs was one of the best two-year olds

in the West this season, and has won over a dozen races. Rose
states that be would like to bring Clifford to California, but

he is afraid that his yearlings will interfere with him making
tbe trip, although there is a prospect ihat he may bring out

his entire stable. Dave Pulsifer, if he does not go to Europe,
will send out a select stable. Of course. Baldwin, Naglee
Burk. Dow Williams and all the other California stables will

be back in time for the opening day. There will be no
dearth of good jockeys at this meeting. Taral is almost cer-

tain to ride in some of the stake races. Doggelt will surely

be here. Sims is not a certainly yet, but it is even betting

that he will ride at the Bay District. Clayton, Overton,

Morris, Peikins will be on deck, and, of course, the Webers,
Carr, Leigh and the best of the boys out here last year will

be back again."

Mr. Williams said a number of new features would be in-

troduced at the meeting. The interests of lady bet-

tors will be better protected. Every bet is to be registered

on a book which will be supplied the messenger boys. A
regular charge of ten cents is to be made for placing a bet,

and the uniform price of cashing a winning ticket will be

twenty-five cents. A man who will not be known to any one
but ftfr. Williams has been secured to watch operators in the

saddling paddock. It is intended that the Board of Stewards

shall be kept informed of all happenings in both the saddling

paddock and the belting ring, so as to be better able to pro-

tect the betting public. Every effort will be made to prevent

dishonest racing. The judges will be James Rowe, Clint

Riley and Charles Trevathan. President Williams, Col. Chinn
and James Rowe will constitute the Board of Stewards. Mr.
Ferguson will handle tbe red flag and Sam Morton has bee»n

retained as patrol judge,

"A number of stalls, perhaps between 300 and -400, may
have to be built soon. We will make some needed improve-

ments in the old clubhouse, and have already greatly en-

larged the press stand, as well as improved that stand. The
Oakland Park will be changed for the better within the nest

eight or nine mootbsso much that people will hardly know
the old place. The new rooms of the California Jockey Club
at Kearnev and Suiter streets will be furnished beautifully,

the leading " horse papres " ot the country will be on

file, and works on the thoroughbred horse will be on hand for

the use of the club members. Doubtless it will be the head-

quarters of our turfmen."

The Coming: Great Horse Show.

San Francisco will have a horse show next month to be

proud of, beyond all doubt. Entries will come from all parts

of the State, and every sort of h"rse known almost will have

a place in the show, which begins at Mechanics' Pavilion

November 2Slh and eods December 1st. There will be cash

prizes of $7,000,aod solid silver prizes actually worth $25,000.

Entries close October 25th. Send for special prize list and

other information to the Secretary, Room 30, Mills Building,

San Francisco, Cal.

"Lucky" Baldwin W3s asked to price Key El Santa

Anita the other day, and he mentioned the modest sum of

$nO,ooQ, There was bq trade,
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Azote, 2:08$.

Dire* n.v, 2:07J.

Flying Jib, 1:594.

RACING at Santa Ana next week.

The meeting at San Jose was a decided success.

These areeighl to the credit of Chimes so far this season.

Miss Kate, by Direct, 2:05}, lowered her record to 2:24

A

last week.

SEND in your subscriptions to the Breeder and SpoetS-
m,in at once.

Antublia, by Auteeo, won a six-heat race at Galesburg;

her best tiuie was 2:18.

Sable Wilkes his hud rive additions to the 2:30 list this

year. Gay Wilkes has had three.

When the year book of 1895 is commuted the list of great

broodmares will be worth studving-

Thk racing at Holllster next week promises to excel any
heretofore given at that thriving town.

ASTER, *J:I2, is the fastest trotter, and Edith, 2:10, is the

fastest pacer to tbe credit of Dexter Prince.

Electric Coin, 2:25j, by Electioneer, is out of Cecil, by

Gen. Benton. He is winning even* race he starts in.

Belle Gr nde, by Le Grande, lowered her record to

\, at Fleetwood Park, New York, September 11.

Oko WiLKES won another race at Philadelphia, Sept.

12th in three straight heat?. Time, 2:16], 2:16, 2.16}.

A laR'.e number of trotting horsemen have decided to

remain at the San Jose race track until the Breeders' meet-
ing.

At Kichaijad, Indiana, Sept. IS, Raven Wilkes, 2:18$,

by Gov Wilkes, lowered his record to2:17| and won a fine

race.

Laura M., 2:13A, is the tirst one to be credited to that

game pacing stallion, Almont Pate hen
; but 2:134 is not her

limit.

The list of 2:30 trotters that are California-bred or are by
California sires or out of California bred dams will appear in

uur next issue.

Juhn A. Goldsmith won two races in one day at New
York. He drove Mountain Maid and Whalebone, giving

both good records.

Mephjsto, the chestnut four-year-old pacer by Sidney,
out of Lindora Wilkes, that got a record of 2:21], is owned
at the Allen Farm.

Manning, by Messenger Chief, is becoming a good,
steady and game race horse. He will lower his record con-
siderably next year.

ANTIDOTE, a three-year-old son of Anieros, went a third

mile in a race at Indianapolis in 2:14. He is good for 2:12

before the season ends.

Veniia Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam San Mateo Maid,
won a hard-fought race at Providence, R. I., winning the
fourth heat and race in 2:22'..

The dam of Ellard (2:09*) was by Fearless, a son of the
running-bred Chenery's Grey Eagle, and is second dam was
closely inbred to the Morgan strain.

Sables UT, by Sable Wilkes, out of Auntie, by Dawn, won
a race at Boston, September 25th, in tivo straight heats

—

2:22. Pretty good for a two-year-old.

James L., by Dexter Prince, won a hard race at Mystic
Park, September 1 lth. He captured the second, fifth and
sixth heats in a field of nine starters ; best time, 2:17i.

If the Jenny Junj—She race took place at Stockton the
winner, generally accepted as She, would have a return match
with Adelaide Simmons. Wouldn't it be a betting race?

P. William- lias a number of colts and fillies by Silver
Bow, 2:16, that he inteuds to train and develop this fall. A
visiting horseman claims that Palo Alto has no finer ones.

FekNDALE, 2:20, by Simmocolon, out of old Fernleaf, by
Flaxtail, lowered her record and won a race in three straight
heats at Fleetwood Park, September 12; time, 2:16i, 2:16A,

2:17*.

Ashland Wilkes, sire of John U. Gentry (race record,
2:03|),ie by Red Wilkes, dim by Adnaidiatrator (2:29
second dun by the imported thoroughbred, The Knight of
St. ( ieorge.

I 0,2:13}, is a credit to hie sir.', ('has. Derby, 2:20, and
ia the development and training of this big colt too much
praise caooot be given to his careful conditioner and driver,
Millard F. Sanders.

Anthelia, who won the 3:00 class race at Galesburg last

week, defeated Lemonee, by Wilton, taking a record of 2:18,

is a four-year-old by Anteeo, out of Wilksie G., the dam of

the great three-year-old, Nelly A.

The San Mateo Stock Farm mare Montrose, by Sultan,

2:24, dam San Mateo Maid, bv Whipple's Hambletonian, has

produced in Muta Wilkes, 2:11, and Mary Best, 2:12'., the

fastest trotters on record out of the same dam.

1

Eskimo, a brown horse by Greenlander, out of Pitti Sing
by Electioneer, made h record of 2:183 ;!l Fleetwood Park,
September 11th. The Electioneer man'-' are coming to the
front an broodmares.

THEeztreni iug brigade now includes Robert
F., 2:014 1 John R Gentry, 2:03} ; Joe Putchen, 2:04 ; Mas-

04; Flying Jib, 2:04; Hal Pointer, 2:044; Direct,
2:054, ;1 " (I Saladin, 2:05 j.

L1//11: Wiiii--, by Enquirer, dam of Whips, 2:27J, and
Linnet (3), 2:29}, died at the Vina Ranch September 24th.
She wa« a thoroughbred, but a producer of trotters whose ion
was reproducing extreme speed.

El 08,2:2! .1. L] itfa th Palo Uto horses
next week. He is to be Bold at auction. Eros is a sire of
early and eilrei and hie list of 2:30 performers will

veiy rapidly from this time. Everyone who owns
an Eros declares the young

I
, ,,.

Bo, one by one the best sons of Electioneer are leavini
fornia.

A. Ottinger, the famous ticket agent, informs us that As-

ter, 2:12, has a bowed tendon in the foreleg heretofore known
as the sound one. Mr. Ottinger says he will have the horse

fired and blistered preparatory to having him worked next

year.

Bet Madison worked a mile with Ottinger at Sacra-

mento in 2:18 very easily, but developed a bad quarter-crack

a few days later while racing in the three-year-old stakes,

and has since been unable on that account to come near her

mark.

Edith, 2:10, is the fastest daughter of Dexter Prince. She
has been handled and driven in all her races by Thos. Keat-

ing. Speaking of this capable driver reminds us of the fact

that since his return from the East he has driven only four

races and won every one of them.

Red Wilkes now has 10U performances in 2:30 and better.

Red Wing won a race at Ooiaha, Sept. 7, and took a record

of 2:29}, and Nannie W. paced to a record of 2:22 at Lexing-
ton, Sept. 4. When a stallion reaches the 100 mark as a

speed producer it is time to celebrate.

Some visiting horsemen were at Palo Alto last Monday.
Many of them said Pacheco, the full brother to Palo Alto,

was the finest looking horse they had ever seen. A few
minutes after, when shown Day Bell (2), by Palo Alto, dam
Beautiful Bells, they said they were in doubt.

The fall meeting of the P. C.T. H. B. A. will be held in

Saa Jose, and great preparations will be made to make it the

best meeting ever held in the Garden City. Directors Fox,
Rea, Hobson, Rucker, Boyd, Topham, Hersey, and Secre-

tary Benson are going to do all in their power to help this

thriving organization.

Dandy, the beautiful and well-bred gelding belonging to

Abe Brockington, is dead, and his stomach is being analyzed
by Dr. Marshal. The stomach seems to have been eaten full

of holes, caused by some poisonous substance. The animal
was a very valuable one, and has figured considerable on the

race track.—Grass Valley Telegraph.

In the race at San Jose in which Lt Belle defeated Last

Chance, the daughter of Sidney lost one of her toe-weights

in the second heat, and Waiter Maben, her driver, thought
she never would get settled, but iu the next heat when her
toe-weights were more firmly adjujted, this, the cnanipion
two-year-old of 1894. won her race quite handily.

Corner Belle, 2;3i, by Bell B>y, out of Four Corners,

2:20 f, by Mioibriao Tims, whosllppel and broke her leg in

a race at Atony, hid to b: destroyed. Sa* wis four years
old anl oa; of the brights it j^-vels in the Maple Croft Farm
colloction. She had been bred to Pawnee and ran out last

winter. The object in starling her was to reduce her record.

Gossiper, 2:14|, has had his shoes removed and Mr. Craw-
froth says he will get the best of care and be given every
opportunity to grow strong. The chances are favorable for

him being removed to the rich alfalfa fields near Knight's
Landing owned by Senator James G. Fair, his owner. This
Knight's Landing farm is considered one of the best in

California.

W. W. Sibert, Bushnell, III., sold his bay stallion Joa-
quin 19,287, by Campaign, son of Electioneer, dam by Silver

Threads, to Fred G. Locke, of West Lake, Louisiana. He
is a well-developed horse, with good style and action, almost
sixteen hands high, good disposition and a fine breeder. He
has colts one year old that are speedy for what they have
been handled.

In a letter from L. Thome, Secretary of Los Angeles
race meeting, we learn that there will be two or three special-

named races in place of the 2:30 trot and the free-for-all trot.

He adds :
" We had to declare both tbe*e races off. One of

these specials, or perhaps both, will be for fast horses. We
expect to make these races up at Santa Ana so that horsemen
need not be afraid to come down, as we shall give good
purses."

A correspondent from Marysville writes : "Elisa S. is

improving and will be at the Breeders' meeting. W. Hogo-
boom has a good green horse in Maxie Hammill; he will

also be seeu at the same meeting. T. P.Schwartz purchased
EdwardS., a good-looking race horse, by La Blanche, dam by
Monarch. He is a big roan gelding six years old, and is said

to be fast. His new owner says he is a second La Bue ; with
this advantage, he can go farther.

Chimes has uow three 2:10 performers to his credit—Merry
Chimes, 2:08* ; Ed Easton, 2:091, and Fantasy, 2:06. This
number is more than that to the credit of any other stallion.

The progress of trotting affairs. may be gauged by this fact

when compared with the condition of things a decade ago

—

when Chimes was foaled. Then it was a considered as a
matter of extreme consequence to have three 2:30 performers
in the list to the credit of a sire of the age of Chimes.

Mi:. John 8hBPABD*S trotters Reina (2:121) and Arab
(2:15) have been trotting fast miles at Mystic lately, the last

quarter in 324 secouds, a 2:10 clip. Mr. Shepard, who is

considerably over weight, can drive either of them in that

and has done so. He thinks thai \r.ib hitched to a bicycle
sulky can lower his mark of 2:15 considerably, but the risk

of injury to the horse, which he prizes very highly, is too
great to tempt Mr. Shepard to make the attempt or allow it

to be made.—Horse Breeder.

Several racehorses are in training in Ferndale. Ed.
Dougherty is handling Doe's Doc, Smith's Ned Moorand a

yearling colt ; Geo. Pridgen has Fennessy's Lena and Doe's
Patchen ; Ally. Franks has Michael's Los Angeles and Aug.
Berding's Etaqoette; J. II. Goffis working" his runner Davy
Crockett, a half brother to Nellie G. and White-Eyed Tom
and vy. I'. Alfonl is speeding his promising colt Groeaiper oc-
casionally, nol to mention L. U. Miner and his side-wheeler
Clipper, The last-named may get in ami surprise the know-
ing ones one of these days.

G.Y. Bollinger, the efficient and popular Sheriff of San'
Clara county, is the owner of a number of very promisic
trotters. Among them is the handsome mare Carrie Bentoi
by Gen. Benton, dam by Fred Lowe. She is a splendi
individual, and has already trotted trial miles in 2:25. Ne:
year she will be seen on the California circuit going down tl

line with the best of our trotters.

•

The returns of "the California State Fair show are far i

advance of what the able president and directors expecte
when the fair opened. The exposition building was 1 .

§

open a week longer than expected, and the patronage whic
the excellent race meeting, as well as the grand expositioi
deserved, filled the cup of prosperity to the brim. Muci
credit is due the management for this splendid result.

The Dane, by Stamboul, 2:07i, dam Dollie McMann [da.

of Lillie Stanley, 2:17*;), won the first prize over all stallioi

at the Orange county fair held at Newbarg, X. Y., Septemb
13th to 22d. He is a handsome seal brown with two whi
hind ankles, 16' hands high and weighs nearly 1200 pound
He is built in proportion, and is considered the handsome
stallion in Orange county, the home of the trotter.

The number of miles trotted by Alix below 2:10 thissft
son is seventeen : Saginaw, Mich., July 14, 2:09$; Clevelan
O., July 26, 2:08, 2:08}, 2:0S| ; Buffalo. X. Y., August
2:09|, 2:08i; Terre Haute. Ind., August 17, 2:06, 2:05}, 2:05
Chicago, III., Agust 21, 2:05}, August 25, 2:07A; Fort Wayn
Ind., August 31, 2:05} ; Indianapolis, Ind., September
2:07}, 2:0 £; Terre Haute, Ind., September 12, 2:04, Seplen
ber 14, 2:04}, and Galesbury, 111., September 19, 2:03f.

An exchange calis attention to the fact that "Harold is tl

only sire of a trotting champion whose family has also pn
duced in the male line, a pacing champion. He himself _
Maud S., 2:0S^, and his son Hartford is thesire of Robert J

2:01;>." In this connection we might iuquire : What is tl

matter with Dictator ? This grand old horse was the sire

Jav-Eye-See, 2:10; the grandsire of Directum, 2:05}, and B
rect, 2:05£, and the great grandsire of Directly (p, 2), 2:07

Here we have three generations of champions. He was al

the sire of the fastest double-gaited performer that ever livi

—Jay-Eye-See, 2:10 trotting, and 2:06} pacing; average tiro

2:0S 1-8.

"

Silkwood is being given more work now than at any tin!

during the season, but he needs it all, and perhaps more,
he gets in condition for the great race that is ahead of hii

He seems to have all the speed that he had last year at

perhaps more, but he is not now in condition for a hard rac

and it is doubtful if he can be put in proper trim by the f

ond week in October. He was given two " exercises " tl

other mornina:, the first in 2.12} and the second in 2: 111.

the second mile he paced the last half in l:04o, doing the la

quarter, with a running mate, in 0:30}—a 2:01 gait- Sil
wood has been entered in the Los Angeles races. In tb

city and in Santa Ana are the only places he will be seen :

races this season.

Chancellor, 2:16-1, will be retired from the turf lb

year, and will be bred to some excellent mares belonging
his owner, R. H. Fox, of San Jose. Chancellor is one of tl

most reliable trotters ever raised near San Jose, if not tl

very best. He has won money whenever started and evei

year since he was two years old has been seen on the ci

cuit. His colts are like him in color, size, conformatio
gait and disposition, and, speaking of disposition, we do n

know of his equal. His progeny need hardly any handlin

they seem to understand perfectly what is wanted of the

when harnessed. For road purposes they are just what tl

horse-loving people are always seeking. His sire, Index, w
the greatest show shorse ever seen in Santa Clara.

Chess, by Magic is now the dam of two in the 2:20

They are Valissa. 2:19, by Vasco, and Vasto, 2:16-2, by

same horse. She is also the dam of Valeria (2), by Vase
that has been limed separately in a race in 2:18}. Befo

the season closes the Berry Hill matron will have been tl

dam of three with a record of 2:20 or better if all signs do a
fail. The premier stallion of Berry Hill, Vasco has thus ft

this season put three new performers in the 2:30 list. Th<
are Vadelle, 2:28 ; Vasto, 2:16-1 and Val, 2:19. It is the i

tention of Mr. Bascom to sell all the horses he now has

training and bring a lot of about thi rty youngsters to LexiD
ton and place them in his barn here, where they will I

haudled for next year's work.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

W. C. Bkown and O. M. Spencer, of the St. Josep

Stock Farm, received the congratulations of hundreds upc

the victory of their stallion Roslyn in the 2:18 class f<

trotters, says the Western Breeder. They were elated ovi

the victory, and the further iact that their premier stallk

had fairly earned a race record of 2:15, putting him in tl

very front rank of Missouri's coterie of racing stallions. Th
fellow is handsome and handsomely bred. He stands full 1

hands, and is as finely finished as a pony. His sire is Geor(

Ketcham's famous Robert McGregor, 2:173, while his -'ai

is Hope (dam of Appanoose, 2:25*), by Magic ; second dai

Lady Thome Jr. (dam of Santa Claus, 2:17*, Navi<"

2^-', etc.). He can certainly trot in 2:22* or better,™

will be given the opportunity. His last quarter in the 2:1

mile here was done in 0:32* , and I believe he can go a fu

mile at any rate, for he does it all so easily. On breeding ac

performance he should make quite a sire. Next year son

of his colts will be put into training and raced. Tht

should no well.

A fourth heat in 2:12* and a sixth in 2:13:; in a winnii

race against aged horses clearly demonstrates that Expi

ive, by Electioneer, dam thoroughbred Esther, by Expi

is tbe greatest three-year-old race trotter that ever faced

starter. Hon. F. C. Sayles' stallion, Young Wildidle, whii

won Mich an excellent race in the 2:40 class at White Rivi

Junction, Vt., on the 7th inst., taking first, second and fifl

heats in 2:25, 2:27A, 2:27], is bred in very similar lines. H
sire is Electioneer. His dam is Beatrice, by Wildidle, a tho

oughbred sun of imported Australian, sire of Estella, dam •

the famous Alma Mater. The dam of Wildidle was Idl

wild, by Lexington, and Idlewild's dam was Florine, by ini

Gleucoe. The Australian Lexington-* Tlencoe combinatio

is a very stout one, and should give Young Wildidle gre;

speed capacity, as well as courage and endurance. The secoc

dam of Young Wildidle was Betty Mohawk, by Mohaw
i hief, sun of Rysdyk's Hambletoniau, and Betty Mohawk
dam was Lady Butler, by John Nelson, ason of imp. Trust*

that has proved quite a sire of trotters, as well as dams

fast trotters.
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THE SADDLE.

Mose Gunst attended the Hawthorne races last Monday

and did some plunging.

G. W. Leihy & Son have had old Oregon Eclipse gelded,

and he is resting near Covington, Ky.

The well-known lightweight jockey. Henry Smith, of San

Jose, is riding George Bayliss' horses at Oakland track.

Ingomar and Prince Carl, of the Kentucky Stable, won

at Gravesend on the 22d of September at odds of 6 and 3 to

1 respectively.

Bashford Manor's trainer, John Morris, gave Louis

Ezekiel a sound thrashing at Lutonia last Thursday for leav-

ing one of his entries in the box.

W. O. Sccji/ly has bought Maryland, chestnut colt, 3, by

Macduff, dam Princess Ann, from Frank Van Ness. The
sale to Albert Simmons was never made.

Bellicoso is considered a dog these days. In a race won

by Kennel at Jerome Park, September 24th, in a field of sis,

the Californian was at 30 to 1 in the betting.

W.CLANCY,the clever jockey that had been on the Oregon

and Montana circuits this season, returned to San Francisco

late last week looking well and eager for the coming fray.

J. P. Korn has sold to James McLaughlin the three-

year-old bay gelding Pultizer and the four-year-old bay geld-

ing St. Michael. Terms private. Both horses have been

reinstated.

Cash Day beat a fine field at Hawthorne last Monday at

j mile. In it were Ingomar, Shuttle, Potentate and Ducat.

Potentate set the pace to the homestretch. The time made,

1:43, was excellent.

Bay District track will be in readiness for the festive

falloper on or about October 15th, said Superintendent Billy

'ieldwick the other night. Work on the inside tiack is

being rapidly pushed.

Charles Fletschmann has bought of his trainer, Bob

Tucker, the bay filly Philopena (3), by Top Gallant, dam
Virginity, for $1,000. Tucker has signed to train for the

Fleischmanns next year.

Charley Thorpe has signed a contract to ride during

the season of 1S95 for Fleischmann. The salary is under-

stood to be $5,000 for the year as a retainer fee and the usual

pay for winning and losing mounts.

Evolution, one of the Daly string of two-year-olds that

has been making the Montana circuit, fell and broke a leg

while exercising at Billings, Mont., last week. The filly is

now in the hands of a veterinary surgeon.

Oakley (Cincinnati) is seeking a special $5,000 race at

one and one-eighth miles for Faraday, Henry of Navarre,

Lamplighter and Rev el Santa Anita on its opening day,

October 8th Pettingvll will be the starter.

J. Htll Davidson, Mayor of Lexsngton, Ky., owner of

a stock farm near there and manager of Owens' campaign

against Breckinridge, is the possible successor to Colonel M.
Lewis Clark as a presiding judge at Harlem.

Three or four hundred stalls will soon be erected near

Bay District track, as they are absolutely necessary for the

accommodation of the large number of horses that will be on

hand to participate in the coming meeting.

George Hdeer, nephew of the veteran, PhilSiebenthaler,

f of Sacramento, arrived at Oakland track late last week from

I Portland, Or., with old Sheridan, a good horse when just

J
, right at from a mile to a mile and a quarter.

' At Gravesend in the sixth race, September 22d, every

t jockey was fined for misbehavior at the post. Marty Bergen,

I Doggett, Midgeley, Penn, Griffin, Brown and Isom caught it

! for $50 each. Seven others were fined $25 apiece.

Kansas City is having a thirty days' running meeting,

I commencing Monday, September 26. P. H.Butler, thewell-

i known turfman, has* charge of the meeting. The meeting

I is being held without the sanction of the turf congress.

The Hawthorne Stable has lost, by death, the good three-

year-old bay colt Ganelon, by Favor, dam Glenola, by imp.

trlenelg. Ganelon was a two-year-old, winning at Washing-

ton Park and Hawthorne, and ran creditably on other tracks

A. C Covington came down to Oakland track from Salem,

Ore., the other day with Meddler and C. M. C, horses well

known at the East. The latter is reported fast. Jimmy
Gilligan, a 95-pound boy, and said to be a good rider, is with

Covington.

It having been shown conclusively that Jockey Quantrell,

the jockey ruled off for fraud at the Parkway pony race

meeting, has' no interest in the horse Clement, he will be

allowed to race at the Jockey Club tracks. The horse is

iwned by a woman.

When Throstle (the winner of the St. Leger) was foaled,

ihe was blind because of a film over her eyes. Lord Alling-

;on, her owner, ordered her to be killed or given away. She

was kept, however, and in three months she was able to see.

<he is now regarded as the leading mare of the world.

\
Fred C. Bridge & Co. have again secured the official

.

'

)ver-night entry privilege for the California Jockey Club

nesting. They were the originators of this splendid mode

;
)f advertising, and of course understand just how this impor-

ant work should be done. Entries will be posted for the

lext day's races hereafter not later than 7 p. m., together

vith the weights carried and distance run in each event,

i
Programmes will be for sale all over the business portion of

he city.

The yearling sales at Doncaster were very satisfactory, as

several of the lots made 2,000 guineas and over. Among these

high-priced ones were a son of Galopin and the Oaks winner,
Mimi, by Barcaldine, and a full brother to the good mare
Lady Rosebery, by Rosebery, out ofThe Empress Maud, by
Beauclerc.

Fi:ed Gebhakd, dissatisfied with the treatment one of

his ponies received at the recent Parkway meeting, has re-

signed his membership in the Long Island Pony Racing As-
sociation and the Steeplechase Hunt and Pony Association.

A big scandal—to stifle which every effort is being made—is

imminent therefrom.

Dr. W. Grahame Ross, manager of Tattersalls of New
York and the gentleman that brought Cheviot to this coun-
try and purchased Ormonde for W. O'B. Macdonough, spent
three or four days at Rancho del Paso last week and a few
days this week in the city. Dr. Ross will visit Simeon G.
Reed at Pasadena before he returns to New York.

The Louisville Times of September 2Sth published a state-

ment to the effect that after Saturday Colonel Lewis Clark
will sever his connection with the Harlem race track as pre-
siding judge, he; having tendered his resignation to take effect

at that time. The cause of Colonel Clark's retirement is said
to be friction with the management. Trouble rose over a
race that occurred about ten days ago, in which the winner
was fouled several times by the place horee,and Colonel Clark
wanted to disqualify the place horse, but was overruled by
the associate judges. Beginning the second week in October
Colonel Clark will preside at the new Oakley track in Cin-
cinnati. Charles Price, secretary of the Louisville Jockey
Club, will be his associate in the stand.

The gray geldiug Vulcan (half-brother to Al Farrow), that

developed into quite a steeplechaser this season, arrived at

Oakland track late last week looking very well indeed. White
& Hayes did excellently with Vulcau on the Oregon and
Montana, circuits. At Salem, Or., recently, the gray fellow

ran one and one-eighth miles over five hurdles in 2:05£, an
excellent run with 145 pounds up.

Peter Webek, of East Oakland, at present sojourning in

Chicrgo, believes that race tracks can be easily covered with
heavy canvas during a rainy season, and that the plan would
be well worth the outlay, especially in this State, where it

sometimes rains three or four days without a let-up. Mr.
Weber has given this matter a good deal of study, and has

hit upon a plan for laying the canvas down quickly. He may
patent his idea.

Among the horses in training at present at Lakeview, Or.,

are : Jim Conley's John F., from Silver Lake—a Conner.

Lane & Light's McKinley, by Conner, out of Mollie Pendle-

ton, two-year-old. This is a full brother to the celebrated

Jim R. Lane& Light's Black Bess colt, 2, by Conner. Then
there are Xavier, Arzner's Dan B., a colt coming two, that is

expected to knock the socks off of something. Also Ernest

Walker's Lady of the Lady and F. P. Light's Louis C , the

record-breaker. We always thought Jim R.'s dam was un-

known, but it seems her name is Mollie Pendleton.

There were 238 thoroughbred mares bred at Rancho del

Paso last year. Nine foals were slipped. Ten died from
various causes, and 166 mares foaled safely and the young-
sters are now alive. This makes an average of eighty per

cent, of mares bred got safely in foal Thirty of the wean-

lings are by Salvator, twenty-three by the great Maxim (now
dead), twenty-two by imp. Sir Modred (America's leading

sire), twelve by imp. Darehin, *he rest by the young Ares,

Tyrant, Fitz James, Torso, Fresno, Hallowmas, St. Andrew
(son of St. Simon) and others. There are fifteen Midlothian
weanlings.

As Henry Simons started to enter the Hawthorne gates

last Monday, he was stopped by Chief of Police Waldron and

told that he could not enter, as he had been ruled off the

course for fraud. This was a poser for Simons, who had been

at the races every day since his ruling off. At Harlem he
was conspicuous last week, and was even seen saddling horses

at the Harlem grounds. The courts have held that persons

ruled off the turf for fraud can be stopped from entering

racecourses, and the turf rules provide that the ruling off of

a turfman or any other for fraud includes the keeping away
from the grounds of such person.

September 13th Alic Taylor, the noted English trainer,

died, aged seventy-one years, at Manton House, near Marl-

borough. With <he exception of Matthew Dawson he was

the oldest and best-known of the English trainers of race

horses, and actively pursued his profession to the last. Among
his charges were some of the most famous horses in British

turf history, Musket, Corrie Roy, Pell Mell, Teddington, St.

Albans, Craig Millar, Thebais, Sefton and others having been

trained at Manton. He was reputed to be the most reticent

of all the English trainers, and won many a big handicap

with an outsider on whom the public had placed hardly a

shilling. In the art of getting and keeping his horses fit he

had few superiors.

Speaking of Riley Grannan, Johnny Payne of Cincin-

nati, says : " Riley and I used to be old partners. Four years

ago we were pretty close to the clotb. We were in NewOr-
leans and matters were far from coming our way. I got a little

stake and opened a book. Riley worked for me on the fol-

lowing conditions : If the book woo he was to get his salary.

If it didn't win, he was to do the best he conld. We came
from New Orleans to Cincinnati and laid there a long while,

taking things as thev came. We used to room together at the

Old Homestead; on Seventh street, and every night before we
went to bed we used to eat one of those great big ten-cent

apricot pies that we would buy at Hayden's. Then Riley

doubled up with Applegate, and the sporting fraternity know
how the world has been treating him since that time.

The following mares, consigned to Marcus Daly's Montana

farm, arrived in New York from Euglsnd last Monday. The
foals were left behind. The yearlings arrived two months

ago. Tsis, a chestnut mare, foaled 1887, by Bend Or, out of

Shotover ; Task, a brown mare, foaled 1SS9, by Barcaldine,

out of Satchel, by Galopin ; Lorgnette, chestnut mare, foaled

1883, by Speculum, out of Miss Middlewick ;
Irony, chestnut

mare, foaled 1881, by Rosebery, out of Sarcasm; Oriole,

chestnut mare, foaled 1887, by Bend Or, out of Fenella
;

Countess Therry, chestnut mare, foaled 1885, by Barcaldine,

out of Miss Edith, bv Doncaster ;
Buttermere, bay mare,

foaUd 1S84, by Doncaster, out of Therwater, by Thormanby
;

Sacrifice, bay mare, foaled 1881, by Hampton, out ofSanctity,

by Caterer; Miserere, chestnut mare, foaled 1887, by The
Mister, out of Pauline; Maiden Poem, bay mare, foaled 1891,

by Master Kildare or Laureate, out of Maiden Bell, by Beau

Brummel.

Ben Wright, the former lessee of the Oaklaud Trotting
Park, says in an interview in the Examiner September 2Sih
there will be from 400 to 500 horses at the Oakland Park
this winter, to be kept here for the San Francisco races.

*' There are only 300 stalls now at tne park," he said today,
"and ) don't know what arrangements will be made about
building the additional ones that will be needed. 1 . H. Wil-
liams, President of the San Francisco Jockey Club, pro-
poses to make extensive improvements at the Oakland Park.
He will have to give up the Bay District track after a while
—nobody knows how soon—and it is the intention to then
make the Oakland track the best in the State. Williams ai <

l

his associates intend to spend about $75,000 in the improve-
ments and they will have here the finest racing park on the
coast. Aside from the building of the stalls, the ioipro\e-

ments will probably not be commenced before spring."

Eugene Leigh has bought Kingston for breeding pur-

poses. The price paid was not revealed, but it is undoubt-
edly a good round sum. The admirers of the " brown whirl-
wind" have probably had the last opportunity of seeing their

favorite race. Kingston, who is now a ten-year-old. was a
high-class performer from a two-year-old to the present dav.

Not until age began to tell upon him was he ever beaten save
by a high-class horse, and then only after a severe struggle.

A horse of his reputation needs no further eulogy. His
record speaks for itself. May be live to a ripe old age —N.
Y. Mercury. Kingston, in the opinion of the writer, is, ihe
best horse Americans have ever seen. He has won at all

distances from half a mile to a mile and a half against the
best of the land. Out of 136 starts to date he has been first

on no less than eighty-eight occasions (which is the largest

number ot races ever won by one horse), and was unplaced
in but four races in the eight seasons he has been on the turf.

Among his best performances are one and a quarter miles in

2:06}, 122 pounds up; mile in 1:40 4-5,123 pounds up;
seven furlongs (circular course) in 1:26}, 130 pounds up ; six

furlongs in 1:13A, 137 pounds up. This is a record unsur-

passed. Kingston is by Spendthrift, dam imp. Kapanga, by
Victorious.

The great Matron Stakes, to be run at Morris Park to day,

is the most absorbing topic in racing circles. The race will

be worth some $40,000, and is regarded with the same furor

as the Futurity, of which it is a prototype, being a produce
stakes. Sir Francis won it in 1892 and last year Domino won.
The Futurity winner, Butterflies, is not engaged, or ratht-r

she was engaged, but by one of those curious mistakes which
happen in many affairs, she was months ago struck out und*-r

the belief that she would not stand training. The following

are the probable starters for the Matron: O. H. P. BelmonTs
Brandywine, Perry Belmont's Magian, Marcus Daly's Sadie,

Elmwood Farm's Bonnie Jean colt, Gideon A Daly's Waltzer.

J. R. & F. D. Keene's Agitator, C. Littlefield's Connoisseur
and Sabilla, J. A. & A. H. Morris' Gutta Percha, J. Rup-
pert's Manchester, L. Stuart's Monaco, Walter & Campbell's
Cromwell, Kendal Stable's Handspun, Marcus Daly's Salva-

tion. Brandywine will be remembered as the colt which rsn

second for the Futurity, before which he had never been seen

in public, having been saved for the race. He then won the

Autumn Stakes, but was subsequently badly beaten, and the

impression became broadcast that he was only a moderate
colt. The stable explained that he had been rather overdone,

and he was let up, and a special preparation foe the Matron
was begun. It is probable he will be a favorite, however.

Waltzer has had a let-up for nearly three weeks, and will run

a better colt if he does not sulk.

What promises to be the hardest blow yet struck at rac-

ing in the history of the turf was the adoption September
21st, by the New York Constitutional Convention, of an

amendment which will in the future prevent the Legislature

from granting protection to betting on race tracks, says The
Horseman. This amendment will be submitted to the people

of the Empire State next November, and if accepted by them
will nullify and destroy the Ives law now in operation.

Every twenty years a Constitutional Convention is held in

the State of New York, and though there is a way by which
an amendment to the constitution may be abrogated between

the dates of holding these conventions, it is more than likely

that once duly ratified by the voters, this amendment pro-

hibiting betting at race tracks will always remain in force.

Whether or not it will be so approved remains to be seen.

In the meantime we are called upon to face the probability

that it will, along with the other amendments submitted, be-

come a part of the State's constitution, overriding any meas-

ure hitherto enacted for the regulation and protection of the

tracks. Suppose, for the nonce, that the voters accept the

amendment and betting at the tracks on races there and then

being run is proscribed in common with roulette, faro and
other games of chance, the tracks from one end of the State

to the other will be closed. The countless trotting meetings

will be swept out of existence, and a state of affairs similar

to that now existing in Connecticut will ensue. The great

breeding farms of the Empire State will depreciate greatly in

value, and at one blow a tithe of the State's agricultural

wealth will be swept away. The magnificent racing proper-

ties in the metropolitan district will be practically valueless,

and the little serai-rural driving parks scattered ail over the

State will share the same fate; The grand old circuit will

soon be a memory—for though the measure is undoubtedly

aimed at the great tracks, the smallest must suffer with the

greatest. Some one must be to blame, but who ? Aye, there's

the rub.
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THE SALINAS FAIR,

Beautiful "Weather—Excellent Racing and ' arge

Attendance Each Day—Records Low-

ered in Exciting Contests..

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2.

The annual fairs held at Salinas are increasing in impor-

tance and interest, if one is to judge by the class of horses

sent there to compete for the purses offered by the Monterey

Agricultural Association. The city of Salinas is the center

of a rich agricultural and stock-raising country, the citizens

are energetic, prosperous and sport-loving, and when the fair

is held every one in business in this and all the neighboring

cities and towns take a week's holiday so as to enjoy to the

fullest extent the races given at the splendid fair grounds.

The directors of this agricultural association consider that

the races should be given in strict accordance with the rules,

and in carrying out the letter of the law are very careful to

place men in the stand who thoroughly understand what is

required of them. The timers have a separate stand, and no

complaints of suppression of time have ever been heard of.

The local band of musicians is a good one and occupies a

"niche" in the grand stand where thev are not in the way

of the spectators. The track itself is one of the finest and

fastest in California, the heavy rains last Saturday and Sun-

day making it unusually springy, and fast records can be

looked for. The new barns, box stalls and sheds have re-

ceived a thorough whitewashing and present a very neat ap-

pearance.

The cattle sheds and the pens for swine and sheep are in

perfect order, and today we noticed some very choice-look-

ing stock led into their respective places.

The drive from the center of town to the fair grounds is not

long, but to-day it was unusually pleasant, for the rains had

leveled the dust and made the surface of the roadway as

smooth as the roads in the Golden Gate Park. Carriages,

buggies, spring wagons and bicycles were moving in pro-

cession-like order to the track from ten o'clock in the morn-

ing until late in the afternoon.

The day was perfect, and to anyone who has visited this

portion of California it is almost necessary to depict the

glories of one of these autumual.days.

The judges, H. S. Ball, W. V. McGarvey and Paris Kil-

burn, were astonished to see such a large gathering on this,

the opening day, as thev assumed their places in the stand

flanked on both sides of this square temple of justice were

rows of vehicles, while across the track the crowd of specta-

tors was also pleasant to look upon.

The timers selected were Z. Hebert, H. H. Helman and
Worthington Parsons.

The programme offered was not a long one, yet the races

proved to be very interesting and very well contested.

The first one to be called was a trotting event for two-year-

olds, best two in three. The entries were J. D. Carr's black

tilly Rosita, J. B. Iverson's chestnut gelding Monteer, Her-
bert A Son's gray filly Maggie A., P. E. G. Anzar's spotted

colt Angelita and C. C. Allen's bay gelding Old Harry.
In the pools Angelita told as favorite at $20 to $10 on the

rest of the field. The colt showed signs of lameness and was
beaten fully a quarter of a mile. Old Harry led from start

to finish, Monteer being the only colt to come inside the dis-

tance flag, and was only a length behind Old Harry. The
rest were strung aloDg the homestretch to the three-quarter

pole. Time, 2:47 A.

In the next heat Old Harry was made favorite at $20
against $12 on Monteer. It was a pretty race between the

two. They were on even terms at the distance flag, then
both of them broke Old Harry, however, got 'settled the

quickest, and won by an open length. Time, 2:48.

Letter B., a bay tbree-year-old filly by Ward B., had a

walkover for the three year-old stakes of 1894. Time, 2:45.

Letter B. belongs to Donnelly, Dunn & Co., one of the larg-

est stock-raising firms in this part of California.

The pacing race for three-year-olds, 2:30 class, broueht out

three good-looking side-wheelers—Ivolo, Susie K. and Al-

toonita. In the pools Ivolo was made favorite at $20 to $8
on the others in the field. The horses only scored once, then
they were sent away, Ivolo leading the others, breaking and
acting as if their drivers were over-anxious. Rounding into

the homestretch Susie K. seemed to be endowed with re-

markable speed, for she closed up a big gap and was only a
neck behind Ivolo as the latter came under the wire in

2:311.

Pool-selling remained at the same figures when the trio

came for the second heat. Altoonita's bike became disabled

in scoring, and Jonnny Dwain, her driver, substituted a high-
wheel sulky for it. The horses got away even and remained
bunched to the half. Susie K. now left her companions, but
Ivolo passed her coming into the stretch. It was an excit-

ing drive to the wire. Ivolo broke at the seven-eighths pole,

but caught quickly and won the heat by a neck in 2:25$,
Altoonitaa length behind. The decision of tbe judges did not
suit the short enders, but it was in accordance with the rules.

Susie K. was hardly fit for a bruising race, and her back-
er* hedged on Ivolo. When the word was given Ivolo took
the lead and paced around to the wire, defeating Altoona two
lengths in 2:28. Susie K. was about five lengths further
away.
The last race of the day was a special trot between Gilpat-

rick, Salinas Ma"d, Billy Oaks and Matt. Gilpatrick was
favorite in the betting, selling for $20 against $G on Salinas
Maid and $8 on the field. The favorite broke on the first turn
and fell back, and was two hundred yards in the rear before
he got settled. K:tlin:i^ Maid took the lead and kept it to the
wire, Matt second, Billy Oaks third, and tiilpatrick who
trotted the last half in 1:12, was first inside the ling. Time,
2:30.

• tilPatrick now sold for fclOagainst $8 for the field. Sali-
nas Maid went to the front from the first turn. tiilpatrick
was at her bike all tbe way until the bomestretch wn»
reached; then lie trotted past her and won the heat in 2:80,
beating Billy Oaks a length, who was a like distance in front
of Matt, Salinas Maid having made a break at the drawgate,
coming in last.

The third heat was trotted similar to the preceding one,
tiilpatrick trotting a trailing race behind Sal'vas Maid until
the homestretch was reached bill iip Mnid '

i pi < n her feet

this time and was only two lengths behind Gilpatrick as he
trotted under the wire in 2:29 J. Mat was third and Billy

Oaks last.

Mat was " lame as a dnck " and the owner received per-

mission to draw him. This left but three in the race, and
Gilpatrick again asserted his supremacy by winning the heat

and race in 2:32, Salinas Maid second and Billy Oaks third.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, two-year-olds.

Old harry, by Alpheus— Pocahontas McCartney 1 1

Monteer, ch g, bv Eugeneer—by Vermont Doc Williams 2 2

ADgelita, sp c, by Gro^vecor—Lalla Rookh Wilson dis

Rosita, bl f, by Eros—Bertha Fleming dis

Maggie A., gr'f, by Alpheus—Maggie Voorhees Dwain dis

Time, 2:47%, 2:48.

Second race—Three-year-old stake for 1S64, trotting.

Letter B.. b m, by Ward B—Brown Irish Kent walk over
Time, 2:45.

Third race—Pacers, 2:30 class, three-year-olds.

Ivolo, b m, by Anievolo—Salinas Belle, by Vermont Williams 111
Susie K., b m, by Brown Jug—by Gen. Benton. ......Kent 2 2 3
Altoonitn, b f. by Altoona—Dolly, by Mozart Dwain '< 3 2

Time, 2:31%, 2:25%, 2:28.

Fourth race—Special, trotting, 2:30 class, 3 in 5.

Gilpatrick, b s, by Junio—by Gilpatrick Rodriguez 4 111
Salinas Maid, b m, by Junio—Mamie V Dwain 14 2 2
Billy Oaks, gr s, bv John Sevenoaks—bv Carr's Mambilno

McCartney 3 2 4 3
Mat, b s, by Electioneer—unknown.. Kent 2 3 3d

Time, 2:30, 2:30, 2:29%, 2:32.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

The attendance today was better than it ever has been on

any second day of a race meeting, and ihe many new faces

seen among the spectators demonstrated clearly that the new-

comers to this part of Monterey county are deeply interested

in light harness horses. The people from Watsonville, Mon-

terey, Del Monte, San Lucas, Pajara, Gonzales, Chualar and

all the principal toivns in this sectioD, besides the large num-

ber of farmers and stockmeD, all seem to know each other,

and this fair is more like an annual reunion than anything
else. "Brother" Smeltzer, of tbe Salinas Journal, and Sec-
retary Kelley took pleasure in calling attention to the hardy
pioneers who were to be seen in the crowds, nearly all of

whom had been identified with the history of this prosperous
country. When in the lower room of the judges' stand many
were the reminiscences heard of the races which took place
in early days, and of the horses whose sires and dams were
found wild, with hundreds of others, roaming these plains.

The programme of races was not a very long one, and con-
tained but three events. The last one, a trotting race for the
2:23 class, was notable from the fact that two of the contest-

ants lowered their records.

The first event was for the yearlings, half-mile heats, two
in three. The three babies to start were Monterey, Pluto and
Columbus. Monterey was favorite in the betting at $10 to $5
on the field. The start was a fair one. Monterey and Pluto
started away in the lead, Columbus making a break but set-

tling soon after he got to trotting. Monterey led to the
wire, Pluto was three lengths behind, Columbus six lengths
further away. Time, 1:34.

Monterey won the second heat and race in 1:31. 'Pluto was
only a length behind, Columbus seven lengths further away.
The second event on the programme was a five eighths

mile dash between tbe sprinters Sam Mount, Obiyesa, Mamie
D. and Raphael. Sam Mount was a warm favorite.

When the flag dropped the jockeys on Mamie D. and
Raphael seemed to be in a quandary, for the starter shouted.
"Come back !" The young man who held the flag on the
track did not know what to do, but finally he dropped his

flag and shouted, "Goon !
" Sam Mount was by this time

three lengths in advance, and his rider, Narvaez, did not
have to whip him to keep in the front of those behind him,
so he won by three lengths in 1:04, Raphael second, Obiyesa
third and Mamie D. last.

The next race was for the 2:23 class trotters. The entries
were Maud H., Auntie Wilkes, Hera and Rex. Pools sold
Maud H. $10, Rex $5, field $5. There were four scores be-
fore the quartette was sent away. Maud H. took the lead at
tbe first quarter. Hera and Rex broke and fell back five

lengths. Auntie Wi'kes also broke and fell back at the
quarter pole. Hera, who caught quickly, trotted up to with-
in a length of Maud H., and half way down the backstretch
was alongside of her. The mare broke and Hera passed her.
Several times down the back turn the little chestnut mare
tried to come up on even terms with Hera, but her efforts

were vain, [for the latter got so much the best of matter* that
the mare could not come near her. Hera came in a winner
by three lengths, Maud H. second, Rex third and Auntie
Wilkes last. Time, 2:23. The judges set Maud H. back to

third position for running.
In the second heat Hera sold for $10, Rex $3, field $3.

When the word was given Auntie Wilkes and Maud H. took
the lead and kept it until half way down the backstretch.
Then Maud H. broke and fell back to second place. Hinds
with Hera passed Maud H. and Auntie Wilkes and led to
the wire in 2:23, Auntie Wilkes a length and a half behind
Maud H. third and Rex last.

Ihe next heat furnished a surprise. After the horses were
sent away Hera, who had the lead, made a very bad break
on the first quarter. Auntie Wilkes, who was second, passed
hei, and so did Maud H. and Rex. Going down the back
turn Hera moved up, and after passing the half took the
lead and kept it until the honied retch was reached. Then
Dwain sent Auntie Wilkes after I (era, and by a splendid ex-
hibition of driving passed Hern, just under the wire by a
neck in2:22A, Maud H. three lengths behind, Rex last.

The next heat was won by HVra in 2:25, Auntie Wilkes
second two lengths behind Maud H. third and Rex last. The
summaries of tbe races are as follows

:

SUMMARIES.

First race— Half-mile race, trotting, for yearlings.

Monti-rev. ch g, by Eugeneer—Salinas Maid Williams 1 1

Pluto, hi e, by Bruno Dwain 2 2
Columbus, h i\ by Eros , Fleming 8 3

Time, 1:84, l:8L

Second race—Special running race. Jive-eighths mile dash.

Bam Mount, br b, by ironclad— Daisy D., 122 Narvaez 1

Obiyesa. <'h g, by Argvle—Imp. Amalla, 122 Garcia 2
Raphael, ch g, by Date Of Norfolk— Futurity, 116 Cota 3

Time, 1:04,

Mamie D.i 122, also ran.

Third race—Trotting, 2:23 class, purse WOO.
Sera, bm. by Mambrino Wilkes—by Conductor Hinds 1121
Amity Wilkes, b m, by Guy Wilkes—by Speculation Dwain 4 2 12
RBI, OK, bv Anti'ro-AccideiU McCartney 244 4
MiLini 11 . ob in. by Carr's Mambrino—Flora Harris 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:28, 2:23, 222%, 2:25.

San Luis Obispo Fair Races.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

This is supposed to be an unlucky year for the farmers of

the county, but the displays of prize products appear to be

as notable as in any other year, and gave the lie to the state-

ments so widely disseminated that we are a suffering com-

munity. Certain portion of our territory have doubtless fared

badly from the combined influence of drought and low prices-

But all that does not prevent satisfactory results in the more
favored sections. The indications are that the annual fair of
District 16, for 1S94, will compare favorably with those which
have preceded it.

The opening day was like opening days on former occa-
sions. The tide had not set trackwards and the attendance
was slim. Messrs. E. W.Steele, J. H. Orcuttand Arza Por-
ter occupied the stand and ruled the day. The first race
called was a trotting contest for which Paloma Prince,
General Murphy's great stallion, had been entered, but as he
entirely outclassed the other horses entered, Annie S. and
Morganti B., he was allowed to walk off with first money,
while his humble competitors were permitted to fight for

what was left. Notwithstanding the reputation of the speedy
mare, she appeared to be out of luck or condition, for she
got but one heat out of four, and the lime was not very start-

ling either. A running race followed, for which there was a
good field entered, but it appeared to be all in the start, which
in each heat was attended with the usual difficulty, and the
favorite, Red Bird, Jr., took first place without serious eflort.

First race—Trotting, 2: 10 class, purse $150.

G. L. Blosser's b g Morgauti B 112 1

Dr. J. M. Goulding's b m Annie S 2 12 5
Time, 2:51%, 2:44>$, 2:42, 2:44.

Second race—Running, puree S100. Three-eighths and repeat.

Langbolts' Red Bird Jr i

S. Lierly'ssrm Bessie B 4
A. Arrelanes' sr m Paloma 3
M. Den's b h Sand Hill Charlie 2
G. Blosser's b b Sam Brannan

Time, 0:37)4 0:3S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26.

The attendance was encouragingly larger to-day. There
was music in the grand stand, the association having em-
ployed the new band gotten together by Mr. St. Clair, which
he has named, we believe, the K. of P. band. The absence of

anything of the kind on the previous day had been noticeably

and unpleasantly felt. The grandstand, we are instructed to

say, will, during the rest of the week, be free to ladies and
children, and there is a hope that the young fry will content
themselves with viewing the races from that standpoint, as

they are not really needed on the track, where they are in

danger of being run over, or in the judges' stand, where they

are much in the way.
The day opened with the trot, as advertised, between the

pacer Major Kyle, Stella C. and the Stanislaus mare, Maud
H. Stella showed up fat and seemingly not in a mood for

fast work. Maud, on the contrary, was as steady as a clock

and as fast as a bullet. In each of the three heats, which Bhe
took in 1-2 3 order, she took the lead from the start and kept
it to the finish, although the pacer kept within threatening

distance all the while and made her extend herself. Stella was
not in it at all. Even in the third heat, where she got a good
send-otf, really pocketing the pacer and making him draw
out from his second position and go around her, she could not

go fast or trot steadily. The time was fine, particularly the

second heat, which was 2:25.

For the second event there were six entries and some diffi-

culty was expected in scoring, but the first attempt in thai

direction far exceeded the anticipations which had been
formed. Dr. Goulding's fine mare, Annie S., when turning

to score, reared, and the driver (the owner) was completely
dropped off, as a " bike " sulky 'under such circumstances is

a most dangerous contraption, having a tendency to run in

under the horse. When the mare came down she overturned
the sulky and bolted up tbe track. The marshal, Jo Wilkin-
son, was speedily in pursuit, but the flying animal got nearly

to the stable gates before the officer could pull her down. In

the meantime Morganti B., which horse chanced to be ahead
of the mare when she bolted, was started on the dead run lo

get out of the way of the mare, but the runaway ran around
the horse and stopped right in front of bim, with the result

that there was a great collision, and for a moment it was feared

that somebody would be killed. There was, of course, great

excitement, but in a few seconds the mess was unravelled,

and the damages appeared to be a broken sulky and a

seriously injured mare. She had a splinter driven into her

shoulder and a skinned leg, but happily, although her chances

for theseasot. may be gone, she will probably come around
all right ultimately.

The race went on, and the first heat demonstrated that there

were but two horses in it. Jay Jay and EI Oso were distan-

ced, and Gold Leaf trailed the first two heats and failed to

beat the red flag in the third. It was a fine race between
Morganti B. and Dixie G. Each heat was hotly and obstin-

ately contested, but the sorrel riustained his reputation as a

stayer, tireless and plucky. In each heat Morganti B. took

the lead with Dixie a length or more behind till the half was

reached, and there the sorrel collared his rival, and it was an

even fight to the wire, but the son of Altoona had a bit the

best of it and ended good for a few more heats if necessary.

The running race was sandwitched in, and was also inter-

esting and well contested.
SUMMAJtlES.

First race—Trotting, purse $180. mile beats, best three in five.

J. H. Harris' Maud M 1 1 1

Sam Carson's Major Kyle 2 2 2

Frank Trainor's Stella C 3 3 3

Time, 2:26, 2:25, 2:29.

Second race—Trotting, purse $150, mile heats, best three in live.

Geo. McCabe's Dixie G 2 1
2'

1 1

G. L. Blosser's Morgauti B 12 12 2

M, Langhoitz'sGold Leaf. 3 3 dis

J. JohDson's Jay Jay dis

Dr J. M. GouldiDg's Anna S dr
J. Mailer's El Oso dis

Time, 2:42, 2:38. 2:38, 2:40, 2:40.

Third race— Running, half mile dash, purse $100.

Chas. Cook's Sam Brannan 1

J. H. McCarthy's Idle Belle '-

C. A. Williams' Mary D 3

K. R. Den's Sir Alfred *

Time, 0:51)4.

Henry of Navarre is a Kentucky-bred colt, and his

sire, Knight ot Ellerslie, stoood at Starter Ferguson's place,

near Lexington, for two years. As Domino was foaled new
Lexington, that city has good reason to crow some.
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THE HUENEME FAIR.

Description of the Splendid Fair Grounds and
Race Course—Midnight and Naicho B.

Win the Running Races on the First

Day—Phcenix and Mate Take the
Double Team Event—All the

Races in Detail.

fSpecial Correspondence of Beeedee and Sportsman.]

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.

The great event of the year in Ventura County, the one to

which matrons and maidens, fruit men, horse a en, grain men,

bean men and all other kinds of men look forward to, and

count the time of its coming, is the annual fair of the

31st District Association, held at the Fair Grounds of Huen-

eme.

The fair grounds embrace sixty-five acres of perfectly level

land. To the left on passing the entrance gate is the court-

yard of the exhibition stock. One hundred and ten single

stalls, five feet wide; are used for mares and colts exhibited

for premiums; then eight laree box stalls for competing for

ribbons ; then forty pens for cattle, each fourteen feet square,

and then pens for sheep and hogs exhibited. All these are

arranged on three sides of a square, in the center of which is

the ring where the judges pass upon the stock. The next

court is occupied bv the running horses. It consists of sev-

enty box-stalls, 12x14, arranged around a square. Here are

comfortably housed about fifty thoroughbreds entered in the

races, some of the stalls being neatly arranged for the jocks
and rubbers to sleep in, and others are used for feed rooms.
Here are gathered daily such noted trainers as Tom Case, Al
Morrin, Abe Ellis, Menchaca, Pallett, McDonald, Moses
Bryan, Alex Peterson and a host of others, and here from
early morn to dewy eve, when not on the track, they gather
and talk horse records, times, horses and men are discussed,

stories and reminiscences of times past are recalled, much to

the enjoyment of the boys, who listen with ears and eyes

wide open. They, too, aspire and look forward to the time
when they, may be trainers and some one else shall have
the mount.

Leaving the thoroughbreds, we pass to the next court

of sixty-five box-stalls, where are domiciled the trotters and
pacers. The first man we meet and greet is our own Jimmy
Mack, "gentleman Jim" he ought to be called. With rea-

sonable pride he shows us Waldo J., the pacer he took when
a perfectly green horse, and has him now fitted to meet such
noted pacers as Silkwood and W- Wood and the others en-
tered in the free-for-all pace at Los Angeles. Jim may not

get to the wire first this year in that race, but look out next
season. As I drive around the court we see many familiar

faces. There's young Durfee, a nice boy, gentlemanly and
attentive to hisduties, a very "chip of the old block." George
Maben shows us Gen. Wilkes, a handsome bay horse that can
reel off a mile in 2:15 without much effort. Willard Stimson,
too, greets us, looking solid and confident of success. In a
year or two more his stable of trotters will be at the front.

0. Vaninaisalso a new man with anew stable, this being his

first year in this section. Garnsey, E. L. Mayberry's com-
petent trainer and a good man in any place, greets us
cordially and shows us the speedy ones in his charge. Clancy,

mine host of the Commercial at Santa Barbara, has Miss
Monroe, a handsome and speedy mare, owned in Lompoc.
Young Sanford showed us Grey Jim, a veteran of the Los
Angeles track. Cody is handling Flora, Buel's handsome and
fast brown mare. The next one we again greet is George
Maben, who is here with a fine string, what might be

properly termed a mixed string, trotting and running; be
has Red Head, Juan Bernard, Waif, Al Ki, Gold Dust,

Gen. Wiles, Vendome and Adjutant. Hodges, a good trainer

and an all-round good fellow, is in charge of Zoe M., Harry
Winchester, Freckles, Gallette and Redondo, all belonging
to the Edgemont Park Stable*, owned by C. W. R. Ford, a

wealthy gentleman interested in speedy horses for his amuse-
ment. Our own Delaney, smiling as ever, tells us that H.
M. Stanley's bad leg is fast getting well ahd that he will

start him in the 2:27 trot, where to us it looks like a "dead
sure cinch.

'

; As we pass out we meet Charley Tbacker, the

owner of the winner, Lottie L., Lewanee and other speedy
colts by Sid, a handsome son of Siddartha, owned by John
G. Hill, the President of the Association. The Sid colts,

Hueneme, Lottie L. and Lewanee, have all been winners,
and Sid stock is " way up." The pavilion is within ten feet

of the track, is a large building, 70x120 feet, the upper story

is the grand stand, capable of seating 1,500. This arrange-
ment is very convenient, enabling visitors to be in the pa-

vilion and grand stand at the same time. The judges' stand

is two stories high, the lower part devoted to horsemen and
the upper to the judges. It is partly enclosed with glass to

break the wind and is comfortable. The track is eighty
feet wide, level and kept in fine condition.

Inside of the Pavilion.—Passing the Secretary's.office we
enter the pavilion, now converted into a bower of beauty,

flowers, fruits, in vast profusions, vegetables and farm pro-

ducts of every imaginable kind and of immense proportions.

Jellies, canned fruits in glass, cakes, bread and pies, all very
tempting, The art department fully represented the artistic

talent of Ventura County ; many pictures of merit were on
exhibition. The Ladies' department was more than full with
all sorts and kinds of fancy work, indeed too fancy for us to

describe, and so on throughout the pavilion, the exhibits

were particularly fine, and many people remarked that if in

a dry year they could make such a showing, what would they
do in a wet year ?

THE RACES.

At one o'clock the bell announced the opening event of the
meeting. In the judges' stand were John G. Hill, the presi-

dent of the association, assisted by F. E. Davis and T. A.
Rice, and the secretary. The first race called was the half

mile and repeat. Midnight, Waif and Lucy 8. were the only
ones to appear when called. The result was as follows

:

SUMMARY.
Midnight, bik g, 6, by Accident, dam by Newry 1 1

Waif, ch f, 4, by Bachelor—Society Girl 3 2
Lacy 8., grm. 6, by Accident 2 3

Time, 0:50^, 0:50^.

The next event was another running race, one and one-

eighth of a mile dash, free-for-all. The contestants were

Moses B., Saybrook, King Daniels, Hock Hocking Jr. and
Naicho B.,all veterans. The talent centered on Heck Hock-
ing Jr. as the sure winner, but they got a mighty fall when
Naicho B. came under the wire a winner.

SUMMARY.
Naicho B., ch g, a, by Wanderer—Flower Girl l
King Daniels, bh a, by Joe Daniels—Queen Emma 2
Hock Hocking, 6, by Hock Hocking 3
Moses B., a. by Leinster 4
Saybrook, 3, by St. Paul 5

Time, 2:00.

Much interest was centered in the next race, double teams
owned by local amateur sportsmen, the friends of the parties
vied with each other in extending to them a hearty welcome
on the track. After a very pretty drive the result was :

SUMMARY.
Donlon's Phcenix and mate l
Greenwell's Billy E. and mate 2
Gilger's Danger and mate 3
Snyder's Laddie and mate 4

Time . 2:55>£. 2:58>£, 2:51.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY , SEPTEMBER 26.

The horses were then called for the 2:40 class trot, and
from the ten entries in this race only the following four

started : El Molino, Los Angeles, Sir Gird and Etta Wilkes.

The heats were well contested, but the race was not finished

until this day, when the result was as follows :

SUEMARY.
El Molino i
Los Angeles 2
Sir Gird 3
Etta Wilkes 4

Time, 2:25%, 2:29, 2:27%, 2:27K-

Wednesday, 26th, opened with a beautiful morning, and
it was a pretty sight to see the handsome horses exercising
and getting ready for that severe work before them. Promptly
at one o'clock the bell on the judges' stand called the first

tace, the running half-mile dash for two-year-olds. Hueneme,
the handsome black son of Sid, was favorite, and he did not
disappoint either the talent nor his friends, but came in an
easy winner. After considerable scoring they got a fair start

and came in in the following order :

SUMMARY.
Hueneme l
Johnny Capron 2
Rob Roy 3

Time, 0:51.

Two of the winners were Sid's colts, and the result of the
fine performance of these colts has given Sid stock quite a
boom, for a stallion, however, well bred must be judged by
his get.

The three-quarters of a mile dash, next in order, was a
pretty race and was won after a brave struggle by Lottie L.,

a daughter of Sid.

SUMMARY.
Lottie L 1
Ali Baba 2
Montalvo 3

Time, 1:19.

The 2:27 class pacing race was won in three straight heats
by Waldo J. Time, 2:25*, 2:24, 2:29.

The trotting for two-year-olds, best 2 in '3, was won handily
by Stimson's Miss Jessie.

SUMMARY.
Miss Jessie 1
Osito 2
Alki 3

Time, 2:43, 2:43.

The 2:27 class trot followed and was won hands down by
H.M.Stanley.

H. M. Stanley
Miss Monroe
Queen Anne
Harry Winchester-

Time, 2:27%, 2:26, 2:27%.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.

Thursday was the great day of the fair. An immense
crowd was in attendance, the largest ever known on that

track.

The first event was the Hueneme handicap, one and one-
fourth miles, $50 entry, $15 forfeit.

Of the large field entered but three started. Much regret

was expressed on every side that Hock Hocking Jr. had broke
down in his previous race, and that most likely his racing

days were over. Tom Chase, the trainer, and one of the
best men on the track, came in for much sympathy. This
was a fine race, the horse running in a bunch nearly the
whole distance and resulted:

SUMMARY.
Naicho B 1
Santa Fe 2
Moses B 3

Time, 2:14.

To the seven-eighths mile dash five entries appeared

—

Red Head, Centinella, Saybrook, King Daniels, a handsome
son of Joe Daniels and Queen Emma, and Saybrook.

SUMMARY.
Saybrook 1

Centinella 2

King Daniels 3

Time, 1:31%.

The novelty trotting race was the event of the day, and
created more amusement than any race on the programme.
After drawing for position the sulkies were lined in front of

the judges' stand, each man held his horse by the bridle,

facing the sulky, and the harness on his shoulder. When all

was ready the word was given, and then each man had to

hitch up and start. Some of the drivers in their hurry got

so nervous that they were strung along for the two-mile dash,

which was won in the following order.

Thompson-
Billy Earl-
Danger. .

Betty E 4

Roy B 5
Time (two miles), 7:05.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, SEPTEMEER 28.

The five-eighths mile dash, for two-year-olds, had a large

field, and again Sid's two sons came to the front.

SUMMARY.
Hueneme 1 Ran a dead heat and divided 1

Johnny Capron

SUMMARY.
Lottie L

, i
Montalvo .,.."."."..!""!" 2
Naicho B „ '...".".'".!..!!.!!". 3
Saybrook * 4

Time, 1:46.

In the '2:19 class, pacing, Waldo J. was given first money
to stay in his stable, the others contesting for the rest of the
purse, resulting thus:

SUMMARY.
Almo J 1
Ben Butler ..."..."""!".,"" 2
Adjutant -j

Time. 2:28. 2:2S. 2:24. 2:29.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29.
In the 2:30 class trot, Grey Jim had a walk-over, trotted a

mile with a teaser in 2:24$.

The one and one-quarter mile novelty race was very in-
teresting. Ali Baba won all the five quarters and gobbled
up the whole purse.

The trotting race for three-year-olds had only three start-
ers and was won by Gallette in three straight heats.

SUMMARY.
Gallette 1
Sir Gird ', 2

Coal Dust
"""' '"

h

Itata..

first and second money.
3

Time, 1:05X.

The running mile dash was a pretty race, starting at the

first scoring, and was won thus.

The week's racing closed with the 2:20 class trot, with
three starters. General Wiles won in three straight heats.

SUMMARY.

General Wiles \
Flora '.'

2
Redondo 3

Time, 2:25%, 2:22%, 2:29^.

And thus closed Hueneme's great event in 1894.
The running events were very interesting, all of them hav-

ing been well contested and every horse running for blood.
The pacing races were fair, but the trots were no good— too
much one-sided.

President John G. HilPs maiden effort at judging races was
a success, and he ought to be in demand hereafter as a judge.
Ed Arnold as starter of the runners did well in his trying
position. Everybody seemed satisfied, and pronounced the
fourth annual fair at Hueneme a grand success.

" Merry."

Vallejo Fair Races.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, OBTOEER 2.

The gates of the annual fair of the Thirty-sixth Agricul-

tural Association was ushered in to-day under the most

favorable auspices, so far as climate and good weather con-

tribute. The executive officers of the organization were active

in all things necessary to consummate arrangements for the

comfort and convenience of their guests, among whom were

the familiar faces of many turf habitues from San Francisco.

The attendance, as usual on the first day, was not large, but

the enthusiasm of those present compensated for lack of num-
bers. Inside the track there were many carriages contianing

the fashion and beauty of Solano County.

The judges for the day were Mr. B. C. Holly, in charge of

the signal bells, assisted by Farmer Sanford, of Vallejo, and

L. J. Smith, of Oaklapd, while the timiog watches were

manipulated by Ben E. Harris, Dan'l. Misner and Joseph

Edge.

When the yearlings were called fof the mile dash, trotting

race, no time was lost in scoring, and the usual monotony of

repeated " come backs " was Lot inaugurated with the open-

ing event, as is so frequently the case with those presiding

over contestants in trotting races.

The first race of the day on the programme was a yearling
trot for a purse and stake of $150, for which the nominationtt

and starters were as given in the summary below. In the

pool market Eureka sold for more than both the others.

SUMMARY.

R. Sweasev's ch c Eureka, by Ira

C. E. Clark's b 1 Donatree, by Athadon
F. W. Loeber's b c Steel Spring, by Pilot Prince 3

Time, 2-56.

The second event was a three-year-old district trot for a

purse of $400, for which the contestants showed up to some
advantage, but owing to the track being quite slow and
heavy, which was caused by the recent rain, there was no
phenomenal time marked on the blackboard. In the interim

of time between beats the band from the Government receiv-

ing ship (the Independence) band, discoursed the most popu-
lar airs of the day. To-morrow there will be a delegation

from Woodland to see some of the Buttons participate in

specials, if any in their class can be gotten up. Button is

very popular among the Woodlanders, and when°ver his get

have a start they are sure of many admiring spectators during

the contest. Summary of the three year-old trot is as follows:

SUMMARY.

F. W. Loeber's br f Topsy, by Grandissimo Ill
H. C. Haas' e f Lady Mac. by Ira 2 2 3
Thos. Smith'sch g Little Mac, by Election 3 3 2

Time, 2:36, 2:36, 2:34%.
Topsy was a big favorite.

The purse of $400, given for the 2:24 class, brought out Jas.

Sullivan's Chico, Jas. Lyndon's Palermo and Mr. Brandow's

Free Coinage, with Peter up, and although Palermo was en-

stalled the favorite in pools at $20 to $10 for the field, the

price was soon changed to $20 for Chico against $10 for the

others. While these changes were being enacted Peter looked

very complaisant; his occasional grin was ominous of some-
thing nestling in his sleeve, and when he landed Free Coin-

age winner of the first and second beats in 2:25:| and 2:23£, it

waB evident that he knew a thing or two (?), and when the

invulnerable Whitehead proclaimed :
" Who wants the field

at $10 against Coinage at $20," it was unmistakably gratify-

ing to Peter, as his beaming countenance plainly snowed.

The third and last heat was a repetition of the others, Coin-

age trotting from wire to wire without a skip in either heat,

and winning in belter time than before by a second. Although

the sun was now growing dim through the approaching shades

of evening, the light of smiling Peter's countenance reflected

almost as brilliantly as the electric glow on Telegraph hill.

Many were the congratulations of his many friends, and

many were his pleasant smiles in return.

SUMMARY.

P. Brandow's b g Free Coinage, by Abbotsford 1 1 1

James Lyndon's b h Palermo :'- 8 2

James Sullivan's bg Chico — 2 '2 :

Time, 2:25?i, 2:23)4, 2:22K-
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The < 'ountry Club shoots ou the fourth Saturday of each mouth at

Oakland Track, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary, Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The <-Jun Club shoots ou the third Saturday of each mouth at

( mklaud Race Track, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each

mouth at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson, Secretary, 310

fine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each mouth
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at ! heir grounds at Alameda mole. J. H. Baker, Secretary. Oakland,
cal.
Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland,

Cal.
Alameda Countv Sportsman's Association shoots first and third

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each
mouth at Oakland Race Track.
The Ximrod Gun Club shoots eyery third Sunday at San Bruno,

l'. F. E. Steiner, President, Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16tb

Ave.,S.S. F.

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each mouth
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

Taroma Rifle Rod and Guu Club, Tacoma, Wash—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, See.
Ashland Rod and Guu Club, Ashlaud, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

v. Mills, Sec.
Med ford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H.G. Nicholson, See.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W, Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

.lessee. Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

F. w. Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Edgar Forster was at Reclamation ou Sunday last but found

very few ducks.

L>r. Bell, the Oibland druggist, bigged 30 fine quail in the

hills back of Oakland on the 1st.

The hills about Haywards were covered with quail hunters

on the 1st. Quite good bags were made.

The last Legislature of Massachusetts appropriated $150
for the importation and breeding of Mongolian pheasants.

H. F. Cann and the writer tramped over the hills about

Redwood Canyon on opening day, but returned without a

leather. A few birds were seen, but they were very wild.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received over 100 cases of guns
and sporting goods for the winter trade. They can supply
Ihe sportsman with anything wanted in the sporting line.

The Yuba City Gun Club, of which we made mention last

week, has leased 2,000 acres at West Butte along Butte
Slough of W. H. Hawn. The club now consists of thirty

members.

T. J. Wattson, C. A. Haight and Benj. Baum were at R.
M. Dodge's training kennels at Kenwood, Sonoma County,
on Sunday and Monday. They report quail none too plenti-

ful in that section.

The Taoaalpais Club have set an example that might
well have been followed by other clubs. Their quail season

will not open until the 14th, which will give the young quail
a chance to mature.

A. A. Martin, formerly with E. T. Allen & Co., has gone
East for a three months' business trip. On his return he will

go in business for himself in this city, probably in the line of

manufacturer's agencies.

W. R. Crosby and Dr. W. F. Carver finished their series

of matches on Monday of last week at St. Louis. The first

match resulted in a win for Crosby with a score of 95 to 93.

The second and third resulted in victories for Carver, 95 to

89 and 95 to 92.

The heavy rain of Saturday put the ground in superb con-
dition for quail shooting, but the majority of the sporlsmen
report poor luck. Most of the quail have already been shot
at by would-be sportsmen and Hush to impenetrable thickets

when first started. But few good bags were made.

Clabrougb, Golcher & Co. have just received a lot of

Pieper guos that are well worth the attention of the local

sportsmen. They are very strongly made having a top cross

bolt similar to the Greener. They are nicely balanced, well

finished and are beautifully stocked. The price is very low.

The Cold Trail Hunt Club should receive a vote of thanks
from the sportsmen that hunt in Alameda countv. During
the last Iwo years this club, with the aid of their hounds,
have killed over 200 wildcats, besides numerous coons,

skunks, coyotes and other varmint. Asa result the quail are
much more numerous than formerly.

We are pleased to welcome among our new advertisers this

week Mr. Georee W. Shreve, of 739 Market street. Mr.
Shreve has been dealing in guns and sportsmen's good for

eighteen years in ibis city, seven of which were at the
Kearny-street store. He has lately removed to much more
commodious quarters on Market street, and we bespeak for

him n share of your patronage.

The greatest destroyer of quail, next to the market hunter,
is the wildcat. Both the young and old bird fall under his

claws and find rest in his stomach. Members of the Cold
Trail Hunt Club investigate the contents of the stomachs of
the cuts killed, and state that quail and rabbits are always
found

; squirrels very rarely. The clubs should oiler a
bounty for their scalps.

Should any of our readers know of a club or private indi-

vidual that desires to purchase a good duck shooting they
should communicate with E. T. Allen & Co, 416 Market
street. The shooting consist* of a thirty-acre island in Sono-
ma county, with cluJ)-houBe 15x30, well-fitted with bunks,
lishe . *<tove, etc., six boats, decoys, floats, wharf and other
paraphanalia. The title to .the i«linfl i

:

-i Government title,

and the entire outfit in f" I
. . . - . . ..!.:. ]>'".

Mr. W. H. Young, of Gordon Springs, Lake Co., has a

deer-hunting record seldom equalled. In 1890, Mr. Young
was hunting near Bartlett Springs, when he suddenly came
upon three deer. They were so grouped that the necks of

two were exactly in range with the hips of the third. He
fired and the ball passed through the necks of both and into

the hips of the third. All of them died as a result of the

shot and all of them were secured within a few feet of where
they stood when the shot was fired. This record, so far as

is known, has never been equalled by any other hunter in

Lake county. In the same year he had a hand-to-hand fight

with a big buck on Squaw Creek. He was out hunting
and stooped down at a spring to quench his thirst.

When he rose the buck was only a few feet away and stamp-
ing his feet and shaking his head viciously. He fired too

quick and missed his aim. The buck, although not wounded,
boldly attacked the hunter. The empty shell became fastened

in his gun and made it impossible for him to fire a second

shot. He clubbed his rifle and at the first blow broke one of

the horns of the infuriated animal and also the rifle. As the

deer closed upon him Mr. Young drew his hunting knife. By
this time his two hunting dogs came to his rescue and a des-

perate struggle ensued, which did not end until the trusty

blade had reached a vital part of the deer. A wounded buck,

wheu cornered, will invariably make a desperate resistance,

but this was the only instance in which Mr. Young had ever

had one that had not been scratched, to show fight. In the

scullle the buck struck Mr. Young a vicious blow in the side

with his horn, inflicting a serious injury.—Woodland Demo-
crat.

J. A. R. Elliott has challenged E. D. Fulford, in the Am.
Field, his check accompanying the challenge, as follows : I

hereby challenge Mr. E. D. Fulford, of Utica, New York, to

a series of five matches, 100 live birds each, under the follow-

ing conditions, all of them to take place not later than Novem-
ber 1, for the sum of $100 a side on each match with an ad-

ditional $100 a side to the winner of the three best in five. The
winner to take the balance of gate receipts, after paying for

the grounds and pigeons, in each individual contest. Matches
to be shot at thirty (30) yards rise, American Association

rules aod boundary. Two of the matches to be shot in the

West, at a point or place to be named by me, one at an in-

termediate point to be mutually agreed upon, or by tossing

up for choice, the other two matches to be shot at points or

places to be named by Mr. Fulford in
_
the East.—J. A. R. El-

liott.

General (when bullet-proof uniforms become common):
" What have you learned?" Aide: " Victory will soon perch

upon our banners. We have filled the enemy's clothes so

full of lead that they can't move another step without un-

dressing."—Shooting Times.

Several parties were duck shooting on the Sonoma marshes

on October 1st. The bags were not large, averaging from one
to seventeen teal and sprig.

Harace Orear was out with his Gordons on the 1st in San
Mateo County. He secured 12 quail, but reports most of the

birds small.

The Soldier Ant.

Dr. Eugene Murray Aaron, in the Scientffic American, de-

scribes the soldier or driver ants as the most terribly invinci-

ble animals with which we are brought in contact. Among
the Barotse natives of Central Africa, it is a common form

of capital punishment to coat the victim with grease and

throw him before an advancing army of these ruthless

scourges. In a surprisingly short space of time, despite the

little that each ant can do, the writhing body will have been

converted into a clean and polished skeleton.

As for the scavenging proclivities of the soldier ant, Dr.

Aaron relates that having returned one night from a tramp
in the hills, laden with trophies of tropical insects, he was
called out of his hut by a cry that the too-familiar black col-

umn was advancing on th« village. Hastily placing his col-

lections in tin boxes and glass bottles, and gathering up
clothes for a day or two, he beat a rapid retreat. He then
remembered that in a pocket of his collecting coat had left

some rare bees pinned in a box ; but as the coat had been
placed in a strong chest, thoroughly impregnated with naph-
thaline, or tar-camphor," and the lid fitted down very tight,

he felt that they were safe. On returning next morning, after

a night spent in a hammock, he examined the result of his

enforced "spring-cleaning."

Of a bunch of bananas, consisting of a thick stem and
about 100 of the fruit, there was no trace whatever save the

dangling string by which it had been suspended; and not a

vistage of bread, chocolate, coffee, and other eatables could

be found on the thoroughly well-scoured shelves. Even the

cracks between the floor-boards had been searched for edible

matter, and the dust disposed where it could be easily swept

up. But when he came to examine his chest, and found that

a hole quite two inches in diameter had been torn at one end
through an inch board of hard wood, that the box in his

pocket had also been pierced, and every one of the pins on
which his beetles had been arranged stood empty and clean

as when taken out of the paper, " then," says he, " I had a

better idea of the thoroughness of these tiny scavengers

than 1 ever had before."
» —

Handicapped Themselves.

London, Sept. 24.—The referee and handicapper of the

Hurlingham Gun Club has written a letter to the Sporting

Times in regard to complaints cf unfair treatment made by

some of the Americans who took part in the international

pigeon shooting contest. He says that early in the summer

Captain Money asked the committee to allow certain Ameri-

can [sportsmen to compete. When they arrived tbe difficulty

of handicapping was explained and Captain Money sug-

gested that the Americans should shoot at their distance,

which would satisfy them. This was agreed to, and there-

fore the Americans handicapped themselves. He also re-

marks :

"Any one who has seen Hurlingham knows that it was im-
possible for the Americans to be given outside and the Eng-
lish inside traps. One mistake was made in measurement
and that was immediately corrected. The statement that the

English knew of it is an abominable falsehood. Every cour-

tesy was showu the visitors and passes weregiven them for all

their lady friends."

A Day's Sport in India.

January 30th.-—A very cold morning; however, we socn

warmed up by cantering the whole fourteen miles to Cband-
ridi-—rather a " bucketing " for our escort, especially as tbey

were by no means finished horsemen, and apparently more
than one of them by no means sat at ease when we reached

our camp. This was picturesquely situated in a grove of

mango trees close to the foot of the Nepal hills, from which
we were separated by a belt of forest,intersected by innumer-

able sandy nullahs, or "coolies" as they are called here,

really the dry beds of what during the rainy reason are rush-

ing torrents, tearing down from the hills.

About ten o'clock we started oft
1

to beat, quite a procession

—with three howdah and sixteen pad-elephants, and 300

beaters. First beat—My machan, very near the ground—in

fact, I could jump into it ; too low if there was dangerous

game on foot; however, I saw nothing except doecheetal, so

did not fire a shot. Monkeys, peafowl and jungle fowl passed

me in hundreds; I don't think I ever in my life saw so many.

C, to my left, fired at a stag cheetal, but did not get it; also

hit, but did not stop, a blue bull. Col. C, posted on the

edge of an open glade, rolled over a very fine old boar ; the

bullet was well placed, close behind theshoulder,but,notwith-
standing, the beast ran quite 100 yards before it fell. This
boar had a large semi-circular gash on its flank,evidently the
result of a fight with another of i's kind.

Mounting our elephants we moved on a couple of miles, up
and down nullahs and through rather thick jungle—our
mounts tearing away creepers and breaking down obstructing
branches as if they were so much matchwood instead of
boughs, in many cases thicker than one's arm. This time
our nests were in trees, at about eight feet from the ground

;

but the surrounding juDgle was so thick that one's view was
very limited. For awhile, over half an hour, not a sound
was to be heard, the beaters taking some time to get into

position. The midday sun struck down with scorching rays,

and all jungle life was hushed, except the buzzing of the flies,

which never let one alone, and the soft cooing of the doves.
A distant shout, then the faintly-heard note of a horn an-
nounced that the beat had commenced, and in a few minutes
the far-away shouting of the beaters was just audible. Pres-
ently there was a rustling in the bushes, and two doe cheetal
and a fawn came and stood close beneath me—a pretty pic-

ture with the sun shining on their beautifully spotted coats
;

next a jackal slunk past, then crash—a noise like charging
cavalry—and an enormous herd of cheetal tore past, not SO
yards from me, but the intervening brushes were so thick
that I could see nothing. They were evidently making for

the ghat, or pass, into the dry river bed behind us, where our
elephants and men were waiting, and were pretty sure to head
the herd back.

Sure enough, almost at once we heard the men shout, then
the jungle crashing as the frightened deer came rushing back,

this time across a fairly open place about fifty yards to my
right. It was a very large herd, but almost all hinds ; in

fact, at first I feared they all were, till in the midst of the
crowd I caught a glimpse of a nice stag, fired, and

One moment's space—he reels—he falls,

He's level with the dust.

A fine stag, with a handsome pair of horns. Almost at the
same time Col. C. had fired a couple of shots ; and he, too, had
killed, for I heard the beast, whatever it was, acknowledge a

hit. Next a slight rustling away to my front announced
another arrival; but the peafowl were coming past in such
numbers, and made such a noise among the bushes, that one
never knew what was approaching—bird or beast. However,
the new comer proved to be a gigantic boar, grey and mangey
with age; and he gave himself away by standing a second to

listen to the advancing beaters. Bang ! the smoke from my
rifle hiding everything for a few seconds ; and when it cleared
nothing was to be seen, no dead boar, not even blood tracks,

though I felt sure I was well on him.
The beat was now over, so I shinned down my tree and ran

over to Col. C, who I found had bagged a very fine stag—the

one I heard him fire at ; neither his nor mine had the slight-

est sign of " velvet " on their horns though a good many stags

we have seen are thick with it.

Calling up our elephants, we rode back to the river-bed to

lunch in the shade, being joined on our way bv C, who at

once hailed me with :
" 1 wish to goodness you'd keep your

pigs to yourself—an enormous boar ran from your direction

when you fired, and dropped dead right under my tree, just

as I was going to let fly at him. " I felt sure I had hit ; one
generally knows instinctively whether one does or not. A
bear also broke during this beat but got away unfired at, bv
breaking out at the side.

Home in the afternoon, though a considerable extent of low
scrub jungle, coming on a clearing and some huts. Here an
enterprising European had' squatted, " and was manufactur-
ing scent from yellow flowers with which the bushes were
covered, the place smelling strongly with a Ri turner's shop-

like boquet.—The Asian.

Taniing- Denrjy Pheasants.

The problem of domestic propagation of the Denny pheas-

ant appears to have been successfully solved by Miss Jennie

Griffith, daughter of Lewis Griffith, one of the largest farm-

ers of the Waldo Hills, a short distance east of Salem. Miss

Griffith has accomplished what experienced fanciers have

been unable to do, and tamed the~young chicks so that they

are willing to feed among domestic fowls and do not seek

their native abode in the woods or the fields. Her method

in brief is as follows: She has four Dennny pheasant hens

and a cock in captivity. Their eggs she places under a

domestic fowl, which hatches them out. So far 225 eggs

have thus been hatched, but rats and other causes have re-

duced the number of chicks to about eighty. The Denny
hens have to a great extent lost their native wildness, and

when Miss Griffith enters their coop, they flock around her

and " cluck " in much the same manner of an ordinary fowl.

The appearance of a stranger, however, is sufficient to alarm

them greatly and they try their best to escape. The Denny
chicks are also afraid of strangers, and they flee in great

alarm whenever one appears, but they gather around their

fair young attendant whenever she comes insight and are per-

fectly at home.—Oregon City Euterprise.
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Riverside Quail Ordinance.

Soon after the county of Riverside began busines for itself

the supervisors passed an ordinance forbidding the killing of

quail in the county for shipment out of it. This ordinance,

which was allowed to remain on the boobs until a few days

ago was designed to prevent the wholesale slaughter of the

birds by market pot hunters, who nocked into this section

yearly to bunt for the Los Angeles market.

A few weeks ago, however, the board was asked to repeal

the ordinance by residents .of Winchester and vicinity, who
claimed that the Quail were destroying the peach crop. The
board at the time authorized District Attorney Anderson to

draw up an ordinance eliminating the section which prohib-

ited the shipment of quail out of the county. This that offi-

cer did, and at the next meeting of the board the new ordi-

nance was passed. When the Sportsmen's Club of this city

heard of the pioposed change they set about securing a pro-

testing petition. This petition, which was circulated io vari-

ous parts of the county, was signed by a large number of per-

sons, but by some misunderstanding the document was not

presented to the board for consideration when the ordinance

came up for passage, and there being no opposition otjered to

the passage of the ordinance the Board passed it.

This is the history of the matter to the present time, but

from conversations had with members of the Sportsman's

club as well as other gentlemen who take an interest in the

preservation of game, it is inferred that the Board will hear

more on the subject before long. Theclubisat present cir-

culating a petition, which is being generally signed, asking

the Board to reconsider its action, and by so doing aid the

State, which is spending thousands of dollars yearly to pro-

tect game, to preserve the game of this county from wholesale

slaughter and eventual extermination. The matter will in

all probability be brought to the attention of the Board at the

next regular session.— Riverside Enterprise.

Rising Sun Gun lub.

' The Rising Sun Gun Club held their final shoot of the

season on September 30th, at Dixon, Cal. The shoot was a

prize match at fifteen single blue rocks, class shooting, en-

trance 75 cents, including birds. M. Feudner won first,

$10 cash; George Feudner won second, a hunting coat; S-

Snead in the ties won third, a box of cigars ; E. Holling,

fourth, a can of powder ; J. Feudner. fifth, a box of cigars
;

'C. Clausen, sixth, a pipe and case; F. Feudner, seventh, a

pair of sleeve buttons ; C. Gillis, eighth, a sack of shot. The

*core :

\ \I Feudner 01111111111101 1-13

I ieo Feudner lioilllionil 1 0-lj
I; sneau 101111110111001—11
III /.-ulner 01111111001101 1-11

I r I'e'clrict 1110111111 10100-11
I K HolllD" 1 1 10 1 10001 1 10 1 1—10
iVm IV.lric-k 11011111001100 1—10

Or R Millar 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—10

lino Fen.lner 10 001.1110100111—9
It Filzoatrick 11010 10 1 0011011—9
I ien I'e.lrick 101110110011100—9
LCIausen 11100111001010—8

'
I Ben-oti 01111010011100 0— 8

lion Penriek 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 0—

S

IP Feudner 10 110011110000- 7

II Frulim 1100111000011—7
I '.'Gillis - 00 010111000010— 5

I The second event was a pool shoot $1.00 entrance, 12 sin-

|;les. Mr. Feudner won 12 straight. XiaiBOD.

ROD
Bluefish Fishinsr.

CAPTAIN A. .1. KENEALY IN GAMELAND.

What is greater sport than a day's bluefish fishing?

The bluefish come up the coast in enormous schools in

mrsuit of the oleaginous menhaden, which he gobbles up

,-ith rapacious zest. After feeding on this unctuous prey for

few weeks he becomes fat as a seal, and the rich juices that

sude from him when placed on the gridiron emit an appe-

zing odor that makes the honest fisherman's mouth water.

The best way to capture Brother Bluefish is from a stout

itboat. Seaworthy boats of this class, with an experienced

salt" to sail them, maybe hired along the Long Island

oast at from $5 to $15 a day. If ycu wish to thoroughly

ojoy yourself, let me entreat you not to dress up like a dude.

'.scbew all those vanities of apparel with which you are

^customed to captivate the summer girl, and attire yourself

>r fishing and not for feminine conquest. For verily I say

oto you, a twelve-pound hluetish when he flops about in the
i >at is not conducive to the " swell " appearance of well-

•eased trousers.

Leave your gafitopsail hat on shore, good brother, like-
1 ise your boiled shirt, your starched cuffs and collar. Wear

l old straw hat, a flannel shirt and a most ancient pair of

inexpressibles." In the locker in the bow of the boat stow

ray your provender—a chunk of good corned beef, some
hard-tack," a few bottles of ale and a flagon of Brosnan's

si cabinet rye, for medicinal purposes only—such as cramps
id dyspepsia. This will be found good fare to fish on.

on't take a lot of French kickshaws with you to tempt a

ded appetite. If you want to gorge, stay ashore and take

a cargo of epicurean dainties, but when laying in your
. Dres bear in mind that you are fitting out for a fishing trip

id not for a gormandizing exploit. There is a time for

*ery thing.

The only luxury allowable is as big a lump of ice as can
i conveniently stowed away. You will need the ice in your
isiness. You can't keep liquids cool without it, and I sup-

>se you know that a glass of luke-warm water is the best

verage in the world to induce seasickness.

Keep your eye on your boatman. Don't let bim follow the

ample of the stupid Du'chman who left his anchor ashore,

lere may come a time during the day when trolling does
>t furnish sufficient sport, and wnen "chumming" has to

resorted to. In that case you will have to drop your
udhook."
If you have more money than horse-sense, spend $20 and
yourself out with fancv fishing tackle. If poor and shrewd,

i to any dealer that advertises in Gameland ; tell him you

want a serviceable outfit for bluefishing, and he will supply
you with what you require at a moderate cost. What I use

is a well-laid cotton line eighty feet long, a plain white bone
squid and another of red bone, which is often a deadly lure

when the white has no attraction whatever. Use the best and
strongest hooks, and let them be so arranged that the points

clear the end of tbe squid about one and a half inches. This
will hook the fish securely.

Thus equipped you may safely put to sea. If you have a

good and wide-awake boatman, he will know by instinct

where the fish are to be found. The finest sport I ever had
was off Long Beach. Were I not afraid of being branded as

a man that wags a false pair of jaws, I would print some
statistics as to weight and quantity that would make every
particular hair on your head stand right up on end. But,

having regard for my reputation as a teller of true tales, I

have to refrain, but I can't help hinting that one of them
weighed sixteen pounds and four ounces. The affidavit at-

tested by one " sky-pilot " and two justices-of-the-peace pres-

ent at the weighing hangs over my bunk in mv state-room as

a guarantee of goerl faith. It is the pride of my life. I once
knew a roan who bad slept with the brother of another man
who caught one weighing thirty pounds two ounces, so my
fish is only a sprat compared to this marine monster.

The boat, to insure the best results, should not go through
the water faster than five or six knots. In order to attain this

end it may be necessary to reef. Do not take too many fel-

lows with you The ideal number is two and ;j. boatman. No
more than three lines should be trolled with, one amidships
from the stern and one from each quarter. If more than these

are used a general entanglement is not unlikely among care-

less people.

There is one thing about bluefishing that recommends itself

to the novice. Neither skill nor experience is necessary for

their capture. Trail your squid in the water from forty to

eighty feet abaft the boat, and I vow you will find out when
you get a bite. The bluefish is a strong and ravenous wretch

.

He rushes on his prey with the alacrity and rapacitv of a man-
eating shark. And when the sharp barb of the hook pierces

his gills, he kicks up such a " bobbery " in the water, that you
are apt to think you have hooked a whale. It isoften a hard
struggle to haul a big fellow into the boat, and the way he
battles for existance is astonishing. He has as many lives

as a cat.

If you are lucky enough to strike a school and thev happen
to be hungry—which is generally the case—there is no rea-

son why yoa should not catch a hundred of these gamey
fish. But let me give yon a "wrinkle," gocd brother, if you
are not too haughty to take a hint ftom a poor old sailor-

man. Before going bluefishing drop into a store where rub-

ber goods are sold, and buy for a trifle a few rubber finger-

stalls to fit your fingers, or better still a pair of rubber gloves.

The first time I went trolling I came back with grooves an
eighth of an* inch deep scored in my fingers through the

chafing of the line, and, ye gods, didn't it hurt when the salt

water came in contact with the raw flesh ! Of course, I didn't

notice it while the excitement lasted, but next day I felt like

kicking myself round the block for being such a chucklehead
as to go bluefishing without some protection to my hands.

There is no finer rough-and-ready sport under the sun
than the capture of tbe bluefish. Disciples of Isaak Walton
are inclined to sneer at the men who take delight in trolling

or "chumming" for him. To the cultured trout fishermen,

indeed, who is cunning in his cast with a fly. bluefishing

seems to be nothing but coarse butchery. AH, however, are

not destined to become experts with the fly. The follower

of the gentle art, like the poet, is horn, not made ; so, in

spite of the aspersions of the fly fisherman and the angler

proper, bluefishing will continue to be the popular sport of

men to whom the artistic handling of rod and reel will al-

ways be impossible.

The exhilaration attending the mere sail in a catboat,

dancing over the lively waves under the influence of a spank-

ing breeze, is not to be despised. Tbe fragrant ozone of the

salt sea air lends a new zest to existence and stimulates an

appetite without the artificial aid of a cocktail. And after a

few hours sport, with what eager zeal you can write your

name upon that savory chunk before mentioned, and with

what a deathless thirst you can tackle the bottled drink ! A
plague upon those white-livered pessimists with blue gills

that go about declaring life is not worth living ! They all

ought to be keel-hauled, and I would like to be present at

the celebration.

Sometimes trolling in the open sea proves a failure. Then
"chumming" in the great South Bay is often resorted to

with immense success. Anchor your boat in one of the

channels through which the water rushes swiftly, and pro-

ceed to " chum." The boatman, if he knows his business,

will have a goodlv supply of menhaden stowed away for just

such an emergency.
These he will chop up into small morsels and throw over

the side at frequent intervals. The fisherman baits his hooks

with larger aud more tempting chunks, remembering the

gluttonous habits of the blnefish. The savory pieces of men-
haden floats astern, and attracts the finny prey. Up they come,

against the stream iike so many salmon trout, and you soon

are hauling them in hand over fist. The bright silvery fish

jump and flop about the bottom of the boat. If you are not

careful they may leap down into the cabin and into the

bunks.
Personally I prefer trolling to "chumming." When at

sea. I like to be under weigh and to feel the boat heel to the

pressure of a commanding breeze. Nevertheless "chum-
ming " has its charms, and with an obliging boatman to do

the dirty work, such as chopping up the menhaden, some ex-

cellent sport may be enjoyed. Some of those Long Island

boatmen who make their livingduring the bluefishing season

by taking out parties, are provided with an iogenious ma-
chine, fashioned after the manner of a meatchopper. This

disintegrates the mossbunkers in fine shape, and is far more
efficacious than the hatchet and block generally in use.

'My plan in planting new streams is to place my young
fry fish where they are safe from the cannibalistic propensi-
ties of the larger fish. When they leave the hatchery they
are fearless, and would be as apt as not to swim straight into
the open mouth of a bigger trout. So my plan is to ascend
the stream to above the other fish and hide them in scattered
places, and after a little the instinct of self-preservation is

sufficiently developed for their salvation."

Al. Wilson and Deputy Fish Commissioner Babcock en-
joyed the royal sport of a lifetime on the Upper Sacramento,
Sept. 30. They found the river a'ive with trout and salmon.
Rainbow trout from three to six pounds in weight took the
fly as rapidly as it could be thrown into the stream. Al. Wil-
son caught two salmon on a Wilson spoon and single gut
leader, one weighed forty-one and the other thirty-six pounds,
the rod was an eight-ounce split bamboo, the evidence hangs
in E. T. Allen's store. While playing one salmon five or six
others could be seen at once following the one that was
hooked. They caught so many they supplied all the farmers
in that section, and turned many of them into the river again
as soon as caught.

Trout for Mendocino County.

With capital supplied by the San Francisco and North

Pacific Railroad Company, and under the direction of this

company, A. V. La Motte has just completed in Mendocino

county a few months' service in his professional line of work.

In the streams of Mendocino, contiguous to Hopland and

Ukiah, Mr. La Motte has within the past six weeks success-

fnllv planted four consignments of brook trout from the

State hatchery at Sisson, aggregatiBg 180,000.
" In stocking Mendocino streams with brook trout," said

Mr. La Motte, " the railroad company's idea is of course to

afford future points of attraction to fishermen.

THE KENNEL.
Mr. Mortimer's Importations.

Our esteemed contemporary, the English Stock-Keeper,

speaks of Mr. Mortimer's string as follows :

"Of all his purchases King Orry wa3, no doubt, the hap-

piest and best timed, as his value must have been nearly

doubled by the death of Dockleaf.

There are excellent judges of the breed who believe that

in parting with this specimen England is losing its most
valuable stud dog. Orry's conspicuons point of excellence

is the breadth of turn-up of underjaw; he has proved his
excellence by a number of wins on the bench, scoring
firsts at Brighton, Cruft's Bulldog Club, Birmingham, En-
field, Romford, Nottingham, Portsmouth and Preston, where
he secured also tbe 25-guineaand theoOguinea challenge cups.
He showed his soundness when he beat Dockleaf in the
walking match, aud among others the famous Facey Rom-
ford and Storm Fiend, Burglar and Prince Orry may be
adduced as evidence of his quality at stud. Of the four prize
bull bitch purchases, Hucknall Gipsy, Grosvenor Lass, Miss
Mischief and Enfield Vixen, the first-named went on in ad-
vance with the schipperkes; she is also a well-known win-
ner, having won firsts at Preston, Bath and Bicester. Miss
Mischief went on a visit to Facey Romford before sailing.

There are two good bob tails in tbe party, Boxer III., a gocd-
sized dog of much merit, and Mayoress of Newport. There
is one black and tan terrier bitch named Surrey Gem, and
four schipperkes, one of which has been put to Mephisto.
The hound family is represented by three beagles from Mr.
Joachim's kennel. They are Ringleader, RafHer and Robino,
and in their pedigrees combine the blood of the only two
champion beagles in England. From Mr. Krehl's kennel
Mr. Mortimer has taken ths stud and show Irish Brian O'K.,
and the wire-haired foxterrier Marden. The party is com-
pleted by a team of foreigners, eleven black poodles of the
" fuzzy" kind. Since Mr. Mortimer bid us adieu we have
received a letter from the Parisian vendor of the poodles to

whom we gave Mr. M. a letter of introduction. This person
writes :

'* Mr. Mortimer prut se flatter rf''avoir ete seri-i en ami,

tous sojit des sujeds de premier choir.' So that is all right."

A most remarkable case, not to say outrageous abuse of

power, was bronght to light by the Providence Evening Tele-

gram during the Rhode Island Fair show. On the 1 9th this

journal published the following editorial, which gives the

whole particulars—" Does the Crime Fit the Punishment?"
c
' From Sept. 4 to January 12 is a pretty long time for a poor
man, tbe father of a family, to be in jail, leaving wife and
children to beg or starve, when that man has been guilty of

no more serious a crime than keeping an unlicensed dog. We
have referred to this outrage in connection with the arrest of

James J. Kelly by a so-called dog officer before, and we may
have more to say about it. Kelly was sent to jail on Sept. 4
because he could not pay a fine and costs amounting to

$27.50, of which $5 was tbe dog officer's share of the fine and
inducement to the arrest. Dogs ought to be licensed. We
do not object to that. A man who can't afiord to pay can't

afford to keep a dog, except in certain cases. But how an
officer dan afford to have a man sent to jail for four months
because the man is too poor to put $$5 into the officer's

pocket we do not see. To work out $^7.05, Kelly has to stay

at Cranston until he has " worked it" at the rate of twenty-

five cents for each working day. Sundays and Christmas and
Thanksgiving Day, think of that in this connection ! are not

working days. Probably election days don't count. Any way
the first two weeks in January will be gone before the man
is out unless something is done for bim. It is now too late to

take an appeal, the only thing is for somebody to pay the

man's fine. The Telegram is willing to help. It will give

$5 for the dog officer's share. Are our readers ready to make
up the balance?" This was brought to tbe notice of several

fanciers and the suggestion was at once made that the dog-

men subscribe the amount necessary to get the man out of

jail. It was proposed to have a popular subscription of $1

each, Dr. Foote and Mr. T. S. Bellin were not loDg in secur-

ing $51. In tbe meantime through the financial assistance

of Mayor Olneyand the intervention of Judge Wilbur, the
man had been released, so the money subscribed by the dog-

men was turned'over to James Kelly's family, which were
destitute. The dogmen have a name for wrangling among
themselves, gained more by exaggeration than reality, but do

warmer-hearted set of men exist, and the mutual love for a

dog is an open sesame in the time* of trouble. The citizens

of Providence are justly indignant over this affair. Had
every man who has failed to pay his dog's fee been subjected

to the same prosecution they might feel different, but that

this poor man with a family depending upon his daily labor

should have been singled oat by the dog officer, has raised an

amount of indignation against that individual that will make
his name anything but an enviable one. This officer is prob-

ably perfectty satisfied with the outcome of his Shylock-like

action, for the feelings of others cannot have much influence

on such a maD.—Forest and Stream.

The entries to the New England Field Trial Club's Mem-
bers Stake, to be run at Assonet, Mass., October 23, number
fifteen, three pointers, one Gordon setter and eleven English

setters.
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DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Glenmore Kennels have sold their well-known Irish

setter stud dog Sultan, by Finglas—Lady Josie, to Milton

Garrett, of this city. Sultan goes at once to K. M. Dodge,

of the Kenwood boarding and training kennels, to have his

education completed.

C. A. Haight has not as yet heard of his grand young

pointer bitch Lady Peg, by Glenbeigh—Lady Max, which he

lost about a month ago. Should any brother sportsman run

across a black and white pointer bitch about a year and a

half old, be would confer a great favor by addressing C. A.

Haight, agent for Dupont powders, 226 Market street, San

Francisco.

Those who oppose bench shows and declare that they do

more harm than good, can scarcely ask for better proof of

[heir great benefit than the present dullness in dogdom in

this city. We have not had a dog show this year, and the

interest is practically dead in consequence. We want a show

to liven up things, create new interest and new fanciers, to

bring the dog-men together and create a demand for young
stock.

On the last day of the Providence show some home-made
fox-hunting on the race track was arranged for. Dr. Thur-

ber, as an intimation that his hounds are up with the game
at every point, had a fox in a box, marked dangerous, hung
over his pack in the show. This fox was taken to the track

and walked around il and then the dogs were slipped. The
crowd surgtd round and the dogs became excited. Tom
Aldrich's hound, Jowler, made a •-•teady point and his owner
"hied" him on, bi.t he held it staunch. The dogs were

taken up, the fox boxed up and the hunt declared off. Noth-
ing but trotters and money seem to go on that track.—Forest

and Stream.

The following from Mr. C. H. Mason contains so much
careful, sound sense on the subject of judging, that the recip-

ient has succeeded in gaining Mr. Mason's consent to its pub-

lication despite its having been written without any view of

its being ever published.
" My dear : Yours of the 4th at hand. That's a nice

question as to where one should draw the "withheld'* line

when judging small shows, yet I'm not sure that there should

be any question about it. However, as things are to-day,

shall we grade the prizes at small shows just as we would
where we know the quality will be of a higher class all round?
Can small shows be held if we do this? A $3 prize won't
bring out the quality that a $25 one will, and he who judges

the small show must, it seems to me, be not too severe iu

withholding awards. It's true that judges need more back-

bone in the matter of throwing out wrong uns, and a lesson

at one of the big shows would not be out of order. As to
41
totally uncharacteristic specimens," they should not win

at any show, but at these small shows, when a judge detects

good breeding and even only a few pronounced show points,

he can't be far out in giving a card. It is the indications of

mongrel blood, rather than an absence of the very strongest

bead characteristics that he should be down on, and such in-

dications are usually apparent to tbe experienced eye of a

dogrnan. Now, don't go into the ring feeling you want to

stir up the weak-backed to a sense of their duty, but rather

start with the intention of finding and recognizing merit if

there is any. Be as ready to recognize moderate merit as to

condemn an entire absence of show points. If in doubt, give

the dog the benefit of that doubt. Make the best of the ma-
terial at hand, without letting in any ''totally uncharacteris-

tic specimens.'* Keep your feetwarm and your head cool
;

believe nothing that vou hear, and I guess the judging will

be O. K."—Turf, Field and Farm.

The Coming Field Trials.

A conversation held recently between four of our most

prominent held trial men, to which we were an interested

spectator, suggests a number of subjects in re field trials that

we think will interest our readers. First, our field trial club.

Ifl it a close corporation or an organization of sportsmen

organized for the purpose of encouraging the breeding of

superior field do^s? It is the latter without question, but

the uniuitiated would think it the former. We understand

from good authority that Lhe club has decided to hold their

next trials at Salinas, and that a man has been engaged and

is now patrolling the ground to keep off poachers and market

hunters. It was by the merest accident that we discovered

this fact.

If the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club were alive to its own
interest , every sportsman's journal from Maine to California

would have been advised of this fact, and people would have
recognized the fact that California was still in it. Our princi-

pal breeders and men that run their dogs every year were
ignorant of th.>se facts on Wednesday night last. Several
months ago we published a list of the entries to the Derby.
We now learn that there are two more that we did not pub-
lish.

Judges— During the conversation referred to above the
qucniinn of the selection of judges was referred to and dis-

cussed pro and con. One gentleman thought that it did not
make any diflerence>hether the judges were announced be-

fore the trials or not. Another thought they should be named
several months before the trials, another explained that the
naming of alternate judges was unpopular as the alternate

invariably felt sore that he was not electpd as one of the reg-

ular judges. The fourth party thought that the judges
should he named and then if they were unavoidably absent
let the club fill their places witb the best material at hand.
We think the latter the proper course.

We believe that the uncertainty as to who will judge works
n positive injury to the trials. We are very unfortunate in

this State in not having good material to draw from. Men
Huitable by familiarity with the subject and of known broad-
mindedncHh are as scarce as bens teeth. Those who have
si-rvH in this capacity in the past and have given excellent
atii faction are uncertain. Mr. Vandevoort acts only under
compulsion, as it were, his health being far from good. Mr.
Pyle's business prevents him from going far from his home,
etc., etc., but on the other baud these conditions exist all the
year round and the selection can be made as well in Novem-
ber an in January. If Vandervoort, Py!e, Dormer, Jackson
and others do not care to act as judges, why not engage an
Eastern judge of known reputation to act as presiding judge ?

j

Surely the expense can be met, and in our bumble opinion

the increase in entries would assist materially toward paying
him

We have always held that tbe heat system was unfair, at

the same time it is necessary that the judges under the spot-

ting system have a still greater knowledge of what a dog
should be and what he should not be than is required under
tbe heat system. Under the spotting system the matter is

entirely in the hands of the judge. If they think one do.g

made a poor showing in a race because of his being a bit out

of form they can call him up for another trial, something
that cannot be done under the heat system.

We believe that the spotting system is the only way to

judge a field trial, but the judges must be carefully selected

and should be announced some time before the trials. If

the future success of our trials is to be considered, the owners
interests must be looked out for, the one dog man must be
considered.

The prospects for the coming trials are very bright. The
grounds are the equal of any in the State, birds are plentiful

and the entry promises to be good. The sportsmen know
that last year's reports were false and a far larger attendance
will witness the trials than has been seen for some years past.

Coursing.

We notice that the American Field of the 29th contains

the sketches of * cSome of California's Leashmen," and in this

number there is a likeness of the popular Merced courser,

Tommy Hall' accompanied by a short notice of him and his

coursing career. Indeed this notice, if space permitted,

could easily be extended into columns, for "Tommy" is one

of the pet favorites of the leashmen all over the State, and
the anecdotes told of him are really "side-splitting."

There are now at least thirty dogs training in this city for

the big event at Merced, most of which are in a forward con-

dition and will appear in tin-top order on the eventful day.

News comes, too, that the Sacramento contingent are in

great form, and many of the owners there are prepared to

bet that the largest portion of the $700 on the programme
will go to the Capital City.

It is said that Skyrocket will not go to Merced, his owner
having absolutely withdrawn him from the leash.

Healy & Eagan have placed their kennel cf hounds in the
hands of J. Creamer, to fit them for Merced. Creamer is an
excellent man for the purpose. He is energetic and painstak-

ing, and if the dogs in his charge are of the right kind they
should be dangerous opponents in Merced.

J. Cranston's dog Marvelous (late Home Rule) is looking
splendid. His owner thinks him good enough for tbe best

of them, and he should be, too. He is by Laurelwood out of
Black Bess.

St. Bernard breeders throughout the country will learn
with regret of the death of L. C. R. Norris-Elyes' Champion
Alta Bella, E. 20,335, by Champion Plinlimmon—Champion
BeUegarde. She wag the holder of the Halsey trophy at the
time of her death.

The card-playing collie, Miss Scottie, a daughter of Cham-
pion Metchley Wonder—Lady of the Lake, is now in Amer-
ica. She will perform with Sandow's variety show.

It is stated that the bull dog Pathfinder will return to Eng-
land shortly, having been purchased by Mr. Ford, the owner
of Monkey Brand and Don Solano.

Tbe Belfast, Ireland, show of last month had 604 entries.

Collies and Irish terriers far outnumbered the other classes,

the former having 120 entries and the latter 119. The next
largest classes were fox terriers, 56, and Irish setters, 53.

The Pacific Kennel Club again failed to secure a quorum
on Wednesdav last.

M. D. Walters, the well-known trainer, was in town this

week. He reports his string in fine condition, and expects
to ca^ry all before him at the trials this year as usual.

Carbolic and Mercury Poisoning in Doers.

Carbolic acid is frequently used in different forms, as a

mixture, well diluted, in canine ailments, for stomach dis-

orders ; as a lotion for skin diseases, and as a dressing, gen-

erally mixed with oil, for wounds. The crude carbolic is

also used, diluted, of course, with water, as a disinfectant in

kennels. It is a favorite agent whenever a disinfectant is

required ; but dogs are particularly liable to its poisonous

influence—in fact, they seem more susceptible to its poison-

ous ellecls than other animals, particularly puppies, and I

have frequently seen these latter killed through being

washed with strong carbolic soap (5 per cent.) Carbolic

acid is not a poison that a deg will lake unknowingly, like

arsenic, as it has a strong odor; but if any has been spilt

through the breaking of a vessel containing some of this

acid, or from other causes, and a dog happens to tread in it,

he is sure to lick it off his feet. In this way I have kno>vn
many dogs to have been poisoned. A bath in carbolic acid,

though well diluted, often has a bad effect, even though the
dog has not been allowed to lick himself, as it becomes ab-
sorbed iDto the system by the skin. Carbolic oil, that is used
for dressing wounds, has been given in mistake for castor oil.

('ases of poisoning, too, have been caused through giving
enemas of carbolic acid to expel worms.
Symptoms.—The dog shows signs of great pain and is vio-

lently sick. The lips, mouth and tongue are white, swollen
and hard. There is great prostration and signs of collapse,

the limbs and ears being cold. The urine is of a dark brown
color, sometimes even black, or it may be altogether sup-
pressed. When a fatal dose has been talten, the pupils be-

come contracted, the dog comatoosed, breathing difficult, and
death follows, It is rather characteristic of carbolic acid

poisoning that the patient a short time before death often

seems to rally, making one (even a person of experience) think
that the worst has passed and that he is going to get better;

but a sudden collapse often occurs, and the death takes
place unexpectedly. All cases do not run this acute course.
The membrane of the tongue and mouth maybe badly burnt,
which peels off, leaving a large raw surface, which ulcerates.
The same may occur in the throat and even in the stomach
and bowels, and the dog gradually die from exhaustion or
even blood poisoning a week or ten days after the accident
ba« happened.

Treatment.—Give a large dose of Epsom salts at once, to
be followed a few minutes afterwards by an emetic, the ab-
morphia being tbe best, from one to two teaspoonfuls of the
one grain to two ounces of water solution. Failing this, salt

and water, or from five to twenty grhins of sulphate of zinc in
water; also give white of egg or olive oil to relieve the burn-
ing irritation in thestomach. If symptom of collapse occur,
give stimulants, as brandy and ether. When the patient is

very bad these are more beneficial if injected under the
skin; wrap the body in hot blanket, and apply hot water bot-

tles. The ulcers that form in the mouth, the result of the
caustic action of the acid, are often very troublesome, and
the discharge from them is most offensive; when such is the
case, keep the parts clean by sponging them frequently with
a saturated solution of chlorate of potash.
Mercury and its many compounds are all very poisonous to

dogs. £>ogs take mercury, even when given in small medic-
inal doses, very badly. There are some medicines which the
canine race can take more of than a human being, whereas a
dose of calomel that would be beneficial to a person would in

many cases make a dog very ill, and perhaps prove fatal.

The chief preparations of mercury are corrosive sublimate,
calomel, red and white precipitate, green iodide of mercury,
red iodide of mercury, nitrate of mercury, blue ointment, a
favorite remedy of some keepers for skin diseases, but it

requires using very sparingly and cautiously, as it quickly
' becomes absorbed into the system through the skin, and often

with fatal results. The first named preparation—corrosive
sublimate or perchloride of mercury—is a most deadly poison,

and as small a quantity as a couple of grains may prove
fatal. It has sometimes been given by mistake for calomel.
It is occasionally used as a lotion made with lime water and
called "yellow wash," but it should never be prescribed for

dogs, as it is so difficult to effectually prevent them licking
anything applied to the skin. It is also U6ed for destroying
insects, and a dog may get it accidentally.

Symptoms.—There are signs of great pain, violent vomiting,
accompanied by profuse purging,the evacuations being mixed
with blood ; the lips, tongue and mounth are swollen and
white. The patient soon shows signs of collapse. The lips

and ears become deadly cold, the breathing heavy and diffi-

cult, the secretion of urine is suppressed, coma and convul-
sions follow, then death occurs.

Treatment.—Encourage the sickness by giving warm water,
also administer large quantities of raw white of eggs, flour

and water, and barley water. Give brandy or ether subcut-
aneously if signs of collapse occur, caused by the injudicious
use of some of the preparations of this agent for the skin,

especially that ointment called blue ointment. 1 have seen

this salve applied as freely all over a dog the same as one
would use lard, with the results I need not mention. Then
there is the green iodine of mercury, a favorite remedy of

the late Stoneheoge. This is a valuable preparation for old

wounds, for chronic Eczema, and other skin diseases, used
sparingly and not over a large surface. Then, again repeated
doses of calomel act very injuriously. Diaraboea, the evacu-

ations being strained with blood, loss of appetite, sickness,

great wasting, profuse flow of saliva from the mouth, gums
at first red and inflamed, subsequently ulcerated, the breath
often being horribly foul. A rash often appears on
the skin, pustules form and break, giving forth a foetid II

discharge, and the hair falls off in places. These*
cases usually terminate fatally, the result of exhaustiona
though occasionally a patient may be saved when the case i: I
taken in time. By way of treatment in such a case, at firs |
give a mild dose of castor oil, with from three to ten drops o 1
laudanum ; the oil, etc., may be repeated in a couple of days f
Large and frequent doses of subnitrate of bismuth should b)

given. When the diarrhoea is very profuse, and there i

much blood being passed, tannic acid is useful, given in thi

following formula : Tannic acid, from 1 to 4 drachms
;
pow

dered opium, from 4 to 12 grains; ex cip Q. S. Mix au<

divide into 12 pills. One pill to be given every four or si:

hours, according to the severity of the diarrheca. The moutl
and gums should be kept clean by being frequently spongei

with a saturated solution of chlorate of potash. Keep ih

strength up with strong beef tea thickened with isinglass, am
each time the dog is fed give from half to a teaspoon fnl oj;

port wine. Let the patient have milk with white of ee,

added or barley water to drink. A warm bath and a frf

application of some soap, like Jeyes* or Sanitas, is beneficial

this is more particularly the case when the attack is due t

absorption of the poison through the application of some oinl'

ment containing a mercurial compound. If the skin is ver
moist.apply to the parts often and freely some finely powdere
Fuller's earth. When the dog has become convalescent soni

iron or bark tonic will assist the patient to regain strength

raw meat should also be given in small quantities five or si,

times a dav.—A. J. Sewell in Kennel Gazette.
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Registration.

At the quarterly meeting of the A. K. C. held Septeuil

17, the following rules were adopted :

1. A dog is eligible for registration in the A. K. C. sttj

book under either of the following conditions :

(a). If it has a full pedigree for three generations,
traces to a registered dog when the pedigree is not so e:

tended.

{!>). If it has won two-first prizes in open classes at

recognized show.
2. No change in a dog's name shall be permitted aFter

has been published in lhe annual volumeof the stud book.

3. In the event of change of ownership a dog may be e

tered in a subsequent volume of tbe stud book, but a nd

number shMl not be assigned to it, reference being made
the old number and volume in which the dog is register*

4. No list of awards shall be given in connection with

registration, except in tbe case of a dog only eligible uo<'

condition /» of rule 1, in which case reference shall be mi

to that fact, and the dog's wins necessary to entitle him
registration shall be quoted.

5. No kennel name shall be given as owner or breeder

a dog unless such name has been registered with the Ame
can Kennel Club. The right to be considered the breeder

a dog remains always with the individual or partnership o?

ing or leasing the dam at the time of her being bred.
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Australasian News.

By the steamer Monawai from Sydney we are in possession

of Australian and New Zealand sporting papers, all of which

show that the season just opening in the Colonies it the

time of the steamer's departure promises to be one of the

liveliest for some years,showing conclusively that the effects

of the commercial crash of two years ago are rapidly passing

away.

In all directions sport of every kind is showing up won-

derfully, and vast preparations are being made by all the

clubs to meet the expected demands of the public.

Racio° especially promises to be in the ascendant, all the

entries for the classic events in the Colonies receiving their

full quota, and in many instances the entries have surpassed

in number those of former years.

The sad death, though, of the noted steeplechase rider, 1 om

Corrigan, has thrown a gloom not only over the sportsmen of

the A ustralias, but indeed over all classes in the colonies.

Corrigan had a Colonial fame fully equal to that of the late

Fred Archer in England. To doubt his integrity on any

race course in Australia would be a dangerous proceeding, for

there is not a turfman, from the smallest gamm to the highest

in the land, that would not resent it immediately, so thor-

oughly was he respected and admired by all. Even the

Governor of the colony of Victoria and lady, the Earl anc

Countess of Hopetoun, sent wreaths to be laid on the coffin

of the dead sportsman. The Sydney Mail of the 25th of

August savs : " Last week we published a biography of Tom

Corrigan one of the best-known and most respected sports-

men in the colonies. His death caused a painful sensation.

It was, as most of our readers are by this time aware, caused

through his own horse, Waiter, falling with him when run-

ning in tho Caulfield Grand National Steeplechase on Satur-

day 11th. There is some doubt as totheexact cause of the

accident. Waiter is a good jumper, but was a trifle sore before

the starting, and inclined to be fractious, giving his rider a

good deal of trouble to mount. The fence at which he came

down was the post and rail one, about 4ft. high, situated 100

yards or so out of the straight running, and it was the fourth

obstacle in the'.race. The Injuries which Corrigan received were

on the head, laceration of the brain being caused, lhe

horse was in no way injured. Everything that medical and

surgical skill could accomplish was done, but he remained

unconscious to the last, dying on the following Monday. On

Wednesday the remains of Tom Corrigan were consigned to

their resting place in the Melbourne General Cemetery, lhe

cortege was probably one of the largest ever formed in Mel-

bourne the procession of vehicles, horsemen and pedestrians

extending for a length of over two miles. It was represen-

tative of all classes of the community, people in every depart-

ment of life attending to show their respect to the memory of

the most popular jockey that has ever figured in the saddle

in Australia. It was, to all intents and purposes, a public

funeral The funeral procession started from the residence

of the deceased at Caulfield, and proceeded via the city

streets to the Melbourne General Cemetery. The sidewalks

were lined with spectators almost continuously along the

route taken. In the heart of the city the crowd was so

dense that the ordinary traffic for some time was

almost wholly suspended. Most of the business places along

the route were closed while the procession passed. Seventy

or ei»hty wreaths, some of them of the most elaborate descrip-

tion."were forwarded. A number of these were placed on the

coffin, an oaken one, and hung about the hearse, while the

remainder were carried in a vehicle which immediately fol-

lowed the hearse. Conspicuous amongst the wreaths were

those sent by the Earl and Countess of Hopetoun and the

Sydney Tattersall's Club. A dense mass of spectators as-

sembled in the neighborhood of the cemeterv, where the

remains were received by the Roman Catholic clergv and

buried according to the rites of that church. At one time

Corrigan was said to have been well ofl', but of late he met

with serious losses, and has left his widow and family unpro-

vided for. A subscription list has been opened on their

behalf, and is being generously responded to. A subscrip-

tion in aid of the deceased's widow and children will be

opened at Tattersall's shortly, when a good round sum should

be realized, for the horseman was justly popular with all

classes of the community. During his career, which com-

menced in 1867, he rode 788 races, won 239, got seconi 13o

times and third 319 times. His winnings for his employers

in stakes amounted to £32,825.

The Australian turfmen made prompt arrangements tor a

grand benefit meeting, to be held at Caulfield on the 25th of

August, for the benefit of the widow and children, and the

meeting was sure to be one o! the greatest of the season. No

less than 161 nominations were sent to the club.

R. E. deB. Lopez, who took to New Zealand some half a

dozen of your trotting stock by the steamer that left here in

the last week of July, had them all safely landed, and in his

circular to the New Zealand horsemen, he says: " In my se-

lection I have been careful to have size and individuality,

besides the best of blood. So small a number of sires have

been introduced having Electioneer blood that in this con-

signment will be found represented families that have never

been used in Australia. Four of these horses are grandsons

of the immortal Electioneer, while one is a great grandson.

It would be hard, indeed, to select a better-bred lot. With

each horse will be handed over a certified and tabulated pedi-

gree, and a guarantee (if required) of the horse being a sure

foal-getter."

At tho Los Angeles Track.

The fall races which are to be held in connection with the

Sixth District Agricultural Fair during the week of October

15th promises more in the way of sensations than any meet-

ing ever held in Southern California. The directors of the

association have done all in their power to arrange a pro-

gramme superior to former ones. They offered liberal purses

to horsemen, and as a result have received more entries than

even the most sanguine expected. There will be more horses

at Agricultural Park the week of the meeting than have ever

been quartered on a Southern California track at one time,

and in addition to being numerous the flyers entered are all

first-class.

There is not a runner, trotter or pacer that did anything

worth mentioning on the circuit this year that is not to be

found among the entries. All the fast ones in 'he State are

out for the big purses, and competent judges prophesy that

in a number of the events the winners will have to travel at

a gait that will make some records.

One of the big races of the meeting, and probably the one

that will attract more people than any other, is the great

free-for-all pace, for which the directors hung up a $1,200

purse. If this race does not prove a sensational one, all cal-

culations are wrong.
There are only four horses entered, but their equal are not

to be found in California. First in the affections of all South-

ern Californians is that great race horse Silkwood. He will

have with him in the race W. Wood, the Northern crack,

who he defeated on the same track last year. Lady H. and
Waldo J. are the others entered for the event. Waldo J. is

a sensational horse. His record on the circuit is phenomenal,
and he is a dangerous competitor to the others. He started

out this season a green horse, and has shown such great

speed that there are many who believe him able to defeat the

seasoned horses he is to meet here.

The 2:20 class trot for a purse of $1,000 will be another

big race. The horses entered are : General Wiles, Redondo,
Fremont, Flora, Irene Crocker, Jennie June and Palermo.

This race is down on the card for the opening day.

The Los Angeles Derby is also to be run off'on the first day

of the meeting. Nine entries have been made for this race,

amongst them being L. J. Rose's Orizaba, the best three-

year-old ever entered here. Royal Flush and Lonnie B. are

other good ones entered for a number of the running events,

all of which are well filled.

This year patrons of the races may witness their favorite

sport in comfort. The new grand stand, erected at a cost of

$10,000, is the finest in the West. The seats are comfortable

and the entire homestretch can be seen from any point in the

stand. Many other improvements have been made on the

buildings and grounds. The track has received the full share

of attention and will be faster than ever when the day for the

came around. The fair will undoubtedly be the largest and
best ever held here and the big one of the entire .State this

year.—Los Angeles Tribune.

Racing at Ukiah, Cal.

Ukiah, October 3.—The opening races of the Ukiah Park

Association to-day were well attended. The weather was per-

fect and the track good.

Running, half-mile, purse $50—Noyo won. Brown Tom
second, Bell Rippen third. Time, 0:54. The judge called

off the race on account of Brown Tom having been pulled.

Trotting, purse $125—Murphy won, George second, Leland

B. thi-d. Time, 2:43, 2:41, 2:46.

Running, three-quarters of a mile, purse $300—Bill Nye
won, Iron Heart secopd, Novo third. Time, 1:21.

The racing will continne the rest of the week.

Ukiah, October 4.—The second day's races of tbe Ukiah

Park Association to-day were well attended. The weather

was perfect. Summaries :

Running, balf-mile dash, purse $100.—Miss Johnson won,

Bill Nye second, Daisy Kimball third. Time, 0:50J.

Trotting, best two in three, for two-year-olds, purse $75

—

Little Pete won, Ben Mooresecond, Sherwood third. Time,
2:523 and 2:53.

Running, five-eighths of a mile, free for all, purse $100

—

Mountain Boy won, Eclair second, Our Dick third. Louise

also ran. Time, 1:04J.

" Lucky " Baldwin, speaking to me about the action of

the Congress allowing sprint races in the winter and spring,

was fiercely outspoken against the same, says "Broad Church"

in the Spirit of the times. " By gad," he remarked, " it is

worse than a burlesque on racing when you ba\e these abom-

inable sprints, for only too often the starter decides the result

when the flag falls. If a three-year-old is not able to go six

furlongs, then he ought to be put before the plow or between

tbe shafts of a market wagon. Yes, sir, these infernal sprints

are virtually a premium on rascality, and I don't care who
knows I said so. Jnst wait until I get back to San Francisco,

and I will have a reporter there to give my views on the sub-

ject in full."

Dan Hallidie, the young Australian trainer, took

charge of imp. Stromboli last Thursday at Oakland race

track. If careful nursing will bring the big brown horse

around to his form of last winter (when Hallidie had him),

be will race well again, but it will take great care and

patience, for Stromboli is said to have very sorry-looking

forelegs.

The Holliste. Fair meeting next week bids fair to be one

of the greatest meetings held on the circuit this season, and

that is saying a good deal. Owners of thoroughbreds have

been catered to to a great extent, and as the fields of flyers

are large in every instance, they will attract lovers of racing

from all parts of the State.

Pat Meaney, the well-known steeplechase jockey, and

formerly trainer for ex-Mayor Nolan, of Albany, is getting

together a string of horses to be run at the San Francisco win-

ter meeting. He recently bought Picknicker from Louis

Stuart, aud will school him over the jumps.

Free Love, by Luke Blackburn, dam of the grand three-

year-old colt, Lovdal, is advertised to be sold at auction by

Killip & Co. after the Winters' sale, November 5th, in this

city. She is magnificently bred, a tried producer and youog.

Remember that no money is needed just now to enter

your horses in the great stakes of the Washington Park Club,

advertised in this issue. It will make your youngsters much

more valuable if they are well engaged in stakes.

J. P. Korn has sold to Jemes McLaughlin lhe th'ee-

year-old bay gelding Pulitzer and the four-year-old bay geld-

ing St. Michael. Terms private, both horses having been

reinstated.

At a meeting of the Burlingame Club last Wednesday a

number of gentlemen were elected members. There are now

some 160 names on the membership roll.

Read the conditions in tbe liberal stake events at Louis-

ville advertised in this issue, and enter your horses.

See the Washington Park Club's advertisement in this

issue of the Breeder and Sportsman.

Enter your horses in Louisville's rich stakes at once. See

advertisement.

Louisville Jockey Club's great stakes are now open.

Flying Jib Paces in 1:58 1-4.

Chillicothe (Ohio), October 4.—The grand stand and

ground on tbe fourth day of the Driving Park meeting was
filled to overflowing, over 10,000 people being present. The
chief feature of the day was the special in which Flying Jib

was to go against the world's pacing record of 2:01 J, which

was made by Westmont at Chicago ten years ago. Monroe
Salisbury, the owner of the pacer, drove out Jib and run-

ning mate attached to a pneumatic tire in the afternoon, and

the famous Californian and his flyer were greeted with cheers

by the immense audience. After taking a turn around the
track, Andy McDowell, tho only driver that ever rode a
pacer in less than two minutes, mounted the seat and took
the reins. He got away immediately, and it was apparent to

every horseman present that the clip was a record-breaker
if he kept it up.

At the quarter the pace was unbroken, and as he lit out for

the half his speed was manifestly increasiug. The flagman
was not at the quarter-post, owing to a misunderstanding,
and the judges' watches were pressed for the first time at the
half, which Flying Jib reached in 0:59 flat. At the three-

quarters the great pacer appeare l to falter, but here the
time was also lost, and if any speed was to be made it was on
the stretch. The last half was made in 0:591. When the won-
derful pacer darted under the wire Starter Loper had to ring
the bell to quell the riot of cheering throats. Once it was
quiet again, Starter Loper said :

" We have witnessed some-
thing which no other audience in the world has ever seen
before. You have seen the fastest mile ever paced. Flying
Jib has beaten Westmont, and made tbe mile in 1:581/."

The audience once more broke out in cheers, and ap-
plauded the pacer as Andy McDowell brought him up in

front of the grand stand. He took off his cap and acknowl-
edged the salute that was given him. The mile that Jib
went and the time is more the remarkable when the condi-

tions are taken into consideration. All day a strong wind
was blowing, and the air was cold and clammy. The wind
caught the horse as he came up the back stretch at the large

loop, but be forged ahead.

Another world's record was broken by Onaqua, the game
little Iowa trotter who has been doing battle with Expressive
and was beaten at Terre Haute. She trotted under the wire

in the first heat of the three-year-old race in 2:11}, taking
the world's three-year-old trotting race record. Still another

world's record was broken by Sidmont, by Sidney, out of the

great broodmare Fernleaf, the dam of Thistle. 2:13}, and
Gold Leaf, 2:11}. Sidmont smashed the three-year-old stal-

lion pacing record, going the mile in 2:101, reducing the rec-

ord made by Brookside a full second.

Directly, the champion two-year-old pacer, was driven a

heat to beat his record by McDowell, but failed, coming un-

der the wire in 2:09}.

To-morrow Alix will attempt to beat 2:03}, and Vassar to

beat John R. Gentry's pacing record of 2:09}. Summaries :

2:13 pace, purse $600—Coast Boy won first, fifth and sixth

htats. Time, 2:121, 2:121, 2:11$. Whiteline won the second

and third heats. "Time, 2:14}, 2:131. Maggie J. won the

fourth heat. Time, 2:13}. Belle J. also started.

Three-year-olds and under, trotting, purse $1,000—Onaqua
won the first and second heats and race. Time, 2:11}, 2:141.

Redbud also started.

2:16 class, pacing, purse $1,000—Pattie D. won in three

straight heats. Time, 2:121, 2:14, 2:13}. Orphan Boy dis-

tanced. I. N., Nellie B., Gold Dust, Chief Justice and W.
also started.

Free-for-all trot, purse $1,200—Burnett won in three

straight heats. Time, 2:13, 2:16, 2:20.

Sport, purchased by Col. Ruppert at Messrs. Gilpin &
Taylor's recent sale, has been added to the list. Campbell is

hopeful that the operation will improve Sport's temper and

that another year he will have a good handicap horse. The
operation was performed by that monarch of the knife,

Farmer Miles, and he reports that Sport was as gentle as a

lamb tinder the ordeal.

Jimmy McLaughlin, the ex-jockey that became world-

famous riding for the Dwyer Bros, years ago, will bring to

Bay District Wernberg and Wah Jim, both very speedy

horses and good winners this season. "Moose" Taylor will

ride McLaughlin's horses, he being under contract to the

latter.

The Doncaster Cup was won this year by Sweet Duchess,

a three-year-old filly, by Hagioscope (son of Speculum), out

of Grand Duchess, by Lozenge, grandam the dam of Rose-

berry; Portlaod, by Post Restante (son of Sterling), out of

Miss York, by Cardinal York, was second.

One of the best-looking colts on the San Mateo Stock Farm

is the suckling by Guy Wilkes, out of Sweetness, 2:211 (dam

of Sidney, 2:195), by Volunteer. His full brother was pur-

chased bv Mr. Sehulz, of New York, last year, but died shortly

after coming into this gentleman's possession.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's

•DR' -

Fair.
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HOOF-BEATS.

Belle Grand, 2:21* (sister to Beaumont, 2:23*), has been

shipped to Vienna.

Georoe Miller thinks Philip Dwyer will send out his

good horse Leonawell to race at Bay District this winter.

When the grand totals of the many tables of trotting and

pacing for 1894 are compiled, California horses will be at or

very near the top.

Mr. Rowe will not leave for San Francisco to take his

position in the stewards' stand until after the close of the St.

Asaph meeting in Virginia.

Dr. K. D. Wise, proprietor of the Wiseburn Stock Farm,

has a number of very fast trotters and pacers which he will

have on the circuit next year.

Sanders, by Sidney, won the 2:35 trot at Millersburg.

Ohio, September 28th, going the second heat in 2:29]. This

is a new one for Sidney in the list.

R. Overhalzer, who left California for Russia with

Thos, Murphy last year, returned well satisfied that "Cali-

fornia's the best place to live in, after all."

If Muta Wilkes, 2:11, had been sent back to California

this year we would have had some very good free-for-all

mces, and she would have won considerable money.

The welcome which Salisbury and McDowell with their

string of trotters and pacers will receive at Pleasanton this

year will be one never to be forgotten in the history of this

pretty little town.

Matt Allen has sold to R. Boyle the brown colt By Jove,

4, by imported Cyrus- -Mareel la, and to W. Delaney the bay

colt Gorman, 2, by imported Vagabond—Damoiselle. The
price in each case was $1,000.

R. M. Brown, the starter, gave great satisfaction at San

Jose. He is in Vallejo this week, and his work with the flag

is highly commended there also. He will proceeded to Hol-

Hsternext, in all probability.

One of the most attractive turnouts seen at the San Jose

fair was the Burlingame Club's tally-ho coach. Senator Chas.

N. Felton was one of the passengers who enjoyed the racing

from the top of this splendid vehicle.

The acme of Puritanism has been reached at Birmingham,

Eng. The Birmingham and Aston Free Library committees

are having all the racing and betting news in the newspapers

obliterated by slips of blank papers pasted over it.

C. R. Hoppin, of Yolo, has quite a promising two-year-old

filly by Red Iron, dam by Wildidle, that will be eDtered in

the California Jockey Club stake events. Mr. Hoppin thinks

ahe is certain to like a long route, for she is bred in ''staying"

lines.

The young trotters from Palo Alto to be sold on the first

of November in New York, have never been surpassed for

color, size, conformation or blood lines by any ever sent from
California. They will create a sensation when led into the

sales-ring.

Belle, the pacing mare that has won so many races this

year on the California circuit, is the dam of two fillies by

Conn's Harry Wilkes, which belong to Alex Connick of,

Eureka, Humboldt county. They are trotters, and very

promising.

Directum is " rounding to." We believe he will be the

one to either .drive a competitor closer to two minutes in a

race than any horse in the world if he does not make a mis-

take and get beyond the mark himself. No trotting horse

can be likened unto him.

Jockeys George Miller and "Moose" Taylor arrived

from Chicago last Monday. Miller weighs 142 pounds, and
will goto Paso Robles Springs shortly to reduce. Taylor
goes about with a crutch and cane. He expects to be able

to ride in about a month's time.

Henry Simons was formally ruled off
1

the turf at Haw-
thorne under the clause 144 of the racing rules: Any person

offering or entering into an agreement for a consideration to

hid or not to bid on a horse winning a selliDg race shall be
guiliy of a fraud and Khali be ruled off'.

Ramapo, one of the best winners of the year, will not

start again until next year. He always over-reached and hit

his heels in fr.-nt, bruising them. This made him sore in

frout, and then he was hurt in a collison at Saratoga when he
ran against Clifford, and was stopped in his work.

Cv. Myrick, a popular young gentleman of Portland, Or.,

interested in turf affairs, that was with Ayers & Co. on the
Montana circuit this season, called on us late last week. At
the Los Angeles Fair meeting he will be with Durkee &
Fitzgerald, who control the betting privileges.

R. E. deB. Lopez arrived safely in New Zealand with his
seven trotting stallions. All the newspapers in Auckland
and Dunedin contain glowing descriptions of the individuals
comprising the lot. Mr. Lopez will return with a lot of his

thoroughbreds in December. He left for Australia the day
the Monowai left

If the fall meeting of the P. C.T. H. B. A. is held in Los
Angeles next year it will be the ereatest meeting ever held in
California. A large numder of horsemen who sent their
horses East this year will never repeat the undertaking, but
will remain. In that case we will have free-for-all races that
will be worth seeing.

At Davenport, la., Sept. 28tb, Welbeck, by Electricity,

dam Lulu Wilkes (dam of Advertiser), won the 2:30 class

trot after eight heats bad been trotted. He went the fourth
heat in 2:24A, the best time made in the race. Mark Medium,
by Almoin Medium, won the 2:20 class trot, going the
fourth and last heat in 2:16}.

Ammnu the two-year-olds that will come together next ft in-

ter at the California Jockey Club meeting might be mentioned
Diggfl, Lissak, Applause, Monterey, Kitty Scott, Lillian C,
Leo Lake, Handsome, Flashlight, Rey Alfonso, 1'iquaute,
Circe, Adelante, Gallant and Model. Who could pick the
A-inner if this crowd met in a six-furlong race at weight for
age?

Diggs easily defeated the record-breaking Cash Day at

Chicago last Saturday in a six-furlong race, at weight for age,

going the distance in 1:12$ and winning by over two lengths.

Cash Day got off half a length in advance, and the pair ran in

close order to the three-quarter pole, where Diggs began draw-
ing away. The time, 1:12}, we believe is the world's record

on a circular track.

When Mordette won at Hawthorne last week, the owners
of the Wyoraanock stable were called to the judges' stand

and told that no more entries would be received from them.

Mordette has been running so badly that his great perform-
ance of'last week made it appear that his owners have been
cheating with him. The only other animal that they own of

any account is Japonica.

The Champagne Stakes, which with the exception of the

Middle Park Plate, is the most prominent two-vear old event,

fell to Solaro, a colt by Galopin, out of Capri, by Springfield,

grandam Napoli (Orvieto's dam), by Macaroni. Solaro de-

feated the much-thought-of Utica and Saintly. Two of the

fillies that ran in tbe St. Leger won t wo days afterward, Amia-
ble, the heroine of the Oaks and 1,000 Guineas, put the Park
Hill Stakes to her credit, and the highly-tried filly, None the

Wiser, by Wisdom, out of Corrie Roy, won the Scarborough
Stakes.

Tony McCaffeety has the sympathy of bis friends in the

loss of Buck McCann. The horse was killed by the cars

Thursday night while being led from Harlem to Hawthorne.
He wen the last race at Harlem that day, and while being
led over to the other track three bicyclists came along with
lanterns lit and frighte'ned the horse. After being dragged
some distance the boy, who was leading him, let go and the

horse dashed down the railroad track and was killed by an
approaching train. Buck McCann was just in good form to

win a lot of races.

Palo Alto "Welcomes the Winners.

Byron McClelland, by a smart manoeuvre, succeeded

in securing the services of " Soup " Perkins for next season.

Col. J. Ruppert, Jr., has been after the boy. and thought he
had secured him for $6,000 a year, but McClelland knew
that the boy's term with Peter Wimmer did not expire till

the end of 1S95. So he telegraphed to Wimmer, and so

secured a transfer of the jockey's services to himself, just

getting in ahead of Colonel Ruppert. He also will pay
$6,000, as well as for mounts. Mr. Charles Fleischmann has

signed Charles Thorpe for next season.—N. Y. Herald, Sep-
tember 26.

The greatest performance of the year by a two year-old

trotting 6Uy, is that at Stockton, Cal., September IStb, to the

credit of La Belle, by Sidney. She defeated Athania, by Ju-
nio (son of Electioneer); and Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes,
in the remarkable time of 2:18, 2:1 6§, the last heat being but

one second behind the race record of 2:15|, set by Silcon two
years ago at Nashville. La Belle is out of Annabelle. 2:27£,

by Dawn, 2:18|, son of Nutwood, 2:lSf; second dam a daugh-
ter of Planet, sire of the dam of Palo Alto, 2:08$, and others;

third dam by Lodi. La Belle bids fair to train on, and may
yet take to California the two-year-old honors of 1894.

—

Horse Review.

" Bone Doctor " Bobbins, trainer for Barney Schreiber,

arrived last Tuesday morning at Bay District track with

twelve head of thoroughbreds, including Wildwood. The
horses will probably be moved to Oakland track ere

long. Following is a complete list of the horses:

Wildwood, brh, 5, by Wildidle—Fedora IV ; Jack Riche-
lieu, b h, 5, by imported Great Tom—Envenom ; Broadhead,
b c,3, by Onondaga—Maria D.; Glee Boy,b h, 5, by Fal-

setto—Glimpse; Mollie R., ch f, 5, by imported Mariner

—

Cantenac; Boon R., bf, 2, by imported Mariner—Rosa Bella

611y ; Braw Scot, gr g, 5, by imported Midlothian—Helen
Scratch ; Franziska, b f, 3, by Inspector B or Dry Monopole
—Elastic ; Dolli e McCone, ch m, 5, by Joe Hooker—Lou
Spencer ; Bone Doctor, b c, 3, by Versailles—Mollie Mer-
rill ; Puryear D.,b c, 5, by imported Deceiver—Ada D., aud
a two-year-old named Agnes completes the string. Another
lot in charge of Mr. Baker, who was here last winter as

trainer of the Corrigan horses, will arrive before the meeting
opens.

Orlando Jones was not among the 6fty-six bookmakers
who went on at Jerome Park yesterday. Mr. Jones is highly
indignant at the treatment he has received from the stew-

ards, and justly, as it seems. The man who claims the $40
on the Stonenell-Glenmoyne race tore up his ticket. Despite
the absence of voucher, Mr. Jones told the man he would
pay him, acknowledging that he had such a bet on his sheet,

after the customary delay. The man came ronnd too soon,

and when Mr. Jones told him to wait a little longer, went
round to the cashier and abused him and Mr. Jones. Then
the latter demanded an apology, and the complainant, an ut-

terly unknown individual, marched ofi'and saw the stewards.
Though Orlando Jones is a bookmaker of first-class stand ing,

he was not questioned, but the stewards peremptorily ordered
the payment of tbe bet, absence of the voucher notwithstand-
ing. This is pretty summary treatment, to say the least of
it, and Mr. Jones' contention that he is only taking his pres-

ent stand on behalf of the whole body of men in his busi-

ness, is thoroughly justifiable. The money is waiting tor

the complainant, but Mr. Jones wants an apology before he
pays, and he is entitled to it.—N. Y. Herald.

A movement is well under way looking to the formation
of an agricultural association at Ventura. The promoters of
the undertaking state, and rightly so, too, that the county
seat of a county so prosperous as Ventura county is should
have within its environs suitable tracks, stables, pavilions
and other improvements as are necessary for holding agricul-
tural and horticultural exhibitions, speed contests and county
fairs, and to that end are circulating a subscription paper
which is being liberally signed. The agreement reads sub-
stantially as follows: We, the undersigned, hereby agree to

subscribe for the number of shares set opposite each of our
respective names, said shares to be of the par value of $100
each in a corporation to he known as *uid called "The Ven-
tura Agricultural Association," or such other proper name
as may hereafter be determined upon. The capital stock to

be $30,000, which shall be fully paid up, and shall thereafter
be non-assessable. The purpose and business of the said cor-
poration shall be to purchase blocks 3, 4, 5, (>, 7^ X, 9, 10 and
11 in this city for the sum of $13,000, one-third cash, one-
third in one year and one-third in two years, and to construct
thereon tracks, stables, pavilions, etc. Wheu $15,000 or
more of the capital slock is subscribed a meeting of the sub-
scribers shall he called and the corporation organized.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—On Saturday last

there arrived at Mayfield from San Jose the Palo Alto car

containing the trotters from Palo Alto Stock Farm that have

been away on the circuit.

The first to be unloaded was the king of yearlings, Abdell,

2:23. There was quite a gathering from Palo Alto to do

honor to the fastest baby trotter in the world, and as he was

led down the chute to the gate, a handsome wreath of flowers

sent by a great admirer of the colt, was placed around his

neck and he started on to lead the Palo Alto trotters home,

admired by all and cheered by mauy. It was quite a proces-

sion of celebrities he led—Rio Alto, three-year-old, by Palo

Alto, 2:08$, winner of the State Fair Futurity, $5,000 stake,

third heat in 2:20£ ; Aria, the unbeaten three-year-old of

1894, winner of the Occident Stake at Sacramento, and who
also trotted the best three-year-old race ever trotted in Cali-
fornia, 2:18£, 2:17f, 2:16A ; Vina Belle, five-year-old, by
Nephew, a good race mare, winner of several very hotly con-
tested races, and home with a record of 2:15} in a fourth
heat; Bonnibel, four-year-old, by Azmoor, record 2:17|
A. A. A., three -year-old, by Azmoor, record 2:25, and GIu-
bar, two-year-old, by Electricity, who forced Derby Princess
to trot the second mile of the Champion stakes at San Jose
in 2:25, wound up the procession.

A heavy downpour of rain drenched both boys and horses
before they reached the farm, but Abdell was with them

;

that settled all differences, and a happier lot of people has
been rarely seen t'uan those at Palo Alto Saturday last.

MabeD, the driven, and Phippen, the developer, were highly
complimented over the great event. To-day, Sunday, is a
day of rest at Palo Alto. To-morrow the trotters will resume
their work for their engagements at the Breeders' meeting.

Palo Alto, Sept. 30th. Rio Alto.

The Pepper Stock Sold "Well.

The sale of the race horses in training from the Meadow-
thorpe racing stable of Col. James E. Pepper, together with

a draft from the stable of P. J. Dwyer, was a success. The
attendance was fair and the bidding good, the horses for*the

most part bringing what they were worth.

The two-year-olds elicited the most spirited bidding, Pep-

per bringing the top price of the sale, $3,600, at which figure

Eugene Leigh bought him. Franklin went at the nest best

figure, G. W. Inoes paying §1,750 for him. Eugene Leigh

made the first and only bid on La Joya, and got her for

$1,000. He will use her for breeding purposes, though her

racing career is by no means finished. Following is a sum-
mary of the sale :

Miss Dixie, br m. 5, by Falsetto—Barbiche; Ed Purser,
$1,500.

The Queen, ch m, 5, by King Alfonso—India; G. C.
Franklin, $1,500.

La Joya, blk f, 3, by Hindoo—La Belle
; Eugene Leigh;

$1,000.

Dwight, br c, 3, by George Kinnev—Florence D • Erie
Stable, $600.

Franklin, be, 2, by Hindoo—Miss Used; G. W. Junes,
$1,750.

Necedah, ch f, 2, by Sir Dison—Retreat ; Eugene Leieh,
$1,200.

Relief, 2 by Sir Dixon—The Widow ; A. C. Franklin,
$500.

Deno, blk f, 2, by Powhattan—Vulpine ; F. Had lick
$1,150.

Kismet, ch f, 2, by Hindoo—Roselle
; A. C. Franklin.

$550.

Pepper, b or br c, 2, by Hindoo—Francesca ; E. Leieh
$3,600.

Blue and Gray, ch c, 2, by Hindoo—Red aud Blue
; E.

Leigh, $1,000.

Pepper Rye, ch c, 2, by Hindoo—Pure Rye ; E. Leigh,
$700.

Handover, ch c, 3, by Hindoo—Bourbon Belle
;
Owen

Golden, $325.

Bartow, be, 2, by The Bard—Ella Lakeland : W. Hunter
$200.

Eoudo, b c, 2, by Eolus—Calish ; J. Green, $450.
Leonville, b g, 3. by Leonatus—Vilette: G. B. Morris,

$900.

Death of a Noted Starter.

New York, September 25.—James G. Sheridan, one of

the best-known turfmen in the country, died suddenly this

afternoon at his home, 204 West Forty sixth street. The
direct cause of his death was apoplexy. He was forty-four

years old.

He first became prominent as a starter at the early Brigh-

ton Beach meetings. About 1S80 he was engaged to act as

starter on the Western circuit, serving at Lexington, Louis-
ville, Latonia, Nashville, St. Paul and Chicago for many
years.

In 1SS5 and 1886 Mr. Sheridan came East again to act as
starter at the first two meetinrs of tbe Brooklyn Jockey Club.
Racing had increased so much in the West by the following
year that Mr. Sheridan severed his connection with the
Dwyer track.

The turfmen at St. James' Hotel, Delmonico's and other
uptown resorts, to-night had nothing but good words to say
of Mr. Sheridan. Philip J Dwyer wired ii, e general senti-
ment when he said Mr. Sheridan was a capable starter and a
square turfman. He was the Brooklyn Jockey Club starter
for two years, but as there was not enough meetings to keep
him as busy in the East as in the West, he resigned. We
parted the best of friends.

Mr. Sheridan's last appearance with the flag was at Sara-
toga in 1S00. His health has been gradually breaking down,
and he has been a sick man for the past four years.

Boyce Tablet Co.—Gentlemen: Your Tablets are a great
thing and no mistake. In my judgment they are bound to

become very popular, aud to a great extent supercede all

other preparations for a leg wash. Yours, W. B. Fasiq,
Secretary Cleveland Driving Park Co.
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The Coming Horse Show.

Never in the history of California has there been so much

iulerest manifested in man's best friend, " the horse,'' than

at present. This is caused by the splendid efforts made by

the Horse Show Association to make their first annual horse

show a success, The exhibition will commence November

28th, and will last until December 1st, at the Mechanic's

Pavilion. The architect is busily engaged in drawing plans

and getting everything in readiness, and next month one

hundred men will be employed iu making the changes neces-

sarv to have it the finest-appointed pavilion for the purpose

ever devised.

Owners of slandard-bred trotters will have splendid oppor-

tunities of winning valuable cash prizes. Owners of draught

horses, thoroughbreds and ponies are also to be placed in

position to win large sums of money, besides valuable

trophies. The following, taken from the Chronicle, should

be read by every horse owner in the land, and as entries close

October loth, there is no time to be lost

:

"Interest in the big horse show which opens at the
Mechanics' Pavilion in the latter part of November is daily
becoming more manifest, and the indications even at this

early date are that, in addition to being a swell society affair

it will be oue of the most important and extensive equine ex-
hibitions ever given in the United States.

It will be the first exhibition of the kind ever held in San
Francisco, yet the association having the arrangements in

charge proposes to equal if not eclipse the celebrated shows
given in New York yearly at Madison-square Garden. It is

au immense undertaking, but the managers have an unusual
amount of confidence in its success on account of the encour-
agement, moral and financial, they have already received.

As a matter of fact, over eighty private boxes, bringing $125
each, have already been secured by prominent society people.

In addition to the regular prizes heretofore announced,
which are to be hung up for thoroughbreds, trotters (breedtog
and driving classes), roadsters, hackneys, coaching stallions,

carriage ponies, saddle horses, etc., a special prize list has
just been announced which is of unusual interest. These
prizes are all valuable and have been donated by prominent
citizens. For instance, C. P. Huntiogton offers a special $400
cup for the best thoroughbred stallion three years old or
over. The Shreve cup, valued at $600, is for the best trot-

ling stallion kept for service four years old or over. D. O.
Mills gives a cup for the best two year-old pony stallion,

which must exceed 12 hands 1 inch and not exceed 14 hands
1 inch.

M. H. de Young offers a valuable silver trophy for the best-

appointed four-in-hand, the conditions being that the horses
are to count 50 per cent ; the horses to have quality, action
and good manners, and not be under fifteen hands in height.

Another special prize is hung up by Ch.irles B. Alexander
for the best-exhibited carriage team and appropriate carriage,

the conditions of the award beiDg about the same as in Mr.
de Young's offer.

Henry J. Crocker, who is the President of the Horse Show
Association, will give a valuable cup for the best polo team
of four ponies, to be ridden. At least two teams must com-
pete under the conditions, but the indications are that there
will be half a dozen teams entered. Robert F. Morrow offers

a prize for the best general exhibit of draught horses, and J.

O. Johnson & Co. offer a complete riding outfit for the best

gentleman's saddle horse shown. Timothy Hopkins offers a

$150 cup asaspecial prize. A special cup is offered by Jos-
eph D. Grant for the best turn-out of tire engines, and one by
John A. McKerron for the trotting class. Main & Winches-
ter also offer a prize for the trotters.

The regular prize list, which heretofore footed up over
$5,000 iu premiums, has also been considerably lengthened
by the addition of cash offers for the best draught horses,

Normans and Percherons. The premiums are divided into
five classes for the stallions so as to accommodate the different

ages, and into six classes for the mares for the fame reason.
Another new prize is for the best Suffolk Punch, and special

premiums have also been offered for Clydesdales and English
shires. Three premiums for one, two and three-year-old

jack* and ihree for jennies are also offered, as well as one for

the best-matched span of mules three years old or over
shown.
The regular premium list, with its recent additions and

the specials, now provides for about 110 classes, and as all

of these will be filled the public may now get some idea as to

the magnitude of the proposed show.
The association has conducted a personal canvass and in-

spection during the past few weeks of the principal horse-
breeding establishments of the State, and announces that it

has received the unqualified support and approval of ati the
leadiog owners and breeders with whom it has come in contact.
The result of this inspection, the directors say, proves that
there are in the State an immense number of aristocratically
bred horses imported and otherwise, not only in thoroughbreds
but pIso in coach horses, hackneys and draught stallions

—

more, in fact, than the average citizen has ever imagined.
The outlook now is that the greater portion of these will be
sent to the show. In the matter of exhibiting draught horses
this show will greatly surpass the New York exhibitions, as-

the latter are lacking in this particular. Imformation has
been received to the effect that horses will be here from several
neighboring States and also from Northwestern Canada. The
association has had letters from Ontario, Canada ; Crawfords;
ville, Ind.; Louisville; Ky., Studebaker & Co., Chicago, 111.

Mount Morris, N. Y ; Lexington, Ky. ;
and other Eastern

cities, asking for freight rates in carload lots and it is expec-
ted, under the favorable rates granted by the railroad com-
panies, manv more applicants will be heard from. The rail-

roads will return all exhibits free to California points and
special arrangements will be made regarding the handling of
those from outside points.

One important point iu connection with the show will be
its system of parading and judging The judges—there will
be three for each class— will be chosen by the directors ex-
clusively according to their qualifications and standing in the
community. There will be none of the perfunctory style
which prevails at county fairs. Horses competing for awards
will also have to submit to veterinary inspection. No ani-
mal developing any hereditary unsoundness or disease can
take a prize under the rules
The pavilion affords splendid facilities for the show. The

arena will be 80x200 feet, or nearly twice as large as the Madi-
son Square arena. The machinery hall, back of the main

part of the pavilion, has been cleared out and box-stalls, single
stalls and paddock space for hitching are to be arranged. The
programme will be carried on each day from 10 A. m. until
10:30 p. m., and various classes judged.

Alix the Champion.

Honors between trotting champions are no longer easy.

Alix, by her record of 2:033, made at Galesburg, becomes un-

disputed champion. The mile, driven by McDowell, was one

of the most beautifully rated ones on record. The Hying

daughter of Patronage went to the quarter in 30i seconds, the

second quarter in 31J seconds, a 2:03.1 gait: the third quarter

was covered iu 0:31, as was the final one, so that while the

first quarter was the fastest, the last two quarters were trotted

faster than was the second, showing that the little mare fin-

ished strong. The report of our representative, and of all the

newspaper reporters, is that in the last quarter, when Mc-
Dowell called on Alix for a brush, she responded gamely,

showing that she had something left for a final rally.

The victory of the mare is surrounded by many incidents

which are of interest, none perhaps more so than that it was

won on an entirely new track of regulation pattern, built and

controlled by the gentleman who once trained her.

As is well known Alix, is the first world's champion, aged,
decended from Mambrino Chief in the direct male line, but
there is in her a vast amount of the blood of Hambletonian
10, together with a good infusion of Clay. What percentage
of the blood of each she carries we leave for the faddists to

estimate. We know that she is 100 per cent trot, which is

sufficient for all purposes. Her sire, Patronage, is by the trot-

ter Pancoast 2,21f, whose dam was Bicara, by Harold, son of
Hambletonian 10, and whose second dam was Belle (dam of
Belmont etc.), by Mambrino Chief, and the sire of Pancoast
was Woodford Mambrino 2:21 3, the best son of Mambrino
Chief as a trotter, a sire of fast trotters and a sire of sires of

trotters. The dam of Patronage was by Cuyler, a son of Ham-
bletonian 10, and she produced Patron 2:14 1, Prodigal 2:16,

and the dam of Patriot 2:24. Two of her sons are sires of
speed. Fr -im her sire Alix secures performing and produc-
ing blood which has held a high place in breeding circles for

many years, and which grows in importance with each suc-

ceeding campaign.
From her dam Alix again secures a strong infusion of the

blood of Harold, son of Hambletonian 10, the sire of Atlanta
being Attorney, a sen of Harold, whose dam was Maud, by
Abdallah 15, another son of Hambletonian 10, and by many
breeders and writers held to be his best. Attorney is a sire of

speed, and is breeding on in the second generation to quite a
degree. The second dam of Alix was Flirt, by Gen. Hatch
139, who was a son of C. M. Clay Jr. 22, out of a mare by
thoroughbred imp. Envoy. Geo. Hatch, while not a success

as a sire, gave to Iowa a tribe of excellent horses noted for

their many good qualities, and among others sired the dam
of the great stallion Lobasco, whose 2:10;} in a race in 1892,

set the western trotting world ablaze. Recently, in the course

of a communication concerning Alix, an esteemed correspond-
ent at Davenport, la., arraigned us in strong terms for not
having said something complimentary to Attorney in an ar-

ticle on the racing queen which had just appeared in these

columns. He went on to furnish some instances of good colts

sired by Attorney, going to show that whatever of good there

might be in Alix, or bow much credit her sire might be given,

Attorney must certainly be accorded due credit. This we
cheerfully concede.
Alix is no chance trotter. There was given to her through

sire and dam much of the best and stoutest blood the world

has ever had. It is the kind which races and trains on and
on ;

there is no flashy, washy side to it, and the beauty of it,

to those who believe in the use of trotting blood that can trot,

is that the pedigree of the champion contains, close up, no
ontcrosses, but is a concentration of the blood of Mambrino
Chief and Hambletonian 10, with a leavening of the magic
Clay blood.

Joining the .masses in congratulations to Morris Jone6,

Monroe Salisbury, Andy McDowell, C. W. Williams and the

good people of Galesburg, we welcome the new trotting queen,

and indulge in the hope that she may succeed in still further

reducing her remarkable record, so gamely made.—Horse
Review.

The Blood Lines in the Pedigree of Alix.

Now that Alix, 2:03|, has accomplished the feat of beat-

ing 2:04, thus becoming for the time being the trotting

champion of the world, her breeding becomes ^ matter of

interest to hundreds of people. Briefly stated, her sire was

Patronage, son of Pancoast ; dam by Attorney, son of Harold;

second dam by General Hatch, sou of Strader's Cassius M.

Clay; third dam by thoroughbred Iowa, son of imp. Glencoe;

fourth dam Dolly Aldrich, supposed to be a daughter of old

Abdallah, the sire of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. As the dam

of Pancoast was by Harold, and as Attorney was by Harold,

the mare is inbred to that horse. As all familiar with trotting

pedigrees know, Harold was the sire of Maud S., that for so

many years held the championship record of 2:08J. The

trotting leaven in the pedigree of Alix brings in the blood of

several of those great families, of which one or more is usu-

ally found in the pedigree of i.ll fast horses. She carried the

blood of Hambletonhm four times repeated, she has the blood

of Henry Clay, and has three crosses of Mambrino Chief.

She is the firat champion that has ever carried any Mam-
brino Chief blood.

As far as trolling lines go, the great feature of the pedigree

of Alix is her inbreeding to the remarkable half thorough-

bred stallion,old Abdallah, that got Rysdyk's Hambletonian.
Of course she gets four crosses of his blood through Hamble-
tonian, as above stated, but in addition she has three and
probably four crosses of Abdallan's blood that do not come
through Hambletonian. Many of the older horsemen who
remember the trotting slock of the old days when they were
young regard Abdallah as great a horse as his son Hamble-
tonian, though circumstances have favored the latter to such
an extent that his blood probably enters into seven-eighths

of all the trotters that have entered the 2:20 list. Since
Dexter took the crown from Flora Temple every champion
save one has carried Hambletonian's blood, and that one,

Rarus, who claimed to be by a son of Abdallah, though the

register does not affirm it. Goldsmith Maid, that succeeded

Dexter, was by a son of Hambletonian, out of a daughter of
Abdallah. The sire of Maud S. was likewise inbred to Ab-
dallah.

When we come to tabulate the pedigree of Alix we find
important infusions of thoroughbred blood entwined among
the trotting lines. In the fourth remove of her pedigree we
find a daughter of thoroughbred Woodford, a daughter of
thoroughbred Wagner, a thoroughbred daughter of Robert
Bruce, a thoroughbred daughter of imp. Envoy, and a thor-
oughbred son of imp. Glencoe. Like Nancy Hanks, Sunol,
Maud S., and Jay-Eye-See, who have proceeded her in the
championship, she is, therefore, a trotting-bred mare whose
blood has been vitalized by infusions of running blood.

_
She and Nancy Hanks have succeeded to the championship

since the introduction of the bicycle-wheel sulky, with its

ball bearings and pneumatic tire. Different horsemen put
different estimates upon the comparative value of records
made since and before the change of wheel. Personally, I
believe that at such extreme rates of speed as are involved in
the championship of the trotting course, there is an average
of six seconds difference, one time with another, and as Alix
is bred very high in trotting instinct and thoroughbred whale-
bone, I expect to see her equal the record of Sunol, based
upon that allowance, which will cut one and one-half seconds
from her present record. Sunol, however, had the advantage
of a kite track, while I believe the track at Galesburg is an
oval. The difference between the two is not much where
the bicycle wheel is used, yet it possesses some advantage
with the old wheel. I expect to see Andy McDowell drive
Alix in 2.02} or better, because I think she is as great as any-
thing that has yet been bred, is in the best hands for success-
ful management while Mr. Salisbury has his eye on her, and
when it comes to driving, Andy can drive. But the two-
minute mark iB a long jay off yet, unless the mile is short-
ened, a down-hill track arranged, or some innovation changes
its condition.—Hark Comstock in N. Y. Sun.

BeBt Race Record.

The following are the best records of 1S94 as thev stand at

the present date. As individual instances of the betterment

of the speed averages they stand boldly out in comparison

with that of any other year, and some idea of the general

reduction maybe formed from the fact that up to September
1 there had been trotted and paced sixty-eight heats in 2:10,

as compared with thirty-two at the same date last year, and
this average will be maintained throughout the slower classi-

fications as well

:

TROTTING.

Yearling colt—*Adbell, br c, by Advertiser, 2:15}£, d&in Beauti-
ml Bells, 2:29K, by The Moor _ 2:23

Yearling filly—*Faustelle, eh f, bv Sidney, 2:29%. dam by
Crown Point. 2:24 2:44

Two-year-old colt—-{-Oakland Baron, b c, by Baron Wilkes, 2:1S,
dam by Silver Threads 2;183^

Two-year-old filly—*La Belle, ch f, by Sidney. 2:19%. dam bv
Dawn. 2:18% 2:16%

Three-year-old colt—B. B. B., b c, by Pilot Medium, dam by
Schuyler Colfax 2:133^

Three-year-old filly—^Expressive, b m, by Electioneer, dam
Esther, by Express : 2:12J^

Four-year-old colt—*Oro Wilkes, blk c. by Sable Wilkes, 2:18,
dam Ellen Mayhew, 2'22%, by Director, 2:17 2:11

Four-year-old filly—IFantasy, b m, bv Chimes, 2:30K darn
Homora, by Almoaarch, 2:24% 2:07

Fastest stallion—Strader H., b h, by Squire Talmage, dam by
Napoleon 2:09%

Fastest mare—Alix, b m, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by At-
torney 2:03%

Fastest gelding -Ryland T.. b g, by Ledger Jr., dam by TJ1-

verston -. .- 2:08%
Fastest three heats—Alix 2:06. 2:06^, 2:05^
Fastest on a half-mile track—Lord Clinton, blk g, bv Denning

Allen, dam Fanny 2:12

PACING.

Yearling colt—Proctor, ch c, by Fortunatus ; half-mile 1:09

Yearling filly—fArtifice, b f, by Sphinx, 2:20^ 3:07J^
Two-year-old colt—*Direetly, blk c, by Direct, 2:05%, dam by

Naubuc 2:07%
Two-year-old filly—Princess, ch f, by Prince, dam by a son of

Mainbjino Howard 2:17%
Three-year-old colt—*Sidmont, b c, by Sidney—Femleaf, by

Flaxtail 2:13

Three-year-old filly-Whirligig, b f, by Wilko, dam by Naham 2:10

Three-year-old filly—Ethel A., g f, by Adrian Wilkes, dam by
General Jackson. 2:10

Four-year-old colt—Online, b c, by Shadeland Onward, 2:18^,
dam by Chester Chief 2:07%

Four-year-old filly—Ella Eddy, b f, by Jerome Eddy, 2:16%,
dam by Rochester 2:12

Fastest stallion—John R. Gentry, b h, by Ashland Wilkes,
2:17%. dam by Wedgewood, 2:19 2:03%

Fastest mare—Moonstone, blk m, by Mambrino King, dam by
Almont Jr., 2:26 2:0934

Fastest gelding—Robert J., b g, by Hartford, 2:243£, dam by
Jay Gould. 2:21% 2:013<

Fastest three heats—Robert J 2:03%. 2:02K. 2:04%
Fastest on a half-mile track—Fidol,b h.by Idol, dam by Stone-

wall Jackson 2:12%

California bred, t By a California-bred sire or out of a Calif-

ornia-bred dam.

Of the above the records made by the yearling trotting colt,

the four-year-old trotting tilly, fastest trotting mare, fastest

trotting gelding and the fastest three heats in a trotting race

are world's records, and the same is true of the pacers as fol-

lows: Two-year-old colt, three-year-filly, four-year-old colt,

fastest stallion, fastest mare, fastest gelding and fastest three-

heats in a pacing race.—Horseman.

A Splendid List.

The following list shows the performers on the turf this

year, the product of Palo Alto Stock Farm. It is not neces-

sary to eulogize the horses. The races thev have trotted and

the records they have made speak for themselves

:

Azote 2:08%
Cobwebs 2:12

Expressive (3) 2:12%
Bellilower 2:12%
Norbawk 2:15%
Starlight 2:15%
The Seer 2:16%
Aria (3) 2:16%
Vina Belle 2:17

Bonuibel.. 2:17%
Palatine (3) 2:18

Limooero(3) 2:18%
Altivo(4) 2:18%
Rio Alto (3).. 2:2034

Marston C. (3) 2:20%
Navidad.- 2:22%
Adbell (yearling) 2:23

Electric Coin 2:24%
A. A. A. (3).. 2:25

Youog Wildidle 2:27

Dan... 2:26J4
Electuary 2:27

Jim 2:-;,/%

Electric King 2:28%
Higbmont 2:29%
Azmon 2:30

Palo Alto, Sept. 25, 1894. . .
Rio Alto,
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Crockford's Head.—That old-time sporting man, Crock-

ford, the king-pin of the belting fraternity of his time, was

celebrated for his quickness of preception whenever odds

were the question. Taking a number of horses at varying

rates, half-a-dozen for instance, lie would tell at once without

any figuring the amount he would lay against the combined

lot. This was always found to be a shade in his favor, and
he was one of the sort who was satisfied with a small per-

centage.

Riley Ciraonan has some of the astute gambler's quality,

spirit at least, though "old Crock" would have indulged in

as big a grin as he ever allowed himself to make, as he was

chary of smiles as well as taciturn, had he perused such a

paragraph as I quote from a late paper. Here it is :

" One of the remarkable features of last Saturday's great

race was the daring operations of the famous young Kentucky
plunger, Riley Grannan. Here were two colts that, leaving

sentiment aside, were almost equally matched. Grannan
could not possibly have bad any luformation that would have

given him an advantage in the market, and yet he offered a

point belter price than any other man in the ring ajid

accepted all the money in sight. Grannan's sheet of the

race showed that he took in $>b"5,(j25 on Domino at 3 to 5

—

there was no variation in bis price. He stood to lose $39,375,

and would have paid out if D.unino had won $105,000.

Through the split on the dead heal he actually paid out $52,-

500, which left him a winner on the race of $13,125. It is

safe to say that no such belting ou what appeared to be an
even chance was ever before seen in this country, and per-

haps its equal would be hard to duplicate in the history of the

turf anywhere."
Now if the two colts were exactly balanced, "almost

equally matched," it did not require the head of a Crockford

to see that 3 to 5 was just forty per cent, the best of the bet-

ting. The dead heat was the best possible proof of equality,

and in that case for every three dollars invested there was a

profit of one dollar. It is not at all surprising that a man of

quick perception should offer a point better than 2* too,

when his judgment was that oue colt was as good as the other.

It is true that it took some nerve to wager $39,375, even wheu
there was a chance to win $65,535, and that was all, If a
small portion of the stories regarding Crockford, Davis, Gullv

and others of the bettorsof ihe first portion of the nineteenth

century be true, eight thousand pounds would be a very
moderate risk. It is'of record that Davis, "The Leviathan,"

paid to one man over Daniel O'Rourke's Derby a check for

thirty thousaud pounds, and that without waiting for " set-

tling day," and as good an authority as Whvte, author of the

history of the British Turf, says that three hundred thousand
guineas, $1,500,000, were paid to settle the Epsom betting

inlSlT.
Three to five on chances, considered so nearly equal was not

asking much the best of it!

There is one thing in connection with the Young Crock-
ford that pleases me. Conversing with a bookmaker over the

Saratoga episode (when Grannan's business rivals entered a

protest to the racing authorities against Grannan's odds) he
said that " the plunger " corrupted jockeys, and it was only
when he had a stiff one to lay against that he drove his com-
petitors oft their blocks. That charge will not hold good in

the Domino-Henry of Navarre race, and I am pleased to

learn that when, a layer has only 20 per cent, the best of it

in a match he is held up as a miracle of liberality. He was
liberal measured by the only standard in sight. He stood to

lose $39,375. On the same amount of business his competi-
tors would have taken a chance of losing $32,812.50. Then
he only won $13,125, whereas his rivals would have gobbled
$16,406.25. But let me carry this illustration a little further.

With the supposition that $
:

105,000 were invested in auction

pools, in place of $13,125 commission, $3,115 would be the
charge; in mutuels $5,250. I freely admit that it is a much
readier way of getting the "money on" to hand the cash to

the man on the block, and scribes with as much relative

speed as Domino's to return tickets embellished with hiero-

glyphics denoting their value. This is conceded, and speed
at that, as well as other pursuits, has a moneyed value. It

may be, however, that a system can be evolved which will

combine the good parts of all, a " consummation devoutedly
to he wished."

*
Good TlTJIHOB,—Not inclined to pessimism, not apt to be

despondent, however gloomy the outlook, prone to imagine

all kinds of irridescent linings in the darkest clouds, I had
pretty nearly given up all hopes over the prospects of the
Oakland Trotting Park, and that if there was a gleam of sun-
shine struggling through ihe narrow rift it did not fall on
that portion of the title which is distinctive.

In the twenty-one summers I have lived in the neighbor-
hood of the park, this was the first when there had not been
a meeting of our hoabted " American trotters," or gallopers,

either, though their wants had been ho amply provided for

on the other side of the bay that did "not figure so prom-
inently.

Deserted, ignored on all sides, inhabitants of "our side"
of the grand harbor as willing, or more so, to see it fall into
" innocuous desuetude" as those who had no affiliation with
the Contra Costa slope.

The park had an ultra dreary look. All the desolation
which Goldsmith BO graphically depicted in his " Deserted
Village," though in a different way. The first year, when
whitewash was negatived, and fences, stalls, sheds and stands
a dirty piebald, the pleasing neutral tint which redwood
assumes when left to the weather, would be far preferable to

(he patches of dingy while with speckled breaks which now
are the prevailing color. The ground squirrels even appear
to be Imbued with the general lassitude. No more scurrying

the track, dodging feet and wheels with agile grace,
and giving a triumphant bark from the entrance lo their

snug retreats when the feat is accomplished. They have, in

all probability, laid in a store of burr-clover seeds and wild

oats, and maybe a carrot or two from the vegetable gardens
on the other side of the fence, and thev will doze and sleep,

half-hibernate, through thedreary times.

There were several cats which made their homes near the
track, and when squirrels and gophers were plentiful they
were sleek and full of friskinesa. Two big black tabbies,

whose favorite hunting ground was on the further turn, were
particularly noticeable from the intense hue of their fur,

their broad backs and sparkling eyes. Seldom, indeed, were

their excursions into the inner field barren raids, and
they seemed to have the faculty of catching the very biggest

squirrels and the plumpest gophers on these expeditions into

the interior.

Not nearly so plump and sprightly when the horses be-

came thinned out, and with the exodus of those which left

lo participate in the circuit there was a change. Not so

broad in the back, not so resolute of eye or so defiant in

attitude, they timidly slunk along in the grass by the outer

fence, the lustre of the coat was gone, and the last time I

saw the survivor, he was a dingy reddish brown, patches of

mange over his back, his tail nearly divested of hair, and
his eyes half closed with a yellow scum. Poor Grimalkins!
was it a worry of spirit over the decadence of their favorite

game preserve which wrought the transformation or actual

starvation the occasion of the retrogression ?

When the gallopers came, their presence being due to re-

constructing tne course on the Bay District, there was a re-

turn of a portion of the life. Pleasant to watch them in their

slow gallops in the mornings and their afternoon walks. But
with this satisfaction there were sombre feelings. So far as

the metropolis and its near neighbor were concerned, the
trotting horse was defunct. Thrown aside like a broken toy

by a petulant child. Chicago history repeated. And with
trotters and pacers under taboo in the portion of the State

which carried a population of half a million of people, what
hope for them elsewhere in California? There was enough
todiscourage an optimist; enough to sadden thelight-barness-

horse enthusiast. The Oakland Trotting Park under the
same management as the Bay District, racing being the
" motive " to the exclusion of harness gails. Even with the

Oakland track available, there was an antipathy on the part

of trotting managers to hold meetings upon it, and, conse-

quently, I supposed that the proprietors would only care to

keep it as an auxiliary, a sort of an annex to the main course,

racing and that alone the sole thing to be provided for. Deso-
late and forsaken as it was, that appeared to be the proper
use. The track could be kept in the best possible condition

for horses to exercise upon with little expense. If the stalls

wore motley on the outside, they were comfortable within.

But>hen there seemed to be such a thick cloud overhanging
the future of harness racing in this section of the country,

there came a gleam of sunshine. Not a mere glint to tinge

the edge of the sombre canopy, but a breaking away of the

mass, and as the vapor drifted awav a "bow of promise"
limned in glowing colors on the Eastern hills.

Mr. Thos. Williams visited the Oakland track on Tuesday
last, and gave me the assurance that when the spring opened
improvements would be inaugurated, and ihese of a character
which would place the Oakland Trotting Park on a par with
other metropolitian race courses, and harness horses and
harness racing would be duly provided for. This might
seem to be promising too much to people who are not
acquainted with the grounds as they are now. There are
two tracks, the outer, "a regulation," the inner only differing

from that by being a little over a hundred yards less than a

mile. Nearly as wide as the outer, graded as carefully, it

only requires a very little more work to make it equally as

good. The racing men who are now there pronounce the

track the best they have found in this State for the purpose
of training, and, of course, equally as good for racing. Both
classes can be exercised at the *arue time without a particle

of interference. I have always held that whenever all the
advantages are taken into consideration the location is the
best in the State. Contiguity to San Francisco, in point of
fact when measured by time of transit from the foot of

Market street about as handy as the Bay District. Forty-
five minutes from the City Hall to the track when there is a
station midway between Emeryville and Shell Mound, and
this the railway folk have agreed to establish whenever it

was required. That station will be within 120 yards of the
entrance gate, and on the other side there will be cars, elec-

tric and cable, to bring people from Oakland, Alameda and
ihe densely inhabited country on the eastern shore of the
bay. The area embraced in the lease is ample, not merely
for racecourses and their adjuncts bnt to make it one of the
most attractive spots in the vicinity of San Francisco.
The lease runs for seventeen years, so that there is no risk

in making the expenditure, as there can be no question of it

being a paying investment, now that there are indications

which promise that threatened disturbances will be avoided.

But to give a proper understanding of the advantages it will

be necessary to give fuller particulars than can be embodied
in the completion of this article. There are few of those

who are the most thoroughly posted in regard to the Oakland
Trotting Park who realize how admirably adapted the loca-

tion is, in all respects, for the purpose, and the casual ob-
server, who obtains his information from its appearance now,
will be thoroughly surprised at the revelation.

* *
"Coming Events Cast Theik Shadows Before."—

I

feel very confident that people who are at all conversant

with my peculiarities will not charge me with gloomy pro-

clivities whenever horses are the themes, and that if there
is a decided leaningit is on the side of enthusiasm, or it may
bean over-sanguine belief in the future of the sports in

which horses are the participants. Notwithstanding that

strong words have been used in portraying the dangers that

overshadow horse interests, I have the utmost faith that the
cloud will be dispersed aud that in time there will be a clear

sky. That belief comes from the faith that people of as

good sense, as by far the largest proportion of those con-
nected with horse affairs are endowed, will discover that the
cloud is casting a very hlack shadow in advance of total ob-

scuration, and will sweep it aside before reaching that point.

Still the question is so momentous that all other considera-

tions are of minor importance at this time, aud though far

more pleasant the task of dilating on the numerous delight-

ful features of horse-breeding, training aud racing, all must
give way to the paramount one of the day.

There are times when it seems that selfishness uiav give a

darker color lo the umbra than it is entitled to wear, and
must admit thai while laboring for the good of the whole
that self bears no trivial part in the discussion. Thirty-
seven years is a long time to spend in oue pursuit. When
that is added to thirty-two preceding revolutions of the
earth around its grand center it means a good deal more,
and though oue may feel that the old horse has several

years of capacity for service yet before him, it must be in

the same shafts, or at least of kindred pattern to what be
has been accustomed. With these shafts broken into a

thousand pieces and a stern law against reproduction, in

whole hi- in p.irl, what then? No horses lo breed or ban-
die, no horse papers to scribble for, the work which was
pursued in colthood would be the first thought.

Were the world set back half-a-centurv the "big woods"
of Pennsylvania restored to the conditions of fiftv years ago,
the same primitive surroundings, the same people of Auld
Lang Syne, and the compass and Knapsack would be
blithely borne. It may be a fond delusion, though the feel-
ing still prevails that when the day's work was done " the
line" quit for the night, I would still be the first to reach
camp. And what a camp ! None of your stuffy tents,
damp and gloomy. Let me quote something written in the
very long ago when the memory was still fresh of that life,

though after more than forty years have elapsed, it comes
with startling intensity."

" Your day's work finished, a hearty supper of brook trout
or venison broiled on a slick, a roaring tire, a good bed of
hemlock boughs

; the murmur of the creek lulling you with
its falling waters; the stars twinkling through the thick
shade of pine and hemlock

; light your pipe, pull off your
boots, throw yourself on your back, and enjoy it

;
pufl ; the

talk of Sidney Smith or Sheridan would be a bore
; you see

visions, softer, rosier, than ever did the inspired author of
'The Ancient Mariner,' and you drop asleep in that pure
air to dream of still brighter fantasies."
That part of it would still be hugely enjoyed,

though the next morning might bring a different feeling from
that experienced in the " morning of life, when the heart in
its spring." No soreness or stiffness in the mornings of those
days, no matter how hard the work. No need of an appetizer,
or lotions or liniments to give tone to the stomach or elastic-
ity to the muscles. No yawning, stretching or rubbing eye-
lids

;
the sleep so sound that awakening was a complete

resumption of every faculty. I had a fancy that the hemlock
bed was the grand panacea, and that the grateful aroma,
while it soothed and put one iu the way of gettiug the full
benefit of "Nature's grand restorer," had also an invigorating
effect. It might be that some benign fairy was enshrined in
the dense mass of aromatic foliage, and while she stole your
senses and wrapt them in complete oblivion—after the "pre-
sentation of dulcet dreams—and when the time came for
action, unlocking the arms of Morpheus and arousing you
with a thrill more inspiriting than the blast of a hundred
bugles. It does seem that there would be the same inspira-
tion, and that when horses and their belongings were no
longer the means of earning a livelihood, the big woods
would be the refuge. Let me think. It was in 1850 that I

finished my last job. That was on the head waters of the
Tioga river, and it was late in the fall when we broke camp.
1 understand that these big hemlock woods have been
devastated in later years, and that the bark and lumber
has tempted the cupidily of owners to an extent that has
swept them away. Far rougher the country on the west
branch of the Susquehanna between Young Woman's Creek
and the Sinnemahoning. where I spent a good part of the
summer and fall of 1847,and there are spots on that so nearly
inaccessible that the situation cannot be greatly changed. If
the timber is still standing there are "lines" I could trace
without the aid of a magnetic needle, by the blazes on the
trees, two sets of them, the first survey made more than a
hundred years ago, but the 1847 marks will show plain, and
tho older easily discovered if my wood's Knowledge has not
been obliterated by the study of pedigrees, of form, and the
numerous problems connected with breeding, training and
all the outs-and-insof racecourses and trotting tracks.
These pages were written some months ago,

when ihe situation appeared to me to be
gloomy indeed. Cogitating over the position, when horse
interests appeared so hopelessly involved, there were grounds
for apprehension, and in the many projects which kept
tumbling around in the brain pan, a resumption of the work
of youth had its pleasant features.

It may appear to be a queer conclusion, but the embodi-
ment of a clause in the new constitution of New York, for-

bidding book-betting and pool selliug, has inspired hopes
that the danger will be averted. Such strongly grounded
faith that the good sense of those who are the most deeply
interested will accept the warning and take measures to escape
the calamity, that the most dismal apprehensions are removed
and that there is a glorious future in store for the interests

which were in such serious jeopardy. With the i tmost
confidence that on this coast there will be action which
will put turf and track sports on a basis which must ensure
permanent prosperity I am not without hopes that New York
will be saved. Not on the grounds which the Spirit of the
Times rests upon, but through the action of the Jockey Club.
There must be promise of reformation, an assurance that

there will be a modification of the systems which have led to

adverse legislation, and when that reformatory promise has
been endorsed by the trotting associations the offensive clause
will surely be defeated. The great danger lies in the con-
stitution being submitted in the whole when there would be no
chance, in all probability, to defeat it,but with p.n opportunity
to vote on the prohibitory article by itself, if those who are
so largely interested are not utterly blinded, victory can be
confidently predicted.

* *

Libeual, Indeed.—Although I am of the opinion that

the interests of harness racing would have been better served

by holding the fall meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. in

Oakland, the spirit and liberality shown by the San Jose peo-

ple were surely worthy of approval. The acceptance of

the ofier will make the pecuniary success certain. The
only expense entailed on the association will be the advertis-

ing, and direct outlay for the meeting. With good weather
there is no danger of loss; in fact, uuless the favors of the

dispeuser of rain and sunshine are withheld entirely there

need be little apprehensions of failure financially.

*« 5-'

Adbell, 2:20, OS Better.—A rash prophesy when the

dale of its fulfillment is before the lir;,i of January, 1895, and

yet I hazard the ratiocination with quite a strong faith that

it will come to pass. The day he trotted on the Day District

in 2.28 it was done under adverse circumstances. lam in-

formed that the track at Woodland was anything but fast

when 2:26 was made, and though track and day was as favora-

ble as possible at San Jose when the championship was won
with the proud emblazonment of 2:23 on his shield, the feat

was so easily accomplished as- to warrant the belief that an-

other three seconds would be subtracted.

The Fall meeting of the Breeders being held in San Jose

will give a double chance to secure the victory. He can be

started twice during tbe meeting, aud if the weather is propi-

tious the Sac Jose track will be as fast as any " regulation H

track in this State, though from what I learn of .Eastern
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.tracks of late construction, they are a second
'or two faster for horses which go inside of

twenty than the best of ours.

Two-twenty or better for a colt foaled in

1893, during the year of 1894, will come very
nearly taking the crown from the pole of Arion.

Still 2:10$ by a two-year-old to high wheels

is the high -water mark now, and however
fast others may trot, its glor? will never be

jdimmed. - Jos. Cairn Simpson.

PRIZES AWARDED.

Ribbons and Gash Distributed
Among the Exhibitors.

The following prizes were awarded at the

fair at San Jose:

GRADED CATTLE.

Best cow, 3 years old and over, first pre-

mium, 1. X. Thompson's Mollie; second,

Burke's Black Belle.

Best cow, 2 years old, I. N. Thompson's
Daisy, first ; F. H. Burke's Josephine, second.

Best heifer, one-year-old, F. H. Burke's

Daisy Bell, $8 ; second, I. Cs. Thompson's
Sally.

Best heifer calf, Baden Live Stock Com-
JiDy's Spring Flower : second, I. X. Thomp-
jod's Cora.

Judges—Harvey Swickard, E. Britton and
W. P. Miller.

AYRSHIRE?.

Best bull, three years old or over, George
Bemenl's Festus.

Best cow, three years o'd or over, George
Cement's Songstress, No. 20,575 ; second,

leorge Bement's Favorinia, No. 10,52-.

Best heifer calf, George Betnent's Elsinore.

JERSEYS.

Best bull, three years old or over, J. S.

Connor's Calalpas Victor, No. 20,575; second,

T. S. Connor's Chief.

Bot*t bull, 1 year old, Kennedy Bros.' Sir

'hilip.

Bast Jersey ball calf, J. S. Conner's Rob
;

ecood, J. S. Connor's Roy.
Best Jersey cow, 3 years old or over, J. S.

•onnor's Florence B ; second, J. S. Connor's
3aisy F.

Best Jersey cow, 3 years old, J. S. Connor's
>yelia ; second, J. S. Connor's Nellie.

Best Jersey cow, 1 year old, J. S. Connor's
"iorpnee B the Second ; second, Connor's
>velia Second.

Best Jersey heifer calf, J. S. Connor's Emda
lecond ; J. S. Conner's Flora of Santa Clara.

Judges—H. Swickard, E. Britton and W.
I Miller.

HOLSTEiN-S.

Best bull, 3 years old or upwards, F. H.
Jurke's Fausejes King; second, F. H. Burke's

'lothilde 5th's Ctothilde.

Best bull, 2 years old, F. H. Burke's Leader;

econd, F. H. Burke's Egraonde of Clothilde.

Best bull, one-year-old, F. H. Burke's Oul-
ir of Menlo Park.

rJestbull calf, F. F. Burke's no name.
Best Holstein cow, 3 years old or over. F.

{. Burke's Zwartze Vrouw; second, F. H.
lurke's Korveie.

Best Holstein cow, 2 years old, F. H.
turke's Bntterwitch ; second, F. H. Burke's
>oy Jewel.

Best Holstein heifer, one-year-old, F. H.
turke's Plight Ulah; second, F. H. Burke's
rretchen.

Best Holstein heifer calf, F. H. Burke's
o name.
Judges. H. Swickard, E. Britton and W.

K Miller.

DQRHAM.

Best Durham bull. 3 years old or over,

laden Live Stock Company's Barn Fidget.

Rest bull, 2 years old, Baden Live Stock
ompauy's Bell Duke.
Best Durham bull, one-year-old, Baden

live Stock Company's Ruby King; second,

<*den Live Stock Company's Alameda
hief.

Best bull calf, Baden Live Stock Company's
ownley Chief; second. Baden Live Stock
ompany's Baden Duke.
Best cow, 3 years old, Baden Live Stock
ompany's Fidget the 20th ; second, Baden
ive Stock Company's Laurel Frantic.

Best cow, 2 years old, Baden Live Stock
ompany's Fidget 22d.

Best heifer, one-year-old, Baden Live Stock
ompany's Badeu Groynne ; second, Baden
iye Stock Company's Bracelet 9th.

Best Durham heifer calf, Baden Live Stock
ampiny's Fidget 27th ; second, Baden Live
ock Company's Ohilton Flora.
Judges, Harvev Swickard, E. Britton, W.

. Miller.

HERDS.

Best thoroughed herd of not less than five

limals, aad not more than une male, not
ider two year old, owned by one person for i

ef purposes, B. S. S. Company's Baron Fid-
t 2d, Fidget 20th, Fidget 22d, Laurel Fran-
iand Frantic 37th.
Best dairy herd, same, J. S. Connor's Cat-
pa's Victor, Primrose of Y. B., Daisy F. 3d,
orence B aad Logea; secood, F. H. Burke's
othide, 5th. Clothide, Zwartze Vrouw,
yle«, Hebecca E'tnond 3d, and Korveitie

Best herd of aay age or breed of not less
aa Sve animals and not more than one
ile, act qnder twQ year?, old owned, by one
Won,

HORSES—STANDARD TROTTERS.

Best stallions, 4. years old and over, Ed.
Senter's Hillsdale; second, G. K. Hostetter's

Boodle.

Best stallion, 3 years old, J. W. Rea's John
Bury ; second, R. D. Fox's Mt. Eden.

Best two-year-old stallion, J. W. Rea's
Ivan Alto; second, F. H. Burk's Nelsoneer.

Best stallion under 1 year of age, F. H.
Burke's Wand.

Best mare, 4 years old and over, T. S.

Montgomery's Ethel Downs; second, F. H
Burke's Wanda.

Best mare, 3 years old, J. W. Rea's
Twenty-third; second, F. H. Burke's La
Soubretta.

Best mare, 2 years old, T. S. Montgomery's
Merle M; second, F. H. Burke's Algonfta.

Best mare, 1 year old, F. H. Burke's Ca-
resse ; second, J. W. Rea's Cornelia F.

Best mare, under 1 year of age, F. H.
Burke's Caressima; second, J. W. Rea's Aven-
dale.

ROADSTERS.

Best horse, four years old or over, F. H.
Burke's St. Anthony ; second, J. M. Lowe's
Lottie L.

Best roadster, three years old, E. Topham's
Ned Thorn ; second, M. Scott's Royal Sid.

Best roadster, two years old, E. Topham's
Dawny

; second, R. D. Fox's No Name.
Best roadster, one-year-old, M. Scott's Dick;

second, E. Topham's Stella.

Best roadster, under one year of age, F. H.
Burke's Stine ; R. D. Fox's No Name sec-

ond.
SHIRES.

Best stallion, 4 years old or over, T. Blake's
Mike.
Judges, G. P. Bull, T. J. Sinnott and C. S.

Ogan.
CLEVELAND BAYS.

Best stallion, 4 years old or over, Ed Sen-
ter's Prince Hubert.

Best mare, 2 vears old or over, Ed. Senter's

Maud M.
Best mare, 4 years old or over, James Boyd's

Bellington Rose ; second, Ed. Senter's Mer-
maid.

Best Cleveland bay under one year of age,

Ed. Senter's No Name.
Best mare and colt, Ed. Senter's Mermaid

and colt Hillsdale ; second, James Boyd's
Bellington Rose and colt, May Rose.

Best mare, one vear old, Ed. Senter's Maud
M.

Judges, J. F. Colombet and Thomas Mc-
Closkey.

THOROtJGH BREDS.
Best stallion, 4 years old or over, William

Boots' Brutus; second, Kennedy Bros.' Duke
Stevens.

Best stallion, one year old, Ariola colt
;

second, Kennedy Bros.' Sir Philip.

Best mare, 4 years old or over, Kennedy
Bros.' Edna K.

Best mare, three years old, F. H. Burke's
Wandering Nun ; second, Kennedy Bros.' Sue
Abbott.

Best mare, two years old, Kennedy Bros.'

Eulalia ; secood, Wm. Boots' Leda filly.

Best mare, one year old, Wm. Boots' no
name; second, Wm. Boots' no name.

Best filly under one year, Kennedy Bros.'

no name.
Judges, C. W. Aby, R. D. Diekiz and N.

Coombs.
ROADSTER TEAMS.

Ed Younger's Flash and Mate.

CARRIAGE TEAMS.

Thomas Kennedy's Langley Blacks, first

;

Tom McClurky's Joe and Cops, second.

Judges, Ben E. Harris, H. T. Welch and
George A. Reed.

SADDLE HORSES.

Ben E. Harris' Dazzle, first ; F. H. Burke's
Doc, second.

Judges, C. W. Aby, R. Dickey and N.
Coombs.

GRADED DRAFT.

Best horse, 1 year old, S. Goldspring's
Rock.
Under 1 year of age, I. N. Thompson's

Draft, first.

Beet graded draft mares, 4 years old and
over, I. N. Thompson's Maggie and Nance,
first and second respectively.

Best graded draft mare. 3 years old, I. N.
Thompson's Young Snip.

Best graded draft mare, 1 year old, I. N.
Thompson's Mollie.

Best graded draft mare, under 1 year of

age, I. N. Thompson's Gertrude.

HORSES OF ALL WORK.

Best mare, 4 years old and over, E. Top;
ham's Sylbia ; second, F. H. Burke's Oleta.

Best tnare, 2 years old, J. C. Ballard's

Bessie; second, Ed Younger's Vesper Belle.

Judges, G. P. Bull, T. S Sinnott and C.

S. Ogan.
swine.

Berkshires—Best boar, over one year of age,

J. S. Connor's Golden Gun.
Best boar, under one year, F. H. Burke's

No Name; second, F. H. Burke's No Name.
Best sow, over one year, J. S. Connor's A b-

bie ; second, F. H. Burke's Windemere.
Best Berkshire, under one year, first and

second premiums to F. H, Burke.

Essex Swine' -George Benjent made a

epl?n4J3 *h0ffJBJj capturing all triflpreaUuew I

with Lewellyn, Ashley, King, No Name, Cal,
Duchess and Q'ieen.

Judges—W. P. Meller, Judge Wartel and
E. Britton.

SHEEP.

Best Persian ram and ewe, C. P. Bailey.
Best short-horn ram, George Bement's Di-

ablo and San Ramon, first and second respec-
tively.

Best ewes, Soulhdowns, both, prizes to Geo.
Bement.
Judges—W. P. Miller, John Waibel and

E. Britton.

Richard Fox entered a protest against the
awards of the committee in regard to best
stallion, standard trotter, with not less than
three of his colts; best dam, standard trotter,

with not less than three of her colts; best
stallion, any other breed, with not less than
five of his colls; and best mare, any other
breed, with not less than three of her colts.
The grounds of his protest was that Captain
Harris, one of the committee, had withdrawn
before the awards on the families, leaving an
incomplete committee. It was decided to have
a new committee appointed by Colonel Her-
sey and have the families judged separately
to-day.—Mercury.

A Louisville paper says : Polk Badget,
or a horse which has passed for several years
as the famous ringer, is dead. He was killed
near Bowling Green recently. The horse
was in a pasture, and in jumping a fence fell

into a sink hole. He broke both fore legs and
crushed his shoulders, the accident resulting
in his death a short while afterwards. At the
time of his death Polk Badget was the prop-
erty of George Wood Jr., a well-known
livery man and dealer in horses. He secured
the animal shortly after the last race he ran.
The horse formerly belonged to the Brannons,
of Nashville, and his first sensation was when
he was" found to be painted and a ringer at
Latonia. After that Polk Badget was shipped
to Franklin, and then quartered on the track
at Bowling Green, where he had since been,
with, perhaps, the exception of a couple of
other races.

Alix, 2:033, Qas trotted seven fast miles in
the past five weeks, as follows

:

1 Qr. 2 Qr. 3 Qr. 4 Qr.
Terre Haute. Aug. 16.31% :32^ :30J^ :30%
Chicago, Aug. 21 31% :31% :Z1% -.mi
Fort WayDe. Aug. ZIMVi :31 :32^ :30%
Indianapolis. Sept. 6\.30% :31K :31 :31%
Terre Haute. Sept. 12 32 :31K :29% :31
Terre Haute.Sept.il 31M :3U£ :30M :31}£
Galesburg, Sept. 19 ...30K ;Z\\t, :31 :31

Mile.

2:0oK
2:0oi

j
2:05i'

4
2:U4^
2:04
2:04i,

2:03%

Roma, the two-year-old brother to Romulus,
won a race at Hawthorne last Monday and
another on Tuesday for the Elmwood Stock
Farm Stable. Whitestone, of the White &
Clark Stable, also won at Hawthorne on Tues-
day. De Bracy ran third to Little Cripple
and Flora Thornton on the latter date.

Dispatch from Latonia ast Tuesday : "W.
B. Link, manager of E. J Baldwin's stable,

to-dav bought of Martin Doyle of Lexington,
Ky.,the flying filly Sister Mary for $7,000.

W. W Lyles traded Ruby Payne to Baldwin
for Tuscarora. the latter wanting the daugh-
terof Harry Hill for a brood mare,"

W. Wentworth, the breeder of Doc.
Sperry, has sold to S. Elmore of A<ur>ri.a.

Lady Wentwortb »zd L. W. Padden, full sis-

tei and brother to Doc. Sperry. It is the in-

tention of Mr. Elmore to take the horses to

California to be trained.—Jacksonville (Or.)

Times.

Dick Behan, a good two-year-old colt by
Powhattan—Altaire, broke his ofi foreleg at

Harlem last week. He belonged to Billy

Scully, and previous to the accident had, out

of seven starts, been first three times, Becond
once, third twice, unplaced but once.

Enter your horses at once in the great

horse show that takes place next month at

Mechanics' Pavilion, this city. Entries close

October 25. Cash prizes of $7,000 and solid

silver prizes worth at least $2,500 are to be
given. See advertisement.

Key del Caredes, Baldwin's very speedy
colt by Emperor of Norfolk—Clara D., won a
six-furlong race at Latonia on Thursday in

1:15, beating a fine field. Salvation, by Sal-

vator—Chimera, also won a six-furlong dash

at the same place.

We acknowledge receipt of catalogues from
the American Horse Exchange, New York,
of the sales of J. A. and D. H. Morris and
Pierre Lorillard, which take place respec-

tively on October 8th and 18th, 1894.

James E. Pepper has sold the two-year-old

colt, Whiff, by King Alfonso, out of Zephyr,
to Charles H. Smith, for $1,500. The colt is

now racing at Latonia, and is a winner at the

present meeting at that track.

The clever but erratic jockey, Frank Jor-

dan, is now riding at East St. Louis, an outlaw
track. He was here last winter with the Bar-
ney Schreiber stable, and did grand work.

Zaragoza wag bid up $400 by Orville Ap-
pleby In the race the Cheviot horse was
declared a winner over Garcia at San Jose.

An experiment is being made by a London
company, owners of a large stud of horses, to
do away entirely with litter in stalls. The
flooring of the stalls are rails of wood with
half-inch interstices between. The urine falls

through into a shallow tank beneath the floor-
ing, the more solid excreta being removed in
baskets in the usual way. The tank has a fall

which drains the liquid manure into the sewer.
It is thought that, as horses lie with comfort
on arid plains, they should be able to rest with
equal ease on plank beds. Wood being a
non-conducting material, is certainly not 60
objectionable to lie upon as iron, stone or ce-
ment. The floor is divided into two parts
opening on hinges, so that the reservoir be-
neath can be regularly flushed and disinfected.
Doubtless a great saving will be effected by
abandoning the use of litter of any kind. As
regards sanitation also, the method is unob-
jectionable. How it will otherwise affect the
horses remains to be seen after a prolonged
trial of the new system.

Jockeys Van Kuren and J. K. Hill
were thrown in a race at Latonia, Thursday,
and the former was pretty badly cut up about
the face and severely jarred. Only five of
the nine horses finished.

E. C. Sachs, who got out such correct offi-

cial programmes at the last meeting, has again
secured the privilege.

HORSE SHOW
ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

First Annual Exhibition

- AT THE -

Mechanics' Pavilion

NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH -

QUO (sflrt IN SOLI!

OFFERED I*f PHIZES FOB

o
PS.

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys.

Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,

Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules

Prize lisis, entry blanks and all laforniation can be

obtained from the Secretary Horse Show Associa-

tion, Room 30, Mill- Btrildiog.

ENTRIES CLOSE OCTOBER 25.

HENRY J. CROCKER, President.

DO YOU WANT-
A HANDSOME

PICTURE
Q OP AXY OF THE WOBLP'S FAMOUS
o

HORSES
«" For your office, stable or library ?

O Or lany other kind of a picture,

O or mantel, mirror or framing ?

O
° IF SO »

CAXL ON

SANBORN, VAIL & CO.,
741, 743, 745 Market Street, San Francisco.

Wanted.
A good STRONG THOROUGHBRED to race thU

winter. Price not to exceed £4C0. Address, giviug

particulars,
' THOROUUHBRKP,-
-,, i:- B ,-!' 31
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VETERINARY.
Conducted byWm.F. Egan M. R. C.V.S., F.E. V.M.

biibscribers to this paper cau have advice through

this column iu all cases of sick or injured horses or

cattle by sending oncxDlk-it description or the cases.

\pplicanis will send their name and address, that

tliev mav be identified. Questions requiring an-

Fwcrs bv* mail should be accompanied by two dol-

lar* and addressed to Wm. F. Egan, M. li. C. V.S.,

1117 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco.

oti his feet. Keep him in a dark, quiet state,

where no strangers have admittance, and be

careful not to excite hsm. Give him soft food,

such as bran mash and oat meal gruel and
write to me by return of post, when I shall

give you further advice.

King Directum and Queen Alix
Matched.

P. H., Olema.—Please advise me what to

do for a gelding twelve years old. He is hide-

bound ; hi6 belly is sore to the touch, appetite

is poor. When turned out to get a bile of

grass will not bend his body enough to either

drink or eat from the ground. Bending seems

to hurt him, so has to be kept up and fed and

watered from a manger, breast high. Bowels

and kidneys are active. Answer—Your horse

has symptoms of " Tetanus," or what is com-

monly called " lock-jaw." How long has he

shown those symptoms? Has he picked up

a nail in any of his feet.or been cut or wounded
iu any way within the last tWe weeks?

AY hen you excite a horse that has, " tetanus"

a menbrane suddenly passes over the eyes,

from the inside corner, making it appear as

though the eyes turned in their sockets. If

this symptom be present, put a set of slings

loosely under him. Don't attempt to lift him

I

Chillioothe (O.), October 2.—The trot-

;

ting queen, Alix, 2:03}, and the stallion king,

|

Directum, 2:05}, have been matched and their

I
meeting will be a star event in harness racing

circles.

To-day W. T. Crawford, acting for Orrin

j

Hickok, arranged with Monroe Salisbury for

a race, which is to be for $2500 a side, $1250
of the amount having been posted. The race

is to take place inside of thirty days, Mr.
Salisbury to name the day and Hickok the

track.

The match has been pending for a loDg

time. The great difference heretofore was
that Salisbury wanted to trot in the West, as

the tracks were better, and Hickok preferred

the East. The winner of the match is to re-

ceive 75 percent of the gate receipts, and the

loser 25 per cent.

Des Moines, October 2.—The management

Famous Brood Mare For Sale.
After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 5th,

Messrs Killip & Oo. will sell, for account of the Santa Rosa
Stock Farm, the thoroughbred mare FRkE LOVE, sire Luke
Blackburn First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
ton, Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki, by
Major Ban. Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes for

three-year-olds, at Sacramento, one mile in 1.42 1-2. Her sec-

ond colt, Norbliek. by Major Ban, is in training and has shown a
half in 53 seconds, 1 20 pounds up.

THE!

Washington Park Club

THE
HYDE PARK
STAKES

$5,000
Added.

THE
KENWOOD
STAKES

$1,500
Added.

THE
LAKESIDE
STAKES

$1,500
Added.

THE
DrtEXEL
STAKES

lOFPICE. KOOM 32. PALMER HOlsE.)

CHICAGO, ILL.

STAKES FOR 1895.
To Close October 15, 1894.

A Sneepstakes for TWO-YKAR-OLDS— (foals of 1B93). §150 each, $50 f.;

or ooly $10 ir declared out on or before February 1st, or $25 by April l, 1895.
All declaration i void unless accompanied with tlie money; wltn $5,000
added, of which $1,000 to the second and $500 lotbe third. A winneror any
stake raceof the value of $1,500 to carrv 3 los.: ot $2,500, 5 lbs extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual
lime of closing, the day belore ihe race, and all horses so named to be liable
for the starting fee. Three-quarters of a Mile.

A SweeptUakes for COLTS—Two years old (foals of 1S93), $50 each, u. f.

;

or only ?I0 if declared out on or before February 1st, or $15 by \pril 1, IS95.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with $1,500 added',
of which WOO to second and $100 to ihird. A winner ol any stake race of the
value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.
starters to be named through the entry box, aL the usual lime of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee
Five Furlongtt.

ASweeiiNtaketi for FILLIES—For two-year-olds (.foals of 1»93), $o(-««;l: t u.
f; or only §10 if declared out on or before February 1st, or $15 by April 1, lt>95.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with $1,500 added,
of which $300 to second and $100 to third. A winner of any stake race of the
value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.: of $2,500. 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs
Starters to be Darned through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable lor the starling fee.
Five Furlong".

$1,500
Added.

THE
AMERICAN
DERBY

A Sweepntakew lor THHEK-YEAR-OI D8— ( foals of 1892), $.30 each, li.

f.; or only $10 if declared oat on or before February 1st, or $15 April 1, 1895.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with £1,500 added
ot which 5-300 to second and $100 to third. A. winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value ol $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,500, 5 lhs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual
lime of closing, the day before Ihe race, and all horses so named lo be liable
fur tbe starling fee. One Mile.

$10,000
Added.

THE
SHERIDAN
STAKES

$2,500
\d.l. d.

STAKES FOR 1896.
To Close October 18, L894.

A gweep-ttakes lor THREE-YEAR. ol, IIS (loals yi 1898), $250 each,
1100 forfeit! or only $20 If declared out on or belore February 1st, or $10 April
i. I.vii,. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with
M0,00d added, ol which $2,000 to the second and $1,000 lo Ihe third. A winner
hi any three-year-old stake race of the value of $5,000 to carry 3 lbs,! of $10,000
or three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, .

r
> lbs. extra.

tfaldehfl allowed 7 lbs. To be run the llrsldav of ihe meeting. One Mile
find a Half.

v Sweepstakes lor THRBE-YKAR-OLDS—(foals of 1808), (100 each, b,
i

. or only |10 If declared out ol or before February 1st, or $:iii April i, igQQ.
am declarations void unless accompanied with the money : with 12,600

Idi i, of which $ioo to Uu* second and |200 to ihe third, a. winner of any
ihree-yiu <

i i stake race of the value ol 93,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of |5,000, or
three or more three-year old stake races ol any value, r. i'hs. extra. Maidens
.i! wed ; lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time
Of Closing, the day before the race, and all horses ho named to lie liable for the
martini: I... One !\1lle mid n Quarter

THE
ENGLEWOOD
STAKES

$2,000
Added,

or bef.

..mpnui,

old Lfoals of 1808),
•e February let, or

j

1 >J,il|HI

\ Sweepstakes lor killibs—Th
i, i

. or only Bio If declared out on
i Mm. aii declarations void uuless act

added, "i whlob 1 10 be second i

three-year-old stake ra f the value ol |l,600 to carry 8 iin
; ol 52,000, or

i lit, i.i 1 1 iun tin !! \ rui i Mi
i

-si ,k.- races of any value, "> lhs. extra. Maidens
allowed t lbs. starters lo be named through the entry box, at the usual
1 1 rut- mI closing, tin.' day I ii fore the race, and all horses BO named lo be I In hie
for the starting too. one Mile.

Id in takes received subject to the provl ions ol tbe American Racing Rules now Id [orco and
xl Hi.- Speel.-il Ninii'i- li, ,.

jv\i, NOT1UH. No entry will be received for any of these stakes except upon thes itlons:
:

i
:. ll pi

i
, claim sjjdol in m: arising oui of iliu racing, or wltu respeci to the interpretation of the

Uonaol take, hail he d.-cid.-d hva majority of the Racing Stewards present, or those wl thes may
appoint, and their decisions upou all points siiain. iinai.

JAMES HOWARD, Secretary.

of the driving park to-day telegraphed Mon-
roe Salisbuey, offering $8,000 for the race be-
tween Alix and Directum, October 11th.

The Keenes once offered Walter Rollins
$15,000 for Hymn, the selliug-plater recently
purchased by Johnny Weber. The sale of
Tremor, b c, 2, by Tremont—Miss Ida, to

John Weber, was never properly closed up,
and the colt returns to the stable of Associate
Judge George Carroll, of Hawthorne, says the
Chicago Tribune. John Weber has gone
East to be married, and will then go home
with his father to California.

Modesto Fair.
THREE DAYS' RACING,

October 18 to 20, 1894.
ENTRIES CLOSE OCT. 8TH,

Over-Night entries for Special races

Fair purses and late in the season, after

others are over.

B&~ Wire or write for blanks.

JL. B. WALTHALL, Secretary.

U Accidents
will happen. Tbe colts will gel
hurt. Any soft, inflamed bunch
can be removed in a pleosiDg man-
ner with

ABSORBINE. $tXr

W. F. YOUNG, I*. D. F., Merfdeu, Conn,
-: ALSO FOR SALE BV :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, Ban Francisco.
R. J. BEEBY, 1061 Broadway, Oakland, Ual.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ol

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

'

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO,
2S FIRST STREET. SAX FRAlV€l8CO.

REPORTERS!
Wc want a responsible ladv or gkntlkman in every town to act

as newspaper correspondent, report the happenings in their local-

ity and write articles for publication. Experience not required or
necessary. Kii; rem am: rati on for cood writers. Enclose stamp
for full particulars. Hudeun Press Assc-cutic.-,, Chicago, 111.

Latonia Jockey Club
[

STAKES FOR

Spring Meeting,

18 9 6,
TO CLOSE OCTOBER 15, 1894.1

$7500. THE LATONIA DERBY. $7500.
For three-year-olds (foals of 1893 j, at -flat) each; &o

torteit; $15 it declared on or before October 1,1895;
530 if declared on or before May l, i«it> (ruuuey to
accompany all declarations or the same will not bo
accepted), with ?750O added, ot which fiooo to secoai
and 7500 to third. One Mile and a Holt".

oud

S2000. THE H1MYAR STAKES. $2000.
For three-year olds (foals of I893j, at ?l0o each ; boll

forfeit; $10 if declared on or belore October 1, isrjo; $2u
if declared on or before May 1, is% (money to accom-
pany all declarations or tbe same will uotbeaccepteM
with S.'OOO added, ot which $330 lo second and $150 u]
third. Winnersof any three-year-old race of the value
ot $1500 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such, or one of the value
of $5000, 5 lbs. extra. Those not having won a three-
year-old race allowed 5 lbs.; maidens allowed 10 lbs,

One "Vlilr and an Eighth.

$2000. THE LAT0NI& OAKS, $2000
For three-year-old tillies (loals of 1893). at $100 each;

half forfeit; $10 if declared 011 or before October 1

1S95; $20 if declared on or before May 1, U'W ( money tc

accompany all declarations or the same will net i„

accepted), with $20C0 added, of which $350 to s»
aud $1.30 to third. Those not having won a three-yi

old race allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 10 lbs. Une M
and a Quarter.

All communications should be addressed to thel
relary.

K. C. HOOPER, See.'y. R. \V. Mil.SUV
Covington, Ky. I'realdeii

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

\. \V. corner Kearny and fiuih Streets.

SAN FR4NOTROO

COILSPRIKG SHAFT SUPPORT!
AND ANTI-RATTLEFt.

wiling; »l»Hi mwi M'iifJiflino.
1 horse. Worth twle* the foti For <w
litrhirJJtap. i^Ctnu irintmj. Circulars I

mplo. fries, 11.50. s-.,ten.i.... !,.ri.

EI>. E.
Atrt flififc .'

New Louisville Jockey Club.
WM. F. Sl'HULTE, Pres. M. LEWIS CLARK, Prraidins Judec. CHARLES P. PUKE, Secy.

All Stakes Guaranteed. New Conditions.

Kentucky Derby
GUARANTEED VALUE, $6,000.

Clark Stakes - - -

GUARANTEED VALUE, $4,000.

.11 MILE

MILES

Kentucky Oaks - - ^\ miles
GUARANTEED VALUE, $3,500.

The New Louisville Jockey Club will Close the FollowiQff

on October 15, 1894, to be Run at itsSPRING MEBTIN Gr, X 8 © 6
$6,000.

5 to accompany tbe nomination; $15

Tbe f'Uin to guarantee the valueof ill

gtt.OOO. KENTUCKY DhllBV.
I'll K KENTUCKY DERBY—For llnvr-vear-olds ( loals ol" 1893).

be paid Mav I, 1895; |80 to bo paid May I, l.s'jfi. $1(jD additional to start.

stuki's lo br tli,(H!U, ui' which ?70u lo second
ink') us i»s; Allies, iit iiih. Those ool

"

value of 91,500, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens.

I, 1896. $l(Ui;idditi.)tiiil to atari. I he i 'Inn to tiiianiulee Hie value ol 111

id andfJOOto tuhd. t'olta lo carry 122 lhs; goldirgs (ai time of s'aT

having won a race for three-year-olds ( without respect to sexl, oftli

Id lbs. Ontt Mile aud n Quarter.

CLARK 6TAKE8. S4,000.
iTAKES—For three-year-olds Cfbals of 1898 . |5 to accompany the nominailon; $15 tot

84,000,
THK CLARK -

puld Mav 1. 1895; $30 to be paid May I, U'.Hi. $100 additional to sum. The (.'Inb to yuaranite ilic vulue of U
slakes li» he -I. i, of which *.'i.iD to second mid $16H to third t'olls lo carry 122 lhs.; geldings lat time of star

lllg), llfl lbs.; Illlles. 117 lbs. The Winner Of the Kentucky Derby Lo curry 5 lbs. extra. Those not having we
a race for three-yar -nlds \\ ithoui respeci to sex i ol the value of ?l>b00, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. 0»
mile nitil an Kluhlh.

^3,500. KKXTICKV OAKS. 33,500.
•I'll E KKNTIH'K',' OA KS -For thre6*year-01d illlles (foals of 1893). §5 to accompany ihe nomination; (1

in in- paid Mav I, 1695; :- 10 be paid .Mav I, 1896. $ lot) additional to start. The Club to guarantee the value <

the stukes to be $:t,5uu, of which S-'t'il) to second and SI50 to third, Those not having won a race for tbree-yen

olds • without respect lo s >x i, id' the value of f i.5i)0, allowed 5 n»
;
maidens, 10 lbs. Oue Mile aud One*SI*

teenth.

ALL OTHER STAKES to l>e run at this meeting will also be guar

anteed and none of less than $2,000 cash value.

Turfmen falling I oelve entry blanks can obtain litem by applying Lo (he Secretary, or at theofflce of ll

BRKRDlCLt AMI Sl'nltrsMAN.
Address n mlnall and all commuulcatloos to

CHARLES F. PRICE, Secretory. Loufovllle, Ky.
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CAUfOKWA JOCKEY Gt08
STAKE EVENTS.

31 to be Run During Next November, December, January and February, 6 Next Spring

VESiFnr STAKE C3rTJ^.rt-A.3\T i27E3E;
Ranging in Value from $1,000 to $10 000.

Thirty Additional Stakes Will be Gotten up for the Spring Meeting, 1895.

THE BKl.MOiXT STAKES—For two-year
' fillips Entrance fin; $10 additional for horses not de-

'

,
clared bv the time of closing entries, the day preced-

ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
'< the value of I he stakes to be f 1.000, of which $200 to
1 secODd and *100 to third. Winners of one race of the
I value of f3,000, or two or more races of ?2,000 each, to
1 carry S lbs. penalty. Non-winners ot a race, value

, $1,000, allowed 5 lbs.; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens
allowed 15 lbs. Five fprlonss.

* THE NORFOLK STAKES—For two-year-olds.

Entrance ?10; ?40 additional for horses not declared by
the time of closing entries, the day preceeding the

race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

value of the slakes to be $1,200, ol which $200 to second
and ?I00 to third. Winners of one race of the value of

1

fi.OOO, or two or more of the value of *2,000 each, to

ca'rrv 3 lbs. penaltv. Non-winners of a race, value

j i,000, allowed 7 lbs.; of ?500, 12 lbs ; beaten maidens
' allowed 15 lbs. About nix furlongs.

' THE PALO ALTO HAXOICAP—For two-year-

olds Entrance $10; $-50 additional for starters. The
Calif niia Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the

stakes to he $!~500, of which $250 to second and $100 to

third Weights to be announced three days prior to

;
nice. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding race.

Horses not dt-clared liable for starting fee. About six

| furlongs.

,
T1IK (R'lXLAN STAKE8—For two-year-olds that

,
have never won a race, value $1,000. Entrance $10; $30

additional for horses not declared by the time of clos-

ing entries, the day preceding the race. The California

Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$1,000, of which $150 to second and $50 to third. Non-
winners of a race, value $700, or of three races of any
.value, allowed 7 lbs. Non-winners of a race, value
$500, and maidens allowed 10 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

lowed 15 lbs. Five and a half furlongs.

I THE UNDINE SELLIM1 STAKES-For two-

I. year-olds. Entrance $10; $:i0 additional for horses not

declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
I ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
hfbe value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $isn to

[ second and $50 to third. The winner tobesold at auc-

tion lor $2,500; if for less 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to

i 31.500; then 1 lb. for each 3100 to $1,000; then 1 lb. for

[each $50 to $400. About six furlongs.

THE CALIFORNIA THKATRH HANDICAP
-For three-year-olds. Entrance $10; $40 addltionol for

starters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the

value of the stakes to be $1,500. of which $'250 to second

I

and $100 to third. Weights to be announced three days
I. prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-

ceding the race. Horses not declared liable for start-

I ing fee. One mile anda quarter.

THE RICHMOND SfeLLIN<l STAKES—For

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING CLOSE OCTOBER 25,1894:
*

"
' ing the race. Tl "
the value of the
second and $50 to third.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee
|
THE LISS4K HANDICAP—For three-year-olds I The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of

le stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to and upwards. Entrance$IO; $50 additional for start- the stakes to be $2,000, of which $300 to second and $150
Winners this year of a race of

the value of $5,000 when carrying weight for age, to

carry five pounds extra. Non-winners of a race of the
value of $1,500 allowed five pounds: of $1,000, ten
pounds; $600, fifteen pounds; beaten maidens allowed
five pounds additional. One mile.

THE MILROY STAKES—For three-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; $10 additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day
preceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to

guarantee tbe value ot the stakes to be $1,200, ot whl h
$200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of one race,
value $5,000, or two or more of $2,500 each, to carry
S lbs. penalty; ot one race, value $10,000, or three or
more of $2,5f0 each, 7 lbs. penalty. Non-winners of
§l.0C0 allowed 4 lbs.; ot $500, 8 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

lowed 12 pounds One mile.

THE PALACE HOTEL HANDICAP—For three-
year-olds aud upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional
for starters. The Palace Hotel and the California
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$2,000, oi which $300 to second and $150 to third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to race.

Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race.

Horses not declared to be liable for starting fee. Win-
ners of any race after weights are announced to carry
5 lbs. penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for

age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIGAR HANDI-
CAP—For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
$10; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
Cigar Company and the California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which
§300 to second and $150 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced three days prior to the race. Declarations
due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not de-

clared to be liable for starting fee. Winners of any
race after weights are announced to carry 5 lbs. pen-
alty; if carrying less than weight for age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.

THE BURNS HANDICAP—For three year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; $90 additional for starters.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $5,000, of which $750 to second and $250

to third. Weights to be announced three days prior

to race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for thestart-
ingfee. Winners of any race after wejgbis are an-
nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if handicapped at less

than weight for age. 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a
quarter.

THE PACIFIC UNION STAKES—For three-

year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional
for horses not declared by the time of closing entriei

tbe day preceding the race. The California Jockey
three-year-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for

[
Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of

horses not declared bv the time of closing entries, the which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of one

day preceding r lie race. The California Jockey Club race of the value of $5,000 in 1893 or 1S94 to carry 7 lbs.

to guarantee' the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of extra. Non-winners of a race of the value ot $2,000 in

which $150 to second and $50 to third. The winner to I 1893 or 1894, allowed 5 Ins.; of $1,000. 10 pounds; of $500,

be sold at auction for *2.500; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for 14 pounds; beaten maidens, if ihree years old, 7 lbs.

each $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $ I,"00; ; additional; if four years old or over, 14 pounds addition

then 3 lbs. for each $100 to $-100. About six furlongs. '
- One mile and r furlong.

I THE GOLREN (SATE STAKES
1 olds and upwards. Entrance $10THE NACLEE HANDICAP-For two and three-

, jar-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for starters.
,

----
—"notriprfared bv the time" of closing entries the

rhe California Jockey Club to guarantee the value-of 1JSSSStS^iSrTSoiAS!Ss^^S

For tbree-year-
$30 additional for

the makes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $50

to thud. Weights to be announced three days prior to

the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for the start-

ing fee. Seven furlongs.

THE BOHEMIAN STARRS—For three-year-

olds, Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not de-

clared by tbe time of closing entries, the day preced-

day preceding the race. The California Jockey
guaranleelbe valne of the stakes to be $1,000, of which
$150 to second snd $5'J to third. Winners of any race

of the value of $5,000, or two or more races of the value
of SI,500 each in JS94 to cany 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners
of a race in !S93or 1894 of the value of $1,000 allowed 7

pounds; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens, if three years

old, allowed 7 pounds additional; if fouryearsold or
over, 14 lbs. additional. One mile and three furlongs.

upward;
*rs. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which $'250 to second
and $150 to third. Weighis to be announced four days
prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared to be liable for
starting fee Two mile.".

THE THORNTON STAKES—For tbrre-year-olds
and upwards. Ten lbs. below scale. Entrance^lO ($90
additional for starters. The California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $3,000, of which
$500 to second and $250 to third. Four Miles.

THE SUNSET 6TAKE8—For alleges. Entrance
$10; $25 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockev Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $-50 to
third. The winner to De sold at auctio» for $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb.

for each $100 tn $800; then 2 lbs. for each $50 to $500.
Seven furlongs.

THE UUNST STAKES—For all ages. Entrance
$10; $30 additional for horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the race. Tht»
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,200, of which $200 to .second and $100 to
third. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,600; then 1 lb.

for each $100 to $500; then 2 lbs. tor each $100 to $100.

One mile.

THE (ilLMORE STAKES—For three-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10: $40 additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day pre-
ceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to guar-
antee tbe value of the stakes to b? $1,500, of which $250
to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at
auction for $4,000 ; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each ?2".o

to $2,000; then l lb. for each $100 to $500. One mile
and a sixteenth.

THE SPRKCRELS HANDICAP (to be run
December 29th]— For all ages. Entrance $10 ;

$;o addi-
tional tor horses not declared by 4 p. m. December 25th;
$250 additional for starters. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $10,000, of
which $2,C0O to second and $1,000 to third. "Weights to
be announced December 21th. Horses not declared by
4 p. u. December 2Sth to be liable for full starting fee.

Winners of any race after weights are announced to
carry 5 lbs. penaltv; if handicapped at less than weight
forage, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE STEEPLE -

ChASE—Entrance $10; 330 additional for horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of" tbe stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to sec-
ond and $100 to third. N'on-winners of a race, valne
$1,000, this year, allowed 7 lbs. ; of $600, 15 lbs.; of $400,
if three years old, allowed 20 lbs.: if four years old, 2-5

lbs.; if five years old or over, so lbs. Non-winners in
1894 allowed, if three years old, 22 lbs.: if four years
old, 27 lhs ; if five years old or over, 3-5 lbs. The short
steeplechase course. About oue mile and a half.

THE FOUR HUNDRED STAKRS-A selling
hurdle stake of $10 each ; $25 additional if not declared
by the time of closing entries, the day preceding the
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,200. ot which $200 to second
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold for $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $l ,.500; then three-
year-olds allowed 2 lbs., four-year-olds 3 lbs., five and
over 1 lhs. for each $100 to $900. One mile and a half
over six hurdles.

THE HARLEM STEEPLECHASE-A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $40 additional tor starters.

to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to

the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding the
race. Horses not declared to be liable for the starling
fee. The rull steeplechase course. About two miles
and a quarter.

THE HAW THORNE STEEPLECHASE-A han-
dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional for start-

ers. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $2,500, of which |350 to second
and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to the race. Declarations due four p. m. tie
day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be lia-

ble for the starting fee. The full steeplechase course.
About two miles and a quarter.

THE HURLINtJAME STAKES—A selling hurdle
stake of $10 each; $20 additional it not declared by the
time of closing entries, the day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and §50 to

third. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500; if

for less, 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then
2 lbs. tor each $100 to $700. Non-wlnnersof a race this
year, value $500, allowed, if four yearsold,5 lbs.; it

five or over, 12 lbs. additional. One mile and a six-
teenth over Tour nurdles.

THE LIVERPOOL STEEPLECHASE—A sell

ing steeplechase of $10 each; $15 additional if not de-
clared by the time of closing entries, the day preceding
the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
aud $150 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000;
then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners
of a race this year, value $-500, allowed, it four years
old, 5 lbs. ; if five or over, 12 lbs. additional. Short
Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a hnlf.

THE BEVERWYCK S rEEPLECHASE-A
handicap steeplechase of $10 each; $30 additional for
starters. Tue California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $100 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to race. Declarations due lour p. m. day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared lo be liable for
starting fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and a half.

THK FLOOD STEEPLECHASE—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $20 additional for starters.
The California Jockey Club to guarantee tbe value of
tbe stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to second and $100
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to

race. Declarations due four p. m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for starting
fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. About
one mile,

THE WINTER HANDICAP HURDLE RACE
—A handicap hurdle race of $10 each; $30 additional
for starters. The California Jockev Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to
second and $100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior to race. Declarations due four p. m.
the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be
liable for starting fee. One mile and a quarter ovet
five hurdles.

THE PRODUCE EXCHANGE HANDICAP
HURDLE RACE—A handicap hurdle race of $10
each; $30 additional for starters. The San Francisco
Produce Exchange and the California Jockey Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which
$250 to second and $100 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced two days prior to the race. Declarations due
four p.m. the day preceding the race. Horses not
declared to be liable for starting fee. Two miles over
eight hurdles.

ENTRIES TO
PACIFIC STAKES

THE FOLLOWING SPRING STAKES FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS CLOSE DECEMBER 1, 1894:

THE PACIFIC STAKES—For Lwo - year - olds

foals of l*93i. Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses

not declared by Februarv 1st, 1895 : $30 additional for

horses not declared by the time of closing entries, the

day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
loguarantee the value of the slakes to be $l.->00, of

which $250 to second, and $100 to third. Half a mile.

- THE R\CIN<i STAKES—For two-year-old fillies

foalsof 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses

not ii.'darert by Februarv 1st. 1895 : $30 additional for

nurses not declared by the time of closing entries, the

lay preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

-Miarauteethe value of the slakes to be $1,000, of which
i |200 to second, and $100 to third. Haifa mile.

THE RANCHO DEL PASO STAKES—For two-
vear-olds (foals of 1*93 1. Entrance $10 ; $10 additional

for horses not declared by Kebrcary 1st, 1S95 ; $30 ad-

ditional f r horses not declared by time of closing en-

tries,th>- day preceding the race. The California Jockey
Chin toguarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500. of
which $250 to second, and $1C0 to third. Winners of a
race valued at $1,000, or three races of any value, to

carry 5 lbs. extra : beaten maidens allowed 5 lbs.; if

beaten twice, s lbs.; three or more limes, 15 lbs. Five
furlongs.

THE BITTER ROOT HANDICAP—For two-
year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10 : $10 additional

forihorses not declared by four p. m. day after the
weights are announced ; $40 additional for starters. The
California Jockev Club to guarantee tbe value of the
stakes to be $2,000. of which $250 to second and $100 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to
race. Horses not declared by four p. m day preceding
the race, to be liable for starling fee. Five furlongs.

THE BAY DISTRICT H4NDICAP-For two-
year-olds (foals of 1*93). Entrance $10; $10 additional
for horses not declared by four p. m. the day after the
weights are announced ; $40 additional for starters. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $2,500, of which $300 to second and $150 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to

the race. Horses not declared by four p. m. the day
preceding the race to be liable for starting fee. About
six furlongs.

THE FLYINIi STAKES—For two-year-olds (foals
of 1893}. Entrance $10

;
$2-5 additional for horses not

declared by time of closing entries the day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Ciub toguaraotee the
value of the stakes to be$l,000, of which $200 tosecond
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500 ; if less, 1 lb. allowed for each $250 to $1,500 ; then
1 lb. for each |100 to $ 1,000 ; then.2 lbs. for each $100 to
$500. Winners of a race, value $1,000, or three of any
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra : beaten maidens allowed
lbs, Four and a half furlongs.

i: handicaps and races where the weights are fixed absolutely in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and upward shal

be allowed five pounds before the 1st of September, and three
>
pounds afterwards. AH geldings allowed three pounds.

.

In steeplechases and hurdle races the weights shall be : For three-year-olds, 14o pounds ;* for four-year-olds, lo3 pounds; for bve-year-olds, 167 pounds; for six-year-olds and upward

172pounds. No weights less than 120 pounds allowed.
„

Entries in all above stabesclose October 25, 1894, except the two-year-old stakes, which close December 1, 1894. Address all communications to

R. B MILROY, Secretary California Jockey Club, N. W. Corner Sutter and Kearny Streets, S. F.

Best Pasturage in California. THOROUGHBRED
Having purchased the celebrated Valensln Stock

,
ppypVi py*nn Q QW (\ flftfl fill

Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda £ PI \JliVl \JUO CLilU. \J\JCL\jll
bounty. I am prepared to take mares, geldings or Stal-

lone for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ug of alfilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided

nto strongly fenced fields (not a foot ot wire being on
he place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-

Uated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter

nile track, and every appointment necessary for tbe

are (and development if necessary ) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

, ill over the United States; for tbe class of stock here-

ofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
is " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

iponsibiiity assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
nals can be shipped bv rail, from foot of Market
treet, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

1

ead them to tbe farm.
Pasturage for mares and geldings only five dollars

>er month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez
Herrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton. AlamedR Co.

GIBSON.
In answer to many inquiries I take this method of

nforming the public that the race horse GIBSON is

'orsale at $500. For particulars address

R. O, CRAWFROTH,
Sonoma, Cal

STALLIONS.
Choicest Lot Ever imported to California.

Every Horse is Registered in the Stud Books of
France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

pedigrees.
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Keasonable terms. This is a great opportu-

nity to secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a
song.
Address or apply to _

E. C. GODFREY,
3S (rocker Building. 6. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott AMcCord'sstables, Fifth

avenue, opposite race track.

ARTlMWi
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f*\
1 Cubeb3 and Injections. (flUDYj
1 They cure in48 hours the\ J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Jyenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

FOR SALE.

FIiVE BROODMARE; THE CELEBRATED

Maggie C, 2:24 1-2

BY WHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Now with foal by DICTATUS, by BED

WILKES 1749.

Apply at 220 Montaomery Avenue, ^au Fran-
cisco, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 820

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best splitrsecoud watches made.

A. HIBSQHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

For Sale.

STANDARD - BRED STOCK.
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. 1. Sorrel Stallion, 3 years old, by Guy Wilkes,
dam Mamie Comet, 2:23 l» (dam of Maclay, 2:22,4 .

at 2 years), by Nutwood.
No. 2. Bay Filly, 2 years old, by Steinway. dam

Addie Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21^), by Indian-
apolis.

No. 3. Brown Mare, 4 years old, by Noonday, dam
Western Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:25^'), by Chief-
tain.

No. 4. B m Benton Waxey, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Benton Waiey is a three-
quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Sunol, and
bred this year to Diablo.

No. 5. Sorrel Mare, 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Kelley mare, by Gibraltar.

No. 6. Bay Filly by McBenton, dam Ivy, dam of
one in tbe list. Ivy is by Don Victor, out of Ida
Belle, dam of Carlisle.

No. 7. Bay Filly, 2 years old, by Danton Moultrie,
dam Shamus, by Shamrock, 2:25.

No. S. Sorrel Mare by Arthurton, dam Venturess
(sister to Venture), bv Belmont.

No. 9. Bay Mare by Echo, dam by Elmo.
No. 10. Bay Filly by Sir Roderick, by Dictator, out

of Prospect Maid, dam by Victor Patchen.
No. 11. Bay Filly by Sable Wilkes, dam Venturess,

by Arthurton.
No. 12. Black mare by Shamrock, 2:25 (2 years), dam

Fawn, trial 2:22, by Marion.
The above stock is carefully selected and represents

the best blood lines known. Will either sell cheap or
trade for an interest in a stock ranch. For terms and
particulars apply to or address L. E. CJLAWBOiV,

1340 Market Street, Son Frnprjstfo
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AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK.
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Including the getot Pfllo Alio and Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lula

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore been

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
mR HELD SO HIGH THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

Iho following form of advertisement was invented by us and adopted aa a trade mark. Others are respectful!?
requested not to imitate It.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

,

Name.
Color] c I

and g
Sex.

] £
Dam's Family.

FROM SECL'RIN'. IT.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Malison Square Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

I'KIKIt V. KKLLOGi; & CO., Auctioneers, 107 John Pt., X. Y.

No other atUd of trotting horses haa produced so many champion trotters in various classes as Palo Alto.

Since the death of lis founder a steady reduction iu its numbers has been effected by continuous .sales, prin-
cipally at auction, until It is now narrowed down to that portion of the stock which is closely allied to its

greatest trotters aud producers nf trotting Speed. For instance, no mau who ever purchased a stallion out of
Beautiful Bells ami placed liim iu the stud has failed to nuicklyflnd that he possessed a sire whose value repre-

sented a fortune in itself. All her sons brought great prices, and when their breeder was asked whether he
did not intend to retain one for his own use he replied: " Yes, when she has one by Palo Allot will keep
him." Sbe produced such a colt in 1892, a splendid specimen, now great in promise, that has never been han-
dled except recentlyanrl fiir within hi' speed to guard against injury, yet can trot miles in 2:2(i to 2:27, and has
rich tbree-vear-old engagements. The exigencies of the reduction of the stud have placed him in the sale, an
offering that, were his breeder living, would have been held at a great price, if sold at all. In character the
entire consignment ranks far above any yet sold by this gnat breeding establishment, and from it the buyer
may hold as strong a hand as ever the seller held in the breeding ranks.

The following form of advertisement was Invented l»v us and adopted as a trade mark. Others are respectfii
requested not to imitate it.—PETER C. KELLOGG «fc CO.

Color C
and g Sire.

Sex.
Dam's Family.

1. Truman 17,564 b s [188S Electioneer 12i

2:12 at 4 yrs. i

Z. Advance bs
(2:22,^ 2 yrs. >

3. J. C. Simpson 21,240

(bro. to Anteeo,
2:16^, Coral. 2:16)$,

Antevolo, 2:19J*.
Ugollno 23,623 b s

I bro. to Hugo.2:27&j
Day Beir1

'- 216 blk s

6. Manco 21,22.5 bs

7. Oman 21,233-

ft. Paora..

) . PalorU

10. Eiffel

11. Palo Alto Sprite...

12. Xarida.

.

bs

ch s

ch m

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer I

Palo Alto, 2:0S^

1*92 Palo Alto, 2:fts

1892 Palo Alto, 2:08^

1893 Palo Alto, 2:08£j

1893 Palo Alto, 2:08*

1S93 Palo Alto, 2:0S&

1891 Palo Alto, 2:0$^

li 111 l>92 Palo Alto, 2: us^

br m 1892 Pain Alto, 2:08-^

Telie (dam of Tiny 2:28 '4 2 yrs i, by Gen. Benton 17>5 (20 in
list); second dam, Texana (tboroughbredi, by Foreigner
— Yorkshire—Priam—Marlon— Citizen.

Lady Amanda ' thoroughbred i, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—
Trauby—(Johanna—Independence.

t'olumbiiie (dam of Anteeo 2 : 16 '4 , Coral 2 : 1
S

' ri and Au:evoto
2:19^), by A. W. Richmond 1697 (9 in list); 2d dam, thor-
oughbred Columbia, by imp. BonnieScotland—Monarch—
Trustee—Sir Charles—Sir Archy.

Helpmate
I thoroughbred—dam of Huso, 2:27.1-2 )i by Planet—

Vandal—Lexington—Mambrino—Virginian.
Beautiful Bells, 2:2a 1

-. vdam of Belleflower. 2:12*4 -1 yrs.; Bell
Boy, 2:19)4 3 vra.; Bow Pells, 2:19'i ; Hinda RoBe, 2:19^
3 yrs.; Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo Alto Belle. 2:22>< 3 yrs.;
St. Bel, 2:24^ 4 yts., and Adbell, 2:26 yearling), by The
Moor 87u (6 in list); 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar,
2:20^; Sweetheart. 2:22'.. 3 vrs.; Eva, 2:2314, etc.), by
Stevens* Bald Chief; 3d dam Nettie Clay, by Strader's
Oasslus M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (sister to Azmoor, 2:20'..; Electric King, 2:24, aud
Don Monteith, 2:29^), by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 2d
dam Mamie C. (thoroughbred), by imp. Hercules— Liang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton, 2:30 'dam of El Benton, 2 :2S^). by Cien Ben.
ton 1755 (20 iu list); 2d dam Norma, 2:33'- idam of Nor-
val, 2:l-l-i.| : Norris, 2:22 14, and Nellie Kenton, 2:30), by
Alexander's Norman 25 (2 in list) ; 3d dam by Todhuot-
er's Sir Wallace.

Waxana (dam of Sunol. 2:0*'.;, and Gen. Wellington, 2:30),
by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list); 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexington; 3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
er's Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
gon.

Lorita, 2:22\|, by Piedmont, 2:1, i-jf (15 iu list); 2d dam Lady
Lowell (dam of Ladywell, 2:10'»i, by Shultz'sSt, Clair.

Edie, by Piedmont, 2:174; 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
(dam of Expressive, 2:13'j 3 yrs.; Express, 2:21, and El-
wina, 2:27 2 yrs. 1, by Express—Colossus—Vandal—Mar-
grave-

sprite (dam of Sphinx. 2:20'*. ; Egotist, 2:22^
; Slight, 2:2s 1 .;,

and Spry, 2:28-lj), by Belmont 04 (45 in list); 2d dam
Waterwitch (dam of Viking, 2:19'.,; Warder, 2:19)1;
Mambriuo Gift, 2:20, etc.), by Pilot Jr. 12 (S in list); 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Kinkead's St. Lawrence.

Liilaueer (dam of Limonero, 2:is'4,o yrs.. and Bion, 2:31 14,

3 yrs.), by Electioneer 125 (147 in list
1
; 2d, dam Lulu,

2:15, by Alexander's Norman 25; 31 dam Kate Crockett,
by imp. Hooton.

Lulu Wilkes (dam of Advertiser, * 2:15*4 . and Welbeck,
2:30^), by George .Wilkes, 2:22 (71 iu list); 2d dam, Lulu
2:15, see above.

Aminta...

Alviola...

Golcooda.
Sparta

Parmita..

Pamola...

20.

21.

22. Tiffany..

grm

ch m

ch s

. Nava |b m

, Mlthra ch m

. Emir bm
I

. Cecile b m

. Etta ch iu

. Adwtld ,b m

31. Larco 21,219 bs

32. Alturas Ibm
(sister to Aznion, 2:30)

3:;. A. A. A. 2:33, 2 yrs bm

IV*:;

Palo Alto, 2:08^

Palo Alto, 2:0854

Palo Alto. 2:0s34

Lone Pine 22,606
(Paola. 2:289jf. 1

Lone Pine, 2:28ij

(bro. to
Palo Alto )

1893 Lone Pine, 2:2S'-4

1893 Advertiser 2:15'^

Advertiser 2:15'4

Advertiser 2:15J^

Advertiser 2:15)

Adverliser2:15Vi

Advertiser 2:15;^

Advertiser 2:15)^

37. Glubar 21,220

(2:38)^, lyr.)
3S. Elbina
30. Don Whips

40. Bartoue

41. Blue Gum 22,433...

43. Langton, 2:21 4.

.

44. Manzanete

45. Star Boy

46. Toneful

1". CedaS

b m
blkm

Azmoor, 2:10'^
Azmoor, 2:20'i

Azmoor, 2:20'^

Azmoor, 2:20)*;

Azmoor, 2:20'*;

Electricity 2:174

Electricity, 2:l7\j

Electricity, 2:173$

Electricitv,2:17ij
Whips, 2:27>£.

Langtou, 2:2114"

Stamboul, 2:07>£

Stamboul, 2:07.'*.

Ambas'd'r, 2:21
'J

America (dam of Benton, 2:20*fi Bonnie, 2:25, and Ameer,
2:27. by Rysdyk's Hambletonlan 10 (40 in list): 2d dam,
Fannie Star, by Seely's American Star 14 (4 in list).

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list): 2d dam, Violet, by
Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Victress (dam of
Monarch, 2:2S.'-i), bv California Belmont.

Glencora (dam of LotSlocum, 2:17'4 1. by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11), by Belmoot 64 (45 in list); 2d dam;

Waterwitch idam of Viking, 2:19' ,, Warder, 2:19' i, etc),
by Pilot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15^, Sally Benton,
2:174, Sport, 2:224, etc., bv Mohawk Chief; 2d dam.
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Aznion, 2:30), by Gen. Benton 1755; 2d dam
Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24'. and Stanford. 2:26 '-. t, bv Mo-
hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laiira Keene, bv Rvsdvk's Ham-
bletoniau 10.

Glencora (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:17'^), by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11—dam of Sphinx, 2:20',., Egotist 2:22'.

Slight, 2:28'^ uudSpry. 2:2830, bv Belraonl 01.
Telle (see No. 1—dam of Truman, 2:12, and Tiny, 2:28 !$', 2

yrs.), by Gen. Benton 17">i (20 in list).

Wave (dam ot Wavelet, 2:2s, by Electioneer 125 (117 in list ;

2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—Brawner's
Eclipse—Medoc— Harris' Paragon.

Mamie Idam of Hyperion, 2:214 unci Memento, 2:2V,i. by
Hani DieIonian Jr., ISS2 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Gilda, hv
imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.

Emma Robsou (thoroughbred—dam of Roweua, 2:17, 2 yrs,
Emaline, 2:27!£, and Emma R., 2:28^), by Woodhuru
Belmo.it—Lance.

Cecil (dam ofCecilian, 2:22, aud Electric Coin, 2:24' £), by Gin
B-nton 1755 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba (dam of Cubic,
2:2.$^), by imp. Australian—Lexiugton— Whalebone—— Hedgeford—Plato—Knowsley.

Esther (thoroughbred) (dam of Expressive, 2 :13'i. :> yrs., Ex-
press, 2:21, and Elwiaa, 2:27, 2 yrs ),by Express—Colossi
—Vandal — Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Wildmont, 2:2714 at 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:17 !:t (15 in list) ; 2d
dam Wildiiower, 2:21 at 2 yrs. (dam of Wild Bee, 2:29), by
Electioneer 125(147 in list) ; 3d dam Mayflower, 2:30

'

(dam ot Manzanita, 2:16 at 4 vrs. 1, bv St. Cluir 16,675.
Sontag Mohawk (see No 18 1, by Mohawk Chief.
A nana. 2:2i,, bv Ansel. 2:20 is in list) ; 2d dam Kebecca idam

of Berual 217, Rex ford 2:24, Electrician 2:21'4 and Kuse-
nole2:30i,byGen. Ben ton 1755(20 in lUt);3d dam Clarabel
(dam of Clifton Bell, 2:24' ., and Idelia, 2:30), by Abdullah
Star.

Laurenla, by Benefit 5327 ; 2<1 dam Laura C, 2:29>,j (dam ot
Langton, 2:214), by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 3d dam
thoroughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay Dick
—Oliver,

Ahwaga isee No. 19—dam ot Azmon, 2:30), by Gen. Benton
1755 (20 in list) ; 2d dam Irene (dam of Jra. 2:24^, and*
Stanford, 2:26] : 1, by Mohawk Chief.

Abbess (dam of Abelo. 2:21 4 pacing), bv Mohawk Chief; 2d
dam Abbie, by Almont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, 2:33)*; (si

No. 7).
Cecil (see No. 26), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 iu list).

Bailie Bentou, 2:1744 (dam of Starlight, 2:l« 1 -.\, bv Gen. Ben-
ton 1755 ; 2d dam S >ntag Mohawk (see No. 18).

Jennie Bentnn (dam of Glubar, 2:38'^, 1 yr.), by Gen. Bentoa
1755 (20 Iu listr, 2d dam Junlatta. hy Miller's St. Clair
65G; 3d dam Maid ol Clay (dam of Carrie C. 2:24; Clay,
2:25; Clay, 2:25^, and Capt Smith, 2:29"), by Henry Clay
8 (2in list).

Jennie Benton (see No. 30—dam of Jesse, 2:34V at 1 year),by
Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Columbine (see No. 3), by A. W. Richmond 1687 (9 iu list).

Prima Donua, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Mater Occident!
(damoi Occident, 2:163^)-

Barnes (dam of Gov. Stanford, 2:21, and Caution, 2:25V, by
Whipple's Hamhletonian 725 (14 in list i ; 2d dam by
Chieftain 721 (2 in list).

Gem, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list); 2d dam Guess (dam
of B^ntoneer, 2:2s 1 - 1, by Electioneer 125(147 in list); 3d
dam Gazelle (dam of Fowler Bov, 2:29^ ). by Primus 255

(3 in list); 4lh dam Mavlly,2::l0'-i (dam of Bonita. 2:1s 1

, ,.

by St Clair.
Morning Glory (sister to Mortimer, 2:27), by Electioneer 125

(147 in list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's Hambletoniau
725(14 in list); 3d dam Ida Marti u, by thoroughbred
Rifleman.

Laura C, 2:29', , by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 2d dam thor-
oughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay Dick-
Oliver—Wagner—Tranby— Rattler.

Manzanita, 2:16 (dam of Sweetwater, 2:26, 2 years*, by Elec-
tioneer 125; 2d dam Mavflower

T
2;iO^, bv St. Clair 16,675.

Suselte, 2:23^ (dam ot Lord Stanley, 2:28)0, by Electioneer
125(147 in list); 2d dam Susie, 2:26^ (dam of Suisun,
2:lS'i,aud Pitti Sing, 2:33), by George M. Patchen Jr.,
2:27(10 in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clara, by
Owen Dale.

Antonia (sister to Anteeo, 2:16 4* Coral ,2:1 a 1*, and AnlevolO
2:19;i),by Electioneer 125; 2d dam Columbine (see No.3j

Ceda, by Electioneer 125 (147 in lisO; 2d dam Cecilia, bv Del
Sur. 2:24 (2 in list); 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief
8y C6 in list); 4th dam (thoroughbred), by Capt. Beard.

(ready Oct. 15:, address

PETER C. KELLOGU A- CO.
107 Joliu Mrei-t. New York.

FAKHIOrVABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQUIRE OF

DR. O. B. FABNTJM, 703 Market Street

MANHATTANmm
Awarded

liold Medal
\t (nlirornto

Htale Fair 1M93.
TMh great Califor-

nia n'iri<-<!y will run-
all ordinary horse
oinplalnta. It 1h

coumtarilly fbd and
undoraed by J. Kel-
ly, driver nf Direc-
tum, J. 1'. GlbbH,
John Daly. Conul c.
WeeksJ.MonaKhan,
Dr. Par8on„V.S., O.
B. Morrto, Robert
Bradley, etc.

Manhattan food go.,

|j^^A7\75«i
STOCK FOODof- 1

CALIFORNIA
/IS FED &. INDORSED BY
MARVIN,CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
. HOLLY, VALENSIN.
.WEUSFARGOU0.&.OTHERS
k

ASKYOURDEALERFOBITOR "

- StNOIOC.KERTELL '

fr. Cftur ..

619 Howard Street

Atkin- ,1 Durbruw. ft. V. AkU, 70 « nil Hi.

OI.ll HKHHITAflK
U'lIIftKIKM.

sTEINER'S
No, 311 r < r —It 8TKKKT

SAN HiniiMii
DIAMOND DICK FARLEiY

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 35 and 37
Park Avenue, San FranclHCo, Cat.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line ol Elegant Coupee and Carriages suitable

tor vialtlng purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board-
mg boreee.

Telephone No. 3159.

"RECEPTION,"
»06 8UTTKB 8THKKT, 8. K.

Onoloe Lictuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPKN ALL NIGHT

I M. PAKKKR. Prop

DICKEY'S,"
~~

SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,
Keareutrance lo Bay Dlxtrlct Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Dellehttnl Resort.

Telephone I486. J. K. MK'HI-.Y, l»rp.

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS,
— THE FROrKRTY OF —

THE0. WINTERS,
RANGHO DEL SIERRAS,

Washoe, Nov.,

Sons and Daughters of

Joe Hooker 'I
— AND THE —

Peerless El Bio Rey .'

Brothers or sisters lo jfO^.£ ^ '-' ' V '-.

DOLLY >1,-('«\K.

(All. IK FER*;VgOi\.
and vdki. VM'iv

Half-Brotlicra or Slslers to

M'l'l,\l .K, ALMOiVT,
ZEPHYR. RBKO

LAIIRA (; Mill \ I'll

no. I i»).\ \-\Y. \ JOK HOOKKtl

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 189^«

At Salesyard 1%
sTESS AVE and MARKET ST.:

Ill
d*#~ CatAlogaea can be liHrt.upou application lo

KTT.LiIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally tine pups by the great EABY RAS-

PER aud tbe wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

sale ut reasonable prices. None finer to be bad.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

POX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
(H. W. Fores)

S00 Pacific Avenue, Alameda,

IRISH SETTERS.

II you waut an Irish Setter that wilt hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

BLBNMORE B.EMVEL8,

West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information by SIaix.

». ('. KOBISOX. - 337 KKAH.W STREET

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.H 1— I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS •:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

0. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

# F. W.Skaife, B.V. S.

OFFICE HOTTBS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 3.30 P. ^.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and PostSta)

8A.\ FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
BRKEDaiul Exhibit Dogs as scientifically|as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expreaaaga.

It yonr dog is sick, you must have

Ashmonfs
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suSerin
and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woekofthe kind evee prjBLisHED.

Price Reduced to $2, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

San Francisco and North
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOTJTH TO

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Genkbaj, Office—Mutual Life Bunding.

R. X. RYAN, Gen. Pass. Atft.

*> 'F

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
fet> HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
7*=^ OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
__ Grand Hotel
605MARKET ST. Block.

Send For Catalogue.

Rifles, Cartritos,

HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

DUPONTPmokeuess
SPORTING POWDER

KTotat Ready.
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made Tor Dunoot Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It nives best pattern aud best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wingshooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aSected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

226 Market Street, San FranciscoC. A. HAIG-HT, Agent,

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PAEKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=

SIDNEY 4770
2:193fj

Sire oi Frou-
Frou, 2:25&
champion year
ling trotter,
Faus ta, 2-22^,
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:1-1$,';

Fleet, 2.Z1; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:11^; Gold Leaf,

2:11H; Lady H-.

2:18; Sister V.,

2:18K; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:30 list

Santa Clans SOOO
2:17J£

Sire of Kris Kringle,
2:2SM; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2-.2SM ; Sid-

ney, 2:19?{, and 5

others in 2:30 list

.Sweetness. 2:21 1-4

STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6

dams of 8 in 2:30

Cambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

of 107 sires of 567 in 2:30
idy Waltermire
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034

ILADY THORNE JR J
Williams' Mambrlno

DamofMoUieBfack, ) Trota
2:33; Navidad, 2:22'4; l"M
Santa Claus, 2:17>$ . Hambletonian 10

f
VOLUNTEER 55.

jHanioietonian M
Sire of 29 In 2 :30 list, 1 , , Patriot1

21 .ires, of «, and 16 ^^m'oVsentlnel

335

dams of 16 in 2:30 list

I LADY MERRITT.

.

f IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

. 2:29=4
Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:30 and
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

f Bashaw 50*

I
Sire ol 17 in 2:30 ltot and

; 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of IS In 2:30

(.

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25^
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial],

2:20)£; Geo. V.
(3-year-old), 2:35

Buccaneer 5-656 I 2:24)*, and Buccaneer (.Topsey
Sire of Shamrock, )

2656
r Flaxtall 8132

225; Flight, 239; Bui- '

wer, 2:26J£
Ithst^tttv MATT) J

Sire of the grandams oiLTINSLEY MAID < Fanat 2:24, and Creole,2:20

LFanny Fern i

f Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

.4 2:13«, Kismet, 2:243{,
Twister, 239y

tUntraced
Mahaska Belle

Dam of Fawn, 2:80jg,
trial, 232 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 2:32

FLAXTAIL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238M; Empress, 2:29 '.j

;

ana of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and

S (3-ye»r-old)'2:35' trial, 232; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 (John Bapttste
I LADY HAKE. <

Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern
55 dam oi Prairie Bird,

2:28W

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Fron.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk^ Hambletonian, one of Harry
riav sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

h° traces to Canadian Pilot I
sire of Pilot Jr. 12 >, through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13$,', and two others

Sidney Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer of

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the

^el
MemoStwo?ta

10

p
n
u\uc i

™
form, obtalniug a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandef

In arace on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31^, the first m 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 230M. and frequently

tr0t
He &

U
stxte»n bands' high and of powerful build throughout. His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet

white HLs disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS 850. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. Noresponslbllityassumed for accidents or escapes.

For further partiulars address
DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND OATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRE* and I'OI. iftj n -< :HIN \ HOWS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POl'LTRY
WILLIAM MLKS & CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHFR FARM Young well-bred stock for saleuuuintn ranm. First-class breeding farm. Good
track. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINEUND BREEDING FARM. <fK?SSSiin,
«27* (full brothe- to Grandee, three- vear-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre-^
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal

VETERINARY

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| Ijffick and stable:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 365t.

DR. C. MASOEKO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENtB
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. P.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONXY QBiDUATE

VETERINARY DENTISfT
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STARLHS
1350-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M.S.
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board oi Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 86; 52s
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

Guns for Everybody Cheap.
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. W. SHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

BY LAWS
ANT*

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN
Trotting Associations

AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTISU RULES.

National Tri tscso Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book is a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains In every detail the

remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the

whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping,

racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owuer of St. Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the

mysteries ot the craft, and it Is so simple and plain that

auv breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
rel'ish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St, San Francisco, Ca i
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L. K. CLAWSON. J. A. M'KKBBOS.

CHECK BIT.
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal.

767 Market Street, San Francisco

Reduction in Price of

SULKIES AND PNEUMATIC WHEELS.
To save carrying over till next seasoD will sell my stock at cost.

One Toomey Sulky, latest pattern, weight 42 pounds (small size) - $160

One Toomey Sulky, 47 pounds (large size) - - - - - 160

One Frazier Sulky, latest pattern, 47 pounds (large size) - 150

Hickory Wheels, Pneumatic Tires, Reduced from $50 to $40 per pair

Attachments ------ - $10 a set

Morgan & Wright Tires - Put on, $6 each

Fine Harness, Boots, Etc.

J. O'KANB, - - 767 Market St

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our linn and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVTLLE, N. Y.

THE KING OF THEM ALL,

Win. Bom's Celebrated Newmarket Horse ciijjer.

McKERRON CLAWS0N AUTOMATIC BRAKE,
Bikes as safe as high-wheeled

Miilklea. Xo upsetting.
,\o running under of low

wheels.
Xo cutting down from behind.

Patented June 5, 1S94.

Fig. 3 The various pans ol Ibe
brake, fa) brake plaie; lb) fool
wbase contact with ground lorces
plale against lire; (cj spring that
throws brake off i»fwheel assoun
as foot is raised off the ground:
Uid i ) are the rods tnai attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
fe) hinge which is thrown open
10 remove wheel; if) the arm
when thrown baca to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The value of this protectioi

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon" the

driver; neither hand nor foot in

called upon to apply the brake nor
need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind
htm.

No Owner or Driver .Can ifford

to be without one.
For further iuf rmatlon apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

The Palace hotel
Grill Roon

The Finest of Everything

to Eat and Drink

?

AT MODERATE PRICES.
-

-IS THE- —
HEADQUARTERS

Ft>' RESIDENT AND VISITING
HORSEMEN

-The Most Popular resort in the City

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers
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For Hale by all Snddlerv or Hardware IIuuhl'm, or by
P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.

Vrite for Special List. Manufacturer's Agent for the United Slates.

HEW STYLE.

NEW METHOD.

NEW IDEAS

A VERITABLE

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOB THIS VKAR.

It Is published semi-monthly during the racing season
»nd IbW 812 per year. Single copies can be had oi

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street. • - Ban Francisco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

Horse Owners! «Try
GOMBAULTTS

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Bent BLISTER ever used. Tabes
i ii e place of nil liniments lor mild or severe action.

remove-* all Eunchesor Blemishes from Hornr-i
Seattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC- Impossible to produce scar or bUmisii.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price SI.SO Pcr bottle. Sold by drnpeists, or

scut by express, cbarneis paid, with full directions

lor its use. Send for descriptive circulars. ^
THE IiAWRENGE-WrLLtAaiS CO.. Cleveland O.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THB

Breeder and Sportsman,

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURITY

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUND
INSURANCE COMPANY

Home Office Co's Building

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

Capital, $1,000,000
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA

THIS MAKE5|

BOYOE TaSIet

lONEPINTOF

TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TEX-

DOXS, SPRA1XED AXRLES, CRACKED
HEELS AXD ALL SRIX EREPTIOXS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the cheapest and best evet put on Lbe market
Compared with Witcn Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained in io gallons of the best extrata
sold.
Put up in metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet iu a pint
of water. Think of It! IS gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried In your pocket; only 93.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 8lO.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

gold by Drugs lata and Dealers In Turf Goodi

DETECTIVES!
Bright, Tonne: and middle-aged men -wanted in every locality

• to act oj PBIVATE DETECTIVES under Instructions.

" Previous experience not rei] aired or necessary. Send stamp

* for full particulars and cet sample copy of the beat illustrated

• criminal paper published. NATIONAL DETECTIVE BfK-
* iiAU, lUBlASA^US, lM>. "X'-X-^'Jpiv # "ft ^ *

Business College, 24 Post

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

K. P. HKALD, President,
avftend for Circulars.
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SANTA ANA RACES.

1 Horsemen Treated to Some Good Sport the

First Day—W. "Wood Makes His Spurt

—Waldo J. Takes the 2:19

Pacing Race.

Santa Ana, Oct. 9.—The fifth annual meeting of the

Thirty-second District Association began to-day, says the

Los Angeles Times. The opening, proper, did uot occur

until evening at the pavilion, but at the race track there was

a good speed programme in the afternoon. The races were

announced to begin at 1 o'clock sharp, but it was 1:30 before

Starter Pleasants sounded the gong and called for the horses

in the funuing two-year-old race to be brought out.

Before this call, however, there was considerable interest

manifested in W. Wood when he was brought out for a short

sweat. Millard Sanders held the ribbons over the game

little bay, and sent him around the circuit with a running-

mate in 2:10'., doing the first half in 1:043 and the last half

in 1:06.

The early trains from Los Angeles, San Bernardino,

Riverside and San Diego brought in many enthusiastic horse-

men and lovers of good sport who at once proceeded to make

themselves at home as well as the crowded condition of the

city would admit. It was not long until they found their

way to the track, where the crowd had already begun to

gather.

The first race was the half-mile dasb for two-year-olds,

purse $300. There were sis starters—Macdonald's Huene-

me, Walnut Grove Stable's Lottie Coll :

ns, L. J. Rose's Be-

noma, J. W. Donathan's George Polhemus, George Maben's

Red Head and M. A. Forster's Miufa. The colts were sent

to the half-mile post for their start, and in almost less time

than it takes to tell about Starter N. G. Smith from Hum-

boldt County had them oft'. Hueneme led from tbe break-

away, with Lottie Collins second, which positions they main-

tained to the wire, George Polhemus coming in a close third,

with the remaining three in one, two, three order. Hueneme

passed under the wire a full length and a half ahead of Lot-

tie in 50-V seconds. The purse was divided into three parts,

and was captured by Hueneme, Lottie Colllins and George

Polhemus in the order named.

The second event was a running race, one and one-six-

teenth miles, purse $300, with the following starters : Dr.

Dickey's Pescador, Forster's Naicho B., Al Morine's Mon-

tilvo, McDonald's .Santa Fe and Donathan's Warrago. Pesca-

dor sold in the pools at $20 against the field at $6, and when

Judge Pleasants announced that this fleet-footed racer had

the pole it was pretty generally conceded that he had a cinch

on the race, although there were many backers on " the

titld." The whole lot were sent to the sixteenth for a start.

Pescador acted badly and finally had to be placed on the

outside before the starter could get them off. After a dozen

or more trials they were sent away with Pescador showing

in front as they passed the judges' stand. Before the quarter

was reached the bay stallion showed a length or more lead,

but on the backstretch Montalvo and Naicho B. came well

up to his side, with Santa Fe and Warrago following close

behind.

At the head of the stretch the riders began to ply their

whips, for it was apparent that there was a horse race on

sure enough from the last quarter post to the wire. On they

came. Pescador, Montalvo and Naicho B. almost neck and

neck, their riders using whio and spur for dear life. At the

eighth it looked as if Montalvo would win, but when within

few yards of the wire the bay stallion forged a neck ahead,

wiuuiog the race and first money ii
|
optatao second,

with Naicho B. at his side, Warrago and Santa Fe following

close in their wake. It was a horse race from start to finish

between the three leaders, and by many was considered the

best running race ever seen on the Santa Ana track.

In the three-year-old stake race there were three entries :

Willet's Daisywood, Ford's Neernut and Kitty Mack, dis-

tance being waived in this race. There were no straight

pools sold in this race, ana but three mutuels. On the first

score, with Neernut at the pole, Daisy wood second and Kitty

Mack on the outside, the trio were given the word "go."

Neernut led to the quarter in 0:38. At the half Daisywood
collared the bay colt in 1:145 aaa" stayed by him to the head

of the stretch in 1:51$. It was Neeruut's heat to the last

eighth, when he went oft his feet and allowed the little

daughter of Silkwood to pass under the wire several lengths

ahead in 2:27. Kitty Mack was not in the heat from the

start.

In the second heat Daisywood led, but was passed by Neer-

nut, who passed the quarter in 0:33) two lengths ahead.

At the half Daisywood had almost overhauled him in 1:15|.

On the upper turn she was at his side, passing the three-quar-

ter pole in 1:52. It was a pretty race down to the stretch,

but the bay colt was a little too much for the mare, and

passed under the wire half a length in the lead in 2:27$.

In the third heat Neernut went to the quarter in 0:38,

Daisywood fifty yards in the rear, but on the backstretch the

little mare let out a few links and came well up to the bay

colt at the half in 1:15. At the head of the stretch she had

collared him again, but he outfooted her under the wire, win-

ning the heat in 2:28 by a length.

In the last heat Neernut led all the way around, trotting to

thequarter in 0:38, the half in 1:43, upper turn in 1:53$ and

the wire in 2:30], winning the heat, race and first money,

Daisywood second and second money, Kitty Mack third and

third money.

E. L. Maberry's Deacon Mc was brought out and sent

around the circuit to beat 2:25. With a running-mate he

went to the quarter in 0:35, broke at the half in i :1 1 and again

on the upper turn, reaching the three-quarter post in 1:49.

Just before reaching the wire he went ofi his feet again, run-

ning in 2:28A.

In the pacing race, 2:19 class, purse $600, were the follow-

ing starters : S. P. H, & C. Co.'s Waldo J., Bailey's Orlinda

Richmond, Durfee Bros.' Ben Butler, Snodgrass's Almo J.,

Nelson's Golden West, Hinds' Rory O'Moore and Thorn-

quest's Adjutant. After several attempts to getaway Starter

Pleasants called to the drivers to stop in front of the judges'

stand ; that he had a short speech to make to them. After

receiving some straight-laced instructions about scoring by

tbo pole horse, they again went up to the eighth pole for a

start. They were sent away with Waldo J. showing in front,

but all well bunched. Golden West broke on the first turn,

and fell a full quarter of a mile behind before he got down to

business again. Waldo passed the quarter pole in 0:33, and

the half in 1:07, with Orlinda Richmond and Rory < 1'Moore

following in the order named, only a few lengths in the rear.

Around the upper turn they were strung out considerably,

but on the stretch they bunched, Waldo winning, however,

in 2:18, Orlinda Richmond second, Rory O'Moore third, Ben

Butler fourth, Almo J. fifth, Adjutant sixth, Golden West

distanced.

In the second heat there was considerable more trouble in

starting, but when they finally got away Waldo J. again set

the pace, reaching thequarter in 0:33 and the half in 1:07,

with Rory O'Moore only a tew lengths behind. At the head

of the stretch Waldo was timed at 1:41, he passed under the

wire in a jog in 2:16}, with Rory O'Moore second, Olinda

Richmond third, Almo J, fourth, »" Butler and Adjutant

both being distanced.

The third heat and race was taken bv Waldo J. in 2:21.1,

Almo J. second, Rory O'Moore third, Richmond fourth.

SUMMARIES.
Trotting, three-year-old stakes iclosed 1893;)

G. W. Ford's Neernut Joues 2 111
Daisy Wood, by Siltwood Willits 1 2 2 "
Kitty Mack 3 3 3

Time, 2:27, 2:27%, 2:2S, 2:30*4.

Pacing, 2:19 class, purse S600.

Waldo J., gg, by Bob Mason Mack 1 1 1

Rory O'Moore conley 3 2 :;

Oliuda Richmond Harm 2 3 1

Almo J Snodgrass 5 4 2
Ben Butler Durfee 4 dist
Adjutant Thornquest 6 dist

Time, 2:18, 2:16%. 2:21%.

SECOND DAY—OCTOBER 10.

Santa Ana, October 10.—There was an increased attend-

ance at the race meeting to-day, and lovers of good sport

were treated to an excellent programme. The 2:17 trot was
fought out in five heats hotly contested between General
Wiles, Adelaide Simmons and Altao, the latter finally win-

ning the race. In the field heat General Wiles tied the trot-

ting record of the track, made last season by Durfee's Gossi-

per, the time being 2:15.

The running, three-fourths of a mile and repeat, the first

event on the programme, was between Pescador and Cenliu-

ella, the former acting so badly in the first start that he had
to be soundly whipped before he would make any attempt to

go. The chastisement lost him the heat, and although he

broke away with the bunch, he could not forge to the front,

Centinella winning undea whip and spur, a neck only ahead

of Elixir, in 1:16, Pescador dropping into fifth place. In

the second heat Pescador broke awsy in the lead on the first

effort and set the pace to the wire, doing the distance in

1:15$. Pescador and Centinella were brought out each with

a heat to their credit. At the drop of the flag the stallion

set a pace toa great for the chestnut mare, and he passed

under the wire in a gallop in 1:16}.

But for a battle royal the 2:27 trot was the event of the

day, the best time in this race being only 2{ seconds slower

than the best time in the 2:17 trot. The first heat was a mag-

nificent struggle between Nellie W. and Abanteeo. Neck
and neck thev came from the upper turn at a terrific gait,

first one and then the other showing a nose ahead, until

within twenty-five yards of the wire, when .Sanders sent

Abanteeo under the whip a neck to the fore. There were

cries of "She's got it," from the graudstand, but not so, for

Conley reefed the little chestnut and then let go the reius, at

the same time bringing the whip down on her side. She shot

forth, shoving her nose under the wire pven with the bay in a

dead heat, in 2:17:i-

The next two heats were won by Nellie, but Sanders sent

Abanteeo straight afler her at every opportunity and was at

her side or throat at the close of each heat. This race was

pospjned on account of darkness until 12 o'clock to-morrow
as was also the 2:15 pace, for a purse of $1,000.

SUMMARIES.

Running, purse S300. Three-quarters of a mile ami repeat.

Dickey & Topper's b h Pescador, bv^Gauo -Armeda Howard
Long 5 t l

Centinella Juau Feuta 14 2
Orizaba Malheny ^ 2
Elixir. Douathan 2 3
Inkerman . Leonard 6 .S

Ali Baba 1 -Us
Time, 1:16, 1:15%, 1:1'- „.

Trottiug, 2:17 class, purse $1,000 (unfinished).

P. J. Mann's b h Altao, by Allauiont Maun 3 3111
Adelaide Simmons Patterson 2 12 2 2
General Wiles Ma ben 1 -

1

3 3 1

Pasadena Belle Yauee 114 4 3
Time. 2:15, Hits, 2:16, "2:17K. 2;16>$.

Trotting 1

, 2:27 class, purse $600.

K. Gird's Nellie \V Conley 1

Abanteeo Sanders 2
Grev Jim Sanford 3 3

H. M. Stanley Delaney 4 4

Harry Winchester Hodges 5 6

Queou Vnuc - Gwm y i

Time, 2:11%, 2:20X. 2:20% .
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The Reno Races.

There was a good attendance at the track October 2d,

considering the hard times and drawbacks. Tbe track is in

good condition and the string of racers show up in good con-

dition and numbers. All of the horses, except three or four*

belong to this district and demonstrates that a good many

men on this side of the mountains are interested in the raising

of good horse flesh.

The first race called was a one-half mile and repeat. The

horses entered were Nelson, Gold Cloud, Katie B., Randwick

ami Kit Carson. There was some delay in getting a good

.start, and when they did finally get on" they were strung out

a long distance. The heat was not a closely contested one

and did not create much enthusiasm, owing to the fact that

Nelson, the favorite, was on the tail end- Gold Cloud came
under the wire far in the lead and was given the heat. A
better start was made in the second heal and it was a pretty

race, Nelson closing up and passing each horse, except Gold
Cloud,and it seemed to the crowd that he ought to have won,

but Gold Cloud came under the wire, winner by a length.

Time for both heats, 0:51, 0:50}. Joe Dyson's little girl rode
Nelson, and she was Quite an attraction.

The next race was a seven-eighths mile dash, with Gertrude
B.. Aleatra/, Paddv, Vanity and Archy A. as the entries. It

was a ueat race and was won by Vanity in 1:32
J

. Some dis-

pute arose regarding one of the horses being entered under
another name than its own, but the matter was adjusted sat-

isfactorily.

Tacing and trotting race No. 3 was for pacing and trotting

horses of the 2:25 class. Lottie G., Alpha and Esmeralda
were entered. The first heat was started badly owing to

Lottie being in a run when passing the judges' stand. The
race was tapped ofl. but in pulling the mare down she lost

around. Sbe got down to steady work and crawled up until

she passed the leader and won the heat in fine shape. She
took the race in three heats. Time, 2:274, 2:29, 2:31. Con-
siderable money changed hands during the afternoon, and
altogether it was said to be a good average first day. By
to-day matters will be more systemptized, and a good days'

sport is in prospect.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

The programme and the exceptionally fine weather brought

out a much larger attendance at the track than an any pre-

vious day of the week. Quite a number of ladies graced the

grand stand and took much interest in the tacing events.

Beliing was lively during the afternoon, and a general good
feeling seemed to prevail throughout the crowd, even the
losers taking their hard luck goon naturedly. The first race
was ao unfinished trot of yesterday between Daisy K., Im-
perial, Capt. Jack and Bozero. Daisy K took the heat and
race.

A half-mile dash was the next number on the programme,
Jlobo, Kit Carson, Silver State, Laundress, Nelson and Banjo
being the competitors. Pools sold rapidly and brought good
figures, Silver State being the choice. The race was a hoily-

t^ontested one and created considerable excitement. The
horses *rere put to their best and as they came down the
homestretch it was hard to judge the winner. They passed
under the wir<: almost in a bunch. Nelson was declared the
winner. A large amount of money changed hands on the
race.

The three-quarter mile dash followed with Reno, Lou L.
and Paddy as starters. Like the former race it was for blood,

and Lou L. and Paddy kept neck and neck until within a few
feel <>f the wire, when Lou forged ahead, winning bv a neck
in 1:18$.

A special trot between Waterford, Combination and Lottie
G. was next on the programme and four heals were trotted,

Waterford and Lottie G. fighting hard for first money, each
taking two heals. Combination was shut out on the first

heat, but darkness came on and the race had to be postponed
and will be the first on the programme.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

The first race called was the unfinished trot of the day be-

fore between Waterford and Lottie G., each horse having won
two heats, this was to be the decisive one of the race. There

has been a great deal of speculation regarding the race being
a "job," and some hard rumors were circulated about town.
The owners both denied anything in the shape of a job or
division and insisted that they were going to win. There
was not much pool selling owing to the reports, and the race
was called. A good start was made, but at the quarter pole
Lottie went up into the air and Waterford opened a big gap,
then the knowing ones knew there was a swindle, but Blanch-
ard pulled the mare down and then drove to win. At the
half he had crawled up and soon lapped Waterford, and as

they came down the stretch the pace of both horses was in-

creased and it was nip and tuck. The mare gained inch by
inch and went under the wire ahont a length ahead in 2:32.

Lottie was declared the winner and the reports all fell to the
ground. Dan Morgan, tbe owner of Waterford, felt pretty
sore over the rumors for be had gone into the race to win if

and to do ii fairlv. He was out more money than
anyone, but made no kick at his loss. An examination of
VVaterford'a feet after the heat showed that he was badly cut
on the left front foot, and the boot on the right foot had be-

oened and had balled up so that his foot did not
strike the ground squarely, which made : be time -low. He
believes thai Waterford can beat Lottie and is willing to trot

him against her to decide which i Lnimal, provid-
ing both .ire in good condition.

\ seven-eighth!) daah folli il with four horsesas
ilore. It was :i clo > led race, the horses

buocbing until after was reached. There
the whip of every j >ckey began t<* play and ii was a fight for

lead. It simmered down to aeon reen Vanity abd
they passed under the wire with the whips

cutting them :ii every leap, it was bard matter to t *- 1 1 which
itled to llie race, hut Vanity wa> decided the winner

in l : - When tbe jocks came in t<> he weighed it « a- plain
that tli'.-v bad worked for final place, b each ol them

by the bard ride.

h that was as

the former race, Gold Cloud being the
winner by a neck.

The day's
j

with a trot, and three heats
' tptain Jack takingiwo and Anteeo one. ' 'wing

Racing at Lompoc.

Lompoc, Oct. 3.—The opening day for the Thirty -seventh

District Fair was begun under very favorable circumstances,

the rain of last week having laid the dust and cleared the

atmosphere, and quite a number of strangers were over from

the various cities of the country. Early in the afternoon the

vehicles began to roll into the racing grounds, and music

from the local band gave animation to the numerous specta-

tors.

The first horse race of the afternoon was a half mile and
repeat running race, in which Red Bird was the favorite, Sir

Alfred second choice and Florita and May D. in the field.

Ked Bird wou both heats and first money in 0:51} and 0:49J
respectively, and Sir Alfred second and second money.
The last rase of the day was a mile trotting, best three in

live, between Johnnie T., Leader, Bannockburn and Gold-
leaf. Johnnie T. took the first three heats and first money,
with a score of 2:41, 2:39 and 2:42|, Bannockburn second and
second money. Leader was distanced in the second heat.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

In the aftornoon of October 4, the first race was the saddle

horse, one-quarter mile and repeat. Santa Rosa was picked

as the winner of the first heat, but on a close run Daisy Allen

came in first with Bessie B. second, Sam Brannan third,

Santa Rosa fourth, Bill Cody fifth, Lula sixth, Sandflea sev-

enth and Stella N. last.

In the repeat Bessie B. came in first, with Sam Brannan
second, Daisy Allen third and Santa Rosa fourth.

This necessitated a third heat, in which Bessie B. won,
with Daisv Allen second. First heat 24, second 23'., third

24.

The nest race was the mile trotting for the 2:40 class,

purse $150, with Neva, Morgan ti B. and Paloma Prince en-
tered, the race being best three, four or five. Paloma Prince
took the first three heats in a score of 2:30f, 2:36 and 2:26£,

Morganti B. second.

The last race of the afternoon was a three-eighths mile
and repeat between Lucy S., Red Bird, Goodenough and
Logan. Red Bird was the favorite, but a great surprise was
at hand, for Goodenough took the heat in 0:354, with Red
Bird second, Logan third and Lucy S. last. In the nest heat
the Red Bird won easily in 0:37, with Goodenough second,

Lucy S. third and Logan last. For the third heat Red
Bird won, closely followed by Goodenough in0:37'r.

FRIDAY, OCTOBEK 5.

The first thing on the programme for the afternoon's rac-

ing was the unfinished heat between Red Bird and Good-

enough. Goodenough won in 0:35^ for three-eighths of a

mile, Red Bird giving him a close chase.

The nest race was a three-eighths mile dash between Stella

N., Tecelotie and Sage Hen. Stella N. came in first in 0:37

followed by Tecelotte, and Sage Hen last.

The nest race was a mile trotting for stallions between
Paloma Prince, Monroe S. and Evans, being the best three

heats in five. Paloma Prince won the first three heats and
first money ; Monroe S. second and second money and Evans
last. The time for the three heats was 2:3l£, 2:28.} and 2:29

respectively.

Then came the most exciting race of the day. It was be-

tween two little Shetland ponies, Corinne and Julette. Cor-
inne crowded Juletie against the fence and took the race by
a length in 1:11 for a half-mile.

The last race for the day was a mile, trotting, in which
Johnnie T., Morgandie B., Bannockburn and Alpheus
Wilkes were entered. The first beat was taken by Morgandie
B. closely followed by Johnnie T-, with Bannockburn third

end Wilkes last. Time, 2:36.

In the nest heat Johnnie T. came in ahead with Wilkes
close behind, and was a surprise,for WT

ilkes was twenty yards
ahead all around till on the last eighth he slacked up and let

Johnnie T. win in 2:37.

The judges then ordered that a new driver be put behind
Wilkes, which was done, but notwithstanding this Johnnie
T. came in ahead, followed by Morgandie B. in a score of

2:36A. Tbe opinion then prevailed that the black horse,

Wilkes, would take the nest three heats and race and his

former driver was put on but on the start he broke, collided

slightly with another sulky and then fell hopelessly in the
rear. That was a blow to the sports who had bet high on his

winning that heat, and when Johnnie T. came in under the

wire that was his third heat and accordingly the race. Ban-
nockburn was third with third money and the favorite black
was shut out. Time, 2:36.

The second race was five-eighths of a mile and repeat,
running, Lodi, Vange Van, Billy Foote and Sleepy Jack, the
last-named winning the race and tbe money.
The third race was pacing, one mile, best three in five, be-

tween John L., Victor S., Prince and John Sculton. Prince
wan first money, with Victor S. second.
The fourth race was a one-mile hurdle, with Coon, Anteio,

Ben Martin and Onti Oro as the entries. Onti Oro came out
first, with Anteio second.
The races are continued to-day with a good programme,

and the prospect of a large crowd in attendance.—Calaveras
Prospect, October 6.

Angels' Gamp Races.

The weather for the past week has been superb and it has

been fully improved by lovers of sport at the track of the

Angels Race Association. The races opened Tuesday, Octo-

ber 2nd, with some good horses in attendance and a fair

crowd. The attendance gradually increased during the week,

there being representatives from nearly every town in the

county and from the adjoining counties.

There were three races scheduled for the first day, one
running and one trotting. Owing to the lateness of the hour
of commencing, and the stubborn contest in the trotting race,

that was not finished the first day. There was a goodly
number of entries and all the races were well contested and
exciting.

The first race was running, three-eighths of a mile and re-

peat, the entries being: Jim R., Cloud, Susie Hooker and
Vange Van. Cloud won the first heat in 0:37 and Susie

Hooker the second and third in 0:36, 0:36.

The second race was a seven-eighths of a mile dash, for

County horses, the entrance beiug '

Alto Mio, Ben Martin, Syndicate and Sleepy Jack. Syndi-
cate was (he winner in 1:35, with Sleepy Jack second.

The trotting race, which was completed on the second day
had four entries, as follows : John W., Belle Packer, Merlin

and Dutch John. Dutch .John won the first heat in 2:47,

.John W. the second in 2:46, Belle Packer the third, fourth,
,

sixth and race in 2:404, 2:4!* and 2:40 respectively, John W.
winning the fifth heat in 2:37.

Remainder of the second day's races we are unable to give

in full, as no report is at hand. There were some escellent

races and the entries were well filled.

The tiiM race of the third daywasan unfinished running
Bven-eighthfl of a mile, between Ryndical

fiape

Racing at San Andreas, Cal.

San Andreas, October 9—The second annual fair of the

Thirty-ninth Agricultural Association is now being held here.

The town has been handsomely decorated for the occasion , J
and the streets are thronged with visitors. The pavilion is

crowded with exhibits, showing the agricultural, mining and
natural resources of tbe county. Visitors pronounce the
display as one of the best seen.

At the race track a large crowd was present to witness
some escellent racing. The first race was a trot of the 2:40
class, best three in five. Merlin won, Belle Packer second
Time, 2:371-

Second race, mile dash—Sleepy Jack won. Time, 1:50.
Third race, three-quarter mile dash—Emma D. won, May

Day second. Time, 1:20J.
The fair continues all of this week. There are about eighty

horses in attendance aod excellent racing is promised.

San Andreas, October 10—The second day'6 racing was
better than the opening day, and many more people were in

attendance.

The first race was a five-eighths dash. The starters were :

Cloud, Emma E>., Jim R. and Susie Hooker. Emma I),

won by a head, Susie Hooker second. Time, 1:04.
The second race was a mile dash between Auteuil, May

Day and Joe Winters. May Day was an easy winner, with
Auteuil second. Time, 1:49.

The third race was a five-eighths dash, the starters being
Lulu Dowell, Fairy Queen, Lodi, Syndicate and Hattie H.
Lodi won, Syndicate second. Time, 1:05$. Lodi proved a
surprise to the horsemen, and quite a scoop was made by his
backers.

The fourth race was pacing, the starters being Exalt,
John L. and John Skelton. But two heats were contested
on account of darkness. John L. was the winner of both
heats. Exall was distanced.

San Andreas, October 11.—The third day's racing at the

fair grounds was^better than that of any preceding day and
was attended by [many more people. The first day was the
final of yesterday's pacing race. John L. was the winner bv
a length. Time, 2:35.

Second race, three-quarters of a mile dash— Emma D. wou
by half a length, with Susie Hooker second. Time, I:19§.
Third race, mile and an eighth dash, with Onti Oro, May-

day and Auteuil as starters. The race was a beautiful con-
test and was declared a dead heat between Mayday and Au-
teuil. Time, 2:05.

Fourth race, trotting, 2:40 class, best three in five, between
-Nellie J., Eclipse, Myrline and Dutch John. Nellie J. won
in three.straight heats. Time, 2:39.

Oarson (Nev.) Races.

Carson (Nev.), October 10—The following is the result of

the races to-day under the auspices of the Ormsby Agricul-

tural Association :

Special trotting and pacing—Tarn O'Shanter won in
straight heats. Time, 2:38.

Five-eighths dash—Drummer wou, Bobo sesond, Lou L.
third. Time, 1:03*.

Special, four and;a half furlongs—Silver State won, Rand-
wick second, Kit Carson third, Banjo fourth. Time, 0:57.

Mile dash—Vanity won, Eureka second, Alcatraz third,
Albatross fourth. Time, 1:47.

Tbe attendance was large and the weather perfect.

Carson (Nev.), October 11.—The races to-day resulted as
follows: Special, five-eighths of a mile. Kit Carson won,
Banjo second, Nelson third. Time, 1:04 2-5.

Special trot, 2:25 class, three in five. "Waterford won,
Pasha sscond, Esmeralda third. Best time, 2.27:].

Special, three-eighths of a mile. Silver State won, Reno
second, You Bet third. Time, 0:37?.

Reno and Silver State ran a dead heat in 0:38. Silver
State won the run-ofi.

Carriage-horse trot. Won by Chubber, Sheriff Kinney
driver, in t,vo straight heats. Time, 3:28.

Little Tom won the match eighth-of-a-mile dash against
Dollie G. in 0:114.

The three English-bred fillies imported by Mr. William
McCulloch at the same time as Pilgrim's Progress, has been
leased fo Mr. T. S. Hall (otherwise "Mr. T. South" i for rac-
ing purposes, and they will be trained by Foulsham. The
nimesof the fillies are: Lady Belle, by Sir Bevys (winner
of the English Derby) from Lady Beau, by Beau Brummel

;

Lady Bevys, by Sir Bevys from Pugely, by Beaudesert ; and
Lady Heart, bv Coracle (son of Hermit) from Bright Eyes,
by Arbitrator. These fillies were foaled to English time in

1892, aod are consequently now^reckoued as three-year-olda
in Australia. Lady Belle and Lady Bevys are bred on much
the same lines as the Derby winner, Ladas.

The winner of the first two-year-old race in South Austra-
lia, Alveary, was bred by Mr. W. K. Wilson, at St. Albans,
and sold at the March yearling sales for 70 guineas. She is

by the imported horse Eiridspord from Queen Bee, by Snow-
den from Beeswing, by Ladykirk, and was greatly admired in

the sale ring, and was generally considered to have been a
bargain at the price mentioned.

Rudy's Pile Suppository is guaranteed to cure piles and
constipation, or money refunded. Fifty cents per box. Send
two stamps for circular and free sample to Martin Rudy,
Registered Pharmacist, Lancaster, Pa. No postals answered.
For sale by all first-class druggists everywhere. X. 1
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Yreka Fair Races.

Yreka, Monday, octorer S.

Laet Wednesday the regular annual fair of the Mount

Shasta District Agricultural Association commenced under

the most favorable circumstances, the weather being delight-

ful, although during a couple of days previous, indications

threatened an approaching storm. During all four days of

the fair the sun shone brightly and the temperature was of

the warm and pleasant Indian summer style in the mountains,

so highly appreciated by residents and visitors.

At the Fair grounds the track was in splendid condition,

aud the races passed off satisfactory, with the exception of

more trouble than usual in getting the trotting horses started

from the stand, requiring some of the races to be continued

lo the following day. All the races, however, seemed to be

on the square, without any throw-off or collusion, and the

judges showed much patience in their efforts to have the rac-

ing satisfactory in every respect.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

This being the first day ot the races, as usual, the atten-

dance was not as large as on the succeeding days.

First race—Trotting, mile heats, two in three, three-min-

ute class, district, purse $150. For this race the Shasta View
Farm named ss Lochinvar and G. L. Davis named b s Ore-

gon Chief. In the pools Chief sold first choice. Julius

Fitten drove Lochinvar, and Fred Schlagel held the ribbons

over Chief. It was a hot contest from start to finish. As
considerable running had been indulged in, the judges had
some difficulty in deciding the heat, but finally gave it to

Chief. Time, 2:44. The judges were J. E. Harmon, J. M.
Walbridge and Col. W. S. Stone. Timers—Jacob Martin and

Thomas Magoftey.

Second heat—The horses were tapped ofl at the second

effort for astart. Loch broke on the first turn, and Chief led

at the quarter by four lengths. Up the back stretch the

former gained rapidly, and at the balf-mile post the horses

were in company. At the head of the homestretch Chief

led by a length. Within a hundred yards of the wire Loch
went ofl his feet, and the black came home first by a length.

This was kind of a hop, skip and jump heat, in consequence

of which the judges gave it to Lochinvar. Honors were won
easy. Time. 2:44.

For the third heat the horses got away at the first trial,

the black being slightly in the lead. Loch went off his feet

again on the fiast turn, and the black led to the quarter. It-

was close, hot work up the backstretch ; both horses stayed

on their feet and performed the work well. The Chief broke

at the half-mile post, but soon settled down to work again,

There Loch broke, but soon regained his feet. It was a close

struggle down the stretch, but Loch got there first, in 2:4S,

and was given the race and money.

Second race—Running, five-eighths dash, free-for-all, purse

$100. The following entries were announced : c g PeterW.,
named by J. C. Hawn; s g Woodbury Jr., named by Thos.

Thomas; b g Cascade, named by Hutchinson Bros., and b s

Bill Nye, named by W. G. Cleveland. Woodbury was rid-

den bv Billy McBride, Peter W. by Johnny Dicker, Cascade

by Charles Moore, and Fred Jones was astride Bill Nye. In

the pools Woodbury was a prime favorite, Bill Nye second

choice, and the others sold in the field. Considerable time

was occupied in obtaining a start, as they all realized that

the horse that won would have no "walk-over." Woodbury
led at the start, and to the head of the stretch. Here the

horses were all in a bunch,and fairly blistered the earth from
there home. Whip and spur were freely plied. Bill Nye
won by a neck, Woodbury second. Time, L04. (Not offi-

cial.)

Third race— Trotting and pacing, mile b3ats, two in three,

for two-year-olds, district, purse $200. L. Swan named for

this race b c Frank Chetam ; E. L S»van named b f Shastina,

and Shasta View Farm named s f Nelly Blv. First named
was driven by Frank Murray, Shastina by E. L. Swan, and
Nelly Bly by Julius Fitten. Nellie sold as a strong favorite

in the pools. In drawing for position, Shastina was placed

inside, Chetam second and Nellie outside. Chetam led to

the half-mile pole, but from there home Nelly was in the

lead, and came in under a strong pull. Time, 3:00.

Second heat—Nelly led to the first quarter bv two lengths.

Here Chetam broke and lost some additional distance.

Down the homestretch both animals worked admirably for a

time, but Chetam went up, which gave Nelly the heat.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

First race, running three-quarter dash, free-for-all, purse

$12o. J. C. Harrow named ch g Peter W., Thos. Thomas'
s g Woodbury and W G. Cleveland's b s Bill Nye. In draw-
ing for positions, Bill Nye was placed inside, Peter second
and Woodbury outside. In the pools Bill Nve sold as first

choice, and then Woodbury was the favorite for a time. The
judges were Col. W. S. Stone, Hon. J. W. McBride and John
Gregg, the latter being a Director of the Tehama County
Agricultural Society. Jacib Martin and Thos. Magofley
acted as time keepers, and J. T. Mosley and Sam Prather as

starters. At the start Bill was a length behind, the others

even. Horses maintained same posilion at half-mile pole.

BUI drew up, and at head of stretch was oaly a length

behind; here the rider gave him his head, and he came under
the wire first by two lengths, Woodbury second and Peter
well up Time, 1:19.

Second race—Trotting, 3 in 5, for district stallions, purse
$300. L. fSwan names b s Ante Echo ; F. P. Norton names b
s Bonner N. B.: and Shasta View Farm names ch s Grand
Admiral. Bonner was driven by F. P. Norton, Admiral by
Julius Fitten, and Ante by Frank Murray. The horses were
started in the order named. In the pools Bonner sold as fa-

vorite, with the others in the field. Admiral led to the half

mile pole, with Bonner three lengths behind. Bonner then
let out and took the heat by three lengths. Ante outside flag.

Time, 2:31.

Second heat—Admiral again took the lead and held it to

the quarter; then Bonner went for him. Down the home-
stretch both horses worked well, and the pace was very fast.

Bonner won by less than a length, in 2:30.

Third heat—This was a repetition of the second heat, only
faster. Bonner took the heat in 2:28£.

Third race—-Running, five-eighths dash, for district two-
year-olds, purse $100. R, E. Smith names s c Jo Jo, and
W. G. Cleveland names s f Laura F. Jo carried 100 pounds
and Laura 106'. The hor3es were tapped off to a very

even start. They ran together to the head of the stretch,
when Laura pulled away and came home first. Time, 1:10
(very slow).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5.

First race, special, trotting, mile heats, 3 in 5, purse $200.
L. Swan names b s Ante Echo, Shasta View Farm names
b m Zephyr and Oscar Wills names b g Jack the Ripper.
In the pools Ripper sold first choice and Zephyr second.
Murray drove Ante, Fitten was behind Zephyr and Wills
piloted Ripper. In the first heat Echo worked admirably
and led from the start to finish, Zeohyr second. Time of
heat, 2:35.

Second heat—Zephyr got down to work ; Ante on the
lower turn threw his check rein, which caused him to break
badly, and was away in the rear before he settled down again.
Ripper tried several times to collar Zephyr, but the pace
threw him ofl his feet. Zephyr won in 2:32, Ripper second.
After this heat Zephyr sold as favorite.

Third heat—Horses got away lo a very even slart. Ripper
led to the first quarter, Ante second and Zephyr considerable
distance in the rear. The latter passed Ante on the back-
stretch. At the half-mile post Ripper still led by about four

lengths. On the homestretch the horses all worked well,

and it was an exciting contest. Zephyr took the heat by
about two leneths, Ripper second and Ante well up. Time,
2:32.

The judges for this day were J. T. Moxley, J. M. Wal-
bridge and Col. W. S Stone. Timers, J. R. Edson and Jacob
Martin.
Fourth heat— It was late in the day before the horses were

seot away for this heat. Ripper made a supreme ettort in

this heat to get away with Zephyr, and accomplished it, win-
ning in a hot contest in 2:32.

Second race—Special, running, three-eighths mile dash,

free- for all, purse $50. Hutchinson Bros.' b g Cascade, B.

Baber's rn m Nelly B. James; Muse's b g Turco. Turco
won, Cascade second and Nelly a good third. Time, 0:36}.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6.

The first thing in order was the unfinished trotting race of

the previous day.

Fifth heat—Horses sent ofl to a good start. Zephyr and
Jack at the first quarter were on even terms, which was main-
tained to the half-mile pole. On the upper turn Jack pulled

away, and at the head of the homestretch led by two lengths,

with Ante Echo awav in the rear. Jack broke on home-
stretch, but soon gathered and came home first, in 2:30, with

Zephyr's nose at his hip.

Sixth heat—Zephyr and Jack each having taken two heats,

the interest in the final result was very keen. Jack led to the

quarter by two lengths, with Ante ten lengths behind. Zephyr
passed Jack at the half-mile pole. At the head of the stretch

Zephyr was ten lengths ahead, and Jack running. In coming
home, the animals got on better terms again, but Zephyr won
heat, race and first money. Time, 2:33.

Second race—Running, one-half mile dash, handicap,

purse $100. James Muse names bg Turco. 130 pounds; Thos.
Thomas names s g Woodbury Jr., 120 pounds ; Hutchinson
Bros, name b g Cascade, 105 pounds. Turco was ridden by
Johnny Decker. Woodbury by Billy McBride, and Cascade

by Fred Jones. This would have been a much more inter-

esting race had not Turco's rider misunderstood the starting

signal, by reason of which Turc » did not start in the race. It

was a hot race between the starters, but Woodbury got there

first. Time, 0:49^.

Third race—Trotting, free-for-all, 3 in 5, purse $300. F.

P. Norton names b s Bonner, record 2:17 ; L. Swan names g
m Georgie Woodthorpe, record 2:20

;
Shasta View Farm

names ch s Grand Admiral. Much interest was manifested

in this race r but all pleasure was dissipated and the patience

of the crowd utterly worn out by the time spent in scoring

for the first heat.

In the pools, Bonner and Georgie were both favorities. In

drawing for positions Georgie was placed next to rail, Ad-
miral next and Bonner outside. Georgie was driven by Frank
Murray, Admiral bv Julius Fitten, and Bonner by F. P.

Norton. Owing to the difficulty in getting the horses off,

Bonner's driver requested that the judges tap them off when-
ever Bonner and Georgie were on even terms, regardless of

Admiral's advantage. Again the judges desired to get the

horses away as evenly as possible, in order that the people

might witness the finest exhibition of speed ever shown on

this track. When tapped ofl' for the heat, Admiral was down
near the head of the turn, and Bonner a short distance behind

Georgie. Admiral, by reoson of the great advantage at the

start, maintained the lead to head of the homestretch. Geor-

gie and Bonner necessarily had to trot very fast in order to

win. Georgie showed immense speed, but unfortunately

broke, and by reasnu thereof lost much ground. She and
Bonner being so evenly matched in speed, neither could hope

to win after breaking. Bonner did not reach Admiral until

within 100 yards of the outcome ; there he passed him and

came in first in 2:20. The people did not perhaps realize

that they witnessed such fast trotting and the best race ever

made in Northern California. Bonner trotted the last half

mile in 1:05, and the last quarter in 31 seconds ; that is at a

2:04 gait. Several watches caught the time at 30} for the

last quarter, which would be at a 2:02 gait.

Second heat—The horses were sent off on the second effort

for a start. Georgie againjbroke and lost all chance of win-

Ding. Bonner led all the way round, and won the heat in

2:20. By this time it was too dark to continue the race, and

consequently it was postponed to Monday, October Sth, at 2

p. M.
Fourth race—Running, handicap mile dash, purse $150.

W. G. Cleveland names b s Bill Nye, 120 lbs.; J. C. Har-

row names ch g Peter W., 120 lbs.; T. Thomas names b g
Woodbury Jr., 120 lbs. When the horses were started, Wood-
bury, after the manner of Turco, failed to start. Bill Nye
won in 1:51. Had Woodbury started it is more khan probable

that he could have made the mile in better time.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 8.

The third heat of the 3 in 5 trotting race, postponed from

Saturday, was finished this day, with Georgie Woodthorpe
and Bonner as the only contestants. Alter three efforts the

two flyers got started, Georgie leading to the eighth pole,

when the mare broke, Bonner going ahead and winning the

heat and race verp easily. Time, 2:18.—Yreka Journal.
.

Chas. IHenry Lawrence, Tex., writes: Send me large

bottle "Absorbine" at once, as I am in great need of it,

knowing by experience its great merit.

F. L. Coventry, Utica, N. Y., says,; Seno* me another

bottle of your excellent "Absorbine."

Benzetta "Wins the Kentucky Futurity.

Lexington (Ky.), October 9.—The richest trotting stake
everdecided in the world was that of the Kentucky Futurity

for three-year-olds, which was trotted this afternoon in the

presence of S.000 people. The weather was clear and cool,

with a slight wind, and the track was very fast.

Of nine three-year olds that faced the flag, E. W. Ayres'

chestnut filly Benzetta, by Onward, dam Beulah, by Harold,
secotd dam by Lever, son of Lexington, was the favorite

over the field. She was unlucky enough to draw the outside

position and acted so badly that it looked as if Gus May, her
driver, would never get her away.
Coming down for the fifteenth time he got her steady, and

although she got oil' in the last bunch, before a furlong was
trotted she was mistress of the situation. Rich io Hamble-
toniau blood, her gait was pure and faultless, and without be-
ingstruck she swept past her field of brilliant youogsters.
Before the half-mile pole was reached she was "leading by
two full lengths. She was never in trouble and came home
an easy winner, with four lengths to spare.
The second and third heats were simply processions, as

Benzetta far outclassed her field. It was not trotting at all,

and she won the race easily.

The speedy bay colt Futurity, by Hindoo Wilkes, and the
colt Axomt", by Axlell, made a pretty fight in the second
and third heats foi the $3,000 second money, Celaya having
finished second in the first heat. Hindoo Wilkes proved the
speedier of the two and won second place, while Axonite, al-
though finishing third in the second and third heats, lost the
$1,000 that went lo the third horse, it being given to Celava,
a chestnut filly by Allandorff.

Nellie A . who up to-day had won more money than any
filly of her age in the world, disappointed her backers by
failing lo get a piece of money.
The unfinished 2:26 class from yesterday was won by Josie

Allen quile cleverly. The first regular race on the pro-
gramme, the 2:14 class, was a red hot contest, Billy Bolton
laking ihe first two heats, Wistful the third and Token the
fourth.

The fourth and last race, for the 2:18 class, pacing,
was unfinished, the favorite, Pattie D., winning both heats
easily.

2:ib" class, trotting, purse $500 —Jos-ie Allen won the sec-
ond and third heals. Time. 2:17j, 2:19. Ollie K. won tbe
first heat in 2:20. Prince Edsall, Dick Richmond, Julia
Coulter, Ella Belmont, Kate McGregor and Camlet also
started.

2:14 class, trolling, purse $1,000. Token won fourth, fifth

and sixth heats and race. Time, 2:17}, 2:16, 2:152. Billy
Bolton won first and second heats. Time, 2:15.^, 2:14A. Wist-
ful won third heat. Time, 2:153. Answer, Courier, Lottie G,
Judge Fisher and Dollie Wilkes drawn. Margrave also

etarttd.

Kentucky Futurity, valued at $31,ISO, for three-year-olds,

worth $22,4ri0 to the winner. Benzetta won in three straight

heats. Time, &16J . 2:15',, '2-A4-1 Futurity , Celaya, Aconite,
Nellie A., Lyric, Alkoran and Billy Parks also started.

2:18 pacing, purse $500 (unfinished!. Pattie D. won lirsl

and second beats. Time, 2:13;, 2:16. Cantab, Allen <".,

Charlie D., Dodd Peet, Bright Light, Tom Shirley, Hylie T.

and Cheslnut Burr also started.

J. O'Kane will soon receive one of the new pneumatic
saddles—the invention that created such a sensation in Chi-
cago recently, and which are said to give horses wearing them
an advantage of from 15 to 17 per cent, over the old-style

ones. Doubtless pneumatic saddles will be worn here alto-

gether before the California Jockey Club meeting comes to

an end.

The fair at Vallejo was a success.

Closing of the Grand Circuit

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders Assn,

REGULAR FALL RALE MEETISIJ.

- SAN JOSE -
WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 27th.
Special Trnin to San Francisco Kach Day Alter

the Races.

OVER $24,000 llN PURSES.
Special Prizes \'or

Four-in-Hand, Tandem and Double-Team Races,

BICYCLETCONTESTS.

Tbe Greatest Programme Ever Offered.

0\KR 700 EMR1ES.

RACES COMMENCE lllOMl'TLV IT 12 10 O'CLOCK.

Tbe track will he put to splendid oitlltioii. and, il Iteing the last

nieetingot toeseason, records will be broken and ^re.u conteau

expected.

ADMISSION.

F. W. KELLBY,
Secretary,

Ml OKXTS.

E. P. HBALD,
Pres
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Oakland Trottino Park.—Very many times I have

written these three words, and oftentimes in connection

with big events. The most noteworthy, perhaps, when St.

Julien captured the " world's record " in presence of Gen.

Wranl, though that has sioce been beaten by a California

two-year-old two full seconds, in the &auie " rig " and at the

same gait, and by another youngster of California breeding

some five seconds at the other harness gait.

As stated in the paper of last week, Lhere was a gloomy

outlook, a deep shadow over the grounds, broken, however,

by a gleam of sunshine, a broader ray, after that glimpse of

hope, as I learned further particulars regarding the plans of

Messrs. Williams and Spreckels, there was an entire change,

and in place of harness horses being entirely ignored in the

future by the lessees, their intentions are to do all in their

power to promote the interests dependent upon that branch

of sport. Mr. Williams informs me that a race meeting will

be held in Oakland the coming summer, that in the fall a

trotting meeting of such magnitudes under the auspices of

the lessees, that Eastern cracks will be induced to attend.

That the opening of the regular race meeting of the Califor-

nia Jockey Club will be deferred until the middle of Novem-

ber, or even later, in order that" our horses" in the East and

those of the Orient which could not come at an earlier date,

can take part. This will be a lilting culmination of the har-

ness racing season here. More interest will be taken in pre-

ceding meetings, more anxiety to see the horses perform

which are likely to meet Eastern borsee of the same class,

and in plrre of dimipi cMr£r ir>'f rtft, fs prnie imagine, will

of the track and grounds, nearly all of which is embodied in

the lease, is published in tbis number. The whole of the

tract owned by the late Judge Mee contains about 120 acres,

half of it embraced in the boundary lines of the cut. The
extension of the short Hues of the parallelogram to the bay
will show the whole area. The overland railway runs nearly

parallel to Horton street, and at the point, where the entrance

gate will probably be located, is only one hundred yards dis-

tant. At that point a station will be built. West of the

railway are the Shell Mound picnic grounds, the most popu-

lar place of that description in the vicinity of San Francisco.

There is a dense growth of willows along the shore of the

bay. with some large trees in the grounds, and this is an eflec-

tive break to the western winds which prevail during a large

portion of the year. This has such an ameliorating effect on

the climate that there will be a decidedly balmier air at the

track than it is a half-mile away on either side. Between
the railway and the track the ground is used for a vegetable

garden, and famous the yields of all kinds of "truck" on

that rich soil. The outer track was made some twenty-five

years ago. The northern turn and part of the stretches the

soil was originally adobe, but thousands of loads of manure,

'and and silt have been added, until, with slight watering in

the dry season, harrows are the only tools required to put it

in first-rate shape for galloping. The inner track, as stated

last week, is equally as well adapted for training as the outer,

wiih the exception of a part in which there is some gravel,

which small labor will remove. The homestretch is a trifle

narrower than the outer, and for part of the way around the

first turn, with that exception it is the widest. The outside

course, to accommodate the large fields of horses of the pres-

ent time, will require to be made broader, save the home-
stretch, and as will be seen from the cut, there is plenty of

room to widen. I was not confident of there being room
enough between the railway— Berkeley branch— and the

turn near the five-eighths pole, until 1 made an examination
on Tuesday last, when I found space enough. The cut shows
an " oblong square," three of the outer lines being the bound-
aries of the property, the other a continuation of Horton
street, which is unopened from the city limits. There would
be no trouble in securing an order to open it from Park

grass, flowers, shrubbery, bowders, vine-clad, fitted for fairie
8

to hold their revels, the aroma of blossoms and fragran
plants, in place of effluvia from stables. " The " in-field "

i
s

also susceptible of beautification. From the creek north al"
falfa ground, and the verdure of lucerne is pleasing to the
eye, a delicate shade, the color between the emerald and the
tender hue of a light-colored sapphire, difficult to tell whether
it is a faint blue or a vanishing green.

The grand marine picture from the western balcony of the
Bay District Club House will be wanting, though with a
" double-decker" grand stand, and a promenade on the roof,

there will be the bay, Golden Gate. Tamalpais, the islands

and the city on the hills, and a glimpse of the ocean to make
amends. More than a recompense. From Red Rock to Al-
viso, from the summit of the Contra Costa range to the
eastern shore of the bays—there is a glimpse of San Pablo
bay, which will justify the use of the plural—the scene such
as no other land can show. To the southward the mountains
that frame the Santa Clara valley, to the northward St.

Helena and the wavey outline of the crests of a succession of

mountains culminating in the crown of Tamalpais. If that
double-decker does not give elevation enough for clear vision
over the tops of the trees to the westward, let there be a tower
in the pleasure ground that will, though I am confident that
from the roof of a modern grand stand the view will embrace
all the grand scenery mentioned.
Temescal Creek is a feature which must not be neglected.

A thread is all that shows on the plat, bisecting the track in

nearly equal parts. It is deeply cut in the soil. Banks some
ten feet high with a rapid current at ordinary stages of water
from the crossing to the bay. A grand chance for drainage,
the depth giving fall sufficient from the lowest part of the
grounds without utilizing all of the depression. Three or
four feet cut will be all that is needed at the deepest place,

and one culvert under the inside track at the lowest point on
the northern curve.

Another good point in this desirable location. When the
winter rains come it is not long thereafter when the alfilleria

has a good growth, and soon after the wild-oats and burr-

clover. The first-named is choice picking to the horses in

training, and it grows luxuriantly in the inner field. My first

materially add to (he success of previous meetings. Like the

grand tournaments of the olden times, when champions of

countries, shires and towns met in the lists to battle for the

highest honors, minor tilts were watched with ultra eager-

ness in order to form au estimate of the chances to secure a

higher prize than limited fields presented. In the days when
the long bow was considered the English weapon par excel-

lence, and the government Bought to encourage archery iu

every way, the village "wapinschaws" were popular festivals.

The home champion might be the victor in the metropoli-

tan tournament, or, at least, prove that the district could

produce its quota of the men who won victory at Agincourt,

I'oicliers and Cressy.

We are all proud of the performances of our horses in the

East, yet that feeling is not as intense as it would be if they

had graced the home stage. Directum, Hulda, Azote,

Directly, Flying Jib, Expressive, all owned in California,

have yet to put in an appearance before a California assem-

blage.

So long as the present situation prevails the only hope "I"

seeing them IB in such a Hcheme as Mr. Williams presents.

The big meeting will be supplemented by occasional contests

through the winter, and there is no question that this will

tier preparation for the Eastern campaign—for horses

that are sound tban long " let-ups.'
1

Much as I am gratified vv ' lh ,Mt* prospecl that harness rac-

ing is nut i" be it thing of the past in this section of I Cali-

fornia, there i-- nearly as much satisfaction in the ioformaliou
that it is the intention of the lessees of Oakland Trotting

Park to eventually make such improvements us will he in

keeping with its natural advantages. As stated before, 1 hold

thai it is superior to any other point on this coast for a race

course and trotting track when all the '' good points " are

taken iuto consideration. In the Brst place contiguity to

i,i ; id - and towns on the Eastern side of the bay,with

rapid and convenient transit. With the exception of the roads

on the Marin peninsula, and that from San Francisco to San
i.ikland is in railway communication with all parte of

he State. Were it necessary special trains could be run from

nil the northern townw, and those on the line of the Southern
. and land passengers within K>0 yards of where the

iMraoce to the track will be.

In order that readers mav understand the situation, a cut

avenue, which runs from Emeryville to San Pable avenue,

only one block south of the grounds. The double line, the

short jog near the three quarter pole, represent the stalls, and
when ihey widen there is a double row of stalls, above them
the seats in one of the stands. The quadrangle is formed by

the stalls first built, and the smaller square is to represent a

barn of two stories. From that to the opening on the south

line
—"the Oakland gate"—the "Sau Francisco gate" is

just north of the stand mentioned—the double line is again

to represent stalls ; on the other side of the Oakland gate

pens for sheep and swine. In place of three parallelograms

to represent stalls there are five now ; the diagonal oblong is

a separate stand under which two rows of stalls, and the one

with the longest diameter the other way the hotel. This cut

was made ten years ago; since that there have been additions

to the hotel and others not shown in the cut, though it

answers the purpose when that is to give a general idea of

the < lakland Trotting Park, and to suggest where a change iu

the arrangeuiet will be beneficial.

The '• high fence " is made by the rear of the double line

showing the stalls and pens, with a jog to another high feuce

I which commences nearly opposite the Oaklaud gate, follows

the outer edge of the track until it joins the double line "the

place of beginning." The high fence, as it now stauds, is as-

suredly not an EGStbetic feature, and by removing it to the

boundary litres it would not be so orlensive. Then it will be

seen that hotel and Btands are among the stables. The plat

shows that there is plenty of room for the stabling, boarding-

house for attendants of the horses and other necessary ad-

juncts on the ground from the t taklaud gate and following the

Eastern boundary to where the northern line touches the

Berkeley tracks, and if more is needed, from Temescal creek

North. The proposed entrance gate is a little north of the

two*story barn on (he east line of Horton street, with an
avenue leading from the new station. The h i l;1i "fence would

be on the east line of Horton street to the creek, and all the

Bpace between the creek, the east line of Horton street, the

south line to where the Oakland gate is now situated^ aud
tin icr line of the track would be available for saddling

paddock, stands, hotel, club house and landacupt ga

This would give several acres that coni- tified by

experience with it was somewhat curious. One Jay iu the
boxes after the long journey for the horses to rest, the next
led out to pick the succulent clover which was then well up
to their kuees, interspersed with patches of weeds. They
drew away from the enticing herbage to pick the weeds.

Hock-Hocking was especially anxious. Three Cheers still

more so after a bile, aud the usually placid fillies, Lady
Amanda and Marion were also tugging on the halter reins.

"'Don't let them eat those weeds, they may be poisonous,"

was my order to the bovs. Just 'hen Willis Hull came, and
1 told him what a singular thing it was that horses should
prefer what to me looked like wild geraniums, pointing to

the oilensive growths, to the tempting clover.
" Weeds," he said, paused a moment, "that's fill-ar-ee,"

putting a prolouged acceut on the last syllable, " the best

spring feed iu Califoruia, the best in the world ;
that burr-

clover's no good till it is ripe," aud I had mv first lesson on
the native grasses of the Occident.
"The half has not been told," or the hundredth for that

matter of the advantages of that location foi race course aud
trolling track, though that may be of service in giving a bet-

ter understanding than is generally entertained of the course

and vicinity. The steam-cars a.re not the only meaus of

eoLuniuuication. The San Pablocable line terminates at Park
avenue, and lhat connected with horse-cars lo Emeryville.

That an electric road will be built from Oakland to the pic-

nic ground at Shell Mound when the improvements at ihe

park are completed is rensouably certain, and the drives

from Oakland, EasL and West Berkeley are fairly good.

* ' *

SPIRIT and Liiikicality/ should be well rewarded, and

when it was guaranteed that all expenses pertaining lo keep-

ing the track iu order should be paid, all the privileges sur-

rendered, and a bonus of one thousaud dollars iu cash paid

for the fall meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. to be held in

San Jose, everyone who is interested in light harness horset

should do their best to make the meeting successful.

Should. the admirable weatherof the present continue, and

there are good prospects of that, ihere are eound raasons for
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list of those eligible to start appears in this number of the

paper, and from that it is evident that there will be good
sport. Not so many starters as figured in the Summer meet-

ing and that cannot be called a drawback. In harness rac-

ing whenever fields are so large that horses have to be started

in tiers, the conditions are unsatisfactory.

While there is promise of well-contested races there is a

certainty of other elements being entirely satisfactory. The
track is one of the fastest in the State, if not the fastest.

It is a pleasure to spend a few hours at the track when
races do not form a part of the enjoyment. Elsewhere I have
given a sketch of what Oakland Trotting Park can be made,
and already the San Jose grounds are in somewhat the pro-

posed condition. A very little work directed by a skilled

landscape artist would make that portion of the park, in

which there is a redundance of trees, a beautiful picture, and
now there is much to admire. The hotels of San Jose stand

high, and even when compared with those in cities of far

greater population will not suffer. The drives in the vicinity

are the best in the State, unless Monterey has done much in

the years since my visit to improve them, I suppose that has

been done, but however attractive that will not lesson the

pleasure of excursions among the lovely scenes of the Santa
Clara Valley.

There is another element which enters largely into the cal-

culation when all the concomitants of a trotting meeting are

brought into consideration. The first place can be given,

without much risk of awakening contention, to the people of

the place where the meeting is to be held. In this there

will be small difference of opinion, and I do not apprehend
even slight disagreement when the San Jose folk are given a

very high station. Cordial, hospitable and with an estab-

lished liking for horses, especially the harness division of

fast horses, there is nothing lacking in that respect.

Unless the weather proves peculiarly unfavorable, I have
no hesitation in predicting a grand affair the coming trotting

tournament.

* *

The Cry Now is that neither yearling or two-year-old

champion honors have been won by a " half-bred." The
meaning of that being a colt or filly with one parent thor-

oughbred. In this particular, ruling out of the list all, no

matter how much thoroughbred they cairy, is somewhat

akin to the practice of the English Jockey Club when " cock-

tail'' races were in vogue. A horse which had less than five

pure crosses was eligible, and as half-bred and cock- tail were
synonomous terms.it is on the plane of reasoning which would
rule out a horse with fifteen-sixteenths of thoroughbred from
the half-bred ranks.

But it is only a few years sioce the cry was ihat a strain

of thoroughbred nearer than Messenger was pernicious at any
age, and then the Sampson cross in the gallant grey bring on
the short order, that was given thecredit for the trot in the

Messengers. Then it was argued that as Mambrino, the sire

of Messenger, was noted as the progenitor of fine coach horses

with a decided trotting instinct, and his grandsire was Samp-
son ;

it was all as easy as rolling offa log. Yearling or two-

year-olds! Expressive put a damper on carrying it into the

three-year-old list, but when Palo Alto was a two-year old

he went a public trial some six seconds faster than the fastest

of the age. Championship is something to be proud of, but

there are other desirable qualities beside being the dux of the

class.

JuBt as well lo admit that " near infusions " have some-
thing to do with great performances, whether as direct as

one parent thoroughbred, or with a combination of strains

which are more remote.

Just as I am writing this I learn that the grandam ot

Benzetta, winner of the Kentucky Futurity, was by Lever, a

member of the Levitv family.
•s

* *

Triple the Sum Total—''The only running blood that

. appears in the pedigree—save (hat which is so far removed
that even the enthusiasts could hardly claim its influence— is

fiund in imp. Hooton, sire of the great grandam of Adver-
tiser.- -Western Breeder.

Tnis was part of an item regarding the San Jose perform-

ance of Adbell, and when corrected as suggested above is not

far from the truth. By consulting Vol. VI, page 221, Amer-
can Stud Book the grandam of Beautiful Bells will be found,

with her sire, The Moor, as her first progeny. Belle of

Wabash was thoroughbred so that there are two of that blood

in the third and fourth generation from the champion, though
there are other straios. As Belle of Wabash is one degree

nearer to Adbell than imp. Envosy there is just three times
the amount of thorough-blood than is admitted in the quota-
tion. Not a great deal it is true, but that must be given some
of the credit.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Sonoma Stock for Mexico.

HOOF-BEATS.

The fine thoroughbred Holstein cattle recently sold by J.

H. White of Lakeville to General Andrada of Sonora, Mexi-

co, were shipped by rail on Monday, The thirty-eight head

of cattle with their supplies, etc., and in charge of Messrs.

Con if] and Redmond, of this city, were loaded on Southern
Pacific freight cars at the White ranch and taken by a special

engine to Shellville where the cars were transferred to the
Southern Pacific tracks, and the blooded cattle will travel

in fine style direct to Mexico without change, going by way
of Los Angeles and EI Paso- The purchase price is said to

be in the neighborhood of £4,000.—Petaluma Imprint.

Next Monday the interesting Los Angeles Derby will be
run. The principal candidates are Charles A., Orizaba,

Alexis, Polaski and Montalvo. On Tuesday the Citrus Belt
handicap, worth over $600, will be decided. Pescador and
Royal Fush seem to outclass all the others badly, though
Centinella, at the weights, may be a dangerous customer.

In the second race at Harlem on Wednesday last Califor-

nia-bred horses captured all the coin. Mainstay, Van Ness'

Mariner colt, was first; Installator, Boots' Brutus colt, was
second, while Venus, Dow Williams' Verano filly, finished

third. We can certainly discount our Kentucky and Ten-
nessee farms in the production of good two-year-olds.

Modesto will hold a three days' race meeting next week.

Electmont, by Chimes, earned a record of 2:22!] at Buf-
falo recently.

The two-year-old lilly Vallejo, by Vasco, recently trotted
a mile in 2:20-1

,.

Lea, by Sidnev, lowered her record to 2:24] at Cleveland
0., October 2d.

Notary, the sire of the pacer Seal, 2:08J, is a brother to
the dam of Alix, 2:03f.

We are desirous of getting the pedigrees of Maud M.,
2:25; El MoIeno,2:27£ and Sir Gird.

Senator Boy, a chestnut colt by Senater Rose, entered
the 2:30 list at Lebanon, O., getting a mark of 2:27}.

Royal Prince, 2:24i, a chestnut horse by Dexter Prince,
lowered his record to 2:23^ at Fulton, 111, October 3.

The iniuries sustained by the old pacer Guy, 2:06|, in a
railroad collision recently, will probably end his turf career.

Quality, 2:25i, is by Electioneer, dam by Almont, second
dam Dolly (dam of Director. Onward, etc.), by Mambrino
Chief.

Maud P., black mare, by Idaho Patchen, out of a mare
by Grand Moor, got a record of 2:26-^ at Rohnerville *last

week.

The black colt Fleet Boy (brother to Fleet, 2:19£), took a
mark of 2:25£ last month. He is by Sidney, out of Flight,
2:29, by Buccaneer.

Killarney Maid, the mare that Monroe Salisbury car-

ried with him an entire season without starting, took a rec-

ord of 2:28 \ recently.

The three-year-old gelding Freeland, by Alfonso, ont of
Net Medium, by Happv Medium, look a record of 2:27^ at

Lima, Ohio, last week.

Humboldt Maid, by Waldstein, out of Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor, entered the 2:30 list at Rohnerville last week,
getting a mark of 2:27.

The average time made by the winners in the Grand Cir-

cuit this year is 2:16 2-5, The trotter? averaged 2:17 83-100
and the pacers 2:13 2-3.

Rowland L. Rose died at Providence. R. I., last week.
He was the owner of Ramona, 2:15, Director's Klower, 2:20,

and a number of other horses.

Failnot is the name of a pacer Chas. Marvin gave a
record of 2:1 6^ in the third heat of a pacing race at Gales-
burg, 111. Failnot is by St. Bel.

Phrkville Farm has a filly bv Thistle, 2:131, out of
Beatrice, dam of Patron, Prodigal, Patronage, etc., and the
old mare is now in foal to Stranger.

New Era, a pacer, by Hambletonian Wilkes, lowered his
record to 2:13 at Galesburg. III., October 1st. He won the
last three heats of a six-heat race in 2:13, 2:15 and 2:18}.

James Shields' Mary S., now at Oakland track, comes in
for a good deal of attention in her work, as the newcomer is

known to be very fast and to like a goodly distance of ground.

The Kentucky Prince gelding Spofford won the Interna-
tional Stake at Triest, Austria, last month. He trotted a third

heat in 2:17, defeating Valkyr, Mattie H. and Prima Donna.

Hoag & Little, of the California stable, have added the
good brown two-year-old mud colt, Hanford (by imp. Kyr'e
Daly—Visalia) to their string, and also his yearling half-

brother by imp. Sir Modred.

Bookmaker George Rose has purchased King Bors, the
Sir Modred-Mabel colt, of G. W. Leihy & Son, and will run
him at the coming local meeting. King Bors recently won
a nine-furlong race at Hawthorne.

Alix is good for a mile in 2:03 this season, says Jack
Curry, who has driven her in all her very fastest miles.

—

American Horse Breeder. Well ! Well ! Where was Andy
McDowell when those very fast miles were trotted ?

Electric Coin, by Electioneer, dam Cecil, by General
Benton, won a race against a field of twelve at Baltimore,

October 2, in three Btraight heats and lowering bis record.

Time, 2:21|, 2:20}, 2:20}.

A Chicago paper is authority for the statement that

Jimmy Lamley is under a two years' contract to E. J. Bald-
win. He is to get $3,000 the first year and $4,000 the second

year. Johnny Lamley will ride for Marcus Daly. Jimmy
won the first mount he had for Baldwin on Lady Diamond.

At the Tuolumne county fair held recently Stanislaus

county horses were winners in every race in which they en-

tered. J. C. Semple's mare, CoraS., won first money in two
races; T. J. Carmichael's horse, Prince, won first money in

one race and S. F. DeYoe's mare, Myrtle, won second money.

An accident in the first race at Harlem last Wednesday and
another in the last, and a fight in the jockey room and" pad-
dock added to the excitement. As Track Assistant John
Merrill was lining up the horses for the start in the opening
dash, he came too near the heels of Sir Richard and was
knocked down. An inch or two nearer and Merrill would
have been killed. As it was his nose was very badly damaged.

Andy McDowell and Salisbury had a regulation row
over the driving of Answer in his race last Friday. Salisbury
wanted the bis gelding pulled a little stronger on the right
line when he broke and McDowell said it would do no good.
Salisbury wanted him to try it, and the result was McDowell
told him to take the whip and drive him himself. It was
only one of those old-time squabbles that they are liable to
have two or three times in twenty-four hours—all smoke and
no fire.—American Sportsman.

In the last race at Harlem last Wednesday, in rounding
the turn Isom, on Seville, bumped Fiction, unseating Cheva-
lier, the horse dragging the boy about fifty feet. Chevalier
was badly bruised, but not seriously hurt. Fiction ran four
times around the track. Nearing the wire the la.it time a
cowboy tried to stop the filly, and getting in the way of the
animal received a hard fall, the horse also going down. The
man was comparatively unhurt, while the filly had sections
of hide scraped off.

The trotting horse Milfo.-d B., owned by Edwards & Co.,
has made a fine showing on the turf this season, having won
every race in which he trotted. In a race at the Greenville
Fair, he trotted the third heat in 2:27}. Had it been neces-
sary, he could have trotted down as slow as 2:20. Milford
B. is now six years old and is just coming to maturity as a
trotting horse. Barring accidents, he, without doubt, has a
brilliant fnture. His sire is E. P. Smith's Engineer; his dam
a Plumas mare owned by J. W. Thompson.—Quincy (Cal.)
Bulletin.

Miller & Sibley, of Franklin, Pa., have purchased from
Mrs. R. L. Cochran the property known as Cochran farm in

Sugar Creek township, Pa., comprising 300 acres. Tt e con-

sideration is about $33 per acre. The new owners will utilize

the place for the breeding of hackneys, coach horses and
ponies.

A big " rubber " struck Jockey Macklin in the dressing-

room last Wednesday at Harlem, and in turn was assaulted

by several of the bystanders and pitched headlong into the

paddock. The finishing touches were put on him there.

After being thoroughly whipped the "rubber" was taken to

the gate and put oft' the grounds.

Garland & Ramsdell's string is at Sacramento, and re-

ported in good trim after their campaign in Montana and
Oregon. The string includes the filly Normandie, by imp.
Kyrle Daly ; Nelson, the one-eyed son of Duke of Norfolk

;

Bill of Expense, by Hidalgo, and Misty Morn, the speedy
Oregon mare by St. Paul—Why Not.

Of the tffenty-eight 2:10 performers four do not carry any
Hambleionian blood whatever. Theseare the trotters Lord
Clinton, 2:03$ and Ryland T., 2:07 £, and the pacers Reflector,
2:07:}, and Rowdy Joe, 2:08. Two others, Moonstone, 2:09.'.,

and Edith, 2:10, both pacers, are not descended in direct male
line from Hambletonian, but carry strong infusions of his
blood, the former's dam being by Almont Jr., a son of Al-
mont, and he by Alexander's Abdallah, a son of Hambleton-
ian. Edith has the blood of the greatest of all progenitors
close up, as her sire, Dexter Prince, is out of a daughter of
Hambletonian. The remaining twenty-two members of the
new 2:10 brigade are all in direct line from the fountain head
of speed. Squire Talmage and Idol arp the only sons of Ham-
bletonian with new 2:10 performers in the first generation.
The former is the sire of Strader H., 2:073, and the latter of
Fidol, 2:10.

Mr. George E. Kelly and "Russ" E. Davidson left Day-
ton some time ago with a few Columbia-bred horses for Den-
ver, Colo., says the Courier. Among the band were two three-
year-old colts which they intended entering in a few races,
and they were named respectively Antrima and Lady R. E.
D., both Columbia bred colts. Antrima was ontered in nine
different races and took money in every race. She made her
first mark in Denver, her time being recorded at 2:31}, but
she had trotted previous to this race in 2:28, 2:26 and 2:23.
Antrima was purchased by Higgius Brothers, of Missoula,
Mont., for $1,400, and these gentlemen consider that they
have got a record-breaker. This extraordinary piece of horse-
flesh was bred and raised by Mr. Thomas Ronan, of Colum-
bia County, near Dayton. Lady R. E. D, proved herself a

long way above the average three-year-old of the present
day, though she did not bring as big money as Antrima.
Lady R. E. D. shjwed her driver, Mr. Kelley, at different

timej that she could make her mile easily in 2:13, but she
has been recorded 2:25J. She was sold to Senator Huffman of

Bozeman, Mont., for $750. Lady R. E. D. was bred and
raised by Mr. J. A. Fontain in Columbia County, near Day-
ton.—Porthnd Oregonian.

Monroe Salisbury believes a man can breed and develop
pacers with greater certainty and at less expense than trotters

can be bred and developed, and he cites in support of his be-
half that previous to the commencement of bis campaign the
training and education of his colt Directly, 2:07j, did not
cost him $50 all told. According to theCalifornian Directly
has always had his speed and his training has consisted in

conditioning him to carry it, and he has received his con-
ditioning work almost entirely since he began racing. As
would be expected in the case of a two-year-old, his races
early in the season were, comparatively speakiDg, slow, and
as the season advanced the rate of speed increased, until the
colt gradually raced himself into form. As wonderful as

Directly's performances have been, Mr. Salisbury believes he
has a still more wonderful colt at home sired by Direct, and
he will prove the correctness of his belief by bringing him
East next year. In view of what the only two youngsters by
Direct that have yet been trained have done, it is not to he

wondered at that the veteran Californian believes the quick-
est way for a young man to get a start in this world is to

breed a mare to the little pacing son of Director and trust to

the produce to bring the desired result.—Horse World.

The next meeting of the Western Turf Congress will be
sensational, says an exchange. There will be ten votes—

a

majority—to put through any measure that Corrigan and
one or two other turfmen wish. Colonel Clark, who resigned
from Harlem, will not be seen again in a judges' stand after

the meeting if the resolution goes. " There will be an iron-

clad rule passed prohibiting any man over the age of - 4 from
sitting in the judges' stand to decide races," says a member
of the congress. "Of course that will pass. There are ten

votes which will go whichever way Corrigan wants them,and
you can be assured Corrigan is not carrying flowers and
wreaths to Colonel Clark. That will settle Clark as a racing

judge, despite his contract with Oakley for next year. It also

disposes of the Colonel's threat to deal with Rohy. for he
will not be a msmber of the congress. Charles Price, of the

Louisville Jockey Club, will represent that interest.

Furthermore, there will be another piece of legislation. No
breeder will be allowed to serve in the judges' stand. These
are general reforms, and are not directed against any one
man or set of men. Judges are wanted whose eyesight is

not imperfect, and breeders are obnoxious in the stand. I'll

stake any membership in the Turf Congress that these reso-

lutions will be put through." Harlem has selected a man to

act as presiding judge, but the management refuses to give

out Mb name until all arrangements are made for his cominfi;.
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Dates Claimed.

LOS ANGELES October 15 to October 20

P. O. T. H. B. A. ' Fall Meeting) October 22 to October 27

MODESTO October IS to October 20

I'Ai.iFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB October 27

Entries Close.

UTOXIA JOCKEY CLUB October 15

W ASH INGTON l'ARK October 15

MEW LODISVtLLE .IOCKEY CLUB October 1.5

I \ l.iroRXfA JOCKEY CLUB-Stakes for Winter meeting-October 25
Two-year-old events December 1

HORSE SHOW October 25

The Outlook.

Nothing startling has occured in local racing circles

<liiring the past week. Work was continued on old Say

District track and the new inside course until they are

ready lor the Meet-footed fortune-makers or breakers to

work over in perfect safety, Ureat credit is due those

having charge of the work on the track. Inside of one

week it will be in a truly admirable state. At that time

tti«- rain can come down in torrents in the morning, cease

;ti 1 1 "'clock, and at 3 P. M. it will be nearly impossible

to tell there had been a rain, so well is the course drained

and of such a nature the top dressing. No large strings

have arrived during the week, but those ol Baldwin,

Corrigan, Pal Meany, Mat Storn and Dan Miller are

daily expected. The majority of . those booked to come

to i lalifornia will probably not depart for this part of the

world until the races at Harlem and Oakley come to an

end about November loth. Willi the cracks, Diggsana

Lissak, out of the hunt for the winter in the two-year-

old division, we can look for close contests in the stake

races lor the youngsters, and really there should be some

rejoicing over the fact that these clinkers will almost

certainly stay on the other side of the ridge this winter.

Opposite Bay District track, to the west, is a mam-
moth loi, a hollow that was filled in hist year. This has

been Bub-leased by the California Jockey Club, and on

this ground some 800 stalls will he erected without de-

lay. This will make a total of 940 stalls available for

11 horses, oid il more horses come than .tie bargained

foi (Starter II. D. Brown Bays 1,000 will come from

Chicago, the South and Bast) enough ground has been

secured to erect 300 more.

There will be racing six days per week; thai is, racing

i had on Monday- as long as the public supports

the sport as well as it is thought it will. The business

ol racing six days per week is new to Californians, but

:it tin- I. a -i n has been carried on with success for many

We print the dale- -«-i for the various stake races

sek, and horsemen will read them with interest-

tine tliin r
- i- certain -if one-half the horses come that

i we will have by odde the best meeting ever

behl in San I nd we had a mighty good one

last winter and spring.

The many improvements which tire going on at the

Bay District track in advance of the great Jockey Club

meeting will, in all likelihood, so thoroughly change that

place that few race-goers will recognize it on the opening

day as the scene of last winter's aud other memorable

contests. Five of the turnstiles which did service at the

-Midwinter Exposition have taken the place of tbe old

main gate. The old grand stand at the south of the

principal building is being remodeled with the view of

admitting more light and making things more comforta-

ble in general. The club house has been lengthened so

as to give a perfect view of tbe stretch from that place,

as well as from the betting ring. Many other needed im-

provements and conveniences will be added in the course

of the next fortnight, as a large force of workmen are

constantly at work anil being hurried in their labor as

much as possible.

He Should be Elected.

It is not customary for this journal to wander from

the path which was selected at its inception to take up

subjects of a personal, social or political nature, but,

when we see the name of a gentleman proposed for an of-

fice which we know would be honored by his presence, we

feel like giving him all tbe help we can. The affairs of the

city of San Francisco have, in the majority of instances

in the past, been managed by men who have used their

positions as Supervisors for their own aggrandizement,

irrespective of tbe wants of the public and regardless of

all solemn pledges they made before election. In the

selection of nominees for these positions of trust, proper

steps have not been taken to secure men whose interests

have been manifold, but, on looking over the names of

the nominees this year, there were a few that impressed

themselves forcibly on our minds as being of the right

stamp. Foremost among them is the name of that

sterling citizen and wide-awake business man, Adolph

B. Spreekels.

When from the ranks of the highest aud most in-

fluential in our community such a one is selected, there

should be no hesitancy on the part of all citizens, irre-

spective of party, casting their vote for him, for it is to

their interests to do so as well as for the interests of tbe

city. Now that Mr. Spreekels has accepted tbe nomina-

tion for Supervisor of the Tenth Ward, we know that, if

elected, he will bring to that office the dignity it de-

serves and carefully guard the interests of the city

in which be has spent the greater part of his life time.

Loved and respected by all ; endowed with a strong in-

tellectuality ; alive to the wants of this community, and

thoroughly conversant with the management and appear-

ance of the largest cities of the Fast, the people of this

commonwealth can, if such men as A. B. Spreekels are

elected, look forward to a marked improvement in the

appearance of the city and the management of its

finances. Mr. Spreekels is recognized in the commer-

cial world as a man of rare business qualifications, com-

bined with a geniality that marks a " man among men,"

and to place men of bis calibre in office should be the

aim of every citizen.

The Horse Show.

of horses into classes will be productive of much good,

for many people hardly k-Dow the difference between

a Shire, Hackney, Cleveland Bay or a Pereheton. To

them an interest will be awakened; so, from an educa-

tional point of view, this show will always be remem-

bered. There will be the choicest and most famous

thoroughbreds and trotters, and every kind of a horse,

from a tiny Shetland to the heaviest Clyde, in their re-

spective stalls. Every department will be under the

supervision of competent men. The judging will also be

given to acknowledged judges of each class, and every

horse will be awarded a prize on merit only. As entries

will close October 25th, there should be no delay. See

advertisement in another column.

The principal topic among society folks, as well as

horse-owuers, breeders aud those who love to see a fine

horse, is the great horse show that is to take place in

this city November 2Sth, 2!>th, 30th and December 1st.

The Mechanics' Pavilion has been selected as the most

suitable place to hold this affair, and from what we have

seen of the plans, there is no doubt a most agreeable sur-

prise is in store for all who attend. The liberality of

our men of wealth who have taken an interest in the

success of this great undertaking cannot be commended

too highly ; it only remains for horse-owners to respond

as liberally with their entries, for the valuable prizes

offered will be worth competing for. As the time is

rapidly approaching, the interest in this, the first show,

increases. The idea of showing the people of this city

and State that we have horses here which for beauty,

style, speed and perfect conformation cannot be sur-

passed in the world is one which carries with it a cer-

tain degree of pride, and in the laudation of what our

California horses have done in the past the future is not

lost sight of. This exhibition is not to demonstrate that

none but the rich anil extravagant can afford to own

fine horses, but it is to encourage breeders to try and

breed horses that will always find ready purchasers

among them. 9

The demands of the present are not to be overlooked,

and the magnificent harnesses and carriages will serve

to convince the thousands of spectators as to the proper

ideal of a horse to suit such equipments. The division

We understand a move is being made to get a rule

through the Turf Congress prohibiting a man from act-

ing as a judge if he happens to be over forty-four years

of age. And it is declared that this will be passed. It

looks like a direct slap at Colonel M. Lewis Clark, one

of the most fearless presiding judges in this country

and a terror to the wrong-doers of the turf. We have

always supposed a man to be at his very best when
forty-four or forty-five years of age. His eyesight has

generally not begun to fail him, he has outlived the fool-

ishness of youth, and has clear ideas of his own and

enough age to command respect. The eyesight and brain

of many men are as clear at fifty as at thirty, and as

good eyesight, knowledge of the rules, " nose for job-

bery " and firmness to punish any wrong-doer, no mat-

ter what his station in life may be, are the principal re-

quisites of a racing judge, we fail to see why, in all

fairness, a man should be barred from acting as judge

simply because be has passed the age of forty-four years.

Certainly an old racing man, one who is practical, un-

stands the rules thoroughly and the tendency of horse-

men to race honestly or dishonestly will be more re-

spected in making decisions in the judges' stand than a

beardless youth or man that has only studied racing and

racing rules for a short time and is comparatively un-

known. Certain tests should be required of a racing

judge. He should be able to discern and describe colors

and human faces and forms at certain prescribed dis-

tances, be able to almost recite, word for word, the rules

of the Turf Congress and Jockey Club. Quickness

of eye should be one of his strong points as well as

coolness under any circumstances. Of course, model -

racing judges are not " heaven-born," and mauy
could doubtless be found able to fill the bill satisfactorily

in this country, yet there are very many points about a

racing judge to be taken into consideration, and the man
having the proper dignity, firmness, quickness of eye

and knowledge of the rules is indeed blessed, for when

his worth is discovered his fortune is made and the lovers

of honest racing will never tire of singing his praises.

F. C. Meyers, of Pleasanton, will sell during the fall

meeting of tbe Breeders' Association at San Jose five of

as choice mares as were ever offered at public or private

sale on this coast, including Belle Medium, 2:20, by

Happy Medium ; Nettie H., 2:26}, by Richmond 5790 ;

Electway, by Steinway, out of tbe great broodmare Katie

G. (dam of Chas. Derby, 2:20, and two others), by Elec-

tioneer ; Susie Mambrino and Chipper Simmons, full

sisters, by the great broodmare sire, Mambrino Boy, out

of Susie Simmons, by Simmons. These last two grand

fillies are the only two Mambrino Boy mares now owned

on this coast. Individually they are as grand as their

breeding, and when Messrs, Killip & Co. have this quin-

tette brought up before them for the iuspection of horse-

men there will be no hesitancy on the part of critics

in declaring them the finest individuals they have seen.

Further particulars in next issue.

Col. H. I. Thobnton and Charles Kerr, of Bakers-

field, will sell at Bay District track, through Killip &
Co., about twenty head of thoroughbreds November 1 2th,

and during the same week George F. Todhunter, of

Sacramento, will sell seventeen head. On November

26th a consignment of about forty head from Rancho

del Paso will be disposed of, and on the same date Dr-

Thomas Bowhill will sell at auction all his thorough-

breds.

i 'alii oiiNi.tNs are very much interested in the great

match race between Directum and Alix, which is to b(

trotted next Saturday at Mystic Park, Boston. Thi

should be tbe greatest event in the history of light hat

ness racing. They are the two fastest trotters that hav

ever struggled for supremacy. Directum has a record

2:05}, made last year, while Alix holds the world's re^

ord with a mark of 2:03f

.
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The Greatest of the Year.

It is almost unnecessary to tell every horseman on the

Pacific Coast that the long-looketl-for fall meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association will

take place at San Jose. Preparations have been

actively pushed for the past month, and now that the

time is so near we feel that every horse owner is on the

tip-toe of expectancy waiting for the bell in the judges'

stand to tap.

The track is the finest in the State, arid on this occa-

sion it will be. prepared especially with the end in view

to have fast records and close contests. Its surface will

not be plowed three feet from the pole, but every day it

will be carefully watered, rolled and harrowed.

The stable accommodations at the track are first-class,

and to speak of the beautiful climate at this time would

be merely a waste of words.

Secretary Kelley will send programmes'of each day's

events to every horse-owner on the coast next Monday

so horsemen can make their arrangements accordingly.

The liberality of this thriving roganiaztion in offering

sue! large purses resulted in having enough entries for

them to be declared filled. Every month those making

entries under the plan devised, who did not have their

colts or fillies in condition to race, paid up on them and

in that way they were declared out. The list of those

that were not in this way declared out on or before Oc-

tober 1st is published in another column, and it is hoped

that every one of these horses will be present to take

part in the races, for over £24,000 will be divided among

them.

Besides these races there will be special races given

and special prizes for four-in-hand tandems, and double

team and bicycle races. From present indications it

will be the greatest meeting ever held in California.

Arrangements will be made with the Southern Pacific

Kail road by which special trains will leave for the city

alter each day's races.

California Jockey Club Stake Races.

Following will be found the dates set for running

the various stakes during the California Jockey Club

winter meeting (November, December, January and

February), together with the distance in the events. It

will be very interesting to horsemen, who can now train

their flyers " to the hour :

"

Name of Stake.

IS

a 3
a

Date. Day of Week.

Hi
%
V/a
1

5-8

11-16
1

3i
VA
3
/i
K£
V/t
ll-S

11*S
VA
13-S
7-8

w
1

1

1

IK
11-16
11-16

IK
2
2

IK

k

NOV.1,1894
..

3
..

" g ,.

"10 "
"17 "
"17 "
"22 "
"24 "
"24 "
"29 "
"29 "

Dec. 1,1894
' 6 '

:

ii 8
.i

• 15 -
" 15 "
• 22 "
" 25 "
" 25 "
" 27 "
'• 29 •'

" 31 "
Jan. 1,1895
" 1 "
.. 5 ,.

" 12 "
" 12 "
" 19 "
" 26 "
" 26 "

Feb.|2,lS95
" 9 "
ii 16 ,.

" 22 "
Marvj.lv:

Saturday
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday

Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Thursd"y(holid'yi

BaldwinTheatre steeplechase)
Richmond (selling", o-year-olds)

Cal. Theatre (handicap, 3 y. o.)

Pacific Union (3-year-olds and up;
Palo Alto (handicap, 2-year-olds)...

Gen. Arthur 'handicap, 3 y. o. up)
Liverpool (selling steeplechase),,
Golden Gate (3-year-olds and up)...

Naglee (handicap, for 2 and 3 y.o.)
Harlem (handicap steeplechase) ...

Undine (selling. 2-year-oldsl
Spreckels ihandicap, all ages).
Quinlan (2-year-oldsj

5aturday(holid'vi
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday(holiday)
Tuesday(holiday)
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday(holiday)
Tuesday(holidayiFlood i handicap steeplechase)...

Saturday
SaturdayFour Hundred (selling hurdlei ....

Palace (handicap, 3 y. o. and up)
Beverwyck (handi'p steeplechase)
Lissak (handicap, 3 y. o. and up)...

Produce Exchange (h'd'p hurdle)
Burns (handicap, 3 y. o. and np)...
Thornton 1 3-year-olds and up)
Hawthorne (handi'p steeplechase)

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday (holiday)
Saturdav

Remember that entries to the rich Latonia Jockey

Club stakes advertised in this issue are still open. They

should be well filled, for the conditions are most liberal.

Entries to Louisville's grand stakes close October loth.

Get blanks in this office. See the Washington Park

advertisement in this issue.

Owners of thoroughbreds should bear in mind that

entries to the various stakes of the California Jockey

Club close with Secretary R. B. Milroy, Thursday, Oc-

tober 25. 1894, aud should not wait until the last mo-
ment to enter their flyers. See advertisement in this

issue.

We hope to have a full report of Hollister's success-

i'-il race meeting in our next issue.

" Lucky " Baldwin has traded the three-year-old colt by
imp. Cheviot, out of Santa Anita, to W. W. Lyle, proprietor
of the Clyde Stable, for Ruby Payne, a seven-year-old mare
by Harry Hill, out of Mollie, the latter paying $100 to boot.
The following day Lyle won a race with Tuecarora, which
placed him considerably on velvet in the deal, Mr. Baldwin
wanted Ruby Payne for a broodmare.

The P. O. T. H. B. A. Entries-

Following is the list of entries received for the fall meet-

ing of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

which were not declared out on the 1st of October.

YEARLING FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING. PURSE $500.

Gr f Lady B. G.-W. O. Clarke
Sr s Romero—J. Sutherland
B f by Boodle—Alice H.—C. A.

Stockton
B c Refrigerator—C. W. Welby
B c by Homeway—Addie—R. O.

Newman
Bfby Consolation—Ida Mav—

R. O. Newman
Br e Adbell—Palo Alto Stock

Farm

B f Donatrine— C. E. Clark
Bf May Ayres—H. P. Perkins
B f by Iris—Rosie W.—H. P. Per-

kins
B fby Iris—Mollie—H. P. Per-

kins
Ch c Eureka—Richard Sweasey
Br c by Don Marvin—F. M.

Shepler
B c Gen. Caution— John Dooley
B e Uproar—J. D. Carr
B f Cleopatra—Silver Bow Stock

Farm
TWO-YEAR-OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING, PURSE 81,000.

B m Paranthe—S. J. Hill Sr c by Dexter Prince—F. M.
Blk c Athanio—C. E. Clarke Shepler
Blk f Stella—Thos. Smith B c Stam B.—Myers & Myers

B f Carrie C—C. A. Owen
THREE-Y'EAR-OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING, PURSE $1,000.

B c Rio Alto—Palo Alto Stock Br f Bet Madison—A. C. Sever-
Farm aDce

B fAria—Palo Alto Stock Farm Br f Durstine—J. C. Adams
B s John Bury — Vendome B c Homeward—R. O. Newman

Farm
BlfcgBoneset—F. G. Fay
Sr c Silver Bee—W. O. Bowers

B f Red Nutling—Mvers & Myers
Br fOrphaD.—Thos". Wall Jr.

FOUR-YEAR-OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING PURSESl.OOO.
B c Montana—Silver Bow Stock B c Hillsdale—Vendome Stock

Farm Farm
B g Iago—Silver Bow Stock Farm Gr m Sidlette—A. McDowell
B m Adelaide Simmons—Dr. K. Br c George Dexter—River View

D. Wise Stock Farm
Br f Bonnibel—Palo Alto Stock

Farm

TWO-Y'EAR-OLD 2:40 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE 8L.000.

B c Last Chance—San Mateo BrcBobby Basler—R. O. Newman
Stock Farm
by Dexter Prince— F.Sr c by Dexter Prince—F. M

Shepler
Sr f Beaute—Jno. Donnelly
Blk m Director Maid—Jno. Blue
Bf Carrie C—C. A. Owen
Br c Auditor—Joe Edge
Br c Wildwood— C. W. Godard
B c Stam B.—Myers <k Myers

THREE-YEAR-OLD 2:

B f Aria—Palo Alto Stock Earm
Blkf Gazelle—C. A. Durfee
B fSadie Mc-F. H. Fox
Sr c Silver Bee—W. O. Bowers
B m Baby Ruth—Jno. Donnelly
B f Red Nutling—Myers & Myers
Ch g Silver Note—Silver Bow

Stock Farm
Blk m Glendora—O. Mansfeldt
B c Homeward—R. O. Newman
B s King Pin—Stephen Benier
B f Hazel B.—L. H. Fox

Blk c Athanio-C. E. Clarke
B g Jasper Ayres—H. P. Perkins
Bg-by Iris—Elize, H. P.Perkins
Blk 1 Derby Princess—Oakwood

Park Stock Farm
B c Erotic—H. Kirkendall
B c Connor—H. Kirkendoll
Ch f La Belle—A. C. Severance

•7 CLASS. PURSESl.OOO.

B c John Bury—Vendome Stock
Farm

Blk g Boneset—F. G. Fay
B f Mariposa—H. Timmerman
Br f by Director—Almonte—A.

McDowell
B f Topsy—Vineland Stock Farm
B f Visalia—H. P. Perkins
Br i Orpha D—Thos. Wall Jr
B c by Guy Wilkes—Eva—San

Mateo Stock Farm
Br f Durstine—J. I !. Adams
B m Lady Thomhill—C. H. Corey

25 CLASS. PURSE $1,000.

Gr m Maud Alameda—Jno. R.
Carroll

Sr f Edna H.—S. H. Hoy
B f Phantom—Jno. Blue
B s Index—A. B. Spreckels
B s Hillsdale—Vendome Stock

Farm
Blk m Myrtle Thorne—Vineland

Stock Farm

FOUR-YEAR-OLD,
Sr g Coutento—J. H. Kelly
Blkf Ethel Downs—C. A. Stock-

ton
Ch c Thompson—Chas. Vanina
Br m Lady O.—O. Marchand
B fLou-T. F. Ricks
B c Montana—Silver Bow Stock
Farm

Br s Fay Wilkes—O. Marchand
Br m Margaret Worth—G. B.

Somers

YEARLING ASPIRANT,
Br c Abell—Palo Alto Stock Farm
B f by Boodle—Alice :H.—C. A.

Stockton
B f Rosie Woodburn—W. O.

Bowers
B c Refrigerator—C. W. Welby
Ch f L. A. W.—J. Webb
B f Lone Sis—Trail Bros.
Ch f Annie H.-Wm. Bihler

TWrO-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE 5500.

B f Carrie B.—C. A. Owen Br f Helen D.— L. M. Morse
Br c Wildwood— C. W. Godard B g Gen. Vallejo—Thos. Smith
Blk c Hector Bey—Dr. K. D. Wise Br f Patti Rosa—D. E. Knight
Blk c Turner—B. O. Van Bok- Br c Bobbv Basler—R. O. New-

TROTTING, PURSE $300.

Gr f Lady B. G.—C. Twisselman
B c by Homeway-Addie—R. O.

Newman
B f by Consolation-Ida May— R.

O. Newman
B c Gen. Caution—Jno. Doolev
B f Donatrine—C. E. Clark
Bf by Wayland W.-June Bug-

Alex Corniek

kelen
B c Erotic—H. Kirkendall
B g Kenton—H. Kirkendall
B

man
B c Athanio— C. E. Clarke
B c Worthwood—W. O. Bowers

Last Chance—San Mateo Sr f Beaute—Jno. Donnollev
Stock Farm

B f Laura Del—Wm Doty

THREE-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE $600.

B f Sadie Mc— L. H. Fox
B m Baby Ruth—Jno. Dooley
Blk t Maud P.—T. F. Ricks
B c Noontime—W. T. Bartlett
Sr f Lucern—C. K. Ragan
B s King Pin—Stephen Benier

B f Hazel B.—L. H. Cox
Sr g Little Mc-Thos. Smith.
B f Leonora—H. W. Meek
B g H. L. K.—H. Kirkendall
Br f Abbie Lomire—L. P. W

Quimby

FOUR-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE $800.

Ch c Thompson—Chas. Vanina
Rn g Igo—Peter Fryatt
Blk f Ethel Downs—C. A. Stock-

ton

Br g Maxie Hammill—D. E.
Knight

Blk m Clara M.—L. M. Morse
— f Mamie F.—F. G. Folsom
B m Fannie—A. L. Hiuds

TWO-YEAR-OLD 2:40 CLASS PACING, PURSE $1,000.

Blk c Arthur S.—Louis Scbaner B g Alco—Vineland Stock Farm
Rn — Nuggett—R.O. Newman Br f Cecilia—H. P. Perkins
Blk g W. W. Foote—Oakwood B f Lou Lane—S. W. Aldrich

Park Stock Farm
THREE-YEAR-OLD 2:27 CLASS PACING, PURSE SL000.

Blk s Inza—Jas. Corcoran B George McA.—B. D. Phillips
B f Addie R.—B. O. Van Bokke- B t Nera Vernon—L. H. Fox

len Bs Imperial—Sam' 1 Davis
Blk f Little Midnight—H. Kir-

kendall
Ch s General Custer—D. W. Hol-

loway

B m Hulda—James Sutherland
Br s Jakey—A- McDowell
Ch f Pacolet—Thos. Wall, Jr.

B s Touchet—Sam'I Casto

FOUR-YEAR-OLD 2:25 CLASS PACING, PURSE $500.

B m Videtta—G. W. Woodard Br s Seymour Wilkes—Geo.
Br g Eagle—C. A. Owen Polhemus
B c Cibolo—Oakwood Park Stock Ch s Dictatus—F. M. Day
Farm Blk c Prince Nutwood—B.

Langiord

2:40 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE $1,000.

B m Lucilla D.—A. McDowell
Br f Rayanetta—R. S Brown
B s Tietam—L DeTurk

E g Richland—W. I. Higgins
Srm Ventura—J W. Crow
Blk g Billy Doty—Wm. Doty

Bm Abanteeo—Oakwood Park B h Sol Wilkes— P. Brandow
B m Maria P.—G. Pierano
B f by Sable Wilkes—San Mateo

Stock Farm
Blk — Erect—H. Kirkendall
B m Julia G.—Wm. Bihler

Stock Farm
B m Carrie D—John R. Carroll
Gr g Marin Jr.—John R. Carroll
SrfEdna H.—S. H. Hoy
B f Phantom—John Blue
B c Col. K. R.—C. K. Ragan

2:30 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE $1,000.

B m Minnie B.—E. Topham
B h Decetor—Chas. Greene
B g Richland—W. I. Higgins
Br g Steve—E. C. Archer
Br s Monroe—E. B. Hill
B m Rosie Moore—Peter Fryatt

Gr g Marin Jr.—Jno. R. Carroll
CU g Solano Chief—Thos. Smith
Br f Sadie Benton— W. O. Bow-

ers
B m Elisa S.—Hazel Villa Stock

Farm
B c Montana—Silver Bow Stock B g Doty's Brigadier—Wm. Doty

sr g George W.—C. J, Heyler
B s Frank B.—W. T. Bartlett
B m Carrie D.—Jno. R. Carroll

B g Hailstorm—J. H. Crow
Srg Contento—J. H. Kelly

2:27 CLASS, TROTTING. PURSE $1,000.

B h Conn-J. H. Kelly
B s Lustre—H. W. Meek
Br s Monroe—E. B. Hill
Sr g George W.—C. J. Heyler
B m Aunty Wilkes—Paris Kil-

burn
Sr c Silver Bee—W. O. Bowers
B s Coll K. R.— C. K. Ragan
Br m Margaret Worth—G. B.

Somers

B s Frank B.—W. T. Bartlett
Grg Marin Jr.—Jno. R. Carroll
B e Montana—Silver Bow Stock

Farm
B f Lou—T. F. Ricks
Br m Lady O.—O. Marchand
B s Columbus S.—Thos. Smith
Br f Rayanette—R. S. Brown
R m Minnie B.—E. Topham

2:24 CLASS, TROTTING FUKSE $1,1)00.

B m Miss Monroe— E. B. Hill B g Erin—W. I Higgins
BgFreeCoinage-P. Brandow Bs Emin Bey—Dr K D Wise
BsGrandissimo—Vineland Stock Sr c Silver Bee-W O* Bowers
a ^f™ ,r * „ .

BIt m Cnloe-A. B. SpreckelaBg Alviso—\endonie Stock Farm Ch s Beaumont—Jno DonnellyB m Hera—A. L. Hinds B s Phallmont Boy—L P W
Br m Laura Z.—G. W. Woodard Quimby
Ch g King of the Ring-D. E. Bh Conn-J. H. Kelly

Knight

2:30 CLASS, PACING PURSE 51,000.

Ch s Benicia Boy—L. Dean
B g Archie—E. C. Archer
B g Aloha—A. B. Teunent
Br s Seymour Wilkes—Geo.

Polhemus
Br g Eagle—C. A. Owen
B s Imperial—Sam'L Davis
Ch m Lady Charlotte—C.

Godard

Brh Dudley—B. H. McNeil
Sr h Dictatus—F. M. Day
B h Vasto—Sonoma Stock Farm
B g Hayes Valley Jark—J H.

Crow
Ch s Reno Prince—A. K. Lamb
B g Alick—Albert Joseph
B g Kittitas Ranger—Witch

Hazel Stock Farm
Br h George MeA.—B. D. Phillips B s Touchet—Saml CastoB h Narragansett—R. O. New- Ch g Our Boy-Vendome Stock

man Farm
Gr g McGinty—J. P. Sargent B m Mission Belle—Jno. Rowen

2:25 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,000.
B g Eric—H. W. Meek B g Aloha—A. B. Teunent

Chm Lady Charlotte— <\ \\\i;od-
ard

B g Kittitas Ranger—Witch Br h Dodlev— B. H. MeNeil
Hazel Stock Farm

Br s Col. Benton—C. J. Heyler
B g Alick—Albert Joseph

2:20 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,000.

B g Kittitas Ranger—Witch Chg Little Hope—E M Sander-
Hazel Stock Farm Ch s Blonde Wilkes—Vineland

B m Laura B.—B. D. Phillips Stock Farm
Br h Consolation—R. O. New- B s Benton Boy—C. J Cox

man Ch m Delia S.—Louis SchaflVr
2:20 CLASS. NOMINATION, TROTTING, PURSE §1,200.

Br f Bonnibel—Palo Alto Stock Br s Boodle—C. A. Stockton
Farm

Blk g Trumont—P. J. Mann
Br h Antioch—Thos. Wall Jr.
Br g Steve—Keating & Ottinger
Br h King Orry-R. H. Newton
B m She—P. Brandow
ChsGlendine—Dr. K. D. Wise
Ch s Nutwood Wilkes—Mvers &

Myers
Brh Bay Rnm—Chas. J. Cox

Ch s Chancellor—J. W. Gordan
B s Montana—Silver Bow Stock

Farm
Br h George Dexter—River View

Stock Farm
B g Erin—W. I. Higgins
B s Geo. Washington—Thos.

Smith
B g Fallacy—H. W. Meek
B m Flora—E B. Hill

BsAltao—P. J. Mann
Rn m Flora S.—Mvers & Myers
Br m Regina—W. S. Maben
Sr g Crown Prince-Keatiug ^

Ottinger
B m Lucy B.-G. W. Woodard
Bs Wayland W.—Alex Corniek

2:17 CLASS, NOMINATION, TROTTING, PURSE $1,500.

Br f Viua Belle—Palo Alto Stock
Farm

Ch g Shylock—Ja3. A. Duslin
Br h Sacramento—T. C. Snider
Br s Boodle—C. A. Stockton
B m Adelaide Simmons—Dr. K.

D. Wise
B g Iago—Silver Bow Stock Farm

FREE-FOR-ALL NOMINATION. TROTTING. PURSE $2,000.
B g Ottiuger—Keating «fc Ottin- B m Adelaide McGregor- I»r K

ger d. wise
B s Gossiper--C. A. Durfee

FOUR MILES AND REPEAT, ; 'OLD TIMES STAKES."
Grh Anteire—Jos. Cairn Simpson Starboul— C. A. Owen
B s Senator L.—A. B. Spreckels Ch m Ventura— J. H. Crow

2:14 CLASS. NOMINATION. PACING, PURSE $1,500.

B g Fred Mason—La Siesta RanchBlk s Fresno Prince— L. J. Smitk
B m Edith—E. C. Archer Ch m Rosita L.—H. Timmerman
Blk g Andy—H. I. Thornton Br g Tom Rvder—R. H. Newton
B g Cyrus—Myers & Myers Br m Laura M.—r. h Corey

Sweetheart and Her Produce.

Sweetheart, browa mare by Sultao, out of the famous Min-
nehaha, dam of Beautiful Bells, foaled in 1S7S, attracted

much attention when on the turf, and there was a proposi-

tion to match her against Director for $10,000 a tide. In

1881, when three years old, she trotted to a record of 2:22i.

Her sister Eva has a record of 2:23i, and her brother Alcazar

has a record of 2:20.1. Another brother, San Gabriel, trotted

to a record of 2:29|. Sweetheart is owned by Mr. John W.
Mackay, the California millionaire, and she has produced
for him as follows.:

18S6, b m Nevada, by Santa Claus. Presented to Capt. Kohl, and
owned in Philadelphia.

1887, br h Sirdar, by Director. He stands 16 hands, and has been
driven on the road bv Mr. Mackav's son. The horse is now in New
York.

18S9, b h Red Heart, by Red Wilkes. Has trotted to a record of
2:18. is owned at Canton Stock Farm and is produciug speed at the
trot.

1890, br m Tilsitt, by Anteeo. Is in the stable ot Crit Davis, who is

developing her speed lor Mr. Mackay.
1891, b c by William L., sire of Axtell. He is in the stable of George

W. St. Clair, Lexington, and is very promising.
1892, br c Twinol, by Wilton. He is in the stable of Mike Bower-

man at Lexington and is very promismg.
1893, br c Bimetallist, by Wilton. He is at the Ley Farm in Wood-

ford County. Ky., and is a good yearling.
1894. brf Evelyne, by Pegasus. He is a grand [looting colt and

acts like a trotter.

Pegasus is by Harold, out of Peri, by Belmont. Swe elheart
is now in foal by Pegasus. Although Mr. Mackay is a man
of large affairs, he finds time to talk about his little breeding
experiment. It is to be hoped that he will get more than
one first-class roadster out of Sweetheart.—Turf, Field and
Farm.

Sir Loin, the two-year-old colt by the Derby winner Spo-
kane, took rank Monday as a high-class colt by winning a
four and a half furloDg race in 0:56. Brendoo aod Summer
Coon were hot tips in the same race. The former ran sec-

ond, but the latter was not in the race at any part of it. It

can be said to his credit, however, that he got oft second from
last in a field of fifteen and finished sixth.—Live Stock Rec-
ord.

A. B. Spreckels, we are sorry to state, has not secured

Lonnie Clayton to ride for him at the coming California

Jockey Club meeting. According to the Chicago Tribune
Clayton will ride for some one else if he comes orit.

Rey el Santa Anita won off by four lengths in a mile
and a sixteenth race at Harlem last Thursday. Carrying] IS

pounds, the colt ran the distance in the cracking good time
of 1:47].

_

Benefactor, a bay colt by Ben Ali—Prose left ihe ranks

of maidens at Jerome Park October 4tb, beating a field of

eight two-year-olds half a mile in 0:50.
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TUEF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

The Baldwin string starts from Chicago for this city to-day.

Richard Brows has been starting the festive gallopers at

Hollister Fair this week.

Kit Chins takes up the flag at Harlem when Starter

Ferguson leaves for this city.

Jockey Johnny Weber asked for and received his re

lease from Ed Corrigan recently.

LA Fi.eche won the rich Champion Stakes at Newmarket

for I'.aron de Hirsch last Tuesday.

Blackhatvk won last Tuesday at Morris Park with odds

of from 200 to 300 to 1 against him.

The Shabonna Stabler erratic mare Elise was jumped on

and tut in her last race at Harlem Saturday.

Dan Koebbek has sold to F. D. Dugan the three-year-

old bay colt Yucatan, by Surinam, dam Daisy F.

Riley Guaxxan and his partner, W- E. Applegate, of

Louisville, are heavily interested in the Oakley track.

Borot-ink, the Boots colt that ran second the other day in

Chicago, was at 100 to 1 straight in the betting, 40 to 1

place.

Jewel, a bay filly two years old, by Ben Ali, out of Gar-

net, won a maiden race, half a mile, at Jerome Park, Septem-

ber 27th.

Tony McCafferty has bought from his brother, C. C.

McCafferty, Southern Lady, chestnut 61ly, four, by Buchanan,

dam Actress.

< rEOBGB D. Hakes, a well-known turfman, died at Long
I'oint, near Minonk, 111., of consumption. He had been on

the turf for twenty years.

The closing-out sale of B: C. Holly's thoroughbreds takes

place at Bay restrict track October 27th, beginning at 12 m.

See advertisement.

Pat Corrigan has sold to Lew Williams the black colt

Alderman Morris at private terms. Morrss is four years old,

and is by Faustus, out of Peggy Woods.

Thcrston (brother to Freeland) is the tenth of Belle

Knight's foals to win good races. He is a three-year-old, and

won a nine-furlong race at Jerome Park October 3d.

The California Jockey Club has sub-leased the big lot op-

posite the track filled in last year, and will build some 300

Mails thereon. This is convenient to the track indeed.

George Walbaum, the Saratoga turf magnate, goes to

Europe shortly, and after his horses are campaigned some at

Harlem and Hawthorne will race at the Oakley meeting.

W. W. Lyles has traded Ruby Payne, chestnut mare, six,

by Harry Hill, dam Mollie, for the Santa Anita Stable's

three-year-old bay colt Tuscarora, by Cheviot, dam Santa

A nita.

i . H. Smith, of this city, offered $20,000 for Diggs. This
ofler was declined. The price paid by his present owners for

the now popular favorite was but $2,200.—The Horseman,
Chicago.

MowiTZA, whowon the mile race at the late Oregon State

fair in 1:42), thus breaking the Oregon record, is a daughter
of Coloma, who for four years held the Oregon running rec-

ord of 1:43.

Get a Palo Alto sale catalogue. November 19th (Mon-
day), forty-two head of grand thoroughbreds will be sold to

the highest bidder at Bay District track. Read the ad-

vertisement.

The Winters thoroughbreds are to be sold at Bay Dis-

trict track, Saturday, November 10th. Read the adver-

tisement, secure a catalogue, attend the sale, and buy a
crackerjack.

Comanche, the chestnut pony gelding belonging to a

San Mateo gentleman, won a quarter-mile heat race at Min-
nesota, L. L, at the 'Queens County Fair, September 2Sth, in

0$J4$, 0:25, 0:27. '_

minent turfman that recently arrived from Chicago
says Secretary Joe Murphy is certain to succeed M. Lewis
Clark as presiding judge. He is a bright young newspaper
man and athlete.

At Jerome Park, October 2d, three California horses won

—

Armitage by Surinam. Iola by Midlothian and Nero by Flood.

All were favorites. Kennel, by the California horse Bishop,
also proved a winner.

1 1 is said that Joe Ullman is to blossom out as a horse-

owner at the San Francisco meeting, and that in his string

will be several horses now carrying Mr. Walbaum's colors.

—

( Imago Inter < >cean.

It is not generally known that the late Lord Rosslyn pur-
chased the English thoroughbred, TristaD, whose death has
just been recorded, for half a crown fsixty cents) when the

great horse was a foal.

BTAEY JAHE6 HOWARD, of Washington Park, was
ottered the position of presiding judge at Harlem, but de-

clined on the ground that his duties at Washington Park
would take up his time.

LlSSAK, Col. lb inn's splendid colt, has been turned out at

I^onatus Farm, near Harrodsburg, Ky., and Diggs, the crack
two year-old belonging to Billy Timraons, will not be raced

any more until next springy

Sik Walter surprised the talent at Morris I'ark last Tues-
day. He ran practically unbacked, and beat Glenmoyne,
Banquet and Roche a mile in 1:39}, leading all the way.
Roche was made the favorite.

Mr. Corrigan has shipped a car load of horses to his farm

at Midway, Ky. In the lot were ^enobia and Innovation,

two good mares who are in foal to Riley. Linseed, Cicero and
five yearlings were also in the lot.

Rudolph and Evanatus have become sulkers of the first

water, according to advices received from Chicago. B. J.

Johnson says he will not send out a string this year, but he
and Timmons will attend the races.

Af.tie Doffy purchased last week at Latonia the four-

year-old bay colt Say On from Baxter & Cashin for $850.

The colt, who is by Saxon, dam imp. Skatress, is at home in

the heavy going, and the price paid is not a high one.

Maid Marian, the Kendall Stable's imp. Great Tom

—

Sudie McNairy mare, made a new record for five furlongs

last Tuesday over the straight course at Morris Park—0:56£.

Hugh Penny, beaten but a nose, pressed the mare all the

way.

Tim Murphy, the old roan Kyrle Daly gelding, won a

five and one-half furlong race at Harlem last Tuesday in

1:08, David second and the fleet Idaho gelding, Gold Bug,
third. The latter has not been in good shape since he arrived

in Chicago.

Jockey E. Slaughter has been reinstated by Colonel

Clark, who set the boy down two years ago for a bad ride on
Charles McCaflerty's Fxcelsiorat Gar^eld Park. Slaughter

is keeping a store in Carroll County, Texas, and has been tel-

egraphed for by McCafferty.

Ed Lafferty, the well-known horseman, the last few

years with Marcus Daly, Hugh Kirkendall and theOakwood
Park Stock Farm, has been appointed official timer for the

California Jockey Club meeting, it is reported. He is certain

to pr jve a good man at this sort of wark.

Ed Coreigan's horses, won two races at Harlem last Mon-
day. They were Irish Chief (20 to lj and Gus Strauss (2-1

to 1 ). Mr. Corrigan had $50 straight and $50 to show on the

former at 20 to 1. He came like a streak atthe finish on the

outside and won by a short head from Lucinda.

Gordius, Melanita, Relampago, King Sam and a two year-

old, all the property of Dan Miller, were brought over to

Oakland track from Souther Farm last Saturday. They have
had a good rest of three months and are looking well. Char-

mion will be back from the East in a conple of weeks.

Quirt's half-mile heat record of 0:47}, 0:471 took the

place of the world's record (held jointly) of Eclipse Jr and
Bogus—0:48, 0:48. The first-named, however, ran three

heats in 0:4S. Quirt's dam, Trifle, beat Chinaman many
years ago, and that horse held the Coast record at six fur-

longs.

Royal Prince, a three-year old colt by Prince of Norfolk,

out of Ballinette, won a six-furlong race at Hawthorne Octo-

ber olh in which there were sixteen starters. He belongs to

the Stock Exchange Stable, an<J was at 4 to 1 in the betting.

Gold Bug ran third. King Bors, one of the Macdonough
cast-offs, by Sir Modred—Mabel, won at nine furlongs.

Thomas G. Jones last Tuesday purchased of William
Biehler, Lakeville, Sonoma county, Cal., the bay mare Belle

of the Lake (dam of Clacquer and Louise), by Wheatley,
together with her weanling colt by imp. Merriwa. Terms
private. Belle of the Lake's dam is Janet, by Woodburn

;

second dam Esperanza, by Ringgold (son of Boston), etc.

Dorian, the great Sir Modred colt, easily defeated Ban-
quet, John Cooper, Roche and other good ones last Wednes-
day at Morris Park in a nine-furlong race run in 1:54],

while old Nero, by Flood, beat imp. Bassetlaw, Leonawell
and others at a mile. It is questionable right now whether
H^nry of Navarre could beat Dorian at a mile and an eighth.

Orlando Jones was among the bookmakers who went
on at Jerome Park yesterday. After the matter in which he
was mixed up had been explained to the stewards, it was
compromised by his depositing the $40 with the officials for

the man who claimed the money. Should a voucher for

that particular bet ever turn up Mr. Jones would not be re-

sponsible for the amount.—N. Y. Herald, Oct. 2.

The Oakley track, reopened last Monday, is one of the

fastest in the country. The winners were Lizzelta, five fur-

longs in 1:01; Clementine, seven furlongs, in L2S3 ; Ida
Pickwick, one mile, in L401 : Catharine, Ave and one half

furlongs in 1:07], and Clara Bauer, one mile in 1:41 J. Col.

M. Lewis Clark was presidingjudge, and associated with him
was CharlesF. Price, Secretary of Louisville Jockey Club.

The date o f the Winters thoroughbred sale has been
changed from Monday, November otb.to Saturday, Novem-
ber 10th, on account of there being racing six days per week.

The horses will be sold at Bay District track, too, instead of

at the Killip & Co. salesyard. The Palo Alto horses will be

sold at Bay District track instead of at the salesyard, but the

dale of sale has not been changed.

Ka/zi.e—" Hullo, old man, just back from the races?"
I >nz?.le

— '* S

. le
—

" I >id you get a run for your money ?"

I tazxle
—

" I should say I did. Had to chase one of the

lee oearly n mill- to gel il "—Town ITopii

It is thought the one eyed Duke of Norfolk—Neilson colt,

Nelsoo, will be pretty nearly the kiDg of the sprinters at the

local track this winter. He ran five furlongs in 1:00 fiat at

Helena, Mont., and a young man named Billy Donovan has

been found that can hold him at the post and send him oil

well. With Donovan to hold his head. Nelson won six

straight races, all in cracking good time.

An interior paper prints the following : The fastest half

mile and repeat running timeever made in America was run

over the Vallejo course Friday for a purse of $150. There
were five entries, but only two were really in the race. The
winner was a horse named Quirt, owned by William Dixon.

The time made was 47 J, 471 seconds, or the mile in 1:342.

—

By Kditor—According to this way of figuring, a horse that

could go quarter-mile heats in 0:221, 0:22$-, would go a mile
out in 1&9), _"

A -i BBOBIPTION list is being circulated in Ventura, Cal.,

for the purpose of forming au association to be known as the

Ventura Agricultural Association, thecapital stock to be $30,-

000 in shares of $100 each. It is proposed to -buy several

blocks in Ventura at a cost of $5,000, and to construct there-

on a mile race track and other improvements necessary for

holding agricultural, horticultural and other exhibitions,

speed contests, etc. The idea is to secure the county fair, to-

gether with tin- KirUeappropriationsfor the lowuof Ventura.

The daily press has had a deal to say lately about the
death of Polk Badget, the famous ringer- The thoroughbred
horse that has raced under the name of Polk Badget is be-

lieved to be alive, but it is a fact beyond dispute that a work
horse of the same name belonged to a farmer at Bowling
Green, Ky., did fall in a well recently and broke his neck.

—

Breeder and Horseman, Nashville, Tenn.

A talented horse-owner at one of the fairs was talking to
the Secretary about getting up a running race, handicap. " I

don't care if you put up 140 pounds on the mare, she can
carry that and win up to a mile and an eighth. A mile and
a sixteenth is too far for her, though." The Secretary was
struck dumb at the man's ignorance and love of his flyer for
several minutes. This actually occurred.

The Doncaster station master handled 912 trains during
the four days of the St. Leger meeting. On St. Leger day
he had about 300 trains, each averaging about oOO passangers.
This means 150,000 people who came to the race course hv
train alone. No Australian or American crowds can compare
with this. The biggest crowd ever known at a Melbourne
Cup was in the year of the exhibition, and 135,000 all told
was a liberal estimate of thegathering.--Horseman.

John Roche, says a well-known Cincinnati turf writer,
owner of Equator, came out in new colors recently, and there-
by hangs a tale. When Mr. Ezekiel was seen in regard to

new colors he was told to get up something entirely new.
The colors selected were apple or paris green, with a red
globe to represent an equator. When the colors were fin-

ished and ready for sewing in the name of the owner, a bright
idea struck the seamstress. " Roche will never win in these
colors," she said. Of course Zeke was anxious to know why,
and her reply was that " Paris green is death to roaches."

B. C. Holly, the well-known turfman and breeder of Flo.
den, will sell eighteen head of thoroughbreds at Bay District

track on the first day of California Jockey Club races—Octo-
ber 27th. In this truly grand collection are the splendid
stallions imp. Paramatta, El Rayo and Major Ban, all bred
in the purple and certain to sire winners of high class; in

fact, Major Ban has already done so—the others are untried
in the stud, as their youngsters are mot old enough to race.

Then there are a number of racehorses fn training—several

of them heavy winners—and young broodmares, stinted to

St. Saviour, fit to grace any stud in the land

!

At Kempton Park, England, Oct. 5th, the Imperial
|
Kempton Park Great Breeders' Produce) stakes of 5,000

sovereigns, the nominator of the winner to receive 300 sov-

ereigns, the nominator of the second horse 150 sovereigns,

the nominator of the third horse 100 sovereigns, for the pro-
duce of mares covered in 1.̂ 91, to run at two years old, colts

carrying nine stone, fillies and geldings eight stone eleven
pounds, was won by Lord Roseberry's Sir Visto, a bay colt,

by Barcaldine, out of Vista. Daniel Cooper "s FloaL a bay
filly' by Sheen, out of Footlight, was second, and Galcotlia,

a bay or brown filly, by Galopin,out of Selection, the prop-
erty of A. W. Cox, was third. The distance was one mile.

The fractional time in the Diggs-Cash Day race was:
First furlong, 12i seconds; second furlongs, 115 seconds; third
furlong, 12 seconds; fourth furlongs, 12 seconds: fifth furlong,

13 seconds; sixth furlong, 1H seconds; or, continuously :

Eighth, 12o seconds; quarter, 24} seconds ; three furlongs,

36] seconds ; half, 48} seconds ; five furlongs, 1:04] ; ihree-

quarters, 1:12|. The race was beautifully rated. Thereis
some doubt about the real recDrd at three-quarters of a mile
on a circular track, without a chute start. Kingston's 1:08,

made on the Morris Park straight, with 139 pounds up, June
22, 1891, is the record for the distance. But the best three-

quarters on a circular course was Pedestrian's 1:13], made at

Washington Park, July 13, 1S93, after a spectacular race in

which, with Taral and 122 pounds up, he nipped Anna
Mayes on the post in 1:13], Force and Tom Hood ran in 1:13

out of Louisville's chute.

There are a number of very promising horses in training

at the race track for the coming Jockey Club races in San
Francisco, says the Stockton Mail. Emmet I'olan has How-
ard in training, and the Harrison Bros, have the two-year-
old My Charm, from which great things are expected. My
Charm^is by Fellowcharm. L.V. Shippeesolda yearling
Fellowcharm colt, out of Picnic, to Dan Burns the other
day for $1,300—a good price considering the rates horses

have been bringing of late. Of the three-year-olds Ricardo
is the most thought of, and is in splendid condition, while

Sinbad, Soda Cracker and Toby are all doing good work. The
last-named is one of the Greenback colts, by Fred Gebhardt*s

horse of that name. Then of the two-year olds. Colonel Dor-
sey, Judge Tarn and Miss Dorsey are showing np in good
form. One of these youngsters worked out a mile in a jog

in 1:52 yesterday morning, and could have gone much better

with ease. The track hasnot been in good condition to work
the racers out much, but since the rain it has been harrowed
and is in much better shape than it was before.

Says The Horseman of last week : The correspondence

which passed between Colonel Lewis M. Clark and George

V. Hankins. and was later published, has given outsiders

some idea of the salaries paid racing officials. Last spring,

when the Turf Congress track managers offered C. II. Pet-

tingill fifty dollars per diem for his services as starter, six

days a wee'kduting the entire season, many men raised their

voices against the tender of any such "beggarly pittance" to

a racing official of recognized worth ; but the offer was ac-

cepted, and if Mr. Pettingill has suffered any hardship from

the reduction of his pay the public is not so informed. There
isabsolutelv no reason why such "enormous salaries should be

paid men who manage racing. It stands to reason that ex-
travagance of this sort must be neutralized in some othe

quarter, which actually means scaling down of the purses o

raising the price of something sold. It is advanced, o*

course, that there are but a few men capable of filling such

ollices. Doubi less this bears the semblance of truth so long

as the fees asked by the celebrities are paid without a ques-

tion, and no ellbrt made to find new men. It is noticeable,

however, that whenever a vacancy occurs some new man is

found who steps into the breach and discharges his duties as

well asor belter than his predecessor. There are many men
in this broad land abundantly qualified to act as starters,

judges or managers of racing, the older officials beiDg by no
J

means heaven-born to their positions. The salaries of these

favored gentlemen should be reduced to a common-sense basis

and the amount so saved devoted to the augmentation of the
|

purses.
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The race meeting at Salinas was a success.

Noblesse, a son of Dictator, got a record of 2:24 last

month.

Thalma, by Thor, got "a record of 2:29* at Galesburg,

October 2d.

Count Clay, a bay horse by Clay, paced a mile in 2:27}

in Millersburg, Ohio.

Palo Chief, by Bene6r, won a race at Rockport, finish-

ing the sixth heat in 2:30.

At Mansfield, Ohio, September 27th, Ben H., by Haw-
thorne, got a record of 2:25i.

Raven Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, lowered his record to

2:173 at Fulton, 111., October 2d.

Elton, a brown colt by Egotist, got a record of 2:21 at

Davenport, Iowa, September 28th.

Azote is a bread-winner that any horse owner in the land

would like to have in his possession.

Saint Mix. by St. Bel, is a two-year-old that got a record

of 2:26$ at Galesburg, 111., October 1st.

As Alix traces direetly to Mambrino Chief in the male
line she must be credited^to that trotting.

Messrs. Killip &Co., the well-known auctioneers, intend

to hold a number of important sales next month.

Belle of Abscota, by Sphinx, got a trotting recorl of

2:30 in the fourth heat of a race September 26th.

Owners of standard-bred trotters should not forget that

entries to the Horse Show will close October 25th.

The only full and complete reports of the races in Califor-

nia are to be found in the Breeder and Sportsman.

Directom's victory over Arion and Nelson was the easiest

he ever earned. It was Directum from start to finish.

Flying Jir, l:5Si ! A gentleman from Pleasanton says

Jib will lower this mark before he returns to California.

Onaq.o"A is now the three-year-old trotting champion. She
trotted to a record of 2:111-, at Chillicothe, Ohio, October

4th.

Redwood, A. McFadyen's son of Anteeo, is trotting in the

East. He won a free-for-all race at Springfield, Ohio, August

28th:

There is talk of several record-breaking exhibitions being

given at the Breeders' meeting|in San Jose. The more, the

Bouncer, a bay filly by Hummer (son of Electioneer),

dam Musette, by Mambrino Patchen, took a record of 2:18.]

la<-t month.

Monobel is the name of a three-year-old trotter that got

a trotting record of 2:224 at Galesburg, 111., September 27th.

She is by St. Bel.

Wilfred Page, of Rancho Cotati, will hold a sale of colts

and fillies, the get of Eclectic (brother to Arion, 2:07f), some
time in November.

Mark Medium, by Almont Medium, lowered his record

to 2:16£ in the fourth heat of a race he won at Davenport,

Jowa, September 23d.

Monoloque, by Monroe Chief, has a record of 2:21^. She
earned this mark in a race at Davenport, Iowa, September

29th, in a field of eleven.

Arion was in bad shape after the stallion race at Mystic

and was in fact seriously ill, but rallied wonderfully, and is

now entirely out of daDger.

Sanders, a chestnut gelding by Sidney, entered the 2:30

list at Millersburg, Ohio, September 27th. by winning his

race and getting a mark of 2:293-

A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, has—so it is being reported

—bought Atlanta, the dam of Alix, 2:03£, and Josephine

Young, the dam of Joe Patchen, 2:04.

Sablenut, by Sable Wilkes, out of Auntie, by Dawn, low-

ered his record to 2:22} in the second heat of his race at

Mystic Park, Boston, September 26th.

Geo. MABEN's"three-year old bay stallion Los Angeles, by

Woodlark (son of A. W. Richmond), entered the 2:30 list at

Santa Barbara, getting a mark of 2:23$.

The Seer, 2:19£, by Gen. Benton, lowered his record to

2:15| in the fourth heat of a race at Portland, Maine, October

2d. The Bentons are doing well this year.

Grower Clay, a bay stallion by Electioneer, dam Maggie
Norfolk, by Norfolk, got a trotting record of 2:23} at the

the Concord, Contra Costa County, race meeting September
17th.

L. A. Richards, owner of Richards' Elector has been

nominated for the assembly from his district. He should be

elected, for no better qualified nor more popular citizen could

be selected to fill that or any other office in the gift of the

people.

Election, a black three-year-old filly by Ambassador,

dam Celeste, by Electioneer, and the bay colt E. Sparto Rex,

by Piedmont, trotted at Columbus, September 27th. Elec-

tion won the first and third heats in 2:26} an4 2:28}, and E.

Sparto Rex won the second in 2:29}.

Kremlin is done for this year, at least. In going a slow
mile at Cleveland several weeks ago he made a misstep and
sprained a suspensory ligament of the offbind leg.

Jud Wilkes, one of the stallions on the Edgemont Stock
Farm, got a new performer at Santa Barbara, September 17th,

his three-year-old filly Galette getting a mark of 2:233-,

Alma bel, by St. Bel, won a pacing race at Galesburg, O.,

October 3d, driven by Chas. Marvin getting a mark of 2:17^.

Almabel won the race, but she had to pace five heats to

do it.

The great Santa Ana meeting commences next week. Be-
sides the horse-owners, a large delegation of people famil-

iarly known as "the talent," started for that city last Wed-
nesday.

Marston C, 2:19|, by Piedmont, out of Maiden, 2:23, by
Electioneer, won his race at Boston, September 28th so easily

that horsemen say he will have no trouble in getting a mark
of 2:12 next year.

The Palo Alto bred stock to be sold in New York leaves

for the East under the supervision of Superintendent Frank
Covey on or about the fifteenth of this month. The cream
of the farm is to be sent.

Lent, a bay horse by Electioneer, out of Lizzie, by Wild-
idle, got a trotting record of 2:26* at Honnellsville, N. Y.,

September 25th. Electioneers bones may be all articulated,

but his sons go marching on.

Edna R., 2:17$, in tbe third heat is another to the credit

of the greatly-missed California sire, Sidney. The dam of

Edna R. was Stella C, 2:26, by Director, 2:17, second dam by
that other sire of gameness, Speculation.

No horseman's library is complete without a copy of Bat-

tell's book on The Morgan Horse and Register. It is the

most complete and comprehensive work on the Morgan horse

ever published and will always be a standard work.

J. Sybald, of Healdsburg, Sonoma county, recently

returned from a trip to Scotland, where he disposed of a

number of California-bred roadsters at good prices. He is

getting another lot in readiness for the long journey.

Matthew Riley is going to Europe to spend the winter

and will dispose of his trotters. The list includes Kitty Bay-
ard, 2:12}; Ethel H., 2:18£ ; Addie L., 2:18}; Colonel
Walker, 2:24.1 ; Reference, 2:16

;
Clayton, 2:19, and Barclay,

2:20}.

The three-year-old stallion record of 2:11 J was reduced
last Thursday at Chillicothe, by the California-bred stallion,

Sidmont, by Sidney, dam Fernleaf (dam of Thistle, 2:13} T

Gold Leaf, 2:11}, and Ferndale, 2:20) ; he paced the mile in

2:10*.

Welbeck, by Electricity, out of the dam of Advertiser, is

quite a good three-year-old. His mark of 2:24.] in the fourth

heat and his victories in tbe sixth and eighth heals stamp
him as a game race horse. Verily, the blood of Lnla Wilkes
is game,

F. M. Day's well-bred pacingstallion, Dictatus, will appear
at tbe Breeders' meeting at San Jose. Dictatus is one of the

best-bred stallions in the United States and will add to this

great qualification that other desideratum in this age, a very

low record.

The team record of 2:lS},so long held by Maxie Cobb and
mate has been lowered to 2:15} by Roseleaf, by Gold Leaf,

and Sally Simmons, by Simmons. They had to defeat Azote

and Answer at Columbus, Ohio, September 27th, in order to

do so, however.

Campbell's Electioneer is making a showing as a sire of

precocious speed. The bay colt Symboleer, owned by W.
E. Campbell, Kiowa, Kan., reduced his two year-old record

to 2:17V at Independence, Kan., on September 21st, over a

half-mile track.

Pho7.be Wilkes, by the splendidly-bred staliion now dom-
iciled near San Jose, Hambletonian Wilkes, is winning her

races right along. She won a five-heat race at Chillicothe,

Ohio, October 2d, capturing the three last heats in 2:09),

2:1U and 2:12}.

Oro Wilkes, 2:11, and Lou Wilkes, 2:1U, hold the race

records for the season for four-year-old colts and fillies, re-

spectively. Both are in Goldsmith's stable. Both are San
Mateo products, the former by Sable Wilkes, 2:18, tbe latter

by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}.

P. W. Murphy, of Santa Margarita, purchased a Dexter
Prince stallion from Jas. Dustin about two years ago, and at

the Santa Barbara fair on September 21st, this horse, Paloma,
won his first race in three straight heats. Time, 2:29&, 2:26

and 2:26i. Paloma's dam was by Gen. McClellan 143.

From present indications the sale of Palo Alto bred colts

and fillies in New York City, Novembej 1st promises to be

tbe first big sales event of the year. Palo Alto, Advertiser

and Azmoorareall acknowledged to be sires of beauty, style,

color, disposition, pure-trotting action and extreme speed.

Dictator Sidney, one of the late G. Valensin's choicest-

bred colls, was third in a heat at Portland, Maine, which
was won in 2:18}. Dictator Sidney is by Sidney, out of Ellen

Tomlinson, by Dictator; second dam Keepsake, by Mam-
brino Patchen ;

third dam by Montague's Sovereign ; fourth

dam bv Mark Time ; fifth dam by Hunt's Commodore.

l( B. C. Holly at Yallejo proved to be the best presiding

judge on the circuit," is the statement made by an observant

horseman who had been at every other meeting. " His ad-

vice to the drivers, his quick conception of anything that sa-

vored of jobbery, his just decisions and thorough knowledge
of the rules, caused everyone to respect him and his rul-

ings." We have seen Mr. Holly act as judge at the Napa
Fair, and coincide with this observer's high opinion of him.

Jas. Sutherland, the well known horseman of Pleasan-
ton, was very successful at the Concord race meeting, two
weeks ago. He won two races and gave records of 2:27 to
Guard, by Guide, and 2:25 to the broken-legged pacer Del
Win, by Del Sur. This latter named stallion belongs to Mrs.
Sam'l. Gamble and Wm. Meeks.

Lena Holly, the roan daughter of Director and Steinola,
by Steinway, won a game race at Chillicothe, Ohio, October
1st. Six heats were trotted, and everyone was under 2:21.
She won the third, fourth and sixth heats in 2:20, 2:20' and
2:19], the last heat being the fastest in the race. The Direc-
tor-Steinway cross makes game race horses every time.

Gil Curry started Murat, the Director stallion sold by
Tattersalls last spring, for the first time, in the 2:30 class at
Mystic Park on Tuesday, and from the fact that he was sec-
ond in every heat, the last of which was trotted in 2:13, it

does not look as though it was over-stated when he was pro-
nounced the fastest horse in the world without a record.

Nutwood has another 2:20 representative in the bay stal-
lion Mecca, 2:19}, who is out of Hyacinth, by Yolunteer

;

second dam Clara, the dam of Dexter, Dictator, etc. Mecca
has won double honors this year, as he is also sire of the black
mare Rosewood, 2:30, who made her record at Burlington,
Kan., the same day as her sire. Both were driven to their
records by Harry Divinny, who is the race driver for Spring
Hill Farm, Spring Hill, Kan.

M. H. Clarke, of Salinas, is the owner of the stsllion
Billy Oaks. In a communication Lo this journal he states:
"A number of horsemen claim that when my horse was foaled
a statement appeared in the papers that his dam was un-
known.

^
To make this matter plain I will state that Billy

Oaks is 'a gray horse sired by John Sevenoaks, his dam is

by Carr's Mambrino, second dam by Old St. Clair, third dam
by Gen. Taylor."

"Doc" Williams, formerly of Los Aogeles, has a very
well-made, highly-finished, trotting stallion which he pur-
chased some years ago from L. J. Rose. This horse is called
Ab Waltham. He was sired by Bob Mason, out of Almeh
(sister to Alcazar, 2:20-}), by Sultan ; second dam the famous
broodmare Minnehaha. Ab \YaItham trotted a trial mile
in Salinas close to 2:30, and if given any work would easily
get a mark of 2:25, if not better. Nert year he will be seen
on the circuit.

John Parrott Jr , has, at his farms in San Mateo and
Chico, some of the best-made and most evenly-matched
hordes in California. They are sired by his imported Ger-
man coach horse Socrates, out of mares of his selection. In
a few years he will be able to compete with any stock farm
owner in this State. Thinking his stock needed an outcross,
he purchased at the World's Fair the best Hackney stallions
and mares money could buy, and has placed them in the
commodious paddocks of his San Mateo farm also.

Letter B , the bay mare that got a record of 2:27i in the
third heat of a race at Salinas last Saturday, is bv Ward B

,

out of Brown Irish, by Judge McKinstry, and Judge Me-
Kinstry was out of Katie Pease, the great four-mile race
winner. Ward B. was asmall, well-built horse, sired by Eros,
2:29}, that stood in Monterey County for two years, and was
then sent to Hollister. Robt. Orr, one of the most prominent
farmers and stock raisers of that place, had him for some
time. He was afterwards sold to J. P. Dunne, formerly of
Donnelly Dunne & Co. All of Ward B.'s progeny are pure
trotters and dead game.

Las Palmas is the pretty name given to one of the best
equipped stock farms in California. It is situated on tbe
east bank of ihe Salinas river and is owned by Hiram Corey,
a wealty farmer and stock breeder. The first representative
from this farm to be trained entered the 2:30 list at Salinas
last week driven by tbat capable reinsman, P. McCartney. The
newcomer's name is May B. She is by Altoona (sire of five

in 2:30), out of a mare by Wapsie, second dam by St. Clair,

third dam a Kentucky-bred mare, daughter of Bertrand. Mr.
Corey was a liberal buyer at auction sales during the
past two years and secured representatives of nearly all the
most fashionable trotting families on this coast.

Foreign advices state that Horace Brown is no longer al-

lowed to drive over the tracks in Germany and Austria, as
he has been ruled ofTfor pulling a trotter he has been driv-
ing. This will, of course, put a stop to Brown's European
career, unless he confines his operations to the French and
Italian tracks. When a driver is ruled on" in any of the Eu-
ropean countries he may as well go into some other busi-

ness, for there is no hope of reinstatement as there is—unfor-
tunately—in this country. If being ruled oft" here meant what
it does in Germaoy there would be fewer jobs and scandals
on the turf, and harness-racing would number among its

friends thousands of men who now hold aloof from it.

The stalls at the Agricultural Park are filling up fast with
the horses entered for the big fall meeting. A number of the
fast ones have already begun work, and there will be exercis-

ing performances every morning from now on till the day of

the races. Ottinger, who has participated in all the free-for-

all trots on the circuit, worked out ^ mile yesterday with
Edith, the pacer, who is also in Tom Keating's string. As
the horses were hardly rested from their trip on the cars they
were given easy work, Ottinger making the mile in 2:21.

There is a great deal of interest being taken by the horsemen
in the big free-for-all pace, in which Silkwood, Waldo J.,

Lady H. and W. Wood are entered. Everyone is looking
for a sensational race between these horses. Waldo J. is

the unknown quantity in the race. It will be his first exper-
ience in such fast company. and although beisa green horse,

good authorities say he will give Wood and Silkwood a hard
race. His record during the season has been a phenomenal
one, considering the fact that he is but four years old and
this is his first year on the track. In all his races so far

there has been no horse against him good enough to force

him to do his best, and fast time is looked for when he is

driven out.—Los Angeies Herald.
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THE SALINAS FAIR.

Last Three Days of the Meeting—A Daughter

of Altoona Enters the List, and Edna R.,

by Sidney Breaks the Track Record-
Excellent Racing and Good At-

tendance Every Day.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

The attendance to-day was better than on any other day of

the meeting and the directors feel assured that the receipts

at the gate and from privileges will exceed expenditures.

The day was quite warm but this was favorable for fast time.

The programme of events was a lengthy one and only two

heats of the last race were decided before sunset, the judges

deciding to postpone the finish until tomorrow. As this race

is strictly a local one much speculation is indulged in among

the horsemen as to what the outcome will be,and everyone is

anxious for twelve o'clock to-morrow to come, so that their

suspense will not be prolonged.

There were two events to-day that deserve more than a

passing notice. One was the victory of Hiram Corey's black

mare, May B., in the 2:40 trotting race, and her entrance to

the charmed circle, for she got her record of 2:80 in the

fourth heat of the race. May B. is the first one owned by

this wealthy horse owner to achieve such honors, she is by

Altoona, out of a mare by Wapsie; second dam by old St.

Clair, and will get a much lower mark nextyear.

The other event of note was the splendid performance of

the bay mare Edna R. This mare belongs to E. W. Steele*

of San Luis Obispo, and was sired by Sidney, 2:1 9 J, out of

Stella C, 2:20, by Director, 2:17 ; second dam by Speculation.

She paced to the half in the third heat in 1:07J, and then

jogged in under the wire in 2.173, her driver, F. Treanor>

bringing her to a walk almost to prevent distancing her com-

petitors. This mile is the fastest ever made in a |race over

this track and if it were not for his solicitude of the others in

the race there is no doubt Mr. Treanor could have given this

smooth-going race mare a record of 2:15 to-day.

It was almost two o'clock when Judges Jesse D. Carr, H.
S. Ballard and M. Lynn took their places in the judges'

stand and rang the bell to call out the horses for the first

race, a three-quarter mile and repeat race, for the runners.

The purse was $150. The entries were Sam Mount, May-
field and Raphael. Fools sold: Sam Mount $10, field $S,as the

horses were sent to the post. W. V. McGarvey acted as

starter and got the horses off in splendid style. Raphael and
Sam Mount ran on even terms until within a few yards of the

wire, where Raphael drew awav from his rival and won by a
length, May field three lengths further away. Time, 1:17.

When the jockey alighted from Sam Mount it was noticed

that the game son of Ironclad was dead lame, so the owners
promptly asked permission of the judges to withdraw the

horse from the race. Their request was granted, and when
the two bangtails appeared before the starter they did not

lose any lime in scoring, but broke away even on the first

trial. Raphael kept beside Mayfield until the drawgate was
reached, then his jockey let go his head and he romped in a

winner by two lengths. Time, 1:1 S3.

The second event of the afternoon was a trotting stake for

2:40 class trotters. Three contestants appeared—Hebert &
Son's Lara D., H. M. Weathers' Merritt L. and Hiram Cor-
ey's May B. Lara D. was made favorite in the pools, but
very few were sold previous to the race. When Judge Carr
rang the bell Merritt L. took the lead, May B. second and
Lara D. last and very unsteady. At the half May B. moved
up, and at the head uf the homestretch she passed Merritt L.

and trotted in a winner by an open length in 2:32f, Lara D.
last.

The bettors now saw that May B. was the best of the trio,

and paid $10 on her against $5 on the others in the field.

The start was a good one, May B. taking the lead at the first

turn, Lara D. second and Merritt L. third. Going down the

backstretch Lara D. moved up very fast and overtook the

favorite, and at the half was three lengths in advance. She
trotted much more steadily than in the preceding heat, and
despite McCartney's efforts with May B. he could not catch

up with the leader, who came in a winner by two lengths in

2:32*, Merritt L. last.

Pools sold : May B. $6, field $10. When the horses started

in the third heat May B. passed Lara D. as the latter and
Merritt L. broke on the first turn, and, getting a lead of five

lengths, never lost her advantage, but jogged in a winner in

2:35, Lara D. second, two lengths behind, and Merritt L. last.

The fourth hea. was also won by May B. She took the

first position from the wire and trotted the mile without mak-
ing a skip iu 2:30 Hat. Lara I), was three lengths behind
her at the finish and Merritt L. five lengths farther away.
Everyone congratulated her esteemed owner, Mr. Corey, and
her driver, Pat McCartney.
The next race furnished another surprise for the talent.

The pacing race brought out four sidewheelers—E. W.
Steele's Edna R., J. II. Iverson's Ivolo, A. S. Wilson's Dan
McGinty and U. M. llellman's Ella W.

Pools sold Ivolo $10, field $5. When the four sidewheelers
were on even terms they were sent on their journey, but on
(he first turn they were strung out iu procession-like order,

Edna R. leading then following her about a length apart
were Ivolo, Ella W. and McGinty. These positions were un-
changed until the homestretch was reached. Ivolo made a
bre.tk and fell hack to last place, McGinty paced past Klla

W., and a-, Sdna K , who .seemed to outclass her field, came
in a winner, this gelding was six lengths behind and two
lengths in front of Ella W., Ivolo last. Time, 2:22.

Edna R. again took the lead, Ivolo was second, Ella W.
third aud McGinty last. The four pacers never changed
their positions to the wire. Edna R. was l\ve lengths in front
of Ivolo. McGintv was a length furtheraway aud Ella W.
last. Time, 2:28J."

la the next heat Edna R. paced to the half in 1:07}, open-
ing a cap of twelve lengths between her sulky and Ella W.'s
head. I loing down the back turn her driver, Treanor, looked
bark and saw that he would distance the rest of the horses so
he pulled Up and jogged the mare under the wire in 2:17},
the fastest mile ever made in a race on this track. Ella W.

length behindj McGinty ami [volojusl inside the

Bag. How fast this mare can go is a question to be decided
nextyear. This was her second appearance in public. We
predict for her a record of 2:12 next season.

The next event on the programme kept the crowd at the

track, for it was a special race for the 2:40 class and six local

horses were entered—Ajax, Black Diamond, Fred Grant,

Corralitos, Pedro and Xellie S. The horses scored several

times and were then sent away. Ajax took the lead, Black
Diamond kept at his wheel and never fell further back than
three lengths of the winner. Ajax came under the wire a

winner by that distance iu 2:32, Pedro third, Fred Grant
fourth, Nellie S. fifth, Corralitos kst.

When the horses were sent away for the second heat Black
Diamond took the lead from Ajax at the first turn and never
was headed. Coming into the homestretch Pedro moved up
and passed Ajax, landing a length behind Black Diamond at

the wire in 2:40, Nellie S. fourth, Fred Grant fifth and Cor-

ralitos last.

It was getting quite dark when the horses were called. Pe-
dro now took the lead, and although Ajax and Black Dia-
mond kept close to him, he out-trotted both to the wire, win-
ning in 2:42 J, Ajax second, Black Diamond third, Fred
Grant fourth, Nellie S. fifth and Corralitos last.

The judges announced the postponement of this race until

to-morrow at 12 o'clock.
SU.M.M ABIES.

Running—Three-quarters of a mile and repeat, parse 8350.

Raphael, eh h, by Duke of Norfolk—Futurity (112) Cota l l

Mayfield. b m, by Wildldle—Fostress (117) Garria 3 2

Sum Mount, br s by Irouclad—Daisv D. (Ill) Xarvaez 2 drawn
Time, 1:17/1:1854.

Trotting, 2:10 class.

May B, bib m, by Altoona—by Wapsie McCartney 12 11
Laura P., b m, by Altoona—Dolly, by Mozart Dwain 3 12 2

Merritt L., brs, by Brown Jug— Fanny Cower Kent 2 3 3 3

Time, 2:32%, 2:32>£, 2:35, 2:30.

Pacirjg, 2:30 class.

Edna R., b m, by Sidney -Stella C, 2:2G. by Director
Treanor 111

Dan McGinty by Jim Mulvenna Sargent 2 3 3

Ella W., b m, by Eros—by Robt. St. Clair Hellman 3 4 2

Ivolo. bm, by Antevolo—by Vermont Williams 4 2 4

Time, 2:22, 2:28K. 2:17^-

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5.

The heat to-day wa> not so oppressive ; iu fact, it was just

the kind of weather to suit everyone. Early in the day the

stock parade took place, but the attendance was not very

large. At one o'clock the roads from Salinas and San Juan

were lined with vehicles of every description. " Friday is

always a good day at the fair grounds," is a saying which is

verified at every point on the California circuit, and Salinas

is no exception to the rule. Surrounding this thriving town

are some of the richest agricultural lands in the State, while

close to the river, all the way to Watsonville, are thousands

of acres devoted to sugar beet culture. A railroad runs

through this section, and hundreds of tons are shipped daily

to the Suger Refinery in San Francisco. Hundreds of labor-

ers are employed at this season of the year on these beet

farms, and quite a large number of these men enjoyed to-day

a holiday and came to the races to make a few bets aud

watch the progress of the horses.

The same judges who presided yesterday were in the stand

to-day, and promptly at twelve o'clock they rang the bell to

call up the horses to compete for the unfinished race.

Ajax won the first heat in 2:34, Black Diamond second,

Pedro third. Fred Grant fourth and Nellie S. last. Corralitas

was drawn before the heat. Only three horses came out for

the next heat. Pedro came in first, Ajax second and Black
Diamond last. Time. 2:38.

The last and deciding heat of the race was won by Ajax in

2:40 flat, Black Diamond second and Pedro last. Ajax is a

big, strong-moving stallion, and will, if given an opportu-

nity, enter the 2:30 list easily.

In the pacing race for named horses there were four en-

tries—Wait a Little, Prince Nutwood, Loupe and McGinty.
In the pools Wait a Little sold for $10 against $5 on the

field.

When the judges gave the word. W<ut a Little led, with
Prince Nutwood at his bike. Loupe was at Prince Nutwood's
saddle with McGinty last. At the head of the homestretch
the three leaders were abreast, Loupe on the inside. To
the wire all the drivers did their best, but Loupe came in a

winner by a length from Prince Nutwood, Wait a Little los-

ing second position on the homestretch by a bad break. Mc-
Ginty came in last. Time, 2:22|.

Pools now took a change. Loupe was made a favorite

at $10, field $5. Prince Nutwood took the pole from Loupe
and led past the quarter-pole, Wait a Little was third and
McGinty last. Going to the half Prince Nutwood made a

bobble so Loupe moved past him, and when once in the lead

kept it. Prince Nutwood rallied very quickly, but in an
easy drive Loupe won by two lengths in 2:25, Prince Nut-
wood second, McGinty third and Wait a Little last.

In the third heat Loupe, Prince Nutwood and Wait a

Little paced in a bunch to the head of the homestretch, then

Wait a Little broke and fell back to last place, McGinty
moving up and taking his place. Loupe out-classed his field

and won bv a length from Prince Nutwood, McGinty being
third aud Wait a Little last.

In the two-year-old district race ihere were three entries

—

J. B. Iverson's Monteer, J. D. Carr's Kosita and James F.

Dunne's Rambler. Pools sold Monteer, $10 ; field, $5.

Rambler took the lead with Antimony second and Monteer
third. Rambler won quite easily in 2:47$.

Pools changed in the next heat, Rambler selling for $10
against $5 on the field. When the word was given Rambler
again showed his superiority over his companions by going
out and winning the heat and race iu 2:4SA, Monteer coming
in second, being only beaten three lengths. Antimony last.

The winner is by Ward B , son of the Electioneer stallion

Eros, 2-29$, and his dam is called Brown Irish, by Judge
McKintry. Rambler is a brother to Letter B , a fine-looking

mare belonging to James F. Dunne.
The third race was for another batch of pacers. The

starters were Herbert A Son's Altoonita, P. Struve's Lillie S.,

W. J. Lynn's b g Little Alf and S. E. Kent's Susie K. In
the pools Altoonita was selected as favorite, selling for $10
against $5 on the field. Susie K. won the first heat by two
lengths from Altoonita in 2:33.1, Lillie S. was third and
Little Alf last.

Pools remained unchanged notwithstanding the defeat of

the favorite, but Susie K. had the most speed for she paced

to the half in DIG and came home in 2:28. Altoonita three
lengths behind, Lillie S. third and Little Alf distanced.

Susie K. was made favorite at $20 to $6 on the rest in the
field, and holders of Altoonita tickets " hedged " on Susie K.
in order to get even, and by their quick action saved consider-
able money. Susie K. repeated her victory in the next heat,
but Lillie S. was second this time beating Altoonita third.
Time, 2:32.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Pacing race, special.

Susie K., b m, by Brown Jug—Lady Benton Kent 1 1 1

Altoonita, b m, by Altoona—Dolly, bv Mozart Dwain 2 2 3
Lillie S., cb m, by Adrian—by Tom Vernon Cox 3 3 2
Little Alf, b g, by Sidney—by Electioneer McCartney 4 dis

Time, 2:33*4 2:28, 2:32.

Second race—Pacing, special.

Loupe, bit g, by John Sevenoaks—Lalla Rookh Wilson 1 l l
Priuce Nutwood, bl s, by Dexter Prince-by Nutwood

Haney 2 2 2
McGinty, b g, unknown Hellman 4 3 3
Wait a Little, b g, unknown Cox 3 4 4

Time, 2:22%, 2:25, 2:25.

Third race—Trotting, two-year-olds.

Rambler, br c, bv|Ward B. (son of Eros)—Brown Irish, by Judge
McKinstry McCartney 1 1

Antimony, br c, by Antinons—Ramona Kent 2 3
Monteer, eh g, by Eugeueer—Salinas Belle Williams 3 2

Time, 2:47K. 2:48^.

Fourth race—Special trotting race, 2:40 class.

Ajax, b s, by Davy Crockett—unknown Harris 13 2 12 1

Pedro, b g. by Reliance—by Venture Hammett 3 2 13 13
Black Diamond, bl m, by Irwin Davis—Katie _. McCartney 2 13 2 3 2
Fred Grant, b s, bv Gen. Grant—by Fowler's Rattler

.-. Clavton 4 .". 4 4
Nellie S., eh m, by Jim L.—by Frank Morgan Cox 5 4 ft ft

Corralitos, gr m, by Jim L.—unknown Dwain 6 6 C dr

Time, 2:32, 2:40. 2:42%, 2:34, 2:38, 2:40.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6.

There is a splendid display at the Agricultural Pavilion of

all kinds of viticultural, horticultural and agricultural pro-

ducts. On the main floor is to be seen a variety of manufac-

tured articles besides agricultural machinery and vehicles of

every kind. The walls are adorned by beautiful oil paintings

and crayon drawings, while the show cases are filled with

specimens of needle-work which would be creditable to any

exposition in the land. In the evening the Salinas band

plays selections, and the youths and maidens ot this valley

trip the light fantastic. The attendance all week has been

larger than ever before known in the history of Salinas fair.

This was the last day of the race-meeting, and as the direc-

tors had advertised a number of extra attractions, the crowd

was greatly increased at the splendid track.

In the morning the last stock parade took place. After it

came an interesting exhibition of bronco riding by Prof.

Chas. Woods, of Las Palmas Stock Farm. His ability as a

rider was never doubted from the time he put the blinds over

the eyes of the wild and restive mustang until he rode the

thoroughly conquered animal out of the center field, across

the track to the stall.

His work was cheered to the echo and the manage nent

will try at the next fair to introduce a few other attractions

which will be similar to that given this morning. When the

excitement somewhat subsided the ladies' tournament was
called. The judges selected for this trying position were
Paris Kilburn, J. O. Hoag, Andrew Hunter, O. H. Wil-
kughby and John Reynolds. The entries were Mrs. M. B.

Steadman, Miss Floreuce Corey, Miss Minnie DeWitt, Miss
Margaret E. Rogers and Mrs. A. Hambey. The tournament
was decided a success from the fact that every one of the

equestriennes had horses that were well trained. Mrs. Stead-

man rode a very showy, stylish young saddle horse which
she trained to all the saddle gaits. Miss Corey rode a white

horse which also elicited words of praise from all. The
tournament lasted an hour,and so excellent were the riders that

the j udges were undecided for some time as to which should be

awarded the prizes. Hon. D. Carr acted as spokesman for

the youthful, timid judges,and in a neat, well-rounded speech

awarded the prizes and thanked the ladies for their kindness

in aiding to make the tournament such a success ; in closing,

he hoped that next year they would all appear. As each of

the winners were named the spectators applauded, thus show-
ing that the decisions met their approval. Mrs. M. B. Stead-

man was awarded first prize, Miss Minnie De Witt, second,

Miss Florence Corey, third, Miss Margaret E. Rogers, fourth,

and Mrs. A. Hambey, fifth.

At twelve o'clock, thejudges, O. H. Willoughby,A. Wide-
mann and M. Lynn, assumed their stations and rang the bell

for the first race of the afternoon, which was a three-quarter

mile dash. The entries were Ucita, by Judge McKinstry;
Jennie Mc, by Judge McKinstry; Nolease, by Ironclad, and
Dolly M. The bangtails acted badly at the post, especially

the last-named ; either she never was properly trained to

break away or else she is badly affected with the sulks and
slows. When the flag dropped Jennie Mc led for the first

quarter, with Ucita at her flanks, Nolease third, two lengths

away, and Dolly M. twenty lengths fuither back. Ucita now
moved to the front and won with the greatest ease from
Jennie Mc by three lengths in 1:21, Nolease thirty lengths

further away, and Dolly M. almost a quarter of a mile away.
The next race furnished the bettors with excitement

enough to last them until next year. It was for the 2:27

class trotters. The entries were F. Haney's Bessie Thome,
Hellman's Willema, Breen & Lynn's b s Gilpatrick and Jas.

F. Dunne's b m Letter B.

Pools sold: Gilpatrick $10, Bessie Thorne $6, field $5.

The start was an excellent one, but Willema started to run -

after the rest were fairly under way, and, despite her drivers

efforts, ran around the track to the three-quarter pole, where
he got her settled. In the meantime Gilpatrick broke at the

eighth pole. Letter B. and Bessie Thome passed him and

led to the wire, Letter B. winning the heat from Bessie

Thorne by two lengths in 2:30, Gilpatrick third and Willema
a runaway last.

Pools sold previous to the second heat : Letter B. $10,

Geld $8. Letter B. and Bessie Thorne took the lead, and with

Gilpatrick about a length behind, trotted to the half. Rodri-

quez now called upon Gilpatrick, and coming on the out-

side, passed those in front, and in an exciting drive won by

two lengths from Bessie Thorne in 2:30. Letter B. and the

last-named mare having a close contest for place, but Bessie

Thorne won it by a nose. Willema, who had become steady,

was last.
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At the start the horses got away on even terms, but when

the backstreteh was reached Gilpatrick broke, and before

Rodriquez, his driver, got him settled the leaders were fully

a quarter of a mile away, but his driver drove as if it was the

deciding heat of a hard race and brought him up to third

position, one length behind Bessie Thome who was second,

two lengths behind Letter B., who jogged under the wire in

the excellent time of 2:27], Willema last.

Bessie Thome took the pole away from Letter

B. and led to the quarter, Gilpatrick third and
Willema last. Gilpatrick moved up and passed
Letter B. Down the homestretch it was a drive

and one of the most exciting ones ever seen on this course.

Gilpatrick, Bessie Thome and Letter B. rapidly close up on
each other and when within one hundred yards of the wire
Gilpatrick and Bessie Thorne fought every inch of the

way but the latter won by half a length in 2:30, Gil-

patrick second, Letter B. third and Willema was last.

Willema was sent to the stable for not having won a hcl
in four. Gilpatrick won the next heat very easily in 2:34],

Letter B. second and Bessie Thorne last, and followed his

victory up by bringing the next heat and race in 2:35, Bes-

sie Thorne second and Letter B. last.

Before the next race was called Bruno, 2:19, was jogged
around to the three-quarter pole and then came to the wire in

31.1 seconds. Bruno is owned by C. Z. Hebert, of Salinas, and
is conceded to be the best race horse ever sent from Salinas.

He has demonstrated his ability to trot three heats in a race

inside of 2:14, and next season will be a hard horse to beat
in his class. J. Dwain, his trainer, deserves great credit for

the splendid manner in which he has this fine son of Junio.
Mozirt, sire of the dam of Bruno, was by Ajax, 2:29, brother
to Hambletonian Jr. (sire of Whippleton), being by Whip-
ple's Hambletonian, out of Ashcat, by Hambletonian 10,

second dam by American Star. The dam of Mozart was said

to be a thoroughbred mare that won a number of races in

early days in this section of the country. The second dam
of Bruno was also said to have considerable thoroughbred iu

her ; she won a number of races also.

The next event was a bicycle race between four young men,
a half mile and repeat. John White won in 1:32 *od 1:31,

C. White second, J. Condon third and E. Hetheriogton last.

The next race was for the 2:22 class trotters. The starters

were E. Breen's Maud H., J. Dwain's Auntie Wilkes, H. H.
Helman's Rockwood and A. L. Hinds' Hera. In the pools
Auntie Wilkes sold as favorite at $10 against $5 on the field.

Maud H. and Auntie Wilkes led to the three quarter pole
like a team, Rockwood third and Hera (very lame) last. On
passing this point Maud H. forged ahead as Auntie Wilkes
broke, and holding the pole came in three lengths in front of
her, Rockwood third and Hera last. Time. 2:28.

Pools sold: Auntie Wilkes $10, field $S as the horses
were called to score. Maud H. and Rockwood led, as Auntie
Wilkes broke at tbe first turn and fell back. Hera was with-
drawn on account of lameness. Auntie Wilkes was in the
rear fully three lengths. The two leaders kept on even
terms to the head of the stretch, then Maud H. passed her
competitor and won in 2:24]. Auntie Wilkes seemed un-
settled, and could not get any nearer than three lengths of

the winner after passing Rockwood.
Maud H. made short work of the next heat and race, win-

ning easily three lengths in front of Auntie VVilkes, and she
was three lengths in front of Rockwood. Time, 2.24. This
equals the record made by the mare last year at San Luis
Obispo.
Thus ended one of the most successful fairs ever held in

Monterey county. Our representative is indebted to the
president, secretary and directors for courtesies extended
during his stay at this prosperous city.

SUMMARIES.

First race, trotting, 2:27 class.

Gilpatrick. bs, by Junio—byGilpatrick
Rodriquez 3 13 2 11

Letter B.. b m. by 'Ward IB. (son of Erosl—Brown
Irish, by Judge McKinstry Kent 13 13 2 3

Bessie Thorne, br m, by Eawthorne Kaney 2 2 2 13 2
Willema, b m. by Eros Hellmau 14 4 4

Time. 2:30, 2:30, 2:27%, 2:30. 2:34K. 2:35.

Second race, running race, three-quarter mile dash.

ITcita, chg, by Judge McKiustry—Skipaway. by Wildidle, 117

Jenny Me. brm, by Judge McKinstry—Aromas, 110 N'jirvaez 2
Nolease, ch m. by Ironclad. 87 Garcia 3

Time, 1:21.

Dolly M. also ran.

Third race, trotting, 2:22 class, purse $200.

Maud H., cb m, by Carr's Mambrino—by Dan Vuorhees
Rodriqoez 1 1 I

Anuty Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—by Speculalio Dwain 2 2 2
Rockwood, b g, by Treewood Hellman 3 3 3

Time, 2:28, 2:24J4 2:24.

San Luis Obispo Fair.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28.

The day and crowd showed marked improvement, and the

races, though short, were very satisfactory. Morganti B. and

Dixie G. fought another pitched battle, but the sorrel lost

finally after the closest finish ever seen on tbe track. In the

running race which followed; Sir Alfred was the favorite, but

took too long getting under way, and although he came up
the stretch with a great rush he could not overhaul the big

red horse.
SUMMARY.

Trotting, purse 51-50, mile heats.

G. L. Blosser's b g Morganti B 112 1
G. W. MeCabe's s g Dixie G 2 2 12
P. O'Connor's bl s Parnell 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:39%, 2:39"/;, 2:40, 2:40.

Running, purse 5100, five-eighths mile dash.

H. Langholt's b h Red Bird 1
E. R. Den's big Sir Alfred 2
J. Arrellane'ss m Poloma 3
Chas. Cook's b g Sam Brannan 4

Time. 1:06.1

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29.

The infamous clerk of the weather, after promising us
" showers," started in about 11 o'clock to smash smithereens
out of the only decent day we had hoped for during a disas-
trous fair week, and a storm set in unparalled in severity
for years. Lots of increduious people who would not be con-
vinced that such malignancy was possible, went down to the
track only to see the representatives of the association herded
in their stand like chickens in a coop in a thunder shower,
confronting a storm that made racing simply impossible.

In view of the storm nothing could be done but to declare
all races oil', but in view of the attendance it was deter-
mined to spend the money taken in at the gate in an effort to
amuse the people, and so a purse of $120 was offered to tbe
running horse men for a race. They bravelv responded, and
Manuel Den sent out Sir Alfred, the best mile horse ever run
here. J. B. Arrellanes sent his colt Alcon, a grand racer,
and W. Hopper put in his horse Sam. It was a risk.
The track was adoat, and a little bad riding would
kill a rider or lay up a horse. But the horses went. Sir Al-
fred was an easy winner of the two heats, but the others suf-
fered no disgrace, for it was not weather to turn a dog out
into. It was a dreadfully lame conclusion for the most un-
lucky week that the association has ever seen.

SUMMARY.
Rnnning, three-fourths mile and repeat, pursu S120.

E. R. Den'sblk gSir Alfred, by John A l i
J. B. Arrellane's s s Alcou .'.""." > 2
Geo. Hopper's br g Sam .....^....'...."....'......'.'. 3 3

Time. 1:29, 1:31.

Henry of Navarre Beats Clifford and Domino
New York, October 6—Henry of Navarre won the great

race at Morris Park against Clifford and Domino. Just De-

fore the race the betting stood : Domino 5 to 4, Clifford 9 to

5, while Henry of Navarre was quite unsupported at 3 to ].

As the bugle sounded to the post at 4:25 o'clock the betting
had changed to Domino 11 to 10, Clifford S to 5, and Henry
of Navarre 3 to 1.

Domino had the rail, Clifford had the outside, HeDry of
Navarre being in the middle. They were sent on their jour-
ney a; precisely 4:30 o'clock. The start was perfect. Dom-
ino poked his head in front when they were well in stride
and led Navarre by that distance going past thequarter post,
Clifford being third, ?t Navarre's heels.
There was practically no change until the three quarter

pole had been reached. Then Henry of Navarre made his
effort, as did also Clifford and Domino. The pride of the
East was seen to falter and then to drop out of it. The crowd
took up the cry of " Domino is beaten!''

Down the homestretch Henry of Navarre slowed the way
to Clifford, first being." neck and Ihen a length ahead. Clif-
ford was spurred mercilessly, but Navarre had tbe best of
him and won cleverly by a length. Domino was beaten fifteen
lengths.

Navarre covered tbe distance in 1:52}, only three-quarters
of a second behind Tristan's great record.
The Matron stake brought out the large field of sixteen

two-year-olds. In the betting Ihere was little to choose
between Brandywine and Agitator, though at the end the
former had a shade the better of it in the books. In the last
furlong Agitator came out with a rush and won well in hand.
Then came the Manhattan handicap, in which Sir Walter

was the favorite, with Sir Excess second choice and the
others friendless. Sir Excess shot away first and stayed in
that position to the end.
Six furlongs—Iola won, Fondoline second, Hazelpatch

third. Time, 1:10.

Five furlongs—Urania won, Annisette second, Owlet third
Time, 0:58}.

Six furlongs—Agitator woe, Handspun second, Salvator
third. Time, 1:11.

Manhattan handicap, mile and a furloDg—Sir Excess won
Sir Walter second, Red Skin third. Time, 2:09}.
One mile and an eighth—Henry of Navarre won, Clifford

second, Domino third. Time, 1:52}.

One mile—Buckrene won, Saragossa second, Song and
Dance third. Time, 1:40$.

Six furlongs—Velvet won, Janet filly second, Ninevah
third. Time, 1:11 J.

Last Days of TJkiah Fair.

Uriah, October 5.- -To day's races were the most inter-

esting of the week. The attendance since the first day had
been large, but the business portion of the town was to-day

almost deserted, the rush to the park was so great. The
weather was all that could be desired.

First race—Running, half-mile heats, best two in three,
purse $100. Bill Nye won, Ace Full second, Noyo distanced.
Time, 0:511 and 0:57.

Second race—Trotting, 2:40 class, three in five, purse $125,
Murphy won, Leland B. and George both distanced In third
heat. Time, 2:40, 2:41, 2:401.

Third race—Running, three-quarters of a mile, two in
three, free-for-all, purse $125, Elair won, Our Dick second,
Mountain Bov distanced in second heat. Time, 1-22 and
1:201.

Ukiah, October 6 —The attendance of the last day of the

fall meeting of the Park Association was the largest during
the week. The grand stand was crowded, and it seemed as

though the entire town was depopulated. The weather was
fine.

First race—Quarter of a mile, purse $275, Brown won
Time, 0:23.

Second race—Half a mile, purse $250, Iron Heart won
Time, 0:51.

Third race—Trotting, purse $350, Kilty L. won, Jobn L.
second. Best time, 2:25.

Hurdle race—One mile, four hurdles, purse $150, Our Dick
won, Iron Heart second. Time, 2:01.

The Last Day's Races at lone.

The races on Friday were excellent. A large crowd was at

the park and much interest was shown.

The first was a three-fourths and repeat. May Day, Mor-
ton and April started. The first heat was won by May Day
in 1:17V. The second, May Day and April came in nose and
nose and Morton was ruled out. Time, 1:01.}. In the third
and fourth heats April came home in the lead. Time, 1-17}
and l:17f.
The novelty race was then called and Valledore, Quirt and

Emma D. started. Valledore took the first and second quar-
ter in 25 and 49 seconds, Quirt the third iu 1:161 and Emma
D. the finish in 1:44.].

Tbe third was a half-mile dash, Lulu Dowell, Sata, Hattie
H. and Friday started. Sata sold favorite ten to one. Hattie
H. came under the wire first, Lula Dowell second and Sata
third. Time, 50 seconds. This knocked the talent out, and
the home-boys wore great big smiles.

A three-eighths dash came next, and Jenny Lind, Nettie

'rr?L
° Berlle N

- contested. Bertie N. led in 3SJ seconds.
This ended the races and they were far above the average.

As will be seen, some excellent time was made, and.lhe fair
ended with success stamped upon the banner and everybody
pleased.—lone Echo, Sept. 29.

Rey el Santa Anita Runs Strangely.

Cincinnati, October 6.—The Cincinnati Hotel handicap
at one mile and a quarter, worth to the winner $2,770, will go
down into turf history as one of the most startling contesls
ever decided on the American turf. The local turfmen say
that if E. J. Baldwin were not a millionaire, but a poor horse
owner, he would have to do some tall explaining to day to re-
main on the turf.

Last Tuesday Rey el Santa Anita, with 119 pounds up, was
beaten half a dozen lengths in the Queen City handicap, Far-
aday, with 115 pounds up, disposing of him cleverly for next
to "last place. To day wise money sent ihe colt to the post an
equal favorite with Faraday inci the lalter's stable compan-
ion, Pocahontas, at 2 to 1, the Fleishmanu pair, J. P. B. and
Lehman, who also beat Baldwin's colt Tuesday, being 5 to 2.
while Orioda and Plutus, the remaining two starters, were
respectively 5 and 30 to 1.

Orinda and J. P. B. were the pacemakers for si x-furlongs.
Then J. Lamely sent Rey el Santa Aoita all around the field,
and in 100 yards he had assumed a commanding lead and the
race was over, the California horse cantering home an easy
winner by four lengths from Faraday, who has three times
run second in this race, Yo Tambien beating him out last
year and Ida Pickwick in 1S92.

Pocahontas was third, three lengths behind her stable com-
panion, while Lehman was fourth, Orinda fifth, J. P. B. sixth
and Pliitus last.^ The time was fair, 2:07}, a second slower
than Yo Tambien won the same race last year with 129
pounds up.

Dart and Resplendent won the first and second races re-
spectively. After that the favorites and well played second
choices won every contest.

Seven furlongs—Dart wod, Envy second, Quick Step third
Time, 1:291.

^

Mile and a sixteenth—Resplendent won. Ataman second
Miss Gallop third. Time, 1:491.

Six furlongs—Basso won, Gurgle second, Gath third
Time, 1:16.

Fourth race declared off.

Cincinnati Hotel AutumD Handicap, one mile and a quar-
ter—Rey el Santa Anita won, Faraday second, Pocahontas
third. Time, 2:07}.

Six furlongs— Hessie won, Simon W. second, Sandoval
third. Time, 1;17.

Seven furlongs—Liselg won, Equation second. Paroquet
third. Time, 1:29.

Cash Day Defeats Diggs and Senator Irby.

Chicago, October (i—Cash Day beat Diggs and Senator
Irby in a special one-mile race at Hawthorne to-day. The
race was a disappointment, not that Cash Day, one of the
idols of the local racegoers, won, but in the manner of its

running. The time, 1:44, tells the story. It was a loafing

race until Hearing the stretch. Each of the three in the race
was under a pull for half a mile, and not until coming out of
the final turn were the horses given their heads and allowed
to run.

Such a race was just to the liking of Cash Day, and in Ihe
dash along the stretch he drew away from the youngster and
beat him half a length for first money of $1,500. Diggs was
a 13 to 10 favorite, while Senator frbv was second choice,
not because he classed with either of the others, but because'
there was a belief that he had been saved for the event. The
surprisingly good price of 3 to 1 was laid against Cash Day,
but due in part to the report that Carmichael did not expect
his colt to win. A pneumatic saddle was used on Cash Day,
which may explain the comparative ease with which he drew
away in a drive for the line. The fractional time was :

Quarter, 0:27 ; half, 0:52 ; three-quarters, 1:17] ; mile, 1:44.
Except in the special races the fields were large. The full-

course steeplechase was won by Eli Kindig, a new factor at
the jumping game. Betting was lively and as usual these
days the ring had far the better of it, as only ene of the six
favorites won, the speculators getting one of the severest
shocks by the victory of Colonel S., at odds of 30 to 1. Frank
Leigh was in form, riding three winners. The horses to take
purses with odds against them at post time were Woodfield,
6 to 5 ; Flying Dutchman, 3 to 1 ; Cash Day, 3 to 1 ; CoIoDel
S., 30 to 1 ; Burrell's Billet, 3 to 1, and Eli Kindig, 3 to 1.

Starter H. D. Brown, looking as rosy-cheeked and hap-
py as of yore, arrived from Chicago last Saturday night.
Mr. Brown reports that Harlem is one of the finest racing
parks in the country, and everything is conducted excellently.
The attendance is far ahead of that at Hawthorne. He
thinks that it is not exaggerating to say there will be 1,000
horses to race here hailing from the Eastern side of tbe Rock-
ies alone, though many may wait until Harlem shuts down,
November 10th. Speaking of the horses he saw race, Yo
Tambien is by odds the best of the older division, Diggs the
best two-vear-old (with Monterey close up), Cash Day the
most phenomenal three-year-old. Sena'or Irby is a good,
game and consistent colt, and will win good races here next
winter, barring accidents. Most of the Corrigan horses are
stale now. Ed. Corrigan's trainers, it is said, because the
horses did not win, laid it at the door of bad riding on Ihe
part ofCharley Weber, who was, in fact, ridiog just as well as
ever. The fact was the horses needed a rest. Johnny Weber
asked for and received his release from Mr. Corrigan, and
Peter Weber wanted Corrigan to release Charley, feeling that
bis boy was blameless and should not have been set down by
the Master of Hawthorne. " How it will come out I don't
know," said Mr. Brown. " but Peter talked nf suing Corrigan
for Charley's release, on the ground that releasing Johnny
reallv set aside the whole contract." Frank Vnn Ness was
to ship his big string here in a few days. B.J Johnson
stated to Mr. Brown that he would not send out bis horses
thisyear. Rudolph and Evanatus have developed into sulkers,
and cannot be relied upon. Clint.* Riley will act as associate
judge at Harlem also until his departure for this city. P.ilev

is very popular. Charley Trevathau has been hunting with
his father down near the latter's place in Kentucky. Irving,
Carr, Charley Weber and other crack jockeys will come out
from Chicago this year. Secretary Joe Murphy, of Harlem
is almost certain tosneceed Col. Clark as presiding judge.
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VALLEJO FAIR RAGES.

Lucy B.'s Splendid Victory—Quirt Makes a

World's Record—Excitement and a Rul-

ing Off—All the Events in Detail.

[Special Correspondence of the Breeder and Sportsman."]

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3.

VALLE.io
t
Oct. 3.—The second day of the fair was an im-

provement on the first, both as to numbers in attendance and

horses engaged in the racing. The pavilion is now shorn of

space for exhibits, everything for exhibition being properly

adjusted, and, taken as a whole, the display is well up to the

standard of county fairs. The stock parade is not so large

as lat»t year, but exhibitors claim superiority in quality. The

most prominent among those displaying blue ribbons is Mr.

B. C Holly, with imp. Paramatta at the head of his thor.

ougbbreds, while in the harness division he carried off the

principal honors. The weather, in every particular, is all

lhatonecould wish, and with the improved attendance the

fair may be considered fully under way. The track is at its

best, and horsemen for once all agree that it is fast.

The first race was called on at 2 P. M., and when Judge

Holly rang the call for starters in tne opening scramble for

a purse of $J50, dash of one mile, the respondents were the

following-named sprinters, who raced iu the order given in the

summary with Holly's eatry opening in the pools at $20
against $10 for the field.

SUMMARY.

B. C. Holly's bg Sympathetic^ Last, 109 Buoton l

A. J. Stephenson's sc Faro, 103 Hazlett 2

Wm. l>i.xou*sch m wuirt. 103. Yates 3
Time. 1:45.

The favorite in this contest was Mamie (iriffia, and so far

the race was proven to be one of the m ist interesting of the

meeting, and the determinrlion manifested by the judges to

have the best horse win is highly commended by all who
witnessed the race. After four heats were trotted, in which
C. E. Clark's Athaiuo, by Junio, had taken two consecutive

heats, and two were given to Mamie Griffin, the judges, not

liking Clark's driving, dismounted him and gave the ribbons

to Thomas Smith, who broke the slate easily by taking the

last heat and race in good style.

SUMMARY.

Special trotting, 2:22 class, purse S300.

C. E. Clark's b m Atbanio, by Junio...Clark and Smith 1 l 2 2 l

1'. Hcnshaw"s blk m Mamie Grithu, by Blackbird
Sullivan 4 3 112

11. Newtou'sss King Oro, by Alcona Newton 2 2 4-1 dr
li. P. PerRins' b h Jasper Ayres, by Iris Perkins 3 4 :i :s dr
It. Brown's br in Ray Annette, by Auteeo Mi?uer 5 5 5 5 dr

Time, 2:21}4, 2:29, 2:2054. 2:27. 2:25.

The third and last race of the day was also a special trol-

ling event for a purse of $t>00, for the 2:17 class. Alter three

heats were trotted the race was posaponed on account of

darkness until two o'clock to-morrow. The alternating fa-

vorites were Lucy B., Stranger and the field.

SCEMARY.

lieo. Woodward's b m Lucy B., by Alex. Button
Bigelow 2 112 1

1. N. Ati'lersou's b s Bay Wilkes, by Mambrino Wilkes
- Anderson 3 2 2 1 2

'.A. Perkins' b m Visalia, by Iris Perkins 4 4 2 3
.1. Sullivan's b s Stranger, byTilton Almont...Sullivan 13 4 4 4

Time. 2:17. 2:17%, 2:10, 2:1$, 2:17-^.

TH1KD DAY—THUKSDAY, OCTOBER 4.

Yali.ejo, Oct. 4.—Another beautiful and pleasant day

greeted th*> visitors at the Salinas District fair to-day. The
attendance was greatly improved and the interest it* the rac-

ing seemed to stimulate the spectators to an open demonstra-

tion of applause. When the unfinished trot was called Lucy

B. came out a big favorite over the field. After the second

scoring the horses were got off on even terms, Bay Wilkes

taking the lead and finishing first by a length over Lucy B.,

and Stranger on nearly even terms for second place. When
called for the fifth heat Visalia, being in the stable, did not

start, and when the word was given to an even start Lucy
B. went off in the lead and was never heade^, winning the
heat and race by ten open lengths.

The second event was a running affair, six and one-half
furlongs, for a handicap, purse of $150, for which the entries

and starters were Quirt, Francesca and April. Quirt won
easily.

etMSIABV.

Wm. Dlxou's Quirt, 120 1
B 0. Holly's Krtinrrvrn, 105 2
W. B. Dodd's April, lit) 3

Time, 1:22%.

B.C. Holly's Francesca sold for 920 in the pools against Quirt, $8
niid April $o.

The next race on the programme was an exciting special
pace between local horses from Vallejo, Vacaville and Dixon.
The Dixon horse Jay was purchased freely in the pools at

$20 to $10 for the others, and for all that he was the cheapest
home on the mutuel board for the first heal, which he won
very handily, and in which the muluels paid $19.50, The
second heat was a repetition of the first except as to pools,
.lav being DOW a big favorite in both boxes with but few tak-
ers of the small end. In the third and last Jay went away
on even terms with the others, bul Boon after the word he
drew away so far in the lead that the heal seemed a con-
clusion of the raee, which it proved to be.

81 UMARV.
w. Mastlu'BB 8 -'" v by ''''" Sprague Hastiu i ) i

H. I: Ward's b - Scotiy .Ward 2 2 2
U.J. Ream's s m Nevada Hald, by Nevada i

The last race of the dav was a snrt of rouud-up, Tom
selling foi

*• :i'_':i:rjst the field for $Jo. After Rider won the
first heal in 2:21 j there was no change in the pool market.
Buyer* seemed to think it a sate [ob, ami the market was*

bri-k at the rate they were selling ['lie backers of the field

were much encouraged by Vasto winning the second beat in
1

.i ! '. and Rider stock went down to :>) against J JO. When
the hordes came out for the third heat the jadgee very widely
beated Dan MiBner behind Kider, and after two ineffectual at-

tempt* the "( io
" WM given to ;t good slarl, and through the

ible handling of Kider by Misner, he was lauded an easy
winperof the heal in 2:175. The reaull of the change in

posed little trick proved a presto on the other side. After

hard begging and many pledges by Newton the judges per-

mitted him take in hand his horse for the finishing heat

which he won " hands down." Had it been 'Otherwise 'tis

more than likely Mr. Newton would have been reduced to

the ranks of an ordinary spectator for life.

Mr. Joseph Wolfskill was the presiding judge of the

races, and his prompt and rigid adherance to the racing rules

were highly commendable.
SUMMARY.

Special pacing, 2:17 class, purse §250.

Mr. Newton's br g Tom Rider, by Alex. Button 12 11
Sonoma Stock Farm's br s Vasto 4 13 4

Geo. Wi.oilward's b m Vidette 2 2 3 3
Mr. L. Smith's br s Fresno l'rincc 5 5 5 dr

Time, 2:21^. 2:1GK. 2:17%, 2:17J4.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5.

Valle.to, October 5.—Another beautiful day greeted

the opening of gates at the stock grounds of the

Solano County fair, the attendance at which was

even better than yesterday. The pavilion continues

to draw out. a big crowd of ladies every evening, their in-

terest being centered in the display of fine arts, while the

gentlemen in attendance are in ecstasy over the Examiner

golden cup, tho Solano County trophy, and especially over

the youth and beauty of the Solano County girls. The inter-

est in the racing at the track continues to increase with the

improvement in classification of the horses named in each

day'" programme. On the whole, it may be said that the fair

with few exceptions, compares favorably with others of its

class, but that those whose province it is to ofler accommoda-

tions to the visiting public are exorbitant in prices goes with-

out saying. A modification in this particular, and with some

little more harmony in the management, it is said, a better

result might ensue financially. When the bell was sounded
for the first race five of the sprinters named on the pro-
gramme went to the post, and after a few ineffectual attempts
Starter Brown got four of them off on very even terms Gar-
nett, orje of the five, was left at the post, and to "John Barley
Corn" Mr. Brown ascribes the cause, as when Coates, the
jockey, returned to the stand it was manifest that his seat

was very unsteady. The race was well- contested from the
first jump. Valledore soon took ihe lead by only about a

foot, with Quirt at his side and Gracie S. close up, April
maintaining the rear with ease and catching the Hag at the
finish. The heat was an exciling one, both Quirt and Val-
ledore running lapped until about within ihirly feet of the
wire, when from a stroke of ihe whip tjuirt shot to the front

and won by a scant length, a length between second and third

amid great applause in the fastest time of a heat race for a
half mile ever made in America. The second heat was won
by a neck, same distance between second and third, and was
the conclusion of the fastest half-mile aud repeat race now
on record.

When the second heat was finished and the riders came to

the stand Ha/.lett. the rider of Gracie S., had dismounted and
was standing on the track directly opposite the judges' stand.

He had ridden Gracie S. the best be knew how, finishing a
c'ose length third in two of the fastest heats ever run in

America. The owner of Gracie S., W. Willis, white with
passion and without the exchange of a word, walked up to

and struck Hazlett a vicious blow, cutting a gash in his face,

from which the blood poured, and felline him to theground.
The blow was followed by brutal kicks before bystanders
could interfere, and before Willis could draw his pistol,

which he was about to do, his arms were pinoned. Mr. Holly,
one of the judges, was a witness of the vicious atlack. He
called on the Marshal to arrest Willis, which was done, Wil-
lis being taken to town and lodged in jail. The affair created
intense feeling, and had not Willis been in charge of the
Marshal be might have been mobbed, as the crowd itched to

take him in hand.
When qniet was restored by Holly, one of the judges an-

nounced the result of the second heat of the running, stating
that the two fastest half-miles ever run in America in a heat
race had just been finished, the first heat in 47] and the sec-

ond in 47.] seconds.

Holly's voice was not in its accustomed tone. He was mad
at the brutal affair which took place before his eyes and had
made up his mind that Willis should be made an example of.

The time-keepers and horsemen had been to him demanding
that justice be dealt out.

" I'll attend to him," said Holly in each case. He waited
until silence was restored and then ruled the owner of Gracie
B. off' of this track and all other association tracks
in the United States. The crowd cheered Holly's rul-

ing, and the horses for the two-year-old trot were called to

the wire.

There were fully 1,500 people at the park, a majority of
whom witnessed the proceedings.

summary,
Wm. Dixon's en m Quirt, bv Joe hooker—Trill e, 122 1 l
s. P, Smith's j» g Valledore, in 2 2
w. Willis' g in Grade S., bv Prince ol Norfolk—Gilroy Belle,

10S :: 3

Time, 0:47^. 0:47K-
April and Garnet also ran.

The district race for two-year-old trotters brought out four
good ones, the winner, Stella, being of the highest type of
fashionably bred trotters which her pedigree shows, and of

which Mr. Win. Nichols, of Vallejo, her owner, is very
proud. She has been trained but a short time,though during
that lime she has been in the hands of that venerable and
able horseman, Thos. Smith, who drove her, aud who owns
her sire, George Washington (2:20 at four years). Stella's
firs! dam was McDonald Maid, by McDonald Chief, by Clark
Chief; second dam Lady Patchen, by old Geo. M. Patchen,
of the Easl ; third dam Allen Maid, by Ethan Allen ; fourth
dam a thoroughbred mare.

31 UMA&Y.
Two-year-old district, purse $100.

'i"ii« is. Smith 'e br r Stella, by Geo. Washington—McDonald Ubief
Thos. Smith 1 1

A Porter's b B Out Seth, by Prince Red—bv Antevolo
.'. H.R.Ward A 2

K. \v. Loeber'a br t Lottie, by sau Diego—by Whippleton
c. Hill 2 4

E. N. Smith's br s Auditor, by Secretary—by Whippleton...
Sos. Edge 4 3

Time. 2:32. 2:30.

The last race was given for the 2:19 class, trotting, purse
• litction for sir horse* out of tbe teu which did

HI call; whirl* brought Myrtle Thorn,

Palermo. Laura Z. and Manning, the latter selling in pools
before the start for $20 to $10 for the balance. He won the
first heat without a struggle in 2:20, and showed such form as
to change the betting after that (o $5 for the field against $25
for Manning. The race was so one-sided that there is noth-
ing of note to write, Myrtle Thorn being the only one in his
company.

SUMMARY,
Trotting, 2:19 Class, purse S800.

J. H. Butler's bg Manning, by Messenger Chiet Sullivau 1 1 1

F. W. Loeber's br m Myrtle Thorn, bv Grandissimo Loeber 3 J 2
G. W. Woodard's br m Laura Z., by Alex Button—Black Dolly

Bigelow '2 3 3
Jas. Lyndon's b g Palermo, by Berlin Lvudon 1 4 1

Time. 2:20, 2:22, 2:22^.

FIFTH DAY—SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6.

Vallejo, Oct. —The last day of the Solano fair and

Speed Association brought out a good attendance, but tbe

beautiful weather which prevailed during all the other days

of the week was now changed to a chilling wind, which blew

to such a degree as to make the lime slow for horses, and

those among the spectators without overcoats or heavy

wrappings, were anything but comfortable.

Tbe principal event on the programme for the day was a
special 2:20 class, trotting, purse $500, in which Thos. Smith's
George Washington, Free Coinage, Chico and Palermo were
the contestants. Tbe former belongs in Vallejo, and is re-

garded as one of the most promising young sires on the
Coast. When but four years old and with little preparation
he got a record of 2:20, since which time he has been troubled
with lameness, until recently. There are but few of his get
that have been broken to harness, and the ease with which
Mr. Nichol's two-year- old "Stella" entered the list in her
maiden race yesterday augurs well for those untried. The
first regular race on the programme was for 2:30 horses,

purse $100. Kitty S. and Little Mac were the only starters.

Tbe race, though not fast, was a good one, and the regular
scrappiDg match sandwilched between heats of the trotting

race served to keep up the excitement and render the after-

noon prolific of varied events. The last and closing race of

the meeting was a trotting contest between three animals in
the 2:22 class, in which Mamie Griffin was the winner, and
in which the. talent sought to get even on their financial de-
feat by George Washington in the previous race. This closes

the fall circuit in the northern part of the State until the
final harness meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. at San Jose,
where an unusual large attendance is expected, and although
it will be the last of events on the Coast for 1894, it will un-
doubtedly surpass all others in point of speed, as all celebri-

ties of the harness division will then come together for the
wind-up.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Special trotting, 2:30 class, pusse $100.

Matt Smith's s ra Kittie S , by Admiral 112 1

Thos. Smith's ch s Little Mac 2 2 12
Time, 2:39^4, 2:87, 2:34%, 2:42.

Second race—2:20 class, purse S500.

Thos. Smith's George Washington, by Mambrino Chiel ] 1 1

P. Braudon's b g Free Coioage, by Abbottsford 2 2 2
S. Sullivan's bg Chieo, by Blackbird o 3 :i

James Lyndon's b g Palermo, by Berlin > 1 1 \

Time, 2:27, 2:21%, 2:23%:

Third race—2:22 class, trotting, purse $250.

Park Hensbaw's blk m Mamie Griffin, bv Blackbird 13 11
F. W. Loeber's bm Topsy, by Grandissimo 2 1 :: 3

R. Brown's b m Ray Annetta, by Anteeo 3 2 2 2

Time, &27J& 2:27%, 2:25J4, 2:25J<.

Azote, the Race Horse.

Lexington (Ky.), October 8.—The races did not cease

till dark. The famous Transylvania Stake and Liberates

big band caused a tremendous crowd to attend the trotting

races here this afternoon. The sport was exceptionally good,

the Transylvania being the fastest trotting race ever made
over this track and also the fastest ever trotted in the State.

The fast colt Ralph Wilkes, 2:09A, who cost Thayer Bro-

thers of Boston $30,000 as a two-year-old, was a favotite at

$60 over the field at $50. He burned up his backers' money
by acting very badly at the start and breaking at the first

turn. He reared up and fell back also, and before he could

be steadied theothers had so much the best of it that he was
badly distanced, Azote winning the heat with ease by Iwo
lengths.

In the second heat everybody drove for Azote. He was
badly pocketed near the half by Cupid, Dandy Jim and
Trevelyn, but McDowell pulled around the rest and Azote
came home a winner without a bit of punishment.
In the third heal Azote won all tbe way, finishing in a jog

by three lengths. The winner belongs to Monroe Salisbury
of Pleasanton, Cab, and is a big bay gelding. He is a coarse,

ungainly looking fellow, much higher at the withers than at

tbe rump, but he is purely gaited, and by his great victory
to-day has shown himself every inch a race horse, with a
world of reserve speed.

The opening race, the Johuson stake, was an easy thing
for Maud C, the second choice, SallieSimmons, the favorite,

never getting better than third place. The third race, the
226 class, was unfinished owing to the darkness.

First race, Johnson stakes, $2,000, 2:40 class, trotting

—

Maud C. won in straight heats. Time, 2:15*, 2:17$, 2:151.

Jim Wilkes, SallieSimmons, ' irianna, Palatine, Lena Holly,
Colonel Dickey, Woodster and Emma T. also ran.

Second race, Transylvania stakes, $5,000— Azote won iu

straight heats. Time, 2:081, 2:09.!, 2:09}. Cupid, Trevelyn,
Alar, Aunt Delilah, Dandy Jim, Heir at Law and Altimato
also started. Ralph Wilkes was-distanced.

Third race, 2:26 class, trotting (unfinished), purse $500—
Prince Edsell won first and second heats. Time, 2:1H,2:1SA.
Josie A lieu won the third heal in 2:171. Dan Mack, Orma
Last, < )Uie K., Julia Coulter, Ella Belmont, Coinlet, Penel-
ope, Katie McGregor and Dick Richmond also started.

Additions to the List.

Iu the report of the races at Concord, which ended Sep-

tember 17th, no attention was paid to the pedigrees of the I

trotters and pacers. The following deserve especial mention: |

Ladv O.. b m. by T. 0., son of An teen, dam Babv 2:25
Abbottsford Jr., by Abbottsford 2:25
lirover Clay, bs, by Electluneer—Maggie Norfolk, by Norfolk.,. 2:23^
Quard, by Guide—Lady Klus, by Uamblotonian King

[paeei I. bvDel Stir, dam Imogeue {dam of Guide. *2 v
' Drwoad

,
.,
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The HorBe's Teeth.

BY E. P. MILES, D. V. M.

Up to tbe present time but little attention has been given

tbe teeth of the horse by the average horse-owner. That

Lore attention should be given them cannot be disputed, as

|tbe health and usefulness of the horse depend largely upon

the condition of the teeth. In man, it is necessary, in order

to insure perfect health, that the digestive apparatus should

be kept in perfect order. Unless the teeth receive proper at-

tention to keep them in a healthy and normal condition this

I cannot be done. The same is true, even to a greater extent,

Jjin relation to the horse, especially since his food is of a very

I coarse nature and requires thorough mastication. When we

stop to consider that .the normal functions of all the organs

of the body are dependent upon the digestive apparatus, the

importance of keeping this apparatus in a vigorous condition

impresses itself upon us.

It may be stated here that the teeth play on" of the most

important parts in preparing the food for the more delicate

digestive organs, and if the food is not properly masticated,

indigestion, with, in many instances, other complications,

U Btire to follow sooner or later. Indigestion from this cause

cau only be relieved by correcting the faulty condition of

the teeth. For this purpose the assistance of a qualified

veterinary surgeon is needed, as the teeth cannot be properly

(treated except by those who have the proper instruments for

(the work. ,.,,,. L ,

It is not the intention, therefore, of this bulletin to enable

;he horse owner to perform the necessary operations on the

leeth, but rather to instruct him as to the proper time to ob-

tain the assistance of the veterinarian.

Before discussing the abnormal conditions of the teeth and

(the Jiseases thereby produced, it will be necessary to give a

short descriotion of the aoatomv of the parts involved, in

inrder that the reader may more thoroughly comprehend the

following discussion on thesubject.

For convenience, the jaws are divided into upper and

lower; the lower, or inferior, maxillary, contains, in the

male, twenty teeth—twelve molars, six incisors (front teeth)

d four canine (bridle teeth). In the female the canine

leeth are usually absent.

Two bones constitute the upper jaw, superior and maxillary

bones. The former contains tbe molar teeth and the latter

the incisor. The number of teeth in the upper jaw is the

same as in the lower. The superior maxillary bone with

<oine of the other bones in the face form three sinuses, viz :

frontal, superior and inferior maxillary. The two latter are

only separated from the roots of the superior molar teeth by

a very thin bony plate ; in fact, in the young animal the sin-

uses are almost entirely occupied by the teeth. These sin-

uses all connect with each other and indirectly with tbe nasal

passages. Like the nasal openings, they are lined with a

mucous membrane which in many cases of bad teeth takes on

i form of catarrhal inflammation giving rise to purulent and

itfensive discharge from the nostrils. In the colt, the incisor

ind first three molars on each jaw are always temporary and

•eplaced by permanent teeth some time during the animal's

ife. The last three molars are always permanent and are

lever replaced. The teeth make their appearance as follows :

The two middle incisors and the first three molars make their

ippearance before or somedays afterbirth. Second laterals,

>r corner teeth, six to nine months after birth. The fourth

molar (first permanent one) is cut at from ten to twelve

uonthsofage. At two and one-half years the middle in-

;isors and the first and second molars are replaced. At the

•ame time the fifth molar is cut. At three and one half the

irst lateral incisors and the three molars are replaced. At

our and one-half the corner teeth are replaced and the sixlh

DOlar is cut. In case of a male the canine teeth are also re-

ilaced at four and a half.

Dentition in young colts is sometimes accompanied by

;ery unfavorable symptoms. The most serious trouble aris-

Dg from faulty dentition in young colts is indigestion with

liarrhiea. In this trouble both the molar and incisor teeth

nay be at fault. If the molars alone give rise to the trouble

he diarrhoea may be overlooked, but upon a careful examin-

ition of the mouth the gums will be seen to be swollen, in-

lamed and painful to the touch. Should the incisors also

le involved the colt will refuse to take its nourishment, ow-

ng to the painful condition of the gums covering the teeth,

»hich have not at this time made their appearance through

I. If the gums are freely lanced the unfavorable symp-

oins soon pass away and the colt is restored to its normal

lealth. Diarrhiea, however, is not constant in these cases.

1'be writer has often been called in in cases when the only

'Vmptom present was the refusal of the colt to suckle, which

t did in a vigorous manner after the lancing of the gums
iver the incisor teeth.

We have stated that the replacement of the temporary

eeth begins at twuand a half years of age and continues un-

il four and a half or five years of age. During this time

here is frequently more or less cough, which is known as

' dental cough," due to the irritation of the mucous meoi-

irane lining the mouth aDd throat, as a result of the teeth-

ng process. This cough is uever of a serious nature, and

leeds no special treatment. The eyes are also sometimes af-

eeted through reflex irritation, which usually passes offwhen

lentition is completed. It not infrequently happens during

lentition that the temporary molar is not properly shed. In

uch cases the animal eats with difficulty, frequently turning

Ehe head to one side while masticating its food. The bones of

he fare enlarged in ihe region of the faulty tooth and pus

requently forms in the siuus immediately over tbe tooth,

ausing in some instances the destruction of the permanent

ooth and the adjacent facial bones, producing an offensive

mrulent discharge from the corresponding nostril.

Our most serious attention, however, is called to the teeth

if older horses; for it is such that we are most freauently

ailed upon to relieve. It frequently happens that a horse

(ill refuse to eat his food when there is nothing wrong with

dm hut bis teeth. In most instances, however, he will not

bsolutely refuse to eat, but minces at his food as if nothing

uited him. Such horses are usually treated with doted

emjdies, such as condition powders and other '" shot-gun "

'reparations, the owner 'hinking that the " kidneys are out

f order." The result is plain ; the horse eats bis food no

etter and the druggist sells another package of " condition
"

r " horse powders." Nothing can be more simple than the

uly proper remerjy, whjcb requires but a f«w B3!Bu.teR Of !!>e

veterinarian's time to rasp off the edges of the teeth which
have worn sharp and constantly gouge the cheeks and tongue.
As soon as this is done tbe horse returns to his food with a

vigorous appetite and devours all that is placed before him
much to the astonishment of his owner.

,

In more aggravated cases the horse wads his hay and spits

it out of his mouth, swallowing but little of it. The grain is

swallowed whole, and, as a consequence, is imperfectly
digested. Tbe animal loses flesh rapidly, which no amount
of high feeding will replace. The digestive organs finally

become derauged aud the animal has periodic attacks of

colic, causing his owner to torture him with all sorts of rem-
edies for "bots." Many such cases have been brought to the

notice of tbe writer, which have returned to their normal
condition after having their teeth properly dressed. Caries

of the teeth is a frequent cause of the above condition. The
opposite tooth from the decayed one, having nothing to

oppose it, finally projects far beyond the surface of its fellows,

gouging the gums and causing the horse to turn his head to

one side in his endeavor to masticate the food on the opposite
side to the projecting tooth. Ulceration of the decayed tooth

adds to the suffering of the animal. Tbe sinuses of the head
become distended with pus, which finally finds an exit either

through the nostrils or by producing necrosis of some of the
facial bones and opening on the face.

There should be no delay in consulting the nearest quali-

fied veterinary surgeon in these cases. Tfie above frequently

constitutes the so-called "gleet," which in nearly all cases is

quickly relieved by properly treating the abnormal teeth.

In many cases a tooth wears off much more rapidly than its

opponent, causing the latter to become much longer than its

fellows, giving rise to all or a part of tbe digestive symptoms
mentioned above. In such cases all that is necessary is to re-

move the crown of the long tooth in such a manner as to

place it ol a level with its fellows. Many such cases have
been treated by the writer, with the result that the animal has

fattened rapidly and resumed its normal condition in a com-
paratively short lime.

The above remarks apply equally to the teeth of both jaws
with the exception of ulceration. Ulceration of the teeth of

the lower jaw frequently causes enlargement of the jaw bone,

and, not infrequently, a fistulous opening at the lower border
of the bone.

Tbe following suggestions may be msde in connection with
this bulletin: When young colts are troubled with indiges-

tion or refuse to suckle, look into the condition of their

teeth and gums. If the gums areinflamed, swollen and pain-

ful to the touch, have them properly lanced. If at the age of

from two to five years the colt refuses to eat, wads his hay
and lets it drop or eats with difficulty, have his teeth exam-
ined and properly treated by a competent veterinarian. If

the eyes become weak and inflamed during dentition, the

teeth may need the attention of your veterinary surgeon. If

the jaws become enlarged, in nine cases out of ten the teeth

need attention. If the horse turns his head to the side while

eating and attempts to chew his food entirely on one side, his

teeth need attention. Wadding the hay and dropping it is

symptomatic of a long tooth which needs the attention of

the veterinary dentist. If the horse gradually loses flesh

without any apparent cause, although well cared for, the

teeth are probably at fault. If tbe horse slobbers while driv-

ing and pulls viciously on the bit, look to his teeth ; many
"pullers" are made so for the want of proper dental attention.

Carrying the head to one side while driven is frequently

symptomatic of a faulty condition of the teeth, which is re-

lieved by a few minutes' work of the veterinary surgeon.

It is a noted fact that the condition of a large per cent of

the horses of the country would be greatly benefitted by a

visit to the veterinarian.

In view of the fact that the teeth can be properly treated

only by those who have the proppr instruments, and that the

average horse owner cannot afford to invest in expensive

dental instruments, the author has not attempted to describe

any of the operations, but has endeavored to point out the

need of such operations and the necessity of giving the teeth

more attention.—Bulletin, No. 36, Agl. Ex. Sfa. of Virginia.

Directly, 2, 2:07 3-4.

Kingston and His Reoord.

One of the most remarkable exhibitions of pacing speed

ever witnessed occurred at Galesburg, III , on the 20th inst.

The two-year.old California colt Directly was started against

time to beat 2:09, the record made at Terre Haute, Ind., the

week previous by the wonderful two-year-old pacer Carbonate.

The effort was a brilliant success. Directly paced the first

quarter in 0:32, the second in 0:32.V, which brought him to

the half-mile post in 1:04}. Here he let out a link and

passed the three-quarter post in 1:36}, making tbe time of

the third quarter 0:31 J. On he came without a waver, and

finished the mile in 2:07|, beating Carbonate's wonderful rec-

ord 1J seconds. He paced the last quarter in 0:31J seconds,

a 2:06 gait. The time of the last half was 1:03}. He was

driven by Andy McDowell, and was admirably rated through-

out the mile. The last quarter was the fastest of the four.

Directly is by Direct, which took a trotting record of 2:18}

as a four-year-old and now has a pacing record of 2:05}.

Direct was by Director, 2:17, he by Dictator (son of Eysdyk's

Hambletonian and Old Clara, by Seely's American Star),

out of Dolly, dam of Thorndale, 2:24}, and Onward, 2:25},

by Mambrino Cbief.

The dam of Direct (2:05J) was Echora (2:23J), by Echo,

son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and Echora's dam was by

Jack Hawkins. The latter was a thoroughbred, got by the

noted race horse Boston, out of Medoc mare, by Medoc, a

fast, game race horse,gotby the invincible American Eclipse.

A colt which gets a cross of the famous racers, Boston and

American Eclipse, so close up as Directly does has a right to

be a record-breaker.

The dam of Directly is by Naubuc, a full brother of tbe

handsome and game trotting horse, Thomas Jefferson, by

Toronto Chief, son of Royal George. The dam of Naubuc

was a noted longdistance trotter called GipBey Queen, whose

breeding is unkuown. It is claimed, however, that she was

by a Black Hawk stallion, out of a daughter of imported

Glencoe.
It is not improbable that by the time Directly reaches

Nashville, Tenn., he may be able to reduce his record to at

least one second below where it now stands. He shares with

Robert J. (2:01}) and Alix (2:03J) the honor of being one

of the greatest wonders of the season.—Horse Breeder.

Monologue, 2:27J, by Monroe Cbief, is out of a mare by

Mambi'"" Willis She" was, bred on this Const

Old Kingston, the faithful servitor of many years, has at

last rounded out his racing career and will pass the remainder
of his days in ease and comfort at Mr. H. Eugene Leigh's La
Belle Stud, Yarnallton, Ky. Mr. Leigh purchased the horse

last week at private sale from Mr. M. F. Dwyer, subject to

his proving to be a sure foal-getter, and he was shipped to

Kentucky on Sunday last.

Kingston's record, as shown in the table pnblished below,
has been most remarkable. He has raced every year since
his two-year-old form in 1886, and in the aggregate has won
probably a larger amount of money than any other horse
that ever ran on the American turf except Domino. On
account of the fact that, in recent years especially, most of
his successes have been obtained in sprint races, the impress-
ion has gained ground that the old horse lacked stamina and
could not go a distance. This view is undoubtedly erroneous,
for Kingston is a horse of such perfect conformation and
action, and of such great substance and power, that the best
judges have always admitted that he could have gone any
distance if trained for it. As his record shows, he won one
race at a mile and three-quarters, and he has a number of
events at a mile and a quarter to his credit, in which he beat
the best horses in training in fast time. He still holds the
track record at Gravesend of 2:06* for a mile and a quarter,
made September 24, 1889.

Kingston, by Spendthrift, dam Kapanga, was bred by Mr.
James R. Keene before Mr. Keene disposed of his Spend-
thrift Stud in Kentucky to Messrs. Chenault & Camden. He
was foaled in 1884, and is therefore now ten years old. His
dam. Kapanga.bred by Mr. W. Blenkiron and imported from
England by Mr. Keene, was by Victorious, out of Kapunda,
by Stockwell ; second dam Adelaide, by Melbourne. Kap-
anga has also thrown the good performers Red Jacket, Ka-
lula, Speedwell, Kingstock and Kingsbridge, so that Kings-
ton inherits potency of blood both from his dam and his sire.

He was sold as a vearling at the sale of the Spendthrift
yearlings in New York in the spring of 1885 to E. V. Snede-
ker and J. F. Cushman for $2,200. After his two-year-old
career in 1886 he went into winter quarters at Jerome Park
in Mr. Snedeker's care. Early the following spring rumors
of Kingston's very great improvement as a three-year-old be-
gan to be noised abroad, and he was purchased by the Dwyer
Bros, in order to keep him out of the way of Hanover. He
ran in the Dwyer colors until the dissolution sale held by the
brothers at the Elizabeth race track in the autumn of 1890,

when he was bought by Mr. P. J. Dwyer for $30,000. He
was subsequently sold to Mr. M. F. Dwyer, in whose colors

he has since run.

As a two-year'old in 1886 Kingston won two races out of

six starts. He was beaten a head by Austriana in the Sea-
bright Stakes at Monmouth, and then won the Camden
Stakes, easily beating a large field. He was defeated by Tre-
mont in the Junior Champion, but won the Select Stakes,

beating King Fox, Belvidere and others. At three years
Kingston won thirteen out of eighteen starts. His victories

included a sweepstake atSheepshead Bay, in which, carrying
118 pounds, he established a new record of 1:27} for seven
furlongs. He won also the Dolphin Stakes, a mile and a fur-

long, in 1:55}, and the September Stakes, a mile and three-

quarters, in 3:04, defeating in this latter event Connemara,
Miss Ford and Glen Spray. In 1888, at four years, Kingston
won ten out of fourteen starts. None of his rrces in this

year were especially noteworthy. He ran two fast miles, and
beat Firenze at a mile and a quarter in 2:14}. The follow-

ing year, in 1889, he was probably at his best. He won four-

teen out of fifteen starts. At the Coney Island Club's

autumn meeting be easily beat Firenze a mile and three-

sixteenths in 2:00 4-5 in the Average Stakes. On Sept. 24,

at the Gravesend autumn meeting, carrying 122 pounds, he
defeated Raceland, Tenny and Los Angeles at a mile and a

quarter in 2:06}, time that has only been equalled or beaten

on a very few occasions and which still remains the record for

the Gravesend track. In 1890 Kingston earned nine victories

out of ten starts. Carrying 120 pounds he won at the Coney
Island autumn meeting at a mile in 1:40 4-5. At the Brook-

lyn autumn meeting he defeated Tournament and Los An-
geles a mile and a quarter in 2:09}.

In 1891 he won fifteen out of twenty-one starts. At the

Morris Park Spring meeting he beat Diablo and Cassius at a

mile and a quarter in 2:07}, and at Brighton Beach, carrying

126 pounds, he beat Tulla Blackburn a mile and a furlong in

1:55. At Garfield Park, Chicago, he beat Marion C. a mile

and a furlong in 1:54. He won thirteen out of twenty starts

in 1892. Among his other races, he made a new record of

1:26 for seven furlongs at Monmouth Park, defeating Russell

and carrying 128 pounds. Carrying 130 pounds, he also ran

the same distance in 1:26 1-5 at Sheepshead Bay, defeating

Dr. Hasbrouck. His record for the past two years is well

known. In 1893 he won nine out of twenty-four starts, and

this past year three out of eight starts. Altogether Kingston

started in 136 races, won eighty-eight, was second in thirty-

two, third in twelve and unplaced in but four. This is a most

remarkable record when it is considered that Kingston each

year was pitted against the very best horses in training. He
won a total of $138,541. The following table gives in concise

form his turf performances :

Years.

1886 6 2 4 511,350

1887 18 13 2 2 1 17,644

1888 14 10 3 1 16,845

1889 16 14 1 22,652

1890 10 9 1 15.820

1891 21 15 5 1 26,955

1892 20 13 6 1 16,990

189:1 24 9 7 5 3 7,685

1894 8 3 3 2 2,600

Total 136 88 32 12 4 $138,541

Robert J., 2:01}, was bred at Williamsport, Pa
,
and the

story goes this is "how C. J. Hamlin happened to buy him.

At the New York spring meeting in 189a, Glendennis was

the Village Farm entry in a pacing stake. He won a heat

and was terribly distressed. Robert J. was his red-hot com-

petitor. Mr. Hamlin told Geers to win the race if he had to

kill Glendennis, whereupon the man from Tennessee quickly

replied : "While I am killing him you go and buy Robert

J.
! " In less time than it takes to tell it the grandson of Har-

old belonged to O. J. Hamlin.

Rubinstein, the great four-year-old pacer, has a mark of

?:08 now,
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OLD GRAY MESSENG-ER.

Traits and Characteristics of an Eighteenth

Century Horse.

Nearly all the great trotting horses of America have come

of one blood—that of Messenger, an English horse, imported

into New York in 1788.

The lineage of this horse uan be traced directly back to the

Darley Arabian, who was the sire of Flying Childers, and to

tbe Cade mare, who was a granddaughter of Godolphin Arab-

ian. He was, therefore, of the best English thoroughbred

racing stock.

The Atlantic monthly of May, 1S6S, contains a twenty-one

page article upon " The Turf and the Trotting Horse in Am-

erica," which in an historical way, contains a gieat deal of

valuable information regarding the breeding and performan-

ces of American horses during the early part of the present

ceutury.
All accounts concur in representing Messinger as a horse of

supberb form and extraonlit.arv power and spirit. A groom
who saw him laken off the ship which brought him to this

country was accustomed to relate that the three other horses

(hat accompanied him on a long voyage had become so re-

duced and weak that they had to be helped and supported dowu
the gangplank ; but when it came Messenger's turn to land he,

with a luud neigh, charged down, with a negro on each side

holding him back, and dashed ofl'up the street on a stiff trot,

carrying the negroes along in spite of all their efforts to bring

him to a standstill.

He was a handsome gray, 15| hands- high, with " a large,

bony head, rather short, straight neck, with windpipe and
nostrils nearly twice as large as ordinary ; low withers,

shoulders somewhat upright, but deep and strong
;
powerful

loins and quarters ; hock and knees unusually large, and be-

low them limbs of medium size, but flat and clean, and

whether at rest or in motion always in a perfect position.

These records indicate that he had more of the form of a

trotterthanof the thoroughbred horse in general. This form,

along with the extraordinary vitality and endurance of his

race he gave to his progeny, which, being persistently used

and trained to trot, became still more marked in these char-

acteristic particulars. The first generation of his descendants

were fine road horses, many of them fast, and all endowed
with extraordinary courage and endurance. The second and

third generations possessed in still greater perfection the form

and action of the trotting horse, of which the fourth and
later generations have furnished the most perfect specimens.

Messenger lived to be 23 years old. For fifteen years be

was owned in the neighborhood of New York and was held

in such estimation that he probably left a more numerous
family than any horse that has ever lived. So great has been

the impress of his wonderful stamina and splendid form up-

on tbe horses of America that those best acquainted with the

subject did not hesitate twenty-five years ago to estimate his

value to the country at $100,000,000.

Of the other horses that have founded lines of trotters

Justin Morgan deserved to be mentioned first. He was foaled

in 1773 at Springfield, Mass., and when two years old was
taken to Vermont. His sire was True Briton, a fine horse

ridden bv General Delaney in the revolutionary war. Justin

Morgan is described as a "low, compact, powerful horse,

with a proud step and good lively action." These qualities

he communicated to bis descendants, who are smooth, easy

travelers, and possessed of indomitable perseverance. Fox,
one of his colts, was driven 175 miles on the road within

twenty-four hours. The excellence of the stock of New Eng-
land is to this horse and to Hambletonian, a son of Mes-
senger.

The Bashaws are descended from two Arabian horses. The
first, known asBashaw.was bred by the Emperor of Morocco,
by whom he was presented to the Dey of Algiers, and finally,

through the Swedish Consul, found his way to this country
about the year 1768.

Grand Bashaw was imported from Tripoli in 1820. An-
drew Jackson, Kemble Jackson, Long Island Black Hawk,
Henry Clay, Lantern and George M. Patchem are his de-

scendants, although all of them are more or less derived from
Messenger. The Bashaws are characterized by fine size,

handsome head and neck, full mane and tail and a certain

pride and magnificence of style.

The trotting horse Bellefounder was imported from England
in 1823. He was a horse of great substance, of remarkable
spirit, and his career in England was marked by splendid
achievements. At three years old he trotted two miles in six

minutes, and when fouryears old ten miles in thirty minutes.

Afterward he trotted over the Norfolk course, seventeen and
one-half miles, within an hour, winning a purse of 500
guineas. He gave muscle and sinew to his progeny, and a

Bellfounder cross appears in the pedigrees of many fine trot-

ting horses.

There remain to be mentioned imported Trustee and Sir
Henry; I Juroc, by thoroughbred Dioined ; Gleocoe, by Sul-
tan ; and the French horses Pilot and Royal George. These
last horses were only a part of tbe original Norman stock, but
they had enough of the blood to show it in their constitution,

and in their bold trotting action.

From the horses that have been here enumerated all the
trotting horses and most of the road horses in the t'nited

Stales havecome. In the case of many trotting horses a pedi-
gree cannot be made out, but whenever one is fully ascer-

tained it invariably establishes a connection with one or the
other of them. An excellent authority claims that no great
trotter has been produced whose pedigree, when traced, does
not show a connection with imported Messenger.

This record proves the immense influence of a few good
horses upon the stock of a nation, and attests also the superior
quality of the English racer. All the horses mentioned <*re

of Arabian and English thoroughbred stock, except the
French horars, and even they are known to have a strong in-

fusion of the blood. From the vast hordes of wild horses
which roamed over the plains of Texas. Mexico and South
America, not a single equal in size, speed and enduring power
io these English horses and their direct descendants has ever
been bred.~-Inter-< >cean.

Attracting Attention.

Three or four years ago only a few daily papers, and these

only in the larger cities, and none of the county weekly papers

ever thought of publishing race summaries or writing editor-

ials on the subject of trotting and pacing meetings. Now

every publication, no matter what class of journalism it be-

longs to, has something to say in each issue about the race

meetings. Even the leading dailies contained editorials about

Alix lowering her record at Galesburg. In fact, the race

newsjust now to a good many people is by far the most inter-

esting part of the papers. The only draw-back about the

dispatches is that they give the news in too brief a form to be

of great interest to the horsemen. The news as it comes may
be of interest to those who are unfamiliar with names, pedi-

grees and horses in general, but a horseman seldom cares to

read a race summary that merely gives the name of the win-

ning horses and the time only of the fastest heat in the rate.

When a horseman reads an account of a fast or hotly-con-

tested race, he wants to know right off what the sire and dam
of the winner is. But, like most other things, time will

bring improvement in race reporting and necessitate the same
intelligent, careful and correct summarizing of the race news
as doesjudicial conventions, vote in congress or any other

class of news. The baseball games are getting much better

press service than the trotting and pacing meetings, and there

is no comparison between the number of people interested

in race news and baseball news. We do not make this com-
parison because we are publishing a trotting-horse journal

but because any one who will stop and consider for a mo-
ment that breeding horses reaches every nook and corner of

the whole country, while baseball reaches a few of the larger

cities. Some may say that trotting and pacing meetings are

being overdone. The opposite is true. The business is only
starting in the West and the interest will increase as years
roll by.—Iowa Turf.

The Demand For Hackneys

Here are two stories : A merchant doing business in Kan-

sus City, having prospered exceedingly, and better, having

raised up a son in whom was implanted a strong love for the

horse, bethought him that he would buy his first-born a pony,

and accordingly hied him to the mart. There he saw a gocd-

looking little horse, well broken and of nice gait. When the

auction began he bid, and being speedily recognized as an out-

sider possibly was compelled to pay a little more than some

of the regulars. He said "$75," and the hammer fell, when,

to his astonishment, he bad bought a lot of six ponies in-

stead of one, as he supposed. That is one story ; here is the

other : A merchant of Chicago, desiring a good mare of the

Hackney stamp for use in his dog-cart, sent his agent to the

yards, and when the said agent had found and bought a mare

that would suit, he had to fill in on the merchant's blank

check the figures "$1,225." A great many morals are pointed

by these tales, but the principal ones are that horses of a

certain class never were as cheap as they were to-day, while,

on the other hand, those of the right kind never brought any

larger prices. It may therefore be said that it pays to breed

good horses of the Hackney stamp, and the question then

arises, how ean we raise them to the best advantage? In

horses of this class, more than in any other, action of the

right kind is absolutely esssential. Some good judges go so

far as to allow, in judging Hackneys in the show ring, sixty

per cent, of action and forty per cent, for individuality.

Others reverse this position, while possibly the ma-

jority take the middle course. In order that the action

of the colts, then, should be good, a typical Hackney

stallion must be selected—one who can get his knees well

up and ilexes his hock-joints, keeping them close together

and his hind legs squarely beneath him. This sort of action

is practically a bar to speed—speed is not needed in the Hack-

ney. Having secured the stallion the next thing to be done

is to find the mares, which is, in America, by no means an

easy task. To breed horses for the general market it will

not pay to buy pure-bred Hackney mares, consequently sub-

stitutes must be obtained of the class which will most readily

produce colts in the image of their aire. Experience gained

in England and Canada teaches that mares of goo3 size and
largely thoroughbred are most susceptible to the influences

of the Hackney sire, and briDg forth colts greatly resembling
the stallion that begot them. Mares of some trotting strains

nick well with Hackneys, but the action of trotting-bred

mares is, as a general thing, too deeply fixed to be overcome
in the offspring by the sire. Their colts are apt to go wide
behind, to carry their hocks forward only slightly flexed

; in

short, their action behind is apt to be very faulty, viewed
from the Hackney standpoint. It might be supposed that
the thoroughbred, with her stiff manner of trotting, would
make an even worse male for the Hackney; but, whatever
tbe reason, it is not so. The larger the mares the better, so

long as they have plenty of quality, good heads and long
necks and abundance of substance in proportion to height.
Long-legged, " gangling " mares will not do, no matter how
much blood they have. They must have a certain amount
of rank, but that is all. Color is of little moment. A pair
of roan cobs, or a pair of light chestnuts, will outsell a pair
of blacks or a pair of bays, and dark chestnuts with or with-
out white are always in fashion. Roans, strawberry or blue,

are invariablv ready sellers, the best that can be placed on
the market. In this branch, however, as in all others of the
breeding industry, a good horse cannot be a bud color. The
colts must have the best of care, and their education should
commence at as early a date as possible. It must be remem-
bered that the life nf such horses, after they are put to work,
ia spent in crowded streets, and therefore they must be "gen-
tle" under almost all circumstances. Familiarity with man
from earliest collhood, and easy handling to halter are the
stepping-stones to breaking to harness, and if the youugjters
are well fed and well treated in this way the process will

prove simple. As soon as the colts are weaned they should
be docked and matched, any (wo designed to make a pair
being boxed together. The best attention must be paid Ineir

feet during the days of idleness. Then when two years old
(hey should be broken ind the pairs driven together; in fact,

the whole lot should be broken to drive on either side of the
pule or in single harness. At first the bearing rein should be
used and the right set given to the head and'ueck. While
undergoing this Bret training process no effort should he made
to hurry a colt over his paces Speed is not required of the
Hackney. Right here is the rock on which many have

stranded. It is all very well, no doubt, to talk in one breath
of the horse that will go all day in a half-bushel measure and
in the next to decry the Hackney as in every way inferior to
the trotter, the truth of the matter is that there is no com-
parison between the two, for their spheres of usefulness are
entirely different. Fashion has decreed that a horse of rotund
type, docked, roach-maned and high-acting mast draw cer-
tain styles and makes of carriages. For this purpose the
Hackney is fitted. For the double brougham, the britza and
the barouche the Cleveland bay is tbe typical horse. For the
road wagon, for the pleasure of fast driving, the trotter is

not approached. The three fields of usefulness are separatei
and distinct, the horse fitted for one cannot serve in the other.
But to return to the training of the cjlts. It must noL be
supposed that the magnificent pairs of high actors we see on
the streets come from the past tires to the harness lifting their
knees and hocks as they do on the boulevards. Training is.

as essential to get the best results in this line as it is in the
case of the trotter. The bitting and breaking of the colts has
much to do with the action the horse ultimately possesses,"
Of course the colts must have the inclination to lift their
knees and hocks, but it is nonsense to suppose that they will
come right up out of the pasture fit for use on the drives.

One might as well ask a trotter to come off the grass and win
a race. Some of the colts will not show action enough, and
there are various ways by which they may be improved in
this respect. In England breeders sometimes ride the young-
sters across the furrows of a turnip field. Sometimes fence
posts are laid on the ground and pegged down a step apart.
The colt will naturally lift his feet high to clear the obstruc-
tion >, thereby contracting a habit of moving which becomes
part of himself Others again resort to this method for im-
proving the action of their colis: A trench or ditch, some
three feet wide and three feet deep is dug and a low single
rail fence run on each side of it. The ditch is filled with
heather and a draft horse walked up and down on it until the
whole is filled with a springy mass of that woody shrub. The
colt is then led by the trainer, who is mounted on a pony, to
the ditch and made to trot on the springing heather. The
sinking and springing of his feet make tbe colt lift his knees
and hocks, materially improving his action. While, however,
it is true that a good deal of improvement may be attained in
these and other ways, the stallion which begets colts which
requires too much "artificial training " should be discarded
and another one bought in his place. Canvassing all these
ins and outs of the business it will be seen that while good
horses of the Hackney stamp bring long prices they are in
the first placequite hard to find and when found in the rough
need a lot of education. If anyone will go about itaright he
can breed a good class of horses that will always sell for long
prices, but when it comes to picking such animals up from
farms in the East or West the task is a hard one. However,
given a well-bred tvpical Hackney stallion and some good,
big, half bred mares, the possession of sound cotrmon sense
and the ability to hold on to the colts till they are of salable
age and thoroughly broken, there is no question as to the
final result of such a breeding venture. Horses of this kind
will always be in demand, and the older and richer the coun-
try grows the more men there will be who buy them. It

must be remembered, likewise, that in Europe the demand
for horses of this stamp and class has always been and always
will be far greater tban the supply, and the prices to be ob-
tained proportionate to the excellence of the animals offered.

Tbe agents of the British dealers, who are now in attendance
on all the weekly auction marts in this country, eagerly bid
for any horse cf the Hackney kind, so it may be set down
that as soon as we are breeding more of the right sort than our
trade will absorb, there will be a ready market for them on
the other sideof the Atlantic. It will be many a long day
before we reach that point.

•
Flying Jib, the King.

Chillicothe, Ohio, Oct. 4—A bout 5,000 people were out

at the kite to-day. A cold, cloudy atmosphere prevailed)

while the wind blew the entire afternoon. It was all but a

day suitable for record breaking, although one record that

has stood for the last ten years was eclipsed by a mile in

harness, below the two-minute mark. Flying Jib, hitched

with a running mate, was started to beat the world's pacing

record of 2:01| held by Westmont. The Jib paced a great

mile, covering the distance in 1:58}. On kite-shaped tracks

it is necessary to have a flagman at each quarter, but unfor-

tunately there was no one at the first quarter 10-day, which
makes it impossible to give the correct time at that quarter.

However, the California pacer was down to the half in just

0:59 and to the three-quarters in 1:28*. He came down the

long stretch true and strong, pacing the last quarter in 0:30.

The next special was for Directly to start 3gainst the two-
year-old pacing record of 2:07_f, the world's record held by
himself. The stiff wind in the fourth and fifth eighths was
too much f^r the youngster, but he covered the mile in

2:0i<
:

;.

Electioneer First, Chimes Second.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.— I note in your last

issue you fall into the error of The Horseman. See your note

on Chimes, 3, 2:10. performers. How about the dead Elec-

tioneer ?

Aricn | 1) 2:0734
Sanol (high wheel) 2:08W
Palo Alto thigh wheel). 2:0!$£

Two of Chimes are pacers, one a trotter. Electioneers are

all trotters, and had Sunol and Palo Alto the advantage of

the bike, think how much more Electioneer would outrank
any horse living or dead. Give the hero of Palo Alto credit

as long as he can hold it. The.father first, then the son.

KlO Al.Tn.
_«-

There has been patented n combined check and winker
stay. This support for an overdraw check is design to pre-

vent the check-rein from wearing or rubbing against the head
of the horse, and the winker stay is so attached that the

blinds, or winkers, maybe readily adjusted at any desired

angle to tbe animal's head. The support consists of a face

crossbar of leather or metal and leather, having felt on its

inner side and resting on tbe animal's face, where it is held

by meaus of two sidebars of spring steel, leather covered. Tbe
upper ends are attached to the crown strap of the bridle.

There are loops, or sockets, each with friction rollers on the

sidebars, through which pass the rearwardly extending mem-
bers of the overdrawn check, rendering it very sensitive to

every movement of the horse's head.

,
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His Last Race.

Written for the Breeder and Sportsman by Mrs. F. Prill.]

Seven years ago! By George! how time Hies! Why,
it only seems yesterday since you and I were in a decidedly

tight place at Newmarket. Seriously, what is your 'little

game' out here? Mr. John Percy Macdonald is not the

man to travel to the other end of the earth without an

Dhject."

Mr. John Percy Macdonald stroked his blonde mustache

ravely before answering his questioner; he arose, walked

lowly to the end of the piazza, flicked the ashes from his

igarinto the bushes, and then returned to his chair. His

lost DOticed, as the moonlight fell upon his face, that it was

lousually pale ; he made no remark, however, but waited

satiently for Macdonald to speak.

"George, do you believe in presentiments?" Macdonald

jent his elbows on his knees and looked searchingly into

lis host's eyes as he asked the question :

"Of evil?"

"Of evil."

" Well, I can't say that I do. But what on earth has that

pt to do with you journey?"

" Everything ! It i«w a presentiment of danger that made
ae travel out to California."

''What is the matter with you anyhow?" said Ricketts,

triking a match as he spoke and holding it up so that he
onld see. his friend's face more distinctly. " What possible

iarm can come to you here? If I didn't know you so well
should be inclined to think that you had been bending the
Ibow a little too often lately ? But," he went on, as he ap-

lied the flame to his cigar, that was never a weakness of

ours?"
Macdonald, as if to belie the words, half filled his glass

ith whisky, and not waiting to me the sodi water, which
is friend pushed towards him, drained its contents at a

raught.

That is not one of my vices. My nerves are a bit ouf
>( order I'll admit, but whisky is not the cause. We are

lone I suppose?"
There is no one about, so blaze away old man— I shall

xpect nothing less than a murder to appease the curiosity

ou have excited." He laughed as he settled himself in a
nnfortable position.

"I am sorry to say that you will not be disappointed. You
ave not forgotten the big race which pulled us out of the
Hull's hole' we were in."
" Forgotten ? Didn't I refer to it just now ?

"

" You remember, then, the name of Collins ?
"

" The jockey who 'pulled' Carbuncle? Well, rather. That
How was a fool. Why, he used no judgment in the matter
, all. I didn't see the race, but from what I was told it was
le most flagrant caseof 'Johnny Armstrong' ever heard of.

ou had the management of the business, and I have won-
red why you did not advise him better."
" We have never met since that day, so yon have had no
lance of knowing the facts. Carbuncle had to lose the race
place us on velvet, but Collins was as innocent of ' pulling '

e horse from a fraudulent motive as a babe unborn."
"Oh, bosh! You paid him £"2,000 to do it just the same."
"What?"
*'I repeat, I never paid him a single solitary cent."

"You charged that amount in the expenses."
"Certainly. The act was worth that amount."
" How it was accomplished had nothing to do with you."
" Macdonald, by yourown confession you have acted the
rt of a d d scoundrel."

"To him?"
" Xo, to me !"

| How ?"

"Ho*? Well—well, hang it, old fellow, let bygones be
gones, I forgive you."
" That is indeed kind," dryly remarked his friend, as he
'led his gla^s again. You shared the money we made, but I

d todo thed :
rty work and take the consequences, if any.

lave never heard of the poor devil for over five years," he
otinued, thoughtfully. "I don't think he would even know

It is one thousand to one that I would not remember him
er all these years, and yet— I fear—the bitter reckoning
iween us will be settled before long."

'Pshaw ! You, a man of the world, to talk like a fright-

;d schoolboy ! Frightened at shadows, too. The last I

ard of Collins he was drinking himself to death. After
was ruled off for life he went to the devil completely, but

• doubt is dead and buried long ago. Wait until I get
ae more cigars, and then tell me the whole trouble. A

"ilish fine rider he used to be. Do you remember when he
n his spurs at Sandowne Park?" he called out from the
dngroom. "That got him his Derby mount, you know.
made Mr. William Collins the crack jockey of the year."

Btfr. Percy Macdonald bit the end of his cigar viciously,

e question which reached that gentleman through the
tdiuruof the window also floated out into the darkness
f m another window at the end of the dining-room and
fBested the advance ot a man who was making his way to
t front of the ranch in the hopes of soliciting monetary
a stance from its owner. He was like thousands of others
ohia class—a dirty, drunken bum—but as he heard those

y ds the cringing look on his face gaye way to one of aston-
li nent. He paused a moment to hear what might follow,
b only a faint murmur of voices reached him. He who
t spoken them had evidejptlv gone out of the room. The
Q i hesitated a moment, and then kneeliDg down on the soft
fi h he slowly and with infinite caution crept along the side

he house until he reached the bushes at the end of the
.P iza. Here he lay in the shadow. Ten, twenty minutes
P ;ed, but he scarcely breathed lest he should miss a word
"D be conversation.

Collins loved the woman, but he was insanely jealous of
» and she—well," Macdonald paused and then went on
w i a slight sneer, " she was pretty, ignorant and vain, and
:t 'man."

An easy prey for a man of your seductive tongue, eh ?
"

1 ;hed Ricketts.

^

Not so easy as I imagined. She had scruples about deceiv-
her husband, but her weak point lay in the fact that she
d for a position which her husband could never give her,
which, in her ignorant fancy, she was born to occupy.

,

was infatuated with me, but she declined to carry on my
>us flirtation. ' While I live with him I'll be true to

him,' she used to say, and as far as I knew she kept her word.
Her vivid beauty attracted me, but I had no desire at that
time to saddle myself with an incumbrance of that descrip-
tion, so I saw her less frequently, and finally returned to
London, letting the matter drop altogether. When I went
down to Newmarket to endeavor to make things safe for us
both, I had not seen or heard of the woman for considerably
over six months ; in fact, I had nearly forgotten what she
was like. The only hope we had of ' squaring ' the race was
to ' get at ' the jockey. Carbuncle was too well protected, and
unless we could buy the mount he would be sent to win, with
every chance of beating everything hollow. Such a catastrophe
meant not only ruin to us both, but worse. ' Desperate cases
need desperate remedies.' The night of my arrival I saw
Collins for the first and last time to speak to. You thought
that he accepted our offer? He refused point blank, and it

was as much as I could do to prevent him from exposing the
whole affair ! The next day was the first of the meeting. I
had not lost hope, but I was pretty desperate, and my very
desperation suggested to me a wild scheme which otherwise I

would never have thought of, let alone trusted to. Collins
was on a winner that first day. His wife was at the course in
an old fashioned trap witd a big hood on it to keep off the
sun. Of course I embraced the first opportunity of renewing
amicable relations with her, for I believe at first I had an
insane idea of getting her to influence her husband in our
favor. This idea I dismissed, however, when she told me
how insanely and unreasonably jealous he had become, not
allowing her to be for an instant out of his sight. Even her
visit to the course was compulsory, and her trap was placed
so that as he entered the straight for the home run he could
see her wave a handkerchief as he passed. He was under
the impression, poor fool, that she really loved him."

" What fiends women are !

"

" Some women, yes. Well, I noted the performance care-
fully. As he turned into the straight he looked squarely at

her as he passed, and then with a smile he sped on to add
another victory to his list. At that moment an inspiration

came to me, and instead of telegraphing to you to ' hedge'
and acknowledge defeat I sent the cipher message for you to

'punch' the favorite for all you could lay—that he was
effectually 'stiffened ' for the next day's handicap."

" By God, if I had known that it was only an inspiration

yon had to go on I would not have been so easy in my mind
orso reckless in my betting."

" I knew that, so I kept my own counsel. If Carbuncle
won the handicap, we were done for anyway, and I decided
it as well to bs killed for a sheep as for a lamb."

" But what was your inspiration ?
"

" Wait and you shall hear. Before I left her that day I

had discovered that the old love for me was still smoldering
and only wanted an opportunity to burst into a flame. I in-

sinuated how miserable my life was without her, and she half

confessed her willingness to give up husband and home for

my sake. Satisfied in my own *nind with what I had done,
I left her, promising to see her on the morrow, just before
the great event, when, of course, her husband would be too

busily engaged to surprised us. 1 didn't sleep very much
that night, but I often wonder now at the remarkable cooi

manner in which I made all my arrangements. Had I been
a drinking man I might have spoilt all, for everything de-

pended upon a cool bead and unerring judgment. Unless I

put my plan into executioo at the precise second it was
wanted, I knew it would prove abortive, and then "

" I wish you'd not pause like that—go ahead and don't

keep me in suspense."
" Well, the horses were taking their preliminary canter be-

fore the great race, when I made the first move. Carbuncle's

odds were 5 to 2 on. The result was a foregone conclusion,

and consequently there was little or no betting on the race."
" Phew ! I'm glad I wasn't there."

Ricketts wiped the prespiration from his forehead.
" So am 1 ! I waited until I saw Carbuncle leave the sad-

dling paddock with Collins up, his blue and white silk flut-

tering gaily in the sharp breeze as he trotted up the track.

Then I hurried awav to the solitary hooded trap far up the

course. Naturally she was glad to see me, and after Car-

buncle had passed on his return canter and was walking
slowly up to the starting point, sheallowed me to get into the

trap and sit beside her. I pretended that I had no interest

in the coming race. Carbuncle was a certainty,and therefore

it would be a very tame affair. Suddenly my tone changed.
I spoke passionately of my great love for her. I pictured

the lux ry I could surround her with if she would consent to

leave her husband and fly with me. I told the tale well, for

my eloquence intoxicated her. We were sheltered by the

hoods from any observers; she nestled into my arms aDd in

tearful accents admitted her guilty love for me. Then I

need hardly say I redoubled my entreaties, and at length she
wavered. ' You will come with me, then,' I whispered

passionately. ' I have arranged everything. In the excite-

ment at the close of this race we will find our way to a car-

riage which I have waiting. Tell me, darling, will you
accept the life of happiness I o0er you ?'

"

" Percy," she sobbed, " I—I will !

"

At that moment a wild shout went up from the multitude.

The horses had started for the handicap. The next few

minutes would decide my fate.

We both stood up to watch the race, the momentary ex-

citement making the woman forget everything else. But the

race was never in doubt. Carbuncle took the lead and kept

it with ease. Nothing but a miracle could prevent him win-

ning "in a walk." At the mile post he increased his advan-

tage, and the race was practically over. Suddenly the woman
at my side remembered the fact that I was still standing be-

side her in the trap.
" Percy, for God's sake, get down," she cried. " If he sees

you in the trap he will kill me."
" You are his no longer," I cried fiercely. " You are

mine."
" Yes, but consider ."

The horses were nearly entering the straight. It was now
or never.

" I consider nothing, sweet one, but our happiness," I

cried passionately. "I care nothing what your husband

sees. You are mine."
With a side glance I caught sight of the blue and white

jacket entering the straight.

The time had come.
" I love you, darling, and thus before the world 1 claim

you mine." I tightened my clasp round her waist, her head

rested upon my shoulder, and before she could move I

pressed a burning kiss upon her lips— and then happened

what I calculated would happen. Collins, riding an easy win-

ner, dashed into the straight wilh a confident smile on his

face to meet the expected signal of encouragement from the
woman he loved. What he saw instead must have robbed
him of reason, for he deliberately pulled the horse half
around. The field were upon him in an instant. They
swept past him, and then an awful yell of execration surged
up from the crowd. Carbuncle was beaten, and the crack
jockey of the year was disgraced for life.

"Pheu and you?"
"I carried the now fainting woman to a carriage I had

waiting. The excitement was too great for us to be noticed,
and in the confusion we easily made our escape. The rest you
know."

" What became of the woman ?
"

" That is too long a story to tell in detail. Briefly—she left

me after a six months' 'fling' on the Continent."
" And you have never seen her since ?"

"Oh, yes !"

"Where?"
" On one of the marble slabs at the Morgue in Paris."

"Dead?"
"Of course."

"Suicide?"
"Murder !"

"Murder?"
" Yes, murder. She was picked up floating down the Seine

with her head nearly hacked off."

"Great Heaven—and you think "

" I know that /(tdid it."

" A silence fell upon the two men. Ricketts rose from his
chair with a shudder."

" Let us go ioside," be said, " I don't know whether it's the
story or a change of mind, but I feel chilled to the marrow
of my bones. He passed through the curtains into the dining
room, leaving Macdonald deep in thought. He was about to

ring for lights when a terrified scream of agonv from his
friend made him rush to the window. The moon at that
moment passed from behind the bank of clouds and flooded
with silvery light the ghastly scene which greeted him. Mac-
'donald lay upon the ground with a hideous gash across his

throat, stone dead, and above him stood the figure of a hag-
gard, frenzied tramp, holding a dripping knife in his hand."

" Great God !" cried Ricketts, " this is murder !"

" No, justice ! You have heard his story. Then you can
easily guess mine. I have but followed the old Jewish creed,

'an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a life for a life.' He
blighted, ruined mine, and I have taken his !"

A small black cloud swept across the face of the moon,
plunging the earth in darkness. The next instant it was
gone, and then George Ricketts saw that he was alone on the
piazza with the dead body of his friend lying at his feet.

Better Time for Trotters.

That there are better times coming for the trotting-horse

business, as weH as all other lines of business, is self-evident,

says the Western Horseman. With a tight money market,

an immense surplus of plug horses and the consequent low

prices along with the general stagnation of business, it is not

to be wondered at that trotting stock, for breeding purposes

especially, have been so low in price and so inactive in de-

mand. It could not be otherwise. But the horse surplus,

like every other surplus that has accumulated in this coun-

try of late years, cannot stand the ravages of active consump-
tion long without showing indications of depletion, and while

in numbers simply the horse supply is ample, in quality, such

as is wanted in the markets, the country is already short. Be-

fore the expiration of another year the country will be liter-

ally be without salable horse stock, and as breeding has been

on the smallest possible scale during the last two or three

years, it does not require a vivid imagination to foresee the

shortage in marketable horse stock that will be npon us while

we are yet lamenting over the imaginary surplus. At the

preseut prices for good breeding stock there should never

again be a surplus of unsalable horses in this country, and

those who take advantage of the present situation will be tbe

money-makers of the future in the horse breeding business.

We do not mean by this that it would be wise,

or good business, for one to rush into the market

and load up to his utmost in breeding stock,

but surely a better time never was for small breeders and

farmers to pick up a few high-bred fillies and broodmares,

or perchance, a superbly-bred colt for a future great stock

horse. There are numerous good neighborhoods, townships

and even whole counties in all of the agricultural and stock-

raising States where not a single well-bred stallion or mare

can be found, and where easy and ample profit would follow

an investment. At present prices, and on present selling

values, no farmer or stock raiser is too poor to own a well-

bred filly or two, and neither can an investment be made
with more certainty of a good profit. It is not meant by this

that every farmer should go into the trotting horse breeding

business, yet it is about as easy as to breed scrubs, and surely

it is much more profitable. With the stock at hand now,

and at low prices, any novice can breed trotters with more

certainty than could the most experienced breeder ten years

ago, but it is good looking and good acting road and carriage

horses that the farmer should endeavor to produce, and

while in doing this he will occasionally produce an Azote,

2:08}, which was for some time used on a farm, to work in a

wagon, and he will be only so much better off by reason of

having used good blood in his farm stock. A trotting-bred

mare of sufficient size is none too good to do general farm

work, and while the farmer can afford to buy them and use

them to do his farm work, he can also raise a high-bred colt

that will grow into a useful and desirable animal that will

bring a good profit on thecost of production. Giveaway the

scrubs, buy a good one or two, and you will soon be ahead on

the transaction.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horsesby,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.5
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory-

The New Army Rifle.

The Country Club shoots on the fourth Saturday of each month at

Oakland Track. Win. C. Murdoch. Secretary. Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club shoots on the third Saturday of each month at

Oakland fiace Track. J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Montgomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club shoots on first Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Crittenden Robinson. Secretary, S10

Fine street. S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club shoots on the third Sunday of each month
at their grounds at Alameda Mole. Edgar Forster, Secretary. 605

Market Street, S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club shoots on the second Sunday of each month
at their groundsat Alameda mole. J. H. Baker. Secretary, Oakland,

Cal
Alameda Sportsmen's Club shoots the second Saturday of each

month at Oakland Race Track, Harry Houghton, Secretary, Oakland.

Cal
Alameda County Sportsman's Association 'shoots first and third

Sundays of each month at Joe Dieves', San Leandro Road, H. New-
ton. Secretary. Peralta Heights, East Oakland. CaL
The Recreation Gun Club shoots on the fourth Sunday of each

month at Oakland Race Track.
The Nlmrod Gun Club shoots every third Sunday at San Bruno.

P. F. E. Steiner, President, PhiL Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th

The Electric Gun Club shoots on the first Sunday of each month
at Oakland Race Track. Edgar Forster, Secretary, 605 Market St.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell.

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec
, ^_ „

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres,; E.
\" \t i lis Sec
Medfoi-d Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-J. A. Whiteside. Pres.;

H.G. Nicholson, Sec __
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres.;

F. Tbibault. Sec
. _ _ __

Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.
Jessee, Sec „ , „ „ . __ _

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. :
G.

C. Caveline, Secretary. _ ^^ ,

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club. Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-
ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F. w. Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

C. Cate made a good bag of ducks at Mowry's on the 7th.

Dave Walton and Thos. Casey bagged 29 quail at Ignatio

on the 7th.

Bob. Liddle, the younger, was at Niles on Sunday last, and

secured a good big of quail.

Dr. S. E. Knowles was among the ducks at McGills on the

6th. He shot eighteen fine ducks.

E. Yale, Tom Bennett and John Dobler ^killed two fine

deer nearMarysville on the 4th inst.

L. P. Bolander killed 16 duck at the Alameda County

Sportsmen's club's grounds near McGills' on Sunday.

Frank Harden was at the Pastime Club on Sunday last.

He got a good bag of curlew and plover, but no duck.

Quail shooting at Petaluma was very good on opening day,

the bags averaging from thirty to 100 birds per man.

Messrs. Bruns and Karoey were among the lucky ones on

Sunday. They brought home 72 quail from somewhere up
Vineyard way, Sonoma County.

The best bag of quail that we have heard of this week was

secured by H. C. Golcher and Ed Bosqui at Point Reyes.

They shot 63 on Saturday and 35 on Sunday.

Mr. Groneweg, a well known Ohio sportsman, was up to

Antioch one day last week hunting for duck. It was princi-

pally hunting. A hot, calm day with plenty of mosquitoes,

but no duck.

There are quite a number of ducks on the Sonoma marshef i

but they feed at night and fly out to the bay at daylight,

where they remain until dark. A cold rain will greatly

improve the shooting.
'

The American Field will kindly accept our apologies for

running a portion of ila report of the Manitoba Field Trials

without giving due credit. It was an oversight which we
regret. At the same time, were the Field a little more care-

ful about such things itself, we would appreciate the favor.

Our notes are frequently seen in its columns without a sign of

credit.

Our English contemporaries contain from time to time such
notes as the following: "The Duke of Leeds' shooting party
of four guns killed nearly 1,000 rabbitts in one day in the
picturesque park at Hornby." ''Lord Wolmer and three
others shot 1,500 rabbits the first day of the season at Hat-
field," etc. etc. Where is the sportsmanship in such
slaughter.

" In the California Fish and Game Commissioners report

recently made to the Governor of the State, it i6 said the
sixty-seven Mongolian pheasants have now increased to such
an extent that they can be found in every valley in the Slate."

We clip the above from the American Field, There is not a
word of tiuth in it, and the report of the commissioners does
not contain any such statement.

In discussing the question, " Which is the king of beasts,"

an old African hunter says :
" Come with me to a desert pool

some clear, moonlight night, when the shadows are deep
and sharply cut and the moon herself in the dry, cloudless
air, looks like a ball. All is nearly as bright as day, only
the light is silver, not gold. Sit down on that rock and watch
the thirsty animals as they drink—buffalo, rhinoceros, ante-
lope, qnagga, and occasionally, is the water is large, lions

too. But what has frightened the antelope and quagga, that
they throw their heads up for a second and fade away in the
shadows ? The other b^asu*, too, are listening, and now leave
the sides of the pond. Nothing but the inevitable, irrepres-

sible jackal, that gamin among wild things, remain in view.
As yet your dull human ears caught no sound, but very soon
the heavy tread and low rumbling notes of an oncoming
herd of elephants reaches you. They are at the water. The
jackals have sat down with the tails straight behind them,
but not another creature is to be seen. The king drinks.
Not a sound is heard, He squirts the water over his back,
matcing the whole pool muddy, and retires solemnly, leaving
his subjects, who now gather round, to make the best of what
be has fouled. This is the king in the opinion of the beasts."
—Shooting Times.

The new small-bore rifle—the Kraig-Jorgenson—adopted

by the L'nited States government, and which is to take the

place of the large-bore arm now in use by our soldiers, is now

ready, and will be distributed just as soon as Gen. Schofield

gives the word. Seventy of the new rifles have already been

shipped to Fort Sheridan, 111., to be used by the soldiers there

until they get their own arms. With this shipment were

sent all necessary accouterments, including the knife bayonet

and the new belt capable ol carrying 100 cartridges and 8.000

rounds of ammunition.

Owing to its small calibre the new arm fouls badly when

black powder is used, therefore the men at Fort Sheridan

will be supplied with smokeless powder for practice, a change

that will be thoroughly appreciated, as there is little or no

smoke and but little recoil compared to that experienced

when black powder is used. It was expected that the issue

of the new weapon would have begun last April, but there

was some delay in assembling the rifles at the Springfield

Armory, which, with the approaching army competition,

made it impossible for the War Department to carry out its

original intention to distribute the arms last spring. As
soon as the new rifles are received the regiment obtaining

them will be directed to turn its old arms into the arsenals

most convenient to its post. These will then probably be
disposed of by the government to some nation which is not

so eager to keep in the front rank in the matter of securing

repeating rifles capable of killing at 3,500 yards.

Ordnance experts say that without exception the new
arm is one of the best rifles in existence to-dav. Its

barrel is thirty inches in length, and is fitted with what is

known as a magazine horizontal, which contains five cart-

ridges. The magazine has a cut-off, which makes it

possible for the piece to be used as a single shot arm.
The gun is fitted with a knife- bayonet, twelve inches in length

and an inch wide. Its handle is but a few inches in length,

is perfectly straight, and is so made that it can be easily

slipped on and off the arm without trouble. The weight of
the arm is eight pounds, including the knife-bayonet, which
weighs three-quarters of a pound. The barrel ofthe rifle has
four grooves, which have two and a half complete twists,

thus insuring the straight flight of the bullet.

In the current report of Gen. Flagler some valuable de-
tails are given in regard to the new weapon. Assistant Sur-
geon La Garde of the Medical Department and Lieut. Benet
of the Ordnance Corps were instructed some time ago to ex-
periment upon the relative effects of the old .45-caliber and
the new .30-caliber Springfield rifles against the human body
at the same ranges and using the same ammunition. Not to

go into details, the general conclusion was that the severity

of the wound was much less with the smaller caliber, and will

be furthered lessened by using a bullet seldom or never al-

tered in shape at the highest striking velocities against the
hardest human bones. The report shows that wounds pro-

duced in men by a .30 caliber bullet may be very slight, and
experiments have been made in Germany and Roumania with
small caliber bullets having the jacket or covering removed
at the head, so as to expand the lead, the object being to

make the bullet "mushroom" on striking, thus increasing

its frontage and giving more shock. Still, it is assumed that

such a bullet will not be deliberately adopted for warfare;
besides, a bullet which will not be deformed is preferable, on
account of its penetrative power, and its ability to wound
several men instead of only one. As Gen. Flagler says, the
question regarding the nature ol the wound produced, and
whether it will compel a man to leave the line of battle, must
have an important bearing upon the choice of caliber, Since
a bullet not readily deformed is best, it should be hea^y
enough to produce a serious shock on penetrating.

When several years ago Gen. Benet, at that time Chief of

the Ordnance, announced that .30 had been selected as the
new calibre for our army rifle, it was at once recognized
that our military authorities had gone to the extreme in the
reduction of the bore. France, with her Lebel, had begun
the movement in this direction with a 315-caliber, and Aus-
tria and other countries had followed with exactly the same
bore in the Mannlicher. This was a great change from the

.433, which had prevailed in those countries and iu Ger-
many, Belgium and various other parts of Europe, as well as

from the .45 of England and the United Slates. But a more
advanced movement came with England's Lee-Metford, hav-

ing a .303 bore, and with the Mauser of .301 . Our own army
then pursued the advance to .30, and about the same time,

either a little before or a little after, Switzerland fixed upon
.296. Thus our army was well in advance of most other
countries. £nt it turned out that several years elapsed be-

fore the actual selectionof a magazine rifle of the caliber thus
adopted, and, while the experiments with different rifles

specially constructed for competiticn were going on, new
steps were taken to decrease the caliber.

The four-caliber nickel-coated bullet is fired by a charge
of thirty-seven grains of smokeless powder, the use of this ex-
plosive being required on account of the rapid fouling of

the piece by the black powder after a few rounds are fired.

The sights of the new rifle are adjusted to 2,500 yards,

although a projectile fired from it is fatal at 3,500 yards.

Some remarkable results have been obtained from the new
bullet. Experiments were conducted with it some time ago
with the result that at a distance of thirty feet from the muz
zle it penetrated twenty-four inches of white oak, seasoned for

two years; at a distance of 200 yards, forty -five inches of

poplar plank three-fourtas of an inch thick, and at a distance

of 2,800 yards it penetrated four inches of plank, and still

had enough power at 3,200 hundred yards to have passed
through a human body.

The first issue of the new arms to the army will be made to

the Second and Fourth Regiments of Infantry, whose com-
manding officers, Col. John C- Bates and Col. Robert H. Hall,

performed such signal service on the board which adopted
the Kraig-Jorgenson rifle as the type of small arms for the
army. The Fifteenth Regiment is some distance down the
list and it will probably be sometime before it gets the supply.
There are now 2,000 arms ready for distribution, sufficient to

arm three regiments of infantry. There is also a largequan-
lity of cartridges and accouterments on hand and there is no
reason now why the issue should not commence at once.

While believing that the khife-bayonet for the new army
rifle is serviceable for digging, the army Ordnance Depart-
ment has not yet given up the idea of furnishing the soldier

with an intrenching tool. There is now being made nt the

Rock Island (111.) Arsenal three styles of tools, the inventions

of Maj. John B. Babcock, Assistant Adjutant-General, and
Messers. Patterson and Conn. Maj. Babcock's idea is a com-
bination of a spade and hatchet, while that of Patterson and
Conn are somewhat alike, both being a combination of the

pick and spade, and Capt. Zalinski, who gained so much
notoriety as a result of his efforts to obtain permission from
the War Department to go to Brazil for the purpose of per-

sonally operating his dynamite gnn, has also submitted an io-

trenchment tool—a spade arrangement with a sharp point

which is fitted into the butt of the rifle.—American Field.

Otter Hunting in Scotland.

Monday was a red-letter day with the Dumfriesshire Ottet

Hounds, when the meet was fixed for Holywood to hunt th(

Nith. The morning was dull though warm, and there was a

large attendance. Little time was lost in casting off tht

hounds on the banks close to Holywood Station. There wa*

little scent of the game having recently been in the lowei

reaches of the river, and it was not until the field reached

the railway bridge which spans the Nith at Portrack, thai

the melody of the hounds made the valley ring. Here tht

leading hounds hit off" a particularly fresh line of an otter

and this they carried up stream in merry style. Coming t<

the residence of Mr. Fergusson, of The Isle, the hounds took

the drag up the Isle burn. When they had proceeded oj

the book some distance, the hounds ran the trail across tw<

fields like a pack of foxhounds, and regained the river at thi

end of thp plantation, near Ellisland. Holding firmly oi

the drag for some distance farther up the river, and cominf

to the wood which borders the stream at Friar's Carse, thi

hounds fairly broke away to the front on the line of the otter

Before Mr. Davidson and the field came up one of the hound
had found her otter, and was already swimming the "foil

in the pool below Friar's Carse.

The banks of the pool were practically impassable to tht

huutsmen by felled trees, three of which, unstripped of thei

branches, lay stretched in the deep pool, having apparent! 1

collected the wreckage of floods, for a twelvemonth past

With the network of tree roots laid bare with the floods, thi

banks were like a jungle. It was impossible for the hunts

men to aid the hounds, owing to the depth of the pool am
the barriers on the banks. A boat was procured from Friar'

Carse Castle, and the huntsmen directed his hounds from ii

After the pack had been hunting their quarry for twent

minutes there was a loud " tally-ho " at one end of the poo

while another similar signal was heard from the other encl

The pack was evidently swimming two otters, and as thi

turned out to be correct, excitement ran high. Keeping lb

hounds on the foil of one otter, the pack hunted in magnt6

cent style for upwards of two hours. Hotly pressing th

game at one time, the otter stood at bay with two terriers s

him. Here the encounter could be seen going on under tli

bank, which was covered with the network of roots an

brauches so close that no hound could get near to assist th

terriers. Eventually the game took to the water, and rinall

sought the cover of ?, rabbit burrow in the bank. From thi

the game was ejected, and a fierce battle followed on th

land. The otter was ultimately bowled over, after the terriei

had been punished severely. The otter proved to be a pai

ticularly fine bitch of fully 18 pounds. The hounds wet

quickly on their second otter, which in the interval had at

cended to a pool 200 yards higher up the river. This *i

destined to be the grandest otter hunt ever witnessed in th

south of Scotland.

For an hourtbe hounds hunted in fine form, driving tbt-i

quarry up stream and round a bend of the river, when th

otter took to the land. A terrier at once tackled the oil*

A short set-to ended in the quarry taking to the pool. A

the riverwas not very deep here, a band of young ladies an

gentlemen guarded the bottom of the stream and prevent*

the " game" from going down the river to his old bol

the same time the otter was left free to proceed as far uplhj

river as he liked. Hours passed with the hounds huntin

I their quarry in grand style, the otter at intervals seeking she

ter under the banks, and at limes leaving the water for ti

land to find shelter in rabbit burrows. By-and-by the oil

—a large dog—left the river, making across the land.

Davidson crossed the river, and laid the hounds on the

Here it was found that the otter was making to the pond *\

Friar's Carse. The rabbit wire-netting round the

somewhath delayed his progress, and the hounds making

on him bowled over the- finest otter killed for some til

dog of fully twenty-eight pounds in weight. The hunt li

nearly seven hours. The terriers were severely punished

the otter. It is twenty -five years since an otter was killed

Friar's Carse Pool, all previous finds having to beaband*

This is the seventeenth kill for the hounds this season

markable record.—Scotsman.

San Mateo Rail Law.

i

Having received many questions regarding the San ]

county game laws we have written the county clerk and i

ceived in reply the following copy of Ordinance No. II

passed July 10,1893:

The Board of Supervisors of the County of Sanl
State of California, do ordain as follows:

Section I.—Section II, Section 111 and Section V, oft

dinance No. 117, of the Board of Supervisors of the Conn,

of San Mateo, State of California, passed and adopted I

said Board on the 10th day of July, A. D. 1S03, relating i

the preservation of game -birds %ud animals, and providil-

punishment for the unlawful taking, killing and transpor

tion therefore, are hereby amerded so as to read as folio

to wit

:

Section II—Every person who, in the County of San 1

State of California, between the first day of March and t

first day of October of any year shall hunt, pursue, tfifce, k

or destroy, or br.vein his possession.dead or alive, except'

the purpose of propagation any quail, shall be guilty C
misdemeanor. JHa
Section III—Every person who, in the County of E

Mateo, State of California, between the first day of Novenil

of any year and the first day of October of the year next f

lowing shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy, or have

his possession (except for the purposes of propagation) d«

or alive, any rail, shall be gnilty of a misdemeanor.

Every person who, in the County of San Mateo, State

California, shall at any time use in the hunt, pursuit, taku
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killing, or destruction of any rail any boat or boats, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 5.—Every person who, in the County of San Mateo,

State of California, between the fifteenth day of September of

any year and the first day of August of the year next follow-

ing shall hunt, pursue, take, kill, or destroy any male deer,

elk, antelope, mountain sheep, or buck, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor."
Sec. 2.—Section 2, 3 and Section 5 of said Ordinance No.

117 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 3.—This ordinance shall take effect and be in force

from and after fifteen days after its passage.

Passed and adopted by the Board of Supervisors of the

County of San Mateo, State of California, in regular session,

this 2nd day of October, A. D., 1S94, by the following vote

:

Ayes and in favor of the passage of said Ordinance : Super-

visors Jacob Bryan, "W. B. Lawrence, P. H. McEvoy, Peter

Burke, H. B. Adair.

Noes and against the passage of said ordinance, Supervisors

none.
Absent none. Jacob Bryan,

Chairmen of the Board of Supervisors of the County of San
Mateo, State of California.

Attest :

[seal.] J". F. Johnston,
Clerk of said Board.

By E. Eikerenkotter, Deputy Clerk.

The Pelican Gun Club.

The attendance at the trap-shooting match, held yesterday

inder (he auspices of the Pelican Club to determine the

:ounty championship at wing shooting, was not as largely

ittended as had been expected, but for all that it did noi

ack interest. Several members had engagements in the

ouutry, for wild game hunting, others were prevented from

tteuding by illness in their families, and others still did not

are to go on record in a championship shoot.

The day was a trifle warm, but not uncomfortuble, and the

irds were the best and strongest flyers turned loose from the

raps in many a day. The conditions of the match were

ffenty-five birds to each man, $10 entrance, National Asso-

iation rules to govern.

Frank Ruhstaller, Jr., one of the most promising young
*ap shooters in the State,won the championship with twenty-

mo out of the twenty-five birds, J. M. Morrison, E. A. Nico-

ius and L. J. Nicohus being close at his heels with twenty-

ne birds each to their credit. The full score was :

, 111110101111101111111111 1—22
.111111111111101110010111 1-21
.1111111111111101101111011 l-*2l
.110111111110111111111010 1-21
.111110000111111111101000 1—18
.010111001010111001111111 1—17

A six-bird match, $5 entrance, was then shot. It resulted

three ties on full scores, but was not shot ofl' on account

a scarcity of ammunition. The result was :

installer 11111 1—6
brrison 1 1 1 1 1 1—6
Lng 1 1 1 1 1 1-6
A. Nicolaus 1 1 w
ues - 1 1 1 o w
J. Nicolaus l l w

The Pelican Club will hold its customary big annual

oot on Thanksgiving Day, at which there will be several

the best shots in the Sfase.

Thousands of pelicans flew over the grounds and witnessed

(

e shooting of their namesakes.

The Stockton Gun Club.

. Ruhstaller, Jr..

M. Morrison
, .(. Nicholaus....
. A. Nicolaus
. J. King
. Jones

The Stockton Gun Club held a very successful blue rock

oot south of the City Homestead on October 7th. There

tre three events. In the first, a 10-bird match, the score

is as follows: C. Merrill 10, F. Leffler 8, A. Pepper 8, Rex
A. Lang 6, G. Ellis 6, Johnson 5, F. Merrill 5 and G.

I tz, Jr., 5.

' In the second shoot, a 15-bird match, the following scores

I re made : F. Lelller 13, C. Merrill 13, G. Ellis 12, F. Mer-

II 12, Rex 11, George March 11, D. Winders 9, George
tz, Jr., 8, H. LoDjers S, A. Pepper 7, Johnson 7 and Lee 7.

In the third event, a 20-bird match, the score was: F.

irrill 20, G. Ellis 19, A. Lang 19, C. Merrill 19, D. Wind-
I'i 15, H. Lonjers 14, X. Brown 14, F. Wellington 14, G.

tz, Jr., 13, G. Marsh 13, F. Leffler 12, G. Browntield 12,

At her ton 12, W. Ditz 12, Johnson 11, Rex 9, A. Pepper
1 A. Musto 9, G. Schafer 8 and G. Sperry 4.

F. Merrill won the first prize, a case of Selby Excelsior
ded paper shells. G. Ellis, A. Lang and C. Merrill, who

; d, shot for the second prize, a pair of gold cuff buttons.
Ibj won. D. Winders got the third prize, a leather shell

j
e. H. Lonjers, N. Brown and F. Williams shot for the

1 rth prize, a cleaning outfit. Lonjers won. George Ditz.,

t , and George Marsh shot for the fifth prize, a box of " Our
a " cigars, and Ditz won. F. Leffler, G. Brownfield, G.

iierton and Wm. Ditz competed for the sixth prize, a sack
perry flour, and Left! er won.

Inyo Sportsmen's Club.

'he first annual meeting and hunt of the Inyo Sportsmen's
( b, at Big Pine last Friday, was quite satisfactory in every

« ul except that of attendance. Various reasons of business

ijore operating to prevent the presence of numerous sports-

^i. Those attending were divided into two sides under
t respective commands of Ed. Ober and Lowell Eugley.
i l former proved winners by a score of 728 points to 650.

1
! best score of the day as decided by the table of points,

280 for A. M. Given, with Ed. Clarke, his opponent, a

e second with 278. W. T. Bunney and Lowell Eugley
e tied for next place with 205 points each. The shooting
hard on everybody, the quail being too tame to fly. and
brush in full leaf, so that individual scores were in no
:what they would be shooting over the same country two
iths later. The total number of quail brought in was 240,
ibbits 15, no other variety ofgame receiving any attention.
election of club officers Friday evening resulted in choos-
Ed. M. Clarke, President; H. Clay Hampton, Vice-

sident
; J. H. Shannon, Secretary

; no election for Treas-

urer; Directors, Lowell A. Eugley, A.M. Given, John E.
Jones Jr., M. Anderson, W. T. Bunny. The ball in the
Williams hall was well attended

;
good music by Callow and

Mrs. Geiger; the supper at the hotel consisted of not only
quail and some more quail, but lots of other good things be-

sides. There is talk of another hunt in thiB Bishop section in

a short time.—Bishop Register.

Ed Hart of Sebastopol secured one of the biggest Califor-

nia lions last week that has ever been killed in this section.

On Thursday morning he found a deer near his place which
had been killed and partly eaten by some animal, ard a little

farther on he found part of a large hog. Here he found lions'

tracks, and determined to rid the neighborhood of so trouble-

some a visitor. Poison was placed in the carcasses of both
anin.als, and next morning it was found that the king ofour
wild animals was not above making a meal off a dead hog,

as most of the porker was gone. Mr. Hart and George Stew-
art followed the trail quite a distance before they came to

the dead lion, which measured eight feet in length, and re-

quired three men to lift him up to swinghim on a limb so as

to skin him. The country is just as well rid of such creatures,

as they might, through stress of hunger, be tempted to make
a meal off some of the little fat boys and girls who are so fond
of roaming our hills. All wild animals have come lower
down the mountains than usual this last year, on account of

no sheep or cattle being allowed on the range.—Mariposa
Gazette.

Captain H. G. Gale of the Fourth Cavalry, Acting Super-
intendent of the Yosemite National Park, Cal., has submitted
his report to the Secretary of the Interior. He says there
are many misunderstandings, owing to the private ownership
of land in the park. It would be wise, he believes, for the

Government to purchase the timber land in the park, and he
thinks it would be advisable for a commission to be appointed
to appraise all land owned by private parties and learn if it

could be secured. Game in the park is on the increase. The
report recommends the reduction in the size of the park by
withdrawing the mining and agricultural lands, and advocates
the addition of natural instead of artificial boundary lines.

The reduction would throw out about twenty townships, and
leave the balance of the park almost wholly in possession of

the Government.

A sportsman's club was organized at Red Bluff on the 1st.

Those who were present and took part in the proceedings
were O. E. Graves, S. A. Griggs, Paul Stoll, C. P. Mayhew,
R. H. Elmore. H. C. Brooks, J. M. Bahney, J. R. Holt,
Rolla Fuller, J. F. Fisher, Isaac Coates, R. W. Coates, W.
F. Luning, Solomon Schenfeld, E. H. Jenks and C. W.
Lange. Temporary officers were chosen as follows: O. E.
Graues, president ; E. H. Jenks, secretary. A committee
was appointed to draft by-laws and report at a future meet-
ing, and also to circulate a paper to obtain the names of

those who desired to take part in the proceedings of the club.

Another meeting is to be held in about two week.

Six of the game merchants of Oakland petitioned the
Board of Supervisors on October 8th to amend the existing
quail ordinance, as it now works injury to their business, as

it compels residents to go to San Francisco for quail and
then they buy othergame. Supervisor Johnston thought the
law should be revoked, as hunters came to the county and
killed quail and sold them in £an Francisco without any
hindrance, while none could be sold in this county. The
matter was referred to the district attorney.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received a fine lot of Canadian
Hunting boots and fine leather gun cases. They are well

worth the attention of sportsmen in need of articles of that

nature. This company has been appointed the agents of the

Ideal Loader that we recently mentioned in these columns.

The Visalia Sportsman Club will soon receive a dozen wild
turkeys from Texas. They will be taken to the mountains
and protected until they increase in such numbers that they
can be turned loose without fear of all being killed off by pot
hunters.

The Teal and Cordelia Clubs have patched up a peace and
now the Mallard and Teal clubs are having it hammer and
tongs. This is a disgrace to sportsmen.

ROD-
Report of the Fish Commission.

The State Board of Fish Commissioners has filed its thir-

teenth biennial report with Governor Markham. In alluding

to the changes in the commission the late Ramon E. Wilson

is highly spoken of. The work and scope of the commission

are developing upon broader lines each year, and although

the appropriations are insufficient, the results are very grati-

fying. Much attention has been paid to the food fishing in-

dustry, which is of great importance, California ranking as

sixth among the States, with products valued at $3,044,731,

as against Massachusetts, the first, with products valued at

$7,531,194. Massachusetts, with 8,315 square miles, appro-

priates $15,700, while California, with 158,360 square miles
to protect, only appropriates $17,500.

The commission, therefore, has to exercise the utmost
economy in order [to avoid deficiences. In the thickly
settled portions of the East public opinion is a great aid to

protection, but in the sparsely settled portions of the State it

is just the reverse, and there is greater need of protection.

The report commends to the Governor and Legislature the
work of the late Sportsmen's Convention, and the appoint-

ment of game wardens for each county. Effective steps have
been taken to enforce the Cold storage Act and other sections

of the law, and test cases have been made in the courts.

Twice as many fish have been propagated as by any former
commission, dams and fishways kept in order, and the
Truckee River cleared of sawdust. Several new species of

trout have been introduced, and a start made in the propaga-
tion of Mongolian pheasants.

COMPARATIVE APPROPRIATIONS.

In area, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Delaware exaeed California by only 2,600 suuare miles,
yet they appropriate $146,000 annually, besides deriving
great benefit from the work of the United States Fish Com-
mission and from each other's work.

New York alone expends $66,000. While California ex-
pends $11.34 per square mile of fresh water, Pennslyvania
expends $97.82, New York $55.04, Connecticut $75 and
Massachusetts $104 67. The States around the great lakes
that have expended the most money are the ones that have
made the largest increases in the value of their fish products.
Michigan, with 57,000 square miles, a little over one-third
the area of California, expends $27,483 for the propagation
of fish alone. She also has a Game Warden, who appoints
ten deputies to assist him, and each county appoints three
more. In 1891 the counties paid these men $5,000 for their
services, and they consider that it is money well expended.
The report gives a vast amount of similar statistics, show-

ing what other States are doing. The Southern States have
given these matters but little attention, and inquiries develop
the fact that their waters are fast being depleted. Some of
them have Commissioners, but there are no funds for them to
work with.

VALUE OF CALIFORNIA FISHERIES.

The total value of our fishing products in 1892 was $3,044,-
269, an increase over those of 1S80, which are the first com-
plete figures obtainable, of $1,193,555. The total amount of
capital invested in the fisheries in 1892 was $2,543,162, as
against $1,403,487 in 1880. In 1880, 3,094 men were em-
ployed; in 1892 there were 5,469 men. In 1880 California
occupied the eighth rank in the list of States, and in 1892
she had moved up to the fifth place in the value of her fish-

eries She ranks first in the seal and other fisheries ; second
in the whale-fishing, and would be first but for the fact that
a large part of the Massachusetts whaling fleet makes its

headquarters at San Francisco, and its catch is credited to

Massachusetts, while the California figures represent only
the catch of this State. California ranks second in the crusta-
cean, sixth in the molluscan, eighth in the reptilian, and
thirteenth in the general food and bay fisheries, and is inter-

ested in six of the nine fisheries in the LTnited States that
are valued at over $1,000,000.

The salmon catch in 1875 was 5,098,7S1 pounds. In 1878
2,000,000 fry having been put into the Sacramento river, the
catch was 6,520,868 pounds. In 1880 it was 10,837,000
pounds, showing the advantage realized by propagating and
stocking. In 1SS4 the spawning station at Bairds was closed
on account of blasting operations at Redding, and the catch
decreased for several years, but has lately been increasing
largely, the hatching having been resumed. These figures
show the necessity of artificial propagation, and the success
attending it when kept up.

OYSTERS.

In 1880 the output of oysters for the entire Pacific Coast
was only 15,000 bushels, valued at $10,000. In lS92the out-
put of California alone was 178,645 bushels, valued at $698,-
257. This is the result of propagation and distribution.

SHAD AND STRIPED BASS.

When shad were first planted here 834,000 were introduced.
In 1880, 600 pounds were marketed. In 1888 there were
90.871 pounds sold, and in 1892 there were 526,494 pounds,
valued at $14,372, and more could be caught if there were
sufficient demand for them.
The most wonderful results, however, were attained by the

striped bass, of which only 100 were planted in 1879, and 250
in 1882. They made no showing in the markets till 188S,
when a few were sold at $1 per pound. In 1892 the catch
had increased to 56,209 pounds, valued at $6,488. In 1893
and this spring the catch has largely increased the catch for

the first six months of 1894 exceeding that of 1893 by 28,703
pounds, and the price having fallen to 8 cents.

Of the much-abused catfish only 144 were planted in 1S74.

In 1892 the catch amounted to 190,395 pounds and the value
to $5,043. They fetch a better price in Sacramento than do
shad.

The State, however, makes an annual appropriation of

only $17,500 to protect all these fisheries, which have an
annual product of over $3,000,000.

THE WORKERS.
John P. Babcock, Chief Deputy of the Patrol and Hatch-

ery Departmeut, was appointed in 1892, and has won high
commendation by his zeal and efficiency. He has taken part

in the prosecution of forty-three offenders.

F. P. Deering, the attorney of the board, has made a com-
pilation of the game and fish laws, with all ordinances con-

cerning them passed by the different Boards of Supervisors.

It is a valuable work. He has also prosecuted many suits

against offenders.

A. G. Fletcher, at present Assistant Secretary, made twen-
ty-three arrests while deputy in Southern California. Deputy
A. W. Wilson, appointed in 1893, has caused the arrest of

fifty-four offenders. W. .R. MacFarland, appointed last April,

has made satisfactory license collections, and also made
eleven arrests. These, and a number of other officers who
have been retired, have done very excellent work. E. W.
Hunt, Superintendent of the Bear River and Tahoe Hatch-
eries, is a competent, efficient and faithful worker, as are W.
H. Shelbey, Superintendent of the Sisson Hatchery, and bis

assistants, E. T. Sullivan and Frank Shebley.

Livingston Stone, LTnited States Fish Commissioner, pa* s

a very high compliment to the patrol service for its efficiency

and zeal, in a letter of Novembor 30, 1893, and hopes that it

maybe able to continue its good work.

PATROL WORK.
The report gives in detail much of the work done by the

' patrol, and shows that in the past two years $1,362.89 has

been paid into the State Treasury from fines, and that the

fishermen are coming to understand and obey the law much
better, the convictions having a most salutary effect.

The resistance and obstruction to the law met with by the

seiners of Russian River and the lumber mills on theTrnckee
River are detailed. The word "shavings " not having been
included with sawdust in the law, the mills held that ihey

could be dumped in the river. The report of the attorney

details the trouble experienced and the promises to offend no

more which were made and broken by the Truckee Lumber
Company, an i the final bringing of the compaoy and other

millmen to time by bringing suit to forfeit their charter. The
company has promised now to put in a burner and keep all

its sawdust, shavings and refuse out of the river, and has

been notified that upon the first renewal of the sawdust nui-

sance the suit, which has been begun, will be pressed without

further notice. The attorney thinks all the large mills, which
are corporations, can be forced to observe the law by the

same means.
There are many volunteer deputies, who serve without pay.

They amount to 160 in number.
HATCHERIES AND GAME.

The report details the work of the various hatcherieR, the
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distribution of 6sh and the exhibit of California fish at the

World's Fair. Golden trout hare been taken to the Sisson

natchery, where they will probably spawn next year. Mongo-
lian pheasants have been distributed and it is hoped that ina

few years similar results will follow from the distribution of

of the sixty seven birds to those which followed Oregon's dis-

tribution of ninety-three, which have abundantly stocked the

State. One hundred thousand muscalonge fry were placed

in Lake Merced under the agreement that the commission

might take them for distribution as they desired, but it is

feared they have all perished. The Xew York Commission
generously gave these fish and the United States Commission
transported them free to Ogden and sent them in the United

States fish car.

The commission returns thanks to Professors David S.

Jordan and Charles Gilbert; the railroads of the State and

the Wells-Fargo Company and their employes; United States

Commissioner McDonald ; the National and New York Com-
missions; Commissioner Mills, of Nevada, and others for

various favors done.
A large number of sportsmen's clubs have also given valu-

able assistance to the commission in the enforcement of the

game laws and building up of public sentiment to maintain

them. The organization of a club for this purpose in each

coDQtry would result in a more general observation of the

laws.

An extension of the close season for salmon is earnestly

recommended,as well as the appointment of State and County
Game Wardens.

IMPORTANT DECISIONS.

The cold storage law was tested by the commission, and
the manager of the largest cold storage establishment in San
Francisco was arrested and convicted in the Police Court.

The case was carried to the Snperior Court and ably argued

for the defense, and Judge Trout handed down a decision

sustaining the law fully, thus settling one of the most import-

ant questions on game protection. A market man in Los
Angeles was also convicted of selling game during the close

season which was brought from another State, and the case

being carried to the Supreme Court the conviction was con-

firmed.

Notices to owners of dams, that they must construct fish

ladders, have been generally observed.

J. P. Babcock's report is also a very interesting one, and
various other deputies' reports show the strong opposition in

some parts of the State to the enforcement of the law ; depu-

ties' lives in some instances being threatened and every ob-

struction thrown in their way. This was especially the case

at Duncan's Mills, on Russian River.

A fine sheet of drawings of different species of fish accom-
panies the report.—Record Union.

THE KENNEL.
DOING-S EST DOGDOM.

Three English setters and three pointers have been de-

clared ont of the U. S. F. T. Club's Derby for non-payment
of second forfeit.

For the first time in the history of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club, it failed to secure a quorum at its regular meeting on

Tuesday evening last.

Mr. Joe Lewis of Mood us, Conn., and Chas. C. Sidler, of

Milwaukee, will judge the Northwestern Beagle Club's Field

Trials at Columbus, Wis.

We are continually receiving orders and applications for

English bloodhounds. If there are any left in the State we
would be pleased to hear of them.

W. L. Washington writes the American Field that he has

discovered at Monticello, in Virginia, a litter brother and
sister to the Waterloo Cup winner, Fullerton.

Any one desiring to purchase a fox-terrier should consult

the advertisement of J. B. Martin in our advertising columns.

He offers a grand lot of dogs of the very best breeding.

Th= well-known prize-winning English mastiff bitch Lady
Coleos, died recently at the kennels of C. E. Bunn, Peoria,

111. The better known Champion Beaufort is also reported

dead.

J. B. Martin has met with a severe loss in the death of his

fox terrier bitch Champion Blemton Brilliant by being run
over by a cable car near his residence. Brilliant was by The
Moonstone—Media, and had a very successful career on the

show bench, winning at some of the best shows in the East-

ern Stales. As a dam, she was a grand one, having produced
the winners, Regent Brisk, Blemton Shiner, Blemton Storro-

er, Golden Gem and Golden Toy.

The American Kennel Club.

The American Kennel Club is of necessity run by a few

meo in New York City and vicinity. This is necessary be-

cause of the expense incurred in sending delegates from Cali-

fornia, Colorado and the other Western States.

The clubs all over the country appoint as delegates East-

ern gentlemen that are representative men and there they

stop. If a Pennsylvania or Massachusetts man is appointed

the expense of car fare and hotel bills incurred while attend-

ing the A. K. C. meetings is never thought of. The delegate

is not given any instructions whatever, and is supposed to

know by intuition all about California, Washington and Or-
egon wants. Who is to blame tlmt laws are made that are in-

jurious to Western interests 7 Is it the A. K. C. or the clubs

whose delegates compose that body.'

Of the lifiy delegates to the A. K. C. thirty-one of them
represent the Went and South, either directly or aa represen-

tatives of specialty clubs. Were these clubs properly repre-
sented they would control theclub. The cry of clique would

he heard and such farce laws as the $500 rule would
be abolished in ahort order.

The average member of the local kenuel club thinks that

the only object of the club is to hold bench shows. I'niil

every member of the club reali/.es that it can do a lot of good
to dogdom in general. That the club can, unaided, create

an interest in dogs aud a demand for them and realizes that

the doings of the A. K. C. are of vital importance to him
individually, it will he useless to attempt to improve matters.

We have written a great deal about the positive injury
done to Pacific Coast bench shows and doggy interests by the
senseless $500 rrle. What better evidence of its worthless-
ness could be asked for than a glance at the premium lists of
the Southern California and Oakland bench shows. In each
$500 was offered, and in each about $125 was won. If our
small shows paid $500 in cash prize money, two-thirds of that

sum would come out of the pockets of those who gave the
show. No one denies the great good done by small shows.
No one denies that they should be encouraged. Yet, to live

up to A. K. C. rules the clubs must hold themselves up to

the ridicule of the dog owner and exhibitor by handing them
such a farce of a premium list as those issued in this State
this year. The $500 rule has no effect on the principle
Eastern shows. Many of them offer four times that amount
of moDey.
Has any Pacific Coast club ever instructed its delegate to

oppose the passage of this rule or offer a substitute ?

Proposed changes are published in the kennel papers for

months in advance of the meetings of the club and are also

in the Kennel Gazette. The club members read them and
talk about the clique that controls such matters, but never
make the slightest effort to improve the condition of affairs.

Gentlemen, members of clubs, get together at your next
meeting and discuss these matters. Request your secretary
to write the delegate the instructions of the club and ask him
for his bill of expense. Interest your delegate and let the A.
K. C. know you are alive and do not belittle a clique that
exists only because you allow it to. If your delegate will

not vote as you wish and will not make himself heard in
yourdefense, hand him his resignation and let two or three
of the clubs band together and send a delegate East from th ;s

Coast, a man that will make himself heard.

Australasian Turf Notes.

The Altcar Meeting.

Editor Breeder and Spoktsman ; The Fall meeting

of the Altcar Coursing Club will be held at La Crosse, Kaus.,

on Odober 30th and following days. Basil Hayman, of

Chicago, will judge and Ralph Taylor, of Colorado Springs,

Col., will slip. The Executive Committee consist of Dr. J-

M. Xorman, Theo. W. Bartels and Frank A. Withers. The
programme is as follows :

Altcar Stakes—For greyhoundsof all ages. Winner 50 per
cent, of entrance moneys and $100 added by the Altcar
Coursing Club; 50 per cent, of remainder to runner-up ;. 50
per cent, of remainder to third and fourth each. Entry fees:

Members, $10 ; non-members, $12.50.

Colorado Stakes—For sixteen or more dog puppies whelped
after January 1, 1893. Winner 50 per cent, of entrance
moneys and 50 added by the Altcar Coursing Club; runner-
up 50 per cent, of remainder ; 50 per cent, of remainder to

third and fourth each. Entry fees: Members, $10; non-
members, $12.50.

Kansas Stakes—For sixteen or more bitch puppies whelped
after January 1, 1893. Winner 50 per cent, of entrance
moneys and $50 added by the Altcar CoursiDg Club; runner-
up 50 per cent, of remainder; 50 per cent, of remainder to

third and fourth each. Entry fees: Members, $10; non-
membere, $12.50.

Should either of the puppy stakes fail to get sixteen entries,

then the puppy stakes will be consolidated, and both dogs and
bitches allowed to compete, winner to get $100 added money
in place of $50. Division of entrance moneys to be in same
proportion as other stakes. Ten per cent, of all entrance
moneys will be reserved for expenses.
Meeting to be governed by the rules of the American

Coursing Board.
L. F. Bartels, Denver, Cal.

Organization of a Coursing Club.

Next Monday night a meeting for the purpose of organiz-

ing a coursing club, will be held in the rooms of Eastham &
Yard's tailoring establishment, Woodland, Cal. All owners

of greyhounds in Yolo County are invited to be present and

sign the roll of membership.

After the organization is effected it will be the intention of

the club to hold coursing matches regularly, the first to take

place ou Thanksgiving Day. A challenge will be issued to

the Sacramento club for a match race some time during the
winter.

Last Sunday a few of the town boys held a race at Charley
Nelson's place, which resulted as follows: Oliver Fullers
Jaek the Ripper beat E. C. Zine's Prunes, Scbluer's Snow
beat Herspring's L. Snow, Herspring's Rattler beat E. C.
Zane's Peaches, Johnny Marshall's Jack heat J. Clark's

Ring. The second ties were not run off, but instead all the
dogs were turned loose and a general hunt enjoyed.

At the conclusion of the races, Mr. Nelson invited the

entire party to a splendid dinner and treated his guests in

royal style.—Woodland Mail.

Coursing Rules.

A New Zealand racehorse, Rocins, stands eighteen hands
! one inch. He is by an Arab horse.

The saddles, horse-clothing, etc., beh-nging to the late T.
Corrigan, were sold bv Messrs. Yuille & Co. on Monday. The
price realized was £37 16s 6d.

It Is stated that after the conclusion of the forthcoming
j
stud season the N. Z. Musket horBe Artillery is to be taken to

I

America with a view to being offered for sale.

Roland, another English-bred stallion, is on the way out in

|

thes s Thermopylae, and will shortly be located near Stan-
; thorpe. He is by Pero Gomez from Brown Agnes, and is

stoutly bred.

Capstan has been purchased by Mr. W. 1 . Jones for £2.500,
and goes into Alec Taylor's stable at Burrumbeet. C. Ivimey
will ride for this stable in future, taking the place of the late

Paddy iJcGowan.

Fairy Tale, winner of the two-year-old race ai Caulfield, is,

like Gun Cotton, the Geelong winner, a grandaughter of
Musket, and both were cheap yearlings, Gun Cotton costing

45 guineas and Fair Tale 27.} guineas. Fairy Tale is engaged
in the Maribyrnong.

According to a complete return published in the N. Z«
Canterbury Times, Musket sired horses since the 1885-6 sea-

son which won £107,997, of which £47,603 was won in New
Zealand and £60,394 in Australia. In the same period Chea-
ter has crrdit for £S0,536, and his brother, St. George (sire

of Loyalty, etc.), £24,102. Apremont horses have won £40.-

949.

A Sydney Referee says of a near relative of Sir Mod red

Idalium and Cheviot : Loyalty, a bay four-year-old, by St.

George—Fair Nell, by Apremont, her dam, Idalia (imp.), by
Cambuscan, is the crack of the stable. He is a handsome
horse, and has come on well since last spring, when he ran
such good races atFIemington. He is a powerful, well-built

colt, possessed of great propelling power, with a strong back,
and loins well-ribbed up, nice sloping shoulders and powerful
neck and intelligent head. Heitands well on his legs, which,
to all appearances, areas sonnd as a bell. At present he looks

a shade on the big side, but about the middle of October he
• should be in good racing condition, if not before. Loyalty, I

|
feel sure, will, increase Mr O'Brien's banking account tbie

spring.

A Newcastle correspondent writes me as follows :
" 1 sup-

j

pose you would like to hear a little about our horses in work
I here. They are all coming on well. Brockleigh was off the
I track for a couple of mornings through having picked up a

I bit of glass, but he if all right again, and went a splendid
I mile on Saturday early. If you have not seen him since last

|

year you won't know him, I think he has furnished out into

I about the grandest horse in Australia, and he is a perfect

I

picture of health and condition. Lady Trenton is also in

|

great buckle, also Eolus, of John Mayo's team, also the colt

i Sir George, who, by-the-bye, fell up to his nose in a bog hole

I

the other morning, but he managed to get out, it seems, none

j

the woree. He is a fine colt, and it would have been a great

loss had it turned out serious. Brown's horses are all looking

[ and doing well, aud we shall bring a very strong team down
to your September meeting, and with all your crack train-

ers and crack horses, we shall shake some of the plums, or J

am a bad judge." From this it would appear that the New-
castle division will be dangerous at Randwick next month, as

they have often been on previous occasions. I wish them
luck, and may the best horse win.

I should like to allude to the win of Candour in the Can-

terbury Handicap. Lt Vagrant," the sporting writer of (he

Maitland Mercury, stated in a recent issue that "at Rutber-

ford recently Candour repaid all the care and trouble Mr.

Joe Brown had devoted to him by going in one of the fore-

legs whilst galloping, and it is probable that the son of Splen

dor and Canary has run his last race." Now, the Maitland

Mercury is considered one of the leading country papers in

this colony, and a statement like that appearing in it would

naturally be taken as correct, and quoted by metropolitan

writers as news about Candour. " Martindale," one of ih<

oldest of our sporting writers, quoted it from " Vagrant,'

acknowledging the source he obtained it from, and he verj

naturally accepted it as correct. But what do we see? A
few days after " Vagrant" writes this paragraph about Can-

dour: "The horse wins the Canterbury Handicap, being wel

backed, and looking fit as a fiddle, and moving apparently r<

&ound as a bell." " Vagrant" must, I imagine, have receive*;

information from a reliable source that Candour was lame

and not likely to race again. The owner of Candour, as fai

as I am aware, took no trouble to contradict the report

Perhaps he did not see it; if so, he is not to blame. Thi

fact remains that after a statement being circulated tha

Candour was lame and had probably run his Ust race, h<

came out and won last Saturday. By Ed-—Candour isai

own brother to A. B. Spreckels' black mare. imp. Candid.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—Two dogs start in a
course, one runs up fifteen or twenty points before the other
does any thing and then quits, the other then runs the hare
into the escape without scoring. Which wins?

"Reader."
Answer—There is a popular fallacy in this city that the

dog that quits loses under any and all circumstances. Such
however, is not the case. The first hound should win the

course. The second hound must make an equal number of

points to those made by the quitter up to the time of her
quitting, to win. The rule reads as follows:

" Where a dog wilfully stands still in a course or departs
from directly pursuing the hare, no point subsequently made
by him shall be scored, and if the points made by him up to i

that lime, be just equal to those made by his antagonist in

the whole course he shail thereby lose the course, but where
one or both dogs stop with the hare in view through inability

to continue the course, it shall be decided according to the

number of points gained by each dog during the whole
course."

Awarded

The fast yearling pacer Vortex paced a quaiter in 32 sec-

onds by the quick watches, and 32 by the s"low ones. He is

by Easter Wilkes, dam Daisy, by Prompter; second dam by
John Nelson 187. Easter Wilkes is by t+uy Wilkes, dam
Zephyr, by Nutwood 600; second dam by St. Clair 10,107

;

third dam said to be by Lexington.

Highest Honors—"World's Fair.

w SREAM
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MOST PERFECT MADE.
,/Ure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fret
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"Lucky" Baldwin was in an angry

jmood Thursday evening. On that day the

Latonia Prize, for three-year-olds, was dis-

posed of, and his pet, Key El Santa Anita,

ihad been beaten in a terrific drive with Leh-

iman. He was mad at the way the colt had

been ridden, but he was madder still at the

alleged unjust impost, 129 lbs., assigned to

hiui" " It is a gross outrage," he exclaimed in

the Grand Hotel, <fthe way they handicap my
-olt here at Latonia. Why, they piled up the

weights so as to give him no chance at all.

(

Xo, sir, I won't stand it any lorger, and I say

publicly right now that when I leave here I

|will register a solemn oath I will never race

another horse over the Latonia track." After

ill, though, it would seem the handicap was

E pretty equitable one, for Mr. Baldwin ad-

mitted that, with a more vigorous ride, his

colt would have woo. It is true Rey El Santa

Knita was beaten early in the week bv Selika

In a shorter race. His impost then was 122

lbs, and that of Selika 107 lbs., and the filly

heat him with ridiculous ease. But, some-

jiow, with the handicapper, that race did not

tppear to count, for the impression seemed

, o be general that the colt was ''short" in the

lirst essay, while it is safe to say he was as

I
1

fit as a fiddle" in the Latonia Prize. Be-

ides Selika's impost in the Prize was 116 lbs.,

o that, relatively, she had the worst of it in

Hat event compared with the weights carried

n the preceding race referred to.—N, Y.
Spirit of the Times.

I We have previously criticised in a per-

ectly friendly way the manner in which the

last Year Book was compiled, but a? the rac-

i Qg season of 1894 is approaching its close and
lecords and tables are beginning to be formu-

.ited, we deem the matter of sufficient im-
lorlance to warrant our again calling atten-

tion to the imperfections of the work as issued

list year. Brevity and conciseness are highly

. ommendable in any work when not carried

lb extremes, but in a book of statistics, such

Is the Year Eook, completeness is the main
i esideratum and brevity is a matter of verv
. ?condary importance. Year Books should

lot only be compeodiums of horse history,

|
lit should also be ready reference books. The
"ear Book for each year should give all of a

;allion's performers, trotters and pacers, up
i) date, as likewise his sons' and daughters'

Berformers. If last year's plan were adopted
>r future Year Books, each additional year

ill entail additional labor in looking up de-

Pred information aud in a very fetf years it

I ill take an hour to ascertain what a properly

I
rranged Year Book would reveal at a glance.

I fe heartily endorse the old style of Year
look and hope its publishers may see fit to

Bi-adopt the old plan of compilation.

—

( Western Horseman.

The Walbaum horses were shipped to

hicago Friday evening. I believe they will

impaign there a couple of weeks, and then
s shipped to Oakley. Lamplighter is a sort

f cripple, and it is quite safe to say he will

ot race again this year. It seems the veteri-

irians are unable to agree as to the seat of

ie trouble, but they all say the horse should

ot be raced again this season. The stable did

retty well at Latonia, with eight races to his

edit. Just now Potentate is the crack of

ie string. For seven furlongs or so there is

irdly a horse in the West able to vanquish
leson of Hayden Edwards.

Frank G. Higgins and George Higgins
rived home yesterday from Miles City with
largely augmented string of race horses.

hey won all the races they went out after,

id have made an enviable record for Mis-
iula in racing matters. The Montana cir-

lit now being finished, they will race their

ible either in Texas or California. Marcus
aly's stables returned on the same train and
lmediately left for Hamilton on a special.

Missoula Democrat.

Ella. Mack, by Anteros, has a record of

24*, earned at Chillicothe Oct. 2d.

Bids for Privileges.

1

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the
cretary of the PACIFIC COAST TROTTING
3RSE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION until 12 o'clock
toner 16th for the following privileges during the
» meeting of tbe Association, to be held weeR ending

', tober27tb, at SAN JOSE.

LB,

UAR8, TOBACCO and CIGARETTES,
IHCH STAND,
»PCORX, FRUIT and NUTS,
'FILIAL PROGRAMME.
SD OTHER PRIVILEGES.

' I certified cbeck equal to fifty per cent, should
rompany each bid lor the privileges to be sold. The
nl to reject any or all bids reserved.

F. W. KELLEV, Secretary.
13 Bush street, San Francisco.

Twice The Price
Would not buy a better

revolver than the Smith & Wesson. A
smaller price makes like perfection im-

possible.

There are different models, different

actions, different length barrels, but only

one quality of material and workmanship

the best.

Send stamp for illustrated catalog.

Smith & Wesson, %%£$$$&

-A.TTOTIOTXT BALE
: ot- :

Choice Trotters and Thoroughbreds,
THK PROPERTY OF

Stallion.

IVanted, to exchange the fastest son of Nutwood

^allfomla for a fast roadster team. Address

T. W. BARSTOW,
an Jose. CaL

HORSE SHOW
ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

First Annual Exhibition

Mechanics' Pavilion

NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 I N CASH -

<£0 Crtft IN SOLID$£,3UU SILVER CUPS.

JAMES W. REA, of San Jose, Cal.,
Consisting of the Grandly-Bred Stallion

ANTINOUS, 2:28i, by Electioneer—American Girl,
And a number of colts and miles by this sire, including the game race horse

Hillsdale, 2:19 1.4=.

THE THOROUGHBREDS
LADY BARNES, by Bob Wooding, and

LEXETTA, by imp. Partisan,
Will also be sold, with their produce.

Sale will take place at the

AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE,

DURIM THE P. C. T. H. B. A FALL MEETING,
On or About October 24th.

OS" Catalogues will be issued immediately,

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street

(iKFEBED IX PRIZES FOE

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys.

Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,

Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules

Prize lists, entry blanks and all information can be

obtained from the Secretary Horse Show Associa-

tion, Room 30, Mills Building.

ENTRIES CLOSE OCTOBER 25.

HBNBY J. CROCKER, President.

Betting on the Races

BATTLE-:- of-:- BRAINS
And Knowledge

YouJTcaiiiiot succeed with betting system", tips,

"queer information or bandicapping fads. Be inde
pendent of such delusions; use your own judgment by
learning all ''Practical Points" aud rules, enabling you
to select winning horses. This knowledge (with small
capital) positively insures profit all the year round. No
theory or exi eriment, asmany turt lollowersare mak-
ing steady money with this knowledge. Address

RELIANCE,
Office Bhkedek and Sportsman

DO YOU WANT
** A HANDSOME

o
o

o PICTURE
O OF AXY OV THE WOItLD'S FAMOUS
o
o HORSES
-. For your office, stable or library '.'

O Or lany other kind of a picture,

O or mantel, mirror or framing?
O
O
o , F SO .

CALX. ON

SANBORN, VAIL & CO.,
741, 743, 745 Market Street, San Francisco,

For Sale or Trade

One five-year-old blood bay stallion by ANTEEO,

dam by NUTWOOD. Address

CEO. E. UUERNE,
Santa Rosa, Cal.

JE2

Washington Park Glul

THE
HYDE PARK
STAKES

$5,000
Added.

THE
KENWOOD
STAKES

OFFICE, II 001! 32, PALMKH HOU8E.K

CHICAGO, ILL.

STAKES FOR 1895.
To Close October 15, 1894.

A Sweepstakes for TWO-YEAR.OLDS— (t'oals of 1893). $150 each, 360 f.;
or only 310 ii declared out on or before February 1st, or $25 by April 1, 1895.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the money: with $5,000
added, of which $l,0GO to the second and $500 to the third. A winner ot any
stake race of Ihe value of $1,500 to carry 3 los.; ot *2,500, 5 lbs extra. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the uBnal
time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable
for the starting fee. Three-quartern of a Mile.

$1,500
Added.

THE
LAKESIDE
STAKES

A Sweepstakes for COLTS—Two years old (loals of 1893), $50 each, h. 1.;
or only $10 If declared out on or before February 1st, or $15 by April l, 1395.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with Sl.500 added,
of which $300 to second and $100 to third. A winner of any stake race of the
value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.
Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee.
Five Furlongs.

$1,500
Added.

THE
DrtEXEL
STAKES

A Sweepstakes for F ILUES-For two-year-olds (foals of 1893i, $50each,h.
f.; or only $10 If declared out on or before February 1st, or $15 by April 1,1895.
All declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with $1,500 added,
of which $300 to second and $100 to third. A winner of any stake race of the
value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.: ol $2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.
Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time of closing, the
day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable lor the starting fee.

Five Furlongs.

$1 t500
Added.

THE
AMERICAN
DERBY

A Sweepstakes for THREE-YEAR-OI.DS-ifoals of 1892), $.30 each, h.
f.; or only $10 if declared oat on or before February 1st, or $15 April 1,1895.
All declarations void unless accompanied with tbe money; with $1,500 added,
of which $300 to second and $100 to third. A winner of any three-year-old
stake race of the value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,500, 5 lbs. extra. Maid-
ens allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual
time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable

for the starting fee. One Mile.

$10,000
Added.

THE
SHERIDAN
STAKES

$2,500
Added.

STAKES FOR 1896.
To Close October 15, 1S94.

A Sweepstakes lor THREE-YEAR-OLDS-ffuals of 1893), $250 each,
$IC0 forfeit; or only $20 If declared out on or before February 1st, or $40 April
1,1896. All declarations void unless accompanied with the money: with
$10,000 added, of which $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to the third. A winner
of any three-year-old stake race of the value of $5,000 to carry 31bs.l of $10,000
or three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs. extra.
Maidens allowed 7 lbs. To be run the first day of the meeting. One Mile
and a Half.

A Sweepstokes'lor THREE-YEAR-OLDS— (foals of 1893), $100 each, h.

f.; or only $10 if declared out on or before February 1st, or $30 April 1, 1890.

All declarations void unless accompanied with the money ; with $2,500

added, of which $400 to the second and $200 to the third. A winner of any
tbree-year-old stake race of the value of $2,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of 55,000, or
three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual time
of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable for the
starting fee. One Mile and a Quarter.

%. Sweepstakes for FILLnES—Tbree years old i foals of 1893), $100 each,

h. f.; or only $10 If declared out on or before February 1st, or $20 April l,

1896. AH declarations void unless accompanied with the money; with 32,000

added. <it which $300 to the secoud and $200 to the third. A winner of any
tbree-year-old stake race of tbe value of $1,500 to carry 3 lbs ; ol $2,000, or

three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens
allowed 7 lbs. .Starters to be named through the entry box, at the usual

time of closing, the day before the race, and all horses so named to be liable

tor tbe starting fee. One Mile.

All entries iu these stakes received subject to the provisions ot the American Racing Rules now in force and

the conditions of the Special Notice below.

aPRriAl XOTICE —No entry will be received for auy of these stakes except upon these conditions:

ThaTalldismites claims and objections arising out of Ihe racing, or with respect to the interpretation of the

conditions of'an v stake, shall hi decided by a majority of the Racing Stewards present, or those whom they may
appoint, and their decisions upon all points -»* «»*

iAMEB HOWARD, Secretary.

THE
ENGLEWOOD

STAKES

$2,000
Added.

FRENCH andGERMAN
LESSONS.

PrWate or in classes. Legal and commercial docu-

ment translated. MRS. F. PRILL, 20 Ellis street.

Horse Owners.
Having control of Ihe Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered in any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

(JKO. GRAY. Haywards, Alameda Co., Cal.
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WITHOUT

Study and Experience

HOW CAN YOU HOPE

TO BEAT THE RACES?
The undsnifned lia.- had the great'

luring the past racing

D the But This has been due;

To his beiog a first-class handicapper

possessing a thorough knowledge of all the

baal systems invented, including the Botay

.-v-K-in (known to but lew persons yet enjoy-

ing a national reputation among bettors on

horse-racing.

)

i possesses an intimate knowledge

„f the running qualities of all horses compet-

ing >l all the principal tracks in the country

I close student of " form "
;
and,

. lias a wiile acquaintance among

trainers and owners of running-horses.

He will be in a position to be equally suc-

cessful at the meeting of the California .lockey

(_ lu!>. commencing in this city on the -!7th inst.,

ami oilers his services in picking leinnen to all

race-goers at that meeting.

Remember that, (specially during the first

part of the meeting—before the horses have

come together— it is only the expert and close

cr of horses in their work who can suc_

cessfully elan them, and, by knowing <h<i,- eon_

IL1 the WINHKBB. This will also be

the period in which the longest odds will be

A against winning horses.

Selections will be sent to any address by 11

o'clock A. If, on each racing day.

Terms—$2 per day, or $10 per week of six

days. Payments invariably in advance.

Address B. WISE,
Care Brkkhf.k AKD Spo

f&*All communications strictly confidential.

Latonia Jockey Club

STAEBS KOIl

Spring Meeting,

18 6,
TO CLOSE OCTOBER 15, 1894.

$7500. THE LATONIA DERBY. S7500.

For tbivi-year-olds (foals of 1893; . at $150 each; 950

forfeit; |1S it declaied on or before October 1,1895;

$30 if declared on or before May l, 1«>G imoney to

accompany all declarations or the same will not be

accepted), with $7500 added, of which ?1000 to second

and $500 to third. One Mile and a Half.

S2000. THE HIMYAR STAKES. S2000.

For three-year-olds (foals of 1893], at $100 each; half

forlelt; $10 if declared on or before October 1,1895; $2(»

If declared on or before May 1, I S9U i money to accom-

pany all declarations or the same will not be accepted),

with $2000 added, ot which $3.00 to second and $150 to

third. Winners of any three-year-old race of the value

oi $1500 to carry 3 lb?.; of two such, orone of ihe value

of |5000, 5 lbs. extra. Those not having won a three-

year-old race allowed .". lbs.; maidens allowed 10 lbs.

One Mile and an Eighth.

S2000. THE LATONIA OAKS. S2000.

For three-year-old iillles (ioals ot 1893), at $10i> each;

half forfeit; $10 if declared on or before October 1,

1895; $20 if declared on or before May 1, 1896 {money to

accompany all declarations or the same will not be

accepted), with $2000 added, of which 9850 to second

and $150 to third. Those not having won a three-year-

old race allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 10 lbs. One Mile
and n iluarler.

All communications should be tddressed to the Sac

retaxy.

B. C. HOOPER, Secy. R. \V. \KI,$0,\,

Covloeton. Ky. President.

Closing - Out Sale of Thoroughbreds,
ill i- PROPKttTY OI"

B. C. HOLLY, of Flosden, Cal.
Twenty Head of as Well-Bred Horses as can be

Found in America

At Auction at Bay District Track,
SATURDAY OCTOBER 27, 1894,

BEGINNING AT 12 M.

The following form ..f wivcrUjemeni **aa Invented by Peter c. Kellogg & Co., Auctioneers, r.r New Fork, ana
»'1"I>' '

;

I inulr murk. Willi ['ielr spi-.-i»il [..-mi ssimi uu-l uppr.ival w.- usi-
it in California only im her» arc respectfully requested not to Imitate it.

Kane.

Imp. !"»r»nimuv

Dam's Family.

Imp tli.

M»|nr Itan
I Tlllle H
Kilty i„

u.wxl winner*

I
( kiwmJ wlnniT

B lo 1:41

-vmp»lhMI. ' l.Vt

Tit wln'r
!•*! ch« Ravine

IB w
(i . |,

sir.' .d Volante
iiml Sunlit A llttu

Imp. King Han
-ir.- oi Bao FOi
Ki.it: Fox.MiaVi
PrldC, A. in Run
.i.

.

Btre "I t'u*lro,Ji>
vita uti'l Mia
Bath

Fair Plej

Bg Charm

Blonx
Woman*

Ft IIiihi Imrni

I

« UI" -

ftl M<

\>

Hai

nvla i

... .

iii.:f -i-t.f i<

I*

Ml 1

I hftttAli

Ui l*arnie

Scraps (a Winner), by Lord Ol the Hills (buulier to Luril of
the [ales); second dam Ragpicker (sister to Sylvia, flam
of the great Qoldsbrongh and winner V.R.C.Oaka); third
dam Jullel < the Levity of Australia), by Touchstone.

Sunlit (dam ot (Sunrise, a tine performer t; second dnm Llllle
R. (dam of C 'lyie, she dam of the winners Castro and
.li.vltai, by LoiiKfHlow; third darn Salli.- Travis, hv John
c. RriTklnrldKe.

Heareayldani of Banana, a renowned stake-winner); second
dam Dixie (dam ot Heretog, a great stake-winner; Her-
USDvlna, dam nl Tribnnlet, the record-breaker, also or
War Keel, dam Of the famous winners Lelex, Le Logos
and Brother Ban ), by Imp. Sovereign.

Narcola (famous long-distance stake-winner), hv Norfolk -

dam Adac. .dam of Conner, Surinam and Sacra-
menu)) by Revenue) etc

Sympathetic, by Prolific; second dam Sympathy, by" Imo
Hcytlilan. * K

Nin.iui, by Jim Brown.

by Priooaof Norfolk.
FuMllaoVs I mm, by John W. Norton ! second dam Fusillade,

03 War Dance.
Imp. Glengarry; reoond dam Marcola, by Mon-

ir-iii'.t; third dam Tarooli by Enquirer.
i n, dam of AeriiLim a,,, i Royal Flash), by Wheal icy" '' ''•'>

I pec i dam Black Maria (da i

taptaln a I ami Daisy i> ,bi Georgetown

l

.

I>mg Taw
DOU A I. in

Lrlnalvt
ir.-.ifi i

v, areai
winner

lr«-n and Bur

Darl
II

In. j.. Kyrl.. !>»)>

I n.|. I ui ciilir

kano)

A. TXT 33

Thoroughbred Yearlings
-:- -:- and Broodmares

FROM THK FAMOT

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Beginning at 11 a. m.

b-a/x" district
SONS OR DAUGHTERS OF

TRACK,

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus

FROM SOME OF THE IBEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FLIRT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,

Brothers or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairy,

Cadmus. Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert. etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator

Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Horses will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

three days previous to sale.

SKI l"It K A CATALOGUE OP THIS GREAT SALE AT ll\l K OP

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS,
— THK PROPERTY OF —

THE0. WINTERS,
RANCHO DEL SIERRAS,

Washoe, IVev.

,

Sons and Daughters of

Joe Hooker
— AND THK —

Peerless ,E1 Rio Rey
Brothers or sisters to

nil\ JOSE,
DOLLY McCOiVE.

CALLIE FERGUSON,
nn J AIIKI.W IK:

Halt-Brotbers or Sisters to

APPLAUSE. ALMOIVT.
ZEPHYR, REXO.

LAURA UARRAKR
and BONANZA.

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 10th, 189

AT 11 A. M. AT

H3ja.Y X>I»TMOT TRACK.
Horses may be seen at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street, three da

previous to sale.

ttS" Catalogues can be bad upon application to

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Stre

' OH am Bull and Bl im of.Ban
1 iwho and Mottlta flard

: third dam Ball i fdam oi
i rut- Dm and Ballei. latter dam <.i m< siv>.hvim».
Vorkablre

dura of Agitator), bv Pal Itfalloy (aire or Favor )

:

dam AnnTrai la bj Imp l orkahlro: iiiini dam
Marnarei W(m-h dam ol Heraldn un»> t»tai Davln bs

i .kiii.

B .. Wlcklow and Laity.Tane win
n*ni., h>- Bazar: nee i dan Vivien, by Imp, Learning
ion; third dam Conceit*, by Lexington, etc.

lUttifjinrt. a i i,,. tforpbj a i to Avoodale
<

'
ond dam Pirouette

_urpby i

Marmaduke;
- \ Lilian etc

i Lite graai Dnke ol BJagenta and
1 inl*nt»and Jen i*reai

I

nta, by Imp, Yorkatilro, etc,

dam IreneiianiinK [dam <.r Peregrine), hv Jack MhI.hu-; n.tni>inm
MarsriM, i.y Avalanche.

UdyPoitar, dam Imp Lady Jane Mam
ol mi. BWll.Alalantaond Leap Yew

M»j..r Ban . ,

I. la. by Imp. U\<

Famous Brood Mare For Sale.
After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 5tl

Messrs. Killip & Oo. will sell, for account of the Santa Ro
Stock Farm, the thoroughbred mare FRfcE LOVE, sire Luki
Blackburn. First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
ton, Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki. by
Major Ban. Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes for

three year-olds, at Sacramento, one mile, in 1.42 1-2. Her sec-
ond colt. Norbliek, by Major Ban, is in training and has showna
half in 53 seconds, 1 20 pounds up.

KAKHIO\ ABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

I Mj I I K }-. OP

DR. O. E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street
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CAUFOKMA JOCKEY CtUB
STAKE EVENTS.

31 to be Run During Next November, December, January and February, 6 Next Spring.

VESZFLTT STAKES OUARil.]XrTEE
Ranging in Value from $1,000 to $10,000.

Thirty Additional Stakes Will be Gotten up for the Spring Meeting, 1895.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING CLOSE OCTOBER 25, 1894:
THE BKLMOIX 1 (S I Ah hi- — For two-year old I ing the race. The California Jockey Club lo guarantee i THE 1,1 SS \H HA\D1C4P— For three-year-old a

fiHIcs. Entrance sui; flu additional for horses not de-
j

the value of the stakes to he $1,000, of which ?lo0 to and upwards. Entrance .'10' *50 additional for start-
clared by ilie lime of closing entries, the day preced- second and *50 to third. Winners this yearof a race of ' "

lug the race. The California Jockey Club 'o guarantee
;

Ibe value of £5,000 when carrying weight for age, to
the value of tiu' stakes to be .*1.000. of which ?2ul) to ! carry live pounds extra. Non'-wiuners of a race of the
second and >100 lo third. Winners of one race ol the

: value of 51,500 allowed live pounds; of $1,000, ten
value of f),000, or two or more races of $2,000 each, to

i
pounds; $600, lifteen pouuds; beaten maidens allowed

;

five pouuds additional. One mileBarry 5 lbs. penalty. Non-winners o' a race, value
1

11,000. "I lowed 5 lbs.; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens '

allowed 15 lbs. Five fnrlongH.

THE XORFOl-h HTAKES-For two-year-olds. '

Entrance^lO; £40 additional for horses not declared by
the time of closing entries, the day preceeding tbe
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the slakes to be $1,200, of which ^100 to second

,

and >1Cki lo third. Winners of one race of the value of
p>,000, or two or more of the value of $"-,000 each, to '

carry 3 lbs. penalty. >on-winners of a race, vajne '

*I,(«M). allowed 7 lbs.; of $500, 12 lbs.; beaten maidens
allowed lo lbs. About nix furlongs.

THE PALO AI.TO HAIV'BICAP—For two-year-

'

Olds. Entrance $10: $50 additional for starters. The
,

California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,500, of which $-230 to second and $100 lo
third. Weights to be announced three days prior lo
nice. Declarations due 4 p. u. day preceding race.

;

Sorses not declared liable for starling fee. About nix
i

furlongs.

THE ((lliVL.W STARES-For two-vear-olds that
liave never won a race, value $1,000. Entrance $10: $:;o

additional for horses not declared by the time of clos-
ing 'Utiles, the day preceding the race. The California
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
11,000, ol' which $150 to second aud $50 to third. Non-
wiuuers of a race, value $700, or of three races of any
value, allowed 7 lbs. Non-winners of a race, value
S3U0, and maidens allowed 10 lbs.; beaten maidens al-

lowed 15 lbs. Five and a half furlongs.

THE l.VDl.VK *ELLivi; STAKE«—For two-
year-olds. Entrance $10; ?M additional for horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ing Hie race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to°
•.ecund and $50 to third. The winner to be sold at auc-
tion tor $2,500; if for less 1 lb. allowed for each $2(10 to

fl.,500; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000; then 1 lb. for
BflCb (50 lo $400. About six furlongs.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which $250 to second
and $150 tu third. Weights to be announced four days
prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. sr. the day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared to be liable for
starting fee Two miles.

THE MILBOY STAKKS-For three-year-olds, THE THORMOX STAKES—For three-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance$10; $10 additional for horses and upwards. Ten lbs.be ow scale. Entrance $10 ($90
not declared by the time of closing emries, the day

i
additional for starters The California Jockey Club to

preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $3,000, of which
guarantee the value ol the stakes to be $1,200, of whi h $500 to second and $250 to third. Four Mile*.
$i00 to second and $100 to third. Winners of one race,
value $5,000, or* iwo or more of $2,500 each, to carry THE SL.VSET STARES—For all Bges. Entrance
3 lbs. penalty: of one race, value $10,000, or three or $ 10 ; $-3 additional for horses not declaied bv the time
more of $2,5(0 each, 7 lhs. penalty. Non-wioners of of closing ent-ies, the day preceding the race. The
$1,000 allowed 4 lbs.; ot $500, slbs.; beaten maidens al- California Jocke* Club to guarautee the value of the
lowed 12 pounds. One mile. stakes to be $1,000, ot which $150 to second and $-50 to

third. The winner to oe sold at auction for $2,500; IfTHE PALACE HOTEL H AXDICAP-For three- for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb.
year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $50 additional for each $100 f> $800; then 2 lbs. for each $50 to $500.
for starters. The Palace Hotel and the Califoi
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$2,000, of which $300 to second and $150 to third.
Weights to be announced three days prior to race.
Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race.
Horses not declared to be liable for starling fee. Win-
ners of any race after weight* are announced to carry
5 lbs. penalty; if handicapped at less than weight for
age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE CALIFORNIA THEATRE HANDICAP
—For Ihree-year-olds. Eo trance $10; $10 addilionol for
-tarii-rs. The California Jockey Club lo guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1 ,500, of which $250 to second
and $100 to third. Weights to be announced three days
prior to the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day pre-
ceding the race. Horses not declared liable for start-
ing fee. One mile anda quarter.

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIG *E HANDI-
CAP- For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
$10; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
Cigar Company and the Call'Ornia Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2,000, of which

race, value $:joo to second and $150 to third. Weights to be an-
"' nounced three days prior to the race. Declarations

due 4 p. m. tLe day preceding the race. Horses not de-
clared to be liable for starting fee Winners of any
race after weights are announced to carry 5 lbs. pen-
alty; if carrying less than weight for age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.

THE BURNS HA\OIC4P-For three year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10; $90additional for starters
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $5,000, of which $750 to second and $250
to third. Weights to be announced three days prior
to race. Declarations due 4 p.m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable for thestart-
ingfee Winners of any rare alter weights are an-
nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if handicapped at less

than weight for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and n
quarter.

THE RICHMOND SELLING STARES—For;
oree-year-olds. Entrance $10; $10 additional for !

torses not declared by the time of closing entries, the ;

lay preceding the race. The California Jockey Club

THE PAC'FIC UNION STAhES-Foi thee-
!

year-olds aud upwards. Entrance $10; $-30 additional
! for horses not declared by the lime of closiug entries

i
the day preceding the race. The California Jockey

' Club lo guarantee the value of the stakes lobe $1,000, of
which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of one

; race of the value of $5,000 in 1893 or 1S94 to carry 7 lbs.
litianuilee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of extra. Non-winners of a race of the value ot" $2,000 in

ivnich $150 to second and $50 lo third. The winner lo 1893 or 1894, allowed 5 los.; of $1.000. 10 pouDds; of $500,
tiesold at auction for $2,500; if for less, 1 lb. allowed tor H pounds; beaten maidens, if three years old, 7 lbs.
each 8200 to $1,500; then l lb. for each $100 to $1,000; additional; if lour vears old or over, 14 pounds addition-
ihen :Jlbs. foreach$100 to $400. About six furlongs, al. One mile aud n furlong.

THE \\i;i,H; HANDICAP-For two and three- THE «OI.OKN GATE S TARES-For three-year-

vonr-olds. Entrance >10; $30 additional for starters, olds and upwards. Entrance SflO: fiO additional for

The California Jockey Club lo guarantee the value of horses not declared by the time of closing entries the

the stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $5U day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club lo

to third. Weights to be announced three days prior to "'

ace. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
be race. Horses not declared to be liable for the start-
in: fee. Seven furlongs.

THE BOHEMIAN STARES-For three year-
ilds, Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not de-
ilared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-

^uarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which
$150 lo second and ?5'i to third. Winners of any race
of the value of $-5,000, or two or more races of the value
of $1,500 each in 1S94 to carry 7 lbs. extra. Nou-winners
of a race in 1S93 or 1S94 of the value of $1,000 allowed 7

pounds; of $500, 10 lbs.; beatpn maidens, if three years
old, allowed 7 pounds additional; if four years old or
over, 14 lbs. additional. One mile and three furlongs.

Seven furlongs.

THE GUN6T STARES-For all ages. Entrance
$10; $00 additional tor horses not declared by the time
of closing entries, the day preceding the "race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,200, ol which $200 to second and $100 to
third. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000; if

tor less, l lb. allowed for each $200 to $1,600; then 1 lb.
for each $100 to $500; then 2 lbs. lor each $100 to $400.
One mile.

THE (WLMOHK STARES-For three-year-olds
and upwards. Entrance $10: $40 additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day pre-
ceding the race. The California Jockey Clob to guar-
antee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $2-50

to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at
auction for $4,000 ; if for less, 1 lb. allowed for each $250
to $2,000; then l lb. for each $100 to $500. One mile
and a sixteenth.

THE SPRECRELS HANDICAP > to be run
December 29th i— For all ages. Entrance $10 ; $40 addi-
tional for horses not declared by 4 p. m. Decemb r 25th;
$250 additional forstarters. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $10,000, of
which $2,C00 to second and $1,000 to third. Weights to
be annouoced December 24th. Horses not declared by
4 p. m. December 2Sth to be liable for full starting fee.
Winners of any race after weights are announced to
carry 5 lbs. penalty; if handicapped at less than weight
forage, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a quarter.

THE B\LD\VI\ I'HRATRK STEEPLE -

ChASE—Entrance $10: $30 additional for horses not
declared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
ing the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to sec-
ond and $100 to third, ^on-winners of a race, value
$1,000, this year, allowed 7 lbs. ; of $600, 15 lbs.; of $400.
If three years old, allowed 20 lbs.: if four years old, 2-5

lbs.; if five years old or over, so lbs. Non-winners in
1894 allowed, if ihree years old, 22 lbs.; if four years
old, 27 lbs ; if five years old or over, 35 lbs. The short
steeplechase course. About oue mile and a half.

THE FOUR HinVDRED STARES-A selling
hurdle stake of $10 each ; $25 additional if not declared
by the time of closing entries, the day preceding the
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,200. of which $200 to second
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold for $2,500; it

for less, l lb. allowed tor each $100 to $1,500; then three-
vear-olds allowed 2 lbs., four-year-olds a lbs,, five and
over 4 lbs. for each $100 to $900. One mile and a half
over six hurdles.

THE H \RLEM STEEPLRCHASE-A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $40 additional tor starters.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $2,000, of which $300 to second and $150
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to
the race. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding the
race. Horses not declared to be liable for the starling
fee. The full steeplechase course. About two miles
and a quarter.

THE HAW I'HORNE 6TEEPLECH 4SE-A han-
dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional forstart-
ers. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $2,500, of which $350 to second
and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to the race. Declarations due four p. ji. the
day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be lia-

ble for the starting fee. The full steeplechase course.
About two miles and a quarter.

THE BIRI.I.NW.VMK STARES—A selling hurdle
stake of $10 each; $20 additional it not declared by the
time of closing entries, ihe day preceding the race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $50 to
third. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500; if

j for less, 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then
2 lbs. lor each $100 to $700. Non-winners of a race this
year, value $500, allowed, if four years old, 5 lbs.; if

five or over, 12 lbs. additional. One mile and a six-
teenth over four nurdles.

THE LIVERPOOL STEEPLECHASE-A sell
ing steeplechase of $10 each; $2-5 additional if not de-
clared by the time of closiug entries, the day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
valueof the stakes lo he $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $150 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500 ; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000:
then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winners
of a race this year, value $500, allowed, it four years
old, 5 lbs.; if five or over. 12 lbs. additional. Short
Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a half.

THE EEVERH YCE S ' EEPLECHA6E—

A

handicap steeplechase of $10 each; $30 additional for
starters. Toe California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and |100 to third. Weights to be announced two days
prior to race. Declarations due four p. m. day pre-
ceding the race. Horses uot declared lo be liable for
starting fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and a half.

TH FLOOD STEEPLECHASE—A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $20 additional for starters.
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the valueof
the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to second and $100
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to
race. Declarations due four p. m. the day preceding
the race Horses not declared to be liable for starting
fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. About
one mile,

THE WINTER HANDICAP HURDLE RACE
—A handicap hurdle race of $10 each; $30 additional
for starters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
the value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to
second and ^100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior to race. Declarations due four p. m.
the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be
liable for starting fee. One mile and a quarter over
five hurdles.

THE PRODUCE EXCHA.WE HANDICAP
HURDLE RACE—A handicap hurdle race of $10
each; $30 additional for starters. The San Francisco
Produce Exchange aud the California Jockey Clob to
guarantee the valne of the stakes to be $1,500, of which
$250 to second and $100 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced two i*ays prior to the race. Declarations due
four p. M. the day preceding the race. Horses not
declared to be liable for starting fee. Two miles over
eight hurdles.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING SPRING STAKES FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS CLOSE DECEMBER 1, 1894!
THE P\CIF1C frTAK.ES—For two - year - olds
foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses
not declared by February 1st, 1S95 ; J30 additional for
mrses not declared by the time of closing entries, the
lay preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
"anarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of
cbich $250 to second, and $100 to third. Half a mile.

THE It tCIN'U STAKES—For two-year-old fillies

Foals of 1S93). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional lor horses
lot declared by February 1st, 1S95 ; $30 additional for
lOrees not declared by the time of closing entries, the
la) preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to
uurautee the value of the slakes to be $1,0C0, of which
GOO to second, and $100 to third. Haifa mile.

THE RANCHO DEL PASO ST AKER-For two-
year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional
for horse** not declared by February 1st, 1895 ; $30 ad-
ditional f r horses not declared by time of closing en-
Iries.th day preceding ihe race. Th» California Jockey
Club to guarantee the value of the slakes to be $1,500. of
Which $250 to second, and $1C0 to third. Winners of a
race valued al$l,000, or three races of any value, to

carry 5 lbs. extra : beaten maidens allowed 5 lbs.; if

beaten twice, 8 lbs.; three or more limes, 15 lbs. Five
furlongs.

for 'horses not declared by four p. m. day after the
weights are announced ; $40 additional forstarters. The
California Jockev Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $2,000, of which $250 to second and $100 to

third. Weights to be announced three days prior to
race. Horses not declared by four p. 11 day oreceding
the race, to be liable for starting fee. Fiv« furlong*.

THE BVV DISTRICT H \NDICAP-For two-
year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10; $10 addiiional
for horses not declared by four p. u. the day after the
weights are announced ; $40 additional for starters. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $2,500, of which $300 to second and $150 to

third. "Weights to be announced three days prior to

the race. Horses not declared by four p. ir. the day
preceding the race to be liable for starting fee. About
six furlongs.

THE FLYINii STARES—For two-year-olds (foals
of 1$93). Entrance $10 ; $25 additional for horses not
declared by time of closing entries the day preceding
the race. The California Jockev Club to guarantee the
value ofthe stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to second
and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,500 ; if less, 1 lb. allowed for each $250 lo $1,500 ; then
1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000 ; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to

$500. Winners of a race, value $1,000, or three of any
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra ; beaten maidens allowed
lbs, Four and a half furlongs.

THE BITTER ROOT HANHICAP—For two-
ear-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional

Except in handicaps and races where the weights are fixed absolutely in the conditions, fillies two years old shall be allowed three pounds, and mares three years old and upward shal

)e allowed five pounds before the 1st of September, and three pounds afterwards. All geldings allowed three pounds.

In steeplechases and hurdle races the weights shall be ; For three-year-olds, 145 pounds ; for four-year-olds, 153 pounds; for five-year-olds, 167 pounds; for six-year-olds and upward
172 pounds. No weights less than 120 pounds allowed.

Entries in all above stakes close October 25, 1894, except the two-year-old stakes, which close December 1, 1894. Address all communications to

ft. B. MILROY, Secretary California Jockey Club, N. W. Corner Sutter and Kearny Streets, S. F

Jest Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valeusin Stock
arm. one aud a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
"utity. I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
0ns for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-
ig of aitilleria, clover, rye grassand alfalfa, is divided
ilOBtrongly fenced fields (not a loot ot wire being on
>" placej, horse troughs in every paddock. Well vea-
lated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
'He track, and every appointment necessary for the
ire 'and development if neces>saryj of thoroughbreds.
''lie reputation of this celebrated farm is weU known
l over the United States; for tbe class of stock here-
fore raised and developed on it has given it a name
"a home for horses "second to none in America.
The best care taken of all Mock consigned, but uc rc-
"jtisibilily assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
als can be shipped bv rail, from foot ot Market
reet, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
ad them to the farm.
Pasturage lor mares and geldings only live dollars

,
* month.
For further particulars, address,

K.. E. deB. Lopez,
errlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton. Aiaraedn Co.

For Sale.
aai^. ;i haudsioine bay gelding, eight yearn old, a

He licif-o, sound, kind
(

and splendidly

ci/iMrnttf* c/nA^ii • u ti

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach
STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Kvery Horse U RegiHtcr«'d in tbe Stud Books of
France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

pedigrees,
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

¥ inancial depression has forced ihe owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-
nity to secure a stallion ofthe finest breeding for a
song.
Address or applv to

B. C- «;OI»FBEV.
3>» Crocker Building. S. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth
avenue, opposite race track.

araffi»»
These tiny Capsules are superior

[to Balsam of Copaiba, /""""N

j
Cubebs and Injections. (jlUPf)

1 Tie? cure in48 hours the\^J
I same diseases without anyincon-

_i em rsov a* i nsEifinievc

FOR SALE.

FIVE BROODM.4BK; I ilh CELEBRATED

Maggie C, 2:24 1-2

BYWHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Now with foal by DICTATUS, by RED

WILKES 17J9.

Apply at 220 Montgomery Avenue, San Fran-
cisco, from 10 am. to 1 p.m.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PK1CK .... 820

These timers etirt and atop promptly, and are a,i

rsliabls as tiio hsst cs!!r-secc:!d ^atchse made,

For Sale.

STANDARD - BRED STOCK.
All sound and good individuals. Will be sold cheap.

No. 1. Sorrel Stallion, 3 years old, by Guy Wilkes,
dam Mamie Comet, 2^3W (dam of Maclay, 2:22)4

,

at 2 years), by Nutwood.
No. 2. Biy Filly, 2 years old, by Steinway. dam

Addie Ash (dam of Cibolo, 2:21^), by Indlan-
apolls.

No. 3. Brown More, 4 years old, by Noonday, dam
Western Girl (dam of Honesty, 2:2590, by Chief-
tain.

No. -1. Bm Benton Waxey, by General Benton,
dam Mohawk Waxy. Benton Waxey is a three-
quarter sister to Waxana, dam of Suno), and
bred this year to Diablo.

No. 5. Sorrel Mare. 4 years old, by Chas. Derby,
dam the Kelley mare, by Gibraltar.

No. 6. Bay PlUy by McBeutou. dam Ivy, dam of
one in the list. Ivy Is by Dou Victor, out of Ida
Belle, dam of Carlisle.

No. 7- Bay Filly, 2 years old, by Danton Moultrie,
dam Shamus, by Shamrock, 2:25.

No. f>. Sorrel Mare by Arthurton, dam Ventures^
(sister to Venture), by Belmont.

No. y. Bnv More bv Echo, dam by Elmo.
No. 10. Bay Filly by Sir Roderick, oy Dictator, out

of Prospect Maid, dam by Victor Patcbeu.
No. 11. Bay Filly by Sable Willies, dam Venluress,

by Arthurton.
No. 12. Black mare by shamrock, 2:25 (2 years), dam

Fawn, trial 2:22. by Marion.
The above Block Is carefully selected and represects

the best blood Hues known. Will either sell cheap o
trade for an Interest In a atock raach. For termR an^i
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AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK.

RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
UMlwUag Uu got Ol P»tO Alto UK) Wrerltoer, and Ihe olftprli.g uf Beautiful Bells and Lula

mikw. uuJ other stock thai has heretofore 1*1:11

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE

OB BJELD BO IUGB THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

?^ following form of advertisement was Invented by ub and adopted as a trade mark. Others are reeuectful
requested not to Imitate it.-PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

Color
and
Sex.

Dam's Family.

. uolroudn...

. Sparta

. Parnilta..

. Pamola. .

PEON BB DBIKG I
f.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Madison Square Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

PBTBB f. KKI.LOiii; A CO., Auctioneers, 107 Joiio St., N."V.

Nooiharnndol Iroutuir bora shaa produced so many diamplon trottersln various classes as Fata Alto.

, eduction In Ha numbers has been ellecled by coi.llnuuus sales, prm-

dp35r.tS.5ion, until in- rowed d?Wo,tothal portion of.thestoetwhlcUJsplose^allled w^lts

, . ,„.. ,-;, , ,. . -|;
. -I :: r' II:: Mud la- t I'll- 1 luni in th-> nali ?n

lu-ii.i: vi.iul.l linv.-Ue.- I<liilasr,-al |.r ,
il s„l,l al all In character the

°nilrew"i«lEnnicnl ranks (hi ubovean) yel soldtu Inlsgreal breeding; establishment, and from il the buyer

,„«v boldaastroc I
maid In tbebreedlnc ranks.

nelUMtal <em, 0> .dve,-ll-enielU
J^^^ S"^T^^lliS^3^' """""" ""'"""

Color i_"

nnd g Sire.

Bex.

Dam'8 Family.

r. 9 i888IElectloneer 12i

v 1V!i .„ ,. i. - 1889 ! ' leciloneer

1 \ m.
. J. a Simp on Z1,*W b i ISM Blectloneei

(bro. to Anl

Antevolo. 2:19Ji- I

[Tgollno 22,623 b - 1891 I l«tl i

i bio. to Hiuc" -

pay IMI '*> 218 .. Wk 9 1892jPalo Alto, -

... bs

B. Paora

ft. Falorl. ...

10. Ktft>l. ...

li Palo Alto Sprite eh m

1892 Palo alto, 2:08^

' Pi aJto,2K>SX

1893 Palo Alto, 2:08^

i
-': iv... Mi,., 2:08)1

1893 Palo Alto, 2:08)(

1^1 Palo Alto, 2:0BJ<

IX Nartdii. bra 1893 Palo Alto, 2:

H Anoint* bm I89S Palo Alio, 2

Telie (dam of Tiny 2:28'4 2 yrs.), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In

list i ; second dam, Texaua (.thoroughbred), by Foreigner
Yorkshire—Priam—Marlon—Citizen.

Lady Amanda
I
thoroughbred! , by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—

Trailby— < Johanna— Independence.
i Soltimblne (dam of Anteeo 2: lt.P ,, Coral 2:1 1>'* and Au'evolo

2:lrt'Vi, by A. W. Richmond HIST tu iu iish: 2d dam, thor-

oughbred Columbia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland -Monarch—
Trustee—Sir Cuartea—Sir Archy.

Helpmate Cthoroughbred—dam of Hueo, 2:27!^), by Planet—
Vandal— Lexington- -Mambrlim—Virginian.

Heaiilin.il Bells, 208% i.lam of Bellellownr. 2:12^ I yrs.; Bell
Bov. 2:19H 3 yrs.: Bow Betls,2:I9U; Ilimla Uose,2:19'-.

8yra.; Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo AJtoBeIle,2:22;£ 3 yra.;

St. Bel, 2:SAH -t yis.,and Adball, 2:2fi yearling}, by The
Moor 87U ii> in list): 2d dam Minnehaha idam of Alcazar,
2:20}£; Sweetheart, 2:22}£ -': yrs,; Eva, 2:23%, etc.), by
Stevens' Bald Chief; ad dam Nettie Clay, by Strader's
Casslus M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (Sister to A/.moor, '2:20'
, ; Electric King, 2:21, and

Don Mouleith, 2:29)4 it
h>' Electioneer 125 1 1 17 hi li-il i ; 2d

dam Mamie C. Cthoroughbred), by imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton. 2:30 'daui of El Belilon, 2:2S\|'i, by Gen Ben.
ton 1755 '20 In listi; 2d dam Norma, 2:3;i l - Klaiu of Ner-
val, 2:1 P., ; Norriw, 2:22'/, and Nellie Kenton, 2:30 1. by
Alexander's Norman 25 t.2 in listj ; 3d tlam by Tod hunt-
er's Sir Wallace.

Waxaoniduiu of Sunol. 2:0S'
i, and Gen. Wellington. 2:30j,

by Geo. Benton 1755 (20 In list); 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexington ; 3d dam Keenou Mare, by Brawu-
er's Eclipse—Medoc— Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
gon.

Li in i.i. 2:22
'.i,

bv Piedmont, 2:1, 'n 1 15 in list); 2d dam Lady
Lowell (dam ol LadyweU, 2:16J£), by Shultz's SL Clair.

EQle, by Piedmont, 2:17!.] ", 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
idam of Expressive, 2-.13 1

, 3 yrs.; Express, 2:21, and El-
wlua, 2:27 2 yrs.i, hy Express—Colossus—Vandal—Mar-
grave.

Sprite fdam of Sphinx, 2;20 1~ : Egotist, 2:22' v ; Slight, 2:28»a,
and Spry, 2:28^), by Belmont 6^ No iu list); 2d dam
Waterwltch (dam of Viking, 2:19W; Warder, 2:19 1

,;
Mambriuo Gift, 2:20, etc.), by Pilot Jr. 12 (8 in list.; 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Klnkead's St. Lawrence.

Lulaueer fdam uf Liuiunero, 2:18!.,, 8 yrs.. and Blon, 2:319^,
3yrt.i.by Electioueer 125 ( 1 17 in list); 2d dam Lulu,
2:15, by Alexander's Norman 25; 3d dam Kale Crockett,
by imp. Hootou.

America (dam of Benton, 2:20^. Bonnie, 2:25, aud Ameer,
2:27, by Rysdyk's Hambtetonlan 10 ( 10 in list); 2d dam,
Fannie siar, by Seely's American Star 14 (4 lu list).

Tiffany..

Navn ....

bm
ch s

gr m

ch in

cb s

h m

,
Mltbra cb m

, Emir.. bm

, Decile b m

, Etta ch m

Adwild bm

Palo Alto. 2:083*
Lone Pine 22,606

(Paola,2:28\,.)

Lone Pine, 2:2834

(bro. to
Palo Alto )

Lone Pine. 2:28i,

Lone Pine, 2:2s^
Advertiser 2:15;.;

Advertiser 2:15m

advertiser 2:15.! 4

1892JAdvertiser 2:15'.,

IS92 Advertiser 2 :15*.f

1893'Advertiser2:15^

1898 Advertiser 2:15' t,

I

1893 Advertiser 2:15'

j

. Sotmel 22,iil»....

. Azan '22,428

gr s 1892 AZinnor, 2:20V,
1892 Azmoor. 2:20 1

-.

31. Larco21,219 bs 1892 Azmoor, 2:20)jJ

32. Alturas b m 1892 Azmoor, 2:20'..

(.sister to Aziuon, 2:30)

33. A. A. A. 2:33, 2 yrs D m iSSiAzmoor, 2:20)^

34, Cecil Azmoor bin
35. The Wizaid 21,215 bs

3fl. Jessie, 2:31 'j, lyr... brt

37. Glubar 21,220

(2:3S>i, 1 yr.)
33. Elbioa
39. Don Whips

40. Bartone..

43. Lang ton, 2:21
',

44. Mauzanete
,

45. Star Boy

4(i. Toneful

17. OedaS

i. Rustau 21231

brs
bs

b in

bs

b m
br s

h m
blkm

1892 Azmoor. Z:20U
1891 Eledricity 2:17 <_>

1891 Electricity, 2:171,

I

Electricity, 2:17^
Whips, 2:27Jij.

Whips, 2:271*.

Nephew, 2:3U,

Langtun, 2:21-'.,

Stumboul, 2:07'2

Stamboul,2;07J^

Ambas'd'r, 2:21,4

Azmoor, 2:20',. .

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In list); 2d dam, Violet, by
Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Victress rdam ol
Monarch, 2:2S'ii. by California Belmont.

Glencora idam of Lot Slocuni, 2:17J4), by Mohawk chief.
Sprite (see No. 11), by Belmont 64 (45 in list); 2d dam

Waterwitch idam of Viking, 2:19' ,, Warder, 2:lU' llt.|c.(
by Pilot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15 Si Sally Benton,
2:l7'.j, Sport, 2:22v etc. i. by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Azmou, 2:30), by Gen. Benton 1755; 2d daw
Irene (dam of Ira. 2:2Pj and Stanford, 2:2i', 1

i, hv n
hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laura Keene, bv Rvgdykv Ham.
bietonlau 10.

Gleucoi-a (dam of Lot Slocum, 2:17^), by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11—dam of Sphinx, 2:2u'., E^uiisi 2:22'.

Slight, 2:2SS and Spry, 2:283<), by Belmont 64.

Telle (see No. 1—dam of Truman, 2:12, and Tluv 2:28B
yrs.l, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Wave (dam ot Wavelet, 2:2s, by Electioneer lis (147 in list

2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—Brawner*!;
Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon.

Mamie (dam of Hyperion, 2:21 ', and Memento. .:.

Hambletonian Jr., lsi':
; 2d dam thoroughbred <

:

Ids
.

imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.
EmmaRobson t thoroughbred—dam of Rowena,

Emailne, 2:27^, and Emma R., 2:284,'), by Woodban
Behnoot—Lance.

Cecil (dam ofCeeilian, 2:22, and ElectricCoiu, 2:24 g , byra
Benton 1755 : 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba (dam ufCuta
2:28>£), by imp. Australian—Lexington— Whaleboi
—Hedgeford— Plato—Kuowsley.

Esther (thoroughbred > (dam of Expressive, 2:13' ,. 3yrs,,
press, 2:21. and Ehvina, 2:27, 2 yrs.), by Express—Oofi
—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Wildmout, 2:27
'.-i at 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:17

'-i (15 in list)

dam Wild Mower, 2:21 at 2 yrs. (dam of Wild Bee, 2:29

Electioueer 125(147 in list) ; 3d dam Mayflower^
(dam of Mauzanita, 2:1H at 4 yrs.), by St. Clair I0,67g

Sontag Mohawk isee No. IS i. by Mohawk Chief.
Ariiuui. 2:2(.. by Ansel, 2:20 ^ in list: ; 2d Ham Hebecca (dattU

Of Bernal 2:17, Rexford 2:21, Electrician 2:24', and Hum-
n- de 2:30), by Gen. Benton l75-"n2oin list i; 3d dam Clara
(dam of Clifton Bell, 2:2

1

1
.,, and Idelia, 2:30 1, hy Abdl

Star.
Lanreola, by Benefit 5327 ; 2d dam Laura C, 2:2'J 1

1
idai

Langton.2:2l i, i. by Electioneer 123 (147 In list) : 3d
thoroughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay
—Oliver.

Ahwaga (see Xo. l'.i—tlam of Azmon. 2:3ii(, by Gen. R< "

1755 (20 Id list) ; 2d dam Irene idam of Ira, 2:24j2
Stanford, 2:2(i l

<. i, by Mohawk Chief.
Abbess idam of A he to. 2:21 ', pacing), by Mohawk -Chi

dam Abbie, bv Alniont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, 2:S8Jj
No. 7).

Cecil (see No. 2G). bv Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Sallie Benton, 2:17*4 (dam of Starlight, 2:1(;'.: , ity Gen.
ton 1755 ; 2d dam Sontag Mohawk (see No- 18).

J. 'on if Benton 1 damol Glubar, 2:3>'«, l vr.j, bv Gen. Bel
1755 (20 In list 1 ; 2d dam Junlatta, by Millers St. C _

656; 3d dam Maid ot Clay idam of Carrie C. 2:24; Clft)

2:25; Clav, 2:25 l

<l, and Capl Smith, 2:29 1, bv Henry Cla
8 (2in list..

Jennie Benton (see No. 36- -dam of Jesse, 2:34 v at 1 yeaitth
Gen. Benton 1755 i20 in lisli.

Columbine (see No. 3), by A. W. Richmond ItiST, (9 In lb
Prima Donna, by Mobawk Chief; 2d dam Mater Occidi

(damol Occident, 2:16 14 ),

Barues (dam of Gov. Stanford. 2:21, and Caution, 2-25*2

. Whipple's Hambletonian 725 (14 in list); 2d dan
Chieftain 721 (2 iu list).

Gem, bv Gen. Benton 1755 T20 in list); 2d dam Guess (dai
of Bentoneer. 2:28'., 1, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); il

dam Gazelle idam of Fowler Bov, 2:29 u l , bv Primus

2

(3 In list); 4th dam Mavilv,2:30-, idam of Bouila. 2:18Si

by St Clair.

Morning Glory isister to Mortimer. 2:27). bv Electloneei I!

(147 iu list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's HambletODlS
725(14 in list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by thoroughbr*
Rifleman.

Laura C, 2:29'.j', hy Electioneer 125 : 147 in list 1 1 2d dam OS)
oughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden— Bay Dick
Oliver—Wagner—Trauby— Rattler.

I Mauzanita. 2:1G idam of Sweetwater, 2:26, 2 years 1, by Ele
tioueer 125; 2d dam May dower. 2: '0'-, by St. Clair 10,6"

Susette, 2:23 S (dam ot Lord Stanley, 2:28! .1, bv Elections
125(147 in list); 2d dam Susie. 2:2(1 '-; (dam [' sms
2:18S*. and Pitti Sing, 2:33 1, by George M. Patcheu J
2:27(10 in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clara,'
Owen Dale.

A 11 ton ia (sister to Anteeo. 2:16 ',4 Coral,2:ls'., and Aut
2:19 '5),by Electioneer 125: 2d dam Cotnmhiue (see 3

Ceda, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 2d dam Cecilia, h

Sur, 2:24 (2 in list); 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by Clark
89 (6 in list); 4th dam (thoroughbred), by Capi Be;.

Uosemont (dam of Mont Rose 2:13, 3 vrs., and Sweet Rt

2:25-X, yearling), by Piedmont 2:17'4 (is in list.

dam, Beautiful Bells 2 j (see No. 5).

il879 Electioneer 125.|Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk 2:15)^, Sallie B
2:179=f, Sport 2:22-^, etc i, by Mohawk Chief : 2.1 dan

I tag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Fur Catalogues 1 ready Oct. 15 address

PETER C. K.HI.I.OGG A CO..
107 Jouu "tract. \ew Vor

pnd.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse ?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

MANHATTAN NEVADA STABLES.

BESalL
STOCK FOODof 1

CALIFORNIA
*S FCD& INDORSED BY
MARVIN.C0RBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE.,
.HOLLY, VALENSIN,
IkWUlSrARtOlCO.JuOTHERS i

ASK MMKAURI(HUMk "WIOCKtRTELL. '

£ r cm."'

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., 6(9 Howard Street

Aikin* a Dmrbrvw, %. \ . \tti-. 70 Wall 01,

V " nr.l. I

4iold MH.i
\t I nllf. .,„!,.

htmlr Fair iHH'i

ndonMl
ly, tlrlvf-r ..r LHnd

J'.hn l»h'

It. I>u«i
1

R. B. M1LROY & OO.
1350 and 1353 MnrhM HlrrM, 35 nnd 37

Park AtODDO, Hun FranctHCO, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A hill lln

lor vlrtllliiK

ing honim.

A hill Hue ol Klegant Ooupea and Carriages suitable
tor vlnithiK t"ir|Hmw. Bern raclllllen allnrded for board-

Tn1rphua« V.. 3150.

sTEINER'S

M^K
•. II I III Ml - I III I I

h,> ^11 iMimn
PICK FARLEY !

"RE3CBPTION,"
JiMi IUTTBB 8TRBBT, h. f.

Onoloo Iilquora
PBJVATK ElOOMB OPKB Ail/ Nluin

I M. I'AKK l.:K. I'r.ni

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

IVcwr flolraooe to Uay DMrlct Track.

boll .-nt BrandM of

WINES AND CIGARS
A DaUcttJol iu*..ri.

J. 14. D1CKBV, Prp.

hi iim jtiliK TO IT POU THIS YEAK.
It Is pubUahed Beml-monlbly during tbe racing ncaion

»nd lBbnt 813 prr yritr. Single copies can he had o(

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
»13 iin.1i Blraat, • - Han Pranolico, Cal,

AfcTUtn flor IHIODWIN BUOS, of New York.

Expinm'i-
I plication,

BY LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS
VV THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICA

Trotting Association.
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Ho

Association
WITH BKTT1M; UULKS.

National Tecmi sg Ass'n Bulks SO

American Association Rules 30

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60

For .ale al the oltlce of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA1
313 Bush Street, San Francisco,

•ii.

Training

The Trotting Hof

s

BY OHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horae book Ir a handsome, in

hundred pac i>ci:i\m, Wuiui in cii.-ili, elegantly prm
superbly llUiMirati'd, and exphunw in every detail

rvimirkuDU's --ss of CUAltLKS MAHVINalld '

wbole plans and methods pursued at Palo ftitO »

breaking, training, shoeing, Baiting, driving, keepi

racing and bre-'dltn,' trotters.

Read what J. O. Silhy, tie- i.twuer of St. Bel '

'

this book: "Iu this work Marvin haa let nut »H

roynterlesol the craft, and it w so simple and plain l

anv breeder, nwin-r, tndner or rubber ivho n»*

relish for hlshiisini'NH can Uiki- a colt as a

develope to the highest and fullest ex ten

capacity as a trotter. The work impr-
strongly that 1 have ordered twenty copiea aiui si

place one In the bauds ol every rubber on our faroi

Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA
"ii D.,,., qi Can PnnDlKo
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Fox Terriers For Sale
Bleinton Splnaway, by Champion Bleinton Victor

Jd—Spinster. Good show and brood bitcb.
Dauntless Rubv bv Le Logos— Hillside Gaudy. Splen-

did brood bltcb.

Dog aud bitcb 3 l
*> months o'.d by the crack sire Bleni-

ton Reefer out of Blemton Sphiaway ; very p.omisiiijr.

For full pedigree and particulars addres*
J. B. MARTJi\,

13i'i Page street, San Francisco. Cal.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally Hue pups by the great RABV RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

sale lit reasonable prices. None tiner to be bad

.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

nine, itock and brood bitches of choice breed in

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEH \M>.
A (H. W. Fores)

SO0 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

KLEKMOKE KKiVNKI.8,

West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, CATS
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information by Mail.

I. <:. HOBISON. - 337 KEARNY STREET

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.
I t I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

8. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St.. San Francisco

#*
F.W.Skaife, D.V. S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 3.50 P. 4.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk aud Geary and Post Sis)

SAN KilAHlM'O.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

I'he Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manabk,
tREEDand Exhibit Dogs as scientificallylas the most
xperienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

»f the graudest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
:nown, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.QO, and "25 cents Expressafie.

It your dog is sick, you must have

Kshmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Vhlch will tell you from what disease he iB suffering
nrt bow to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
[y WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
raining, aud is universally conceded to be, far and
way, the best work of the kdtd ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street San Francisco

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Associations
ENTRY ROOKS, CASH ROOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

ms HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
'J FIRST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

REPORTERS!
W« want & rtttponstole t.tov or GEin li.a*.i in every cowq to Oct

a* ne»BpttpcT corcenponiiuut, reiiori too happenings la their local-
ly and wrtw artlo.es fur publication. Experience not required or
««B!arj, Big remun.r ration fo;- good writers. Enclose stamp
-r rmi pftrtlimUrB, Uodeilv Phbk» Association, Gbio&ijo, Jll

?

Bum Bines, Cartriups,

HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
V> HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OP

TC§fi"~"
5

i ^*- ^^"**& Breech-Loading

.

ci'CSl "^^J^^ GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
_ Grand Hotel

605MARKETST. Block.

Send Fob Catalogue.

DUPON "sporting powder
'No-w Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as mack powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It elves best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this time beiore the public.
Third— It Is cleaner in the gun than any uitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fitth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nltro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIOHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or seDd for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yobk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Oregon Breeders, Take Notice!
THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4.

ney, 20,9 if, and
others in 2:30 list

i.gweetnenti, 3:21 1-4..

Santa Claus 3000...
2:17«

Sire of Kris Kringle,

2:28Jf; San Jose, 2:30;

SIDNEY 4770 I San Mateo, 2:28^; Sid-

2:19^
Sire of Frou-

Frou, 225M<
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

Fausta, 2'225f,
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 2:14^;
Fleet, 2.^1; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:11^; Gold Leaf,

2:11M ;
Lady H->

2:18; Sister V.,

2:18,1; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others in 2:30 list

f
STRATHMORE 408

Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

I and 3 sires of 3 and 6
1 dams of 8 in 2:30

Cambletonian 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

af 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
idy Waltermire
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034
("Williams' Mambrino

(Kate

2:29*

FLIRT
(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Frou, 2:25M
(champion year-
ling); Memo (S-

year-old trial),

2:20^; Geo- v -

{ 3-year-old) ,2:35

Juccaneer &656-~
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 2:29; Bul-
wer,2:26#

LADY THORNE JR.
Dam ofMoUIe Mack

2:33; Navidad, 2:22' 4 ;

Santa Claus,2d7M
VOLUNTEER 55

r±iamoietonian 10

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list, 1 T^ pfltrlot

ni^fffift-wmt
6 Sam^kntineldams of 16 In 2:30 list rEdward Everett 81

1 Sire of 13 In 2:30 and
) sires and 16 dams
IBy Harry Clay 46

{Bashaw 50"

Sire of 17 In 230 list and
10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
of 18 in 2:30

Topsey
2656

'LADY MERRITT.

.

TINSLEY MAID...

f
FLAXTAIL 8132

Sire of Prairie Bird,
228^; Empress, 2:29M;

Mahaska Belle < and of the dams of

Flaxtall 8132
Sire of the grandams of

Faust, 224, and Creolo,2:20
Fanny Fern j

r Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

< 2:13*', Kismet, 2:24V.
I Twister, 229*
LUntraced

~Dam of Fawn, 2:30 V., I Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and
trial 2-22 ; Chicago, Shamrock, 2:25 fJohn Baptiste
2'35; Wing Wine;, 2:32 LLADY HAKE 4

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
2 dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28M

DESCRIPTION AND TERMS.
Not onlv is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he la also one of

ih» vmv hest-bred voune stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Ham bletoman, one of Harry
nl» Sm nf Green Mountain Maid (dam ot Electioneer, etc.) and Long Inland Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12,, through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:13*, and two others

SirlnVv Memo's sire is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a producer o(

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed oi his progeny is lower than that of any of the get of the

tWe
Memo uone?i!i°n"i'Mic lifbis two-year-old lorni, obtaining a record ot 2:49, though he was close to Grandee

In a vacemi the I'.av District track, the second beat of which was made in 2:311, the first in 2:32. He exhibited

phenomenal speed when tnree years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2:20M, and frequently

^^rlftSalxteEnlianrtahlSi.and of powerful build throughout. His color 1b a glossy black, with both forefeet

white His disposition is all that coolfi be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS SftO Good pasturage al fn&Weratea, Noresponsibmtyassomed for accidents or escapes-

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlBheadlng 50 cents per Ine nermonth. '

HORSES AND OATTLF.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BKRKSHIRES nod POI. \\"-CHI\A H0G8.Also best varieties of Faocv POULTRY v"°-

t.
„^'ILL,AM S ILKB *'CO . Los ADg'eles, Cal.Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876

SOUTHER FARM J ™e ^u-biwi stock for ui>

,„m, i ., First-class breeding farm. Good
L^f 'a SOISG

yi?iSSS and boarded. Excellent pastor
««». Address SOUTHER FAEM, OJXBEBT TOJIP.KTNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

IJIEUB BREEDING HULs^SS^.
horses, the get of tie above stallions, iorsale. AddrS.for partlcnJars FBEP w. 10EBEB, St. Belen»"cil

VETERINARY.
Dr. "Wm.. :e\ Egan,

M. R. C. V. S„ F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England
; Fellow of the Edinburgh VeterinaryMedical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary

College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to theBoard of Health, for the City and Connty of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.

.J^'SSF ^™»ry. Residence and Office, removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 629Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| [office and stable:

605 Golden Gate Avenoe.
San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.*

DE. C. MASOERO 1

Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

O. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONXV GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABL38
13SO-1352 Market Street, S..F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Guns for Everybody Cheap.
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - Sao Francisco.

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing aod Hunting in California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, NOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

THE BOUTE TO

san rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace HoteL
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

It. X. RV AN. Gen. Pass. Attt.

"Laurel Palace,"
HOME RABBIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Basb Strenle.

RAN FTIANOTHOO.

COILSPRiNG SHAFT SUPPORT?
AHD ANTI-RATTLEft. ™

I ..([.taction. No,

ED. .E. COCHltAN.
'.i ^..,;:.--_ I -. Mr-tj:' 5T;i . |
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i_ e. clawso:
J. A. M'KKKllu.S"

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE
Bikes at* «nfe a* hiah-wheeled

Hulktefl. So upseHins:.

Xo runolns under or low
w In-.-)-.

XuoutlincduWD from behind.

N?€b N?67

HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
With alliLatest Improvements are to be bad onlyol

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal.

767 Market Street, San Francisco

To save carrving over till next season will sell my stock of

SULKIES AND PNEUMATIC WHEELS
J±T O CDST -

One Tuomey Sulky, latest pattern, weight 42 pounds (small size) - - $160

i razier Sulky, latest pattern, 47 pounds (large size) - - 150

Hickory Wheels, Pneumatic Tires, Reduced from $50 to $40 per pair

Attachments - $10 a set

jgr* Horse Boots, Harness, and the largest assortment of Kace Goods. A specialty

made of manufacturing complicated appliances. Goods better and prices lower than any

Fig. 3. The various parts ol the

brake, (a) Drake plate; lb) foot

whose contact with ground forces

plate against tire: (Cj springlhat
throws brakeofl of wheel assoon
as foot lis raised off the ground;
tdd o) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;

(e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; [fj the arm
when thrown bace to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

Mm.* value of (his protection

enhanced by the fact Unit nu rr-

I

snonsibility is thrown upon* lite I

driver; neither hand nor fool itt I

called upon to apply I In* brake nor I

need be care as to who or vthoil

•nay be pressing closely in behind
|

No Owner or Driver Can £fford|

to be without one.
For further Lnf rmailou apply

J. A. MCKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

BY TELEGRAPH OR MAIL-
Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

PALACE HOTEL
THE MOST COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WOULD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate_

THE GRILL ROOM
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

other bouse on the <

J. O'KANE, 767 Market St.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

Horse Owasrs SllOV&ld Try

GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.

Till: THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE UVEh

HIGHEST SAT/SF. ICTIOA AND ARE . 1 BET-

Ill: \r>VEimsEMEST THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SAY.

Bend nu ..nr lis) <>l testimonials, also look up our rating
*fid see if our tlrm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A. WESTON & CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

THE KING OF THEM ALL,

Wi Bown's Celebrate! Newmarket Horse Clijjer.

2
o

I- S3
--' el- P
. 1 fcr o-

g °
ct-

§;
p °
(D B

Prepared
exclusive-

ly by.T E.

Gombanlt
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
hnpostibtetnproflnre any acamr blemish. The £nfe*t

jo-i" BLISTER i-\..-ri.-,;j. Tal.es the place of all Unt-
itle for mud or severe actioif licmoves all Bunvlici

OP Ulcmlnhe* Ironi ilnrn- or Cattle.
As a HUMAN REMEDY for Rheumatism,

SprnlnS) &orc Throat, Etc., it IS invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE gSfu^ic^SSSSS^
pi diice more aetual results titan a vbole buttle oc
Ji.y liniment or spavin cure mixture ever mode.
F.vitv tattle or Caustic Balsam sold is War-ran-

t«d to (rive Batisfoci Ion. ri Ice $ [ .5<j rx-r bottle. Sold
(" Prupulste, oi- sent bv txi> !.':- c/myjfS paid, vlih full
directions for its use, Send for descriptive circulars,
texl mill',. etC, -\iL.1r-r>3

THEjLAWRENCB-WlLLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

Uncomfortable
i. ir the horse. SOT
MI:B to look ;ii. AH
such bunches rati be
retuo\ ed witii

....ABSORBIIME
without removing the
hair. More Information
II you « riu-. Of Drug-
gists, Harness Dealeis,

i
-. in dlnx t-

\\. V. YOLMi.l'. I». V., Merideu. i oiin.

: ALSO FOB GALK BV :—
J. O'B A n K. 78; Market Street, San Fisuh Isco,

R..T. BEBBY. 1064 Broadway, Oakland, I aJ

WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, >n i

FOR ABSOLUTE SSCURITVl

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S FUNDI
INSURANCE COMPANY

Home Office Co's Building|

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

Capital, $1,000,000'
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA

\

-i. i.v >ii -.Hji^ri 01 Hartnn Ho

Write f"r Spools] I

CD

CD

P. II vYI'KS, Newark, N. J,

I the I Hi i*-.

PATENTS
niui Labels ii iiM.Tr.i. Twootj'Bn yeara ex-
perience We repurt wlielliur patent can be

iot.freeofebiuse. Our too n"t due
until patent Isallowod. a-ipnee BonltKree.
H. B. WILLSON *. CO.. »twr.H>; »tL»w,
OH'. I. s. rat. fbi. t WASHINGTON, D.C

THIS MAKES
BOYCE

ONEPINTOII'

TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FKVKKKO I.Kt.fi l\fl.A>lF,n TK\1

DO\S» 8PRA1\E1> A\Kl». * tvAl'KKI
HRKLg AXD ALL 8KI.\ KRIPTIOXS. Mattel
the Hair bright and silky. ITnexcelled as a "brace.

It is the cheapest aud best evei put on the uiarfcei|

Compared with Witcli Haxel, Buyt-e Tablets arcorf
of s>ir,HT as, besides other valuable Insn
box of Tablets ihrn-shes more genuine Witch 1

than is contaiued iu 1© gallons of the in-st extra* II

sold.
Put uo in metal boxes, each containing 12v W

lets. For general .vork, dissolve ,me Tablet in a phi
of water. Think of it! 1 5 galloiis best le^aialbodl
wash ou earth carried in your pwket; only (fS.OII
per box, or O Boxes for SIO.
Seut post-paid on receipt ol price.

BOYCE TABLET GO.,. Terrs Haute, ll

••old !>V UrutltfUl- and tifalern In ' '"'

DETECTIVES!

Bl ll»l IllUK KOK TI1K

Breeder and Sportsman.

Ilnflverjle

PHtTATE UBTKCTIVKS im-lcr iniirjJoa^B

.,-rimi 0O l ,'M-r paWhcd. NATIONAL PKTLniUMI[
- LAV, iKftUNATOLr*, 1»». r> V" * TV Vf * * "w I

Business College, 24 Post Si

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most iK>puutr schoo] nn thet'oaat.

E. P. HEALD, Prealdeul,
•W-Send for ClrccUra.
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THE LOS ANGELES FAIR.

Hosts of High-Class Horses on Hand—Mon-
talvo Wins the Derby—"Waldo J. and

General "Wiles to the Fore—De-
scription of all the Races.

FIRST DAY—MONDAY, OCT. 15.

To the visitor to Los Angeles there are so many things to

astonish and please him that to particularize anyone would

he a most difficult and almost futile task. Here in the city

that survived the "boom" and did not go backward after

the great inflation of the prices of land the residents who
bought property even at exorbitant figures remained, and in

the enjoyment of the salubrious climate and the many beau-

tiful places wherein they could spend so many happy days,

all thoughts of the past must have been forgotten, for letter

after letter to the people in the far East brought relatives,

friends and neighbors to the chosen spot, until to-day it is

one of the most progressive cities west of Chicago. Go where

you will on the numerous electric, cable or horse cars, aud

on every corner almost you will see new buildings, for over

1,200 are now in course of erection, and the merry music of

the carpenter's hammer are heard from early morn till late

at night. Ihe styles of architecture are unique. Every

owner seems to have his or her idea of what should consti-

tute a pretty, well-arranged and well-ventilated home, and in

all the new houses I have seen, and I have only been over a

small portion of the city, the attainment of these objec's, in

a greater or less degree combined with the embellishments

of the exterior in every style, seem to be the ambition of all.

The business portion of Los Angeles is something the peo-

ple of Califorhia have reason to be proud of. The magnifi-

cent structures as solid and as grand-looking from base to

roof as brown stone, granite and bricks can make them. Or-

namented in the highest style of the sculptor's art, and beau-

tified by the artistic wood-workers, they are worthy of being

seen and criticized by every lover of architecture in the land.

The streets are kept clean, and every one you meet has a

look of contentment that proves far better than words that

in this chosen spot health and happiness are the hand-maid-

ens which have caused these people to remain here and enjoy

the blessings of this section of our glorious .State. But 1 am
digressing.

This is the fair week, and the crowds that are seen going

to the race track (four miles distant) on the cable and elec-

tric cars, beside those who ride in carriages and on bicycles,

demonstrate most clearly the truth of the saying: "The people

of the South love the excitement of horse racing more than

anything else."

The ride on the electric cars to the Agricultural Park is

one never to be forgotten. Down one street which has nu-

merous fine residences and gardens, then along another whose

houses and gardens are incomparably better ; then past or-

chards, vineyards, orange groves, with the luscious fruit on

the trees in the latter, first change from emerald to gold,

then flying by a little patch of alfalfa or lawn of green

around some elegant residence, every place having some in-

dividual charm, until the fair grounds is reached.

On the right as the visitor enters are the stalls and pens

set apart for the stock exhibit, and on the left is the pavilion

in which the exhibits are being placed in order. In the

the front is the new grand stand, and a magnificent one it

is. It is entirely different from those to be seen on any of

our race courses. It is very high, and the seats are so ar-

ranged that a splendid view of the entire course can be had

from any portion. It will comfortably hold 4,500 people.

The lower tier of seats has been divided by partitions, mak-

ing neat and comfortable private boxes for all who purchased

them 'at the time the plans for the new building were pro-

posed. The betting ring is large, and every convenience is

afforded the shoutersof odds to keep the crowd around him.

The old pavilion is still in use, and to-day it was crowded.

As this was the first or opening day or opening day of the

fair the management did not expect more than twenty-five

hundred people, but when the judge rang the bell in his

stand for the first race nearly thirty-five hundred people

were were present. Flanked on each side of this little octa-

gon stand were buggies, rockaways, phaetons, open carriages,

landaulets, dog carts, tandems an I tally-ho coaches that

would be creditable to any city in America.

The judges were President J. C. Newton, Geo. Hines and

Major A. W. Barrett. The timers, E. B. Gifford, Chas.

Dnrfeeand M. M. Quinn.

Promptly at 1 o'clock the bell rang for the first race. It

was a sweepstakes for two-year-olds, halt a mile. The start-

ers were: Geo. Maben's Red Head and Juan Bernard, Pallet

Bros.' Itata, and McDonald & Pitts' Hueneme. As the last-

named had won a race last week over a similar field at Santa

Ana, the talent conceded that he had his race won, so they

paid $20 to $7 on the field. Starter Benj. Benjamin ("Dag-

worth "), of the Examiner, wielded the flag, and proved by

the excellence of his work that he is no novice. Hueneme
and Lottie Collins jumped to the front almost immediately

after the flag dropped. Red Head and Juan Bernard were

strung out behind about a length apart. On entering the

homestretch Hueneme moved away from his competitor and

was a length and a half in advance before he had gone a

hundred yards. Looking back, Kevane, his rider, saw that

he had the race won, so he did not resort to the whip. Lottie

Collins, Red Head and Juan Bernard were feeling the whip

and spur, but they could not hurry the leader, who came un-

der the wire an open length in advance of Lottie Collins,

Red Head a length behind, Juan Bernard last. Time, 0:50}

.

The next event was the event in which thcusands of dol-

lars were wagered ; it was called the Los Angeles Derby, dis-

tance one mile and a quarter. Five fine-looking three-year-

olds galloped past the judges' stand to the post, viz: Owens

Bros.' Two Cheers and Polasky, Al Morine's Montalvo.Chas.

Thacker's Lottie L. and L. J. Rose's Orizaba.

This is the race " the talent " failed to reap a harvest on,

for they selected Orizaba as a sure tbing,a "lead pipe cinch,"

and paid $50 on him against the Owens stable at $12, Mon-

talvo $9 and field $6.

After one breakaway Starter Benjamin sent the quartette

away nose and nose. Montalvo, by the time the stand was

reached, was in the lead, Two Cheers at his saddle and the

restbuncbed head and head at his neck. Montalvo increased

his lead at the quarter and was an open length in front of the

rest, who were all on even terms. Going down the back-

stretch Lottie L. left her companions and collared the

leader at the half mile pole. Orizsba now moved away from

his companions,and going on the outside past the leaders and

at the head of the homestretch was fully a length in advance.

Lottie L. dropped back, and then Montalvo, under the in-

flaenceof whip and spur, moved up to Orizaba's throat -latch

as they were; well straightened for home; but, an instant

after, to the surprise of everyone and to the talent in particu-

lar, Orizaba, the favorite, faltered, the rest of the horses fly-

ing by him, Montalvo in the lead. Polasby and Two Cheers

tried to overtake the filly, but she was too speedy, for, at the

eighty-yard pole she drew away and came in a winner by a

length, m 2:10, Polaski second, a neck in advance of Two

Cheers. Orizaba came in last; it is reported that he is per-

manently broken down.

The third race was for the 2:14 class pacers. The starters

were Del Norte, Waldo J., Nellie I. and Lady H. Pools

sold : Waldo J. $65, Nellie I. $25, field $5. In the choice ot
'

positions Lady H. got the pole, Waldo J. second, Del Norte
third and Nellie I. last. After three false starts they were

sent away on even terms. Lady H. led until past Ihe quar-

ter, Waldo J. at her bike, Del Norte third, three lengths

behind, and Nellie I. last. About midway on the back turn

Waldo passed Lady H. as if she were standing still and led

the way to the wire. At the three quarter pole Del Norte

and Nellie I. passed Lady H. and made a fight for place.

Nellie I. broke under the wire, but she was a leLgth in

advance of Del Norte, and two lengths behind the winner the

gray Santa Paula ghost, Waldo J ; Lady H. was last. Time
2:14. The ease with which Waldo J. won this heat surprised

a large number, and when the great free-for-all on next Sat-

urday takes place many of these people will make a bet or

two on him. He paced to the half in 1:05.

In the second heat the pools were unchanged. There was

little time lost in scoring. Del Norte got the worst of the

send-off by three lengths. At the first turn the favorile,

Waldo J.
;
broke and fell b.ick to last place, and did not get

settled until near the eighth pole, then he started in lo phce.

The first eighth he made in 0:15 the second in 0:151. This

high rate of speed carried him past all the horses except

Lady H., and she was only a length in advance. Mack spoke

to Waldo J. and in an instant almost he was again in Ihe

lead. The half was made from the time he broke in 1:03,

The race was "all over but the shouting," as the saying goes,

so far as he was concerned. He jogged in under the wire an

easy winner in 2:1-4 flat. The drivers of Del Norte and Lady

H. were whipping their pacers with might and main for

place, but Del Norte was the speedier of the two and won by

a length. Nellie I. was last.

In the third heat Del Norte took the lead to the first

eighth, then broke and fell back to last place. Waldo J.

took his usual position and led past the quarter, with Lady

H. second . then he broke and fell back behind Lady H.

Going to the half he passed Lady H. again, "and came in as

he pleased in 2:17. Del Norte made a strong drive aud

passed up to second place. Nellie G. was third and Lady H
last.

The fourth event on the programme was for the 2:20 class

trotters. The entries were Gen. Wiles, Trumont, Flora and

Irene Crocker. Pools sold : Gen. Wiles $50, the other three,

in the field, at $24. The scoring was long and tedious,

Twenty times did the quartette go back and forth before

Judge Newton sent them away. Gen. Wiles, Flora and Irene

Crocker were four lengths in advance of Trumont. Gen.

Wiles led, but Flora was at his flanks, Irene Crocker third

and Trumont still five lengths behind. Going down the

backstretch Irene Crocker passed Flora and kept like a

shadow behind Gen. Wiles until within one hundred yards

of the wire, where the latter drew away and won as he

pleased in 2:17], being two lengths behind. Flora was third,

four lengths further away, Lady H. last.

In the second heat pool-selling was almost at a standstill.

The start was similar to the preceding one. Gen. Wiles led

with Irene Crocker second, Flora third and Trumont last.

At the quarter-pole Flora passed Irene Crocker as the latter

made a little break. At the half Gen. Wiles was only a

length in front of Flora. Irene Crocker was three lengths

further away, and Trumont seven lengths behind her. Around

the three-quarter pole and into the stretch these positions

were unchanged. When straightened for home Connelly

began to shake Irene Crocker up, and at the hundred-yard

pole had his mare on even terms with Flora; the latter

broke, and before Cody, her driver, could get her settled,
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ireue trolled pasl her and was second, »- I .en. VI lie

a winner two lengl!- in advance. Tnimout last Tin>e,2:19}.

ifter a li.ii>; deliberation, awarded second |kisi-

lion to Flora.

Wiles won the mil heal aud race m 2:191. Flore

was second, thr.-c lengths behind. Irene ('rocker thin) and

Trumool last.

The last event, which » ta on acoonnl of oark-

.- Ihe trotting Make for three-year-old*. There were

..nlj iw.. -tarter-— i W R. Pord's Geletle and Geo. W.

Ford's Neernul. (ialette was favorite at $20 to $ti, and in

the two beats trotted demonstrated her superiority, for she

won both will and 2:28,

Kevane l

unknown, il.i Boieman 2

.wcharm-The Teal i Cli v. Inn,! 9

Imu. lis miit Jnan Bernard, 118 also ran.

.kt- for three-year-olds,

'iftrter niik-s.

Long i

ild Cop, 119
ima 113... I eonaro 9

! 10,

Iconic l.. lis and orliaba, 122 also ran.

Third race, pacing, J: i i class, three In Bye, purse si.tioo.

-*nu Paula Hone and Cattle Company's ff g Waldo J., by
Bob Mason—Mlas rayloi Mack l 1 1

Harrow Bros- Mk hlK-l Sorle. by Allauioul Barrows J - .'

:. i, in Nellie I., by Edwin Booth Patterson
- Sidney Shaner > S -l

:ll. 2:14.2:17.

Id Ire, purse 11,000.

by Hlackhawk McGregor
G. Mabett 1 1 1

Cody 9 2 2

:ker by Will Crocker Connelly 2 3 3

lann's bl u Trumont, by Altamoul Shaner i l I

-. :. DAY—T0E8DAT, OCIOBEB 10.

The weathet is delightful, and early in the morning the

Kedondo Beach, Mi. Lowe and Santa Monica are

i with people who wish to see and enjoy the pleasures

e places. The race track is not forgotten, for the cars

were well crowded at ten o'clock and a steady stream of

people poured into the gales from ten o'clock until two. The

management of the fair is in most excellent hands, and every-

thing is being done to make visitors feel that they are not

"Irangers.

The programme of events to day was a long one, but the

-ix races were finished al 5:80.

t ialette, the winner of the unfinished race, will be a candi-

date for 2:lo honors next year. Lottie Collins won her race

iplendid jockeysbip of her rider, but Centinella upset

the lalent in the second race and made the fastest mile ever

run over a course iu Southern California. Jos. Cairn Simp-
si thoroughbred Hock Hocking was the sire of this

mare. There was much rejoicing among the short-enders

after the race was decided.

Laura M. proved a game race mare in the 2:10 class liace.

She was .juite lame, but Corey thought he had better start

tier, Kory ' ('.Moore, a (joe big chestnut horse, was her rival

in every heat, and captured one in 2:171.

In the 2JO class the spectators enjoyed another horse race

from wire to wire. The grand-looking Dexter Prince stallion.

Paloma Prince, was compelled to trot three heats inside of

nineteen to defeat a thoroughbred looking black daughter of

Haymond. It was a horse race from " wire to wire."

The last race which was for two-year-olds was easilv won
Osito, a son of McKinney. He had no trouble defeating his
opponents.

The last heat of the race for thr-e-year-olds was won by
tialette in 2:25$. This race was finished at 12. t5.

\t II". Judge Newlon called up the runners for the rive-
furlong dash, a -weep-take for maiden two-vear-olds. It was
entitled the Maiden Plate. The starters were Al Patterson's

>. W. 8. Haben'e Juan Bernard, W. s. Maben's Red
Head aud Pallet Bros.' Lottie Collins. Lottie Collins was

,.n the rest in the Geld. The quartette
got away. Rob Bo; and Bed Heat) were oil likeadouble

. in Bernard • length behind and Lottie Collins two
lengths farther away. These positions were unchanged uo-

wa- reached, where the colts spread-
eagled the Held, and the rider on Lottie Collins brought his
lillr out of il.e pocket -he haddropped imoandin a splendid
iriv.- won by half a length iu 1:01, Kob Kov second, Red
ll.-ad third and Juan Bernard ll

II,. ... rod event was the' , r , : ,i i Strug Handicap, a hsudi-
, mile. The entries

inta I'.-, C N. Topper's Pescador, M. A.
indT. i. Case's Centinella. The belting

I ) When Ihe horses were lined
pped the Bag, < entinella Bel the

lot wan a length behind, Naicho B. Ihir.l and
P» last. \l Ihe hall the two leaden drew away from

on Pescador, began to whin ihe
he Heel daughter of Hook Hock-

ing was in line fix. for sh.- gallop., I i„ | wion.-r hv n length
'!" "hipped oul I' ,.||,.„j ,; nK „»
Kaicho B. ihir.l so
ne, and loud and long were the cheers of thi

This waslhi revel made on this track.
lhal were entered in „,,„

will, bobbles and some without
' Rorj O'Moore Blrdroe

"Her. Laura M. .. „ r j„. „J
I-" •« • field

las the word, passed to the
Ben Butlei and Laura M

down the bsckstretch Rorj broke
••III by him and look the lead The

irn, I on behind
,J">n ion,.,

I bli mat
n front ..f him before

mil then paced in a winner hv
Iden Wesl

from the wire and gol ...

Ih ,n,l Birdroe ln-i.

In the nest heal Laura M. made a bad break on the first

turn and then repeated it after she passed the half, leaving

Rorj i i.More to win as he pleased in 2:171. Bird Roe,

game but very lame, was third, and Golden West was a tired

last.

Laura M. look the first position from the 6lart and won
as she plea-e.I in - 20. Birdroe passed Rory O'More on the

homestretch and came in second. Considering the lameness

of this mare, her performance in this race was remarkable.

The race for 2:40 class trotters brought out five candidates

for low records and the purse, viz., Thompson, Sir Gird, El

Molino, Lady Grace and Palomo Prince. Palomo Prince

was favorite at $20 against $9 on Ladv Grace and $0 on the

field.

When the word was given Paloiua Prince led from start

to finish. Lady Grace made a strong effort lo pas6 the son

of Dexter Prince on the homestretch, but broke at the hun-

dred-yard pole and came in two leDgths behind the winner,

Palouia Prince. Thompson was third, EI Molino fourth

and Sir Gird distanced. Time, 2:181.

In the next heat Laura M. broke at the first turn, and fell

back to last position. Golden West took the lead, but Rory
O'More collared him halfway down the backstrelch, and
together Ihev paced like a double team for nearly a quarter of

a mile. Then Rory left his competitor and led into the

homestretch, but Corey, with Laura M., came at a 2:04 clip,

and at the head of the homestretch was only a neck behind
Rory O'More. Corey held the mare in, and just let her beat

the owner of the Irish name a bead in 2:161, Birdroe third,

Golden West fourth and Ben Butler last.

When the horses came out for the next heat, Pattison was
substituted for Mr. Freeman behind Lady Grace, and from
the time the word was given the mare kept very close to

Paloma Prince, the leader. It was a trailing rac.e for ber,

but she stuck to him closer than a brother all the way to the

wire, Toll, the driver of Paloma Prince, having to use the

whip on his horse a considerable portion of the distance to

the wire, and only won the heat by half a length in 2:171

—

mighty good time for 2:40 class trotters. El Molina was
third, seven lengths behind, and Thompson distanced.

The next heat was an exciting one from start to finish.

When Judge Newton gave the word Paloma Prince took the
iead, with Lady Grace at his flank, El Molina a length be-

hind. On the backstretch the favorile,Paloma Prince.broke,

and Lady Grace then moved out and opened a gap of ten

lengths, but as soon as Toll got the. Prince settled he gradu-
ally closed upon the black mare,and half way down the back
turn was nose and nose with her. Around into the home-
stretch the two great 2:40 trotters came, both drivers doing
their best, but neither horse getting any advantage over the
other. It was an exciting struggle, but Paloma Prince was
a head in front of Lady Grace at the wire and was declared
the winner. Time, 2:181. El Molina last. Paloma Prince
is by Dexter Prince, out of Bessie Miller, by Gen. McClel-
land 143. He was purchased from James Dustin by Gen.
P. W. Murphy, of Santa Margarita, and this is his second
appearance on the turf.

In the race for two-year-old trotters there were only three
entries: Osito, Alki and Monleida. Osita won in a walk,
Monteida second aud Alki last. Time, 2:34. Osita could
have trotted in 2:30 if his driver. Chas. Durfee, had wished
to shut the others out.

Osita woo the next heat and race io 2:40$, the black filly,

Al Ki, beating Monteida for place by half a length.

SUMMARIES.
First race—Trolling, three year old colt stakes.

(ialette. blk I, by Jud Wilkes-Gale Hodges 1 1 1
Neerout. b c, by Albert W.—Clytie II Jones 2 2 2

Time, 2:26%, 2:28, 2:2.%

Second race—Running, The Maiden Plate, for two-year-olds. Five
furlongs.

Pallet Bros.' t, m Lotlie Collins, by Gano—by Billy Lee. lis lbs.

- Crane 1

Rob Roy. b c, by Felloweharm—Agnes B., 118 lbs. Long 2
Red Head, be. by Fellowcharm—The Teal, 118 lbs Garcia ::

Time, 1:04.

Juan Bernard [lis, also ran.

Third race— Citrus Handicap Sweepstakes, for all ages. One mile.

T. A. Case's ch m Centinella, by Hock Hoekiug—Monica. 106 lbs.

Fenkes 1

Pescador. b h, bv Gano—Aroieda Howard. 121 lbs Long 1
Naieho B.. ch g, by Wanderer—Flower Girl. 109 lbs.. .Siimmeiricld ::

Time. 1:41J< (the track record).
Santa Fe 100, also ran.

Fourth rate—Pacing, 2:19 class, purse S-sOO

Laura M
,
b m. by Almonl Patchen—Ladv Fav Corey 112 1

Bory < I'More, ch h. by Judge Salisburv '.
.". Connolley 2 2 13

Birdroe, b m. bv Mark Monroe Baker 4 3 3°
Golden West, b g, by Royal George Ji Nelson 3 4 .lis
Ben Butler, t. g, unknown ...Durlee 5 dis

Time. 2:K,i.,. 2:1(5' .„ L>:17'„.

Fifth nice—Trotting, two- year-olds.

Osito, b c, by McKinney—Soudan Durfee 1 1
Al Ki, be. by McKinney— Martha W .Maben 3 2
Monteida, h f, by Kedondo-lessie Ballard Hodges 2 3

Time, 2:34, 2:40*';.

--.Hi race—Trotting, 2:40 class.

Paloma 1'rlnce, b s, by Dexter Prince—Bessie Miller, by
1..11. McClellan 143 To'll 1 l 1

ljoiy Grace, blk m, bv Raymond .Pattison >

KI Molino, b ni, by Alcazar Mavberrv 4 3 3
Thompson, ch b, by Boodle Maben 3 dis'
Sir Gird, be, by Woolsey Sanlord .lis

Time, - is'.,, jir',., s I-..,

Mariposa.

II Timmcrman, of Pleasanton, Cal., will offer this grand
three-year old filly for sale at auclion next week at the Breed-
ers' meeting in Ban -lose. She is as sound as a dollar, six-

teen hands high, has no record (though she can trot three
beats when in shape iu 2.20), and is bred in the purple. Her
-in- i- the game son of Director, sire of Directum, 2:051
[Guide, 2:18J .her first dam Madonna, by Monroe Chief,
2:181; second dam Brown Crockett, by Overland (sire of
Ned, 2:29|); third dam old Nell Crockett, 2:82J. At the
Breeders' summer meeting she got third mouey in the good
race won by Visalie, Gazelle second, len good youngsters fin-
ishing behind Mariposa, including John Bury'and Bet Mad-

I
i

»ne wa- third at Ihe ( iolden Gate Fair to Gazelle and
iry. with Visalie, Nellie \V. aud other good ones in

the rear. .Mariposa won fourth money at Petaluma and the
same at Woodland, the wonderful Aria winning each time.
Bbe is therefore a jewel of consistency, and lit to grace any
stud when her trolling days are over.

Fkank K. beat Rey del ( a redes and Leo Lake easily at
Hawthorne last Wednesday. Boots' colt, Remus, ran third
io Libertine in a fast -even-furlong race.

Racing at San Andreas Pair.

THUBSDAY, OCTOBER 11.

In the pavilion could be seen cotlon, tobacco, pumpkins,
watermelons, cantelopes, squash and fruits galore.

The mineral exhibition was small, but very fine. The
needle exhibit was very good. The ball-room is 50x60 feet.

The music discoursed by the local cornet band was indeed

fine, and is more than a credit to the town ; in fact, few

towns have as good a band composed of twelve pieces,and the

girls are fair, healhy and full of spirit.

Judges of races— Thompson, Russell and Jerers. Timers
—E. J. Appleby and J. Ayala.
The unfinished district pace was called promptly at 1

o'clock. Wheeler was put up behind Skilton instead of
Baker. To a good start they went away strong and steadv,
but Skilton could not stand the pace around the fir6t turn and
went iDto the air, losing six or seven lengths. Wheeler soon
got him going again, but the brown horse to a "bike " alwavs
bad the foot of the gray, and beat him by two lengths. Time
2:35. Muluels paid $4.85; $20 lo $19 on Skillon in ihe
pools.

SUMMARY.
Second race—Running, purse 8100. Three-quarter mile dash.

Emma D., 119 ..,....Hamia 1
Susie Hooker, 119 O'Heru 2
Pronto, 114 '.....Short 3

Time. 1:1934.

Poole: Emma D., $6, field $6. After the horses had gone
to the post there was a complaint made to the judges that
Emma D. would be pulled to Susie Hooker. Davis showed
bis pools on his mare, so thejudges, after three-quarters of an
hour's confab, allowed Hanna to ride Emma D., as he is the
only boy who can ride, and is good ten pounds better than
any other here. Emma D. has run every day this week, but
does not seem sore, as all the balance do that have run here.
After an hour thay were fiually sent away with Emma and
Susie head and head. They ran the five-eighths locked to-

gether, Pronto out of it. They swung into the stretch with
Emma a head the best of it. Half way down both boys|went
to the bat. Emma lasted the longest, and won by a neck.
Time, 1:19$. This is three consecutive wins for Emma D.
this week. The track is getting very bard.
The grand stand is packed to its utmost capacity, with in-

field comfortably filled with the elite of the county.
SUMMARY.

Third race, puise $150. One and one-eighth roile dash.

Auteuil, b g, 119 Gannon 1

May Day. 113 jonfx ..

Onti Ora. blk m, 119 McNorton s

Time. 2-03.

Pools : Onti Ora, $9 ; May Day, $4 ; Auteuil, $2. At 3:45
they went to the post. They were soon sent on their journey,
with May Day half a length the best of it passing the stand,'
Auteuil close up, the mare two lengths away. May Day
retained his lead for seven-eighths, when Auteuil poked his
nose in front for only a short distance. They swung into the
homestretch with May Day a neck the best of it, but under
pressure old Auteuil came again and finished noses apart with
M3y Day. After half an hour's consultation the judges an-
nounced it a dead heat, Onti Ora third. Time, 2:03.
May Day and Auteuil both pulled up lame, the former

very much so.

Auteuil's people would not divide, as May Day was too
lame to start. Auteuil could just get around the course him-
self.

All pools were declared off on one and one-eighth miles.

SUMMARY.
Fourth race, trolling, 2:30 class, free-for-all. purse $125.

Nellie J Eadv 111
R. Eclipse Baker 2 2 2
Myrlin.. Donnelly 3 3 3
Dutch John r>,,ppS t iia

Time, 2:40, 2:3S, 2:39.

Nellie .1. made a procession of it, and strung them all out
in 2:40. No pools were sold on the heat.

The second heat was a repetition of the first, and the third
beat same as the others.

FOURTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12.

The stock parade is attracting lots of attention this morn-
ing. Thoroughbreds, half-breeds and all kind of breeds are

out in force.

It would be hard to believe, unless one saw for himself.

The attendance is at 10 a. m. larger than at most of the

county fairs, during the racing here. Everything is in good
condition, from the donkeys up lo Ihe Normans. Taking the
surrounding scenery, added to the " fair creatures" in the
grand stand, it is one of the most beautiful pictures it has
been our fortune to view in a longtime. The soft, balmy air
of a bright morning, the variegated colois of the foliage of
the surrounding hills, the soft, sweet music of the, band the
lowing of the cattle, and in the distance the resounding neigh
of the mighty Jack Brady, in anticipation of the premiums
that his sons and daughter, Syndicate and Emma D., will
take ; the answering challenge of Comet, with Gano's hand-
some two-year-old son, trying to put the other to shame. All
in all, it is a picture to make an artist's heart beat with joy.
President George H. Fox and his efficient secretary, H.
Wesson, are to be congratulated on the success of the
meeting.

Premiums Awarded,

Thoroughbred stallion—Jack Brady.
Two-year-old stallion—Catalogue, by Gano—Josie C.
Mare, three years old and upward— Susie Hooker, by Joe

Hooker.
Stallion, graded trotters—Br h Cold Bath, by Lottery—

Molly Hoskinson.
Graded horses—Br h Syndicate, by Jack Brady—Peg.
Two-year-old stallion, graded—Br c Buckhom, by Comet.
Best graded mare—Rn m Emma D., bv Jack Brady— Dol-

ly Yarden.
Horses of All work—3rh Comet, by Clubfoot.
Graded Trotters—B g Barnum, by Bay Rose ; b m Clara,

by Marcus Polo.
Best roadster—B g Grit, by Favorite— Bell.

SUMMARY.
Puree 315. tbrec-cightbs ofa mile.

Billy Foote, 116
Buckhom, US
Sailor Brown. 115.

Gannon 1

Obera 2

Lawless 3

Time. 0:39>t
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Pools—Buckhoru, $5 ; Billy Foote, $3 ; Sailor Brown, $1.

To a straggling start, with Backhorn a length the best of it,

Foote three leogths the best of Sailor Brawn, Foote gradually

closed on Buckhoro, and in a driving finish he won by a

neck,Buekhorn ten lengths in front of the Sailor. Time,

0:39*.

The Ladies' tournament had four entries, and it resulted :

Mrs. Watt, first ; Mrs. Greves, second ;
Miss Zwinge, third

;

Mrs. Wells, fourth. None of the ladies used saddles. While

the horses could have been better, it would be hard to find a bet-

ter lot of equestriennes any where in the State. In a charge

once around the track Miss Zwinge's "sinch" turned, and

she slipped off, but before assistance could get to her she was

up, and with a swing was on her bronco again. She came

on as if nothing had happened, and while many thoug ht her

the best, she got third prize.

Then came a race of heats of one-quarter of a mile, special,

between the trotting dog Ned and a buggy horse Birdie. To
a standing start, Ned went away so fast he took Birdie off

her feet. Ned trotted strong and stately and won both heats.

Going down the hill Ned out-footed the horse amid the

shouts of the 500 school children. Their elders were nearly

as much excited. The time was very fast—0:55.

BQEHABY.

Second race—Free-for-all. purse S200. One and one-half miles.

Onti Ora. 121 Morton 1

\ateuil, 121 .'. Gannon 2

Jtortou, 121 Ohera 3

Time, 2:47.

Pools—Onti Ora, $5; Morton, $3;'Auteuil, $3. After a little

time at the post they were sent away with Morton and Au-
teuil close together. Onti Ora took the track on the back-

Mtretch and was not bothered thereafter, winning as she

pleased, five lengths the best of Auleuil. Old Morton sulked

as U6ualand was beaten an eighth of a mile. The time, 2:47,

is verygocd for the track, as it is very hard, and Morton and

Auteiiil are both sore. Onti Ora ran a very disappointing

roce yesterday, but to day she was a veritable wild mare,

winning as she pleased. Time, 2:47.

SOMM4RY.

Third race—Consolation, three-quarters of a mile. For horses beaten
at this meeting. PnrseSloO.

Susie Hooker, 119 0'Hem 1

Jim R.. 119 - Gannon 2

Prince. L19 Hanna 3

Time, 1:19.

p00 l s_Susie Hooker, $5 ; Prince, $3 ; Jim R., $2. The
betting finally switched around and Prince became the favor-

ite. Susie Hooker jumped off in the lead and was in front all

the way, winning as she pleased, Jim K. second by two
lengths and five leDgths in front of Prince. It was an awful

dump tor the talent. This has been the largest day of the

four ; over 2,000 people were in attendance, the largest

crowd that t have seen outside of Sacramento. Time. 1:19.

FIFTH DAY—SATUADAY, OCTOBER 12, 1S94.

Judges—Thompson, Townsend, Greves. Timers—E. J.

Appleby and Agala.

The crowd is small as the ball and excitement yesterday

have tired them. Extra days hardly ever amount to any-

thing anyway. There is a lot of horses who need consola-

tion and the management have tried to console them by this

extra day.

Jockeys Pat O'Hera, Bob Lawless and W. Grole were sus-

pended for being drunk last night. As Modesto is the only

place yet to race, the boys will not mind it much. As there

is a scarcity of jockeys the trainers will feel it more than the

hoys. O'Hera has done some gocd work in the saddle here.

SUMMARY.

First race—Purse 5*0. Three-eighths mile heats.

(loud, 117.S300 O'Hera 1 1

Syndicate, 105, 5400 Capps 3 2
Ben Martin. Ill, 9500 Hana 2 3

Time, 0:3S.

It was just 3 o'clock when they got the flag to an indif-

ferent start. Cloud, the favorite, got a length the best of

Ben Martin, Syndicate and Lulu three lengths back. The
latter two closed up and forced Cloud to the bat. Lulu got in

a pocket and could not get through. Cloud won by one-half

length from Ben Martin.

Second heat—Three-eighths mile heats. They were soon

aent away on their journey, with Syndicate a trifle in front.

But Cloud went right to the front, and hard-ridden, under
whip and spur, won by a length. Syndicate was a £ to 3

favorite for th^ last heat. Time, 0:38.

Second race—Trotting, 3 in 5, purse $75.

Belle Packard Eddy 1

John W Waterman 2

Dutch John Capps 3
Lilly a - Donnerdis

Time, 2:45.

Third race— Purse 9"5,for saddle horses owned in ("'alavaras county.
Three-eighths mile dash.

Ben D Ben Dean l

Calaveras Girl J. D. McDonald 2
Lady Murphy S. Carley 3

DelleB G. F. Wesson 4

Topnotch Bnrnham 5

Time, 0:39.

Lady Murphy jumped off in the lead with Ben D. last.

Turning into the stretch there was a general closing up. Ben
D., well relieved by Hanna, came out of the bunch and won
by a head from Delia B.. she a length the best of Topnotch
third.

The boys suspended were reinstated by the judges.

Match race, $50 a side between G. F. Wesson's roan mare
Delia and Jim Ludley'e ch m. Delia won all the way. The
time 0"40, was very erood, as the sprinters were ridden out in

0:38.
"

_

Child'wick'8 Cesarewitch.

London, Oct. 10, 1894.—The Cesarewitch Stakes, a handi-

cap of twenty-five sovereigns each, 500 sovereigns added, for

three-year-olds and upward. Cesarewitch course (2 miles, 2

furlongs and 35 yards), was run at Newmarket to-day. Sir

J. Blandell Maple's brown colt, 4, by St. Simon—Plaisan-

terie, was the winner. M. A. Abeille's brown colt Callistrate,

4, by Cambyses—Citronelle, was second, and Mr. Maoton's

chestnut mare Shrine, aged, by Clairvaux or Isonomy—Pil-

grimage, third.

The other starters were : Mr. W. Goater's Filepa, 4 ; Mr.
Ellis' Opera Glass, 3 ; M. R. Lebaudy's Quilon, 4; Mr. W.
Fulton's Comedy, 6 ; Duke of Portland's Amiable, 3; Lord
Howe's Farndaie, 3 ; Duke of Hamilton's Ragimunde, 6; Mr.
John Dawson's Sir Benjamin, 4; Mr. M. Caillault's Lutin,

3; Mr. J. W. Churton's Pennyless, 4 ; Mr. T. Jennings' Cyp-
ria, 4; Mr. P. Buchanan's Newcourt, 6; Mr. E. D. Gosling's
Gleanaway, 4; Mr. T. Jennings' William, 4; Mr. E. Riban-
court's Highland Buck, 4 ; Mr. C. P. Shrubb's Insurance, 6;

Mr. K. J. Dongall's Braemar, 5; Mr. Dartmoor's Lord Bar-
nard, 3; Mr. A. Taylor Jr.'s Syndic, 3, and Mr. T. Jennings
Jr.'s Sacristy, 3.

The betting—20 to 1 agaiust Childwick, 15 to 1 Callistrate,

20 to 1 Shrine, 4 to 1 Filepa, 10 to 1 each Amiable, Opera
Glass and Quilon, 14 to 1 Comedy, 17 to 1 Farndaie, 20 to 1

each Ragimunde, Sir Penjamin and Cutin, 25 to 1 Peuoyless,
33 to I each, Cypria, Newcourt and Glenaway; 50 to 1 Wil-
ltam, 66 to 1 each Highland Buck and Insurance, and 100 to
leach Braemer, Lord Barnard, Syndic and Sacristy.

The race—Amid drenching rain and blinding mist the
horses got away at the first attempt. Quilon was quickest
on her feet, but Cypria took command, followed closely by the
field, making a good pace to the flat. Cyprio retained the
lead to the two-year-old course, where Lutin, who was in
the centre, drew to the front, slightly in before Childwick
and Shrine, with Filepa, Opera Glass, Comedy, Callistrate

and Highland Buck next, and Glenaway holding the others,
bearing the bushes Lutin and Filepa were beaten and Child-
wick drew to the front, followed by Callistrate and Shrine.
Reaching the dip Childwick took a clear lead and won easily

by four lengths Callistrate was as far in front of Shrine, and
Lutin was fourth.

First "Week's Programme California Jockey
Club.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1894.

First race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second and
$30 to third horse. For three-year-olds and upwards. The
winner to be sold at auction for $2,000; if for less, one pound
allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then two pounds for each
$100 to $200. Seven furlongs.

Second race—Selling, purse $400, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for

$S00; if for less, two pounds allowed for each $50 down to

$200. Six furlongs.

Third race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For two-year-olds. Winners of a race, value

$2,500, or three or more of $1,000 each to carry five pounds
penalty. Non-winners of a race value $600 allowed five

pounds; of $500, eight pounds; of $400, twelve pounds.
Maidens, fifteen pounds ; beaten maidens, twenty pounds.
Five furlongs.

Fourth race—Selling, steeplechase, purse $500, of which
$70 to second and 430 to third horse. The winner to be
sold at auction for $3,000; if for less, two pounds allowed
for each $250 to $1,000 ; then one pound for each $100 to

$500. Non-<vinners of $500 in 1S94 allowed, if four years
old, seven pounds; if five years old or over, twelve pounds
additional. Short course. About one mile anda half.

Fifth race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30 to

third hoise. For three-year-olds and upwards. Winner of a

race, value $5,000, to carry five pounds penalty ; two or more
races of $2,000 each, three pounds penalty. Non-winners of

$1,000 allowed five pounds ; $500, ten pounds
; $400, fifteen

pounds. Maidens, twenty pounds ; beaten maidens, twenty-
five pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1894.

First race—Purse $400, of which $70 to second and $30 to

third horse. For maidens. Ten pounds above scale. Beaten
maidens allowed, if two-year-olds, seven pounds ; if three-

year-olds, twelve pounds ; it four-year-olds, fifteen pounds;
five-year-olds and over, twenty pounds. About six furlongs.

Second race—Purse $400, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For two-year-olds that have not won a race,

value $600. Non winners of $500 allowed seven pounds
;

non-winners of $400 and maidens, twelve pounds. Beaten
maidens allowed fifteen pounds. Five and a half furlongs.

Third race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 10 second
and $30 to third. The winner to be sold at auction for

$2,500 ; if for less one pound allowed for each $200 to $1,500;

then one oound for each $100 to $700 ; then two pounds for

each $100 to $200. One mile.

Fourth race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For three-year-olds. Winners of a race, value

$2,500, to carry five pounds penalty. Non-winners of $1000
allowed five pounds; of $600, ten pounds ; of $400, fifteen

pounds. Beaten maidens allowed twenty pounds. Fifteen-

sixteenths of a mile.

Fifth race—Selling, purse $400, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for

$800 ; if for less two pounds allowed for each $50 to $200.

One mile.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1894.

First race—Purse $400, of which $70 to second and $30 to

third. The winner to be- sold at auction for $1,000; if for

less two pounds allowed for each $100 10 $500 ; then three

pounds allowed for each $100 to $100. About six furlongs.

Second race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For two-year-olds. Winner of a race, value

$4,000, to carry seven pounds penalty
; $2,500, five pounds

;

and of $1,000, three pounds penalty. Non-winner of $600
allowed five pounds ; $500, ten pounds; $400, fifteen pounds.

Beaten maidens allowed twenty pounds. About six furlongs.

Third race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for

$3,000; if for less, two pounds allowed for each $250 to $1,500;

then one pound for each $100 to $700; then^two pounds for

each $100 to $200. One mile and a sixteenth.

Fourth race—Selling, purse $-100, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for

$2,000 ; if for less, one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000;

then two pounds for each $100 to $200. Seven furlongs.

Fifth race—Purse $500. of which $70 to second and $30 to

third horse. For three-year-olds and upwards. Non-winners

of $1,000 allowed seven pounds ; of $500, twelve pounds.

Beaten maidens allowed, if four-year-olds, fifteen pounds; if

five or upwards, twenty pounds. One mile.

VrEDNESDAY,~OCTOBER 31, 1894.

First race—Selling, purse $400, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. For three-year-olds and upwards.

The winner to be sold at auction for $1,000 ; if for less, three

pounds allowed for each $100 to $200. About six furlongs.

Second race—Selling, purse $4C0, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. For two-year-olds. The winnerto

be sold at auction for $2,500; if for less, one pound all owed

for each $200 to $1,500; then one pound for each $100 Lo

$800 ; then two pounds for each $100 to $200. Five and a
half furlongs.

Third race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for
?3,000; if for less one pound allowed for each $250 to $1500;
then one pound for each $100 to $900 ; then two pounds for
each $100 to $200. One mile.

Fourth race—Hurdle race, purse $500, of which $70 to
second and $30 to third horse. Non-winners of a race, value
$1,000, allowed ten pounds; of $750, twentv pounds; of $500,
if four years old allowed twenty-five pounds ; if five years'
old, thirty pounds

; six years old or over thirty-five pounds.
One mile and a quarter over fWe hurdles.

Fifth race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30 to
third horse. For three-year-olds. Winners of a race, value
$5,000, or two or more of $2,000 each, five pounds penalty.
Non-winners of $1,000, allowed five pounds ; of $600, leu
pounds; of $500, fifteen pounds; of $400, twenty pounds.
Beaten maidens allowed twenty-five pounds. Seven furlong*.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1894.

First race— Purse $400, of which $70 to second and $30 to
third horse. For maidens three years old and upward. Beaten
maidens allowed, if three years old, seven pounds ; if four
years old, ten pounds ; if five years old and over, fifteen
pounds. Six furlongs.

Second race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and £30
to third horse. For two and three-year-olds. Two-year-olds
to carry 100 pounds, and three-year-olds 122 pounds. About
six furlongs.

Third race—The Vestal Stakes, for three-year-old fillies*.

(Closed). One mile and a quarter.

Fourth race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for
$3,000 ; if for less, one pound allowed for each $250 to $1,500;
then one pound allowed for each $100 to $1,000 ; then two
pounds for each $100 to $500. One mile and seventy yards.

Fifth race—Selling, purse $400, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction
for $1,500; if for less, one pound allowed for each $100 lo

$1,000; then two pounds allowed for each $100 to $2<iu.

Seven furlongs.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1894.

First race—Selling, purse $400, of which $70 to second
and $40 to third horse. For three-year-olds and upwards.
The winner to be sold at auction for $1,200; if for less one
pound allowed for each $100 to $800 ; then two pounds al-
lowed for each $100 to $200. Seven furlongs.

Second race—Purse $400, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For maidens, ten pounds above scale. Beaten
maidens allowed, if two years old, seven pounds; if three
years old, twelve pounds ; if four years old, fifteen pounds

;
if

five years old and over, twenty pounds. About six furlongs.
Third race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30 to

third horse. For two-year-olds. Non-winners of $1,000
allowed seven pounds

; $600, ten pounds ; $400, fifletn

pounds; beaten maidens, twenty pounds. About six furlongs.
Fourth race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second

and $30 to third horse. For three-year-olds. The winner
to be sold at auction for $2,500 ; if for less, one pound allowed
for each $200 to $1,500; then one pound for each $100 to

$800; then two pounds for each §100 to $200. Seven fur-
longs.

Fifth race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for
$3,000; if for less, one pound allowed for each $250 to $1,500;
then one pound for each $100 to $800 ; then two pounds for
each $100 to $200. One mile.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1894.

First race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second
and $30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction
for $2,500; if for less one pound allowed for each $200 to

$1,500; then one pound allowed for each $100 to $800
;

then two pounds allowed for each $100 to $200. Six fur-

longs.

Second race—Purse $500, of which $70 to second and $30
to third horse. For three-year-olds and upwards. Winners
this year of $5,000 to carry five pounds penalty ; of two or
more races of $2,000 each, three pounds penalty. Non-win-
ners in 1894, allowed seven pounds ; if also non-winners in

1893, fifteen pounds. Horses that have started in lS94and
not won a race, value $1,000, allowed ten pounds; $500, fif-

teen pounds; $400, twenty pounds. Seven furlongs.

Third race—The Ladies' Stakes, for two-year-old fillies

(closed). Six furlongs.

Fourth race—Steeplechase, purse $500, of which $70 to

second and$30to third horse. Non-winners in 1894 of $1,000
allowed ten pounds ; of $600 allowed fifteen pounds ; of $400,
twenty pounds. Non-winners in 1S94, if three-year-olds al-

lowed twenty-two pounds; four-year-olds, twenty- five pounds;
and five-year-olds and over thirty pounds. Short course. About
one mile and a half.

Fifth race—Selling, purse $500, of which $70 to second and
$30 to third horse. The winner to be sold at auction for

$4,000 ; if for less one pound allowed for each $200 to $2,000;

then one pound for each $100 to $700. One mile and a six-

teenth.

In all races, excepting where special proviso is made, an
entrance fee of $10 will be charged, with an additional $5 for

each scratch.

When the entries exceed ten in a race, owners have the
privilege of scratching down to that number free.

In all handicaps, when not specified in conditions, an en-
trance fee of $15 will be charged, but only $5 if declared.

In making entries for purse races, the name, age and sex
of the horse and the weight and colors of the rider must be
given. After a horse has run once at the meeting, the name
of the horse with the weight to be carried is sufficient.

In entering for a handicap, the name, age and sex only are

necessary. When more than one horse is nominated by the

same party for a handicap, all must be recorded on the same
blank. Each nomination for a purse must be made on a
separate blank.

Entries, scratches and declarations must be made with Sec-

retary in his office, in saddling paddock.

In all purse races where there are not at least six entries

and four or more horses starting, in entirely different inter

ests, the Jockey Club reserves the right to declare the race

off.

Entries close at five p. M.day preceding the race.

T: H. Williams, Jr., President.

K. B. Milroy, Secretary.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EPITXP ' i 1 SOLE1T BY

- EPH v l RS 51 MI'so.N.

- iow.—If enthusiasm ami

anything and I have the - > n i|v potency

. r of the Hone Show, Mr. Henry J.

rail of it thai failure isa very unlikely result

oe into the business with a deter-

mlnatioi 1,rr
.
v il through, bul

trill insure future and permanent srell-

From a brief conversation with him few daya ago

.^1 that (* far the sin atiou was satisfactory, and il is

- that preliminary work has been carefully planned

and well executed. Two gentlemen were in the office; one

..f then bad made a lour of California in the interest of the

show, the other during .1 tour in Europe had taken pains to

learn all he could in relaiiou to such exhibitions. Associa-

f like characteristics have furnished a fund of in-

formation which will be of great value in conducting the

,
minor matters not ..ting overlooked. Wilh the

.-oporatiou of the people who are the must Interested

in the success of the exhibition, there ie ao assurance of not

only BnccesB.but in some respects the greatest "horse show"

ever held in any country.

California can furnish the grandest collection ot tborough-

hred horses of any section of the I'nited Stales. It might ap-

l^ar like a vain boast to Bay ill theother sections of this coun-

try, aud still be grounds to sustain the assert ion. No one who is

competent to form an opinion will question the statement

that Ktocho del Paso is far in the lead of any other one

brwling establishment in the world as to extent, and also for

nee in the aggregate, very many of ihem of a type

which is recogoi/ed as the highest of the species. One such

^lablishroent as that of M". Hasgin would be sufficient lo

nve celebrity to the State as the " nursery of racehorses,"

hut when in'addition are found Palo Alio, Santa Anita, Mr.

tUed'a at Pasadena, Mr. McDonough, Mr. A. B. Spreckles,

Colonel Thornton's and others, the extent of the interest is

apparent. Then the Rancho del Sierras of Mr. Theodore

winters is just across the line in Nevada, aud as up to three

yean ago the stock on that was kept in California, it is vir-

tually in the same list. But the names of some of the thor-

oughbred stallions will convey a better idea of the position.

t innonde, the property of W. * >'IJ. Macdonongh, of San

isco. io all probability is the best-kuown horse in the

world. Celebrated on many accounts, the immense amount

of money paid for him, $150,000, with all the expenses to be

added of the journey from South America to England, from

Ibere lo New York 'and here, so thai $200,000 will not be far

in excess of the sum, attracting attention from all quarters,

while to race horse fanciers his own glorious career on the

turf and the deeds of his progeny are the bright spots in his

history. Islington, a brother of Isinglass, the best race horse

in England, is owned in California, and a son of Ormonde
if the late acquisitions at Kancho del Paso, several

other English-bred stallions in the State.wbile of Australian-

bred there is a powerful contingent. Sir Modred, Darebin,

(lieveden, Idalium, Loyalist, Chesterfield, Merriwa, Crich-

ton, I'aramatla, fitromboli, mostoflhem grand specimens of

the thoroughbred of the present day, and those who have

been here for sufficient length of time showing their capacity

to 1 erpetuate their good qualities.

With all this display of foreign-bred excellence, it is not

a " foregone conclusion" that the natives will sutler in com-
parison. Certainly not when individualilv is the test, and
for procreative ability there is little to fear. Salvator has to

he credited to Kentucky, and a better race horse or a grander

looking thoroughbred never owed fealty to the land which
wed so many of that class. But again, California-bred

will not shirk comparison.

If the water were warm, and I could not get to the horse

show in any other way than a swim across the bay, 1 should
!e if those already named— El Rio Key, Emperor

of Norfolk, Flambeau, Joe Hooker, Racine and some more
CalifomiaoH—were on exhibition. Were the assemblage in

Sacramento and people in this neighborhood forced to a pil-

grimage on foot, the penance would be lightly regarded when
ion was in sight, as it i* safe to say that at all

the 'Royal Shows" all the metropolitan exhibitions of the
never such a collection.

D " object lesson " it would be of great value. Never
uch a maligned race as the " royal line."' Plenty of eulogy
it i- true No end to the fervid encomiums which have been

lie aristocracy of the horse world, and wilh all

that the iii«.-t dense ignorance in some respect " Useless

Utr anything *ave to gallop." aays one ;

" A mere gambling
machine/ " chip* in " another. With that lield for an illii-

tralioo one could claim that were every other race of horses
••J, very few occupations which are now tilled by
would rafler wheo the supply vai sufficient to meet

the wants. The heavy coacher, toe elegant carriage horse,
lei roadrter, charger, saddle boras for eithei lady or

d the biggest of them with plenty of quality.
bands, over l KM) pounds weight,

•hey would haul aheavr truck with a load 00
it that would
breeda. What lifornia beauty on, that
S ( r Knight from 'lo- land

through the perk, letter yet a sweeping gallop along the
b, with the w ickground.

oglish u'irl on an English
<i an English

ine draw rein on 10 eminent «• to the park.
d ' he monotail

h " iis bundn trong,
'

I do n"i wiih lo raise \ b

hit friend a King 1 o<

! v.-iij. lee win. li are

traveling trunk, they

wit -ir Kni

It 1 " tnight,
ind Ihooj DtO juxt.i-

ite where

arm, with hint- which mlghl pro1

id the old

1 sincerely hope that there will be a full exhibition in all

tents of the show, bnt am more anxious that owners

of thoroughbreds should make a display that will enable

visitors to obtains fair knowledge of our blood-horses. There

will he a number of Granger- here attending the races, and

Lheir good opinion is worth striving for.

The light harness horses of California have gained very

wide celebrity. So many champions bred on the Pacific

Slope, that a list of their names is an imposing array.

" World's records," so many of them, that to include them all

authoritatively il would be necessary to "go to the books."

Twenty years ago Occident shared wilh Goldsmith Maid the

fastest time in harness for a mile.

Long distance marks were the next to be placed to our

credit, and then came a succession of performances which

astoniebed the world. Many are still held, and with notable

additions this season. The fastest yearling trotter, Adbell,

2:23, and wilh a good chance to lower that while yet of the

technical age, and the fastest iwo-year-old pacer, Directly,

2:073. To give these more emphasis, sires and dams of these

prodigies were bred in California, and, with the climatic

advantages possessed, it is not unreasonable to expect progress

in future generations.

Great as the exhibition of thoroughbreds will be, if the

owners do their part, light harness horses, under the same

conditions, will be a grand display at the coming show. By
the time the exposition is opened it is likely that the Eastern

campaigners will have reached home, and the pavilion will

be jammed to welcome Directum, Expressive, Flying Jib,

Azote and Directly back to their "ain countree." What an

ovation when they are marshaled before such an assemblage

as will greet them. Scarcely necessary for a master of

ceremonies to announce their exploits, when papers

of every class have placed them before their readers,

with glowing eulogies, the figures the most eloquent of

of all.

It certainly seems that now, when the success of the Horse

Show is so nearly assured, that there should be a full exhibit

of the noted horses of the coast. The interests of breeders

will be materially advanced, and from the small farms to the

big establishments, good must come should there be a frac-

tion of the enthusiasm on this side which has been displayed

by Mr. Crocker. He has assumed the pecuniary risk when
it looked as though the large outlay necessary for the pre-

liminary steps was an extremely risky venture.

After Mr. Jas. B. Haggin signified that his co-operation

would be forthcoming all of my doubt were removed, and the

disappointment will be great should the augury fail.

^-
" -k

Queer Ideas.—This is copied from the Spirit of the

Times: "Mr. Jones' attention being called to the statement

that Alix was an abnormally developed mare, being sixteen

hands long and but fifteen hands high, stated that he had

taken her measurements and the assertion was correct. 'It

is generally held,' he said, ' that the length, height and girth

of a symmetrical road horse should be equal. Alix is 604

inches high, 64 inches long and 6S inches girth.' " That has

been copied in so many papers, without correction, that in all

probability the relative height and girth of horses is little

understood by commentators on the horse. Horses in which

the girth would be the same as the height would be of the

weediest type, so light in the body in proportion to their

height thit it is doubtful if one such can be found in any

number of road horses, and should there be an example it

would be far, indeed, from symmetry of proportion. The
most likely specimen to " fill the measure " would be a " high

horse," as one of fifteen hands, or so close to it, as the

Alix measurements 604 in height for a chest girth would be

exceedingly puny.

Here are some measurements of champion trotters—ex-
champions rather : Dexter, 62 inches high ; length, 62

;

girth, 68}. Occident, 61 inches high; length, 61; girth,

65$; St. Julien, 63J inches high; length, 64; girth, 738
inches. Thoroughbreds have been characterized by those
who claim to know all about what the form of a fast trotter

should be, as " light bodied, spindle-shanked, wasp-waisted
brutes," wilh a lot more epithets that proved total ignorance,
or malevolence lhat did not stick at falsifications if necessary
to carry their points. Height, length and girth of a few
noted specimens will answer ibat charge : Doubloon, 60—64

—

71: American Eclipse, 61—65J—54; Lecompte, 62—62— 69;
Leviathan, 64—69—72, these figures giving height, length
and girth in the order written. To the best of my recollec-
tion the largest horse around the chest I ever measured is

Flambeau, that being 79 inches, so that if he was fashioned
after the formula presented he would have to be 19ii hands
high lo fill the bill. Quite a number of thoroughbred year-
lings were measured at Rancho del Paso a few years ago, and
many of them girthed from 69 to 71 inches, the smallest of
the lot of nearly one hundred, from appearance, when the tape
was applied showed G5 inches around the chest. The time
was early, either the lasl of April or the beginning of May,
so that it cannot be said they were close to two-year-olds
when the girth was taken. It is so plain, however, that
the idea, ss expressed by Mr. Jones, and given publicity by
the interviewer without correction, is so far from beiug

bal should any one be skeplical a string around the
chest and thai measurement compared with the height will
end the dispute. *

After the words of Mr. Jones, which are distinguished bv
quotation marks, the writer sts les : "There is lung and
h earl room in that immense barrel, and this shows where
Alix gels her marvelous staying qualities. The internal or-
gans must be under tremendous strain when she attempts a
sustained flight of extreme speed. The blood must rn*h in
and out of the heart like water through a slimeway, etc." If

ch chest gave such marvelous power, the 71 inches of
Doubloon, half an inch lower in heighl than Alix, and 7 !

in Eclipse, with a halfofaninch in his favor, should
nplished something still more wonderful than the

heir performances. Alix has a very good girth, and
if her length i* given correctly that proportion h farther
lr" li > Ihi Lhan is usually found in trotters, as is
shown by lbs measurements given above. Eclipse and Levi-
athan are longer in proportion. It is certainly somewhat
queer thai that Blatemenl regarding symmetry in road horses
thould have been copied so frequently without correction.

Another has been " going the rounds," while not so
lemonstrated to be wrong, carries enough suspicion on

il* face to warrant a call for proof. Quoting from memory,

my impression is that the driver of Joe Patcben, in re-

sponse to a question regarding his stride, replied :

"Twenly-four feet when going easily, but come down on
his back with the whip he will stride twenty-nine feet." The
longest trotting stride I ever measured was 20A feet, the
only fast pacer's stride that 1 put a tape line on was that of
Our Dick, which in a brush was 19 feet.

The longest racing stride I ever "taped" before coming
to California was 26 feet, hut once since have found 2S feet,

in a very fast brush, for a few strides. Now when a racing
stride is compared with that of a very fast trotier, a great
difference is discovered. I cannot write with so much confi-

dence of a pacing stride, having so little' practical experience
for a guide. Still there is analogy in the harness gaits, and,
consequently, the same cause must produce like effects. The
race horse makes a tremendous effort. When one hind foot

touches the ground, after the flight through the air, it is not
merely an inert contact. No sooner does it strike than there
is an aid to propulsion. The next hind foot down, both push,
then a forefoot, then the other, and the culmination a frantic

endeavor to throw the mass as far as possible through the
air. ( >ne, two, three, four, the appliance of force through
a succession of vigorous contacts with the earth—and then
the bound. Rapidly, very rapidly the feet follow each oiher
as they strike the ground, a longer interval when the air-

flight is made enabling the animal to get its legs in position
for an another exertion of force. The trotter also exerts a
great deal of power, but under greater disadvantages for

speed. There are two hounds in his stride. In place of the
one, two, three, four—bound, it is one-two, one-two, the fore
and hind feet on opposite sides acting in venison. The pacer,
moving the feet on the same side together, simplifies the
motion.

It is evident to one who gives close attention to the
difference between the action of trotters and pacers that the
last-named is not so likely to injure feet and limbs from fore

and hind feet being brought into closer proximity in fast

trotting action than in pacing. Practice proves this theory
to be correct. Not so many boots are required. Tf a pacer
"scalps" it must be with the opposite foot from that which
the trotter wounds with, and hence not nearly so apt to come
in contact. In the " line trotter " the hind foot passes under
the fore foot on the same side when that is raised, the "open-
gaited" passes the hind foot on the outer side of the fore.

Some trotters place one hind foot between the fore, the other
hind foot going outside.

It does not require a great deal of argument, or illustra-

tions, to prove that trotting is the most complicated gait, and,
consequently it is also a fair inference that pacing is better
adapted for a high rate of speed. Following this line of con-
tention, and it would appear, that as speed depends on length
of stride and rapidity of action, the pacing stride would be
the loogest, or the action more rapid; perhaps both. lam
inclined to the belief that celerity of movement has more to

do with the pacing gait being the fastest of the two lhan a

longer stride, though unable to give an authoritative opinion
from lack of opportunities for observation.

It is also claimed that Alix, in her greatest flight of speed,
has a stride of twenty-two feet. Assuming that to be prac-
tically correct, though I would like to know whether the
measuring was done by a recognized standard or by " count-
ing the steps," and there is data to start upon. i?ixty-four

inches from '" point of shoulder to point of buttock," there
would be a little less from the joint which connects scapula
whh humeras and that where the posterior articulation be-

gins. Taking ihesame distance for the space belweeu the foot-

prints of fore and hind feet, which act in unison, and there
is ten feet and eight inches of ibe stride accounted for the
remainder, eleven feet four inches, the two air-flights. This
should be readily understood. Hind and fore feet striking

the ground sixty-four inches apart, a bound or rather im-
petus enough to carry the body through the air sixty-eight
inches, and one-balf of the stride is effected. As sixty-four

inches is good length for light-harness horses, it is not
probable that Joe Patchen is much loDger, though as tie is

represented to be a big horse, let us suppose thai he is sixty-
six inches long. This would give eleven feet for one part of
the stride, eighteen feet for the other, to make twenty-nine
feet, which looks highly improbable to me. If true, if any
reliable person will measure from where one fore foot leaves

the ground to wheieit strikes again to the samestride, and it

proves to be twenty-six feet, I will send, 00 receipt of the
verified statement, the certificate of the owner of the horse
will do, in return|bv mail, a steel lape twelve feet Song. Should
it be twenty-four feet, I will send a "six-foot" tape.

I am not questioning the sincerity of the driver, but it may
be that he measured five spaces in places in place of '* five

tracks," the odd quarter-horse rule, and this would give a

stride of 23.2 feet which is covering more ground " at a lick
"

than I have ever known a harness horse to accomplish.
Xot quite so absurd, however, as the symmetrical problem,

if it is on the marvelous order.

Emieror of Norfolk.—When any of the " old stock
"

gain distinction on race course or trotting track it is a source

of great satisfaction to me. That Marion is likely to acquire

renown from her descendants in the second generation as she

has in the first is almost assured. Rey Alfonso has demon-
strated that his sire, Prince of Norfolk, has got a high class

performer as well as capacity to race in nearly all of his colts,

and Duke of Norfolk has many bracketed sons and daughters
in the Guides. But from " Broad Church's " account of the
Latonia meeting, a son and daughter of the Emperor are on
the way to a verv high place in the racing Temple of Fame.
This is what he prints in relation to Rev del Carades and
Lady Diamond :

" Rey Del Carades, the great two-year-old, io the same
same stable, won the Edgewater Handicap in a big gallop,

and giving weight to all of them in a big field at that. He
strongly resembles his sire, Emperor of Norfolk, as he is a

big, slashing fellow with a tremendous stride. In his race,

before half the distance had been covered, he made all the

others look like pigmies, as he simply ran away from them.
This was the more remarkable as the colt had been sick the
most of the summer, aud indeed he was not quite at himself
in his Latonia race. It was his first start since the Wash-
ington Park meeting, where he got the reputatiou of being a

quitter. Certain it is, in two stakes there he entered the
homestretch with a commanding lead, only to be beaten out
at the end. His breeding, though, is gilt-edged, as his dam
was the great race mare Clara D. He is in the American
Derby, and Baldwin boastingly remarked, Thursday morning,
'Just let them trot out one that can beat that big colt of
mine.'
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" Lady Diamond, also in the Baldwin string, and by Era-

peror of Norfolk, showed wonderful form on Friday, spread-
eagling her field as she certainly did As Baldwin has a great

lot of yearlings, it would seem be will have a great stable

next season."

A good friend has urged me, on several occasions, to write
a history of the thoroughbreds, and their antecedents, which
I brought to California, and it will be a pleasure to do so,

even if there is an opportunity to enter a charge of egotism
from complying with tbe request. But it may be held a "par-
donable weakness " to glorify horses one has had " a hand "

in producing, and few will deny that there has been good
cause for rejoicing over some of the family. And the gal-

loping members are not the only ones which have gained
distinction. The Year Books will give a good account of the
harness division, and while the most brilliant stars are in

the galloping galaxy there are very many worthy members
of the other side of the house. A thoroughbred foundation
has worked well in this instance. Not a strain of Hamble-
toniao, Mambriuo Chief, Black Hawk or Morgan, all hope-
lessly outside of the fashion.

Mr. L. J. Rose stocked Sunny Slope with outside blood
when tie commenced operations, and when the time came to

mate it with Hambletonian, the trotting lapsix lazuli stream,
there were great results. It may be said that without astrain
of the victorious fluid little would have been accomplished
by either importation, and while not agreeing with that view
am (ree to admit that the Hambletonian cross in both has
been the most successful. The Moor got Tommy Gates, 2:24,
in old times, and A. W. Richmond got Richmond Jr., 2:15,

and Arrow, pacer, 2:13}, also before the era of pneumatics,
without its assistance. As an auxiliary to the dominant
tribe, the son of the thoroughbred Belle of Wabash, and the
highlv-bred gray horse have proved themselves worthy of
consideration.

* ' *
Buok-bettixu on Trotting Races.—The following

paragraphs are copied from the Kentucky Stock Farm, the

caption of the article they appear in being i: The Ubiquitous

Tout." But the reason given for bookmakers paying so large

a sum for the privilege is not the only one that has a bearing.

There is some competition in racing books. A Riley Gran-
nan may compel the reduction of percentage from fifty or
more per cent to a bare margin of twenty per cent the best
of it. When four thousand dollars were given for that four
days it was a " close corporation " which made the bid, and
the traffic had to be burdened with all lhat it could possibly
carry. While suckers who will swallow a bait such as was
offered in the Domino-Henry of Navarre race are of tolerable
magnitude, they are but minnows in comparison with a
majority of the neophytes who follow ihe trotters into the
domains of the bookies.

That Grannan's victims were of a class which wear the
name of a fish that will swallow anything reposing in the
mud is readily proven. A parallel case can be illustrated by an-
other form of gambling. A. meets B. and proposes that they
throw "high-die," A. wagering three dollars, B. five. This
is accepted and then A. stipulates further that whenever a tie

occurs B. shall draw down one dollar of B 's five. If lhat is

not "sucker money," what is it?

It may appear troublesome to name a bigger specimen of
the fhh which, on a moonlight night, can be shoveled from
the stream, but it surely is within reach.

The object lesson presented by the Slock Farm will answer.
It is well known that the owner of Robert J. justifies laving
up heats, and heretofore there have been accusations that
when his horses have been laid up, pecuniary benefit to the
owner was one of the results. Then it is just as well known
that the judges of trotting races, at least so large a majority
of them that the exceptions do not figure, are not only quies-
cent on that point, but, as a rule, are in thorough ignorance
of tbe wiles of the astute manipulators, and there is little

danger of any interference. Even when the judges are com-
petent, punish for fraud, which is not denied, or any valid
reasons given for pardon, then the trotting Board of Appeals
sanctions wrongdoing by removing the penalty, when the
transgressor is a " man of substance," capable of paying a big
tine, placing money in its co tiers which has been earned by
more culpable methods than laying up heats and belling that
they will not be won

;
that is more pernicious in its effects.

The knowledge that the judges are easily blinded, and that
the court of Jast resort is lenient to those who have "purses
to line," should the judges punish, and the convenience of
having an agent to lay directly against the horse in place of
taking the hazard of picking the winner, with only one that
is safe, are, on the whole, such trying lemplatioDs, that when
filled out by suckers who will buck against a dead sure game,
ordinary honesty concludes that that is not the best policy.

The whole article is good : tbe two paragraphs quoted should
set people to thinking.
" It is a very common thing for the

( gentleman tout ' to
have an interest in a book, and it is such books that always
give fancy odds when horses are being laid up. By dividing
the sheet for the heat with a driver of a top-heavy favorite,

the odds glide from 3 to 10 to even money and at times to 8
to 5 or possibly 10 to 5. Should the judges fail to have a
messenger in the betting ring, and they are rare at trotting
meetings, the conspirators get away with it, while the poor
public tumble over each other to get a bet on the favorite at
odds which makes it look like finding money. At such a
time those in the play amuse themselves by hammeriug the
field end of the mutuels. A sample of this kind of work was
seen in the first heat of the free-for-all pace at the Cleveland
Grand Circuit meeting. Robert J. started at even money for
the heat. He had a good position, but Geers never made a
move for it. On the next trip, after finishing last, he was
quoted at 3 to 10- Does any one suppose for a minute that
the book-makers did not know that Geers would not drive for
the heat? Who told them? Why the ','gentleman tout.'

Geers may not have told them, but possibly some one nearer
the throne peddled out the secret.

"It is in this way that book-making is and has been doing
so much harm on the trotting turf. On a running track,
where the betting is five times as great as on the trotting
tracks, a book-maker pays $100 a day to put up his board. On
a trotting track men have been known to pay over $4,000 for
a four-day meeting. No man can do this and make an hon-
est book. The association may be the one to blame, as the
bookmaker is not in the business for his health, still, whether
he is or not, the public has to pay for it all. How long the
game will go on is a question. Still with the assistance of
the 'gentleman tout,' the obedient driver and unscrupulous
owner, the bookmaker can remain in as long as the ia^v= of
the country will permit that kind of racing."

Ryland T.—It looks as if a goodly proportion of the
erraticism ascribed to that famous horse was on the part of
his driver. When the judges at Philadelphia look him to

task, and would not permit him to surrender his'seat in the
sulky, but gave him to understand that punishment would
follow surely if his former course were pursued, he won. At
Nashville, Wednesday last, he won in straight heats, the last
of them in 2:0Sj, defeating Azote and a strong field of com-
petitors.

Ryland T. has been a sweet morsel for those who oppose
thoroughbred blood in fast trotters, and yet he has the fast-
est record for a gelding, and from present indications a great
part of his failing can be attributed to the mare part of the
combination.

* *
Bright Prospect—The fine rain on Thursday morning

and the clearing up of the day are favorable prognostics for

good weather for the trotting meeting.

That is all that appears to be necessary to insure a "grand
success." Notwithstanding the horses have come together

in previous races very many of them are so " close together"

as to leave plenty of room for the "glorious uncertainty,"
and there are new combinations which are likely to change
tbe features before races are finished. Then it is a "moral "

that with good weather hereafter the track will be in the
best possible condition, the heavy rainfall giving it a soaking
which will increase its elasticity.

Adbell will lower his mark should all conditions be favor-
able, and it is not an entirely absurd production to prophesy
that it may be not far from 2:20.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Raceland.

Raceland, the famous gelding who lejoiced in the track

nickname of Old Bones, was shot in his box at the Sheeps-

head Bay track June 28, and with the crack of his pistol

ended the life of one of the best and most popular racers the

Dwyers ever owned or the American turf ever saw. Some
little time ago he was taken sick with cerebro-spinal meningi-

tis, which induced paralysis of the throat. The usual vio-

lent symptoms of the disease from which he suffered were

wanting, and this led bis owners to think that with time he

might recover. His case became hopeless, however, and it

was finally concluded that to put him out of his misery would

be an act of mercy. Two shols failed to take the y^ame old

gelding's life, the third put him out of his pain. Raceland

was foaled in 1S85 at the Runnymede farm of Clay and Wood-
ford and was begotten by imp. Biltet, out of Calomel, by

imp. Canwell. His second dam was Dora, by imp. Aus-

tralian, and his third dam Lindora.by Lexington. Canwell

was by the immortal Stockwell (The Baron—Pocahontas),

out of May Bell, by Hetman Platoff ( Brutandorf—daughter

of Comus), second dam by Sultan. BiII?t was by Yoltigeur

i Voltaire—Martin Lynn, by Mulatto, son of Cattoo}, out of

Calcutta, by Flatcatcher i Touchstone—Decoy, by Filho da-

Puta). Lindora, by Lexington, w>s out of the famous family

founder Picayune, by Medoc, so Raceland did not lack for

racing blood of the best strains. As a two-year-old be won
nine races out of twelve starts. The properly of Joe Ullman
and ridden by Blaylock, he won his initial effort, the Harold
Stakes, at Latonia, Badge being the most famous of those
behind him at the finish. His next triumph was
the Manufacturers' Stakes at St. Louis where he won
from Allanah. and Los Angeles. The St. Louis
Sweepstakes next fell to his share, making three straight

victories at the outset of his career. Gelded at an early age,

he was apparently destined for hard racing, and as his career

was a long one, we must necessarily omit some of its particu-

lars. In the Lakeview handicap at the Washington Park
meeting he ran unplaced to the Emperor of Norfolk, but in

tbe Quickstep beat the Baldwin crack into third place, taking

up 117 pounds and running the half-mile in ft43. At Coney
Island he won from a moderate lot three-quarters of a mile

in 1:143, but in the Flatbush he ran unplaced to Sir Dixon.
In the Great Eastern he had his revenge on some of those

who finished ahead of him in the Flatbusb, winning pulled

up by ten lengths from George Oyster and Gallifet, Tea Tray
and Prince Royal finishing in the ruck. In the Algeria,

Emperor of Norfolk again beat him, but wilh odds of 5 to 2

on him he won a handicap some days later. At the Wash-
ington, D. C, meeting he showed his plales to George Oyster

and Emperor of Norfolk in the Arlington, and wound up his

campaign by again defeating Oyster in the Capital Stakes.

His two year-old performances were of high class, and he

defeated the best of the young division more often than they

defeated him. The next seasonjn the colors of the Belmont
stable he began badly by losing the Carlton Stakes to Sir

Dixon and the Brooklyn Derby to Emperor of Norfolk, Sir

Dixon second. His next effort was successful, and then he

placed the Emporium, worth $6,255, to the credit of his

owner. Holding his winning form,he won the Spendthrift from

George Oyster, Tristan, Tea Tray and others, and then at Mon-
mouth won the Barneget Stakes from Fitz Jame^ and TeaTray.

The Raritan fell next to his share.but his next three races were

unsuccessful ones, though he ran second to Badge in the Pal-

isade Stakes, third to Los Angeles in the Jersey Handicap,

and third again to Judge Murray (now prominent as the sire

of Despot) and Los Angeles in a sweepstakes at Brooklyn.

He came again, however, and wound up tbe seasou bv win-

ning the Melrose Handicap at Jerome Park from Badge and

Yum-Yum, and the Grand National from Firenzi, Kaloo-

lah, Dunboyne, Connemara and Le Logos, the places at

the finish being awarded in the order written. Firenzi

carried 131 pounds. His starts as a three-year-old were

twelve, his victories seven. In 1889 he started out by taking

four straight races, which included a purse in which he

beat Firenzi, receiving 3 pounds from the mare, the Ocean

Stakes at Monmouth, and the race of his life; the Suburban,

in which he carried 120 pounds, started the favorite at 9 to

5, and romped home an easy winner from Terra Colta,

George, Eurus, Elkwood, Bella B. and others. After his race

in the Ocean Stakes he ran second to Eurus in the Shrews-

bury Handicap, and second to Firenzi for the Monmouth
Cup. At the inaugural meeting of the New York Jockey

Club he was last in New Rochelle Handicap, but caught a

winning clip again anrj headed Firen/i and Hsno?" 1

in tbe New York Jockey Club Handicap, one and a quarter
miles, iu 2:09;]. He carried 120 pounds. Firenzi 125
pounds and Hanover 126 pounds. At Brooklyn he finished
nowhere in the Oriental Handicap, won by Kingston, and
later split Kington and Tenny in the First Special at the
same meeting, Kingston winning by a length in the fast
time of 2:06} for the mile and a quarter. At Jerome
Raceland won the St, Nicholas Handicap from Badge, and
then took the Mahopac Handicap from Reporter and La-
vinia Belle. His'four-year-oid campaign closed with his sec-
end victory in the Grand National Handicap at Jerome
Park; Firenzi, Lavinia Belle, Los Angeles and Taragon
finishing in the order named. His starts as a four-year-old
were thirteen, his victories eight. In 1890 his campaign
was not as long as in any of his previous seasons. In 1891,
when six years old, be ran in tbe red and blue of the Dwyer
stable, and got such a gruelling that if he had not hern marie
of the stoutest stufl he never cuuld have stood ihe half of it,

much less have come through it and raced successfully again.
He began bv running second to Chesapeake in an overnight
event, and then was unplaced at Eon at Morris Fark, which
performance he repeated, Riley being the winner. He
rounded into form, rowever, and in his nest essay was placed
first. At Coney Island he won the High Weight Handicap,
fifteen sixteenths of a mile on ihe turf, carrying 130 pounds'
and winning easily. Then he won a similar event, taking
up 136 pounds and beating Tea Tray the mile and a quarter
on the turf, being run in 2:06, and "the value of the sweep-
stakes being $855 to the winner. Riley beat him for the
Coney Island Cup, Potomac being behind the pair, the mile
and a half being traversed iu 2:35|. Raceland was giving the
winner five pounds. Then he won a $1,200 purse, the Fourth
of July Handicap and a $1,000 purse right off tbe reel ;

was Lhirdjn the Shrewsbury Handicap; first in a $1,000
purse; second in the Harvest Handicap; first in the
Passaic Stakes; beat Tenny out of sight in a match at even
weights, 124 pounds, for $5,000 a side, $2,500 added; won the
Freehold Stakes, mile and a half in 2:37^ ; was third to Fi-
renzi, and Riley for ihe Monmouth Cup, and was last in the
Monmouth Handicap, won bv his stable companion, Banquet,
all these races being run at the Monmouth meeting. At
Coney Island Strathmeath beat him a length for the Twin
City Handicap, ar.d two days later Trinity and Dr. Has-
brouck finished ahead of him in a purse event. A handicap
sweepstakes, worth $985 to the winner, was the next in which
be was entered, and be cantered away with the money, but
in tbe Oriental at the Brooklyn fall meeting, E A. Buck &
Son's English Lady, in receipt of twenty pounds, beat him
two open lengths. After this he took part in seven" races
of which he woo six. They included a $1,000 purse, a handi-
cap uf the same value and another a purse of the same value
at Brooklyn, apurse at Jerome Park, a $2,000 purse at Gut-
tenburg, and an $S00 purse on the same track, and in ihe
race he did not win he was second to La Tosca. In his fifth

year on the turf he started no less than twenty-nine limes,
and was returrtd a winner in seventeen of them. In 2892 he
made another long campaign, starting twenty limes and win-
ning seven races, which included a $1,000 handicap, the
Cherry Diamond Handicap at Morris Park (in which he
beat Dr. Hasbrouck a mile and a sixteenth in 1:47) ; Ihe
New York Jockey Club Handicap, one and one-quarter
miles, in 2:07 ; a $1,500 handicap at Coney Island ; the
Midsummer Handicap and the Delaware Handicap at Mon-
mouth ; and a $1,000 purse at Coney Island. His un-
successful efforts included a third for the St. James Stakes at

Brooklyn ; a third in the opening scramble at Morris Park
(Dr. Hasbrouck first, Correction second); asecond to Correc-
tion in a $1,000 purse; unplaced in the Suburban ; a third in

the Shrewsbury Handicap ; second to Sleipner, giving him
fifteen pounds in *a handicap, $1,500 added ; a third to Tea
Tray and Lamplighter in a similar event ; unplaced to Lamp-
lighter in the Champion ; third to Kildeerand Pessara in the
Rahway Handicap, one mile in 2:37}, and a third again to

Dr. Hasbrouck. Between Janbary and June, 1S93, he ran
three times first, three times second, once ihird and three

times unplaced. Between June and December he got twenty-
four races, of which he won fifteen, wassecondin seven, third

in one and unplaced in one. This part of his career is so

fresh still in the minds of race-goers that it is not necetsary
to go into tbe details of it- Figuring up the records of his

long career we reach ihis result

:

Won in 1887. 2 vears old ?Ki .: Otl

Won in 1SS8, 3 Vears old 10,735 0"
Won in 1889". -I vears old...

Won iu 1S90. 5 years old 5.780 (to

Woo iu 1891, C years old 21,570 00
Won iu 1892. 7 years old 11,610 On
Won in 1893, S years old 15,695 50

Total amount won in scroti years SU7.270 50

Putting the game old gelding's efforts on -the track into

another table we get the following :

1837 12 9 1 ... 2
18SS 12 7 2 2 1

1889. --- 13 S 3 .. 2

1890 8 4 2 ... 2
1891 29 17 6 a 3

1892 _ 20 7 2 <; 5

1893 -I IS 10 2 -1

S!even seasons 128 70 26 13 19

In three of the races in which he finished third he won
no monev for his owner, but out of bis 128 starts he only

ran twenty-two races which were unproductive of a profit.

When it is considered that Raceland was on the turf seven

seasons, and failed to wio money in an average of only three

races each season, his consistent excellence becomes more
apparent than ever. The amount of money shown above to

have been won by bim is taken direct from the records, and
naturally appear,-- larger than if seconds and thirds had been

left out. as is generally the case in figuring winnings on the

track. Old Bones' record as a money-winner is not by any
means the least interesting item of turf history. No account

of his two races in 1894 is taken in the above biography.

GEORGE KlRBY and J. Joaquin Austurias, both of Guate-

mala, Central America, are registered at tbe Yo Semite

House. Ansturias is the owner of a large coffee finca t
at

El Bode, about thirty miles from the < it v of Guatemala, and

is here to purchase Lorses to ship to his place. About a year

ago he shipped a great many finely-bred animals from here.—

Stockton Mail.

J. B. Collins has sold to G. H. Miller the horsey Si

ana] ^ddie, tlief 000, the latter for $2,000.
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Next Saturday, the opening day of the California

Club's meeting, at Bay District track, I!. C.

eudid lot of horses in training, stallions.

Dares and youngsters, will be sold at auction to the

bidder. Every horse in the consignment is es-

well-bred, and among the noted performers of-

re imp. Paramatta, I. Rayo, Sympathetic'* Last,

Steadfast, Ravine, Minnie Elkins and Oorinne l-lucking-

hani. A big crowd of buyers should be on hand at 12

v.. when tin i ins, because it is one of the best

Itoroughbreds ever made at an auction in

the n

California horseman should not forget to send

iiimi-si.ni. East to purchase some of the choice

i colls ami fillies to be sold by the king of

'- Ki-llugg, on ih- 1st uf Xovem-
tt e know a number of competent horsemen have

Palo Alto and have sent letters East In

tfai it friends to not fail to attend the sale, for a finer lot

-never left California. Truman, 2:12, the

lian, Advance, 2:22J, and the Palo

till, Day Bell, out of Beautiful Bells, are alsu to be

I hi
I

kind in the United
probabh in I lii rai mi etino to be

1 k will be

hung
up in purses, lii- to be hoped thai every member ol

;
in- i. uilv will • to lend

DOt.

ill.- ' .1 1 1 1
-

hi- close H.---I rhursday, I Icto.

-

all) in ih.-,

ire well worth

I can be

A .lark cloud obscures the racing sky at the far East

It rests with the voters of New York state next month

whether the sport of kings shall be killed with a single

blow, the grand racing parks divided into cemeteries,

etc, and the greatest source of recreation of the inhabit -

,
- of the Empire State cut off by people that have a

n rong conception of the state of affairs. Can the voters

of the cities overcome the ballot-casters of the country

Side? That is about the question. People living in the

country, outside of the breeders of racing stock, gener-

ally have little time to devote to horse-racing, much as

they might like the sport, except perhaps during lair

time, and they are doubtless swayed greatly by what

they read, day in and day out, in the metropolitan

dailies. Some of these newspapers are and have been

for the past few years at war with certain racing mag-

nate- in New York, and almost daily the arrows of their

racing editors have been dipped in venom and shot with

all the power of the editorial archer at the heart of

racing—in and around the country's metropolis. As

water will wear away the flintiest rock in time, so the

poison of the snubbed scribes of Gotham is entering the

souls of the people living outside the metropolis, and it

looks as though there would be a tidal wave of votes

thrown into the ballot-boxes by misguided citizens next

month that no power can stay, so short is the time for

preparation to counteract its ravages. Late advices are

to the effect that lovers of racing in the threatened State

would raise without delay 11,000,000 with which to buf-

fet the tide. The move appears to have been made too

late.

The condition of affairs is most deplorable. Doubly

so, when nearly all the objectionable features of racing

in and around New York have been buried in oblivioD.

The disgraceful racing over tracks covered with snow

and ice in the winter months at Guttenburg, Clifton and

Gloucester is of the past, and while there may be some

few objections to The Jockey Club,any fair-minded man

will admit that the gentlemen composing that organiza-

tion have the best interests of the turf in mind. Where

there was formerly twelve months of racing in the

vicinity of New York there are now not to exceed

eight, and never was more interest and liking shown for

the sport thau during the season that has just come to

an end there. The revenues of the various racing clubs

show that conclusively. Why, then, should racing be

killed by the voters of the Empire State at a time when

the very best men in that part of the world have become

interested and will see that it is carried on honestly at

all times? Millions of dollars are weighed in the balance,

and if the proposed amendment to the New7 York Con-

stitution carries next month there will be an end in that

part of the world to a kind o^ sport that has attracted

larger audiences than any species of amusement yet de-

vised. And there is more real enjoyment and good done

the inhabitants of a stuffy city in attending the races and

getting the outing afforded them thau anything we know
of. It would indeed be too bad, though, if a few vin-

egar-hearted newspaper men that have perhaps been

treated unjustly by some half-dozen narrow-minded race

track magnates should work an injury to thousands of

people that have never wronged them in any way. Noth-

ing would show the power of the press more than this,

hurtful as it would be.

The determination of the famed Washington Park

Club to do away with its racing feature—in short, to

have no more contests between horses under its auspices

—came like forked lightning from a clear sky. According
i" oar informant its members, many of whom are leading

men socially in the city by the big lake, became dis-

gusted some months agoat the actions of other Chicago

racing associations in ruuing race meetings twelve

month in the year and conducting a foreign

booh besides, and the 'loud of discontent at

the lighl the Washington Park Club members had

iced in hurst last Saturday, when the announce-
ment was ma, I,

i that there would be no more racing given
by 1 1,,- honored institution, fid- club was not run
"'ill' lb- iking any money, and was origiuallj

, m. It- members wealthy
and did nol cat du I racing il their organization

was opposed
i i city authorities, or there

I of a scandal over it. The uthei rac-
'

! '"i I
i -I mi in the ini, '

i iduals, and more il snl i
- given to finances

than at Washington Park. Whether the Washington
Park Club stakes will be run - n nexl year

mined on as yet. ' me b

pretty i an and B

the famous racing establishment will be but a pleasant

memory. There are few men in racing circles, we will

state, however, with the amount of pride and the sensi-

tiveness of the members of the Washington Park Club.

Their race meetings have ever been successes from

every poiut of view, and the club retires with great hon-

or to itself and its managers.

But one thing is pretty certain—if racing is carried

on this winter around Chicago, the sport near the

World's Fair City will have pneumonia in the early

spring, and, like New York, her friends will have, an

awful time saving ber from d6ath. She should take

warning from her older rival, New York, and prevent

these senseless winter meetings in the vicinity of one o

the coldest places on the Western Hemisphere. In Cali-

fornia no sensible person will say it is wrong to race in

the winter, which is often the most pleasant season of

the year. Horses brought to our city to race from the

East become invigorated in our bracing climate, seem to

be ^endowed with new life, and what is cruelty at that

period of the year in most States is a positive benefit in

California. We refer to racing in the winter months.

It has been quite plainly shown that San Francisco

can without detriment have at least seven months' rac-

ing per year, and'her Jockey Club managers are too far-

seeing to have s surfeit of equine sport, with the ex-

perience of New Jersey, New Y'ork and Connecticut be-

fjre them for a guide against danger.

Ray District track is a busy spot these days. Since

last Saturday there has been a regular transformation

scene. One week ago all the race horses in this vicinity

were quartered at Oakland Trotting Park. Now the

famous racery on this side of the bay is fairly alive with

the festive galloper, and Oakland is correspondingly de-

serted. Every day almost during the past week strings,

have arrived from Sacramento, and next week we can

expect a host of horses from San Jose and Los Angeles,

in addition to close on to 200 booked to arrive from

Chicago and the far East, a majority of the latter due

late to-morrow or Monday. Peter Weber, the well-known

turfman, returned from a visit to Chicago very recently,

and he reports that beyond a doubt 250 horses will be

sent to Bay District to race from Chicago and vicinity.

Pat Dunne and many other men that did not come out

to the Golden State last winter with their strings will be

here shortly with some of the best horses now racing at

Hawthorne and Harlem. Many good horses from the

tar East will be here, and there is no reason to be ad-

vanced why, good as the last meeting was, the coming

one should not eclipse it in every respect. The new in-

side work track is completed and about ready for the

the flying thoroughbred, and many improvements around

the time-honored course, suggested by the club's untir-

ing and ever thoughtful President, Thomas H. Williams

Jr., are being made. When the bell taps for the first

race next Saturday we shall expect to see a great crowd

on hand to usher in the grand race meeting given under

the auspices of the California Jockey Club.

The grand circuit for 1S94 closes with the regular fall

meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders

Association which commences Monday, the 22d, at San

Jose. It being the last meeting of the year, horses will

be driven for records. The large purses huug up, the

most of which are $1,000 and over, will be an incentive

for every driver to do his utmost to capture first money

or to get the best place possible in the race. The great

number of horses at the track at San Jose during the

last week has made it appear almost as though a race

meeting was in progress. A number of the best horses

on the circuit have been saved up for this meeting, and

every day will witness a number of great contests. From
four to six races are billed on the programme for every

day next week of the Breeders' meeting at San Jose, and

every one of them are well tilled : the judges will have

to do some lively work to get them oft by six o'clock.

All the best horses on the coast will be present and it

bids iair tube the best meeting^of the season. A special

train will leave San .lose each evening for San Francisco

after the races, thus enabling the San Francisco people

win, ran go to leave iu the forenoon at 8:15 or 1(1:40 for

San Jose, see the races and return the same night.

A t a meeting of the directors of the P. C. T. H. B.

Association the other day S. B. Whitehead ct Co., the

well-known and thoroughly reliable pool-selling firm,

was awarded the privilege of selling auction pools and

Paris mutuels at the great meeting at San Jose of the

Breeders' Association, which begins next Monday.

Whitehead .V Co, have ever given satisfaction in their

heir patrons .
.

.
. jog will
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The Great Breeders' Meeting.

The bell in the judges* stand next Monday at San

Jose will ring out the tidings that the fall meeting of

the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse breeders Association is

about to begin. Rorses that have been bred in the far

North or South are to meet for the last time to contend

for the money offered. Drivers who have become well

acquainted with each other will score for the word, and

watch every movement of their horses. The army of

attendants will disperse and go to their respective abid-

ing places for the winter, where they can rehearse the

stories of the battles on the California circuit. The turf

statistician will close up his books for the year, after

giving due credit to every horse that got into the list on

this «'<>ast or elsewhere that is related to our Pacific

< toast horses. The judges will discuss the results of the

various heats and give their decisions accordingly.

While many who have been unsuccessful this year in re-

gard to the speed their horses have shown, they have

learned a lesson which will be invaluable hereafter. The

wonderful colt or filly that was showing such marvelous

time in May and June on the local tracks, handled by

the amateur or the " fireworks " driver, did not come up

to expectations, in fact, was a rank failure when the

eveuts for which that youngster was entered took place.

The iujudiciousuess of beating the watch when there

was no money in sight has beeu forcibly impressed on

the minds of these owners, and next year they will try

and do better, for they have learned that money can be

earned by a good horse if he has the speed and is con-

ditioned to carry that speed.

Many of the small breeders have made money this

year, in fact the large breeders, with one or two excep-

tsons, have not been successful. The class of horses

seen on the circuit was a marked improvement over that

of former years, and in this respect the work has but just

fairly started. Breeders are paying more attention to

conformation and less to brilliantly pedigreed auimals

that have nothing else to recommend them. The work of

getting better horses for a more limited market and for

a more exacting public received an impetus this year

which will not be, forgotten. The new method of getting

entries has also been proved a success, and the fact that

less attempts at jobbing races have been tried has elevated

the trotting turf to a sphere which will make thousands

of warm admirers of the sport cannot be gainsayed.

The meeting to begin Monday at the beautiful track

and grounds in Agricultural Park, San Jose, is one which

should be well attended. The management in its en-

deavors to sustain and encourage breeders to train their

horses, and at the same time offer purses sufficiently

large to make it remunerative for the successful ones

should receive the patronage of every lover of a good

horse in California. The programme ottered contains

the names of the most famous trotters and pacers on this

Coast. Besides this startling array of excellent horses,

there will be races by roadsters, tandem teams and four-

in hands, and to add a still greater interest, bicycle races

in which the champion of the world. Otto Ziegler, and

a score of his fellow enthusiasts, will take part.

Remember this is the last week to see good harness

raciug and the last time to see low records made. A -special

train will leave San Jose every night after the races for

the city, and admission to see the races is only fifty

cents.

The following compilation should encourage owners

of thoroughbreds east of the Hoekies to come here at once

with their strings, for the stakes and purses offered now

by the California Jockey Club are much more liberal

than those at the meeting of last January, February,

March, April and May. The following drew down §2,000

or over in the 103 days of racing given by the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club (this season is expected to last fully

19-2 days): A. B. Spreckels, $8,o50 ; B. Schreiber, $7,750

(Chicago); Elkton Stable (East), *7,<>50 ; X. S. Mall

(Chicago), $7,575; E. Corrigan (of Chicago), $6,6*25;

Kentucky Stable (of Kentucky), £".,700
; Pleasanton

Stable, $5,375 ; Walter & Dargen (of St. Louis), $5, 1 75 :

0. Appleby, S4,!'7". ;
Lone Stable, S4,8UP ; California

Stable, §3,91 5; Owen Bros., $3,775; Matt Storn, $3,025

;

W. F. Smith, $2,975 ; R. Stipe, $2,750 ; Elmwood Stock

Farm, $2,500 ; White & Clark (of Chicago), $2,450 ;

Antrim Stable, $2,425 ; Phil Siebenthaler, $2,225 ; S.

G. Reed, $2,200 ;
Peter Weber, 82,150 ; E. J. Appleby,

$2,150; Wade McLeraore (of Texas), $2,125; Burns &
Waterhouse, $2,000. Besides several Eastern horsemen

won sums with their flyers approximating $2,000, and the

showing is a most encouraging one. The coming meet-
ing will eclipse the last in every respect, and the possi-

bilities for horsemen making a fortune are certainly

SAN JOSE PROGRAMME.

All of the Speedy Trotters and Pacers That
Have Appeared on the Circuit This Year

to be Present—Big Fields, Big Purses
and Fast Horses Insure a "Week

of Great Sport at the Trot -

ting Horse Breeders'

^Meeting.

The following is the official programme of the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association Race Meeting,

which commences next Monday at the San Jose race track.

A slight change has been made in the programme, placing

the Stanford Stakes on Tuesday, the second day, instead of

Monday, the first day; and the four-year-old 2:2-5 cla<s trot

ting purse, on Wednesday, the third day, instead of Monday
the first day. These changes were made necessary on account

of there being several entries in the four-year old purse th^t

were also in the 2:27 class, which takes place on Monday.

The great number of races and number of horses that were

entered in several events for the meeting made it a very

difficult programme to arrange, and the Bjard of Directors,

in making up the programme, endeavored to consider every

entry and place the races to the best advantage for the

majority of the nominators in each event, and allow as many
days as possible between races where the same horse is entered

in several.

The track at San Jose has been p-it in fast condition, aud

with good weather the Breeders' Fall Meeting promises to

be the event of the kind this season.

FIRST DAY-MONDAY, OCTOBKU 22.
First Race—

YEARLING ASPIRANT, TROTTING, PURSE S300.

BreAbdell—Palo Alto Stock Fm Gr f Lady B. G—C. Twisseliuau
BB f by Boodle—Alice H.—C.

Stockton
B f Rosie Woodbum— \V. O.

Bowers
B c Refrigerator—O. W. Wclbv
Ch f L. A. \V.—J. Webb
B f Lone Sis—Trull Bros.

Ch f Annie H.—Wm. Bibler

Second Race—
THREE-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE SfiOO.

by Homeway-Addie-R. O.
Newman

B f by Consolatiou-Iaa May—R.
O. Newman

B c Gen. Caution—Jno. Doolev
B f Donatrine—C. E Clark
Bf by Wayland W.-Jtine Bii£—

Alex Cornick

B f Sadie Mc—L. H. Fox
Bm Baby Ruth—J no. Dooley
Blk t Maud P.—T. F. Ricks
B c Noontime—W. T. Bartletl

Sr f Lucern—C. R". Ragan
B s King Pin—Stephen Benier

Third Race—
FOUR-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE SS00,

B f Hazel B.—L, H. Cox
Srg Little Mc-Thos. Smitb.
B f Leonora—H. W. Meek
B g H. L. K —H- Kirkendatl
Br f Abbie Lomire— L. P.

Quimbv

-D. E.Br g Maxie Hammill
Knight

Blk m Clara M.— L. M. Morse
— f Mamie F.— F. G. Folsom
Bm Fannie—A. L. Hinds

Fou rlh Race—
2:27 CLASS. TROTTING. PURSE $1,000.

Ch c Thompson—Ch as. Vauina
Ru g Igo—Peter Frvatt
Blk i Ethel Downs—C. A. Stock-

ton

B h Conn—J. H. Kelly
B s Lustre—H. W. Meek
Br s Monroe— E. B. Hill

Srg George w.—C. J. Heyler
B m Aunty Wilkes— Paris Kil-

buru
Sr c Silver Bee— W. O. Bowers
B s Coll K. R.-C. K. Ragan
Br m Margaret Worth—G. B.

Somers

Bs Frank B.—W. T. Burtlcti
Grg Marin Jr.—J no. K.Carroll
B e Montana—Silver Bow stock

Farm
B f Lou—T. F. Ricks
Br m Lady O.—O. Marchand
B s Columbus S.—Thos. Smith
Br f Rayanetta— R. S. Brown
B m Minnie B.—E. Topbam

Filth Race-

Ch s Benicia Boy—L. Dean
B g Archie—E. C. Archer
B g Aloha—A. B. Tenueut
Br s Seymour Wilkes—Geo,

Polhemus
Br g Eagle—C. A. Owen
Bs Imperial—Sam'l. Davis
Ch m Lady Charlotte—C.

Godard

2:30 CLASS, PACING PURSE 81,000.

Br h Dudley—B. H. McNeil
Sr h Dictatus—F. M. Day
B h Vasto—Sonoma Stock Farm
B g Hayes Vallev Jack—J. H.

Crow
Ch s Reno Prince—A. K. Lamb
B g Alick—Albert Joseph
B g Kittitas Rauger—Witch

Hazel Stock Farm

B.

W.

Br h George McA.—B. D. Phillips B s Toucbet—Saml. Casto
B h Narragansett—R. O New- Cb g Our Boy—Vendomc Stock

man Farm
B m Mission Belle—Jno. Rowen

SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23.

Firat Race—
TWO-YEAR-OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING, PURSE 51,000.

B di Paranthe—S. J. Hill Sr c by Dexter Prince—F. M.
Blk c Atbanio—C. E. Clarke Shepler
Blk f Stella—Thos. Smith B c Stam B.—Myers & Myers

B £ Carrie C—C. A. Owen
Second Race

—

STANFORD STAKES, 1894 (Foals of 1S91)

B c Rio Alto—Palo Alto Stock Fm B c Roswood—La Siesta Rauch
B c Ampbion—Thos. Derby B c John D. Evans—H. G. Cox
Third Race—

2:24 CLASS, TROTTING PURSE 51,000.

B m Miss Monroe—E. B. Hill B g Erin—W. I. Higgius
B gFree Coinage—P. Brandow B s Etniu Bey—Dr. K. D. Wise
BsGrandissimo—Yineland Stock Sr c Silver Bee—W. O. Bowers

Farm Blk m Chloe—A. B. Spreckels
Bg Alviso—Yeudome Stock Farm Ch s Beaumont—Juo. Donnelly
B m Hera—A. L. Htnds B s Phallinont Boy— L. P. W.
Br m Laura Z-—G. W. Woodard Quimby
Ch g King of the Ring—D. E. Bh Conn—J. H. Kelly

Knight
Fourth Race—

THREE-YEAR-OLD 2:27 CLASS PACING, PURSE 81.000.

Blk s Inza—Jas. Corcorau B George McA.—B. D. Phillips

B f Addie R.—B. O. Van Bokke- B I Nera Vernon—L. H. Fox
Bs Imperial—Sam'l Davis
Blk f Little Midnight—H. Kir-

kendatl
Ch s General Custer— D. W. Hol-

loway

len
B in Hulda—James Sutherland
Br s Jakey—A. McDowell
Ch f Pacolet—Thos. Wall, Jr.

B s Touehet—Sam'l Casto

THIRD DAY-WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 1.

First Race—
TWO-YEAR-OLD ASPIRANT TROTTING PURSE S500.

B f Carrie C—C. A. Owen Br f Helen D.— L. M. Morse
Br c Wildwood—C. W. Godard B g Geu. Vallejo—Thos. Smith
Blk c Hector Bev—Dr. K. D. Wise Br f Patti Rosa—D. E. Knight
Blk c Turner—B. O. Van Bok- Br c Bobby Basler— K. O. New-

kelen man
B c Erotic—H. Kirkendall B c Atbanio—C. E. Clarke

B g Kenton—H. Kirkendall B c Worthwood—W. O. Bowers
B c Last Chance—San Mateo Sr f Beaute—Jno. Donnolley

Stock Farm
B f Laura Del—Wm Doty

Second Race—
THREE-YEAR-OLD 2:27 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE 81,000.

B t Aria—Palo Alto Stock Earm
Blk f Gazelle—C. A. Durfee
B fSadie Mc—F. H. Fox
Src surer Bee—W. O. Bowers
B m Baby Ruth—Jno. Donnell;

B c John Bury—Vendome Stock
Farm

Blk g Boneset—F. G. Fay
B f Mariposa—H. Timmerman
B 1 Topsy— Yineland Stock Fang

Second Race 'continued:—
Ch g Silver Note—Silver Bow

Stock Farm
Blk mGlendora—O. Matisfeldt
B c Homeward—R. O. Newman
B a King Pin—Stephen Benier
B 1 Hazel B.—L. H. Fox

Br fOrpha D-Tbos. Wall J

r

B c by Guy Wilkes—Eva—San
Mateo Stock Farm

Br f Durstine—J. C. Adams
B m Lady Thoruhill—c. H. Corey

Third Race—
FOUR-YEAR-OLD. 2:25 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE S1.000.

Sr g Coatento—J. H. Kelly
BlkfEtbel Downs—C. A. Stock-

ton
Ch c Thompson—Chas. Vaniua
Brra LadyO.—O. Marchand
B f Lou-T. F. Ricks
Be Montana—Silver Bow Stock
Farm

Br s Fay Wilkes—O. Marchand
Br m Margaret Worth—G. B.

Somers
Fourth Race—

2:20 CLASS, NOMINATION. TROTTIN
Br f Bomiibel—Palo Alto Stock

Farm
Blk gTniruout—P. J. Mann
Br h Aulioch—Tbos. Wall Jr.
Br g Steve—Kcatiug A: OUiuger
Brh KingOrry-R H. Newton
B m She- P. Brandow
Ch s Gleudine—Dr. K. D. Wise
cbs Nutwood Wilkes—Mvers &

Myers
Brh Bay Rum—Chas. J. Cox
Fifth Rac.e—

2:20 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $1,000.

B g Kittitas Rauger— Witch
Hazel Stock Farm

B in Laura B — B. D. Phillips
Br h Consolation- -R. O. New-

mau
Blky Luupe—J. P. Sargent

FOURTH DAY- THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25.
r irwt Race—

TWO-YEAR-OLD 2:10 CLASS PACING, PURSE $1,000.
Blk c Arthur S.—Louis Schaffer B g AIco—Vinelaud Stock Farm
Rn — Nuggett -R. O. Newman Br f Cecilia—H. P. Perkins
Blk g W. W. Foote—Oakwood B f Lou Lane—S. W. Aldrich

Park Stock Farm
Second Race—

2:40 CLASS TROTTING, PURSE 51,000.

B m Lucilla D.—A. McDowell
Br f Ravanetta— R. S Brown
B s Tietam—I DeTnrk

Gr m Maud Alameda—Jno. !;.

Carroll
Sr f Edna H.—S. H. Hoy
B f Phantom—Jno. Blue
B s tudex—A. R, Sprecke!-.
B s Hillsdale—Vendoine Stock

Farm
Blk m Myrtle Thome—Yineland*

Stuck Farm

. n.Tv-F =1 !00

Bra Boodle—C. A.Slocklou
Ch s Chancellor— J. W. Gordau
B s Montana—Silver Bow Stock

Farm
Br h George Dexter—River View

Stock Fann
B g Erin—W. I. Higgius
B s Geo. Washington—Thoa

Smith
fig Fallacv-H. W. Meek
B m Flora—E B. Hill

Chg Little Hope—E. M. Sanders
Cb s Blonde Wilkes—Vineland

Stock Farm
B s Benton Boy—C. J. Cox
Ch m Delia S.—Louis Schaffer

B g Richland—W. I. Higgius
Sr m Ventura—J W. Crow
Blk g Billy Doty—Wm. Dotv
B h Sol Wilkes—P. Brandow
B in Maria P.—G. Pierano
B f by Sable Wilkes—San Mateo

Stock Farm
Blk — Erect-H. Kirkendall
B c Col. K. R.—C. K. Ragan

B m Abanteeo—Oakwood Park
Stock Farm

B m Carrie D—Jobu R. Carroll
Gr g Marin Jr.—John R. Carroll
Sr f Edna H —S. H. Hoy
B ("Phantom—John Blue
Thud Race-

FOUR-YEAR-OLD 2:2a CLASS PACING, PURSE SoOO.
B in Videtta—G. W. Woodard Br s Seymour Wilkes—Geo. B
BrgEagle-C. A Owen Polhemus
B c Cibolo—Oakwood Park Stock Cb s Dictatus—F. M. Day
Farm Blk c Prince Nutwood-B. F.

Langtord
Fourth Race—

FREE-FOR-ALL NOMINATION, TROTTING. PURSE 82.000.

B gOttiuger—Keating & Ottiu- B m Adelaide McGregor—Dr. K
ger D. Wise

B s Gossiper--C. A. Durfee
FIFTH DAY-FRIDAY. OCTOBER 26.

First Race—
YEARLING FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING. PURSE 5500.

B f Douatrine-C. E Clark Gr f Lady B. G.—W. O. Clarke
B f May Ayres— H. P. Perkins Sr s Romero—J. Sutherland
B fby Iris-Rosie W.—H. P. Per- B f by Boodle—Alice H.-C. A

Stockton
B c Refrigerator—C. W. Welby
B c by Homeway—Addie -R. o

-Newman
Bfby Consolation—Ida May—

R. O. Newman
Br c Adbell—Palo Alto Slock

Farm

kins
B fbv Iris—Mollie—H. P, Per-

kins
Cb c Eureka—Richard Sweasey
Br c by Don Marvin—F. M.

Shepler
B c Gen. Caution—John Doolev
B c Uproar—J. D. Carr
B f Cleopatra—Silver Bow Stock

Farm
• fcond Race—
FOUR-YEAR-OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING PUKSE$1,000.

B c Montana—Silver Bow Stock B c Hillsdale—Yeudume Stock
Farm Farm

B g Iago- Silver Bow Stock Farm Gr m Sidlette—A. McDowell
Bm Adelaide Simmons— Dr. K. Br c George Dexter—River View

D. Wise Stock Farm
Br f Bonuibel—Palo Alto Stock

Farm
Third Race—

2:17 CLASS. NOMINATION, TROTTING, PURSE -51,500.

Br f Vina Belle—Palo Alto Stock Bs Altao— P. J. Mann
Farm

Cli g Shyiock—Jaz. A. Dustin
Br h Sacramento—T. C. Snider
Br s Boodle— C. A. Stockton
B in Adelaide Simmons— Dr. K

D. Wise

Ru m Flora S.—Myers & Myers
Br in Regina—W. S. Mabeu
Bm Lucy B.—G. W. Wondard
B s Wavland W.— Alex Cornick
B g Iago—Silver Bow Stork Farm

Fourth Race—
2:25 CLASS, PACING, PURSE 51,000.

B g Eric—H. W. Meek B g Aloba—A. B. Teunent
B g Kittitas Rauger—Witch Br h Dudley— B. H. McN.il

Hazel Stock Farm Chm Lady Charlotte— C. W.God
Br s Col. Benton—C. J. Heyler ard
B g Alick—Albert Joseph

Filth Race—
FOUR MILES AND REPEAT, "OLD TIMES STAKES."

Gr h Anteire— Jos. Cairo Simpson Starboul—C. A. Oweu
B s Senator L.—A. B. Spreckels Ch m Ventura— J. H. Crow

SIXTH DAY-SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27.
First "ace—

TWO-YEAR-OLD 2:-10.CLAS3 TROTTING. PURSE Sl.GOC

-San Mateo

F. M.

Be Last Chance-
Slock Farm

Sr c by Dexter Prince
Shepler

Sr f Beaute—Jno. Douuelly
Blk m Director Maid—Juo. Blue
Bf Carrie C—C. A. Owen
Br c Auditor—Joe Edge
Br c Wild wood— C. W. Godard
B c Stam B.—Myers St Myers
(ecoud Race—
THREE-YEAR OLD FREE-FOR-ALL TROTTING. PURSE £1 000

Be Rio Alto—Palo Alto Stock Br f Bet Madison—A. C. Sever-

BrcBobby Basler—R. 0. Newman
Bike Atbanio—C. E. Clarke
B g Jasper Ayres—H. P. Perkins
Br -by Iris-Elize, H. P. Perkins
Blk I Derby Princess—Oakwood

Park Stock Farm
B c Erotic— U. Kirkendall
B cConoor— H. Kirkendoll
Ch f La Belle—A. c. Severance

aoce
Br fDorstine—J. C. Adams
B <r Homeward—R. O. Newman
B f Red Nulling—Mvers >v M yers
Br fOrpha Ih—Tbos. Wall Jr.

B fRed NutUng—Jfvers ^ Myers B f Visalja—H. P. Perkins

Farm
B f Aria—Palo Alto Slock F.iiiii

B s John Bury — Vendome
Farm

Blk g Boneset -F. G. Fay
SrcSilver Bee—W. O Bowers

Third Hacc-
2:14 CLASS. NOMINATION. PACING, PURSE 51.500.

B g Fred Mason—La Siesta RanchBlk s Fresuo Prim e— L. 3. Smith
Bm Edith— E. C. Archer Ch m Rosita A.—H. Timmerman
BlkgAndv— H. I. Tbornt.m BrgTom Ryder—R H. Newton
B g Cyrus—Myers Sz Myers lir m Laura M.—C. II. I orey

Fourth Race—
2:30 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE %1£

(ir g Marin Jr.—Jno. R. Carroll
uo i hief Phos Smith

Bi t Sadie Benton—W. O. Bow-
ers

B in Elisa S.—Hazel Villa Stock
Farm

lit- r—Wm. Porv
ree W.— c. J. Heyler

D g Hailstorm—J. II i

•jrgConleDto—J. H. Kellv

B m Minnie B.— E. Topbam
B h Decttor—chas. Greene
BgRicblaud—W. 1. BJgg
Br g Steve—E. C. Archer
Br s Mooroe—E. B. Hili

B m Rosie Moore— Peter Fryatl

B c Montana—Silver Bow stock
Farm

Bfl Frank B.-W. T.BurUeit
rrje p—Jno. R. Carrol)
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

id h'\> owner, J. Malcolm Forbes,

re deed game.

Can Davis purchased the bay stallion Bonnie Wilmore

t the Lexington sale Tuesday for (500.

Nt Tu.-.P, 2:181, is the art of 125 i rollers and pacers that

have already taken records of 2:30 or belter.

,\t Portland, Maine, I ictober 7th, the Sidney cult, Sidnut,

WOO a IroUinj; race in 2:1*51, '2:27
|
and 2:28.

Kw eh U'n.Kr.-, the black son of Guy Wilkes, 2:15], won
it Fulton, HI , October 3d.

Thb fall meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. next week

to be the best ev»r held in California.

1'hk coming horee show is the talk of the town. A nutn-

ber of choice horses are on the way from the East.

,i>in-.,ut Judge Salisbuay, made a pacing record of

Moines, la., October 11, in a race he won.

Tiik stallion Del Sur, 2:2-1. will be sold at public Bale by

Peter C. Kellogg A Co., in New York City, October 31.

SIDNEY Smith, by Sidney, won two races in three days at

Mine <!;i. His fastest mile being 2:25}. He is a new-comer.

Vat fastest pacing mare U Mary Marshall, 2:08}, and out

Ly-seven pacers that have records better than 2:10 only

four are mares.

In the 2:2" trot at Fulton, 111., Oct. 5th, Mark Medium,

by Alumni Medium, was first and Royal Prince, by Dexter

Prince, second.

ROCKER, Dp, by Hamblelonian Wilkes, won the free-for-

all pace at the Liberty ville, III., meeting in straight heats.

Time, 2:1:<1. 2:201, 2:21.

Tammany W'u.Kt:?, a chestnut horse by Mambrino Wilkes,

won the 2:28 pace at Warren, O, October 11th, making a rec-

ord of 2:24j in the fourth heat.

Phocbe Wilkes, by Hamblelonian Wilkes (now at Santa
Clara, Cal ) reduced her record to 2:09] in the third heat of

winning race at Chillicothe, O., Oct. 3, 1S94.

ANOTHER of the sturdy trotters by the dead sire Sain

Purdy, 2:20$, Charley H., won an eight-heat race at Balti-

more last week, the last two heats beingin 2:23}.

.'"UN R. GENTttY paced in front of Hal Dillard, and dis-

I in< ed the short-legged, hobbled pacer Doc Sperry at Chilli-

cothe in 2:06, 2-08, 2:09}, The 'rack was heavy."

W vshA, a bay mare by Piedmont, dam Unis, by Election-

eer, according to the dispatches, won the 2:20 trotting and
pacing race at Brooklyn, N. V., making a record of 2:22$

in a fourth heat.

J- ' Newton, President of the Los Angeles Fair, was the

breeder and owner of Direct, 2:05$. He has a youngster by
i be " little black rascal," out of a mare by Gossiper, that is

to beat anywhere.

IW1NDEB is safe with foal to Diablo. Her filly by
Direct is lively as a cricket. It has three gaits—running,
trotting and pacing—and John Green, the owner, says it is

the busiest thing he ever saw.

JOHN Sri, an'- roan mare Lena Holly, by Director, dis-

played the characteristics of her family by winning a six-heat
raj e in the 2:27 class at Chillicothe, trotting the final mile
in 2:19}, the fastest of the race.

RUFl'fl Smith, of Salinas, has a bay filly by Diablo, 2:09},
a mare by Dewdrop (son of Algona) that will be seen

among the fastest of pacers as a yearling. It is a second
I liable in form, shape and way of going.

Belle Electiio, a gray mare by Electioneer, entered the
"charmed circle" at Carlinville, 111., Oct. y. Shegotamark

in the first heat. Thename of her dam is not given
ummaries published of the race.

Ou* li i-erformers as published in another col-
umn will b« read with interest by all horsemen. Any addi-

ii corrections needed to make it complete and abso-
Fffecl will be gratefully acknowledged.

Mai Kino., 2:211, by Electioneer, dam May Qaeen, by
Id al auction October '.Ith, by Woodard &

Hbanklinlo \ i| Uxington, Ky., for $1,000. May
milfa McCann $12,000 a few years ago.

I] anyofoui readers know of any horses that have entered
IUi .ii lowered their records in California we would

publish ill-' ame at once. In the interior the
ttwweps aol given the Kummaries aw they should.

rBEcoll Si got a mark of 2:26 at Santa Ana,
Id •' tbeaaleof the Oakwood Park Btocb Karin year-

linasls He i- by Albert W., 2:20, out ofClyde
II, by Nutwood, and was bred by Mr. Sargent, of Stockton.

I El
»

little black ulallion Faol D 2:80, by Director,
1 L«J IngtOD, Ky,, and driven by

I ta the black stallion I
I

Raven, »v Hi aitoons, in
-
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It seems that Expressive got third money in the Stallion

Representative Stake at Lexington, Ky., instead of second.

R. B. I*, got second honors.

The P. C.T. H. B. A. have completed arrangements with

the S. P. Co. by which cars have been obtained at very low

rates for the transportation of all horses from Los Angeles to

San Jose that are to appear in the races at the last-named

place.

" When horses are done away 'with," said the Funny
Boarder, " what will become of the people who want to ride

hobbies?" "That's easy," answered the Cheerful Idiot.

" They will ride the wheels in their heads."—Indianapolis

Journal.

The two-year-old Directum filly called Bel turn, owned by

John Green, of Dublin, has the same way of going as his

illustrious sire had, and next year she will be given to a good

trainer. Beltuui is out of a mare by Bell Alta, and is a good-

looking individual.

DUDLEY Miller, formerly President of the Buffalo Horse

World, but now on the Syracuse Post, while ridingon a street

car to attend the races, was struck by a car going in the

opposite direction and badly injured. But little hopes are

entertained of his recovery.

Edward Swank was arrested at Louisville, Ky., charged

with having driven the bay gelding, Bay Billy, out of his

class at Bedford, Ind., as Little Billy. He was taken to Bed-

ford, and is being prosecuted under the State la.v, which
defines ringing a horse a felony.

Mrs. M.S. Severance, of Los Angeles, who owns a piece

of property north of San Bernardino, generally known as

the "Japanese Village," on account of its peculiar archi-

tecture, will soon have a six-furlong track built at the latter

place and keep her horses there.

Think of it—Pixley third in 2.20. Well, that is how she

finished at Chillicothe last week. The little low-headed
daughter of Jay Gould is out of the game and is entitled to

a retirement. She is lame in front and behind, and in addi-

tion is wrong in the back.—American Sportsman.

L. U. Shippee is making arrangements to have a large

number of his young trotters and pacers sold. Mr. Shippee
has without doubt some of the finest broodmares, colts and
fillses to be seen in this State, and should he hold a big auc-

tion sale no doubt many bargains would be secured.

Venita Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, won a great race at

Lexington October 6th. There were fourteen horses in the

race, but John A. Goldsmith piloted her to the front and wot
in three straight heats. Time, 2:15?., 2:14£, 2:15. Day Break,

by Darknight, was the contending horse of the meeting.

A DtiBoyuE, la., dispatch says: Monroe Salisbury, J. C.

Curry, M. E. McHenry, J. B. Chandler and other prominent
horsemen are moving to establish a western circuit for next
year to consist of Denver, Lincoln, Kansas City, Council
Blufls, Des Moines, Dubuque, La Crosse and Milwaukee.

Mr. H. K. McAdams sold last week to Mr. D. T. Kilgore
of Greensburg, Pa., a brown yearling colt by Norval, dam
Silver Bell, by Simmons ; second dam Colon {dam of Sim-
mocolon, 2:13$), by Stralhmore ; third dam (the dam of

Coralloid, 2:13.',), by Clark Chief S9; fourth dam by Cassius
M. Clay Jr. 22.

Not less than 153 of the get of Electioneer have taken
records of 2:30 or better, and there is only one pacer among
them. Soveral of the records are not allowed by the Regis-
ter Association, as they were not made in accordance with its

rules. They are records, however, and stand as such on the
books of the National Trotting Association.

Mokroe Salisbury, J. C. Curry, M. E. McHenry, J. B.
Chandler and other prominent horsemen are moving to estab-
lish a Western circuit for next year to consist of Denver,
Lincoln, Kansas City, Council Blufls, Des Moines, Dubuque,
La Crosse and Milwaukee, leading up to the opening of the
grand circuit at Denver the fourth week in July.

Dudley Miller, of Oswego, N. Y., formerly editor of
the Horse World of Buffalo, was seriously, if not fatally, in-

jured while on his way to the Kirk Park races at Syracuse,
October 3d. He was on the footboard of a crowded open
trolley car and did not see a closed car coming up the other
track toward him. He was knocked off' and crushed between
the two cars.

John E. Maynakd, who was widely known in New Eng-
land among stablemen, died at his home in Boston, Mass.,
October 3. At one time he was the owner of the famous
horses Ethan Allen, 225J, Draco Prince 2:24*, Young Sutton
and May Kimball. The latter two were burned at Beacon
Park, at which fire Mr. Maynard's loss was in the neighbor-
hood of $16,000.

Monobel, a bay three-year-old colt by St. Bel, won the
3:10 class pace at Galesburg, 111., Oct. 1st, going a fourth
heat in 2:22,{, driven by Marvin. On the 3d"inst. Almabel,
by St. Bel, won a 3:10 class pace, going a second beat In
2:174, She also was driven by Marvin. Failnot, br h, by
St. Bel, won the 2:32 class pace October 5th, going twice in
2:164—second and third heats. Marvin drove the horse.

Mb. W. E. CAMPBELL, former owner of Campbell's Elec-
tioneer, 2:171, writes Hon. P. C. Sayles, present owner of
this fast stallion, as follows :

" SwnboUer sends greetings to
papa, Campbell' i Electioneer, 2:17$, and is proud to say that
be has been crowned king oj the two-year-olds, and now holds
the world's record for that age over a half-mile track of
2:17$, lasl half in 1:07}, made al Cndependence, Kan., Sep-
tember 21. Id' lias paced quarters in 2* seconds, a L-o2ga.it.

Opportunities considered, Ik- is the best two-year-old on
earth."

•I- F. B., Km. i. brother to Diablo, 2:09}-, paced a mile
agttinsl time at Santa Ana in 2:27. The quarters were 0:37,

1 12 ,1:50 and 2:27. He never made a skip. J. B. F. is

only a yearling,and is one of the Bnest-formed and most level-
headed youngsters of his age in California, lie was driven
by Millard K. Sanders, who believes thin colt will get the

cing record. .1. V. B. was named after J. P.
Boyd, t li i ropri Loi of the Oakwood Pari

Silkwood's great race at Santa Ana Saturday last justifies

the good opinion held of him by all horsemen who have
watched him in his races. If Keating & Ottinger had secured
him for the East, as they desired in the early Spring, they
would have had him in company with the greatest side-
wheelers in the East and he would not be left very far behind
the best of them in any race.

Orrin Hickok wrote to Charles Mclvor, the present
lessee of Directum, before the stallion race at Boston, as fol-

lows: "If Directum has to go a half in better than one ;

minute and a mile in two minutes, he can do it." These are
bold words, but Hickok is not given to unseemly boasting,
and be probably has the correct line on the form of the black
stallion. But he is also a crafty man of thrifty habits, and
no one need to expect to see Directum's speed uncovered
until the perquisites are in sight for his trainer.

A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, owner of Director and
proprietor of the justly famous Cloverdell Farm, has added to
his superb collection of great mares, the dams of Alii, 2:03|,
and Joe Patchen, 2:04. As Director Is kept as a private
stallion, Mr. Moore has a corner on the get of that sire of
race horses and record-breakers, and when he holds his sale
of yearlings, out of such dams as Echora, Mary Marshall, At-
lanta, Mambrino Maid, Position, etc., those who want the
best will be present.

Ten thousand people attended the races at Sioux City,
Oct. 12. Online's performance in his attempt to beat his
record of 2:07] was the feature. At 5 o'clock the four-year-
old appeared upon the track, which was in good condition.
Scarcely a breeze was blowing. Chandler drove Online, and
the runner, Cheerful, driven by Ed Geers, acted as pace-
maker. The first quarter was made in 0:32, the half in 1:03,

the three-quarters in 1:39 and the mile in 2:04, breaking the
world's four-year-old pacing record.

We are very desirous of getting the pedigree of Alpha
Medium, dam of Katy S., 2:25. She was brought from
Philadelphia by Chas. Forepaugh, of the famous Forepaugh
family of showmen. He sold her to a gentleman in this city
and gave her pedigree as "by Happy Medium." If this

should meet the eye of any of our Philadelphia subscribers
we hope they will give it all the publicity possible and aid us
to untangle the thread of this pedigree. Alpha Medium is

destined to become one of our famous broodmares.

Although tin-cup records are looked upon with disfavor
by all horsemen, the races at Galesburg practically for rec-
ords have for several successive days been marked by big

"

fields. On Tuesday three three-year-oldt by noted sires

took standard records. One, Prince Allerton, by Allerton,
2:09}, trotted in 2:28| ; Ballatine, by Muscovite, trotted in
2:281

;
and Thalma, by Thor, took a record of 2:29£. This is

the first performer for Thor, the $9,000 stallion now owned
in Tennessee, and who is by Alcazar, out of Lady Mackaye,
dam of Oakland Baron ; second dam Fleetwiug, dam of
Stamboul.

Billy Lyle died the other day at Hill Top Farms, eight
miles from Denver, with the only attack of colic he ever had.
He died the property of Fred Barnett, who is the manager
of the Hill Top or Kendrick Farms, on the Morrison road.
He was eighteen years old, showed as great speed and endur-
ance as ever in his life, and was as sound in joint and limb
as a colt. He was bred in CaIifornia,and was a great favorite
of Orrin Hickok, who drove him many times, and sold him
for $5,000. He was a horse of great temper, game and ele-

gant in appearance and received marked attention whenever
he appeared. He was purchased when ten years old by W.
F. Kendrick and used for six years as Mr. Kendrick's pri-

vate speeding and road horse about Denver. He was sired
by Roache's American Star ; his dam the Kvan mare of Cali-
fornia, dam of Moses S., 2:19 ; Ha Ha, 2:22] ; Breastplate,
2:23

;] ; Billy Lyle, 2:35, and he trotted in 2:23 when seventeen
years old.

Closing of the Grand Circuit

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

Itldil I.Alt FALL BACK MEETING.

- SAN JOSE -

OCTOBER 22d to 27th, INCLUSIVE.

Spuclal Train to Sen FranciaCO Kucli Day Alter

the Races.

OVER $24,000 IN PURSES.
Special Prizes for

Four-in-Hand, Tandem and Double-Team Races,

BICYCLE CONTESTS.

Tbe Greatest Programme Ever Offered.

ihhii 700 ENTRIES.

hacks OOMMBNOE PROMPTLY AT 12:30 O'CLOCK.

The track will l»e put in splendid condition, and, It being llie last

n 11 "t: "I theseason, records will be broken aud great contests may be
expected.

UIMISSIUiY. SO CENTS.

The right Is reserved lu postpone races, ill case ol' rain to any date iliii

Ing the month ofOctober, isiM

E. P HTJA.LD,
President

F. W. KELLEY,
Secretary.
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THE SADDLE.

W. ("Butch") Fisher is at Bay District track with

North aod two green two-year-olds.

Lady Violet broke down in her race October -5th, pulling

up dead lame. It is probable that she may never race

again.

Lottie Mills, Rickabaugh's fast little mare, won a six-

furlong race in 1:15 at Harlem on the 12th. She beat Levena

C. but a nose.

Next season the Anaconda race track will be in splendid

condition. Thirty men are at work overlaying the track with

six inches of soil.

Golda, bay filly (4), by Ten Stone, dam Gold Bug, is now
in C. M. Barry's stable, and old Homer has been transferred

to the Elkton stable.

Hankins & Johnson have sold Danton, brown gelding (3),

by LindeD, dam Agnes, a half-brother to Jacobin, Macbeth

II. and Robespierre.

Vulture, a California-bred four-year-old, by Volante-

Dollie L., won a mile and a sixteenth race at Harlem Oc-

tober 9th in a field of ten.

Charley Weber has ridden more winners during 1894

than any jockey in America, he having some 180 victories to

his credit. Sims has 164 wine.

Wyatt Earp's string, containing Hathaway, Ryland and

two others, arrived from San Jose late last week and took up
quarters at Bay District track.

The string of Dan Mcintosh arrived at Bay District track

last Wednesday from Sacramento. In the lot are Pasha, 4

(brother toO rizaba), Ed Stanley and First Lap.

Mike Kelly's string is booked to arrive here from Sac-

ramento to-morrow. He has Don Fulano, Artist, Flirt, Eck-
ertjOutright, a green Darebin two-year-old colt and five others

Minnie Beach beat St. Croix at a mile and a sixteenth

in 1:51 on the 5th of October, and Bill Howard beat Bene-

factress by the scantest of noses five and one half furlongs in

1:08*.

Sam Merriwether last Thursday sent down two horses

from Sacramento to race at the coming meeting. They were
Cherokee, b c, 3, by Fellowcharm—Glencola, and Fi Fi, br

c, 2, by Hidalgo.

A. B. Gonzales' string, trained by Frank Farrar, took

up quarters at Bay District track late last week. It is headed

by Key Alfonso and Zaragoza. Farrar is also handling Val-
paraiso, Mestor and Grandee.

i

Colonel O. S. Chenault, of Lexington ; E. H. Douglas,

of Franklin, Teon., and Col. Prather, of St. Mary's Mo., will

i

dissolve partnership and dispose of that noted sire imp.
Albert, who got Pop Gray, one of the best sprinters in the

, west thie year.

I Amiable, the winner of the English Oaks (bis year, has

an extraordinary case of striug-halt. It affects both hind
* legs, and she pulls them up with a sharp jerk at least two
feet clear of the ground. Strangely, she gets rid of it entirely

I when she gallops.

California-bred two-year-old fillies (Sabilla and Cali-

fornia) ran one-two in a mile race at Morris Park October

12th. The mile was run in 1:40}-, the record for two-year-

olds. Articus ran the route in 1:41 2-5 last year, which was
the best previous record.

I A special train of nine car-loads of horses from Chicago
' should arrive at Buy District track to-morrow. They started

i from the Windy City on Wednesday, carrying the strings of

Ed Corrigan, Barney Schreiber. White & Clark, George
\ Rose and Frank Van Ness.

I At Providence, R. I., October 5th, California-bred horses

won the first three races on the programme. These winners
were My Gyps, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Napa ; Hermanita, by

Fresno—Sister to Jim Douglas, and Joe Ripley, by Hyder
> Ali—Clarrissa. All were bred at Rancho del Paso.

1 Montalvo's win of the Los Angeles Derby last Monday
must have made his breeder, John G. Hill, of Montalvo, feel

happy. Mr. Hill owns both the sire and dam of the big bay
colt. Mary Bell, the dam, by Norfolk, also threw that fleet

horse, John Treat. Hueneme, the other winner of Monday,
is also by Sid.

Gideon & Daly have secured Harry Griffin's services for

the next season at a very high figure. Bids were put in to

'Jimmy" Shields, August Belmont and Pierre Lorillord be-

ing the other bidders. Mr. Gideon is not willing to mention
.he amount of the retainer, but common rumor puts it at the

' 'outrageous
7
' figure of $16,100.

Sir Walter is evidently himself again. Last Monday at

Morris Park he defeafed both Clifford and Rubicon at weight
; or age, mile and a quarter. Time, 2:07. Clifford was second,

jeaten a length. Magian, by imp. The Ill-Used—M3gnet-
am, won the rich White Plains Handicap, with Counter

i Tenor second and California third.

Three of Peter Weber's horses came along in the car with
hose of George Covington and H. White last Sunday. They
vere Hymn, b g 3, by Himyar-TJna B. ; Jerome S., br c, 4, by
loe Daniels—Sweetbriar, and Miss Willoughby, by Vaga-
lond—Fannie Willoughby. The trip was an uneventful one,

ind the horses landed in good health.

E. J. Baldwin announced last Saturday that if Byron
'IcClelland wants a match race with Rey el Santa Anita he
Just ship Henry of Navarre to Chicago for it. As Baldwin
ias made preparations to ship his string to California, it is

ot iikely that the race will be brought off, although Bald-

'in might be induced to delay his start.

Marvellous, the famous Australian horse, sire of Marvel
and Zara. is represented by twenty-two winners of forty-two
and one-half races; total amount won, £5,556. This is for
1893-94. There are nearly 200 in the list of stallions whose
get have won money at the various meetings.

Eddie Graney, brown colt, two years old (never started),

by imp. San Simeon, dam Lenoke, by Shannon, in the Oak-
land stable, is said to have done the best work of any two-
year-old at the Sacramento track. He is a big, rangy fellow,

and promises to make any one step down the line to beat
|

him.

Mrs. Langtry, under her racing name, " Mr. Jersey,"
has offered her racing horse Milford for sale. The horse was
presented to her by Abington Baird, who refused £8,000 for

the animal. Experti now estimate the value of the horse at

£1,000. Mrs. Langtry has ceased her investments in blooded
stock.

California horses were essentially in the hunt last Satur-
day at Harlem. Don Caesar, a bay colt by imp. Brutus-Bes-
sie (dam of Sir Walter) won at odds of 20 to 1. Old Tim
Murphy ran six furlongs in track-record time—1:13£—the
odds being 3 to 5. Then the pretty Geraldine beat a cracker-
jack field with odds of 6 to 1 against her.

Tom Boyle, the Sacramento horseman, last Thursday
sent down a very select string to race at the local meeting.
In the lot are Huntsman, b c, 3 (brother to Rey Alfonso), by
Prince of Norfolk—Haidee ; Charlie Quick, b c, 2, by Prince
of Norfolk—by Powhattan ; Banjo, ch c, 3, by Peregrine

—

Lady Foster, and three two-year-olds by imp. Galore (son of
Galopin).

At Kempton Park, Eng., October 6th, the Duke of York
Stake Handicap of $10,000, for three-year-olds and upward,
Jubilee course, distance one mile, was won by Douglas Baird's

brown colt St. Florian, by St. Simon, dam Palm Flower. J.
Dick's brown gelding Athel, by Athelin, dam Ada, was sec-

ond, and Sir W. Throckmorton's bay colt Aviogtou, by Mel-
ton, dam Annette, third.

F. M. H. Wood, formerly with Tattersalls, New York,
now editor of the Enterprise, Port Limon, Costa Rica, writes

that arrangements have just been concluded with the Costa
Rica Government, whereby the first racetrack in that coun-
try will shortly be constructed under the direction of S. K.
Harrison, an American. The track will be situated on the
Savannah, at San Jose, the capital.

In the second race at Morris Park October Sth, for two-
year-oMs at six furlongs, Kennel notoriously outclassed his

field. Kennel is owned by P. J. Dwyer. He was entered to

be sold for $1,000. James Kelly thought there was a chance
to get a good colt cheap. He bid him up $3,000 above his

entered selling price. P. J. Dwyer was in anything but an
enviable frame of mind ; he bid an additional $5 and retained

the horse.

R. Colston, Jr., was called into the stand before the third

race at Harlem, October 9th, and questioned regarding the
ownership of Genette Edwards and Weola, with a view to

having them coupled in the betting if it was found that Col-

ston had an interest in both. He said he had no interest

whatever in Weola, but had been training her for the old

Jordan stable.

Joseph I. Dimond, one of the most popular men con-

nected with racing in this part of the world, Secretary of the

Golden Gate Fair Association, is a candidate for Supervisorial

honors from ibe fifth ward, and we trust he will lead from
start to finish and win in a bleedin' walk. Mr. Dimond is

thoroughly competent to fill the position, being a thinker
and conscientious. His many friends should rally to his

standard and elect him by a goodly majority.

A draft of horses from the stables of McCafferty & Wish-
ard and Pierre Lorillard was sold at Morris Park last Satur-

day. Those that brought more than $500 were as follows :

Judge Morrow, b g, 7, by Vagabond, out of Moonlight, S. S.

Howland, $1,400 ; Hartford, b c, 3, by Kinglike, out of Fan
Fan, F. W. Whittaker, $700 ; Litile Billy, ch h, 7, by Great
Tom, out of Alaska, to unknown, $1 ,050; Nero, b g, 6, by Flood,

out of Queen Bess; F. W. Whittaker, $1,000; Governor
Fifer, b c,by Bulwark, out of Bessie Lee, J. B. White, $800.

Of the Australian stallions now in this country that left

some of their sons and daughters to race in their native land

the following got winners in 1893-94 (the last racing season):

Chesterfield, 7 winners of 15 races, 5 seconds, winnings £592;
Idalium, 7 winners of 15 races, 2 seconds, winnings £7G2

;

Clieveden, 4 winners of 7 races, winnings £785 ; Suwarrow,
2 winners of 3 races, 1 second, 2 thirds, winnings £230 ; Sir

Modred, 1 winner of 2 races, 1 second, winnings £407 ; Che-
viot, 1 winner of 3 races, 1 second, winnings £330.

Mr. Perry Belmont gave orders that Magian should be

ridden out whatever position he was in, as he thought the

colt was learning to loaf at the finish. Magian is a fine mover,
and caught many an eye as he warmed up. He takes a good
deal of riding, but is likely to make quite a high-class race

hor6e.—N. Y. Herald, October 10th. To show what a

prophet the Herald man is, Magian last Monday won the

White Plains Handicap at Morris Park from some of the

I
best two-year-olds running on far Eastern courses.

I
.

Blitzen, the " iron horse," will be trained nest season

so his owner, Mr. Bradley, tells me
;
in fact, he may start

him at Washington this autumn. Blitzen is, perhaps, the

most popular horse alive. He has run more races and won
more than any horse of his stamp, and even when beaten he
always runs so gamely that the crowd will cheer him as he

goes to the post, even when he has no chance. He is to the

race-goers of the present generation what old Parole was to

those jf the last. Mr. Bradley expects to breed him to some
of his best mares next year. The old man fairly worships

his " war-horse," as he calls him. Through Blitzen's win-

nings he has acquired an extensive estate in Virginia and
has also collected quite a lot of broodmares of "good family,"

such as "a Virginia gentleman " ought to have.

A survey ha been made and specifications are being
prepared for a race track to be located near the pavilion in
Colton, Cal. If the plans now under consideration are car-
ried out, a track about three-quarters of a mile in length will
be constructed in the old wash of the Santa Ana River, red
clay being hauled upon it and mixed enough with the sand
to make a firm but elastic bed. The construction of the
track, with the necessary barns, stalls and other buildings,
would cost from $8,000 to $12,000, and make the course as
good a one as is now found in the southern part of the State.

The new inside work track at Bay District was finished
last Saturday, and horsemen notified to that effect. The le-
sult was a general exodus on Sunday from Oakland track to
this side of the bay. The new work course is about six and
a half furlongs around. It follows the old course from the
five and one-half furlong pole on the backstretch until with-
in lOOyards of the timers' stand, then it cuts inside the
steeplechase track for some distance, across the latter near
the five and a half furlong pole, and from there around to
within 100 yards of the timers' stand it is just inside the reg-
ular track.

E. F. ("Daggie") Smith, proprietor of Oakland Stable
Bay District track Thursday, met the following string of
racers

: John A., blk s, a, by Monday—Lady Clare ; Cannon
Ball, b c, 2, byJSurinam—Chestnut Bell ; Lou Newman, b c, 2,
by imp. Kingston—Alfonie Carter (dam of Rear Guard), by
King Alfonso

; Fleetwood, ch c, 2, by Fellowcharm—Ala-
meda(dam of Oakland), by Springbok

; Eddie Graney, br c, 2,
by imp. San Simeon—Lenoke, by Shannon; You Know, ch
g, 3, by Prince of Norfolk—by Humboldt and Oakland, b g,4,
by John A.—Alameda. The latter has just been taken up,
and will not be in shape to race for over a month.

The Stewards of the Steeplechase, Hunt and Pony Racing
Association held a meeting October 5th in their rooms for
the ostensible purpose of holding an investigation over the
Violets-Comanche race in order to find the guilty parties.
What the stewards really did was to whitewash all those in-
terested. And they put the "whitewash" on pretty thick at
that. Following is the notice the stewards sent out : "Racing
Editor New York Mercury—The Stewards of the Steeple-
chase Hunt and Pony Racing Association having investi-
gated the Violets-Comanche race run at Parkway August 23
(referred to them by the Stewards of the Long Island Pony
Racing Association) find no evidence of dishonesty in the
race in question. H. A. Bock, Secretary."

Three_ small strings arrived at Oakland trock last Sunday,
the principal one being that of George Covington, which
was brought to Bay District track, ajid contained : The five-

year-old ch g Prince Regent, by Regent—Reply; Lulu, four-
year-old bf, by Faustus—Lulu; Tamerlane, iwo-year-old br c,

by imp. Galore—Syria ; imp. Vigor, two-year old ch c, by
Galliard—Active; imp. Thome, two-year-old, by Bendigo
—Pink Thome and Hessen, two-year-old, by Argyle-imporled
Hester. They are all good performers, and of the kind cal-

culated to be breadwinners. Aleck Covington, the well-known
jockey, accompanied the string and will remain here through
out the meeting. He rode at 9S pounds last summer. Along
with Covington's [string came Henry 'Byrnes, the young
trainer, who brought with him Lucky Dog, owned by Simeon
Reed, the Oregon millionaire, and Booze, belonging to Henry
White, of this city. Both animals have been racing in
the East.

"Snapper" GARRisoN,the renowned jockey, has outgrown
the profession, and is now an aspirant for political honors.
He has entered the race for assembly in one of the Brooklyn
districts. Many people treat it as a joke, but the " Snapper "

is in earnest. In point of fact Ed Garrison is bad to beat at

any game. He was clearly the best of American jockeys
until the past year, he- is one of the best pigeon shots around
New York, and can give some of the best professional billard

players a hard push with the cue; he can play base-ball,

tennis, poker, he can feather an oar, he has played in the
drama, and now he sighs for the Senate ; seriously. Garrison
is a better equipped man than half the men who represent us

in legislatures. He has a fair education, and his natural
abilities are of a high order; he is penetrative, persuasive,

and a man who is tireless in applying himself to whatever he
undertakes. I will wager he can deliver a better address than
two-thirds of the members of the State legislature. His only
failing is his inordinate vanity and his rather too glib tongue.

In mental endowments he always stood head and shoulders
above the race of jockeys, and his nervous vigor is such that

he is not to be denied, when he sets out to gain an end.

—

"Capt. Absolute" in The Horseman.

Joseph A. Murphy has been appointed by the managers
of the Chicago Fair Grounds Association to the presiding
judgeship at their Harlem track, Mr. Murphy is the asso-

ciation's secretary and served in the stand with Colonel
Clark during the latter's tenure of office. It is understood
that the position was offered several well-known turfmen, but

none accepting, Mr. Murphy was selected. For any other
great race track but the one at Harlem the appointment of

Mr. Murphy would be most wise and judicious, but in every
case of the kind an outsider should be chosen. Race going
crowds are proverbially suspicious and prone to cry fraud

where no fraud exists as well as where it is plain to be seen,

and on this account no reason need be given why associations

have always found it to their best interests to employ as pre-

siding judge some one not in any way connected actively or

silently with the management. Colonel Clark complained
that on several occasions his two coadjutors, both represent-

ing the Harlem association, outvoted him, and this, being
well known and liberally discussed, has not tended towards
the hailing with unstinted satisfaction the nomination of the

secretary to the most important judicial position. This, of

course, by no means argues that Colonel Clark was invariably

right and his associates wrong, nor, per contra, does it estab-

lish the opposite as the fact ; it simply emphasizes the wis-

dom of appointing to the judges' stand men absolutely dis-

interested— which the Harlem managers have not done.

—

The Horseman.

Cts Pure!

That's Sure !

!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere.

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY .

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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SANTA ANA RACES.

Silkwood Breaks the California Pacing Race

Record—Peaoador Hard to Beat

Altao and Waldo J. "Win.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEB 8.

The second day »»t' the Fair Association races at Santa Ana

M people. The dull, cloudy weather of

ming certainly did not imbue the sports with great

enthusiasm and may have accounted, to some extent at

ii :,n attendance which, while large, was really less

than the merits of the racers deserved. Once on the track,

the people were enlivened to the occasion, and a bright,

in made the early afternoon perfect. Toward even-

ing a nipping coast bree/.e arose, which made fur coats and

:t luxmy for the last hour of the races.

The track was in superior condition. In fact, it is doubtful

if it wa- ever bo fast before. Horsemen werepresent from all

forma, and Los Angeles was particularly

well represented. The stables contained more horses than at

toy previous sea-on.some remarkably good animals being

imoSRSl the -iringsnow quartered there.

, J. E. Pleasants is acting as master of ceremonies at

he races, ably assisted by George B. Bixby and W. K. Rob-

["he judge dispatches his part of the business with

commendable alacrity. The usually festive pool-sellers and

pari-mutuel dealers sought to persuade the faithful that their

pools would be found as refreshing—to the winners, of course,

. pools of Biloam to the weary Hebrew pilgrim of

obi ; but really ii was a bad day for them. One reason was

that many of the horses were practically unknown, and the

events without enthusiasm. As the races progress the interest

will of course increase, and on Friday and Saturday will be

ided. Ou Friday the great free-for-all trotting race

will come ofl, and on Saturday the like pacing event, in each

ii b there is a $1,000 purse.

The first race yesterday was a running race of three-fourths

of a mile and repeat. Pescador, Dickey & Tupper's unruly

animal which won the mile and ooe-six(eenth dash the day

before, was an overwhelming favorite. Orizaba was nest in

B nd the other starters were Ali Baba, Elixir, Centinella

and Inkerman. Centinella carried 114 pounds and to the

inrprise of many won easily the iirst heat by a full length,

with a ding-dong finish between Elixir and Orizaba for sec-

ond place, I >onathau's colt heing second by a head. The time

w:is l;l G, about two seconds worse than Centinella can do if

harder pressed. In starting the heat, Pescador followed up

hi- unruly tactics displayed the day before, and it was a very

hard matter for Starter Smith to get them ofl' together.

Finally when they did get away, Pescador was slightly in the

rear of the bunch. Ali Baba led to the quarter in 0:28^,

made the half in 0:50i, and Centenella forged ahead on the

down stretch.

In the second heat, when the horses came to the post, Pes-

ry bull-headed and failed to go for fully twenty

minutes. Finally, when the red Hag went down, the ugly
;

..r showed a disposition to follow up his advantage of

a half length start. Orizaba was a close second and Elixir

next. The quarter was made in 0:25, the half in 0:50, the

!,<-:ie in 1:16}. Pescador won, Orizaba second and Elixir

third.

The third heat gave the race to Pescador as against Cen-
tinella, Ali Baba having been distanced and the others ruled

tut. The line big bay from San Berdardino led Centinella

around the track easily, going the half in 0:50 and lopping

ofl the three-quarters in 1:16|. Thus Pescador won the first

money, < entinella secend money and Orizaba third.

When this event was called, A. delaide Simmons ruled as

favorite with the bettors, General Wiles a good second, witn

Altao and I'ai-adepa Belle in the field. The drivers found
ndile trouble in getting oHj as it appeared but little

was made to score up together until the judge gave
tbem :i lecture on how to do it. Afterabout the sixth attempt

the bunch liroke away, leaving the wire well together, ex-

i epl Altao, who got a full neck start, leading in the quarter
leneral Wiles crowded up to first place at the

half, with Adelaide Simmons second, the post heing reached
On turning into the stretch it was nearly an even

thing for Wiles and Simmons. Down thev came, neck and
neck, hut lit the lasl sixteenth Maben's horse, working like a

ihi lead and passed under the wire a neck ahead,
mil ftimmona had to be content with second place, Altao
third, Pasadena Belle fourth. The lime was 2:15, which, upon
being aonounced, caused the first applause of the day. Tnis

I tin- besl trotting record ever made upon the track,

labli bed the record hint season. Wiles
lowered hli record considerably.

II" D i'v the bay mare Adelaide Sim-
i I, Altao third ; time, 2:18. The

were well bunched to the half, which was made in

lipped ofl at 0:34. The three quar-
in 1 !'ii Wiles and Simmons ran

iil.rentt fur half furlong, Then the plucky little mare, with
clip, shol paal the winning mark with three

lengths to hei credit.

The third hi I in i victory for Altao, Adelaide
i< ral Will third . lime, 9:3 1, 1:06$,
deed i prell j nice.

In the fourth heat, when ii looked for the world like the
Utile mare would win, she broke badly on the lasl furlong,
losing the race to Altao bf three lengths. Altao led to the

n lot U) the half in I OS mikI In the
artci in ii"

, and Altao wenl under the wire in

in the fifth heat, thus giving him the
'ill tdelaldt ad PIme, 2:10},

Vbanteeo ranked uafWvorite in tbli event, frith Nellie
W. «•

i lea and the heal was
i ke i real interesting race.

Hie W, second.
1 bi the half, whloh n u reached
in in- i II'.- th de in 1:48], and the

, by Nellie W . sod Abanteeo, who wenl :i dead
Dri ei S ord and

be pol<
i (,- Nellie

\\ . leading the entire distance, with Abanteeo second, Gray

.lim third. Nellie was making the prettiest race of her life

when she broke on the homestretch, but recovered herself

and won easilv by two lengths.

The third heat was won by Nellie W. in 2:20$, with Aban-

teeo second and Grey .Tim third. This leaves the race unfin-

ished, which, together with a 2:15 pacing race, were con-

tinued until to-day.
SI MMARIKS.

Running, three-quarters of a mile and repeat, purse 5300.

Dickey & Tupper's b h Pescador, by Gauo-Anueda Howard 5 1 1

T. A. Case's cu m Centinella, by Hock Hocking 1 4 2

L J. Bose'ach h Orizaba, by imp. Cyrus 3 2r.o

J. W. Donaihan'sbe Elixir 2 Si.o

Geo. Houston's b e Inkerman 6 ° r.-°

r. Vantna & Co.'s be Ali Baba -1 dis.

Time, 1:16, 1:15M, 1:1GJ<.

Trottiug, 2:17 class, purse 81,000.

P. ,1. Mann's b h Altao 3 3 111
K. D. Wise's b m Adelaide Simmons 2 12 2 1

ueo. Maben's b h Gen. Wiles 12 3 84
S. Park's hrm Pasadena Belle 4 4 4 4 dis

Time, 2:15, 2:18, 2:16, 2:17}$, 2:16K-

Trotting, 2:27 class, unfinished, purse $600.

EL Gird's chni Nellie W •• 1 1

Oakwood Park Stock Larm's b ra Abanteeo 2 2

J. San ford's g g Gray Jim 3 3 3

H. Delancv'sgr b H. M. Stanley 4 4 r o

M. L. Mayberry's b m Queen Anne 6 5 ro
Edg, Park's bh Harrv Winchester 5 6 ro

Time, 2:17%, 2:20H, 2:20%.

THURSDAY, OCTOBEK 11.

The attendance at the Santa Ana races < esterday was larger

than that of the preceding days,the weather perfect,the track

in better condition and the events far in advance of both

former days, says the Los Angeles Herald of October

12th. The Los Angeles sports are just getting in-

terested, and the morning trains carry large numbers to the

Orange county track.

Theie was some exceedingly good racing yesterday, notice-

ably the 2:27 class pace.which Waldo J. won in three straight

heats.

In the 2:15 class pace, Lady H, won three beats, allowing

Edith to win the first. The best heat was made in 2:1££.

Another fine event was the frve-eighths of a mile dash, in

which Hueneme and Polhemus were favorites. Polhemus

won in 1:03].

Like the races of the preceding day, two of the events up-

on the card were left unfinished, and will be settled to-day.

Although the races were announced to commence at 12

o'clock, an hour earlier than the usual time, it was 12:30 be-

fore the horses for the first race were called to the starting

post.

The day was one in which the favorites generally got away
with the honors, but in the case of the sports who backed the

field against Ketchum in the 2:27 pace, Edith in the 2:15

pace, and Hueneme in the five-eighths mile dash, there

was much wailing and gnashing of the teeth. Wal o J. was
barred in the betting.

A commendable act of the management yesterday was the

starting of the races earlier than on the previous days. While
they were billed to start at 12, it was a few minutes after that

hour when the last heat of the unfinished trotting race, 2:27

class, was called. This race was left unfinished from the pre-

ceding day, and was entered by Nellie W. as favorite, Aban-
teeo next and Delany's Stanley, Sanford's Grey Jim, May car-

ry's Queen Anne and Edgemont Park's Harry Winchester.

The event was characterized by some pretty work. The horses

started well together, but Gird's little mare soon worked her
way to the front, passing the quarter in 0:34. Abanteeo
pushed the Chino horse wonderfully close, but Nellie kept

the lead at the half and also at the three-quarters, which were
made in 1:07 and 1:42], respectively. She clipped off the dis-

tance in 2:17}, winning first money; Abanteeo second and
Stanley third.

The 2:15 pacing event, which was also left unfinished from
the previous day, was the second race, and a very pretty con-
test it was. Edith and Lady H. were by far the favorites

and sold heavily. Edith worked her way through the bunch,
going to the quarter in 0:33, with Lady H. a close second
and Del Norte third. Lady II. reached the half in 1:05$,

with Edith close up. At the three-quarter post, which was
made in 1:39:}, Edith was ahead with a hard fight against

the " Lady," but finally won in 2:14:}, with Lady H. and
Del Norte second and third. Nellie I. broke irretrievably

at the half, losing five lengths and all possible chance of win-
ning out. The second heat was a walk-over for Lady H.,
with Edith second and Del Norte third. Time, 2:15. In
the third heat Lady H. led to the quarter in 0:33, the half in

1:05$, the threequarters in 1:40j and the mile in 2:15$. The
fourth heat was an exciting event. Lady H. went to the
quarter in 0:33.1, with Edith second. Del Norte moved up a
length at the half, Edith losing by a break, the post being
reached in 1:06. At the turn Lady H. was still ahead, with
Del Norte and Edith gaining. The three-quarter post was
passed in 1:41, and then a spirited war began down the
stretch. Lady H. came under the wire in 2:17, Del Norte
second, Edith third and Nellie fourth. Thus the Lady won
first money. The decision was Del Norte second place and
third money, Edith third place and second money and Nellie
fourth monev.

Following the 2:15 pace, Granger's bay horse Badger went
against time to beat the record of 2:32, made a few days ago.
The animal marched around the track in a pretty manner,
making the mile in 2:25, The time by quarters was covered
In 0:85$, 3:12}, 1:49, 2:25.

It was Hueneme an favorite in t lie running race for two-
year-olds, for live-eighths of a mile The other starters for
the dash were Geerge Polhemus, ltata and Red Head. In
making McDonald's colt the favorite the speculators got left,

as Polhemus proved a winner. Itata got the pole, sided by
Hueneme. Soon after the word go the favorite that from
Unong Ibe buncb, with a little advantage iu starting, and led
nil thf way down the stretch, to the sixteenth post, when Pol-
hemUH forged up and went under the wire a head in advance
of Hueneme, with Red Bead third and Itata fourth. Time
1:03^.

The 2:27 pace was a walk-over for Wajdo .1., who was
barred from the betting, leaving Ketchum the speculative
favorite. ( Hinda Richmond, Thera and Birdroe also started,
Basle and Ben Butler failing to respond,
Judge I'leasantH, becoming disgusted at the had scoring of

' l unced that he would tine tbem heavily if

they did not make a better eflbrt to get away. The attempt

to get together was careless, to say the least, and the specta

tors got real tired in waiting so loDg. Finally, however, thej

broke away well together. The gray worked like a Trojan
going at once to the front, closely pressed by Ketchum'
knocking off the quarter in 0:32$. Waldo was too spirited

breaking before reaching the half post and allowing Ketchun
to go ahead in 1:07. The betting favorite kept the lead uoti

the stretch was reached in 1:42, when gradually Waldo cam*
up and went under the wire in 2:16}, Ketchum second, Then
third, OHnda Richmond fourth and Birdroe fifth. Waldo J

clipped off the next heat in 2:17, with Ketchum second am
Olinda Richmond third. The time by quarters was, 0:32$

1:05, 1:41,2:17. Ketchum was bet upon as against the field

Waldo barred, but the takers few. The gray also capture*

the third heat, winning first money, Ketchum second ant

Richmond third. Waldo led to the quarter post in 0:33J, the

half in 1:01 A. At the three-quarters, which was passed it

i

1:43, Thera was ten lengths behind and the horses wen
strung out like unto a Chinese procession. The mile wat

madein2:18J.
Two heats were run in the 2:50 class trot, the finish to bi

gone to-morrow. Both heats were won by Thompson, El Mo
lina getting second and Etta WilkeB third places in each o

them. The first heat was made in 0:37, 1:13.}, 1:50}, 2:2G

Purdy's Sir Gird ran away with Sanford, and was distanced

.lis

SUMMARIES.

Trotting, 2:27 class, purse 8600—Only one beat ruu yesterday.

R. Gird's ch m Nellie \V 1

Oakwood Park Stood Farm's b rr. Abanteeo S

H. Delaney'sgr h H. M. Stanley :l 3

J. Sanford's g g GrayJim 4 4

M. L. Mayberrrv's b m Queen Anne 5 J

Edg. Park's bh Harry Winchester 6 (

Time, 2:1724, 2.-20& 2:20)4, 2:1734-

Pacing, 2:15 class, purse 81,000.

Los Cerritos Farm's Lady H 2 1

Keating & Ottinger's bm Edith 1 ;

P. J. Mann's b h Del Norte 3 i

S. L. Roll's b m Nellie I 4 >

Time, 2:1454, 2:15, 2:15)4. 2:17.

Running, two-year-olds, purse 8300. Five-eighths of a mile dash

J. W. Douathau'sb h Geo. Polhemus
C. L. McDonald's b c Hueneme
George Maben's b c Red Head
Walnut Grove Stables' b f Itata

Time. ]:03}&.

Paciug, 2:27 class, purse $800.

S. P. H. &Co.'sgg Waldo J., by Bob Mason 1

C. A. Durfee's b h Ketchum, by Gossiper 2
C. A. Bailey's bh Olinda Richmond, by A.|W. Richmond.... 4
R. Gird'sb m Thera, by AJbion 4
John Baker's b m Birdroe, by Maud Monroe

Time, 2:16)4, 2:17, 2:18%.

FBI DAY, OCTOBER 12.

Yesterday was an exciting day at the Santa Ana races, ant

it was a day in which the favorites ruled, says the Los An
geles Herald. The attendance, brought out, no doubt, by th<

free-for-all trot, was larger than ever before, and excitemen

was the order of the day.

The chief event was the free-for-all trot, in which then

was a $1,000 purse. Klamath figured heavily at 70 to (in oi

Ottinger and 8 on Way Iand W. Raymond's horse, iu losinj

the first heat, placad the betting at 50 on Klamath, 35 oi

Ottinger and 3 on Wayland. Klamath won the heat and thei

it was 20 on the favorite against the field for $7, and he woi

out easily.

In the first heat Ottinger established a new trotting ream
for the Santa Ana track, making the mile in 2:12$. Th»

former record was 2:15. The others were all good and wen

very spirited throughout.

The opening go was the finishing heat in the trotting 2A{

class, two heats having been finished the day before, wher

Thompson had botb heats to his credit, with El Molina sec

ond, Sir Gird and Etta Wilkes being distanced. Thompsoi

led from the start, passing the first post in 0:34^, the half it

1:09}, the turn in 1:45, and the wire in 2:21}. Thus Thomp
son won first money, with three straight heats to his credit

The feature of the first heat of the two-year-old 2:4t

class pacing race was the wonderful performano
of W. W. Foote. To a straggling start Foote wai

the last to get away, but from the half the animal annihilatei

distance until crossing the line. Bettie Gentry led to tb<

quarter in 0:35, and when the marking post was reachec

Foote was gaining rapidly. The turn was reached in 1:42]

and a very pretty race was run down the stretch. Foote \

by full two lengths, with Harvey Mc next and Gentry awai

behind. Time, 2:17}. This was wonderfully good time foi

the colts. In the next heat Foote was the favorite iu the

betting. The pacers got away well together, but Foote go-

tangled up at the sixteenth. His breaking threw him in tin

rear two or three lengths. Bettie Gentry profited by the hap
pening and forged ahead, leading at the half post in 1:08

The three-quarters was passed in 1:45, Gentry leading dowr
the stretch at a remarkably pretty pace. To the surprise o

everybody, Foote came up, closing in ahead of Harvey Mi

for second place. Time, 2:22.'. The third beat was very ex-

citing. Gentrv led out and retained the front to the quar

ter post in 0:35 ',. Foote broke badly and fell six lengths be

hind. The half wasclipped ofl'in 1:10. It was a hard strug

gle for first place at the half between Gentry and Harvey Mc
Foote was eight lengths behind at the three-eighths pole

where he broke, but soon closed up, and at the last quartet

was showing signs of winning. The time at the three-quar-

ters was 1:47'. Foote and Bettie Gentry struggled hard fot

the first place, but the first-named passed the line two length;

ahead jin 2:22. Harvey Mc was at least four lengths in th<

rear. Foote was given first money, Gentry second.

In the next event Naicho B., Polasky, Santa Fe and Kinj

Daniels came up for a start. Naicho B. was an overwhelming
favorite, with Polasky a distant second. Polasky was firs

when the Hag fell and remained in front until the quarter

was passed, with Santa Fe next, and Naicho B. and Kinj

Daniels close up. On the back stretch Naicho B- forged up

lapping on Palasky, with Santa Fe and tne King in the ordf

named, neither not two lengths ahead. It was almost neel

and neck, with Marco Forster's horse slightly ahead at I

tuile. Down the stretch they bunched finely, with half

length between the three and King Daniels. The favori

won easily by a length, with Polasky second and seconi

money and Santa Fe third and third money. Time, 2:1 11

The first heat of the big race was called immediately afte

the running event. Klamath was the favorite in the betting
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with Ottinger a close second, and Wayland W. scarcely in it.

Ottinger drew the pole, with Klamath in the center. It was

nearly 3 o'clock when the gong was sounded for the opening

«ro. The trio of swift trotters scored up and were off on the

third trial. Ottinger started a little ahead, with the favorite

: as a straggler. The black horse led to the quarter in 0:33f.

Klamath gained two lengths and lapped Wayland W. on the

half post, which was reached in 1:08 A. Klamath pulled

away from Wayland on the turn, Ottinger leading to the

i three-quarter post in 1:39V. Great excitement prevailed when
the swift-coming horses started down the stretch, and every-

body was waiting to see the favorite pass the struggling Ot-

;
linger, and came near doing it, but broke when within half a

,
furlong of the wire. The happening lost Klamath the heat,

' for Burke's fine animal took advantage of it and went in by

two lengths in a jog. Wayland was four lengths behind.

When ibe time was aunouuced, a great yell went up, for the

track record for trotting was lowered nearly three seconds,

tbe time being 2:12A. The track record of 2:15 was held a tie

by Gossiper and General Wiles.

Tbe honors iu betting were about evenly divided in the

second heat, which was run immediately after a heat of the

j

the 2:29 class. Judge Pleasants got applause by announcing
' to the drivers that this heat " must be a horse race and no
» monkeying. J' He cautiooed them to keep within the rules,

. when Driver Raymond, owner of Klamath, protested that he
had been crowded in the start of the first heat. The trio

started well together and at the quarter post passed in 0:33}.

Ottinger led Klamath by two full lengths with Wayland W.
fully sixty yards behind on account of a bad break. Tbe
three-eighths post saw the black horse still in the lead, with
Klamath two open lengths in the rear. The half was made
in 1:06, with Ottinger three lengths ahead, but at the turn

Klamath increased his speed and marched up behind. The
three-quarter pole was made in 1:43^, with Klamath closing

in and Wayland W. fully ten lengths behind. Raymond's
animal gained down the stretch, and at the last sixteenth

passed Ottinger, going under the line in 2.131. with Ottinger

an open length next, and Wayland away behind. Klamath's
victory in this heat caused much applause.

Wayland W. crowded the favorite in the third heat, and,

with Ottinger by his side, led Klamath by a length on the

eighth, making the quarter in 0:32. McCormick's horse led

to the half-post in 1:04, with Klamath a close second and
Ottinger a length behind. This was a wonderful gait for the

trotters, but it couldn't be kept up, and at the three-quarters

the watch registered 1:37 A. Klamath had gained steadily,

and at the turn into the stretch led by half a length, with

Wayland W. next and Ottinger two lengths behind. The
same position was retained half-way down the stretch, when
Klamath won in 2:15.}, Ottinger a closesecond. Had not the

horses slowed up they would have placed a even lower rec-

ord on the track than was done in the first heat. The fourth

heat threw the race and first money to Klamath, who won in

2:15V. < Ulinger got the second place and second money, and
Wayland W. third money. Klamath, as usual, got a strag-

gling start, Ottinger and Wayland trotting neck and neck at

the quarter in 0:33, wUh Klamath half a length behind
Klamath made a drive on the backstretch, and a blanket

would have covered them all. At the half Klamath was half

a length ahead and steadilv gaining. Ottinger closed the gap
at the five-eighths post and lapped on the favorite's wheel.

The three-quarters was made in 1:41. Here Klamath went
ahead, with the fast-coming Ottinger struggling hard for the

second place, Wayland being three lengths back. Klamath
won in a slow jog in 2:15], Ottinger second and Wayland
third. The money was distributed in the order given. Great
cheering was given for Klamath.

Irene Crocker was next to General Wiles in favoritism

when the 2:20 trot was called. Trumont was the other

starter. They broke away even on the first heat, but Tru-
mont jostled and broke before going to the eighth, giving

Irene the lead. The quarter was knocked oft in 0:343. On
the half post Wiles forged ahead, and Gird's little gray fell

two lengths behind, with Trumout away back and no pros-

pect of recovering a winning chance. Tbe three-quarters

was made in 1:45£, and at the head of the stretch Wiles led

Crocker four lengths, Trumont gaining slightly. General
Wiles won easily in 2:20, Irene Crocker second.

The second heat was a walkover for Wiles, who got the

start and retained it all the way around. At the quarter,

made in 0:341. there was barely a streak of daylight between

Wiles and Crocker, with Trumont two lengths behind. The
half post was passed in 1:09, with Trumont only one length

in the rear, Irene Crockor pressing General Wiles for the

load. On the three-auarlers the horses bunched, Wiles

shortly shoving ahead, with Irene and Trumont soon lapped

on the General's sulky wheel. Wiles won in a hot finish in

2:18], Trumont and Crocker being first and second respec-

tively.

The next heat was a walkover for General Wiles, leading

all the way and winning first money in 2:17V, Trumont sec-

ond and second money, and Irene Crocker third and third

money. The quarter was clipped iu 0:33], Trumont being
a length behind and Irene half a length behind Trumont.

, The same position was retained at the three-eighths post and
the half, which was passed in 1:07. Irene gained on the up-
per turn slightly, but at the five-eighths pole the three pulled

back into the former position. The time at the three-quarter

post was 1:43, with General Wiles slightly increasing in the

lead.

A very pretty go against time was made by the vearling

pacer Jay Eff Bee, with a running mate to beat 2:30. The
time was 0:37, 1:13, 1:50, 2:27. This promising young ani-

mal is a full brother to Diablo.

This was the last event on thecard, and was left unfinished,

only one heat being closed. Durfee's Gazelle was the favor-

ite in the betting, with Sir Gird and Galette in tha field with
1 but few takers. Galette jumped ahead, and at the quarter
post led the favorite by three open lengths. The post was no
sooner passed in 0:35£ than Sir Gird broke and fell behind
fifty yards in less time than it takes to tell it. The favorite

pulled up at the half and ran on even terms with Galette,

passing the mark at 1:09] and going like blazes for the lead

at the turn. Durfee's swift animal led the field by two lengths
at the three-quarter post, which was passed in 1:45V. Then

;

it was nip and tuck between the two down the stretch, and

I

soon it was seen that Gazelle led the heat easily, with Galette
three lengths behind, breaking before reaching the wire.

Sir Gird was distanced. Time, 2:19 J.

BUMHAKIES.
Trotting, 2:40 class, purse S400.

C. Vanina & Go's ch h Thompson Ill
E. L. Mavberry'sbh El Molina 2 2 2
C. A. Durfee's b m Etta Wilkes 3 dis

J.S. Purdy'shr. Sirnird ,. dis

Time, 2:26, 2:24, 2;21#.

Pacing, two-year-olds, 2:40 class, purse S300.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk g W. W, Foote 12 1
H. W. Maxwell's b f Bettie Gentrv 3 12
C. A. Durfee's blk m Harvey Mc '2 3 3

Time, 2:17J£, 2:2234, 2:22.

Ummiug. purse S300. One aud ooe-quarter mile dash.

M. A. Forster'sch g Naicho B., by Wanderer l
Geo. Button's b g Polaski 2
C. L. McDonald's b h Santa Fe 3
J. J. Darmell's b h King Daniels . i

Time, 2:11^.

Trotting, free-for-all, purse 51,000.

T. W. Raymond's bgKlamatn 2 111
F. H. Burke's br g Ottinger 12 2 2
Alex. Connick's b h Wayland W 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:12X, 2:13M. 2:15%, 2:15^.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse SI ,000.

George Maben's bh Gen. Wiles 1 1 1

P. J. Mann's blk g Freemont 3 2 2
It. Gird's g m Ireue Crocker 2 3 3

Time. 2:20, 2:1S'4, 2:17J4.

Ummished trotting, three-year-olds, purse S400. Tu be finished
to-day.

C. A. Durfee's blk f Gazelle 1
Edgemout Park's blk f Gallette 2
J. S. Purdv'sb eSir Gird dis

Time, 2:18%.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 33.

Silkwood is the king. Again hasSaota Ana demonstrated

that she has a horse that may yet claim the world's pacing

record. By a remarkable performance fo-day Willi ts

drove his star side-wheeler at a record-breaking gait the entire

three heats in the great free-for-all pace. The already

famous horse, which held the State pacing race record of 2:08},

made on the Los Angeles track last year, went a mile to-

day in 2:07, establishing a new record and lowering W. Wood's

best time on the Stockton kite-shaped track.

Horsemen who witnessed the race are unauimous in the

opinion that Silkwood is the greatest pacer in the West, The
big black animal was in good condition, though Wood, his

only opponent, was conceded to be tbe most perfect in that re-

spect, having gone through the races of the northern circuit,

while the Grange county wonder has been kept from the track.

The other two pacers, Hazel H. and Gur Dick, were drawn

tbe night before, leaving tbe race entirely lo the Santa Ana
and the northern horses. In the betting Silkwood sold favor-

ite by 2 to 1.

The last dav of the Grange County Association races was

certainly an exciting one. It is rightly estimated that 5,000

people were present to-day. Many of them attended es-

pecially to see the favorite go against the northern pacer, and
backed him for everything in sight.

The opening go was the trotting race for two year-olds,

and the starters were M. S. Severance's chestnut filly La
Belle and the Oakwood Park's filly Derby Princess. Maben
drove the Los Angeles arimal and Sanders the one from the

North. The gong called the trotters to the track at 1 o'clock

with the Princess at the pole. There were eleven entries

in the event, the other nine declining the issue. La Belle

led out but broke soon after passing the quarter post, which
was made in 0:36 1. Princess was away ahead at ihe half,

made in 1:12.>, but Severance's trotter gained rapidly until

at the turn into the stretch, when they ran breast and breast.

The three-quarters was made in 1:51 J, and thev clippedoffa

pretty race to the last sixteenth, when both broke and finished

the race together in a dead run. One was no more to blame
than the other, and the judge gave the heat to La Belle,

which won by a head in 2:26}.

The second heat was also won by La Belle, going in 2:27,

and winning first money.
Some surprise was manifested in the big event at the fact

that Silkwood and W. AVood were to be the only starters,

Our Dick and Hazel H. declining the issue. In fact, both

horses were drawn the evening before. Our Dick was stabled

some time before the Sacramento races, and it was certainly

less interesting than it would otherwise have been. The yel-

low was a very conspicuous color in the overcrowded amphi-

theater and all Santa Ana seemed loyal to Willits' fioe black

pacer.

A great yell greeted the judges' command to bring out the

two star side-wheelers. Silkwood apparently was in good

condition, though it was conceded that W. Wood had the

best of it in point of recent training, having participated in

the northern races while the Santa Ana favorite had been

worked but little Wood was certainly in first-class condition.

The excitement became intense when the sidewheelers

canoe up for a start. Willits drove his own horse and M.
Sanders held the ribbons on Wood, the latter having the

pole. They score for a start the third time and finally got

away on this attempt, with Silkwood slightly in the front.

The Santa Ana horse increased his lead around the turn, and

at the quarter was three open lengths ahead. The yells (rom

the grand stand by this time were deafening. The same po-

sition was maintained at the three-quarters pole, but as the

swift-coming pacers Hew toward the turn Wood gained, hav-

ing recovered and getting in good moving condition. Wood
closed up and lapped Silkwood's sulky at the three-quarter

post. They came into the stretch with the northern horse

slightly in the rear Down the stretch they came at a re-

markable speed, wilh the swift-coming Wood being urged

forward by Sanders, who plied the whip heavily. Very little

difference was noticed in the positiou than that which they

held at the head of the stretch, and Silkwood passed the line

ahead by a neck. The shouting was deafening; hats were

tossed up like barns in a Kansas cyclone, and even the ladies

clapped and yelled for the winner.

But the applause came when Judge Pleasants announced

that the time was better than was ever made in a pace west

of the Rocky Mountains. The horse lowered Wood's record

of 2:07.\, made on the kite shaped track at Stockton. The
time was 0:31, 1:02:{, 1:35-1,2:07.

After a heat in the trot for two-year-olds, Silkwood and

Wood were again called. The second heat showed Wood
start off as the "favorite in the betting, but Silkwood soon ran

up about three toooe. When the word was given th*» favor-

ite again shot ahead, and at the eighth pole was two open

Iengthsahead. Silkwood opened the gap toward the three-

eighths post by gaining two lengths more, and at the half

was fully five lengths ahead. The quarter was made in

0:32$, the half in 1:04. Toward the up turn Wood com-

menced joining, and closed up rapidly at the head of the

stretch, was within a length, of the Santa Anan a second

later, The three-quarters was passed in 1:37. and Silkwood

was an easy winner in 2:092. The applause that greeted the
winner w»s even more pronounced than before.

The third heat was a victory for Silkwood in 2 :09. Wood
was backed by only a few, and everywhere it was "Silkwood!"
Silkwood !" The favorite led at the quarter by two lengths
in 0:31, and increased a length on the backstretch, main-
taining the position at the half, which was increased in 1:02.

At the head of the stretch W. Wood moved up perceptibly,
but on the downstretch, at the drawgate, fell behind three
full lengths. Silkwood passed the line in 2:09, with the
Northern horpe only a length behind, having made a won-
derful spurt under heavy urging.

Again the Santa Ana contingent applauded themselves
hoarse. Even ihe ladies crowded up to shake hands wilh Ihe
driver and owner of the famous record-breaker. Willets ac-

cepted the honors very gracefully, and promised a similar
performance, if not setter, at the Los Angeles free-for-all

race next Saturday.
There were seven entries in this event, Jennie June and

Pe*er W. being drawn, leaving five starters. Flora was ihe
favorite in the betting, which stood 20 to S against the field-

Flora led at the quarter in 0:351, when Leouor broke and
lost second place to Emin Bev. The favorites led the field

at the half in 1:10.1. Just before reaching the three-quarter
post Patterson drove Emin Bey frem his feet, falling :n the

rear but recovering soon. Flora led handily down the stretch
and passed under the wire in 2:22, with Emin Bey second
and Leonor third.

The second and third heats were a walk-over for Buell's

Flora, winning first money, with Leonor second money and
Emin Bey third money. In the second heat the time was
0:3G, 1:10,1:461,2:21. the last heat was made in 0:36, 1:11,

1:47V, 2:223, with the favorite leading the entire distance.

Sir Gird and Emin Bey trotted a dead heat.

C. A. Durfee's two-year old trotting stallion Ocita.wilh a

running mate, attempted to lower his record of 2:30, but
failed by a quarter of a second. A second attempt ended
similarly, making the mile in his record time.

Tbe last event of the day was the running event, one and
one-fourth miles, novelty, in which there were four starters,

with Orizaba favorite. Ali Baba was a close second, and the

horses ran under the line in the order of betting, with War-
rago third.

SESIMARIES.

Trotting, two-year-olds, purse S400.

M. S. Severance's eh f I,a Belle ] 1

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b f Derbv Princess 2 2
'lime, 2:2634. 2:27.

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $1,000.

J. Willits' blk h Silkwood 1 1 1

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g W. Wood 2 2 2
Time, 2:07, 2:09%, 2:09.

Troltiug, 2:24 class, purse S700.

A. W. Buell's br m Flora I 1 1

C. A. Durfee's b in Leono 3 2 2

K. D. Wise's b h Emin Bey 2 ;j o
Edgeraonl Park's h h Sir Credit 1 5

Savauua Park's b li Itaghestau 5 1 1

Time, 2:22, 2:21, 2:22%.

Running, novelty, purse 5225. One aud one-iiuarler miles.

L. J. Hose's ch h Orizaba, by imp. Cyrus t

C. Vauiua it Co.'s b c Ali Baba 2

J. W. Donathan's b ra Warrago :
''•

F. \V. Thompson's ch m Bessie Briggs I

Racing at Carson.

Carson (Nev.), October 12—The races here to-day re-

sulted as follows :

Handicap, one mile—Drummer won, Eureka second, Kit

Carson third. Albatross fourth. Time, l-"47§.

Half mile and repeat—Silver State won, Lou I-., second,

Nelson third, Bebe fourth. Time, 0:49.

Nelson's jockey was replaced by McAuliile in the second

heal, as the judges thought Nelson was not ridden to win.

Free for-ail trot—Lottie G. won, Waterford second, Alpha
third. Best lime, 2:27.

This was lo have been the last day, but on account of the

increased attendance and fine weather it was decided to have

a special programme to-morrow.

Carson (Nev.), October 13.—The week's racing closed

with a big attendance and fine weather.

The trotting and pacing was won by Tarn O'Shanter, Mamie
F. second, Bozero third. Best time, 2:40.

You Bet won the quarter-mile dash in 0:23, Little Tom
second, Dollie G. third.

An attempt was made to
;t dope" You Bet this morning.

Three-eighths of a mile dash—Lou L. won, Gold Cloud

second, Kandwick third, Laundress fourth. Time, 0:36$.

In the hurdle race, a mile aod one-eighth, four hurdles,

Alcatraz came first under the wire, but the race was given to

Albatross, as Alcazar ran around two hurdles.

The three-eighths of a mile dash for country horses was

won by Nellie M. in 0:42, Billy H. second, Peanut Bill

third.

The quarter-mile dash for saddle horses was won by Bessie

S. in 0:25, Billy B. second, Mike Tovey third.

San Andreas Races.

San Andreas, October 12—There were 1500 people in at-

tendance at tbe races to-day, which was the closing day of

the most successful county fair ever held here.

The racing was good. It opened with a three-eighths mile

dash for two-year-olds. The starters were Billy Foote, Buck-

horn and Sailor Brown. It was remarkably close between

Billy Foote aod Buckhoru, but the race was given lo the

former. Time, 0:390.

The secood race was at one and one-half miles between

Outi Oro, Auteuil and Morton. Onti Oro was an easy winner,

with Auteuil second. Time, 2:47.

The third race was at three-quarteas of a mile between

Susie Hooker, Prince and Jim R Susie Hooker was the

winner, with Jim R. second. Time, 1:19.

Theke was quite an active bit of selliug and swapping

horses, down at Latonia, this week, says the Live Slock Rec-

ord. Martin Doyle sold Sister Mary to \V. G- Sink for

$7,000, and Mr. Buck Viley sold lo the 'same party the two-

year-old filly Belle of Stonewall for $1,500. Mr. Sink is the

manager of the Baldwin Stable aud is yetiiug up a stable of

his own. He starts out well, for Sister Mary is to-day, one

of the fastest horses on the American turf, at a mile or less,

and Belie of Stonewall is a good filly. A. Duffy bought Say

On for $720 and Mr. Baldwin traded Tuscarora for Ruby

Pavne and $100. The sale of Sister Mary for $7,000 shows

that a good raco-liorse wjl] bring good money, even in these

ljard times
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HolllBter Races.

-.'AY, octobeb :•.

A Isrge crowd attended (he Irsck upou Ihe opening .lay.

The judge*' «t«nJ *•* occupied by M>«- McClaskey, Wm.

KellT mod I.. < >rr.

The lift race na the yearling liot for wliich three colts

lined u,. Soil .v Buichex' Join I hico so f»r outclassed

ivlphinind Weathers' colt, that the mile dash was a

•iree. Thee started and came in in the order named.

fine, •IKK.

The rattling race had three starters. Kent's I'ecka-boo

old favorite in the pools *5 lo$2.50. The favorite bad a

id to the liackslrelch, where she passed by Wilson's

Warburton's Madge was third. Time.- -

ir-old trot had three starters, Dunne's Rambler,

Weather-' Antimony, An.irs Mathias ft. Kamhlersold fav-

orite* \utiiutiuv won the first heat in 2*7},

Rambler second. Inlimonj was then made favorite, and

won ibe second beat handily in - -

- trot brought out seven starters. Letter B.

ran favorite at $10 to $6 for Bessie Thome, and $3 for the

held consisting of Mat, Star of the West, Merrill and Laura

In ibe Brat beat Letter B. led strong to the half, where she

made a disastrous break and was passed by the whole outfit.

The beat was won bv Bessie 'fborne in 2:28, Mat second, Mer-

rill third, letter B. fourth. Star of the West fifth, Laura P.

sixth.

For the second heat Bessie Thorne was made favorite at

$10 to fi for the field. Letter B. took the lead from the first

turu, and was never headed, coming under the wire in a jog

me Thorne second, Mat third, Merrill fourth,

Laura fifth, Star sixth.

In the third heat Letter B. was made favorite at $10 to $4.

The little bay led from wire to wire, and won in 2:32, Bessie

Thorne second, Mai third, Merrilt L. fourth, Laura fifth.

Star sixth.

In the fourth beat Merrill I. was withdrawn on account of

cutting himself. Letter B. again led from wire to wire,

closely pressed by Bessie Thorne all around the circle. Time,

Bessie Thorne second, Mat third, Laura D. fourth,

Star fifth.

Leller B. took first money, Bessie Thorne second, Mat
third, Laura D. fourth.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10TH.

A greater crowd was in attendance the second day. S.

Milliken. Thus. McC'loskey and Wm. Kelly acted as-judges.

I'be firsl race called was the mile dash with seven starters.

sold: Abi P. $10, Flirtilla$l, Carmel $3, field $1.

Some little delay was caused at the post by the sulking of

Carmel, but finally the tlagfell to a fair start. Abi P. started

out to make the pace, but at the hall the whole field was

well bunched. Entering the stretch Duke Stephens collared

the favorite and won by a good length. Time, 1:44. The
first money was won by a rank outsider, whose tickets sold

for a dollar in $25, and could hardly be given away. Abi P.

was second, April third, Carmel fourth. Ohiyesa, Fortuna
and Flirtilla also ran.

The second race was live-eighths heats. Quirt was a pro-

hibitive favorite, bringing $10 to $3 50 for the whole field.

.-' start was made with ' iracie S. three lengths in the lead.

At the first turn Quirt forged ahead and was never thereafter

beaded. Time, 1:04. t iracie S. second, Durango third.

For the second heat no pools were sold. Gracie S. took

the lead, closely pressed by Quirt. The record-breaker got

into the soft track, however, and fell back beaten by three
lengths by UracieS. Time, 1:03. Quirt second, Sue Abbott
third.

For the run-oil pools sold Quirt $7, Gracie S. $10. A
start was made at the first try. Quirt took a living lead of

three lengths and maintained it to the wire. Time, 1:03.

A measly lot of cayuses were brought on the track for the
ten-mile relay race which was won by Joe Bacigalupi in 23
minutes H seconds, F. Hitchcock second. This race created
a whole lot of amusement and the tired riders were heartily

applauded.
\ -|K'cial trot wound up the day's proceedings. Billy

•lakes, Wilhemina, Ma/el W., i'aro W. and Rayonita started.

No pools were sold on the first heat, which was won handily
by Billy < lakes in 2:30$, Kayonita second, Faro W. third,

Wilhemina fourth, lla/.el W. fifth.

For the second heat pools sold Kayonita $10, Billy Oaken
$3, field $2. The heal was won by Wilhemina, after every

a the race had the lead, in 2:33, Hazel W. second,
t lakes third, Kayonita fourth. Faro D. fifth.

Kayonita -till sold favorite for the third heat, and justified

the confidence of her backers by winning in 2:33, Wilhemina
a dote second, t >ake» third, Hazel fourth, Faro I). fifth.

The race was then postponed to 1 o'clock Thursday.

HoLI ib r 1 1.—The attendance at the track wa
large and pool-selling lively.
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Running, three-eighths of a milt; and repeat.

Smith's Valledore }t \
DLion's Quirt - ~

Time, 0:35, 0:35%.

rhxee-quarteis of a mile dash.

Dornberger'e ohiyesa, by Argyle
,J

Appleby s Conde ^
Pacbceo's Lady Jane *

Time. 1:17V,

Whitney's Gracie S, alserau.

,.i b quarter mile novelty race, Valledore Brat quarter, 'juirt

second, third and fourth quarters. Time. 2:12.

HOLUSTER, October 13.—This was the closing day of the

S aud the attendance was the largest.

Free-for-aU trot

Pox's Chancellor, b/ Bismarck J
1 1 i

Anderson's Bay Wilkes
\ % g -

McCartney's Bav Hum d Z - o

Time. "J. J V.,. 2:28,2:28 2:24]

Free-for-all pace.

Shaw Bros.' BooIon Boy, by General Bcuiou i

Steele's Edna K -

Burkholder's Waits-Little j
Wilson's Loupe *

Time. 2:17%, 2:22}$. 2:20%.

Mixed pacing aud trotting.

spencer's Challenger Chief 1 -

Spencer's Phalinout Boy 2 1

Sullivan's Surprise 3 3

Time. 2:27J4 2:26^, 2:25%, 2:25.

Mile dash.

G. Pacheco's Abi P., by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid 1

Dixon's Quirt -
Time, 1:46.

Buggy-horse race.

Phillips' Herald 1

Wright's Joe S 2

Archibald's Around Town 3
Time, 2:55%.

Cagney's Credo and N'ash's Snipe also started.

Limonero's Great Victory.

i

Lexington (Ky.), October 12.—This was the last day of

the breeders' meeting here. The track was fast and the

weather rainy during the latter part of the afternoon. The

chief event was the stallion representative stake. B. B. P.

was the favorite, but Limonero won after losing the first heat.

The nomination fee of the first and third horses goes to the

Leland Stanford estate, while Walter I. Clark, of Batlle

Creek, Mich., gets the nomination fee of the second horse.

Stallion representative stake, $5,000, for foals of 1S91
;

$3,500 to the first, $750 to the second, $250 to the third, $350
to the nominator of the sire of the winner, $100 to the nom-
inator of the sire of the second and $50 to the nominator of

the sire of the third. Limonero, by Piedmont, won the

fourth, fifth and sixth heats and race. Time, 2:15 j, 2:14|,

2:14}. Expressive, by Electioneer, won thesecond and third

heats in 2:15£, 2:16|. Baron Dillon won the first heat in

2:211. Axinite started. Futurity was distanced.

2:17 class, trotting, purse $1,000. Billy Bolton won the

third, fourth and fifth heats and the race. Time, 2:15}, 2:16,

2:17 j . Gratton won thesecond heat in 2:15}. Folly won
the first heat in 2:17$. Austrian, WheatlaLd, Onward, Pat
My Boy, Mocking Bird, Egyptienne, George Lee, Roxanna,
Simonelte, Letta G, Banner Mark, Happy Promise and Billy

J jndsay also started.

2:11 class, pacing, purse $1,000 (unfinished). Frank Agan
won the first and second heats in 2:15'., 2:17o. Colonel
Thornton, Kissel I, Guerita, Wilkie Knox, Lottie Lordaine,
Jewell, Cambridge Girl, Vara Capel, White Line and Kilt
B. also started. Daisy Despain was distanced.

New Era's Grand Race.

Galesbubu, 111., Oct. 1.—Hot races and close finishes

were the order of the day. The 2:24 pace brought over from

Saturday was the most interesting. Those who had been
backing Slumber as the proper one to win the race still pinned
their faith to him, but when the first heat was ended the re-

sult showed that Peerless was a good outsider. The next
heat went to New Era in 2:13. The two following heats also

went to the Hambletonian Wilkes gelding in slower time.

SUMMARY.
Gau&mjbg, 111., September 29th ami October 1st.—2:24 class, pac-

ing, purse $300.

New Era, ch g, by Hambletonian Wilkes Warner 10 S 2 1 1 1

Slumber, brs. by Harold O'Neil 1 1 "3 3 4 2
Peerless, b m, by Enuity Wilkes Delaney 12 3 12 2 3
Charton, ch s, by Charleston Clink 2 2 7 15 5
Kailn.it. br s, by St, Bel ..Marvin 6 5 4 5 3 4
Maid o! Kockv Run, b m, bv George Foust

Huston 5 4 10 G 9dr
Black Crook, blk g, by Adjutant Hendersou 4 7 6 9 6 dr
Merry Boy, b g, bv Nutland Judy 8 6 5 10 7 dr
Miunie Barb, b m Sullivan 7 y it B 8 dr
Sigma Nil. lis, by Bourbon Wilkes Clink 311 8 7 dr
Doctor Shedler. br s. by Apauoose Bennett 11 12 11 11 dr
Sagwa, bg, by Pauley Black 9 10 12 dr

Time. 2:15V 2:16% 2:18^, 2:13, 2:15)5, 2:18J£.

Hambletonian Wilkes, the sire of the winner of the above
race, belongs to R. J. Moorhead & Son, of Santa Clara, Cal.,
and the horse is now on their farm.

Robert J. Defeats Joe Patchen.

Sioux City (la.), October 11.—The largest crowd which
ever gathered at e trotting event in the Northwest witnessed

the race between the two pacers, Robert J. and Joe Patchen,
at the Institute Fair to-day. Fully 25,000 people were on the
E round.

Patchen look the lead at the start by about a shoulder and
kept it with hardly the variation of a" hair's breadth to the
stretch, when Robert J. slowly crept up to him and came un-
der the wire first by a short neck in 2:00.

In the second heat Robert -I. took the lead from the start
and easily held it to the finish, making the second mile inex-
actly the name time as the first.

The last heat was Lhe sensation of the day. The start was.
i perfect One, the two great pacers crossing the wire nose and
nose. Robert J. soon put a length between himself and his
rival. Coming into the stretch Geers let Robert .J. out, aud
he .

mm. under the wire likt a shot five lengths ahead. There
rclone of applause u few minutes afterward when the

time wai announced as 2:08}t within a second of his record.
I .pMirterwasai a two-minute gait. The quarters were:

0:82, 1:08

rai not pushed at all until in the stretch, as he
easily kept away from Patchen. The truck was in splendid

n and the weather tine Robert J. will go against
Dlfl 0W1 ir ,1»y.

How Azote "Won the Transylvania,

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 8.—The second day of the fall

meeting here was attended by about 4,000 people, the raw

weather keeping many away, writes a correspondent to the

Inter Ocean. The track was in first-class condition, as the

time made in the Transylvania will show, and the racing

fairly interesting. The auction pools and books did a

tremendous business, each heat in each race being heavily

played. Starter Loper did not do his usual good work to-

day. In the first heat of the Transylvania, he appeared to

have little control whatever over the drivers. Eighteen

times the horses came toward the wire and were finally sent

away in a straggling manner. President P. S. Talbert, O. T.

Mackey, of New York, and C. L. Railley were the judges,

and Matthew Riley, of New York, John E. Green and A.

G. Leonard the timers. TheTransvania was, of course, the

event of the day, and it was both a surprise and a one-sided

allair. A/.ote,lhe Pleasanlon representative, simply pranced

offwith the prize in straight heats. Ralph Wilkes, the favor-

ite, acted very badly, as a result of the numerous scorings,and
was distanced in the first heat.

A large sum of money had been bet on him, and a number
of the heaviest losers talked very loudly about the "cold
deal " they got. As a matter of fact, the horse could easily

have saved his disiance had he trotted squarely, but he did
not, and covered the mile in 2:37i ; last half in 1:17'..

Colonel John E. Thayer, his owner, and Jimmy Golden, his

trainer, were the only members of the Eastern delegation who
had no complaints to make. The unprecedented delay in
getting off in the first heat undoubtedly operated against

Ralph Wilkes, but the theory that the drivers had conspired
against him is absurd.

The time made in the Translvania is the best on record for

the race and the three miles are the fastest ever gone by
Azote.

The Transylvania was called and the betting began in

earnest. On Saturday night Ralph Wilkes had brought
$100 ; Trevillian, $50 ; Azote, $40 ; Alar, ?40 ; Dan Cupid,
$35, and the field, composed of Heir-at-Law, Dandy Jim,
Aunt Delilah and Alamito, $7.

To day Ralph Wilkes brought $17 and the field $25. The
favorite was the first horse to answer the call to the post and
he looked to be in prime condition. Trevillian seemed a
trifle languid as a result of his recent indisposition, but the

other entries were fit in every particular. Now came the

scoring and calling back, that not only fatigued the horses

but the drivers, spectators and everybody else. Nearly every
one was watching Ralph Wilkes, and during the first ten times
down he was all right, but after that every delay was his

fault. He seemed to be utterly unable to either trot or run.

When the horses did get away it was to a poor start, with
Dan Cupid, near the outside, in the lead. Davis took advan-
tage of this and, sending his horse along, led the otbeis
around the first turn and passed the half in 1:03$. Trevillian

then forged ahead of him and was first around the far turn.

Azote, who had been third all the way, then went up and,

as the horses turned into the homestretch, took the lead. He
was coming fast and trotting squarelv, and it was simply im-
possible to catch him. He passed under the wire a winner
by three lengths in 2:0S|, Trevillian second, a nose in front

of Dan Cupid. Aunt Delilah, Alar, Heir-at-Law, Alamito
and Dandy Jim finished well up in the order named. Ralph
Wilkes was distanced three-sixteenths of a mile.

Azote wa! now installed as favorite, selling even with the
field at $25, and both ends were taken as fast as offered. The
horses were sent away to a fair start on thesecond attempt,

Dandy Jim, the outsider, having a length the best of it. The
"Gray Ghost" showed the way around the first turn and half

way up the backstrelch, closely followed by Trevillian, Azote
and Afar. The former took the lead at the half mile and
held it around the turn. The clip was too lively for him,
however, and the speedy Azote was sent to the front by Mc-
Dowell, and Dandy Jim, Alar and Dan Cupid passed Tre-

villian in the stretch. Dan Cupid had a world of speed, and
came from seventh position, a result of a break on the back-
stretch, to second. Azote won in 2:09} by three lengths,

pulled up; Dan Cupid second, Dandy Jim third, Alar fourth

and the others strung out. The son of Whips was now, of

course, an odds-on favorite over the field, and had no trouble

in giving them a third dose in 2:0S|. Cupid again finished

second, Alar third and Trevillian fourth. These are the fast-

est three consecutive heats ever trotted in the Transylvania.

SUMMARY.
The Transylvania. 2:15 class, trotting, value S5.000.

Azote, b s, by Whips McDowell 111
Iiau Cupid, b h, by Barney Wilkes Davis 3 2 2
Trevillian, b h. by Young Jim Thayer 2 5 4

Alar, br m, by Alcantara Goldsmith 5 1 :>

Daudv Jim, grg, by Young Jim Slimm 8 3 G

Aunt Delilah, b m. by Harold Patchen Stewart 4 6 5
Heir-at-Law. blkm. by Mambrino King Lyons 6 7 8
Alamito, ru h, by Eagle Bird F. Starr 7 8 7

Ralph Wilkes, eh h. bv Red Wilkes Golden dis
Time, ±08%, 2:09!4, 2:09^.

Time bv quarters

:

First heat 0:3VA 1:03$£ 1 :37J 2:OSs
second heat 0:31 V; 1:0-1 1:37 "

2:09l£

Third heat 0:32^ 1M% 1:37*.

Fast Going at Lexington.

Lexington (Ky.), October 11.—Trotting races; attendance

4,000; track fast; weather perfect.

In the 2:29 trot the time was sensational in nearly every

heat. Coast Boy was forced to lower his record to 2:10A in

order to win the 2:14 pace. The judges thought that

Saunders was not driving Sable Gift to win aud look him out,

placing Bowerman in the sulky in the last beat.

2:29 class, purse $2,000—Newcastle won the fourth, fifth

and sixth heats and the race in 2:14}. 2:16'., 2:18. Rex
Americus won the second and third in 2:18, 2:17] ; Anita
Wilkes won the first heat in 2:151. Henry Leyburn was
ruled out after the fifth ; Anthelia was drawn after the

fourth ; Ophir William was distanced in the fifth.

Lexington stakes, $2,0000—Oakland Baron won in straight

heats. Impetuous, Scourine, Killona and Miss Kate also

started.

2:14 class, pacing, purse $600—Coast Boy won the third,

fourth and fifth heats in 2;10A, 2:13$, 2:12$ ; Venture won
the first and second heats in 2:12, 2:11^. Sable Gift, Dollie
Spanker, Jo^ie B., Blairwond, Nellie O, md T.i-.'/ie C utafl

started.
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LIMONBRO (3), 2:14 1 4.

Winner of the Stallion representative Stake,

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 12, 1894.

Tbe sreat race is over find the stake in which the best

stallions in Amdaica was nominated, making all their pro-

duce of 1S91 eligible, was won by a California-bred colt ; his

birthplace, Palo Alto. Limonero is by the dead sire Pied-

mont, 2:17|, bis dam the dead matron, Lulaneer, by Elec-

tioneer; second dam Lula, 2:15, by Alexander's Norman.

Lulaneer is half-sister to Lula Wilkes, dam of Advertiser,

2:151 (sire of the King of Yearlings, Adbell, 2:23, and Wel-

beck, thetbree-year-old that won the great eight-heat race in

the 2:30 class at Davenwort, Iowa, Sept. 28th, in 2:254, 2:23^

2:2o[, 2:241,2:25, 2:26, 2:24-}, 2:26i), Welbeck winning the

fourth, sixth and eighth heats, and being the contending

horse in every heat but one. Lulaneer, the dam of Limonero,

has had but two other foals, Bion, b c, foaled 1891, by Bever-

lyuiout (registered as General Beverly), who got a record aa

a three-year-old of 2:3H. The other is the b f Narida, foaled

K92, by Palo Alto, 2:08:]. This filly is in the Palo Alio sale

to take place in New York Nov. 1st. Narida is in the Ken-
tucky Futurity for 1895, a $25,000 stake, and is just as liable

to win that as Limonero was to win the Stallion Representa-

tive Stake when he was sent to Lexington at a two-year-old.

Limonero was in tbe consignment sent from Palo Alto to

Lexington last fall, and was sold in Woodard & Shanklin's

sale, Oct. 14th, for $600
;
in the same sale Welbeck brought

but $S25 and Esparta Bex $450, all performers this year.

Limonero has been a good and consistent performer in all of

his races this year, winning money in almost all of his starts,

but it was at Lexington he was to gain the crowning triumph

by defeating the best three-year-olds in America in the Stal-

lion Representative Stake, in which started B. B. P., Ex-
pressive, Baron Dillon, Axinite and Futurity.

Baron Dillon won the 6rst heat in 2:21 J, Expressive won
tbe second and third in 2:15|, 2:1 6 1, and then the iron-hearted

son of the game Piedmont won the fourth, fifth and sixth in

2:15]. 2rl4|, 2:14^-, a great triumph for our Golden State, a

still greater triumph if the telegraphic dispatches are cor-

rect, as Expressive, the great campaigning daughter of Elec-

tioneer, was second. A double victory for California, as the

money given to nominators of stallions whose produce are

wtaaers goes first and second to Palo Alto, where both were
bred. Rio Alto.

Some Racing Statistics.

If the class of a thoroughbred is to be gauged by the dis-

tance over which he can race successfully it must be admitted

that there are few good racehorses in America. The claim

has been freely made this season that the class is lower this

year than it has been for some seasons, but beyond compari-

sons between individual horses and citations of individual

opinions no great effort has been made to prove or disprove

the statement. The general ability of the horses engaged in

active racing may be, to a very great extent, measured

properly by an examination into the records, which show the

number of races contested, their distances, the age of the

horses and the time made. Let us take for example the rac-

[ ing of October 4—the date being selected altogether at ran-

:i dom—and we reach the following results: That day six

i meetings were in progress—at Jerome Park, Hawthorne,
Latonia, Providence, Kansas City and Madison, 111. In all

thirty-four races were decided, six at each of the courses first

named and five at- each of the last two. The following table

' gives, in furlongs, the distances over which the various races

> were run and tbe time made

:

z a E £ 3 t, s,

P . § 5 £ 3 op -?
I _. S ^ ° < P-'P "a

§ S 5. S •? 1 : S

6 6 6 5 S% 5

l:WK 1:16% 1:17 1:03 liTiX 1:06K
5 5 S i% i'A

1:02 1:03% 1:43% 1:02% 1:01 0:59
Titan.
1100 Yds. 8 m 8 7 5

1:22% 1:45 1:10 1:43% 1:3S 1:06%
9 8K 9 H'A 614 6

2i00 1:52 1:56 1:07% 1:30 1:20

5 6 6 SK 5 S
1:01% 1:18 1:16 1:50% 1:06 1:49

4 W, " 6 6

0:49% 1:52% 1:16 l:15Ji

Listed above are thirty-four races, of which twelve were
at distances greater than three-quarters of a mile, and of

these four were at one mile, three at a mile and a sixteenth

and two at a mile and an eighth. Hawthorne shows the best

programme of those meetings, at which six races were de-

cided, Jerome by far the weakest, the average distance over
which the races were run over that once popular track being
Dne thousand two hundred and ninety-six yards, as against
inaverage of one thousand two hundred and fifty-four yards
it Madison. Racing at Jerome Park and Providence is car-

ried on under the supervision of the Jockey Club's stewards
;

Hawthorne and Latonia hold memberships in the Western
Turf Congress, while the Kansas City and Madison enter-

>rises are* laws unto themselves. With these data at hand
my one can readily draw his own conclusions in relation to

he proposition that the class of the thoroughbreds racing in

Vmerica tbis year is lower than it has been for some sea-

ons.—The Horseman.

The Pneumatic Saddle.

tion of such procedure. In harness racing it is well known
that when the mud is very deep the old-style wheels are pre-

ferable to the pneumatic variety, though on dry going the
latter make several seconds difference in the speed attained.

Drivers are not permitted to resort to their old wheels in

muddy footing because that would give them a most unfair

advantage over those who do not carry them in their cam-
paign outfit. The cases are exactly similar and demand
similar action. When the pneumatic saddle was first intro-

duced a defect in its construction caused it to be looked on
with disfavor, but now that this has been rectified somewhat,
extensive orders have been placed by owners and the device

will be quite common by next summer. Proper experiments
should be made with it, and if it is found to do what is

claimed for it, its use should be prohibited, or such safe-

guards thrown around it as will prevent the total or partial

nullification of tbe handicapper's work.—Horseman.

The Allx-Directum Race.

Boston gets the Alix-Directum race, and gets it for a mere

song. The two fastest trotters, by the records, at present on

the turf, will meet at Mystic Park Saturday, October 20th,

for a stake of $2,500 a side and $6,000 added by the associa-

tion. That these are the true figures is hardly to be believed.

Orrin Hickok is too clever a manager to let a race of this

magnitude be given at such a price. It waa but a little over

two weeks ago that Boston and vicinity turned out 25,000

people lo witness Directum, Arion and Nelson battle for the

stallion crown. This vast crowd paid at the rate of $1.50 at

the gate, which means $37,500, and such as were fortunate

enough as to get into the grand stand paid at the rate of $2

additional for seats. As the amphitheatre is an old and ram-
shackle affair, with a capacity of not to exceed 4,000, the

revenue from the latter probably amounted to $8,000. Then
the pools and privileges on such an occasion are worth big

money, and altogether it is a fair estimate that the receipts

for the big stallion race were close to $50,000 in gross amount.
Mr. Hickok knew all this ; none better, for he was there in

person and drove the winner in the race.

The meeting of Alix and Directum will be a far greater at-

traction. Larger gate receipts may of right be expected,

and that the manager of Directum would give it up for

$6,000 is not in accordance wi'.h his general reputation for

shrewdness in business transactions. Not that it makes any
great difference to the public whether Hickok and Salisbury

get $6,000 or nothing, so long as there is ample assurance

that the race is on the square. But there is no occasion for

the giving out of spurious figures. The truth is none too good
at any time. If a half or two-thirds cf tbe gross receipts at

tbe gates, estimated say at $20,000, should hinge upon the

result of the race, this fact alone would add much to the in-

terest in the meeting of the champions. It is the rich stakes

that the public loves to see contested. "Roy Wilkes" Davies
offered a bonus of §8,000 for the race to take place at Des
Mo ; nes. "Axtell" Williams made a much more stronger bid,

offering the entire gate receipts if tbe race should be con-

tested over his lightning-fast track at Galesburg, and guaran-

teeing especially low railroad rates. This last proposition

would have netted the Alix-Directum people $25,000 if a

cent, for 20,000 people turned out so see the queen of trotters

break the record of this same track, and if tbe accommoda-
tions were sufficient double the number would have flocked

into the town to see a race between the king and queen of

trotters. It is in view of these facts that it appears something

more than the reported figure must lie back of the selection

of Mystic Park.
Should the race take piace at Galesburg or Des Moines,

Alix would be the favorite, which ought to suit the manager
of Directum, if be believes his horse is good enough to win.

With the race taking place at Mystic Park, where Directum

has won his way to popular favor by repeated victories, as

like as not he will be installed favorite by Eastern money.
The rai_e will be on its merits. Too much is at stake, with

hundreds of friends to protect and thousands of dollars in the

balance, for either to throw away the smallest chance to win.

If both trotters come to the post fit it will be the greatest race

in history. It will not, however, be the fastest. The fact

that it will take place over the Mystic Park track settles that,

for the old course is worn out and fully two seconds slower

than Terre Haute or Galesburg under the very best condi-

tions in which it can be placed. Monroe Salisbury is quoted

as saying that Alix could make Directum go three heats in

2:05. He was not talking about the old Boston track. It is

doubtful if one heat will be trotted that fast, and three at an

average of 2:07 will more likely win the race.—Inter Ocean.

The Situation in New York.

At Hawthorne, last Saturday, in his race with Diggs and

senator Irby, Cash Day, as stated before, carried a pneumatic

addle and won. If, as is estimated now, this device makes
o the horse bearing it a difference of nearly fourteen pouods,

ome official action should be taken at once to regulate its

se. Granting that the difference is as great as stated, is it

ot defeating all tbe objects sought in the allotments of im-

'osts in handicaps and in the scale of weight for age? In

ther words, what is the sense of giving a horse one hundred

id fourteen pounds to carry in a race when it may be re-

uced to one hundred pounds by strapping a certain sort of
"Itlleoo hit bank'' S:.?rfily trjere is no jqstice in the tolerfh

On the tongue of every Eastern turfman is the question,

" Will the constitutional amendment prohibiting betting on

racing be adopted ?" The present prospect, it must be ad-

mitted, is that the voters of the Empire State will next No-

vember return an affirmative answer in no uncertain tones,

providing no effort is made to set the whole matter before

them aright. Thousands of the men who enjoy the privi-

leges of voting in New York have had presented to them

only the seamy side of racing. Certain interests have closely

scanned police and kindred records for details of cases in

which crime of one sort or another has been traced to the

race course, and when amid the reeking mass is discovered

some stray instance of a misguided clerk taking his employ-

er's money to bet in the ring or the city pool-room, the fa^ts

are painted in the darkest colors, and flaunted in the faces

of those who know absolutely nothing of the report or its

workings. A chance blow struck and returned on the race

course is magnified to the proportions of a riot and attributed

not to the fundamental principles of man's nature, but to the

demoralizing influences of the race course. The pariahs of

the track are described as the prototypes of all turfrntrj. and

the sport as a whole condemned as an iniquitous nuisance

which should be abated without further delay. Not a word is

said of the health and pleasure gained in an outing to one or

other of the tracks, not a syllable of the ruddy glow brought

to pale cheeks during an afternoon's visit to one of the

ocean-side racing grounds, no mention made of the loads of

care lifted from many minds by the grand sight of good

horses struggling tJgether down the stretch, nor of the

many nobje and. useful lives, fsayed through ^ctjve

participation in the greatest of all recreations.
Those who paint the sport so black say nothing of the men.
great in professional, mercantile and financial circles or high
in the counsels of the nation, who breed and race both trotters
and thoroughbreds; nothing of the sturdy yeomen who have
gained prosperity in the possession of smaller studs ; nothing
of the many millions of dollars invested in racehorses and the
farms of New York on which they are bred—nothing good
of a great and legitimate industry. Narrow-minded preju-
dice and disinclination to know the truth stalk defiant amid
this band. Should its members have their way racing and
horse-breeding in New York will be at the close of 1894 as a
matter of history. The remedy consists in disseminating
widely and thoroughly the facts as they exist. To this end
a compact organization of owners and breeders should at once
be formed, its membership including men in every nook and
corner of the State. The breeders of trotters must join hands -

with the breeders of thoroughbreds ; the millionaire track-
owner must meet half way the director of the smallest track
in the State. Nothing seems to have been done as yet in this

direction, but the opponents of racing are doing their ut-

most to have all measures protecting and legalizing it wiped
from the statute book. The time is short; the work must be
done

;
instant action must be taken. The scanty cases of dis-

aster are being magnified a thousand fold ; scarcely any-
thing is being said in refutation. That some sort of work is

being done by the metropolitan track-owners to protect their
interests stands to reason ; but it is not enough, It cannot be
enough to offset the gigantic efforts being put forth by hun-
dreds to effect tbeextirpation of racingin the State of New
York. Dealing plainly with the matter, these are the facts.

—Tho Horsemen.

"Winning Sires of 1894—Up to Sept. 6, 1894.

name of Pedigree.

Imp. Sir Modred, by Traducer— Idalia.„ 50 32
Imp. Mr. Pickwick, by Hermit—Tomato- 16 12
Himyar, by Alarm—Hira 46 25
Sir Dixon, by imp. Billet—Jaconet 11 7

Imp. Darebin, by Tbe Peer—Lurltne 34 17
Imp. Cheviot, by Traducer—Idalia 31 20
Spendthrift, by imp. Australian—Aerolite 44 25
Onondaga, bv imp. .Leamington—Susan

Beane 50 22
Imp. Deceiver, by Weulock— Boot and Saddle 48 26
Knight of Ellerslie. by Eolus—Lizzie Hazel-

wood 13 7
Iroquois, by imp. Leamingtou—Maggie B. B... 44 27
Hanover, by Hindoo—Bourbon Belle 2S 12

Duke of Montrose, by Waverly—Kelpie 44 17

Falsetto, by Enquirer—Farfaletta 57 20
Fodso. bv King Alfonso—imp. Weatherwitch. 40 21

Imp. St. Blaise, by Hermit—Fassee 28 18

Fanstns, by Enquirer—Lizzie G 53 23
Imp. TheIll-L"sed,byBreadalbane—Ellermire 40 17

I.ODglellow, by Imp. Leamington—Nantura... 49 22
Imp. Midlothian, by Strathconan—Lufra 22 12
Strathmore, by Waverly—Brenn

a

21 15

Linden, bv Longfellow—Linda Lewis 36 15
Bramble, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—Ivy Leaf 18 11

Imp. Pontiae, bv Pero Gomez—Agenoria 13 6

Hindoo, bv Virgil—Florence 45 25
Harry O'Fallon, by imp. Australian—imp.

Sunny South 44 16

Imp. Rayon d'Or, by imp. Flageolet—Arau-
caria 31 10

Long Taw, by Longfellow—Slipper
(

15 10
Luke Blackburn, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—

Nevada 38 21
Hayden Edwards, by imp. Prince Charlie-

Nannie Bay 18 9

Imp. Galore, by Galopin—Maura 8 4

Emperor, by Enquirer—Vesperlight 32 19

Imp. Stonebenge. by Blair Athol—Coimbra... 9 G

Hyder Ali, by imp. Leamington—Lady Duke. 30 IS

Powbattan, by imp. Leamington—Maiden.... 33 15

Uncas. by Lexington—Coral : 12 7

Tremont, by Virgil—Ann Fief 22 11

Sensation, by imp. Leamington—Susan Beane 24 12

Stratford, by imp. Leamington—Susan Beane 21 7

Imp. King Galop, by Galopin, dam by King
Tom 11 5

Miser, by imp. Australian—Aerolite 14 5

Eolus. by imp. Leamington—Fanny Wash-
ington 19 S

Salvator, by Prince Charlie—Salina .- 5 .
1

—N. Y. Spirit

California Jockey Club Stake Races.

Following will be found the dates set for running

the various stakes during the California Jockey Club

winter meeting (November, December, January and

February), together with the distance in the events. It

will be very interesting to horsemen, who can now train

their flyers " to the hour :

"

a ^ Win-

r-
nings.

: a
8 591,130— 84 490
8 67,310
7 56,215
6 56,060
1 53.635
4' 53,232

4 4S.315
5 16,865

1 41,395
6 39,565
Vi 39,415
1 39.005
2 37,512

2 36,870
5 31,178
7 32.500
4 31,902

29.087

4 28,280
4 26.687
6 25,245
1 25.205
1 24.910
S 24,140

5 22,120

1 21,990- 21,471

1 21,185

4 19,900
3 18,650
1 16,0.0
2 15.715— 15,670
5 11.420
— 10.3S0
5 10,000
1 7.9S0
2 7,610

1 7,000— 5,890

_ 5,625
1 1,375

of the Times.

Name of Stake.

1 5

Date. Day of Week.

1^ Nov.1,1894 Thursday
34

ii 3 .i Saturday
\% " 8 " Thursday
l "10 " Saturday

Belmont (2-year-olds) 5-8 "17 " Saturday
Saturdav

1 "22 " Thursday
% "24 " Saturdav

Baldwin Theatre (steeplechase) IX "24 " Saturdav
*4 "29 "

h4
IK

"29 "
Dec. 1,1894

Thursd'yihohd'y

Cal. Theatre (handicap, 3 y. o.) Saturday(bolid'yi

Pacific Union (3-year-olds and api 11-8 " 6 " Thursday
Palo Alto (handicap, 2-year-olds).. % " S " Saturday

Gen. Arthur (handicap. 3 y. o. up) 1 1-S

Liverpool (selling steeplechase) li.„ " 15 " Saturday

Golden Gate r3-year-olds and up)... 13-8 Saturday
7-8 " 25 "

Harlem rhandicap steeplechase) ... Wa " 25 " Tuesday(bolidayi

Undine (selling. '2-year-olds) J4 " 27 "

Spreckels thandicap, all ages) 11-4 " 29 " Saturday

7-8

1
Jan. 1,1895

.. x
..

Tuesday(holidayi

Flood (handicap steeplechase)... Tuesday(holiday i

1 Saturday

\y« " 12 "Four Hundred (selling hurdle) Saturday

Palace '(handicap. 3 y. o. and up) 1 1-16 " 26 " Saturday

Beverwvek (handi'p steeplechase] \%
Lissat (handicap. 3 y. o. and upi... 2 Feb.[2,1895 Saturday

Produce Exchange (h'd'p hurdle; 2 ' 9 "
Saturday
Friday (holiday)

Burns (handicap. 3 y. o. and up)...

4 " 22 "

Hawthoroe (handi'p steeplechase) w+ Mar.2.1895

Donoastek, an Australian horse in whom an attorney

named Taylor owned an interest, won two races in one after-

noon at Victoria, B. C, petqber nth one M a mile, swgl&er

at 6vo fnrlqngs
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j. W. Rea'e Annual Auction Sale.

V matter of more than ordinary interest to horsemen »

th. approaching first annual sale of the Vendome Stock

Farm, which il to be held during the Breeders meet.ng at

Wultnr.l Park, probably about the 24th or 25tb of the

present month, says the San Jo.se Mercury. James \\ .
hea,

'he proprietor of the farm, has all his life been an enthusias-

tic lover of fine horses, and for many years has been a close

.ludeut of the breeding problem, and as the turf records show

baa achieved highly srlisfaclory results, although he has

Wen actively in the business comparatively but a short time.

Hie VaodOBM Stock Farm, as now constituted, was established

tire years ago, at which time Mr. Be* purchased from the

Me Senator Stanford the noted Electioneer stallion, Anti-

00.15, which he believed to be the best available, and the re-

•mil* have shown that bin faith was well founded. Having

luUUwdthie worthy son of Electioneer at the bead of his

ltod,bil ne^l care was to provide suitable strain of blood

with which to mate him, and the first results of his study and

experience are now lo beofiered to the public, as the animals

to be sold consist for the most part of Antinous and his get,

the lime haviog now arrived when il is necessary to procure

new blood for the proper mating of Antinous fillies which

remain upon the farm. In this connection it is proper to

note that ibis sale is nol to be confined to culls, but that the

rery beet will be sold without reserve. That all may judge

Of the soundness of Mr. Kea's ideas in combining strains of

blood, brief mention is made of a few of the broodmares se-

lected, as follows :

Magdallah, 2:23, bv Primus, the son of George Wilkes,

dam the dam of Reliance, 2:22, the sire of eighteen in the

2:30 list.

Johnny B., bv AbbotUford, 2:19, the sire of ten in the 2:11)

list and the sire of She, 2:143, dam Baby Mine, 2:27£, by

Nephew the sire of nineteen in the 2:30 list and also the sire

of Bury Mc, 2:14}.

Bessie Lynwood, bv Lvnwood, 2:28, by Nutwood 600,

2:18j. Bessie Lynwood is'a full sister to Lynette, four-year-

old record 2:22, dam Ladv Belle, by Belmont 64, the sire of

Nutwood.
Belle Houghton, by Geo. M. Patcheo Jr. ol, ten years

old, the dam of Tiptinous, 2:34^ (sold toSuel Harris of Yuba

City for ?500). Gertrude Tinous, two years old, and a wean-

ling colt, full sister and brother to Tiptinous, will also be

sold. Belle Houghton is believed to be safe in foal again to

Antinous.

The produce of Antinous and these mares which are to be

led to the selling block is as follows

:

My George, eighteen months, bv Antinous, 2:28A, the sire

of Hillsdale, 2:191 ; John Bury, 2:231, Melrose Boy, 2:31,

and Tiptinous, 2:34A, dam Magdallah, 2:23; her dam the

dam of Reliance, 2:22, the sire of eighteen in the list. My
George is a light bay of fine conformation, and his breeding

warrants sanguine expectation of great speed and en-

durance.
Baby Darling, two-year-old brown filly, by Antinous,

2:2#J, dam by Johnnie B., by Abbottsford, 2:19£, the sire of

ten in the 2:30 list and the sire of She, 2:143; second dam
Baby Mine, 2:27}, by Nephew, the sire of nineteen in the

2:30"li8t, and the sire of Bury Mc, 2:I4J. If this filly does

not make a broodmare there is little use in searching for pro-

ducing lines. A full sister lo Baby Mine, aged six months,

will also be ofJered at this sale.

Lyn Hunch, one year old, bay colt, by Antinous, 2:281, dam
Bessie Lynwood, by Lynwood, 2:28, he by Nutwood, 2:282.

Beesie Lynwood is a full sister lo Lynette, four-year-old

record 2:12. This colt has the Electioneer and Nutwood
cross that has so many times proved valuable, as to the case

of Hillsdale, 2:19}, by Antinous, dam by Nutwood; Arion,

2:07 J, by Electioneer, out of a Nutwood mare; Myrtle, tbree-

y ear-old record 2:10, by Anteeo, a son of Electioneer, out of a

Nutwood mare. Why not buy this fellow for a prize, and see

what there is in royal breeding'.' A six months filly, full

si-ter lo Lyn Bunch will also be sold.

Miss Gould, two veara old, by Antinous, dam Beauty, by
Alraoon, the sire of belmas, 2:16$, a medium-sized, handsome
fitly with promise of speed.

S.rpreta, one-year-old bay filly by Antinous, dam Miss
Webster, by f apiaio Webster. This is a fine looker and

i*e a great mare.

Billy Kv&nt, bay colt, two Team old, by Antinous, dam by
Almooo, the sireof Del mas, 2:HU ; second dam by imp. Her-
cules, a full brother to John D. Evans, who will trot here
during the Breeders' meeting in the Stanford (.take.

Spider, one-year-old bay colt, by Antinous, dam Topay, bv
A) moon, the sire of Delioa*, 2:19J ; second dam by Nutwood,
2:18| . Another capital example of the desirability of the

Electioneer and Nutwood cross.

Mr. kea haft not confined his attention wholly to harness
horses, but has selected a few very choice thoroughbred mares,
which have been mated with Antinou*, and Ihey with their
produce will be sold as follows:

lady Barner, by Boh Wooding, dam by Imp. Hercules, a
lull lifter to Zero, trotting record, 2:29. Her Brat colt, B< i<

Rarnc*, b f, three years old, by Antinous, 2:28ft, and her sec-
it, Silver Thread, one year old, by Silver Bow, 2:16,

ami a suckling coll by Antinous. Lady Barnes in believed
lo l»c again in foal lo Aotinous. Oat of tbil familv | |gfg

ice can he made.
Lexett.br Imp. Partisan, whose pedigree, as well -^ thai

of Lady Barne*, Lilly McEwen and Junlelta will bt

in Brace's stud book, will also be sold with a yearlin- Bill

by Aotinouoand Knuckling bv imp. Merriwa. They are all

choice and will bear inspection.

lie, a two-year-old filly, by Antinous, '.: :'.
, dam Lilly

McKwrn (thoroughbred), and also her full brother, Laoncs
lot, one year old. Both are of fine form and of great promise.
They commend themHelver

Junifltt, by Wihlidle, dam bv Monday
; KOOod dam bv

i >wen I>a r

e, the greatest son of Williamson's Belmont. Juni-
ctla ii a full aiMer to Alfarctla, will. | record of a mile and a
qoajti ear-old form.

Beauty, a handsome chwtnut mare, hixieeu yean old, by
A I moon, the sire of hclmaa, 2:101, will ilaobe told. Bhe u
ttrlbfa and warranted safe for ladie*

• line the leading feature of the sale will be thai of

\ntinoui, who with but limited opportunities has showu

himself a great producer. Antinous (4778), 2:-8*, is by

Electioneer, dam American Girl, by Toronto Sontag. An-

tinous is the sire of Hillsdale, four-year-old record 2:19, .also

the sire of John Bury, three-year-old record 2:23*; Melrose

Boy, three-year-old record 2:31, and Tiptinous, 2:34L Hills-

dale and Melrose Boy are of the first of the get of Antinous,

the other two colts of his first year never having been

worked. Melrose Boy has also to his credit a trial mile at

Stockton of 2:26 and Bury during the present season trotted

in his races, separately timed, a mile in 2:19.

Another special attraction will be the sale of Hillsdale,

2:191 the game race horse, who is known all over the Cali-

fornia circuit, the property of Ed Senter. He is by Antinous,

2:281, dam Nettie Nutwood, by Nutwood, 2:185- He is bred

in the same lines as Arion and has proven his quality. In

his three-year-old form he won six out of nine races, closing

the season with a three-year-old record of 2:24^, his win-

nings amounting to $3,480. In his four-year-old form he

has won four races, and has a record of 2:191. He will start

twice during the Breeders' meeting here and will be sold sub-

ject to his engagements. If a man wants a good money in-

vestment he is a good horse to buy.

As has been said before, this is a sale without reserve, and

is not a weeding out of culls. They are now at the farm,and

anyone wishing to inspect them will have an opportunity by

calling upon Mr. Rea at anytime before 12 o'clock each day,

or by applving to the manager, Mr. Bunch, who will take

them out during the afternoon. For one week prior to the

sale the horses will be shown at Mr. Rea's stables at Agri-

cultural Park. Certificates of registration will be furnished

with all of these horses that are over one year old, except

those out of thoroughbred mares, which are registered in

Bruce'sstud book. Several of these colts are entered in

tulurity stakes, and their engagement will be turned over the

day of the sale.

The Comparison.

my belief as to the great influence of the blood of Bell-

founder in Hambletonian, Mr. Van Cott expressed the same
views :

" The Bellfounders were even better gaited than Ab-
dallah or his get," said he, " and their dispositions were far

more pleasant than the Abdallahs."

L. H. Underbill, in the last issue of the American Horse

Breeder, writes

:

Since the blood of Abdallah has become such an important

factor in the record-breakers of the present day, 1 have en-

deavored to gather some facts regarding the horse whose

greatest claim to fame lies in the fact that from him came

that greatest of all trotting sires, Hambletonian. As in the

opinion of many Hambletonian owed much of his greatness

lo his dam and the blood of Bellfounder, I have endeavored

to learn something regarding Amazonia, the dam of Abdallah,

and the influence, if any, that she exerted. Knowing that

Mr. W. H. Van Cott lived near John Treadwell, on Long
Island, at the time that gentleman owned Amazonia and

bred Abdallah, 1 called on Mr. Van Cott and asked him to

tell our readers what he knew of the mare.

Perhaps it might be well to quote first the description of

the mare as given in the American Trotting Register by the

compiler, John H. Wallace. In Vol. 1 we read thut Ama-
zonia was a chestnut mare, foaled about 1S10 ; that she was

purchased by Mr. B. T. Kissam of this city, while travelling,

out of a team near Philadelphia, and was represented as

being by a son of imported Messenger. Later Mr. Kissam

sold the mare to his uncle, John Treadwell of Long Island,

and with her mate, Sophronisba (dam of Almack), the pair

made a remarkable team. In Vol. 3 we find a correction,

and additional information that Amazonia was a large-boned,

coarse animal, with great courage and speed at the trot, and

that although generally defeated, she was one of the fastest

trotters of her day.

When I repealed this to Mr. Van Cott he smiled and the

smi'e grew into a heartv laugh.
,l There is as much Lruth in

this register statement," he said, " as in the statement that

the dam of Henry Clay was a pacer, when as a matter of fact

Surry, the dam of Henry Clay, never paced a step and my
brother rode her in a race when she trotted in 2:40." Con-
tinuing, he said :

" I remember Amazonia as well as if it

were but yesterday that 1 saw her. She was a coarse, heavy-

boned, common-looking, red-chestnut mare, that if an expert

saw her to-day and was asked to give her breeding, he would
class as a common Western mare, such as were shipped here

from Ohio and other Western Slates to supply street rail-

roads and others requiring ordinary horses before electricity

had supplanted horse power. She had no speed and was not

noted while owned by Mr. 1 read well.
" As for Abdallah, he was fast," continued Mr. Van Cott.

And 1 well recall bearing Mr. Treadwell say to my father:
1 There, Harry, is the coming trotter and sire.' At that time
Abdallah could show a three-minute gait, and this, in a young
horse, was considered wonderful. Abdallah had none of the

characteristics of his dam ; he was a Mambrino. His head
was very coarse, his ears long and heavy, his neck short, and
there was scarcely a heavy point about him until you saw
him in motion, then he was a changed horse. His trotting

action was almost perfect, except that he was liable to inter-

fere and hit his ankles behind. This was a fault with many
of his get, and it was a fault with his sire Mambrino and his

get."

Referring to Mambrino, Mr. Van Cott described him as a

large, co»rse horse, his head and neck being almost exactly
reproduced iu Abdallah. These qualities of coarseness were
handed down from Messenger, who was far from a handsome
horse, and even the head and ears of Hambletonian were un-
mistakably Messenger. Hambletonian had a dam, however,
more strongly bred in trotting lines than Abdallah, and her
influence refined the Messenger current, and added to it

enough of the trotting leaven to produce the greatest trotting

sire the world had then known. Peihap-i a greater has not
been produced since.

As 1 have before stated in these columns, Bellfounder made
several seanons at the hotel of Mr. Van Colt after being im-
ported, and William, then a lad, frequently rode the horse,
Later, when the horse became advanced in yeais, young Van
Coll bought him and gave him a home until he died from the
result of an accident. John Treadwell, the owner of Amazo-
iii;i n ml breeder ol A bdallah, lived only about four miles
from the Van Cotl hotel, find the two men were intimate
friends. IIjuI A nui/onia been B fast and noled trotter, as

slated in the register, the fact could not have escaped the
attention of young Van Cott, who knew every trotter of any
prominence within many miles.

Abdallah was essentially a Messenger, his sire, Mambrino,
was a Messenger, and the blood of the dams in> to the ad-
vent of Hambletonian seems to have had Utile influence ou
Lh< Meneenger characteristics. When, however, it met the
blood of Bellfounder it met blood as thorough as itself, thor-
ough in trotting lines, back to the fountain head that had, in
thoroughbred channels produced Messenger. Referring lo

The Jookey Club's Responsibilities.

Under the above caption, The New York Kider and

Driver says "

The Jockey Club, when it was what might be termed a
nebular hypothesis, "meant well" as soon as it should become
an absolute reality. When it became an absolute reality it

still "meant well," and now that its foot is firmly established

at the very base of the turf, it still " means well." As a body
of representative men—men of sound stability, men of integ-

rity, and men whose names are accepted with respect

throughout the country—the Jockey Club could not possibly

have been improved upon. But as a body of men capable of

keen foresight in turf legislation, it might juat as well have
been selected to act upon the knotty question of the most
practical means by which the city's overflow population could

be disposed of. As a body for the maintenance of horse rac-

ing on the big recognized tracks, it is a distinct success. And
as a means for protecting those same recognized tracks in

their desire to monopolize everything, it is again a distinct

success. Bui as an organization for lending its utmost aid to

minor courses, as an organization for the protection of small,

unpretentious stables, as an organization for the advancement
of youlbs ambitious to earn fame and fortune as jockeys, it

has proved its inability by floundering and spluttering, and
finally taking a sulphur bath, to thoroughly cleanse itself

from the contact of such trifles.

In short, the Jockey Club has been autocratic when it

should have been ultra-democratic, and it has been ultra-

democratic when it should have been autocratic.

The attitude it has taken throughout the season has been
one of evident fear and trembling whenever it extended its

arms lo a new enterprise ; in fact, it has so wavered with
fright lest it should have taken into its fold something that

would wound it that it has finally refused its embrace. Afraid
of loosing the foothold it had already gained the Jockey
Club, in considering the appeals of new organizations, has
been unable to grasp the situation with a bold, free, liberal

policy. Like a man who is never sure of himself, and for

that reason is always in dread lest he should commit some
egregious error, so is the Jockey Club. It wants to be liberal,

it wants to be just and it wants to be respected, but there is a

lack of confidence in its own force of character that restrains

it.

As a consequence, the owner who appreciates the necessity

of a governing power, the owner who gladly and cordially

submits to discipline, unless he is a man of pmple means and
unless he possesses an animal superior to a selling plater,

must either become an outlaw or abandon the sport.

It has been remarked that a man who cannot afford the

luxury of being beaten on the big tracks has no right to own
horses ; that the sport is essentially a rich man's pastime, and
that poor men are only a detriment to the turf. In answer
to this it must be admitted that dishonest men are a detri-

ment to the sport, but they a--e not necessarily poor. And a

poor man, inspired by the pure love of racing, is as much
entitled to consideration as his wealthier neighbor, who is

such an enthusiast that he cannot tell anyone's colors but his

own, and is unable to recognize his own horses unless they
are carrying the distinctive " cap and jacket." The latter

instance is unfortunately for the turf only too apparent, and
there are even officials, in daily attendance, who frequently

make the most deplorable errors in colors and horses. But
this is wandering from the chief point under discussion.

To return to the Jockey Club. Without a distinction it

should have admitted every racing association willing to

adopt its rules. And in doing this it should have taken iuto

consideration that it was not dealing solely with tracks that

boasted every improvement. It should not have quibbed on
points that were injurious to the smaller fry, nor should it

have stepped between law and betting. After it has earned
the confidence of everyone, after it has proved to every class

of owners that it was legislating for the protection of the

poor, as well as the rich, then, if any of the smaller tracks

showed that they were unworthy the name, the screws could
have been put on, and the dignity of the Jockey Club would
still have prevailed.

As it is now, licenses have been withdrawn and licenses

have been refused. Associations have been adjudged un-
worthy of coming under the law before they have had an

opportunity to transgress. And as a result the good average
selling plater is hardly worth his salt, while the ordinary
selling plater is not worth his oats. The poor owner is be-

tween the devil and the deep sea, and it is only a question of

time before he will be wrestling with the grip of the one and
struggling with the giasp of the other. And his destruction

means the destruction of breeding interests. Without an
outlet for the poorer class of horses.the product and we might
say the industry of the bluegrass region and the fair prospects

of California as a horse-breeding conntry must go to the

wall, and when that comes to pass, America's prestige in the

turf world must be dragged iu the dust.

There are several features in the special rules issued by
the Oakley management, that strike one as being very good.
The peremptory rule that every horse must be saddled in the
paddock, will be gratifying to the public. The man who
speculates heavily on a horse should have the privilege of

taking a look at him, if it is only across the paddock fence,
" All entrance fees go the winner," and "scratches down to

eight will be free " are good rules, and the rule providing
that " the surplus iu selling races over the entered price, shall

go half to the second horse and half into the Association
treasury, lo be used for an extra selling race when the amount
shall have reached $400" will be heartily indorsed by all

turfmen, especially the latter portion of it. Another good
rule is " if a horse is disqualified for incorrect weight, bets on
it are not allected by the disqualification, provided it carried

the weight assigned ou the official programme, or corrected

on the bulletin board." This is a protection to the public,

who figure on the weights given on the programme or bulle-

tin board.—Kentucky Live Stock Record.

" Pretty tough times this year, eh ?"

" Tough ? I should say so. Why, even the record has
gone broke this year oftener than in any year before,"—Gin*
cinnati Tribune.
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Our 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

which have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this year that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

notice any mistakes or can furnish the breed-

ing of the dams where they are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary cor-

rections:
ELECTIONEER.

Kiectioneer 12ft, by Hambletonian 10. 136 (1)

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Doq Victor 2:27

Expressive <3i, dam Esther, by Express, 2:12^

Electric King, b h, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
Hercules 2:24

Altlvo. bh 14 1, dam Dame Winnie, by Planet. 2:l8JjJ

Electric Coin, dam Cecil, by Gen. Kenton 2:20Vi

Young Wildidle, dao hy Wildidle 2:25

Lent, dam Lizzie, by Wildidle 2;26J£

Grovec Clay, b s, dam Maggie Norfolk, by
Norfolk- 223)4

ElPCtro Belle.gr m 2::;o

Quality, b m, dam MeCa 2:25,4;

Keein» 2:20 to 2:18W
Starlight 2:16^ to 2:15*f
nan, b g 226*j to 2:26kj

Jim. b g 2:30 to 2:27^
Utility 2:22# to 2:i0*j

Chime* 334)8. record 2;.'!o;,j. by Electioneer. 12

[1).

Bessie Chimes 227J4
Flectmont 2:2234

Boy Blue 2:29?^

Chide 2:26)4

Josie Chimes (4) 2:29' 4

Sixtj--Six b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble-
Ionian Downing _ 2:15*4

Carillon, b h, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
King (4) 227J4

Charming Chimes 3) 2:29J4
Fantasy, bm (4) 2MM to 2:06

Merry Chimes fp> 2:14

-

1

., to 2:08,^

Ed. Easton (p) 2:18 to 2:09\j

Sphinx 3343. record 2:20>s, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Baker, bg, darn Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medi-
um 2:19M

Midnight, bl h 2:29M
Como (p), dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:17J4
Priuceton R. i.pl, b h (4) - 2:29!4

Sphinxetta, bm (3> p 2:14)4

Baltullo...- 2:2".

Belle of Abscota 2:30

Cantab, cb g < pi 2:17'~

Kvrena 2:25 to 2:14'
(

UncleTom rug 2:19'2 to 2:1854

81. Bel. 224K, by Electioneer. 13 (Ij

Allibel. b m. dam by Guy Wilkes (3) 2:19)4

Almabel.bm (p) 2:17

^

Amorel. bl m 2:26

Failnot 2:1«)£
Honeywood. br m (4) 2:19)$

Notion (p), bh 2:28' :.

Favora(4> 2:23',

Flora Belle- 2:29)4
Monobel. be (3) i |M 2:22)4

st. Felix (3) 2:25S
Tempter 2:24£j
Baron Bel (4) 2:17'., to 2:11*5
Silver Ore, grg if) 2:28 .^ to 2:19'*

Xorval, record 2:MV- by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m 2:264j

Novardine, b h i3i 2:25'

VilHers, brh (3) 227J4
Countess Eve 2:29}*

Norhawk,brni 220"*, to 2:15)*

NorvinG.brh (3) 2:28% to 2:20'.i

Clay, b , record 2:25| by Electioneer. 5.

Claytina, b m (p). dam by Mohawk Chief 2:2214

Olgelta.rn m >.p) 2:243(

Miss Clay. grm Hi 2:29Sf
Wire Nai', b h 2:29)*
Count Clay 2:27)4

^Clayone (3) 2:27)4 to 2:24*4"

K-ollni . 2:22s. by p;iectioneer. 10.

Ellon. 2:21

Dramatist, b h 229J
Lovelace (3 ) 2:291j to 2:24^
The Conqueror(4i _ 2:17 to 2:15'4

Anteeo. 2:l«)4, by Electioneer. 18

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:17'~

Antbelia~ 2:18
Mountain Queen 2:22)4
Tietaui, dam EveliDa 2:23j£
Dan Brown, dam Miss Brown "2:2.

:

,

Ethel Mack 2:29)* to 2-25

Redwood, record 2:21 '.•>, by Anteeo, 2:16)4.

(iertrude G-, dam Dully, by Meeks' St. Law-
rence (p) 2:22

P.ed Oak 2:25>4 to 2:21

Alfred ii , 2:19 v,, by Anteeo.

Foxhound (p) 2:26)4

T. O., by Anteeo, 2-.li; 1

,.

Lady 2:25

Anteros 6020, b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, brh (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephe_w (pi 2:159*
Nelly F. (pi 2:i6 1* to 2:13)4

Anlevolo, 2:19)6, by Electioneer.

Ivolo i p; 2:25J^
Consolation, b h 2:20 to 2:17

Aiuiuoua, 2:28)j, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldooo (dam of C. W.
S.,2:26M). by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 2:23)4

HilLsdale, o h 224'i to 2:19)4

Azmoor 13.467, record 2:20)*, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon, b h, dam Ahwaga. by Gen. Benton 2:23)4

A. A. A., dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chiet._ 2:27)|
Bonuibel 2:2-2'

,
to 2:17 li

Albert \V. , 2:20. by Electioneer. 5 (3)

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:20$j

William Albert (4), by Albert W 2:20)4

Dudley Olcott 225'4 to 2:18)4

Pallia, 223, -by Electioneer. 5(1).

Patrick's Pacer, dam Dy Gen. Benton (p) 2:26

Lustre 2:28 to 2:22

Fallacy 2:20*4 to 2:17)*

Don Marvin, record 2:22)*, by Fallis, 2:23 (2i

Don Lowell, bh 2:20)4 to 2:14^

Kros, 2:29)2, by Electioneer. 9.

Heros, b h (4), dam Cyrene 236)4

Irin, by Eros, 2:29,4, dam by Elmo
Cecelia fp), b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy (son
of Snltao and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief!
(2) 2:23)*.

Visalla (3), dam Scratch, by Loppy 2:20)*,

Ward B., by Eros, 2:29)$, dam by Elmo.

Letter E., bm, dam Brown Irish, bv Judge Mc-
Klnstry 2:27«

Electricity, 2:173(. by Electioneer.

Welbeck, dam Lulu Wilkes 224K

Bernal, 2:17, by Electioneer.

Arla.bm (3), by Gen. Benton 2:26 to 2:16^

Bow Bells, 2:19)4, by Electioneer.

Boreal, bh (2i, Rosie Morn, by Alcantara 2:17)*
Alarm Bells, 2:29?j

Bell Boy 5350. record 2:19)6, bv Electioneer. 4

(1.)

Harrison Bell fp) 2:22^
Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:2434

Advertiser, 2:15'j, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbell (1), be, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

Junio. 2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Atbanio, b c, dam Athalie, by Harkaway, (2)... 2:21)*

Candidate. 2:26^. bj' Electioneer.

Catherine 2:23)$
Elfrida. bm (4) 2:L8)4 to 2:17)$

Confusion, hy Electioneer.

Clenaslee, b g (pi 2:2i;'*

Woolsey. by Electioneer, dam Waxana. by
Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief. 2:21%
Nellie W.. dam by Inca 2:21${

Whips, 2:27 .'a, by Electioneer. 5

Azote, hg 2:14)$ to 2:08)4
Cubweby, brg 2:29)$ to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,
by Clark Chief.

Nana '.. 2:29)$
Leola, br f (4) _ 2:30

Re-Electiun, 2:27',, by Electioneer.

NeUieClark.gr m (2) 2:30
La Haute 2:24)$
La Hunter, b m 2:25)$
Nellie Clark, gr m 2:30

Palo Alto, 2-M^i, by Electioneer.

Palatine.'blk m 223)$, to 2:17 4
Rio Alto, hl» 2:22^ to 2:20)$

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17^, by Electioneer.

Electioneer! Bowman's) .-. 2:26)$
Symboleer, b h, 2 (pi, by Campbells
Electioneer 2:26)$ to 2:17)4

Elector (Richard's) 2 170. record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, by Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, byThe Moorj3i 2:18jH

Eleetrolvpe, by Electioneer, I.

Electro Belle, b m (4i _ 2:21%

Elector [Morrows), 2:21)4, h >' Electioneer.

Molly MeCauley \p) _ 2:liis{

GUY WILKES.

Gov Wilkes 3867, record 2:15)4', by Geo.
Wilkes. 29,1)

Vesta, cb m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies- 2:;0
Veuita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculaiion 2:14)*

Raveu Wilkes 2:17^
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon. ... 2:28
Sevmour Wilkes—Earlv Bird, by Plimel,son

of Robt.SL Clair t pi 2:18
Lesa Wilkes, b m (4)... 2:2044 to 2:11)$
Nutwood Wilkes, en h 2:20)$ to 2:19
Mary Best, chm (4) 2:21^ to 2:12J4

Sable Wilkes, record 2:18, by Guv Wilkes.
2:10'.,. 12

BufHngton, br h 2 i. dam by Le Grande , 2:20)$
Deborah, b m (.3), dam by Le Grande 2:21)$
Sablehurst, bik c i4}, darn by Guy Wilkes 2:25)4
Sablenut.b h i2>. dam Auntie, by Dawn...,. 2:25
Whalebone, blc i2i, dam by Le Grande- 2:24
Beverly, blkh 2:24)$
Oro Wilkes 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur W ilkes,record2:28 ,

J ,hyGuy Wilkes. 3

Lady A., b m <pt, dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:23J4

Wayland W.,bh„. 2:18)$ to 2:13)$

Calabar, by Guy Wilkes. J l' 1

,.

Coincident (3) 2:2-"> io 2:21)$
Auntie Wilkes 2:28 to 222)$

Reual Wilkes, record 2:1 1-^. by Guy Wilkes,
2:15J4

Last Chance 2:28)4

STELNWAY.
Steinway, record 2:2534', hy Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25

W. W. Foote (pj, dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt. McGregor [2] 2:16*4

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford (pi.. 2:24 *.,

Chas. Derby, record 2:20. by Steinway. (I)

Cibolo. b h ipi, dam Addie Ash, bv Indiana-
polis (4) 2:13)4

Derby Princess, b m (2), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator 2:2fi

DIRECTOR.

Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokefty i3i p, dj.ni Lily Stanley, 2:17'3 . bj
^Vhippleton 2:1334

Jack Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:25!$ 2:30
Direction, bl h > p i. dam by Geo. Wilkes 2:10)4
Directrix, dam bv Abbotsford p> 2:20)$
Phenora, rn h (pi. 2:20)$
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27^ to 2:17)4

Direct, record 2:0.") l

2 . by Dir- ctor, 2:17

Directly (pi, dam by Naubuc (2) 2:07?^
Miss Kate (2) 2r24 l*

Director Chief, hy Director. 2:17

Coupon, b h i2i _ 2:19^

Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort—untraced 2:24 kj

Guard-Lady King, by Hamblftonian King 2:27

Waldstein, 2:22)$, by Director.

Humboldt Maid £3), dara Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor - 2:2,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sidney, record 2:19 *, , by Santa Clans, 2:17)$. 21

(14)

La Belle, ch f, daai Annabelle. by Dawn i2i.. 2:16
,

Sidmoor, b h (p), dam by Grand Moor 2:1734
Sidmont, dam Fern lea t, by Flaxtail. [3) 2:10,'$

Mephisto (.4) (pj .- 2:21)4

Sidney Smith 2:25M
Edna R. pi. d;itu Stella (.'., by Diivcinr 2:17 j

Fleet Boy, dam Flight, bv Buccaneer 2:25)$

Sanders, ch g 2:293i
Sidnnt, by Sidney -. 2:2514

Cassie.'ch m, dam Miss Casserly, by Eugene
Casserly _ 2:28)$

Montana (4. 2:30 to2:19
Lady H 2:16)4 to 2:16

Thistle, 2:13^, by Sidney.
Dave Highland (A) 2:30

Alexander Button, record 2:26J*, by Alexan-
der. 11 (3)

Bird Button, gr g. dam Lilly, by John Nelson.. 2:29 4

Laura Z., b m 2:23)* to 2:18)$
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27V to 2:17'i
Vidette(p), b m 2:245$ to Z:16)$

Dexter Prince 1 1363, by Kentucky Prince.
22. (6)

Paloma, dam by Gen. McClellan 143 - 2:26

Index, bb, dam by Abbottsford 2:27*$
Lurllne, bl m, dam unknown 2:24)$
Prince Nutwood ip

i
2:21a,

Archie.bg fp) 2:29)4
Princewood, bl g 2:25)4 to 2:16

James L '. 2:18 to 2:16)$
Geo. Dexter, brh 2:23)4 to2:I8J4

Aster, cbe 2:I6 to 2:12
Edith 2d4«.; to 2-10
Royal Pri:» -:

... .
:'\-. g ':J?

Senator L ?:2<)
"

ro -.ov 1

Gen Benton, by Jim Scott. 19(1)
TheSf*r 2:1934 to 2:16?4

Daly, record 2:15. by Gen. Bentou. l

Clatawa. dam bv Gen. McClellan 144 2-28W
Julia r dam by L rey McClellan ''-AH

Albion, by Gen. Rentou. (1)
Pomona (p) 2:15)$ to 2:15

Benefit, by General Benton
Palo Chiet ;. :So

Piedmont 904, record 2:17!4, by Almont. 14 (1 ).

Esparto Rex \s
HlgbmcEt.fcg ; :30 to 2:29^
Wanda, bm 2:23-, to 2:22^
Limonero, bh, 2:1 v. u, 2-1 1

Marston C 220)$ to 2:I9«

Liberty gontag 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr- CP) 2:16)$

Allian. by Gen. Benton.
Seylax (4), dam Woodflower, by Ansel.... 224

Altamont. 2:26^,', by Almont. 22 (4)

Ella T. p, grm (3), dam unknown. '-12
Klickitat Maid, (pi b m. dam by Capt Sligart

• louchet, b c. p £3), dam Tecora, by C."Si. Clay '

_ Jr - 2:15
Jasper ,-

25 i.

Pearl Usher, b m, dam by Kisbar 2:2.1'.;, to 2'IS'^
Doc Pperry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

Del Norte, bik ii (p), dam Tecora. bv C?M
Clay Jr. 2:18 to 2:14'^

Le Grande, by Almont. 6 (1]

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle bv
Arthurton '

2:2m
Grnuili-.iiiuj. ; Le Grande
Myrtle Thorne, bik f, dam Belle Thome by
Whippleton 2-20%

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton '.'. 2:27

Cresco. by Almont.
AUieCresco 2r23'{to 2:19)4

Tilton Almont, by Almont. 7.

Tillon B.,bb,dam by John Nelson -

'-23J4
Stranger, bh 221)4 to 2:17)$

Al.noni Medium, 2:18)4, by Happy Medium. 3

Mark Medium, b g 225'* to 2-^0
'

Warwick Medium „ 2:27)$ to 2:21'

,

Briiiadier, record 2:21)4, by Happy Medium. 5

Cyclone, b in. untraced 2:26«

Milton B. t by Milton Medium,
Han ford Medium 2;l9V( to 2:11

Adrian, by Whipple's Hambletouian.
RosilaA(p) 2:15)4 to 2:14*

Marin, 222

'

B . by Quinn's Patchen. son of Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr..gr g. dam Silver i.dam of Hattle F..
2:18), by silverthreuds : second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third Aam Kate Tahor.
by Mambrino Messenger... 2:13

Monroe Clilef, 2:18)4. by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)

Sacramento, bib, dam bv Gen. Reno 2i201A
Chico. h g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-

bird _ 2:20»*
Mouollssa i 2:2i

"

Monologue, flam by Mamhrino Wilkes 2:23'
f

Coli«ne, by Echo, dam Tiffany Mare.
Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Gen. McClel-
lan 141 2:29)4

Boh Mason, record 2:2734, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4),p 2:13)4

Silver Bow. record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:17J$. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24'i

A. \V. Richmond 1687. by BlacKbird 401. 9

Grlinda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief
(P) 2:16)$

WoodIarU,?jy A. W. Richmond.
Los Angeles 223)$

Xephew, by Hambrino. 2:21)4*. 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h 2:2»1$
Vina Belle 231)4 to 2:15M
Newrlower 2:25^ to 223)4

AblHittslord. 2:19)*, bv Woodford Mambrino. 9

(1).

She, dam untraced 2:Ut

gultaji 1513. record 2:24, by The Moor. ;;i 1..

King Sultan 2:26)*

Suudan, bv Sultan.

Nubia, bg 2S9j4 to 2:2*J*

Bay Uuse 98 14. record 220!$, by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R., dam Addie E.,by Algona 2:2-5",

Slamlioul, 2:07)*, by Sultan, 2:21. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m 1 4) 2:29)4
El Trebizond, br h, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:26)$

Baro 1 Rose 2:2934
HiklaS ("'.> 2:19)$

Senator Rose, by Sultan.

Senator Boy. t-h h 2:27"4

Del Sur, 2:24, byThe Moor. 2 i2i.

Norah D., ch m , 2:22
Aimee, b m 1 p) 2:24%
Delwin, h s (pt »:25

Idaho Patchen, 2:26)$, by Henry B. Patchen.

Maud P. i.li.dam by^Graud Moor 226,'$
Maud Patchen. b m 2:25 to 2:18%

McR ; oney, 2:1114, by Alcyone. 2.

Harvev Mc, bik g (2>, dam s. t. b., by Nephew
(P) 2:1S

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.

Best Way (3), dam Calypso, hy Steinway 2:29%

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)

Lucky B.. b h_ 2:30 to 2:20)$

War Eaule, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, bg, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by
Buccaneer ip) 2:19)$

Simmons, by Geo. Wilkes.

Adelaide Simmons 2:17)4 to 2:15

Slmmocolon, by Simmons.
Ferndale (p)

'. 220 to 2:lf.i4

t-osaiper, 2:11 ,, by Simmons, 2:28. 1.

Ketcbum, b b.dam by Echo (3) 2:17
Gazelle U) 2:29)4 to 2:16)4

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.

Boyal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p] 2:26

Jud Wilkes, by Ira Wilkes.

Galette. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont 223)$

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Juauito.

La'ira M,, dam Lady Fay (p) 2:13)$

Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:1834. U (2).

Thornwood, ch g 222'i to 2:19!^
Bessie Thorne 223M

John Se^enoaks, by Nutwood, 2:18-V- 1 (1)-

Bay Rum, brs_ 2:20 to 2:19'*
Loupe (p) 2:23 to 2:20i,

Jim Mulvenna,|2:19K, by Nutwood.
McGInty 229)$ to 226

Wtldnut.by Wood nut.

El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton.. 2:29)4

Woodnut, 2:16)$, by Nutwood, 2:185f.
Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale... 2:11^

Treewood, by Nutwood.
Rockwoofl.bg 229 to 2:25 l*

Ross 8., by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, brsdam by Sultan 2:29!$

Bonnie McGregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.

Adelaide McGregor, b m 2:17)4 to 2:15-.

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vsbco, by Harold. 2 (2)

Vasto.b h. dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:lfl»$

Flaherty's Fearnaught, son of Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. M. Stanley, grs 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty r ch m (p) 2:30

Motor, 2:29)$, by Onward, 2:25)4.

Jennie June, b m 2:23)$ to 2:19'-,

MambriDu Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.
BrinoTricks, b h (p) 2:20 to 2:18)$

Naubuc, by Toronto Chief.

J. H. S., ch g (p) 2: 29J4

Deunlx Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)
dam Lady Washington, by American Boy

Dennis, bik b 2:2734

Victor, 2:22. by Echo.
Pascal—untraced 2:21*--

Alcantara Jr., by Alcantara
EHsa S., dam by Friday McCracken 2:16)$

Vernon Boy, hy Wilson's Patchen.

Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie- 2:1s

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6

Pantumime, dam Iota, by Princeps....i 2:26'i

Steve Whipple 10,179. record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonian Chrisman, 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19)4

Enslen. 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:18S

Billy Norfolk, hy Norfolk.

Gray Jim 2:22)$

Dash wood, by Legal Tender.
Andy.bg.. 220)$ to 2:20

Melbourne Kintc, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (pj 2:15

UNKNOWN.
Wait a Little pj 2:17'$
Eva T ., 22tiW.
Delhert „ 2:24V

Why Horses Go Lame.

How often our horses go lame soon aiier

being shod by the best blacksmith, who thinks

he is a scientific horse shoer, but knows noth-

ing of the veterinary laws of conformation
;

he makes all conform to his iron rule or shoe

with his knife and rasp. The Humane Jour-

nal publishes the explanation from the Balti-

more American

:

"It is found that most maladies resulting

from horse-shoeing are due to an uneven and
unbalanced wall (all that part of the hoof that

is visible beloff the hair when the boof is

placed upon the ground), in connection wilh

an undue height of the heel. If the heels are
allowed to grow loo high the greater part of

the weight is thrown forward upon the booe
structure of the limb and the bones of the foot

are forced forward against the wall in front.

Inflammation of the foot and soreness in the

joints and bones soon follow such a course. If

the toes, on the contrary, are allowed to grow
too long, then the preponderance of weight is

thrown upon the flexor tendons, which are on
the back side of the foot, and these tendons

become inflamed. The hoofs, therefore, must
be pared in such a way that the weight of the

animal is equally distributed between the

bones and flexor tendons. If one heel is per-

mitted to grow higher than the other, bruises

on the high heel, called corns, will result.

Horses with weak, tender or bruised soles may
for a time require leather or water-proof pads,

but as the sole grows these should be discon-

tinued. They are never required in healthy

feet where the sole, which is the best and
most natural protection, is allowed to grow
undisturbed by the knife. Horses with corns

should have their shoes made with a wide in-

side web, which rests upon the bar, or have
for a time a bar shoe. The last nail on the

inside should also be dispensed with, and the

Beat of the corn or bruise carefully pared out

without injuring either the frog or the bars.

Groggy horses should have the toe short-

ened and turned up, and the shoes made light

and nicely fitted. Over-reach or cutting of the

heel of the fore-foot with the shoe of the hind

foot is remedied by filing around the poster-

ior edge of the offending toe and keeping the

shoe as far back as possible on the foot.

Allen F. Bowman, Bismarck, Pa.: Have
used Absorbine on a Thoroughpin with satis

faction. Send another bottle.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOODOM.

The Crystal Palace (London) show has nearly 380 classes

The Danbury show only brought out 158 entries. Jas

Mortimer judged all classes.

Hon' i forget the dates of the Interstate coursing meeting

November 13th and following days.

The American Field states that the well-known pointer

Rush of Lad has been stolen from the Dayton Kennels.

Tommy Hall has great hopes of placing a winner in the

comine Merced meeting. He has a couple of flyers and is

working them night and day.

J. B. Baker of Merced has procured Depend on Me and

will run Mm next month. From his past record he is quite

likely to be well up in the money.

An American foxterrier breeder hasoilered Sir Humphrey
de Traflord $1,500, for his crack terrier Ropers Nutcrack,

but the offer was refused.—Forest and Stream.

R. G. Jones, of Petaluma, offers for sale in our advertising

columns this week one Irish setter, one black setter and one

English setter, all broken dogs. Write him for particulars.

Lord Ilaulpa, \V. H. Collins' St. Bernardstud dog contin-

ue- to throw large well-marked litters. His last one is twelve

from the same owner's Lady Buto. We wish friend Collins

every possible luck with the litter.

Mr. Lovelaud tells the Forest and Stream that the N. E.

K. <'. will not inaugurate their whippet racing in any half-

hearted manner. Tbey propose to offer at least SI 00 in

prizes, and noeutry fee will be charged.

The ill luck of the St. Bernard breeders still continues.

Dr. llegensburger's bitch Bohemian Girl, whelped eight pup-

piee last week to Reglov but only two of them are living at

present writing. They were very nicely marked.

It is probable that Mr. B. Hay man, of the American Field,

will attend the Merced Coursing meeting next month. He
is sure to receive a warm reception if he comes not only from

the leasbmen but from all dog men. Come along old fellow.

The New England Beagle Club's Field Trial entries im-

prove in numbers and quality from year to year. This year

the entries in the various classes number twenty-nine. The
(rials will be held at Oxford, Mass., on Oct. 23 and following

days.

The Colorado Springs meet of September 29, October 2

and 3 was divided by Betsy Blue (Boomerang—Pearl of Pe-

kin i , Beau Brummell (Dingwall—Miss Kitten) and Boomer-

ang (Lord Neversetlle—White Lips), all owned by the St.

Patrick Kennels.

A would-bs cootemparary incensed at our not naming its

editor us one of the available tield trial judges, takes us to

task for stating that men suitable for tield trial judges are

scarce as hens' teeth. His article only proves the truth of

our statement. The gentlemen named by him, that we did

not name, are about the only ones that run their dogs at the

trials and are consequently not eligible.

Fe-ttus tells us that the Romans sacri6ced red-haired pup-

pies in spring in the belief that the crops would thus grow
ripe and ruddy, and there can be little doubt that these pup-

pies, like the lamb sacrifice at Holne and King's Teignton,

were a substitute for an original human victim. Oh, that

the gods would provide a similar high destiny for the Ameri-
can "yeller dog."—The American Sportsman.

If the sales of the Glenmore Kennels in our registry col-

umn can be taken as a sign of the times, Irish setters are cer-

tainly booming. Mr. Spreckels baa purchased in Miss Lucy
a bitch with lots of quality as a show bitch and a very prom-
ising field bitch, asall of the Finglas stock are proving. This

keonel has still a number of young dogs for sale 6t for work-

ing this season. These dogs are splendidly bred and should
< jinruand the attention of intending purchasers.

Judge Post, the well known Eaglish setter breeder and
field trial enthusiast, was in town this week and reports that

i-irLsman and Sweetheart died several months ago.

We had heard a rumor to that effect but had received no
veriGcalion of the rumor. Sportsman and Sweetheart were
perbapn the best known English setters in California; both
were winners and good producers. Sportsman was whelped
in August, 1883, and wan one of the well known Champion
(iladntone—Sue litter. He ran in (he National American
Kennel Club Derby of 18114 and won. defeating Gladstone's

Boy, Lillian and Sledora. He was the sire of that grand
Utile bitch Sunlit anil of Sinus, both winners. Sweetheart
was by Count Noble— Dashing Novice, whelped August 17,

-he won second in the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's
Derby of 1884 and first in the All Age, 18*6. She was the
dam of Stepbania, Salina and others.

"A Brilliant Kill."

The correspondent of the American Field at Colorado

Spring* gives the following account of what he calls a "bril-

liant kill " during the running off of the coursing meeting

there recently :

" VALETT ^ BOUNDAWAY—The'latter ncored the first turn
:i ^' 1 length in the lead, but went wide and let Valetta
get in, Valetta, hcing alwayn a clever worker, had the best
of i lit- exchanges, ami was a clear winner when she effected

the kill. This kill was the most brilliant it bos ever been
v..ur rnrri-spondenl 'a good fortune tOSSfl. Yaletla waB right
on top of her game when Butmy darted down a good-sized
hole. Valetta tried to get in after her, and succeeded in

•M'tling her teeth onto Bunny before Hhe could get down out
nil."

What a "brilliant" idea this gentleman must have of a
1 ill surely! Why tliere is not a Scotch or fox terrier in the
country that could not have made juil such a brilliant kill in

•ant.

Distemper—Its Nature, Cause and Cure.

Distemper in dogs recently formed the subject of an inter-

esting contribution to the North British Agriculturist. Who
the writer was we are not told, but we think we are correct

in attributing it to our contemporary's accomplished veter-

inary adviser, Mr. Unlay Dunn.

According to him, this dread scourge of our kennels is a

sort of catarrhal fever, and affects, cats, foxes, wolves, hyienas,

jackals and monkeys, as well as dogs. It belongs to the

group of eruptive fevers, which includes smallpox, scarlet

fever and measles in man and strangles in horses.

It has among other distinctive characters of an eruptive

fever

:

1. It is distinctly contagious.

2. It spreads by direct contagion from dog to dog.

3. It is also transferred indirectly from the kennels, litter

or food which have been used by the sick or convalescent.

4. That discharges from the eyes or nostrils applied to

the mucuous membrane of healthy animals communicate the

disease. It has a distinctive period of incubation ranging

from four to six days. It runs a definite course.

It is notably a disease of early life, about two-thirds of the

cases affecting animals under a year, older dogs which have
not suffered continue, however, io be liable. One attack

usually confers immunity from subsequent attracts.

Many of these contagious eruptive fevers have of late years

been show to depend upon a specific microbe, and although

the specific organism producing distemper has not as yet been

isolated and described,the phenomenal of the disease indica e

it has an organismal origin.

Indeed, two French bacteriologists have recently oblained

from the nazal discharge micrococci, arranging themselves

two and two, and mottle. These and other experimentalists

have cultivated the organisms for seven generations, and
found each cultivation rubbed into scratches made in the

skin of healthy dogs and cats within four days in most in-

stances produced an eruption and slight catarrhal fever,

while the animals thus inoculated did not lake the disease

when placed with infected dogs.

Like our weather, and many other things good and bad,

distemper is said to have come from the New World. Its

original hahitat is said to have been Peru, whence it was im-

ported to Spain early in the eighteenth century ; it made its

appearance in France in 1740, but does not seem to have
reached England until 1760. Since then it has spread widely

through all countries where dogs are kept.

All breeds and varieties are attacked, and succumb easily

if exposed to contagion, but the more delicately-bred and
nurtured and those in sanitary surroundings exhibit the

disease in its most serious forms. With the exception of

cases of gastro-intestinal catarrh, distemper is the most com-

mon disease of dogs.

Friedberger records that of 9,000 dogs presented for treat-

ment at the Berlin Veterinary College in two years 33 per

cent, had distemper. At the school jjt Munich the cases

reached 2S per cent, of total canine practice.

A large proportion of attacks on the continent of Europe
occur in summer, owing, it is said, to the dogs being reduced

by the excessive heat. In this country changeable weather,

producing a catarrhal condition of the respiratory membranes
appear to increase the susceptibility to the disease.

From facilities for the spread of contagion, the malady
prevails more in considerable towns than in the country.

The symptoms are essentially those of catarrh, aflecting

the eyes, respiratory, digestive and cutaneous membranes,
and accompanied by fever, with a tendency to disturbance to

the central nervous system. The earliest evidences are weep-

ing eyes, the watery discharges slowly become muco puru-

lent and irritant, adhere in patches to the swollen reddened

membrane, and by-and-by may inflame and ulcerate the cor-

nea.

The respiratory mucous membrane throughout the sinuses

of the head and throat secretes a similar yellowish green mat-
ter, sometimes tinged with blood and discharged fron the

swollen nostrils. The lining membrane of the larynx and air

passages is likewise raw, swollen and profusely discharging
;

breathing is impaired and cough more or less distressing.

In the mouth and through the digestive tract a like muco-
purulent secretion is outpoured, causing von-iting, colic or

diarrhoea.

After a couple of days patches of red eruption appear on
the skin, especially where the hair is fine, and vesicles and
pustules are formed, which dry and desquamate in about a

week. The pulse and breathing are quickened and the tem-
perature rises.

The dog has no appetite, but is thirsty, weak and prostrate,

quickly loses flesh aud emits a sickly, sometimes a fcetid

smell. In serious cases very nervous symptoms present

themselves. Weakly, amemic subjects are usually dull and
stupid, the more robust are frequently excited, have spasmo-
dic movements of certain muscles and groups of muscles are

sometimes convulsed, sometimes paralysed.

In diflerent cases one or the other of the groups of symp-
toms described especially predominate. The eyes and upper
air passages seom sometimes to bear the brunt of the attack.

Cough and bronchitis are occasionally the prominent feat-

ures. In other cases gastrointestinal derangements are the

troublesome conditions.

In the latter stages the reduced patient sutlers from nervous
disturbances. As happens with other eruptive fevers, the

seizure is occasionally unaccompanied by notable external

manifestations, but the virus exerts a violent depressing
effect on the cerebro spinal nervous centres and patient rap-

idly sinks.

The milder cases in eight or ten days are fairly well, but
the more severe are not convalescent for double the period.

When the brain or spinal cord have been seriously implicated
neuroses, such as chorea, paralysis or convulsions, may per-

sist for months, and are sometimes permanent. As might be
anticipated from the several phases of the disease, death
results from various conditions, usually from brain paralysis,

lobular pneumonia, septicemia or exhaustion.
In the wny of treatment, good nursing is almost more im-

portant than doctoring, and treatment can only be directed

to mitigate untoward svmploms. The patienl should be re-

stricted tu simple, digestible foods, maiulv milk. Undigested
food which may prove a source of irritation is best got rid of
in the earliest stage by an emetic or laxative.
Theanimal should be promptly removed from its com-

panions and have quiet, comfortable, airy quarters, which
miiHl be kept scrupulously clean and disinfected 'daily-

Several times a day the discharges from eyes and nostrils
should be removed with tepid water and a Bponge <>r piece of

lint, the partB carefully dried and sprinkled with a little dust-

ing powder, which may consist of one part of boric acid or

sanitas powder, with twenty of kaolin.

Bffore the cornea becomes opaque or ulcerated, or other

serious symptoms occur, professional advice should, if possi-

ble, be obtained. Difficulty of breathing or cough are com-
bated by steaming the head, hot compresses to the throat and
repeated doses of ammonia acetate solution and other stimu-

lant expectorants. Gastro-intestinal catarrh is relieved by
sodium hyposulphite, or by mineral acids and bitters.

Diarrhoea is prevented from wasting the precious strength

b y a few drops of chlorodyne or of spirits of chloroform and
laudanum. The irritable, eczematus skin is dusted with
borax and starch, or moistened with glycerine and water con-
taining a few grains of boric acid. Anodynes and antispas-

modics are usen to relieve the several nervous symptoms.
From the outset suitable food must be given to maintain

failing strength. If the animal will not of its own accord

take milk or other nourishment, he must be fed with spoon
or bottle, receiving tea with milk, or beef tea, with which,
after the third or fourth day, white of egg may be mixed. To
maintain the action of the heart, a little wine or spirit may
be required either with the food or between meals.

By early isolation of infected subjects and disinfection of

premises, the spread of the complaint may be checked.
Various preventative measures have been suggested. Some
owners have faith in a piece of insoluble roll sulphur placed
in the drinking water. Others believe in the efficacy of an
emetic, or dose of physic administered in the spring and
autumn. Dog fanciers vend highly-vaunted specifics. None
of these measures are of any use in protecting susceptible

subjects from the subtle virus.

Inoculation with the vaccine of cowpox, such as is used

for vaccination against smallpox, has been extensively tried,

but it is equally fruitless. The disease artificially introduced

by cultivated attenuated virus usually runs a mild course,

and leaves most patients protected against subsequent attack ;

but this artificially induced seizure has the disadvantage of

being contagious and may spread where it is not wanted.
Few owners, moreover, would care to inflict their dogs

even with a mild attack of a disorder which they might en-

tirely escape if properly looked after and prevented roaming
in doubtful company. A reduction in the number of stray

and ownerless dogs would limit the prevalence of distemper.

—The Shooting Times, Eng.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

NAMES CLAIMED.

Geo. C. Jones, Lorin, Cal., claims the name Ladomore far

Irish setter dog puppy by Beau Brummell (Ch. Elcho Jr.

—

Red Rose)—Maid of Glenmore (Finglas—Betsy Crafts),

whelped June 1, 1894, also Glenmore's Lass for Irish setter

bitch puppy by Barrymore (Finglas—Ch. Ruby Glenmore)

—

Belle C."10,362, whelped July 26, 1894.

Winfield Scott, San Francisco,claims the name Glenmore's
Queen for Irish setter bitch puopy by Barrymore (Fioglas

—

Ch. Ruby Glenmore)—Belle C. 10,362, whelped July 26,

1894.

R. M. Wood, San Francisco, claims the name Duke of

Glenmore for Irish setter dog puppy by Barry nore (Finglas

—Cb. Ruby Glenmore)—Belle C 10,362, whelped July 26,

1894.

Geo. Allen, San Francisco, claims the name Berkeley for

Irish setter dog puppy by Beau Brummell (Ch. Elcho Jr.

—

Red Rose)—Maid of Glenmore (Finglas—Betsy Crafts,

whelped June 1,1894.

W. F. Sperbeck, Oakland, Cal., claims the name Lou
Glenmore, for Irish setter bitch puppy by Barrymore (Fing-

las—Ch. Ruby Glenmore)—Belle C, whelped July 26, 1894.

WHELPS.

Dr. A. T. Regensberger's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bern-
ard bitch Bohemian Girl (Beauchamp—Florida) whelped
October 12th 8—5 dogs, 3 bitches to same owner's Reglov
(Safford—Mountain Queen).

W.H. Collins' (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Lady Bute (Lord Bute—Clydesdale Nell) whelped October
10th 12—7 dogs, 5 bitches to same owners Lord Hualpa (Al-

ton—Keepsake).

SALES.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter bitch puppy Glenmore's Queen (Barrymore

—

Belle C. 10,362) whelped July 26, 1894, to Winfield Scott,

San Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter dog puppy Duke of Glenmore (Barrymore

—

Belle C. 10,362) whelped July 26, 1894, to R. M. Wood, San
Francisco.

Glenmore Kennelf, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter dog puppy Berkeley (Beau Brummell—Maid of

Glenmore) whelped June 1, 1894, to George Allen, San
Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter bitch puppy Lou Glenmore (Barrymore—Belle

0. 10,362) whelped July 26, 1894, to W. F. Sperbeck, Oak-

land. Cal.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter dog puppy (Barrymore—Belle C. 10,362)

whelped July 26, 1894, to C. J._ McDonald, San Mateo Cal.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkelev, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter bitch Msss Lucy (Fioglas—Lady Josie) to R.
Spreckels, San Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold the

Irish setter bitch Sultana (Finglas—Lady Josie) to W. K.

Whittier, San Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkelev, have sold the Irish

dog pnppy Ladomore (Beau Brummell- -Maid of Glenmore),

whelped June 1, 1894, to George C. Jones Lorin, Cal.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal , have sold the

Irish setter bitch puppy Glenmore's Lass (Barrymore—Belle

C, 10,362), whelped July 16, 1894, to George C. Jones, Lor-

i n, Cal.

Metchley Wonder, the famous collie, is the sire of over 100

first prize winners, says the Kennel Farm and Poultry Yard.

These are in England. There are several more in America.
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The American Kennel Club of " J. W."

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In yours of Sep-

tember 19th, "J. W." extensively lauds the A. K. C. As

a measure of value, let us look into J. W.'s previous declar-

ations. That for years he publicly attacked the A. K. C. is

a matter of common knowledge. The organization is just

what it always was, and the only chaDge known is that " J.

W." is now one of its members and thick-and-thin support-

porters. What has changed his views ? Examine the per-

sonelle. The President is the same, yet about six years since

B J. W." publicly characterized a statement of this same gen-

tleman as a "willful misstatement." I disputed and disap-

proved this President's statements as much, and more

strongly than "J. W." ever did, yet I challenge the produc-

tion of a line or word wherein t ever charged him with will-

ful error. Yet when a most damaging charge was brought

asaiost.this President about a year since, and 1 called for

further evidence as to the charge, and refused to accept "J.

W.'s explanation, that explained nothing, the very man who
had previously charged Mr. Belmont with willful mis-state-

ment charged me with being animated by personal hostility

to Mr. Belmont ! Again, why this change ? The be-lauded

meeting of the. A. K. C. was followed by a banquet. At that

banquet I notice the name of a certain person who a few

years since assailfd "J. W." in terms of the utmost insult !

Again, why this change? Another speaker is the gentleman

whose private life "J. W." dragged into publicity some years

since while the two were disputants. Still again, why this

change ? I am much gratified, however, that "J. W."
follv admits that the A. K. C. is a clique, that a small party

of New Yorkers manage it, and must manage it. If you

Pacific Slopers prefer having somebody you don't know from

Adam represent you, voice your voice, vote youi vote, be you
;. and all things belonging to you, in the doggy world, it is your

privilege, but I pity your taste. But still more valuable than

'this bit of "J. W." testimony of the rottenness of the A. K.

C. is his declaration of the motives guiding this evangelical

alliance in its rejection of the new Pittsburg club as a men-
lier. The rule or usage of the A. K. C. (it matters not which)

! is that no club will be admitted to membership if it is located

, where there already is a member. Yet J. W . intimates that

[this lawful and valid ground might not have wrought the re-

jection of the Pittsburg Athletic Club Kennel, had they not

Accepted a special from Mr. George Bell. Now, in all sober-

ness lake this astonishing declaration into consideration, and

(;an anything more effectually condemn the A. K. C? Are
t there not some dogmen on the Coast that are disreputable,

| ind should be, or are, under disqualification '.' If one of them
hbould offer your show a special, would you consider the

lihow accepting it worthy of censure and discipline for so do

ng? Above all, what kind of a national, ruling, protecting

lirganization is it that goes by its offended dignity rather

I han bv its express rule or established usage ?

I 1 will not depart from my resolve to avoid any defence of

I \Ir. George Bell, but I may say that I have known "J. W."
longer than aoy other man in dogdom, for twelve years at

i east, that for years we were more intimate than I was with

I nybody else, that I have known Mr. Bell for only two or

\ hree years, that while I knoiv him well we never have been

'.specially intimate, that I have had no cause to be ashamed
I if or regret my acquaintance with Mr. Bell, and that nothing

lu my whole doggy experience gives me the profound regret

I bat it does to remember that "J. W." and I were once inti-

I uate. Yours truly, W. Wade.
Hulton, Pa., Oct. 9, 1S94.

THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

As we stated in a recent issue "Alta Bella was by Alton

—

h Bellegarde bred and owned at the time of her death by
i. C. R. Norris—Elye. We were not mistaken aod Queen
ura is not the dam. —

Dr. A. T. Regeosberger, San Francisco, Cal., has sold the

L. C. St. Bernard bitch Ramona, by California Bernardo

—

.ady Delight to H. Wagner, Berkeley, Cal.

We notice that the well-known champion St. Bernard
itch Princess Florence is again offered for sale. She has at

wt whelped a good litter of puppies.

Trap at Fresno.

Fresno, Cal., October 8, 1S94.

r. A- U. Warnekros proposes giving a two days' shoot at

le Fresno fair grounds on October *20'h and 21st, at targets

ad live birds.

All target events shall be at twelve single targets, fin-

ance, $1.50, including price of birds. All live bird events

iall be at six live birds; entrance $2.50; cost of birds

:tra.

Purses divide 40, 30, 20, and 10 per cent., where there are

ii or more entrees ; less than ten divide 50, 30 and 20 per
Dt.

Mr. Warnekros will give valuable prizes to the person
aking the best average in live bird and target events. A
ooter, to qualify, must take part in all of the events as

med above.
There will be a good supply of all grades of black and
tro powder shells on the grounds. Everybody is invited to

.end, take part in the shoot, and have a good time. Ameri-
n Association rules to govern all events.

A. U. Warnekros, Manager.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary,
Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
gomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco. Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francieco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,
605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-
land, Cal.

Alameda Coauty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry HoughtOD,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner, President,
Phil. Finck, Secretary, R.R. andl6th A.ve.,S.S.F.

" The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, ;Edgar Forster, Secretary,
605 Market St. S.F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, CaL, H.

Newton. Secretary, Peralta Heights, East jabland, Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,
Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club. Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault. Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

Jessee, See.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F-W, Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Mr. Leibert, of Sau Francisco, went out shooting Monday,
accompanied by Mr. Hoffman, also of San Francisco. Mr.
Hoffman came round a thicket just in time to receive a charge
of shot from Mr. Leibert's gun. Instinctively he threw his
hands before his eyes and thereby saved them, for three or
four shots were imbedded in his hands. As he was some dis-
tance off, his wounds were not fatal, and the shots were ex-
tracted from his breast and shoulder.—Santa Rosa Farmer.

Market hunters have played sad havoc with the quail in
San Pablo canyon, by baiting with wheat. Whole bevies are
" ground-sliuced " and in consequence they are already be-
coming quite scarce. Market shooting should be prohibited,

J. A. R. Elliott has again defeated Dr. Carver in a series
of three matches at 100 birds each at Exposition Park, Kan-
sas City. Elliott killed 199 birds out of 200 in the last two
matches. The score of the third match was 99 to 93.

The wild boar introduced into Austin Corbins park are
said to have increased so much in numbers that they have
become a nuisance. A wild boar hunt will probably be the
result.

Annie Oakley on Physical Culture.

Harry Houghton was at McGills on the 14th. He bagged

a dozen sprig and teal.

Parks, Cate and Ford bagged nearly 66 ducks, mostly

sprig at Mowry's on Sunday.

Horace Orear and Thos. Ryan were at Livermore on the

14th. They bagged twenty-two quail.

One hunter killed three bear and four deer in twenty-four

hours in the mountains of Butte County recently.

The duck shooters who went to Sonoma county last week

found but few birds. The quail shooters fared better.

" Shooters " are spoiling the duck shooting at McGills by

indulging in the mischievous practice of moonlight shooting.

A. Lorsbach and L. L. Campbell were at Redwood Canon

on Sunday- They found plenty of quail, but too much
brush.

The Country Club and the Tamalpais Club had good

success in Marin county on Sunday. Many excellent bags of

quail were made.

Dr. E. N. Lowry was at Taylorville on Sunday shooting

over the Irish settey Reporter of Glenmore. He bagged

three dozen quail.

C. Cate bagged twenty ducks at Mowry's on the 14th. He
used U. S. Smokeless, and reports that he likes it as well on

game as for target shooting.

The best shooting on near-by marshes has been at San

Pablo on the tract preserved by Emeric, Roos and others.

Achilles Ross is said to have killed 64 one day last week.

The San Diego Sun states that
il the Sportsmen's Club of

verside is getting a petition signed for presentation to the

pervisore, asking them to re-enact the old game law, which
evented the shipment of quail out of the county by market
nters." We trust the Supervisors will pass the ordinance.

Ducks are getting to be fairly plentiful in Washington and
egon. This should be good news to California as the tirst

>d storm will bring them down here. They are quite

•ntiful here now but they feed at night on the marshes and
t on fhe calm bay during the daytime.

;

t. E. Nesmith, for many years general manager of the Cal-

;
:oia Powder Works, has been elected Secretary of that

i opany to fill the vacancy caused by the death of John F.

hse, who so ably filled fhe oosUior* for a period of 97?r
-ty vearfi

Frank Vernon was at his usual hunting ground near

Point Reyes on Sunday. Not having fully recovered from

his recent illness, he did mot shoot all day, but made a very

fair bag of quail.

Twenty members of the Pastime, Teal, Mallard and other

clubs were at Alviso Bridge on Sunday. Less than ten ducks

were bagged by the entire party, but quite a number of cur-

lew and plover suffered.

Several of the organized game clubs of Dixon have rented

all the choice hunting ground in that vicinity, and the unor-

ganized hunters of the community purpose to fight. Matters

will be precipitated by a test case very shortly.

The petition to prohibit the shipment of game from Kern

county was rejected at a recent meeting of the Supervisors.

Prohibiting shipping to market would unquestionably be a

blessing, but sportsmen should be allowed to ship game to

their homes.

The San Francisco and North Pacific R. R. have been

petitioned by the sportsmen of San Francisco to run a 4 a. m.

train, so that the shooters may catch the early flight of ducks.

This should pay the road well as many more would go as_ do

at present were it not for the fact that it is almost impossible

to have any kind of a shoot and return the same day, under

the present arrangement.

A quail-shootine club has been recently formed which will

be known as the " Baldheaded" Quail-shooting Organization,

with headquarters in abuilding on Third and Market streets.

The officers are W. Kittle, Adam Grant, Jr., Eugene Cohn,

G. A. Knight, C. R. Splivalo, W. Hand, Billy Vice, Gus
Drucker, Thomas Irnano, Ex-Senator Pierson, Jake Stowe,

Jim Chesley and Dick Sweassy, of Eureka.—The Call.

The sportsmen at Alviso bridges feel very sore over the

fact that market hunters are shooting hundreds of rail on the

Alviso marshes. Both Alameda and SaDta Clara counties

have passed ordinances prohibiting rail shooting, yet the

hunters are campei upon the marsh in tents, and are shooting

r*il openly, claiming that the law is in effect only in Alameda

county. The Santa'Clara sportsmen shoo Id see that aeon-

stable is sent to the Bridges. One conviction would be suf-

ficient to protect the rail for the next two years.

The Call chronicles the fact that three local sportsmen en-

joved good teal shooting by moonlight at Mt. Eden recently.

This moonlight shooting should be legislaled against. All the

clubs prohibit shooting between sunset and sunrise. Market

shooters recognize the evil of it and seldom indulge in it;

when on their regular shooting ground. It is not the num-

ber of birds killed or the great number wounded and never

retreived that constitute the evil, but the fact that it frightens

the birds from their feeding grounds and ruinB the shooting

for days to come, $q t;portsmpn worthy th* R§ffl§ Pill GaPot

bv moonlight,

If there is any woman in America who has a pioneer righ t

to tell her sisters how to train an athlete it is Miss Annie
Oakley, whose reoairkable shooting at the Wild West and
elsewhere has attracted the attention of all who have seen

her. Annie Oakley has literally been in active training ever

since girlhood in the wild woods of Ohio, until she is now
not only the best markswoman in the world but an expert

swimmer and sprinter as well as wheel rider.

Discussing the importantsubject of woman's proper sphere

in the athletic world, Miss Oakley said to a reporter the other

day :
" Nearly every day I see an article in some paper on

how women should train to become athletes. As these arti-

cles are nearly always written by men, of course, they are

more or less wrong. Few of your sex, unless they are regular

physicians, can justly say how a woman should train to keep
in good health. Why, a few weeks ago—just after the Mc-
Auliffe Griffo fight, I think it was—I read an article ex-
plaining how women should learn to box. Such a thing is

ridiculous. Nature never intended that we should learn box-
ing, and, besides that, ii caa be of no use to us ; and no mat-
ter how careful women might be, accidents of an injurious

kind would be sure to occur. A man may go through life

with a broken nose, or have his eye blacked occasionally, but
a woman could not get very far at home or abroad without
unfavorable criticism.

" How do I learn to train so easy and tud so fast ? Well,
to this I have only one answer: I never train when I am
giving exhibitions. You see, my guns when loaded weigh
about seven pounds, and I shoot on average about 150 shots

each day; thus, you see, I lift more than 1,000 pounds each
day, thus exercising enough without training. Then by Tur-
ning a good deal each day, I keep this practice up so that I

can at any time run 100 yards in 13 seconds
;

pretty good for

a woman, isn't it?

"What do I do when not engaged in the arena? Why,
then I exercise every day, for iff did not I could not sleep

at night as sound as I like to. Now, this is exactly what I

do. After a tepid sponge bath in winter, or an absolutely

cold one in summer, I am ready for breakfast, eating whatever
agrees with me, never omitting fruit, and plenty of it, too;

then a half hour over the morning paper, and I am ready for

my morning walk, which is always at a brisk pace if it is in

the country, or where it is practicable in the city. Sometimes
I ride my wheel until tired, but always at a moderate pace. I

sit very straight, with handle bars well up, never bending
over, which, in my opinion, is a bad position for any one to

adopt. From time to time, whether riding or walking, I in-

hale the fresh air until my lungs are well filled, and then

slowly expel it through the nostrils. On one pretext or an-

other, I get all the outdoor exercise possible. There is noth-

ing so beneficial as outdoor exercise when the weather is not

too bad.
" And how about swimming ? Swimming I find very good,

as every muscle in the body is brought iuto play. Now,
every one can learn to swim if he or she would persevere,

moving slowly at first, and not getting excited. But do you
know that even in this delightful pastime our sex is more or

less handicapped compared with a man. The reason for

this is that the average bathing costume is made out of heavy

flannel, which interferes more or less with progress in the

water. One of my dearest friends is a most expert swinner,

bat finds it difficult to go far on account of her heavy bathing

suit.
" When the morning is spent I am ready for a light lunch;

then devote a few hours to writing letters, and about 4o'clock

I am jolly ready for a horseback rida, if possible ; if not,then

another walk with a friend, and, dinner being ready, I am
there to enjoy it as one should. About an hour before retir-

ing I fence with foils, or, better still, with fencing sticks,

preferring the latter, because there is no chance of getting

hurt. Then I use a pair of light drumbells, which never

weigh more than three pounds. I use these until my arm
is tired raising them overhead, backward and forward, the

head well back, chest forward, always assuming an easy

motion, invariably avoiding anything like a jerk, as that

strains the muscles without strengthening them. After this,

a warm bath, and I am ready for bed, and I generally sleep

so sound that only the breakfast bell awakens me. Tell the

young to try this, and if they don't find it beneficial I am
mistaken, and I don't think I am."—New York Recorder.

Chilled Shot.

Some interesting experiments were recently tried in Eng

land by a representative of the Field, to show that the sudden

combustion of powder produced such a great strain as to

amass the pellets of shot against the cone of the chamber,

producing what is known in the vernacular of the sportsman

as balling, thus subjecting the gun to a very heavy strain,

with the liability of bursting the gun and injuring the owner.

The possibility of such an occurrence is generally known
;

but the article in question shows that with these quick burn-

iog powders it is desirable to use chilled shot, as the liability

r.f b'alHng is much pron.fer when soft BJJ0|
jo used. There |g
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also what is termed partial balling, which is shown with some

of the targets made when using quick powder and soft shot.

In this partial balling a string of pellets seems to be thrown

off the main body of the charge. This is caused by the pel-

lets being crushed out of shape, causing them to fly either

in a mass or to take an erratic flight. J think if sportsmen

would experiment in this direction they would be surprised

to see how wildly some of the pellets will fly. This may
often be observed Id targeting guns, it being nothing uncom-

mon to see stray pellets striking the ground a number of yards

in front of the target

There are a (evr simple rules in shooting which, if gener-

ally known and remembered, might be of no little service,

with either rifle, gun or pistol. It has been proved that as

vou increase your powder charge, or quicken it, you must

harden your bullet, or your shot, if yon would retain accur-

acy. The soft pellets of shot in most cases would prove the

more killing, unless the animal had such a hard skin as to

prevent sufficient penetration. Soft bullets or soft shot are

malformed by an excessive charge of powder, causing a less

accurate flight of the projectile, and thus it is with the use of

nitro powders in rifle or shotgun ; especially if the charge be

a htrong one it is necessary to ha/den the projectile to secure

accuracy.—Shooting and Fishing.

Decoying- Ducks.

There is a great variety of opinion as to the proper method

of setting out decoys and the kinds of decoys to use for the

different kinds of ducks.

It would be simple enough were but one kind of duck fly-

ing, but in this State one may shoot .mallard, canvas-back,

widgeon, sprig, copperhead and teal in a single flight.

Some ot onr oldest and most successful hunters declare

that a flock of male canvas-back will decoy any duck that

flies, and if but one kind can be procured we think this plan

a good one, still, if mallard were plentiful we would certainly

anchor out a few mallard decoys at one end of the string.

There are times that almost all of the varieties will decoy

"to anything in the shape of a block of wood, but it is the times

that the duck are weary that the shooter must be prepared
for.

Another well-known duck shooter uses a mixed lot of teal,

sprig, widgeon, caws and mallards, anchoring at each end of

the string a few mud hens, claiming that the mud hens know
where the good feed is and that all varieties will light to

them when looking for feeding ground.

Personally we prefer a mixed lot, the majority being male
canvas-backs. The more decoys a man puts out the mere
likely he is to get good shooting. Let one man pui out tifty

and another six within one hundred yards of him and the

man with the large flock will get ten shots to the other's one.

Some hunters place their decoys in pairs, others in a long
line, others throw them overboard as thev come in bunches
or straggled over quite a space of water". The long line does
not look natural. Pucks seldom string out with their heads
all one way unless alarmed and about to fly, a slate of affairs

that surely would not tempt a flock to alight to them. If

one can find an eddy in which to place a part of the decoys
bo much the belter, as they will then head in different direc-

tions and look much more natural.

In shooting on the edge of a large pond or bay, in astrong
wind, avoid a lee shore. Unless the wind is very light, a

duck usually alights with his head to windward, and when
he leaves the water he invariably flies to windward. If your
blind be on the windward shore it can be readily seen that

when they fly they must turn their bellies to you and ap-
proach you, lhu? presenting the best kind of a target for your
gun.
Next to being a cool shot, the most important item about

duck shooting is to keep perfectly still. U you move but
your band the wary duck will see you and shy off. Your dog
roav lie outside of the blind if he be red or brown in color
and" the ducks will not notice him, but let him move his

bead or scratch a flea and like lightuing your approaching
birds shy off and are out of range in an instant.

ROD -

The Spring Valley Water Co. have closed all of their lakes

for the season.

The Colusa Sun states that a lot of young trout from the

Red Bluff butchery were taken up Stony Ford Thursday to

be placed in Stony Creek.

C. J. Brown, of this city, is said to have caught a 32-pound
salmon while trolling in the Novo river one day last week.
Several remarkable catches have been reported.

HOOF-BEATS.
James W. Rea's horses will be sold October 25th at San

Jose Fair Grounds.

Trout are plentiful in Sonoma creek. Two ladies at hotel

Mervyn, Mrs. Coppin, of Glen Ellen, and Mrs. Leibert, of

San Francisco, are expert anelers, sometimes coming in with
eighty or more tine 6sh. Women, however, are but poor
immitators of men ; lhe proof is, that these ladies can not be
induced to tell anything but the truth about iheir catch. If

they come home with five or six fish they say so.- -Santa Rosa
Farmer.

Mackinaw Trout.

The time is not far distant when shore-bird shooting will
become very popular on this coast. At present the compara-
tive abundance of ducks, geese and quail place this kind of
bhooting in tbe background. In the Eastern States they are
considered a delicacy and are hunted as ducks are here, with
carefully-constructed blinds, sink boxes and decoys. The
Eastern " gnnner " that is the most expert in " calling " the
bird* down to his decoys is tbe one that usually makes the
largest bag. The study of their various cries and calls is the
work of a lifetime. How well we remember of hiding in a
blind made of eel grass on the back of old Cape Cod near Or-
leans vainly trying to "whistle down " yellow legs, beetle
head plover and "whiting

1,

while an old band ai the game
with a stand about a quarter of a mile away was ''whistling
down " every flock and single within a mile of him aud hav-
ing fun galore. Here in California one does not think it

necessary to hide more than one-half his body and decoys are
an unheard of quantity. To be sure a few of the local sports-
men are " regulars" at Stege, Ellis' Landing and the Aiviso
marshes, but the majority know nothing of the methods of
hunting them u«ed in the East and care less. By hiding be-
hind a levee where the birds are knowu to "flight " one is

quite sure of B pod big. Will lhe bird-." catch on " in I

courne of time and become as shy as they are in the East?

One, with a bump of carelessness well developed was
firing a rifle of quite heavy calibre at Aiviso Bridge last

Sunday. If Lfatd note should catch his eye we trust in future
he will remember that there are others on earth besides him-
aelfand that the majority of tbem are just an fond of living as

There were twenty-four shooters *.n the marsh at the
time, that we know of; doubtless there were many more,
many of them were hidden behind blinds of flimsy RonBtrac-
tion. It is not at nil pleasant to hear a rifle ball u'<> whizzing
over your hetd and we advise the shooter to leave his rifle at
home next time and bring hU shot nun instead, lie will
kill more game and be much less liable to kill some brothel
sportsman.

B. W, Brugs»nd Mr. Burlingame of the Chronicle were
nt Sherman Island on Sunday last. Thev found but few
•luck, but report the feed very plentiful and the prospect for
good shooting never better.

Wm. C. Murdoch was at San Pablo the Jtirst of the week.
JI« bagged 35. alt sprig.

All Mackinaw trout are fighters, and if they could be

fished for with a light rod and tackle as salmon are," said a

New Yorker who has been trying those game Lake Michi-

gan fish," the title of the salmon as king of game fish would

fall at once. The Mackinaw trout is stronger than the sal-

mon, of greater weight, equally as tactful, and as tierce a

fighter as that Goliath of fresh water fish, the muskallonge.

A bout with one of these trout at the end of one hundred feet

of line on a supple split bamboo rod would give the sturdiest

salmon fisherman enough of hard and exciting work to sat-

isfy him for the dav. Eighteen, twenty and even twenty-five

pounders are by no means uncommon, and thirty pounders

excite no more than ordinary comment.

"But the Mackinaw trout, like the salmon trout of the

New York lakes, isn't built for fine tackle, and if you want
him, you must work the oars of _a boat faithfully, and trail

your whirling troll at the end of two or three hundred feet

of heavy line in from fifty to one hundred feet of water.

Sometimes the fisherman ties his line to his leg as he rows
his boat, but lhe usual style is to hold it in his mouth— that

is,if he is fishing for trout anywhere on the lake but Traverse
Bay.

" From time out of mind Mackinaw trout have been fished

for in Lake Michigan with a slender, minnow-shaped troll,

so made that it will whirl rapidly when drawn through the
water, aud fastened to a staring white line as big around as a

lead pencil. A good many fishermen had held for

years that Ihis trolling line was a detriment to

fishing, as it acted as a menace to the trout
which are shy and wary, and that with a line less

in evidence in the clear waters of the lake, greater success
would attend the sport of Mackinaw trout fishing. But no
one seemed courageous enough to try any other kind of a line

until two years ago, when a citizen of Traverse City, who was
uot a fisherman, made up his mind that he knew how more
and bigger trout could be caught and he went fishing one day
with a fine copper wire for his line instead of the staring

white twine of the fathers. This wire was absolutely invisi-

ble in the water, and when let out with the troll carried no
suspicion to lhe Mackinaw trout's watchful eye. The result

was that this citizen came ashore with a boat load of the big-

gest Mackinaw trout any one had ever seen in one lot from
Traverse Bay. Since then the fishermen in that part have
adopted the copper wire for a trolling line, but elsewhere on
the lake the hide-bound old sportsmen stick to tradition and
white twiue.

" There is no mistaking the strike of a Mackinaw trout on
the troll, and the instant he makes it all other business must
be subordinated to that of getting him safe into the boat. In
the expressive and comprehensive parlance of the Lake
Michigan fisherman, 'You've got to keep a Mackinaw trout

a-goinV It is no easy matter to keep a fifteen or twenty
pound Mackinaw trout a-goin', and the experienced angler
will find that lhe first thing he knows the trout will be
'keepin' him a-goinY If the big fish gets the least bit of
slack line he will turn and dash away, sometimes actually

turning the boat around, if not towing it. Once headed away
from the fisherman, this game and Iu«ty fish rarely fails to

break the hold of the hook. The angler who can keep his

trout a-goin' as he hauls in the line hand over hand may get
his prize alongside or within spearing or shooting distance
in the course of fifteen, or twenty minutes.

'' The Mackinaw trout fishermen never take the risk even
of gaftiing a big trout. Indeed, some carry revolvers of large

calibre, and when the trout is hauled alongside the boat or
within safe rauge they shoot it in the head, and put the fight

beyond all question. Others spear their catches with long-
handled, sharp-tined gigs.',—Rod, (inn and Kennel.

Awarded
Highest Honors

—
"World's Fair.

"•Dft

W CREAM

BAKING
POWER

MOST PERFECT MADE.
. ,/Ure Crape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

fnwi Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YI-ARS THP «TAND>R

HjiiHMONT, by Piedmont, won the 2:30 class trot at Peeks-
kill, N. Y., October 11th, going twice in 2.-29J.

Entries to the great horse show at Mechanics' Pavilion
close with the Secretary, Mills Building, October 25th, or
next Thursday.

Three of Ed Corrigan's horses, all favorites, were beaten
last Tuesday at Hawthorne. The trio was Leo Lake. imp.
Percy and Tyro.

Tim Mckphy was successful again last Tuesday at Haw-
tuorne. He ran five furlongs in 1:02}, beating Pedestrian
and Senator Irby, among others.

Joe Cotton went a merrv clip in the four and a half fur-
long race he won at Los Angele s last Wednesday—0:55J.
Polaski won a mile race easily in 1:421.

If big purses and good horses make great race meet-
ings the Breeders' meeting at San Jose, which com-
mences Monday, will be a grand success.

Royal Flush won $3,225 at the last meeting of the Cali-
fornia Jockey Club, this being the largest sum won by any
horse. Several stables won over $5,000 in purses.

Major McLaoghltn, the two-year-old that won a mile
and a sixteenth race at Hawthorne last Tuesday, was named
after Major Frank McLaughlin, of this city, and is owned by
Col. Jack Chinn.

There will be another sale of trotters at Palo Alto Stock
Farm—fifty head of young stallions, fillies and roadster
geldings. January 15th is the date set. Catalogues will
soon be issued by Killip & Co.

John R. Gentry made a dead heat with Robert J. last
Thursday at Nashville in 2:04, but was found to be so badly
cut that he was withdrawn and Robert J. given the race. The
latter was afterward sent a mile in 2:031.

Alf Stanford, the well-known steeplechase jockey,
arrived from Chicago Thursday morning, looking well. He
reports Templemore, his favorite jumper, broken down.
Stanford did some excellent riding this year.

The Santa Anita stable was to have been shipped to Bay
District track not latter than yesterday. It will come by
easy stages, and Trainer Bill Brien expects to have the prin-
cipal members of the string close to a race when they arrive.

On the opening day at the St. Asaph, Va., track, near
Washington, 13,000 people attended the races. The winners
were Leonawell, Patrician, Hardison, Halton, Song and
Dance and Alberta. Jimmy Rowe is starting the horses
there.

Felix Carr rode three winners at Hawthorne last Thurs-
day, and told his employer, Barney Schreiber, the three be
would win on—Peleus, Gov. Palmer and Claudios. The lat-

ter is owned by Charles Boots, ->nd is by imp. Brutus— The
Swayback. He ran the mile in 1:43.

Mostalvo is quite a warm three-year-old, as his win »ver
Centinella and Pescador last Thursday,at six furlongs in L14!,
109 pounds up, proves. George Polhemus, a Fellowcbarm
colt, belonging to Billy Donatban, won a race that the Los
Angelesjudges did not like, as they suspended the riders of
Hueneme andLottie Collins pending investigation.

Ed Corrigan, the gallant winner of the Sheridan Stakes
and many other good races, and sire of The Drummer, that
has won about a dozen races in succession, died of colic at
Maltese Villa Farm near Merced, last week. Corrigan was a
horse standing about 16.3, royally-bred, being an own bro-
ther to Don Jose, Question and Pocatello, by Joe Hooker,
dam Couatess Zeika, by Norfolk ; second" dam Baller-
ina, by imp. Balrownie : third dam Hennie Farrow (dam of
Mollie McCartv and Flood), by imp. Shamrock.

No Time to Lose.

The advertisement of the liberal stakes ottered by the

California Jockey Club appears in this issue and should

be read by every owner of thoroughbreds on the Pacific
Coast. The amounts uttered, are large, the conditions
most liberal and the distance s such as to suit the. most
exacting. The enterprise of this Jockey Club cannot be

too highly extolled and the efforts ..teach aud everyone
of the members to make the meeting the most success,™
ever held iu America should be sustained by the hearty
co-operation of all interested in thoroughbreds. The
hundreds of horses that arc here or ou the way to this

Coast will be the pick of the " horse States, but here in

California we have numbers of burses that arc their

equals. The opportunities for their owners to have them
compete iu rich stakes is presented, and all who wish to

win in first class company should send in their entries to

Secretary Milroy by the twenty-fifth of this month.

Look at This

The Central anil Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men lobe the best and most confortable line to ship hordes by,

being a day and one-balf to~two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for [he horsemen, for it is-tlie

only line running Pullman Sleeping anil Dining Cars from
San Francisco to ( hieago without change. Through trains

daily to all point* East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

Date Postponed.

Vacaville, CaL, October 1G —On account of the meeting
of the Breeders at San Jose, we postponed our meeting to

November 1st and 2d, when we expect to give some good
races. Yours truly. J. A. Webster,

Secretary Vaca Valley Driving Club.
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TO ABANDON RACING-.

Vftshin^fcoa Park Olub's Decision

Creates a Great Sensation.

Washington Park Club will hereafter be

:oown as a purely social organization. At a

aeeting of the directors of the clab last

light it was decided to abandon the racing

eature, aod, in conformity with this re?olu-

ion, the club's resignation from the Turf Con-

fess was prepared and forwarded to the sec-

atarv. This action of the directors was unan-

nous and furnishes a sensation in the sport-

ug world without a parallel.

The reasons for abandoning tbat feature

hich has made the club famous all over the

orld are based upon the peculiar clamor

gainst pool-selling and the degeneration of

loing from a harmless and high-class spor,

a species of gambling. Organized as a gent

email's jockey club, aod for the avowed pur-

ose of encouraging the improvement, breed,

ig, training and exhibition of horses, the

faehington Park Club has consistently main-

lined its high standard and gained a more

tan national celebrity. It has never permitted

foreign book to operate at its meetings and

is always endeavored to conduct its affairs, so

they related to

oper lices.

racing, within the

The feeling has spread rapidly among the

rectors, however, that the club could not

tain its ideal character and uphold its own
andard. In all parts of the couutry were

cing clubs, conducted as gambling ventures,

ith which the Washington Park was obliged

affiliate under the rules. Horses were being

ceil, winter as well as summer, at various

lints, and the circuit was being enlarged by

e admission of clubs of doubtful standing,

oder such conditions the directors agreed

at the Washington Park Club owed a duty

the members and to the public that could

best performed by discontinuing racing.

> method has been arrived at by which the

ikes already closed for next year's meeting
11 be abandoned, but this is a matter which

a be easily arranged. Thus closes the most
[IJiant record ever attained by a racing club

this country.

The club was organized in the winter of

32 S3 by a number of Chicago's wealthy
izens, who were actively inlerested in find-

; better located and more extensive grounds
a race course than those at the extreme
^eof the Western corporate limits, origin-

y known as the Chicago Jockey and Trot-

g Club Park. Among the hard workers in

) project were severa 1 ex-officers and slock -

Iders who had withdrawn from the West
le Association. On Feb. 10, 1*83, the

ashington Park Club was formally orga-

ed. The social aspect of theclnb was made
>minent from the start. The membership
a combination of the higher class of sport-

country and city clubs. Members of

irly all the other leading clubs were con-

:ted with it, and the clubhouse bacame a

Hilar rendezvous.
?ew clubs are possesjed of grounds as com-
dious and as well adapted to racing. They
er an area of eighty acres, extending from
;tage Grove avenue on the east to South
*k avenue on the west, and from Sixty-first

*et on the north and Sixty-third street on
south. The land has a gentle natural

» from the east and north, thus giving the

in and practice tracks easy up and down
des, which turfmen consider as more
sptable and faster than dead-level runs,

h within and outside the main tracks a

erior system of landscape gardening has

a liberally indulged in, and the property
been given a truly park-like appearance,

insurpassed main course, a convenient
desirable practice track, a capacious

id stand, commodious stablins, a beautiful

commodious clubhouse and the scope and
pleteness of usual and added features com-
sd make Washington Park the peer of any
lar iusliution in this country.
8 to the club membership, it would be
cult to 6nd another association containing
)re representative set of men. Gen. Phil
ridan was the first president of the club
served in that capacity until his death,
n the vacancy was filled by the election

the present president, George Henry
ler. The four vice-presidents are Samuel
lerton, Charles Schwartz, Henry J. Mc-
id and Charles D. Hamill. The secre-

, John E. Brewster, was one of the best-

vn horsemen in the country, associated

him as the racing stewards of the club
;RUch men as J. Dupee, Arthur J. Caton
Frank S. Gorton. The board of directors
ides, among others. Nathaniel K. Fair-

:, Columbus E. Cu minings, Thomas
:y, Albert S. Gage, Thomas Murdoch and
•ge E. P. Dodge, while the total member-
runs above 800.
its liberal methods aod character of its

ings the Washington Park Club gained
ipulariiy. As a racing institution it had
ntend 3t first against Eastern prejudice,

succeeding year witnessed an increased
"ance of sporting men, however, and

was also marked by otrqnger induce
oltered fc fjorspm.pg. The stakes

became richer and richer, until the Eastern-

ers were forced to recognize the tempting in-

ducements, and of recent years the cluboffered

as large purses as any club.

During the world's fair season the club had
an exceptionally large list of purses, some of

which, in their proportion, were almost with-

out precedent. They were rich enough to

draw tne swiftest horses and arouse a world-

wide interest. The great American Derby
was the one fixed event of the annual meetings

of the club which made the club famous and
by which all similar events were timed.

The vacancy occasioned in the sporting

world by the retirement of the club from the

Turf Congress aod its abandonment of racing

will exist for a long time.—Chicago Herald,

Oct. 14.

Thoroughbreds" for 'Frisco.

CHICAGO; October 17—A train of six cars

will leave Hawthorne to-morrow for San

Francisco over the Santa Fe and the Southern

Pacific roads. Ed. Corrigan will send Joe

Murphy, Perry, Vassal, Senator Irby and Du-

cat, of his all-aged division ; Gus Strauss,

Rudegap, Leo Lake and Ofleta, two-year-olds,

and the jumpers Colonel Clay, Tyro and Pro-

fessor S., to California. The last-named was
purchased a few days ago from Louis Ezell,

and jumps well.

The Kentucky stable will send out its en-

tire string now in training, with the exception

of Ingomar, who wrenched a leg in Monday's
special race, and will go to Kentucky. Lassak
arrived at Hawthorne to-day en route to Cali-

fornia.
* Tom Kvan sends out six horses, including

his two jumyers, Japonica and Bellringer,

Tartarian and May McCarthy. L. A. Legg
sends six, including Motor,My Luck and Bell-

guard. Louis Ezell goes with Dungarvan
and Argenta, and Sam Hildreth takes Sligo,

Dejure and another. Jim Davis sends Blue
Banner, Donnella and Dockstader. Book-
maker George Rose's four include Empress of

Norfolk, Mulberry and Nephew. Dow Wil-

liams goes "with his two-yearolds, Venus and
Midas. To-day he sold El Reno to P. Noonan
and Sir Peter to R. Colston, getting $600 for

the two. Three of the Baldwin stable go to

California on this train. The balance travel

on the stable's special car.

Off to California.

Chicago, October 18—The ranks of the

rubbers and touts at Hawthorne were de-

pleted to-dav by the departure of the Santa

Fe horse special for California. Around the

oars were dozens of the fraternity seeking

transportation to the winter Mecca of the turf

hanger-on, San Francisco. Many had pack-

ages of provender, and men and boys from

the youth of tender years to the old-timer,

were stowed away in the cars with the horses.

A train of eight cars, containing the best

horses now at the local track, will leave for

the Coast in two weeks. Clinton C. Riley,

assistant judge at Hawthorne, will leave Sun-

day night for San Francisco, where he will act

this winter at the Bay District Track. De
Bracv, Van Xess' good colt, is sick at Haw-
thorne with fever.

Except fur the final race, in which neither

had an entry, Rodegap and Corrigan swept

the card at Hawthorne today. Rodegap cap-

tured three of the six purses and Corrigan

look down two.

Mixed Graseea For Pasture.

Compare the grasses of England with those

at home, and we find that the English past,

ure, which is formed by the use of many

varieties of grasses and clovers, in mixture

yields^an almost endlesss quantity of food,

rich in fiesh-forming constituents, palatable

and relished by all kinds of live stock, while

those of Canada and the United States, which

are usually composed of clover and timothy,

soon become almost barren of food. The rea-

son is, that when only clover and timothy are

sown there is nothing to follow their season

of growth, and when once cut down they re-

main apparently exhausted ; but not so with

grass mixtures. These, when composed of

suitable varieties, come into growth at various

stages of the season, and when eaten off soon

regain their vigor of growth and continue

fresh and sweet throughout the season.

We are not so favorably situated in all sec-

tions of this country, nor have we the same
favorable climate as Eogland. It must not,

therefore, be expected that we can obtain the

same perfection in growth, generally, which

we have in England ; but lands can be found

in every State and county that are exception-

ally well adapted for pasturage, ^nd these

should be laid down with mixtures of natural

grasses.—S. E, Briggsto American Seed Trade
Association.

We have it that $5 show mutuels will be

sold at the coming California Jockey Club

meetiog by Whitehead & Co. The book-

makers will not be allowed to take 1-2-3

money. This is in line with the Eastern

Jockey Club'c rulings, and is quit*1 g otTong

largqmeatfoi-- tpe oiutuel,

The Dorset Sheep.

An Iowa sheep breeder before a convention
of breeders in this line says of the Dorset

Horn breed for early lambs :
" The Dorset

Horn is a special-purpose sheep ; it does not

compete with the Merino as a producer of fine

wool, nor with the Lincoln as a producer of

combing wool, nor with the Down breeds as a
purely mutton sheep. Its special purpose is

the production of early lambs. To most of

our farmers the ideal mutton sheep is the
Down, i, e., one of the Down breeds, and they
are apt to judge all others by comparison with
it. Now I hold that it would be qnite as ab-

surd to place Shorthorns, Herefords and Jer-

seys in a class together as to judge Dorsets by
the same standard as the Shropshires and
Southdpwns. In its own particular province
it has no competition ; wherever the early

lamb can find a market there will be found
the Dorset ewe. It is quite true that in this

country at the present time (I am speaking
only of the West) there is no such market, but

this is entirely owing to the fact that the

lambs are wanting—not the demand. Lux-
uries of every description bring highly remun-
erative prices, and it is rather curious that

this particular one has been so long neglected.

From the Dorsetshire town where I jras

raised thousands of lambs are [every year
shipped—inost of them to the London market
—and the same business is carried on in most
of the country and villages."

Pigs Unwell.

I have pigs four months old that did very

well for the first two months, when they got

what I looked upon as a "disagreement, refus-

ing to eat or drink anything for four days.

They were also affected with vomiting oc-

casionally aod a black scour, having red spots

on ears, necks and shoulders. They recovered

from these complaints, but are now affected

with lumps in different parts, some of them
coming to a suppuration. The animals, with
the exception of these abscesses, being appar-

ently in good health, as they have a good ap-

petite. I intend to fatten those pigs in two
months' time, and would therefore thank you
for your advice as to the best course to be

adopted regarding the improvement of these

auitnals in every particular.—Porker.

Give the pigs a little sulphate of iron dis-

solved in water, and given in the food once a

day.

It takes very little grain to keep hogs in

thrifty condition when they are at pasture.

Grain fed at this time gives much larger re-

turn than will the increased quantity given
when the hogs are put up for fattening. The
clover and grass they eat are less valuable for

the nutriment that they contain than they are

for keeping digestion in good order, so that

the richer food given may do the most possi-

ble in buildins up frame and putting on fat.

FRENCH and GERMAN
LESSONS.

Priv e or
men s translated

Legal and commercial docu-
MRS. F. PRILL, 20 Ellis street.

FOR SALE.

An Bros Gelding,
Dam by W HIPPLKTOX; 3d dam by (iEO.

M. PATCHRM JR.

Four years old; perfectly sound; stands 16.2 hands

high; color seal brown, not a white hair on him;

broken single or double; never has been trained, but

can show a 2:40 gait or better.

As the owner has no;use for him, he will sell him
cheap. Can be seen in Dennis Gannon's stable at Oak-

land Trotting Park.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County. I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of allilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided

into stronglv ienced fields ( not a toot ot wire being on
the place"), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter

mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary > of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated fiirni Is well known

all over the United States; fur the class of stock here-

tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as "a home for horses" second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. B. deB. Lopez,
Mwrrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton. Alameda Vo.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

S'ear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands ot

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Ce[!fchttul Resort.

HORSE SHOW
ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

First Annual Exhibition
AT THE

Mechanics' Pavilion

NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH -

d;o Kfin IN solidM'^^vU SILVER CUPS.
QFFEBED IN PHIZES FOR

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys.
Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,
Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules
Prize lists, entry blanks and all information can be

obtained fi\>m the Secretary Horse Show Associa-

tion, Room 30, Mills Building.

ENTRIES CLOSE OCTOBER 25.

HENRY J. CROCKER, President.

WITHOUT

Study aod Experience

HOW CAN YOU HOPE

To Beat the Races ?
The undersigned has had the greatest suc-

cess in selecting winners during the past racing

season in the East. This has been due

;

First : To his being a first-class handicapper

possessing a thorough knowledge of all the

best systems invented, including the Botay

System (known to but few persons yet enjoy-

ing a national reputation among bettors on

horse-racing.

)

Second: He possesses an intimate knowledge

f the running qualities of all horses compet-

ing at all the principal tracks in the country

and is a close student of " form "
; and,

Third: He has a wide acquaintance among

trainers and owners of running-horses.

He will be in a position to be equally suc-

cessful at the meeting of the California Jockey

Club, commencing in this city on the 27th inst.
f

and offers his services in picking winners to all

racegoers at that meeting.

Remember that, especially during the first

part of the meeting—before the horses have

come together—it is only the expert and close

observer of horses in their work who can suc-

cessfully class them, and, by knowing their can*

ditions, call the vrrxNEKS. This will also be

the period in which the longest odds will be

offered against winning horses.

Selections will be sent to any address by 11

o'clock a. M. on each racing day.

Terms—$2 per day, or $10 per week of six

days. Payments invariably in advance.

Address B. WISE,

Care Bki3ei>eb and Sportsman,

BfiP"A)l coniinnniraitioafi strictly ronfidfM
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AUCTION
Choice Trotters and Thoroughbreds,

W. REA,
Consisting of Hi

fHK PROPERTY OK

of San Jose,
Grundly-Bred Stallion

Cal.JAMES

ANTINOUS, 2:28^, by Electioneer—American Girl,

And a number o« eo"s and Miles by this sire, Including the game race

THE THOROUGHBREDS

LADY BARNES, by Bob Wooding, and

LEXBTTA,
will also be sold, willi their produce.

Closing - Out Sale of Thoroughbreds,
^^ TCTV PHI'IPRKTV Or-'THE PltOPF.RTV

B. C. HOLLY, of Flosden, Cal.
Twenty Head of as Well-Bred Horses as can be

Found in America

At Auction at Bay District Track,
SATURDAY OCTOBER 27, 1894,

BEGINNING AT 12 M.

Tin- following form of advertisement was Invented hy Peter C. Kellogg & Co., Auctioneers, of New Vnrk.ani
adopted bytuemas a trade mark. With their special permission and approval wc use

it In California oulv. Others are respectfully requested not to imitate It.

Dam's Family

by imp. Partisan,

Sale will take place at the

AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE,

DURING THE P. C. T. H. B A FALL MEETING,
aMa/iarscS-ay, OotoToer 25.

Hume* May be Seen al Track ui> to Day of Sale.

M- catalogues will be Issued Immediately.

K.ILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS,

Imp.. Paramatta. Imp. Cheviot (Eng.)

Ch h Major Ban
(sire of TilJie S.

and Kitty
jcood wini:

L.,

be Steadfast
(a good winner
—mile in 1 :42)

big ISvmpathetic's L'st

(frequent win'r'
cb g |

Ravine
a winner i

b g Halifax-
Monolay

THEO. WINTERS
RMiCHO DEL SIERRAS,

\\anhoe, Kev ,

Sons and Daughters ci

Joe Hooker
— AND THE —

Peerless El Bio Bey
Brothers or sisters* to

DOS JOSK.
UOLLV McUONB,

(All. IK KBHtJlSOA,
and AnBl.ANTB:

Halt-Brotbers or Sisters to

MTI,Al>K. ALMOST,
ZBPHVK. UEINO.

I M It \ GAR DA KB
and BOXA.XZA. I UK UoOKKK

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 10th, 1894,

AT 11 A. M. AT

:B-A."3T district track.
Horees may be seen at Salesyard, comer Van Ness avenue and Market street, three days

previous to sale.

nw Catalogues can be bad upon application to

KILL.IP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 22 Montgomery Street,

h c :
Long Charm..

1*91

1SSS

Grinstead 1

[Sire of Volante
and Santa Anna)

Imp. King Ban
(Sire of Ban Fo

.

King Fox, Mike's
Pride, Ada Ban
etc

Sobrante
(Sireoi Castro. Jo-
vita and Miss
Ruth)

Fair Play

Reveille-

Scraps (a winner), by Lord of the Hills (brother to Lord ol
the Isles ] ; second dam Ragpicker (sister to Sylvia, dam
of the great Goldsbrough and winner V.R.G0aks); third
dam Juliet (the Levity of Australia'), by Touchstone.

Sunlit < dam ol Sunrise, a Sne performer); second dam LilUe
R. (dam of Clyte. she dam of the winners Castro and
Jovita), by Longfellow; third dam Sallie Travis, by Joint
C. Breckinridge.

Kearsay(dam of BanaDa, a renowned stake-winner); seconij
dam Dixie (dam ol Heretog, a great stake-winner; He
zegoviua, dam ot Triboulet, the record-breaker, also i

War Reel, dam of the famous winners Lelex, Le Logi
and Brother Ban), by imp. Sovereign.

Narcola (famous long-distance stake-winner), by Norfolk
second dam Ada C. (dam of Conner, Surinam and Sacra
mentoi, by Revenue, etc.

b in Franceses....
(full siBler to Ac-
claim anil Roy
al HusluStn'd
to St. Saviour

cb t Rosie P
Stinted to St.

Saviour
b m Minnie F.lkins

i winner of Colo
ivulo Derby i*l,

to !-t. Saviour
chin Kathlene

l Hn.1t- sister tc

Agitator, win'r
Matron Stakes,
1S94 ) Stinled
10 wc. Saviour

ISSH chm Lueiuda
i lull sis to Wick-
low) falintfd

to St. Saviour
1853 'br miCorri' e Buck'ham

! ia winner; half-

sister to J oe
Murphy) St''

to St Saviour
isSSbm

j

False Queen
|

(sister to Jennie
Treacey. sreat
stake- winner i

Stinted to St
Saviour

iSSil chm Kyrene
(a winuen Stu'd

to St Saviour
1S91 cb 1 iCassie

Stinted to St. Sa
viour

IS92bc
}$*}! b 1

Sinfax
Montana

son of Storey i

Fellowebarm ....

Three Cheers

Sympathetic, by Prolific; second dam Sympathy, by;
Scythian.

Ninena, by Jim Brown.

Minnie B., by Prince of Norfolk.
Fusillade's Last, by John W. Norton; second dam Fusilli

by War Dance.
Glencola, by Imp. Glengarry; second dam Marcola, by Moi

arch 1st; third dam Tarcola, by Enquirer.
Rosette dam of Acclaim and Royal Flush), by "Wbeatley

son of War Dance; second dam Black Maria (dam <J

Captain Al and Daisy D ), by Georgetown.

Harry Peytoni. Rolette (same as above..

Long Taw
isireof Don Aloiv

Leinsler
isire of Canny Scot

Badge, by Gilroy; second dam Buft and Blu^idam o£Bi
Cloche and Monita Hardy); third dam Balloon fdam
True Blue and Ballei, latter dam of Modesty), by im
Yorkshire.

Athlene tdatn of Ag'natori.by Pat Malloy (sire of Favor,
second dam Ann TravN, by imp. Yorkshire; third d,

Margaret Woods (dam of Heraldry and -Star Davis i,

imp. Pr'am,

Aunt Jane idam of Moses B., Wicklow and Lady Jane, w!
ners;, by Bazar; second dam Vivien, by imp. Leamiu
ton; third dam Coquette, by Lexington, etc.

Powhaitau
[brother to Parole
ar_d sire of Po-
teen and Bur
lington)

Falsetto -

(sire of Cbaut.Ky.
Derby winner,
1891)

Imp. Kyrle Daly
(sire of Kosciusko,
Eclipse, eic.)

Imp. Intruder ...

(sire dam of Spo-
kane i

Major Ban
Fellowebarm .....

:

n

t.

I'''

Hattie Harris (dam ot .loe Mnrphyand s'ster to Avonda
and Susie S.), by Marmaduke; second dam Piroue
(dam of Eos), by Harvey Villiau, etc.

tiueen Victoria isisler to the great Duke of Magenta ai

dam ot Infanta and Jenuie 1'reacey), by Lexington;
ond dam Magenta, by imp. Yorkshire, etc,

Irene (dam of Khedive), by Leiuster; second dam Iren
Harding (dam of Peregrine), by JackMalone; third dari
Mar-aria, by Avalanche.

Lady Foster, by Foster; second dam imp. Lady Jane idan
of All. Estill, Atalanla and Leap Year), by Maraudei

Bonnie Brook, by Ten Broeck.
Glencola, by imp. Glengarry. :

'9

The Famous Brood Mare, For Sale.
After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 5th,

Messrs. Killip & Oo. will sell for account of the Santa Rosa
Stock Farm, the thoroughbred mare FREE LOVE, sire Luke
Blackburn. First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
ton. Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki, by
Major Ban Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes, for
three year-olds, at Sacramento, one mile, in 1 .42 1 -2. Her sec-
ond colt, Norbliek, by Major Ban, is in training and has shown a
half in 53 seconds, 120 pounds up. Free Love has been bred
thiB season to A. B. Spreckels' imp. Idalium

KAAIIIOAABI.V BIIBI)

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

Speed and Breeding

!

FR.4ACES O. MYERS having decided to

retire from the horse business, will offer

AT PRIVATE SALE,
At prices much less thauipresent values,

Five Great Mares arid Fillies

INCLUDING

Bhl.l.K MBD1UM. Record 2:20;

.MilTIK II 2:26 1-2;

BI.BCTWAY, lull sinter to Clias. Derby, 2:20,

— AND —

Two grandly-bred MAMBKIAO HOY Fillies.

Agricultural Park, San Jose,

From IM TOIIKII 2 tat to 27 III

In Stalls :<l lo So.

AFTER SAID DATE AT PLEaSaNTON, GAL.

To Be Sold at Auctioi
— AT —

Agricultural Park, San Jos9,

Duricg the Breeders Meeting,

MARIPOSA
A bay lilly, three years old, that can trot three
heats in 2:20, when iu condition. One that
has never failed to get a portion of the

purse, yet without a record.

,

DR. O. B. FiBNUM, 703 Market Street

For Sale or Trade For Sale.

One >v»-ye»c-olo t.l I imy >U I INTEEO,

lamb; NUTWOOD, AouHW
OBO, B. (HKIl.VK.

QftbUl RoWtOal

ttiiHsi.,1. tiandBomo bay gelding, olgbt years old, o

parlboi saddle bone, sound, kind, and splendidly

rob flOOgeta blm, Addreaa

SONOMA KTOCK FARM.
Hononu i tounty, < ui.

DO YOU WANT-
, HAMIWIMK

PICTURE
S-V UKTI1K WOIILD'S F.IMDI'S

HORSES
For your offlOO, stable or library ?

Or |any other klud of a picture,

nr mantel, mirror or training'.'

,
IF *50-

SANBORN, VAIL & CO.,
741,743, 7 15 Msrkel Btreel, Hint FranrUru,

BY GUIDE, 2:i6 1-4isonofDIRECroR,

First dam, Madouua, by M^onroe Chief, 2:is>
t

.

Second dam, Brown Crockett idam ot Lirco. 2:28

bv Overland.
Third dam, Old Nell Crockett, 2:S2)^.

This tilly is perfectly sound, ll> bauds high
weighs 1,000 pounds.

This i f a rare opportunity to get a royally-bred I

that cam go out and win money for you beyond adou
She Is the property of

H. TIMMKRMAN, Pleasanton, Cfl

THOROUGHBRED

Percheroos and Coact

STALLIONS.
Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Hunte in KeuiHtered iu the Stud Books t

France and America. Buyers furnished with certifle

pedigrees.
These horses eosl Twelve Thousand dollars in Frauoi

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell tJMI

at a loss. Reasonable terms. This Is a great opporli
titty to secure a stallion of the finest breeding tor

song.
Address or apply lo

E. C. KODFRBV,
3S Crocker Huildliitt. S. F-

Horses can he seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Flft

avenue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track andstablun

I am prepared lo take horses to break and handle fi

speed. Horaes wintered in any manner desired. A

horses mkeu on reasonable terms. Address

(JEO. i;»AY, Haywards, Alameda Co., <-'al.
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STAKE EVENTS.

31 to be Run During Next November, December, January and February, 6 Next SpringEVERY STAKE OUAR AISTTBED,
Ranging- in Value from $1,000 to $10 000.

Thirty Additional Stakes Will be Gotten upJbr_the_Spring^flflt.iTip, 'irqr

FOLLOWINGENTRIES TO THE
TBK BK1..M0.VT STAKES—For two-year old I ing the race. Toe California Jockey ciutHe. Entrance 310; MO additional for horse, not de- the value of the stakes to be %m> of whifh «°50 toami by the time of closing entries the day preced- second and ;50 to third, winners lbs vea ™a Jar"

°

g the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of j.5.000 when oamin- vei-..t for a e"?1

.
uL /,^?s^a ^,^JL^ oj;rhicieo

';.
1

? SK fi„7s°£Js !rra^^on™n"^»^^°
\alue of $1,»00 allowed live pounds; of 51,000, len
pounds; $600, fifteen pounds; beaten maidens allowed
five pounds additional One mile

cond and §100 to third. Winners of one race ot the
Joe of $5,000, or two or more races of $2,000 each, to

I fry 5 lbs. penalty. Non-winners ot a race, value
,000. allowed .j lbs.; of $500, 10 lbs.; beaten maidens
owed 15 lbs. Five furlong*.

1HE \ORFOLK STAKES—For two-year-olds.
[ itrance?l0; $40 additional for horses not declared by

'
lll£? °£. <

?-?
si"? entrl

,

e9
> *? da>

T proceeding the guarantee the value of the >takes to b* >i -'iw ot
e. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the $200 to second nnrl Aim in rhini uri ,™\r '.,.'__' ClL _

of the stakes to be $1.-00, ol which $200 to second
dJIOO to third. Winners of one race of the value of
000, ur two or more of the value of $2,000 each, to
ny 3 lhs. penalty. Non-winners of a race, value

i

000, allowed 7 lbs.; of $500, 12 lbs.; beaten maidens
!

i owed 1.5 lbs. About nix furlongs.

[THE PALO ALTO HANDICAP—For two-year-
I

Is. Entrance $10; $50 additfooal for starters. The
llifornia Jockey Club to guarantee the value of ibe
Lkes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second and $100 to '

Ird. Weights to be announced three days prior to
I*. Declarations due 4 p. m. day preceding race,

i

[irses not declared liable for starting fee. About oix
[rlonga.

HE O.CINLAN STARES—For two-year-olds that
ve never won a race, value $i,o00. Kn trance $10; $30
lillonal for horses oot declared by the time of clos-
heDlried, the day preceding the race. The California
I ifeey Club to guarantee the value ot llie stakes to be
[WO. of which $150 to second and $50 to third. Noo-
hners of a race, value t700, or of three races of any
I

tie, allowed 7 lbs. Non-winners of a race, value
3, and maidens allowed 10 lbs.; beaten maidens al-
t-i 15 lbs. Five and a half furlongs.

HE UNDINE HRLLI\» BTAKES-For two-
Lr-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not
I tared by the time of closing entries, the day preced-
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
value of the stakes to be $1,000, of which $150 to

|i>ml and $50 to third. The winner to besold at auc-
i pi |2,500; if for less 1 lb. allowed for each $200 to
»»: then 1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000; then 1 lb. for
bJ50to$400. About six furlongs.

HE CALIFORNIA THEATRE HANDICAP
or three-year-olds Entrance $10; $10 additionol for
lers. TheCaliiornia Jockey Club to guarantee the
ue of the stakes to be $1 ,500, of which $200 to second
I $100 to third. Weights to be announced three days
>r to the race. Declarations due 4 p. u. the day pre-
Ing the race. Horees not declared liable for start-
fee. One mile inula quarter.

IHE MILROY STAKKS-For three-vear oldsand upwards. Entrance $10; $ to additional for horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day
preceding the race. The California Jockey Club to

' rtal h

CLOSE OCTOBER 25THE l,ISS4K HA.\DIOAP-For three-year-oldsand upwards. Entrance jio; 550 additional lor start-
• re. The t altfornia Jockey club to guarantee the

an l

Uf
,'-n S

h^S
-'*J

iM
,{?

h^!m '
of "" i<:U l^o 3?condand, oil to third. Weights to be announced fourdavsprior to the race. Declarations due t p. u. the day pre-ceding [he race. Horses not declared to be liable for

starting tee. Two unit-*.

1894:
The California Jockey Club to guarautee the vajue of
the stakes to be $2,000, of which $300 to second and |1G0
to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to
the race. Declarations due 4 p. ir. day preceding the
race. Horses not declared to be liable tor the starling
fee. The tnll steeplechase course. About two mile*and a Quarter.

value 5-5,000, or two or more of $2,500 each, to carry
l lbs. penalty

; oi one race, value $10,000. or three or
more of §2,5*0 each, 7 lbs. penalty. Non winners of of closi
>l,000 allowed 4 lbs.: ot $500, S lbs.: "beaten maiden 1

lowed 12 pounds. One mile.

THETHORiXTON STARES-For three-year-olds

^m.^Yr 8
-

,

Ten lbs. be on- scale. Entrance ?10 $*>
additional for starters The California Jockey Uluotoguarantee .lie value of the stakes to be $3.000.' of whirl
$o00 to second and $250 to third. Four Miles.

THE HAW 1'HORNE STEEPLECHA8E-A hau-
dicap steeplechase of $10 each ; $40 additional for start-
ers. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value oi the stakes to be $2,500, of which $350 to second
and $1S0 to third. Weights to be announced two days

~„„ «-,„,,__, Prior l0 tb e race- Declarations due four p m the
.!.*!."- b

,,,,t'
K1

,
STAKBS-For all ages. Entrance i ^y preceding the race. Horses not declared tobelia-

$2-5 additional for horses not deflated bv the time ble ior ^starting fee. The lull steeplechase coursesing entries, the day preceding the race. The !

*

THE PALACE HOTEL H ANDICAP-For three-
year-olds and upwards. Kn trance $10: $50 additional
tor starters. The Palace Hotel and the California
Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be
$2,000, oi which $300 to second and $150 to third.
Weights to be announced three days prior to race.
Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race
Horses not declared to be liable for starting fee. Win-
ners of any race after weights are announced to carry
o lbs. penalty; if handicapped at less than weigtit for
age, 7 lbs. penally. Oue mile and a sixteenth.

THE GENERAL ARTHUR CIGlfi HANDI-CAP— For three-year-olds and upwards. Entrance
$10; $50 additional for starters. The General Arthur
Cigar Company and the California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to he $2,000, oi which
$300 to second and $150 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced three days prior to the race. Declarations
due 4 p. m. the day preceding the race. Horses not de-
clared to be liable for starting fee. Winners of auy
nice after weights are announced to carrv 5 lbs. pen-
alty: if carrying less than weight for age, 7 pounds pen-
alty. One mile and a furlong.
THE RCRNS HANDICAP—For three year-olds

and upwards. Entrance $10: >yo additional for starters
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
thestakes to he $5,000. oi which $750 to second ami $250
to third. Weights to be announced three days prior
to race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding
the race. Horses not declared to be liable "for the start-
ing fee. Winners of any race after weights are an-
nounced to carry 5 lbs. penalty: if handicapped at less
than weight for age, 7 lbs. penalty. One mile and a
quarter.

. -.».. preceding the race. Thelallfon ia Jockev Club io guarantee the value of the
?£kes '^, he *'.00O.of which $1.50 to secoid and $50 to

f« ?^ . n
wmner

J<|
'be sold at auction lor $2,500; n

for less 1 lb. allowed lor each $200 to $1,500; then lib
for each $ 00 to $800; then 2 lbs. for each $50 to *500
Seven furlongs.

*i
Tl

i!n
"V.^'STARES-For all ages. Entrance

$10, $30 additional tor horses not declared bv the time
•

>

I

Hosing entries the day preceding tbe race. The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of thestakes to he $1,200, of which $joo to second and *100 tothird. The winner to be sold at auction for $3,000- "
tor less, lb. allowed for each $200 to $l,fi00; then 1
tor each $100 to |800; then 2 lbs. tor each $100 to S,One mile.

lbs. for each $100 to $400.

THE RICHMOND SfcLLINU STARES-For
ie-year-olds. Entrance $10; $50 additional for
ses not declared by the lime of closing entries, the
preceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club
guarantee the value of llie stakes to be $1,000, of
ch |150 to second and $.50 to third. The winner to
wld at auction for $2,500; if for less, 1 lb. allowed tor
ll $200 to $1,500; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $1,000;
a31bs. foreach$l00 to $400. About six furlongs.

HE Mld.Kt HAXDICAP-For two and three-
r-olds. Entrance $10; $30 additional for starters.
• California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
Makes to be $1,000, of which $150 to second and $50

Weights to be announced three days prior toi ird.

THE PACIFIC UNION STARBS-For three-
year-olds and upwards. Entrance $10: $30 additional
for horses not declared by tbe time of closing entries
the day preceding the race. The California Jockey

additional for club to guarantee the value of Ihe stakes lo be -M.OOO o'f
1 which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of one
raceoflhe value of $5,000 in 1S9:> or 1894 to carrv 7 lbs.
extra. Non-winners of a race ofthe value of S2(nniiu
1893 or 1894, allowed 5 Ins. ; of $1,000. 10 pounds; 'of $500.
14 pounds; beaten maidens, if three vears old, 7 lbs.
additional; if tour years old or over, 14 pounds addition-
al. Oue mile and a furlong.

THE GOLDEN tiATE S TARES-For three-year-
olds and upwards. Entrance $10; $30 additional for
horses not declared by the time of closing entries the
day preceding the race. Tbe California Jockey Club to
guarantee the valne of thestakes to be $1,000, of which

race. Declarations due 4 p. m. the day preceding ?150 to second and $50 to third. Winners of any race
- ofthe value of $-5,000, or two or more races of the value

of *l,500 each in 1894 to carrv 7 lbs. extra. Non-winners
of a race in 1893 or IS94 ofthe value of $1,000 allowed 7
pounds; of $-500. 10 lbs.; beaten maidens, if three years
old, allowed 7 pounds additional; if tour years old or
over, 14 lbs. additional. One mile and three furlongs.

race. Horses not declared to be liable for'the starf
fee. Seven furlongs.

UK BOHEMIAN STARBS-For three-year-
Entrance $10; $30 additional for horses not de-

ed by the time of closing entries, the day preced-

1 HE f.U.-VIOItK STARES-For three-year-oldsand upwards Entrance $10; $« additional lor horses
not declared by the time of closing entries, the day pre-
ceiling the race. The California Jockev Club to guar-antee the value ofthe stakes to b- $1,500. of which ->5n
to second and $100 to third. The winner to be sold at

?«
C
£°rlL.

ft,

tf
R00

? \t
f C
?

C Iess
" ' lb

" allowed for each $250
to $2,000; then 1 lb. for each $100 to *500. One mileand a sixteenth.

THE SPRKCRELS HANDICAP to be run
peeemberastu-Forallages. Entrance$10: $40 addi-
tio»al ior horses not declared by 4 p.m. Decerob r25th:
?2o0 additional fur starters. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stake* to be *10 0GO ofwhich t2,C00 to second and $1,000 to third. Wei-bc' to
be announced December 24th. Horses not declared by
4 p. u. December 2Sth to be liable for full starting feeW loners

i

of any race after weighus are announced tocarry .-, lbs penalty; if handicapped at less than weight
for age,

, lbs. penalty. One mile nud a <iuar(er.

THE BALDWIN THB\TRE STEEPLECh A SB-Entrance $10; Jio additional tor horses notdeclared by the time of closing entries, the day preceding the race '1 he California -Jockey club to guaraiit.-e
the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which Vi50 to sec-ond and $100 to third, von-wluners of a race value
$1,000, this year allowed 7 lbs. ; of $*», 15 lbs.; ot Sw
f three years old, allowed 20 lbs. : if four years old 2-5

ImV ' n
Ve /^ra

,

°ld or over
-

?0 lbs
" Non-winners in

1894 allowed, it three years old, 22 lbs.: if four years
old,271bs; if five years old or over, 3-5 lbs. Tbe-h'.n
steeplechase course. About oue mile and a half.

THE FOUR HUNDRED STAHE«-A selling
hurdle stake uf $10 each ; $25 additional if not declared
by the time of closing entries, the day preced in" the
race. Tbe California Jockey Club to guarantee the
valne ol the stakes 10 be $1,200, ot which $200 to secondand 7ir.rO to third. The winner to be sold for .*-'.vio- ii
for less, I lb. allowed (or each $100 to $1,500; ihen' three-
year-olds allowed 2 lbs., four-year-olds 3 lbs., rive andover 1 lbs. tor each $100 to $900. One mile nnd a hall-
over six hurdles.
THE H 1RI.BM STEEPLECHASE A handicap

steeplechase of $10 each: $10 additional tor starters.

About two miles and a quarter.

THE BURLIXUAMG 8TARES-A selling hurdle
stake of $10 each; $2o additional it not declared by the
time of closing entries, the dav precedingthe race The
California Jockey Club to guaiantee the value of the
stakes to be f 1,000, of which $150 to second and $-50 to
third. The winner to be sold at auction for $2,500- if
for less, 1 lb. to be allowed for each $100 to $1,000 : then
2 lbs. tor each $100 to $700. Non wlnnersof a race this
year, value $500. allowed, if four years old, 5 lbs; it
five or over, 12 lbs. additional. One mile and a six-
teenth over four nurd led.

THE LIVERPOOL STEEPLBCHASE-A sell
ing steeplechase of $10 each; $25 additional If not de-
clared by the time of closing entries, the dav Drecediu"
the race. The California Jockev Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to he $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $150 to third. The winner to be sold at auction tor
?2,5O0

; if for less. 1 lb. allowed for each $100 to $1,000-
then 2 lbs. allowed for each $100 to $700. Non-winner-
of a race this year, value $-500. allowed, I! lour years
old, -i lbs.; if five or over, 12 lbs. additional. Short
Steeplechase Course. About one mile and a half.

THE BEY BRWYCR S ' EEPLECHA8E-A
handicap steeplechase of $10 each; $30 additional lor
starters. Tue California Jockev Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be $1,500, of which $250 to second
and $100 to third. Weights to be announced two daj-s
prior to race. Declarations due four p. m. dav pre-
ceding tbe race. Horses not declared to be liable for
starling fee. The short steeplechase course. About
one mile and n half.

TH FLOOD 8TBEPLECHA8K-A handicap
steeplechase of $10 each; $20 additional for starters
The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of
the stakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to second and $100
to third. Weights to he announced two davs prior to
race. Declarations due four p. m. the dav preceding
tbe race Horses not declared to be liable for startiu"
fee. The extreme short steeplechase course. About
one mite,

THE WINTER HANDICAP HURDLE RACE
,

-A handicap hurdle race of $10 each: $30 additional
I

for starters. The California Jockey Club to guarantee
1

the value of thestakes to be $1,000, of which $200 to
second and $100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior 10 race. Declarations due four p. m.
the day preceding the race. Horses not declared to be
liable for starting fee. One mile and a quarter over
live hurdle*.

THK PROOLi E EXCHANGE HANDICAP
HI RULE RACE—A handicap hurdle race of ?I0
each: $30 additional for starters. The Sau Francisco
Produce Exchange and the California Jockey Club to
guarantee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, oi which
$250 to second and $100 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced two days prior to the race. Declarations due
four p. m. the day preceding the race. HorseB not
declared lobe liable for starting fee. Two milea over
eight hurdles.

ENTRIES TO THE FOLLOWING SPRING STAKES FOR TWO-YEAR-OLDS CLOSE DECEMBER 1 1894/
g^&J^&^&J^ttXSS' JS^rtSSWJ^i^m^l*^ S£ *««L»«*J***^ iff *!ff. p- - ^y after the the race. Ho.es Jt ZJL iTZZlHE PAC

Isof 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional for horses
declared by February 1st, 1895; $30 additional for

year-olds i foals of ls93). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional
for horses not declared by February 1st, 1895 ;

"

ea not declared by the time of closing entries, the dltional f r horses not declared by time of closing en
preceding the race. The California Jockev Club '

laramee the value of the stakes to be $1,500, of
?hfi50 to second, and $luo to third. Half a mile.
UK R*CIN« STARES—For two-year-uld fillies
Isof 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional tor horses
leclared by February 1st. 1895 : $30 additional for
ea not declared by the time of closing entries, the
precedijg the race- The California Jockey Club to
antee the value of thestakes to be $1,000, of which
to second, and $100 to third. Haifa mile.

tries.the day preceding the race. Th- California Jockev
Club to guarantee Ihe valne of llie slakes to be $1,500, of
which $250 to second, and $1C0 to third. Winners of a
race valued at $1,000, or three races of any value, to
carry 5 lbs. extra : beaten maidens allowed 5 lbs.; if
bealen twice. 8 lbs.; three or more limes, 15 lbs. Five
furlongs.

THE BITTER ROOT HA\DICAP-For two-
year-olds i. foals of 1893). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional

weights are announced : $40 additional for starter The
California Jockev Club to guarantee the value ofthe
stake-' h. be $2,000, of which $250 to second and *ioo io
third. \\ eights tu be announced three davs prior to
race. Horses not declared by four p. ,u day preceding
the race, to be liable for starting fee. Five furlong*
THE B*V DISTRICT H tKDUMP-Fur tw.,-

y ear-olds (foals of 1893 ). Entrance $10 ; $10 additional
for horses not declared by four i\ m. the dav at'ler the
weit'hlsare announced

; $40 additional for starters The
California Jockey Club to guarantee the value of the
stakes to be $2,500, of which $300 to second and »150 to

* Weights Io be announced three davs prior to

race. Horses not declared bv four p. u. the dav
preceding the race to be liable fur starting fee. About
six furlong*.

THE FLYINK RTAKRS-Kor two-year-olds (foals
oi IS93). Entr*nce$lO ; $25 additional for horses not
declared by tune of closing entries the day preceding
tbe race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be$l,O00, of which $200 to second
and $l0u to third. The winner to be sold at auction for
$2,.00 ; it less, I lb. allowed for each $250 to $1,500 : then
1 lb. for each 5100 to $1,000 ; then 2 lbs. for each $100 to
$500. Wioners of a race, value $1,000, or three of any
value, to carry 3 lbs. extra ; beaten maidens allowed

" Four and a half furlongi.

i^TZ^ZZZl.MXh

t»tte^^^^^ a 'l0Wed
'
h-—ds

' »" ™«» «™ -ar, „,d and upward shal

S^to^gC» IhSTMX^l'owrf!
1
"e •'

F°r three-year-°Id8
'

"5 P°UDds
•

f°r "^ear-olds, 153 pouads; for five-jear-olds, 167 pounds; for six-year-oldS and upward

Entries in all above stakes close October 25, 1894, except the two-year-old stakes, which close December 1, 1S94. Address all communications to

B. MILROY, Secretary California Jockey Club, N. W. Corner Sutter and Kearny Streets, S. F

WATCH
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Latest Racing News From the Track.
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AT AUCTION IN NEW YORK.
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Ing tbe «t ot Palo Alio aud Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lnla

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore been

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
OR HF.LD ,«0 HI«;H THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

The following fonn ot advertisement was invented bv us and adopted as a trade mark. Others arc respectful
requested not to Imitate it.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

Color
and
Sex.

Dam's Family.

. Golconda...
. Sparta

. Parmita ,,

Pacools. .

fKOM SECURING IT.

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Madison Square Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

rr.Ti.K V. KELLOUU A. CO.. Auctioneers, 107 John St., Bf.^V.

No other sux-k farm lu America has produced so many champion trotters in all classes as Palo Alto. The
Electioneer (Amlly is represented in the 2:10 list by Arion. 2:07^ ; Snnol. 2**', ; Pnlo Alt-

, 2:08V ;
Fantasy. 2:0*1;

JSrSSmr+Svi\ Kd Biston.WH -. Aaote, 2:08*, and LUtle Albert, 2:10. The stock offered in this sale

l lines that ha\e produced these great pertoi™
Sbeine raced and not trotted for records only, their superiority must be recognized. There have been sold at

<uil«-» In New York and Lexington in the neighborhood of one hundred horses from Palo Alto that have gained

records trotn 2:12 to 2:80. -Many more would have got fast records had they been developed instead of being

P 'B
The remarkable showing made by horses bred at Palo Alto this year through the circuits certainly estab-

lishes tht- fiut that thev are race horses wbuo given a chance, as ihe folowing list ot performers will venfy :

Azote "OS 1 Cobwebs 212: kxpresslve 3 .2:12'.; Bellilower,2:l2 ,; Limonero (3 .., 2:l-l' .,; Answer. 2:14^;

Vina Belie" 'iv, Norhawk, &1SJ : rheSeer, 2:1.V. ; Starlight. 2:15 u : Aria .3 . 2:Hi '-.,; Bonnlbel ( 4 ... 2:17 j ; Ah
There "-IS 1 ,- Paint me '

- 2: is Ailivo
I 1), 2:18W; Electric Coin, 2:1*^; Mansion C. (3),2:19%f; Klo Alto (3),

Cavidad.2:22 ; Wanda. 2:22'-,; Adbelld j, 2:2G;;Azmon M>.2:'23',; Newflower (4), 2:23*4';

Vlectrl.
' - lax I .2:21',; Welbeck la

1

), 2:24 1-; A. A. A. (3), 2:2".; Young vYiklidle, 2:25: Quality,
• Electuary. 2:27; Eleciant. 2:27: Triniiv, 2:27; Lord Stanley .

2:2-',; King Piedmont, 2:2s; El
Highmont,2:29 ; Wire Nail, 2:29^.; Lord Stanley. 2:2s',

; Palo Chief, 2:30.
" TheV.nsigmneut ol stock to*be sent to besenl to New York is the best that ever left California; there are

none better >>n Palo Alto Farm.

The followinc form of advertisement was invented by ns and adopted as a trade mark. Others are respectfn

requested not to Imitate it.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

Color b
and
Bex

1. Truman 17,564 |0 9 1888 Electioneer

i yrs.

2. Advance
..: 8 yrs.)

3. J. C. Simpson 21,246

tbro. to Anteeo,
2:164, Coral. 2:18j$,

Antevolo. 2:19S-
Ugollno 22,-;::

bro. to Hul-
Day Bell"' -if.

6. Maneo 21,225. bs

7. Oman 21,233

&« Paora eh s

. Palori.-

10. Eiffel.

bs

Electioueer 125.

Electioneer .25.

Electioneer *
Palo Alto. 2 I.I.O,

It. Pale AltoSrr

12 Narlda blO 1882

14. Amlntu bin

*92 Palo Alto, 2:08*

1892 Palo Alto 2:083<

1693 Palu Alto 2:08«

l!!« Palu Alio 2:08*

1S93 Palo Alto 2:08 Jj

S91 Palo Alto 2:08«

-!- Palo Alio 2:08«(

1892 Palo Alio 2:08*

Telie (dam of Tiny 2:2.3*4 2 yrs. |, by Gen. Benton 1755 t'20 in
list 'i : second dam, Texnna < thoroughbred"*, by Foreigner
—Yorkshire—Priam—Marion—Citizen.

Lady Amanda I
thoroughbred j, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—

Tranby—Gohanna—Independence.
Columbine (dam of Anteeo 2:16^', Coral 2:lSj£ and An-evolo

2:19^), by A. W. Richmond 16S7 i9 in list); 2d dam, thor-
oughbred Colombia, by imp. Bonnie Scotland—Monarch-
Trustee—Sir Charles—Sir Archy.

Helpmate (thoroughbred—dam of Hugo, 2:27Ja), by Planet-
Vandal—Lexington—Mambrino—Virginian.

Beautiful Bells, 2:29^ (dam of Belleilower, 2:12^' 4 yrs.; Bell
Boy, "2:13*4 8 yrs.; Bow Eells, 2:19J4 ; Hinda Rose, 2:19;-;

3 vrs.; Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo Alto Belle. 2:22'
j
3 yrs.;

St. Bel.2:24^ 4 vis., and Adbell, 2:26 yearling^, by The
MoorS7u C6 in list); 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar,
2:20)^; Sweetheart, 2:22*2 3 yrs.; Eva, 2:23£, etc), by
Stevens' Bald Chief: 3d dam Nettie Clay, by Strader's
Casslus M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (sister to Azmoor, 2:20 S; Electric King, 2:24, and
Don Monteith, 2:29'4 j, by Electioneer 125(147 in list); 2d
dam Mamie C. ' thoroughbred) . by Imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton, 2:30 'dam of El Benton, 2:28^,'), by Gen. Ben
ton 1755 [20 in list); 2d dam Norma, 2:33*2 'dam of Nor-
val, 2:143] ; Norris, 2:22*4, and Nellie Kenton, 2:30), by
Alexander's Norman 25 (2 in list) ; 3d dam by Todhunt-
er's Sir Wallace.

Waxana (dam of Sunol. 2:0S'4, and Gen. Wellington. 2:30),
hy GeD. Benton 1755 (20 in list); 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexington; 3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
er"s Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
gon.

Lorlta, 2:22V- by Piedmont, 2:17*4 (15 in list); 2d dam Lady
Lowell idaniot Ladywell, 2:16^ I, by shultz's St. Clair.

Eme. by Piedmont, 2:l7'/i ; 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
(dam of Expressive. 2:13*4 3 yrs.; Express, 2:21. and El-
wlna, 2:27 2 yrs.;, by Express—Colossus—Vandal—Mar-
grave.

Sprite idam of Spbinx. 2:20'3 ; Egotist, 2:22*^ ; Slight, 2:28m,
and Spry, 2:28% j, by Belmont H4 (45 in list); 2d dam
Waterwitch (dam of Viking, 2:19*4; Warder. 2:19

u"-

Mambriuo Gift, 2:20, etc.), by Pilot Jr. 12 (S in list); 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Kinkead's St. Lawrence.

Lulaneer (dam of Limonero, 2:lS | .j,3 yrs., and Bion, 2:31'.,',

Syrs.), by Electioneer 125 (l471n list); 2d dam Lulu,
2:15, by Alexander's Norman 25; 3d dam Kate Crockett,
by Imp. Hooton.

America (dam of Benton, 2:20V> Bonnie, 2:25, and Ameer,
2:27, by Rysdyk's Hambletontan 10 (40 in list); 2d dam,
Fannie Star, by Seely's American Star 14 (.4 in list).

. Tlflany..

. Nava ....

. Mithrn..

. Euilr

. Cectle....

h in

gr m

ch in

ch s

b m.

1S92 Palo Alto, 2:08V.

1892 Palo Alto.2:0S&4
1893 Lone Pine 22,606

(Paohi. 2:2- -.

1S93 Lone Pine. 2:2^ -,

(bro. to
Palo Alto )

1898 Looe Pine, 2:283J

1893 Loue Pine, 2:28V
1892 Advertiser 2:15)4

1893 Advertiser 2:15*4

ls92 Advertiser 2:15*4

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In list); 2d dam, Violet, by"
Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Victress (dam of

. Etta

, Adwild .

. Sonuel 22,619...

. Azan 22,428 ...

31. Lanso 21,219

. Altnras _

ister to Azmon, 2:30)

SS. A. A. A. 2:33.'

. Cecil Azmoor

. The Wizard 21,245

i, 2:34^, lyr..

. Glubar 21,220
(2:38*«, lyr.)

. Klbina -

, Don Whips

41. Blue Gum 22,4

43. Langton, 2:21
1,

. Manzanete

. star Boy

. Toneful

. CedaS

48. Rustam 21231

list); 3d dam, Victress (dam (ft
Monarch, 2:2SV). by California Belmont.

Glenoora dam of Lot siocum. 2:17* .,'i. by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11 1, by Belmont 64 [45 in listi; 2d dam.

Waterwitch idam of Viking, 2:19'4, Warder, 2:19* ,, etc )

by Pilot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norbawk, 2:15'*., Sallv Benton,
2:17 4. sport. 2:224, etc.), by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Azmou, 230), by Gen. Benton 1755; 2d dam
Irene (dam of Ira, 2:24'.,. and Stanford. 2:26.1

-

i .i, by Mo-
hawk Chief; 3d dam, Laura Keene, by Rysdyk's Ham-
bletonian 10.

Gleocora (dam of Lot Siocum, 2:17!4), by Mohawk Chief. I

Sprite (see No. 11—dam of Sphinx, 2:20 Si, Egotist 2:22«
Slight, 2:28^ and Spry, 2:28%), by Belmont 64. '

Telie (see No. 1—dam of Truman, 2:12, and Tiny, 2:28^,3
yrs.), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Wave (dam ot Wavelet, 2:2s, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list;
2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—Brawnerti
Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon.

ch m ! 1892]Advertiser 2: 154 : Mamie (dam of Hyperion, 2:21 4 and Memento, 2:2-3'
., 1, by

Hambletoniau Jr., 1882 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Gilda, by
imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.

• bin i$;i2 Advertiser2:154iEmmaRobson (thoroughbred—dam of Rowena, 2:17, 2 yrs,
Emaline, 2:274, and Emma R., 2:28^), by Woodbnrn—
Belmont—Lance.

. b m 1893 Advertiser 2: 154. Cecil (dam ofCecilian. 2:22, and Electric Coin. 2:244), by Ge«.

I

Benton 1755 : 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba tdam of Cubic,
2:284), by imp. Australian—Lexington—Whalebone-
— Hedgeford—Plato—Koowsley.

893 Advertiser 2:15 ., Esther < thoroughbred > (dam of Expressive, 2:133^,3 yrs., Ex-
press, 2-.21, and Elwina, 2:27,2 yrs.), by Express—Colossne—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

- h m 1893 Advertiser 2:15*4 Wildmont, 2:27*4 at 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:17 ;

| (15 in list) ; 2d
dam Willi tlower, 2:21 at 2.vrs. (dam of Wild Bee,2:29j,bj
Electioneer 125 (147 in listi ; 3d dam Mayflower, Zsjffl
.dam ot Manzanita, 2:16 at 4yrs.i, by St. Clair 16,675.

Sontag Mohawk (see No. 18), by Mohawk Chief.
Ariana,2:26, by Ansel, 2:20 (s in list

> ; 2d dam Rebecca (dam
of Bernal 2:17, Rexford2:24, Electrician 2:24*4 and Ruse
nole2:30i, by Gen. Benton 175-5 (20 in list 1; 3d dam Clarabel
idam ofClifion Bell, 2-.24 1

, .and Tdelia. 2:30), by Abdallal.
Star.

Laureola, by Benefit 5327 ; 2fl dam Laura C, 2:2954 (dam %
LaDgton, 2:21V), by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 3d dan
thoroughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden-Bay Dick
—Oliver,

bin 1892 Azmoor, 2:20' '• Ahwaga (see No. 19—dam ot Azmon. 2:30), by Gen. Beutoi
1755 (20 io Ibti ; 2d dam Irene (dam of Ira. 2:24'3 , ant
Stanford, 2:264), by Mohawk Chief.

Abbess (dam of Abeto. 2:21V pacing), by Mohawk Chief; 2.

dam Abbie, by Almont 33 ; 3«l dam Norma, 2:33'-, iset

No. 7).

Azmoor, 2:20** Cecil (see No. 26), by Gen. Benton 175-5 [20 in listi.

1S9I Electricity 2:17'-; SalJie Bentoo, 2:17V (dam of Starlight, 2:1 ti 4.1, by Gen. Ben
I

ton 1755 ; 2d dam Sontag Mohawk (see No. 18).

1S91 Electricity,2:17V Jennie Benton (damol Glubar, 2:384, 1 yr. >, by Gen. Bento;
1755 (20 In listi; 2d dam Jnnintta, by Miller's St. Claii
656; 3d dam Maid ot Clav (dam of Carrie C. 2.24; Clav
2:25; Clav. 2:254, and Capt Smith, 2:29 1, bv Henrv Cla«
8 (2 in list).-

Jenuie Benton (see No. 36—dam of Jess*. 2:34 1{ at l yeari.lr
Gen. Benton 1755 1 20 in list),

brs 1893 Electricity, 2:17V Columbine (see No. 3), by A. W. Richmond 16S7 i9 in list)]

D . ],.,[ whip?, 2:27 ! Prima DonDa. by Mohawk chief; 2d dam Mater Occideutt
(dam of Occident, 2:163^),

Barnes idam of Gov. Stanford, 2:21, and Caution, 2:254 \l h
Whipple's Hambletoniau 725 (14 in list); 2d dam b
Chieftain 721 (2 in list).

Nephew '
1

-;'i Gem, bv Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In list); 2d dam Guess idao
of Bantoneer, 2:2S4 , by Electioneer 125 (14: In list)

dam Gazelle idam of Fowler Bov, 2:294 . bv Primiuai
(3 in list); 4th dam Mayliv.2:304 (dam of Bonlia. 2:189
by St Clair.

189l'Nepbew, 2:36 Morning Glory (sister to Mortimer, 2:27 >, by Electioneer !'-

(147 in list): 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's Hambletonia
725(14 in list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by thoroui.-libre

Rifleman.
Laura C ,2:29'4,by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 2d dam Ihoi

oughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay nick-
Oliver—Wagner—Tranby—Rattler.

ElM

; bm

1M»2

Azmoor,

:

Azmoor, 2:204

Electricity. 2:17V

Langlon. 2:21 4. Manzanita, 2:16 (dam of Sweetwater, 2:26. 2 years by BM
tioneer 125; 2d dam_Mayflower,2:"04, by St. Clair 16.67-

Stambpul, 2:07J£. Susette,

: Stamboul. 2:074-

^92
:

Amhas'd'r, 2:214

1892 Azmoor, 2:20^ ..

234 (dam of Lord Stanley, 2:2s*2 1, by Eleciioiiee
" "n list); 2d dam Susie, 2:26V (dam of SulSB

2:IS'4, and Pitti Slug, 2:33), by George M. Patchen J]
2:27 TlO in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clara, I)

Owen Dale.
Antonia (sister to Anteeo, 2:lfi4 ' CoraI,2:l$4, and Autevoli

2:19K),by Electioneer 125; 2d dam CoUimbiae i.see No,S
Ceda, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list >; 2d dam Cecilia, by I>

Sur. 2:24 (2 in list); 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by t'lark Chh
89 (6 in list) ; 4th dam (thoroughbred), by Cant. Beard.

Rosemont idam of Montrose 2:18. 3 yrs., and S«-e*-i Rgt

2:253a, yearling 1, by Piedmont 2:17*4 (15 in \h

dam, Beautiful Bells 2:29', (see No. 5).

is is79 Electioneer 1 25. 1 Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norbawk 2:154, Saille Benttis
|

«(»iWH.uu «
2:17V- Sport 2:22 ,, etc , by Mohawk Chiel: 2d dam,9o
tag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

I

Fbr Catalogues (ready Oct. 15 ,
address

PETER U. KELLOUG A CO..
107 John Hreet, Xr« Vorl

TBE STANDARD STALLION

13 y907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4-

HIIM'A -I770

Aire ol Proa-
Pro n, 2:25*4,

rhiunploii year
iidb tro'te r,

KhUdU, 2*22^,
yearling pacer;
FiuiHtlno, 2:141*;
H.-»-t,2.2l;Cupld,

2:18; Ad niR,
2:11,4; Gold Leaf,
2:ll'4 : I*dy H.,

Blrter v.,

•.'::bS; Thistle

HautB Clou- 2000..
2:17M

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28!4; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28^ ; Sid-
ney, 2 19V, and 5

Othen In 2:30 list

•-'•in.-M, 2:31 1-4

{Hambletoniau 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list ano

of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
Lady Waltermire

Dam of Marahall Ney
2034

LADYTHORNE JR_ (Williams' Mambrlno

STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

Dam ofMollle Mack,
2:83; Navidad, 2:22*4;
Santa Claus,2:174

[Kate

VOLUNTEER '55..
jHambletonlanlO

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list, 1 T „ .„ «„,j„,
21 sires of 48, and 16 l Lfld^P̂ l

rl
01
.

dams of 16 In 2:30 list

I LADY MERRITT. .

) and

I:M, and 16

olhem In 2:30 IIhI

(trial 2:35,
liam of BTOD

V r .,u, 2:2514
(champion yenr-
Ung ;

'
?
VOX; 0«ft v

I

Jui'miirrr '. (..Mi

Bin of Shamrock,
2fl&; Flight, 2:29; Bui-
wer,2:28S

Muliikrihti llellr
Imtn of Fawn. 2:304,

trial, 2-22; Chicago,
t-M,; Wiug winK,2::ri

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corlaande,

2:244, and Buccaneer
2656

T1NSLKY MAID

il>

la Mi inn Aill brotlii-

Dam of Sentinel, 2:29=u
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 lu 2:1

sires and 18 dams
By Harry Clay 45

!

Bashaw 50-

Sire ot 17 In 2:30 list and
10 aires of 20 and 11 dams
of 18 In 2:30

Topsey

(Flaxtail8l32
I Sire of the grandams ol
) Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
I Fanny Fern

,

f Bull Pop
Sire of Rowdv Boy,

FLAXTAIL8132- < 2:13V, Kiamet, 2:24V.
Hire oi Prairie Bird, Twister, 2:29V.

2:28*4'; Empress, 2:29M ; lUntraced
and of the damn of
Gold Leaf; 2:11 '4, and
Shamrock, 2:25 (John Baptlste
LADY HAKK.„... i

Slsler to FttHhion, I Fanny Peru
dam ot Prairie Bird,
2:28*4

I'lxiiiriiuN AND TJBRM8.
(0 l"r..u Prou, 1hiTh11111pl1.il yearling tn.ii.-r In the world, hill he Is also otn

. i roung HUiiiii.iii in service, bavins thraa croBea of RyadykH iiaici>i. -Ionian, one of narry
day.rin laid (dam ol 1 [ecUoueer, etc.) and Long Wand Black Hawk. Through Flax tail
hwlrmi*-< to Canadian Pilot [sire of Pllol .lr. 12), throagb Bull Pup, wire oi Rowdy Bov, 2:13V, and two oiheni

Jilly known and recognized its the MBl yoimgHlre in the world, as a producer ot
1

iiy agp. I'h" average si>e«l ot hla progeny \n lower than that ot any of the get of the
Ol An»«rlciL

1 in piilillc In bis two-year-old form, ohmlnlnga record ot 2:49, Uiough be was close 10 Grandei
•i, a iK--.-

1

D was made In tMU, the Bat in 2A2. n>- exhibited
1

1 Ihe I Iftkland track he was ttuietf a mile In 2:20*4, and frequently
lads,

Delflllxteenbandi high, and of pnwerfoJ bnUi thronghoat. Hl» wdur haglowty black, wlUi both forefeet
wblU'. JMitilNiKJHlllon 1" all thai could lie d»*lred. and lit- action Hupcrb. II.- htanure foal-gel ter.
TKHMK 960. M. M^lpa«tiirageat r*'»uin»bloratea. Norosponjiibllltyamamed for accldentn or eacapea.

ForfurUier parUiilarna'Mrem
DR. T. W. HAKRI8, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

BY LAWS
ANB

RULES AND REGULATIONS
or THK

NATIONAL AND AMERICA!

Trotting Associations
AND THK

Pacific Coast Blood Hors

Association
with ukthm; rules.

National Trc t»ng Ass'n Rules 30 <

American Association Rules 30c

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco bindiu^i HO e

For Mule at Ihe onire of Ihe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Hors*

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

HLBHC'HIBIi TO IT FOR TH18 YEAR.

It Is published seml-monibly during tbe racing season
and la but igljj per year. Single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

3 1.1 lluHh Street, • - San Praneiaeo, Cat.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Kxplnuatory circulars mailed upon application.

This great practical horse book la a handsome, Unrj

hundred page octavo, bound lu cloth, elegantly prlDll

superbly Illustrated, aud explains In every detail j

remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN add '
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as II

breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keepl|
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllbv. the owner of SI. Bel,!

this book: "Id this work Man-In has let out all '

mi'Steriesol tbe craft.and It Is so simple and plaint

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has*
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling*!

develope to the highest and fullest extent that OOP
capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed BJ
strougly that I have ordered twenty copies, and an

place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm.

Mailed postpaid for f?.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA
£13 Bush St., San Fraiicleco,
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE.

Well-broken bird dogs—one Irish Setter, one black

Setier and one Bine Belton bitch. All subject to trial.

For particulars address

R. «. JOiXfiS. Petaluma.

Fox Terriers For Sale
Bletntou Splnaway, by Cbampion Blemtou \'iclor

h-Spinster. Good show and brood bitch.
Dauntless Ruby by Le Logos—Hillside Gaudy. Spleo-

lid brood bitch. %

Dog and bitch 3 s months old by thecrackslre Bleni-
on Reefer out of Blemloo Splnaway ; very promising.
For full pedigree and particulars address

J. B. MARTI.X.
1823 Page street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally hue pups by the great RABY RAS-
ER und the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEKXELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Voting stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLKY FOX TERRIER KEiXXELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

!! you w&Dl an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

om Field Trial aud Beech winning stock, call at

(ILKNMOttE KE.VNELS,

West Berkeley, Cal.

iOGS,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
IRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

IXTOBMATION BY MAIL.

C. 110BI801V. - 337 KEARXY STREET

3ETS OF ALL KINDS.
DOUS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

ILIiRS, -:- CHAINS -:• AND -:- HARNESS

INFORMATION BY MATT*

STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

F.W.SkaifB.O.V.S.
OFFICE H0UB8

10 tO 12 A. If. 1.30 to 3.30 P. *

(OSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and PoatStfl)

SAX FRANCISCO.

h Are Pacific Coast Agents

lend Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

s Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

fith this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
SED&od Exhibit Dogs as scientlficallj^as the most
erienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

[he grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
ram, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, <?3. OO, and 25 cents Expressage.

II your dog is sick, yon must have

shmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Ich will tell you from what disease he is suffering
how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

^ GUNS and RIFLES
OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Graod Hotel

605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send For Catalogue,

, Biles, CartrlGu,
HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS ANO SHOES.

Sporting GrOooLs

Breeders' Directory.

i Advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per ine uer
,

month.
I

.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds'
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIREg and POL \NU -CHI \ V HOGS
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY
WILLIAM MI,H> «fc CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

;

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

SOUTHER FARM YouuS well-bred stock for saleuuwmLnrnnm. First-class breeding iarm. Good
irack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastox
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, OIXBEP.T TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VIREUND BREEDING FARM. &TRf^W
2:273^

|
full broUip- to Grandee, three-year-old record

2:23^). stallloris, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the getof the above stallions, forsale. Addre^
for parncnlars FRED W. LOEBEE.SL Helena, Cal.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

DUPON "sporting powder
N"o^e Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure
Second—It vives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than aDy nltro powder in nse.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to tbe use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected hy extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used In loading, free ou application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

VETERINARY.
. G. D. TAYLOR,

THE ONLY GBADtTATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: .\EVADA STABLftS
1350-1332 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SL'RtiEOX,
Member ot the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
CoUege, Edinburgh; en-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Hoard oi Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66: &2S

Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

| [OFFICE AMD stable:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

office Hou&a:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.'

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ot Royal Veterinary CoUege, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
\o. 811 HOWARD gT. , g. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 45?

i MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
inlng, and is universally conceded to he, far and
y, the BEST WORK OF THE KJDTD EVER PUBLISHED.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

l BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bosh Street, San Francisco

ftuLS for Eveiybody Cheap.
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - Snti Francisco.

You Can't Cut Out
a BOG SPAVIN orTHOROUGHPIN,

off, and you
work the horse same time. Does not blister

or remove the hair. Will tell you more if

you write. Of regular dealers or sent direct.

32.00. W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F.,
Meriden, CL

: AI^SO FOR SALE by :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting lu California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOUTE TO

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COABT.

EYADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

O and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 2T
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cat.

iRST-CLASS LIVERY.
toll line ol Elegant Coupee and Carriages suitable
Wtlng purposes. Best facilitiee afforded for board-
(ones.

Telephone No, 3150.

"RECEPTION,"
306 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoice Xjica/uions
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J M. PARKER, Prop

Ticket Office—Comer New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Gutebal Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RVAJV.Gen. Pass. Agt.

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

,V W. corner Kearny and Bnvb Htrrt-to.

BAN FRANCI8O0

ANTAL-HiDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^><
1 Cubeb3 and Injections.

(/|\[J)Y)

1 They cure in48 hours the V J
I same diseases "without anyincon-

lrenience. SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. "

t (ailing; i»»i> ;nn
wti*Qi on bon«. Worth twice tie

i*n«inhil?hin
;

JED. E. COCHIiAX,
Gtn'l Agt. Pacific Statu. Si t III 31 i N 1 1 1, CI >

SOUTHERN PACIFIC C0/S
New Special Train, the

Sunset

Limited
79 Hount San Francisco to New Orleans.

119 Hour!* San Franrlsco to \ew York.

MAGNIFICENT

VESTIBULED TRAIN between

San Francisco *»

Every Thursday,— JtfeW (^leanS

CoumeneiuK Xoremher 1, 1894.

LUXURY WITH SPEED
— AND —

No Extra Charges.
Pullinnn Double DrawingsRoom

Sleeping Cars.

Dining Cars > meals a la cabtk,-.

Pullman Composite Cars, including Bltfeet,

Smgking-Room. Basbeb Shop and Bathroom.

The Entire Train will lis LIGHTED with GAS.

WEEKLY THROUGH TIME SCHEDULE:

From San Fran'co^In effect Nov.l-^From N.Orleans.

Thurs'ys 10:30 a.m. lv.San Fran. ar. 11:45 a.m. SundayB
FrldavB 4:00 " " Loa Angeles " 6:10 p.m. Sat' d'ya
Sat'd'Vs 5:30 " ar. El Paso Iv. 6:10 p.m. Fridays
Sundays 2:10 " " San Antonio" 1:30 a.m. Fridays
Sundays 7:40p.m." New Orleans " 8:00a.m. Thur'ys

At \KU ORLKAXts close connection* will be
made with Trains* Tor Chicago, St. Louis, Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, and tbe Limited Train- ol

THE PifcDMOVr AIR LI.\K

For Atlanta, Charlotte. Danville, Washington,
Philadelphia, i\ew York and Boston.

For further information apply to any Agent

SOUrHERN PACIFIC COMP'Y
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.

.. I'LAWSON. J. A. M'kF.RRON.

Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Conditio.! Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy, Ben Rohrer's Hool Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment.

< >s>iilim\ Gombaulfs Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

riu's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Puff
1

Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm
Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

The palace hotel
qrill Room

The Finest of Everything

to Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES-

HEADQUARTERS
F~or RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

THE MOST POPULAR RESORT IN THE CITY

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I.A.WESTON &, CO..
JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

McKlNNEY'S

Patent

CHECK HOOKS.

n in mi absolute security

•gainst a detached rein.

No more races lost or good

tempers h polled by the horse

imelipcklng Himself.

i In mi fti waki iv, drive

I Buuol ittid Arlon, will

It is the iuohI perfect device for securely carrying
a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-
bracing STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY
and SIMPLICITY. At the same lime it can be
instantly unchecked, making it most desirable when
used on a nervous or uneasy horse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or bv
the manufacturer.

P. HAY DEN, Newark, N. J.
Bend for < 'irculab.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

McKBRRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE
BikCH as -:il.- ns liigU- « Iieelftl

Kulkles. IVo upnei . iin:

IVo running under of low
wheels.

Xn rutting down from behind.

ra'ented June 5, 1R94.

&
t'\g. 8. The various parts ol the

brake. iai Drake plaie; (bj fooi
wbase contact wiihgTouud forces
plate against tire; icj spring ib at
throws brakeoft ofwheel as soon
as loot Is raised off the ground*:
(d d o) are Hie rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle:
i'e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; (fj the arm
when thrown bace to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

. The Brakes I iowit'j

operation.

The value of this protection
I

enhanced by the fnet that no n
-lM>n-il>iii[ V i- thrown upon t||

driver; neither hand nor foot

called upon tn apply the brake in

need he core as to who or whl
may be pressing closely in lirhln

him.

Ho Owner or Driver Fan Iffoi

to be without one.
For further inf rmatiou apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

Horse Owners! ®Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIR1NC- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is 'warranted to give satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars. _

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
tiold Medal

At i'aliforuta
Sun. Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It Is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C,
Weeks.J.Monaehaii,
Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

;STOCK FOODof ,

CALIFORNIA

.

AS FED&INDORSED BY

GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
.HOLLY, VALENSIN.
ktoELLSFARGO U0.&.OTHERS A

ASK YOURDEALER FOB I T OR
>- SENDTOC.KERTELL. -

f-K CAUr-

FOR ABSOLUTE SECURIT

INSURE WITH THE

FIREMAN'S" FUM
INSURANCE COMPANY

Home Office Co's Build in

401 TO 407 CALIFORNIA ST
SAN FRANCISCO

Capital, $1,000,00
AGENCIES THROUGHOUT AMERIC/

Bradlev, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD GO., 619 Howard Street

AtkiiiH dk Durbrow. !\. V. Ada, 70 Wall St.

THIS MAKESfBQVTE-jONEPINTt

BOYCE Bppj J TABLET!

LEG and BODY WAS1
For FEVSRUD LKUS, l\ Kl, A M KI1 Tj

DOiVS, (it'll MM- I) AXKLKg, CIUCH
HKK1.S AND ALL SHIN KBUPTIO\S. .Ml
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a " lirat
It is the cheapest and bast evei pin on Hie marl
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets hi
of sight as, besides other valuable IngreHieu]
hox of Tablets nirniabea more genuine Witch
t'mn is contained in it> gallons of Mie best G
sold.
Put uo in metal boxes, each contabling fit

lets. For general work, dissolve one Table) in a
of waler. Think of it! 15 gallons hesi leg audi
wash on earth carried In your pocket; onlj tf'i
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A Few "Words Concerning Alix'e Early Life.

Since the attention of the world has been attracted to Alix

2:03$, anything that can be said concerning her early life will

be of interest to those who are not familiar with, her early

development. We shall never forget the day we first saw

Alix. Morris Jones had forwarded to hs a telegram asking

our presence at David City, and among the ones exhibited on

the little track back of his training barn was the two-year-

old filly, Alix. She was then counted as the sweetest-gaited

mare we had ever seen, and though most erratic and peculiar

in disposition while in harness, in her Btall she was as gentle

and affectionate as a kitten. When turf writers say that this

mate is not entitled to her sobriquet, Sweet Little Alix, they

write themselves down as being unfamilar with the mare in

private life, for she has never failed to capture the affections

of every one who has had the pleasure of interviewing her

in her private quarters. There is no doubt but that her early

education was given in a judicious manner else it is more

than likely that she would not now be the reigning queen, for

her disposition in harness was such that it would have

required but little to have ruined all prospects of fu-

ture great achievements. For example, if Alix wished to

turn to the right on the track it was absolutely useless to at-

tempt to turn her to the left, and her trainer always ascer-

tained which way she desired to turn and humored her

whim. It was a long time before Mr. Chandler could take

hold of Alix and drive her; he was compelled to permit her

to do her own driving and encourage her as best he could

without the agency of whip or bit. Her disposition is that

of a very nervous animal, and in all her handling the great-

est care had to be exercised that her nerves were not too

strongly worked upon. We remember the little fellow that

used to take care of her, and when Alix would hear the pat-

tering hoofs upon the track and all the bustle of activity

around the racing stable, she would become so excited and

nervous that she would refuse to rest or eat. She was very

fond of her care-taker, and he has often gone into her stall

and lain down in the straw, and finally Alix would forget

her restlessness because of the presence of her groom and

would lie down with him, and in this way she was often in-

duced to rest when no other means would bring about the de-

sired result. We remember one day when Ed Pyle was bahind

Alix during the breeders' meeting at David City. He was

Bcoring her for her'race,and in turning her around ehe stopped.

Mr. Jones ran out from the crowd aud said to Pyle, "Just

touch heron the neck with the whip." Mr. Pyle did so, and

the mare immediately responded much to her driver's re-

lief. There is no doubt but what she is full of crotchety

notions, which no doubt have been overcome to a very large

degree by this time for she has had several different drivers,

has never been abused, and she has true race-horse character-

istics. She will race to the limit of her speed on her courage

as well as any other horse alive or dead. She has the pecu-

liar excitable characteristics which belong to all of the get,

as far as we know, of Atlanta, her dam. The produce of the

» daughter of Attorney must be handled with the utmost care

if good results are expected. This is further proof of the

: fact that great brood mares, those mares that have achieved

the greatest distinction in the annals of history, are animals

of extreme nervous temperaments. There is no doubt but

that Alix, after she has retired from the turf, will, if properly

mated, produce s&nsational performers. There is not a more

intelligent animal before the public. She seems to appreciate

the plaudits of the people and on every race track she is ac-

corded more than her full share of the homage that

is bestowed upon campaigners. She is particularly

fond of the ladies, due no doubt to the fact that }&n

Morris Jones has given her a great deal of petting

and fed her any number of pounds of sugar. In a race she

is a determined, self-willed campaigner, a race horse to such

an extent that she will do her utmost to win without feeling

the sting of the lash, only requiring the encouraging voice of

her driver. But in the stall she is the most affectionate, de-

pendent pet that one could well imagine a horse to be. She

is fully entitled to her sobriquet as all will agree who are

familiar with the mare in her various phases.—Western Re-

sources.

Colt Trotters in California., 1894.

The performances of the colt trotters in California so far

this year have been very meritorious, when it is taken into

consideration that the tracks they trot over are used generally

one day for running and the next for trotting. It is a very

rare occurrence for the trotters to have a track within two

seconds as fast as any good track in the East. The most

creditable performance by a colt this year is that of the year-

ling Abdell, 2:23, by Advertiser, 2:151, dam Beautiful Bells,

by The Moor. His first race was at San Francisco, August

17th, where he won the yearling free-for-all, trotting the

mile in 2:28. His next start was at Petaluma, August 23d,

where he won, going an easy mile in 2:39J. At Woodland,

August 27th, he again won the free-for-all yearling race, trot-

ting the mile in 2:26, first half in 1:15, last half in 1:11, and

gained the world's race record for an entire colt, reducing

Athadon' mark of 2:27 one second. Having no engagements

either at Sacramento or Stockton, and the tracks being used

for both runners and trotters, he was only exhibited through

the stretches at these points. At San Jose, Friday, Septem-

ber 28th, he was started to beat his record of 2:26, and won,

trotting a very even mile in 2:23, the world's yearling record.

It is possible for this colt to trot a mile in 2:20 ; he has

shown eighths in 0:17—a 2:16 gait. He combines all the

qualities of the first-class race horse, level headed, game and

wants to race.

The best two-year-old so far on the circuit this year is the

chestnut filly La Belle, 2:16|, second heat. She is by Sidney,

dam Anna Belle, by Dawn ;
second dam by Hubbard, son of

Planet. This is a truly remarkable filly. She has a wonder-

ful burst of speed, showing a half in a race in 1-06, and over

such a track as Terre Haute or Galesburg, would, without

doubt, go a mile close to the two-year-old record of Arion,

2:10i. Her best performance was at Stockton, September 17,

where, trotting out three widths from the pole,the track being

torn up on the inside for runners, she defeated the great colt

Athanio, by Junto, iD 2:1S£, 2:16|, the best two-year-old race

ever trotted. The best three-year-old of the year so far is

the unbeaten Aria, 2:16:2, third heat. She is by Bernal, 2:17,

son of Electioneer, dam Ashby, by General Benton
;
second

dam Ashland, by Ashland, son of imp. Glencoe. She began

racing at Petaluma, August 25, where she defeated a field of

eight good three-year-olds in 2:1S£, 2:17£, 2:16|, the best

three-year-old race ever trotted in California. At Woodlend,

September 1, she was again victorious in the free-for-all

three-year-olds, trotting in 2:18A, 2:20, 2:19. At Sacramento,

September 6, Aria won the Occident Stake, having an easy

race, 2:27|, 2:29, 2:3U. At the same place, September 11,

she again won the three -year-old free-for-all.

Losing the first heat in 2:20, she won the next three in

2:17^,2:185,2:21, going to the half in the third heat in 1:0c,

and finishing the mile in a jog. Gazelle, black filly, by Gos-

siper, has trotted the fastest mile for a three-year-old in Cali-

fornia, and it is the race record for the Coast, 2:16}. She has

a fine way of going, is level headed, and is capable of beating

her record. There are other three-year-olds that have shown

that they are entitled to rank with the first division, several

of them having, when beaten, been close up, and again won
heats in the fastest races for three-year-olds, Visalia, by Iris,

son of Eros, winning a good race from a field of thirteen

more thao ordinary three-year-olds in 2:23, 2:2U, 2:24i,

2:20A, though losing the third heat. At Sacramento she re-

duced her record to 2:20, and was second in 2:17-^, 2:18J. This

filly has a phenomenal burst of speed, in a third heat she

trotted the last half in 1:04J. Rio Alto has shown that he is

made of the right material to race. He is by Palo Alto,

2:08^, dam Elsie., by General Benton ; second dam Elaine,

2:20, the half-sister to Electioneer. Rio Alto won the rich-

est stake in California, the State Fair Futurity, worth $5000

,

in straight heats, 2:21}, 2:2H, 2:20-]. He has further engage-

ments at the fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association, and before the season is ended will

add more laurels to the wreath that encircles the memory of

the dead queen, Green Mountain Maid, in turf history.

—

Rio Alto in Horseman.

Online (4), 2:04.

The champion four-year-old harness horse of the world

made his first appearance on a public track in the early slim-

mer of the year that he was two years of age. His initial

effort was at Lyous, and during that meeting he took a

record of 2:163 ; everyone thought a mistake had beeu made

by the papers, for it seemed almost incredible that a two-

year-old colt could pace a mile, the first time he appeared be-

fore the public, in such phenomenal time. 'Twas at the

same meeting that Belle Acton, that still holds the champion

yearling record paced in 2:25^. Online is, as every one

knows, a son of Shadeland Onward, out of Angelina, by

Chester Chief, son of Hambletonian 10
;
grandam by the

Mapes Horse, another son of Hambletonian 10. He was

bred by E. D. Gould, Fullerton, Neb., and sold before he

was ever trained to G. W. Curry, Aurora, Neb., and by Mr.

Curry sold, during the past summer, to the Lesh Stock

Farm, Goshen, Indiana. He has always been a very deter-

mined colt, seemed to have the racing proclivity or inclina

tion to a very great extent, and has, by his recent per-

formance, borne out the good opinion held of him

by Western people earlier in the season

.

At Sioux City, October 12th, he paced against time and

finished in 2:04. It was just two years ago, lacking two

days, that he paced the Lyons kite track in 2:11, which gave

him the distinction of the champion two-year-old. J. B.

Chandler drove him this record-making mile and Ed Geers

drove the pace maker, it seems that Online could have

gone faster, for the first quarter he covered in 32 seconds, a

2:08 gait; reached the half-mile pole in 1:03, a 2:06 gait
;

covered the third quarter in 0:-12, a 2:08 gait, and the fourth

quarter in 29 seconds, a 1:56 gait. The mile certainly was

not a well rated one on paper, although it is possible that

Online was driven to the very best advantage. However, it

leads one to believe that with Online in perfect condition and

driven in the highest art known to the industry, he would

be able to reduce this record at least two seconds. The nre

of this champion four-year-old is owned at Fullerton, and he

certainly is one of the marked sires in history. The Onward

family seems to be breeding on with a degree of regularity

that from time to time gives it additional and world-renowned

fame.—Western Resources.

Monroe Salisbury, J. C. Curry, M. E. McHenry, J. B.

Chandler aod other prominent horsemen are moving to estab-

lish a Western circuit for next year to consist of Denver,

Lincoln, Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Des Moines, Dubuque,

La Crosse and Milwaukee, lading up to the opening of [he

Grand Circuit,
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The Flyers at Bay District.

Everything points to the grandest meeting ever held in

the West Hostilities begin to-day over a course on which

a world of pains has been taken, and while, on account of re-

cent rains, it will not be at its fastest, it will be at least safe

and "good." Many improvements have been made around

the time-honored track. The old grand stand north of the

club-house is in receipt of a much-needed new roof and a

coat of paint, and will doubtless be in great demand from this

time forth. The steps formerly at the southern side of the

judges' stand have been lorn down, entrance to the upper

story being attained by means of the flight of stairs in front.

Jockeys can now easily go in one door of the first story of

the judges stand, weigh in, and pass out the door at the

north, facilitating matters greatly in this department of the

Clerk of the Scales. The old club-house has been built out

at quite an angle, and members now have a grand view of

the horses coming hown the homestretch without interfering

in the least with the view of their neighbors. This excellent

idea wasAdolph B. Spreckels', we understand. A speaking

tube now runs from the announcer's perch in the betting ring

of the judges' stand, thus saving many a step for the shouter

of " Alt right! Wildwood first, Nomad second, Don Fulano

third," etc. Besides the " first past the post" will be posted

in the betting riDg, facilitating the work of paying off by the

bookmakers. Many oiheriojprovements might be enumerated,

Bhuwing that the gentlemen having afiairs in charge are

alive to the necessities of the patrons of racing in San Fran-

cisco.

Horses have been coming from all points of the compass

all the week. Late last Wednesday afternoon some fifty-two

thoroughbreds arrived from Chicago. Thev were owned by

Ed Corrigan, Dow Williains, T. H. Rvan, Louis Ezell, L.

Legg, the Messrs. Obinn and others, and will be found in the

following list, which is complete up to Thursday afternoon.

The number of the stall precedes the horse's name, making

it a veritable Bay District track directory :

Kentucky Stable- a. Colston Jr. , Trainer,

2 Lissak, blk c. 2, by imp. Loyalist (Eng.l, dam Capability.

3 Wae.be.3, bv imp Wagner.dim Lso.iette.

4 Bed Will, en c, 2, by Jim Gore, dam War Banner.
6 Major McLaughlin, be, 2, by Free Kuight, dam Rose Bonnie.
6 Gasser, en g, 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Bess.
7 Sadie W., eh f,3, by Hayden Ei wards, dam Petnlauce.

R. Colston, Jr. .Owner and Trainer.

8 Gennett Edwards, ch f. 2, by Hayden Edwards, dam Geunett
Pride.

TI109. Boyle, Owner and Trainer.

60 B f, 2, by Grover Cleveland, dam by Joe Daniels.
61 If. cb c, 2, bv Prince of Norfolk, dam Katie A.
59 Huntsman, b c, S, by Prince of Norfolk, dam Haidee.
53 Banjo, cb c. 3, by Peregrine, dam by Norfolk.
51 Charlie Quick, b, c. 2. by Prince of Norfolk, dam Kda.

Kentucky Stable— L. R. Dickeraon, Trainer.

61 Jim Flood.
62 Chevy Hock, ch e. by imp. Cheviot, dam Eda.
63 Sadie Calvert.
64 Ethel Dixon.
65 La Gascon, bf, 3, by Lougfellow, dam War Banner.
66 Red Pat.

John Reavey, Owner acid Trainer.
Ss—primanda, ch g, 3, by Prince of Norfolk—Amanda L.

*9—Cburea, b c, 2, by imp. Brutus—Lady R.
'Jti—Be. 1, by imp- Bruins -Lady R.
M— Hillsdale Chief, ch h, a, by Joe Hooker—by Joe Dauiels.

Geo. Van Gorden, Owner; B. Gilletple, Trainer; A. Cook,
Jockey.

96—Articu3, b c. 3, by Argyle—Glenlocb.
97— Motto, ch m, 5, by imp. Sir Modred—Mottle.
9S—Imp. Del Mar. ch h , a, bv 8omnus—Maid of the Hills.

99—Imp. San Simeon, br g. a, by Peter—imp. Patilla.

100—Playful, ch f, 2, by Jim Brown—Fun.
101—Cecil S., b f, 2, by Jim Brown—Deception.

Thornhlll Stable; Joe IVelson, Trainer.

105—Ed. Evatt, b g, 3, by imp. Brutus—Marin.
106—Pricelle. b g, 3, by imp. Cyrus—Precious.
107-Red Chief, bg, 3, bv Red Iron—Maggie D.
108—TlllieS . b f, 3, by Major Bau-3tella S.

109—Red Bird, eh g. 3, by Red Iron—Fauny Johnson.
110—Thorohill, ch c. 3, by imp. Cheviot—Phoebe Anderson.
Kennedy Brow. , Owner* ; J. E Abbott, Trainer; Win. Stewart,

Jockey.
ill—Duke Stevens, ch h, 4. by Duke of Norfolk—Edna K.
112—Sue Abbott, ch f. 8, by imp. Brutus—Edna K.
113—Sir Philip, ctac, I. by Duke of Norfolk—Edna K.
114—Eulalla, ch f, 2, by Wildidle-Edna K.

TJiot. Flatter, Owner ; Thos. Finlier, Jr. , Trainer.

LIB—Fbrtuna, br f, 3, by imp. Brutus—Viola Rea.
117—Seamstress, b m, a, by Three Cheers— Una.
118—Solitarlo, br g. 8, by imp. Brutus—Fanny F.
IIP—Charmer, cb m, 4, by Wildidle—Turban.

Wm. Olxon, Owner and Trainer.

121—Quirt, cb m.3, by Joe Hooker—Trifle.
John Field**, Owner ond Trainer.

130—Addle R., ch m, a. by Bayawater Jr —by Joe Hooker.
131—B f, 2, by John Happy— Nannie Hubbard.

toW DuNt, b k. I, by Oro—Gold Cup.
188—Dlek O'Malley, b g, i, by Imp, Mariner—Rosy.

H C, Covington, Owner nml Trainer.
1 10 '

. M. <'.. I'.h g, 8. by Imp. Doable Datae—Kanawha.
Ml—Metal cb b, a, by Blue Eyes—Metella.

'/, Craven, Owner; J, \\. Anderson. Trainer.
162 Bauoroft, b c, 8, by Imp, cheviot—by Longfellow.

Tryon At Stickler, Owner*; J. Corey. Trainer.
i Winters, t»g, it. by .Urn Ho«tk<-r--by Noilnlk.

' i. t>c '. by QaQo—Joste C.

W. Dornburger. On ner; M. 'Green, Trainer.
186—4 lalyesfi, cb g, I b A i

; Imp. I aaalla.

Wm. Irvine, Owner; John (3 r i, Trainer.

168—Mayfleld, b m, 6, bj Wlldldli Fortn
Dr. D. K Dickey, Owner; O. V. Tapper, Trainer; Chat. Long,

Jockoi

.

160— Mil- 1' bj Ben W ode.
ucador, b b,6, by Oaoo -Armeda Howard,

Wl— Linviiie. b g, i. by Warwick—Shasta.
* ir.mi.' Burllngame. Owner, Trainer and Jockey.
" h I, by Imp, On aback Ic o.

anner, dam the dam ofFo
167—Al Broeck, be, I, by Mta 1 hetla

Hem v Dnrmin, Owner; Ueorge Dodge, Trainer.
"i , Rl BUl Mud.

Wm. Reli, Owner; Geo. Ooilue, Trainer.
I h, i. t.y Abu -Dies; Blonde.

F.J. McDermltt, Owner and Trainer,

177—De La Guerra, eh g, 3. by imp. Mariner—Trixy.
17S—Umma, b f, 2, by imp. Cyrus—Riglin.

Dow Williams, Owner nnd Trainerj^E. Morrls^and H. Cheva-
lier, Jockeys.

181— Midas, be, 2, by Emperor of Norfolk— Winona.
182 -Venus, br m, 2, by Verano -Belinda.

hi TIrano Stable, It. Uavey, Owner and Trainer.

200 -Malo Diablo, ch c, 2, by Joe Hooker—Oxilla.
201—El Tirauo, ch c, 2, by Tyrant—May Dunbar.

CovlnKlon \V ilicitt, Owners; George Covington, Trainer; A.

Covington. Jockey.

204—Prince Regent, b g. 5, by Regent—Reply.
205—Lulu, ch m, 1, bv Faustus—Lulu.
206—Tamerlane, b c, 2, by imp. Galore—Syria.
207—Hessen, ch c, 2. by Argyle—Hester.
208—Imp. Thome, b c, 2, by Bendigo—Pink Thome.
209- Imp. Vigor, ch c, 2, bv Galliard—Active.
210—Find Out, b c, 2, by John Happy—Lady Leinster.

W. Hayes, Owner and Trainer; Leslie Gnlbraith, Joeke> .

216—Vulcan, gr g, 5, by Couner—Delia Walker,
217—Lea. Galbraith, b c, 3, by Judge McKinstry—by Hidalgo.

Z. Abrahams, Owner ; L. Flowers, Trainer.

218—Johnny Payne, br c, 3, by Egmont—Top of the Morning.
219—Chief Crowley, ch c, 3. by Major Ban—Louisa D.
220—Keno, br g, 3, Prince of Norfolk—Why Not.
221—Wallace, b h,a, by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika.

Dutchess, ch f, 1, by St. Saviour.
Diablo Tiral, b h, 1, by St. Saviour—Glen Queen.

Dan Hallldie, Owner nnd Trainer.

Imp. Stromboli, br h, 5. by Chester, dam ^Etna.
Jim Corbett, b c, 2, by Wildidle. dam Rachael
Ch f, 2, bv Prince ot Norfolk, dam Miss Poster.

233 B f, 2, by John Happy, dam Varona.

Carmona Stnble—Ojeda Bros., Owners; Jack McCone, Trainer.

258 Coquette, ch f, 2, by Three Cheers, dam Sophie.

259 Chiquita, br c, 2, by Quito, dam by Terror.

260 Atilla, b c, 2, by Flambeau, dam Glendew.
261 Valliente, ch c, 1, by Jim Brown.

\ . S. Hall, Owner and Trainer.

287—Centurion, ch g, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Lizzie P.

289—Annie Moore, chm, 5, by Regent—Norma.
290—Sweet Alice, br m, 4. by Stratford—Baronella.

291—Br f, 2. by imp. Black Dean.
293—Longwelt, b g, a, by Longfellow— Astell.

291—Robin Hood, ch h, 4, by Forester—Maratana.
29.5—Floodmore, br g, 4. by Flood—imp. Patilla.

296—Trix, b g, 3. bv Freeman—Annie L.

297—Norlee, ch f. 3, Prince ol Norfolk—by Leinster.

298—Prince Idle, bg, a, by Wildidle— Lizzie Brown.
Favor, Jr., b c, 3, by Favor—Mary Ann.
Tar & Tartar, br c, 4, bv Hindoo—Brambaletta.
Last Chance, 3, ch c, by Duke of Norfolk—Vidette.
Cuchara, b h, 6, by Longfellow—Insignia.

Sycamore Stable, W. F. Smith. Trainer.

303 Zobair, b h, 4, by St. Saviour, dam Nighthawk.
304 Gilead, b c, 3, by St. Saviour, dam Mistake.
30"> Suladin. brg, 2, by imp. Greenback, dam Half Sister.

306 Grotto, b g, 2, by imp. Cyrus, dam Griselda.

307 Almont, b h. a, by Three Cheers, dam Question.

308 Turtle, br h, a, by Budi D >ble. dam by Bois d'Arc.

309 Rosalie, b f, 3, by imp. Mariner, dam Rosy.

California Btnble- -Hoag At Little, Owner*;
Cleary, Jockeys.

McAulflTe and

W. J. Howard, Owner and Trainer; VI

171—Ch I auny D.
172 -Ad

Uab.
)ui Bee, Jo tlco tfaoma

lor Howard, Jockey.

330—Model, ch f, 2, by imp. Sir Modred—Gypsy.
331—Jennie Deane, ch f, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Eehota.
332—Promise, ch f, 3, by Tyrant—Premium.
333—Realization, b c, 3, by Regent—Sadie.
834—Hanford, brg, 2, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Visalia.
335—Finesse, b g, 2, by Argyle—Bianca.
33G—Rio Bravo, ch c, 3, by imp. Sir Modred—Mollie Walton.

Hamrock Stable—Lee Stevens. Trainer.

3J8—B. B.. b c, 2, by Shannon—Mistletoe.

319—Toxida, brg, 3, by Regent—Reply.
Ma ley & Bowley, Owners; J. Mehaney, Trainer; Wash. King,

Jockey.

350—Miss Lewis, b f, 3, by Shannon—Fanny Lewis.
351—Lonuie B., ch m, 5, by imp. London—Luella.
353—Hal Fisher, br h, a, by Buck Walton—Alice.
354—Little Frank, b g, a, b/ Spinning—Fannie Johnson.

It. D. Ledgett, Owner and Trainer; C. H. Ledgett, Jockey.
365—Niagara, ch c. 2, by Jim Brown—Evalita.
366—Kitty L., ch f, 2, by Major Ban—Scat.

367—Ontario, ch g. 2, by Jim Brown—Nellie Collier.

368—Imp. True Briton, blk h, a, by John Bull—Ruby.
369—Brittania, b f, 1, by True Briton—Mercedes.
370—Yangedine, ch f, 3, by imp. Greenback—by Wildidle.
371—Ch c, 1, by Rathbone—by Wildidle.
372—Br c, 1, by Rathbone. bv Gano.
373—Nellie Van, b m, 4, bv Vanderbilt—Victoria.
374—Off Wheeler, eh g, 4, by Dick O'Neil—by imp. Kelpie.

Wyatt Earp, Owner ; Joseph Harrison, iTrainer ; Jack Byrne'
Jockey.

385—Lottie S., b f, 3, by Little Alp—untraced.
386—Reserve, b g, 9, by Respond—Belle Norte.
387—Hathaway, blk g, 5. by Ironclad—Skipaway.
388—Ryland, b g, 7, by Shannon—imp. Goula.

Davenport & Fisher, Owners :
" Batch " Fisher, Trainer.

390—Wheel of Fortune, ch f, 2. by Gano—Jennie B.
391—Ch g, 2, by Three Cheers—Pearl Kinney.
392—Little Bob, ch g, 2, by Surinam—Daisy S.

393—Snow Blossom, b t. 2, by John Happy—Snowdrop.
394—North, ch g, 5, by Prince of Norfolk—by Leinster.

Pleosnnton Stable— D. J. McCarty, Owner and Trainer; J. Gar-
rlly. Assistant Trainer.

397—Guadaloupe, ch g, 6, by Grinstead—Josie C.

398—Romair, b h. 5, by Argyle—imp. Rosetta.
399—Bernardo, br g, 5, by imp. Cheviot—Sweet Peggy.
400—Adolph. b c, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Mercedes.
401—Bridal Veil, ch m, 4, by imp. Cheviot—NellieCollier.
402—San Luis Rey, b g, 3, bv E np. of Norfolk—Mollie McCarty'B

Last.
403—Mutineer, ch g, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Mutiny.
401-Talbot Clifton, br c, 3, by Flood—imp. Goula.
405—Capt. Coster, ch c, 2. by Jim Brown—Cose tte.

406—Garrity's Beat, br f, 2, by Surinam—Trampo.
407-Clodtha, b f, 2, by Conrad—Mamie T.
408—Aggie Moreno, b f, 2, by Saint Saviour—Alice T.
109—Maggie Allman, b f. 2, by Flambeau—Phoebe F.

410 -New Creamerie, b g, 2. by Peel—Gerhardlne,
411-Sweet Marie, ch f, 1, by Fcllowcharm.

riu.H, A. Brown, owner ; Jim Brown, Trainer.

430-Chas. A., blk c, 3. bv John A.— Early Rose.
431—Queen of Scots*, b f, 3, by imp Cheviot—Queen Elizabeth.
432—Sam Harris, ch c. 3, by imp. Greenback— Miss Hooker.

Mrs. A. J Merchant, owner ; Otto Bneler, Trainer ; Wm. Haf-
ley, Jnckey.

134—O'Bee, b g, 6, by Virginias—Leola.
4.15—St. Elmo, ch g. 3, by Warslgn— Marie M.
43C—War Queen, b m,3, by Warsign—Lela.

gam D. Merrlweather t owner : J. Preodergaut, Trainer ; Thos.
Leener, Jockey.

488—Cherokee, b g. 8, by Fellowcharm—Gleueola.
139— Fy Fy, brc, 2, by Hidalgo—Veracity.

Oakland Stable—B. F. Smith, Owner and Trainer.

155— iCildic Graney, br c, 2, by imp. San Simeon—Lenoke.
466—You Know, ch k, ;(, by Prince Ol Norfoltt—by Humboldt.
157—Cannon Ball, b c. 2, by Surinam—Chestnut Belle.

458—Fleetwood, ch o, 2, bv Fcllowcharm—Alameda.
459—King Carter, b c, 2, by imp Kingston— Alfonie Carter.
IfiO—Oakland, bg, 1, by John A.—Alameda.

fames Conwar* Owner; John McGormack, Trainer.
478—Ch f. 2, by Emperor of Norfolk—St. Cecilia.

Wm. Doiinthan, Owner and Trainer ; II. Donathnu, Jockey.
181— Alexis, b c, S, by Argyle—FriBa.
1*2—Happy Bund, b c, 3, by John Happy— Miss Laura.
488—Warm go, b f, 3, by Warwick— Feilalma.
481—George Polhemus, b c, 2. by Fellowcharra—Minuet.

Chat. >! Id.miM, Owner am) Trainer.

480—Bueneme.br 0,2, by 81d -Dottle Dimple.

I,. C. White, Owner and Trainer; Frank Russell, Jockey.
49Q—Catch 'Em, ch g. 3, by imp. Midlothian—Little Flush.
491—Ch f, 3, by Hyder Ali—Bettie.
492—Ch g, by imp. Sir Modred—Typhoon.
493—Hyder Angia, b g, 3, by Hyder Ali—Lady Middleton.

John Winlleld. Owner nnd Trainer.

505—Sam Brown, ch b, a, by Boomerang—Bessie Collins.

B. Schreiber, Owner: John Robbing, Trainer; Felix Carr,
Jockey.

516—Mollie R., ch f, 2. by imp. Mariner—Cantenac.
517—Boone R . b f, 2, by imp. Mariner—Rosa Bella filly.

51S—Jack Richelieu, b h, 5, by imp. Great Tom—Envenom.
519—Glee Boy, b h, 5. by Falsetto—Glimpse.
520—Braw Scot, gr g, 5. by imp. Midlothian—Helen Scratch.
521—Wildwood, br h, 5, by Wildidle—Fedora IV.
522—Broadhead, bg, 3, by Onondaga— Marie D.
523—Purvear D., b h, 5, by imp. Deceiver—Ada D,
524—Bone Doctor, b g, 3, by Versailles—Molly Merrill.
525—Dolly McCone, b m, 5. by Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer.
526—Agnes, blk f, 2, by imp. Albert—Peggy Woods.
527—Francisco, b f, 3, by Dry Monopole—El iStic.

C. A. Owen, Owner; George How*ou, Trainer; C. Leonard
Jockey.

567—Capt. Al, br h, a, by Kingston—Black Maria.
570-Polaski b g, 3, by Capt. Al—Gold Cup.
571—Royal Flusn, ch h, 5, by Tnree Cheers —Rosette.
572—Two Cheers, b g, 3, by Three Cheers—Lady Emma.
MuiphylA Butler, Owners; James Rail, Trainer; Tommy But-

ler, Jockey.

576—Aruo, be, 2. by Cyclone—Wanza.
577—Imp. Loyalist, b h, a, by The Marquis—Loyal Peeress.

*i. Pacheco, Owner; Wm. Short, Trainer; rom Glover. Jockey .

578—Amanda, ch f., 3, by Warwick—Mischief.
579—Abi P., Ch m, 5. by Three Cheers—Dairy Maid.
581—Bronco, ch h, a, by Joe Hooker—Laura Winston.
582—Lady Jane, br f, 2, by imp. Midlothian—Aunt Jane.

A. B. Gonzales A- Suns, Owners; Frank Farrar, Trainer; W.
Swift, Jockey.

574—Venezia b f, 2, by Tyrant—Italia.
534—Valparaiso, b g, 3, by imp. Cheviot—Varona.
585— Mestor, b g, 4, by Falsetto—Woodlark.
586—Grandee, gr c, 4. by Warwick— Helen Scratch.
587—Zaragoza, ch c, 4, by imp. Cheviot—Bessie Hooker.
590—Rey Aifouso, b c, 2, by Prince of Norfolk—Haidee.

AIL Stanford, Owner, Trainer nnd Jockey.
659—Imp. Empire, b g, 6, by Cbestei—Queen of Nations.

PRIVATE STABLE AT END OF GROUNDS.
A. B. Spreckels, Owner; Cy Mulkey, Trainer; Harry Griflln,

John Sullivan and K. Jones, Jockeys.
Cadmus, br h, 4, by Flood, dam imp. Cornelia.
Blizzard, br h, 4, by imp Trade Wind, dam Trampo.
Imp. Creighton, ch h, 5, by Clieveden, 3am Ghinni-Ghinni.
Imp. Candid, blk m, 4, by Splendor, dam Canary.
Border Lassie, b f. 3, by imp. Cheviot, dam Cosette.
Piquante, ch f, 2, by Flambeau, dam Phcebe Anderson.
Straight Tip, bi f, 2. by Peel, dam imp. Ouida.
Victory, b f, 2, by imp. Cyrus, dam imp. Petroleuse.
Lista Hock, b f, 2, by imp. Loyalist (Aust.), dam Eda.
Umatilla, b t 2, by imo. Cyrus, dam Piney Lewis.
Meta. bf.2. by Prince |of Norfolk, dam Lady Cleveland.
Headnower, br 1, 2, by Floo:3, dam imp. Rosetta.
Gallant, b c, 2, by Fellowcharm, dam Jennie Belsbaw.
Capt. Skedance, b g, 2, by imp. Cyrus, dam imp. Getaway.
Foremost, b g, 2, by Flood, dam imp. Queen Bess.
Manirus, ch g, 2, by Surinam, dam Mistletoe.
Navy Bine, be, 2, by Blue Wing, dam Bay Bettie.
Pat Murphy, rn g, 2, by imp. Kyrle Daly, dam Maggie R.
Carlos Hock, ch g, 1, by St. Saviour, dam Eda.
Lucille, b f, 1, by St. Saviour, dam imp. Sardonyx.
Hazel Mc, ch f, 1, by St. Saviour, dam Mineral.
Mio, b f. 1, by Prince of Norfolk—Lady Cleveland.

ROW A.

Hope Glen Farm Stable, H. W. Murry, Trainer.

Belfast, ch g, 5, by Longyiew—Annie Veto.
Flashlight, b c, 2, by Surinam—Laura Winston.
Circe, b f. 2, by imp. Friar Tuck—Jessie C.
Suwanee, br t, 2, by imp. Suwarrow—Sister to Ruth Ryan.
Crawford, ch g. 4. Apache—Emma Longfield.
Ernest, b c, 2, by Fellowcharm—Ernestine.
Ch f. 2, by Joe Hooker, dam Miss Boots.
Mariposa, eh f, 2, by Jim Brown, dam Nettie Collier.

B f, 3, by Three Cheers, dam Ninette.
Examiner, ch c, 2, by Surinam, dam imp. Poloma.
The Lark, b g. 3, by Wildidle, dam by Monday.
Seven yearlings to follow at an early date.

ROW F.

L. A. Legg, Owner and Trainer.

My Luck, brg, 5, by Dick Whittiagton, dam Luckuow.
Motor, ch c, 3, by Knight of Ellerslie dam Henrietta.
Monrovia, b m, 4, byStrathmore, dam Leap Frog.
Three Forks, b g, 2, by Spokane, dam Trifle.

Bellguard, b f, 3, by Elias Lawrenca, dam Queen. Bay.

J. F. Davis, Owner and Trainer.

Dockstader, b c. 3, by Leonatus, dam Glen Mercy.
Blue Banner, ch g, 6, by Blue Eyes, dam Gralucca.

ROW G.

S. C. Hildretb, Owner; F. M. Taylor, Trainer.

Sligo, b g, 4, by imp. Mr. Pickwick, dam Henlopen.
Sir Richard, e:r h, 4, by Stafford or imp Uhlan, dam Victress.

Rico, br g, a, by Shannon, dam Fanny Lewis.

Louis Bzell, Owner; J. Coebrnn, Trainer.

Argenta, b s, a, by Enquirer, dam Arilla.
St. Albans, b g, a, by Falsetto, dam Crucifix.

ROW J.

B. Corrigan, Owner; S. C. Hildreth, Trainer; Charley Weber
and B. McCulloujth, Jockeys.

Senator Irby, ch, 3, by Bishop, dam Bridget.
Ducat, b h, 4, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie Flood.
Repeater, br g, 2, by imp Rapt'ire, dam Venturia.
Joe Murphy, b h. 4, by Isaac Murphy, dam Hattie Harris.
Gus Straus, b c, 2, by imp. Deceiver, dam Elspa.
Tyro, b h, 4, by Longfellow, dam Lenora Morris.

B c. 2, by Lougfellow. dam Suuare Dauce.
Colonel Clay, b h, 5, by imp. Billet or Leonatus, dam Mary Clark.
Good-Bye, ch h, a, by Hyder Ali, dam Jenny Rowett.
Rodegap, ch g, 2, by Harry O'Falloo, dam Mattie Walker.
Lucille Murphy, b f, 3. bv Isaac Murphy, dam Hinda.
Charley Weber, ch g. 2, by Harry O'Fallou, dam Sallie Jeuuiugs.
Mariner, br h, 5, by Longfellow, dam imp. Homeward Bound.
Ofleta, b c, 2, by Harry O' Fallon, dam Fleta.

ROW K.

A. G. Blakely, Owner and Jockey; J. Porter, Trainer.

Bassanio, b g, a, by imp. Billet—Lottie.
Gen. Miles, b h, 4, by Falsetto—Hypa ti a.

George Rose, Owner; Tom l.ottrldge. Trainer,

Rear Guard, b h, 4, by Post Guard— Alfouie Carter.
Middleton, bg, 4, by Warwick—Lady Middleton.
Tiger, b c, 2, by Three Cheers—Recardo.
Washoe, ch g. 2. by Joe Hooker—Mattie Glenu.
Havmarket, og. 6, bv Storev—Ultimo.
Empress of Norfolk, ch f. 3. by Emperor of Norfolk—Savannah.
Mulberrv, b c. 3, by imp. Deceiver—Jennie McKinney.
Nephew, ch f, 3, hy Springbok—The Niece.

l'h,.mm H. Ryan, Owner and Trainer ; W. Flynn and Ui-dlleld.
Jockeys.

Tartarian, ch g, 4, byStratlord, dam Tara.
Japonica. br ui, 5, by Mikado, dam Moonlight.
Eli Kendig, b g. 6, by Geo. Kinney, dam Leona.
May McCarthy, b f, 4, by Scotlander, dam Parides,
Florence Dickoy, ch f, 3, by Springbok, dam Zulite.

Jake Johusou, brc. 4, by Enquirer, duui Babee.
Melaule, ch m, 6, by Powhattan. dam Foshioaette.
Lawyer, b n, 4, by Lepanto, dam Reverse.

ROW L.

Dan Miller, Owner; Dan Meek*. Trainer.

Melauita, b m, 5, by Argyle—imp. Cornelia.
Gordlus, br e. 3, bv Argyle—Gehardine.
King Sam, b g, 4. by Okema—Ada Lambert.
Ch g, 2, by Ecuador—Eva 8.

Relampago. b g, 3, by Three Cheers— Narcola,
Charmion. ch m, 1, by Tyrnnt— Unit.
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HOOF BEATS.

Henry of Navarre went lame in his exercise last Mon-
day at Oaklew.

Bonny Bon, a brown mare by Director, got a record of

2:292 at Lexington, Ky., October 12.

Little Isom, one of the most improved riders in the

conntry, arrived from Chicago last Wednesday.

John G. Carlisle, 2:24s, a bay horse by Norval, lowered

his record to 2:20 at Lexington, Ky., October 12th.

Doty Bells, a bay mare by Bell Boy, entered the 2:30

list at Lexington, Ky., October 12th. Time, 2:29^-.

MontAlvo and Centinella,the Southern California cracks,

will take part in the great race meeting that begins to-day.

The Woodland horseman, J. E. King, brought White
Cloud, Mendocino and Nellie D. down to race last Thurs-
day.

Bookmaker W. P. McGrane sends a formidable little

string to race here in Ta Ta, Montre, Dave Pulsifer and The
Baron.

Rey del Carkra is the correct name of the fast Santa

Anita colt, instead of Rey del Caradee, and means " King of

the Course."

PfcTER the Second, own brother to Peter the Great,won
a five-furlong race at Harlem last Thursday, with odds of 15

to 1 against him.

Garland & Ramsdell's horses are due to arrive from
8acramento Monday. Nelson is expected to give any of the

Bprinlers a hard race.

Installator, of the Boots string, won a grand five and a

half furlong race last Wednesday, beating such crackB as

Pelleas and Handsome in 1:08}.

M. A. Wurth, of Paris, France, has bought for exporta-

tion the two-year-old bay filly ValUjo, by Vasco, dam by

Magic. Consideration, $1,010.

The two-year-old colt Warren Guy, by Princeer, has

taken a record of 2:25. Princeer was sired by Kentucky
Prince, out of a mare by Electioneer.

W. R. Sunderlin, Lebanon, N. H., writes : xour bottle

of " Absorbine " is almost gone. One horse is better and the

other one well. Send another bottle.

Naglee Bcrk, of San Jose, the popular owner of the

Pueblo Stable, got back from Chicago and the East last

Wednesday. His hoi ses arrived yesterday.

The greatest lot of light-weight jockeys in America will

ride at the California Jockey Club meeting, viz.: Griffin, C.

Weber, Doggett, Isom and possibly Perkins.

George Chinn, a very pleasant young man, son of Col.

Jack Chinn, arrived in the city last Wednesday afternoon in

charge of one section of the Kentucky Stable.

The two-year-old filly Mattie C, by Mercury, a son of Sid-

ney, paced a mile in 2:17£ in her work a few days ago. She
is out of the dam of Cassie, 2:12$, and Bob Taylor, 2:18}.

Imp. Empire, the Australian gelding, will be converted
into a jumper by Jockey Alf. Stanford. In fact, the Austra-

lian pilot has begun to school the son of Chester and Queen
of NationB.

Ducat, Ed Corrigan's $10,000 colt, that arrived here ap-

parently considerably the worse for the long journey, showed
wonderful recuperative power, and was greatly refreshed

Thursday morning.

Ed. Corrigan's steeplechase riders here this winter will

be Bert McCullough and Maas. Other jumper jockeys in

the city are Blakeley, Allmark, Stanford, "Gog" O'Brien
and Luke Flowers.

P. J. Dwyer, the Brooklyn turf magnate, sends word that

in about three weeks he will ship a goodly string to this city,

and Jimmy McLaughlin, who will have charge of them, will

bring along some of his own.

Marchioness came in the standard list at Troy, O., two
weeks ago, with a 2:27£ mark. She is by California, son of

8ultan, dam by Pilot Medium, second dam by Daniel Lam-
bert. She is owned by J. S. Antrim.

George Van Gorden, the San Jose turfman, sent Motto,
Articus, imp. San Simeon, Del Mar, Cecil S. and Playful to

Bay District track last Monday. The flyers look well and
are likely to win some of the money soon.

The Sidney colt Carmello, 2:21 £, is out of Pansy, 2:24}, by
Berlin, second dam Lady Hubbard (dam of Thapsin, 2:21}),

by Benicia Boy. That is the twelfth to the credit of Sidney
this year. The Sidneys will not be kept down.

Professor S., chestnut three-year-old colt by Miser

—

Caretaker, of the Oorrigan string, died of colic while crossing

Arizona last Tuesday. Ducat was ailiDg, but recuperated
fast. The remaining fifty horses stood the trip well.

The thoroughbred horses of B. C. Holly, to be sold to-day
at Bay District track, were brought down from Yallejo last

Thursday morning. All were in fine shape except El Rayo,
who hurt his leg so badly that he will not be offered for sale.

Hermanita, a two-year-old filly by Fresno—Sister to Jim
Douglas, won a race of five and a half furlongs at Naragan-
sett Park October 17th. Annie Bishop, by imp. Sir Modred
—Kiss Me Quick, won a mile race in 1:42J on the same
date.

At Newmarket, England, last Wednesday, the Cambridge
Stakes were won by Indian Queen, Gangway second, Callis-

trate third. Twenty horses ran. Matchbox was scratched.
Cailistrate was the favorite. The winner started at 250 to 1

against her.

Frank Van Ness' horses were to start from Chicago for

San Francisco to-day, according to a telegram received from
the Windy City last Thursday. De Bracy is recovering.
Morello will go with the stable. Van Ness said recently

:

I
Morello will never race again. I shall use hjra as a stock

torse,and may leave him in California."

Cobmello, a pacer, by Sidney, is credited with a record
of 2:21f, but his dam is not given. Sidney Boy, 2:29, is a
new trotter also credited to this sire in the Kentucky Stock
Farm of October 18. This makes twelve new ones for Sid-
ney in 1894. In numbers, Sidney surpasses Electioneer this
year.

Directly, the champion two-year-old pacer, and Marietta
Wilkes, a chestnut filly by Don Pizarro, were the only
starters in the Comcracker Stake at Lexington. The black
colt won, pacing the two miles each in 2:12, a great perform-
ance, considering that the day was cold and the track
heavy.

Monroe Salisbury and nineteen other turfmen have
entered suit in the Pettis county, Missouri, circuit court
against the receiver of the Missouri Slate Fair Association,
and the receiver of the First National Bank of vSedalia, for
payment of purses won by plaintiffs during the fair meeting
held at Sedalia in 1S93.

Billy Donathan has secured a most useful colt in George
Polhemus, son of Fellowcharm and Minuet. He won two
racesat Los Angeles last week. Polhemus' dam, Minuet, by
Norfolk, threw Zingarella and Ghost Dance, winners. Doua-
than's many friends will congratulate him over the possession
of such a bread-winner.

Premium, dam of the winners, Grand Prix and Promise,
and one of the best short distance racers in America in her
day, died recently at Rancbo del Paso of colic She was by
Craig's Castor, dam Flying Cloud, by Ben Hallet, and the
veteran, Cy Mulkey, trained and raced her successfully for

years through Montana, Oregon and California.

" Make a bet on this one, Will ? " she asked, as he came
back to the stand with a glare in his eyes that only the juice
of the grape can impart. "Yes, I laid fifty on Bijur," he
replied. "Have you got something?" "No, nothing in

particular, only you look to me as though you'd been play-
ing Booze, straight and place."— Detroit Free Press.

Two riders new to California, but very well known at

the East, arrived in the city last Wednesday from Chicago

—

the Flynn brothers, Joe and Willie. The former may ride
over the jumps, if he finds the reducing process too much for

him, while the latter (who used to ride for Jimmy McCor-
mitk, now trainer of Lamplighter), is still light and clever.

The young millionaire turfman, A. B. Spreckels, it is

said has secured the services of thegreatlight weight rider,

Harry Griffin, at the great California Jockey Club meeting
which begins to day. A telegram was received in this city

last Wednesday night that Griffin and Doggett would shortly
leave for California. Griffin rode Butterflies to victory in

the Futurity. Doggett has been riding for Dr. Kuapp and
has piloted Sir Walfer in all his races.

Grandee, the gray son of Warwick and Helen Scratch,
who, while the property of M. "W. O'B. McDonougb, was
given up by some of the leading veterinary surgeons of San
Francisco and ordered to be destroyed, has, under the careful
bands of young Isaac O'Rourke, been thoroughly cured, and
will face the flag and doubtless win many a creditable race at
the coming meeting. The skill shown in this case by Dr.
O'Rourke, a graduate of the London Veterinary College, and,
by the way, a son of the widely-known plater, John O'Ruurke,
is one of the chief topics discussed in local turf circles.

Athalie, by Harkaway, owned by G. L. Warlow, of
Fresno, will be one of the greatest broodmares in America.

I

She was bred to Matadon before coming here, and her colt,
Atbadon trotted as yearling to a recoid of 2:27. The follow-
ing year she was bred to Clovis and produced a colt that
trotted in 2:31 as a yearling in a workout. The next one
was bv Junio and he is known as Athenio. He got a record
of 2:2Ii second heat. Athalie was then br.ed to Ontphinx and
produced a colt that paced an eighth in sixteen seconds at
fourteen and a half months old, and she now has a Ally by
Panjabi, the grandly-bred son of Patron that is destined to be
ihe best of all. She is called Paojali, and is a trotter. Panjali
belongs to W. H. Palin, of San Mateo.

In the car-load of horses from the far East belonging to
Matt Storn, Pat Meaney and N. Burk, due to arrive hero
to-day, are Modesto, by Hyder Ali, dam Visaliu; tbaee-year-
old gelding L ch invar, by Cheviot, dam Aretbusa; three-
year-old colt Del Norte, by imp. Greenback, dam Priscilla

;

bay three-year-old colt by Fairplay, darn Maitie Glenn
;
two-

year old colt Locbmore, by Uncas, dam Pauline, that has
shown half miles in 0:49; bay gelding filly Preceptress, by
Maxim, dam Teacher; brown yearling colt Pacific,by Fresno,
dam Rosa Or., and chestnut yearling colt (brother to Top-
gallant), by imp. Mariner, dam Lady Clair. Mr. Storn's
horses have been off nearly the entire season, and his stable
has not been as successful in the East as his many friends
could have desired. His two yearlings, the colt by Fresno,
and the filly by Maxim, have both shown very satisfactory
trials. They are entered in the important two-year old
stakes, including the Futurity next year. Pat Meaney has
Picknicker, b h, bv imp. Mr. Pickwick—Shamrock

; Sam
Corey, b h, 6, by Long Taw—Algebra, and one other. There
are four in Mr. Burk's stable.

The black mare Alejandre, with which Hickok won some
good races laBt year, captured first money in the 2:10 trot at

Point Breeze on the 12th, after six heats, the first going, as
usual, to Myrtle R., the next two to the rapid-gaited gelding
James R. Alejander is by the great Californiasire, Dexter
Prince, dam by Nutwood. She made her record of 2:15f at

Chicago last fall. Alejandre is a sister to M. S. Severance's
stallion Prince Royal.

Electioneer has eleven new ones in the list, all trotters,

viz.: Hernani, 2:29}; Electuary, 2:27; Expressive, 2:12.1; Elec-
tric King, 2:24; Altivo, 2:1SA; Electric Coin, 2:20J ; Young
Wildidle, 2:25; Lent,2:26J;Grover Clay, 2:233; Electro Belle,

2:30, and Quality, 2:25i. St. Bel has the same number, eleven,

but three are pacers; Red Wilkes has eleven, three pacers, but

the fastest performer is a pacer, record, 2:22. Simmons has
twelve,one pacer; Wilton leads all sires this year with
thirteen.

There was a battle royal in the Wilson stake for 2:30

pacers at Lexington. The black stallion Direction, by Di-
rector, was the favorite before the start, at even money over
the field. The Kentucky mare, Josie B., by Chatterbox, won
the first two heats in 2:13> and 2:14. Then Ella Edny won
the third in 2:12A ; the fourth went to Direction in 2:133.

Elia Eddy outlasted the others, and with Direction on her
wheel reeled off the fifth in 2:12A, and finished the sixth as

she pleased in 2:16A

A new starting device was successfully operated at the

Maspeth race track, New York, last Saturday afternoon. A
gate was erected across the track at the five furlong post. Two
races were started with it on that day. In the fir6t a field of

five was dispatched in a line, while in the second a field of

ten, which stood before the apparatus, was sent away beauti-

fully. After three gongs are sounded the gate swings forward
and upward, and the races are enabled to go off in a bunch.

—

Live Stock Record.

Libertine, the three-year-old son of Leonatus and Falaise,

beat Cash Day in their match last Wednesdav at Harlem,
and incidentally broke the world's record for a mile on a cir-

cular track. His time was l:38if, carrying ninety pounds.

The first quarter was run in 0:24, the half in 0:481, six fur-

longs in 1:12|, seven furlongs in 1:251. The last part of the

race was run with Libertine's jockey looking back at Cash
Day, who was beaten some half-dozen lengths. Libertine

belongs to J. G. Brown & Co.

An organization for the purpose of elevating the besmirched

sport of steeplechasing was formed in the rooms of the Jockey
Club yesterday afternoon. The association will pattern after

the Jockey Club in its own particular channel, and it has

the promise of the support of all the important racing asso-

ciations. Such gentlemen as August Belmont, J. G. K. Law-
rence, Frederick Gebhard and others are connected with the

new organization, and 1895 may be marked by a clean and
enjoyable era of steeplechasing.—N. Y. Mercury, Oct. 19.

A novelty may be introduced at the St. Asaph's track

that would be the correct thing for our large metropolitan

courses, says the New York Mercury. It consists of a tele-

phone box at all the starting points, the wires of which con-

nect with the judges' stand. In case of outrageous behavior

on the part of the jockeys or any other trouble that may
arise, the Stewards can be apprised of it immediately. For
the large tracks where the starts are often three quarters of a

mile away from the Stewards' stand, a telephone would be of

great service in case of any kind of a casualty. It is to be

hoped that the Virginia Jockey Club will carry out this idea

and that the large tracks will adopt it,

In the early season, when Charles Marvin was having
but indifferent success with the youngsters from Miller A
Sibley's Prospect Hill Stock Farm, the comment was fre-

quently heard, " Even the great Marvin can't make them
unless he has the material," and other remarks of like im-
poit. The sequel shows that Marvin is great or else he has
ihe material, or what is more probable, both. The showing
he is making with the young St. Bels is something wonderful,
and only intensifies the regret that the great young son of
Electioneer and Beautiful Bells should have come to such an
early end. He leads all sires of 1894, his new list this season
numbering fourteen, of which four are pacers, giving him a
total of thirty with records of 2:30 or better, six of the num-
ber being side wheelers, a showing unequaled by any stallion

of like opportunities, he having been in the stud but four
seasons previous to bis death, which occurred two ^ears ago.

None of St. Bel's trotters are aged horses. Four are two-
year-olds, seven three-year-old6 and six five-year-olds, while
among his pacers are two three-year-olds, one four-year-old.

two five-year-olds and one six-year-old, thus ranking him as

the greatest son of his illustrious sire.

Wash.T. Sjiith, the well-known trainer and driver, is

closing the campaigning season with a whole lot of honor,
and it is a pleasure to us to commend him to owners of good
horses who desire to place them in a careful and capable
man's hands. To start with, Trainer Smith is in love with
the trotter and regards him next to his family. Beside this

he is strictly honorable and reliable, and it is not within the
power of man to show that he has ever been interested in the

first act of " crookedness" on the turf. Few men equal bim
as a trainer and conditioner, and his work with the young ani-

mals at Hilltop Farm, Danbury, Conn., is proof of his ex-
ceptional ability in that line. He developed Sablenut, the

two-year-old bv Sable Wilkes, and gave him a record at the

Danbury fair, two weeks ago, of 2:23£, probably as fast a mile
as was ever gone by a two-year old on a half-mile track. This
mile was perfectly rated, the first half being in 1:12 and the

last quarter in 35 seconds. He also marked the four-year-old

Sablehurst, by Sable Wilkes, in 2:25} ; Beverly, by Sable

Wilkes, in 2:24£ ;
Villiers, a three year old by Norval, in

2:2]}. All these records have been given to the above ani-

mals this season. With the Hilltop farm horses Mr. Smith
made thirteen starts, winning seven firsts and only once be-

hind the money.—Trotter and Pacer.

"There goes the greatest trotter that Piedmont (2:171)

ever sired," remarked the distinguished California horse-

man, Onin Hickok, as the three year old colt Marston C.

jogged down the stretch at Mystic Park last week. Contin-

uing, he remarked : "His dam was the best daughter of Elec-

tioneer, and was a very fast trotter herself until she met with

an accident and broke down. Theiate Mr. Hobart commis-
sioned me to go to Palo Alto and select the best mare by Elec-

tioneer that I could find. I did so, aud she was the dam of

Marston C. Mr. Hobart tried to buy her, but Senator Stan-

ford declined to price her. She was a bay in color, stood

about 15 2, weighed not far from 1,050 pounds, and was as

perfect in conformation as could be found. She was by

Electioneer, and her dam was the famous trotting mare May
Queen, that beat Gen. Garfield, Molsey, Joker, Music,

Blanche, Clemetine, Vanity Fair and Frank J. at LUica, N.

Y., August 17, 1875, taking first, secoud and fourth heats in

2:21,2:21,2:20. May Qneen was by Alexander's Norman,
dam Jenny, by Crockett's Arabian, son of impitrted Mokh-
ladi" Mr. Hickok, who is a remarkably keen observer, re-

gards the late Seuator Stanford as the most progressive, suc-

cessful breeder of trotters that ever lived. He believes that

the theories of the proprietor of Palo Alto were correct, and

that he did more by his example to improve the trotting

stock of America than any other man that ha-< ever lived.

Mr. H. is a great admirer of the stallion Whips, as has be-

fore been stated in these columns. Mr. Hickok has a gelding

by Whips called Ariel that promised even greater spred

than Azote, 2:0SJ-, has yet shown, but tbe horse died before

reaching maturity. He now owns a two-year-old filly by

Whips, dam by Messenger Duroc, second dam by Seely's

American Star, that suits him as well as any other of her

age he has ever handled, Mr. H. is very partial to th r
-

American Star croes
:
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
KDiTED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

' ModesN [DBAS of Training."—R. Boylston Hall, in

a communication to Coleman's Rural World, uses (he above

caption and attaches quotation marks, so that it was probably

the " headlines
: " of the article he refers to, and which was

also a criticism of Mr. Hall's strictures on the "Village

Parol " stable. Though the article is longer than it is usual

for me to copy, it is well worthy of consideration. The

author makes a business of treating the feet of horses, and

has pursued it so long that the opinions are of one who is

unquestionably an authority on thdt branch of stable man-

agement. I fully agree with him regarding the soaking tub.

though unwilling lo concede that in the hypothetical case

presented hot water would be as beneficial as oilier applica-

tions. Poulticing the coronet is certaioiy efficacious in many

ailments, and soakiDgs might also be useful when there was

lime enough to give them eflect. Bui the few minutes

between heals do not afford the opportunity, and then more
damage might result from keeping the animal without motion

than good from the hot water. Bandages, too, have surely

been the means of injury, and could the good and bad from
their use be brought into comparison, there is little doubt

thai evils would greatly preponderate. That Mr. Hall has

given close attention to everything which pertains to the foot

is assured. His writings prove him to be a man of intelli-

gence, with capacity to arrive at correct conclusions when
there is sufficient evidence to guide the judgment. But when
it comes to training horses, even twenty or fortv years' exper-

ience in other branches of horse business may not render one
an adept in " ordering " ihose which have to go fast and for

distances that will test endurance. Even people who have
trained with marked success for series of years are oftentimes

puzzled with pupils which will not advance under tuition

that has worked well in apparently similar cases.

As to the working out, which Mr. Hall deprecates so

heartily, he is rather indefinite in his description. It may
mean as many as seven heats, occasionally one dash, though
as a rule it is intended to convey the idea that heats are work-
outs. Now if the "big, fioe four-year-old" had to go many
heals at a gait somewhere near his speed as often as twice in

a week, wilh a race besides, there are very few which could
endure the strain. In all probability Mr. Hall is right when
he ascribes his want of success to that system. But it might
be the case that to a horse which did not receive three heats
twice a week, a race of straight heats even might be beyond
his capacity, whereas with apparently far too severe work he
would be faster and better.

St. Julien required work enough to get him to an edge that

would effectually knock out two or three others which, to-

gether, did no more.
Mr. Salisbury follows the plan of the great English trainer,

Tom Parr, of " sweating his horses in public," and finds that

the beet and most profitable method of exercising. This plan,

however, cannot be pursued from the start of a campaign, as

if condition be wanting, in any great degree, the first race

might play such havoc that a great part of the season there-

after would be required to overcome a strain the animal was
not prepared to bear, So long as a horse is improving the

work which has secured that result can be called satisfactory.

The illustration which is presented is a case in point.

When the feet of the horse was properly prepared, balanced,

there was a gain of about nine seconds. He did not win a

heat with all this, and the man who wrought such a change
for the better advised removal of bandages and the abolition

Of such work-outs as have been the practice.

Now it must have been a very stupid trainer, or a very ob-
stinate one, who refused to try the experiment.
Two or three weeks at the furthest would have been suffi-

cient to give it a practical test and while there was continued
failure under the old system, there could not be any valid

reison for refusal.

While very many horses are overworked there are some
which would be benefited by a more rigid discipline, all of

them requiring work-outs of some kind. There lies the skill

of the conditioner to properly apportionate the work to in-

dividual capacity, though the best of conditioning, balancing,
etc., fail to make the trotter, the part which the reinsman
performs being also an essential of much weight.

Criticisms, however much they mav differ from our opin-
ions and practice, are valuable, and the attention attracted by
denouncing work-outs may lead to discussion which will

throw light upon the question and lead to a better under-
standing.

" MODERN* IDEAS OF TRAINING."

Editor Rural World: The writer in your recent issue on
the above subject refers in quite a complimentary strain to

an article written by myself last summer and copied, I be-

lieve, in your columns.
The owner and breeder spoken of in thai article has as

large or possibly a larger percentage of cripples in his stables

as can be found in the stables of any campaigner whose stock
I have ever seeu. But the writer of the article named above
misquotes me slightly. 1 s;tid nothing about soaking feet in
hot water, which I do not approve, and have seen the evil of
"tubbing bones1

feet." I certainly should prefer hot water,
if it was excessively hot. In a tight place in a race, with a
crippled horse, where the owner is in straitened circum-
stances, whrranting the taking of desperate chances, standing
the feet in very hot water between heats might possibly help
take away the soreness, if in the feci, and if not persisted in

might not be productive of very serious harm. Of course the
I should not he allowed to remain but a short time even

in this hot water " soak, "only so long :in is required to obtain
the eflect ot the intense heat.

But rarely is the trouble in the feet themselves to more
than a very limited extent Therefore, it i

u rarely that the
"tubbing" is of any benefit to the uniinil Tin- iVei bein^
lo lmprop d, and an improper angle to the limbs
they Hupp »rt cause increased friction to the articulation and
an uneven lax on the mu dee and tendons in their action,

Swith consequent fatigue lo the horse in his attempt lo obey
the will or iu endeavoring to accomplish wbal he
thoughtlessly calls upon the poor crippled animal to do.
This writer arte: '' If every horse that is trotted or paced

ild have tin- en li i untitle

bis - ill right to us/ that there

n*M no occasion tor a eoaking tub, But th lao]

smith is indeed a rare bird." Now, as stated, the trouble be-

ing rarely in the feet themselves, it is only their unbalanced

and illy-proportioned condition that places the animal at such

a great disadvantage. The muscles, tendons and joints be-

come involved. Now, certainly soaking the feet will not re-

move the unnatural and unequal strain upon them. He also

says :
" To horses that are never going to be shod by a first-

class smith the soaking tub is a necessity and boon * *

It overcomes inflammation of the legs, joints and feet that

could not otherwise be accomplished."

In my opinion the soaking-tub is not "a necessity and

boon." While the use of it might, filled with very hot water,

temporarily relieve their " fevered feet." it would leave the

feet in such a condition, from the natural reaction, that they

would suffer worse than before, for the primary cause of their

suffering has not been removed or in any way modified, but

has been strengthened in its capacity for harm. But as to its

being of any benefit in that it " overcomes inflammation of

the legs and joints," it won't do it ; it cannot do it. The
cause of the "inflammation to the legs and joints" still exists

to the same extent as before the soaking, is, in fact, strength-

ened, as said, in its capacity for harm, and relief cannot come
to the "inflamed legs and joints" until it is remo red. So that

I cannot see any good to be accomplished by the use of this

pernicious soaking-tub—barring posiibly the one case men-

tioned early in this article—but I can see much harm to be

possible and probably by its use.

I am much pleased to read the comments of the writer on

bandages for horses' legs. He handles the subject well—of

course, I think so, for it is on the same line that I have

argued, orally and in print. They are infernal, of course, to

ahorse. I have taken them off" of their legs, when, upon

their being removed, I have found the limbs red hot. I

would try to argue to the groom agaiust their use, but usu

ally with no success.

I had one driver inform me recently that he didn't be-

lieve in them, and neither did the owner of the horse—

a

physician resident of your city of St. Louib—but he said to

this driver: "You had better use them, for ifyou don't, and

the horse don't do well, you will be blamed for not using

them." Well, the horse has not done well ; he has been out

all the season and up to date has not won one heat. This

horse was badly oft" of balance in each foot, was getting badly

beaten, occasionally distanced, in along about 2:24. I bal-

anced him so he was able to be up among them in 2:15, but I

could not get him to keep those infernal bandages off his legs,

and I could not keep him from "working out" this great,

big, fine four year-old—well—at least twice each week, and,

mind, he had a race each week besides.

" Working out" is a very proper name for this nonsense,

and I have fought against it for over twenty years. It does

"work 'em" out, and works all the speed out of them, so

that on the day of the race it is found out too late that the

poor horse has had his speed completely worked out of him.

Whya be would "work out" this horse one, two and three

miles—as I say, twice each week—in 2:30 first mile, second

one in 2:27, third in about 2:20 to 2:23. The poor colt had

no courage and no strength. Every lime I went to his stall

he was half asleep. Here was a colt could trot, in good con-

dition, in about, well, say about 2:17, and he was being
" worked out " almost up to his speed two or three times each

week. What nonsense!

Why, Mr. Salisbury informed me two weeks ago that the

great " Alix" had not been "worked " but one mile faster

than 3:30 this season since she came into his bands. That

one mile was by mistake. She was going so smooth and so

easily that " Andy" did not realize how fast he was driving,

and he drove her close to 2:20. But this was not within

fifteen seconds of her capacity to cover the mile. The same
old gentleman informed me that Directly had .not been

"worked "a mile faster than 2:40 this whole season, not

within thirty seconds of his ability to cover the mile.

This " working out " nonsense is ruining many, many of

our best horses. It is as much as most of them can stand

—

in their unbalanced condition—to go at speed in their races,

much less stand the absurd " work-outs." Very respect-

fully, E. Boylston Hall.
406 Rialto Building, Chicago, Oct., 1894.

*

Two Starters.—At the Point Breeze meeting there were

two starters. " Frank B. Walker acted as starter, assisted

by J. L. McCarthy at the distance, and vice versa," is the

recital in the Horseman, and with editorial commendation

of the practice, under the caption of "An Acceptable Inno-

vation." New for the East, perhaps, though inaugurated

here over two years ago when the president of the association

acted as assistant starter, and the practice has prevailed ever

since, the distance judge acting as assistant, as recommended

by The Horseman. There are quite a number of "innova-

tions" which California has introduced, several of them

thrown aside, though a majority very likely to retain a per-

manent place on the tracks. But the dual starting is not en-

tirely to the credit of this country. As long ago as 1871 at

Buffalo there was an assistant to marshal the horses between
two flags some distance up the stretch, but the California

method is an improvement, and that was followed at Point

Breeze. The race-horse starter has an assistant, and the

noted arlist, Ferguson, has a very capable one in the posi-

tion, and lie insists, with good reasons', that he be employed.

It requires a good deal of nerve to mix up with a big

field of race horses excited and " sloshing about," and the

man who holds the place with the trotters must have some
agility at times. There are other phases in the "running
turf" which could be copied with advantage on the trotting

tracks, the starter apart from the judges being one of them.
There is a big difference, however, in one respect in start-

ing race horses and trotters. The trotter requires more
space to get in motion, has to be " on his gait," and not " on
a break," or apparently nearing a break when the word is

given. But usually there is too much latitude given drivers

in the way of going too far up the stretch before turning,

and they are permitted to come too fast to the score. Intri-

cate points, very many of them, too, among starters iu both
classes of races, and the position is anything but an easy
one.

:<

The Rain.- -Welcome the rain, which is a token that

hills clad in the vernal livery of springtime will give a more
cheerful color to the scene than the sombre brown

;
perplex-

ing the rain when it weans " poetpanmfmt" and core tribula*

tfon to thf officers of the P p i '< p A-., and owners and.

trainers, albeit some of the horses are better pleased with the
dolccfm- nimte of well-bedded stalls than the " work-outs," the
brushes, the scrapings, soakings and bandagings which our
good friend K. Boylston Hall anathematizes.

Plows, from the 12-inch clipper to the gangs which turns
over a width of nearly twenty feet at every passage across
the field, will find a yielding suil and as it rolls over from
the curves of the mold boards in pulverizrd friable masses
ihe heart of the agriculturist will glow wilh hope, and for

the time he is prone to forget that he is under the thraldom
of the gold bugs, and that his wheat, barley and all of his as-

sets which he trusted would pay old scores and keep the pot
boiling till another harvest time, will leave a small margin
after the "Octopus" had squeezed the last drop that can be
forced from it on its way to the market. Then comes the
fear that the prospects of a bouuteous harve&l in 181*5 will

further demoralize the market, and th'at the smallest figure
which the kins crop of the world has reached in the history
of the last half century will become so small that warehouse
charges and transportation will not only ahsorb the whole
but also leave an indebtedness behind. ' 'Happy ! happy !

farmers," the " bone and sinew of the land," would thai their
brains were exercised as well as tendons and muscles, and it

would not belong before full granaries meant purses well
filled for them, a more equable division than now exists, the
shell for the producer, the oyster for those who have exercised
their cunningness, and brought astuteness to such marvelous
perfection as to make those who suffer from their wiles will-
ing partners in schemes which add to their burdens. A
little well-directed sense would take the pole from cunning-
ness on the first turn, and when once in the lead, heats and
races would be as surely won as the start was made.

It was not to write anything on the political situation that
influenced me in " putting pen on paper " this rainy Tuesday
morning, though I am strongly impressed with the idea that
if more attention were given to the causes of this present
" struggle for existence" among those who have to depend
upon horses for a livelihood, more particularly those who are
now in such numerical preponderance, " tillers of the soil,"

husbandmen, horticulturists, and, to keep up the alliteration,

horsemen, it would be effective in bringing relief. There are
many points for Californians to consider, all of great weight,
though all, in my opinion, subordinate to the National ques-
tion, the remonetization of silver.

All re<>dy to take the early train for San Jose, the awaken-
ing gave evidence that the "welcome, blessed rain" was
ready to announce a postponement of the journey. Anything
but welcome to me, though as to the blessedness I have not a
word of denial. It has brought so many blessings heretofore,
that should it be somewhat malapropos on occasions, the good
so far outclasses the evil in this glorious land of the setting
sun and champion horses that one must be a decided ingrate
to rail on account of postponement to a day's trotting and
pacing. Pleasant as it would have been to have such a morn-
ing as the afternoon on Monday appeared to predict for ihe
trip, and with another of sunshine and balmy air on the
beautiful grounds of the Santa Clara Association, not to in-

clude the excitement of the strife for supremacy between the
flyers of the coast, it is only another day of great value to the
country, an assurance of "early grass" to lighten the
demands of the hay-seller.

And I must admit in these" troublous times," when horses
are " liabilities in place of assets," as the Maine man so well

painted the situation in miniature, that prospect gives more
satisfaction than the rainbow resting on the bay wilh its ac-

companying portent of more rain. Perhaps in tire evening
it will have the background of the Contra Costa range, and
who does not recall that

" A rainbow at night.
Is the sailors' delight."

and in place of being portentous is a happy augury of bright

sunshine, "good days and good tracks " to open and bring the
meeting to a close. Rather out of place now to proffer specu-

lations which will not appear in print until a part of them
will be verified or disproved.

* *
*

Postponement of the Trotting Meeting.—On
Wednesday morninc I got so far as to buy a ticket for San

Jose, but before reaching the train at the Narrow Guage

landing learned that there was a further postponement until

Saturday. This was a wise move on the part of the manag-

ers of the P. C. T. H. B. A., as it will afford the opportunity

for the track to be put in the best condition,and should there

be a cessation of rain from now until the opening day,which

there are good reasons to expect, it will be faster than at any

time during this season. This may appear unreasonable to

those who witnessed the trotting and pacing during the

Santa Clara Fair, before the rain of Saturday came, but the

thorough soaking will add to the elasticity of the soil, and,

with dry weather hereafter permit such work on the surface

as will increase its speed. A queer term to Ihose who are

not up in the phraseology of tracks, and makes it necessary

to explain to an outsider. A fast track is one which is ihe

best adapted for speed. The " flying gallop," when that has

to bedone "uuder saddle," demands ground which will re-

duce the concussion to a minimum without beingso"deep"as
to increase the labor to a degree which would militcte against

speed. When draft takes the place of carrying, a track which
would be most favorable for speed under that requiremeut

would retard the harness horse. Still there must be provision

to meet concussion, as a very bard surface favorable fo ease

of draft would shorten the stride of trotter and pacer before

the circuit was completed. But it is also evident that if the

sub-stratum be elastic the surface can be made harder than if

there were a solid bottom. After the heavy rain fall there

will be plenty of moisture in the ground to give spring, and
with dry weather thereafter, or only slight showers, the top"

can be put in the very best shape.

There is one very satisfactory outlook for the success of

the meeting. That is the interest taken by the people of

San Jose and vicinity.

The liberality displayed in the offer, which resulted in the

meeting being held there, was a token that there would be a

corresponding spirit in working for its success. Harness

racing has charms for the inhabitants of that lovely valley,

and with good reasons for favoritism. Beautiful drives, good
roads in all directions, where there are such inducements for

driving that a person must have little appreciation for the

good things of life who fails to enjoy the recreation. Scenery

which will so entrance the observer that a slow gait will be in

order, a jog or even the sauntering walk to admire the

\U proximity to fhn roadway, and tbep teyel and
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smooth stretches where tbe excitement of a fast pace can be

indulged in without danger to legs or wheels.

The interest taken by the good citizens of Santa Clara val-

ley in fine and fast horses promotes the pleasure of those

who attend the races. Enthusiasm is catching. One cannot
be gloomy when all surrounding are radiant with pleasure-

able feeling, and when hearty cheers, waving of handker-
chiefs, clapping of hands greet the winners the most stolid

observer cannot fail to share in the evident enjoyment.
A person, however misanthropic, must, of necessity, give

way to kindlier feelings when he is in an atmosphere of con-
tentment. He cannot look on the dark side when every one
else sees bright visions, the spectre of his discontent fades

away, and, like a transformation scene, the skeleton he has
been encircling in his arms, chilling his heart and dulling

his brain, becomes vivified, the dry bones clothed with
warm, palpitating flesh, the winding sheet replaced with the

robe of an houri.

There is much to repay a visit to San Jose beside the

races, though these give promise of rewarding the visitor. As
I have oftentimes stated before, it is one of the most attractive

places in California. Tbe trouble here is, that with so much
to admire we do not properly appreciate what would receive

enthusiastic admiration in countries not so bountifully en-

dowed. The " merry month of May " in the Eastern States

is not a whit more enjoyable than October in the happy
valley. Flowers, verdure, and now that the welcome rain

has done its part, sunshine, and an atmosphere balmy and
invigorating.

#

The Bat District.—The trip to San Jose having been

postponed, there was an opportunity to visit the Bay District

course before the races were on the tapis. There could not be

a finer morning even in a California October day than that

of last Wednesday, and the ride on the open seats of the

cable car was very pleasant indeed. A drive through the

park on such a morning, with a brush on the speed track, a

visit to the cliff, and on our return a stop at the track would

be a great improvement, in fact pretty nearly the ne plus

ultra of that sort of recreation.

There have been several improvements made since the

close of the Breeders meeting in August. An inside tr^ck

on which the horses can exercise when the main course is

not in condition to work upon, or in use for racing, and this

will be found a great advantage. The covering which has

been put on the outer course is apparently the right material

to ensure quick drying, and at the same time give " good
footing," and though the homestretch has rather too much
angle at present, the outside being a good deal higher than
the inside, this will ensure the water running off more
rapidly and the tendency will be to overcome the defect—if

such it can be called—by the soil working towards the lowest

places. The late grading was done under the superintendence
of an engineer, and I was pleased to obtain from Superin-

tendent Fieldwick a copy of the grade figures.

Starting at the ''wire" there is an up-grade of five feet at

the first eighth, at the quarter eleven feet. From there there

is descent,the next eighth being two feet fall, and at the half

this has been [increased to eight feet. The next eighth mark is

six feet lower than the half,and the three-quarter post marks
the lowest place on the track, being fourteen feet three inches

lower than the quarter, and this accounts for the " middle
half" being the fastest. This was the half which Flying
Jib made in 1:03 pulling a top-road-wagon, a driver of over
'200 pounds and the collar of his running mate away from
the shoulders of the galloper. From the three-quarter pole

to the stand the up grade is three feet three inches, two feet

and six inches of it being in the last eighth. The " first

turn " is considerably more than the "regulation" semi-circle

affords, and though the rise of eleven feet from start to quar-

ter makes that a slow 440 yards, the descent to the three-

quarters partially restores the equilibrium.

Should there be an absence of rain from Wednesday till

Saturday and without fogs the course will be in very good
condition for the opening day, Saturday the 27th inst. A
great improvement has been made in the portico of the club-

house. The end towards the judges' stand has been thrown
out so that there is quite an angle from the line of the home-
stretch enabling the occupants to obtain a good view of the

contestants without impeding the vision of those who are in

the line behind them.
e The roof to this projection interferes

with the view from the reporters' box, but that will be

remedied by throwing the last-named further forward.

The race course and its adjuncts are not the only places

which the California Jockey Club have given consideration.

A much needed addition was a place for the transaction of

business in the city.

A suite of rooms on the corner of Kearney and Sutter

have been secured ; these have bern appropriately furnished

not only for the despatch of business, but to give visiting

and home turfmen, and those wh« have a penchant for rac-

ing, a pleasant place for social intercourse.

There is little necessity for repeating my views on " mod-
ern racing," which are so well known to the readers of the

Breeder and Sportsman and other turf journals, that

there is no chance for misunderstanding.
Condemning methods, I have never written a line deroga-

tory to the officials of the C. J. C.,and now I am gratified to

state that such steps have been taken by them to insure

honest racing," that those who transgress will have small

chance to escape exemplary punishment.

***
The Horse Show—It rests with the people, who should

be the most interested, to make the coming Horse Show

such a success that its future will be of the brightest kind.

The inaugural exhibition cannot possibly fail to take a very

high place among these immenseiy popular events in other

sections, if the entry list corresponds with the other features,

and this it would seem to one who looks over the field, should

be the result.

It is not merely winning the liberal prizes offered which
should induce the co-operation of horse owners. It is reason-

able to expect that the l< horse market " will receive a de-

cided " boost " from the display of the stock of this Coast,

and the competition which will be aroused to obtain animals
of the stamp which are sure to be on exhibition, among our
wealthy people, will end in an unlooked-for appreciation of

values.

Every succeeding exhibition will add to the desire to pos-

sess fine specimens of the various breeds, and it will not be
long until all over the Coast that feeling will prevail.

The time for making entries has been extended to Novem-
ber 10th and it is actually to the future advantage of ex-
hibitions that the classes be liberally filled. Seed thrown on
a fertile soil, and though the first harvest may be reaped by
others, there will spring such an exuberant growth of 'Vol-
unteer" that all who take part in the seeding can reasonably
hope for a share of future garnerings.
Attendence is placed beyond a peradventure. Even paucity

of entries will not stop a rush of spectators, though our horse
folk cannot afford to present an inferior spectacle before such
an assemblage as will grace the scene. 1 would like to be
endowed with such powers of persuasion as to prevail upon
everyone who is interested to lend a hand, and even, though
so far contrary to democratic bent, if granted autocratic
authority to compel enlistment would comply, feeling confi-
dent that the conscripts will cheer heartily over the victory
which is sure to be gained, and thank the tyrant.

Sabilla.—The California-bred filly which won the Fash-

ion Stakes at Morris Park, is of close kin to many trotting

celebrities. Her grandam was the grandam of Alcantara,
Alcyone and others of that glorious clan, her dam being a
half-sister of Alma Mater. Then her third dam was the
third dam of Palo Alto. Coming both ways, the gallop and
trot " convertible gaits " as well as the pace and trot.

* *
Thursday Afternoon.—Just as sure as a clear sky and

a bracing north-west wind is a token of good weather, so on

this Thursday afternoon I have no hesitation in predicting
that not only the opening day of the trotting and racing
meetings will be eminently favorable, but there will be a con-
tinuation for a week at least. Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Better Qualified Judges Needed.

Reform on the trotting turf seems to come slowly. Acres

of paper have been covered with ink by earnest writers who
have sought relief for horsemen from that pest of the judges'

stand, the " prominent citizen," and yet he abideth still. It

is necessary, however, to harp on this subject until the man-

agers are brought to a proper sense of their duty in this

matter, although the law of self-preservation ought to seem

sufficient to make them careful in the selection of the men to

fill important positions.

It requires something more than honesty and good inten-

tions to make a properly qualified judge of a trotting race.

These qualities are desirable, in fact, indispensable, but famil-

iarity with the rules and the ability to apply them are quite

as desirable, in fact, absolutely essential.

Such farcical decisions as that rendered at the Grand Cir-

cuit meeting at Fleetwood, when the judges first declared a

heat in a race "no heat," then finding that their decision

was not supported by the rules, chaDged it, brings contempt
upon the stand. Not one but several decisions have been
rendered during the season that have done a great injustice

to the parties concerned, due either to gross ignorance or

incapacity on the part of the judges.

If it be practical to do so there can be little doubt that it

would be advisable for the National and American Trotting

Associations to take tbe matter of the personnel of the judges

stand into their own hands, and license properly-qualified

men for the positions of judges and starters. It would, in a

great measure at least, do away with the ignorance and in-

capacity now seen, and remove the appearance, whether just

or not, of local favoritism too often charged against the

judges.
It is true that the majority of the rules are easy of inter-

pretation and application. There are, again, certain rules

which leave much to the discretion of the judges, and it is in

the application of these that only men of experience and
sense are able to approximate satisfaction.

There is a remedy, however, that the horsemen have in

their own hands, and that is they can refrain from extending

their patronage to a track that refuses them proper protec-

tion, and if applied this would be a pretty effectual one.

Managers, however, should be far seeing enough to anlici-

pate any move of this kind, and place men of unquestioned

ability in the stand. Track prestige, once lost, will be hard

to recover.—American Horse Breeder.

Sales of Trotters.

At Lexington, Ky., October 10th, Valissa, 2:19, brought

$1,600, and Valeria $1,800. The thirty-two head sold aver-

aged $310 per head. Best prices :

Vallejo, b m, 2, by Vasco, dam by Magic ; A. Wurth, Paris

France, $1,000.

Valera, b m, 2, by Vasco—Chess, by Magic ; W- F. Put-

nam, Cleveland, O., $1,800.

Vanleer, b c, 3, by Vasco—Lee, by Magic ; A. Wurth,
$875.

Vallissa, 2:19, b m, 7, by Vasco—Chess, by Magic ; W. C.

France, New York, $1,600.

Dramatist, 2:29£, br h,by Egotist—bv Harold; L. D. Rans-

dell, Smith's Grove, Ky., $500.

Alarm Bells, 2:29}, b e, 3, by Bow Bells—by Robber Boy

;

L. D. Ransdell, $950.

October 12th, stocK sold, the thirty head offered bringing

but a trifle over $80 on an average. Eastern speculators

picked up many bargains. The best prices.

Edgar, ch g, by King Clay—by Shelby Chief; G. L. Sche-

neck, Lebanon, Ky., £230.

Mayo, b g, 2, by Trevilian—by Regulano ;
H. C. Traynor,

Richmond, Ky., $210.

October 12th the sale was well attended and some good

prices were realized. The thirty-three head sold brought

$7,000, quite a number of them going to Canada. Seneca

Bismarck, by Victor von Bismarck, brought (he top price,

$1,350, being bought by E. H. Reed, of Lexington. The
best prices were

:

Axtella, br m, 2, by Axtell, dam by Happy Menium
;

Fred T. Moran, Detroit, $400.

Favorite, b f, 2, by Bourbon Wilkes, dam by Almont
;

John T. Hedges, North Middletown, Ky., $440.

Viola Medium, 2:25, brm, 8 ; A. Wurth, $1,030.

Bay colt, yearling, by Simmons, dam Viola Medium ; Ma-
jor B. G. Thomas, Lexington, Ky.,$300.

Seneca Bismarck, 2:22£, br b, 10, by Victor von Bismarck,

dam by Patchen Chief ; E. H. Reed, Lexington, $1,350.

At Washington, 111., October 10, the sale of trotting horses

of A. G. Danforth, Washington, 111., resulted as noted be-

low. Forty head sold at an average of but a little lets than
$200. The animals had speed and individual merit, but
there was no bidding.

Cephas, 8, by Fairy Gift, $400.
Hoodoo, 6, by Fairy Gift, $560.
Resolution, 8, by Onward, $340.
Uncle George, 2, by Billy W7 ilkes, $500.
Imp. Young Aristocrat, $275.
Flora Gift, 1, by Fairy Gift, $250.
Rosamond, 5, by Fairy Gift, $400.
Trudie, 3, by Durango, $225.
Little Louise, 1, by Billy Wilkes, $225.
Cassie Sapp, 2, by Billy Wilkes, $250.
The annual sale of trotting stock from Cedar Park Stock

Farm, Pennsylvania, Robert Steel, proprietor, was held on the
premises. A large crowd of spectators was present, but there
were only a few buyers. Prices were ruinous, forty-two bead
averaging $156. Those bringing $200 or over were

.

Rooney Woodcut, rn c, 1, by Woodnut—Sunshine; Isaac
Kemble, Philadelphia, $700.

Tenor, b g, 5, by Epaulet—Melody ; W. McKeown, Ger-
mantown, $350.

Pearl Woodnut (p), ch f, 4, by Woodnut—Lady Mark; W.
L. Brinton, Philadelphia, $305.

Trusteen, b g, 3, by Pedlar—Princess Medium
; W. Mc-

Keown, Germantown, $250.
Camille's Armand, ch g, 5, by Epaulet—Camille; Isaac

Russel, Chestnut Hill, $215.
Lilac, g m, 6, by Nutbourne—Garland ; Dr. Carmichael,

Germantown, $215.
Annie C, b m, 7. by Epaulet—Grisette ; M. S. Topham,

Philadelphia, $200.
Kingston Woodnut, b g, 2, bv Woodnut—Promise ; E.

Lipper, Philadelphia, $200.

Signal Triumphs "Won by Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder.

Two signal triumphs have been achieved by Dr. Price's

Cream Baking Powder. First it received Highest Award
and Diploma at the WT

orld's Columbian Exposition of 1S93.

Next it secured Highest Award and Gold Medal at the Cal-

ifornia Midwinter Fair of 1894. At both Fairs it surpassed

all competitors in every respect. The award, in each in-

stance, was for strongest leavening power, perfect purity and
general excellence. It was sustained by the unanimous vole
of the judges.

The victory at Chicago establishes the supremacy of Dr.
Price's as "The Foremost Baking Powder in tbe World." The
triumph at San Franciscc confirms and emphasizes it.

F. E. Kervane, a Chicago bookmaker, arrived here last

Monday. He is very enthusiastic about the coming meeting
and predicts that California will have one of tbe greatest
meetings ever known. He thinks, however, that the meet-
ing will not be equaled in San Francisco for many years
afterwards, as everything is in favor of the California meet-
ing this year. 'There will be quite a number of bookmakers
here from the East for the opening day," said Mr. Kervane
last night, " but the great majority will not arrive until
aftfr November 15th, when the legitimate racing season ends
at Chicago." Mr. Kervane slates that among those who can
be expected for the opening day are Cartwright & Beverly,
Barney Schreiber, Sam Summer field, Walter & Dargen, and
O'Neil & Eckert. The latter firm were accounted tbe biggest
dinners of the season at Chicago. Sam Summerfield is §40,-

000 ahead, and Barney Schreiber recently cleaned up $20,-

000 in two days. Mr. Kervane also states'that there will be
enough race followers from Chicago alone to keep the game
going in San Francisco, independent of local patronage.

Baldwin's string arrived at Santa Anita this week, and
will remain there about a week before being shipped to [this

city.

Closing of the Grand Circuit

PACIFIC COAST

Trotting Horse Breeders Assn.

REULLAR FALL RACK MEETING.

- SAN JOSE -

OCTOBER 27, 29, 30, 31, NOV. 1, ?, 3

Special Train to Sail Francisco Kach Day After

the Races.

OVER $24,000 IN PURSES
Special Prizes for

Four-in-Hand, Tandem and Double-Team Races,

BICYCLE CONTESTS.

Tbe Greatest Programme Ever Offered.

OVER 700 ENTRIES.

RACES COMMENCE PROMPTLY AT 12:30 O'CLOCK.

The track will be put in splendid condition, and, it being Hie lust

meeting ol tbe season, records will lie broken and great contests iiiuv ue

expected.

ADMISSION. SO CENTS.

The right is reserved to postpone races in case of rain to any dale ilm

ing tbe month of October, 1894.

F. W. KELLEY,
Secretary.

E. P. HEALD,
President
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To Subscribers.

The Gate printed on the wrapper oi your paper Indicates the time to

which your subscription is paid. ... ..

ihould the Breeder and Sportsman be received by any sub

icriber who does not want it, write us direct to stop it. A postal cart

vs ill suffice.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

LeHers intended for publication should reach this office not latei

Jiau Wednesday of each week to secure a place in the issue oi the

'ollowiuir Saturday. Such letters toinsure immediateattention ahoulo

Le addressed to the Ereedeb and Spobtskan, and not to any member
ifl

San Franoisoo, Saturday, October 27, 1894.

Dates Claimed.

P. C. T. H. B. A. i Fall Meeting) October 27 to November 3

California jockey clcb october27

Entries Close.

t A l.IFuRNIA JOCKEY CLUB—Slakes for Winter meeting-October 25

Two-year-old events December 1

HORSE SHOW November 10

The P. C. T. H. B. A. Fall Meeting.

daily immediately after the meeting. The admission

price has been fixed at fifty cents.

The same programme as published in last week's issue

of the Breeder and Sportsman will be carried out

but enough races will be given to make the meeting last

seven days.

The meeting has been so extensively advertised that

it is almost unnecessary to refer to it further except to

emphasize the tact that a large attendance is expected,

and that everyone whojoves good races should strive to

be present. The climate at this, the most delightful sea-

son of the year, never was better, the hills are green,

roads free from dust, and the officers and members of the

Santa Clara Agricultural Association doing everything

possible to make the meeting a success. Will you come,

and by your presence show that your interest in light-

harness eveDts has not diminished ?

The Bell Rings To-day !

While the bell rings in the great seven months' meet-

ing of the California Jockey Club at San Francisco, the

bell in the stand at the San Jose track will ring in the

last and best meeting of the successlul California cir-

cuit. The fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association, which had to be postponed

on account of the rain, will be the last place at which

the best horses that ever appeared in contests will ap-

pear. The track selected (which is the famous one at

San Jose), never was in better condition, in fact, it is

doubtful whether there is a better course in the United

States at present. The greatest care was taken of

it before and after the last rains, and the latest tele-

graphic news from the Superintendent confirms the re-

port that it is the " fastest track " in California. The

enthusiasm of the people of Santa Clara, San Mateo,

Mnntereyand San Benito counties, iu contemplating the

racing to be seen at this place, is unusual, and most

commendable. A large number of people from San

Francisco, Oakland, and other cities adjacent to the

Bay, have signified their intention of attending from the

opening to the closing of the seven days' meeting, for

the; know that many records will be broken and faster

time made in closer contests than at any time or place

ii the circuit.

The President and Board of Directors are leaving noth-

ing undone to make the meeting one which all visitors

as well as participants will remember with pleasure for

years to come ; and, in order to add still more attractive

Feature! to the splendid programme already arranged,

ibcv are negotiating for a great free-for-all pacing race

between Silkwood, "the king," Waldo .1., and W.Wood.
Besides this, a free-for-all trotting race will be given in

which the following tried campaigners may appear:

Klamath, Ottioger, She, Marin Jr., Wayland W., UoHgi-

per and Adelaide Simmons. Such a race will be worthy

of going many miles to see. There will be special prizes

given for bicycle contests, four-in-hands, tandems and

double team races, so that every moment of the after-

DOOU from 1
::;n until .v:;n will be occupied with some-

thing to make the day memorable.

Special arrangements have been made with the South-

• m Pacific Railroad by which trainB will leave Sun Jose

The greatest race meeting ever held west of the Rocky

Mountains will commence at the Bay District track to-

day. Carload after carload of grandly-bred thorough-

breds have come from the East, the North and the South

to fill the stalls and be prepared to race for the valuable

stakes and purses offered by the California Jockey Club.

To make room for the thousand horses President Wil-

liams has made arrangements which will meet with the

approval of all who have brought horses to race here.

Last year a number of stalls were filled with " skates
"

that never faced the starter nor felt the persuasiveness

of whip or spur. Such animals that will not, nor cannot,

race, but are kept in the stalls because they are "horses,"

will have to move on to other places far removed from

the crowded precincts of a race track. So every place

available for race horses will be used exclusively

by them.

A large number of improvements have been made in

the buildings for the benefit of all who attend. The

track itself has been newly covered with clay and

graded, and it is expected will dry quicker after heavy

rains than it did last season.

At the gates, on entering the race grounds, turnstiles

similar to those in use at the Midwinter Fair will be

used, and the club has taken every precaution to pre-

vent people from going iu who have neither passes nor

money to pay for tickets. A number of innovations

will be added to protect the public this year, and if

square racing ever was seen in California, the California

Jockey Cluh will come nearer having it than any asso-

ciation of its kind in the United Siates.

The success of a meeting depends upon the manner in

which racing is conducted, and in the pursuit of that

object nothing will be left undone by the indefatigable

efforts of those having it in charge. The attention of

every horseman from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico is at-

tracted to this coast, and especially to the success of this

meeting, and every horse-owner and every citizen should

strive to make it successful.

The Board of Stewards, judges, starter, handicapper

and officials generally are the best qualified that can

be procured in the United States, and the closest atten-

tion will be paid to have owners comply with the rules

and regulations governing this meeting. The severest

punishment will be dealt to all wrong-doers. To those

who love to see horses race from start to finish and know

that they are seeing every horse do his level best, they

will be sure of witnessing such at this meeting.

This journal, always foremost in everything that tends

to the progressiveness of the interest of the thorough-

breds, as well as trotters and pacers on this Coast, will

issue a daily Breeder and Sportsman during the

meeting. Its object will be to give the latest, best and

most reliable news about race horses, their owners,

trainers and jockeys. It will be the representative daily

journal of the California Jockey Club, and as such will

be instrumental in giving all information that may be

important.

B. ('. Holly's closing out sale of thoroughbreds will

take place at the Bay District track to-day, commencing

at 12 m. The thoroughbreds in this sale are all well-

bred, and have been selected by this excellent judge of

horseflesh for their excellent qualities. The broodmares

are stinted to Take Notice and that other great sire, St.

Saviour. The stallions, geldings and fillies are race

horses that will earn money for their new owners at the

meeting to commence to-day. This is the' chance of a

life-time to get good race horses. Do not neglect this

opportunity. Catalogues can be had at this office and

at the track.

Coming to California.

The latest reports from the other side of the Rocky

Mountains are to the effect that the chilly October days

have been detrimental to the associations holding meet-

ings there. The cold, bleak winds which precede the

freezing snow storms have kept hundreds of people in-

doors who would have taken pleasure in witnessing the

light-harness events advertised.

, Owners, breeders and trainers have been working hard

to keep their horses " on edge," in order to make all the

money they could with them. Most of the horses were

improving all summer, but while they were doing so the

California-bred and trained horses, controlled by Mon-

roe Salisbury, John A. Goldsmith and Orrin A. Hickok

have won many great races and thousands of dollars.

The inference is plain to these deep- thinking and far-

seeing Eastern horsemen; the wintering of horses on the

Pacific Coast has had much, in fact, they think all, to

do with the success of the horses controlled by the gen-

tlemen named. The Eastern horses ought to be as good,

if not better than ours, but the climate here is now
acknowledged to be far superior for the development of

the physical qualities of the horses. It has taken years

to convince many of this fact, however, and now that

this is so, these Eastern trainers are beginning to inquire

about the best places to winter in this State. We say to

them, there are no best places—they are all GOOD,

from Los Angeles to Chico.

Years ago, Geo. M. Patchen Jr., Princess, Nutwood,

Goldsmith Maid, Fullerton, Rarus, Harry Wilkes, Lucy,

Smuggler, Endymion, St. Julien and a number of other

great trotters were brought to California and wintered,

and then taken East to win greater fame because of their

sojourn in this equable climate. In later years, the list

of famous horses that were bred here and sent East

to campaign is so extended that space would not permit

of its publication, were it necessary, for everyone who

has read the daily papers as well as the turfjournals are

familiar with the names of the trotting and pacing

campaigners and champions that have met the pick of

the thousands from the largest and smallest stock farms

in the United States and Canada and vanquished them.

The performances of these horses are a surprise to those

latter-day horsemen who had forgotten the westerly

trips of the former champions. Many of these gentle-

men now admit that the secret of the success of the best

trainers in the United States was that their winters were

not spent in idleness, nor in trying to keep stables warm

with artificial heat. They have inquired of all our

visitors as well as the trainers about the winters iu

California, and with the illustrations of the tropical

scenes as photographed in midwinter at the great Mid-

winter Fair, these gentlemen have come to the conclu-

sion that California must be the land of sunshine, fruit

and flowers, as well as the home of the best horses in

the world.

In an Eastern journal we read with delight that " after

exhausting all the available time for special matches and

exhibitions on this side of the mountains, Alix will be

taken to California. Directum will of course go back to

his native State, and the two greatest trotters should

draw immense crowds at San Francisco, Los Angeles

and other racing centers along the Pacific Coast. The

Illinois trainer, M. E. McHenry, who has the lightning

pacer John R. Gentry, believes that a winter in Cali-

fornia will benefit the champion stallion as well as the

rest of his horses. He will probably go thither soon

after the meeting at Louisville, when John B. Gentry is

to meet Robert J."

Every horse-owner in California will welcome the

Eastern trainers, for many of these who intend to earn a

livelihood in the sulky will, after one winter's stay here,

return in the fall of the year and purchase not only a

stock farm, but some of our promising trotters and

pacers and take them back, as Monroe Salisbury has,

to win fame and fortune on the race courses of the

East.

Watoh for the Thoroughbred Sales.

In another column will be found advertised by Killip

& Co. the various sales of thoroughbreds that will take

place during the California Jockey Club meeting that

begins to-day at Bay District track. First on the list

(Saturday, Nov. 10) is that of Theodore Winters, twenty

yearlings, all by the famous Joe Hooker and unbeaten

El Rio Rey. On the following Monday, November 12,

comes the sale of twenty yearlings belonging to Col. H.

I. Thornton and Charles Kerr, by imp. Mariner, Sobrante

and Apache, all sires of grand winners. The following

Thursday, November 15, there will be disposed of at<

auction a number of yearlings from the estate of W. B.
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Todhu titer and some fine thoroughbreds owned by Dr.

Thomas Bowhill, in the latter lot being the good sire

imp. Chesterfield and the tried producing mare, imp.

Zara. On Monday, November 19, the great Palo Alto

sale takes place, thirty yearlings, one two-year-old. and

twelve broodmares, royally-bred good lookers. Satur-

day, November 24, is the date set for the sale of W. O'B.

Macdonough's yearlings by imp. Suwarrow and St.

Carlo, while on Monday, November 26, forty head of

choice yearlings from Eancho del Paso will be sold.

Secure catalogues of these sales from Killip & Co., 30

Montgomery street, this city, at once, pick out some-

thing good, and attend the sales.

looked. The city will be honored by having such a

sterling citizen as Jos. I. Dimond for one of its Super-

visors, therefore let everyone who has an interest in its

welfare of this city vote for him.

The sale of James W. Rea's consignment of magnifi-

cent trotters and thoroughbreds has been postponed un-

til next Tuesday. Seekers of first-class, royally-bred

trotters should avail themselves of the opportunity of at-

tending this sale at Agricultural Park, San Jose. See

advertisement.

The Los Angeles Meeting.

The love for trotting horses in the southern part of

California has been often mentioned by horsemen who

have visited that land of sunshine. The advent of The

Moor, Overland, Echo, A. W. Richmond, Bob Mason

and a number of other high-class stallions, as well as

choicely-bred broodmares, impressed the residents with

the idea of owning first-class roadsters years ago, and that

impression has never left them. The natural roadways

through the valleys to the sea afforded places for driving

that were, and are, taken advantage of daily by the resi-

dents. Los Angeles and all the picturesque towns near

it, are noted for their splendidly-kept streets and shaded

avenues, sn every one who can afford to keep a carriage

or light vehicle does so in order to enjoy the advantages

which nature, aided by a liberal expenditure of money

and good taste, have provided for them. To own a good

roadster is every one's ambition, and the good-natnred

rivalry among neighbors and friends exists only in re-

gard to the family horse.

The annual meeting of trotters and pacers is talked of

for months before the gates are opened. The attend-

ance there increases yearly, and the enthusiasm becomes

proportionately great. The improvements made by the

Los Angeles Fair Agricultural Association this year met

with universal approval, and last week visitors from the

north who had been led to believe that light-harness

horses had lost their attractive power at race meetings,

were astonished to see the attendance increase from four

thousand on the opening day to seventeen thousand on

the last day of the meeting. Seventeen thousand enthu-

siastic lovers of trotters and pacers rode to the race track

in all kinds of vehicles, including bicycles, and watched

every movement of the horses, cheered, waved their hats,

clapped their hands and shouted themselves hoarse as

the campaigners came under the wire.

I Such a sight was well worthy of traveling to Los An-

geles to see, besides everyone was glad to welcome the vis-

itors, proving that Southern hospitality must have been

transferred from below Mason & Dixon's line, where

the cotton and the corn grows, to this place below the ridge

of the Sierra Madre Mountains where the orange and the

olive ripen in the land of perpetual summer.

The idea of holding the fall meeting of the P. C. T.

H. B. Association this year was received with many

manifestations of pleasure by the people of the South,

and great preparations to welcome the greatest horses

and their owners from the North in true Southern style

were contemplated, when the news was received by them

that it would be impossible this year. The step has been

taken, however, and if the trotting season of 1895 is

ended there by the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breed-

ers Association, we have no hesitancy in saying that

the association will be benefitted not only numerically

but financially, and the bond of sympathy existing

between all breeders in California will become stronger

and more lasting ; and, in the future welfare of the trot-

ting horse of this State ; there never will be any imagin-

ary geographical limits, but in the grand work

of pushing forward the advantages of our beloved land

as a horse breeding and developing section there will be

a united effort which will he more convincing, pro-

gressive and powerful than it has ever been.

One of the Best Candidates.

Among the well known candidates for office in this

lity, it gives us pleasure to call the attention of all citi-

zens of every party to the name of Jos. I. Dimond, the

nominee for Supervisor of the Fifth Ward. Mr. Dimond

is the capable secretary of the Golden Gate Fair Associa-

tion, and is a man noted for his industry, integrity, good

sense and rare executive ability. If elected, Mr. Dimond

will make one of the ablest Supervisors this city has

r had, and from our acquaintance with him, both in

.mmercial and friendly way, we have no hesitancy in

,g that his duties will be carefully and promptly

nded to—even the smallest detail will not be over-

Wilfred Page, of Rancho Cotati, will hold a sale of

broodmares, colts, fillies and geldings at Killip & Co.'s

salesyard on the 28th of November. Fuller particulars

next week.

The Horse Show—A Grievance.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman : I have a grievance

which I wish to air through the columns of your popular

paper.

Being an enthusiastic lover of the equine race and justly

proud of our Californian horses, I hail with great satisfaction

the advent of the proposed Horse Show. Our- State has for

some time seen the need of such an enterprise, and our horse-

men have felt jealous of the splendid opportunity which the

Madison Square Horse Show has given their Eastern breth-

ren in bringing before the public their cultivated and highly-

bred equine beauties and the enthusiasm thus created in

" God's noblest gift to man." With our wealthy and ex-

perienced breeders, who Lave spared neither pains nor ex-

pense in selecting the choicest animals of every grade, from

the giant Clydesdales to the diminutive Shetland, we should,

as soon as our managers have gained the necessary experience

and encouragement, lead every State in the Union.

Too much praise cannot be given to Mr. Henry J. Crocker

and his associates for the enterprising spirit they have shown,

and everv intelligent individual should consider it his especial

duty to lend them every possible aid in his power. Fired

with these ideas, and being the owner of several good, and,

as I thought, eligible animals, I determined to exhibit them,

and while showing some of them to a friend, and explaining

my intentions, he remarked :
" But what are you going to do

with those long tails?" ' Why, show them, of course,' I

answered, at the same time holding one of them out with

pride that he might more^ fully admire its glossy length.

" Don't you know," he replied, " that long tails are not con-

sidered in style, and that the short tail will be_ given the

preference? You had better investigate." Indignant and

doubting, I did investigate, and with my ardor considerably

dashed, found he was quite right. I was informed that

it was the custom in England to dock and bang horses' tails
;

that it was preferred by the Madison Square people and

would receive consideration here. Now, Mr. Editor, why

can we not have some independence in California ? Why
should we follow, instead of lead ? Why mutilate our horsej'

tails because someone else hasdone so ? for if is a mutilation.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals author-

ized by the law of the State forbids it. The cutting of a dog's

tail is considered a disfiguration at the Bench Show, and a dog

so treated, I am informed, is ineligible for a premium at such

show. I strongly object to being a creature of initiation,

especially if it be not in the line of improvement, as in the

present point of the bang tail, which must be an open ques-

tion between the true lovers of the horse, and the lovers of

style. If we keep on distorting our horses, in a few genera-

tions we shall certainly succeed in obliterating some of bis

originally beautiful lines. The misused overdraw check rein

is gradually reversing the natural curve and beauty of his

neck, until the animal, with his nose stuck out in a straight

line Is already, by far, more common than the one carrying

his head with natural ease and grace. Several years ago a

few horses appeared with their foretops clipped close to their

heads, then the fever spread, until to-day, it is almost neces-

sary to stand over a groom with a shotgun to prevent him

from following the absurd craze. As far as I can learn

through inquiry, the fashion originated because the curry-

comb wielders found it easier to keep the animals' heads

clean when they were thus sheared, so, to indulge this lazi-

ness we must be satisfied to have our loveable, intelligent

horses given the expression of a common mule. If the thor-

oughbreds must carry a short tail, I say let them, "they are

English you know." I shall not interfere, but shall I stay

out of the Horse Show, and accept the humiliation of know-

ing that my prized American roadsters and saddlers are con-

sidered handicapped because of their beautiful tails, so dear

to the American heart ?
American.

San Faancisco, Cal.

A New Plan and a Wise Selection.

The widely-known and thoroughly-responsible firm of S.

B. Whitehead & Co. have secured a very important privilege

of the California Jockey Club. They are to sell auction pools

and 1-2-3 Paris mutuels at the great meeting which begins

to-day. Thousands of dollars will be wagered in this man-

ner, and to satisfy any and all persons the following has been

decided upon : The moment the bell rings denoting a start a

representative of the club will take .down the number of

tickets sold on the various contestants, so that there can be no

possible chance for dissatisfaction. Then the amounts due

the winners will be figured in such a way that all can under-

stand how it is done. Another thins—Whitehead & Co.

never allow their employes to bet. The selection by the

California Jockey Club management of this firm, that has

had a world of experience in the line of work they are called

upon to perform, shows that they are wideawake and know

true merit when they see it.

Messrs Durkee & Fitzoerald, the well-known pool-

sellers and bookmakers, gave great satisfacuon m their work

at the Los Angeles Fair, and the directors of that live associ-

ation have signified their desire to have them to handle their

business again next year.

Angels.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—How suggestive is

that word 1

I have long wanted to visit the place known as Angels

Camp, in Calaveras County, but not until last week was that

wish gratified.

I met that genial gentleman and allaround sportsman

Mr. Geo. H. Fox, at San Andreas, and to his kind invitation

to come over to Angels and see Silver Bow, I gladly ac-

cepted.

But, on arriving, I found so much to look at, and as they
were all ready to go to the ranch at Clements, I will have to

defer the pleasure of describing the royally-bred matrons
and yearlings I "found until time and space will admit, when
I hope to give your readers a description of one of the pret-

tiest and best appointed stock farms in California.

To President Geo. E. Stickles, Secretary E. W. Tryon and
Mr. Otto Dolling, I am indebted for a pleasant day. At
their beautiful half-mile track, situated about a mile and a
half from town, in a lovely little valley surrounded by pic-

turesque hills they have an abundance of good water, while
the track and its appointments are all new and substantially

built. The course is fast and safe. The opening of some stakes

for nest Spring is contemplated: The Calaveras Derby,one and
one-half miles, for three-year-olds ; Angels Stakes, for two-
year-olds ; a handicap for all ages, and, possibly a trotting

stake.

There are some very good horses up in that neck of the

woods. C. W. Tryon owns Joe Winters, by Joe Hooker, and
with genial Sol King, owns Catalogue, b c, two years, by
Gano, dam Josie C, by imp. Leamington. Mr. St'ckles owns
Red Prince, by Dexter Prince, a very fast green pacer. Mr.
Lane, of the Great Utica Gold Mine, owns Alto Mio, by
Alto. Taken, all in all, the prospects for the future of Angels
looks bright and promising as a racing point.

To Messrs. C. W. Tryon and Sol King I am indebted for

several days' fine bird-shooting.

Quail are plentiful, and white the ground to be huLted over

is a bit rough, there are birds enough to compensate us for

what inconvenience we were put to, to get them.
The gentlemen referred to are ardent nimrods and good

shots, and their powers of endurance in the field are equal to

those of trained pedestrians.

And last, but not least, I want to thank Jake Agala, for

many pleaBant moments spent in his place, looking over the

marvelous collection of curios of turf, field, stream and
mountain collected from all parts of the world. We left An-
gels Tuesday morning, with the black two-year-old colt Cala-

veras, to a Frazier cart headed for Clement's, the future lonie

of Silver Bow, 2:16. The ride would have been greatly en-

joyed but for the severe ducking we had to submit to, between

San Andreas and Valley Springs. A good fire soon put us

0. K. We arrived in San|Francisco tired, but filled with pleas-

ant remembrances of the kind treatment received at the

hands of the Angels. C. W. Ahy.
San Francisco, Oct. 25, 1894.

Fast Work at Louisville.

Louisville (Ky.), October 25.—To-day's sport at tbe

Downs was good and the crowd the largest of the meeting,

between 5,000 and 6,000 people being present. The manage-

ment of the association is very much elated over the success

of this, the initial meeting. The weather was fine and the

track slow.

Flying Jib went an exhibition mile in 2:03}, which, con-

sidering the slowness of the track, was equal to a 2:00} clip.

McDowell experienced considerable trouble in gelling him
down to a pace.

Robert J. also paced an exhibition mile. He broke at the

three-quarters, pacing the mile in 2:07 flat. Time, by quar-

ters, 0:3H, 1:02, 1:36, 2:07. After a wait of thirty minutes

Geers sent him out for another trial, but was unable to do

any better than in the first one.

Sable Gift took the last three heats in the 2:14 pace, win-

ning easily.

Rex Americus captured the first race on to-day's card in

straight heats. Tbe second event went to Martin Box, who
won in straight heats in clever style.

To-morrow Alix will go a fast mile.

2:15 class, pacing, purse $800 (unfinished from Wednes-

day)—Sable Gift won the third, fourth and fifth heats and

the race in 2:14}, 2:18, 2:16}. Nellie O. won the second in

2:17 and Tom Cook the first in 2:14. Blairwood, Venture

and Dockaby also started.

2:17 class, trotting, purse $800—Rex Americus won the

race in straight heats. Time, 2:13}, 2:14, 2:13}. Autrain,

Onward, Wheatland, J. McK., Helen Leyburn, Roshanna,

Black Raven, Simonette, Oriana, Axenite and Palatine alBo

started.

2:18 class, pacing, purse $600—Martin Box won in straight

heats. Time, 2:18}, 2:17}, 2:18. Sallie Bronston, Bright

Light, Charlie D. and Pretension also started.

«

Racing at Bakersfleld.

Bakersfield, October 24th.—Cloudy weather and a small

crowd greeted the opening of the three days' race meet of

the Kern Driving Club here to-day. The card was an at-

tractive one and the racing was good. Summaries :

Trotting and pacing, 2:30 class—Marguerite won in

straight heats, Maud E. second, J. C. third. Time, 2:32,2:31

and 2:35J.
Running, three-quarters of a mile—Montalvo won by two

lengths, Regal second, King Daniels third. Time, 1:17}.

Running, one quarter of a mile—Silvertail won by a neck

from the favorite, Valledore, who was pocketed in the

straight. Time, 0:23}.

Answers to Correspondents.

Answers to this department must be accompanied by the name BDd

Idress ot the sender, not necessarily for publication, but as prool—a fni^, write the questions distinctly, on one side of the

Positively no questions will be answered by mail orpaper only,
telegraph.

Oakland—Kindly inform me what date and at what place

the first four-mile heat race was run in which Thad Stevens

and Joe Daniels contested ? Answer—At Oakland, October

18, 1873.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Wilton is the leading sire of 1S94.

PH<EBE WlLKES has lowered her record to 2:09}.

ABOUT 1,000 horses have entered the 2:30 list so far this

season.

Symboleeb, 2:17}, by Campbell's Electioneer, lowered

his record to 2:14$.

The Sidney mare Lady H., 2:10, reduced her record to

2:15 at Santa Ana.

C. J. Hamlin thinks Merry Chimes, 2:0S*, has as much

speed as Robert J., 2:01J.

As US former years the Kentucky Transylvania stake wns

this year won by an outsider.

MAGNOLIA, by Haw Patch, holds the champion record

over a half-mile track, 2:11J.

Alma Mateb has another speed sire to her credit in

Alfonso, sire of Freeland, 2:29}.

William Coebitt, proprietor of the San Mateo Stock

Farm, is on his way to California.

Bii.lv Oaks, by John Sevenoaks, is a 2:30 performer. He
got his record of 2:30 at Hollister.

The best place in California to see enthusiastic lovers of

light harness horses is Los Angeles.

Monroe Salisbury, with Alix, are as great a team in

1^94 as Monroe Salisbury with Directum in 1893.

Adelaide Simmons, 2:15, lowered her record to 2:14! in

the third heat of her race at Los Angeles last week.

Sidnut, 2:25}, by Sidney, 2:19$, is out of Patti, by Nut-

wood, second dam Centennial Belle, by Woodburn.

Monroe Salisbury will Bell Azote, Answer and a number
of others from his racing stable in New York in November.

The Palo Alto consignment of trotters with F. H. Covey

in charge passed through Los Angeles for the East last Fri-

day.

Excell, by Sidney, is a gray pacer that was second to the

filly Modern Belle, at Indiana, Pennsvlvania, in 2".28J, 2:264,

2:27. *

Sidney has twelve ne\r performers in the 2:30 list. This

makes fifty in all to the credit of this thirteen-year-old

stallion.

Ophelia is the name of a gray mare by Alfred, son of

Gen. Benton, that made a pacing record of 2:16J in the East

last month.

The demand for the pneumatic saddle is greater than the

supply. Next year they will be as common as pneumatic-

tired sulkies.

John H. Wallace has returned from a trip to Great

Britain, where he has been collecting data on the early horses

of that country.

The Dexter Prince trotter, Alexandre, won a six-heat race

at Philadelphia, Oct. 9th., trotting the last three heals in

2:18}, 2:173 and 2:18.

This dam of Belle J., 2:12$, was an incorrigible brute, and
traded to the gypsies about four years ago. It is not known
where she is at present.

THOMPSON, 2:21}, is a fine big chestnut horse sired by
Boodle, 2:1 91:. This is the first of this grandly-bred sire's

progeny to get in the list.

Westmont, who held the record of 2:01 J with running
mate, was a son of Almont, and his successor to the honor is

a grandson of the same horse.

Venita Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, out of a mare by Spec-
ulation, driven by John A. Goldsmith, lowered her record to

2:1 4A at Lexington, Oct. 8.

The sale of James Rea's trotting stock will take place at

San Jose, Tuesday, October 30. Do not fail to be present if

yon wish to secure a race horse.

Monroe Salisbury remarks that public opinion has
changed so much in the past two years that he has now ten

inquiries for a fast pacer to one for a trotter.

St. Bel, 2:24A, is receiving a great many additions to his

ipeed list these days. The prospect Hill Farm suffered a
great loss when this son of Electioneer died.

Ii ]-* a pleasing sight to see between 15,000 and 17,000
people in attendance at a race meeting. Los Angeles was the
only place this could be seen in California this year.

I . F. Moil-ton's Silver Bell, by Silver Kow, will be seen
on the California circuit next vear. A better-looking or a
liner-moving filly never was seen in San Mateo County.

Minnehaha, the dam of Beautiful Bells, is the only one

of the little band of broodmares owned by L. J. Rose. She
is said to be in foal lo M. S. Severance's Dexter Prince

stallion Prince Royal.

Dexter Prince again leads all California stallions in

Ihe list of his progeny that have trained on and lowered

their records. He has seven that have done so, and six of

them are in the 2:20 list.

It will pay to cut up the straw and hay this year and to

grind the wheat, oats and corn, then mix in a little rich feed

or oil meal with a few root3 in winter if green winter pasture

or ensilage is not available for your horse.

In every position in which he is placed the trotting horse

repays the confidence reposed in him. He represents in his

country the oue thing which leads the world. No matter

where he is placed he fulfills the demands made upon.

The three judges in the stand at the Los Angeles meeting

were the kind of men all horsemen like to see in such a place:

viz., Capt. J. C. Newton, Major A. W. Barrett and George
Hines. Their decisions met with the approval of all.

The first four days of the Lexington sales averaged about

$200. Mav King, 2:21}, by Electioneer, brought $1,600;

Bonnie Wi'lmore, 2:141, $50 0; Petoskey (14), $400; Willie

Wilkes (13), $700; Lasea (3), $625, were some of the best

prices.

Corrections to the 2:30 list, which is published in another

column, are coming in fast. Let every one interested fill

out the pedigrees of those they know and which are not pub-

lished in that list and we will gladly make the necessary

corrections.

The chestnut filly Gertrude G., 2:22, is not by the Anteeo
Redwood, 2:21A, but by the Nutwood horse of that name that

had a record of 2:27. Gertrude G-.'s dam is Dolly, by Car-

dinal ; second dam by Langford. Dolly is half-sister to dam
of Lulu F., 2:25.

Sonland Clay, a two-year-old colt by Clay, 2:25, dam
Miss Patchen (dam of Miss Egbert, 2:20$), by Mambrino
Patchen ; second dam by Delmonico, trotted the Lexingtou
track in 2:26} last week. He belongs to J udge F. T. Vaughan,
of Little Rock, Ark.

Henry H. Bcdgett of Long Prairie, Minn., has sold to

the Foster Stock Farm, Bangor, S. Dak., the brown stallion

Balkan, 2:15, to high-wheel sulky. This fellow is a tested and
game race horse, and as an individual he is excelled in size

and style by very few.

Two new sons of Alma Mater (Arbiter, by Administrator,

and Alfonso, by Baron Wilkes), each has a 2:30 performer to

his credit. This gives that famous daughter of Mambrino
Patchen five producing sons, and all five of these sons have
records of 2:30 or better.

While France and Germany maintain large government
studs for the improvement of horse breeding, Great Britain,

like our own country, depends upon individual enterprise of

public spirited breeders and the encouragement of the stock

shows accorded to the improved breeds.

Racing begins at the San Jose race track to-day. The
rains during the latter part of last week and the early part

of this rendered the track unfit for fast work, so the Direct-

ars of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association

decided to]postpone their meeting until to-day.

John Dickerson, Budd Doble's head trainer, has been
engaged by William Corbitt to go to San Mateo farm, Califor-

nia, and take charge of his horses in training. This is done
in order to giye John Goldsmith, who has won so many
brilliant victories with the get of Guy Wilkes and Sable
Wilkes, a much-needed rest. Mr. Dickerson will leave for

the Pacific Coast as soon as Oro Wilkes, who is sick at Lex-
ington, is well enough to ship.—Inter-Ocean, Oct. 18.

The pacing stallion Crawford, by Favorite Wilkes, dam
by Mambrino Patchen, died at Dubois, Pa., last week. He
was owned by R A. Stratton, of the Connaught Stock Farm,
Evansburg, Pa., and had a record of 2:07£. For several

years Crawford has been one of the greatest of the pacing
stallions on the turf. He defeated a crack field at Columbus,
O., earning a new record of 2:071, and at Cleveland he won
second money in the great free-for-all won by Robert J.

The people of Santa Ana have reasoa to be proud of their

trotting gelding Klamath and their pacing stallion king
Silkwood. Mr. Willitts, the driver of the latter, is 73 years
of age and after the race in Los Angeles he stated that he
would never drive Silkwood in a race again. Silkwood was
in the stud until seven weeks before his race and if it is the
owner's intention to retire him, he has the consolation of

knowing that the horse is as sound as the day he was foaled.

Monroe Salisbury, on his return to the Pleasanton
Stock Farm about the middle of next month, will be agree-
ably surprised to see the improvements made during his ab-

sence. Superintendent Jose Neal has widened the mile track,

making it the regulation width and giving it a top dressing
which will make it better than ever. The ancient looking
stalls have been repaired and everything will be in readiness
to receive the greatest lot of trotters and pacers ever seen
together on that great course.

The Boston Globe says :
" A very pleasing feature of the

work at Narragansett was the starting by Dr. J. L. McCarthy,
the Chicago expert. He is the best man that ever started

horses in New England, and his experience has qualified

him. He has trained, driven, owned and managed trotters

for years and has taken a hand at every department, from
writing a sheet up to controlling a meeting. Thus he knows
the game, and while lull of good nature he is keen to detect
any imposition and will not stand for it. The drivers know
he will do as he says, but he is not unreasonable, and asks
none of them to perform an impossibility."

Kremlin, 2:07|, who was reported to have broken down
just before the $15,000 stallion race took place in Boston is

now said to be going sound. He is at Nashville, and his

trainer, Edwin Bither, expects to start him against the stal-

lion record of 2:05 \, now held by Directum.

The dam of Beuzelta, the Kentucky Futurity winner, is

Beulah, by Harold. She is also the dam of Early Bird, 2:12:];

Zueletta, 2:23o, and others in the 2:30 list. The race in

which she won was uninteresting from the fact that all the

other entries were outclassed.—Farmers' Home Journal.

I P the fall meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A. of 1895 is held
1 Angeles horsemen will see the best contests, largest

field* ami greatest audiences ever assembled on this coast.

Thi two-year-old black filly Impetuous, by Dictator, dam
bl Harold won the Melrose Stake at Nashville, Tuesday.
Bile Stepped the first mile in 2:16|, and repeated in the same
time.

UABCOB Daly, of Bitter Root Stock Farm, hasjust pub-
lished a catalogue of the trotting bred foals on his farm dur-
ing the year 1894. There are some gilt-edged ones among
them.

Thk receipts for the week ending Octoher 20th at Los
togela v.-re $3,000 more than they were for the corre»pond-
ing week of 1898. The trotting bor?e industry does not look
- o bine after all.

II i i nam
, by Electioneer, out of Gipsy, by Paul's Abdal-

in the 2:30 list, lie trotted in 2:29^ at Bloomiugton,
Illinois, last week. J. II . White, his former *.wner, will he
(•leaned to he&l of thi*.

Clovekdell Farm, Colmar, Pa., has lost by death a year-

ling filly by Nutwood, out of Palo Alto Belle by Electioneer,

and the great broodmare Lucia, by Jay Gould, out of Lucy,
2:18}. Lucia was the dam of six with records of 2:30 or bet-

ter, three of them being below 2:20. She was foaled at Fashion
Stud Farm, Trenton, N. J., in 1876.

W. F. Putnam, of Cleveland, Ohio, paid the highest price

at Woodard & Shanklin's sale for the two-year-old bay filly

Valleria, by Vasco, dam by Magic. She cost him $1,800.

This filly showed a mi le better than 2:20 and is now in Splan's

stable at Doan Brook Farm. Valleria is full sister to Senator
James G. Fair's Vasto, 2:16], and will be among the 2:15

class performers next year.

Leila C, Ihe bay pacing filly that got a record of 2:20$,

owned by the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, is by James Madi-
son, 2:17$, out of Rill, by Prompter ; second dam Lillian, by
Romulus; third dam Mahaska Belle (grandam of FrouFrou,
2:25$), by Flaxtail, etc. She is a very handsome bay mare
and will be among the fastest three-year-olds of 1895. Millard

Sanders is very proud of her.

The essayists who are cerlain that gray horses are not as

game as those of the better colors, are urgently invited to

consult the summaries of the races in which Ethel A., 3,

2:10A, Ella T., 3, 2:114, Brookside,3, 2:11A, Senator A., 2:12|,

Jerry L. 2:15:J, Marin, 2:13, and Waldo J., 2:13$, and other

gray flyers have started in 1894 The proof of the pudding
sometimes lies in chewing the string.—Horse Review.

A PAUTicu:.AFt feature of the trotting season in England,
according lo English letters in the Horse Review, has been
the uniform success of American horses at the big meetings.

Whatever claims may be put furth by egotistical parties, the
level-headed and collected sportsman can arrive at but one
conclusion, and lhat is, if he wishes to win any of the forth-

coming races it is only by American stock that he will be
able to do it.

On the Royal Prussian stock farms, of which there are
seventeen, there were 2,433 stallions in 1892, which served
that year 126,371 mares, 84,113 of which got in foal, but 6728
mares aborted. The produce amounted to 7r,002, of which
35,157 were colts and 35,845 fillies. The average number of

mares covered by one stallion was fifty-three ; the average
number of produce, thirty-three. Sixty-seven per cent, of
the mares got in foal.

Last Saturday at the trotting meeting in Lexington there
was a record made that is of more than ordinary importance,
inasmuch as it adds another to the standard produce of one of
the greatest broodmares, Miss Russell. Sclavonic, a grey
colt from Woodburn Farm, started to beat 2:25 pacing. He
made two attempts, being unsuccessful in the first, only
reaching the wire in 2:25}. But an hour later he came back
and rounded the circle, this time going in 2:23 flat. He was
sired by King Wilkes, out of Miss Russell, the dam of Maud
S., 2:08|. The performance of Sclavonic places six to the
credit of the dam of Nutwood, as follows : Maud S., 2:08| ;

Nutwood,2:lSJ;Rustique, 2121 ; Sclavonic, 2:23; Cora Bel-
mont, 2:24i, and Russia, 2:28.

Dudley Millek died at the House of the Good Shepherd
in Syracuse, Oct. 7. His death resulled from injurks re-

ceived in a trolley-car accident, while on his way to attend
the races at Kirk Park one day last week. He was attended
by his wife, parents and other relatives. He was a native of

this State, born at Petersboro, Madison county, July 3, 1847.

After the completion of his education in Germany he re-

turned, and became identified with the stock interests, first in

the improved breeds of cattle, and later was known as an en-
thusiastic horseman, and one of the best judges of horses in

the country. His writings on breeding and turf matters
brought him into prominence, and he became one of the

most influential members of (he craft. A gentleman in the
truest tense, a man of great ability, a genial companion, a -

warm friend was Dudley Miller, and his untimely death will

be mourned by all.—Trotter and Pacer,

In the Breeder and Sportsman of August 1st " Arna-
ree " wrote the following in his report of the Chico races re-

garding Waldo J. after he had won his first race in

2:17£. It was^a true 'prophecy, for last 'Saturday he was
separately timed in 2:09|, and if it had not been for his break
on the back turn would have that record now :

" Waldo J.

is the property of the Santa Paula Horse Company. He was
first broken to saddle on the 20th of April last, and showed
his pacing gait so strongly that James Mack, the trainer at

the farm, decided to work him for speed. He showed such
improvement lhat his owners and driver entered him in all

the events on the Northern, Central and Southern circuits.

He will get a mark of 2:09} easily this year if nothing hap-
pens. His sire is Bob Mason, his dam is by A. W.
Richmond, second dam by that game old gray trotting stal-

lion, Gen. Taylor, and fourth dam said to be by Rifleman.
His easy journey for a quarter of a mile this hot afternoon in

thirty seconds and his half in 1:06 against a hot wind stamps
him as a phenomenon,"

The history of Rowdy Joe, 2:08, who aside from Directly

has the distinction of being the fa test new performer of the

year is given by the Mexico, Mo., Ledger, as follows:

"Rowdy Joe was six years old on May 5th last and is by
Telegraph, the sire of Telegram, 2:12}. Telegraph was
shipped from Kentucky by Mattox & Winn, and was owned
by and died the property of Dr. J. B. Hawkins, who then

lived in Ralls county, at Madisonville. Dutch, the dam of

Rowdy Joe, was then owned in Ralls by Dr. Bradley, who
sold her to Bob Smith, and Rowdy Joe wa6 foaled the prop-

erty of the latter. When a young colt Dr. Hawkins bought
him from Smiih and used him as a saddle and buggy horse

until he was about four years old. When the offspring of

Telegraph begun to show speed Dr. Hawkins had Rowdy
Joe driven for quite a while on the track at Center and Zach.

Thurmond gave him an early education. The horse was al-

ways erratic. Joe's dam is now owned by Dr. Hawkins,who
bought her from Tom Cousins, of Hannibal, for $125. She
was bred by oue of the Curtwrights of Monroe county, and is

Copperbottom stock. This is all that is known of her breed-

ine. When Joe was about four years old Dr. Hawkins sold

him to Bud Crow, of New London, for $160, but afterwards

took him back because of alleged unsoundness. Early this

spring Dr. Hawkins sold a half interest in the famous geld-

ing to William Beshears, of Ralls county, for $1,500. Fred
Flattner, of this city, has the horse's racing qualities lease

until January 1st, and Allen will take him south this fall.'"

sed
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Butterflies has broken down irretrievably.

A- B. Sfreckels, the popular young multi-millionaire,

sprained his ankle badly last Sunday, and the injury kept

hiui home all the week.

Quirt, William Dixon's record-breaking filly, is, we un-

derstand, in such a deplorable condition thatsheis not likely

to start again in several weeks.

W. B. Jennings has purchased for $2,000 the three-year-

old Pochino from Matt Allen. Jennings is picking up some
fresh platers for the Virginia campaign.

W. M. Finch has sold the chestnut mare Deceit to Tony
McCafTerty for a price not made public. Deceit is by De-

ceiver, out of Summer Storm, and is five years old.

The three leading jockeys at the far East this season were
Simms, with 173 wins out of 5K5 mounts : Doggett, wiih 137

wins in 514 mounts, and Grirhn, 132 wins in 487 mounts.

Jockey Fred Littlefield will not ride for the Morris
stable any longer, and is open to engagements for the season

of 1895. Little Penn has also been released by the Morrises.

Here lies Tom Jenks, who, ere he died.
Was " on the turf; " his purse grew slim,

And loss drove him—to suicide

—

Poor soul, the turf is now on him !

—Exchange.

Capt. White, the well-known local horse-fancier, who
was so badly injured about four weeks ago, is again convales-

cent, and expects to attend the California Jockey Club
meeting.

L. J. Rose's splendid three-year-old colt Orizaba, by imp-
Cyras—imp. Lslia, broke down so badly in the Los Angeles
Derby, on the opening day of the Fair, that he will probably
never race again.

Gideon & Daly, owners of Ramapo, The Butterflies and
Waltzer, head the list of winning owners this season, with

$152,100. The Keenes rank second among the far Eastern

winning owners, with $84,6-i5.

Benny Falk has purchased the three-year-old filly

Floreanna from the Santa Anita Stable, and J. B. Ferguson
got Fred Gardner, a three-year-old by Luke Blackburn

—

Enfilade, from Hardy Durham for a fair figure.

In the first race at Oakley, October 11, Pittsburg kicked

Clara Bauer so severely that after the contest she was very

lame, and her trainer placed her in the care of a veterinary

surgeon, who fears she may not be able to race again this sea-

An Eastern paper speaks of Diggs as " an alleged two-year-
old.'' There is no doubt about his age, and our friends on
the other side of the Rockies ought to know b» ih.ls Liics th?t

the majority of our two-year-olds are as large and strong as

an ordinary Eastern three-year-old.

The popular horseman, Matt Storn, should arrive here to-

day with bis friends, Pat Meaney and N. Burke. Last
Tuesday we received the following telegram from Mr. Storn,

dated Union Depot, Kansas City, Mo.: " Thirteen horses.

.N. Burke, four ; Pat Meaney, three ; self, six.

Ben Martin's fleet bread-winner, Jim R., was brought
down from Stockton last Saturdav to Dr. Masoero's place in

this city. It is exceedingly doubtful whether the fine-look-

ing, dark chestnut gelding will ever race again, so badly was
he injured by cutting a tendon on a glass bottle on the Stock-

ton track.

J. P. McInersy's fine horse, Rockland Boy, had his leg

broken Thursday at The Dalles in the second heat of the

one-half mile and repeat. He was far in the lead when the
homestretch was reached and would have taken the heat had
he not met with the accident. \s it was the animal showed
good grit in running a quarter of a mile in such a damaged
condition.

It is reported that the well-known trainer, Jacob Pincus,
who is now abroad, is commissioned to secure training quar-
ters for Marcus Daly, of Montana, and it is said that the
Western copper king will race a number of horses in England
the next iew years. He has some mares in England now.
Pincus was abroad for years with the Lorillard and other
American horses, and he knows the ground thoroughly.

Hakry Leslie Blundell McCalmont, the owner of
Isinglass, the greatest race horse in England, is a lucky man.
B* the will of Ms great-uncle, Hugh McCalmont, of County
Antrim, Ireland, he became possessed October 9, of a sum
of a little less than £4,000,000 sterling. "It is doubtful," says
a London paper, " if any other person in this country has so
large a fortune at his own disposal. Harry McCalmont is

thirty-three years old and a widower.

A starting device was successfully operated at the Mas-
peth race track October 14. A gate was erected across the
track at the five-furlong post. Two races were started with it

that day. In the first a field of five were dispatched in a
line, while in the second a field of ten, which stood before
the apparatus, was sent away beautifully. After three gongs
are sounded the gate swings forward and upward, and the
racers are enabled to go off in a bunch.

Sir John Astley was once at Newmarket with Lord Ran-
dolph Churchill, who asked him for his race card, saying: "I
dreamt last night a certain number was hoisted as the winner
of the Cambridgeshire. Ah, here it is—thirty-seven—Ver-
acity. I'll back it to win a thousand." This he did, taking
a thousand to thirty. The mare won. Of course the fortu-

oate nobleman was congratulated, but Sir John, having had
& bad race, his felicitations were hardly happy, his comment

"Ah, you always were a dreamer, Churchill! "

August Belmont has announced his intention to breed
Lady Violet to Knight of Ellerslie at the close of the season.
He hopes that another Henry of Navarre will be foaled. It is

not generally known that Belmont came very near buying
the champion three-year-old last year. The price McClel-
land asked was $20,000, and Jack Joyner was very anxious
to get possession of the colt. Belmont, however, thought
the price a trifle steep, and so let the colt go.

Matchbox, by St. Simon, out of Match Girl, the three-
year-old colt that has run so consistently in the English
classic events this season, arrived in Vienna, Austria, Oct.
18th. After running second to Ladus for the Derby. Baron
Hirsch,on behalf of the Austrian government, purchased
Matchbox from Lord Alington for the sum of 15,000 guineas,
one of the conditions being that he should run in Hirsch's
colors till October. He will stand at the government stud.

Alex. P. Waugh, the well-known and popular "Grim,"
a former editor of this paper, is now located at Yokohama,
Japan, where he has assumed the editorship of a very bright
paper called The Weekly Box of Curios. " The Majah " can
turn his hand at anylbing,from cooking reed birds (o manag-
ing a grand opera company, and the paper he has taken the
editorial helm of will make a bigger hit than ever, no doubt.
Waugh will doubtless, ere long, tell the subjects of the Mikado
just how a first-class jockey club should be run, and make
Yokohama the Newmarket of Japan.

Childwick, the son of St. Simon and the French mare
Plaisanterie, who won the Cambridgeshire, Cesarewitch, etc.,

was bought as a yearling for $30,000. He did not start as a
two-year-old and was twice successful out of three starts as a
three-year-old, including the Limekiln stakes at Newmarket,
where he defeated llrme on his last appearance on the turf.

Childwtck has only started once this season unsuccessfully.
He was installed favorite for the Cesarewitch as soon as the
weights appeared, but dropped out of demand soon
afterward.

The Trahern stable has seven very good entries for the
blood horses meet that will be shipped to San Francisco next
Wednesday, says the Stockton Mail. There are in the string
four two-year-olds—Miss Garvin, Dorsev, Toby and Judge
Tarn; two three year olds— Ricardo and Sor*a Cracker, and
Sinbad, a five-year-old. Some of the two-year olds worked
three-quarters last week in 1:16, making the last quarter in

24 seconds, which, with the track as it is, is rather speedy
work. Lodi, Sam Smith's old campaigner, has been doing
good work at the track, and is in first-class condition.

Jockey Henry Griffin, who is to be paid next year
the highest salary ever paid a rider in America, is a lad of
seventeen years of age. He was apprenticed to trainer James
Shields. With the privilege of taking outside mounts, Grif-
fin should earn next year fully $25,000. He is a shrewd,
smart lad, and is educating his sisters. He knows where
every dollar he earns is placed, and should je a very rich
man before he is twenty-five years of age. Griffin can ride at

95or V*b pL^sds. Shields, to whom Griffin is apprenticed,
will receive half of the $16,100 to be paid by Gideon & Daly
for Griffin's services next season, that is, if it is paid.

Ben Martin's runner, Jim R., suffered a serious accident
at the race track yesterday that will probablv injure him for

life. Yesterday Martin told the stable boy to turn the horse
out for a little exercise. The animal was full of vitality and
capered all over the place. After one of his runs he slid in

the soft ground in trying to stop and was hurt by a broken
neck of a porter bottle which was imbedded in the ground.
The jagged edge cut the tendon in the animal's hind leg above
the hoof, very nearly severing it. Martin wanted tu have
the runner shot, but several persons present persuaded him
that the injury could be cured. It is very probable, however,
that the horse will never be able to run again, and in aDy
case not in his old-time form.—Stockton Mail, Oct. 19.

The selling race war between Tommy Griffin and million-

rires C. Fleischmann & Son may become annoying. October
10 the former claimed Clementine for $800, her entrance
price and the purse, $400, while October 11, after Miss Lilly

won the second race, Griffin ran her up $305 over her en-
trance price, $300, while Messrs. Fleischmann retaliated bv
claiming Griffin's filly Issie O. for the purse, $440, and her
entrance price, $300, $740 in all. As Griffin got half the sur-

plus of Miss Lilly's run-up, the price he got for Issie O., a
most uncertain performer, was a good one. The ex-jockey
has thus far got the best of the tussle with the wealthy firm,

as Clementine, secured by Griffin yesterday, is easily worth a

dozen of Issie O.'s.

The coming week will witness an exodus of racers from the
track here, where a number have been in training for the
blood horse meet at the Bay District track in San Francisco,
says the Stockton Mail. Howard is the most likely animal
of the lot, and worked out a mile one morning this week iu

1:44}—very good time when the condition of the track is

taken into consideration. Ludowic is another good animal,
and is being trained for a jumper to take part in some of the

hurdle races to be run at the Bay District track. This week
with 145 pounds up he worked out a mile in 1:45, a very
creditable performance. Pronto, a three-year-old Greenback
colt, is another promisiug horse, and My Charm, by Fellow-
charm, is showing up in fine form.

Horse lovers will be glad to learn that Jim R., the favor-

ite that was so badly cut Thursday, will recover and may
possibly regain his old-time form, says the Stockton Mail.

Jim Long took the animal in charge, and he i6 getting along
very well. Jim R. is a fine specimen of a racer. Although
he is well along in years and has run some hard races, his

legs before the recent accident were well-nigh perfect, and
the horse was as sound as a new dollar. Another horse that

was left at the track some weeks ago to die is around again

and cured. Billy Donathan left Ike L. at the track when the

Fair closed, expecting the animal to die of fever, but Long
took the horse in charge, and the animal is now in fairly

good condition.

Monk Overton has not been riding'much of late, mainly
because he won't keep down to weight. His purse became so
light that his clothes were attached bv a constable to satisfy
a tailor's bill. One day last week at Oakley the constable
seized the clothes in the jockeys' room while Overton was
riding a race, and Monk had to borrow a suit from Jockey
Fisher to go home in.

George Rose, the Californirn bookmaker, added another
horse to his stable today, says a Chicago dispatch of last
Tuesday, when he bought Mulberry, b c. 3, by Deceiver-
Jennie McKinney, from G. W. Leihy & Son. Five carloads
of horses leave Chicago for San Francisco Thursday. One
will hold Ed Corrigan's first division and the others the
horses of Tom Rvan, Sam Hildretb, Dow Williams, J. F.
Davis and L. A. Legg. B. J. Johnson will take some horses
to California early in December. Diggs is still at Harlem,
but will go with Rudolph and others to Kenlnckv frr Ibp
winter. The good colt Dalibanl [,. * bn.ken duwn. Audy
Blakely and his wife left for California to-nighf.

Pkesident Walbaum, of the Saratoga Racing Associa-
tion, was among the spectators at Morris Park recently.
When spoken to in reference to the change of officials at the
Saratoga track, Walbaum said :

•• I have been asked for some
lime by my associates to make a change. I liked the work
done by Col. M. Lewis Clark in the judges' stand at Latooia
and Starter Pettingill's and Secretary Hopper's work also
pleased me. So 1 engaged all three to act at Saratoga next
season. With Messrs. Burke, Caldwell and Whitehead I am
not at all dissatisfied, but merely made the change to oblige
my partners. Besides, the bulk of my patronage is from the
West, and, another thing, I don't want too much interference
in the stakes that I offer."

If racing is to be continued in this State next season a
complete change will be seen in the officials at the Saratoga
track. Before Mr. Walbaum left the Oakley track for New
York he made all arrangements to have Col. Lewis M.Clark
as presiding judge, Secretary Ed Hopper, of the Latonia
Jockey Club, as secretary, and C. H. PettingUl as starter.
Mr. Walbaum says he has no particular reason for making
the change, but thoought that such a one would do no harm.
The fact of the matter is he intends to race in the West to
some extent in the future, and his relations with the people
ihere will be all the stronger if he has Westerners woikiog
for him. While he is perfectly willing to do what he can
for the good of racing in the East, he does not intend to ask
every Tom, Dick and Harry for a license to race on his own
grounds, and if matters are not amicably adjusted the Sara-
toga track will race to suit itself, and be identified with those
in the West instead of in the East.

Jack Lyons, writes a local reporter, was out with his
"little red wagon " at Oakley, October 12ib. That is the
christening the article got as soon as it was seen by a number
of his friends. It is a simple but very handy article, a count
marker. Mr. Lyons will use it to mark the line in front of
the judges' stand, within which the horse that wins the race
should relieve his jockey. The idea of this wrinkle of mak-
ing all other horses, except the winning horse, stay clear of
that line is to keep the hostler and trainers from banding any
weight to the jockey after dismounting. It is Mr. Clark's
idea, and every track that he presides over is done the same
way; that is, Harlem, Hawthorne and Oakley. The valets
must be at least fifty yards from the judges' stand, and host-
lers are not allowed near the horse until Mr. Lyons takes his
saddle from him. Then he is turned over to the hostler.
The jockeys must carry their own weights, meaning saddles,
numbers, whips, etc., the distance of fifty yards to their
valets.

Sept; meer 13th last the Jockev Club revoked the racing
license granted ihe Long Island Pony Racing Association.
This society is a member of the Steeplechase, Hunt and Ponv
Association, a corporation designed to protect and regulate
cross-country sport and pony racing. Its members are
generally influential men, many of tbem racing entirely for

pleasure, who desired to co-operate with the Jockey Club as
far as they could. The stewards of the Jockey Club denied
the officials of the Long island association named a hearing,
nothwithstanding one was asked and the statement made
that racing would be stopped until changes could be made
and the meeting carried on in accordance with the Jockey
Club's rules. All overtures, however, were rejected and the
Pony Racing Club's license cancelled. On another occasion
an application was made for a hearing, but this time the
Jockey Club failed to even acknowledge receipt of the com-
munication in which the request was preferred. The Steeple-

chase, Hunt and Pony Racing Association has, therefore, de-

termined to take up the cudgels for its member and will tight

it out with the Jockey Club.

The entries for the Doncaster St. Leger, to be run in Eng-
land in 1896, recently closed with 2*2 nominations. The
following are the American entries to the event : Mr. A.
Belmont's brown colt by Maxim—Carina, bay colt by Exile
— Bracken, and chestnut colt by St. Blaise—Lad? Margaret;
Mr. J. O. Donners' chestnut colt by imp. Pontiac—Girofle,

and chestnut colt by imp. Pontiac—Soubrette ; Mr. Fox hall

Keene's imp. bay colt by Barcaldine—imp. Divinity, imp.
bay colt by Donovan—Royal Nun, and imp. brown filly by

St. Serf—Maid of Dorset; Mr. J. R. Keene's chestnut colt

by Rayon d'Or—Ella T., imp. bay colt by Ayersbire—Sun-
down, imp. chestnut colt by Ben d'Or—Princess Iskra, brown
colt brother to Domino, by Himyar—Mannie Gray, and
chestnut filly by Salvator—Bessie June; Mr. P. Lorillard's

chestnut colt by Onondaga—Sophoronia, and bay or brown
colt by Emperor—Austriana. These colts were bred by the

following American breeders: The Maxim-Carina colt and
Salvator—Bessie June colt by Mr. J. B. Haggin, in Rancho
del Paso Stud, Cal ; the Exile—Bracken colt hy Mr. Charles

Reed, Fairview Stud, Tenn.; the brother to Domino by Msj.

B. G. Thomas, Dixiana Stud, Ky.; the Onondaga—Sopho-
ronia colt bv Mr. Milton Young, McGratbiana Stud, Ky.
Mr. Foxhall Keene's were all bred in Eugland, as were also

the Ayreshlre colt and Ben d'Or colts nominated by Mr. J.

R. Keene. The others were all bred by the nominators.
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THE I>03 ANO-ELE3 FAIR.

The Best Attended Race Meeting in California

—Splendid Racing "Witnessed by Enthu-

siastic Crowds—Some of the Nota-

ble Contests Which "Will Never

be Forgotten — Graphic

Description of the

Various Events.

THIRD DAY—"WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17.

The attendance to-day was larger than that of any other

day of the meeting. Fully 6,000 people were in attendance

and cheered the winners as they came under the wire. The

tiuishes were close and exciting. The only feature to mar

the afternoon's sport was Ihe bicycle race.

The remarkable race between the two-year-old pacers Har-

vev Mc and Leila C. was the feature of the afternoon's light

harness event. Harvey Mc paced the two heats in 2:183 and

2:18*, but right at his bike all the way was Millard Sanders

with the Oakwood Park Stock Farm's tilly Leila C, by Jas.

Madison, 2:17|; this was her first race and the way she moved

should delight her owner.

The enthusiasm created by the announcement that a five-

mile bicycle race was to take place exceeded anything we

have seen in California. Early in the morning the Riverside

boys were seen wending their way on their silent steeds to the

Agricultural Park. The Los Angeles boys were also going
there, while tally-ho coaches, carriages and vehicles of all

kinds, filled with friends of the young gentlemen riders; but
their disappointment at the actions of Messrs. McAleer and
Castleman, in the race, was keen. Burke, the winner of

the five mile nice, earned the valuable prizes given by the

association. The track was very heavy for a bicycle contest,

but as a series of races of this description are to be given next
week, Track Superintendent Ryan promises to have the

course in perfect order for that occasion.

Long before the judges called the first race, groups of men,
women and children could be seen walking around the

pavilion, observing the exhibits of the horticulturists and
viticulturists. The exhibits of cereals and manufactured
articles show that the former are not so much in demand as

the latter, and if the new oil which has just been discovered
can be utilized for fuel, the problem that has for years con-
fronted manufacturers will be solved, and in a portion of this

beautiful city to be set apart for that purpose, mills and fac-

tories will be erected, and Los Angeles will take its place
among the manufacturing cities of the Coast. Water is

plenty, labor cheap, the climate perfect and shipping facili-

ties will improve when the other railroad to the city of San
Francisco is completed. The people are progressive, and
many lessons could be learned by the people of the North if

they would only visit this beautiful city, and horsemen who
contemplate going there next year to attend the fall meeting
of the P. C. T. H. B. Association, will enjoy every moment
of their stay.

The. class of stock exhibited is superior to any we have
eeen, excepting that of the State Fair. There were some
horses here that would be an ornament and a credit to the
exhibit there. The roadsters in use are of a superior
class also, and the blood of A. W. Richmond is esteemed
more highly than that of any sire that was ever brought
South. For style, gameness and good road qualities they are
hard to surpass. The swine exhibit is also very creditable,

most of the best-bred ones that were sent to the State Fair
won the first prizes there and also won blue ribbons here.

The poultry exhibit compares very favorably with the ones
given at Petaluma and San Jose. The manner of exhibiting,

the arrangement of coops and labeling was better than at
these well-known chicken centers. The exhibitors were very
pleasant, and did not hesitate to praUe each other's chickens,
pigeons, turkeys, geese and ducks.
The first race on the card was a selling race for all ages,

four and a half furlongs. The entries were : Chas. G.
Thacker's Lewanee, W. Hayes' Mustesa, G. L. Sherman's
Midnight, J. dries' Waif, Minnock ranch's Zeus, W. N.
Cuddeback's Kalie Emmett and Keating & Ottinger's Joe
Cotton. Pools sold : Joe Cotton $20, Mustesa $15, field $7.
It was fully half an hour before Starter Benjamin got them
them away on even terms, Katie Emmett, Zeus and Waif de-
laying the start. When the flag dropped for the last time
Waif, Mustesa and Joe Cotton were the first to show in
front

;
the rest we«-e well bunched behind them with the ex -

cenlion of Zeus, who was left at the post and did not get go-
ing until the rest were some distance in front of him. Waif
and Mtihtesaat the upper turn were head and head. Cotton
was trailiog them two lengths behind. Seaman, who rode
the latter, began to drive, and one hundred yards further the
three horses were on even terms. Cotton left them, and

Mil hi» shoulder got in front of Waif. Toward the
wire the jockeys used whip and spur on their steeds, but Joe
1

ii hi was the faster and won by three-quarters ofa length
Mimtesa second, a length in front of Waif, Mid-

night, Katie Emmett, Lewanee and Zeus finishing in the or-
der mimed.

Tin- next event was also a selling race, for all ages, but the
was one mile. The biggest field ever seen on a

Southern California track turned out to compete, and
Starter benjamin hud his hands full when he essayed to
make the start in front of the grand stand. The competitors
were: J. W. Donathan'e Happy Band, J. G. Hill's Santa Fe,
C, I. Thacker's Lottie L, G. A. Stroud's George Daly, F.
Menchacha'a Lilly '"

.
M A. Korster's Naicho B.,G.How-

Poleaky, J. Price's Ali Baba, V. W. Thompson's Bessie
BriggSj C. V. Topper's Linville ami Ed Ryan's Four Aces.

Polasky was red hot fnvorite in the pools at $20, as
againsl $11 for the field and $8 for Bessie Kriggs. Just why
the last-named man- was bo muoh fancied wnH not apparent,
lor although Bhe nol ofl in 1 he !ir*t Might she was never dan-
gerous and Bnished in the ruck. The favorite justified the
confidence reposed in bim by winning easily in 1:12',.

Then- irs another long delay at the Htart, owing to the
anxiety of some of the boys on the outside to get oil' in front
hat after dozen breaks Starter Benjamin lined Romero on
Lilly V., Fuentes on Naicho Ii., and Turner on Bessie

foi disobedience of instructions, and they
anxious thereafter. In all the breakaways Santa

re lo the fore, Ihfvidei.i intention jje-

ing to shut the favorite out. Twice were excellent starts

spoiled by the failure of Happy Band and Four Aces to get

off with the rest. At. the fall of the flag finally, Ali Baba on

theoutsidejumped to the front and cut diagonally across the

track to the pole, with Lottie L., Linville and Bessie Briggs

at his heels. Sante Fe and the favorite came nest, while

Naicho B. was at the tail end. This order was maintained

to the quarter post, when Polasky moved up to second place

and Naicho B. commenced threading his way through.

As they raced down the backstretch the favorite collared

Ali Baba and at the half-mile post he was half a length in

the lead, Santa Fe, Linville, Lottie L. and Naicho B. were

strung out in the order named three lengths behind them.

On the upper turn Polasky gained a little on Ali Baba, and

Santa Fe and Naicho B. commenced to move up to the lead-

ers. Leonard called upon the favorite at the head of the

stretch, however, and Polasky responded by drawing away
from Ali Baba and romping home with three or four lengths

to spare. A ding-dong race for second place resulted in Santa

Fe snatching it from Ali Baba, who finished three lengths

ahead of Naicho B. Time, 1:424.

The third event was a pacing race for twoyear-jlds, for

which the competitors were H. W. Maxwell's Betty Gentry,

Durfee's Harvey Mc, and the Oakwood Park Stock Farm's
filly Leila C. Three finer-looking youngsters it would be hard

to find anywhere, and their performances proved conclusive-

ly that they had speed as well as looks to commend them as

products of California stock. Leila C. was the favorite in

the pools at $20, as again $14 for the field before the first heat,

but after she was beaten by Harvey Mc. in the phenomenal
time of 2:18|-, field stock went up a little. The result of the

second heat was in the nature of a surprise to the talent, for

she again yielded the palm to the swift little son of McKin-
ney, who clipped his previous record a quarter of a second in

doing it.

First heat—The youngstersscored half a dozen times before

receiving the word, but was finally sent away with Leila C.

in the lead and Bettie Gentry in the rear. At the turn the

favorite was an open length ahead of Harvey Mc, but the

latter soon began to diminish the gap, and at the quarter,

which was reached in 0:34|, he was at Leila C.'s wheel. He
fell back a little as they paced along the backstretch, and as

Leila C. passed the half in 1:08}, she was a full length in ad-

vance. Durfee was evidently making a waiting race of it,

for he did not let the colt out a link until Leila swung into

the stretch. Then, under the whip, Harvey Mc. came like a
little steam engine, and, overhauling the favorite at every
stride, passed her at the drawgate. Sanders gave the filly

the lash, but she would not stand it, and flew off her feet,

while Harvey Mc. shot under the wire four lengths ahead of

her. Time, 2:18$.

The three youngsters were sent away at the first attempt
in the second heat to a pretty start, and kept company to the

turn, when Leila C. showed in front, with Harvey Meat her
wheel. They traveled thus to the quarter in 0:35£, when
Leila C. outfooted her game little opponent. She led the way
down the backstretch a length in advance, Betty Gentry
trailing along four lengths in the rear, and carrl^a them to

the half in 1:09!. Durfee pushed the colt a little at the

turn, and inch by inch he crept up on the mare, until they
turned into the stretch, when he was at her girth, Sanders
urged the mare as much as he dared, but she wavered as the
lash fell upon Harvey Mc's flanks at her side, and when he
used the whip, a few feet from the wire, she broke again,

and Harvey Mc. landed both heat and race by two lengths
in the phenomenal time of 2:18£.

The fourth event on the programme was a five-mile bicycle
handicap, in which considerable interest was manifested by
local wheelmen. Various prizes were offered both for time
and position, and as the rivals, McAleer and Castleman,were
the scratch men, a race for blood was confidently anticipated.

Special time-keepers were appointed for the occasion and the
services of Starter Benjamin were unanimously called into
requisition to set the wheels rolling. The starters and handi-
caps were: Fritz Lacy and J. W. Cowan, 30s; W. M. Jen-
kins and E. Ulbricht, 25s.; Phil. Kitchin and W. A. Burke,
15s.; Casey Castleman and Tom McAleer, scratch.

The betting before the race was called was rather brisk,

the scratch men being favorites at 4 to 5 ; Kitchin, second
choice at even money ; Burke, 2 to 1 ; Jenkins, 3 to 1, and
the others 6 to 1.

At the end of the first mile, which was reeled ott in 2:45£>

Jenkins was in the lead, Lacy, Ulbright, Cowan, Burke and
Kitchin being 6trung out in the order named, but close up.
To the surprise of the spectators, however, the scratch men
made no apparent eflbrt to overtake them, but simply ped-
alled along as if waiting for something.

Ulbright made the pace for the second mile, the others be-

ing in much the same order as before; but in the third mile
Jenkins again went to the front. At the beginning of the
fourth mile the sextette was joined by the scratch men who
had waited for them, and then for the first time did they
exert themselves. McAleer acted as pacemaker and carried
them round at a terrific clip, but in their last circuit Castle-
man took the lead for some distance. At the upper turn all

eight were bunched and going like the wind. McAleer
dropped out, however, half wav up the stretch and Burke
shot to the front, with Cowan at his wheel. A very exciting
finish ensued, but Burke was never headed and won cleverly
by a couple of feet from Cowan. Lacy, Ulbricht. Kitchin
and Jenkins finished in the order named.

The judges called McAleer up to the stand and demanded
an explanation of the conduct of himself and Castleman,
and, upon learning that he had made the proposal to the
Riverside man to make the pace for alternate miles, but that
because of the latter's refusal neither had exerted himself,
all bets were declared ofl', no time was announced, and the
race was not recognized. This decision appeared lo meet
with the approval of the spectators, who scored the scratch
men unmercifullv for their Hulkiness.

The last lace on the card was a special trot for a $400
purse, between Tom Raymond's Klamath, hitched to a high-
wheel sulky, and Tom Keating's Ottinger to the more
modern "bike." The former, in spite of his handicap, was
in greatdemand in the pools at $50 as against $20 for Ottin-
ger, and after the first heat the latter went begging at $5 to

$20, so little were his chances considered. He did manage
toaecure the second heat, however, and after Klamath had
retrieved himself by winning the third, the race was post-
poned on account of darkness.
The pair left the wire together at their fourth attempt, but

ottinger went to the front at the turn, and was a length in
the lead at the quarter post, which was reached in 0:32i|.
To the half in 1:05.1 he led the way, but on the upper turn
Klamath was spnt after him. ]Fte was still ahead wheq Hjey

turned inte the stretch, and Keating drove him for all that

was in him. The Santa Ana horse, however, outfooted him,
and crawling alongside, forged ahead in the last few strides

and just beat bim in by a neck. Time, 2:14.

After scoring once only the pair went on their journey in

the second heat with Ottinger in the lead. It was evident

from the start that Keating was out for this heat, for after

going to the quarter in 0:35, he let Ottinger out and opened
up a gap of four lengths, as he trotted to the half in 1:08 J.

Klamath was sent after him as they turned into the stretch,

however, and crept up until on even terms with him
at the drawgate. Both drivers plied their whipp, and an ex-

citing finish ensued, but ten feet from the wire Klamath
broke and Ottinger took the heat by half a length. Time,
2:17.

Ottinger had a little the better of it when the word was
given in the third heat, but Klamath hung at his wheel all

the way to the three-quarter post, which was reached in

1:45 j, and clearly out-footing his opponent, won by a neck.

Time, 2:18$.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Running. Four and one-half furlongs.

Keating & Ottinger's b g Joe Cotton, bv Winters—Cotton Nose, 109
....Seaman 1

Mustesa, 107 Long 2
Waif, 103 Cleveland s

Time, 0:55%.

Lewanee {100), Midnight (111), Zeas (114) and Katie Emmet (107)

also ran.

Second race—Running. One mile.

Owens Bros.' b g Polaski, by Captain Al—Gold Cup, 104 Leonard 1

Santa Fe, 100 Cleveland 2
Ali Baba, 113 Seaman 3

Time, 1:42%.

Happy Band (107), Lottie L. (100), George Daly (112), Billy F. (88),

Bessie Briggs (109), Linville (107) and Four Aces (101) also ran.

Third race—Pacing, two-year-olds.

W. G. Durfee's b g Harvey Mc, by McKinney, dam s. t. b. by
Nephew C. Durfee 1 l

Lelia C, by Jamey Madison—Rill, by Prompter Sanders 2 2

Betty Gentry, by Raymond Maben 3 3

Time, 2:1854, 2:18J4.

FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18.

The cloudy sky and threatening aspect of the weather did

not deter the people from coming to the Agricultural Park

to-day. At 10 o'clock the stock parade took place, and it is

no exaggeration to say that with the exception of the State

Fair no one had a better than the one seen here. There

were horses of every breed, from the heavy shire to the

tiniest Shetland, and as the competitors for blue ribbons were

numerous the judges will have a difficult to task before

them. The stock exhib't taken in its entirety was pro-

nounced to be the best ever held in this part of the country,

and for variety surpassed anything I have seen; the ex-

hibitors seeming to vie with each other in showing only

their best. While the driving horses, single and double car-

riage teams, ponies and tandem teams were worthy of being

placed in competilion with those shown in any State in the

Union, the size of the yearlings is surprising, and no better

recommendations were needed of the healthfulness of this

portion of the State for horses than these grand-looking

representatives.

The cattle display was not quite as 6ne as one would be in-

clined to expect considering the number of fine-looking cows

kept for private use by so many of the residents. There was

little competition in the classes. The breeds represented

consisted of Holsteins, Guernseys, Alderneys, Durhamsand
Jerseys.

At 1 o'clock the clouds dispersed and Old Sol made his

welcome appearance, and when the long rows of carriages

which lined the inner fence of the infield and the fences

along the shaded walks, stopped the occupants alighted and

walked up to the splendid seats of the new grand stand where

they could have a magnificent view of the race track. Over

6,000 people passed through the gates to-day and the man-
agement have no cause to complain of a lack of interest in

light-harness events in and around "this City of the Angels."

The roads which extend for miles in every different direc-

tions are kept in splendid order, and most of them are not
only of a great width, but are shaded with evergreen
trees and present a most pleasing appearance and leave an
impression on the mind of the visitor that ihis is indeed the
city of beautiful homes, owned by people of taste and refine-

ment, who love to make their residences attractive and their

grounds beautiful, knowing that by the united efforts of their

neighbors they are the gainer and their property enhances in

value. The hills, or heights, as they are called, which over-
look portions of the city are crowded with magnificent
residences and occupied by men of wealth, who, like those in

the valley, have spent the greater portion of their lives in

either colder or more malarial climes and have removed to

this more congenial spot,where they can live beneath their own
vine and fig tree, and enjoy every moment of their lives in a
land of sunshine, fruit aud Mowers. It is no wonder that

residents are enthusiastic about the climate, soil and
resources of this part of California, for by their individual

aid have they made these sage covered plains and
chapparel-Hned hillsides the most beautiful and picturesque

places imaginable. They have a right to be proud of it, and
when behind every residence is to be seen a carriage house
in which well-bred horses are kept for the older folks and
ponies for the children, the desire to see faster ones at the

race track becomes almost universal. The roads are like

those in Golden Gate Park and everyone rides over them.
That is the reason why these people came here today
to witness the races. No faif in California excepting Sacra-

mento would draw such an attendance, even on a Saturday.
When Judge Newton looked across the track to the grand
stand filled to overllo>ving with splendidly -dressed men,
women aud children and then over to the club house where
another group of female loveliness and manly beauty met his

gaze he smiled, for he knew that the people came there to

witness good racing and so far as lay in his power and that of

the association, they would not be disappointed.

The unfinished Klamath-Ottiuger race was won by Klam-
ath in his high wheel, old-fa8hioned sulky in the excellent

timo of 2:14^. It was not a close contest until the home-
stretnh was reached. Thpn Klamath ppwml Ottjnger, who
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had led up to that point, and came in as he pleased by a

length, Raymond holding him well in hand.

The second race was called the Los Angeles Futurity, a

sweepstake tor two-year-olds, five furlongs. The starters wure

Geo. Polhemus, Hueneme, Rob Roy, Lottie Collins and Red
Head. Geo. Polhemus, named after one of the directors of

the Santa Clara Agricultural Association, was selected by the

talent as a sure winner, and pools at $25 were sold on him
against $S on Hueneme and $11 on the field. Starter Benja-

min had no trouble in gettiog his field off in this race, Lottie

Collins taking the initiative, Red Head, Hueneme, Polhemus
and Rob Roy following in the order named. On passing the

first eighth Lottie Collins was seen to fall back and Red Head
was leading, but Geo. Polhemus passed him and Donathan,

his driver, did not have to lift his whip, as the splendid son

of Fellowcharm came in a winner by two open lengths. Rob
Roy and Red Head, however, were receiving whip and spur

in their struggle for place, but the former was victorious

winning by half a length, Lottie Collins was last. Time, 1:03.

The judges having a strong suspicion that Hueneme and Lot-

tie Collins were not ridden to win, suspended their jockeys,

Ward and Kevane, pending investigation.

The next race was called the Sierra Madre Handicap, a

sweepstake for all ages, distance three-quarters of a mile. This

race demonstrated clearly the merits of Ben Benjamin as a

haDdicapper, for the three leaders finished heads apart. The
starters were Santa Fe, Pescador, Montalvo and Centinella.

Pescador was a hot favorite in the betting, pools selliDg on

him at $20 against $17 on Centinella, and the others in the

field at $13. Hundreds of dollars were paid into the book-

makers, pool-sellers and the PariB-mutuel sellers, and when
the four horses were ordered to go to their posts many were

the opinions expressed as to which would win. Starter Ben-

jamin sent them off on the second break, Centinella taking

the lead with Montalvo at her girth, Pescador third and San-

ta Fe last. Centinella ran the first half-mile of her journey

in forty-eight seconds, and then down toward the wire Mon-
talvo and Pescador moved up and were at her neck one on

each side. It was a most exciting race. At the drawgate

Centinella was ahead in advance, and herjockey, as well the

riders on Montalvo and Pescador, were using spur and gad.

It was like a life and death struggle for the supremacy. Ten
yards from the wire the little mare faltered, and before she

could recover Montalvo took the lead. Again she tired, and

as Montalvo's nose went under the wire first half a head in

front of hers, she was a like distance "in front of Pescador,

Santa Fe three lengths behind. Time, 1:14]. The excite-

ment in the grand stand was intense, and when the low mur-
murings of the people were first heard, they increased into a

wild roar of enthusiasm as the trio moved past the goal.

The excitement had hardly subsided, and the talent had
scarcely recovered its breath when Judge Newton rang the

bell for the next race, which was between the three-year-olds

Neernut, Galette and Gazelle. Everyone who had seen

Gazelle trot knew that she outclassed her opponents, conse-

quently but few pools were sold on her at $20 to $4 on the

field. Gazelle set the pace from the time the word "Go"
was given. Galette, who was second, broke at the first turn

and fell back to last place. Then Neernut, who had taken

her place, trotted gamely around in the wake of the daughter

of Gossiper. Neernut broke just as he entered the back-

stretch, and Galette passed him and led all the way into the

homestretch about two lengths behind Gazelle. Half-way

down the straight Galette " stood on a melon seed,'' and

before she could get balanced Neernut passed her and came

under the wire second six lengths behind Gazelle and three

in front of Galette. Time, 2:27.

Gazelle and ^alette left Neernut on the first turn, as he

made a disastrous break. They moved along to the half like

a double team in 1:10$. Then on to the three-quarter pole

in 1:47. On the homestretch Durfee let Gazelle's head go,

aod she shot away from her companion as if the latter were

standing still aDd" landed under the wire a winner in 2:21},

Gazelle two lengths behind and five lengths in front of Neer-

nut.

Gazelle did not care for company, it seemed, for she trolled

to the half in 1:10 and then came around under the wire in

2:20*, jogging the last hundred yards in order to not distance

her competitois, Galette second, four lengths away, and Neer-

nut at least six lengths further back. Gazelle, the winner,

is a grand-looking mare, bred by Chas. Durfee ; her sire is

Gossiper, 2:14|, the horse recently sold to Senator James G.

Fair.

The next event on the programme was the 2:24 trot, and

as all the horses were more or less known in and around Los

Angeles, considerable interest was manifested in the outcome.

The starters were G. Conant's Sir Credit, A. W. BuelFs Flora,

J. H. Outhwaite's Daghestan and Dr. K. D. Wise's Emin
Bey. Pools sold : Flora $20, field $6.

Three times did the quartette score before the word was

given, and when that was heard Emin Bey, who had the pole,

took the lead, Daghestan second, Flora third and Sir Credit

last. Going around the first turn Daghestan made a tangled

break and Flora took his place, keeping at Emin Bey's bike

until the quarter was passed. GoiDg down the backstretch

Emin Bey broke, and Flora, taking the pole from him, led

all the way to the three-quarter pole, Emin Bey, Sir Credit

and Daghestan strung along like Chinese in a procession
;

they were from six to ten lengths apart. Emin Bey closed

up the airspace behind Flora's sulky and at the head of the

homestretch was only thrre lengths away and coming fast.

Cody, her driver, looked back, and then spoke to his little

mare. Willingly she responded and came in a winner by

three lengths from Emin Bey, Sir Credit a like distance be-

hind the Guy Wilkes horse; Daghestan just inside the flag.

Time, 2:20£.

The four horses got away on even terms, but on entering

the first turn both Emin Bey and Daghestan broke. Sir

Credit passed them and was closing upon the leader, Flora,

when he broke, and before he could recover his stride Emin
Bey passed him and took the second position. Sir Credit

was third and Daghestan an unsteady last. These positions

were maintained to the wire, Emin Bey making a little spurt

at the head of the homestretch and passing up to Flora's

throatlatch was rapidly overtaking her when he broke and

lost all chances of winning. Flora's time for this heat was
2:21. Sir Credit was only a length behind Emin Bey, but

Daghestan was ten lengths awav.
In the next heat the horses Bcored seven times beforebe-

ing sent away, then Flora, who was in the lead, surprised

everyone by breaking in the first turn and falling back to

last place. Emin Bey took the lead and at the quarter pole

was six lengths in front of Sir Credit and three lengths in

front of Flora, who, with Daghestan, was bringing up the

rear. At the half Emin Bey was just 1:10$ making that

portion of the mile. Going around to the three-quarter pole
Flora passed all in front of her except Emin Bey, but in an
endeavor to catch up and pass him at the drawgate she broke,
and Emiu Bey trotted in a length ahead of her, Daghestan
third and Sir Credit last. Time, 2:21*.

Pools did not change previous to the next heat, notwith-
standing Emin Bey's victory. When the quartette was sent
away Sir Credit was a length behind his companions. Flora
and Emin Bey kept together until the quarter pole was
passed, then Flora began to forge ahead and at the half was
a length in front. Emin Bey trotted up alongside of her,

coming to the three quarter pole, and was striving to get in

the lead, but Cody touched his little mare with his whip
and she trotted away from Emin Bey so easily that the
driver of the latter saw his horse was outclassed. Flora
came in a winner by two lengths in 2:21, Sir Credit third
and Daghestan last.

The last race on the programme was called the gentle-

men's road race, and was for trotters and pacers. The
starters were : J. W. Nickerson's Dan N., Geo. W. Brown's
Don, W. F. Nordholds's Texas, John Llewellyn's Silkey
and N. A. Covarrubias' Pat. Dan N. was favorite at $25,

against $20 on the others in the field. The start was a

straggling one, and before the horses had gone one hundred
yards the favorite's sulky collided with that of N. Covarru-
bias', and upset Nickerson. The driver pluckily held to the

lines and with the assistance of attendants soon pacified the

excited horse and led him from the track. In the meantime
Silkey passed Don at the quarter pole, and led to the wire.

Pat was third <md Texas was distanced. Time, 2:36}.

With a new sulky, Dan N. led the way in the following

heat and was two lengths in front of Silkey as he passed

under the wire in 2:23i, the others distanced.

Dan M. won the next neat from Silkey in 2:31i, by three

lengths, and as it was getting too dark to see across the in-

field, the judges postponed the finish of the race until to-

morrow at 1 o'clock.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Trotting, special, three in five, purse S400.

Thos. Raymond's b g Klamath, by Morookus—by Ophir..
owner 12 11

Keating & Ottioger's br g Ottinger, by Dorsey's Nephew
—unknown Keating 2 12 2

Time, 2:14,2:17K, 2:18^, 2:14%.

Second race—Running, the Los Angeles Fnturity, two-year-olds,
five lurlongs.

J. W. Donathan's b c Geo. Polhemus, by Fellowcharm—Minnette,
113 Donathan 1

Al. Patterson'sbc Rob Roy, 105 Slocum 2
W. S. Maben's be Red Head, 101 Cleveland 3

Time, 1:03.

Hueneme, 113 and Lottie Collins. 110 also ran.

Third race—Running, the Sierra Madre Handicap, all ages, three-
quarters of a mile.

Al Morine's b t Montalvo, 3, bv Sid—May Bell, 107 Kevane 1

T. A. Case's eh m Centinella. 6, by Hock Hocking, 110
Fuentes 2

C. V. Tupper'sbh Pescador, 3, by Gano, 117 Long 3

Time, 1:14%.

Santa Fe, 90, also ran.

Fourth race, trottiug, three-year-olds, 3 in 5, purse SoOO.

Ben Davis' blk f Gazelle, by Gossiper Durfee 111
C. W. R. Ford's blk f Galette, by Jud Wilkes—Gale Hodges 3 2 2

G. W. Ford's be Neernut, by Albert W.—Clytie II Jonas 2 3 3

Time, 2:27, 2:21%, 2:20%.

Fifth race—Trotting, 2:24 class, 3 in 5, purse SSOO.

A. W. Buell's br m Flora, by Dan Rice, dam by Old Judge
Cody 112 1

K. D. Wise's b h Emin Bey, by Guy Wilkes—Sultan
Pattison 2 2 12

O. Conant's b h Sir Credit, bv McKinney Hodges 3 3 4 3
Savannah Park's b h Daghestan. by Stamboul Vance -14 3 4

Time, 2:20^.2:21, 2:21%, 2:21.

FIFTH DAY—FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19.

Every one predicted rain last evening, but this morning

only a few clouds appeared and the sun was shining as if dark

and. cloudy days only made its presence more acceptable-

There were nearly 4,000 people at the race track by two

o'clock, and they thoroughly eDJoyed every race and com-

mended the action of the judges, who detected two things on

the programme that looked as if there was some

jobbery. Every race had some features that were sensationah

and the interest of the public was centered in the outcome

of all.

The unfinished race was won by Dan N. in the excellent

time of 2:28$-. Dan N. is by Dan B. What the pedigree

of Dan B. is no one seems to know. The winner would, if

hitched to a bike and prepared for a race, get a pacing rec-

ord of 2:20.

The next event was a selling race, five-eighths of a mile;

There were six starters—Joe Cotton, Mustesa, Midnight,

Polaski, Waif and Katie Emmett. In the betting Joe Cotton

was made a favorite at $20, against Polaski at $7 and the

rest in the field at $6. Starter Benjamin had a picnic with

these sprinters when they came before him at the post, and

it was fully half an hour before he got them off. Katie

Emmett was the first to show in front, Midnight at her girth

Waif, Mustesa, Joe Cotton and Polaski strung along, Polaski

being two lengths behind. At the three-quarter pole the

horses became bunched, Joe Cotton and Polaski coming up

from the tail of the procession and being among the first of

the six to speed across the head of the homestretch. Mus-

tesa had the pole, and her rider, Long, was working like a

"Garrison." He got the mare's head in front and kept her

in the lead. Joe Cotton, with Polaski at his flanks, whs un-

unable to get in front of the daughter of Bachelor, who came

in under the wire in a whipping finish in 1:02, a head in

advance of Cotton, who was a neck in front of Polaski, Mid-

night fourth. The time made was excellent, and proves that

this mare, with weight up, is a hard one to beat at that dis-

tance. The " talent " received a stunning knock-out blow

when she was declared victor.

The third event was also a selling race, for all ages, dis-

tance seven furlongs. The entries were Happy Band, Lottie

L., Geo. Daly, Pescador, Lilly F-, Midnight, Two Cheers, Ali

Baba and Bessie Briegs. By some strange freak only known

to those " in the job," Pescador, who was known to out-claes

this field, sold for $50 to $20 against him. The judges, ever

on the alert to run down fraud, saw there must be some cause

for this strange betting, so when the horses were called to

the post, Long, the rider of Pescador, was set down and

Spence substituted. As soon as it was known that the change
was made, pools on Pescador sold at $20 against $12 on the
field. Pescador had a master reinsman on his back, and
despite his sulking tactics was in the lead as soon as the
flag fell, and never after gave up his position to the wire,

where he came in an easy winner by an open length in 1:2S£.

The struggle for place between Lottie L , Midnight and Ali
Baba became interesting on the homestretch as these three
entered it abreast. Lottie L. in the last few strides snatched
the place from All Baba, and Two Cheers, who passed Mid-
night a few yards further away, was only half a length
behind Ali Baba.
The fourth race was for the 2:17 class trotters, and it

proved the best one given at this meeting. The starters

were Gen. Wiles, Altao, Irene Crocker, Adelaide Simmons
and Wayland W. In the pools Wayland W. was made
favorite at $25 against Altao $24, field $8. It was some time
before those horses could get up on even terms, and Judge
Newton was determined that no horse should have the advan-
tage. Finally they were sent away. Gen. Wiles set out as

pacemaker and kept there until the quarter was reached,
then Wayland W. passed him, and at his bike was Altao.

The three trotted very pretlily all the way around to the

three-quarter pole. Wayland W. then trotted away from his

two rivals and opened a gap of three lengths. Gen. Wiles
made a valiant fight down toward the wire, but Wayland W.
beat him about a length in 2:17 J, Adelaide Simmons defeat-

ing Altao for third place and Irene Crocker was almost out-

side the distance flag.

Pools were Wayland W. $50, field $10, when the horses

camefor the second heat. In tbesend-off Adelaide Simmons
got the worst of it by a length, Wayland W, went to the front

and with Altao and Wiles at his flanks going like a team, he
trotted to the quarter-pole in 33} seconds and to the half in

1:06. Wiles dropped b^ck, and Shaner, with Altao, kept
right along with Wayland W. and entered the stretch head
^nd head with him. Coming toward the goal Wayland W.
out-trotted his opponent and amidst the loudest of cheering,

trotted under the wire in 2:13 fiat, _breaking all trolting-

horse records ever made on this course. Altao was a length

behind and Gen. Wiles third, Adelaide Simmons fourth and
Irene Crocker last.

The horses were sent away on the first trial, Irene Crocker
and Adelaide Simmons getting away a length and a half be-

hind Wayland W., who led the van. It was a pretty race, for

Adelaide collared Altao at the quarter-pole, and with Way-
land W. on the inside, the three leaders moved along the

backstretch and never changed their positions all the way
around into the homestretch. Simmons was gradually closiug

up on the two good ones in front of her, and as the drivers

of these horses began to whip, she passed them and won the

heat in one of the most desperate finishes we have seen on a

race track this year. The time, 2:14}, was excellent and tLe

excitement occasioned by this escitiDg finish did not subside

forsometime. Irene Crocker was fourth and Gen. Wiles
last.

The next heat, which proved to be the last, was won by
Wayland W., who took the lead and was followed by Altao

and Simmons all the way. Never during any part of the

journey was this horse's chances for winning in jeopardy, for

he won by two lengths from Altao, who passed Simmons as

she broke on the homestretch. Gen. Wiles was fourth and
Irene Crocker last. Time, 2:15}.

Sir Gird, a fine-looking colt by Woolsey, out of Laurelte,

was sent to beat 2:30. Sanford drove him to the half in

l:12£,and home in 2:26}. Sir Gird belongs to J. S. Purdy.

The last event of the day was for the 2:30 class pacers.

When the entries were sent in about ten names appeared, but

when the owners saw Laura M. was to start most of them
considered they would have no chance of winning, so they

scratched their entries, and when the horses came for the

word there were only three—Laura M., an aged gelding

called Ben Butler and the two-year-old green filly Leila C
There was another " nigger in de wood pile " in this race,

but the judges wisely, and without regard to the feeliDgs of

those who were in the job, declared all bets and pools oft'

after the first heat, for on looking over the bookmakers

sheets and the books of the pool-sellers they learned that but

one pool was sold in the latter at $20 on the mare to $L0 on

the field, and that the talent had bet the bookmakers to a

standstill on the field against the mare, for they only sold one

pool on her. The start was a good one, but Laura M. was

lame and acted very badly, breaking on various portions of

the course and tearing her quarter boots off. Leila C. ac-

companied by Ben Butler, paced around, and under a pull

came in a winner by five lengths from Ben Butler in 2:20*.

Laura M. was distanced. The judges considered the case

carefully, and to the delight of everyone except "the job-

bers," made their declaration about the pools and bets. In

justice to Corey, this owner advised his friends that they had

no right to make his mare favorite, .for she was lame and

track sour and it was a question whether she could pace half

a mile steadily.

Leila C. won the next two heats and race from Ben Butler

with ease in 2:25 and 2:29J.

The winner, Leila C., is a handsome bay filly, sired by

James Madison, 2:17f, out of Rill, by Prompter. She is

owned by the Oakwood Park Stock Farm, and has been

trained and driven by Millard F. Sanders. This is her sec-

ond race and from what she has shown there is no doubt she

is another " wonder '' to be credited to the good judgment of

John F. Boyd, who purchased her a year ago from E. B.

Robinson, of Sacramento. In appearance, she is a large well-

made bay mare, and in disposition and gait is as near per-

fection as a filly can be. Her race to-day was an exercise

Jog for her.
SUMMARIES.

First race—Gentlemen's road race, mixed, 3 in 5.

J. W. Nickerson's brs Dan N., by Dan B Owner * 1 1 1

J. Lewellyn's blk m Silkey, by Silkwocd Owner 12 2 2

Time, 2:36K, 2:33}£, 2;31}£, 2:28M.

Second race—Running, selling, for all ages, purse 5250. Seven fur-

longs.

W Hayes' ch m Mustesa, 6, by Bachelor—Unknown, 107.. Long l

T. Keating's b g Joe Cotton, 7, 111 Spence l'

G. Howson's b g Polasky, 3. 110 Leonard s

Time, 1:02.

Midnight (111), Waif (103) and Katie Emmett (103) also ran.

Third race—Running, selling, for all ages, purse 8250. Seven fur-

longs.

C. V. Tupper's b h Pescador, 5, by Gano—Ameda Howard. 122
r

_

Spence 1

C. l"fhacher'Vb"m"LoUieL"'3, 97 Clevelaud 2

J. Price's b h Ali Baba, 3, 107 Fuentes 3

Time, 1:28%.

Two Cheers (KM), Happy Band (91), Lilly F., (97), Bessie Briggs (109),

Midnight (109) and George Daly (100) also ran.
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LAST DAY— SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20.

The sidewalks in Los Angeles were lined wilh men, women

and children this morning, all waiting for the electric cars to

convey them to the race track. Bands of music marched

through the principal streets and behind them were men car-

rying banners on which in large letters were the words

:

"Silkwood will meet W. Wood and Waldo J. to-day!"

" Waldo J., the wonder of the year, will be in the race with

Silkwood .' " " W. Wood, the great pacer, will meet Silk-

wood in the free-for-all pace to-day at Agricultural Park 1"

The shaded roads leading to the track were the scenes of

many races between bicyclists and those riding in vehicles.

The incoming trains at the depots were unloading their human

freight and everyone who alighted seemed to turn their heads

in the direction of the race track. It was an ideal summer

day and everybody good-naturedly inquired of his or her Queen Anne third and Harry Winchester last,

At one o'clock Chats. Durfee, behind the handsome Mc-
Kinney colt, Osito, appeared, accompanied by a running

mate. He was to attempt to lower his mark of 2:34, and on the

first attempt did so, trotting the mile in 2:30 without making

a skip. Osito is owned by J. H. Mulholland, of Indepen-

dence, Inyo county. The dam of Osito was by Othello (he

by Sultan, out of Atalanta, by lhe Moor)
;
second dam by

Geo. M. Patchen Jr. He is only a two-year-old, but every-

one who has seen him move has no hesitancy in saying that

2:20 will be his mark as a three-year-old.

The second event was the 2:27 trot, in which were entered

Harry Winchester, Queen Anne, Nellie W. and Gray Jim.

In the poolB Nellie W. sold at $20 against $6 on the field.

Nellie W. outclassed her field, and when the word was given

she took the lead, and before reaching the quarter-pole opened

a gap of seven lengths. Gray Jim was second. Queen Anne
third and Harry Winchester last. They were strung

along the backstretcb. Coming toward the wire the three

horses closed up the gaps between them and together they

trotted after the leader, Gray Jim breaking and falling back.

Coming under the wire, after Nellie W. who came home
winner in 2:24, the three were heads apart. Queen Anne
was given second place, Harry Winchester third and Gray
Jim last. It was rumored that Gray Jim was not driven for

the heat.

In the nest heat James Dustin was put up behind Gray
Jim and the horse moved aloDg as if be had to go. Nellie

W. led from start to finish and came in a winner by two

lengths in advance of Gray Jim, Queen Anne third and Harry
Winchester last. Time, 2:20.

Nellie W. won the next heat and race in 2:20.}, clearly out-

classing her field. Gray Jim was second by four lengths,

neighbor: "Are you going to the races?" The answer

variably was: "Oh, yes, I wouldn't miss them to-day for

world !

"

The procession of people that was noticed as early as S

o'clock in the morning was moving toward the park. Never

in the history of racing in California was there such an en-

thusiasm awakened, hence too much credit cannot be given to

President Newton and Secretary Thorne for the admirable

manner in which they advertised this meeting. The local

press, consisting of the Los Angeles Times, Herald and Ex-

press, spared nothing in their endeavors to call the attention

of their readers to the great race meeting to take place dur-

ing the day. And, speaking of the turf writers of these jour-

nals, your correspondent is indebted to them for many favors

shown during his stay.

Out at the fair grounds the gate keepers were astonished

to see the long lines of people waiting patiently to get tickets,

and the busiest set of men ever seen in Los Angeles were

these custodians of the pasteboard tickets from 7:30 in the

morning until late in the afternoon. Carriage after car-

riage followed each other in double file through the broad

entrances, tally-ho coaches, landaus, buggies, buckboards,

phaetons, and wagonettes passed across the track, and soon

after were six and eight deep in the infield, and extending

from the three-quarter pole to the first eighth, a solid mass.

The people filled the large new grand stand, and at twelve

o'clock its doors were closed. Down by the fences from in

front of Superintendent Ryan's Club House until half-way

up the first turn, inside and outside, the people stood as

closely as possible to each other, reminding one of the way
the course looks on the Derby, for between the people the

dark brown surface of the track was kept free from intru-

ding people by six mounted marshals.

In the betting-room, where poolsellers Eisman and Bridges

were shouting the odds, the people were wedged so that

to get through the crowd was almost an impossibility. The
three bookmakers were as busily engaged as the pool and
Paris mutuel sellers, and the forest of hands, each tipped

with silver or gold, that greeted them showed that the people

were not afraid to back theirjudgment. The wheel of fortune

did a land office business, and the cry, " Three on the red,"

or "Two on the black," "All down," was followed by a shower
of silver. Money flowed everywhere. The peanut butchere,

the popcorn retailer and the men behind the bar were all

kept busy. Where the crowd came from, and where were
the people to see the races from, were conundrums the public

would have to solve when the judges in the stand would
ring the bell. The reporters sharpened their pencils and the

photographer look his place, while the timers adjusted their

chronometers and tested them to see if they were correct.

This was to bean afternoon of enjoyment. The yellow rib-

bons and chrysanthemums that shone resplendent on the
bosoms of the fair sex and decorated the lapels of the coats of

admirers of Silkwood, were all from Santa Ana, the home
of tbej" Southern Cyclone."

Suddenly a low murmur is heard as Judges Newton, Bar-
ren and nines take their positions in the octagon stand and
the former pulls the bell-rope, for out on the track, as stately

as a peacock on parade, comes W. Wood, driven by that

famous reinsman, Millard F. Sanders. The murmur increases

to a roar, and the clapping of hands and rapping of canes
pronounce the fact that in that vast assemblage no one felt

that this great representative of the Oakwood Park Stock
Farm should not receive a true Southern greeting. Mr.
Sanders responded by lightlv lifting his hat, and W. Wood
jogged on. Then came the wonder of the year, Waldo J.,

(he gray son of Bob Mason. James Mack, his trainer and
driver, had to lift his hat in response to the storm of welcome
that greeted him, and modestly tapping his gray pet he fol-

lowed W. Wood up the homestretch. He had scarcely gone
out of sight when the pent-up enthusiasm of the Santa Ana
people burst iutoa storm of cheers as Mr. Willitts, the vet-

eran driver, with his coal-black stallion, King Silkwood,
jogged in front of the judges' stand. The only adornment

- a pair of quarter boots on thiH fine-looking horse, was
a modest yellow rosette on each side of the saddle. Mr.
Willitts musl have felt that, next to his wedding day, tliiw

was the proudest one of Ins life. The conqueror of Edith at

Santa Ana, a well-made bay mare with white uukles, ap-
peared, th'iH was the Sidney mare Lady If,, and her driver
was that well-known refnaman Lee Snaner. The cheers that
greeted him were of the kind that are not soon forgotten, for

Lady H. bad made many warm friends during her short
mi in tbii part of California. This quartette of side-

trheelen were only sent out flora preliminary warming up, as

their race would not lake place until later in the afternoon.
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; n_ ^The buzz of excitement increased as Judge Newton called

, J up the horses for the event of the day, and I may add the

meeting, the great free-for-all pace. The poolsellers were

kept busy taking in bets of $50 on Silkwood for $12 on
Waldo J. and $9 on W. Wood and Lady H. in the field.

Over $25,000 was played at these figures, for everyone wanted

an interest in the race. The Santa Ana people had sacks of

gold and rolls of greenbacks for their horse Silkwood. The
Santa Paula and Ventura county people also came prepared

to back their favorite and did so, while the San Francisco

visitors played the short end for all there was in it. A better

betting race we had not seen this year. The scene around the

pool boxes was indescribable. The betting ring which was
supposed to be sufficiently large to accommodate the patrons

of the pool sellers was found to be about one-fifth the size it

ought to be. The crowd was massed so tightly that to get

to the box was as much of an impossibility as to get away
from it. The auctioneer shouted himself hoarse trying to

make himself heard above the din aad confusion, for the ap-

peals of the outsiders to those near the box were as loud as

they were frequent: " Buy the next for me, John !" "Is
that mine?" "Getme the next six I" "I don't care if you
pay $100 for Silkwood, I want it !" " Put $200 on AValdo J.

for me 1" shouted a Ventura man, and the answer came back,

"I'm buying them all for Jenkins!" The short enders stood

by the box and nodded for all the tickets they could. Out-

side the betting ring the three bookmakers were also besieged,

and the ticket writers were too busy to look up. While this

excitement was going on the maishals were busy clearing the

course, and the four sidewheelers were jogging up to turn for

the word. Judge Newton was very careful that no horse

should have the advantage, so six times the quartette was
called back, but on the seventh attempt they were given the

word. Silkwood got the pole, Lady H. second, Waldo J.

third and W. Wood the outside. Silkwood shot to the front

at lightning-like speed, Lady H. at his bike. Waldo J. broke

at the first turn and Wood passed him. The quarter was passed

by the quartette in 0:30J. Going down the backstretcb Waldo
J. overhauled W. Wood and Lady H., and at the half he was
only a length behind Silkwood, who passed that post in 1:01 \

and going well. Waldo J. crawled up and was alongside of

Silkwood's bike, when he broke, and AVillitts, whe saw that

he had the heat won, slacked up. Mack got Waldo J. settled

and again closed upon Silkwood, but the latter paced away
from him and won by about eight lengths in 2:09. W. Wood
was four lengths further back, .while Lady H. was about five

lengths nearer the distance flag.

The crowds of people who had cheered and yelled and
thrown up their hats in the air when the favorite won, now
climbed over the fences and in an almost solid mass blocked

the course in front of the judges' stand; from the three-quarter

pole to the first eighth, the people ran to where Willitts was
dismounting in front of the stand. The cbeers that greeted

the master reinsman of Santa Ana and his black stallion

were deafening. Finally, when order was restored, Judge
Newton announced the decision and after again cheering the

crowd resumed their places as quietly as if nothing had hap-

pened. Everyone felt happy and everyone who was able to

get near the boys who were selling Silkwood badges pur-

chased one.

Pools sold previous to second heat Silkwood $50, field $20,

and even at these figures there was considerable betting. On
the first score the quartette got away even, Silkwood again

taking the lead but W. Wood was at his flank, Waldo J. a

half length behind and a like distance in front of Lady H.
The quarter was passed in 0:31$, Down the backstretch W.
Wood moved up and at the half was a neck in front of Silk-

wood in 1:01}. Rouuding the turn Willitts tapped Silkwood
lightly with his whip and the black stallion responded by
passing again to the front. Lady H. was third and Waldo
J., who broke at the first turn, was last. All interest was
lost in these two and centered in the leaders who were going

like a double team to the three-quarter pole. They passed

that in 1:34, nose and nose, then into the stretch the gladia-

tors swept. Both drivers began to lay on the whip, Silkwood
carrying Wood across to the outside of the track. For a few

feet Wood led, then Silkwood would come again, then Wood
would gain. At the drawgate Sanders began to whip harder
and so did Willitts, but the latter's horse had the most speed
and was sure to win. Looking back Sanders saw there was a

possibility of shutting Waldo J. out, so he slacked up and
did not drive Silkwood out ; the latter came under the wire
in 2:08L Waldo J. came the last quarter in 29 seconds and
was safe inside the distance when lhe Hag fell. Lady H. was
thiid, seven lengths behind W. Wood, who was four lengths
behind the winner.

If the applause that gretted Silkwood in the first heat was
loud, it was almost deafening now. The Orange .County people
could not restrain themselves and their enthusiasm became
ungovernable, while crowds followed Silkwood to his stall.

When the horses came out for the third heat Waldo J. set

Hail for Silkwood, the leader, and W. Wood, who was never

more than a length behind the latter, fell back as the gray
wonder moved up, and was on even terms with Silkwood at

the quarter in 32} seconds. The Ventura men, who had
backed Waldo J., shouted with joy as their little gray cham-
pion kept alongside the black stallion all along the back-
stretch. The half was made in 1:03, and as Willitts had to

use his whip freely, many of the spectators believed the black
horse had met his match. When near the three-
quarter mile post, just as Waldo J.'s nose was at

Willitts' knees the gray horse jumped into the air and fell

back three lengths before he could recover, and when be did,

he made one of the best drives we have ever seen a four-year-

old make. Willitts was leaning forward and playing a
zylophoue solo on Silkwood's ribs, while Mack was lifting his

gray horse and at each stride plyiog the whip, it was a
hammer and tongs finish. Waldo J. closed up the gap and
was only beaten a length in 2:09, W. Wood third and Lady
H. last.

The same scenes that were enacted at the finish of the pre-

vious heals were enacted again. James Mack, the driver of

Waldo J., made a vigorous protest against this beat, claiming
that Willitts, on coming near the three-quarter pole, reached
out and struck his horse,Waldo J., over the facejwith his whip
causing his horse to break. The judges stated that as they
did not see it and as Willitts denied committing any such
*ct, they must over-rule the protest.

Thus ended one of the greatest and most exciting races

ever seen in California. The crowd thinned out considerably
after this big race, many of the visitors from the adjacent
cities taking the trains for home.
The next event on the card was for the runners. It was

called the Junior Handicap for two-year- olds. The distance

was three quarters of a mile. The entries were Polhemus,
Hueneme. itata, Juan Bernard and Red Head.

In the pools George Polhemus was the favorite at $20
to$6. When Starter Benjamin dropped his flag Hueneme
jumped to the front and led all the way around to within
thirty yards of the wire, where George Polhemus, who was
third, passed Red Head and nipped victory from Hueneme
by a neck. Hueneme was only half a length in front of Red
Head. Time, 1:16}.

The last race of the day and meeting was the Pacific Stake
for all ages, distance a mile and an eighth. The entries

were : Santa Fe, Lottie L., Montalvo, Naicho B., Two
Cheers and Four Aces. Montalvo was selected by the talent

as the favorite at $70. Naicho B. was second choice at $20,
and the balance sold in the field at $9.

The horses got away to a splendid start. Santa Fe and
Montalvo were lapped, Naicho B., Lottie L., Two Cheers
and Four Aces being strung out in the order named. Santa
Fe, on the inside, gained a lead of three lengths at the first

turn, but before the quarter pole was reached Montalvo
closed up the gap, and at the half was in the lead. Coming
into the homestretch Santa Fe fell back into the bunch two
lengths behind, and coming to the wire the horses kept
hunched until the seven-eighths pole was passed, then Two
Cheers was seen to leave his companions and at the wire was
four lengths behind Montalvo, the winner, in 1:56, Naicho
B. last.

Thus ended the greatest race meeting ever held in South-
ern California. The kindness shown by the President, Sec-

retary and Board of Directors to all who visited the grounds
was appreciated and made for the association many steadfast

friends. To one and all, and to the horsemen in general,

your correspondent is indebted for many favors shown during
his sojourn in this delightful land of sunshine.

SU7ttMARIE9.

First race—Trotting, 2:27 class, 3 in 5, purse 8700.

Richard Gird's ch m Nellie W.. bv Woolsey—by Inca...Connolly 111
J. Sanford's g g Gray Jim, by Billy Norfolk Dustin 4 2 2
E. L. Mayberry's b m Queen Anne, by State of Maine...Garnsey 2 3 3
C. W. R. Ford's b h Harry Winchester, by Stamboul Hodges 3 4 4

Time, 2:24, 2:20. 2:20K-

Second race—Pacing, free-for-all, 3 in 5, purse S1.200.

J. Willitt's blk h Silkwood, by Blackwood Mambrino Owner 111
Santa Paula H. & C. Company's g g Waldo J .-, by Bob Mason

Mack 2 4 2
Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g W. Wood, by Steinway

Sanders 3 2 3
Los Cerritos Farm's b m Lady H., by Sidney Snaner 4 3 4

Time. 2;09, 2:08%, 2:09.

Third race—Running, the Junior handicap, for two-year-olds.
Three-quarters of a mile.

J. W. Donathan's b c George Polhemus, by Fellowcharm—Miu-
nette, IIS Donathan 1

McDonald & Pitts, b c Hueneme, 110 Kevane 2

W. S. Maben'sbcRed Head, 100. Romero 3

Time, 1:16K-

Itata (97) and Juan Bernard (100) also ran.

Fourth race—Running, the Pacific Stake, for all ages. Oue and
one-eighth miles.

Al Morine's b f Montalvo. by Sid—May Bell, 113 Kevane 1

C. A. Owen's bg Two Cheers, 9S Boyereno 2

M. A. Forster's ch g Naicho B.. 114 Fuentes 3
Time, 1:56.

Lottie L. (95), Santa Fe (161) and Four Aces (104) also ran.

The Prize "Winners as Officially Announced.

The judges of the various classes were busy during the

entire day, and closed their labors lastevening. The awards

as made are as follows:

HORSES.

Class 1—Thoroughbreds : Best stallion, four years, first,

Wm. Green ;
second, John Zim. One-year-old, first, Frank

Thompson. Suckling, E. C. Parrish, first ; Frank Thompson,
second. Best mare, Tour years, Frank Thompson, first; T.

Quinn, second. Yearling filly, Frank Thompson, first. Mare,
suckling, Ed Ryan, first. Gelding, two years or over, John
Zim, first; Ed Ryan, second. Dam and suckling colt, Ed
Ryan, first. Sire not less than live of his colts, Frank
Thompson, first; W. M. Green, second. Dam not less than

two colts, Frank Thompson, first.

Class 2—Standard-bred horses : Best stallion, four years or

over, Cbas. Durfee, first; E. B. Giflbrd, second. Three years

or over, J. W. Gardner, first; Jacob Starr, second. Two
years, Miss Hammond, first. Stallion, one-year-old, Dr. C.

Edgar Smith, first. Stallion, suckling, Capt. J. C. Newton,

first ; J. W. Gardner, second. Mare, four years or over, M.
S. Severance, first ; C. A. Durfee, second. Mare, three years

or over, Capt. .1. C. Newton, first; M. S. Severance, second.

Mare, two years or over, M. S. Severance, first ; Dr. Edgar
Smith, second. Mare, one-year-old, M. S. Severance, first;

Capt. J. C. Newton, second. Mare, suckling, J. W. Gardner,

first; D. F. Donegan, second. Gelding, one-year-old, J. W.
Gardner, first; J. W. Carhart, second. Dam with suckling

colt, J. W. Gardner, first ; D. F. Donegan, second. Sire with
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not less thau five colts, C. A. Durfee, first. Dam with not

less than two colts, J. W. Gardner, first.

Class 3—Roadsters: Best stallions three years old or over,

A. A. Cleveland, first. Two years old, T. Quinn, first; Nick
Covarrubias, second. One year old, Tom Starry, first ; G. A.

Harris, second. Suckling, Capt. J. C. Newton, first ; D. F.

Donegan, second. Mare, four years old or over, William
Green, first ; D. F. Donegan, second. Three years old or

over, Mr. Grimston, first ; T. Quinn, second. Two years or

over, R. Snodgrass, first ; L. Reeves, second. Mare, one
year old, J. W. Lawrence, first; Mrs. TulitaStodard, second.

Suckling, Mrs. Tulita Stodard, first. Best gelding, two years

old or over, E. B. Gifiord, first. Dam and suckling colt,

Capt. J. C. Newton, first. Dam and not less than two of her

colts, Capt. J. C. Newton, first ; W. M. Green, second.

Class 4—Horses for all purposes : Stallions, four years old

ond over, Holbert &, Conger, first ; George Hines, second.

Three years, George Hines, first. Stallion, suckling, D. F.

Donegan, first. Mare, two-yesr-old, Newhall Land and

Farming Company, first. Mare, one-year-old, T. H. Abbott,

first. Suckling colt, D. F. Donegan, first. Dam, with suck-

ling colt, Newhall Land and Farming Company, first and

second. Gelding, two-year-old, same. Stallion, with not less

than five of his colts, same.

Class 5—Driving horses: N. A. Covarrubias, first ; W. M.
Slimson, second. Single horse in harness, N. A. Covarrubias,

first ; R. Snodgrass, second.

Class 6—Carriage horses: D. F. Donegan, first; N. A.
Covarrubias, second.

Class 7—Ponies : Stallions, three years or over, M. R.
Stanley of Santa Ana, first ;

Charles Thomas, second. Mare,
three years or over, Col. R. R. Brown, first; Charles Thomas,
second. Matched ponies, M. R. Stanley, first ; G. W. Gard-
ner, second. Single pony in harness, M. R. Stanley, first

;

D. F. Donegan, second.

Class 8—Saddle horses : Newhall Land and Farming Com
pany, first ; Ed Ryan second.

Class 9—Draft horses : Stallion, three years old or over,

Holbert & Conger, first ; John Johnson, second. Stallion,

suckling, George Aiken, first. Mare, three yearj old or over,

C. C. Steel, first ; George Aiken second. Two-year-olds,

fteorge M. Stanton, first and second. Suckling, George
Aiken, first; John Johnson, second. Gelding, one-year-old,

Fither Bros., first. Dam with not less than two colts, Geo.

Aiken, first; John Johnson, second. Draft horses, George

M. Stanton, first ; G. C. Steele second.

MULES AND JACKS.

Newhall Land and Farming Company,

Alix Beats Directum.

Class 10—Mules :

first and second.

Class 11—Jacks : John Guess, first ; C. C. Steele, second.

Class 13—Jerseys, Alderneys and Guernseys : Bull, three

Years old or over, George E. Piatt, first ; Miss M. L. Eccles,

second; one year-old, Fisher Bros., first. Bull calf, under

one year, M. S. Severance, first ; Miss M. L. Eccles, second.

Best cow, two years old or over, George E. Piatt, first and
second; two years old and over, Miss M. L. Eccles, first.

Heifer, one year, same. Calf, under one year, George E.

Piatt, first and second.

Class 15—Holsteins : Best bulls, three, two and one year

old and over ; calf under one year old ; cow, three years old

and over; two years old and over, L. F. Stockwell of Comp-
lon, first and second prizes. Heifer calf, under one year,

George Aiken, first j L. F. Stockwell, second. Best herd,

over two years, one male and four females, L. F. Stockwell,

first.

Class 16—Graded cattle : Cow, three years old or over : L.

F. Stockwell, first ; Fisher Bros, second. Heifer calf, L. F.

Stockwell, first ; George E. Piatt, second. Special premium
by S. Maeir for best fat cow over four years old ; Newhall
Land and Water Company, first.

SWINE.
Class 23—Berkshire: Sessions& Co. take first prize on boar

one year old and over, six months and under one year, best

breeding sow, best sow pig, sis months and under one year
;

best pair of pigs under ten months, and best sow and six

pigs under three months old.

Class 25— Poland China : Best boar, one year old and over,

George E. Piatt, first and second. Brst breeding sow, George
E. Piatt, first. Sow pigs, six months, and under one year, H.
E. Bose, first ; George E. Piatt, second.

CInss 26—Yorkshire : Best boar, one year old and over,

six months, and under one year, breeding sow, sow pig six

months and under, one year, pair of pigs under twelve

months, sow and six pigs under three months old,Miss M. L.

Eccles, first.

POULTRY.
Class 27—Chickens : Silver Wyandottes and golden Wyan-

dottes
;
premiums awarded to S. Tyler, Pasadena. Barred

Plymouth Rocks, H. C. Dravesand C. T. Paul.

Class 28 (Asiatics)—Light Brahams, Edwin Baker, Pasa-

dena.

Class 29 (Mediterraneans)—S- C. brown Leghorns, G. H.
Case and S. Tyler; R C. brown Leghorns. S. Tyler; S.C.
white Leghorns, H. C. Draves ; black Minorcas, A. E. Power
& Co; white Minorcas, Dr. Whittlesey; black Spanish,

Robert Rowen.
Class 30 (Polish)—A. O. V. Poland, G. H. Case.

Class 32 (French)—Houdans, G. H. Case.

Class 33 (gemes and bantams)—Indian games, G. H. Case

and Thomas N. Joseph
;
pit games, Woods & Cota and A. A.

Cleveland; B. R. game bantams, S. Tyler; gold and silver

duckwing bantams, S. Tyler; Seabright bantams, C. J. Paul,

buff Cochin bantams, S. Tyler and G. H. Case.

Class 34—Turkeys: White Hollands, P. B. Conil; mam-
moth bronze, A. E. Power & Co.

Class 36—Ducks : Pekins, C. J. Williams; Muscovy, S.

Tyler.

Class 37— Incubators and brooders, A. W. Bessey, first

;

C. J. Williams, second ; best brooder, John D. Mercer.

Class 38— Pigeons: Fantails, pouters, Antwerp, dragoon
carriers, swallows, barbs, tumblers, silver owls, A. O. V., S.

Tyler ; Jacobins, A . E. Power & Co.: best display, S. Tyler.

James McFarland held a closing-out sale October 1, at

Barton Village, Vt., and sold the following to residents of the

place: Centello, 2:38, by Antevolo, 2:294, dam Hayward
Belle (dam of Lulu F., 2:25), by George M. Patchen Jr.,

$285; Valley Bros. J. H, S., ch g, by Naubuc, dam Old
Nell by John Nelson, 2:30, $300; E. D. Bean, Sorrel geld-

ing, 5, by Carter's Nutwood, dam by Abbotsford, $75 ;
C. H.

Mossman. Mack F., s g, by Centello, dam Challenge, son of

Carnot, $100; R. B. Skinner, ch f, 2, by Centello, dam by

Merrill's Hambletonian, $133; Dr. R. B. Skinner.

Medford (Mass.), October 20.—Alix, 2:03|, and Direc-

tum, 2:05^, met here to-day for a purse of $11,000, and Alix

won. Directum to-night occupies a stall, sore, lamed and as

discouraged as a race horse can be. The spectators numbered

nearly 18,000, and never were weather conditions more favor-

able for a great contest. Early in the day the people went

Directum-mad. Every move of the black stallion was

cheered. Every betting man hastened to back his favorite.

Pools sold at $100 to $85 in his fevor, and Alix money did

not seem plentiful. Just before the race, however, this was
changed, Alix people seemed suddenly to gain confidence,

and it was $100 to $90.

AHx had the pole in the first heat, and afterwards it was
only a question of how many lengths she was to lead. With-
out a skip or false motion she won the first heat easily. In
the second heat the great stallion again met defeat. A slight

soreness brought on a catastrophe. A misstep in an attempt
to save the sore foot tore off the quarter boot and inflicted a
cut nearly as large as a half-dollar. After that Directum's
fate in this race was sealed, and there was nothing to be done
but to withdraw him from the contest.

It was 2 o'clock when Hickok brought Directum to the

track. The stallion shone like ebony, but one acquainted
with the horse could see that he lacked some of his usual

fire. It was a pretty send-off, but the long p.tart the Queen
got up the stretch sent her ahead down to the quarter,and

at the turn she had pushed to the front with the stallion two
lengths behind. When they turned into the stretch Alix
seemed to be taking her pace easily, but Directum could get

no nearer, and McDowell pulled her under the wire in 2:09.

Alix made the quarter in 0:32 ; half, 1:04| ; three quarters

in 1:37, and the mile in 2:09.

Hickok looked troubled as he followed Directum to the

stall. He said the stallion seemed sore in the first warming
up, and in the heat it was impossible to keep him down to

the fast work on account of his desire to pace. His feet were
found to be sore, but he was booted and came out for the sec-

ond heat, and which proved to be the last for him. The sec-

ond scoring started the two horses on even terms, but they

went together but a short distance, for again, as they rounded
the lower turn, Alix had a clear two lengths and was pulling

steadily away. AHx came under the wire in a jog with

Directum pounding down still four lengths behind, and the

time board showed a mark of 2:14$, but the feeling was that

something was wrong with the black horse. It was found

that at the lower turn he over-reached and cut his foot, after

losing a boot, and this sore foot had put him out of the race.

After an examination of Directum by the judges Hickok was
permitted to withdraw him, and the race waseiven lo Alix.

Time, 2:14$.

Trotting, 2:16 class—Allen Love won in three straight

heats. Time, 2:12, 2:12£, 2:13$. Jimmy B., Mountain Pink,

Miller Ward, Helen and Merry Degs also started.

Pacing, 2:10 class—Sterling won the second, fifth and sixth

heats. Time, 2:14$, 2:13$. No time was taken for the sixth

Aleyo won the third and fourth heats. Time, 2:13],

Roan Wilkes won the first heat. Time.

_
Race No. 7. Running, free for all horses in district, five-

eighths of a mile, best two in three; entries: Burlinghame,
Sandy Grant, Limber Jim. Burlinghame won, Limber Jim
second.

Special, running, half mile daih, free for all; entries: Fare-
well, Bill Nye, Nelly B. Bill Nye first, Farewell second.

Special, running, "half mile dash, free for all, $100; entries:

Farewell, Bill Nye, Nelly B. Bill Nye first, Farewell sec-
ond, Nelly B. third. Time, 0:52$.

. Special foot race, $25; entries: Wm. Breen, Ed. McLaugh-
lin, Alonzo, Beckstead. Breen won, McLaughlin secor.d.
Time, 0:10$ and 0:11.

Race No. 4—Running, free for all two-year-olds in dis-
trict, half mile, single dash, $100 ; entries : Do Do, Greely,
Marguerite. Marguerite won, Greely second.
Race No. 11—Trotting and pacing, free for all, one mile,

first three in five, $100; entries: Montrose, Bessie, Brick
Pomeroy. Montrose wod, Bessie second.
Race No. 12—Novelty, running, free for all horses, Bingle

dash, $100 ; horse winning first quarter receives $25 ; horse
winning second quarter, $25 ; horse winning third quarter,
$25 ; horse winning fourth quarter, 45

;
entries : Bill Nye,

Farewell, Bell Lee. Bill Nye won quarter, half and three-
quarters. Farewell won the mile.

heat.

2:14. 2:17.

The G-ilroy Races.

The races have brought ^a number of extra visitors to

town, but local interest! has not been excited in the pro.

gramme each day at the track. The weather was pleasant

and the course good for fast time at the opening, but the

rains have*since made the track heavy and led to sundry in-

terruptions, in the anticipated runs. Tuesday, in the first

trotting race, Bessie Thorn won the first money, Hazel K.

second and Willema third. Time, 2:30$, 2:29}, 2:29^,2:29}

and 2:31£.

A running race followed, Mamie D. first, Dolly Varden
second and Winnie D. third.

Wednesday the pacers, Prince Nutwood, Ella W., and

Loupe, went around the track in three straight heats, led by

Loupe, best time, 2:20.

Three heats were made by the home horses, Maud F.,

Mary R. and Bay Jane, the latter-named two trotting a dead

heat, and each afterwards winning a heat. Best time, 2:46.

Thursday Maud F. and Mary B. gave the final run, Maud
F. coming in winner and gaining first money. Harry Bell

was awarded the second money.
Next came the trotting and pacing race between Bay

Wilkes, McGinty (Sargent's gray) and Lady O. The first

named won the race by coming in half a length ahead of

Mary O. Best time 2:20.

Friday, four pacers appeared from the north with records

of 12 to 14. Tom Ryder led in all the heats with 2:19 best

time, closely followed by Plunkett, Surprise and Belle.

Edna W. gave an exhibition of her speed by a heat of

2:16i. Her standing record is 0:18}.

An interesting programme is prepared for to-day. The
great novelty will be a race between a dog named Ned, the

trotter, and a horse. The dog goes 'at a gait of three min-

utes.—Gilroy Advocate, Oct. 20th.

Racing at Smith River, Cal.

We are indebted; says the Crescent Record, to D. W.

Finch Esq., for the following account of the races that took

place at the fair grounds, Smith River, Cal., commencing

Sept. 18, 1894, and continuing four days:

Race No. 1—All ponies in district, half-mile dash, $50.

Horses entered: Nancy Hanks, Limber Jim, Sandy, Cres-

cent Citv Maid. Sandy won. Time, 0:55A.

Race "No. 2—Free for all, quarter mile and repeat, $50.

Entries : Laura F., Nelly B., Bell Lee. First heat, Bell Lee,

0:25A ;
second heat, Nelly B., 0:25$ ;

third heat, Nelly B.

Race No. 3—Free-for-all horses, half-mile single dash.

Ruby R. won, Del Norte Boy second, Jersey Lilly third.

Race No. 10—Running, free for all horses, single dash,

$100, entries : Bill Nye, Wm. Abbott, Farewell. Farewell

won, Wm. Abbott second ; Bill Nye took second money.

Race No. 6—Running, for all horses in district, half mile,

best two in three; entries : Burlingame, Ruby R., Del Norte

Boy. Burlingame won, Ruby R. second ;
Burlinghame took

third money.
Race No. 5—Running, free for all two-year-olds, half-mile

dash, $100, entries : Jo Jo, McGinty, Marguerite. Marguer-

ite won, Jo Jo second. Time, 0:58i.

Areata (Oal.) Races.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 6.

The first day's meet of the Areata Driving Association at

their track yesterday called out a large attendance. An ex-

cellent card was put up and the events were exciting.

The first race was a three-eighths mile and repeat, running

with Farewell, Coleman, Isabella and Gray Dick entered.

Farewell took the first heat in 0:372, with Coleman second.

The second heat was a dead heat, in 0:38, between Farewell
and Coleman, and the third and the race was taken by Fare-
well in 0:39.

Next was a 3 in 5 trot, between Hurlbut's Idaho and
Nobles* Bay Dick, who made a dead heat for the first, when
Bay Dick took the second and fourth heats, winning the
race. Time, 2:562 , 2:52, 2:49, 2:48.

The last race was the Indian saddle race, one-half mile and
repeat, with Plazes, Johnny and Fanny entered. The race
was one of the most laughable events ever witnessed on a
track. Four heats were run, one of which was a dead heat,

when the race had to be called off.

The race ball was held in Excelsior Hall last evening and
was well attended.

J. H. Davis, owner of Coleman, has made a proposition to

George Crippen, owner of Farewell, offering to bet $100 to

$50 that Coleman can beat Farewell in a three-eightbs dash,
Farewell to have the pole, providing, of course, that Coleman
is in condition. If the match is made it will be run to-day,

says the Humboldt Times of Oct. 6.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7.

The second day of the meeting of the Areata Driving Park

Association at their track in Areata, Sunday, was even better

attended than the first, and the events were equal if not better

than those of Saturday.

The first race, a half-mile dash between Isabella, Coleman

and Farewell, was won by the latter horse with Coleman sec-

ond. It required two heats to decide it, the 5rst being de-

clared a dead heat in 52"? on complaints of crowding. Fare-
well took the next and race in 53 1-5.

The one-quarter mile and repeat match race between Billy

Allen and Chestnut was next on the card and required three

heats, the first two being declared no heat. The next two
were taken by Billy in 30 and 27£.

Then came the most exciting race of the day, the match
between Randle's running horse, dragging an express wagon,

and driven by his owuer, and Antonsen's Covev, driven by

his owner. The race was five-eighths of a mile, standing

start, Covey at the pole, and was won by the old bicycle van-

quisher in 1:38 J. He hadn't much margin, however, for he

only beat Covey about two feet, and had Covey been let out

sooner Godolphin would not have been in it for he was pound-

ing the track heavily when he reached the wire. It is under-

stood that Covey will have another try with the old invinci-

ble at South Park next Sunday.
The 100-yard foot race between Bert Gatliffand Bert Elliott

was the next event and resulted in a victory for Elliott in

1:11 1-10.

The final event was the novelty race, one mile, with Belle

D., Coleman, Bay Filly and Farewell entered. Coleman took

the quarter and Farewell the rest of the race in 2:01 i.

<*.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

John Dillard's pedigree and history ia given by the

Tennessee Farmer as follows: " Col. L. P. Muir, who was

once his owner, thoroughly investigated his breeding and

history, and Bays he was bred by Mr. Vallandingham, of

Owen county, Kentucky, and was sired by Canada Chief,

thoroughbred, out of Lady Jackson, by Mack ;
second dam

by Blackburn's Whip ; third dam by Stone's Cockspur. Dil-

lard was a premium winner in saddle rings at leading Ken-

tucky fairs, and Mr. Muir expresses the opinion that he could

trot a mile under saddle in three minutes, and rack equally

fast. He also says he had a letter from Mr. Vallandingham

stating that he and his father had all the dams in Dillard's

pedigree, and that his sire, Canada Chief, was a thorough-

bred horse, bred by the lateThos. Burbridge, of Georgetown,

Ky. John Dillard was taken to Indianapolis in the fall of

1869, made one season and part of another near Bethel, about

eight miles southeast of that city, where he died in the sum-

mer of 1871, leaving between twenty-five and thirty foals in

the vicinity."
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ETHICS OF THE RACE TRACK.

E. J. Baldwin Delivers Himself in Plain Teims

of Hie Sentiments.

Chicago (III.), October 20—Lucky Baldwin, before leaving

here for California, vented his mind with great freedom on

several features of the modern race track. " Put me down,"

said he, " as a flat-footed enemy of short races. They have

done more to reduce the standard of the turf, the improvement

of speed and the breeding of thoroughbreds than any of the

most flagrant evils of the betting system. Abolish all races

under six furlongs and make most of them at a mile or more-

Then you will cause horse-racing to assume a more norma 1

condition. The cheap animals that the owners claim cannot

race at the longer distances can be relegated to cabs and waffle

wagons.
" Another thing I would like to say, don't take up the

somewhat vacuous subject of raising the scale of weights, be-

cause it appears on its face to be a fad—a plea for something

English. We have no room here for anglomaniac fads.

England does her racing over turf tracks. Time is rarely

considered a factor, and there is a uniformity about the va-

rious race-courses that precludes the difficulties encountered

in the Doited States by horses going from one course to

another. For these and a variety of other reasons it is no par-

ticular hardship upon the racing machine in England to

load him up with more weight than the animals carry here,

but here we have all manner of soil tracks, varying from

the bullet-fast and hard affairs to the mellow going of Haw-
thorne. To pile more weight than the present standard upon

a racer is to pound him to pieces all the more, and thereby

shorten his period of usefulness. Very often it means to nip

a prospective good racing tool in the bud of promise.
" But the increase in the scale of weights would afford an

opportunity for the older jockeys to ride, some of
_
the fad-

dists will say. Is it wise to destroy horseflesh to give a lot

of illiterate loafers who have taken on flesh, and who have

doubtless forgotten their prowess in the saddle, an opportu-

nity to ride ? My, sir; let them earn a liviDg elsewhere if

they are too heavy to ride. We do not need, neither do we
want, an increase in the allotment schedule of weights.

" 1 take a more hopeful view of the Eastern racing prob-

lem than the newspaper men. Racing will always exist, for

it is the grandest sport at man's command, but it must be

freed of its great evils—the foreign book^nd pool-room. The
former is an octopus that throws its slimy tentacles about the

wport and defiles it—lowers it to the common merry-go-round.

The pool-room is an invidious consumer of money that

might otherwise be directed into other channels, or go to the

betterment of racing. Both are catchpenny affairs that en-

able gamblers, pure and simple, to make livings off the fol-

lies of unsophisticated men and women. No man with any
idea of the true spirit of a horse race would so lower him-
self as to bet upon a race he does not see. Just think of

the frequenters of the pool-rooms or crowded foreign book
ring listening to the cry of the operator as he shouts : ' Fara-

day in the stretch, by two lengths ; others in a bunch; whip-

ping ; Innocent wins.' What a commentary upon the hu-

man desire to see animals contend for honors.

Not a single bet of any kind should be wagered on a horse

race outside the inolosure in which the contest comes off.

Send the foreign book men and pool-room denkeepers to the

penitentiary if they dare to prostitute the sport of racing

with their unlawful business. Isn't it an edifying and beau-

tiful sentiment to have it talked about that the Turf Congress
that originally dodged the foreign book idea for good and
sufficient reasons is about to be delivered over to enemies and
destroyers—the maintainers of foreign books?
"Another thing; selling races were designed to give the

moderately well-to-do owner and the very poor owner an

opportunity to win occasionally. But the selling race had
been abused most wonderfully and should be abolished, or at

least confined to not more than one for each racing day's pro-

gramme. Disastrous and sport-killing selling-race wars have
developed wherever the better owners have accepted selling

races as they should have been interpreted. Evils of a nature

patent to every racegoer are so numerous in selling races that

it has grown to be the motto with horsemen to say : 'Won-
der where the capper is now ?' By gad, sir ; the modern sel 1-

ing i ace is a lasting disgrace to the turf."
-•

New Betting System for New York.

New York, October 21.—Whatever may be the result of

the vote on the proposed constitutional amendment prohibit-

ing betting on the race track, racing will continue in this

State at two tracks at least, Coney Island and Brooklyn. The
management ha* decided to hold their regular meetings.

John A. Morris says there will be no meeting at Morris

Park in case the amendment carries, but he will probably

change his mind before spring. There are many practical

reasons why racing will continue, amendment or no amend-

ment. In the first place, there is the racing plant, which can

be used for nothing else.

In addition to the race tracks there are several thousand

horses in the vicinity of New York whose owners live here.
These horses are worthless except for racing. Even if the
value of the purses is cut in two the horses will be found rac-

ing for them. If the amendment carries the form of betting
will be changed.
With all the bookmakers eager to bet with the public and

with the public eager to bet with the bookmakers, some safe
and ea»y method of wagering will be soon arrived at. The
English system of a special fee for admission into the bet'.iug

ring has already been discussed. There is hardly a doubt
that between 500 and 1,000 men would pay $5 each for the
privilege of irettina into the betting inclosure. Most of the
bookmakers now have their special customers, and it would
only be a short time before they would adapt themselves to a
weekly settlement of bels aa the English do. If 1,000 men
paid $o a day, the income would be as great as that now
derived from the books.

The new system would have many advantages. The poorer
class of bettors—email clerks, mechanics and the like—with
their $1 and $2 bets, would be kept from betting, and one of
the created evils of racing would be removed. Again, all

the little tracks and electric light tracks, which do so much

injury to sport, would be abolished, because they will be

found unprofitable. In short, racing under the new system

will be less of a business and more of a sport. There will be

contests of speed and endurance between high-class thorough-

breds. Good horses will be bred, and the lover of the finest

sport ever devised by wit of man will find ample opportunity

for enjoyment.

English Notes.

London, Eng., Oct. 3.—The recent great performance of

Isinglass has fairly established him as one of the best horses

we have ever had in this country. It is much to be regretted,

however, that Throstle declined the contest, by bolting out

of the course, otherwise there might have been a good

race. It may not be generally known in America, indeed

it is but little kno*vn in England, that Throstle's St. Leger

victory surprised nobody more than her jockey, Morny

Cannon. I know all the facts well, as I had them from John

Porter himself a few hours after the race. It will be remem-

bered that there were three runners from the Kingsclerc

Stable—Matchbox, Legal Tender and Throstle—and the in-

structions were that Legal Tender should make the running

as fast and as far as he could, after which Throstle was to take

it up and to go on in the interests of Matchbox to fixd

out the weak place in Ladat if possible. Legal

Tender did his part well, for he went about seven fur-

longs at a rattling pace, and being then pumped out, he

retired in favor of Throstle, as it was hoped. Ladas was

all this while lying last. Much to Cannon's annoyance
however, the mare, when asked to go to the front, resolutely

responded to do so, and but for the rails she would have run
out of the course, as she did last week at Newmarket. As it

was, she dropped right back to the rear, in company with

Ladas. The jockey was at his wit's end, for under the cir-

cumstances the stable favorite, Matchbox, had to go out ia

the lead himself, and this was a serious matter, seeing that

they were still nearly seven furlongs from the judge's chair.

Thinking a crucial remedy the only one likely to be of any
use, Cannon picked up his whip and gave Throstle a series

of " rib binders," which sounded—so one who stood near told

me—like pistol cracks, and this treatment so surprised her

that she condescended to gallop again and went along at a

tremendous pace just in front of Ladas, who was excited

by the noise of the whip and quite overpowered Tommy
Loates. The result was that instead of waiting to near

the finish, as had been intended, Ladas caught Throstle

some three hundred yards from home, and she again

stopped and refused to try. Cannon thought she
was fairly done with this time, and as Ladas
went storming ahead to tackle Matchbox and
win the race, he pulled her up out of the way,
so as to give him a free passage, as for a moment he
feared Throstle might strike into the favorite's heels. This
slight check was resented by Throstle, and it seemed to arouse

the spirit of opposition and deviltry in her at once. She in-

stantly took hold of her bit, and before the amazed Cannon
could fairly realize what she was about she was racing home
for the last 150 yards as if possessed by all the powersof evil.

Poor Ladas had just had his struggle with Matchbox, and
was emerging from it successfully as usual, but before he
could have an instant's chance to recover from that encounter
this mad filly swooped on him. A second effort on his part

could not be raised so quickly. He ran home as game and
true as possible under the whip, but Throstle got first past

the post. That is the exactly true story, and Ladas would
wiu the race ninety-niue times out of a hundred; nay, he
would have won as it was could Loates have held him and
had there been the remotest reason to apprehend danger
from anything but Matchbox. t

The following is an extract from the London Sportsman o
the 3rd inst:

" I was interested to learn the other day that of the twelve
mares sent out last autumn from Cobham to Mr. James R.
Keene'sstud in Kentucky, ten have living foals, the two that

missed being Editha (dam of Sir Jacob), barren to Galliard,

and Glide to Surefoot. The best of the foals are said to be
the colt by Common, out of Sundown, by Springfield, out of

Sunshine, and the colt by Hampton, out of Queen of Sheba,

by Wisdom. The others include two foals by Wisdom, two
by Saraband, one by Amphion, one by Galliard, one by
Sheen, and one by Prince Rudolph, the last-named being out
of Bonnie Gal, by Galopin, out of Flying Duchess. Mr.
Keene has been very fortunate with these mares. They went
out with eleven foals, all of which arrived safely, and, as

stated above, they have produced ten foals more, which
would be a piece of good luck in any case, but especially so

when it is remembered that the mares crossed the Atlantic
last year a month or two later than is generally considered
advisable. Twelve mares have thus produced twenty-one
head of stock in two years, and one of these mares, Bonnie
Gal, was a maiden the first year, so that one foal represents

her best possible. It will be very interesting indeed to note
how far the experiment of rearing stock like this in Ken-
tucky succeeds. We shall probably have ample opportunity
of find out, for Mr. Keene is entering his yearlings freely in

England."—Cor. N. Y. Spirit of the Times.

The late Sir John Astley was never referred to as a back

number. It was out in the Crimea, where he was severely

wounded, that he first showed signs of that love of sport

which has made his name famous. He first made his appear-

ance on the turf about 18156, winning the Cambridgeshire

with Actola. The following year he won a good race with a

horse called Ostregor. Some two or three years ago, ax the

opening of a foot-ball bazaar, to which he sent some of his

trophies, he gave an interesting anecdote of this period of

his career. " I believe," he said, " the old horse (Ostregor)
would have died in my possession had it not been for a cer-

tain pecuniary settling day, and I was bound to find a bit of

money for those who wanted it. The old horse on the Fri-
day won the Chesterfield Cup and I won a fair bit, for 1 was
a gambler then. The foreigners who bought the horse would
slick to him, and though I sold him for £3,000, 1 offered

them £1,000 to go away and leave him. But.they would not.

I never was so mad in my life, so 1 ran all the way to Chi-
chester to let off some of the steam." Col. Astley's—as Sir
John was then- -horses ran under the name of Mr. Thelusson
till Ihh accession to the baronetcy in 1873. It cannot be said

that he was fortune's favorite on the turf, though in 1869 he
won in stakes more than £4,000, and as he betted heavily he
no doubt came out on the right side. This year he was
elected a member of the Jockey Club, and it was considered
lucky that he did not take much interest in the proceedings,
making his visitB rare, for when he did turn up all business
was put on one side and the ''Mate" was allowed the floor
for anecdotal purposes. His fund of anecdotes was marvelous.
The finish of Sir John's active racing career was marked by
a ludicrous incident, insasmuch as he made a match for his
horse, Drumhead, against Mr. Alexander's Brighton for

£500, owners up, the weights being 228 pounds. This amus-
ing race was won by the baronet in a canter, and, remarkable
to say, both horses stood the Btrain, pulling up sound.

The Sporting Life of London gives the following table of
the three greit prize-winning race horses of England :

Age. Donovan. Isinglass. Orme.
Two, 1888-9 $ 82,435 3 22,385 $ 40,870
Three. 1892-4 193.3*0 94.300 65.115
Four, 1885-7 157,490 56,645

Total 8275,765 5274.175 $162,830

The Situation in Illinois.

It has been alleged in the daily press that the abandon-
ment of racing by the directors of the Washington Park Club
was due in a measure to the hostility of the " trotting-horse

hobbyists," which would so make itself felt at the coming
session of the legislature as to render practically impossible

the passage of a bill which would protect the interests of

those who own and operate tracks whereon thoroughbreds

race. Never was a more foolish statement made. It is true

that after the Northwestern Breeders' meeting was held some
of the supporters of the trotter made dire thieats as to what
they would, could or might do when the Legislature met

;

but since then calmer judgment has shown even the most

belligerent spirits the folly of any hostile action on their

part, and now the horsemen of the State are practically a unit

in desiring the passage of an equitable racing law. No one

who ever owned a racehorse and raced him in the West felt

hostile Loward Washington Park on general principles, leat-t

of all the trotting-horse men, for the very existence of thai
track made possible the holding of a great meeting annually
in Chicago, at which they might win thousands of dollars.

Without Washington Park's track that meeting could not be
held to any advantage in the metropolis by the lake. Turning
to the general situation in Illinois it must be conceded that
the demand for a racing law regulating and limiting associa-

tions as to time in which meetiogs may be protracted is very
pronounced, and it is also gratifying to note that a give and
take spirit is visible, which must surely result in the framing
and passing of a measure similar to the Ives law of the Em-
pire State. As the season nears its close and its racing results

are summed up it is found that the sport has been cleaner
and better in this commonwealth this year than it his baen
of later years, and greater crowds have been in attendance at

the various meetings held in the prairie Stale. It is absolute
nonsense to talk of the majority of the people being averse to

the sport—the facts tell a very different story
; but, at the

same time, no one wishes to see winter racing countenanced
or the merry-go-rounds at Madison or East St. Louis allowed
to flourish, with their main issues of gambling devices run.

ning unchecked. Winter racing is distasteful to nine thous-
and nine hundred and ninety-nine of every ten thousand of
Illinois' citizens, and the same may be said of the methods
pursued at the points mentioned, at which the so-called rac-

ing enterprises are not conducted for the benefit of the people
of Illinois but for those of Missouri, the laws of the latter

State prohibiting the holding of such abominable side shows.
Some time ago it must be admitted that there was a prospect
of some opposition from a fraction of the trotting-horse fra-

ternity. This, however, has entirely disappeared, and all seem
to have pooled their issues with the view of obtaining au
equitable legislative adjustment of the situation, in which
racing will be protected and the value of racing properties

—

horses and tracks—remain unimpaired. The prospects are
at present encouraging and good work is being done by those
in interest.—The Horseman.

Death of Sir John Astley.

London, Oct. 19, 1894.— Sir John Dugdal* Astley, baro-

net, the well-known sportsman, died in London this morn-

ing. (By cable to New York Herald.)

Sir John Dugdale Astley. better known perhaps in Brit-

ish sporting circles as " The Mate," was born in 182S, and

succeeded his father, the second baronet, in 1873. Before he

won fame as a sportsman and as a promoter of international

athletic sports he [was in the army, which he left with (be

rank of Lieutenant-Colonel of the Scots Fusileer Guards,

after the Crimean campaign. Soon after his accession to the

baronelcy he went into politics and was elected to Parlia-

ment for North Lincolnshire in 1874, but was defeated in

1880.

Sir John was a tall, powerfully built man, with a handsome

English face, framed in a light beard and topped with a head

of white hair. He was a bold backer of race horses and a

cheerful loser, and his cheerfulness was frequently called in-

to requisition, for his stable was notoriously an unfortunate
one. Sir John Astley figured in many athletic contests, and
notably in the great mateh with Captain Sayer for the

championship of the British army. This was a double
match, one day on the flat and the next over hurdles. Cap-
tain Sayer landed the first event, but" The Mate" won the

jumping race very cleverly. That was before the Crimean
war, in which, at the battle of the Alma, Sir John wat
wounded. He recently published a volume of his reminis-

censes, which has had a wide circulation.

In 1858 he married Miss Eleanor Blanche Corbett, ol

Eltham Hall, Lincolnshire,a lady deeply imbued with sport*

ing tastes, whose neat riding habit was rarely absent fron

Newmarket heath during any day of the seven meetings oil

the year. Sir John and Lady Astley had three sons anc
four daughters. He is succeeded in the title by his eldest

son, Francss Edmund, who by royal license assumed, in 1889
the surname of Astley-Corbett and the arms of his mother*)
family.

:
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Our 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

which have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this year that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

noticejpy mistakes or can furnish the breed-

ing of the dams where they are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary cor-

rections :

ELECTIONEER.
Electioneer 12o, by Hambletonia.ii 10. 136(1)

Electuary bh, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

Expressive (3), dam Esther, by Express 2:1254

Electric Kiog, b h, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
Hercules 2:24

Altlvo. b h (4), dam Dame "Winnie, by Planet.. 2:18J£
Electric Coin, dam Cecil, by Gen. Benton 2:18'4

Young Wlldidle, dan by Wlldidle 2:25

Lent, dam Lizzie, by Wildidle 2:26!^

Grover Clay, b s, dam Maggie Norfolk, by
Norfolk 2:23M

Heroam, dam Gipsy, by Paul's Abdailah 2:29^
, Electro Belle, gr m 2:30
1 Quality, b m, dam McCa 2:255s

Regin- 2:20 to 2:185*
- Starlight 2:l(i

l

2 to 2:153f
Dan.bg 2:26*i to 2:26'.,

Jim.bg 2:30 to 2:27 J*

Utility 2:22^ to 2:203$

Chimes 5348. record 2:3054, by Electioneer. 12

(11-

Bessie Chimes 1-21%
Flectmont 2:223f
Bo- Blue 2:20V
Chide 2:2814

Josie Chimes (4) 2:29#
Sixty-Six b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble-
tonian Downing 2:15J4

Carillon, b b, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
King (4) _ 2:27^

('harming Chimes (3) 2:29M
Fantasy, bm (4) 2:08=tf to 2:06

Merry Chimes (pi 2:14V to 2:0*'?

Ed. Easton (p) 2:18 to 2*9

V

gplilnx 5343, record 2:20,^, by Electioneer. 12 (I)

,- Baker, bg, dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medi-
um 2:1954

Midnight, bl b 2:2954

Como ip i. dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:1754
Princeton R, (p), b b (4) _ 2:29J4
Sphlnxetta, bm (3) p 2:HJ4
KaltuUo 2:2o
Billeof Abscota 2:30

f Cantab, ch g p( 2:175£
Syrena 2:25 to 2:M!4
Uncle Tom me 2:19.'* to 2:18»4

St. Bel. 2^4,';, by Electioneer. 13 (l)

Alllbel.bm. dam by Guy Wilkes (3i 2:19'4
> Almabel.bm (pj 2:17^
i Arcorei, bl m 2:26

I Fallnot 2:1U5£

\ Honeywood, br m (4) 2:19>$

Notion (p), bh 2:28!2
' Favora(4) 2:23J^
(

Flora Belle 2:29>$

\ Monobel, be (3] (p) 2:18

L ht. Felix (3 j 2:25*1

Tempter 2:24*j
Kalrina Bell 2:2R'4

V Baron Bel (4) 2:175$ to 2:11 J^

Silver Ore, gr g (4) 2:2S^ to 2:19,

S

\ Korval, record 2:14^. by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m _ 2:26V
Novardine, b h (3) 2:255-.

Villiers.brh (3) 2:27(4
Countess Eve. 2:29J-4
Norliawk.br m 2:20^ to 2:15S
Norvln G., br h (3) 2:28J4 to 2:20;$

Jlay, b ti, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 5.

;
Claylina, b ni (p), dam by Mohawk Chief- _._.-;

I
Olgetta.rn m (p) 2:245*
Miss Clay, grm (4) 2:29^

\ Wire Nai 1

, b b 2:29S
Couut Clay 2:2754
Clayone (3) 2:2754 to 2:24£{

I v-oil-i , 2:224, by Electioneer. 10.

Eitou 2:21
Dramatist, b h 2:29!*;

Lovelace (3) 2:29V to 2:24V
The Conqueror (4) 2:17 to 2:1554

i inte<'o,2:16^, by Electioneer. 18

Abauteeo, b m, dam by AJjbottsford 2:175s
|

Anthelia 2:18
Mountain Queen 2:22J4
Tietam, dam Evelina 2:23)£
Dan Brown, dam Miss Brown 2:275*

k Ethel Mack 2:29'^ to 2:25

iedwood, record 2:21.'j, by Anteeo, 2:1654.

Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Meeks' St, Law-
rence (p)... 2:22

!
Bed Oak 2:2554 to 2:21

; iirred G, 2:19V, by Anteeo.

Foxhound (p) 2:2654

m\ O., by Anteeo, 2:1654.

Lady 2:25

! .nterue 6020, by Electioneer. 4 (3)

I Antidote, br h (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull.. . 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew (p) 2:155$

Bell Girl 2:2754
Nelly F. (p) 2:I6J£ to 2:13>4

.ntevolo, 2:19^, by Electioneer.

iittnons, 2:28>2, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
i S.,2:26^)< by Geo. M. Paichen Jr 2:2354
Hillsdale, o h 2:2454 to 2:1954

zmoor 13,-467, record 2:205^, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon, b h, dam AJiwaga, by Gen. Benton 2:23»4
A. A. A,, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief.
Bonnibel 2:22

2:27';;

Ibert W. , 2:20, by Electioneer. i(3)

Arthur Doige, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:20V
William Albert (4), bv Albert W 2:20!.,

Dudley Olcott 2:2554 to 2:1854

alli8,2:23,tby Electioneer. 5 (l).

Patrick's Pacer, dam oy Gen. Benton (pj 2:26
Lustre 2:28 to 2:22
Fallacv 2:20V to 2:17^

on Marvin, record 2:22! 2 , by Fallis

Don Lowell, b h
3(2)

2:20J4 to 2:14^

ros, 2:29 w, by Electioneer. 9.

Heros, b h (4), dam Cyrene 2:26J4

}

is, by Eros, 2:29,^, dam by Elmo
Cecelia (p>, b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy (son
of Sultan and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief

i

(2) „ 2:24^
Visalia (3), dam Scratch, by Loppy 2:20,S

[

ard B., by Eros, 2:29)*, dam by Elmo.
Letter B.bm, dam Brown Irish, by Judge Ma-

i Klnstry 2;27^
lectrlc[(v, 2:l75f, by Electioneer.
Welbeck, dam Lulu WJikes 2.24^

m al, 2:17, by Electioneer.

"i 3j,byGeo, Beotou 2;26 to ?;165^

Bow Bells, 2:19#, by Electioneer.

Boreal, bh (2), Rosle Morn, by Alcantai-a 2:17M
Alarm Bells, 2:29V

Bell Boy 5350, record 2:19'*, by Electioneer. 4
(L)

Harrison Bell (p) 2:22V
Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:24V

Advertiner, 2:15^, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbeli U), be, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

Junto, 2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Athanio, b c, dam Atbalie, by Harkaway, (2)... 2:21)rf

Candidate, 2:26!4, by Electioneer.

Catherine 2:23>£
Elfrida, bm (4) 2:18M to 2:17>i

Confusion, by Electioneer.

Clenaslee, b g (p) 2:26»£

Abeto, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief. 2:21V
Nellie W„ dam by Inca 2:2iv
Sir Gird, b c. dam Laurette 2:26)£

Whips, 2:27J», by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14^ to 2:08^
Cobwebs, br g 2;29 1

2 to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,
by Clark Chief.

Nana 2:29M
Leola, brf (4) 2:30

Re-Election, 2:27^, by Electioneer.

Nellie Clark, gr m (2) 2:30
La Haute- 2:24}*
La Hunter, b ni 2:25'^
Nellie Clark, ^r m 2:30

*

Palo Alto, 2:089$, by Electioneer.

Palatioe.tblk m „ 2:23U to 2:17V
Bio Alto, bh 2:22V to 2:20J4

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17a$, by Electioneer.

Electioneer!' Bowman's) 2:263^
Symboleer, b h,2 (p), by Campbell's
Electioneer 2:26,w to 2;17 I

1

Elector (Richard's) 2170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (l)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, by Chieftain (p) 2:17
Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moorj3i 2:isv

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4) _ 2:275(

Pauline, gr m 2:26

Elector (Morrows), 2:2l!4, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) , 2:1(1^

GUY WTLKES.

ttuy Wilkes 2867, record 2:15^', by Geo.
Wilkes. 29 v4)

Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies.. 2:30
Venita Wilkes, b m, dam Sau Mateo Belie, by
Speculation 2:14^

Raven Wilkes 2:17V
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Paichen Vernon. ... 2:28
Seymour Wilkes—Early Bird, by Pllmel.son
of Robt. St. Clair (p) 2:18

Lesa Wilkes, b m (4) 2:20V to 2:11,"«£

Nutwood Wilkes, cb h 2:20^ to 2:19
Mary Best, chm (4) 2:21J< to 2:12^

6able Wilkes, record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes,
2:15^. 12

Bufflngton, br h (2), dam by Le Grande 2:20,',,

Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:21

4

Sablehurst, blk c(4), dam by Guy Wilkes 2:25V
Sablenut.bh i2j, dam Auntie, by Dawn.... 2:25
Whalebone, bl c (2i, dam by Le Grande 2:24
Beverly, blK h 2:2!'.

Oro Wilkes 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes, record2:28W,byGuy Wilkes. 3

Lady A., b m (p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:23'V

Wayland W., b h 2:1S>£ to 2:13}£

Calabar.' by Guy Wilkes, 2:15^.

Coincident (3) 2:25 to 2:21,^

Auntie Wilkes 2:28 to 232^

Resal Wilkes, record 2:1I#, by Guy Wilkes,
2:15M

Last Chance 2:28J^

STEINWAY.
Steinway, record 2:25V, by Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25

W. W. Foote (p), dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt. McGregor (2 ( 2:1614

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford (p).... 2:24V

Chas. Derby, record 2:20, by Steinway. (1)

Cibolo. b h (p), dam Addle Ash, hv Indiana-
polls (4) 2:13^

Derby Princess, b m (2i, dam Princess, by Ad-
rainistrator.... 2:26

DI RECTOR.
Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (3i p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17i£, by
Wbippleton 2:13V

Jack Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:25.14- 2:30
Direction, bl h f p), dam by Geo. Wilkes- 2:10^'

Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p)„ 2:20s
Phenom, ruh (p)_ 2:20S
McClellan Stewart. 2:29^

Lena Holly, rn m 2:27V to 2:17'A

2:07 V
2:24 K

Direct, record 2:05.^, by Director, 2:17

Directly (p), dam by Naubuc (2)

Miss Kate (2)

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2) - 2:19#

Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23B
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletonian King 2:27

W a I.Mel 11. 2:22,^, by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3), dam Naucy Moor, by
Grand Moor .". _ 2:27

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sidney, record 2:18% by Santa Claus, 2:17>£. 24

(14)
La Belle, ch l.da^i Annabelle. by Dawn (2) 2:16V
Sidmoor, b h (p), dam by Grand Moor 2:17V
Sidmont, dam Fernleat, by Flaxlail, (3) 2:10!^

Mephisto (.4) (P) - 2:21J4
Sidney Smith 2:2a 1

,

Edna R. (pi, dam Stella C, by Director 2:l7,'«j

Fleet Boy, dam Flight, by Buccaneer 2:25 s
Sanders, ch g 2:2ii'

t

Sidnnt, by Sidney 2:25'.;i

Cassie, ch m, dam Miss Casseriy. by Eugene
Casserly 2:2SJ£

Montana (4 1 2:30 to 2:19

LadyH .' 2:16^ to 2:16

Thistle, 2:13'V, by Sidney.
Dave Highland (4) 2:30

Alexander Button, record 2:26'., by Alexan-
der. 11 (3)

Bird Button, grg, dain Lilly, by John Nelson- 2:29^
Laura Z.bm - 2:23'* to 2:18^
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27V to 2:17'

j

Vidette(p),b m 2:24V to 2:lS>£

Dexter Prince 11363, by Kentucky Prince.
22. (6)

Paloma, dam by Gen. McClellan 1

Index, b b. dam by Abbotts ford....

Lurline, bl m, dam unknown
Prince Nutwood (p)
Archie.bg (p) ,

Prlncewood, bl g
James L
Geo. Dejtter, br i'

. 2:17

2:27«
2:2-f><

2:21V
2:29"4

. 2:251, to 2:16

. 2:18 to 2:161 ;

;•::.. m.-i,i.

Aster, ch g 2:16 to 2:12
Edith 2:14,W to 2:10
Royal Prince 2:24'^ to 2:194
Senator L _ 2:29 to 2:23':,

Gen Benton, by Jim Scott. 19 (I)

The Seer 2:19V to 2:165(

Daly, record 2:15, by Gen. Benton. 1

Clatawa, dam by Gen. McClellan 144 2:28J^
Julia G., dam by Grey McClellan 224>j

Albion, by Gen. Benton. (1)
Pomona (p) 2:15H to 2:15

Benefit, by General Benton
Palo Chief 2:30

Piedmont 904, record 2:17!^, by Almont 14 (1).

Esparto Rex M
Highmont.bg 2:30 to 2:29^
Wanda, bm 2:23V to 2:22K
Limonero.bh, 2:1s 1-; to 2:1-1

'4
Marston C... 2:19V to 2:19^

Liberty BontaR 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl."

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (p)- 2:16^

Albnn, by Gen. Benton.

Seylax (4*), dam Woodflower, by Ansel. 2:24

A It anion t. 2:26V, by Almont. 22 (4)

Ella T.p, grm (3), dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by CaptSllgart
Jr 2:19

fouchet, b c, p (3), dam Teeora, bv C. U. Clay
Jr „ 2:15

Jasper- 2:25^
Pearl Fisher, b m, dam by Kisbar 2: 23 '4 to 2:1S^
Doc f^perry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:1434 'o 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Teeora, by C. M.
Clay Jr. .2:18 to 2:14'^

Le (Jrnnde, by Almont. 6 (1)

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthur ton 2:21J£

tirandlssimo, by Le Grande.

Myrtle Thorne. blk f, dam Belle Thome, by
Wbippleton 2:20V

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Cresco, by Almont.
AllleCresco 2:23^' to 2:l9'4

Tiiton Almont, by Almont. 7.

Tilton B-, bh, dam by John Nelson 2:23'^
Stranger, bh 2:21)<£ to 2:17#

Almont Medium, 2H&}4, by Happy Medium. 3
(1)-

Mark Medium, b g 2:25>£ to 2:20
Warwick Medium _ 2:27*5 to 2:21^

Bricndier, record 2:214', by Happv Medium. 5

<*?
Cyclone, b m, untraced^ 2:26v

Milton R., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:193V tc 2:14

Adrian, by Reliance.

RosilaA(p) 2:15M to 2:14V

Maria, 2:22^, by Quinn's Patchen, son ot Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of Hattie F.,
2:18), by silvertnrends : second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger _ 2:13

Monroe Chief, 2:13!4, by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)

Sacramento, brh, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20V
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:20J^

Monollssa 1 2:21
Monologue, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:23J<

Colisne, by Echo, dam Tiffany Mare.

Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Gen. McClel-
lan 144 '. 2:29#

Bob Mason, record 2:27V, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond ; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p. 2:13JV

Stiver Bow, record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:17 '-. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24M

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blacablrd 401. 9
(2)

Orlinda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief
(P) 2:16}*

Woodlark,7by A. W. Richmond.

Los Angeles 2:23#

Nephew, by Hambrino, 2:21}^. 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h. 2:28}£
Vina Belle 2:211, to 2:15!,i
Netvflower 2:25V to 2:23JV

Ahbottsford, 2:19'^, bv Woodford Mambrino. 9

(1).

She, dam uutraced 2:13

§ultan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31(1).

King Sultan 2:26^

Florence Sultan _2:20J4

Soudan, bv Sultan.

Nubia.bg 2:29^ to 2:24«

Bay Rose 98 1 4, record 2:20>£, by Sultan. 1.

Col. K.R.,dam Addie E.,by Algona 2:25M

Slamboul, 2:07?s, by Sultan, 2:24. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4)..._ 2:29^
El Trebizond, br h, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:20

U

Baroi Rose 2:29V
HildaS. (3) 2:19}£

Senator Rose, by Sultan.

Senator Boy, ch h 2:27>i

Del Sur, 2:24, by The Moor. 2 (2).

Norah D., ch m , 2:22

Almee, b m (p) 2:24V
Delwin,bs (p) : 2:25 j

Idaho Patchen. 2:26^, by Henry B. Patchen.

Maud P. (3),damby;GrandMoor 2:26,^

Maud Patchen, b m 2:25 to 2:19V

McK'uney, 2:11!!, by Alcyone. 2.

Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
(P) 2=18

Osito, dam by Othello 2:30

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.

Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29V

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)

Lucky B.,bh 2:30 to 2:20)£

War Easle, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, b g, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by
Buccaneer (p) 2:19}£

Simmona, by Geo. Wilkes.

Adelaide Simmons „ 2:171V w 2:15

Siinmocolon, by Simmons.

Ferndale (p) - •• 2;20 to 2:16>4

Gosaiper, 2;14V. by Simmoa3, 2:28. 1.

Ketchum, b h.dam by Echo (3) ,...., 2:17

Gazelle &] -.2:29k to 2:16 14

Roy Wtlkes, by Adrian Wilkes.

Rova' WHk'*s.dam by Sidney fpi... 2:26

2^3^

2:13.S

Jnd Wilkes, by Ira Wilkes,

Galette. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont.

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Juanito.

La"ra M., dam Lady Fay (p)

Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:I8V- 11 (2).

Bessie Thorne 2:26'4

Thornwood, ch g. 2:22j< to 2:19!^

John Sevenoaka, by Nutwood, 2:18V- 1 d).
Bay Rum, brs^ _ 2:20to2:19>4
Loupe (p) 2:23 to 2:20?4'

Jim Mulvenna,'.2:19M, by Nutwood.
McGlnty _ 23.9K to 2:26

Wildnut, by Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton. 2:29'4

Woodnut, 2:16^, by Nutwood, 2:18?^.

Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale 2:14V

Treewood,'by Nutwood.
Rockwood.bg „ 2:29 to 2:25?2

Roaa S., by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, brsdam by Sultan 2:29J£

Bonnie McGregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.

Adelaide McGregor, b m 2:17^ to 2:15)4

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vasco, by Harold. 2 (2)

Vasto, bh, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:16)£

Flaherty's Fearnaught, son of Baker's Fear-
naught,

H. M. Stanley, gru „ 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch ni (p)_ 2:30

Motor, 2:29.^, by Onward, 2:2554.

Jennie June, b m 2:23}£ to

Mambrino Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.
BrinoTricks, b h (p) 2^0 to

Xaubuc, by Toronto Chief.

J. H. S., ch g (p) 1

Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)
dam. Lady, Washington, by American Boy
Jr.

Dennis, blk h _

Victor, 2:22, by Echo.
Pascal—untraced

Alcantara Jr., by Alcantara

Elisa S., dam by Friday McCracken

Vernon Boy, by Wllson'B Patchen.

Our Boy (p), dam Black Bees, by Wapsle,,

Arthurton 365, by Hamblefuian. ;

Pantomime, dam lota, by Princeps

2:195^

2:18>^

2:29«

- 2:27tf

. 2:21«

, 2:16Ji

. 2:18

. 2:2*^

Steve Whipple lO.i 79, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonfan CUrismau. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew..

Ensign. 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to

Billy Norfolk, by Norfolk.

Gray Jim

Dashwood, by Legal Tender.

Andy.bg 2:2053 to

Melbourne Ring, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, cb m, dam by All Right (p)

2:I9X

2:18#

2:2253

2:20

2:15

UNKNOWN.
Wait a Little (p)...

EvaT
Delbert

. 2:1753
. 2:26 V,

. 2:24V'

Judge Morrow Brought $1,400.

The sale of race horses in training from the

stables of McCafferty & Wishard, Pierre Lo-

rillard and others, held by William Easton in

in the free field paddock at Morris Park Oct.

13 was but slimly attended, the stormy

weather keeping many away. Judge Morrow

brought the highest price of the sale, Mr. S.

S. Howland securing him for $1,400. The

Judge will probably next be heard from as a

steeplechaser. The princely sum of $5 was

offered for a scarred old veteran of the turf,

Kenwood, but aside fro a a sentimental aspect

it was about his present worth. J. A. Dono-

hue was the buyer, but he would not disclose

what he intended doing with him. Following

is a summary of the sale

:

PROPERTY OF 31'CAFFERTY ± WISHARD.

Judge Morrow, b h, a, by Vagabond—Moon-
light; S. S. Howland S1.400

Hartford, ch c, 3, by Kinglike-Fau Fan; G.
W. Whittaker. 700

Little Billy, ch h, 5. by Great Tom—Alaska;
name not given 1,050

Nero, b h, 6, bv Flood—Queen Bess
; G. W.

Whittiker — 1,000

Governor Fifer, b c, 4
r
by Bulwark—Bessie

Lee; J. B. White S00

Inter Ocean, b g, 3. by Enquirer—Bonnie
Meade; G. W. Whittaker 225

Chestnut filly, 4, by Iroquois—Orphan Girl

;

G. W. Whittaker 500
Kufns, b g, 2, by Faustus—Rue Rivoli ; G. W.

Whittaker 500
Roan gelding, 3. by Blazes—Ogarita ; G. W.

Whittaker * 200
Freda, b t, 2, by Okema—Dolly; J. Johnston- 50

Roan colt, 1. by Okema—Roan Sally; J. John-
ston 15

Chestnut colt, 1, by Okema—Unknown ; J.

Johnston 15

PEOPEETY OF A LADY.

Kenwood, b h, aged, by Falsetto—Katie Creel;

J. A, Donahue 5

PROPERTY OF J. H. M'CRAIN.

Eaufelda, ch f, 3, by Fon DuLac—Hotachimie;
J. A. Murphy 75

PROPERTY OF P. LORILLARD.

Etesian, b c, 2. by Eolus—Majestic; W. B. Gil-

pin
Jonah, brg. 2, by Sailor Princs—Hoodoo ; J.

A. Murphy •
Olindo, b g. 2, by Qnekq-Sophronia; De

Conrcey Forbes zv"^r
Flush, b t, 2, by Emperor—Floretta ; W. H.

Mannn <2§

BOO

175

450
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END OF THE TURF BOYCOTT.

The Law Rescinded by the Congress at

caeo—Foreign Books Recognized.

Chicago. October 21.-The rescinding of the boycott rule:

recognition of foreign books and a resolution to taboo wmter

racing after January were the features of the Turf Congress,

which sat till after midnight last night. The rule govern-

ing selling races was amended so that the owner running

third has a prior claim, and the others to be considered in

the priority of filing within fifteen minutes after the race in

sealed envelopes. In dead heats it was decided that both

horses should be sold if not run of!, where owners could not

agree, the purse to go to the one willing to run off, and the

bets to go as in a dead heat. It was further decided that

the eligibility of any horse in an overnight event should

be determined not by the time of entry, but upon the time

of the running of the race.

Corrigan presented a resolmii n In tlie effect that " no

track shall select as judges ur racing stewards any persons

who are wholly or in part of established stud farms and con-

duct the same for the breeding of and pubhc sale of thor-

oughbreds." This caused another and longer and more

heated discussion, but it was finally passed by a vote of 8

to 4.

The Latonia-Nashville party, so dominant early this year,

has shown how powerless it had become by reason of recent

combinations and happenings. It was not even strong

enough to make a sharp show of dissent. The Western turf

will lose nothing by its chief organization going into new

hands. Walbaum's Saratoga Association will be elected to

membership after Ed Corrigan and L. P. Tarleton have had

their conference with the Jockey Club. The probable result

of this conference will be a split and future independence for

the Western clubs, except so far as forfeit collections and

rulings against racing dishonestly go. The most important

act at the meeting was the rescinding of the boycott rule. So

far as tho West is concerned, every person and animal not

ruled of) for offenses under the racing law is in good stand-

ing. ,

This includes the racing contingent at the minor Wash-

ington and smaller New York tracks, as well as those at East

St. Louis and Madison, and reinstates some bad and more

good tnrfmen compelled by the circumstances of possession

and location to race where they could lose and win They

have until December to consider their condition and future.

The extension of the operation of the boycotte rule to

December 1st gives a hope that Roby, East St. Louis and

Madison may agree to close during the sharper winter months

of December, January and February and aid Western rac-

ing-

Harlem opens for a week to-morrow. The programme is

a fair one and the book of the week promises to draw out the

best horses in the local stables. Starter Ferguson went to

California last night, and KitChim will finish the season on

both tracks. Hawthorne's atsociate .judge, George Carroll,

will assist Secretary Murphy in the Harlem stand in C. C.

Riley's place. He is also on his way to California. Before

the local season of 1895 opens.there is a chance that the same

officials will work in both stands.

Not to Be Affected by the

Action.

Turf Congress'

'Chicago (JU.)i October 21.—A party of turfmen left for

San Francisco to-night. In the party were Starter Ferguson,

John Merrill, C. C. Riley, Charles A. Trevathan, Morgan

Chinn, Jack Chinn, M. A. Gunst and S. M. Morton. Mr.

Trevathan, who is accompanied by his wife, looks upon the

closing of Washington Park as a national calamity. "It had,''

he «ays. "furnished an intensely respectable factor to West-

ern racing interests and given them an impetus which may
now be lost. When Modesty won the Chicago Derby a few

years back only 6,000 persons were on the grounds, while

nearly 50,000 were at the last Derby." Trevathan would have
been the presiding steward at Washington Park next season

but for the collapse. He stands high in the esteem^ of all

turfmen, breeders and officials, anil was loaded down with the

best wishes for success as a judge at the California meeting.
" No," said he, " the new rules of the Turf Congress last

uighl have no direct bearing on the Jockey Club season in

San Francisco, although we have reciprocal ogreements with

the association here. We conform in the main to their rules,

but are allowed latitude on rules of our own, which hold

goods under the arrangement made at Cincinnati by Tom
Williams until January, 1895. Out of compliment to our
special sprint-bred horses we can cut under the sir-furlong

race Limit, for instance, but we are not aflected by the boycott

rule or the bar against winter tracks. The coming season in

California will be the grandest success the State ha6 ever

*een."

Debarment of San Francisco Not Intended.

Nkw Yobk, October 21.— In commenting on the action

of thf American Turf Congress, Saturday night, the Morning

Advertiser says :
" The proposed prohibition of winter rac-

iog except in Southern latitudes would he good, barring the

fact thai Ban Francisco is to the north of the 87th degree of

latitude and no limitation as to longitude is included. This
makes it appear that a deliberate attempt is being made to

boycott San Francisco while the boycott against tracks that

have already debarred themselves is rescinded. This is a
situation which, if correctly stated, speakB for itself; but the
thing appears so incredible that it would n^t be at all sur-

prising to find that either tne Congress rule has been incor-

r.otlv reported or that the debarment of San Francisco was
not intended."

Louisville Stake Events. 1896.

LoirrsvELLB, October 21.—When the saddling hall rings

at Churchill Downs, in the spring of 18'.m1 it will inaugu-

rate what promises to be the greatest race weeing in the his-

tory of the Kentucky turf. -Secretary Rice has just com-

piled the entries fer the Kentucky Derby, Clark Stakes and

Kentucky Oaks of this year, the first stakes opened by the

new Louisville Jockey Club, and the club is a notable one as

compared with former years. It is also a strong indorsement

ot his action in reducing the Derby distance to a mile and a

quarter. For the past five yeare the average number of en-

tries to the Kentucky Derby has been sixty, while this one

that has just been closed with no less than 151. California

is yet to be heard from. The Clark Stakes for 1S96 has 160

entries, and the Kentucky Oaks 140, or a total of 471 for the

three stakes, as compared with a total of 157 in 1894 and 180

in 1895.

Among the prominent stables represented in the West are:

Byron McClelland, E. J. Baldwin, Scoggan Bros., Bashford

Manor, B. C. Thomas, J. E. dishing, S. I. Brown, Hankins

& Johnson, Ed Corrigan, Pat Dunn, Barney Schreiber,

Avondale, Pastime, Easton & Larrabee, W. P. Laudaman,
Bennett & Co., W, S. Barnes, Eugene Leigh and others.

^ .

Heredity, not Conformation, Controls.

There are many theories advanced as to the increasing

prevalence of the pacing tendency in so-called trotting-bred

horses, but it has long seemed to me a problem easy of solu-

tion. The well-known writer, Hark Comstock, has promul-

gated a theory he defines as "structural incongruity," taking

the ground that horses assume the pacing gait owing to im-

perfect or faulty conformation. He believes that when two

animals of radically different conformation are bred together,

or if each represents a radically difie rent type or family, the

difference in conformation is often too great for nature to

harmonize, and as a result the animal is unbalanced and

takes to a gait between the trot ai,d the run, which he terms

the flying trot, but which is generally knowaas the pace.

" Iconoclast" and many other writers assert that the gaits

are interchangeable; that trotters get pacers and pacers get

trotters, the fundamental instinct being the same. These

theorists believe that there is really no dividing line between

the two styles of locomotion. In proof they cite the numerous
incidents where horses perform equally well at either gait,

and it is becoming quite the fashion after a horse is out-

classed at one gait to convert or change the gait and start

anew at the other way of going. -

Still others have asserted that horses with short bodies were

inclined to pace, because owing to the insufficient distance

between the fore and hind fret there was a liability to over-

reach, and by shifting the gait to the side motion both feet

on a side were moved at once, and thus all chances of one
interfering with the other was avoided.

A very few writers have defined the cause of the pacing

tendency as due to heredity. Horses pace because at some
time near or remote one or more of the ancestors paced, and
while the trial may and often has been dormant for a long

time through successive generations, it is always liable, like

any other taint, to appear at any time.

Let us endeavor to see which theory is most strongly sup-

ported by facts. The faulty conformation theory has many
followers, but it has always seemed to me weak, from the fact

that it is not general in its application. Hark Comstock
argues that the strongest pacing tendency is produced by

mating a cold-blooded, ill-formed animal with a thorough-

bred ; that Nature finds it too much of a task to blend the

two widely different types of conformation, and an unbalanced

conformation results, which in motion preserves an equil-

ibrium by his so-styled flying trot, or carrying each side for-

ward at a simultaneous movement of the legs.

It is easy to cite proofs of this theory so long as the cold

cross contains pacing blood, for the trait is more strongly

transmitted than at any other way of going. A pacing cross

will nearly always exert a stronger influence in the offspring

to pace than a thoroughbred cross will to trot. Why this is

so I am unable to answer. On the other hand, I am not pre-

pared to admit that a cold trotting animal without pacing

crosses, mated with a thoroughbred, will produce offspring

inclined by instinct to pace. If this is so, why have not

pacers become common in other countries where the gait is

virtually unknown ?

If this theory be true, why are not paeers as common in

England as here '! The head of the Hackney or Norfolk

trotters was produced by breeding a cold-blooded trotting

mare to Blaze. Admitting that this mare might have been
well bred, and that Blaze is known to have been only a half-

bred, there must have been many instances where cold-

blooded, ill-sbapen animals have been mated with thorough-

breds in England, and yet pacers are unknown there. Many,
many years ago, when the country was first invaded and con-

quered, and riding upon the back of the horse was the com-
mon means of travel, pacers were prevalent, because the gait

was considered easier for the rider.

When the roads and vehicles became common the pacer

was discarded and bred out, giving place entirely to the trot-

ter. Had the structural incongruity theory been true, it seems

to me the pacer would have kept appearing from time to

time, and have still been prevalent. So far as I have been

able to gather information, no other country approaches our

own in the production of pacers; in fact, in all other coun-

tries the gait isdisliked, and the breeding of it finds no en-

couragement. Still, "structural incongruity" wouldnotbe
aflected by public sentiment, and the pacer would continue to

appear, whether welaome or otherwise.

That many of the pacing families in litis country trace on

one side to thoroughbred ancestors and on the other to cold-

blood ancestors is undoubtedly true, but the cold-blooded

parents paced, and in the progeny the gait has become fixed.

As a result our best pacing families are to-day more highly-

bred, and transmit the characteristics more uniformly than

any of our so-called trotting families. If it be structural in-

congruity, then it has made them mure nearly thoroughbred,

for in reality any species is thoroughbred that is sufficiently

pure bred to transmit its characteristics at all times in repro-

duction.

Again taking up the conformation theory, why have not

all trolling families produced pacers; Does anyone suppose

a pacer could have been produced by breeding Ihe most ewe-

necked, sloping-rumped, ill-Bhaped, trotting bred mare that

could be secured to Hambletonian? Bellfounder covered
many mares, but none with sufficient structural incongruity
lo produce a pacer. The Champion family is to-day one of

the highest bred and purest bred we have among trotting

families. Since the days of Almack, the recognized head of

ihe family, there must have heen many cold-blooded, ill-

shaped trotting mares bred to members of the male line, but

the records do not show any pacers to the credit of any of
the Champions, male or female.

When, however, a pacing cross is bred in, as was Tackey
(2:26). by Pilot Jr., dam of Naiad Queen (2:201), a taint is

introduced that will l.-ng be liable to come to the surface. If

in another generation another paciag cross was introduced,
we should soon see results the same as are now apparent iu
all our so-called trotting families. When offspring inherits
both the tendency to trot and the tendency to pace, one or
the other will be the stronger, but which, no one can tell in
advance.
While the few facts cited do not, by any means, cover the

entire ground, it seems to me enough evidence has been
brought forward to show that conformation, no matter how
inharmonious, never makes a trotter pace or a pacer trot.

Families that have been kept purely bred in trotting lines

do not produce pacers until after pacing crosses have been
bred in. And yetthere must be just as many ill-assorted niat-

ings in such as among those families in which the pacing
tendency is becoming more and more prevalent.

The same facts disprove the theory that the gaits are iden-

tical in the formative influence. If pure-bred trotters never
pace, and pure-bred pocers never trot, the assertion that trot-

ters get pacers and pacers get trotters has no foundation. As
stated above, we know that pure-bred trotting horses never
sired a pacer except when the dam had pacing blood. When
mares tracing to Saltram, the Orange County pacer, were
bred to Hambletonian, a strong pacing influence was exerted

upon the offspring. Hambletonian, however, being purely
trotting-bred (unless, indeed, the blood of Amazonia had a

pacing cross), was strong in controlling action, and this

quality was equally marked in his son, Electioneer, who had
a double infusion of pure-bred trotting blood from his double
Bellfounder cross.

If trotters sire pacers and pacers sire trotters, why does
Electioneer stand out so prominent among the sons of Ham-
bletonian as a sire that always imparts the trotting action. If

this theory be true, why are not the get of George Wilkes as

free from pacing tendencies as the get of Electioneer? No
one can say that George Wilkes inherited pacing blood from
his dam, for her breeding is wrapped in obscurity. We do
know, however, that the owner has said the horse could pace
as fast and as easily as he could trot, and as Hambletonian
never sired a pacer or pacing tendency except where the dam
had a strong current of pacing blood, the line of facts demon-
strates that the dam of George Wilkes must have had a strong

pacing infusion.

Hambletonian, purely trotting bred, has not a pacer in his

2:30 list, and never sired a pacer or a mixed-gaited foal ex-

cept where a pacing cross existed in the pedigree of the dam.
Electioneer, also purely trotting bred, leads all trotting sires

in the power to control action and get trotters from all classes

of mares. Many pacing-bred mares were bred to him, but in

only one instance did he fail to control the gait, and his long
2:30 list contains but one pacer. Is this heredity or conforma-
tion?

As regards the theory that horses pace because of the lack

of length of the body, one has only to investigate to become
convinced of the error. When I first heard the theory ad-

vanced my mind quickly turned to Gossip Jr. (2:13.1 pacing

to high wheels). He wasageldiDg of more than average

length of body, but I cannot learn that he ever trotted a step.

Many other instances might be cited to show that horses pace
with long bodies as well as with short bodies, the fleet Flying
Jib being a notable example.
When, on the other hand, we lake up the so-called trottiLg

sires and ask why so many of their get pace, the answer is

not far to seek. Just as sure as two and two make four will

a pacing cross when it meets another pacing cross double the

pacing tendency or inclination, and destroy or neutralize the

tendency to trot. Having endeavored to show that without

pacing blood horses do not get pacers, let us briefly examine
the pedigree of some of the prominent so-called trotting

sires, and see if we find a logical reason why so many pacers

appear among their offspring.

Our so-called trotting families have become so impreg-
nated with pacing blood that few breed true to gait, and
probably never will again. Some of the best pacing families,

however, seem to be nearly thoroughbred, and the members
can and do reproduce the gait uniformly. In looking over

the speed lists of these pacing sires one does 'not find every

third or fourth one a trotter ; on the contrary, all arc pacerw

This is as it should be. Pacers should beget pacers,and trot-

ters should beget trotters, and a sire that cannot do one or

the other with uniformity is not to be considered, where the

aim of the breeder is to establish a pure breed or type that

shall become worthy the name of thoroughbred.—Horse
Breeder.

Heart disease is more common among horses than is

generally believed, says the London Live Stock Journal.

Many a 6iidden illness and death, attributed to poison, are

due to cardiac affection. In the current number of the Jour-

nal of Comparative Pathology, Prof. Stewart Stockman, of

the Dick College, Edinburg, has an interesting article on the

subject indicated. It appears that the most general hearl

trouble of the horse is disease of the aortic valves, in the

ratio, according to Nocarn's recorded observations, of twenty-

eight to forty-two ; and Frohner found in ten cases lhat

seven were lesions of the left heart. Horses suffering from

the more general form of heart disease are not necessarily

useless. They rarely drop down and expire instantaneously

in the street or on the highway. However, horses showing

symptoms of heart disturbances should not be severely taxed

in strength or speed, else serious consequences may be pre-

cipitated. It is hot of much special interest to the horse

owner to be told by Professor Stockman that the administra-

tion of digitalis may do good, or to be informed that "we
can relieve venous congestion by giving a saline purge, and

digestion can be stimulated by carminatives with digestible

and nourishing food."

Like John R. Gentry, 2:033, and Joe Patchen, 2.04, the

baby pacer Directly, 2:07$, has a grandam of untraced breed-

ing. All that is known of her is that she was a highly- formed

pacing mare of unknown breeding. The dam of Directly is

a mare by Naubuc, a brother to Thomas Jefferson, 2:23, and

the wonderful colt consequently carries the blood of the Royal

George family, a family whose blood has always been more or

less prominent in Western New York, where the head of the

family once stood. The blood of Royal George is good old-

fashioned blood and appears in the pedigrees of some of the:

crack representatives of many of the popular families of to-

day. It was a blood that has often been called " cold," but it

has helped to produce some exceedingly g^arae performers al

the same.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary,

Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club. San Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
gomery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.

605ilarket Street. S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-
land, Cal.

Alameda Couuty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner. President,

PhiL Finck, Secretary, R.R. and 16th A.ve.,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, iEdgar Foreter, Secretary,

605 Market St. S.F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

I

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

|
Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

I

Pres.: J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.

|
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Mediord, Or*—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

|
fl.G. Nicholson, Sec.

i Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F- Tbibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Dayis, Prea.: V. M.

i Jessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C Caveline, Secretary.

[
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

|
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill. Pres.

;

F.W, rharles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE &.ND SHELL.

Quail are reported plentiful about Livermore

J. O. Cadman killed 32 duck at Alvarado on Sunday last.

Splendid bags of quail continue to be the rule at the

Country Club preserve.

A new gun club has been organized in San Rafael that

will be known as the San Rafael Gun Clnb.

The late storms have added materially to the duck supply,

but there is room for many more.

Quail are reported to be very plentiful about Salinas. Sev-

eral sportsmen have made some splendid bags of late.

The Selby Smelting and Lead Works are now loading the

new Dupont Smokeless. It is giving very general satisfac-

tion.

J. K. Orr and Jas. Donahue were at the Cordelia Club the

first of the week and returned with a fine bag of sprig, wid-

geon and mallard.

Very few ducks have yet arrived on the Sonoma marshes.

Sherman Island has not produced a good bag this season and

Tubbs Island is only fair.

Quite a number of hunters were tramping the Alvarado

and Mt. Eden marshes for snipe on Sunday, but we did not

hear of a solitary bird being killed.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have the finest wooden duck de-

joys that we ever saw. The mallards are painted remarkably

rue to life. Call and examine them.

J. A. R. Elliott has presented Miss Annie Oakley (Little

Sure Shot) with an albino bob-white. A bob-white with

plumage as white as snow is as beautiful as it is rare.

J. A. R. Elliott has certainly got his shooting clothes on

.his year. 100 straight kills on live birds at 30 yards can

scarcely be improved upon, and 199 out of 200 breaks the

record.

Our local sportsmen did but little better on Sunday last

han on the week previous. The quail would not hunt the
"

3 on either occasion. A few weeks ago it was too dry and

low it is too wet.

Selby's Factory keeps a good stock of *'E. C" powder on
land with suitable wads and different grades of cartridge

ases. All of Selby's smokeless cartridges are loaded only to

Rjr, as the dealers place orders for them.

The United States Smokeless Powder Works at Point San
J
edro, San Rafael, are nearly completed. Everything but

ne mill is in running order. As soon as this machine is

inished the powder will be placed upon the market.

C. Cate made another fine bag of ducks at Mowry's on Sat-

urday and Sunday last. We have heard several reports as to

he number. Some say 76, others less. He used United
•tates Smokeless, and killed nearly all of his birds with one
)arrel.

Some idea of the abundance of quail in the vicinity of

iTnma, A. T., can be gathered from the fact that a letter was
ecently received by a party in this city from a merchant in

Irizona, oflering to ship to this city 200 dozen of quail per

*eek.

Dr. W. F. Carver defeated C. W. Budd at Des Moines,
owa, on the 15th with a score of 95 to 88, but on the 16th
ludd turned the tables on him by defeating him with a score

f 92 to 86. The third match of the series will be shot at

'hicago on November 1st.

Frank Harden, Jos. Umphred and a friend were at the

'aatimeCIub, Alviso Bridges on Saturday and8unday. Quite
number of ducks were on the marsh on Saturdaylduring the

torm, but on Sunday they were not moving. Six or eight

ucks and a few curlew and plover comprised the bag.

The Parker Bros, are selling more of their $400 list guns
aan they can make and still we talk about hard times. The
arrels are made of the genuine Sir Joseph Whiteworth steel

ud the gun as a whole is one of the handsomest guns on
artb, at least Mr. Tucker says so and he ought to know.

We notice that the two great trap shots, Welch (the ama-
:ur) and Elliott (the professional) are both beating all com-
etitors, and that they use American "E. C." Smokeless
owder, which, by the way, is hard grain and not affected

! y the temperature. Only one grain and one quality of this

owder is made.

Our crusade against the market hunter has brought forth

a comment from one in the trade, that the suppression of
market hunting will make a great difference in the amount
of powder and shot sold. The market hunter unquestionably
uses a great deal of ammunition, but bas it never occurred to

the trade that with the suppression of market hunting and
its consequent result—a great increase in our game supply

—

there will be double the number of* amateurs in the field and
on the marsh. The market hunter shoots to kill, and wastes
no ammunition. The novice, having much to learn, shoots
at so many sky scrapers and birds jumped at 100 yards range,

that in consequence he uses a great deal of ammunition. The
result of the suppression of market hunting will be an in-

crease in the demand for ammunition.

The suppression of market shooting is the most effectual

way that the Boards of Supervisors of the various countries

can ordain to protect game. We are very pleased to see that

many of the counties are falling in line. In Alameda county
the marketing of quail is prohibiting. In Ventura the

marketing of quail, ducks and doves is prohibited. Kings
country ditto. Madera prohibits marketing quail. Orange
county prohibits the marketing of any game to exceed two
dozen per week. San Benito prohibits marketing quail. We
hope to add to this list until every county in the State is in-

cluded.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received a large consignment of

collapsable canvas duck decoys. These decoys bob about
with the slightest breath of wind and look very natural in

the water. They are constantly in motion and seem to us to

look much more life like than the old style. They are very
convenient to pack about and will last for years if properly
cared for.

J. W. Harper, one of the proprietors of the well-known
California Kennels, proved that he can hit blue-rocks as

well as quail by taking the highest honors at the blue-rock

shoot of the Suisun Gun Club. This club will shoot every
Sunday next year.

The U. S. Smokeless Powder Co. announce that their new
powder made by machinery at the factory is almost absolutely

smokeless and that the more complete combustion has done
away with the disagreeable odor.

Doc. Abbey has been enjoying a fine quail shoot at Angels
Camp, Calaveras county. He describes the country as a little

rough but alive with quail.

Judge McKenna had a fine day's sport in the mountains
back of Suisun one day last week.

A Sportsman's Friend.

Editoe, Breeder and Sportsman :—I am aware that

matters political should have no place in your columns, but

at the coming election all persons who have the good of true

sportsmanship at heart, and are sincere in their expressed

desire to protect game and enforce game laws, should work

unceasingly for the election of Hon. W. C. Van Fleet for

Justice of the Supreme Court.

It was he who wrote the recent decision of the Supreme
Court, sustaining the constitutionality of the law forbidding

the storiog of game in cold storage houses during the close

season.

It may be truthfully said that be did only his duty in

deciding as he did, but judges and lawyers often differ, and
honestly, too, as to the interpretation of laws, and it stands

us in hand to tie to those who have already defined their

position to be in harmony with ours.

To show the importance of that decision, I will state that

in one cold store-house in Los Angeles that was raided after

the close of the open season last spring, twelve thousand

ducks and seven thousand two hundred quails were seized

and confiscated.

This will demonstrate, fellow sportsmen, the enormous
amount of game that has been stored annually in the various

cold storage establishments in this State.

Judge Van Fleets qualifications for the office he aspires^to

is unquestioned, and now lef the Guild demonstrate that it

does not forget public officers who fearlessly discharge their

duties by voting for him on November 6lh.

Sacramento, October 24, 1894. C. N. Post.

Ducks and Disaster.

The following account of a duck shooting trip reminds us

of duck shooting in Northern Iowa. As it is well told we re-

produce it from the Forest and Stream.

Fox Lake, wis., Oct. 9—Editor Forest and Stream : I have just re-

ceived the following letter from my old chum and companion in

many an outirjg ; and as it is a well-told story ofa pleasant trip, bar-

ring the finish, and as it shows the stuff he is made oi, without any
extra fiourishiDgs, 1 take the liberty of sending it to you for publica-

tion.—W. E. W.

Chicago, Oct. 6—Dear Old Boy: Presume you are won-

dering what has become of me. A week ago to-day I was

invited to go with a party of four to Dawson, N. D., thirty

miles this side of Bismarck. We reached Dawson Tuesday

morning, I took both guns with ire ; and after breakfast we
started with a team for a lake about eight miles southwest,

reaching there about 9:30.

The ponds and lake were covered with ducks, brant and

geese. Mac and I started for one of the smaller ponds. The
first thing to get up was an old prairie cock, who had about

forty yards start ot the little gun ; but he gave it up and fell

dead as a mackerel before he had gone ten yards further.

"Pretty good for a left hander," says I.

Well, we got to the edge of the marsh and found it a little

the toughest proposition I ever saw. The rushes and canes

were at least ten feet high, but had been bent over by the

wind to about *vaist high, and such a network—you had to

lift your feet as high as your waist every step
;
and with hip

boots on ten yards of that would tucker the best man that

ever lived- We took turns breaking a path, and at last got

to the water, which was nowhere over twelve inches, with

the mud about the same, but of such tenacity that it nearly

pulled a leg off every time you lifud your foot. We finally

got on a bog that reached nearly across the open water and

got to business.

The wind was blowing a gale from the north with occasional

squalls of sleet and snow. The birds were moving in fine

shape. First it would be a buoch of teal, then a pair of mal-
lards, then a flock of redheads, then a couple of canvasbacka.
I made some of the prettiest misses you ever saw, but finally
got the hang of it, and the little gun would double them up,
30, 40, even sixty yards, and nearly every one stone dead.
We ran out of shells in about an hour and went for more.
You can gamble I had all I could lug.

I had been there about two hours and had picked up
twenty-five or thirty nice birds. Mac took out all he could
carry of them. About 3 o'clock he called me to come to
lunch

; I hated to leave and stayed abcut half an hour loBger
before starting. Then I had gone a few rods when a pair of
redheads came along

; my feet were stuck in the mud and I
had to try a right-handed shot. I found myself flat on my
back, wondering what made the gun sound so loud. I looked
at it and three inches from the breech of the left barrel was
a hole about four inches long, taking out the whole top and
side. Then I felt a twinge in my left wrist"; and looking at
it saw a ragged hole with a piece of iron sticking up just in

K

sight. I pulled out a half section of the barrel about an inch
long, and then came a stream of blood. I took my handker-
chief, tied a knot with my teeth and one hand and twisted it

around the arm the best 1 could ; but it still bled very fast.

I found that I couldn't pull my boots out of the mud, so T
pulled my feet out of the boots and started out

;
got along

fairly till I struck the rushes; then it was tough. I would
fall from exhaustion every few feet and thought once or twice
I would have to give up ; but the thought of wife and babies
braced me up and I finally got to the edge of the marsh on
hard ground and in sight of the boys, who came to me as fast
as they could run.

I was wet to the waist and it was very cold, but those ponies
weren't very long going the eight miles to a good surgeon,
Dr. Bland, of Ohio, who gave me the best of attention and
delighted me by saying that the tendons and bones had by
almost a miracle escaped injury. I was so glad to get out of
it so well that I minded the probing and stitching but very
little. Got home Thursday night pretty tired, but the arm is

doing finely and if I have no setback will be well in three
weeks, Fred.

Riverside Quail Ordinance.

The sportsmen of Riverside county are doing their best to

stop market hunting in their county. At a recent meeting of

the Board of Supervisors the following discussion took place

according to the San Jacinto Register and Riverside Press :

In the afternoon the quail petition once more came up.
B. F. Burt addressed the Board urging that the quail

should be protected. He thought they did comparatively
little damage. They are one of the greatest attractions which
the county possesses for tourists. It was most desirable to pro-
tect these birds.

The sportsmen of the State are spending much money in

the protection of the game birds and thought there should be
something done to save the quail.

J. E. Beamer thought more land was sold here because of
our abundance of game. People came here and went hunt-
ing and fell in love with our country.

C F, Packard thought many came here and settled, and if

they did not settle extended their stay here because of our
hunting.

F. A. Miller thought the amount of money brought into the
county by tourists who came to hunt quail is ten times as

much as will be realized by shooting the birds for the market.
It was a mistake to make laws which would do anything to

make our county less attractive. Those who come to hunt
quail often invest in land.

Mr. Dinsmore, who livfs near Sage, took a very opposite

view of the case. He would even favor putting a bounty
on quail. Tourists would not be apt to invest in his locality

if they could see the havoc which quail made in orchards,

vineyards and grain fields. Mr. Dinsmore thought there

should be an ordinance in the interest of the actual settlers, •

and not for tourists.

A. J. Stalder, of Union, said that he had five acres of

grapes and the quail got half of them. He could get up a

petition asking a bounty on quail. It would be a big one,

too.

Mr. Wilson, of West Riverside, thought it was the linnets

and not the quail that did the damage to fruit.

Supervisor Loveland admitted that it was a two-sided

questian. He added his lestimony, however, to that cf others

who had described the havoc caused by qnail. For himself

he could oot see what right the Beard had to prevent a man
from shipping a quail wherever he pleased after it was dead.

Mr. Lyman thought there was no danger of the quail be-

ing exterminated no matter how much they are hunted. The
birds are increasing in numbers instead of diminishing.

Mr. Hoover would not legislate against the sporting tourist

as against the settler but for the sake of humanity, if for no
other reason, he was opposed to the wholesale destruction of

any kind of bird.

Mr. McVicar desired more time, and moved that action on

the petitions be deferred until the next meeting. Wednesday,
November 7th- Mr. Hoover seconded the motion and it was

carried,

Proposed Changes for Santa Ciuz County.

At a meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz

County held on October 22, a petition to change the game

laws of the county was referred to the Ordinance Committee,

The petitioners ask for the following changes:

First—The law governing the taking of salmon trout, or

in particular the so-called steel head trout, which is only

found in the water of this county daring the months of Decem-
ber, January, February, March and a part of April, during

which lime the present law forbids taking or catching the

same, we would ask that your Honorable Board declare the

month of December, January and the first ten days of Feb*

ruary open season for taking or catching of salmon or Bteel-

head trout by means of rod and Hue, spears or gaff, and by no

other means.
Second—We would ask that the law governing the taking

or catching of mountain or brook trout be changed so as to

show an open season from the 1st of December, as the young
fish caught during the month of April are very small and

many of the older ones are still filled with spawn.

Third—We would ask that the law governing the shoot-

ing of quail be changed so as to show a closed season until

the first of October in each year, as many of the quail when
killed in September are so small as to be scarcely able to fly.

Adjourned to the regular meeting.
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Encounter "With a Grizzly.

A couple of weeks ago a man named Anton Sweltzke came

into town from Tejunga canon with the skin of a grizzly bear

which he had killed a few days before after a thrilling en-

counter. The skin is now the property of Ed Tufts, of the

Tufts-Lyons Arms Co., and is highly prized. It measures

fully twelve feet long and has the paws attached, each of

which measures 5x10 inches, showing the enormous size of

the big beast. The bear weighed over 1.G00 pounds.

The story of the encounter is very interesting. Sweltzke

owns a Utile bee ranch away up in the canon of tbe Tejunga,

one of those openings into the mountain range which shows

itself just above San Fernando. He keeps a hundred or more

stands of bees, from which ordinarily he derives his living.

This year, however, owing to the disastrous season, his bees

have made no more money than will suffice to keep them

during the season when they will be dormant. As a conse-

quence he has been very jealous of any encroachment on the

stores there put aside. It cau be judged then of the anger of

the hardy bee man when one morning he went out of his

cabin to attend his bees and found a couple of hives over-

turned and bis bees in the wildest commotion. One glance

sufficed to show that a thief had been there and robbed his

bees of their honey during the night. The tracks in the

ground showed who the thief was only too plainly. Sweltzke

knew thai a bear of enormous size was guilty of the deed, but

ne said that had he known it was a grizzly he would

have picked up his camp and moved or let the bear have

what was left. In fact grizzly bears were not his style.

He did not know this, he said, and supposing it to be of the

ordinarv brown variety, which are easily put to flight if not

killed, he determined to play even. Sweitzke in appearance

is a large, powerful man, who will stand fully six feet high,

and will weigh at least ISO pounds. Moreover, he is thor-

oughly inured to frontier life and the hardships incident to

mountain craft. Every night after the tirst assault on his

treasures he stood watch with his trusty rifle, but seemingly

mindful of affairs the bear did not niase his appearance. The
lone watcher was beginning to think of giving up his vigil-

ance, and had determined that in the event he did not put in

an appearance that night, he would give it up for a while,

and wait results. This was three weeks ago Saturday.

The man had made one turn in the canou, along which his

hives were ranged, and had returned to
T

t
his cabin when he

heard something approaching from the opposite side of the

canon. Not wishing to make any noise or frighten it off, for

he supposed, and rightly, that it was the long-looked-for

bear, he kept out of sight and awaited developments. It

soon came.
Almost before he could realize it, the bear was within 100

feet of him, and without ado, proceeded to knock over a hive

and reach for the contents.
" You may laugh, but do you know that it looked as big

as an elephant to me when I finally got a good look at it,"

said Sweitzke, when he told about his encounter, the other

day. He did not lose any time, however, in trying a shot

on the bear, for the loss of his honey made him angry. The
first shot, which was from a 45-9-3 cartridge, made the bear

cease his feast and whirl around with a frightful growl of

rage and start for the man. He took but a few jumps before

another shot was sent after the first, with the effect that it

seemed to momentarily check his progress. It was only for

a moment, however, for the next second tbe bear was within

a few feet of Sweitzke and in an upright position with paws
upraised, mouth wide open and in a perfect frenzy of rage.

Sweilzkee said that he knew that if he turned to run he was

lost, as he could not reach cover in time to save himself.

His only course, he knew, was to make the next bullet find

some vital point and then if it was a case of hand to hand
struggle, he would fight it out to the last. He said he could

take in the entire situation, and can yet see the frightful

fangs and the lurid tongue, and in fact could fairly feel the

hot breath of the big beast as be finally pulled the trigger.

The bear staggered, then fell over, and began a struggle

to regain its feet. It was a fatal shot. The king of moun-
tain beasts had to give up, but in the strugglo, even at the

last, it tore up the ground in all directions. With a last gasp
it finally gave up, and the man who had such an escape, grew
faint, as he realized his position and knew in what danger
he had been.

When finally it was skinned three bullets beside his own
were found embedded in the skin, showing that some other
hunter had taken a shot, probably from some safe distance,

at the bear in ihe past. All of his own bullets had taken
effect in vital parL«, the last one penetrating the heart. He
was a monster, and although Sweitzke has seen many bears

and had many encounters, this one was the largest ne had
ever seen in Southern California. He will never tackle

another grizzly, he says, without he is in a good, safe position.

Had his last bullet failed to reach the exact spot, or had his

nerve deserted him just us the bear was reaching for bim, he
would have been a dead man and no one would ever have
seen him again. It was a very thrilling encounter.—Los
Angeles Herald.

Whitworth, SiemenB-Martin and Bernard
Steel.

Shooting and Fishing, unquestionably the best authority in

America on the rifle and shot gun gives, in answer to an in-

quiry, descriptions of Whitworth, Siemens-Martin on Ber-

nard steel as follows:

"Siemens-Martin steel derives its name from being made
by what is known to steel makers as the open-hearth process.
This method was first tried, il i-- Baid,by M. Martin, a French-
man, in 1865, The subsequent adoption of the gas furnace,
the invention of M< tea . made the process a success.
There were two distinct methods used at first for the produc-
tion of steel by this process: First, the scrap, or Martin pro-
cess, by which the carbon in the pig iron was diluted by the
constant addition of wrought iron scrap to the charge in the
furnace. Second, the Siemens |. u ocees, in which
the decarbouization of the melted pig iron was affected by
adding hieiiiatite on- ; tlii^ processWU formerly used quite
extensively, but was found to be expensive, and was aban-
doned. At pn i«- usually combined,
although the systems used by the rations steel makers vary
some in the minor details. The barrels made from steel pro-
duced by this process are usually drawn, or, as is better
known, rolled out of molds cut from long bars of metal, which
are prepared, after proper manipulation, from ingots cast

from the metal as it flows from the furnace. Many of the

firmB who use this steel for gun barrels have the metal from
makers who produce it under instructions as to its chemical
composition, which has been determined after many experi-

ments. Whitworth steel, known as compressed when-fluid-

steel, is unlike the Siemens-Martin, the production of one
firm. It derives its name from the manipulation it receives

when in a molten state. The ingots are made from steel in

the production of which great care has been observed. These
are subjected to the pressure of powerful hydraulic presses,

which forces out the gases that remain in the molten metal,

which, if not remove ', would cause cavities in the ingot

that subsequent treatment would not altogether remove. The
metal thus produced is as good, it is claimed, as that made by
any maker in the world. The method used in the production

of the tubes is in the main thought to be somewhat similar

to that employed in the production of tubes made from Sie-

mens-Martin steel. The Messrs. Whitworth guard closely the

methods used by them, and it is difficult to ascertain exact
knowledge of the minor details. The question of the com-
parative excellence of the barrels made from tubes produced
by the two different methods is one upon which there is a di-

versity of opinion.
" Whitworth eteel barrels are much more expensive than

those made by the Siemens-Martin process, and, as a result,

barrels made by the latter process are used to a greater ex-

tent. The results of a series of experiments conducted some
lime ago seemed to show that tubes made by (he Siemens-
Martin process were superior, in so far as ability to stand

bursting strains caused by excessive charges, to tubes made of

"Whitworth steel, tested at the same time and under similar

conditions. Bernard Damascus barrels of the highest grade
are made from three bars, composed of a large number of

smaller bars of iron and steel laid alternately and rolled to-

gether. These are then twisted and welded the same as other

twisted barrels. The combination used produces a figure in

the barrel somewhat similar in appearance to diminutive
checker-boards. Tbe original Bernard barrels were first in-

troduced by a noted gunmaker of Paris of that name, and
barrels bearing his trade mark were much sought for, and are

by many at present, as barrels are still made that maintain

the high quality of the original barrels. Barrels with the

peculiar figure became quite popular, and, as a result, the

barrel welders of Belgium and Germany made barrels with

that figure, and the mass of Bernard barrels to-day are made
of bars composed of different kinds of iron, and are in no way
to be compared in wearing qualities with the better qualities.

The same hold true of the other kinds of Damascus barrels."

Balled Shot.

A most excellent article on the balling of shot and its

causes and one that is also in accord with our own experi-

ments in this direction was written for Shooting and Fishing
of Oct. 18 by " W. E. C." It is as follows

:

Having had the opportunity of making a few experiments
this summer, I thought some conclusions I have found, rela-

tive to the balling ot a portion of the shot charge, might not

be uninteresting. Without giving the details of the shooting,

they were such as to lead me to believe that the effect of

shot balling is in a great measure due to the following

causes

:

About a year ago, I believe, an opiuion was advanced in

one of the weekly shooting papers, thac the principal cause
of the balling of shot was the mixing of the heated powder
gases with the shot change by escaping past the wads ; this

was supposed to cause a slight melting or fusion ot the pel-

lets, causiug them to become attached to each other, and
continue so throughout their flight. I arranged my wads to

allow of an escape of gas into the shot charge ; the result, as

was expected, was usually a patchy pattern, showing occas-

ionally that a number of pellets had stuck in a cluster ; but

only on one occasion was there any signs of fusion of the

pellets, and that was when a very fine grain powder was
used.

By balling I refer to a solid and compact mass. This, I

think, is most likely to occur from the use of too quick pow-
der. When the gases are evolved in a very short time and
space, a tremendous initial pressure of from four to five tons

per square inch, speaking generally, is exerc ; sed suddenly on
the shot charge. The result is that in the jam a portion of

the shot are always deformed and are erratic in flight
;
but

besides this, a portion of the charge is frequently mashed to-

gether under sudden high pressure, and continues so in one
or more compact masses during its flight. The chances then

of shot balling are enhanced,

—

1st, By tbe use of soft shot, which deforms more easily

than hard.

2d, By the use of a hard card wad under the shot. I

found a decided difference in favor of soft felt, such as three-

eighths of an inch and new Winchester felt wads, when
quick burning powders were used.

3d, By (he usa of a heavy, stiff wad over the shot, and
hard crimp to the shell, which laUer particularly increases

immensely tbe resistance to the initial movement of the

shot.

I should rank these causes as follows as to (heir likelihood

of making shot ball

:

1st, The use of a powder which is extremely rapid in com-
bustion.

2d, The use of soft shot.

3d, The use of hard, non-elastic wadding between powder
and shot.

4th. An excessive crimp to the mouth of the shell. I have
no doubt but that the form of the shoulder of the cartridge

chamber has some bearing on this subject, owing to the ini-

tial resistance (o the movement of the shot and i(s conse-

quent jam being somewhat dependent upon it. However, I

am not theorizing, but merely slating some conclusions I

have arrived at.

Quail at Grass Valley.

The hunters and farmers all report game as being very

scarce. Especially is this the case with quail. Where good
hun(ers could go out and in a day bill two or three dozen,

(hey are now in luck to get a dozen for a hard day's hunt.
The reason for tbe scarcity of quail is said to be the late rains

in the spring which drowned many of the young brood. The
jay bird conies in for his share of the blame. Those birds

destroy the nests of the quail by the wholesale. It used to

be a custom with (be Sportsmen's Club to spend a day in the

woods each year and kill the jay bird, but we believe they
have not kept qd the custom. If the jay is good for any-
thing save to suck eggs, we fail to find it out.—Orass Valley
Telegraph.

THE KENNEL.
DOING-S IN DOG-DOM.

St. Bernard fanciers need not be surprised to see a new
rough-coated St. Bernard stud dog walking the streets Bhortly.

A well-known St. Bernard fancier of this town is talking
seriously of bringing out a pair of genuine English bulldogs.
Thev should take well on this coast.

It is rumored that a well-known Eastern judge has been
commissioned to purchase a crack bench show winning Eng-
lish Better stud dog for a party not far from San Francisco.

The proper carriage of a collie's ears continues to take up
much space in our English contemporaries. The consensous
of opinion is that the ear should tip to the side not to the
front.

A couple of well-known, well-bred Irish water spaniels

have been purchased by a well-known breeder in this city

and are due to arrive this week. We will give full particu-
lars next week.

Stipendiary and Vice Regal showed what they could do in

a nine-inch drain la6t year at Leipsic, and so proved that it

does not require such a small dog as some people suppose to

negotiate nine inches—British Fancier.

Dr. R. A. Ferguson of Bakersfield has lost his foxterrier

bitch Vashi. She developed a propensity for chasing calves
and her disappearance. is doubtless due to that cause. The doc-
tor has bad very hard luck with his kennel of foxterriers,

having lost nearly all of bis pnppies from various causes.

One of the most promising R.C.St. Bernard puppies that
we have seen in many a day is Jas. B. Wingates' Leonard,
by Lord Hualpa—Bohemian Girl. At eight months of ag«>

he weighs over 100 pounds and is very well proportioned. His
legs are straight and strong and as the bone is excellent they
will undoubtedly remain so.

Johh Eagan has been singularly unfortunate with his

Skyrocket—Slygirl puppies. Only two or three months ago
he lost a beautiful bitch of this litter at Ocean View by
breaking its neck, and last week he lost another of the same
litter at Petaluma. Both these dogs were grand specimens
of the greyhound and most assuredly great things were justly

expected of them. So utterly disgusted is Mr. Eagan over
this double loss that he says he will give up tbe sport alto-

gether. But we think that Mr. Eagan, like all other true
sportsman, will soon recover his equanimity and that for

years to come he will be in the front rank of the men of (he
leash, leading to (he slips again pro(otypes of Slygirl and
Maid of Erin.

The Coming Field Trials.

We are pleased to see that the Pacific Coast Field Trial

Club agree with us that the judges should be announced

early in the season.

At the last regular meeting of the Executive Committee,
\Vm. Do/mer, Andrew Jackson and David Thorn were se-

lected to act as judges. Of this selection we can only say

that we do not know and never in our life have met three

more upright and broad-minded men. We trust lhat all

three will act.

It was also decided to hold an amateur stake to be run
after the All-aged is finished, open to dogs broken and han-
dled by amateurB. Dogs lhat have been broken bv profes-

sional trainers but have not been in the trainer's hands for

six months prior to the date of the holding of the stake, are

eligible. This stake should prove a very popular event and
we predict will fill well. The entry fee will be small, and the

club will add a trophy to the purse. The trials will be held

at Salinas on January 14 and following days. Tbe judging
of all of the stakes will be under the spotting system, a com-
plete description of which we gave in these colums several

months ago.

Coursing at Menlo.

There will be a pleasant outing for the leashmen at Menlo
on Sunday (to-morrow). The fact is, the Santa Clara county
boys have been getting " mouldy " for want of a run, and a
few of them have clubbed together and inauguarted an im-

promptu coursing event. They have succeeded in getting

the use of one of the beautiful fields at Menlo, and have
arraneed to get down some fifty or sixty hares, as the

field is not properly fenced, the hares will be lun from
"shoots" into the center of the field, which is about 300
acres in extent, so that they will have ample room to show
what their locomotive power is. Judge Grace and Slipper

Wren have kindly offered their services, and it may therefore

be looked upon as a certainty that there will be a good day's

sport. The stake is for thirty-two dogs.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

W CREAM

BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.

A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Frea

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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The American Coursing* Olub.

The eighth annual meeting of the American Coursing

Club was held at Huron, S. D., on Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday of October 9, 10 and 11. The event was a success

in every way, though the number of runners has been larger.

There was a good attendance of owners and visiting sports-

men. E. H. Mulcaster judged and gave very good satisfac-

tion, though there was some grumbling. The slipper, Jos.

Dodds, was very efficient and did some Bplendid work. Dr.

G. Irwin Royce acted as slip steward. C. L. Pratt of Huron

was field marshal, and C. C. Langley flag steward. For the

purpose of resting the dogs the two stakes were run in alter-

nate sections.

THE DERBY.

The conditions and order of running is as follows : For
greyhounds eighteen months old or younger; $10 entrance

; fee. Fifty per cent of entrance money to the winner, with
' $75 added by the club. Fifty per cent of remainder with $25

, added by the club to the runner up. Fifty per cent of re-

mainder equally to third and fourth dog.

Ten per cent of entrance deducted for expenses of the club.

FIRST BOUND.

Columbus Coursing Kennels' red dog Glenwood (Glen-

kirk—Gilda), beat A. P. Slocum'B fawn bitch Cleopatra

(Eendezvous—Roy's Canary.)

Eastern Coursing Kennels' fawn bitch Butterflies (Royal
Crest—Drytime), beat H. G. Nichols' black bitch Crow Wing
(Sir Hugo—Fleet).

Michael Allen's fawn dog Fear Not (Glenkirk—Gilda), beat

J. Charlton ns. N. P, Whiting's red bitch Nanna (Glenkirk

—Innocence).

Melrosei& Durbin's fawn bitch Gilkirk (Glenkirk—Gilda)

beat J. H. Rew ns. Nagle & Willet'e fawn bitch Lady
Oeighton (Fox—Fanny).

J. Charlton ns. Warren & Fisk's fawn and white dog Glen-

'sirk (Glenkirk—Scandal), beat J. Charlton ns. N. P. Whit-
;
ng's red dog Chartist (Glenkirk—Innocence).

J. Charlton ns. Warren & FiBk's fawn and white dog
j-lenlyon (Glenkirk—f^ilda), beat Melrose & Durbin's fawn
tog Robert le Diable (Miller's Rab—Lady Del Glendyne).

|

Eastern Coursing Kennels' red dog Dakota (Glenkirk

—

,iilda), beat Columbus Coursing Kennels' black bitch Lady
Oedlock (Miller's Rab—Lady Del Glendyne).
M. Allen's wh ; te bitch Maid Honor (Miller's Rat)—Nettle*

ield), beat J. Charlton ns, N. P. Whiting's red dog Lucian
Hwift (Glenkirk—Innocence).

I C. H. Vinton's fawn dog Thomas B. Reed (Glenkirk

—

\ Jilda), beat H. G. Nichols' black bitch Coon (Sir Hugo

—

^leet).

I Eastern Coursing Kennels' red bitch Trilby (Royal Crest

[ -Drytime), beat J. Charlton ns. N. P. Whiting's red bitch

rfinnehaha (Glenkirk—Innocence).

SECOND HOUND.

butterflies beat Glenwood. Glenlyon beat Maid of Honor,
ilkirk beat Fear Not. Thomas B. Reed beat Trilby.

THIRD ROUND.

lutlerflies beat Master Glen- Thomas B. Reed a bye.

kirk. Glenlyon beat Gilkirk.

FOURTH ROUND.

iutterfliea beat Thomas B. Glenlyon a bye.

Reed.
DECIDING COURSES

lenlyon beat Butterflies and Butterflies second,

won first.

iQlj

m
dfa

.0 I

Thomas B. Reed third.

THE ALL-AGE STAKE.

There were twelve starters in this stake, and the work was
r a good quality. The order of the running was as follows :

For all greyhounds at $20 entrance fee, 50 per cent, to

inner and $30 added by the club. To runner-up, 50 per

rat. of the remainder and $20 added by the club. To third

id fourth, 50 per cent, of remainder and $25 added by the

ub.

FIRST ROUND.

Eastern Coursing Kennels' black and white bitch Southern
elle (Laocoon—Axis), beat A. P. Slocum's black bitch Ra-
lel (Lights o' London—May Flower Queen).
J. H. Rew's brindle bitch Jessie Green (Sir Hugo—Fleet)

;lle

i J.
:;

at

sat Eastern Coursing Kennels' black dog Royal Crest

rreentick—Royal Rate).

J. Charlton's N. P. Whiting's fawn bitch Innocence
'hornwood—Burning Shame) beat M. Allen's black and
lite bitch Grace O'Malloy (Master Rich—Hawthorne

0.

H. Rew's brindle dog Frank Green (Sir Hugo—Fleet)

M. Allen's white and black dog St. Clair (Lord Never-
ttle—White Lips).

A. P. Slocum's white and black dog Rendezvous (Major
eudvne—Lady Dublin) beat Melrose & Durbin's ns T.

lackeray's brindle bitch Cigarette (Sailor—Snip).

Eastern Coursing Kennels' brindle bitch Miss Dollar III.

den Castle—Miss Harkness) beat F. B. Coyne ns J. R.
cNickle's black dog Laplander (Trales—Dick's Darling.)

SECOND ROUND.

i uthern Belle beat Jessie Rendezvous beat Miss Dollar
Green. III.

\
ank Green beat Indoconce.

THIRD ROUND.

__k Green beat Southern Rendezvous a bye.

Belle.

DECIDIKG COURSE.

ank Green beat Rendez- Rendezvous second.
rous and won first, Southern Belle third.

The summaries above are taken from our esteemed con-
iporory, The Forest and Stream.

t

The next meeting of the club will be held at Huron, S.

during the second week in October, 1895.

:
\t the regular meeting which took place on Oct. 10, the
lowing list of officers were elected: President, Dr. N.
we; Vice-President, A. P. Slocum; Secretary, F. B. Coyne,
iron : Treasurer, C. H. Vinton, Redfield, N. D. The

1 ;cutive committee was increased to five instead of three,

nely, J. Charlton, John Sauer, A. Melrose, Michael Allen
i 1 H. C. Lowe. This committee was also elected as the

I
-und committee. The resignation of Mr. T. W. Battels

I

I accepted. Mr. C. H. Vinton was elected to membership.

An American Waterloo Cup.

The American Coursing Club has inaugurated a new
stake to be known as the American Waterloo Cup, to be run

at Huron, South Dakota, Oct. 8, 1895, and following days.

The conditions under which nominations will be received are

as follows

:

The entries will be limited to thirty-two all-aged grey-
hounds, winner to receive $500 ; runner-up, $250 ; third and
fourth dogs, $125 each ; ten per cent of the winnings to be
deducted for expenses.
The meeting will be governed by the rules of the American

Conrsing Board.
Entrance fee $25, to be paid as follows : Twenty per cent,

payable at the time the nomination is made ; forty per cent,

payable March 1, 1895; the balance payable July 1,1895.
The nominations are transferable only through the Secretary
of the American Coursing Club, and will be forfeited in case
of failure to pav any one of the installments as above speci-
fied.

The $200 added money is guaranteed by the citizens of
Huron.
Nominations are now open and should be made with the

Secretary.

Address all communications to F. B. Coyne,
Secretary American Coursing Club,

Huron, South Dakota.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

Edward J. Benjamin's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard
bitch Empress Juno (California Alton—Tomah) whelped
October 14th 1 dog, 4 bitches to W. H. Collins' Lord Hualpa
(Alton—Keepsake).

Pastime Cocker Kennel's (Oakland) black cocker bitch

Jessie M. 30,184 (Rao— Fanny) whelped October 2d 3 dogs,

3 bitches to same owner's Woodland Duke 29,423 (Ch. Black
Duke—Woodland Jude).

Pastime Kennel's (Oakland) black cocker bitch Peg Wof-
fington (Red Roland—Jessie M.) whelped October 21st 3

dogs, 4 bitches to same owner's Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch.

Black Duke—Woodland Jude.)

Geo. A. Wattson's (San Francisco) greyhound bitch Ladv
Clare (Dan O'Connell—Ollie McKee) whelped October 23d
4 dogs and 4 bitches to T. Fords' Irish Reel (Short Stop

—

Dr. J. R. Davidson's (San Francisco) dachshunde bitch

Fannie whelped October — 4 pups to D. Bolder's Blitz. (2

since dead).
SALES.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold the

black cocker dog puppy Colonel Breckenridge (Woodland
Duke—Bonita) to F. S. Johnson, San Francisco.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, Cal., have sold an

Irish setter dog puppv by Bean Brummell (Ch Elcho Jr.

—

Red Rose)—Maid of Glenmore (Finglas—Betsy Crafts) to P.

M. Doyle, Truckee, Cal.

VISITS.

Geo. Hermann's, Chicago, 111., collie bitch Fannie of Nes-

seldown (Ch. Wellesbourne Charlie

—

Adtta. Wonder) to R.
E. de B. Lopez's imported Laddie, October 8, 1894.

It will be a great pity now that terriers on good lines,

with perfect shoulders and liberty in its best sense have been

produced, if they are put back for a matter of an inch in

height. The happy medium between the old and new types

has not yet been reached, and if breeders go straight back to

the little cloddy ones, the work of the last five years will be

quite undone.—British Fancier.

ROD-

The trout seasoD closes on November 1st, but it practically

closed some time ago.

A few steel head have already been caught at Point Reyes.

A run of them may be expected at any time now.

The San Francisco Fly Casting Club has taken on a new-

lease of life. Practice casting events are now in order and a

tournament will undoubtedly be held in the spring. At a

meeting of the executive committee held last week John
Siebe was elected secretary of the club to fill the vacancy left

by the death of Sam'l Golcher. M. C. Allen was elected to

fill the vacancy in ihe executive committee.

A certain Moses H. Katzenberger, of Memphis, Tenn.,who

died recently, left a will, a paragraph of which reads as fol-

lows : "Should there be a bov born to either of my sisters-in-

law, Cora and Lizzie—and I hope there will be—then such

male issue is to take share and share alike all my fishing rods

and tackle, except a line and a few hooks, to be buried with

me, in order that, if there is any fishing in the other world, I

will be provided with tackle to eojoy the sport, which has

afforded me much delight in the present mode of existence.'

Those who have closely read the English sportsmen's

journals for several years are aware of the Buccessof fish pro-

pagation in New Zealand. If I misUke not, it was about

twenty-seven years ago that trout were first introduced into

New Zealand," and several years ago account of the success of

this propaga ion was annoonced, and the result there has

been referred to frequently as an example of what may follow

of fish propagation when undertaken intelligently. I glean

from a foreign paper that some New Zealand trout have been

on exhibition recently at the royal aquarium. Six of these

fish were shown, varying in weight from ten pounds to four

pounds each. These fish were exhibited in their frozen state;

were beautifully shaped and in excellent condition, though

caught on Dec. 13 of last year. They are said to resemble

very much the Thames trout.—Ealph Greenwood in Shoot-

ing and Fishing.

Buying a

Second-Class Pistol
is like employing a second-class doctor,

or using second class medicine.

Your life may depend on it. Even if

the difference were less than it is, you

ought to buy the Smith & Wesson in pref-

erence to others. It is the only perfect

pistol.

Send stamp for illustrated catalog.

2StockbridgeSt.,
Sprit) gfield, Maes.Smith & WessoD,

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
VOMMEiVCIiVe OCTOBER 37, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, "Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.
Five or More Bares Each Day. Races Start

at 2 p. m. sharp.

•*- McAllister and Geary -street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official pool-Sellers
— FOK THE —

California Circuit, Including; the State Fair,
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the It test and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all respousible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

SB. WHITEHEAD A. CO , 20 Leidesdorff St., S. F.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensiu Stock
Farm, one and a half mUes from Pleasantou, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alflllerla, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
Into strongly fenced fields (notatoot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two In number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development lfnecessaryi.of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none In America,
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. B. deB. Lopez
Merrlwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

FOR SALE.

An Bros Gelding,
Dam by YVHIPPLETOiV; 2d dam by tiUQ.

M. PATCHKN JR.

Four years old; perfectly sound; stands 16.2 hands

high; color seal brown, not a white hair ou him;

broken single or double; never has been trained, but

can show a 2:40 gait or better.

As the owner has no:use for him, he will sell him

cheap. Can be seen in Dennis Gannon's stable at Oak-

land Trotting Park.

Only a Wind-Puff
But It may lose you the race. Horse
won't bring as much at the sale.

It Looks Bad and indicates weakness.

ABSORBINE»du
.E5JKE

the joint without removing the hair or
laying Ihe horse up. $2.00 a bottle. Of
progressive dealers or sent direct.

W.F. YOUNG, P.DF.,
Meriden, Ct.

1 ALSO FOE SALE BY t

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street. San Francisco.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

NEVADA STABLES,
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1330 and 1353 Market Street, 2S and 2T
Park Avenoe, San Francisco, Cat.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A mil line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best facilities dflorded for board-

ing horses.
Telephone So. 31 69,
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To Be Sold at Auction
— AT —

Agricultural Park, San Jose,

Durlig the Breeders Meeting,

MARIPOSA
A bar fillv, three vearsoM, tlml can trot three

. lien iu condttiou. One that

has never Tailed to get h portion of the

yet without » record.

BY GUIDE, 2:i6 1-4 iso" of DIRECTOR, 2:17J

First dam. Madonna, by MODJ06 Chief, 2:lS»v

Second ditm, Brown Crockett (.dam ot Larco,2:'28),

bv Overland.
"Third dam. old Nell Crockett, -

This filly !s perfectly sound, 16 hands high aud
weighs 1,000 pounds.

This ha rare opportanitv to gel a royally-bred iilly

that can go out and win money tor you beyond a doubt.

She la the property of

II. TIMMBBM.W. Pleasanloo, Cal.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track aud stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered iu any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

t*KO. IJRAY, Hay wards. Alameda Co., Cal.

Speed and Breeding

!

KKWl'KS C. MYRRS having decided to

retire Irom the horse business, will offer

AT PRIVATE SALE,
At prices much less than'preseut values,

Five Great Mares arid Fillies

INCLUDING

e: l.l.t MBDIBM, Record 2:20;

KBTT1B H., 4:26 1-2;

ELKC'TWAV. Tull sister lo Chns. Derby, 2:20,

— ASD —

Two grandly-bred MAMBRIXO BOY Fillies.

Can be seen at

Agricultural Park, San Jose,

From OCTOBER 21st to 27th

In StaUs 31 to 3G.

AFTER SAID DATE AT PLEASANTON, GAL

RANCHO COTATI
Boadsters, Mares, Fillies and Geldings

SIRED BY

ECLECTIC, BROTHER TO ARION, 2:072,

SABLE WILKES, 2.185,
AND OTHER NOTED SIRES,

Will be Sold by the Undersigned at Auction on

Wednesday, November 28, 1894,
Al 11 A. M. at

Killip & Co.'s Salesyard, Market St. & Van Ness Ave.

WILFRED PAGE.
Catalogues can be bad on application to

KILLIP & CO., ... - Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

WITHOUT

Study and Experience

HOW CAN YOU HOPE

To Beat the Races ?
The undersigned has had the greatest suc-

cess in selecting winners during the past racing

season in the East. This has been due

;

First : To his being a first-class handicapper

possessing a thorough knowledge of all the

best systems invented, including the Botay

System (known to but few persons yet enjoy-

ing a national reputation among bettors on

horse-racing.)

Second: He possesses an intimate knowledge

f the running qualities of all horses compet-

ing at all the principal tracks in the country

and is a close student of " form "
; and,

Third : He has a wide acquaintance among

trainers and owners of running-horses.

He will be in a position to be equally suc-

cessful at the meeting of the California Jockey

Club, commencing in this city on the 27th inst.

and ofiers his services in picking winners to all

race-goers at that meeting.

Remember that, especially during the first

part of the meeting—before the horses have

come together—it is only the expert and close

observer of horses in their work who can suc-

cessfully class them, and, by knowing their con-

ditions, call the winneks. This will also be

the period in which the longest odds will be

offered against winning horses.

Selections will be sent to any address by 11

o'clock A. M. on each racing day.

Terms—$2 per day, or $10 per week of six

days. Payments invariably in advance.

Address B. WISE,
Care Breeder and Sportsman.

jj^T'All communications strictly confidential.

REPORTERS!
TTe tram a responsible ljuv or g rs-f-.MN in every town lo act

as newspaper correspoudent, report the happenings in their local-

ity and write articles for puMication. Experience not required or
Demssaiy. Big remuneration for good writers. Enclose stamp
for full particulars. Hodbe* Press Association, Chicago, IU.

ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

First Annual Exhibitioi
at the

Mechanics' Pavilioi

NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH -

<fcO CftO IN SOLID*t,OUU SILVER CUPS
OFFERED IN PHIZES FOB

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneyj
Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,
Ponies

Jacks, Jennets and Mule
Prize lists, entry blanks aotl all Infbrraaliuii can

obtained from the Secretary Horse Show Axaorl
lion. Room 3U, Mills Building.

ENTRIES CLOSE NOVEMBER

HENRY J. CROCKER, President

THE DAILY RACING EDITION

reeder £&xicl Sportsman
WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN
All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by W ell Known Turf Write

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Features That Will be Invaluable to Race-Player

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Tracl

i.i
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20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS,
_ THK PBOPKBTV IF —

fHEO WINTERS,

'RANGHO DEL SIERRAS,

Washoe, Nev.

,

Sons and Daughters of

JOE HOOKER
— AND THK —

'eerless El Eio Key J

Brothers f>r sisters lo

10* JOSK.
DU1.LV MeCOIVB,

CAI.I.IK KE'IGDSOX,
and AnELAVI'E:

nalt-Brothers or Sisters to

PPl.AltB. ALMOST.
ZEPHYR. BEAO,

AURAIGAKOeB.
and BONANZA.

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 10th, 1894,

:B-a.-sr

AT 11 A. M. AT

DISTRICT TRACK.
Horses may be seen at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street, three days

revious to sale.

K7* Catalogues can be had upon application to

1ELLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street.

Free Love,
The Famous Brood Mare, For Sale.

After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 5th,
lessrs. Killip & Oo. will sell for account of the Santa Rosa
tock Farm, the thoroughbred mare FREE LOVE, sire Luke
lackburn. First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
m. Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki, by
[ajor Ban. Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes, for
iree year-olds, at Sacramento, one mile, in 1.42 1-2. Her sec-
ad colt. Norbliek, by Major Ban, is in training and has shown a
alf in 53 seconds. 120 pounds up. Free Love has been bred
us season to A. B. Spreckels' imp. Idalium

C3r FLJ±mriz>
Thoroughbred Yearlings

-:- -:- and Broodmares
FROM THE FAMOI'S -

»ALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Beginning at 11 a. m.,

BAY DISTRICT
SONS OE DAUGHTERS OF

TRACK,

,11

he Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Gyrus

aOM SOME OF THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FL1KT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,

ithers^or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairv,

Cadmus. Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator

and Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Hor6es will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

ee days previous to sale.

SECURE A CATALOGUE OF THI8 GREAT SALE AT ONCE OF

ILLIP & GO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Franoisco.

AUCTIOIXT iS^X-aES

Choice Trotters anA Thoroughbreds,

FASHIONABLY BRED

'earling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

TNQOIBE OF

THE PHOPERTV OF

JAMES W. REA, of San Jose, Cal.,
Consisting of the Grandly-Bred Stallion

ANTINOUS, 2:28^ by Electioneer—American Girl,
And a number of colls and fillies by this sire. Including the game race horse

:m:iiisca.£ix©, 2:ig 1.4.

THE THOROUGHBREDS
LADY BARNES, by Bob Wooding, and

LEXETTA, by imp. Partisan,
Will also be sold, with their produce.

Sale will take place at the

AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE,

DURING THE P. C. T. H. B, A FALL MEETING,
Tuesday, October 30.

Horses May be Seen at Trnck up to Day of Sale.

OS" Catalogues will be issued immediately.

KTTiTJT & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - „ 32 Montgomery Street

Closing -Out Sale of Thoroughbreds
THK PEOPEBTY OF

B. C. HOLLY, of Flosden, Cal.
Twenty Head of as Well-Bred Horses as] can be

Pound in America

At Auction at Bay District Track,
SATURDAY OCTOBER 27, 1894,

BEGINNING AT 12 M.

The following form of advertisement was Invented by Peter C. Kellogg <fc Co., Auctioneers, of New 1'ork anaadopted by them as a tr.iile mark. With their special permission and approval we use
it in California only. Others are respectfully requested not to Imitate i t.

b h [Imp. I Paramatta.

ch h EI Rayo~

ch h Ma] or Baa
sire of Tiliie S
and Kitty L.
good, winners]

Steadfast
fa good wioner
—mile in l:4T

lSS6brg iSympathetic^ L'st
(frequent win'r)

iSOllch g I
Ravine

(a winner)
1892, b g , Halifax _

1893 be iMonoIay

(irinstead _

(Sire of Volante
and Sanla Anna)

(nip, King Ban
(Sire of Ban Fo:
King Fox, Mike's
Pride, Ada Ban
etc

Sobrante
(S're of Castro, Jo-
vita and Miss
Ruthl

Fair Play

1893[bc lLong Charm..

1891, ch.t

1S88] b m

Chm

1889 Chm

1891|Ch t

lSffi'b c
1892 b f

Fraiicesca_
'foil sister to Ac-
claim and Roy-
al Plush.(Stn'd
to St. Saviour

Rosie P
Stinted to St.

Saviour
Minnie Elkins

fwinner of Colo-
rado Derby! ^t.

to St. Saviour
Kathlene
(Half • sister tt

Agitator, win'r
Matrons fa Kes,

1894.) Stinted
to St. Saviour

Lucinda
(fulIsis.lo Wick-
low) Stinted
to St Saviour

Corrine Suck'ham
(a winner; half-
sister to J oe
Murphy) Si'd
to St. Saviour

False Queen
(sister to Jennie
Treacey, great
stake- winner)
Stinted to St.

Saviour
Kyrene

fa winner) Stn'd
to St. Saviour

Cassie-
Stinted to St. Sa
viour

Imp Cheviot (Eng.)

Reveille-

Sinfajc
Montana
(son of Storey)

Fellowcharm

Three Cheers ..

Harry Peytoni..

Dnkt of Montrose.
(pire of Montrose)

LongTaw-
(sire of Don Alon-
zo)

Powhattau....
(brother to Parole
acd sire of Po-
teen and Bur
lingtou)

Falsetto
(sire of Chant.Ky.
Derby winner.
18941

Imp. Kyrle Daly
(sire of Kosciusko,
Eclipse, etc.)

Imp. Intruder
(sire dam of Spo-
Kane)

Major Ban
Feliowcharm

Dam's Family.

Scraps (a winner), by Lord of the Hills (brother to Lord of
the Isles i; second dam Ragpicker (sister to Svlvia, dam
of the great Goldsbrough aorl winner V.R.C.Oaks); thirddam Juliet r the Levity of Australia), by Touchstone.

Sunlit (flam of Sunrise, a fine performer): second dam Lillie
R. (dam oFClyte, she darn of the winners Castro and
Jovita), by Longfellow ; third dam Sallie Travis, bv John
C. Breckinridge.

Hearsayfdam of Banana, a renowned stake-winner): second
dam Dixie (dam of Heretoe, a great stake-winner; Her-
zegovina, dam of Tribonlet, the record-breaker, also ofWar Reel, dam of the famous winners Lelex, Le Logos
and Brother Ban i, by imp. Sovereign.

Narcola ffamous long-distance stake-winner), by Xorfolk;
second dam Ada C. (dam of Conner, Surinam and Sacra-
mento), by Revenue, etc.

Sympathetic, by Prolific; second dam Sympathy, byTimp.
Scythian.

Ninena, by Jim Brown.

Minnie B., by Prince of Norfolk.
Fusillades Last, by John W. Norton

;

"second dam Fusillade
by War Dance.

Glencola, by Imp. Glengarrv; second dam Marcola. by Mon-
archist; third dam Tarcola, by Enquirer.

Rosette 'dam of Acclaim and Royal Flash), by Wheatley.
son of War Dance: second dam Black Maria (dam of
Captain Al and Daisy D), by Georgetown.

Rosette (same as'abovej.

Radge, by Gilroy; second dam Buff and Blue (dam otlBan
Cloche and Monita Hardy); third dam Balloon fdam of
Tree Blue and Ballet, latter dam of Modestv), bv Imp.
Yorkshire.

A thlene (dam of Agitator) , by Pat Malloy fsire of Favor)

;

second dam Ann Travis, bv imp. Yorkshire; third dam
Margaret Woods fdam of Heraldry and Star Davis), by
imp. Priam.

Leinster_ Aunt Jane (dam of Moses B., Wicklow and Lady Jane, wtn-
(sire of Canny Scot) ners), by Bazar: second dam Vivien, by Imp. Leaming-

ton; third dam Coquette, by Lexington, etc.

Hattie Harris (dam of Joe Murphy and sister to Avondale
and Susie S.). by Marmaduke; second dam Pirouette
(dam of Eos), by Harvey Ylllian, eta

Queen Victoria (sister to the great Duke of Magenta'and
dam ot Infanta and Jennie i'reacey), by Lexington^sec-
ond dam Magenta, by imp. Yorksuire, etc.

Irene (dam of Khedive), by Leinster; second dam Irene
Harding rdam of Peregrine>. by JackMalone; thirddam
Macaria, by Avalanche.

Lady Foster, by Foster; second dam Imp. Lady Jane fdam
of Alf. Estill, Atalanta and Leap Year>, by Marauder.

Bonnie Brook, by Teu Broeck.
Glencola, by imp. Glengarry.

O gj PAENTT3a
;

708 Market Street

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach

STALLIONS.
Choicest lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse i« Registered in the Stud Books of

France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

P
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-

nity to secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a
song.
Addressorspplyto

E . c . GODFRKV ,

38 Crocker Building. S. P.
Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord'q stables, Fifth

fevenue. opposite race, praek

For Sale.
Gussle, a handsome bay gelding, eight years old, a

perfect saddle horse, sound, kind, and Bplendidly

roken. §100 gets him. Address

SONOMA STOCK FARM,
Sonoma County, Cal.

For Sale or Trade

One five-year-old blood bay stallion by ANTEEO,

dam by NUTWOOD. Address

tiJgO. E. GUKRNE,
Santa Bosa, Cal
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AT AUCTION INJSTEW YORK.
RESERVED STOCK FROM THE VERY CREAM OF THE FAMOUS

Palo Alto Trotting Stud,
Including the gel ol Palo Alio and Advertiser, and the offspring of Beautiful Bells and Lula

Wilkes, and other stock that has heretofore been

WITHHELD FROM SALE AT ANY PRICE
OE HELD SO HIGH THAT

The Public Have Until Now been Practically Debarred

FBOM SECURING n\

THE SALE WILL OCCUR AT

Madison Squire Garden, New York, Thursday, Nov. 1, 1894

I'KTKK ti. KKl.l.Oi;:; A CO., Auctioneer-, 107 Jolin St., X.!V.

fffn other slock farm iu America has produced so many champion trotters iu all classes as Palo Alto. The
. Pr family Is represented In the 2:10 list by Arinu, 2:07 ^ ; Sunol. 2:0,',

:
Palo Alt- 2:08* ;

Fantasy. -OK;

! 1 Kaston, 2:09'., Azote, 2:08!*. and Lutle Albert, 2:10. The stock offered in this sale

rV,mbine* the same blood lines ih .t have produced these great performers. Now that the blood of Electioneer

i* belnc raced and not trotted for records only, their superiority must be recognized There have been sold at

-ales hi Sew York and Lexington in the neighborhood of one hundred horses from Palo Alto that have gained

records Irom 2:12 to 2:30. Mauy more would have got fast records had they been developed instead of being

placed ii the Mud.

The constgnmei
none better on Palo Alto Farm

The following form of advertisement was Invented by us and adopted as a trade mark. Others are respectf*

requester] not to imitate It.—PETEK C. KELLOGG & CO.

Same.
Color

j

and
Sex.

I

Dam's Family.

. Truman 17,564....

i2:12 at lyr<
|

2. Advance
:-.-, lyn.)

3- J. a Simpson 21.W6
(bro. to Anteeo.
2:16)4, Coral. 2:lSw
Antevolo, Z:195£.

Ugolino 22,623

«bro. to Hugo .2:27 v;>

Day Bell 01 "'"

bs

bib i

Blanco 21,225- b B

Oman 21,23* b a

. ch s

. Palorl ba

10. KlfTel bs

II. Palo Alto Sprite-... ch m

Klectioneer 12 s.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Electioneer 125.

Palo Alto. 2 0-'.,

lS92Palo Alto, 2:083$

1892 Palo Alto, 2:0*^

I Palo Alto, 2:083*

1*93 Palo Alto,

:

1893 Palo Alto,:

1891 Palo Alto. 2-M%

12. Narida

14. Amlnta.... !h m 1892|Palo Alto

b m 1892 Palo Alto, 2:08^

:085(

Telle (dam of Tiny 2:28 14 2 yrs.), by Geo. Benton 17-55 (20 in
listr, second dam, Texana i thoroughbred), by Foreigner
— Yorkshire—Priam— Marion—Citizen.

Lady Amanda (thoroughbred i, by imp. Hurrah—Monarch—
Tran by—Gohanna—Independence.

Columbine (dam of Anteeo 1!:16'4, Coral 2:13V; and An evolo
2:19V;), by A. W. Richmond 1657 C9 1" list) : 2d dam, thor-
oughbred Columbia, by imp. Bonnie .Scotland—Monarch-
Trustee—Sir Charles—Sir Archy.

Helpmate (thoroughbred—dam of Hueo, 2:27'-; i, by Planet-
Vandal—Lexington—Mam brino—V irgin iari

.

Beautiful Bells, 2:29V (dam of Belleflower, 2:12-V 4 yrs.; Bell
Boy, 2:19<>3 vrs.; Bow Rplls, 2:19'j ; Hinda Rose, 2:19V
3vrs.; Bell Bird, 2:22 2 yrs.; Palo Alio Belle. 2:22'^' 3 vrs.;
St. Bel. 2:24 v; 4 yts., and Adbell, 2:26 yearling), by The
Moor 870 '6 in list); 2d dam Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar,
2:20^; Sweetheart. 2:22'- 3 yrs.; Eva, 2:23V, etc.), by
Stevens' Bald Chief; 3d dam Nettie Clay, by Strader's
Cassius M. Clay Jr. 22.

Madeline (sister to Azmoor, 2:20 V; Electric King, 2:24, and
Don Montelth, 2:2934 |, by Electioneer 12-", [147 in list); 2d
dam Mamie C. (thoroughbred), by imp. Hercules—Lang-
ford—Uncle Fowler.

Nellie Benton, 2:30 dam of El Benton, 2:283ft, by Gen Ben.
ton 1755 (20 iu list); 2d dam Norma, 2:33 V (dam of Nor-
val, 2:1414; Norris, 2:22 '4, and Nellie Benton, 2:30), by
Alexander's Norman 2-5 (2 in list) ; 3d dam by Todhunt-
er's Sir Wallace.

Waxaoa (dam of Suuol, 2:08' j, and Gen. Wellington, 2:30),
hy Gen. Benton 1755 (20 iu list); 2d dam thoroughbred
Waxy, by Lexingtou; 3d dam Keenon Mare, by Brawn-
er's Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon—Buzzard—Para-
gon.

Lorita, 2:223,', by Piedmont, 2:17'-; (15 iu list); 2d dam Ladv
Lowell (dam of Ladywell, 2:M 1

.. |, by bhultz's SL Clair.

'

EfHe, by Piedmont, 2:17*4; 2d dam thoroughbred Esther
(dam of Expressive. 2:13',' 3 yrs.; Express, 2:21, and El-
wina, 2:27 2 yrs.), by Express—CoIossuf—Vandal—Mar-
grave.

Sprite (dam of Spbiux, 2:20'- : Egotist, 2:22V : Slight, 2:23V,
and Spry, 23850, by Belmont 64 (45 in list); 2d dam
Waterwitch (dam of Viking, 2:19'4; Warder, 2;19j4;
Mambrino Gift, 2:20, etc.), by Pilot Jr. 12 (8 in list); 3d
dam Fanny Fern, by Klnkead's St. Lawrence.

Lulaueer (dam of Limonero, 2:18^,3 yrs.. and Biou, 2:3134,
3 yrs.), by Electioneer 125 (147 in listi; 2d dam Lulu,
2:15, by Alexander's Norman 25; 3d dam Kate Crockett,
by imp. Hootou.

America (dam of Benton, 2:20 V> Bonnie, 2:2-5, aud Ameer,
2:27. by Rysdyk's Hambletoniao 10 (40 in list); 2d dam,
Fannie Star, by Seely's American Star 14 (4 in list).

!* following form of advertisement was Invented by ns and adopted as a trade mark. Others arc respect* 1

requested not to Imitate It.—PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.

Color C
and
Sex.

Dam's Family.

16. Golconda._
17. Sparta

18. Parmita...

19. PamolB...

22. Tiffany..

23. Nava ....

24. Mithra..

2-5. Emir

26. Cecile....

b ru

ch s

27. Etta

2S. Adwild .

grm

ch m

br m
cb s

ch s

bm

ch m

. bm

..bm |i,

. ch m i u

. bm n

Palo Alto, 2:085*

Palo Alto, 2:083*
Lone Pine 22,606
(Paola, 2:2Sa£.)

Lone Pine, fc28?4
(bro. to

Palo Alto )
Lone Pine, 2:28*4

Lone Pine, 2:283$
Advertiser 2:15)4

29. Souuel 22,619.

TO. Azau 22.42S

31. Larco 21,219...

1893 Advertiser 2:15)4

Advertiser 2:15)4

Advertiser 2:15H

Advertiser 2: 15)4

Advertlser2:15>4

Advertiser 2:1534

Advertiser 2:15)4

Azmoor, 2:20)*
I Azmoor, 2:20>*i

18!

32. Alturas
(sister to Azmun, 2:30)

. A. A. A. 2:33, 2 yrs

b oi

bm

Azmoor, 2:20V

. Jessie, 2-^4^, 1 yr... brs

37. Glubar 21,220

(2:38^, lyr.i
38. Elbioa
39. Don Whips....

40. Bartone

41. Blue Gum 22,433.

43. Langton, 2:2134..

44. Manzauete

45. Star Boy

46. Toueful

47. CedaS

48. Rustam 21231

b m
brs

b m
blkm

1892 Azmoor, 2:20)^

1891 Azmoor, 2:20)*

1892 Azmoor, 2:20)*
1891 Electricity 2:17-y

1891 Electricity, 2:17?4

Electricity, 2:17^

1891

Electricity, 2:1734
Whips, 2:27}*.

Whips, 2:27 )<.

1892iNephew, 2:36,

Nephew, 2:36

Langton, 2i21&.

Slamboul, 2:07}£.

Statu boul, 2:07}*.

Ambas'd'r, 2:21 V

!i Azmoor, 2:20,V -

Viola, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 In list); 2d dam, Violeu|
Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 3d dam, Victress (datnS
Monarch, 2:28*«) T by California Belmont,

Glencora (dam of LotSlocum, 2:17}i), by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11), by Belmont 64 (45 in list); 2d dan

Waterwitch (dam of Viking, 2:19' ;, Warder, 2:19y. ctB
by Pilot Jr. 12.

Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk, 2:15 V", Sally Bentoi
2:1734, Sport, 2:223.,', etc.), by Mohawk Chief; 2d datt
Sontag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

Ahwaga (dam of Azmou, 2:30), by Gen. Benton 1755; 2d dai
Irene (dam of Ira, 2:24 V. and Stanford, 2:263a), by Mi
hawk Chief; 3d dain, Laura Keene, by Rysdyk's Han
bletonian 10.

Glencora (dam of LotSlocum, 2:17)4), by Mohawk Chief.
Sprite (see No. 11—dam of Sphinx, 2:20'., Egotist 2:22}*

Slight, 2:28V and Spry, 2:23^), by Belmont 64.

Telle (see No. 1—dam of Truman, 2:12, aud Tiny, 2:28)4,
yre.), by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Wave (dam of Wavelet,2:28, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list

2d dam thoroughbred Waxy, by Lexington—Brawner1

Eclipse—Medoc—Harris' Paragon,
Mamie (dam of Hyperion, 2:21 \, and Memento, 2:25)4), b

Hambletonian Jr., 1882 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Gilda, b
imp. Mango—Sovereign—Whisker.

Emma Robson (thoroughbred—dam of Roweoa, 2:17, 2 yr*
Emaline, 2:27)5, and Emma R., 2:2S\j

p

), by Woodburn-
Belmont—Lance.

Cecil (dam ofCecilian, 2:22, and EleclricCoin, 2:24'.;), by Gel
Benton 1755 ; 2d dam thoroughbred Cuba (dam of Cubi*
2:28)4), by imp. Australian—Lexington—Whalebone-
—Hedgeford—Plato—K nowsley.

Esther (thoroughbred) (dam of Expressive, 2:13)4, 3 yrs., ED
press, 2:21, and Elwiua, 2:27, 2 yrs.), by Express—Colossi
—Vandal—Margrave—Cherokee—Tiger.

Wildmoot, 2:27)4 at 3 yrs., by Piedmont, 2:17> 4 (15 in list) ;.
dam WUdnower, 2:21 at 2 yrs. (dam of Wild Bee, 2:29),

b

Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 3d dam Mayflower, 2:3""

(dam of Manzanita, 2:16 at 4yrs.i, by St. Clair 16,675.

Sontag Mohawk (see No 18), by Mohawk Chief.
Ariaoa, 2:26, by Ausei, 2:20 (8 in list; ; 2d dam Rebecca (dai

ofBernal 2:17, Rexford 2:24, Electrician 2:24^ and Rm<
nole 2:30), by Gen. Benton 1755(20 to list); 3d dam Clarabf
(dam of Clifton Bell, 2:24'.. and Idelia, 2:30), by Abdalla
Star.

Laureola, by Benefit 5327 ; 2d dam Laura C. 2:29)4 (dam \

Langton, 2:21 ^j, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list) ; 3d dai
thoroughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden —Bav Die
—Oliver.

Ahwaga (see No. 19—dam of Azmon, 2:30), by Gen. Renlo
1755 (20 in llM) ; 2d dam Irene (dam of Ira, 2:24}*, an
Stanford, 2:26^ i. by Mohawk Chief.

Abbess (dam of Abeto, 2:21^ pacing), by Mohawk Chief; 'J

dam Abbie, bv Almont 33 ; 3d dam Norma, 2:33V (s(

No. 7).
Cecil (see No. 26), by Gen. Benton 175-5 (20 in list i.

Sallle Benton, 2:1734 (dam of Starlight, 2:16v ,, by Gen. Bel
ton 1755 ; 2d damS ntag Mohawk (Fee No. 18).

Jennie Benton (damot Gluoar, 2:38V, l yr.), by Gen. Bento
1755 (20 in list); 2d dam Juuiatfa, by Miller's SL Clal
656; :id dam Maid of Clay (dam of Carrie C. 2:24; Cla;
2:25; Clay, 2:254, and Capt Smith, 2:29), bv Hen rv Cla
8 (2 in list).

Jennie Benton (see No. 36—dam of Jesse, 2:34$4 at 1 year),b
Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list).

Columbine (see No. 3), by A. W. Richmond 1687 (9 lu list).

Prima Donna, by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam Mater Occident
(dam of Occident, 2: 16 VI-

Barnes (dam of Gov. Stanford, 2:21, and Caution, 2:25)4),

*

Whipple's Hambletonian 725 (14 in list); 2d dam b

Chieftain 721 (2 in list). .

Gem, by Gen. Benton 1755 (20 in list); 2d dam Guess (dai
of Bantoneer, 2:28,V), by Electioneer 125 (147 In list); I

dam Gazelle idam of Fowler Boy, 2:29^1, by Primus 2i

(3 in listi; 4th dam May fly,2:30 '.j idam of Boulta, 2:18J4
by St Clair.

Morning Glory (sister to Mortimer, 2:27), by Electioneer 1!

(147 in list) : 2d dam Marti, by Whipple's Hambletonla
725 (14 In list); 3d dam Ida Martin, by tboroughbre
Rifleman.

Laura C, 229)4, by Electioneer 125 (147 in list); 2d dam tho
oughbred Fannie Lewis, by imp. Buckden—Bay Dick-
Oliver—Wagner—Tranby—Rattler.

Manzanita, 2:16 i dam of Sweetwater, 2:26, 2 years * . by Ele«

tloneerl25; 2d dam Mayflower, 2:^0 v;, by St. Clair 16,67

Suselte, 2:23)$ (dam of Lord Stanley, 2:2S,V), by Electionei
125(147 in list); 2d dam Susie, 2:26^ (dam of Suisui
2:18V, and Pftti Sing, 2:33), by George M. Patchen Ji

2:27 (10 in list); 3d dam thoroughbred Santa Clara, r.

Owen Dale.
Antonla (sister to Anteeo, 2:16)4 Coral,2:lSV, aod Antevol

2:19V;),by Electioneer 125; 2d dam Columbine (see No.l
Ceda, by Electioneer 125 1 147 in list); 2d dam Cecilia, by D-

Sur, 2:24 (2 In list) ; 3d dam Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chit

89(6 In list); 4th dam (thoroughbred), by Capt. Beard.
Rosemont (dam of Montrose 2:13, 3 yrs., and Sweet Rett

2:2534, yearling), by Piedmont 2:17 '4 (15 in list);
"

dam, Beautiful Bells 2:29 v (see No. 5).

:

1879 Electioneer 125.|Sontag Mohawk (dam of Norhawk 2:laV, Salhe Bentt
2:1734, Sport 2:22^ , etc), by Mohawk Chief; 2d dam, So

I tag Nelly, by Toronto Sontag 307.

For Catalogues i ready Oct. 15;, address

PBTBR G. HBLLOUG A €0.
107 Johu street. IVew Yorl

THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1-4.

hIDM-.V 4770

St re of Fion-
Frou, 225(4,
champion year
ling tro'ter,
Fauata, 2'22?4,

yearling pacer;
PatMlliio. 2:14V I

Fl«it, 2.^1: Cupid,
2:18; AdonU,
2:MS: Gold Leaf.
ill ,; L«dy H..
2:18; Blflter V.,
2:18'4; Totalis,
2:11, and 16

others ln2A01tai

fSTRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:

-Knnift ( Ibun 2000
2:17«

gjf; |£
r

jc5f,® IlaDYTHORNEJR /Williams' Mambrino

{Hambletonian 10
Sire of 40 in 2:30 list and

of 107 sires of 567 in 2:30
Lady Wallermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

2:28)4;
San Mateo, 2:281*; Sid-
ney, 2:19*4, fcnd
others in 2:30 list

Dam ofMollie Mack,
2:83; Navtdad, 2:22)4;
Sauta Clau3,2:17,!4

\Kate

/Hambletonian 1

^m.n'.., 2:21 1-4...
Sire of 29 in 2:30 list j lAdy Patrlot

rum nf C21 sires Of 48, and 1

damBof 16 In 2:30 list

'LADY MERRITT.

.

2:299,

I aud

H in I

i trial 2:88)

Dam of Frou-
Proa, %&>%
'champion year-
ling >; Memo (3-

y ear-old trial),

t20,S; Oeo. V.
(3-ye*TK)ldj, 2A5

Buccaunnr 20A6
Sire of Shamrock,

235; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:2«Ti

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire or Coriaande,

2:24)4i Kod Buccaneer

TINSLEY MATD..

228)4; Empress, 2:29)4;
Mnlm-kn Beltn < and of the dams or

Dam of Sentinel,
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 18 In 2:;

Blres and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

(Bashaw 50"

] Sire of"l7 in 2:30 list and
.i 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams

| of 18 In 2:80

t Topsey

( Flaxtall 8132

J Sire of the grandams of
" 1 Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20

L Fanny Fern

,

r Bull Pup
Sire o( Rowdv

.< 2:13-V. Kismet,
Twister, 229V

iUnlraoed

Boy,
2:2434,

Dam of Fawn, 2:80% ,

trial, 2:22; Chicago,
2M; Wing Wing-, 2-JZ

Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, and
Shamrock, 2:25 (John BaptlBte

I LADY HAKE.- 1
Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern

«) dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28)4

iikm lup rin\ AIVD l KltMK
Not only In Memo full brother to Frou Frou.lhe champion yearling trotter In the world, but he In also one of

the very beat-bred young nU»lllonn In servlcf, having throe crosses of Rysdyk's Hair hietnnlau, one of Harry
CSV, llril i.uihi Mali! [dun "l EaeoUoneer, etc.) and Long Inland Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall
he tract* to Canadian Pilot mire <•! Pilot Jr. IS), through Bull Pop, "ire ol Kowdy Boy, 2:18V, and two others
Sidney Memo's Blro,ta nil).-, r.illy knnwn and recognized as the be«t yoimy Hire In the world, a* a producer ol

nrly age. The averagr- spew! of his progeny Is lower than that ol any of the gel of the
eadlne malllonh ••! A mi

Merai lie In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record n( 2:49, though he was close to Graudet
BCOnd ln;U Of nrtalQh »h» mtwle In 2:31V, the llrnt In2;32. Heexhlblled

.* 'i
i oroi i till Oakland track he was tlmeda mile In 220)4, »od frequently

trotted i
in 82V to 34 si-oouds.

rxofaii high. and of powerfnJ build throughouL HIm color In a Blowy hlack, with both forefeet
wlitl.'. HI* deposition In all that could iw* di^ln-d, anil his action superb. He iMaaure foal -getter.

TBIOIH »*ftO. (i(MMlpasturmfeatrvaBonal»Ien\t<a. Noreaponalbllltyassamed for accldenla or eacane*.

For further parUulars addnia
DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OP THE

NATIONAL AND AMERIOA1

Trotting Associations
.'.. S" i

' THE

Pacific Coast Blood Hors
Association

with bkttim; rul.bs.

National TjroMisg Ass'n Rules 30

American Association Rules 30 c

Blood House Rules (Morocco binding) 60 c

For Hate at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAI>
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse
BY OHARLFS MARVIN.

8UB8I HIBK TO IT FOR THIN VKAR.

It Is published seml-mootbly during the racing
md in hu i 012 par year. Single ouplee can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

SI .1 Hii.li Hin-vi. . 6no Francinco, ObI.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Kxplanatory circulars mailed upon application.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, tni>

hundred page octavo, bound lu cloth, elegantly pring
Buperbly Illustrated, aud explains lu every detail t

,
remarkable success of CHARLKS MARVIN aud t

; whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as
breaking, training, shoeing, galling, driving, keepl*
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel^

this book: "In this work Marvin bas let out all X
mysteries of the craft,and it is so simple and plain tb

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who hasr*
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling

develope to the highest and fullest extent that

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed i

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and
place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm.
Mailed postpaid for 83.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA1

sin tli

lias :»>

ingai
it col

d shf

313 Bush St., Sao Francisco, (
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW BOOK

D G D I S R A H 10 S
AND

I
HO"W TO 3F"0SE!I>

I Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S.. 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOR SALE.

Well-broken bird dogs—one Irish Setter, one black

Setter and one Blue Belton bitch. All subject to trial.

For particulars address

R. (i. JO.VE6, Petaluma.

Fox Terriers For Sale
Blemton Spinaway, by Champion Blmnton Victor

id—Spinster. Good show and brood bitch.
Dauntless Riihv by Le Logos

—

Hillside Gaudy. Splen-
did brood bitch.
Dog and bitch 3^ months o'.d by the crack sire Blem-

ton Reefer out nf Blemton Spinaway ; very promising.
For full pedigree and particulars address

J. B. MARTIN,
1323 Page street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

sale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KE\\EL£,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

POX TERRIERS
FOB SALK.

Young slock aoti brood bitches of choice breeding.

PVTCHLKY FOX TERRIER KKMVELS.
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacitic Avenoe, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

If you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

troin Field Trial and Bench winning slock, call at

ULE.WIOUE K EWELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

PETS OF AL KINDS.

3°GS ' MONKEYS, OATS
3IROS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

Information by M.rr.

1. C. ROBISOiV. - 33T ttEAHSY STREET

PFT^ OF ALL KINDS.
I ^ I V* DO(J8 A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

OLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

I. 6TRAU88, 411 Kearny gt., 8an Francisco

F.W.Skaifs.O.V.S.
OFFICE H0TJB8

10 to 12 A. m. 1.30 to 3.30 P. £.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE).

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and FostSts)

SA.\ FRANCISCO.

Ve Are Pacific Coast Agents

(ennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

he Mont Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever
Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
ikedand Exhibit Does as scieiitifically'as the most
perienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

' the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
own, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00* and 25 cents Expresses*.

CjEKT oo.
His, Els, CarMps,
HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET,

CLABROUGH,
^L^

It your dog Is sick, you must have

Ishmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Men will tell you from what disease he is suffering

f
fthow to enre the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
, ' WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
E Ugpg, and is universally conceded to be, far and
I VflCthe BEST WORK OF THE BLEND EVER PUBLISHED.

E Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Hi BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
$18 Bush Street, San Francisco

GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

7^> GUNS and RIFLES
J

^5 u.\ THK l'Al'IFIf COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send Fob Catalogue.

DUPON "sporting powder
3SJ"ox^7" Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made Tor Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual DLxon measure.
Second—It . ives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public
Third— It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not tie case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or seDd for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yoke Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for i.vciyuouy *jUoa,p.

SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. U. DICKEY, Prp. '

San Francisco and North
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting iq Callf'jrnta

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

health
pleasure

recreation.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

.

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET, B. F.

Onolce Liquors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J M. PARKER. Prop

THE bottte to

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CA3LPLNG GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

j
Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and

Market streets, nnder Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. R.YAX. Uen. Pass. Agt.

•ANMlrMIW
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^""~N
I Cubebs and Injections.

(/lUTJ*Y J
1 They cure in48 hours the \_y
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience, SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

''Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

IV. W. corner Kearny and Bash Streets,

S4N FRANCInm

Below Sansome

™5STAR »

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. *L

Put UlUog'. 1-1TS ElVCS !llijfi.-tlf.Q. No
l/bt on bone. Worth l.ia '.be rai Tor anmu-Z.
i«in bltchinj; np_ i;«nu «Lici. Circulars frt«. C,
in urn pie. Price. 11.60. bE.:o iL;bu for (lie. X

ED. E. COCHRAN,
Qin'lAfft. Pacific Shot. SAHUJIeSTO. t'AI

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEIHS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRE* and POL V\ n-CHI\A HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY
WILLLAM MILKS & CO.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

SOUTHER FARM Yonne well-bred stock for saleouuiriLn mnm. First-lass breeding rann. Gootf
I rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent paetur
age. Address SOUTHER FAE1T, GILBERT TOMP-i s i liu-i coo o<_/ u ± n ry, i\ r m l-i.i>

KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

I/IHELAND BREEDING FARM. c7r?§Sss
f
imo

2:27^ (full brother to Grandee, three-year-old record"
2:23M>. Stallions, br-^odmares, allies and carriage

i
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre^,

[

for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

VETERINARY.

DR C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal "Veterinary College, Toxin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDBNOB
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 467

C. D. TAYLOR,
TETE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABL*S
1350-1352 Market Street, g. F.

Telephone 3 159.
No charge for examination.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY Sl'HiiEO.V,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
iledlcal Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ot Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary. Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenoe.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 529
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

(office and stable :

605 Golden Gate Avenoe,
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS

:

7 to 8 a. m, and 4 to 5 p. m

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.'S

New Special Train, the

Sunset

Limited
79 Hoars San Francisco to Xew Orleans.

119 Hour-, 8an Francisco to Xew York.

MAGNIFICENT

VESTIBTJLBD TRAIN between

San Francisco ^
Every Thursday. Jf©W Oceans

Commencing ."November 1, 1894.

LUXURY WITH SPEED
— AND —

No Extra Charges.
Pullman Double Drawing-Room

Sleeping Oars.

Dining Cars (iucals a la cahikl

Pullman Composite Cars, including Bgvfet,
Smoking-room, Baku hi: Shop and Bathboom.

The Entire Train will be LIGHTED with GAS.

WEEKLY THROUGH TIME SCHEDULE:

From Sao Frao'co —In effect Nov.l^From N.Orleaua.

Thnrsys 10:30a.m. lv. San Fran. ar. 1 1:45 a.m. Sundays
Fridays 4:00 " " Los Angeles " GilOp.m.Sat'd'ys
Sat'd'ys 5:30 " ar. El Paso lv. fl:10p m. Fridays
Sundays 2:10 " " San Antonio " 1:30a.m. Fridays
Sundays 7:40 p.m. " New Orleans" 6:00a.m. Thur'ys

At \E\V ORLK.W6 close connections will be
made with Trains for Chicago, St. Louis, Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, and the Limited Train.* of

THE PIKDMO\F AIR LIAE

For Atlanta, Charlotte. Danville, Washington.
Philadelphia, New York and Boxton.

For further information apply to any Agent I

SOUfHERN PACIFIC COMP'Y
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.
• AT

ivj: o kl E3 RON'S.
OF *!\ KX( ELl.KMK OK QUALITY,'BLBUAKCE OF PATTERX A,\0 VAIUBTY

OF 81 VLB A.XDIIiHADBS NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. 203.205 mason st., s . f

BY TELEGRAPH OR MAIL- m
Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

PALACE HOTEL
THE MV*T COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate ,.

THE GRILL ROOIVL
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVEN

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for oar list of testimonials, also look up our rating
and see if our firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I. A.WESTON & CO.
JAMESVTLLE, N. Y.

McKinney's

Patent

CHECK HOOKS.

t 1h an absolute security

Bgalnst a detached rein.

No more races lost or good

Lempers spoiled by the Uorse

uncliocklng himself.

CBA.RLVQ UAB% in, drive.

Dl Bunol iinil Arlon, will use

on other.

It )H the most perfect device for securely carrying
a check that has ever been offered to the public, em-
bracing BTBENGTH, BEAUTY, DUKABILITY
and SIMPLICITY. At the same lime it can be
instantly unchecked, making il most desirable when
used on a nervous or uneasy horse.

For sale by Saddlery and Harness houses, or bv
the manufacturer,

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Send ho it Circular.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?
Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

L. F_ CLAW-SON. J. A. M'KERROS".

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
Hi ki*H n- snfe n- hitch-wheeled

utilities. \o upsetting.
JVo running under of Ion

wheels.
\o cutting down from liehind.

Pa'ented June 5,

Fig. 3. The various parls of the
brake, (a) brake plate; lb) foot
whase contact with ground lorces
plate at^ainst tire; (c) spring: that
throws brake off of wheel as soon
as loot 'Is raised off the ground;
(dd 0) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) hinge which is thrown open
to remove wheel; <f) the arm
when thrown deck to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection

enhanced by the fact that no re.

up on nihility is thrown upon*. I lit

driver; neither hand nor foot in

called upon to apply (he hrnlte 1101

need he care as to who or whal
may be pressing closely in behind
him.

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be without one.
For further iuf rmation apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

Horno Owners Should Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speidy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by .T. K.
Gombault
ex-Veteri-

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Government

Stud.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING:
Impossible to produce avy scar or btevtish. The Safest

bc«t BLISTER overused. Tukes the place of all lini-
ments Cur iniid or severe nction. Kemove* all Bum-he*
or Ulemiahes from Homes or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY for RheumatUm,
Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc*, it is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE ^Sf^SSfSSSl^
produce more actual results than a whole bottle oC
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold 1b Warran-

ted to cive aatisuiciioii. Price $ | ,50 P«r bottle. Sold
bv Ih-uggiste, or sent by express, charges paid, with fall
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circular*,
testimonials, etc.. Address
TUE^AWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

@&^^Z^^Lal^LWMI^P

MANHATTAN

Awarded
(Sold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

uia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It Is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibba,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Mouaghan

,

Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
8. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOOD of

CALIFORNIA,
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN,C0RBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, VA.LENSIN,
WELLS BSRGO&CO&OTHERS
k

"'KYOURDEALERFORITn
SENOTOC.KERTELL.

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkln. A Dururow, K. V. A«l». 70 Wall 81.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel oases.

ruit'K - 930

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the beat spllt-secoud watches made,

A. HIRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

11. I> II KRMITMJ1C
H HINKIKN.

sTEINER'S
Xo. 311 BUSH H1HKK1

BAN KRAXUI8C0
J. C. DIAMOND PICK FARLEY

THIS MAKESfBOYCE^ONEPINTOI

BOYOE jppi» TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FBVERKD LE<2g, IXf'LAMKD TBRF

DOIVS, gPRAIXED A\KLES. CKACHE1
HEELg A.\D ALL SKIN ERCPTIOX8. Make
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a " brace.'
It is the cheapest and best evei put on the markel
Compared with Witcn Hazel, Boyce Tablets are oir
of sight as, besides other valuable ingredients, on>
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Haze
than is contained in 40 gallons of the best extrac
sold.
Put up in metal boxes, each containing 120 Tat

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in a piD
of water. Think of it! 15 gallons best leg and hod
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only $3.01
per box, or 6 Boxes for $10.
Sent post-paid ou receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, in..

a-old by Drn««lRtn and Dealer- hi Turf Uooda

DO YOU WANT
o A HANTiS'lMK

V PICTURE
OF ANY OF THE WORLD'S FAMU

HORSES
q For your office, stable or library ?

® Or ;auy other kind of a picture,

O or mantel, mirror or framing?

CALL ON

SANBORN, VAIL & OO .,

741, 743. 745 Market Street, San FrnncUci

Business College, 24 Post S
SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school oa the Coast.

E. P. UKALD. Presldeal, a HALPIV,
ind tnr drcolar.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty oi

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Association!
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application,

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO
»» FIRST KTKKKT. RAX FR4XCISCO.

DETECTIVES!
Bright, vouch itml nil dill e-used men wiviitcd In crory 1oM

* to not a* PKtVATE DETECTIVES under insiruotU
* Prcrlou* experience not required or nweasarv. Sendafl
"" for full particulars nnd 6*1 Bampic copy of iho beat Slluitn

• criminal paper publl*hcrt, NATIONAL ni'TKCTFVK Bl-
• KA.U, IwtAVAFOLiB, Irni, ft ft ft ft ft * ft -3v "*l

FRENCH and

LESSONS.
Private or (11 classes, i.f-nl ami roinmLTcial dot

men Translated, MRS. F. PRIXT,, 20 HIlHss^Bj
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FIRST DAY—SATCRDAY, OCTOBER 27.

AME FORTUNE and Old Prob.

arm in arm, amiled benlying up-

on lovers of racing last Saturday

at Bay District tra^k. President

Williams, of the California

Jockey Club, rushed out of the

club-house to warmly greet the

venerable pair, who, ere depart-

ing for the balcony, gave the en-

terprising young official their

Fnily five thousand friends of the flyers passed

through gate and turnstile and swarmed on the asphaltum in

front of grandstand and club-house and on the balconies,

the latter of which were veritable cataracts of color and bow-

ers of feminine beauty. Everywhere enthusiasm and good

osture prevailed. Inside the enclosure were scores of

equipages of the most fashionable description, from dogcart

to four-in-hand drag, the female occupants dressed in the

most fetching costumes of Parisian and San Francisco

modistes, the beaux in all the glory of willie-boy coats, russet

shoes, light pantaloons and crysanthemums. The last-named

article was generally large enough and thick enough to form

a bullet-proof armor. Ground the boxes of the even dozen

bookmaking firms the enthusiasts swarmed like flies 'round

an open 'lasses barrel in sweet summer time. So many cele-

brities of bench and bar (bars of all kinds) were on hand that

we will not attempt to give our readers a complete list of the

disciples of justice and BlacKstone. Then there were the

high-rollers of speculative circles, the millionaire stock broker

and the " plunger " of the race track. Touts were there, but

as their hair had turned gray in most instances over there-

cent reports of the intentions of the California Jockey Club

managers in their respective cases, they were hard to recog-

nize.

As to the afternoon's sport, all voted it excellent. True,

only two decided favorites finished first in the six events, but

still the odds-shouters quit the day with the balance on the

wrong side of the ledger, for all the winners, except Annie

Moore in the last race, went to the post well backed. Perhaps
" Flambeau's " selections in the Breeder and Sportsman
contributed somewhat to the triumph of the public over the

pencilers. He picked no less than five straight winners, and

inthesixth race the horse selected to win ran second. Be-

sides he called the first race one-two-three, the three horses

that got the places in the third event, while in the fifth race

race the first and second horses were picked in correct order.

Starter Ferguson's flag-work was good from beginning to end.

The track was dry but lumpy, the clods being very hard to

break up. The time made, therefore, was creditable in every

race, with one exception—the mile and a sixteenth. Nick S
Hall's horses won two races, the Owen Bros.' two, the remain-

ing events being taken by animals belonging to Gonzales &
Son and William Dooathan. Little Bob Isomand Hypolyte

Chevalier rode two winners apiece and Bhowed wonderful

improvement since last spring. Bozeman and Allmark were

the riders of the remaining winners.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Key A Ifonso opened a 3 to 5 shot in the first race, five fur-

longs, for the twoyear-olds. Coin weighted the odds down
to 2 to 5 at the close. Lux was in demand at odds of from 3

to4£ to 1, MoIIie R. at 6's, Playful and Niagara begging at

30 to 1 in most books. To a bunched start, in which all were

well uader way, Rey Alfonso showed heels to his rivals in

the first half-dozen strides. Lux attended him closest past

the half and three-quarter poles, the favorite romping two

lengths to the good. Cuddy began moving fast on Playful as

they neared the turn into the homestretch, and Lux was soon

in difficulty. At the final furlong-pole Rey Alfonso was three

lengths in front of his field, which was compactly bunched,

Playful coming strong on the outside. Rey Alfonso, never

extended, won in a gallop by three lengths, while Playful,

hand -ridden a little at the end, cleverly secured the

place by a neck from the game Niagara. Lux was a poor

fourth and Mollie R., who showed no speed in any part of it,

lapped on Lux. Time, 1:02£. Cuddy rode a good race on

Playful.

George Polhemus and Lady Jane opened equal favorites

in the second race, six furlongs, selling, at odds of 2i to 1.

The former was plunged on, sending his odds down to 8 to 5

at the close, Lady Jane's back to 4 to 1. Churea was at £,

Red Bird 7 to 1, the remaining two going at from 12 to 20 to

1. Red Bird, to a good start, was first to show. Sam Brown

was second at his heels, passing the half-pole, George Polhe.

mus third and coming like a shot at this point. In the next

seventy-five yards the latter had passed to the front, and Red

Bird gradually fell back. As they turned into the home-

stretch Polhemus, running easily, was first, lapped by Churea,

at whose head was Red Bird. The favorite drew away more

and more as they flew down the straight, and won with plenty

of links to spare by three lengths. Churea, ridden hard all

of the last quarter, was second, four lengths from Rose Clark

who got third place pulling up. Sam Brown was a very poor

fourth. Time, 1:1 6J.

There was lively speculation on the third race, one mile

and a sixteenth, for all ages. Blizzard, with but 112 pounds

up, was installed favorite at 7 to 5, Happy Day's odds were

2 to 1 at the opening. A steady play on Happy Day, who

was looking fit to run for a kingdom, sent the odds against

the little brown gelding down to S to 5, Blizzard's price re-

maining at the original figure. Polaski, at one time 10 to 1

in the betting, went to the post at 5 and 6 to 1. He was not

neglected, and especially heavy was the play on him for the

place. Carmel was at 8 and Hv Dy 12 to 1. The start was

superb. Passing the stand Blizzard, Carmel and Polaski

were very close together, with Hy Dy at his heels.

Carmel set the pace, with Blizzard and Polaski at his heels,

alternating in the place to the half-pole. Here Blizzard,

running easily nearest the pole, looked all over a winner, so

easily was he running. Polaski loomed up dangerous com-

ing around the last turn, and Happy Day was closing up fast

from the rear. Polaski, though swerving some about a fur-

long from home, outran his horses from this to the end, win-

ning handily by half a length from Happy Day, who, coming

like a whirlwind, beat Blizzard a nose for the place right on

the post. Time, 1:5U.

The steeplechase, about one mile and a half, brought out

six jumpers. Three were new to San Franciscans—Gen.

Miles, Happy Band and Morven. Gen. Miles opened a favor-

ite at 8 to 5, Loogwell at 2 to 1. A steady rain of Longwell
monev sent his odds to 8 to 5, even with Miles, at tne close.

Guadaloupe, Vulcan and Morven were at 8's, Happy Band
at 12 to 1. Morven and Gen. Miles, two lengths apart in the

order named, were first over the initial jump, Happy Band a

good third. At the far center-field obstacle the three-year-old

Morven and Gen. Miles were close together. Half-way up
the first hill the former stumbled sliehtly, his bridle-rein

broke, and Kennedy, his rider, fell off, not being injured in

the least. The youngster went after his field, taking the

jumps clear around to the far centerfield, after which
he took the wrong course, winding up at the water-jump

again. Over the water-jump the first time Longwell and

Gen. Miles were head and head, Happy Band thundering at

their heels. Guadaloupe and Vulcan now closed up fast,

and there was
,
a general bunching up over the next two

hurdles. Happy Band assumed command going up the hill

to the regular track, closely pressed by Gen. Miles, Longwell

falling back some three lengths. Into the homestretch Gen.

Miles, strongly urged now by Blakeley, had his head

in front of Happy Band, and Longwell was closing up fast,

once he got straightened out. At the final jump, a little less

than a furlong from home, Gen. Miles was just a head in ad-

vance of young Happy Band, with Longwell a length away.
" Now for it I" shouted the crowd, as whipe whizzed and spurs

plowed into the flesh of the game trio straining every nerve to

win. The never-say-die blood of Longfellow in Longwell

responded to the call of Allmark, and coming on the outside,

with a last effort managed to stick his nose in front of Happy
Band, who, between Longwell and Gen. Miles, was rather at

a disadvantage. Half a length behind Happy Band was Gen

.

Miles, third, and the prettiest steeplechase ever seen in

California was at an end. The time hung out was 2:30, but

3:30 was perhaps the correct mark.

A seven-furlong selling race followed. This had eight

entries and no decided favorite, Glee Boy and Pescador going

at 3 to 1 each at the close. Two Cheers opened at 6 to 1,

went at 10's, closed at 4 and 5 to 1. Monitza was at 6's, Conde

7 to 1, Zaragoza and Garcia 8 to 1 each. Pescador cut hig

customary didoes at the starting-point, delaying the dispatch-

ing of the field for half an hour. Finally the flag fell to a

fair start, and Pescador, off absolutely last, ran by his field as

it they were bound with ropes. At the quarter the good-

looking one-eyed horse was first by a head, Conde second,

Hymn third, two lengths away. Two Cheers was eighth and

last here, also at the half and up to the final three furlongs.

Pescador held his own until nearing the last turn, where he

began to drop back, Glee Boy assumiug command and Two
Cheers comiog through like a Montana blizzard. Pescador

fell back beaten as they turned for home, and Glee Boy

looked likely to win, but Two Cheers, superbly ridden by

little Isom, steadily gained on Schreiber's horse, making a

spurt in the last thirty yards, won cleverly by a length, Glee

Boy second, two lengths from Garcia, who made a good run

the last three furlongs. Hymn was a poor fourth. Time,

1:29}.

The last race of the day, six furlongs, selling, furnished a

genuine surprise—and a happy one for Nick S. Hall. Artist

was a well-supported favorite, but a sturdy play on Quarter-

staff sent his odds from S\ to 2$ to 1. Jack Richelieu was at

4, Sir Richard 6, Lawyer 8, Annie Moore 12 (at one time 15),

the others from 12 to 25 to 1. Promise was first to a fair

start, with Sir Richard second and North third. Sir Richard

went to the front at once, Annie Moore running at his heels,

and a length behind her came the favorite, Artist. Close to the

three-quarter pole Annie Moore ran by Sir Richard, and the

further she went the more she gained, and while she won by
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two lengths, doubtless she could have made it three or four.

Sir Richard and Artist had a tioe battle for the place, the

former getting it by a neck. QuarterFtaff, against the rail,

ran up close to the "front in the homestretch, and looked very

much* like a winner even seventy yards of the finish, but

quit very badly, finishing fourth. Time, 1:15].

BOUHA.BIBS.

5am Francisco, Oct. 27.—First race, two-year olds, purse 8500. Five

furlongs.

A. B. Gonzales' 1) c Rev Alfonso, 2, by Prince of Norfolk—Haidee,
106 Sullivan 1

Santa Rita Stable'a ch V J'layful, 2, by Jim Brown-imp. Fern. 95
Cuddy 2

Niagara 3table'a ch c Niagara, 2, by Jim Brown— Kvalita, li)fi

.Lcdgett 3

Time, 1:02%.

Lux aud Moliie R. also ran.

Second race—Selling, purse Stoo. Six furlongs.

Garden City Stable's b c George Polhemus, 2, by Fellowcharm—
Ulnnet, 91 Chevalier 1

J. Beaver's b c Chiuea, 2, by imp. Brntus—Lady R,, :>o Coady 2
A. K. VVakeman's cb t Bwe Clark, S. by Prince of Norfolk-Etta

\V.. 106 K""g 3
Time, 1:16&

Sam Browa, Red Bird, Lady Jane, Gold Dust and May field also ran.

Third race—For three-year-olds aud upwards, purs 3 £>00. One and
one-sixteenth mile

Owen Brothers' b g Polaski. 3, bv Captain Al—Gold Cup. 95
R. Isom 1

A 11 Iman's br g Happy Day, by Emperor—Felicity, lit

W. Clancy 2

A. B. Spreckela' br h, Blizzard, by imp. Trade Wiud—Trampo,
112 Sullivan 3

Time, 1:51K.

Carmel aud Hy Dy also ran.

Fourth race—Steeplechase, short course, selling, purse $500. About
one and a half miles.

N. S. Hall's b g Longwell, 6, by Longfellow—Astell, m...AllmarU 1

Garden City Stable's be Uappy Baud, bv John Happy—Miss La'ira,

121 Davis 2
A. G. Blakeley's b b General Miles, by Falsetto—Hypatia, 136

Blakeley 3

Time, 3:30.

Guadaloupe, Vulcan and Morveu also ran.

Fifth race—Selling, three-year-olds and upward, purse $500. Seven
furlongs.

Owen Bros." br g Two Cheers, by Three Cheers—Lady Emma. 96
A Isom 1

B Schreiber's b h Glee Boy, by Falsetto—Glimpse, 103 Weaver 2
H. Schwartz's b g Garcia, by Wildidle—Nighthawk, 99 Coady 3

Time. 1:29%.

Coode, Mowitza, Hymn, Pescador and Zaragoza also ran.

Sixth race—Selling, purse $400. Six furlongs.

N. S. Hall A Co.'s ch m Annie Moore, 5, by Regent—Norma, 103
Chevalier 1

S. C. Hildreth's gr h Sir Richard, 4, bv Stafford or Uhlan—Victress,
9S Hinrich 2

Flint Stable's br c Artist, by Darebin— Hirondelle, 109.,.W. Clancy 3

Time. 1:15}$.

Jack Richelieu, Lawyer, Navy Blue, Quarterslaff, North and Prom-
ise also ran.

SECOND DAY—MONDAY, OCTOBER 29.

Again the Jockey Club was favored with a cloudless sky

and the good will of the God of the Winds. In fact, it was

one of those days that poets rave of and racing managers

smile about while looking at the dollars walking in at the

gate in the shape of enthusiastic human beings that dote

on horse-racing. The attendance was fully 2,000, and as it

was Monday there can be no cause for complaint on the

score of lack of patronage. Five events were carded, and

three favorites beaten. These were Headflower, Happy Day
and Gladiator. There was an increase in the list of book-

mikers, and the leather-lunged knights of the speculative

rin» bad the best of the day's transactions, evening up Sat.

urday's score and more too. Never was the track in better

trim or the day more auspicious for cracking records. Key
Alfonso fractured one of the latter. It was in the second
race of the afternoon, a five and one-half-furlong affair, that

the very fleet colt took up 111 pounds and lan the route in

1:07*, going well within himself. This is the two-year-old

record for the Pacific Coast at the distance. Gibson is cred-

ited with running it here in 1:06^, but he was much older

than Key Alfonso, who apparently could have done it in

1:07 this afternoon.

Wheel of Fortnue, owned by Joe Harvey, and most ap-

propriately named, by the way, made her competitors look

like a band of saffron-hued canines in the first race, romping
in a winner by five lengths, with odds of {at one time) 10 to

1 against her. Florence Dickey beat Headllower out for

the placfi quite cleverly, the latter evidently being short of

work. Key Alfonso's win was quite an easy one, though Pat
Murphy carried the Gonziles colt quite a merry clip for

over lli ree furlongs. Polaski won the first mile race (there

were three on the programme) with a bit up his sleeve in the

good time of 1:42, while his half-brother, Gold Dust, dupli-

cated the performance in the last race. Artist retrieved his

loU laurels bv running a mile in 1-41 }, leading all the way.
The rider of the strapping son of Darebin, A. Isom, was
almost caught napping by Chevalier, on Sympathetic^ Last.

And while we are speaking of Chevalier it might not be out
of place to mention that he rode two winners, two seconds
and a third this afternoon—a showing that will cause his

mounts to be played heavily in future. Bob Isom rode one
winner and three thirds out of the four mounts he had. Boze-
men piloted Key Alfonso to victory.

Uou tiu Haa Were Bun.

Headllower was a well-played favorite in the opening
event, about six furlong, for maidens. Her closing price
was 8 to 5. Florence Dickey had many fanciers at 3 to 1.
Wheel of Fortune was backed down bv those "in on the
know " from 10 to 1 to 5 to 1, so thai it i* safe to say some
bonks HuhYred. The rest wen- only nibbled :U hy the public.
Wheel •>( ortune, Suwanee, Florence Dickey was the order
to a good start, Suwanee ran hy Wheel of Fortune in the
Orel 100 yards, and led passing the half pole by a length,
Wheel of Fortune second, one ami a half lengths from A run'

lapped by Corncob. Snwane» " blew up" near the
three-quarter pole, and Arundel passed up into BOCOod place.
Headflower was now called upon, and in the homestretch Bhe

had given the go-bye to all but Wheel of Fortune, at whose
heels she ran up to the last sixty yards, where she quit and
Wheel of Forluue won romping by five lengths. Florence

Dickey came with a wet sail at the end, and beat Headflower
three partsof a length for the place. Arundel was fourth, a

couple of lengths further back. Time, 1:14}.

Of course Key Alfonso, with but 111 pounds as an impost,

was the warmest sort of a favorite. He opened at 1 to 3,

closed at 1 to 5. Sea Spray was much fancied for place,

opening at 5 and 6 to 5, his closing place odds being 4 to 5.

Pat Murphy was at 5 and 7 to 5, but receded to 8 and 2\ to 1.

Little Moliie K. was not going begging at odds of 4 and 5 to

1 for place, Charlie Quick was not fancied. The story of

the race is easily told. Pat Murphy broke best, and led Rey
Alfonso a length at the half-pole, Moliie R. as far behind the

favorite and three lengths from Sea Spray. Pat Murphy had
enough at the three quarter pole, and Rey'Alfonso cameon
and won with ease by three lengths in two-year-old coast

record time—1:07 A. Sea Spray was not cut loose until

nearing the homestretch, and while in a most exciting finish

he was catching the little filly very fast at the end, he couM
not get up in time, and Moliie R. beat him out by less than
two inches for place. Had Sea Spray been sent along a little

sooner be would surely have captured the place.

Happy Day was a decided favorite in the third contest, a

mile selling race. He remained at 7 to 5 for a time, but a
heavy play at the close sent his odds down to even money.
There was a heavy play on George Polehmus at 5 to 1. Po-
laski was a 4 to 1 shot, Mary S. at 6 (opened at 10), Thorn-
hill 7 to 1. After a short delav the flag fell to a good start.

Happy Dav, first away, gradually fell back going the first

quarter. Here Polhemus was one and a half lengths to the

good and running under a pull, Polaski second, as far from
Mary S. At the half-p^le there was no change worth record-
ing, though Polhemus had made the gap a little wider. Thiee
lengths from home Bob Isom called on Polaski, and the little

son of Capt. Al soon headed the two-year-old. Turning for

home Polaski had not only headed Donathan's youngster, but
led hira a length. Happy Day was now bowling along like

a cyclone, and about half-way down the homestretch shouts
went up for the racy-looking Hi tie gelding. Though he gained
he could never reach the leading pair, Polaski winning rather
handily by a length, George Polhemus second, one and one-
half lengths from Happy Day, who just beat Thornhill a

head for show. Time, 1:42.

Artist and Two Cheers, 3 to 1" each at the close, divided
favoritism in the fourth race, also a mile, selling. Garcia
was fancied some at 4 to 1. Dolly McCooe and Hy Dy were
at G to 1 each, Sir Richard 7 to 1. To a good start, after a

number of the horses had acted badly, Artist at once showed
the way A. Isom, his rider, a brother to Bob, sent the
sturdy bay colt right along, and with such effect that at the
quarter Artist was four lengths to the good, and still gaining.
TVo Cheers sulked at the start, and was given several sting-

ing whip culs.JSir Richard and 1 wo Cbeers alternated in sec-

ond place until nearing the three quarter pole, where Sir
Richard had enough and Sympatheiic's Last had run from
the extreme rear into third place. Artist was leading by only
two lengths swinging around the final corner, while Two
Chfers and Sympathetic^ Last appeared to be catching him
fast. Once straightened out, Artist was sent along again, and
gained fast. Isom eased up in the last seventy yards, and Sym-
pathetic's Last was catching him so fast at the wind-up that

the admirers of Arlist held their hands over their fluttering

hearts. The gap was too wide, however, and Sympathetie's
Lastjnst missed the mark by about half a length, with Two
Cheers third, about two and a half lengths off. Garcia was
fourth. Time, l:41f.
A red-hot surprise was in store for the favorite-players in

the last race of the day, like the preceding events, one mile,

selling. Gladiator was a well-supported first choice, his odds
ranging from 2 to 2h to 1. Zaragoza was at 3, Lawyer 4,

Seaside (a much improved filly) 5 to 1, Gold Dust 6, Mowitza
8 to 1. The start was a good one for all but Mayfield, who
was leftstanding after refusing to break a few times. Zara-
goza, Lawyer, Gold Dust was the order at the start. The last-

named, like Artist, set a merry clip, and led at the quarter
by four lengths, Seaside and Zaragoza racing head-and-head,
four lengths in front of Lawyer. The positions remained
unchanged at the half, but Gladiator end Lawyer had closed

up on their Geld to within a few lengths. Gold Dust
straightened out in the homestretch a length in front of

Seaside, and this filly was two lengths from Gladiator and
Lawyer, running head and head. About seventy yards of
the finish Seaside crawled up on Gold Dust, and Chevalier
rode the half-brother to Polaski with such vigor and good ef-

fect that he landed him a winner by a length over Seaside,

who was three lengths from Gladiator, he a head only in front

of Lawyer. Time, 1:42—the same time Polaski made.

More of Ed. Corri#an's Horses Coming.

Chicago, October 2S.—Ed Corrigan will take another lot

of horses to California when he goes, among them Vassal,

Percy, Watterson, Joe Ullman and G. B. Morris. He
bought Watterson for a jumper, and the elderly half-brother

to Clifford is already making clever work over the sticks at

Hawthorne. Since Cicero and Riley gave out Mr. Corrigan

has sought to fill their places with au eye on the San Fran-
cisco events, which did not close until last Thursday. In
I hem Colonel Clay, Tyro and Joe Ullman were well entered.
Watterson should make a good jumper. His especial game
was heavy weight and mud of the grass course. Joe Ullman
is the Longfellow— Perdition maiden. He is truly made,
a clever jumper, and a Longfellow who is likely to get
weight with age.

The rescinding of the boycott rule will not aid the Cali-
fornia meeting. Some of the local stables will stay here till

January and race at Roby.
Jockey Leigh, who will weigh 110 pounds next season,

goes to San Francisco to ride for Tom Ryan and J. H.
Shields.

Tenny on the "Way.

L h:\inhton (Ky.), October 28—Tenny, the famous little

"swayback," was shipped in a special car to California to-

night. The horse will be placed in the stud at Raucho del

Paso, the stock farm of millionaire J. B. Hagg'm. Tenny has

been doing service at the Beaumont stud for some time.

Several months ago David Pulsifer, owner of TeDny, and
J. B. Haggin, matched Tenny and Salvator for a contest in
siring speed, $5,000 being posted. Each horse will be bred

to three of the best mares on Haggin's farm, and the product
raced in their second and three-year-old forms agaiost each
other. If the get of Tenny defeats the two-year-old by Sal-
vator Pulsifer gets the money, and vice versa.
This is the only wager of the kind on record. Having

done battle on the turf, each giant will vie with the other
in getting their counterpart.

Breeding- to the "Winner.

" Breed to the winner," has a very taking sound, and a
share of logical force that is very effective in influencing the
fashion of breeding, says Hark Comstock. Extreme speed
proves that the horse possessing it has, with certainty within
himself, from wherever inherited, a high order of all quali-

fications necessary to the object sought. A sire can only im-
part what he possesses. If trotting speed was a single defined

faculty, located in the brain and independent of all other
faculties, qualities and conditions, then no horse could im-
part speed who did not himself have speed, and no foal could
inherit more speed than was possessed by its fastest parent

But " the trot " is not a faculty complete in itself. It is the
demonstration of .the working together of several elemental
faculties, traits and conditions more or less in harmony, and
resulting accordingly in more or less speed. The reason
why a stallion of trotting blood who cannot trot fast himself
often gets fast colts, as in the cases of Harold and Pilot Me-
dium, is because, while he has no individual '• trot " to hand
down, he has certain faculties and trails that are essential to
trotting speed, though he has not the whole set of elemental
faculties, traits and conditions that are necessary for indi-
vidual trotting speed. What he has he gives, and the re-
mainder of the essential features being obtained by the foal
frem the other parent, it is a trotter.

Trotting instinct is one of the contributory elements to the
fast trot, but by itself cannot produce the fast trot. The in-
stinct or the wish to do must be accompanied by the ability
to do. The ability to do is in turn dependent upon certain
physical, vital and nervous forces. It is the degree of perfec-
tion of each of these trails and harmony with which they
work together that determines speed capacity of the animal.
Some of these factors may come from one parent and some
from the other, and in combination may so supplement each
olher in all-around effectiveness that the foal so bred proves
greater than any one of its ancestors. This is true in old es-
tablished breeds, and doubly likely to occur in a breed like
the trotter which is yet in the formative stage. It is upon
this peculiarity of compound inheritance that all improved
breeds have been established. Without it there could be no
progressive breeding. But as the work goes on we produce
more and more animals that are very perfect in all the es-
sentials of the idea sought. This is made known by their
demonstrated adaptation to the object. In the trotter it is

shown by his power to trot his miles at extreme speed.
The great advantage in breeding to the winner is that he

is known to have all the essentials of speed instead of having
only part .of tbem. If both parties are thus equipped the
division of traits handed down to the foal will be more apt to
form a complete combination of the necessary qualifications
upon which speed is developed than if the parents each
possesses but a share of those traits. This is where a greater
risk of losing trotling proclivity when introducing thorough-
bred blood, or any strain that had not been cultivated in that
trait, than when adhering entirely to the blood that has been
possessed of it for some generations. The trotting sire bred
to the running mare may fail to give the foal his instinct to
trot and his pliable action, and the thoroughbred mother
may fail to impart her higher physical organism. In that
case we lose the desirable trails of each parent and secure
only their deficient ones. When they do happen to divide
up their qualities so as to give the foal the best traits of each
parent a great step in advance is secured, and, risky as the
venture is, the temptation to try it is ofleu great.

-c-

Sister to Eclipse.

The following story concerning a sister to imp. Eclipse

may prove interesting : All speed to-day is said to come from

imp. Eclipse, who, by the way, figures in the pedigrees of

Henry of Navarre, Clifford, Domino, etc., and that speed to

have descended from Orlando.

The Hon. F. Lawley, in a tribute to his old friend, the late

Alec Taylor, published in Baily's Magazine for the current

month, tells the following extraordinary story of a " light

that failed :
" Sir Henry Hoare chanced, in Paris, to take a

fancy to rather a scraggy yearling filly, that he bought for

£S0, and sent her to be trained by Alec Taylor. She grew,
after she had been at Fyfield some eighteen months, into one
of the most extraordinary animals that ever galloped. Alec
Taylor, Sir Henry Hoare and Mr. George Payne spoke of
her with enthusiasm as the very best and most highly-bred
three-year-old they had ever known. She could give a lump
of weight to good four and five-year-olds, and while her speed
was terrific, " no distance was too far for her." As quiet as

a lamb, she could be ridden by a child with a bit of siting,

and when the spring handicaps of 1S59 appeared, in

all of which her weight was about five stone, Mr.
Payne fondly anticipated that the great coup of his life

was about to come oft. Not a soul and the faintest conception
of what the nameless daughter of Orlando and Gaze con Id

accomplish. The eagerness wiih which odds of 100 to 1 and
66 to 1 were laid against her for the Chester Cup a tigered

well for the realization of Mc,.George Payne's hopes, until

one morning in April, 1859, they were finally dissipated

when the filly fell down dead while taking an ordinary exer-

cise gallop. In 1850 it would have been easier to win £200,-

000 on an animal of the Virago type than it would £20,000
now." The Chester Cup that year was won by Leamington,
with eight stone two pounds on his back. He was a good
horse, but fancy an animal reputed by Alec Taylor lo be even
better than the great Teddington was in a race with five

stone and £200,000 to be won ! This was a big fish that es-

caped with a vengeance. St. Albans' weight for the Chester

Cup of the following year, which he won, was originally only

four stone seven pounds, and Alec Taylor afterward won the

St. Legerwith him, from which it will be gathered what a
clean sweep there might have been with the Orlando filly, of

whom we had not even heard until Mr. Lawley related her
story. Far a man (o own race horses he had need to be a

philosopher.
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How Thunder "Was "Dosed."

While there are black sheep in Ihe racing flock, as in

those of other avocations of life as well, it must be said that

open scandals on the turf arena are pleasingly scarce. As

the vigilance of racing officials and others directly interested

increases, however, it should be next to impossible to " fix
"

i
a horse so that he cannot win. To this end even boots and

I

bandages, as well as all other appurtenances of a race horse,

,
should undergo a careful and professional scrutiny before

the horse is allowed to go the post. And in this connection

;
racing associations can do worse than to employ a competent

man for just such a purpose.

Not so very many months ago, in one of our vicinity

j

courses, a well known horse was beaten in a very suspicious

!
looking race. Contrary to methods generally followed with

;
this horse, he wore ankle boots on the occasion of his queer

looking race. Had the officials of the day been posted to

' take off those boots and looked closely at the horse's ankle,

some inkling of the cause of his defeat might have been

,

gleaned. To me it is a matter of great surprise that such

important details of racing should not receive closer official

supervision. Not only should the examination of a horse's

"gear " be made in the paddock, but penalties should be im-
posed on any further_handling of such gear, except for good
cause.

It was hardly expected, however, at Saratoga's inaugural

of racing in August, 1863, that any scandal would crop up.

Certainly not among the turfmen proper, who were only too

willing and anxious to win if they had the proper racing ma-
terials so to do. But the Thunder case, about which I write,

was at the instance of some scoundrels who were not found

oat, who undoubtedly were trying to work the pool box for

their own benefit. Had the miscreams been detected at their

I
nefarious work a bit of hemp and a tree wouid have probablv

been the only mercy they would have received. But as it

was they got away and their identity must always remain a

mystery of this black page of racing.

Thunder, after the speed he had shown in his race on Sara-

toga's opening day, was naturally looked upon as one of the

best horses at the track. Only poor riding had lost him the

race on the first day when Sympathy, Jerome Edgar and
Thunder finished necks apart after the latter had made the

running at a killing pace. So when the gray Canadian horse
: was pointed for a heat race on the closing day twice round
the track (heats of a mile and two-thirds) there was great

! public interest in the affair.

John Morgan, Thunder, Sympathy and Lodi were entered,

but the last named had been withdrawn. He got out of his

box one day, and in his ramblings he ran into a wheelbarrow
and cut his legs quite badly. This left only three to go, but
they were each heavily supported in the betting overnight.

In the rotunda of the United States Hotel, where Dr.

Underwood and Clerk McGowau set up their rostrum, thous-

ands of dollars were wagered the night before at the rate of

,
Thunder $1,450, John Morgan $1,400, Sympathy $1,225.

1 ThiB even selling of the trio in the pools whetted public

expectation still further. The gray horse had been going
I great guns in his work, and as Dennis Ready had engaged
Patton, Captain Moore's jockey, to ride the horse, all the fac-

; tion behind Moore and Patton backed the horse. George
; Rice, Price McGrath, Andrew Bell, Charles Littlefield and
others had their " wads" on the gray and said it was like

"finding money."
But during the forenoon of the day of the race, when the

lake road was beginning to be crowded with vehicles and foot

, passengers on their way to the race course, an alarming
rumor about Thunder spread with lightning-like rapidity. It

was to the effect that the horse's owner had discovered an
attempt to "dose" the gray, so as to prevent his winning the

race, etc.

When Ready went to the horse's stall in the morning the

first thing he found was a partially-eaten apple in his muz-

|
zle. As neither he nor his stable boys had given Thunder
an apple suspicion at once arose that all was not right, and
the apple was examined. The horse had eaten some of it,

but not much, and a taste of the remainder showed traces of

some stroog ingredient, hot and bitter. This was indisputa-

ble evidence of an attempt to " nobble " Thunder, but the in-

> vestigations were carried still further, the remains of the ap-

ple being taken post haste to the village to be examined by
the local druggist. But that worthy could not analyze it

properly for want of instruments, etc., and as Albany was
the nearest point where it could be properly analyzed such
an attempt was given up.

Thunder did not seem to be any the worse for the portion
of the apple that he had eaten and he was plated and
prepared for the race. But after Ready and Littlefield had
consented and asked the advice of Tom Moore and others, it

was decided to scratch Thunder. On the grounds that if

the '' dose " in the apple should be a narcotic, the excite-

ment of the race might bring on congestion, " discretion
"

was deemed " the better part of valor," so although Patton
had the color on, and the horse was out in the saddling
grounds ready for the race, he was withdrawn by permission
of the officials and taken bach to the stable.

Thus ended one of the first prominent cases of "nobbling"
a race horse in this state. The movers in the nefarious scheme
were lucky to have got away with whole skins, and whoever
they were must have resolved to eschew such deeds in future

when they witnessed the excitement the affair created, and
the failure of their plans. For as the horse did not start the
money bet on him was saved and the rascals had all their risk

for naught.

As to the race, it was run over a course slow from rain.

,
John Morgan, ridden by Haflerty, was a slight favorite over
Sympathy, who had Gilpatrick in the saddle. The mare won
in two close heats, in both of which the two horses ran to-

other almost throughout. Dr. Weldon also won the last

'ace of the day and meeting with Lizz ;e W., a full sister to

Sympathy.
This made Dr. Weldon the winner of the whole pro-

gramme for the two days of the meeting, an unprecedented
eat in American racing annals. William Lakeland's Little
Reb at New Orleans, years after Saratoga's inaugural, won
)ut a whole programme of three races in one day, after hav-
ng won the last race of the preceding race day as well, or
our races in succession. But Dr. Weldon, the famous ex-

ponent of walking instead of gallop :n2 exercise for horses,

.
s, I believe, the only American turfman who ever won all

he races run on two different race days of a meeting.

Thus there were only four in all, two races on each day.
But each were worthy the same animals, both full sisters,

two more unprecedented feats in our racing annals. And in
addition to winning all of two days' programmes at Saratoga,
with Sympathy and Lizzie W., Doctor Weldon won the
only other race at the meeting he started for, and with
Sevenoaks he achieved another good record as one of the few
turfmen, if not the only one, who ever started for five or
more races at a meeting, and won \\l his starts at such a
meeting. This inimitable trainer, long since gone the way
of the great majority was a great feature of our early
racing 6ince the war.
Other racing events at Saratoga's original meeting in-

cluded a win by James S. Watson's Aldebaran, a stout chest-

nut, of proven speed and gameness. He defeated Francis
Morris' Surprise and F. G. Murphy's Southerner, a mile and
two-thirds. Captain Moore also defeated Monmouth, mile
heats, three in five, and John Morgan, Sevenoaks and others
won good races. Saratoga's inaugural race meeting was suc-

cessful beyond the expectations of its founder, John Moris-
sey, and by the next year, 1864, the present race course was
laid out and opened with great eclat.—[The Gleaner, in

Sporting World.

Improvement of the Speed Average.

Compared with those of the past few years the yearlings

trained and raced the past season do not, on the average, take

high rank. The champion Adbell is, of course, the glorious

exception, but in addition to him but one yearling has this

season taken a record as good as or better than 2:30, the next

best ones being still outside the standard time limit. As
remarked before, there have been fewer yearlings trained

and raced this season than in either 1893 or 1892 with the

result that the stakes given for them have not paid from a

financial point of view, nor have they been of great value as

entertainments. The probable result will be the eliminacion

of races for yearlings from most of next year's programmes.

The two-year-olds of 1894, on the contrary, have as a class

been the best we have ever seen. We have seen no new

Arion arise, but Oakland Baron, 2:143 ; Impetuous, 2:15 £;

Boreal, 2:17* ; Axworthy, 2:28| ; La Belle, 2:16f; Pansy

McGregor, 2:17^ ; Killona, 2:20, and others have shown

greater speed and better racing ability than any similar num-

ber of colts picked from the two-year-old ranks of any pre-

vious year. The same may be said of the three-year-olds.

Expressive, 2:12}; Onoqua,2:llJ; Beuzetta, 2:122; Red Bud,
2:144; Linonero, 2.14£ ; B. B. P., 2:13i ; La Belle, 2:16^;
Celaya, 2:17i; Aria,2:16|; Axinite, 2:17V ; Gazelle, 2:16V;
Futurity, 2:19; Bouncer, 2:18i

; Hal Pointer, 2:18} ; Pala-

tine, 2:1S, and others are far superior to any similar number
that might be picked from the three-year-olde of

other years. This year much hard racing has been re-

quired of these colts. The Electioneer-Esther fillyj Expres-
sive, certainly bears the palm for racing quality. At the

beginning of the season she was pitted against Red Bud

—

the two being so nearly equal in point ofspeed that extraneous
circumstances dictated the outcome of their contests. Train-

ing on. Expressive was entered in class races and won several

famous victories against mature horses, which stamped her
as the best campaigner, with the possible exception of Palo
Alto, her sire everbegot. Hard racing, however, told its in-

evitable tale, and her last races have been inferior to those

she trotted in the beginning and middle of the season. The
four-year-olds have also been a fast and well-matched band,

not so outstanding in their superiority but in the aggregate

better than any lot of their age ever on the trotting turf. To
decide which is the best of those that hav.e been raced is a

very hard task. Fantasy naturally ranks at the head of the

list much as did Directum last year and it is quite likely

that she could have won the great stakes for trotters of her
age had she been eligible. Her record of 2:06 is certainly a

phenomenal one for a four-year-old mare. Mary Best, 2:12^;

Silicon, 2:14}; Ora Wilkes, 2:11; Wistful, 2:13} ; Georgia
Lee, 2:12! ; Lesa Wilkes, 2:1 14 ; Baronet, 2:114 ; Sally

Simmons. 2:14} ; Roseleaf, 2:14$ ; Nemoline, 2:13} ; Helen
Leyburn, 2:14}, and Arena, 2:154, have all been profitable

campaigners, Ora Wilkes being possibly the best race-

horse among them. Of the two-year-old pacers Directly

is the bright particular star, his mile at Galesburg in

2:07^ being accounted by some good judges the best

harnesss performance ever witnessed. Carbonate,

2:09, follows the black closely and then come W. W. Foote,

2:15}; Judge Hurt, 2:144; Princess, 2:17]; Princess Eulalia,

2:1S}; Symboleer, 2:14| ; Marietta Wilkes, 2:174, ; Harvey
Mac, 2:184, a lot of pacing youngsters far better than those

of their age that have been raced in past seasons. Two
three-year-old fillies have tied 2:10, the world's record for

pacers of that age, Ethel A. and Whirligig, their closest at-

tendants being Ella T. and Sidmont, who both have marks
of 2:10}. Brookside, 2:ll£; Rokeby, 2:13|; Sphinxelta,

2:14}; Belle Acton, 2:16} ; Miss Williams, 2:16} ; Sidmoor,

2:17}; Sallie Bronston, 2:17}; Weed Wilkes, 2:14; Dolly

Spanker, 2:114 ; Bfe Sure, 2:14, were all prominent and cam-
paigned quite extensively. In the ranks of the four-year-

olds are two of the season's celebrities, Online, 2:04, and
Rubenstein, 2:08. Ed Easton, 2:09|, comes third, followed

by Frank Eagen, 2:10}; Effie Powers, 2:104; Barondale.

2:11}; Clay Hontas, 2:21} ; Baron Bel, 2:114; Roan Wilkes,

2:llf; Ella Eddy, 2:12; Sable Gift, 2:124; Palmetto,

2:12£, and other lesser lights. The 2:10 list has been
augmented by such performers among the trotters as

Ralph Wilkes, 2:06£; Ryland T., 2:07 } ; Azote, 2:08};

Phcebe Wilkes, 2:084; ; Trevilian, 2:084 ; Lord Clinton,

2:08$ ; Dan Cupid," 2:09£ ; Strader H., 2:094
;

Ellard,

2:09|, and Pamlico, 2:10. The only members of last year's

2:10 list who have reduced their records this season are Alix,

2:03|; Fantasy, 2:06 and Magnolia, 2:09}. The 2:10 list of

pacers, as is generally the case, is much larger, the new ones

being John R. Gentry, 2:03J ; Joe Patchen, 2:04;

Online, 2:04; Strathberry, 2:064. ;
Vassar, 2:07;

Directly, 2:07$ ; Reflector, 2:07| ; Rubenstein, 2:08

;

Rowdy Joe, 2:08; Merry Chimes, 2:084; Seal, 2:0S£

;

Edith, 2:09; Bourbon Patchen, 2:09; Doc Sperry, 2:09; La
Belle, 2:09; Carbonate, 2:09; Venture, 2:094; Moonstone, 2:094;

Ed Easton, 2:09£; Gazette, 2:09f; Fred K., 2:09^; Coleridge,

2:0911; Fidol, 2:10; Ethel A., 2:10, and Whirligig, 2:10 Those
which have reduced tbeir records are Robert J , 2:014; Hal
Dillard, 2:045; Silkwood, 2:07; Hal Braden, 2.07} and Craw-
ford, 2:07|, while seven others have gone miles in time better

than 2:10, but have not succeeded in lowering their previous
marks. There are now ninety-nine members of the 2:10 list,
no less than forty-three of which secured their best records
during ls94. These figures show conclusively that the im-
provement in the general speed average anticipated at the
beginmngjof the passing season has been obtained, in a greater
degree, perhaps, than we had good and sufficient reason to
expect.—Horseman.

Horses 'With the Colic.

In some stables, says a writer in an English exchange, the
horses are often troubled with colic, while others seem to
enjoy complete immunity. It would be most remarkable f

one man should have the ill-luck to get quite a number of
horses that are what he calls " subject to gripes," while his
neighbors escape the purchase of these colicky animals, but
this is how he seems to regard it.

Sometimes it is very difficult to point exactly to the fault.
The animals are fed on ordinary foods, and the general man-
agement seems to be much the same as that usually in the
district. The loose screw is commonly a small one, but it is
important in its bearings in the efficient working of the
whole machine.
There is one important item that is very often ignored in

searching out a cause for repeated attacks of colic, that of the
watering. This is a frequent and often unexpected source
of bowel disorder in the horse. An insufficient quantity
offered at too long intervals, and when the stomach is full of
corn, very often causes colic, while the quantity of the fluid
has an undoubted influence.
Water should be given before the corn rations, when it is

not long retained in the stomach, but passes rapidly into the
intestines, or else kept at hand so that the horse can drink
at will. Water taken on a full meel dilutes the gastric juice,
chills the stomach and retards digestion, or washes partly
digested corn out of the stomach into the bowels.
The safest plan is to keep a supply of clean, soft water

within reach of the animal, but in a position where food does
not fall into it, causing fermentation to take place unless the
trough is frequently emptied and cleaned out.

-w

A Blow to the Breeders' Interests.

The Daily Mercury says the adoption of the proposed anti-

pool constitutional amendment in New York means a great
loss of revenue to the State. But the loss of revenue to the

State is a very small matter compared with the eventual loss

of a great breeding industry. For fifty years the breeders of

the State of New York have been carefully fostering, devel-

ing and perfecting the trotting breed. Buyers from all parts

of the continent and from Europe have come to its

stock farms. The revenue has been a large and increasing

one. Twenty years ago the late Senator Stanford visited

one stock farm and purchased $45,000 worth of stock. It

was his first and initial purchase. In that stock was a then
unknown stallion called Electioneer. He was taken to Palo
Alto, became the most famous stallion of his day, and has
founded a family of trotters whose value cannot be com-
puted. One of his sons, Arion, sold for §125,000, at that
time the highest price ever paid for a horse of any breed.
One of his daughters, Sunol, was sold for $45,000, and this
list of high values could be made to fill a page. What is

true of one farm is true of several others, but with the de-
struction of the trotting tracks, let them all be closed up, let

trotting sport cease to be, and this class of horses will then
only be worth what the average roadster, the average express
horse,or the general purpose horse is worth. This anti-pool law
amendment should have a new name, it should be entitled,
" A Law to Destroy the Value of Gertain Great Breeding
Interests, and to deteriorate the Value of Every Stock Farm
in the State of New York."

Curbs and Their Treatment.

A trainer from the South has been talking to the Ameri-
can Horse Breeder about curbs. He was asked what he would

do for a curb, and that paper reports him assaying: " Well,

if I did not want to race him I should turn him into a pad-

dock, feed him no grain and let him run three or four weeks,

then take him up and begin to work him lightly at first but

increase his work gradually until he was m racing condition

again. The curb would take care of itself. If I wanted to
remove the enlargement I would apply the following mi xture,
viz.: Tinct. iodine four parts, oil of cedar two parts, ether one
part, tinct. cantharides one-half part. Mix well, clip off the
hair, and apply once a day with a common tooth brush, rub-
bing it in well. After applying three days omit three days,
then renew the application, and so continue, alternating for

three or four weeks." He said that the only advantage of
this treatment is to improve the looks. We had heard, says
the Breeder, that horsemen in the South do not consider or-

dinary curbs of much account, but never supposed that they
regarded them quite as lightly as this trainer does, and he is

a very intelligent, successful horseman, too. We have seen
cases where the enlargement was removed with no other
treatment than repeated applications of iodine, made every
other or every third day.

New Cure for Bone Spavin.

H. M. Ball, a veterinary surgeou, in writing of cunDg
bone spavin, says, what is a more rational treatment for this

trouble, and one that is attended with less pain and fewer

chances for complications to arite, and leaves no ugly blem-

ish, is what is known as resection of the cunean tendon. I

did it first as an experiment, as anything was preferable to

the hot iron, and it gave good results. Since then I have
had considerable experience with the operation and find it

far superior to the old method of firing and blistering, more
humane and a more scientific mode of treatment for this old

time trouble. This operation can be done without casting

the animal. By the use of a small amount of cocaine the

parts become insensible to pain, the tendon can be taken up
and a portion removed, closing (he wound with a stitch or

two after cleansing it antispptically. It readily heals. With
the experience I have had, and from what I hear from other?

who have tried this treatment, cunean tenotomy will give
better results in less time than any other for this trouble.
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"What Some Horse-Shoers Say.

In an exchange some sensible horse-shoers discuss interest-

ing points regarding their business, all of which is, of course,

also of interest to the average horse owner. One says : "As

regards knee bangers, I would say that this is one of the

worst defects in gait of any the horse is subject to, and the

most difficult to overcome. In most all cases of knee banging,

by careful examination you will find that the leg is not square

or straight up and down. Sometimes the ankle joint will

6tand in, sometimes out ; sometimes the knee joint will stand

in or out. In all cases I dress the foot perfectly level. If the

ankle or kneejoint stand in, I put on a side weightshoe with

the weight on the outside branch, while the inside is drawn

narrow and high, generally twice the height of the outside

branch. It can be done with a side calk. If you cannot raise

enough without it, tile the inside smooth and round ofi all

edges, and file off the heads of your nails, so as to leave no

cutting edge to strike the knee. In case either joint stands

oul, put on a side weight shoe with the weight on the out-

side, and a weld on a long side calk to raise the outside

higher. By doing this I find the leg generally straightens

up either way, while the weight on the outside will carry the

foot out and it will go clear.
" There are horses that toe in and some that toe out. If

the horee toes in he will strike with the inside of the toe. To
shoe him, I would put on a side-weight shoe, with the weight

on the outside. Let the inside heel come back and project

out somewhat, while the outside is fitted short. Then have
your shoe fit so that the inside of the toe is set well ioside of

"tht wall, and rasp off the wall of the foot on the part that he
strikes with, but be sure that your foot is pared out so that it

has no bearing on the shoe at the point that is set under the

sole. Let the bearing rest on the outer toe and both quarters

and heels. The part being now cut away that he strikes

with, and the ioside heel being longer than the outside, will

give him the inclination to go straight, as the longer heel on
the inside will cause the toe to swing out every time it strikes

the ground.
"Then there are horses that toe out and strike with the

heel. This kind I would treat with a side-weight shoe, out
side heel the longest. Fit the inside close, with all the edges
well rounded off; set your nails well to the toe and rasp the

heads so as to leave no cutting edges. In some cases you can
turn your side-weight shoe with the weight outside of the
wall by running tbe crease for the nail-holes inside of the
middle of the outer branch."

Another expresses himself as follows :

" I have noticed the discussions on shoeing elsewhere with
pleasure, some suggesting one way and some another. Now,
1 would like to add my mite, not on shoeing, but on the

cire of the horse's foot. ' No foot, no horse,
1

is an old say-

ing, and a true one, First, I insist that the groom keep the

horse's feet clean, picking them out just before hitching
up, aod examining them again when unhitching, see that no
gravel, etc., has been picked up. See that the horse's feet

are perfectly clean at night, and in the summer pack them
with a mixture of clay, bran and a little salt. This will

tend to keep out fever, besides keeping the hoof soft and
elastic, so that when you take him to the blacksmith he does
not have to take toe clinch cutter and hammer and chisel out
the sole, instead of paring it. I also rub the following on
the foot at least three times a week: Glycerine, one-half
pint ; water, one and one-half pints. This tends to toughen
the foot. When I have a road-horse shod I always have a
blacksmith leave a space of about an eighth of an inch be-

tween the heel of the foot and the shoe, which forms a cush-
ion and helps to break tbe jar on a hard road. I have been
workin* on the ab »ve (.he )ry for years, and have been very
successful, rarely, if ever, having a horse with bad feet."

Still another says: "It is not necessary that the owner or
driver of a trotting horse should be a horse-shoer—if he is,

so much the better—but it is absolutely necessary for him to
be able to direct the shoeing in every particular. If he is

sufficiently well posted to accurately describe to the horse
shoer his horse's action he should also be able to instruct the
ehoer as to the kind of 6hoe, the distribution of weight, etc.

All that aoy driver should ex*ct from any horse shoer is a
terfectly leveled aad bilanced foot, before the shoe is put on.
t is of vital importance that the hoof should be dressed to a

perfect level surface, from heel to toe, and armed with a per-

fectly-level shoe. If this is not d jne the hoof is thrown out
of bilaoce, and tilts all of the joints out of their journals.
This tilting of the foot aod limb strains the ligaments and
in l-cles on the lower side, and relaxes those on the higher
side.

" A query published some time ago interests me, and I

will reply to it. It is impossible to give specific instructions
because the correspondent does not know or carelessly left

out many important details in stating his case. The theory
of widening Jtbe hiad |action should be abandoned for the
reason that the nearer the hind and front limbs in their
movements approach a straight line the better. If the hind
action is too short and slow, the hind hoofs should be dressed
with comparatively long toes and high heels, the Bhoes
should be heavier ihin ttie front one, and fi'ted exactly to
the foot, while the front hoof should have a low heel and a
light shoe- This will quicken and extend the hind action,
while it will retird the front action. If thehind action is

too rapid and extended, then the heels of the hind hoof
should be lowered, and the heels of the hind shoes project be-
hind the hoofs, while (he heels of the front hoofs should be
left high, the toesshortene J, and the shoe made slightly roll-

ing from heel to toe.

•'The head may exercise a direct ioll jence upon the action
by beins[ lowered or raised If the front action is too low or
long, it can bequickened ami nhorlened by elevating the head
and neck; and on lhP contrary, if the front action is rela-
tively too short and rapid, the head and neck nn lie drawn
down by the standing mirtiogale, and thus retard the front
movement."
Another, who evidently his shod race horses, says : "A

knowledge of the anatomy of borwe'H feet and turning of shoes
are of coume necessary to the shoer, and yet there are Bome
shoere am tag the many good ones whom we know who have
never seen the inside of a fa >t or ever read a treatise on the

Tbe m D8t essential thing, perhaps, to be con-
sidered in bhoeing I

>r p i r.- gait and mire bob
I

the angle which the fool should b tfloff the
horse to travel with ease. High heels and long toes are
both disastrous when carried to extremes. When a driver

E

has a horse that does better with a long toe he forbids every

shoer he meets from touching his toe, consequently he goes

through several circuits without changing, until it becomes
absolutely necessary to pare the feet down. Then he guesses

at what would be proper to take off. When drivers learn

which angle the horse's feet is adapted to and then keep them

there within a half degree, there won't be so many horses go-

ing to pieces. Very few drivers, comparatively speaking, can

tell what angle their horse's feet need. To take a compass

and measure from coronet to point of toe, may be good evi-

dence that both feet are the same length, and yet they may
be entirely at different angles. Every horse has his peculiar

way of traveling and every shoer has his method of trying to

stop his faulty gait. I never saw a town that didn't have the

best shoer in the State, and it matters not how
good a horse comes along, he will under-

take the job, especially if he be a trotter.

They are bound to try the fancy business, if they do set a

fellow behind the money. "There are a great many styles

of shoes for remedyiug faulty gaits, and some will work suc-

cessfully on some horses, but as hardly any two travel alike

it is only an experiment to use the same system on a horse

you never saw go, as you have upon a horse you know. Don't

chaose a horse during a race meeting unless the driver re-

quests it, if you want to s^ve your reputation. Nearly every

shoer claims he can stop paddlers, knee-bangers, etc. Per-

haps he can, but in nine cases out of ten he shows him up.

To be right up in the business a shoer must necessarily put in

some time on the tracks, and become acquainted with the dif-

ferent action of horses, and the many different ways horses

have of banging their knees, etc. To observe the slant of a

horse's pastern when standing in the shop and when at a high
rate of speed is another lesson If you can get up behind
him and 'send' him some, it will be a better way still to find

his faults."

Sunlight for Horses.

The proper nursing for sick horses requires only slightly

less delicate attention than the nursing of sick men, says the

London Live Stock Journal. Not to speak of diet and medi-

cine, frequent change of bedding and clothing are as indis-

pensable in one case as in the other. Perfect attention,

abundant light and pure atmosphere should always be prime

considerations in treating the stable patient as well as the

human subject. The influence of light on the animal frame,

and even on the rudest form of organism, is highly beneficial.

The horse i6 by nature one of the children of light, and not

of darkness—of the open air, not of the confined, stuffy stall.

In his wild state he seeks the sunlight of the plains, and
avoids the darkness of forest glens ; and if we would fortify

him against the destructive effects of protracted illness, we
should insure him the free light of day and full enjoyment of
the pure circumambient air. He should, when ailing, not
be tied up to rack or manger, but have the comparative
freedom of a roomy box. It is strange that most stable

architects think any odd space in a dark corner, that cannot
be well utilized to form stalls, is quite good enough a situa-

tion for a loose box or for an infirmary for a horse "told on",

as too ill to work and requiring veterinary treatment. There
is much room For improvement in the architecture and sani-

tation of the stable for both sick and healthy horses.

' They "Want to "Win.

Much has be«n heard of late about American owners

transferring their interests to England. There is some fire

to account for all this smoke, but not enough. The fact is,

that should the turf be condemned to decadence in this State

by the passage of the constitutional amendment, a very con-

siderable colony of American owners would take their horses

to England in preference to racing in the West. Indeed, I

have it on good authority that among these owners would be

Mr. M. F. Dwyer and Mr. fiichard Croker, while other
gentlemen have openly acknowledged their intentions of
making enteries in English events. But if things go favor-
ably to tbe turf there is no reason to suppose that there will

be any emigration of owners, with the possible exception of
Mr. Pierre Lorillard, and Mr. Lorillard makes no secret that

he is a " man of moods." Even in the case of owners who
have made entries for the classic English events, they have
no idea of fouoding permanent stables on the other side,

unless circumstances render it impossible to race around New
York. The entries were solely made in self defense.tbough,
doubtless, if some of the young horses entered turn out well,

they might be sent across the ocean to fulfill their engage-
ments.—New York Herald.

-*

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-
men to be the best and most confortable line toship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points
East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains
daily to all points East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific bythis favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
*

Try the following mixture for worms in horses, says an
exchange: Powdered sulphate iron, three ounces; tartar
emetic, one ounce; powdered coriander seed, four ounces.
Mix, and give a teaspoonful twice each day in food. After
the colts have taken the above for one week carefully, give
each a pint of raw linseed oil, and when the effect has passed
away, continue the powder and repeal the oil in two weeks.
When a colt has colic from an accumulation of worms give
the oil as above, followed by twenty drops tinctured mix
vomica every half hour for two hours. Tbis will cause them
to make a hasty exit from the stomach and small intestines.

Continue the nux vomica at intervals for a few days until the
worm* are expelled from the body.

CHARLEY Fokd, 2:12$, a chestnut gelding, by Dexter
Prince, da jj Nellie, by Corsica, Bold at auction in Chicago for
$1,025.

Fattening Horses.

In preparing horses for sale good conditions makes a very

great difference. It should be_honest!y done; and if it is

honestly done there is no reason why the owner of a horse,

who desires to sell it should not put it in the shape that best

meets the demands of customers, says an exchange. By hon-

estly doing it. we mean putting on flesh without medicines or

high condimental feeding, and putting it on under conditions

of exercise that will insure its slaying quality, and that it is

not mere blubber of fat, injurious to the wind and endurance

of the animal. For this purpose many horsemen use moder-

ate quantities of flaxseed jelly ; some employ steamed oil

meal. If moderately fed these assist in digestion and keep

the bowels in good condition, putting on a glossy coat.

While, when moderately fed with other stable grains, oil

meal aids in the formation of fat, it of itself is a good muscle-
making feed. Many a hard-workiug horse would be all the
better for a handful of oil meal at night, even when there is

no intention of putting him in sale condition. By judicious
individual feeding of good graina, with oil meal, a bunch of
horses, even when somewhat run down, can be put in sale
condition in six or eight weeks. There is not much use in
trying to get a good price for thin horses, nor is there much
business sense in letting them go for what they will bring,
letting somebody else make the profit that can be made out
of them by simply putting on another hundred pounds orso
of flesh. We have said that the feeding should be judicious,
individual feeding. By this we mean that the owner who
is preparing them for the market should carefully
study tbe feeding capacity of each animal and feed
accordingly. Hardly any two horses in the same lot will do
equally well on the same ration. There are many men
throughout the West who make a business of gathering up
thin horses and preparing them for market, and even under
the present market conditions it is found to be profitable.
The reason is that while all horses are low, there is always
sufficient margin between thin horses and those that are in
prime sale condition to make it profitable to put the flesh on.
The business as a whole may not be a profitable one, but for
the owner of the horses who has raised them, the same is

more profitable in good condition than in bad condition.
Assuming that money is to be lost in any attempt there is

less loss if the horse is put in good condition before it is

sold. If the men can make a profitable business gathering
up thin horses and conditioning them for sale, there is no
reason why the farmer should not condition his own horses.
It is comparatively easy to put the road and carriage horses
in sale condition. They are not required to be fat. What
is wanted is a moderate amount of good,solid flesh and an ab-
sence of all "gothic points." The task of getting a heavy
draft horse into good shape for sale is more difficult, because
a larger amount of flesh must be put on, and'buyers seem to
want drafters with more fat than almost any other class of
horses. Of course, the seller must meet the buyers's demands
or suffer for it. The question of the feeding of draft horses is

greater in degree, but the principals are the same. The
feeding should be good grain, feeding with oil meal, and with
exercise enough so that the gain will not disappear the first

time the animal takes a good sweat. Many feeders use a
condimental food with good results, provided care be taken
to use it moderately.

Veterinary Legislation.

Unusual activity is being manifested in the different States

in securing legislation to protect tbe practioner of veterinary

medicine in the following of his vocation. Legislative inter-

ference in professional or business matters is a serious matter,

and probably somewhat undemocratic. Any attempt to

secure protection must be conducted in a liberal and diplo-

matic manner, or failure is sure to result, and justly so.

There is an unwritten law in this country that every under-

taking should stand or fall as its merits deserve, and protec-

tion should only be aflorded when such protection is in the

interest of the public at large. It is clearly evident, there-

fore, that any law intended to regulate the practice of medi-
cine should be one in the nature of requiring information for

the benefit of the public as to the qualifications possessed by
the practitioners in a community, rather than one which
compels the public to employ such persons as are con-
sidered by their colleagues as qualified to practice. Such
a regulation of practice as would compel a man to state oa
his door-plate, and on his visiting cards, or whatever form
of advertisement, he might choose to use, whether he be quali-
fied or unqualified, is, logically speaking, just what should
be desired, and nothing more. Every man should have a'
right to employ whomsoever he pleases to doctor himself or
his animal, but the Slate should guarantee as qualified to per-
form such service only such persons as have ^hown a certain
definite standard of proficiency. While this would be proba-
bly the fairest and best safeguard to the public, yet the mem-
bers of our profession seem in most cases to look so unfavora-
bly upon such a project that legislation on this line has, so
far as the writer knows, never been attempted. A sort

of compromise measure is generally adopted, whereby
all who possess any claim whatever to proficiency in the
art of medicine, by reason of a certain number of years
of practice, generally five are allowed in register with
those who are graduates, and are thereby guaranteed as
qualified practitioners by the State. A provision is, how-
ever, always inserted, that on and after a certain date, only
graduates may register. We do not, by any means, wish to

make it appear that we are not favorable to veterinary legis-

lation as at present practiced. (June to the contrary, we wish
to assist heartily in everything which will tend to make the
profession better and of more value to the public. AVe sim-
ply wish to suggest that such legislation as would confine
the word qualified to those practitioners who have graduated
from a veterinary school, and who in addition have passed
an examination before a State Board, leaving the balance of
the practitioners to follow their vocation as before, would
place the profession on a better footing than will legislation,

which is essentially protection.—Journal of Comparative
Medicine and Veterinary Archives.

The statement that the famous light sulky drawn by Alix
was made of aluminum is incorrect. It is made of the finest

imported tubular speed. Aluminum cannot be welded, and
therefore cannot he used successfully for this purpose.
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THIRD DAY—TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30.

,F BAY DISTRICT TEACK wa8

ever as fast as it was yesterday we
do not remember the occasion. It

was simply perfect. The day

looked most forbidding, and was

not an enthusiasm-rouser. The
attendance was good, exceeding

2,0'K) by perhaps a couple of hun-

dred. While three decided favor-

ites won, still the money lost on

Outright, Gallant, Capt. Rees and

Blizzard in all likelihood put the bookmakers on the side

they desired—the winning.

Huenemewonall the way in the first race, though had the

distance been forty yards further Ohiyesa would undoubtedly

have headed the brown colt from Ventura county. In the

second race Playful was not headed, though Gallant made an

heroic effort around the last turn and all the way down the

homestretch. However, the filly, with three or four links of

speed left, won finally by three lengths in the fastest time

ever made over the course by a two-year-old—1:12} for the

short six-furlong route. Melaniewon the third race cleverly,

and she likewise had something in reserve. Quarterstaff

showed considerable improvement in this race, in which he

ran a fair second in the good time of 1:12£, and coming like

a shot at the finish.

Broadhead ran the best race, age and weight considered,

ever seen in California, taking up 106 pounds and running

seven furloDgs in 1:27}. At his neck was Motto, the joint

holder with Broadhead of the seven-furloog Coast record.

Capt. Rees, the favorite, was about four lengths behind the

winner, making a good performance the first time out in sev-

eral weeks, Lovdal took the last race of the day into camp

in his own inimitable style, getting his head in front of the

well-played Blizzard's as they neared the three-quarter pole,

and keeping in the lead thereafter, won by about two and a

half lengths handily, Blizzard second, ten lengths from Duke

Stevens. Time, 1:41. Chevalier rode the first two winners of

the day, and the other successful jockeys were W. FlynD,

Hinrichs and Combs.

Sov) the Races Were Run.

Hueneme opened an S to 5 favorite for the first race, about

six turlongs, but a heavy play on Outright sent the latter's

odds down from 4 to 3 to 1 and Hueneme's to 3 to 1. At the

close Hueneme was 2J to 1. Huntsman was at 4 to 1, Sam
Brown 6, Flirtilla 8, Ohiyesa and White Cloud each 10,

Umma 15 and Corncob 30 to 1. To a fine start Hueneme
dashed away from his field, opening up a gap of two lengths

going to the half-pole. Sam Brown was second, with Ohiyesa

at his heels. Hueneme lost about half a length of his lead

going the next quarter, the others as before. Ohiyesa was

cut loose iD the homestretch, and gained at such a rate that a

sixteenth from home it looked as if he would win. Chevalier

got away out on Hueneme's neck, and everything th3t was in

his mount was got out. In an exciting finish Hueneme lasted

long enough to win by a scant length from Ohiyesa, who best

Huntsman third, two lengths. But a head behind Huntsman
came Outright. Time, 1:13J.

Gallant opened favorite in the second event, the short six

furlongs, at 8 to 5, Playful 2 to 1, Sea Spray 3, Niagara 7,

Barcaldine 10 to 15, Haplein 15 to 1. At the close Gallant

and Playful were equal favorites at 2 to 1 each. BarcaldiDe,

Playful, Sea Spray was the order to a good start. Play fa 1

went like the wind, and going away from her field in the first

half-dozen jumps, led passing the half-pole by three lengths.

Barcaldine, the" green 'un," was second, his head just in

front of Gallant's. Gallant passed Parcaldine in the next 100

yards, and Sullivan sent him along for all he was worth after

the flying Playful. He made up a trifle going to the three-

quarters, and gained considerable in the straight, but faltered

about seventy yards of the finish, and Playful went away
again and won easily by three lengths. Gallant, second, was

four lengths from Barcaldine, third, he half a length in front

of Sea Spray. Time, 1:12}, the fastest on record for a two-

year-old at the distance.

Melanie was selected by the talent to win the third race

the short six furlongs. Opening at 6 to 5, she closed at 4 to

5 and even money. Quarterstaff and Rico were at 4 to 1

each, Border Lassie 6, the others at 12 and 15 to 1. Quarter-

staff, to a good start, 6et the pace, followed closely by Border

Lassie, who passed the dark bay colt near the half, where she

led by a length, Melanie second, lapped by Clacquer. Border

Lassie held the lead until nearing the three quarter pole,

where Melanie shot to the fore. There was quite a bunch-

ing up half-way down the homestretch, where Chemuck
showed quite a burst of speed for a moment, but was hemmed
in and subsided. In the last eighty yards Melanie was given

her head, and she came away from Border Lassie in the

gamest possible manner, winning by one and a half lengths,

from Quarterstaff, who was coming very fast at the end. Two
lengths behind Quarterstaff came Border Lassie, third, she
beating Rico three parts of a length. Time, 1:12}.

Capt. Rees, a new horse to San Franciscans, was played
down from 2 to 1 to 7 to 5, and was the favorite in the fourth
event, a seven-furlong selling race. Motto and Broadhead
were anything but neglected at 3 to 1. The others were not
fancied much. Broadhead, Motto, Capt. Rees was the order
to a fair start Broadhead actually led Motto at the quarter
by ahead, Sir Modred's daughter three lengths from Capt.
Rees, at whose neck was Comrade. Motto now drew away
gradually, leading Broadhead two lengths as they swung by
the half-pole at a heart-breaking pace. Broadhead was sent
after Motto three furlongs from home, and had lopped off
half a length as they swung into the homestretch, Capt. Rees
two lengths further away. Broadhead headed Motto about a
furlong from the finish, and to.the surprise of almost every
one the mare did not quit worth a cent, but stuck to Broad-
head's neck like a leech, he winning by a scant half length
in coast record time—1:27}. Capt. Rees was third, two and
a half lengths away, he beating Comrade four lengths. The
race was a grand one.

The last race of the day. one mile, was a great betting af*

fair—that is, two of the contestants, Lovdal and Blizzard,
were sturdily supported. The former's opening odds were 1

to 2, closing 3 to 5. Blizzard was at 8 to 5 at the opening,
6 to 5 at the close; Duke Stevens 15 to 1, the Darebin

—

Mura colt 20 to 1. After the latter had acted badly for some
time, as had Duke Stevens and Blizzard, the flag fell to a fair

send-off, with Blizzard slightly in front, Duke Stevens second,
Lovdal third. Duke Stevens acted as pace-maker, taking
the lead soon after rounding the first turn. At the quarter
Stevens, Blizzard and Lovdal were lengths apart as named,
the Mura colt five lengths further awav. Xearing the half
the great clip told on Duke Stevens, and he fell back behind
both Blizzard and Lovdal, who ran past the half-pole a
length apart. Lovdal soon joined Blizzard, and the pair ran
stride for stride for nearly a quarter of a mile. As they
straightened in the homestretch Lovdal's nose was in front,

and he drew away from Blizzard a sixteenth from home, and
won handily by about two and one-half lengths,Blizzard sec-

ond, ten lengths from Duke Stevens, third. Time, 1:41.

FOURTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31.

This was one of those good old San Francisco days where

the fog can be cut in chunks, where the mist amounts to

almost as much as a rain, and nothing can be perceived of

the horses engaged in the races until well in the homestretch

That was the case this afternoon until the flyers went to tko

post for the last race, when the fog had been accommodating

enough to go up in baloons for a few moments and let the

people get a glimpse of the festive gallopers. Notwithstand

ing fog and "Scotch mist," the attendance was fully 2,000

and the sport was good throughout—especially for the

bookmakers. Form-players had an "off" evening, Mollie

R. and Artist alone saving them from terrible slaughter.

The track was just a trifle slower than it was yesterday, but

still up to the record-breaking pitch.

Trix was made a slight favorite on the opening event, ap-

pearing to rather outclass his field if "on edge." The race

was an easy one for Rose Clark, who was not headed from

"end to end." Clacquer looked decidedly dangerous in the

homestretch, but shot his bolt, and Trix came up with a wet

Bail and snatched the place from the chestnut colt in the last

stride.

Mollie R.'s win was rather an easy one, Churea running

a good race and getting place money. Venus was a poor

sort of a third. The time, 1:08}, was excellent.

Chartreuse, that pretty Cheviot-Zara filly- with the flaxen

mane and tail, won the third race in the gamest fashion from

Mustesa. Monrovia, the heavily-played favorite, was never

in the hunt. Her poor showing caused a war of words after

the race, between her rider, W. Flynn, and the owner, L. A
m

Legg. The fact probably was that the. mare (who beat Tim
Murphy and other clinkers at their own game in Chicago)

was not anywhere near herself, not being acclimated as yet.

No one can blame the jockey, though, for getting mad on ac-

count of being put up on an animal not in condition to lace.

Nick Hall sprung another surprise on the poor public in

Floodmore, who fairly romped away from Gen. Miles, Guada-

loupe et al. in the mile and a quarter hurdle race, with odds

of 7 to 1 against him. Gen. Miles, played for thousands, is

not the clinker he is cracked up to be at the jumping game

—

that is pretty evident.

Artist broke the seven-furlong record for the Pacific Coast

in the last race, carrying 102 pounds. Polaski was second,

two lengths away, and many thought he ran at least as good

a race as the winner. He had 104 up and got awayjfifth.

Artist was carried along by Quirt until the homestretch was

reached at a great clip and the son of Darebin and Hirondelle

is in great form at this writing.

The successful jockeys were Hinrichs, A. Isom, Allmark

and Bob Isom, the latter bringing in a pair of winners. He
finished second and third in the other events with his

mounts. Hinrichs brought in a second and third also.

How the Races Were Run.

Trix reigned a favorite in the first race, short furlongs, at

odds of 2\ to 1. Nellie G. was well supported, being backed

from 4 down to 3 to 1. Rose Clark was not neglected at 4 lo

1, Clacquer at 6, Ricardo 8 and Sam Brown 10 to 1. The
fog was so dense that it was hard to distinguish the horses at

the post, but when the flag fell Rose Clark, Durango, Clac-

quer was the order. At the half a faint dark line only could

be seen through the gray mist. As they swung around the

final turn into the homestretch Rose Clark was first by three

lengths, with Clacquer second, Durango and Trix at his heels

Clacquer gained fast down the straight, and Trix was cut

loose in the last part of it. Rose Clark was not headed, and

j

won handily by about three parts of a length, Trix coming
! with a great rush near the finish, just snatching the place

|
from the five in the last jump by a nose. Nellie G. was a

!

fair fourth. Time, 1:13}.

Mollie R. was a favorite in the second race, for two-year-
olds, at 9 to 10. Venus was much fancied at 2 to 1 and
Churea at 4. If, a green one, went begging at 30 to 1. Venus
and Mollie R. ran away from the others soon after the start.

Venus had enough as chey neared the homestretch, and Mol-
lie R. came away and won handily by three parts of a length,
Churea, driven out, second, three lengths from the quitting
Venus, who beat If out of sight almost. Time, 1:08}.
Monroviawas backed down into favoritism in the third race,

short six furlongs, opening at 2 to 1, closing at 7 to 5. Annie
Moore receded in the betting from 2 to 1 to 11 to 5, but was
fairly well played. Chartreuse was staunchly supported at
4 to 1. Mustesa was at 6 to 1, Lonnie B. 12 to 1. Nothing
could be seen of the horses uotil they were well down the
homestretch, where shouts went up for white-faced Mustesa,
who was leading by a small margin, with the handsome
flaxen-tailed Chartreuse second. The latter passed Mustesa
at the drawgate, and driven out, won by half a length, Mus-
tesa second, two lengths from Anuie Moore third. Mon-
rovia, the favorite, was beaten badly. The time was 1:13
flat.

Gen. Miles was made a hot favorite in the one and a quar-
ter mile hurdle race, opening at 2 to 1, closing at 8 to 5.

Happy Band and Japonica were at 4 to 1 each, Floodmore
7, Dick O'Malley 12 and Morven 15 to 1. The start could
not be seen, but when thev came into view Dick O'Malley
was leading by daylight. He went by the judges' stand five

lengths to the good, Floodmore second, a length from Mor-
ven, Guadaloupe next. Gen. Miles was last of all. Ihey
went over the second jump in this order and were then lost

to view in the dense fog. When they hove in sight again
in the homestretch Floodmore, Gen. Miles and Guadaloupe
were on nearly level terms. Gen. Miles looked dangerous up
to the last eighty yards, where he began to falter. Here
Floodmore made his run, and goiDg away at every stride, won
by three lengths, Guadaloupe coming with a rush and heating
Gen. Miles half a length for the place. Happy Band was a
fair fourth. Time, 2:22. Japonicamust have fallen at some
point on the iournev, for she was beaten over a furlong.
The concluding race of the day, seven furlongs, had no de-

cided favorite, Artist, Charles A. and Quirt being at 2k to 1

ach at the close, in most books, Polaski and Thelma 6 each
y

Gilead S, CarmellOand Realization 12 to 1. It was a heavy
belting race, the three first-named all being strongly sup-
ported. The fog had lifted. Artist had a trifle the best of
the send-off, Charles A. being second and Realization third.

Artist was first to the quirter at a hot clip bv a length,Quirt
second, only a head from Realization, on whom Charles A.
was lapped. At the half-pole Artist and Quirt were lapped,
with Charles A. at the heels of Quirt, half a length from
Realization. Artist and Quirt were still close together and
fighting as the homestretch was reached, Charles A. being
up still. Artist drew away once they were straightened out,
and opened up a couple of lengths of daylight. Quirt made
a great spurt, looking like a winner, and then fell back
beaten. Polaski was now coming like a shot, and he soon
disposed of all but Artist, who, not headed, won handily bv
two lengths in the fastest time ever made on this coast—1:27

flat. Polaski, who ran fully as fast a race as the winnner
from where he got aw.iy, was second, three lengths from
Charles A., third, he in turn a length from Quirt. It was a
great performance.

FIFTH DAY—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1.

Surprises were quite numerous this model day, and those

" in on the know" reaped a magnificent harvest. As said

before, the day was a model—one that delights the eye of

racing managers and warrrs the blood of the speculative

element in the community. In consequence the attendance

was close to 2,500. A world's record went glimmering when
gray Vulcan ran a mile and a sixteenth over four hurdles in

1:55}—a cut of two seconds exactly in the Coast record. In

the last race of the day Glee Boy, with 115 pounds up.

beat Don Fulano a neck in 1:27^, a wonderfully meritorious

performance.

Miss Fletcher left the ranks of maidens in the first race in

fine style and with odds of 8 to 1 at one time against her

chances. Expense was a good second, but then Miss Fletcher

won with a link of speed up her sleeve. Florence Dickey

was a fair third. Yo El Rey, the highest-priced dog in the

world (he cost Charley Fair $27,500), sulked in the most sin-

ful manner from ueend to eeod," and was beaten a foil fifty

yards by the winner. As a wag remarked, "He may have

speed, but he's going to keep it." And he was the favorite,

too. He got away first, and was last, and a bad one at that,

in the first 100 yards.

Normandie's victory in the Vestal Stakes reminded one of

Mammoth Cave, so large and hollow was it. Poor little

Claire couldn't make her opponent gallop good, for Nor-

mandieran the first six furlongs with her head almost touch-

ing Clancy's left boot.

Garcia woo a grand race. He let Lady Jane, Dockstader

(the favorite) and Rose Clark race themselves almost lo death

in front, made a close turn against the rails into the home-

stretch, and then ran over the tiring leaders in the straight,

winning by three lengths from Flirtilla, who ran from the

extreme rear in the gamest possible manner. About one and

a half lengths behind Flirtilla came old Gladiator third. Rose

Clark was a fair fourth.

Vulcan (15 to 1 at one time) led all the way in the hurdle

race, and won by four lengths easily in the fastest time on

record, 1:55} for a mile and a sixteenth over four hurdles.

The fight for place between Guadaloupe and Dick O'Malley

was a superb one, the former getting it by a neck.

Glee Boy took the last race by a neck, in a fierce drive

with Don Fulano most of the w:y down the homestretch,

with Rico, coming like a shot, a good third.

Coombs, W. Clancy, Coady, Galhraith and A. Covington

rode the wioners. and deserve considerable credit for the way
they handled their mounts.

Sow (!<r Races Were Run.

Yo El Rey, the $27,500 dog, was installed a favorite in the

opening race, for maidens, six furlongs, opening at 8 to 5,

closing at 2 to 1. Florence Dickey was it 3 to 1, Expense 4

[Continued on Tage 125.]
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Florence Scltan, 2:20}, is out of a Blue Bull mare.

The gray gelding Silver O^e, 2:19*, by St. Bel, is blind.

Pho.be Wilkes, 2:08$, is a sure enough race mare just

now.

Dictator Sidney, 2:25, lowered bis record to 2:24A last

week.

Walter Maben drove Marin Jr. in his winning race at

San Jose last Saturday.

Electric Coin, 2:20}, made a record of 2;28J in 1S92 un-

der the nsmeofCoin.

The horses in Monroe Salisbury's string will leave for

California this month.

Willema. by Eros, got a record of 2:29} at Gilroy during

the race meeting there.

James Dustin guided the little Abbotlsford mare She in

her race at San Jose Tuesday.

The brown st»llion Notion, by St Bel, cut his record to

2:16 at Philadelphia this week.

M. McHenry, the celebrated driver, leaves Lexington,

Kentucky, for California this month.

Sidmont, 2:10*, the fastest three-year-old pacing colt of

the year, has been retired for the winter.

Remember the sale of fine trotting stock from Rancho
Cotati takes place in this city on the 28th of this month.

Conductor, 2:25A, by Electioneer, out of Sontag Mohawk,
lowered his record to 2:18} at Galesburg, 111., October 11th.

Dr. K. D. Wise, of Los Angeles, did not wait to race his

horses at San Jose, but brought them back to Los Angeles.

At the Master Horseshoers' Convention just held at Bos-

ton, amoDg the main features was the denunciation of all hot

fitting.

Geo, Polhemus' fine Guv Wilkes stallion Seymour
Wilkes, 2:18, lowered his record to 2:16 at San Jose last

Saturday.

Raven Wilkes, 2:lSi, by Guy Wilkes, lowered his record

to 2:16 in the fourth heat of a race he won at Galesbury,

111., Oct. 20.

Wst. Mcrry (owner of Diablo, 2:09}) gave the large bay

pacing mare Bettie M., by Cresco, a record of 2:20 at San
Jose Tuesday.

Smilax, by Sidney, is quite a pacer. She won the 2:25

pacing race in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., October 16th in 2:44},

2:21} and 2:21}.

Black Bess, a gray mare by Monroe Chief, entered the

2:30 list. She got a record of 2:26| at Livingston, Wis

,

September 25th.

Oakland Baron, 2-16*, by Baron Wilkes, out of Lady
Mackey, by Silverth reads, lowered his record to 2:14£ at

Nashville, Tenn.

Orrin A. Hickok is receiving a "roasting" from the

newspapers in the East about the way he brought Directum
forward to race Alix at Mystic Park.

Alpha, 2:23, by Alcantara, dam Jessie Pepper, is now a

triple producer, being the dam of .Egon, 2:1S{, Algy, 2:19£,

and .Eolia, 3, 2:28}, all three full brothers.

Royal Prince, 2:19}, by Dexter Prince, out of Ida W.,
by Abbotsford, was purchased by M. J. Agnew of Chicago,

at the recent auction sale in that city for $500.

Ed. Geers may bring Fantasy, Robert J. and Americus
to California to spend the winter. Geo. Starr and Mr. Mc-
Henry also contemplate coming. The more the merrier.

There is a bay filly by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, out of Ruby,
2:19| (sister toStamboul, 2:07A), that is one of the handsomest
and best looking youngsters at the San Mateo Stock Farm.

Since the Pierce Bros, have stopped the training of their

colts and fillies at Santa Rosa, the race track near that town
has lost most of its attractiveness for the lovers of harness
horses.

Alix will be wintered in California. She will be turned
out to grass for a time, and when Bhe goes East next spring
Salisbury looks for her to place the world's record at 2:20 or
thereabouts.

Athanio, 2:21 i, by Junio, out of Athalie, by Harkaway, is

quite a good two-year-old. He won his race in San Jose
quite easily Tuesday, and in the second heat lowered his rec-

ord to 2:193-

GlO. Swan is handling a number of young trotters at
Rancho del Paso. The youngsters he has already driven
that are eired by Knight, 2:28, are better than any heretofore
bred on this farm.

Marvin won two races at Galesburg, 111., Monday, with
the three-year-old Maribel, by St. Bel and the two-year-old
Katrina Bel, by St. Bel. The latter cut her record to 2:26},
while Maribel paced in 2:18).

J. A. Gorman, a well-known horseman of Memphis, Mis-
souri, paid us a visit on bis way to Los Angeles. Mr. Gorman
has purchased a number of choicely-bred horses since he
came to California some seven months ago.

D. H. Harris, of Mendon, Mich., owner of the pacer Al-
batross, has sold his Evergreen Stock Farm, near Mendon. to
Madam Marantette, the noted equestrienne, who will make
it her home. The farm consists of 120 acres, and the pur-
chase price w^s $9,000.

One of the handsomest trotting mares seen on the Cali-
fornia circuit is the black mare Ethel Downes, 2:25$, by
1'cMxile, 2:19}. She is out of a mare by Jim Mulvenna (son
"f Nutwood) ; second dam by Williamson's Belmont. Ethel
Downes will enter the twenty lisl easily next year.

Osteeley, the bay stallion who has been reducing the four

and one-mile records in Victoria, Australia, traces on the

sire's side to Harold, the grandsire of Robert J. and the

great-grandsire of Alix in the maternal line.

Frank H. Burke has leased a very valuable piece of

land about a mile and a half from Hotel VeDdome.San Jose,

and moved all his choice prize-winning Hotstein cattle and

well-bred trotting stock from La Siesta farm to that place.

Venita Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, has a mark of 2:13

earned in the third heat of a race she won at Nashville. Red
Bud took the first heat in 2:14A. She was beaten a head, then

she went on and won the next three heats in 2:15, 2:13 and

2:14f.

John Green, of Dublin, denies the story that he will, at

the expiration of the lease of Directum to C. C. Mclver,

turn the King of Stallions over to John Kelly, the driver who
piloted the horse under Mr. Salisbury through the Eastern

circuit in 1893.

The Nutwood stallion Cornelius 11,335 at Rancho del

Paso has had two of his progeny enter the list this year, viz :

Jim Nutwood, 2:21}, and" William Tell, 2:18. The dam of

Cornelius was Jenny G., by Echo, out of Jenny Noves (dam
of Gus, 2:26^).

W*'. Vioqet has moved all his horses from Eden Vale to

his new place near Lawrence station, Santa Clara county.

Mr. Vioget will have fields of alfalfa and rye grass to turn

his colts and fillies Id, and next year will have some of the

youngsters on the circuit.

Andy McDowell has won the plaudits of thousands and
the highest place in the estimation of drivers as to his merits

as a reinsman this year in the East. There is no man there

who can rate a horse better than Andy and in his races he

has proved to be a Starr, a Kelly, and a Doble, all rolled into

one.

Frank H. Burke did not purchase the bay gelding Ot-

tinger, 2:13} after all. It seems that Ottinger & Keating
have dissolved partnership in the trotting-horse business and
C. A. W. Winship purchased the former's interest, and thus

Aster, 2:12, and Ottinger belong to WiDship & Keating, and
will be entered under the name of this 6rm hereafter.

A. W. Anthur, a chestnut stallion by Albert W., 2:20,

out of a mare by Algona, died at Auckland, New Zealand,

five weeks after his arrival. R. E. deB. Lopez purchased

him from Mr. Bradbury and shipped him to the colonies with

the rest of his trotting horses last July. Mr. Lopez expects

to arrive in San Francisco by the first of January.

At Galesburg, 111., October 24th, two three-year-olds by
Sidney, 2:1 9|, entered the 2:30 list. One is Esther Payne
2:20|, and the other is Sidney Maid, 2:27. The last named is

out of Crown Point Maid, 2:31}, by Crown Point. This makes
fifteen to the credit of this son of Santa Claus. Sidney now
leads nearly all stallions in the number of his progeny to

enter the 2:30 list in 1894.

McDonald Chief 3583, by Clark Chief 89, dam by Ber-
thnne, son ofSidiHamet; second dam by McDonald's Cop-
perbottom, died on the 16th of this month at Vallejo. He
died the property of Thomas Smith. McDonald Chief was
the sire of Catherine S., 2:28£ ; Columbus S., 2:27 -J ; Maud,
2:29| and the sire, Mambrino Chief Jr. 11,622, sire of Geo.
Washington, 2:20.

Thomas Smith's fine bay stallion Geo. Washington, 2:20,

broke down in his right foreleg last year, and Dr. Masoero,
the well-known veterinarian, tired the injury and treated it.

The horse improved under the treatment, and is now a better

horse than ever.|At San Jose, Tuesday he lowered his record

to 2:16|, and was a close second to the little mare She in the

remaining heats of the race.

A. B. Spreckels, the popular Vice-President of the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club, has some colts and fillies at his farm
near Aptosthat will be among the very best campaigners of

1895. Most of them are by Aptos Wilkes, a brother to the

famous trotter Hulda, 2.08J, out of choicely bred mares that

he purchased years ago. He also has some colts and fillies

by the Sidney stallion Cupid, 2:18, that are very promising.

When the two-year-old colt Symboleer, by Campbell's
Electioneer (2:17^), made his record of 2:14:} he paced the

last half in 1:05?, the last quarter in 32} seconds, a 2:09 clip.

Good judges believe that he can pace a mile now in 2:12. He
is described as 15} hands high, with a long, clean neck, bony
head and pointed ears. A perfect picture of a thoroughbred, is

a rich mahogany bay in color with left hind foot white.

Horsemen say that the get of Campbells Electioneer are

finer and show much more quality than himself.

It is generally conceded that imported Messenger was the
greatest progenitor of trotting instincts in his day. A large

majority of the fastest trotters and pacers, too, trace to him
through his thoroughbred son Mambrino, which sired the

founders of the Hambletoniao, Mambrino Chief and Cham-
pion trotting families. That is so plain that breeders can un-
derstand it. Now what they want to know is from what par-

ticular animal way back in the dim past founded this pacing
family that we hear so much about nowadays.

D. A. Kilgore, (ireeusburg, Pa., has bought of H. K. Mc-
Adams, Lexington, Ky., a brown yearling colt by Norval,
2:14:{, by Electioneer 125, dam Silver Bell, by Simmons 2744,

by George Wilkes ; second dam Colon (dam of Simmocolon,
2:23*, and Patchmore, 2:30), by Strathmore 308 ; third dam
Coral (dam of Corslloid, 2:131), by Clark Chief 89 ; fourth

dam Cassia, by C'assius M. Clay Jr. 22. This colt is a good
individual and exceedingly promising. The rich breeding of

this colt makes him a valuable possesion, and his purchaser
must be congratulated upon his acquisition.

Expedition, by Electioneer, dam Lady Russell (sister to

Maud S., and dam also of Electrix, 2:28.}, and Re-Election,

2:27}), second dam Miss Russell (dam of Maud S. aud five

others, and ancestress of more trotters than any other liviog

mare), lowered hie record at Lexington from 2:19£ to 2:15$.

In point of breeding, individuality and speed, Expedition has

no superior. He is a wonderfully well-bred yonng stallion.

The direct cross between Electioneer and the precise blood
that produced Electioneer cannot but be otherwise than
greatly successful. Expedition represents as high a point in

breeding as has yet been reached.

Tom Britton, the famous yearling, was sold to John Mc
Farren at Louisville, Ky , October 26th, by Manager Tom
Britton of the Glenview Stock Farm for $3,000. The colt is

one of the most promising of yearling trotters, and hasarec-
ord of 2:34]. He is sired bv Liberty Bell, 2:24, dam Keepsake,
by Pancoast, 2:21$.

When we come to tabulate the pedigree of Alix we find

important infusions of thoroughbred blood entwined among
trotting lines. In the fourth remove of her pedigree we find

a daughter of thoroughbred Woodford, a daughter of thor-

oughbred Wagner, a thoroughbred daughter of Robert Bruce,
a thoroughbred daughter of imp. Envoy, a thoroughbred son
of imp. Glencoe. Like Nancy Hanks, Sunol, Maud S.,

and Jay-Eye-See, who have preceded her in the
championship, she is, therefore, a trotting-bred mare whose
blood has been vitalized by infusions of running blood.

The best evidence that those who were managing Direc-

tum have that he was not in condition to go a race a Boston
Saturday, is that they backed Alix. They bought three or
four tickets publicly on the stallion and then had their

agents back the mare. They were so anxious to get their

money on along towards the last, that they carried the mare
up to $150, while Directum brought but $60. Any one but a
blind man could have seen at that stage of the game that

there was something wrong, as when the betting began
Directum sold for £110, while the mare brought about $75.

—American Sportsman.

The well-known horseman, I. C. Mosher, has gone to Al-
bany with his string of fast horses. He has quartered at the

Fair grounds there the folJowiog well-known horses: Coeur
d'Alene, four-year-old, record 2:19* ; Ann Alene, three-year-

old, record 2:29:}; Ad Alene, two-year-old, record 2:264;

Combination George, pacing record, 2:1SJ : Susie S., record

2:18; King Patchen, record 2:36; Velveteen, owned by J. A.
Crawford, record 2:51 and winner of the two-year-old stakes

at the last State Fair at Salem. Besides these he also has a

large number of colts, pacers and trotters, that will appear on
the track for the first time next season.—Salem Stotesman.

The famous pacer Jack, 2:1')]-, died at Boston October 27.

Jack was sired by Harkaway, dam by Relf s Mambrino Pilot.

He was owned by Messrs. Brigham and Hadley, who refused

an offer of $6,000 for him at the last meeting at Mystic Park.
Jack has been in charge of Trainer Douglas during the past

season. Last night Douglas left the stable about 10 o'clock

and the horse was in first-class health. When he arrived at

the stable early this morning the pacer was writhing in pain
and died before a veterinary surgeon could be summoned.
Tracks were found outside the stable, and as everythiug
points to a person a rigid investigation has been started.

Trevijllian (2:08}) has the fastest race record of any
trotting stallion that traces directlv in the male line to George
Wilkes. Young Jim, sire of Trevillian, is by George Wilkes,
and his dam was the Lear Mare, by Lear's Sir William, son

of Howard's Sir Charles, thoroughbred son of Clinton, by Sir

Archy. Through his dam, Miss Kittredge, Trevillian is

strongly inbred to Ryskyk's Hambletonian. She was by
Gambetta, and her dam was LTlster Queen (the dam of Vol-

mer, 2:24?). by Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Gambetta was by
Volunteer, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and his dam was
Nell (the dam of Bateman,2:22}), by Rysdyk'B Hambletonian.
Nell's dam was the Welling Mare, and her sire was the thor-

oughbred Shark. All the lines that are known in Trevillian

trace directly to thoroughbred sources.

It is no easy matter at the present time to produce the

class of campaigners that are adapted for money winners, as

this requires not only a high rate of speed, but remark*, b'e

endurance as well, and it is very evident that there is no surer

way than by following the lines of breeding that were so suc-

cessful at Palo Alto, says "Vision." Those who begin wiih

pure thoroughbreds as a foundation for their trotting crosses

would do well to bear in mind that one reason for the greater

success at Palo Alto than elsewhere was that better thorough-

breds was, as a rule, used there than by others who have ex-

perimented in this line, while the Columbine, the Alma
Mater and numerous other now noted trotting families, of

which others have laid the foundations, are additions! evi-

dence that star! with the very stoutest and best is, in the end,

altogether the most satisfactory, as well as the most profitable

The first fall sale of the season is now being held, and the

prices obtained indicate tbat!utility is the basis on which se-

lections are made. Horses with and without records are bring-

ing good prices so long as they are able to win in their

classes or perform creditably on the road. For broodmares
and young things no particular demand is apparent, though
shapely colts and fillies very well bred and promising speed

find purchasers. Good road horses of uizeand style meet the

most ready sale; in fact the lesson of last spring's sales is

being taught again. There are apparently plenty of men rill-

ing to buy and pay good prices for horses such as they want.

While it cannot be said that the market has taken any very

decided upward turn it has reached the point where indi-"

vidual merit is the chief desideratum, and henceforth, there-

fore, breeders will be able to guage accurately the selling

value of their colts The elements of uncertainty aud inflation

have been eliminated. Common-sense prices, governed by

the capabilities of the horses offered, will in future rule.

—

Horse Breeder.

California it seems is not the only State that has been af-

flicted by the " incompetent judge " disease during the cir-

cuit of 1894. The'Eastern turf journals are full of advice re-

garding this malady. In last week's Horse Review the fol-

lowing appears :
" The harness-racing season is fast drawing

to a close, and io a short time the bikes wilt be put away and
the horsemen will gather around the stove during the long

winter nights and trot over the races of the past year. The
season of '94 will go down in history as the most brilliant of

any in the annals of ihe harness horse. There has been many
a bright performer brought to the front this season, and

while the horses have steadily advanced, the judges' stand,

the most important feature of the turf, has retrograded.

Never in my experience of twenty-five years have I seen as

many incompetent men in the stand as I have seen there this

season. Absurd and ridiculous decisions have been numer-
ous, and for the benefit of the sport there should be some ac-

tion taken this winter to bar out incompetent men in the

future in the judges' stand. The good fellow and prominent

citizen judge must go." Luckily for California, however,

there were only a few places where incompetency in the

judges' stand caused people to turn away dissatisfied with

what thev had seen and heard.
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THE SADDLE.

Cuddy rode a fine race on Playful in the first event on the

opening day.

Two Cheeks left the ranks of maidens in impressive style

on Saturday.

A. P. Millee arrived from Stockton Wednesday with May
Day and several others.

Main Royal is the appropriate name of Matt Storn's

brother to Top Gallant.

John Gibbons ("Kentucky John") is training Naglee

Bark's Pueblo stable now.

Joe Harvey is credited with winniog over $2,000 on his

Wheel of Fortune Monday.

B. C. Holly, the Flosden turfman, is one of the good win-

ners on the meeting thus far.

C. T. Walter, the well-known bookmaker, arrived in the

city Wednesday from Chicago.

Harry Hoffman, of Eckert & Co., was a heavy winner

over Broadhead's victory Tuesday.

Jockey George Miller made his reappearance on

Thornhill yesjerday, and rode a good race.

Mike Casey, who made quite a name for himself this

year as a rider at the far East, is back again.

' Off Wheeler was tried over the water jump Wednesday,

and struck the top of the obstacle each time.

Col. D. M. Burns, it is rumored, had a bet on Lovdal of

$700 against $500 of A. B. Spreckels on Blizzard.

N. S. Hall and C. A. Owen won all of the races in which

their horses were engaged—two apiece—the first day.

The Clay Stable of H. C. Covington on Monday added

Livingston, blk h, a, by imp. Mortemer, dam by Norfolk.

W. O'B. Macdonough won $3,200 on the victory of his

filly Chartreuse Wednesday. He got 6 to 1 for his money.

Mr. Langford, of the New York Sun, a journalist well

known in the country's metropolis, attending tho races Tues-

day.

Florence Dickey, the mare that ran into the place in

the first race Monday, is one of the greatest animals to run

second in the country.

Hippolyte Chevalier rode two winners, two seconds and

a third Monday out of five mounts. Is Dm brought in one

winner and three thirds.

Salvator, Sir Modred, Darebin and the other leading

horses will not compete for prizes at the Horse Show. They

are to be put on exhibition only.

Sowanee showed quite a lot of speed Monday in the first

race, but was not keyed up for a hard race, and " blew up "

after going a little less than half a mile.

Bose Clark, the filly that ran third in the second race

Saturday, could have been a little closer up at the finish had

her iockey not pulled up in the last yards.

Judge Clint Biley wore a carnation imbedded in the

lappel of his " Derby 6uit of clothes," while Col. Chinn was as

dignified as a dyed-in-the wool foreign diplomat.

A London, Eng., woman has lately been fined for feeding

i her seven-year-old son on boiled bread and pepper and salt

so as to retard his growth and fit him for a jockey.

The Kentucky Derby shows signs of revival. The indi-

cations are that the blue ribbon will again be a popular

event. The entries for 1896 number 171, against fifty for last

year.

Two Dollars parlayed at the best odds on the first five

horses tipped to win by " Flambeau " in the Breeder and
Sportsman Saturday would have netted the handsome sum

of $3,482.

Editor Tom Flynn was hob-nobbing with ex-champion
" Young" Mitchell Saturday at the races, and both looked

so serious that one would judge that thej were not picking

all the winners.

Riley Grannan, of turf plunging fame, recently bought

the old homestead at Paris, Ky., for $8,100 and turned it

over to his parents. It was forsaken thirty years ago owing to

business reverses.

Motto's game race with Broadhead was commented upon

on all sides. This mare holds the six and seven furlong

coast records, and Tuesday was beaten a scant half-length in

record time—1:274;.

Ed. Corrigan's steeplechase riders here this winter will

be Bert McCullough and Maas. Other jumper jockeys in

the city are Blakeley, Allmark, Stanford, "Gog" O'Brien

and Luke Flowers.

Jockey " Wally " Weaver was seen in the saddle Sat-

urday for the first time since his bad accident at the Portland

Spring Meeting, where he was thrown and badly hurt while

riding Last Chance.

Barcaldine, to which running in public is something

new, proved himself a good colt yesterday when he ran third

in the very fast Playful race, with Sea Spray, Niagara and

Haplein behind him.

W. H. Timmons, owner of the great colt Diggs, has ar-

rived from Chicago. He reports that the colt has filled out

wonderfully, and he thinks he could run a mile and a quar-

ter in 2:06 when he was good this fall.

De 'Bracy, Van Ness' great three-year-old colt, by St.

Saviour—Glen Ellen, by imp. Kyrle Daly, died Monday of

lung fever in Chicago. He has earned over $5,000 in purses
this year. De Bracy was purchased of Wilber F. Smith for

$650 at auction.

P. E. " Hanger" Jones arrived on Monday from Sacra-
mento. The string is composed of: Chevalier, ch c, 3, by
Joe Hooker—Clara L.; Nellie G, gr m, a, by Sampson

—

untraced ; b g, 2, by Three Cheers—Charity ; b c, 2, by Alex-
ander—Little Flush.

Old Gehaldine, who won the handicap at Oakley, Octo-
ber 22d, so easily, is a great mare. She has been on the turf

nine years, and has made the journey across the continent no
less than fourteen times. She is as speedy to-day as when a

two-year-old.

Matt STORN'sfstring that arrived Tuesday is composed
of Modesto, br c, 3, by Hyder Ali—Visalia ; Lochinvar, 3,

and Del Norte, 3, also California-bred colts; Toughmore, 2,

and two yearlings, Preceptress and Pacific, the former by
imp. Maxim.

Pat Meaney's horses that arrived Tuesday were Ingot,

b c, 4, by imp. The Ill-Used—Simple Gold ; Picknicker, b h,

6, by imp. Mr. Pickwick—Shamrock, and Woodford, ch g,

6, by Hindoo—Theckla. The last-named has won several

jumping races.

Polaski and Gold Dust, both winners at a mile Monday
and each doing the distance in 1:42 flat, are out of the same
mare—Gold Cup, by Enquirer ; second dam Buttercup, by

imp. Glen Athol. Gladiator's dam is by imp. Glen Athol.

He ran third to Gold Dust

Thomas W. Moore, owner of Flashlight, was at Bay Dis-

trict track Monday slightly disfigured but still in the ring.

A few days ago in getting on a street-car he missed his foot-

ing and was dragged quite a distance, taking several inches

of skin off his knees and legs.

An Eastern paper speaks of Diggs as " an alleged two-year-

old." There is no doubt about his age, and our friends on

the other side of the Rockies ought to know by this time that

the majority of our two-year-olds are as large and strong as

an ordinary Eastern three-year-old.

Bbnd 'Or never won a race at an exact mile. He won over

the old mile at Ascot, and this race was not timed. Isinglass

won the Princess of Wales stakes, one mile flat in 1:48 2 5,

but the Two Thousand Guineas, one mile eleven yards, was

timed to have been run in 1:45 2 5.

George Bayliss arrived on Monday at Bay Dis-

trict with his string of five. There are four two-year-olds

and one three-year-old. Two are by St. Saviour, two by Red
Iron, while the three-year-old is by Joe Hooker. All are

grand-lookers, and the youngsters are of fine size.

R. Van Bront, the popular New York clubman who has

been managing Guenoc Stock Farm in Lpke county for his

friend, Frederick Gebhard, has returned home. Before leav-

ing on Saturday he made arrangements with W. L. Appleby

to train a fine two-year-old he owns by St. Saviour, out of imp.

Lizzie Hampton, by Hampton.

Owners of fine roadsters seem to have overlooked the fact

that the Horse Show Association offer $100 cash and a $200

cup for the best roadster. There should be at least a score of

entries in this class from a State so prolific of grand road

horses. Then there is a prize of $100 offered for the best

draft horse Bhown at the exhibition.

Garland &Ramsdell, owners, Jas. Garland, trainer, F.

Winchell, jockey, arrived on Monday at Bay District track.

The string is as follows : Expense, br c, 3, by Hidalgo

—

Gracioso ; Nelson, ch c, 3, by Duke of Norfolk—Neilson

;

Normandie, b f, 3, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Extract, and Misty

Morn, b m, 5, by St. Paul—Why Not.

Violet, by Vauxhall, was sold on Cheapside, the common
horse sale mart of Lexington, last February for $6. Violet

is the dam of Harry Reed, a;two-year-old colt now running in

the East, and who wins every time he starts. He belongs to

the noted turfman Mike D»yer, who says he is the best race

horse he has owned since Luke Blackburn.

Curioi sly enough, in Throstle, the winner of the St.

Leger, there are four crosses of the famous Beningbrough,

which won the St. Leger exactly a hundred years ago. Ben-

ingbrough was a grandson of Eclipse, and was reputed to

be a handsome horse in England of his day. His sire was

King Fergus. He beat Prior tor the St. Leger, and won the

Gold Cup the next day.

A young man was ejected from the Oakley grounds Oc-

tober 22. He was locked up last Saturday for dispensing his

turf information in the betting ring. Detective Miller saw

him on the grounds, and when detected the tout endeavored

to make his escape, but was not fast enough for the agile de-

tective. Such is the way by means of which a great nuisance

and annoyance at race tracks can be got rid of.

The English list of winning sires up to the end of the sec-

ond Newmarket October meeting, is as follows : Isonomv,

with eleven winners of twenty-three races, heads the list with

$201 450 next to him comes St. Simon with twenty-three

winners of thirty-eight races, and $194,470; then follows old

Hampton, fourteen of whose get won twenty races and $96,-

600. The sires whose get won over $50,000 are Petrarch,

Wisdom and Royal Hampton.

Btron McClelland, the owner of Henry of Navarre,

says that he had never realized how popular his horse was un-

til the great race with Domino. Since then his mail has

brought countless congratulations, and one ardent admire

sent him a silver-mounted walking-stick with acrest of thre

horses' heads almost on even terms. One head was mor

prominent—needless to say which. Nothing succeeds lik

,urcess.

Among the stallions whose dau ghters have produced win-
ners this season, Wenlock is at the head, thanks to Isinglass'

three £10,000 stakts, with $172,500; then follows Rosicrucian
whose daughters have thrown twenty-four winners of $107,-

500; very closely pressed by Hermit, whose daughters are
represented by thirty-four winners of $106,500.

Bob Sherwood who rode Wild Dayrell when he won the
Derby in 1855, died on October 12 at Newmarket. After get-

ting too heavy to ride, he was employed for a long time as

head lad by Robert Peck. Early in the eighties he estab-

lished himself as trainer at Newmarket, where he prepared
many good horses, including St. Gatieo, Florence L'Abbess
de Juarre, Minthorpe, Simonian and Sweet Duchess.

Free Love, the dam of that wonderful fast and reliable

young race horse Lovdal, and that cracking good yearling
Wicki-Wicki," will be sold | by the Santa Rosa Stock

Farm at auction at the Bay District Track on the 10th,

after the sale of Theo. Winters' horses. Free Love is by
Luke Blackburn and for breeding and individuality this tried

producer is not excelled by any broodmare in America. Re-
member she is to be sold on the 10th of Nov. by Killip &
Co., auctioneers. The date of sale as it appears in the adver-
tisement is incorrect.

The string of R. Stipe and A. Bertrandias arrived on
Monday from Modesto. Trainer M'liss Gomez has in charge
six Little Alps. The string is as follows : Lottie D.,br m, 6,

by Little Alp—Kitty Dean ; Red Light, b g, a, by Little Alp
—untraced ; Nell Flaherty, b m, a, by Little Alp—Gypsy
Queen; Mol'ie BluDt, br m, a, by Little Alp—untraced ; Miss
Strong, ch m, a, by Little Alp— untraced ; King Alph, b g,

4, by Little Alp—by Black Prince ; Panchita, ch m, 4, by
Alta—Constellation ; My Lady, b f, 2, by Cyclone (Col. Dor-
sey's)—Mattie C; Game Cock, ch c, 2, by Cyclone (Col. Dor-
sey's); Let Me See, b f, 2, by Cyclone.

Assistant Starter John Merrill waxes enthusiastic

over his stay in Minneapolis and vicinity last summer. He
took up his quarters at beautiful Lake Minnetonka, and
caught pickerel and black bass galore. The former weigh
from ten to fifteen pounds each. The latter are the most
delicious of fish, Merrill says. The fisherman of the Fer-
guson party declares that tne St. Paul track had dust on it

many inches thick, and when a horse struck it it looked like

a cloud of flour rising in the air—it was so line. Merrill was
knocked out at Harlem some weeks ago—by Sir Richard, the

horse that ran second in the last race last Saturday. It was at

such short range that the horse did not get enough force into

the kick to kill Mr. M. One of his hoofs landed on the

right side of hi3 nose, and he knows now how Dempsey felt

when he got the La Blonche swing.

The reputation earned by John A. McKerron, the well-

known harness maker and horse-boot manufacturer of 203-

205 Mason street, has been the means of attracting the ma-
jority of the best horse-owners to his place of business. Since

the California Jockey Club commenced last week his busi-

ness has been " booming." Every jockey from the East has

been boasting of the excellent manner his jockey suits or

"colors " as they are termed are made. In no other city in

the United States are they made as well. The stock of har-

ness goods Mr. McKerron keeps is also first-class, his saddles,

bridles, martingales, girths, saddle cloths, pads, hlankets, lin-

seys, and horse clothing of every description are not sur-

passed anywhere, and when it comes to making boots for

horses that hit themselves or have weak ankles, no one can

equal this master workman. Orders are received for his goods
from every racing center in the United States, Australia and
Canada.

The Grand Prix de Paris of 1896 of $40,000 received 446

entries. The following are the entries made by Americans :

August Belmont's chestnut colt Margrave II., by imp. St.

Blaise, dam Lady Margaret; bay colt, by imp. Maxim, dam
Carina, and bay colt, Refuge II, by Exile, dam Bracken. J.

O. Donner's chestnut colt by Pontiac, dam Soubrette, and

chestnut colt bv Pontiac, dam Girofle. Foxhall Keene's bay

colt by Barcaldine, dam Dimity, and bay colt by Donovan,

dam Royal Nun. J. R. Keene's chestnut colt by Rayon
d'Or, dam Ella T.; bay colt by Ayrshire, dam Sundown

;

chestnut colt by Ben d'Or, dam Princess Iskra; brown colt

(brother to Domino), by Biniyar, dam Mannie Gray, and

chestnut filly, by Salvator, dam Bessie June. P. Lorillard's

chestnut colt, Dakota II (brother to Locahatchee), by Onon-
daga, dam Sophronia, and bay colt, King of Bohemia, by

Emperor, dam Austriana. Colonel O. H. Payne's brown
colt (half-brown to Clifford), by Iroquois, dam Duchess.

Charles Ross, says the Cincinnati Tribune, that startling

good burlesque artist, now playing the leading role with "The
Passing Show," was, in bis younger days, one of the leading

lights of the turf, as he now is on the stage. It used to be

Jockey Ross ; now it is Charles Ross, actor. In bygone

days Charley used to ride for George Lorillard. When
Sensation was a two-year-old he used to exercise him. He
was his favorite, and the horse would not eat unless Charley

waited upon him. This horse was a wonder in his day, win-

ning every race he ever started in. Starting thirteen times

as a two-year-old, he was always first past the po^t. Ross

showed he was a genius when but a lad about the stables. He
composed a song entitled, " The Day I Rode Sensation."_ It

was sung and whistled by every exercise boy, rubber, trainer

and jockey at the Long Branch course. Jimmie McCormick,

now training for the Duke of Guttenburg, was riding at the

same time. Ross, Cotton Hughes, Polly Feaks, Tom Costello,

Billy Barrett, Cyrus Holloway, Jimmie McLaughlin and

John Spellman were the principal jockeys of his day. And a

great lot they were. They were jockeys in every sense of the

word—every one of them a good judge of pace and able to do

a horse justice, something the turf of the present day lacks.

DuriDg the winter of 1870, Charley, together with Jimmie
McLaughlin, Tinnie Quantrell and one or two others, en-

gaged to ride with Barnum's circus, at the old hippodrome in

New York. He used to ride it hurdles and flat races there.

Branching out into the variety business at Tony Pastor's in

New York, he made rapid strides up the ladder of fame. To-

day he is one of the bright stars ot the profession.
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The California Jockey Club Meeting.

The first week's racing at the Bay District Track de-

monstrated the fact that the California Jockey Club

knows how to conduct a meeting. The improvements at

the course in preparation for this meeting were men-

tioned in these columns last week and the wonderful

races won, the number of Coast records broke and the

total absence of any complaints from owners, trainers

or the public are a sufficient guarantee that success has

been sought and will be achieved. The attendance has

been very fair considering the fact that very few Eastern

horses have appeared to give our old-time favorites a con-

test. The owners are waiting until their importations

from the East are better acclimated, the change of feed

also has an effect upon their horses which outsiders do not

understand. President Williams is quite sanguine over

the prospects for the season. Of course, these are politi-

cul times, and many who would attend the races are

busily engaged in helping their friends. After next

Tuesday these same enthusiasts will attend the race meet-

ing and back their favorites with the same zeal they are

now displaying in the political field.

There will be no Midwinter Fair to act as a counter-

attraction this year and the thousands who come

here to enjoy the winter will find enjoyment in visiting

the race meeting, for they will see races as well started,

contested and decided as in any part of the world. The
proximity of the track to the city and the many lines of

cable cars which pass the gates are advantages which it

possesses over all others. The grand stand is made as

comfortable as possible and everything that can be done

to contribute to the enjoyment of those who attend is

provided for.

Some of the greatest horses in the United States are

booked to appear and with them will come a large num-
ber of the richest and most enthusiastic horsemen, who
will not only attend the races but visit all points of in-

terest on thiB coast. Some will seek suitable farms which

they will stock with thoioughbreds, others will purchase

homes wherein they can spend the winters and avoid

the extremely cold weather they have so long been

accustomed to. The stories told of our climate and
State by the horsemen who visited us last winter have

aroused a deep interest in all who heard them and since

then it has been the desire of all lovers of good sport

to hereafter spend their winters here.

JOB. CAIBN SlMESOB while attending the meeting of

the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association,

kindly consented to forward us a report of the week's

races, in consequence thereof he has not been able to

present his usual page of good things for our readers this

week,

The"Horse Show.

In order to give all horsemen an opportunity of mak-

ing entries for the first annual horse show of the Horse

Show Association, the directors have postponed the clos-

ing of entries until the tenth of November. The class

that they expected to have more entries than any other,

viz., for roadsters, did not fill well. This is incompre-

hensible when one considers the number of fine horses to

be seen in this city, on our driveways, and in the Golden

Gate Park on any fair day. The docking of the tail ques-

tion brought forward last week in these columns does

not refer to roadsters, for no roadster ever has or ever

ought to have his tail docked ; hence owners of horse

with fine 1 ong tails should have no hesitancy in sending

in their entries. A number of celebrated horses will be

here that may be exhibited but not for competition. It

would not surprise us if, besides Directum, we should

see Alix, Kex Americus, Fantasy, Silkwood, Robert J.,

Flying Jib, Oro Wilkes, Mary Best, Advertiser, Adhell

and Direct. Then we shall have the pleasure of seeing

Ormonde, Salvator, Sir Modred, Darebin, and a number

of others that will not compete for prizes.

There will be exhibitions of ponies, carriage horses

roadster and tandem teams and a programme of sports

in the arena consisting of hurdle jumping, equestrianism,

tandem driving and a number of other novelties that will

make this show the greatest and best ever held west of

New York. Only a few more days remain before en-

tries close, so we urge upon all owners of standard-bred

trotters, stallions and mares, roadsters, thoroughbreds,

Shetland ponies, saddle horses, etc., to send at once to the

secretary and fill out the blanks he will forward. In re-

gard to stabling, every provision will be made, and three

skilled veterinarians will be in attendance constantly.

Strict attention will be paid to proper ventilation, and

all stock will receive as much care as if at home. The

judging will be entrusted to thoroughly qualified and

experienced unbiased judges.

Auction Sales Tnis Month.

The well-known firm of live stock auctioneers, Killip

& Co., will be kept pretty busy this month holding sales

of thoroughbreds. The directors of the California Jockey

Club have granted them permission to hold their sales

at the Bay District Track. The first sale to take place

is that of Theodore Winters of Rancho del Sierras.

Twenty head in all are to be sold. Most of these

are sons and daughters of the great Joe Hooker
and El Rio Rey, out of dams of racehorses.

There are brothers, half-brothers, sisters and half-sisters

of the most noted performers that have raced in America.

Mr. Theodore Winters' judgment of conformation and

bloodlines is unsurpassed by any horseman in the United

States, and he prides himself on the fact that he will offer

the finest lot of youngsters ever sold at auction here

on the 10th of this month. During this sale of year-

lings, Henry Pierce, of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, will

have the auctioneers sell that magnificent broodmare,

Free Love, by Luke Blackburn, dam of the great Lovdal,

whose equal is hard to find in any country. Free Love,

in conformation, breeding and as a tried producer of

speed, is one of the best young matrons in this State. She
will be invaluable for any breeder. Her yearling, Wieki-

Wicki, brother to Lovdale, will also be sold and those

who are competent to judge declare he is the best one

Free Love ever dropped. Here is an opportunity for

some of our race horse trainers to secure a treasure.

Wicklow, by Dr. Lynsey Jr., a four-year-old chestnut

horse, will be sold on the same day also.

On the Monday following, November 12th, there will

be twenty yearlings sold, the property of Chas. Kerr and

Col. Harry I. Thornton. These are the produce of such

sires as imp. Mariner, Sobrante and Apache. There are

many promising youngsters in this consignment, and the

purchasers who secure some of these well-bred ones will

not regret it.

The following Thursday the voice of Auctioneer Killip

will again be heard disposing of a number of fine thor-

oughbred yearlings belonging to the estate of W. B.

Todhunter, after which the rare collection of grand-

looking thoroughbreds belonging to Dr. Thomas Bow-
hill, the well-known veterinarian, will be sold, Among
this lot will be found the grandly-bred sire, imp. Ches-

terfield and the highly-prized tried matron, imp. Zara,

dam of the great Chartreuse, and some colts and fillies

li\ lip- beat stallions in California.

On Monday, November 10th, the great Palo Alto sale

of thirty yearlings, one two-year-old and twelve royally-

bred broodmares will be sold.

Saturday, November 24th, W. O'B. Macdonough will

sell forty head of choice yearlings by imp. Suwarrow am

St. Carlo will be sold. There are some very choice one

among them. On Monday, November 26th, about fort;

head of choice yearlings from Rancho del Paso will bi

disposed of. So Killip & Co. will be busy. For prospects

buyers we do not know of better opportunities of getting

stake-winners than the above sales. Send to Killip i

Co., 30 Montgomery street, and get catalogues and h

on hand when the gavel falls.

Good Work For Our Legislators.

The attention of the public on this Coast has been st

often called to the prevalence of tuberculosis in cattle

and the positive proof having been shown that there an

many diseased cows living and furnishing milk to severa

of our leading public institutions, that to see in othe:

States (more progressive than ours) a strong movement be

ing made to eradicate the disease is most gratifying. Whei

the Legislature meets this winter in Sacramento we earn

estly hope that some member will introduce a bill similai

to the one adopted in Massachusetts appointing at Stab

Board of Cattle Commissioners, composed ot qualifies

veterinarians ; the members of which being empowerec

by law aud supported by a liberal appropriation to stami

tuberculosis out. On this coast, at the gateway, we might

say,of the Orient,of the isles of the Pacific and the cities

of Central and South America, the prevalence of tuber

culosis in cattle is acknowledged. It is a diseast

which is not only contagious among the bovine herd*

but also deadly in its effect upon the human race.

A dispatch received in this city from Boston, Octobet

24th, anent this subject, is as follows :

" Massachusetts proposes to begin at once an active warfare oi

tuberculosis in cattle within the State with a view to completelj

eradicating it here at least. Since the State Board of Cattle Commii

sioners began work a few months ago with an appropriation of

000 more than 1000 cases of tuberculosis have been located. Withit

two weeks 149 cattle have been reported as sufferingfrom the disease

aud the daily reports grow more alarming. To-day six cows wer(

killed in Boston. Some 400 odd inspectors have been appointed iu

the State, and beginning on November 15th slaughtering of affectec

cattle will be begun on a wholesale plan. On that date the Commis

sioners will begin a quarantine system, and all cattle brought inlt

the State will be placed in quarantine and held until they have beet

inspected and tested. The tuberculin test will he depended upon li

the examination of all herds."

Next Tuesday, November 6th, an opportunity will

be given every citizen to vote for the nominees on the

gubernatorial and municipal tickets. There are two

candidates for Supervisors in this city that we hope every

fair-minded citizen who has any interest in its

welfare will cast a vote for them. Their names

are Adolph B. |Spreckels for Supervisor of the

Tenth Ward and Joseph I. Dimond for Supervisor of th<

Fifth Ward.

Sale of B. C. Holly's Thoroughbreds.

There was a good attendance at the Holly sale at Bay

District track last Saturday afternoon, but the bidding wai

anything but spirited. In fact, Mr. Holly virtually gave th*

ten beautifully-bred horses away. Following are the pedi-

grees of the horses disposed of, purchasers and prices :

Imp. Paramatta, b h, foaled 1886, by imp. Cheviot (English),

—Scraps; W. Boesek S i»(

Major Ban. ch h, toaled 1387, by imp. King Ban—Hearsay ; C
E. Whitney M

Steadfast, b c, foaled 1890, by Sobrante—Narcola ; H. I).

Browu 351

Sympathetica Last, br g, foaled 1886. by Fair Play—Sympa-
thetic ; N. S Hall 300

Ravine, ch g, foaled 1891, by Reveille—Ninena ; Sam Meri-
weather 400i

Halifax, bg, foaled 1892, by Sinfax—Minnie B.: J. Sheridan; 2iC

Monolav, b c, foaled 1893, by Montana—Fusillade's Last ; N.

S. Hall aS
Long Charm, b c, foaled 1393, by Fellowcharm—Glencola ; N.

S. Hali 10t

Francesca. b m, foiled 1899, by Three Cheers—Rosette: T. W.
Moore 425

Minnie Elkins, b m, foaled 1SSS. hy Duke of Montrose—Badge :

T. W. Moore 1M

Total. 10 head f-'.W

Average, per head

On November 10th the grandly-bred broodmare Free

Love, by Luke Blackburn, in foal to Idalium (brother to

Cheviot and Sir Modred), will be sold at auction al the Bay

District Track. She is out of Janet Norton, by imp. Leam-1
ington, second dam Carrie Atherton, by Lexington, etc.

When one comes to look at the pedigree the first thought

will be "that is the best American pedigree I have ever seen,"|«j

and when Free Love is led to the sale the remark will be'

I

heard, "there are few mares in America to equal her." She mi
the dam of the mighty Lovdal, a fast two-year-old col t, audi

|

the yearling Wicki Wick;.

Ohiyesa the horse that starts in the first race to-day, hasi

quite a history. As a two-year-old he was considered theJI

superior of Cadmus, Picton or in fact anything at the ranch.
|j

He was then thought to have the " big head," and passing: I

into other hands, was given away as a hopeless case. The [1

son of Argyle has now developed into a pretty fairsort of a 1

1

race horse, and people need not be surprised if he wins maDy I

a race from this out.

Rose Clark's win yesterday though a "facer " for the talent

was very popular with the majority of the stable boys, espec-

ially the colored element, as Monroe Johnson is one of the

mc st popular "coons" on the track.

The total number of 2:30 performers to date is 1,980. Last

season at this time the total number was 1,6E0.
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That New Version that American Star was a
Morgan.

As regards the correctness of pedigrees there is every shade

of reliability. Since the registers were established the top

crosses of most pedigrees of horses whose sires and dams were

(recorded before being placed in the stud are unquestionably

correct. The few exceptions, which are scarcely numerous

ienough to be worth taking into account, are where colts have

t been mixed up in some way or other, generally by the attend-

ants, though there are rare cases of mares changing their own

\ foals, and there may have been a few such which were not

(detected and consequently never known.

But all such cases make but a very small proportion, so

J
that the great bulk of our most modern pedigrees, whether

: trotting or thoroughbred, are unquestionably correct, while

'la very large portion of the foundational pedigrees, where the

.evidence was largely traditional, are more or less incorrect.

j
Many of them were purposely falsified, and eyen the most

i modern ones are not entirely free from this, but the great

t mass of them are wrong, not from any intentional fraud, but

from the impossibility of tracing to a certainty an old-time

I pedigree, where the most important points rest upon some-

: body's recollection, which is always liable to be more or less

I faulty.

' Several prominent authorities on pedigrees have taken the

I position that the breeding cannot be known without knowing

i the breeder, which in the main is true, though, in nearly

I every instance where a certain statement has gone 3long with

' a horse, undisputed, as to his breeeing, if at all probable, and

l' in fact it is safe to go farther and say if not impossible, that

• is one degree of evidence of its correctness, and in some old

L pedigrees quite a strong one, even though the name of the

I breeder may at last have become hopelessly unknown. Some-

I, what less reliable, but still very valuable as corroborative

i evidence, are characteristics.

Whenever after a pedigree has been given in a certain way

! for many years, if an entirely new version is brought to light

| the real truth generally is that some one has struck a trai

I and followed up a pedigree correctly, but that the trail struck

I and the pedigree unearthed do not belong to the horse in

I question. The case of Dolly Spanker, dam of George Wilkes

I exactly illustrates this. For years her pedigree was given

I as wholly unknown, except that there had been a vague refer-

I. ence to her having been a Mambrino. There were many

j attempts to get at the minute particulars early enough to

I have made it at least possible, but no one of them resulted in

1 anything at all definite.

Finally Mr. Wallace took the matter in hand. At that

I time no one else was so thoroughly in the business of tracing

I and recording trotting pedigrees as he. Beginning at the right

I end he otarted back, and at the very next step did strike a

I. a trail which was followed up, and a very nice pedigree of

I Clay and Morgan was the result. During the many years

I previous there had never been any intimation as to Wilkes

possessing any of the blood lines of the new version, and it

|< was equally true that he possessed no such characteristics as

I would naturally be expected from such a pedigree.

There was a marked individuality belonging generally to

I the Clay family as well as to the Morgan family, yet George

I Wilkes had not the Clay conformation nor was he Clay

i gaited, and he certainly was not Morgan in either conforma-

i tion or gait. Still this pedigree was recorded and became
I very generally accepted. Had it remained a little longer it

I would probably have stood permanently, though not one of

} those who hadeverownedthisnowfamous trotting progenitor,

I or had had the best opportunities to judge of

} its correctness, ever believed it, and when it was
fc finally taken vigorously in hand the defects were

f
very "soon detected, and that false pedigree which was un-

1 doubtedly the true pedigree of a mare that probably never

I produced a foal, has been generally thrown aside and will

i never get a foothold again.

Belle of Wabash, famous in her day as a long-distance trot-

l ter, and all along given as a daughter of Lieut. Bassinger, is

still more to the point. Evidence was presented and she was

1 recorded as an inbred Morgan wiLh a Copperbottom cross,

l though her characteristics and those of her descendants were
t markedly and uniformly difterebt from either. Itis now known

| that the pedigree that did not fit belonged properly to another

? mare and that Belle of Wabash was not of any such

breeding.

Now as regards American Star, the researches of Mr. Bat-

tell in relation to his pedigree, as recorded in his recently-

k published volume, they look very thorough and conclusive as

far as the steps of the investigation are concerned, lead to

what is as radically different from the known character-

istics of the horse as was the case with the pedigree

of the dim of Gjorga Wilkes or tint of Belle of Wabash.
There was much in the characteristics of the American

4 Stars that the writer has long admired, and with something
of a fancy for comparing notes relative to such particulars in

addition to examining carefully his most famous offspring.

' I have talked with many of the most prominent Orange
County horsemen and numerous others who knew this horse

and the stock that be left well. They have repeatedly pointed
.' out to me those of his get that they regarded as having most

: nearly his own characteristics. From this it was evident that

: so strong were the family characteristics that without excep-

tion every horseman who knew American Star and his get

had the clearest kind of an idea of these family peculiarities,

and I never found any difference of opinion as to what they

were, while no one ever considered them Morgan or any-

thing else of that sort.

Furthermore, the writer's first experience with horses was
with Morgans, and his native place was on the main thor-

,

ougbfare from Vermont to Portland, where daily stages,

drawn by typical Morgans, passed regularly every morning
;
and afternoon. Since then I have driven extensively through

.
Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine, as well as most other

sections where the Morgans have been raised or used to any
great extent, and have owned not a few typical representa-

tives of this great and valuable family. This has at least given

a fairly good opportunity for knowing something of the typi-

cal features of both families, and I can think of no two
strains whose family characteristics are so markedly and con
sistently different.

Take, for instance, the feet. It is safe to say there is not
and never has been a family of horses that as a family had so
uniformly such well-shaped, sound and substantial feet as the
Morgans; feet that, regardless of the shoeing, would remain
good until the horse had died of old age or had given out
elsewhere, while with the American Stars the whole family
have such notoriously bad feet that even when crossed with
other families, as with the HambUtonians, for instance, a

family noted for good feet and one with which this strain

was most generally crossed, this would be the most defective

point, and the first to give out even though the Star cross

was as remote as it is in Directum.
So markedly different are the Morgan and Star families in

that particular that to anyone who has looked carefully into

this point the idea of any close relationship seems impossi-

ble. As regards type, that of a family is stronger than of

the individual, and whenever there has been a
Morgan with any such feet as the whole Star
family were noted for, it did not prove transmissible to any
great extent.

There is probably no other trotting family that so uni-

versally has such high knee action as the Morgans. On the

other hand, we doubt if there is any other that has so little

as the American Star. In these particulars we are not com-
paring isolated individuals of each family, but the two fam-
ilies as a whole, and there are plenty of other dissimilarities

in gait. The Morgans are trappy gaited, the Stars are big

gaited. To any one familiar with the Stars the expression
" Star gaited " carries with it a distinct idea, and one as dif-

ferent from " Morgan gaited " as can possibly be conceived.

For general characteristics the Morgans have a wonderful
reputation for superiority as road horses, a field where the

Stars least excel. That the Morgans have remarkable en-

durance for a iong distance at a fairly high rate.of speed on
the road is well known, and it is also well known that all the

way along, and particularly in the days of the high-wheeled
sulkies, when the family was the purest and its characteris-

tics most marked, they have shown the very best endurance
on the track, particularly in the last quarters and the final

heats.

It is true there have been individuals that were claimed as

belonging exclusively to the Morgan family, or bad some
close Morgan cross, that could be depended on if Decessary

to trot the last quarter faster than the first, and were gener-

ally sure to win a race of split heats, but this has been very

far from the family characteristic, and was unquestionably

due to something else in the pedigree. In this respect are

there any two families more widely different than the Mor-
gans and the Stars ?

I have heard it said that Dexter had some characteristics

of the Clays. That he had marked Star characteristics no
one has ever questioned, but if any one ever detected a Mor-
gan characteristic in Dexter we would like to know what it

was. Alden Goldsmith always claimed that American Star

was, in his belief, a thoroughbred, and every one who knew
the horse and the family peculiarities admits that he had
strongly the typical characteristics of a thoroughbred, while

the new version is altogether a misfit.

In this connection it might properly by asked if the Black
Hawk branch of the Morgan family did not differ materi-

ally from the others. To be sure it did, and that difference

was plainly due to his highly-bred dam ; but there was no
such difference in either kind or degree as we find between
the Morgans and the Stars, and very little in the particulars

mentioned above. Furthermore, there were plenty of the

most typical Morgans, and are to-day among Black Hawk's
descendants, but not among the Stars.

Mr. Battells' chain of ownership as given in his book is

not complete, which is good coincidence that he has not be-

gun at the right end, and worked back step by step ; if he
bad it is very doubtful if he would ever have reached Pomp-
ton Plains at all, and it is certainly a very marked departure

from customary pedigree research to begin with the assump-
tion that "it has been proved beyond all possible question

that Seely's American Star was bred by Judge Berry, of

Pompton Plains, N. Y., when the very last absolutely certain

steps that have been reached in his history in tracing back-

ward, namely, his arrival in New York City and bis de-

parture from Bull Head, bring out the positive assertions of

the man who took him to New York and the one who took

him out from there that this was not the case. When, where
and by whom, pray, was this so unquestionably proven ?

With the popularity of the Morgan family in American
Star's day, had there been any ground for a claim that he

was a Morgan, that claim would certainly have been 6trongly

made which appears not to have been the case, notwith-

standing the great variety of pedigrees that were given him.

The writer's information relative to this horse has been al-

most wholly from strictly reliable men, who knew him well,

but who had no hobby to advance, and would have accepted

any fact that was well established. A man with a hobby is

too apt to find only what he is looking for,and too many men
are willing and anxious to give the man just the information

they think he wishes. In my own investigation of the sub-

ject I have several times run across the claim,and apparently

well grounded, that American Star was by Hunt's Commo-
dore, which would not be very improbable, still I never got

anything definite enough to establish that claim, but I never

heard it intimated by any one who ever knew the horse or

his family that he had a single drop of Morgan.

Mr. Battell claims that there is ample evidence that Amer-
ican Star very much resembled the Morgans. As the writer

has endeavored in this article to point out some of the partic-

ulars in which there was a very marked lack of resemblance,

he would certainly like to have that worthy investigator par-

ticularize as to those points of resemblance to which he refers,

and account for the very noted dissimilarities which we
have here endeavored to point out. Strong proof and clear

explanations will be necessary before thinking horsemen

familiar with the American Star family and characteristics

will be satisfied at this late date that they were of Morgan
origin.—Vision in American Horse Breeder.

Good Sale of Stanford Stock.

New York, November 1—The sale of young trotting stock

from the celebrated breeding farm at Palo Alto attracted a

large crowd of buyers to Madison Square Garden to-day.

Prominent among the horsemen present were David Bonner,

L. Robert Bonner, Jerry Fray. ex-Secretary W. C. Whitney,

J. H. Shults, S. H. Sullivan, H. C. Nelson, J. Malcolm
Forbes, J. H. Harley, E. A. Manice, David S. Gamble, G. A.

Litchfield, C. M. Galvin and J. Alexander. There was a

burst of excitement as Day Bell, a strapping big son of Palo

Alto (Electioneer's best son) and Beautiful Bells, was led

into the ring. The colt is a gloss black of unusual bone and
substance for a two-year-old. He has been broken to double

and single harness, but has never been asked to extend him-
self. Although not worked, for fear of an accident, he has

shown a mile in 2:26 and another in 2:27. He is engaged in

the Kentucky Futurity of $25,000 and the Nutmeg purse
of $20,000 next season. He is a colt of unusual
promise and has every requisite for speed and endur-
ance. It was confidently expected that the association price
would be realized for him. J. C. Sibley, of Miller & Sibley,
of Franklin, Pa., set the ball rolling by bidding $1,000 for

him. John ]H. Shults, of Park Hill, raised the figure to

$1,500. Mr. Sibley bid another $500. Shults, not to be out-
bid, bid $2,500. The bidding was between this pair. It was
carried along at $500 a clip until $3,500 was reached. Shults
then bid $4,000. J. Malcolm Forbes then entered the lists.

He rested at $5,000. Mr. Shults bid $5,100. An unknown
man offered $5,500. There was no advance upon this offer,

and Palo Alto's promising son was knocked down. The un-
known proved to be E. A. Manice of Pittsfield, Mass. Mr.
Mr. Shults claimed that his last bid was $5,500, but grace-
fully withdrew rather than have the colt put up again. The
Palo Alto stock disposed of numbered forty-six head, which
sold for a total of $37,4 0,an average of $822.28 per head. The
prices are considered good. The details of the sale are as

follows :

LIST OF HORSES SOLD.

Day Bell, blk c, foaled 1S92, by Palo Alto—Beautiful Bells, by The
Moor ; E. A. Manice, 85,500.

Etta, ch f, foaled 1893, by Advertiser— Esther (thoroughbred), by
Express ; G. A. Littlefield, §1,000.

Eiffel, b c, foaled 1894, by Palo Alto—Effie, by Belmont ; W. 3.
Briggs. $625.
Alturas, b 1, foaled 1892, by Azmoor—Ahwaga, by General Benton ;

M. Williams, 81,050.

Pamola. ch f. foaled 1893, by Lone Pine—Ahwaga, by General Ben-
ton ; Dr. S. E. Ullman. 8320.
Azan, b c, foaled 1892, bv Azmoor—Ariana, by Ansel ; W. J. Shep-

herd, S560.
Mithra, ch f, foaled 1892, by Advertiser—Mamie, by Hambletonian

Jr.; Alexander, 8510.
Jesse, br c, foaled 1891, by Electricity—Jennie Benton, by General

Benton; Henderson Bros., §775.
Glubar, br c, foaled 1892, by Electricity—Jennie Benton.by General

Benton ; J. E. Thayer, 8900.
Manzanote, b f, foaled 1893, bv Langton—Manzanita

; W. A. Rich,
8550.

Lario, b e, foaled 1892, by Azmoor—Laureola, by Benefit ; P. H
Powers, S300,

J. C. Simpson, b c, foaled 1891, by Electioneer—Columbine, by A.
W. Richmond ; Steioer Bros., 8655.
Tuneful, b f, foaled 1S92, by Stamboul—Antonia, by Electioneer;

R. and F. Ridgley, 8390.
Amiuta, bf, foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—America, by Rysdyk'sHam-

blatonian ; J. Daly, 81,600.

Oman, b c. foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—Nellie Benton, by Generrl
Benton ; P. D. Radiker. 8740.
A. A- A., bf, foaled 1S91, by Azmoor—Abbess, by Mohawk Chief;

C. H. Kerner, £1,400.
Emir, b f, foaled'1892, by Advertiser—Emma Robson (thoroughbred t

by Woodburn : J. R. Shultz. 81,300.

Manco. b c, foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—Madeline, by Electioneer
;

J. M. Galvin, 8275.
Colonel Conda, b f, foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—by Glencora, by Mo-

hawk Chief; W. Charring: on, £475.
Pancora, br f, foaled 1S93, by Lone Pine—Glencora, by IMohawk

Chief ; G. H. Hicks, 8260.
Blue Gum, b c, foaled 1892, by Nephew—Gem, by General Benton ;

Peter Donohoe. £520.

Gloria, br f, foaled 1892, by Ambassador—Ceda, by Electioneer
Gen. Jacob Baiz, S400.

Alviola, b f, foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—Viola, by Gen. Benton ;

Robert Bonner, 51,200.
Star Boy, b c, foaled 1S93, b? Stamboul—Susette, by Electioneer ;

R. T. McDonald, 8600.
Don Whips, b c, foaled 1891, by Whips—Prima Donna, by Mohawk

Chief; C. R. Hood, 8600.
Truman, b s, foaled 1S8S, by Electioneer—Telie, by Ben Benton ;

R. T. McDonald, 81.100.
Tiffany, ch g, foaled 1893, by Advertiser—Telie, by Gen. Benton ;

G. H. Payne, 8550.
Cecil Azmoor, b f. foaled 1892, by Azmoor—Cecil, by General Ben-

ton ; W. A. Rich. 8275.
Cecil, b f. foaled 1893, by Advertiser—Cecil, by General, Benton ; J.

H. Shults. 8400.
Paora, ch c. foaled 1893, by Palo Alto—Waxana, by General Wash-

ington ; G. Nelson, 8500.
Nava, b f, foaled 1892, by Advertiser—Wave, by Electioneer ; G. A.

Litchfield, S3S0.
Palo Alto Sprite, ch f, foaled 1891, by Palo Alto- Sprite, by Bel

mont ; W. Haegg. 8700.
Eblis, ch e' foaled 1892, by Advertiser—Sprite, by Belmont ; B. H.

Wright, 830O.
Sparta, ch c, foaled 1893, by Lone Pine—Sprite, by Belmont; G.

Happen, Manchester, X. H., 8250.

AdAance, b s, foaled 1889, by Electioneer— Lady Amanda (thor-

oughbred), by imp. Hurrah ; Dr. T. W. Brophy, Fox Island Lake,
Illinois, 81,260.
Sequel, gr c, foaled 1892. by Azmoor—Sontag, by Mohawk ; A. B.

Sprague, Moosup, Conn., S8G0,
Parmita. br h. foaled 1S92, by Lone Pine—Son tag,by Mohawk Chief;

J. Malcolm Forbes, Boston, Mass., 8625.

Narida, b f. foaled 1892, by Palo Alto—Lulaner, by Electioneer ; C.

H. Kerner, 82,600.

Rustam, b c, foaled 1892, by Azmoor—Rosemont, by Piedmont:
81.250.

Ugolino, be, foaled 1891, by Electioneer—Helpmate (thoroughbred |,

by Planet; W. W. Warton, 8600.

Palori. b e, foaled 1693, by Palo Alto— Lorita, by Piedmont ; G. W.
Regan, 8450.
Adwlld, b f, ioaled 1S93, by Advertiser—Wildmont, by Piedmout

;

W. H. Merritt, 81.250.
, , „

Bertonia, b c, foaled 1892, by Whips—Barnes, by Whipples' Ham-
bletonian ; 8910.

PROPERTY OF BURKE A VIOGET, MENLO PABK, CAL.

Eros, br s, by Electioneer—Sontag Mohawk ; Henderson Bros., 8500.

Flirtilla ran a wonderfully good race for Orville Ap-

pleby in the third event. At the half-pole she was the last

one in the race, and had she been sent along a little sooner

might have given old Garcia a very warm argument.

Don Fulano ran a great race Thursday, considering that

it is his first run in public for about seven months. If he had

had " a race in him " the brown colt might have scorched

the Coast record.

Jimmy Lamle has been refused a license by the Turf

Congress, and will therefore not be allowed to ride for the

Santa Anita stable or any other at the present meeting.

This will be a great disappointment to many that expected

to get his services once in a while.

M-iss Fletcher, the winner of the first race Thursday is

"dead game." She was badly cut down at the three-eighths

pole, but hung on 'till the wire was reached. Lou White, her

owner, won quite a handsome sum over her victory.

Phil Archibald is credited with winning over $3,000

on the victory of Vulcan in the hurdle race. Most of money

was on at 15 to 1.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Leoti Coursing nieetiag has been abandoned.

The latest specialty club is the Danish Fox Terrier Club.

There are thirty-four entries .to the Northwestern Beagle

Clubs Trials.

\V. H. Collins reports that only one of the Lord Hualpa

—Lady Bute litter remains unsold and that one is doubtless

spoken for by this time.

Seven English setters and six pointers have been declared

out of the D. S. F. T. Club's Derby B. on account of non-

payment of second forfeit.

According to the Field Mr. George Gould purchased of T.

G. Davey the well-known pointers Lady Gay Spanker and

Miss Rumor for $2,200. Gould and Col. Cody were en route

to Indian Territory and Texas at the lime.

We had the pleasure of seeing W. H. Collins litter of St.

Bernard puppies by Lord Hualpa—Lady Bute this week and

are pleased to report that tbey are doing splendidly. All

but two are splendidly mirked aad they are nicely marked on

the head. They are strong and growing well. As reported

in another column they are all sold but.one.

W. de B. Lopez of the Merriwa Stock Farm, Pleasanton,

has just received from Auckland, New Zealand, via S. S. Ala-

meda, the black white and tan collie bitch Floss, by Donald

N. Z. 2348—Lassie. Donald won first at Auckland K. C.

Show 1893 and special for best collie in the show. Floss is

prettily marked, has excellent bone and a good head, ears

well carried and coat quite abundant. Considering the fact

that she was just off the steamer when brought to this office,

her coat was in very good condition. Mr. Lopez is getting

together quite a good string of collies and will undoubtedly

be heard from at the coming shows.

We have recently received a letter fr^m a reader in South
Africa, from which we learn that kennel matters in that part

of the world are making good progress, and arrangements are

in hand to hold a good show in the coming Spring. Some
good dogs have been imported, but a recent outbreak of

rabies has made this a much more difficult matter, and has

prevented several would-be buyers from carrying out their

intentions. A strong club called the Transvaal Kennel Club,

with Mr. J. C. Adcock at its head, has been established, and
is doing its best to popularize the dog.—Fox Terrier

Chronicle.
_

A Snipe Dog.

The well-known local fancier, Harry L. Miller, is the

happy possessor of one of the most curious canines that it has

been our lot to see. It is a sort of black and tan spaniel,

scarcely a bench dog, but unquestionably a bright little fel-

low. Most animal have a great antipathy to fire, but this

one loves it in all its forms, so well, indetd, that it will eat

it.

A lighted cigarette thrown on the sidewalk is caught up
and swallowed without a grimace. A lighted match is flown
at like a cyclone and swallowed instanter. If a smoker blows
his smoke into the air in the neighborhood of the dog he
will make frantic eflbris to reach it, jumping up into the
air full her own length to bite at the smoke.
We congratulate friend Miller on his new acquisition; a

combination ol fire extinguisher, bunting dog and pet is a
rare possession.

The Merced Meeting.

All those who intend running their hounds at the forth.

coming meeting should remember that nominations, including

$10 for each dog, must be in the hands of the secretary, J.R .

Dickson, by 8 o'clock on Friday evening, the 9th of Novem-
ber.

It is pretty well known now that about seventy dogs will

be nominated. San Jose and Santa Clara will send ten dogs

;

•Sacrameto, ten ;
Merced, ten; Oakland, four ; San Francisco

at least tbirty-twn, and from various scattering districts the
probability is that another ten or fifteen will be nominated.
The club has made all arrangements for the conveyance of
sportsmen and their dogs. The train which takes them to
Merced leaves this city at 9 a. m. on Monday, the 12th inst.

Coursing at Ocean View.

The Size of Foxterriers.

Lovers of coursing will be pleased to hear that there is

now a new proprietor in Ocean View Park, and that in the

future respectable people need not be ashamed to be seen

within its fences.

Martin W. Kerrigan, who is well known to coursing men
in this Slate and the Kist, and who returned from Chicago
last week, has bought out Canavan's interest in the coursing
Held and in future will be sole manager of everything in con-
nection with the business carried on there.
He will open the park with a IG-dog stake tomorrow, and

the sportsmen will have the pleasure of again seeing Mr.
lirace and Mr. Wren in their respective positions.

Pacific Kennel Olub.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club
will be held ut 21 Kearney street on Wednesday evening

next. Would it not be well to discuss the circuit of bench
shows for I 895 at this meeting? By combining and hold-

ing the shows at stated intervals one or two ju 'ges can be se-

lected and the same judges could then judge the circuit. Los
Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Oakland and San Francisco will all

undoubtedly hold showsjthu coming season. Possibly the
Stockton K. C. also. Would it not be well to communicate
at once with these clubs 7 The bench show comn.it tee must
be selected next month, and the selection of a judge or judges
that will be satisfactory to all of the clubs is a matter that
will require considerable correspondence.

There are certain subjects that regularly come up for dis-

dussion by the public—sometimes it in the sea-serpent and

now and then " the size of foxterriers." On the latter sub"

ject there are always a number of persons eager to assure

their fellow-fanciers that the whole breed is going wrong be-

cause there is some divergence from the generally accepted

type. Those who have frequently visited shows have often

heard fanciers of other, perhaps older breeds, pronounce se-

verely on the present-day type and size of foxterriers, and

these persons will roundly rate the breed and the breeders of

such " drawing-room pets," incapable of doing the legitimate

work they should do." At other times we find quite a num-

ber of old foxterrier men deploring the loss of the style of

dog they had been used to. It has been urged upon us by

some of our readers that we should take cognizance of the

correspondence which has been followed in our contempor-

ary, the Stock-keeper. Last year, about this time, we visited

the Kennel Club Show, and our attention was drawn by a

well-known fancier to the size of three terriers then in the

ring. These were Venio, Vice Regal and Hunton Baron.

This gentleman, a well-known judge, remarked at the ring-

side, ''They used to call Baron a big dog, but look at him be-

side the other two." We have within the past week written

to Mr. Attenborough, who, in reply, says he has "Just

weighed Baron and found him 19 pounds exactly." Here is

a splendid illustration as to how the eye may be deceived

by appearance, for Vice Regal and Venio both looked consid-

erably heavier than Baron ; and yet on reference to the fol-

lowing table
c
it will be found all were just the same weight.

We made some remarks upon this subject at the time, and by

the kindness of several friends were able a liltle later to give

the actual weights of the several terriers exhibited in the

Fox Terrier Club Show at Wolverhampton. These we give

in a tabulated form btlow :

Dominie 16 pounds, Hunton Bill/ 16, Dudley Starcher 18,

Vigilarius 18,St. Crispin 16, Charlton Victor 17, Harborne
Vic 16$, Ripon Spark 18£, Dickon II 15£, Valet 15$, Comp-
ton Dollar 17, Vrawdyr 15$, Douglas Jostle 16, High Spirits

17, Lyons Sting 19, Endeavour 15', Brockenhurst Robin 17,

Cleek 18, Stardens Thrifts 17, Devereux 17, Charlton Vincit

18, Prisoner 18£, Belmont Drastic 19, D'Orsay 17£, Venio 19,

Vice Regal 19, Esther 15i, Dubky Hoyden 15, Electra 15,

Valteline 16, Meiford Molley 15J, Dudley Saunter 15, Bel-

mont Sunbeam 161, Violet de Vere 15, Deftly 16, Welcome
Arrival 151, Belmont Sunshine 161, Beacon Tartress 161,

Berkley Belle 16, Dame D'Orsay 151, Vere de Vere 16£,

Belmont Violet 17, Perseverance 17£, Kate Cole 161, Vesu-
vienne 171, Hunton Baron 39.

Here we have a galaxy of quality, all the winners at the

great show of the year, and as may be seen at a glance, not

one terrier in the whole list exceeded the limit permitted by
the club's rule. The total weight of the 45 terriers is 753
pounds, and this gives an average of 16| pounds.

It will not be inopportune here to bring before our read-

ers the exact words of the Fox Terrier Club Rules as to size:—" The dog must present a generally gay, lively, and active

aypearance ; bone and strength in a small compass are essen-

tials ; but this must not be taken to mean that a fox terrier

should be cloggy, or in any way coarse—speed and endurance
must be looked to aB well as power, and the symmetry of the
fox-hound taken as a model. The terrier, like the hound,
must on no account be leggy, nor must he be too short in the

leg. He should stand like a cleverly-made hunter, covering

a lot of ground, yet with a short back, as before stated. He
will then attain the highest degree of propelling power, to-

gether with the greatest length of stride that is compatible
with the length of his body. Weight is not a certain crite-

rion of a terrier's fitness for his work—general shape, size,

and contour are the main points; and if a dog can gallop

and stay, and follow his fox up a drain, it matters little what
his weight is to a pound or so. Though roughly speaking,

it may be said he should not scale over 20 pounds in show
condition."

The writer of this paper was one of those present at the

club's meeting in the Sydenham Hotel, when the weight of

the dog was fixed upon. There were some present who urged
with much force that the weight in "show condition " should
be fixed at 16 or 17 pounds. The strongest advecates of the

smaller weight we distinctly remember were the Messrs.

Clarke, but in vtew of the weights of several of the fox ter-

rier winners at the show in the adjoining Crystal Palace the
weight was fixed at 18 pounds for all ordinary conditions of

the dog with an allowance of a pound or two extra for show
condition.

We have gone carefully through old lists to find out as far

as we could the recorded weights of old terriers, and these

are given below. It must be quite distinctly understood that

in many cases these are the owners' own figures, and we are

not in any way responsible for them, but all have appeared
in print.

Buffer 174 pounds, Brockenhurst Bob 17J, Brockenhurst
Joe 19, Brockenhurst Frolic 171, Sirius 171, Hardy's Spot
171. Tyrant 18, Tinne's Vixen 17, Driver 171, Bustle 161,

Chance 19, Old Dainty 171,White Fly 151, Tinnes Jessie 17,

Tramp 19, Pickle II 16, Old Jock 18, Old Tartar 18, Old
Tyke 171, Trimmer 14, Button 22, Buffet 18, Rattler 19,

Nimrod 19, Frantic 19, Mustard 18, Terry's Foiler 19, Vene-
tian 18, Dickon 16, Belvoir Boaster 18, Pepper 17, Bolster

18, Rambler 17, Sweetheart 18, Corinthian 18, Dynamite
Joe 18, Nimble Jim 17, Diligent 184, Boss 18, Darkie 17,

Jorrocks 18. Rusty 18, Ready 17, Brockenhurst Rally 17,

Regent 18, Tackier 191, Deacon Jock 18, Pulboro Jumbo 20,

Pickering Nailer 20, Miss Migge 19, Old Jester (wire) 18,

Carlisle Tack 17, Tear 'Em.
Here then are 53 terriers which we may consider belonged

to a period sufficiently ancient to look upon them as old
dogs. The total weight is 942 pounds, which gives an aver-
age of 17 4-5 pounds per dog. These figures speak for them-
selves in reference to the old and the new.—T. H. H. in Fox-
terrier Chronicle.

The Boston Terrier Standard.

The standard of the Boston terrier as adopted by the Bos-

ton Terrier Club is as follows:

The general appearance of the Boston terrier is that of a
smooth, short coated, compactly-built dog of moderately low
stature. The head should indicate a high degree of intelli-

gence, and should be in proportion to the dog's size; the
body rather short and well-knit ; the limbs strong and finely

turned, no feature being so prominent that the dog appears
badly proportioned.

The dog conveys an impression of determination, strength

and activity. Stvle of a high order, and carriage easy and
graceful.

Skull—Large, broad and flat, without prominent cheeks,

and forehead free from wrinkles.

Stop—Well defined, but indenture not too deep.

Eyes—Wide apart, large and round, neither sunken nor
too prominent, and in color dark and soft. The outside

corner should be on a line with the cheeks as viewed from
the front.

Ears—Small and thin, situated as near corners of skull as

possible ; rose ear preferable.

Muzzle—Moderately short, wide and deep (without
wrinkles). Nose black and wide, with a well-defined straight

line between nostrils. The jaws broad, square and even,
with short, strong teeth. The chops wide and deep, not pen-
dulous, completely covering the teeth when mouth is closed.

Neck—Rather short and thick (without loose skin), and
quite well arched.

Body—Set moderately low, deep and quite broad at chest,

well ribbed up. Back quite short, not roached. Loins and
quarters strong.

Elbows—Set quite low, standing neither in nor out.

Forelegs—Rather wide apart, straight and well muscled,
without prominent calves.

Ilindlegs—Rather straight, quite long from stifie to hock
(which should turn neither in nor out), short and straight

from hock to pastern. Thighs well muscled. Hocks not too

prominent.
Feet—Small, nearly round, and turned a trifle outward

Toes compact and arched.
Tail—Moderate in length, set on low, with a moderate,

downward carriage, fine and tapering, devoid of fringe or
coarse hair.

Color—Any color, except black, mouse or liver ; brindle

and white evenly marked, and whole brindle are the colors

most preferred.

Coat—Fine in texture, short, bright and not too hard.

WeixjU—Lightweight class, 15 to 25 pounds. Heavy-
weight class, 25 to 35 pounds.

Disqualifications—Docked tail and any artificial means
used to deceive the judge.

SCALE OF POINTS.

Skull 12K Forelegs. 4
Ears 5 Hindlegs 4 I

Eyes 5 Feet 2
Stop 2% Tail 10
Muzzle 12% Color 7
Neck 5 Coat 3
Body 15 General appearance- 10
Elbows 2>C —

Total „ _ 100

Filariaosis in Honolulu.

The disease, filariaosis, which has recently been carrying

off many of the best dogs of this city, does not seem to abate,

new cases being of almost daily occurrence. Dr. Rowat,

D. V. S., has furnished the Star with a photo, taken by Wil-

liams, of the heart of a dog infested with the parasite.

Wr. Williams took the photo at a post mortem examina-

tion made by Dr. Rowat on a fine pointer which recently

died from the malady. It is found that no authority on

dogs says anything about the parasite, jilaria immitis warrant-

ing the assumption that the disease is of rare occurrence,

which is, however, erronious. It has been met with in

Europe, more particularly in Denmark and Italy, occasion-

ally in the United States and Brazil and quite frequently in

China and Japan.
The disease is contracted from drinking water, and to be

transmitted from one animal to another must have an inter-

mediary host. Mason gives the mosquito credit for this

work, but the flea and mite, which are responsible in a great

measure for the promulgation of the tape worm, may also be

partly to blame.
The symptoms of the disease are variable, and the malady

is difficult to anticipate on first appearance. The owner first

observes that his pet dog is not well, but shortly feels

that the ailment has passed awav as the animal seems to get

fat.

This is soon followed by marked anaemia, and if the ani-

mal lingers for a few weeks dropsy of the abdomen and
emaciation set in. During this period the appetite is usually

good and continues voracious.

The disease has heretofore baffled treatment, but recently

intratracheal and intravenous medication has been resorted

to with much hope of success.

I
In China and Japan the disease has been considered in-

curable, and if present experiments here prove successful it

will be a great blessing to the sporting community.—Hono-
lulu Star.

The white black and tan English setter Paul B., bv Cham-
pion Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl, is dead. He was a
field trial winner of great merit and a bench show winner as
well.

Kennel, Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

Albert J. Kidd's (San Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Alpinula (Baron—Bernall.) to J. G. Barker's California

Bernardo (Duke of Wellington—Tomah) October 18, 18J 4.

SALES.

Presidio Kennels, Sin Francisco, have sold two pointer

bitch puppies by Upton of Blythe (Ightfield Upton—ight

field Blythe)—Little Nell (Duke of Vernon—Sally Brass II

to JaB. Walkington, San Francisco.

Presido Kennels, San Francisco, have sold a pointer bitch

puppy by Carmel (Beppo III.—Sally Brass II.)— Bella T.

(Haights Dick—Bowers ^Beauty) to H. B. Chase, Sat

| Francisco.
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Kenmore Ooursinsr Club. Red and Cream Cockers.

The Kenniore Coursing Club held its second annual meet-

ing at Goodland, KanFas, on October llith, 17th and ISth.

E. H. Mulcaster judged and M. B. Taylor slipped. The

summary given below is from the American Field.

Goodland, Kan., October 16, 17 and IS. The Kenmore
Cup, for greyhounds of all ages, at $20 each (non members
$22 50): $100 added by the town of Goodland aud $50 added

by Dr. Van Humraell ; 50 per cent of entrance money (less

non-winners extra $2.50) and $150 to the winner; 25 per

cent of entrance money (less non-members' extra $2.50) to

the runner-up ; remaining 25 per cent divided between third

and fourth. 14 entries.

M. Aliens, ns (Warren & Fish's) f w d Gienlyon, by Glen-

birk—Glida beat G. Macdougall's b k w d Twister, by Lord
Neversettle—White Lips.

H. C. Lowe's bk w d Prince Charlie, by Lord Neversettle

—White Lips beat Van Hummell & Le Moyne's bd d Lord

Clifton, by Lord Neversettle— Partera.

Sunflower Coursing Kennels' w bd b Rhea, by Major

Glendyne —Daisy Dublin beat Eastern Coursing Kennels' bk

d Royal Crest, by Greentick—Royal Rate.

H. C. Lowe's r d Lord Douglas, by Neversettle—Partera

beat Sunflower Coursing Kennels' bk w d Rear Admiral, by

Major Glendyne- -Lady Alice.

St. Patrick's w bk d Boomerang, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips beat Van Hummell & LeMoyne'sbd b Valkyrie,

by Lord Neversettle—Partera.

H. C. Lowe's w bk d St. Lawrence, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips beat M. Harrison's r d Boundway, by Lord

Neversettle— Partera.

D. C. Luse's bk d Colonel Breckenridge, by Norwegian

—

Dick's Darling beat H. C. Lowe's bk b Melita, by Lord

Neversettle—White Lips.

II.

Gienlyon, a bye. Prince Charlie drawn.

Lord Douglas beat Rhea.

St. Lawrence, a bye. Boomerang drawn.

Colonel Breckenridge, a bye.

III.

Gienlyon beat Lord Douglas-

St. Lawrence beat Colonel Breckenridge.

FINAL COURSES.

Mr. M. Allen ns. (Warren & Fish's) f w d Gienlyon, by

Glenkirk—Gilda, beat Mr. H. C. Lowe's w bk d St. Law-
rence, by Lord Neversettle— White Lips.

Goodland, Kans., October 16, 17 and 18.—The Kenmore
Derby, for greyhound puppies, at $20 each ($22.50 for non-

members), with $100 added by the town of Goodland and

$50 added by Dr. Van Hummell. Money divided same as in

the-Cup. Ten entries.

Van Hummell & La Moyne's bd w d Van Aafke, by Lord

Neversettle—Verdure Clad, beat M. Allen's w bk b Maid of

Honor, by Miller's Rab—Nettlefield.

T. W. Bartels' n s (H. B. Hersey's) bd w d Baron, by

Boomerang—Pearl ofPekin, beat M. B. Tomblin'sns (D M.
Sidle's) bk b Lizzie Lee, by Norwegian—Dick's Darling.

H. C. Lowe's bk d High Curly, by Lord Neversettle—White

Lips, beat Sunflower Coursing Kennel's f b Extra Dry, by

Glenkirk—Scandal.

Svnflower Coursing Kennel's ns (J. L. Peebler's) f. d

Lambright, by Novweigan— Bueneretiro, beat L. C. Whit-

on's bd wb Princelonia, by Young Fullerton—Spinaway.

Eastern Coursing Kennel's r b Trilby, by Royal Crest

—

Drytime, beat Van Hummell & Le Moyne's r b Van Lenah,

by Lord Clifton—Victoria

Van Hummell & Le Moyne's w bd d Van Oljen, by Lord
- Neversettle—Verdure Clad, beat St. Patriek Kennels' be d

Brother Jonathan, Dingwall—Novenery.

Van Hummell & Le Moyne's b f Van de Veen, by Glen-

kirk—Scandal, beat Sunflower Coursing Kennel's f d Sor-

rento, by Glenkirk—Scandal.

M. Allen's r d Fear Not, by Glenkirk—Gilda, beat D. C.

Luse's b f Fascination, by Norwegian— Bueneritero.

II

Van Aafe beai Baron.

High Curly beat Lambright.
Trilby beat Van Oijen.

Fear Not beat Van de Veen.

III.

High Curly beat Van Aafke.

Fear Not beat Trilby.

FINAL COURSE.

M. Allen's rd Fear Not, by Glenkirk—Gilda, beat Mr.

H. C. Lowe's High Curly, by Lord Neversettle—White Lips,

and won.

National Fox Hunters' Association.

Goodland, Kan., Octoher 17—Consolation Stakes, for

greyhounds of all ages at $5 each ; 50 per cent, the winner; 25

per cent, to the runner-up ;
remaining 25 per cent, equally

divided between third and fourth dogs. Eight entries.

Luse AKohnns. (D. M. Sidle's) fd Laughed At, by Nor-

wegian—Buenrelirn, beat L. Peebler's r b Breakaway by

Babazoun—Daisy B.

G. Bradley ns." (H. C. Lowe's bk b Melita, by Lord Never-

settle—White Lips, beat Boyle & Hamilton ns. (D. M. Sidle's)

bk b Lizzie Lee, by Norwegian— Dick's Darling.

Luse&Kahn ns (D M. Sidle) Secret, by Laughed At—
Lady Maud, beat M. T. Grier ns. (W. W. Agnew's) w d

Quicksilver, by Major Glendyne—Daisy Dublin.

R.S.Howard ns. (A. Johnston's) bk w d Rhaon Dhu, by

Major Glendvne—Daisy Dublin, beat A. W. Hostetter ns. (J.

R. Cochran's7) f w bSilverine, by Laughed At—Lady Maud,,

drawn.
II.

Laughed At, a bye ; Melita dis.

Raaon Dhu beat Siddie Secret.

final course.

Rhaon Dhu beat Laughed At.

The Terrier Show.

The entries to the terrier show to be given under the aus-

pices of the New England Kennel Club on October 30th to

-November 2d, are as follows: Bull terriers, 14; Boston ter-

riers, 22; fox terriers, 123; Dandie Dinmonts, 10; Bedling-

tonB, 2 ; Scottish terriers, 43 ; Irish terriers, 23
;
black and

tan terriers, 4 . Skye terriers, 2
244.

Yorkshire terriers, 1. Total,

Dr. Niven tells us that because Mr. Cummings had two

cream puppies from an Obo dog, out of a black bitch, and

that " Uncle Dick " had a red pup from the Obo strain, there

fore Obo is responsible for the reds and creams.

I have no doubt that the Doctor is well acquainted with

the old saying: " It takes more than two swallows to make a

summer,'' and I am sure that he knows that more than two

facts are needed before a strictly logical inference can be_

drawn.

The worthy Doctor also says that if I shall look up the

pedigrees of the red cockers I shall find that nearly all trace

back to Obo. I might say in reply, first, that there are very

few spaniel pedigrees nowadays of any color which do not

somewhere contain the name Obo, and second, that if the

pedigrees of red cockers be examined, the name of Kelly's

Tippo will be found as frequently as that of Farrow's Obo.

Might we not, therefore, just as reasonably infer that Tippo

is responsible for the reds; and, by the way, a number of

breeders believe he is. Moreover, Obo's pedigree is for the

most part black, while that of Tippo is an unknown quantity,

which fact might, perhaps, lend weight to the Tippo side of

the argument. But again, there are red dogs, Cherry Boy

for example, which trace back to Obo but not to Tippo ; and

I have no doubt that there are others which have Tippo and

not Obo in their composition. Besides, there are to be found

some red cockers which trace neither to Obo nor to Tippo.

(By the way, the three generation rule usually shuts these

out from registration). Where, then, does the red color come

from ? Some say it is a " sport," while others say it is an old

spaniel color still to be found in some parts of England.

If the doctor should look up the pedigree of a few crooked-

legged Spaniels and were to find that they all traced back to

Easten's Beau, would he come to the conclusion that all

crooked-legged Spaniels had their origin in .Beau ? I am
sure he would not ; and yet, the inference would be a natural

one, for we know that Beau was crooked-legged and that he

produced a number of dogs that were out in front. Still, he

would blame Obo, a black dog who never, to his knowledge,

produced a red, for being the source of the reds and creams.

In my last letter I promised to give my own experience. I

may say that I have never bred very extensively, but that I

have been a close observer of what has been done in other

kennels, so that I am in a position to give the results of my
experience and also of my observations. During the past few

years I have owned and bred considerably over one hundred
cockers, using black bitches and for the most part breeding to

dogs of strong Obo blood. Of these, three were livers, seven

were black and tans, and the rest blacks, only a few of the lat-

ter having sufficient white on them to qualify for the " Any
Other Color " class, and nearly all of these few came from the

old style Cocker of the Bestor, McKoon and " Uncle Dick "

stock ; but I was never fortunate (?) enough to produce a red.

So much for my personal experience, now for my personal

observation. I know three or four breeders who have used

Obo blood extensively, and have never had the luck to get a

red. I have known a chestnut-colored bitch, not of Obo ex-

traction, bred to a son of old Obo, produce all black pups; a

red or buS bitch with Obo's name in her pedigree, bred to

the same d-g, bring forth an all black litter; a liver bitch,

not of the Obo strain, bred to another son of Obo, produce a

litter ofblackB and livers; a liver bitcb, no pedigree, bred to

a grand son of Obo, throw blacks and livers ; a liver and while

bitch, of unknown pedigree, produce black and black and tans

to the same dog ; and this last bitch was said to have produced

reds to previous matings. Again, I know of three black Obo
bitches, bred to a black dog that was reported to have sired

several reds, and whose full brother was a red, throw nothing

but blacks.

Now as to my general observation. I have always consid-

ered it strange that Obo should be blamed for the reds when
he himself has never, as far as I know, produced one. Pitch-

er's Chloe II, bred to him, gave us the blacks Obo II, Hor-

nell Silk and Black gem. Besides these, the following have

been imported: Miss Obo II, Obo Jr., Bob Obo, Floss Gbo,

Obo III, Brock, Ipswich Boy and Rideau Flossie, all blacks,

and sired by Champion Obo. To the best of my knowledge

and belief, only Obo II and Hornell Silk have produced

reds. The stud books can be searched in vain for reds from

the others. In the August number of the Gazette Rideau

Flossie is credited with producing five blacks to Red Obo, a

do<* with, perhaps, more red blood in his veins than any

other stud Cocker in America. Now, why should Obo II and

Hornell Silks throw reds why the others do not ? I do pot

propose to answer this question, but I wish to call attention

lo a fact which has generally been ignored, and that is that

Obo II had a dam. Mr. Wiley says that this fact has been

ignored as to " quality," and I have no doubt that he is

right, but I think it has been ignored as to color as well,

although it ought to be well known that Chloe IPs near rel-

atives were golden livers, I think it is " Uncle Dick " who

says so, and "surely "Uncle Dick" ought to know. Both Obo

Jr. and Bob Obo trace back to the same blood on the dam's

side as they do on the sire's so that, if Obo's pedigree is

black, theirs is every whit -<s black. The pedigree of Obo III,

Brock Ipswich Boy and Rideau Flossie can be traced on the

dam's'side for several generations back, and in it will be

found but one liver, and that far enough back to do no harm,

all the slhers being black.

In a very interesting letter on this subject which appeared

in Forest and Stream, in 1888, "J. W."says : "It is some-

what strange that although this strain (red) is a proceed from

the Obo familv, Mr. Willey, who has so much of that blood

in his kennel'bas never shown any, nor, to the best of my
recollection, have I ever heard him say, that he had bred any

among his blacks." I do not remember whether Mr. Willey

ever made any correction of the above statement. If not, I

suppose it must have been substantially true, and from my
own experience, I would infer that it was because he had so

much of the Obo blood in his kennel that he bred no reds.

In conclusion, I would like to draw Dr. Niven's attention

to a few marked characteristics of the red cockers which are

not usually found in dogs sired by Obo. These are the short

flat coat, scanty feathering and shortness of ear.—Croaker in

Canadian Kennel Ga«ette.

The annual meeting of the National Fox Hunters' Asso-
ciation will be held at Olympian Springs, Ky., November
20, 1894. The programme is as follows :

THE DERBY.
For hounds under eighteen months of age; $5 entrance

fee, the club to add $ . Divided : 50 per cent, to first

;

30 per cent, to second and 20 per cent, to third.

THE CHAMPION STAKES.

For all ages
; $5 entrance fee; 50 per cent, to first, 30 per

to second and 20 per cent, to third. Club to confer
upon the winner and to add $ .

11 entrance moneys will be reserved for

title of " champion '

Ten per cent, of i

expenses.

The number of entries from any one kennel, or pack, to be
limited to six.

The judges will be announced later through the press.
They will be appointed by the officers of the Club. They
will be hunters of large fox-hunting experience, capable of
following the hounds closely, and will not be interested
directly or indirectly in any of the hounds—thus insuring
all a fair deal.

The meet will be held at Olympian Springs, 144 miles
from Louisville, near the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad—the
railroad fare ffom Louisville for round trip being $5 76. All
roads entering Louisville will give special rates Arrange-
ments have been made with Olympian Springs management
to place their hotel and cottages at the disposal of visitors.

Board and lodging can be had for not more than $1.50 a
day; board of horses 50 cents a day. Good saddle horses can
be had at $1.50 a day, but should be engaged in advance by
writing the Secretary.

This promises to be the largest gathering of fox hunters
ever held in the United States, and you are cordially invited
to come and bring your hounds.
For running rules and further information, address

Harry L. Means, Secretary,
Louisville, Kentucky.

Sport and Duke.

The Irish water spaniels that we mentioned last week have
arrived, and are fully up to expectations. J. H. Sammi is

the purchaser ; the Excelsior Irish Water Spaniel Kennels

of Milwaukee, Wis., are the breeders. The two dogs are of

the same litter, and both of them are typical specimens of

the breed. We wish friend Sammi every possible luck with

them. The two dogs, Sport and Duke were whelped Sep-

tember 25, 1893, and are bred as follows

:

f The O'Donoghue.... [ <* ^ckey Free

4265
* Ell7 ° Conner
) Pats'

la Girl

|
Dennis O'Donoghue f

The °'^°8nue

16
'
573

I Judy 6789

I Mallard Duck j " MallardDrake

25,939
I Irish Flora 23,838

This breeding can scarcely be excelled, containing as it

does two crosses of The O'Donoghue, one of the best Irish
water spaniels ever in this country. The O'Donoghne,
Dennis O'Donoghue and Mallard Duck are all prize winners
in good competition.
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Montana's Pish Hatchery.

It seems that the government has at length realized that

almost two years ago it located a fish hatchery near Bozeman.

In 1892 three Eastern gentlemen were sent to Montana by

Marshall McDonald, United States Fish Commissioner, to

examine the country for a suitable site for a fish hatchery

and distributing Btation. These gentlemen visited Helena,

Dillon, Bozeman, the Upper Yellowstone valley, and other

sections of Montana. They examined many springs and

streams. Among the waters reported upon were those flow-

ing through the Child ranch, near Helena. The examiners,

in their final report, recommended that the Davies spring

near Bozeman, be the siteior the hatchery. The department
acting upon this report, decided in favor of the Bozeman lo-

cation. The land on which the springs were located wbb pur-

chased from W. J. Davies, a well-known pioneer of Bozeman.
Commissioner McDonald sent a (department engineer to

Bozeman, who drew up plans of the grounds and the build-

ings proposed to be erected. Here the matter stopped. It

got too late for work that fall and the engineer Btated that no
doubt it would be commenced early in the following spring.

Spring came and nothing was done. Months passed by and
the people of Bozeman lost interest in the matter.

It is now evident that the government intends to build the

hatchery, as bids have been invited for the construction of

the necessary buildings. They will be opened Nov. 28. Even
if the contract is awarded then, it will be too late to com-

mence work this year. It seem« certain, however, that the

buildings are to be erected in the Spring. This will be good

news to all Montana.
The Bozeman hatchery is designed to be one of the most

important in the West. It will be a large institution and

from it millions of trout and other fish will be distributed to

Montana, Idaho and Wyoming points. The site selected for

the hatchery is an ideal one. It is at the mouth of Bridger

canvon, a lovely and historical pass four miles north of Boze-

man. At the mouth of this canyon rise high limestone clifls,

whose tops are cut in ragged fantastic shapes. At the base

of this great, perpendicular mass of limestone gush two huge
springs of crystal, ice-cold water. These springe flow several

hundred inches of water which for purity cannot be surpassed

in the State. They run into Bridger creek, a roaring moun-
tain stream that rushes by. The water from the Bprings will

be conducted through pipes to reservoirs located on a meadow
a few hundred feet away. On this level place the buildings

will be situated. The grounds win be prettily arranged and

when the hatchery is completed it will be an institution

that will be a credit to the State whose name it bears and to

the government that built it.
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Loch Leven Trout

It is generally known, I think, thai the U. B. Fish Com.

mission is erecting a hatchery in the State of Vermont, and

of this establishment Commissioner McDonald writes : "The

development of the Vermont station will be exclusively with

reference to work with the Sn/m dot , the species handled

being the land-locked salmon, the Eastern brook trout, the

European brook trout, the rainbow trout and the Loch Leven

trout. To this series we will probably add the black-spotted

trout."

The common brook trout of Europe is called in Great Brit-

ain brown or yellow trout, and in this country it is known as

brown trout or Von Behr trout, the m-nie given to it by the

l'. S. Fish Commision in honor of the donor of the first eggs

sent to the Commission, and it is further known, inappro-

ately, as'Ierman brout trout. The Loch Leven trout is found

in a lake of the same name in Scotland, and is highly es-

teemed as a game fish.

Some years ago I examined some Loch Leven and some

brown trout in ponds side by side at the Cold Spring Harbor

station of the New York Fish Commission, and could dis-

cover no difference between them, and from that time to this

1 have been trying to find out if any difference really existed.

Dr. John D. Quackenboe, of New York City, who has fished

Loch Leven and who was the first individual to purchase

Loch Leven trout egffs to stock American waters, wrote me

:

" My comment on the Loch Leven matter is that
t
there

are two distinct trout in Loch Leven; the handsome native

eharr known to tradition have become extinct. One
species of trout is the common fario or brown trout of

Europe; the other is a silvery, black-spotted land-

locked sea trout. No angler cares for the brown trout in

the Loch, all are eager for the silvery beauty. It is the pres-

ence of this fish that enables Sir Graham Montgomery to

lease the water to the Loch Leven Angling Association for

£1,000 annually, and the company to pay a dividend of 10

per cent, to its share holders. For centuries the Sahno
'• has ranked far above all other trout in BritaiD, and

it is now regarded as the descendant of an anadromous fish

whose means of communication with the ocean was suddenly
cut off by some convulsion of nature and whose acclimatiza-

tion in Loch Leven was then rendered compulsory. The
Loch Leven trout attains a weight of ten pounds; the ordinary
brown trout of the Loch rarely reaches two pounds. When I

hear people talking of buying Loch Leven eyed ova at How
ietoun Fishery, and bringing them to America and hatching
them, and having them turn out nothing but common brown
trout. I simply remark, 'You did not get Loch Leven ova.'

There is as much difference between fario and Icrcnensis as ex-
ists between a Kentucky thoroughbred and a mule. He who
has caught both will appreciate the comparison."

Doubtless it was such testimony as this, for Dr. Quacken-
bos stands not alone regarding the superiority of one trout

over the other as they are found in the locb, that has en-

couraged our National and State Fish Commissions to propa-
gate and distribute the Loch Leven trout in the waters of

this country. I procured from Loch Leven fry on several

occasions, planted them and they turned out to be brown
trout, exactly as they did at the Long Island hatchery, and
this was further incentive, if any was needed, to find if pos-
sible just what we are planting under the name of Loch
Leven trout.

I applied to Mr. Marston in London to aid me, and he
sent me a letter from an English fish breeder who rears the
Loch Leven and brown trout in his ponds and who said he
could discover no difference between them, either in coloring
or markings. Later Mr. Marston wrote me again on the sub-
ject as follows:

" At Loch Leven I have seen the silvery trout (delicious

eating) and the ordinary spotted trout lifce other S. fario.

The only trout sold at Loch Leven are like S. fario more
than sea trout, and Sir James Maitland has stocked Loch
Leven for msDy years now with these so-called Loch Levens,
which I think must be a cross between the descendant of the
sea or white trout, which became land-locked early in this

century, or comparatively early. The present Loch Levens
have a peculiar green shade on the back when you look down
on them in a can. I have never seen any of the silvery Loch
Leven fish in any lots I have bought from Sir James or
from Mr. Andrews. I will ask Mr. Mallock of Perth ; he is

the chimpion Loch Leven angler, and something of a natur-
alist, and may help us."

It will be observed that Dr. Quackenbos and Mr. Marston
both referto a silvery trout as being the type of the Loch
Leven trout in its natural habitat. In this country I have
been able to learn of but once instance where the Loch Leven
trout retain this silvery appearance beyond the fry stage of
thetr existence. This ie in the famous Castalia Creek in
Ohio. Mr. H. C. Bowman, a member of the Castalia Club,
has told me that Loch Leven trout planted in that stream
" have a blue silvery sheen without any black spots." Brown
trout in the same stream are in color and general appearance
identically as they are found in other waters, here and abroad.
Whether the Lxm Leven trout retain this silvery appear-
ance and lack the red spots beyond a certain age, ev*»n in
Castalia Creek, I do not know, and in what follows it is well
to remember that at the time Mr. Bowman wrote me Loch
Leven trout had not been long established in Castalia.—A.
W. Oheneh in Forefll and Stream.

While patrolling the preserves of the Erie Fishing Club,
Gamekeeper D, E. Boyce of Monroe, Mich., was shot and
totally blinded by a poacher named Ben McCullough, of I ron-
ville, O. The would be assassin fled, but was captured after-
ward, and it is to be hoped the club will see that the utmost
penalty of the 1 iw is imposed for his crime.—American
Field.

The Osgood Fishing and Hunting Club, numbering eight
persons, caught between October 2 and 11, 1804, 1,736
pounds of mascologoe, bass and pickerel, all taken with the
spoon. The Eagle waters, Wisconsin, were the scene of the
angler's operations.—(iameland.

i —
Mr. Dennistoun claims that the Atlantic salmon sheds its

• -ill in fresh water. This may have an important bearing
n the food of salmon, and the reason why tfiey prefer soft

food, such as flies and insects, in fresh water.

THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary.

Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club. San Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
mery St., S. F.

The California Wine Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.

605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-
land, Cal.

Alameda Couutv Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nirnrod Gun Club. San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner, President,

Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. andl6th Ave,,S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Foreter, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F. .»„_.'„
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East jakland.Ca'.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.: J. Burrell, Sec „_ „
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V.Mills, Sec. „ „ „
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec. _
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, HarshSeld, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.; V. M.

iessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. CaTeline, Secretary. . „ mL ,

Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-
ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F.W. Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Two hunters killed 150 geese near Marysvillle one day last

week.

C. Cate and Ford had their usual success at Howry's on

Sunday.

Edgar Forster deserted the marsh for the hills on Sunday

and bagged two dozen quail.

A. W. Allen was among the quail at San Rifael on Sunday

last. He bagged a good mess.

J. O. Cadman made a fine bag of sprig at the Willow

Lodge Club at Alvarado on the 28th.

W. J. Golcher was among the lucky ones on Sunday. His

party bagged about eight dozen quail.

S. & L. Farn9worth advertise ferrets for sale in our Breed-

ers' Directory at the extremely low price of $3 per pair.

Kobt. Liddle Sr., Drmkhouse and Orear were at Pleasantoo

on Sunday. Between two and three dozen snipe made up the

Dr. Carver wants to get up a $1,000 sweepstake with Ful-

ford, Elliott, Budd, Brewer and as many more as wish to

enter.

The boy that wanders over the hills shooting aquirrels

thinks number 7 shot too small and uses number 6. The
market hunter uses number 9.

Mr. Adams killed a tine female wood duck at Alviso

Bridges on Sunday. His bag of eight ducks was the largest

of the day.

Hermann Oelrichs, a well-known New York sportsman,

was a guest of the Country Club last week, enjoying his first

hunt on the little California quail. He found the game like

the country—rapid.

Five canvasback were seen going up the bay on Saturday
and the hunters at Alviso, Mowrys and Alvarado were look-

ing for a flight of canvasback all day Sunday. They did not

appear, however, probably will not until another storm

comes.

Two articles appear in the American Field this week, one

above the other. One is signed John L. Brewer, Champion
Wiog Shot of the world, the other. Dr. W. F. Carver, Cham-
pion Shot of the World. Is it wUhin the power of man to

bring these two together.

W. L. Prather Jr., F. E. Miller, Frank Harden, Frank
Umphred and A. Russell Crowell were at the Pastime Club,

Alviso Bridges on the 28th. The party were not very suc-

cessful, from three to seven teal and sprig made up the bags

with the exception of the latter who did not bag a feather.

Bear in Camp.

Two hunters from Iowa, who came to Wisconsin for deer

hunting, will hold lingering memories of their experiences.

Timothy and Michael Brodhead, of Martinsdale, Iowa, have

been camping on a stream northeast of Dedham, where they

had a thrilling experience with a large black bear. Both will

carry evidence of the struggle for the remainder of their

lives. H Bruin visited their camp, and the brothers made an

attempt to get a shot at him, but were unsuccessful. The
next night they determined to watch for their visitor, and as

an inducement they took pains to leave tempting morsels

within easy distance from the tent. They were to take turns

watching. About 1 1 o'clock Timothy, who was first to go on

watch, heard the game crashing in the brnsh, and he fired at

it. There was an angry roar from the bear, and Michael, still

half asleepjumped up, eun in hand, and fired wildly. "I
don't know how it happened," said Timothy to me, " but in

abouttwo seconds 1 realized that the bear was charging the

camp. My brother's excited manner, and the unexpected
move on the part of the bear made me nervous, and I tired

again, but did not hit the animal. A moment later the bear
and 1 were having it in true rough and tumble style. Of
course I had drawn my hunting-knife when I saw that a

hand to hand encounter was inevitable. 1 cried out to

Michael to throw his gun down and help me with his knife.

He was thoroughly awake now, and, strange to say, both of

ub were cool. We all three were badly mixed up for a time,
tint, to make a long story short, we killed the enemy with our
knives. Fortunately, my first shot told, or we might have

been injured more seriously." Michael was not much
scratched, but Timothy was badly hurt. In addition to the

bear's clawing, he was hit by hisbrother'6 knife on the right

shoulder and received a gash two and a half inches long.

—

Gameland.

Before the Grate.

Whew ! What a night ! The storm that rages without

commenced operations in a very matter of fact manner, giv-

ing no evidence of the furious spirit which now possesses it.

The wind hauled round into the northeast this morning with

its damp breath and marrow-piercing chill, making my old

bones ache with rheumatic twinges.

They tell me it serves me right ; that no one should expose

himself as I have done in all winds and weather, just for the

sake of a few wild fowl or a haunch of venison.

Let them talk. The blood courses slowly through the

veins of some of the human family, and little they dream of

the exbileration there is in the wild rush of November gales

over the salt meadows, the rustling of the sedge all damp
with spray flung from the tumbling waves, a quivering foam-
fiake on the edge of the blind ; all this has no charm, noth-
ing for them. What can they know of the ecstacy that thrills

the nerves when, in answer to a sharp report, a wild duck
going like a bullet down the wind, doubles up, lets go every-

thing, and subsides with a resounding souse into the swirling

water.

Do they know aught of wood legends told on bright Octo-
ber days? Enough, we are wastiog thought on such people

;

never mind the aches, our surroundings are in keeping with
our mood to-night.

The gale now roaring about the house began with a long-

drawn sign that caused little tongues of flame to spurt among
the coals of the grate as it swept up the chimney.
The curtains are drawn, lights turned low, as with slippered

feet and glowing pipe I snuggle down among the cushioned
wrinkles of my chair to listen to the uproar that rages with-

out. I am not exposed to the storm, the fire has a pleasant

glow, the old pipe burns freely.

I remember one bright day in stroog contrast to this noisy

tumult outside. It was on a favorite runway in the woods,
near Powers Creek, Va., where a little dividing ridge rose

somewhat abruptly from the general level, and trending

toward the south lost itself a mile or so away among the

pines. The ground was covered with its autumn carpet of

leaves, with here and there a fern or moldering tree trunk,

lichen covered, in pleasing contrast to the fallen foliage. The
woods were still, save the occasional pattering of little feet as

the squirrels rustled about me. The heavy dew of the pre-

ceding night had taken the crispness from the dead leaves,

and much of that alert, quick life one is wont to find in such
localities seemed lacking. The sunlight flooded the forest,

and once a billowy cloud sailed over and cast a gliding shad-

ow that silently moved among the trees. A big squirrel was
raking amongst the leaves a short distance away, exposing the

forest mold as he scratched, its pungent fragrance came to me
on the light air "rare and woodsy."
There go the dogs ! No. A false alarm. Attention now !

A deer will oiten put a mile or two between himself and the

hounds on his first dash, 'hen taking it more leisurely, stop

frequently to listen, sniff the air, and presently steal over the

runway like a spirit, and away long before the hunter im-
agines him anywhere in the vicinity.

Ah ! At last a burst of music from the dogs comes floating

on the thin air, and the next instant, crash ! amongst the un-
derbrush to my right, followed by the whistle of a startled

deer, then thud, thud, thud, thud, as he speeds away. AH
unknown to me he had been sunning himself on the slope of

the ridge, possibly within shot, until the baying of the hounds,

faint though it was. in the distance, told him that death was
abroad in the woods.

Hark ! Now swelling clear and distinct, now dying away
as they sweep down the glens. Can't you hear them? Here
they come! No; ofl' again. Listen! Crash, crash, crash,

through the bushes. Nearer, nearer. Heavens how my
blood surges with every thump of those approaching foot-

beats. Crash, crash. There. Head back, nostrils quivering
with excitement, with the elastic bound of a ball he is almost

upon me. Steady now. Up comes the deer old gun, at the

touch of the heelplate on shoulder the trigger is pressed, and
with the ringing shot

Yes, that's the very head up there among the shadows over
the mantel.

Come, let's turn in.—Wilmot Townsend, in Shooting and
Fishing.

Petaluma Sportsmen's Club.

The Petaluma Sportsmen's Club held an important and

well-attended meeting last week, and in addition to the elec-

tion of Officers much new business was transacted.

Two new members, Joseph Steiger and Dr. Caldwell were

admitted into the club.

It was decided to build a fine dormitory on a commanding

site situated about seventy-five yards from the old club-house,

the new building to be a good, substantial structure, and a

committee of three, composed of F. M. Collins, Ed D.
Hedges and Robert 8. Brown was appointed by the chair to

secure plans etc.

The initiation fee was raised from ten to twenty dollars,

and Billy Goodwin was duly appointed game-keeper at the

club preserves, south of town. He will be a regular deputized

officer, with power to arrest poachers, and will go down in a

few days.

The old club-house will be renovated and improved, and
the members anticipate a delightful winter's sport. The club

is in a flourishing condition, and its affairs are well attended

to and much interest is manifested by the members.—Peta-

luma Imprint.

Peter McRae and brother, of this city, went down to Mt.
Eden on Wednesday night, expecting to steal a March on

the hunters that only shoot on Saturday and Sunday, and
had great sport. The weather was hot and very calm. Re-
sult—not a feather.

A certain English reel termed the "telescopic reel," can

be expanded to carry a double quantity of line or less at

will. This is useful, and by its means a trout reel becomes
a salmon reel at will, or vice versa.
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"Winner of Most Heats in 2:30.

The American Breeder has given such a fine account of

'ioldsmith Maid, the greatest campaigner and winner of

leats in 2:30 and better that we have concluded to give it in

all, knowing that our readers like to read of the great

nare.

. Goldsmith Maid was a bay mare, bred by John B. Decker,

!>f Deckertown, N. J., and foaled in May, 1857. She was

jot by Alexander's Abdallah, which, considering his limited

tad service and the fact that he died when but thirteen

1rears old, must be acknowledged as one of the best, if not

he very best, son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Her dam
was known as Old Ab. She was a dun or buckskin in color,

and was represented to be by Abdallah. No one has ever been

ible to tell who bred her.

;
Though it never has been and probably never will be

proved that she was by Abdallah, there is little doubt that

*ie was her sire. It is claimed that a Solomon Kipp, once

proprietor of a stage line, knew Old Ab and her dam. It is

claimed, too, that the latter was nearly thoroughbred and

'.his claim is very strongly supported by the blood-like form

ind quality of Goldsmith Maid. Old Ab, like the dam of

Wood's Hambletonian, one time did duty in a livery stable.

She produced in all sis foals. Her first w^s a colt by Cas-

lios M. Clay, and was gored todeath by a bull. Her next

was the bay stallion Daniel Webster, byCassiusM. Clay.

Daniel Webster was bred by John B. Decker, and foaled in

!t855. In 1875 Mr. Decker sold him to W. H. Gifford, of

Syracuse, N. Y., who kept him awhile, after which he was
aken to Canada. He is not as yet credited with any 2:30

performers. Old Ab was next bred to Alexander's Abdallah,

ind in 1857 produced Goldsmith Maid. Her next was a

alack filly called Black Bess, by Flying Dutchman, and foaled

[in 1858. Black Bess was taken to Santiago, Chili. In 1859
i.)ld Ab produced a bay filly by Cox's Black Morgan. This
filly was killed, when young, by running against a scythe.

The next year, 1860, she produced another bay filly by Cox's

.Morgan, which was so unfortunate as to be kicked to death

by a horse and which was the third of the six of Old Ab's

foals to meet with an accidental death.

Goldsmith Maid, though the smallest of the lot, showed
[considerable more quality and a stronger will than any of

the others. In her early years, before being broken to

•harness, she gained considerable notoriety by jumping all

the fences on the premises where she was kept and amusing
! herself by roaming the adjoining fields and pastures as

prompted by the dictates of her own strong will. She had
her own way with but little interruption until she was about
sight years old.

She was partially broken to harness, but was so high strung

land nervous that she could not be driven with safety much
i less with pleasure. They once attempted to utilize her for

agricultural purposes, if reports are correct. The effort was
! not a success. She reared and fell over backwards, as the

i story goes, and convinced her owner that such menial occu-

pations were highly repugnant to her tastes and she was
willingly excused from further labors in that line.

At eight years of age she enjoyed the reputation of being

the most accomplished runaway to be found in that section

of the country. She must have shown a very handy way of

going, however, for in January, 1865, her breeder sold her to

a nephew for $360. When taking her home he met a Wm.
Thompson, who took a fancy to the mare, and bought her

for $460. About two months after the above sale the late

Alden Goldsmith bought her of Thompson for $650 cash,
' and a buggy of uncertain value.
1 At that lime she was very wild and nervous, and mani-
fested a great dislike to a check rein and running martingale.

After driving her a few times Mr. Goldsmith decided to try

her with an open bridle and standing martingale. She im-
mediately began to improve in this rig, and her nervousness

gradually diminished under kind treatment.

She had a long, easy, open stride from the first, but after

passing into Mr. Goldsmith's hands she began to gain

strength from her road work and soon began to quicken her
stroke and showed snffieient speed to encourage Mr. Gold-

smith to enter her in a free-for-all race, which came off at

Goshen, New York, in August, 1S65, best two in three. She
trotted under the name of Goldsmith Mare, and won in 2:36,

2:37. Sue started in two other races that fall and was beaten

in both. She was then turned out and was not harnes«ed

during the winter. She had a large box stall to lie in nights,

and her grain ration was four quarts of oats daily.

In the spring of 1866 she was again put in training. Her
first race that season according to C. J. Forster, in the Trot-

ling Horse of America, was at Newburgb, N. Y., and she

won in straight heats. "She then beat Burger, at Wana-
sink, Ulster County, and trotted in 2:34. Sho beat him
again at Newburgh in the fall trotting in 2:31. She then

beat Burger at Middleton.in three heat, best time 2:32.

She had an engagement the next day, at Poughkeepsie, with
Burger and Empress, but a great storm coming on, the race

was put off until the followiLg Monday. This was on Friday.

The mares, Burger and Empress, were under engagement to

trot at Kingston, Ulster county, on Saturday. They appeared
there, and Goldsmith Mare won a well contested race of five

heats.

"Empress had been pretty heavily backed for the Pough-
keepsie race,but in this and at Kingstonjshe won no heat,while

Goldsmith Mare trotted all her winning heats in 2:31. Per-
ceiving from this that Empress could not beat either the

Maid or Burger, the friends of the former drew her at

Ponghkeepsie and thus got the pools and bets ofl. Gold-
smith Maid won in straight heats; best time, 2:31. She next
won at Goshen and then beat the famous Old Man's Mare at

New City, Rockland county.
She then went toCopake, where she met Gen. Batler aud

Cora. After scoring twenty-two times, all by reason of Butler
and Cora, they were sent away, Goldsmith Mare two lengths

behind the gelding. The little bay mare gradually closed

with him so that she was at his wheel when h e turned into

the stretch. A desperate struggle ensued. Neither of them
were then steady trotters, and they could both catch in a

ruuuing jump or two, and trot as fast as anybody's horse.

Gen. Butler could probably go as fast as the mare when he
landed from one of those breaks and he beat her out in

2:23*.
" The time did not constitute a record, for the track was

a little short; but it was long enough to show great improve-

ment in the little mare. That was her last appearance in
1S66, and the last time she trotted under the name of Gold-
smith Mare. The next season, being ten years old, she trot-
ted at Middletown, N. Y., against Dexter, arjd beat her in
straight heats. She showed great speed in the race, but was
not conditioned to maintain the pace which the nonparifl
of trotters set from beginning to finish.

''That incomparable horse had won twenty-five races
right ofl the reel the year before, and had several times
nearly approached Flora Temple's time in harness, while he
had gone in 2:1S under saddle, had beaten Stonewall Jackson
three-mile heats under saddle, and defeated Gen. Butler to
wagon two-mile heats In 4:56}.

'* When the race at Middletown between Dexter and the
Maid was over, 'nany believed that though she could go very
fast, she could not stay when the pace was strong. To satisfy
himself upon this point, Mr. Goldsmith gave her a week's
more work and sent her a two-mile trial. She maintained
the pace all through and bettered it at the end. The third
half-mile was in 1:14, the last half in 1:13. She then went to
Newburg and won three heats, the last and fastest in 2:24}.
"Her next engagement was at Courtland, where she beat

Crazy Jane and Heart of Oak. She then went to Norwich
and won ; then to Wattertown, where she was dislanced for
swerving across the track after having won two heats. She
then won a race at Goshen, and won in three heats at the fall

meeting at Pougbkeepsie, October 10, 1867. Up to this time
Goldsmith Maid had been driven in all her races by William
Bodine.'' After the race at Poughkeepsie she was placed in
the hands of Budd Doble, who won a race with her at Nar-
ragansette Park, Oct. 13th following. This was the last race
she trotted that season.

In 1868 Goldsmith Maid won nine races, beating such good
ones as George Palmer, Lucy, American Girl and George
Wilkes, and lowering her record to 2:204. In November that
year Mr. Goldsmith sold her for $20,000 to Budd Doble and
Mr. Jackman.
InlS69 Goldsmith Maid won eight races. The aggregate

value of the purse was $30,000 and she reduced her record
ta 2:19}. She won eleven races in 1870, the aggregate value
of the purses being $48,200- The next season, 1871, she won
ten races and reduced the world's tiottingrecord to 2:17. Her
winnings in purses that season was upwards of $40,000. In
1)572 she trotted on tracks from Mystic Paik, Medford, to

Sacramento, Cal., won eight races, reduced her record to 2:16f,
and won upwards of $40,000 in purses.

Goldsmith Maid was driven by Budd Doble from the time
he took her in 1867 to the close of her trotting career, during
which time she met all the prominent trotters upon the turf

and at one time or another beat all of them with the excep-
tion of two, Dexter and Lady Thorn. She lowered the
world's trotting record from 2:17}, Dexter's time, to 2:14,

making the latter at Mystic Park, Boston, September 6, 1874,
being at that timeseventeen years old. She also trotted in

2:14 at Philadelphia two years later.

During the season of 1876, which was the nineteenth year
of her life and the eleventh of her turf career, she trotted

some of the severest races in her life. Her first appearance
that season was at San Francisco, Cal., April 8, in a race
against the running horse, Golden Gate, which was to carry

full weight and run eleven-sixteenths miles to the Maid's
troltiog a mile in harness, the purse being $2,500. This she
won in 2:19f.

On the second of June following, at Philadelphia, Pa., in

an eflort to beat 2:14, she trotted three beats in 2:214, 2:15,

2:194, and one week later at the same place trotted again in

2:224, 2:16^; 2:25. On the 24th of June, over thesame track

she "trotted in 2:17f, 2:14, 2:174. At Cleveland, Ohio, July
23d, in the free-for-all, she won the first and second heats in

2:154, 2:17}, respectively, and drove Smuggler out the next
three heats in 2:16}, 2:19], 2.17}.

At Buffalo, N. Y., August 3d, she won the free-for-all in

straight heats, time, 2:16, 2:15}, 2:15, and at Utica, N. Y.,

she captured the free for all in 2:18£, 2:18f, 2:184, while p

week later at Poughkeepsie she repeated the exploit in 2:16},

2:18}, 2:20. At Hartford, Conn., August 30th, she again suc-

ceeded in winning the free-for-all after losing the first and
second heats to Smuggler and making a dead heat with him
in the third trial, her time in the winning heats being 2:17},

2:18. 2:19£, while the first three heats were trotted in 2:15},

2:17, 2:1 9|. It was in this race that Smuggler earned his

title " King of Trotting Stallions," a title which he retained

for eight years.

At Springfield, Mass., September 7th, she carried off first

honors in the free-for-all, her time being 2:194, 2:16^ 2:22.

At Albany, N. Y.
s
on the 14th of the same month, in a race

against time, she trotted three heats in 2:202, 2:17, 2:204.

At Fleetwood Park, N. Y., she won the free-for-all, Septem-
ber 28th, in 2:21$, 2:214, 2:24. October 2d, at Philadelphia,

Pa., she trotted two heats in 2:22}, 2:174, and at Pottstown,

Pa., on the 11th of the same month, trotted in 2:20, 2:15J

At Washington, D. C, October 24tb, she trotted two heats

in 2:22}. 2:1S}. Her last race for the season of 1876 was

against time at Philadelphia, Pa., November 4th, where she

trotted the first heat in 2:204 and the second in 2:144, and
this, at a season of the year not favorable for fast work, and

at a time of life when most horses are supposed to have

passed the period of their usefulness.

Taking everything into consideration, the best performances

of the most noted trotters that have yet appeared upon the

turf do not excel those of this grand old mare during the

season above mentioned. In the twentieth year of her life

she began the season of 1877, which was her last upon the

turf, at San Jose, Cal., March 31, where she beat the cele-

brated Rarus in straight heats, time, 2:224, 2:16|, 2:23}.

On the 12th of May following she again beat him at the

same place, winning three straight heats in 2:204, 2:19},

2:19£. At Los Angeles, Cal., she again met and defeated

Rarus in 2:224, 2:19, 2:19}. At Salinas, Cal., May 5, they

again met and" the Maid was still victorious, although she

lost the second heat, which was won by Rarus in 2:23. At
Chico,Cal., May 19, she won another race from him, trotting

three straights in 2:194, 2:144, 2:17.

The next appearance was at San Francisco, Cal., May 26,

where, after winning the first heat in 2:20, she was compelled

to lower colors to the renowned son of Conklin's Abdallah,

who won the three succeeding heats in 2:19}, 2:19$, 2:20.

She was then brought East and started at Cincinnati, July 4,

to beat 2:24, but 2:19 was her best time in three trials.

At Springfield, Mass., July 12, she trotted in 2:17. At

Chicago, 111., July 20, she again attempted to beat 2:14, but

only scored 2:19. At Rochester, N. Y., August 9, she trotted

three heata in 2:19}, 2:16}, 2:174, and at Louisville, Ky., on

the 29th of the same month, trotted in 2:21}, 2: 16J, 2:17^.

At Nashville, Tenn., September 4, she trotted in 2:21,2:20,
2:19.

Her next appearance was at Lexington, Ky., where, in the
mud and rain, she trotted two heats in slow time. At St.

Joseph, Mo., September 15, she trotted two heats in 2:24,

2:21. At Kansas City, Sept. 22, she trotted two heats in 2:21

2:204. Her last appearance upon the turf was at Toledo,
Ohio, Sept. 27, where she trotted three heats in 2:234, 2:214,

2:22.

After her contests with Rarus above named, her races were
all against time to beat 2:14, which she failed to accomplish,
hence during her last season upon the turf she trotted up-
wards of twenty heats better than 2:30, most of them below
2:20, for which she got no credit, yet she is credited with
winning in all 332 heats in 2:30 or better, which exceeds the
number won by any other two trotters that have yet appeared
on the turf, and 114 of them were in 2:20 or better.

The gross amount of Goldsmith Maid's winnings in purses
was $364,200, a greater sum than has been won by any other
three trotters that have appeared upon the turf. After her
retirement she was shipped to Fashion Stud Farm and bred
to General Washingt >n. She produced three foals by him.
The first was a bay colt which met with an accident that

caused death. The second is a brown stallion, Stranger,
foaled in 1881. Her last foal, produced in 1882, when Gold-
smith Maid was twenty-four years oil, is a bay mare called
Rosebud. Goldsmith Maid died at Fashion Farm on Sept.

23, 1885.

The wonderful campaigning qualities wiiich Goldsmith
Maid developed were undoubtedly due largely to the fact

that she came to maturity before her powers were uuduly
taxed. Whether any future trotter will ever succeed in

accomplishing so grand results is a matter of doubt, not on
account of lack of speed capacity or Btaying qualities, but the

practice of forcing young animals to the limit of their

speed before coming to maturity must have a tendency to

shorten their turf career.

Fondness For Animals.

There are numerous anecdotes about noted people who

were fond of animals, and we are pretty sure that they were

fond of them when they were boys and girls. Daniel Web-
ster loved his calves dearly, and used to get his son Fletcher

out of bed before daylight to hold the lantern while he fed

the cows. " Fletcher," he would say, " you don't seem to take

any interest in this. I like to look into the kind faces of the

cows, and smell their breaths." When Choate was his guest

he used to rap at the door of his room where he was reading,

and call to the great jurist, "Oh, come along, Choate, let's go
and have a look at the pigs." Webster ordered his farm
hand to drive the oxen past the librarv windows, so that he
could ,;

tell them good by " before he died.

It was said of Edmund Burke that he had gone crazy, be-

cause he went about in his park kissing his cows and horses.

The story arose from the fact that a favorite horse belonging
to his dead son came up to Mr. Burke in the field, laid his

head upon his breast, and looked into his face, as if to say,
" I have lost him, too." Overcome by his memories. Burke
clasped the neck of the intelligent creature and kissad it.

—

Harper's Young People.
.*.

Colonel Juan Cienfuegos, the Salvadorian refugee,

who was confined in the Alameda County Jail, received an
important telegram yesterday. It was from his former

chief, General Antonio Ezeta, was dated at the City

of Mexico and requested the colonel to forthwith proceed to

Mexico's capital as fast as steim can carry him. Ezeta also

telegraphed the manager of the California Hotel requesting

him to prov'de Cienfuegos with the necessary funds for the

journev. That gentleman had anticipated the summons, as

he had several days previously been instructed to procure a

suitable present for President Diaz. In looking around for

something appropriate his attention was attracted by a fine

piece of horseflesh owned by C. L). Weske.of Sonoma County.

The horse is by Prince Imperial, a son of Dictator, a splen-

did animal, which was recently on exhibition in this city in

the society circus. He has been traised by Captain E. N.

Jennings, the broadsword expert, acd is said to be a fine trick

animal. The price paid was $2,300. When the Colonel

reaches Mexico and joins his superiour it is safe to say that

the present ruler of San Salvador will not rest quietly when
he hears the news.

W. H. Timmons, owner of the wonderful colt, Diggs, looks

in splendid health, and when he speaks of the Yolo county

wonder that he picked out last spring and won a small for-

tune with, his eyes sparkle and he waxes eloquent. " I do

not exaggerate," he said Wednesday, "when I say that Diggs

could pick up 100 pounds and run a mile in 1:38 handily.

Sam Bryant, who has trained such great celebrities as Proc-

tor Knott and Gen. Harding, declares that Diggs is twenty-

five pounds a batter youngster than Proctor Knott was at the

same age, and that is saying a lot, for Proctor Knott won the

Futurity over afield that contained SaUaror, Galen and

Fresno. In fact, my colt is declared to be the best he ever

saw ! Diggs had been let up on for two weeks when I saw

him last, and had taken on at least fifty pounds' weight in

that time, showing him to be in the best of health. He
could be taken up now, and would be better than he ever

was in his life.

The directors of Humboldt Agricultural District No. 3

have decided to give their fourth annual fair, commencing

on November 12th and continuing four days. Liberal pre-

miums and purses will be offered, and the speed programme
and premium list will soon appear. As the time is short

those who intend to make exhibits in the pavilion or enter

horses in the races should be up and doing. Though gotten

up on short notice the fair promises to be an unusually suc-

cessful one.

The secretary of the Baker City Jockey Club is kept busy

these days answering inquiries concerning the race meeting

which will be held in this city, commencing Monday, Novem-

ber 5th, and continuing six days. Many letters have been

received from our neighboring towns and goodlv representa-

tions of both horses and men are promised. The track is

being placed in excellent condition and with good weather a

big meeting will be the result.

Faustelle, the yearling, by Sidney, lowered her record

from 2:35 to 2:34} at Nashville, Tenn.
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The Sun Roasts Orrin Hickok:.

The New York Sun of October 29th published the follow-

ing: Although the race between AUx and Directum took

place more than a week ago, horsemen are still talking about

it and some of their talk is not complimentary to the man-

agers of the disappointing afiair. It is now estimated that

no bona -fide match for $5,000 or any other sum was ever

made up by the parties controlling the horses in question,

but that the race was a hipprodrome pure and simple, gotten

up for the purpose of reaping a harvest of gate receipts. It

has even been said that Orrin Hickok, who controls Direc-

tum, hired the use of Mystic Park, paid Monroe Salisbury a

certain sum to start Alii against his horse, and gave the race

on his own account and risk. H. E. Willis, proprietor of

the track,says that Mystic was leased and denies that be had

anything whatever to do with the affair, while Hickok

and his friend W. H. Crawford were certainly in apparent

control of things. Hickok has been much criticised for

starting Directum and leading the public to believe he was

tit to make a contest against Alix, when the worthless

condition of the black horse must have been known to his

trainer in advance of the race. This is not the first time the

astute California driver has been engaged in such business, a

similar affair having been brought ofl at Fleetwood in, 1S88,

when Hickok started his worn out old horseSt. Julien against

Jay-Eye-See, and was beaten in time which averaged iibout

2:20. It is well known that on the occasion Hickok and

Crawford leased the track and paid J. I. Case $1,000 to start

Jav-Eye-See, although the affair was advertised as a match

for $2,500 a side. Directum's poor showing
_
in

the Mvstic Park race led many horsemen to believe

Hickok never succeeded in getting the horse

into condition during the season, but Frank S. Gorton,

one of the managers of the Washington Park meeting in

Chicago, says the stallion could step a quarter in thirty sec-

onds without the slightest difficulty while he was at Wash-

ington Park in August, and that Hickok was then anxious

to match him against Alix for $10,000 a side, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the mare had just trotted the greatest race

on record. Since then Directum has become very sore and

very tender in his feet, so that he shows a strong inclination

to pace. Monroe Salisbury used to say the stallion could

pace faster than he could trot, and intimated that when he

should reach his limit at the diagonal gait he might be

shifted to the lateral way of going, as bis half brother Direct

had been with remarkable success.

Directum Comirjg Home.

Chicago, October 30.—" Directum is at Cleveland, and

will be in Chicago in a couple ofjdays," said,Orrin A. Hickok
(

who is stopping at the Wellington Hotel. He will rema-'n

until the great trotter, of which he has the management,

arrives and is safely started on his trip to California.

" Will you explain how Directum came to his race with

Alix in such bad form?" was asked the veteran trainer.

u You know that when Directum left here he was in perfect

condition," Mr. Hickok replied, "and he remained so until

after I reached Hartford. I picked out the old Charter Oak

track to prepare for the big stallion stake, believing it to be

the best track that I had trained over, barring Cleveland, and
the latter was too far West. I found that the Hartford track

had been scraped and shaved until it was smooth as a floor,

and then it had been soaked with water and had become very
hard.

" I worked the horse out three fast miles on this hard
track, which sored him up so that he was hardly able to

step out of his stall the next morning. I was notable to give

him any further work, practically, until his race with Arion
and Nelson, and, although not generally koown, Directum's

feet were very sore and tender at that time. He was able to

win so easily that his condition was not generally known.
" When 1 reached Mystic Park I worked Directum five

miles that day, but it turned off cold and blustering, and I

am satisfied that it did him much harm. However, he
seemed to round to fairly well, and having gone so many
good miles with his heels sore, I thought he might go a good
race when the time came."

" Did you bet any money on the result either way ?"

" Not a dollar," was the reply, "and what is more, I ad-

vised all my friends that Directum was not good."
" Will the horse round to for a *lrv at the record on the

Coast?"
"I expect to hurry on to California for that very purpose.

Directum is in perfect condition bodily to-day, and his feet

are much improved. The cracks in his heels are nearly
healed, and I am in hopes that I may be able te give him a

fast mile before the season closes. Under my contract I turn
him over to his owner the first day of January, and Mr.
Green's share of the proceeds from the campaign will not be
so small as some might suppose, for he has won exactly $13,-
000 this season."

A Q-lowingr Description.

A young man who volunteered to send us a full report of

the races in a central town in Nevada {which we will not

name) sent us the following. As this journal has a large

circulation in the sage brush State we have some'consideralion

for our correspondent ami will not divulge his name: "The
feature of the day was the home trot, for horses owned in

town with their owners driving. It was billed as a buggy
horse trot and there was great excitement. The drivers who
entered were H. O. Bath, Wm. Kinney (candidate for sheriff
on the Silver ticket),Archer Baker (the grocer), whose goods
are all first-class. Dave Soail (Torreyson's horse-
shoer), Wm. Bagwell and <

'. II. Bowers. It took nearly an
hour to get the horses placed and half an hour to start, as
each driver wanted a hundred yards the best of it. All the
horses broke at the turn amid yells of delight from the crowd.
On the hack stretch they could all have been covered by a
blanket, if the blanket was six hundred yardu long. At the
head of the homestretch Kinney collared another horse and

E
eased it, aid won by several lengths. The Empire people
ad to have ice water poured on their heads to keep out of

the asylum. The rest came in in time to go the next beat.
Bagwell was second, Baker third, Bowers fourth, Bath fifth

and Snail sixth. Kinney also captured the second heat amid

great excitement all over the track. The purse was $2 and
Kinney got it all. A match race was made last night be-

tween Lottie G., Little Tom and You Bet. The race is a

quarter mile dash, owners to lead their horses to the scratch

and turn them loose. This will make a red hot race."

Wm. Corbitt Returns From the East.

This gentlemanly proprietor of the San Mateo Stock Farm,

arrived from New York last Saturday ; he looks younger and

belter than he has for years. He says the raciDg throughout

the East this season was excellent and the number of new

drivers that appeared was surprising, many of whom could

give our older drivers lessons in driving to-day. The tracks

are all kept in perfect order and public interest in good rac-

ing does not seem to diminish. The class of hon es which ap-

peared demonstrated most clearly that the breeders of trot-

ting horses are not only approaching perfection in getting

the highest rate of speed from the colts and fillies but they

are also getting horses that are nearer perfect in form and dis-

position. Mr. Corbitt says John A. Goldsmith has been suffer-

ing all summer, and, if able, will leave for California next

month for a much-needed rest. He said, in a conversation

regarding this great driver: " 1 do not believe there is a man
in America as weak as John was during this season who
would have the courage to drive as he did. Nothing but his

indomitable will kept him up. If he does not get rest this

winter I am afraid he will never be able to take more than

one or two horses on the circuit again." John Dick-

erson will leave for California with a string of Sin Mateo
Stock Farm horses on the 10th of this month. Among the

lot will be Oro Wilkes, 2:11; Double Cross, 2:1S|; Mary Best,

2:11]; Lesa Wilkes, 2:11A; Whalebone, 2:24; Mula Wilkes,

2:11, and Lindale, 2:20*.

Pilot Jr.'s Sire.

In a recent conversation with Mr. Joseph Battell, a bit of

trotting history, quite curious tome, and which will be new

to most of my readers, was brought out, says Griffin in an

Eastern turfjournal. Mr. Battell was relating his experience

in Canada in tracing the origin of the Canadian pacer, and,

especially of old Pilot. He soon ascertained that these horses

came from stock owned by people named Dansereau, who

were breeding in the early part of the century. The oldest

stallion that they bred to, and the one that Mr. Battell

thinks was, most probably, sire of Pilot, was known as the

Gravelin Horse. In conversation with Mrs. Graveling, who
was born in 1S15, and was a daughter-in-law of the owner of

the horse, she said that her father-in-law generally spoke of

the animal as a Dutch horse. This latter staggered Mr. Bat-
tell, who had a great deal of evidence to show that this horse

was of Morgan blocd, but the conversation occurred seven
years ago, and before he knew some things which he learned

later, which made the use of the word "Dutch" strongly cor-

roborative of his belief. Justin Morgan 2d, son of the owner
of the founder of the Morgan family, wrote about that horse:
" I know that my father, while he lived, called him a
Dutch horse." In an advertisement of Weasel, a son of Jus-
tin Morgan, which appeared in the Danville, Vt., North Star
May 10, 1S10, it was said : "The Dutch horse Weasel, sired

by the full-blooded Dutch horse that stood at St. Johcsbury,"
meaning Justin Morgan. Advertisements of the Hawkins
Horse, another son of Justin Morgan, speak of him as a
Dutch horse also. An advertisemens of Lord North, an alias

of Sherman Morgan, is even more explicit, saying; "The
noted and celebrated Dutch, Morgan of Sherman horse
(which is one and the same) will stand," etc. All of which
make itquite clear thatold Mr. (rravelin might have spoken
of his stallion as a Morgan horse just as correctly as a Dutch
horse. In regard to the use of this name, Mr. Battell says
that long after New York became an English instead of a

Dutch colony, New Eaglanders spoke of New Yorkers as

Dutch. Justio Morgan was sired by Colonel DeLancy's
horse, which stood in New York, hence in all probability,

the name ; although it is possible that it was applied to the
Morgans because of their low, stocky build, like a Dutch-
man.

Our Geraldine.

Geraldine is a remarkable campaigner. She was bred in

California, and foaled in that Slate nine years ago last

spring. She was sired by Grinstead (a son of Gilroy, he by

Lexington) and was thrown by Cousin Peggy, she by Wood-
burn, a son of Lexington ; hence, Geraldine is tolerably

closely inbred to Lexington. Furthermore, the sire of Cousin

Peggy's dam was a son of Boston, the sire of Lexington.
Geraldine is the only foal that Cousin Peggy has ever pro-

duced to Grinstead, and it may be remarked that she is the
only thing her dam ever threw that amounted to anything
as a performer, hence, it maybe reasonably concluded that

the inbreeding to Lexington was productive of Geraldine's
great speed.

Geraldine started out campaigning as a two-year-old, and
she has been at it ever since—seven long years. In that time
she has started 163 times: has been first sixty-six times;

thirty-one times second ; eighteen times third, and but forty-

eight times unplaced, and holds three records to this good
day. In 1SS9, on the New York Jockey Club track, she ran

a half mile in 0:46, with an impost of 122 pounds, establish-

ing the world's record at that distance, which still stands. In
1893 she ran Bix and a half furlongs on a California track in

1:19 8 -5. which was the record and has not yet been reduced,

and in the same year she ran four and a half furlongs at

Oakland, Oregon, in 0:54, which is the record. Judging from
her recent performances six furlongs in 1:14)-, a nd
seven furlongs in 1:27], there is a good deal left in the old

lady yet, notwithstanding her age.

Turfmen may find some interest in this bit of data of

;
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No. Starts 1st 2d 3d Unplaced
1887 15 8 2 2

1888 6 J 1 5
L859 21 l : 2 2 4

1890 9 1 4 - 4

1891 26 8 8 2 8
2fi 15 .t 3 2
25 13 8 2 7

1891 „ 87 6 7 4 20
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HOOF BEATS.

P. McInerney, who rode so excellently here last winl
for Nick Hall, will pilot Pat Meany's jumpers at the me
iog.

Floodmobe is looking grand, and the chances are that 1

will prove one of the best " timber-toppers" at the prese-
meeting.

C. D. Russell, came in Tuesday with George L., the fiy

year-old chestnut horse by Conner, out of Miss Davis. Geor,
is looking very well indeed.

Artist, three years old, carried 102 pounds when he r*

seven furlongs infl:27 Wednesday ; Broadbead, three, 10
when he ran in 1:27] on Tuesday.

Dr. Thomas Bowhill felt very pleased over Chartreus*
victory Wednesday. He owns the dam of the filly, imp. Zar
by Marvellous, and intends selling her at auction next weei

The best jockeys thus far developed at the meeting are 1

Isom, Chevalier and Hinrichs. A. Isom, Bob's brother, is

very fair rider, too. Allmark has won both of the jumpin
races.

Fj-llowcharm is making a great name for himself. Oni
seven years old, he has already such good ones as George Po
hemus, The Mallard, Gallant, Ernest and Cherokee, all wii
ners.

It rained hard at Gilroy during the laststorm,almost thrt

inches falling during Friday and Saturday, but the trac

at that place was in use Sunday by a number of horseme
who pronounced it the best winter track in California. Thw
hours after the heaviest storm its surface becomes dry an
springy as velvet.

Mr. W. O'B. Macdonongh is so much pleased at the wa
Grandee is working that he has repurchased him from Dt
Isaac O'Rourke at a good figure. Grandee has shown som
wonderful trials for a horse that was so hopelessly broke
down as to be condemed to be shot. His present conditio:
speaks highly of the ability of Dr. O'Rourke.

The big Santa Anita string of racers, belonging to E.J
Baldwin, arrived at the track Wednesday. The string i

headed by the great Rey el Santa Anita, the American Derb
winner; thespeedy Rey del Caredes, Lady Diamond, Araps
hoe, Santa Cruz, San Lucas, Eldorado, Clara D. colt, Cubai
Queen colt, Belle of Stonewall, Dolly L. filly, Genova tillj

Experiment colt and that speedy mare, Sister Mary.

Monroe Johnson, the ex-jockey, trains Rose Clark, th<

filly that won the first raceWednesday in such finestvle. Ther
was a rumor to the effect that "Mum" fell asleep the othei

night in the Orpheum, and those within thirty feet heard
him murmur several times "Rose Clark wins! " The resul

was many went to the track and played the filly that hat

never been I here in their lives.

:

Ralph Wilhes. the fast son of Red Wilkes, owned b;

Col. John E. Thayer, of Boston, reduced his record to 2:06;

at Nashville last week, faster than any heat in the Transyl
vania stake, which ought to satisfy the croakers who sail

Golden's horse could not trot as fast as Azote. Ralph Wilke
has as much speed as any horse in the land); it is confidently

believe he will go into winter quarters with a much fastei

record.

Sidney's list for the season of 1894 to date is as follows

La Belle, (2), 2:16|; Sidmoor (p), 2:171 ; Sidmont (p)
2:104 ; Edna R, (p), 2:174: Esther Payne (3), 2:203; Smilai

(p), 2:21$; Carmello, 2:21$; Mephisto, 2:21J; Sidney Smith
2:25$; Fleet Boy, 2:25*; Sanders, 2:26]; Pidnat, 2:25]; Cas
sie, 2:28i; Sidney Boy, 2:29; Sidney Maid, 2:27—fifteen in all

This places him close to the head of the list of sires for thtf

year.

The stallion Great Heart forced Strathberry out in 2:0GJ

this week, and he paced the mile as good as 2:07. He it

bred in the purple. His sire, Mambrino Russell, is by Wood-
ford Mambrino, out of Miss Russell, dam of Maud S. The
dam of Great Heart is Willie Wilkes, by George Wilkes,
second dam Sally Southworth, full sister to Lady Stout, the

first three-year-old to beat 2:30, by Mambrino Patchen, and
third dam Puss Prall, by Mark Time.

The Horse Show Association has extended the time of

closing until November 10th. Owners of trotters, Cleveland
Bays, German coach stallions, thoroughbreds, etc., ahould
make their entries before that time. This horse show is 8

assured success, and those who do not make entries will re-;

gret it. In New York City the number of entries to the last

horse show was over 1000, and so well pleased were the ex-

hibitors that the managers are promised over 1,500 for the
next one.

No matter how gracefully a young untrained horse may
carry himself when running at liberty in the field, as soon as

he is attached to a wagon or a rider is placed upon his back,

a new equilibrium has to be established, and his natural

awkwardness in adjusting himself to the new state of things

is what leads to most of the conflicts between the horse and
his rider or driver. Occasionally a horse is found with a

form and disposition so perfect that very little training suffices

to make him pleasant to use in any way.

Horses pace because they have a pacing inheritance
hence they must have a pacing inheritance if they pace.

That seems to be about the size of the argument. Now, won't
some one kindly tell us where this pacing instinct originated

among the ancestors of Pocahontas, 2:17$, also among those

of Mambrino Patchen. We are told that the second dam of

the latter was a pacer. We accept that fact, but what we
would like to know is from what line of her ancestry this;

trait was inherited.

Matt Storn, the well-known turfman who has just re-'

turned from the Fa*- East with a string of six, looks in fine-

health. He says the horses arrived in good shape, but that
Brioso was on the verge of a fever, and it was thought best

not to take any chances, but to leave him at Albuquerque for
a few days. He will then be shipped to Naglee Burk's place
in San Jose. Mr. Storn has two very nice youngsters in a
filly by Maxim from Teacher (dam of Sir Roy) and a colt by
Fresno. He thinks both very promising. Pat Meaney
brought three excellent jumpers in Ingot, Picknicker (who-
may be raced on the flat) and Woodford. All are winners,
though Picknicker's races have not been "over the sticks."
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Pacific Coast Trotting-Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation Fall Meeting- 1894.

For the second time in the history of the association a

meeting has been held away from what was formerly consid-

ered the head-center of the light-harness horse world of the

Pacific Coast. Several years ago at Xapa, on all other occa-

sions either San Francisco or Oakland was the field on which

the battles were fought. Noteworthy contests in many re-

spects the battles of the past, and to gain a victory at these

important meetings an honor which was highl/ prized by

the owner. But times have changed materially. Not only

time has been a veritable whirligig, shifting from point to

point, as there have been other great fluctuations.

Though one of the champions of the year has a San Fran-

cisco owner there are few of the horses which are now draw-

ing bikes which belong to the metropolis, and with that

change have come others which have placed the harness

horse in an inferior position to what he held in the city some

years ago. It is not necessary to recount them now further

than to state that the race meeting on the Bay District course

coming at the same time, was an effectual embargo on the at-

tendance from the city. The San Jose folk were very liberal

in their offers to induce the managers to hold the meeting

there, and so far as was within the power of the active people

who took charge nothing was left undone.

The track, on the initial day, was far better than anyone

could expect so soon after the heavy rainfall, even on this

the opeaing day in good order, save that the backstretch,

shaded by trees which line the east side of the "county

road," was somewhat rough and heavy. That it will be in

capital shape by Monday is beyond question, and with so

good a prospect, as there now is, for favorable weather

throughout the coming week, it will be in admirable order.

THE KACES.

Promptly on time the yearlings were called, and in this the

greatest youngster in the trotting blue book was received.

That, of course, was an effectual brake on the wheel of

strife, as no one had the expectation that there would be a

shadow of a contest for the first place, and just as well known
that no efiort would be made by the champion to equal or re-

duce his present record, reserving that for his next appear-

ance, when, if everything be favorable, there are good rea-

sons to anticipate a still more startling perforniaEce than his

2:23 at the Santa Clara Fair.

There were three to accompany, or rather follow him in

the circuit around the course and a very good looking trio

of fillies they were, and one of them, Donatrine, showing

speed to have given her celebrity a few years ago.

L. A- W. had the pole, Donatrine second, Rosie Wood-
burn third, Adbell on the outside and when, after a few

scores, they got away Adbell took the lead the whole inter-

est was centered in watching the champion. He went at his

ease around the turn in forty-one seconds, and while still ap-

parently jogging he broke about midway of the backstretch

either the roughness of the ground, or a misstep, consequent

on not being extended, being the cause, but from there home
he kept on at an exercising gait making the mile in 2:40},

Donatrine second in 2:57, Kosie and L. A. W. having quite a

tussle for third place, which Rosie won, some distance in the

rear.

The second race was the Aspirant for three-year-olds and in

this there were only two starters. Little Mack owned by

Thos. Smith, and H. \V. Meek's filly Leonora. When Mr.
Meek's horses went on the circuit this filly was turned out

and only taken up a short time ago, and this was thought to

besowuchto her prejudice, that Little Mack before the

start, was the favorite at 20 to 10. An ill-placed confidence.

Leonora drew the outside and lapped on Little Mack. She was

even with him at the quarter, by the time the half mile was

reached 6he was in the lead
;
quite a deal the best of it at

the three-quarters, and when Little Mack made a break in

the stretch in the effort to overhead her she was^enabled to

jog in at her ease in 2:411. For the other two heats the

summary will afford all the needed informatiou as Leonora
was never deprived of the lead at any place, and with the

second heat in 2:33, and the third in 2:34}, the race was

ended.

There were three starters in the four-year-old Aspirant,

and in that it was held to be such a one-sided affair that

there was only one colt in it. That Thompson, which had
shown so well in his work as to indicate that he could reach

the teens, was so great a favorite with the bettors that there

was small speculation on the event. He is by Boodle and
his dam by Jim Mulvenna, a son of Nutwood, and there was
a daughter of Boodle, her dam by Nutwood, a very handsome
filly yclept Ethel Downs, and another very good-lookirg filly,

Maxie Hammill, to do the best they could with the favorite.

For two heats it appeared as though the favoritism were

well placed. Thomp on, in the first heat, led the way to the

quarter in 37 seconds, Maxie closing on him at that point

though he shook her off with apparent ease, having quite an
advantage when he reached the half in 1:13. From that

point to the wire he could set the pace to suit himself, the

fillies disputing which would be second. Thompson jogged
in an easy winner in 2:2«£, Maxie a couple of lengths or

more in advance of Ethel.

The second heat *as trotted much after the same manner
as its predecessor, excepting that Ethel was the contending

horse, though Maxie was never so far away as to be out of

the heat. The quarter was made in 0:361, Thompson having
a good lead. At the half in 1:13} there was little variation,

but after passing that point Ethel increased her speed, rap-

idly gaining on the leader, when just before reaching the

three quarter she broke, with the loss of a couple of lengths

or more. Again she came fast, and when at the dittance post

her head was on the wheel of Thompson's sulky. Inch by
inch she was decreasing the gap when she again left her feet,

and Thompson crossed the winning score a short neck in

front of her. The time, 2:27}, quite an improvement on that

of the preceding heat.

The third heat gave promise from the start of further im-
provement. Thompson went away from the score fast, so

fast that Ethel broke when half way around the turn. A
better "catch," however, than before, and when Thompson
passed the quarter-mark in 0:35, the two fillies were not far

behind. The pace was kept up down the backstretch, Thomp-
son having the advantage of the drier footing near the pole.
One minute eleven seconds at the half. Ethel not far
behind, somewhat closer at the three-quarters, and soon after
Thompson broke. Disastrous to his chances, the handsome
black filly, trotting steadily and well within her rate, won
the heat in 2:25}, Thompson second, Maxie in the last place.
This heat, which upset the favoritism to a certain extent,
did not give confidence enough to either party to make spec-
ulation livelier; in fact, there was so little of that kii.d of
spirit exhibited during the dav as to cut little figure. Still

the interest was heightened, and when in the fourth heat
Thompson led to the quarter in 0:36}, to the half in 1:12, his
friends were jubilant, but a break at the same place, just after
passing the three quarters, ended his chance for the heat,
which Ethel won, jogging the last, hundred yards, in 2:28^,
with Thompson second.
The fifth heat was so nearly a counterpart of the fourth

that one description would answer for both, Thompson lead-
ing to the quarter in 0:36}, the half in 1:12, broke at the
same place, Ethel jogging in 2:28, Thompson second.
A very good race that of the four-year-olds, and if slower

than one of the contests for the same class during the circuit,

may be accepted as an augury that the participants are
likely to make good marks hereafter, as many of them have
been subjected to much training, and the track several sec-

onds slower than when at its best.

The fourth race on tbe programme was the 2:27 class for

a purse of $1,000. As Marin Jr. was one of the starters

even with two as good competitors as Margaret Worth and
Montana it was held a "foregone conclusion" that the gal-

lant grey would win,and that fertile as the turf and track are
of " glorious uncertainties," Dame Fortune would have to do
her worst to jeopardize his chances.
So far as Marin Jr. is concerned it is enough to say that

he won in straight heats in 2:20}, 2:16 1, 2:16£, and trotted

the last half of the third heat in 1:07} without being ex-
tended in any part of the race. Margaret Worth was thought
by a majorityipf the spectators to have the best of Montana,
but this was a false estimate, for though she made a very
good showing in the second heat, Montana gained the sec-

ond place in the first and third. As Montana, from his start

to finish,trotted in about the same notch as Marin Jr. /'taking
the word" further in the rear than he was at the close of tbe
heat, and coming from the half equally as fast as the leader,

whenever he acquires the tact to utilize his speed he will be
hard to beat in his class. As he and Margaret Worth are
only four years old that is in their favor.

The pacing race is another exemplication, that if there are
glorious uncertainities connected with racing and trotting, as

to that exciting quality, neither are in it when tbe other fast

gait is brought into the comparison. That to be decided was
for horses which were eligible to the 2:30 clase when the en-
tries closed many months ago. There were a large number
of entries simmered down to a quartet of starters, Seymour
Wilkes, Dudley, Our Boy andTouchet. These had been be-

fore the public since the circuit opened and therefore men
who had "followed the circuit," from start to finish, had a
fair chance to estimate their relative chances. That esti-

mate placed Touchet first,so far in advance of the others that

in the few pools sold he was rated as high as all the others
grouped in " the field," and more bidders for the favorite

than all the others.

The lottery for positions favored the favorite. He drew the
pole, which is a big advantage when the start is close to the
.commencement of the semicircle, asevery foot of the greater
sweep entails a loss of more than three feet in rounding the

turn, and therefore equivalent to quite a gap even between
first and second. The scoring was tedious, mainly through
the unsteadiness of Seymour Wilkes, and not until eleven
unsuccessful attempts had been made was " Go !" heard.

The first heat was a grand struggle between Seymour Wilkes
aud Dudley. Locked at the quarter-pole in thirty-four sec-

onds they were nearly head and head at the half in 1:08.1.

Seymour, with the advantage of the inside, drew away a little

and there was an open length between them at the three-

quarters. Down the stretch tbe pace was faster than at any
other portion of the route, but the son of Aoterrs was unable

to overhaul the scion of the house of Wilkes, Seymour win
niug in 2:16, open daylight between him and Dudley,
Touchet many lengths behind, Our Boy still further back.

The second heal was easier for the starter to handle as Sey-
mour had gone so steadily for the whole of the mile that he
had improved his manners thereby, so that after a few scores

he shot away, Dudley, as before, his only competitor. To
the quarter in 341 seconds, the half in 1:08^, the two leaders

never apart until the swing around the semicircle gave Sey-

mour a clear lead which he held to the score, winning with

something to spare in 2:17i, Our Boy taking third position,

the quondam favorite out of the heat and the race was post-

poned. Darkness was coming on apace. There had been a

glorious sunset, The grand luminary appeared to rest on the

mountain top as if reluctant to bid adieu to the fair valley,

and when it sank, for minutes thereafter, the crest of the

Coast Range was clothed with glory.

The followiog are the
SUMMARIES:

First race—For yearling aspirants, trotiing, one mile, single dash,
purse S300.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's br c Adbell, by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells
W. S. Maben 1

C. E. Clark's br f Donatrine, by Atbadon—Lastrine C. P. Clark 2

W O. Bowers' ch f Rosie Woodburn Keating 3

J. Webb's ch fL. A. W., by Anteeo Wilkes—Estio. by Fordstan...
P. W. Lee 4

Time, 2:403^.

Second race—Tbree-year old aspirant, one mile, DurseSfiOO.

H. W. Meek's b f Leonora, by Lustre—Richards' Elector
G. G. Grey 111

Thos. Smith'ss g Little Slack, by Stone'3 Election—Daisy B
,

Thos. Smith 2 2 2

Time, 2:41^,2:33,2:34^.

Third race—Four-?ear-old aipirant, trotting, one mile, purse $600.

C. A. Stockton's 6h c Ethel Downs, bv Boodle—by Nut-
wood Van Bokkeleu 3 2 111

C. Vanini's ch c Thompson, by Boodle—by Jim
Molvenna Vanina and Maben 112 2 2

D. S Knight's br g Maxie Hammill, by Alfred D.—
Nighthawk W. Hogoboom 2 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:28%, 2:27K. 2:25K. 2:21%, 2:28.

Fourth race—2:27 trotting, one mile, purse $2,000.

J. Carroll's g g Marin Jr., by Mann—Silvertbreads
W. S. Maben 1 1 1

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Montana, by Sidney
P. J. Williams 2 3 2

G. B. Somers' br f Margaret Worth, by Alexander Button
„ C. C. Bigelow 4 2 3

O. Marcbaod's brra Lady O.. by T. O Marchand 3 4 4

H. W. Meek's bg Luster, by Fallacy—by Nutwood Grey 5 5 5

Time, 2:20%, 2:19%, 2:16%.

THE SECOND DAY.
Still better the track on the second day of the meeting.

Had it not been for theshade of the trees on the western side
of the course, the condition would have been so nearly
favorable that grumbling would have been decidedly out of
place. That could not be remedied, though hereafter, as the
supervisors have sanctioned the removal of some of the trees
and a shortening of the branches of those which are left'

that trouble will be overcome.
The un6oished paciog race was the first to be decided. As

related, before Seymour Wilkes had won two heats in which
Dudley was second. It certainly looked as though a practical
test was far superior to opinions and the whilom favorite of
Saturday sent to Coventry as his demerits were too pronounced
to admit of any other verdict. Seymour Wilkes could not
lose and those who ventured $5 against a double eagle were
rated as arrant suckers. The "glorious" had another illus-

tration. Uncertainty apotheosized whenever a field of side-
wheelers were on the stage.

Seymour was ten limes more uncertain than at the com-
mencement of the race on Saturday. The patience of all the
spectators was sorely tried as the starter gave him oppor-
tunity after opportunity to mend his ways. He would not
come up on a pace. For the best part of an hour, perhaps
more than sixty minutes, were consumed in the endeavor to
give all a fair start, and then he thwarted the attempt by
breaking and dancing all the way around the turn. When
he did make up his mind to take the gait that was required
of him the others were well towards the half, and though he
went that three-quarters in lime which would not have been
a discredit to the stars, the good intent came too late, he was
behind the flag when Dudley crossed the score in 2:19, Our
Boy second and Touchet third.

"Easy enough to guess at this stage," said the talent.
"Twice wrong, the third cannot miss. " Touchet was ofT,"
they said in explanation of thefirst error. "Seymour demor-
alized with the postponement," the reason for the second.
Twenty dollars on Dudley to five dollars on Touchet, and a
single piece of silver called a dollar by courtesy, in these
days of gold and greed, all that Oar Boy is worth, was the
third guess. It was Dudley's turn to be erratic. It would
not b2 good manners for him to bring his compatriots into
disgrace without sharing the sligma, and at the same time
take away from the foremost place in the uncertainties which
we are told is the chief charm of this kind of sport, and so
for the next three heats there was some part of the miles
in which he would display his eccentricities, and Our Boy
captured the first and fourth of the big purses.
The colt races may be parsed by a reference to the sum-

maries. Not that the winners are not entitled to heaps of
credit, for it is beyond question that the son of Junio is the
making of a star, and nearly as certain that Rto Alto will
shine hereafter with exceediog brilliancy. There have been
some queer ideas regarding the genealogy of Junio. Dam or
grandam authoritatively stated to be Clydesdale, and as these
kind of stories are usually accepted with far more credence
than a reasonable tale, they pass readily, with the usual
accompaniment of additions. There is a Granger cross in
Junio, it is stated, and as Granger was a big horse by the big
thoroughbred Hercules, that is, in all probability, the only
foundation for the story. The story was current during the
lifetime of Hercules that he was not thoroughbred, as he was
too big, and that thoroughbreds could not be large was the
prevailing impression in California a few years ago, but with
the " big uns " now here, that has been exploded.

If the two mentioned colts, Athanio and Rio Alto, were
so superior to the rest of those engaged as to make picking
the winner an easy tabk, the 2:25 class has another forcible

illustration of the uncertainties.

Free Coinage was installed favorite, though not so pro-
nouncedly as in previous cases at this meeting. Before it

would be §20 on one to from $5 to $10 on all the others, but
taught better by bitter experience, the smart ones played $20
on Free Coinage; those who began to doubt their ability did
not follow with so much unanimity, and the wisest heads
among the dissenters bearing in mind that the field is always
a good horse, paid $16 for that, containing Phalmont Boy,
t>oy, King of the Ring and Alviso, while another division

paid $40 for Laura Z. Further than to state that Free Coin-
age was in bad humor, preferring to break and exasperate
his driver rather than tend to business, tbe summary will tell

the story.

There were some harsh critics who said that the horse was
abundantly justified in the course he pursued, inasmuch as

his owner was in San Francisco toying with the gallopers

when he should have been behind his pet. "No lei iog" what
were the conclusions of the horse, that he was aware of his

owner's absence is sure, and it may be that he had some hyp-
notic intelligence of the state of affairs. After tbe exhibition

which Dan McCarty's handsome bull terrier gave it will not

do to credit every variation from usual routes to animal in-

stinct, and if more proof were needed Gulliver presents it in

the wonderful history of his travels.

Tom Ryder undoubtedly thought that his division of the

light-harness brigade was carrying the uncertainty too far,

and he ruled off the special pacing race in three heats, and
for which he was a decided favorite from start to finish.

SUMMARIES.

. 'Unfinished race, 2:30 pacing, purse €1,000.

Vendome Stock Farm's s g Our Bay, by Vernon Buy
Bauch 4 3 2 111

B. H. McNeil's B. H. Dudley, by Anteros. dam by
Nephew H. Ha.s2 2 12 2 2

Sam Casio's b c Touchet. bv Altamont
Casio aud Keating 3 4 3 8 3 dr

George Polhemus' br g Seymour Wilkes, by Guy
Wilkes, dam by PJimel J. Gordon lid

Time, 2:16, 2:17%, 2:19. J:17',,, J;1U'£„2:21.

Trotting, two -year-olds, free-for-all, purse 51,000.

C. E. Clark's bib c Athanio. by Junio—Atbalie Clark 1 1

Thomas Smith's b r Stella, by George Washiugton riuiilh 2 2
S. J. Hall's b m Paramhe, by Balkan Hill -I

Time, 2:2o5sf. 2:22.

Stanford Stake, one mile, trotting.

Palo Alio Stock Farm's b c Rio Alto, by Palo Alto- Elsio

W. Maben 1

H. G. cox's be John D. Evans, by Autinous -Alta Cox 2

Howard Derby's b c Amphiou. by Sceinway—luex Gordon 4

La Siesta Stock Farm's b c Uosewood, by Eros—Maggie E
Ed. Latterly :I

Time, 2:12, 2:30. 2:43>£.
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1 1

S 5

J 3

1 2

5 6

225 class, trotting, pone $1,000.

I., p. Qnlmby* b B I'balmooi Boy. by Phalmont-Poca^ontas
^

P. rj&d&ii's b g fr,,' icaet, b* iXtetot: x

~*g£Z ,

Yendome" Stock FumVb m AlvuS'.'by Brown J«e-Bje Uu
^

q « Woodwards brm Laura K by Alex, Bu%a-^a
^, 3

1)01,18
wmeTSftisST&is.'

Special pacing.

KH Newton's brs Tom Ryder, by Alex. Buttou Newton 1 I i

£ W. WoodSid A m Videtta, by Alex. Button...!*. Bigelow 2 2 2

B w Steel's b m EJoa R.. bv Sidney T,
rean <?r * * ?

W M BlncWscb m Belie, by Melbourne King. .....biuclair 5 4 4

I..' J. Smith's bU a Fresno Prince, by Bayonne M™»£^j£
^ g ^

Timt .. 1:-* -.16-" <"-.T-

THE THIRD DAY.

Quite an eventful day on the track at San Jose and yet

with little to record apart from the causes of postponements

which were exasperating, to say the least. The track was

now in good shape for fast time, though still a few slippery

places on the backstretch.

After the clouds of the forenoon were broken and rolled

to the eastward the weather was beautiful. The people in

good humor, so that there was little grumbling over the " in-

tolerable prolongations " of scoring in the main race which

forced a continuation of tbat and a postponement of the 2:40

trotting in which the grey champion, Marin Jr., was en-

gaged.

There was another bright spot in the day's doings, one

more California-bred two-year-old. Athanio, to beat 2:20, and

with still another, Last Chance, so close in both heats that

il is nearly a moral certainty that he can do the trick.

The pacing race kept up the reputation of the clan for

furnishing exciting races. Benton Boy, the favorite at good

odds, and when he won the first and second heats in 2:2_0J,

2:21$, that much was corroboration of the estimate being

correct. Then when Loupe won the third in 2:18}, and the

fourth in 2:18$, it seemed" all over but the shouting, when
Benton Boy "come agin " like Monseur Tonson, took the

lead at the start, opened a big gap before going to the half,

and under urgent persuasion for the whole mile—the driver

gave him the last and heavy thwack just as he went under

the wire—won the fifth in 2:21*.

Wednesday will be a great day. The sports are to com-

mence at 11 A. M., and if there is no improvement in scoring

the sun will again forsake the scene with the bill unfinished.

What were finished on Tuesday is given in the following

SI1MMABIES.

Special race—Best two out of three, for records.

\V Murry's b m Bet tie M., by Cresco—unknown C. Martin 1 1

F Loeber's br m Lottie, by San Diego—Flora B., by Whippleton
Loeber 2

-

2

H W.Meek'a bm Volta, by Antevola—Cbieftain
George Gray 3 3

Time, 2:30, 2:20.

First race—Two-year-old aspirant, trotting, best two in three, parse

$500.

C. E. Clark's b c Athanio, by Junio—Athalie Clark 1 1

San Mateo Stock Farm's b c Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes—
Hannah Rogers 2 2

I). E. Knight's br s Patti Rosa, by Silver King—Mollie...Black 3 3

Time, 2:22^, 2:19?4.

Second race—2:20 pacing, purse SI, 000.

}. C. Cox's b s Benton Boy, bv General Benton—Ga-
zelle - W. Kent 112 2 1

J. P. Sargent's blk g Loupe, by John Sevenoaks
yf Wilson 3 2 113
E. M. Sanders' ch g Little Hope, by Tempest Jr.—Blue

Boll E.M.Sanders 2 3 2 3 2

Time, 2:20%, 2:21^, 2:18^, 2:18%, 2:21%.

THE FOURTH DA*.

When the continued race was called, clouds were over-

hanging the track. Not indicative of rain, however, at an

early period, though clouds and warm air gave promise of a

fall before mauy days more passed. Before commencing on

the racing of to-day it will be well to enter into retrospect of

the heats trotted yesterday. The gallant little Abbotteford

raare.Shewasa decided favorite bringing $20 to $14 on all

the others. As was to be expected there was a combination
to beat the favorite, and while this was partially the cause of
the interminable scoring, eighteen attempts were made before

the word was given. She was a shade in advance when the
atari was made, but as She bad drawn the fifth place that was
little advantage. Sbe broke and fell far in the rear, and so
far as she was concerned the heat was over. Washington
went on in a resolute way to the quarter in 0:34i

t Tremont
second, and at the half in 1:081 there was no change, in fact,

although it was an exciting race from the start to finish with
Tremont and Chancellor fighting to the end. Washington was
never in jeopardy, winning the heat in 2:163, Tremont
second, Chancellor third, Fallacy fourth, Geo. Dexter fifth,

Montana sixth, Boodle seventh and She jogging in at her
leisure in the last place.

/ heat was varied by the horses getting away at

the fourth score. Washington took the lead as before, first at
the quarter in 0:34}, with Tremont second. Halfway down
the backstretch, however, she went to the front, and at the
half in 1:08 J, she was an open length in front of Washington,
three lengths between him and the third,

Home in '2:18 with ease can truly be written of the hand-
some mare, Washington, second, Chancellor third, Fal-
lacy fourth, lleo. DdXter fifth, Boodle sixth, Montana sev-
enth, Trumont last.

Tat third heat was again an exhibition of patient trying.
Back until some of the horses were near the three-quarter
pole, and then in a straggling procession of diving, bucking
jumping hones, seventeen of these aggravating Gascon, the
eighteenth they wore oil". She broke soon after the signal
sounded, and it was Washington, Chancellor, though the

were BO indistinct in the growing dusk that it was dif-
ficult to distinguish them apart. The white-nose band on
She Hashed into view on the upper turn in the lead of Wash-
ington, and thus they came into (he stretch. But it was not
to be a diitilbetwccn the leaders. Chancellor was coming,
Fallacy in t position that gave him a chance for the heat. It
wbh a grand sight to those who fancy trotting races. Look-
ing up the Btretcb, from fence to fence was filled with the
trotters apparently only only a few feet apart, and thus they
came to the wire. She bad the best of it by a short neck,
Washington and Chancellor so nearly even that those im-
mediately under the wire or the judges could decide. Chan-

cellor had taken a short gallop, three strides at the most,

while the other had trotted, and very fairly Washington was

placed second, Chancellor third, Fallacy fourth, Montana
fifth, ireorge Dexter sixth. Boodle seventh and Trumont last.

Time, 2:22.

Kace postponed until Wednesday at 11 a.m.

The fourth heat. Once more the torture of fifteen

unavailing scores, and these aggravated by the time taken

between. Nearly to the three quarter on one side well around

the turn, on the other forward and back, the back progress

very slow. Washington took the lead, Chancellor second,

She third, and in a pocket at the quarter in 34 seconds.

Nearing the half Geo. Dexter broke, which gave She a

chaoce to get out, and though Washington passed the half

first with Chancellor second in 1:08£, very soon thereafter

She passed them. The most notable occurrence at the first

was the rush of Fallacy, who beat Washington for second

place and by this well-timed eflort earned third money.
Chancellor was fourth, Geo. Dexter fifth, Boodle sixth, Mon-
tana seventh, Freemont eighth. Time, 2:17.

Trumont secured fourth money from his lucky second in

the first heat ; last in all the others.

The 2:40 race was given more interest by the withdrawal

of Marin Jr., who was given first money for this concession.

Abanteeo was then installed favorite, Tietam, Deborah and
Rayanetta io the field.

The first heat is easily described. Tietam took the lead

from the first and struck such a rate that it was evident that

without a mishap he had it won. To the quarter in 34 sec-

onds, the half in 1:07 with the others struggling behind. He
made the mile in 2:19, Deborah second, Abanteeo third,

Rayanetta distanced.

The second heat went to the credit of the favorite, though
Deborah was first at the quarter in 0:36, Tietam having
broken soon after the start. Deborah led at the half in

1:10}, but coming down the stretch Abanteeo passed her and
then Tietam, the mare winning in 2:20.

The third heat also buoyed up the hopes of the backers of

the favorite as she won it handily, Tietam having broken soon

after starting, though he managed to get second place. Time,
2:21.

The fourth heat brought tribulation. Tietam won on his

good behavior, Abanteeo not. She broke and kept breaking,

while Tietam, marching along at his ease, won the heat in

2:23, Deborah second.

The fifth heat, after a quarter had been trotted, the only

hopes of the backers of Abanteeo were that Deborah might
win. Though Tietam broke on the turn, he trotted steadily

all the rest of the way, winning heat and race in 2:26, De-
borah second.

Sandwiched between the heats of the 2:40 came th° race

for pacing two-year-olds. As W. W. Foote was in it, there is

little more to picture thah the summary shows, although it

was a demonstration of ability in all of the others in a fair

degree, Lou Lane making it apparent that a real good one J C. H. Corev'sbm Lady Thornhill.by Billy Tbornhill—Flora

til he had reached the quarter. By this he lost about 150
yards. Ottinger made the quarter in 0:33, the half in 1:06,

the three-quarters in 1:39 and the mile in 2:15.

Gossiper was sent to save distance, and he made the third
quarter in 0:32}. He was not able to gain any of his lost

ground after that, but held his own, and came in about ten
lengths behind. The heat would have been a pretty one had
not Gossiper spoiled it by breaking.

I o the next heat Gossiper hung on to Ottinger until past
the quarter, which was made in 0:33^. Gossiper broke and
lost several yards, Ottinger going to the half in 1:07 and to
the three-quarters in 1:39. From there on Ottinger had an
easy game and Keating ceased to drive. He came under the
wire in 2:15}. There was no betting on the heat.

This race was also postponed to be finished to-morrow.
SUMMARIES.

Uniinished race—2:20 nomination, trotting, purse S,200.

Chris Smith's bm She, by Abbotsford Dustin Sill
Thomas Smith's br h George Washington, by Mambrino

Chief Jr Smith 12 2 3
R. H. Fox's br s Chancellor, by Bismart—Lucy

Gordon 3 3 3 4
H. W. Meek's b s Fallacy, by Fallis—Beauty Geo. Grey 4 4 4 2
P. J. Manu's blk g Trumont, by Altamont—Minnie M.

L. Shaner 2 8 8 8
River View Stock Farm's b s George Dexter, by Dexter

Prince T. Keating 5 5 7 5
Silver Bow Stock Farm's ch s Montana, by Sidney—Hattie

P. J. Williams 6 7 5 T
C. A. Stockton's br h Boodle, by Stranger—Bride

Van Bokklen 7 6 6 6
Time, 2:16%, 2:18, 2:22, 2:17.

Postponed race, 2:40, trotting, best 3 in 5, purse 51,000.

I. De Turk's b s Tietam, by Anteeo—Eveline, by Nut-
wood G. Locke 1 2 2 11

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b m Abanteeo, by Anteeo
— Abbotstord mare Sanders 3 113 3

San Mateo Stock Farm's b f Deborah, by Sable Wilkes
—MaySproule J. Kogers 2 3 3 2 2

R. S. Brown's br f Rayanetta, by Anteeo—Debonair
O. Mlsner dis

Time. 2:19, 2:20, 2:21, 2:23, 2:26.

2:40 pacing, best two in three, purseFirst race—Two-vear-old,
51,000.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's blk g W. W. Foote, by Steinway
—Maggie McGregor M. Sanders 1 1

S. W. Aldrich's b f Lou Lane, by Cteur d'Alene—Beulah
M. sawyer 2 2

Vineland Stock Farm's b g Alco, by Alcona Jr.—Whippleton
~F. Loeber 3 4

H. P. Perkins' brf Cecilia, by Iris —Scratch Peikins 4 3

Time, 2:21^, 2:21.

Special for record and to beat 2:28K-
C. H. Corey's b s Royal Sid, by Roy Wilkes—Sidney Corey 2:25>£

Second race—Three-year-olds, 2:27 class, trot, purse 51,000.

C. H. Durfee'sblf Gazelle, by Gossiper—Booth Durfee 111
H- P. Perkins's b f Visalia, by Iris—Scratch Perkins 2 2 2
Vendome Stock Farm's b c Johh Bury, by Antinous—Mul-

doon C. F. Bunch 3 4 3
San Mateo Stock Farm's b c Ravenscroft, by Guy Wilkes—

Eva „ Dustin 4 3 4

even would not have an easy task in defeating her.

Royal Sid made two efforts against time, both in the same
notch, 2:25*.

The race for three-year-old trotters brought out a good
field. An extra field, it could be called, as Gazelle, Visalia

and John Bury had shown their quality in hard-fought fields,

and there were others of good reputation. Gazelle was the

favorite at $25, John Bury $12, Visalia pi 2, field $2. With
only five scores before the word was given, it seemed marvel-
ous promptitude, and a better start for six horses it would be
difficult to obtain. Topsy rushed off with the lead, which
she retained till near the quarter, and at the half in 1:10 he
had the best of it by a length over Lady Tbornhill. Gazelle
moved up on the turn, and as Bury broke on the stretch, she
got a good lead, winning easily in 2:20}, Visalia second, John
Bury third, Ravenscroft fourth, Lady Thornhill fifth and
Topsy last.

The second heal was a repetition so far as the outcome
went, although Gazelle broke on the backstretch, but that

was not sufficient to give any of the others a chance for the
heat. As before, Visalia came down the stretch at a great
flight of speed getting second place, Ravenscroft third, John
Bury fourth, Topsey fifth and Lady Thornhill last. Time,
2:20,!.

The third heat ended the race in favor of Gazelle and a good
filly she proved, though Visalia from the half-mile home
made a display of speed superior to anv other. From la6t

position at the half she was only beaten a length at the finish

in the improved time of 2:19. Bury was third, Ravenscroft
fourth, Lady Thornhill fifth and Topsey last.

Then came the four-year-old pacing race, in which four
Btarted, Videtta, the favorite, at $10, Seymour Wilkes second
choice, the field, Cibolo and Dictates, $7.

First Heat—The favorite never made a show, Seymour
Wilkes broke his hobbles at the quarter, Dictatus slid along
to the quarter in 34, to the half in 1:07. He had a good lead

at the three-quarters, but he could not finish fast enough to

stall ofl Ciholo who won the beat in 2:15}, Videtta quite a
distance behind, Seymour Wilkes distanced.

The necond heat was somewhat varied from the first, inas-

much as Cibolo took the lead, though at the quarter he and
Dictatus were so nearly level that it was difficult to tell

which had the advantage. At the hall in 1:06. Cibolo led

with Videtta several lengths in the rear. From there Cibolo
had a comparatively easy task, Videtta also beating Dictatus
to (he wire. Time, 2:16.

The third hmt gave a small modicum of comfort to the
backers of Videtta. Her driver changed his tactics, driving
from the start. Quarter 0:33, half 1:06}, head-and-head.
Rounding the turn Cibolo, with the advantage of the inside,

drew away and the fight down the stretch was as lively as the
moat exacting could desire, though in the last three strides

Videtta made up the deficit with a neck plu3, giving her
the heathy that much in 2:16. Dictatus third.

The next heat Cibolo came near being distanced. He broke
twice during the mile. Dictatus was somewhat of a surprise,
for he and Videtta went together nearly all of the way around,
hut he lost his grip io the stretch and Videtta came in an
easy winner of the heat in 2:19. The race was postponed
until to-morrow at 12 o'clock.

There was but little money risked on the Ottinger-Grossiper
race for Ottinger was considered to be a sure wiuner. The
few pools sold were $20 to $6, Ottinger being favorite. Ottin-
ger has a record of 2:1U and Gossiper's was 2: 14 J, so that the
spectators had good reason to believe that the race between
these two great horse* would be won in very fast'time. Keat-
ing, the owner of Ottinger, was seated behind his speedy trot-
ter and the ribbons on Gossiper, from the Sonoma Stock Farm
were in the hands of R. D. Crawfroth.
Ottinger got the best of the start by a half length, but at

the turn Gossiper went off his feet and could not get back un-

Corey 5 6 5
Vineland Stock Farm's b f Topsy, by Grand issimo—Flora B.

F. Loeber 5 5 G

Time, 2:20^, 2:20^, 2:19.

THE FIFTH DAY.

The sensation of the day at the Breeders' meeting was the

record-breaking performance of Senator L., a good-looking

son of Dexter Prince, who was the only starter in the trotting

race for four miles and repeat. He made the distance in

10:12, which is 40£ seconds faster than the trotting record for

1he distance, and 53 seconds faster than Lady Dooley's trot-

ting race record for that distance of 11:05.

Senator L.'s performance is credited as made in a race.

The fact that the other entries were scratched makes no dif-

ference. The mark set by Senator L. is also within two

seconds of the pacing record against time made by Joe Jeffer-

son, and would have at least equaled it had not the Senator

broke going around the turn in the third mile.

Alviso also knocked several seconds off his record of 2:26.

He made two attempts. In the first, with a runner for a
pace-maker, he went the mile in 2:20£, and in the next at-

tempt he went the unpaced in 2:23.

Jay Eff Bee, brother to the great four-year-old Diablo,

2:09}, chipped a half of a second from his record of 2:27 by
going in 2:26}.

Lcttie, by San Diego, a filly bred by H. W. Crabb of Oak-
ville, took a record of 2:26} in the special race with Volta.

Dudley was pushed to lower his record of 2:15$ in the last

of the 2:25 pace and came home in 2:14 Hat. That puts him
in the 2:14 class, which was more than Haas had bargained
for, as he had figured on making the mile in 2:14£.

It was a perfect day for racing, but the attendance was a
disappointment. There was but little betting. Videtta cap-
tured the deciding heat in the unfinished 2:25 pacing race in

a driving finish from Cibolo.

Ottinger disposed of Gossiper in the unfinished free-for-all

trot in a fast heat of 2:11}.

Iago was a prohibitive favorite in the four-year-old free-

for-all trot at 20 to 5 for the field, and won as he pleased in

straight heats. George Dexter took second money after fin-

ishing last in the first heat.

Marin Jr. outclassed his field in the 2:30 trot, and was
barred in the pools, Montana selling favorite for the place

at 10 to 7 for the field. Solano Chief was distanced in the

first heat. In the third heat Marin Jr. broke going round the

turn, and Montana secured a big lead, which seemed impos-
sible for the gray to overcome. He started after his field,

however, and at the half was going like a locomotive. He
came home from the half in 1:04, and beat Montana out by
two lengths,

The last event on the card was the trotting race, four

miles and repeat. The entries were Senator L., Anteire,

Stamboul and Ventura, but all but the Senetor were scratched

and the judges announced that although the race was a
walkover from Senator L. he would be sent against therecord
for the distance. Casto did not appear to be driving the big

horse hard. The first mile was made in 2:41, and the crowd
began to think that the record was in no danger. The next
mile was made in 2:32}, however, and when the time was an-

nounced for three miles as 7:44, everybody was sure the record

was gone. The time, 10:12, i6 a wonderful performance for a

trotter.

Following is a list of record-holders for the distance :

Trorting—1849, Trustee, 11:06; 1866, Lady Dooley (bred

in California), 11:05, against time.

Pacing—1869, Longfellow, 10:34A, 1891, against time, Joe
Jefferson, 10:10

_U
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Trotting—1887, Satellite, 10=52* ; 1835, under saddle,

Dutchman, 10:50; 1840, Lady Suffolk, 11:15.

SUMMARIES.

Uufiuishkd race, four-year-olds, purse S500.

C. E. Bigelow's b m Vidette.by Alex Button—by Flax-
tail Blgelow 3 2 111

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's CiboJo, by Cbas. Derby
Sanders 112 3 2

F. M. Day's Dictatus, by Red Wilkes Casto 2 3 3 2 3
C-ieorge Polbemus' Seymour Wilkes Hellman d

Time, 2:15%, 2:16, 2:16, 2:19, 2:16%-

Unfinished free-for-all nomination trot, purse 82,000.

Kealing & Ottinger'sbg Ottinger, by Dorsey's Nephew
T.Keating 111

Sonoma Stock Farm's Gossiper Crawforth 2 2 2

Time, 2:15, 2:15%. 2:11%.

First race—Four-year-old trot, purse 51,000.

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b g Iago, by Tempest—by Coramo-
» t~i?dore Belmont _ P. J, Williams 111
River View Stock Farm's George Dexter Keating 4 2 2
Palo Alto Stock Farm's Bonnibel Phippen 2 4 3

Vendome Stock Farm's Hillsdale..„ Bunch 3 3 4

Time, 2:19,2:19%, 2:16.

Second race—2:36 class trot, purse 51,000.

J. R. Carroll's gr g Marin Jr., by Marin—by Silver Threads
PatFarrell 1 1 1

SilverBow Stock Farm's Montana P. J. Williams 3 2 2

Hazel Vista Stock Farm's Elisa S .Mercer 2 3 3

Thomas Smitn's Solano Chief Smith d
Time, 2:19%, 2:16, 2:16. .

Third race—2:25 class, pacing, purse 51,000.

B. H. McNeil's b h Dudley, by Antinous, dam by Nephew..
..H. Haas 1 1

H. W. Meek'sEric, by Richard's Elector.. Gray 2 2
Time, 2:16%, 2:16, 2:14.

Fourth race—Four miles.

J. Talbot Clifton's by Senator L., by Dexter Prince—Bavswater...
; Sam Casto

Time, 10:12.

Special yearling pace to beat 2:27.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b c Bertha (dam of Diablo, 2:09%), by
Jay Elf Bee—Charles Derby, dam by Alcantara M. Sander

Time, 2:26%.

Special race, best two in three.

F. W. Loeber'sb m Lottie, by San Diego— Flora B., by Whip-
pleton Loeher 1 2

H. W. Meek's Volta Gray 2 1

Time, 2:33%, 2:37, 2:26%.

Special trot to beat 2:26.

J. W. Rea's b g Alviso, by Brown Jug—Big Lize Cox 1

Time, 2:20%, 2:23.

Some Yearling Trials.

A Spirit of the Times representative visited Gravesend

Saturday, Oct. 20, to look over the yearlings, and fouDd the

track almost deserted. Nearly all the trainers are either at

St. Asaph or Narragansett Park, and the stables, too, are al-

most depopulated. The only large establishments now at the

track are those of P. J. Dwyer, M. F. Dwyer, Richard Croker

and Green B. Morris. Col. Ruppert's horses will winter this

year at Morris Psrk and the stable has already removed to

the Westchester course. The Messrs. Dwyer, Mr. Croker and

Mr. Morris all have promising lots of yearlings. They have

all had their final trials except those belonging to Mr. Mor-

ris, which will be put through their paces again later od.

There are fourteen head in the lot belonging conjointly to

M. F. Dwyer and Mr. Croker. The first that was inspected

was the chestnut filly by Glenelg, dam Trade Wind, a half

sister to Gotham. She is a big, rangy filly, with blaze face

and one white hind ankle. She is built something on Goth-

am's lines though not nearly so big. A bay colt by Himyar,

dam Maud L., and brother to Halton, is a nice trim young-

ster with range, substance and splendid quarters. The chest-

nut filly by Iroquois, dam Tattoo, is of medium size. She

has a level back, even development and looks as though she

might train into one of the useful sort. A promising colt is

the chestnut by Iroquois, dam Theodora. One of the best

looking of the Iroquois, however, is the chestnut colt out of

Boulette. He has a strip in the face, two white hind ankles

and is a big, rangy, powerful looking colt.

The pick of this lot is the chestnut colt by Strathmore,

dam Spinaway. This fellow attracted a great deal of atten-

tion when he was bought by Mr. Croker at Leigh & Rose's

sale. Since then he has grown and spread out until he i

nov fully as big as an average three-year-old. His trial was

very satisfactory, as he carried stake weight and did half a
mile in about 0:50 very easily. A bay colt, by Tremont, out
of Tassel, is unusually well developed. He has a great deal

more size and substance than the Tremonts have so far

shown. The chestnut colt by Iroquois, dam Tullahoma, a

full brother to Tammanv, will undoubtedly attract a great

deal of attention when the spring work begins,, He is not

nearly so large as Tammany was at the same age, but still

has plenty of substance and range, and the even development
of a good race horse. Others inspected besides those men-
tioned were a bay colt by Inspector B., dam Bric-a-brac, a
powerful, stockily-built fellow ; a black colt by Iroquois,

dam Hildegarde, and a chestnut filly by Iroquois, dam
Orphan Girl. This latter is a full sister to Helen Nichols,

and is a racy-looking miss.

Mr. P. J. Dwyer has some eight or nine yearlings, and it

is a pleasure to note that the lot includes two or three

that are very likely to prove worthy bearers of the famous
red and blue sash. The pick of the lot, and one of the grand-

. est yearlings the writer has seen this year, is the bay filly by
Maxim, out of Touehe Pas, by Spendthrift. She is a rich,

yellowish bay, with coal black mane and tail. She has great

range, height and substance, a full, intelligent eye, and in

every motion betrays the power and suppleness and grace of

the highest type of thorougnbred. She is built much on the

lines of Butterflies, although perhaps not quite as lengthy,

but she has a shorter coupled and better back than Butter-
t flies. The stable people say they do not know how fast

she can run, but she was tried three furlongs with weight up
in very fast time. Report had it that she went the distance

\ in 0:36£. This seems almost incredible, but witnesses who
saw the trial agree in every event that it was a shade better

,
than 0:37. Mr. Dwyer, who has all of the sportsman's love
for a good race horse, is enthusiastic over this filly. But lit-

tle, if any, inferior to the Maxim filly is the chestnut colt, by

Hanover, out of My Favorite. He hus a strip in the face
and white hind ankles, is a big strapping colt, almost an exact
counterpart of his sire. He was tried in just a fraction slower
time than the filly. In these two yearlings Mr. Dwyer cer-

tainly has very promising material. The foreman was un-
able to give the exact breeding of the other youngsters, but
there is another Maxim filly in the lot, a chestnut with a
sprinkling of gray, and black mane and tail, that has also
been highly tried and is a big, rangy, racing-looking filly.

Mr. Morris' yearlings, nine in number, will be wintered at
hie private stable at Gravesend, just outside the racetrack
enclosure. Mr. Morris himself is at St. Asaph with some of
his horses, but in Mrs. Morris be has an able lieutenant to

manage his home interests. Mrs. Morris is the " Company "

of the firm of Green B. Morris & Co. She is an enthusiastic
admirer and a good judge of race-horses and a clever business
woman. She looks after the entrance to stakes, forfeits and
the racing accounts generally. It has heen many a year until
this present season that Mr. Morris has not had one or two
first-class race horses. This past year, however, the stable
has been in poor luck. Sallie Woodford and other two-year-
olds and three-year-olds that gave promise in the Spring
proved to be disappointments, while the older horses, such as

Strathmeath and Illume, scarcely earned their oats. With
this state of affairs, the Jockey Club rule enforcing the collec-

tion of forfeits, without affording horsemen any leeway what-
ever, came especially hard upon Mr. Morris, as it did upon
a great many other owners. At the latter end of the racing
season the stable has had some little encouragement. Mr.
Morris' recent purchase, Lo Bengula, has won a number of
races, and is undoubtedly a speedy colt, while among the
yearlings there are two or three that seem more than likely

to continue the fame and reputation won by such horses as

Drake Carter, Favor, Judge Morrow and Sir Dixon.
The best of the lot are the bay filly by Maxim, dam Ven-

tura, and the bay colt by Sir Modred. dam Plaything, a full

brother to Tournament. These are both grand individuals,

and both have been tried highly. The Maxim filly is of

the stocky, compact type. She has extraordinary develop-
ment of the quarters and second thighs. She has a splendid
set of legs and powerful sloping shoulders. This filly has an
abundance of speed lines, and looks as if she would develop
into a hardy campaigner. The colt by Sir Modred, out of
Plaything, like his famous brother, is a big horse, tall, rangy,
with great substance and great driving power. He was
added to the list some time ago. Mr. Morris thinks especially

well of this youngster, and if he is only half as good a race

horse as Tournament, he will more than pay his way. A bay
filly by Darebin, out of Trade Dollar, and a half-sister to

Gold Dollar, is a big well-developed youngster, and a bay
filly by Salvator, out of Widow Clicquot, is exceptionally

well built, with splendid legs and feet. There is also in the
lot a bay colt by Salvator, out of Sozodont, and a very neat,

trim, evenly-balanced colt by Ben Ali, out of Sleepy, by imp.
Uhlan. This latter is on the small order, but he is all race
horse. Mr. Morris also has two imported fillies, one a chest-

nut by Springfield, out of Caste, and the other a bay by Don-
ovan, out of Guelder Rose, that look as if they might race
above the average. Mr. Haggin has a two year-old colt,

Ruby Star, by Hampton, out of Ruby, in Morris' hands that

was imported for stud purposes. Mr. Morris is to develop
him and to have his running qualities for the next two years.

He has shown a lot of speed, and it is more than likely that

he will turn out to be a good three-year-old.

There are some other youngsters at Gravesend whose fame
has been noised abroad. Nick Johnson has a promising colt

by Luke Blackburn, out of Fantine, purchased from M. F.

Dwyer some time ago. Mr. Johnson is reported to be anxious
to match this colt against any colt or filly at Gravesend.
Mr. Collins also has a nice evenlv-balanced filly by Sir

Modred, dam My Love, and Mr. Hamlin has a colt by So-

branje that has been tried highly.

California Jockey Club Stake Races.

Name of Stake.
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11-8

"A
1 1-8

IK
13-8
7-8

%
11-1
i>y,s

7-8

1

1

1

w.
11-16
11-16

IK
2
2
IK
4
2M

Nov.3,1891
' 8 "
"10 "
., 17 ..

"17 "
"22 "
"24 "
"24 "
"29 "
"29 "

Dec. 1,1891
,. 6 ,.

" S "

15 "
" 15 "
" 22 "
" 25 "
" 25 "
.. 27 "
" 29 "
" 31 "

Jan. 1,189.=
.. ! ..

..
5

..

.. ,2 ..

12 "
" 19 "
" 26 "
" 26 "

Feb.2.1S9.=
" 9 "
" 16 "
.. 22 "

Mar.2.1895

Baldwin Theatre (steeplechase)
Richmond (selling, 3-year-olds)

Saturday
Thursd'y(bolid'y)

Cal. Theatre (handicap, 3 y. o )

Pacific Union (3-year-olds and up)
Palo Alto (handicap. 2-year-olds)...

Gen. Arthur (handicap. 3 y. o. up)
Liverpool (selling steeplechase)
Golden Gate (3-year-olds and up)...

Naglee (handicap, for 2 and 3 y. o.]

Harlem (handicap steeplechase) ...

Saturday(nolid'y)
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday(holida>)
ruesday(holiday)

Spreckels (handicap, all ages). Saturday

Flood (handicap steeplechase)...
Milroy (3-year-olds and up)

Tuesday (holiday)
Saturday

Four Hundred (selling hurdle) ....

Gilmore (3-year-olds and up)
Palace '(handicap. 3 y. o. and up)
Beverwyek (haudi'p steeplechase)
Lissak (handicap, 3 y. o. and upi ...

Produce Exchange (h'd'p hurdle)
Burns (handicap. 3 y. o. and up)...

Thornton (3-vear-olds and up)
Hawthorne (haudi'p steeplechase)

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday (holiday)
Saturday

Leslie Gailbraith who rode Vulcan to victory over the

sticks yesterday, although comparatively unknown in San
Francisco, was for years the leading jockey of the North-
west, having piloted such celebrities as Oregon Eclipse, Bob
Wade, Red Dick and others to victory.

Steeplechase Jockey Alf. Stanford is one of the

busiest men on the race course. He is schooling a great num-
ber of "green uns" over the jumps, and is liable to get one
or two goods amongst them, as in the lot are Major Ban,
Herald, Haymarket and King Sam.

Gaecia's jockey, little Coady, took no chances of being

beaten in tbe homestretch, riding the old Wildidle gelding

out to the last ounce.

Alex. Carson, the veteran trotting horse driver, has

twenty-two head of thoroughbred two-year-olds and yearlingB

in training at Dallas, Tex. He has emit the trotters

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.
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and 5 (played down from 10), Miss Fletcher 6 (opened at 8),
Linville 6, St. Elmo 10, the others from 20 to 50 to 1. The
start was a fair one, the order being Yo El Key, Miss Fletch-
er, Expense, Corncob. The favorite went to sulking at once,
and dropped bacE into last place in the first 100 yards, At
the half Corncob, Miss Fletcher and Expense were the lead-
ers, half lengths separating them. Yo El Key was forty
yards behind the nearest horse. Expense, Miss Fletcher, St.

Elmo and Florence Dickey ran in close order to the home-
stretch as named, where Miss Fletcher passed Expense, and
won with Coombs sitting still by a neck from the driven-out
Expense, who in turn was one and a half lengths in front of
Florence Dickey, third. Sinbad was fourth, two lengths fur-
theraway. Time, 1:15 fiat. Yo El Key, the sulking brother
to Yo Tambien, was beaten about fifty yards by tbe winner of
the race.

The Vestal Stakes, one and a quarter miles, $600 to first,

$100 to second, brought out but two competitors, if such they
could be called—Normandie and Claire. The former was at
1 to 6, Claire G to 1. Claire led past the stand by a length
and at the quarter pole by about half that distance, Norman-
die fighting for her head. Normandie was given a little rein
at the half-pole, and went to the front, under a strong pull,
winning pulled sideways by one and a half lengths in the
very slow time of 2:16. There was no excitement over the
event at any time,

Third on the day's card was a seven furlong selling race,
with eight starters. Dockstader, a horse that had been run-
ning well at Chicago just before coming out here, was made
an even-money favorite. Garcia and Adelante were at 4 to
1 each, quite a tip being out on the latter. Rose Clark was
atS to 1, Gladiator 12, Lady Jane 20 and Flirtilla from 25
to 40 to 1. Lady Jane, Dockstader, Gladiator, Garcia was
the order to a fine start when they all got on their strides.

Lady Jane was leading at the quarter-pole by a length,
Dc ckstader being second, a head in front of Rose Clark, who
led Garcia three lengths. There was no material change at
the half. However, Garcia was now four lengths behind Rose
Clark. Into the stretch the same trio was in front, close to-

gether but turning a little wide, Garcia shot up close to the
rails, gaining a couple of length perhaps. The old Wildidle
gelding outran them all down the homestretch, and eighty
yards from the finish was four lengths to the good. Coady
would take no chances, and rode with feet and hands for all

he was worth, shoving Garcia in a winner by two and a half
lengths, Flirtilla coming with a rush from the rear and get-

ting the place by overa length, Gladiator third, two lengths
behind. Rose Clark finished fourth, two lengths further
away. Time, 1:28£.

A mile and a sixteenth race over four hurdles followed.
Cuchara closed a favorite in the betting, opening at 4 to 1,

closing at 2. Good-Bye was a 6 to 5 first choice at first, but
closed at 7 to 1, a remarkable falling away in the odds. Gen.
Miles was at' 3, Guadaloupe 3*, Vulcan 6 (opened at 15),

Dick O'Malley 12, Morven 20 to 1. To a fine start after one
false start in which Morven ran a little over a quarter, Vul-
can went to the front with little delay, leading at the quarter-
pole by two lengths, Dick O'Malley second, a length from
Morven. Cuchara, the favorite, was last and sulking. The
positions were unchanged at the half. Guadaloupe ran up
third and Morven fell back nearing the three-quarters, where
Vulcan, leading O'Malley but a head, was running easy,
Guadaloupe two lengths away. The last jump was made with
Vulcan and Dick O'Malley about a length apart. The
former, drawing away from this time forth, won easily by
four lengths, Guadaloupe in a fierce drive, and well ridden
by Stanford, beating Dick O'Malley a neck. Gen. Miles was
fourth. Galbraith rode a'good race on Vulcan, as did Ven-
ableon Dick O'Malley. Tbe time was 1:15},breaking the coast

record by just two seconds.

The concluding run of the afternoon was a grand one,

a seven furlong dash, selling. Don Fulano, on the strength

of good reports as to his condition and work, was made an
odds*on favorite, his price being 15 to 20 in some books, 3 to

5 in others. Glee Boy was at 3 to 1, Two Cheers 4, Rico 5

and Rear Guard at the astonishing long odds of 60 to 1. The
start was fair. Rico was first, Glee Boy second, Don Fulano
next. Don Fulano sailed to the front at once, leading Glee
Boy a length at the quarter pole, Rico at the latter's saddle,

two lengths from Two Cheers Glee Boy kept at Don Fula-
no's heels passing the half, and had opened up a length on
Rico, Two Cheers closing a bit. There was no change worth
mentioning in the run to the homestretch. There a battle fit

for the gods was fought. Inch by inch Glee Boy crawled up
on the brown son of Alta, and a shout went up for Schreib-

er's horse when the pair fighting in front got within 100
yards of the finishing point. They ran almost stride for stride

for twenty yards. Now the whip came down on Don Fulano,

and it was clear he was beaten. Gamely he struggled, but he

was not quite up to a bruising contest like this, and Glee Boy
got his head in front amid great excitement, and wod in a

drive by a neck, Don Fulano second, Rico at his heels and
coming with a rare burst of speed at the end. Time, 1:27$;

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.
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ALL BLUE IN THE VAN.

Gideon & Daly Head the List of

Winning Stables—Details of

Winnings.

Messrs < iideon & Daly head the list of the

winning stables for the past racing season,

although they have not the big lead that the

Messrs. Keene had last year, when Domino

alone earned more money than the combined

stable that carries the popular all blue, says

the New York Mercury.

This firm is the only one that has won

over $100,000, and a detailed list of the win-

nings of this stable is given in this issue.

Next to them comes the Keene stable, who,

thanks to Agitator's Matron Stakes, came

ahead of the Manhattan Stable, and Byron

McClelland, the owner of the gallant horse,

Henry of Navarre, who, with the worst of

luck, managed to pick up over $38,000. Next

came the Messrs. Morris, probably tho big-

gest recing establishment in this country, but

their earnings of over $62,000 hardly will pay

the expenses. As usual Mr. M. F. Dwyer is

well up in the list, and but fur the unfortu-

nate death of old Raceland, would undoubt-

edly have occupied a place nearer to the front

rank. Dobbins was the largest winner, earn-

ing $55,770.

In the following table will only be given

theamount of money wo*i. The details of the

amounts won by the individual horses wili

be published in subsequent issues These ta

bles include the winnings at Brooklyn, Mor-
ris Ps».rk, Coney Island, Jerome Park, Sarato-

ga and Brighton Beach. In a separate table

a list of the horses that won over $15,000 is

given.
1st. 2d. 3rd. Amt.

Gideon & Dalv 43 26 25 S152.10U

I. U. & F. P. Keene 18 22 23 M.645
Manhattan Stable 22 29 20 77.330

Br ran McClelland 30 16 12 63,050

J. A., A. H &D. H. Morris 32 39 42 62.050

M. F. Dwyer 51 27 11 59,?40

Onecb Stable 40 29 32 46.690

r. i.ittletield. Jr 11 6 3 36,675

J. Ruppcrt, Jr 14 25 17 29.410

J. W. Rogers 15 16 10 28,535

C. Fleischman & Son 24 23 21 27,415

J. E. McDonald IS 17 11 25,560

Fred Foster 6 2 1 23.380

Preahness Stable 18 IS 11 23.050

rerty <t Wishard 25 17 12 22.570

p. j Dwyer 18 15 13 22.060

I-. Lorillard 9 12 10 19,945

Bleraton Stable 16 20 19 1S.135

G.B. Smith 17 14 11 18.025

B. C Headlev 9 8 7 17.030

G. Straus 12 10 16 14.010

GIDEON A DALY.

1st. 2d. 3d. Amt.

Butterflies, b f,2 s — — S 51.050

Waltzer, br c. 2 6 3 1 39,625

Karaapo, ehc. 4 7 2 1 21.180
Keenan. ch c. 2 1 2 1 11.575

Nan hi Pooh, br c, 2.. 5 3 2 5,925
Mr. Jingle, b c. 3 3 — 3 3.965
('actus, b c, 1 3 2 2 ],955

Ally, 2 1 3 1 1.615
Mem* Monarch, b h. 5 2 3 2 1.600
Maretti. b c, 2 2 11 1.580
Memento colt, 3 2 13 1.070
Kinglet, be. 4 1 1 — 9S5
Brambaletta flllv. 2 1 — 1 950
Snflicient, ch f. 2 1 — — 910
The Judge, imp., b c, 3 1 — — S95
Thurston, bg,3 ill -i20

holly rolt. 3 — 1 1 300
Cherry Blossom colt, 2 — 13 300
Spaghetti, ch c, 2 — l — 200

. Clicquot filly. 2 — — 2 50

Total amount won 8152,150

THE LARGEST WINNERS,

Dobbins, ch c, 3, by Mr. Pickwick, dam
Thora 855,770

b f, 2. by Sir Dixon, dam Mer-
cedes 51.625

Wallzer, br c, 2. by Darebin, dam Sir Dance... 39,625
Henry of Navarre, ch c, 3, by Knight of El-

lenlie, dam Miss Rose 38,110
tor, ch c, 2, by Exile, dara Alblene 31.990

Kamapo, ch e, I. by Ponti ic. dam Annie F. ... Ji.lsO
-.isseur.ch c, 2, by Sir Mod red, dam Dixi-

anne 21,415
Dr. Rice, chc, I, by Onondaga, dam Bonnie

Lee 20,380
' by Himvnr, dam Manuie

I'.i.i :'.

Walter, b c, I, by Midlothian, dam La
Scala ih.510

by Rayon d*Or, dam Lilly

17,710
luh n Cooper, i>r. by Deceiver, dam Kitty., .. 15,955

11 i.bg. 7. by Ravon d'nr dam Elfin T... 15,630
Dorian I, dam 1 Uendora 15,466

Last year the "white, blue spots," of the
Keene stable was seen in the van in all the
rich stakes ami at the close of the season the
Messrs. Keene were lirst on the list of win-
ners, says the New York Mercury. Domino,
as everybody knows, contributed largely to
the success of the stable. This year the
"black whirlwind" w.-h not so fortunAte
in securing any of the rich plums of the turf,

$19,425 being the total amount of bis win-
nings. The Stable had very little Huccesa,
and bat for Agitator, who won the Matron
Slakes almout at the last hour, the stable's
winnings would have been materially Ic tened,
Despite their early defeats the stable
aged to finish second to the 'dark bine" of

Daly with the very good
tf $64,646 to its credit.

11
''I Bd, \.nl.

I

Domino m a — 1
1

1
;

.

1 n'ain
nhad.chc. 2 ; 2 94 ffl

3
.

u

ti lay, ch r. 2 1

Hyderabad, ch c. 3 — 3 2 610

Apprentice, cb c, 2 1 — — 100

1 :ii and, be, 2 — 1 — 350

Trucpenuy, b c. 2 — 3 2 225

Handmaid, ch f, 2 — — 1 100

Total amount won 584,645

MANHATTAN STAELT.

The Manhattan Slable.like last year, is well

forward in the list of winning owners. Dob-
bins was again the breadwinner of the stable,

his easy win of the rich Realization Stakes

helping his stable not a little. Utica and
Artuilage both paid their way, with over

$S,000 to their credit. None of the other

horses were very successful , that good little

horse, Prince George, only earning $125. He
was not at himself all the year and only raced

a few times.

Dobbins, cb c. 3 6 5 3 S55.770

Uiim.bc, 2 4 3 3 8,670

Armitage, be, 3 8 7 4 8.350

Flirt, b f, 3 3 9 3 2,805

Herkimer, be. 2 — 4 2 925

Metropolis, ch c, 2 Ill 560

Amsterdam, b c. 2 — — 2 125

Prince George, b c, 4 — — 2 125

Total amount won 577,340

BYRON M'CLELLAND.

With seven horses Byron McClelland won
$63,050. Of this amount Henry of Navarre

contributed the sum of $38,110 by winning
thirteen races, second money five times and

a crumb of comfort in the shape of third

money once. The King of '94 gathered to-

gether a fair share of this wot Id's goods, de-

spite his hard luck all the season. Time
and again he had to take second money
through bad riding, but at the close of the

season managed to make up for some of his

early losses by winning a number of races

that were very valuable. The Commonerand
Cesarion also played an important part in the

success of the stable's earnings by winning con-

siderable money. The stable did very well

altogether, every one of the seven horses that

are tabulated winning more than enough to

take care of them for a year.
1st. 2d. 3d. Amt.

Henry of Navarre, cb c, 3... 13 5 1 538,11°

The Commoner, ch c, 2 7—3 9,S5^

Cesarion, b c. 2 4 2 — 7,86"

May Day. filly, 2 3 13 2,9SU

Halma, blk c, 2 112 1.555

Fondoline. br f, 3 1 6 — 1,225

Will Fonso, ch c, 3 1 1 3 1,470

Total amount won S63.050

J. A., A. H. & D. H. MOKRIS.

Theamount won by the Messrs. Morris, al-

though a large one, will hardly cover the ex-

penses of the stable. The large number of

horses that were in training, forfeits, jockeys'

salaries, trainer's salary [and percentage and
other items that creep into the make-up and
care of a stable like that of the " All Scarlet,"

eat up what would be considered a small for-

tune for a bachelor to live on for a year. The
actual money that the Messrs. Morris will

divide of the stable's winnings will, therefore,

be very little, and could be placed in a waist-

coat pocket, even though the greenbacks were
dollar bills. No particular horse won a very
large amount, but several were good winners
and helped to swell the total amount consid-

erably.
1st. 2d. 3d. Amt.

Gutta Percba, bf,2, 4 3 — $11,520
Correction, bm, 6 7 3 3 9,640
Nahma, bf, 3 2 2 1 9,120
Prig, be, 3 3 4 6 6,025
Paladin, imp., ch c, 2 1 3 2 5,365
Owlet, b f. 2 4 3 4 3.970
Ridicule, imp., br f, 2 2 1 — 3,680
La Misere, imp., b f, 3 3 2 1 2,815
Trevelyu, imp, ch c, 3 2 2 4 2.340
Mosquito, br c, 2 114 1,360
Mirage.be, 2 ~ 4 3 1,275
Pbcebus, b c, 2 112 1,125
Tamerlane.br c. 2 1 — 1 1,10a
Monotony, ch f, 2 12 4 985
Ornus, imp. ch c, S — 4 — 800
Melody.bf, 3 — 1 5 625
Corn Cob, br c, 2 — 1 — 200
Samaritan.be, 2 — 1 — 200
Gleesome. ch f, 3 — — 1 100
Equation, b c, 3 — — 1 100
The Swain, b c, 2.. — 1 ~ 75

Total amount won $62,425.

M. F. DWYER.

Sixth on the list of winning stables for 1894
is that of M. F. Dwyer. Eight horses fur-

nished the winnings of the year. Stonenell
and Harry Reed had a hot brush for first

honors, as regards number of races won, the
former winning thirteen to Harry Reed's
twelve, and both being even up in second and
third positions. Banquet, however, over-
topped both, earning the most money, winning
ten races, being second eight times and third
twice. Last year the Dwyer string captured
$79,G30, hut old Raceland alone, whose loss

the stable has so severely felt this year, con-
tributed $12,686 as his share. As there were
practically only five bread-winners to the
string this year, as againBt nine horses in first-

class-trim throughout last year, the showing
this season is in favorable contrast.

1st. 2d. Sd. Amt.
Bonquet,bg,7 10 8 2 815,680
Harry Reed, br g. 2 12 5 1 ia.895
Stonenell, enh, 5 13 5 1 18,676
Don Alonzo, b c, 1 10 4 2 121)00

', br b, 10 1 3 2 2,765
1 lammlc b c, 1 1 2 11 350
nis Grace, cb c, :t l — — 425
Raceland, b g,9 — — 1 100

1 ''»' $59,m0
1

1. BTABLB,

The ( (neck Stable, which stands seventh on
the list with a total of $40,090 to its credit,
Btarted out the season with a run of luck that
promised to carry it to the top round of the
laddei with but little or no opposition. The
fength of the string seemed to lie mainly in

the two year-old division, but although they

were for the most part well engaged, they

placed none of the big two-year-old event to

their credit. The Coon and California, the

pick of the lot in the spring, went off rapidly,

although California showed a trace of her

Spring form at the Morris Park Fall meeting.

Sir Walter, despite the fact that he went
amiss when his form was most promising,

proved the mainstay of the stable, capturing

thirteen races, being second four and third

three times, winning in all $18,510. Fortune
smiled on the stable until the close of the

Brighton Beach meeting, when it veered, and
loia and Sir Walter's victories since then have
alone been the encouraging features. That
Sir Walter will rank among the very highest

next year there is no reason to doubt, and if

trained on the battle ground of the early

spring handicaps he has a chance second to

none to secure one of the rich prizes.

Last year the Oneck Stable, then standing

ninth on the list, had a total of $51,915 to its

credit. With the exception of the Keene
stable last year the money was more evenly

divided among other owners than this sea-

son. This explains the relative standing of

the stable this year, seventh in the list, with
less money to its credit than when two pegs
lower down a year ago.

1st. 2d. 3d. Amt.
Sir Walter, b c,4 13 4 3 818,510
The Coon, blk c, 2 4 13 6,675
California, ch f, 2... 5 3 2 5,560
The Bluffer, cb g, 2 4 1 — 4.035
Jodan, ch c. 4 3 7 5 3,025
South Side, b c, 2 2 3 3 1,775

, b c, 2 2 — — 1,435
Iola. b f, 3 2 — 3 1.480
Fusileer, b c, 3 1 --- 1 980
Cockade, br g, 2 13 5 975
Doggett, ch c, 2 112 730
Micmac Queen, ch f,3 13 2 675
Midstar, cb c. 2 12 1 635
Longbrook, ch e, 3 — 1 1 100
Despot, ch c, 3 — — 1 1C0

Total amount won 846,690

j. w. BOGEBs
" J. W. Rogers, starting out the season with
Sir Excess, Dorian and four two-year-olds,

and" subsequently purchasing Discount from
E. C. Headley, wound up the year with a

total of $28,535 to his credit, which places

him tenth on the list of winning owners, says

N. Y. Mercury. This total is exclusive of the

share of money won by Glenmoyne, Pick-

pocket and Daily America, three horses that

at present comprise the stable of Brown &
Rogers, which firm stood sixth on the list last

year with a total of $62,715 to their credit.

Dorian has made a grand showing, winning
eight out of eleven races this season, being
second twice and but once unplaced. He won
more than half the total accredited to Mr.
Rogers this season, as a glance at the stable

below will show. Sir Excess has also made a
creditable showing, being but once unplaced
out of fifteen races, winning five, second six

times and third on three occasions.

Dorian, b c, 3, by Sir Modred,
dam Giendora S 2 — 815,465

Sir Excess, br c, 3.by Sir Modred

.

dam Dixianne 5 6 3 9,735
Discount, b c, 3. by Deceiver,

dam Hattie B 1 6 2 1,950
Lucania, b f, 2, by Sir Modied,

dam Schoolgirl 1—2 1.0S5
B c, 2, by Darebin, dam Sabrina— 2 3 900

Total amount won..

The string of Messrs. C. Fleiscbmann &
Son was composed of twenty-eight horses at

the commencement of the racing season, ten
of the lot being two-year-olds. Only half of

the lot have been raced in the East this year
and quite a fair showing they have made, con-
sidering that their career extended only till

the end of the Saratoga meeting, earning
$27,415 between them. Early in the year St.

Maxim, of the three-year-olds, and Prince of

Monaco, of the two-year-old division, were
the pick of the lot, both showing rare stake
form, while Geo. Beck, also a three-year-old,

proved himself a very dangerous factor over
a distance of ground with light weight up.
Out of tweuty-two races in the East, cer-

tainly a generous share, George Beck won six,

was secDnd five times, five times third and four

times unplaced. He earned the second largest

amount of any of the string, Prince of Monaco
carrying offtirst honors with a total of $11,-
535 to his name, winning four times, being
second three times and three times third out
of thirteen starts.

1st. 2d. 3d. Amt.
Prince of Monaco, eh e "_', by

St. Blaise, dam Carina... 1 8 3 $11,535
(jeorgo Beck, ch c, 3, by

George Kinney, dam
Becky B 6 5 5 5,600

St. Maxim, ch c, 3, by St.

Blaise, dam Delilah 3 2 3 3,065
Clemeutiue, ch m, 5, by

Fonso. dam Emily cos-
ter 2 7 3 1,850

St. Julien, ch c, 3, by St.

Blaise, dam Carina 1 2 1 1,295
Lehman, ch c, S, by Harry

O' Fallon, dam Lady
Koyster j ... 1 1,050

Domingo, blk c, 3, by Dare-
bin, dam Gun dole J -~ 2 975

Promenade, b no, ft, by Duke
of Montrose, dam Pattl 2 1 — S75

Scuclla, b c,3, by Sensation
— Aella 1 ... 1 .J25

I'hllopeim. b f. 3. by Top
Gallant, dam Virginity 1 100

Miss Lllla, cb f, 8, by The
Ill-Used, dam Affinity.., --• 2 — 150

Tlu' Preserver, ch c, 2, by
Salvator. dam- Lou La-
nier 1 100

J. P. H., brc, 3, by Kingfish-
er, dam Bahama --• 1 1 95

Total amount won... $27,415

M'DONALD.

J. E. McDonald owes his prominent posi-

tion on the list to his good colt Rubicon, whe
earned $17,710 of the $25,560 accredited Ic

the stable, says N. Y. Mercury. Despite the

fact that Rubicon was so badly taken into

camp in the last three-cornered special race.-

his record previous to that was certainly a

remarkable and praiseworthy one, and one
could scarcely blame his owner for cherishing

the fond hope that he had in his posession

perhaps the best colt of his year. Certainly

n ;.ne successive wins at all distances, in all

k ; nds of company, and most of them in im-
pressively easy stylejustified the confidence ol

the colt's admirers.

Coupled to this was the good races of Rubi-
con in the Spring, and his constant improve-
ment after his return from Saratoga. As the
record now stands out of twenty starts Rubi-
con was thirteen times first, four times second
and third on three occasions.

Of the two-year-olds the Lulu filly and
Midgley at first gave high promise of being in

the first flight, but like many others of their

year, performed disappointingly after their

initial races.
1st. 2d. 3d. Am'l

Rubicon, ch e, 3 13 4 3 517,710
Midglev, ch c, 2 14 1 2,420
Old Dominion, ch g, 3 2 7 1 2,095

, b f, 2, by Sir Modred—
Lulu 1 — — 1,6!

St. Veronica, eh f, 2 1 — — 91

Chief Justice, bh, -5 — 1 4 375
Inquisitive, bg, 3 — — 1 100
Maretti.be, 2 „— — 1 10Q

,cb c, 2, by Sir Modred
—Pandora — 1 —

Total amount won 525,560

FRED FOSTEB.

Fred Foster, in his comparatively short so-

journ on the Eastern turf, captured enough
money to place him thirteenth on the list of

winning owners—which is not such an un-

lucky omen after all. Of course, as every-

body knows, Dr. Rice netted the largest

amount, his three successive wins in the Eait,

including the Brooklyn Handicap, bringing
into the pocket of the owner $20,285, exclu-

sive, of course, of the amount of money he
drew down in bets. Old Sullross won both
his races here in the East, and Eloroy was
first once and once second, so that the show-
ing, for such a small stable in so short a period

was highly creditable.

1st. 2d. 3d. Amt
Dr. Rice, chc, 4, Onondaga—Bon-

nie Lee 2 — — $20,

Sullross, ch h, 7, Foster—Mattie
Long 2 — — 1,670

Eloroy, b c, 4, Eric—Mollie
Malloy 1 1 — 1

Disturbance, b c, 3, Waller—
Mattie Long: — l l

Total amount won 823,3

Not since the days of Linden has the

Preakness Stable had such good fortune as be-

fell it this past season. After disposing of two
of the best horses in the string, Live Oak and
Lustre, comparatively early in the season, the

stable managed to pile up the sum of $23,050
by the loth day of October, principally

through the efforts of Beldemere, Lightfoot
and Adelhert, who ranked as named. The
last-named is the especial pet of the stable,

audit was a game horse indeed that outgamed
Adelbert in bis races this year. It remained,
in fact, for one of Mr. Galway's cast-offs, Live
Oak. to defeat Adelbert in the hardest kind of

a drive, as all who witnessed the head and
head finish between Live Oak, Adelbert and
Victorious at the Morris Park meeting will

remember.
Beldemere earned the most money of the

lot, and her races the past season justified the

high opinion held of her as a two-year-old.

She has bad sixeen races this season and
been unplaced in five of them, winning five

times, second twice and four times third.

Lightfoot, who had nineteen races through-
out the season, but only earned about half as

much as Beldemeres despite the fact that she

has one more win to her credit than Belde-
mere. The two-year-olds, of whom Belgravia
has been sold, were a poor lot, but may make
amends in their three-year-old form for their

poor showing in 1894.

PREAKNESS STABLE.
1st. 2d. 3d. Am't.

Beldemere, b f,3,bvBelvidere
—Vintage 5 2 4 511,940

Lightfoot.ch c,2,by Linden—
—Elkhorn Lass C 4 2 5,515

Adelbert, gr g, 5, by Macduff
—Adele 5 4 2 S.C

Live Oak, br c, 3, bv Linden
—Annie Stout 2 11 1,190

Belmar, gr c. 2, by Belyidere
—Adele — 1 1 300

Belvlns. br f, 2. by Belvidere
—Virginia Bush - 2 1 175

Lustre, ch f, 4, by Linden-
Gleam — — 2 126

Belgravia, b f, 2, by Belvi-
dere—Tarantella — 1 — 75

Saginaw, br c, 3. by Iroquois
—Merci ,".: — 1 — 75

Langdon, ch c, 2, by Linden
—Zara — — 1 25

Total amount won 523,050

The striugs of Matt Storn and Pat Meauy
arrived at Bay District Tuesday afternoon

about four o'clock, from Morris Park, N. Y.
Naglee Burk's trio, on the same train, were
switched off at Oakland and sent to San Jose.

Brioso was left at Albuquerque, N. M., and
will be shipped in about one week. In Mr.
Storu's strine was six, nearly all California-

bred. PatMeany's trio are all jumpers.

Dr. J. A. Stiles, La Fayette, N. Y., writes:

AbsorHne" works like a charm.
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Our 2:30 List.

' Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

which have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this year that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

j jr were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

,
their records here. Should any of our readers

ootice any mistakes or can furnish the breed

i ing of the dams where they are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary cor-

rections:
ELECTIONEER.

[tilectioneer 12», by Hambletouian 10. 136(1)

I Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

I

Expressive <3i, dam Esther, by Express 2:12)4

E Electric Kiog, b h, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
Hercules 2:24

I Altivo, b b (4), dam Dame Winnie, by Planet.. 2:18 14

y Young Wildidle, dam by Wildidle 2:25

I Lent, dam Lizzie, by Wildidle 2:26)4

I Grover Clay, b s, dam Maggie Norfolk, by
Norfolk _ 2:2354

I Hernani.dam Gipsy, by Paul's Abdallah 2:29',',

Electro Belle.gr m 2:30

;
ynal'ty.b m, dam McCa 2:25)4

I Electric Coin, dam Cecil, by Gen. Ben-
I ton 2:288 to2:lS>,

I Regiuo- 220 (0 2:18!4

Starlight 2:l<i 14 to 2:l5ij

Dan.bg - 226fc to 228)4
, Jim. b fi 2:30 to 2:27"4

I Utility 2:22)4. to 2:203$

i Chimes 53-18. record 2:30V. by Electioneer. 12

ii i.

Bessie Chimes
Flectmont
Bo- Blue
Chide
Josie Chimes (4)..

2:27)4

fc»X
2:29*4
226*4

. 2:29)4
> B!xty-Slx b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble-

tonion Downing 2:15'4

carillon b h, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
King (4) 2:2714

Charming Chimes f3) 2:29)4

Fantasy, bm (-1) 2:03^ to 2:0<;

Merry Chimes ipi 2:14 :V to 2:U.s ,

i!

Ed. Easton (p) 2:18 to 2:092,'

Sphinx 3343, record 2:20)4", by Electioneer. 12 (1)

I Baker, bg, dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Med!-
I um 2:19J4

Midnight, bib. 2:29'4

Como fp). dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:1714

t Princeton B. (p),bh (4 ( - 2:29'*

Sphinxetta, b m (3) p 2:14*4

I Raliullo...- 2:25

Belle of Ab3COta 2:30
Cantab, cb g(P( 2:17)4

Syrena 2:23 to 2:14!4

Uncle Tom rng 2:19)4. to 2:1814

Ufc Bel. 224);;, by Electioneer. 13 {lj

"> Allibel.bm.dambyGuy Wilkes (3i 2:19'4

Almabel.bm (p) 2:17!£

Amore). bl m 2:26

. Failnot 2:16^
HoDeywood, br m (4) 2:19)4

, Notion (p), bh 2:28 '-..

Favora(4i 2:23!

i

Flora Belle 2:2'jy
! Monobel.be (31 (pi 2:18

ft. Felix (3)_ 2:25'=
L Tempter 2:244$
. Katrina Bell 2:2814

Santa Minx (2) 2:26*(

Baron Bel (4) 2:17!4 to 2:11^
Silver Ore, gr g (4) 228)$ to 2:19)4

Vorval, record 2:14V. by Electioneer. 8 -

Interval, b m 2:26
,

Novardine, b b (3) - - 225)4
> VUliers.br h (.3) 2:27!.i

t ConntessEve 2:29K
Norhawk.br m 2:2014 to 2:155*

NorvioG.,brh(3) 2:283* to 2:20)4

May, b h, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 3.

Claylina.bm ip).dam by Mohawk Chief. 2:22*4

Olgetta.rn m (p) 2:24*4)

Miss Clay, grm (4j 2:294$
Wire Nai'., b b 2:29S
Count Clay 2:27W
Spinaway - 2:29)4

Sunland Clay, dam Miss Paichen 2:2614

Clayone t3) 2:27)4 to 2:24}$

Ward B. , by Eros, 2:29)3 . dam by Elmo.
Letter B.,bm, dam Brown Irish, by Judge Mc-
Kinstry 2:27*4"

Electricity. 2:174$, by Electioneer.

Welbeck, dam Lulu Wilkes 2:24)4"

Bernal,
Aria, b

2:17, by Electioneer.

m (3), by Gen. Benton 2:26 to 2:163$

Bow Bells, 2:19)4, by Electioneer.

Boreal, b h (21, Rosie Morn, by Alcantara.
Alarm Bells,

fcW3<
2:29*

Bell Boy 5350,'record 2:I9U, by Electioneer. 4

Harrison Bell (p) 2:22^
Duty Bells, b m _ 2:29%
PriDcess Belle 2:29 to 2:243$

Advertiser, 2:15)j, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbell (1 ), b c, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

Ju ni" 2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Athanio, b c, dam Athalie, by Harkaway, (2)... 2:193$

Candidate, 2:26 '4, by Electioneer.

Catherine
Elfrida, bm (4)

Confusion, by Electioneer.

Clonaslee, b g (p)

2:2S&
:17'2 to 2:133*

.:.•
z

Woolsey. by Electioneer, dam Waxana, by
Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, bv Mohawk Chief. 2:213$
Nellie W., dam by Inca 2:17$$
Sir Gird, b c, dam Laurettc 2:26)4

Whips, 2:27)*', by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14}£ to 2:08)4
Cobwebs, brg 2:29)4 to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,

by Clark Chief.

Nana 2:29J£
Leola.lrf (4) 2:30

Re-Election, 2:27)4, by Electioneer.

Nellie Clark.gr m (2)

La Haute-
La Hunter, b m
Nellie Clark, grm......

Palo Alto, 2:08y, by Electioneer.

Palatine.'blk m 223J4" to 2:173$
Rio Alto, bh 2:22?$ to 2:20)4

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:1734, by Electioneer.

Electioneer i Bowman's) 226)4"

Symboleer, o h, 2 (p), by Campbell's
Electioneer 2:26)4* to 2:14^

Elector (Richard's) 2170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric.bg, dam Beauty, by Chieftain ip) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, byThe Moor ;3< 2:1834

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4 i 2:27*$

Pauline, gr m .2:26

Elector (Morrows), 2:21)4, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) 2:1634

Marvin. 2:23'.;, by Electloceer.
Bramble 2:24.^

Gov. Stanford, 2:21)4', by Electioneer.
Clito (p) 2:24 v-i

St. Just, by Electioneer.

Lancer, b h

GUV WILKES.

1:15)4, by . Geo.

3got1st, 2:22*4", by Electioneer.

Elton-
Dramatist, b h .

Lovelace (3)

The Conqueror (4)

10.

,

"2:29 iTiii '?24^
. 2:17 to 2:1514

4nteeo, 2:16)4, by Electioneer. IS

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:17)4

Antbelia 2:18
Mountain Queen 2:2214
Tietam, dam Evelina 2:23*4"

Dan Brown, dam 51 iss Brown 2:27'2
Ethel Mack 2:29)4" to 223

Redwood, record 2:2134*, by Anteeo, 2:16)4.

Bed Oafe 2:25)4 to 2:21

Hired (i ,2:19^. by Anteeo.

Foxhound (p) - 2:26»4

yneen Alfred 2:25)4 to 2:IS' 4

?. O. , by Anteeo, 2:16)4.

LadyO 2:25

dnteros 6020, b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, brh (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Ball 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew (p> 2: 131,

Bell Girl 2:27*4

Major Boss 2:25 to 2:24 '4

Nelly F. (p) 2:*.6*^ to 2:13)^

Lntevolo, 2:19.*4, by Electioneer.

Ivolo (p) 2:25)4'

Consolation, b h_ 2:20 to 2:17

• ruinous , 2:28)4", by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
8., 2:26*4), by Geo. M. Paichen Jr 2:231,

Hillsdale, oh 224)4 to 2:19)4

./.moor 13,467, record 2:20)^, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon. b h, dam Abwaga, by Gen. Benton 2:23*4

A. A. A., dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief 2:25
Bonnibel 2:22',' to 2:17V

.IhertW., 2:20, by Electioneer. 5(3)

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:203*'

WiUiam Albert (4), bv Albert W 2:20',,

Neernnt 2:27",

Dudley Olcott... 2:25M to 2:18)4

*aflis,2:23, iby Electioneer. 5 (l;.

Patrick's Pacer, dam Dy Gen. Benton (p) 2:26

Lustre 2:28 to 2:22

Fallacy 2:20%' to 2:17',

Nolman 2:27 to 2:23^

,

ion Marvin, record 2:22)4", by Fallls, 2:23 (2)

Don Lowell, bh 2:20)4 to 2:U%
1

ros, 2:29)4", by Electioneer. 9.

Heros, b h (4), dam Gyrene..... 2:26)4
Willfema 2:29)^

i
flu, by Eros, 2:29)$*, dam by Elmo
Cecelia (p), b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy (son
of Sultan and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief)
(21 _ 2:23*4

Visalla (3 1, dam Scratch, by Loppy 2:20*4"

Guy Wilkes 2867, record
Wilkes. 29 ,4)

Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G.. by Dan Voorhies.. 2:30
Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculation 2:13!£

Raven Wilkes... 2:17^
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon. ... 2:23
Seymour Wilkes—Earlv Bird, by Plimel.son
of Robt. St. Clair (p) 2:16

Lesa Wilkes, b m (4) 2:2034 to 2:11)4'

Nutwood Wilkes, ch h 2:20"4 to 2:19
Mary Best, chin (4) 2:21)4 to 2:12J4

Sable Wilkes, record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes,
2:13)4. 12

Buffington, brh (2), dam by Le Grande. 2:20!2
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:21W
Sablehorst, b-k c (4), dam by Guy WUies 2:25*4
Satilenut.bh (2), dam Auntie, by Dawn.... 2:25
Whalebone, bl c (2i, dam by Le Grande 2:24
Beverly, blfc h 2:24W
Oro Wilkes- 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes, record2:2S)£,byGuy Wilkes. 3

Lady A„ b m ip), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:23J4

Wayland W., b h 2:18)4" to 2:13)4*

Calabar,' by Guy Wilkes, 2:13)4.

Coincident (3) 2:25

Auntie Wilkes 2:28

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sidney, record 2:19«, bv Santa Claus, 2:17U. 24

(14)
La Belle, ch f.da^i Annabelle. by Dawn (2) 2:lri\
Sidmoor, b h ipi, dam bv Grand Moor....." 2-17V
Sidmont, dam Feroleal, bv Flax tail, >S) 2'I0k
Mephisto (41 (p) "-21

>iSidney Smith -251
Edna R. (pi, dam Stella C. by Director".'.'.."'.".".'.' 2-17'..
Fleet Boy, dam Flight, bv Buccaneer "'2a ^
Sanders, ch g 2-JS6U
Sidnnt, by Sidney 2-

25Jd
Cassie, ch m, dam Miss Casaerly, by Eugene

"
Casserly 2:2SK

Sidney Boy 2*29
"

Sidney Maid (3) _"!"....,. 2-27
Esther Payne (3) 2*205f
Smilax -y^i <

J-*?dyH .\Z'."'."2li6to 2?15
Dictatorsidney <p 2:2.5 to 2:2J'.
Carmello, dam Pansy 2^4'

(
to" ^1 C

Montana (4 1 2:30 to 2:19
LadyH 2:16)4 to 2:16

Thistle. 2:13'4, by Sidney.
Dave Highland (4) 2:30

Alexander Button, record 2:26K, by Alexan-
der. 11 (3)

Bird Button, grg, dam Lillv, by John N^Nin - n,
i

,

Laura Z , b m _ 2:23 - t" 2:I8h
Margaret Worth, brm - 2:27

"

to 2 i"
"

Vidette(p), b m -z.H ] to 2:li4

Dexter Prince 11363. by Kentucky Prince.
22. (6)

Paloma, dam by Gen. McCIellan 143 2:17M
Index, bb.dam by Abbottsford 2:27^
Lurline, bl m, dam unknown 2-24C;
Prince Nutwood (p) 2:21^
Archie, b g (p).
Princewood, bl g.
James L
Geo. Dexter, bi h
Aster, ch g
Edith
Roj'al Prince
Senator L

2:29)4
2:25)4 to 2:16
2:18 to 2:16)4"

2:23)4 to 2:18*4
2:16 to 2:12

2:14^ to 2:10
2:24)* to 2:19)4

- 2:29 to 2:23)4

(Jen Benton, by Jim Scott, 19(1)
The Seer 2:19\j to 2:16&

Daly, record 2:15, by Gen. Benton. 1

Clatawa, dam bv Gen. McCIellan 144 2:28)4
Julia G., dam by Grey McCIellan 2:24)4

Albion, by Gen. Benton. (1)
Pomona (p) 2:15)4" to 2:15

Allan, by Geu. Benton.
Seylax (4), dam Woodflower, by Ansel...

. 2:24

Benefit, by General Benton
Palo Chief 2:30

Alfred, by Gen. Benton
Ophelia, grm pi 2:16)4*

Piedmont 904, record 2:17)4, by Almont. 14 (1).

Esparto Rex \a
Highmont.bg 2:30 to 2:29«
Wanda, b m 2:23^ to 2:22K
Liinonero. b b 2:1S'-; to 2:1

1

1^
Marston C 2:19^ to 2:19)4

Liberty Sonlaa 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (p)- 2:16)4

Altamont, 2:263,', by Almont. 22 (4)

EllaT. p, grm 1 3). dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by Capt Sligart

Jr..

Renal Wilkes
2:15)4

Last Chance...

10 2:21* B

z:zs to 2:22)6

record 2:11 %, by Guy Wilkes,

, 2:2S'4

STEINWAT.

Steiuwav, record 2:255^, by Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25

W. W. Foote (p).dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt. McGregor (2) 2:16!

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford (p).... 2:24*y

Chas. Derby, record 2:20, by Steinway. (1)

I Cibolo. b h (p), dam Addie Ash, by Indiana-
polIs(4)„ 2:13)4"

Derby Princess, b m (2), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator 2:26

Jay EffBee ip, dam Bertha (dam of Diablo.
2:99'4), by Alcantara (1) 2:27

DIRECTOR.

Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby i3i p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17)£, by
Whippieton 2:13%i'

JacK Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:25)4*. 2;30
Direction, bl h (p), dam by Geo. Wilkes. 2:10kj
Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p)_ 2:2(>'.j

Phenom, m h (p) 2:20J£
McCIellan Stewart 2:29 ^
Bonny Bon, br m 2:29V
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27?j* to 2:17^

Direct, record 2:05*4, by Dirf ctor, 2:17

Directly (p), dam by Naubuc (2) 2:0734
Miss Kate (2) 2:24)£

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2) 2:1934

Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletonian King 2:27

Waldatein, 2:22)4', by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3), dam Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor - 2:27

.... 2:19
Touchet, b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M. Clay
Jr 2:15

Jasper 2:25)4
Pearl Usher, b m. dam by Kisbar 2:23 lj to 2:1*'.,

Doc f^perry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar
2:14)4 .0 2:09

Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Tecora, by C. M.
Clay Jr 2:18 to 2:14)4

MorooUus, by Altamont.
Klamrtb, b g 2:13)4* to 2:13

Le Urande, by Almont. 6 (1)

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton 2:21)4

Urandissimo, by Le Grande
Myrtle Thorne. blk f, dam Belle Thorne, by
Whippieton 2:20?if

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippieton 2:27

Cresco, by Almont.
Allie Cresco 2:23)4 to 2:19)4
Eettie M,, dam untraced (p 1 2:20

Tilton Almont, by Almont. 7.

Tilton B., b h, dam by John Nelson 2:23)4
Stranger, bh 2:21)4 ^ 2:17)4

A I.11 on l Medium, 2:1S'4. Ijy Happy Medium. 3

U).
Mark Medium,-b g 2:25'4 to 2:20
"Warwick Medium _ 2:27'- to 2:21;,

Bric^dier, record 2:21)4, °7 Hsppy Medium. 5
CI)

Cyclone, b m, untraced 2:26ij'

Milton R. , by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:19*4 to 2:14

Adrian, by Reliance.

RositaA(p) - 2:15)4 to 2:14.14

Marin, 252)4', by Quinn's Patchen, son oi Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of Hattie F..

2:18), by siivertbreads ; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger _ 2:13

Monroe Chief, 2:18)^, by Jim Mouroe. 4 (2)

Sacramento, brh, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20*4
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:20 14

Monolissa 1 2:21

Monologue, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:23)4
Black Bess 2:29)4

Coligue, by Echo, dam Tlflany Mare.

Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Gen. McCIel-
lan 144 2:29)4

Bob Mason, record 2:273*4, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond ; sec-

Stamboul, 2:07)4, by Sultan, 2:24.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4)..

15.

. 2:29',
El Trebizond, br h, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2-26'4

Baroa Rose
HildaS. (3)

. 2:29V

.. 2:19)4

ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p 2:13)4

Silver Bow, record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:17*4. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24)4

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blacabird 401. 9
i2)

Orlinda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief
(P) 2:16)4.

Woodwork, by A. W. Richmond.

Los Angeles 2:23)4"

Nephew, by Hambrino, 2:21)4. 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h 2:28)4"

Vina Belle 221)4 to 2:15i.,-

Newflower 2:25^ to 2:23)4

Abbottsford, 2:19';, bv Woodford Mambrino. 9

(1).

She. dam untraced 2:13

Geneva, b m 2:20

§ullan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31 (1).

King Sultan ,.. 2:26)4

Florence Sultan .2:20)4

Soudan, bv Sultan.

Nubla.bg - 2:2;i',,' to 2:24M

Bay Rose 9814, record 2:20)^, by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R.,dam Addie E.,by Algona 2:35]

,

Senator Rose, by Sultan.

Senator Boy, ch h _

Dei gnr, 2:24, by The Moor. 2 (2).

Norah D., ch m
, 2*22

Aimee, b m (p) ......."...' 2-24V
Delwin.bs (pj ..'""",

2*:25 ,

Boodle. 2:19)4, by Stranger.
Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Jim Mulvenna... 2-26'4
Thompson, chc 2:21'"

Idaho Patchen, 2:26)4*, by Henry B. Patchen.
MaudP. (3),damby;Grani Moor 2-26)4
Maud Patchen, b m _ 2:25 to 2:19V

McK : nney, 2:11)4, by Alcyone. 2.

Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
CP) 2:18

Osito, dam by Othello 2:30

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.

Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29^

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)

Lucky B.,bh 2:30 to 2:20)£

War Ka«le, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, bg, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by -

Buccaneer (p) 2:19#

Simmons, by Geo. Wilkes.
Adelaide Simmons 2:17)4 to 2:14"4

Simmocolon, by Simmons.
Ferndale (p) 2:20 to 2:16)<

Gossiper, 2:14V, by Simmons, 2:28. 1.

Ketchum, b h, dam by Echo (3) "-17
Gazelle (3) 2:29)4 to" 2:16)4

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.
Royal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2:26

Jud Wilkes, by Ira Wilkes.
Galette. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont... 2:23)4*

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Jnanito.
La'iraM., dam Lady Fay (p) 2:13)4

Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:13^*. 11 (2).

Bessie Thorne 2:26)4
Thornwood, ch g_ £22)4 to 2:19)4

John Sevenoaks, by Nutwood, 2:183$*. 1 (1).

Billy Oaks.gr s „ v-sq
Bay Rum, brs 2:20 to 2il9!4
Loupe (p) 2:23 to 2:20ii

Redwood, 2:27. by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, second
dam, by Langford

Jim Mulvenna, 2:19)4, by Nutwood.
McGinty 239)4* to 2:26

Wildnut.by Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton. 2:29)4

Woodnut, 2:16 14
T by Nutwood, 2:18^.

Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale 2:I4V

Treewood, by Nutwood.
Rockwood, b g 239 to 225)4

Ross S., by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, br s dam by Sultan 2:29)4"

Bonnie McGregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.

Adelaide McGregor, b m __ 2:17)4 to 2:15)i

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vasco, by Harold. 2 (2)

Vasto.b b, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:16)4.

Flaherty's Fearnought, son of Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. BL Stanley, gr s _ 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p)_ 2:30

Motor, 2:29)£, by Onward, 2:25)4.

Jennie June, bm 2:23)4 to 2.-19J4.

Mambrino Wilkes, by Geo. Wilkes.
BrinoTricks, b h (p) 220 to 2:18)4"

Mambrino Chief Jr., by McDonald Chief.
George Washington 2:20 to 2:16V

Georee Washington, 2:16*4, by Mambrino Chief.
Jr.

Stella r.2), dam by McDonald Chief. 220

\ n u tun", by Toronto Chief.

J. H. S., ch g (p) 2:29)4

Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)
dam Lady Washington, by American Boy
Jr.

Dennis, blk h _ _ 2:27^

Victor, 2 :22, by Echo.
Pascal—untraced 2:21 >f

Alcnntara Jr., by Alcantara
Eiisa S., dam by Friday McCracken 2:16)4"

Vernon Boy, by Wilson's Patchen.

Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie- 2:16

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6

Pantomime, dam Iota, by Princeps 2:26)4

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19)4

Ensisn. 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:18)4"

Billy Xorfolk, by Norfolk.

Gray Jim 2:22)4

Dashwood, by Legal Tender.

Andy.bg 220>j to 2:20

Melbourne King, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (p) 2:15

Killaroey, by Black Ralph.

Killaruey Maid, b m 2:28)4

Tbor, by Alcazar.

Thalma 2:29)4*

James Madison. 2:1734-

Leila C. (2), dam Rill, by Prompter (p) 2:20)4"

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G., by
Echo.

Jim Nutwood _ 2:21)4
William Tell 2:18

Dan Rice
Flora 2:24)4- to 2:305*

Dan B.
Dan Mc 2:28)4

Walt a Little (p) 2:17X
Eva T - 2:26,S
Delbert 224V
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Silkwood's Say.

Some MJ thai mv master fs a regular old lay.

That be feed! me on corn ami alfalfa hay :

That be allows drafts to blow over my head ;

That be Tails to provide me with a good decent bed.

Thev bu he la too old to drive in a race ;

That hii boots ami his harness are a shameful dis-

Tbevsay lie don't work me as hard as he should,

And" they say t hat he pulled me to W. Wood.

CHORUS

Then give me a rest and some pumpkins and corn,

And a bite of alfalfa at the break of the morn.

L ;e fresh air—throw my boots in the well,

And I will be ready at the tap of the belL

They Bay that my shoeing is never done right

;

That they shoe me too heavy, aud they shoe too

Thev say when he works me that he should provide

Heavy blankets, a hood and bandages beside.
(

They say he should rub me and scrub me all o er

Aud" bandage mv limbs until they are sore.

They say that more work is what I should get.

And a heavy hot blanket while dripping with sweat.

Thev sav that he never will check me np high,

Thev say that my driver is blind in one eye.

Tbe'v say and they sav till my tired does ache,

Aud I wi?b tbev'd stop saying it just for my sake.

For 1 am well satisfied with my lot.

1 need no hot blankets when tired and hot :

No bandage is needed to shut off the blood.

Ii would suit me far better to stand in tbemud.

There are many dumb brutes, if they could explain,

Would beg for more liberty and a long check rein.

The boots that they carry are just iu the way.

And tbey loDg for a pumpkin aud alfalfa hay.

Tbev repeat and repeat until foaming all o'er

Whe'n they start in a race they are tired and sore.

They hitch and they hop, and tbey always go lame,

But I always feel good, and get there all the same.

—By Dr. J. H. Garner, in Sauta Ana Blade.

St. Bel as a Sire.

well, who came the year after, while Cesarion

and The Commoner have this year ably sec-

onding Henry of Navarre in garnering the

dollars. McClelland was at one time employed

in a printing office in Lexington, but he was

of a family of racing men, and his natural

bent was for racing. He rode with more or

less success, left the saddle to train, and

handled.among others,the horses in the stable

of the late Congressman W. L. Scott of Penn-

sylvania. Then he became an owner in a

small way and his sound judgment in buying

yearlings, coupled with bis great ability as a

trainer, has enabled him to become a compara-

tively rich man. He is one of the nerviest

bettors on the turf, and when he thinks his

horse can win puts down his money with a

confidence that is refreshing. In person Mc-
Clelland is small and spare. He is not more

than thirty-seven years of age.

Sale of Thoroughbreds.

Horsemen and breeders of trotters have

been watching with interest the development

of St. Bel's progeny on the track. His family

have made a record this season thai stands

out fioely in these days of speedy horseflesh.

This will be seen by the following list of his

get that have entered the 2:30 list during the

season of 1894 :

TROTTERS.

1. Allibel.S years 2:I9J£

2. Honeywood, 4 years 2:19%
A. Favora, 4 years - - 2:23^
i. Tempter. 5 years 2:243*

5. St. Felix, 3 years 2:25%
6. Amorel. 5 years - 2:26

7. St. Minx. 2 years 2:26%

8. Katrina Belle, 2 years 2:28%
9. Flora Belle, 4»years 2:29>4

10. Robert Bell, 2 years 2:30

PACEBS.

11. Failnot, 5 years 2:16%
12. Almabel, 6 years 2:17%
13. Monabel.3 years 2:18

14. Notion, 5 years 2:28

REDUCED RECORDS.

1. Silver Ore. 4 years from 2:28% to 2:19%
2. Baron Bel (pi, 4 years from 2:1754 to 2:11%

ST. BEL'S COMPLETE 2:30 LIST.

1. Allibel, 3 years 2:19^
2. Honeywood, 4 years 2:19%

8. Silver Ore, 4 Years 2:19%
4. Bell Town. 5 years 2:20%
b. Election Bell, 5 years 2:22%
6. Bel Onward, 3 years 2:23

7. Favora, 4 years 2:23%
8. Tempter, 5 years 2:24%
9. Free, 4 years 2:25

10. St. Felix, 2 years 2:25%
11. Amoral, 5 years 2:26

12. St. Minx, 2 yeats „ 2:2i%
13. La Bel. 5 years 2:27

14. Lvnne Bel. 3 years 2:27%
15. First Bell. 5 years 2:28%
16. Katrina Belle, 2 years 2:28%
17. Santa Bell, 3 years 2:28%
18. Belman,4 years 2:28%
19. Flora Belle, 4 years 2:29%
20. Honeydew, 3 years 2:29%
21. Bessie Belle, 2 years 2:29%
21. Gold Point, 3 years 2:29%
23. Robert Bell, 2 years 2:30

24. Legacy. 4 years 2:30

25. Baron Bel, 4 years (p) 2:11%
26. Failnot, 5 years (p) 2:16%
27. Almabel, 6 years (pi 2:17%
28. Monabel,3years (p) 2:18

29. Notion. 5 years ipi 2:28

30. Silver Bell, 3 years (p) 2:29%

None of St. Bel's trotters are aged horses.

Four are two-year-olds ; seven three year-

olds; seven four-year-olds *nd six five-year-

olds. Among his pacers are two three-year-

olds ; one four-year-old ; two five-year-olds,

and one six-year-old. He has a larger 2:30

list than any other son of Electioneer. He
was less than four seasons in the stud, and for

the opportunities he had he surpasses all other

sires of trotters.—Franklin, I'a., News.

Why He "Was Named Badge.

An exchange says : Byron McClelland has

been singularly fortunate in getting possession

of good horses. Within the past eight years

he has won a fortune with Badge, SalHe Mc-

Clelland, Leonawell. Bermuda, Henry of Na-

varre, The Commoner and Cesariou. Badge

waa a small horse by imp. The Ill-Used, out
of Baroness, that received hi» peculiar name
through McClelland .saying, when asked by a
facetioiiH friend when thecolt was a yearling,

what he proposed doing with "that runt:"

"Why, I can get a badge on him."
And so he was named Badge, and lived to

cut the combs of some of the greatest per-

formers of ,his time, earning for the young
Kentuckiiin more than $50,000 in stakes and
purses while he remained in his possession.

Bailie McClelland was a phenomenally fast

daughter of Hindoo and lied and Blue. She
won some of the biggest prizes on the turf aa
a two-year-old. The same is true of Leona.

The sale of a draft of Mr. W. H. Forbes'

mares at Tattersall's, Oct. 18, must be consid-

ered good. The uncertainty about racing in

New York and the shutting up of Washington

Park are not encouraging for buyers of blood

stock. Messrs. O. H. Chenault and H. P.

Headley arrived just before the sale began

from Lexington. They were on the lookout

for bargains and managed to secure some. The

former succeeded in getting some well-bred

and good-looking mares for little or nothing.

Mr. J. R. Keene bought the pick of the lot,

the twelve-vear-old mare imp. Elsie, by See
Saw, out of a sister to Prince Charlie's dam,
well within her value for $1,000, whereas her

yearling filly by Hazelhatch brought $425.

Summaries :

Zicka, cb m. 17, by imp. Australian—Ma-
zurka, covered by imp. Meddler: C. Little-

field, Jr S 275

Opercne, gr m, 3, by Longfellow—Rena B.,

covered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H. Che-
nault „ 140

Imp. Suspense, b m, 11, by See Saw—Lady
Macduff, covered by imp. Meddler ; C.

Littlefield, Jr 400
Imp. Lady Goldsmith, ch m, 6, by The Miser
—Lady Nester, covered by imp Meddler

;

O. H. Chenault 250
Miss Whimple, b m, 3, by imp. Rotherhill—

Cameo, covered by Duke of Magenta ; F.

Fox 100
Oriole, ch m, 5, bv Pardee—Blue Lodge, cov.

ered by Duke ofMagenta ; F. Fox 50
Liantha, b m, 9, by Imp. The Ill-Used—Fa-

rina, covered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H.
Chenault 160

Tamarack.br m. 3,by Iroquois—Tommie Bell,

covered by Duke of Magenta : O. H. Che-
nault 100

Savitri, b m, 3, by Hindoo—Teresa, covered
bv Duke ol Magenta ; O. H. Chenault 100

Imp. 'Emilia, c m, 10, by Muncaiter—Em.
covered by Duke oi Magenta ; C. Little-

field, Jr 525
Ann. bm. 8, by imp. Billet—Hi, covered by

Duke of Magenta ; O. H. Chenault 100
Imp. Glimmer Glass, ch m. 9, by Speculum-

Queen Charlotte, covered by Duke of
Magenta; J. R. Keene 450

Flavia, br m, 11, by Virgil—Fay Templeton,
covered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H. Che-
nault 125

Imp. Orient, ch m, 9, by Syrian—Sunshine,
covered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H. Che-
nault 50

Bribe, ch m, 3, by Enquirer—Bribery, cov-
ered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H. Che-
nault 310

Snausheen. ch m, 5, by Pardee—imp. Lady
Lumley, covered by Duke of Magenta ; F.
Fox Ill

Cordelia, ch m, 12, by imp. Matador—Caro-
line, covered by Duke of Magenta ; O. H.
Chenault SO

Imp. Elsie.br m, 12, by See Saw—Danish Rose,
covered by Duke of Magenta ; J. R.
Keene

Imp. Votaress, ch f, 1, by Hazlebatch—imp.
Elsie: C. Littlefield, Jr

Imp. Spring Daisy, b m. 15. by Springfield-
Crocus, covered by Duke ot Magenta ; O.
H. Chenault

Gloaming, b m. 7, be imp. Sir Modred—Twi-
light ; W. E. DuBois

Total for 21 head 55,940
Average 283

attention paid to the disease from a scientific

standpoint. Hog breeders have been content

to give certain remedies that have been

handed down since the Revolution, or dis-

covered by some Indian that did not know a

hog from a hyena. The symptoms or symp-

tom is easily detected ; though a pig may

have thumps several days, as long as he eats

and runs among the other pigs you may not

notice him thump. For a pig to thump is to

expel the breath very suddenly from the body.

Pick up such a pig and you will see that he
draws his breath in about right, but when he
goes to expel it he does so with a jerk or

thump. During the first stages the pig eats

right along, and seems to do very well, but

when it gets a better hold on him he will be
uneasy and refuse to eat,and will seek a bunch
of straw and poke his nose in it and there lie

until he thumps himself to death.

The doctor concludes from an examination
of pigs that have died from thumps, that in

some cases at least the trouble is not with the

lungs, but with the heart, and that the affec-

tion is caused by too much fat going to that

organ when it should go to other parts of the

body, and that thus the muscles lose their

strength, the valves of the heart become weak,
allowing the blood to be thrown backward
thiough them, thus damming up the blood in

the lungs and causing the organs to be af-

fected secondarily, and giving rise to the pe-

culiar spasmodic action, which is due to the

construction of the muscles of breathing. He
suggests the following remedy, or rather the

following method of prevention :

Prevention is necessary in this disease, or

rather before the disease comes on. The
proper thing to do is not to allow the pigs that

are growing too fat to lie in so great amount
of straw. Then again, pigs that have a great

milking mother by all means should have
plenty of exercise and plenty of fresh air for

pigs and dam, and be fed judiciously. This
exercise prevents the fat from settling in the

muscular tissues of the heart. We have little

faith in curing a pig when, once affected with
thumps, and unless one is a master in feeding

and caring for early pigs and is willing to do
so, he had better not attempt early winter

breeding when pigs cannot take outdoor ex-

ercise except obtained at much care and
labor.

It seems to us that there is a good deal in

the suggestion, as in almost every case of ani-

mal disease, an ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure.
•

Duck Farming.

A Great Fortune.

Races at Santa Ana.

The following events will take place at the

Santa Ana race track to day :

Trotting—P. W. Hodge's b m Gale, by
Com. Belmont ; E. S. Holcomb's g h Grey
Cloud, by Reveille.
Pacing—S. Kullle's ch f Frances B., by

Nutford; J. Baker's br m Birdroe, by Mark
Monroe.
The following will start against time :

Dr. C. E. Smith's b g Pendennis, by Sultan,
to beat 2:30}, trotting."

Dr. C. E. Smith's ch h Sultandin, by Sultan,
to beat 2:25, pacing.

Edgemont Park's br h Jud Wilkes, by Ira
Wilkes, to beat 2:29, trotting.

Conant's b h Sir Credit, by McKinney, to

beat 2:28ij, trotting.

The races will be called at 1 o'clock p. M.

Thumps in Pigs.

One of the most annoying, and at the same
time dangerouB diseases in pigs is what is

known as thumps. Almost every farmer has

a cure for thumpB, and yet.likemost cure-allB,

they fail when the causes which produce
thumps, are prevalent. On this point we give

the following from Dr. C. A. Robinson :

The cause of thumps are not well under-

stood as yet, because there has been but little

The huge fortune of the late Mr. Hag
McCalmont, which for several years has bet

accumulating at compound interest, will pa
in a week from to-day into the sole control'

the heir, Mr. Harry Leslie Blundell McCa
mont, the well-known owner of Isinglass, Tt
amount is believed to be not much, if at a]

less than £4,000,000, and tbe bulk of tb
enormous sum was accumulated by the test

tor while a member of the once" promin«<
firm of McCalmont Brothers.
Rumor has it that the amount to whit

Mr. McCalmont will succeed exceeds that;*

the absolute disposal of any other single pe
sou in the country, and this is not impro
able. Of course, larger amounts are ownr
by some of tbe great city magnates, but pro
ably in most cases their wealth is not entire
unfettered. It is either subject to heai
charges of else invested in business froi

which it could not be easily disengaged. TI
largest amount of personality recorded in i

cent years was that of Baron de Stern, wbi<
amounted, we believe, to some £7,000,000 a
quired largely through Portuguese fioan

operations.

At a week old a nock of Aylesbury duck-

lings is an extremely prettv sight. Each bird

is a little ball of yellow, flufly down, furnished

with a bill ot delicate heliotrope color. The

youngsters arelvery nimble, and .keep together

as they run up or down or across their lim

ited range, uttering continually the plaintive

call which falls upon the ear almost like a

plea for protection. As age advances the

feathers turn white and the bills grow paler.

Great care has to be exercised in keeping
the ducklings healthy, and cleanliness is nec-

essarily a first consideration.

It will be understood that the young birds

destined to be killed asyouug ducks are never
allowed to roam at large. Dor do they go on
the water, the object being to reduce the wear
and tear on the muscular tissue to a minimum,
so that as much as possible of the food may
be ulilized in adding to the weight of flesh

upon the bird. As the ducklings are not kept

for breeding purposes, this somewhat unnat-
ural mode of life can have no ill etfects of an
hereditary nature.

Such water as the ducklings'are allowed ac-

cess to is supplied to them in small troughs,

or shallow vessels, and they use it for bathing
and drinking purposes. Where a large num-
ber of birds of the same age are kept to

gether it is usual, except when they come to

the front to feed, to partition them off into

small "flocks" of about one hundred birds

each. This is easily done by means of planks
about one foot wide, or wire netting, so as to

divide the ground space into a number of

rectangular areas. The object of this is to

prevent the birds from overcrowding, and
possibly killing the weaker ones by overlying.

As tbe birds return from feeding, they are suc-

cessively partitioned off as fast as a sufficient

number enter the shed. When the birds get

large with advancing age, it is found expedi-

ent to con6ne fewer in each pen—say two
dozen or so.—Dr. Frean.

He was an observant passenger on the box
seat of a road coach. The team consisted of

a couple of bays as wheelers and a grey and
skewbald as leaders. A mile out of town he
turned to the coachman, and pointing to the
gray, inquired:

" Say, what color do you call a horse like

that, now Y"

"A flea-bitten gray," replied the knight of

the ribbons.

Silently the stranger sat for full ten min-
utes, then, indicating the skewbald with a dog-
skin finger, he triumphantly queried :

"Then what in h— I sort of an animal bit

this one ?"—Exchange.

At Newmarket last Wednesday the Cai
bridge Stakes of twenty-five sovereigns eac
with 500 sovereigns added.was won by Indii
Queen, a bay filly, by Melton, out of Orienl
Girl. Gangway was second and Callystra
third. Twenty horses ran. Matchbox w
scratched. Callystrate was the favorite. TI
winner started in 25 to 1 against her.

AT AUCTION
The Chestnut Stallion

WICKLOW
FOUR YKARS OLD.

Sired by DR. LINSEY Jr., out of Nocbooche,
Tom Bowling. Second dam Lap Wing, by LUrhtnii
Third dam Olio, by Oliver. Fourth dam Tsolo by In
Bertram. Fifth dam Jennie Crocker, by Potom
Dr Lynsey Jr. by Dr. Lynsey (be by LexinBt
out ot Kitty Clark, by QJencoe), dam Rosa Mausfl.
II., by Reveille: second dam Estella, by Star Dai
third dam Victoria, by imp. Margrave, out of Top
by Imp. Glencoe.

Wicklow Is 16 hands high and weighs about l!

Individually he is grand looking, bis disposition tot
feet. He has never been raced, but In bis three-ye
old iorm, carrying 12S pounds, he ran a mile in 1 :48.

This horse will be sold at auction at

BAY DISTRICT TRAO]
After the sale of Theo. Winters' Horses.

KILLIP &CO., - Auetionee
30 Montgomery Street.

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKE
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYL1
LIVJB STOCK AUCTIXBERg.

Every facility for holding sales at our sales stable
Over one hundred stalls.

Consignments of livestock from the interior solid!
Sales made in any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and pedigrees furnished.

Telephone 3529.

FOR SALE.

An Bros Gelding
Dam by 1\ lllPPI.Kro\ : 2d dam by G80

M. PATCHKN JR.

Four years old; perfectly sound; stands 16.2 ha

bigb; color seal brown, not a white hair oq n

broken single or double; never has been trained,

can show a 2 :40 gait.

As the owner has no use for him, he will sell I

cheap. Can be seen In DeDoIs Gauuou's stabler

Oakland Trotting Park.

An Inflamed Tendc
needs cooling.

restore the
culatloc. No blister; no hair gone;

--you can use the horse. $2 00 per bo'

Regular dealers or

W. P.YOUNG, P. D.P.,
Merlden.Co

: ALSO FOE SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 7G7 Market Street, San Francisco.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon,

FOR SALE.

$75.00.
Handsome brown fielding, 15.1 hands high, 6 y •

old. Sound and stylish ; fl tie saddle and harness b(

three-minute mover. 106^ Stockton meet, upsto

10 to 12 m.
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Racing! Racing! Racing

'CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB

WHITER MEETING

[bay district track
COMMERCING OCTORER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.——
Five or More Races Each Day. Races Start

at 2 p. m. sharp.

•McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

official Pool-Sellers

California Circuit, Including the State Fair,

i

Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
I All the latest and most approved appliances for
i Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business in the
lestand most expeditious manner in any part of the
;ountry west of the Missouri river.

I Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
< Correspond with us before making other arrange-
ments.

S.B. WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 LeldesdoriT St., S. F.

For Sal© or Trade

For Sale.
Gussie, a haadsome bay gelding, eight years old, a

jerfect saddle horse, sound, kind, and splendidly

roken. $100 gets him. Address

SOAOMA STOCK FARM,
Sonoma County, Cal.

HORSE SHOW
ASSOCIATION

— OF —

San Francisco.

First Annual Exhibition

Mechanics' Pavilion
NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH

$2,500 IN SOLID
SILVER CUPS,

ODe five-year-old blood bay Btallion by ANTEEO,

tarn by NDTWOOD. Address

UEO. E. GUER.\E,
Santa Rosa, Cal.

Best Pasturage in. California.

Having purchased the celebrated ValenBin Stock
farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
Jounty, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stat-

ions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-
ng of alfilleria, clover.'rys grass and alfalfa, is divided
ntoHtrongly fenced fields (not a toot ot wire being on
he place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-

i Hated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
nile track, and every appointment necessary for the
"are (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
; The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known
.11 over the United States ; for the class of stock here-
ofore raised and developed on it has given it a name

. <s " a home for horses " second to none in America.

. Thebestcare takenof all stock consigned, but no re-

. ponsibiiity assumed for accidents or escapes. Anl-
: rials can be shipped bv rail, from foot ot Market
1 treet, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
ead them to the farm.
Pasturage lor mares and geldings only five dollars

: ier month.
,
For farther particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
ife-rrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

REPORTERS!
\Te want a responsible lady or gkntlemaj* in every town to act

to uiiWHpaptr correspondent, report the happenings in their local-

I Ity and UTite articles for publication. Experience not required or
necessary. Big remuneration for good writers. Enclose stamp
for full particulars. Modern Press Association, Chicago, III.

OFFEBED IN PRIZES FOE

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys,

Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,
Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules
Prize lists, entry blanks and all information can be

obtained from the Secretary Horse Show Associa-
tion, Room 30, Mills Building.

ENTRIES CLOSE NOVEMBER 10

HENRY J. CROCKER, President.

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach

STALLIONS.
Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse is Registered in the Stud Books of
France and America. Buyers furnished with certified
pedigrees.
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-
nity to secure a stallion of the fioest breeding tor a
song.
Address or apply to

E. C. GODFREY,
3$ Crocker Build inc. S. P.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth
avenue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered in any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

GEO. GRAY, Haywards. Alameda Co., Cal.

I RANCHO COTATI
Roadsters, Mares, Fillies and Geldings

— sired by—
ECLECTIC, BROTHER TO ARION, 2:07a,

SABLE WILKES, 21181
AND OTHER NOTED SIRES,

Will be Sold by the Undersigned at Auction on

Wednesday, November 28, 1894,
At 11 A. M. at

Sillip & Oo.'s Salesyard, Market St.& Van Ness Ave.

WILFRED PAGE.
Catalogues can be had on application to

SILLIP & CO., .... Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS.
SZ. — THE PKOPERTY OP —

THEO. WINTERS,

'RANCHO DEL SIERR&S,

Washoe, IVev.

,

Sons and Daughters of

Joe Hooker
— AND THE —

Peerless El Rio Rey J

Brothers or sisters to
^^fi^Vfc|yf'''V"

no* j°sk, '*%lfIPDOLLY McCONE, - < ^KSw^JSkS
CALLIE FEKGUSOX,

and ADBLA1VTB

;

Halt-Brotbers or Sisters to

APPLAUSE. ALMOiVT,
ZKI'llVR. RE,\0,

LAURA GAHDtER
and BONAKZA. TOE HOOKER

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 10th, 1894,

AT 11 A. M. AT

Horses may be seen at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street, three days
previous to sale.

BS* Catalogues can be bad upon application to

KH.LIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, - 22 Montgomery Street.

The Famous Brood Mare, For Sale.
After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 5th

Messrs. Eillip & Oo. will sell for account of the Santa Rosa
Stock Farm, the thoroughbred mare FREE LOVE, sire Luke
Blackburn. First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
ton. Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki, by
Major Ban. Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes, for
three-year-olds, at Sacramento, one mile, in 1.42 1-2. Her sec-
ond colt, Norbliek, by Major Ban, is in training and has shown a
half in 53 seconds, 1 20 pounds up. Free Love has been bred
this season to A. B. Spreckels' imp. Idalium.

J± TXT ID
Thoroughbred Yearlings

-:- -:- and Broodmares
FROM THE FAMOUS

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Beginning at 11 a. m.,

B.A.Y DISTRICT TH..A.OK.,
SONS OR DAUGHTERS OF

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus

FROM SOME OF THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FLIRT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,

Brothers or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairv,

Cadmus, Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator

Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Horses will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

three days previous to sale.

SECURE A CATALOGUE OP TH1' GREAT SALE AT O.VC'E OF

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

- INQUIRE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Features That Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track

THE STANDARD STALLION

1S9907.
Trial, 2:20 1.-4.

KIDMtY 1770
2:19M

Rire of Frou-
Froo, 2:26*,
champion year
ling troMer,
Faosia, 2-22^,
yearling pacer;
FauflUno. 2:U\;
Fleet, 2~£l;Cupld,
2:18; Adonis,
2:11 tf; Gold Leaf,

2:11*; Lady H-,
2:19; Staler V.,

2:18,S; Thistle,

2:14, and 16

others In 2*) list

Santa Clam 2000
2:17*

Blreof Kris Krlngle,
2:28* ; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28* J Sid-
ney, 2:19li, and 5

others In 2:3011st

rambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

Blre or 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6

dams of 6 in 2:30

' 1 oi 107 sires of 567 in 2:
CLady Waltermire

Dam ef Marshall Ney
2034

IladYTHORNEJR. /Williams' Mambrino
DampfMollleMack, "j KateNavidad, 2:22*;

Sire of 291a2:30 list,

21 Bires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 In 2:30 list
2:29M

fBuccaaeer 1656—...
Sire of Shamrock,

226; Flight, 23B; Bui-
wer, 2:26*

FLIRT
(trial 2:36)

Dam of Ftoq-
Frou, 2:25*
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:204; Geo. V.
(8-ye»i-old),2a5

Mahniika Belle...

Dam of Fawn. 2:304,
trial, 222 ; Chicago,
2*6; Wing Wing, 2-32

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 in 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50*

) Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and
•i

10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I Of 18 In 2:30

ITopsey

1

™* fFlaxtail61S2

TrvHTirv watt» J Sire of the grandams oitTLNSLEV MAID < Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
I Fanny Fern i

{Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:18V, Kismet, 2:24V,
Twister, 2:29*

Tjntraced

I LADY MEBBITT.

.

(IOWA CHIEF 628
Sire of Corisande,

2244, »nd Buccaneer

f FLAXTAIL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28*; Empress, 2:29*'
..'. and of the dams of

] Gold Leaf, 2:11*. and
Shamrock, 2:25 CJohn Bautlste

I LADY HAKE._
\

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern
*1 dam ol Prairie Bird,

2:28*

DB8CRIPT10N AND TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Froo Frou,the champion yearling trotter in Uie world, but he is also one of

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk'a Hambletonian, one of Harry
Clav. sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail

he traces to Canadian Pilot Cain 0* Pilot Jr. 12 j, through Bull Pun, sire oi Rowdy Boy, 2:13*, and two others
Sidney, Memo's sir*1 , In universally known and recognized as the best young sire In the world, an a producer ol

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny Is lower than that ol any of the get of tin-

twelve leading stallions of America.
Memo trotted In public in bis two-year-old form, obtaining a record ol 2:49, though he was close to Grande*

In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 2:31 4, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three yearn old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2:20*, and frequently

) 'juartent in from 324 to 84 seconds.
ne laslile -i\ lianas high, and or powerful build throughout His color Is a glossy black, wlLh both forefeet

white. His dlnpohlUon Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TERMS #50. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. NoresponslbllHyassumed for accidents or escapes.

For farther partlulars addreai
DR. T. W. HAKRI8, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SIBSCBIBK TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.

It in published semi-monthly during the racing season
and is but 8 1 2 per year. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bonn Street. - - Sao Franrl-ro, I ol.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, or New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed upon application.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BETTING KELE8.

National TroTOxg Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Hoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 els

For sale at the offlce of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush. Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.
This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of St. Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries oi the craft,and It is so simple and plain that

anv breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
developeto tbe highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

place one in the hands of every rubber on our farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, C*
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES
ANDHO"W 0?0 FSDEilD

|
Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

Fox Terriers For Sale.
I Bleuiton Splnaway, by Champion Blomton Victor
2d—Spinster. Good show and brood bitch.

I Dauntless Ruby by Le Logos—Hillside Gaudy. Splen-
did brood bitch.
I Do? and bitch 3^' months o'.d by the crack sire Bleni-
ton Reefer out of BtemlonSpinaway ; very promising'.
For full pedigree and particulars addres*

J. B. MARTIN,
I 1323 Page street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS.
I Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-
PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE tor

pale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

|
VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,

2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenne, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II yon want an Irish Setter that will hant, and

Tom Field Trial and Bench winning slock, call at

ULENMOKE KEKKBLS,
West EerkeJey, CaL

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

)OOS, MONKEYS, OATS
birds of All Styles and Breeds.

Information by Matjc.

.. C. BOBISOK, - 337 KEARNY STREET

DE-T^ OF ALL KINDS.
i — W DOtJS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

OLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:• AND -:- HARNESS.

Infobacation by mail.

1. STRAU88. 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

F. W.Skaife, D.V. S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. m. 1.30 to 3.30 P. A.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAB AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and PostStfl)

SAX FRANCISCO.

Ve Are Pacific Coast Agents

(ennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

tie Hon! Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage.
tKESand Exhibit Does as scientificaLly|as the most
perienced. Moreover, it contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

' the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
town, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, $3.00, and 25 cents Kxpressage.

:

:i

iS
II your dog Is sick, yon must have

ishmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

hlch will tell you from what disease he Is suffering
1 d how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
• "WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
lining, and is universally conceded to be, far and
ay, the best work of the kind evee. published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.
dress BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bosh Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
106 SITTER STREET, S. P.

Jnoice Xilpiuors
JVATE ROOMS. OPEN ail. NIGHT

J. M. PARKER, Proti.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.,
HAVE THE LABGE8T STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

^ GUNS and RIFLES
,/^5 OS THE PACIFIC COAST.

^^ ALL MAKES.
^^- ' Grand Hotel^* 605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send Fok Catalogue.

Gnns, Els, Cartips,
HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Groods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

DUPONTpMfiKEUESS
SPORTING POWDER

AN AMERICAN NiTRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made Tor Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It nives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this lime before the poblic.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.

Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting Qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aflected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

226 Market Street, San FranciscoC. A. HAIGHT, Agent,

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yoiir dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody Cheap,
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, San Francisco.

«MMT«
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f~^y
I Cubeto and Injections. {Kflft
1 They cure in48 hours the V *

I same diseases without anyincon-

|?enience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting iq California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Kear entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. R- DICKEY. Prp.

THE ROUTE TO

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
TILE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
G en ehal Office—Mutual Life Building.

B. X. Rl.W, Gen. Pass. Agt.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line ol Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

for visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-

ing horses. „ „__
Telephone No. 3150.

IJSSTAR «

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT^
AND ANTI-RATTLER. ..

ED. E. COCHKAJT, ~
Gtn'l Aifl. Pacific Slave. S A I 'i 1 3E.NT0. CiJ

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bo,b Street,,:

BAN FRANCISCO.

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKRKSH1RKS and POUNlt-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY
WILLIAM 1MLK8 & CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876.

SOUTHER FARM Xoung well-bred stock for saleOUUinLn mnn. First-class breeding farm. Good
Irack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent paatur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOM P-
K-LNS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINEUND BREEDING FARM. ^fSBiS*,,
2:2734 (full brothe* to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stalllous, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addres
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER.SL. Helena, Cal.

FERRETS
Trained rat. rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair

53.00. S. & L. FARNSWORTH, New London, Ohio.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

G05 Golden Gate Avenue*
San Francisco.

OFFICE HODBS:

7 to 8 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLT GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLIIS
1350-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenne.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66: 628

Howard St,, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.'S

New Special Train, the

Sunset
Limited

79 Hours San Francisco to New Orleans.

119 Hours San Francisco to New York.

- MAGNIFICENT -

VESTIBTJLED TRAIN between

San Francisco and

Every Thursday. J^GW O^GanS

Commencing November 1, 1894.

LUXURY WITH SPEED
— AND —

No Extra Charges.
Pullman Double Drawing-Room

Sleeping Cars.

Dining Cars t meals a la cart Kt.

Pullman Composite Cars, including Buffet,
Smoking-Room, Babbeb Shop and Bathboou.

The Entire Train will be LIGHTED with GAS.

WEEKLY THROUGH TIME SCHEDULE
From San Fran'co—In effect Nov.l—.From N.Orleans.

Tburs'ys 10:30a.m. lv. San Fran. ar.ll:45a.m.SuPd;iys
Fridays 4:00 " " LosAngeles " G:10p.m.Sat'd'ys
Sat'd'ys 5:30 " ar. El Paso lv. U:10 p m. Fridays
Sundays 2:10 " "SanAntonio" 1 :30 a.m. Fridays
Sundays 7:40p.m. " New Orleans" 8:00a.m. Thur'ys

At NEW ORLEANS close connections will be
made with Trains for Chicago, St. Louis, Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, and (lie Limited Trains of

THE PIEDMONT AIR LINE
For Atlanta, Charlotte. Danville, Wasklngton,
Philadelphia, New York and Doslou.

For further Informatlou apply to any Agent

SOUfHERN PACIFIC COMP'Y
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BlcK.EB.RON

GHEGE BIT
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
. FOR SALE BY

J". .A-.

Horse Boot
203-205 Mason Street

fcnd Turf Goods Manufacturer.

San Francisco Cal

L. E. CXAWSON.
J. A. M'KKBROK.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE,
Bike- as sate n- hich-w heeled

nulkles .No upsetting.
\o runa Ids under of low

mut-els.
Aocuttlncdow u from behind.

Patented June 5, 18W.

ids parts 01 the
ake plate; {b") foot

wbase... 3 mid forces
'ringibat
I as soon

!•> jch >i 13 raised offthe ground;
^re the rods that attach

Uie brake to the axle of vehicle;
ch Is thrown open

to remove wheel; f the arm
when thrown deck to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon^.lhe

driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the brake nor

need he care as to who or what

may be pressing closely in behind

him.

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to be wiihout one.

For further inf rmation apply to

J. A. MCKERRON 1

203-205 Mason St., S. F.

P. JAMIESON'S
;noted: -

Harness Composition^
Is Impervious to Wet, and Produces a Brilliant Black^Polish

on every Description of Leather.

Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE everv box sold

by us to be the GENUINE IMPORTED ARllLLE, made

P. JAM II.SOX, only by P. Jamiesos.

nit: m.isi 1 .nrraiB ok Registered table 74,620 U. S. and Great Britain.

cw ni.-.-n. Nothing InjurloUH to Hie 1-enllier In (his Composition.

Three Sizas, 75c, $1, $2 per Box by Mail.

FOB 8AI.K BY rlHKT-t'I. \SS SADDLERY A.\D SADDLERY HARDWARE HOUSES.

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic St., Newark, N. J.

Agent fur IT. S. for

WM. BOWN'S Celebrated Nlwmarket Horse Clippers.

WHITE FOB SI'ECIAL LIST.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

The Palace hotel
Qrill Roon

The Best f Everything
— to Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND \'ISITINQ

HORSEMEN

THE" MOST POPULAR RESORT IN THE ClTt

WESTON'S
Pneumatic-:- Sulky-:- Wheels

THE THOUSANDS SENT OUT HAVE GIVE*

HIGHEST SATISFACTION AND ARE A BET-

TER ADVERTISEMENT THAN ANYTHING

WE CAN SA Y.

Send for our list of testimonials, also look up onr rating
anrl see if oar firm and wheels are not fully reliable.

I.A.WESTON & CO
JAMBSVTLLB, N. Y.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Bert BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments lor mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Price SI.50 per bottle. Sold by drnpfrists, or
eent by express, charges paid, -with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAYTCVL^CE-WriXIAMS CO., Cleveland* O.

MANHATTAN

THIS MAKES
BOYCE

ONEPINTO

% TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FEVERED LEGS, 1WLAMED TEX

DOSS, SPRAISED A\RLES, CRACKS)
HEELS AND ALL SKL\ ERCPTIOXS. Make
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace.
It is the cheapest and best evet put "on the marke
Compared with Witcn Hazel, Eoyce Tablets are ou
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, on
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Han
than is contained In 40 gallons of Lhe best extra*
sold.
Put ud in metal boxes, each containing 120 Tat

lets. For general ^ork. dissolve one Tablet in a pii
of water. Think of it ! 15 gallons best leg and bod
wash on earth carried in your pocket; onlv 82.0*
per box. or fi Boxes for 810.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Hauls, Ind.

Sold by DrneeUU and Dealers In Tnrf Conda

DO YOU WANT
o A HAXPSrVMFT

Awarded
Gold Medal
At California

Slate Fair 1*92.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure-

all ordinary horst
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J, Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.M0Dagban,
Dr. Parson ,,V.S., G.

Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

^CALIFORNIA
AS FED&INDORSED BY

GOLDSMITH \ GAMBLE ,-

.H01_t-Y","\#VLENSIN,
Dwells fARG0&w.&.OTHERS >

ASKYOmOEALERFORITeR
' SEKOTOC.KERTELL '« CALIF-

Bradlev, elc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkins A Durbrow. ft. V. Aels, 70 Wall St.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 820

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. KLBSCHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

OLI> HKRMITAGK
WHISK IK.*.

sTEINER'S
i\o. 311 Bl'SH STRBBT

8AK FRANCISCO
DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

DETECTIVES!
Bright, Tfpunc ami mld-tle-ftged men irantod in erery locality

• to act i» PKIVATE DETKCTIVHS nntor lnsLrueUons.

• Previous uperlanoc not rcjalrvd or necessary. Send iiamp
• far fall iiariiL'uini-ii nnJ gel umplAOopy <> r tbe bert Hlt«tT»t«l

vorlnlt: i. NATIONAL DRTBOTIVB hVR-
- IUD, liwuMAroua, l>i>. -*•>*- tt -* #*- tt #

> PICTURE
o

O OP ASY (IF THE WORLD S FAUf>l">

o

HORSES
q For your office, stable or library?

_** Or lany other kind of a picture.

O or mantel, mirror or framing?
O

Q ,F SO *

CALL ON

SANBORN, VAIL & CO.,
741.743. 7 45 Market Street. San Frnucisot

Business College, 24 Post St

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

K. P. HKALD, President,
IV Send for Circular*.

8. HALET,

To Secretaries.
We make a Special tv of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Association!
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.
2S FIRST STREET. SAX FR.WCISCO.

FRENCH andGERMAI
LESSONS.

Private or In clfsses. Legal and commercial dot

men translated MRS. F. PRILL, 20 Ellis street
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

A .

SIXTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

GOOD card, a fast track, azure skies

and the absence of anything that

could detract from the sport brought

a first-class week day crowd to the

track this afternoon. At least 2,200

were there with money to bet, and

they did so. The bookmakers

wish now they hadn't come, for four

favorites and a heavily-played sec-

ond choice abstracted the dollars

from their strong boxes from first to last. The final race was

called one-two on the penciiers, so that there was no balm

for the bookies in the betting ring, Gilead or anywhere else.

The track was perhaps never fister since it was built. Eey

Alfonso equalled the track record at the short sis furlongs.

going the distance in 1:12 flat And he was simply romping

at the end. It is extremely doubtful whether any animal at

the local course can take his measure going six furlongs. He

showed to day that he could take up 115 pouods and run the

full six furlongs close to 1:13. His full brother, Huntsman,

ran six furlongs in 1:01, as did Border Lassie.

Happy Day came from the rear and won the first race like

true race horse, but had Chevalier kept Seaside going along

about her business the backers of the little brown gelding

would never have cashed their tickets. Happy Day won in

the last stride by ahead. Half-^ay down the homestretch

Seaside was galloping aloDg in front of her field, and it

looked "all over.
7

' Chevalier let the filly loaf along in front

until she heard some swift horse coming close behind. This

was about sixty yards of the finish. He could have taken his

mount close against the rails, and Happy Daywould have been

beaten, as in that distance he could not have been pulled out,

to run around Seaside and win. Putting whip to Seaside,Chev-

alier tried to get his filly going at her best again. It was too

late, however, and Happy Day wen the race by a head. Had

Seaside been hand-ridden down the homestretch and not let

up on for even a moment she would perhaps have won by a

couple of lengths.

Expense led from flag-fall to finish, and won with ridicu-

lous ease by two and a half lengths, Florence Dickey out-

footing the rest of them at the esd and getting the place

very handily.

Rey Alfonso's win in record time was a mere gentle work-

out for him, it appeared, the verdict never being in doubt.

Flashlight was heavily backed, and after running secocd to

the homestretch, fell back and finished fifth.

Border Lassie captured the fourth race very cleverly, ly-

ing third op to the last fiftyyards, and outfooting her op-

ponents with seeming ease in fast time. Gracie S-, the "good

thing" in the race, finished a first class second.

Huntsman indulged C. M. C with the lead until the home-
stretch was reached, when he ran away from him and won
by nearly three lengths easily.

R. Isom rode two winners, W. Clancy, Bozeman and Chev-
alier one each.

How the Race-? Were. Won.

Capt. Rees was a 9 to 5 favorite in the first race, seven
furlongs, selling. Happy Day was backed Jown from 3 to 2J

to 1. Sympathetic's Last had many friends at 4} to 1. Sea-

side was at 7 to 1 (opened at 8), Gold Dust 10, the others

from 20 to 60 to 1. Capt. Rees, Sir Richard, Gold Dust was
the order to a good start. Capt. Rees and Sir Richard were

head and-head at the quarter, just lapped by Gold Dust, at

whose heels came Sympathetic's Last and Seaside. Gold Dust
ran up second, close to Capt. Rees, at the half, and Seaside

ran up third. Seaside passed to the front at the three-quar-

ter pole, leading Capt. Rees by a neck, he a head from Gold
Dust, Happy Day now mowing those down in front of him
at a great rate, Seaside drew away from her field nearly two

lengths in the straight, and it appeared to be al I over but the

shouting. About sixty yards from the wire Chevalier, hear-

ing something behind him coming like a shot, pulled his bat,

but he awoke from his slumber too late, for in a magnificient

burst of speed Happy Day snatched victory by a head—

a

victsry that, but for thoughtlessness would surely have been

Seaside's. Lonnie B. was third,about a length away. Time,l:28.

Barcaldine and Expense divided favoritism in the first

race, about six furlongs, at 2 to 1 each. Florence Dickey

was at 5 to 1, Headtlower 7, Agnes S, Yo El Rey 10, Washoe
12, Little Flush colt 15, Linville 30 to 1. There wasa lot of

cutting up at the post, Yo EI Rey, Agnes and Barcaldine be-

ing the principal offenders. Finally the flag fell to a fair

start, Yo EE Rey, however, refusing to run. Expense went

to the front at once, attended closest by Linville and Bar-

caldine. At the half this trio were running as named, about

lengths apart, Washoe fourth. Expense led into the home-
stretch and won with great ease by two and a half lengths.

Florence Dickey, fifth into the straight, came on the outside

and easily secured the place by half a length, Linville third,

as far from Barcaldine. Time, l:13i.

Eight two-year-olds came to the post in a short six-furlong,

dash, and Rey Alfonso was a favorite at 2 to 5. Flashlight

opened at 2} to 1 and his odds receded at 3* to 1. Midas

was at 5 to 1, Arno 25, the others from 50 to 150 to 1. Cata-

logue, Rey Alfonso, Arno was the order at the start. Rey
Alfonso was in front in the first twenty yards, and led passing

the half pole by two lengths, running under a pull. Flash-

light bad run through the bunch, and was second, with Miss

Ruth at her saddle, Arno at her heels. Into the homestretch

Rey Alfonso's lead was four lengths, Flashlight second by

two, Miss Ruth as far from Arno. Flashlight fell back half-

way down the straight, Arno running into second place

strongly. Midas was gaining fast all the way down the home-

stretch. Rev Alfonso simply won without extending himself

an inch of the journey by three lengths, Arno lasting long

enough to beat Midas a head in a drive. Lapped on Midas

was Miss Ruth. Time, 1:12—the track record and a quarter

of a second better than PlayfuPs two-year-old time.

Border Lassie opened at 2 to 1, closed at 7 to 5 under a

heavy play. Motto was at 11 to 5, Gracie S. 5 to 1 (opened

at 8), Norlee 8, Mustesa and Clacquer 20 each, Red Bird,

Reno and George L., 100 to 1 each. A fine start was made,

the order being Motto, Border Lassie, Reno, George L., Nor-

lee. The last-named ran through the bunch like a bullet,

leading at the half-pole by two lengths, Reno and Border

Lassie being head-and-head, with Gracie S. at their heels.

Norlee kept her command to the homestretch, which she en-

tered first by a length, Gracie S. now second, Reno third, a

length away, lapped by Border Lassie. Norlee fell back in

the final furlong, and Gracie S pushed to the fore, looking

all over a winner. Little Bob Isom was only nursing Border

Lassie for a good rush at the end., however, and she came on

and won handily by a length, Gaacie S. second, as far from

Norlee, who beat Motto a head for the show. Time, 1:01 flat.

The last event of the day was a selling race of five furlongs

with eleven starters. Huntsman, brother to Rey Alfonso'

was made a favorite, and well played at 2A to 1.. CM. C.

was in some demand at "U to 1, Durango 5, Little Frank,

Charmer and Red Dick 7 each, Raphael 10. King Alp and

Corncob each 15, Pronto 30 to 1. C. M. C ,
Huntsman, Red

Dick were the leading trio to a good send-off. The order

was unchanged passing the half, where C. M. C. and Hunts-

man were necks apart. They ran in this way until the final

turn was made, where Huntsman led by nearly a length, C.

M. C. second, with Corncob third, a couple of lengths fur-

ther away. Huntsman went away from his field in the last

furlong, and won easily by nearly three lengths, C. M. C,
with a little ridiDg, holding second place, Charmer coming

fast at the finish, and getting third place, a length behind C.

M. C. and two lengths from Corncob. Time, 1:01 fiat.

SEVENTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOYEVBER 6.

Better fields were never had nor finer sport seen in San

Francisco or the far West than the local race-goers enjoyed

this beautiful afternoon. Three Pacific Coast records went

glimmering :—the seven-furlong, mile and a sixteenth and

mile and a half steeplechase. The record-breakers

were respectively Artist, Polaski and Happy Band. And not

only was the racing grand in all respects, but the attendance,

about 6,500, made President Williams and his co-workers in

the good cause as happy as clams and the high tide kept up

all the afternoon.

Melanie, carrying ninety-nine pounds, indulged Brodhead

with the lead up the final fifty yards, and then romped by

Schreiber's three-year-old. as if he were the rankest sellioe:-

plater in the land. Arapahoe ran very fast down the home-

stretch and got the show. Melanie went the full six furlong3

in 1:13}, and have gone it close to 1:13, one was entered to

besold for $400. We would like to purchase a few car-loads

of such $400 animals.

Artist again took up 102 pounds and leading from Mag-fall

to finish except for a second or so, cut half a second from the

seven-furlcng record made by himself three days previous.

Cadmus and Sister Mary, the celebrities, did not even show.

Duke Stevens, at 40 to 1 for the place, was the runner-up,

while at his bead was Thelma, a 40 to 1 shot. Sister Mary

was a 4 to 5 favorite for the race, and her reputation justified

it.

Piquante won the Ladies 1 Stake, value about $1,000, with

ease. Circe led to the homestretch, with Piquante second

then quit and the latter won without whip or spur in the

good time of 1:14, with Playful, driving hard, at her neck.

The latter got away fourth, and ran a good race. Lady Dia-

mond even beat Circe out. Wheel of Fortune was never in

the hunt.

Dick O'Malley led most of the way in the steeplechase by

a small margin, and then Happy Band came on gamely under

whip and won by three lengths ridden by the popular "Mu-

chacha" Galindo, who received an ovation before and after

the race. Longwell wasa fair third. Stanford rode a good

race on Dick O'Malley, who tired somewhat in the home-

stretch.

Polaski, making the pace in the mile and a sixteenth race,

broke the Coast record and won by less than two inches in

the fiercest sort of a drive from Thornhill and Rico. The

latter would have won had the race been ten yards further

It wasa day's sport that will not soon be forgotten, R.

Isom rode two winners and a third. W. Flynn, Jack Sulli-

van and Galindo were the other successful pilots.

Ham the Races Were Run.

The first race of the day, six furlongs, had eleven starters.

Melanie was a heavily-backed favorite at 8 to 5. Brodhead

was strongly supported at 9 to 5 and 2 to 1. Chartreuse was

at 6 to 1, Arapahoe 8 to 1, the others at long odds. A good

start was effected, the order being Brodhead, Realization,

Melanie, Romair. At the half-pole Brodhead and Realiza-

tion were fighting, necks apart, with Melanie a little over a

length away. The pace was a rousing one. There was no

particular change in the run to the homestretch. Here Reali-

zation fell back beaten and Melanie, in the middle of the

track, ran up to Brodhead easily. Hinricks, on the latter,

went to the whip at the seventv-yard post, and Melanie won

easily in the fast time of 1:13^ by a length, Brodhead sec-

ond, two lengths from Arapahoe, who got the show from Abi

P. by half a length. There was no advance over the $400

Melanie was entered to be sold for.

Sister Mary, the $7,000 mare from the East, was a warm
favorite at 4 to 5. Artist was at 3* to 1, Cadmus 4 to 1, Pes-

cador 8. Thelma and Quirt each 40 to 1, Duke Stevens 100

to 1. This was a great betting race, Artist, Cadmus and Sis-

ter Mary being strongly supported and Pescador not by any

means neglected. The latter and Duke Stevens cut up badly

at the post, delaying the start fully half an hour. Finally
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they were flagged to 8 good send-off, the order being Artist,

Qairl, Sister Marw Artist, Quirt and Thelma ran in close

order passing the'quarter, Duke Stevens fourth, a couple of

lengths behind. At the half-pole Artist was leading Quirt a

neck, and the Joe Hooker filly had Sister Mary at her heels,

with Thelma at the favorite's head. There was no change

clear into the homestretch. A sixteenth from home a shout

went up that Artist was beaten, but it was a great mistake,

tor again he drew away, winning handily at the end from the

100 to 1 shot. Duke Stevens, who had made a great run down

the homestretch from fifth position. At the Duke's head

came Thelma, a 40-to-l'er, with Quirt fourth at her heels.

Tbe time was 1:20, a cut of half a second from the Pacific

Coast record made by Artist with the same weight, 102

pounds.
The Ladies' Stake, for two-year-old fillies, six furlongs,

brought out a fine field of five. There was little choice in

somebaoks Playful, Piquante and Circe being at 2 to leach,

Wheel of Fortune 12 and Lady Diamond 20 to 1. In a few

books Piquante was at 9 to 5, so that she might be termed the

actual favorite. A lot of money went in on the trio. The

flag fell to a fair start, the order being Circe, Piquante, Ladv

Diamond, Playful, Wheel of Fortune. Circe, as usual, went

away from her field at once, and at the half-pole was three

lengths to the good, Piquante second, ahead from Playful,

Lady Diamond three lengths further away. In the run to

the three-quarters Piquante and Playful, running necks apart,

bad gained about a length on Circe, and a little over a six-

teenth from home the latter was beaten and falling back fast.

Piquante came on in the center of the track, and Playful

cut through close to the rails. "See Playful come !
" shouted

the crowd. And indeed she did look dangerous under the

vigorous riding of Morris. Piquante and Playful ran on

about even terras until within twenty yards of the finish,

Playful driving] hard, Sullivan sitting still on Piquante.

Giving the latter her head, Piquante won easily by a nee'e in

1:1-1, Playful second, three lengths from Lady Diamond, who
beat Circe as far for place.

The steeplechase of a mile and a half brought out four

starters in Dick O'Malley, Japonica, Happy Band and Long-

well. Happy Band was a favorite, though only a slight one,

at 9 to 5, Longwell at 2 to 1, the others at about 4's. Dick
o'Malley led at the start, but was soon joined by Happy
Band, the pair taking several jumps very close together, the

other pair three or four lengths behind. Up the hill on the

road to the water jump Dick O'Malley was about two lengths

to the good, Longwell and Japonica crawling up on Happy
Band. O'Malley led over the water jump by something like

a length, the remaining trio very close together. Happy
Band now made a spurt and jostled Longwell somewhat at

the starting point, passing the Longfellow gelding and going

after O'Malley. First one and then the other was in front.

Over the last jump before reaching the homestretch they

went heads apart, Longwell half a dozen lengths away. At
the final obstacle only half a length separated Dick O'Malley

and Happy Band, the heavy weight telling its tale on Long-
well. Happy Band now^drew away, and a couple of stinging

whip-cuts from Galindo urging him to greater eudeavor, the

bay John Happy colt won a fine race by three lengths from

Dick O'Malley, who was two from Longwell, Japonica a bad

fourth. Time, 3:22—a cut of a quarter of a second in the

track record.

The last race of the day was one of the best ever seen on
California soil—a fierce fight from flag-fall to finish, with no
wavering. Glee Boy opened a slight favorite, but a heavy
play shifted the favoritism to Blizzard's shoulders at 2* to 1,

Glee Boy going at 3, Polaski 3, Rico 8 (opened at 4), Thorn-
hill G {opened at 8), Carmel 20 to 1. It was a great betting

race, all but Carmel having strong support. The start was an
excellent one. Rico, Thornhill, Polaski was the order, and
thiB trio passed the stand nose-and-nose, almost aB one horse.

At the quarter Polaski, Thornhill and Carmel were lengths

apart as named, Rico at Carmel's saddle. At the half Po-
laski, Thornhill and Carmel were running noses apart,

with Rico at their heels. On they fought. Thorohill's

white face showed slightly in front swinging into

the homestretch, and the battle raged fiercer than ever. At
the drawgate Bob Isom called on little Polaski, and the "Jew
horse" shot away from his rivals. Carmel now falls back and
Blizzard comes with such a rush that his admirers are filled

with faith in his prowess. "The other lsom " now urges
Thornhill to his utmost, and he goes up to Polaski very fast.

Something on the outside is coming like a black streak, and
the next jump after the finishing point is reached is nearly a

length in front of his closest rival. It is Rico, but his rush
is just too late, for the judges place Polaski first, Thornhill
second and Rico third. They had finished so close

together that it took the judges' sighting

across the line to tell just how they had
finished. The Rico men thought their hor6e had won by
about a length, and many supporters of Thornhill were cer-

tain the bald-faced, white stockinged colt had gained the vic-

tory. But the judges at the finishing-point are the only ones
to settle such matters, and they said Polaski had won. The
record was broken, the little bay son of Capt. Al having
accomplished the distance, one mile and a sixteenth, in

1:474.

EIGHTH DAY—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5.

From first to last the racing was grand to-day. The sky

was free from storm-clouds, but a bitter war was on. The
first two bat ties are perhaps but the forerunners of

fiercer ones to come between owners of selling platers.

Ab. Stemler started the trouble by bidding up Baldwin's

Arapahoe some $400 over her entered selling price. And
Stemler did just right too. The idea of a filly that can run

six furlongs in 1:18 or better being entered to sell $300 is

ridiculous in the extreme, especially ridiculous in view of the

fact that only recently Baldwin declared he would make any

man putting a horse in below its true worth pay dearly for

Buch action. That he should be one of the first to enter a

racer at less than a sixth of her value shows him to be about

as inconsistent a«* a person can be and remain at large. " I'll

get even with you," said Baldwin. Whereupon his repre-

sentative ran up Alex. Ullman's Happy Day in the very

next race to the tune of $600. Consistency, thou art no

relative of E. J. Baldwin's.

Cecil S. won the first race in grand style by a head, after

getting away sixth. Flint, the high-priced Kckert colt, gave

the filly all she wanted to do to win, and he carried IIS

pound* to Cecil S.'s 10. Umma, a 40 to 1 Bhot, was third.

Araphoe led all the way in the second event, and won

easily by three lengths in the rattling time of 1:13 j for the

full six furlongs. Quarterstaff got the place handily after

Dockstader had quit in the homestretch.

Happy Day had a picnic in the third race, one mile, lying

last until the homestretch was reached, then coming to the

front and winning in a romp by about a length from Trix.

Flashlight quit badly in the final furlong, and finished third.

Then came the second run-up of the day in selling races

—

this time $605, and by Baldwin.

Model, at the odds of 12 to 1 (why, no one could tell),

won the fourth race handily after the youngsters had been

forty-five minutes at the post. Circe held on well to the end,

and the favorite, Rev del Carrera, finished a fair fourth. He
did not show the speed he was credited with.

Artist came from behind in the last race of the day, and

again ran the seven furlongs in 1:264—the Coast record.

Quirt got the place, and Fortuna, a rank outsider, the show-

Charles A. quit like a cur, and Fortuna led most of the way.

Verily Artist is a great colt.

Sow fhe Maces War. Run,

Eleven maiden youngsters faced Starter Ferguson in the

first race, six furlongs. Flint, the half-brother to Racine
that cost $3,000 at the Palo Alto sale last year, was a favorite

at 2 to 1, Cecil S. second choice at 2\ to 1, Agnes 4, Suwanee
6, the others from 15 to 100 to 1. The start was not of the

best, the order being Suwanee, Flint, Agnes, Umma. Cecil

S. waB sixth away. Suwanne led for perhaps 100 yards, then

Agnes took up the running, leading past the half-pole by a

length, Suwanee second, as far from Snow Blosssm. who was

running head-and-head with Flint and Umma. Cecil S. was
at the heels of this bunch. There was no change worth re-

cording until nearing the homestretch, where Cecil S. im-
proved her position steadily. Agnes and Snow Blossom gave

it up about a sixteenth from home, FIint_ taking a decided

command and looking a winner. Chevalier kept at Cecil S.,

however, and she got up just in time to win a good race by a

head from Flint, who beat Umma three lengths for the place.

Suawnee was fourth. Time, 1:15}.

Arapahoe was favorite in the second race, six furlongs, at

2h to 1. Quarterstaff was at 3, Dockstader 3o, Eckert 5

(opened at 40 in some books), Romair 7, the others 10 to 80

to 1. Arapahoe, Yangedine, Chemuck was the order to a

good start. Dockstader ran up from sixth to second place,

half a length behind Arapahoe, swinging by the half,

Quarterstaff third, a length away and a head from Yange-
dine. There was no material change into the homestretch.

Here Dockstader fell back, and Quarterstaff and Empress of

Norfolk moved up. OhiyeBa was coming from the rear like

a shot. Arapahoe was not headed, and won by three lengths

with a bit up her sleeve in the very fast time of 1:13},

Quarterstaff second easily, a length in front of Romair,
Ohiyesa fourth, two lengths further away. The winner was
run up $425 over her entered selling price by Ab Stemler,

but Baldwin retained her. The latter was hot over the run-

ning up, and said he would get even. He put the filly in at

just about a seventh of her value, and Stemler did just right.

Happy Day was a l-to-2 favorite for the third race, one

mile, selling. Trix was at3£ and 4 to 1. Flashlight 5, Pasha
from 25 to 50 to 1. Trix, Happy Day, Flashlight was the or-

der at the start. Flashlight ran first to the quarter under a

strong pull, half a length in front of Trix, who was two and
a half from Pasha. The order was the same at the half, but

Happy Day was gaining fast. Flashlight was first into the

homestretch by a head, Trix second, a length from Pasha,

Happy Day close up. Fhshlightquit badly at the final six-

teenth, and Happy Day came on and won quite handily from
the driven-out Trix by a scant length, Flashlight three

lengths further away. Time, 1:41}. E. J. Baldwin bid

Happy Day up to $1,105, or $605 over his entered selling

price. This bidding-up business will result in much good,

forcing owners to put horses in for something like their cor-

rect value.

Rey del Carrera was a warm favorite in the fourth race, five

furlongs, for two-year-olds, opening at 2 to 1, closing at 8 to

5. Circe was at 3, Pat Murphy 4, Arno 7, Model 12, El Ti-

rano 15, Kitty L. 100 and Beatrice 200 tol. There was about

forty-five minutes' delay at the post, occasioned by the bad
actions of Rey del Carrera and Circe, principally. Finally the

flag fell to a fair send-off, the order being Arno, Circe,

Model. Passing the half Circe was two lengths to the good,

Model, Arno and Rey del Carera in close order. Circe's lead

was cut down going to the homestretch to the extent of about

half a length, Model leading Arno two lengths. Model
passed Circe in the last sixteenth and won handily by half a

length, Circe second, not quite a length in front of Arno, Rey
del Carrera fourth, another length away. Time, 1:01}—a grand
performance with 115 lbs. up after such a long delay at the

post
The last race of the day, seven furlongs, w<»s another

cracker. Artist was at the good odds, everything considered,

of 1 to 2. Thelma was second choice at 5 to 1. Charles A.'s

price was 7 to 1, Quirt's 12, Fortuna 25, The Mallard 30 and

Emperor of Norfolk-Clara D. colt 100 to 1. Fortuna, Charles

A., Quirt, Artist was the order at the start. Fortuna and
Charles A. ran heads apart passing the quarter-pole, Quirt

at their heels. At the half Charles A., Fortuna and Quirt

were so close together that it was hard to Beparate them.

Charles A. quit badly nearing the three quarter pole and fell

back to fourth place, Quirt and Fortuna running head and
head into the straight, with Artist but a length away. The
pace had been a hot one from the fall of the flag. In the

final sixteenth Artist passed to the front, and actually won
easily by two lengths from Quirt in Coast record time, 1:264.

Quirt, second, beat Fortuna a length, and that distance separ-

ated the Brutus filly and Thelma.

NINTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7.

It was an off day for ''quality," but the selling platers

raced well, and in one instance equalled the record at the

"short six furlongs." The attendance was about 2,200,

and speculation was brisk in the extreme. A number'of

new men to San Franciscans were observable in the book-

making business. Venus, the unreliable, "made a runaway of

the first race on the card, winning by five lengths in the fast

time of 1:12$, Had Miss Ruth got away as well as Venus

there might have been "suthen" of a hoss race. Umma just

lasted long enough to beat Navy Blue out for the show. Rico

made every p^st a winning one in the mile run,winning hai

ily by over a length iu the fast time of 1:41. The two-year-

Flirtilla, a game miss, was the runner up. A stranger i

the winner up to $500, $300 over his entered selling pri

but Mr. Hildreth retained him at $505. Dick O'Malley n

easily enough at the end in the hurdle race, but Morven k(

the flies off Dick up to the final jump. In this race I

record for a mile and a sixteenth over hurdles was broken

1:55 flat being O'Malley's time.

The fifteen-sixteenths mark was singed by Happy Day

the fourth race when he beat Polaski out cleverly by thil

parts of a length and went the distance in L34J, a quari

of a second only behind the coast record.

Huntsman won the last race in a hard drive from Clacqm

and Chemuck was a poor third. It was what might wi>

truth be termed Mr. Ferguson's first real bad start of t

meeting, Huntsman, Chemuck and Clacquer having ace

siderable advantage over their opponents at the fall of t

flag. Border Lassie was the favorite, and got awayabo

seventh. The race was run in track record time—1:12.

The bookmakers had several shades the worst of the da

on Horse 'Change this afternoon, three heavily-played fa

orites and a strong second choice getting the money. Ti

first race alone was to the pencilers' liking.

The ne»v Australian rider, Starling, got such a hard fi

on Adolph yesterday that he may become prejudiced agait

our soil, and that, would be real sad. Bu*, in all seriousni

Sparling and Maynard had very narrow escapes on Adol|

and Off Wheeler.

How the Races We-re Run.

Churea, at 2\ to 1, was a slight favorite in the first rat

about six furlongs, for two-year-olds. Miss Ruth ai

Hueneme were at 8 each. Outright 6, Venus 7, Navy Blue 1

Umma 12, Washoe 20 and Mary Foster filly 30 to 1. Tc
fair Btart Venus was first, Miss Foster filly second, Uoan
third. Venus led by three lengths at the half-pole, Huenem
Umma and Miss Ruth lengths apart as named. Venus i

creased her lead to six lengths at the three-quarter pol

Hueneme, Miss Ruth and Navy Blue running lengths apai

Venus was never approached, and won easily by five lengtl

Miss Ruth getting the place handily by three lengths, Umn
the show from Navy Blue by a head in a drive. Time, 1:15

Rico opened a favorite at 17 to 20, closed at even money i

account of a heavy play on Oakland, who was backed doi

from 15* to 1 to 34 to 1. Flirtilla was at S to 1, Lonnie B.

9, Dockstader 10, the others at long odds. The start was

good one, and made quickly. Rico, on the outside, was
front, attended closest by Dockstader, who was under astroi

pull, half a length in front of Flirtilla. Rico led by ti

lengths passing the quarter and half. Dockstader and Flirtil

lapped. Rico led into the homestretch, Lonnie B. havil

run up second from seventh place. She fell back in t!

straight, and Rico came on and won handily by one and

half lengths, Flirtilla second, driven out, Oakland, comil

fast, third, two lengths from Hy Dy. Time, 1:41. The
ner was run up $300, but was secured by the owner at $6(

A mile and a sixteenth hurdle race, for maidens at t

jumping game, followed. Dick O'Malley was a 1 to 2 fav<

ite, Morven second choice at 6 to 1, North and Adolph
each, Three Forks, Sinbad and Off Wheeler each 10 to

After a lot of cutting up at the post by Adolph, Off Wheel
and Morven, the flag fell to a good start. Morven led

about a length over the first three jumps, Dick O'Mall
passing up from fourth to second place after the first jurx

Adolph and Off Wheeler fell at the second jnmp, Sparlh

on Adolph, being slightly injured. Dick O'Malley led M(
ven over the last jump by a scant length, and gaining on t

jump, won handily by three lengths, Morven, driven oi

beating Sinbad half a leng h for the place. Time, 1:55—

t

record at the distance.

The fourth race, fifteen-sixteenths of a mile, had Hap
Day for a favorite at 9 to 5. Normandie was at 16 to 5,

1

laski Sk to 1, Ohiyesa 8, Realization 20, Pasha 15, Cham
and Niagara each 40 to 1. Ohiyesa, Happy Day, Pasha, F
laski was the order to a fairstart. Ohiyesa, Realization a

Pasha ran heads apart passing the quarter. Polaski ran

third nearing tne half, close up to Ohiyesa and Realizatii

A little over three lengths from home Polaski shot tot
fore, and opened up a gap of two lengths in the run" tot

homestretch, Ohiyesa being second, a length from Reali

tion, Happy Day fourth, and gaining fast. Polaski looket

winner up to the last seventy yards. Here Happy Day f

coming like a shot, and catching the little bay fellow ab<

thirty yards of the finish, won handily by three parts ol

length, Polaski, second, beat Ohiyesa, third, four lengt

Normandie was a poor fourth. Time, 1:34^—close tot

coast record.

Border Lassie had the post of honor in the last race, ab*

six furlongs, her price being 2 to 1. Huntsman was at 3

J

1, Gracie S. 5, Chartreuse and Clacquer 8 each, others ffl

12 to 100 to 1. The start wasthe poorest Mr. Ferguson 1

given us at the meeting. Huntsman was off in the lead, I

nearest opponents being Chemuck and Clacquer. The fav

ite was off seventh. Chemuck ran at Huntsman's flying he

until well down the homestretch, when Clacquer, who h

been third, changed places with her and went after Hue
man witli a vengeance. The pair, driven out, finished Hui
man first by a length, Clacquer second, five lengths fr

Chemuck, at whose heels came Lawyer. The favorite 1

ished seventh. Time. 1:18, equalling the coast record shai

by his brother, Rey Alfonso and Motto. Huntsman wasl

up some $200, but the owner retained the colt at $355.

TENTH DAY—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8.

What beautiful weather the management has been f

ored with throughout the Jockey Club meeting thus t

Not a cloud hid the beauty of a topaz sky, and the tongue

the god of the winds wagged not. Toward the cl

of the afternoon a dense fog came in from

direction of Sutro Heights, and it was suggested t

it was not fog, but congratulatory gas escaping from th

visiting Mr. Sutro and desirous of standing on the right s

of San Francisco's Mayor-elect. The attendance was ab

two thousand, and six races were carded. One of these'

the Fame Stake, another a mile race for high-class handi-
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horses. In this Key El Santa Anita, winoer of the American

Derby of 1S94 and victor over some of the best horses in

this country, was not. ODly beaten, but nine or ten lengths

separated him from the winning horse, Gilead, son of St.

Saviour and Mistake, by Wildidle.

A good thing from the Southern part of the State was

sprung on an unsuspecting public in the cpeniDg race—the

Emperor of Norfolk-Dolly L. filly. She was driven out by

half a length from the favorite, Florence Dickey, who

moved up fast in the homestretch.

Thornhill won the Fame Stake easily enough at the end, but

had not Carmel stumbled to his knees about a sixteenth from

home the crowd would probably have seen a pretty close

horse race. As it was Spence was banged against the fence,

and his clothes torn, but be and his mount, Carmel, were un-

injured. Yo EI Rev, king of the sulkers, kicked and pranced

around by the stand, where Emanuel Morris, who had given

him all the lashing his mount would stand, dismounted. It

was the best exhibition of sulking ever witnessed in San

Francisco.

Clacquer was a handy winner of the five-furlong dash in

the fast time of 1:01 J, old Joe Cotton, at the ridiculously

long price of 10 to 1, second, Gracie S. a poor third. Just

whatNorlee was made a warm favorite on is not apparent.

Then came the crushing defeat of Rey El Santa Anita by

both Gilead and Utile Polaski at a mile, run in the very ex-

cellent time of 1:401 over a track close to a second slower

than it was yesterday. Gilead waited on Pescador until the

homestretch was reached, then came away like a true race

horse.

Floodmore won the hurdle race in the gallop, a mile and

a quarter being clearly too far for Vulcan, who was not one-

two-three at the finish.

Seaside, favorite, won the last race romping, Sir Richard

being a handy second and the long shot, Banjo, third, com-

ing strong.

The bookies had a better time than yesterday, but still it is

doubtful whether they quit veiy large winners.

How the Maces Were Run.

Florence Dickey opened an even-money favorite in the

first race, about six furlongs. The Emperor of Norfolk

—

Dolly L. filly was second choice, backed down from 5 to 31

to 1. W«g and Barcaldine was each at 4 to 1, Chiquito 5

(opened at 10), Rio Bravo 12, Corncob 60 and Ontario 100 to

1. The start was a good one. Corncob was first, Dolly L.

filly second, Rio Bravo third. Corncob, Dolly L. filly and

Rio Bravo ran heads apart past the half, Wag fourth. Dolly

L. filly took command nearing the three-quarters, and turn-

ing for home was nearly a length to the good, Corncob sec-

ond, a length from Chiquito. Florence Dickey came out of

the bunch in the last sixteenth, and came at the Baldwin filly

in a most business-like manner. She got up to the filly's

saddle, and though both were driven with a vengeance, the

Dolly L. filly won by half a length, Florence Dickey second,

a length from Wag, who came with a rush at tbe end. Time,

1:14.

In the Fame Stakes, one and three-quarter miles, but three

went to the post—Thornhill, Carmel and Yo El Rey. The
odds were : Thornhill, 1 to 10; Carmel, 12 to 1; Yo El Rey,

10 to 1. The first-named pair went away together, YoEl
Rey'went to kicking and cavorting, absolutely refusing to run.

The pair ran very close together, being half a length apart

coming into the homestretch, Thornhill in advance. Passing

the stand Carmel was leading bya short head. At thequar-

ter pole, one mile having been gone, Thornhill was nearly

a length to thegood. Carmel ran up on him again nearing the

half-pole, one and a quarter miles having been run in 2:13.

Thornhill led into the straight by three parts of a length.

Again Carmel came at him, and a drive ensued. About 120

yards of the wire Carmel stumblfd to his knees, and went

against the fence. Thornhill then went on and won by

a dozen lengths, Yo El Rev did not finish the course. Time,

3:061. Carmel waB uninjured.

Norlee was an 8 to 5 favorite for the third race, five fur-

longs, selling. Ctacquer was at 3 to 1, Gracie S. 3 1, Muti-

neer, Joe Cotton, Hal Fisher, Red Light, Lodi and Sir Regi-

nald 10 to 1 each, Promise, 75, Reno 80 to 1. Clacquer,

Promise, Red Light was the order at the start. Red Light

and Red Dick raced together soon after the start till nearing

the head of the homestretch, when Red Dick fell back.

Clacquer, Gracie S. and Norlee were close up, and when Red
Light had shot his bolt, the final sixteenth, Clacquer came

on and won handily by three parts of a length from the fast-

coming Joe Cotton, who beat Gracie S. three lengths. Prom-
ise was fourth, beaten by a head for show. Time, 1:01£.

A mile race with the famous Rey El Santa Anita, Pesca-

dor, Duke Stevens, Polaski and Gilead in it followed. Rey El

Santa Anita was a 2 to 5 favorite, Polaski 4 to 1. Duke
Stevens 5, Pescador 25 to 1. The order at the start was

Gilead, Polaski, Duke Stevens. Pescador had a shade the

worst of it. Duke Stevens went into a fit of sulks, and fell

back a dozen or more lengths. Pescador got to the front at

the first turn, and led passing the quarter by three lengths,

Gilead second, a length from Polaski. The field gained fast

on Pescador in the next quarter, and the one-eyed horse led

by but a head passing the half-pole, Gilead second, three

lengths from Rey El Santa Anita and Polaski, head and

head. Pescador held his slight lead into the home-

stretch, where Polaski was being sent along fast. Gilead was

now given his head, and going away at a great rate, soon had

the others in difficulty. He won with apparent ease by four

lengths, Polaski getting the place, five lengths in front of the

great favorite Rey El Santa Anita. Time, 1:40}. Pescador

was last.

The mile and a quarter hurdle race had as a favorite

Floodmore, who opened at 7 to 5, closed at 4 to 5. Vulcan

was at 4, Guadaloupe 5, Japonica 6, Bassanio S and El Dora-

do 10 to 1. Vulcan led over the first jump by a length, Ja-

ponica second, and over the second by half a length, Flood-

more second, two lengths in front of Japonica. Floodmore

went to the f ront near the half pole, and gradually drawing

away, won easily at the end by four lengths, Japonica sec-

ond, three from Bassanio, who finished nose and nose with

Vulcan and Guadaloupe. Time, 2:17$.

The last race of the day, six furlongs, was run in so dense
a fog that nothing could be seen of the horses until well
down the homestretch. Seaside was quite a favorite at 21 to

1. Sympathetic's Last, Sir Richard and Hueueme were at

44 to 1 each, Churea and Lonnie B. 6 each, May Day and
O'Bee each 30, Banjo 40 to 1. A bugle was tooted in token
that "a go" had been effected, and nothing could be discerned
shaped like a horse until the flyers were well straightened
out in the homestretch. Then Lulu was leading, attended
closest by Sir Richard and Seaside. Lulu was beaten half-

way down, and Seaside fairly romped in a winner by two
lengths, Sir Richard second, a length from Banjo, who was
coming fast at the end. Lulu was fourth. Time, 1:14.

HOOF-BEATS.

The Harlem meeting ends to-morrow, and there will then
be an exodus to the Coast of horses and turfmen.

The fastest pacing mare is Mary Marshall. 2:08 J- , and out
of forty-seven pacers that have records better than 2:10 only
four are mares.

John Rogers, for over twelve years in the employ of Wm.
Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, as head trainer, re-

signed his position last Wednesday.

Ret Alfonso and his brother, Huntsman, have the credit

of running the short six furlongs in 1:12 flat. Motto is the

only other animal having that honor.

Bookmaker Joe Rose beat Walters and Hayden out of

a neat sum in the Gilead race. He beat them 20 and 30 to 1,

netting the handsome suin of $600.

If in need of first-class saddles, bridles or turf goods of any
kind, go to the best manufacturer and dealer on this coast,

John A. McKerron, 202 Mason street. Jockey suits a spe-

cialty.

Charles Boots, the popular Milpitas turfman, was to

leave Chicago for this city to-day with the Elmwoojl Stock

Farm string that has been doing so well in the Windy City

of late.

Dolly L. filly was a veritable "good thing" Thursday as

it was an open secret with the followers of the " Maltese

Cross" that the stable expected to make a killing with ,her

the first timeout.

Galindo, the gray son of Gauo and Freda, died at Santa
Anita October 19th. He was a good race horse in 1892 and
1S93. Baldwin confidently expected to win the American
Derby with this horse.

A fast three-year-old pacer is the bay mare Novitiate
by Norval, dam Orange Girl, 2:20, by Hambletonian 10.

She paced a mile over the Lexington track last week in
2:151. She is owned and was driven by Mr. I. E. Leonard
of this citv, and wiil no doubt appear among the great ones
of 1895.

Fred Taral. when asked recently how much money he

had accumulated during the last year, said that he had saved

up a little over $40,000, and be owns as fine a bar-room as

there is in New York City.

The defeat of Rey el Santa Anita Thursday was not

altogether unlooked for by a number of the shrewd division

on the track, as he was known to be rather high in flesh and

not quite up to a bruising race.

The time has arrived when a breeder can mate his mares

in such a manner as to pretty nearly insure his getting a good-

looking light-harness horse, and with a greater certainty of

securing speed combined with looks thsnever before.

Shadeland Onward, 2:181, foaled in 1883, is the sire of

three pacers with records better than 2:10. These are On-
line, 2:04 ; Ontonian, 2:071, and Fred K., 2:09$. Shadeland

Onward, we believe, is the youngest sire of three in the 2:10

list.

Fast pacing records are getting very plentiful. The 2:10

listisa formidable affair, while the following havebeaten

2:05: Robert J., 2:011; John R. Gentry, 2:03$; Flying Jib,

2:04; Online, 2:04; Joe Patchen, 2:04; Hal Fisher, 2:04$, and

Hal Dillard, 2:04|.

Libertine, who holds the circular mile-track record, was

purchased by J. G. Brown & Co., as a two-year-old at the close

of the Washington Park World's Fair meeting, and since

that time has never been ridden by any jockey but Macklin,

who worships the horse.

Eleven trotters entered the 2:10 list this year. Ihey are :

Ralph Wilkes, 2:06$ ;
Ryland T., 2:07$; TrevUlian, 2:08$

;

Azote,2:0Si; Phcebe Wilkes, 2:081 ; Lord Clinton, 2:08$;

Magnolia, 2:09J ;
Strader H., 2:09J; Dan Cupid, 2:091; Ellard,

2:09$, and Pamlico, 2:10.

Lew Marion, trainer for the Kendall Stable, arrived at

Nashville early last week with the following string of well-

known thoroughbreds : Yro Tambien, Maid Marian, Hand-
spun, Urania, Prince Carl,Marchaway and two others. Chris

Smith, owner of the stable, is in Chicago.

Alix has the disposition to make a great race mare. She

is easily controlled and does not worry while being shipped.

She lies down most of the time, only getting up to eat. At

tbe present time she is eating fifteen quarts of oats a day,

which with a good bundle of California hay completes her

diet.

On last Saturdav, the thoroughbred broodmare, Conne-

mara, bv Stratford, out of Tara,by Blarneystone, was shipped

to California, along with Tenny. She belongs to Mr. F. C.

O'Reiley, of New Jersey, and was sent to Mr. J. B. Haggin,

where she will be placed in tbe stud. She has been at Mr.

Walter Payne's farm, near Lexington, for some time past.

The trial of Robert Kneebs, the German-American horse-

man who is accused of fraudulent practices in connection

with the racing of trotting horses in that country, was com-

menced at Berlin on Friday. The court, after hearing the

preliminary evidence, ordered that the mare Bethel, said to

be in the United States, and two men who are able to give

testimony regarding Mr. Kneeb's identity, be brought from

America to that country.

Augcst Belmont has announced his intention to breed

Lady Violet to Knight of Ellerslie at the close of the season.

He hopes that another Henry of Navarre will be foaled.
_
It

is not generally known that Belmont came very near buying

the champion three-year-old last year. The price McClel-

land asked was $20,000, and Jack Joyner was very anxious

to get possession of the colt. Belmont, however, thought the

price a trifle steep, and so let the colt go.

Vulcan, who started in the one and one-qu\rter mile
hurdle racer Thursday, had never been the route before. He
tired so badly he could hardly get over the last jump. He
may do better next time. Jockey Gilbraith, who rode him,
played him to win, and was much disappointed at his poor
showing.-

Jockey " Moose " Taylor secured Clacquer yesterday of
President Tom Williams. The purchase price was $600.
Soon after the consummation of the sale Taylor matched
Clacquer against A. B. Spreckels' Border L^ssie.five furlongs,
each horse to carry 85 pounds. The match is for $1,0'10, and
is to be run off next Tuesday.

Mr. Chinn has done the best work of his life with the
starter's flag during the past two weeks. He filled Ferguson's
place last week at Harlem, owing to that gentleman being
obliged to leave in order to keep his California engagement.
Several of the starts have been so remarkably even that the
young Kentuckian has received the applause of the grand
stand for his skill, a very remarkable tribute from a race
track crowd, which ordinarily is quick to criticise and slow
to commend the work of a starter.—Spirit of the Times.

Hyacinth, out of the great Clara, has at last produced a
great trotter and her first foal to enter the list. Her son,
Mecca, by Nutwood, at the recent Burlington (Kan.) meet-
ing, trotted to a record of 2:19£, and on the same day his
daughter Rosewood got a record of 2:30, thus giving this son
of Nutwood double honors. By Mecca gettiog this record
makes four producing dams for everything out of Reina
Victoria.

Two years ago half the papers in the country announced
that Maud S. was safely in foal to Ansel, while the other half
said she was not. The latter half told the truth. She did
not get with foal. Maud S. is twenty years old, and if she is

ever to produce it is time she was at it. It is nine years since

she made her record of 2:0S$. She was then eleven years
old. Shortly after she was withdrawn from the turf. Late
in 1891 she was bred to Ansel, nearly six vears after her re-

tirement.

M. E. McHenry will winter many of his horses in Califor-

nia, and among them will be the McDowell youngsters, Im-
petuous, Indra and Oratorio, The first named is now the
greatest of her kind, having gone two heats in 2:15$ at the
Nashville meeting, and her work next year will be closely

watched. Major McDowell has received several tempting
offers for Impetuous recently, but he believes she is a wonder
and will not part with her. Such a belief is certainly well

founded, judging from her recent phenomenal performance.
—Horse Review.

In seven years the four-year-old pacing record of the
world has been reduced ten records. In the fall of 1887 the

bay gelding Arrow, by Bay Richmond placed the mark at

2:14. Two years later Adonis equalled it, a'bd the same
season Yolo Maid reduced it to 2:121. Goldleaf, by Sidney
then stepped to the front and placed the mark at 2:11 J. This
is where Robert J. and Manager found it in 1892, when both
of them paced in 2:09$. Their mark was reduced the same
season to 2:09^ by Diablo, by Charles Derby. This year
Oline reduced it several times, until at Sioux City he
placed the mark at 2:04.

A man in England falsified a pedigree and thereby ob-

tained a prize. He was tried for the fraud and the jury

brought in a verdict of guilty against him. The judge, in

imposing sentence, said :
" You manufactured a pedigree

—

that no reasonable man could doubt. A man who does that

to gain a prize gains that prize by false pretenses, and he not

only robs the society, but the man who ought to have taken

the prize, just the same as if be took it out of his pocket. That

it was robbing another competitor is the real nature of the

case, and if such frauds were allowed to go unpunished there

would be an end to open and hone3t competition. The jury

recommended you to mercy, and I take that into considera-

tion, and sentence you to three months at hard labor."

California Veterinary College.

The following enterprise filed articles of incorporation

with the County Clerk Thursday

:

California Veterinary College. Directors: Henry J.

Crocker, A. Auclire Cunningham, Joseph A. Donohoe, Jr.

Joseph D. Grant, F. A. Hyde, W. F. McNutt, M. D., J. Le
Roy Nickel, J. L. Rathbone, Adolph B. Spreckels, Hugh
Tevis, J. K. Wilson, Luke Robinson, M. D., James D. Phelan,

C. W. Smith, Winslow Anderson, M. D. The college is to

be located in San Francisco, and to assist in founding the

institution F. A. Nief, A. E. Buzard, Thomas Bowhill and

W. F. Egan have each subscribed $100.

Do Not Neglect.

The long list of losses of horses and stables by fire we have

recently published, should impress the importance of our

readers always carrying insurance on their stables and stock.

The Fireman's Fund Insurance Co., corner of California and

Sansome streets, make a specialty of this kind of business,

and we have no hesitancy in recommending them. This

company is not only thoroughly reliable (with its capital of

$1,000,000), but its management is characterized by courtesy,

intelligence and extreme liberality.

Sheepshead Bat, September 3, 1890.

Boyct Tablet Co.—
Gentlemen: I think your Boyce Tablets ^Leg and Body

Wash Liniment is one of the greatest Liniments I ever used.

Can not speak too highly of them. Dan Honig.

St. Louis, Mo.

From John Wood, trainer, Joliet, III.: I have used" Ab-

sorbine" with great results. It is doing all you claim for

it; can highly recommend it.

G. K. Barton & Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, writes : En-
closed please find draft for $2 for another bottle" Ab orbine

'

'

It is doing the business.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

ri'M is on bis way to California.

W. \>. uorth; Silkwood, 2:07, south.

ix,2:24, is by Alhm, 2:24. out of Woodtlower, by An-

2:20.

Send in your subscriptions iothe Breeder and Sports-

man DOW.

Lord Stanley, 2:2SA,is by Nephew, out of Susette, 2:234,

by Electioneer.

('. J. Hamlin will spend the coming winter in California.

—Hone World.

CORA 8., 2:25, by Richard's Elector, lowered her record lo

ai Tulare, November 3.

DtfRFEBof Lis Angeles purchased Hillsdale, 2:191,

at San Jose for $510 last week.

Ct ytina, the pacer that got a record of 2:19A, is by Clay,

out of Melissa, by Mohawk Chief.

Dl&ECTLY, 2:07$, is the fastest performer of '.he year that

began the season without a record.

Nelue Benton, 2:30, by Gen. Benton, is the dam of El

Beaton, 2:28$, and El Rimi, 2:29^

LULU, 2:15, is thegrandam of Limonero (3), 2:14}, Adver-

tiser, 2:15J, and Wilbeck (3), 2:24].

Mariposa, by Guide, was sold for $430 at auction in San

Jose. C. A. Winship was the purchaser.

Geraldine, the dam of Robert J., 2:0U,is now in foal to

Chimes and the foal should show fast at an e?.rly age.

Morgianna (sister to Alban, 2:24), is by Gen. Benton, out

of Lady Morgan; her son Wire Nail get a record of 2:29 J

this year.

Superintendent Frank Covey, of the Palo Alio Stock

Farm, arrived at the famous farm Wednesday from .New

York City.

Rio Alto, 2:16A, is a good one for Palo Alto. This colt

is out of Elsie, by Gen. Benton, second dam Elaine, 2:2Q_, by

Messenger Duroc.

Remember the sale of trotters from Rancho Cotati will

take place in this city November 2Sih. Catalogues will be

issued in a few days.

The racing at San Jose was excellent. A better week's

racing has not been seen in California. The attendance, how-
ever, was very poor.

ATCloverdell Farm this year forty three foals by Director,

2:17, were dropped, but only thirty four are living, as pneu-

monia carried off nine.

Bcdd Djble will spend the coming winter in California.

His stable will be left at Terre Haute in charge of Charley

Doble and Dr. Hollenbach.

Thirty six sons of Electioneer appear as sires of new 2:30

performers this season. Electioneer, with these sons, has 106

new representatives in the list.

Conductor, 2:18}. by Electioneer, is the third of the pro-

duce of Sontag Mohawk to beat 2:20, the others being Nor-
bawk, 2:15$, and Sally Benton, 2:17£. ,

Chas. X. Bennett, of the Del Monte stables, paid us a

visit this week. Mr. Bennett is quite sanguine regarding the

prospects of the new track at Monterey.

Royal Sidney, by Roy Wilkes, out of a mare by Sidney,

got a mark of 2:24J at San Jose last Friday. This is the first

son of the great pacer to get so low a mark.

Jay Eff Bee, the yearling pacer, brother to Diablo, 2:09},

being by Chas. Derby, 2:20, out of Bertha, by Alcantara,

paced a mile in 2:20'* at San Jose last Thursday.

Thomas Green, son of John Green, owner of Directum,
2:051, returned from Boston last week. He was one of the

spectators at the great Directum-A lix fiasco.

At Dallas, Texas, November 3,Symboleer in a match race

with John Carpenter, mile heats, two in three, paced the

first heat in 2:11, which lowers the two-year-old record for

that Slate.

J. Talbot Clifton has reason to be proud of Senator L.,

who earned the four-mile trotting record in 10:12. He is

one of a team of four stallions that Mr. Clifton will take to

England with him.

The " surprise " meeting will be the term hereafter to be
applied to the fall meeting of the Paci6c Coast Trotting
Horse Breeders Association. It was almost impossible to

guess the winner except in the yearling races.

JA8. Di-tin has severed all partnership relations with C.

A. Winship, and is thinking seriously of starting a training
.stable in this city close to the Golden Gate Park. Mr. Dus-
tin's capabilities as a horseman are well known.

C. W. KellOOO, New York Ciiy, has sold to parties at

Copenhagen, Denmark, the three-year-old bay colt Tazmoor,
by Azmoor, 2:20$, dam Nina (dam of Ariel, 3, 2:27£), by
Piedmont, 2:17J ; second dam Nancy, by John Nelson.

CHAS. DURFEE intend* to race McKinney, 2:11 J, next
year. This game race horse has had a year's rest, the first

Kince a yearling, and it has been exactly what he
needed. His limbs never looked better and as Mr. Durfee
Intends lo make it lively for the free-for-all trotters in 1895,
in McKinnry he has the horse to lead them all.

. the leading California sires or those known as such
the number credited to each one as shown in another column
of ibis j ournal is as follows: Sidney, sixteen

; St. Bel, four-
teen; Elec lioneer, ten; Chimes, eight; Sphinx, eight; Director,
seven; Clay, seven; tiny Wilkes, six; Sable Wilkes, sir; An-
teeo, six; Dexter Prince, five, and Monroe Chief, five.

Wart is a pretty name for a trotter. A poor, unfortunate

horse in Oregon has this cognomen. If that Wart is ever

pulled we suppose a howl of anguish will be heard through-

out the web-foot State.

Chas. H. Lewis is now head trainer and driver fur Geo.

H. Hammond, at Simmocolon Stock Farm. Mr. Lewis

should do well with the Sidney's as he had much experience

with Sidney colts on the Pacific Coast, especially Sister Y.,

2:18.

R. Boyleston Hall says to stop a horse from forging

''shoe with a perfectly plain shoe, of even thickness from

heel to heel, and I'll vouch for it he won't forge and will go

faster and with less fatigue to joints, tendons, muscles, heart

and lungs."

The four-year-old colt Mephisto that got a pacing record

of 2:21} is out of Lindora Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes; second

dam Rosetta {dam of Willie Wilkes, 2:26), by The Moor;
third dam Cecilia (dam of A. Rose, two-mile record, 5:22^),

by Clark Chief 89.

Fleet Boy, the black colt by Sidney, that gol a record of

2:253 at Poughkeepsie, is out of Flight (dam of Sid Fleet,

2:261, and Fleet, 2:19i), by Buccaneer; second dam Old
Prairie Bird, by Flaxtail. The Buccaneer mares are nearly

all in the great broodmare table.

Fred Mason, 2:16, lowered his record to 2:13A at San
Jose. Jt is a pity this game gelding was not in as good con-

dition at the beginning of the circuit. He has as much speed

and g2menessas Waldo J.,but an attack of distemper unfitted

him for being worked since last June.

The Seer, 2:15|, has started in eleven races this season.

He has woo four, been second three times, twice third, once

fourth and once fifth. He has trotted halves in 1:08 and
quarters in 0:32i on half-mile tracks, and lowered his record

from 2:19-} to 2:15|. He did not start in 1S92 or 1893.

Thos. Keating will take his string of horses to the San
Jose race track this winter. Among those in his charge are

Edith, 2:10; Ottinger, 2:11-1 ; Aster, 2:12; Steve, 2:19};

Ethel Downs, 2:25}; Red Oak, 2:2H ; Mariposa, by Guide,

and Lady Grace, by Raymond, these two have no records.

Confusion, sire of Clenasleer 2:262, *s by Electioneer out

of Nellie Walker, and is therefore a brother to Peruvian
Bitters, 2:23$, the only pacer by Electioneer. Peruvian Bit-

ters was a square trotter until his feet became sore, then he
took to pacing ; he could trot in 2:28 before that time.

The three-year-old colt Limonero, which won the Stallion

Representative Stake at the late Lexington, Ky., meeting,

was bought by John Engleman last year for $400. Mr.
Eogleman kept him a few hours and sold him for $500 to

Messrs. Arms & Dickey, of Chicago, by whom he is still

owned.

The three-year-old colt Sidney Boy,- that was campaigned
through the Eist this year, is owned at Cloverdell Farm,
Colmar, Pa. He took a record of 2:29, and is a brother to

Frou Frou, the Sidney filly that placed the yearling record

of the world at 2:25}. Memo, now in Oregon, is a brother

to Sidney Boy.

When in Los Angeles C. A. Winship, of Oakland, pur-

chased the black mare Lady Grace. She is by Raymond,
out of a Hock Hocking mare and will be a 2:20 performer
in the second race she starts in next year, if no accidents be-

fall her. Lady Grace is as good a green mare as we have
seen start in 1S94.

The leading sire of America for his age is Sidney, 2:1 9^.

He is only thirteen years old and has fifty-four in the 2:30 list,

including the i ixteen new ones added in 1894. Wilton, four-

teen years old has forty-three in 2:30 list, including the six-

teen new ones to his credit this year. There are at least twenty
Sidneys in California that will go into the list in the next three

years.

A. C. Severance's handsome two-year-old filly La Belle,

by Sidney, 2:19$, has a record of 2:16, only one-quarter of a

second behind Impetuous, *be daughter of Harold. La Belle

is inclined to pace, and Walter Maben, her driver, thinks she
would be the fastest three-year-old pacer in America if

allowed to go at that gait.

Lottie, by San Diego 8776, out of Flora B., 2:27 (dam of

Topsy, 2:27), got a record of 2:26} at San Jose last Saturday.
This is the first one to the credit of this sire, who was a son
of Alcona Clay 2756, out of the dam of Silas Skinner, 2:17.

Lottie was bred by H. W. Crabb of the Oakville Stock
Farm, and was trained and driven in her race by F. W.
Loeber.

The Whatcom Fair Association reports a balance of over
$500 after paying all bills. At a recent meeting of the di-

rectors M. C. Latta and Thomas Benderson were appointed
trustees of the fund, and the directors recommended perma-
nent organization by incorporation to include the couoties

of Whatcom, Skagit and San Juan, and the purchase of

grounds near the city, for a racetrack.

A. Connick, of Eureka, Humboldt county, visited the

Chico Stcck Farm last week and purchased the handsome
yearling brother to Wayland W., 2:12}. Terms private.

This colt is one of the finest-looking in California, and has
won first prize at the Chico fair as well as the California
State Fair. He is faster for his age than Wayland W. was.

Mr. L. Mcintosh has a number of other colts and fillies by
Arthur Wilkes on this farm that for conformation, breeding
and pure trotting action are nol excelled by the progeny of

any other stallion in California. Arthur Wilkes is i ne of

the best -formed sons of Guy Wilkes; he is not only a trot-

ter, but he is a Bire of trotters.

The Electioneers have gathered in another championship
by the performance of the yearling pacer Elrod at Dallas,

Tex., last Saturday, who went a half-mile in 1:07, with a re

peat in 1:10 the second heat. This is certainly a wonderful
piece of work, and while the youngster may not be able tc.

carry this fast clip a full mile, she must certainly be able tc

pace the distance close to, if not better, than the record ol

2:20:? made by Belle Acton in 1892. Elrod is by Electrite
a son of Electioneer, out of Sprite, by Belmont, and therefore
a brother to the noted sires Egotist and Sphinx. The dam
of Elrod is by the pacing sire Dumas, son ol Onward.

H. C. McDowell & Soy, of Lexington, Ky., have signed
a contract whereby M E. McHenry will control the racing,

qualities of three good ones from Atbland Farm in 1S95.

They are the two-year-old Ontario, by Wilkes Boy, dam
Canzonet, by Dictator; the yearling filly Iodra, by Baron
Wilkes, dam Jean, by Kentucky Prince, and the two-year-
old Impetuous, by Dictator, dam Ethelwyn, by Harold. Mr,
McHenry regards Impetuous as one of the best two-year-olds

he ever pulled a line over, and confidently expects great

things of her as a three yoar-old. Mr McHenry may also

do all of Monroe Salisbury's driving next year. He has en-

gaged F. E. Driver to act as his assistant trainer.

—

Horseman.

Me ctjry, the young son of Sidney, selected by Capt
Campbell to mate with Tennessee mares, was started againtl

time last week at Nashville and, driven by Geers, easily made
the mile in 2:21, which is now his record. No great eflort

has ever been made to race tbe horse, as he has been fully

engaged in tbe stud ever since a two-year-old, and the trial

was made merely to demonstrate the fact that he had speed.

So far, as a sire, he is a great success, and in addition to

speed his colts are all grand individuals. Mercury is by
Sidney, 2:19} (sire of Gold Leaf, 2:11}. Adonis, 2:11-',, Sid-

mont,2:10}, Fausta, 1, 2:22$, Frou Frou, 1, 2:25}, etc.), dam
Juno, by Buccaneer (dam of Ida, 1, 2:26}, also by Sidney)
second dam Yenus (dam of Adonis, 2.11^, Cupid, 2-18 and
Lea, 2:27$), by Capt. Webster; third dam by Skenandoah,
This makes the sixteenth to the credit of Sidney and places

him beside Wilton as the leading sire of 1S94.

It is remarkable the frequency of the coincidental occur-
rence of events of a similar nature. On tbe day that Liber-
tine made a new mile record, Salvator's mile in 1:35} on a

straightaway course was lowered, but not by a horse. John
S. Johnson, the world's champion bicyclist, at Buffalo,

pumped his wheel a mile in 1:35 2 5, taking just one-tenth
of a second off Salvator's famous mile—a time, by the way,
that all speedy cyclists have been shooting at. The record
was made over a straightaway stretch of* brick roadway,
brushed clean, while a nice wind was blowing at the cyclist's

back—which in a measure accounts for the phenomenal time.
The League of American Wheelmen, however, has not
accepted the "record," so, not being official, it will not
stand.

Xfnophon said that that colt always turned out the

largest whose sbaaks are longest as the time of foaling. Foi
the shanks do not grow very much in quadrupeds as time

goes on, but the rest of the frame grows to correspond with

the shanks. Aristotle noticed this fact, and Pliny stated

that young quadrupeds can reach their heads to scratch them
with the hind feet. Pliny added that tbey cannot graze

without bending the forelegs. Buffon independently noticed

the same facts. The Arabs have two methods of estimating

what will be the height of horses. By the first a cord ie

stretched from the nostril over the ears and down along the

neck ; this distance is compared with that from the withers

to the feet; the colt will grow as much taller as the first

distance exceeds the second. By the other method the dis

tance between the knee and the withers is compared with thai

from the knee to the coronet; if it has reached the proportion
of two to one the horse will grow no taller.

Commenting on the care of legs and feet an English spce
ialist writes :

" I try to imitate nature by the following sys

tern : I have earth floor; in all the stalls ; I wash the legs froir

knees and hocks downward every day; walks in the dew and
rain-soaked grass are given. Should the horse come in from
exercise with feet full of earth, it is not picked out, but left

in for two or three hours, cooling and sweetening the feet

wonderfully. It is not advisable to leave the earth on the feel

longer than this, as it becomes hardened from the heat of the

foot and thus balks the object aimed at—coolness. I apply

cold water bandages, changed every two hours, for reducing

heat in fevered legs, and I do not grease the hoofs nor allow

the smith, when shoeiog, to remove any part of the hoof b«i'

the wall, which he lowers, so that when the shoe is put on th<

frog has an even bearing with the shoe. With the above sys

tem I have never had any difficulty in keeping my horses

limbs right; in fact they could hardly be improved upon
and deserved the eulogy pronounced by the famous trainer.

John Scott, on Lord Zetland's great horse, Voltigeur, viz.

' 'Is legs and feet, my Lord, are like hiron.' M

Slow bidding characterized the Tattersall's sale of trotiinj

horses at Madison Square Garden, New York, last Saturday
The following show the best prices realized and the par
chasers : Property of S. C. Brown & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich
—Eminence, b m, by Empire—Slrathmore. to J. W. Daly o
Mount Kiasco, N. Y., $1,200; Ambassador, 2:21}, b h, bj

George Wilkes—Lady Carr, to Senator McMillan of Kalama
zoo, Mich., $3,000; Warlock, b h, by Belmont—Waterwitch
to W. F. Draper, $1,500; Nella, b m, by Estill Eric—Lex
ington, to J. H. Schulze.'of Harkville, N. Y., $2,060 ; Belli

Villa, br m, bv Vatican—by Estill Eric, to Carl Burr of Cos-

mac, L. I., $4,000; Vassar, 2:07, by Vatican— bv Estill Eric

toC. I. Hood, of Lowell. Mass., $2,200 ;
Lowland Girl, blk m

by Legal Tender Jr.—Fanny, to J. H. Schulze, $1, 100; Dan
court, blk h, bv Ambassador—Lowland Girl, to W. W
Smith, of New York, $2,100; All Dav. blk c, by Ambassa
dor—Lowland Girl, to W. F. Draper, $1,S00; Ethel Mack
b m, bv Anteeo—Lou Milton, to Dr. Brotherton, of Ne«
York, $1,020. Property of E. C Lille, Dowagiac, Mich.-
Broomal, b m, by Stranger—Brooch, to F. S. Bridges of Bal

timore, $1,050.

The sale of trotters in New York list week, the property

of John H. Shults, were a better lot than William Simpsoi

sent to the sale, but the prices were little better, richly brei

performers going at starvation prices. The stallion Rega
Wilkes, 2:11$, which cost Mr. Sbults $13,000, not quite twe

years ago, brought the top price of the sale, $2,725, and that

despite the fact that this year he proved himself a sire o

speed. Baron Rose, 2:29^, son of Stamboul, and tbe fainou'

Minnehaha, cost Mr.Shulis $S,000 as a yearling, but yester

day went to J. W. Daly of Mt. Kisco, for "$700. It is a singula:

fact that when Mr. Shults bought this colt, Mr. Paly bi<

$26,000 on the full brother, Mascot, and a few years later

cured him for about the s?me sum paid for Baron Rose yes

terday. The stallion Pandect, by Pancoast, out of thefamou
producer, Reina Victoria, fetched $710, and a few years ago

Mr. Shults paid^^OO for him. The bay mare Oceana, by

Happy Medium, out of the dam of Kentucky Union, 2:12}

brought $410; Bonita, 2:18A, by Electioneer, who once hell

the four-year-old record, sold for $550, andGuyson (by Guy
\Vilkes),"a full brother to Hazel Wilkes and Una Wilkes

brought $850. During the day thirty-three head from th«

Shults Farm brought $13,090, an average of $396 per head.
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THE SADDLE.

Thelma is one of the most improved fillies at the track.

Moses Gtjnst won over $1,200 on Happy Day Friday.

Brown Dick has sold his Tremont [colt Dominion to Ed.
Applegate.

Mary McGowan, the good mare that the Kentucky stable

sold for $3,500, has had a colt by Hindoo.

E. Cobrigan has gone to Midway, Ky., to look after the

horses he has at the stock farm of J. V. Shipp.

It has been suggested that the name of Yo El Rey be

changed to Rey del Podenco, "king of the setting dogs."

Jockey Butler, the light-weight, made his first appear"

ance at the^Bay District Thursday and made a creditable ride

on Niagara.

The Bashford Manor Stable sold October 2oth to G. Wal-
baum the four-year-old chestnut colt Plutus, by Blue Eyes,

dam Suogleam.

Mike Kelly has made anew colt of Artist. Last spring

the stout bay colt was a selling plater, now he is a stake colt

of the first water.

Plunger Riley Grannan is expected to arrive in San
Francisco about the loth of November. There will then be

some tall belting.

Sister Mart and Cadmus greatly disappointed their ad-

mirers on Saturday. The latter beat the Eastern celebrity

three lengths, however.

Alcatraz, an aged bay gelding in Theo. Winters' lot, has

been tried over the sticks. He is a good one. He is by Nor-

folk, dam by Joe Hooker.

Willie King, a little boy who came out with the Bald-

win Stable, rode his first race Friday on Cuban Queen.

He will make a great rider.

Snowball, a brother to Bronco (by Joe Ho. -ker—Laura
Winston), won a seven furlongs at Hawthorne, November 1st,

with odds of 12 to 1 against him.

E. J, Appleby, the popular owner, trainer and jockey,

has quit the turf and is now giving lessons on the baDJo, gui-

tar and mandolin in Sacramento.

Bookmaker Charles Kingsley, boking as radiant as

his Grass Valley gold mine, attended the races last Monday,
and was warmly greeted by his many friends.

A race at seven furlongs at even weights between Lovdal,

Artist and Thornhill would be a great drawing card, and
probably result in a further cut in the record.

P. E. Smith arrived Thursday with the Colusa Stable's b

c Zamloch, the bay son of imp. Friar Tuck and Twilight.

He is looking good, and appears ready to race.

Steeplechase Jockey Galbbaith and Ed LafTerty pur-

chased Ripper on Monday at private sale. He was galloped

the short course and took the jumps like a bird.

The Ladies' Stake, won last Saturday by Piquante, was

worth $1,030. Of this the winner received $880, owner of

Playful §100, while Lady Diamond, third, saved stake, $50.

Jockey Hueston, who used to ride at the outlawed St.

Louis track, has been granted a license and will ride for Ed.

Corrigan. He was formerly in the employ of Fred Foster.

Dr. Masoero reports that Jim R., the old gelding that

was injured so badly at Stockton a couple of weeks ago, is

doing nicely, and will very likely be seen again on the race

track.

Frank Carson came in from Santa Barbara Monday
night with Arctic, a three-year-old by Robson, out of St.

Croix's dam, and The Coon, by Birdcatcher, dam by Joe
Daniels.

C. Tabal reports that his brother Fred, the celebrated

jockey, is now in Sacramento visiting his father. President

Williams telegraphed him to come down, but he received no

answer as yet.

J. Keiser has sold the four-year-old chestnut colt Ferrier,

by Falsetto, out of imp. Cinderella, to the Montrose Stable,

and the horse is to be schooled to jumping and sent to Cali-

fornia to race.

Dave Abel, who has been second to trainer to Ab. Stem-

ler, has left Burns & Waterhouse's employ and gone to work
in a mill at Reno, Nev., where his brother resides. Abel is

a very fair trainer.

Senator Grady, who chased Rey el Santa Anita home
in the last American Derby, has been sent to the Daly Stud
Farm in Montana and will be added to the list. He races in

the west next year.

By playing $10 on each of "Flambeau's" tips a person

would be §270 winner to date. This is seven days' play, or

$38.57 per day. Considering the stringency of the money
market, this is fair.

Marcus Daly's imp. Dutch Bluster and imp. Steve Estes

have been gelded. Steve Estes, for whom Mr. Daly paid

thirty-eight thousand dollars in England, has been schooled

over the hurdles and will likely make a great jumper. He
may be seen here later in the year.

Theo. Winters1 yearlings arrived in the city Monday in

charge of J. J. Grant and Morris Pepper. They are a grand

lot and should bring good prices. Mr. Winters will likely

send down a string of six or seven about Christmas to con-

test for the good money hung uv hv the .Tock«v Club.

Geopge Sccggan, the Louisville Imfman that visited San
Francisco last winter, is declared to be in a dying condition
at his home.

W. E. Applegate has bought of Brown Dick, for $8,000,
the good two-year-old black colt Dominion, by Tremont, dam
Acoustic, by Australian.

Two carloads of blocded Enelish broodmares for Marcus
Daly arrived in Missoula. The stock is the finest ever
brought to Montana.—Butte Times.

The aged horse Virge d'Or, by Virginius, out of Golden
Slipper, fell and broke his leg while running in the fourth
race at the Harlem track, Chicago, last Tuesday, when the
old fellow was destroyed.

Rey de Cabreras was breezed through the homestretch
this morning, and looks well. He is probably the very fastest

colt in this country, but often stops to a walk when thirty or
forty yards from the wire.

Gideon & Daly have purchased from W. B. Jennings
the six-year-old chestnut mare Rosa H., by Himyar, out of
Rosaline, by Commodore, and she will be retired from the
track and bred to His Highness.

Corroboree is the peculiar name of a two-year old
brother to Crichton (bting by Clieveden, out of Ghinni
Ghinni) in Australia. Corroboree is the name given to one
of the annual fea6ts of the Maories.

The six-year-old bay mare Krikina,by imp. Muscovy, out
of Krik, who was badly cut down in a race at Hawthorne
Park, Chicago, last Friday, was found to be so seriously in-

jured that she was destroyed on the following day.

Senator AVilliam Thompson's string leaves Reno, Nev.
for San Francisco on Monday next. It is composed of Mar-
tinet, The Drummer, Silver State and a yearling colt by El
Rio Rey out of that grand race mare, Bessie Shannon.

Al Morine arrived from Bakersfield Monday night with
Montalvo, one of the very best three-year-olds in this part of
the world at any distance. Montalvo stands 16.2 bands, and
weighs 1,025 now, trained down. He looks finer than silk.

Hurdle Jockey Sparling, the most recent importa-
tion from the Antipodes, made his first appearance on the
track over the sticks Thursday and celebrated his debut by
falling off at the second jump. He wanted the earth and
got it.

Kentigerna goes to the stud and looks a perfect picture,

having put on a lot of flesh. It is a thousand pities that the
mare bled, and as she was class enough to hold her Own with
the best of the colts of her age, while the filly stakes would
have been at her mercy.

There is considerable complaint on the part of some of the
most prominent trainers on account of the hard condition of

the track, a number of horses having pulled up very sore in

the last day or two. Yesterday morning the crack two-year
old George PolhemuB pulled up very sore on this account,
and it will be sometime before he will be fit to race.

R. ArSwiGERT, Carlsbad Stud, has lost by distemper the
bay two-year-old gelding Letterblair, by Outcast, out of Ariel,

by Falsetto. He has sold the bay geldicg Birdcatcher (2),

by Tremont, out of -Etna, by Monarchist, and the bay year-
ling colt imp. Sauterine, by Silver Crown, out of Schottische,

to A. B. McLaughlin, Henderson, Ky.

James Welsh, the owner of the site for the proposed mile
race track at Monaco, near Pittsburg, Pa., has had a letter

from George V. Hankins, making inquiries concerning the

track and expressing a desire to become interested in it. He
finally decidsd to solicit the aid of Hankins, and does so with
the stipulation that time be reserved on the track annually
for spring and fall trotting meetings and for a Grand Circuit

meeting during the summer.

President Williams received the following dispatch on
Monday : ''Chicago, Nov. (5—Can ycu have our stalls to-

gether. Dunne five horses, Kiley three, Brenock three. I

will ship twenty-two, Kit Chinn six, Schreiber & Clark, to-

gether, thirteen. Perhaps four more may go. Orriu Hickok
goes with us to make up special train of five cars. Will
leave Wednesday sure.

—

Ed. Corrigan." The exodus from
Chicago has now fairly begun, and we can look for many
more car-loads of horses to come.

In Austria, where Wissehrad, a son of the American horse

Starke, by Wagner, out of Reel, won the first American Derby
in 1869, another horse of American descent, has made his

name on the turf, defeating the best two year-olds in one of

the most important events. The American blood comes this

time from the dam's side. Annette, by imp. Scythian, a half-

sister to Lexington, was taken by Ten Broeck to England,
where she threw Cashdown, by Citadel, the sire of imp. Glen-

elg. This mare went to Austria and threw there, to Cambus-
can's cover, Ready Money, whose son, Csaplaros, by Chari-

bert, seems to be the crack two-year-old in the dual mon-
archy.

Wash Norvell has been collecting evidence in the mat-

ter of the "ringer" for Dan Kurtz,. which was attempted

at Hawthorne in the latter part of September. He has been

successful. After the race the ringer, which was entered

in the name of J. Shoulte, was hurriedly taken from the

grounds. Norvell believes that the horse was Ancille, owned
by Mrs. Buford, of St. Louis, and controlled by

A.A.Gregg. Ancileis a brown colt, and sound, while the

original Dan Kurtz is a chestnut colt with bad legs Ancile

had been bleached from a brown to a chestnut, and was much
like Din Kurtz but for the legs. Dan Kurtz is now in r pri-

vate stable, while Ancile is in a stall in St. Louis getting back

hi* nrieinnl hmwn mlnr in spr.K.

MarkTwain tells a story of a minister who had a call in
the country. He had to ride nine miles over a rough road.
The horse was spirited and the cart had no springs, and the
dominie was jolted up and down until he wished he was dead.
Finally the horse ran away and the minister was dumped in
the road. When he was picked up with his collar-bone
broken he said ;

" If I ever go to hell I want to ride over
that road, as I shall be glad when I get there."

Marcus Daly will race a string of twelve horses at the
San Francisco meeting under Robert Smith, who used to ride
old Montana, as follows : Carraval.gray fillv (2), by Hidalgo,
dam Carrissima ; Evolution, brown filly (2), bv Tom Bow-
ling, dam Eveline : Ella Gregg, gray filly (2), by Salvator,
dam Lizzie Lucas ; Caryatide, brown filly (2), by Hyder Ali,
dam Carrie C; Etta McKeever, chestnut filly (2), by Salva-
tor, dam Ethel ; Sylvester, chestnut gelding (2), by Salvator,
dam Mabel

;
Steve Estes, bay horse (5), by Springfield, dam

Blood Stain
; Beaucatcher, chestnut filly (3),by imp. Eothan,

dam Auricama ; Silver King, chestnut horse (aged), by imp.
St. Blaise, dam Maud Hampton; Sleeping Child, chestnut
colt (2j, by imp. Child of the Erin-go-Bragh

; Batsman, bay
colt (3), by Hampton, dam The Bat : Benefactress, brown
filly (2), by Bend

igo—Flora.

The Rev. Dr. S. Reynolds Hole, dean of Rochester, Eng-
land^ arrived in New York a few days ago. Dean Hole is one
of the most popular clergymen and one of the most charming
writers and wittiest speakers in Great Britain. The dean is

extremely fond of horse racing when it is properly con-
ducted. In a talk with a reporter the other day, after his arri-
val in this country, thfedean said :

C

"I love horse racing ; I

love horses. I see no reason why horse racing should not be
like cricket or any other game. But I am not in favor of
horse racing as at present conducted in England. I do not
Hke blacklegs, gamblers or thieves, and I must say that the
way in which horse racing is now conducted is a sham and a
disgrace. It is a noble pastime, a noble sport, which has been
degraded by money-makers, by charlatans and by reprobates
until it has become so that it is a mere money-making insti-

tution. I will repeat that I see no reason why the turf should
not become as cricket is. an international pastime and recre-
ation, free from the foul influence of money-makers." Later
in the interview Dean Hole referred to the turf again in the
following words : "To revert to the subject of horse racing,
the Duke of Portland, who is the greatest racer of horses in
the United Kingdom to day, once said in a speech of his,

after he had expressed substantially the views which I do
about that cport :

(I am an humble follower of the dean of
Rochester,' which, of course, pleased me encouragingly."

The short, stout figure of the Dowager Duchess of Mont-
rose ^who is reported to be dying in England), invariably
clothed in red garments, has been for years the most con-
spicuous on the turf in Englhnd. Before she married the
fourth duke of Montrose—her first husband—she was Caro-
line Agnes Beresford, daughter of Baron Decies, and was
born in 1818. Shortly after his death in 1S74 she mar-
ried Sterling Crawford, a wealthy commoner, who
had one of the most powerful stables in England.
His colors were "all scarlet," hence the Duchess' predi-
lection for the hue. During Mr. Crawford's lifetime
—he died in 1333—his wife practically managed
the racing stud, and with such success that on the year of his

decease his colors were being carried to the front in nearly
all the great events. When his will was opened, however, it

was found that he expressed the hope that his wife would
take no further active part in the sport. The Duchess so far

respected his wishes that she leased the horses in training to

Sir Frederick Johnstone for a year. When Sir Frederick's

contract expired the Duchess came out as a full-fledged own-
er under the name of "Mr. Manton"—Manton being the

place where the animals were trained. Prior to her third and
last marriage in 1S88, with Marcus Henry Milner, a gentle-

man rider of no mean order, it was open gossip that the

Duchess was most importunate in her advances to Fred
Archer, but when she boxed his ears in the paddock at New-
market for losing a race on Whistle Jacket all overtures of a
matrimonial nature were at an end.

There is a company of three touts in town that fairly

take the bakery. The trio arrived the other day from
Chicago, and are quartered at the Palace Hotel. Berry Wall
in his palmiest days was n6ver a heavier swell than any
member of this association of " turf advisers." They are

simply perfection from shoes to tile, and with spark-

ling diamonds on their fingers, they would be sooner
taken for young millionaires that dress and act in

good taste than race tract touts. Their scheme
is a novel one, and comes closer to being legitimate than any
we have heard of. One of the trio weighs about 100 pounds.

About noon he arrays himself in jockey attire, and hies him-
self to the track. Tout No. 1 makes himself acquainted and
agreeable with some man of means and a penchant for bet-

ting. His appearance and manners disarm suspicion at once.

He tells the man of money that he has a brother who is to

ride in a particular race (upon which they really have
some good information), and perhaps his jockey
brother could give them a good line on the winner.

They repair to the vicinity of the saddling paddock
where "the jockey" is standing around in his overcoat,

his jockey clothes plainly visible beneath—at least the panta-

loons and boots. An introduction follows. Suddenly Tout No.
3 comes up. He has the company's bank-roll (which is a big

one), and asks Mr. Jockey if it is advisable to beta thousand
on his mount Certainly it is. Then the moneved outsider is

asked if he doesn't want to chance a few hundred. He gen-
erally bets from $200 to $500 on such " good
information." The money is put on all right for the

outsider, but not a cent of the company's coin goes into the

bookmaker's boxes. As said before, their information is good
and the horse they select always has a good chance. If it

wins (and it does seven times out of ten) they get a fair pro-

portion and the winnings (never less than $100), and thus
they are enabled to live like princes and have money in theri

clothes to " throw to the birds " if they so will. There are
srhpnroo and «^lipmfs, hut this i« a prand ooe.
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To Subscribers.

The date printed on the wrapper ol your paper indicates the time to
which vour subscription is paid.
Should the Breeder axd Sportsman be received by any sub

icriber who does not want it, write us direct to stop it. A postal caret

will suffice.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

Letters intended for publication should reach this office not later
Uian Wednesday of each week to secure a place in the issue of the
following Saturday. Such letters toinsure immediate attention should
he addressed to the Breeder attd Stortsmah, and not to any membe:
of the staff.

San Francisco, Saturday, November 10, 1894.

Sale at the Track To-day.

The first large sale of yearlings of the winter will take

place to-day. The consignment consists of twenty well-

hred youngsters from Theo. Winters' Rancho del Sierras

of Washoe, Nevada. There are sons and daughters of

the great sire Joe Hooker and the peerless El Rio Rey.

Brothers and sisters to the well-known and well-trie"1

race horses, Don Jose, Dollie McCone, Callie Ferguson

and Adelante ; and half brothers and sisters to Applause,

Almont, Zephyr, Reno, Laura Gardner and Bonanza.

Th : colts and fillies are all at the salesyard, corner Van
Ness Avenue and Market Street, and will be taken to

the track to-morrow evening.

Such an opportunity as this for horse owners to secure

first-class young horses with which they can

be sure oi" » inning large amounts of money in a few

months, should not be overlooked. Remember the sale

will commence at eleven o'clock at the track. Catalogues

can be had upon application to Killip & Co. of 30 Mont-
gomery Street.

Three first-class thoroughbreds will also be sold on

this date. One is Wicklow, a four-year-old by Dr. Lin-

sey Jr., out of Nochooche, by Tom Bowling. This horse

will win himself out in the first race he starts in. Another

good one, aye, regally-bred one is the great mare
Free Love, by Luke Blackburn. Every one knows she

is the dam of Lovdal, the famous three-year-old. She
i- also the dam of Norlieck, a very promising two-year-

old now at Fresno, ano. the yearling Wicki Wicki, by

Major Ban, that will also be sold to-day. Free Love is

in foal to idalium.

Every horseman in the land knows the value of

" Absorbine," in fact, there is not a horse owner or

trainer who would be without it. For wind puffs, capped

hocks, thoroughpins, shoe boils, enlarged glands, soft

Hplinte, etc., it is invaluable. The manufacturer of this

sovereign remedy, W. F. Young, 1'. 1). F., who formally

lived at Meriden, Connecticut, has removed to 34 Am-
herst, Springfield, Massachusetts, where he will be

pleased to receive all communications regarding his

wonderful discovery and its effects upon " man's best

friend."

Titr. sale of thoroughbreds belonging to Col. Harry I.

Thornton aud Charles Kerr has been postponed from

next Monday, November 12th to Friday, the 16th. Sale

takes place at Bay District track. Catalogues may be

had on application to Killip & Co., the well-known auc-

'rs.

The latest dispatches from New York State indicate

that the objeclional section of the Constitutional Amend-

ment has been adopted. It reads as follows :

Section 10. No law shall be passed abridging the

right of the people peaceably to assemble and petition

the Government or any part thereof; nor shall any di-

vorce be granted otherwise than by judicial proceedings;

nor shall any lottery or the sale of lottery tickets, pool

selling, bookmaking or any other kind of gambling here-

after be authorized or allowed within this State, and the

Legislature shall pass appropriate laws to prevent of-

fences against any of the provisions of this section."

This section, as written, is the work of a constitutional

convention recently incorporated for the purpose of

drafting amendments to the Constitution of the State of

New York. It is not likely that these delegates delib-

erately incorporated the anti-betting clause in the above

section for the purpose of affronting the thousands of

farmers, breeders, horse-shoers, carriage or harness

makers, but it was rather the thoughtless act of intelli-

gent men nearly all of whom were lawyers, who had lit-

tle if any idea of the great injury they were giving to one

of the greatest industries in the Empire State. A lead-

ing turf journal of New York says :
" Eminent jurists

have within a short time expressed the opinion that the

Ives Pool Law now in force in this State, by which bet-

ting on races is allowed and is still regulated and con-

trolled, is a model law and one that should be placed on

the statute laws of every other State.

" Under the Ives Pool Law as first enacted the racing

associations in this State were subject to a tax of five

per cent, on their gate receipts, which tax was divided

among the agricultural societies .throughout the State,

each one being apportioned an amount in accordance

with its annual premium list. The Ives Pool Law,

however, as amended in 1893, and which went into

effect this year, increased this tax to five per cent, of

the gross receipts of the racing associations, which covers

all revenue such as that derived from the gate receipts,

the pool and bookmaking privileges, the restaurant and

bar privileges, and, in fact, all money taken in in a

similar manner, excepting only the entrance fee to

purses and stakes. To show how the agricultural inter-

ests are benefited by this tax paid annually by the rac-

ing associations, the latest reports show that the agricul-

tural societies in 1894, under the old law, received

$22,7E2.64, while the estimated payments under the

amended law is $113,763.20. In other words, each

agricultural society received but $421.34 in 1894, while

in lS95the amount would be $2,106.70."

This amendment being adopted, none of this money
will now be distributed among the farmers, breeders and

horsemen generally, and as the Republicans have elected

a full legislature, there is no alternative for them but to

prescribe penalties for its disobeyance, and no doubt

they will be severe enough to prohibit any association

from incurring them by attempting to give a race meet-

ing. The reason the Republican party is mentioned in

this matter is this: Many of the most eminent clergy-

men of New York State, combined with the city pool-

room men (headed by the notorious Peter de Lacy),

worked night and day to secure the adoption of this

anti-gambling amendment to the Constitution. The
Ives Pool Law closed every city pool-room iu the State,

cut off the immense revenue of the Western Union Tele-

graph Company and drove the disreputable pool-room

managers into the streets to find a living at some other

pursuit. The thirst for revenge increased as their

hunger became more gnawing and seeing an opportunity

for revenge by enlisting to their cause those individuals

who are opposed to race horse gambling, the clergy,

they did so, so the latter joined with this horde of low-

down gamesters in their work. The respectable

element of the community, seeing and bearing of the

abuses of the turf, and remembering the tales of Gutten-

burg, sided with them, and as the Republican party is

largely composed of this class of law-abiding citizens,

there is no doubt that now that the power is given them

they will exercise it to the fullest extent, hence the

tidal wave which destroyed the Tammany ring assisted

in carrying this amendment through.

The idea of stamping out the many evil practices in

New York City which were lately exposed in the daily

journals extended also to driving out that class of men
known as gamblers and the framers of this amendment,

no doubt, had this uppermost in their minds and never

stopped to realize that in prescribing such a remedy to

cure the disease they were placing a weapon in the

hands of the masses to destroy the patient.

They could not have taken into consideration the fact

that nearly $30,000,000 were invested in stock farms,

horses, race tracks, vehicles and appurtenances, and this

law would render all this nearly valueless. This law
not only atfects horsemen, but farmers, hay and grain
men, harness dealers, wheelwrights, horseshoers, and
thousands of others who depend on the horse interests

for a livelihood
; it make the Ives Law unconstitutional

and kills not only the sport of kings, but demolishes the
stock exchange and all similar bodiest ; it- forbids the
people indulging in such innocent amusements as whist-

playing for tencents a corner. There is no discrimination
in this amendment. It carries paternalism to an ex-
treme never before contemplated, and its adoption is a
long step backward to the dark ages.

While injuring the industry in New York State, as

similar laws on racing have in New Jersey and Con-
necticut, the effects of this deadly blow will be felt not

only in this trinity of States, but also in every State

where thoroughbreds and trotters are bred, developed,
sold and raced. It affects the market value of every
horse, and so far-reaching are its baleful effects that all

interested are stricken speechless in contemplating from
what source some relief must come. We earnestly hope
that the telegraphic reports are erroneous. It is almost

impossible to believe that such an ironclad and bigoted

measure should be adopted in this enlightened age.

What They Should Do.

There is plenty of work for the National Trotting As-

sociation if the members thereof will only do it. The
incompleteness of many of the rules of racing are appar-

ent to everyone, whether he be an interested person or

not. And when thousands of dollars are at stake, to be

decided at the discretion of the judge (very often the

last man in the world capable of judging such matters)

a perfect hornet's nest of ill-feeling is aroused by the de-

cision and the injured person feels that the quicker he

retires from the business the better. Suggestions are

offered every month in the year in the leading turf jour-

nals which, if studied by the members of the trotting

association, might be adopted and leave the work so

plain that anyone can readily understand their true im-

port. In the last issue of the Trotter and Pacer, the

following suggestion is offered, and it is such a good one

that it gives us pleasure to republish it, hoping by that

means it may be noticed by the men who make and
amend laws tor the government of light-harness rac-

ing ; "It seems strange that as betting is acknowledged

to be one of the chief pillars of the trotting turf, and
upon the honesty and the systematic manner with which
it is conducted depends to a degree the success of sulky

racing, the National Trotting Association should leave

that branch of the business, which involves in the ag-

gregate more money, and in which the public is more
directly interested than in the purses and stakes, with-

out the safeguard of a set of modern rules, so framed in

detail as to provide for every contingency that could pos-

sibly arise, and to which even amateur judges might re-

fer, without the possibility of making those common
and costly errors which occur, and destroy the confidence

of the bettors, by making them the victims of ill-advised

decisions which rob them of what rightfully belongs to

them, and make the judges' staDd more to be feared than

all the combinations between dishonest drivers and
scheming speculators. To be sure, there are rules which

by common consent are followed so far as their meagre

provisions extend, though they are prefaced by the

statement that they 'form no part of the laws of the as-

sociation, but are published in this place for the con-

venience of those who desire to consult them.' But these

so-called rules were formulated twenty-three years ago,

since then they have not been amended, and are as

much out of date aud as inadequate to the present needs

as the severe but simple laws of the ancients would be

for the regulation of business and society under the

present intricate aud complicated conditions. A set of

new rules, covering every point, and made a part of turf

laws, should be passed at the next congress, together

with other much-needed measures, so that the business

of racing may be placed in a more secure position, aud.

relieved from the danger of costly blunders by those

who now have greater authority over its immediate man-

agement than does the Czar in Siberia."

HORSEMEN remember entries close for the firstannual

Horse Show to be held at the Mechanics Pavilion,

November 10th, to-day, to November 28th. It promises

to be the greatest success of the season and all owners of

thoroughbreds, trotters, pacers, roadsters, ponies, coach

and carriage horses, or draft horses should send ij their

entries at once.
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Brighter Times ComiDg.

iNow that the worry and excitement of election is over

jjid the people throughout the United States have re-

Jvered from the strain of a warm political campaign,

ley are turning their attention to business pursuits with

pre confidence than they have for the past two

ars. The overwhelming defeat of the Democratic

irty in its strongholds is unprecedented, and the truth

the saying, " The people are always right," was ex-

aplified in a manner which proves conclusively that

ey sought the ballot box to remedy existing evils. The

ne of the press throughout the Union is favorable for

return to a season of prosperity, and when prosperity

mes the first to feel its presence will be the trotting

>rse industry. It was the last to feel the effects of the

lancial depression and it will be the first to recover.

le only thing which has a dampening effect on the

ce horse industry is the amendment to the Constitution

the State of New York, which, if it passed (and we

tpe it has not), will close up the race tracts there, stop

I kinds of betting, and drive many of the breeders of

otters and thoroughbreds into other States. The loss

too great to contemplate, and the only hope that every

ver of a good horse, every patron of the turf and every

rmer and breeder has that the provisions of that section

the amendment relating to the horse industry are so

•ong that the whole amendment was defeated.

This amendment not .only prohibits pool-selling and

okmaking, but also stops every agricultural association

)m giving a purse and prevents any body of individuals

)m racing for a sweepstake. In fact, it makes it a

ime to wager or hazard anything in any manner and at

y place in public or private. It prevents stock gamb-

ig and throttles speculation of every sort. With such

law in force the people, rich and poor, throughout the

apire State, will at once see what destruction it will

use. No matter what the evils of betting are, such a

aasure, if carried out, will be looked upon as a public

lamity, hence we cannot see how it ever can be

forced. It affects the railroads, farmers, breeders,

inters and every industry connected with the horse

terests, and all these people must have done their best

prevent such a measure from passing. We are

itiently waiting for the final news regarding it.

Outside of this incomprehensible measure the horse

terests of the United States never looked healthier nor

ighter; the racing this year has been better, the class of

)rses superior, the purses larger, enthusiasm greater

'id the attendance at nearly all meetings greatly in-

sd over that of previous years. It is true prices

r trotters have depreciated, but prices for cattle, sheep

id hogs, as well as lands, fruit, grain, and manufactured

tides, have also depreciated, but proportionately

uch lower. The low water mark of the depression was

ached last Monday ; the incoming tide will carry

•osperity on its broad bosom and its influence will be

It on every shore. The day for crying hard times and

w prices will soon pass into the night and the dawn-

g of a new era of confidence is upon us. The markets

Europe, Australia, Central America and Mexiio are

sing stocked with our American-bred trotters, and, as

ie people are becoming more and more educated in re-

ird to the needs of lovers of good horses at home and

itrons from abroad, the supply will soon be ready to

eet the demand.

A meeting is called by the President of the Pacific

Coast Board of Appeals of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation at this office on Monday, the 26th day of Novem-
ber, a* 10 a. m., when all business coming before them

will be acted upon. See advertisement.

The Two-Minute Trotter.

A Great Loss.

$&

Last Saturday the fall meeting of the Pacific Coast

rotting Horse Breeders Association ended. The

aather during the week was delightful, track fast and

.ring of a high order. The President and Board of

irectors of the Santa Clara and San Mateo Agricultural

iciety were unsparing in their efforts to make the meet-

g ^successful and in every way possible assisted.

ae programme of races each day was quite lengthy

id the horses that contested for the big purses offered

J sver tried harder to win. Such racing should have
m] en a big drawing card for the people ; and had it not

m that the meeting of the California Jockey Club

is being held during the same week there is no doubt

large number of patrons of the track would have

tended. The people in and around San Jose and

Jita Clara, however, did not care to attend two meet-

gs in one year it seemed, and for these two good and

lid reasons the gate receipts were very light.

Next Thursday, November 15th, Messrs. Killip &
>., the live stock auctioneers will sell at the Bay Dis-

ct track all the thoroughbreds belonging to Dr. Thos.

>whill and the estate of W. H. Todhunter. Some
Eindly-bred ones are among these offerings.

Unquestionably the two-minute trotter is in sight. Five

years ago no horse had ever shown in public Bpeed at less

thaD a two-minute gait for as much as a quarter of a mile.

Nancy Hanks trotted the third quarter of her famous mile in

less than 30 seconds. Alix has shown that she can trot

a quarter in 29£ seconds. The writer timed a yearling pacer

two years ago a quarter in 30 seconds. The colt was hitched

to a high road cart. John R. Gentry has paced a auarter

in less than 30 seconds, and part of that quarter was in better

than a 1:55 gait. Directum trotted a half in 1:00| as a four-

year-old, and Alix can undoubtedly trot a half in one min-

ute. To the pacer we must luok for the first two-minute

horse. The driver of one of the famous paceis says he has

driven his horse an eighth in 12| seconds, and who doubts

Robert J.'s or John R. Gentry's ability to pace a half in 59

seconds. Five years ago this was unheard of, and yet we

know now that within a year or two three-quarters in 1:30 is

within the possibility of some pacer. When several horses

can go in 2:04, certainly some one horse will be far superior,

as has been the history of all harness horses. Trotting; horses,

unlike thoroughbreds, increase in epeed as they mature in

strength. If a yearling can pace a quarter in 30 seconds, can
there be any doubt that some older horse will pace one in 28
seconds ? When we know of some that can brush a 1:55 gait,

as soon as some horse can go a quarter in 27 seconds, the
two-minute mark is an assured thing, for properly con-
ditioned he will be able to carry his clip for a mile, when re-

serving three seconds of his speed per quarter, so as to go the
full distance in 2:00.

So far as mere speed is concerned Flying Jib has already
demonstrated that a horse can pace in better than 2:00 when
relieved of weight. It is by no means impossible that im-
provements will be made in the pneumatic sulky that will

make the draft lighter even than Alix's twenty-onepouud
vehicle. The suggestion made by Judge Oliver, of Cincin-
nati, may be in the line of such an improvement. That is

not at all as some have imagined on the principle that the
sulky can be so adjusted as to make the weight in the seat

push the horse along. This would be a mechanical impos-
sibility. If weight in any sort of a vehicle could be so ap-
plied as to make it a propelling power we would then have
all that is wanted to make perpetual motion practicable.

But the plan proposed by Judge Oliver is to relieve the
horse of part of his own weight by placing the seat some-
what further back of the axle, thus making the weight of the

driver lift a portion of the weight of the horse. A driver
weighing one hundred and fifty pounds would not, how-
ever, lift nearly the same number of pounds of the weight
of the horse, because the driver's weight would be at the
short end of the lever (the axle being the fulcrum and the
shaft the lever), while the horse's weight would be at the
long end. One drawback on his plan would be, however,
that the traction would be increased by putting the addi-

tional weight upon the axle and consequently upon the
wheels, for it is evident that whatever portion of the weight
of the horse is lifted would rest on the axle. It may be
that the increase in transaction would counterbalance what-
ever advantage might be gained by relieving the horse of a

part of his own weight. Whether this plan is the one upon
which improvements will be made or not, is not very mater-
ial. It would be contrary to all experience to assume that

the ne plus ultra of a sulky has already been invented. The
bike is a wonderful improvement on the old fashioned sulky.

It is among the possibilities that some other vehicle will be
invented that will be as much of an advance upon the "bike"
as that vehicle is over its predecessor. At any rate it would
be contrary to all precedent were the improvement in sulkies

to stop with thft present " bike." The old musket with its

wooden ram-rod was a wonderful improvement upon the

cross bow. When Frederick the Great's ancestor invented

the iron ram-rod as great an advance was made in firearms as

was made in track vehicles by the substitution of the " bike "

for the old sulky. But compare one of these old flint-rock

muskets with the improved rifles now used in warfare, and it

will be seen how great the improvement has been since what
was deemed to be the perfect musket was invented.

It has been so with all sorts of machinery. A man does

not have to be very old to remember when small grain was
usually cut with sickles, as it had been from the time of Moses
down. Probably about the year 1840 the cradle came into

use. This was regarded as the pefection of a grain-cutting

machine. But the reign of the cradle was of short duration;

now most of the small grain raised in the world is cut by
horse or steam power.

The machine that is not susceptible of improvement has

never yet been invented, and as long as horses are trotted,

better, still better, sulkies will be made. If the proposition

i6 true that the rubber-tire and ball-bearings have reduced

the time of horses four or five seconds, another such improve-

ment would of itself bring the time below two minutes. Who
can say that it is impossible or indeed improbable that such a

new device may be invented ? It would be difficult to place a

limit upon the inventive genius of man. Science has made
many things easy and practicable, even commonplace, which
a hundred years ago would have been deemed supernatural,

and the men who would have dared to perform such miracles

as we now witness every day without a thought, would
probably have been burnt as an ally of the powers of dark-

ness.

Tiie people who deem the two-minute pacer and trotter an

impossibility may possess their souls in patience. They will

not have to wait long to see their illusion shattered, and bad-

ly shattered at that. Nancy Hanks, Alix, Joe Patcben, John
R. Gentry, Flying Jib and Robert J. are straws which show
the way the wind is blowing. We believe that another year
or two will settle the question, not as a matter of conjecture,

but as a matter of accomplished fact.—Kentucky StockFarm.

The closing up of Washington Park has aroused not a

little protest from some of the merchants and leading busi-

ness men of Chicago, who are shrewd enough to see that the

doing away with so great an attraction as the Derby will

materially aflect the business interests of the city. This

view of the matter is certainly a correct one, for racing, as

conducted by the Washington Park Club, was as clean as it

is possible to have sport of any character, while it drew to

the city annually thousands of dollars that will now be di-

verted toother localities. Some of the Chicago business men
carry their indignation so far as to denounce the officers of

the Washington Park Club for their action in deciding to dis-

continue the race meetings. This, however, we think is

scarcely fair to the gentlemen who control the destinies of

the Club, as they undoubtedly did what in their opinion was
the best thing to do under the circumstances. But that the
Washington Park meetings were a great advertisement for

Chicago there can be no doubt, and businessmen can well

be pardoned for deprecating the action of the club. Some of
them even go so far as to suggest that the business men sub-
scribe enough money to continue the meetings independent
of betting, but this is an idea that hardly seems feasible or
likely to be carried out. At any rate, it is encouraging to

know that the efforts of narrow-minded, would be reformers
are already beginning to have a reactionary effect at Chica-
go, as they are certain to do here in the East. Racing now
means so much for the material wealth of the cauntry that it

cannot be downed permanently, and especially ffhere it has
been conducted on such a high-toned suale as at Washington
Park—Spirit of the Times.

Why Horses Go Lame.

How often our horses go lame soon after being shod by the

best blacksmith, who thinks he is a scientific horse-shoer,but

knows nothing of the veterinary laws of conformation ; he

makes all conform to his iron rule or shoe with his knife

aud rasp. The Humane Journal publishes the explanation

from the Baltimore American :

It is found that most maladies resulting from horse-shoeing

are due to uneven and unbalanced wall (all that part of the

hoof that is visible below the hair when the hoof is placed

upon the ground) in connection with an undue height of the

heel. If the heels are allowed to grow too high the greater

part of the weight is thrown forward upon the bone structure

of the Hmb and the bones of the foot are forced forward

against the wall in front.

Inflammation of the foot and soreness in the joints and
bones soon follow such a course. If the toes, on the contrary,

are allowed to grow too long, then the preponderance of

weight is thrown upon the flexor tendons, which are on the
back side of the foot, and these tendons become inflamed.

The hoofs, therefore, must be pared in such a way that the
weight of the animal is equally distributed between the bones
and flexor tendons. If one heel is permitted to grow higher
than the other, bruiser on the right heel, called corns, will

result. Horses with weak, tender or bruised soles may for a
time require leather or water-proof pads, but as the sole grows
these should be discontinued. They are never required in

healthy feet where the sole, which is the best and most
natural protection, is allowed to grow undisturbed by the

knife. Horses with corns should have their shoes made
with a wide inside web, which rests upon the bar, or have
for a time a bar shoe. The last nail on the inside should also

be dispensed with, and the seat of the corn or bruise carefully

pared out without injuring either the frog or the bars.

Groggy horses should have the toe shortened and turned

up, and the shoes made light and nicely fitted. Over-reach

or cutting of the heel of the fore-foot with the shoe of the

hind foot is remedied by filing around the posterior edge of

the offending toe and keeping the shoe as far back as possi-

ble on the foot.

The grandam of Pbrebe Wilkes_. 2:08|, was by Surprise, a

son of the great thoroughbred Bonnie Scotland.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-
cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent,

Out at the Lexington track there is a two-year-old colt by
Eldorado (sonjof Guy Wilkes), that is entitled to rank among
the good ones of the year, although he has not made a stand-

ard record. The colt is El Pass, bred and owned by Mr. C.

H. Tenny, of Metheun, Mass., and trained by John Farris.

His breeding is most excellent, being out of Lady Patchen,

by Mambrmo Patchen ; second dam Mathilda, by Almont
33 ; third dam Amanda, by Blackwood 74. Last week he

was given three miles over the Lexington track in 2:35, 2:31A

and 2:271, the last half in 1:13. It was expected to give him
a standard record at the recent meeting of the Kentucky
Trotting Horse Breeders' Association, but he was " off" and
did not start. Mr. Farris says that he is confident that El

Pass can easily beat the New England record of 2:2b' for two-

year-olds. He is eligible to start in the New England Fu-
turity of §10,000 next year. Mr. Farris has recently placed

in his barn four yearlings by Eldorado that he is very much
pleased with, as they are all good-gaited and level-headed.

He also has in training a yearling pacer by Wakeman (son

of Bell Boy), dam Willie Wilkes, 2:28, by George Wilkes
;

second dam Sally Southwortb, by Mambrino Patchen, that

is most promising for a two vear-old next year. This colt

paced a half last week in 1:15-], the last eighth in 16} sec-

onds, finishing good and strong. The latter colt is owned by

Mr. John E. Madden.—Live Stock Record.

Stanfoed rode a good race on Dick O'Malley Wednesday.
He had Haymarket going over the jumps in great shape yes-

terday.
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Theodore Winter's Sale.—To-day, Saturday, Novem-

ber 10th, at 11 a. m., at the Bay District track, the sale of

thoroughbred yearlings from Rancho del Sierras will take

place. It is only necessary to make this statement to ensure

the attention of people who have some knowledge of racing,

for even those who are only slightly conversant with turf

affairs are aware of the excellence of the stock which Mr.

Winters has bred. Success is the best criterion, especially

when judging the capacity of racehorses, and the annals „of

the turf for the past thirty years will show an almost un"

broken chain of victories under the colors of the veteran

turfman of the Pacific Coast. When to breeding

of the bluest kind, /'.-., from winning families on all sides,

are added high form, size and soundness, there is as nearly a

certainty of securing ihe making of high-class race horses as

can be obtained. I have been familiar with Mr. Winters'

stock for the past twenty years. Seen every crop of yearlings

from that of 1S73 to the present time, and have no hesitation

in affirming that the weanlings of 1893 were fully the equal

of any previous lot. It might be said the superior of their pre-

decessors and when taken together there would be little hazard

in making the assertion, notwithstanding the large number

of celebrities that have been reared by Mr. Winters. There

is one good reason at least why there should be continuous

improvement. A man of sound judgment, who gives his es-

pecial attention to one pursuit, benefits by experience. Every

year adds to his knowledge. Every point, however minor it

may appear, is carefully noted, and errors as well as successes

are made profitable. The experience of others is made sub-

servient to perfect his'information, and it is safe to say that

there is not a breeder in the whole country who has had

better opportunities to compare systems, or one of clearer

conception as to the best manner of profiting by the teachings

of the past.

From the time the mares are mated, and the mating is

carefully studied, until the animals go into the trainers

hands, every care is taken that the progeny shall have the

best chance. There is nothing omitted which could add to

their chances, everything done to make the animal machine

as perfect as possible.

It has long been a mooted question whether horses bred in

high altitudes had superior lung power over those who were

reared on lower grounds, the preponderance of opinion being

that more perfect breathing apparatus was the result of rear-

ing in a rarified atmosphere. If it aids in giving greater lung

capacity it also is beneficial in other ways, and from one prac-

tical test I saw last fall on the track at Reno that view was

endorsed. All of Mr. Winters' yearlings in training were run

trials of three-eighths of a mile tbe finish being up quite a

grade. The time made was the fastest I ever saw by colts of

the age, and there was also the slightest symptoms of distress.

The breathing so slightly affected that a very few seconds

seemed enough to bring the respiratory organs into a normal

condition. " No signs" of fatigue in other respects, and I

came to the conclusion that when backed by the treatment

which prevailed at Rancho del Sierras, colts bred and reared

at an altitude of five thousand feet would give a good account

of themselves in any company. Now that Mr. Winters has

determined to retire from active participation in racing,

others will have an opportunity of securing colts which can

scarcely fail to make race horses of a very high class.

*
* *

Mr. Hall's Reply.—A very good letter is that received

a few days ago from R. Boylston Hall and which I heartily

commend to the readers of the Breeder and Sportsman

in nearly every point he makes. Poulticing the coronets

*nd heels with boiled turnips I have followed ever since 1871

when Dr. Bryden, of Boston, recommended the application

to me at Fleetwood Park. White turnips, however, were

the formula, though 1 can readily understand where the ruta

bagas would be superior. Soaking tubs were discarded by me
many yean ago, brought back twice after the first rejection

though the final banishment from the stable was about

eighteen years ago.

I did believe that some kinds of structural malformation

could not be remedied by shaping the feet and that when
" kaee knocking "came from the animal being" tied-in at

the elbows " the mere changing of the bottom of the feet

could not effect a cure. I am not nearly so confident now on
that point as I have seen a decided change in " turned-out

toe8 " made by a change in the ground surface of the foot, and
when a man who has had twenty years' experience tells me
that he can stop knee-knocking by shoeing and that from the

bearing given the shoe I shall not dispute.

With regard to hopples. I bought a set when they first

came out, did not like them and gave them away. But I saw
one marvelous change made in a pacer by their use and got

an improved set which I have not used enough to form an

opinion from my own experience. They may be a valuable

adjunct in the education of harness horses, pacers especially,

and the only substantial plea to throw them out in races is

the danger to others in the race.

As to " workiugouts." That many horses have been in-

jured from too much work iR beyond successful contradiction.

I saw a two-year-old given three heats at the top of her speed,

and that quite fast, a few days ago, when she cannot be
trotted in races until the summer of 1895 is well advanced.
There cannot be a substantial reason forgiving that sort of a

strain and yet the filly may prove that notwithstanding such
usage Bhe is a " race horse." It would certainly seem that an
increase of speed would be the chief object of the trainer and
work which would promote that and robust health the right

kind ot exercise for some months to come.
Among my former ideas one was that the more feed a horse

would eat, and the more work he could be given, and his

legs keep all right, the better his condition would be. There
may be uases when this notion would still be correct, and
others, when without a modification of that Bort of treatment,

it would be entirely wrong.
It is only conjecture, of course, what Palo Alio would have

done if he had escaped injury to his legs, hut from what 1

»aw of him in his two-year-old form, and subsequent knowl-
edge, feel that there would be justification in placing him at

very liend of the class :

Dear |Mr. Simpson :—Your very courteous notice and

your frank review of a receot article of mine, copied from

our friend Gov. Colman's Rural World, is very gratifying,

and I shall endeavor to say something that may interest you

in return. You say: "Poulticing the coronet is certainly

efficacious in many ailments, and soakings might also be use-

ful when there was time enough to give them effect." Quite

correct on the poulticing. A very useful thing for the coronet

of the foot. Take a horse bound at the coronet—a very fre-

quent and a very serious fault—after having pared the feet to

proper proportion, so that the bones may be let down into the

coronets, or top of the fee , to their proper resting place,

clean out, then, carefully, the commissures, and you have ob-

tained an immediate relief from this "tightness of the coro-

net." Poultice the feet, after obtaining this relief, every

night, with yellow turnips, not white, they seem to have no

virtue in comparison to the yellow—"Old Rutabagas." Coak

the turnips to the same consistency as they would be for eat-

ing at table. Put into a small bag, say about two and a half

to two inches wide, placing the turnips, hot as you would

have them to be pleasant to eat, next to the hair, at the

juncture of hair and foot, all around the coronet from heel

to heel. Leave them on all night, remove the bag in the

morning and when what little of the turnip shall remain ad-

hering to the hair, shall become dry, carefully remove with a

brush or cloth. Don't put any water on the part thus slightly

soiled with the particles of the poultice, for I am decidedly

opposed to tbe use of water on the limbs or fleshy part of the

feet, except when used by the most careful of grooms, who
will immediately dry with a cloth each foot or limb as fast as

it becomes wet. As grooms do not always have time to do

this, 'tis better to avoid the use of water. A leg remaining

wet, from the use of water, is no more beneficial to a horse

than it is to a man, in fact the chances for evil are a percent-

age greater with the horse, for the hair will hold this water

to the detriment of health to the limbs. The simplest way to

make the poultice bag is to take the ordinary towelling that

comes in the proper width for the ordinary roller towel, strip

this crosswise, run a seam on each side so as to make the width,

after seam is layed, about three inches. Run a good-sized

string or a piece of tape, say one inch tape, through each

seam, fasten this tape with a few-stich.es at thecenter on each

side of the bag so that the string won't pull out. Fill this

bag on the smooth side, leaving the overturn for seam on the

outside, with the hot cooked turnips.

Tie one string at the top of tbe foot at the heels, and the

other string at the bottom of the foot at the heels between the

shoe and the foot.

After, many years of experience in its use, I have found

that there is nothing so beneficial, that I ever heard of, to

cool and loosen the coronet, and grow rapidly a good,

healthy foot, as the yellow turnip poultice. I have never

known it to fail in coming up to my expectations after I

have prepared the foot as described above. "Soakiugs might
also be useful, etc." I cannot agree to that except as in the

case mentioned, that is, soaking for a few moments only in in-

tensely hot water, and I can only approve of this, as sug-

gested, in a tight place in a race, when a horse is sore and

the soreness can be located in the feet themselves, more par-

ticularly though tbe limbs above may be involved.

My great objection to this soakicg business is that the re-

action that takes place after the soaking is very detrimental

to the health of the foot, and I do not believe that the fleshy

part of the motor power of a horse should ever be soaked in

water—any part of it—by the placing of the feet and part of

the limbs in a soaking tub, and most assuredly they should

not be allowed to remain in water that is colder than the tem-

perature of the blood of the animal. A groom said to me once :

" No water on the legs ? Why, how am I to get that mud off

his legs, Mr. Hall?" " Wait until it is dry and remove it

with your brush."

With white legs, that the groom is desirous of having look

white, after removing all the dry mud that is possible, a little

washing and drying tbe leg immediately is permissible, but I'd

sooner have the leg a little soiled than have it remain wet.

When the animal comes in with wet, muddy legs, some straw

will remove the surplus, and then gentle drying with the

cloth will do the rest. It must be done gently, some of the

mud still remaining may cause an irritation to the skin if

the cloth is used too forcibly. My remarks about the training

were applicable to those horses only that had had
their preparation previous to starting out on the trotting

circuit, and were directed, particularly, to the system of

training, as practiced by many trainers, of repeated "work
outs," while on the circuit

t
to the point of really taking as much

exercise two, sometimes three times, each week,as they would
be called upon to take, in fairly hard races of the same num-
ber of miles, notwithstanding that their horses had a race on

each week. In my experience I have noticed that most of

the horses in training seem to show a condition that war-
rants one in the belielf that they have had too much fast

work and too little food. Isn't this about what your own
experience has shown to be the case, in a great many in-

stances? If all of the horses in training were in perfect

balance in their pedal extremities, so that the articulation

would be as near frictionless as 'tis possible to have it, then
indeed could many of them stand the hard training that they

get. But when it is borne in mind that one rarely sees a

horse in such " pink of condition," then certainly the most
of them get too much training (?). Is it training, or what is

it?

How serious must be the fatigue, of motion to a horse who
is banging his knees. If Palo Alto, 2:083, could have gone
clear, even and true with his forefeet, what limit could have
been put to his speed ? I believe you think these are struc-

tural faults that cannot be cured, and you know that I most
emphatically differ from you, and have good and sufficient

" reason for the faith that is in me." That is, experience is

my guide, and has demonstrated the fact I hat these irregular-

ities of structure take their irregular lines from the improper
balance of the foot, and from its improper angle to the limb
it supports. The horse whose action is so faulty that be
bangs his elbows. This action is very latiguing. All irreg-

ular action, as I have repeatedly remarked in print, is in-

creased friction. Consequently, loss of power, and that means,
unquestionably, loss of speed. How exhausting must it be to

a borne whose instinctive action is so irregular that resort is

had to hobbles—or hopples, whichever may be the correct

name of the cursed appliances. It must be a fearful punish-
ment to a horse whose irregular action has caused his owner
or driver to put these things onto his limbs.. I don't speak
of the fact of the Buffering they get from the sores caused by
ihe friction from the constant rubbing on their thighs and
arms, hut the strain of joints, tendons and muscles caused
by forcing them to take !U1 fiction thftt their instinct does not

suggest,

Such contrivances should be ruled off all trotting tracks,

and such action as will forbid their use is now contemplated i iP

in the trotting horse councils, I believe. I, for one, shall

welcome tbe day when their use is forbidden. Horses that i jji

cannot speed, owing to irregular action, should be so bal-

anced in their pedal extremities there true action and speed
;

is a pleasure to them, not forced to go fast
—" no matter

what's the odds," as some say—when the action is unpleasant

and fatiguing. Very respectfully, R. Boylston Hall.
407 Rialto Building, Chicago, November 1, 1894.
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Scoring and Starting.—If the late meeting at Sao Jose

brought any [one feature of harness racing ioto emphatic

prominence it was scoring. I have compounded the

words in the caption of this article and yet there was'

wide dissimilarity. The first part intolerable, the other ad-

mirable. That must appear to be singularly anomalous to

one who was not present, exceedingly queer to those who

witnessed the racing without endeavoring to separate the j.tiI

two. Over fifty scores in one race, and that with only four

heats, and yet not a single bad start when it

is taken into consideration that the horse which

was sent off behind was so dealt with at the request of hi:

driver. As a rule when the start is delayed for the best part

of an hour it will happen that several better commencements

could have been made than that which started them on the

momentous journey, though, in this instance, that was not the

case. In fact, through tbe whole of the meeting, there were no

grounds for reasonable fault-finding and so nearly an absence

of grumbling on that score that it seemed that there was a

general resolution not to "kick " on that point. That the

starter performed that part of his duty satisfactorily is be-

yond question; how far he was culpable in permitting such a

waste of time as was the case in that one race is debatable.

His anxiety to give every horse in the race a fair chance of

winning was one of the causes, and this aggravated by some

of the " worst actors" ever seen among those he had to

handle. " Long scores " more than doubled the loss of time.

In several, or it might be said a majority of the scores, some

of the horses were" turned" not far from the three-quartei

pole and from there a race to get the advantage. A furlon|_

was about the minimum distance for " pulling up," and thus

in most of the false starts more than half a mile was traversed.

Therefore, in that one race of four heats not far from thirty

miles were covered in these futile efforts to get off with a losb

of nearly three hours of time.

The laudable intent to secure a good start will not compen

sate for the evil, and the question is how can that be accom

plished ?

k
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One Plan.—Let the two associations, which now goveri

harness racing in all parts of the country, adopt a rule in ad-

dition to those already in the codes that at so many yards from

the starting point there shall be posts on both sides of the

track which will mark the limit of space permitted for th

horses to turn in, and drivers who fail to turn shall be finet

from $5 to $50. That one imperative provision, the points

a "death line" the passing of which will insure the penalty

being inexorably inflicted. One hundred yards would appea

to be a fair limit and were that an absolute law promulgated

in time to give drivers an opportunity to teach their horses

to " get on their stride " in that distance they would do it

just as well as when allowed to go nearly to tbe head of the

stretch. With this proposed rule in force it would not be

con-idered arbitrary on the part of the starter when he in-

sisted that the mandate should be obeyed. In place of lectur-

ing that driver for going so far up, and another for turning

so much in front, he could point to the rule for one restriction

and for the other his proximity to the offender place him in

position to correct. A large field of horses would require

more room than a smaller, therefore say one hundred yards

when sic or under were the number to start, one hundred

and fiftv yards for fields above that size.

Rather more difficult to prescribe the limit for horses to be

pulled up after a false start, though that could be fixed ad-

vantageously. Suppose that the pulling-up posts should also

be 150 yards from the starting point, but leave it optioned

with the judges to impose a fine for going beyond the mark.

There are head strong horses which could not be stopped at

that distance but only in small proportion to those which

can be managed, and judges with a fair knowledge of driving

could readily discriminate whether horse or driver was at

fault.

There can be no valid excuse for going beyond the turning

mark. The rule now states "If the word is not given all the

horses in the race shall immediately turn at the tap of the bell

or other signal given, and jog bark for a fresh start," and

jogging back means that the rate of speed in returning -*fter

a false start shall be such as will enable all of them to get

back in company and under control of the drivers.

When the horses are turned so far apart as they are sure

to be when these long scores are made.it is nearly impossible

to get them together. Those in the lead are afraid to pull

them to a slow gait, as in that case the rear division, coming

with a rush, will have a decided advantage. If those behind

notice that there is a little chance to get up they stop, and

fines, as usually measured, are not such a dread as the loss of

ground. Then it is evident that with two or three hundred

yards to cover between tnrning point and score there is more

danger of horses breaking than in the shorter distance. Itj

is safe to say that if the eight horses engaged in that race of

memorable scoring—a record-breaker io that respect so far

as I can recall—bad been restricted to one hundred yards or

one hundred and fifty yards, in place of fifty-odd scores in the

four heats, there would not have been twenty false starts, in

all probability not more than twelve. The time between

scores would have been materially shortened, and in lieu of

that race being continued and another postponed the whole

bill would have been disposed "f before sundown.

But with a law imposing the restrictions mentioned and

uniform on all tracks, as it would be when a part of the

codes of the N. T. A. and A. T. A , it would be a part of the

education of harness horses. If a horse was inclined to ant

badly when he was turned a short distance from the starting

point, the efforts of his traioer would be direoted towards

[COKTINl'ED ON PAGE 452.]
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LD TOBACCO PIPE'S FORLORN HOPE.

3W An Old Rogue Laid the Foundation of a

Great Stable.

Cousin Liz gave him the name, for she said the first mo-

ent she ever clapped eyes on him that his head was more

ce the bowl of a corn-cob pipe than anything else, and he

rlainly was not much fatter than a reed stem, so he got the

ime, and it stuck to him. After we all had got to know

m better and found out his boiling tricks, some thought he

lid another likeness to a pipe, for he was always going

|

" He was no beauty, for certain, but I had always had a

iiod of hankering after a thoroughbred for my own riding,

til you see times had not been so extra good down in

•idewater, Virginia, that I could afford to pay any fancy fig-

ure for one. So one Court Day, when Tobacco Pipe was put

up to auction, I bid on him and was surprised above a bit

, hen he was knocked down to me for an even $50. The man

t ho had owned him knew mighty little about him, except

,aat he was dead sure be was thoroughbred—and he had

Lad him off some man who owned race horses— believed he

I ad raced, but that was all, and a blind man could see that

e was not sorry to be quit of him. I can't say I was sur-

prised either after riding the old gelding home. A rougher

ag never bore saddle, and, accustomed as I had been to rid-

ng all sorts of horses ever since I was a baby, I was stiff and

[ore after that seven-mile jog.

"Well, for the longest kind of a time the horse seemed to

he the worst possible bargain. Work! The old chap had

mite s»s much notion of jumping over the moon as working,

•iitch him in afour-hor6e team and he'd throw himself down
'.nd be dragged along bodily rather than pull an ounce. Why,
he'd stand for hours tied to a fence with one foreleg strapped

io his belly and with the weight of a heavy dump-cart on his

>ack and look as meek and mild under it all as a Christian

martyr, but turn him loose and do you think he'd budge that

1'ATil No, sir; not an inch! Every man and boy who thought

lie knew a bit about horses in our neighbirhood—and they

Knostalldid—had a try at him, but not a thing could they

Inake him do. Simply because there was nothing else to be

lone with him, and not a soul who had ever heard of him
I vould have parted with a ten-dollar bill in exchange for

hid, and, after a bit. I got accustomed to the gait of the old

|:U88 that I almost grew to like it.

b "Were you ever in Virginia? No? Well, you must

Icnow that every mother's son in the Old Domioion that owns

i bit of horseflesh, even if it has seen above a score of sum-

Iners and has not a leg or a tooth left, believes that it can run

bibove a bit. After court the boys would match their nags to

run a quarter on a sandy bit of road for the drinks and cigars,

[>r, maybe, a few dollars, though they were none too plenty.

I didn't take a hand in the game with old Tobacco Pipe till I

liad gotten a bit used to his ways, but one day I cut him loose

lifter trying him with my brother Ned's old mare along the

lane back of our house. Brother Ned's mare could wipe out

Knost everything round our section, but when she stacked up

ligainst Baccy Pipe she just didn't know what had struck

ier. The way he sailed away from her dazed her so that she

I >lumb forgot to eat her corn that evening.

I "It was June Court that I chose for the time to spring the

I dd fellow, for I had heard of a trader working down our way
I vith a string of horses,and among them a mare that he swore

I ;ould run a quarter better than 0:21. He had more money

\ han most of u«, and when 1 offered to run my old nag

ligainst his crack sprinter he thought he'd struck a better

Ivay to make a bit more than by trading horses. I put up
l»50, Ned going halves with me, and the trader covered it and

I vanted to double up. He had seen our limit, though, but I

[ lersuaded old man Fox, who ran the bar, to put up the other

\ ifty, and then the trader had had enough, for he knew a

Lmndred dollars was a lot of money down our way, and

I bought that, perhaps, 1 had something really good. So 1

I lad, and he soon found it out. He put up a smart little coon

I le had along on his horse, a speedy-looking bay mare, and I

ode the gelding myself. Lord ! bow the folks did stare when

\ bey saw me win a canter, looking back over my shoulder at

I hat coon Hogging the mare for all he was worth. Ned and

rt could have drunk enough for a regiment at other people's

! sxpense that afternoon if we had been that kind, but there

ffas one bad result,for I couldn't find a soul who was willing

I ,o run a horse "against mine after that. Perhaps if I had
* known as much then as I do now 1 might have been tempted

I .o run a bye, or at any rate to have steadied the old horse

l enough to make believe that I could only just beat the mare,

I jut I had a heap to learn in those days.

['
il But if we are to be out on time to morrow morning

jt vhh the horses, I must cut out a bit sharper pace, so we can

i ;et to bed. That trader wasn't half a bad fellow. After he

"ound he couldn't buy the horse—and beingyouDg and fool-

ish I don't believe there was enough money in the county to

[
; 3uy him that afternoon—he told us I'd be a fool if I didn't

- put him in training, and at any rate pick up some purses at

f ;he local fairs. What he said stuck in my mind, and the next

-hing was that I was always in hot water with my old man
I oecause, instead of doing my work on the farm, I was all the

time fooling with Tobacco Pipe.

\
" It never rains but it pours, and it so happened that just

r it this time I made a trade with a neighbor, giving him an

aldish work mare for a filly that was at least well bred. Sam,
I you've been down home with me and you'll call to mind that

my eldest girl's called Aura. It's a queer name for a girl,

' and her mother hated my giving it to her, but she was named
for this filly. She waB a cracker, I tell you, and thongh she

1 never won a race but at the county fairs, I'd like to have her
' ' right now. She'd have made the best of them race to handle

( her up to a mile, and in moderate company she could go a

• heap farther than that. It's odd, but I could never find out
; just how she was bred, but I'll swear she'd not a cold cross

|
in her.

I

" Well ! She won and won and won, till they took to barr-

|
ing her out cf racesbecause she spoiled the sport and not one

i
of the horses in the bush-whacking division would enter

! against her. But old Tobacco Pipe, who was mighty little

behind her in his work, couldn't or 'I should say wouldn't

win even a hack race. Along in the Fall of the year I found
' out all about him. They had gotten up a Southern Circuit,

but there was no money in it, and (he scheme didn't pan out.

However, old Dick Shanghnefsy, directly he set eyes on To-
,

bacco Pipe, told me be was no other tl m Tic ills, lit Learn-
ing!on gelding that won the big Derby tix years be-

fore. He had been a smashing racehorse, but toward the

end of his three-year-old year turned the worst kind of a

rogue. The last part I knew without anyone telling roe, for

the old brute would never try a yard for me when it came lo

racing.

" I was a young fool in those days. That's all right, Sam
I don't pretend to be very wise even now, but if I had known
as much then I would have put by a bit of money 1 made, in

spite of the smallness of the purses. I didn't though, and
after a while things began to go all wrong, aDd in the fall of

the second year I was in the business Aura took cold through
having no straw for bedding, down in North Carolina, and
having to lie on pine tags instead. The next thing was she

died, and I was flat broke. The filly had been ailing some
time and I bad not been able to start her, so to keep going I

had to sell all the other horses except old Tobacco Pipe, and
no one would have taken him as a gift.

"Things looked terribly blue, and I had about made up
my mind that the jig was up and I had better go home and
hang on to a plough-tail again. Still, I couldn't help feeling

that I might as well be hung for a sheep as a lamb, so I

scraped together every red cent I could lay my hands on,

put the old gelding into sharp work, and went on with ihe

rest of the gang to the next fair. The boys were all very

good in offering to help me out, but they only laughed at me
for bothering with such a thief I let them laugh, and before

long had the chance to turn the tables.

" It happened that there were big times going on in the

political line in the next place we struck, and tiome chap who
was running for office thought he saw a good chance to get

solid by giving the folks a treat. So he offered a special

puree of $600, for all ages, at a mile, for the big day of the

fair, and, I tell you, $600 looked mighty big in our eyes after

the $100 purses, and even smaller amounts, we had been run-

ning for, and, since this was only six days from the time the

bulk of the gang reached the town, everybody was hard at

work right away, sharpening up their best nags a bit for a go

at the pot. Old Tobacco Pipe was about half fit, and there

was only time enough to give him two pretty sharp gallops.

The other fellows just laughed at me, fit to bust, for thinking

of starting him against the horses which were the pick of the

bush-whacking lot. If I hadn't been so young and hopeful,

oerhaps I would have been chaffed into keeping him in the

stable, and, if I had, I wouldn't have been talkiag to you all

right here, but hoeing corn down in Ole Virginny.

"Most of you know Jim Young, that colored man who's

foreman in Flower's stable. Well ! he comes from

where that fair was, and a little slip of a coon, his youngest

brother, rode the horse for me. He had never ridden in a

race before, but he'd have been heard from up North here

among the best of our jockeys if the poor little chap hadn't

been thrown and killed while he was working for me six

monthsafter. One of ihe conditions of the race .was full

jockey costume—though as a general thing they were not

very particular about that round the fairs, so long as the boys

had a jacket—and little Ben was mighty proud of his ap-

pearance, I'm telling you. It's true he was riding the rank-

est outsider of the lot, but that didn't hurt him any.

"Tobacco Pipe had gone for a dollar in the overnight

pools they had sold, and I had bought him at that each time.

Nobody else wanted him at any price, and I had no notion

but that I was wasting money myself. Josh Rison, too, made
book the day of the race and offered me 100 to 1 against my
starter. I was flat broke after buying the pools the night be-

fore, but I borrowed a ten and put it on the old horse at

that price. Josh wanted to back out when he saw my money,

and it was only after a heap of chaffing that I got the ticket

calling for $1,000 to $10.
" Well, the story of the race is soon told. There were ten

starters, and, as usual, Tobacco Pipe acted like the fiend at

the post. Once he got away with Ben, and if I had not been

on the lookout for this and stopped him he would have run

till he fell.

" Just as the starter had lost all patience and had an-

nounced that the next lime the rest broke well he would let

them go whatever my horse was doing, some young dude who
had been at a Northern college drove on to the grounds with

a dog-cart aud tandem, it was the first of its kind they had

ever seen down there, and I believe they thought he was

the advance guard of a circus. Anyhow, he was trying his

level best to do the thing in style, and just as the horses

broke again he tooted his coach horn.
" You should just have seen old Baccy Pipe ! I have al-

ways believed he thought that horn was the saddling bugle

he had heard so often, and that some memory of his younger

days, when racing nad been a pleasure to him, came to him.

He was last as they broke, but as the horn^ sounded, the old

chap's ears sprang to attention, and, pricking them like a

keen young two-year-old, instead of having them, as usual,

pointing straight down his back, he went through his horses

as if they were standing still.

"The flag dropped all right and at the end of three fur-

longs he wap twelve lengths in the lead; at the end of five,

twenty, and I thought he would shut up like a jack-knife be-

fore he had eone six. Not a bit of it, though! He ran game
and true for seven furlongs, and then lack of condition and

the pace he had made told, and he began to die to nothing.

But the lead he had secured was too great. The others were

comiDg to him every jump, but neither were they accustomed

to that kind of gait. Little Ben had neither whip nor spur,

but he sat down and rode like a veteran and, by the hardest

kind of squeezing, got the old fellow home half a length to

the good.

"I ttll you, boys, there was no one more astonished than

myself, though I did my best to kid the gang into believing

that I had been saying this for them. I had been flat, stone

broke, but the race, including everything, netted me over

thirty-five hundred dollars, and, when I gave Ben fifty, I

thought his eyes would drop out, they bulged so. The boys

looked foolish, but when they began to recover they were

nearly as pleased as myself. That race was a lesson I've

never forgotten either, for to this day I believe the old geld-

ing won because I had him only what I thought half fit, and

had been training him sour before.

"What's that"? Why, yes. That money started me
again, f bought some yearlings, and among them had the

luck to get Nausicaa, and before the end of the next year I

had two dozen horseB in training up North, and one of them,

according to my belief, was the best in America, But I

never started Tobaceo Pipe again, and the old fellow's ending

his days down on a Virginia farm."

The American Trotter the Favorite.

There was a lime when the wary thoroughbred of Erjglibh

breeding, and perhaps the Arabian Barb, were looked to as

the surest means of improving the common stock of horse-

flesh. Consul General Judd reports from Austria-Hungary

that the American trotter is now the favorite breed in use for

improviog the native blood. If Austria-Hungary can not do

better than to come to America for this purpose, it argues

well for the superiority of the trotter. As a bea^t of speed

the distinctive trotter is an example of modern evolution. It

is not many years since a speed of three minutes was reck-

oned good at the trotting gait. Now there is hardly a farm-

er's son in the country that does not own a colt that '"can

clip a mile in three minutes and not turn a hair," at least so

the young man says. A speed of two minutes is not only

possible, but probable, in the immediate future, and the time

may not be far off when the American horse can trot along-
side the best Derby runner. With the constant inroads of
machinery on the field of the horse's usefulness, a change is

coming in the evolution of the animal. Already electricity

supplants the old horse-cars, and no one is sorry. One need
have no sympathy for the overburdened fluid on a hard grade.

An electric van for parcel delivery is now working in Lon-
don, and is said to be cheaper than the horse power. Prom-
ises have already been made by our inventors of electric

plows, and feasible plans for freight and produce tramways
across the country on roads hitherto traversed only by the aid
of the horse or mule are suggested. The old-fashioned horse
power for running incidental machinery is giving place to

the " coming power."
The coming horse is to be less and less a beast of heavy

burden. Many places there are where horses will continue to

draw heavy loads for a necessity. The handsome draft

horse is not yet to be entirely dispensed with. But pleasure

driving will continue to give a motive for the improvement
of the trotting horse. The bicycle takes the place of a few
saddle horses, perhaps, but the majority of cyclers care for a
horsejnst as much as before the silent ateed came into being.

Many of them own a wheel who would not own a horse, but
the wheel, even if built for two, is not so agreeable after all as

holding the lines behind a glossy-coated, lightlv-stepping

horse. Electric motors for carriages are talked of, but they
will be expensive for a long time yet, and until their pro-

ficiency is somewhat advanced from the present stage a man
even with a balky horse would be less hapless in case of acci-

dent. No one with the instincts of humanity with regret to

see the tugging steeds which are compelled to drag heavy
loads over slippery payments under the lash of a driver, in

too many cases of scarcely more intelligence than the animal

he abuses, relieved of their burdens and sent to greener pas-

tures.

The noble, intelligent horse will net be lost sieht of in the

advance of civilization. Relief from the heavier duties will

leave more energy for the driving, of which every American
citizen of means and leisure is found. Whatever question

there may be as to the morality or advantages of horse racing,

the improvement of the trotter has made the animal more
serviceable for the legitimate uses of man. Ifany one believes

that the interest in the horse is to give place before the in-

roads of electricity let him attend some great " horse con-

vention" and note the attention paid the splendid specimens

of endurance and intelligence thereon exhibition.—Boston
Journal.

Polo at Santa Monica.

The Southern California Polo Club played the final game

of theseason November 1st at Santa Monica. There will not

be another game until next spring. The only thing about the

season's games that marred the pleasure was the restricted

character of the grounds.

At 3 o'clock E. J. Gorbam, the official time-keeper called

the game. The Blacks were distinguished by a black and red

scarf worn across the shoulders of each rider, while the yel-

low shirts of the other team was a sufficient and characteris-

tic token. The teams were made up as follows :

Blacks—G. L. Waring, K. L. Bettner, M. G. Bolton and

P. D. Martin.

Yellows—J. B. Proctor, W. H. Young, W. R. Ward and

J. E. Hoy.
The game was refereed byT. E. Baker, who, while he had

no sinecure in keeping close upon the flahk of the opposing

forces, was only once or twice called upon to decide knotty

points of play.

The blacks won by a score of 3 to 1. Saturday evening a

dance will be given the winning team by Mrs. Senator J. P.

Jones.

Extensive preparations are being made for the winter

meetiLgof the Crescent City Jockey Club of New Orleans,

which will begin December*8ih. Secretary Clark has re-

ceived applications for stable accommodations sufficient to

warrant the assertion that there will be upward of a thousand

horses at the track when the meeting opens. A top dressing

of sand has been put on the track, and the course will be in

much better shape than it was last winter.

Robert Sherwood, an old-time English jockey, and who
rode Wild Dayrell when he won the Derby in 1855, died on

October 12 at Newmarket. After getting too heavy to ride

he was employed for a longtime as head lad by Robert

Peck, and later established himself as trainer at Newmarket,

where he prepared many good horses for the post.

Up to the end of the second Newmarket October meeting,

Isonomy heads the list of English winning sires, eleven of

his get having captured $201,450. St. Simon is second, with

twenty-three winners, and $194,470 to his credit, Hampton
third, with fourteen winners and $96,600. Then comes Pet-

rarch, Wisdom and Royal Hampton.

Jockey John Epperson arrived Friday from Mon-
tana. He reports that Tom McTague will leave Deer Lodge

about one week after election with his string. Mr. McTague
has about coDcludfd arrangements with Marcus Daly to

bring down to San Francisco imp. Benefactress, Beaucatcher

and one or two other good ones to race.

Jockey Willie Spence is about to quit riding, take a

commercial course and become a knight of the gripsack.
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P. C. T. H. B. A. FALL MEETING.

Last Two Days of the Best Race Meeting Ever

Held by This Association—Close Contests

and Many Records Made—The Attend-

ance, However, Not Large.

B1XTB DAY—FRIDAY, KOVEWBEK 2.

About five hundred people attended the races at Agricul-

tural Park yesterday, and there was not one who was not

delighted with the entertainment ottered.

The event that was entirely out of the order of everyday

racing was the record race between Wilber J. Edwards on a

bicycle and Tony Del mas and Bob Long on a landem.

This event took place about 4 o'clock and resulted very

satisfactorily to the riders and audience as well. Edwards

was in fine condition, and be went into the race with the

determination to beat his competition mile record of 2:15 and

to lower Ziegler's lime reccid of 2:14 for the State. The

timers took the time in which Edwards made the mile instead

of the tandem, as arrangements to that tfltct had been pre-

viously made. Edwards fallowed along in the wake of the

tandem all the way around. He wanted to lower Ziegler's

record of one minute fiat for a half-mile, which the latter

made during fair week in racing against the pacer, W. Wood.

He accordingly saved himself during the first half, making it

in 1:06 3-5, and then he began to pump in earnest. The

result was that he made the last half in 1:01 3:5 and the mile

in 2:08 1-5. When Ziegler made his fast half-mile he was

paced by a running horse attached to a sulky with a wind-

break. Edwards tried to spurt in past the tandem, but did

not s'.arl far enough down the stretch.

At 3:30 the pheoonieual pacer, W. Wood, from the Oak-

wood Park Stock Farm, who had a race record of 2:0S.} and

a time record of 2:07J, was paced a mile to beat 2.08$.

Wood was in excellent form and as steady as could be de-

sired. Wood was sent to the first quarter in 0:32$, to the

half in 1:021, three-quarters in 1:354 and the mile in 2:07J-.

When he came into the stretch Sanders, the driver of Wood,

began to holloa at him, and about midway of the stretch be

began to put the whip to him in a lively style. Wood is a

wonderful horse on a finish, for although cut and lashed

with a whip, he never quivered or made a bobble. This

event lowered the track record for pacers from 2:10 to

2:07*.

The yearling race was as expected, an open and shut game

in favor of Adbell, as he holds the world's championship for

youogsters of his age. Adbell was counted out on pool sell-

ing and all the money that was risked wa6 on place, the odds

being ^10 od Eureka to $5 on the field, including Donatrine,

Rosie Woodburn and Cleopatra. Abdell, as anticipated,

went to the front of the procession all the way and finished

four seconds and a half quicker than Eureka, who came in

second, with Rosie Wocdburn a poor third, Donatrine

fourth and Cleopatra fifth. As the race was for a single mile,

Adbell was given first money, Eureka second, Rosie Wood-
burn third and Donatrine fourth. As the time was 2:36, it

was quite evident that Abdell was not exerted any in win-
ning.

In the three-year-old free-for-all trot Rio Alto, John Bury
and Silver Bee were the starters, Rio Alto was by all odds
the favorite, selling at $20 to $8 on the field. Silver Bee
was lame, and merely started in order that third money
might be pulled down. He did not attempt to get in, aod
only made the quarter while the others were going the full

mile. Rio Alto was second nearly all the way around,
following along ihe trail of Bury. In the stretch Rio Alto
outbru-hed Bury, and beat him in by a length, being driven
out in 2:1(U.

For the second heat the betting was $20 to $6 on Rio Alto.

Rio Alto went out this time from the start, and Bury followed
only two lengths behind to the quarter. In the back stretch

Bury broke, but got back in good shape, and at the half was
only a length behind. In this order they chased around to

the three qaarlers. In Ihe stretch they had a lively race,

both horses being nearly done for. Rio Alto
:
however, got

the heat by about a length. Time 2:19.

There was a decided change in the aspect of the race when
it came to the finish of the third heat. Rio Alto led out
aod Bury fell in behind, aod there he hung until they
reached the homestretch. Then Bunch began to drive
Bury and Maben was urging Kio Alto. It was evident by
the way Rio Alto's speed died out that he was lost for the
heat. Rio Alto was second by a full three lengths. The
time was 2:22.

Rio Alto and John Bury were about even belting at this

stage of the game. In the fourth heat Bunch let Rio Alto
lead out again to the three quarters and then overtook and
pueed him midway of the Mretch in very easy stvle.

Before the next heat, which was in settle the race, Bury
hold for $10 to $3 on Rio Alto. Bury came up very lame be-
hind. For the first limedaring the race Bury started out to

the front. At the three-eighths they were even up, but as
they worked around the stretch Bury came in a length in

front. Bunch brought Burv in three lengths ahead in

2:23}.

The great belting race of the day was the 2:14 class nomi-
nation pace. Laura M. was the choice of the four starters at

$10 to $8 on the field Laura M. has great speed and the
talent knew it. Corey, as he warmed up the little mare,
took occasion to buy a pool each lime he parsed ihe stand.
The horses got an excellent start, with the exception of Laura
M., who was about a length behind. Tom Ryder 3ho* to the
front and at the quarter Fred Mason w»s even with him, and
Fresno Prince was third. At the half Ryder was still in the
lead, but Fred Mason broke and fell behind and Corey sent
Laura M. to second place. The race was from this point to
'he wire. Laura M. gained gradually on Tom Ryder and

Im.OBt even up ai the quarter-pole. These two horses
came in on the stretch at a 2:10 clip. When within 200
yards of the finish Newton began to'whip Ryder, but Corey

was gaining on him. Ryder, however, got the heat by a half

length in 2:13£.

There was no change in the betting at this stage, although

Laura M. had lost the heat. She sold for $20 against $10 on

the field. Fred Mason was the mascot of this heat, and he

went right out with such speed as to frighten the others off.

He went to the front all the way around, with Tom Ryder

two lengths behind him to the three quarters. Fresno Prince

was fourth to the half, and it seemed that Laura M. stood no

show for even place. From the half to the finish Corey made a

great drive and got in second to Mason by about a length.

The time was 2:13%.

Belore the next heat Laura M. still sold at $10 against $5

on the field. This was the liveliest heat of the race. Mason
went out agaio, and Corey drove in close behind him all the

way around. The finish was one of the prettiest of the week.

Mason had a length the advantage of Laura when he entered

the stretch, and Corey began to drive. Slowly he took in the

slack between her and Mason. Both drivers were urging the

horses to their utmost effort. Just before coming under the

wire Laura swerved in toward the judge's stand, and at the

f-ame time gained enough ground to come in a 4 inch nose be-

hind.

Nor the next heat there was but little betting, but Laura

stayed favorite at $5 to $2. Newton drew Tom Ryder on ac-

count of lameness.

Fred Mason went to the quarter in 0:31], with Corey just

two lengths behind, and Fresno Prince several lengths be-

hind. They stayed in these notches to the three-quarters,

and a pretty race followed on the stretch to within 300 yards

of the wire, when Laura broke and fell into third place.

Mason jogged under the wire in 2:16}. This won the race

for Fred Mason, Laura M. getting second money, Fresno

Prince third and Tom Ryder fourth.

Tom Ryder ffas broken down completely, having strained

a tendon of his right hind leg. He broke down similarly

last year.

The event of much interest to the audience was the San

Jose Driving Club race. People usually expect that when six

horses start there will be much scoring, but these green driv-

ers managed to line up on the first trial and were sent off.

Agnew drove out from the start and Rea fell in right behind

him- Ella W. got into the third notch, and "Billy Hobson"
had bis eye on all six of the horses at on^e. Wait-a-Little

went to single fooling on Frank Burkholder and forced him
back so far that he was billed for last place. Belle also

broke and Carroll had a difficult time getting her straightened

out. Rea gave Agnew a merry chase for first place, and it

was worth the price of the admission to ihe grounds to hear

them yell at their horses on the finish, but Benton Boy had
the best of it by two lengths. Ella W. Wi.8 driven carefully

by Hobson and got in third place. Carroll sent Belle in

ahead of Surprise in a grand stand finish, and as soon as the

heat was over everybody gave George Polhemus the laugh.

2:1S was fine lime for green drivers.and much better than
anyone anticipated.

Belle had sold favoriteat $10 to $8 on Benton Boy,$3 on
Our Boy and $1 on Wait-a-Little, $2 on the field.

Before the next heat Benton Boy sold favorite at $15 to

$10 on Belle and $6 on the field.

The Driving Club representatives did not gpt their horses

off so easily, for they had learned some new tricks after the

first heat. Benton Boy went out to the front agaio and
stayed there with ease, Our Boy followiog with Hobson driv-

ing in close behind them. Agnew got in first again, with

Ella W. second and Our Boy third. Carroll got the best of

Polhemuson the finish and sent Belle in for fourth place, but

he had little to spare.

It was nearly dark when the horses were sent off on the

third mile. Agnew and Rea were the great rivals, and
when they got to the first turn a buzzing noise was heard and
spectators thought a pneumatic tire had exploded and the

noise was the result of escaping air. No one could distin-

guish one horse from the other, but the truth was known after

the beat. Rea and Agnew had locked wheels together and
neither could get bis sulkies apart. They were determined not

to permit one to get the advantage over the other so they

kept driving. After going nearly a quarter of a mile in this

dangerous predicament they got loose and Our Boy went
awav to the front. Benton Boy broke and came in last.

Bil'y Hobson held Ella level for second place, and Johnny
Carroll played foxy again and beat Pol hem us' horse out for

thiid place. Mutuels yielded the short enders $17.10. The
judges postponed the race until 11 o'clock this morning. The
manner in which the drivers hand'ed their horses would
have been creditable for professional drivers.

SUMMARIES.

First race—Yeailing Aspirant, free-for-all. purse $500.

Palo Alto Stock Farm's brcAdbell, by Advertiser—Beautiful Bells,

by Tbe Moor Maben 1

R. Sweasy'sch c Eureka, by Ira— Silver Shield H. Haas 2

W. O. Bowers' b f Rosie Woodburn. bv Easter Wilkes—Ladv Beth
V. Gilbert 3

C. E. Clark's b f Donatrine. by Athadon—Lustrine Clark 4

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b f Cleopatra, by Silver Bow—Matena
P. J. Williams 5

Time, 2:36.

Second race—Tbrce-year-olds, free-for-all trot, purse 81,000.

Veudoroe Stock Farm's bs John Bury, by Autinous—Mul-
doon Bunch 2 2 111

Palo Alio Stock Farm's be Rio Alto, bv Palo Alto—Elsie
Maben 112 2 2

W. O. Bowers' sc Silver Bee, by silver Bow—Belle Mc
_ Keating dis

Time, 2:16^, 2:19, 2:22, 2:23%, 223&
Third race—2:14 class, nomination pace, purse 81,600.

Ranch's bg Fred Mason, by Bob Mason—untraced
Ed. Lafferty till

C. H. Corey's br m Laura M., by Alraont Patchen—Lady
Fay Core7 2 2 2 3

L. J. Smith's blk s Fresno Prince, by Bayon ue Prince—
Lizzie Smith 3 4 3 2

R, If. Newton's br g Tom Ryder, by Alex. Button— by
Black Ualph Newton 1 3 4 dr

Time, 2:13%, 2:13%. 2:13%, 2:16%.

Special bicycle race. One mile.

Tony Delmasand Bob Long, tandem team l

Wilbur J. Edwards, single bicycle 2
Time of Edwards, 2:08 1-5

Special race, pacing, to beat 2:08%.

W. Wood 1

Time, 2:G7J£.

Special race—For members of the San Jose Driving Club (un-
finished.)

Benton Boy. by Gen. Benton—Gazelle H.'Agnew 1 1

our Bov J. W. Rea 2 3 1

KllaW Wm. Hobson 3 2 2
Belle J. Carroll 4 4 3
Surprise G. B. Polbemus 5 5 4

Wait a-Ultle ..F. Burkholder G G 5
Time, 2:18, 2:16%, 2:22.

LAST DAY.

This was the close of one of the most successful meetings in

point of fast time and well-matched races ever given by ihe

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association. Record8

have been broken and in nearly all of the events fast time

has been made.

Although the attendance was small the entertainment was

first class, even to the finish heat of the last race.

Wilber Edwards with his bicycle and Tony Delmas and

Eob Long:, a 6peedy tandem team, were out again about the

middle of the afternoon and gave another exhibition race

which delighted the audience, although Edwards' fast time

for a mile may not stand the test as a record. As the track

was much better near tbe outer edge, the wheelmen decided

to use the space within ten feet of the outside fence as their

track. This circle about the track would be 293 feet over

the mile, so they were given a mark 295 feet in front of the

wire as the point to start from. After going around the track

once very leisurely they came up on the fly to go against the

running horse attached to a sulky, which always accompanies

W. Wood in his time races. The horse got about fifty feet

the start of them and was altogether too fast for the wheel-

men. Edwards followed close to the tandem, going to the

half, which was a short one because of Ihe 295 feet lopped off

at the start, in 0:53. He went to the three-quarters in 1:28

and home in 2:02i. The horse came in about twenty-five

feet ahead of Edwards. Midway of the stretch Edwards
made a great spurt from behind the tandem and came under
the wire with a grand stand finish that caused tbe spectators

to applaud.
There were nearly 300 people on the track at 11:30 o'clock

when the members of the San Jose Driving Club, who started

their race Friday evening, were called up to settle the race.

Benton Boy was favorite at $10 to §6 on the field, but pools
were not bought very lively. The horses scored several times
before they were sentofi", and the drivers' arms were nearly
pulled out of their sockets when the horses were sent off.

Benton Boy broke near the first eighth post, and when he pot

around lo the quarter he overreached and crippled himself

so badly that he had to stop and come in on a jog. Our Boy,
Ella W. and Belle were the jacers in this neat, and thev
made as pretty a finish as could be desired. Rea had shouted
so much at Our Boy that his voice was a thing of the past,

Carroll with Belle won the heat in great style. Our Boy
chased her in closely, Ella W. was a respectable third, with
Surprise fourth and Wait a Little fifth. It was another 2:18 .

heat.

There was another change in the betting before the next
heat. Belle sold for $10 against $4 on the field. Our Boy
and Belle went out to the front, but Belle broke at tbe
eighth, losing at least fiveseconds. Our Boy also broke, but

Rea let him sail. Wait a Little came to the front and held it

into the stretch, with Ella W. close on her wheel, and Our
Boy third. Belle was gradually gaining, and when she came
into the stretch was going at a phenomenal speed. She came
from the last quarter in 32^ seconds, and made the mile in

2:22. Ella W. got second place, Wait a Little third. Sur-

prise fourth and Our Boy fifth, the latter being set back on
accountof continual breaking. Belle and Our Boy were now
ihe only horses in the race, the others being sent to tbe barn.

The next heat was the wind-up, and Belle was the choice

at $20 to $2. This was a great heat.

When they came into the stretch Rea began to apply the

whip, but he lost his whip and he resorted to tbe use of his

cap and hand. All this was of no avail, for Our Boy was
completely gone in, and Belle beat him by a length in 2:20$.

The two-year-old trot was a pretty race and La Belle was
the choice, selling at $7 against tbe field for $10. The
horses went around the track in the ordei of La Belle,

Athanio, Jasper Ayres and Last Chance, and the mile was
made in 2:2) j

.

In the next heat La Belle went out again, and it was evi-

dent that Walter Maben had something up his sleeve. He
wanted La Belle to beat her record made at Stockton, it be-

ing 2:lhl. Some people with money had gotten it into their

heads that she was not in just the right form.and they backed
the field at $20 against La Belle at $25. There were plenty

of buyers on both sides. But when La Belle shot out to the

quarter in thirty-four seconds the field backers thought their

chance was over, and it was a right prophecy. La Belle cam^
around a length ahead of Athanio and won the race in 2:16.

She also broke the coast race record for two-year-olds, held

by herself, from 2:164 to 2:16\and proved to be all that horse-

man have claimed for all.

The four-year-old trot was a good betting race, Montana
selling for $10 to $5 on Margaret Worth and $2 on the field.

Hillsdale got into the lead at the half, with Lady O. second

and Montana third, tbe latter having lost much ground by

breaking. No one thought that Montana could get tbe beat

when he position at the half was taken into consideration,

but he began to go by the others, and in the stretch overtook

Hillsdale and Lady O. He came under the wire a length

ahead of Hillsdale in 2:20£.

Betting odds were $10 on Montana to $4 on the field, at

this stage.

Margaret Worth went lo the front at the beginning of the

mile and Montana broke at the quarter and fell into the last

place. Margaret Worth led out from the others with Hills-

dale and Lady O. about two lengths behind. Montana was

several jards back, but he began to make up the lost ground

in good shape and when he came under the wire was only a

length behind Margaret Worth. The other three herses were

almost abreast, bul it could be-- distinguished that Lady O.

was third, Hillsdale fourth and Thompson fifth.

When the four-year-olds were called out again for the third

heat betting was at $10 ou Montana against the field at $5.

Montana was a bad actor this time, aud broke at the first

turn, which is always a bad place for him. Margaret Worth
went on ahead and was not crowded until in the stretch when
Montana made a fight for ihe place having gained much of

his lost ground, but near the finish he broke. He was set back

to fourth place on account of breaking. Myrtle Thome wa8

shut out.

Betting changed before the next heat in favor of Margaret.

she bringing^Mootaoa's former odds. Montana got off

again and fell into last place with Margaret Worth ahead all

the wav around. Thompson came in second with Lady O.

third, Montana fourth and Hillsdale fifth. Margaret Worth
got first money, Montana second, Thompson third and Hills-

dale fourth monev. The last heat was trotted in 2:18}.
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The 2:17 trot had been looked forward to asoDeofthe
great bettiog as well as among the fastest races of the meet-

in". It was prophesied if Way land \V. should win the race

he would have to beat 2:13, which was his time in breaking

the track record at Los Angeles. The prophesy came true,

for Iago made him clip off the first mile in 2:12£.

Pools on the race opened at $10 on Wayland to $16 on the

field. The horses got a beautiful start and in a few moments
they got lined out in good shape with Wayland and Iago to-

gether in the front rank. There they stayed all around the

track and the result was that Wayland was driven out in

2:12-V, a half second better than his record. Iago was a close

second, with Altao third and Lucy B. fourth. Wayland made
the first quarter in 34A, the half in 1:06}, three-quarters in

1:40 and the mile in 2:12i.

Wayland was favorite at $10 to $6 on the field before the

next heat. He went out as in the other to a

forward notch and Iago drove him hard to the half

and then the latter broke and fell behind. All were close on

the favorite when he passed the three-quarter pole, but in

another eighth it was certain that Wayland had it. He
sailed under the wire in 2:14i, two lengths ahead of Altao

and Iago.

Wayland W. sold at $10 to $3 on the field when the horses

came up for the third heat, but there were not money to play

the very short end, for it seemed certain that Wayland would

settle the race this heat. There was considerable scoring, and

all the drivers seemed to combine against Wayland, who was

evidently little Jlhe worse for his first fa6t mile. Wayland
W. was a length in the lead at the half, which was made in

jkQSj, and Altao, Vina Belle and Iago were dangerously near.

Wayland, however, finished easily in 2:14, three lengths

ahead of Shylock, who was only a neck ahead of Altao and

Lucy B., the latter making an excellent trot from last place

at the half to fourth. Wayland got first money, Shylock third

and Iago fourth.

W. Wood, the pacer from the Oakwood Park Stock Farm,

was brought out again to go against his sensational record of

the day before—2:07}. He seemed to be in fully as good

condition as on Friday. He was paced by a running horse,

and Millard Sanders drove him to the quarter in 0:32, to the

thehalf in 1:03*, to the three-quarters in 1:351-5, and the

mile in 2:07, lowering the coast record made by himself Fri-

day one-fourth of a second.

During the afternoon James W. Rea's promising gelding

Alviso, by Brown Jug, dam Big Lize, by (x. M. Patchen Jr.,

was driven a mile by Cox to beat 2:20A, and he succeeded in

lowering it to 2:20.

B l-:
- H. Cjrey's chestuutstallion, Royal Wilkes, paced a mile

against 2:26J in 2:24$, putting him in the 2:25 class. He
is by Roy Wilkes, dam by Sidney.

Wm. Corbitt's Etta Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes, dam Libbie

B., by Wimhrop, was given a mile by Dustin, against 2:30*.

She went around nicely in 2:25J.

The last race of the day was a special 2:27 trot, and the

horses were Bessie Thome, Rayanetta and Willema. Each
wanted to get new records and they succeeded. There was

no pool-selling on the race, for it was expected that if one of

the horses should strike a tine clip the others would stand in

to give him a chance at record breaking. This was quite

true. Bessie Tinrnetook the first heal easily in 2:31 J. Then
Rayanetta got well off and won the heat in 2:27, loweriDg

her record of 2:27f. The third heat was Willema's and she

took off three and one-half seconds from her former record of

2:29i, making the mile in 2:2b\ Bessie Thome took the heat

of the meeting in astonishing style, for she went the mile in

2:22*, reducing her record five and one-fourth seconds. This

closed the week's meeting.
SUMMARIES.

Unfinished race—Fur members of the San Jose Driving Club.

Belle J. Carroll 4 4 3 111
Our Boy J W. Rea 2 3 12 5 2

Etla W W. Hobson 3 2 2 3 2

Surprise G. Polhemus 5 5 5 4 4

Wait-a-Little F. Burkbolder 6 6 4 5 3

Benton Boy H. Agnew 1166 d

Time, 2:18, 2:17K. 2:22, 2:13, 2:22, 2:20%.

First race—Two-year-old trot, purse SI.000.

A. C. Severance's ch f La Belle, by Sidney—Anna Belle, by Dawn
Maben 1 1

C. E. Clark's blk e Athanio, by Junio—Athalie Clark 2 2

H. P. Perkins' b s Jasper Ayrtss. by Iris—Babe Perkins 3 3

San Mateo Stock Farm's b c Last Chance, by Regal Wilkes-Ban-
nali Dustin 4 4

Time, 2:21^, 2:16.

Second race—Four-year-old irot. parse 31,000.

G. B. Somers' br m Margaret Worth, by Ales. Button „

D. Bigelow 4 111
Silver Bow Stock Farm's b c Montana, bv Sidney

P. J. Williams 12 4 4

C. Vanjna'sch c Thompson, by Boodle C. Vanina 5 5 2 2

Vendome Stock Farm's b s Hillsdale, by Antinous—Nettie
Nutwood Bunch 2 4 5 5

O. Marchand's br m Lady O., by T. O Marchand 3 3 3 3

Vineland Stock Farm's blk m Myrtle Thome, by Grandissimo
—Belle Thome F. Loeber dis

Time, 2:21K, 2:19}£, 2:19K, 2:18%.

Third race—2:27 Irot, purse S1.500.

Alex Connick's b g Wayland W., by Arthur Wilkes—Letty.
by Wayland Forrest Dustin 111

P. J. Mann's b s Altao. by Altamont—Sallie M Sbaner 3 2 3

J. Dustin's ch g Shylock, by Tom Benton—Brown Jennie
Bunch 5 4 2

Silver Bow Stock Farm's b s Iago. by Tempest—by Commo-
dore Belmnnt Williams* 2 6 5

G. W. Woodard's b m Lucy B., by Alex. Button—Lucy
Bigelow 4 3 4

Palo Alto Stock Farm's br f Vina Belle, bv Nephew—Flush-
ing Belle Maben G 5 6

Time, 2:12^, 2:14J*£. 2:14.

Fourth race—Special, 2:27.

Senator Langford's blk f Bessie Thome, by Hawthorne-
Bessie Sedwick F. Haney 13 2 1

William Vioget's b f Willema, by Eros—by Brigadier
Hellman 2 2 12

R. S. Brown's b f Riyonetta, by Anteeo—Debonair
_ D. Misner 3 13 3

Time, 2:21%, 2:27, 2:26, 2:22%.

Special pace to beat Coast race record of 2:07%.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm's b g W, Wood, by Steimvay— Tt*-

mona, by Anteeo M. Sanders 1

Time by quarters, 0:32, 1:03, 1:35^, 2:07.

Special trot to beat 2;20%.

J. W. Rea's b g Alviso. by Brown Jug—Big Lize, by G. M. Patchen
Jr Cox 1

Time, 2:20.

Special race to beat 2:30K-
W, Corbitt's ch m Etta Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes—Libbie B., by Win-

throp Dustin 1

Time, 2:25%.

Special pace to beat 2:25%.

C.|H. Corey's ch s Royal Sid, by Roy Wilkes—Sidney Mare
Sullivan 1

Time, 2:24%.

Australian and New Zealand Raci g Nofeea.

Sydney, Sept. 20, 1S94.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.— Having a few hours

time before the departure of the mail, I have jotted down a

few items connected with sporting events in the colonies that

may be of interest to some of your many readers.

The 1st of Ssplrmber always ushers in the racing season in

the colonies, and certainly this year, notwithstanding the

many drawbacks and commercial crashes that have occurred

all over Australia, the sport-loving people of these southern

climes failed not at the appointed time to show up, and that,

too, with a vim and a dash that is truly astonishing.

Take a glance over the files of papers I forward you by
this mail and you will be convinced of the truth of my asser-

tions.

All over the colonies from the new gold regions of Coal-

gardie in the extreme west of the continent (where thev have
not a sufficient number yet of thoroughbreds, thev keep the
ball rolling by filling up the spaces with camel races on
which, if the accounts that reach here are correct, money
was as freely wagered on the " desert ships " as ever was laid
on the bluest of blue blood that are seen at Randwick or
Flemington) to the extreme north of Queensland sport is the
game that is in the ascendant and all classe3 take part in it

in one shape or another.

The metropolitan meeting of this colony commenced at

Randwick on the 15th, and throughout it was a grand suc-
cess. The opening day so far as the weather went was not
all that could be desired, a cold, disigreeable wind continu-
ing to blow during the day.

The attendance was large, and the turnout of fashion and
beauty was very fine ; the Governor of the colony, as well as
the Governor of Victoria and their suites were in attendance.
The display of military uniforms, too, was very great as
mostly all the national ships in these waters, as well as the
foreign vessels, make it a point to be in harbor during carni-
val week.
The racing was certainly of a high order, but there was, as

is usually the case, some few boilovers, notably in the Ep-
som Handicap, which was won by a rank outsider which
went to the post at 25 to 1.

The race for the Australian Derby was a magnificent one,
and was won by the New Zealand horse, Bonnie Scotland,
by a head from the New Sjuth Wales representative, Ches-
terman, by Chester. Bonnie Scotland is a son of the New
Zealand sire, St. George, out of Fair Nell.

For the Epsom Handicap of 1000 sovs., distance one mile,
thirty horses sported silk. It was a beautiful sight. Alhe-
core and Cremorne were the favorites at 7 and 10 to 1 re
spectively. On the fall of the flag Volney rushed to the
front from a good start, and soon put a couple of lengths be-

tween her and the field, Dalcoeny and Patroness lying next,

and then came Solanum, The Possible and Albecore. At the
end of three furlongs Volney was still in command, and The
Dancer was seen improving his position. Nearingthestraight
Bungebah began to move up, but was twice interfered with.

Before the half distance was reached Uabba shot up on the
inside, and coming on full of running, won by a length,
Bungebah fourth, Heather Bell and The Dancer next. Time,
1:42k None of the favorites got a mark.
The event of the meetiog was the Metropolitan Stakes a

handicap sweepstake of 20 sovs. with 1,000 sovs. added. This
race was also won by the outsider, a 10 to 1 shot. B. Clark's

four-year-old Projectile (7st 71b), after a long spell it seems of

most indifferent form, came out of his shell and captured the
Metropolitan Stakes in a very brilliant manner, defeating

Lady Trenton (Sst 91b), Paris (9st41b), and eighteen others,

and as he got over a mile and a half easily in the great time
of 2m 37s, he fairly redeemed his character. The victory of

Projectile was evidently quite anticipated by his party, as it

is certain that on the night before the race they supported
him to win £10,000. As a two-year-old Projectile was un-
doubtedly a first-rater, but at three years old he ran most
disappointingly ; and, indeed, his form at that age was so

bad that he was last autumn sent to auction. However, the
moderate reserve placed upon him was, fortunately for his

owner, not reached, and he went back to his old quarters at

T. Payten's stables. As will be seen from the following head-
ings of his pedigree, Projectile is a rare bred 'un:

—

PRnTCYTirT- f Chester™OJECriLE
\ Percussion f Musket

\ Sister Agnes f Rosicruc'n
l Penance

A prominent feature of the second day's racing was the

series of successes gained by descendants of the Musket
family. In the Metropolitan Stakes, Projectile, a son of the

Musket mare Percussion, won the Metropolitan Stakes in a
brilliant manner, while the runner-up in that race (Lady
Trenton) claimed the Musket horse Trenton as her sire. The
Oaks fell to Acmena, a daughter of Martini-Henry, while

The Possible scored for Nordt-nfeldt in the Spring Maiden
Stakes. In the Shorts Handicap Collarette, a daughter of

the Musket mare Necklace, finished second to Whakawatea
in a very fast-rut race.

Many of the Australians now in San Francisco will recol-

lect Mr. Martin Loughlin of Ballarat. His death, which
took place last week, removes another well l:nown personage
from the ranks of Victoria's sportsmen. In his day Mr.
Loughlin kept a large string of horses in training, and, with

the late lamented ''Tom" Corrigan as his pet horseman, sev-

eral of the richest crose country prizes and hurdle races

were won by his horses, while Sheet Anchor triumphed in

his colors when the son of St. Albans won the Melbourne
Cup of 18S5. For some time past Mr. Loughlin's health had
been such as to cause the gravest anxiety to his friends, and
they will have been fully prepared for the sad event. Mr.
Loughlin was a very wealthy man, an 1 a cablegram to hand
states that he leaves an estate worth a quarter of a million.

NEW ZEALAND ITEMS.

The New Zealanders are elated over the success of their

horses at this meeting. The Auckland News says :

" In the running of the A. J. C. Derby on Saturday last,

New Zealand scored her first all-round success in connection

with the New South Wales 'blue riband' when Mr. Gol-

lan's colt Bonnie Scotland achieved a well-merited victory

by half a head from the Sydney representative, Chesternaan.

It was thought that Bonnie Scotland would scarcely be ready

for the fray, as he was voted a little backward, **nd his vic-

tory under these circumstaoces is all the more creditable
;

and as it is reasonable to suppose that he will strip a much
improved animal later on, he may be destined to achieve

further distinction for the Napier sportsman when the
Victoria Riciog Club D;rby comes up for decision in
November next. The following are the headings of the
Derby winner's pedigree :

Bonnie Scotland j
gt-Georg-e*

I Fair Neil fApremont
1 Idalia

*dt. George, by Yatteudon.

Eros is the only son of the famous mare Idalia (dam of Sir
Modred and Cheviot) now in New Zealand. He is by St.
George, by Yattendon. and Yattendon was also the sire of
Grand Flaneur, one of the greatest horses ever bred in Aus-
tralia. He never sufiered defeat and won all the great three-
year old events of his day *s well as the Melbourne Cup and
Champion stakes.

Mr. G. Wilkinson, of Ellerslie, Auckland, notifies that he
is prepared to send alumioum racing pUtes from four ounces
upwards to any part of New Zealand on the receipt of the
measurement required. These plates weigh only half as
much as the old style, and have proved a great success on the
other side.

Says the Auckland Herald: The Derby d'Alencon (the
French Trotting Derby) was won last month by Marquis, a
trotter whose veins are charged with American blood. The
contest was for three-year-olds over two miles, which dis-
tance the winner covered in 5:07 (2-5).

A. W. Anther, the sick member of the consignment of
American trotting stallions brought from the States bv Mr.
Lopez, died the other dav. The horse, who was suffering
from luog fever, was bought on September 8th by Mr. W.
Paul, of Mangere.
The success gained by New Zealand blood at the Australian

Jockey Club meeting places another feather in Maoriland's
cap as a breeding center.

Trotting does not seem to flourish in New South Wales, as
Little Bridge is now the only Sydney|course where a trot can
be seen. The prize given (£5) speaks eloquently respecting
the estimation in which the sport is held in the N. S. W
capital.

Says the Auckland. N. Z , Sporting Review of September
27th :

" The trotting stallion La Rue will give an exhibition
of trotting at Potter's Paddock next Saturday." He is also
advertised for stud purposes at the rate of $26,
The added money for the season of 1894-5 of Wellington

Racing Club is =£4,035, which is apportioned as follows :

Spring meeting, £965; Summer, £1,855; Autumn and Steeple-
chase (combined), £1,215; total, £4,035.
The stallion Puirri (by Towton—Waimea) was found dead

in his box recently. Colic was the trouble that sent him to
the happy hunting ground. Puriri was 21 years of age at
the time of his death, having been foaled in 1873 at Mr.
Henry Redwood's location. Many good performers claim him
as sir**, amongst them being Prioress who showed us such
neatgallopiDg at Takapunalast year. Southern Cross.

P J. Dwyer's String.

I had a look at the yearlings belonging to Mr. P. J. Dwyer
yesterday afternoon, says Kelston in the New York Mercury
and was very much pleased to see that this good sportsman

has got such a promising-looking lot of youngsters. There
are seven of them in all, five colts and two fillies. Three are

by Maxim, one each by Salvator, Onondaga and Hanover
and the other is a brother to Dr. Hasbrouck.

The Hanover colt is a grand looker, with lots of substance

and is marked a good deal like his sire. When tried he went

three furlongs in 3G| seconds.

The Salvator colt is a nicely-turned youngster with plenty

of length. He has shown a quarter in 0:24.

The bay filly, by Maxim, out of Touche Pas, is an extra-
ordinary good looker. She stands about 154 hands high, has
great length and is developed like a good-sized two-year-old.

She is a little plaiu about her head, but has a game look to

her and shows a lot of. quality. She has been highly tried,

having worked three furlongs in 0:36} with 120 pounds up,

and she did it without an effort. She stands over a lot of

ground on the best of feet and legs.

I have not seen a yearling this season that I like better

than this one, and it will be a wonder if she does not prove
to be very high class.

The brother to Dr. Hasbrouck is of medium size and is a
handy-looking sort.

Monte Carlo, the two-year-old by Stratford, out of Rou-
lette, that was so promising in the Spring, but who met with
an accident, is now all right. He is a rousing, big, fine coir,

and, if nothing happens to him, will be heard from as a three-

year-old.

Madrid and the two-year-old half sister to Mary Stone were
sent to Monmouth the other day, to be shipped to California,

where they go into Mr. Haggin's stud.

The Messrs. Dwyer are going to move out of the stables

thev have occupied for years by the old club house. So many
of their horses have bolted in their races, iust opposite their

stable, that thev are going to move to the other side of the

track.

Frank McCabewill go into the stable that Hueston occupied
with the Rnppert string, while Hardy Campbell will occupy
the one that Walcott & Campbell had.

Dr. Sheppard was up at Morris Park the other day and
fired Pickpocket.

Daily America has been sent down to Dr. Sheppard's
veterinary establishment to be operated on, so that

probably the last has not been seen of this good race horse, as

the well known veterinary is very confident he will turn him
out as he will stand training again.

Haggin to G-et a New Stallion.

New Y'ork, November 2.—After the success the young

Maxims achieved last year in New Zealand and the promise

the yearlings by him give, J. B. Hagg'tn has decided to buy

another Musket horse in Australia. Negotiations are pend-

ing regarding the purchase of Curassier, a bay horse, foaled

in 1885, by Musket, out of Frailty.

Curassier is a full brother to the good race horse and sire

Trenton, who stood second last year in the list of winning

staliions to Australian New Minister, son of The Marquis.

The California Jockey Club will probably give a $1,000

mile special at an early date, with $500 additional to break

the coast record, the idea being to bring together Lovdal,

Artist, Rey el Santa Anita, Sister Mary and other cracks.
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The Directum-Alix Race.

It is well at times to drop the mantle of charity over the

failure of a horse as well as a man, not altogethei because

tbey deserve it, but because their calling needs a little pro-

tection. Possibly the Directum-Alix race should be handled

in the same wav. The mare was taken to Boston in the pink

of condition to trot the race of her life. She showed this

when the bell rang. On the other hand, the champion stal-

lion was off. He had been complaining for weeks, in the

latter part of August he was shipped from Cleveland to Hart"

ford, so that the public would not know aoylhing about hi

condition. Charter Oak Park is well out in thecountrv,and

as there are very few trainers there, it was an easy matter to

keep his condition a secret. Bolstered up, he managed to

pull oil' the stallion race at Boston during the breeders' meet-

ing and to go one good heat in a race against Nelson at Rigby

Park. From that time on he was given slow work with a few

fast brushes, while it was whispered around quietly that that

was the way Hickok trained him. In this case, the reputa-

tion of the man proved a shield for the horse. The curtain

has dropped on that kind ol business from now on. During

the past two or three weeks the New England p ipers were

11 >oded with reports stating that Directum was in the pink of

condition, that he was ready to go the race oi his life, and

that three or four recoid-breaking miles could be lookfd fur

when he met the daughter of Patronage. When the day of

battle came the Directum partv con'rolled everything. They
charged $1 50 at the sate and $2 for the grand stand. They

bled the public to the limit, and then gave them a blank. It

is to be regretted that such a thing could have been pulled oft'

in Boston, where the harness horse has been popular fur the

pastfortv years, Still,the climax was reached in the betting

ring. Directum was the favorite, and he remained so until

up within an hour of the race. At that poiot, those who
were controlling Directum began to play their money against

him, and so eager were they to get it on that they ran the

stallion from an odds on the favorite down to $G0, while ibey

gave $150 for the m ire. Oh, but these are beautiful gentle-

men ! They should have their faces put on every bill board

in the country. They area delightful lotto elevate the turf.

— Americoii Sportsman.

Arab and Reina.

From the time C. J. Hamlin tired of learn racing, nearly

three years ago, the record for the double-hitch did not look

to be in danger until a few weeks ago, when three fast teams

appeared on the turf- Their performances were not up to

expectations, bowe\er, and in all probability this lecord will

be one of the few to stand until next year. The mark of

2:12} which Belle Hamlin and Honest George set, is appar-

ently a hatd one lo break. George Starr brought out a fast

team last year in Z?nobia arid Aubine, who trotted in 2:13$

and this season more fast teams were on the turf than in any

previous year during the past ten racing seasons. Monroe
Salisbury bought Answer, 2:14.1, to mate with the powerful

Azote, but George Starr's new team, the rattling good four-

year-olds, Sallie Simmons and Roseleaf, were faster, and they

beat the California geldingsa race at a mile in 2:154. The
fastest team of the season proved to be Kitty Bayard and
Count Rupert. Controlled by Matthew Riley, a mile in 2:13-]

was the time of this pair. Perhaps the best team in the

country, and undoubtedly the only one that could lower the

record is John Shepard's team, Arab, 2:15, and Reina, 2:12}.

In the Eist, Arab is considered the best pole horse that was
ever hooked lo a wagon, and with Reina he has frequently

trotted quarters in thirty-two seconds, and recently thev did

the distance in thirty-one seconds. Mr. Sbepard has owned
many of the fastest teams in America, and fur nearly a quar-

ter of a century he has owned one or more ihat were able to

trot close to the best record. He is a horseman of the old

school, and a true sportsman. He issomethingof the Bonner
type, but unlike the owner of Maud S., he never ruins his

horses, but for years keeps them in splendid condition and
uses them for road work.

It is generally believed in Boston that if Arab and Reina
were fitted and driven a fast mile 2:10 would not be beyond
their measure. It was the intention of Mr. Shepherd to try

the team this fall at a mile, but for some unknown reason the

attempt was never made. Arab is faster than when Buffalo

horsemen saw him win glorioup victories on the Grand Cir-

cuit, and as he is perfectly sound, it is likely that next year
he and Reina will trot a fast mile to pole.

Kearsarge Sir6d a 2:30 Peifoimer.

Thirty years ago Clara, the immortal daughter of Seely's

American Star, foaled a brown colt by Volunteer. Surely, if

all the precepts of breeding and laws of heredity were not

pure fallacy, such a cross must produce something marvelouB

—and it did, in a way. Kearsarge grew to maturitv a strik-

ingly handsome horse, near sixteen hands, statuesque, noble

and commanding. There was a peculiar while strip in his

face, which, instead of running straight down it, ran jaggedlv

off to one side. Would-be patrons used to remark that it

marred the beauty of an otherwise admirable head, upon

which Jonathan Hawkins would say, " Step around on this

side," and presto ! it was invisible.

The crooked blaze knew a crooked path. The years came
and went and brought Kearsarge no 2:30 trotters. II is sons
and daughters were a grand-looking lot ; they had size, finish,

quality and nerve. Speed many <jf them had also, but some-
how it failed to crop out at the race meetings. His get were
in great demand in Orange county for mad purposes, and any
Dumber of them fetched long prices in New Yof k City among
Ibe wealthy road-ridera—bat none developed into racehorses.
Gradually the hon>e grew unpopular. Every writer on
breeding topics bei>an to cite him as one of the collossnl fail-

ures of trotting history, and no man cared to hold nn to him
long. He drifted from one owne*- to another, by private and

At hist hi-* DRtne <:tme to become regarded as
ihe standing synonym of utter failure— that of the most
d -generate sun of a noble wire and dam. Through only one
channel did his blood seem probable to descend to notable

posterity; his daughter Fleet produced (her ooly foalj

Reveille, 2:21}, in his day a grand race horse, in turn to

become a more than respectable sire of trotters.

Strangely enough, death kept far off from Kearsarge.

Younger, greater, inestimably more important and valuable

sires died around him, but he lived on hale and hearty to an

old age unrespected. Finally, when past twenty, he found

his way to the far province of New Brunswick, and it was

not until twenty-seven years had bowed his head and wasted

his form, that he was mercifully shot to end his days and

sank into an unhonored grave.
" To him who waits all things shall come," and at last the

whirligig of time has brought to Kearsarge dead what Kear-

sarge living lacked. At Calais, Me., a few weeks ago, his

daughter, Nellie G., New Brunswick-bred and got in his

extreme old age, trotted to a record of 2:28}, and won her

race. And so, " alter long years," the son of Volunteer and

Clara, half-brother of Dexter and Dictator, will assume a

position in the " Great Table" as a sire of standard trotting

6peed. " Aurelius," who has loved to hold him up to oblo-

quy, can no more reproach him with not having left a soli-

tary footprint on the sands of time.—Horse Review.

An Early "Western O'rcuit.

In all probability an early western circuit will next year

be formed, says the Chicago Horseman. An unusually large

number of the famous cimpaigners will this winter be taken

to California, where training may be carried on without in-

terruption after the horses have been sufficiently rested.

This, coupled with, the use of the covered tracks, renders the

formation of an early circuit not only judicious, but also

necessary in order that owners may race their horses to the

full extent of their capabilities. Last spring at Denver,

Council Bluffs and other western points successful meetings

were held, and with the construction of mile tracks at some

of the larger western centers of population there is no doubt
that a chain of very good meetings can be formed for the

spring of 1S95. Beginning in May at Overland Park it may
be made to include Lincoln, Council Blufis, Sioux City, Des
Moines, Dubuque, LaCroSse and Milwaukee. A week at each

place named would lead the horsemen of the west well on to-

wards Grand Rapids or Saginaw by the middle of July, and
as racing is popular in all these -cities purses of good value

can be offered. The slow journev east will insure a gradual

change of climate and enable the trainers who winter in Cali-

fornia to get their charges in their best form before the

Grand Circuit opens. A circuit should also be formed in the

south with the same object in view. Time was when partici-

pation in the Grand Circuit classes to which he was eligible

was deemed campaign enough for any trotter or pacer, but

that lime has passed. Many more weeks of racing are now
required of a harness racehorse, and the more acceptable the

route by whijh he is brought to the scene of his greatest

efforts the more success will be achieved. A spring circuit

embracing the cities named should certainly be formed.

Elrod Breaks a "World's Record.

The newspaper reports were erroneous in regard to the sex

of Elrod, the world's champion pacer, owned by Henry Exalb

of Dallas. Elrod i-* a bay stallion by Electrite, dam Laura

Dumas, by Dumas, 2:18. Elrod was bred and is owned by

the Lomo Alto farm, near this city. Electrite is one of the

most fashionably bred trotting stallions HviDg, and his coltB

are proving worthy of their lineage. Only three Electrite

yearlings (his oldest colts) have so far started in races, and
each has either broken a world's, a State or a track record.

This is truly a wonderful showing for this great horse, and
proves that Texas is a great breeding country.

During the last summer Astofo, a yearling trotter bv Elec-
trite, started to beat 1:30 and trotted in 1:27} on a wet track,
beating the Slate record for yearling trotting.

About a month ago Electrophel, another yearling colt by
Electrite, won his race and beat the track record, and now
the climax comes in the wonderful performance of the stal-

lion colt Elrod, by Electrite, in beating the woi Id's pacing
record twice in the same race—going the first heat in 1:07

and the next in 1:10. All these colts were developed and
trained by J. D. Martin, who deserves great credit for the
masterly manner in which he has handled them.— Dallas
Times.

The Horse's Peculiar Stomach.

The stomach of the horse has an average capacity of three

to three and a half gallons. It varies considerably, accord-

ing to the size of the animal, the breed and the food. It is

relatively larger in the commoner-bred animals, and in the

ass and mule. Its average weight when empty is three to

four pounds. While elongated laterally and curved on itself*

it is often constricted in the mid jle. Interiorly the left half

is lined by membrane like that of the gullet, and contains no
peptic glands. The other, right, half of the stomach inside
is, in contrast to the left half, thick, wrinkled, spongy, very
vascular and richly beset with the glands which secrete the
gastric juice. Hence, it is only the right side of the interior

of the horse's stomach which has any truly digestive power.
The transition from the function less left to the functional
right is indicated internally by a sharply marked ridge with
which the external constriction already referred to, corre-
sponds. In the human stomach the whole of the internal
lining membrane is functional ; in that of the equine only a
part. In the horse's stomach there is a suggestion—foreshad-
owing or reminiscence—of the much more pronounced sub-
division of the stomach so characteristic of ruminants. From
the above will be obtained some insight into an organ that
may be useful to us in explaining wby we .should not over-
load our horses' stomach.

Glanders in Kern County.

Perhaps it might be interesting to the people of this

county to know what they are doing in other counties with

regard to the eradication of contagious and infectious animal

diseases which are a menace to the public health.

I have just returned from a trip to Kern county, where I

was called by the health authorities to examine a horse con-

demned by them for glanders,but which the owner,in his ig-

norance, refused to destroy. After receiving my opinion on.

the matter, they had the owner of the affected animal ar-

rested and placed under bonds. The case is set for trial some

day this week, when I hope I he law will demonstrate the fact

that it is capable of punishing this man and all others who,

through ignorance or malice, oppose and resist the authority

of health officers who are endeavoring to protect the citizens

of a community from the ravages of a deadly disease.

About two months ago, the Board of Supervisors of Kern
county passed an ordinance providing for the appointment of
a County Veterinarian, whose duty is to examine every horse
and mule in Kern county for glanders, and to destroy those
found to be affected with the disease. The ordinance also re-

quires that the person appointed as County Veterinarian
shall execute a bond to the county in the sum of one thousand
($1,000), conditioned upon the faithful performance of the
duty of his office. This provision in the ordinance protects

the stock-owner in case the County Veterinarian should
make a mistake and destroy an animal that is not diseased,

as in such a case he could bring suit against the County Vet-
erinarian tor damages.

Since the passage of the Act, about two months ago, Dr.
Lemke, the County Veterinarian, has examined about sev-

enty per cent of the horses and mules in Kern County, with
the result that he has condemned and destroyed 147 head
for glanders.

Now, Mr. Editor, there is a county with less than 10,000
inhabitants which has awakened to the great necessity of an
ordinance th^t will protect its live stock and at the same
time render to the public the necessary protection they are

justly entitled to, while this county and many others in the

State with a much larger population and with twice the
amount of live stock, have not become cognizant ol the fact

that there is such a disease as glanders in existence.

Let us look at the consequences of such a movement on
the part of the health authorities in Kern County. In three

months from date Kern County will be (ree from glanders,

a fact that will soon become known all over the Stale, there-

fore dealers in horses and mules will not cometo Sacramento
and other counties where thedisease prevails, but will goto
Kern County to procure horses and mules that they are rea-

sonably sure are not afftcttd with glanders, and by this

means they avoid anv risk of intro lucing the disease among
the stock they have already on band.

I have upon numerous occasions portrayed the necessity of

a similar movement in Sacramento, but it seems to be impos-
sible tostimulaie our health authorities to take any action.

What thereasou of this is I am unable to slate, unless it be
that politics have too much control of our county and muni-
cipal government. If those of our county and ci'.y officers

who are in a position to control these affairs would olIv look

at the matter in a proper light they would see that a move-
ment towards the eradiodion of glanders from this county
would increase the market value of horses and mules sufficient

to more than cover the expense of putting such a measure in

operation, and at the same time decreasing the liability of

unsuspecting people contradicting the disease.

If the enforcement of measures to stamp out the disease is

possible in Kern county it certainly is possible in this county,
and I believe that such a measure is more of a necessity here
than it is in that county, as we have more live stock, more
people and more glanders. Respectfully,

P. A. Akchirald, V.S.
Sacramento, October 23.

Ib the Trotting Industry One of Future Profit?

Noted Horse Parma Sold.

Lexington (Kyi, November 2d.—The Highland Stock

Kami, the property of W. C. France and the home of the

famous stallions Red Wilkes and Wilton, was sold this morn-
ing by Steadman iV Bowman to H. L. Asher, a wealthy lora-
bennan, for $75,000. lvm Tree Farm was sold bv Mr.
France to Mr. Asher for $-14,000. These farms are among
the finest of the blue-grass region.

The consideration of this subject is one of no minor im-

portance. Viewing it from a general standpoint the response

would be undoubtedly in tbe negative. Looking at it from

facts as have been
;
and stil! are entitled to consideration, it

must be conceded an industry from which much profit has

derived. Ithasin the past four years became an industry

second to scarcely any other in the United States. -As an ar-

gument against tbe further advancement of

this industry, the decline in valuation of stock

is tendered. The great depression in the mone-

tary status of our country has had its direful influence upon

this interest to an extent equalling that of any other great

national enterprise. But the fact cannot he controverted
lhat the recent great combination sales in New York, Lex-
ington, Chicago and Indianapolis, where horses of individual

merit, conformation and breeding commanded prices of a

very satisfactory nature, showing conclusively that the inter-

est is but verv little abated. No industry of this great nation

has commended itself to foreign attention in a peculiar point

of view than that of the Trotting Horse. To day the demand
is in excess of the supply, A casual glance at the columns of

the various prominent turf journals show a decrease in the

number of first class stock orlered for sale.

The wonderful performances this season, of the representa-

tives of the many prominent families of horses, are marvel-

lous to contemplate ; it has deraonslraled their ability to train

and to train on a greater degree of perfection, thus increas-

ing in valuation and demand. The realization of the fact

that there is no pecuniary recompense to be derived from an
indiscriminale mode of breeding and development, has with-

in the past four years greatly tended to curtail in number the

stock farms that heretofore were controlled by men whose
sole object was only that of money, ard not development
and elevation of the animal to a higher standard by aiding

others of a class similar, in flooding the country with a mon-
grel mixture utterly devoid of the essential elements requis-

ite for a work animal, far less a roadster or race horse.

There are several requisites of vital importance necessary

for the further promotion of this great industry, first a con-

cert of action upon the part of those engaged ; second, legis-

lative action to protect this interest; third, the unlimited

support and stable maintenance of journals whose columns
are devoted to this interest exclusively.—Western Breeder.
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Stamping Tuberculosis Out.

In last weeks issue of this journal we published a tele-

graphic notice that the Board of Cattle Commissioners of

Boston, Massachusetts, were taking steps to destroy all cattle

affected with tuberculosis in Massachusetts. Following

are the regulations under which these officers will work. In

California we earnestly hope that some such rules will be

adopted by the nest Legislature :

1. Quarantine regulations upon cattle entering from without the

border of the commonwealth.
2. Regulation ot cattle traffic at Brighton. Watertown and Somer-

ville. which shall include all animals within and without the com-
monwealth.

3. Systematic inspection of all herds in the State, beginning at the

cape, followed by extermination of diseased animals, disinfection oi

contaminated premises, and fixed quarantine regulations.

The circular continues that the tuberculosis test has been

found to be reliable, harmless to healthy animals, and the

only known positive test in the early stage of the disease.

After the location of the disease in any herd the aflected ani-

mals will be destroyed, the premises thoroughly disinfected,

the herd excluded from new sources of infection and each

district will remain under quarantine regulations until the

State is covered. Such regulations shall allow of entrance

or exit to all animals which, after being tested, have been

branded with the seal of the commission, so long as such

brand is visible on tho right front foot, or until otherwise

ordered by the Board.
Text of the Regulations.—The commission ers, by virtue of the

authority vested in them, make the following regulations :

1. All the States and Territories of the United States, the District

of Columbia. Canada, Great Britain, and all other localities without
the limits of this commonwealth, are hereby declared infected dis-

tricts.

2. It is hereby ordered that all meat eatile brought within the
limits of this commonwealth from any of said localities on or after

November 15, 1S9-4, are hereby made subject to quarantine until they
have been inspected and released by this board or one of its mem-
bers thereto duly authorized.

3. Except as hereinafter provided no neat cattle shall be un-
loaded, except in case of accident, for any purpose whatsoever with-
in thiscoratrjouwealth at any place^or places other than atsueh quar-
antine stations as are herein designated or which may hereafter
from lime to time be designated by this board, upon written permit
signed by the Board of Cattle Commissioners or one ot its members.

4. The stock yards in Brighton and Watertown and the premises
of the New England Dressed Beef and Wool Company in Somerville
are hereby designated as quarantine stations.

5. All neat cattle entered at anv quarantine station except as
herein provided shall immediately be placed in quarantine, and; so
remain at the expense of the owner or consignee for a period of no:
less than twenty-tour hours, and shall be subjected to the tuberlin
test. This test shall be made without expense to the owner.

6. Every such animal which, in the opinion of this Board or any
of its members, is affected with tuberculosis, will be condemned and
slaughtered as provided in sections 45 and 53 of chapter 491 of the
acts of 1894.

*q 7. All animals which upon such inspection shall be adjudgedfree
from tuberculosis and other contagious diseases shall be braided with
the seal of the commission. This brand will be placed upon the
right horn and the outside of the right front hoof on those animals
having horns. Hornless cattle will be branded upon the right
shoulder and upon the outside of the right front hoof.

8. All neat cattle passiug through this commonwealth, consigned
from points without its limits, for exportation from this State, will

not be examined as herein provided, but such animals shall remain
in quarantine until transported without the limits of the common-
wealth.

9. All neat cattle brought within this commonwealth consigned
directlv to the Brighton abattoir for slaughter shall be condued by
themselves for ideutific ilion, and shall not be released except after

an examination as above provided or except for immediate slaughter.

10. It shall be the duty ot every person or persons, corporation or

corporations, desiring to drive or cause to be driven any neat cattle

inlo this State from any point without its limits to notify in writing
the Board of Cattle Cooimissiouers of his, their, or its intention so to

do, which notice shall state the town or city within this common-
wealth through which it is the intention to enter, and the time when
the drove will arrive within such city or town. After crossing the
border alt such cattle shall be immediately placed in quarantine
within the limits of sucn city or town, at the expense of the owner
or consignee, and shall there remain until they have been examined
and branded ordestroved as hereinbefore provided.

11. All neat cattle branded as herein provided shall be free to all

marketsin this commonwealth without further quarantine restric-

tions until such Lime as the brand has disappeared from the hoof, ex-
cept as provided bv law.

12. No person shall sell, or ofler fur sale, or have in his possession,

except under quarantine within the stock yards at Brighton or
Watertown, except as provided in sections S or 9, any netit cattle

which are not branded as provided in section 7.

Goldfinch, "Water Cress and Golden Garter
Great Trio of Stallions.

He is by Springfield, dam Wharfdale, by Hermit, and he
is very much on the same lines as his sire.

He is a big-boned and very muscular horse, with arms and
second thighs that are something extraordinary.. Some idea
may be formed of the muscular giant Watercress is when it is

stated that he weighs 1,360 pounds.
What a grand cross this horse will make with the many

suitable matrons there are in the stud where he goes to become
one of the most favored lords of the harem !

Watercress was a cracking good race horse. He only
started once as a two-year-old, and that in the fall, as he was
a big, overgrown colt, At three he started eight times, win-
ning thrice, among his victories being the Prince of Wales
Stakes at Ascot at ooe mile and five furlongs, beating a field

of twelve. For the Sussex Stakes at Goodwood he was
beaten a head by his stable companion, Orme. and he ran
third to La Fleche for the Doncasler St. Leger. In this race
Orme finished fiftb. Watercress also won the Liverpool
St. Leger, carrying 135 pounds.

At four years he won the Hardwicke Stakes at Ascot,
carrying 136 pounds, and at Goodwood he won at a mile,

carrying 148 pounds, beating some good ones. The last race

he started in was at a mile, carrying 128 pounds, and that he
also won, so that it will be seen, on looking over this horse's

form, that he was a very high-class performer.
Golden Garter, the last of the trio, is now six years old. He

is by Bend Or, dam Sanda,by Wenlock. He is rather a nice

horse, and it will be seen that he also is a royally bred one.

He was a good performer, having won during his career

nearlv a score of races, mostly at a mile.

The last race he won was at Newmarket on July 17, when,
carrying 12S pounds, he beat a fair 6eld in a selling race.

Dr. Koss of Tattersall's, of New York, limited, bid 460 gui-

neas for Golden Garter, and secured him for Mr. Haggin,
and he would have been cheap at five times the price.

Goldfinch cost $20,000, and he is by far the cheapest horse
ever imported into this country.

There is only ooe drawback to seeing such a horse as

Goldfinch, and that is that he makes all the others appear
common after feasting the vision on one that so far excels in

looks even our very best specimens.—Kelston.
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The three English stallions that J. B. Haggin imported

and that arrived in this country about a month or so ago

have been at Monmouth Park since. They will be shipped

to California in the course of a few days.

I had the pleasure of looking them over on Thursday and
it was a positive treat to see such a horse as Goldfinch is.

This magnificent son of Ormonde is out of Thistle, she by

Scottish Chief. Thistle is the dam of Common, who won the

Derby and St. Leger in 1891. Throstle, winner of this year's

St. Leger, is also out of the dam of Goldfinch.

Goldfinch is a dark chestnut, 16£ hands high. He is a

horse of great substance, and is undoubtedly the most highly

finished and grandest specimen of thoroughbred stallion one
could wish to see. Ormonde, the sire of this grand-looker,

I have never seen, but those who have seen both say that Or-
monde has still more substance. Still it is hard to believe

that the sire can in this case outlook his offspring. There is

do use trying to describe Goldfinch beyond stating that he far

excels anything that I know of outside of his sire. Any one
who would like to Bee something in the line of horseflesh that

their imagination could not picture ought to go and have a

look at this royally-bred and magnificent specimen.
At Rancho del Paso, Goldfinch will fortunately find marea

worthy of being mated with one of even his royal lineage,

and he cannot fail ro be a great acquisition to the American
turf.

Goldfinch started only four times, thrice as a two-year-

old and once at three. His* first start was for the Kempton
Biennial Stakes which he won, beating a field of twelve.

In the next try he won the New Stakes at Ascot, beating
a field of ten, in a canter, by four lengths. In his other

race as a two-year-old he was beateo a head for the July
Stakes by the smart filly Flyaway, by Galopin. As a three-

year-old he started only once, and that was in the Two Thous-
and Guineas, in which he ran unplaced, having wrenched
himself during the race. He was not trained afterward. He
covered some mares in 1894, and as there are a few yearlings

by Mm, it will be interesting to see how they will perform
next year when they make their bow as two-year-olds.

Watercress, another of the trio, is also a grand-looking

horse, but of a different type to Goldfinch.

Has tne Thoroughbred Deteriorated ?

Swimming Cavalry.

Much has lately been heard of the rapidity and ease with

which continental cavalry cross rivers, but a few of our cav-

alry regiments, notably the Royal Horse Guards, are not far

behind in point of excellence in the art of crossing rivers by

swimming. Captain Ferguson, of the Blues, has taken up

this subject for some months past, and the swimming squad-

ron of that regiment has been brought to a high state of

efficiency, as was evidenced the other day when the detach-

ment in question swam across the Thames at Eton in the

presence of Lord Methuen. The idea on which the exercise

w*s based was that a small force, advancing on Ascot, find-

ing the Windsor bridge blown up, was compelled to find

means to cross the river. One officer (Lieut. Forester) and
four men, seeing some punts and boats, four in number, on
the other side of the river, rode to the water's edge, stripped

themselves and removed the kits from their horses, rode
them into the river, swam with the animals to the other side,

seized the boats from the enemy—the natives—who were ex-

pected to make some show of resistance, and brought them
back. Meanwhile, the kits were removed from the horses of

the main body of the detachment, leaving nothing but the

bridles. By this time the boats and punts had been brought

over from the other side. Into these the kits, carbines, etc.,

were unceremoniously bundled, the troopers scrambled into

as many as each of the four punts would allow without sink-

ing it, the horses hauled into the river, and, once in, they

gallantly swam across to the other side of their own accord.

Most of the horses appeared to be well-trained for ihe pur-

pose, ooe, a gray, belonging to the trumpeter who accom-
panied the squadron, crossing over in splendid style. Twice
did the boats make the return journey until all were safely

across, and the troopers and officers having resaddled their

horses rode off on their way. In actual warfare, of course,

stripping the horses of saddles and kits would not be thought

of- The men would have to swim and carry their ammuni-
tion above their heads, but this was not done in the present

instance, stern necessitv ruling not, for the trouble of getting

the kit in proper condition again would be very considerable.

A special feature of the drill was the celerity with which it

was done, and it says well for the men that from the lime of

the first reconnoiter of the advance party to when the men
were mounted and rode off from the other side of the river, it

vas under a quarter of an hour, with a few seconds to spare.

The movements were watched with evident interest by Lord
Methuen and his staff.—Exchange.

The Horses at "Winters.

In an interesting paper the Hon. Francis Lawley makes
the following remarks : "What, hewever, we desire to show
is that within living memory there have been, so to speak
two British turfs. In the first, which flourished down to

1S40, stoutness was the great disderatum of the thorough-
bred, and accordingly stout horses abounded. In the second,
extending from Crucifix's year down to Sheen's and Amphi-
on's, speed has been in ever increasing demand, and accord-
ingly speedy horses abound, and good stayers can be counted
on the fingers of one hand. The conclusion, then, at which
we arrive is that the thoroughbred has not deteriorated, be-
cause he is still equal to the demands made upon him.
Whether a horse modeled—like Ormonde—for speed is a
nobler and more useful animal than Ormonde's great grand-
sire, Stockwell, who was modeled for strength and weight-
carrying qualities, is an open question which will probably
be debated, and never settled, so long as " the whistle of a
silk jacket" is heard upon earth.

" That thoroughbreds and their qualities depend upon the
system under which they are trained, and the distances
which they are usually asked to cover, may be shown by the
great perfection to which our American kinsmen have
brought their trotting horses, the best of which are English
thoroughbreds, or more than half-full of English thorough-
bred blood. Writing in 1865, Hiram Woodruff, the most
celebrated trainer and driver of trotters produced says :

—

"The system of teaching, training, driving and riding the
trotting-horse in this country has long been an art of itself,

quite different from that pursued in other countries. I look
upon the English as a nation of horsemen, and their success
with hunters and races has been very great; but since I can
remember we have been as much superior to them in hand-
ling the fast trotters as we are now. Though I say it myself
who belong to the profession, it is not unfit to be said that
the American system of breaking, training and driving has
mainly made our trotters what they are. The English had
the stock all along, just as we had ; but it is our method of
cultivation and of perseverance that has made the difference
between their fast trotter of a mile in three minutes and ours
of two minutes aud twenty seconds, or thereabouts.
According to the best information at my command, I find

that a three-minute trotter in England is about as scarce a
article as a two-thirty horse is here. This is the result of our
system, aided by the enterprise and ingenuity which provide
vehicles, harness, and all the paraphernalia of that combina-
tion of lightness with strength which is upon theplan of the
best trotting horse himself. In the course of this work it

must never be lost sight of by the readr that I am a practi-
cal man, one mainly governed by the teickln^s of experi-
ence, and therefore not inclined] to the laying down of
theories. If I had les=; to do with horses for forty years I

might be more positive in my assertions than I now intend
to be.'

"Fortunately, there can be no two opinions as to the an-
swer awaiting the question, 'Has the American trotter deter-
iorated? Unlike the galloping race horse, the trotter's ex-
cellence is established by the time test alone, and know that
for a mile Maud S., is from forty to fifty seconds fleeter than
the crack mile trotters of Hiram Woodruffs youth. Yet
Hiram Woodruff tells us that in 1826 Topgallant (son of
imp. Messenger, who was the son of Earl Grosvenor's
Mambrino) trotted four-mile heats when he was twenty-one
years old, against a Philadelphia horse named Whalebone.
Topgallant won the race after a desperate struggle. The first

heat wa* captured by AVhalebone. The second was a dead
heat. The last two were won by Topgallant. 'The time of

the heats,' writes Hiram Woodruff, 'was as follows : 11:16,

11:06, 11:17, 12:15. Forty-five minutes and forty-four seconds
for the sixteen miles, which is just 2:52 to the mile ! Now,
was there ever a horse before, or has there been one since,

that in his twenty second year could beat it? I might go
further and ask whether there will ever be one that can do it

again?

'

" Thusit will be seen that Hiram Woodrufi was of the opin-

ion that in 1829 there was a better long-distance trotter than
the United States have since produced, or are likely to pro-

duce again. With trotters as with race horses the demand is

for speed, and the supply will always adapt itself to the

demand."

The Valensin Estate.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman.—It is seldom you

hear from our quiet little town, and then it is generally

about what early fruit we can raise, or how large the pump-

kins grow in this viciuitv, so I thought I would let you know
that we can raise something besides early fruit and pump-
kins. 'Tis true we are very quiet about it, but we are raising

a few good horses along with our early fruit.

S- H. Hoy has a mile track located at this place that for a

winter track is second to none in the State. Sam is, at

present, jogging a few good ones, and if looks and breeding

go for anything they are certainly worthy of mention.

Among the most promising I noticed the following:

Bl c (3) Bayswater Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes, dam Fanny
Bayswater (thoroughbred); ch f byDawnlight (he by Dawn),
dam Sunset (dam of Brillianline), by Prompter, and ch f by

Don Marvin, dam Sunset, and a number of others fully as

good. I consider this mare, Sunset, one of the greatest brood-

mares in the State. She is already the dam of Brilliantine,

2:17}, and has three other colts that can easily go in the list

next year. These colts are all by different sires and generally

take after the horse. Ben Griffin also has a number of very

promising colls, among which I noticed two Alex Buttons

that are hard lo beat.

Judge Sinez is the owner of the dam of Colonel Hickman,
2:25}, and that gentleman has two full brothers to that horse

that will do to watch.

George Morris is the owner of a neatly turned bay gelding

that will be among the leaders in the green pacing classes

next year. So you see our horses are as good as our pump-
kins. X. Y. Z.

The insolvent estate of the dead Count Guilio Valensin is

at last to be settled, and the executors state that a final divi-

dend often or fifteen percent will be paid.

This action is rendered possible by the settlement of the

suits instituted by the Count's mother and sister, residents of

Italy, who maintained that the Count owed them a large

amount of money. Mrs. Elena Valensin, mother of the

Count, presented a claim for $41,325 60 against the estate,

and Miss Matilda Todesco, the sister, sent in a claim for

$1,000. Both of these were rejected by the executors of the

estate—H. H. Pitcher and Judge William E. Greene—and
the mother and sister brought suit against the executors on
November 29, IS93.

That suit tied up the estate and prevented the final settle-

ment. A long delay was expected, but a compromise has

been made by which Mrs. Valensin is to receive $150 and
Mrs. Todesco $100.

The mother of the dead Count wanted to secure possession

ofsomesilverware—a bowl and eleven cupholders—which had

been given to her as a wedding present. This ware was of

little value, but Mrs. Valeusin was williog to accept it as one
third of the money due to her, and accordingly $100 and the

wedding presents were sent to Italy to-day by Frederick E.

Whitney, attornev for the executors. A draft for $100 was

also sent to Mrs. Todesco.

No litigation remains to interfere with the settlement of

the estate, and the executors say that the accounts will be

closed as soon as possible. Another dividend, they say, of

from ten to fifteen per cent will be paid. This will be the

second payment to the creditors, as a ten percent dividend

was declared some lime ago.

Count Valensin lived at Pleasanton and was supposed dur-

ing his lifetime to be a man of wealth. When he died his

debts were found to be nearly $H J,000. The executors al-

lowed claims of $90,000 and rejected claims of nearly $50,000,

including those of the two relatives in Italy. The value of

the property he left was about $30,000.

J|
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The Open SDseplechaae : An Australian Race.

I had ridden over hardies up tHe country once or twice.

Bv thestdeofSnmvv Ki«r. wild a norse they called the Ace

tud ie wousht Wm down to Sydney, and our rider. Jimmy Kice,

™t a fall aud brote his shoulder, so they nabbed me in a trice.

Me thatnerer wore the colors, for the open Steeplechase !

• Make the running." said the trainer. ' it's your only chance

Make u
a
ho*t

e
fVom start to finish, for the old black horse can stay:

AndIjutt think of how they'll take it when they hear on Snowy

That thTco'imr)- bo, was plucky, and the country horse was

clever:
You must r

Ue TOO readv t
" said the starter, as we held the horses back,

'
Ali a-blazine with imDatieuee.lwith excitement all aglow;

And before n«. like a rlbbou. stretched the steeplechasinR track

And the sun rays glinted brightly on the chestnut and the black.

As the starter' words cameslowly: "Are-you-ready—Go 1

Well I scarcely knew we'd started. I «" stupid like with wonder,

Till the field closed up beside me. and a jump appeared ahead,

Aud we charged it all together, and it fairly whistled under.

For we flew it like a hurdle, not a balk and not a blunder.

\nd then some pulled behind me and the rest shot ont and

led.

So we ran for half the distance, and I'm making no pretenses,
"

When 1 tell you I was feelinj very nervous like and queer

For those jo.- keys role like defflous, you would think they d lost

iheir senses, .

lfyousawttiemruili their horses at those rasping five-foot fences.
" And in p'.aca of making ruuniug I was falling to the rear.

Till a chap came racing past me on a horse they called the Quiver,

And said he. " My country ioker, are you going to give it best I

Are you frightened of the fences, does their stoutness make you
shiver?

Have thev toot to breeding cowards by the side of Snowy River ?

Are there riders on Monaro?" but I never heard the rest.

For I drove tbe Aee and sent him just as fast as he could pace it

At the big black line of timber stretching far across the track:

And he shot beside the Quiver. " Now," says I, " my boy, we'll race

You can come with Snowy River if you're only game to face it

;

Let us mend the pace a little and we'll see who cries a crack.

Then we rac;d awav to?ether. aud we left the others standing.

And tbe people 'howled and shouted as we settled down to ride :

Fori ciuog beside the Quiver; at his taking off and landing

I could watch his scarlet nostrils and his mighty ribs expanding.

And the Ace stretched out in earnest, and we held him stride for

stride.

But the pace was so terrific that they soon ran out their tether,

They were rolling in their gallop, they were fairly blown and

But they both were game as pebbles, neither one would show the

And we rushed them at their fences and they cleared them both

together;
, . t .. ,

Nearly every time they clouted, but they somehow kept their

feet.

Then the last jump rose before us, and they faced it game as ever.

We were both at spur and whipcord, fetching blood at ev'ry

bound:
And above the people's cheering and the cries of "Ace ! and

••Quiver!

"

-„«...
T could hear the trainer shouting, "One more run for Snowy River!'

Then we struck the jump together and came smashing to tbe

ground.

Well, the Quiver ran to blazes, but the Aee stood still and waited.

Stood and waited like a statue while I scrambled on his back:
There was no one next or near me. for the field were fairly slated,

And I cantered home a winner, with my shoulder dislocated.

While the man that rode the Quiver followed, limping down the

track.

And he shook my hand and told me that in all his days he never
Met a man who rode more gamely and our last set-to was prime;

And we wired them at Monaro how we chanced to beat the Quiver.

And thev sent as back an answer: "Good old sort from Snowy River,

Send us word each race you start in, and we'll back you every
time .'

"

H

Sprains or Tendons and Ligaments.

Veterinary Captain Frederick Smith's suggestive paper on

sprains in horses, published in the Journal of Comparative

Pathology and Therapeutics (London, Eag ), contributes

some very imDortant data regarding the nature, position and

causes of these frequent and familiar injuries. A sprain, it

13 premised,consists in laceration of the fibers or tendons liga-

ment or muscle. In other words, it is a fracture of some of

the minute bundles of fibers, of which these tough fibrous

slightly elastic cords are made up. Professor Smith aptly

compares tendons and ligaments to ropes which are composed

of numbers of strands held together by being twisted. The
strands of the tendon, however,are not twisted as in the rope,

but placed side by side and held together by connective tissue,

while between the strands are blood and lymph vessels,

nerves and a little fat. These tendonous and ligamentous

cords are the chief subjects of sprain. Indeed, the writer

states that muscular sprains are rare. It is, he adds, tbe

tendonous insertions of the muscles that are sprained. The
most notable muscular sprain in horses affects the large mus-

cles of the shoulders, constituting shoulder dip, occurring in

young or raw horses when first put to two-horse ploughing,

or in cavalry horses performing the evolution known as

wheeling. That the substance of the muscle is affected in

these cases is evident from the shrinking of the textures

which subsequently occurs, and which often leaves notable

flatness of the shoulder surfaces. In sprain of the psoffi, the

powerful muscles which pass along the under aspect of the

spine and aduct the hind limbs, the muscular substance has

also been found to be torn.

All sprains, says Captain Smith, can be either seen or felt.

They cause more or less lameness, heat and swelling. From
bruises they are distinguished by the tense, firm hardness of
the swelling, and by its not pitting on pressure. This resist-

ing nature of the swelling results from the outpouring of
exudate amongst the closely packed bundles of strands which
as stated, make up these fibrous cords. Tbe actual condition
of the sprained tendon is thus described :

" The fibers rup-
ture; the blood'Teoselfl are lacerated, and hemorrhage into
the structure of the tendon tf-kes place. If we have an oppor-
tunity of examining a sprain very early, we find on longi-
tudinal section that the seat of injury is marked by extensive
blood extravasation, the part looks like a recent severe bruise
and the torn fibers with ragged extremities may even be seen
separated bv blood clots; between the fibers, pushing them
ipart, in u quantity of exudale

;
some ot the fibers are quite

white in color, contrasting greatly with the intense blood
training around. '. * • The whole tendon is thickened

from hemorrhage and exudation, and this exudation may
even be found beneath the skin covering the part in the form

of yellow gelatinous fluid effused into the cellular tissue. If

we examine a sprain somewhat older, the blood clots have, as

we might expect, disappeared ; but the part is still the color

of washed-out muscle, the peculiar glistening appearance of

healthy tendon is absent, the parts are greatly enlarged, the

tissue is much softer than normal tendon, and blood can

readily be squeezed from its cut surface. The flabby, non-

glistening appearance of a strained tendon is very character-

istic ; it can be bent and twisted without offering resistance,

and moreover, on exposure to the air, instead of drying as

bard as wood, like a normal tendon, it dries soft. All this is

easily explained ; the soft flabby condition is due to tbe in-

flammatory exudate; the material which has repaired the

damage is fibrous tissue, but it is not the special fibrous tissue

of tendon ; tendonous tissue once destroyed is never replaced,

the cicatricial tissue, which takes its place, is a poor apology

for tendon, whilst the damage inflicted is intensified by the

effusion which so readily occurs into the spaces between the

bundles of fibers. These fibers are at their strongest when
the bundles lie side by side, affording mutual support and
considerable strength ; they are at their weakest when the

individual bundles are dissected out and separated by an exu-

date. * * * Hence a sprained leg must always necessar-

ily remain a weak leg.

In horses the tendons most frequently sprained are the

flexors of the fore limb, and especially those known as the

back tendons; the most common situation being at some
point between the knee and the fetlock, usually two or three

inches above the fetlock. The injury may aflectthe perforans,

the ensheathing perforatus, the subcarpal ligament, or the

annular ligament which binds these fibrous cords at the fet-

lock. In slight cases a few fibers or bundles of fibers may be

torn. In more serious cases nearly the whole substance of a

tendon or ligament may be ruptured. The lesion, although

usually transverse, is occasionally longitudinal. The fibers

in the center of a tendon are stated to be more liable to sprain

than those of the periphery. In serious reiterated sprains of

the back tendons the several textures enumerated may all be

implicated. In violent exertions, as in racing, the deeper-

seated suspensory ligament, passing down the posterior as-

pect of the limbs close to the bones, is liable to be torn, fre-

quently where it divides immediately above the fetlock. This
constitutes the serious irreparable accident termed " break-

ing down." Notwithstanding his exact knowledge of the

surgical anatomy of the parts, and practical experience,

Professor Smith declares that it is greatly more difficult than
has generally been admitted to determine in so-called sprains

of the back tendons which of the several textures are actually

injured. Records given of sixteen cases, which were care-

fully examined during life, and tbe diagnosis written down
;

when, however, examined post mortem, and exact diagnosis

was found to have been made in only one case. The difficulty

of diagnosis fortunately, however, does not affect the treat-

ment, for the same measures are adopted whatever be the

textures damaged.

Exceedingly instructive are Captain Smith's views as to

the cause of sprains. "Violence during locomotion" is char-

acterized as the prominent cause of sprains. They may occur

as the result of sudden violence,as in alighting after a jump,
but even this I believe to be uncommon. The great sprain-

producing pace is the gallop ; it does not occur early in the

gallop, while the horse is fit, but towards the end of it, when
he tires ;

an! rightly or wrongly, I regard a sprain as the re-

sult of muscular fatigue. So long as a horse's muscles are fit

and readily respond to a stimulus resulting in contraction, a
sprain is practically impossible; when those muscles tire the

strain comes on the tendons, and the latter are in momenta-
rily peril. * * * As muscles tire they become less and
less elastic. They less readily respond to a stimulus, and the

strain of concussion can no longer, or only imperfectly, be
taken by them, with the result that the tendonous attach-

ments of such muscles suffer. It is the natural elasticity of

such muscle which saves its tendon ; when that elasticity is

lost the tendon suffers. Sprains, although most frequent in

horses at fast work, and when, as indicated, they become leg-

weary, are sometimes also met with in those performing slow
work. Mr. Malcolm, of Birmingham, is quoted as having
pointed out that heavy horses in two-wheeled carts were lia-

ble to sprain their subcarpal ligament about midway be-

tween the knee and fetlock. The function of this ligament
is to keep the knee and leg straight, i-nd it is apt to be
severely strained and sometimes to give way when a horse
in the shafts of a two-wheeled cart, with a heavy load bear-

ing on his back, is straining to steady or stop bis load on a

steep hill. The extensor tendoosand ligaments perform light

and intermittent service as compared with the flexors, and
accordingly are not subject to strain.

The treatment advocated for equine sprains is very much
the same as that now successfully adopted for human patients.

The hot fomentation formerly advised, Captain Smith points
out, encourage the hemorrhage and effusion. The sound
principle is to check such exudation and hasten its absorp-

tion. This is most effectually done in sprains of the limbs
by tight bandaging and subsequent use of cold water and
counter irritants. The tender swollen limb is enveloped in

tow, in order to equalize pressure and prevent cutting or iti-

jury of projections, and is then rolled in stout flannel band-
ages. "This light bandaging at first causes pain, but gradu-
ally it becomes bearable, and the pain is followed in some
hours by relief; the pressure should be kept up for a week or
even longer if necessary, care being taken to remove the
bandage morning and evening, examine the leg to see it is

not being cut, aud re-apply without delay. I have been con-
stantly asked : 'How tight do you apply the bandage?' My
reply is, as tight as I can pull it; 1 do not fear doing any
harm to the skin providing I have plenty of tow around the

leg from knee to fetlock, and if 1 could apply a light bandage
without hurting the skin I would not use tow. When this

treatment is adopted early it is astonishing to find that the
bandage applied tighlly a few hours before rolls off quite
slack, or comparatively so. No better indication of the ad-
vantnge of the treatment can be Afforded than this sign,

and it explains why the tight handle actually ultimately
gives relief instead of continuous puin, viz : It presses the
effusion into the lymph vessels. * By means of a
rubber bandage the treatment becomes much easier, and in-

finitely less laborious to the practiiioner ; the danger here to

avoid is drawing the bandage too tirfht, a condition a rubber
bandage naturally lends itself to. " * * „ After the firm
bandaging has done all it is likely or expected to do, in about
ten days either a cold water treatment or something more
active may be applied. I have ofi»-n blistered tbe limb as

early as the tenth day, and even earlier, and I think the prac-

tice is warranted by experience. On the other hand, we may
try the cold douche for a month, still supporting the limb: in
fact, treating it as a fracture, and follow it up either by blis-

tering or tiring; and, though I do not doubt or undervalue
the advantage of all these method*: of treatment, I am con-
vinced that the chief reparative process is rest.—The Horse-
man.

A Question of Breeding.

A gentleman who is a close observer of horses recently said

to the writer

:

" I have watched the trotters and pacers a good deal and
do you know that I have got some peculiar ideas—at least

people will call them peculiar—about the two breeds of the
barness horse. One of these is that it has been my observa-
tion that the pacers, especially the pacing-bred pacers, have
the best backs and legs in th*1 world. Now I notice that very
few of the trotting-bred pacers last year in and year out like

the others. You hear of tbem on the track oae year and the
next they are laid up. Now I believe the reason the pacers
last so much longer, is that they have better backs and legs,

and they have better backs and legs because for many gen-
erations before them they have been getting their backs and
legs strengthened by carrying heavy weights and goiDg long
distances with people astride them. Now this may appear
silly to some people, but a horse is more susceptible to early
use of that kind than any other kind of animal. I believe all

horses came from one common stock and the diff'ereut shapes
we now see them in is the result of the different uses to which,
for a long number of years, they have been applied or used,

at the same lime being bred along a line of desirability. II

this is true, pacers should have the strongest backs and tbe
stoutest legs of any breed, because their ancestors were used
for centuries as saddlers. And I notice another thing : A
great many people are claiming a great many pacers as trot-

ting-bred when they are not. The truth is that hundreds ol

so-called trotting (?) sires were not trotting sires at all. They
were natural pacing horses; but as pacers were not popular
they were forced to trot, often made to take a slow record at

the trot, and few ever knew they were picers. Forinstance;
suppose Direct had never been put to pacing. His trotting

record was very creditable, being 2:1SJ- at four years, I
think. Now if Direct's owner had never put him to pacing

the little black pacing king would have always been calle<

a trotting sire, and the turf writers would have gotten up al

kind of theories as to why Direct's colts pace. This point
notice you have frequently dwelt on, and it is as true as go*
pel. Now there are hundreds of so-called trotting sires that
were just like Direct, only they were never prominent enough
for people to know it. And that's the secret of the trotting-

bred pacing business. That and nothing else. Really, in

this interchangeable idea and all the other silly theories yon
have done the trotter himself a world of good. People will

see it and breed them pure after a while and then you will

not find a pacer among ihem.—Trotwood.

A Ridiculous Rule.

One of the silliest rules in the whole turf code is that

which provides that the starter must be ignorant of the bet

ting on any particular race which he is about to start. The
object of this rule, of course, is that an equal chance may be

given the entire field—that the one hundred to one outsider

may get as good a start as the one to three favorite. To re-

main in such a blissful state of ignorance the starter must

eschew the daily and turf papers, hold himself aloof from

the society of his friends, in fact, must develop into a turf

dunce—a condition of mind very different, indeed, to that

which is absolutely essential in the successful starter, who
must be quick to think and prompt to act. It has, more-

over, never yet been made clear why some ill-tempered, ill-

mannered one hundred to one outsider, upon which only an

occasional piker has iovesled a stray dollar, should receive

the same consideration at the starter's hands, as the favorite

who is carrying many thousands of the public money. Very

frequently the antics of some half-broken brute at the post

result in half a dozen breakaways which jeopardize the

chances of a heavily-weighted favorite, and it would cer-

tainly accord but illy with publtcopinion if the starter should

keep the field at the post an hour waiting for the crazy

-

headed outsider to break in line. Undoubtedly there would
be no sense in such procedure. On the trotting turf, when
the starter is unfortunate enough to send the favorite away
off his stride or out of line he is invariably very severely

criticised and with good reason. Impartiality in all branches
of racing government is essential to its success, but there is

absolutely no reason why the field should be made to suffer

for the misdeeds of one horse. It will be remembered that in

his day E. J. Baldwins Volante was in the habit of persist-

ently refusing tojoin his horses at the post. When taken East

one season he became more than usually obstinate and a no*

lice was posted stating that he would be given a certain

number of chances to break with the field. Io the case of a

notoriously bad actor at the post it is necessary fo»* the starter

to take some such measure as this, but to wear the field out

waiting for some rank outsider to break is not common jus*

tice. This rule should be expunged from the code.—Horse

" Di d you ever notice," said W. H. Timmous, Diggs' owner
the other day," that a great horse or mare never has a good

brother or sister of a different colSr from themselves? Why
I wouldn't give $80 tor a full brother or sister to a celebrity!

if one was a bay and the oilier a chestnut.'' Yo El Rey,

brother to Yo Tambien, is a shining example of Mr. Tim
mons' reasong. He is a bay, his great sister a chestnut

Kingston's brothers and sisters bear out the assertion. Speed'

well alone raced well. Any number of illustrations can be

brought to bear out the Eastern turfman in what he said re

garding this matter. Stockwell and Rataplan, brothers anc

both great, were chestnuts in color. Freeland, Long Knight
Unite, Cicero and Laviuia Belle were all bays.

On account of some adverse comment about the in and
running of certain staoles, Bookmaker J. J. Carrol has bi

barred from the privilege of continuing to post the odds

tbe Virginia Jockey Club's track.

California scored twice at Hawthorne Friday. Jauufl

at 3J to 1, Mainstay at 2 to 1. The latter beat Pelleas.

A
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Much in a Name Sometimes.

Among the patrons of the racing at North Bergen the last

few days have been many new faces, including some of the

best known turfmen generally seen on other tracks. G. B.

Morris, back from Chicago's winter meeting with his horses,

all of which are snugly quartered at Gravesend ; W. B. Jen-

nings, of Virginia, who thinks that his stallion Superior will

in time prove himself a great stud success ;- William Lovell,

from the Koby, Ind., track ; C. If. Peltingill, the well known
starter, who will hold the flag at Latonia next season ; W. J.

Spiers ; Caterer Adolph Nelson, late of Morris Park, and

many others equally well and favorably known in the racing

world. Between races on the hill top many of these gentle-

men "talk horse "around the stoves up stairs or while

5 warming up" down stairs, and sometimes an interesting

reminiscence or two crops out.

One relating to the old lime famous Tennessee race horse,

Morgan Scout, told by Mr. Adolph Nelson, is worth relating,

as it noted a very amusing circumstance in which a well-

known turf writer was mistaken for a racing owner and nar-

rowly escaped some pretty rough handling in consequence.

Mr. Nelson is an interesting host of turf reminiscences in

himself, and his accounts of old time racing in Tennessee are

always most interesting.

There was no stouter bred horse of the old-time four-miler

than Morgan Scout. Foaled in 1S66, by John Morgan (son

of imp. Sovereign and Sallie Lewis, by imp. Glencoe), out of
Lizzie Morgan, by imp. Glencoe. Morgan Scout had the
stout Glencoe cross in the second remove on both sides of his

family tree, and his career on the turf showed him to be a
horse of stamina as well as speed. As a three-year-old Mor-
gan Scout had a fair amount of success, but as a four-year-

old, in 1S70, he was at his best, winning nine races in all

distances.

Owned by A tcheson & Co. Morgan Scout scored his first

win in that year at the Memphis spring meeting, when he
won the Post Stake, two mile heats, given by the Chickasaw
Jockey Club in 3:433, 3:45, beatirg Allie Hunt, King Tom
and Derringer. This was on the opening day, but on the
closing day Morgan Scout was beaten by those two fast mares
Bonita, by Lexington, and Emma Mahratta, by,Vandal, at

the same distance, two mile heats. At Nashville, however,
two weeks later, he beat Lida Grissom and Leinster two
miles, but W. H. Johnson beat him at mile heats. At the
Woodland course, Louisville, Morgan Scout was beaten, at

two miles and a quarter, by Barney Williams, and also by
Bonita and Marion later in that meeting.
He was then given a let up, coming out in September a

great horse. At. Lexington, Sept. 13, Morgan Scout beat
Conductor, Pilgrim and Crossland, all good horses, two mile
heats, in 3:37.^ and 3:42}, and four days later won the Turf
Congress Stake of $2,750, at the same meeting beating that

stout mare Carrie Atherton four mile heats in 7:32] and 7:43A.

At Cincinnati, two weeks later, at the famous old Buckeye
Club's meeting, Morgan Scout walked over for a two-mile
heat purse, and again, on the last day of that meeting, for the
Burnet House Stake of $1,100, four mile heats. As Long-
fellow, Pilgrim, Allie Hunt, Lytlleton, Morlacchi, Victory
and other good horses, ran at that meeting, Morgan Scout
must have been considered a great horse to be allowed two
bloodless successes like those noted.

Morgan Scout's last Cincinnati engagement was on Oct. 1.

Eleven days (on the 12th) later he was at Nashville entered
in the Citizen's Stake of $1,700, two mile heats, a race in
which he was pitted agaiast Longfellow and other famous
horses. Longfellow was then a three-year-old, and up to the
time he met ;Morgan Scout at Nashville had lost only one
race, Lis first, the Phoenix Hotel Stakes, mile heats, at Sara-
toga, won by A. Buford's Enquirer, beatingCatina and Long-
fellow, the latter distanced in the second heat. After that,

however, Longfellow had won all of his races, and arrived
at Nashville for the Citizen's Stake with a great reputation.

Also down as starters against Morgan Scout were the two
Tennessee mares, Carlotta and Lulu Coman, but few people
considered them as worth consideration against either of the
two cracks. At the track the great race was set for the first

event of the day, and by the time the horses were called up
a larger crowd was in attendance and betting was very heavy.
Among the visitors at the race were Messrs. Adolph Nelson
and Thomas Atchesnn, since well known as " Broadchurch,"
the turf correspondent. Then interested in the Nashville
Banner, "Broadchurch " drove out from the city to the race
track in a two-seated wagon with a friend. Shortly afterward
he walked, or rather proceeded on foot, to town in a more or
less dazed condition. But I am getting ahead of my story.

In the pooling on the race before the first heat. Morgan
Scout was the favorite at $800, Longfellow $450. and the field

$100, and among the buyers of the Morgan Scout end was our
friend Nelson. After the first heat, which Morgan Scout won
cleverly from Longfellow, the other two distanced, Backer
Nelson bought a small pool cheap on Longfellow to hedge
his Morgan Scout money and rested on his labors for a time,
confident of soon collecting his Scout winnings.
As the selling of pools on the second beat progressed, the

desire to back Morgan Scout increased, and the Longfellow
end kept a winding and dwindling. One of the last pools
sold was one in which Morgan Scout brought $1,000, and the
pool-seller could not get more than $90 for Longfellow.
Finally " Broad Church " and his friend mustered up courage
enough to bid $100 for Longfellow and secured the pool, the
correspondent giving oi.t his name to the auctioneer in a tone
loud enough for scores of people near by to hear as "Atche-
Bon."

As this was the same name as that of the owner of Morgan
Scout, who was also not very well known to the general
public of Nashville, the story quickly spread round that
"Atcheson, the owner of Morgan Scout, was buying pooh
against his horse," and created somewhat of a sensation where
it was retailed.

But before the canard had time to affect the betting the
horses were off for the second heat, which, to the amazement
of most people, saw Longfellow lead all the way, distancing
the Scout. The Iatter's jockey did not ride a satisfactory
race either, which increased the excitement after the heat,
which ended the race, of course.
The unexpected denoument, of course, found our frieDd

1

Broadchurch " and partner two very happy men, but their
peace of mind was somewhat decreased as thev stepped up to

cash their $1,100 ticket. Among the crowd nearby were a
number of losers on Morgan Scout who had seen "Broad-
church " buy the pool and heard him give the name of " At-
cheson," and were not aware either of his identity or that of
Morgan Scouts' owner, also "Atcheson." They only knew
that someone named " Atcheson" was buying pools against
Atcheson's horse Morgan Scout, and at once jumped to the
conclusion that it was the owner or a relative of his.

This sort of talk reached the ears of $" Broadchurch " and
his friends as they were waiting for their money, and from
being first amused by such talk they became a trifle restive at
the ugly looks cast on them, mingled with exclamations of
Mel's do them up !" and " let's duck 'em," etc So as quickly
as possible they got their money, and then with some of the
gamblers behind them, hastened to town on foot, forgetting
all about their horse and wagon under the jockey club shed.

I believe that "Broadchurch" since denied to me that
their exit that afternoon from the track to the town was either
hurried or accelerated by the talk of confusing him with the
owner of Morgan Scout. But he acknowledges to the horse
and wagon episode which was left under the shed for hours
afterwards until he and his friend got back to town and sud-
denly bethought themselves of their turnout, and notified
the livery accordingly, who sent and got his team.
That]Morgan Scout was all right he showed two days later

by winning a three-mile dash at the same meeting in 5:38£
and just how he came to be distanced two miles in 3:41 by
Longfellow is yet a mystery, which for a long time after-
wards "Broadchurch" was asked to explain. Morgan
Scout ran two more races that fall and the next Spring at
the Metave Course, New Orleans, was beaten by Pilgrim,
Victor and Defender, four-mile heats. The late "William M.
Conner was theo secretary of the Louisiana Jockey Club and
among the turf writers who reported that race was H. G.
Crickmore, then of the Picayune, now secretary of the New
York Jockey Clnb and Monmouth Park Association. Cap-
tain Conner was also at th?t time a contributor to the press
under the non de plume of " Marius." That was the spring
of 1871, the summer of which year saw Turf Writer Crick-
more leave New Orleans for Havana, and thence, later on,
he located in this city.—The Gleaner.

One of "Walton's Plunges.

A number of racing men were chatting in an up-town

hotel on Broadway a few evenings since, and one of the party,

who had been abroad in company with Walton, the famous

plunger, when that heavy speculator made hie second trip to

England, told how near the American came to creating a sen-

sation which would have made the country ring from one end

to the other.

" The vanity of a jockey," said this man, "cost Walton and

his friends $1,000,000, and this is how it happened : Walton
had in his stable, among other horses, Mr. Pickwick, Sutler

and the three-year-old Hopeful, which he still owns and has

in the stud somewhere near New York. We had been win-

ning our share of the money, both on our own horses and on

those of other owners, and the season had opened up in the

most propitious fashion. All of the American contingent
took advice from ' Petie,' as we called Walton, and we had
made the ring wince several limes on settling day. Sher-
wood, who trained for Walton, had a very high opinion of
Hopeful, and wanted to run him in a stake rac°, but we
begged him to hold off and pick out a selling event instead,

and prepared to make a coupe that would be talked about for

months to come.
After seeing the City and Suburban run we ran back to

London, and from there took the train to Epsom, where our
horses were quartered. It was our purpose to deceive
everybody as to our intentions, and that morning the horses

were brought out, trotted and cantered, and carefully put
away as though they had all their work for that day. In the
afternoon, when the Downs were deserted, Hopeful and Sut-
ler were brought out in company with .Richmond, a high-
class horse then trained by Sherwood, but afterward bought
by Walton, and brought to this country, running third in

Poneiac's Suburban. The trial was a great success, and
howed us that Hopeful was a grand three-year-old, of qual-
ity sufficiently high to win many stakes for race horses of his

age. Richmond beat him about a length, and the three-

year-old beat Sutler away off; in fact, we were in high
feather, and considered the money we intended placing on
Hopeful in the coming race as good as won.
"Kacing in England is vastly different from the sport in

this country, and the great public knows far less about the
merits of the horses than they do in America. Horses run
fewer races, are trained privately, and sometimes are not seen

in public for months together. As a consequence form is

much harder to follow, and those who have a bottled-up good
thing and know how to guard their secret get a price that is

at times astonishingly good. We were amazed to get as good
as 10 to 1 against Hopeful, and the strangest part of it all

was that the more we bet the more th.e ring seemed capable
of absorbing. There were several other good things abroad
evidently, and Walton, who had won heavily on the previous

races of the day, scattered his money right and left. All of

the American contingent had the tip, but in spite of this the

call was at tens at the post.

"We told our jockey (I won't mention his name, but he
was a good one in hit day, and most of you know him) that

we stood to win a fortune and to take no chances. We were
in a strange country, and to keep bis eyes open and let no
points get away from him. From the start Hopeful was in a

good position, and afier making a' splendid turn at Tatten-

ham Corner we began to cheer, for our chestnui beauty was
striding along in front and moving over the turf in magnifi-

cent style. A hundred yards from the finish we were exult-

ing in our triumph, and fifty yards from the line nothing but

a miracle could keep us from getting the money. Whips
were flying behind us, and our colt was still in hand. When
I think of what happened then I grow faint and want to

swear. Our jockey, with the insane desire of showing what a

good thing it was, took a pull at Hopeful's head, the great,

long-striding colt became tangled, and was thrown off his

Btride. Webb was the nearest of bis competitors, and he had
all but given up riding, but, like the great horseman that he
is, he gathered his horse, and, by one of the grandest efforts

I've ever seen, nailed Hopeful and beat him on the post.

"We were like madmen, and could you blame us?" j
went broke over the race, but nothing could stay Walton's
luck that day, for despite his losses on the race he quit the

day $30,000 to the good. Whaf would he have won if our

jockey hadn't blundered ? Fully $1,000,000 ; and the entire
story of his life might have been changed. Had he got that
much money together they never could have made him sur-
render. I'll never forget what Webb said after the race. It
was this :

" The over-weight beat you I" pointing to his upper
lip, which, like all of England's jockeys, was clean shaven.
Our man had a moustache."—New York Advertiser.

Most Novel of Stables.

The luxurious floating stable which Pierre Lorillard Sr.'

has had built to accommodate his houseboat on winter cruises

in Florida is causing no end of comment among the yachts-
men who visit Tebo's wharf in Brooklyn, opposite which the
strange craft is moored while undergoing her final painting
and fitting.

The idea of a stable boat is a brand new one, originating
with Mr. Lorillard himself. It is destined to prove popular.
Already Br. Pierce, a wealthy sportsman from up the State,

who came down expressly to see the boat, has consulted
Builder S. H. Pine with the idea of having one precisely

Bimilar built for himself, and other millionaire sportsmen who
take great establishments with them to Florida for their win-
ter outings highly approve the scheme.

Few persons not possessed of very great wealth have any
conception of the magnificence and completeness of the equip-
ments with.which a few many-time millionaires like Mr.
Lorillard cruise the shallow waters of Florida during the
winter weeks which constitute the season there. Mr. Loril-

lard lives there in a houseboat, which he has towed down in

advance of his going, and which, in its furnishings and de-
tail, is aB handsome and complete as many a fine citv resi-
dence,

This houseboat, which he had built of steel in Wilmington
a few years ago, is 130 feet in length. Within it resembles a
costly summer cottage. As the craft has no motive power of
its own, being dependent upon the services of tugs, there are
no engines or machinery to interfere with the architectural
proportions of the magnificent parlors and drawing rooms
which it contains, nor with the broad stretches of deck upon
which the owner and his guests make merry festivities in the
sub-tropical wilds of Central Florida on winter evenirigs.
There are fine suites of bedrooms, bathrooms, library, and

the most complete kitchen and laundry that can be found in
any summer palace ashore. A large corps of servants and a
high-priced chef accompany him.
In fact, Mr. Lorillard could scarcely entertain his friends

more lavishly and luxuriously in his Fifth avenue home or
at his Newport cottage than he does aboard his houseboat
many miles up the St. John's river in Florida's wilderness.
He is a very social man, and likes his friends around him, so
his floating palace is always filled with guests.

Mr. .Lorillard is a sportsman, and Florida is the finest

sporting country within the bounds of Uncle Sam's jurisdic-
tion. It is the duck and quail and pheasant shooting that
takes him there.

There is sport to be had with alligators and other four-
footed game, too. Deer may be shot in the wilderness. The
creeks and lagoons are filled with huge black bass, which bite
eagerly and along tbeGulf shore thereare many kinds of fish

that rise to the fly.

This sporting paradise is, however, only for the wealthy,
for it is found far South in the interior, where travel is diffi-

cult and expensive.

The idea of the floating stable was the outgrowth of ex-
perience. Mr. Lorillard wanted horses and carriages with
him for driving when anchored near the fashionable resorts,

where good roads were available, and dogs for hunting in
the interior. Last year he built an addition to bis house-
boat for a stable and kennel, but this plan did not entirely

suit him. The accommodations were limited, for one thing.

And that is how be conceived the idea of building a separate

boat for his 6table—a boat which could be trailed along be-
hind the houseboatand anchored at a convenient distance.

A detailed description of this floating stable was printed in

the Herald on the day of the launching. It is a queer looking
craft indeed, some seventy-seven feet long ai»d fifteen and
one-half feet broad, with a long deck structure, to be used as

a carriage house. It is not a pretty craft, by any means. In
fact, it may be said to be the clumsiest and ugliest-looking

pleasure boat ever moored within sight of Tebo's wharf.
But beauty was not the object of this boat. It was in-

tended for a stable, nnd it amply fills the bill. There need
be no completer stable anywhere for all practical purposes
than this.

Thereare four regularly-built box stall under the deck for

as many horses, and the passage between them may be util-

ized when needful for two more, so that six horses in all are

provided for.

There is a cow house, for Mr. Lorillard does not propose
to live on condensed milk while in the wilderness. Two or

three cows can easily be carried—four at a pinch. Up stairs

in the deck structure, in addition to the carriage house, is a
little harness room, where half a dozen dogs may be com-
fortably housed.

No room is lost anywhere in this curious boat. There is a

large compartment for hay and feed, and fresh water is car-

ried in two large tanks, holding 150 gallons each. The very

latest sanitary appliances are provided, so that the stable

may always be kept sweet and clean in the hottest climate.

Eight men will find berths in the floating stable, four

above deck and four below, near the live stock. Th*»ir quar-

ters are exceedingly small, though not, perhaps, more re-

stricted than sailors commonly have. The cook for the stable

mess will have a hard time indeed in the tiny closet allotted

for his use, but doubtless when at anchor the men will eat

with the other servants aboard the houseboat.

The plan is to anchor the boat securely to the desired

place, with its stern to the bank. Then a gangway is thrown
ashore, over which horses and carriages will find easy pas-

sage back and forth.

Mr. Lorillard expected to send both his houseboat and bis

new floating stable south this month, and the builder has

earned an additional $500 by completing the Btable before

August 10th. But the Saratoga season has caused Mr.

Lorillard to modify his plans, and it will be some time be-

fore he is ready tostart them south. His houseboat is now
in the Hudson, in the neighborhood of Albany, where he

took it with a merry party bound for Saratoga.

The floating stable cost $7,000.—N. Y. Herald.
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Our 2:30 List.

'

Following is a list of all (rollers and pacers

which have lowered records or eDtered the 2:30

Ii?t ihis year that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were itlenlilied with our horse Industry

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

notice any mistakes or can furnish the breed-

ing of the dams where they are not given we

would ba pleased to make the necessary cor-

rections :

ELECTIONEER.
Klf-ciloorcr 12a, by Hanjbletouian 10. 136 (.1)

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

Esther, by Express - 2:124

Electric King, b b, dam Mamie C., by Imp.
Hercules - :-4

,

Alttvo. b b >4i,uam Dame Winnie, by Planet- 2:18,4

Young Wildklle. dam by Wlklidle 225
Lent, dam Lteue.by Wlldldle i&X
Drover Clav. b s, dam Maggie Norfolk, by

Norfolk..' 2:23)4

Heruanl, dam Gipsy, by Paul's Abdallah 239*
Electro Bellc.gr m ?:^°,,
Quality, h ni. dam MeCa 225H
AbTh^n 2:1-', to 2:15*

Expedition 2:19*4 W 2:15*

Electric Colo, dam Cecil, by Gen. Ben-
ton 258* toilSV,

Regina- -^ lo - :,s: -

Starllght -164 to 2:15*

Dan.bg - -2:26* to 236*
Jim.bg 2:30 to 2:274

Utility 2:224 to 2:20*1

Conductor - 2:254 to 2:18*

<'him«i 53-18. record 2:30*. by Electioneer. 12

1 «>-„
Bessie Chimes - —'*
Flectinoiit 2:22*
Bo- Blue 2:29*

Chide WW
Josie Chimes [41 2:29M
Sixty-Six b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble-
tonian Downing - 2:15*

Carilloa. b h. dam Charmer, by Mambnno
KlngH. 2:27*

Charming Chimes <3i_ 2:29*
Fontasv.bru (4J 2:08* to 2:06

M.-rrv Chimes (p i 2:14* to 2:084
Ed.Eastou (pi 2:18 to 2:093$

Sphinx 3343, record 2:204, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Baber.bg.dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medi-
um 2:19*

Midnight, bl h 2:29*4

Como (p).daroSilkv, bv Daniel Lambert 2:17*
Princeton R. (p), b h (4) - 2:29*
Sphinxetia, b m (3j p 2:14*
Baltullo 2:25

Belle of Abscota 2:30

Cantab, ch g (p< 2:17.4

Syreoa 2:25 to 2:14*
VucleToiu rng 2:19,4 to 2:18*

8l. Bel. 2:2-14, by Electioneer. 13 (1)

Maribel fp] 2:18*
Allibel. b m. dam by Guy Wilkes (3^....- 2:19*
Almahel, b m (p) 2:17^
Amorel. bl m 2:26

Fall uni 2:164
Honeywood, nr m ill- 2:l9>j

Ni-i p . I>h 2:16

Favors H 2:23*
Flora Belle 2:29*
BConobel, bc(3> (pi 2:18

Hi. Felix C*)- 23SH
Tempter 2:24*
Kalrlua Bell- - 2:26^
Santa Minx 2, - 2:26*
Baron Bel (4) 2: 17)4 to 2:114
Silver Ore, grg (41 2:28,4 to 2:19,4

Norral, record 2:14*. by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m - 2:26*
Novardlne, b fa 2:254
Vilii.-rN, br h 3 2:27*
Counteee Eve 2:29*
John G- Carlisle 2:20

Nurl.awk.br m 2r204 lo 2:154
NorvinG .hrh (3, 2:28* to 2:20U

day, b h, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 5.

ClayUna, b m ip), dam by Mohawk Chief. 2:22*
Olgetla.rn m (pj 2:24*

l lay.grm 1 2:29*
Wire Nal 1

. b b 2:294
Count Clay 2:27*

Pay 2:294
Suoland Clay, dam Miss Patchen 2:26*
Clayone C8) 2:27* to 2:24*

Kftollot. 2:224. by Electioneer. 10.

Elton . 2:21

Dramatist, b h 229)5
Lovelace 8] 229* to 2:21*
The Conoueror(4) - 2:17 to 2:153

Antefo, %\ ir.*. hy Electioneer. 18

Abauteeo.bm.dam by Abhotlsford 2:17 4
Anthella. 2:18
Mountain ijueen 2:22*
Tiptaiii, dam Evelina. 2:234
Dan Brown, dam Mis* Brown 2:274
H;ivanrita. by Anleeo, dam Debonair 2:27 i

Ethel Mark 2:29* to 2:15

Id J wood, record 2:21 4. by An teeo, 2: 16*.

Bed Oak 2:25* lo 2:21

Alfred G . 2 l9*,byAnteeo.

Foxhound fp> 2:26*
\ it .2:25J4 to 8;18J4

T. o..b>- Antoeo,2:l8*.

Lady (> 2:25

Anirru* 6020, b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, br h (pj.dum Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew (p) _ 2:15*
Ball Girl - -T 1

,

Major Rom 2:25 to 2:24*
2:164 to 2:13*

Antrvolo. 2:194. by Electioneer.

rvolO(p 2:25*
Consolation, hli 2:20 to 2:17

Antinou-. 2:2-i4, by Electioneer, i.

John Burr, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
ten JI 2:22

Dudley ipt. dam hy Nephew _ 2:14

Hlllaoale.bh 2:24* to 2:19*

A/ moor 13.167. record SAOX, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon, bh, darn Ahwaga. by Qen. Benton 2:23'.V

A. A. A., dam Abbw, by Mohawk Chief. 2:2".

II -i 232^ to 2:17 .,

Albert u r 8(8)

Arthur Dodge, dam Ronom»r}",by Re-Ecfao 2:20*
William Albert t by Aibf-rl W
Nn-rti-it. dam ( rue IL, by Nntwood ::_-:

Dudley Olcoti

pallia. 2:^i. it>y Electioneer. I
.

Patrick'^ Pacer, dam ny ton. Benton (p 2^8
Liijitr.- ffl to 2:22

Paltaoy
Nolman 2:27 to 2:3*

Don Marvin," 1»IIIb. 2:23 (2)

DonLoweli.bh 2:2034 lo "Jills

Kro*.-- 'Jr- 9-

Heron, bb . by Cyrus R.. : >

Bis, dam Hand, by Brlgudicr 236

. (lam by Elmo
Cecelia (p), b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy (son

ol Sultan and Cecilia Clark, by Clark
.. 2:234

Viaalle (3), dam scratch, by Loppy 2:20,4

Word B., by Eros, 2:29J£j dam by Elmo.

i. bm. dam Brown Irish, by Judge Mc-
Einstry 2 .-:

Denial, 2:17, by Electioneer.

Aria, b m [S), by Gen. Ben (on 2:26 to 2:16*

KU-ctricitv. 2:17*. by Electioneer.

Welbeck.ihim Lulu Wilkes 2:24.4

Bow BelU, 2:19!<», by Electioneer.

Boreal, hh <2i, Bosie Morn, by Alcantara 2:17*f
Alarm Bells, 2:29*

Bell Bov 53SO, record 2:194, by Electioneer. 4

d.i
Harrison Bell (p)

'----'

Duty B*-lls. b m S29J

,

V.. ,oi!v Bel's, b m 2:294
Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:24*]

AJwni-er. 2:15k, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbell (1 1. be, dam Beautiful Bells - 2:23

Junto, 2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Athanio. b c, dam Athalie, by Harkaway. (2)... 2:19^

Candidate. 2:264. by Electioneer.

Catherine 2:23.4

Elfrida. bm 1 4 i 2:174 to 2:134

Confusion, by Electioneer.

Clouaslee, bg(p) 2:26)^

Woolsey. by Electioneer, dam Waxana, by
Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief. 2:21*
Nellie W., dam by Inca 2:17*
Sir Gird, b c, dam Laorelte 2:26,4

Whips, 2:27,4, by Electioneer. 5

Azote.bg 2:144 to2:08J4
Cobwebs, br g 2:29}£ to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,
bv Clark Chief.

Nana 2:294
Leola.brf (4) _ 2:30

Re-Elerlioo. 2:27'j, by Electioneer.

NellieClark.gr m (2) 2:30

La Haute 2:244
La Hunter, b m _ 2:25,4

Palo Alio. 2:0S*. by Electioneer.

Palatine.iblk m 2:234 to 2:17V
Bio Alto, b h - 2^2* to 2:164

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17*, by Electioneer.

Electioneer (Bowman's) 2:26,4

Symboleer, b h,2 fp), by Campbell's
Electioneer 2:264 to 2:14*'

Elector (Richard's) .2 170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beautv, by Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moor (3; 2:is*
Cora S - - 2:194
May Be (p). br m 2:264

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4) _ 2:27*"

Pauline, gr m 2:26

Elector (Morrows), 2:21^, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) 2:16*

Marv in , 2:23 £, by Electioneer.
Bramble 2:24,4

Gov. Stanford, 2:21 w, by Electioneer.
Clito(p) 2:24^

Si. Just, by Electioneer.

Lancer, b h 2:23

Parkville, by Electioneer.

Sub Rosa (p). rn f. 229,4

Pedlnr, by Electioneer.

Elspeth 'p),bm 2:27M
Don Felix, by Electioneer.

Nellie R. blk m 2:26*

Elsmere. by Electioneer.

Eldora, b m 2:30

GUY WILKES.
Guy Wilkes 2867, record 2:15^, by Geo.

Wilkes. 29 ^)
Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Vborhies- 2:30
Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculation 2:13

Raven Wilkes 2:16
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon. ... 2:28
Seymour Wilkes—Early Bird, by Pliinel.son
of Robt. St. Clair (p) 2:16

Etta Wilkes, b m.dam Libbie B., by Wiothrop 2:25*
Lesa Wilkes, bm (4) 2:20* to 2:11^
Nutwood Wilkes, ch h 2:20jj to 2:19
Mary Best, ch m (4) 2:21J^ lo 2:12J^

Sable Wilkes, record 2:13, by Guy Wilkes,
2:15!^. 12

Buffington, br h (2), dam by Le Graode„ 2:20Ui
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:21^
Sableburst, blk c(4). dam by Guy Wilkes 2:251^
Sablenut, b h (2), dam Auntie, by Dawn..,. 2:25
Whalebone, bl c (2>, dam by Le Grande 2:24
Sever! v, blk h 2:24'^
Oro Wilkes- 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes, record 2:2S,4,by Guy Wilkes. 3

Lady A., b m <p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:2314

Wayland \V.,bli 2:18,4 to 2:12>£

Calohar,' by Guy Wilkes, 2:15J4.

Coincident (3) 2:25 to 2:214
Atiutie Wilkes 2:28 to 2:224

Reirol Wilkes, record 2:11-*, by Guy Wilkes,
2-.15*

Last Chance 2:28}^

DIRECTOR.

Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokehy (3) p. dam Lily Stanley, 2;1"4, by
Whippleton 2:13*

Jack Dawson, b h. dam Favorite, 2:25U_ 2:30
Direction, bl h (p), dam by Geo. Wilkes 2:10*^
Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p)_ 2:204
Phenom, rn h (p)_ 2:204
nfcCaeUan Stewart 229J4
Bonny Bon, br m 2:29*
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27*' to 2:17)5

Direct, record 2:054, by Director, 2:17

Directly (pi, dam by Nauhuc (2)_ 2:07*
Miss Kate i2),by Redwood, 2:27 2:214

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2) _ 2:194f
Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23
Guard -Lady King, by Hambletonian King 2:27

Wnldxleln, 2:224, by Director.

Humboldt Maid (8), dura Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor _ 2:27

SIDNEY.
Sidney, record 2:19*, by Santa Claus, 2:174. 24

CM)
Iji Bh1U«. cii l.daai Annabelle. by Dawn 2

SnhiHJui 1 1
1

1 ]'.. dam > »
\" i Irand Moor

Sldmont. ilimi Ferrileai. by Flaxtall, :

Mercury, h c, dam Juno, by Buccaneer
Mcplilsto i- 1 1 p., dam Lin. lorn Wilkes
Sidney Smith, dam by Arthurton
i"in.i it. |i ., duni Stella C, by Director....,

PllRbt, by Buccaneer

by BTdney, dam PatUi by Nutwood
h m, dam Misi CaBserJy, by Eugene

Casaerly
sidm-y Boy, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer
BIdney ttald 8 . dam Crown Polnl Maid
Esther Pay 1]

BmUax.uam ivy, by Boecaneex
llo, dam Tansy

'i 2:16 to 1

DldatOl dam Ellon Tomlinurm
~ "

j to '

2: IB
2:17

.

2:10.4
2:21

_;:'l',

2:2V
,

2:174

:::<.-,

J:'.':,',

.".:i'
;

2^1 -

2:15

Montana M> 2:30 to2
Thbttle,2:18ji, by Sidney.
Dave Ultclilaud (4) 2

STEINWAY.
Sleinwny, record 2:25*. by Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25
W. W. Foote ipi.dam Maggie McGregor, by

Ftobr. McGregor i2> 2:16! i

< rltt.dam Lady Wattles, bv Abbotsford i pi.... 2:24*
W. Wood Cp) 2:0S4 lo 2:07

Chos. Derby, record 2:20, hySleinway. (I)

Cibolo. b h'p),dam Addie Ash, oy Indiaua-
polis (4,„ 2:13,4

Derby Princess, b m (2), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator...- 2:26

Jay EtTBee fp', dam Bertha idam of Diablo,
2:091,,), by Alcantara (1) 2:26)4

DEXTER PRINCE.
Dexter Prince 11363, by Kentucky Prince.

22, (6)
Palnma, dam by Gen. McClellan H3 2:

Index, b h, dam by Abbottsford 2:

Lurliue, bl in. dam unknown - 2:

Prince Nutweod ip) 2:

Archie, bg (p) 2:

Princewood, bl g _ 2:25j<j to 2:

James L 2:18 to 2:

Geo. Dexter, br h 2:23^ to 2:

Aster, ch g 2:16 to 2:

Edith 2:14J^ lo 2:

Royal Prince 2:244 to 2:19^
Senator L - 2:29 to 2:23J4

GEN. BENTON.
Gen Benton, by Jim Scott, 19 (l)

The Seer 2:195$ to 2:16*
Benton Boy - 2:26 to 2:I7M

Only, record 2:15. by Gen. Benton. I

Clatawa, dam bv Gen. McClellan 114 2:2S',
Julia *:., dam by Grey McClellan 2:24,4

Albion, by Gen. Benton. (1)
Pomoua (p) 2:15)4 to 2:15

Allmn. by Gen Benton.
Seylax (4), dam Woodflower. by Ansel...- 2:24

Beneflt. by General Benton
Palo 1 hiet 2:30

Alfred, bv Gen. Benton
Ophelia, grm (p) 2:164

MISCELLANEOUS.
Piedmont 904, record 2:17*4, by AlmooL 14 (1).

Esparto Rex *%
Highmont.bg 2:30 to 2:29'-,

Wanda, bm ...2.23^ to 2:22,4
Limonero, bh, 2:16'-* to 2:11 3
Marston C 2:19* to 2:19J4

Liberty Pumas 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr.(p)_

Altamont,2:26*, byAlmont. 22(4)

EllaT.p.grm (3), dam unknown
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by Capt Sligart

16,4

Jr... . 2:19
Touchet, b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M. Clay
Jr 2:15

Jasper 2:2514
Pearl hisher, b m, dam by Ktsbar 2:23^ to 2:J8J*J
Doc Sperry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:14!4 .0 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Tecora, by C. M.
Clay Jr. .2:18 to 2:14,4

Morookus, by Altamont.
Klamrth, b g 2:13.4 to 2:13

Le Grande, by Almont 6 (1)

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton 2:2IJ4

Grandissimo, by Le Grande-

Myrtle Thome, blk f, dam Belle Thome, by
Whippleton 2:20*'

Topsy, bf, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Cresco, by Almont,
AllieCresco _. - 2:23! 4

' to 2:19',-,

Beltie M.,dam uutraced (pi 2:20

Iilion Almont, by Almout. 7.

Tillon B., b h, dam by John Nelsoo 2:23!^
Stranger, bh 2:21^ to 2:17,4

Almont Medium, 2:1854, by Happy Medium. 3

(1)-

Mark Medium, b g 2:25'4 to 2:20
Warwick Medium _ 2:274 to 2:21 l4

Brigodier, record 2:21J4', by Happy Medium. 5

(1)
Cyclone, b m, mi 1 raced 2:26*'

Milton R., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:19^ to 2:14

Adrian, by Reliance.

Rosita A(p) - 2:15J4 to 2:14*

Marin, 2:224, by Quinn's Patchen, son ol Geo-
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr.. gr g. dam Silver (dam of Hattie F.,
2:18), by silverthreads ; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger _ 2;13

Alexander Button, record 2:264, by Alexan-
der. II (3)

Bird Button, gr g, dam Lilly, by John Nelson- 2:29V
Laura Z , b m 2:23M to 2:18W
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27* to 2:17'-j

Vidette(p), b m 2:24* to 2:16
Tom Ryder 2:14,4 to 2:134

Monroe Chief, 2:18M, by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)

Sacramento, br b, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20*
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:20,4

Monollssa 1 2:21
Monologue, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:23J<f
Black Bess 2:294

Colitcne, by Echo, dam Tiflany Mare.
Jennie Wren, bm, dam Tot, by Geo. McClel-
lan 144 2:29J<$

Bob Mason, record 2:27*, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond ; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p- 2:13'4'

Fred Mason, bg (p) 2:16 to 2:134

6llver Bow, record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:174- 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24'4

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blacabird 401. 9
(2)

Orllnda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chiel

(P) 2:16,4

Woodlark, by A. W. Richmond.
Los Angeles _ 2:234

Nephew, by Hambrino, 2:21^. 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h 2:284
Vina Belle 2:21!4 to 2:15*
Newflower. 2:25* to 2:23*

Abbottsford. 2:194, by Woodford Mambrino. 9
ti).

She, dam Beauty 2:13
Geneva, b m 2:20
Abbottsford Jr 2:25
Free Coinage 2:23,4 to 2:20

Sultan 1 a 13. record 2:24, by The Moor. 31(1).

King Sultan 2:26,4

Florence Sultan -2:20.*

Soudan, bv Sultan.

Nubia.bg 259* to 2:244

Boy Rout 9811, record 2:20,4, by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R.,dam Addle E., by Algona 2:25*
Slnmliuul, 2:f>74, by Sultan, 2:24. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4)..._

El Treblr-ond, br fa, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond

Baron Rose
HUdaS. [8) _...

Senator Rone, by sultan.

Senator Boy, ch h

Drl Sur. 2:21, by The Moor. 2 (2).

Norab D„ch m 2:22
Almee. l) m Cp).. 2:24*"
Delwlu, bs (pj 2:25

. 2:29*

.' 2:20,4

. 2:29*
2:19)5

2:25*

... 2:134 to 2:114

2:17V to 2:16

. 2:21*

:27*
26*.

Mambrino Wilkes 1 A vera'), by Geo. Wilkes.
Colonel Arthur Wilkes, gr h _ -j 29H
Daisy C. (p), b m •»-26v
Jra Wilkes.bg ->^5
Dan Wilkes, gr g v:2^ 1- to 2:21 «.i

Brino Tricks (p), b h 2:20 to 2:16*

Brown Juk. by Nutwood.
Susie E.,dam Lady Benton, oy Gen. Benton.,. 2:244
Alviso, dam Big Lize, by G. M. Patchen Jr.

... 2:26 to 2:204
Charley C, dam Siskiyou Maid 2:154 lo 2:13*

Ssuta Clous, by Strathmore.
Miss Cirroll, br m Zmtn 3i
Pilot Claus, blk h .".'.'

2£2ft2Wm. Peuu 2:12* to 2:12,4
WnpNte. by Bashaw 50.

J.F G. (p),brg
Tom Benton, by Gen. Benton.
Shylock.chg 2;16>4 to 2:15*

Dorsey's Kephew.
OltiDger

Tempest.
lago

San Dieso, by Alcona
Lottie, br f, dam Flora B , by Whippleton 2:26*

Amuroth, bySultan.

Hindalier i.p), grs 2ffiU
Blncknood Mambrino,
Sillrwoodtp) 2^)8* to 2:07

Silknood. by Blackwood Mambrino.
Daisy Wood _ 2-27

Blackbird, by Blackbird 401.

Fox (pi, b g
Judge Salisbury, by Nutwood.
Bob Allen, ch h
Happiness, b g.

"

Alioona, by Almont 33.
Mary B., bl m ->."«

Boodle. 2:19' 4', by Stranger.

Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Nutwood.... 2-264
Thompson, chc, dam by Jim Mulvenna... ..."!!! 2:21*

Idaho Patchen, 2:264, by Henry B. Patchen.
Maud P. (31, dam by Granl Moor 2-26U:Maud Patchen, b m 2V25" "to 2:19 V

McK^nney^:!!*, by Alcyone. 2.

Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
(P) 9-tO

Osito, dam by Othello .""""..""".
2-30

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29*

Prompter, bv Blue Bull. 3 (2)
Lucky B., b h_ 2:30 t0 2:20HWar Eagle, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer. ^ J

Eagle, b g, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15). byBuccaneer tp) \ \\ f 2:19^
Simmons, by Geo. Wilkes.
Adelaide Simmons _ 2:17* to 2-144

Slmmocolon, by Simmons,
Ferndale (p) „ 2a) to 2:16*

GosHiper. 2:14*. bv Simmons, 2-28 1
Ketchum, b h, dam by Echo (3). 9.17
G«euei3) L..„:."ja«<"to2^

Roy U ilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.
Royal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2-214

Jud Wilkes, by Ira Wilkes.
Galelte. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont... 2:23)£

Almont Patchen. 2:15, by Jiianito.
La»raM., dam LadyFay(p)

, 2-13W
Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:IS*. 11 (21
Bessie Tborne } '

-,.*,uThornwood, ch g- r^r::, tcVl9*
John Sevenoaks, by Nutwood, 2:18*. 1 (

1

,

Billy Oaks, gr s _
'" o.™

Bay Rum, brs ."".".".""
V-'jii

1 to •"•'iqu
Lo»Pe(P) 2:'23to 2:20*

Redwood, 2:^", by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, seconddam

,
by Laugford

Jim Mulvenna, 2:19>i, by Nutwood
McGin 'y 239% to 2:26

Wlidnut.hr Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton. 2:29*f

Woodnut, 2:164, by Nutwood, 2:18*.
Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo-
second dam by Owen Dale. '

2:14*
Treewood, by Nutwood.
Rockwood,bg _ 2:29 to 235W

Ross S., 2-.19H, by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, br s dam by Sultan 2:29W

Bonnie McGregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.
Adelaide McGregor, b m „_ 2:17* to 2:15*

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2-16

Yosco, by Harold. 2 (2)
Vasto. b h, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:16*

Flaherty's Fearnaugbi, son of Baker's Fear-
uaught,

H. M. Stanley, grs _ 2:27 to 2:19
Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearoaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p)_ 2 :30

Motor, 2:294. by Onward, 2:25*.
Jennie June.bm 2:23'^ to 2:194

Mambrino Wilkes, bv Geo. Wilkes.
BrinoTricks, b h (p; 2:20 to 2.-ISU

Mambrino Chief Jr. . by McDonald Chief
George Washington 2:20to2:16*f

Georice Washington, 2:16*, by Mambrino Chief.

Stella i2i, dam by McDonald Chief. 220
_\ fuitnii.'. by Toronto Chief.
J. H. S., ch g (p) 2-29^

Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)dam Lady Washington, by American Bov
Jr.

*

Dennis, bib b 2:27V
V ictor, ? :22. by Echo.
Pascal—uotraced-

2:21*f
Alcantara Jr., by Alcantara
Elisa S., dam by Friday McCracben 2:16#

Vernon Bov, by Wilson's Patchen.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsle- 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6
Pantomime, dam Iota, by Princeps 2:26*

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonian Chrlsman. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19*
Enaian. 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:18,4
Billy Xnrfolk, by Norfolk.
Gray Jim 2:224

Doshwuod, by Legal Tender.
Audy.bg „ 2:204 to 2:20 -

Melbourne Klne, bv Mambrino King. 1.
Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (p) 2:15

Killnrney, by Black Ralph.
KUlamey Maid, b m, (p> _ _,,.. 2:28*

Tbor, by Alcazar.
Thalma _ 2:29,4

James Mndlson. 2:17V.
Leila C. i2i,dam Rill, by Prompter (pi 2:20,4

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G„ by
Echo.

.11 111 Nutwood _ 2-21*
William Tell 2:18

Dnn Rice
Flora 2:2^4 to 2:20*

'

Don B.
Dan Mc 2:28*

UNKNOWN.
Walt a Little (p) 2-174
EvaT 2J2
Delberl 2:2
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Argyle Kennels have purchased the St. Bernards Le

Prince and Le Princess.

The Fox Terrier Club's regular monthly meeting will be

held in this effice on Tuesday evening next.

The Eastern Field Trials have been postponed until Novem-

ber 16th. The trials will commence on that date with the

Members Stake.

The coming trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club

promise to be well attended and the stakes well filled. The

Amateur Stake will, we think, prove a popular innovation.

J. G. Barker is getting out a very neat stud card of the

challenge rough-coated St. Bernard dog California Bernardo

by Duke of Wellington—Tomah.

H. McCue's trotting pointer dog Ned has been having an

outing in the field with D. M. Walters and Sam Hughes'

Nickel Plate. Ned is said to be quite a field deg as well as a

trotter.

The trotting pointer Ned has been mated against Chas.

Allen's trotting mare Black Diamond one quarter mile and

repeat, standing start. The race was to take place to-day at

Salinas.

The Eastern Field Trial AU-Aged entries number twenty-

six English setters and eight pointers. The Subscription

State has nine nominations. The Selling Stake fourteen and

seven pointers.

J. W. Keene, of Portland, Oregon, made ui a call the first

of the week. His well-known Irish setter bitch. Queen of

Kildare, is at the Glenmore Kennels and will be bred to

Finglas Jr. (Finglas—Ch Ruby Glenmore.

In our kennel registry we make note of a Utter of grey-

hound puppies by Skyrocket—Lady H. Glendyne. This is

a very prettily marked litter and from their breeding should

prove of unusual merit for both field and bench.

The Pastime Cocker Kennels have issued a very neat card,

in fact, about the neatest kennel card circulated by a Coast

kennel. F. E. Miller and W. L. Prather, Jr., are now the

proprietors of this kennel , and they are doing very well.

The train for Merced that will carry the members of the

Interstate Club and their friends and dogs will leave foot of

Market street on Monday morning, November 12, at 9 A. M.

The round trip will cost but $5, and every lover of coursing

should attend.

Although A. W. Allen has lost two valuable dogs by pois-

oning, he is still in the ring. His latest acquisition is a very

likely-looking black pointer bitch puppy by Dave Thorns'

Nick, a son of Old Black Joe II., and J. H. Sammi's black

bitch, another of Watson's stock. We sincerely hope that

he will raise this one.

The recent decision of Judge Belcher in regard to the

pound law is of interest to all dog owners. Judge Sullivan

rendered a similar decision some ten years ago. We have

not the details at hand but the decision is to the effect that

any animal subject to impounding in charge of its owner

cannot be taken by the pound man. The animal does not

have to be on chain but if in charge is exempt.

MrJ George Bell declines to answer the charges preferred

against him by the American Kennel Club. We are in re-

ceipt of a very long letter from him or his attorneys, we

don't know which, as neither the personal letter or the one

intended for publication is signed ; but we decline to reopen

the controversy. In this letter Mr. Bell accuses the A. K. C,

its secretary and several of its delegates of willful falsehood,

fraud, etc. The shoe pinches and he squeals.

Dr. F. W. Skaife has returned from his Canadian trip and

can be found at his dog repository during his regular office

hours. The repository has quite a number of patients. There

have been a great many cases this summer of gastritis, ac-

companied by diarrhcea. Several are now at the hospital.

The Doctor has recently performed a very successful opera-

tion on Ben Naphthaly's cocker dog, removing a very large

cancerous tumor from the mammary glands. The dog is re-

covering rapidly.

Mr. L. F. Bartels went to St. Louis Oct. IS, to get his

greyhound Border Ruffian which had been stolen from him
March 23. He writes :

" My trip to St. Louis turned out to

be successful, and the dog I went after proved to be^ Border

Ruffian. The parties who had him, in order to disguise him.

had cutoff the tips of his ears and had died him in places

with nitrate of silver or some other strong solution. The dog,

however, knew me the moment I spoke to him and jumped
all over me with joy at seeing me again. I recognized him,

although dyed and disfigured about the ears, I should have

known him had he been painted all over: The replevin case

was set for the 22d, but as I have the dog in my possession, 1

don't care about the proceediog3 and will compel them to

fight on the replevin bond. I do not think the parties who
had him will take any action, for fear of uncovering the

thief." Mr. Bartels must be congratulated on the recovery

of his dog. A moral may be drawn from this—you may dye

the dog but the dog's affection for his master never dies while

he lives.—Forest and Stream.

Hounds and Hounds.

We were loafing under the shade of a giant oak, just in

front of the village postoffiee, discussing the rules of the

National Fox Hunters' Association, as set forth in the copy

of the Rod, Gun and Kennel I had received in the mail. "I

haint got no use fur houn's n'er them what runs 'em," ven-

tured "Uncle" Jimmie Green, our local oracle.

"Why' Uncle' Jimmie," I remonstrated, I thought you

were a mighty hunter. Have you forgotten that famous

pack you owned when I was a boy?"
" Narry time, Billy," replied the old man, with a far-away

look in his eves, " narry time—that's jist it. Them durn dogs

made er plum Christiu out er me. In the langige er the

preacher, they war ' vanity and vexation o' spirit."

"Tell us about them 'Uncle' Jimmie," asked a new comer

to the neighborhood.

" Wal," replied "Uncle" Jimmie slowly, "I reckin I

mout as well, jist ter keep Billy from makin' hit out wuss'n

hit war, and the Lord knows hit war bad enough. You see,

long back in ther 'SO's ther varmints war powerful bad 'round

here, and I gin er nigger er dollar fur er houn' to keep er

roun' thtr house ter skeer 'em off. I tuck er mighty fancy

ter that dog, 'n by 'n by I lowed I mout es well have some
fun out'n ther pesky critters. So,I up and bought er nutb,°-

' till the fust thing you know I had up'ards er twenty and w^_

run'in' foxes most every night."
" Not foxes, l Uncle ' Jimmie," I suggested. The old man

turned red in the face, waved his hand depreciatingly, but

continued :

"Yes, foxes—foxes, I say! if you durn fools did swar
'twant nothin' but rabbits ! I know I nuver cotch anything
but rabbits with them dogs, but thar haint er pack on ther

top side of ther nunervers could ketch er fox with er lot er

blame cusses er rip'in' and rar'in' and ridin' and yellin' like

you all did every time ' old Blur ' struck er trail. Anyhow,
I had lots of fun out'n them dogs, and I reckin I'd er had
lots more if Billy had'nt come long home from school with
his head swell so big he jist lowed he knowed all er bout
houn's and everything else, and I war sich er durn fool thet

I up and tuck him huntin' one night. Gentlemen ! I nuver
seed foxes as thick as they war that night. We must er run
a dozen afore midnight, and Billy won't deny that he swore
them war the finest houn's on earth ; and he told me he had
a friend, named Jim Avent, coinin' from Tennessee the next
day, that he jist wanted ter see tbem dogs.

"Shur'nutii the fellow come, and that night we went out
ergin. Bout 'n hour, I reckin', we'd run two or three foxes

nigh ter death, and was havin' all ther fun, when the first

thing I knowed Billy 'lowed he war guine home, that Avent
want feelin' good. Next mornin' I asked Avent how he
liked my dogs, and he said ' tolerable well.' Thet made me
kinder huffy, and I asked him if he had any as good. Thet
made him hot, and he said thet I didn't have er durn dog
that knowed er ' fox from er jews-harp.' Then I got mad 3nd
offered to bet him er hundred thet he couldn't fetch up er lot

erdogs thet could jump es many foxes, let er lone ketch 'em,

in er one night as mine ; and the upshot of the thing was thet

he writ home fer some houn's and got 'em the next day—six

on 'em, leetle, measly critters thet I wouldn't heve picked up
in ther road.

" I sent word ter all the boys ter come and see me do him
up, and I tell you we had a crowd on him when we started

out ther next mornin' like er passel or fools after all the dew
war offn ther grass. 1 was tickled nigh ter death at ther

snap I had, when ther fost thing you know, er lettle, sickly

grey fox hopped out'n ther bushes and them durn dogs acci-

dently snapped 'im up almost before you could say 'scat.' I

war mad, boys, but 'twant no use er kickin'; luck war ergin

me, so I jist took my medicin and made er nuther bet, with

myself, thet he couldn't do hit ergin ; and I'll jist be dad-
burned if they didn't jump er nuther fox and ketch him, and
then er nuther fox and ketch him, too all before dinner. Thet
settled hit!

The next day war Saturday, and every nigger thet come
ter town, as long as the dogs held out, went home leadin' er

houn', and I furnished the line.

"Gentle-men, I sticks ter what I say—" I ha'nt got no use

fer houn's, n'er what runs 'em!'"—Will Scribbler in Rod,
Gun and Kennel.

The Pacific Coast Field Trials.

Kennel Kegistry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

WHELPS.

Hugh McCracken's (San Francisco) greyhound bitch Lady
H. Glendyne 29,250 (Trales—Lady Graham Glendyne)

whelped November 5 three dogs and three bitches (all spotted

white and black), to P. Curtis' Skyrocket 34,065 (Midnight

—Peasant Girl.

" Dr. G. W. Boyce's pug bitch Dopsy whelped last week

two puppies, one dog and one bitch.

Our rabid "would-be contemporary " with its usual spread-

eagle oratory would like to give the Pacific Coast Field

Trial Club the impression that the Breeder and Sports-

man is working against its interests. It is really remarkable

how this sycophant cringes, fawns and begs for the favors of

the club that a year ago it was privately holding up to ridi-

cule. Its secretary is an angel now, last year he was quite a

different sort of person. Why this change ? Is it possible

that thistoracle can be influenced by his subscription list?

Thinking to injure us and make friends for himself he mis-

construes our articles and turns white into black, hoping to

hide his true feelings under the cloak of friendship for the

club.

Payne is a field trial man without ouestion, but deep in bis

heart there is a haired for the officers of the P. C. F. T. Club.

Before he was a half fledged editor he was very outspoken on
this question, but now he has enough sense to look to his

pocket book first. The officers and members remembered
these remarks at the last election. Have they forgotten tbem
now ?

The Breeder and Sportsman can exist without the pa-

tronage of any particular club, but wants the patronage of

all. No one can find one line in this paper that reflects

against the club that is not the cola truth. We call eggs

eggs, and shall continue to do so, In our reports of the last

trials when reporting the Derby we stated that we much pre-

ferred the (/rounds at Bakersfield to those used for the Derby
at Salinas. When the All Age was run we wrote that there

was no better ground in the world. We reported things as

we found them.
Our interest is the interest of the dog owner, and it is his

interest that it is our interest to look after.

If we thought the present organization was a detriment to

the interest of dog owners we should not hesitate to over-

throw it and assist in supplanting it with another club. For
instance, the California and Pacific Kennel Clubs, but no
such thoughts have ever entered our heads. The present
organization has done good work and promises to do much
better. They have worked hard and generally very thank-
lessly. They have accomplished much good and will accom-
plish more. This paper has always been with them and
doubtless always will be.

When we read the article in the Examiner we considered
the source from whence it came and did not consider it worth
denying It has occasioned more comment than we thought
it would. We fail to see how anyone can comment against
the judges selected. All three are noted for their integrity,
all three are unprejudiced, broad-minded men, all three are
practical sportsmen and two of the three have occupied the
saddle very respectably on former occasions. Mr. Thorn has
never served before,but he is clear-sighted and just. We be-
lieve he will make a very popular judge. We congratulate
the club on its selection and trust that all three will serve.
That the club ran the last trials in a ship-shod manner is an
utter falsehood. The rain interfered with the trials a great
deal. The threatened rising of the river caused considerable
delay and the trials were not quite as pleasant as they might
have been from these causes, but this was no fault of the club
nor yet of the Salinas Rod and Gun Club—a more hospitable
lot of sportsmen never lived, royal good fellows to a man and
as ready with their pocket books as with their hands, to aid
the good cause.

The Beagle Trials.

The New England Beagle Club Field Trials were run at

Oxford, Mass., on October 22 to 27, and resulted very satis-

factorily to all concerned. The judges, C. W. Quynn of Fred-

erick, Md. and Geo. B. Appleby of Oxford. Mass., gave ex-

cellent satisfaction.

The Derby for 15 to 13 inch dogs whelped on or after Jan-

uary 1, 1893, resulted as follows; First, Awashouk Beagle

Kennels' Zeno (Deacon Tidd—Daisy) handled by T. Shall-

cross ; second, Geo. F. Keed's Nell R. (Ned—Haida) handled
by owner; third, A. D. Fiske's Plossom (Fitzhugh Lee

—

Lady Novicej handled by A. H. Morse.
Event Class E. for Bassetts and Dachshunds only brought

out one entry, the Dachshund Princetta," who showed
up well.

The All Age stake resulted as follows: First, H. S. Joslin's
Jean Val Jean (Chubb—Mystic II.) handled by E. Barnes;
second, Geo. F. Eeed's Buckshot (Dave—Daisy) handled by
owner ; third, Miss E. C Kreuder's Blanche (Ch. Frank For-
est—Ida) handled by Geo. F. Reed; Reserve, A. D. Fiske's
Piper (Fitzhugh Lee—Lady Novice) handled by A. H.
Morse.
Derby D , for dogs 13 inches or under, resulted as follows :

First, W. Randall's Lola Lee handled by W. S. Clark ; sec-

ond, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Beatrice of Glenrose (Fifer

—

Gypsy A.) handled by F. W. Chapman ; third, withheld.
The Champion Stake had only one entry—Jean Val

Jean.
The specials awarded were as follows : Best voice, Qua-

boag Belle; style, Lewis; speed, Jean Val Jean; best All-
Age entry, bred by owner, Piper; best Derby entry, bred by
owner, Zeno ; best trailing, Zeno ; best starter, Nell K.
The officers elected at the annual meeting were : President,

H. S. Joslin ; Vice President, A. D. Fiske; Secretary and
Treasurer, W. S. Clark. Executive Committee, H. Hanson,
Thos. Shellcross and the above officers.

Coursing at Ocean View.

Kerrigan's opening coursing match at Ocean View on Sun-

day last was, in the matter of attendance, a rousing success.

The fog interfered with the running and all but spoiled the

fun. The stake would have been postponed, but many of the

dogs are Merced entries, and postponement was out of the

question. Over 300 leashmen were in attendance. The last

eight dogs divided the purse.

J. Perigo's Longfellow beat W. D. Murphy's Stamboul
Queen.

P. Reilly's Rambler beat J. Byrns' Barney.
T. J. Cronin's Sky ball beat W. D. Murphy's Capt. Morse.
P. Kerrigan's Electric beat D. Leonard's Will-o'-the-

Wisp.
M. J. Doherty's Daisy Crest beat P. Tiernan's Tom

Hayes.
M. J. Doherty's Royal Daisy beat P. Tiernan's Long

John.
J. Hurley's Jimmy Rex beat P. Tiernan's Glenade.
M. J. Doherty's Royal Buck beat A. A. Charpentier's

Cash.
The dogs left in were M. J. Doherty's Daisy Crest, Royal

Daisy and Royal Buck; T. J. Cronin's Skyball; J, Hurley's
Jimmy Rex ; P. Reilly's Rambler ; P. Kerrigan's Electric

and W. D. Murphy's Stamboul Queen.
There will ba a puppy stake and an all-age stake on Sunday

nexi (to-morrow).

Entries at the English Kennel Club Show, at

Crystal Palace, October 23, 24 and 25, 1894.

Bloodhounds 41, Mastiffs 34, St. Bernards 136, Newfound-
lands 07, Great Danes 43, Irish Wolfhounds 5. Deerhounds
50, Borzois iQ. Chou Chous 11, Esquimaux 8, Foreign Dogs
14, Grevhounds 15, Pointers 50, Setters 85, Retrievers 52,

Spaniels 107, Collies 141, Old English Sheepdogs 36, Beagles

21, Bassethounds 57, Dalmatians 14, Poodles 26, Bulldogs

105, Bull-terriers 34, Whippets 14, Airedales 30, Fox-terriers

(smooth) 180, Fox-terrfers (wire) 74, Welsh Terriers 31, Old
English Terriers 7, Dachshunds S3, Bedlington Terriers 16,

Irish Terriers 98, Black and tan Terriers 14, White English
Terriers 15, Skye Terriers 31, Scottish Terriers 70, Dandie
Dinmont Terriers 44, Schipperke 27, Pomeranians 30, Pugs
49, Toy Spaniels 23, Italian Greyhounds 4, Toy Terriers

(smooth) 14, Toy Terriers (rough) 12. Total 203S.—
English Stock Keeper.

•

R. K. Gardiner has had the misfortune to lose an unusu-

ally promising English setter bitch puppy by accidental

poisonirg Though the puppy was but four months old, it

was pointing quail staunchly,was eager to hunt and promised

to have an excellent nose. She was by Hopes Rush—Rose

Belton,
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THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Franciseo, Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary.

Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club. San Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-

mery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.

605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club. San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-

land, Cal.

Alameda Conuty Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nlmrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. B. Steiner. President,

PhlL Finck, Secretary, E. R. and 16th Ave., S.S.F.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F. . „
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., a.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Ca1
.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres J Burrell Sec
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.-E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

Medfo'rd Rod and Gnn Club. Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec, „ _
Marsbiield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfleld, Or.-C. W. Power. Pres.;

F Tliibau.lt Sec.
Hsitsev Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. j G.

C. CMvellne, Secretary. ™,„i
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

V .W Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

hucks are reported very plentiful about Castroville.

Dave Thorn found a few snipe at Alviso on Sunday.

Ducks are reported to be very plentiful at Los Banos.

Emile Stauf bagged 13 fine duck at Novato on Sunday.

Ducks are reported very scarce about Stockton, but geese

are quite plentiful.

Moose are more plentiful back of the Ottawa than they

b&ve been for years.

Cate and Ford were at Mowry's on Sunday, as usual, and

both made good bags.

Edear Forster was among the lucky ones on Sunday, bag-

giog 23 ducks at his usual stamping ground.

Our wife we love the first of all,

And next our only child, a son.

And then upon our knees we fall,

And love the gun.

—American Field.

^The Alameda County Sportsmen's Club had a couple of

goods days among the ducks last week. Col. Kellogg and

Greenwood bagged 32 cans, and Bolander and others made
good bags.

Deer are very plentiful in Placer county. Within the past

week two fine buck have been killed at Col- Davis' mine near

Auburn on the north fork of the American river. The deer

walked right up to the mine.

Some of the members of one of the clut>3 at Alviso Bridges

were indulging in moonlight shooting on Saturday night last.

They bagged a few ducks, but if they expect to bag any

more this winter they had better stop the moonlight work.

J. K. Orr expects to leave for Denver the middle of the

coming week. The severe illness of his daughter has caused

the postponement of his departure. We are pleased to say

that the daughter is on the road to recovery.

Thousands of ducks are to be found in Eastern Sutter

county loafing on the tule land just southwest of the junction

of the Bear and Feather rivers, and spending their nights

picking grain from the stubble fields of Sutter county, south

of Wheatland.

JJThe full winter flight of ducks have not appeared yet and
need not be expected as long as this good weather lasts.

Small bags have been the rule, the largest bag that we have
heard of. this season is that of J. K. Orr, at the Ibis Club
two or three weeks ago—74 sprig and widgeon.

The ducks were quite plentiful at Alviso Bridges on Sun-
day, but they flew out very high. Harry Cann and the
writer bagged seven widgeon and teal and twenty-five willet.

Zeiner bagged seven eprig and teal. The others about twelve
in number got from nothing up to three and four each.

All arrangements have been perfcteed and Carver and
Brewer will doubtless meet at Chicago on November 13, 14
and 15th. The three matches are for $100 a side in each
match and the live bird championship of the World. Elliott

is hankering after the championship honorand will try for a

match with the winner.

Dr. Skaife reports that deer are very scarce in the Adiron-
dacks this year. This seems quite remarkable on first thought,
as they have been very plentiful for two seasons past, but
when the doctor told us that parties had returned with sev-

eral does, but not one buck, we ceased to wonder. New York
must pass a similar law to that of California, and protect the
does at all times or the deer will not only be scaree, but will

be entirety exterminated.

The San Bernardino Currier contains an account of the
success in raising the Mongolian pheasant in that section. It

says: Aboat eighteen months ago our townsman, T. C. Corter,
and B. B. Harris, ordered at an expense of $10each,a dozen
Mongolian pheasants from Oregon. Some of the imported
birds died on the way and soma were lost after their arrival un-
til the number dwindled to two of each sex. This spring the
pair of hens laid forty-seven eggs. The first Betting wasof
twenty-one eggs under a small chicken hen. On the2Ist inst.

eleven of these hatched as many chicks—every one of which
are getting on finely. The birds resemble brown leghorns on
their first appearance. They are lively, beautiful andspritely.
Another chicken hen sits on twenty-two eggs, from which
Messrs. Carter and Harris expect to secure a batching on the
7th or 8th of July.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have received 6ome very fine

16-guage hammerless L. C. Smith guns. These are the first

of this guage that have been received on this coast. Intend-

ing purchasers of 16-guage guns should call and examine.

The revolver championship of the North London Rifle

Club, which was concluded on October 17th, was won by Mr.

Walter Winans with three highest possible scores, two at

twenty yards and one at the six-inch bull at fifty yards,

totalling 307 points out of a possible of 312, there being

forty-three bull's eyes and five inners in his forty-eight shots.

The Sportsman's Protective Association of Gilroy, has been

organized by the election of M, Casey as President and C. M.
Gardner as Secretary. In addition to the adoption and

proposition to print the By Laws it was proposed that the

members show their qualifications as shootists on Thanks-

giving Day by a live pigeon and turkey shoot.—San Jose

Gazette.

It is stated that 10,000 deer hides were shipped from

Stevens county, Washington, last year. Add to this the num-
ber killed by the Indians for food, and at least 15,000 deer

were slaughtered in that county last year- Is it not^about

time for Washington to follow the example of California and

protect its deer? Such indiscriminate slaughter as this

would exterminate the game of Africa, let alone Washington.

Last summer several pairs of Chinese pueasants were turned

loose in the bottom South of town, says the Wheatland Four

Corners. Nothing has been seen of them until just within the

past few weeks. Last week a beautiful cock pheasant joined

a pair J. M. C. Jasper has cooped on his place, and during

the past three weeks several parties have seen birds along the

river. It is reported that a boy in Nicholaus killed a youDg
pheasant on Feather river several days ago. The bird was

evidently from a brood hatched on the Rideout ranch. If

there is "any truth in this report and evidence could be re-

ceived the party should be made to suffer the full penalty

of the law. Contrary to the general belief there is a heavy

fine which may be imposed on a person who kills pheasants

in this State. No person is allowed to have a pheasant in his

possession, except for breeding purposes. Disregarding the

law, it is very unsportsmanlike to kill this bird which has

been imported here for the purpose of propagating a game
bird which in time may furnish good sport. Every man who
enjoys a tramp with his gun should caution thoughtless^per-

sons against snooting such rare birds. It is only such persons

who will carelessly shoot farmer's stock that will kill a

pheasant. The true sportsman will guard them with prec-

iouB care. -
The Y. and S. Club.

The members of the Yuba and Sutter Gun Club held a

blue-rock shoot on Sunday last at their grounds nine miles

west of Yuba City. Five ten-bird matches were shot but on

account of the light attendance the shoot for the gun was

postponed. The score

:

Greely 011101101 0— 6

Hornung 1011001011—6
White 0001010110— 4

Lipp 0111111101—8
Durst 1011110111-8
Stewart 1110011111—8
O'Banion 110101100 0— 5

Greely 110111100 1—7
Upp 1010011110—7
White 1000101001—4
Stewart 0001011110—5
O'Banion 1100100101— 5

Greely 0101001101—5
Lipp 0111111111—5
Fetrow 0110100101—5
Barthe 1011111110—8
Durst 0111111110—8
LipD 1111110111—9
Greely 1010111011—7
Buth - 111111111 1—10
G. Barrett 0100111010— 5

Hornung 1101111110—8
W. Barrett 100010 1111- 6

White 000111010 0— 4

Giblin 111011010 1—7
O'Bauion 1111000110—6
Durst 1101101111—8
Greely 0001101101—5
Lipp 0101110111- 7

Fetrow 1001011010— 5
Hornuung 1110111101—8
Smith 0J. 00000111— 4

The Tulare Game Ordinance.

The new ordinance is causing some stir in Tulare and

Visalia. F. L. Bacon of the Diouba Gnn Club writes the Visa-
lia Times on the question as follows :

" In answer to the Tulare Citizen, in behalf of the Board
of Supervisors and in regard to the protection of game, we
think that the law just passed is the best thing for Tulare
County and for every lover of the gun and rod who wants
to take a day's outing without finding one man having the
whole country leased as in the past.

" Down at Tulare Lake, for instance, I happened to be
among a party that went therefor two or three days' sport.

The first thing we met was a sign ' No shooting allowed,' and
the next was a man on horseback ordering us away from the
lake, stating that he had the whole thing leased, about twen-
ty thousand acres.

" In other words, be was a pot hunter, who had three men
hired who were killing game for market and shipping to

San Francisco. I wonder if that is what the Citizen calls pro-
tection to the farmer ?"

A Lucky and Skillful Shot.

One of our local pistol ''cracks" not long since left his

desk for a few days' rest at the home of a friend in the hills

near this city (San Francisco). He of course took his .22

Stevens target pistol along, and amused himself by climbing
the hills in search of blue jays and rabbits. One forenoon
while on one of hie jaunts he beard in a thicket nearby a
tremendous crashing of brush. Remaining quiet a moment
he presently saw projected from the edge ot the brtiBh suc-
cessively the antlers, face, neck and chest of a large buck.
Coolly leveling his little "toy" pistol he fired with careful
aim at the point where the windpipe enters the chest. The
animal dropped in his tracks. After being dressed the car-
cans weighed 10U pounds. The distance was found to be thir-
ty-seven paces. The cartridge was a .22 long rifle and the
ball was recovered from the substance of one of the lungs.

—

Roeel, in Forest and Stream.

Velocities of Different Ammunition.

Conversing with Mr. Armin Tenner, of the American

Testing Institution, during the tournament of the Emerald

Gun Club, the subject of the loads used by the different

sportsmen came up. Mr. Tenner then secured from the

shooting men named below samples of the ammunition used

by them. These were taken to the Testing House. The
loads were then carefully measured and then tested for velo-

city. The results given herewith are sure to be of interest

to all shooting men:

1. G. F. Henry—Alleged load, 3i drams hard grain
Schultze powder,! 1-8 ounce No. 7 shot; actual load, 50
grains of powder, 1 1-8 ounce of shot, bare. Velocity at 25
meters, 82 feet ; from muzzle, 990 feet.

2. M. Herrington—Alleged load, 50 grains of Leonard
"Ruby" powder, 1\ ounces of No. 6 shot; actual loid, 53
grains of powder, 1} ounces of shot, bare. Velocity, 1047
feet ; No. 6 shot gives about 40 feet higher velocity than No.
7 shot.

3. John H. Moore—Alleged load, 35 grains of Walsrode
powder, H ounces of No. 7 shot in 10 bore shell ; actual load,

38 grains of powder and bare 1} ounces of shot. Velocity,
1005 feet.

4. H. G. Wheeler—Alleged load, 3£ drams of American
Wood powder, 1 J ounces of No. 7 shot ; actual load, 53 grains
of powder and 1 1-8 ounces of shot. Velocity, 975 feet.

5. L. T Schortemier—Alleged load, 3£ E. C. powder,
1 1-8 ounces of No. 7 shot; actual load, 51 grains of powder
and bare 1 1-8 ounces of shot. Velocity, 1040 feet.

6. Capt. A. Money—Alleged load, 49 grains of E. C.
powder, 1} ounces of No. 7 shot ; actual load, 49 grains of
powder and bare 1 £ ounces of shot. Velocity, 955 feet.

7. T. W. Morfey—Allegedlload, 52 grains E. C. powder,
1 1-8 ounces of No. 7 shot; actual load, 52 grains of powder
and 1 1-8 ounces of shot. Velocity, 975 feet.

8. Capt. Brewer—Alleged load, 3| drams of E. C. pow-
der, 1| ounces of No. 7 shot; actual load, 52 grains or about
3£ drams of powder and I 3-16 ounces of shot. Velocity,
980 feet.

9. J. T. Mascroft—Alleged load, 3} drams Dupont's
Smokeless powder, 1J ounces of No. 7 shot ; actual load, 3
drains or 38 grains of powder, and 1 1-8 ounces of shot, lib-

eral. Velocity, 972 feet.

10. J. D. Taylor—Alleged load, 45 grains of Schultze
powder. IJ ounces of No. 7 shot ; actual load, 45 grains ot

powder and I 3-16 ounces of shot. Velocityf 965 feet.

11. J. D. Taylor- -Fulford's ammunition—Alleged load,

50 grains of E. C. powder, 1 316 ounces of No. 7 shot

;

actual load, 47 grains of powder and 1 3-1 6 of shot. Velocity,
980 feet.

12. M. F. Lindsey—Alleged load, 3£ drams of American
Wood powder, 1 1-8 ounces of No. 7 shot; actual load, 56
grains of powder and 1 1-8 ounces of shot, liberal. Velocity,
1,066 feet.

13. R. A. Welsh—Alleged load, 48 grains of E. C. pow-
der, 1 3-16 ounces of shot in Eley case; actual load, 48 grains
of powder and 1 3-16 ounces of No. 7 shot. Velocity, 980
feet.

14. Fred Van Dyke—Alleged load, 3£ drams of E. C.
powder, 1 1-8 ounces of No. 7 shot, Winchester loading

;

actual load, 50 grains of powder, and 1 3-16 ounces of shot.

Velocity, 972 feet.

15. Gas Greif—Alleged load, 48 grains of Schultze pow-
der, 1 J ounces of No. 7 shot ; actual load, 48 grains of pow-
der and 1 3-16 ounces of shot. Velocity, 900 feet.

Thermometer, 56 degrees F. ; hygrometer, 95 per cent.
Rain.
Under normal conditions—50 to 60 per cent humidity—all

powders would have developed from 10 to 50 feet higher ve-
locity, according to their more or less susceptibility to mois-
ture.—Shooting and Fishing.

, «.

Forgot His Gun.

Fred Mitchell, a Terre Haute cutter, deposited his goose

on its perch in the shop one day recently and started out for

a day's sport hunting in the woods. He was going to bring

down wild game enough to glut the market. He borrowed a
truthful dog that he could trust and then went to a friend
who could trust him and bought sixty shells loaded for all

kinds of game. After arranging these preliminaries Mr.
Mitchell went to a livery stable, where he hired a horse and
Mikado wagon, in which to haul his game back to the city.

After promising Ed Tetzel a mess of quail, he started and
never stopped until he was twelve miles south of the city, in
a patch of picturesque woods, where the quail play tag with
the pheasants and the squirrels delight t» leap from limb to
limb and bark at the man who has no gun. It was when
Mr. Mitchell was in the midst of all this game that the fact

dawned upon him that in the rush and hurry of his prepara-
tions for the hunt he had forgotten to borrow and lake along
a gun. He returned home weighted with disappointment and
attempted to bribe the boj s into silence concerning his
absent-micdedness.

-*,

Violated the Game Ordinance.

Wilful violations of the Alameda county ordinance

prohibiting the shooting of rail for two years have been of

frequent occurrence since the open season on ducks
commenced. We are pleased to report that at last the local

authorities have awakened and one man has been arrested.

Police Officers Ralph Brampton and Jessie Rogers arrested

G. H. Booth, of East Oakland, last week, and have a pretty
clear case against him. They saw him shoot and pick up the
rail and took the rail from him.
The Sportsmen's Association of Alameda county, will send

their attorney to assist the District Attorney in prosecuting
the case.

We trust that Booth will receive the full penalty of the
law that the other wilful violators of this ordinance may take
warning.

Brown Trout Dimensions.

Mr. Henry Loftie, of Syracuse, sends the Forest and Stream

a paper pattern of the brown trout caught out of Caledonia

Spring, the New York State hatchery waters, by Monroe A.
Green, December 14, 1S91. The weight was 9$ pounds, and
the dimensions: Length, 27 1-8 inch

;
girth, 15 inches. This

was one of the fish developed from eggs received at the
hatchery in February of 1884.
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[ Jacking " for Deer.

Floating or jacking, as they call it up in Michigan," said

swortb, " is not much to my taste. I tried it just once,

t was on the Tahquamenon river. Do you remember it,

ic ? Beastly dark Dight it was—not even a fireOy out, and

1—why, there wasn't enough noise to fill the drum of a

it's ear. The pair of eyes Lhat I shined that night were reg-

ir blue moons, fully six inches apart, and well up among

Is trees, and the load of buckshot that I emptied at them
Njuld almost have sunk a ship."

Br Did you hit ?" some one asked.

W Did—I—hit ! Ha-ha-ha-ha ! Why, man, it was old

Hi Walker's saddle horse, cost me a friend and a lawsuit,

1 a hundred dollars in gold. Did you ever know a man
Enissa thing like that ?"

White Ellsworth was talking, Howard sitting cross-legged

p.r the camp fire, continuously rubbed a piece of chalk

log the rib of his double barrel, and when a few minutes

l;r the guide, armed with a jack and paddle, started for the

He shore, he followed him. After a time we entered the

|j;wam, and while three of us lay on the browse smoking,

ay, by the dim light of a lantern, read aloud Murray's

I hetic and pleasing tale of the man who did not know
Rich. He was in the midst of a hunt, and, in a voice full of

ihos, was bringing the buck with flying leaps down the

Iiway. I was wide awake and deeply interested :

i DUsworth was beginning to tuoe the harp of Morpheus
II the doctor with mouth wide open, was soundly sleeping,

Ian the lake vomited forth an uproar. The wigwam trem-

i ; there was a scurrying of things in the leaves, and the

a.oes came down from the mountain in countless numbers.

^he reader dropped his book ; the sleepers, with dazed

Iks and mouths agap, sat up in bed, and I—well, I led the

Ir to the lake shore a moment later. We had been there

I an instant when the canoe, silently as the owl flies, came

t) view, and as it passed Uncle Howard whispered

—

:. ' That's one I'' He's up yonder in the alders, with a liver

II of buckshot ! We are going to circle the lake
; expect

Isill one on the trip."

Chen the canoe and its ghostly glare was lost to sight be-

jad a rocky headland, and the " mighty hush of the wilder-

la" closed around us. We had heard Uncle's words dis-

Ictly, and so had the cook up at the camp. One never ex-

liences any difficulty in hearing Howard when he whis-

Is ; that is, if he is within gunshot.

Shortly after midnight Uncle returned to camp, and I took

I place in the canoe. The night was as black as the bowels

It coal mine; the stars had ^one out, and "the pines and
Isams Beemed to breathe out darkness with their odors."

le guide turned the canoe toward Frenchman's Grief, and
Ih strokes as silent as the paddle of Old Charon, forced her

k'vly through the Ulypads and eelgrass. Outside the pale,

Icly glare of our jack, the woods and waters were black,

ere was an impression of loneliness and isolation in our

liation that was simply tremendous. The mountains, black

II gigantic, were backed and overtopped by huge convoluted

Isses of darkness, and the surrounding forest, completely

Ji den, threw out occasional moanings, premonitions of

inge. The canoe glided in-shore, and the jack illuminated

Irass-grown marsh, backed by tali adlers.

that's that, I asked myself, as two balls of bluish flame

le from the swamp. Then I felt the guide's foot touch my
Iccasin, and I knew there was a deer before me. Slowly,

fcwly—so slowly that at times I doubled if it did move at

|—the canoe floated on. The balls of fire grew and grew.

I dark mass backed them. This took shape, then color.

Id then—yes, there was no mistake about it—and then

Ire stood before us a deer; a good, big one, too. He was

;e-deep in the water, and his head was low down. By this

lie my heart was beating aboutl20 to the minute, and I was

p lid to take a deep breath lest the deer should hear me.

Ed I was shaking, too ; but I staved off the fever by count-

I* three while I took aim I counted just one too many

;

5 a blast of wind struck us, the light left the deer, and the

fcioe struck a rock and almost capsized ere I had finished.

• ihis catastrophe killed the fever in my veins, too dead to

= q, as an old friend puts it, and, I am afraid, caused me to

I a cuss word or two. But let that pass, and judge of my
6 prise at seeing that pc?or, foolish old buck—he was in his

it age, I am afraid—still standing in the water, when, by a

fcverful sweep of the paddle, the guide again brought the

tlht around. This time I did not count one; the rifle

ccked, and the buck, making a mighty bound, fell headlong

flongthe aldars. Poor old fellow! He was quite dead

Iren we pulled him out of the bushes,and without more ado
& attached one of his antlers fast to one of the thwarts with

{Strap, and started for camp.
( n the meantime the wind had turned cold and kicked up
33a that made work for us, and the cloud overhead, belly-

I' like the mainsail of a schooner in a good stiff breeze,

\>t up a continuous show of fireworks. The thunder was
»'ol, the worst I ever heard. The last is always the worst,

J liink. We worked hard, but that camp kept its distance,

a )nly a camp can when you are tired and the walking is

'kl, or your canoe is heavy ladened and a head wind is op-

I ing your progress. Suddenly the bottom fell out of the

cud, and in less time than you could say Jack Robinson
* were as wet as log-drivers, and that is as wet as water will

tke you. A change of clothes, three hours' sleep, a break-
f

. of venison steaks, and the storm and the darkness and
t discomforts of the night were alike crammed into the

'fl ;e box of our memory.
During the day a search—as barren as the fig tree which

t Master ordered cut down—was conducted for the deer
v ich should have fallen before the deadly aim of my dear
1 cle Howard. Many buckshot marks were found in the
e ers, but they were fully six feet above the water. And
t o the sun of my worthy kinsman's greatness set—went
c ?n, as it were, behind clouds of sarcasm, jibes and taunts,

t t affected his appetite, and made his laughter as mirthless
i -he whining cry of a hawk.
'oor old man I he was glad of the diversion which the

ii ht brought. It was in the shape of a snowstorm, a slen-

H , dark-haired stranger, and a dead bear ; all entering our
c ip together.—R. V. McBain in Shooting and Fishing.

planted in the spring, and large quantities will be planted in

certain sections this year. The writer recently interviewed a
sportsman who has a large quantity to experiment on. There
are several localities in Massachusetts where it is now suc-

cessfully grown, which shows that our climate is favorable to

it. One drawback heretofore has been that it has been sown
in too small quantities, as muskrats, fish and wild fowl de-

vour it ravenously, both in the seed and in the plant ; con-
sequently, it has been consumed before it could mature.
Wild fowl, rails, and geese are very fond of it, and after

once discovering its locality, invariably return to feed upon
it. Large quantities sown are said to yield good investments,
but small quantities are devoured at once. Muddy ponds
and meadows, where the seed can be covered with mud, and
not dry up, are said to be the best places to plant wild rice,

or wild oats, as they are frequently called.

The successful cultivation of this plant is believed to be
the solution of the problem, How to have good duck shoot-

ing in the inland waters of Massachusetts. The seed is not
expensive ; costs about $2 a bushel, and is very light. A bar-

rel of itshould "fix" some favorite spot, so that good shoot-

ing may be the reward, says Shooting and Fishing.—[Would
not this be a profitable investment for our various ducking
clubs ?

^

Random Shots.

"Wild Rice.

j
There seems to be an increased interest in wild rice, or

( ter oat, planting, taken in Boston and vicinity. Many
f »rtsmen are becoming interested, and more, probably, will

Boon. It is believed that the seed can be successfully

From boyhood I have been passionately fond of field

sports ; whether in fiue or bad weather, autumii or dead of

winter, I always enjoy a day with my gun, and would not

exchange one day's good shootiag for a week wich my rod.

In using the term " good shooting " I do not mean the big

battues of the present day, but the old-fashioned style, when
practicable, of walking up your game, working your dogs as

they should be worked, and not tearing over the country at a

rate of four miles an hour, thus causing you to lose your

game and—your temper! No, I stick to the way my father,

who was of the old school, taught me to shoot. Few of that

school, alas ! are now to be met with. When shooting, he

went about it quietly, nothing annoying him so much as loud

talking or any unnecessary noise. It may appear unsociable

to some, but he often preferred to shoot by himself, accom-

panied by one, or at most two, keepers. As the bag became

heavy the game was concealed in a safe place, and picked up

on the homeward beat. This plan gave more freedom in

choosing the ground to be shot over ; as in the course of the

day he might come across some particular coveys of part-

ridges or brood of black game, which, for the time being,

were looked upon as sacred. Possibly they were reserved for

us youngdters to try our hands on,or maybe for an old friend,

too gouty and stiff to undertake the fatigue of a long day's

tramp. Had another gun been out with my father in all

probability the coveys would have got a good dusting, and
the coming guest less sport than was intended. I think the

method excellent, as you get fair sport for yourself while

poking about looking for odd hares, snipe, etc. , and there is a

good show of game left for your friends when they come to

shoot. Nothing gives me more pleasure when shooting than

to know my friends are enjoying themselves, and if they are

pleased with their day's sport, then—so am I.

When a boy of twelve, I recollect one day going to shoot

with an older brother and a friend—at least they were to

shoot, I was to carry the bag. We had permission to occas-

ionally shoot over a small property, but the fact is we were
almost never off the place ! Hitherto, we had not been very

successful, and on this particular day it was determined to

make some sort of bag, no matter how. The want of a dog
had been a disadvantage, and, needless to say, my father de-

clined to trust any of his to our tender care. But after many
weeks' saving of pocket money on our part, we became the

happy possessors ofan animal that was certain (so we thought)

to bring success at last. This canine ally, what think ye he

was ? A bull dog ! strong and fierce ! Well, on this memor-
able morning, operations commenced at nine o'clock, and

continued till four in the afternoon. My two seniors were

each armed with a single-barrel muzzle loader, and blazed

away in graud style ; but at the end of the day my bag was

little the heavier. It only contained one rabbit, that had

been worried by the bull-dog! However, we managed to en-

joy ourselves. On the way home, the said dog showed a

strong inclination to worry us also, so he was returned to his

former owner. To the best of my recollection, that was the

worst day's sport at which I ever had the honor to assist

!

The true characteristics of a man are forcibly depicted

when he is one of a shooting party. Should he be of a sel-

fish and jealous disposition, he soon becomes envious of those

shooting along with him. He fires at birds that do not be-

long to him ; alway endeavors to get the best position in a

drive or beat ; declares everything he fires at is " hard hit,
1 '

and is, in short, a most disagreeable individual to have any-

thing to do with. It gives no pleasure to such a person to

see others having good sport, while he, for the moment, may
not be so fortunate. He is no true sportsman, and the

chances are he never will be. I think nothing is more irri-

tating than having game shot immediately in front of vou.

j
It is a mostungentlemenly and unsportsmanlike act. Begin-

ners should be carefully checked if they are at all inchutd

to break this unwritten law, and the practice cannot be too

strongly condemned. Some of these beginners are a perfect

nuisance. They can smoke, talk and walk—many soon be-

come very good shots, but as tor hunting the ground prop-

erly, more especially if town-bred, so 'far as a knowledge

where to look for game is concerned, they are for the most

part as ignorant as a jack-snipe ! They will not keep in line

nor cease their eternal chatter. Tne way in which guns are

carried is suggestive of a violent death to some one. and

should you venture to hint that you have no further desire

to gaze"down the muzzle of a twelve-bore, only a foot or so

distant, you will likely be told, "it is all right," and for the

rest of the day s'mcerelv wish you were safely home again.

One day, when out with three other guns, I strongly remon-

strated with a young fellow on my right, as to the way he

handled his eun. He promised to be more careful, but in a

very short time matters were as bad as before. Our distance

apart was about thirty paces, and we were walking over very

uneven ground at the time. I could plainly &ee his gun w«s

at full-cock, a finger on each trigger, and the muzzle pointing

straight at me! This was too much to stand any longer, and

I told my young friend that if he continued to carry his gun

in such a dangerous way I would stop shooting altogether. It

ended in my taking a bee-line for home, and I am glad I did
so. Not only was an accident avoided, but ray companion
received a very good lesson that day, which, he afterwards
told me, has never been forgotten by him.—Rod and Gun.

Shooting Ducks.

The old duck hunter knows when to go duck hunting and

when to Btay at home, and when he does go he knows what

to do and usually does it, but this short article is for the bene-

fit of the novice.

If you have decided to go after ducks on any of the marsh

land of Central California, first make up your mind where

you are going to locate your blind and then go there. If you

change your mind you will be saying all day if I had only

gone to such and such a place I would have done better and

this will have a tendency to spoil your day's sport. The lo-

cation of your blind will more than likely decide whether

you will have any shooting or not. If the wind be light and

the day calm the blind that is located on the line of flight of

the birds will have the cream of the shooting. If the day be

stormy and blustering the birds will fly about more and also

fly lower and the location is not of quite as much importance

You should have your blind built and'your decoys out be-

fore the first ray of daylight appears, but don't leave the

house without a cup of hot coffee. If it is necessary to get

up an hour earlier in order to get the coffee, do so ; it will

pay every time.

The birds will commence to move before it is light enough

to shoot and by the way don't shoot at their shadows. You
can't hit the shadow and unless you kill the bird outright

you will never get it. Furthermore you will scare all the

ducks in the neighborhood and more than likely spoil your

own chances of good shooting later on.

When daylight appears get into your blind and stay there.

When birds are flying low they can often see you before you
can see them, especially if they are coming in from behind
you.
Never think for a moment that there are no more birds on

the marsh, until you get up to go home. If you take a drink
of water or a bite of lunch you may expect birds about that

time, at lest such is the writer's experience, and the safest

way is always to take a careful look around before lighting

your pipe. It is very aggravating to see birds that have re-

cently passed you, unseen, within half a gun shot. Keep your
gun where you can grasp it and bring it to the shoulder in-

stantly on hearing the rush of wings.

When you kill a duck make no unnecessary noise in re-

ceiving it. If it be a wounded canvas-back kill it before
leaving the blind if possible. If your duck is dead don't

drop your gun and rush out of your blind to aisist your dog
in retreiving it. First put two more shells in your gun and
then look carefully around to see if some more ducks are not
approaching. If not, then get your dead ducks, but don't
start in training your dog to retreive when birds are flying

well and a neighboring shooter is losing good shooting
through your yelling at your dog. A gentleman will always
have consideration for others.

If two persons are shooting from one blind (a bad practice)

don't be too eager. If sitting to the left shoot to the left. If

a pair of birds are coming don't try to make a double until

after your partner has missed his bird, and then don't claim

it when you know your companion hit it hard and possibly

would have gotten it anyway.
Dark, stormy weather is always the best for dock shooting,

and a man should always go prepared for rain.

We will not say anything about shooting the ducks after

they come to you. This knowledge comes by practice only.

Fast, flying birds must be led, according to how fast they are

flying.

Shooting at birds that have passed directly over you is like

throwing away lead. You may cripple, but rarely if ever kill

outright, and no duck hunter likes to see birds drop dead a

half mile or mile away.

Frank H. Swett.

. Another good sportsman has joined the great majority.

Another will be missed at the traps the coming season. Mr.

F. H. Swett was out hunting in a boat recently with a

friend near Seattle. The friend's gun was accidently dis-

charged and Mr. Swett was quite severely wounded in the

leg. This was some month or two ago, as we understand it,

but he never recovered and passed away on the 5th inst. at

Seattle. Mr. Swett was one of the oldest members of the San
Francisco Gun Club, and his fellow club men and many
friends will learn of his death with many regrets.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Falf.
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betteriog his manners in that line. He would not increase

the tendency to bad behavior by going further and further up

the stretch in face of the rule, but practice him within the

regulation bouuds. One of the great objects with trainers has

been to leach their horses to score fast, and now it would be

to score steadily as well. Then, again, there would not be the

same opportunity to get the best of the start in the limited

distance, and, consequently, not so great an effort in that di-

rection. More under thecontrolof ihe judges, too, as every

motion would he observed, and at no time beyond the reach

of the starter's voice.

HWith an imperative law, the work of the starter would be

far less arduous, and if there are objections, I cannot discover

them. No more arbitrary than many others of the mandates

now incorporated in the code, and the single plea that there

are horses which cannot " get to trotting " in so short a dis-

tance as one hundred yards, do not punish others for that

lack of capacity in their competitors.

There was an amusing case of slow scoring in one of the

races at San Jose. A horse had won the first and second

heats, and was beaten after a very close contest for the whole

mile in the third. It was growing dusk and the driver of

C , as I will call the two-beat winner, was evidently

anxious to delay so long that the race would have to be

postponed. Slow, very slow, in responding to the calling-out

bell, and when they came for the word they were not going

much faster than a walk. C. was behind and all pulled up

when a few yards from the wire. C. was turned quite a dis-

tance in front of the others, the drivers of which were just as

aoxious to get a start as the C. man was to avoid it. Both

nodded. C. was two lengths in advance, and all of them

«oing so slow that it was more of a shuffle than a pace when

the word was given. Now here was an illustration, that when

two drivers were willing to go and the third unwilling, a start

could be effected from a slow motion and why not with a

larger field? In the anxiety to
,( make time" too much

importance has been given to send them off at top speed, but

surely that is less important than to avoid the " intolerable

prolongations" which fifty-two false starts in a race of four

heats entail. It is a question, however, whether "coming
boiling to the score " gives a chance to make the time faster

for the mile than a slightly slower start would afford. With
a field of horses, for instance, which could trot In 2:20, a 2:30

gait from turning point to score would be so well within their

rate that all could come together, and with little liability of

breaking from the pace which was set, and it would not take

very long to have them at top speed if such was the desire of

their drivers.

If scoring can be brought to such perfection that only a

few false starts will occur, it may not be in the very far dis-

tant future when these provoking interludes to the play will

be of rare occurrence.and when that is the case harness-horse

races will become so popular that there will be little reason

to grumble over the attendance, and to me it appears that

rules which will compel short scores will go a good way in

bringing about the result. At first glance it is doubtful if

any will agree with me in this estimate, though I have the

greatest confidence that ultimately the " innovation " will

prevail. Under the present code it is an extremely difficult

task to stop drivers from goiog away up the stretch. One
comes back far in advance of the others and to hold him at

the one hundred yard mark, or even fifty yards further up
the stretch, would seem like exerting extremely arbitrary

authority. But when th<?re are two boundaries, though the

pulling-up mark is not so sharply defined,they can be brought

back in closer order, and the short interval employed in jog-

ging back and forward in the prescribed scope.

An anecdote in relation to this long scoring'may not be out

of place. A driver had got back from a false start before

the others and turning his head to look where the horses

were he saw them moving towards the stand and soon after

heard the tap of the driver which sent them off for the heat.

He did not turn but keeping close to the outside of the

track he stopped on the upper turn, wheeled as the others

came up and accompanied them down the stretch. He could
have got there first, he told me, hut was afraid if he did that

his competitors would object, so that he trotted in fifth and
he was given that place in the beat. This may have been
the only instance of that kind on record, though it is not of

infrequent occurrence when one horse is "away up the

stretch" and the others fighting for a start not far from the

stand.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Roeedale Stock Farm.

The Vacaville Rice.

The races ou Thursday were first-class and owing to the

pleasant weather a good crowd attended. The Vacaville

band gave good music and everything was done by the asso-

ciation to increase its popularity.

The double team raca between Dr. Stitt's Nellie Hollings-

worth and Susie B, and M. Reams' Tartarian and Selma was
won by the former in straight heats. Best time, 2:59.

A. M. Stevenson's Prince beat J. A. Webster's Jib o' Jib
in a matched paacing race. Best time, 3:11.

The special pacing race was won by Garlichs' Nevada
Maid, FiscoV Robert K. second, Lone Ulatis and Ladd's
Nick o* Time distanced. Beet time, 2:30£.

II. A. Bassford won the buggy horse race, Garret (tarlicbV
second.

W. <i. Davis' Queen beat J. A. Webste^B Tomboy in a
matched race.

The fall meeting of the Baker City Jockey Club will com-
mence on Monday, the oth of the coming month, and the
indications are that there will be a large gathering of horses
and horeemen, word having been received by secretary Wis-
dom of the coming of many stables of horses from The Dalles,
Pendleton, La Grande, vide and Weiser, and from (irant
r\nrl Harney counties. It is certain that a number of the
fastest " Hhort" horses in the northwest will contest. Among
them are Lark, the winner of many races on the summer cir-
cuit in Montana, Wild Bill, the record smasher, I Don't
Know, the winner at The Dalles, Dexter, the winner at
Silver City, and Tampa, the fleet mare owned in Powder
valley, and others of lesser reputation. The track at the fair
grounds is in excellent condition, and if the weather does not
gel any colder fast time will be made.—Democrat.

WT bile in Los Angeles I visited this, one of the best-ap-

pointed stock farms in Southern California. It consists of

about fifty-five acres of rich land, divided by strong fences

into many paddocks and small fields. On one portion of it

a half-mile track has been built, and when the crop of alfalfa

which is to be sowed around it this month, ib in bloom, a

prettier place to handle horses can hardly be imagined. The

farm is situated about one mile and" a half from the Los

Angeles track. The road between these two places being level

andshaded by tall eucalyptus, pine and cypress trees.

The genial proprietor, Willard H. Stimson, came from
Michigan to this part of California five years ago, and if one
is to judge by bis appearance, the climate has agreed with

him. Stout of form, the picture of health and one of the

most active of young men, he is as great an enthusiast about
trotting horses as could be met in a day's travel. Having
built his barns, fences and track, Mr. Stimson sought to stock

the farm with trotters and pacers that he believed would be-

come valuable. His motto :
" the best are noDe too

good" has been rigidly adhered to in the purchasing of

broodmares. Conformation, breeding, color and speed were
the four cardinal points he sought, and his band of brood-

mares, although not large, contains many grand-looking ma-
trons which would be creditable to a stock farm of much
larger pretensions. Mr. Stimson has shown good judgment
in breeding his mares to such sires as McKinney, 2:11} ; Gos-
siper, 2:14$ (Senator Fair's latest purchase) ; Diablo, 2:09$-

and Redondo, 2:23, and from such mating the produce is in

every respect of a very high class.

The first one looked at was Miss Lollie, by Dictator 113,

out ofGold Pen, by Mambrino Abdallah 2201 ; second dam
Miss Harold, by Harold 413 ; third dam Emily Chester, by
Mambrino Patchen 58; fourth dam Patsy, by Snowstorm.
Miss Lollie is the dam of the great Red Wilkes' horse Dicta-

_tus, that has shown his ability to get a mark close to 2:15 this

season. She was one of that good old Lexington breeder's

(Dr. L. Herr) favorite mares and individually is as fine as

one would be led to expect from such royal breeding. She
is a bay in color, stands fifteen hands two inches high, and
from the tip of her nose to her heels is what might well

be called a typical broodmare. Her two-year-old filly, Lollie

Stimson, by Redondo, 2:23 (son of Stamboul, 2:07i), is a
grand-looking bay filly, and is a pacer that will get a low
record th,e first time she starts. There is a bay filly here
full sister to Lollie Stimson that is a trotter, and the weanling
colt by McKinney, 2:11}, out of Miss Lollie that will make
one of the best trotters and sires in the United States. He is

a strongly-made, solid brown in color, and, in fact, a Mc-
Kinney all over.

Miss Jessie, by Gossiper, 2:14|, out of Leonor, 2:24, by
Dashwood, second dam Geraldine, by Echo, suited me to a

T as a finely-formed, racy-looking two-year-old that will be
among the best three-year-olds next year, for about ten yards
from the wire she will leave and lead them all thereafter.

She shows quality and finish, and rumor has it that she can
trot in 2:1S now quite easily. Mr. Stimson has a jewel of the

rarest kind in her.

Riceta, 2:224, by Odd Fellow (son of Echo and Thetis, by
Black Hawk Comet),out of Buttercup, by Ashland Jr., is the

kind of a mare most breeders would select for a broodmare
;

she is a bay in color and strongly made and is proving that

she transmits her good qualities to her produce. Her filly,

Bonny Kate, by McKinney, one of the best ones here, proves
this.

Elwood, 2:17f, full sister to Arrow, 2:13£, h> here moving
along as ouietly as if she had never heard the rattle of

wheels, the shouts of her driver or the plaudits of the thou-
sands who had seen her win her races. She is all attention to

a chestnut foal by Diablo, 2:09], that keeps by her side. El-
wood is by A.W. Richmond, out of Crichton's First, by
Crichton (son of imp. Gleocoe), second dam Bay G., by Mc-
Gee's Argyle, third dam by Joseph, son of Hermes. Elwood's
colt by Stamboul, El Trebizood, got a record of 2:26i this

year. She has been stinted to McKinney and is believed to

be in foal.

Bay Winna is a three-year-old mare by Benton Boy,
2:17£, outof Winna S. (sister to Palo Alto, 2:08£, etc.), by
Electioneer. It would be as useless to gild refined gold or

paint the lily as to say more of this good-looking mare than
to ''all attention to her rich bloodlines. She is in foal to Mc-
Kinney; the produce ought to be valuable. We have seen
very few as muscularly-built mares as this one.

Pogonip is the name of a mare which, if her tail was cut,

would pass for a mare that could run quarters with any ani-

mal that ever faced a starter. She is a small, round-built,
heavily-quartered, strong-limbed chestnut mare with a per-

fect head, neck and shoulder, and when I learned that she is

the dam of Barbero, 2:29:]-, I was not surprised. She is by
Crichton, out of Bay G., grandam of Arrow, 2;13J, Elwood,
2:17$, and Barbero, 2:29$. She was stinted to Larco, 2:28,

he by A. W. Richmond, out of Brown Crockett, by Over-
land ; second dam Xell Crockett, by Davy Crockett. The
produce should be a game side-wheeler of the Arrow order.

Briar Belle is the name of a bay mare by Don Wilkes,
2:24$, out of Belle Bryan, by Mambrino Patchen, that is also

one of the bright, particular stars in this galaxy of brood-
mares. Her colt McBriar, by McKinney, is one that Chas.
Durfee wishes he owned, for it is a grand looker, and as

speedy as the wind.
In an adjoining paddock was a black mare by Wilkeb Boy,

2:24A (the great broodmare sire), out of a daughter of Clear-

niont, 2:28.1 (son of Almont) ; second dam by Wilson's Snow-
storm

; third dam by imp. Diomed ; fourth dam by Black-
burn's Whip. She is bred in the purple and destined to be
one of the best broodmares in Southern California. She has
had three fillies, two by McKinney and one by Larco, (hat
would be hard to surpass so far as individuality goes on any
stock farm in the land.

Rexwood is a three-year-old pacing filly by Atto Rex,
2:2IJ, out of Elwood, 2:173, by A. \V. Richmond. She has
a colt here by Bronze Hal, son of Tom Hal, that will make
his owner feel very happy some day. He is a very well-bal-

anced, muscular-looking youngster and already shows that
his speed inheritance has not been wasted.

Junonies, by Junius, 2:27$ (son of Dictator, out of Con-
etine, by Conductor, son of Hambletonian 10}, dam Lady
Duroc, by Iowa Duroc, is black in color andJs destined to be
the dam of record-breakers if we are to judge by her two
colts here by McKinney, called respectively Rebound and
Our Steve.

Mies Loveland, by Lord AVellington (son of Cnylerl, oul of

a daughter of Ansell, son of Lexington, is the dam of NatiS
State, 2:3H, public trial, 2:18$. She is a large growthy man
and one which ought to produce speedy colts to any sire.

Vela is a McKinney filly, out of Eloor Wilkes. byAVilkei
Boy. She trotted quarters in thirty-eight seconds and thei
Mr. Stimson thought hewould like to get a Gossiper foa-
from her so he bred her, and from present indications hii
hopes will be realized. If it comes a horse or a filly it will
be very valuable. '

.

..„

There were a number of the other mares, colts and wean
lings which attracted my attention, but space forbids goint
into details about them this time. Next season many that ]

have not mentioned will be in the trainers' hands, and when
the races commence will be in the front rank.
Mr. Stimson is a skillful reinsman, and takes delight in,

teaching the youngsters the way they should go. He drive*,
as a road horse the fine-looking, stylish gray stallion, Larco.
2:28. He is by A. W. Richmond, and a pleasanter horse tc
ride behind would be hard to find.

When Mr. Stimson has all his contemplated improvements
completed Rosedale Stock Farm will be an attractive place
for all horsemen who vis ;

t Los Angeles to go to.

Arnakee.

Modesto Races.

The attendance at the race track was quite small last Thurs-
day—smaller than is usual upon the first day.

It was nearly 3 o'clock before the first race was run. It was
a one-quarter and repeat, and the entries were: Gold Coin,

owned by J. C. Serople ; Valador, by Smith & Co.; Cloud, by
H. Mobley

; Susie Hooker, by R. T. McCaYty. The race was
won in two straight heats by Valador. Time, 0:23, 0:23.
Second money went to Gold Coin, who came in a' close
second.

The next race was a trot, best three in five, and the en-
tries were : Marlin, owned by S. F. DeYoe ; John W., by L.
L. Huntley; Dutch John," by J. M. Capps; Frank C, by
Frank C. Keefe. Marlin won the first heat in 2:40, and
Dutch John won the next two heats in 2:34A and 2:35.',. The
race was then continued until Friday to complete.
The attendance at the race track Friday was much larger

than the day before, and the races were much better. The
finish of the best three in five trotting race was run by Mar-
lin and Dutch John. The last-named won in 2:39}, making
three heats and winning the race.
The next was a five-eighth and repeat running race. The

entries were: April, owned by W. B. Dodd, and Kathleen,
owned by J. J. Case. April won the first heat in 1:04 1-5,
Kathleen second heat in 1:04, and April third heat and race
in 1:04.

The last race was a buggy race, mile heats, best two iu
three. Big Grey, owned by J. M. Capps ; El Dora, by John
Dirst; and Kit, by Joseph McDonough, were the entries. El
Dora won the heat in 3:01 1-6 and Kit the second and third
in 3:01 and 3:01$.

A. L. Cressey and J. W. Davison were the judges.
Saturday was a wet day, the rain making it impossible to

race. The directors of the association then met and declared
the rest of the races off.—News, Modesto.

The Hammerless

Safety Revolver
cannot be accidentally discharged. Can-
not be fired unless you mean it. Then it

is quick, accurate, dependable. In ma-
terials, workmanship and construction it

is the finest small arm possible to produce.

Illustrated catalog for stamp.

2 Stockbridge St.,

SpriDgfield, Mass.Smith & Wesson,

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons ot

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately

So
f S I

>£ 6

Is 31

(Galopiu..

I St. Angela..

: f Blair Athol..

1

I Murcia .

| Ualopin..

£ LSI. Angela..

J? f
Doucaster..

f
Vedette

(Flying Duchess, bvThe
Flying Dutchman

•fKiDgTom

(Adeline, by Ion

fStockwell

[Blink Bonny, bv Mel-
bourne

( Lord of the Isles

tDouna Sabina, bv Don
John

I
Vedette

(Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

f King Tom

(Adeline, by Ion

j
Stockwell

(Marigold, by Tcdding-
ton

IS

CO

(Scottish Chief
Scotch Reel .. ..-i

i ;ii -ister to (Masquerade, by Lam-
Uigbl'd Fling bourue

For purlieu lurs address

fattersall's (ofNew York^ Ltd.
Cor. TtbAve, mid 33ili St., New York City.

W. GRAHAME ROSS, Manager
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Meeting Notice

A meeting of the Pacific District Board of Appeals of

the NatioDal Trotting Association will be held al the

office of the Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush

street, on Morday, November 26, 189-1, at 10 oVIock

a. M., for the purnose of hearing any matters that may
properly come before said Board. Contestants are

hereby notified to present their claims in wtitlng to

[he Secretary at his office, 609 Sacramento street, San

Francisco, before Saturday. November 24th. By order

IV. T. SMITH, President.

I>. L HAC'KETT, Secretary.

"Wanted
A black hor=e, no while marks, short eonpled.

Must be handsome, hi hands high and trot in 3 minutes

oriels. Address

OLIVER MOBOBCO.
1 1 rand Opera House, Sau Francisco.

"Wanted.
The HANDSOMEST CARRIAGE TEAMeverseen

i ii Sao Francisco. ATnst be 17 hands or over, any dis-

tinct color. WALTER MOROSCO.
Grand Opera House, San Francisco, Cal.

AT AUCTION
The Chestnut Stallion

WICKLOW
FOLK YEARS OLD.

Sired by DR. LINSEY Je., out of Nochooche, by
Tom Bowling. Second dam Lap Wing, by Lightning.
Third dam Olio, by Oliver. Fourth dam Jsolo by imp.
Berlram._ Fifth dam Jencie Crocker, by Potomac.
Br Lynsey Jr. by Dr. Lynsey (he by Lexinffion,
out of Kitty Clark, by Glencoej, dam Rosa Mansfield
II., by Reveille; second dam Estella, by Star Davis;
third dam Victoria, by imp. Margrave, out of Topaz,
by imp. Glencoe.

Wicklow is 16 hands hisb and weigh" about 1 ICO.

Individually he is grand looking, his disposition is per-
fect. He has never been raced, but in his three-year-
old lorm, carrying 1?S pounds, he ran a mile in 1:43.

This horse will be sold at auction at

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
After the sale of Theo. Winters' Horses.

KILLIP &CO„ Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street.

Bast Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one aod a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of aifilleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa, is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not a toot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
eare (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot ot Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Mcrrlwa Stork Farm. Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

FOR SALE.

S7S.OO.
Hhiidnome brown eelding, 15.1 hands high, 6 years
old. Souud and stylish; fine saddle andharneas horse:
three-minute mover. 106 'ti Stockton street, upstairs
Hi to 12 m.

ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

20 GRAND THOROUGHBRED YEARLINGS.

Mechanics' Pavilion
NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH -

$2,500 SILVER CUPS.

OFFEKED IN PRIZES FOB

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys,

Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,

Hunters,
Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules
Prize lists, entry blanks and all information can be

obtained from the Secretary Horse Show Associa-

tion, Room 3'.s
.
.Mill- Building.

ENTRIES CLOSE NOVEMBER 10

HENRYJ. CROCKER, President.

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach

STALLIONS.
Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse Is Registered io the Stnd Books of

France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

pedigrees.
These horses cost Twelve Thousand dollars in France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-

nity to secure a stalliou of the finest breeding for a
song-.
Address or apply to _

E. C. fiODFREY,
38 Crocker Building, 8. F.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth
avenue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered In any manner desired. Ail

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

GEO. GRAY, Haywards. Alameda Co., Cal.

RANCHO COTATI
Boadsters, Mares, Fillies and Geldings

SIRED BY

ECLECTIC, BROTHER TO ARION, 2:074,

SABLE WILKES, 2.182
AND OTHER NOTED SIRES,

Will be Sold by the Undersigned at Auction on

Wednesday, November 28, 1894,
At 11 A. M. at

Killip & Co.'s Salesyard, Market St. & Van Ness Ave.

WILFRED PAGE.
Catalogues can be had on application to

KILLIP & CO., - Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Franoisco.

THEO. WINTEF
'RANCHO DE. «?P4S,

Washoe, flfev.,

Sons and Daughters of

Joe Hooker
AND TH~K —

OE HOOKER

Peerless El Rio Rey
Brothers or sisters to

DOX JOSH,
DOLLY McCO.VE,

CALLIE FERGCSOX.
and ADELAXTE;

Half-Brothers or Sisters to

APPLAUSE. ALMOST.
ZEPHYR, BE,\0

LAURA GARDNER
and BONANZA.

WILL BE SOLD rAT AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOV. 10th, 1894,

AT 11 A. M. AT

:b-a.y district track..
Horses may be seen at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street, three days

previous to sale.

OS- Catalogues can be had upon application to

KTT iT .TP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers, 30 Montgomery Street.

9
The Famous Brood Mare, For Sale.

After the sale of Mr. Winters' horses, on November 10th,
Messrs. Killip & . will sell for account of the Santa Rosa
Stock Farm, tne thoroughbred mire FRSE LOVE, sire Luke
Blackburn. First dam by Leamington, second dam by Lexing-
ton. Also her third foal, the yearling gelding Wiki Wiki, by
Major Ban. Her first foal, Lovdal, won the Del Mar stakes, for
three -year-olds, at 6 v . -amento, one mile, in 1.42 1-2. Her sec-
ond colt, Norbliek, by 'v ajor Ban, is in training and has shown a
half in 53 seconds, 1 ?,0 pounds up. Free Love has been bred
this season to A. B. Spreckels' imp. Idalium.

Thoroughbred Yearlings
-:- -:- and Broodmares

• FROM THE FAMOUS -

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Bediming at 11

ZB^-TT DISTRICT TRACK,
SONS OK DAUGHTERS OF

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus

FROM SOME OF THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FLIRT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,

Brothers or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairv,

Cadmus, Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator

Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Horses will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

three days previous to sale.

SECURE A CATALOGUE OF THIS GREAT SALE AT ONCE OF

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQUIRE OF -

DR. O. E. FAENUM, 703 Market Street
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN
All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeung,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Write

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Play«

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racin,

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, 3 Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Trac

TEE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

HIII\KY 4770
2:191*

Sire of Frou-
Froo, 235M.
champion year
ling tro* ter,
Fbqsu, -z-ri\,

yearling pacer;
FauBtlno, 2:14V;
Fleet, 2.zi:CDpld,
2:18; Ail o nls,
2:11*; Gold Leaf,

2:1IH; LadJ" H.,
2:18; Slater V.,
2:18,4; Tula tie,

2:14, and 16

others Id 2:30 llm

hni.lit rinuK aOOO..
2:17W

Blre of Kris Krlngle,
2:2S ,

.i; 8an Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28M ; Sid-
ney, 2:199<[. and 6
other? In 2:30 Hat

(STRATHMOKE 408
Sire Of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:80

Hwe.-inexK, 2:21 1-4... J 21 aires of 48, and
l dams of 16 In 2:30 list

Sbletonian 10
Ire of 40 In 2:30 list and
07 sires of 567 In 2.30
Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

IlaDYTHORNEJR ("Williams* Mambrino
DamofMollIeMack, i Vata

2:33; Navidad, 2:22^1 l--iU"e

| voKSr™i?6&* rHambletoulan 10

Sire of 29 in 2:80 list, {t^ Patrlot

' LADY MURRITT.

.

2:29^

I and

/'Buccaneer i656
Sire of Shamrock,

226; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, "

*~

ruHT
(trial 2:85)

Dam of Frou-
F r o a, 2:2*X
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20H; Geo. V.
{)-yf»rH)id),23fl

6; Flight
sr,2:26>f

{IOWA CHIEF 628
Sire of Corisande,

2:24>i,»nd Buccaneer
2666

TIN8LEY MAID

[FLAXTAIL8132..
Sire of Prairie Bird,

2:28W; Empress, 2:29Mi
Matiriaka Helle I and of the damB of

Dam of Sentinel
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 18 In 2:;

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

f Bashaw SO"

J
Sire oi 17 In 2:30 list and

. < 10 sires ol 20 and 11 dams
1 of 18 in 2:80

(.Topsey

f Flax tall 8132
I Sire of the gTandams ol
l Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
L Fanny Fern]

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:18V, Klamet, 2:24V.
Twister, 2:29V

Untraced

Dam of Fawn,2:80St
trial, 222; Chicago,
2:86; Wing Wing, 2^2

Gold Leaf, 2:11M, and
Shamrock, 2:26

.LADY HAKE.
Sister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

fJohn Baptlste

IFanny Fern

1

DKBCniPTlON AM) TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.tbe champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of

ihe very beat-bred young stallion* In Hprvlee, having three Crosses of Rymlyk's Hancbletonlan, one ol Harry
Oay, sire of Qreen Honntalrj Maid (dam or Electioneer, etoO and Long island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtali
b« traces to Canadian Pilot (aire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, Blre of Rowdy Boy, 2:13V, and two others
BldSey, ttemo'a Hire, l» mil vernal ly known and n-rognlw-d uh the bent young Hire In the world, as a producer ol
extreme »peed at an itarly Bge. The average speed ol IiIh progeny Is lower than that ol any of the get of the
twelve leading Htulllonn ol America.

M.Tiiu trotted In public in bin two-year-old lorm, obtaining a record oi 2:49, though he was close to Grande*
In a racoon the Bay District truck, the second heat of which was made In 2:31Jj|, the flrat In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal SpetH I win n llm-i- yi'ur;> <>lil, tor on tlic Oukluml track In- whm II I a mile In 2:H>>

,
, anil frequently

trotted quarters In from 32^ to 84 secouda.
HelaBlxtevii hanilM high, and of powerful build UUTODgbout. His color la a glossy black, with both forefeet

White. HI-dl«pOHUIon l« all that could be desired and bin action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter,
TKH.MH 8&0. tioodpasturageatreasonablerates. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

For further pRrtlularn address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCH1BK TO IT FOR THIB YEAR.

It Is published Beml-monthly during the racing season
and Is out $12 per year. Single copies can be had of

the Breeder and sportsman,

313 Buah 8 1reel, - - San F-anclsco, Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York,

Explanatory circulars called upon appllcattou.

BY LAWS
asm

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICA

Trotting Association
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Hob

Association
WITH BETTIMi RULES.

National TrotKtto As^n Rules
American Association Rules

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) ft

For sale at Ihe office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMA
313 Btish Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Hon
BY CHARLES MARVIN.

This great practical horse book 1b a handsome, 1

hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly prl

superbly illustrated, and explains In every detal •

remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN am
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto
breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, kee
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel.af

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out al

mysteries oi the craft, and It Is so simple and plait-

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who ha!

relish for his business can take a colt as a yearlini

develope to the highest and fullest extent that

capacity as a trotter. Tbe work impressed n 1

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and
place one In the hands ot every rubber on our faro

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORT3M,
313 Bush SI., Sau FranclBOi
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES
AND

HO"\7\T TO IF-IEJIESID
Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

Fox Terriers For Sale
Blemtoo Splnaway, by Champion Blemton Victor

2d—Spinster. Good show and brood bitch.
Dauntless Ruby by Le Logos—Hillside Gaudy. Splen-

did brood bitch.
Dog and bitch 3J^ months o'.d by the crack sire Blem-

ton Reefer out of Blemton Splnaway ; very promising.
For foil pedigree and particulars addres*

J. B. MARTIN,
1323 Page street, San Francisco, Cal.

POX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

tale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER RENXELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

I! you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

Irom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLENMOKE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS
' MONKEYS, OATS

Birds of All Styles and Breeds.
INFOBMATION BY MAHi.

A. C. ROBISON. • 337 KEARNY STREET

PFT<5 OF ALL KINDS.
I
^ ++ D0U8 A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS

Information by mail.

B. 8TRAUB8, 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOURS
10 to 12 a. m. 1.30 to 8.30 F, 4.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Gearyand Post Sts)

SAX FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMOIMT."

The Moat Exhaustive Treatise on the Dos ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
BaEKDand Exhibit Dogs as scientiflcally^aa the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

(SO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, £3.00, and 35 cents Expressage.

If your dog is sick, you most have

Ashmont's
Which will tell you from what
and how to cure the same.

DISEASES
OF

DOGS.
he Is suffering

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of the kind eveb published.

Price Reduced to $2, Postpaid.
Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
906 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoloe Liciuors
PRTVATE ROOMS. OPEN aLL NIGHT

E53NT €DO.
Els, Cartriflps,

HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS £N1 SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BufTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
Oi\ THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605 M AR KET ST. Block.

Send Fob Catajloque.

DUPON "SPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nltro powder at this lime before the public.
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not aSected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which Is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

I. M. PARKER, Prop

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Saieskoom, 97 Chambers Street.

Guns for Everybody |0heap.
SEND STAMPS FOB CATALOGUE.

GEO. W7SHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

fmm&mm
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, s"^.
1 Cubebs and Injections. (flUDYJ
] They cure in48 hours theV J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Irenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS
(

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bar District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. B. DBCKKV, Pro.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13SO and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full line oi Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Best iaclllties afforded for board-

nig horses.
Telephone No. 31SU

San Francis, o and North
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOLTTE TO

San Rafael fetaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Bunding.

R. X. Hi AX. (Jen. Pans. Agt.

155STAR »

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. „

Fut selling; ilnji Rites satisfaction. No,_
jht on bono. Worth twice the cost for ronton- S£

len*cln bSlehlni; up. Areata wanted. Circulars free. CI
Order e*m pie. Price, 11.60. 6tate rirtm for tale. X

EJ>. E. COCHRAN,
Q**'l Agt Pacific Skat. S.U'UA 31 LNTO. CA J

''Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRtS, PnVrieU>r.

\. W. corner Knnruv and Bnab BtreeU.j

BAN FRAN01BOO.

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKRK&HIKKS and I'll!. W.('IH\A HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY
WILLIAM Ml. Kb & CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHER FARM YounS well-bred stock for saleDUUinxn rnnm. First-class breeding farm. Good
•rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. AddressSOUTHER FABM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VIHELAHD BREEDING FARM.^1^,
2:2734 (full brothe-- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre^a
for particulars FRED W. LOERER, St, Helena, Cal.

FERRETS.
Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair

$3.00. S. & L. FARNSWORTET, New London, Ohio,

VETERINARY.
!>!•. "\7Vxxl. OF1- Sgan,

M. R, C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County ot San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue
Telephone No, 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66: 529
Howard St, Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

office Hor/Bs:

7 to ? a. m. ani -1 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No, 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLR8
1350-1353 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTEE MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTORER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.
Five or More Races Each Day. Races Slar

at 2 p. m. sharp.

•a- McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOE THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair,
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the li-test and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the busluess In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

8.B. WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 Leldesdorfif St., S. F.

DETECTIVES!
Bright, toddr and middle-aged men wanted In eray loe&Utr

• to ant as PRIVATE DETECTIVES under instmoilonj.

• Previous eaperieuce not required or necessary. Bend namp
• for Tull particulars and get sample copy of the beat 1Hantrat^d

• ariminal paper published. NATIONAL DETECTIVE BDK
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
Willi alMLatest Improvements are to be had only of

J. A. McKBRRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Cal.

L. E. CLAWSOX. J. A. M'KKRRON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE,
Bike- as safe as hish-n heeled

alkies. \o upseitlDK.
Xo run n i an under of Ion

wheel-*.
\o ml tine down from behind.

Pa'en ted June 5,1894.

#
#'*-

_
Fie. 3. Tbe various parts of the

brake, (a) nrake plate; (b) foot
whose contact with ground force?
plate against, tire; (c) spring thai
throws brake off "f wheel assooi.
as loot is raised oil" the ground,
(dd a) are tbe rods that attach
tbe brake to tbe axle of vehicle;
c. hloge wbicli is thrown open
lo remove wheel; ifj tbe arm
when throwD baCK to permit re-
moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fnct that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the brake nor

need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind

No Owner or Driver Can ifford

to be without one.
For further information apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

P. JAMIESON'S
NOTED

Harness Composition.
Is Impervious to Wet, and Produces a Brilliant Black Polish

on every Description of Leather.

Beware of imitations. WE GUARANTEE every box sold

by us to be the GENUINE IMPOKTED ARTICLE, made
P. J A.UH'.MJX, only by P. Jamieson.

the M.iKiFAcn;aEn ok Registered table 74,020 U. S. and Great Britain.

WOlnervr, XolhlDK Injurious to the I.curlier in tills Composition.

Three Sizes, 75c, $1, $2 per Box by Mail.

nit BALK in PIRST-CLtSS SADDLERY AND SADDLERY HARDWARE HOCSES.

or r»Y

P. HAYDEN, 50 Mechanic St., Newark, N. J.

Agent for TJ. s. for

WM. BOWN'S CULEBR&TED NEWMARKET ' HORSE CLIPPERS.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

BY TELEGRAPH OR MAIL.
Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

--*-

PALACE HOTEL
THE MOST COMPLETE ESTA nUSIIMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate^

THE GRILL ROOM ....
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

Plub^—A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE,

l

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIR1NC
Impossible reproduce any scar or blemish. The Safest

bc-t BLISTER ever used. Takes tile place of all lini-
ments for mild Or severe action. Hemoves all Bunches
or Ulemlshes from Homes or Cattle.
AS a HUMAN REMEDY for Rheumatism,

Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc., it Is invaluable.

WE GUARANTEE 1

SS»Wh?SSSSfiSSJft
produce more actual results tliau a whole bottle of
auy Liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam soldis Warran.

tea to (rive satisfaction. Price $ | .50 per bottle, Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address
THE

t
LATVRENCE-WILIiIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Glbbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOOD of

CALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN-,'CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLLY, VALENSIN,
kWEllS FARGO U0.&.OTHERS i

^ASK YOUROEALER FOR ITOR >
SENDTOC.KERTELL.

-*£ CAUF.
Bradley, elc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkins A Durljrow. iV Y. Acts, 70 Wall St.

Split-Second Timers
With Minute Register

In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PRICE .... 030

These timers start and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-eecoud watches made.

A. HUtSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

OLD HERMITAGE
WHTSKIE8.

sTEINER'S
Xo. 311 BUSH STREET

gAK FRANCISCO
J. C. DIAMOND DICK FARLEY

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKET
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLE,
LIVE STOCK Alt TINEKH6.

Every fuclllty fur holding sales at our sales stable.
Uver one hundred stalls.

Consignments of live slock from the Interior solicited.
Sales made In any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled nud,pedigrees furnished.

Telcylionr :..vi:i

THIS MAKESfgOYCElONEPINTOF

.

1 TABLETS

LEG and BODY WAS
For FEVERED LEU6, I.\KI,A.MED TE>*

DOXS, SPKAL\ED AKKLEg, CRACKEDHEKLS A\D ALL 8KIX ERCPTIOXS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the cheapest and best evei put on the market
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
of sight as, besides other valuable ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained in il> gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put an in metal boxes, each containing t 20 ..

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in a p!
of water. Think of it ! 15 gallons best leg and on-
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only «2.0>
per box. or 6 Boxes for % 1 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

tfold by DruealiiU and Dealer* fn Turf Uood<

A NOVELTY

HORSES

In any kind of fioe arts

is always to be found in
our spaciousalesrooms.

We always have pictures

ofall famous horses ready

to frame. Our selection

of pictures of Gamelaml

is the most extensive.

REMEMBER
Our No—T41 to 745
iMarket Street.

ISANBORN, VAIL & OO

Business College, 24 Post St

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moat popular school on the Coast.

E. P. HEALD, President
••— <5enr] for Orcnlar..

R. HALEY.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ot

BLANK BOOKS
— FOR —

Racing Association
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO
2» FIRST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

Bad Strains
unfit a horse for any kind of work.

• Removes SOP
Bl'kchks, does not blister or remove Ui
hair. More information if you writ.

$3 00 per bottle. Regular dealers or

W. F.YOCXG, P. D. F.
3-1 Amherst St., Springfield , Masa,

: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

FRENCH and GEAMAI
LESSONS.

Private or in classes. Legal and commercial dot
men translated. MRS. F. PRILL, 20 Ellis street.

REPORTERS!
Wc want a renponBlble lady or gentleman In every town to set

aj newspaper eorrespoDdent. report the happi'Dings in their loo»l-

lty and write articles for publication. Experience not required «
necessary. Big remuneration for good writers. EDcloae italDp
for fail particulars. Modkbh Paxss Association, CoicsjEu, 1U-
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Popular Fallacies About Live Stock.

\s

The following suggestions were read before tbe annual

leeting of the Ohio Draft and Coach-Horse Breeders' Asso-

iation by Dr. S. R. Howard, of Hillsboro, O :

Heaves is one of the most common diseases the horse is

inject to. It is analagous to asthma in the human, and

ime of you, no doubt, know that the treatment of asthma is

ne of the bugbears of the medical r^pfession.

The reason heaves is counted an curable disease is that

l very near all cases the structure of the lung tissue is

(tered, and the air cells are more or less permanently dilated

od ruptured. Bv proper feeding and certain treatment, if

ot very bad, an animal can bs rendered comparatively use-

id, but cannot often be permanently benefited.

Nevertheless, agricultural literature is teeming with posi-

|ve cures and specifics for heaves. Large sums of money are

['ten offered as forfeits if no cure is effected. Here is tbe

jllacy of all such forfeits. If you shoul J be so persuaded as

buy the remedy and try it awhile and without favorable

suits, and then you should be so foolish as to claim the for-

lt, this will be their answer every time :
" Yours is a very

,d case, and vou must try our remedy longer," or words to

at effect. You see no time is set in which to relinquish

e forfeit. I doubt very much if any of us ever knew of a

trson receiving money from a patent medicine company for

-ving an incurable disease, and what is more, we never will,

verily believe. I seldom go to see * sick horse in tbe

untry but that some one does not ask me this question :

)octor, do you think he has the bots?" A great ma^y

ople think the bot is injurious. Bots do not in the least

use any pain or suffering to the horse.

The female bot fly deposits her eggs upon the hair of the

rse about the breast and forelegs. In several days these

gs become ripe; then the slightest warmth and moisture

ings forth the latent larvse. You can even hatch them in

ur hand by blowing your breath upon them. A small

irm thus makes its appearance. You can readily see how

*ily then the bot gainB access to the stomach. The hor?e

ks himself ; the bot thus being hatched, and on the tongue

lips of the horse, you see, it is easy for the bot ihen to pass

the stomach with food or drink, where he attaches him-

f to the insensible walls of the stomach and lives there by

iOrption a year. He is then grown ; he lets go his hold,

out, bursts open and emerges as the bot fly. In short,

i is his round of existence. His life in the horse is

y passive, and does no harm unless he should become

merous that he might obstruct the passage of food.

is last is very, very rare.

Jo matter what disease
;
a horse dies of, the stomach often

tially digests quickly and then ruptures. Now, some

i in -opening such cases and finding the stomach ruptured

bots in the abdominal cavity, look no further for the

se of deatb, but jump at the conclusion, " Bots have eaten

3Ugh thestomaeh."

here are few horses that do not have bots in considerable

cabers. I have seen almost a quart of them in a large

t se's stomach, and he had never shown any ill effects from

In,

'he kidneys of the horse are not at f° It half as much in

Mnary cases of sickness as is gentia,] supposed by horse

iers. A veterinary surgeon scarcely sees one sick horse in

| tzen but that the owner declar ' ie kidney6 are at fault.

j
s really is not often the case.

i
ockjaw is a terrible disease, also one a horse is very

[
le to. Some case3 are curable. In this disease the haw,

Washer of the eye, is pushed well over the eyeball when-

:

" ibe horse is startled or has a spasm; The membrane or

haw is called the "hooks" bv certain wise individuals.

Their treatment for this supposed disease is to cut the washer

out of the eye; which they proceed to do. If the animal

survives the rest of the treatment, which he usually does not,

he goes blind, because the eye is robbed of its means of clean-

ing itself of dust, etc.

You have noticed, no doubt, that a horse can travel very

well in the face of a blinding storm. Well, it is because he

has this washer, an appendage you have not. The appear-

ance of this washer in lockjaw is only one of the symptoms

or effects of the disease, therefore, do not tolerate the opera-

tion before mentioned.

For everv ten sick horses there are about one hundred

lame ones. Pain in the Joints, tendons or bones is most

severe. Horses seem to have an instinctive dread of chang-

ing their position when lame. I have known valuable horses

to remain down until they would die of blood poison, the re-

sult of bed sores, rather than to attempt to rise when very

lame. Again, I have seen horses so lame in one limb they

would remain standing until their opposite limb would en-

tirely give way, the teadons aad Hgiments rupture, and they

would have to be destroyed. Such, of course, are extreme

cases. Sometimes they will stand for months in the same

spot. How there muscles must ache ! In such cases a swing

is a god-send to them. All this time this lame limb is held

clear of the ground. Unless the owner is more than usually

practiced in such ailments, he had better obtain the best opin-

ion and assistance to be had. Mind, I don't use the plural

word opinions, get one good opinion and abide by it a reas-

onable length of time at least. This will be true economy.

I have known many lame horses to be worked or driven

some time, sometimes a month, and then, perhaps, all at

once one of their tendons would rupture or a bone would

break, thus showing that if the animal had received sufficient

rest, he might have more than likely recovered completely.

I refer to sudden cases of lameness from kicks, accidents and

the like. When a horse has received a kick or a severe in-

jury, and is lame, as you value him don't work him for

awhile. I know some of you may have worked such cases

until they would travel sound, but it is a poor policy. Don't

do it. Men have consulted me in some such cases, listened

to my opinion and advice narrowly, took whatever was pre-

scribed, and then kept on working the subject. In a short

time, perhaps, I would be called to see the same animal with

a broken bone, the result of the previous injury and being

used too soon.

Suppose you had sustained a violent kick or bruise upon

one of your lower limbs, and your doctor had told you to go

ahead, to put your weight upon the injured limb, to work

on, I will venture to say you would have sent for another

doctor.

The majority of lameness in horses is below the knee and

stiflejoint. Many men, you will find, will tell you your horse

is lame in the shoulder, if he is lame at all.

This shoulder lameness is not often the case. Some men

(not always veterinary surgeons) would rather be accused

or some heinous crime or gross immorality than of a lack of

knowledge of lameness in horses. I went once to see a horse

that the local authority declared was "stifled," which means

the stifle bone was displaced. The horse had been cast, and

four strong men had pulled at the leg as hard as they could

while he attempted to replace the bone. I found only a nail

in the foot.

It requires all the judgment an experienced person can

exercise to locate some cases of lameness. For instance, a

diseased liver will produce lameness in ae right shoulder.

I do not want to impress you with th. idea that I know

so much about lameness that it bothers me to carry this

knowledge around with me ; by no means. I am but giving

yon tbe experience of other veterinarians as well as that of

myself. By experience and careful observation, the most

ignorant can learn a great amount about any business. One
of the best posted and intelligent men I ever talked to on the

subjectjof breeding,frearing,'managemenl|and diseases of farm

stock, was an old gentleman farmer who had never seen the

inside of a college. This man had great natural endow-

ments that few men have, and one of his accomplishments

was his extreme modesty of opinion.

Experience in any line of business is a good thing, yet

much experience with some people leads them to be very

self-sufficient, and they think they are very smart. Some
men think and say, "I have owned and driven hundreds of

horses, and what I don't know about a ' boss ' is not worth

knw>n*." Ot li2r-isay, ' I have monkeyed with st^ck all my
life, and I know all about 'em." As well might a slave driver

or owner declare that they have driven, owned and worked

hundreds of slaves and koow all about them. Yet at the same

time those slaves were about as subject to the sarue num-

ber of diseases as themselves, namely 2,400.

Well, if you have a lame horse and you do not want to

have him examined or doctored, don't work him and aggra-

vate the case. This advice may save you a good horse.

Don't use any powerful remedy for a simple complaint.

You have no idea of the loss annually sustained from this

cause alone. I could relate many such cases that would chal-

lenge credulity, and would be unfit to read to a public gath-

ering. Such terrible things are not alone practiced by the

densely ignorant. Here are two examples :

I was called some time ago to see an animal whose limbs

had been bathed in a solution of concentrated lye. The own-

er, a college-bred gentleman, had applied it himself. You

can imagine the rest.

I shall never forget a case of lockjaw I went to see some

years ago. The case was being treated by a local light, and

thinking perhaps a consultation might possibly be of some

little benefit to the case, I was honored with a request from

the owner to come and see the mare It was only the persua-

siveness of neighbor that induced the owner to take this rash

step. With much reluctance and misgiving he sent for me.

It was a long trip at night over a miserable road, and in the

dead of winter. I finally arrived, and as I entered the door

of the tight wagon shed where the luckless animal was con-

fined, I inhaled an odor that almost stifled me. The shed

was full of steam and smoke, and by the dim light of a

lantern I could see the unfortunate animal standing stiff

as a poker, blanketed and head tied up tightly. She had

been sick some time, and those who have seen cases of

that terrible disease can imagine her condition. On the

ground under her was a very large, hot casting, upou which

my venerable colleague was pouriug a mixture of vinegar,

turpentine and sulphur. The fog was, so to speak, "thick

enough to churn." I requested the doctor in charge to cease

bis steaming until we could open the door -^nd examine the

mare. The fumes having cleared away, I found a large bun-

dle of something tied upon ihe mare's tail. I quietly inquired

what it was and its purpose. No doubt the ductor was doing

everything he thought was proper and advantageous to the

mare.

In answer to my inquiry, the doctor slowly arose from his

stooped position and unfolded himself to the height of about

six and one-half feet, spit a fair stream of amber, wiped his

mustache and wrinkled brow with his bandana, and glar-

ingly contemplated me for about thirty seconds before he

deigned to answer ma sarcastically, "Young man, if you

don't know what that's for you have a great deal to learn.

That's a poultice (about a peck it was), and it's to draw the
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inflammation from the brain out through the spinal cord."

Such learned indignation could not be answered only with

a club. I was among strangers. I did not answer. As a
matter of course the animal died, and the owner is satisfied

with the treatment up to this day. I have heard of thissame
veterinarian doctoring a horse for "gall bladder diseaae."

Xow a horee has no gall bladder, the bile Bows directly from
lha liver to the intestine.

1 have seen cavities in the muscles of ho'-ses in which you
could bury your clinched fist, caused by the application of

arsenic, fol- the removal of warts.

lam not relating isolated cases of barbarism, but things

that are encountered very often by a veterinarian who has
had much experience in the country.

Occasionally 1 am called to see a sick cow that has had her
horns bored and turpentine poured into her head to cure her
of '* hollow horn.'' Also her tail may be split and salt and
pepper placed in the incision, and all tied up with a band-
age, to kill tbe "wolf in the tail." You may think that I

am drawing upon my imagination for facts, but far from it

I sometimes have asked, "Where in the ephemeral deuce is

Ihe wolf-" ! am always shown a soft spot in the tail where
the incision has been made.
Xow, the bones of the tail are nothing but rudimentary

backbones, and you will often find in a well cow's tail one or
more bones not verv well developed. This is the wolf, so
called by the barnyard faculty. All Cow's horns are more
or less hollow close to the head, except those of young cattle,

which are often solid.

Whenever a cow has ceased to chew her cud, she has not
tost her cud, but is sick, and has ceased to chew her food
"over again as all well cattle do.

Do not al'ow anyone to make her a cud. Such cuds usually
consist of a greasy dish rag, a salt herring or a lump of fat

meat. These cuds are often administered upon the soft end
of a broomstick. This delicate operation usually succeeds
admirably in rupturing the throat. Some people have an
idea I hat seme of the lower animals are more highly organised
than themselves. Microscopically considered, animals, as a
general thing, are every bit as finally organized as a man.
Their anatomy is comparatively the same. The cells, fibres,

nerve terminations, corpuscles and so on, are, in many ani-
mals, much finer and more sensitive than the structures in
man. If you doubt this, ju9t spend a few moments in think-
ing of the faculties and special senses of some animals, and
then ask yourself the question : What human is their equal
in their special line?

-Notwithstanding all our vaunted intelligence of the nine-
teenth century, all our advances in the sciences, art, law,
religion, chemistry, physiology, etc , some people's reasoning
powers in regard to certain human and animal diseases are
not in the least advanced above those of the ancient Egyp-
tians.

Hambletonian Wilkes.

The fame of this horse as a sire has extended to all parts

•of the world, wherever trotting horses are kuown. Be wan
purchased by E. J. Moorhead & Son, of Santa Clara, a little

over a year ago, and is now the premier stallion at their stock

farm, which is known by the appropriate name of Green
Meadow Farm. Hambletonian Wilkes is by the great Geo.
Wilkes, 2:22, out of Mag Lock, by American Star ; second
dam Lady Irvine (erandam of thegreat horse Lumps, 2:21),
by Hambletonian 10. In 1893, at the age of thirteen, this
horse had to his credit eleven 2:30 performers, two producing
?ons, a producing daughter and was also a great grandsire.
This year he has had three additions to his list : New Era, a
fonr-year-old pacer out of a mare by Grey Fearnaught, rec-
ord 2:13; Tammany Wilkes, another four-year-old pacer,
2:241, and Wobbling Maid, 2:261. Then his great daugher',
that queen among race mares, Phiebe Wilkes, lowered her
record from 2:11 to K08i, and Jack Spratt reduced his from
2c24j to 2:221. Ph.L-be Wilkes will spend this winter in
California and every one who has seen and admired her
grandly-proportioned well-bred sire will be anxious to gate
•upon the " flying Pb"-be."

The rumor that one of the wealthiest of American owners
of race horses was negotiating lor a lease of Henry of
Navarre's racing qualities in order that he might take the
chestnut colt to England ha« been given very wid» publicity
and so far has neither been confirmed nor authoritatively
denied. It is a fact that several owners have in contempla-
tion a campaign in England and it is reasonable to suppose
that any one of these should desire to add so good a colt as
Navarre to his string. Marcus Daly, the Keenes, the Mor-
rises and others already have racing interests in Albion, most
of their horses in that country, however, being yearlings,
weanlings and broodmares. Some older horseB would have to
be exported, therefore, if any of these owners desire to engage
in active racing the coming season. The various estimates
placed by noted turfmen on their relative merits of English
and American thoroughbreds differ somewhat widely. One
who owns a very large stable says that the average English
horse is seven pounds better than the average American
racer, whije another give, it as bis opinion that on the whole
the American thoroughbreds are superior in point of speed to
those bred in England. It is a fact, nevertheless, that the
British sales agencies have constantly on hand for the Ameri-
can market orders for horses that can stay a mile and when
the demand is cloffel, analysed it is found that the horse
which can win on one side of the Atlantic can win on the
other. Geldings like Red Glen and Tim Murphy can win
their way, if judiciously placed, in anv country and will
bring, possibly.a little more money in Britain than in Amer-
tea. It may, llieref.. re, be argued that the rank and file of
the two countries' thoroughbreds are very equal in point of
speed an-1 vain,. , if ihe stake horses no sort of alinecan
be had asther,- i no common standard bv which their re-
spective merits may be at all accui ired It is safe
to conclude, however, that American stake liorses will render
an excellent account of themselves when pitted against their
English peers, and it is likewise a foregone conclusion that
ifa few g„od stables of thoroughbreds are laken to Britain
next season a pairi.ii „ their welfare will he en-
gendered which will be of much benefit to the turf in both
countries.— Horsemen.

W. F. Youno, Merideo, Conn.- " Uworbine" should be
introduced among hi id stock farms in general Iam a race hone man myself, keeping twenty to twenty-five
in training, and have used your remedy with good effect
Yours faithfully, Pj ,, 170 Madison street, Chi-
cago, 111.

'

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
BD1TKD AlTt> COHDUCtKt) SOtfeLY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Directum at Oakland.—As I walked through the en-

trance gateway of the Oakland Trotting Park, I met a groom

leading a horse, enveloped in hood and blanket, but even

with that much concealment felt assured that it must be the

" king of trotters." It was my first view of the champion

—

that title he still wears, as he gave Alii " a year and a beat-

ing" and when defeated by the Empress his Juniofship told

in hts favor. There was something in the glance of his eye,

tbe poise of bis head and the set of his ears to remind one of

both sire and dam. The groom answered in the affirmative

to the question, "Is that Directum ?" and afterwards I ac-

companied Mr. Hickok to the stall and saw him stripped. It

is not my intention to describe him from that short survey

as there will be plenty of time and opportunities to obtain

the grounds for more accurate portraiture, and also to have
him pose in a better position than could be expected the

morning after his arrival. A long journey from Boston to

San Francisco, and be had to make the trip across the bay
and back before he could be ' unloaded" from the car, that

double trip occasioned by a portion of the car being occu-

pied by racers destined for the Bay District track.

Mr. Hickok was Somewhat hurried as he had an appoint-
ment to keep in San Francisco, but the few minutes' con-

versation was enough for me to obtain the information de-

sired to explain the situation. I was apprehensive that
the hard campaigns of 1892 and ) 893, especially the
last, had left their mark to Directum'e injury, but a

question to that effect was promptly answered, " no, when I

left Cleveland,'
1

Mf: Hickok said, " tie could not be better,

and notwithstanding all that Alix had shown I had the full-

est confidence in his ability to beat her." He told me of a
trial on the Cleveland track which was a complete justifica-

tion of the opinion he held, but so much has been writien

and said in regard to the management of the horse he did not
want it made public. Furthermore he did not want to jeopar-
dize his chances in the stallion race by trotting him ex-
hibitions, feeling that was the grand battle-ground defeat in

which would tell against him, no matter how many fast miles
preceded that contest, and from a " money " view point also,

more was to be gained in that than Several sdeh premiums
as were offered. "That this was a judicious conclusion when
all the circumstances are considered few who are conversant
with trotting affairs will deny, so that there is little necessity

for amplification in regard to that phase of the subject.

Neither shell I dwell, at this time, on features which are
secondary in importance to lha main charges which have
been so freely brought in the Eastern papers, as a rule, in

those papers tbe writers for which have small knowledge of
tbe training and management of fast trotters. Some of these

charges so puerile that reply would be a waste of words, were
it otherwise than that a majority of readers are also igno-
rant, clamor accepted as argument,'and statements of men who
have little or no conception of the subject they discuss with
so much flippancy,received as gospel truth. As to Mr. Hickoks'
capacity as trainer, driver and manager of fast tfottefs his

superiority is so well knowb^ that again an array of proofs
would be stlperogatory, at least in connection with so short
an article as this must be. I have known Mr. Hickok ever
since 1864. An intimate acquaintance from 1867 to the pres-

ent time, thoroughly conversant with his methods of train-

ing and the results thereof. With experience enough on
this field tj have confidence in my judgment I have no hesi-

tation in placing him in the front ranks of the profession.

That he has lost aDy of his skill in the art is too trifling a
charge forconsideration. So long as a man retains his facul-

ties every year's experience adds to his knowledge and in-

creases his capacity. There never lived a trainer of race
horses or trotters, whose experience extended over half the
time embraced in thirty years, who did not have reverses.
Chance has a great deal to do with success. Had it not been
for the wrench to her ankle which incapacitated Hnlda in
her famous race there is al most a " dead certainty " that she
would have been so near the top as to be virtually there, and
had it not been for the accident to Directum, in place of
pages of harsh criticisms, there would have followed chapters
of panegyrics.

Briefly stated it was as follows : He was taken to Hart-
ford to "work" preliminary to the race with Alix. The track
had been made as hard as possible for bicycle racing, and
though the top was harrowed, and looked in fine condition,
it was a deceptive appearance, being of the hardness of ma-
cadam below the slight top-coating. This made him exceed-
ingly foot-sore, his action being trying to the feet, and the
consequence was that he was totally unable to make any
thing like a fair showing with Alix.
And here is a point on which the papers have scored Hic-

kok, Salisbury and the proprietor of Mystic Park. Hickok
for not informing the public that Directum was "off." Salis-
bury for engaging in a hippodrome, and the proprietor for
being an ''accessory before the fact." This is about the only
ground for adverse criticism, and even then there are "exten-
uating circumstances."
My position in regard to hippodroming, paying large sums

for the appearance of celebrities, and deviations from regu-
lar channels of racing is well known to the readers of the
Breeeer and Sportsman. Have always held that these
were inimical to the interest of owners, outside of the fa-
vored few who had the animals which are sought for to
make these exhibitions. But it is the system which is at
fault, and the largest part of the odium must rest on associ-
ations and proprietors which become a party to the repre-
hensible transactions. There are few prominent owners of
fast trotters who have uot been engaged in that business, and
from the time when Flora Temple and Princess toured the
country, A. D. 1859, until now there has not been a yearwhen it was not a part of harness racing.

It has also been the practice to disguise these affairs.
Matches claimed when it was a division of the receipts big
purees advertised when it depended upon the gate money
and privileges" the amount that should be paid. I shall not
apologize for the principals of the Alix-Directum affair if
that was in accordance with the precedents, further than that
it has been ' common custom " to follow that method, and
which would be " more honored iu the breach than observ-
ance, far better were it strictly forbidden by rule, and in.
InngementB thereof severely punished.
As to Hickok making publio notification, that Directum

was not in condition to successfully cope with Alix, I do not

believe there is a manager of trotters who would ha ve issued

such apronunciamenta. The ailment was not so serious as to

preclude the hope of him " rounding to " before the race

was called. I have known horses so sore that it was painful

to, see them jog and "warm out of it" in a heat or two so

effectually ihat it had entirely vanished. Even foot-soreness

of an aggravated type may yield to treatment in a very fe#

days, and until Directum was brought out for the opening

work before the race, it could not be absolutely known what
his condition was.

In relation to the pool-selling, I did not question Mr. Hic-
kok on that point, but as he has always been extremely care-

ful not to mislead people by recounting florid anticipations of

what his horses would do, it is very improbable that he de-

viated in this instance. I will have more to say about thU
" celebrated case " hereafter, and will also give a minute de»

scription of Directum.

CominU Akound :—
,(
Ktitwood; the great half-brother of Maud 8., promises lo

become a very prominent element iti future pedigrees, par-

ticularly as we are approaching a state of affairs where onlf
extreme speed will hold an enhanced value for racing usfl.

The first thought with regard to Nutwood, as with Electioneer
a few years ago, is the uniformity with which his offspring

trot, as evidenced by his great number in the 2:30 list, but

the real and lasting element of his strength is the extreme
capacity for speed which his blood carries. Arion unites the

blood of Nutwood and Electioneer as closely as it Is possible

to unite that of two sires, and he has shown as high form, age

considered, as any horse that lives. Many horsemen have
until recently held a somewhat light opinion of the Elec-

tioneer blood for racing purposes, and this has been particu-

larly so among the admirers of the kindred, yet somewhat '

rival strain of George Wilkes. But as experience in breed-

ing has developed tbe most favorable crosses, it is found that

the Electioneer blood races in great form, v ery little chanee
has been afforded for crossing it with that of Nutwood, bdt

the sample afforded in Arion would encourage further trial.

Nutwood furnishes the physical quality of the superior thor-

oughbred, a quality that has been bred for generations for

sustained speed, and one that so grandly supplements the

Electioneer traits that it has enabled him to beget horses of

far greater capacity for sustained speed than he otherwise

has shown. But thiB quality is not alone an assistance to

Electioneer. It helps every sire of trotting inclinations. The
\

only reason why Electioneer has most benefited by it is that

his owner had the courage to use it more freely than any
other breeder. Unwise though plausible teachers have Ud*

questionably succeeded in forming a great public prejudice

against near thoroughbred infusions, but where it can be had

sugar-boated with a trotting surface, as afforded in the blood

of Nutwood, the prejudice ceases to hold."

The above quotation is from Coleman's Rural World, and

if the founder of that admirable agricultural journal sanc-

tioned the sentiment contained in the copy he, too, must have

changed his views.

Many people think that it is an evidence of

acknowledge conversion, but in place of that it is 6urely a

token of an increase of wisdom due to greater experience!

Melancthon, on being accused of advocating what he had

formerly denounced, replied "that he had not lived forty yean

without a grain of knowledge." The article copied is a

capital illustration of the benefits of " near infusions " of the

" pernicious " blood.so good, in fact, that it would be difficult

to improve it without covering a great deal more space.

It contains texts for elaboration, hardly a sentence that ft

not the nucleus for an essay on the " advantages of racing

blood in breeding fast trotters."

1,

Nothing New.—The pneumatic saddle, which we are

told was equal to the reduction of ihe weight on a race horse,

at least fourteen pounds in a race of a cniie, is not a fie*

thing. When looking over a volume of tbe " Old " Spirit c

the Times, in the issue of May 24, 1851, I find the following

note:

"Good News for Horses.—The Harrisburg (Pa.) Journa'

states that Mr. T. M. Coleman has filed a caveat for an im-

provement in India rubber horse collars and saddles, which
are inflated with air instead of being stuffed as is now the

case. If the air can be retained at the very poiut of pressure

this will prevent chafing, and be a great relief to the noblest

of domestic anlmals-^the horse. We 3hall expect to seethii

invention in general use, as humanity demands that even U
the creature the back shall be suited to the burden. 1 '

It was claimed that Cash Diy was enabled to win the racel

over his great competitors from the burden being bettei

suited to his back than the unyielding tree, and there are

good reasons why the pneumatic should be better. Severs

vriters on turf affairs held that the new contrivance must be

barred, but under the rules that would not be legal. A\

" condition " in the advertisement of stakes or purses wouh
cover the ground. I believe that it is claimed that the ar

saddle has been protected by letters patent, but if that nob

gives correct information, the "general principle " canno

be cornered, and the patent must be for the mode of applica

tion.

4

Yo El Rey.—Whatever the cause, the brother to Y-

Tambien made such an exhibit in the t-arne Stake that prt

eludes the hope of him emulating the doings of his diBtlfi

gutshed relatives unless there is a radical change in hi

deportment. He commenced kicking and bucking from th

instant tbe flag fell, and kept it up for three-quarters of

mile, when the judges ordered him stopped. The others ha

finished the course, one and three-quarter miles, when h

was enteriog the homestretch, so that it is evident that h

did not make much headway in his antics. Thejockey sure)

erred in commencing to flog at the outset, though it is no

likely he would have raced under any conditions. There )
no question of him possessing a great flight of speed, as I ai I
told he has ran trials in 1:41 on different occasions, and froi '

his form and breeding he should " go on," Were he broke

to harness, and kept away from the track for a time, h

might forget his tantrums, and when reconciled to tb»

method of progression he might be galloped in, the shaft

never saddled until he was brought out to race, Better, p« ,
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haps, to drive him double, i. e., in company with a mate, and
also exercised in that way. Even if two years are required

to complete his reformation, an animal of so much promise
would warrant the trial. Then, too, service in the stud

might be beneficial, as- in one instance I knew a horse of

similar characteristics which became tractable after one sea-

Bon of stud duty.

* ' *
The New York Sales.—The late sales of trotting stock

in New York has lent courage to those who were on the verge

of despair. Especially the Palo Alto, Kalamazoo and High-

land Stock Farm sales.

So much better averages than those which nave been held

earlier in the season that it can safely be said that the lowest

point has been reache f and hereafter there will be a steady

increase. It is somewhat gratifying that the highest price

was paid for a California-bred two-year-old $5,500, Day Bell,

by Palo Alto, from Beautiful Bells. The Palo Altos made a

high average, $1,242, and as there were eleven sold it shows
that the '* half-and-half" sire has staunch supporters in the

East. Four Electioneers were sold at an average of $906,

two Electricity's, average $837, seven Azmoors made an aver-

age of $805, eight Advertisers $758, and two Whips averaged

$755. The average for forty-four was $840. As to the thor-

oughbred cross, which has elicited so much discussion, the

produce of four thoroughbred dams brought $4,650, an aver-

age of $1,162, and that with the highest price $1,800, $1,000,

$1,800, $1,250 and $600 being the relative prices, so that

from every point of view the outlook for '"near infusions"

is very promising.
Another cheering feature of the Palo Alto sale wa6 that

records were not essential to bring prices. Ten in all sold

for $1,000 or over, seven without records brought an average
of $2,046, three with records of 2:12, 2:22£, 2:25 made $3,750

an average of $1,250. This proves, or at least is an intima-

tion that purchasers intend to trot them, though the low
price for Truman, 2:12, $1,100, was undoubtedly caused by

being blind in one eye and the other threatened. After thous-

ands of trotting-bred horses have been forced into the auc-

tion market this season, and with a number of sales adver-

tised in the near future, I heartily concur with the Spirit of

the Times, that :
" The sales clearly indicate a fresh era of

prosperity for the great trotting horse breeding interest and
renewed confidence in its healthv growth and development."

*
* *

Rancho del Sierras Auction Sale.—The sale of thor-

oughbred yearlings by Mr. Theodore Winters on Saturday

last, while not very satisfactory to the owner in respect to

prices, proved beyond any question that the Washoe valley is

well adapted for the production of that class of horses. That

is when backed by the care and attention bestowed by Mr.
Winters, as a more uniform collection were never led into a

sale ring, and when one of them, not much larger than a

majority of hia associates, measured 15£ hands in height and
70 inches in girth, there was size enough to fill the bill, how-
ever exacting the critic.

I feel assured that there will be another result, and that

a year from this time, when the second sale is held, more
thau double the average price of the first sale, about $340,

will be realized. This will come from those which were sold

as suuh " great bargains" will have demonstrated their rac-

ing capacity in a way which cannot be disputed. I shall be

disappointed if there are not a number of " bracketed " colts

among the nineteen which were sold, and while it mav be

invidious to make comparisons I cannot refrain from select-

ing some which are Dearly sure to race. The Joe Hooker
from Alice N., the El Rio Rey from Question, the Joe Hook-
er—Countess Zeika, the Blizzard filly, the Hettie Humphrey
colt, and after this picking it is within bounds to say, that

among those which are left unnained, there is likely to be the
11 choice of the basket."

Paradoxical as it may appear the supremacy of the Marion
family has been a drawback to the sale of others—from the

same breeding. The cause of underrating animals which
otherwise would have held a high place. With these in

different hands that difficulty will be overcome, and a truer

classification prevail. Unless I am greatly mistaken the next
twelve months will bring about a better appreciation, and
when the next crop of yearlings from over the mountains is

placed on the market there will be? better feeling.

Then the hard times exerted a baneful influence, such a

scarcity of money that never before in the history of Califor-

nia was it was so difficult to obtain. This may also be over-

come in the next few mooths. Let us hope so anyway.
* *

*

Good Advice—The American Sportsman has the follow-

ing in the issue of Nov. 8th :

"A few of those that are continually finding fault with

the judges of trotting meetings should be invited into the

stand and asked to try their hand at the business. The

chances are they would find it a little more difficult to handle
than they anticipated."

Some years ago a turf reporter for a daily paper, published

in San Francisco, wa6 in the habit of u
roasting " the starter

at race meetiogs. There was no excuse, in his estimation,

for a poor start no matter how large the field, and unless

that was the result of the dropping of the flag, he would give

the starter a right sharp dressing.

He was an Englishman, well on in years, beyond the half

century mark, had seen a great deal of racing in Europe and
this country, and a companionable, first-rate fellow excepting
his passion for railing at race officials. " No trouble to start

horses," he said, " if a man did not lose his head, and he was
sure he could get them off in a bunch without half trying."

An opportunity was offered to test his capacity, a big field

with some of the worst actors in California engaged. I

handed him the flag with the request that as- little time as

possible should be occupied in getting them under way. He
accepted, walked about half the distance to the starting

point, pondered for a few moments, returned surrendering
the flag without a word of explanation. From that time it

was only flagrant cases of carelessness which brought out the

scoring, and that in milder terms than trivial cases would
have received heretofore.

* *
The New York Embargo—I am pleased to see that the

Eisteru papers are taking a more hopeful view of the situa-

tion since the election than they did previous to the vote.

The Spirit of the Times prophesies that racing will not be
greatly disturbed though trotting will be seriously involved.
This is not in accordance with my opinion. With the specu-
lative features less prominent there will bean increase at trot-

ting meetings and fairs in the attendance, and should the
legislature enact laws which will interfere with the present
system of betting, there may be other methods of tempting
Dame Fortune. I have seen successful meetings, both racing
and trotting, before there was a pool sold in the United
States, and book-betting is comparatively of recent date. It
is better to look at the bright side than to wallow in the
slough of despond, and that racing and trotting will still flour-

ish in the Empire State is my unqualified belief.

* *
The Ubiquitous Tout.—Some time ago I copied two

paragraphs from an article under the above caption, credit-

ing it to the Kentucky Stock Farm. It should have been

the American Sportsman, and the error was entirely mine, as

the K. S. F. had given due credit to the paper in which it

first appeared. A capital article all through, the portion I

copied being applicable to the question of book-betting on
trotting races, and as the quotation was the conclusion of the
article, the credit in the opening sentence was over-
looked. Joseph Cairn Simpson.

Racing at Oakland in 1895.

J. Malcolm Forbes Purchases More Trotters.

Oakland is to have twenty days' first-class racing twice a

year. The first meeting will be held in May next, and the

second in the fall of the year. This news was authoritatively

given to a Tribune man last night by a prominent official

of the California Jockey Club.

The races will be held at the Oakland Trotting Park,

which will be fitted up and rearranged in a way it never

was before. The grand stand will be completely overhauled

and reset, and thousands of dollars will be spent in improve-
ments.
On the inner track a steeplechase course is to be built after

the manner of the one at the Bav District track, San Fran-
cisco. There will be a water jump, a stiff grade and every-

thing that goes to make up a first-class course of the kind. As
for the running track, it will be put in perfect condition, It

always was a good one, and with a little money spent on it

can be put in excellent order.

The races will be held by the California Jockey Club, which
obtained a seventeen-year lease of the track last June. The
horses to compete will be the same as those running in San
Francisco, for during the Oakland meeting the Bay District

track will be closed and the horses shipped here. When the
Oakland races are over the winter season will be ended and
the thoroughbreds will return East and will remain there
until sent again to the Coast in the fall.

These meetings, therefore, will be the best that Oakland
has ever experienced. The horses booked for the Coast this

fall are of the highest grade that have appeared west of the

Rockies, and the cracks will all participate in the Oakland
events. The Jockey Club does not expect to make much
money out of the Oakland meetings at firbt, but the idea is to

build up a business here and the club will be satisfied if the

project gets on a paying basis after a couple of years.

The California Jockey Club also has another big move
in contemplation for Oakland. It is to be a meeting of trot-

ters and will be conducted on a new basis. Heretofore trot-

ting race have been handled on the coast with the methods
in vogue twenty years ago. One good horse would walk
away with the principal races and the rest fight it out for sec-

ond and third money.
Bat the Jockey Club intends to change all this. Purses

of $2,000 and $3,000 will be offered and 2:10 horses will be

attracted here and classified together. Instead, therefore, of

seeing a 2:10 horse walk away with a 2:20 race the public

will be able to witness two or three 2:10 horses fighting

among themselves for first money and giving those sensa-

tional head-and-head finishes that make a trotting race vie

with a meeting of runners.

Altogether, therefore, Oakland is to have a welcome boom
in the racing line, for, in addition to the money that will be

attracted there by the meetings, considerable advertising for

the town will result from the gathering of the Eastern

cracks.—Tribune.

As already published the Australian Jockey Club Derby
was won this year by Bonnie Scotland, a son of St. George
and Fair Well. Fair Well is a half-sister to imp. Sir Mo-
dred and Cheviot, and is by Apremont (son of our Mortemer,

out of Araucaria, the dam of Rayon d'Or and Wellingtonia)

out of Idalia, by CambuscaD, the sire of Kinscem, unbeaten

in her fifty-four starts. St. George is a full brother to Chester,

by Yattendon, out of Lady Chester, by Stockwell. Chester-

man, the second in the Derby, was a son of Chester, whereas

the third horse, Cobbity, was by Abercorn, a son of Chester.

This is surely an excellent showing for the sons of Lady
Chester in one race. Chester again appears in the pedigree

of the Australian Jockey Club Oaks winner, Acmena, a

daughter of Martini-Henry (son of Musket), out of Acme,
by Chester, grandam Princess Maud, by Adventurer, a half-

sister to Albert Victor, George Frederick, etc. To further

enhance the value of the blood of this famous sire the Metro-

politan handicap was won by Projectile, a son of Chester,

out of Percussion, by Musket, graodam Sister Agnes, by

Rosicrucian- Chester is also the sire of imp. Stromboli (win-

ner of the A. J. C. Derby in 1891), who won several races

this spring in California, but broke hopelessly down when
with Mr. Macdonough's siring in the East, so that an inter-

esting meeting of the Australian horse with our cracks was

unfortunately prevented. Clieveden, a brotner to Chester,

is in California.

C. F. Taylor, the well-known horseman, has leased the

old Glenbrook house and is fixing it up in fine style. He will

have all sorts of refreshments there and will serve his cus-

tomers with the very best in the land. Mr. Taylor has made
a fine road through the grove of popular trees leading into

the race track from the Grass Valley side. The gates of the

track on the upper side will be closed hereafter.

One of the most promising two-year-old pacers seen on the

California circuit died at Portland, Oregon, November 10th.

The mare we refer to was Lou Lane, by Coeur d'Alene, out

of Beulah. She was owned by S. W. Aid rich of Portland, and

driven in her races by J. Sawyer.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—Palo Alto Stock

Farm has sold to J. Malcolm Forbes, owner of Arion and

Nancy Hanks the following lot of stock :

Br m Vina Belle, 5, 2:15}, by Nephew—Flushing Belle, by
Dictator.

B f, 1893, by Langton, 2:21$—Jesse M., by Electioneer.
B f, Palete, 1893, by Palo Alto, 2:085—Edith, by George

Wilkes.
Br, 1893, by Hugo, 2:27—Sonoma, 2:28, by Electioneer.
Bf, Aides, 1893, by Truman, 2:12—Aldean, 2:25, by Elec-

tioneer.

B f, 1894, by Azmoor, 2:20£—Bonnie, 2:25 (dam of Bonni-
bel, 2:17$), by Gen. Benton.
B f, 1893 (full sister to Rowena (2), 2:17), by Azmoor,

2:20J—Emma Robson, by Woodburn.
Grf, 1S94, by Advertiser, 2:15|—Sallie Benton, 2:17$ (dam

of Starlight, 2:151).

B f, 1894, by Advertiser, 2:15}— vVildmont, 2:27, by Pied-
mont, 2:17}.

B f, 1S94, by Langton, 2:21$—Maiden, 2:23 (dam of Mar-
stoo C. (3), 2:18}), by Electioneer.

_
B f, 1894, by Norris, 2:22}—Liska (3), 2:28}, by Elec-

tioneer.

Br f, 1894, by Lent (2), 2:28—Regina, by Shannon.

_
B f, 1894, by Truman (4), 2:12—Memento, 2:25}, by Elsc-

tioneer.

B f, 1S94, by Langton, 2:21$—Mary Lodge, by Electioneer

It is Mr. Forbes' intention to use Vina Belle for a road

mare. He will develop the young fillies, trot and then breed

them to Arion, 2:07$, and Vatican.

This sale of stock augurs well for the future of the trotting

horse interests, as Mr. Forbes is a very conservative man, one

of rare judgment and excellent foresight as to the prospec's

ahead for the trotting horse.

The stock sold will be shipped to Ponkapog, Mass., April

10, 1895, the home of Arion, the king of two-year olds, and

Nancy Hanks, 2:04, who was in her day the queen of the

turf. Rio Alto.

A Model Establishment.

Everyone in California takes pride in any manufacturer

who by his work advertises the State. The fame of John A.

McKerron's harness, horse boots and (slothing is world wide.

In the stables of the Czar of Russia, and all the principal

cities in Europe, Australia and America are specimens of

his work in use. Orders from these places are received regu-

larly. On one of the racks in the splendid emporium at 203

Mason street to-day we noticed two sets of single dog-cart
harness made to order for a gentleman in New \ork City.

Tbey will be shipped to him Monday.
The reputation McKerron's harness has achieved is well

earned, for nothing but the very best of materials are used
and nothing but first-class work is allowed to go out of his

place. Being a thoroughly practical workman he carefully

supervises every bit of work done.
The orders for fine harnesses, clothiog, etc., he is filling for

the coming horse show, as well as for his regular custom-
ers, keep his large force of skillful workmen busy night and
day. Wh^D the horse show opens his work will receive
praise from everyone.

To supply the demand for saddles, bridles, stirrups and
goods generally that are used by the twelve hundred horses

now stabled at the Bay District track, Mr. McKerron re-

ceived from England last week the largest, best and most
complete consignment ever imported, and as he purchased at

first cost from the manufacturers the prices he asks are below
those of Eastern houses. There are saddles weighing from
ten ounces to the very heaviest; steel bits of every con-

ceivable make and design; stirrups, spurs, bridles, martin-
gales, whips, pads, cloths, and, in fact, everything to be
used on thoroughbreds. Jockey suits from top boots to

gaudy caps are' made in this]complete establishment also, and
to the visitor who takes any interest in horses or their

furnishings, whether for the race track or road, a cordial in-

vitation is always extended.

Distemper and Loss of Appetite Surely Cured.

When any certain brand or article downs all competition,

it may be taken as a safe augury that the public wants that

particular brand. One of the secrets of the popularity of

the Red Ball Brand Manhattan Stock Food is : That it is

absolutely pure, conlains no mineral nor poisonous herbs, and
possesses such digestive properties, that many dyspeptics have
eaten the same when made up in the form of crackers. For
horses this food is unequaled, and is eagerly devoured by
stall-fed animals, who crave its tonic propeities, the same as

is found in young grass. Green B. Morris, H. Harris, trainer

of Dr. Hasbrouck ; Albert Cooper, trainer of Foxhall-Keene
stables ; Goldsmith and Hickok all speak in the highest terms
of the food. When horses are run down or convalescing,

this food should in every case be mixed with each feed. The
results obtained are remarkable. Messrs. Scott & McCord
are the agents for San Francisco.

No Winter Racing.

Indianapolis (Ind.),November 14.—Governor Matthews
said to-night he had notified the backers of the Roby Winter
Racing Association that the proposed winter meeting at that

track would not come off and that he would stop at no'hing
in his power to break it up.

Geo. Gray haa quite a good string of trotters and pacers

at the track near Haywards, and if nothing happens will be

in the front rank among the winners in 1895. as be was in

1894. He has a Sidney colt out of Cricket, 2:10, a fine-look-

ing pacer; a full sister to Cricket, a pacer also ; a Nutwood
Wilkes filly out of a mare by Director; a Mambrino Wilkes
colt out of Annie Laurie, 2:30, by Echo ; a two-year-old colt

by Chas. Derby, out of a mare by Ripton's Hambletonian,
and a four-year-old colt by Decorator, son of Director. They
are all doing well and working satisfactorily. Mr. Gray is

one of the best drivers and conditioners we have on the

Coast, and brings his horses to the races iu the pink of

condition.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

,e Point Breeze track trotting record,

will a performance of 2:10.

A la.RGB Dumber of our moat famous trotting sires and

broodmares liave been entered iu the great horse show.

C.J. Hamlin's trotters woo $75,000 in purses und spe-

cials ibis seasou. Robert J. won nearly a third of the

total.

James SUTHERLAND, of Pleasanton, has a number of good

yountj trotters in training that will appear in the races nest

season.

EtEMEMBKR the sale of trotting stock from Rancho Cotati

will take place on the 2Sth of this month. There will be

some grandly-bred youogsters sold.

has secured the services of Sam Casto as

head trainer and driver of his trotting horses. Casto drove

Senator L. in his great four-mile race at the Breeders' meet-

ing-

James MAGUDtB.the well-known horseman, lives at Pleas-

anton and is handling a two-year-old Richards' Elector geld-

ing that is surprising the boys at Salisbury's by its marvellous

bursts of speed.

Moxroe Salisbury may hitch Directiv, 2:07:;, to pole

with a running mate and send him a fast mile, a la Flying

Jib. He thiuks the two-year-old can beat his harness mark
materially so rigged.

James Berryman is busy handling a number of young
trotters and pacers en the track at the To Kalon Stock

Farm, Oakville, Napa county. He has some very promising

youngsters among them, and is prepared to take a few

more.

A LON'i list of the world's champions trace to Dictator,

as his blood is found in such performers as Nancy Hanks,

2:u4
I
Directum, 2:05}, Direct, 2:05-1, Directly, 2:07$, Jay-Eye-

See, 2:10, Phallas, 2:13$ and the two-year-old filly Impetu-

ous, 2:15..

Muxboe Salisbury has consigned a number of trotters to

the auction sale to take place in New York on the 24th of

this montb, consequently he will not be here until the first

of December. He may send a carload of horses in advance to

Pleasanton.

It has been suggested that the $5,000 two-year-old stake at

Nashville, called the Melrose Stake, should be changed to

the McHenry Stake. M. E. McHenry won it last year with

Axinite, and this vear with Impetuous, and he also won the

Consolation with Miss Kate, a daughter of Direct.

Expressive, 2:12}, the great three-year-old daughter of

Electioneer, is troubled by a splint on the near fore leg, and
to it her loss of form after the Terre Haute meeting is at-

tributed. At present, however, her leg is doing well, and

she promises to ultimately go sound on it once more.

A xumber of corrections to the 2:30 list as published in

this issue have been received from our readers and will be

attended to in due time. We desire very much to get the

pedigrees of -f//our California 2:30 performers and will esteem

it a favor if owners, trainers and drivers will send us the de-

sired information.

Sphinx has made a remarkable showing this year, having
seven to his credit. He has eight in the 2:10 class, and his

oldest colt is but six. We believe he outranks any sire in

this particular. Out of the eight 2:20 performers they were
all outof nonstandard mares.

Robert J. in a race at Point Breeze was rigged with

knee, arm and quarter boots front, and with coronet and shin

boots behind. John R. Gentry wore boots all 'round. Azote
was rigged with quarter boots front and scalpers behind, was
shod with eleven-ounce shoes front and sir ounces behind

The value of a horse depends upon what he can earn or

upon how much pleasure he can give his owner. To many,
speed on the road is more desirable than racing, as a lively

bru^li \h more delightful than a trip to the races, where you
are apt to get beaten, and lose a few dollars at the same
lime.

If is ;i singular fact that the average price of the eleven
animals got by the half-bred sire Palo Alto (2:08$), which
passed under the hammer at the Kellogg sale in New York
last week, was about twenty-seven per cent higher than the
average received for the get of Palo Alto's sire, the great

Electioneer. How times have changed.

A POUND or two of rye tlour stirred in half a pail of water
will make a very nutritious drink for a tired horse, and can
be given with perfect safety even when the animal is heated.
The Btage horses in Italy are given such a drink at intervals

during theii long and tiresome journeys over mountain roads
The effect is more immediate than if oats were given.

|)ikh MNA h thf name claimed for the busy little daugh-
ter of Direct, 2:05i, and Ktemwinder (dam of Directum,

in, her owner, nays she takes a notion to

oelimes, and Directum never moved as true and even
Bhe in receiving every care,

and Is called the "pride of Dublin" by every citizen of the
town.

Miss NEL80V, 2:12}-, is the property of a daughter of
Rev. T DeWitl Talmage, who parchased th._- filly when a
yearling. When Mi ike at Cleveland early
in the year trainer Curlii received a telegram from the fair

owner presenting him with iron. Since purcbas-
iog th>- mare prominent Vir-
ginia bi

I farm ii near Richmond.

tstonishingly prominent iu the pedigr^t"*

of the stai i'
tin year. Ralph Will:fihe fiM^si trotting Blallion of 1894, is by him; John R.

I pacing Btalli

on, •). R Bhedd, got Belle
B.,dam of «) ma, 2:11}. the fe*tea1 tbree-year-old ; an-

te of the Reason's

tuehter, Husie Wilkes, is the dam
of t'uluri-i-

i of the new 2:10 pacerB.

James M. Clark, a young man well known at Palo

Alto and Pleasanton, committed suicide by taking morphine
at Springfield, Ohio, November 13th. He had been a sufferer

from rheumatism. Clark was the caretaker of Direct, Di-

rectum and Diablo, all champions, and started East with the

Salisbury string. He was a great favorite with horsemen,
and all will regret to hear of his untimely end.

At the Lexington Opera House recently the play of Rich-

ard HI was on the boards. Everything went along ntcelv

until Richard rolled out of his teut crying, " A horse! A
horse ! My kingdom for a horse !" And right there the play

broke up." It took the management three hours to get the

audience ofi the stage, as every o*ie of them wanted to sell

Richard a horse, and considered it a low-down trick for any
one to make such a blurf and not do business.

An amusing incident occurred when Regal Wilkes was

beio£ sohl at the sale of trotters in New York City, October
31. The crowd was closely packed near the auctioneer's box,

when an animal, variously described as anything from a

monkey to a Hon, darted outof a passageway and ran into

the crowd, which iinmediaiely stampeded in every direction.

It was said that the ani mal which scared the crowd was noth-

ing more than a large monkey that had escaped from the

Hagenbock show.

J. W. Howard, of Prineville, says that there are more
horses in eastern Oregon than human inhabitants, and that

they are running wild, and in many instances are unclaimed.

The horse market is utterly demoralized, according to Mr.
Howard. Several years ago there was more money in horses

than cattle, but durirg the past five years a great change has

taken place in these conditions. Now there is scarcely any
demand whatever for hordes, aol the b.-eeder in eastern

Oregon has turned bis attention lo other pursuits.

The New York Horse Show, which will now soon be on,

has become a permanent annual fixture of the great city and
its attractions have grown to such dimensions that a sale of

boxes, the best seats, had to be made under the hammer,
many of them going as hisjh as $500. Geo. Gould bought
the first one put up the other dav for $500, getting the choice

over some 500 other representative men. The sale for seats

netted nearly $35,000 as against" $30,000 last year. San
Francisco is going to give a similar show soon and all who
can should go, for it will be time and money well spent.

Monroe Salisbury is something of a driver. He threw
in an extra event, no! on the programme, at Point Breeze
last Friday, by driving Flying Jib and running mate a mile

to skeleton wagon in 2;0t>j. Owing to Jib's erratic behavior
of late, notably at Louisville, where he refused to strike a

pace, no announcement was made of the performance until

after it was all over, and most of the spectators were at a loss

to account for it when they saw a gray-haired old man flying

around the track behind a pair of bavs. The quarters were
made in 0:32}, 1:04], 1:35, 2:06^.

The blood of a horse is the blood of his ancestors, each
and at all six removes back, or twenty removes for that mat-
ter, no more and noles^. What has entered in stays in and
can never be taken out, and its physical nature never
chanse*, but constantly strives to reassert itself and while
some ancestors hand down more than an even shareof influ-

ence io maintaining certain traits and peculiarities, and
other ancestors prevail in other traits and peculiarities in

the same descendant, yet every ancestor has some degree of

influence. To get a better animal is to get a better combi-
nation, and skill in breeding consists in watching the tenden-

cies of different strains to dominate in their several leading

traits, a"d, by selection, to bring about these better combina-
tions. All progress in the improvemeut of any breed depends
on this course.

It is related that John H. Shults was quite well pleased

with the two-year-oM Day Bell, iu the Palo Alto consign-

ment sold at the Garden last week, and was only prevented
from buying him by a misunderstanding. Mr. Shults was a

bidder against E. A. Manice, of Pittsfield, Mass., who tinallv

secured the colt. When the tigures had reached $5,000 Mr.
Shults held up his hand, fingers open, to indicate $500 more.
The auctioneer took it to mean $lo0, and announced $5,100,
turning at once to Mr. Manice, who quickly said $5,500. The
auctioneer theu announced the latter figures, and the thing
was done so quickly that Mr. Shults believed that his own
bid was being dwelt upon, and, of course, did not raise. We
of course have no means of knowing how far either side would
have gone, but it is safe to say that Day Bell would have
brought considerable more but for the misunderstanding.

—

Trotter and Pacer.

William Simpson, the owner of the Empire City Farm
at Cuba, N. Y.. sold 73 head of horses in New York early last

week for less than $14,000, but does not appear to be dis-

couraged over his breeding venture, for before the week was
out he paid $4,800 for seven head. As they are bred in the

purple, they will be fitting companions for the rare bred
horses now at Empire City Farm. He bought Barona, who
is by Baron Wilkes, 2. IS, sire of Rubenstein and others, out

of Lou, dam of Axtell. For Mayenne, dam of Crescendo, 2:24,

he paid $275. She is a daughter of Wedgewood outof the

dam of Pancoast, grandsire ofAlix, 2:03^. For Miss Alice,

a five-year-old filly by Baron Wilkes out of Steinette, dam of

Bourbon Russell, he paid $850. He bought also Ulee
Wilken. 2:23, full sister to Sable Wilkee; Olivette, by Onward
nut of Smta i laus. dam of Emulation, 2:21, and others, and
Sibyl, by Jay Gould out of Old Lucy, 2:1S1.

THERE is noquestion that Monroe Salisbury is the greatest

and most successful manager of trotters and pacers now be-

fore the public. Hundreds of men with eaually as favorable
opportunities would baby their animals to such an extent
that the end of the season would (ind their racing account
the largest on tht wrong Bide of the column. Not 60 with

the master of Pleasanton. Ho cuts them loose in the spring
and gets all he can out of them each week during the season.

Some critics claim that Mr. Salisbury gets all there is in a
horse out the first season he has them ; that they are worth-
ies ;is money winners afterwards, and point to Director's
Flower as a pertinent example. We do not intend to deny
the assertion referred to, but on the other hand want to go on
record as a firm believer that this method of Salisbury's is

Lhe onlr rational i»ne to follow. Hordes are so numerous
which have plenty of speed that one need borrow no fear that

; iht thin year be will be abel

to find another to lake his place next season. 1 am tired of
seeing horses driven second year after year.

The several requisites of "the trot" work with each other
like the links of a chain. The strength of a chain is meas-
ured by the strength of its weakest link, and the power of a

'

horse to trot is measured bv the capacity of his weakest
requisite, though he may have other requisites, which, were
they better supported, would suffice to carry him faster.

Surplus instinct will not carry him on if he has reached
the limit of his lung power. Surplus instinct and lung
power will not carry him on if he is deficient in gait and
spends bis forces to waste. Surplus instinct, lung power and
gait will not avail for the highest speed if he has not the elas-

tic muscular quality that affords the greatest return for the
effort spent.

The mares among the trotters have an advantage of time
by a second or two over the stallions and geldings, while the
latter among the pacers have several sejonds over the mares.
No trotting stallion or gelding has yet been able in public to
show a mile in 2:05. Of course there are several that could
have done it had they been started against the watch, when
in proper shape to have d<jne their best. Directum possibly
could have done it, this year, when at himself and perhaps
Ryland T. when at his best and on his good behavior. We
have seen him trot faster for a short distance than any horse
we ever saw, and if he had been especially prepared to com-
bat with time, we feel sure that be could have gone a mile
as fast as any of them at the trot.

Rev. ARTurjK Edwaeds, D. D., editor of the Northwest-
ern Christain Advocate, once wrote about the trotting horse
as follows: "Lexington is the equine capital of the world. -

Think of a charger being sold for $51,000, and under the
hammer, at that ! Methodism is under lasting obligation to

the horse, even though some features of horsedom make
Methodist work necessary to save the souls of some men who
infest the racetrack. Who need apologize for intere&t in the
horse whose pedigree is plainer than that of some kings who
come to throne? Fail if you can to admire the charger who
identifies his mother to t he seventeenth degree and his father

almost indefinitely. We insist that all this is purely
'scientific,' and that our words are solely to improve the
ruralistic resources of the country."

To weep may be a weakness when displayed by man and
a sacred right of woman, but a man without a particle of
sentiment in his character is too much a man of business, too

cold-blooded to be companionable. I must confess that while
I abhor an effeminate man, I regard with a great deal of
admiration the man whose heart is touched by what some
people would characterize as " little things." I stood in the
great Madison Square Garden last Saturday, just after the
last remnant of the racing stable of that big-hearted noble-
man, Matthew Riley, had been sold under the auctioneer's

hammer. As I was meditating on the advent of a prosper-

ous period for the breeding business, as forecasted by the two
great sales just closed, Mr. Riley approached me, and, with a
slight tremor in his voice, said :

" I have just been down to

bid a fond farewell to dear old Reference," and as he spoke,

in spite of his effort to keep it back, a tear, *he index to a
tender, sympathetic heart, welled out from his eye, and, as

though embarrassed, stopped for a momeDt and then coursed
down his cheek. " My dear boy, don't think me foolish, but

you don't know how dear that horse has been to me. I can't

say any more ; excuse me," and he was gone. Who among
my readers will not breath a fervent " God bless you" for a
man whose tender, endearing sympathy is so strongly por-

trayed in such kindly love for a dumb brute!—Trotter and
Pacer.

Almost all of the dailies and most of the turf papers
have reported the record of Azmon incorrectly. It is 2:23},

and was made at Fleetwood this season in a seven-heat race

against a good field, and in the seventh heat of his race. In
this mile be trotted the first half in 1:08. Azmon is but four

years old and is one of the most level-headed, reliable colts

of the season. He is bv Azmoor, 2:20^, by Electioneer, and
his dam is Ahwaga, by Gen. Benton ; second dam Irene (dam
of Ira, 2:24}, sire of Lou, two years, 2:27; Iona, two years,

2:28 J, and Stanford, 2:26* ; Abwaga, dam Azmoor, 2:23},

and Isnn, dam of Veda, 2:26}), by Mohawk; third dam
Laura Keene, by Hambletonian 10. Azmon carries, through
hie sire, the choicest of Hambletonian blood, with the best

possible strain of thoroughbred blood through the dam of his

sire, Mamie C. (dam of Azmoor, 2:204; Electric King, 2:24,

and Don Monteitb, 2:29$), a daughter of that peerless thor-

oughbred Hercules, by the famous Kingston. Azmon gets

another cross of the valued Hambletonian blood through
the sire of his dam, another through Lady Benton, again

through Mohawk Chief and the fifth infusion through his

third dam, giving him five lines of descent from the great

foundation sire of trotters. Azmon is the property of the

founder of the combination sale business, Mr. C. W. Kellogg,

and that gentleman can well be proud in the possession of

oneof the most impressively grand individuals that ever de-

scended from a great race horse family.

Stabled at Point Breeze last week were the following

eleven fast ooes : Alix, 2:03$, the queen of trotters ; Azote,

2:08}; Directiv, 2:07$, the champion two-year-old pacer; An-'

swer, 2:14} ; Flying Jib (p), 2:04, and 1:58} with running
mate, all of the Salisbury string. John R. Gentrv. 2:03},

the champion pacing stallion ;
Phoebe Wilkes, 2:084, and

Baronet, 2:114, and the champion pacer, Robert J., 2:014
;

Fantasy, 2:06, and Nightingale, 2:10A, all the property of C.

J. Hamlin. " Look where you will, and you can't beai. that

string of horses," said Mr. Salisbury. One year ago it would

have been impossible to have collected such a string, and I

doubt if a faster lot will ever be got together. Why, the

average speed of the eleven is -2:07 2-11, counting Flying Jib

at 2:04. Ry givibg him his running mate record of 1:58}

the average would be considerably better. When asked how
fast AHx could go Mr. Salisbury said "2:03." Continuing,

be said :
" When the mare made her record of 2:03$ the day

and track were both good. Since that time either the day

or track has been unfavorable whenever she started." "John
R. Gentry will be the first horse to beat two minutes," said

McHenry. "He is only five years old now and has beaten

2:10 seventeen times this season." " He is the handsomest
horse living," chimed iu Mrs. McHenry, who travels around

the conutrv with her husband, and has witnessed all the big

races of the year. The horses were brought together by Book-

maker Andy Welch, of Hartford, Conn., who takes the finan-

cial risk of the meeting. Welch did uot obtain Hamlin's

consent to let his horses go until Sunday, and then it took

more telegraphing to find Geers, who, thinking the campa
was over had gone home to get acquainted with his faaii

i —Slock Farm.
X
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THE SADDLE.

Horace Egbert & Co. are much encouraged at the way
their weekly form boob sells.

Clacquer's record (0:59$) for five furlongs will probably

stand for many a day on the coast.

W. O'B. Macdonodgh had $10 each way on Lodowic at

30 and 10 to 1, and cashed in $420 after the victory.

Johxnt Weber, the popular jockey, arrived on Tuesday

on the Overland, coming via Mojave and the south.

The Autumn Stake, won by Key Alfonso on .Saturday, was

worth $1,210, of which $200 to second and $100 to third.

Pat Cobeigan has sold Alderman Morris, black gelding,

four years, by Faustus, dam Peggy Woods, to Lew Williams.

Romair must have gone the short six furlongs in 1:11}

from where he got off on Saturday in the race with Tartarian

et al.

Murphy, who had the mount on Eli Kindig in the hurdle

race Wednesday, was set down for an indefinite period,for his

indifferent racing.

Col. E. F. Brown backed his horse Steadfast from 15 to

4 to 1 and had the horse gotten off in front he would likely

have done the bookies up brown.

Florence Dickky did not marry Tuesday, yet she is an

old maiden" no longer. She took the first race into camp
with all the ease in the world.

Senator Thompson's string in charge of Trainer J. P.

Donovan arrived at the track Wednesday. It consists of

Martinet, Silver State and The Drummer.

Jockey Kidd schooled Mendocino and Cymoor over the

jumps yesterday morning. The former jumped very nicely

and Owner King thinks he has another Red Cloud.

Charles Boots, one of the owners of the good Elmwood
3tock Farm string of horses arrived Monday from the East.

He looks well, and was glad to meet his old friends again.

Jockeys L. Lloyd and Nate Hill, both very clever rid-

rs, of considerable reputation, arrived Monday from
jhicgo. They will be in demand here, beyond a doubt.

Jockey Epperson has purchased Sir Gordon at private

;ale and intends to ride him himself over the jumps. He is a

ig rangy horse, and should make a great weight packer.

Davis had a very narrow escape from death Wednesday
?hen Happy Band fell with him at the second jump and
'oiled over. He was bruised up, but no bones were broken.

Montalvo was not equal to a bruising contest, or he
vould not have been caught and passed in the homestretch

lay. He will have many friends the next time he
tarts.

If all racing associations throughout the country took the

ame dignified course as Washington Park Club in the matter

f racing. State legislatures would learn to aid instead of an-

igonizing them.

Matt Allen has sold all his horses in training, with the

xception of Bassetlaw. This horse has been physicked and
as been turned otit to rough it in a paddock until about the

od of February.

The world's record of one and a half mile hur-

le race went glimmering Wednesday when Lodowic, a new
q at the jumping game, went the route in 2:46L The
rmer Coast record was 2:55.

The Paris mutuels paid extremely well for the show in a

imber of instances Monday, notably Chiquito paid $14.55

the first race, while Lulu who was only 2 to 1 for place in

e books, paid $9.90 for show.

Dan Millee, the popular turfman that has been at the far

ast, Latonia and Chicago this season, attended the races

onday, and was warmly greeted by his host of friends. Mr.

iller is looking in excellent health.

The California Jockey will give fewer hurdle races and

we steeplechases in future. There is much more danger

hurdleracing than the infield jumping, and steeplechasing

enjoyed much more than hurcUing.

N. Hill, who rode his first race in California on Arno in

e two-year-aid race Monday, has for years been one of the

•emost light weight jockeys in the East, having ridden for

Honig and other prominent owners.

Charley Weber rode a great race on Lady Diamond
tesday, as did Bob Isom on Clacquer and Artist. Cheva-

r did" well on Polaski. Flynn and Coombs had an easy

le landing Florence Dickey and Ohiyesa.

faiNT, the winner of the two-year-old race Monday, ran

;ain one-quarter of a second of the track record, had he

ten off well and beeD pushed at the finish he would un-

ibtedly have clipped at least one-half a second off the

ord. __

foDEL had a bad attack of " quits" at the head of the

ft stch Tuesday in the fourth race. The Stewards called

J :key Peters into the stand and questioned him, but as every-

t ig went to show that the filly was " meant," Jockey Peters

» given a week for indifferent riding.

ir Richard, the gray|horse who won the last race Wed-
n lay, was bid up at $10 a crack by a" small guy" until

isident Williams' attention was called to the size of his

b i, when the fellow was informed that no bid less than $50
w Id be received. The horse was bought in by his owner
{1505, being $205 over his selling price.

Eddie Jones, the popular light-weight jockey who rode
himself into favor on the cjast by his marvelous skill in the
saddle at the last California Jockey Club meeting, arrived
from Chicago Wednesday and will likely be seen in the sad-

dle to-day.

Fbanzeska, the three-year-old filly by Dry Monopole

—

Elastic, half-sister to India Rubber, in Barney Schreiber's

string, who was to have started Tuesday in the first race, burst

a blood vessel that morning, from which she bled to death in

a short time.

There will be music in the air when Harry Griffin and
Felix Carr arrive, which will be shortly. We will then have
about the best lot of lightweights in the country riding here
in C. Weber, Griffin, Felix Carr, Bob Isom and Hippolyte
Chevalier.

L. Legg Tuesday traded his three-year-old filly Bellguard
to A. B. Spreckels for Manirus, a maiden two-year-old by
Surinam, out of Mistletoe, by Thad Stevens ; second dam
Mistake (dam of Gilead), by Wildidle ; third dam Katy
Pease, by Planet.

Thomas Ryan is having awful luck with his horses. Me-
lenie was cut down so badly that she will not be able to start

in many weeks. Japouico's terrible cut-down on Saturday
doubtless ended her turf career. The latter is now in Dr.
Masoero's bands.

Lodowic, the handsome son of Longfellow and Carrie
Phillips arrived at Bay District Monday from Stockton.
He is much improved, however, having recently worked a
mile out in 1:45, and has besides been thoroughly schooled at

the jumping game.

Rey Alfonso, in our opinion, can give any two-year-old
in America five pounds and a good beating any distence from
one jump to one mile. That he could have gone a mile
Saturday in 1:39 with the weight he had up—118 pounds

—

few doubt who saw him run.

Charles Weber made his reappearance in the saddle

here after an absence of about seven months. He got away
first with Reno, third with Mustesa, and with Duke Stevens
went to the front at once and was never headed. His win on
the Duke was a very popular one.

Bookmakee Tom Walsh took the Sir Modred colt Sim-
mons from Fred Foster after he won the second race at St.

Louis November 6. Foster had Simmons entered for $300
and protected him to $1,100. Simmons was backed from ev=n
to 4 to 5, and won handily by a length.

One week from today there will be a match race for

$500 a side decided at Bay Districl track. It will be one of

four furlongs, each to carry 85 pounds, between Talbot Clif-

ton's b m Jessie Sturgill (sister to Jack the Ripper) and C.

Baldwin's ch m Isabella. A close contest is looked for.

Santa Cruz, the winner of the first Jrace Monday, would
have been heavily played but for the fact that the trainer of

the string did tioi ttaiok him quite up to a race. The followers

of the "Maltese Cross" however got in their work in the last

race when Arapahoe beat a good field at remunerative odds.

A CHARACTEBi$Ti<fstory is told of the late Sir John Ast-

ley. There was a poor widow of a man with whom Sir John
was casually acquainted. When her husband died she ap-
plied to him for assistance. " The Mate" responded in the

following terms :
" Here's a fiver, all that I can afford ; but

plank it down on Common for the Derby."

Flint is a worthy half-brother of Racine, seeming to have
all the speed of his noted relative. Monday the big chest-

nut son of Flambeau and imp. Fairy Rose got away last in a
five-furlong dash, and the time hung up was 1:00^. This is

the best on record for a two-year-old over a circular course,

and the colt is easily worth twice the amount the lucky Frank
Eckert gave for him at last year's Palo Alto sale—*3,000.

Between the years 1880 and 1S93 inclusive no less than
686 imported thoroughbred mares have been entered in the

stud book, published at Buenos Ayres, besides 161 thorough-
bred mares foaled in the country; 463 imported stallions, and
three foaled ia the country have been entered in this time,

besides eleven pure Arabs and Anglo-Arabs. The second
volume is ready for publication.

The fame of the Vina Brandy is extending to all parts of

the world. It is replacing Hennessey brandy everywhere
and the words ,(

it's pure, that's sure ? " are heard wherever
and whenever it is used. Vina brandy is sold everywhere.
The name of Leland Stanford will always be seen on every
bottle," and bottles will be seen on every shelf and in every
glass case in all places where nothing but the very best is

offered for sale.

A stockman who had not been at the track for years won
quite a snug sum over Lodowic's victory Wednesday. He did

not know a horse in the race, but he remembered the jockey,

whom he had seen pilot a number of Haggins' horses to

victory in by-gone days, so he put his chips down on Long's
mount and went home contented. He has concluded to re-

main in the city a week longer, as he hopes to catch another
long shot.

Marcus Daly will race a string of twelve horses at the

San Francisco meeting under Robert Smith, who used to ride

old Montana, as follows : Carraval.gray filly (2), by Hidalgo,

dam Carrissima ; Evolution, brown filly (2), bv Tom Bow-
ling, dam Eveline: Ella Gregg, gray filly (2), by Salvator,

dam Lizzie Lucas; Caryatide, brown filly (2), by Hyder Ali,

dam Carrie C; Etta McKeever, chestnut filly (2), by Salva-

tor, dam Ethel ; Sylvester, chestnut geldiDg (2), by Salvalor,

dam Mabel ; Steve Estes, bay horse (5), by Springfield, dam
Blood Stain ; Beaucatcher, chestnut filly (3),by imp. Eothan,

dam Auricama ; Silver King, chestnut horse (aged), by imp.

St. Blaise, dam Maud Hampton ; Sleeping Child, chestnut

colt (2j, by imp. Child of the Erin-go-Bragh ; Batsman, bay

colt (3), by HamptOD, dam The Bat ; Benefactress, brown
filly (2), by Bendigo—Flora.

Johnny Weber was among his friends at the local track
Wednesday, and says California is good enough for him. The
clever rider weighs 139 pounds now, and says it would be ex-
tremely hard to get down to riding weight. He will proba-
ably devote himself to training race horses in future, and
brought along from Chicago the excellent selling plater,
Little Cripple. Johuny says there was nothing in the report
of his setting married.

P. J. Dwyeb's bay filly, by Maxim, out of Toucbe Pas, is

an extraordinary good-looker. She stands about lb\ hands
high, has great length, and is developed like a good-sized two-
year-old. She is a little plain about her head, but has a eame
look to her and shows a lot of quality. She has been highly
tried, having worked three furlongs in 0:36J with 120 pound's
up, and she did it without an effort. She stands over a lot
of ground on the best of feet and legs.

Georgf W. Scoggan, the noted turfman, died at his home,
five miles from Louisville, last Monday at 4 o'clock in the
morning, aged forty-nine years. Mr. Scoggpn was the victim
of consumption, and had been in a decline for some time.
The Scoggan Bros, as part owners with Sam Brvant, owned
the noted Proctor Knott, who won the Futu'ritv, worth
$45,000, as a two-year-old. Judge Morrow, Come-to-Taw
*nd English Lady were other good ones that carried the
Scoggan colors.

A Chicago dispatch of last Saturdav said : John W. Mc-
Clelland has secured a judgement for* $3,423.06 against the
Santa Anita Stable. This is the outcome of a suit entered
against E. J. Baldwin. The plaintiff is a brother of Byron
McClelland, the well-known horseman. In the spring of
1S90 he was engaged as trainer for the Santa Anita Stable.
He entered such high-bred horses as Volante and others
equally prominent in selling races and otherwise acted
queerly. His friends charged that he was not m^ntallv
responsible for his acts. He was discharged by Baldwin and
immediately brought suit for the pay for the unexpired term
of his contract. The case has been in the courts for months,
and is apparently as far from settlement as ever. The
defense will appeal.

Colonel Clark, getting to the facts of the trouble be-
tween C C. McCafferty and Jockey Slaughter, has ordered
Slaughter to fulfill his contract with McCafferty or stand. ruled
off. The boy was reinstated by Colonel Clark on McCafferty ?

s
importunity and guarantee of future good conduct. Then
McCafferty sent the boy $100 to come to Chicago and ride.
He receipted for the money and consented—a contract in law.
At Dallas, Texas. Slaughter got into a winning streak, rid-
ing VVahatchieand other horses for Jake Johnson and scor-
ing thirteen wins in two weeks. Johnson offered him a con-
tract for $1,000 and extras. Then Slaughter repudiated his
agreement with McCafferty, upon whose complaint the Haw-
thorne judges wired the Dallas authorities not to let Slaugh-
ter ride. Then Colonel Clark took action, and the boy must
ride for McCafferty or not at all.

An English exchange says that on most steeplechase courses
the horses are lost to sight for a few minutes during some
portion of the race or another. It was this circumstance
which led to a jockey wioning a race in which his mount had
Utile, if any, chance. It was a steeplechase, and the big field

of horses had to pass the same place twice. They had not
gone far before Tom found his horse badly tailed ofli but as
be had backed his mount he determined to try another game.
He accordingly secreted himself behind a haystack at a fav-
orable opportunity, and when the horses came around again
joined them. " Where on earth did you come from ? " one
of the jockeys asked as the fresh horse shot up to him. '*!

was waiting on yer," Tom Oliver called out, as he look his
mount to the front and won easily shouting, " I was waiting
on yer."

Entries to the Kentucky Derby, the Kentucky Oaks and
the Clark stakes of 1S96 show a fine line of thoroughbred
blood, and nominations from some of the best Eastern stables.
Corrigan namesa colt by Longfellow,dam Modesty, a brother
to Riley, half-brother to Kitty Scott, a brother to Eihel, a
brother to Despot and a half-sister to Joe Murphy. Gardner
has Image, by Tremont, a half-brother to Ida Pickwick, and
other owner have engaged full brothers to Sallie McClelland,
The Butterflies, Kingston, Burcb, Pearl Song and Bu:k
McCann; full sisters to Freeland, Henry of Navarre, But k-
rene, Merry Monarch, Montrose, C B. Morris and Tyro;
half-brothers to King Lee, Chant, Semper Lex, Content and
Rudolph, and half-sisters to Rey el Santa Anita, Macbeth
and Pessara.

Another large batch of Eastern race horses arrived from
the East Monday and were immediately given accommoda-
tions at the Bay District. There were over fifty of them in all,

and accompanying them we;e fully as many tiainers, jockevs
and owners. Colonel Jack Chinn's celebrated bread-winner
Ingomar was one of the most aristocratic of the bangtails
aboard, and he was given a private suit in Chinn rowat the
track. Kit Chinn brought Red Clen and a colt by Bulwer.
Thomas Kiley had with him St. Brennan. Bell Ringer, Jim
Norvell, Templemore, The King, George F. Smith and Dick
Behan. Pat Dunne brought, first of all, the comely young
lady who recently became Mrs. Dunne in Tennessee. In the
Dunne stable were Enthusiast, Hawthorne, Pop Gray and a
maiden two year-old. White & Clark's siring was also aboard
the train and comprised the well-known Tim Murphv, brother
of Spreckels' Pat Murphv, both roans, Commission, Tom
Clark, a two-year-old, Whitestone and Clara While. The last

two named were here last winter. Johnnie Weber arrived
with L : ttle Cripple, and George Rose's Leonville and a two-
year old were in the lot. The remainder of Barnev Scbreiber'^
Eastern campaigning string and some new ones also com-
prised a part of the consignment. They were Ba'gowan, Rtd
Root, Zarapost, Mollie King and three yearlings. Ed Cor-
rigan sent out about thirty horses with Vassal as the chief
attraction. The others do not amount to much, hut the owner
expects that they will be developed into something during
their stay here.
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The Anti-Pool Amendment.

The colums of all the leading daily papers in New
York State are filled with articles relating to the passage

of the anti-pool amendment to the Constitution, and

from the opinions expressed in nearly all these journals

the Legislature which convenes at Albany, January 1st,

will be called upon to unravel many knotty questions re-

garding this objectionable bill. The majority of the peo-

ple did not rea'ly understand its import, and will now

instruct their representatives to undo in a measure the

great wrong they by their heedlessness and lack ofstudy,

infiicted on an industry that is one of the strongest and

most remunerative in the State. That champion of

the cause for the defeat of the bill, the New York Spirit

of the Times, in its last issue, published the opinions of a

number of leading legal authorities, and among them is

that of ex-Judge Henry M. Whitehead, who said :

" The amendment with reference to racing is poorly

worded," said Judge Whitehead. " Section 9 states :

1 Xor shall any lottery, or the sale of lottery tickets, pool

selling, book -betting, or any other kind of gambling

hereafter be authorized or allowed within the State, and

the Legislature shall pass appropriate laws to prevent

offences against any of the provisions of this section.'

" Now, this word ( hereafter' may mean one of

several things. Suppose the Legislature repeals the

Ivc- Pool law ; the failure of any legal authorization of

betting will mean that it will be carried on illegally,

and further, if the Legislature proceed to pass a law of

pains and penalties they may construe the word ' appro-

priate ' in many different ways. Further, the courts

may possibly be asked to define what is gambling.

While I am opposed to gambling in itself, nevertheless

there are events and futures so dependent upon time,

attention, perseverance and human effort, both intellec-

ii
1 physical, which might be construed by the

;m gambling, that I am opposed to this section as

it stands. It is scarcely necessary for me to cite instances.

Transactions in stocks, bonds and all produc-

tion of the earth are gambling, and seem to partake

mure of that spirit than the eflort of a man who breeds a

cult of the QflOBl approved strain, raises, trains and races

ii for a puree, stake '<r premium offered by an associa-

ani/.ed under the laws of the State."

DlBEi '..the champion trotting stallion of

e, is once more in California, the land of his birth.

Me will appear at the Horse Show. There is some talk

of giving a race meeting sometime before the first of

January, Alix will tic here, but Until Monroe Salis-

bury's an tval with the queen nothing can be done. We
wonder if these two would draw a en \vd in California.

Great Auction Sale Monday.

Horse owners have had the pleasure of attending a

number of auction sales of finely-bred thoroughbreds

several times during the past two weeks and many have

secured colts and fillies that will be stake winners and

be very valuable in a few months, but next Monday the

" greatest sale of all " is to take place. The " creme de

la creme" of the thoroughbreds of Palo Alto are to be

sold without reserve. In the notice to the public which

appears in the preface to the sale catalogue the following

simple and concise language is used :

" It is with no small degree of pride and pleasure that we orfer the

animals here catalogued for sale to tbe highest bidder. In doing so

we feel a pride in the fact that the youngsters offered are Califor-

nians, while the broodmares were selected by that truly great judge

of conformation, the late Senator Stanford. The yearlings are by

grand race horses and from mares representing tbe greatest racing

and producing families of America and England. It is noteworihy

and generally acknowledged that Palo Alto has as magnificent a lot

of stud matrons as ever graced a stock farm in the world. These,

mated with stallions of proved merit, cannot but give to the turf

many stars of world-wide renown. The stallions used for the most

part were Flambeau and, imp. Cyrus. The first of the Flambeau
youngsters were raced this year, and all have proven winners in

good company—Lux, Piquante, Eckert and .Erioso, agrand quartet,

truly. They speak volumes for their sire, a race horse of national

reputation, speedy and a stayer, besides being one of the grandest in-

dividuals anyone ever saw, Imp. Cyrus gets nothing that cannot

win. Orizaba (as good a three-year-old as cau be found on the Coast

perhaps), is a son of Cyrus, and Kylo, By Jove, Agitatar, Picton,

Chula and Sir Carr, among others, sprang from his loins.

Then there are a few yearlings in this sale by the peerless Racine

.the splendid sire Flood, the game race horse Geoffrey and the dead,

but not forgotten, Peel, greatest son of Monday and sire of the win-

ners Bellicoso, Flirtilla and Straight Tip. As promised over a year

ago, nothing has been reserved except the stallions and certain

broodmares. The young broodmares offered at this sale, purchased

in Kentucky and Missouri shortly before the death of Senator Stan-

ford, are from families celebrated in the line of racing and produc-

ing, and as no better judge of a horse ever lived, in our opinion, than

the gentleman who selected them, purchasers will make no mistake

in buying any mare offered at this-sale. The yearlings are for the

most part well engaged in stake events, and with these few remarks
we will leave the animals consigned for this sale to speak for

themselves. The yearlings will be entered in stakes of the Pacific

Jockey;Club that close later on, and will be sold with their engage-

ments, purchasers at time of settlement will be given acceptances of

the engagements of these colts before stock is delivered. These colts

are registered under the new rules, and are eligible to run under the

Jockey Club rules."

There are several in the sale which will bring com-

petitors forward when they are offered. Among them is

the bay gelding Yreka, by Flood, out of imp. Bridget, by

Foxhall. He is a race horse, heavily entered in the

stakes.

We have seen the yearlings, and unhesitatingly pro-

nounce them the finest lot ever sent from this famous

farm, and as those heretofore sold have been fully up to

the expectations of their owners, we believe that the

same good opinion will be had of every one that passes in-

to other hands on Monday next. The broodmares are

grandly bred, and being in foal to Flambeau and Racine,

the produce will be invaluable. Be on hand early and

make your purchases. You will never regret it. Cata-

logues may be had at the auctioneers or Bay District

track now.

Encouragement Everywhere.

From all parts of the Uoited States are most encour-

aging reports received of the prospects of the light

harness horse industry. The long season of success

achieved by breeders in the past, and tbe exorbitant

prices received for horses that had nothing to recom-

mend them but the fact that they were bred on a large

stock farm and were sired by a horse that was related

to a famous campaigner turned breeders' heads, and

when the crash came they exclaimed in about the same

tones the representatives of the Democratic party did

throughout the East last week. " Where, oh, where

are we at!" If not grammatically correct, it neverthe-

less was unfortunately true.

The advice of the leading turf writers and progressive

breeders who were constantly presented with the price

lists horses were selling for was at last heeded. The
knife of the emasculator was used wherever a defective

colt, either in conformation or breeding appeared, and

thus the supply of worthless stallions was reduced. The
fillies that did not approach the ideal of the now thor-

oughly-educated breeder were traded for empty stalls or

sent to the auction sales and sold without a recommenda-

tion.

What is the result? The leading stock farms are

conducted on a more legitimate business basis than ever.

The chaff (expensive though it was) has been separated

from the wheat, and the very best is none too good now.

The fair-looking animal without gait, gameness or perfect

conformation is not wanted, and the owners who ought

it would pay to keep that kind have all gone out of

the business.

The market for approved colts and fillies is healthier

than it has been for years, and the progressiveness which

is observable in the management of all our stock farms,

be they large or small, shows that the owners are will-

ing to sell everything that does not suit them at cost,"1

and anxious to pay good prices for animals that will.

We read of several instances of this in the accounts of

the sales in New York during the past two weeks.

Several of our leading horses breeders consigned horses

to these sales and disposed of them for whatever they

would bring, then, the next day, they would purchase

others they knew would suit them better.

We received a letter from our esteemed Palo Alto cor-j

respondent "Rio Alto," yesterday, and towards the close!

he imparted the information that J. Malcolm Forbes

had purchased a number of most excellently bred mares

and fillies to be sent to his stock farm in Massachusetts.

We took the liberty of publishing that part of the letter

to show that the demand for excellent material is noi

fully supplied yet. When such a competent judge as

Mr. Forbes journeys all the way to California to make
selections, is there any reason why others will not follow

his example ?

Then to add to this good feature there are several pro-

jects under consideration by some of the wealthiest and
most progressive horsemen on this coast by which the

greatest trotting and pacing meetings ever held in the

United States will take place here. Purses will be offered

for horses of every class, so that horses which can only

trot or pace in 2:25 will not have to compete with 2:10

performers, and a number of other reforms such as paid

judges in the stands, distance colors to be worn by driv-

ers, low entrance fees and limited time for scoring will-

be in order. These and many other changes from the

old routine will be inaugurated. There will be purses

also given for team, tandem and four-in-hand races. The
conditions regarding harnesses, kind of vehicles, etc.,

will be so plain that no deviation from them will be

allowed.

With such prospects and the knowledge that the de-

mand for well- matched, well-trained roadsters is on the,

increase, our farmers and breeders who have been trying

to make 2:15 performers out of their four-minute horsei

will realize they are wrong, and will henceforth trail

their horses so perfectly that tbey can recommend then

as sound, stylish and perfect drivers, afraid of nothing

and which can go at aten-mile clip together without act

ing foolishly. Size, color, style, even conformation ani

good feet and legs will hereafter besought by buyers.

a breeder should be so unfortunate as to get a knock

kneed, crooked-jointed colt he will be doing himself &a

the horse world a favor by knocking it on the head. H
will save money and trouble in the future by so doinjl '

The Veterinary College.

The establishment of the California College of Yeterj

nary Surgeons makes a decided step forward in the livil

stock interests of this coast. For years such a coll

has been the dream of every graduate,aud when throngi

the efforts of a few of the most progressive ones the prii

liminary work toward organization was presented fill

their consideration,they entered into tbe spirit of it witl

a zeal that at once set the seal of success on every mo
ment thereafter made by its projectors. The faculty

chosen by the veterinarians, compares in ability, el

perien".e and well-founded knowledge of their profes!

with any in America, and farmers who desire to

their sons a profession that is not only an honorable

a highly remunerative one should remember this i

once send them. The very latest and

approved appurtenances have been purchased fori

prosecution of the work ; the laboratory will con

everything known to the practitioner ; the surgical

strument, for performing all kinds of operations

been carefully selected and their uses will be fully

plained and used by all students.

For the study of bac'eriology this college will stal

as the highest in America. The lecturers are world-!

nowned and the able and concise opinions they will gil

on all subjects relating to the equine, bovine and eanil

families will be invaluable.

The Board of Directors of this college is composedl

some of the leading and most influential citizeus in t'|

city who for years have been anticipating the found

of such an institution and were willing to take an
j

terest in its welfare. Starting out as it does under i

auspicious circumstances this college will be sure (

successful.

On Wednesday, November 2Sth, Messrs. Killip & <

the live stock auctioneers, will hold one of the Bl

attractive sales of trotting stock ever held in tbisc

Wilfred Page, of Eancho t'otati, will send about thi
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head of colts and fillies by Eclectic (brother to Arion,

fj 2:07-|), Sable Wilkes, 2:18, and his son Sableham, Haw-
;

|

thorne and Mortimer, out ofmares by Dexter Prince, Nut-

|j
wood, Mambrino Wilkes, Arthurton, Del Sur, Le Grande,

ti Admont, Dawn and Anteeo, that for individuality and
i| breeding will compare very favorable with those from

H
any stock farm in California. Most of them are out of

}
producing dams or are brothers and sisters to 2:30 per-

H formers. People from the country can attend the sale

JJ
in the morning and in the afternoon and evening visit

| '.he horse show. Further particulars of this great sale

fl will be given next week.
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Joseph Battell, the author of tire most valuable
U literary work on the Morgan horse ever published, is on
Ha visit to California. He is gathering material for

H another work on the horse. A more genial gentleman,
lor one who has a better knowledge of the horses whose
names are famous, we have never met. He will remain
here for a few weeks, and intends to visit most of our

leading stock farms.

Heney C. Jtidson, owner of the Wildidle Stock
Farm, died at his home near Santa Clara, on Thursday
evening. The cause of his ueath was the rupture of an
artery in one of his limbs. Mr. Judson was a genial
gentleman and a most ardent enthusiast in all matters
relating to thoroughbreds. The news of his sudden de-
Imise will be received with sorrow by all who had the
pleasure of meeting him.

THE ANTI-POOL AMENDMENT.
What Trotting Horsemen in New York

of It.

Say

Facts, Not Fiction.

I Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—In your issue of
i November 10 you quote the Kentucky Stock Farm saying in

he article:

" The driver of one of the famous pacers says he has driven
'lis horse an eighth in 12J seconds, and who doubts Robert

ll.'s or John E. Gentry's ability to pace a half in 59 seconds
?ive years ago this was unheard of and yet we know now
hat within a year or two three-quarters in 1:30 is within the

Eiossibility of some pacer."
I Now I do not wish to belittle or detract from the credit any
if the extremely fast pacing brigade of this year, but I say
vith all sincerity that in my belief no pacer has yet ap-
peared that is the equal of Direct.and I base this assertion on
he following facts: In 1891, at Cambridge City. Indiana,
Direct paced an exhibition quarter hitched to a bigh-wheei

lulky with Geo. Starr driving, in 27} seconds, 5,000 people
aw him do it, a hundred watches at least caught it, and Crit
Davis will tell you to this day that he went faster. The an-

nouncement was made from the judges' stand that the horse
Irould go an exhibition quarter,and after he did it is this time,
17} seconds, was announced by the judges. The following
ear at Nashville, Tenn., hitched to a bike sulky he started

gainst his record, 2:05£ (made two days previous) and went
be fijst half in 59i seconds, the next quarter in 30 seconds
I at, thus getting to the three-quarter pole in 1:29 J or faster
nan the 1:30 that the Kentucky Stock Farm expects to see

lithe next two or three years ; with all his well-known
lourage and gameness he couldn't finish that mile better than
1:06. I don't donbt bat that some of the extremely fast side-
rheel brigade can equal this, but until they do I shall not
Icknowledge that they are the equal of Direct. You kn..w
Ihat the Missourian said : "He's been and gone and done
I. They've done got it to do;" and while 1 am writing I
lay as well finish my saying

:

I Don't forget that Direct paced two miles within half an
lour of each other to high-wheel sulkv at Stockton, in this
Itate in 2:07, 2:06. Don't forget that his son Directly went
1 mile as a two-year-old in 2:07 J, and don't forget that there
I another son here called Two Soon that in better titan Di-
I'ctly. J. H. Neal,

Superintendent Pleasanton Stock Farm.

I Discussing the treatment for spavin Dr. H. M. Ball de-

ll

ares that the operation known as resection of the cunean
jjindon is fairly successful and leaves no ugly blemish. He
gates

:
" I did it first as an experiment, as anything was pre-

I rable to the hot iron, and it gave good results. Since then
I have had considerable experience with the operation and
lid it far superior to the old method of firing and blistering,
* ore humane, and a more scientific mode of treatment for
I'tisold-time trouble. This operation can be done without
I ating the animal. By the use of a small amount of cocaine
k: e parts become insensible to pain, the tendon can be taken
I > and a portion removed, closing the wound with a stitch
j»-two after cleansing it antiseptically. It readily heals.
"ith the experience I have had, and from what I hear from
p hers who have tried this treatment, cunean tenotomy will
ve better results in less time than any other for this
ooble."

' The best of the Morris' yearlings is the full brother to
:>nrnament, by Sir Modred, dam Plaything. Tournament is
it unfortunate in his full brothers, like Kingston. Play or

> ly was a fair, honest race horse. The get of Sir Modred is

:
it appreciated. They are bread-winners, and had Tourna-
3nt been properly handled he would have been a wonder-

il four-year-old.

At last night's meeting of the Board of Stewards Jockey
ank Cairns, rider of The Coon, yesterday was found to

!
-ve done nothing dishonest, and his poor ride was considered

I e to inexperience at the jumping game. The protest
lainBt Guadaloupe on the ground of his winning a race at
irlingame was acted upon, and considered by the stewards

! not well founded.

M. Clay is the name of a pacer by Guy Wilkes that got a
cord of 2:29} at Danville, Pennsylvania, Oct. 27. M. Clay
a black horse and was driven by Elwood Smith.

IMilo Knox, of Haywards, owner of Gertrude Q., 2:22,
• rived from hiB Eastern trip on Monday. He "went with
. liBbury down the line."

While the running horse people take a hopeful view of
the passage of the anti-pool law amendment to the Constilu-
tion, the trotting horsemen are clearlv despondent. In the
first place they do not propose to evade the law, and in the
second place, as the vast majority of the trotting associations
are not supposed to be dividend-paying corporations, there is
no great pecuniary element at stake.

A Mercury man took a little trip yesterday with a view to
tap public opinion. The first man he called upon was Lewis
Frobisher, the agent of the National Trotting Association
who issues all the certificates for trotting horses going to Eu-
rope. Asked as to the effect of the passage of the anti-pool
amendment, he said : " It will certainly stop the trotting
meetings in this State, and will deteriorate the value of every
trotting horse. I shall expect a large number of buyers
from Germany and France, but they will expect to buy at
largely reduced prices. It is impossible to run a trotting meet-
ing at a profit without pools are sold, and as New York State
has 113 associations in membership with the National A sso-
ciation, it can easily be seen that the earning capacity of the
trotting horse will be largelv reduced. As there are a
large number of local owners who will not race outside the
State, these horses will be in the market, and a slump in
prices must ensue The result will, of course, be of advantage
to the European buyers." s

Secretary S. Mason, Jr., of the Driving Club of New York
was then interviewed, and bis testimony was of a most inter-
esting character He said: "You are probably aware that
the Driving Club of New York is not a capitalized or divi-
dend-paying corporation. It is simply a social club for the
promotion of trotting sport and the improvement of the
breed. 1 he thought of profit has never entered the minds of
the members, and, as a rule, at the close of each year those
most interested have had to chip in to make up a deficit

Two years ago there was, I believe, a surplus of $65 Last
year we had a Grand Circuit meeting and during the five
days distributed $50,000 in purses and stakes. The profits
on that meeting were $2,500. We gave in specials for NancyHanks and Direcium $6,000 and we got for our pool privi-
leges $5,500. It was probably the most successful meeting
ever held at Fleetwood Park, yet we should have lost money

imnnnT ? St S°Id
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This **" the meeliDS made
$10,000, but if the revenues from the betting privileges were
deducted the margin would be very small.
"But it must be remembered in these calculations that

the club does not charge to these meetings any percentageof
rent, care of track or current expenses. We have distributed
a good deal of money for the benefit of the sport and for the
encouragement of horse breeding at our matinees, and will
be able to meet the members with a clean sheet at the close
of the year, but I would not feel like taking the responsibiliity
of running another $50,000 Grand Circuit Meeting if pools
cannot be sold, and I need hardly say that if pools cannot be
legally sold, the club would not attempt to evade the lawWe have 500 members, including the leading men of the
city, and if the law says so, there will be no meeting."
Wm. P. Fasig, the vice president of Fleetwood Park and

for many years the efficient secretary of the Cleveland Park
Driving Company, is equally emphatic. His views are
worthy of the greatest weight, as he could have been the sec-
retary of the American Trotting Association at its creation
had he consented, and is now the head of the trotting depart-
ment of Tattersalls. Mr. Fasig's contention is to the same
effect as Secretary Mason's—that if the sport is notle»al no
meetings can be held, and there will be no trotting meetings
in the State.

s

"Cleveland "said he, " is probably the greatest trotting
center in the States, yet it would be impossible to run a trot-
ting meeting there without pecuniary loss unless pools were
sold. The pool privileges were worth from $12,000 to $15 -

000, and that about represented the profils of Ibe meeting
This represented the gross profits of the vear, and when the
regular costs of running the track were deducted, the share-
holders only got six per cent, on their capital. But there is
another strange thing about it—people who do not bet won't
go to a meeting if there is no betting.

" They say there is no excitement. Buffalo once tried it
and lost a large amount of money. Ohio has a pool law
which is a dead letter. At one time Youngstown, Akron
Mansfield and other places in that State tried to run meet-
ings without poolselling, and they all lost money. This year
they all had meetings and sold pools, and they all made
money.
"The agricultural fair people think they are independent

because they get a large attendance of country people, while
the trotting associations depend upon the cities. Our agri-
cultural friends forget that the racing associations contribute
a tax which helps to pay their premiums."
Another prominent authority on trotting and racing affairs

was seen and thus expressed himself: "You can tell the Mer-
cury that there will be no trotting meetings in the State of
New York unless the incoming Legislature has the good
common sense, as I believe it will, to either ignore the
amendment or to so legislate around it that pools can be sold
at all the regular meetings. Whv, Hartford tried to run a
meeting this year without poolselling and lost $1 0,000 by the
experiment, and it will not repeat it.

" The majority of our trotting meetings barely pav ex-
penses and are simply run for the benefit of the sport and for
the improvement of the breed. If the Legislature of the
State of New York makes the amendment operative, it will
close every trotting track in the State and reduce the value
of every trotting horse. In these hard times it seems the
height of absurdity for our legislators to willfully depreciate
the value of a great industry, yet that is what they will do if
they make this amendment law."
The opinion of many other horsemen seen yesterday were

of x similar nature.
The following dispatch was received to-day :

Albany, N. Y, Nov. 9.—It was learned to-day at the
State Controller's office that the 5 per cent tax on the re-
ceipts of racing associations, as provided for by the Ives Pool
law of 1887, wonld this year aggregate over$100,000.

Since the law went intn «ffpnl in 1Rft7 tha w,M :r
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6i, $180,345, or an average of $25,763 annually. The in-
crease m the receipts this year is due to the bill which was
passed by the last Legislature, which not only increased theamount of receipts upon which the tax was to be levied butalso empowered the Comptroller to appoint agents, withpower to examine the books of the racing associations.

Inis law was put upon the statute books to the end that
the county agricultural societies throughout the State.among
which this money so collected is distributed annually, to beawarded as prizes for toe improvement of the breed of cattle
sheep and horses, should receive the full benefit of the tax
so levied. Eor the fairs held during the fiscal year theamount distributed will be almost four limes tbat which has
been received by local agricultural societies in any year since
the law has been in force.

It will, however, be the last distribution of moneys to these
societies under this law, as it has been held that the anti-
gambling provision of the new Constitution, which goes into
effect on January 1st next, which prohibits the selling of
pools or the making of bets on horseraces, repeals the Ives
-fool law.—N. \ . Mercury.

[The Money in Racing.

Now that the era of great profits in race tracks has passed
it is interesting to see where the money has gone. Almost
without exception every man who has had any business con-
nection with racing and who has not bet on the horses has
got rich.

Of course the big money has been made by the Irack-
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ably <*e*rea between them
$2,000,000. M.F Dwyer has been the heaviest bettor on
the turf, and for the past two seasons he has been unlucky
his losses being eslimated by the betting ring at $500 000
-He is still a rich man, however, with large possessions in

D?-r r
real estateln New Ywk City and Brooklyn

Philip J. Dtvyer has kept his monev and is probablv
worth $1,000 000. He bets verv lightly on races andW sim-
ple tastes. George Engeman, proprietor of the Brighton
Beach track, cleared $268,000 last season, but his mania for
gambling and his love of bad pugilists has left him very
little of the princely income he has derived from this re-
markable little track. The immense profits of Sheepshead
Bay bavebeen divided up among a great many stockholders
thepnncipal one being William K. Vanderbilt.
The big trainers are all well to do. William Lakeland, who

is now training for James R. Keene, is easily worth $200 000John Muggins, Rogers and Matt Byrnes are all very wealthy
men.
Very few horse-owners have made money. Gideon andDwyer are probably most successful. James R. Keene and

his son, Foxhall, have been unusually unfortunate, but the
money they have won in stakes and purses has been spent
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d bro°dm"es. The Keenes have nearly
$400,0u0 invested in thoroughbreds.
0°'7 a few bookmakers have accumulated money. J. E

McDonald is quoted as being worth $250,000. Ike Thomp-
son is said to be worth $100,000. There are hardly half a
dozen others who have as much as $50,000.—New York Sun.

Against the Bookmakers.

Sr. Louis, November 12—A decision has been rendered
by an East St. Louis Justice of the Peace which, if sustained
by the higher courts, will knock out bookmaking and race
tracks throughout the State of Illinois, and positively in
many other States.

The ruling was made in a suit instituted in Justice James
A. Wyatt's court in East St. Louis by H. E. Barnes. Barnes
claims lo have lost $180 at the east side track during Octo-
ber. When the case was tried he produced losing tickets
representing the amount he claimed to have lost, and suc-
ceeded in convincing the judge of the truth of his statement,
whereupon a decision was rendered in his favor.
The defendants offered no witness to disprove the truth of

his statement, and aside from contending that they had a
right to keep money won from the public on the ground tbat
the public would keep money won from them, they made
no defense whatever.

_
Judge Wyatt said that his decision in the case was strictly

in compliance with the statute governing such cases, which
defines clearly that a person, upon nroving that he has
lost an amount equal to or more than" $10 upon any gam-
bling device whatever, can obtain the full amount lost from
the parties receiving the same, and if not from them from
lessees or owners of the property upon which such games
were conducted. A similar case has been compromised by the
track people, but this will be carried up.

All About Romulus.
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wuulu i"«* year aggregate over $iuu,uuu.

Since the law went into effect in 1887 the receipts have

W. J. Leavitt brought suit yesterday against J. H. Miller
and W. S. Hobart to establish that he owns a half interest
in the race horse Romulus and the racing mare Sallie M. It

appears that Miller was the original owner of both horses.
Leavitt says that be purchased a half interest for $600 cash
and $800 to be paid out of the first winnings. It is charged
that since this agreement Miller has received in winnings
$450, all of which be has retained. Leavilt's grievance
grows out of the fact that in August last Miller sought to
convey absolute title to both horses to his co-defendant,
Hobart. The last-named gentleman now has;the horses on a
ranch in Contra Costa County and refuses to recognize the
claim of ownership which Leavitt now seeks to enforce in
the court.

Leavitt alleges that horse and mare are worth respectively
$2000 and $1000. He wants bolh animals sold for the bene-
fit of the partnership and demands judgment for one-half the
proceeds which may be derived from such sale.

Barney Schreiber says that every thoroughbred he owns
isfor saleexcept Pennyroyal. Although he campaigned one
of the largest stables of the turf this season, Schreiber con-
fesses that his horses have not been a source of profit. Next
year be will be governed by class and not quantity in the
make-up of his string.

De Lancey, the sire of the two-year-old Satin Slippers,
2:24J, is a Bon of Director, 2:17.
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Goodby to Bookies.

The prominent owners and breeders of racing horfe

throughout the Slate will doubtless resist to the uttermost the

anti-gambling amendment which has found favor with the

people, and a long and bitter legal 6ght is doubtless in store.

The initiatory ^tep will be taken on Saturday, when a meet-

ing of the big men engaged in this sport will be held in New

York to review the situation.

Since Tuesday turfmen have discussed no other topic, with

the result that they are about as far advanced relative to

what rights remain to them under this new law as they were

when the measure was tirst accepted by the Constitutional

Convention. Not alone has the question been canvassed by

them, but leading lawyers, as well, who recognize the import-

ance and far-reaching eftect of the clause, are making an

exhaustive study of its provisions, as it is likely to figure

many times in the courts.

The racing men and breeders, realizing that $40,000,000 is

represented by the business they represent, when the entire

State is considered, are thoroughly alert to the emergency

which stares them in the face, as is proved by the fact that

they will come together in conclave on Saturday. The advice

of the best talent accessible will be procured and nothing

will be neglected that may promise a channel of escape from

the threatened demolition of the sport they follow with such

zest and assiduity.

Turfmen in general are thoroughly nonplussed. The news
that the amendment had passed came like a thunderbolt, and

was as unexpected as undesirable. The only men who bore

the tidings with equanimity were the keepers, or ex-keep-

ers, of pool-rooms, who, it is said, were practically a unit for

the amendment, acting on the theory that its success with

the people meant that public attention would be sufficiently

diverted from their business to permit them to reopen the

shops about town, and to trade in results on Western tracks

with practical unanimity.

One of the most interesting figures for observation in the

developments likely to follow in this line will be Mr. Phil

Dwyer, the widely known owner, breeder and race track offi-

cial. When seen bv a Commercial Advertiser reporter to-

day, relative to the situation, he said :

'.* It is practically impossible at the present to foresee the

outcome of the passage of the amendment. It certainly is a

most disastrous stroke at racing in this State, and may prove
a death-blow altogether. Nobody, I think, ever thought seri-

ously for a moment that the amendment would be carried

—

such a supposition seemed too absurd. It is a direct blow at

American liberties, and apart from its efiect on the horse

world, is likely to be felt in every branch of life. Under its

provisions a man can be arrested for playing cards in his own
house, if a stake is concerned, and in a hundred other ways
it can be made to be a most prolific course of all sorts of petty

annoyance."
" Do you regard the vote on the amendment as an evi-

dence of the moral sense of the people in the matter ?" asked
the reporter.

" Not by any means," responded Mr. Dwyer. " I do not
think it was considered seriously by one third of those who
voted against it. They simply cast the ballot as a party
measure, scarcely comprehending what they did. It is possi-

ble that betting can be continued under the English system
;

that is, a club may be formed, the members of which will

each be his own bookmaker, and make and receive wagers
without producing a cpnt until the arrival of a settlement

day previously agreed on. Could this be done, the situation

would be more agreeable than ever before, as only men of

honor would be permitted to engage in such transactions, and
the element of touts, shoe-string bookmakers and the like

would be utterly eliminated. This would also have the effect

of excluding from the tracks clerks and young men of limited

means, for whose protection, no doubt, the measure was
largely designed.

"Whatever plans we shall follow will, of course, be deter-

mined on after we have received the advice of counsel. It

is not our intention to violate the law and thereby make mat-
ters worse than before, but unless betting in some form can
be construed as a legitimateoperation, then racing here will

be extinguished altogether. Whv, under this amendment, I,

as president of the Brooklvn Jockey Club, might be arrested

if two men came to my track and made a wager on a race
there. Is it reasonable to think I am going to render myself
thas liable? It may be that the State of New Jersey, in

which gambling on racetracks is now illegal, will awake to

the fact that great revenue from this State awaits it under
certain conditions, and will enact laws this winter that will

permit racing there next season. The same thing also may
occur in Connecticut. Otherwise, the owners of horses here
will take their stables to the West.

" I cannot comprehend how the amendment met with
favor up the Slate, for facing is greatly in vogue throughout
those counties aud is the central attraction at every county
fair. It will He\erely efiect the latter institutions, from which
the State receives an annual income of $170,000, and when
the reaction comes many complaints will be heard. Much
depends, in my opinion, though, upon the action of the
Legislature this winter relative to the penalty they will

place on racing. Should il be merely a reasonable fine, the
big bettors will probably take the chances, but the prospect
of imprisonment might deter them."

James K. Kcene expressPB views similar to those of Mr.
Dwyer. So clots .1. II. Bradford, Treasurer of the Coney
Island Jockey Club, though he is inclined to believe that
the English system might prove feasible and that great bene-
fit to racing would be the ultimate result. David Gideon,
whose stable was the largest winner on the turf last season,
was even more sanguine, and said :

" I think that high-class racing men, instead of being de-
spondent over the situation, really have cause to feel quite
comfortable. The amendment will drive out of the business
the mushroom tracks that have sprung up, ar.d will also ex-
terminate night racing, two extremely objectionable evils.

The English system may be found practicable, and better
and purer racing will be the result."

Abf-ut (lie Bookmakers' Club in WestTwenty-ninlh street,

Charley Hrinman, Joe Cotton, Michael Murray, Henry StebV
eker and a dozen others, cracked jokes on the situation,
though it was evident that all fell deeply concerned. Theii
hopes were apparently hung on the possibility of the adop-
tion of the English system or the framing of laws that would

make track betting in New Jersey a feasible thine It was
said that word had come from Freddy Gebhard that racing

at Monmouth Park was an assured thing for next season.

Several jocularly offered to lay bets on the different phases of

the situation,while occasionally there burst out bitter execu-
tions of th« conditions that had led up to the present state of

aflairs.
Peter De Lacy, who had been fighting the racing associa-

tions for three' years, and who was chiefly instrumental in

stopping racing in New Jersey, is beaming with joy these

days. When, at the ukase of Richard Croker, the pool-

rooms were closed in this city, De Lacy organized a war
against the race tracks and fought them at every point.

He said to-day to a Commercial Advertiser reporter: "Of
course I am glad that the Constitutional amendment regard-

ing betting on races seems to have been approved of. I have
worked hard for it. I bet that it would win but the money
that I have won does not cause me one-half the pleasure that

I derive from the overthrow of the race track magnates.

They were arbitrary and boastful and thought they were a

law unto themselves. Retributive justice seems to have
swept them into an abyss, into which they would have driven

others. I am satisfied. Racing may be done for and it may
not, but gamblers have learned that you cannot legalize gam-
bling. The potentates of the race tracks thought they were

secure under the Ives Pool law. Even if it had not been

swept aside by this new amendment, it would not have stood

for another year."

De Lacy won $6,500 on the adoption of the amendment.
Of this $4,000 was won from Philip J. Dwyer. It is likely,

however, that De Lacy spent much more than $6,500 fight-

ing the race tracks. It will probably figure up nearer

$26,000.

There are 113 trotting tracks in this State and eight regular

running tracks.—N. Y. Advertiser.

The Shults Sale in New York.

New York, Oct. 31—A large crowd attended the sale of

J. H. Shults' trotters at Madison Square Garden this after-

noon and evening. At least 1,200 persons were present at

the afternoon's sale.

Bay mare (7), by Antevolo—Lady Del Sur ; John Evans.
$240.
Red Silk, b m (7), by Red Wilkes—Highland Kitty; R.

T. McDonald, $250.
Alva, bm (10), by Electioneer—Alvaretta ; Louis James,

$360.

Aby Vare, b m (4), by Epaulet—Alvaretta; R T. McDon-
ald, $220.
Dorothy, ch m (7), bv Nutwood—Tessie ; J. F. Calloway,

$360.
Oceania, bm (12), by Happy Medium—Kentucky Central;

M. Ryan, $410.

Sylvia, b m (5j, by Piedmont—Ash ; H. T. Johnson,
$3£0.

Venita, b m (5), bv Stamboul—Queen ; Thomas Black,

$235.
EllieFox, ch m (8), by Red Wilkes; S. H. Sullivan, $230.
Graceful, b m (14), by Happy Medium—Lady Grace; W.

H. Acufl, $395.

Toto, b m (16), by Prioceps—Ouida ; G. H. Hicks, $260.
Fusina, b f (2), by Meander—Mercy ; G. Huber, $230.

Lavender, bm (7), by Alcantara—Modjeska ; G. Sterling,

$390.
Pandect, br h (7), by Pancoast—Reina Victoria ; F. Sea-

cord, $710.

Delta Pandect (1), by Pandect—Delta; J. F. Callowav,
$300.

Delta, b m (17), by Harold—Dahlia ; J. F. Calloway,
$260.

Nida De (9), by Nutwood—Adelaide; S. H. Sullivan, $900.

Liberty Bell, ch f, by Guy Wilkes—Nina De ; S. H. Sul-

livan, $535.

Arbel, bf (2), by Sable Wilkes—Nina D.
;
J. F. Callowav,

$510.
Avoca, b m (4), by Sable Wilkes—Nina De; G. F. Sulli-

van, $350.

Nina Pandect (1), by Pandect,—Nina De ; Randolph
Griffin, $270.

Regal Wilkes, 2:113 (7), by Guy Wilkes—Margaret; J. F.

Calloway, $2,275.
Regal, chc (1), by Regal Wilkes—Lizzie Pancoast ; E. H.

Sears, $230.

Guvson, ch c, by Guy Wilkes—Blanche ; John Driscoll,
$850.'

Sherman Rose (weanling), by Baron Rose—Sadie ; J. R.
Young, $250.
Baron Rose, b h (6), by Stamboul—Minnehaha ; J. W.

Daly, $700.
Chan Q.,ch c (4), by Sidney—Alice C; H. SteveDS, $410.
Lizzetta, b m, by Pandect—Lizette ; S. H. Sullivan, $450.

Lizette, ch m (4), by Voltaire—Susie ; S. H. Sullivan,

$280.

Restore.br f (2), bv Lexington Wilkes—Restora; A. L.

Cilley, $260.
Bonita, b m (15), by Electioneer—Mayfly ; C. L. Ridgely,

$550.

Manto, b m (7), by Woolsey—Mayflower Mohawk ; A. S.

Sprague, $700.

A Record Breaking Year.

Father Time is but an image of his former self as relating

to the doings on the trotting turf this year. New records have

been set up only to be pushed aside by still newer ones, and

so mercilessly has Father Time been called down on his

speed limit predictions and indications that even the great

reverence for this ancient father fails to arouse any very

great enthusiasm when some equine prodigy clips from the

record an additioual second or two. Turf-loving people are

accustomed to things miraculous, and but little excitement

attends a new achievement on the I rotting turf. The coming

of the two minute trotter is regarded as just as certain as is

the coming of the judgment day, and when he arrives " I

told you so" will be about the extent of the demonstration
overthe occurrence. Great achievements have sodulled our
sense of appreciation that never again will, the Axtell wave
of enthusiasm over a trotter's achievement be equaled in this

country. That which is expected as a matter of course, re-

gardless »f its magnitude, is never fully appreciated, and it

was because Axtell accomplished a feat never before reck*
oned as being within the scope of possibilities that landed the,

nation—yes, the world—in a paroxysm of enthusiasm that'

will never be equaled again for a similar cause. Wa
take it as a matter of fact that harness records
will be lowered each succeeding year, and
so they are. They have " tumbled all along the line " thiB

year, and may be, with the falling of the sear and yellow
leaf, other records noay yet go down. Thus far we have wit-

nessed the reduction of the world's trotting record of Nancy
Hanks from 2:04 to 2:03^ by Alix, the six-year-old daughter^
of Patronage and Atlanta ; the world's pacing record from
2:04 to 2:02* by Robert J., the six-year old son of Hartford
and a daughter of Jay Gould

; the wagon record with run-
ning mate, pacing, from Westmont's2:01| to 1:58^ by Flying
Jib, son of Algona and a daughter of Middletown ; the four-

year-old stallion pacing record from 2:0S to 2:04 by Online,

son of Shadeland Onward and Angeline, by Chester Chief;
the three-year-old stallion pacing record from Manager's
2:lli to 2:10£ by Sidmont, son of Sidney; the two year-old

stallion pacing record from the 2:11 of Online to 2:07| by
Directly, son of Direct, 2:05i and Mabel, by Naubuo, the
pacing record for three-year-old filliss, Effie Powers' 2:12a
to 2:10 by both Ethel A., by Adrian Wilkes, and Whirligig,

by Wilko ; the world's pacing stallion record of Direct,

2:05£ to 2:03| by John R. Gentry; the double team trotting

(race) record to 2:15J by Sallie Simmons and Rose Leaf;
the half-mile track record, trotting, from 2:12} to 2:11, and
mony other minor reductions. The 6ve months-old pacer,

Winwood, established a new record—one that had not pre-

iously been attempted—by going a mile to rule in the phe-
nomenal time for the age of 2:58. Rowdv Joe, 2:08; Rubin-
steio, 2:08; Directly, 2:07f ; Coleridge, 2:09| and Ethel A.,

2:10, are among the green ones that have landed in the 2:10

list. Baronet, 2:14}, is the fas est four-year old trotting stal-

lion of the year, while Fantasy, 2:06, of course, holds the
same distinction among four-year-old mares. The "s. t. b."

erratic Ryland T., 2:07f, also holds a champion record, he
being the fastest trotting gelding to date, and Oakland Baron,
with his record of 2:14}, i6 the champion two-year-old trot-

ting stallion of the year.—Terre Haute Express.

The Horse Show.

The success of the Horse Show Association's first annual

exhibition, which opens on the 28th inst, in the Mechanics

Pavilion, seems to be already assured. The president, Henry

J. Crocker, stated yesterday that nothing seemed lacking to

make the show one of the finest in the world, well worthy of

a famous horse-breeding country like California.

The entries, which closed last Saturday, are 440 in num-

ber, but the catalogue will not be gotten out until ten day

9

before the opening of the exhibition. President Crocker

states that all the 114 classes are well filled with horses which

include some of the best in the State.

An interesting feature of the show will be the exhibition

of world renowned horses outside entries. These animals

have never been placed on exhibition before, as their owner*

have not cared to send them across the continent merely

grace the New York horse show.
Over $1. 000,000 is represented by the following twelve

equines, which will be at the Pavilion, merely to be looked it.

at and not as competitors for any prize

:

Salvator, Firenzi, Sir Modred and Algona, belonging to J,

B. Haggin; W. Wood (2:07), W. W. Foote (2:1311, the prop
erty of J. F. Boyd ; Rey Ei Santa Anita and Rey de Carra

ras, E. J. Baldwin's thoroughbreds ; Flying Jib, the famoui

pacer, belongiuglo Captain M. Griffith
; J. B. Haggin's Fan

nieand Bessie J. will also be seen, as well as John Green*!

Directum.
In addition to the $10,000 offered in prizes by the Horsi

Show Association there are a number of special prize*

offered by individuals, clubs, etc. These latter include valu

able silver trophies, and as their number is still being addet ;

to, the full list of the special prizes will not be published til ---

the opening of the horse show on the 2Sth inst.

The changes in the pavilion necessary for so vast an exhi

bition are being rapidly pushed forward. There will be l

auction sale of seats; places are reserved as thev are applii

for. All the boxes that encircle the arena are already sold

and the seals that rise behind them are being rapidly

posed of. Indeed, in spite of the enormous expenses entail

upon the association by prizes, remodeling the pavilion, el

the financial success of California's first great horse shoi

considered to be already assured.

-
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More Stables Arrive.

Two more important racing stables arrived from the Eae

T uesday and were given accommodations at the track. On

was the Arizona Stable, owned by that popular and squar

turfman, J. D. Lynch. There were fifteen in his string ant

some crackerjacks at that. The list is as follows : Mr. Jii

gle, a three-year-cld, by imp. Mr. Pickwick, dam Miss Lii

zie ; The Judge, three-year-old, by imp. Loyalist (sire of lb

great Lissak), dam imp. British Queen ; Volt, three-yeai

old, by Volante—Cora Belle ; Ross, three-year old, by imj

Sir Modred—Faustina ;
Charles F., thiee-year-old, by Gab

—Armida Howard ; Contribution, six-year-old, by Dalnao

doch—Retribution ; Robin Hood, three-year-old, by Circai

sian—Reverie; Riot, six-year old, by Jack Cade—Atalanta

Miss Porter, four-year-old, -by imp. Darebin—Melita; Rir

fax, brother to Ohiyesa, by Argyle—imp. Amalia ; Rive:

side, five-year-old, by Alarm—Creature, and four maide

two-year-olds of Kentucky stock by imp. Pirate of Penzano

Bradford, Sobrange and Audrian respectively. Mr. Lyn(

reports having had a splendid trip over, and "that his horsi

continued in the best of condition. He expects to have the

all in racing shape within a fortnight. He came direct fro

Oakley, although his stable headquarters are in New Yor

In addition to his own string, Mr. Lynch brought ov-

Dan Miller'B crack Charmion.
The other stable was that of Frank Van Ness. He also r

ports having made a successful journey. He has with hii

imported Trentola, Gold Bug, Homer, Silver, Montere *

Mainstay, imported Green, imported Elise, Kosciulotte ai

I Bones.

i
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RA.CSS.

ELEVENTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9.

~~^ OCAL race-goers free from prejudice will,

upoD reflection, tell you a better

afternoon's racing than that of yes-

terday was neper had over old Bay
District track, the scene of so many
grand equine struggles. The sec-

ond, third and fourth races were

all won by less than three inches,

and in the two first-named events

** the third horses were beaten re-

spectively a head and a nose by the

animal just in front of them. In

the last race of the day Artist won

by less than a length. That was certainly excitement enough

for one day. The attendance was perhaps 2,400, and the soil

of the track had been harrowed up severely, making it a

safer if not a faster course.

Red Pat was turned I0535 upDa a most unsuspecting popu-

lace, and he simply romped in with odds of 12 to 1 against

him, and all you wanted of it. Florence Dickey again ran

second, and the public are thinking of getting this unlucky

mare a new saddle cloth, with '^Champion Place Animal of

America" embroidered iu black upon a yellow body. Shirdy,

the longest shot in the race, got the show. In the ''show"

mutuels he paid $55.20 for $2.

Braw Scot led the band in the second race, one mile, until

near the three-quarter pole, when Capt. Kees, the favorite,

sailed to the fore. Garcia fought |him nearly all the way

down the homestretch, and was beaten a short head. My
Luck, a new one here, was but a head behind Garcia and

coming like a shot at the close of the hostilities.

Flirtilia won the]third race very cleverly by a nose ia the

last stride, making a wonderful run at the end. Major Mc-

Laughlin, second, was a nose in front of Mollie R. All ran

in the gamest fashion, and Major McLaughlin was conced-

ing weight to every youngster in the race except Mollie R.

Melanie was running in the lead into the homestretch in

the second mile race of the day when she was cut down and

fell back. Rico and little Happy Day fought it out like wild-

cats for the last 100 yards, Happy Day just winning by a

nose, Mary S. was thi rd.

Artist experienced no trouble in landing the last race of

the day, seven furlongs, run in a bad fog. Fortuna got the

place and Wandering Nun (who has not been seen for many

months) the show.

R. Isom rode jio less] than three winners, W. Flynn the

other two. They are very clever. The latter might have

landed first with Melanie but for the accident of the mare.

Sow the Races Were Run.

The first race was for maidens, six furlongs. Florence

Dickey was again an even-money favorite. Wawona was
heavily played, opening at 3, closing at 2£ to 1. The Mura
colt was at 6, imp. Calphurnus 10, Red Pat and Rio Bravo
each 12 to 1, Corncob 20 and St. Elmo 25 to 1. Corncob,

Red Pat, Florence Dickey was the order to a good start. Red
Pat went into the lead nearing the half-pole, Corncob being

at his saddle. At the head of the homestretch Red Pat's lead

was a length, Rio Bravo having run up second, though
lapped by Florence Dickey. Red Pat came away in the

homestretch and won hands down by two lengths, Florence

Dickey, ridden out, second, three lengths from the 75 to 1

shot, Shirdy. Time, 1:15, Florence Dickey was still a maiden
fair. Shirdy paid $55.20 for $2 in the "show" mutuels.

The second race was a mile selling affair, with eight start-

ers. Capt. Rees was a 7 to 5 favorite, Garcia second choice

at 2J to 1, Gladiator at 4 to 1, My Luck 7, Braw Scot 8

(opened at 10), Mowitza 15, Faro 20 and Yangedine 50 to 1.

It was a good betting race and one of the prettiest contests i

ever seen here. Braw Scot, My Luck, Yangedine was the

order to a good start. Braw Scot was three lengths in front

of the second horse, My Luck at the half, Capt. Rees at the

Becond horse, My Luck, at the half, Capt. Rees at the good-
looking brown gelding's heels. The favorite ran up second,

less than a length behind Braw Scot, passing the half, Gar-
cia moving into third place. My Luck dropped back a trifle

going the next quarter, and Capt. Rees assumed a half

length's command into the homestretch, Braw Scot second,

with Garcia and My Luck half lengths apart. A little over
asixteenth from home Braw .Scot fell back and a few cries af

foul went up. He fell back very fast, There was a beauti-

ful and exciting race to the end, Capt. Rees and Garcia
running nose and nose to the finish in the order named, with
My Luck gaining on both, and finishing third, but a head
behind Garcia. Gladiator was a good fourth. Time, 1:42.

Henry Schwartz ran Capt. Rees up to $655, or $225 over his

entered selling price. The owner kept him at this figure.

Midas was a warm favorite at 6 to 5. Major McLaughlin
was at 3i to 1, Arno 4, Flirtilia 7, Mollie R. 10 and Niagara
40 to 1. It was a level betting race. A good start was made,
the order being Major McLaughlin, Mollie R., Midas. Mollie

R. led at the half by her head, Major McLaughlin second, a

ngtb from Midas. Flirtilia was fourth. Midas fell Hack

nearing the straight, which Mollie R. entered first by her
saddle-skirts, Major McLaughlin second, with Flirtilia at
his heels. It looked like Mollie R.'s race thirty yards from
the wire, then it looked Major McLaughlin's. Flynn now
gave Flirtilia her head, and coming like a cyclone, she got
up in the last stride and won by her snout, Major McLaugh-
lin second, a nose only from little Mollie R. Arno was a poor
fourth. Time, 1:13. It wasfully as pretty a race as the pre-
ceding one, which is saying a great deal.
The fourth, a mile race, had but four starters, and it was

considered a toss-up almost by the talent as to which would
win. Happy Day was at 11 to 5, Melanie and Rico each 12
to 5, Mary S. 3 to 1. A great deal of money was wagered at
these figures. Rico, Mary S., Happy Day, Melanie was the
order to a fine start. Rico was first to the quarter bv half a
length, Melanie second, under a pull, a lenglh in front of
Mary S., Happy Day three lengths further away. Melanie
ran into the lead at the half by a small margin, she and Rico
running stride for stride for about 100 yards. Melanie was
first into the homestretch by a length, Mary S. having run
up second, her head just in front of Rico's. Happy Day was
coming like a shot now. Melauie fell back beaten, Rico
came again. Happy Day joined Rico about 100 yards of the
finish. The riders worked like demons on their mounts.
Shouts went up for both Rico and Happv Day. In one of the
fiercest finishes ever seen on the track Happy Dav landed a
winner by a nose, Rico second, two lengths before Mary S.
Time, 1:42. Melanie was cut down badly coming into the
homestretch, and it is said she will not be able to start in the
next five or six weeks.

Artist, of course, was considered a " mortal " in the fifth

race, seven furlongs, for three-year-olds. He was at 1 to 4 in
the betting, Quirt 6, Fortuna S and Wandpring Nun 20 to 1.

As the race was run in a tremendous fog, nothing was seen of
the horses until they were half-way down the homestretch,
where Artist was nearly two lengths in the lead and rnnning
easy, Fortuna second and Quirt third. Bob Isom was verv
confident, and landed Artist a dead easy winner by a scant
length over Fortuna, who was gaining at* the end fast. Two
lengths behind Fortuna came Wandering Nun, who beat
Quirt a length for the show. Time, 1:27J. 1:28 would per-
haps be nearer the mark, as the bugler wasa trifle slow.

TWELFTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10.

No better racing than that enjoyed to day could be desired

by any fair-minded person. There were five interesting

events carded, and 5,000 spectators saw them run off. The
association was again favored with a cloudless skv and just

enough breeze to make the race goers feel pleasant and good-

natured. The track was nearly as fast as it was early in the

week and much safer. It is hard to say just

how the battle for coin between pencilers and

public came out. The former broke about even on

the first, won a lot by the defeat of Tartarian and

Motto in the second, perhaps lost a trifle on the third,

won fairly well on the steeplechase, where Japonica was cut

down, and while considerable money was wagered on Rey EI

Santa Anita on the last race, the friends of Duke Stevens

were legion, and the odds against the big chestnut ranged

from 7 to 1 to 10 to 1, which counts. Charley Weber, who
rode the Duke, is certainly a public idol. Everything he rode

yesterday (it is the 6rst time he has been in the saddle since

last April) was well supported. He got Reno oft' in the lead^

but the gelding was outclassed, Mustesa, a notoriously slow

beginner, he got away from the pist third in a fiel*
4 of nine.

Sir Richard won the first race by half a length from

Ohiyesa, and the general verdict was that Sullivan made his

move on the latter altogether too late. The latter should

have won handily.

Tartarian was away in the lead in the second event, and

held his advantage up to the last thirty yards, where Romair

"went up and got him " winning hard-ridden only, by three

parts of a length in record-breaking time, 1:11*. This is cut

of half a second in the track mark.

Rey Alfonso won the Autumn Stakes, one mile, all the

way. He was under a pull up to the final eighth, and can-

tered the rest of the way. At the end he was pulled almost

to a walk. The opinion of the majority of horsemen was

that the colt could have gone two seconds faster than he did

As the time hung out was 1:41, and the bay son of Prince of

Norfolk carried 118 pounds, the performance was a truly

wonderful one. Most persons thought Articusa crac'cerjack

two-year-old. He held the world's record for a two year-old

at a mile on a circular track—1:41 2-5—but carried only So

pounds. While Rey Alfonso is but a two-year old, it i6 ex-

tremely doubtful whether there is a horse on the track that,

can beat him a mile at even weights, each to carry 115

pounds. In our opinion Rey Alfonso is clearly the best two-

year-old of the year in every respect. He cau pack heavy

weights, go the route, and certainly no youogster has ever

been seen in California with more speed than Mr. Gonzales'

colt.

Longwell was an easy winner of the steeplechase, Happy

Band, though cut down, getting the place. Japonica, on

whom there was a great plunge, was cut down in the most

frightful manner, and will probably never race again.

Duke Stevens won the last race all the way, and broke the

mile and seventy yard record for the Coast easily. Rey El

Santa Anita was a rank disappointment, not finishing one-

two-three and being beaten nearly six lengths by the winner

who opened at 10 to 1 in the betting, closed at 7.

Hinrichs rode two winners. The other successful pilots

were Bozeman, Allmark and C. Weber.

How the Races Were Run.

Sir Richard was a favorite at 9 to 5 in the first race, about

six furlongs, selling. Ohiyesa and Expense were each at 4

to l.Hueneme 6 to 1, Chemuck 7, the others from 15 to 60

to 1, The start was a fair one for all but Gold Dust, who was

behind the bunch. Reno, Expense, Chemuck was the order.

Expense and Chemuck ran heads apart passing the half-pole.

Chemuck, Expense and Sir Richard were close together com-
ing into the homestretch, Ohiyesa fifth and closing up some.
Sir Richard easily disposed of Expense and Chemuck in the
homestretch. Sullivan did not begin to ride Ohiyesa hard
until he was about eighty yards of the finish, and though the
chestnut made up a marvellous lot of ground, Sir Richard
beat him half a length in a drive. Two lengths behind Ohiyesa
came Hueneme, third. Chemuck was fourth. Time, 1:12*.

Charley Weber rode for the first time in San Francisco in
many months in this race, bestriding his father's old gelding,
Reno, which he goc away in the lead. Sir Richard was bid
up $305 over his entered selling price of $200.

Motto was the original favorite in the second event, open-
ing at 2\ to I, closing at 2. Tartarian opened at 3 to 1

closed a favorite at 6 to 5, being oft most boards altogether.
Motto was off many too. The play was terrific on this pair.
Romair was at 4 to 1, Quarterstaff 5, the others from 20 to

50 to 1. The start was made with Tartarian in the lead a
couple of lengths or more, Romair second, Mustesa third.
Tartarian led passing the half-pole by four lengths, Romair
second, with Charles A. at his heels, Mustesa fourth. Romair
gained fast on Tartarian as they neared the homestretch,
which the favorite entered only one and a half lengths to

the good, Romair second, two lengths from Charles A. Tar-
tarian held his lead uniil .vithin seventy yards of the finish,

where Romair cangbt him and, hard-ridden, beat Tartarian
out three parts of a length in the fastest time on record

—

1:111 for the short six lurloogs. Charles A. was third, two
lengths behiud Tartarian and as far in front of Realization.
The Autumn Stakes, value about $1,200, one mile, for

three-year-olds, had three starters—Rey Alfonso, Gallant
and Flashlight. The odds were : 1 to 5 Rey Alfonso, 6 to 1

Gallant, 8 to 1 Flashlight. Most of the money was on for

place. Rey Alfonso went away at a cracking clip, and under
a great pull passed the qnarter-pole first by two lengths,

Flashlight second, three from Gallant. Flashlight was sent
after the flying favorite for all he was worth, and got up to

within two lengths of bim at the half. Gallant about as far

behind the Hope Glen Farm colt. Rey Alfonso led into the
homestretch by three lengths easily, Flashlight second, with
Gallant closing up, at his heels. Soon after straightening
out in the homestretch Flashlight was beaten, but Rey Al-
fonso, whom the writer believes to be the best two-year-old
bv long odds in America, came on and won pulling up the
last 100 yards bv eight good lengths. Gallant second about as

far from Flashlight. Time, 1:41—the world's record on a
circular track bv a two-year-old. Articus made his world's
mark with but 85 pounds; Rey Alfonso ran two-fifths of a
second faster with US pounds. That he could have gone
close to 1:39 to-day with 118 up few doubt that saw him
pulled up for fully 100 yards in the last part of it.

The steeplechase, about one and a half miles, had nine
starters. Longwell was favorite at 7 to 5, Japonica second
choice at 2 to 1 (opened at 3), Happy Band 3, Herald 5, the
others 15 to 30 to 1. The Coon and Japonica led over the
first two jumps, then Guadaloupe look command over the

water jump, followed closely by The Coon and Happv Band.
Japonica was cut down in the most shocking manner at the

third obstacle when well up, stopped at the water jump.
Longwell went to the front at the seventh jump, and had an
easy thing from this out, wiuning easily by six lengths,

Happy Baud second, as far from El Dorado, third. Sinbad
was a poor fourth. Noyo fell at the third jump, but no in-

jury was done. Time, 3:23. The Coon showed considerable

ability in this race.

The last ra^e, one mile and seventy yards, handicap, had
as starters Rey El Santa Auita, imp. Candid, Pescador, Duke
Stevens, The Mallard and Sir Reel. Again the American
Derby-winner was installed a favorite, his closing odds being

7 to 10. Sir Reel was backed down from 4 to 3 to 1 ; Duke
Stevens from 10 to 7 after Charley Weber had been substi-

tuted for Peters; Candid and The Mallard were each at 8 to

1; Pescador, 20 to 1. A lot of money went in on the favorite,

Sir Reel and the Duke. The delay at the post was tedious,

Pescador, Duke Stevens and Rey El Santa Anita being any-

thing but angelic, especially the first-named pair. Finally a

good start was effected, Charley Weber, off second with Duke
Stevens, hustled the big chestnut to the front in the first half-

dozen strides, and going around the first turn was a ccuple of

lengths to the good. Long was sending Pescador along, and
the pair passed the quarter post head and head, with Sir

Reel third, three lengths away. The favorite was fifth here

and Candid last. The positions were only slightly changed
at the half, Sir Reel making up a couple of lengths on the pair

in front, aad Rey El Santa Anita close up to Sir Reel. Pes-

cador had bhot his bolt as they got about fifty yards from the

oix-furlong pol*», and Sir Reel moved into second place, two

lengths separating him from Duke Stevens, the leader. A
shout now went up " Come on Duke !" And the Duke came
on. Charley Webersaw he had the race well in hand in the

last 100 yards, and, easing up, won easily by three lengths in

coast record time, 1:45}. Sir Reel, under the whip, drew
away from Candid and Rey El Santa Anita in the last eighty

yards, and secured the place by two lengths, Candid beating

the favorite half a length for the show. It was a great upset,

but it was not " form " to play Rey el Santa Aoita, just the

same. The bookmakers bad a row of small bettors cashing

tickets on Duke Stevens that looked most formidable.

THIRTEENTH DAY—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12.

Four favorites were beaten this superb afternoon, and the

bookmakers may therefore be put down as alighting on the

sunny side of Speculative street. It is seldom that belter

racing is seen anywhere. The attendance was roughly esti-

mated at 2,500, which, for a Monday, can be accounted excel-

lent.

Santa Cruz, the winner of the first race, with a jockey

named Dacey (new to San Franciscans) on his back, was at

40 to 1 at one lime, 12 to 1 at the post. He got away second,

parsed to the front near the ha!f-p>le, and was not there-

after headed, winning easily by not quite a length in slow

time, with Chiquito second. Umma, ihe favorite, was never

in the hunt

.

Sir Kichard, second choice, led all the way iu the second

race, and won easily by over two lengths from George Cov-

ington's Lulu. The winner was run up $200. Venns, backed

down into decided favoritism, was cut down badly ahout

three-eighths from home, which accounts for her not taking

the lead anywhere.

Braw Scot led from fall of flag uLttl well in the home-

stretch where Garcia intprfered with him. Hy Dy camf
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from the rear in the straight, and running the best race he

ever made on the Coast, won in the last stride by a head.

Garcia second, was set back, Gladiator being given the place

and Braw Scot the show.

Flint (half-brother to Racine), an even-uiooey favorite,

was last at the fall of the flag and away behind the bunch at

the half-pole, and still last into the homestretch, where Pat

Murphy looked a winner. Flint came that last quarter like

a Hindoo, and actually won easily by two lengths at the end

in the fastest time ever made by a two-year-old on a circular

track—1:00}. The performance stamps him as a grand

youngster, and worth considerable more than Frank Eckert

gave for him—$vt,000.

The last race of the day was a great one. Five horses

were engaged, and they finished heads apart, Arapahoe win-

ning in the last stride, with Oakland, comiog like a Minnie-

ball, second, on the extreme outside. Brodhead made the

pace, and it is just possible that had he not been restrained

as much as he was he would have opened a gap that could not

have been closed. He does not appear t^ be dead game, and,

like Motto, should be made to imagine he was running away

with the boy.

The winning jockeys were T. Dacey, Hinrichs, Riley, R.

Isoni and Chevalier.

JSow the Races Were Bun.

Umina was a slight favorite in the opening race, about six

furlongs, opening at 24 to 1, closing at 11 to 5. Agnes was
at 3, Barcaldine 4, Umatilla aud Chiquito each 7, Santa
Cruz 12 (15 to 1 in some b^oks), the others at long odds. The
start was a g >od ooe. Tyrena broke like a quarter horse.

Santa Cruz was second and Snow Blossom next. The favorite

wasoneof the last to get moving. About fifty yards of the
half pole Santa Cruz passed Tyrena, Chiquito and Agnes
neck and neck. Santa Cruz's lead was two lengths coming
into the homestretch, Snow Blossom second, with Agnes at

her heels, followed by Barcaldine, Umatilla and Chiquito.
Saota Cruz, untouched by whip or spur, won very easily by
three parts of a length, Chiquito, running up strong at the
finish, second, two lengths from Barcaldine. Time, 1:14$.

Venus wa> backed into decided favoritism in the second
race, also about sis furlongs, opening at 2J to 1, closing at 8
to 5. Sir Richard was at 2\ to 1, Grade S. 3, Dolly L. filly

8, the others 10 to 40 to 1. Sir Richard, Gracie S , Venus
was the order at the start. Sir Richard, Venus and Gracie
S. ran nose and nose past the haif pole, several lengths in

Iront of a bunch. Into the homestretch Sir Richard was
half a length to the good, Gracie S. second, Venus a dyiog-
awav third. Sir Richard, close to the rail, came away in
the homestretch, winning easily by two lengths, Lulu mov-
ing up second from fourth place. Rose Clark came fast at
the verv end, and got up to within half a length of George
Covington's mare at the finish. Venus was whipped out, but
only finished fifth. The time was fast- -1:12] Sir Richard
was run up $200, but was retained by Mr. Hildreth at $405.
Venus was cut down in this race.

i iarcia was the third race's favorite, his closing price be-
ing 11 to 5. Braw Scot was at 3 to 1, Sympathetic^ Last 4,

Two Cheers 5, Gladiator 7, Pasha 8, Hy Dy 10, Promise 15,

others 20 to 1. To a good start Braw Scot, Pasha and Promise
ran in a compact bunch head and head past the quarter as
named, three lengths in front of the next Jot. The order was
unchanged clear into the homestretch. Here Garcia came
like a shot from the bunch, fouling Braw Scot about a six-
teenth from home. Hy Dy was gradually improving his
position, having come from the extreme rear at the head of
the homestretch. Riley sent him along without a let-up.
It looked all over Garcia's race up to the last jump, where
Hv Dy was brought up with a great rush and won by a short
head from Garcia, who had Gladiator at his saddle, Braw
Scot fourth, close up. Time, 1:41 J

,. On claim of foul being
made, Garcia was set back for interfering and Gladiator won
the place, Braw Scot the show.

Flint opened at 7 to 5 in the betting in the fourth race,
five furlongs, closed at even money- Gus Strauss and Arno
were at 5 to 1 each, Sea Spray 6, Pat Murphy 7, El Tirano
10, Miss Ruth 12 and Niagara 40 to 1. El Tirano, on the
Hv, was first to show. Miss Ruth second, Pat Murphy next.
Flint was last. Miss Ruth, El Tirano and Pat Murphy ran
close together as named past the half, Flint three lengths
behind anv other animal in the race. The order was the
same into the homestretch. Pat Murphy then took command
looking very like a winner. Suddenly, in the last sixteenth,
a big chestnut colt came through the bunch as if dropped
from the clouds, so mysterious was the comiog. It was Flint,
and he made his field look like suckers of the first water
when he said good-bye to his friends and won by two lengths
from Pat Murphy, who was nearly as far from Miss Ruth.
The time, 1:001 is the fastest ever made by a two-year-old in
the West. The performance was a wonderful one.

In the last race of the day, one mile, Oakland was made a
favorite at 2 (o I. Arapahoe, Capt. Rees and Rico were at 3
to 1 each, Brodhead 7 to 1. The play on Oakland was quite
heavy. To a good start Henrichs sent Brodhead along into
the lead. At the quarter he was three lengths in front, un-
der restraint, A rapahoe second, half as far from Capt. Rees,
Rico fourth and Oakland last of all. At the half the positions
were unchanged, but B rod head's lead had been cut down a
length by the Baldwin (illy. Into the homestretch Brod-
head was two lengths to the good, Arapahoe second, Rees
three lengths further awuv, heading a bunch of three.
Oakland wax moving like a ghost on the outside. Brodhead

was beaten half-way down the homestretch, but came again,
and it looked as if be win up to the last sixty yards. Here
Arapahoe, in the middle "I the track, came at the tiring

ad, and Oakland was gaining fant on the extreme out-
ride of the course. In one of the fiercest contents ever seen

'he end of a race Arapahoe landed a winner by a
head, < Oakland, on the outside, second, a short head in front
of Capt, Rees, Brodhead and Rico only a few inches further
away. Time

I
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The Oaklej me to a close last Saturday,
lanagers are well satisfied with the showing made.

.Judge Clark went to New York. Jockey Cassio was rein-
N'ext spring Oakley and JvStonia are to run alter-

nate farini^htH for billy d

Horse-Racing in France.

The passion for horse-racing has increased so much in

France that Parisians are no longer satisfied with one Grand

Prix, but since last year have inaugurated an autumnal one,

which was run October 7 at Longchamps, Best Man, the

English horse, being the winner of the great prize. The

amount is one hundred thousand francs, given solely by the

municipal council, instead of five hundred thousand francs,

the amount of the famous Spring meeting, to which each of

the four great railroad companies contributes fifty thousand

francs.

But it is not, perhaps, wholly to satisfy the national love

of racing that the usual parsimonious municipals have

opened their purse, but rather a gentle way to woo the strang-

ers within their gates to " linger longer, Lucy," and thereby

benefit Parisian trade, which has been no little impaired dur-

ing the last two years by internal political strife and by the

recoil of the financial disasters in America.

Horse-racing, it appears, first came into fashion in France

in the days of Louis the Sixteenth. A writer of the time

says: "A jockey is nowadays more thought of than a run-

ner. Ladies go to the races and seem to have no pity for

those youths with closely-cropped hair who render them-

selves wheezy and asthmatic in order to enable Mgr. le Due
to win the prize." The first racing men were Philippe d'Or-
leans, who afterward became Philippe Egalite, the Due de
Henthievre. the Chevalier Saint-Gorges, and the Comte
d'Artois, afterward Charles the Tenth. The race-course was
on the high-road from Paris to Saint-Denis.

In those days, however, racing was an expensive luxury
in which only a few anglomaniacs indulged—for there were
anglomaniacs even in those far-off days. It was not until

after the Revolution of 1830 that the passion for racing,

which has ever since gone on increasing in ardor, took

possession of the Fench nation, and more especially of the

Parisians. The great owners then were Mme. Latache de
Fay and the eccentric Lord Seymour, who had his stables in

the very center of Paris, on the Boulevard des Italiens,where

the Theatre des Nouveaules now stands.

A writer on the manners of 1830 declares that in spite of

the comparative popularity of the races, the passion for

horse-flesh was only a caprice of fashion, and that it would
not last. " Its appearance on the Parisian horizon," he
says, " marks only a new phase in what is called anglomania.
Before the fall of the empire, a Frenchman rode on horse-
back according to the old principals, and enjoyed equitation
according to the routiue of the past. The end of the Con-
tinental blockage was the signal for the inauguration of

'sport.' the ' turf,' ' steeplechases.' The 'gentleman-rider'

crossed the channel under favor of the same wind which car-

ried the Belkt-ophon and its illustrious captive to Si. Helena.
In spite of the favors of fashion, in spite of the foundation
of a tamous club—the origin and name of which are essen-

tially horsey—in spite of the more serious establishment of

the Societe d'Encouragement for the Improvement of the
Race of Horses, 'sport ' has scarcely entered into our man-
ners any more than the word has into our language."
For years, in fact, the public did not attend the races ; the

members of the Jockey Club and of the Societe d'Encour-
agement used to be present almost alone, and awarded the
prizes with grave dignitv. Under the Second Empire, how-
ever, these equestrian ceremonies began to assume a festive

air. The public of " the first representations"—the "Tout
Paris des premieres"—shone in the first ranks of the grand
stand, and the ladies in grand toilet chatted with the young
"sportsmen" about the horses that were entered. It was
then that some noble anglomaniac imported a mail-coach
from England, and four-in-hands became at once a fashion

and a stumbling block to French othographists.

Among the most brilliant of the gentlemen-riders of that

time was the Due de Grammont Caderousse, a singular com-
bination of elegance and ignorance and one of the last great

viveurs of Paris. At present, in spite of the prophet whese
words I have quoted above, horse racing is becoming more
popular in France. The height of elegance and the quin-
tessence of chic is to own race horses. It is the acme of lux-

ury. Nowadays a man has neither power nor influence unless

he keeps race horses, owns a newspaper, and provides the
bulk of the funds of some theatre.

Races are divided into two categories : those of the Societe

d'Encouragement for the Improvement of the Race of

Horses, which take place at Longchamps and Chantilly, and
the miscellaneous speculative meetings at Auteuil, Maisons-
Laffite, St. Ouen, Vincennes, etc. The races at Longchamps
and Chantilly are serious ;

as a result of the improvement in

horse-flesh which they will produce, we are promised, in the

eighth generation, decent cab-horses. The minor races have
been organized for the benefit of ladies who take pleasure in

displaying toilets and for the sake of encouraging betting.

In no corner of God's earth does the bookmaker flourish

more rankly and luxuriously than in Paris. The most suc-

cessful of them have their biographies published in the Boul-
evard journals, wherein thev hold up a low, beer-drinking

stable-boy as a model of an English gentleman. The book-
maker and the horse-dealer have now the honor of setting

the fashion to the scions of French nobility. The more
closely M. le Comte resembles his groom in the cut of his

trousers, the stiffness of his collar and the tie of his neck-
cloth, the more correct is his elegance. From the million-

aire to the shop-keeper, from the banker to the road-sweeper,

all rush to the inclosure on the race-course6 where book-
makers flourish, and each one is instigated by the hope of

exchanging his little scrap of green or yellow cardboard for

a pile of bank-notes or louis.

The races resemble the Bourse in more features than one.

There are the same cries, the same fevers, the same dancing
of pencils on pocket-books, the same wild joys, the same cruel

deceptions. But few people go to see the races or to bask in

the sunlight or in the smiles of the pretty, elegantly-dressed

women. The main preoccupation of everybody is money.
It is a frenzy. People nowadays live by betting, just as they
live on clubs or on women, and just as governments live on
human folly. Betting has become a liberal profession.

This invasion of speculation has democratized horse-rac-
ing, which was originally a pleasure only for the rich. Com-
pare the weighing-paddock at Longchamps to-day with what
it was a few years ago. Now everybody enters—every no-
tary's clerk, every grocer's assistant, every counter-skipper
who "raspectB himself," pays his twenty francs on Suuday,

and swaggers with his ticket hanging at his buttonhole and
his race-glass swinging gracefully on his hip.

Little by little the most painted and shameless cocottes are
driving away honest women from the inclosure, where they
were queens of old, and the time will doubtless come when
the populace will be left to enjoy the ennobling pleasure of
horse-racing and betting alone and then the races will be no
longer fashionable. Then some other folly will become the
rage of the hour, for there is, itseems, an implacable necessity
which obliges the French to struggle against the monotonv of
their existence.

This sentence may astonish strangers ; but we who live in
Paris know there is nothing more monotonous than Parisians'
pleasures. They do over every year, at the same seasons

—

nay, on the very same days—what they did the years before.
They will strive to vary their tastes, their fashions, their
enthusiasms, their infatuations, in order not to lose that
reputation of innate frivolity which honors and distinguishes
them in the eyes of Europe.
Meanwhile Longchamps, Auteuil, Chantilly remain the

common resort of the beau monde and the populace. There
you may always see a display of rank, beauty, fashion and
elegant equipages. The return from the race is as brilliant
as ever, only it is more democratic

; for one fine carriage you
will see ten broken-down cabs drawn by emaciated horses,
trotting with their noses in the dust.

All along the avenues of the Bois de Boulogne and the
Champs-Elysees, under the chestnut trees, the economic
gomme sits gracefully sucking canes and raising hats to car-
riage people who do not return the salute. Exiled rovalty,
drawn by two horses, and holiday dressing bourgeois, drawn
b- a fat pony, drive down the Champs-Elysees to see and be
seen. The women, leaning back in their victorias, their
busts thrown forward by cushions, display their handsome
toilets and their exuberant beauty. And the economic
gamine raises hats with unwearied patience and Liane de
Pougy, in the midst of all, descends the avenue in her cabri-
olet, with all the insolence of her loud costumes and the im-
pudence of her meretricious luxury.—Dorsey, in Argonaut.

Sale of the "Winters' Yearlings, Etc.

A goodly crowd attended the Winters' sale last Saturday at

Bay District track, and considering the state of the money
market, the prices realized were very fair. Henry Schwartz
paid the large?t figure (1,100) for a youngster at the sale.

The next highest price was $725, paid by Judge C. N. Post,

of Sacramento, for a bay colt by Joe Hooker, out of the dam
of Alice N., the dam of Applause. R. J. Havey secured a
bargain at $325 in a chestnut colt by EI Rio Key, out of

Hettie Humphreys, sister to Bonanza. Another prize at

$500 was a chestnut colt by Joe Hooker, dam Salome, by
Leinster, secured by a Mrs. Robinson, of Lone Pine, Nev.
Zeke Abrahams got a good-looking sister to Adelante for

$210. J. D. Horn bought a number of cheap youngsters,

and it is said he was acting for a gentleman in Guatemala.
The bidding for the dam of Lovdal, ottered by Henry Pierce,

was quite spirited between A. Joseph and Ab Stemler, the
latter finally securing the prize at $2,000 for Burns & Water-
house. Following are the pedigrees of the horses sold, the

prices realized and the purchasers :

PROPERTY. OF THEODORE WINTERS, WASHOE, NEW
Che (brother to Don Jose), by Joe Hooker—Countess Zeika,

by Norfolk; H. Schwartz §1,100
Ch c, by Joe Hooker—Jessie R.. bv Hubbard; H. D. Brown 220
B c. by Joe Hooker—Alice N., by Norfolk; C. N. Post 7'5
Ch c, by Joe Hooker—Princess of Norfolk, bv Duke of Norfolk ~

C. L. McDonald „ 220
B c, by El Rio Rey—Question, by Joe Hooker; DanHaiUdie.".'."'." 6S0
Ch c, by Joe Hooker—Addie O'Neal, by Leinster; W. L. Ap-

pleby 300
Ch c, by El Rio Rey— Hettie Humphreys, by Joe Hooker ; R. J.

Havey 325
Ch e, by El Rio Rey, by Nellie Post, bv Joe Hooker ; Joe Mc-

carty
, 225

Ch c. by Joe Hooker—Salome, by Leinster ; Mrs. Robiuson 500
Ch f, by Joe Hooker—Lou Spencer, bv Norfolk ; Burns &

Woterhouse 300
Ch f, by Joe Hooker—Blizzard, by Blazes ; Burns & Water-

house 350
B f, by El Rio Rey— Ogalena, by Joe Hooker ; Z. Abrahams 210
B f, by Joe Hooker—Polly Vic, by Victory ; J. D. Horn 260
Ch f. by El Rio Rey—Sooner, by Breckinridge ; J. D. Horn 175
Ch f, by El Rio Rey—Mattie Glenn, by imp. Glen Athot ; J. D.

Horn 105
Ch f, by El Rio Rey—Valerie, by Joe Hooker ; Monroe John-

son iso
Ch f, by El Rio Rey—Avail, by Leinster ; A. Jaseph 125
Ch f, by El Rio Rey—Sylvia, by Joe Hooker ; H. Schwartz 210
Ch f, by El Rio Rey—Joanna, by Joe Hooker ; J. D. Horn 145

Total of sale 86,355
Average, 19 head $334.47

PROPERTY OF HENRY PIERCE, OF SAN FBANCISCO.
Free Love, b m, S, by Luke Blackburn—Janet Norton, by imp.

Leamington ; Burns & Waterhouse $2,000
Wicki-Wioki, ch g, 1, by Major Ban—Free Love ; J. O'Brien 200

Total of sale $2,200
Average per head 1,100

The Rev. Dr. S. Reynolds Hole, dean of Rochester, Eng-
land, arrived in New York a few days ago. Dean Hole is one
of the most popular clergymen and one of the most charming
writers and wittiest speakers in Great Britain. The dean is

extremely fond of horse racing when it is properly con-
ducted. In a talk with a reporter the other day, after his arri-
val in this country, the dean said : ''I love horse racing; I

love horses. I see no reason why horse racing should not be
like cricket or any other game. But I am not in favor of
horse racing as at present conducted in England. I do not
like blacklegs, gamblers or thieves, and I must say that the
way in which horse racing is now'conducted is a sham and a
disgrace. Jt is a noble pastime, a noble sport, which has been"

degraded by money-makers, by charlatans and by reprobates
until it has become so thatit isa mere money-making insti-

tution. I will repeat that I see no reason why the turf should
not become as cricket is, an international pastime and recre-

ation, free from the fonl influence of money-makers." Laler
in the interview Dean Hole referred to the turf again in the
following words : "To revert tothe subject of horse racing,

the Duke of Portland, who is the greatest racer of horses in

the United Kingdom to day, once said in a speech of his,

after he had expressed substantially the views which I do
about that '•port : 'I am an humble follower of the dean of

Rochester,' which, of course, pleased me encouragingly."

Rvland is broken down worse than any horse seen at the
track in some time, That he will ever race again is ex-
tremely doubtful.
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California Jockey Club Entries.

The California Jockey Club has issued its stake book, and

the entries in the various events surpass in quantity and qual-

ity the fondest expectations of the management. In the

Spreekels Handicap, mile and a quarter, guaranteed worth

$10,000, there are no less than seventy-five of our best horses

entered, and we can look for fully twenty starters in tbe rich

event. The Norfolk Stakes, for two-year-olds, about sis fur.

longs, has fifty-one entries ; the Naglee Handicap, seven fur-

longs, fifty-four entries ; Burns Handicap, one and a quarter

miles, fifty-four entries; Gunst Stakes, one mile, fifty-three;

Sunset Stakes, seven furlongs, fifty-nine
;

Quinlan Stakes,

five and a half furlongs, for two-year-olds, fifty-nine, while

several others closely approach the fifty mark. The jump-

ers are well represented in all the stakes gotten up for them,

and the association management can congratulate itself over

the entries received in everything and the excellent calibre

of the contestants. In the Thornton Stakes, four miles, there

are twenty-four entries, and if one third of that number come

to the post a great crowd can be looked for next Washington's

Birthday.

The Belmont stakes, November 17, 1894, for two-year-old

fillies, five furlongs—My Sweetheart, La Fiesta, Lady Dia-

mond, Headfiower, Piquante, Straight lip, Lista Hock,
Circe, Kittie L., Red Idle, Lux, Sunrise, Bravura, Beatrice,

Model, Umma, Playful, Mollie R., Ccquelle, Eulalia, Gen-
ette Edwards, May Day, Kittie A., Kosciulotto, Roma,
Boon R. 21 entries.

The BurliDgame stakes, November 17, 1894, a selling hur-

dle, one mile and a sixteenth, over four hurdles—Picnicker,

Woodford, Iogot, The Rat, Fireworks, Chevy Chase, Herald,

Argenta, Japonica, Eli Kindig, Morven. Cuchara, Flood-

more, Hoodlum. Three Forks, Albatross, Vulcan, Tyro, Col-

onel Clay, Watterson. 20 entries.

Bohemian stakes, November 22, 1894, for three-year-olds,

one mile

—

B.ey el Santa Anita, Arapahoe, Montalvo, Gordi-

ub, Yo el Rey, Hymn, Agitato, Monila, Realization, Articus,

Artist, Thornhill, Tillie S., Gilead, Thelma, Wandering
Nun, Centurion, Fortuna, Sue Abbot, Del Norte, Modesto,

Expense, Catch 'Em, Two Cheers, Quirt, Mulberry, Gussie,

Chemuck, The Mallard, Lovdal, Potentate, Senator Irby,

Despot, La Poloma, Claudius. 35 entries.

Norfolk stakes, November 24, 1894, for two year-olds,

about six furhngs—Santa Rosa, Rey del Carrera, Lady Dia-

mond, Ernest, Belle of Stonewall, Philomena, Gallant, Head-
flower, Captain Skedance, Foremost, Flashlight, Suwanee,
Circe, Kitty L., Niagara, Lux, Sunrise, Rey Alfonso, Belli-

cose Brioso, Adelante, Beatrice, Midas, Model, Haplein,

Umma, Playful, Flint, Eckert, Catalogue, Mollie R., Chi-

quito, Arno, George Polhemus, Advance, Eulalia, Jim
Flood, Major McLaughlin, Churea, Malo Diablo, Tiger,

Monterey, Mainstay, Repeater, O. Fleta, Rodegap, G. B.

Morris, Don Caesar, Vinctor, Installator, Peter the Second.

51 entries.

Tbe Baldwin Theatre steeplechase, November 24, 1894

—

About one mile and a half.—Picknicker, Woodford, Ingot,

Bassanio, General Miles, Herald, Argenta, El Dorado, Ja-

ponica, Eli Kindig, Morven, Happy Band.Adolph, Cuchara,

Longwell, Floodmore, Hoodlum, Tyro, Colonel Clay, Wat-
terson. 20 entries.

The Ricnmond selling stakes, November 29, 1894.—For
three-year-olds. About six furlongs.—Arapahoe, Border
Lassie, Gordius, Ravine, Hymn, Agitato, Johnny P*yne.

Monita, Jennie Deane, Adeel, Articus, Artist, Tillie S., Red
Bird, Carmel, Talbot Clifton, Charles A., Trix, Centurion,

Lochinvar, Expense, Catch 'Em, Kean Foxhall, Primanda,

Motor, Polaski, Mulberry, Seaside, Chemuck, The Mallard,

Lovdal, Robin Hood, Ross, Despot, Remus. 35 entries.

The Winter handicap hurdle race, November 29, 1894—
A handicap hurdle, one mile and a quarter. Over five

hurdles.—Picknicker, Woodford, Ingot, Bassanio, General

Miles, The Rat, Chevy Chase, McLight, Argenta, Japonica.

Eli Kindig, Morven, Floodmore, Longwell, Cuchara, Hood-
lum, Wag, Albatross, Tyro, Colonel Clay, Watterson. 21

entries.

The California Theater handicap, December 1, 1894, for

three-year-olds. One mile and a quarter—Rey et Santa

Anita, Montalvo, Gordius, Agitato, Articus, Thornhill,

Gilead, San Luis Rey, Centurion, Del Norte, Miss Fletcher,

Polaski, Two Cheers, The Mallard, Lovdal, Mr. Jingle,

Senator Irby, Vassal, Despot, Claudius, Bobolink. 21 en-

tries.

The Pacific-Union stakes, December 6,1 894, for three-year-

olds and upward. One mile and a furlong—Glen Echo, Rel
el Santa Anita, Arapahoe, Cadmus, Blizzard, imp. Candid,

imp. Crichton, Chief Crowley, Realization, imp. San Simeon,
Oakland, Gilead, Almont, Don Fulano, Happy Day, Wild-
wood, Del Norte, Modesto, Miss Fletcher, Wawona, Captain
Al, Two Cheers, Quirt, Mulberry, Take Notice, Lovdal, The
Mallard, imp. Trentola, Senator Irby, Vassal, Despot, Ducat,

Claudius, Sir Walter. 35 entries.

The Palo Alto handicap, December 8, 1894, for two-year-

olds, about six furlongs—Santa Rosa, Rey del Carrera, Lady
Diamond, Ernest, Gallant, Piquante, Foremost, Captain Ske-

dance, Suwanee, Plaatara S., Terra Nova, Niagara, Kitty L,
Red Idle, Lux, Burmah, Rey Alfonso, Sunrise, Bellicoso,

Brioso, Adelante, Beatrice, Midas, Model, Umma, Cecil S.,

Playful, Flint, Eckert, Mollie R., Chiquito, Arno, George
Polhemus, Wheel of Fortune, Lissak, Jim Flood, Major Mc-
Laughlin, Malo Diablo, Monterey, Mainstay, Repeater, O.

Fleta, Rodegap, G. B. Morris, Leo Lake, Installator, Vinc-

tor, Peter the Second. 48 entries.

The Liverpool steeplechase, December 15, 1894, a selling

steeplechase, about one mile and a half—Picnicker, Wood-
ford, Ingot, General Miles, The Rat, Oakwood, Fireworks.

Chevy Chase, Argenta, Japonica, Eli Kindig, Morven,Long-
well, Floodmore, Cuchara, Hoodlum, Templemore, Jim Nor-
vell, Tyro, Colonel Clay, Watterson, Joe Ullman, Content-

ment. 23 entries.

The General Arthur Cigar handicap, December 15, 1894,

for three-year-olds and upward, one mile and a furlong

—

Glen Echo, Rey el Santa Anita, Cadmus, Blizzard, imp.

Crichton, imp. Candid, Charmion, Martinet, Articus, Thorn-
hill, Zobair, Almont, Gilead, Sir Reel, Happy Day, Centurion,

Wildwood, Duke Stevens, Two Cheers, Polaski, Quirt,

Nephew, Gussie, Take Notice, The Mallard, Lovdal, Lamp-

lighter, Ferrier, Mr. Jingle, Senator Irby, Vassal, Despot,
imp. Percy, Joe Murphy, Sir Walter, Claudius, Don Fulano,
Jennie Flood. 38 entries.

The Golden Gate stakes, December 22, 1894, for three-
year-olds and upward, one mile and three furlongs—Rey el

Santa Anita, imp. Candid, imp. Crichton, Cadmus, Ryland,
Gilead, Almont, Happy Day, Wildwood, La Gascon, Del
Norte, Captain Al, Two Cheers, Nephew, Take Notice, Lov-
dal, The Mallard, Senator Irby, Ducat, Sir Walter, Claudius,
Hawthorne. 22 entries.

The Harlem steeplechase, December 25, 1S94, about two
miles and a quarter—Picnicker. Woodford, Ingot, General
Miles, Oakwood, Fireworks, El Dorado, Japonica, Eli Kin-
dig, Happy Band, Cuchara, Longwell, Floodmore, Hoodlum,
Tyro, Colonel Clay, Watterson, Joe Ullman. 18 entries.

The Naglee Handicap, December 25, 1894—For two and
three-year-olds, seven furlongs—Rey el Santa Anita, La Fies
ta, Rey del Carrera, Headfiower, Piquante, Foremost, Gal-
lant, Straight Tip, Gordius, Niagara, Kitty L., Ravine, Lux,
Burmah, Hymn, Sunrise, Rey Alfonso, Bellicoso, Brioso, Agi-
tato, Model, Realization, Flint, Eckert, Artist, Thornhill,
Tillie S., Centurion, Wandering Nun, Arno, George Polhe-
mus, San Luis Rey, Charles A., Trix, Wheel of Fortune,
Fortuna, Lissak, Jim Flood, Major McLaughlin, Normandie,
Malo Diablo, Quirt, Gussie, The Mallard, Lovdal, Potentate,
Monterey, De Bracey, G. B. Morris, Leo Lake, Senator Irby,
Despot, Installator. 54 entries.

The Undine Selling Stakes for two-year-olds, December 27,
1S94, six furlongs—Lady Diamond, La Fiesta, Belle of Stone-
wall, Straight Tip, Navy Blue, Victory, Foremost, Pat Mur-
phy, Captain Skedance, Suwanee, Terra Nova, Sunrise, Belli-
coso, Brioso, Adelante, Hanford, Umma, Cecil S., Outright,
Eckert, Catalogue, Mollie R., Boon R., Chiquito, Arno, Bar-
cldine, Jim Flood, Major McLaughlin, Churea, El Tirano,
Tiger, Sea Spray, Silver, Mainstay, Repeater, O'Fleta, Rode-
gap, Leo Lake, Gus Strauss. 39 entries.

The Spreekels Handicap, December 29, 1894, for ali ages,
one mile pnd a quarter—Glen Echo, Rey el Santa Anita,
Santa Cruz, Arapahoe, Rey del Carrera, Picknicker, Cadmus,
Imp. Crichton, Imp. Candid, Blizzard, Gallant, Piquante,
Charmion, Melanita, Gordius, Flashlight, Niagara, Burmah,
Lux, Grandee, Wiuklow, Rey Alfonso, Zaragoza, Agitato,
Monita, Martinet, Realization, Articus, Mary S., Oakland,
Thornhill, Tillie S., Zobair, Almont, Gilead, Sir Reel, George
PolhemuB, Alexis, San Luis Rey, Don Fulano, Happy Day,
Wheel of Fortune, Wildwood, JL>uke Stevens, Ingomar, Lis-
sak, Jim Flood, Major McLaughlin, Del Norte, Wawona,
Captain Al, Royal Flush, Malo Diablo, Nephew, Mulberry,
Take Notice, Lovdal, The Mallard, Lamplighter, Potentate,
Imp. Trentola, Mr. Jingle, Senator Irby, Vassal, Despot,
Ducat, Imp. Percy, Joe Murphy, Huron, Sir Walter, Don
Cffisar, Vinctor, Installator, Claudius, Hawthorne. 75
entries.

The Quinlan Stakes, December 31. 1894, for two-year-olds,
five and a half furlongs—My Sweetheart, Santa Cruz, La
Fiesta, Belle of Stonewall, Philomena, Alaric, Gallant, Pat
Murphy, Captain Skedance, Foremost, Lista Hock, Head-
flower, Flashlight, Circe, Niagara, Kitty L., Red Idle, Lux,
Burmah, Sunrise, Rey Alfonso, Brioso, Adelante, Beatrice,
Midas, Hanford, Favory, Umma, Playful, Outright. Flint,

Eckert, Catalogue, Mollie R., Boon R., Chiquito, Barcaldine,
George Polhemus, Rey Alta, Wheel of Fortune, Jim Flood,
Major McLaughlin, Lucky D., Tiger, Kitty A., Dara, Mari-
etta, Monterey, Mainstay, Repeater, O'Fleta, Rodegap,
Charley Weber, G. E. Morris, Gus Strauss, Installator, Don
Caesar, Vinctor, Lady Diamond. 59 entries.

The Flood steeplechase, January 1, 1895, about one mile

—

Picknicker, Woodford, Ingot, The Rat, Fireworks, Chevy
Chase, McLight, Sir George, Japonica, Eli Kindig, Morven,
Floodmore, Last Chance, Hoodlum, Three Forks, Wag. Vul-
can, Templemore, Jim Norvel, Tyro, Colonel Clay, Watter-
son, JoeUlman, Mariner. 24 entries.

The Sunset Stakes, January 1, 1S95, for all ages, seven
furlongs—Arapahoe, Blizzard, Foremost, Headfiower,
Straight Tip, Melanita, Gordius, Ravine, Zaragoso, Brioso,
Grandee, Adelante, Jennie Deane, Mary S., Captain Rees,
Artist, Sir George, Mowitza, Grand Lady, Tartarian, Melanie.
Romair, Don Fulano, Happy Day, Centurion, Trix, Wheel of
Fortune, Glee Boy, Jack Richelieu, Jim Flood, Major
McLaughlin, Ingomar, Pasha, Misty Morn, Primanda, Mon-
rovia, Polaski, Royal Flush, El Tirano, Mulberry, Rear
Guard, Chemuck, Lovdal, Take Notice, Quarterstaff, Yemen,
Rightmore, The Ironmaster, Tigress, Ferrier, Homer, Robin
Hood, Repeater, Leo Lake, Despot, Lucille Murphy, imp.
Percy, Joe Murphy, Nebuchadnezzar. 59 entries.

The Milroy Stakes, January 5, 1895, for three-year-olds

and upward, one mile—Rey el Santa Anita, La Fiesta, Sis-

ter Mary, imp. Candid, Blizzard, imp. Crichton, Cadmus,
Gallant, Headfiower, Captain Skedance, Charmion. Agitato,

Martinet, Realization, Articus, Artist, Gilead, Grand Lady,
Don Fulano, Centurion, Wildwood, Sue Abbot, Del Norte,
Modesto, Misty Morn, Miss Fletcher, Wawona, Two Cheers,

Quirt, Take Notice, Lovdal, Lamplighter, Potentate, Ferrier,

imp. Trentola, Repeater, G. B. Morris, Leo Lake, Vassal,

Ducat, Installator, Don Csesar, Sir Walter, Lissak, Jim Flood,

Major McLaughlin, Ingomar.—46 entries.

The Gunst Stakes, January 12, 1895, for all ages, one mile

—Arapahoe, Blizzard, Capt. Skedance, Straight Tip, Head-
fiower, Piquante, Gallant, Melanita, Sunrise, Zaragoza,

Brioso, Midas, Pescador, Realization, Mary S., Captain Rees,

Artist, Sir George, Ryland, Almont, Mowitza, Arno, Grand
Lady, Tartarian, Melanie, Don Fulano, Happy Day, Centu-

rion, Glee Boy, Jack Richelieu, Jim Flood, Major Mc-
Laughlin, Ingomar, Pasha, Misty Morn, Royal Flush, El
Tirano, Rear Guard, Take Notice, Lovdal, The Mallard, The
Ironmaster, Yemen, Tigress, Ferrier, Mr. Jingle, Repeater,

Leo Lake, Despot, Lucille Murphy, imp. Percy, Joe Mur-
phy, Miss Buckley.—53 entries.

The Four Hundred stakes, January 12, 1895, one mile and
a half, over six hurdles—Picnicker, Woodford, Ingot, Bas-

sanio, General Miles, Herald, Argenta, El Dorado, Japonica,

Eli Kindig, Morveo, Cuchara, Longwell, Last Chance,
Floodmore, Hoodlum, My Luck, Wag, Red Pat, Tyro, Col.

Clay, Watterson, Contentment, Joe Ullman, Cicero. 25 en-

tries.

The Gilmore stakes, January 19, 1895, for three-year-olds

and upward, one mile and a sixteenth—Arapahoe, Melanita,

Zaragoza, Pescador, Martinet, Realization, Captain Reese,

Mary S., Oakland, Almont, Mowitza, Don Fulano, Happy
Day, Centurion, Glee Boy, Jack Richelieu, Misty Morn,
Royal Flush, Mulberry, Nephew, Take Notice, Lovdal, The
Mallard, Mr. Jingle, Repeater, Despot, Lucille Murphy, imp.

Percy, Joe Murphy, imp. Candid, imp. Crichton. Piquante,
Blizzard, Cadmus, Miss Buckley, Lissak, Jim Flood, Major
McLaughlin, Ingomar. 26 entries.

The Palace Hotel Handicap, January 26, 1895, for three-
year-olds and upward, one mile and one-sixteenth—Glen Ec-
ho, Rey el Santa Anita, Lady Diamond, Sister Mary, Cadmus,
Blizzard, Imported Crichton, Imported Candid, Captain
Skedance, Headfiower, Piquante, Melanita, Charmion, Agi-
tato, Pescador, Martinet, Articus, Oakland, Thornhill, Tillie
S., Zobair, Almont, Gilead, Sir Reel, Don Fulano, Happy
Day, Wildwood, Duke Stevens, Ingomar, Royal Flush, Quirt,
Nephew, Gussie, Take Notice, Lovdal, The Mallard, Lamp-
lighter, Potentate, Ferrier, Homer, Imp. Trentola, Mr. Jin-
gle, G. B. Morris, Senator Irby, Vassal, Despot, Ducat, Sir
Walter, Installator. 49 entries. -

The Beverwyck Steeplechase, January 26. 1895, about
one mile and a half—Picknicker, Woodford, Ingot, General
Miles, The Rat, Fireworks, Chevy Chase, Japonica, Eli Kin-
dig, Morven, Longwell, Cuchara, Floodmore, Last Chance,
Hoodlum, My Luck, Templemore, Jim Norvell, Tyro, Colonel
Clay, Watterson, Joe Ullman, Contentment, Cicero. 24
entries.

The Lissak handicap, February 2, 1895,for three-year-olds
and upward. Two miles—Glen Echo, Rey el Santa Anita,
Picknicker, imp. Candid, Cadmus, imp. Crichton, Straight
Tip, Captain Skedance, Headfiower, King Sam, Dave Doug-
lass, Agitato, Wicklow, Grandee, St. Albans, Oakland,
Thornhill, Gilead, Almont, Sir Reel, Happy Band, Alexis,
San Luis Rey,Happy Day, Tar and Tartar, Wildwood, Duke
Stevens, La Gascon, Dei Norte, Gold Dust, Lovdal, The
Mallard, Mr. Jingle, Despot, Joe Murphy, Claudius, Bobo-
link, Hawthorne. 38 entries.

The Produce Exchange handicap, hurdle race, February
9, 1895, two miles, over eight hurdles— Picknicker, Wood-
ford, Ingot, Bassanio, General Miles, Oakwood, Fireworks,
Chevy Chase, McLight, Argenta, Japonica, Eli Kindig,
Morven, Happy Band, Longwell, Cuchara, Last Chance,
Floodmore, Huodlum, Mv Luck, Tyro, Colonel Clay,Watter-
son, Joe Ullman, Contentment, Cicero. 26 entries.

The Burns Handicap, February 16, 1895, for three-year-
olds and upward, one mile and a quarter.—Glen Echo, Rey
el Santa Anita, Picknicker, Cadmus, imp. Candid, imp.
Crichton, Blizzard, Charmion, Melanita, Gordius, Agitato,
Martinet, Articus, Mary S., Thornhill, Zobair, Almont, Gi-
lead, Sir Reel, San Luis Rey, Happy Day, Centurion. Don
Fulano, Wildwood, Duke Stevens, Del Norte, Miss Fletcher,
Quirt, Nephew, Ferrier, Take Notice, Lovdal, The Mallard,
De Bracey, imp. Trentola, Homer, Mr. Jingle, G. B. Morris,
Leo Lake, Senator Irby; Vassal, Despot, Ducat, imp. Percy,
Huron, Sir Walter, Don Cresar, Vinctor, Claudius, Lissak,
Jim Flood, Ingomar, Hawthorne, Major McLaughlin. 54
entries.

The Thornton stakes, February 22, 1895, for three-year-
olds and upward, four miles—Rey el Santa Anita, Picnicker,
imp. Candid, Cadmus, King Sam, Rathbone, Dave Douglass,
Wicklow, Gilead, Almont, Mayfield, Happy Band, Happy
Day, Longwell, Wildwood, La Gascon, Gold Dust, The
Mallard, Lamplighter, Trentola, Vassal, Despot, Claudius,
Hawthorne. 24 entries.

The Hawthorne steeplechase, March 2, 1895, about two
miles and a quarter—Picnicker, Woodford, Ingot, Bassanio,
General Miles, Oakwood, Fireworks, Japonica, Eli Kindig,
Hoodlum, My Luck, Tyro, Colonel Clay, Watterson, Joe
Ullman, Contentment. 17 entries.

Spreekels' Stock Farm Catalogue.

The first catalogue of thoroughbred stock owned at the

Spreekels* thoroughbred stock farm, Napa, Cal., hasjust been

issued. It is neatly compiled and the pedigrees of the

choicely-bred ones are given. The Australian sires, Idalium

(brother to Sir Modred and Cheviot) and Crighton, with

Cadmus and Blizzard, are the oldest at the farm. The colt3

and geldings, Gallant, Capt. Skedance, Foremost, Pat Murphy,
Navy Blue, Manirus and Carlos Hock will all be seen as the

race meeting now in progress, as well as imported Candid,

Piquante, Headfiower, Straight Tip. Victory, Lista Hock,

Umatilla and Meta. The yearlings Lucille, Hazel Mc and
Maya are fine looking, and, with the others, are as fine a
lot as a horseman could wish to gaze upon. In tbe brood-
mare ranks Supervisor A. B. Spreekels has also exercised rare

good judgment, and a better looking band can not be seen on
any stock farm. There is imp. Atossa, by Dunlop, and Yar-
ranabbee (imp.) by Hippocampus, both in foal to St. Savior,

a splendid cross for them. Repose (imp ), by Apremont
;

Elmina (imp.), by Old Calabar ; Trampo (dam of Blizzard),

by imp. Kyrle Daly ; Annie Race, by Cape Race; Patricia,

by St. Paul; Glitter, by imp. Stylites ; Folly, by Wildidle
;

Fresa, by Flood ; Lady Cleveland, by King Alfonso; Cattle
Kate, by imp Kingston ;

Sweet Peggy, by imp. Kyrle Daly
;

Maria F., by Leinster ; Glee, by imp Cheviot; Griselda, by
Bishop; Florence B., by Jim Brown; Agnes, by imp. Glen-
garry ; Tragic, by Trade AVind ; Nitouche, by Jim Brown

;

Nellie Bell, by Prince of Norfolk, and Abbie F., by Judge
McKinstry. These mares are stiuted to Idalium (imp.), Loy-
alist (imp.), St. Saviour, Fellowcharm, Prince of Norfolk,

Almont and Trade Wind, and great results cau confidently

be looked for. The broodmares are either stake winners,
dams of winners or sisters to famous race horses. A bright

future is in store for this farm and its well-kept equine
beauties.

Son of a Gun "Won.

Liverpool, November 9—The Liverpool Autumnal Cup
of ten sovereigns, with 10,000 sovereigns added, a handicap

for three-year-olds and upwards, mile and three furlongs,

was won to day by F. Alexander's Son of a Gun, four-year-

old. Avington, four-year-old, the property of Sir W. Throck-
morton, was second and A. D. Cochran's Edgeston, four-

year-old, was third.

Tennessee Horses Sold.

Nashville, November 9.—The closing-out sale of the

Peytonia and Oak Hill studs closed to-night. The sales were:

Blazos, bh, 16, to Dr. Kebugh of Cincinnati, $1,500 ; Eliza
Carr, b m, 12, by Plenpo, to George Phillips of Nashville,

$2,000; Bettie B., 10, by imp. Glengarry, to Thomas H.
Prince of Gallatin, TenD., $1,000
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A Pleasant Day at Pleasant on.

"
It seems that the cold November days have not reached

this side of the continent," remarked a fine-looking old

gentleman who sat beside me last Saturday on the cars which

moving along at a two-minute gait toward the Livermore

valley.

11 No, we have had no reason to apologize for our glorious

climate for the past two weeks," was my reply, and pointing

to the many shades of foliage which shaded the rocky sides

of the deep ravine known as Nilea canon, I called his atten-

tion to the falling autumnal leaves and the budding of the

new ones, while the stream below was splashing and dashing

along on its course to theocesn. The atmosphere was delight-

fully balmy, and as my companion became interested in the

ever-changing bits of scenery that, kaleidescopic-like, came

before us as the train moved in and out around the sharp

curves, over bridges and beneath <he bluffs, the conversation

natural! 7 drifted to the resources of this part of California,

and the question uppermost in the minds of every lover of a

good horse was soon a subject for discussion. When my

companion, who was from the green bills of Vermont,

explained his deep interest in trotters and pacers, and told of

the old-time Morgan horses that he loved as a child,

drove when a boy and owned when old enough to earn the

price of one, it became comparatively easy for us to become

better acquainted.

The train passed Sunol and my new-found acquaintance

signified his wish to stop at Pleasanton—my destination

—

and go to the classic training ground where the kings and

queens of the turf were educated. Pleased as I was to hear

his reminiscences of the turf when Hiram Woodruff, Dan

Mace, J. Murphy, J. Eoff and that old school of drivers

made their whips crack on the backs of the old-time trot-

ters, I was delighted to have him accompany me to Salis-

burv's, as every one calls the Pleasanton Stock Farm. The

whistle sounded, the brakes were applied, and the long train

stopped at the new depot built for the reception of the East-

ern horses and their drivers which are to accompany "Salis-

bury," " Our Andy," and the long string of money-winners

from the East.

The usual crowd was at the depot. Wm. Napier, W. de

B. Lopez, James Maguire (the trainer who first handled

Marston C. and Expressive at Palo Alto), Wm. Murray
(owner of Diablo, 2:09}), Samuel King and Jose Neal, super-

intendent of "Salisbury's," and many others extended a cor-

dial welcome to us.

The bay mare Cheerful, by Three Cheers, out of Queen
Emma, by Woodburn, was standing knee-deep in a field of

green barley, and by her side was as fine a filly as any judge

of thoroughbreds would like to see. Of course we could not

pass by without recounting some of the races this little four-

miler had gone, Mr. Napier, her owner, adding :

,( She is as

sjund as when she first faced the starter." Her filly, that

seemed to enjoy the attention we were paying it, is by the

greatly- missed thoroughbred imported Martenhnrst. He did

not leave many fillies, consequently this royally-bred miss is

very valuable. S. G. Reed ought to purchase her.

Passing the little paddock, then down the street beneath

the shaded trees, we passed the long row of fiower-embowered

collages and then turning to the right and along the road

which lies parallel with the first turn of the Pleasanton track,

we were soon within the enclosure out of which so much
speed has been led.

Our guest was more than delighted to eee the track, for its

fame had reached the rock-bound shores of Maine. Superin-

tendent Neal has a surprise in store for Mr. Salisbury when
he returns, but as that will not be until the 29th of Novem-
ber, I cannot resist the temptation of preparing him for it.

The old course was thirty-nine feet over a mile, and the sur-

face near the pole was hollowed out and the soil dead. Joe,

(everyone calls this genial superintendent "Joe"), plowed
and scraped about four feet from the inside land, levelled the

hollow places and cut down a number of the little hillocks,

the soil being spread over the track, making it elastic, moist
and"safe. The turns are well tbrown up, so without fear of

contradiction I claim it is the Dest track in California to-day.

When Ed Geers, Myron McHenry and the other drivers

from the frozen East go speeding over this velvet-like course
in company with our California drivers, it is a question if

they will ever want to leave it.

Another surprise that will greet the men who left here last

Spring to visit the greatest race centers in the East, is the
complete restoration of the old stalls to their former beauty.

A coating of lily-white and the doors painted a sea-shell

pink mikes them look far prettier than they have ever
looked.

The astonishment of our Eastern friend knew no bounds
an he gazed on this long row of plain looking sheds, and com-
mented on the California midwinter climate, if so many valu-

able horses were to be kept in such frail-looking box stalls

all winter.

The principal attraction here at present is Direct, and as

he stood fetlock-deep in the rye grass in his paddock he
looked more like a little Perch eron than anything else. He
is as fat as a seal and round as a ball, but his clean, intelli-

gent head, fine limb-t and lofty bearing were shown to ad-
vantage as be came over to where we were standing to be
petted. Direct was a great horse on the turf, but be will

prove to be a greater one in the stud if we are to judge by
the little kindergarten • f foals he has at this farm. He is

BtrODg and vigorous and a splendid foal-getter, and as he is

bul nine years of age his future is indeed bright.

In an adjoining paddock was the dark chestnut stallion,

Diablo, 2:0'.'l, the great son ofChas. Derby, who captured the
mile race-record for four-year old pacers. Wm. Mur-
ray, his owner, did not work him this year, thiuking it was
better to give him a reBt. The horse looks big and
strong, and has taken on considerable flesh; he will be
taken in hand in January or February and prepared for the
races. There is only one of his first crop of colts here, a
brown filly called Grayson Lassie, dam Lady Blissful, by
Richards' Elector. She is strongly-built and knows nothing
but trot. Mr. Murrav is just breaking her.

Over to the stable where Director, Direct and Directum, all

in their turn held courl and received visitors, are walked and

looked at the present occupant—a colt called Two Soon (a

name given him by Superintendent Neal because he came too

soon ; in fact, ahead of his time). He was foaled December
IS, 1892, hence, according to the rule, he was a year old when
really not two weeks of age. But if he came ahead of bis

time he will be ahead of bis competitors, for a faster colt

never was handled at this farm. This is rather a bold asser-

tion, nevertheless it is a true one. His sire was Direct and

his dam was by Inca ; second dam MissConklin, by Conklin's

American Star. A coal black in color, with two white hind

ankles, good, intelligent Direct head, strong neck, well set

onto sloping shoulders, short back, remarkably strong over

the loins (another Direct quality), heavy quarters and clean,

hard legs, the cords standing out well. He stands like Direct,

but as a trotter he does not need a flat iron on each foot

(another Direct quality). He is smooth -gai ted, rapid and
moves in a businesslike manner that pleases every one who
sees him. 'Tis true, he will have to meet colts and fillies a

year older than he is, but he will not be embarrassed and
lose his nerve even if placed in fast company.
There are a few colts and fillies here, some by

Direct and Directum. They all show speed and the good
Director traits very strongly ; next season they will be

going down the line. But as our time was limited we asked

to be shown the little baby Directs that were domiciled

in one portion of the square. They were in pairs in the big

box stalls, and when Mr. Salisbury returns, he, with his son

Sidney, will spend a greater portion of their time admiring
them.

in the first stall was a colt by Direct, out of a sister to

Little Albert, 2:10, and a larger, heavier-boned, black colt

by Direct, out of Lilly Stanley, 2:17. " A valuable pair to

draw to,"added our Eastern frieud,who seemed to know some-
thing of the fascinations of the green cloth.

In the next stall were two colts also by Direct, out of mares
by Anteeo. They are also good-looking and typical sons of

their sire. All of his characteristics beseems to transmit to

his progeny. There is a similarity about them that can
not be hidden.

The nest is the famous " two-minute colt," if he lives. He
is out of Queen Thistle, by Thistle, second dam Queen Emma
and a finer-looking one would be hard to find anywhere. He
is the beau-ideal of a colt and Mr. Neal says a faster trotter

neverstruck the earth. A Direct-Anteeo colt was his com-
panion, and he was also a well-made one, but showed consid-

erable of the fine lines of his dam. " He was not inclined to be

as friendly as his ebony-hued companion.
The two in the adjoining stall made a pretty-well matched

team. One was out of Vera, 2:25, by Kentucky Volunteer;
second dam Lady Graves (dam of Maxim, 2:29}), by Smug-
gler; third dam by Excelsior Morgan. His companion was
out of Lilly Langtry (dam of the great pacer Dudley, 2:15£),

by Nephew, a mare that Judge W. E. Greene, of Oakland,
bred. There was little choice between the two. They were
both fine-looking, and when they shed their winter coats will

be hard to beat anywhere, either in the show riog or on the

track.
" Now. we come to the fillies," said our guide, Mr. Neal,

as be opened the door to a stall and showed us the two little

misses munching the sweet-smelling wheat hay. The one on
the offside was a reddisb roan, and what she lacks in color

she more than makes up [for in {conformation. If she does

not make a trotter then I will never claim to know what a

well formed filly is. She has the shoulder, back, limbs and
quarters, and when we add the breeding she cannot help being
excellent. Her dam is Belle McGregor, by Robert McGreg-
or ; second dam Juanita, by a son of Pilot Jr ; third dam by
Pilot Jr. Her dam is owned by Jas. Butler, formerly of

Butte city, Montana, and her abilities to trot halves in 1:06

were often shown.
The companion to this little miss with the royal pedigree

was a small, well-shaped bay filly. She was by Direct, out of

a mare owned by Thos. Snider, the well-known horseman
and reinsman of Sacramento. The mare was known as Reka
Patchen. She was by Alexander, out of Emma Steitz (dam
of Peep O'Day, 2:21.)

In the next stall was a different formed filly. She was by
Rokeby, 2:133, out of the dam of Katie Agnew. Her com-
panion was a large-sized bay filly by the great king of trot-

ters, Directum, out of Lurline, by Speculation.

In the next s all was a filly by Rokeby, out of the dam of

Oriole, 2:20, and a filly by the same sire out of a Bihler Mc-
Clellan mare. They are looking well.

A Direct filly out of a mare by Algona and a Directum
filly out of a maie by Nutwood, completed the list of occu-

pants of these stalls. They were all strong and healthy-

looking, not one showing a trace of distemper but ready for

their crushed oats and feed at every meal. The greatest care is

bsing taken of them, and as Direct's value in Mr. Salisbury's

eyes increases insttad of.diminishingas theyears roll on, there

is no doubt that each and everyone of these youngsters will be

seen on the trottine tracks of the East.

Capt. Millen Griffith, partner with Mr. Salisbury in

several horses, has a number of very choicely-bred colts and
fillies, yearlings and two-year-olds here also.

Mr. Salisbury purchased a number ot young colts, fillies

and broodmares last fall and among them we saw the hand-
some mare Dexter Princess, 2:24, and her Direct filly and
Palo Alto filly, a two-year old, out in a paddock with a num-
ber of others. Princess Dexter is safe witb foal to Direct,

After luncheon we rode up to the famous Valensin Stock

Farm and saw the fields aud paddocks in which the late

owner loved to watch the young Sidneys and Simmocolons.
The present owner, R. E. deB. Lopez, is in Australia, but his

son is in charge and entertained us royally. He showed us

the Australian sires Clieveder. and Merriwa, and a number
of thoroughbreds also from the auiipodes. Across the fields

we walked, from one to the other there seemed to be noth-

ing but the richest of pasture. All of the broodmares, colts

and fillies were looking fat and well, and as over one hundred
and leu bead have been pastured on this farm 9iuce last

March it is remarkable to see how little of the feed has been

cut down. Since Mr. Lopez purchased the piace he has spent

a great amount of money, having the land thoroughly

drained, and preparing it for culiivation. The old stories

about distemper being prevalent here were scattered to the

winds, for the cause has been removed, and every attention

has been paid to caring for the stock sent there. A line three-

quarter mile track .on the farm, and next Beason a number
of horses will be trained thereon. Mr. Lopez expects to return

to California about Christmas, and may bricga few choice
thoroughbreds.

I r. Van Gorden is having hisstock farm, which adjoins it,

fixed up, and so is W. O'B. Macdonough (owner of Ormonde)
who has a farm which also borders this one.

Turning our horses' heads toward town it did not take bu L

a few minutes to get back to the train. We were not a mo-
ment too soon, however, and bidding our friends adieu, we
were soon speeding toward the city by the Bay, thinking of
the pleasant day we spent at Pleasanton. Arnaree.

California College of Veterinary Surgeons.

The preliminary announcement of this lately incorporated

institution has been received at this office. On the title page
is published the Board of Trustees, as follows: Henry J.

Crocker (Messrs. H. S. Crocker Co.), A. B. Spreckels (Messrs.

J. D. Spreckels & Bros.), Hugh Tevis (capitalist), James
D. Phelan (capitalist), J. D. Grant (Messrs. Murphy, Grant
& Co.), J. A, Donohoe (Donohoe-Kelly Banking Co.), Major
J. R. Rathbone (late U. S. Minister to France), C. Smith
(Messrs. Redington & Co.), Jas. K. Wilson (President Sather

Banking Co.), F. A. Hyde (Chairman Board of Education),

Leroy Nichols (capitalist;, W. F. McMutt. M. D. (Professor

of Theory and Practice of Medicine Medical Department
University of California), Luke Robinson, M. D. (Senior

Physician St. Mary's Hospital), Winslow Anderson, A. M.,

M. D. (Secretary of the State Board of Health and Editor

Pacific Medical Journal).

On the second page is the list of the Faculty: Thomas
Bowhill, F. R. C. V. S., F. R. P.S., Edingburgh), Dean of the

Faculty and Professor of the Principles and Practice of Vet-
ernary, Surgery, Pathology and Bacteriology; A. E. Buzard,

M. R. C. V. S , Professor of the Principles and Practice of

Equine Medicine and Dermatology ; W. F. Egan, M. R. C
V. S., Treasurer and Professor of Principles and Practice of

Bovine Medicine and Veterinary Obstetrics; F. A. Nief,

B. Sc, D. V. S., Secretary of the Faculty, Professor of Com-
parative Anatomy

; S. J. Fraser, B. A., M. D., Professor of
Comparative Physiology and Histology ; A. Auchie Cunning-
ham, F. C. S., F. G. Inst., Professor of Chemistry, Materia,
Medica and Toxicology; Frank W. Skaife, D. V. S., M. R.
C. V. S., Professor of Helhinathology and Canine Pathology.
The circular further states that the Board of Trustees and

Faculty of California College of Veterinary Surgeons take
much pleasure in announcing to the public and veterinaay
practitioners of the Pacific Coast that the above college has
been duly organized and incorporated under the laws of the
State of California for the purpose of teaching the art and
science of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery.
The degree of D. V. S. (Doctor of Veterinary Science) will

be granted to students who graduate from this college.

The curriculum will cover a period of three winter ses-

sions of over six months each. The opening session wili

commence on January 7th, 1895, and will terminate in July
(for this session only), afterwards the regular session will
commence October 1st in each year and extend until the
following April.

Large premises have been secured at the corner of Post
and Fillmore streets, San Francisco, comprising lecture
rooms, anatomical rooms, chemical and patho-bacteriological
laboratories, etc., provided with the latest and most modern
apparatuses.

There is a hospital in connection with the above, supplied
with every possible facility for the care of sick and injured
animals of every kind, under the personal care and super-
vision of the house surgeons.
There will be a dailv clinic at the hospital by the leading

practitioners of San Francisco.
A matriculation examination will be held January 4,

1895, at the college.

The fees are : Matriculation Fee (paid once only), $5 ; De-
monstrator's Ticket (Anatomy), $10; Fee for First Course of
Lectures, $100; Fee for Second Course of Lectures, $100;
Fee for Third Course of Lectures, $100; Demonstrator's
Ticket (Pathological Anatomy) $10; Breakage Fund, at the
commencement of the first year each Student is required to

deposit $5, and Graduation Fee, $25. Total, $355.
The formation of this college has been the subject of much

thought by our leading veterinarians for years, aud now that
it has been duly incorporated on a most substantial basis,

farmers, stockmen and horse-breeders can have no hesitancy
in sending their sons to this college for all the work per-
formed by the skilled professors composing the faculty (most
of them of world-wide reputation) will be in the most
scientific form. The theoretical, as well as the practical side
of the profession, will be taught in a manner second to no
institution of its kind in the United States. The pride taken
in it by its projectors bespeaks its success, and we look for-

ward with pleasure to the good results which are sure to fol-

low the organization of this splendid college.

On the Baker City Race Course.

Notwithstanding the fact that great interest was mani-

fested in the annual municipal election held in the Queen

City of the Inland Empire yesterday, a goodly number of our

citizens who did not care to take more than passing notice

of the event, simply deposited their individual ballots, after

which they visited tbe course to witness the opening day

contests of the week's racing season given by tbe Baker City

Jockey Club.

The weather was all that could have been desired, not a

cloud being overhead to obscure the visions of Old Sol and

Jupiter Pluvius having thoroughly performed his duty the

road leading to the fair grounds was in excellent condition

being entirely free from dust and as smooth as an asphalt

street.

The first race was a one mile contest, the entries being

Hickory Jim, Henry D., Nugget and Nelia R., the horses

passing under the wire in the order named. The favorite

won, and as considerable odds had to be given but little

money changed hands. Time, 51 seconds.

The second event was a quarter dash, Pin Ear, Lark, Lit-

tle Joe and Sandy being the contestants. It was plain to be

seen from the start that not a little "larking" was to be in-

dulged io, and " tips " were as numerous as flies around a

paste pot. Sporting was at a low ebb, and the " inside'

parties, while rustling hard, accomplished little and were*
poorly rewarded for their untiring efforts.

Tbe horses passed under the wire in the following order

Pin Ear, first; Little Joe, second; Lark, third; Saudy fourth

Time, 233 seconds.
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Trotter vs. Bicycle Race.

John S. Prince, ex-champion bicyclist of America for all

distances, and the present long-distance champion of the

world, is in a fair way to secure a coveted match against trot-

ting horses. Prince, who has been in San Jose since

Friday night, says the San Jose Mercury, announced that he

was williug to go twenty miles against running horses, the

latter to be changed every mile, the same jockey riding.while

he stuck to his wheel the whole distance without rest ; or he

would go against trotting horses the same distance, horse and

drivers to be changed every mile.

C. F. Bunch, the well-known driver, announces that he

has been authorized by a prominent local horseman to make

a match wi-h Prince for $500 a side and gait receipts, the

race to come off in one week. Bunch says if Prince accepts

his challenge he will use Our Boy. record 2:1 7 A,and Willema,

record 2;26A, and he promises to give the champion profes-

sional bicyclist a hard race.

The horse track in Agricultural Park ib in excellent con-

dition, but if the match should be arranged the track would
be rolled and prepared expressly fjr bicycle racing. Prince

has not yet signified his intention in regard to accepting or

rejecting the challenge, but it is thought he will accept,

although it is hardly probable the race can take place with-

in the time specified.

Otto Zeigler, Terrill and Wells of the Rambler team will

arrive from San Francisco to-morrow, accumpaoied by

Trainer Aylward, and will at once go into training for the

Thankgiving races.

Nissen, of Alameda, one of the fastest class A men on the

Coast, has announced his intention of making an attempt to

lower the world's record for a half tnife, unpaced. The rec-

ord is at present 52 4-5, and Nissen, who is in prime condi-

tion, is confident of his ability to set a new mark unless he

should go back or meet with an accident between now and
the day of the big meet.

The Road Club will put men to work at the track to mor-

row morning constructing training quarters for the use of the

cracks who are now expected daily to train for the coming
races.

In addition to the large delegation of Road Club men who
left for San Francisco on an advertising run thiB morning,
several parties took runs out to the smaller towns nearer

home, scattering cards promiscuously.

A Great Winter Campaign.

Some years since Mr. Doble and Mr. Splan for three or

four winters took some of their best horses to the mild clim-

ate of the Pacific Coast to winter. The anxiety of the horse-

lovers of that section to see the equine stars in motion led

to several match races, and the then queen, Goldsmith Maid,

and Rarus, afterwards the king, had several which attracted

large crowds and resulted in stimulating the harness horse

and business immensely. Later Harry Wilkes was taken

there and the great race with Guy Wilkes and Antevolo

followed. Now it is proposed to take the greatest of the

grand circuit trotting and pacing starts to California, and

give a series of meetings extending from Sio Diego on

the south to (Jhico on the north. This programme from

Chicago includes racing at Council Bluffs, Denver, San Diego,

Los Angeles, Fresno, San Jose, Oakland, Napa, Petaluma,

Woodland. Sacramento and Chico. Monroe Salisbury takes

his entire string of trotters and pacers including Alis, 2:05^;

Flying Jib, 1:5S\, to pole with running aate; Directly, 2:07 ij.

Azote, 2:0Si ; Expressive, 2:12i, as a three year-old ; Dr.

Sperry, 2.09 and twelve others Mr. C. J. Hamlin, of Buffalo,

will take some fifteen head, including Robert J., 2:01J ;
Fan-

tasy, 2:07; Nightingale, 2:104; Moonstone, 2:09-1; rial Braden,

2.07J; Rex Americue, 2:1H, and about nine others, and Ed.

G-eers will go to drive and train these. M. E. McHenry will

take fifteen head among which will be Joon R Oentrv, 2:08$,

Phcebe Wilkes, 2:0S£ and Baronet, 2:11*. McHenry, of course,

will be his own driver.

The Pacific Coast has never seen such an aggregation of

star performers with such star drivers as this list presents.

Alix beating the world's record, Directly going three seconds

faster than any other two-year-old ever went in harness up to

this season, Flying Jib with running mate pacing below the

two-minute mark, Fantasy beating all records for four year

old fillies and Azote, Nightingale, Phcebe Wilkes and Baronet

trotting three heats all as fast or faster than Maud S.'s world

record which stood unapproached so many years, Robert J.

and John R. Gentry pacing three heats close to the two-

minute mark, will altogether afford Californianssuch an op-

portunity of witnessing speed in harness sach as they have

never before had.—Horse Review.

Rarus and J<m.

The celebrated trotter Rarus, who placed the world's rec-

ord at 2:13} in 1878, was not peculiarly afiectionate in his

disposition, but he had one remarkable friendship. About

the time when he became prominent a Californian gave

Splan, his trainer, a Scotch terrier two monthB old. Splan, in

turn, gave the pup to Dave Culross, the groom of Rarus,

cautioning him not to let the horse hurt it, as he had bitten

dogs that ventured into his stall. It turned out, however, that

the trotter took a great fancy to the pup, and the two be-

came friends.

'" From the time I took the pup to the stable until I sold

Rarus,'' says Splan, "they were never separated for an hour.

We once let the dog in the stall while we took the horse to

the blacksmith's shop, and when we came back we found that

he had made havoc with everything there was in there, try-

ing to get out, while the horse during the entirp journey was

uneasy, restless, and in general acted as bad as the dog did.

Dave remarked that he thought we had better keep the horse

and the dog together after that.
" When Rarus went to the track for exercise or to trot a

race, the dog would follow Dave around and sit by the gate

at his side, watching Rarus with as much interest as Dave
did. When the horse would return to the stable after a heat

and was unchecked, the dog would climb up on his forward

legs and kiss him, the horse always bending his head down to

receive the caress.
" In the stable, after work was over, Jim and the horse

would often frolic like two boys. If the horse lay down, Jim
would climb on his back. In that way he soon learned to

ride h;m ; and whenever I led Rarus out to show him to the

public, Jim knew what it meant and enhanced the value of

the performance by the manner in which be would get on
the horse's back.

On these occasions the horse was shown to halter, and Jim,
who learned to distinguish such events from those in which
the sulky was used, would follow Dave and Rarus out on the

quarter stretch. Then, when the halt was made in front of

the grand stand, Dave would stoop down, and in a flash Jim
would jump on his back, run up his shoulder, from there

leap ou the horse's back, and there he would stand, his head
high in the air and his tail out stifi behind, barking furiously

at the people."

When Mr. Bonner bought Rarus the terrier went with the
hcse. It happened that there was already a bull terrier in

charge of Mr. Bonner's stable, and one day the big fellow

took Jim by the neck and was fast making an end of him.
Rarus heard his friend's outcries, and knew he must ba in

danger. He pulled on his halter, broke it, rushed out of bis

stall, and would have killed the bull terrier if the grooms
had not interfered.

Hark Comstock's Opinion of Arion.

Hark Comstock, in one of hiB letters, thus speaks of this

horse

:

I have always regarded the two-year-old record of Arion,

2:10^ to an old style sulky, as the best mile, age considered,

ever yet trotted, and even a better test of a great horse than
the record of 2:07f to the new-style sulky which he took as a
four-year-old. This colt takes from Miss Russell, through a

daughter of her great son Nutwood, that has upwards of e
hundred trotters to his credit in the 2:30 list, affording a most
striking instance of power to impart strong trotting instinct

and at the same time capacity for very extreme speed. We
might, on superficial thought, incline to award the chief

credit for Arion's extreme speed capacity to his sire, Elec-

tioneer, inasmuch as Electioneer has other trotters of very
extreme speed, but a careful study of his list of trotters shows,
in my judgment, that while he stands unrivaled by any horse
of his time in imparting strong trotting instinct, he only gets

those extremely fast horses, like Arion, Sunol, Palo Alto,

Truman, etc., where he cros&es upon the blood of a pro-
nounced capacity-giving character. Such blood has its

foundation in thoroughbred sources. When there is an ap-

parent exception there comes with it a lost pedigree.

It is not strange that Electioneer should therefore beget an
Arion from a daughter of Nutwood that was out of a daugh-
ter of Tattler. The physical capacity that Miss Russell gave
to her daughter, Maud S., she also gave through her son Nut-
wood to the dam of Arion, and through her son Lord Russell

to Kremlin. Traits and peculiarities of this kind will breed

out, and some animals have the power to transmit them oft-

ener and in greater force than others. It was General Wil-
liam T. Withers, I believe, who gave us the word *' prepo-

tent" to express this power in an individual. A study of

its workings and a repetition of its blood formulas has so

often reproduced a past success that it is the best method a

breeder can follow.

To reuoiie the blood of Electioneer and Nutwood will, un-

der favorable circumstance reproduce an Arion. We have
only just arrived at that stage of breeding the trotter where
it becomes ten-fold interesting. We are no longer groping
in the dark, because we now know the history and character

of the stock we are breeding from several generations, and
can better judge of the combinations we are forming. Taking
our greatest examples of the past, let us study their blood

and strive to form new combinations that have proved har-

monious in tbem, reproducing their chief component ele-

ments as nearly as possible, and looking to it that in doing

so we steer as clea' as possible of outside elements that have
failed to cross well, omitting those that have failed to cross

well, and courting those that have "nicked" among them-
selves, or with our leading strains.

Capacity is now the main thing to look to. Not that we
should ignore toe instinct to trot to an extent that will im-
pair its necessary activity. But the speed requirements of a

trotter capable of winning at important meetings are now so

great that to breed less than extreme speed now is to breed

unsuccessfully as a financial venture.

A Horse Pair in Ireland.

A New French Bicycle Tire.

A new bicycle tire has just been devised by M. M.Gerard,
City Engineer of Bordeaux and Picon, which is intended to

do away with the defects of all other tires. It consists in

substance of a thin rubber tube whose inner surface is inter-

sected by rubber disks perpendicular to it and placed close to

one another ;
disks and surface are all molded in one piece.

The disks are thicker at the circumference than at the center,

to prevent the tube from sinking into the interstics between

the supports, and they are made eccentric so as to distribute

the resisting power of the surface without increasing the

weight of the tire. They divide the tire into a very large

number of air chambers, perfectly independent of one another,

so that if one is pierced the others are not affected; these add

to the elasticity of the tire and do not need to be filled with

compressed air. The motion is as eaBy as that of the best

pneumatic tires, while the accidents to which pneumatic
tires are subject are done away with. The tire can be ap-

plied at once to all rims for solid or hollow tires
;
for pneu-

matictrre machines some slight but inexpensive modification

of the rim will be necessary.—N. Y. Sun.

Racing at Santa Ana.

The racing at the track on Saturday, November 3d, did

not draw a large attendance. The pacing race in the 2:25

class was won bv S. Kuffel's Francis B., beating J. Baker's

Birdroe in straight heats in 2:24£ and 2:23.}.

C. R. W. Ford's mare Gale trotted against Holcomb's Grey

Cloud and the former won in 2:37 and 2:34. After the last

heat Gale was sent around the circuit to beat 2:34, and she

passed under the wire in 2:27£.

C. W. R. Ford's Jud Wilks was sent around to beat 2:29,

and he made tbe circuit in 2:265-

Conant's Sir Credit from Los Angeles started to beat 2:28 J,

making the mile right handily in 2:25A.

Dr. O. Edgar Smith's Pendennis wanted to beat 2:30}, but

could only do the distance in 2:33.

To a novice an Irish fair appears to be pandemonium let

loose. The main street is the show ground and ride, and a

convenient field, with a stone wall or two, serves the purpose

of the " manage." Such a whooping and yelling ! Droves of

wild young colts, rough, unkempt-looking animals rushing

madly about, with Pat riding bare-backed as easy as a glove,

with nothing but a " bit of a twig " and a halter for a bridle.

" Whist ! but that's a lepper, yer honor ; be aisy now on her,

Tim," shouts the proprietor of some raw filly, as Tim nego-

tiates the wall with a cock of his eye. Perhaps you turn

round to look at the "lepper," and by the mercy of Provi-

dence just escaped being trampled to death by a whole troop.

Pulled this way, showed that, hot and thirsty, you at last

gain a place of safety, and are able to look on ior a few min-

utes in peace. Meanwhile the dealers are not idle, and bar-

gains mingled with glasses of potheen are flying about in

every direction. If you happen to be in the know you will

see a horse bought for £30 ready cash,which for market pur-
poses was to have been a £70 transaction. Every conceiv-
able class of animal is here, both biped and quadruped. The
hunter which, if properly got up, will fetch in Englai d a
couple of hundred, is side by side with a screw not worth as

many pence, and the autocrat of the dealer's yard may be
seen in close confabulation with what looks very like a prime
dynamiter; while above all the din and jangle floats an
aroma of whiskey and tobacco, to say nothing of blarney and
bad language.

As the day wears on prices lower a little. Indeed, few of
the knowiDg ones complete their bargains until late, except-
ing in tbe cases of some really high-class gees. But what is

going on in the corner of the wall? A small crowd is gath-
ered there, and from your position you can just make out
one of the men who crossed in the boat standing opposite a
true son of Erin in a middle of a small ring, and seemingly
either fighting or endeavoring to shake him by the hand

—

which? You cannot quite make out. Presently the crowd
breaks up with a cheer, and you can see plainly now the two
men shake hands, and to your surprise, money passes be-

tween them. Can it have been a prize fight after all ? No,
it is only a deal, aDd if you come a little nearer to this new
lot that are forming a ring we shall see. As we approach a
lane is formed, and the vision of a flying colt appears, ridden
bare-backed by a bright looking lad. Over the wall is the
order, and Pat, steadying his mount, takes it in first class

form. Then the crowd closes in and two figures stand op-
posite each other—England and Ireland. "Well, what's the
price," says England. " It's just the foinest little horse in

fair this day, and I'll not be selling him under £120, and
that's dirt chape," replies Ireland, holdmg out his hand.
"Forty," says England, making a dive at the paw. Ireland

is too quick, however, and snatches it away before England
can grasp it, saying at the same time with an air of disdain :

" Forty ! and for a baste like that the Loid Liflinent would
be proud to be seen on. It is tryiDg to blarney me that you
are ? I'll just let you have it for £100 and not a penny less,"

and out goes the band again. This time England springs a

tenner, and tbe same pantonine is gone through with theex-
ception that England nearly catches the outstretched member
this time, which raises a laugh and " Mind yer eye, Pat,"

from the crowd. After every bid this goes on, and at sixty-

five England catches Ireland and shakes it heartily, thereby
signifying that it is a deal. The crowd cheer and the two go
off together to cement tbe bargain with a " dhrop of the

cratur." This is the way most of the deals are carried on,

and it is an unwritten law that if you happen to be quick
enough to caich hold of the hand after your offer the horse

becomes your property for the amount of your bid.

Now we will take a look at another party, where evidently

things are not going so smoothly. An innocent young gentle-

man has been taken in by a coper, and, having paid £20 for

a horse, which is woith on the outside a fiver, is vainly

bunting about to find the man who had his money, and is

being freely chaffed by the spectators. "Sure the poor man
has gone round to c nfess. Maybe your honor will find him
there now," says one. " Ib it Mike that your honor wants ?"

asks another; ' bedad he's just slipped round to put the baby
to slape," and so on until Young Innocent fairly loses his

head and his temper, which is at once resented and he is

lucky if he is got away by his friends without a broken head.

Sometimes, however, the coper stands his ground and braves

it out, appealing to his pals, and swearing that the horse is

all right, and he sold it without a warranty. Then a friend

of the coper will con e up and say to Young Innocent, " Ar-
rab, be aisy; sure I know a man who will take the little harse,"

and being only too glad to get rid of the beast, the victim parts

with it for a tenner, and the conspirators divide the spoil and

proceed to sell the beast over again. A good-lookiDg flat-

catcher in the hands of a clever gang will be sold six or seven

times a day, and bought back at a discount, the same man, of

course, never selling twice. On the whole, however, things

are very fairly carried out, and there is an immense amount
of amusement to be had even if one does not buy. If on the

purchase, it wants a clear head and a determination not to

give more than a certain sum. Probably you will have to

wait till the end of the fair to get what you want at your own
price, but unless someone el«e is on the same nag you will

get it. Then what fun there is to be had over the whisky
punch in the evening. Such stories of past fairs, reminis-

cences of Tim Murphy and Flannigan, etc., what Pat O'Con-

nor got for his colt, and how McCarty, the "dhirty black-

guard," sold an English gentleman a horse and got the money
and horse to boot. Then the boys who have taken tbe nags

home have to be tipped, accounts are squared, and arrange-

ments made for dispatching the purchases to England, and
then the band of sportsmen once more prepare (those that are

not goiDg on to some other fair), to face the terror of sea-

sickness, and with prayers for a smooth passage, turn their

faces homeward, and their backs on the scene of the Irish fair.

—Licensed Victuallers' Gazette.

One of the moH promising of Baldwin's string, the Cuban
Queen colt, died at the ^Maltese Stable Monday from super-

purgation. The colt was brought here with Rey el Santa

Anita and the balance of the string a few days before the

meeting. He was started but once, and that was a short

three-quarter race on the 2d inst. He did not get a place in

the race, but showed that he was made of the proper mate-

rial. The owner feels his loss keenly, as he expected much
of him. The colt was by Gano, dam Cuban Queen.
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Mr. Salisbury's Views on Breeding Trotters.

One of the most interesting talkers among the fraternity of

horsemen is Monroe Salisbury. The wonderful success that

has attended bis comparatively brief turf career entitles bis

opinions at all times to respect, even if we differ from him

in some of his utterances. Blub* and hearty, with a ruddy

face, an intelligent countenance, a kindly and attractive eye,

standing over six feet in height, and of athletic build, Mr.

Salisbury is a striking personality. He has already turned

the three-score period, and yet his years sit lightly on his

shoulders. Fame has it that he was a great wrestler in his

younger days, and he looks now to be a dangerous man for

frail and callow youths to tackle.

Mr. Salisbury has the happy faculty of making you feel at

ease, and in this respect, as in many others, he is quite dif-

ferent from that other equally prominent California trainer,

Orrin Hickok, who though at all times courteous and oblig-

ing, is reserved in manner and difficult to approach. To

newspaper men particularly Hickok is reticent, and speaks

with a forced reserve. He, perhaps, is not altogether at fault,

for while some of the criticisms that have been levelled at

him may have been just, others have been very wide of their

mark, and he feels that he has often been misrepresented.

Mr. Salisbury never hesitates to speak frankly, and more-

over, when once you prei-s his colloquial button, his eye

sparkles to the point of enthusiasm, and he will talk enter-

tainingly. His talk is not bosh, either, but pure, practical

sense, gathered from years of experience ; neither is it of the

kind that in the least suggests anything of the egotist or brag-

gadocio. It must not be thought that his career as a man-
ager of trotters covers his whole experience in horse flesh,

for he says he cannot remember when he did not admire a

horse, but only in the past five or six years has be been able

to give his whole time to the sport of harness racing, so busy

has he been with his racing projects.

While many are in a croaking mood at the dismal pros-

pects in store for the harness horse, Mr. Salisbury is, on the

contrary, an optimist of optimists. He has seen enough to

convince him that as a business breeding is a problem that

requires the best thought and attention, and his advice is for

no one to go into breeding to gratify a mere fancy, unless he
have plenty of means and is willing to make it an expensive

luxury. To a lack of practical knowledge in breeding he
attributes some of the notable failures in the past. He is

convinced that it takes the best part of a life time to master
all the details of breeding and racing horses successfully.

Knowledge of the successful strains of blood is one of the

essentials; practical experience in developing, training and
handling he regards as absolutely indispensable.

As to the possibilities in store for the trotter, he thinks

that the next ten years will mark a greater improvement in

breeding ani development than the whole preceding history

of the trotter. The experience of the past few years has
profited men to a wonderful degree, and its effects are now
seen in the weeding-out process that is going on in a number
of the big breeding farms, only the best stock, bred in money-
winning lines, being retained for breeding purposes.

Mr. Salisbury is breeding on a small scale, but only from
the best that can be secured. He is himself a great stickler

for thoroughbred blood, and says that he wants all that he
can get, properly controlled, with an inslinct to trot. He
looks to Direct to prove a great sire. Much as he values

his trotting blood, be never fails to impress upon
your mind that Direct gets a strain of the celebrated four-

mile runner Boston through his second dam, the Young
Mare, a daughter of Jack Hawkins, by Boston.

As an instance of his practical breeding, he savs that five

pears ago he bought the well-known California race mare
Queen Emma (running record 1:40 and a celebrated two mile
performer), and bred her to Thistle, 2:23}. The produce
was a filly. This filly he bred to Direct, and he looks for the
offspring to be a world beater ; in fact, he thinks he has bred
the two-minute trotter.

There is no question about Di reel's siring speed. His two-
year-old son, Directly (2:073), holds the record for his years,

and Mr. Salisbury says that he has at home a youngster by
Direct, from a mare by Inca, that is faster at

the trot than was Directly at the same age. This colt he has
christened Too Sooo, as he was foaled December 18, 1892. He
will be entered in all the important three-year-old stakes next
season, and Mr. Salisbury thinks he can give his rivals a year
and a beating at that.

He says that a horse needs three things, a great sire, a
great dam, and a good man to develop him. He does not
care how well-gaited and speedv a horse may be, how well
he may be trained

;
if he has not the blood lines he will not

do to go to the races with. He has notions of his own re-

garding training, and follows no bard-beaten paths simply be-

cause others have successfully trodden in them. If he disr

covers anything new that he thinks better than older meth-
ods, tradition goeB to the dogs, and he adopts thenewer meth-
ods.

He has little sympathy with the old school of trainers who
had their homes an tineas greyhounds, and worked them to

death in fast mites before going to the races. On the other
hand, he keeps just aH much flesh on their ribs as is consistent
with perfect condition, and he seldom, if ever, works his
horses to their limit. He rather trusts to racing them into
form than to take it out in work. He says, and reasonably
ho, that a horse has just so many miles within himself, up to

a certain limit, and ihe number of miles that you work him
up to the top of his speed just before starting him in a race,

just that number have you taken from his capacity in a race.
I Mrectly, forinstance, had not had w mile faster than 2:40 be-
fore leaving California this Bprioff, and in bis first race at
Denver, Col., he had to step in 2:24} to win, and in his very
next rare at Council I il nils in "J: 1*1, and all turf readers know
I his, young wonder has continued to reduce his record until
it now stands at 2:07}.

There \x no more hard-working man in the circuit than
Mr. Salisbury. lie is up early and late, and never leaves
his stable to be looked after by hired help. He believes and
acts on the principle that what you would have well done, do
yourself. He superintends the feeding, shoeing and exercise
milei of all big homes, and practical results ntlest fully to the
wisdom of thin policy. He is a wonderfully persistent man,
soother thing that contributes in no small degree to his suc-
cess.

What other man would have labored so patiently and per-
istently to right the wrongs of such a crank as Flying Jib, a

horse that with the single exception of the season of 1892,

has been a constant drain on bis pocket book? He does not

give up with one trial or with many, but is resourceful, and
is always studying some new idea to overcome any obstacle

in his pathway. He says that he often wakes up at 4 o'clock

in the morning, and the first thing that comes to his mind is

some scheme for shoeing or balancing a horse whose gait and
action is not to his satisfaction, and perhaps in an hour he
will have a plan matured. He immediately goes to the

stable and puts this to the test.

These are but a few of the many ideas and methods of an

eminently successful manager of trotters, a man who is

respected wherever he is known for his geniality and good
fellowship, and for the important fact that he always races to

win.- Not even the taint of wrong doing attaches to his turf

career. His excellent example may well be followed by
many others, not the least of which is his loyalty to clean

and wholesome sport.— Lee. in American Horse Breeder.

Progress of the Trotter.

There comes a time in the history of every season's sport

when all that is possible to the historian of such sport must

per force be written in a retrospective view. At such a stage

have we arrived as regards the light harness racing season of

1894. Beyond a few matinee races which the capricious

favor of the clerk of the weather may render possible, every

trotting track in this broad continent must give place for five

or six dreary months to what is known in the vernicular of

the stable as " trotting round the stove." If it were possible

to compile a year book of these hypothetical events, instead

of having one Queen or King of the trotting turf we should

have one for every stove from Maine to New Mexico, from

Wisconsin to Maryland.

If the season just ended has demonstrated one fact more

than another, it is that the breeding oi the fast trotter or

pacer, which a few years ago was almost a lottery, has now

come within measureable distance of being rated as an exact

science. There was a time, not further back than the early

" eighties,'' when a horse that could trot a mile in 2:40 or a

little better, was the painful and laborious product of some
three or four years of patient training, supplemented by the

most extraordinary experiments in shoeing and weighting.

The man who accomplished this was regarded by his neigh-

bors as second only in greatness to George Washington.
Now, however, in the year of grace 1S94, through judiciouB

breeding through three or four generations of dams who have
had the acquired trotting gait, almost as a natural mode of

progression, we have arrived at that poiut where even the

weanling steppers are disappointments if they fail to show,

at nine or ten months, quarters in from 40 to 35 seconds. If

there be any solid foundation in the present theory of breed-

ing the trotter, the time must soon arrive when the two-year-

old record—2.10^—of Arion must rank as much a back num-
ber as the 2:08| made by Maud S. ten years ago.

Shrewd, keen business brains are at work in developing
the harness horse of this country, the greatest and most use-

ful breed the world has ever seen. Consciously, or uncon-
sciously, the breeders of trotters in this country have come
down to practically the same sound basis which for many
generations has governed ithe raising of the thoroughbred
horse—winning blood, and nothing but winning blood, and
breed to nothing else. It is the recognition of this sound
principal among most breeders which exercises so much in-

fluence on the periodic sales of trotting slock held in this

city.

The crucial test of excellence in the race horse is on the

race course ;
that is, when the wheat is winnowed from the

chaff, where, though there may appear an occasional "fluke,"

like Sunol, for instance, the broad results make or mar the

reputation of some one or other of the strains in which our
trotters are bred. Without mentioning any particular line

of breeding which has achieved a super-excellenceduringtbe
past three or four years, it is precisely because this fact has

come to be generally recognized among breeders and buyers
that in such a long continued sale as that of last week some
one or two particular strains will command fair prices on the

very same day as that on which other horses bred in what
are kuown to be undesirable lines are almost given away for

less than ordinary road horse prices. Of course there are
other but withal minor reasons why some slock does not

command so good a price as others.

Last week at Madison Square Garden some three hundred
and fifty head of trotting stock—stallions, broodmares, horses

in training and young slock—were sold for about $160,000,
an average of over $450 per head. While the breeding of

all of these worked back to the same fountain head, the bid-

ding and the prices resulting was very distinctly in favor of

those families which have in past seasons demonstrated be-

yond a peradventure that they possess the three main de-

sideratums of a race horse—speed, size and stamina.

Men who spend immense sums in founding a breeding stud

and then decline or neglect to expend the extra amount nec-

essary to prove to the world that they have founded such a
stud on the right lines—to wit, racing their slock—cannot be

surprised, or oughtnot to be, when their offerings at public

sale fail to meet with popular appreciation. Why did Wil-
liam Simpson's stock sell at such low figures last Tuesday?
He has spent probably half a million of dollars on his farm in

the last ten or twelve years, has bought stallions and brood-

mares that on paper were gilt edged, but bow many races

have horses from the Simpson farm won ? It is true that

last season he did employ "Billy" Andrews of Mascot fame to

train and drive for him, but one season does not make a

farm's reputation any more than one swallow makes a sum-
mer. Supposing Simpson had sent out a Directum or an
Expressive, a lied Bud or an Onoque, how much more would
his slock have brought, closely related as they would have
been V It is proper to state right here while discussing the

Simpson consignment that as a rule the iudividualswere too

small for the sale ring.

Directly the young Nutwood slock came before the auc-

tioneer's block, however, there was a different complexion
put on affairs, and, asS. A. Browne said—and he is a shrewd
and successful breeder—"We have not had such an encour-

aging sale of trotting stock for two or three years." Fourteen
yearlings and two-year-olds, the get of Nutwood, sold for an
average price of close to $400. Allowing liberally for invested

capital, keep and contingent expenses, he must be a poor
business man indeed who cannot bring youngstock of this age
to market at a cost of $250. These young Nutwoods sold

well for a legitimate reason—they were the get of 'he great-
est living sire of 2:30 performers, and it is "an exceptional
circumstance when a field of ten or a dozen trotters score for

the word not to find a Nutwood in the party.
For the same all-sufficient reason—the unassailable logic of

accomplished facts—the twelve youngsters, mostly yearlings,
the get of Palo Alto averaged nearly $1,250 each. This great
average was, of course,*very largely influenced by the sale of
the two-year-old colt Day Bell for £5,500. But apart from
that, buyers did not overlook the fact that Palo Alto, lame
though be was, held the stallion championship to the high-
wheel sulky, with a mark of 2:08$, and had over and over
again proven himself a horse of extreme courage, as well as
extreme speed. Then, again, the mares who produced these
youngsters were in themselves almost recommendation
enough, for among them were such as Beautiful Bells, thor-
oughbred Esther (dam of Expressive, the fighting race filly

in Salisbury's string), and America, all of them in the great
broodmare lists, put tbere because their produce have always
been developed.
The closing out sales of the Kalamazoo Farm and the Penn

Valley Stud were only moderately successful, and seemingly
so because of the three previous days' selling. ,; Sam

"

Browne, of Kalamazoo, pledged himself not to buy or bid on
any of his stock, but he did say he would, and he is now try-

ing to buy some of them back. H. S. Henry, of the Penn
Valley Stud, is going abroad for some years, and is probably
lost to the breeding ranks. That his costly broodmares sold

so cheaply is only a corroboration of what many people have
always held—that Mr. Henry bought with more liberality

than discretion.—Manhattan, in Commercial Advertiser.

Bill Nye on Docked Tails.

" Two Little Boys in Blue," Frontenac, writes: "We have

a debating club here, and recently we have taken up the

question, 'Resolved, That it is not justifiable to dock the tails

of horses.' What is your opinion?" •

My own opinion is that it is not justifiable, but more
honored in the breach than in the observance, if you will

permit a delicate pun caused by the hot weather and over-

work.

It is a fashion which is feebly defended by fashionable

people only. My own stud is free from docked horses and

my stables from the overdraw check. The overdraw check

is as injurious to the comfort and beauty of the horse as it is

to one's equilibrium at the bank.

A high authority says recently in The Country Gentleman

that the only excuse offered for docking horses—viz., that

it prevents their getting their tails over the line and keeping

them there—is entirely exploded by recent experiments.

The docking process besides aggravates the nervousness and

sensitiveness of the horse regarding his tail, and so defeats

its very object. However, as I said a moment ago, it is

merely a fashion, ranking along with that of cutting an eye-

let in the nose and wearing a bone collar button in it, pecu-
liar to barbarous dudes, or the silly custom of flattening the
head of a child by putting him in a crude squatting machines
during infancy.

Iu Africa there is a social set of people who bore a hole in

the upper lip and wear a peg of ivory in the buttonhole,
while others cut or burn long furrows along the front breadths
of their bodies, so as to raise huge ridges and cicatrices, which
they regard as beautiful and aristocratic.

The tenderest portion of a horse's body is that quarter
easily defended by a long tail, but entirely out of reach of a
docked horse. I cannot bear to look at a crazed ani roal beat-

ing the air wildly with his pathetic stump while the madden-
ing flies are stinging his poor little stomach.

I cannot be patient with those who follow this wicked cus-

tom in order that they may be considered fashionahle. The
man who does this, knowing the facts regarding it, is the

man who pulled flies to pieces when a boy, and if his wife
really indorses it her family ought to have the coffee analyzed
every morning.
And how can a docked horse be regarded as beautiful ?

How would George Washington look in marble riding a
mutilated horse?
Does any great sculptor ever put a rider on a bob tailed

steed?
Not unless he be also the editor of a fashion magazine.

We may strain a point to be fashionable by putting mourn-
ing rosettes on our horses and draping the russet boot tops

of our footmen and coachmen, but why disfigure a beautiful

horse and cause him needless pain all through the docking
process and then each year through fly-time in order to be
" in style?"

How do we know, besides, how the sensitive nerves of the

horse may be tortured all his life afterward by the strain put

upon them during the long hours when his inflamed stump
is tied to the rafters of the stable in order to give it that sore

thumb angle which Central Park seems to demand ?

How do we know what dull aches may come down the

spine and chase each other over the scarred stub of a once tail

when there is going to be a change in the weather ?

There was never a time in the history of the world when
men and women were more sensible regarding their dress, it

seems to me, than the present. Men go without vests evea
in congress if they are more comfortable, and women are

giving up the custom of squeezing the floating i-ibs into the

lungs in order to look slender and miserable.

The old Roman toga, which was so unsatisfactory in cold,

blustery weatht-r has been discarded, and the present styles

worn by English speaking men and women are getting more
and more of a foothold even"among the more remote
races.

Health, too, is more and more considered iD the choice of
homes, food, air, water, elc, and the use of patent medicines
is narrowed down to those regions where school teachers get

only $1G per month and board around.

Let us, then, show some signs of progress in the treatment

of our dumb beasts, iiead " Black Beauty " and buy it for

your grooms. Remember that "the merciful man is merci-

ful to hiB beast," and while vou are using every faculty that

God has given you to fight flies on these long summer days,

think of your poor crippled horse beating his system with

his maimed and mutilated tail.

Ponder these truths whenever you are in the pondering

business, and consider what you will say when you are called

upon at the judgment day to give a reason for this ingenious .

cruelty.—Bill Nve.

I
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Our 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

which have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this year that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

notice any mistakes or can furnish the breed-

ing of the dams where they are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary cor-

rections :

ELECTIONEER.
Electiooeer 12a, by Hambletonian 10. 136(1)

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

Expressive (3). dam Estber, by Express 2:12Js

Electric King, b h, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
ECercules ,........-..-. » ....„....-.--..—•-••• 234

Altivo. b h"(4), dam Dame Winnie, by Planet.. 2:18*

Young Wildidle, dao hy Wildidle 2:25

Lent, dam Lizzie, by Wildidle ........ 2:26*

Grovec Clay, b s, dam Maggie Norfolk, by
Norfolk '--i 4

Hernani.dam Gipsy, by Paul's Abdallah 2:29V

Electro Eelle.gr m 2:30

Quality, b m. dam McCa 2:-5*

Ah There 2:18'! to 2:15V
Expedition 2:193;,- to 2:loV

Electric Coin, dam Cecil, by Gen. Ben-

ton "28*, to 2:18V
Regina 2:20 to 2:1s 1

,;

.starlight . - --^^ l- " 1^
Dan.bg. - ^ tc P7*H
jim, b g. 2:30 to 2:27^
Utility

?-:<V4 to.-.vC-V

Conductor 1:2a}& to 2:1854

Chimes 5348, record 2:30V, by Electioneer. 12

Bessie Chimes -:-'--.

F-lectmont f--V
Bn- Blue 2:29V

Chisz ™*H
Jo^ie Chimes (41 «-—- 2.zyj4

Sixty-Six b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hanible-
ton^i Downing 2:15'4

Carillon, b h, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
Kinir C4)

2:2, V
Charming Chimes 13) 2:29V
Fantasv. bm (4) 2:0SV to 2:06

Merry Chimes (p) 2:14V to 2:0s*

Ed. Eastoo (p) 2:18 to 2:09V

Sphiox 5343. record 2:20)4, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Baker, b g, dam Abscota Maid, "oy Pilot Medi-
um 2:19V

Midnight, bl h 2:29V
Como <p-,damSi)kv, by Daniel T-ambert 2:17V
Princeton K. (p), b h (4) _ 2:29'4

Sphinxetta. bm (3) p V'i-
Baltullo 2:25

Belle of Abwoia --30

Cantab, cbg-p-" ««•-";'" o
''\7M

Svrpna 2:2.3 to 2:14)4

Uncle Tom rng 2:19* to 2:18V

St. Bel. 2:24.4, by Electioneer. 13 (1)

Maribel (p) 2:18W
Allibel.b m. 'lam by Guy Wilkes (3) 2;19V
Almabel.b m (p) «a!

7^
Amorel. bl m -36
Failnot «

:

1£^
Honeywood, br m (4) -:19*

Notion (p), bb £''}£,,

Favora(4) 2:-3V
Flora Belle 2:29}*

Monobel,bc(3) (pi 2:18

St. Felix (3) 2:25*
Tempter -.«a(
Katrina Bell. - 2*26)4

Santa Minx f2) 2:26V
Baron Bel ; I) 2:1714 to 2:11*
Silver Ore. gr g (4) 238* to 2:19)4

. 2:24 If

. 2:29V

. 2:29'-;

2:27V
. 2:29

\orvol. record 2:14V, by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m 2:26V
Novardine. b h (3) 2:25*
Villlers.br b 1.3) 237V
Countess Eve 2:29K
John G Carlisle - 2:20

Norhawk,brm 230* to 2:15*
Norvio G-. br h (3) 2:28* to 2:20*

Clay, b h, record 2:25, by Electioneer, a.

Claytina, b m (p), dam by Mohawk Chief...

01g"etta,rn m (p)
Miss Clay, gr m (4)

Wire Nail, b h
Count Clay
Spinaway
Sunland O'av, dam Miss Patcheo 2:261*

Clayone (3i.... 2:27V to 2:24V

Egotist, 232*, by Electioneer. 10.

Elton .' 2:21

Dramatist, bb 2:29*
Lovelace (3) 2:29V to 2:24V
The Conqueror (4) .' - 2:17 to 2:15V

Anteeo. 2: 1614, by Electioneer. 16

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:17*
Anthelia 2:18

Mountain Queen _::.-V

Tietam, dam Evelina 2:2:'.'.

Dan Brown, dam Miss Brown 2:27*
Bavanetw. by Anteeo, dam Debonair 2:27 .

Ethel Mack •— 2:29* to 2:25

Redwood, record 2:21*. by Anteeo, 2:16V-

F-ed Oak 2:25M to 2:21

AlfredO , 2:19V, by Anteeo.

Foxhound (p) 2:26V
Queen Alfred 2:25)4 to 2:18)4

T. O., by Anteeo, 2:16)4.

Lady 2:25

Anterus 602O, b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, br h i p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudley, dam bv Nephew ip- "-:l.->-_;

Bell Girl 2:27V
Major Ross -2:2.5 to 2:24 !

i

Nelly F. (p) 2:16* to 2:13^

Antevolo, 2:19*. hy Electioneer.

IvolO fp) 2:25*
Consolation, b h 2:20 to 2:17

An ti nous, 2:28*, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
S., 2:2614), by Geo. M. Paichen Jr 2:22

Dudlev (p), dam by Nephew 2:14

Hillsdale, o h 2:24)4 to 2:1914

Azrooor 13,467, record 2:20*, by Electioneer. 2

Azmon.bh, dam Ahwaga. by Gen. Benton 2:23J4

A. A. A., dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief "

Bonnibel 2:22'., t

Hbert W. , 2:20, by Electioneer. 5 (3)

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, byRe-Ecbo 230V
William Albert ^4), by AlbertW 2:20V
Neernut, dam Clytle It., by Nutwood 2:273$

Dudley Olcott 2:25J4 to 2:1S)«

Fatli*,233, iby Electioneer. 5(1).

Patrick's Pacer, dam ny Gen. Benton (p) 2:26

Lustre 2:23 to 2:22

Fallacy 2:20V to 2:17*
Nolman 2:27 to 233V

Don Marvin, record 2:22*, by Faille, 2:23 (2i

Don Lowell, bh 2;20M to 2:14*

39*, by Electioneer. 9.

:eros, b h (4), dam Cyrene, by Cyrus R-, 2:17 V 2:26V
'illema, dam Maud, by Brigadier 2:26

by Eros, 2:29*, dam by Elmo
ia fp), b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy (eon

of Sultan and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief;
t2) ~ 2:23*

.lia .-; dam Scratch, by Loppy 2:20^

Ward B., by Eros, 2:29*, dam by Elmo.
Letter B., b m, dam Brown Irish, by Judge Mc-
Kinstry 2:27*

Bemal, 2:17, by Electioneer.

Aria, b m (3), by Gen. Benton 2:26 to 2:169s,'

Electricity, 2:17V. by Electioneer.

Welbeck, dam Lulu Wilkes 2:24,*

Bow Bells, 2: 19M, by Electioneer.

Boreal, b h (2), Rosie Morn, by Alcantara 2:17)4
Alarm Bells, 2:29J4

Bell Bov 5350, record 2:19'.<>, by Electioneer. 4

CI.)

Harrison Bell (p) .' 2:22V
Duty Bells, b m 2:29k,

Beauty Bells, D m 2:2ll*

Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:24^

AdvertiHer, 2:151s, by Electioneer, dam Lula, by
George Wilkes.

Adbell (1), be, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

Junto, 2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Athanio, b c, dam Atbalie, by Harkaway, (2)... 2:195{

Candidate. 2:26*. by Electioneer.

Catherine 2:23*
Elfrida, b m (4) _ 2:17* to 2:13*

Confusion, by Electioneer.

Clonaslee, b g(p) ; 2:26*

Woolsey. by Electioneer, dam Waxaua, by
Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, bv Mohawk Chief 2:21?4
Nellie W„ dam by Inca 2:17V
Sir Gird, b c, dam Laurette- 2:26,*

Whips, 2:27*, by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14* to 2:08J4
Cobwebs, br g 2:29* to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,
by Clark Chief.

Nana 2:29*
Leola, br f (4) 2:30

Re-Election, 2:27)4, by Electioneer.

Nellie Clark.gr m (2) 2:30
La Haute 2:24&
La Hunter, b m 2:25*

Palo Alto. 2:0SV, by Electioneer.

Palatine.iblk m 2:23* to 2:1734
Rio Alto.bb 2:22V to 2:16*

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17V, by Electioneer.

Electioneer (Bowman's) 2:26.*
Siymboleer, b h, 2 (p), by Campbells
Electioneer 2:26* to 2:11V

Elector (Richard's) 2170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (I)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, bv Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, byThe Moor i3) 2:isv
Cora S 2:19).;

May Be (p). br m 2:26.*

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4) _ 2:27%

Pauline, gr m 2:26

Elector (Morrows), 2:21)4, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) 2:1634

Marvin. 2:23*. by Electioneer.
Bramble 2:24*

Gov. Stanford, 2:21*, by Electioneer.
Clito(p) 2:24',

Si. Just, by Electioneer.

Lancer, bh 2:23

Pnrkville, by Electioneer,

sub Rosa (p). ru f. 2:29*

Pedlar, by Electioneer.

Elspeth l.pi, bm 2:27J4

Bon Felix, by Electioneer.

Nellie R. blk m 2:263!

Elsmere, by Electioneer.

Eldora, b m 2:30

GTJY WILKES.
Guy Wilkes 2867, record 2:1514, by Geo.

Wilkes. 29 ^4}

Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies.. 2:30
Venita Wilkes, b m, dam siao Mateo Belle, by
Speculation

Raven Wilkes
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon. ...

Sevmour Wilkes—Earlv Bird, by Plimel,son
of Roht. St. Clair (p)

Etta Wilkes, b ni, dam LibbieB., by Winthrop
Lesa Wilkes, b m (4j 2:20V to
Nutwood Wilkes, ch b 2:20* to

Mary Bes'.chm (4> 2:21V to

gable Wilkes, record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes,
2:151!- 12

Bufttngton, br h (2), dam by Le Grande
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande
Sableburst, blk c(4j, dam by Guy Wilkes
Sablenut.b h [21, dam Auntie, by Dawn....
Whalebone, hi c l2j, dam by Le Grande
Beverly, blu h
Oro Wilkes 2:15 to

Arthur Wilkes, record 2:2S*,by Guy Wilkes. 3

Lady *.. b m (p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird

Wayland W.,bh : 2:18* to

Cnlabar/by Guy Wilkes, 2:15J4-

Coincident (3) .". 2:25 to

Auutie Wilkes 2:28 to

Regal Wilkes, record 2:11V. by Guy Wilkes,
2:15)4

Last Chance
DIRECTOR.

Birector 1US9, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Roketiy (3) p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17*, by
Whippletoo

Jack Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:25*
Direction, bl h (p), dam by Geo. Wilkes.
Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p)
Phenom, rn h (p)_
McClellan Stewart.
Bonny Bon, brm
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27V to

Direct, record 2:05*. by Dir- ctor, 2:17

Directly fp). dam by Naubuc (2i

Miss Kate (2), by Redwood, 2:27

Birector Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2)

Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletoniau King

Wnldsteln, 2:22*, by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3)| dam Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor

SIDNEY.
Sidney, record 2:19V, by Santa Clans, 2:17*. 24

(14)
La Belle, ch f , da^ Annabelle, by Dawn (2) ....

Sidmoor, b h fp), dam by Grand Moor
Sldmont.dam Fernleaf, by Flaxtail, (3)

Mercury, b c, dam Juno, by Baccaneer
Mepbisto t4) (p), dam Lindora Wilkes
Sidnev Smith, dam bv Arthurton
Edna R. (p), dam Stella C, by Director
Fleet Boy, dam Flight, by Buccaneer
Sanders.ch g
Sidnut. by Sidnev, dam Patti, by Nutwood
Cassie, ch m, dam Miss Casserly. by Eugene
Casserly

Sidney Boy, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer
Sidney Maid (3), dam Crown Point Maid
Esther Payne (3) - -

Smilax, dam Ivv, by Buccaneer
Carmello, dam Pansy -•-

lady H 2:16 to

Dictator Sidney (pi, dam Ellen Tomlinsou
.....". -- w -

2:30 to2

2:13
2:16

2:2S

2:25 V
2:1 IK.

2:19
2: 1214

2:20'.

2:25V
2:25
2 :24

2:24',

2:11

2:2:1',

2:12*

2:21 *
2:22*

2:13V
2:30
2:10V
2:20'«
2:20'..

.2:2!l'.

2:29 y
2:1734

2 :07V
2:24*

2:16
2:17 .,

2:10*
2:21
•^21',

2:25'
,

2:17'-

2:25'^

2:26M
2:25'

,

2:28*
2:29
2:27
2:2d',

2:21 ,

2:2! ',

2: 15

STEINWAY.
Stein way, record 2:25V. by Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25
W. W. Foote (p), dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt. McGregor (2) 2:16V

Critt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford ip).... 2:24 v
W. Wood (p) 2:08* to 2:07

I'lins. Derby, record 2:20, by Stelnway. (1)

Cibolo. b b (p), dam Addle Ash, oy Indiana-
polis i.-l i

.

13*

Montana 1.4,

Thistle, 2:18)4, by Sidney.
Dave Highland (4)

Derby Princess, b m (2), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator 2:

Jay Eft' Bee (p\ dam Bertha (dam of Diablo,
2:09V), by Alcantara (1) 2:26*

DEXTER PRINCE.
Dexter Prince 11363, by Kentucky Prince.

22. (6)
Paloma, dam by Gen. McClellan 143 2:17*
Index, bh, dam by Abbottsford 2:27*
Lurline, bl m, dam uoknown 2:24*
Prince Nutwood (p) 2:21V
Archie.bg (p) 2:29V
Princewood. bl g 2:25)4 to 2:16
James L 2:18 to 2:16 !

,

Geo. Dexter, br h 2:23)4 to 2:18V
Aster, chg 2:16 to 2:12
Edith 2:11* to 2:10
Royal Prince 2:24* to 2:19)4
Senator L 239 to 2:23V

GEN. BENTON.
Gen Benton, by Jim Scott. 19(1)
The Seer 2:19V to 2:16V
Benton Boy 226 to 2:17)4

Daly, record 2:15, by Gen. Benton. 1

Clatawa, dam bv Gen. McClellan 144 2:25'!
Julia G., dam by Grey McClellan 234*

Albion, by t-en. Benton. (1)
Pomona (p) 2:15* to 2:15

Alban, by Gen Beoton.
Seylax (4), dam Woodflower, by Ansel...- 234

Benefit, bv General Benton
Palo chief 2:30

Alfred, by Gen. Benton
Ophelia, grm (p) 2:16*

MISCELLANEOUS.
Piedmont 904, record 2:17)4, by Almont. 14 (1).

Esparto Rex %
Hlgbmont.bg 2:30 to 2:29J5
Wanda, bm 2:23V to 2:22C
Limonero, b h, 2:18* to 2:14 V
Marston C 2:19V to 2:19)4

Liberty Nontax 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
AJnerican Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (P) 2:16}£

Altamont, 2:26V, by Almont. 22 (4)

Ella T. p, grm (3), dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by Capt Sligart
Jr 2:19

fouchet, b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M. Clay
Jr _ 2:15

Jasper 2:25 V
Pearl Fisher, b m, dam by Kisbar 2:23)4 to 2:18*
Doc sperry, h g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:14V 'O 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Tecora, by C. M.
Clay Jr. 2:18 to 2:14*

Morookus, bv Altamont.
Klamrth, b g 2:13* to 2:13

Le Grande, by Almont. 6 (1)

Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton 2:21*

Grandissimo, by Le Grande.

Mvrtle Thome, blk f, dam Belle Thorne. by
Whippleton 2:20V

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Cresco, by Almont.
Allie Cresco 2:23)4 to 2:19)4
Beltie M. t

dam untraced (p) 2:20

Tilton Almont, by Almont. 7.

Tilton B.,bh, dam by John Nelson 2:23)4
Stranger, bh 251)4 to 2:17*

Al.-nont Medium, 2:1SV. by Happy Medium. 3

W-
Mark Medium, b g 235* to 2:20

Warwick Medium 2:27* to 2:21)4

Brieadier, record 2:21)4, by Happy Medium. 5

Cyclone, bm, untraced- 2:26V
Milton R., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:19)4 to 2:14

Adrian, by Reliance.

RosltaA(p) 2:15J4 to 2:14V

Marin, 2:22*, by Quinu's Patchen, son or Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of Hattle F.,

2:18), by silverthreads ; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
byMambrino Messenger 2:13

Alexander Button, record 2:26*, by Alexan-
der. U (3)

Bird Button, gr g, dam Lilly, by John Nelson. 2:29V
Laura 2, b m 2:23# to 2:1s 1*,

Margaret Worth, brm 2:27V to 2:17'.,

Vidette (p), b m 2:24V to 2:16

Tom Ryder 2:14* to 2:13*

Monroe Chief, 2:1814. by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)

Sacramento, br h, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20V
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:20*

Monolissa -i 2:21

Monologne, dam by MambrLno Wilkes 2:23V
Black Bess 2:29*

Coligne, by Echo, dam Tifiany Mare.

Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Gen. McClel-
lan 144 2:29M

Bob Mason, record 2:27V, by Echo. 2

Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond ; sec-

ond dam bv Gen. Taylor (4), p 2:13V
Fred Mason, b g fp) 2:16 to 2:13*

Sliver Bow, record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:17'^. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:2414

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blackbird 401. 9

(2)
Orlinda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief

(p) 2:16*

Woodlark, by A. W. Richmond.

Los Angeles 2:23*

Xephew, by Hambrino, 2:21)4- **> (2).

Lord Stanley, b h 2:28*
Vina Belle 2:21V to 2:151.,

Newflower 2:25V to 2:23)4

Abbottsford, 2:19*. by Woodford Mambrino. 9

(1).
She, dam Beauty 2:13

Geneva, b m 2:20

Abbottsford Jr 2:25

Free Coinage 2:23* to 2:20

Sultan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31 (1).

King Sultan 2:26*

Florence Sultan _230V
Soudan, bv Sultan.

Nubia.bg 239V to 2:24*

Bay Rose 9814, record 2:20*. by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R., dam Addle E.,by Algona 2:25)4

Stomboul, 2:07*., by -uluin, 2:24. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4) 2:29)4

El Trebizoud. br b, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:26*

Baron Ro^e 2:2B«
Hildas. C3) 2:19*

Senator Rose, by Sultan.

Senator Boy, ch h -

Bel Sur, 2:24, byThe Moor. 2 (2>.

NorahD.,ch in 2:22

Atraee, b m (p) 234V
2:25

... 2:17V to 2:16

- 2:08V to :

Mambrino Wilkes (Ayers')« by Geo. Wilkes.
Colonel Arthur Wilkes, grh 239*
Daisy C. (p), b m 2:26

V

Ira Wilkes, b g 2:29VDan Wilkes, grg "2:28* to 234J4
Brino Tricks (p), b h 230 to 2:16V

Brown Jug, by Nutwood.
Susie K., dam Lady Benton, oy Gen. Benton... 2:24*
Alviso, dam Big Lize, by G. M. Patchen Jr.

• 2:26 to 230*
Cbarley C, dam Siskiyou Maid 2:15* to 2:13M

Sauta Ciaus, by Strathmore.

Miss Carroll, br m 2-22-V
Pilot Claus, blk b 2:25VWm. Penn 2:12V to 2:12#

Wapsie, by Bashaw 50.

J. F. G. (p), br g 2:25)4

Tom Benton, by Gen. Benton.

Shylock, ch g 2:16)4 to 2:15*
Borsey's IVephew.
Ottfnger 2:13* to 2:11)£

Tempest.
Iago

San Dieco, by Alcona.

Lottie, br f, dam Flora B , by Whippleton 2:26V
Am Li rath . by Sultan.

Hindalier (p), gr s 235)4
Blackwood Mambrino,
Silkwood(p)

Sllkwood. by Blackwood Mambrino.
Daisy Wood _ 2:27

Blackbird, by Blackbird 401.

Fox (p), b g 2:21)4

Judse Salisbury, by Nutwood.
Bob Allen, ch h

2*27

V

Happiness, bg .'.".""

2:26V
Altoona. by Almont 33.

Mary B., blm 2:30

Boodle, 2:19V, by Stranger.

Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Nutwood 236*
Thompson, chc, dam by Jim Mulvenna 2:21)4

Idaho Patchen, 2:26*, by Henry B. Patchen.
Maud P. (31, dam by Grand Moor 2:26*
Maud Patchen, b m 2:25 to 2:19V

McB. (nney, 2:11V, by Alcyone. 2.

Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
(P) 2:18

Osito, dam by Othello 2:30

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29V

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)
Lucky B.,bh 2:30 to 2:20*

War Eocle, by Prompter, dam Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, bg, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by
Buccaneer (_p) 2:19*

Simmons, by Geo. Wilkes.
Adelaide Simmons 2:17)4 to 2:14*

Simmocolon, by Simmons.
Ferndale (p) _ 230 to 2:16)4

Gossiper, 2:14V. by Simmons, 2:28. I.

Ketcbom, b h, dam by Echo (3) 2:17
Gazelle (3) 2:29V to 2:16)4

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.
Royal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2:24*

J ii«J Wilkes, by Ira Wilkes.
Galette. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont... 2:23.*

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Juanito.
La-iraM., dam Lady Fay (p) 2:13*

Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:lSV. 11(2).
Bessie Thorne 2:22)4
Thornwood, ch g 2:22V to 2:19)4

John Sevenoaks, by Nutwood, 2:18V- 1 (1).
Billy Oaks.gr s 2:30
Bay Rum, brs 2:20 to 2:19*
Loupe (pi 2:23 to 2:20V

Redwood, 2:27, by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, second
dam, by Langford

Jim Mulvenna, 2:19V, by Nutwood.
McGinly 239* to 2:2fi

Wlldnut. bv Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton.. 2:29V

Woodnut, 2:10*, by Nutwood, 2:18V-
Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale 2:14

V'

Treewood , by Nutwood.
Rockwood. b g 2:29 to 2:25*

Ross 8., 2:19V, by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, br s dam by Sultan 2:29*

Bonnie Mc'Jregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.

Adelaide McGregor, b m 2:17V to 2:15*

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vssco, by Harold. 2 (2)
Vasto.bh, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:16)4

Flaherty's Fearnaught, son of Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. M. Stanley, grs 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p)_ 2:30

Motor, 2:29*, by Onward, 2:25)4.

Jennie June, b m 2:23.* to 2:19*

Mambrino Wilkes, bv Geo. Wilkes.
BrinoTricks, bb (p) 2:20 to 2:18*

Mambrino Chief Jr. , by McDonald Chief.
George Washington 230 to 2:16V

George Washington, 2:16V, by Mambrino Chief.
Jr.

Stella (2), dam by McDonald Chief. 2:20

\aubue, by Toronto Chief.

J. H. S., ch g (p-) 2:29V
Dennis Rynn, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)

dam Lady Washington, by American Boy
Jr.

Dennis, blk h 2:27V
Victor, 2:22. by Echo.
Pascal—untraced- 2:21V

Alcantara Jr., by Alcantara
ElisaS., dam by Friday McCracken 2:16*

Vernon Boy, by Wilson's Patchen.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie. 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6
Pantomime, dam Iota, by Princeps 2:26)4

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonian Cbrl^man. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19)4

Ensign. 13 (2)
Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:13*

Billy Xorfolh, by Norfolk.
Gray Jim 2:22*

Dashwond, by Legal Tender.
Andy.bg 230* to 2:20

Melbourne King, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, chm, dam by All Right (p) 2:15

Rlllorney, by Black Ralph.
Klllarney Matd.b m, (p) 2:28 V

Tlmr, by Alcazar.
Thalma 2:29*

Jiuiif* Mftdison. 2:17V-
Leila C. (2), dam Rill, by Prompter (p). 2:20)$

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G., by
Echo.

Jim Nutwood _ — 2:_1V
William Tell 2:18

Dan Rice
Flora 2:24* to 2:20V

I>an B - „™.,
Dan Mc 2:28V

UNKNOWN.
Walta Little tp) 2:173

EvaT - --'-<

pplberr
--''
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

.untrv Club, Sau Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary,

Padfle fniondub, S.F.

The Gun Clnb. Sau Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-

mery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, Sau Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson, Secretary, 310 Plue street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street. S. F.

The Fmplre Gun Clnb. San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-

laud, Cal.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Niturai Gun Club. San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiuer, President,

Phil. Finck, Secretary, R. R. nudl6lh Ave.,S.S. F.

The Electric Gnu Club, Sau Francisco, .Edgar Foretcr, Secretary

605 Market St. S. F.
, , ,,

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County. Oakland, Cal., H.
Newton, secretary, Pcralta Heights, East uaklaud, Gal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod aud Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell. see.

Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Asbli.ud, Gr.-E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills. See.

Medford Rod and Gun Club, Mediord, or—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson. Sec
UarahBeld Rod aud Gun Club, Marshlield, Or.—C. W. Power. PreB.;

F. Thibaull, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or—L. T. Dayis. Pres.: V. M.

Jgssgc Soc
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres.; G.

V. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod aud Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

er, Pre*. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F ,W Charles, Secretary.

Smokeless Powder.

So many queries in relation to the manufacture of smoke-

less powders have been received at this office, we present

herewith a report recently made by the U, S. Government

which will largely supply the information requested by our

readers, says Shooting and Fishing.

About the year 1SS5 several varieties of smokeless powder
appeared, and from these the modern smokeless powder has
gradually developed.

MANUFACTURE.

The explosive substances principally employed are as fol-

lows: Nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, nitrosaccarose, nitro-

benzine, nitronapthaline, picrc acid, etc.

In connection with one or more of those mentioned cer-

tain solvents are used, such as sulphuric ether, ethyl acetate,

acetone, etc.; also inert bodies, or " restrainers;" camphor,
paraffin, stearin, benzine, acetin, vaseline, etc.

The following details of manufacture have been translated

aud abridged from La Poudre sans Fumee, by Ponteaux :

—

" While the same variety of black powder can be used with
equal facility in small arms of different caliber, it is found
that each different caliber requires a different \ariety of

smokeless powder. This influence of the caliber becomes more
noticeable in small arms as the caliber is reduced, the weight
of the bullet being maintained. Thus a powder gave to the
216 grain bullet fired in the caliber .315 rifle an initial ve-

locity of 2,100 foot seconds, with a maximum pressure of

34,000 pounds, while the same powder at?d weight of bullet

in the .3'l caliber rifle gave the same velocity with a maxi-
mum pressure of 45,500 pounds per square inch. We must
then have a special proportion of powder for such caliber,

depending on the sectional density of the bullet used. The
chemical composition of these powders is identical, their

ballistic qualities depending on the thickness and density of
the grain, which in turn depend upon the method of com-
pression and formation.

The manfacture of smokeless powder can be divided theo-
retically into Bix operations : (1) Preparation of the pyroxyl
selected; (2) solution of this pyroxyl by a proper solvent;

(3) compression; (4) lamination; (5) cutting; (6) drying.
The preparation of the pyroxyl varies with that selected.

SOLUTION.

The principal precaution to be taken in this operation
consists in avoiding the formation of globules which contain
undissolved particles.

It is easily seen that the uniformity of the powder depends
upon the uniformity of the solution.

The degree of solution varies according to the use for
which the powder is destined. Sporting powders require an
incomplete solution, while for military powders the degree of
solution varies directly with the weight of the projectile and
inversely with the caliber of the rifle in which it is to be
used.

The guncotton should not be plunged into the ether, but
the ether should be poured over the guncotton, which should
be in a Jfinely-divided state. The method of procedure is as
follows

:

The guncotton (preferably ground) iB spread in a layer of
suitable thickness in shallow ebonite vats. These are inclosed
in a glass cage, into which the ether (or other suitable solvent)
is introduced. The guncotLon dissolves gradually; the intro-
duction of ether is stopped, and thesolutien is allowed to at-
tain the degree desired.

A current of (he air at 55 degrees C. is then passed over
the gelatinized pyroxyl, in order to carry off the vaporized
ether, which in condensed in a cold retort. This serves to dry
the powder and enables the recovery of a portion of the
ether, which can be used again—an important matter, as the
co&t of production of these powders depends principally upon
the solvent.

COMPRESSION AND LAMINATION.
During the evaporation of the ether bubbles are produced,

rendering the substance more or less porous in spots, giving
a lack of uniformity in the density.
The thickness oi the sheet after the evaporation of the

ether is far from being uniform, and it is known that thick-
ness plays an important part in the ballistic properties of
the powder.
To remove the bubbles and regulate the thickness of the

sheet of powder it is subjected to a high compression, main-
tained for some time. This has further the effect of com-
pleting the solution of certain particles incompletely dis-
solved. The sheet of powder is next pawned through :t I in

inator, consisting of two cylinders of polished bronze. The
upper cylinder should be so adjusted as to give the sheet a
uniform thinkness.

The desired thickness is obtained by three or four succes-
sive operations to prevent tearing the surfaces of the powder,

whose elasticity must in some cases be increased by warm-
ing the cylinders.

CUTTING.

The graining operation applied to black powder is unsuit-

able for the smokeless variety, as the latter is pliant and
tough, and cannot be broken into fragments by repeated

shocks. It is, therefore, reduced to small particles by suit-

able cutting machines, or is passed while still in a vicous

state, through strainers, forming strings, which, when dry,are

cut to the desired length.

The above methods offer the advantage of giving the entire

weight of powder in good grains; an important matter, as

the resolution of a wastage of 40 to 50 per cent, such as is

obtained in the graining of black powder, would be very ex-

pensive, if not impossible, owning to the greater difficulty in

dissolving the pyroxyl a second time

DRYING.

The operation of cutting is performed while the sheet re-

tains a portion of the solvent. After being reduced to grains,

the powder must be dried. This operation must be carried

on slowly at a relatively slow temperature, as a too rapid

evaporation of the remaining ether would give too great

porosity to the powder.
Drying becomes more difficult as the thickness is increased

.

With cannon powderB, which require a thickness of 0:1

inch ormore.it is necessary to form several thin sheets, dry
them, and compress them into a single sheet by means of a

hydraulic press.

Further, the drying must not be complete ; lhat is, a cer-

tain percentage of the solvent must be left in the powder. This
tends to diminish the pressure developed, while the normal
velocity is maintained."

It should be noted that the above are general theoretical

principles, suited to the preparation of a laboratory sample
rather than to commercial manufacture.

In the latter case the greatest difficulty consists in the
construction of machines capable of giving a uniform and
homogeneous product without depending to a great extent

upon the skill of the workman.
In the laboratory samples can be prepared that give satis

factory results, but we can never be sure of exactly reproduc-
ing them. Often, while employing the same methods and
using products that are apparently exactly the same, we ob-

tain samples of powder that give absolutely different results.

The above is the method of manufacture in general

terms.

To throw further light upon the subject, additional de-

tails of manufacture will be given under cordite and other
varieties.

AMERICAN SMOKELESS POWDERS.

LEONARD SAMPLE '' N."

The powder is formed in strings, like the cordite, but is cut
into grains, whose length is about equal to two diameters.
The grains are quite uniform ; color of first samples, light

yellow; later samples, dark purple.

COMPOSITION.

Nitrocellulose (guncotton) and nitroglycerin, with au or-

ganic substance of vegetable origin, as a restrainer.

These ingredients, in the proper proportions, are placed
in a vat and dissolved in acetone, the subsequent operations
being similar to those employed in the manufacture of cor-

dite.

BALLISTICS.

The powder cavity in the service cartridge holds, without
compression, 44 grains, giving density of loading 0.S4.

A charge of 33 grains imparted a velocity of about 2100
foot seconds to the 220 grain bullet, with a wall pressure of

about 35,000 pounds per sqareinch.
The variation in velocity was somewhat less than that given

by the Wetteren, while the pressure was some 5,000 pounds
per square inch less.

LEONARD "N," FINE GRAIN.

A second sample of the above powder, claimed to have
been made by machinery, has been most extensively tested

with regard to itB ballistic qualities.

A finer granulation gives an increased gravimetric density,

the service cartridge holding 48 grains, giving a density of

loading 92.

The results are as follows, a mean ot 20 shots being taken
with each charge :

Charge.
Velocity

*Lf Muzzle
ieLt

velocity.

Pressure
per square
inch.

grs. ft. sees. It. sees. lbs.

33 2011 2055.0 31,000 10 9
35 2090 2135.6 35,000 10.4
37 2145 2191.7 39,500 11.2

39 2243 2291.2 41,500 10.2

—Variations —
Mean. Extreme

40

54

This shows lower pressure tor the velocity imparted, and
greater uniformity than is given by any foreign powder
tested.

In rapid tiring the heat developed is considerable. After
rapidly firing ten shots in the Springfield experimental rifle

the barrel was found to be quite hot. After twenty shots the
wooden hand guard in front of the rear sight was uncom-
fortably hot, and after thirty shots the sight itself was so

hot that it could not be accurately adjusted with the ungloved
hand.
The grains are rather soft and elastic, and have a gummy

appearance. While this will be an advantage in preventing
trituration of the grains by friction in the cases, it will

probably prevent machine loading.

The fouling is slight, the smoke faint and quickly dissi-

pated, and no injurious effect upon the bore of the gun has
been developed.

The climatic stability of the powder and the effect of heat
and.moisture remain to be ascertained.

Excellent results are claimed for certain varieties of Leon-
ard powder in the Brown segmental wire-wound (5 inch)

gun.

PEYTON SMOKELESS POWDER.
Thin powder in appearance is quite similar to the Leonard,

the grain being tdightly harder, indicating possibly a greater
per cent of guncotton.
The result of limited tests indicate ballistic qualities simi-

lar to those given by the Leonard smokeless.

A.\TKLLIT0 SMOKELESS POWDER.
Resembles curled hair in form,white or bright violet color.

* ^imposition secret.

Bwliatica—Charge, 25 grains; velocity, 1077 foot seconds:
mean variations, 8 foot Beconds ; pressure, 66,000,

The above is the maximum amount that can be gotten into
the shell. Machine loading is impossible and hand loading
slow.

(3) P. T. G.

A powder invented and tested by Lieut. W. Walke, Fifih
Artillery.

COMPOSITION.

Contains nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin; the nitrocellu-
lose is not guncotton, but a specially prepared compouud. It

is said to contain considerably less nitroglycerin than the
Leonard powder.

BALLISTICS.

With the Springfield experimental ride, caliber .30, and
the 230 grain bullet, the following record of velocity and
pressure was obtained :

Charge. Velocity.
Pressure

per square inch
grs. ft. sees. lbs.

38
40

42

2026.25
2216.25
2367.50

34.795
33,517

35,325

The above record is given by Lieut. Walke, and great uni
formity in velocity and pressure is claimed for the powder -

also good climatic stability and keeping qualities.

The following is the composition of certain smokeless pow-'
ders adap'ed to sporting purposes:

SCHULTZE.

Nearly spherical grains of a whitish color.

COMPOSITION (MUNROE).
Nitrocotlon 27 71 Barium nitrate 27.62
Guncotton 32 6fi Sodium uitrate 2.88
Cellulose 1.63 Potassium nitrate 2 47
Paraffin 4.20 Volatile i:48

AMERICAN WOOD POWDER.
Consists of dark brown rounded grains.

COMPOSITION (MUNROE).

Soluble nitroliguine 292o Humus 3032
Insoluble nitrulignine 14.06 Sodium nitrate ,..,". 15/27
Ligniue (charred) 28.08 Volatile 3;01

ENGLISH SMOKELESS pOWDEKS
COKDITE.

Composition—Guncotton, 37 ; nitroglycerin, 50 ; vaseline

5.

Note—" Vaseline " is a liquid which distills over from
petroleum at temperature above 200 C. Formula, C16H34.
''Acetone'' is produced from the distillation of wood. For-
mula, GH3COCH3.

MANl FACTOKE.

A portion (27$ pounds) of guncotton, dried to abiut 1 per
cent, moisture, is placed in a brass-lined box, and 43.1 pounds
nitroglycerin carefully poured over it. The ingredients are
then mixed by hand and taken to the incorporating machines
and the whole is brought to a gelatinous condition by the ad-
dition of about 15 10 10 pouuds of acetone, which is poured
over the charge in the incorporating machine, acd worked up
into a kind of dough.
Three and three-fourths pouuds of vaseline is afterwards

added, and the material is incorporated or mixed fur seven
hours. When it has been sufficiency incorporated, the charge
is taken to the press-house, where it is squeezed into a cylin-
der, one end of which has a ^tnall hole of the required size
fur the cordite, which issouirted through by means of a pis-
ton pressing on the other end of the cylinder, the material
coming out in the form of a cord or string of the size re-
quired.

The sizes vary from 0375 inch, for the rifle, up to 0.5
inch, which has been used in a heavy breechloading gun with
satisfactory results.

The string is wound on reels for the smaller, or cut into
lengths for the larger natures; it is then placed in a stove
and is dried to get rid of the acetone, at 100 F , from three to
nine dass, according to thickness.

It is afterwards blended in the Hue cordite by taking the
production of ten presses, which are on "one-strand reels,'

1

and winding these on to one "ten-strand reel." Then the
cordite on six ten-strand reels is wound on one drum, making
a cord of sixty strands, which in short lengths forms the 304
grain charge for the magazine rifle.

Cordite has proved very safe to manufacture in its later

stages, and although great care must be exercised in the
earlier stages, when dealing with the high explosives, no ac-
cidents ot any consequence have occurred.

BALLISTIC QUALITIES.

Comparative results derived from tests of cordite and black powder
at Waliham Abbey.

Black Magazine
Cordite Ride
Black 12 pr. B. T.
Cordite do
Black 4-7 deg. Q P.
Cordite do
Black 6 deg. ti. F.
Cordite do

*Limit above or below.

The above indicates very favorable results, both as regards
velocity and pressure.

CLIMATIC STABILITY.

The powder has beeu exposed to Canadian winter and to

the summer heat of India, with (.is it is claimed) no material
injury to its shooting qualities.

EFFECT DPON THE WEAPON.
An iujurious effect upon the barrel, resulting from the ...

great heat evolved nnd the hi»h-velocity imparted, is claimed
to have been practically overcome by the use of a suitable
wad.
Note —The above remarks on cordite have been abridged

from a lecture bv Lieut. Col. Baker. R. A., before the Royal
Artillery Institution, January 23, IS03.

EtlFhEFTE.

COMPOSITION (Ml'NHOK).

NitroenUou 22, -IS

Guucotlon 71. Hi

Phenj l amidoazobenzlne., 2.52
Graphite Trace.
Volatile 0.84

Total 100

square tlal grains of the color of graphite and the odor of

wood spirit which has apparently been used in waterproof-
ing.

"

(

This operation is not entirely efficacious, however, as w.iler

*vjll remove a portion of the graphite, etc,

Pressure
Charge. Velocity. per square

inch.

ft. sees. lbs.
70 grs. 1880' 10 40,000
30 grs. 2)100* 40 33,600
libs. 1710* 20

:
!3,i!00

1 lb. M oz. 1210* 2(1 33,600
12 lbs. isso» ao 30.400

."» lbs. 7 uz*. 2115* 2. 33.600
211 lbs. 12 OZ9 1860 33.600
11 lbs. 3ozs. 2274 34.000
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BALLISTICS.

in the .30 caliber rille, 230 grain bullet, a mean of thirty

shots with a 39A grain charge (density of loading—0.76) gave
1,990 foot seconds velocity at 53 feet from the muzzle, with a

mean variation of 20 foot seconds ; extreme variation, 95
foot seconds ; pressure, 50,000 pounds per square inch.

Accurately fair, but slightly inferior to Wetteren.

S. R. Powder,
composition.

Nitrocotton 28.1S Barium nitrate 19.97
Guncotton 46.97 Potassium nitrate 2.35
Aurin (alkaline) L06 Volatile 1.45

Total 99.98

Adapted to the .45 caliber ri6e. Greatly inferior to the
black powder in uniformity and accuracv. Maximum pres-

sure 2,000 to 4,000 pounds per square inch higher; recoil

about 10 perjcent. less.

BELGIAN SMOKELESS POWDER.

WETTEREN.
Specific gravity, 1.53 (Capt. Pitman).
Powder cavity in service cartridge holds 3S grains without

compression, giving density of loading equals o 8288.
Ballistics.—Has been extensively tested at Frankford Ar-

senal, using the Springfield experimental rifle and the 230
and 220 grain bullets.

RESULTS.

A charge of 37 grains, corresponding in the service car-

tridge to a loading density of o. 7077, will impart to the 220
grain ballet a muzzle velocity of slightly over 2000 foot sec-

onds, with a maximum wall pressure of about 38,000 pounds
per square inch.

The variation in the velecity imparted by apparently equal
charges is considerable (as in all smokeless powders), reach-
ing in some cases over 100 foot seconds. This, however, does
not preaent a very fair accuracy in firing, as is shown by the
following, which is a mean of 70 targets of 10 shots each,
fired in a heavy nonrecoil barrel at 500 yards :

Feet.

Mean radius of circle of shots 0.34
Mean vertical deviation 0.24

A series of 1000 rounds, fired in the 30 caliber rifle with
the 220 grain bullet and 37 grain sieved VVetteran powder,
gave the following results : Mean velocity at 53 feet, 1993.6
foot seconds; extreme variation, 106 foot seconds; mean vari-

ation, 18.4 foot seconds.

For accuracy at 500 yards, mean of 100 targets of 10 shots
each :

Feet.

Mean rrdius of circle of shots 1.13

Mean vertical deviation 0.95

Extensive tests have been made of the climatic stability of

this powder with fairly satisfactory results. Fouling slight.

and no injurious effects upon bore has been developed
so far.

GERMAN SMOKELESS POWDER.

We quote from the report for 1891 of the Cologne United
Powder Works (manufacturers of Noble C, 1SS9, Ger-
many):

—

"While our Duneberg factory makes smokeless powder on
the basis of nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose, our Rolhwell
factory, as is known, has for years been produeing powder
from pure nitrocellulose.

It can now be stated certainly that both these kinds of

powder will exist together; the oue pre-eminently as musket
powder, the other rather as caDuon powder.
Only the one sort has particularly attracted the attention

of foreign countries, as already sho*vn by more or less ex-

tensive orders.

Besides the superior ballistic qualities of this powder, we
have this further advantage (which exists for no other com-
peting powder in such large qualities); viz., the fact of good
storage endurance, as established by several years of keeping
already; an advantage that will prove of value to us with
those countries that have not yet finally determined on iheir

choice of powder."
Professor Munroe gives the following analysis of a Ger-

man powder made for use in the 8 inch B. L. rifle. It is com-
posed of cubical grains, 1 cubic centimeter in volume, the

surfaces being covered with graphite composition: —
Nitrocotton 48.S3 Graphite Trace.
Guncotton 7.45 Volatile 0.53

Nitroglycerin 43.15

TROISDORF POWDER.
Similar to Wetteren in appearcnce, and not differing ma-

terially in ballistic qualities, stability, etc.

This powder has been found difficult to ignite with the or-

dinary primer, but this difficulty can be overcome by the use
of a special primer.

It appears like the Wetteren, to have considerable climatic

stability, but evolves considerably more heat than the latter.

CARTRIDGE &.ND SHELL.

How it Came to an Untimely End.

A. W. Allen was among the quail again on Sunday, and it

is said that he bagged 43.

A party of three policemen got leave of absence the other

day, and went on a hunting and fishing excursion, their I

objective point being a secluded spot iu a locality of whose I

whereabouts it is only necessary for the purposes of this nar- 1

rative to mention that it was several miles from anywhere

and could only be reached by a long and laborious journey in

a wagon from the nearest railway station.

The party arrived at his destination an hour or two before

nightfall and proceeded to unload. The tent, the camp-stove,

blankets, eatables, guns, ammunition, game-bags, fishing-rods

and other necessities of the campaign were taken out of the

wagon by Mike and Larry and piled on the ground.
" I guess that's all," said Mike, preparing to c'imb out.
" Not by a jugful, responded Dennis, the ranking officer of

the squad. " Look over in thatcorner beyant ye. There's a

jug. It's full. Mind, now, bow ye handle it !

"

Larry picked up the jug with great alacrity.

But in handing it out he had the misfortune to strike it

against the hind wheel.

And it broke all to pieces.

There was a ghastly, horrible silence. It was broken at

last by Dennis
" Boys," he said, in a heart-broken, world-weary, but reso-

lute voice, " git out o' that an' help me pile these things back

in the wagon."—Chicago Tribune.

The match between Elliott and Carver is off, Carver hav-
ing failed to come up with his forfeit.

Edgar Forster and his brothers killed sixty canvas-back
sprigs and widgeons near Keclamation on Sunday last.

Cate and Ford were at Mowry's as usual on Sunday, but
did not succeed in bagging their usual number of ducks.

Duck shooting has averaged poor the past week. Until
winter sets in the hunter is lucky who gets more than a
mess.

The quail shooting, like the duck shooting, is far from be-

ing at its best in this vicinity. A heavy rain is needed
badly.

In a practice shoot at Bergens Point, N. J., on October
30, George Work defeated Captain J. L. Brewer with a score

of 98 to 97.

The thirteenth biennial report of the State Board of Fish
Commissioners of the State of California is at hand, but lack
of space prevents our reviewing it this week. It is beauti-

fully illustrated and well printed.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have just received a large con-
signment of Clabrough guns of all calibers and grades. One
has to search far and wide to find a better gun than the
Clabrough, and now is the time to look over an assortment
of them.

Happy indeed is a sportsman who is mated with just the
right companion for a shooting chum. In such a union the
rules of mathematics are thrown to the winds; for while
twice one is two, and two guns may secure twice as much
game as one, the satisfaction two friends can get out of an
excursion is ten-fold or a hundred-fold what may be given to

one alone. To begin at the very beginning—and that is

where the fun of an outing begins if at all—there is a deal

more pleasure in planning and discussing the campaign
with another who is to share it than there is in figuring

it out alone, says Forest and Stream. And to go on to the
end of it—if the end ever comes while memory holds

—

recollections are fresher and clearer and dearer if there be
two to remember and talk together of the field days of the
past. In all these three phases of one's outing—the anticipa-

tion, the realization and the retrospect—one needs a friend

to share them, and by sharing each to increase it. Thus
much of the satisfaction of field sports consists in the com-
panionships they create and foster and cement. Take away
from an outing this element of social intercourse and often

there will be very little left. Some of the pleasantest and
firmest friendships of a lifetime have been formed in the

field. Some of the friends whose absences we most deplore,

for whose deaths we sorrow most sincerely, are the friends

and companions of the camp and field and stream and shore.

For more than one gunner, old or young, the charm of his

once favorit e sport has vanished, because he can no longer

enjoy it in company with one whose personality lent to it its

chief fascination.

The Pastimes.

One of the cosiest small club houses that we have ever

entered is that of the Pastime Gun Club at Alviso Draw-

bridges. The wealthy sportsman goes to his clubhouse from

his home and, comparatively speaking, he goes from

one palace to another. His keeper keep3 bis boat, his blind

and his decoys in repair and his cook prepares him a sump-

tuous repast. Has he that same keen appetite that the

Pastime boys have when they return from a long row and

cook their own dinner? We doubt it 1

The Pastime is a snail house comparatively speaking, but

there are many smaller. It contains bunks for twelve in a

lofty, airy room, well furnished with gun racks, hanging

lamps and ornamented with trophies of the chase and appro-

priate pictures. To the west of this living room is a cosy

kitchen containing ten roomy lockers, each the property of

a member of the club, a cupboard, sink, stove, dining table

and chairs in abundance complete the furniture. Around
the whole building is a wide verandah. On the south side

are situated the dog kennels, and to the west of the house on
the edge of a small slough is the boat house, which at present

contains twelve boats. The float adjoins the boat house.

This club house is one of many at the Bridges, but as far

as our knowledge goes it is the most complete of them all in

its arrangements and the best located.

On Saturday evening last, as jolly a crowd ai ever assem-
bled together went down for a day's shooting. Fred Miller,

president; W. L. Prather Jr., Secretary; Jos. Umphred, reas-

urer; W. L. Wetmore, Frank Harden. Frank Umphred, A.
Russell Crowell, members, and Doctor Aby. Ed Prather and
Master Umphred, guests, made up the party. Frank Umphred
officiated as cook and the dinner served was a feast fit for the

gods. After dinner the entire party threw aside all reserve

and thoroughly enjoyed what yatchsmen term "low jinks."

Doc. Aby played the mouth organ, W. L. Prather Jr. the

banjo^nd bones, Frank and JoeUmpred the tambourine and
the entire party danced and sang in the moonlight and in the

cabin until about ten o'clock when the party divided and
two games of whist was started, one in each room.

At half past three a. m. a breakfast of coflee and steak was
hastily swallowed and at four all hands were rowing up or

down Coyote creek to their various blinds. A more beautiful

night one could not imagine, calm as a clock, a favorable

tide and a moon almost full setting in the East. The slightlv

frosty air making rowing a pleasure, the blinds were all

reached by the first break of dawn and then came the fun, a

whirring of wings, a dim black streak and the first flock has

gone past. The East begins to lighten up with the grey_ of

the coming dawn, the hoarse call of the willet, the plaintive

cry of the beetle-head, the basso-profound o of| the heron,

the tweet-tweet of the sandpiper is heard on all sides and

—

hullo—there's a pair of teal among our decoys, where the

deuce did they come from, a charge of number seven stops

one, his mate flies to the left ; most shooters shoot best to the

left, so does the writer, and the teal drops in the mud never

to rise again. A good start ; if I can shoot like that all the
morning the boys won't beat my bag a great deal. While
retrieving the teal a single spooney goes right over my head
but I am not quick enough to get a bead on him. A small
flock of widgeon are the next to appear as they dip to the
decoys, one is dropped and another crippled but lost, as he
is very dead we let him float with the tide and wait for
further developments. Next a big band of teal came along,
a little wide out, but a charge of number 7 backed by E. C.
powder from the trusty Smith accounts for one, and the dog,
though a young one, brings in the pair at once, and so at
short intervals until about an hour after sunrise, they come
and go, the writer bagging nine, not counting three dropped
in the tules that the dog could not find. Should have had
two dozen but got excited and forgot to lead them enough.
On returning to the club-house we found that the rest of the
party have been equally successful^and the day's outing was
ended.

The Pelican Gun Club.

The Pelican Gun Club will give a grand free-for-all Live
Bird Tournament at their grounds on the American River
on Thanksgiving Day, November 29th. There will be three

events, a 15 bird sweep at $10 entrance, a 12 bird sweep at
$7.50 entrance and a 10 bird sweep at $5 entrance.
The purses will be divided in 50, 30 and 20 per cent. There

will be plenty of birds.

Conveyances will leave Delmonico's restaurant, Sacra-
mento, every half hour, commencing at 8:30 A. m. All are
invited.

ROD-
A Fairly Big Fish.

Paddy has been telling the siory of a big pike he caught

—

too big to get in the boat, so that he had to be towed behind

(with the gafl in it, it must be understood). Then followed

this dialogue :
" What weight, Paddy ?" " Divil a know I

know, but he was an ojous baste." " Was that the biggest
you ever saw, Paddy ?'' Then a description of the biggest :

" What weight, Paddy ?" if Sorra a bit I know—he was a
terror." How big, Paddy ?" " Sure I can't tell to a fut or
two, but a man could walk down his throat." On this incre-
dulity

; but Paddy " clinched the matter and silenced all

controversy " by adding :
" Wid his hat on."

Antiquity of FiBhingr.

The art of angling no doubt had its origin in man's neces-

sities. The earliest record of mankind makes reference to

the taking of fish for food. There are frequent allusions to

it in the Bible. Job, in the oldest book of all, says: "Canst

hou draw out a leviathan with a hook, or his tongue with a

cord which thou lettest down ? Canst thou put a hook in his

nose?" Homer, in the "Iliad," speaks of fishing in these

lines

:

As bearing death in the fallacious bait,
From the bent angle sinks the leaden weight.

And it is recorded in the Odyssey :

As when the angler, his long rod in hand.
On a projecting rock assumes his stand,
Casts to the fiery fry the bated snare,
Then fiings the wriggling captives in the air.

The Romans, Greeks and other races of early days around
the Mediterranean practiced the art of angling. Plutarch
tells of a prank played by the fair Egyptiarj, Cleopatra, while
out fishing with Antony :

" They wagered on their angling,
and her divers did hang a salt fish on his hook, which he
with fervor drew up."
The ruined walls of Herculaneum and Pompeii abound in

frescoes of fishermen. All along the track of history are
found traces of this gentle recreation, showing the gradual
improvement from the hook of bone and rude equipment of

the cave man to the elegant accessories and belongings of the

modern angler.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.DH

tWCQrw CREAM

BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.

A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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THE KENNEL.

DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Gorden Setter Trials were ran this week at Assonet

Neck, Mass.

The report of.the Merced Coursing meeting will be finished

in our next issue.

The Southern Field Trials have been postponed until the

first week in February.

Edw Cawston, he of Ostrich Farm fame, is about to de-

part for an extended visit to England. He has quit the fox

terrier iancy for the present.

Whippet racing has taken a firm grip on the Eastern

dog men. The races at the New England KeDnel Club s Ter-

rier show were very successful.

Have the Southern Californian sportsmen abandoned their

scheme of holding a trial open to members only ? We have

not heard anything of it of late.

The Pointer Derby of the United States Field Trial Club's

Field Trials held at Bicknell, Ind., last week, contained ten

starters ; the Setter Derby, 12. Major J. M. Taylor, J. M.

Freeman and J. B. Stoddard judged.

Mr. H.Hulman, Jr. and Col. O'Bannon have decided to

sell all of the dogs of ihe Blue Ridge Kennels and go out of

the business for the present.

We are pleased to see that Old Dominion has written to the

American Field, stating that he does not include Jas. W.

Keene and Carroll E. Hughes among his list of scalawags in

Portland, Oregon. We kno* the former gentleman person-

ally the latter by correspondence. Both are above such petty

trickery as Old "Dominion lays at the door of some of the

Portland fanciers.

The Pacific Kennel Club again failed to secure a quorum

on its last regular meeting night. It is time this club woke

np from its midsummer nap. The by-laws call for a Bench

Show committee of five to be elected six months prior to the

date of each bench show. If the show is to be held in May
oext, this committee must be elected at the December meet-

ing and it is none too soon now to be agitating the circuit

and judge questions. We should have a good show season

next vea*r, and should a circuit be formed it is assured us by

Eastern correspondents that one of the Eastern handlers will

make the circuit with a big string of (logs. This has been

talked of for some years, in the meantime the interest in

thoroughbreds has been steadily increasing and we think

that the time has come when it would pay a handler to bring

oot a string of good ones. The chances are that he would

leave a good many of them behind him.
^

The Inter- State Coursing Match.

The course between Mr. Lopez's dog Waratah and, Mr.

Curtis' dog Short Stop was a desperate one, and could not

be short of three miles. Short Stop led Waratah and got the

first turn, but immediately after Waratah shot in, took com-

mand of a demon of a hare in the longest and severest course

of the day. Eventually killed, but not certainly without a

desperate effort on the part of Mr. Curtis' great dog to share

in the honors of the fight. So severe was the work done in

this run, and so great were the efforts put forth by each of the

dogs, that it unfortunately proved fatal to Short Stop, as^he

died about two hours after he was picked up. Kip Van
Winkle, one of the Sacramento dogs, is also reported dead,

and several others are more or less in trouble.

Twenty-eight courses were run during the day—just the

cast dowD, and the balance will in aU probability be finished

to-day.

M. J. Doberty's Crest beat A. A. La Cnnha's Ben Hur, P.

Reilly's Harkaway beat La Cunha's Diablo, H. M. Spring's

Motto beat P. Kelly's Lady Gay, J. J. CraosLou's Marvelous

beat G. Dougherty's Happy Day, T. P. Mclnerney's Little

Banshee beat James Grace's Boll Along, W. D. Murphy's

Stamboul Queen beat Healy & Egan's Applause, Thomas

Hall's Little Corporal beat Mclnerney's Johnny King,

Dougherty's Royal Buck beat D. Leonard's Will-o'-the-Wisp,

T. J. Cronin's Dottie Dimple beat W. Perry's

Coomassie, P. Curtis' West Side beat T. Cronin's

Skyball, Healy & Eagan's Fearless beat J. B.

Baker's Depend On Me, Fred Neary's Ballarat beat

Victor Noble's Rip Van Winkle, J. Perego's Wee Lassie

beat La Cunha's Lion, P. Tiernau's Glenade beat Dave

Dowst's Wild Bill, P. Kelly's Captain Jim beat Thomas

Hall's Joe McAuliffe, Mclnerney's Royal Fellow beat

Spring's Springtime, Perigo's Longfellow beat Dougherty's

Royal Daisy, R. E. deB. Lopez's Waratah beat Curtis' Short-

stop, Phil Callahan's Muldoon beat Curtis' Ruby, Tiernan's

Tom Hayes beat. Healy & Egan's Empire. Cronin's Jack

Dempsey beat Dougherty's Young Buck,MeInerney's Ban Boy

beat Neary's Cousin Peggy, Tiernan's Mary Ann Hayes beat

Reilly's Rambler, Curtis' Rockette beat Healy & Egan's

Regent, M. W. Kerrigan's Dashaway beat P. Ryan's Magpie,,

P. W. Sheehan ;

s Mollie S. beat P. Kelly's Shamrock, Cro-

nin's Beat Trump beat P. Curtis' Peasant Boy.
-o

The Pacific Fox Terrier Club.

[From our Representative.]

Merced, Cal., Nov. 14, 1S94.—The coursing for the Inter-

State meeting commenced yesterday on the Mitchel and

Crocker ranches, about eight miles from here.

The grounds are splendid for coursing purposes, the soil

being of a sandy nature, consequently perfectly safe for the

dogs to run over.

There were at leabt four hundred people on the fields and

there was not a vehicle known to either ancient or modern

times that was not brought into requisition. The ladies came

out in force and of course added materially to the pictur-

esqueness of the scene.

The grounds were reached about nine o'clock, and im-

mediately President Shannon addressed the assemblage in

his well known and pleasing style, and warmly congratulated

the people of the district for their spirit and general love of

good sport

The well-known gentleman, John Grace, then took the

saddle and the no-less noted favorite, James Wren, appeared

as if about to start for a forty-mile walking match, slip in

hand, the perfect model of an athlete.

The field was marshalled by J. R. Dickson, assisted by Mr.

Flynn, Mr. N. Neary and Mr. Cranston. Their part of the

day's work was not slight, as it was no easy matter to keep

such a large number of people in hand, excited over the

sport and the natural eagerness of the crowd to rush for-

ward to see all that could be seen immediately the dogs were

slipped to a hare. But the people of Merced, from the fre-

quency of meetings there, have become accustomed to the

usages of a courting field, aod on the whole are not difficult

to handle.

The running during the day was of the severest kind, the

hares being greater flyers than any hitherto met on theee

plains, aod consequently the trials were, with three or four

exception?, the most severe on the dogs ever witnessed at a

courting field.

The day was glorious, but about noontime a little warm.
Few of the courses were under three miles, and so swift were
the bare<* that the doRR were in a short time out of sight of

the spectators, and consequently little, if anything, but a
portion of each course was seen by any except the judge and
the two or three allowed out in the field to pick up the
dogs.

There were some unexpected upsets, and the greatest of all

was that of Royal Buck before Longfellow and Flying Buck
before Jack Dempsy. The course between Little Banshee
and Rollalong was also a fine one, in full view of the whole
fipld, the little bitch getting the Hag, but most assuredly only
by the timely escape of the hare into a hole, as Rollalong
had very nearly beaten them.

The foxterrier men were out in force on Tuesday evening

last H. W. Forbes, president, Joseph McLatchie, secretary

and Geo. B. Debenbam, treasurer. J. B. Martin, A. Gonzales,

H. H. Carlton and A. Russell Crowell being present at the

meeting.

The resignation of Edwin Cawston was read and accepted

and he was placed upon the honorary list until such time as

he shall wisb to become an active member again.

It was decided that the purse in the first division of the

Produce Stakes shall be divided into two moneys of 65 and

35 per cent, providing three or more entries fill. The second

division to be divided into three moneys, 50,30 and 20 per

cent, of five or more of the entries filled (there are now four-

teen), if less than five the money will be divided as in the first

division.

J. B. Martin andH. W. Forbes were elected a committee

of two to revise the rules governing the Produce Stakes.

E. Olney, of Oakland, and a Mr. Guy, of Seattle, were

elected to membership.
The second division of the Produce Stakes were reopened,

and J. McLatchie entered Suzette.

The secretary was instructed to communicate witb Chas.

R. Harker in regard to holding a foxterrier show in connec-

tion with the poultry show to be held at Mechanics Pavilion

on January 3-9.

The meeting adjourned at a late hour after a long informal

discussion.

The Altcar Meeting.

The American Field gives the Altcar meeting the pride of

place among the fall meetings. The meeting was very suc-

cessful. Basil Hayman officiated as judge, R. Taylor as

slipper. The other officers were : L. F. Bartels, President

;

S. W. Yidler, Becretary-treasurer ; Dr. J. M. Norman, slip

steward ; H. E. Winterburn, flag steward. The summaries

that follow are from the Amerfcan Field

:

La Cbosse, Kan., October 30, etc. The Altcar Cup, for

all-age greyhounds at $10 each (non-members $12 50). $100
added by the Altcar Club and 50 per cent of entrance money
to the winner; 25 per cent entrance money to the runner-np;

12A- per cent of entrance money to third dog. 24 entries.

G. Macdougall's bk w d Twister, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips beat St. Patrick Kennel's f b Olicana (imported),

by Miller's Rab—Slander.

H. C. Lowe's w bk d St. Lawrence, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips, beat St. Patrick Kennel's w bk d Beau Bruni-

mell, by Dingwall—Miss Kitten.

D. C. Luse ns. (D. M. Sidle's) f d Laughed At, by Norweg-
ian—Bueneretiro, a bye D. C. Luse's r b Fascination, by
Norwegian—Bueneretiro, dr.

H. C. Lowe's w bk b Princess May, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips, beat Eastern Coursing Kennel's bk d Judge
Burnaby, by Burnaby—Drytime.

Q. Van Hummell's bd b Viola, by Babazoun—Verdure
Clad, beat Eastern Coursing Kennel's bkd Will o' the.Wisp,
by Burnaby—Drytime.
H. C. Lowe's r d Lord Douglas, by Lord Neversettle

—

Partera, beat R. S. Howard ns (A. Johnson's) bk w d Rbaon
Dhu, by Major Glendyne—Daisy Dublin.

H. C. Lowe's w bk d Prince Charlie, by Lord Neversettle
—White Lips, beat S. W. Vidler ns. (C. Walker's) r d Van-
ness, by Babazoun—Verdure Clad.

Q. Van Hummell's bd d Van Tromp, by Lord Neversettle

—Partera beat J. Andrews' f d Punch, pedigree unknown.
Eastern Coursing Kennel's bd b Mies Dollar 111 (imported)

by Eden Castle—Mips Harkness, beat St. Patrick Kennel's
w bk d Border Ruffian, by Dingwall—Miss Kitten.

Eastern Coursing Kennel's bk w b Southern Belle (im-

ported), by Laocoon—Axis, beat Q. Van Hummell's bd b
Valkvrie, by Lord Neversettle—Partera.

M. Harrison's rd Boundaway, by Lord Neversettle—Par-
tera,beat Eastern Coursing Kennel's w f d Jim Boyjiui ported).

by Page Boy—Park Lane Beauty.
E. C. Luse's ns (L. M. Airhart's) bd d Ketchem, by Ma-

jor—Clipper, beat St. Patrick Kennel's w bk d Boomer-
ang, by Lord Neversettle—White Lips.

Twister beat St. Lawrence.

Prince Charlie beat Van Tromp.
Princess May beat Langhed At.
Miss Dollar III beat Boundaway.
Viola beat Lord Douglas.
Ketchem beat Southern Belle.

m
Twister beat Princess May.
Prince Charlie beat Viola.
Ketchem beat Miss Dollar III.

IV

Prince Charlie beat Twister.
Ketchem, a bye.

FINAL COIHSE.

Prince Charlie beat Ketcbem and won.

La Cross e, Kan., October 31, etc.—The Colorado stakes,
for dog puppies at $10 each ($12 50 non-members). $50
added by the Altcar club and 50 per cent, of entrance money
to the winner

; 25 per cent, of entrance money to tne runner-
up; 12& per cent, of entrance money to third dog. 17 entries.

R. L. Lee's r d Douald, by Babazoun—Tony, beat Q. Van
Hummell's w f d Van Dee', by Lord Neversettle—Verdure
Clad.

St. Patrick Kennel ns (H. B. Hersey's) w bd d Baron, by
Boomerang—Pearl of Pekin, a bve St. Patrick Kennel's r d
Billy For Short, by Miller's Rab—Comedy, dr.

J. Andrews' be d Moses, pedigree unknown, beat Q. Van
Hummell's bd w d Van Tine, by Lord Neversettle—Verdure
Clad.

H. C. Lowe's bk d High Curly, by Lord Neversettle—White
Lips, beat Sunflower Kennels' r d Extra Dry, by Glenkirk

—

Scandal.

Eastern Coursing Kennels' f d Dakota, by Glenkirk—Gilda,
beat St. Patrick Kennel's be d Brother Jonathan, by Ding-
wal—Novenery.

Sunflower Kennels' r d Sorrento, by Glenkirk—Scandal,
beat S.W. Vidler s f d Vladimir, by Miller's Rab—Comedy.

Q. Van Hummell's w bd d Van Otjen, by Lord Neversettle
—Verdure Clad, beat L. Peebler's r d Lambright—by Nor-
wegian—Bueneretiro.

S. W. Vidler's bk d Vizier, by Miller's Rab—Comedy, beat
R. L. Lee's r d Montana, by Babazoun—Tony.

Q. Van Hummell's bd w d Van Aafke, by Lord Never-
settle—Verdure Clad.

II.

Baron beat Donald.
High Curly beat Moses.
Dakota beat Van Otjen.

Van Aafke beat Sorrento.
Vizier a bye.

Baron beat High Curly.
Van Aafke beat Vizier.

Dakota a bye.

Van Aafke beat Dakota.
Baron a bye.

FINAL COURSE.

Baron beat Van Aafke, and won.

La Ckosse, Kan., October 31, etc. The Kansas Stakes,
for bitch puppies at $10 each (non-members $12 50). Added
money and division of entrance money same as in Colorado
Stakes. 11 entries.

H. C. Lowe's w bk b Lady Alko, by Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips, beat St. Patrick Kennels' r b Blister, by Glen-
kirk—Innocence.

Eastern Coursing Kennels' r b Butterflies, by Roval Crest
—Drytime, beat R. S. Howard's ns. (D. M. Sidle's) r b Sid-
dle Secret, by Laughed At— Lady Maud.

Dr. Q. Van Hummell's bd w b Van Ollie, by Gem of the
Season—Wild Rose, beat C. Audas' bd b Queen Victoria, by
Spot—Lulu.

R. S. Howard ns. (D. M. Sidle's bk b Lizzie Lee, by Nor-
wegian—Dick's Darling, beat H. C. Lowe's bd w b Lonely,
by Ixjrd Neversettle—Partera.

D. C. Luce's f b Fascination, bv Norwegian— Bueneretiro,
beat S. W. Vidler's bk b Va'letta. by Miller's Rab—
Comedy.

Dr. J. M. Norman ns. (J. P. Cochran's) f w b Pearl, by
Laughed At—Lady Maud, a bye.

ii.

Butterflies beat Lady Alko.
Pearl beat Fascination.
Lizzie Lee, a bye ; Van Ollie dr.

in.

Pearl beat Butterflies.

Lizzie Lee, a bye.

FINAL COURSE.

Peail beat Lizzie Lee, and won.

III.

IV.

He Got the Drawings.

The City Editor has just received information that a local

coursing club had finished drawing the names of the dogs to

compete against each other in a coursing match.

"Go down to the coursiog club headquarters and get the

drawings of the dogs in the next match," were the instruc-

tions be gave the new reporter.

It was then about 10 o'clock, and at about midnight the

new reporter staggered into the local rooms under a great

load of heavilv-framed photographs, etchings and drawings
of dogs.

"These are all 1 could carry",'' explained the reporter,

gasping for breath. " They didn't want to let me have these,
"

as they were hanging all over the walls, but I got a step-

ladder and took them down. I will get the rest to-morrow
or go back now, if you want me to."—Evening Post.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed.published in this column

free ofcharge. Please use the following form:

WHELPS.

Geo. A.Watson's (San Fraucisco) greyhound bitch Lady
Clare (Dau O'Connell—Ollie McKee) whelped October 22,

1894, four dogs and four bitches to Thos. Fordo—Irish Reel
(Short Stop—Bessey.)
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES,

FOURTEENTH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13.

The fame of racing like that of to-day deserves to spread

over a great area, and should insure increased attendance.

It was simply superb from first to last. Over 2,200 sport-

lovers were at hand to see the six races run off". Three

decided favorites were successful, two second choices and a

third, so that the talent had quite a dark shade the best of

the argument. The track had been deeply harrowed up as

well as the bookmakers, and fast time was made in every

race but the first.

How the Races Were Run.

Florence Dickey was a lukewarm first choice at 9 to 5 at

the close, opening at S to 5. Wag was well supported, clos-

ing at 2 to 1. Little Bob was at 6 to 1, Emperor of Norfolk-
Clara D. colt 7 tol, others from 10 to 20 to 1. The start was
fair, the order being Wag, Sinbad, Washoe. Wag was two
lengths in front of Florence Dickey at the half, Washoe
third, at the favorite's heels. Wag and Dickey ran lengths

apart into the order named, about two lengths in front of the

Clara D. colt, on whom Dacey went to the whip almost as

soon as they were straightened for home. Wag led, ridden
hard, up to the final forty yards, where Florence Dickey was
given her head and fairly romped in a winner by two lengths,

Wag, wbipped-out, second, as far from the Clara D. colt.

Time,l:14£.
Ohiyesa was a strongly-supported favorite at 2 to 1. Trix

was at 3 to 1, Sympathetic^ Last 5 to 1, Bridal Veil 7, Lon-
nie B. 8, others 10 to 30 to 1. There was a strong play on
Trix. The start was a good one, but Trix, off last, went to

sulking at once. Morven led Ohiyesa passing the quarter by
half a length, Chartreuse two lengths off, third. Ohiyesa
forged to the fore near the half-pole, the others about the

same as before. At the three-quarter pole Ohiyesa was one
and a half lengths to the good, Morven second, lapped by
Chartreuse. In the homestretch Ohiyesa drew away and won
hard held with Combs looking back, by two lengths, Bridal
Veil came out of the bunch a sixteenth from home, and,

whipped out, was second by four lengths, Sympathetic^ Last
third. Time. 1:26|. The winner was run up $100 by Bald-
win.

The match race between Clacquer and Border Lassie was
the greatest ever seen in California. The opening betting

was 3 to 5 Border Lassie, 6 to 5 CWcquer ; closing 4 to 5 and
take your pick. The horses broke on a dead line about a

sixteenth of a mile this side of the starting point. They
passed the post head and head, as one horse, Border Lassie
on the inside. Border Lassie was a head in front at the
half-pole and half a length into the homestretch. The filly

was being ridden for dear life a sixteenth from home, and
Chevalier brought the whip down several times. She was
game, but the pace was terrific and told its tale on the young-
ster. Forty yards of the finish Bob Isom gave his mount a

hard call, and Clacquer, responding in the gamest possible

fashion, won by a scant neck handily in 0:59|, close to the

fastest ever made in the world on a circular track. The first

eighth was run in 0:10}. three-eighths in 0:43^, half mile in

0:47 flat.

Model was made a favorite in the fourth race, about six

furlongs. Major McLaughlin was at 2, Lady Diamond at 3

(backed from 4), Circe 4^, Cecil S. 10 and Alcyone 25 to 1.

Major McLaughlin, Alcyone, Model was the order at the

start. Circe went to the front in the first 100 yards, and led

at the half-pole by five lengths, Alcyone and Major Mc-
Laughlin lapped. Circe's lead was cut to about three lengths

coming into the homestresch, and Charley Weber brought
Lady Diamond through fast in the straight. Circe had enough
eighty yards from the wire, and it looked much like Major
McLaughlin for a moment. Lady Diamond's speed was
terrific, however, and she was landed a winner by a length,

Major McLaughlin just beating Circe a head for show, the

latter coming again. Time, 1:12J.
Happy Day was an even-money favorite for the fifth event

on the card, one mile. Polaski was at 2i to 1, My Luck 4,

Mary S. and Santa Cruz each 10 to 1. Polaski was first at

the start (which was good), Mary S. second, Santa Cruz
third. The latter went to the front on the first turn, Polaski

being taken back. At the quarter Santa Cruz was one and
one-half lengths to the good, Mary S. second, with Happy
Day as far away, third. Santa Cruz continued in front un-

til three-eighths from home, when Chevalier gave Polaski

rein, and the game little bay gelding went to the fore, going
like a shot. He led into the homestretch by two lengths.

Mary S. second, a length from Santa Cruz. Happy Day made
his usual run in the homestretch, and was catching the dy-

ing-away Polaski very fast as the latter passed the finiehing-

post a head in the lead. Happy Day, second, was two lengths

from Mary S. My Luck was fourth. Time, 1 :40£.

Artist wnsnntnrsllv on his record at the meeting a favor-

ite in the last race of the day, a mile purse for three-year-

olds. Montalvo was strongly backed, opening at 4 to 1, clos-

ing at 3A. Arapahoe was a 4 to 1 shot, Fortana at 5 and
Wandering Nin at 15 to 1. The delay was long and tedious.

Artist, Fortuna and Wandering Nun all cut up badly.
Fit"-'V a good start was effected, the order being Wandering
JNnn, Arapahoe, Montalvo, Fortuna, Artist. The Nun led
Montalvo (sent along on the outside at the first turn) a length
at the

_
quarter-pole and a nose at the half, two lengths

separating the big bay colt of the south from Fortuna, who
was running head and head with Artist. Three furlongs
trom home Charlev Weber sent Montalvo along at a lively
rate, and he led Wandering Nun into the straight by oyer a

length, Artist third, another length away. Montalvo sailed

along in front, looking all over a winner a turloogfrom home.
Here he began to falter, and Fortuna closed on him like a
ligress. Forty yards of the finish it looked Fortuna's race

beyond all doubt. Suddenly a goggled, stoutly-built bay colt

came from behind with giant strides that eat up space at a
rate truly alarming. Twenty yards of the wire he was at

Fortuna's flank, and in the next two jumps he had won by a
length, going like a shot. It was Artist who won by a length,

with Fortuna second, as far from Montalvo, who was not up
to a bruising race. Time, 1:41J.

FIFTEENTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14.

Record-smashing is getting to be a common affair at Bay
District. A world's mark was cut down this afternoon in the

mile and a half hurdle race, and the horse that didit was at

30 to 1 in the betting all over the ring, as high as 50 to 1 in

some boxes. This jumper, Lodowic, son of Longfellow and a

daughter of Pat Malloy, has always shown a liking for a

distance of ground, winning the Fame Stakes as a three-

year-old and running a bang-up fourth in the American Derby

after getting away a bad last. A few days ago we told of his

arrival and the reports of his prowess in the leaping line.

The track was fast to-day without being at its top notch for

speed-making, and the attendance was immense for a week

day—at least 2,500. The bookmakers had a bit the best of

the poor public on the day's play, honors being easy up to

the last race, where a 4 to 1 shot defeated a heavily-played

favorite. Bob Isom rode three winners in grand shape.

Charley Weber and Jimmy Long were also successful.

On account of the danger attendant upon hurdle-racing,

the management have decided not to have as many races of

this description as formerly, giving in Lheir stead steeple-

chases, which are far less dangerous. The horses pace at

hurdles full tilt, but going over the jumps in the infield the

speed is not so great and the danger is lessened.

How the Races Were Run.

The Mallard was made a favorite in the first race, opening
at 2 to 1, going down to 8 to 5, closing at 11 to 5. Empress
of Norfolk, Bernardo and Steadfast were at 4 to 1 each (lat-

ter backed from 15J, Umma, Jake Johnson and Miss Garvin
each 8, Almont 40 to 1, Mary Foster Filly and Prince Re-
gent 50 to 1 each. Jake Johnson, Almont, Prince Regent
was the order to a good start. Empress of Norfolk ran up
from fifth place to second going to the half, where Jake
Johnson led by a length. Bernardo was a close-up third and
Steadfast fourth. Jake Johnson fell back three furlongs,

Empress of Norfolk usurping his place, and leading into the
homestretch by a length. Bernardo, The Mallard and Stead-
fast were now second, third and fourth, running lapped. Em-
press of Norfolk was not headed, proving an easy winner by
four lengths from old Almont, who came again in the home-
stretch. Steadfast, whipped out, was third, at Almont's sad-

dle, as they finished. The Mallard was fourth. Time, 1:13.

D. Henry, Prince Regent's jockey, fell off, but was un-
injured.

Flirt was a 1 to 6 favorite for the second race, about six

furlongs, for two-year-olds. Flirtilla was at 5 to 1, Malo
Diablo 20 and Victory 40 to 1. The start was a pretty one.

Flint and Victory ran head and head past the half-pole, with
Flirtilla third, at their heels. The quartet ran heads apart
around the final turn into the homestretch, Flirtilla being
second, Victory third, Melo Diablo last. Flint had all his

opponents at the whip half-way down the homestretch, and
won by two and a half lengths with Bob Isom sitting still.

In a whipping finish between Malo Diablo and Flirtilla the
first-named landed second money by a nose. Victory was a

poor last. Tiiae, l:12f.

Joe Cotton was an 8 to 5 favorite for the there race, of five

furlongs, selling. Norlee was at 4 to 1, Banjo 6, Rose Clark
S, others 10 to 40 to 1. Hal Fisher led from the start by a

small margin passing the half, Norlee second and King Alp
third, with Queen Bee heading a bunch behind. Hal Fisher,

Norlee, Joe Cotton and Chemuck ran lengths apart into the

straight, where Cotton came through and won easily by a

length, Norlee second, a head from Queen Bee, who was
bumped and then pocketed coming down the homestretch.

Chemuck was a close-up fourth. Time, 1:014/. But for the

bumping and pocketing Queen Bee would have been very
close to the money.
A lot of money was bet on the steeplechase. Longwell

reigned favorite, opening at 8 to 5. Bassanio opened at $h to

1, closed at 2 and 11 to 5, Happy Band 7 to 1, Ingot 8, Guad-
aloupe and Eli Kindig 15 to 1 (latter opened at 6), Lodowic
30 and Cymoor 50 to 1. Bassanio and Eli Kindig ran close

together over the first two jumps, Lodowic third. The latter

took a big command over the third jump, and over the next
was first by eight lengths, Bassanio second, a length from
Eli Kindig, Longwell close upon them. Lodowic kept his

lead into the homestretch, where Bassanio and Longwell
were gaining fast on him. Eli Kindig was not being urged

in the least. Lodowic was not headed, and won by a neck,

though Bassanio would perhaps have caught him in the

next jump. Longwell was at Bassanio's flank, third, Eli

Kindig a poor fourth. Murphy, on the latter, was set down
indefinitely by the stewards for his indifferent ride. Happy
Band fell at the second jump, throwing Jockey Harris hard,

but only bruising him up. Time, 2:46}, the world's record

at the distance and a cut of 8| seconds in the Pacific Coast

mark.
Romair was considered a pretty certain winner of the last

race, full six furlongs. His odds varied from 7 to 10 to even
money. Huntsman was backed from 4 down to2A to 1. Sir

Richard remained a 4-tu-l shot. Conde was at 25, Comrade
and Charmer each 100 to 1. The start was a good one. Ro-
mair, offsecond, had gone to the ftont to the extent of half a

length goiogpast the half pole, Huntsman being second, one
and a half lengths from Sir Richard. The order was the same
coming around the last turn. Here Sir Richard was being

moved up at a great pace. Romair was in difficulty a little

over a sixteenth from home, where Henrichs was riding

the favorite for dear life against the rails, in the deepest of

the going. Bob Isom brought Sir Richard up with a well-

timed rush at the end, landing the gray colt a winner by a
length in 1:13A. Romair, second, was one and a half lengths

in front of Huntsman, the latter over two lengths from Com-
rade. Sir ^Richard was run up $200, but Mr. Hildreth re-

tained him at $505.

SIXTEENTH DAY—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15.

It was one of those cold, dreary days, where laughter
rippleth not from the lips of the form student but the men
of strong boxes, leather lungs [and slates garner a gigantic

harvest of gold, smile, look owly and rub their hands to-

gether in great glee. And indeed it was a cold day for

the talent. There was some encouragement in the opening
race, but Dame Fortune hid herself and smiled all the rest

of theafternoon. The attendance was in the n3ighto:ho id

of 2,700, and the track was not nearly Jso fast as it was
yesterday. Felix Carr signalized his reappearance here in

the saddle by winning handily on "Bone Doctor" Bobbin's
Mollie R. He rode Brolhealin a winner, while Jack Rich-
elieu was beaten but a head in the last race. This is a gocd
record—two wins and a second out of three mounts. R,
Isom, Madden and Hinrichs were also successful this
afternoon.

How the Races Were Run.
Mollie R. was an even-money favorite for the first race,

five furlougs, selling, for two-year-olds. Miss Ruth was at 6,
Outright and Dolly L. filly 12, Gus Strauss 15, others 20 to
100, latter Terra Nova's price until near the close. Mollie
R., Hueneme, Capt. Skedance was the order to a fair start.
Hueneme led at the half-pole by half a length, Miss Ruth
second, Mollie R. third. Miss Ruth went to the front near*
ing the homestretch, and led to the last sixteenth, where
Mollie R. came up and won easily by a length, Vigor coming
with a great rush down the straight and finishing second, one
length behind the favorite and one and a half lengths in
front of Terra Nova, third. Time, 1:01|.

Jim Flood was a warm favorite for the second race, open-
ing at 3 to 1, closing at 4 to 5. Clara D. colt was at 3 to 1,

Chiquito 5, May McCarthy 6, Barcaldine 12, Goula colt 20
(opened at 60), Umma 20 to 1, May McCarthv, Barcaldine,
Jim Flood was the order to a good start. May McCarthy
led passing the half-pole by a head, Barcaldine second, as far
from Jim Flood. The latter led into the homestretch by
half a length, May McCarthy second, Barcaldine at her heels.
Flood was not thereafter headed, and won easily by two
lengths from May McCar'hy, who was three from Clara D.
colt. Barcaldine finished fourth. Time, 1:14.

Gilead was an 8 to 5 favorite in the mile dash, handicap.
Duke Stevens and Sir Reel were at 3 to 1 each, Brjdhead 6
and Pescador 8 to 1. Sir Reel, Gilead, Brodhead was the
order at the start, which was not a good one. At the quarter
Brodhead and Duke Stevens were running noses apart a.
length in front of Sir Reel, at whose heels came Pescador.
Duke Stevens, under whip, passed to the front, and led pass-
ing the half-pole by half a length, Brodhead second, as far
from Gilead, who was now just making his run. Gilead, Duke
Stevens and Brodhead ran heads apart into the straight, with
Sir Reel fourth another leDgth away. Gilead fell back beaten
in the homestretch, and the Duke looked dangerous up to
nearly the lastsixteenth, where he sulked badily and was soon
out of the hunt. Brodhead then came on and won handily
from Pescador (who was gaining fast at the end) by a length,
Pescador two lengths from Gilead, third. Time, l:41f.
In the short course steeplechase El Dorado was a 9 to 10

favorite. Cuchara was next in demand at 4 to 1, Sinbad at 5,

Guadaloupe 7 (10 in some books), The Coon 10 and Cymoor
15 to 1. Cuchara was first to show to a good start. He was
first by a head over the first jump. The Coon second, one and
a half lengths from Guadaloupe. The Coon was first over the
far center-field jump by a length, Guadaloupe and Cuchara
close together, the first-named jumping best. Guadaloupe
took the lead at the top of the hill, down the next hill and
over the water jump, where he was three lengths to the good
and going away from them. Over the next jump Guada-
loupe was ten lengths to the fore, Sinbad second, The Coon
and EI Dorado close together, the latter now being urged
vigorously. El Dorado ran past The Coon the second time
at the far center-field obstacle, and into second place nearing
the top of the hill, where Sinbad had enough. The further
old Guadaloupe went-the larger became the daylight space,
and he won by fully twenty lengths from the ridden-out El
Dorado, who beat The Coon, third, fifteen lengths. Time,
3:22£. Cuchara'sold legs about gave out at the waterjump,
and he was soon out of the hunt.

The last race of the dav was of six furlongs, selling. Sea-
side, at 2 to 1 and 9 to 5, was a well-supported first choice.
Jack Richelieu was second in demand at 3h to 1. Charles A.
was at 5, Navy Blue 6 (opened at 15), Pasha 8, Jennie Deane
and Niagara 15 each, Motor 20, O'Bee 30 (opened at 80), San
Lucas 60 to 1. The start was not of the best, Seaside, the
favorite, being off absolutely last, and a pretty sorry one at

that. Jack Richelieu, Charles A., Motor were the leading
trio. Pasha, off fifth, ran up first nearing the half-pole, past

which he was first by half a length, Charles A. next, as far

from Motor. Charles A. said ta-ta for a moment to Pasha
as they reached the three quarter pole, but in the final six-

teenth he fell away to nothing, Motor and Jack Richelieu
looming up in the lead. Jack Richelieu was punched and
driven out hard by Carr, hut Motor was the speediest, and
landed the first money cleverly by a head. Jack Richelieu,
second, was two lengtns from Pasha, who just beat the fast-

coming favorite, Seaside, a nose for the show. The latter

ran a great race. Time, 1:14£.

The steamship Manitoba arrived in New York City
November 1st, having on board two thoroughbred colts con-
signed to Tattersalls. Roth are royally-bred two-year-old

sons of the unbeaten St. Simon. One of them, Milner, is a

full brother to M. M. Allen's Bassetlaw and Messrs. Keenes'
mare Citronella, and is out of Marquesa, by Blair Athol,
grandam Murcia, by Lord of the Isles, out of Donna Sabina,

by Don John. The other, Gigue, is out of Danceaway, by
Doncaster, grandam Scotch Reel (full sister to Highland
Fling, Saraband's dam), by Scottish Chief, out of Masquerade,
by Tambourine, from the Leamington family. Both horses

stood the very rough trip very well.

At the running race last Saturday on the Yreka track, be-

tween Peter W. and Scampaway for a purse of $600, dasb of

one mile, the latter won by a close shave; time, 1:49$. The
rider claims Scampaway could have made the distance in

1:47 if he had not held back to tbe homestretch. Both hcrses

kept nearly together with Peter W. leading to the home-
stretch, when Scampaway was crowded to shoot ahead and
reach the stand slightly in advance of Peter W.

Armitage and Harry Reed,quartered at Gravesend, have
both had a bad attack of distemper. Armitage is all right,

while Harry Reed is on the way to recovery.
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Fortunes Secured by Horses.

The firmof McCaflerty & Wishard stands

fifteenth on the list of winn.Dg owners. Al-

most every horse sent to the post the part sea-

son earned his feed money and a good bit

over, and considering that no slakes were

placed to their credit, for their entries to

stakes are few and far between, the total of

$2*2,570 represents a good return for services

rendered.

That crack sprinter, Hugh .Penny won the

most money and carried on" the honors for

the best performances. His record, seven

wins and four seconds out of eleven starts,

speaks for itself. Little Billv proved himself

a most consistent performer, winning four

races ont of nve starts. Out of the others in

the lot, Helen Nichols and Buckrene rank

highest, although the tillv, if right earlier in

the year, would in all probability have proven

herself the best of the entire string.

M'CAFFEBTY ft WISH A HP.

1st. lid. 3d. Am'L

Hugh Penny, b c.3. by Luke
Blackburn—dam Maud
Ward 7 4 — S5.S10

Little Billv. ch g. 5, by Great
Tom—Alaska i — — 3.520

Judge Morrow, b h, 7, by
Vagabond—Moonlight... 2 4 2 2,520

Buckrene. ch e, 3. by Bu-
chanan—IreDe 2 12 1,975

Nero, b g. 6, by Flood—
Queen Bess 2 1 3 1,810

Derelict, b f, 2, by Luke
Biackbura—Sallie Ha-
ven 2 — - 1.790

Ben Lomond, br c, 2. by
Deceiver—Katie Bow-
ling 2 1 - 1,225

Hariford, ch c. 3. by King-
like—Fan Fan 1-1 9S0

Helen Nichols, ch f. 4, by
Iroquois—Orphan Girl 1 — — 760

. ch c. 2. by Macduff—
Shadow Dance 12— 700

Tom Hardine, b g, 5. by
Gen. Harding — Kitty
Watkins 1 1 - 975

Reiff, br g. 3, Dy Enquirer
—Glenview — — 2 200

. b c. 2, bv Bishop—
Pearlash — - — 100

Gov. Filer, b g. 4, by Bul-
wark—Bessie Lee _ii 100

Rutus, b g. 2, by Faustus—
Rue Rivoli — 1 — "5

Total amount won 522,570

B-iker City Races.

Racing at "Walla "Walla.

Yesterday was the most interesting day thu s

far of the fall race meeting of the Baker City

Jockey Club, the attendance at the grounds

was good and everybody seemed to enter ioto

a full appreciation of the splendid programme

of events presented, Many familiar faces that

were so often seen in the days of racing in the

past are to be seen on the grounds, but there

is not that attendance of home business men

that might be expected on occasions of this

kind and their absence calls forth criticism

from visitors. This should not be so, and each

day ought to see a good representation of

Baker City merchants and others on the

grounds. This will probably be the case dur-

ing the rest of the week, especially on to-mor-

row, which has been named Business Men's
Day, at which time an exceptionally fine

day's amusement will be given.

The four-year-old trot, postponed the even-

ing previous on account of darkness, was won
by Ben Star, winner of one heat, in the fair

lime of 2:59J and 2:59}. The horse McLilly,

a recent importation from Kentucky by Mr.
Fields, gave an excellent performance of his

speed in the first heat until he reached the

three quarter pole where he was in the lead a

long distance. Here he got off his feet and
continued to break badly and the result was
he was the last horse out.

The half-mile dash, in which were started

Wild Bill, Miss Gentry, Tampa, Miss Dudley
and J-Don't-Know, was a race for blood but

easily won by I-Don't-Know, Tampa second
and Wild Bill third.

In this race there were many pools and
Pftris rauluelssold, I-Don't-Know and Wild
Bill being the favorites. Time, 494 seconds.

In the gentleman's driving race, 2 in M.tuile

heats, K. D. Carter entered Bruce ; Dr. Dod-
BOO, J. B. I'.: Win. White, Headlight; Frank
Spell man, Black Satin ; John Fisher, .Minnie

K. This race created considerable interest,

the horses being driven by owners. Headlight
proved himself to be the level-headed and
squire trotter that he is and won with ease in

two straight beats, Minnie I', second. Time,
3:10, 3:10$.—Democrat, Nov. 8.

A header of the Breeder's Gazette, in an-
swering K. Boylaton Halls letter regarding
wheat as food for horses, says: " A short time
ago we ground 200 bushels of wheat mixed
with oats for work horses, with vrr

factory res nits. The grain was fed to stock
engaged continuously in very hard and dry
fall plowing, and yet I never knew them to

hold their Mesh better. We took one
of wheat to four of oats, but that is really one
third wheat by weight. I doubt the advis-

ability of a BtCOOger feed than that."

The track at San Jose is in demand by
owners and driven of trotters and pacers, a

r of whom can be seen there everyday
j i heir best horses.

The races under the auspices of the Walla

Walla Driving Club Saturday were a complete

success. Sam Slioe, Ed Massam and C. R.

Blair were the judges. H. McArthur andT.

H. Brents were timers. Dave Goodstein and

Frank Singleton acted as starters.

The races were as follows : 2:40 class, half-

mile heats—Old Bill and Bess were entered.

Old Bill won by a length ; time, 1:23A. This

horse also won the second heat and the race.

Roadsters' race—Selim, Billy Mac and
Whitehouse entered. Selim won in 2:531,

Billy Mac second. Selim also won the second,

but broke in the third, allowing Whitehouse
to win.

Quarter-dash—Lloyd's horse won by a

length in 0:26$.

Ten-mile hurdle—George Markham won.
Free-for-all trot— Pluramer's Chinett cap-

tured the first two heats, and Antelope the

last two in 2:33£. It was finally decided to

call it a draw.

Horsemen who have occasion to use the

Year Book frequently during the season are

wondering in what form the one for the pres-

ent year will be issued. The one for last year

was merely a supplement to the one for the

previous year, and consequently one wishing
to find the standing of any family of horses

must of necessity look through both volumes.

This not only takes time, but it is inconven-

ient as well and horsemen generally are dis-

satisfied with it. Should the Year Book for this

year be supplementary as was the last, then
three volumes will have to be looked through
which as all will admit, will be still more in-

convenient. The statistics regarding harness

horses and their turf performances should be

complete in one volvme, as was the case in

the Year Book previous to last year, and al-

though the Register Association may not be

induced to look at the matter in the same
light, the horsemen at large will never be
satisfied until the Year Book is again issued

in that form.—Horse World.

It was only a few years ago that trotters

with stout thoroughbred crosses close up were
a drug in the New York public sales at very

low prices. A full brother of Sunol (2:08$)

was sold there within the past two years for

about $450. A glance at the last Palo Alto

sale will show that there has been a great

change of sentiment in favor of the thorough-
bred cross, in spite of the teachings of such
writers as J. H. Wallace 3nd his disciples.

Charles Marvin had fifteen horses at

Galesburg, 111. He won nine first moneys,
and second money in five. He put three

green ones in the 2:20 list and two two-year*

olds in the 2:30 brigade.

Potential, by Prodigal, 2:16, ont of a
sister to Arion, 2:07 }, will be in the stable of

Richard Curtis, the Kentucky trainer nest
year. Potential is owned by W. R. Janvier,

of New York.

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons of

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately,!
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W ORAHAME ROSS, Manager

Sons of Electioneer

At the Horse Show Sale.

EL BENTON
Fonr- Year-Old Record (old style), 2:'i» 3-4.

Bay stallion, no white; 15.3 hands. Foaled 1S88. Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
(Sire of Arion, 2:07^ ; Sfnoi., 2:08| ; Palo Alto, 2:08| ; Expressive (3), 2:12.?).

1st dam NELLIE BENTON, 2:30 by GEN. BENTON 1755

dam of Whose daughters have produced 31
Ei Benton (4 yrs) 2:28| in the 2:30 list

El Rami (3 yrs) 2:291

These are Nellie Benton's only living toals older than two-vears-old. Be' two-
year-old brought SJ40 at the Palo Alto sale of November 1st, 1694. Her retold Whs
taken in a race alter running out several years as a broodmare and with the slim-
mest of preparation. !>he showed Mr. Marvin a mile in 2:JS when a four-year-old.

2d dam NORMA, 2:33$ by ALEXANDER'S NORMAN 25

dam of Sire of

Norval 2:14? Lula 2:15

(13 in 2:30) (grandam of Advertiser, 2:15}
|

Norris 2:22* May Queen 2:20
Nellie Benton 2:30 (grandam of Limonero (3), 2:14})

And also

Lucv Cuvler (trial to wagon) 2:15

3d dam by SIR WALLACE (Todhunter's)
(Running bred) son of Snmpier

4th dam EAGLETTA by GRAY EAGLE
A good race mare A great race-horse at 4-nai]r» heals

5th dam LADY ROBIN by ROBIN GRAY
Sire of 3d dam of Lexington

6th dam by MEADE'S CELER
7lh dam by QUICKSILVER, son of imp. Medley

(See Bruce's American Stud Boob)
El Benton will be exhibited at the Horse Show and will be sold at auction at the sale imuiediatelv

thereafter without limit, reserve or by-bidding of auv sort whatever. He isa masnificent individual. His
oldest foals (lour in nunibprj are two years old and show great quality and promise. His breeding Is of ihe
best, and It is doubtrul if a more desirable young horse in every wav will he oflered at unlimited auction
Registered No. 13,397.

GLEN FORTUNE
Bay stallion, hind ankles white; 15:3 hands. Foaled ISSfi. Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
1st dam GLENNE by MESSENGER DUROC 10(i

Out of a half sister to Green Moun-
tain Maid, dam of Electioneer

2d dam GLENELLA by WOODARD STAR
Son of Seelv's American S( ar

3d dam SHANGHAI MARY
Dam of Green Mountain Maid and

grandam of Eeclioneer
Glen Fortune is line-looking, strong and good-gaited, and what few colts he has had show well. His

pedigree is arractive in the double cross of Shanghai Mary, which he inherits throueu Electioneer and
through his own dam ulenne. He will be sold without limit or reserve and will make a valuable s'ock horse

also DON FIGARO
Bav stallion with white on left hind coronet: 16. 1 M hands. Foalel 1881 Bred by

Peter Coutts, Mayfield, Cal.

BY WHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Sire of 14 in the list,aud of darns of Azote, 2:08}.$; Steve Whipple, 2:12; Answer. 2:1-1',$", and sonie 20 others.

1st dam EMBLEM by TATTLER, 2:26
grandam of Son of Pilot Jr.

Arion 2:07|
FlviDg Jib (p) 2:04

(with running mate, 1:58$)
2d dam YOUNG PORTIA by MAMBRINO CHIEF 11

dam of Sire of Lady Thome and Mamhrino
Voltaire 2:20} Patchen
Nora See 2:29}
Who made her record at 18 years

of age, after producing 11 foals

Childe Harold, with a two-mile rec-

ord in Great Britain and one of
the best trotting sires in Australia

3rd dam PORTIA by GEIDLEY'S ROEBUCK
4th dam by WHIP

Don Figaro is large, line- looking, and guod-gailed, and produces fine foals. He should ai*e line carriage
stock/and especially good, broodmares; aa a son of such a areat broodmarealre as Whipple's Hamblelonlan
and from Emblem, one of whose daughters produced Arion and another FlvlngJlb he should certainly
transmit speed qualities. Registered No. 20,283.

RASP
Red roan gelding; 16 bands. Fouled 1890. Bred at Souther Farm.

BY DON FIGARO 20,233 (Seeabove)

1st dam STRAWBERRY nv NEVVLAND'S HAMBLETONIAN
One of the toughest and most en- Sin of Speculation 928

during of road mares
2d dam BY OWEN DALE

Son of Belmont (Williamson's)
Basp Is well-broken and baudaome, with good style and speed. Will make a great inad horse. Haa

lipen driven In s-nn I- ranclsoo ;hmi It afraid of nothing.

All the above will be sold at the Horse Show Sale in ihe way lhat everything from the
Souther Farm has always and at all limes been sold—absolutely without limit, reserve, or by
bidding.

For further information, address

KILLIP & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers.

30 Montgomery Strict, San Francisco.

Or, The Hoi'sk Show Association, Mr. Henry J. Crocker, President,'

Mills Building, San Francisco.

Or (in.BERT Tompkins, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.
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AUCTION SALE OF

Thoroughbred Yearlings,

Two-Year-Olds, Etc.

BRED AT

RANCHO DEL PASO
PROPERTY OF

MR. J. B. HAGGIN
At 11 a. m. at

MONDAY,NOVEMBER 26, 1894
This Sale will comprise Thirty-Six YearliDgs and Three Two-Year-Olds by

ALEXANDER (brother to Fozhali), FRESNO, ST. CARLO, IMP. MIDLOTHIAN,

MtLNER IMP. DAREBIN, IMP. KYRLE DALY, BEN ALI, TYRANT, LONG-

FIELD, FITZ JAMES, TORSO, SALVATOR ahd IMP. SIR MODRED,

OUT OF MAKES BY

Wildidle, Leinster, Bazaar, Jim Brown, Wanderer, imp. Ill-Used, Warwick, Joe Hooker,

Virgil Wheatley, Highlander, imp. Kyrle Daly, War Dance, Hidalgo, Longfield, imp.

Hurrah, imp. Friar Tack, Luke Blackburn, St. Martin, imp. King Ban, Spendthrift, imp.

Midlothian, etc.

This grand collection of Thoroughbreds will be on exhibition

Send for Catalogues at once to

KILLIP & GO

,

- - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street.

M°ttyng Notice..

A meeting of the Facitlc District Board uf Appeals of

the NatiODal Trotting Association will be held at the

office of the Breeder and Sportsman', 313 Bush

street, on Moi day, November 26. 1894, at 10 o'clock

a. m., for the purnose of hearing auy matters that may

properly come before said Board. Contestants are

hereby notified to present their claims in writing to

the Secretary at his office, GQ9 Sacram'-n'o street, San

Francisco, before Saturday, November *24th. By order

\. T. SMITH, Prt-sidenl.

D. L. HAUKETT, Secretary.

Split-Second Timers

With Minute Register
In Open-Face Nickel cases.

PHIOK #17. SO

These timers Btart and stop promptly, and are as

reliable as the best split-second watches made.

A. HIRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

OS~ Captain Harris and P^ter Brandow, the official

timers of the California Jockey Club races, are using

these Spli'-second Timers

Going Around
THE TURN he lost a boot; haltered his

knee; swollen and ame uext morning.

ABSORBI N EY/lmSo^
aoU absoib the bunch; ready for next race.

Should have used it koou as done; would

have prevented bunch and soreuess

$-2.00 a bo< lie. Of regular dealers or

\V. F.YOUNG, P. P. F.,
34 Amherst St., Springfield, Mass

: ALSO FOR HALE BY ;

J O'KANK, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

HORSE SHOW
ASSOCIATION

San Francisco.

a ixr id
Thoroughbred Yearlings

-:- -:- and Broodmares
FfiOM THE FAMOUS -

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Beginning at 11 a. m.,

S-A.Y DISTRICT TH-A-OIX.,
SONS OB DAUGHTERS OF

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus

FROM SOME OF THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,
Such as Imp. FLIRT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,

Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,
Brothers or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairy,

Cadmus, Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator

Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Horses will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness avenue and Market street,

three days previous to sale.

SECCRB A CATALOGUE OF THIS GREAT SALE AT ONCE OF

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

RANCHO COTATI
Roadsters, Mares, Fillies and Geldings

SIRED BY

ECLECTIC, BROTHER TO ARION, 2:074,

SABLE WILKES, 21182
AND OTHER NOTED SIRES,

Will be Sold by the Undersigned at Auction on

Wednesday, November 28, 1894,
At 11 A. M. at

Killip & Co.'s Salesyard, Market St. &,Van Ness Ave.

WILFRED PAGE.
Catalogues can be had oo application to

KILLIP & CO., ... - Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

„

To Trade.
Young Imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Buys and

a thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

will be exchanged l..r slandard-bred trolling Hllies

(registered;. For further particulars address

J. U. M-. Tl>" Olllce.

OUR
RODS. Spanish! Needles and Dip Needles

are the best instruments lor hunting miner-

als. BKN. u. STAUFEEB, Ha rrisbnrg. Fa

Mechanics Pavilion
NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30 and DECEMBER 1st.

$7,500 IN CASH -

$2,5OO SILVER CUPS.

OFFEBED IN PBIZES FOR

Thoroughbreds,

Trotters,

Hackneys
Carriage Horses,

Draught Horses,

Saddle Horses,
Hunters,

Ponies,

Jacks, Jennets and Mules
ITize lists, entry blanks and all Information can be

obtained fj\»m the Secretary Horse Show Associa-

tion, Room 30, Mills Building.

. HENRY J. CROCKER, President.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INCjUIBE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNXJM, 703 Market Street

THOROUGHBRED

PprcheroDS and Coach

STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Home is Registered in. the Stud Books of

France and America. Buyers furnished with certified

^Thesefhorses costTwelve Thousand dollars In France.

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great iippnrtn

nity to secure a stalllou of the finest breeding for a

song.
Address or apply to

K ); ,,onKBBy,
38 Crocker Building, 8. F.

Horses can be seeu at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth

avenue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered In any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

UKO. GRAY, Haywards, Alameda Co., Cut.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valenslu stock
Farm, one and a naif miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-

lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfilleria, clover, rye grass aud alfalfa. Is divided
into strongly ienced fields (not a toot ot wire being on
the place,, horse troughs in every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two in number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary for the
care (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of This celebrated farm is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none In America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot of Markei
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will

lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

FOR SALE.

S7S.OO.
Handsome brown eelding, 15.1 hands high, ti years
old. .Sound and stylish; fine saddle andharuess horse;
three-minute mover. 10G>$ Stockton street, upstairs

10 to 12 m.
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN
All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuiao inat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track.

II

THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 X-4=-

BIDNBV 4770
SOW

8lre ol Frou-
Frou, 22SM.
champion year
lint; t ro* ler,
Faust a, 2*22^,
yearling pacer;
Kaimllon, 4:HH:
Fleet,Z it; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:liS;Oold L«^.
2:11 '<; Lady U.,

2:18; Sinter V.,

2:18X; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 'l-M list

K.-.iiiu llnuh 2000
2:17*

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28J4; &an Jose, 2:30;

ban Mateo, 2:28!*; Sid-

ney, 2:193f, and 5
others In 2:80 list

gweetneai, 3:21

(STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 89 In 2:80 list

and 8 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:30

{Hambletoolan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

of 107 aires of 567 In 2:30
Lady Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

IladYTHORNEJK f Williams' Mambrlno
DamofMollieMack, l trata

2:33; Navidad, 2:22!*; <-
ii-au3

|
VoSSSaT. pambletontau 10

Sire of 29 In 2:80 list,

I 21 ulres of 48, and 16
') dams of 16 In 2:30 list 2:29*

I LADY MERRITT, .

PI.IKT
< trial 2:«l

1mm of Frou-
Fron, 2:2fiH
'champion year-
llnjti; Memo IS-

yi-ar-old trial),

$:20H; Geo. v.
(S-y«*r-old),2Al>

Darranecr 1656
Sire of Shamrock,

236; Flight, 229; Bul-
wer, 2:28>f

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Oortsande,

2:24H. «nri Buccaneer
2666

TINSLKY MAID

Mahnska BHIe
Dam of Fawn. 2:80}*,

trial, 222; Chicago,
2:36; Wing Wing, 252

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 In 2:30 and

Blres and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

f Bashaw 60*

) Sire ol 17 in 2:30 list and
.< lOBlrea ol 20 and 11 damB

Of 18 In 2:80
(.Topsey

{Flaxtall 8132
Sire ol the graudaniB ol

Faust, 2:24, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern

{Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:13\(, Kismet, 2:24 -V
Twister, 2:29*

Untraced

|
John BaptlHte

I Fanny Peru

(FLAXTAIL8132
Hire of Prairie Bird,

22814; Empress, 2:29}«;

{ and of the dama of
Gold Leaf, 2:1134, and
Shamrock, 2:26

I LADY HAKE.-
Sister to Fashion,

•3 dam ol Prairie Bird,
2:28*

IH.M IUJ' I ni.N \Mi I -I-.II.-I1H.

Not only In Memo full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also une of
the very beat-bred young dtalllona In service, having three crosses of Rysdykn Hambletonlan, one ol Harry
«1ay, niro of Green Mountain Maid (dam nf KlectlniiMT, etc.

i and Long Inland Black Hawk. Through Flu.\uill
h» traces to Canadian PUol [atw "i Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, Hire ol Rowdy Boy, 2:13V, and two Others
Sidney, Mi-mo's slrn, Is universally known and recognized as the beat young Blre in the world, an a producer ol
extreme speed at an early ago, The average Hpeea ol his progeny In lower than that ol any of the get of the

Li adlng nuilllonh ol a meriot,
. tWO-year-old lurin, nbuiliilni; a record ol 2:40, tlimmli Iii-mil' rinse to Unindi'i

In a lac i the Raj District track, the i ec I heat Of which wai made iti 2:31 '.., the Mi-Mt In 232. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when thp l, for on the Oakland track he was timed it mile in 2/jfl

: saaxtwe In firon nude.
He InnUU' -n DJUldl b . .-rful build throughout. HI* color Is | gl08ay Murk, ivllh both forefeet

white 1

I

'iiit could be desired, and his action Bupcro. H<< taasore inn I -gutter.
TKRMH fcfto. Ooodpasturageatreatmnabloratea. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

For further partiulars address

DK. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

KIIIMIllllli TO IT FOB Till* 1'KAH.

li la niibllHhetl uenil-nioiilhly during ihe racing b&mod
*n*1 la Dnt 812 per year, single copies can be bad ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 II Mr-. , H« n P-anrlHCO, <'al.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars malled:upon application.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OP THK

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THB

Pacific Coast Blood Horse

Association
WITH BETT1NU RULES.

National Trothng Ass'n Rules 30 cts

Amebican Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Hobse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cte

For Hale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush. Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.
This great practical horse book fB a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains lo everv detail the
remarkable success of C FTA RLES MARVrN and the

whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, gaitlng, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of Sl.Be], says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the

mysteries ol the craft, and It is so simple and plain that

any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business cao lake a colt as a yearling and
developeto the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

pluce one In the handsot every rubber on our farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., Sao Francisco, O*

Dfl
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES
ANDHOW TO F:EE3I>

Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

POX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

sale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KEMVELS,
2052 San Antonio Ave., Alameda, Cal.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS*
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenne, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

irom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

BLESMOBE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal,

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, OATS

BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.
INFOHMATION BY MAIL.

A. C. ROBI80N. - 337 KEARNY STREET

PFTQ OF ALL KINDS.
r _. I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOO MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:• HARNESS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

8. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San FrancUco

F.W. SkaifB, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 a. M. 1.30 to 8.30 P. *.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkin and Polk and Geary and Postets)

BAN FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMOIMT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dos ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Doom as scientiflcally.'as the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 93.00, and 2tt cents Expressage.

II yoor dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he Is suffering

and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Poitpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away , the best woes of the kind evkb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET. S. P.

Oaoioe Iji<Qixa.oi°s

PRIVATE BOOMS. OPEN 41* MIGHT

1. U. PA-KKKR, Pro;.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
^Jv. HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand .Hotel

605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send Fob Catalogue.

Els, Cartrles,
HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

DUPON TsPORTiNG POWDER
N"o-^r Ready.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.

Second—It -ivea best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.

Third—It is cleaner in the gan than any nitro powder in use.

Fourth—It is wbat its name would indicate, smokeless.
Firth—Recoil while imticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.

Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
#

Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIQ-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns inAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yoiir dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New Yobk Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody (Cheap.
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

ANTAL^MtDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f^\
I Cubebs and Injections.

f/|\HJlf

] They cure in48 hours the \_>
(same diseases "without anyincou-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
,

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

\eor entrance to Bay Diutrlct Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A DeUghtful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J- R. DICKEY. Prp.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13SO and 135» Market Street, 26 and 37
Park Avenne, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-GLASS LIVERY,
A fall line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages Gultahls

tot visiting pnrpoeae. Best facllittea afiordeq for bQArq-

Telephone No. 3199,

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OP CALIFORNIA.

The Floest Fishing and Hunting In California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE ROUTE TO —

—

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, nnder Palace Hotel.
Gkneeal Office—Mutual Life Building.

II. X. RYAN. Gen. Pass. A«t.

COIL SPRING SHAFT SUPPORTS
tND ANTI-RATTLER. „

weight on boras. Worth t
lenosln hltchinan
Order wunple. Pi

EJ>. E. COCHRAN, ~
?l Aat. Pacific most. SACRAMENTO. C \ I

"Laurel Palace,"
SOME HARBIS, Proprietor.

». W, sorBM Koarav and Bo«l| BtreeU.i

RAH FSANOKCO.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thJsheacUng 50 cents per Ine per
month.

HORSES AND OATTLB.

JERSEYS and HQLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKKKSHIllhS and PULlftfii-CHINA HOG.S.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.
WILLIAM MLK8 & CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. JXstabllshed in 1876,

Rf.IITr.FR FARM Young well-bred stock for saleOUUIIJLn ronm. First-class breeding farm. Gootf
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINELAND BREEDING FARM.
— Home op —
GRANDISSIMO,

2:27'i4 (full brothe*- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, tor sale. Addre^o
for particulars FRED W. LOEEEK, St. Helena, Cal.

FERRETS
Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair

53.00. S. & L. FARNSWURTH, New London, Ohio.

VETERINARY.

O. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLK8
1350-1353 Market Street, 6. P.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Dr. Wm. 3F1
. ZB&axl,

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sar-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California SL, Telephone 66; 629
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS:

7 to 8 a. no. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

DK. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTORER 27. 1891.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.
Five or More Races Each Dar. Races Star

at 2 p. m. sharp.

**r McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

OFFICIAL POOL-SELLERS
— FOR THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Pair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

S. B.WHITEHEAD & CO., 20 Leldesdorff St., S. F.

DETECTIVES!
Bright, yonnn i.nd middle- ngwl mou wanted in ovary locality

• to act m PHCVATE DETKCTIVE3 under instructions.

• Previous cxpimenou not required or necessary, fiend stami,

• for full Dinloulur* uod tat aumpla copy of ihu baal IlloJtratM

• criminal paper published.. NATIONAL DETEOTrvB BH'
»SAy,IrouM.u>ou»(

lifD. ###,###-
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See Advertisement of Sons of Electioneer for Sale on Page 476,

VETERINARY

REMEDIES.
Boyce Tablets, KHchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Condition Powders, Dixon's Condition Powders, California Condition

Powders, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Kemedy, Ben Kohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Stevens' Ointment,

Ossidine, Gombault's Caustic Balsam, Kitchel's Spavin Cure, Per-

rin's Spavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind PuB Cure,

Sparkhall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Daniel's olic

Cure, Going's Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, Welch's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel's Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

The palace hotel
Grill Roon

The Best of Everything

to Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES.

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

t»c- Most Popular Resort in -•- -

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.

L. E. CLAWSON J. A. M'KKKRON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE.

California College of Veterinary Surgeons

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

(Organized aiid incorporated under the laws of the State of California, 189-1. )

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 1895

Bikes aw safe as hish- whet* led

anIkies. Xu upsetting.
Vo runuiuc under or low

wheels.
*" rutting down from behind.

Pa -en ted June 5, 1894.

Fig. 3. The various parts of the
brake, (a) Drake plaie; (bt foot

whase contact with ground iurcefi

plate acaluHt tire; (cj spring that
throws brake oil of wheel as soon
as loot'ls raised off the ground:
(d d n) are the rods that attach
the brake to the axle of vehicle;
(e) binge which Is thrown open
to remove wheel; (f) the arm
when thrown bac»c to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor foot is

called upon to apply the brake nor

need he care as to who or what
may be presslnc closely in behind

No Owner or Driver Can Mford

to be without one.
For furtber inf rmatlon apply to

J. A. McKERROlM
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For Sale by Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent, for the
Write for a special list.

U.S.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?
ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Eor prospectus, giviug all information as to curriculum fees, etc, address the Secretary,

F. A. NIEF, B. Sc,. D. V. S., corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

Horse Owners! ®Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
A Sato Speedy and Positive Curt

The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.

Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horaej
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRINC. Impossible to produce scar or blemisi.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price SI.SO per bottle. Sold by drueeists. or

sent by eipressTcharges paid, with full directions

for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.
r

THB LAWP.ENCE-W1X.I.1AMS CO.. Cleveland 0.

MANHATTAN

THIS MAKESfJ_6yC:feONEPINTOF

BOYOE EHfjjj TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEUS, LWLAMED TE\-

DO\6, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEKLS ArVD ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright arid silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It is the cheapest and best evet put on the market.
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
op sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained in -LO gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put uo in metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab-

lets. "For general -s-ork. dissolve one Tablet in a pint
of water. Think of it! 15 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only $2.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for SI O.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

Jold by Ortiealat!. mid Denier* fti Turf (iooda

A NOVELTY

, STOCK FOODqf.

CALIFORNIA
ASFCDSclNDORSkZb BY
MARVIN.CORBITT;
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
HOLA.V, VALENSIN,
'WEUSFARGOU0.&.OTHERS -

k
.ASKVOUROEAlERF0R|T0R--

"EMnOC.KF-RTELL -
L S-R CAUF -

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FODD CO., San Mateo, Cal.

Atkins & Ourbrow, ^. Y. A«t», 70 Wall St.

Awarded
Uold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary hors*
complaints. It is

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Globs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan.
Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ot

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
2.1 PIRRT STRRKT. SAX FRAXOIBOO.

HORSES

In any kind of fine arts

is always lo be found in

our spacious*salesrooms.

We always have pictures

ofall famous horses ready

to frame. Our selec ion

of pictures of Gameland

is the most extensive.

REMEMBER
Our No.—741 to 715
.Market Street.

-SANBORN, VAIL & CO.

Business College 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Cohst,

H HALKY.

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKET L

FRENCH afTdGERMAN
LESSONS.

325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLE,
LIVE STOrR AIM TINKERS.

Kvery (facility fur holding ^ales at our sales stable.
over <»nc hundred Mall*
CODBlgomcntBOf livestock from (he Interior solicited.

b&lea made Id any pari of ihe mate.
Catalogues compiled nod pedigrees furnished.

Telephonn •*r,-2'.K

ate or In Classes. Leeal ami commercial docu-
men translated. MRS. P. PRILL, 20 Eltis street.

REPORTERS!
Wo wnnt n rcsiKitisibte lady or oentlfman In ovory town to net

ii.i iu'ivs|m|"T oiirri.':i|iouiluiii. Tvpiirl vliu linpucuinga in tlii'ir local-

ity mill wrlU' ftrilult^ Mr tiulillmicton. MvpoHcnC" not ryqulnxl or

noot'HNiirv. Itiif remuneration for good writers. Enulono stamp
Ibt full I'urtli'ulnjy. Uqdkun fattna Ahjociatio.n, Cliiiiogu, 111.
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The Horse Show.

Cobs and Hackneys and galloways, too

Trotters, pacers and hunters true ;

All of these and many more, too,

At the horse show, the horse show

;

Its lite was ne'er known of before.

Slender ankle and dainty waist.

Stunning gowns of tailor taste ;

Amazing hats of matchless grace.

At the horse show, the horse show
;

Its like was ne'er known of before.

Tandems and drags and showv mail-carts.

Babble of tongues and winning of hearts

;

Flashing of eyes like diamond sparks,

At the horse show, the horse show
;

Its like was ne'er known of before.

Waxed mustache and monocle, too

:

A bunch of violets the buttonhole through ;

English accent, supposed to be true,

At the horse show, the horse show;

Its like was ne'er know of before.

Flashing of gems and feminine grace,

Costly velvets and matchless lace,

Blue-blooded equities each in his place,

At the horse show, the horse show:

Its like was ne'er known of beiore.

Albion grooms of statue-like form.

Dropping of h's by true cockneys born.

Slaves of fashion with faces forlorn,

At the horse show, the horse show;

Its like was ne'er kuown ofbefore.

—B- J. O. in Horse World.

THE HORSE SHOW.

Great Preparations Being Made for the Opening-
Next Wednesday—What is Being Done.

The flatter of excitement noticeable in all cities wherever

horse shows have been held seems to have been felt very

strongly by everyone in this city who has seen the pictures

of the exhibitions held in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia

and Baltimore, and read descriptions of the large assemblages

of the elite to these fashionable affairs. There is something

substantial about these affairs in comparison with the old-

timesocial gatherings, there is something to see and something

to talk about.

The expenditure of wealth for the gratification of taste in

purchasing horses and equipages is a most commendable one,

but it is only within the past few years that the people on

this side of the Rocky Mountains have followed the example

of their Eastern friends in this respect. While a great deal of

attention will be paid to the class of horses and styles of

vehicles sought after by our wealthiest of society people the

value of thoroughbreds, trotters, draft horses and Shetland

ponies is not to be overlooked. With the same spirit of enter-

prise, the same desire to excel, and the same determination

which marks everything undertaken by Californians, the horse

show that will open its doors next Wednesday to receive the

" equine 400,'
: and the tens of thoasands of their admirers

will eclipse anything heretofore held in America.

President Henry S. Crocker is one of the most energetic

young men in this community. His executive ability is un-

questioned, and assisted as he is by a carefully selected coterie

ofindefatigable co-laborers as a Board of Directors, success

is an assured fact.

The 6rst surprise that was noticed by the public regarding

this horse show was the magnificent colored poster on which

the words $5,000 in prizes would be given for all breeds of

horses. Then followed circulars, books, pamphlets and

newspaper notices, turning apathy into enthusiasm and en-

listing the attention of every one, whether owners of horses

or not. Entry blanks were sent to all prominent breeders

and many were returned filled. A large number who had
not taken advantage of the invitations offered, seeing now
that the great horse show will be a success, are regretting

their neglect in not making entries.

A sale of boxes took place and the rivalry among the

people to secure the most eligible ones was keen, and most
of the boxes were sold. People of wealth and promi-
nence in social and political affairs, besides securing desirable

boxes, offered valuable prizes, until the President and Board
of Directors felt thai; "man's best friend, the horse," had a

warmer spot in the hearts of these magnates than they had
ever dreamed of. The prizes were offered for ail classesand

when the programmes are published many will be surprised

at the list of donors, their gifts, and for what classes these

prizes are designated, and this for the first horse show held

on this Coast, too.

Of one thing we may rest assured, this is but the begin-

ning of annual shows of this description. The fame of the

horses bred |in this State is world wide. As yet only our

trotters and thoroughbreds are known to fame, but in a few

years the carriage horses, hackneys, cobs and ponies which
are just being recognized as fashionable by a large propor-

lion of the wealthiest class will be sent from our paddocks

and hillsides to compete with the best in the world, and judg-

ing by the improvement noticeable in our other light har-

ness horses, we need have no fear of our California-bred

horses competing against those from every other part of the

United States, England, France, Russia or Germany.
The coming horse show means more to the people of this

coast than a mere "society fad," and we say this with all due

regard to the men of wea'th at its head. Its educational fea-

tures will be far reaching, for the object lessons in regard to

what constitutes the latest styles of rigs and harnesses will

not cease there; the people will see the greatest horses that

have ever astonished thousands, aye hundreds of thousands)

in this world of ours; the different points of the greq t race

horses will be shown and deductions drawn from comparing

these equine kings and queens with others who may be classed

among the equine peasantry.

The value of bloodlines will be demonstrated, and the great

families these grandly bred horses represent inust become

familiar to thousands who at present have never given such

subjects one moment's serious consideration. Classed side

by side, or following in parade, every lady and gentleman

will feel a "California pride" in knowing that these equine

beauties are owned here.

The great trotting horses and mares, through whose great

performances on Eastern tracks the attention of every horse-

man in the land has been called to California (the land thev

came from), will also come in for their mead of praise. To
enumerate all of these representatives would be taking up too

much space in this article. Suffice it to say, there never was

such a grand gathering of speedy performers seen under one

roof before, and the seeker after suitable roadsters will have a

fair conception of what an ideal trotter Is after inspecting

these time-lowering champions. The East will not surpass

California in these two classes, if we are to judge by the

reports of the last shows held there.

In hackneys, coaches, cobs and roadster classes, tandems,

teams, four-in-hands, etc,, the display may not be as large as

the ones seen in Chicago or New York, but it will be

an excellent one and will most agreeably surprise the people

in attendance. The building of better roads in California

will see a vast improvement in the class and number of ve-

hicles driven over them. Apologies we are compelled to make

for most of the roads around this cily now, hut the Silu-

rians who have never ridden over the roads since they came

in with their ox teams except on the railroad cars are gradu-
ally disappearing,and younger and more progressive men are
taking the helm to guide this city to its proper place among
the larger and better-kept cities of the United States.

A writer in a local paper has this to say of the social

features of this exhibition : "There is nothing that can pre-

vent the Horse Show being the event of the fall season. The
boxes have been taken by representative people, and so

general is the interest and so excellent the auspices there

cannol fail to be crowds of fashionables there every evening.
One hears from the establishment of leading modi6tts
the hum of preparation. But the opportunity for display-

ing fine toilettes is inimitable, and, I believe, evening dress is

en regie. It is so in New York, and why not in the Pacific

Coast metropolis? I imagine the difficulty will be greater

persuading the men into swallow tails than the women into

dinner gowns, but the edict seems to have gone forth that

good form demands it, and the matter may then be regarded

as settled. Burlingame and the 'Varsity Club will, undcubt-
edly, set the example. Of one thing there is a certainty

—

those who want to see horses will have to appear in the

morning or evening. There are to be no repetitions but

continual change of programme. One evening, drags ; an-

other, private carriages ; a third, brafces,and so on. Amocg
the drivers of smart rigs there has been developed someihicg
that resembles excitement. They are busy getting their

equipages into condition, and I prophesy a display of swell

turn-outs that will surprise those who imagine us behind-

hand in that direction. For instance, little has been said

about the fn? coach that George Newhall has had built a
t

Kimball's, Chicago. His team is a splendid one, composed
of horses reared on the Newhall ranch. He has them in ex-

cellent condition, and will surely make a strong bid for the

cup.

Charles Baldwin's coach from Brewster's has not yet

arrived, but he has found a smart team of hackneys which
are now in excellent trim. Joe Grant has a fine Brewster

brake and is satisfied on the horse subject. Theodore
Kearney, Walter Hobart, Talbot Clifton and E. J. Baldwin
have, also, coaches and will, of course, participate in the

parade, which, with such components, can hardly fail to be

notable. But they are the heavy-weight performers. New-
hall, Kearney, J. A. Donahoe and Hobart are given to tan-

dem driving and have toppy traps. There are also a

variety of private rigs—broughams, coupes, carriages, bug-

gies. Indeed, it would surprise anyone unacquainted with

the interest the show has excited, to know of the overhaul-

ing being done for all the stables in town. Never was there

such' a brushing up of rigs, such a refitting of coachmen and

footmen. In considering the spectacular phase the more px-

ciling features of jumping need not be lost sight of. A con-

tingent of polo ponies from Burlingame is promifed and a

display of that interesting game, as practiced there, will be

given as near the exigencies of space will admit. In addition

there will be pen jumping and individual displays of horse-

manship that cannot fail to prove interesting."

The Mechanics Pavilion to-day is the " scene of active

operations." In this pavilion, where the show will be held,

a small army of workmen are putting up the stalls, arrang-

ing and bedding the arena, constructing boxes and seats.

About 300 men are pushing the work and here and there

gentlemen interested in the success of the [show gather in

pairs and groups. Several ladie3 encourage the efforts of

the men by looking in, locating the boxes which they have
already purchased and inspecting the stalls in which their

cherished pets will live for a week.]

The arena in which the horses will be exercised is bedded

with packed earth to the depth of about two feet. It is lo-
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cated in the center of the main building, and is said to be

larger than that of the New York Show in Madison Square

Garden, beine 200x69 feet in dimensions, oval in shape.

About the arena is the main promenade, twenty feet wide.

Bevond ibis- and looking down on the promenade are the pri-

vate boxes, of which there are 124. These boxes have been

sold, save four, at $1*25 each. It is expected that the boxes

remaining unsold will be taken in the next few days.

Back of the boxes, which will be occupied by the leading

families of wealth and fashion every evening of the show,

seats rise in tiers, all giving a good view of the house. There

are 1,500 of these seats, making the actual seating capacity,

.-ii^ide of the boxes 2,500. It is estimated, however, that

6,000 visitors can be taken care of, should necessity arise.

A cafe is being established at the Polk-street end of the

balcony, which will be a verv gorgeous affair and sure to be-

come one of the pleasantest features of the fair.

The hones will be stalled in Machinery Hall and the

various annexes and along the Grove-street side of the main

building. The entries, which are not ready to be made public,

reiched 350 last evening and had all been assigned to stalls

and properly tagged and numbered.
The show will opea daily at 9 o'clock in the morning.

Cassasa's b3nd will give concerts afternoons and evenings.

The sale of seats will open at H. S. Crocker's branch store

at 227 Post street at 9 o'clock to day. The following

schedule of prices has been determined upon. Best reserved

seats *1; next be^t reserved seats, 51 50 ;
general admission,

$1.
The horse has received first consideration by the manage-

ment. Nearly all the space has been allotted to the exhibits

and the seating capacity has been narrowed down to the fig-

ures quoted, 2,500.
m

i

The cafe will 02 the center of attraction on the opening

day, two interesting events having been decided upon therein

on that day.

At 12 o'clock noon of Wednesday a banquet will be given

in the cafe by the association to the directors, judges apd

editors and proprietors of the leading journals and a few in-

vited guests, among whom will be Governor Markam, Gover-

nor-elect Budd, Mayor Ellert, Mayor-elect Sutro, General

Forsyth and other officers of the army and navy, Judges, etc.

This is following the custom of the New York Horse Show
Association.

At the close of the evening exhibition—that is. about 10:30

o'clock—a social re-union will take place in tha cafe. A
promenade concert will be given and a very happy time is

anticipated. The cafe will be furnished with tables for six

persons. For the opening night seventy-two of these tables

have been already engaged. The service will be a la carte,

b it many persons who have engaged tables have prepared a

special menu for the occasion. The decorations will be

varied, but in thema'n appropriate to the exhibition. The
reunion will, of course, be a swell affair, and the liveliest

interest is shown in it in social circles. Indeed, society has

aroused itself over the show and will devote the greater p^r-

tioo of next week to it. So far as known the largest party

arranged for the reunion is that of Mrs. Henry J. Crocker,

the wife of the President of the association, which will con-

sist of twenty-four persons.

Among the purchasers of the boxei are found the leading

people of San Francisco and of the State. The following

list of purchasers will give a very clear idea of the general

encouragement that has been extended the management:
W. H. Crocker, Harry R. Simkins, Mrs. R.Tobin, Charles

Mann, J. K. Wilson, W. F. Goad, A. P. Hotaling, J. D.

B >yd, C Studebaker, Walter E. Dean, Wilfred B. Chapman,
P. J. Donahue, R. F. Morrow, E. J. McCutching, Irving

M. Scott, W. O'B. MacdonoL.gh, Henry T. Scott, C. Fred
Kohl, T. H. Williams, Jr., Adolph B. Spreckels, F. R. Web-
ster, J. A. Donohoe Jr., Edgar Mills, William Thomas, Miss
J 'Heptane Pierce, M. H. de Young, M. H. Hecht, R. Oxnard.
li Dutard, Colonel Isaac r/rumhn, Lloyd Tevis, J. F. Mer-
rill, Chorles Holbrook, A. Stern, John Bradbury of Los An-
geles, E. J. Baldwin. John M. Coleman, Henry Carroll.

George McNear, C. H. Watt, Henry L. Dodge, R. B. Grier,

John F. Boyd, Henry S- Crocker, H. M. A. Miller, W. F.

Smith, I. L. Requa, J. O'B. Gunn, J. J. Crooks, George B.

Sperry, J. M. Cunningham, W. R. Hearst, C. A. Spreckels,

w. H. Dimond, W. A Towniog, George A. Newhall, John
F-irrett. Charles de Guigne, J. D. Phelan, Miss Ella Hobart,

Mrs. C. W. Crocker, R J. Wilson, Will Bowers, E.W. Hop-
kins, Joseph D. Grant, Colonel E. E. Ayre, Mrs. Elizabeth

L. Hagar, Joseph B. Crockett. Maurice Casey, William Bab-

cock, A. N. Towne. Mrs. A. Donahue, F. H. Green, P. E.

Bowles, H. J. Crocker, William Alford, Judge Van Fleet,

George A. Pope, Hans Kihler, Mr". Louisa Auzerois, Timo-
thy Hopkins, the Uoion-Pac ; 6c Club.

The programme for the opening day has been praetically

agreed upon. Subject to slight modifications, if any, it is as

follows :

7:30 to 8:30 a. m.— Exercising horses in hand, not

driven.
8^30 to 8:30 A. M.— Exercising horse3 in harness and

driven.

9:35 a. M.—Parade of all draft horses.

9:50 a. m.— Parade of coaching stallions.

10 a. m.—Parade of tandems.
10:40 a. M —Parade of all pony classes.

11 a. m.— Exhibition of Rey el Santa Anita, Rey del Car-
reras, W. Wood and W. W. Foote,

10:80 A. M.— Exhibition of high-steppers, class 29.

12:15 P. M.—Parade of trotters, breeding classes, classes 5,

6, 7 and 8.

2 P. M'— Intermission.

2:80 i*. If.—Judging seven horses in harness, class 27.

:i p. m —Judging six ponies in harness, class 41.

3:20 p. m.—Judging draft horses, classes 64, 65, 6fi, 67, 69.

: m. —Judging draft horses, classes 86, 87, 88, 89.

8 1<» p. m —Judging draft horse*, classes 90, 91, 97, 101,

>0 r. m.—Not yet tilled.

4:10 p. m.—Showing saddle horses, all classes.

1: 10 p. u —Showing roadsters, classed 13, 14. Ifi, 16.

KeceM.
7 r K.—Exhibiting twelve mules in harness

1

i If.—Parade of all stallion classes.

Exhibition of jumping classes 53-A, over
hurdles and water jump.

9 P. If.—^Imwing hackney clauses, 17 to 25.

9 15 p. m — Exhibition of 6re engines and display of prize
(MPS.

9:4fi p. m.— Exhibition of the great thoroughbreds Salva-
tor, Tenny, imp. Sir Mod red, imp. Islington.

10:15 p. m.—Parade of four-in-hands.

The following code of colors has been adopted and will

prevail throughout the show:
Blue rosette will indicate first prize.

The red, second prize.

The white, third prize.

The yellow, highly commendable.
Blue, red and white, a championship.
The latest entries are the great Emperor of Norfolk and

Morello.

The association will be in position to receive horses to-

morrow (Sunday). Special arrangements have been made
with the Southern Pacific Company so that horses may be

unloaded and taken to the pavilion at any hour of the day or

night. This is done in the interest of the animals so that

they may not be compelled to Btand in cars and run any
dangers.

The judges have been appointed, bat the management will

not make public their names for the present. It is asserted,

however, that they are leading citizens, thoroughly familiar

with the duties to which they have been assigned, and that

they will prove generally satisfactory when named.
Evidence of interest that has come from Stockton, Fresno,

San Jose, Sacramento, and even from Los Angeles, caused

the management to attempt to secure special excursion rates

from the interior. These negotiations are now under way,

but no conclusion has been reached.

Everyooe is looking forward with the greatest of hope to

the opening day. Everyone interested is keenly alive to the

pleasure anticipated, and without fear of contradiction we
can truthfully claim that the attendance will surpass any
ever seen in the big pavilion.

Prospective Racing in California by the "World's

Champions.

A flying trip to Wheaton found that p"»rt of the Salisbury

string not in attendance at the New York Horse Show, com-

fortably ensconced in the warm bos stalls of the Wheaton

mile track. A blinding snow storm was sifting its fleecy

flakes through every nook and crevice and almost hiding

from view the shapely buildings of the Stiles and Gorton

farms in the distance, and preventing a personal inspection

of the horses. To many of the California-bred horses it was

their first experience with the "beautiful," and Dr. H.

Latham, who has charge of the horses here, stated that some

of their antics in being led out into it were amusing indeed,

one youngster lifting her feet in a way to please the most

confirmed Hackney faddist, says the Horseman.

The horses at New York are Alix, Directly, Flying Jib,

Azote, Answer, and the runner—Ferdinand. Those quar

tered at the Wheaton track are : The great three-year-old"

Expressive, 2:12i
; Doc Sperrv, 2:09 ; Miss Kate (2), 2:24}

!

Rokeby, 2:13} ; Ramona, 2:17}, pacer, by Sidney ; White
Cap, 2:14}, pacer. This fellow was used as a mate to Flying

Jib, and was driven on the road by Capt. Millen Griffiths,

the wealthy tug-boat and whaling vessel owner of San Fran-

cisco, and who has an interest in several of the Salisbury

string. They were driven double to a top-wagon on the Bay
District track a half mile in 1:02. It was Capt. Griffiths who
christened Flying Jib, White Cap, Scud and others with

nautical names. Next is Don Lowell, and a faster trotter

Dr. Latham states, does not live. He has gone quarters in

0:29, and in the early season Azote could head him at no
part of the mile. He was slow to get acclimatized, and when
he was coming to he Btruck himself at Buffalo, getting a bad
bunch on his leg. He is now, however, goiDg sound and
well. Scud, his two-year-old sister, is another member of the
stable. She showed a quarter in 0:34 seconds the first time
she wore a set of shoes, and has been driven a 2:20 gait bare-

footed. Like her brother, the trip East put her in a poor
condition, and was in such bad shape that she was left at

Wheaton in the spring. With the return of the cold weather
she has picked up wonderfully, and is now in the pink of
condition. Ella H., a very promising mare by Anteeo, out
of a daughter of Nutwood, suffered in a like manner, which
was a severe disappointment to her owner, Mr. Alexander, of

the firm of Longley, Lowe & Alexander, of Chicago, she
having shown a quarter in the spring in 0:32, and was entered
quite extensively all through the circuit. Edenia, 2:13£, by
Endymion, dam by Abdallah Mambrino ; second dam by
Clark Chief; third dam by Alexander's Abdallah, and back
of that thoroughbred is a grandly-bred one, and does not belie

her breeding. She is the property of Andy McDowell. The
three-year-old Palo Alto colt, Palatine, 2:17, is at present in

the best shape he has been in during the season. Altivo, the
four-year-old brother of Palo Alto, is a favorite of the doc-
tor's. Said he, " When he won the Horseman Stake Conso-
lation he was a very lame horse, but he is dead game; if

there is a gamer horse living than Expressive, that horse is

Altivo." Mary Osborne is a two-year-old, by Azmoor, out of
Elsie, a daughter of General Benton and Elaine, 2:20, and a
great favorite with the late Senator Stanford ; all the two-
year-old stakes were believed to have been at her mercy, but
like many another good thing, she went wrong. She is

expected to give a good account of herself in 1895.

Ella T., 2:12, the fast three-year-old bay filly by AHamont,
which made such a successful campaign in J. W. Tilden's
hands, is now under Mr. Salisbury's tutelage, and Mr. Tilden
has been engaged to assist in the training department. The
others are Ad Mene, 2:26, a good three-year old by Coeur de
Lion who went lame in the spring; Erector, 2:25, a son of
Director that was purchased by ' Wild Cat" Jonesof Tennes-
see, and is held by Mr. Salisbury for a final settlement of
the deal, and Edith R., 2:12A, a pacer that it to accompany
the lot to California to be bred <.o Direct.

The two Kentucky-bred yearlings by Direct are the
absorbing objects of interest among the entire lot ; one, a
counterpart of Directly with the exception of two white
feet behind, out of a gray mare whose breeding Dr. Latham
had forgotten, gives some iden of how Direct stamps his

color and individuality on his ollspring. This little fellow

trots "like a buzz-saw," as the Doctor expressed it. The
other is a large, rangy, pure-gaiied trotter, out of a Mambri-
no Patchen mare, but with a wild, willful nature. He has the
makings of a campaigner.
Of those mentioned Doc Sperrv, Ramona, White Cap,

Scud, Ell* H., Edenia, Don Lowell and possibly Miss Kate
will be sold in New York November 22 to 24. Mr. Longley's

pair, Vidette and Dinah, said to be the fastest road team in
San Francisco last year, will also be sent with them.

After the New York sale and the horse show the remain-
der of the stable will be collected at Wheaton, where they
will be joined by two cars containing the horses from Vil-
lage Farm, in charge of Ed.'Geers, and one car-load of the
horses in the hands of M. E. McHenry, making altogether a
train of five cars, which will proceed direct to San Diego,
Cal.

With the Salisbury horses F. S. Gorton will send his great

race mare Monette, 2:14n, and a two-year-old by Syndic, out
of a Guy Wilkes mare, that is very promising ; also a mare
by Robert McGregor, 2:17*, to be bred to Direct, 2:03}.

Don J. Leathers, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has also con-
cluded to try what the California climate will do for Pixley,

2:08}, and she will accordingly be one of this great aggrega-
tion of speedy harness performers to make the occidental
trip.

Californians may look forward to some excellent contests

by the cracks of the world this winter, as no such aggregation
of champion performers ever before appeared on the Pacific

slope. John Dickerson with the Corbitt horses, including
Oro Wilkes, 2:11; Mary Best, 2:12}; Muta Wilkes, 2:11, and
other good ones is already en route. Orrin Hickok will

bring Directum and some others back. The Hamlin horses
will include Robert J., 2:0H ; Fantasy, 2:06

; Nightingale,
2:10i, nearly twenty head all told, while McHenry will have
John R. Gentry, 2:03! ; Phcebe Wilkes, 2:08} ; Carbonate
(2), 2:09, and twelve others.

The plan as now arranged is to form a circuit commencing
at San Diego and continuing at Los Angeles, Fresno, San
Jose, Oakland, Sacramento, Petaluma, Napa, Woodland and
Cbicoin the order named with specials in which Alix and
Directum. John R. Gentry and Robert J., Directly and Car-
bonate will again try conclusions, with Azote, Nightingale,
Pixley, Phoebe Wilkes and possibly others testing their merit
in a 2:09 class, while in the respective stables are horses eligi-

ble to almost any class, which would undoubtedly stir np
hot rivalry in the events where they would meet the pick of
California.

Such a soil cannot fail to be productive of some rare sport,

as well as renewed interest in harness racing in the far west,

and the successful culmination of their efforts is to be ear-
nestly wished for.

John A. Goldsmith May Retire.

John A. Goldsmith will drive few races next year unless

his health improves a great deal between now and next

spring. Few drivers are better known than is Goldsmith, who
is a son of the late Alden Goldsmith and a brother of the late

James H. Goldsmith. Alden Goldsmith was one of the

principal breeders of trotters when the history of the breed

was young, and on his farm in Orange county the celebrated

stallion Volunteer sired the long list of good campaigners that

made him famous. Alden Goldsmith was not only a breeder,

for he could train and drive his own horses, and, although
both the Goldsmith boys received a college education, the
inborn love for the trotter which each possessed caused them
to take up race driving as a profession, in which both at-

tained the highest rank. Early in life John Goldsmith went
to California, and in that State he first became noted while
driving for Monroe Salisbury. Old turfmen remember Gold-
smith's successful tour through the Grand Circuit with Di-
rector, 2:17. the sire and grandsire of the famous performers
that Salisbury has been campaigning in the East during the
last few vears. After leaving Salisbury, Goldsmith took
charge of the celebrated San Mateo Farm, and to his skill

that farm owes its fame. Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, was, when
Goldsmith went to San Mateo, a young horse of no fame.
To-day he has a race record of 2:15}, and is the sire of thirty-

seven performers with records of 2:30 or better, nineteen of

which have beaten 2:20. Goldsmith trained and gave the

great stallion his record, and of the nineteen of his get in the
2:20 list, eighteen received their first harness lessons from
that trainer, and he drove seventeen of them to their fastest

records. Goldsmith was also the first man to drive a year-
ling to a record better then 2:30, the yearling being Freedom,
2:29|, by Sable Wilkes, son of Guv Wilkes. After his

brother's death two years ago, Goldsmith went to New York
and made his home at the old Goldsmith homestead, but still

trained the San Mateo trotters.—Kentucky Stock Farm.
»

Horses About "Winters.

Editor Bbeeder and Sportsman :—You and our friends

will doubtless be surprised at the extent of the horse interests

in and about this town. The Winters' Driving Club has been

a great factor in awakening interest in the business, and upon

examination we find some of the best trotting families in the

land are here represented. S. H. Hoy, of the track, is the

owner of quite a lot of good ones, among which are Monroe
S., 2:20; Bayswater Wilkes, a three-year-old trotter, but has
not yet taken a shy at the meney. Secretary Geo. Morris is

the owner of that speedy pacer Truckee S., by Nevada, 2:16*.

Jas. Briggs owns a magnificent bay mare, Alma B. She has
worked a quarter out in 0:34. James will have something
up bis sleeve for the boys next year. Ben Griffin, the owner
of a large dairy and stock farm near this town, is the proud
owner of Billy Button. This horse was put in training this

fall and met with a mishap, but is now going sound and
strong, and will sure catch " Duckey's " eye first at the wire
this spring. Kelly Briggs is very sweet on a black filly by
Nevada. Velveteen is as steady as a clock, and goes fast

enough to make him think of Hulda, 2:08i. This mare
has not had much work, but has.a strong, impressive way of

going. X. Y. Z.

A Race Track in Court.

J. LeRoy White yesterday began suit in the Superior

Court against B. F. Langford, Samuel Feidner, L. M. Morse,

James Henry Pope and others to foreclose a mortgage for

$6,630, made oc November 16, 18S9, on the north 55} acres

of the northwest quarter of section 7, township 3 north,

range 7 east. The property described comprises the Lodi race

track, and the suit is said to have been instituted because the

last day for commencing suit had arrived, and if there was
further delay the statutes of limitations could be pleaded as

a bar to any proceedings. The case will not be pushed at this

time. August Muenter is the attorney for the plaintiff.

—

Stockton Independent.
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The Situation in New York.—As stated in the note in

the paper last week, the Eastern journals are taking a more

cheering view of the situation than they did before the

election.

That race course proprietors will have to be contented

with smaller profits, under the operation of a law such as the

amendments demand, is beyond question, but according to

the published reports a big shrinkage will still leave enough

to satisfy all but cent-per-cent investors. From two hundred

thousand dollars to more than a million dollars, it is claimed,

have accrued to each of the courses in the vicinity of New
York, arjd the five per cent tax proves that the estimate is

not far from being correct. What bookmakers have made it

is impossible to tell, even a guess would be hazardous. It

cannot be denied, however, that the amount must be large,

so between the track dividends and earnings of the books
the margin for owners is not immense.
That the attendance will be greatly diminished under the

operations of the amendment, should the present system of

racing be continued, is unquestionably true. That changes

in the programmes will overcome that drawback in a meas-
ure can be assumed with reasonable expectations. By arrang-

ing races so that the public interest ffill be thoroughly awak-
ened it will not require the stimulus of speculation to bring

them out. People flock to the grounds where athletic sports

are in progress without the excitement of wagers
the attraction beiDg the universal desire to see

contests which bring out qualities that excite admiration

and even contests between inanimate competitors, like yacht
and canoe racing, give so much pleasure that crowds are

attracted to witness the tournament. Horse racing, to a

large majority of people, is the most exciting of all other

kinds of outdoor sport. There are elements which give it a

flawr, conditions that are lacking in others and which
increase the pleasure of spectators. When the receipts are

cut down by the abrogation of betting, the aim must be to

improve the billB by making them what people are the most
anxious to witness, not by catering entirely to the passion for

gambling, not by assisting those whose business it is to bene-

fit by that universal passion, but to offer such entertainment

that speculation will be a secondary consideration. It does

not require a great deal of study to discover what is the most
attractive to '' people at large." When the Harlem course

had a " long distance day" the attendance was by far the

largest of the season. It is the same on all courses, and
when the sprinters are replaced by animals which can show
endurance as well as speed, there are no complaints of a fall-

ing-off in gate receipts. "Owners will not run their horses

in long races," is the reply to this exordium. " We cannot

weave our webs on that pattern, as there will be a scarcity of

warp and very little filling to make out the piece" is the

response. When there were comparatively so few race horses

that it is safe to assert that there are fifty in training now to

where there was one in the old days, that difficulty was
not met, " short-horses " were relegated to the "quarter

paths," " heat-horses " were the stars of the equine stage. It

is a gross slander on the thoroughbreds of the present time

to charge that a large proportion of them are incapable of

feats of their ancestors, and were races of less thaD a mile en-

tirely discarded, excepting where two-year-olds are the con-

testants, there would be no lack of entries.

When receipts are diminished economy must prevail.

Cutting down purses and curtailment of added money is the

cry among Eastern race race course managers, and while it

may be advisable to reduce the amounts which have been in

vogue, in a few cases, it will also be a good idea to limit

other expenditures. Few are aware of the immense outlay

connected with modern racing.

An army of employes with salaries ranging from three dol

lars to one hundred dollars per diem on every course which

can claim to keep step to the music of the times, and that for

a minimum of twenty-five days, the maximum the third of a

year or more. To meet this lavish expenditure it is neces-

sary to squeeze every drop from the pumace, and when to

that is added the dividends which, according to the papers,

have been declared on the tracks in the vicinity of New
York, the pressure applied has effected the purpose.

Were betting completely obliterated oh courses which are

near "centers of population" there will be profits to the

managers and still leave recompense to the owners of horses

slightly diminished in the case of owners, if at all, to present

receipts.

That betting can be absolutely done away with, whenever

there is a chance for differences of opinions, is a dream that

never, never will be realized. Far from being a desirable re-

sult, could it be accomplished, the human race would de-

generate.

It might be that Friday had such consumnate faith in the

judgment of his master, Robinson Crusoe, that any proposi-

tion by the superior would not lead to argument, but were

there another master and servant od the island it is " long

odds" that when they met and competition of any kind

elicited there would be something ventured. A fish against

a cocoanut, perhaps, the extent of the wager, or it might be

the fur habiliments, which had cost so much labor, that was

placed on the hazard. In lieu of attempting to crush this

dominating passion by severe laws the wiser legislation, it

strikes me, would be to place it under control. To so regu-

late it on the race course that the moral sense of the com-

munity will not be shocked by rendering racing a mere means

of gambling and rash gambling at that. So long as the man
owns the fur coat which he recklessly ventures at the risk of

Bhivering for the want of it, let him take the chance and

learn wisdom when Mb jaws chatter with cold, one might

sav, but there are others, and in a large majority, who hold

different views, and contend that not only for his own good,

but also to prevent others from following his reckless

example, it shall be put out of his power to lose his garment.

The fish or the cocoanut would not awaken such determined

opposition, and though there are a few who would incarcerate

a person for life in the darkest dungeon for the most trifling

deviation from the course that they mark, happily their in-

fluence is small. It is conceded that the New York Legis-

lature will have the power to mitigate the penalties which

the amendment implies, and without action on the part of

that body it will be without effect. General Tracy differs,

however, and considers that the carrying of the amendment
repeals the Ives bill, and leaves the old statutes against bet-
ting in force. This is not in accordance with most of the
viewe of other eminent lawyers, and even if correct, as the
Legislature would have the power to repeal former legisla-
tion, even under this opinion, ac fion of that body can give re-

lief. To obtain favorable action it will be absolutely neces-
sary to make changes, and not insist on following the course
which has led to the trouble. As to adopting the English
system, or that part of it which avoids "ready-money betting,"
it is entirely out of the question in this country. Members
of clubs, people who are well known and who can be de-
pended upon to meet their engagements, under any circum-
stances, would be the only ones which could obtain the
credit, by far the largest proportion of betters outBide of the
pale. This would not afford any revenue to race courses or
none to speak of, as bookmakers would not pay a fraction of
the sums now given for the "privilege."
The question then will be, what substitute can be devised

which will secure the support of the legislature and also

bring a return to the "racing fund ? " It may be that under
the amendment that the totalisator cannot be sugregated
from book-betting and pool selling, and it is also possible,

that in providing penalties for infraction, the machine can
be favored bo that the tax would be moderate.
For years I have believed that the system which hag

worked so well in France would also do well in this country,
and with good reasons to contend that there would be nearly
as much profit as that derived from books. But though it

fell a good deal Bhort, if not so likely to awaken determined
opposition, much would be gained. With the totalisator an
appendage of the tracks not one of them in the State of New
York would be forced to close its gates. The race courses
would be slightly injured, if at all, the trotting tracks fully

aB well off. With the betting features not bo plainly in view
and wagers on a limited scale, opposition would be reduced
to a degree that it might be said to be overcome.
That racing and trotting meetings can be made successful

where they have flourished up to the carrying of the amend-
ment, with all kinds of speculation barred, is my belief, that

by the aid of -the tobalisator, and more attention given to

please the public, by offering races which will prove more ac-

ceptable to race-goers who are not speculatively inclined,

there will be an increase in attendance and better feeling

prevailingall around. I feel equally as well assured that

there will be still better times for breeders and owners of

race horses and trotters.

* *

The Horse Show.—There is one feature of the coming

Horse Show which should not be overlooked. Though the

entries closed two weeks ago, that does not prevent horses

being shown if excluded from competition for premiums. It

is so manifestly to the interest of the horse-breeders of the

coast, that the initial fair should be an exhibition of the

horses of California and adjacent territory that every horse

of celebrity should be a part of the show. As I have stated

before, California can " outshow " not merely any other State,

but large sections of the country, when thoroughbreds and

light harness horses are the features of the exhibition. That

some of the foremost will be on hand, enough of them to up-

hold this estimate is assured, but others well worthy of mem-

bership in the illustrious band may not put in an appearance

unless they come into the class mentioned.

Let us suppose that from an oversight the entries had

closed without representation from Palo Alto. It would be

manifest, that even if excluded from premium competition,

that premier trotting-breeding form of the world " could not

afford" to be left out entirely. The champion broodmare,

the champion yearling, his sire, and not far from champion
class, besides, Racine, Flambeau, and some of the giand

mares imported from England, and with many "bracketed"

sons and daughters to their credit. As-Beauiiful Bells has

always had her foalB early in the year, she is probably not in

condition to take the trip with safety—though stallions and

colts would give little trouble and scarcely any risk. Far
better, then, to exhibit without direct return than to miss

the chance of taking part in the great exhibition.

* *

Alls, Fantasy, Onoqjja.—A full page of the Horse

World is taken up with tabulated pedigrees of this trio of

champions. A well-deserved honor and an object lesson

which is of value to breeders. In the fiast place all are in-

bred to Hambletonian—Alix with three strains of the cham-

pion blood, Fantasy three and Onoqua four. All of them

have Mambrino Chief blood. Alix three strains, and as her

grandsire, Pancoast, was a double Mambrino Chief, sire and

dam both by that horse, she has the same amount of Ham-

bletonian and Mambrino Chief blood five-thirty-seconds.

Fantasy carries six-thirty-seconds of Hambletonian blood

with the two strains of Mambrino Chief on the side of her

dam. Onoqua has the same amount of Hambletonian as

Alix, but as she is inbred to George Wilkes that is the dom-

inating strain, being three-sixteeenths of the whole compo-

sition. - ... „
Giving due recognition to the great trotting families, Ham-

bletonian and Mambrino Chief, and the Clay in Alix and

Fantasy,the near thoroughbred in these two, and the not very

far away Vandal and Zero in Onaqua should not be over-

looked. One of the grandams of Alix, Flirt, half thorough-

bred, the other with two crosses, Gano and Wagner. One
grandsire of Fantasy was half thoroughbred, the sire of one

grandam half thoroughbred.

So many of the gre<it performers of 1894 have " near

infusions" that one would think that the cry of "pernicious

influence" would not be the favorite slogan of those who
oppose it any more. Ryland T., Azote, Expressive, Red Bird,'

Phoebe Wilkes, La Belle, Ralph Wilkes, Adbell and others,

not very far behind in celebrity, should carry conviction if

even the champion three-year-old of the year, Onoqua, has a

Bmall proportion.

I would like to see pedigrees tabulated, after the manner of

these in the Horse World, four generations back of the indi-

vidual, of all two-year-olds which have trotted in 2:20 or

better, and all others with records of 2:15 or better. It strikes

me that a pamphlet containing that information would meet

with hearty support and remunerate the compiler for the

labor bestowed.

Budd Doble.—I was very much pleased to meet Mr. Do-
ble a few days ago, the pleasure enhanced by the evidence

that he was in better health than he has been for several

years. "To the eye" he could not be better, and without

"giving away" the secret of his age—if it is a secret

—

would be glad to wager that even the " closest observer "

would fall a good fifteen years below the mark. I have
known him for nearly thirty years, maybe loDger, as I saw
him drive Dexter in 1866, and since that time our intimacy

has been close. The best eulogy that can be pronounced on
him is that for a third of a century he has been closely
identified with sports of the track, and during that whole
period he has never been charged, it might be said, not even
suspected of crooked work. In all probability he has driven
more races than any other driver, and has handled more
' celebrities" as well. He informs me that he will spend the
winter in California, a good part of the time in San Fran-
cisco, so that there will be numerous opportunities for a talk
over the "good old daya," and. incidentally, speculations on
the future.

Retrospects are essentially interesting to us "old-timers,"
" the pleasures of memory" overshadowing "the pleasures of
hope." Stiil so long as "hope springs eternal in the human
breast," anticipations may be as vivid as they were thirty or
more years ago.

Once fairly in the swirl of the h> rse world, and thereafter
there is fascination in the great expectations of the future.
I : met a man at the Breeders' meeting at San Jose who is

eighty-one years old. He had several horses in training this
year which were rather of the disappointing class, but he was
consoliDg himself that he had colts which he considered
more promising than any he ever bred. Yearlings and wean-
lings which were engaged in future stakes and bis eyes
sparkled as he recounted their breeding, their action and their
chances for victory.

Mr. Doble told me that his father, seventy-eight years|old,
was nearly as active as he was when he drove Lucy, and the
old gentlemau averred that if his eyes were in keeping with
his other functions it would give him a great deal of
pleasure to be still training and driving in races. I doabt
if Doble Jr. is at all superior to his father in reinmanship,
or race driving. Better opportunities for acquiring, and
young men, as a rule, prove more apt scholars than their
seniors. And then again t here should be progress, and the
son of a great driver, such as W. H. Doble was, have the
benefit of both breeding and education, so that with natural
acumen and the best of habits had " our Bud " failed to be
on the top round of the ladder it would have been some_
thing of an anomaly.

*

Forty-odd thousands of dollars! I !—That is what

the Pacific Coast Trotting-Horse Breeders Association has

paid to trotters aad pacers during theseason of 1894.

Only two meetings at that, and under the pressure of ad-

amantine times, when it appeared extremely hazardous to
" hang up the money."
Then, too, so many of our horses in the East and these of

the class which would have attracted the largest attendance,
and as a consequence warranted several more large purses.

Having been an outsider for some time, that is, a plain

member of the association, I can offer praises of the manage-
ment without being liable to the charge of self-glorification.

*

The Rancho Cotati Sale.—On Wednesday next the

above sale will be held at the sales yard, corner of Market

street and Van Ness auenue.

From the Eastern prices paid for the get of the sons of

Electioneer lately, there will surely be a chance to obtain big

bargains if ever they are bought on speculation. Colts by
the brother to Arion and from well-bred mares should at-

tract purchasers. A fine-looking horse is the brother to

the champion who set a mark, 2:1 Of, to a high-wheel sulky
that the best of two-year-olds have failed to equal with the
bike, and notwithstanding that Arion has been ailing, he
equaled the time, 2:07|, of Kremlin aod S'.amboul.

The yearlings got by Eclectic, his first crop, seven in all,

had some training and six of them showed quarters, as yearl-

ing, from 40 to 43 seconds.

Joseph Cairn Simpson.
«.

"What F. W. Loeber Has Done.

Steel Spring, one-year-old, sired by Pilot Prince, dam by Ir-

vington (started in four races, won money every time)
timed separately, 2:48; amount won S 155

\lco, p., two-year-old, sired by Alconeer, aam Jessie Elliott, by
Whippleton 1883, timed separately, 2:23: amount won 75

Lottie, two-year-old, by San Diego, dam Flora B.,bv Wnip-
pletonian 1883, race record, 2:26%, amount won 76

Topst, tbree-year-old, by Grandissimo, dam Flora B., by
Whippletonian 1883, race record. 2:26%: amount won 1,345

Myrtle Thorn, four-year-old, by Grandissimo. dam Belle
Thorn, by Whippleton 1883, race record, 2:20% ; amount
won 1.037

Total won durinp season „ $2,587

The above is a creditable account of the good work done
by F. W. Loeber of Vineland Stock Farm, Napa County. He
started out with these five in the beginning of the season, all

of them suffering from the effects of influenza, but by good
care and personal attention be was enabled to have most of

them ready for their races. Alco, however, the one his strong-

est hopes were based on, was so dangerously ill that he did

not recover until the fall meeting of the breeders. He was
even then very weak and far from being keyed up for a

race. Such a financial showingisone that Mr. Loeber should
be proud of and speaks volumes for his work. It will be no-

ticed that three different sires are represented, while four out

of the five performers are out of Whippleton mares.

Venus' running is calling forth many unpleasant remarks
from the betting public. She wins a cracking good race at

the short six furlongs easing up, meets not a whit better

crowd in her next race, and is beaten badly, Ihen comes out

and wins from a eood field five furlongs in the fast time of

1:01 J. When she was beaten the report was circulated by
friends of Venus' owner that she was cut down so badly that

she would not be able to start in weeks. The remedy for in-

and-out running is this: For the management to refuse ihp

entries of all such horses in lieu of proof that any fraud has

been committed. The public will applaud such action, and
horses will in all probability run closer to form with a few

such punishments,
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sia mbocl, 2:07*, is advertised to stand for $150 for the

season of 1895.

Paws, &18|, and four of his colts will be seeo at the horse

show nest week.

Btamboul, 2:07^, was awarded first prize in the New York

horse show last week.

Silver Bee, 2:16, never started in a race that he did not

win some part of the purse-

ADJCTANT, a bay horse by St. Just (son of Electioneer),

got a record of 2:29| at Macon, Georgia, Nov. 3.

EL G, STONERsays Rubenstein was named in honor

of the great pianist who was a whole orchestra in himself.

H n.iiE ALFREH.a bay mare by Alfred, entered the 2:^30

iist at Macon, Georgia, November 5, getting a mark of 2:27 i.

JAS. Nolan is handling a number of trotters and pacers

belonging to A B. Spreckels at the Oakland Trotting Track.

ANDY McDowell says he can't drive Directly, 2:07 f, the

champion two-year-old pacer, better than a 2:30 gait without

raciog colors.

P. McCartney, of Salinas, is working a number of colts

and fillies and will be on the California circuit nest year with

some good ones.

The trotters that were in the 2:10 list last year who have

reduced their records this year are : Alis. 2:03f ; Fantasy,

2:06, aod Magnolia, 2:09}.

J. U. Hastings, of the Los Cerritos Slock Farm, intends

to sell all of his horses in the East this winter. Lee Shaner

had a number of them on the Eastern circuit this season.

The pacers in the 2:10 list last year who have reduced

their records this year are : Robert J. , 2:01J ; Hal Dillard,

2:04f; Silkwood, 2:07; Hal BradeD, 2:07£, and Crawford,

2:072.

Gilbert Tompkins will sell El Benton and a number of

other grandly-bred trotters at the great sale to take place un

der the auspices of Killip & Co. at the close of the horse-

Jud Wilkes, 2:29, by Ira Wilkes, out of Champion Maid,

by Champion Messenger lowered his record to2:26J at Santa

Ana two weeks ago. Jud Wilkes belongs to C. W. R. Ford,

of Los Angeles.

Sir Credit, 2:2S|, by McKinney, out of Lady G., by Billy

Norfolk 14917 lowered his record to 2:25$ at Santa Ana, Sat-

urday, November 10. Sir Credit was bred by John W. Gard-

ner, of Los Angeles, Cal.

Wm. Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, will send

quite a number of famous trotters to the horse show nest

week. The great sires Guy Wilkes. 2:15} and Sable Wilkes,

2:18, will be among them.

Milo Knox, ofHaywards, will take up his Directum filly

and a colt by Almont Patchen and begin working them this

vear at the tra^k near the town of Hay wards. Mr. Knos has

several others he will handle later on.

The London Times has come out for the American Trot-

ter, and in a recent issue expresses the belief that he is the

animal to be desired, and that he is just what the English

want for driving purposes. That's a cropper for the hackney

people on this side of the water.

One of the most delightful places to visit in California is

the little village of Burlingame, about twenty miles from this

citv. It's shaded, well-kept roads and magnificent residences

surprise all who ride through the place. Burlingame is

directlv opposite the lower entrance to the San Mateo Stock

Farm.

This has been the mildest weather we have had in Cali-

fornia for years. The rains in the early part of October were

followed by a warm spell, and the absence of frost caused the

young grass to thrive and do well. Cattle and horses are

enjoying the excellent feed everywhere, and look fat and
strong.

Prompter 2305, son of Blue Bull 75 is the sire of three

producing dams : Olive, a trotter, the dam of Vigor, pacer,

2:28; Smut, gait not known, dam of Brilliantine, pacer,

2:17}; Rill, a trotter, dam of Leila C. (pacer, 2 years), 2:20A.

Vigor was sired by Sterling 6223, a trotter. Brilliantine. by
Brilliant, a pacer, and Leila C. by James Madison, 2:17f
trotting.

The Chicago Health Department has about concluded to

license one establishment for the killing of horses. It is argued

tha t with one concern licensed the department will be better

able to keep the meat from being offered for food. The inten-

tion is to carry the carcasses at once to the rendering tanks

as are those of horses found dead in the streets.

Thos. Bonner, formerly Superintendent of the Santa

Rosa Stock Farm, is one of the executive officers of the great

Horse Show. He is capable of filling the position creditably

and is a valuable man wherever placed.

Jas. Madison, 2:17f, is at John Cassidy's on the old Cliff

House road. This splendid son of Anteeo, 2:16}, never

looked better. His colts and fillies have color, size, good dis-

positions and arepure-gaited and speedy.

John Groom, formerly with the Wildflower Stock Farm,
Fresno, is stopping in this city. He contracted chills and
fever while in Fresno and is trying bis best to shake the

sickness ofl. He believes he will soon be rugged again.

Gale, by Commodore Belmont 4340, out of Irene, by Dic-

tator, second dam Fanny Helm, by Abdallah 15 got a mark
of %2~i at the Santa Ana meeting. Gale ]is eleven years of

age and is owned at the Edgemont Stock Farm, Los Angejes.

One of the star attractions at the Oakland race track is

the mighty king of trotting stallions, Directum, 2:05}. He
never looked better than he does at present. What bis

owner, John Green, will do with him next year is a matter
of doubt.

Hakky Agnew has a yearling filly by Sidmoor, 2:19f,out
of Ida, by Elmo that can trot faster than anything for the
little work it lias had than auy colt or filly he ever handled
on the farm. She is a chestnut in color and seems to know
nothing but trot.

Paola, a full brother to Palo Alto, won a sis heat raceat
Baa Antooio, Texas, November 16th. He won the first heat
and in the fourth heat got a record of 2:26i. He was beaten
a head in the fifth in 2:27

if
and then vanquished his oppo-

nenta in the sixth in 2:28$.

Fern Leaf is the dam of Sidmont, 2:10*
; Gold Leaf,

2111; Thistle, 2:13J ; Ferndale, 2:15}, and Shamrock, 2:25.

All of her performers are pacers except Shamrock, the aver-
age record of the batch being a small fraction over 2:13, while
the pacers average 2:12 9 16.

It is understood that J. B. Haggin will transfer most of
liia trotting-bred stallions and broodmares from Rancbo del
Paso to his immense farm at Bakerefield. He will therefore

e more room at the former place for his splendid stud of
thoroughbreds. The move would be a wise one.

The Momerer Agricultural Association has leased the
Snlinas race track to F. M. Hammett for the ensuing year.
Mr. Hammett has bad the lease of the track for the past
rear and has kept it in excellent condition,winning the appro-
palioD of every horseman who has trained horses on the track
during that time.—Salinas Journal.

The advent of so many Eastern trainers with their strings

of horses at Pleasanton this year will necessitate the building

of a large number of bos stalls in the vicinity of the famous

track. If the horses are not sent to the other tracks to race,

what crowds of people will be seen going to Pleasanton Wed-
nesdays and Saturdays to see the great horses exercise.

It is the turf journal that contains good reading matter.

You will not find in any of the turf journals of the day the

salacious stuff, demoralizing aod disgusting, that appears in

nine-tenths of the other class of papers and magazines. The
turf journals are cleaner and better for family reading than

any of the big dailies and half the magazines.—Newark Sun-
day Gall.

The California College of Veterinary Surgeons is receiving

the endorsement of every newspaper on the Coast if we are

to judge by their expressions. It will fill a long-felt want
on this Coast for many young men who would like to study

the profession have heretofore been prevented because of the

longdistance to a veterinary college. From present indica-

tions this one promises to be a great success.

The winter session of the Board of Review of the Na-
tional Trotting Association will be held the first week in

December at the Murray Hill Hotel, New York City. In the

same week the Board of Review of the National Trotting

Association will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago.

Each Association has a long list of cases on its docket, and

offenders against trotting law will have a hard time of it.

Charles H. Kerner, of Great Barrington, Mass., pur-

chased at the Palo Alto sale in New York the three-year-old

colt, A. A. A., 2:25, by Azmoor, out of Abbess, by Mohawk
Chief for $1,400 and Navida, bay filly, out of Lulaneer for

$2,600. Mr. Kerner is going into the business of breeditg

fine trotters, and has one of the best farms in Southern Berk-
shire for the purpose.

While the Hackney continues to be brought from Eng-
land to this countrv, the fact is apparent that the American
trotting-bred horse is becoming more and more more appre-

ciated in England. There is undoubtedly room in both

countries for both kinds of horses, but when it comes to a

question of merit on all-round road qualities the American
trotting-bred horse is sure to carry off' the palm of victory.

Henry Pierce, owner of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm on
which are some of the finest-bred and best-looking trotters in

California, contemplates sending two carloads of young stock

to the East to be sold. The cream of our best stock farms

has been gathered by this excellent judge and placed in the

grassy meadows on his farm. The consignment will contain

representatives of the most fashionable trotting families in

this State.

A pet horse was afflicted with the epizootic some time

ago, and seemed to suffer like a child with whooping-cough.
Its owner, struck by the likeness of the epizootic to children's

diseases of the nasal passages and throat, proposed to treat it

in the same way. A preparation of cresolioe, a deposit of coal

tar, was burned in the horse's manger, and the moment the

fumes struck the horse's nostrils the animal recognized that

it was getting relief, and put its nose where it would get the

full benefit of the fumes. It acted as if thoroughly under-
standing what was intended, and got a great deal of benefit

from the treatment, losing little flesh, eating better than other

6ick horses, and recovering rapidly.—Newark Sunday Call.

In buying mares or fillies for broodmares,be sure to choose
those that have plenty of quality, combined with substance
and size. They should also have a good length of neck,nicely

proportioned, and the arch on the upper side, attached to

which on one end are good shoulders, with a spacious chest

for lung power, back of which should be a good back, strong

loins, roomy flanks and escellent hind quarters. To the

other end should be attached a splendid head, on top of

which should be upright ears ( f moderate length and taper-

ing. The eyes should be wide apart, large and full of ex-
pression. Then, with all of these, if buying for the purpose
of raising trotters, be sure that they can naturally show a

forty gait, free from friction, oiherwise do not invest.

Horsemen will be astonished to read of the suicide of J.

G. Davis of Lee, Mass., owner of the famous trotting sire

Alcantara, and Highlawn Farm. No cause is known for the

act, as Mr. Davis was considered healthy. Alcantara was
worth as much as a gold mine to him, and the annual profits

from this young and successful sire were well up in the thou-
sands. Mr. Davis was a good stock farm aod race manager,
and for years managed Highlawn Farm for Elisna Smith.
After the death of Mr. Smith four years ago, Davis purchased
Alcantara and the farm. It is a singular coincidence that
the pacer Jed Davis, 2:16, named after the owner of High-
lawn Farm, died suddenly last Thursday.

The colts and fillies to be sold by Wilfred Page at auction
next Wednesday are by three splendid stallions (one of them
a full brother to Arion, 2:07|) out of mares by the best stal-

lions on this coast. Bargains will be secured. The Electioneer
blood is still in the ascendancy

; every year it becomes more
sought after by breeders who are students of bloodlines. With
the great Nutwood cross it is considered invaluable. Do not
forget to attend the sale.

Monroe Salisbury and M. E. McHenry made a trip to
Cloverdell Farm while in Philadelphia last. While there
the former picked out eight weanlings by Director that he
will take to California and develop. They are a youngster
out of Vinette, by Ethan Wilkes; Annorean. by Cyclone;
Mary Marshall, a sister to May Marshall ; Echora, dam of
Direct ; Sapphire, dam of Nominee and Nominator ; Nancy
Lee, dam of Nancy Hanks : Casta Diva, by Robert McGregor,
and Addie G., by Red Wilkes.

It is probable that an effort will be made by prominent
norsemen in Connecticut to induce the nest Legislature,
which meets in January, to modify the anti-pool law so that
it shall not apply to trotting races on Connecticut tracks.

There is little possibility of securing an entire repeal of the
law, which was framed mainly with the object of abolishing
book betting on the running races in the vicinity of New
York. The Charter Oak Park Association lost over $12,000
by the Grand Circuit meeting last August, and is not inclined
to do much next season unless the anti-pool law is greatly
modified.

Trotting continues to gain friends in Europe, and the
people of France, Germany, Austria, Russia and Italy show
more interest in trotting races each succeeding year, as
evidenced by the large number of meeting held and more
generous purses hung up for such contents. Recent reports
trom Europe mention several meetings in progress, and refer

to several American-bred horses. One item says that at St.

Petersburg, Russia, on the first day of the meeting, the record
of the Russian-bred horse, Notschka IL, for two miles,

4:48 4-5, was beaten by the Russian stallion Polkan. Then
the American stallion Flush, with an A merican driver, trotted

4.267 meters (two miles, 5 furlongs and 67 yards), in 6:30i,

which is at the rate of 2:23 1-5 to the mile, beating Polkan
by one and a quarter seconds.

The large increase in the number of entries for the Horse
Show now being held in New York over those for last year's
show indicates that owners and breeders generally are be-

coming more strongly convinced each year that exhibition
of their stock before thousands of spectators, many of whom
are prospective purchasers, is a proceeding that pays. Judged
from a strictly business standpoint a horseman who has for

sale horses of the class that can win prizes in competition
with the pick of other breeding establishments, can in no
surer manner attract the attention of the buying public than
by exhibiting his stock where the lovers of high-class horses

are certain to be found. Horse shows on a large scale have
been in the past all too few, and those few too poorly patron-
ized by breeders. This journal hopes that at no far distant

day a horse show will be an annual feature in every large

city in the United States.—Horse World, Nov. 16th.

The Wilkes and Electioneer families are more freqeuntly
represented in the 2:30 list than any others, the Wilkes
family leading with eighteen sires carrying that blood in

male line, while five represent the Electioneer family in the
male line. Of the fifty sires, thirty have records of 2:30 or
better, and at least two more have records close to that mark,
which is a great showing for the theory that development is

beneficial to stallions that are to be used in the stud. The
leading sire among the fifty is the fourteen-year-old horse
Wilton, 2:19.^, with sixteen to his credit. The youngest sire

in the table is Astell, 2:10, eight years old, and with seven
new performers to his credit. Bezant, 2:22}, with five new
ones, is but nine years old, while Chimes with ten, Sable
Wilkes, 2:18, with six, and Atwood, 2:27 J, with five, aieeach
ten years old. Comparing this list with, the list of sires hav-
ing five or more performers back in some of the seasons pre-

vious to 1S90, such comparison will at once show the rapid
improvement that has been in the development of the Amer-
ican trotter during the past few years.

Not many years ago a number of good people were morally
certain Electioneer would not breed on. They based their

calculations upon a great many things which were gauzy,

and the result has been that they failed utterly as prophets.

Like many other sons of Hambletonian, bred in what may
be well termed the happy "nick," Electioneer has demon-
strated the breeding-on capacity of his blood. In 1889 Allen
Lowe pronounced the Palo Alto premier a failure because

but three of his sons and daughters had proved to be pro-

ducers of fast ones. About that time the Electioneer tide

began to rise, and present appearances indicate that when its

flood is reached it will be as great as any that have pre-

ceded it. It has produced race horses of note in the second
generation and as dams the daughters of the son of Green
Mountain Maid are proving their worth. When the records

are completed to the close of 1S94, they will prove in the

case of this family as they have already proved for others,

that it is not wise to condemn without complete evidence
bearing on all points at issue. The triumphant blood of

Hambletonian is achieving some of its greatest victories

through the family of the dead Electioneer.—Horse Re-
view.

When Online paced in 2:04 on the track at Sioux City,

Oct. 12, Geers was the pace maker. He drove his runner in

front of the four-year-old and thus cut a lane for him in the

atmosphere. Friction was reduced and Online was better

able to carry his speed than he would have done under other

circumstances. Air resistance is an important factor to over-

come when you are out for extreme records. Shrewd drivers

take advantage of this fact, when the wind is blowing, by
trailing the leading horse, and husbanding strength for the

final effort on the homestretch. For the greater portion of

the last quarter Geers pulled to the outside, leaving the road

clear to Online. Even with this assistance, the pacer found

it difficult to get down to 2:04. The timers were a trifle slow

in starting their watches and a little quick in stopping them,

the rivalry is so intense and the desire to advertise "the
fastest track in the world" is so great that official watch-
holders frequently become nervous. They put records upon
horses which the same animals cannot equal with other men
in the timers' stand. This is an evil which should be cor-

rected : and the best way that we can suggest to put a Btop to

it, is to call attention to it. In the fierce light of publicity

Timers will not be so ready to oblige a friend.
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THE SADDLE.

The G-ouIa colt has been christened Talbot Clifton.

T. W. Mooke has put his horses Flashlight and ^uwanee
in another stable.

Bookmaker Eli Perles is said to have lost $2,200 on the

Sister Mary race last Saturday.

Ed Cokrigan's horses won two of the three races they

started in Tuesday, and did it easily.

Articcs showed something of his old-time form last Sat-

urday, when, giving weight away to every horse in the race
except Sister Mary, he ran second in Coast-record time

—

1:47| for a mile and a sixteenth.

Cark's ride on Cadmus was one of the best exhibitions of

horsemanship seen here in many a day.

Montalvo was cut "off on the first turn in Saturday's race,

and was never thereafter fairly in the hunt.

Herald showed more speed than any horse in the hurdle

race on Saturday, but was not up to a hard race.

Harry Hoffman is said to have won $2,000 on Trix

Wednesday, and Nick Hall nearly as much more.

Old Geraldine won a cracking race at Lexington, K/.,

yesterday, going seven and a half furlongs in 1:35.

Ohiyesa was bid in by u friend of his owners at $1,500

Tuesday. He should be worth more money than that.

The Kentucky Stable started only three horses Mcnday,
and won two races and ran second with Wag in another.

Lodowic broke down so badly in the steeplechase Wednes-

day that it is thought he will never face a starter again.

Mike Kelly thought so little of the Mura colt's chances

Wednesday that he only invested $10 at 25 to 1, we are in-

formed.

The Vicar of Wakefield is Seagram's next year's Queen's

Plater. Vicar ran a splendid second with the inevitable Joe

Miller last May.

Tartarian is evidently king of the sprinting division.

Mrs. Strong, a green 'un, ran prominently for about three

furlongs Tuesday.

The attendance on Saturday was perhaps the largest bad

in San Francisoo in the past eight months, a conservative

estimate placing it at 7,000.

The yearlings from Menlo Stock Farm by imp. Suwarrow

and St. Carlo will be sold at Bay District track to morrow
morning. They are a choice lot.

Tiger, considering his past performances, was at a very

false price Tuesday—15 to 1. He went unbacked by the

Rose folks, however, we understand.

W. O'B. Macdonough won quite a nice plum on Chart-

leuse at the odds of 8 to 1. The filly ran up to form and

should not have been at such long odds.

Emperor of Norfolk arrived from Los Angeles Wednes-

day morning, looking splendidly. He will be exhibited at

the coming great horse show in the Pavilion.

Yreka, the two-year-old Flood gelding purchased by

Felix Carr Tuesday at $200, looks like a race horse, and

surely is one of the greatest bargains secured here in many a

day.

Carrying 123 pounds Monday, Bob Isom up, Lissak

packed no less than forty-one pounds of lead and leather.

The old idea that dead weight is a detriment is rapidly dying

away.

Jockey Shaw, ruled off for his alleged pulling of King
Sam last spring was reinstated, and had the mount on the

black mare Kathleen last Saturday in the aecond race, won
by Tartarian.

Senator Irby made his first appearance in San Francisce

Tuesday,and by his easy win in pretty fair company justified

the claims of his friends. The Bishop colt is a slashing big

chestnut.

AT.T.ArARK deserves great credit for the manner in which

he rode Floodmore Wednesday. He made a waiting race of it

first time round, and had plenty to finish with when chal-

lenged by Argenta.

Nick Long won a neat sum on his brown gelding Flood-

more Saturday outside of the stake. This horse is pronounced

by competent judges to have no superior in this country in

the hurdling line.

The vearling by imp. Merriwa, out of Lizzie Idle, pur-

chased by F. deOjeda at the Todhuntersale Saturday, is pro-

nounced by all who saw him the finest-looking yearling sold

here in many a long day.

Nick Hall is credited with having made quite a killing

with Floodmpre Wednesday. That Floodmore had never raced

over the short courss was the cause of the price against him

being as good as it was-

The thoroughbreds that Mr. Foxhall Keene has in Eng-

land will not after all be trained by the younger Porter, son

of the famous trainer, John Porter. Other arrangements

have not yet been made.

Brodhead was slightly interfered with over a sixteenth

of a mile from home last Saturday; otherwise Barney

Schreiber and his friends would have pulled down a large

sum on the three-year-old.

Eddie Jones was set down Tuesday last. He had the
mount on North and deliberately pulled the horse when the
Hag fell, being nearly left at the post. He did not like the

start and was trying to hold the flag back.

The 1-2-3 plavers were in clever Wednesday, the odds be-

ing exceptionally good. Rey del Carreras paying 1 to 6 for the
show, while the Mura colt in the first race paid better than 8

to 1. The play in the mutuels is picking up

.

That good, royally-brod stallion, imp. Chesterfield, will

probably be sent to Santa Anita this winter. He is one of

the few grandsons of Stockwell in the world, and is as stoutly

bred as any horse that ever came to America.

Dan Kieves, the veteranjockey and trainer, formerly with
P. Lorillard, has established himself at the Oaklaod track,

and is breaking and training the yearlings belonging to a

number of the most prominent owners at the track.

Dr. Bowhill was unfortunate in his sale of imp. Zara,
dam of Chartreuse, for $100 last week. Had the sale come
off after the filly's fine win Wednesday in close to record time
the old mare would have brought a sum nearer $1,000 than
$100.

"They had to putblinkers on me to keep me on the track,
: '

said Col. Jack Chinn Mondiy at the Palo Alto sale of year-

lings. He liked so many of the vouugsters that he almost dis-

located the cords in his neck nodding his bids to the auction-
eer.

Cadmus showed something of his old-time form in the mile
race Wednesday ; had Ohivesa, however/not been interfered

with in the stretch he would have had a much harder strug-

gle for his victory. The latter horse shows great improve-
ment.

The many friends and admirers of Jockey Jack Sullivan
will be sorry to hear that he has lost the sight of one of his

eyes. Some one threw a clod of dirt, striking him full in the

eye. Sullivan is an exceedingly clever rider, and an honest
one too.

Chas. Kerr, of Bakersfield, Kern Co., has made arrange-

ments with W. O'B Macdoooughby which he leases the Aus-
tralian stallion Suwarrow. Mr. Macdonough will send twelve
mares with the horse to the splendid alfalfa fields on Mr.
Kerr's place.

Chartreuse was run up to $S05 Wednesday by Trainer S.

C. Hildreth, owner of Rico, or S505 over her entered selling

price. Hildreth, therefore, got $322 50 out of the race, Rico
running second. Macdonough is credited with having $500
or more on his filly at 7 to 1.

Rey del Carreras was timed from the quarter-pole to

the three-quarter pole separately in 0:46^ by Frank Burke
and one or two other gentlemen thoroughly capable in this

line of work Mr. Burke thought the race was a full six fur-

longs, and caught the Santa Anita colt separately.

The midget colored jockey, Si McCIain, made his reap-

pearance here Saturday, having the mount on Claudius.

E. J. Baldwin claims to have made a contract with Si's

father to ride the Santa Anita horses ; the boy says no ouch
contract exists. The matter will be settled within the next
few days.

Steeplechase Jockey Mike Casey, who made quite a

reputation over the hurdles at Chicago, made his first ap-

pearance in the pig-skin on the Coast, in a number of years,

Wednesday and rode a good rac°
y

on Happy Band. Casey
formerly rode Haggin's horses at the Bay District track and
in the East.

" Sandy " Malgren.wIio was badly injured while school-

ing Keno over the jumps a few days ago, got away from
the Receiving Hospital Monday and wandered about the

grounds. He was locked up by some of the boys, being out

of his mind, and subsequently taken care of by the tract

authorities.

It struck Col. Chinn as one of the greatest jokes of the

season that Lissak should be as good as 7 to 10 in the betting

Monday, and when the black Kentucky Stable colt made
such a show of his field a smile illumined the Colonel's face

that gradually widened until it looked as broad and as bright

as the middav son.

Howard was backed for a "good thing" htre and in the

pool-rooms in other cities. He got away about last, ran up
fourth, into a pocket at the half-pole, fell to the rear and

I
then ran up strongly in the homestretch. The Mura colt

won so handily that it is doubtful whether Howard could

have beaten him under favorable circumstances anyhow.

Geobgie H.,in foal to Fakir, has just died from lockjaw at

Circleville, O. The mare was twelve years old, by imp.

Kyrle Daly, dam Alborac. In her two-year-old form Georgie

H. showed remarkably well, and George Lorillard is said to

have offered $10,000 for her. In the first race she was

crippled and was used thereafter for breeding. She was the

dam of Magic, recently of the Flash Stable and others.

Speaking about the Prince of Monaco the other day, E-

Fleischman said that the crack of the stable had fully recov-

ered from his recent illness and was in first-class shape. Since

he has been turned out of training the colt had taken on a

good deal of flesh and thickened out considerably. Mr.

Fleischman stated that the colt had shown them some mar-

velous trials, and that great things are expected of him next

year.

Felix Carr and Bob Isom are doing by far the best rid-

ing at the present meeting. They are neck and neck in

front, ten or a dozen pounds better than any other rider

shown tnus far at the meeting except W. Clancy, who has
also made a good showing.

A string of runners belonging to Phil Dwyer has arrived
in Sacramento in charge of Charles Smith. James West
leaves to-morrow to bring the string so San Francisco.
Among the horses are Madrid, Meriden, Kennel and several

two-year-olds. Kennel is an extra two-year-old.

The turn of speed shown by Lady Diamond at the finish

last Saturday in the Belmont Stakes is pronounced the great-

est ever seen in Sau Francisco. There is a prospect of a
match at six furlongs between Lady Diamond, Rey Alfonso,
Lissak and Piquante, weight for age. Such an event would
attract an enormous crowd, and should be given about the
middle of the week. The people will come on Saturday any-
how.

Pasha, the four year-old brother to Orizaba that won Mon-
day, is a Palo Alto cast off*. Frank Van Ness bought the
gelding last fall at auction, raced him with fair success, and
then had an auction sale himself, Pasha being in the lot dis-

posed of. If memory serves us right he brought about $200.
Bishop, the steeplechase jockey killed last summer on San
Jose, owned Pasha and had the gelding sent to R. E. deB.
Lopez's Merriwa farm, near Pleasanton, where he remained
up to a short time ago. Dan Mcintosh is now the proud
possessor of Pasha.

The proposed match race between the crack two-year-olds
Lissak and Rey Alfonso, bids fair to end in smoke unless Mr.
Gonzales, the owner of the Californian, changes his mind
from the set condition it was in Tuesday. He says that Key
Alfonso is entered for most of the big stakes of the meeting
with a splendid chance of winning most of them, and he does
not care about risking the chances of injuring the colt in a

bruising contest such as a match with Lissak would surely

be. He says that he has no fear of his colt being defeated
and would put him against the Kentucky crack without hes-

itation were it not that he sees far more money in sight by
keeping Rey AlfoDSO fit for the stake events.

A Detroit youog man, with a fancy for horse flesh, and a
knowledge of the same not commensurate therewith, some
time ago went horse hunting on his own responsibility, and
picked up what he thought wad a cracker-jack. He was a
Blue Grass hoss and was as lively as a cricket ; so lively, in

fact, that the young man was sure he had a tnree-yeur-old.

Several days after the purchase, and he had been showing
the horse around and crowing him, he met the colored man
who had charge of him.

" By the way, Sam," he said, " what's the horse's name?"
" Lexin'ton, sah."
'• Does he know it?"

"I spec bed"), s>ab," said Sam innocently, " he's had it for

eighteen yeahs, sah."—Free Press.

A carload of horses arrived Saturday from Montana
containing the strings of Bainey McGinley of Anaconda,
and Tom McTague of Deer Lodge. McGinley sent down St.

Jacob, b g, 3, by imp. St. Blaise and Gilroy, ch g, 3, by Luke
Blackburn, dam Gildean. Tom McTague's string consists of

Miggie, ch f, 2, by Regent, b c, 1, by Regeut,
dam Misadie, Geo. Tye, b g, 1, by Eolian, dam Zora,

Emma Mc, ch f, 3, by Hidalgo, dam Butterfly

Marietta, b f, 2, by Eolian—Misadie ; Dara, br f, 2, by Ar-
gyle ; Bravo, b c, 1, by Regent—Lillie Langtry ; Chinook,
br g, 2, by Eolian—Angerhead ; Panama Pat, ch g, 3, by
Glen Elm— Queen ; Regent Jr., b c, 2, by Regent—Miss

Elm ; Caprivi, b c, 2, by Regent—Reply ; Gold Bar, ch h,

a, by Onondaga—Miss Laura "Jim" Stinson, formerly
trainer for Matt Storn is training the lot and reports them
in first-class shape after their long trip.

The rumor that one of the wealthiest of American owners
of race horses was negotiating (or a lease of Henry of

Navarre's racing qualities in order that he might lake the

chestnut colt to England ha« been given very wid" publicity

and so far has neither been confirmed nor authoritatively

denied. It is a fact that several owners have in contempla-
tion a campaign in England and it is reasonable to suppose
that any one of these should desire to add so good a colt as

Navarre to his string. Marcus Daly, the Keenes, the Mor-
rises and others already have racing interests in Albion, most
of their horses in that country, however, being yearlings,

weanlings and broodmares. Some older horses would have to

be exported, therefore, if any of these owners desire to engage
in active racing the coming season. The various estimates

placed by noted turfmen on their relative merits of English

and American thoroughbreds differ somewhat widely. One
who owns a very large stable says that the average English

horse is seven pounds better than the average American
racer, while another gives it as his opinion that on the whole
the American thoroughbreds are superior in point of speed to

those bred in England. It is a fact, nevertheless, that the

British sales agencies have constantly on hand for the Ameri-
can market orders for horses that can stay a mile and when
the demand is closely analyzed it is found that the horse

which can win on one side of the Atlantic can win on the

other. Geldings like Red Glen and Tim Murphy can win
their way, if judiciously placed, in anv country and will

bring, possibly, a little more money in Britain than in Amer-
ica. It may, therefore, be argued that the rank and file of

the two countries' thoroughbreds are very equal in point of

speed and value. Of the stake horses no sort of a line can

be had as there is no common standard by which their re-

spective merits may be at all accurately measured It is safe

to conclude, however, that American stake horses will render

an excellent account of themselves when pitted against their

English peers, and it i* likewise a foregone conclusion that

if a few good stablesof thoroughbreds are taken to Britain

next season a patriotic interest in their welfare will be en-

gendered which will be of much benefit to the turf iu both

countries.—Horsemen.
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The Winter Circuit.

By letters received, and from reports of the doings of

our California stables in the East, the proposition of giv-

ing a series of races in California this winter between

the greatest trotters and pacers of 1S94 is advanced.

Budd Doble, the great reinsman, speaks of this move-
ment, and recalls the exciting and lucrative winter he

spent in this State in 1872. But times have changed in

the past twenty-two years. While there may be hun-

dreds, aye, thousands of people who would like to see a

series of races here, it is very doubtful if the managers

of the horses would collect enough money at the gates to

pay for their help. This statement is not made with any
disrespect to the projectors of this winter circuit, it is to

show them the fallacy of such a series of racing at this

time.

The large increase in the number of district fairs

which take place in this State in the fall furnishes

amusement for 'he horsemen and their families; the

local candidates for 2:30 performers excite greater inter-

est among the visitors than the advent of the greatest

free-for-allers that could be started. That times have

been out ofjoint in California this year cannot be denied-

Farmers, orchardists, vineyardists and stock breeders

have been struggling against low prices and overcrowded

markets; banks have failed, the booms in many parts

of the State have collapsed, and the unsettled condition

of political affairs have all contributed their share in

causing dull limes.

With such a retrospective view, is it fair to offer in-

ducements to our Kastern friends with their valuable

horses to come to this coast to race '? Is it right to make
promises to them while knowing they never can be ful-

filled.' We say, No! The people of this coast in our

interior cities bare bad a surfeit of racing during the

p.'i-t year.

Willi tbe exception of Los Angeles, we do uot know
of any city where the slightest hope of taking in $2,000

B day to see the greatest horse in the world would be

received at the gate, placing the price of admission at

one dollar. In San -lose, the gate receipts for the best

race meeting ever given there, did not average

$100 a day. Phi people had attended iheir own fair

some weeks previous, and would not visit the track

again. In Stockton, Vallejo, Chico, Marysville, Sacra-

mento (evil with the best track in America, and the

place to give a winter meeting), we doubt if it

ivotild pay I i en to give a three day's meeting
In Oakland, at the present time, everyone who can
possibly get away to see racing, visita the Bay District

. lien- the fleet-footed bang-tails are st'iashing

eeords with singular regularity.

The horses that will come after their long and ardu-

ous campaign will find rest, a warm climate, plenty of

green feed and everything to fit them for another year's

trial against each other as well as against Old Father

Time. To their owners, the warm hand of friendship

will be extended by every horse-lover in the land ; the

gates of every stock farm and the home of every stock

farm owner will be always open for them. The advan-

tages California possesses as a horse breeding and horse

developing center will be observed by these astute horse-

men, and the stories told of our climate by those who

have left our shores will be verified, and California will

find a warm place in the affection of these visitors. If

the)r should give a series of race meetings on the plan

already devised, instead of seeing large and enthusiastic

gatherings, they will race their horses in front of empty

benches, then their opinions of California and Califor-

nians will never amount to much ; in fact, they will

believe they have a perfect right to condemn the people

who did not come to see them. Such an opinion will

have a disastrous effect upon the industry, and for that

reason, also, we earnestly hope they will take a word of

advice if they intend to inaugurate a series of races in

California, and that is

—

don't !

The Horse Show.

Before the next issue of this journal the great horse

show will be in full blast. Nothing in the way of an

attraction, excepting, perhaps, the Midwinter Fair, has

caused so much interest as this unique affair. Society

has been agitated to the extreme, for it is to be the first

fashionable event of the winter season. The young

gentlemen and ladies who have returned from the East

to enjoy our winters will greet those who have been rus-

ticating in the country enjoying the scenery and all

the pleasures of rural life. The modistes and milliners

have been besieged by California's fairest daughters to

get the very latest and bes'. costumes ; the tailors have

been studying charts of the various styles of clothing

most universally used by the four hundred, and the

people who are preparing the horses for exhibit have

been working assiduously to prepare their charges for

the trying ordeal. Never before have they worked more

diligently, and when they lead their horses—all hooded,

booted and blanketed—inside tbe pavilion,who can assert

that these faithful attendants will not take as much
interest in the awarding of the prizes as their employers.

The programme, arranged for each afternoon and

evening, will be replete with attractive features, and the

visitors will see and learn much about the different forms

of horses and be able to compare them. The interest in

each day's performances will increase, and when by the

glare of the thousands of electric lights and within tbe

sound of the strains of sweet music the horses pass up

and down before the delighted gaze of tbe thousands, the

problem, " Why are horse shows attractive ? " will be

solved in a twinkling.

This horse show means much for California. While

over twelve hundred of the greatest thoroughbreds in the

United States are gathered within two miles of the pa-

vilion and their owners are too busy to visit our stock

farms, the gathering of such a magnificent collection of

well-kept, large-sizeu horses of every breed at this show

will give them many ideas to ponder over regarding tbe

resources of this great State. The harness manufacturer

and the carriage and wagon builder will learn much that

will be beneficial to them in their useful trades ; the

breeder of light-harness horses will see which class of

horses is the most in demand, and perhaps at the sale

at the close of the animal display they may purchased a

few animals that will be profi'able now and hereafter.

" Students of style," or those who love to be in fash-

ion (and who does not?) will see what is called the prop-

er thing in the way of driving, harnessing, dress of the

coachmen, and the very latest fashions. So, taking it all

in all, aside from the remunerative view of the horse

show, this will be one of the best and most instructive

affairs ever he'd on the Pacific Coast.

The grand sale of thoroughbreds at the Bay District

track next Monday, November 26th, ought to attract

attention from horsemen. There are many yearlings

and two-year-olds from the great Rancho del Paso sired

by the greatest stallions in America and out of mares

that are bred in the purple. The sires and dams of

these youngsters have been selected for their individual-

ity, race-horse qualities as well as their breeding by one

of the best judges of horseflesh in America. Catalogues

have been issued and everyone who contemplates pur.

chasing a colt or filly with which a fortune can be wade
should be on band.

Choice Trotting Stock to be Sold.

The blood of Electioneer is becoming more highly-

prized by horsemen, owners, trainers and drivers every

year. When it is blended with that of the great Nut-
wood it is even better, and has proven to be the proper

nick. Th ; fame of the mighty Arion extends to all

quarters of the globe and his wonderful mile to a high-

wheel sulky will hardly be equalled by any trotter for

years to come. There will be a sale in this city next

Wednesday of colts and fillies sired by Eclectic, a full

brother to this great stallion, besides he is the only Elec-

tioneer stallion on this Coast that is bred in these lines.

These colts and fillies were bred at Rancho Cotati, So-

noma County, and out of mares by Dexter Prince, Ar-
thurton, Del Sur, Alexander, Dawn, Nutwood, Le
Grand, Curtis Hambletonian, and a number of other

fashionable sires. They are well-formed (perfection we
m,ght call them in this respect), they are of good solid

colors, and every one is a pure-gaited trotter, neither a

pacer nor an ambler among them. Their dams have
been selected by one of the best judges in this State and
when the catalogues are carefully read and the young-

sters shown no stronger proofs of the wisdom of his selec-

tions will he needed. The shrewd, far-seeing breeder,

the trainer and,the driver who have studied the intricacies

of the trotting-horse industry thoroughly, will do well to

attend this sale, for the youngsters have never been ruined

by over-training, and among them are many that will

make low records. Such a sale as this should attract

the attention of every one, for so many grandsons and

grand-daughters of Electioneer have seldom been offered

in this State, and, if brought East, would bring high

prices. Mr. Page believes these youngsters will prove

worthy of being handled for speed. They are bred for

that purpose. Seekers after stylish, handsome, strong-

limbed, well-proportioned horses should not fail to at-

tend this sale which commences next Wednesday morn-

ing at Killip & Co.'s salesyard at eleven o'clock. Cata-

logues will be sent on application.

Death of C. Bruce Low.

A simple paragraph in an Eastern paper conveyed

the startling intelligence that C. Bruce Lowe, the well-

known authority on Australian and English thorough-

breds, died in London, October 29. The cause of his

death was heart disease. The deceased came to Cali-

fornia about two years ago for his health, bringing with

him the Australian horses Clieveden and Stromboli.

While here he endeared himself to everyone whom he

met. His desire to publish a work on breeding thor-

oughbreds stimulated him to labor every spare moment

on it. He left California for London after spending a

few weeks with Simeon G. Reed, of Los Angeles, and

while in the foggy city let the contract for the publish-

ing of his valuable work. He did not live to Bee it

bound. C. Bruce Lowe will always be remembered by

e?ery person who had the pleasure of conversing with

him. He was always pleased when asked to give his

opinion on anything relating to his favorite theme, and

took a warm interest in any person who was striving to

obtain knowledge. As an authority on breeding he was

unequaled, and in Australia, his native place, his thous-

ands of friends will mourn his loss as deeply as those

who esteemed him during his sojourn here.

Mutilation Is Not Protection.

Washington, November 21.—President Cleveland has had the tails

of all his horses docked. The discovery has caused some excitement

among those who deprecate such a radical departure from the long-

tailed fashion that has prevailed among White House horses since

the days of Thomas Jefferson. It has always been regarded as essen-

tial to the rule of humanity and dignity that the President should

ride behind horses with flowing manes and tails, and the persons

who are responsible for the present concession to fashion will, no

doubt, be criticized as severely as were those who proposed to hang
Watts' painting of "Love and Life" in the White House corridor.

As a bitter foe of protection, not only to the great in-

dustries of the United States, and in accordance with

his oft-expressed views on this subject, Grover has not

forgotten to carry out his policy, even if it had to be

done by docking the tails of all bis carriage horses,

and thus depriving tbem of the only protection they

have against insect pests. It may be another reform he

has found to be in sympathy with England's nobility and

he wants to see it adopted by every one in this "land of

the free and the home of the brave;" if so, he could not

have called the attention of the millions of inhabitants

of America to the cruel practice of docking in any more

forcible manner than by this shameful and disgraceful act.

It is the desire and hope of every liberal-minded pat-

riotic citizen of America that laws will now be passed in

every Legislature in the United States making it a penal

offense to dock horses' tails, and that the term of punish-
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ment for such, crimes shall be not leas than five years at

hard labor. It is too bad such a law was not in force in

Washington.

Grover has set an example which lowers him in the

estimation of every man, woman atad child by allowing

such a cruel act as docking to be performed. He has

shown little regard tor humanity in the past and less

for the poor dumb creatures of the present. We are

ashamed of the magistrate of this great nation.

Following is an article on a subject which has been

overlooked: judging horses at fairs. We have attended

district fairs where horses and cattle known to be un-

sound have won prizes over others although uot quite so

highly bred, were sound and healthy. We earnestly hope

that every turf journal in the United States will follow

out the line set down in the article below, which is

copied from The Horseman, then in a short time this

grievance will he silenced :

It is conceded that to be eligible to win a prize in the show-ring a

horse should be absolutely sound. To this end inspection by a quali-

fied veterinary surgeon is indispensable, and it horse shows are to

take in America the place they hold in England or France, some
rules providing for such examination must be formulated and put in

force. The regulations of almost all the State fairs and other shows
held in this country provide for the inspection by veterinarians of

the horses entered, but they are, to speak plainly, never lived up to,

and as a result many an unsound horse has been placed at the head

of his class. A show is intended primarily to be educational, but

nothing desirable can possibly be taught by the awarding of the blue

ribbon to a horse that is not sound and therefore not entitaledtoa

position in the prize list. It is natural enough that managers of

Bhows should be averse to injuriug the reputation of any horse that

may be exhibited, and this feeliug undoubtedly accounts for the

superficiality of the veterinary inspection practiced at the most of

the shows held hitherto in America If, however, it were known
that each horse sent forward would be subjected to a rigid examine,
tiou by a board of well-known veterinarians, owners would keep the

unsound ones at home and a marked improvement in the quality of

exhibits would be noted in a short time. The Loudon method uf in-

spection is the moat simple and consequently the most easily man-
aged. The horses entered in any class are shown iu the riug ; the

judges select their "short leet," the animals in which are then taken

to inspectors who examine them, give certificates to those who pass

and reject those that are unsound in auy particular. Those to which
certificates have been given are then returned to the riog and placed

by the judges in their order of merit ; those that are rejected are led

to their stalls. Of course a horse thus condemned depreciates in

value the moment he fails to reappear in the leet, but on the other

hand it is known that the prize-winners are absolutely sound, which

guides breeders in makiogtdeir selection. Placing then together the

depreciation mentioned and the great good to bederived from using

only sound horses, it will be found that the latter very much out

weighs the former, and the advantages gained by enforcing veterin

ary inspection at shows becomes at once apparent to the most casual

observer.

The attention of our readers is called to the adver-

tisement of the valuable property offered for sale by

Joseph Cairn Simpson. All of the advantages which

this desirable offering presents are not stated in it how-

ever; one must see the place to fully appreciate it. For

a home it is one of the most desirable in Oakland, and

the many improvements thereon make it especially val-

uable for horse-owners. See advertisement page 502.

Tuberculosis in Cattle.

otherwise. In one case where Dr. Bridge and I condemned fifteen
cows out of a herd of fifteen (for six or seven years one of the cows
in the herd had died each year with precisely the same symptoms),
the true character of the disease was not suspected until a veterin-
ary called in the State officers. The milk of this dairy had all been
sold for consumptioo as milk iu a small town of less than 2,000 in-
habitants, and there is no tubercular consumption in the town to-
day. I wish to be very distinctly understood as believing that there
is no just cause for any scare or excitement in relation to the matter

Mr. Edge is evidently a man of strong common sense. He
is not easily excited, and he wants proof that there is daDger
before he makes others uneasy. Excitement in this case seems
to us to be altogether unnecessary, for if there is the slightest

ground to suspect that the milk supplied to a family contains
the germs of tuberculosis it can be made perfectly wholesome
by heating it to a temperature some few degrees below the
boiling point. The vessel containing the milk is placed in a
pot of boiling water and allowed to remain in it until it is

hot enough when it is taken out and allowed to cool gradu-
ally. When the heating is done properly the flavor of the
milk is not changed and any disease germs that it may have
contained are destroyed. So the reader capable of reflection

must see that there is reslly no danger of contracting con-
sumption from milk even if the cows from which it is taken
are suspected of not being in good health.
The inspection of dairies is necessary in any case. It is

important that the cows which produce the milk used in the
household, whether there are children in it or not. should be
perfectly clean, and that the animals should be in good
health. . The milk, as well as the cows, would be none the
worse of systematic inspection. The milk as it comes from
the cow may be good enough, but it is quite possible to put
in it water of a quality and in such quantity as may take from
it its purity and its nutriment.—Exchange.

Eclipse.

Salisbury's Trotters.

Tuberculosis in cattle, or rather in milch cows, is causing

alarm in many countries. It is believed that the milk of

cows infected with tuberculosis, which is a learned name for

consumption, is unwholesome, that it will impart the disease

to those.who drink it. In consequence of this belief the cows

of the farms or other establishments which supply milk to

cities are inspected and Koch's test administered to the ani-

mals. It often happens that animals which to all appearance

are perfectly healthy before the test is applied show that

they are affected by the disease when they are inoculated with

the lymph. Many experiments have shown that on none but

animals which are diseased do the symptoms appear after the

test is applied.

In an article on the subject in the New York Times we
find the following illustration of the efficacy or the test : "At
the convention recently held in Worcester one of the com-
missioners gave a practical illustration of its value by inocu-

lating six cows which had failed to show any symptoms of

the disease when examined in the ordinary way. The injec-

tions were followed by the characteristic reaction, and when
the cows were killed and examined in the presence of the

assembled owners of live stock, it was clearly seen that every

one of them had consumption."
There can be no question as to the efficacy of the test in

showing whether or not the disease exists in the system of the

animal. But it does not appear that drinking the milk of

cows which have tuberculosis in their system in an inactive

condition is dangerous to the health of the consumers. There
appear to be grounds for concluding that the milk scare that

has been raised in many places is to a great extent ground-
less. Undue excitement on the subject is to be depreciated.

The following statements were made by Secretary Thomas
Edge, of the Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture, before

a Farmer's Institute :

In my practical experience of over fifteen years I have not yet
found a case of tubercular consumption in the human race which I

could by any means trace to tuberculosis in the animal. At the
same time I do not wish to be quoted as saying that it cannot be so
transmitted, but I will say that if it is transmissible the danger is so
slight and the opportunity so seldom occurs that it is worse than
foolish to get np a scare on account of it. In our post-mortems Dr.
Bridge (State Veterinary Surgeon.) and I have taken no precaution
against contracting the disease from the animal, and yet thus far we
have entirely escaped the danger, if any such exists. But our ex-
emption does not prove that persons under precisely the same eondi-

I tions, but predisposed to the disease, might
t
not have been effected

New York, Nov. 22.—Many horsemen have gathered at

Madison-Square Garden during the past few days attending

the annual sale of trotters and roadsters, but to-day's crowd

was the greatest.

The attraction at the afternoon sale was the consignment

from the farm of Monroe Salisbury, of Pleasauton, Cal. It

was headed by Doc Sperry, 2:09; Edenia, 2:134 ; Don
Lowell, 2:14i; Rokeby, 2:13A

; White Cap, 2:15}; Answer,
2:14}; Ramon, 2:17} ; Direct's Son, Hannah Medium, Scud,
Ella H. and Yidette, 2:23$. They were the handsomest
consignment under the hammer during the entire sale.

Following is the list of buyers and prices realized for Salis-

bury's property :

Doc Sperry, br g, foaled 1889, by Altamont— Kitty Kisbar.
by Young Kisbar. J. H. Daniels, Cleveland, O., $1,150;
Edenia, ch m, foaled 1888, by Endymion—Empress, by Ab-
dallah Mambrino, J. H. Bathgate, Newark, N. J„ $1,750;

DonLowelI.bg, foaled 1889, by Don Marvin—Daughterof
Brigadier, J. Splan, Cleveland, O., $900; Rokeby, b c, foaled

1891, by Director—Lilly Stanlev, by Whippleton, EL H.
Longstreet, Matteawan, N. X, $900; White Cap, grg, foaled

1S86, by Peacock, not traced, W. H. Brower, city, $800; An-
swer, b g, foaled 1887, by Ansel—Flora, by Hambletonian, J.

H. Bathgate, Newark, N. J., $1,500; Ramon, ch h, foaled

1889, by 8idney—Silver Eye, bv Abbottsford, J. A. Van-
blocken, Patterson, N. J., $450; Direct's Son, blk c, foaled

1893, by Direct, out of highly-bred mare, M. E. McHenry,
Freeport, Maine, $900; Hannah Medium, gr m, foaled 1890,

bv Pilot Medium—Millie D., by Mambrino Gift, C. Wieland,
city, $380; Scud, b f, foaled 1S92, by Don Marvin, dam of

Don Lowell, by Brigadier, I. B. Fleming, city, $750; Ella H.,

b m, foaled 1888, by Anteeo mare by Nutwood, J. W. Coinish,

city,$775; Vidette (record to 2:23J),b m, by David Hill Jr.,

J. N. Wilson, city, $255; Dinah, b m, E. L. Rose, Bingham-
ton, N. Y., $330.

"Will Run "Without Bettiog.

This celebrated horse, bred by the Duke of Cumberland'
the uncle of King George III, received his name in com-
memoration of the fact that he was foaled during an extraor-

dinary eclipse iniheyear 1863. His royal breeder predicted

but did not live to see, the great performance of the horse .

The stud was dispersed by auction, and Eclipse, then a yearl-

ing, was sold. The story proceeds: "Mr. Wildman, a sport-

ing gentleman, arrived soon after the sale had commenced,
and after a few lots had been knocked down. Producing his

watch he insisted that the sale had begun before the time ad-

vertised. The auctioneer remonstrated: Mr. Wildmac was

not to be appeased, and he demanded that the lots already

sold should be put up again. The dispute caused a loss of

time, as well as a ecene of confusion, the purchasers said if

there was any lot already sold which he had an inclination

to, rather than retard progress it was at his service. Eclipse

was the only one he had fixed upoo, and was tran-ferred to

him at the price of 46 guineas. At four or live years old
Captain O'Kelly purchased him of Mr. Wildman for 1,700
guineas." Colonel Dennis O'Kelly (called captain in the
foregoing extract) purchasad the estate of Canons, near Edge-
ware, and had another estate at Epsom, where he kept
Eclipse, and had his well-appointed training stables. On his

death in 17S7 he bequeathed Eclipse to his brother, Philip
O'Kelly, but the horse, soon afterwards losing the use of his

legs, was removed from Epsom to Canons, where he died on
February 27, 1789. We read, "His heart weighed thirteen
pounds. The size of this organ was presumed to have greatly
enabled him to do what he did in speed and strength."

The chief professor of the London Veterinary College, who
dissected Eclipse, stated that the muscles were of unparalleled
size, and, producing an anatomical plate ox Eclipse, he ob-
served that if he had not told his hearers that it. represented
a race horse, they might have concluded, from the size of the

muscles, that he was showing them the plate of a cart horse.

Professor Charles Vial de Saint Bel's treatise on " The
Proportions of Eclipse," 1791, shows that the object of the
author was "to ascertain the mechanical causes which con-
spire to augment the velocity of the gallop," and that Eclipse
was taken as the race horse without equal for the combina-
tion of speed and strength. According to the Professor's

calculation, that horse, free of all weight ard galloping at

liberty at his greatest 6peed, could cover twenty- five feet at

each complete action, and could repeat the action twice and
one-third in each second of time. " Consequently, by em-
ploying without reserve all his natural and mechanical fac-

ulties on a straight line be could run nearly four miles in the

space of six minutes and two seconds." Although neither

handsome nor well-proportioned, Eclipse was, the 'ame
authority considered, almost perfect in the mechaaism o

his frame. Judged by the geometrical proportions of the

horse in u*e in the veterinhry schools of France, be meas-

ured one-seventh too much in height ; his neck was one-third

too long; his hind foot half a head's length further back
than it should be, but this was when tried by the rule that
" a perpendicular line falling from the stifie should touch
the toe." Again, the *' distance from the elbow to the knee
should be the same as from the bend of the knee to the

ground ; the former, in Eclipse, was two parts of a head
longer than the latter."

Gromwell and His Horses.

New York:, November 22.—There is every probability

that the Coney Island Jockey Club will run off its stakes at

Sheepshead Bay next season, even if there is no betting, so

that its obligations to breeders and owners who have made
entries will be fulfilled even if the meeting should prove a

financial loss.

Colonel Lawrence said today :
" The situation now is as it

was before the Ives bill. We have tried to race at Sheeps-

head Bay without betting, and know what a cosily game it is.

Unless some relief be granted by the Legislature, all we can

do is to keep faith with horsemen by running off our stakes,

which will cost the club over $40,000. This, however, is with

the provision that the Legislature does not impose imprison-

ment upon the stewards of clubs giving the meetings, as none

of the stewards care to face such an issue. In this event

there will be no stakes run ofi."

Leila C, the great two-year-old filly sired by James

Madison, 2:17|; first dam Bill, by Prompter, 2304; second

dam Lillian, by Romulus 271; third dam Mahaska Belle, by

Flaxtail ; fourth dam Lady Hooker, by John Baptiste, son of

Tallyho Morgan; fifth dam Fanny Fern, by Irwin'e Tucka-

hoe; sixth dam by Lender's Consul, obtained her record of

2:20i at Los Angeles in a race against aged horses, and won

the race with perfect ease. It was quite apparent to all who
saw the race that if it had been necessary the filly could have

paced three or four records faster. She was bred and sold

by E. I. Robinson, formerly of Sacramento, now a practicing

attorney of San Francisco, to John F. Boyd, owner of the

Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Mr. Robinson named the filly

Zapfine; and a condition of the sale was that Mr. Boyd should

not change her name unless it should become necessary in

having her registered. Mr. Boyd acted in good faith, and

only changed the name to Leila C, when he took steps to

have her registered and found that another animal was regis-

tered under the name Zaphine, so that he was compelled to

make the change. She promises to be a great three-year-old

in 1895.

CM. Dougherty, one of the largest land-owners near

Dublin, Cal., has been purchasing thoroughbreds at the sales

lately. It is hoped Mr. Dougherty will go into the business

extensively, for there is no better judge of a thoroughbred

in the State than he,while on his immense farm, which is ad-

jacent to that of George Van Gorden's, W. O'B. Macdon-

ough's and R. E. deB. Lopez's, he could make one of Lhe

finest stock farms in California. While a number of Eastern

horsemen are contemplating remaining on this coast with

their horses, would it not be a good idea for them to commu-

nicate with Mr. Doughertv about some of the magnificent

land he has for sale at this, the equine paradise of Califor-

nia?

Taking advantage of the interest recently aroused in Oliver

Cromwell's association with "horseflesh," C. H. Firth con-

tributes an article on the subject to MacmiUan's Magazine.

"As Cromwell rose in power and rank his love of horses be-

gan to be more conspicuous. When he started from London

in 1649 to reconquer Ireland, * he went forth in that stale

and equipage as the like hath hardly been seen ; himself in

a coach with six gallant Flanders mares, reddish-grey.' In

1655, when the Spanish Ambassador took his leave of the

Lord Protector, Cromwell sent him 'his own coach of six

white horses' to convey him to and from Whitehall. 'Cer-

tain it is,' adds the narrator, ' that none of the English

kings bad ever any such.'"

The Protector was not much of a whip, however. In 1654

the Count of Oldenburg sent Cromwell a present of six horses,

and the Protector's anxiety to make trial of their quality led

to his well-known adventure iu Hyde Park. On Friday,

September 29, he went with Secretary Thurloe and some of

his gentlemen to take air in the park, ordered the six horses

to be harnessed to his coach, put Thurloe inside of it and un-

dertook to drive himself. "His Highness," said a letter

from the Dutch Ambassadors, "drove pretty handsomely for

some time ; but at last provoking those horses too much with

the whip, they grew unruly ; whereby His Highness was

flung out of the coach box upon the ground. His foot get-

ting hold in the tackling, he was carried away a good while

in that posture; but at last begot his foot clear, and so

came to escape. He was presently brought home, aod let

blood, and after some rest taken, is now well again. The
Secretary, being hurt on his ankle with leaping out of the

coach, hath been forced to keep his chamber hitherto, and

been unfit for anv business."

The Royalist, Scroggs (afterward Chief Justite), writing of

this incident, hoped that the next fall would be from a cart

—hinting at the gallows. As to Cromwell's views on the

burning question of horse-racing, it is difficult to arrive at a

positive conclusion. His constant aim was to possess as many
good horses as he could afford. Whether he entered bis

horses for races, or had the satisfaction of owning a winner,

history does not say.

Millard F. Sanders will resign his position as head

trainer and driver of the Oakwood Park Stock Farm in

January and may start a public stable. His work on the cir-

cuit with the Oakwood Park horses this year has been ex-

cellent, and if he should conclude to open a public stable there

is no doubt he will do well.

At the auction of high-bred trot'ing borses at Madison

Square Garden November 21st, the following were the best

sales made : From the Ketcbam farm, Toledo, Mies Lida,

2-13?, to Carl S. Burr. Jr., of Comer. $3,200; Nyanza, 2:121

to A. McFarland of Philadelphia. $3,000; Tiernrj, u
Putnam of Cleveland, $1,1UU

i
Miss Rachel, 2:20, to .1

kok, $1,100.
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Budd Doble Is Here.

m

The master reinsiuan of America arrived in this city last

Tuesday. He intends to spend the winter in California. In

last week's Inter-Ocean the following interview with him was

published by that eminent turf writer, Don Donnon:

Some years ago, when Goldsmith Maid, the then queen of

trotters, was being exhibited on the track at the St. Louis fair,

a lean, lank Missourian elbowed his way through the crowd

and finally got close enough to inquire:
" Be that Goldsmith Maid?"
'• Yes, this is the Maid," replied her driver.

"Be you Budd Doble?"
"Yes."
" Well, hold on here a minute. I want to get a square

look at your face. That's what I paid my dollar for."

The great driver turned upon the countryman a smiling

countenance, and the latter probably carried away with him a

never-to-be-forgotten picture of a face full of character and

strength ; oval in contour except for the square chin that is

the index of tirmness *nd power; a mouth partially con-

cealed by a close cropped blonde mustache, nose slightly

aquiline, light hair brushed well back at the temples, slightly

receding forehead and overhanging brows, from beneath

which look out warm blue eyes that have a perpetual twinkle.

Such was the Budd Doble of twenty years ago and such is

the Budd Doble of to-day, the most widely-known of all the

knights of the sulkv.

The world's trotting record has been lowered thirty four

times since David Bryan drove old Lady Suffolk in 2:29i.

nearly fifty years ago, and it is a noticeable fact that ten of

these world's records are to the credit of Chicago's crack

reiosman, nearly a third of the entire number made by all

other drivers duriog the past half century of constant speed

improvement. Twice he reduced the record with Dexter,

five times with Goldsmith Maid and three times with Nancy
Hanks. Although Mr. Doble maintains his training stablea*

Terre Haute, Ind , he makes this city his home and has his

office in the Rialto Building, where he was seen Saturday by

a representative of the Inter Ocean. Mr. Doble, with his tal-

ented wife, will spend the winter in California, and expects

to start for the Slope before the end of the present week.
'• It has been seven years sioce I last wintered in Califor-

nia," he said, "and I look forward to a great deal of enjoy-

ment, although I will have plenty of hard work on my
hands."

Mr. Doble then explained that his Western trip was not

primarily connected with his profession, but was intended to

combine pleasure with certain business operations which
were necessitated by his investments in California.

" Quite a number of noted stables of trotters aud pacers are

lo be taken to California this winter, If they do as well as I

did on my first trip to the coast, they will have no reason to

complain. Let me see, that was in 1S72," be continued re-

flectively. "When I left New York with Goldsmith Maid
I had the sigoed contracts in my pocket for four races, and
the trip netted exactly $21,000 in gold, which was then at a

premium. I drove the Maid, and Orrin Hickok had old Lucy.

The two were to meet at San Francisco and Sacramento, then

the winner was to race Occident at one track and the loser to

meet the Californian at the other track. I won all three

races with Goldsmith Maid, and Hickok also defeated Occi-

dent with Lucy."
11 Did Lucy ever see the day that she could beat Goldsmith

Maid ?" was asked.
" I think not. She was able to get a heat and sometimes

two, but when it came to the final heals the Maid could al-

ways beat her on her merits."
" But Lucv did beat her more than once, did she not ?"

" Yes, 1 believe Lucy did win over her three times in three

different years, but you must remember that I took Gold-
smith Maid when she had a record of 2:32 and raced her
every year for ten years against all comers and over all sorts

of tracks and in all kinds of weather. It was not in the na-

ture of events that she could be uniformly victorious. I never
knew a trotter to improve as steadily as she. Every year
found her a little better, and she was never out of condition
but twice during all those years."

" One time that Lucy beat her at Buffalo, I believe it was
just before the California trip, she was not herself. For some
reason her legs had taken to swelling after any hard work.
In that race, after Lucy had won the first and third heats, and
American Girl the second, Goldsmith Maid being second
each time. I was satisfied that she could have won the fourth
beat. But it was late, and a postponement would have been
necessary, when I feared that the mare's legs would be in

such shape that I could not only not go on and win, but
would be obliged to draw her and thus lose third money. As
the best way out of a bad dilemma I allowed Lucy to win the
fourth beat, thus ending the race. During the three years
Irom 1870 to 1872 inclusive, I think Goldsmith Maid must
have defeated Lucy over twenty times, which should settle

conclusively the question of their respective merits Gold-
nojith Maid waB owned by Henry S. Smith, who afterward
bought Lucy, and the two great campaigners now lie under
the same mound within the inclosure of the Fashion Farm
course at Trenton, N. J."

" Do you expect to see the 2:00 trotter soon ?" was asked
of the man who drove Nancy Hanks in 2:04 over two years
ago.

11 Most certainly I do," was the prompt reply, " but not un-
til after I see the 2:00 pacer. The latter will arrive first, and
the trotter will not be far behind."

"Then you think there has been advancement in breeding
and inherent speed, and that the new appliances are not en-
tirely lo blame for the new records."

" We are certainly advancing in the science of breeding
for extreme speed, and have more fast trotters with each
Hiicceeding year. If it were not so then the beet efforts of
many wine men have been wasted for half a century. 1 am
not one who delight* in going back to the ' has beens,' and
claiming they were belter than the stars of the pres-enl. but
the ditlerence between the 2:171 of Dexter and the 2:03| of
Alix is not as great as the figures indicate.

" Dexter was a nearly perfect trotter His acliou was so
true and accurate that stride for at ride could be measured by
ihe same rule, He rarely ever broke. I think during the
two year* I hid I Kxter before he was purchased by Robert
Bonner, and the year afterward, during which I managed
him, he never made more than half a dozen break*, lie is

the only horse I have ever driven that could go mile after

mile at speed in a path no wider than this," and Mr. Doble
ttod a distance of three feet or less with hiti hand*,

il A- the conversation shifted from the past tolheprentnt.Mr.
as asked his opinion of the change iu the constitution

of the State of New York, which will prevent the selling of

pools at race meetings in that State in the future.
" I know that very many of the best horsemen believe that

the abolishment of the pools means the death of trotting

meetings, which are considered the life of the breeding in-

dustry. However, I believe I am ready to go on record that

in my opinion the trotting interests will in the end be better

off when the gambling feature is completely elimina ed. I

know it will come hard at first, but trotting is the greatest of

all American sports and it should be the purest. There are

intrinsic values back of the business and it can never become
completely paralyzed.

"The fact that I do not touch the pool box myself has

nothing to do with the opinion I have formed. When I

have attended big State and district fairs and have seen

10,000 men and women crowding about the track and swarm-
ing out on the stretch to see a king or q ueen of the turf, with

no thought of betting a dollar one way or another, I have
realized that it was something besides the desire for specula-

tion that Pttracted the crowd. Trotting races can be con-

ducted successfully without belting. On one of the big days
at Washington Park, say of the Columbian free-for-all, it is

not probable that over 10 per cent, of the people present

actually invested in the pools. It is only a select coterie of

heavy players and a few hundred pikers at best that make up
the betting element. Take away the pool box, half of these

men would go to the races anyway, and the deficiency would
be made up, possibly doubled or tripled, by the better classes

that would then have no possibility of pleading the presence

of an immoral feature as the cause of their absence. The new
constitution of New York may work a hardship to the trot-

ting interests of the Empire State so long as the bars are

down in other States, but could the law be made operative

over the entire country, I am satisfied the trotting interests

could stand up under the strain and in the end be the better

for the purging. It would result in larger attendance, in

larger purses and lower entrance money, which latter is a

change that should be inaugurated the coming year under any
circumstances."

"Who will you have to take John Dickerson's place, now
that he has gone to the San Mateo farm ?" was asked.

"Not any one," replied Mr. Doble. "When I engaged
Mr. Dickerson to assist me I had been suffering from a ner-

vous ailment for some time, and was unable to drive many
races, but my health has been entireLy recovered, and I shall

do all my own training and campaigning in 1895, confining

myself to a moderate-sized stable. I have a few head of horses

now at Terre Haute which will be worked during the winter

under my direction, and will be ready for campaign prepara-

tion on my return from California in April."
It was needless for the driver of so many champion trotters

to emphasize bis returning health for his ruddy cheek, erect

carriage, and elastic step are ample evidence to his friends

that his old-time vigor is not lacking. In the Doble stable at

Terre Haute are Prince Herschell, 2:13; Ballona, 2:11A; Lee
Russell, 2:1 6£, and Break 0'Day,2:lH, with a few younger
and less celebrated ones.

A Splendid Showing.

Oakwood Park Stock Farm, Danville, Nov. 20.

Editor Breeder- and Sportsman—I send you a brief

account of the racing of the Oakland Park stable for the sea-

sou just closed.

With the exception of W. Wood, vho ioined the stable at

Woodland, I started out with all green horses, none having

records, few having been worked before this year, and some

that were not broken to harness before this spring.

One of the best colts and most consistent performers had

was the two-year-old pacer, W. W. Foote, who, with the ex-

ception of one, won every race he started in and came home
with a record of 2:!5j. Following are the

summaries :

P. C. T. H. Breeders' Meeting, Aug. 10.—Pacing, 2:40 class, two-
year-olds, parse 51,000.

W, W. Foote, by Steinway 1 1

Lou Lane, by Cceur d'Alene 2 2
Harvey Mac, by McKinney 3 3
Cecelia, by Iris 4 5

Time, 2:21%, 2:25.

Exhibition mile at Woodland to beat Pacific Coast record of 2:18.

Won. Time, 2:16J4.

State Fair, Sacramento, September 13.—Two-year-old Pacing
Stake. S300 added.

W. W. Foote, by Steinway 1 1

Cecelia, by Iris 3 2
Lou Lane, by Coeur d'Alene - 2 3

Time, 2:19, 2:18%-

StucktuS, September 19.—Pacing stake, three-Year-old aDd under,
8200 added.

W. W. Foote, 2, by Steinway- 1 1

Prince Nutwood, 3, by Dexter Prince 2 2

Time, 2:19, 2:18^.

San Jose.—Exhibition mile, to beat 2:16Jtf

.

Won—Time, 2:15^.

Santa Ana, October 12.—Pacing, two-year-olds, purse S400.

W. W. Foote. by Steinway 12 1

Bettie Gentry -. 3 12
Harvey Mac. by McKiuuey 2 3 3

lime, 2:17^, 2:22^, 2:22.

San Juse. P. C. T H. B. A. Fall Meeting.—Pacing, purse 51,000,

two-year-olds.

W. W. KooU», bv Steinway 1 1

Lou Lane, by CiL-ur d'Alene 2 2
Alco. by Alcona Jr : 3 4

(Jecllia, by Iris 4 3

Time, 2:21J4, 2:21.

Abauteeo, a five-year-old green mare was quite a good per-

former as the following summaries will show :

BSEEDBBS SOMMXS Meeting. August 4.—2:27 class, trotting, puree
si .000.

Abanteeo, by Anteeo 2 222111
SiuT»mento. by Monroe Chief. 3 3 112 2 2
Lustre, by FalUs 1 13 4 3 3 3
Auntie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes 4 4 15 4

Time. 2:25, 2:23K 2;2o, 2:23, 2:26^. 2:28^, 2:33%.

GOLDEN Gate Meeting, August 17.-2:30 class, trottiug, puree
$1,000.

Marin Jr.byMurlu Ill
Alcantaras r 3 2 3
Kockwooo 5 3 2
Tk-tniii

. 2 4 4

by Antmi 4 5 5

Time, 2:23, 2;2lH. fcSk

Petaluma, August 21.—2:27 class, trotting, purse 51,000.

H.M.Stanley, by Fearnaught Ill
Abanteeo, bv Anteeo 2 2 2
Lustre, by Fallis 3 4 3
Senator L., by Dexter Prince 4 3 4

Time. 2:2154, 2:19>£. 230&
Woodlano. August 23.-2:30 class, trotting, purse Sl.OOo.

Abanteeo, by Anteeo Ill
Nora D., by Del Sur 4 2 2
Lucky B., by Prompter 2 3 5
Minnie B.. by Thornbill 3 4 4
Rossie Moore, by Ross S 5 5 3

Time, 2:17%, 2:20, 2:23M-

Sacramento State Fair, Saturday, September S.—2:27 class, trot-
ting, purse 31,000.

Abanteeo, by Anteeo ill
Auntie Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes 2 2 3
Deborah, by Sable Wilkes, 3 3 2
SeuatorL., by Dexter Prince 4 4 4

Time, 2:25, 2:21J^, 2:25^-

Stockton, September 22.-2:40 class, trotting, purse SSOO.

Abanteeo. by Anteeo Ill
Deborah, by Sable Wilkes.. 3 2 2
Electra, by Elector 2 3 3
Tietam, by Abanteeo 4 d

Time, 2:I9K. 2:21. 2:23.

Santa Ana, October 10.-2:27 class, trottiDg, purse 5600.

Nellie W 111
Abanteeo, by Anteeo 2 2 2
H. M. Staulev, bv Fearnaught- 3 3 3 3
Grey Jim.. 4 4 4 5
Harry Winchester 6 6 5 6
Queen Aaue 5 5 6 4

Time, 2:17%, 2:20%. 2:20J4, 2:17^.

Fall Meeting, P. C. T. H. E. A., San Jose, October 29, 1891.-2:27
class, trotting, purse 51,000.

Tietam, by Anteeo _ 12 2 11
Abanteeo, by Anteeo 3 113 3
Deborah, by Sable Wilkes 2 3 3 2 2
Rayenette ... 4

Time, 2:19, 2:20, 2:21, 2:23, 2:26.

With Cibolo, a green four-year-old pacer by Chas- Derby, I

started in five races, winning first money twice, was second
twice, and third once obtaining a race record of 2:13i.
Derby Princess, a two-year-old trotter by Chas. Derby won

a race at Petaluma and the Champion Stakes (a futurity) at

San Jose and trotted some good races. She got a race mark
of 2:25.

With a two-year-old pacing filly Leila C, by James Madi-
son, ] won the 2:30 class pacing race at Los Angeles getting a

race record for her of 2:20i.

I also gave a race record of 2:29i to Best Way, a
three-year-old trotter by Prince Red aud a mark of 2:26i to

the yearling pacer, Jay Eff Bee, by Chas. Derby.

With the exception of Santa Ana an J Lis Angeles none of
the free-for-all pacing races filled, and so could not get any
races but the above for W. Wood. I drove him to beat the
track record of 2:09 \ at Woodland and made the mile in

2:09. I also gave hioi ao exhibition half mile at San Jose
in 1:00}, and beat the track record at San Jose by going io

The purses won by the stable amount to about $7,000. I

think you will agree with me that this make3 a very good
showing for the stable, and speaks well for the horses at

Oakwood Park.
My engagement here, which was for one year, expires in

January next, and I anticipate opening a public stable at

that lime. Very truly yours, M. F. Sanders.

Feeding "Wheat to Animals.

The fact that many farmers in the West have fed their

wheat to hogs rather than sell at the low prices offered has

caused discussion as to the wisdom of such a course, and of

the general question of the value of wheat as fed in compari-

son with other grains. The Kansas State Board of Agricul-

ture entered upon a thorough investigation, and its report,

just issued in a pamphlet of over 200 pages, is a magazine of

information on the subject. A circular containing a long

list of questions was sent to 1,000 wheat growers, stock grow-

ers, feeders, dairymen and others in Kansas, believed to be
among the best-informed on such matters. The replies of about
400 of these were of a character lhat afforded a basis of gen-
eralization. From the facts thus obtained it has been deduced
that of nearly 25,000,000 bushels of wheat raised in Kansas
in 1S93. including both winter and spring varieties, more
than 16 percent, was used as feed for farm animals, and of

the crop of 1894 it is estimated that over 30 per cent, will be
used. The great majority reported that wheat proved itself

much superior to corn for fattening hogs, even where there
had been a waste by the animals swallowing it without mas-
tication. The average testimony was that a bushel of wheat
produced eleven pounds of pork. The average cost of the
wheat to the Kansas farmer, raise • and in the bio, including
7 per cent, interest on the value of the land on which it was
raised and also wear and tear of equipment, ranged from 56A
cents per bushel on a yield of 10 bushels to the acre, to 26
cents per bushel on a yield of 35 bushels to the acre.

The general conclusion reached by the Kansas Board of

Agriculture are that wheat is superior to corn-, pound for

pound, as a grain to produce healthful, well-balanced growth
to young animals; mixed with corn,oats or bran, it is super-
ior to either alone for work horses; is a profitable food for

swine of all ages, both as to framework and flesh ; is very
much superior to corn as a milk producer when fed to cows;
and has a high value as part of the grain ration of cattle

especially when judiciously mixed with bran, oil cake, or
other albuminous foods tending to balance the too carbon-
aceous nature of the clean wheat. It is a superior food for

all fowls and cannot be surpassed as a promoter of the maxi-
mum of egg production. It is nJore pro6table in all cases

to break the grain by all coarse grinding, rolling or crushing, -

as perfect digestion is thus better assured. Where this can-

not be done, soaking in water for 24 or 36 hours is advised,

but in this case it should be fed slowly to insure thorough
masticatio". Ou the important question whether it will pay
better to sell the wheat or feed it to farm animals the Board
says: " With corn and wheat approximating the same price

per bushel, it is not unprofitable to feed to wheat, yet, if it

can be ground, rolled or crushed, or in some way broken at

a total cost not exceeding 5 or 7 cents per bushel, to feed it

whole and dry otherwise."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Geo. A. Charter, Driving Park Hotel, Bingbamton, N.
\.

t
writes Mr. Young: You will have to send me one more

bottle " Absorbine;" I think one more will do the work ; the

puffs on one leg have disappeared and the other is going fast,

There is nothing to equal it,
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"Won by the Horses.

It baa been a long time since tbe people of Sao Jose have

witnessed more novel and exciting sport than that furnished

yesterday at the Agricultural Park race track by the contest

between Jack Prince, the noted long distance bicycle rider

and two fast harness horses, says the San Jose Mercury. Dur-

ing the few days that the race had been advertised much in-

terest was taken in the event, for the people knew that fast

time would be made, regardless of whether the bicycle or

horse should win. Public judgment was evenly divided, bi-

cycle men claiming that Prince would win and horsemen

being equally certain that no bicycle rider could beat the fast

horses.

This difference of opinion and the assurance that the race

would be on the dead square, caused a crowd of people to

attend. Nearly every seat in the grand stand was occupied

by representative people of San Jose, all of the space near

the fences in the vicinity of the finish was taken by slanders,

and nearly a hundred carriages and buggies took positions

inside the lot inclosed by the track. The affair was managed

in every detail to make it an evem entirely out of the usual

order of racing, 60 that the people, however critical, might

not be disappointed in the sport.

The race was won by the horses, but the people were none

the less enthusiastic and gave Prince, the defeated bicyclist,

such applause as spoke emphatically their appreciation of his

hard ride and efforts to win.

Hundreds had been at the track during the week watching

Prince train, and especially did they admire his muscular

strength and endurance.

While Prince had been doing much training. C. F. Bunch
of the Vendome Stock Farm had been putting the great horse,

Our Boy, and the game little filly, Willema, through a solid

course of training and they seemed to be such stayers that he

had full confidence in his ability to win in the twentieth mile

go against the great cyclist. There was $1,000 up for the

winner and while each was anxious to win it, neither was

anxious to lose.

It was just 3:05 when the horses and drivers aDd Prince

were called onto the track for the great event. The judges

were T. W. Hobson, J. B. Lamkin, J. H. Scully and G.

Edwards. Henry Spring acted as referee, and the timers

were N. F. O Parker, A. Radke, Fred Figel and H. Ditten-

hoeffer.

Prince wore red knit tights, black stockings and shirt, but

no cap. He has a very strong movement, and while racing

carries his head and neck like a fishhook. When he appeared

in front of the grand stand he was encouraged by rounds of

applause.

Mart Smith was seated behind the speedy pacer Our Boy,

2:17£. He is an experienced driver from the Eastern turf,

and he managed Our Boy in tine shape. Willema, 2:26^, is

a great tilly from Wm. Viogel's stock farm, and proved her-

self as game as was necessary throughout the long race.

Bunch was seated behind her. There was nodelay in getting

started, and before the people realized it Our Boy and Prince

were making the first move of the twenty mile run. Prince

fell in behind the sulky as soon as they left the wire, usiDg

the sulky and horse as a wind-break. Right there he stayed.

Our Boy was not driven out in this mile, as tbe time was

2:48. At the wire Willema scored up for the relay and took

up the race for the second mile while Our Boy was being

sponged out and getting a brief rest. Prince again fell in

close behind the sulky, and followed up this method to tbe

beginning of the nineteenth mile Willema made the first

half of the second mile in l:23i, and finished in 2:38. Our
Boy then took up the third mile and went around in 2:42i.

Willema had the fourth, making it in 2:57. Our Boy went

the fifth mile in easy style, going to the half in 1:24^ and

under the wire in 2:49.

Willema was not crowded in making the sixth mile in

2:52. She made the first half in l:2o£. Our Boy took up

the seventh mile and was sent around in 2:43J, the first

half being in 1:22.

Willema scored up a little slow for the eighth mile, but

without any whipping got to the half in 1:26£ and back to

the wire in 2:49A. Prince was still hanging onto the sulky,

and each time he came around an attendant dashed water

into his face to brace him up
Our Boy was put around the ninth mile a little faster,

going to the half in 1:23$ and to the wire in 2:4U. Wil-

lema was a little loggy for the tenth, seemingly, but her

appearance in starting was not any sure sign that she was not

weakening, for she made the mile easily in 2:50£.

This was just half the distance. Our Boy started for the

second half and made the mile in 2:43, the first half in

1:20*. Then Willema went the twelfth in 2:52, Our Boy the

thirteenth in 2:43, and Willema the fourteenth in 2:48.

Our Boy seemed to have just gotton warmed up when
he came up to go his eighth mile and the fifteenth of the

race. He braced out a lively clip, going to the half in

2:38. This announcement convinced the spectators that the

horses were not fagged, and the fact that Prince kept con-

tinually in the wake of the sulkeys told them that he was

still alive.

Willema mide the sixteenth mile in 2:50, Our Boy the

seventeenth in 2:33, and Willema the eighteenth in 2:45*.

Our Boy was, of course, the faster of the two horses, and

many wondered that Bunch did not start him on the sec-

ond mile, instead of the first, so that he could make the

finish, when it was expected Prince would make his spurt.

Bunch looked at the proposition in a commonsense way, for

he knew if he could pull away from Prince at all he would

have to do it in the nineteenth mile, and he wanted Our
Boy for that rouud. His plan worked well, for as soon as

Smith drove Our Boy under the wire to enter the nine-

teenth mile it was seen that he had a few seconds up his

sleeve and intended to use them at this point. At the first

turn he tapped Our Boy with the whip and the watches

told thai he reached the half in 1:10-1

Prince found the pace too swift and at the first quarter, for

the first time during the race, he lost his place in the wake

of the sulky. He dropped back fully 200 yards in this mile

and Our Boy was sent under the wire in 2:45*. Willema had

the last mile and Bunch could have taken some of the re-

serve from his sleeve, had it been necessary. He played on

ahead at such a distance as to be safe from any spurt ot, the

part of Prince and beat him in by about thirty yards, making

the last mile in 2:54.

The people vented their enthusiasm by applauding both
tbe horse and Prince who bad made a wonderful ride. The
lime was within eight seconds of the world's record of 55:14
m%6e on a smooth cement track, while Prince had to go in at

least two inches of loose dirt. When thev realized what had
been done crowds of cyclists and others surrounded Prince
on the track and cheered him lustily. Among them were
Ziegler and Aylward, his trainer, both of whom were en-
thusiastic over the performance. Several of the bicyclists

tried the track and when it was realized how heavy it was
Aylward declared Prince's performance was equal to fifty

minutes on a good bicycle track.

As soon as Prince dismounted he went into the judges'
stand and addressed the spectators. He said the track was
very heavy next to the fence, and as he had to keep out of

that much of the way, he lost considerable time, and when
behind the sulky the dust almost choked him down. On a
solid track he knew he cduld beat the horses.

Prince's face was almost black with dust.

The total time made by the horses was 55:32, and Prince
caraeinjust three and one-half seconds behind.

It is not unlikely that this very successful event will es-

tablish combined horse and bicycle racing as a very popular
pastime in this State.

Prince is confident that on a good solid track he can beat
the horse* easily, and has issued a challenge as follows :

Editor Mercury : Will you kindly allow me to insert the follow-
ing challeuge ? Of course I was defeated in yesterday's race honest
and 1 square, but I bad to ride through two much loose dirt all

throogn the race Mr. Bunch promised me a fine bicycle track, bat
instead of that he had it just right for his horsesand too loose forme.
All the bicycle clubs and riders stand hy this statement, therefore I

claim I did not have a fair show. I respectfully would ask Mr. Bunch
or any one else who owns the horses to give me another chance. I
will go them another twenty-mile race tbe horses tn have the pole,
the track to suit the horses, and I to have the middle of the track
and fix it to suit the bicycle, the horses to be allowed pacemakers,
and for both of us to go the even twenty miles. I will run this race
in three weeks from signing articles, for S500 or Si ,000 a side.

John 3. Prince.

Catching "Wild Horses.

Ydma, Ariz., Oct. 22.—The newspapers of Arizona and

New Mexico have recently published items of the finding of

a band of wild horses on the border lands between the United

States and Mexico, by a party of men engaged in the survey

and re-establishment of the line between the two govern-

ments.

The older white residents of Azizona, and the half-breed

Indians in this locality say that this is the first band of wild

horses that has been started up in the territories in eighteen

or twenty years.

There were thought to be about 120 horses in the band re-

cently found, and at last accounts they had fled through the

chaparrel into the foothill region of northern Mexico, and

across the Rio Grande. A dozen or two Indians and twice

as many Mexicans vaqueros are after the band in eagerness,

and it is believed that most of the party will soon come back

with several heads of wild horses as a reward for their severe

labor and terrible physical endurances among the mountain

fastnesses^ and across the parched alkali plains of Chihua-

hua.

Meanwhile all the old frontiersmen and the superannuated

cow punchers in the Arizona and New Mexico town are re-

telling stories of the days when there were tens of thousands

of bronchos or wild horses roaming over the west, that the

present generation of men used to read about in dime novels,

twenty-five years ago.

There are in Tuscon several men, who in the later 50s and

60s, made money fast in catching and training wild horses.

All of them bear marks and scars received in their border-

life, and their hair-breath escapes from death, the suffering

they endured and the wild, fierce life they were participants

in, would fill a volume of thrilling tales.

The best baDd of bronchos in the 50s was found in north-

ern New Mexico and Colorado. In 1856 there were cap-

tured in one season over 1,700 head of fine wild horses in

Colorado. About 1,400 more were caught here the same
year, but were either killed or turned loose because they were
not good enough for training.

In the 60s nearly all the wild horses had been captured or

driven out of Colorado, and the scene of operations was
transferred to New Mexico and the panhandle of Texas.

During the first two years of the war the value of broncbos

went to so high a figure that hundreds of young men in the

territories made a regular business of hunting wild horses,

and the remnants of the former larger bands were soon practi-

cally wiped out.

Thousands of horses were sold to the confederate govern-

ment from Texas and Arizona. A son of Gen. Albert Sidney

Johnson was, in 1862 and 1863, the chief purchasing agent

of wild horses for the confederacy, and they are still held by
many men in the territories unpaid orders given by him on

the confederate war department for many thousands of

dollars for horseflesh from the plains.

There is probrbly no regular pursuit so arduous and ex-

citing as was that of catcbiDg wild horses. The occupation

was generally followed by three men, who worked together

for a season. Sometimes a man with capital and enterprise

would employ as many as ten gangs of three men each, scour-

ing the plains in search of untamed steeds suitable for cap-

ture and training. A party of three horse hunters would
UBe five or six fleet and thoroughly trained horses, using one

horse while the others rested from the severe runs to which
they were subjected.

When the section of the country the broncbos frequented

was reached, the first thing was to select a suitable location,

at the entrance of a ravine, generally, for a corral. This the

catchers knew bow to construct, using great quantities of

rope, very speedily. Then near thiscorral.on the most sightly

eminence, one man stationed himself. A d'stance beyond it,

on the apparently most natural runway, another man with

one of the fleetest of the saddle horses takes hisstation. The
work of the most skilled man of the three then begins.

Mounted upon the picked horse of the lot, with a pair of

field-glasses, a water bag and a supply of food, he swings

away in the earliest dawn on an easy lope. It may be ten or

twenty miles before his keen eyes, aided by tbe glasses with

which he sweeps the rolling plain, detect a grazing band of

horses. He approaches them by the easiest course which will

permit concealment as long as possible, aod then, within a
few hundred yards, he dashes into sight and the sport is

begun.
The affrighted animals stand for an instant, the morning

breeze fanning their luxuriant manes and tails. They snort
in alarm, turn and trot off", at first, and then, as it is apparent
this strange creature is pursuing, break into a run. It is now
that the race is both to the swift and the enduring. The
trained horse on which the man is astride knows his part of
the work, and ha does it intelligently. With bead well
down, swinging out on a long, swift lope, he follows the flee-

ing band. They run madly, becoming more and more af-
frighted as they perceive that they are indeed pursued. Tbe
first wild burst of speed carries them far in advance, but not
out of sight. By dexterous engineering tbe rider and horse
behind shorten the distance as much as possible. The band
ahead are to be kept ou the move.

Mile after mile is rapidly covered. The sun comes up hot
and scorching in the cloudless sky. But there is no slop "for a
restful graze, no opportunity for a drink from a chance
stream. The fright of the wild horse has grown into a ver-
itable terror. They throw bits of foam from their mouths.
They are worried, half crazed by this merciless, continuous,
unrelenting pursuit. But the man behind has rested his horse
at every opportunity. Whenever there was a chance he has
let his faithful animal nibble at the succulent grass, and drink
from any little spring or stream that appears on the way.
Ridden though he is, the tough and experienced plains pony
is fresher than the fleeting equines ahead. They now show
signs of the greatest perturbation. Their stomachs are empty,
their wind is " blown," their tongues are dry. But fear
makes them half conscious of these sufferings, although they
are gradually wearing under them. At length, when they
have gone forty or fifty, or perhaps sixty miles, the patriarch
begins to run in an eccentric way. He wheels and turns and
(hen goes ahead again, but with uncertainty.
They dropout of sight for a moment behind a ridge. The

stallion, his nostrils dilating and quivering, and his eyes
flashing, makes a sudden run, and in another moment, with
his band of faithful spouses, he is galloping back over the
track he has come. Now is the race in earnest and to the bit-

ter end. The nervey, gamey, swift horse behind knows that
his energies have been saved for the task that is yet before
him. As he feels the spur he springs ahead with the racing
blood aflame in his veins. It is a terrific chase. Now terror
for this extraordinary, this unlooked-for denoument of what
the fleeting animalB ahead had thought in their brute in-

stinct was a successful ruse to throw the pursuers off the
track, gives them desperate strength, too, but they are worn
and fretted and starved and burning with thirst. They run
for their lives. Nearer, mile after mile, they approach the
starting place. The suu is ablaze after noonday, but still the
hot race goes on.

The man left behind on the eminence is sweeping the
plains with his powerful glasses; he has watched an hour,
perhaps two or even three. At last his range of vision be-

comes centered upon something away in the distance. He
trains his glasses intentlv, until at last he sees behind the
running animals a solitary horse, and that horse has a rider.

He is in the saddle with a bound, catches and leads by a

lariat another horse grazing near, and away they fly towards
the approaching cavalcade.

He runs the horse as swiftly as he can, and at length spies

plainly, perhaps two or three miles away, the fleeing wild
horses, and behind them in hot chase the gallant horse and
rider. A signal tells him that he, too, has been seen, and
then, seizing the topographical features of the intervening
space, he skulks swiftly behind the ridges and elevations to

cross the course. The trick is well done, and while the
weary, but still dauntless stallion and his following mares
sweep around the base of an elevation, the tired, gamey pony
and the two fresh horses and men meet. As quickly as

saddles can be transferred, the horse that has made a run of

seventy-five, eighty or possibly ninety miles, is free and roll-

ing on the grass, and the iron-muscled man who bestrode him
is on another fleet and fresh horse and pgain hot after the

quarry.

Now follows the mostskillful maneuvering. Their straight-

away tactics are deseited, and they commence running in a
circle. At first it is two miles in diameter. The pursuer
makes his circle in a little less pace. The diameter reduces

to a mile. Gradually this grows less. The poor, panting,

exhausted creatures stagger around, determined to die in

what they think is their only means of escape.

They have entirely lost their reason, if such it might be

called. Narrower and narrower becomes their course, until

at last, with the sun sinking low in the west, they stand

panting, waving back and forth, conquered for the time.

Thev have run 100 miles. The three meD close in on them
and skillfully drive them towards tbe corral. Among them,

and in their lead, now has come a strange saddle horse. But
they are too bewildered to know it. This horse slowly marks
the course guided by the men driving, and at last leadB the

prisoners within the half-concealed inclosure.

Arizona Blood Horse Association.

The Arizona Blood Horse Association met in the real es-

tate offices of Kittredoe, Hedges & Dobbins, Commercial
Block, yesterday afternoon, to further the success of the

races tone held here December 26, 27 and 2S. There was a

full and enthuiastic attendance. Arrangements were made
for advertising and other printing, and the prospects thus far

seemed to favor one of the best race meetings ever held in

this country.

It was explained that many northern horsemen of means
were now in the habit of taking their stock to the city of

Mexico for winter training.

This involves much travel and risk, not to mention the

expense.
On the other hand Salt River valley afforded & magnificent

wintering ground for blooded stock, which is easy of access

and well adapted to the keeping and training of valuable

horses. As soon as the advantages we have can be made
known the tide of northern horsemen will be turned this

way during the winter months.

A successful series of races during holiday week will do
more than anything else to attract horses hither. These men
have money and are willing to spend it. Their advent would
prove profitable both to them and Salt River valley.

A proposition was received from Iowa to bring here during

the races a noted dog, Black Don by name, that paces a mile

in four minutes. A girl drives the dog to a sulky and affords

excellent sport for spectators- The association decided it

was more advisable to devote all available funds to purpose?

of legitimate racing.—Ph*enix Gazette.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB R4CKS.

SEVENTEENTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER lti.

ARGE fields mean a big attendance these

leautiful days at Bay District

track. This was do exception to

(he rule, forty seven horses Parting

in the five events and tbe attend-

ance Being fully 2,500 The battle

between public and pentilers for

supremacy in the money market

was a warm one, tbe races being

won respectively by a long shot, a

favoiite, strong second choice, a

favorite and a much-fancied second

choice. E. Jones, Hiorichs, W-
Flynu, R [som and Coombs were the successful jockeys, the

former being lucky in getting away in front. Ohiyesa proved

himself a racehorse by taking up 119 pounds and running

the full six furlongs in 1:14}.

St. Elmo, a 10 to 1 er, got oft' in front, led all the way, and

won the 6rst race handily by a couple of lengths. Linville,

second at the finish, with an even break with White Cloud,

would in all likelihood have woo, as he got away fifth and

had to work through the bunch.

Garcia led in the second race until three furlongs from

home, when Two Cheers sailed to the fore and looked a win-

ner when they turned into the homestretch. Rico then came

up from third place and won with ease by over a length,

Gladiator coming fast down tbe straight and getting the

place, half a length from Two Cheers, who tired badly,

though heran gamely enough.

Sir Reginald had command of affairs until nearing the

homestretch in the third event, then Chemuck led for a short

distance. C lacquer, never far away, made his run in the

homestretch, and though Joe Cotton was catching "Moose"

Taylor's colt fast every Jump at the end, he could not quite

land the money, Clacquer being given the verdict. Lulu was

a fair third.

Carmel, first away, led at the quarter, then Dockstader got

his head in front and led Poiaski by a small margin into the

homestretch. Poiaski had Dockstader beaten half-way down.

The Mallard loomed up very dangerous in the final sixteenth,

but Poiaski came again like a little bull dog and won driving

by a length, The Mallard second, a short neck only from

Dockstader.

El Tirano led bv a small margin at the start in the last race

and into the homestretch. He he fell back beaten, Ohiyesa

and Chartreuse drawing away and fighting it out to the bitter

end. The first-named was landed a winner by a head, and it

will take a rare good one just now to beat him up to seven

furlongs.

How the Races Were Run.

Linville opened second choice at 4 to 1, but under a heavy

plav theodds were reduced to 2 to 1, making him the favor-

ite. Ethel Dixon was at 3£ to 1 at the close, Edward S. 5,

Chiquito aad Barcaldine 7 to 1 each, St. Elmo and Flagstaff

each 10 to 1, others from 15to50tol. St. EJmo was sent

ofl' in the lead by over a length, Barcaldine second, Edward
8. third. St. Elmo, Edward S. and Barcaldine ran lengths

apart past the half. Little Jones sent St. Elmo along for all

he was worth, and he went awav so fast that making the final

turn the chestnut was five lengths to the good, Chiquito sec-

ond, a length from Linville. The latter gained considerably

in the homestretch, but 3011M not head St. Elmo, who won
handily by two lengths. Four lengths behind Linville came
Ethel Dixon, third, on whom Chiquito was lapped. Time,

l:14|.

Rico was a warm fivorite, opening at 7 lo 5, closing at 11

to 10. Garcia was at 2 A to 1, Liy Dy 5, Two Cheers 8, Glad-

iator 10, Adelanle 15, Charmer 15, and May Day 100 to 1.

Rico, Clarmer, Two Cheers was the order lo a good start.

Garcia led at the quarter under a pull, by a length, Charmer
second a neck from Two Cheer*. The order was unchanged

passing the half, hut the three were so close together that

they could scarcely be separated. Not quite three furlongs

from home Two Cheers drew away from the hunch and led

into the straight by a neck, Garcia second, half a length from

Rico, who was now booming along. Two Cheers' jockey was

at the bat over a furling from home, and Rico came on and

won handily by a little over a length, Gladiator coming with

a ru-th and getting the plai e cleverlv by half a length, Two

Cheers third, a short head from lly Dy. Time, 1:41A. Riley

rode a very weak finish on I ly Dy, who, on his run of a few

dayfi before (mile in l:41J) should have been very close to

the money to-day.

Joe Cotton was a well-supported favorite in the third race,

five and oae-hulf furlongs, selling, at 8 to 5. ( llacquer wits

at 12 to 5, Annie Moore 7, Lulu 8 to 1, others 12 to 150 to 1.

Sir Reginald, < bem nek, North was the order loa good start.

Sir Reginald, Chemuck and North ran pasl the half-pole

heads apart. Cbemuok whh Bret into the homestretch by a

short neck, Mr Reginald, North and Clacquer close together,

llacquer now weul to the front, and Cotton WOS Clll loOBe

after him a little over a sixteenth from home, but did not

quite get up, Clacquer winning by a nose in a most exciting

wish, Lulu third, two lengths away_. and half a length from

Chemuck. Time, 1:07j.

Poiaski was a favorite in tbe fourth race, one mile, selling,

opening at 4 to 6, closing at 7 to 10. Dockstader and Ex-
pense were at 4 to 1 each, The Mallard 6, Carmel 20 to 1.

Carmel, The Mallard, Dockstader was the order at the start,

Carmel led at the quarter by a length, Dockstader second, as

far from The Mallard, who was running head and head with

Poiaski. Dockstader had his head in front at the half, Car-

mel second, two lengths from The Mallard, who led Poiaski a

head. Dockstader was half a length in front of the buuch
as they swung around for the run home, but Poiaski, second,

had him bealenover a sixteenth from home. Flynn,on Dock-

stader, evidently thought he had the place safe, and sat still

on his mount. The Mallard came with a tremendous rush

about seventy yards from the finish, and looked a certain win-

ner. Poiaski came again, however, and won gamely by a

length in a drive, The Mallard getting the place driving by

a neck, Dockstader third. Time, 1:42.

Sallie Calvert, of the Kentucky Stable, was made a favorite

in the last race, full six furlongs, at 12to5. Ohiyesa was

next in demand at 16 to 5. El Tirano was fancied some at 4

to 1, Prince Regent and Chartreuse at S each, others from 10

to 40 to 1. El Tirano, Ohiyesa, Hueneme, King Sam was

the order to a good start, The last named ran up very fast,

as did Hueneme, aud head and head in front tbe pair passed

the half pole, two lengths in front of Ohiyesa, who was bat-

tling with El Tirano. The latter made his run nearing the

three-quarter pole, and led into the straight by his head,

Ohiyesa next, as far from King Sam, at whose heels ran

Chartreuse. El Tirano and King Sam fell back beaten a

furlong from home, and Chartreuse went outlo fight Ohiyesa.

The finish between this pair was a beautiful one, theyrun-

ning stride for stride for forty yards. Ohiyesa out finished

the filly enough to win at the end by a head. Three lengths

behind Chartreuse came RearGuard, who beat El Tirano

two lengths for tbe show. Time, ':14J-. It was a fine

performance wifh 119 pounds up, and Chartreuse showed
herself to be both speedy and game.

EIGHTEENTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17.

Three Coast records and two world's marks were ruth-

lessly slashed this brilliant afternoon before the greatest race

track audience of the local racing season. Lady Diamond,

of the Santa Anita string, won tbe" Belmont Stakes and ran

five furlongs with 105 pounds up in one minute flat, this con-

stituting a world's record for two-year-olds over a circular

course and incidentally, of course, a Coast record for

youngsters. It is to be regretted that she was not forced out

for she could have gone more than a second faster. She is a

great filly. Floodmore broke a world and a Coast record in

the Burlingame Stakes, mile and a sixteenth hurdle, carrying

130 pounds. He did the distance in 1:5.4|

handily. Sister Mary cracked the record for one

and a sixteenth miles on the flat to the extent of

a quarter of a second, carrying 120 pounds and going the

route in 1:47£. She also could have gone at least a quarter

of a second faster, and there will probably be no further

howl over the weights assigned by the handicapper if he let

her ofl with 127 or 128 pounds in her next race. As said be-

fore, a great crowd was on hand, a conservative estimate

placing the attendance at 7,000. Many stylish equipages

lined tbe enclosure, and the balconies were bowers of Cali-

fornia beauty and the costumes worn spoke volumes for the

skill of 'Frisco modistes.

Jack Richelieu, second choice, went to the front nearing

the three-quarter pole, and won handily by not quite a

length from the favorite, Sir Richard, last away from the

post. Bridal Veil was a fair third. Remus ran well for the

first time out in several weeks.

Tartarian won the second race by a nose from Romair,

with Brodhead another nose away. Flynn took it easy with

the first-named, and roused himself just in time. Brodhead

was interfered with in the homestretch.

In the Belmont Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, Circe got

away sixth and ran up first in the first furlong. The Dare-

bin-Nellie Peyton filly had nearly as much speed as Circe

stuck close to her heels, aud it took the speed out of the latter

to such an extent that she died away to nothing over a six-

teenth from home, Chevalier gave Lady Diamond

her head. So fa*t did the daughter of the Emperor come

that the rest appeared anchored ; in fact, a more amazing

turn of speed was never seen in California at a finish than

Lady Diamond develop. Going the last sixteenth of a mile

she outran her field filly five lengths, and they were doing

their utmost and going fast too. Piquante was ridden ta the

last ounce by Carr to beat MollieR. out a short head. The

latter came from the rear, and makes her out a real good

filly.

Floodmore won the Burlingame Stakes handily for Nick

Hall aud a lot of coin of the realm besides, but it looked

three furlongs from home as if Herald was going to get the

largest portion of the dinero. He was in tbe lead and ap-

parently going easy, but in the homestretch " blew up," not

being equal to a hard race. The " good thing," Argenta,

made up a great amount of ground in the homestretch, and

was bidding strong for the money at the end. Allmark shook

Floodmore Up a little, and he won by a length, Vulcan get-

ting the show.

Sister Mary captured the last race easily, leading from the

half- pole in aud winning by two lengths from Articus, who

will make it warm for any three-year old in this part of the

world about the next time out. Happy Day beat Arapahoe

ahead for the show, Poiaski at last finished in the back

ground. Montalvo was cut off and ridden badly.-

How the Races Were Run.

Sir Richard was an even-money favorite for the fin-t race,

about six furlongs, selling. Jack Richelieu was at 11 to 5,

Bridal Veil 4 to 1, Cecil S. 12, Sea Spray 40 and Remus 60

to 1. The start was fair. Cecil S. was first, Bridal Veil sec-

ond, Jack Richelieu third. Bridal Veil, Richelieu and Cecil
S. ran necks apart at the half-pole as named, Sir Richard
fourth, Cecil S. fell back beaten three furlongs from home
and Sir Richard moved up second, but a head behind the
leader, Jack Richelieu, as they neared the final turn. Jack
Richelieu then drew away and won handily by three parts of
a length. Sir Richard, second, was two lengths from Bridal
Veil, who beat Remus a length for show. Time, 1:12J. The
favorite was last away, and when he ran up close near the
homestretch looked a sure winner.
Tartarian reigned favorite in the second race, five furlong6,

at 4 to 5. Brodhead was well-played at 3 to 1, Romair was
at 5, Motto 6, Norlee 15, Kathleen 150 and Belle of Stone-
wall 200 to 1. There was quite a delay at the post, owing to
the bad actions of several of the contestants. Finally a fair

start was effected, the order being Norlee, Kathleen, Tar-
tarian. Norlee was first at the half-pole by a length, Tar-
tarian second, with Kathleen at his saddle. There was no
change going the next quarter, though Tartarian wa6 at Nor-
lee's head and Kathleen was two lengths away. Romair and
Brodhead were cut loose in the homestretch, Flynn riding
easy on Tartarian, Norlee dropping out of it. Brodhead was
interfered with over a sixteenth from home. There was a
great drive at tbe end, and it took the judges to separate tbe
trio at the finish, Tartarian winning by a nose, Romair sec-

ond, a short head from Brodhead, Kathleen was fourth,

three lengths off. Time, 1:00£. Motto sulked badly in this

race.

The Belmont Stakes, five furlongs, for two-year old fillies,

came next. Piquante was at all times the favorite, opening
at 8 to 5 and being backed down to even money. Circe was
next in demand at 2 to 1, Lady Diamond 5, Model 15, Nellie
Peyton 20, Mollie R. 25 and Roma 30 tol. Model, Piquante,
Roma was the order to a good start. Circe, fifth away, ran
through the bunch as if they were tied up, and led the Nellie
Peyton filly half a length as they flew by the half-pole, Lady
Diamond at the Darebin filly's heels. There was little change
in the positions until half-way down the homestretch, where
Circe and the filly that chased herwere clearly beaten. About
a sixteenth from home Lady Diamond came with a burst, of
speed truly amazing, winning easily by five lengths from
Piquante, who came fast at the finish and in a hard drive
beat Mollie R. a head for the place. Model was fourth.

Time, 1:00 flat—a great run—the fastest ever made on a cir-

cular track by a two-year-old.

In the mile and a sixteenth hurdle race for the Burlingame
Stakes, selling, value $1,000, Floodmore opened at 8 to 5,

closed at 7 to 10, being heavily played. Eli Kindig was
much fancied, opening at 3, closing at 2£ to 1. Vulcan was
at 7, Argentine (opened at 5), Woodford and Herald each 15
to 1. Vulcan led over the first jump by over a length, Flood-
more, Herald and Woodford close together. Vulcan and
Floodmore were necks apart over the next jump, then Her-
ald ran up like a flash, passing Floodmore and leading over
the next jump by two lengths, JFloodmore nearly as far from
Woodford. Argenta coming fast. Into the homestretch Flood-
more was first by a length, Herald one and a half lengths
from Argenta. Over the fiual jump Floodmore was led by
about a length, Argenta and Herald close together. Argenta
was ridden with a vengeance by Gilmore, and Allmark kept
Floodmore going superbly, landing him a winner by a scant
length, handily, Argenta second, four lengths from Vulcan,
who beat Eli Kindig two lengths for the show. Time, 1:54|,

establishing a new Coast record.

The last race of the afternoon was at one and one-sixteenth
miles, and was productiveof lively betting. Sister Mary and
Poiaski were equal favorites at tbe opening at 3 to 1. Then
the odds against the famous mare in Mr. Sink's stable length-

ened to 5 to 1 and Happy Day divided favoritism with
Poiaski at 3 to 1, Montalvo was at 4, Fortuna 6, Arapahoe
8, Articus 10 and Sir Reel 12 to 1. Arapahoe cut out the
pace, leading past the stand and at the quarter-pole by a
couple of lengths, Sir Reel second at the latter point by a
head, Sister Mary third. Montalvo was cut off badly at the
first turn, pulled up and tried to run around his field. Sister

Mary ran into the lead nearing the half-mile ground, Ara-
pahoe a close-up second, Poiaski one and one-half lengths

further away, with Sir Reel, Poiaski and Articus head and
head. At the head of the homestretch Sister Mary was first

by a length and going easily, Poiaski and Arapahoe, head
and head, second and third. The big bay mare took the
pole in the straight, and with several links to spare, won by
two lengths from Articus, who ran up strong in the last fur-

long. Two lengths behind Articus came Happe Day, who
made his usual finish, but was out-classed. Arapahoe was
fourth, beaten but a head by Happy Day. The time, 1:47},

marks a new coast record.

NINETEENTH DAY—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19.

AH fair-minded persons pronounced it a great day's racing.

And close to 3,000 persons were on hand to witness it over

a fast track and under the most favorable weather con-

ditions imaginable. Two favorites, a second favorite, a well-

played third choice and one long shot captured first money,

so that the pencilers had quite a pleasant afternoou of it.

Felix Carr landed two winners, Bob Isom the same number.

Coombs one—the 10 to Per, Pasha.

The Flood—Goula gelding, played for a " good thing " the

other day, was one this afternoon. Wag ran under a pull

until nearing the homestretch, then went to the front, and it

looked all over but the whooping when Carr shot up with

the Goula gelding. Wag was drawn so finely that it was not

hard to determiue how many ribs he had, aud he was lacking

in the necessary amount of stamina to finish on, the brother

to Conrad easily beating him at the end by half a length.

Sir Richard looked a copper-riveted cinch in the second

race. Mustesa led for nearly half a mile, then the gray colt

went to the front and appeared to be winning easily. Hill

took Sir Richard close to the inner rails, where the track

had been harrowed quite deeply and the result was that he

did not finish one-two-three. Empress of Norfolk looked a

winner up to the last few yards, when Coombs brought Pasha

up with a well-timed rush, landing him a winner by a head,

with Empress of Norfolk and Dockstader, heads apart, sec-

ond and third.

Capt. Rees led in the third race until more than halfway

down the straight, where Isom was sending Major McLaugh-

lin along at a great pace. Eighty yards of the finish Mc-
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Laughlin had the race won, and he was first at the finish by
|
sold com pet ion for them was keeD. Being hy Hindoo, out of

a scant lengtbhandily, Capt. Rees and the fast-coming Oak- I
Bourbon Belle, by imp. Bonnie Scotland; second dam Ella

i j c u* «„ *. „„ „„™„,i D., by Vandal, much was hoped for hini in the stud. Han-
land finishing noses apart as named. ' J
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, . *\ _ , , . _ . . , , over was foaled in 1884, and two years later another chestnut.
Lissak is all his friends and admirers have claimed for destined to be even more famous, was "born into the world."

him. Getting away third -in the five-furlong dash, he was
|
This wasSalvator, who afterward became the idol of Eastern

second to the speedy but chicken-hearted Circe as they

swung into the homestretch, and then won with ridiculous

ease by a leDgth from Playful, who easily beat the St. Cecilia

filly three lengths for the place. The well-played Pat Mur-

phy got away last and stayed there.

In the last race Braw Scot and Miss Buckley fought for

supremacy like a couple of bull dogs for about half a mile,

the gray gelding beating the filly out a bead, with Mary S.

third, two lengths off. The last-named, played to win thous-

ands, was cut off at the first turn, taken back last by Isom, and

was last into the homestretch, where she must have made up

eight or ten lengths. With ordinary luck she would un

doubtedly have won this race.

How tlie Races Were Run.

Wag was at 6 to 5 first choice in the first race, six furlongs,

for maidens. The Flood-Goula gelding was well supported

at 3 to 1, Beatrice at 6 (opened at 7), Shirdy 7, Mura colt 15,

Little Bob 20 and Coquette 30 to 1. Linville, Goula gelding,

Wag was the order to a good start. Linville and the Mura
colt ran heads apart as named passing the half-pole, with

Wag at their heels under a strong pull. The Mura colt was

first into the homestretch by half a length, Wag second and

moving up fast, with the Goula gelding also coming strong.

Wag went to the front, end it looked a winner all over up to

the final furlong. A little over a sixteenth from home Carr

brought the Goula gelding up to Wag, and Covington went

to the bat on the latter, to no effect, however, for the Goula

gelding won handily by half a length in 1:15.}. Shirdy was

third, three lengths further away and half a length in front

of Linville.

Sir Richard ruled a favorite in the second event on the

card, about six furlongs, selling. Dockstader was at 3 to 1,

Huntsman 4, Empress of Norfolk 8, Pasha 10 to 1, the others

from 20 to 100 to 1. Sir Richard, Johnny Payne and Em-
press of Norfolk got away 1-2 3 to a good start. Mustesa

led Sir Richard half a length at the half-pole, Johnny Payne
third, one and a half lengths away. Sir Richard's head

showed in front making the turn for home, Mustesa second,

a length in front of Empress of Norfolk. Sir Richard was

headed by Empress of Norfolk a sixteenth from the finish,

where Hill was riding the favorite in the deeply-harrowed

ground near the inner rails. The Empress appeared to be

winning handily up to the final forty yards, where Pasha and

Dockstader moved up very fast, and the former in the center

of the track, won in the last stride by a head, Empress of

Norfolk second, a head in front of Dockstader and one and a

half lengths from Sir Richard. Time, 1:12$. Coombs rode

agreatrace on the winner, getting through a very narrow
aperture.

Major McLaughlin was an even money favorite for the

third race, one mile. Oakland was in strong demand at 3 to

1. Capt. Rees and Flirtilla each 5 to 1, imp. Crighton 10 and

Metal 150 to 1. Oakland's girth broke and the start was

delayed for a few moments. A gond start was effected, the

order being Crighton, Capt. Rees, Flirtilla. Capt. Rees, with

Flirtilla close up and Crighton at their heels, made the run-

ning to the homestretch, where Bob isom called upon Major

McLaughlin, and be had Capt. Rees beaten a little lest> than

a sixteenth from home. Charley Weber was riding like a

demon on Oakland, and in a pretty finish Major McLaughlin

won handily by a scant length, Capt. Rees Becond, a nose

only from Oakland. At his heels came Flirtilla. Time,

1:40
J—the fastest time on record for a two-year-old at a mile.

Lissak was a 3 to 5 favorite in the fourth race, five fur-

longs, for two-year-olds. Pat Murphy was second choice at

5 to 1, Playful went at 6, Circe and St. Cecilia filly 15 each,

Sea Spray 100 to 1. The start was fair, the order being Circe,

Sea Spray, Lissak as the flag fell. Pat Murphy was last away.

Circe was first to the half by a length, St. Cecilia filly as far

from Lissak. Circe was first a length into the homestretch,

Lissak second, a bead from Playful. Lissak sailed to the fore

as soon as they were straightened out, and made his alleged

opponents look a very sorry lot, winning with many, many
links of speedup his sleeve by a length, Playful an easy sec

ond, three lengths from the St. Cecilia filly, at whose head

finished Sea Spray. Time, 1:01.

The last race of the afternoon was a mile, and Rico

reigned favorite at 8 to 5. Braw Scot was heavily played,

opening at 3, closing at 2-} to 1. Mary S. was so strongly sup-

ported that she opened at 3, went to 21, and at the close was

ofl' most of the slates altogether. Seaside was at 4 to 1, Gold-

Dust 12, Miss Buckley 15, Mowitza 50 to 1. Braw Scot led

to a fair start. Mary S., fourth away, was cut off at the first

turn, and Isom was forced to take her back last and try to run

around the bunch, Miss Buckley ran past Braw Scot when
they bad gone about three furlongs, and led the gray half a

length passing the half, Seaside third, as far behind Braw

Scot, Rico fourth. There was no material change clear around

to the homestretch, where Mary S. was last. Braw Scot and

Miss Buckley had a hard drive to the very last jump, Braw

Scot sticking bis head out and winning by that margin, with

Miss Buckley second, two lengths from the fast-coming but

unfortunate Mary S., who was third, as far from Rico. Time,

1:41£. Barney Schreiber landed a goodly sum over Braw
Scot's victory, but Mary S. would have secured first dmero
beyond all doubt with average luck.

race-goers, as Hanover had been before him. After a time
his glorious career came to an end, and he was taken to the
golden slope, where the choicest mares in his owner's match-
less collection were bred to him. Miss Woodford, Lou Lanier,
Chimera, Vandalite, Aurelia (by Algerioe), and other ma-
trons of that ilk were brought to his court, but not one great
colt or filly was among his two-year-olds this season— not one
that even held his own, though Salvation won the Champagne
Stakes at Morris Park and the Seashore Stakes at Brooklyn,
two races out of nine starts between July 1 and the end of
the season. Hanover, on the other hand, has to his credit a
dozen two-year-old winners- -Handspun, Handsome, The
Commoner, Halma and other earning winniog brackets—in

fact, he leads all other sires in the number of winning two-
year-olds out this season. His youngsters are consistent

bread-winners that promise to improve with age. So far, at

least, Salvator cannot be termed anything like as successful a
sire as Hanover, but there is the chance that his get may im-
prove with age. Said a turfman one day as he watched
Sallie Woodford at the post on the Hawthorne track :

"There is a mare that ought to win this race in a walk but
she is not likely to be one-two-six. She has the shape of at

good one, and her breeding is the best to be found in the
stud book, but she can't run a little bit. She'll come next
year, though, you mind what I tell you." And that is the

way with many of the Salvators. If they do not improve with
keeping the most of Salvator's colts belie their looks; but it

is a question if they will ever prove the equals of those sired

by Hanover,"—Horseman.

The Dowager Duchess of Montrose Dead.

[Continued on Page 458.]

Hanover was in his three-year-old career possibly as popu-

lar a horse as ever raced on the Eastern tracks. Owned by

theDwyers, he was, in his two-year-old form, overshadowed

by the mighty Treraont, though he won his three races, and

the black and the chestnut went into winter quarters with

unbeaten records, Tremont never raced again, but Hanover

came out in the Spring a giant, and bad he not been raced

off his legs would most likely never have been beaten, for be-

fore he got stale no older or younger horse then in training

could take his measure at weight for age, and no penalty

seemed to stop him in the races for three -year-olds. Hard
work told its inevitable tale, and the great "white wings,"

whose appearance on the track had for months been greeted

with unmeasured enthusiasm, was beaten. Raced after that

with varying though nothing like his former success, he was

finally retired to the stud, and when his yearlings came to be

London, Nov. 16.—Caroline Agnes, Dowager Duchess of

Montrose, known in the racing world as " Mr. Manton," and

also as " The Red Duchess," is dead, at the age of seventy-six

years. She was seriously ill for sometime. She had been

for many years a picturesque figure in the life of the British

capital and on the race tracks throughout England. She

trained and raced horses with much success, and maintained

one of the finest racing stables in the world, the entire man-

agement being in her own hands. From the beginning to

the end of her life she was '' horsey." It was not merely a

fad with her, but a pursuit she followed through love of

horsrs. of betting and of the life with which they brought her

into contact.

She was born in 1818, the youngest daughter of the second

Lord Decies, and even as a girl showed her bent by spending
more time in her father's stables than she did in his house.

At the ajie of 18 she was married to James, fourth Duke of

Montrose, himself a man of sporting tastes and owner of a

racing stable. He was also of illuatrous lineage, being de-

scended from Scallish Graham, who was made a baron in

1451, and of the great Marquis of Montrose, a supporter of

Charles I. For twenty-eight years they had a merry sport-

ing life together and then, in 1874, the Duke died.

The issue of the marriage was three sons, the youngest of

whom is the present Duke, and three daughters, two of whom
survive and are married. The Duchess married again two

years later. The man she selected was \V. S. Sterling-Craw-

furd, who was even more widely known as a " horsey " mau
than the dead Duke. When Mr. Sterling-Crawfurd died in

1883 his valuable stable passed into his widow's possession,

aod she at once decided to continue it and to race hordes her-

self under the name of '' Mr. Manton." That pseudonym
soon became famous, because most of her horses were good

ones aod won a large percentage of the races in which they

were entered. When the horses were not good "Mr. Man-
ton " had luck.

The Duchess, launched for good in her new career, made a

practice of attending all the horse sales and recruited her

stable with yearlings that she bought at low prices. She
developed many high-class horses in this way. She super-

intended her stables personally and learned to swear roundly

at the men when they neglected their work or did not do it

properly. In the paddock and at the judges' stand she was

also able to hold her own, and the public disputes in which

she came off victorious were many. She was afraid of neither

jockeys, trainers, bookmakers nor judges, and she was never

backward in expressing her opinion of them if it was bad.

When Fred Archer was at the height of his popularity as

the first jockey in England the Duchess took him up and

became very intimate with him. It was even said she was

going to marry him. With oiher well-known jockeys she was

also upon the closest terms, and she found moch entertain-

ment in their society. For men who could not talk "horse"

she had no consideration whatever. At the track she seldom

deigned to enter the grandstand. It was in the paddock that

she was most at home.
In 1888, Sterling-Crawfurd having been dead for fiveyears,

the Duchess took her third husband, Marcus Henry Milner,

a youth about one-third her age, who was a follower of race-

tracks because they delighted him. She appeared very de-

voted to her young husband and they went into society to-

gether so much that the people thought the Duchess was go-

ing to give up racing, but while she ran her horses in Mr.

Milner's name she still kept up her personal supervision. At

the end of three years there was a quarrel and a lawsuit, the

Duchess charging that her husband had mismanaged or was

trying to mismanage her property.

In the course of the hearings in the suit it came out that

she had settled $10,000 a year on Milner at the time of the

marriage. The Duchess had an income of about $100,000 a

year, consisting principally of her dower from the Montrose

estate and the fortune Mr. Sterling-Crawfurd left her. She

added to this largely by the amounts her horses won on the

track and the sums she won betting upon them. Money ran

through her fingers like water, however, aod, aside from the

great cost of the maintenance of her stable, she had tastes

that were uniformly expensive.

Jockey Isom, who rod6 Polaski to victory in the mile

dash Saturday, had a narrow escape from injury after dis-

mounting from the colt. He carelessly walked behind him.

In doing so the colt became frightened and uppercut Lim

with his hind feet, causing the young man much pain and

anguish. A liberal application of leg " dope " to the affected

part flooo restored him.

The Fair at Napa.

FIRST DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16.

The attendance at the races of the Napa County Agricul-
tural Associasioo this afternoon was very light.

Very little money passed through the pool box, but con-
siderable betting was done on the outside.

The first event was a trotting race for two-year-olds, for a

purse of $300. H. B. Ward, of Vallejo, entered Our Seth,
Thos. Smith, of Vallejo, entered Stella, and Fred Loeber, of

Napa, entered Lottie. Stella was the favorite, selling 10 to

4 against the field. The race was for the best two out of

three heats, and it took five heats to decide it, each horse
winning a heat and the fourth proving a dead heat, with
Stella second.
The race was awarded to Our Seth on the fifth heat, Stella

coming second. The first and fourth heats were trotted in
2:32, the second, third and final in 2:31.
The second race was a 2:27 class event for a purse of $300.

Thos. Smith entered Little Mac, Fred Loeber entered Topsey
and H. B. Ward entered Kittie S. Topsey was the favorite
at 10 to 3, with few buyers. Only two heats of this race were
trotted before it became too dark to race.
The first heat was trotted in 2:28£, with Topsy first and

Kittie S. second.
The second heat was trotted in 2:26}, with the horses in the

same order as before.

The race was then postponed until to-morrow, at which
time there will al-o be a local roadster race and a number of
bicycle races.

Id the intervals between [the two races to-day, Ed Chap-
man made a try against Zeigler's half-mile record. He ped-
aled behind a sulky for a wind break, and made the half in
one minute exactly. The quarter was passed in 0:28.

This time equals the Western paced record made by Otto
Zeigler. Chapman could have made the half in better time
had he been better paced.
To-day he will mate another try with a running mate with

his pacer.

The events to day were all exciting and worthy of a
larger attendance. The people should not fail to turn out
to-morrow and witness the closing heats of the 2:27, class race,
as well as the local roadster race and the bicycle race.

LAST DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17.

The attendance at the races here today was vastly better

than the previous day. Bicycling was one of the important

features of the day. Edward Chapman, as was promised

Friday, made another try for a half-mile record behind a

sulky windbreak. He made the half in 0:58} and the quar-

ter in 0:27 flat. The track was in poor condition for wheel-

ing, the horses having cut it up badly. The horse which

paced him got tired before the half was finished and re-

tarded Chapman somewhat. The time was caught by four
timers. Everyone feels confident that with a good pacer
Chapman can lower his record materially.

The mile race and the five mile were won by Ostrom of

St. Helena, with Manasse of Napa a good second in each.
The mile was dune in 3:10 and the five mites in 17:12 1-5.

The 2:27 class trotting race for a purse of $300, between
Thos. Smith's Little Mac, Fred Loeber's Topsy and H. B.
Ward' 9 Kittie 3., of which two heats were trotted Friday,
were finished to day, Topsy winning. The result in the
three heats was the same—Topsy first, Kittie S. second and
Little Mac third. Time, 2:28}, 2:26}, 2:26h.

The event of the day was a special trot for a purse of $500
between T. Smith's George Washington and F. W. Loeber's
Myrtle Thorne. George Washington won in three straight

heats in 2:21 1, 2:27f and 2:23. Betting was light, with Wash-
ington the favorite at 10 to 3.

A gentlemen's roadster race between local horses was hotly

contested and furnished a deal of amusement.
Dr. Hadfield entered Cameo, Ladd Goodwin entered Dick,

J. Cook entered Ruby, F. Metcalf entered Asvlum Boy, Chas.

Edgington entered Colina, and Chas. Scott entered Wilkes
Pasha.
Colina won the race, coming in fourth in the first heat and

first in the second, third and fourth.

Di^k won the first heat and was second in the second heat.

Cameo was second in the first aud third, and third in the sec-

ond and fourth heats. Asylum Boy was third in the first and
third, fourth in the second and second in the fourth heat.

Time, 2:37}, 2:38, 2:43, 2:50£.

A quarter running race was won by L. Brisbin's Kittie in

0:27. with L. Godwin's Do Do second. The other horses

entered in the raje were Stark's Jim, H. Godwin's Cleveland
and Parker's Bess.

There were very few pools sold on any of the races, the

sportiDg fraternity either making private bets or risking their

money on the "sure thing" gaines which ran in the pool-

room.
In spite of all the adverse circumstances, the fair has

proved to be far from a failure. The attendance at both park
and pavilion increased after the first day, and the interest

that was manifested shows that had the matter been thor-

oughly canvassed at the proper lime, a fair of the magnitude
of those held in other years might have been held.—Napa
Journal.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No,

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.

Japonica, who was supposed to be hopelessly cut down two

weeks ago in a jumping race, is doing nicely under the excel-

lent care of Dr. Masoera, and will undoubtedly race again.

Melanie, who was also cut down the dav before Japonica was

injured, under the care of the same doctor, will be taking

her regular gallop in the course of two weeks.
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Was American Star a Morgan ?

I

Written for the Bkeeder and Sportsman.
1

Oakland, Cal., November 13, 1S94.

My attention was called yesterday for the first time to an

article headed " That New Version That American Star

Was a Morgan," signed " Vision " and which was copied

from the American Horse Breeder to your journal nf

November 3.

The personal beliefs or opinions of this writer are not of

the slightest account to anyone in the world unless to him-

self, and if be can't see why a horse might inherit bad feet

when his dam had them, although his sire did not have them,

that is his misfortune. This with other difficulties of simi-

lar force which he encounters we shall have to leave him to

continue to wrestle with, but as this subject has thus been

brought up in your journal permit us to correct some errors

of statement in the article mentioned.

First, that Mr. Battell's chain of evidence as given in his

book is not complete, wbich is good coincidence (?) that he

has not begun at the right end and worked back step by step;

if he had it is very doub.ful if he would ever have reached

Pompton Plains at all.

This statement is entirely incorrect. Every transfer is

given in our account of Seely's American Star as follows:

Advertised by breeder 1S44 to staud at Warwick and New
Milford, Orange Co , N. Y., at $7 to insure, and warranted to

haulawagODin threo minutes. He served but few pares

and in August of that year was sold to John Blauvelt, jewel-

er, New York city, for $550 and two single harnesses. His

feet gave out and he was traded for a gray gelding to Cyrus

Dubois, of ^Columbia or Ulster county, who kept

him the seasons of 1845, 1846 and 1847, and then

sold him to James Storms, of Hudson, N. Y., who sold him
soon after to Waller Shafler, Hillaville, New York. He kept

him one or two seasons and sold him in the fall of 1849 to

Edmond Seely and Hiram Smith, Goshen, N. Y.,for $750.

This is from the published history of the horse furnished us

by a relative ofJudge Berry, his breeder. This history goes on

to give the places where he stood each year of his life with

the number of mares bred to him and the number of colts got.

It is by far one of the most complete histories of a stallion

ever published. This, with much more, is all given in our

book, and after it we say :
" The transfers of the horse as

above we know to be correct."

The first thing we did in tracing this horse was to go to

Orange county, New York, then to Columbia county, then to

Ulster county, and finally to Pompton Plains, interviewing

among others members of the Seely family, the widow of

Walter Shaffer who sold him to Seely, and the brother of

Cyrus Dubois, who sold him to Storms, from wh >m Shaffer

bought him.
At another point in this article it is stated that Seely's

American Star did not resemble the Morgans. This, too, is

entirely erroneous.

By reference to our work (see "The Morgan Horse," pp.
343-34Sm) it will be seen that Seeley's American Star bore

a very strong resemblance to the Morgans. The testimony

of this is from many witnesses who know the hor6e well, and
these witnesses are of the highest character and eminently

qualified to judge.

There is now no question whatever in regard to the pedi-

gree of this horse. Seely's American Star was bred by

Judge Berry, Pompton Plains, N. Y.; foaled 1837, and got

b- Cjburn's American Star, son of Cock of the Ruck, by

Sherman Morgan, The dam of the Seely horse was a used-

up stage mare with bad feet, a tendency to which seems to

have been inherited from her by her son. This dam's pedi-

gree is entirely unknown, but she showed some thorough-

bred points, and was probably a part bred mare.

Coburn's American Star was a very beautiful horse and
fa*t trotter. There is very little doubt that he was an in-

bred Morgan horse, his dam a mare of complete Morgan form
and quality, owned by james Baker, of Charleslown, N. H.,

and called by him a Morgan mare.

Cock of the Rock was bred at Danville, Vt., foaled about

1822, got by Sherman Morgan, and his dam in an advertise-

ment of the horse in 1836, is said to be by the original Justin

Morgan. Linsley states that hiscolts were fast trotters. From
hirn almost certainly descended the California St. Clair. See

"The Morgan Horse" pages 767, 772. The spread gait that

Star had is very common to the Sherman MorganB. So far

as we have known nearly all the Ethan Aliens have it. So
the sire of the dam of Ethan Allen that was almost certainly

a Morgan Horse had it. See "The Morgan Horse," p. 180.

Fro in this Morgan Horse, Seely's American Star, came
Dexter, the fastest of the get of Hambletonian. From him,

too, came Dictator, Director, Direct, Directum and their

families. From him came a very large share

of the best and gamest that Hamble-
tonian got. He was of his day the great broodmare sire.

The Arab, it is Haid, will never sell his mare. Certain it is

that a good mother is half of the battle, and the characteris-

tics of the mother will descend through many generations.

And so the American Star mares, Morgans of the most pro-

nounced form and quality, have sent their characteristics

down for several generations, and, we may be sure, will con-

tinue to do so for many more yet unborn. Truly yours,

Joseph Batteli,.

Some of the Performers.

Adrian Wilkes, by George Wilkes, is the sire of ten new

2:30 performers, the fastest of which is Ethel A. (3, p),

2:10*.

Alcantara, 2:23, by George Wilkes—Alma Mater, is the

sire of ten new standard performers, the fastest of which is

Allegro (4, p.), 2:14i.

Ashland Wilkes, 2:17$, by Red Wilkes— Daisy B., by Ad-
ministrator, is the sire of the new performers Landema
Wilkes (2), 2:26}; Delia Sherman (p.), 2:2U, and the fol-

lowing that have this year reduced their records, viz: My-
ron MeHenrv, from 2:23.1 to 2:18J; Phyllis, from 2:29$ to

2:231, and John R. Gentrv, from 2:13 to 2:03i
Axtell, 2:12, is the leading hire of young speed, having

this year produced nine new ptrforraers, six of which are

two-year olds' the fnslest of which is Mary Tell (2), 2:24.

This gives him fourteen performers at the age of eight years,

the fastest of which is Axel (3), 2:15$.

(). F. Clay, 2:18, by Caliban, is the Hire of twelve new per-

formers, the f-*Ment of which is Coleridge (p }, 2:1 1 |.

Director, 2:17, by Dictaior, is the sire of eeven new per-

formers, the fastest of which is Mr. James Oglesby's horse,

Direction (v 1,2:101.

The dead Electioneer, the king of sires, added ten more to

his roll of honor this year, giving him a total of 147 trotters

and one pacer. The fastest among the newcomers and the best

breadwinner was the great three-year-old Expressive, 2:12£.

Gambetla Wilkes, 2:19}, added nine new performers this

year, the fastest of which is Weed Wilkes (3), 2:14}.

Jay Bird, by George Wilkes, produced ten new performers,

Minnie G. anil Sister Ethel dividing honors, each having a

record of 2:19}.

Nutwood, 2:18?, added thirteen new performers, the fastest

of which i6 Mecca, 2:19}, the Kansas City horse, who in turn
sired Rosewood, 2:28£. This gives Nutwood 122 performers,

the greatest ot any living sire.

Onward, 2:25, closes the season with eight newcomers
in the list, making a total of an even 90, the youngest Bire

to produce that number. Gazette, 2:09}, is his fastest pacer,

while Ralph Wilkes, 2:06$, is his fastest trotter.

Red Wilkes has fifteen new performers this year and is the

sire of the fastest trotting stallion of the year, Ralph Wilkes,

2:06|.

Robert McGiegor, 2:17-1, has thirteen new performers, Ken-
tucky Star and Sidney McGregor dividing the honors with
records of 2:18}.

Guy Wilkes is the sire of seven new performers, the fast-

est of which is Venita Wilkes, 2:13.

Sable Wilkes, the California sire, has six new standard

performers, the fastest of which is Burlington (2), 2:20i.

The dead Electioneer-Bsautiful Bells' stallion, St. Bel,

leads'lll Electioneers with fourteen new performers, one-half

of which are two-year-olds. This gives the Miller & Sibley

stallion twenty-eight standard performers.

Sidney, 2:19?, produced fifteen new 2:30 performers, the
fastest of which is Sidmont (p), 2:10i.

Simmons. 2:28, has fourteen new performers, the fastest of

which is Sallie Simmons, 2:13J.
Sphinx, 2:28, has eight new performers, the fastest of which

isContab, 2:14}.

Strathmore has added nine to his long list, giving him a

total of sixty-one in the charmed circle.

Wilton, 2:19}, leads all sires of the season, having six-

teen new performeis, the fastest of which is Lemonee,
2:1 8|.

One hundred and fourteen horses have taken standard
records this year, whose breeding .has not yet bren estab-

lished, the fastest of which is Fred H., 2:18}.

Colic in Horses.

Whatever, is done in this distressing complaint must be

done quickly, and, as horse owners should always have an

effective remedy at hand, an exchange says there is nothing

better than Humley's colic cure to keep in the stable. Its

efleols are quick and it is sure to afford relief if promptly

used. Here is the formula:

Laudanum 1 ounce
Essence of peppermint 1 ounce
Spirits nitre 1 ounce
Ether 1 ounce
Bicarbonate soda ~% ounce
Whisky 4 ounces
Linseed oil 3 ounces

Mix. Give in one ounce doses every twenty minutes until

the animal is relieved. It is equally valuable for this ail-

ment in the human fa nily, in doses of five to ten drop3 in a

teaspoonful of water every half hour.
It a horse is subject to blind staggers, or whether he is or

not, the following given occasionally in his feed, say once a
month, will keep him in excellent trim and prevent the dis-

ease if subject lo it

:

Venice turpentine 2 ounces
Spanish tiies 2 ounces
Euphorbium 1 ounce
Aqua ammonia 1 ounce
Boiling sassafras lea 2 quarts
Asafcetida 1% ounce
Bran 1 gallon

Condition drops are very convenient to administer, and this

formula will be found desirable for the general purposes of
keeping the horse in good condition and free from liability

to thoee diseases which close confinement incur. The dose
is ten drops in a gallon of water, and if the horse is allowed
to get a little thirsty he will take it without trouble

:

Tiuelure asafcetida : 1 ounce
Tincture cantharides 1 ounce
Tincture antimony 2 ounces
Fceungreek 1 ounce
Brandy Y> gallon

Let stand ten or twelve days before using.— Montana
Stockman.

.tied Buck.

In response to our recent request, says Trotwood in Horse

Review, for a full histoiy ,of the Indiana pacing sire,

Red Buck, a friend sends us from Ladoga, Indiana, a history

of the horse, from which the following is clipped

:

:( Richard Arnold brought from Kentucky with him a large

brown mare when he came to Putnam County, Ind., where
he located and started a distillery on the banks of Eel River.

At this time there lived in Stilesville, lnd., Hendrick's
County, one Dr. McAllister, who owned and used as a sad-

dle horse a pacing stallion which he called a CoDperboltom.
He also had one son, who at regular intervals would get on
a spree. In preparing for one of his roundups, this young
man visited Arnold's place, riding the old pacing stallion.

McAllister traded a season to the old stallion to Arnold fora
quart of whiskey, and the result was Red Buck, which at

three years old Mr. Richard Arnold sold to Dr. Alfred
Mowdy, of Stilesville, Ind., now of Greencastle,Ind.,for $150.
His first appearance that fall was as a poor green colt with his

tail all chewed oft* by the calves, at Danville, Ind., ridden by
Wm. Wilson, now of Emporia. Kan. There was nothing
that could make him go any, and great was the excitement
when the poor colt, with no hair ou his tail and carrying
the stub at an angle of about forty-five degrees, marched oft'

and won as he pleased Dr. Mowdy sold him to Mat Had-
i
- of Danville, Ind . and he was placed in the hands of

Ham Jackson, now of Moorville, lnd., who gave him his

training. Many of the best horses of Indiana can he traced

directly to Red Buck, and he was to the western portion of

the State what Blue Bull wbr to ihe eastern. Thousands of
horsemen in Western Indiana will test'fy that* Red Buck
was the fastest horse that ever marked the earth and that hie

get have more courage and -peed than the scions from nobler
tribes. The Rushville Fair Association used to draw its

biggest crowd when it was announced (hat Red Buck would
go a fast mile, and he never failed to fulfill the announce-

ment. Without boots, weight, harms* or Milltv, *ith no
accoutrements save a saddle, bridle and 250 pouudB of human
flesh in the saddle, this old fellow paced many times in 2:17,
and at Montezuma cut this down to 2:14. Ofttimes in our
enthusiasm we have predicted the two-minute horse was near
at hand, but I believe if old Red Buck had been properly
equipped and trained, he could have paced it in his day.
Among his get are Bald Hornet, Capt. Jack, Chestnut Star,
Red Nornet, Ada Paul and many others."

A Great Broodmare.

Some attention was recently paid to the potency of the
blood of Alexander's Norman, a horse that has only two
representatives m the 2:30 list, but that, as both of these
representatives were mares and have produced more than
the average amount of trotting speed since being placed in

the breeding ranks, is well known as a progenitor of the
quality that are valued most highly in the light-harnesB

horse. But while Lula and May Queen were the only ones of
the get of Alexander's Norman to trot in 2:30 it is a fact

worth remembering that one of them had a record of 2:15

and the other 2:20, so that the average speed of Alexander's
Norman's representatives is very high—2:17£. When it is

added that both these mares have produced speed it will be
seen that the blood of the horse concerning whose pedigree
not much is known is of the potent variety at all events. But
the excellencies of Alexander's Norman were not confined

alone to Lula and May Q-ieen, as this stallion now crops out

as having sired the dam of the first mare to produce
five trotters and pacers with records of 2:20 or
better. Double 2:20 producers are still relatively
scarce among broodmares, even when the pacer is admitted
as a factor, and to have produced five within the 2:20 list is

something which gives great distinction. The mare that has
dooe this is Lark. She was sired by Abdallah Mambrino
ajd her dam was by Alexander's Norman. Abdallah Mam-
brino was a son of Almont, dam by Brown Chief; second
dam the dam of the famous Mambrino Chief mare Dolly,
that produced Director, Onward, Thorndale, etc. Browu
Chief, that sired the dam of Abdallah Mambrino, was by
Mambrino Chief, so that the dam of Abdallah Mambrino
was a sister in blood to Dolly, being from the same mare and
by a son of the horse that sired the dam Dolly. When one
remembers what wonderful results this combination of blood
lines has produced in the case of Director and Onward it is

not at all astonishing that the first broodmare to have five of
her produce trot or pace in 2:20 or better should be bred in
this manner. Ordinarily to say that a mare is by Abdallah
Mambrino,dam by Alexander's Norman, would not carry the
idea that the pedigree was one lil ely to produce a phenom-
enon, but, as in many another instance, when the phenom-
enon arrives and the pedigree is looked up it is found that
cause and effect are very well defined and not at all out of
focus. The five contributions of Lark to the 2:20 list are:

Name. Record. Sire.

Telephone 2:15>£ Empire
Wilkiemont 2:28 Bourbou Wilkes
Sigma Nu 2:17% Bourbon Wilkes
Wawona 2:19^ Bourbon Wilkes
Reward J. (p) 2:iOVi Bourbon Wilkes
Miss Rachel 2:20 Bourbon Wilkes

A fact worth remembering is that all but one of these 2:20
performers of Lark are by stallions that trace direct in the
malelineto Rysdyk's Hambletonian. The only exception
is Empire, a son of Mambrino Patchen, but he has a direct
cro^s to Hambletonian in the female line, his dam being
Favorite, 2:35$, by Alexander's Abdallah. Empire, by the
way, had at the close of last season only two of his get in the
2:30 list, but both of these had beaten 2:20. Telephone is

one of them, and the other is also from a mare tracing direct

to Ryskyk's Hambletonian, she being Soprano, by Strath-
more. An investigation of the facts in the case of any cele-

brity in the trotting world almost invariably shows that
Hambletonian blood is responsible for nearly all the excellen-
cies to be seen.— Breeders' Gazette.

Electioneers in the Seoond Generation.

The Electioneer family is developing quite an array of

precocious performers in the second generation, and quite a

liberal sprinkling are pacers. The most prominent of these

is the two-year-old Symboleer, who in a race at DallaB, Tex.,

Nov. 3, set the mark for his age in an actual contest, at 2:11,

lowering by one second the race record of Directly.

Synrboleer is essentially a trotting-bred pacer, ifour faddist

friends will permit Ihe use of the term. His Bire, Camp-
bell's Electioneer, has a trotting record of 2:I7J, and if he
ever had a predisposition to pace it was not sufficiently pro-
nounced to attract attention. It is said of him that no horse
ever present* d purer trotting action, either at the jog or at

full speed. He is a Bon of Electioneer and his dam is Edith
Carr (dam of Rockefeller, pire of Granetta, 2:353), by Clark
Chief; second dam by Carr's son of Edwin Forrest 49. The
dam of Symholeer is Symbol, by Onward, out of Hecla, tlam
of Charter, 2:24, by Strathmore, she out of an unnamed
daughter of Clark Chief. Itwill thus be observed that the
champion racing two-year-old pacer has a triple infusion of

the blood of Hambletonian 10, through speed producing
channels, and is gifted with a double infusion of the blood of

Mambrino Chief. The pace undoubtedly comes from the

Onward dam, that family showing a pronounced tendency
to produce performers of more than passing note, who know'
no other fast gait than the pace.

Symboleer is a Kansas production, having been bred at

Kiowa, in that State, by his owner, W. E. Campbell, who at

that time owned his sire. We have an excellent photograph
of the colt which shows him to be quite a horse for one of

hisage. In fact he looks very little likea two-year-old. He
is sound in every way and there can be no doubt he will

train on. In that case we have the promise of some great

contests among the three-year-old pacers next year. Directly,

2:075 ; Carbonate, 2:09; Symboleer, 2:11; Judge Hurt, 2:14};

Marietta Wilkes, 2:1 7^ ; Princess Eulaha, 2:18i ; Princess,

2:174 ; Kelchum, 2:17 ; W. W. Foote, 2:15$ ; Harvey Mac,
2:184 ; Ben's Misfit, 2:19}, are the two-year-old pacers who
have beaten 2:20 this year, while sixteen others have beaten

2:25. No previous season has made any sort of showing that

will begin to compare with 1894.—Horse Review.
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r ivo Great Broodmares.

Green Mountain Maid, daughter of Harry Clay and Shang-

hai Mary, was born in 1862 and died at Stony Ford in 1888.

She had sixteen foals, the first of which was Storm, 1867,

and the last of which was Lancelot, 1887.

Her record holders are :

18G7, Storm, b m, by Middletown 2:26%

1869, Prospero, blk g, by Messeuger Duroc 2:20

1870, Dame Trot, blk m, by Messeuger Dotoc 2:22

1872, Miranda, ch m, by Messenger Duroc 2:31

1875, Elaine, bm, by Messenger Duroc 2:20

1876, Mansfield, ch h, by Messenger Duroc 2:26

1880, Antonio, b h, by Messenger Duroc 2:28%

1883, Elsita, b m, by Messenger Duroc 2:20%

1885, Elina, blk m, by Messenger Duroc 2:28

1887, Lancelot, b h, by Messenger Duroc 2:23

Here are ten with records. The greatest of the produce of

Green Mountain Maid is Electioneer (1868), by RyBdyk's

Hambletonian, sire of Middletown and Messenger Duroc. He
got all told, about 300 foals, and Mr. Covey is confident that

one year from now 150 of these, or fifty per cent, of his get,

will have records of 2:30 and better. His sons and daughters

now in the list number 149, and conspicuous among these are

Arion, 2:07| ;
Sunol, 2:08}, to high whe^l, and Palo Alto,

2:08|, to high wheel on a kite. The record-holding gelding

out of Green Mountain Maid is Prospero. Antonio is the

Bire of Tuscarora, 2:23}, at two years old, and Antonia,

2-27J. Mansfield is the sire of Dawson, 2:19} ; Borden,

2:29} ; Foxie, 2:18$ ; Remsen, 2:24}, and Litchfield, 2:29}.

Lancelot has produced Leone, one-year record, 2:28}; Lyric,

two-year record, 2:26}, three year trial, 2:12} ;
Unkamet,

three-year record, 2:22}, and Stellaria, three-year record,

2:26}. There are no other entire sons of Green Mountain

Maid. First among the speed producing daughters is Storm,

dam of Typhoon, 2:28. Second is Elaine, dam of Norlaine,

one-year, 2 31} ; Palatine, three-year, 2:18 ;
Anselma, 2:29},

and of Elsie, dam of Novelist, two-year, 2:27, and Rio Alto,

three-year, 2:16J. Third is Elsie, dam of Edita, dam of Ya-

qui, 2:28}. Fourth is Elite, dam of Elite Russell, 2:29} and

La Haute, 2:23}. The foals of Elista and Elina are not yet
' old enough to have records.

Beautiful Bells, nearly all of whose trotters have been by

Electioneer or sons of Electioneer, is a black mare, foaled

1872, record 2:29}, owned at Palo Alto Farm, and got by The

Moor (son of Clay Pilot and Belle of Wabash, by Young
Bassioger), out of Minnehaha (dam of Alcazar, Sweetheart,

Eva, Mascot and San Gabriel), by Bald Chief. She has had

fifteen foals and is again in foal to Advertiser. She is so

vigorous that the hope is entertained that she will continue

fertile for years to come. Her sons and daughters with rec-

ords are

:

1SS0, HInda Rose, b m. by Electioneer (3 years) 2:19%

1888, St. Bel, by Electioneer (4 years) 2:24%
18S4, Cbimes, br h, by Electioneer (3 years) 2:30%

1885, Bell Boy, br h, by Electioneer (3 years) 2:195*

1886, Alta Belle, b m, by Electioneer (3 years) 2:22%

1887, Bow Bells, br b. by Electioneer 2:19%

1889, Bellilower, by Electioneer 2.12%

1890, Bell Bird, b m, by Electioneer (2 years) 2:22

1893. Adbell, b m, by Advertiser (1 year) 2:23

Here are nine with records, with Electric Bell, Belsire

and Day Bell to be heard from in the future. Rosemont, the

dam of Piedmont, is the dam of Mont Rose, 2:18 at three

years old, aod of Sweet Rose, 2:25} as a yearling. Both are

from the loins of Electioneer, sire of Advertiser and Palo

Alto. Alta Belle is the dam of Daghestan, two-year-old rec-

ord 2:25}. The oldest of the produce of Hinda Rose is Lee

Rose, a yearling by Langton. Chimes at ten years old stands

out as one of the greatest Bires that ever lived. Fantasy, 2:06

at four years; Merry Chimes (p), 2:08}, and Ed Easkon (p),

2:09}, all records made this season are from his loins. St Bel

(dead) has thus far given ub Princess Bell, 2:24}, and Beauty

Bells, 2:29}, and Bow Bells is the sire of Alarm Bells, 2:29},

and of the great two-year-old Boreal, 2:17}. The blood of

Green Mountain Maid, mingling with that of Beautiful

Bells, has given us a speed-producing fountain of remarkable

power in the black mare now enjoying the grass and shade

of Palo Alto.

Miss Russell, who is still in the flesh, but who has grown

white and entered the barren stage, stands in the very front

rank of speed-producing maree. She was born in 1865, iB

owned at Woodburn, and was got by Pilot Jr., out of Sally

Russell, thoroughbred daughter of Boston, sire of Lexing-

ton. She has had nineteen foals, and ihose with records are

:

1870, Nutwood, eh b, by Belmont 2:18%

1872, Cora Belmont, grm. by Belmont 2:24%

1874, Maud 3., cb m, bv Harold 2:08%
1883, Russia, grm, by "Harold 2T28

1886, Pistachio, cb h. by Belmont (p) 2:29K
1888, Rustique, b m, by Electioneer 2:18K
1890, Sclavonic, gr h, by King Wilkes (p) 2:23%

Nutwood is the greatest of living sires, and Arion, 2:07},

son of Electioneer, is out of one of his daughters, Manette.

He now has 134 performers with records ranging from 2:06}

to 2:30, and his blood is breeding on in every direction. Nut-

bourne (dead), brother of Nutwood, trotted a trial in 2:26},

and is the sire, among others of Cheyenne, 2:14}. His sisters,

Cora Belmont, Nutulaand Rusina, are producing mares, the

latter being the dam of Unkamet, 2:22}, at three years old, by

a son of Green Mountain Maid. Maud S. holds the record to

high wheel sulky on a regulation track, and her sister, Lady
Russell, is the dam of Expedition, 2:15}; Re-election, 2:27}

and Electrix, 2:28}, all by Electioneer. Russella, another

sister, is owned by Mr. Robert Bonner, and she is the dam of

a fast three-year-old, Paul Russell, by Winchester, and of a

very promising weanling by Lancelot. Lord Russell, brother

af Maud 8., is a sire of race horses, one of which is Kremlin,

2:07}, and he is she sire of Bitber, 2:28}, at two years old.

Mambrino Russell, by Woodford Mambrino, and Pistachio,

ay Belmont, are producing sons of Miss Russell.

Dolly was a bay mare, foaled 1861, by Mam-
arino Chief, out of Fanny, by Ben Franklin, and she ont of

Nance, by Saxe Weimar, son of Sir Archy. Her first foal was

Thorndale, bv Alexander's Abdallah, and in the stables of

hat prince of gentlemen and shamhaters,Mr. Edward Thome,
le gave her celebrity throughout the land. We recall Dolly

is she stood long years ago on the banks of the Elkborn in

)lue grass, which concealed her rather large feet, enjoying
' .he ripple of the stream and the shade of an oak, while her
'oal. Director, sported in the sunshine. She was a pla:n

nare with strong points and great vitality. Her sonB and

laughters with records are :

1865, Thorndale, b h, bv Alexander's Abdallah 2:22%
1875, Onward, b b, by George Wilkes 2:26%
1877, Director, blk h, by Dictator .2:17

1882, Czarina, b m. by Egbert 2:21

Her greatest trotter was Director, and he has transmitted the

highest rate of speed. It is through the work of her sons

that the Dame of Dolly is kept green. Thorndale is the sire

of eight in 2:30, including Edwin Thome, 2:16}; eight 6peed
producing sires, amoog them Hero of Thorndale, and of ten

or more dams of trolters. Onward is the sire of ninety-three

trotters and pacers, among them Rex Americus, 2:11}, and
Beuzetta, three-year-old record 2:12}, and of a host of speed
producing sires and dams. Director, who carries the blood

of that great broodmare, Clara, daughter of Seely's Ameri-
can Star, is the sire of thirty-one trotters and pacers, chiefly

among them Directum, who holds the stallion record, 2:05],

at four years old. He also sired Direct (p), 2:05}, sire of

Directly (p), 2:07}, at two years old. Among the producing
sons of Director are Lavelard and Waldstein. A producing
daughter is Ellen Mayhew, dam of Oro Wilkes, three-year-

old record 2:15, four-year-old record 2:11. Uniform speed
comes from Dolly through Onward, aDd extreme speed
through Director, whose sire was the brother of Dexler, and
from whose loins came the wonderful little race horse, Jay-
Eye-See, 2:10 to high wheel sulky.

Alma Mater is a chestnut mare, foaled 1872, by Mambrino
Patcben out of Estella, thoroughbred daughter of imp. Aus-
tralian, and she out of Fanny G. by imp. Margrave. When
Dr. A. S. Talbert selected her for a broodmare for trolters

^he petty theorists heaped ridicule upon him because she

carried so much of the blood of the stout-hearted race horBe.

She is btill alive and her fame extends from ocean to ocean.

Her record holders are

:

1876, Alcantara, b h, by George Wilkes 2:23

1877, Alcyone, b h. by George Wilkes- 2:27

1878, Arbiter, blk h, by Administrator 2:22%
1882, Alicia, b m, by George Wilkes 2:30

1884, Almater, ch m, by Hambrino 2:28

1886, Alfonso, br h, by Baron Wilkes 2:29%
1887, Allandorf. ch b, by Onward 2:19%
1889, Amami, blk m, by Wilton 2:28%

Here are eight tro'ters with others to hear from in the near

future. The sons of Alma Mater are producing a high rate

of speed. Alcantara has seventy-five in 2:30, including Alar

and Lightning, each 2:11 at a trot,and his sons and daughters

are filling the land with speed. Alcyone, who died young,

has forty-four with records ranging from 2:08 to 2:30, aod his

boos and grandsons are prolific sires of speed. His daughters

also are producing well. Allandorf has ten in the list, in-

cluding Celaya, 2:17}, and Arbiter is a 2:30 sire. Alma
Mater threw trotters to six different stallionB, wbich shows
greatness in the control of harness form. The man who
blends with skill the blood of the mares which have shown a

capacity to breed on will have his hopes more often realized

than he who experiments with untried strains.

Influence of the G-leneoe

Strains.

and Leamington

Himyar, Fellowcraft and imp. King Ban made service at

the stud that contained such a gem of a broodmare as Mannie

Gray. Fellowcraft and King Ban were the preferred horses

for six seasons before Himyar was given a chance, which he

used with a vengeance, as Correction was the result of his

union with Mannie Gray, says " Lamplighter " in Daily

Mercury. The next year Alarm left her barren ; then fol-

lowed a colt (Free Mason) by Fellowcraft the year previous

to the birth of the mighty Domino. Himyar was surely not

lop ffell thought of by his owner. He made his first season

in 1882, and the following stud book returns show that not

until King Ban became unable to cover in 1887 (the year

before his death) Himyar was not patronized at all. He got:

1883, two foals ; 1884, none published ; 1885, one foal ; 1886,

three foals; 1887, eight foals ; 1888, twenty-three foals
; 1889,

thirteen foals. Himyar had only one starter in 1886 who
ran unsuccessfully ; in 1887 he was not represented on the

turf by any of his get; in 18S8 one starter won one race ; in

1889 out of four starters two were returned winners; in 1890

the star of Himyar began lo rise. In that year he had seven

winners out of twenty starters, including Correction
;
in 1891

Himyar's get made the excellent average of twenty winners

out of twenty-seven starters, which brought him well up in

the list of winning sires with over $50,000 to his credit. In

1892 Himyar kept on improving, as thirty of bis get were

returned winners out of thirty-five starters, crediting him
with over $66,000. Everybody is familiar with the phenom-

enal Bhowing made last season, where thirty-seven of his get

won nearly $260,000, Domino contributing to this amount

$180,000.
Moss Rose, the only living foal of Scarlet, was not consid-

ered good enough to be retained in the famous Nursery Stud.

She was bred as a two-year-old to Turco and produced as a

three-year-old (Pink) a chestnut filly. Moss Rose was then

put into training and starled once unsuccessfully in Septem-

ber. She then produced three foals by Turco, out of which

only Turk II. was returned a winner. Then came Henry of

Navarre, of whom so little was thought of that he was not

engaged in any of the Produce Stakes.
" ;Knight of Ellerslie wasfoaled in 1SS1. He did not start as

a \wo-year-old, but at three he showed good form, besides

winning several stakes of minor importance. He was de-

feated only a short neck in the Belmont Stakes by Panique.

Shortly afterward he broke down in the Emporium Stakes.

He was not seen on the turf as a four nor a five-year-old.

Careful nursing brought him around as a six-year-old, when

he won several races in the West. For the next two years

Knight of Ellerslie stood at Mr. J. B. Ferguson's farm, but

did not cover any mares. In 189*1 Mr. L. O. Appleby sent

Moss Rose to him and Mr. Ferguson gave him about twelve

mares. From the union with Moss Rose came Henry of

iVavarre. Mr. Ferguson's mares were not altogether unsuc-

cessful as Ihey produced several good hor6es, among whom
were Sir Knight, Herald, etc.

It will easily be seen that our champions are more the re-

sult of chance than of careful selection and scientific breed-

ing. But an analysis of both pedigrees brings out many

striking points and seems lo uphold sound theories. Further

details will prove lhat after all chance had not so much to

do with the breeding of (he Iwo great race horses. I say

race horses, because their qualities as stallions are not above

some doubt.

To begin with, the fact is brought out again that it is not

the best policy for a breeder to send his mares every year to

the same horse. Two seasons were between Domino and

Correction,and up to the lime Henry of Navarre was thrown,

Miss Rose visited ouly once the paddocks of Knight of

Ellerslie.

Glencoe, Leamington and Lexington are in both pedigrees

the chief faclorB, and inbreeding to Glencoe and Lexington

is indulged in to an almost incestuous degree,
i

The glorious mare, imp. Galopade, which appears in both
pedigrees, is worthy also of mention. The grandams of both
horses are the result of incestuous inbreeding, but not eo
much so as Re-Union, the grandam of Mercedes, who fur-
nished the phenomena] filly Butterflies. Re-Union is also a
member of the famous Galopade family, that has supplied
the turf with two successive winners of the Futurity. I do
not believe that it needs any excuse that I introduce this filly

into this article, which is intended to deai only with our
two great three-year-olds. But I do so because she is so
nearly related to both colts, being bred in nearly the same
lines. Re-Union was by Union (a son of Glencoe and
Giantess, by Leviathan), out of Galopade Jr., by Glencoe,
from Cotillion, by Leviathan.
To return to our issue, Domino's grandam, Lizzie G., was

by War Dance (son of Lexington and Reel), out of a daugh-
ter of Lecompte, who was by Boston, out of Reel, by Glen-
coe. In addition to this the Lecompte mare was out of Edith,
by Sovereign, from Judith, by Glencoe, a fact which makes
the inbreeding of the mare Lizzie G.,to Glencoe, still closer.

On the other hand, we find Scarlet, by Kentucky (son of
Lexington and Magnolia, by Glencoe), out of Maroon, by
Glencoe, which means breeding a daughter to a grandson.

In the further breeding, LizzieG., a granddaughter of Lex-
ington, was bred to Enquirer (a grandson of Lexington), and
the produce, Mannie Gray, threw to the cover of Himyar
(also a grandson of Lexington) the great Domino. There-
fore, the blood of Lexington takes up juBt the fourth part of

Domino's pedigree.

But as Himyar in his male line is not a direct descendant
of Lexington, the effect of inbreeding is somewhat mitigated.

There iB no doubt that a real potent sire derives this desir-

able quality more from his Bire and grandsire than from the

mare, although the female line where a great sire springs

from is generally a stallion producing one. Through Alarm
the great Stockwell and imp. Eclipse are introduced in Dom-
ino's pedigree, and with Leamington on the dam's side

through Enquirer, the next inbreeding we find is to Bird-

catcher and Mb brother, Faugh-a-Ballagh.
Scarlet mated with The Ill-Used introduces in the pedigree

of Moss Rose Stockwell, in addition to another Birdcatcher

cross through Chanticleer. Knight of Ellerslie is himself a

very closely inbred horse to Fanny Washington, who was his

grandam and the dam of his sire Eolus. Knight of Ellerslie's

next common ancestors are Faugh-a-Ballagh through Leam-
ington, and Birdcatcher through Knight of St. George, just

as it is in the pedigree of Butterflies, whose sire, Sir Dixon,

is out of a Leamington mare, and whose dam is by Melbourne
Jr., a full brother to Eliza Davis, the great grandam of

Knight of Ellerslie.

Henry of Navarre shows inbreeding to Lexington in the

same degree as he does to Birdcatcher and hisbrother Faugh-
a-Ballagh. Through his sire he gets also the speedy Eclipse

cross and that of War Dance, the best son of famous Old
Reel.

The breeding of the two three year-old champions shows

clearly that they were by Bires in whose abilities to reproduce

not the best of confidence was put, but who made their

marks despite all hindrances, and who deserve rightlv to

rank among the best of our native-bred horses.

On the other hand, it is proven again, beyond contradiction,

what great influence imp. Glencoe wields in the thorough-

breds of this country, and that the sire of Pocahontas may
rightly be said to be the foundation stone of a new era in the

history of the American thoroughbred. It further proves

that Lexington was the most potent native-bred stallion that

ever saw the light on this side of the water, and that he was

just the right outcross for Glencoe mares.

The importation of Leamington seems to mark the second

stage of improvement in our thoroughbreds, though he has

not shown so far that inbreeding to him can, with any rea-

sonable certainty, be indulged in. But his sire, Faugh-a-

Ballagh, furnishes a splendid medium lo breed in to his

brother, Birdcatcher. The blood of Ibis great Irish horse is

represented in this country through Stockwell, Knight of St.

George, Mickey Free, etc. And this brings us nearer to the

English thoroughbred, where inbreeding to Birdcatcher or

his grandson, Stockwell, is considered and has been proven to

be the real royal road to success.

Credit Where it Is Due.

In the Breeder and Sportsman, Nov. 10th, the follow-

ing item appeared :

" John Rogers, for over twelve years in the employ of Wm.
Corbitt, of the San Mateo Stock Farm, as head trainer, re-

signed his position last Wednesday." This is an error which

should be corrected at once. John A. Goldsmith held that

position and also did all the driving until the past two

years when Mr. Rogers, who had charge of the colts and

fillies up to that time, drove on the California Circuit. Every

one in the United Slates knows the value of Mr. Goldsmith's

serviceB and the splendid work he has done for this farm and

due credit should be given him for it.

The Dewhurst Plate, for two-year-ols, at seven furlongs,

was run at Newmarket, October 25. H. McCalmont's brown

colt Raconteur, by St. Simon, dam Plaisanterie, 125 pound

was first ; W. Cooper's bay colt Kirkconell, by Royal Hamp-
lon,dam Sweet Sauce, 12S pound, was second ;

Baron L. de

Rothschild's brown filly Utica, by St. Simon, dam Biserta,

122 pounds, third. The Dewhurst Plate (about $6,000) is,

although in value but really next the iMiddle Park Plate,

the most important two-year old event. The course is the

last seven furlongs of the Rowley mile. It was won last year

by Matchbox ; in 1892, Ladas, and in 1881 Meddler were

the winners. Instituted in 1875, among the others that car-

ried off this coveted prize are Kisber, Chamant, Wheel of

Fortune, Pilgrimage, Dutch Oven, Ormonde, Paradox, Reve

d'Or Donovan, Orme, Friar's Balsam, Bal Gal, etc. The

winner is a full brother to Childwick, the winner of this

year's Cesarewitch. He was bred by Sir Talton Sykes and

bought by his present owner, H. McCalmont, at the Doncas-

ter sales last year for $15,000, just half the price his full

brother made two years before. Raconteur has started twice

before. His first appearance was at Derby, where he won

the Champion Breeders' Biennial Stakes from a fairlv good

field In the Middle Park Plate he finished third to Speed-

well and Keelson, a head in front of Kirkconell. Plaisanterie,

the dam, won both the Cambridgeshire and Cesarewitch,

and many other races, and is by Wellingtons (a son of Chat-

tanooga, out of Arancaria, Rayon d'Or's dam, by Ambrose),

out of Poetejs, by Trocadero (a son of Monarque), grandam

La Dorette, bv The Ranger, a son of Volligeur Plaisanterie

has produced "only two foals. In 1891 she missed to Isin-

glass ; in 1893 she stopped foal by St. Simon.
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Our 2:30 List.

Following is a list of all trotters and pacers

which have lowered records or entered the 2:30

list this Tear that were either bred on this

Coast, are sired by horses that were bred here

or were identified with our horse industry.

Some have been bred in the East, but earned

their records here. Should any of our readers

notice any mistakes or can furnish the breed-

ing of the dams where they are not given we

would be pleased to make the necessary cor-

reCti0D9:
ELECTIONEER.

Electioneer 124, by Hambletonian 10. 136 CD

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

RrDtSslve 13), Jam Eslner, by Express 2.12^

IfeSrtemiwN h, 1»°> sarnie C, by Imp.^

JtKoffch l J»m KWeWtankby Planet. illJH

Young Wlldldle, dan ny Wildldle 2.25

Lent.dam Lizzie, by Wlldldle................ ........--• 2:26K

Grover Clay, b s, dam Margie Norfolk, by

HeYnani dam Oupsy bv Paul's Abdallata ..

Electro Belle.gr m
Quality, b m. dam McCa
Ah There

2:2754

Expedition..

2:23'
,

.... 2:295*

.... 2:30

2:255s'

2:1S'4 to 2:153i
2:19^ to 2:lo&

BectricToi'nV'da'mCecll, by Oen. to- ^^^
'.'.'.'.

'i-20 to 2:18>4"

.. 2:16K to 2:15^
2:2S»4 to 2:2651

... 2:30 to 2:27's
2:22^ to 2:2034

... 2:25»s to 2:1854

ton
Regin*
Slarllghl...
Dan, bg...
Jlm.bg....
Utility
Conductor

Chimes 5348. record 2:30M, by Electioneer.

(31.

Bessie Chimes -

F.lecimont
Bo- Blue
Chlue
Josie Chimes (4)

12

. 2:17»j'

. 2:265s

2:27M
2:22}{
2:2954
2:26'4

;........ 2:2954

Slily-SIx b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hanible-

Ionian Downing ---• ••--— 2Jt>4

Carillon, b h, dam Charmer, by Mambrino
King 141 ,:£s

Charming Chimes (3)- ..•"• **>*
Fantasy, b m (4) |«f% "fSJ
.Merry Chimes (P) 2:lf» to 2:088

Ed. Eastou (PI 2:1* <° 2*9«

Sphinx 5313. record 2:20>j, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Batter, b g, dam Abscota Maid, by Pilot Medi-

um - *™(5
Midnight, bl h ••• •• 2.2954

Como ip). dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:1754

Princeton R. (p), bh (4) - - 2:29^4

Spblnxetta, b m (3) p - 2:1454

Baltullo 2:2s

Belle of Abscota -•}"

Cantab, ch g (p( A^i" f.,,S
Rvrena 2:25 to 2:14 l4
Uncle Tom rng 2:19W «> 2:1854

St. Bel. 2:24'... by Electioneer. 18 (l)

Marlbel (p) 2:1854

Allibel. b m. dam by Guy Wilkes (31 2:1954

Annabel, bm (P) ™>£
Amorel. bl m £»
Fallnot 2.165S

Honeywood, br m (4) - JMSJS

Notion (p), bh .-. 2:16

Favora(41 2.23)4

Flora Belle 2:2954

Monobel, be (3) (pi 2:18

W; Felix (3) 2||5g
Tempter 2.24J4

Kalrloa Bell 2:M54

Santa Minx (2) 2 :26 ?*

Baron Bel (4) 2:1754 to 2:115*

Silver Ore. gr g (41 25854 to 2:19)4

ftorval, record 2:1414. by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m 2:2654

Novardine. b b (3) 2:2554

Vllllers.br h (3) 23.54
Conntess Eve i'Z*
John G. Carlisle 2:20

Korbawk.br m 2:20>4 to 2:1554

NorvinG..brh (3i 2:2854 to 2:20)4

Clay, b h, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 5.

Claytlna, b m fp), dam by Mohawk Chief 2:2254

Olgetta.rn m (pi 2:24
Js

Miss Clay, gr m (4). 2:2954

Wire Salt, b b 2:2954

Count Clay 2 :27 54

Splnaway „^
Snnland Clay, dam Miss Patchen 2:2654

2:27)4 to 2:2454

1

Clayone (3>

Egotist, 2:224. by Electioneer. 10.

Elton- 2:21

Dramatist, b b — 2:294

Lovelace (3> - 2:29*4 to 2:24^

TheConqaeror(4) - 2:17 to 2:15'4

Anteeo.2:16)4, by Electioneer. 18

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:174
Antbella.. :':rSiH,>
Mountain Que^n... -:—

i

Tletam, dam Evelina 2:234
Dan Brown, dam .Miss Brown 2:274
Bayaneita. by Anteeo, dam Debonair 2:27

Ethel Mack 2:29)«J to 2:25

Redwood, record 2:214, by Aoteeo, 2:16)4.

Bed Oak 2:25'4 to 2:21

Alfred G . 2:19^, by Anteeo. 1

Foxhound (p) 2:26!4

Clueer Alfred 2:25)4 to 2:18)4

T. O., by Anteeo, 2:10] [.

LadyO 2:25

Antero"6020, by Electioneer. 4(3)

Antidote, br h (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudlev, dam by Nephew f p) 2:14B
Bell Girl 2:27^
Major Boss -2:25 to 2:21!4

Nelly f. i p. 2:164 to 2:13^

Antevolo, 2:19)*, by Klectloneer.

Ivolo'Pi 2:254
ConHolallon, b h 2:20 to 2:17

AntlnuuH, 2:284. by Electioneer, l,

John Riiry.b h, dnni Muldoon (dam of C. W.
s , J:2«J4), by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 2:22

HUladale, o h 224M to 2:19)4

Aimoor 13,107. record 2:20,4. by Electioneer. 2

Azmon.hh, dam Ahwaga. by Gen. Benton 2:23J4

A. A. A., dnm Abbf-ss, by Mohawk Chief- 2:25

Bonnlbel 2:22X to 2:17V

Albert \V. . 2:20, hy Electioneer, s (8)

Arilnir Dodge, dam Ronemnrj", by Re-Echo 2:20-V
Wllhuio Albert Mj.hy Albert W 2:20!4

Neernat, dam Clyde If., bv Nutwood 2:27\(

Dudley Olcott 22BJ4 to 2:1ft;*

Fnlllw, 2:23, iby Electioneer. 6 (I),

Patrick's Pacer, dam oy Gen. Benton (p) 2:28

Lustre 2:28 to 2:22

Fallacy 2:20* to 2:17.4
Nnlman 2:27 to 2:23>kf

Hon MartlD, record 2:224. by FalllB, 2:23 (2)

Don Lowell, b h 2:20)4 to 2:144

Kroi. 2:29,4, by Electioneer. 9.

fleros, b h (4), dam (Gyrene, by Cyrim U . 2:17V- 220)4
Wlll-.ma, dam Miiud. hy Brkadler '::i(i

I rlii. by Eron, 2:20H« dam by Elmo
i tooella fp). b m, dam Scratch, by Loppy fnon
nf sniian and Cecllta Clark, by (lark < Ihlef

l-J - 2:23S
Vitwlla (3), dam Scratch, by I>oppy....... 2:20>fi

Ward B. , by Eros, 2:294, dam by Elmo.

Letter B., bm, dam Brown Irish, by Judge Mc-

Kinstry -

Bernal, 2:17, by Electioneer.

Aria, b m (3), by Gen. Benton 226 to 2:16«

Electricity, 2:17^, by Electioneer.

Welbeck, dam Lulu WUkes 2:24>£

Bow Bells, 2:19)4. by Electioneer.

Boreal, b h (2t, Rosie Morn, by Alcantara 2:il^
Alarm Bells, 2:29 *»

Bell Bov 5350, record 2:19,4, by ElecUoneer. 4

Beauty Bells, b m
»:So';« V^su

Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:2434

Advertiser, 2:15Vj, by Electioneer, dam Lnla, by
George Wilkes.

Adbell (1), b c, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

JunIo,2:22, by Electioneer. 4

Atbanlo, b c, dam Atnalie, by Harkaway, (2)... 2:1934

Candidate, 2:264, by Electioneer, l

Catherine 2:2.14

Elfrida, b m (4) 2:17,4 to 2:134

Con I'uh ion, by Electioneer.

Clonaalee, b g (p) 2:26,4

Woolaey. by Electioneer, dam Waxana, by
Gen. Benton.

Abeto, dam Abbess, bv Mohawk Chief. 2:2194

Nellie W.. dam by Inca
Sir Gird, b c, dam Laurette

Whips, 2:274\ by Uectioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:144 to 2:08)4

Cobwebsfbrg 2:29)fi to 2:12

Rockefeller, by Electioneer, dam Edith Carr,

Nana^. ^. 2:29*
Leola.brf (4) 2:30

Re-Election, 2:27)4, by Electioneer.

Nellie Clark, gr m (2) 2:30

La Haute. 2:24)t

La Hunter, b m Z:25>$

Palo AUo, 2:0894, by Electioneer.

Palatine.iblk m 2:234 to 2:1731

BioAlto.bh 2:22?4 to 2:16,4

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:1754, by ElecUoneer.

Electioneer (Bowman's) 2:26)£

Symboleer, b b, 2 (p), by Campbell's
Electioneer 2:264 to 2:11

Elector (Richard's) 2170, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, by Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moor (3) 2:18^

May Be (p). brm - :'26'-

Cora S 2:25 to 2:194

Electrotype, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4) - 2:27V
Pauline, gr m \.~ - 2:29)^ to 2:26

Elector (Morrows), 2:2114, by Electioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) 2:16*4

Marvin, 2:234, by Electioneer.
Bramble 2:24,4

Gov. Stanford, 2:21,4, by Electioneer.

Clito(p) 2:24,4

Si. Juat, by Electioneer.
Lancer, b h 2:23

Parkville, by Electioneer.

Sub Ra>a (p), rn f. 2:294

Pedlar, by Electioneer.
Elspeth (p), b m 2:27)4

Don Felix, by Electioneer.
Nellie R- blk m 2:26V

Elsmere, by Electioneer.
Eldora, b m 2:30

Hummer, by Electioneer. 2 (1)

Bouncer (3) 2:26:4 to 2:184

GUY WILKES.
Gny Wilkes 2867, record 2:15)4, by Geo.

Wilkes. 29 .,4)

Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies.. 2:30

Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculaiion 2:13

Raven Wilkes 2:16

Guy Vernon, gr h, dam bv Patchen Vernon. ... 2:28

Sevmour Wilkes—Early Bird, by Plimel,son
of Root. St. Clair (p) 2:16

Etta Wilkes, bm, dam LibbleB., by Winthrop 2:25%j'

Lesa Wilkes, b m (4) i:20V to 2:114
Nutwood Wilkes, cb h 2:204 to 2:19

Mary Bes f
, ch ni (4) 2:2114 to 2:l2>4

Auntie Wilkes 2:28 to 222,4

Sable Wilkes, record 2:18, by Guy Wilkes,
2:15)4- 12

Bufflngton, br h (2), dam by Le Grande 2:204
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:214
Sablehurst, b!k c (4), dam by Guy Wilkes 2:25J4
Sablenut,bh (2), dam Auntie, by Dawn.— 2:25

Whalebone, bl c (2), dam by Le Grande. 2:24

Beverly, blk h 2:244
Oro Wilkes 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes, record 2:2S,4,by Guy Wilkes. 3

Lady A., b m (p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:23'4

Wayland \V„ b h 2:18,4 to 2:12,4

Calabar,' by Guy Wilkes, 2:15)4- 1

Coincident (3) 2:25 to 2:21,4

Regal Wilkes, record 2:1 IV, by Guy Wilkes,
2:15)4

Last Chance 2:28)4

SIDNEY.
Sidney, record 2:19V, by Santa Claua, 2:174- 24

(14)
La Belle, ch f.daa) Annabelle. by Dawn (2) 2:16

Sidmoor, bb (p), dam by Grand Moor 2:17V
Sidmont. dam Femleat.by Flaxtail, (3) 2:10,4

Mercury, b c, dam Juno, by Buccaneer 2:21

Mephtsio (4) (p), dam Lindora Wilkes 2:21)4

Sidney Smith, dam by Arthurtoo 2:25)4

Edna R. (p), dam Stella C, by Director 2:t74
Fleet Boy, dam Flight, by Buccaneer 2:254
Sanders, ch g 2:26'j

Sidnut, by Sidney, dam Patti, by Nutwood 2:25)4

Cassle.ch m, dam Miss Casserly, by Eugene
Casserly 2:284

Sidney Bov, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer 2:29

Sidney Maid (3), dam Crown Point Maid 2:27

Esther Payne (3) ~ 2:2054

Smilax.dam Tvy, by Buccaneer 2:2114

carmello, dam Pansy 2:21V,

Lady H 2:16 to 2:15

Dictator Sidney (pi, dam Ellen Tomllnson
2:25 to 2:24'4

Montana (4) 2:30 to 2:19

ThiHtle, 2:l3'4.by Sidney.
Dave Highland (4) 2:30

STEINWAY.
Stelnnav, record 2:25Vi by Strathmore. 7 (5)

Covev, b h, dam Kaly G., by Electioneer 2:25

W. W. Foote (p),dam Maggie McGregor, by
Roht. McGregor (2) 2:16)4

Crltt. dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford (p).... 2:24V
W. Wood (p) 2:08)4 to 2:07

Chan. Derby, record 2:20, by Stelnway. (1)

Cibolo. b h(p),dam Addle Ash, by Indlana-
pollB(4) 2:134

Derby Princess, b m (2>, dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator 2:26

Jay EfTBee (p:, dam Bertha ulam of Diablo,
2:09)4), by Alcantara (1) 2:26,4

DEXTER PRINCE.
Dexter Prince 11363, by Kentucky Prince.

22. (6)
Paloma, dam by Gen. McCleltan 143 2:174
Index, b h, dam by Abbottaford 2:274
Lurllne, bl m, dam unknown 2:24,4

Prince Nutwood tpj 2:21V
ATChle. b g (p) 2:29J4
Prlncewood, bl g 2:25)4 to 2:16

JameaL 2:18 to 2:164
Geo. Dexter, brh 2:23(4 to2:i8'4

Astf-r, ch g 2:16 to 2:12

Edith 2:144 <o 2:10

ROya) Prlnr-o 2:244 to 2:19)4

Senator I 2:29 to 2:23m
Chloe 2:24 to 2:19V

DIRECTOR,

Director 1 989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (3) p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17>£, by
Whippleton 2:13^

JacK Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:254- 2:30
Direction, bl b (p), dam by Geo. WUkes_ 2:10)4
Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p) 2:204
Phenom, rn h (p) „ 2:204
McClellan Stewart- 2:2914
Eonnv Bon, br m - 2:29V
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27V to 2:17)4

Direct, record 2:05.4, by Director, 2:17

Directly (p), dam by Naubuc (2) 2:07V
Miss Kate (2), by Redwood, 2:27 2:244;

Director Chief, by Director, 2:17

Coupon, b h (2) 2:19V
Guide, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletonian King-... 2:27

Waldstein, 2:22)^, by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3>, dam Nancv Moor, by
Grand Moor ^ 2:27

Delancey 9979, by Director, dam Nell, by Balsora.

Satin Slippers (2) 2:24)4

GEN. BENTON.
Gen Benton, by Jim Scott. 19(1)

The Seer 2:19V to 2:16V
Benton Boy 2:26 to 2:17)4

Daly, record 2:15. by Gen. Benton. J

Clatawa, dam bv Gen. McClellan 144 2:274
Julia G., dam by Grey McClellan 223)4

Albion , by Gen. Benton. (1)

Pomona (p) 2:15)^ to 2:15

Alban, by Gen Benton.

Seylax (4), dam Woodflower, by Ansel. 224
Benefit, by General Benton
Palo Chief 2:30

MISCELLANEOUS.
Piedmont 904, record 2:17)4, by Almont. 14 (1).

Esparto Rex 2:29^
Hlgbmont.bg 2:30 to 2:294
Wanda, b m 2:23^ to 2:22,4
Limonero, b h,.. 2:184 to 2:14'4
Marston C 2:19V to 2:19)4

Liberty Sontag 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (p) 2:16)*

Altamont, 2:26V. by Almont. 22 (4)
EllaT. p, grm (3), dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by Capt Sligart
Jr 2:19

Pouchet, b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M. Clay
-Jr 2:15
Jasper 2:25)4
Altao 2:17)4 to 2;16
Malheur 2:28,4 to 2:27
Pearl Fisher, b m, dam by KIsbar 2:23)4 to 2:18>£
Doc Sperry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:14)4 o 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Tecdra, by C. M.
Clay Jr 2:18 to 2:14M

Morookus, by Altamont.
Klamrth, b g 2:13)^ to 2:13

Le Grande, by Almont. 6 (1)
Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton 2:21)6

Grandissimo, by Le Grande-
Mvrtle Thome, blk f, dam Belle Thome, by
Whippleton 2:20V

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Cresco, by Strathmore 2
Allie Cresco 2:23)4 to 2:19)4
BettleM.,damuntraced (p) 2:20

Tllton Almont, by Almont, 7.

Tllton B., b h, dam by John Nelson 2:23)4
Stranger, b h 2:21)4 to 2:17)*

Almont Medium, 2:18)4, by Happy Medium. 3

U)-
Mark Medium, b g 2:25.4 to 220
Warwick Medium 2:27)* to 2:21)4

Brigadier, record 2:21)4, by Hsppy Medium. 5

(1)
Cyclone, b m, untraced „ 2:26V.

MUton R., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:19)4 to 2:14

Marin, 2:224, by Quinn's Patchen, son of Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of Hattle F.,

2:18), by silverthreads ; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger _ 2:13

Alexander Button, record 2:264, by AJexan-
der. 11 (3)

Bird Button, grg, dam Lilly, by John Nelson- 2:29V
Laura Z,bm „ 2:234 to 2:18'4
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27V to 2:17)4
Vidette(p),b m 2:24V to 2:16
Tom Ryder 2:14)* to 2:13,4

Monroe Chief, 2:18)4, by Jim Monroe. 4 (2)
Sacramento, brh, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20V
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:20)*

Monolissa -i .". 2:21

Monologne, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:23)4
Black Bess 2:29,4

Collgne, by Echo, dam Tl&any Mare.
Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Geo. McClel-
lan 144 2:29)4

Bob Mason, record 2:27V, by Echo. 2
Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4j, p 2:13)4

Fred Mason, b g (p) 2:16 to 2:13.4

Silver Bow. record 2:16, by Robert McGregor,
2:174- 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24)4

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blacabird 401. 9

(2)
Orllnda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chief

(P) 2:15

Woodiark. by A. W. Richmond.
Los Angeles ^:23)*

Nephew, by Hambrino, 2:21)4- 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h. 2:284
Vina Belle 221 !4 to 2:15)4
Newnower .'. 2:25V to 2:23)4

Abbottaford, 2:19)-;, bv Woodford Mambrino. 9

(1).

She, dam Beauty 2:13

Geneva, b m 2:20

Abbottsford Jr 2:25

Free Coinage 2:23.4 to 2:20

Sultan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31 (1).

King Suitao 2:26,4
Florence Sultan 2:20)4

Soudan, bv Sultan.
Nubia, bg 2:29)4 to 2:24W

Bay R ose 98 14, record 2:204,*by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R., dam Addle E.,by Algona 2:25)4

Stamboul, 2:074, bv -ultan, 2:24. 15.

imrcas Pratt, b m (4)... 2:29)4
El Irebizond, br h, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:264

Baro Rose 2:29V
HlldaS. (3j 2:194

Seoafor Rose, by Sultan.
Senator Boy, ch h 2 27)4

Californln.hySnltan. 2

Marcliloiifss 2:27! <,

Del Kur, 2:24, by The Moor. 2 (2).

Nonili n.,cb m , 2:22

Ainn^, b m (p) 2:24V
Dehv|..,hs (Pi 2:25

8mila * Inus. by strathmore.
Mla-tC rroll, brm 2:22V
Plmt cirtu«,blkh 2:25VWm Perm 2:I2V to 2:12,4

Mnnibrinn Wtlhes (Ayers*), by Geo. Wilkes.
Brino Tricks (p), b h 2:20 to 2:16V
Hera 2:22)* to 2:23

Ccpur d'Alene, 2:19 1-2. 1

An Alene (8) 229V

Adrian, by Reliance.
RosItaA(p) 2:15)4 to 2:14V

Brown Jug, by Nutwood.
Susie K., dam Lady Benton, oy Gen. Benton... 2:24)*
Alviso, dam Big Lize, by G. M. Patchen Jr.

2:26 to 2204
Charley C, dam Siskiyou Maid 2:l5)ri to 2:13«

Wapsie, by Bashaw 50.

J. F. G. (p), br g 225)4
Tom Benton, by Gen. Benton.
Shylock, chg 2:16)4 to 2:15)*

Dorsey's Nephew.
Ottlnger. 2:13)* to 2:11)*

Tempest.
lago 2:17V to 2:16

San Diego, by Alcona.
Lottie, br f, dam Flora B , by Whippleton 2:26)4

Amu rath, by Sultan.
Hlndaller (p), gr s 225)4

Blackwood Mambrino,
Silkwood(p) 2*8)4 to 2:07

Silkwood, by Blackwood Mambrino.
Daisy Wood _ 2:27

Blackbird, by Blackbird 401.
Fox (p), b g 2:21«
Mamie Grlffiu .-. _ _ 2:25)4

Jndge Salisbury, by Nutwood.
Bob Allen, ch h _ 2:27)4
Happiness, b g „ 2 26V
Spaulding (p) 2:20W
Sandy Salisbury 2:29'4 to 2:24VRory O'More 2:19v to 2:17)*

Hambletonian Wilkes 1679. 6 (3)New Era (p) - 2:13
Tammany Wilkes (p)- „ 2:24
Wobbling Maid '.."..' 2:264
Grand George 2:30 to 2:254
JackSpratt 2:24V to2:234
Phoebe Wilkes ;— Jin to 2:084

AlmontMedtum,2:18 1-1. 3(1)
EvaT 2:26

Altoona, by Almont 33.
Mary B., blm „ 2:30

Boodle. 2:19)4, by Stranger.
Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Nutwood 2:264
Thompson, chc, dam by Jim Mulvenna 2:21'4

Idaho Patchen. 2:264, by Henry B. Patchen.
Maud P. (3), dam by Grand Moor 2:264
Maud Patchen, bm .".„ 225 to 2:19V

McR'nney, 2:11'4, by Alcyone. 2'.

Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
(P) 2:18

Oslto, dam by Othello 2:30

Prince Red, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Stelnway 2:2934

Prompter, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)
Lucky B.,bh 2:30 to 2:20)*

War Ragle, by Prompter, dim Clara, by Buc-
caneer.

Eagle, b g, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by
Buccaneer (p) - 2:19)*

Simmons, by Geo. WUkes.
Adelaide Simmons 2:17)4 to 2:14)4

Slmmocolon, by Simmons.
Ferndale (p) 2:20 to 2:16)4

Gosslper, 2:14V, by Simmons, 2:28. 1.

Ketchum, b h, dam by Echo (3) 2:17
Gazelle (3) 2:29)4 to 2:l6)f

Rov Wilkes, by AdrlaD Wilkes.
Royal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2:24)*

Jud WUkes, by Ira Wilkes.
Galette. dam Gale, by Commodore Belmont... 2:234

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Juanito.
La»ra M., dam Lady Fay (p) 2:13)*

Hawthorne, by Nutwood, 2:18V. 11 (2).
Bessie Thome 2:22(4
Major Thome „ „ .2:30

Thornwood, ch g_ 2:22)4 to 2:19)4

John Sevenoaks, by Nutwood, 2:18V. 1 (1)-
Billy Oaks.gr s 2:30
Bay Rum, brs _ 2:20 to 2:194
Loupe (p) „ 2:23 to 2:2044

Redwood, 2:27, by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, second
dam, by Langford

Jim Mulvenna, 2:19)4, by Nutwood.
McGinty 229)* to 2:26

Wfldnut.by Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton- 2:29)4

Woodnut, 2:164, by Nutwood, .2:1834-

Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale 2:14V

Treewood , by Nutwood.
Rockwood, b g 229 to 225,4

Ross 8., 2:19)4, by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, br s dam by Sultan- 2:294

Bonnie Mc'Jregor, by Robert McGregor. 4.

Adelaide McGregor, b m 2:17)4 to 2:15)4

Blackhawk McGregor,l2:S8, by Robert McGreg-
or. 2

Gen. WUps : .2:194 to 2:15

Bismarck, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vasco, by Harold. 2 (2)

Vasto, b h, dam Chess, oy Magic (p) - 2:164

Flaherty's Fearnaught, son of Baker's Fear-
naugbt.

H. M. Sianley, gr s „ 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p)- 2:30

Motor, 2:294, by Onward, 2:25)4.
Jennie June, bm 2:23,4 to 2:19)*

Mambrino * hlef Jr. , by McDonald Chief.
George Washington 2:20 to 2:16^

lieonte Washington, 2:16V, by Mambrino Chief.
Jr.

Stella (2), dam by McDonald Chief. 2:20

IVaobuc, by Toronto Chief.
J.H. S.,ch g(p) 2:29)4

Dennis Ryan, by Berlin (son of Blackbird)
dam Lady Washington, by American Boy
Jr.

Dennis, blk h _ 2:2TV

Victor, ?:22. by Echo.
Pascal—untraced 2:21V

Alcantara Jr., by Alcantara
Elisa S., dam by Friday McCracken 2:164

Vernon Boy, by Wilson's Patchen.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6
Pantomime, dam lota, by Princeps 2:26)4

Steve Whipple 10.179. record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonian Chrisman. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:19)4

Kn«len. 13 (2)
*lert, b g 2:24 to 2:18)*

Billy Norfolk, by Norfolk,
Gray Jim 2:224

Dashwood, by Legal Tender.
Andy.bg 2:20,4 to 2:20

Melbourne King, by Mambrino King. 1.

Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (p) 2:15

Klllnrntey, bv Black Ralph.
Killarney Maid, b m, (p) 2:28)4

Thor, by Alcazar.
Tbalma 2:29,4

Jiim-H Mndlson. 2:17V-
LellaC. (2), dam Rill, by Prompter (p) 2:204

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G. ( by
Echo.

Jim Nutwood 2:21 SC
William Tell 2:1S '

Dan Rice
Flora ~ 2:244 to 2:20V

Dan B.
Dan Mc 2:284

UNKNOWN.
Walt a Little (p) 2:174
EvaT - 2:264
Delbert 2:24V
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Gordon Setter Trials entries number eleven.

The Ladies' Kennel Association of England will publish

the Ladies' Kennel Journal as a monthly.

A coursing club will soon be fully organized in Woodland.

It will be known as the Woodland Coursing Club.

If any of our readers have a black and tan terrier for sale,

he can probably find a purchaser by addressing this paper.

Another fox-terrier club is talked of. This time it is in

Honolulu. The fancy is picking up rapidly in the Islands,

and our informant states that the club is an assured fact.

John McMahon of Sacramento wants to match either

Gare or Gile with the winner of the Merced meeting,

Dougherty's Eoyal Buck, and has deposited $100 to bind the

match.

The Blue Ridge Kennels have lost their well-known Eng-

lish setter Dick Fox, by Chance—Countess Bush. Cau6e,

pneumonia. Dick Fox won second in All-Age Southern

trials of 1892, and second, All-Age Eastern trials of 1893.

It is said that among the ancient Germans the mode of

assessing damages was very curious. For instance, he who

killed another man's dog was to hang the slain animal up

by the tail with the nose just touching the ground, and to

cover him with wheat bo that not a hair could be seen, and

this heap of wheat was the compensation due the owner.

—

Forest and Stream.

The Breeder and Sportsman reports :
" It is rumored

that a well-known Eastern judge has been commissioned to

purchase a crack bench show wirning English setter stud

dog for a party not far from San Francisco." Yes, and a well-

known Easternjudge received a letter from a Californian in-

timating that as he (the judge) would very likely be asked to

judge out there next spring, would he buy him a certain dog

that he would guarantee to win first prize. The judge an-

swered as a self-respecting man would do. and the commis-

sion will be placed elsewhere, if at all.—Forest and Stream.

[We wish we knew the gentleman's name ; we would pub-

lish it with pleasure.

—

Ed]

A Texas man has hit upon the plan of breeding dogs to rid

the country of wolves and other wild animals. The way he

proposes to do it is by having a pack of Scotch stag hounds

crossed on the Russian wolf hound and then by the blood-

hound, to give the trailing qualities. The dog when bred

this way and trained to run the varmints will have the speed

of the stag and the scent of the bloodhound with the strength

of any wolf. He will also carry a pack of foxhoundB that

will be used in the brushy country ; and some very fast Eng-

lish greyhounds, that when a wolf is sighted it can be run

down at less than the distance it was sighted. But of course

the greyhounds are to be used only when the country is per-

fectlv clear.—Ex.
Would not the Russian wolf-hound do as well as any of

these cross-breds ?
•-

B Finish of the Interstate Coursing Matoh.

The second day of the big meeting was, if anything, more

successful than the first. The day was glorious, the grounds

where the sport commenced was, if possible, better than that

of the first day and the hares in most instances gave more

play, though they were in every sense as stout as those met

on the first.

The number of people in attendance was also large—in-

deed, larger than on the first day.

The dogs that came out with credit in the second round

I were Marvelous, Little Banshee, Koyal Buck.Dottie Dimple,

Koyal Fellow, Tom Hayes, Ban Boy and Best Trump.

In the third round Daisy Crest floored Marvelous in a fine

course, while Royal Buck done ditto to Little Bansher, and

Dotty Dimple knocked Fearless out. The hare being a flyer,

escaped. Tom Hayes snuffed out Longfellow in short order,

Royal Fellow had an easy thing in Wee Lassie and Ban Boy

gave Mary Ann Hayes a crushing defeat. Best Trump ran

a great course in a bye.

In the fourth round thehard work began to tell on all the

dogs that were not in the very best of condition and many of

them began to weaken preceptablv. Dottie Dimple showed

1 the effects of the hard work as on meeting Daisy Crest in

this round she fell before her with comparative ease, as did

Royal Fellow before Royal Buck and Best Trump lost her

position when she met Tom Hayes. In this round also Ban
Boy had a bye that taxed him so fearfully he had no chance

when he met Royal Buck in the next round.

In the fifth round Daisy Crest laid down the flag she had

held so bravely and so long to Tom Hayes and Royal Buck
triumphed over Ban Boy in a good course, but certainly the

question was never in doubt.

In the sixth and final Tom Hayes and Royal Buck stepped

out for all the honors -and the Hrst prize. The course was

by no means the best of the meeting; from first to last Royal

Buck was in command and when the hare was lost he" had

won the greatest coursing meeting ever held, certainly on

the Pacific Coast if not in America. The money prize was

three hundred dollars.

Not a hitch occurred from start to finish of the meeting.

The management was perfect.

Immediately after the final the crowd gathered around the

officers of the club and the ovation tendered all of them was

perfectly unanimous. Such cheering was surely never before

heard on any of those beautiful plains, and it was noticeable

that the losers were quite as demonstrative as the winners.

Royal Buck iB a grand made dog, but not a handsome one.

He is a light fawn in color.was twenty-one months old on the

7th inst. He is by J. Herbert Watson's imp. dog Royal Crest

out of the owner's (B. Doherty) bttch Daisy, and she is by

the well-known sire Midnight, who is also the sire of Sky-

. rocket. It will be seen therefore that Royal Buck is wonder-

fully well bred and has great stock on both sides.

The runner up is the property of M. Tiernan, and is now
twenty-five months old. He, too, is excellently bred, being
by Saturday Night (Midnight's brother), out of the splendid
bitch Catherine Hayes. During the meeting he led all dogs
to the hare until he met Royal Buck in the final.

The following is the summary of tbe last day's running
;

that of the first day was given in Saturday's issue:

Second round—Daisy Crest a bve, Marvelous beat Motto,
Little Banshee beat Stamboul Queen, Royal Buck beat Little

Corporal, Dottie Dimple beat West Side, Fearless best Bal-

larat, Wee Lassie beat Glenade, Royal Fellow beat Capt-

Jim, Longfellow beat Waratah, Tom Hayes beat Muldoon,
Ban Boy beat Jack Dempsey, Mary Ann beat Rockette,
Best Trump beat Annie Laurie.
Third round—Daisy Crest beat Marvelous, Royal Buck

beat Little Banshee, Dottie Dimple beat Fearless, Royal Fel-

low a bye, Tom Hayes beat Longfellow, Ban Boy beat Mary
Ann, Best Trump a bye.

Fourth round—Daisy CreBt beat Dottie Dimple, Royal
Buck beat Royal Fellow, Tom Hayes beat Best Trump, Ban
Boy a bye.

Fifth round—Tom Hayes beat Daisy Crest, Royal Buck
beat Ban Boy.

Final— B. Doherty's Royal Buck beat P. Tiernan's Tom
Hayes and won the stake of $300.

The following are tbe prizes in full

:

M. J. Doherty's Royal Buck 8300
P. Tiernan's Tom Hayes 200
T. J. Mclnerny's Ban Boy„ 50
M. J. Doherty's Daisy Crest 50
T.J. Cronin's Best Trump 20

T.J. Cronin's Dottie Dimple 20
T. J. Mclnerny's Koyal Fellow 20

Total 8660

The United States Field Trials.

The United States Field Trials Club's fourth-annual trials

weie held at Bicknell, Ind., commencing November 6. The

weather was execrable, but the attendance was good through-

out. J. B. Stoddard, J. M. Freeman and J. M. Taylor

judged the Pointer and 8etter Derbys. G. T. Kerr filled the

place of J. B. Stoddard in the All-Age Pointer Stake and the

place of J. M. Freeman in the Age-Age Setter Stake.

THE POINTER DERBY.

Pointer Derby, for pointers whelped on or after January
1, 1893. Forfeit $10, second forfeit $10, and $10 to start.

First $200, second $150, third $100, fourth $75, fifth $50.

I

John T. Mayfield'6 liver and white bitch Belle, by King
Don—Vinny's Tribulation, with W. B Stafford's black and
white bitch Dell S, by Manitou—Pride.

H. K. Devereux's liver and white dog Tamarack Jr., by
Tamarack—Maud Graphic, with J. T. Maytield's liver and
white ticked bitch Day Dream, by Ossian—Hops II.

T. L. Tinsley's liver and white dog Roderick T., by Dash
Ranger R Jr.-—Fannie Kennerly, with W. B. Stafford's liver

and white dog Rex—Fast, by Rex—Mosey.
L. W. Blankenbaker's liver and white bitch Lad's Lady,

by Lad of Rush—Lady Margaret, with C. B. Lockhart's

liver and white dog Hal Braden, by Ossian—Vick.
Hempstead Farm's liver and white dog Hempstead Don, by

Sanford Diuid—Merry Legs, with W. T. Hunter's liver and
whitebitch Lady Peg II,- by King of Kent—Lass of Bloomo.

II

Tamarack Jr. with Lady Peg II.

Hempstead Don with Lad's Lady.
Roderick T. with Belle.

Ill

Hempstead Don with Tamarack Jr.

1st—Tamarack Jr.

2nd—Hempstead Don.
3rd—Lady Peg II.

4th—Roderick T.

5th—Lad's Lady.
PREVIOUS WINNERS.

f Black Wonder, by Ike—Bang Bang's
-Pride -..- 1

Bicknell, Ind., 1891 \ Promotion, by Lord Graphic—Belle .—

2

I Forest Lassie, by Shot—Forest Queen... *3

I, Manitou, bv Luck of the Goat— Clary... *3

f Lad of Rush, by Rush of Lad—Topsy L 1

Mamie S., by Brown Stout—Pearl's
Elizabethtown, Ky.,1892j Tride 2

I Lady Peg, by King of Kent—Lass of
[ Bloomo 3
(Strideaway, by King of Kent—Pearl's

Mtle'Sed.'byMd^e-riew'Dazzle-KEte
Claxtou .-. ;..-... 2

LSelah, by Rip Rap^Dexter's Dolly 3

Divided.

THE SETTER DERBY,

Setter Derby, for setters whelped onor after January 1,

1893. Forfeit, $10; second forfeit, $10 and $10 to start.

First, $200; second, $150; third, $100-f fourth, $75 ; fifth,

$50. ~ "~
- - —

' I.

Avent Ai Thayer's black, white and tan bitch Clementina*

by Roderigo—Norah II, with Minnesota Kennels' orange

and whitebitch Norah IV., by Roderigo—Norah III.

Minnesota Kennels' biack. white and tan dog Jack Scott,

by Paul Bo—Canadian Lill, with Blue Ridge Kennel's, blue

belton and tan bitch Nellie Fox, by Antonio—Can Can.

Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch Cynosure, by

Rttderigo—Norah II, with Biue Ridge Kennels' black,

white and tan. dog Tony Boy, by Antonio—Laundress.

Fox & Seiler's black, white and tan dog Iroquois, by An-
tonio—Can Can,' with Norvin T. HarriB' black, white and tan

dog Dixie's.FJag, by Wun Lung—White Wings.

Geo. A. Read's blue belton dog Wung Lung's Pride, by
Wun Lung—White Wings, with H. R: Edwards' liver and
white dog Harvard, by Burgessr—Gay.
Fox & Seiler's black, white and tan dog Tony's Gale, by

Antonio—Can Can, with Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white

and tan bitch Lady Mildred, by Antonio—Ruby's Girl.

II.

Clementina with Nellie Fox.
Cynosure with Wun Lung's Pride.

Lady Mildred with Dixie's Flag.

1st—Clementina.

2nd—Nellie Fox.

3 rd—Cy nosure.

4th—Lady Mildred.

5th—Wun Lung's Pride.

New Albany, Miss., 1893.

Bicknell, Ind.. 1893

.

PREVIOU8 WINNERS.

J Hope's Mark, by Oath's Hope—Lady
I May i

Bicknell, Ind., 1891 -(Bob Cooper, by Rol d'Or—Miss Nellie

,
Wun Lung, by Captain 'Bethel—Enid''
Lillian Russell, by Philip Gladstone-
Lou K i

Lochinvar. by Chance—Bessie Avent!!' 2
Sport, by Vanguard—Georgia Belle 3
Topsy's Tod, by Roderigo—Topsy
Avent 1

Daisy Hunter II, by Antonio—Daisy
Hunter 2

( Callle White, by Gath's Mark—Georgia
I Belle *3
Roderigo. by Antonio—Nellie Hope... .'.' *3

I Flying Jib, by Max Noble—Day's Bel-
f ton.. ; „ „ ,.

- *3
•Divided.

ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE.
All-Age Pointer Stakes, for pointers that have never won

first in any All-Age Stake in any recognized field trial in
America. Forfeit $10, $20 additional to start. To first $150,
second $125, third $100, fourth $75, fifth $50.

I.

L. W. Blankenbaker's liver and white bitch Lad's Lady,
by Lad of Rush—Lady Margaret, with E. O. Damon's liver
and white dog Strideaway, by King of Kent—Pearl's Dot.
Hempstead Farm's liver and white dog Hempstead Duke,

by
, with R. J. Martinez's liver and white dog Romp

III, by Coney Fritz—Dolly.
W.T. Hunter's liver and white bitch Lady Peg II, by

King of Kent—Lass of Bloomo, beat Kidwell & Stoddard's
black and white dog Trick Boy, by King of Kent—Bloom.
W. N. Kerr's black and white bitch Queen Regent, by

King of Kent—Vickery's Daisy, with J. H. Alexander's
liver and white dog Dick Beaufort, by Spotted Boy—Gip
Beaufort.

W. N. Kerr's liver and white dog Little Ned, by Ridge-
view Dazzle—Kate Claxton, with D. P. Ritchev's liver and
white dog Don, by Trinket's Coin—Molton Patti.

II.

Strideaway with Tick Boy.
Little Ned with Lad's Lady.
Lady Peg with Don.

III.

Strideaway with Little Ned.
1st—Strideaway.
2nd—Little Ned.
3rd—Lad's Lady.
4th—Lady Peg II.

5th—Tick Boy.
PREVIODS WINNERS.

f Black Wonder, by Ike—Bang Bang's
I Pride 1
Ben A., by Stoddard—Jet II 2

Bicknell Ind 1891 J
La GriPPe - °y Ralph-Brown's Madge.. *3uicuneu, ino., ism ; Paxico by ossian-Nellie E ?.... «3

I Rex, by Mainspring—Dell *3
Pearl's Fan, by Luck of the Goat—

I Pearlstone *s

[ Lad of Rush, by Rush of Lad—Topsy
L 1

I
Ben A., by Stoddard—Jet II 2

I Bounce, by Bob—Sal_ *3
Rex, by Mainspring—Dell *3

I
Ridgeview Beppo, by Beppo III—Rev-

L elation- *3

[
Franklin, by Robin Adair—Blossom 1

1 Kent Elgin, by King of Kent—Vera
-I

Bang _ 2
|
Little Ned, by Ridgeview Dazzle—Kate

I Claxton

New Albany, Miss, 1893

Bicknell, Ind., 1893..

•Divided.

ALL-AGE SETTER STAKE.

All-Age Setter Stake, for setters that have never won first

in any all-age stake in any recognized field trial in America.
Forfeit $10, $20 additional to start. First $150, Becond $125,
third $100, fourth $75, fifth $50.

I.

H. H. Mayberry's black and white dog Mayberry'6 Gabe
with Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog Tate, by Jean
Val Jean—Mamie Avent.

J. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog Dan Burges, by
Dan Gladstone— Lily Burges, with Blue Ridge Kennel's
black, white and tan bitch Bessie Shoupe, by Gath's Hope

—

Countess Rush.
Maj. J. W. Rerafroe's black, white and tan dog Gleam II..

by Gleam—Tube Rose, with Avent & Thayer's black, white
and tan dog Topsy's Rod, by Roderigo—Topsy Avent.

W. W. Titus' black, white and tan bitch Minnie T., by Dick
Bondhu—Bettie B., with Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white
and tan dog Blue Ridge Mark, by Gath's Mark—Ollie T.

A. C. Ely's black and white bitch Mattie with Blue Ridge
Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Allene, by Gath's Mark
—Ruby's Girl.

Eldred Kennels' black, white and tan dog Antonia, by An-
tonio—Miss Nellie Y., with Mancbester'K'ennel Co.'s lemon
and white dog Gleam's Sport, by Vanguard—Georgia Belle.

Manchester Kennel Co.Vblack, white add tan dog Gleam's
Pink, by Vanguard—Georgia Belle, with Dr. G. Chisholm's
black, white and tan dog Blue. J)an, by Harry Blue— Santa.

Dr. G.Eubank's black and white dog Dan Bryce, by Bryce
—Dora Gladstone, with J. H. & J. A. Hunter's orange and
white bitch Daisy Hunter II., by Antonio—Daisy Hunter.

P. T. Madison's black, white and tan dog Rodtield, by An-
tonio—Nellie Hope, with Theo. Goodman's black, white and
tan bitch Dan's Lady, by Dan Gladstone—Lily Burges.

II.

Dan Burgess with Minnie T.

Blue Ridge Mark with Gleam'i
Topsey's Rod with Rodtield.

Allene with Dan'B Lady.
Mattie with Gleam's Pink.

III.

Rodtield with Blue Ridge Mark.
1st—Rodfield.
2d—Blue Ridge Mark.
3d—Gleam's Sport.

f Allene.

. Dan's Lady.

Sport.

4th

5th
f Topsy's Rod.
Minnie T.

I Dan Burges.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.

f Daisy Hunter, by Gath's

_ P-
Hope—Daisy

Bicknell. Ind., 1891
-j^^^^^..^^^t: 2

I
BonDie Bondhu, by Count Wakefield

L —Pearl Bondhu 3
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[ Novelist, by WoodhiU Bruce—Novelty 1

Bettyo B., by Roderigo-BoPeep 2

New Albauy, Mi-., 1893. gtaJL, %™to™*%^£i$£fi '

I Girl
*3

| Chevalier, by Jeau Val Jean—Lucy

] Dan's Lady, iv "ban Gladstone—Lily
Btcknell. Iml.,l&u

\ Burges —— : -

Gleam's Sport, by Vanguard-Oeorgta

[ Belle 3

• Diyided ' -American Field.

The International Field Trials.

We have apace for only the summaries of the running at

the International Field Trials held at Mitchell's Bay, Onta-

rio, November S, 7, 8 and 9. John Davidson, T. Gutndge

andW. D. Tristern judged.

THE DERBY.

The International Derbv for setter and pointer pupRias

whelped after J anuary 1, 1893. Twenty-one entries at $2.o0

each of which 16 paid second forfeit of $2.50 on September!,

and 11 paid *5 additional to start. Forty per cent, to the win-

ner, 20 per cent, to second, 15 per cent, to third, and 10 per

cent, to fourth. EleveD starters.

T G Davey's 1 w pointer bitch Forest Quail (May o). by

Donovan—Forest N'ell, with Dr. Daniels' w bk pointer dog

Plain Sam (April 1), by Hal Pointer—Kent^s Star.

J B McKay's Irish setter dog Killane (February 26), by

Kildare—Ruth, with Dr. Totten's blk w t English setter

bitch Hannah (June 6), by J. E. D.—Carrie T.

T G Davey's wl pointer bitch Faustina (June 16), by

Rideev'iew Faust—Peggie, with T. C. Stegman's w bk Eng-

lish setter bitch Judy (April 15), by Sport—Bell.

R J.Gardiner's w 1 pointer bitch Enganta (October 21),

by Molton Baron-Graphic Diana, with W. B. Wells bk w t

English setter bitch Manitoba May (August 17), by Jacob

Staff—Manitoba Bess.
.

S T Miller's w lem English setter bitch Rosebud (August

15th) by Roy of Coleshill—Toledo Queen, with R. Bang-

ham's w bk English setter dog Dash Antonio (February 11th),

by Antonio—Lady Lucifer.

J. B. McKav's Irish setter bitch River Roe (February

26th), by Kildare—Ruth, a bye.

II.

Pl»in Sam with Faustina.

Dash Antonio with Manitoba May.

River Roe with Faustina.

III.

Dash Antonio with Judy.

Plain Sam with Manitoba May.

FINAL HEAT.

Dash Antonio with Faustina.

First, Dash Antonio.

Second, Faustina.

Third, Judy.
Fourth, Plain Sam.

THE ALL-AGE.

The International Cup, for setters and pointers of all ages;

15 entries at $5 each, of which 13 paid $5 additional to start.

Challenge cup, presented by Sir Cassimer Gzowski and Mr.

Christopher Robinson, Q. C, and 40 per cent, of entrance

money to the winner ; 30 per cent, of entrance money to the

second ; 15 per cent, of entrance money to third. 13 start-

ers.

R Bangham'6 w bk English setter dog Doc, by Bangham's

London—Nell, with Dr. W. D. Mills' w 1 pointer bitch

Chaira, by Ridgeview Rumor—Frivolity.

H. M. Graydon's w o English setter bitch Monk's Fanny,

by Monk of Furness—Fayette, with W. B. WellB' w bk t

English setter bitch Cleopatra, by Mingo I.—Cambriana.

W. B. Wells' bk w t English setter dog Luke, by Toledo

Blade—Cambriana, with R. Bangham's w bk t English setter

dog Dash Antonio, by Antonio—Lady Lucifer.

T. G. Davey's blue belton English setter dog Brighton

Tobe, by Locksley—Liddersdale II., with Eddy & Arm-

strong's bk w t English setter dog Toledo Bee, by Toledo

Blade—Maggie Bee.

Daniels & Milkins' w 1 pointer bitch Beppo s Maid, by

Beppo III.—Duchess Graphic, with Dr. Totten'6 w 1 pointer

bitch Warwick Nellie, by Canadian Dick—Fancy Free.

F. W. Shaw's w 1 and ticked pointer bitch Marguerite

Kent, by King of Kent—Marguerite II, with W. B. Wells'

w bk t English setter bitch, by Cincinnatus—Daphne.

J. L. Nicholls' w bk English setter bitch Lady Locksley,

by Locksley—Armstrong's Kate, a bye.

II.

Brighton Tobe with Cleopatra.

Doc with Luke.
Marguerite Kent with Beppo's Maid.

Luna with Warwick's Nellie.

III.

Brighton Tobe with Luke.

BepDo's Maid with Warwick's Nellie (2).

Doc'with Toledo Bee.

let—Brighton Tobe.

2nd—Luke.
3rd—Warwick's Nellie.

—American Field.

when the event comes off the dogs will be in shape to do some

very fine work.

It is proposed that the meet will occupy five or six days,

and it has been suggested that trap shooting at live and inani-

mate targets be instituted to fill in the hours of daylight not

occupied in watching the hounds.—Wheatland Four Corners

The Dog of Montargis.

This brave dog lived in France, way back in the middle

ages. Unfortunately we do not know his name, so he is

always called the dog of Montargis. He was very fond of

his master, who was named Aubri de Montdidier. The dog

followed his master everywhere, and people never saw one

without the other.

One day when Montdidier was walking in a lonejy wood

near Paris, called the forest of Bondi, he was attacked and

murdered by a man named Macaire. The murderer buried

the body under a great tree. He thought no one had seen

him and that he was quite safe, but he was mistaken. The

faithful dog appeared and took up his station by his master's

grave under the tree. There he remained day and night,

guarding his body.

He never left the spot except to go after something to eat.

He usually went iD to Paris to the house of his master's most

intimate friend, where he was well known, and after be had
eaten what was given him he returned immediately to the

grave and resumed his watch. Mootdidier'B friend began to

think the conduct of the dog very singular, and one day he

followed him. The dog led him through the forest till they

came to the grave under the tree. Then he began to scratch

away the earth and leaves. The man helped him, and you
may imagine how shocked he was when they laid bare the

body of his missing friend. The dog now seemed to feel that

he had given the responsibility of caring for his master's

body over to the friend. He attached himself to him and
went to Paris and lived in his house.

It was not long before Macaire's actions led people to sus-

pect him of being the murderer. Whenever the dog met

him he growled, his hair bristled up, and it was all people

could do to keep him from tearing the man to pieces. They
finally sentenced Macaire to fight a duel with the dog, after

the custom of that time..

The fight was to be in a large amphitheater at Ste. Notre

Dame, in Paris, and an immense crowd was there to see the

man and the dog tear each other to pieces. Macaire was not

allowed any weapon except a stick and a shield, while the

dog had a tub into which he could retire when he was

weary.

The dog was let loose and rushed at the man. At last his

chance to avonge his master's death had come, and he was de-

termined to make the most of it. The man's guilty conscience

did not prevent him from fighting desperately, and he de-

fended himself well. Again and again the brave dog rushed

at him only to be beaten back by the club, and the shield

always came between him and the man's throat, which he

tried hard to reach. The struggle was long and hard, but the

dog conquered. The man, worn out with fatigue, finally con

fessed his guilt before all the people.

Kennel Registry,

-N. Y. World.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

A. N. Bailey's (Oakland) Irish setter bitch Ruby M. (Mike

T.—Lady Elcho), to Glenmore Kennel's (West Berkeley-)

Barrymore (34,802j (Finglas—Ch Ruby Glenmore), Nov. 17,

1894.

Hugh McCracken's (San Francisco) St. Bernard bitch

Lady Cotnstock (Prince—Queen M.) to Dr. A. T. Regens-

bergers' Reglov (Safford—Mountain Queen) on Noy. 14.

WHELPS.

J. B. Eliot's, San Francisco, collie bitch Jean Lad—Kin-
ville Queen, whelped Oct. 3, 1894, six pups, four dogs, to

same owner's Strathmore Ben 15,722 (Ch Dublin Scot 5924

—

Effie Dean II. 5989.)

H

A Biff Coursing Match on Tapis.

The nimble bare oo the river bottom and highland around

Wheatland know well " our Cousin Jacks " of Grass Valley.

Several times a year for some time past a number of Cornish

gentlemen from our neighboring town in the mountains have

made Wheatland the rendezvous for coursing with hounds.

They have always been given good sport, and a majority if

not all who have attended these meets pronounce Wheatland

an ideal place from which to work their hounds.

This season it is proposed to have a meet "extraordinary."

Sometime about the holidays a number of regulation matches
will be run for trophies and cash prizes. Arrangements have
been made with Wm. Amick of the Central Hotel whereby
the Grass Valley dogs will be stabled here and worked.

About a dozen fine bl toded hounds occupy kennels in the

rear of the Central Hotel. Daily they are taken out and
worked on hare by pairs. It is hoped and expected that

THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary,
Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club. San Francisco,, J. E. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
mery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-
land, Cal.

' Sportsmen's Club, Oakland,

I was gratified to learn from a medical friend in Point Rock,
Tex., that the same remedy is effectual against the venom
of the rattle and the scorpion.

The chloride must be absolutely free from all moisture,
and sealed in a botile when chemically pure and fresh. When
it is desired to use it, a solution of one part to ten should be
made in boiling water. This should always be done anew
when wanted, as its virtue lessens by time.

This solution should be injected into the flesh of the
wound, as well as under the skin of the thigh and abdomen,
its effectiveness being largely dependent in its complete in-

troduction by circulation.

It is recommended that about thirty cubic centimetres, ad-
ministered in doses of five cubic centimetres, be used. My
Texan correspondent used a fluid ounce, divided into five

separate periods of injection, with satisfactory results. This
remedy is so sicrfple, harmless to use, and originates from so

distinguished a source, as to be a worthy rival to the time-
honored and dearly loved preventive of the * cracker " and
cowboy.—Shooting and Fishing.

•»

Pattern and Velocity.

Armin Tenner has been making some exhaustive experi-

ments in guns of several different makes to determine the

average pattern and velocity of given charges considered as

standards. The result is as follows :

12-Gange Gun, No. 7 Shot, l l-S ounces.

Common cyl. barrel 135 to 150—36 to 41 per cent.
Improved cyl " 145 to 162—3S to 44 " "
Light choke " 165 to 195—42 to 52 " "
Medium cyL " 185 to 225—50 to 60 " "
Full choke " 215 to 240—58 to 65 " "
Extra full choke " 230 to 250—60 to 66 " "

Standard Velocities—16-Gange Guns.

2% drams E. C. powder, 1 oz. of No. 7 shot 899
2K " Schultze

"

'• " " „ 890
2% " DuPom's Smokeless powder. 1 oz of No. 7 shot 90S '

2% " Am. Wood powder, 1 oz. of No. 7 shot- 890 j
25 grains Walsrode " " " " 885
2% drams DnPont's Eagle Ducking blk. powder, 1 oz. shot 880

12-Bore Guns.

3 drams E. C. powder, 1 1-8 oz. of No. 7 shot 960
3 '* Schultze

"

" " ' 965.
2% " DuPont's Smokeless powder, 1 l-S oz. of No. 7 shot 95&
3 " Am. Wood " " *' *' 960'

3 " DnPont's Eagle Ducking

"

" " " 950
29 grains Walsrode powder, 1 1-8 oz. of No. 7 shot- - 9551

10-Bore Guns.

3% drams E. C. powder, V& oz. of No. 7 shot- 933

3K " Schultze

"

" " " - 930

3K " Am. Wood powder, \% oz. of No. 7 shot 925
3% " DuPont's blk. powder, X% oz. of No. 7 shot ... 960
38 grains Walsrode " " " " 940

It will be seen that the 12-bore gun gives the highest mean
velocity of the three bores.

The figures obtained recently at Dexter Park do not quite

agree with the velocity values obtained in England, where
the 16-bore gun developed the highest velocity of the three

gauges. I can, however, assure the reader that with the

quotients of loads as here given, the values obtained by me
are correct. By using less shot in the 10 bore gun the veloc-

ity of the latter can be increased to the average of the other

two guns.

Killing Birds for Their Feathers.

Harry HoughtOD,

At the November meeting of the Cooper Ornithological

Club in San Jose the following resolutions, condemnatorv of

the practice of killing birds for millinery purposes were

Resolved, That the Cooper Ornithological Club deplore

and condemn the perverted taste and cruelty of the fair sex

in fostering the slaughter of thousands of egrets (for their

plumes) for millinery purposes ;
and that we especially con-

demn the shooting of gulls and terns on the shores of San
Francisco bay, as well as snowy plover and other shore birds

along the coast, and the wholesale slaughter along the Colo-

rado river, the breeding ground of many species, which are

being exterminated by Indians employed by unscrupulous
whites; that we view with alarm the appalling fact that more
birds are destroyed annually in the United States for each
large millinery firm than are contained in the combined col*

lection of bird students in this country—the accumulation of

generations. And be it further

Resolved, That every means be put forth to influence legis-

lation for the protection of birds, and to discourage the

wearing of birds, resulting in such shameful annihilation of

the beautiful creatures of the air, the common inalienable

heritage of all who love nature and her children of hill and
valley, wood and shore. And be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the

intelligent and generous press, who may assist in the elimi-

nation of this execrable evil of fashion.

Petaluma Sportsmen's Club,

Alameda Count;
Secretary, Oakland

The NLmrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner, President,
PhiL, Finck, Secretary, R. R. andl6th Ave., S.S. F.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary
605 Market St S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gnn Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gnn Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gnn Club, Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

,i >.<~*ij£ Sec
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

cy, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F .W Charles, Secretary.

A Snake Bite Antidote.

At this season of the year when the tourist or sportsman is

contemplating a trip to our subtropical States, it may not be

out of place to suggest a simple and practical antidote against

the poisonous bite of the rattlesnake and others of his ilk.

The recent experiment of Dr A. Calmette, of the Pasteur
Institute at Paris, have proven the efficiency of chloride of

lime in the treatment of the bites of the cobia and the viper

The postponed meeting of the Petaluma Sportsmen's Club
was held at Steiger's gun store last evening, there being a

large attendance, and S.J.Hopkins president, in the chair.

The road committee reported progress and the building

committee made its report and was authorized to constructs

dormitory, the cost not to exceed a certain stated amount,
when ordered to begin work by the club.

Several members were dropped from the rolls for non pay-

ment of dnes.

It was decided to hold a club hunt on Friday next aDd Dr.

C. E. Reed and Toney Mego were elected captains.

Marshal Collins was instructed to see that a properly sworn
in deputy, authorized to make arrests, be sent to the club

preserves south of town.

Game Keeper Billy Goodwin was ordered to report at his

station to-day.

The meeting adjourned.- -Imprint.

G-ilroy Sportsman's Association.

The above-named club are sportsmen worthy of the name.
They propose to see that the game laws are respected in their

section and back up their opinions with cash as follows :

The Gilrov Sportsman's Protective Association hereby

offer a reward of fifty dollars ($50) for information that will

lead to the arrest and conviction of any person or personB

violating the Fish and Game Laws.

f M. Casey,
|
Geo. E. Bea

Executive Committee -[ John Rives
|
John Hollaway

(.V. Grodhaus.
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CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

D.ive Thorn and "Uncle Bob " were at Alvieo on Sunday,

ind found a few snipe.

Dr. Carver defeared Geo. Kleinman in a 100 bird match at

£100 a side on the 19th inst.

Edgar Forster and brother bagged about twenty ducks at

Reclamation on Sunday last.

Brunsand Karney were among theduckson Sunday. They
jagged forty on the Sonoma marsh.

Wild pigeons are again numerous in the Santa Cruz moun-
ains. Oi*e gentleman bagged 60 on Sunday. .

L. D. Owens left town this week for a three week's outing

mong the quail and ducks of Los Angeles Co.

H. Hosmer and a friend were at the Baldwin
}
Alviso

lridges,on Sunday, and made a good bag of teal.

Mr. Adams -ind two others of the Teal Club, Alviso

Bridges, bagged twenty-three teal on Sunday last.

Tickets to the great football game on Thankgiving day can

e procured of E. T. Allen Co., 416 Market street.

H. F. Cann, Frank Harden and the writer were at the

'aatimeClub on Sunday. They bagged twenty-seven birds,

aoetly teal.

Oar Eastern correspondent states that the close season on

uail in Massachusetts does not affect him at all, as there

re no quail at any season. Grouse get more scarce year by

ear.

[ On Sunday Frank Alzina of Sioti Cruz and a party of

I unters, with five hounds, killed an immense wildcat in the

[ ills back of Harriugton's and Holiday's slaughter house on

lie Moor ranch. The animal measured over four feet from

p to tip.

I Dr. W. F. Carver and Captain J. L. Brewer are matched
I) shoot with the two amateurs, Geo. Work and J. Seaver

I age, of New York, for $1,000 a side. The match will

l.robably be shot off at the Westminister Kennel Club's

I rounds.

I E. T. Allen Co. have lately received a line line of hunting

| toIs and shoes, hunting gloves with thin thumbs and fore-

j-agers, bicycle gauntlets of extra fine quality, with or with

I it the Olympic Club emblem, musical dumbbells for chil-

Iren's exercises, and other novelties too numerous to men-

j
In our article on the Pastime Gun Cluh last week we
sled that the moon set in the East. We often get turned

I'oundwhen navigating the Alviso slougbs but we did not

I itend to state that on that particular morning the moon set

the East. It usually sets in the West in that section of the

{ >untry.

\ San Francisco hunters have on Saturdays and Sundays

i ;en enjoying fine shooting on the preserves of the Petaluma

\ norlsmen's Club. Gamekeeper Goodwin will be at BirdelFs

I ation on these days hereafter, and will warn all sportsmen

I keep oil the grass. If the warning is not heeded the offend-

Is will be arrested.

I W. S. K., of Wilkesbarre, Pa., asks the American Field if

[ ere is a gun club in Oakland, Cal. The Field names the

I mpi re. There are two others of very similar names, viz.:

1 ae Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, H. H.

lewton, Sec, and the Alameda County Sportsmen's Club,
"1 arry Houghton, Secretary.

I Samuel Piatt, late manager at Robert Liddle & Co.'s has

t at returned from a three weeks' outing in the vicinity of

ontague, Siskiyou County. He reports quail very plentiful

id ducks galore ; in fact, he terms that region the sports-

an's paradise. The canvas-back are still on their breeding

I ounds. and are very plentiful about the Klamath lakes.

f
Miguel Aguirre trapped two large mountain lions last week,

\ ps the Banning Herald. They had killed a deer, and traps

Mae placed near it to await their expected return with result

i stated. Miguel had been missing hogs frequently, and no

ubt the two animals caught were partly responsible. Their

pture was quite a feat, as they are so shy and suspicious

ft at poison is usually resorted to.

^ Ducks are becoming more plentiful. F. W. Wbittier,

\ muel Hughes and a friend bagged 60, 50 and 40 respect-

I ;ly the first of the week. We understand that they got

am at Sherman Island, but of this we are not positive. The
lirket has been well supplied with mallard this week from

J 3 Sacramento and San Joaquin river country. The Stock-

Ij. boat brings down quite a number on every trip, and on

] ery hand we hear of better bags.

' The hills back of Berkeley have for yearsbeen a source of

-*enue to the local officers. A town ordinance prohibits

^wting on inclosed ground, and the boys insist upon shoot-

; wherever they like. The trespass law should cover this

'later, and the justices should not be lenient in such cases.

• I is a matter of great surprise to us that we have not heard

*'l some serious accident from the careless shooting of the

treio these hills. On a Sunday there will be from thirty

;
t fifty roaming about looking for squirrels, and full half of

;m carry rifles and shoot them very recklessly.

Game Preservation.

rho crusade against the market hunter that this paper

rted some months ago has borne fruit on every hand. The

ire country press seem to have taken up the question.

SI Dorado county is the only county that has, in our es-

latioo, solved the problem. By prohibiting the shipment

. of the county of more than two dozen birds per week by

r one person both tbe market hunter and game hog are

trained from indiscriminately slaughtering the game.

There is no denying the fact that the quail and duck are

ffing perceptibly scarcer every year. The market hunter

ea naught for the future. When game gets scarce in one

lioQ he goes to another. A few handsful of wheat decoy a

7, and while *bey are feeding a 10 or Sguage gun pots the

ole flock. Traps are placed on ' Wll top and tbe

birds are first killed, then hung up in sacks and shot at, that
they may show shot marks, and then shipped to market in
thousands. This is the kind of indiscriminate slaughter that
we would see legislated against.

The market duck hunters are seeking the protection of the
law by leasing large tracts of land after the manner of our
wealthy clubs. This is a free country. No one denies the
right of the owner of a tract of land to lease the same, nor
the lessee the right to prohibit others from trespassing on
such land, when properly fenced and posted. Any land owner
mav lease his land for a preserve as freely as for a cattle

range, but we can make these tracts useless to the market
hunter and the game hog by limiting their bag, or at least

limiting the quantity they may ship. We know of no better

way of preserving our game.

Market-Shooting.

The Record-Union has taken up our fight against the

market hunter, aud cites an example of benefit derived from

an ordinance restricting the market hunters, as follows :

Up to a year ago a few market hunters in El Dorado
County regularly shipped out of that county several hundred
dozens of quail each week during the season. These birds

were most of them trapped or killed by bevies on ground
that had been baited with grain.

The result was that a half-dozen men had well-nigh de-
stroyed the quail in all localities in El Dorado that were
available for shooting. A year ago, however, the Supervi-
sors of that county passed an ordinance providing that no
person should be allowed to ship more than two dozen quail
per week out of the county.
Now, what is the result ? Any one may go into El Dorado

County and find excellent quail shooting. If he be not satis-

fied with being allowed to take out with him such birds as he
may bring to bag, he doesn't know how to appreciate a good
thing. With this law adhered to, ElDorado will soon be-

come a perfect paradise for sportsmen—which means all men
who go afield, whether they be lawyers or hod-carriers.

"Where to Shoot.

The Sacramento Bee says : "Where can a poor man hunt

around the bay of San Francisco ? There is not an inch of

marsh land that is not leased by some swell gun club, etc."

The statement is not correct. The Saturday evening trains

take from San Francisco no less than ten carloads of hunters

to various sections of the near-by marshes and hills. The

majority of these sportsmen do not shoot on any preserve.

Any sportsmen that is content with a mess for himself

and friends can find plenty of places to secure it.

On tbe Sonoma marsh there are many places. Sherman
Island is in its season, one of the best duck grounds in this

section of California. Mr. Renfree is always on hand with

every accommodation for visiting sportsmen. Ellis' Landing
is a very popular near-by resort, boats can be secured there at

all times. At Suisun, Brentwood and Byron there is good
public shooting ground. On the narrow guage line Newark,
Mt. Eden, Alvarado, Mowry's Alviso Bridges and Alviso all

provide thousands of acre of public shooting ground. The
south coast line also provides many good plaees in season.

ROD.
The Fish Commissioners' Report,

The State Board of Fish and Game Commissioners—Jo-

seph D. Redding, Hugh L. Macneil and Win. C. Murdoch

—have just issued a very complete report of the proceedings

of the Commission during the past three years. The pamphlet

is embellished with very fine engravings of the State

Hatchery at Sisson, the 6had, the striped bass, the golden

trout, the Kern river trout, the McCloud river trout, the

No Shee trout, tbe Dolly Varden trout, the Cut-Throat or

Tahoe trout, the Rainbow trout, the Eastern brook trout, the

Loch Leven trout, the Steelhead trout, the Quinnat salmon,

Whitefish, the Spiny Lobster, the American Lobster, Small-

mouthed Black Bass, Large-mouthed Black Bass, Wall-eyed

Pike and Muskallunge.

We notice with pleasure that they recommend to tbe Leg-

islature the work of the recent Sportsmen's Convention, es-

pecially the appointment of game wardens for each county.

They recommend a close season for lobsters throughout

the State, from May 15th to July 15th of each year.

The Commission, since its last report, has caused the erec-

tion of twenty-two fisbways on various streams. In addition

to the regular paid deputies, they have appointed lbO men
that are holding commissions and serving without pay.

The report states that they have received 30,000 Loch

Leven eyed eggs which they have hatched and have placed

the fry in one of the rented lakes near the Sisson hatchery,

where they will be retained as breeders and from which the

Commission hope to begin stocking the waters of the State.

During the two years ending Sept; 1, 1894, the Commis-

sion have distributed in the various waters of the State 10,-

330,850 salmon, 517,500 Eastern brook trout, 1,834,240 rain-

bow trout, 3,089,950 cut-throat trout, 9,505 black bass, 93,000

muskallunge, 23 small tautogs, one can of salt water eels and

100 "awa," natives of the Hawaiian Islands.

The pamphlet closes with descriptions by Dr. David Starr

Jordan, of the No-Shee trout. The McCloud river or

Shasta trout and the Kern river trout.

Tbe report ts very complete in its details and admirably

edited. It contains 143 pages of valuable information tu

anglers.and everv one interested in our food fishes and should

be "in the hands of all sportsmen who are interested in the

preservation of our fish acid game.

The fall weather in Like County is the finest season of the

year when it is tine, and the weather that we have been hav-

ing lately is "just too lovely for anything." It is so fine that

the trout imagine that spring has come again, and are taking

the flv in fine shape. Billy Colo and H. Schminck were out

to Thomas creek last Sunday and killed 70 of the speckled

beauties. Dave Cleland came in Monday from the Chewau-

can *ith 53 as the result of one day's sport. They were river

trout, and five of the lot dressed two pounds each. They are

also catching them in Goose lake, and we bear good reports

from Beep creek.—Oregon News.

Fish Protection in Santa Cruz.

The Board of Supervisors of the County of Santa Cruz do
ordain as follows, to wit

:

Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any person to take,
catch or kill, or expose for sale, or have in his possession, in
the County of Santa Cruz, any speckled trout, brook or sal-
mon trout, or any variety of trout between the first day of
December and the first day of May in the following year,
except salmon trout taken with rod and line in tide water.

Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to take, catch
or kill, in the County of Santa Cruz, between the tenth day
of February and the first day of December in the following
year, any salmon in the rivers, creeks, running streams, tide
waters or lagoons of said country. It shall be unlawful for
any person to sell, expose for sale or have in his possession
between the tenth day of February and the first day of
December of the following year, any salmon taken, caught or
killed in the rivers, creeks, running streams, tide waters or
lagoons of said county.

Sec. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person at any time to
take, catch or kill any salmon in the rivers, creeks, running
streams, tide waters or lagoons of said county, except by hook
and line, spear or gaff.

Sec. 4. Salmon, within the meaning of the provisions of
this ordinance, are hereby defined to be those certain fish of
the class Salmo, which frequent the rivers, creeks, running
streams, tide waters and lagoons of said county, between the
months of November and May of the following year, and
which weigh four pounds and upwards, and which are com-
monly known and called " steel-head salmon," "silver-side
salmon, "hook-bill salmon," "hump-back salmon" and
" red salmon."

Sec. 5. It shall be unlawful for any person at any time to
take, procure or destrny any fish in the rivers, creeks, running
streams, tide waters or lagoons of said county, by means of
explosion, or by the use of nets and seines of any kind and
every kind or description.

Sec. 6. Every person violating any provision of this ordi-
nance is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by
imprisonment in the County Jail of said county for a period
not exceeding six months, or by a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
One-half of all moneys collected as fines for violations of

the provision of this ordinance shall be paid to the informer.
Sec. 7. This ordinance shall take eflect fifteen days after

its adoption, and shall be published as required by law.
Passed at a regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors

of the County of Santa Cruz .this 13th day of November, A.
D., 1894, by the following vote : Ayes : Baldwin, Lay, Lin-
scott, Kambo, Stanton ; noes, none ; absent, none.

J. A. Linscott, Chairman of said Board,
Attest

:

Ed. M&rtix. Clerk of said Board.

A Very Good Fish Story.

An Anaheim paper is the authority for the following fish

story

:

" Oo Friday of last week the wife of one of the prominent
ranchers in Placentia bought a large Spanish mackerel from
a fisherman who makes weekly trips with his wagon through
that section, with fish caught near the Landing. The fish

was a large one of its kind. On opening it and removing the
maw its unusual size permitted the cutting open of that or-

gan, and, strange to relate, a full set of false teeth for the up-
per jaw was found among its contents. As from their Bize and
shape it was easily decided they had belonged to a woman,
the question now is, did the fish swallow some unfortunate
woman and digest all but the teeth, or did some poor crea-

ture drown and in her death struggle eject the teeth from her
mouth, and the fish find and swallow them ? The teeth are
entirely uninjured, and as good as new. Any one in need of a
second-hand set can doubtless procure them for a reasonable
price."

The reel fishermen of Santa Rosa are talking of organi-
zing a club. It has been suggested that their badge consist

of a square medicine bottle with the portrait of Ananias, their

patron saint, embossed on the outside.

Dogs.

"Dogs " is the name of a new weekly paper that has reached

our desk from far-away London. This paper will be issued

every Tuesday hereafter, and will be devoted to the interests

of beginners and "one dog" men. It is admirably edited

and is well worth its price, 1 d. The weekly column of ad-
vice to the young and inexperienced owner is well worth ten
times that sum. Theo. Marples, formerly with the British

Fancier, is one of the editors, and it is rumored that Geo.
Raper is also connected with it. We wish the new-comer
every possible success.

„. Awarded
niffhest Honors—World's Fair

W CREAM

BAKING
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MOST PERFECT MADE."
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder Freefrom Ammoma.Alurn or any other adulterant

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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TWENTIETH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20.

. HE work of trying to pick winners

looked very intricate to day, and it

was just as hard a mixture as it

looked. Four favorites foiled the

dear public, and the bookmakers

sang "Soft Times, Come Again

Some More" as Tartarian passed

the finishing point in front of the

heavily-played Brodhead. The at-

tendance was fully up to the high

standard of this the greatest meet-

ing ever held in the Far West. As remarked before, in effect,

it rfas a great day for the bookies and a fearfully bad one for

form-players. Horses from Ed Corrigan's stable won two of

the three races they were engaged in, N. Hill having the

mounts. The successful riders to-day were N. Hill (twice),

Chevalier, C. Weber and W. Fiyon.

Kodegap, first away, led every jump of the route in the

first race, and won easily by three lengths, Foremost coming

from the bunch and beating Terrs Nova a neck for the place

in fine 6tyle. Hessen, the heavily-played, was never in the

hunt.

Trix ran about fourth to the homestretch, Lucille Murphy

leading until nearing the straight. Here Jack Richelieu,

the favorite, ran into the lead. Trix caught him in the last

eighty yards, and outran Schreiber's horse a length from this

out. Rear Guard came up strong at the end and snatched

the show from Lonnie B. Florence Dickey was cut off" in

this race near the quarter-pole, was taken back last, and ran

up well going to the homestretch, and fell back beaten.

Tiger, at 15 to 1, led nearly all the way in the two-year-old

race, and won easily by one and a half lengths, Miss Clay, also

at 15 to 1, getting the place in fine style. The favorite, Jim
Flood, just beat Capt. Skedance a head for the show. He
Flood, was cut off* near the four and a half furlong pole, or,

might have been a little closer up.

Senator Irby won the mil*1 race easily by half a length, The
Mallard getting the place and (Thornhill the show. It was
not a true-run race, Remus, Montalvo and Thornhill being,

pulled up considerably at the start, their riders evidently

thinking it no go.

Tartarian had an easy time of it in the last event, a five

furlong afiair, selling. Mrs. Strong, a Littte Alp mare, led at

the half and until three furlongs from home, when Tartarian
said good-bye and was not thereafter headed, though Brod-
head made up a lot of ground in the final quarter. Joe Cot-

ton came strongly down the homestretch and got the show.

How the Races Were Run.

Hessen, backed down from 4 to 2 to 1, was a warm favor-

ite. Terra Nova was at 4 to 1, Foremost 7, Miss Garvin and
Duchess of Mil pitas 8 each, Sam Harris 10, others 15 to 100
to 1, latter Grotto's price. The start was a straggling one,

Rodegnp being off first, Miss Willoughby second, Barcaldine
third, Umma fourth. Rodegap led by four lengths at the half-

pole, Barcaldine second, a head from Miss Willoughby. The
Corrigan colt's head had been cut down two lengths as he
swung into the homestretch, Terra Nova second (having run
up from the rear), two lengths from Barcaldine. Rodegap
was not headed, and won easily by three lengths from Fore-
most, who made a grand run from the rear in the homestretch
and beat Terra Nova in a drive a neck for the place. Grotto
the 100 to 1 shot, was fourth. Time, 1:13}. Foremost would
have been very close to first money with an even break.

Eleven selling platers started in a seven-furlong dash, and
Jack Richelieu was an even-money favorite. Trix was next
in demand at 5 to 1, Bridal Veil at 7, Florence Dickey and
Lucille Murphy 8 each, others 15 and 30 to 1. Trix sulked
at the post, delaying matters mightily. Finally a good start

was made, Jack Richelieu, Lonnie B., Trix being the order.
Lucille Murphy ran up rapidly from the middle of the
bunch, and led Jack Richelieu a length passing the quarter-
pole and a head at the half, Jennie Deane third, at Riche-
lieu's heels, and half a length in front of Trix. Jack Riche-
lieu passed to the front near the three-quarter pole, and led
Lucille Murphy a length as thev straightened out for home,
Lonnie B. and Trix lapped, behind, close up. Jack Riche-
lieu was joined by Trix about eighty yards of the finish, and
Carr went to the whip on the favorite. It was of no avail,

however, Trix winning handily by a length, Jack Richelieu
second, one and a half lengths from Rear Guard, who juet
beat Lonnie B. a head for the show. Time, 1:27.

Jim Flood was made a torrid first choice, opening at even
money, closing at 3 to 5. Malo Diablo was at 4 to 1, Capt.
Skedance 8, Tiger and Miss Clay filly each 15 to 1, imp.
Thorn 40 to 1. Capt. Skedance, Tiger, Thorn was the order
to a fair start. Tiger, Capt. Skedance, El Tirano and the
Miss Clay filly ran lengths apart as named past the half.

Flood was pocketed, and fell back fast. Tiger, under a strong
pull, ran first into the homestretch, Capt. Skedance second,
as far from imp. Thorn. Tiger was not neaded, and won
very easily by one and a half lengths, Miss Clay filly coming

fast down the homestretch and getting the place by half a

leDgth from Jim Flood, who, under whip, beat Capt. Skedance

a head for the show. Time, 1:12$.

Senator Irby opened favorite in the fourth race, one mile,

closed at 6 to 5. Wandering Nun opened at S to 1, closed at

4 to 1. Montalvo was at the same figure, Thornhill at 8,

The Mallard and San Luis Rey 15 each, Remus 20 to 1. The
start was not of the best, Remus, Thornhill and Montalvo

pulling up some, particularly Remus. Wandering Nun ltd

to the three-quarter pole by from half a length to a length,

Senator Irby running second most of the way. Thornhill

was second into the homestretch, however, with The Mallard

third. Senator Irby came through in the straight and won
handily by half a length from The Mallard, latter driven

out, he four lengths in front of Thornhill, who beat Mont-

alvo a nose for show. Time, 1:41 i.

Tartarian opened a favorite in the last race, five furlongs,

at S to 5, but receded to 4 to 1 toward post time, Brodhead

remaining at 2 to 1, Joe Cotton and Romair 6 to 1 each, Bor-

der Lassie 8, others from 20 to 200 to 1. Border Lassie, Mrs.

Strong, Brodhead was the order at the start. Mrs. Strong ran

up very fast and led Border Lassie nearly a length passing

the half-pole. Border Lassie, Brodhead and Tartarian being

head and head. Three furlongs from home Tartarian made a

fine rush, and as they swung around for the run home he was

in front, a length from Mrs. Strong, she as far from Reno, on

whom Brodhead was lapped. Tartarian simply won as he

pleased by two lengths, Mrs. Strong falling back and Brod-

head moving up gallantly in the homestretch. The last-

named, second, beat Joe Cotton two lengths for the place,

while Realization was fourth. Time, 1:00}-.

TWENTY-FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

In two instances track records were shivered into smith-

ereens to-day, and just how fast the short six furlongs could

have been run by Rey del Carreras it is difficult to say.

Certainly he appeared to have a few links of speed left

when he ran the route in 1:11}, the first full half

mile in 0:46|. He carried 106 pounds and Felix

Carr, and is one of the speediest colts San Franciscans

have ever seen. This is the fellow that the owner of

the Santa Anita stable wants to put in the contemplated

sweepstakes, and not Lady Diamond. The other track record

sent to its grave was the short steeplechase, about one and a

half miles. The former mark was 3:22}. Floodmore did it

easily in 3:20i this afternoon, and is clearly the best horse at

the j umping game thus far shown on this coast. Allmark and

Floodmore are unbeatable. The combination is too strong.

Gen. Antonio Ezeta and suite were among the most inter-

ested of the spectators at the local track to-day. It was the

first time the fighting Salvadorean had ever seen a horse race

as conducted in America, and his joy scarcely knew any

bounds, especially when the steeplechase was being run.

It was another good day for the bookmakers, only one fav-

orite winning, a la yesterdav.

The Darebin-Mura colt, a rank outsider in the first racet

at 25 to 1 in most books, laid about fourth until reaching the

homestretch, then came through and won easily, with Lin-

ville second, Wawona a close third, latter a short head from

Howard, about the last horse to move in a start that was not

very good for him, and besides he was cut off near the half-

pole. Wag quit badly in the homestretch finishing next to

last.

Rey del Carreras got away last in the second race, ran up

first in the first seventy yards, and not being anywhere near

headed, won easily by three lengths from the Darebin-Nellie

Peyton filly, who has ability of no mean order. El Tirano

was third and Roma fourth. The latter lost a lead pad about

a sixteenth from home, and her owner and trainer, Charles

Boots, was fined $100 on account of ttie careless way the filly

was rigged.

Cadmus ran a grand race to-day, and he was superbly rid-

den by Felix Carr. He ran neck and neck with Installator

for five furlongs, then came away under persuasion and won

nearly all out by a length from that good performer, Ohiyesa,

who was a head in front of the favorite, Major McLaughlin.

The victory was a popular one. Ohiyesa was jostled consid-

erably not quite a furlong from home, or would have made it

warmer for Cadmus.

Floodmore won the steeplechase easily from Argenta,

though the latter was played as if it were all over but the

whooping.

Chartreuse took the last race in grand style by three lengths,

going to the front after Misty Morn had led for about three

furlongs. Rico came fast down the homestretch and was

gaining, while Dockstader was a poor third. The race was

ruu in 1:13}, but a quarter of a second behind the coast record

made by Charmion.

Carr rode two winners this afternoon, Chevalier one, Hen-

nessv one. The latler's win was on the Muracolt, a 25 to 1

shot, Chevalier's 8 to 1 at one time.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race was for maidens, six furlongs. Wag was again
made favorite, opening at even money, closing at 6 to 5.

Howard, a "good thing" from Modesto, opened at 2 to 1, went
back to 3, closed at 2\ to 1. Arctic opened at 15, closed at 5,

Wawona 8, Linville 10, Emma 20, Mura colt 25 and Solita-

rio 80 to 1. Arctic Wag, Wawona was the order to a rather

straggling start. Arctic led at the balf-pole by a head, Wag
second, lapped by Wawona. Arctic fell back a trifle as they
neared the homestretch, and Wag was first as they swung
into the straight by his head, Wawona second, a bead in front

of Arctic. The Mura colt, fourth into the homestretch, came
very fast, and won handily at the end by a trifle over a

length, Linville getting the place, half a length in front of

Wawona, who beat Howard a head for show. Time, 1:15}.

Wag finished sixth io this field of seven.

Rey del Carreras was a warm favorite, opening at 3 to 5,

closing at 1 to 3. Roma was at 6 tol, Nellie Peyton filly 15,

Kl Tirano 20, Washop 100 to 1. The start was a fair one,

Washoe, El Tirano, Koma being the order, the favorite last.

He was soon in front, however, leading one and a ha ^

lengths at the half-pole, Nellie Peyton filly second, as fa

from Roma. Rey del Carreras was first into the homestretc
by three lengths, Nellie Peyton filly second, five lengths fro *

Roma. Rey del Carreras ran from the short six-furloc

pole to the head of the homestretch in 0:45J, or as good i ^:

0:46J for the full half mile. He was nothing like fully e-

tended to win by three lengths, Nellie Peyton filly secont

six lengths from El Tirano, who beat Roma half a length ft *-

the show. Time, 1:11}—a new record at the distance. Roa t-

lost a lead-pad about a sixteenth from home, and Cbarl &
Boots, owner and trainer, was fined $100 for carelessness.

The third race, one mile, selling, had five high-class rar '

horses in it. Major McLaughlin was a favorite at 8 to 5, Cat

mus next in demand at 2} to 1, Happy Day at 4, Ohiyesa ' U-
and Installator 8 to 1. Installator was first off to a good stai v.:

Carr giving Cadmus, against the rails, a couple of stiogio

cuts with his whip at the very outset, and he shot up close ''I

Installator, the leader. At the quarter Installator was fir

by about half a length, Cadmus second, three lengths froi

Ohiyesa. Nose and noBe Installator and Cadmus passed tl

half-pole, the favorite third, a little over a length away. Ca»

mus, "under Carr's persuasion, passed Installator near tl

three-quarter pole and was nearly a length to the good tun
ing for home, Ohiyesa third, a couple of lengths furtht

away, and coming up strong. Cadmus was beautifully ridde

down the homestretch, and nearly all out, won a pretty

by a length, Ohiyesajostled about half-way down the straig]

second, a length in front of Major McLaughlin, at whi
heels came Installator. Time, l:40i.

Argenta was a warm favorite for the short course steei

chase, his opening price being 2 to 1, closing 7 to 5. Fl
more was at 2£ to 1, Lodowic 6, Guadaloupe 10, Dick O'Ma
ley 12, Happy Band and Ingot each 20 to 1. Ingot led ovi

the first jump by a head, Floodmore second, Guadalou]
third. Floodmore and Dick O'Malley went heads apart i

named over the next, with Guadaloupe at their heels. Di<

O'Malley drew away going up the hill the first time, and U
over the hill jump by three lengths, Floodmore and Argent
a length apart, second and third. Dick O'Malley led over
length as they reached the top of the next hill, but Flooi

more headed him at the water jump, and Argenta soon the
after ran up second. The pair drew sway fast from t

others, and Floodmore was not headed, winning easily

three lengths, Argenta second, eight from Happy Band, w
was two from Guadaloupe. Time, 3:204—the track recop
Lodowic broke down badly in his off foreleg in this race,

looks like a permanent break-down.
The last event carded, a six-furlong selling race, was oi

conducive to lively speculation. Rico was the favorite ai

well-supported at 2J to 1. Gallant opened at 5, and was
strongly supported that the best odds obtainable at the do-

were 3 to 1. Docksladter was not neglected at 4. Model ai

Chartreuse, at 7 to 1 each, had many admirers with coi

while the play on Misty Morn was not light, her openii

price being 25, closing 10 to 1. The Drummer was a 50 to

shot, and little played. Misty Morn, Dockstadter, Model w;

the order at the start, which was good for all but The Drur
merand Gallant. Misty Morn, Dockstadter and Model ra

heads apart as named passing the half-pole, Chartreuse cio

up. The latter made her run three furlongs from home, ai

had a length's lead making the final turn, Dockstadter ai

Model lapped, Rico fourth and moving fast. Chartreaa
ridden vigorously by Chevalier, opened up quite a gap in tl

homestretch, and it was apparent that she would win half- w:

down the straight. Chevalier took no chances, and keepii

the pretty, flaxen-maned filly moving, shot her in a winni
by over two lengths from Rico, who, coming like a shot, be:

Dockstadter four lengths for show. Model was a poor fourtl

Time, 1:13}.

TWENTY-SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

November 22d, 1894, should go down into turf histo

as a great racing day. The fields have been larger, but tl

caliber of the contestants in two of the events was of tl

highest order. San Franciscans are appreciative alwaj

and showed it by attending in much larger numbers thi

any day this week. The quality of the sport merited tl

attendance. Not a favorite was successful, so that the rac

goers did not appreciate what they saw quite as mn:

as the bookmakers, possibly.

Rey El Santa Anita won the Bohemian Stakes like the wo

derful horse should that he is known to be (at times). Whilel

won a grand race, the victory was anything but a popular on

and many unpleasant things were said of the horse's runnin

A well-known turfman remarked, "If a horse of mine we

to run that way, I would be hanged before I had a chance

get back to the paddock with him." The horse ran third

Gilead and Polaskiin a mile race on Novembers. He carrii

122 pounds, and was beaten nine lengths. November 10th 1

carried the same weight, 122 pounds, finishing fourth Id

race won by DukeStevens, beaten four lengths by the winn

in 1:45} for the mile and seventy yards. The mile in tb

race was run in about 1:41. In both of the races mentionc

above he was a warm favorite and played for thousands. T
day Rey El Santa Anita took up 127 pounds and ran a mil

handily in 1:40}, winning a stake race and presumably

large gum for his owner and friends, they securing tl

tempting odds of 4A and 5 to 1 for their money.

Now comes the story of wholesale " doping " of the Sao

Anita horses by the stablejoreman, Willis Duff, a colon

man who has been employed by Baldwin as ordinary stab

hand, etc., for the past seven or eight years. The story loo

true in every particular, and accounts for the milk in tl

coeoanut; exonerates the former trainer, Henry McDanie.

and Jockey Van Kuren from all blame, and shows he

Baldwin and Brien have been unjustly accused. The culpt

was discovered by the merest accident, a stable boy ove

hearing a conversation between Duff and an associite. Bal

win says there were at least six of thecouspirators—players

races and one prominent bookmaker. Duff's scheme, it is saiiF

was not to "take the muzzle off"," but to literally " bu*n

horse up" that was meant to lose by not letting him hav

any water for twenty-four hours. Trainer Brien, who su-

ceeded McDaniel as traiadr of the Saata Anita string is oi
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the cleverest conditioners of race horses in America

& thoroughly wide-awake in all respects. He soon

scovered that there was a Senegambian in the wood-pile,

it the location of the scoundrel baffled him. Then the

ible boy told Mr. Brien what he had heard—that Duff told

friend, one of the celebrities of the string would not run,

gh, low, jack in a certain race, and asking that friend to

commend some bookmaker who would " do business " and

cp his mouth shut. Brien communicated the stable boy's

>ry to Baldwin, and wanted Duff discharged

once. The millionaire was loth to be-

ivein the guilt of Duff, but consented to sending him to

e ranch to prepare some yearlings for the work of stake-

nning to come. He went to Los Angeles Bome ten days

o. The result was that the best members of the string

ley el SaDta A.uita, Arapahoe and Rey del Carreras and

ible Manager W. B. Sink's mare,Sister Mary) have shown

tnderful irnprovemeot and run some cracking good races

ice his departure. This is the story in a nutshell,

d now we shall look for Baldwin to have the ex-foreman

nished and his friend, the "prominent bookmaker."

herwise the serial would have an unsatisfatory ending.

But to return to to-day's racing. Bernardo won the first

lily by four lengths, going to the front near the half and

ing four lengths to the good at the finish. Quarterstaff,

ven out, got the place from the Duchess of Milpitas by a

ad.

Venus led nearly all the way in the second event, winning

ndily by a length from Miss Ruth, Mainstay a poor third,

peater, the favorite, was never in the hunt.

Rey El Santa Anita, fifth into the homestretch, came like

yclone the last quarter, beating Thelma, who had led for

er six furlongs, by nearly a length for the Bohemian

ike, Arapahoe coming fast and getting the 6how. Artist

l second up to the final furlong, then fell out of it. Senator

>y and Lovdal ran most disappointingly. Thelma was 12

1 for a place. Lovdal, Artist and Senator Irby were all

avily played.

Duke Stevens, superbly ridden by Charley Weber, who had

kick and whip the sulker nearly every inch of the mile,

In in record time by less than an inch from Sister Mary,

e drive at the finish between this pair will not soon be

gotten. The Duke sulked three or four times on the jour-

ft
and it was only Charley Weber's determination that

ined the day.

Miss Buckley came from the rear and won the last race, one

le, handily, Riley did not seem to be able to help Hy
F any. The latter would have won with a good finisher

How the Races Were Ran.

(mp. Crichton and^Misty Morn being scratched in the first

'Ate, seven furlongs, selling, Quarterstaff was made a 3 to 5
•M'orite. Bernardo opened at 3, closed at 4} to 1, Lucille

flirphy at 5, Duchess of Milpitas 12, Reno and Charmer
«h 30 to 1. A fine start was effected, the order being
Marnier, Duchess of Milpitas second, Bernardo. Duchess
IMilpitas and Bernardo ran head and head past the quar-
I pole, Charmer a close third: Bernardo went to the front

luring the half, and led Milpitas half a length there and
:#> lengths into the homestretch, Quarterstaff but a head be-

lid the Duchess. In the straight Bernardo drew away still

ther, and won easily at the end by four lengths, Quarter-
ff beating the Duchess of Milpitas a scant neck in a drive,
J no another half length away. Time, 1:27 £.

; fcepeater, strongly backed, was a favorite in the second
le, five furlongs, at 3 J- to 1, Venus in good demand at 4 to

ferra Nova 4 and 5 to 1, Dick Behan and Mainstay each
Wallie Calvert 8, Miss Ruth 10, imp. Thorn 12, others 20
vlOO to 1. Mainstay was first away, closely pressed by
Inns, Venus sailed to the front at once, and was not there-

Mit headed, leading Sallie Calvert a length passing the half
II three lengths into the homestretch, Mainstay third, a

L liple of lengths away, all the time. Miss Rath came out
: ».he bunch once the straight was reached, and though gain-

M fast at the end, Venus won with a bit to spare by a length,

Jsb Ruth, second, was three lengths from Mainstay, he a

JRth in front of Terra Nova. Time, 1:01£.
:^Phe race for the Bohemian Stakes, one mile, brought out

::| best lot of three-year-olds that ever faced a starter in

flifornia—seven in all. Senator Irby was the real favorite,

.luring at 2 to 1, closing at 12 to 5. Lovdal was at 3 to 1 in

"lie books, but off most boards. Artist was backed down
Wm 5 to 3 to 1, the Santa Anita Stable was at 4 and 4£ to 1,

smist 12 and Thelma 40 to 1. The start, a fair one, saw
. Biator Irby first, Lovdal second, Rey El Santa Anita third,
,'. list next. Going around the turn Thelma made a great rush

jt landed her in front. At the quarter John Happy's
Own daughter was^hree lengths in front of her nearest op-
,P ent, Artist, he nearly as far from Senator Irby, who was
II d and head with Lovdal. The order remained unchanged

^
Ctr into the homestretch, though they had bunched up
c ely. Thelma held on gamely to her lead. Bob Isom, on
list, went to the whip just inside the eighth pole, and was

; >ip nly beaten. Rey El Santa Anita, fifth into the straight,

% coming with resistless strides in the center of the track.
1

:e Santa Anita come !" shouted the crowd, as the Ameri-
'•y Derby eat up the space that divided him from Thelma.

" f tv yards of the finish Rey El Santa Anita collared Thel-
:
n and the struggle was a short one, the game son of Cheviot

-.Jk ning the best race in the State by nearly a length, Thelma
'.b;iogthe fast-coming Arapahoe a head for place, the latter
"Jl >ting ahead half a length in the next stride. Senator Irby

;-* fourth. Time, 1:40V. The victory was a notable one,
» it is hard to reconcile the running of this race with his

I ister Mary was a hot favorite at 3 to 5, Duke Stevens and
I :ador 7 to 1 each, Remus 6, Quirt 10, Miss Fletcher 30 to

I Duke Stevens, off second, was given the whip from the

|

jump, and shot to the fore, with Quirt at nig heels, she

| )ed by the favorite, SiBter Mary. This was the order clear

1 ind to the homestretch, the Duke sulking a little near the
'. '-pole and at a few other points. Entering the home-

!
toh a little over a length in the lead, Sister Mary was sent

after him with a vengeance. Head and head the pair ran
the last fifty yards, Charley Weber and Carr riding as if their

lives depended upon it. With a last efiort Charley Weber
landed Duke Stevens winner by the smallest possible margin
Sister Mary second, one and a half lengths from Pescador.
Time, 1:45

J—equaling the track and Coast record at the
distance.

The last race of the day, one mile, selling, had six starters,

and was a good betting affair. Braw Scot was at 2 to 1 at

the close (opened at 8 to 5), Hy Dy 2* tol (3 to 1 at the
opening), Flirtilla 5, Miss Buckley 6, Two Cheers S and Gar-
cia 10 to 1. Hy Dy, Flirtilla, Braw Scot was the order to a
good start. Hy Dy was allowed to fall back into fourth
place in the first quarter, Braw Scot, Flirtilla and Two Cheers
running head and bead past the quarter and half, Hy Dy
closing up at the latter place. Braw Scot was first at the
final turn by a head, Two Cheers second, as far from Hy Dy,
he a head in front of Flirtilla. A furlong from home Hy Dy
shot to the front and took the pole. " Hy Dy wins easily I

"

shouted his admirers. It did look easy for the old gelding,
but about a sixteenth from home Eddie Jones brought Miss
Buckley up with a rush, and collaring Hy Dy seventy yards
of the finish, she won by a length handily, Hy Dy (on whom
Riley Bat- like a load of lead) second, three parts of a length
in front of Flirtilla, Braw Scot fourth. Time, 1:42. Hy Dy,
with a good rider up, would in all likelihood have proven an
easy winner.

Sale of the Kerr and Todhunter Yearlings.

A good -sized crowd of lovers of thoroughbreds was on hand

last Saturday at Bay District track when the Kerr and Toh-

hunter yearlings were sold. The babies by Mr. Kerr's young

6ire, Apache, were a grand-looking, well-grown lot, and

doubtless there were many prizes disposed of. We especially

fancied Nos. 3, 4 and 8. The Emperor of Norfolk—My Badge

colt was small but racy-looking, and should be well worth

(four times over) the $300 paid for him. In the Tjdhunter

consignment there were a number of fine-looking youngsters,

the colt by imp. Merriwaout of Lizzie Idle being the hand-

somest yearling we ever saw led into a sales ring in Califor-

nia. The sister to Tigress was a likely-looking miss. The
chestnut colt by Prince of Norfolk—Paralee was also a good

looker. Following are the pedigrees, the purchasers and the

prices realized :

PROPERTY OF CHAELES KERB, OF BAKEESFlELn, CAL.

Ch f by Apache—Irene, by Leinster; Tom Kiley $ 200
Cb f by Apache—Virjean, by Milner :

" Doc " Ruggles 105
Br c by Apacbe—Josie D.. by imp. Darebin ; Tom Boyle 250
B f by Apache—Rill, by Longfield ; Dr. D. R. Dickey 400
Cb f by Oregon—Why Not, by George Wilkes ; Dr. D. R.

Dickey 180
B c by Emperor of Norfolk—My Badge, by imp. The Ill-Used ;

George Rose 300
Ch f by Apache—Emma Longfield, by Longfield ; B. Schreiber 150
Cb c by Apache—Maid of Stockdale, by Shannon ; H. Lowden 225
Ch f by Oregon—Leonora, by imp. Kyrle Daly ; S. C. Hil-

dreth 110

B c by Apache—Rosa Bella, by King Alfonso ;
" Doc " Rng-

glea 150
Cb f by Apache—Julia Martin, by Longfield ; Tom Kiley 150

Total of sale $2,220
Average per head 201.85

PROPERTY OF ESTATE OF W. B TOOHUNTER, OFlSACRAMENTO, CAL,

Ch f by Prince of Norfolk—Katie A., by Bullion ; James Gar-
land 300

Ch c by imp. Merriwa—Lizzie Idle, bv Wildidle ; F. de Ojeda.. 600

Ch c, by Jackson—Minnie B., by Prince of Norfolk ; C. A.
Brown 170

B f. by Jackson—Lizzie Hooker, by Joe Hooker; S. C. Hildreth 150

B f, bv Jackson—Anuie Rooney, by Prince of Norfolk ; S. C.

Hildreth 120

Cb c. bv Prince of Norfolk—Paralee, by imp. Mariner ; James
Neil - 350

Ch c. by Prince of Norfolk—Mary Foster, by Foster ; J. Astri-

diaa. 230

Total S 1,820

Average per head 260

PROPERTY OF GEORGE F. TODHONTEB.

Br f, by Jackson—Lady F., by Norfolk ; P. E. Jones $ 130

PROPERTY OF W. B. TODHUNTER, JE.

B f, bv Prince of Norfolk—Lilly Coombs, by Billy Coombs ; S.

C." Hildreth 120

Palo Alto Thoroughbred Sale.

California is a magnificent market for good goods. That

has been demonstrated conclusively lately, and was settled

beyond' a^ doubt Monday at the sale of Palo Alto yearlings.

Sixteen were disposed of, nearly all by Flambeau, and they

brought $14,375, a splendid average of $898.44. The crowd

was a mo6t representative one, nearly every racing man of

prominence on this coast being on hand with coin. Espe-

cially lively was the bidding between Col. Jack Chinn and

Joe Harvey on Glaucus, a grand bay colt by Flambeau, out

of the dam of the great Guenn (Glendew, by imp. Glen-

garry). The Colonel ultimately secured him for $2,000. Col.

Chinn, Cy Mulkey, Mr. Harvey and Ab. Stemler (latter rep-

resenting Burns & Waterhouse) had some lively tilts

on a couple of others, the latter generally

securing the persimmons, though it took a long pole to reach

them. Salisbury, the half-brother to Flambeau, went to

Stemler's nod at $2,500, as did Sweet Bose (half-sister to

Racine} at the same figure, Coloma (brother to Cadmus) at

$1,100 and Cassius (half-brother to imp. Brutus and Cyrus)

at $650. A. B. Spreckels' representative, Cy. Mulkey, secured

Ravelston, by Flambeau—Shannon Rose, for $1,000, a half-

brother to Princess for $650, a sister to Outright for $750,

half-sister to Victory for $500, half-sister to Genoa for $500

and Grace S., sister to Capt. Skedance, for $450. James Gar-

land secured a prize for $225 in Famiola, half-sister to Flir-

tilla and by imp. Cyrus. C. M. Dougherty and F. de Ojeda

secured bargains also. The youngsters were pronounced by

all, the best-looking lot ever consigned to a sales ring in Cali-

fornia. The yearling secured by Col. Chinn was to our mind

the flower of the flock and the chestnut colt by Flambeau, dam
imp. Music, purchased for A. B. Spreckels, was also a superb

individual. The Racine—Flirt colt, Salisbury, looks like a

race horse and Famiola ought to make Jim Garland rich.

Following are the pedigrees of the youngsters, purchasers and

the prices realized

.

YEAELINGS.
Cassias, ch o, by Flambeau—imp. Teardrop; Burns & Water-

house
: g g5Q

Ravelston, ch c, by Flambeau—Shannon Rose ; A." B."Spreck-
els i qooRummel, ch c, by Flambeau—imp. Music ; A. B. Spreckels 650

Benham, eh c, by Flambeau—Gerhardine ; C. M. Dougherty 300
Glaucus. b c. by Flambeau—Glendew ; Col. J. Chinn 2 000
Ossian, b c. by Flood—imp. Queen Bess

; C. M. Dougherty 425
Coloma, b c, by Flood—imp. Cornelia, by Isonomy ; Burns &

Waterhouse \ iqq
Salisbury, b c, by Racine—imp. Flirt ; Burns & Waterhouse!.!!! 2^500
Carnation, ch f, by Flambeau—imp. Amalia ; A. B. Spreckels.. 750
Pique, bf, by Flambeau—imp. Petroleuse : A. B. Spreckels 500
Georgia, b Jf. by Flambeau—imp. Goula ; A. B. Spreckels.. . 500
Fleuris, ch f, by Flambeau—Flam ; F. de Ojeda 400
Sweet Rose, b f, by Flambeau— imp. Fairy Rose ; Burns &

Waterhouse 2 500
Eventide, cb f, by Flambeau—Evangeline ; George Dodge...... 425
Famiola, b f, by imp. Cyrus—Faustine; James Garland 225
Grace S., b f, by imp. Cyrus—imp. Getaway; A. B. Spreckels... 450

Total of day's sale 814.375
Average per head „ 898.44
Flambeaus, average per head ...."".. 879 54
Floods, average, per head 762 50
Cyrus', average 337 50
Racines, one sold only 2,500

The sale of yearling thoroughbreds from Palo Alto Stock
Farm was continued Tuesday, and a wonderful falling off in

prices was noticeable. A great many prizes were secured for

small sums. Nevere, by imp. Cyrus—Neva, was a fine bay
filly, sold for $110. Rustice, a chestnut half-sister to Rhono
and Romair, brought the highest price of the day—$750.

Cereal, by Peel—imp. Ceres, was a great bargain at $110,

George Covington being the lucky buyer. Yreka, a race

horse almost to a certainty, went to the nod of Felix Carr at

$200, and will likely win himself out many times over. Jas-

per, the good-looking chestnut brother to Rico, went to Sam
C. Hildreth at $500. He owns Rico, and likes the family.

Following were the prices received yesterday :

Rofltice, by Flood—imp. Rosetta : Bums & Waterhouse $ 570
Jasper (full brother to Rico); Sam Hildreth 550
Nevere, bf. by imp. Cyrus—Neva ; D. Ruggles no
Amele, ch f. by Peel—Amelia ; F. Corey 100
Oreama. b f, by Peel—imp. Oaida ; Colonel J. Chinn no
Kitchen Girl, b f, by Flood—imp. Bridget ; Col. Chinn 100
Reseca, b f, by Peel—Riglin : C. A. Baldwin _ 105
Playful, b f. by Flood—Playmate ; F. Corey 60
Cereal, ch f, by Peel—Ceres ; G. Covington no
Piece, ch f, by Geoffrey—Cutaway; Sam Hildreth 70
Mozier.bg, by Flambeau—Mozelle; Cy Mulkey 185
Murat, ch g, by Peel—Mutiny; A. B. Spreckels 160
Yreka, b g, by Flood—Bridget; F. Carr 200

The broodmares brought up from Jhe farm will be sold
Friday.

Coming: to California.

A New York dispatch says: In view of the IveB Pool bil

horsemen here are looking westward for the big prizes, and
are waiting for some word from that section. Chicago just

now commands the greatest attention, but that city is threat-

ened with an over-supply of the sport, so that California has

come in for considerable attention.

Just how California stands in the estimation of the mem-
bers of the Jockey Club as a racing center if the sport should

be wiped out in this State may be gleamed from the
following interviews had with some horsemen who attended
the meeting of the Jockey Club to-day.

Dr. G. L. Knapp, part owner of the Oneck Stable said:
"California, it strikes me, would be a desirable place for rac-
ing. It is a good distance from New York, but I think a
meeting held in first-class order would be a success. From all

accounts the current meeting at San Francisco is a success,

and I base my opinion on that. Of course, I am not ready to
acknowledge that racing is dead here, but, should anything
happen to it, I think a great number of the stables would go
there. As regards myself, I don't quite know what I would
do, but it's a hard question to answer. I possibly might send
some of my horses to Chicago and St. Louis, and some to

California, but, as I say, I won't yet admit that racing is done
away with in this State.

John Hunter thought California a good place for the
sport, but the location was against it to secure any benefit

from New Yorkers except through the pool-room privilege.

Colonel Thompson was inclined to agree with Mr. Hunter,
but was confident that racing would still continue in New
York.
John C. Heckshire, of the Coney Island Jockey Club, said

that if it should so happen that tracks in this State closed

down it would be a good thing for California.

"Of course," said he, "it's along journey to San Fran-
cisco, but I think horsemen would take their animals to the
Coast."

Several "horsey" people (not owners) who were spoken
to on the matter declared that California was " out of it."

They said it would be too risky to take a good horse to the
Coast when there could be all the racing wanted in New Or-
leans, Chicago and St. Louis. J. R. Keene is ill at his house
and could not be seen.

The Jockey Club discussed the constitutional amendments
at its meeting to-day. The session laBted from 4 o'clock till

after midnight. The proceedings were secret, but it was hinted
that a license has been refused the St. Asaph track people.

Sale of Thornton Thoroughbred Yearlings.

The thoroughbred ' yearlings of Col. H. I. Thornton, the

breeder of Guido.Martinet and other celebrities, were sold in

a satisfactory manner Friday. A representative crowd of

horsemen was on hand, and the bidding on three of the

youngsters between Harry Lowden, A. Joseph and " Bone

Doctor" Robbins was quite spirited. Following were the

purchasers and price* :

Cutlass, bg. by imp. Mariner—Cimeter ; Harry Lowden S 95
Flaming Tokay, ch;f, by Apache—Linda Vista ; Joe McCarty... 100
Geronimo, b g, by Apacbe—Madeleine; H. Lowden 45
Bodega, ch f, by imp. Mariner—Marin ; B. Schreiber 75Q
Sausatito. ch f.'by imp Mariner—Marinette; A. Joseph 520
Bay fillyby Apache— Narcola; Wilber F. Smith 17Q
Low Jack, bre, by Sobrante—Queen High; W. M. Murry. 60
Alazan, ch g, by imp. Mariner—Sunlit; B. Schreiber ., 875

Total of sale -82,605

Average per head , ,, :
$325.63

< -

We have received some corrections to our g;§Q }iet,&nd arg

anxiously waiting to receive more*
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Fashionable Blood Lines of the Near
Future.

Several times during the past few years it

has been suggested through these coIueodb

that the height of fashion in a combination

of trotting blood lines in the near future is

likely to be tbe Wilkes, Electioneer and Nut-

wood strains. The Wilkes-EIectioneer combi-

nation has already borne fruit in the fastest

yearling trotter and the fastest yearling pacer

that the world has yet produced. The trotter

is Adbell (yearling record 2:23), whose sire

sire, Advertiser (2:151-) was by Electioneer,

out of a daughter of George Wilkes.

The yearling pacer is Elrod, which took a

half-mile record of 1:07 in the first heat of a

yearling race at Dallas, Tex., on the 27th

ult., and won the next heat in 1:10. Elrod

comes as near being bred in the lines above

named as an animal can and miss it. His sire,

Electrite, was by Electioneer, dam Sprite, by

Belmont, second dam the great broodmare

Waterwitch, by Pilot Jr. Sprite was sister in

blood to Nutwood, 2:18$. The latter was by

Belmont, out of the renowed speed-producer

Miss Russell, by Pilot J r. The dam of Elrod

was bv Dumas, 2:24J, and Dumas was by On-
ward," 2:25}, son of George Wilkes, out of

Mistress, a highly-bred daughter of Bostwick's

Almont Jr., 2:29.

There is no patent on the Wilkes-Election-

eer-Nutwood line of breeding, and we do not

know of any stock for sale bred in that way.

We are firm in the belief, however, that a few

years hence it will be the ultra-fashionable

line of breeding, and those who are first to

secure it will be likely to have a few of that

sort to sell when the boom strikes, as it surely

will.

Breeders must keep in mind the fact, how-
ever, that no matter how fashionably bred a

trotting animal may be, unless that animal

can show speed and staying qualities, nobody
will want him or her at any fancy price.

From this time forward it will be merit first,

then pedigree, hence those who start to breed

in these lines, or, in fact, any other, must be

careful to breed only from the very best in-

dividuals.

Another important fact to be borne in mind
in selecting the foundation stock is to get the

Wilkes, the Electioneer and the Nutwood
cross through the best producing channels,

and bred in such lines as have produced a high

rate of speed with the greatest uniformity.

Wilkes stallions have produced most excellent

results when mated with mares descended from
Heir's Mambrino Patchen. We believe, how-
ever, that the records will show that as good
or even better results have been obtained, and
a greater number of fast ones produced in pro-

portion to the number actually bred, when
Wilkes stallions had been mated with mares
descended from Daniel Lambert or some of

his best sons, than have resulted from mating
them with mares of the Mambrino Patchen
family. If any unprejudiced man will take

the register and the records and study them
carefully, he can scarcely fail to come to the

same conclusion.

In selecting the Electioneer cross, study the

records carefully, and learn from them from
what lines of breeding Electioneer produced
his fastest trotters and greatest campaigners,

and also with what he produced 2:30 speed
with the greatest uniformity. If ihe object

be to raise the fastest trotters and greatest

campaigners, be sure to have the combination
include those lines which when united with
the Electioneer produced those results. If the

greatest number of 2:30 trotters is the object

sought, get that combination which, as shown
by the records, has produced that result. Do
the 6ame with the Nutwood branch. Be care-

ful, too, thas each line traces to some famous
thoroughbred four-mile winner, like Boston,

Lexington, American Eclipse, Glencoe, imp.
Consternation, Knight of St. George, Cali-

fornia Belmont or some other plastic thor-

oughbred strain which has been tested and
given satisfactory results.

A stallion bred in Wilkes, Electioneer and
Nutwood lines of the above sort, if a first-class

individual, make a most excellent outcross for

the handsome, nervy, spirited mares of any
line of Morgan descent throughout New Eng-
land. Mares bred in the Witkes-Electioneer-
Xutwood lines should produce the very best

results when mated with the best of tbe hand-
Home, stylish, pure gaited and speedy Morgan
stallions which can be found in the North.
Some writers claim that no line of breeding

nil] produce fast, game trotters, good gentle-

men's roadsters and first-class carriage horses.

We don't believe in that doctrine, for we know
of some Uambletonian Morgana that pretty

nearly fill the bill, and believe that had that
lii.e of breeding been more closely followed in

the past, such animals would have been much
more plenty than they now are.

The old established lines of Uambletonian
and Seely's American Star, also Hambletonian
and Clay, will continue to produce race win-
ners right along in the future, however, aB

they have in the past, and will always be re-

membered as the most fashionable of their

day.—Horse Breeder.

[There will be an auction sale of Election-

eeer-Nutwood-Wilkes colts and fillies from

the Rancho Cotati in this city on the 28th of

this month that will fill all these>equirements

and be always fashionable.

—

Ed.]
. ^

The three-year-old colt Guyson, by Guy
Wilkes, the dam of Hazel Wilkes, has been

sold by John Driscoll to W. W. Seaman, of

Westbury, L |L, for $1500. Driscoll purchased

the colt at Kellogg's sale last week for $850.
^-

Kosedajle, 2:22, by Sidney, is still the

champion one-year old stallion pacer, and
Belle Acton's yearling record of 2:20^ is also

the best of her sex and age.

250,000
Smith & Wesson Revolvers

have been furnished to various govern-

ments for officers, soldiers and police.

Does it mean anything ?

Send stamp for descriptive catalog.

Smith & Wesson, iSS;:
BY LAWS

us
RULES AND REGULATIONS

OP IHE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING HULKS.

National TbotSIhg Ass'n Roles 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 eta

For nale at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training"

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.
This gTeat practical horse book Is a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound iu cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, says oi

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries oi the craft, and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
developeto the highest and fullest extent that colt'B

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and anal'

place one in the hands ot every rubber on our farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St. Sao Francisco. C*

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

hllim IUI1H. TO IT FOR Till* VKAI1.

It la published semi-monthly during the racing season
and Is DUt"812 per year. Single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street. . gas F-auclseo, <-»l.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars nialledlupon application.

Sons of Electioneer
At the Horse Show Sale.

EL BENTON
Four-Year-Old Record (old style). 3:28 3-4.

Bay stallion, no white; 15.3 hands. Foaled 1588. Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
(Sire of ARiON

t 2:07$; Sunol, 2:08f ; Palo Alto, 2:08|; Expressive (3), 2:12$).

1st dam NELLIE BENTON, 2:30 by GEN. BENTON 1755

dam of Whose daughters have produced 31
El Benton (4 yrs) 2:28$ in the 2:30 list

El Rami (3 yrs) 2:29}

These are Nellie Benton's only living loals older than two-years-old. Her two-
year-old brought $740 at the Palo Alto sale of November 1st, 1894. Her record was
taken in a race after running out several years as a broodmare and with the slim-
mest of preparation. She showed Mr. Marvin a mile in 2:18 when a four-year-old.

2d dam NORMA, 2:33$ by ALEXANDER'S NORMAN 25

dam of Sire of

Norval 2:14$ Lula 2:15

(13 in 2:30) (grandam of Advertiser, 2:15J)
Norris 2:22£ May Queen 2:20

Nellie Benton 2:30 (grandam of Limonero (3), 2:14})
And also

Lucy Cuyler (trial to wagon) 2:15

3d dam by SIR WALLACE (Todhunter's)
(Running bred) son of Sumpter

4th dam EAGLETTA by GRAY EAGLE
A good race mare A great race-horse at 4-mile heats

5th dam LADY ROBIN by ROBIN GRAY
Sire of 3d dam of Lexington

6th dam by MEADE'S CELER
7th dam by QUICKSILVER, son of imp. Medley

(See Bruce's American Stud Book)
El Benton will be exhibited at the Horse Show and will be sold at auction at the sale immediate!

thereafter without limit, reserve or by-bidding of anv sort whatever. He isa magnificent individual. Hi
oldest foals (four in number) are two years old aud show great quality and promise. His breeding Is of th

best.and It is doubtful if a more desirable young horse iuevery way will be offered at unlimited auctloi
Registered No. 13,397.

GLEN FORTUNE
Bay stallion, hind ankles white; 15:3 hands. Foaled 18SG. Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
1st dam GLENNE by MESSENGER DUROC 106

Out of a half-sister to Green Moun-
tain Maid, dam of Electioneer

2d,dam GLENELLA by WOODARD STAR
Son of Seely's American Star

3d dam SHANGHAI MARY
Dam of Green Mountain Maid and

grandam of Electioneer

Glen Fortune is fine-looking, strong and good-gaited, and what tew colts he has had show well. HI
pedigree is attractive in the double cross of Shanghai Mary, which he inherits through Electioneer an
through his own dam Glenue. He will be sold without limit or reserve and will makea valuable stock holM

ft

[i

i

Bay

also DON FIGARO
itallion with white on left hind coronet; \§.\K hands. Foaled 1881. Bred by

Peter Coutts, Mayfleld, Cal.

It-

1

BY WHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Sire of 14 In the list, aud of dams of Azote, 2:08)4; Steve Whipple, 2:12; Answer, 2:14 (.4, and some 20 others.

1st dam EMBLEM by TATTLER, 2:26

grandam of Son of Pilot Jr.

Arion 2:07|

Flying Jib (p) 2:04

(with running mate, 1:58|)

2d dam YOUNG PORTIA by MAMBRINO CHIEF 11

Sire of Lady Thorne and Mambrino
Patchen

dam of

Voltaire 2:20}

Nora See 2:29}

Who made her record at 18 years

of age, after producing 11 foals

Childe Harold, with a two-mile rec-

ord in Great Britain and one of

the best trotting sires in Australia

3rd dam PORTIA by GRIDLEY'S ROEBUCK
4th dam by WHIP

Bon Figaro is large, fiue looking, audgood-gaited, aud produces line loals. He should sire line carrlaff

stock/and especially good broodmares; as a son of such a great broodmare sire as Whipple's Hambletoulfli

and from Emblem, one of whose daughters produced Arlon and another Flying Jib, he should certain!,'

transmit speed qualities. Registered No. 20,233. ^

RASP
Red roau gelding; 16 bauds. Foaled 1890. Bred at Souther Farm.

BY DON FIGARO 20,233 (See above!

1st dam STRAWBERRY by NEWLAND'S HAMBLETONIAN
One of the toughest tod most en- Son of-Speculation 928

during uf road mares

2d dam by OWEN DALE
Son of Belmont (Williamson's)

Rasp Is well-broken and handsome, with good style and speed. Will make a great road horse. H*
beeu driven In San Francisco and is afraid of nothing.

All the above will be sold at the Horse Show Sale in the way that everything from thi

Souther Farm has always and at all times been sold—absolutely without limit, reserve, or b]

bidding.

For further information, address

KILL.1P & CO., Live Stook Auctioneers.
30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Or, The House Show Association, Mr. Henry J. Crocker, President,'

Mills Building, San Francisco.

Or Gilbert Tompkins, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.

.
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AUCTION SALE OF

Choroughbred Yearlings,

Two-Year-Olds, Etc.

BRED AT

RANCHO DEL PASO
PROPERTY OF

MR. J. B. HAGGIN
At 11 a. m. at

BAT DISTRICT TRACK
ON

MONDAY,NOVEMBER 26, 1894
This Sale will comprise Thlrly-Six Yearlings and Three Two-Year-Olds by

I ALEXANDER (brother to Foxhali), FRESNO, ST. CARLO, IMP. MIDLOTHIAN,

IlNER, IMP. DAREBIN, IMP. KYRLE DALY, BEN ALI, TYRANT, LONG-

lELD, FITZ JAMES, TORSO, SALVATOR and IMP. SIR MODRED,

OUT OF MARES BY

VVildidle Leinster, Bazaar, Jim Brown, Wanderer, imp. Ill-Used, Warwick, Joe Hooker,

gil, Wheatley, Highlander, imp. Kyrle Daly, War Dance, Hidalgo, Longfield, imp.

rrah, imp. Friar Tuck, Luke Blackburn, St. Martin, imp. King Ban, Spendthrift, imp.

jlothian, etc.

This grand collection of Thoroughbreds will be on exhibition

3XTOV. 22d.
Send for Catalogues at once to

ILLIP & CO

,

Live Stock Auctioneers

30 Montgomery Street.

Meeting Notice/-

meeting of the Pacific District Board of Appeals of

National Trotting Association will be held at the

e of the Breeder and Sportsman, 313 Bush

;t, on Morday, November 26. 1894, at 10 o'clock

,, for the purpose of hearing any matters that may

lerly come before said Board. Contestants are

by notified to present their claims in writing to

Secretary at his office, 609 Sacramento street, San

ldsco, before Saturday, November 24th. By order

N. T. SMITH, President.

L. HACKETT, Secretary.

MAMONDS
AND OTHER PBECIOUS STONES,

FINE WATCHES,
Plain and Complicated,

and an immense assortment of

E JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT COST.

No goods charged during this sale. "SO

HTHSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

Gold and Silversmith.

ABSORBINE
will rednce inflamed, swollen joints,

PUFFS aod any 9oft dudcd: P 1ea':ant

rnTTwinDa to use: does not blister under
1 U QuAJrvo, bandage or remove the hair.

BOILS 31 00 a bottle. At regular deal-
'

ers, or of

W. F.YODftG, P. D. F.,
34 Amierst St., Springfield, Mass

: ALSO FOR SALE BY :

TKANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
XTOARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, OregOD.

To Trade.
ring imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Bays and

I troughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

be exchanged for standard-bred trotting fillies

3tered). For further particulars address

J. D. M., Thia Office.

JR
RODS, Spanish Needles and Dip Needles
are the best instruments lor hunting miner-
als. BEN- G. STAUFFEB, Harrisbnrg, Pa.

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons of

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately.

Sgfo
-- —

'Galopin..

pJoS

St. Angela..

s f Blair Athol..

1

Galopin..

j Vedette

(Flying Duchess, byThe
Flying Dutchman

[
King Tom

{,Adeline, by Ion

f Stockwell

[Blink Bonny, by Mel-
bourne

f Lord of the Isles

(Donna Sabina, by Don
John

J
Vedette

"(Flying Duchess, byThe
Flying Dutchman

f King Tom

(Adeline, by Ion

( Stockwell

(Marigold, by Teddiog-
ton

<c I 9 [
( Scottish Chief

S 5 [Scotch Reel .. ..-{

ffl (Full sister to (. Masquerade, by Lam-
Highl'd Fling bourne

For particulars address

rattereall'sOrf New Yortt Ltd.
-Cor. 7th Ave. and 55th St., \t-« York City

.

W. GRAHAME ROSS, Manager

.St. Angela...

•s f Doncaster..,

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue. San Francisco, Cal,

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A full line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Beat facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Telephone So. 3150

]xr

Thoroughbred Yearlings
-:- -:- and Broodmares

• FROM THE FAMOUS -

PALO ALTO STOCK FARM
To be Sold at Auction

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1894
Beginning at 11 n. m,,

IO-A.-5T DISTRICT TH..A.OS.,
SONS OR DAUGHTERS OF

The Great Flambeau, Flood,

The Record-Breaking Racine,

Peel, Geoffrey and imp. Cyrus
FROM SOME OP THE BEST MARES IN THE WORLD,

Such as Imp. FLIRT, Imp. FAIRY ROSE, Imp. CORNELIA, Imp. ROSETTA,
Imp. AMELIA, Imp. QUEEN BESS, GLENDEW and MOZELLE,

Brothers or Sisters, Half-Brothers or Sisters to such Celebrities as Flambeau, Racine, Fairv,
Cadmus, Flood Gate, Guenn, Rhono, Nero, Piquante, Thornhill and Eckert, etc.

The broodmares were selected by that wonderful judge of conformation, the late Senator
Leland Stanford, and are all young and bred in the purple.

Horses will be upon exhibition at Salesyard, corner Van Ness ayenue and Market street,

three days previous to sale.

SBCCRE A CATALOGUE OF THIS GREAT SALE AT 0\€E OF

KILLIP & CO., - - Live Stock Auctioneers
30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

RANCHO COTATI
Roadsters, Mares, Fillies and Geldings

SIRED BY

ECLECTIC, BROTHER TO ARION, 21074,

SABLE WILKES, 2:182
AND OTHER NOTED SIRES,

Will be Sold by the Undersigned at Auction on

Wednesday, November 28, 1894,
At 11 A. M. al

Killip & Co.'s Salesyard, Market St. &,Van Ness Ave.

WILFRED PAGE.
Catalogues can be bad on application to

KILLIP & CO., - Auctioneers
30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling- Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

INQUIRE OF -

DR. C. E. FARNTJM, 703 Market Street

THOROUGHBRED

Percherons and Coach

STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Every Horse is Registered in the Stud Books of
France and America. .Buyers furnished with certified

Financial depression has forced the owner to sell them
at a loss. Reasonable terms. This is a great opportu-
nity to secure a stalllou of the finest breeding for a
song.
Address or apply to

E. C. GODFREY,
38 Crocker Building, 8. P.

Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth

avenue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of ihe Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and bandle for

speed. Horses wintered in any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms.

Best Pasturage in California.

Having purchased the celebrated Valensin Stock
Farm, one and a half miles from Pleasanton, Alameda
County, I am prepared to take mares, geldings or stal-
lions for pasturage.
The climate is unsurpassed. The pasturage, consist-

ing of alfllleria, clover, rye grass and alfalfa. Is divided
into strongly fenced fields (not a foot ot wire being on
the place), horse troughs lu every paddock. Well ven-
tilated box stalls, forty-two In number, a three-quarter
mile track, and every appointment necessary tor the
care (and development if necessary) of thoroughbreds.
The reputation of this celebrated farm Is well known

all over the United States; for the class of stock here-
tofore raised and developed on it has given it a name
as " a home for horses " second to none in America.
The best care taken of all stock consigned, but no re-

sponsibility assumed for accidents or escapes. Ani-
mals can be shipped by rail, from foot of Market
street, Oakland, to Pleasanton, where careful men will
lead them to the farm.
Pasturage tor mares and geldings only five dollars

per month.
For further particulars, address,

R. E. deB. Lopez,
Merrlwa Stock Farm. Pleasanton, Alameda Co.

GEO. GRAY, Haywards, Alameda Co., Cal.

EOR SALE.

S75.00.
Handsome brown gelding, 15.1 bands high, G years
old. Sound and stylish; fine saddle and harness horse;
three-minute mover. 106^ Stockton street, upstairs ,

10 to 12 m.
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FOR SALE.

Desirable Property in Oakland,

California.

FITTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

THIS PROPERTY IS SITUATED CORNER OF ADELINE STREET AND 32d

streets, running throngh to Magnolia street, a block of 256} feet by 200 feet, with the

exception of one lot, 25sl00 feet—seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

house of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front-

Adeline street. Bath-room and water-closet in npper story, water-closet on rear veranda.

Engine and tank house in the rear of building, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

wells of excellent water ; between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ; water pipes in house,

barns and Btables, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

floor, harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay, rat-proof grain bin, six tons

capacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box suitable for stallion service.

Hay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, is used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

The buildings are on the lots which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

street. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track

—

taking up ground 200x156} feet, rather more than eight laps to the mile and wide enough

to exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

quarters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

and A. B. Spreckels have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

that leDgth of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and Bidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

City of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Grounds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

bery. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

THE STANDARD STALLION

1S,907
Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

SIDNEY 4770

Sire of Froa-
Frou, 2:25M.
champion year
ling tro'ter,
Faosta, 2-22%,
yearling pacer;
Faostlno, 2:14^;
Fleet, 2J* Cnpid

,

2:18; Adonis,
2:11)£; Gold Leaf,

241M; I^dy S.,
2:18 ; Slsler "V.,

2:18^; Thistle,
2:14, and 16

othere in 2:30 list

Santa Clans 200G...
2:17*

Sire of Kris Exingle,
2:2SM; Ban Jose, 2:S0;

San Mateo, 2:28* : Sid-
ney, 2S9H, and 5

others In 2:8011st

.Sweetnen*, 2:21

fSTRATHMOKE 40S...

Sire of 39 in 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6
dams of 8 In 2:3C

{Hambletonian 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list

.

ol 107 sires of 567 in 2;
Lady Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall 1

3034

IlaDYTHOBNEJR_ (Williams' Mambrino
Dam ofMollleMack, i Va +a

2*3; Navldad. 2:22H;
*•*""*

Santa Clans, 2J7,S ^txd„,kw™i=., in
f
VOLUNTEER 55?. rHambletonian 10

Sire of 29 in 2:30 list, 1 T „ ,„ t>q,^„.
21 sires of 48, and 16 *-LadX Patriot

riftmn of 16 In 2:30 list

' LADY MERRITT.

.

FLIRT —

.

(trial 2:35)

Dam of Frou-
Froa, 2:25'4
(champion year-
ling); Memo (3-

year-old trial),

fc20>$; Geo. V.
(3-yew-old), 2*5

Buccaneer V656
Sire of Shamrock,

2:25; Flight, 239; Eol-
wer, 2:26!*

(IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24 S, and Bnccaneer

Ltinslev maid..

Mahaska Belle...

Dam of Fawn, 2:30?*,
trial, 232 ; Chicago,
2:35; Wing Wing, 232

Dam of Sentinel, 2
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:30 ai
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

f
Bashaw 50"

I
Sire of 17 In 230 list

< 10 sires oi 20 and 11 dj
1 oflSin2:30
(.Topsey

Flaxtail 8132
Sire ol the grandam

Faust, 234, and Creole
Fanny Fern

.

r Bull Pup
I

Sire of Rowdy
< 2:13^, Kismet, 2-

Twister, 2:299*
LUntraced

FLAXTAIL S132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238W; Empress, 2:29M;
and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:11*. and
Shamrock, 2:25 r John Baptlste

LADY HAKE.. 1

Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern
•Zl dam of Prairie Bird,

2:28H
DESCRIPTION A.YD TERMS.

Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou,the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also oi

the very best-bred young stallions in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of H-
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc) and Long Island Black Hawk, Through Fla:
ha traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), throngh Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2:133$, and two otl

Sidney, Memo's sire, is universally known and recognized as the best young sire in the world, as a product
extreme ppeed at an early age. The average speed of his progeny is lower than that of any of the get oi

twelve leading stallions of America.
Memo trotted in public in his two-vear-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Gra

In a lace on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made in 231^, the first In 232. He exbjl
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile in 230!^, and fxeqnc
trotted quarters in from 32"s to 34 seconds.

He Is stxte sn hands high, and of powerful build throughout His color Is a glossy black, with both fori

white. His disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

TERMS pirtO. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or eacj

For further partiulars address

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eueene, Oreeoa.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Hore
ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsmai

E

j
f

THE DAILY RACING EDITION OE

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN
All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeung,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Wril

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Pla:

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Raci]

'2D

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, O Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Tra
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SENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW BOOK

DOG DISEASES

>failed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAT GLOVER, P.V.S. 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fioe pups by the great RABY RAS-
TER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE tor

lie at reasonable prices. None finer to be bad.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KK.WELS,
1705 Broderick street, San Francisco.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue. Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

II yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

rom Field Trial and Bench winning atocfe, call at

lil.EHlORE KE.WELS.
West Berkeley, Cal.

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

>°<*s . MONKEYS, OATS

ilRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.
Information by Mail.

C. ROBISO.V. - 337 KEARN'Y STREET

3FTQ OF ALL KINDS.C I W DOUS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

OLIiRS, -:- CHAINS •:• AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

:rf
F.W.Skaife.D.y.S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. M. 1.30 to 8.30 P.

30SPITAL. FOR DOGS.
OEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and PoatSta)

8A> FRAJfCISCO.

Ve Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

he Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manase,
heed and Exhibit Doss as scientifically;as the most
cperieneed. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

f the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
Down, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 63.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

Il yonr dog is sick, you must have

Ishmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Thlch will tell yon from what disease he is suffering

3d bow to cure the same.

Price, $2, Postpaid.

Gnus, Els, CarMflps,
HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

ROOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

y WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
raining, and is universally conceded to be, far and
vay

, the BEST WOEE OF THE KIND EVER PUBLISHED.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bosh Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
206 SUTTER STREET. 8. F.

Dnoics Lioiuors
IHVATE ROOMS. OPEN a_LL NIGHT

J. JL PARKER, Prop

CLABROUGH GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605 MARKET ST. Block.

Send For Catalogue.

DUPON "sporting powder
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It *lves best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third—It is cleaner iu the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Filth—"Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap aDd wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns in America.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue,

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody |Jheap.
9END STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. W. SHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

WiWl
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^^\
1 Cubebs and Injections.

(/HHJf ]

I They cure in48 hours the \^^y
I same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.
Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS, i

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE EOTJTE TO

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beaatltul towns.

THE BE3T CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THECOAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
GciEHAL Office—Mutual Life Building.

II. X. RlA.\, Gen. Pass. Agt.

A Delightful Resort,

Telephone 14SS. J. R. DICKEY. Prn.

DETECTIVES!
Brlrtt, Tonne and middle-aged men wanted In ereiy locality

tout u PBtVATE DETECTIVES under InatracUoni.

• Prerions experience cot reqnlred or necessarj-. Send tamp

• for foil partioular. and get oample copy of the beat fflniWMd
• criminal paper pnblUbed. NATIONAL DETECTIVE BTO
• BAD, lnoualxMM, Ih>. •ft**-******

2™star «

c0ilspr1ng shaft support?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. -,

an. e. cocBJtAN, ~
Qn'l Agi Pacific Stow. SACttAHESTO, CU

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

Jf. W. corner Kearny and Bosh Streets.?

BAN FRANCISCO.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thishesdlng 50 cents per ineper
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

VINELAND BREEDING FUM.^ffi^,
2:27^ (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23,4). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Address
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHlRblS and POLAftli-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.WILLIAM NTLKH «& CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHER FARM J,
oane weHbred stock for saleouuintn ranm. V]xst<3ass breedlng tarm^ QootS

rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
Age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KJN8, Proprietor, San Leandro.

FERRETS

Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair
3.00. S. <ft L. EARNSWORTH, New London, Ohio.

VETERINARY.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate ol Royal Veterinary College, Torln.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE)
Wo. 811 HOWARD 8T., 8. F.

Between Fourth ana Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONIT GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
Da San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA 8TABLH8
1350-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

M. R.C. V. S., F. E. V. M.8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
VeteriiiaiTLnfirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 529

Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue-

San Francisco.

office hours:

7 to 8 a. m, and 4 to 5. p. m
bone 3651.

Racing! Racing! Racing

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTORER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Five or More Races Each Day. Races Star

at 2 p. m. sharp.

mM~ McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the Stale Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the latest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.

Correspond with us before making other arrange-
ments.

S.B.WHITEHEADdcCO.,20 Leldesdorff SL S.F.
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See Advertisement of Sons of Electioneer for Sale on Page

Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.

TS/L o K. IE RON'S.
OF AX EXCELLEXCE OF OXAI.ITY, ELEGANCE OF PATTEBX AXD VARIETY

OF SI VLE AXDlURADES XOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. 203-205 masox st.,s.f

BY TELEGRAPH OR MAIL.
Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

PALACE HOTEL
THE HOST COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate

THE GRILL ROOM
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

California College of Veterinary Surgeon

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

I( Organized and incorporated under the laws of the State of California, 1891.)

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 1S9|

L. E. CLAW80N
J. A. M'KSBBON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE,
Bikes as safe as high-wheeled

alkies. I*o upsetting.
IVo running under of low

wheels.
^"j cottlnednwn frr-m r^hl*"!

Pa'PTited Tnne 5, 1894.

Fig. 3. The various parts 01 i>

brake, (a) Drake plaie; (b) 1
•

wbasecontactwlthgroundloi' -

plate against tire; (cj spring u >

throws brake oft of wheel ass.--

as loot Is raised ofTthegroui U

(d d < > are ibe rods thai atta<-

the brake to the axle of vehldi
(e) hloge which Is thrown opt/

to remove wheel; (fj the arn
when thrown bacu to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection is

enhanced by the fact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the

driver; neither hand nor foot la

called upon to apply the brake nor
need he care ss to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind

No Owner or Driver Can ifford

to be without one.
For further inf rmation apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

For prospectus, giving all information as to curriculum fees, etc., address the Secretary,

F. A. NIEF, B. Sc,.D. V. S., corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

p»o Ownsra Should 1*ary

COMBAULT'S

The

Caustic
Balsam

GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.

VJMIF
'

Prepared!

exclusive-

ly by.7. E.
\ Gombault
I ex-Yeteri*

nary Sur*

4 geon to

I the Frenea

3 Government

Stnd.

THIS MAKESfBQYCE .ONEPINTC

BOYOE I y TABLET£|

LEG and BODY WASIl
For FEVERED LEUg, IM-LAMED TE

DO.VS, SPRAIXED AXKLES, CRACKll
HEELS AM) ALL 6RIX ERUPTION. Mall
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "braol
It is the cheapest and best evei put on the mark I
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets areol
of sight as, besides other valuable ingredients, ol
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hal
than is contained in -to gallons of, the best extnl
sold.
Put up in metal boxes, each containing 1*20 Til

lets. For general -s-ork. dissolve oue Tablet in a p |
of water. Think of it ! 13 gallons best lee and bo I
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only £2.(1
per box, or 6 Boxes for 8 1 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Indl

Sold by DrngglatH and Dealer* fo Turf (Jondl

WM.
Celebrated Newmarket Toilet Clipper.

O
a t

o

J3

a

<D
.a

o

d
n
<D
O
a
o
O

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIR1NC
Impossible fo produce ant/ scar orblemish. The Safest

|

beat BLISTER ever used. Tukes the place of all lini-

ments for mild or severe action. Kemoves allEunehe*
or Ulemlshca from Morses or Cattle.

As a HUMAN REMEDY", for Rheumatism,
Eprolns, Sore XhroBt, Etc, it 1b invaluable.

life nil IDlUTrC that one tablespoonfnl of
lit UUAriANItt CAUSTIC BALSAM will

produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
auy liuiment or spavin cure mixture ever made.

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam soldisWarrBn-
ted to Kive satisfaction. Pi ice S 1 .50 per bottle. Sold
by Druggists, or sent by c^ttcs... cloirjes paid, with fuU
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,

testimonials, etc. Address

THE LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO.. Cleveland, O.

NO STABLE COMPLETE WITHOUT THEM.
For Sale by Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.,

Manufacturer's Agent for the

Write for a special list.

U.S.

Do You "Want to Buy a Horse ?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?
ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

MANHATTAN

BBIalL
Awarded

(••.Id Medal
At California

State Fair 1&92.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary borsv
complaints. It •

constantly fed aud
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Monagban,
Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert
Bradley, etc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO.,

STOCK FOODof

'CALIFORNIA
ASFEO&INDORSED BY
MARVIN,C0RBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE, -

i HOLLY, VALENSIN,
WELLS FARGO «.CB.8(.0THEBS

.ASKWURKALERFORITOP.
' -ekoioc:kertell

- ?* calif -

San Mateo, Gal.

AtUlriK * Durbrow. X. V. Ael«. 70 Wall SI.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Racing Association^
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

FormB furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO
28 FIRST STREET, SAX UlAMlel'll.

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MAEM
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLlI
LIVE STOrK. AUCTIXEBB8.

Every facility fur holding sales at our sales stable I
Over one hundred stalls.

Consignments of live stock from the Interior solicit |
Sales made in any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and.pedigrees furnished.

Telephone 3529.

Business College, 24 Post S|j

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school ou the Coast.

K. P. RKALD, President «. BLALKV.

FRENCH and GERMA
LESSONS.

asses. Legal and commercial d(|

MBS. F. PRILL, 20 Ellis street.
Private or in cli

men translated.

EPORTi
TTe want a responsible l*dt or gkktlxjia?' to every town to

as oewspaper correspondent, r-jport the happenings in their lo

Ity and write articles for publication. Experience not require,

neccspiirr. Hip remuneration for good writers. Enclose stt

fur full 'particular*. JK>pkkj* P&kss Association, Chicago,
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SUBSCRIPTION

FIVE DOLLARS A YEAR

THE HORSE SHOW.

THE EVENT OF THE SEASON.

lie Grandest Affair Ever Held In California.

Its Success Financially and as an Educa-

tional Factor Assured.

Nearer and nearer to the great metropolis is wealth and

shioD drawing os into prominence. In this land of ours

here the setting sun throws its last golden light on the

ck-bound shores, and where the truncated silvery peaks

the Sierras reflect its last rays ere it seems to sink beneath

e Pacific Ocean,the hardy pioneer and his descendants, be-

les the thousands who came after the first discovery of

Id,might well be pardoned for their expressions of wonder-

ment as they gazed upon'the entrancing scenes at the Pavilion

on this the opening night. From the outer edge of the ovsl,

wherein the horses were prancing, to the last tier of chairs

in the upper balconies such a gathering of beauty was never

seen on this coast before. The voice and personality of a

Patti could not have drawn such a crowd as greeted the

management on the opening night. The display of costly

millinery, of expensive gowns, of glittering jewels and of

chrysanthemiums was a revelation.

California's fairest daughters enjoyed the animated scenes,

the music and the novelty of being at this society event.

Attending these were the millionaires, the solid men of

business, bankers, statesmen, the members of the

bar and bench, leaders in politics aod professions,

occupants of the pulpits, and, in fact, everybody who

cares to be anybody. A liberal sprinkling of dudes was

also there, dressed in long coats and carrying enormous

walking sticks, hair cut in foot-ball style, o la Paderewski
j

and trousers turned up in anticipation of rain and mud in

"dear old Lunnon " where they had never been, and in '

none had ever traveled farther East than Fruitvale.

There were substantial matrons in stiff silks who .

the parades of stock through heavy lorgnettes, sta ;

ones with their charges, each and every one er

splendid exhibition in their own way. It waanol illogeth

a horse show, for the claim that it was a
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The ponies made their exist and then followed the great at-

traction of the forenoon, the equine king of race horses, Sal-

vator, his rival Tenny, and imp. Islington, the English sire.

Sir Modred was not feeling well and Superintendent
Mackey deemed it advisable to keep him in his stall. Those
on parade appeared to be the pink of perfection. The parade
of trotters at 12:15 was a most commendable one. Harry
Agnews' Dawn, 2:18 J, with four of his progeny;
Chas. Derby, 2:20, with four of his from the Oakwood Park
Stock Farm including two full brothers to the great Diablo,

2:09}. Talbot Clifton's Sentator L., which this gentleman
values at the modest sum of $50,000. El Benton, 2:28^ Glen
Fortune, Daly, 2:15, Friday, Young Saladin, Comet Wilkes,

-

and the grand-loDking, strongly-built Azmoor yearling, Az
moor Jr. The campaigners in this string of thirteen became
excited when they heard the enlivening music, and acted as

if there ought to be a judges' stand, a wire, a sulky, a timer
and an army of blanket-covered attendants to greet them.

their appearance.

might well be substantiated by any visitor who might

have leisurely walked up and down the broad promenade.

It was easy to forget time and distance around that oval then

for the display of beauty was bewildering and dazzling, and

many of our leading and most influential citizens with their

families, besides young men with their sweethearts, and|chil-

dren gaily dressed and apparently a6 much delighted with

the novelty of attending a horse show as their elders, enjoyed

that walk, as well as a stroll between the rows of box stalls

where equine beauties held a show of their own.

The arrangement of theinterior of the building could not

be improved, and the manyvisitors from the East who had

been attending the horse show at Madison Square, the ideal

place of its kind in America, were loud in their praises of the

adaptability of this place for the purpose, and the admirable

manner in which it was prepared for the show. The exhibi-

tors were delighted and a keen rivalry among them in regard

lo adorning the stalls of their equine pets is most
commendable. The harnesses, trappings and clothing

are placed where they can be seen to the best

advantage. The horses themselves have been

groomed until their coats shone. With
manes and tails braided and platted they

seem to enjoy the novelty of being

gjized upon and petted by fair visitors.

Their attendants take pride in speaking

of their merits and records and never

seem to tire answering the numerous
questions plied by interested visitors.

The pedigrees and performances of each
animal are told as glibly as if repeated

from a catalogue of sale. The noted

horses and mares that have achieved

fame for the families are not omitted.

The gentleness of each and every animal
shown is also spoken of, and the pleasure

of caring for a young horse that has an
amiable temper is a matter of pride and
a test of companionship between the

horse and his master. There are no signs
" daDgerous " over a single one of these

three hundred stalls, thus proving that a

vast amount of knowledge must have
been acquired in handling horses during

the (past twenty years. Cross, ill-tem-

pered brutes such as are seen at the horse

shows of Europe would not have a place

of honor among these gentle creatures.

The kings and queens of the racing

world stand side by side in their large

box stalls. Along the rows one can see

horses that have ran races before tens

of thousands of people and no one would
ever think that they could not now be

bought for all the money in the country,

so highly are they prized by their owners.

There are trotters and pacers here that

have come from obscurity and in

hard-fought battles been crowned
kings for their speed, powers of

endurance and determination to conquer.

There are horses from all parts of the

world in these rows of stalls also: He*vy
horses from France, Germany, England,
Australia, Scotland

;
ponies from the

Shetland Islands and Hungary ; thor-

oughbreds from the blue grass regions

oi Kentucky, England, Australia and
France : saddle horses from every-

where in the United States ; cobs from
Ireland: backteys from "hold 'ingland;"

and trotters, America's typical roadsters

from the leading stock farms of the

coast and the East. The only two that

should have exhibits here,Palo Alto and
the San Mateo Stock Farm not havinng
sent any of their grandly-bred Cali-

fornia horses and mares to swell the pro-

cession and compete for the prizes. We
are sorry to record this fact and hope
that next year these farms will be well

represented. Id the line of equipages
everything is shown, from the tally-ho

coaches to the spider-like bike sulky.

Fashion's latest decrees as to what is the

proper thing in the style of vehicles that

must carry the (,
four hundred"are strictly

observed,and as an educational feature to

the thousands who assembled last even-
ing this display was a most meritorious
one. The aisle-* between the stalls of

horses and around the splendid ex-

hibitions of the carriage and wagon
maker's skill were thronged jriih admir-
ing crowds. The immense electric and
ihe thousands of incandescent lights

added a brilliancy to the colors and lit

up the place in a most dazzling manner.
But to the chronicle of events. The ringmaster, M

ton, stepped into the ring with four attendants dressed ap
propriately. A bugler sounded a long call and promptly at
9:35 a long procession of draft horses filed into the arena,
each led by a groom. The ponderous.yet activeequine giants
moved around the track

; their appearance was the signal
for applause from the enthusiastic people, who saw in such a
beginning the dawning of the greatest and most successful
exhibition of the kind ever given in California. In no part
of the United StateR could a better display be gathered thau
Ihis. Many of the Htallions were too frisky for their grooms
and danced and cavorted as if they spurned to touch the
earth. They had often been in parades before at county fairs,

and had learned how to jerk their heads up, put
them down and then elevate their heels in a most enthusiastic
if not impressive style. When they trotted

, the earth or tan-
"•vered floor, shook.

too o'clock the arena was cleared and Ringmaster Or-
his asa ;slants breathed the tannic-laden air with
- freedom. The tandem teams, four in number,
ed, and such a display was enough to make the
ions of "whips" wish they could handle the
uch stylish, trappy-gaited horses. The footman
novable as a statue behind the driver, but al-

n the "wake" of the vehicle never moved
I the leader of his master's rig got the '. Mair McDermott's Moraschino all trotted past the judges.

» bow 1 : it in his endeavors to salute hu driver.

Frolic received second, and while Dulce was highly com-
mended, C. A. Spreckels Monte was only commended.

In judging draught horses, James McNab, Colonel C. L.
Taylor and A. W. Foster were kept busy, but finally they
concluded their labors with the following result. Best five-
year-old mare, Nettie, Newhall Land Company, first. By her
side was a handsome suckling called Leonard, by Saxon
Prince. Best four-year-old mare, Susie, a chestnut mare ex-
hibited by Hill & Rodehaver of Petaluma. Belle, black
mare, owned by Newhall Land Company, received second
prize. Nelly, owned by this company, also won the first
prize as the best three-year-old. Pansy, a yearling, and
Daisy Bell, also the property of this company, received first
prize, although there were no competitors. We do not be-
lieve these classes will be so sparingly filled next year how-
ever.

The Clydesdales then had an opporunity to display their
fine points. In class S6 the black mare Diamond, with her

The trotters looked well and showed that although their sea-
|
colt Joe, was the first to appear. These horses represented

son for making money was ended their owners did not neglect
;
Morgan Hill of^ Santa Clara county. In the same class was

, Or-

LARHJN STREET.
During the intermission President H, J. Crocker received

a larger number of invited guests, including Governor-elect
Budd, and treated them to a sumptuous lunch. All the

directors, with their immediate friends, were present, and a

most enjoyable time was had. Good wishes for the under-
taking were expressed, and congratulations were showered
upon the mode.it president for his labors in behalf of the

great exhibition.

At 2:30 o'clock seven ponies in harness appeared, viz., W.
S. Hobart's grav gelding Peacock, M. Theo. Kearney's chest-

nut gelding Cock Robin, C. A. Spreckels' bay gelding Tuxedo,
J. A. Donohoe Jr.'s chestnut gelding Monkey, J. A. Dono-
hue Jr.'s gray gelding Tobey, Ben E. Harris' chestnut stal-

lion Ventura and J. D. Grant's bay mare Music. After a

long deliberation the judges, Johh Parrot Jr., Major J. L.

Rathbone and Reginald \V. Rives decided to award the first

prize to Peacock, Music received the second, Cock Robin
being very highly commended.

In judging seven ponies in harness the judges again found
thev had a difficult task, as all the little horses were of a

superior type. Miss Gracie B. Wilson drove the chestnut

mare Frolic, Charles DeYoung held the ribbons over White
Wings, Russell Miner with Chester, J. Lawson with Mike,
Miss Josie McCrae with Quezal, C. A. Spreckels' Monte,
Miss Elsie Sperry's mouse-colored mare Dulce and Chas.
Mair McDermott's Moraschino all trotted past the judges.
Moraschino was awarded the blue ribbon and the $40 prize,

i the bay mare Blossom III, with her filly, Blossom V, which
is credited with Narrow Escape as a,
sire. These horses are owned and were3
exhibited by Den-man & McNear oH
Petaluma.

In class 87 there were three entries,
but two were also in class 86. The third
was the brown mare Nellie, exhibited by
Morgan Hill. Belle IV was the only
horse entered in class 88, and was cred-
ited to Denman & McNear of Petalu-
ma. In class 89 the same owners were
represented by the black mare Darling
II. When the judges had made their in-
spection their results were announced as
follows: Blossom III, class 86, first

prize
; Nellie, class 87, first prize

; Dia-
mond, class 87, second prize

; Belle IV,
class 88, first prize ; Darling, II, class
89,' first prize.

The Blossom family was well repre-
sented, and before the afternoon was over
new honors were added to the family
name. Blossom V was entered in class
90, and won the first prize. She is a
black mare, one-year-old, and is the
property of Denman & McNear. Blos-
som VI, a bay suckling, was entered in
class 91, and, like her elders in the fam-
ily, carried away the first prize.

English shires had to have a place in
the arena, and two classes were repre-
sented. The first was the bay mare Lucy
in class 97. She was exhibited by
James G. Fair and won the first prize.
In class 101 Sonoma Queen was the only
horse entered. She is a bay mare, one-
year-old, and is the property of W. V.
Griffiths of Geyserville, Cal. She won
the first priie.

The parade of coaching stallions was
much livelier only four appearing. How-
ever, John Parrolt Jr.'s German coach
stallion Socrates, quiet and grand looking
with his pure white bridle, saddle and
side lines walked around the best dressed
of the quartette. After him came the
handsome brown stallion, Young Adonis,
who is owned by the Sperry Bros., of
Stockton, a picture of beauty and
style. J. D. JVlcuregv.-o imp. iru , .

elty followed. He is a different style of
a horse and one. that for his age, is hard
to beat anywhere. After him came the
Newhall Land Company's Saxon Prince.
The parade of saddle horses was the

next on the programme and at least thirty
well-trained and well-ridden horses ap-
pearad. The most prominent riders
seen at the Golden Gate Park were there.

In the evening while the pavilion was
illumined by hundreds of electric lights,

the ^real crowd appeared. Outside
of tbe building long processions of car-

riages stopped at the entrance and the
gaily-dressed occupants with their escorts
alighted and were soon inside. Many
were the expressions of delight heard
as these people passed up the broad
promenade to their places in the boxes
or to their seats in the balconies. The
scene was indeed a brilliant one. The
colors of the ladies' gowns, the flashing

of jewels and the radiance of the faces of

the delighted thousands formed a pict-

ure never to be forgotten. Long after

eight o'clock the ushers were kept busy
and the stream of people that poured

through the door6 seemed as if it would never cease.

The exhibition of the twelve mule team driven in a mas-

terly manner around the arena elicited hearty applause. The
idea of having these two heavy wagons drawn by such splen-

did mules, was a good one, for comparing it with the drags,

breaks and coaches drawn by the little dock-tailed horses

shows how great was the difference between the vehicles in

use in the days of '49 on the plains and the magnificent

equipages used in '94 on the broad highways.

The parade of all stallion classes followed. The tan bark

oval became so crowded that several could not get >n.

In the center of the place is a little pord of water; on one

side of it the attendants placed a low bush fence for tbe polo

ponies were to furnish some excitement to liven up the

evening's enjoyment. The approaches to this place were

also covered with brush, then around the inside of the oval

at equal distances were placed other fences three feet 6ix

inches in height. The bugle sounded and Talbot Clifton

appeared on Guadalonpe. The horse faltered at the first

fence. Mr. Clifton rode him back and gave him a fresh start.

The horse stumbled at the fence and then crashed through it.

Clifton applied whip and spur to his steed and cleared the

rest of the fences in"AUmark" style. The applause he

received was the first heard during the evening.

Clarence B. Walter, on his horse Bachelor, had a circus

with his "lepper." The brute balked and reared and turned,

but would not take the jumps. Finally, by the use of gad,
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spur and the ringmaster's whip, Bachelor concluded to make

the jumps. At the water-jumphe fell as bis front feet struck

on the cement floor of the bisin.and, falling, he pinioned

Mr. Walter, but the latter was not there to stay, but pluckily

hanging to his horse was in his saddle when the horse

plunged to his feet. He then made the horse repeat his

attempt to jump, and this time the animal cleared the fence

well.

Baldwin's El Dorado, ridden by A. Stanford, the Austra-

lian hurdle rider, cleared all the jumps easily.

Allmark, the jockey rode Prince Idle. In making the

water-jump he fell and came near baptizing Allmark in

the pool. Luckily the latter escaped this ordeal, while the

horse jumped to his feetuniDjured. The fence was broken in

the fray.

First Lap, the old broken-down son of Lelapb, ridden by a

jockey, cleared all the fences but the one by the side of the

water. After the horse was shown tbis extensive lake

he acted as if he had hydrophobia, and would not go near

it. The judges ordered the gates to be opened, and First Lap
retired in disgrace.

Sinbad was another duffer. He was led outside to ruminate

in bis stall over the folly of being stubborn.

C. de Guigne with hie horse Good Luck revived the spirits

of the audience with their splendid performances, the gentle-

man rider having no trouble in guiding his good horse over

all the obstacles.

Off Wheeler, the handsome saddle horse ridden by a jockey,

made the cleanest and best jumps of all. He landed six feet

beyond ..he water when he cleared the fence. He was loudly

applauded.
Ed. Lafferty's Nipper chased everyone around the arena

like a terrier in a rat pit before his rider could get him to

face the fences, finally he started in to jump and the way he

cleared them showed that he needed no pulleys to lift him
over.

Wicklow had to receive a taste of the whip at every jump
before he would leap. He got over them all in this hesitat-

ing manner.
The hackneys were now paraded, and a most commendable

showing they made. Many were the questions asked and

expressions of praise about the neat and stylish appearance

of these trappy gaited horses. They were exhibited in good

style. J. ParrottJr.'s stallion Green Rufus having a neat

white bridle, surcingle and side lines that showed that the

owner knows how a horse should be rigged for the show

ring.

They were followed by Fire Engines 2 and 23 polished and

adorned with flowers. They were drawn by three horses

abreast and every time they moved around the arena they

were loudly applauded.

The trophies to be given away at the show to the winners

were then exhibited.

After the team drawing this precious load passed out the

gate, Salvator, the king, Tenny, imp. Isinglass, Firenzi and

Bessie June were led in. Their appearance created another

flutter of excitement among the spectators. It was a treat

that every one present appreciated. The only thing that

marred this exhibition was the appearance of Mrs. Ayres in

the magnificent saddle horse Woodlawn. The wonderful

performance of this horse and the exhibition of equestrian-

ship by his rider deserved a special number on the pro-

gramme. The interest of the public in the double exhibition

had to be divided.

The great horses W. Wood and W. W. Foote appeared,

and then the last event of the night, the parade of the four-in-

hands. George Newhall, Richard Tobin, Walter Hobart, E.

J. Baldwin, Charles De Young and J. D. Grant handled

the ribbons over their teams in splendid style. It

moo._ «« animiuJ opeuiacie, ana me lniroUuction ot

these magnificent turnouts will encourage others

to follow, and at the next horse show the number of entriss

will be almost doubled. The Burlingame Club was repre-

sented by a splendid turn out.

While the various events on the programme were being

shown, large numbers of the audience could be seen strolling

among the stalls looking at the contestants for

the prizes offered. Everywhere these people turned

they learned something about horses of every breed,

and as the programme for the rest of the week promises to

contain many features of interest everyone seems deter-

mined to be present at each entertainment.

The Horse Show.

Writing this after two days only of the Horse Show have

elapsed it is too early to present a review, such, as of neces-

sity will be appropriate for this department.

Not too early, however, to write that it as surely a big suc-

cess as anything can be foretold. It can also be said that the

whole of the machinery has moved with marvelous smooth-

ness when it is taken into consideration that it was the first

trial of every part of the complicated machine, and from

the main engine to the smallest bearing, so far as I have

seen, as little friction as there is in the best ball-bearing

spindle, as little jar as there is in pneumatic tires. That
the Horse Show has come to stay is beyond reasonable doubt.

The impetus given, or rather the universal approbation
which it has received insures that, and in the hereafter it will

bear comparison with the best of Eastern or foreign exhibi-

tions. In some points, perhaps, inferior; in the aggregate,

fully as meritorious. Although the entry list contained

more names than was expected at the opening show, and in

quite a number of the classes, as many as could be handled
iu the arena at one time without crowding, in the future

there will be a large increase. Some of our most prominent
breeders failed to make entries in all probability from an un-
der estimate of the importance of this show in advancing
their interests.

There is little danger in predicting that hereafter few of

that clas3 will remain passive and that henceforth the trouble

will be to find stall room for the entries.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Sphinx has eight new performers to his credit this year,

and he now has eight in the 2:20 class. His oldest colt is but
six years olds. The eight 2:20 performers were all out of

non standard mares.

Dr. K. D. Wise's fine Guy Wilkes stallion, Emin Bey,
2:23$, lowered his record to 2:21 i in Los Angeles during the
October meeting. This was made in the third heat of the
rcce. Emin Bey is out of Tempest, by Sultan.

The Horse Show Sale.

After the Horse Show, what ? Why the Horse Show Sale

of course and it promises to be one of the most interesting

features of California's first Horse Show. While values are

still very moderate, there is unquestionably a much better

tone to the market for good horses, and many shrewd buyers

are beginning to anticipate the demand that is certain to

come from the great decrease in the supply of available horse

flesh that the past era of low prices has accomplished. Of

the horses entered and exhibited, the following will be

offered at auction on Monday, December 3d, at 11 o'clock a.

m., in the Show Ring of the Mechanics Pavilion, to which

the admission will be free, and this will give an opportunity

to see this most attractive supplement to the Show.

Capt. B. E. Harris consigns six head to the sale, includ-

ing Dazzle, one of his well-known saddle horses ; also the
trotting fillies Rival and Honor, well-bred, well-matched and
an attractive team. He also enters Grandee, by Adventuie,
and a well-bred trotting stallion and a yearling filly.

Mr. Fulton G. Berry enters imp. Paragon, a registered

English Hackney stallion. He also enters four fine-looking

fillies by imported Paragon that should be very desirable

for those wishing to lay a foundation for breeding Hackneys,
by so many considered the coming horses.

Mr. Gilbert Tompkins enters El Benton, a fine-looking

six-year-old son of Electioneer and Nellie Benton, 2:30, by
Gen. Benton. He also enters Glen Fortune, a well-built

trotting stallion by Electioneer from Glenne, by Messenger
Duroc; also Don Figaro, by Whipple's Hambletonian out of

Emblem by Tattler, and consequently a half-brother to the
dams of Arion and Flying Jib. The fourth entry from the
Sourther Farm is Rasp,a fine-looking four-year-old roadster

with considerable speed.

Mr. Theo. Kearney enters seven head including a tandem
and a four-in-hand. The tandem is made up with Prince
and Cock Robin, whose showing on the opening day brought
forth much favorable comment. Mr. Kearney's four-in-hand

consists of two fine teams, and it is a long time since we have
seen a four-in-hand offered for sale st auction under such in-

teresting conditions.

Mrs. A. C. Posey enters Idle Boy,a well-bred son of Cresco
and a Wildidle mare, second daoi by Williamson's Bel-

mont; a very attractive road horse.

Mr. Jesse D. Carr consigns three, Bay Rum," Little Change
and Genevieve . Bay Rum has a record close to 2:20 and is a

good and consistent race horse. Little Change is a well-bred

filly, and anyone who saw Genevieve win the race for two-
year-olds a year ago last spring knows what a consistent and
game trotter she is; she is very handsome and should be
valuable for the road or tr*ck.

Mr. Wm. Nelson enters Friday, a trotting stallion, and
Nellie, a trottingbred mare, both by Bluegown. Mr. W.
Van Allen enters Flirt and Sadie, a good road team, both by
Rustic, Payne Shafter's well known son of Whipple's Ham-
bletonian.

Mr. Salazar consigns one of the finest looking saddle mares
seen in many a long day.

Turning to the heavier stock, Tennant Bros, send Pride of

the Prairie, a fine large draft stallion. W. V. Griffiths sends
two stallions, Columbus and Sonoma King, each two years

old and registered in the English shire Stud Book ; they are

both by the well-known horse, Lothair IV. He
also enters the yearling Shire filly, Sonoma Queen, by Lothair
IV. ______
Pacific District Board of Appeals, National

Trotting Association.

San Francisco, CaL, November 26, 1894.

Board met, pursuant to call of President. Members present

were N. T. Smith, of San Francisco, and Jesse D. Carr, of

Salinas.

In the matter of the case of Geo. B- Polhemus vs. Santa-

Clara and San Mateo Agricultural Association, after hearing

testimony of T. W. Hobson and Jas. T. Rucker (two of the

judges) and C. H. Corey, driver of Laura M., and Geo. B.

Polhemus, the protestant, it was decided by the Board that

the judges had erred in allowine Laura M. to start in the
fifth heat, but ordered that the case be submitted to the Board
of Review for final action.

In the matter of the petition of J. A. McCloud, suspended
at Stockton, CaL, June IS, 1893, after hearing petition read
the Board decided that said petition be denied.

In the matter of J. N. Anderson, of Tulare, Cal., vs. Agri-
cultural District No- 40, this case came on for hearing, and
the papers appertaining thereto, received from M. M. Morse
and Secretary Barney, of Woodland, were laid before the

Board. Mr. Anderson was present, and informed the Board
that he bad recently held a conversation with Mr. Geo
Woodard, one of the Directors of District No. 40, and that a

compromise of the matter would very likely be made ; on
that ground he asked that the hearing of the case be post-

poned. Thereupon the Board ordered a postponement for

ninety days. If in that time the case is not settled by Mr.
Anderson to the satisfaction of Agricultural District No. 40,

this Board will render a decision in the matter without
further hearing.

In the matter of the protest of G. L. Blosser against a

decision rendered by the judges October 4, 1894, in the 2:40

trot over the track of the 37th District Agricultural Associa-

tion, after reading of the protest and answer, it is ordered by
the Board that the decision of the judges in this race be sus-

tained.

There being no further business, the Board adjourned to

meet at the call of the President.

N. T. Smith, President.

D. L. Hackett, Secretary.

The bay horse called Patrick's Pacer that got a record of

2:26 to cart at the Bay District Track the first day of the

Summer meeting of the P. C. T. H. B. A., was not by Fallis,

son of Electioneer, it seems. He was sired by a horse called

Sharon's Benton, out of a mare by Paul's Abdallah. Both of

these horses stood near Mayfield.

R. I. Obr's fine trotting stallion "Pacheco Wilkes' has been

placed in the care of S. E. Kent, at the race track. This
colt is by the famous "Guy Wilkes," and is entered in btakes

in the East, to the value of fifty thousand dollars.

HOOF-BEATS.

Attend the Horse Show to-day.

Don J. Leathers may send Pixley 2:08£,to California this
winter.

Ben Winters came home over $1,000 to] the good Tues-
day, having played all five winners.

There is a yearling in Kentucky by Direct, 2:05*, that
is a counterpart of Directly, 2:07|.

In February Thomas Keating will bring all the horses
belonging to himself and Mr. Winship to the San Jose race
track.

Dictator Wilkes, by Red Wilkes,out of the dam of Nancy
Hanks, 2:04, has been making quite a reputation as a sire
this year.

St. Bel leads all sires for 1894. He has had twenty added
to his list of 2:30 performers. His death was a great loss to
the trotting turf.

Queen Anne, by State of Maine (son of Elmo),got a record
of 2:28 in a race at San Bernardino last November. She be-
longs to E. L. Mayberry.

El Molino, by Alcazar, 2:20, has a trotting record of 2:25
made at the Hueneme meeting. EI Molino belongs to E. L.
Mayberry of Alhambra, Cal.

Monroe Salisedrt will handle a few of the Parkville
Farm horses, owned by John R. Shults, next year, among
them Kitty Bayard, 2:12£.

One of the attractive features of the horse show iB a plain-
looking dark bay mare. She is by Middleton, and her fame
rests in the fact that she is the dam of Flying jib, the fastest

pacer in the world.

John R. Gentry, 2:03f ; Online, 2:04, and Joe Patchen
2:04, are the fastest pacing s-tallions on record. Joe Patchen
is a grandson of Geo. Wilkes, and Online and John R.
Gentry are great grandsocs of that illustrious aire.

Glraldine, the dam of Robert J., 2:0U, was purchased as

a four-year-old by Frank Herdic at Baltimore for $500. He
used her on the road for three years at Williamsport and was
never beaten but twice. She was " shaky " in her knees like

her son.

If you are in need of any kind of harness horse clothing,
saddles, bridles or veterinary medicines ; if you need a set of

boots for your horse,.do not forget that the only place to get
everything in this line is at J. A. McKerron's, 203-205
Mason street. Mr. McKerron is a practical workman, and
his goods are in demand by all the leading horse-owners in

America.

The colts by Hart Boswell (son of Onward and the farrous

Nancy Lee) at San Mateo are all good-looking and perfect

trotters. There is a filly by him out of Maud O. that is only
six months old that can trot a 2:40 gait. This is only a sam-
ple of the balance. Mr. K. O'Grady, the owner of this

stallion, will have no trouble in selling colts and fillies by
this horse as they will prove valuable either on the track or
road.

James F. Callaway, of Louisville, Kentucky, purchased
thefgreat Guy Wilkes stallion. Regal Wilkes, 2:11|, at the
John H. Schults sale. Regal Wilkes is the sire of the game
two-year-old trotter, Last Chance, 2:26.}. Regal Wilkes will

be bred to twelve of Mr. Calloway's choicest mares and thirty
approved outside mares. His service fee will be $100. After
the season the horse will be trained for the fall races with, a
view to lowering his record. Regal Wilkes never looked
better.

Ed Corrigan's famous old Freeland heads the string
used in the play, "The Derby Winner," and he is said to look
as spry and chipper as when he beat Miss Woodford at Long
Branch in 1886. Al Spink owns old Freeland, and he is as
careful of him as he is of one of his children. "The Derby
Winner" carries six other flyers, namely, La Cigale, Ana-
wan, Ianthe, All Ablaze, Miss Price and Remedy. Several
of them are fit to run at any time, and they are often seen
on the different race tracks. The racers run in the Derby
Day race, one of the acts of "The Derby Winner." The race
track is represented true to life. The race track itself, grand
stand, club-house, paddock and betting stand are all faith-

fully reproduced, and the action is as natural as though the
race were run on a regular track itself. Another thorough-
bred equally well known in Chicago is with "The Derby
Winner." His name is Artbur Dunn, the diminutive come-
dian. He is full of tips and fun.

The Souther Farm at the Horse Show Sale

In the Souther Farm consignment to the Horse Show
sale will be found some verv attractive stock. El Benton,

a six-year-old son of Electioneer and Nellie Benton, 2:30,

is one of the best-bred and finest-looking sons of Electioneer

lefton the Coast. He has a four-year-old record of 2:28f to

old-style sulky. When the Souther Farm puts up a horse

at auction it always goes to the highest bidder without limit,

reserve or by-bidding; and when it is considered how grandly

the sons of Electioneer are breeding on, this should be a

great opportunity for some man to get a representative of
thisgreat family against the good time coming when horses
will be horses again. For how can they help it? Horses
will be exterminated if nobody raises any, and that is ]*U6t

what is going on, and some of these days we will find horses

worth big money, and only the longheaded men who get

ready now will take down the money.
In the same consignment is Glen Fortune, another fine-

looking and well-bred ^on of Electioneer, and Glen Fortune's
third dam was Shanghai Mary, the dam of Green Mountain
Maid and grandam of Electioneer, given him an unbroken
descent on both sides from Shanghai Mary.
There is alio Don Figaro—Iarge,fine-looking, great f **

record of 2:34}, and just the horse for carriage stock tt er_

go. He is by Whipple's Hambletonian and out of I the

the grandam of Arion aud Flying Jib. ' ^
Then there is Rasp,a four-year-old roadster that'ean/

is as tough and strong as a horse can be. And th«w t0W

sold just as advertised.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

Grandee showed some of his old-time speed Wednesday
and then "blew up" terrifically.

Linville al last has left the maiden ranks, and he did it

after the hardest kind of a fight.

The Pleasanton Stable horses will only be started in fu-

ture when Felix Carr has the mount

J. Talbot Clifton, owner of Jessie Sturgiil, made a

heavy clean up in the books over his mare's victory.

Tartarian is undoubtedly one of the very fastest sprint-

ers ever seen in California, if indeed not the fastest.

Jockey Thad Williams, who took Tigress to Cam-
bridge, Mass., for Walter Hobart, has returned to the city.

Al. Stemxer, trainer for Burns & Waterhouse, has gone

to Sacramento to take up a number of yearlings and train

them.

A. B. Spreckels, it is said, had a commissioner in the

ring put a bet down on Tiger that put him 4S00 to the good

on the race.

Barney Schreiber played several dollars on Remus in

the last race—enough to make the pencilers cut the odds

from 4* to 3 to 1.

Mr. Corrigan was much pleased with the appearance of

his horses, some of which have "picked up" so much that he
hardly knew them,

Two Darebins (the Nellie Peyton filly and Artist) won
Tuesday. They are great in heavy going, and this pair

won by a large block.

Foremost, the Spreckels colt that left the maiden row
Wednesday, is an own brother to that speedy winner, Nero,

that McCafFerty owned for a long time.

Four of the fiye winners Tuesday were raised in Sacra-

mento county. Three (the Nellie Peyton filly, Braw Scot

and Artist) first saw the light at Rancho del Paso.

Jockey John Sullivan will not lose the sight of one of

his optics after all. At first it was thought he would, buL his

eye has been steadily improving, we are happy to relate.

Mose Gunst has received a letter from Jimmy Rowe,
saying that he would surely bring Griffin, John Lamle,
Simms and several other crack jockeys with him shortly.

Joe Ullman, now in Hot Springs, Ark., writes President

Williams that he will arrive here about December. It is

thought Ullman will have one of the heaviest books at the
meeting.

Frank Van Ness, of the Elkton Stable, scored his first

win at the meeting Tuesday with Mainstay. The good colt

proved to be a veritable mud sailor, but had to extend all

his sails before the wire was reached.

Ferrier and Joe Ripley, two high-class turf performers,
arrived at Bay District track Saturday from the East in

charge of Trainer Hunn. Jockey Noble, a clever horse-pilot

well known in the AYest, will ride these horses at the
meeting.

The sale of the remainder of the Rancho del Paso con-

signment of yearlings has been postponed until to-day

at noon. The famous broodmare, Mozelle, by Monday

—

Camillo Urso, will also be disposed of at that time, in all

probability.

A daughter of Jim Brown was first, and a son second in

the second race Thursday. These were the only two by the

Foster horse started. According to this showing, as mud
horses they have no superiors. The Wildidles will have to

look to iheir mud laurels.

Pat Dunne on Thursday purchased a race horse at private

6ale. It was the four-year-old chestnut gelding Ohiyesa, by

Argyle, dam imp. Amalia, by English Salvator. The price

was not given out, but $1,750 is not far from the mark.

Ohiyesa is worth every dollar of this amount, and it is safe

to bet that his hew owner will win him out the first time he

starts him.

He—" You upbraid me for losing money on the races

—

you ?
"

She—" And why should not I ?
"

He—" Yet I recall one blissful moment, not so long ago,

when we stood together baneath the silent stars, and you said

that no stroke of adverse fortune could ever draw from your

lips one complaining word."—Puck.

Matt Storn, the popular turfman, met with a gre*l mis-

fortune on Sunday, he losing by blood poisoning an own
brother to the good race horse, Top Gallant, and said to be

even handsomer than his older relative. The youngster (he

was a yearling) was brought down to the city from Sonoma
last Friday and gelded, with the result that blood poisoning

set in and ended the career of a most promising young
racer.

Moryen is a funny little fellow. After he threw his rider

Wednesday he went on, took the jumps neatly, and finished

well in front of the others. Snowbok did the same thing in

a steeplechase at Louisville about a dozen years ago, and after

finishing first without a rider, went the usual distance beyond
the finishing post, came back and held his bead up under the

wire, saying as plainly as a horse could, "Well, I won in

spite of everything."

Imp, Empire, trained by the Australian horseman, Spar-
ling, is looking elegant. Sparling, who came to this coun-
try with the best credentials possible, had the bad luck to get

the mount on that crazy brute, Adolph, in a hurdle race,

with the result that Off Wheeler careened against him going

over a jump, knocking the horse galley-west. He had a good
reputation in the Colonies as a rider, and played in hard luck

in getting Adolph for a first mount.

D. D. Davis, the venerable turfman and horse owner, died

at St. Mary's HospitsJ, Hoboken, N. J., on November 20th.

He was best known by his sobriquet of " Hickory Jim." He
owned a horse of that name that broke no records, but was
famous as a reliable and game horse of iron that was fre-

quently referred to as the Methuselah of the turf. He won
races when he was eighteen years old. Mr. Davis was
seventy-two years old.

A story is told on a young fellow new to the horse busi-

ness that had just secured a string of flyers and was racing
them on the circuit. He had entered one of the animals, an
old mare, in a maiden race, and after she had won he rushed
excitedly up in the judges' stand and said to the officials :

"Gentlemen, I had no business entering my mare in that

there race. She's no maiden. I've just found out that she
had a colt before I started to ha^e her trained."

Tiger, winner of the Norfolk Stakes on Saturday, beating
several public idols, was the best-looking youngster in the
race. He is by Three-Cheers, dam Ricardo, by Stratford

;

second dam the good race mare Rica, by Kingfisher
; third

dam imp. Lady Mentmore, by King Tom (sire of Great Tom,
King Ernest and Phaeton). No wonder this colt races well,

right royally bred as he is. John Mackey, of Rancho del
Paso, bred Tiger and owns his dam. The colt brought the
top price at the Rancho del Paso sale (750) on the 18th of
November, 1893.

Recent reports from Hartford, Conn., indicate that an
effort will be made by prominent horsemen in Connecticut
to induce the next Legislature, which meets in January, to

modify the anti-pool law so that it shall not apply to trotting

races on Connecticut tracks. There is little possibility of se-

curing an entire repeal of the law, which was framed mainly
with the object of abolishing pool selling on the running races

in the vicinity of New York. It is reported that the Charter
Oak Park Association lost over $12,000 by the Grand Circuit

meeting last August, and "is not inclined to do much next
season, unless the anti-pool law is greatly modified.

Bookmaker George Rose arrived from Chicago Satur-

day morning and went on the block in the afternoon. The
victory of Tiger was popular, although the colt was practi-

cally unbacked, as Mr. Rose is undoubtedly one of the most
popular pencilers on the track.

Ed Cobkigan and his nephew, Pat Dunne, arrived Wed-
nesday from the South, looking in excellent health and in

first-class spirits. The master of Hawthorne is credited with
having $500 on Moorovia at 6 to 1. This more than paid
railroad fare and all other traveling expenses.

John Fields is so well pleased with the performance of

Dick O'Malley, over the iumps, that he has purchased Mero
and imp. San Jacinto from the Owen Bros, and will have
them schooled by Jockey Amboose. Fields says he is going
to give Nick Hall a hard run for first money with his jump-
era.

A yearling trained by F. M. Taylor split a bone in one
of its hind legs Monday while cantering on the inside track.

Dr. Masoero was called to attend the youngster. This sort of

injury is accounted more severe than to break a bone in a
leg. The bone was heard to crack clear across the regular

track.

Patron, favorite for the Melbourne Cup, two miles, won
the $25,000 stake on November Gib, Devon second,

Nada third. Time, 3:31. The winner is a chestnut colt,

three years old, by Crand Flaneur, dam Olga, and carried

106 pounds. He is owned by F. W. Purches.

Happy Day was purchased by E. J. Baldwin out of a
selling race Saturday for $1,500, a run-up of $700. Polaeki

was second, and the Owen Bros, therefore get $350 of the run-

up money and $70 for running second, $420 in all. A. Ullman
really got but $1,100 for Happy Day, having to go down in

his pocket for $400.

The Association has decided to raise the price of admis-
sion on holidays and the day the rich Spreckels Handicap is

run to $1.50, the amounts hung up on those dates being
fir larger than on ordinary racing days. This system of

charging has been in vogue at the East for 'years, and the

public can readily see the justice of it.

The following conversation between Eddie Jones and
Chevalier was overheard on the club-house steps Tuesday

:

"Say, Eddie, will you gallop my yearling for me ?" "Nope,
ain't got time," said Eddie. "You're afraid," says Cheva-
lier. "No I aint. Why don't you gallop him yourself ?"

"Oh, I'm a trainer and owner now," answered Chevalier,
"and don't want to gallop horses in the morning.".

A colored boy named Connors, working for the Kentucky
Stable, had a marvellous escape from death yesterday morn-
ing. He was riding a two-year-old maiden from Charles
Kerr's stable, and had worked a quarter in 0:23i. Half way
down the homestretch the maiden was still going like a shot.

Suddenly Nephew, of the Rosestable, went toward the inner
rail, and the Kerr youngster bumped against him and went
pell mell through the fence, Connors being sent fully fifteen

feet in the air and over into the sand in the inclcsure. The
horse scrambled to his feet ; the boy did not, though he was
not insensible. His injury was not serious, a hip was bruised
that was all. The boy on Nephew came in for considerable
blame in the matter.

That the primeval animal from which the horse is de-
scended had several toes to each limb, and not one only,
now appears as certain as any fact in the development of
species. The horse was not originally a soliped,and in-

stances occur in which a reversion to a former type takes

place. The current number of the Journal of Comparative
Pathology records two cases of a supernumery digit in the
horse, accompanied by excellent illustrations. One is de-
scribed by Professor Shave of the Royal Veterinary Col-

lege, of London, and the other by W. H. Flook of Wey-
mouth. In the latter case Mr. Flook effectually operated in
the removal of the extra digit from a pedigree Hackney en-
tire colt one and a half years old. Professor Shave's exam-
ple is from an animal not known to him in the flesh. Both
cases are interesting to students of the origin of the horse.

The case of the Hackney is extremely interesting. It is the
only thoroughly established case on record from England
that we know of, and the only one in all the world that we
know of as being derived from a pedigreed animal. It is

likely that more of such cases of reversion occur than are

known. When they do occur they are not recorded or else

the colts are destroyed.

The Coney Island Jockey Club held its annual meeting on
November 19th and the following officers were elected : J.

G. K. Lawrence, President; Lawrence Kip and W. K.
Vanderbilt, Vice-Presidents; J. H. Bradford, Treasurer;
C. Fellows, Secretary. The executive committee remains
the same with the exception that F. Gray Griswold was
elected to serve in addition to the others who are the officers

above mentioned and Messrs. J. G. Heckscher, D. Butter-
field, Herbert C. Pell and George Peabody Wetmore. After
the election there was a discussion of the present racing situ-

ation, but merely informal. The club will hold a formal
meeting at an early date and legal talent will confer with the
officials on the situation.

A good story is told of a speculative rubber in one of the
leading stables at Fleetwood. Though his salary is only $20
a month and his board, he usually has a good " wad," as his
ability at games of "skill" has become proverbial. Just be-
fore the election be had struck a streak of hard luck and was
stranded for the ready "needful." This did not stop his
speculative bent, and on the morning of the election he met
his trainer with the remark: "I want to bet on the election."
"How do you want to bet?" said the trainer, who comes
from Maine, and naturally flies the Republican flag. " Wbv,
on Hill, of course

; how do you suppose I would bet?" said
the rubber, with a look of supreme scorn on his face. In the
absence of money three months' wages was bet, and that
rubber is now meditating on the uncertainty of the political
situation in general and the demoralization of the Democratic
party in particular.

Dow Williams, owner of Venus, declares an injustice
was done him in a reference made to the filly's running in
yesterday's issue. He says that after Venus beat the two-year-
olds the short six furlongs in such fast time she was entered
in a race for all-aged horses, also at the short six fuilongs,
and that in thin event the filly was not only knocked about,
but cut down and bruised by being jumped on. though wear-
ing boots. The cut-down, he says was not at all serious, the
bruising amounting to much more than that. She recovered
nicely and won easily yestprday, as all know. Williams de-
clares Venus to be very speedy, but chicken-hearted, and
that if she does not get ofl" well and go to the front at once,
can never win. Venus' owner says he wants to set himself
right before the public, as his reputation for honesty had
ever been called into question before.

Hawthorne sees Harlem on the Derby proposition, and
raises the rival track $5,000 with an offer for a Derby to be
run next summer which is guaranteed to be worth $25,000,
of which $20,000 goes to the winner, $3,500 to the second
horse, and the remaining $1,500 to the third horse. This
will be the richest race that has ever been given in the

West, except the World's Fair Derby. The distance of this

race is a mile and a quarter, and the conditions are $500 to

start, $100 forfeit, or only $25 if declared out by March 1st,

or $50 if declared out by May 1. Such a large amount of

money will no doubt secure the best list of entries that has
ever been made for a Derby in this country, particularly as

the Harlem Derby, worth $20,000, will be run about the
same time, and Eastern owners will have two big events to

come here for, and any amount of rich stakes besides. The
Ullman Handicap at Hawthorne has also been made more
valuable, and is guaranteed for $7,500. There are ten other
stakes announced by Hawthorne with from $1,000 to $1,500
added. Entries to close January 1st. A stallion stake has
also been opened, wnich is in the nature of a Futurity with
$5,000 added. It will not be run until 1S97, and by that

time it is likely to be as rich a stake as was ever run for in

the West at least. The added money is liberal and the con-
ditions well devised. E. Corrigan is president of the asso-

ciation and Harry Kuhl secretary.

A colored stable boy had a narrow escape from instant

death Saturday afternoon a little after 5 o'clock. A number
of the Elmwood Stock Farm horses were being brought
through the narrow cut the McAllister Street cars run

through west of the power house. All were being led except

two. These, mounted by good-sized boys, on htaring a car

coming down the hill, shied from one track right over to the

one containing the car moving down hill. The gripman
shouted " Look out ! " but the warning was too late, and the

car struck one of the colts, knocking him off the track, his

rider, however, falling on the track in front of the car. Im-
mediately the brakes were applied and the car stopped. The
boy was lying just ahead of the front wheels, insensible and
to all appearances dead— cut in two it looked at first glance

by the wheels, as his head and the upper part of his body
along projected out enough to be seen. Several ladies on
the car screamed and nearly fainted at the sight. Strong

arms grasped the upper portion of the boy's body, and he
was h-iuled out insensible, except for a cut on the side of his

head, none the worse for wear. In about a minute he was
brought to and walked to a neighboring drug store. The
escape was truly miraculous. The putting on of the brakes

alone kept the forward wheels from running over him, and
the boy will live to tell of the thrilling adventure. That he
will ever try to ride another colt through that cut again,

however, is very doubtful.

In Britain the people who wish to suppress betting and
other forms of gambling have had an interview with Home
Secretary Asquith, and have asked him to do it for them.
They are organized under the name of the Anti-Gambling
League ; their deputation to Mr. Asquith was headed by
Canon Scott Holland. Their aim is to stop betting on the

turf by a kind of side wind. A statute framed for othor pur-

poses is to be put in force. These being democratic days,

Canon Scott Holland tried to manufacture a little cheap pub-
lic opiuion by alleging, not untruly, that the prohibitions and
penalties of the existing law falt-more heavily on the poor
than on the rich. Mr. Asquith's reply wouid do credit to a

diplomatist. He has no wish to turn the Home office into a
branch of the Anti-Gambling League. He therefore declares

for a new local veto, insisting that local authorities ought

to have power to prohibit racing, or to license it under such

conditions as they think fit. He warns them, however, that

the law is in a very uncertain State. The courts have yet to

interpret the statute authoriiatively with reference to race

course betting. Till then the League must proceed cau-

tiously. Racing and betting on races are two of the most
popular pursuits in this country. The turf is an immense
evil, but abolishing the House of Lords would be a joke to

abolishing the turf or betting on the turf. Mr. Asquith Is

aware of that, and he contents himself with assuring Canon
Scott Holland that the law shall be enforced impartially

when he knows what the law is. It would be awkward if the

Home Secretary found himself obliged to prosecute the

Prime Minister for winning the Derby or losing the St.

Leger.
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THE SULKY.

Stamboul won three prizes at the horse show, the amount

of which was f!S0O.

Topsey 2:27, by C4randissimo, lowered her record to 2:26J

at Napa last Friday.

There is talk of converting Overland Park, Denver, Col.,

into a State fair grounds.

Hambletonian Wllkes 1679 has another producing son

in Wilkes (De Long's), who is the sire of Midget Wilkes,

2:29f.

The death of J. G. Davis will throw Alcantara on the

market and much curiosity is being evinced to see how much
the horse will bring.

The handsome bay filly by Sidney, 2:191, out of Grace

(dam of Creole, 2:15), belonging to Peter J. Shields, of Sac-

ramento, died of distemper last week.

John L. Roper, Norfolk, Va., has sold to Geo. D. Ben-

nett, Goldsboro, N. C, the brown two-year-old colt, Adolph

S., by Stamboul 2:07i, dam Princess Eugenie 2:19^, by Al-

cantara.

Expressiye's winnings for the year amount to $7,050, all

in purse races, as she had no stake engagements. She was a

money winner fifteen times, ten of them first, three seconds,

and third and a fourth.

Before his death George W. Scoggan remarked to those

around him : "I used to believe that betting was honest, but

I've been thinking about it three days and I have come to the

conclusion that it is all wrong."

H. 0. Havemeyer, of New York, did not purchase Alii,

the trotting queen, but sent an agent to the auction sale to

Madison Square Garden and purchased the five-year-old

mare, MissLida, 2:1 Of, for $3,200.

Attend to the yearling's feet through the'winter. Many
a curb, bog spavin', cocked ankle or ringbone could be traced

to lack of proper attention to the feet woile the colt is grow-

ing and before the bones become thoroughly hardened.

Considering the amount necessary to purchaser good

horse at the present time, there is no excuse for driving a

poor, broken down, old animal that life is a burden to. besides,

it costs less to feed and care for a good horse than a poor one.

George H. Hammond will shortly remove the stallions

Simmocolon and Sidney to Pleasantoo, Cal., where he hsa

purchased a stock farm. His farm at Ypsilanti, Mich., will

be used for acclimating the colts shipped from California.—

Horseman.

Because your horse has to do an extra amount of work,

or has an unusually long drive to make on the morrow, do

not give him an extra gallon of oats in the morning before

starting him out. Many a valuable animal has died from

acute indigestion in consequence.

The only yearling pacer to beat 2:30 this year is the colt

Jay Eff Bee, that was driven a mile in 2:26* by Millard San-

ders. The colt is a full brother to Diablo, 2:09}. being by

Chas. Derby, 2:20, out of Bertha, by Alcantara, second dam

Barcena (dam of Bayard Wilkes, 2:13|), by Bayard.

John Dickerson arrived at the San Mateo Stock Farm

with the famous horses that have so often won brackets in

the EaBt. He has them all looking well and started to work

as if he had been all his lifetime on the farm. He is a good,

careful worker and will try to have some crackerjacks ready

when the bell rings.

JimHurd, of Alameda, has in training a yearling filly,

Treasure H.,by Alect, who will compel the two-year-olds to

go pretty fast to catch her next year. Treasure H. is one of

the most promising of an extensive string of colts that Hurd

has in training, and from present indications she is likely to

prove a record-breaker.

Bashaw Belle, by Green's Bashaw, must not be over-

looked when great broodmares is the theme under discussion.

She now has to her credit Carrie, 2:29f ; Secure, 2:30 ;
Strong

Boy, pacer, 2:12, and None Better, 2:23^, and is the grandam

through the first-named ot Manager, 2:06| ; Col. Strader (2),

2:41^ and Woodboy, 2:25, and through Grey Diana, by Ad-

ministrator, of Freckles, 2:30.

The most despised horse Salisbury refers to is old White

Cap. It will be remembered that a year ago Mr. Salisbury

brought White Cap East and gave him a record of 2:15} in

the first race in which he was started. That settled White

Cap; from that moment he took it into his head not to score,

and after two attempts to bring him around, in both of which

he was shut out, Mr. Salisbury gave him up in disgust.

John Parrott, Jr., of San Mateo has as fine a lot of

young, well-proportioned colts and fillies by his German

coach stallion Socrates as a man could wish to look at. They

are large, heavy-boned, very stylish, and have plenty of

knee and hock action, just the kind of horses that will sell

well.

Judge K. J. Hayne, of San Mateo, has a yearling filly

by Whips, out of Lizzie H., by Hambletonian 725; second

dam Lizzie H., by Comus. The second time she was hitched

to a cart she trotted a quarter in forty seconds and seemed to

want to continue at this rate of speed much further. Judge

Hayne has a fillv by Truman, 2:12, out of Wildbtl, that

shows plenty of speed also.

Lulaneer, the daughter of Electioneer and Lula, Zo

by Alexander's Norman, takes rank among the great b od

mares, this year having produced the good three-year- old

Limonero, 2:15}-, by Piedmont, and the four-year-old stal

lion Bion, 2:24|, by General Beverly, a grandson of General

Benton, out of Alice, by Almont. Bion is owned by Senator

William M. Stewart, of Nevada, and took his record at Kirk-

wood, Del., October 27.

Robert J. has juBtly earned the title of champion. He
holds the world's record for harness performers, the world's
record in a race, world's record for a gelding, for a first heat,

for a second heat, lor a third heat, for a fifth heat, for a
three-heat race, for a four-heat race »nd others of minor
importance.

At San Antonia, on Saturday the stallion Paola, by Elec-
tioneer, out of Dame Winnie, proved himself as game a race

horse as his famous full brother, Palo Alto, 2:08|. He started

in the 2:29 trot, acd won a hard contest of six heats, win-
ning the first in 2:29}, the fourth in 2:26V, and the sixth in

2:28J. Two heats were woe by Knoxie Walker and one by
Lilly Kahn. Paola's previous record was 2:28f

.

General B. F. Tracy thinks the breeding interests will

be injured badly if betting cannot be conducted on race
tracks. As yet racing managers have not come to any de
cision regarding future action, and it is likely before they do
a concerted effort will be made to induce the legislature to

recognize the breeding interests to the extent of allowing bet-

ting on tracks when it frames the laws relative to the con-

stitutional amendment.

The Vermont Stock Farm, Vermont, 111., lost on Novem-
ber 11, from acute dysentery, the valuable young brood mare
Papava,by Pacific 1419, dam Castanet, by Contractor 1084;
second dam Miss Woodson (dam of Lemont 12,718, sire of

Blondie, 2:15, trotting 2:19£), by Swigert's Lexington. This
is quite a loss to the farm as the mare was very speedy her-

self, and save promise of proving a brood mare of excep-
tional merit.

The buildings erected by Loren Coburn, at Pebble Beach,
just north of the Santa Cruz Co. line, are fast being finished

and are among the very best of their kind. Thehotelis 140

by 50 feet, with a veranda 10 feet ride running all around it.

The inside plan is to have all the latest improvements. The
outside work is done and the inside woik is being pushed to a

speedy finish ready for the furniture. The large stable, 120
feet long, with hay stalls and sheds attached, is already com-
pleted and now a fine club house is being built and will be

one of the best on the Coast, a coursing track and park, for

exercising and speeding horses, is also laid out.

Stamboul, conceded by many to be, in addition to his

race horse qualities, one of the showiest of stallions, made his

debut in the show ring at the National Horse Show last week,
in New York Citv, and secured the first prize. Bellini, by

Artillery, owned by the Hillaodale Farm, and Silver Chimes,
by Chimes, secured second and third places respectively, while
Pawnee, by Stamboul, owned by J. B. Dutcher & Sons, Pawl-
ing, was very highly commended. We are informed that no
ring of stallions four years old and over, kept for service, ever

showed more quality, and the effect should be to attract a great

deal of attention to the best product of America, the light har-

ness horse.

Nancy Lee, the dam of Nancy Hanks, 2:04, is earning

new honors through her son, Dictator Wilkes, owned by H.
B. Allen, proprietor of East Park, Waterloo, la. During the

past season Dictator Wilkes' roll of honor has been increased

by the following : Gus Tupper (4), pacer, 2:23 ; Harry Hol-

ton (4), pacer, 2:24£. and Vestal, pacer, 2:26A on a half-mile

track. Dunton Wilkes has three performers: Veta (3),

pacer, 2:171 on half-mile track; Joco (5), pacer, 2:18-2, and

Rhinestone (4), pacer, 2:25. These were all race records, and

a Dunton Wilkes is one of the youngest sons of George

Wilkes, foaled inlS82, the showing is a very creditable one

Twenty-five years ago George Wilkes held the world's

record for trotting stallions by his mile at Providence in

2:22. During the time that has since elapsed first his sons and
danghtorc and tlipn their progeny have shown their ability to

trot fast and to-dav over one thousand of his descendants have

trotted miles as fast as that which made George Wilkes the

king of light-harness horses. Foaled in 1856, and brought

upon the bottle, his dam having died shortly after his birth,

George Wilkes was undersized, but muscular little horse.

He stood but fifteen hands high at maturity, but within that

small frame were concealed the endurance, speed and stamina

that made him the greatest trotter of his day and the greatest

sire of his generation. . His turf career began when he was

five years of age and continued with more or less severity for

eleven years. New York was his birthplace.

From the time old Lady Suffolk first beat 2:30 to harness

over the Beacon course at Hoboken, N. Y., in 1845, the

world's trotting record has been equaled or reduced thirty-

five times by fourteen different trotters. The advance has

been steady and gradual in the main, and shows that on the

average about five seconds marks the progress of each decade.

The best trotting record of mares as it stood at the end of

each decade, from 1845 to 1894, is : 1845, Lady Sufiolk,

2-29.V 18o5, Highland Maid, 2:27; 1865, Flora Temple,

2:19§; 1875, Goldsmith Maid, 2:14: 1885, Maud S„ 2:08!;

1S94, Alix, 2:03|. It is, perhaps, peculiar that so many of

the records should have been held by mares, and it is a fact

that all the greatest honors of the turf have belonged to

mares or unsexed horses. No stallion has ever yet held the

trotting record.

When a colt is to be weaned place it in an adjoining box

stall where it can see its mother and eat out of the same feed

box or a box close by. The colt should be encouraged to eat

oats and gronnd feed before it is weaned ;
then, as it is near

the mare, it may be let occasionally to her to help her dry off

without trouble of caked bag. The colt then gets no check

in its growth, but eats and grows. There is no fretting when

thus near the mare. As soon as the weaning is well over the

colt should go to the pasture, but a little grain feed should be

kept up, and the handling to water and feed educates it up

to be easily harnessed and worked when two or three years

old. Do not wean the colt by leaving it in the pasture at

first to fret and worry and lose flesh and crawl through the

barbed wire, and do not wait until cold weather for the

spring colt, as a little grass is beneficial just then. Keep the
'

colts thriving, for growth lost now is never regained. Lib-

eral feed, care and attention is essential to develop good

horses.

In the Circuit Court at Bedford, Indiana, November 24,
the jury, after being out fifteen minutes, returned a verdict of
guilty in the case against John Kehoe, of Hancock, Michi-
gan, for entering a horse at the Bedford Fair under an as-
sumed name and out of his class, and be was sent to the Peni-
tentiary for one year. The horse was entered and started at
a number of fairs in Southern Indiana. The case has at-

tracted a good deal of attention from horsemen all over the
country. It is the first conviction of the kind, and is under
a Statute of Indiana recently enacted. The case was prose-
cuted by the American Trotting Association. In the case of
Edward Swan, the driver of the horse, who waived a jury
trial, the Judge has not yet rendered a decision.

In the future fewer and better mares will be bred with the
purpose of producing horses for the track. Breeders of both
thoroughbreds and trotters will hereafter breed only such of
their dams as are known to possess real merit, disposing of
the trashy ones in such manner as may be deemed best by
them. Indiscriminate breeding can no longer be made pro-
fitable, for the reason that there is not now, and not likely
ever to be again, a demand for racing-bred stock by untried
sires and out of indifferently bred mares, or mares selected
without any regard to individuality or inherent merit. The
sire question does not figure in the problem as a disturbing
element, for successful stallions are found in all parts of the
country, but mares truly great are notably scarce. However,
much of lottery may be attached to the purchase of yearlings,
the fact remains that those out of the dams ot successful race
horses sell for better prices than those by great sires out of
non-producing mares.

A veteran driver says trainers should wear colors in

races, and adds : "It is absolutely necessary to distinguish in

any part of a race any horse that is trotting. How else is

this to be dooe than by giving colors to each, being entirely

different one from the other. Actual necessity for this method
should and will find every driver cheerfully accepting colors

assigned to him by the associations, be they pink or yellow,
where a prior claimant for his preference makes the assign-

ment necessary for the purpose of avoiding duplicates on the
programmes. It is as necessary to avoid duplicates of the same
color in a race as it would be the same number for the reason
that by being able to distinguish these colors the public are
going to retain the interest to the finish. It would be inap-
propriate and unnecessary for a lady to promenade the street

iu a bathing suit; neither is it necessary for a driver to board
a street-car or railroad train in his colors, or in any way be-

come conspicuous, but on the track they are appropriate and
seem in place to the public, who must be pleased to some ex-
tent."

The famous pacing stallion Hal Braden, 2:07}, died at

Meadville on Saturday from congestion of the bowels. He
was for two years one of the best winners and fastest of the

brigade of srdewheelers which went through the Grand and
Western-Southern circuits, and on each occasion was a mem-
ber of the Village Farm string. Hal Braden was a son of

Brown Hal, 2:12^, and made bis debut on the big tracks in

1S93, when Geers took him at Cleveland. His record was
2:23}, and before the year was out Braden had a record of

2:08}. This year he opened the campaign at the Buffalo

meeting, winning the great Sensation Purse of $5,000 for 2:09

pacers. He won many other races, and paced to a new rec-

ord of 2:07}. The mark was no measure of his speed, as at

Terre Haute, when beaten by John K. Gentry in 2:10|, he
paced the mile in 2:04}, and in a workout later on Geers
drove the son of Brown Hal two miles in 2:06. Hal Braden
was owned by J. W.Titley of Chicora.Pa., and he is the sec-

ond fast pacing stallion that has died in Western Pennsylva-
nia this fall. Crawford, 2:07f, having died in October.

At the National Horse Show Harry Livesey. who, at the
instance of the Horse Show Association, came over to judge
in the Hackney class, was asked what he thought of the rac-

ing problem that is just now puzzling local turf authorities.

Mr. Livesey said he had been here so short a time that he
hardly felt competent to speak ou the subject, " but I do
know," added he, "that the thoroughbred is the foundation
of quality in all the fine breeds of horses. Take, for exam-
ple, the Hackneys, roadsters, trotters, etc., that have been
exhibited in this ring. Wherever you find quality among
them, fineness of bone and bloodlike conformation, if you
were to trace back far enough you would be certain to find an
infusion of thoroughbred blood. This fact, I think, is better

understood in England than here, and although there is an
occasional wave of moral agitation there, it really amounts to

but very little, for theaverage Englishman would just about
as soon doawp.y with parliament as with racing. Consider-
ing the remarkable attendances you have at the Horse Show
here, I should fancy that the thoroughbred has a lot of
staunch supporters in this country—so many friends, in

fact, that it would be practically impossible to do away with
racing."

Dr. I. S. Cattanach, veterinary surgeon of New York, in

a recent interview expresses himself as follows :
" I am an

advocate of clipping horses in winter, and am convinced they
are benefited by it more than the majority of owners imagine.
They drive much better in consequence, and become fatter

;

they do not break out in a profuse perspiration after being
driven moderately, and, in fact, they are better in every way
by getting rid of the heavy and superfluous coat. On the
contrary, the undipped horse that is driven fast will fall

away in flesh, and not show the ambition of a clipped ani-

mal. This may be accounted for by the night sweats they
frequently have, which should always beprevenied. The late

and much lamented Mr. Bergh, many years ago, stated that

clipping does not hurt; it is of the greatest service to a horse.

A horse with a long coat, that has been returned to the stable

in a heated condition, is liable to remain in a sweaty condi-
tion all night, the hair becoming cold and clammy on account
of the cold night air and draughts, and frequently lays the
foundation for pneumonia, pleurisy, or other kindred dis-

eases. All horses should be clipped at least three times, fall,

winter and spring. After a drive, a horse should be thor-
oughly rubbed until perfectly dry. It invigorates and pro-

duces a healthy condition of lhe body."
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The Horse Show.

The magnitude of this exhibit surpasses anything the

most sanguine horseman could imagine. From the en-

trance to the farthest end of the pavilion ';here are so many
things to attract the attention. How such a complete

transformation could take place in such a short time is

marvelous. Everything has been done to make the

place attractive. Even the box stalls wherein are

placed the greatest aggregation of equine beauties ever

seen uader one roof are made as perfect as if they were

to be there permanently. The aisles between the rows of

stalls are wide and lit up with a myriad of incandescent

lights. The clockwork-order in which everything is

conducted is remarkable
; attendants are here, there and

everywhere, looking after the comforts of all visitors.

The famous Cassasa Band of Soloists which performed

such delightful music at the Midwinter Fair and also at

the State Fair, Sacramento, has a place suspended be-

tween the roof and the arena. Around them is a hedge

of palms and other tropical plants, above are numerous

banners, betiveeo which are to be seen many colored

incandescent lights. Around the sides of the pavilion,

below the neat boxes are banners and flags of every

nation tastefully arranged. Over six thousand chairs

are placed in position, from any one of which a splendid

view of the ring may be had.

The programme of each day's entertainment contains

features that appeal to every lover of a good horse, and

we venture to assert that after this great show ends the

people will be better enlightened on the subject of what

constitutes a goou horse, and also will be able to distin-

guish the difference between a draft horse, thoroughbred,

trotter, cob or hackney. The celebrities that have been

talked and written about in all the leading journals of

America, Australia, India, England and the continent

of Europe will delight every one who is there. All the

different styles of vehicles, from the ten-mule wagon of

the plains to the sulky is there, and as an educational

feature will not be overlooked.

Eijuestr,anism is one of the attractions, and rac-

ing between the hurdle jumping ponies adds excite-

ment and enthusiasm to each day's exercises.

In our next week's issue we shall give an extended

account of all the horses that are there. We desire to

see every one who ever rode behind a horse or ever

looked at one to come to this horse show. There are po-

nies for the children to look at, and the very fact that

the younger generation will see what none of us ever

thought we would enjoy when we were young, should in-

duce parents to come and bring their families. As an

object lesson, harmless, entertaining and instructive, we
know of no more deleghtful one than this, the first horse

show ever held in California.

Some Thoughts About the Season.

The light-harness horses that have been seen on the

circular and kite-shaped tracks during the past event-

ful season have been sent to their stalls and paddocks to

re3t until the time when the trainers think they should

be taken up. In the East the box stalls have to be

heated and every care taken of their bread winners ; a

run for an hour a day in a paddock is a luxury en-

joyed by theequines, but in California the box-stall door

opening into green paddocks remains open nearly all

day (excepting when a heavy rain is falling). The oc-

cupant has a long holiday to eatgrass and alfalfa besides

wheat and oat hay. The man who cared for him

through his campaign finds that he has plenty of leisure

to take care of three or four young colts and fillies and

prepare them for the races next year.

The bike sulky is wrapped up and carefully placed in

a room by itself. The boots are all cleaned and the

harness oiled, in cloths they are also placed where no

moisture can reach them. The clothing, hoods, etc., are

carefully laid away, too, and in this way the caretaker

feels that without looking after them he can, with his

breaking cart, devote considerable time to the education

of the colts he believes ought to be fast.

In the East the cold, sleet, icy winds and slippery

roads covered after a thaw with slush that must be most

disagreeable to ride over, the youngsters cannot extend

themselves as they could if there were no snow storms

nor freezingjwinds. Here in the cen*ral and southern por-

tions of California the winter is the most pleasant season

of the year.

The gravelled roads dry quickly after the rains, the

fields are all clothed with verdure, the air is never very

cold, just bracing enough to give life and zest to the

action of the youngsters as well as their drivers. The
present winter so far has been an exceptionally mild one.

Early rains were followed by warm weather, conse-

quently vegetation of all kinds received a start and has

flourished in a way that is as surprising as it has been

beneficial. The nights have been warm in the hills as

weil as in the valleys, and mares with their foals have

been quite comfortable in the fields ; in fact, they would

sooner stay out than come in. The only thing stock-

farmers have had to do was to place hay in the fields in

racks, for they find the stock do much better in the

winter if they have, in conjunction with their green feed,

a little hay " on the side." On Rancho del Paso, in the

winter time, Superintendent Mackey has an excellent

treat for his stock ; it consists of a feed composed of straw

and alfalfa. In the fall of the year, after the harvest, a

layer of straw is placed in an inclosure; on rap of it is a

layer of about the same thickness of alfalfa ; then on top

of that another layer ofstraw is laid, and so on until a large

stack is made. The stock will leave the growing alfalfa

to eat this feed, and thrive exceedingly well upon it.

The straw flavored with the alfalfa leaves and bloom>

being a most appetizing change.

Our campaigners that have scored in front of the

judges' stand and fought for every inch of the fast miles

they were forced to trot or pace can all be seen in the fields

or small paddocks, and when the Eastern campaigners

which are to come to California next week if they can be

turned loose in these fields also to enjoy a winter in Cal-

ifornia, we have no doubt they will return to their homes

across the Rocky mountains, strengthened and rejuve-

nated by the run they had amid the flowers and grasses

in our green fields in midwinter. Thetrip will do them

good after their rest, and their owners will remember

with kindliest feelings the few months they enjoyed

in view of the Pacific in the best country on the

face of the globe.

No better advertisement is needed in the East

than the endorsement of these men as to the

climate and resources of this State. They are men who
if not as theoretical and poetical as some of our visitors,

are much more practical; their love for horses brings them

closer to nature and the value of all things created for

the use and benefit of their four-footed friends than

many who preach sermons about pebbles on the sea

shore or compose songs from the musical babblingof our

mountain brooks. Tbe country is large enough for all,

but to the agriculturist, the orchardist, vineyardist and

stock-breeder there are many advantages presented for

their consideration by a visit to our State in midwinter

which never can be realized by perusing all the books

and studying all the pictures ever made about this State.

One must come to California to appreciate its many va-

ried advantages over all other States, and this thought

which is now being disseminated 'hroughout the East is

bringing many influential visitors to our shores. While

here, let each and every one of us extend them the righ

hand of friendship, and be sparing in nothing that wil

tend to make their visit enjoyable, for, by so doing, thej

may determine to permanently remain with us.

Two Reasons For - ow Prices.

The depreciation in prices received at the two last

auction sales of thoroughbreds can be accounted for in

two ways. One is that horse- owners and trainers do not

care to purchase yearlings unless they have a place anc

time to prepare them for their races as two-year-olds

Nearly all these gentlemen are actively engaged in rac-

ing their strings of horses at the track, and as there is

no place where they can exercise them, the track being

monopolized by the horses entered for the events which

are run daily, and in preparing these equine record'

breakers there is no room for green yearlings, in fact, if

would be a dangerous experiment to attempt to teach

youngsters where older horses are receiving their work,

outs.

The other reason why horsemen have refrained from

purchasing is the uncertainty which hangs like a cloud

over the thoroughbred interests throughout the East, as

well as in some of the Western States. Everyone is

hoping for a modification of the stringent amendment to

the Constitution of New York, which was passed by a

vote of the people on the sixth of this month. Every-

one is looking for some legislative action which will al-

low horseowners to realize something on their investments.

There is only the shadow of a hope, however, that this

will be done, for even the most sanguine of Eastern rac-

ing officials declare that racing in New York State wil

never resume the place it occupied before that amend
ment was passed.

Horsemen are all turning their attention to California,

and looking at the admirable way the California Jockey

Club is conducting its meeting, many are hoping that

no legislative action in this State will prevent the growth

of this sport on this coast. If nothing unfavorable to it

is accomplished inside of two years, nearly all the large

stock farm owners in New York State will journey" to

this State, purchase farms, and then have their immense
studs brought here. Thousands of dollars will be ex-

pended in making their places fit for the class of stock

they have. The famous breeders in the blue grass region

of Kentucky will have to look to their laurels, for seek-

ers of fine horses from all parts of the world will visit

this State to make their purchases. Then the sales of

stock will be far better than they have ever been, be-

sides breeders will use more discrimination in breeding

and roil I strive to m«of the* demand for a superior class

of horses.

The number of California-bred colts and fillies which

received prizes at the National Horse Show, New York,

shows that the judges knew what class of light harness

horses were the most popular as well as the nearest to

perfection that were exhibited. Stamboul and his family,

a number of sons and daughters of Chimes, daughters of

Piedmont out of Electioneer mares, sons and daughters

of Whips, Ansel, Fallis, Guy Wilkes, Director, Palo Al-

to, Gen. Benton, Sable Wilkes, Dawn and a number of

other familiar names appear among the sires of the prize

winners. This preponderance, of California-bred colts

and fillies is noticeable every year at the National Horse

Show and the strongest part of it is they are generally

the prize winners.

a

The regular annual meeting of the Pacific Coasi

Trotting Horse Breeders' Association will be held next

Monday evening, December 3d, at 8 o'clock at the rooms

of the association, 313 Bush street." This is a copy of

the advertisement which appears in this issue. The im-

portance of attending this meeting is apparent to all.

The year 1894 has been a most eventful one for the mem-

bers of this thriving organization, amd every one who is

interested in the work should atteud. Annual reports

will be read, aud statements of interest to members will

be presented.

y

it

Theke will be a sale of horses nixt Monday at the

Mechanic's Pavilion, the animals being listed at the

Horse Show. Among them are the splendid stallions

El Benton, Don Figaro and Glen Fortune. These be-

loug to Gilbert Tompkins and should bring excellent

prices. El Benton is one of the best-bred sons of Ellec-

tioneer, being out of a producing dam by Gen. Benton,

and she was out of another (one of the greatest), by Al-

exander's Norman. Do not forget to attend the sale.

Messrs. Killip & Co. will officiate,
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AUSTRALIAN SPOBTING NEWS.

The Race for the Oaulfleld Cup.

Melbourne, October 24, 1894.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman :—By the last mail

I sent you a few items on sporting events in the colonies.

The mail which leaves now again in a few days will bring

to you, of course, all the particulars of the happenings on

the turf during the present month, but as I, in common with

thousands of others from the sister colonies, traveled to Mel-

bourne so as to be present at the great Amateur Turf Club

meeting at Caulfield, a few lines anent the great event may

be of interest to your readers.

It is now three or four years since I was last in Melbourne

and what a change has come over the gay cicy—the Paris of

the Southern Hemisphere.

The wave of commercial depression which swept over the

colonies and indeed over the world at large.a year or so ago,

i has made wonderful changes in Melbourne, more so I am

certain than in any other of the colonial cities.

The loss of population in Melbourne has been very great.

In the last two years and a half Melbourne has lost 46,000

inhabitants. For the ten years ending 1891 she increased

at an average rate of 21,000 a year. Since then not only has

the increase ceased but a decrease of nearly 20,000 a year

has set in. The Tramway Company's returns are most de-

pressing. Last year the passengers carried showed an increase

in September over August of 26,000 ;
this year, comparing

the same two months they show a decrease of 30,000 ; while

comparing September this year with September last year the

decrease in 90,000.

In conversation last evening with one of the principal

business men of the city, he said :
" Indeed, though we do

' not know whether things have reached bottom, we do know

that they must be very near it, because they cannot be much
worse. The country is bad—very bad—under the influence

of the desparingly low rates for grain, and the city is worse.

It is not going too far to say that there is not a business house

which can fairly claim to have made money during the last

twelve months."
Taking these things, then, into consideration, what wonder

is it thartimes have changed in the " gay city
;
" that more

than half the hotels are empty, and that their landlords have

I lost that hail-fellow-well-met-greeting that used to be their

want, and now instead of the hearty hand-shake and " what's

yours "
it is now a nod of the head and a look as much as to

• say :
" What are you going to stand ?

"

Notwithstanding all this the sport-loving people turned out

1 in great force to see the races. It is astonishing how people

I will find money for race purposes. Where it comes from is a

b mystery, for if one was to judge by the continued talk which

[ is heard in all quarters about the hard times, the reasonable

I belief would be that there were not three hundred people in

Melbourne who could aflord to speodfive pounds at a race meet-

I ing. But the Melbournites are proud of their two cup races,

I and thev have every reason to be. For months past the two

I cnp3 the Melbourne and the Caulfield—have been the chief

topics oficonversation not only among horsemen, but, indeed,

I: among all Colonials. But it may be said, and with truth,

I too, that Colonials and horsemen are synonymous terms.

The night before the Caulfield Cup was much the same as

I other Cup eves, excepting that I think there was an absence

of lhat. intense wi.ii—-' ™tl»e»blis on sucu occasions.

I
Opinions appeared to be fairly well divided as to the prob-

I able winner of the great race, and the number of horses

\ backed was larger than usual. I have seldom seen so many
1 horses well backed for a big race, and the owners of each

[ seemed sanguine of success.

I
The morning of Cup Day opened splendidly and by 11

I o'clock vast crowds were trending toward Caulfield. On
I former occasions I have seen more people on the course, but

I considering the bad times and the general all-round growl-

\ ing, more people could not have been reasonably expected to

| put in an appearance. Caulfield is a popular course, and it

is even a much better course for seeing the races on than

Flemington. It looked in splendid order on Cup Day. The
I magnificent trees which afford a shelter from the heat of the

< Bunin the paddock and birdcage were at their best, the leafy

j foliage of the elms and oaks contrasting with the darker

l green of the firs. As usual, at this time of the year, the pale

f
yellow dandelion flowers were scattered about in all direc-

.} tionB, and their pungent odor irritated the nostrils of many
i people. The lawn was splendidly green, and so velvety and

I soft to the tread, and the climbing geraniums of many colors

[ and varieties covered the dividing fence between the lawn

I and the carriage paddock. The lawn at Caulfield is a fine

stretch of ground, and affords ample space for the people to

see the race in comfort. Before the Cup race the grand stand

I was packed to its utmost capacity, while in front on the lawn

I stood a dense mass of people, all eager to learn the result of

J
the race that had caused so much speculafion for the last four

:l or five months. On the flat there was a large attendance,

!. and the stand outside was also well filled. His Excellency

the F-arl of Hopetoun and the Countess were present with a

f
party from Government House, and all the racing men of

note were to be seen strolling about the various places. The
number of ladies on the lawn and grand stand was as large as

ever and the dresses were really superb.

Your readers are, of course, aware that the Caulfleid Cup
is a handicap for three-year-olds and uDwards, one mile and

a half.

An interval of an hour between the Nursey Handicap

for which eight started, and the Cup took place. And what

an hour of excitement it was. All the pent-up feelings of the

past six months seemed to be compressed into those sixty

minutes before the race. Men rushed about with eager faces,

and the ladies were energetic in their endeavors to back the

winner. The hoarse roar from the betting ring proclaimed

the fact that the bookmakers were hard at work scooping in

the coin into their capacious bags. Men fling away on horses

: sovereigns that they can ill aflord to spare, but there is a mag-

netism about the Caulfield Cup that draws the money from

the pockets of the most avaricious of men. It is the greed of

gain, the lust of gold, that is the attraction. Men bet to win

if they can, but the majority of them bet with very little m-
docemeut, and generally lose. In the paddock the cognoscenti

\ were eagerly looking the horses over and summing up their

i various chances, as they had been doing for weeks past.

Small groups of men could be seen arguing the merits of some

;'

particular horse. Ruenalt was the only absentee of the

thirty od the card, and consequently there were twenty-nine

starters to look at.

The Race—Caulfield Cup, of 2,000 sovs.: second horse 250 sovs.,

third 150 sovs. One mile and a half.

Mr. J. Allsopp's (ns) b g Paris, by Grandmaster—Euone, aged 9.4

Fielder 1

Mr. J.Paterson's bh Devon, 5, 7.5 ^Dickeraon 2
Mr. E. Shiels' b e Bruin, 4, 7.12 Power 3

Tim Swiveller was placed fourth.

After a short delay at the post the flag fell. Elswick at

once shot to tne front, followed by Kronborg and Brilliant,

Bruin, Tellus and Leyland being conspicuous. When they

had passed the stand Lady Trenton and Havoc went up on

the outside, and Paris held a good position on the rails. Ley-

land's colors were prominent for a mile, when he died away.

As they swept along the railway side Bruin was ridden hard

to get to the front before the home turn was reached and his

colors were distinctly visible four or five lengths clear of the

field, with Lady Trenton at the head of the remainder. At
thii point the race looked a good thing for Bruin, al-

though many thought bis jockey had made his run too soon.

Bruin swept round the home turn, and led into the straight

amidst the exciteed cheering crowd. At this point Paris

got shut in just when his jockey was making his run on him
The colors of Lady Trenton were still prominent, as also was

the bright green jacket of Devon, while Tim Swiveller,

Straightfire and Theodore were going reaJ well. "Bruin

wins ! " was the cry all over the course, and his rider ap-

peared to be taking it comfortably, and not throwing a chance

away. Then there was a lull as Devon came with a run and

tackled Bruin. Much to the surprise of most people, Devon
quickly settled the claims of Bruin, and his name was

shouted as the winner. But the race was not over yet. On
the outside the va3t crowd saw the marvelous little Paris

putting in one of the most brilliant run ever seen. People

held their breath as they saw this gallant liUle wonder car-

rying the biggest weight on record to the front. Jack Fielder

never rode such a desperate race before. He seemed to be

electrified, and yet cool and collected. The pace was terrific,

and Devon still held the lead. Then a roar from the crowd

proclaimed that Paris was catching him. On came the

red jacket with the white cross, and Jack Fielder riding a

magnificent struggling finish. When they were within twenty

yards of the post the issue was in doubt Fielder, with a final

effort, sat down and rode Paris home. The gallant horse

responded magnificently, and as they flashed past the post it

was diificult to tell whether the green or the scarlet hadwon.

There was a moment of breathless suspense until the judge

put the numbers up. When No. 1 appeared on top a cheer

rent the air such as has not been heard since that famous No.

I of Carbine's Melbourne Cup was hoisted. It was an out-

burst of popular feeling, and a just tribute both co horse and

rider. People went wildly about shaking hands with each

other, hats were flung in the air and handkerchiefs waved.

Cheer after cheer echoed far and wide, and as Fielder, well-

nigh exhausted, rode Paris into the weighing enclosure, the

applause was deafening. There has never been a more pop-

ular win in a Caulfield Cup. It can, as I said before, fairly

be compared to Carbine's Cup. Paris did not look much the

worse for his race. He stood in the enclosure, when Fielder

dismounted, as jauntily as ever. His game, intelligent head

was turned from side to side, and he seemed to say with his

bright, gleaming eyes: "There. What do you think of that.

Who says I can't carry the weight. Bah !
" and a toss of the

head showed the contempt of a good horse for his crusher of

9st. 41b.
a ^

The performances of Paris are really splendid, and I here-

with send them as I find them in the Sydney Referee.

Tkoy oauuul fail Ixr be of iator«ofc to jour rcadcro.

PLACED PERFORMANCES OF PARIS.

At two years : Third A. J. C. Second Nursery Handicap,

six furlongs, 7st. 11 lb., time, 1 min. 16k sec, to Emmie, 7st.

II lb. andGresford,7 st. 5 lb., who ran a dead heat ; won

Hawkesbury R. C. Railway Handicap, seven furlongs, 7st.,

time, lmin. 30j sec; won Sydney T. C. Farewell, one mile,

6 st. 6 lb., time, 1 min. 43$ sec.

At three years : Won Sydney Tattersall's Club, one mile

three furlongs, 7 st, 2 lb., time, 2 min. 22i sec; won A. J. C.

Doncaster Handicap, one mile, 7 st. 11 lb., time, 1 min. 40

sec; won A. J. C. Rous Haidicap, one mile three furlongs,

8 st. 7 lb., time, 2 min. 26J sec.

At four vears : Won the V. R. C. Veteran Stakes, one and

a half miles, 8 st. 7 lb., time, 2 min. 37 sec; second Sydney

T. C. Anniversary Handicap, one mile three furlongs, 8st.

9 lb., time, 2 min. 24i sec, won by Wandsworth, 6 st. 7 lb.

At five vears : Won A. J. C. (Spring) Wycombe Stakes,

one mile three furlongs, 9 st. 1 lb., time, 2 min. 28i sec;

won V. A. T. C. Caulfield Cup, one mile and a half, 8 st. 8

lb., time, 2 min. 38$ sec.; second V. R. C. (Spring) Flying

Stakes, seven furlongs, 8 st. 11 lb., time, 1 min. 27} sec; won

by Bungebah, 8 st. 11 lb.; second V. R. C. (Spring) Royal

Park Stakes, one mile and a half, 9 st. 6 lb., time, 2 min. 40

sec, won by Donation, 7 st. 9 lb.; third A. J. C. (Autumn)

All-Aged Stakes, one mile, 8st. 12 lb., time, 1 min. 41-V sec,

won by Cremorne, 8 st. 11 lb.

At six years: Won A. J. C. (Spring) Metropolitan, one

mile and a half, 8 st. 2 lb., time, 2 min.40J sec

Aged - At Randwick Spring Meeting : Third Spring

Stakes, one mile and a half, 9 st. 3 lb., tnme, 2 min. 40 sec,

won by Brockleigh, 9 st. 5 lb ; third Metropolitan Stakes,

one mile and a half, 9 st. 4 lb., time, 2 min. 37 sec, won by

Projectile, 7 st. 71b.; second Craven Plate, one mile and a

quarter, 9 st. 11 lb, time, 2 min. 10| sec, won by Patron.

9 st.

The American Trotter the Favorite.

There was a time when the wary thoroughbred of English

breeding, and perhaps the American Barb, were looked to as

the surest means of improving the common stock of horse-

flesh. Consul General Judd reports from Austria-HuDgary

that the American trotter is now the favorite breed in use for

improving the native blood. If Austria-Hungary cannot do

better than to come to America for this purpose, it argues

well for the superiority of the trotter. As a beasl of speed

the distinctive trotter is an example of modern evolution. It

is not many years since a speed of three minutes was reck-

oned good at the trotting gait. Now there is hardly a farm-

er's son in the country that does not own a colt that can "clip

a mile in three minutes and not turn a hair," at least so the

young man says. A speed of two minutes is not only possi-

ble, but probable, in the immediate future, and the time may
not be far off when the Ameaican horse can trot alongside

the best Derby runner. With the constant inroads of

machinery on the field of tbe horse's usefulness, a change iB

coming in the evolution ofi the animal. Already electricity

supplants the old horse cars, and no one is sorry. One need

have no sympathy for the overbnrdened fluid on a hard

grade. An electric van for parcel delivery is now working in

London, and is said to be cheaper than the horse power.
Promises have already been made by our inventors of electric

plows, and feasible plans for freight and produce tramways
across the countay on roads hitherto traversed only by the

aid of the horse or mule are suggested. The old-fashioned

horse power for running incidental machsnery is giving

place to the " coming power."
The coming horse is to be less and less a beast of heavy

burden. Many places there are where horses will continue

to give a motive for the improvement of the trotting horse.

The bicycle takes the place of a few saddle horses, perhaps,

but the majority of cyclers care for a horse just as much as

before the silent steed came into being. Many of them own
a wheel who would not own a horse, but the wheel, even if

built for two, is not so agreeable after all as holding the lines

behind a glossy-coated, lightly-stepping horse. Electric

motors for carriages are talfeed of, but they will be expensive
for a long time yet, and until then proficiency is somewhat
advanced from the present stage a man even with a balky

horse would be less hapless in case of accident. No one with

the instincts of humanity will regret to see the tugging steeds

which are compelled to drag heavy loads over slippery pave-

ments under the lash of a driver, in too many cases of scarce-

ly more intelligence than the animal he abuses, relieved of

their burdens and sent to greener pastures.

The noble, intelligent horse will not be lost sight of in the

advance of civilization. Relief from the heavier duties will

leave |more energy for the driving, of which every American
citizenof means and leisure is fond. Whatever question there

may be as to the morality of advantages of horse racing, the

improvement of the trotter has made the animal more ser-

viceable for the legitimate use of man. If anyone believes

that the interest in the horse is to give place before the in-

roads of electricity let him attend some great " horse conven-

tion" and note the attention paid the splendid specimens of

endurance and intelligence there on exhibition.- "

Journal.

BETWEEN HEATS.

-Boston

Southern Ceoss.

Glanders.

Ptincipal MeFadyean, of the Royal Veterinary College,

London, Eng., says :
" Without Stale interference, glanders

in horses might be very materially checked, if not entirely

got rid of. From the morbid texture in this disease, vaccines

can now be prepared of such carefully graduated strength

that, when injected into perfectly healthy animals, they pro-

duce only slight and temporary effects. When, however,

these vaccines are introduced into aglandered patient, within

twenty-four hours there is produced local swelling and con-

siderable advance of temperature—phenomena which are

greatly aggravated if the injection is repeated within a few

days. In this way mallien is an almost infallible test of the

existence of glanders, even when this disease is in an incipient

stage and undiscoverahle by any ordinary physical examina-

tion. Where glanders or farcy appears, the owner should

apprise his veterinarian, who would remove the infected sub-

ject for slaughter, disinfect the premises, and forthwith apply

the mallien test to suspicious or possibly infected animals."

His "kingdom for a horse" King Dick
The Third had given mighty quick,
Once on a time; he'd be struck dumb
To see the horse's kingdom come!
For one briefweek a king I rein.

And go the pace w th might and mane;
I aim to give tho girls a treat,

ADd I get there with all four feet.

Men? Neigh, Pauline, I groan to see
Those two-legged creatures stare at me:
I'm no doll stuffed with sawdust; I'm
Strength, blood and beauty in their prime.
I sniff the battle irom afar:

The emperor mounts me—he's a ezar;

I choose to throw him in disgust—
And lo! he's humbled in the dust.

There comes a last year's girl who kissed
My nose—if she tries, I'll resist:

I cannot bridle up my rage
With ladies who count weight for age.

But when the right girl comes along
Your Uncle Dobbins won't go wrong-
lust watch my curves, and you will see
There are no horseflies on me.

—John Paul Bocock in Horseman.

It affords us pleasure to notice the interest being taken

by our readers in having our 2:30 list correct. The
breeding of the dams of a large number are still missing

and any owner, trainer or driver who will send us a

postal card containing the much-needed information will

see that we have acknowledged the same by making the

correction.

The Fashion Stakes, owned by Elkerenketter & Grange-

ville.and she largest in Redwood city,were entirely destroyed

by fire at an early hour on Wednesday morning last.

Seventeen horses were burned to death, and all the vehicles,

harness and other contents of the stable wdre destroyed. The
loss is not known, but there was no insurance on any of the

preperty. It is believed that the building was set on fire.

A hay barn belonging to some 'persons were burned some time

ago. ^^^^__
Messes. Reed & McLean, of Guthrie Center, Iowa,

purchased last May, at F. J. Berry's sale, the undeveloped

six-vear-old mare Geneva, by Abby 10,915 (son of Abbotts-

ford and Ryan mare), dam by Hawthorne, son of Nutwood,

and in the course of August, September and October she won

five out of nine races and was never unplaced. At Dee

Moines, October 17th, she trotted to a record of 2:20.

Willie Wilkes, a thirteen-year-old daughter of George

Wilkes, was driven a mile in 2:28 at the late Lexington meet-

ing, and is the latest addition to her sire's list of standard

performers. Willie Wilkes has raised seven foals, one of

which is Great Heart, 2:15'. The dam of Cut Glass, 2:17, is

also one of her foals.
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In-and-out Running.—That racehorses are prone to

erraticismis well known to these who witness a succession of

their performances. Some are more inconsistent than

others, and a few are so addicted to queer demonstrations of

their capacity that they bring discredit upon all who are

connected with them. The word discredit is not sufficiently

strong to express the feeling. Ignominy is better, and there

are words of Saxon origin, not so polite, perhaps, or as

proper to use in print, which would come nearer the mark,

when an attempt is made to report the denunciations of those

who have suffered by their eccentricities. The horse escapes

censure in most cases, owner, trainer and jockey the targets

at which the burning missils are directed. It may be that

the animal is called a sulky, obstinate brute, or as a piling up

of what is bad under one name is called a "dog," though

why that appellation should be chosen is beyond my com-

prehension. As a rule racing dogs are not proDe to make
such exhibitions as once in a while are seen upon race

courses, ruaoiog under the stimulus of a rare courage, a de-

termination to do their best wilhont the fear of punishment,

until complete exhaustion overpowers the will, and they are

forced to succumb, just as a locomotive is compelled to stop.

on an up grade, when every pound of steam has been used.

Further than that even in many instances, the incentive to

perform the task that has been set overcoming powerless mus-

cles, gorged lungs and reeling brain, another supreme eflort,

heart, lungs and muscles collapse simultaneously, tne nerve

force superior to all other functions, grim death the only

conqueror of the invinciblespirit.

If race horses which run iu-and out or those which would

run if thev could, but cannot, must be called dog-;, let the

term be preceded by a qualifying adjective, and that, per-

haps, might do the canine injustice. But I must insist that

the general christening should be abandoned, and when
worthless race horses have to be named, employ another sou-

briquet to distiogish them, and not that which has won the

afleciion of the human family from the time, so far back in

the past that history is dumb, until the present day, the

liking has never waned.

In justice to so many of the race, that to name one in a

thousand which have gained imperishahle renown would

require far more space than can be given here, let there be
11 reform." The hound of Llewellen which slew the big grey

wolf and lost his life from the haste and fury of his master,

who thought that the over-turned and blood bespattered

cradle fastened the crime on the faithful guardian, so many
embalmed in history, not to mention those of lesser renown,

that it is only necessary to call attention to the misnomer to

have it abolished. I am certain that Colonel " Jack " Chinn
will join me in demanding that the offensive epithet shall no
looger prevail anywhere, save iD the circle of touts and
hangers on of the stable, and that reporters will strive to find

some other phrase to designate horses which have shown their

unworthmess, without slandering our favorites. Our favor-

ites, I can safelv write. The Colonel was recounting his

good luck in winning two races here and one in Kentucky on
the same day, or at least in the same week, bat the crowning
glory was that his favorite foxhound had won the first prize,

not at a bench show, bu' in field competition with the best of

the State, and now Kentucky claims that for nose, speed and
endurance her hounds stand in the foremost rank were the

world drawn udoo for competitors. His eyes (the Colonel's)

sparkled with increased animation when he related that a

puppy of bis breeding had performed so exceedingly well

that he was sure to be ao honor to the kennel, and then he

expatiated on introducing the red fox into California, when
the grand sport could be " inaugurated " here, and the bastard

make-believe of the aniseed bag or paper-chase be supplanted

by something worthy of the name.
I have digressed from the topic under consideration to en-

ter a protest, which is hardly relevant, against the term

which has been so freely used of late in connection with the

in-and-out running of the Santa Anita horses and the defeat

of Rey Alfonso.

That Rey del Santa Anita has fairly earned the title of

king of the in-andoulers few will denv. and that his stable

companions have performed well in the same line is also be-

yond dispute. There is not the least necessity for present-

ing evidence to sustain the first position. As well recount

the laws of gravitation as fully as to copy all of Sir Isaac

Newton's and <Tillileos' essays on the subject to account for

the fall of an apple disengaged from the bough, as to offer

testimonr upon that point. I sincerely sympathize with

Mr. [Wldwin in being the owner and breeder of an animal
which has brought him into a position that is anything but

enviable from any point of view. If Nature has endowed
Rey del Santa Anita with qualifications that one day presents

him as the "horse of the year," if not of the decade, or
" century," and then forbids him to show any approach to

that form on several subsequent occasions, far better for the

good name of his owner, if the exception had not been

granted. The winning of the American Derby, if even that

brought thousands of dollars into the coffers of his owner,

was small recompense. To a poor man the acquisition

might mean more than the dollars gained. These might en-

able him to escipe dire result*. Maybe the only hope to

secure his family from a degree of want, and yet I have
known owners of race horses, poor men, too, who would have
rejected the benefit when it entailed loss of good name. Still

under such a temptation who could condemn? Acceptance
might imply guih,it could not be substaniated by the in-and-

out running when the owner «»as dependent on others for the

management of his horse.

But while a poor man might plead in extenuation his ne
cessilies, a man of " many millions" is debarred from that

:niswt-r to tin- indictment. Pecuniary advantages cannot for

an instill pled in mitigation, in place of that it would
aggravate th*> nll-*nce. Therefore it does not appear credible

that the in -and -nut running of Key del Santa Anita, if due
to human interference, was sanctioned by his owner. Scarcely

possible one would say who was conversant with all the de-

tails, and who was albO cognizant of the anxiety there is

among breeders to rear horses which would gain prominence
on the turf.

Were the money return ten times greater than it could
possibly be, from the in-and-out running, that sum would be

totally inadequate to overcome the desire to stand among the

foremost. Xever beaten, however great the competition, from
the days of Eclipse to Salvator has been the eulogy the most
highly-prized of all others,and so jealously guarded, that

when one of the " World's champions" was penalized by

extra weight to endanger his chances, even in a slight de-

gree, the hazard would not be accepted. I certainly shall

not charge Mr. Baldwin with being an exception to the rule,

or insensible to the glory which would follow the breeding

and rearing of a colt which could win purses as well as big

stakes, which cou'd run week in and week out without one
defeat to dim the lustre of his victories. I might have
thought, in fact did think, that after his long experience in

racing it was scarcely possible that he could be so effectually

hoodwinked as not to notice the glaring incongruities, the as-

tonishing lapses from the highest form to that of a fifth-rater,

without being aware that he was " played upon " by those

whom he trusted, though after a brief conversation with a

person who has taken all pains, with the best opportunities

for investigation, to arrive at a conclusion, have changed
that opinion. The explanation mav appear the most absurd

basis to change views upon, and the person who accepts it

is entitled to a medal for being the paragon of simplicity.

Be that as it may, it has had the effect of changing my views

so materially that former opinions kave beec discarded. While
it is true, that present views are far mere satisfactory than

former beliefs, inasmuch as one seiious stigma is removed,
and the "good of the cause" advanced, still I would not

put a straw in the way of deserved punishment, or endeavor

to mitigate that through sympathy for the offender. The
more prominent the person the more necessity for punish-

ment, and I have neither sympathy or apologies to offer,

for a man, not pressed under the iron heel of poverty, who
brings reproach upon the sports of the tuif and track.

This the explanation. Mr. Baldwin will not pay salaries

sufficient to secure the best trainers ; he is so slack in paying
wages that his employers are forced to shift for themselves as

they can.

With ordinary horses, that is, horses which are not gifted

with a very high rate of speed, less skill is required to bring

them into condition than t^ose which are more liberally en-

dowed. To fceep these exceptionally fast horses in condition,

to race with others of their class, is a still more arduous tisk;

lo know when they are in "order," so that they will be

likely to come up to expectations in the race to be run, and
not start them, unless there are good reasons for expecting a

good showing, is another requirement which is not possessed

by very many trainers. Assuming then that the salaries paid

by Mr. Baldwin are inadequate to secure the best talent, Rey
del Santa Anita and other members of that stable have been
adversely handicapped in this respect.

The question will arise, Why is it that a trainer who is

not capable should succeed in winning at all ? And how
comes it when the odds are five to two "on" he fails, and
when oue to five "against" he wins? In answering these

questions it must be borne in mind that I am not saying au-

thoritatively, that lack of condition has been the cause of

Rey el Santa Anita losing. Neither do I state that he has

not been tampered with. Investigation may establish these

points with a reasonable degree of certainty. I am reason-

ing from hypothetical grounds, and the hypothesis may be

wrong.

As to the first question I saw Rey del Santa Anita run h :

s

first race on the Bay District course November Sth. Sitting

by the side of Mr. Theodore Winters, who saw him win the

Derby, and telling what a great horse he was on thai day,

when he came out for the preliminary gallop I was closely

Watching him. Ho too* compwhut enn etrn innd-in his actlOO
and did not move with the freedom and elasticity which a

great champion usually displays. His trainer came up to

greet Mr. Winters, and he appeared to be satisfied. He
said to Mr. W.. "Though they have put a house and stove on

the colt, well
—

" he nodded his head for termination of the

sentence and went away. He carried 122 pounds, the win-

ner, Gilead, 97 pounds, Polaski, who ran second, 100 pounds,

and the time was 1:40J. Two days after, November 10th,

he did not get third even, the mile and seventy yards be-

ing run by Duke Stevens in 1:45&, equivalent to a mile in

1:41:22. On Novomber 22d, with the house, stove and pot

on, 127 pounds, he set the pot boiling at a furious rate by

winning in 1:40$. In the preliminary he galloped better

than when I saw him before, though it was quite unex-

pected to me that he should show so much improvement in so

short a time. The two races and the work between was the

reason for this change, assuming that the former races were

truly run. This might easily be the case. Work equiva-

lent to the races might have been given, though in all proba-

bility, the trainer would not have put him through that

course, and circumstances can be credited with so much of

the advantage. Judging from the result the second race was

not as good as the tirst, so the reasoning would be that he

went back, but the third so much better that the intermedt-

diale work was proper, and at that time his condition the

best since his arrival in California.

As to the state of the odds. The remark to Mr. Winters

led me to believe that the trainer was satisfied with the con-

dition of his horse. " It may be that from underrating the

others he felt confident of winning, and that the two defeats,

when the odds were on, changed everyone's opinion. As a

rule when an arrangement is made to have a horse lose the

price will lengthen, though that does not always follow.

There may be betting enough to warrant keeping the rates

uniform, for when a favorite goes back suspicions will be

awakened, and a large falling off be accepted as an evidence

of guilty intention.

There is no question that a person in an impecunious state

might yield to temptations, who could not be swayed when
he had money in his pocket. That a majority of criminals

are rendered so by force of circumstances is generally ac-

cepted as the cause of their downfall, and hence members of

the stable force may have succumbed to the pressure. This

would be intensified by the feeling, that when a man was

abundantly able to pay back wages, and refused, they had lit-

tle cftuse to look after his interests.

Whatever the result of the investigation may be I sincerely

hope that Mr. Baldwin will be exonerated tbrouoh substan-

tial proofs of his innocence, and this lam inclined to think

will be the case. For the interests of horse-racing and horse-

breeding I trust that enough will be proved lo clear him, be-

yond all cavil, from the reproach of having been a par y
>>/, to the in-and-out running of his horses. I also

trust that the lessons of this season will be regarded, and that

in the future he cannot be accused of "contributary negli-

gence."

That the race in the "Norfolk Stakes" which resulted so

disastrously to the backers of the favorites, was another un-
expected occurrence, yet for all the approbrium lavished on
the colts which were expected to run first, second and third
they showed racing qualities if they did not have a promi-
nent place at the finish. From the start to the half mile the
two Rey« ran at a clip which will try the very best. That was
done in 40 seconds, equivalent to half a mile in 47.35 seconds.
With US pounds up it is a great two-year-old which can
make that, one of the quarters being a semi circle, and if they
did stop in coming from there to the winning score it should
not subject them to such a torrent of abuse as followed.
"'Tis the pace that kills" is an old adage, and when to that
is added an impost which steadies old horses, it can truly be
said that pace and weight killed two extra good two-year-
olds. None of them as Lady Diamond, had 108 pounds up,
and she did some running, too, in the first of it as well as the
others.

"Knowledge of pace" is not such a necessary accomplish-
ment in modern jockeys as it was in the old days and that
may account for a part of the in-and-out running. For the
heavy weights to make the pace, as the two Spanish-named
colts did, is a reversal of the old tactics, and in this case
"wait and win" might hive had a different result.

* *
*

Handicapping Jockeys.—That jockeys might be brought

closer together, as well as horses, by adjustment of weights

according to their capacity, is evident, and if it is just to
bring a moderate horse on an equality with a first-rate, where
is the injustice of applying the same rule to jockeys? There
will always be stakes and weight-for age purses enough to

ensure the reward of merit, and as the " glorious uncertainty 1
is one of the chief attractions of the royal sport, anything
that will add to the doubts of the spectators, especially the
speculating division of the assemblage, should meet with
approval. It is an innovation, I grant, though not
absolutely new, as no longer than last Saturday a
professional was made to carry an extra ten pounds-
to compete with amateurs. The crack jockeys and
employers of first-class talent will kick with proverbial stub-
borness against this inroad on established custom, but while
many are to be benefited, at the expense of the few, even the
most vigorous recalcitration should not be permitted to come
in the way.

Morris Park has been fervently eulogized for offering races
in which stable-boys were the jockeys, the praises given being
due to the opportunities offered for neophytes to practice, a
school for advancement, benefiting employers, as well as the
pupils, as it would increase the number of competents. Stilt

better to present lessons in which beginners would be brought
in contact with experts, but with an advantage which would
give them courage. People vary in their estimate of the
capacity of horses, and so they would in regard to jockeys.
That there is a big difference is so well known that race-goers
would at once recognize the justice of an attempt to overcome
superiority by adjustment of weights, and enter into the
spirit of the change with enhanced zeal.

Admiral Rous defined racing as a game in which weight
played the most important part. This has been admitted to
be correct in a measure, and handicaps, selling races, penal-
ties and allowances, and weight forage have resulted. Handi-
caps in which jockeys are also a feature will add to the
variety, and as variety is said to be " the spice of life," one
more dish will be flavored with an acceptable appetizer. It
may give the handicapper some trouble at the outset.

How many pounds better is a crack jockey than a moder-
ate performer, in races of varying length, is a new question
in the hippie world, and will be somewhat difficult to deter-
mine untif tested by several trials.

However frf queut the trials it will always be troublesome
to answer as horse and jockey in combination will present

entirely different features from the horse by itself. One
horse gives another seven pounds and beats his competitor a
length in a race of a mile. According to Mr. Weatherby,
the English expert on handicapping, seven pounds is equiva-

lent to a length, in a race for that distance, when added or

taken from rule weights, but as seven pounds added to the

seven already carried will have more effect than the first

seven ; it may be that in place of fourteen pounds ten or

twelve pounds will bring them together. A reversal of

jockeys, however, might have the same effect and the change
result in the beaten horses proving the victor.

1 certainly cannot see any good reason for not giving thie

a trial. It is hard to estimate what the result will be of the

introduction of so decided a noveltyy as handicapping jockeys

will be, and a fair chance to test it the only way to decide.

The California Jockey Club is progressive and in a position

to start the ball with an assurance that if it will roll on to

the goal, and it may be, make a ten strike in its course.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

The Debt "We Owe the Horee.

F rom the point of view of the student of domesticated an

imals the races of men may well be divided into those which
have not the use of the horse. Although there are half a

score of other animals which have done much for man, which
have indeed stamped themselves upon his history, no other

creation has been so insepara bly associated with the great

triumphs of our kind, whether won on the battlefield or in

the arts of peace. So far as material comfort, or even wealth

is concerned, we of the northern realms and present age,

could perhaps, better spare the horse from the present life

than either sheep or horned cattle; but without this creat-

ure it is certain that our civilization would never have de-

veloped in anything like its present form. Lacking the help

which the horse gives, it is almost certain that, even now, it

could not be maintained. It requires but a glance at the

mechanism of our life to see how completely we rely upon

the strength, speed and docility of this animal.—Boone Dem-
ocrat.

Detroit to Have a Roby.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 23.—According to Secretary Pull

ing, of the Sandwich, Windsor and Amhurstburg Railway

the town of Sandwich, across the river from here, will sooi

become a Guttenburg. An option has been secured on 1<X

acres of land, and application for a racing charter will b<

made at the next session of Parliament, There are sevi

men connected with the enterprise. Mr. Pulling says th<

are Eastern horsemen, and their reason for going into I

business in Canada is solely on account of the agitati*

against it in the United States. The track will be situate-

at the end of the electric railway line, and will cost abou

$250,000.
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TRAINER BRIEN SUSPENDED.

The Stewards Investigate the In - and - Out
Running of the Santa Anita Horse.

William Brien, the new trainer of the Santa Anita stable,

was suspended Friday night by the Board of Stewards of the

California Jockey Club. A nuuiber of witnesses were before

the Board, including E. J. Baldwin, Wm. Brien, Joe Harris

(the steeplechase jockey), Thomas Murphy (the plater of the

stable) and W. B. Sink (the owner of Sister Mary). They

were questioned about giving two buckets of water and a

lunch of straw to Lady Diamond before her first start in San

Francisco. Although there has been a good deal of talk

about Duff " doping " the horses, none of the witnesses knew

anything definite. In fact, there was no proof against the

colored boy.

Trainer Brien will now have an opportunity of proving his

innocence. He has been under suspicion for some time by

the Board of Stewards.

Thomas H. Williams said last evening to an Examiner re-

porter, in reference to the "doping" of Key El Santa Anita

and the in-and-out running of the Santa Anita horses : " We
have been watching the running of the horse for the past

three weeks. At the same time we have watched even more

closelv the actions of Mr. Baldwin's trainer, William G.

Brien, Jr., and we suspended him at our meeting to-night."

Asked to afford some more detailed information as to the

causes of the suspension, Mr. Williams said that he would

not make the reasons public. '"I have seen Mr. Baldwin and

have told him a thing or two of which he knew nothing,"

said Mr. Williams. "I am convinced that he has been sys-

tematically worked in his stable, and furthermore that this

man Brien is far more guilty than Duff' or any other stable

boy, rubber or employee."

" Was the running of Key El Santa Anita as peculiar in

the East as here ?"

" I ibiuk it was, though naturally I could not watch it as

closely as during tne past three weeks here. I soon suspected

something was the matter and had Brien watched."

*'Did Brien have a good record when he came here?"
*' No, on the contrary, it was shady."

E. J. Baldwin was seen immediately after the meeting of

the Board of Stewards. He said that he had nothing to say

fjr the present in regard to the dosing of Key el Santa Anita

and would not make any statement for three or four days, as

he is still investigating matters in his stable. The boy Duff

has not vet been discharged. He has been sent to Mr. Bald-

win's ranch near Los Angeles to await the results of the in-

vestigation.

The trouble in the Santa Anita stable was engendered by

Strauss, the stable boy who rode Rey del Carreras in his first

race. He claimed that Duff had given the Santa Anita colt

an injection so as to make him wild at the post, as Dufi

wanted to see Strauss injured. This accusation led to a race-

war among the Santa Anita stable boys, and all sorts of

charges were made. As considesable jealousy exists, all these

stories were told around the race track. Duff, who was fore-

man, was finally sent to the Santa Anita ranch at the sugges-

tion of Trainer Brien. Dufi' will be brought up from the

ranch, and he will doubtless have an interesting story to tell.

A.-iiv^msj iue Doard of Stewards intend to lay bare the

secrets of the Santa Anita stable.

The general impression is that E. J. Baldwin has been

getting the worst of it, but that a stall boy was not responsi-

ble for the peculiar running of Rey el Santa Anita and

several of his stable companions.
On the sixth day of the meeting of the California Jockey

Club, the Santa Anita stable started the Cuban Queen colt,

who finished second to last. The following day Sister Mary,

a mare trained with the Santa Anita horses, started in a

seven-furlong dash. She was an odds-on favorite, but finished

no better than filth. Two weeks later she came out and cap-

tured one and one sixteenth miles handicap against a hot

field in record time. As good as S to 1 was offered against

Sister Mary, which was not to be wondered at in view of the

poor showing in her first race. Then Rey el Santa Anita

started on November Sth and although a 2 to 5 favorite failed

even to get a place, being beaten by Gilead and Polaski. Rey
el Santa Anita carried 122 pounds in this race.

A few days later, with the same weight, he failed to even

show. Duke Stevens, Sir Reel aud Candid finished ahead of

him. In this race also Rey el Santa Anita was an odds-on

favorite.

Twelve days later Rey el Santa Anita, with five pounds

extra weight, beat the best three-year-olds at the track rather

handily. This time there were fair odds against the colt.

It will be remembered that Rey El Santa Anita won the

American Derby at odds of 30 to 1. The long price was due

to the " dog " race he ran at Lasonia a week or two before.

Henry McDaniel was training for the stable at the time, but

Baldwin went East and discharged him, claiming that he was

working in with the books. The present trainer, William

Brien, was then hired to lake charge cf the horses. He
brought them to California about a month ago, but the in-

and-out running of Key el Santa Anita continued. Then
came the attempt to fasten the guilt on Duff, but the unex-

pected action of the Board of Stewards last night will doubt-

less create a big sensation in turf circles to-day, and the pub-

lic will soon know how it is Rey el Santa Anita can run like

a stake horse one day and a selling plater the next.—Exami-

ner.

[The action of the Stewards in investigating this matter

closely is to be applauded. We hope they will get at the

bottom and punish the guilty person or persons (for some-

thing is putrid in Daneland) to the fullest extent of the turf

law. The action of the Board in suspending Brien is creat-

ing a big sensation. It looks very much as if Baldwin had

been imposed upon by someone in the stable all the season,

for, with all his faults, which are legion, the old millionaire

has always liked to have his horses win races. Of late years

he has not been much of a bettor, seeming to be satisfied to

win the purges and stakes big horses started for,—Ed

Early Foals.

Writing on this subject lately we ventured to quote

from a letter written several years ago by Mr. J. F. Clark to

an English sporting paper on the causes of roaring. As many
of our readers have never seen this letter, we reproduce it for

their benefit. It is as followB :

Sir :—I venture to offer some remarks on the present sys-

tem of breeding horses for the turf and its bearing on the

malady of roaring. They are the results of observation spread-

ing over a period of nearly half a century. I propose to

show that early breeding ia a mistake, the cause, to a great

extent, of roaring, and that breeders are wrong in desiring

their mares to foal in midwinter. I was led into these con-

clusions from studying the laws of reproduction, which rule

all animals in a wild state. Some years since I endeavored

to obtain a kitten in the month of January to keep down the

mice which infested my house, and, as I could not find one

in my own neighborhood, I tried far and wide to obtain one,

without success. A farmer's laborer enlightened me on tK1&

subject, as he grinuiugly told me that " I surely wasn't going

to get a kitten yet, as there warn't any, but there would be

plenty in March, and not afore, and that a guinea apiece

couldn't buy 'em now. On further inquiries I found that

there were no young rats, mice, rabbits, birds, or any bird or
animal in an infant state in midwinter, and that all undomes-
ticated animals waited for their proper season of reproduction.

I then saw that climate had its influence on this matter, and
that it was unreasonable to expect to find tender
produce to thrive when ice was to be found
in our bed-rooms. Again, of all other countries, England is

the most productive of lung diseases in the human frame,
caused, no doubt, by its uncertain, cold and damp climate,

and I could readily understand the dangerous position of a

young foal that had been brought into existenee at the cold-

est period of our changeable climate at least two months be-

fore nature would have willed it. However well it might be

nursed through the winter months, it was highly itrprob-

able that it should escape incipient disease of the bronchial

tubes. That this does happen is patent, for I have for many
years sought out the breeders of roaring two-year-olds, and
asked them to give me the date of the foaling of these un-
fortunates, the unvarying answer being January or February.
To show that climate has its influence, I have only to point

out the French horses, which are for the most part foaled

after March 1. They have scarcely a roarer, and those so

from inflammation arising from colds caught in training.

Some thirty five years ago all race horses took their ages

from May 1st, and at that time, and previously, there was
not such a thing to be heard of as a roarer—in fact, the

term was not understood as applying to the turf.

After that period horses took their ages, as now,
from January 1st, and then two-year-old roarers arose

in abundance. Hence, our best horses are, without an ex-

ception, foaled in March, April and May, and our roarers in

January and February, which proves that we are wrong in

opposing in our consumptive climate the natural lawsfor the

reproduction of animals, and it would be, in my humble
opinion,a vast improvement toward the healthy constitutions

and the staying powers of our race horses, if the time for tak-

ing their ages were altered from the first of Janaarv to the

25th of March, it would then be giving our foals the bene-

fit of a better climate than our midwinter possesses, and the

run of their natural meadow food, with good constitutions to

eniov it. Yours, J. F. Clark. Newmsu-keE.
" March 29. 1S7&.

Commenting upon this, the editor addressed, writes:

It is now about fifty-three years since thoroughbreds took
their ages from the 1st of May, but as will be seen by the

following, kindly sent by Mr. Clark, a large number of our
most celebrated horses have been foaled fairly late in the
year :

Isouomy, foaled in May.
Sterling, foaled in May.
Victorious, foaled in June.
Cremorne, foaled in May.
Gladiateur, foaled in May.
Sir Tatton Sykes, foaled May 29.

_Cotherstone, foaled in May.
George Frederick, foaled March 25.

Vanderdecken, foaled in June.

West Australian, foaled June 6.

Ormonde, foaled March 18.

*Jack Spigat, foaled June 26.

Kincsem, foaled March 17.

Father Confessor, foaled June 10.

St. Gatien, foaled May 1.

Sheen, foaled May 25.

Amphion, foaled April 6.

Ayrshire, foaled March 31.

Donovan, foaled April 3.

Semolina, foaled April 28.

Memoir, foaled April 17.

The Bard, foaled in May.
* Who won the City and Suburban really as a two-year-

old.

In face of the fact that four of the above were foaled in

March, we are great believers in thoroughbreds taking their

ages from April 1st at earliest, and hope sooner or later to

see this made law.

"When to Breed Race Mares.

as a two-year-old and twice as a three-year-old, but she has
started fifty-four times during the last three seasons, and, ac-
cording to Count Lehndorfs theory, buying her for a brood-
mare is a risky proceeding. Her racing career, on the other
hand, speaks volumes for hersouodoess, temper, etc. If un-
lucky, she was stilt a marvel of consistency. Last year she
ran twenty times, and was ia the first three twelve times.
Then, again, she is as handsome as paint, and her breeding,
by Neckersgat, from Tyropean, by Vespasian, from La
Naine, by West Australian, from Miss Finch, by Orlando, is

good enough for anything. Barring her being kept in con-
stant training for so long, then, there is no reason why
Quality shuuld not Oe cheap at 290 guineas, and Mr. Black-
legs judgment in buying broodmares has worked out so well
in the past that I am curious to see whether Quality will vin-
dicate his opinion now.

Sale of Menlo Stock: Farm Yearlings.

The sale of W. O. Macdonough's Menlo Stock Farm year-

lings last Saturday was well attended, but the bidding did not
by its briskness tnrill the spectators through and through.
The youogsters were a very nice-looking lot, and considering
that nearly all were later foals, they were fairly well grown.
They should have brought more money, for their breeding
was unexceptional. Following are the pedigrees of the year-
lings sold, the na mes of the purchasers and the prices real

ized :

Grav filly bv imp. Suwarrow—Jongleuse, by Alarm ; James
Neil S 110

Chestnut filly by St. Carlo-Veracity, bv Wanderer ; D. Combs 70
Bay filly by imp. Suwarrow—Vestella, by Wanderer; J. Mc-

Condray 70
Chestnut filly by Hanover—Bud. by Glenmore ; H. Chevalier... 150
Gray gelding by imp. Suwarrow—idalia, bv imp. Sir Modred

;

James Neil 65
Grav filly by imp. Suwarrow—Mula, by Wildidle ; James

Woods 95
Bay gelding, by St. Carlo—imp. Royal Bess, by Royal George ;

Owen Bros 35
Bay filly, by St Carlo—Carrie M , by Byder Ali : A. Joseph 85
Chestnut filly, by Sinfas—Shannon Berna. bv Shannon: James

Woods 115

Total of sale S 795
Average per head 88.33

PfiOPERTY OF H. MEEK.
Chestnut fillv, 2, by imp. Brutus—Centennial Bell; W. W. Mur-

ray 5 250

New Track in Florida.

Count Lehndorf, the great breeding authority, is a thor-

ough believer in breeding from mares that have raced. It is,

he says, the only way in which soundness of constitution can

be tested, but he is also of Lord Falmouth's opinion that

mares should be taken off the turf at the end of their four-

year-old career. " I do not like," he says, "to buy mares

having remained on the turf longer than at most their fifth

year." Alice Hawthorne and Beeswing, he admits, raced un-

til their eighth and ninth year, and then bred some foals

adapted for racing, but they are, he says, rare exceptions to

the general rule. W. Blackler of the Fulham Park Stud, evi-

dently thinks there is no reason why constant training for

five years should debar Quality from breeding sound stock,

as last week he paid 290 guineas for the brilliant but un-

lucky daughter of Neckersgat. Quality only ran four times

The prospects for good horse racing in Jacksonville this

winter are indeed bright.

J. F. Stephens, a Chicago contractor, who has had large

experience in racetrack building at Garfield Park, and also

at Washington Park, is at the head of the enterprise and has

retained the legal services of E. J. Harvey, attorney of this

city, to obtain the necessary State powers.
A State fair in connection with the track will also be held

from February 20 to March 20.

These gentlemen say that they have secured options on
several pieces of property in Jacksonville suitable for the

purposes desired. They are also in correspondence with

leading horsemen throughout the country and State, and that

much encouragement has been received. In fact, it is said

said that there is no doubt whatever of the success of their

plans.

It was at first contemplated to have tracks in several

other places in the State. This has now been abandoned,
however, and only one track will be built, and that at Jack-

sonville, the crowds will be drawn here from all over tbe
State.

In additiou to a kite-shaped track, there will be a half

mile track and a bicycle track. Stable properly fitted up
will also be built for taking care of the horses. Also a club
house and a grand stand.—Times Union, Jacksonville.

Their Only Alternative.

New York, November 24—The gravity of the racing sit-

uation was made more apparent to-day by the announcement

that Morris Park, the most perfectly appointed race course

in the East, representing an outlay of $2,000,000, was for the

rent.

Up to the present time three of the big associations in this

section have declared what their position will be. John A.

Morris will not race at Morris Park, but will probably lease

the track to the Jockey Club. The Cooey Island Associa-

tion will race at Sheep mead Bay and run off its slakes even
if it loses money by so doing.

Philip Dwyer said shortly after election that there would
be racing at the Brooklyn track.

If the Legislature passes a bill fixing new penalties upon
betting at a race track and making the otfense punishable by
imprisonment, it can safely be said that there will be no rac-

ing on a reputable track in New York State. If no action

is taken by the Legislature, or if betting is made punishable

by a tine, there will almost certainly be racing. Prominent
turfmen say that many Eastern owners will send their horses

to San Francisco.

Indolging in some reminiscences bearing on his life as a

jockey, Taral said the other day :
" I had my first mount out

in the bushes in Kansas, where I lived, and even there I

made some little reputation. When about sixteen 1 ran away
from home to become a professional jockey, and here I am
to-day after a lot of experience in the saddle. While I have

made plenty of money, I can say that there were I worth

$10,000,000 you would find me doing just what I am today

—

riding horses. It is a fascination, a passion with me, and
there is no telling when I will quite it. As to my immedi-
ate engagements I have signed with Messrs. J. R. i^ 1". P.

Keene for two years, at $18,000 the season, and I suppose I

will have plenty of chances for outside mounts. As for last

season, it was a very successful one for me, for among other

big races I won the three star Eastern events— the Brooklyn

handicap, the Metropolitan and the Suburban."

H. C. Hubbard, Hartford,. Ct., writes: I removed and
cured a curb in ten days with your " Absorbine " without

removing the hair or leaving a blemish. It removed the

inflammation at once. Cannot recommend it too highly.

J. C. Gray, St. Johnsbury, Vt., writes

:

removed a wind spavin from my colt.

i; Absorbine !
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AT THE NEW YORK HORSE SHOW.

Some of the Californians That Were Seen

There—Lessons to Breeders.

Ever since the National Horse Show has been the leading

event of its kind on this continent, the light harness typej

popularly known as the trotter, has been a prominent part

of the exhibit. Not only have the foreign visitors learned

much of the American breed during the few days its repre-

sentatives were on dress parade at Madison Square Garden,

but there has been some home education as well. The aver-

age New Yorker is ignorant regarding the technicalities of

the trotting turf and records, as expressed in figures to indi-

cate minutes, sections and fractions of the latter, have but

little significance so far as he is concerned.

Nor is this surprising when it is considered that harness

racing has been conducted after a most desultory fashion in

and about the metropolis for at least a generation. The

names of the kings and queens of the sulky from Flora Temple

to Alix have been household words all over the Kepublic ex-

cept in its largest city, and it is the exception to find even

an ordinary close observer who knows, or can distinguish,

the diflerence between the trot and the pace. Strange as it

mav seem, there are among the officials of the National

Horse Show itself those who are not at all in touch with the

doings of the light harness performers. When it was learned

that Monroe Salisbury had arrived at Fleetwood Park from

Philadelphia with his famous string of record breakers, a

day or two before the show opened, there was a clamor on the

pari of the trotting fraternity for a special exhibition of

these noted campaigners.
Through the efforts of Col. Lawrence Kip, who perfers a

trotter to any other breed, the Salisbury troupe of celebrities

were secured for the last day of the show.

In the bulletin to the local press announcing this added
altractiou, the list of the horses, with their records, appeared,

and among the lot was Directly, the champion two-year-old

trotter, record 2:07f. The only error was the substitution of

the diagonal gait for the lateral one, and to J. Malcolm
Forbes, who can still console himself for the dethroning of

Nancy Hanks with the knowledge that the honors for trot-

ters at two years are still held by Arion, who scored 2:10£ in

1891, such a statement regarding Directly would mean much
if correct. Nowhere else in all this broad land could such a

slip be made, and the incident proves that there is a field for

missionary work regarding the light-harness type even among
those who profess a general knowledge ot the equine race.

There is less of bigotry among the trotting horse fanciers,

who are in the main ready and willing to inspect other breeds

and profit by the experience More than one visitor at the

show just ended, whose special business is with the harness

racers, made a critical examination of the thoroughbreds and
hackneys, particularly the latter. J. W. Knox, who came
into prominence nearly twenty years ago by purchasing Nut-
wood in Kentucky, and has been in active service as a trainer

and stock-farm manager ever since, voiced the sentiments of

his brother professionals when he said :

" It is a great treat to those of us who have kept close to a
sulky all through the season to come here and see all kinds
of horses under one roof. We can learn something from the
imported stock, especially the hackneys, and I believe the
careful crossing of this strong-built British breed with our
trotters will be a benefit all round. We lack substance, and
they lack speed, and, taking the good qualities from both,

ought to produce the ideal roadster."

Perhaps one of the best lessons of the week was taught on
Wednesday in one of the driving classes for trotters. This
was open to mares or geldings with records of 2:30 or better,

but it was specially stipulated tha the actual record was
not to govern. Of the ten that competed, Fantasy, with her
mark of 2:08^ at three years and the additional improvement
of 2:06 this season, was by far the most famous. Nightin-
gale, her stable companion, who has scored 2:10^ in a race,

besides landingsome valuable stakes and holding the cham-
pionship for three miles, was also shown, besides Mambrino
Queen, who has been quite prominent tbi6 year and earned
a race record of 2:13} at Lexington last month. All the turf

honors of these mares did not avail them, the j udges finding

them wanting in the qualities that go to make up the pleas-

ant, serviceable roadster. Fantasy, with her greyhound
build, is anything but attractive, except at speed, and there

was not room enough for her long stride in the small tan-bark
enclosure. Nightingale is of a neater pattern, but is known
to be a willful mare, who has run away more than once while
in training, and Mambrino Queen was also very much at a

disadvantage without the sulky to which she had been ac-

customed since a filly.

Five years ago, when the craze for speed was at its height,

any one of these noted turf performers would have been
placed ahead of the slower lot they met here last Wednesday,
but even the managers of the Horse Show have learned some-
thing about roadsters since then. The demand for something
more than a racing machine has grown stronger, as trotters

of the 'Mean and hungry" build have been put on dress
parade beside the closely-coupled, well-knit descendants of

the Yorkshire nag and Norfolk roadster, popularly known as

the hackney. An experienced exhibitor like Col. Lawrence
Kip, who has been a winner year after year in these driving
classes, keeps abreast of the times, and in a mare like Emo-
leta, has still the material for adding to his stock of blue
ribbons.

This mare has a record of 2:241, which is but a snail's pace
nowadays, though it is still quite fast enough for every-day
use on the road. Her greater attractions are perfect manners,
elegance of finiHh, with considerable substance for a trotting-

bred animal, and a natural lofty carriage that requires no
curbs or martingales to set it oil'. More than one good judge
thought there was some element of luck in her success,
despite those claims to first prize, for the accident to Miss
Alice while the competition was in progress helped to dispose
of the most formidable rival that Emoleta had to mee.

Everything went smoothly with the latter in the hands of
a professional driver, and Frank P. Clark of New Haven,
who owns Miss Alice, is usually a clever reinsmau, though
an amateur. His unfortunate upset prevented him from
snowing his beautiful mare to full advantage, though even
with this handicap she carried off second prize.

In Miss Alice is an instance of a trotter originally broken

and UBed as a roadster, passing through five seasons on the

turf and coming out of it sound and with her driving quali-

ties unimpaired. She was the special pet of the late James
H. Goldsmith, who took her in hand when his health was

shattered, so that he had no opportunity to prove that the

mare was the high-class campaigner he believed her to be.

Soon after Goldsmith's death, in 1891, Miss Alice was pur-

chased by Major S. T. Dickinson, a prominent New York
fancier, for $15,000, and that same season he had practically

sold her to W. S. Hobart of San Francisco for a still larger

sum.
Mr. Hobart then owned Stamboul, and was in search of

his ideal in a mare to mate with this superb stallion. He saw
Miss Alice at Lexington, and declared that she came nearer

to his standard than anything that he had found. The sudden
death of the California millionaire the following Winter can-

celed the bargain, and Major Dickinson retained Miss Alice

till this year, when he disposed of nearly all his choice step-

pers. While she was his property this veteran member of

the metropolitan road brigade refused to exhibit the mare
at any of the annual shows, so her appearance at the Garden
last week was the first time her merits have been publicly

compared with other trotters in the ring. Though the oldest

of the lot, being foaled in 1884, this splendid specimen of the

light-harness type more than held her own against her

younger opponents.
Even more important than this roadster competition was

the one which determined the individual merit of stallions

kept for service. Not since 1885, when Alcyone met and de-

feated Mambrino King, has there been a developed sire fit to

be compared with that almost perfect trotter at this Horse
Show till Stamboul appeared on Thursday. In the face of

the rumor that nothing could get the first award away from
Chimes, E. H. Harriman pluckily determined to try conclu-

sions with so well-versed a showman as C. J. Hamlin, and at

the last moment Stamboul was entered. The result was not

only a pronounced triumph for the younger breeder, but it

heralds the dawn of the new era already referred to. No
longer does the ability to beget speed rank as the summum
bonum in a trotting stallion, but there must also be individual

excellence as well.

Chimes is anything but a pleasing horse to look at, and,

though reported as very fast when a colt, has not even the

speed of the ordinary roadster to-day. In his defeat, notwith-

standing that he is the sire of Fantasy, the fact becomes the

more apparent that the Horse Show is an educator, where
even so diligent a student as C. J. Hamlin must take a post-

graduate course before he can repeat the successes of former
years.—New Y"ork Tribune.

Salisbury Talks of Alix.

The following dispatch from New York was received in

this city last Monday :

Monroe Salisbury, muffled in a heavy-top coat, directing

the exercise of Alix and Directly, was seen by a re-

porter to day. The noted flyers were taking their last sharp
work prior to their long trip to the Pacific Coast, and unless

Mr. Salisbury's Eastern friends can prevail upon him tore-
main in New York a few days loDger for the purpose of

giving an exhibition on Thanksgiving Day the stable will be
started on its journey westward Tuesday.

f-JThe Pleasanton turfman was all smiles as he watched with
critical eye every movement of his two especial pets, Alix
and Directly. They were in the pink of condition appar-
ently, and as the queen of trotters sped past through the mud
with a double crimp in her blood-like neck, Mr. Salisbury
rCIIJixi-1-.o..i : '' Xlio 1 ttlo tiiqrp nAUAr tooe fcuattor ilinn ako is

just now. A good many horsemen have told me that she

looks too big and fat to carry her speed, but that's just the

way I want her. The bigger she gets the faster she goes.
" When she trotted her great race at Terre Haute last

August she looked like a fat, sleek brood mare in foal. I

was almost afraid I indulged her too much, she was so big,

but her performance that day taught me a lesson. They
scored and scored in every heat, and the little mare was right

there every time. After that race I concluded she couldn't

be too big to be good, and I've fed her all she could eat right

up to the hour of her going to the post ever since that

time."
" How much does she eat ?"

"About sixteen quarts of oats a day in four feeds, and be-

sides that she puts away a lot of hay. I never saw a better

feeder than Alix is, and in all my experience with horses I

never had one that always came out of a race so free from
soreness and so ready for more.

"Directum, rugged as he was, I always had to nurse along
pretty carefully, or he would get off' his feed and go wrong.
I used to get the finest kind of California hay for him, and,

unless he was good and hungry, would not touch any other
kind. But Alix—well, she was raised out in Iowa and I guess
she would thrive on cornstalks if they were put before her.

She is the greatest trotter I ever saw, either against time or

in a race.

"You remember that everybody kept saying last summer :

'Wait till she meets Directum; he'll carry her off her legs in

the first furlong.' Hickok and Crawford were certain that

Directum would beat her in just this way, and while Alix
was giving her exhibitions against time she was all the time
getting enough extra work to stay her up for a hard fight.

" When she met Directum she smothered him. Hickok
tried his best to outscore her, but she had a good deal more
speed than Directum, and iu trying to carry her to a break
Hickok drove the stallion so fast that he shifted to apace
and did the very thing they had been saying that Alix would
do.

"One thing that gives Alix great advantage over most
trotters is the fact that she goes without any artificial appli-

ances. If a horse has to carry a set of hopples or a lot of

boots and toe-weights to correct its gait, it is a tremendous
handicap. She does not wear even quarter-boots, and yet
her legs are as clean as they were four years ago, when she
trotted her first race out in Nebraska.

" Her peculiar conformation has a good deal to do with
her going without boots. She is so long in proportion to her
height that she could hardly strike her quarters if she tried.

She is fifteen hands high, sixteen hands long, and a little

more than seventeen hands around the girth, while a per-
fectly formed horse is commonly supposed to measure alike
in height, length and girth.

*' Another thing about AHx, she doesn't pull a pound
McDowell has always said that a woman could drive her a
mile in 2:07."

" How fast do you expect to trot next year ?" Salisbur
was asked.

" In 2:02 or better," came promptly the reply. "It was no
her fault that she did not beat 2:03 this year ; but somethingi
always seemed to interfere when she was just right to do the

trick. At Columbus she trotted seven-eighths of a mile at

the rate of 2:02 with one shoe off, and then made a standstill

break after her mile in 2:03|. At Galesburg in September
she never happened to get a good day and track.

" I have learned a thing or two about putting tracks in

shape for record-breaking, and next year I mean to have'
everything as nearly perfect as possible in that direction. To<
have the track just right I want it thoroughly wet down two<

days before the trial. Wet it to-night and let the horses trot

overit all day to-morrow, and the next day it will be just at
its best.

" I find that on some tracks this treatment alone will make*
a diflerence of from one to two seconds in the speed of such*
horses asAlix or Directum. The common practice is to

sprinkle the track the night before the rial, but that is likely

to leave it dead and a little too soft on the surface. To put
the finishing touches on a track for record-breaking trial I
want a light harrow made of large steel nails. By running it

a few times around you get a fine cushion about half an inch
deep, which takes away the sting that comes from a hard
track, and at the same time you leave the footing perfectly

firm and elastic, providing the soil is the right sort.

" This 2:02 is a hard mark to shoot at, and when it is beat-

en every condition will have to be just about perfect."

"Where is the fastest track in the circuit?" the reporter
inquired.

"I think Terre Haute is about the fastest course I ever
sarw. I don't know why it should be so, either, for the shape
is bad and there is a big hill in the second quarter, but the
soil is the best in the world. It has an adhesive quality
which keeps it from breaking away under a horse's feet, and
there isn't a bad spot in the whole mile. I am told that

they put fifty carloads of fresh soil on the course every year,

which keeps it from losing its adhesive quality, and at the
same time renders it elastic and springy.

"Galesburg is a great one, Indianapolis, Columbus,
Cleveland, Independence, Chillicothe and Nashville all have
very fast tracks.

"What will I do with Alix this winter? Well, she is to

trot some exhibition miles in California as soon as we can
reach the Coast, and, by tbe way, I hear that Jim Dustin has
Directum in charge and wants to race with the mare when
she gets over there. I guess we can accommodate him if

the report is true.

"I shall give Alix a short let-up at Pleasanton, and then
shape her up for 1895. I don't expect to begin the next
campaign at Denver in May as I did this year. I find that

is a little too early, and I shall probably start in as I used to

do, about the 1st of July at Saginaw, Mich."

Names Claimed.

Property of J. B. Chase, Sonoma, Cal.:

Seraphina for black filly by imp. Merriwa—Rosedale, by
Joe Hooker.
Santa Clara for chestnut filly by Peel—Glen Ellen (dam

of De Bracey and Monterey), bv imp. Kyrle Daly.

Serena for black filly by imp. Merriwa—Priscilla, by
Thad Stevens.

Eldora for chestnut filly by imp. Midlothian—Arelhusa,
by Joe Hooker.
Spartan for brown colt by imp. Merriwi—Lady Clare

(dam of Top Gallant), by Joe Daniels.

Majestic for chestnut colt by imp. Midlothian—Lurline
by Longfield.

JVTicnnic I^atttp. fnr hrown no! thy imp. Merriwa

—

Belle of.
the Lake (dam of Clacquer), by Wheatley.
Maria for yearling brown filly by imp. Greenback

—

Leveret (dam of Lonclay, Larghetta and Lloyd Daly), by
Lever.

"Hoss."

BV SARAH P. M'LEAN GREENE.
" No, my bovs, they don't amount to no great,

From Hubert to Ross ;

Take to teachin' and preachin' and such fool nonsense.
But my gal, Em, tbar, that I lost,

She was all hoss, sir.

Nervous and Bteppy from head to foot

Hoss— c'lar hoss.

" Her mother died when she was a two-weeks babe.
That tbar was a loss

To the gal. But she never cared for such as other gals do.
Nor miuein', nor prinkin',
Nor flirtin', nor fibbin'

;

But only hoss—good, honest hoss
;

Straight, fast hoss.

" Boys curled up ou the sofys readiu'. My Em
Never gave a toss

Far sech nonsense. Could throw ou harness or saddle
Quicker'n anv man on the place.
'Ud drive anything anywheres;

Trusted 'em. Sorter shy of folkes, Em was.
Hoss—cl'ar hoss.

" Says the women folks : ' You must put her to school,' says they.
' Let her l'arn who's boss,

Or she won't be good for notbiu.' So I took my gal

To a school twelve miles to the north ;

And I sold her pet hoss
Thirty miles to the south-
Sold her hoss

" Next mornin' I went out to the stable, aud thar—
Sure's my name's Ross—

Thar stood my gal, all bedraggled, twelve miles from the north ;

And thar, thirty miles from tbe south,

With the halter rope broke,
And his nose on her neck,
Stood her hoss

!

"Notbiu' she couldn't tame. Eyes^ray as a hawk.
Hair like Hoss.

Whipped my bull ' Storm' 'rouud the yard till he bawled,

For hornin' a ewe lamb. Whipped him till he bawled.
Staudin' thar, calm, whip in hand,

Hoss, right through—
Fuarlcss hoss.

"That wiuter—waal, a family uear us took scarletjfever ;

Couldn't get no nurse.
" I'll go,' says my gal—all the neighbors hangiu' back—
'I'll go.' She saved the little brats, aod she took it—

And she died, my gal, Em.
Hoss, ye see, j ust the same.

Cl'ar through, boss.

Handsomest pale look ye ever Bee. Somehow my gal's face said to

me:
'Dad, what'sthe loss?'

Just the same old way—thin nostril, for'ard look, lips curled.

No, my boys ain't much ; but I had a gal once—
My gal, Em, that 1 lost.'

She was boss, without a haw—
Peerless hoss I" —New York Ledger. *
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB BACES/

TWENTY-THIRD DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23.

gs. IGHTN1NG time and large fields were

the features to-day. Favorites fin-

ished at the forefront three times

and on two other occasions got sec-

ond and third money. This being

the case, and Mendocino played by

high, low, Jack for a good game at

odds of from 3-} to S to 1, there was

woe in the camp of ye pencilaire,

The form- players made large holes

in the coin sacks of the gentlemen

of leather lungs and slates. The

V ( track was never much faster than it

yas to-day, and the horses ran right " up to form " in most in-

tances.

Linville captured the first event on the card by a nose

rom Arundel in a mighty hard drive after running a close-

ip third clear into the homestretch to Arundel and Arctic.

?he last-named was only beaten about half a length by the

doner, who was the favorite. Arundel, Arctic and the

ferano—Experiment colt all had the strongest kind of sup-

port.

Romair got away third, went to the front in the first six-

seDth of a mile, and closely pressed by Queen Bee all the

'ay, led into the homestretch. Queen Bee fell back about

alf-way down and Joe Cotton, coming like a streak, looked

ery dangerous up to the final sixteenth. In the last 100

ards Morven came with a wonderful rush, and although he

assed Joe Cotton, could not catch Romair, who won by half

'length about all out.

Happy Day bad an extra speed link with him to-day, com-

ig from the rear and heading Polaski in the last forty yards,

,
inning by a neck. Polaski was bumped by Sir Reel about

ighty yards of the finish, and for so doing the judges -set Sir

,eel back and placed the favorite, Thornhill, third.

A wonderful jumper was turned loose on the unsuspecting

I nokmakers this afternoon in Mendocino, who went to the

ont when they had run about half a mile, and was soon

l.arcely within hallooing distance of his pursuers. He won

I most in a walk by fifteen lengths from the favorite, El Do-

1 .do, who got an awful flogging. Haymarket was another

I
'teen lengths away. North stumbled at the water jump, or

e would surely have got the place money.

Jack Richelieu, favorite, was landed a winner by less than

length in the last race of the day, superbly ridden by Carr.

I he white-faced horse was all out with a vengeance. Capt.

ees was catching Richelieu awful fast at the end, and Pasha

Lis knocking at the door of the money vault.

TTow the Races Were Run.

I Linville was at all times a favorite in the first race, six fur-

[ ngs, opening at 8 to 5. The Verano-Experiment colt was

I 4, Arundel well played at 5, Miss Garven and Arctic each

I to'l, others 20 to 100 to 1. A good start was effected, the

L-der being Arundel, Linville, Arctic. Arundel and Arctic

[ ,n heads apart passing the half-pole, Linville close up.

I rundel led Arctic nearly a length into the homestretch,

I inville another half length off". There was a great drive all

lie way down the homestretch between the trio, Linville

litgaining the others and getting the verdict by a head,

I rundel second, a neck from Arctic. Time, 1:14|. It was a

>rse race from start to finish.

1 Romair opened at 5 to 1 , closed a warm favorite at2£ to 1

.

I >e Cotton was well-supported at 3 to 1. Realization ard

I acquer were 6 to 1 shots, Empress of Norfolk at 8, Mon-
I via 8, others 30 to 60 to 1. Monrovia, Queen Bee, Romair
I is the order to a fair start. Romair was first to the hall-

[ «Ie by a head, Queen Bee, Empress of Norfolk and Clacquer

I nning about lengths apart. The order was the same clear

[ wn into the homestretch, all driving hard. Joe Cotton

I me out of the bunch half-way down the homestretch, when
I omair had opened up a couple of lengths and gained fast

I the favorite, whom he could not catch. Morven made a

j clonic rush in the last 100 yards, passing Joe Cotton and

[ Uing up to about half a length of Romair at the finish,

I e Cotton third, at Morven's saddle, Queen Bee fourth,

I ree lengths further away. Time, 1:07$.

I A mile selling race came next, with seven starters. Thorn-

Ill was made a favorite, closing at 11 to 5. Polaski was at

I o 1, Ohiyesa 4i, Mary S. 5, Happy Day 6, Sir Reel 15 and

I jrald 60 to 75 to 1. The start was first-class. Polaski,

Iiiyesa, Happy Day was the order at the send-off. Charley
* eber sent Reel along from the first jump, and had him
» -ding by two lengths passing the quarter, Mary S., Polaski

j: j Ohiyeia running half lengths apart as named. Sir Reel

1 8 two lengths to the good at the half, Polaski and Mary S.

ads apart, with Ohiyesa at their heels. Into the home*

letch Sir Reel was leading a length, Polaski second, two
Tim the fast-coming favorite, Thornhill. It was anyone's

l:e clear up to the final sixteenth. Happy Day came with

I it great rush of his in the straight, gradually eating up the

se that separated him from his rivals. Thirty yards of

: finish Happy Day collared Polaski and Sir Reel, and
i it a short struggle got to the fore in a hard drive and won
• a neck from Polaski, who was as far from Sir Reel, Thorn-

I I fourth, another length awav. Time, 1:40}. Happy Day
1 1 run up $705, or to $1,500, E. J. Baldwin securing him.

I Reel was set back for fouling Polaski and the show given

t Thornhill.

^he steeplechase, about one and a half miles had eight

^•ters and El Dorado for a favorite at 8 to 5. Mendocino
c ned at 6 to 1, closed at 3i to 1. Cuehara was at 4 to 1,

'-2 Coon 8, Mutineer 10, Nipper and Haymarket 20 to 1

e h. North, Mendocino and El Dorado ran close together

t il reaching the top of the hill going to the water jump,

;re Mendocino took a slight command. They went at the

erjump necks apart, North not jumping far enough land-

his hind legs in the water and losing seven or eight

j?tne. Mendocino led over the next jump by ten lengths,

i r the far center field obstacle by fifteen, into the home-

stretch by twenty, and won in the commonest kind of canter
by fifteen lengths, El Dorado, flogged out up to the lastjump,
eased up at the end, second, fifteen lengths from Haymarket,
who was one and a half lengths from North. Time, 3:23$.

The books was hard-hit over Mendocino's win. Cuehara
stumbled at the water jump, throwing Allmark, who re-

mounted the old horse and rode him over the course.

The concluding event of the day was a seven-furlong, sell-

ing race with eleven starters. Jack Richelieu was the favor-

ite, opening at 2i to 1, closing at 8 to 5 and 9 to 5. Capt.
Rees was at 2} to 1, Trix 4, Pasha 10, Lonnie B., imp. Com-
mission and Rear Guard 12 to 1 each, others 30 to 100 to 1.

Capt. Rees, Carmel and Trix were first to show to a good
start. The favorite was slow to move, though off well. May
Day. Trix and St. Elmo ran close together passing the quar-

ter. When they had gone a quarter Felix Carr commenced
sending Jack Richelien forward at a great rate on the out-

side, he being a bang-up third to Rear Guard and Trix sweep-
ing by the half-pole. Three-eighths from home Richelieu's

white face showed well in front, and turning for "Rome" he
was leading by one and a half lengths, Rear Guard about a
length in front of Trix and Pasha. The Schreiber horse was
ridden hard aB they got straightened out, and Carr did not

let up on him for a moment until he bad crossed the finish-

ing line about three parts of a length in front of Capt. Rees,

who was gaining at a great rate and would probably have
won had the race been thirty yards longer than it was. Half
a length behind Capt. Rees was Pasha, he as far from Rear
Guard. Time, 1_:27£.

TWENTY-FOURTH DAY—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24.

A tame Tiger ruthlessly tore a public idol from its niche

in the Temple of Fame and transformed it into a mass

that the people turned up their noses at and remarked

that it never did amount to much anyhow. It was the same

old story, and made one think how little use people have for

a defeated pugilist or a race horse that breaks them. The

idol was Rey Alfonso, the shatterer George Rose's good-

looking colt Tiger, son of Three Cheers and Ricardo. There

were a couple of smaller idols in the race (Rey del

Carrerae and Lady Diamond) disposed of in the same

e^ent. George Rose, the owner of Tiger, had just ar-

rived from the speculative fields on the eastern side of the

Rockies, a-weary of the long journey, and the magnificent

victory of his colt at odds of 15 and 20 to 1 revived him in

such a wonderful manner that he no longer imagined he

heard the whirr of the car wheels or the puff' of the iron

horse. It was a day of racing that will long linger in Mem-

ory's halls, for not only was an idol shattered, but two track

records were badly slashed. There has not been a larger at-

tendance since the meeting was inaugurated. A conserva-

tive estimate placed it at 6,500. Speculation was exceedingly

brisk on every event, and the rushing to get a bet down was

tough on buttons, if not on bank accounts.

Tartarian, the winner of the first race, slashed a quarter of

a second off the Futurity course record, and did it so easily

that it set one to studying just how much faster be could

ha\ e run had he been pressed at some stage of the race, Chas.

A. got off in front, but Tartarian passed him before 100

yards had been run, and was never thereafter approached.

Brodhead as easily got the place and Charles A. the show."

It was in the Norfolk Stakes that the claims of Rey Al-

fonso, Lady Diamond and Rey del Carreras to the two-year-

old coast championship were disposed of. The start was not

anywhere near one of Mr. Ferguson's best efforts, Mollie R.

bein° off well in the lead. Bozeman got the favorite through

the bunch and up close to Rey del Carreras, the leader at

the half-pole, and also to Mollie R. . The trio ran very close

together clear into the homestretch, and up the final eighth,

where they were all run almost to a standstill. Charley

Weber, who had been running his mount, Tiger, a patient

fourth, now brought the son of Three Cheers up with a rush,

end he had headed all in front of him a sixteenth from home.

Installator, who had been pocketed, now came like a shot to

challenge Tiger, and although gaining fast, could get ro

closer than half a length at the point where the coin is hung

up. Lapped on Installator was the game Major McLaugh-

lin, and at his heels Jim Flood and Rey del Carreras. The

favorite finished geventh, beaten nearly five lengths by the

winner of the race. His head-stall had slipped back, and

this no doubt, had something to do with his poor showing-

Galloping Dick, well-ridden by Lieut. Smedberg, of Troop

K. took the gentlemen's steeplechase race in a most gallant

manner by about a length, but had Li Hung Chang been

steered a trifle straighter he would have won the peacock

feathers and captured the largeBt end of the purse. This race

was so very interesting and well contested that the association

will probably offer inducements to the same gentlemen and

their friends to compete again.

Jessie SturgiU's win in the match was a ridiculously easy

one, Isabella being flogged for about half the journey, while

Sturgill was under a pull coming into the homestretch and

pulled up hard the last 100 yards by Chevalier.

Floodmore proved himself the best jumper in this part of

the world by conceding weight to all his opponents and win-

ning rather handily at the end. Argenta was second, clearly

outclassing mo6t of the others, thoughhad Herald not broken

down there might have been a sensation in the race.

Senator Irby won the last race in a drive by a length, lead-

ing most of the way. Lovdal, who stumbled at the first turn,

was second, a short bead from Cadmus, he a neck only in

front of Articus. It was a good piece of handicapping.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Tartarian was a favorite at 8 to 5 (2 to 1 at one time),

Brodhead 11 to 5, Tim Murphy well-played at 3 to 1,

Charles A. 15 to 1, others 20 to 100 to 1. To a good start

Charles A. showed first, Belfast second, Brodhead third. Tar-

tarian, fith away, was in front when they had gone 100 yards,

leading past the half-pole by two and a half lengths, Brod-

head now second, about two from Misty Morn. Charles A. ran

up third near the three-quarter pole, and Tartarian was never

approached, winning in a big gallop by three lengths in 1:11,

a new track record at the short six furlongs. Brodhead was
an easy second, after making a vain effort half-way down the
homestretch, three lengths from Charles A., he two in front
of old Tim Murphy. Starter Ferguson exhibited a very bad
temper before this race, throwing his flag and several lumps
of dirt at Hinrichs, who had pulled Charles A. up. This is

a dangerous business.

A big upset was in store for the talent in the Norfolk
Stakes, for two-year-olds, about six furlongs. Rey Alfonso
reigned a warm first choice at 4 to 5, the Baldwin pair (Rey
del Carreras and Lady Diamond), going strong at 2 tol,
Tiger, Mollie R. and Installator each 10 to 1. the Kentucky
Stable pair (Maj. McLaughlin and Jim Flood) 15 to 1, Gal-
lant 30 and Malo Diablo 100 to 1, Rey de! Carreras cut up
badly at the post, delaying matters and nearly pulling
Merrill's arms out of their sockets. Finally the flag

fell ; and Felix Carr, on Mollie R., beat the bunting. The
rest were off to a rather poor start, the favorite in the mid-
dle of the bunch, Installator second, Rey del Carreras third.

Lady Diamond rfas one of the last away. Rey del Carreras
ran up very rapidly and so did Rev Alfonso, the pair passing
the half-pole head and head just in front of Mollie R. who
led Tiger three lengths. Rey del Carreras was first into the
homestretch by a head, Mollie R. as far from Rey Alfonso,
Tiger creeping up. Rey Alfonso was in difficulties half-way
down and Bozeman went to the bat. A moment later Rey
del Carreras and Mollie R. were plainly beaten, and Tiger
sprang to the fore. "See Tiger come!" shouted the short -

enders. Fifty yards of the finish Tiger was in front, and it

was all over but the whooping. Installator at last got out of

the pocket, and Major McLaughlin was booming along, but
they could not net Tiger, who won handily by half a length,
Installator second as far from Major McLaughlin, Rey del

Carraras and Lady Diamond following close. Time, 1:113.

Installator would probably have won but for being pocketed,
Rey Alfonso's head-stall slipped, and this doubtless made
a great difference with the favorite.

The special steeplechase for gentlemen riders had five

starters. Daisy, ridden by the professional, A If.

Stanford, was a favorite at 2 to 1 Galloping
Dick 3, the Simpkins pair (Punch and Li Hung
Chang) 3 to 1, Gossoon 3 to 1. To a good start

Daisy led for a second, Galloping Dick second, Li Hung
Chang third. Over the water jump Galloping Dick, half a
length in front, jumped beautifully, gaining three or four
lengths, Daisy going awkwardly over the obstacle and her
feet paining her, evidently. Li Hung Chang was a good
third at this jump, but went up second a moment later.

Daisy was fleet on the flat, however, and closed on the leader,

the pair tpking the next two jumps head and head, Galloping
Dick gaining a couple of lengths at every obstacle, Daisy
making up the ground between jumps. Going up the hill

Li Hung Chang closed up a lot of ground, and the trio made
the next jump close together. Galloping Dick was first into

the regular course by a length, Daisy tiring badly, Li Hung
Chang taking his place. Under whip the pair sailed over
the last jump less than a length apart. The little fellows

were flayed within an inch of their lives to the bitter end,

and almost dropping from their exertions Galloping Dick
Lieut. Smedburg (up) won in a hand gallop, all out, by a

scant length, Li Hung second (C. R. Duval in the saddle),

three lengths from Punch, ridden by Mr. H. R. Simpkins.
Time, 2:15^. Had Li Huog been kept going straight he
could not have lost first money.
The match race between Jessie Sturgill and Isabella, half

a mile, each carrying 85 pounds, was a good betting affairs

The opening betting was even money and take your pick,

but the bulk of the coin going on Sturgill, she closed at 1 to

2, Isabella 7 to 5. They got off' head and head. Sturgill

went to the front at once, led into the homestretch by about
two lengths, Isabella's jockey whipping. Jessie Sturgill

won, pulling up all of the last 100 yards, by five lengths,

Isabella whipped out. Time, 0:49£.

The steeple-chase for the Baldwin Theatre Stakes, about

a mile and a half, brought five good jumpers to the post.

Floodmore was a favorite at 4 to 5. Argenta was at 16 to 5,

Eli Kindig (heavily backed) at 3 to 1, Happy Band 16 and
Herald 20 to 1. Argenta tried the patience of the specta-

tors severely with his mulishness. Eli Kindig, Herald,
Argenta was the order to a fair start. Argenta, Kindig and
and Floodmore were lengths apart as named going over the

first jump. Then Floodmore took command over the next

two and at the water, where Argenta, close at hand, slipped

up against the rails, cut off a lot of ground, and took the

lead from Floodmore. At the next jnmp Argenta was lead-

ing, the favorite a length behind. Herald, two lengths fur-

ther off, stumbled after going over this obstacle, and it is

supposed paved the way for a break-down. Over the next
jump the pair went in the same order. Reaching the regu-

lar course, Argenta was two lengths to the good, and Flood-
more's tail swished in token of distress. "Floodmore'
beaten!" shouted the crowd. And indeed for a moment it

did look that way. The big brown came again, once
straightened away, and over the last jump it was nip and
tuck and take your pick. Floodmore's gameness and All-

mark's cleverness told the tale, however, for hearing the
swish of the whip a couple of times, the gigantic son of

Flood dashed into a lead that he was not to relinquish, win-
ning about all out by two lengths, Argenta second, ten

lengths from Happy Band, who was as far from Eli Kindig.
Herald, broken down badly in the nigh foreleg, limped in

painfully a moment later. He may never race again.

Time, 3:19—establishing a new track record.

A handicap wound up the day's sport—a mighty gjod
one, too—at a mile and a sixteenth. Cadmus, the top-

weifchter, was made a favorite at 8 to 5. Lovdal was at 3} to

1, Senator Irby 4 (opened at 6), Arapahoe 5, Articus 8, Pes-

cador 10, Miss Fletcher 20 io 40 to 1. A good start was
made, the order being Senator Irby, Articus, Arapahoe. Lov-
dal stumbled to his knees at the first turn and lost some
ground. Pescador ran around the bunch and led at the first

quarter by two lengths, Articus second, dogged by Cadmus.
Hill now sent Senator Irby up from fourth place to firBt,

the chestnut colt leading the game-looking Articus half a
length, Lovdal and Cadmus running head and head, another
length away. There waB a bunching up nearing the turn for

home, Irby's head showing first in front of Articus, Cadmus
aod Lovdal still head and head. Senator Irby never relin-

quished his command, winning rather handily by a scant

length, Lovdal slipping up close to the rails and getting the

place by a head. Cadmus third, a scant neck from Articus,

Miss Fletcher fourth. Time, 1:47$. The handicap was a
good one.

[CdNTINUED ON PAGE 522, J
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WHIP AND SPUR.

A Condensed History of the Stockton Agricul-

tural Association—A Twenty-four Years'

Record of Famous Races Seen Over
That Course, Graphically Told.

The following interesting article was written by

George H. Tinkham Esq., of Stockton, and published by

him under the title "Whip and Spur." We have taken the

liberty to copy it complete, believing it should be preserved

in this way for future reference :

Early in the spring of I860 several young and energetic

citizens, together with the representatives of eight other

counties, assembling February 11th, organized the San Joa-

quin Agricultural Society. Dr. Holden was elected presi-

dent, P. E. Conner, secretary, and A ndrew Wolf, treasurer.

Dr. Holden, doing all that he possibly could to build up the

struggling association, was president until 1S66. He then re-

fused longer to serve as president, and Jeremiah Sarles was

chosen. Mr. Sarles was president for one year, then Jason K.

Doak was elected as president. Mr. Doak rilled the office

until 1874 with credit to himself and the noticeable progress

of the society, and in that year gave way to L. U. Shippee.

Mr. Shippee is now serving his twenty-first year as president,

and the progress of society has been ever onward and up-

ward.
The directors of 1S60, purchasing of Captain Weber sixty

acres of land at $15 an acre, he after deeding the society sixty

more acres, began building fences, stalls, and a race track and
grand stand. Under the supervision of Andrew Wolf the

entire work was carried on and finished at a cost of some
$8,540. The grand stand, with a seating capacity of 1,000

persons, cost $524, the society furnishing the lumber. The
completion of the overland railroad (1869) and the rising

generation had so iucreased the numbers at each annual fair,

that the Directors in 1874, found a grandstand twice the size

of the first stand an actual necessity. The stand, 36 by 140

feet, that year was built, and the lowest seats 14 feet above the

track, gave an excellent view of all racing events. Improve-

ments after improvements were yearly made, these including

new stalls, buildings, water tanks and tree planting until 1879,

and in tbat year, at a cost of $1,159 the handsome judges'

stand still in use was erected. Ten years past and in 1886

tne old stand was moved 100 feet to the west, and in its place

one of the handsomest grand stands west of the Rocky
mountains arose. This new stand, 114 feet long and 38 feet

wide, will comfortably seat 1,500 persons, and as the lowest

tier of seats lie twelve feet above the earth every person can

see every part of a race from the start to finish. In 1891 the

kite-Bbaped track was built, and in 1893, that the spectators

might obtain a better view of that track, the grandstand was
moved about 100 feet to the east, and the old stand was placed

again in its former position.

When the directors purchased the fair grounds about the

first work performed was that of track building. John C.

Reid, the surveyor, set the stakes for an oblong track, 60 feet

in width, 80 feet wide along the "homestretch," and one mile

in length, three feet from the "pole." Plowed, rolled and
harrowed, this 'flat track," as it was called, was completed in

time for the trotting of a match race August 25th, six days

previous to the opening of the Fair. After years of experi-

ence horsemen learned that a horse could move faslor over a

straight stretch of ground than over a circle, and he could
faster over a sloped curve than he could over a flat

curve. In fact, it was dangerous to both horse and driver to

drive at a high rate of speed over a flat curve, because of the

desire of the rapidly revolving wheels to fly off at the tan-

gent. It was always noticed that trotters especially invari-

ably decreased their speed as they entered the curves, and
the directors, determined to have as "fast" a track as any in

the country, resolved in 1874 to remedy the evil as much as

possible. The entire track was raised and slightly inclined

towards the center, and the outside of the curves were raised

at least two feet and deeply sloped. The entire work was
completed under the supervision of Mr. Briggs and the

Stockton course, from being a "slow" track, from which
clouds of dust arose as the flyers sped along, became one of

the fastest tracks in the United States.

Not to be outdone by any other association, the Directors
of the San Joaquin Valley track in 1891 resolved to build a
kite track, As horses had been moving very fast over the
Independence (Iowa) kite track, the Directors, in this move-
ment, were encouraged bv several prominent citizens and by
Mr. Hobart, who was anxious to have his stallion, Stamboul,
beat the world's record. A subscription list was started, Mr.
Hobart giving $1,000, John B. Sperry $500 and the other
citizens liberally gave smaller amounts. The track, tn length,

5,280 feet 6 inches, was surveyed by George Atherton,and
under the direction of Fred Arnold it was finished Septem-
ber 5th. The first trotting over the new track took place in

Oc'ober, and both Sunol and Palo Alto broke the world's
record. Young green colts trotted wonderfully fast, and Di-
rect, going the first half in 1:10-1, paced outin2:07. Although
this track is very last still, for racing purposes it cannot be a

success, as the racers, moving either from and directlv to-

wardn the spectators, are in positions which make it impos-
sible to Kee the results.

During the opening fair the products of farm and hand
were shown in a cloth covered pavilion on the Court House
pquare. So successful was the exhibition the Directors re-

solved at once to build a splendid building large enough for

the fairs of many years, and suitable for all public occasions.

Purchasing the lot where now stands the old Yosemite Thea-
ter building, at a cost of $17,J0O, they erected a building with
walls of Htrength nufficient to sustain two more stories if

needed. The hull itself was 60x100 feet, and there the fair

was held for seven years. Unable to pay the heavy debt
which they had contracted, together with its interest, they
lost the building and it was sold. The exhibitions were then
held in stores, halls and wood-built pavilions until 1887. In
that year the manager concluded to again found a society

"home" and erect a structu<e that would be a credit to both
citv and countv. A public meeting was held January 11,

1891, and subscription books were opened, each subscriber

agreeing to purchase ho many life membership tickets at $50
each. The plan of obtaining sufficient money by this means
was ttuccessful, and $19,000 was obtained before the close of

the month. Plans drawn by Charles Beasley were adopted,
and the Common Council gave the Association a lease of
Washington Square for fifty years. The architect's design
contemplated a building of four win.., and each
wing, 80x100 feet, terminated in a central square

80 feet, a glass dome 114 feet in height enclosing the square.

The contract to erect this immense structure was let to D.
Burns for $40,938, he agreeing to have the building com-
pleted by September 15th, and forfeit $10 a day thereafter

until it was finished. Placing one hundred carpenters at

work upon the immense wooden structure, it was not fin-

ished until near the close of the month. The building nar-

rowly escaped destruction while in the contractor's hands,

from the burning brands of the Chinatown fire, September
11, near by, the roof twice catching fire. The fair of that

year was a splendid success. More than $2,000 worth of

single admission tickets were sold on Friday, "the big day,"
and the 3,000 people that evening in the pavilion did not
crowd it, even with the exhibitors' displays, which were
unusually large.

Comparing one with another, the slowest and the fastest

time of the racers over the Stockton track from 1860 to 1894,

the result is surprising, for while the runners have lowered
their time onlv three and one-quarter seconds, the trotters

and the pacers have gradually decreased their time, the for-

mer at the rate of two seconds a year and the latter at the

rate of one and one-half seconds annually. Why this dif-

ference? Simply because of the training and breeding, for

the breeding of runners has been carried on for at least a cen-
tury, while the training of trotters is comparatively a new
occupation.

In early days quite a number of thoroughbred mares were
driven across the plains by the immigrants, and from some
of this blood many of the best running horses of the State
have come. Tagolioni, a thoroughbred by Bulwer—Mary
Black, running a mile dash in 1:45 during the fair of 1861,
set the pace that was not passed until 1881. Then Clara D.
ran a m'le dash in 1:43}. Of the many runners over the track

none broke this record until C. H. Todd, September 26
1886, made his remarkable world-beating mile of 1:41 J.

The introductory race of the Agricultural Society took
place on the second day of the fair, a rnnning race, mile and
repeat, between Rosalie, Lorenzo Dow, Kitty Clyde and
Wash Trahern's Hiawatha for a purse of $50, Rosalie win-
ning easily in 2:02, 1:59, setting the standard from which all

future running mile heats will be measured. In 1861 the
thoroughbred stallion Lorenzo Dow, the sire of Little John,
distanced Nigger and Boston in 1:55, and in 1863 Little

John, then three years old, set the mark that was not rubbed
out until 1872. A beautiful large-bay stallion he ran against,

Glideaway, took straight heats in 1:48} and 1:55. In October
of that year he won the race from a field of starters that to-

day it would be difficult to surprss them. In this race, best

3 5, Gladiator (3)_. no doubt the best horse of his time, carry-

ing 110 pounds, starting thirty yards behind, was only beaten

out a neck in the second heat by Didapper (2) in 1:51.

Gladiator was a hot favorite, 100 to 40, and although running
with a broken plate, he took the third heat in 1:53. Harka-
way (1), carrying 118 pounds, ran the first heat in 1:53.

Gladiator, run to death in the second heat, tired, and Little

John (4-5-6), carrying 110 pounds, now came to the front.

He had been running a waiting race and taking the last three

heats, Glideaway not in it, in 1:55, 1:57, 1:58, ended one of

the fastest races, all things considered, ever run over the

track, for the wind was blowing strongly, not then as now
protected by sheds, and the track was heavy with dust.

In 1868, Isola (3-4-5) ran heats in 1:504, 1:51 fc 1:56}

against J. E. Tyree's Homely, and in 1872 Callahan (1-2-4)

broke the record by running in 1:49 J, l:47f, l:57f, thus beat-

ing the time of Little John. Again in 1S76 the heats were
lowered by the Norfolk colt Morphine (3. 4, 5), he finishing

heats in 1:46|,47£, 57|. There were five starters, among
them Vanderbilt, Modoc Chief and Nathan Coombs (2), he
lowering the time to 1:46J,
In 1881 time was again knocked out by Clara D. in the

novelty dash race. Fifty dollars was given to the horse first

reaching the quarters. Jim Douglas ran first to the quarter

in 25 and to the half in 50 seconds. Clara D. then led and
passed under the wire in 1:43.}. The remarkable perform-
ance of the two-year-old colt C. H. Todd, September 26, 1SSS,

has never been equalled on the turf. The rider of Todd led

from the stand and, although whip and spur were freely used,

none could catch the leader, and he passed under the wire in

1:41}. Todd was raised by Theodore Winters and by him
sold at auction. When Dan McCarty's boy,Joe,then but eleven
years old, saw the colt, he wanted to buy him. His father

had no objections and the boy, selling for $1,600 two beautiful

Shetland ponies belonging to him, purchased Todd for $1350.

The boy was a chip of the old block, quite a horseman, and
he wanted the colt trained. He proved to be speedy, an3
after the race numerous large offers were made for the colt.

Telegraphing to his boy, then at school, for permission to

sell the flyer, the father received answer: "Don't you sell my
colt. Didn't I tell you he was a darling."

In 1861 a two-year-old colt called Seed Wheat ran a mile
dash in 1:57. If the record states correctly he must have
been a wonder, for his time has never been broken except by
Todd. Little John, at three years of age, ran a mile dash
in 2:02, and Pandolphin, a Jack Hawkins colt, at the same
age, in 1863, ran a mile in 1:56. Two years later Tyree's

Ten Broeck ran a mile when two years old in 2:02. Tommy
Chandler, then three years old, 1867, beat Homely and Red
Fox a mile in 1:48 J. His rider and trainer, Bess Clark, the

colored jockey, is now training horses on the track. The
two-year-old Joe Daniels colt Ben Foster, 1S68, ran a mile in

2:02, and at the same age, 1878, Bessie Sedwick ran in 1:48,

she dusting Maggie Early and Bob Ingersoll. Maggie that

year won a three-quarter dash in 1:20.

One class of races never more placed upon fair programs,
although they are always exciting and much more interesting

than the scrub distance heats now so common, is the two and
three-mile repeat race. In 1863 the first two-mile race was
run between Tyree's black horse Henry Bell and George
Kirk's Glideaway. It was similar to most of the races of

that day, a one-sided affair, for the three-year-old Belmont,
rapidly falling behind after running a mile and a half,

Glideaway galloped in in 4:13. The next two-mile was in-

teresting, that of the October meeting. It was a splendid
contest from the start, and Gladiator, Molley Higley, Glide-

away and Harkaway rao neck and neck the first mile and to

the second half. At that point Harkaway threw his rider

clear over the fence and stopped. This bad action might have
been expected from a son of Lola Montez and Billy Cheat-
ham. Down the stretch furiouslv the trio ran, uncertain of

the result, until the rider of Gladiator began using the whip.
(Quickly the brown stallion responded, and, leaping forward,
he led onward under the wire in 3:53. This was too hot a
heat for all save the winner and he galloped over the next
heat in 3:57. Little John in 1S64, with Little Bert trying to

catch him, ran a two mile dash in 4:01, and the next year a

little mare raised in the live oaks beat Little Bert a two-mile
dash in 3:54. She was the pride of her owner, Ross Sargent,
and the best district mare of her day. The Maid of the
Oaks ran mile heats in 1:51^-53-52, and in 1866 she reduced
her two-mile record to 3:51-56, two seconds belter than
Gladiator's time. San Joaquin stock is improving.

In 1876 Morphine lowered the two-mile record held by
the Maid, he running a dash in 3:47, and the next year the
present standing record for two miles was made. It was a
splendid race and Morphine was distanced in the second heat,
after winning in 3:40£. Jake, finishing close on Morphine
in the first heat, was rushed to the wire by Centennial Belle
in the second heat and only won it by a neck. Time, 3:45J.
Jake then tired and the Belle took the following heats in
3:54-572. The only three-mile dash ever run over the
ground was th^t of 1868 between Homely, Pilot and Harry
Bluff. Pilot, brought here from Sonoma county especially
for this race, was thought to be a very fast stayer, but he
wasn't in it with Harry BlufT. "Harry led from the stand,
and, not even pushed by Pilot, made the distance in 5:18.
During the close of the 50's there were several good half-

breed pacers in this district, and being used during the year
as buggy horses, they were started at the fairs for the society
small purses and for the amusement of the crowd. The fast-

est was Mountain Boy, and the papers give him the credit of
pacing a mile in 2:50 during the first fair. Lew Rattler,
named after the famous minstrel of that name, captured most
of the purses, his best time, made in 1862, being 2:51 52. He
was owned by a stable firm, Raynor & Patterson, and they
made a pile of money on this horse, renting him to dude
sports at $20 a day. Silk Stocking was another pacer on the
track, but year after year the contestant against Rattler was
Bald Hornet, a small bay horse owned by Charles Blood. His
owner raced him about the streets3 and often was he seen
coming down Weber avenue, the little horse before the buggy,
pacing as fast as he could go, the lines loose and the driver
swaying from side to side.

From 186S these little side-wheelers were seen no more,
for a horse was driven upon the track that was to astonish all

local sports and electrify the State by his wonderful burst of
speed. Raised and owned by Putnam Visber, he was one of
the most illustrious sons of Chieftain. A big, long-legged,
loose jointed, awkward-gaited colt, when he was driven upon
the track by his trainer and driver, Charles Jenkins, in his
race against Paddy, a little light-brown Indian pony, owned
by Captain R. S. Johnson, the crowd smiled in derision.

They began to change their opinion as Defiance (first called
Col. Visher) moved over the track, and when he paced his
first mile in 2:32}- without any effort, and his second in 2:13,
the horse sharps were astonished. The time was telegraphed
throughout the State and horsemen began askiug, who is Col.
Visher? It was a phenomenal burst of speed, for no horse
ever before in State history had sprung into the highest rank
of pacers when a green untried colt. In 1872 Defiance (1 3 5)
to wagon, pacing with Longfellow (2 4) to wagon, the fastest

pacer in the State at that time, and Trifle, paced miles in

2:39, 2:36, 2:33, 2:32f, 2:37. Chieftain never sired a better

colt that Defiance, and, in 1872, pacing in two-mile heats at

Sacramento, he took the world's record, and afterward made
a mile pacing record of 2:17}, and of trotting 2:20.

The time of Defiance was not again seen uuiil 1S75, when
Dan Rice-paced three straight heats in 2:28, 2:28, 2:29 J. In
the race was Keno Foss (distanced), Cal (distanced) and John
Schonchin. The horse last-named that week lowered the
record to 2:26}. Dau Rice, fast as a bullet for a half-mile,

in 187S dropped the record to 2:21, Rice (1), Nimrod (2-3-4)

and Hi Tracy lowering the heats, 2:21*, 2:23$, 2:24.}, 2:264.

It was a fast contest between Nimrod, driven by Hickok, and
Dan Rice, guided by J. R. McKee, and in the second heat
the half was msde in 1:07.

The grandest trotting and pacing up to this time was Uku
of Rarus and Sweetzer, driven bv John Splan, December 12,

1878. Rarus trotted a mile in 2:16} and 2:14}. Sweetzer,

called the " whirlwind pacer," was then brought out and
paced three heats in 2:16}, 2:161, 2:17}. This was a splendid

performance, and at the time the fastest heats of the State.

In 1885. Maude, in the free for-all pace with Killarney,

Shaker and Prince, cut three straight heats in 2:21 £, 21 }, 20.

Fast, very fast was the time of Sweetzer, the fastest of the

United States then; yet Yolo Maid, but three years old,

equaled Sweetztr's time by pacing with Almont Patchen and

Gold Leaf three winning beats in 2:16}, 16}, IS. She was
a wonder and so was W. "Wood, who paced a third heat in

2:11}. This was in 1S92, he then goiog against Tom Ryder,
Belle Button.' Allana, Electric, Plunkett, Hummer and Lady
H. In that same week Our Dick (1-3-4) paced in 2:12, 13J,
15-}, Dr. Swift (2) going in 2:13.

1S93 was a year of tremendous speed, the crowning racing

heats of thirty-four years and the fastest mile and the fastest

of five heats ever recorded were marked upon the board.

Monday was a free day, when rich and poor alike the races

could see, and Edith (12 5) richly repaid all for their at-

tendance by pacing one of the best races of the week. Hazel

H. (3-4), Tom Rider, Turk Franklin and Geraldine contest-

ing. The race took placeover the kite track and 2:14}, 14},

15J, 15), 15 was recorded. This race, however, was slow in

comparison with Friday's race, for then the champion's rack-

ers started Plunkett, record 2:13}, Our Dick, record 2:10£,

and W. Wood over the kite track, record 2:07. Very fast

time was expected, and although W. Wood took the three

heats closely pushed by Our Dick, in 2:11, 11}, 11, the

people were disappointed.

In the 60's a class of races was programmed that was not

in favor with the^Directors since 1864,viz., two- mile, five-mile

and double-team buggy races. In 1862 George Allen and Odd
Fellow were started in a two-mile and repeat trot. Allen

took both heats in 6:21, 29. The next year George M.
Patchen had no difficulty in pulling down the purse, he trot-

ting in 6:04, 5:50. Daisy, in 1876, far surpassing the stal-

lions's time, trotted the first and third heats of a two-mile

race in 5:27}, 351. It was a splendid race between four

evenly-matched trotters, horses that met often in hotly-con-

tested heats, Jennie Hunter taking the second heat from

Solid Silver and Mocking Bird, won second money ;
time,

5:31}. The time of this race was not lowered until 1883,then

Olivette (1-3) broke the record ;
Anteeo (2) look second

money and for once Telegraph was too slow, 5:20,09, 06.

Five-mile races there have been several of them, but twice

only has the standard been lowered. In 1S61 Johnny Fisher

attempted to circle five times around the track ahead of

American Hunter, but on the fourth mile he was so tired his

driver could not run him fast enough to keep up. Time,

17:38. The next year George A;len was started to beat the

twelve-year-old big white stallion State ot Maine, but he

could not stay near enough to old whitey,and Trembley won
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the purse of $50 in 10:06. In 1864 an effort was made by

the drivers of Morgan Rattler and «f Lady Patnam to throw

dust for five miles in the face of Billy Seward. Billy could

not trot fast, but he could trot all day, and Lady Putnam

gave up the race on the third mile and stopped. Rattler's

driver endeavored to lead out Seward on every mile, and by

thus driving he wore the black stallion out after the second

mile Billy trotted out the distance in 85:51—the record is

not yet broken. The miles were ticked off 3:20,08,07$,07,08$.

The first president, in 1860,proud of his pair of grays,drove

them out a mile for the amusement of the crowd in 3:55

—

good time to-day that would be. This led to the offering of

double-team purses, and the first to compete was E. M.

Scraggs, of Sacramento, W. H. Reed, John McCloud and

J. E. Stevenson. Scraggs led off so fast that all but McCloud

were distanced in the first heat. He just as easily took the

second beat, 3:47, 49. Stevenson tried it again in 1865, with

afasterpair of beauties, and W. H. Buttrick and Charles T.

Header in the race. Buttrick was so speedy from the stand

that Stevenson, on the first turn, pulled up, and Buttrick

proved in both heats that French Camp stock could get there.

Time 3:19 22. Buggy races are now quite common, for many
of our citizens, believing that they have the best buggy ani-

mal in existence, often find somebody else getting there first.

Mr. H T. Dorrance, in 1884, set this craze in motion by offer-

ing as a premium a fine buggy harness. Jenny Lind wore

that harness by distancing J G. Blaine in 2:43. In 1886 J.

K. Doak told them he had a stable animal faster than their

fancy buggy horses. He proved it by beating several of them

in lime faster than the best district trotters' time before

1876, in 2:52^-46-49. The nest year there vere eleven start-

ers (owners driving), and Charles E. Thompson proved that

he had a fast Sailor, he losing only one heat, 2:52$-47 45 52.

The first race over the San Joaquin Society's track took

place August 25, 1860. It was a match race for $300, best

two in three, between Mike Rvan's Ranchero, Alonzo Mc-

Cloud's Stockton Chief, and Elijah Groves' American Hunter.

About three hundred persons were present, and J.H. Keeler,

the lessee of the track, charged them fifty cents admission.

After considerable scoring the word was given and the horses

together trotted to the quarter. Hunter and Chief then went

up in the air, and Ranchero shot ahead and easily took the

heat, Chiefdistanced. Hunter, bv running, managed to get

inside the flag. He broke as badly in the second heat, but

again saved his distance by running. Time, 3:12, 14.

In 1861 Young Sir Charles broke the time, he trotting in

3:06, 05, and Comet, the first State horse, set the pace of State

time by trotting in 2:58,57. The Blackhawk trot of that

year, 1862, was a special race for Black Hawks, for a purse of

$100. Many persons at that time, Dr. Holden among them,

were very enthusiastic over the Blackhawk stock. They
were very handsome, stylish animals and some thought them

trotters. Five of these stallions were brought to Stockton for

exhibition and sale. When driven upon the track they

created a very favorable impression among turfmen, but when

they started in their race howls of derision and laughter were

heard. On the first turn they a'l broke and bobbed up and

down for two hundred yards like circus horses on parade.

None of them could trot, and to see them it was amusing.

Finally Bucephalus beginning to trot, led, and, like sheep,

Comet, Miles Standish, Reuben and Abdallah followed after.

Bucephalus took the heat, and the second and third-were like

the first. Time, 3:07, 3:00, 3:03 After that performance the

horsemen ofSan Joaquin bad no use for Blackhawks. Several

stallions were brought across the plains previous to 1865,

and the best of these was the large bay Washtenaw Chief. In

1862 he trotted two straight heats in 2:47£, 54, trotting the

next year in 2:45. For ten years it stood as the district mark.

The nearest that any horse came to it was Chieftain, in his

match race with Morgan Rattler, September .23, 1862. The
race was mile heat?, 3 in 5, for a purse of $500 a, side. Chief-

tain, imported from Ohio by steamer, where it iB said he made
a three-year-old record of 2:50, expected to stand in Stockton.

He was challenged by the owner of Morgan Rattler, and

Samuel Crim accepted the terms. The race created great

interest among horsemen, for they believed that Chieftain,

who was known to be a well-bred horse, would be a valuable

acquisition to San Joaquin stock. Stark, weighing 151 pounds,

handled Chieftain, white Dan Dennison, weighing 145

pounds, drove Rattler. Bets were freely made

on each horse, but Chieftain was the favorite. As

they scored past the stand the second time they were sent

away, and, neck and neck, thev went to the quarter, but

Chieftain, easily outfooting Rattler, led on the backstretch

and came home winner in 2:47. In the second heat Chief-

tain, trotting rapidly, again led, but the spee i was too fast,

and he broke on the turn. Rattler took the pole and quickly

led, but Stark soon brought Chieftain back to his gait, and,

three lengths ahead at the half, he 1 rotted squarely around

the turn and down tbe homestretch. Dennison now realizing

that Chieftain could out-trot Rattler on any part of the track

began the worst kind of jockeying. At that lime the oak

trees hid the upper turn from the judge's sight, and Denni-

son, whipping Rattler into a run, passed Chieftain on the

last quarter, and then pulled him to a trot. But the trick

didn't work, for Chieftain was trotting so fast he soon recov-

covered his lost ground, and Dennison again forced the black

into a run, and, running him all the way home, beat Chief-

tain two lengths. Both drivers were called to thestand and

questioned, and the judges called it adead heat. Time,2:48}.

Twenty minutes' rest is permitted between beats, and before

the time bad expired Dennison, driving his horse on the

track, drove him a mile and then claimed the heat on tbe

ground that Chieftain was not on time. The judges declared

that Stark had had four minutes to "go on," and the horses

were sent up the stretch to score for the start. After two

false starts the word was given, and Chieflain, again leading,

broke on the turn. Rattler shot ahead and passed the half,

four lengths in front, but Stark, driving the chestnut for all

there was in him, rapidly gained on Morgan, and passing

him on the stretch, came in four lengths winner. Time,

2:53£. When the horses were called for the fourth heat,

Stark, being six pounds too heavy, gave way to J. M. Dan-

iels. The new driver, permitting Dennison to lead, Rattler

broke on the quarter, but quickly recovering he held his own

Chieftain closelv trailed Rattler until the homestretch was

reached, and tben Daniels, touching Chieftain with the whip,

he responded, and passing Rattler, trotted under the wire

a half-neck ahead, Dennison running the entire distance.

Time, 3:00.

Chieftain is the father of trotters in this county, although

not a fast trotter himself. He was a trotting producer, and,

with several prodigies under 2:30, his blood is found in some

of the best to-day.

During the fair of 1863, another interesting race took

place for a purse of $500. This was the first stake race of the
Society, and although five horses were entered only two
started, Kentucky Hunter and George M. Patchen Jr. It was
with considerable interest that horsemen watched these stal-

lions, for many had never seen their equal, and in tbe eyes
of the young generation they were wonderful horses, because
of their well-known speed. At 11 o'clock the horses were
called out and the cheers of the hundreds present greeted the
big brown and the little chestnut as they were warmed up
for the start. As they scored for the word, the crowd, as still

as death, the clatter of their feet was distinctly heard—1 Go"
—and Patchen, leading, settled down to good square trotting

and cut out the work. On tbe turn he broke, as did many
other horses in after years, but Eoff, quickly bringing him lo

his gait passed the quarter in 38 seconds. Tn a flight of

speed never before equaled on the California turf he passed
the half-mile in 1:15 1, but broke on the turn. Hunter now
led, but soon lapped by Patchen, they came down the home-
stretch neck and neck, but Hunter, gradually creeping away
from Patchen, he finished two lengths ahead in 2:38.

When called up for the second heat, Dewey, apparently
afraid of his big opponent, endeavored to tire him out.

After a half hour of scoring Mr. Doak said, "Go," and a
sigh of relief escaped the crowd as they sprang to their feet or

climbed upon the fence to see the flyers make the turn
Patchen, an honest trotter,they loudly cheered, and as lustily

they yelled and shouted at Hunter, " See him run," for he
broke and ran like a quarter horse clear round the turn,

Patchen trotting to the quarter in 37$, extending himself in

great style, and appearances indicated that Hunter would be
shut out, but Dewey, by running and trotting, kept within

distance. Steady as a clock old brown past the half in 1:16$,

and lapped on the turn by Hunter; down the home no
prettier race ever before was spen. Eoff, with his best efforts,

tried to pass Hunter, but the little horse, always a speedy
footer ou the stretch, kept his distance and passed under the

wire ten lengths ahead. Time, 2:38. The owner of Patchen
refused to again start his horse against a runner and Hunter
trotted the heat alone in 3:05. " This was the best race to

wagon ever trotter in California," said a well-known turf

writer, Thomas B. Merry, " for the dirt on the inside of the

track was so deep that both horses got as far out on the hard
ground as they couldjand they[must have trotted thirty yards

more than a mile as neither horse was nearer than twenty
feet of the pole."

A trot, not worthy of notice because of its speed, but by
reason of tbe age of its contestants, was the citizens' purse of

$250 and $165. The horses started were : Bell Ringer, 18

years of age, and Hector, 21 years old. When the horses

hobbled upon the track the crowd laughed and jerred, so stiff

were they, but when they were warmed up to their work the

audience was surprised at their speed. When they were
Btarted, the stiffest, oldest plugs ever in a race.stretched their

legs at a great rate, and Bell Ringer, leading, distanced both

Hector and Brown Mac in the first heat; time, 2:43. After

resting about an hour Hector and Bell Ringer were again

brought out to trot for a $300 citizens' purse. Both of the

old stagers, now loose jointed, were as frisky as colts. The
horses scored past the stand until the crowd was disgusted

and the horses tired out. At last they started, trotting very

slow, and Bell Ringer, trailing Hector to the half-mile, there

passed him and came home winner in 2:51. While warming
up for the second heat, Hector's driver accidentally drove

him over the rope stretched across the track, and for a

moment there was a tangle of horse, sulky and man. Seem-
ingly, no damage was sustained by either horse or driver, and

the trotters were started. Hector sgain led to the half-mile

and there " letting up " he came home on three legs, Bell

Ringer leisurely winning in 2:49.

The first five-heat race was a match between Flora May and

Jersey Maid in 1864, and the time was lowered by Princess

in 1869. The test district trot of that time was in 1S69, be-

tween Drew Girl (1-2-4), John Rock (3), Daisy, Black

Prince, Truckee and Amanda; Drew Girl outfooting them
all easily won (2:48,48), 46 (47).

The year 1878 is notable, for it stood above them all as a

year of fast heats. Daisy, in a most exciting seven-heat con-

test, the second seventh-heat race over the track, started

with Peerless, Lightfoot, Reliance and Venus, she winning

the 2-6-7 heats. -

Medora, a filly by Whipple's Hambletonian, that cost her

owners, Louttit & Johnson, $1,000, easily wou the four-year-

old-class race. Then but three years old, she was a remarkably

fast filly for that time, and, starting with Nephew and Schie-

dam, trotted the fifth heat in 2:33}.

The great race of that year was the free-for-all, in which

the celebrated horses, Judge Fullerton of New York, Occi-

dent, the California wonder, and Nutwood started. Fullerton

winning in three straight heats, trotted, it was thought, a

very fast race. It was fast, 2:18}, the best heat, and yet, from

that date, Rarus, St. Julien, Stamboul, Palo Alto, Steve

Whipple and McKinney compelled old Father Time to give

way.
Among the district trotters, Reliance, 1879, speeding

away from tbe stand like a cannon ball fired, without a skip,

lowered the district time to 2:25 and distanced Daisy and

Frank M. The time was not lowered until 1885. Then

Lottie M. trotted a third heat in 2:24. In 1886 Tempest re-

duced the district time to 2:19, the fifth heat of a postponed

race.

What were the youngsters doing all these years ? In 1863

Young Rattler, three years old, trotted two straight heats in

3:24, 3:29. The time was not passed by any district colt un-

der four vears of age until 1883. Then Mt. Vernon, the

winner of the yearling State race of 1882, carried off the

honors from a field of seven by trotting heats in 2:47$, 44$,

43|. Lucille, when three years old, won straight heats in

2:35}, 34|, and Voucher, at the same age, 1884, trotted a sec-

ond heat in 2:30}.

As I have already stated PatcheD and Hunter were con-

sidered as wonderful horses because of their speed, but eleven

years later a San Joaquin horse called Gold Note astonished

his owner and the public by a burst of speed six seconds

faster than the Eastern crack. On Wednesday and Thurs-

day he started and trotted five heats and on Friday he again

sta'rted in a free-for-all district trot. He winning the

fourth heat in 2:39, darkness compelled a postponement un-

til the next day. When the word was given, Gold Note sped

away like an arrow. He trotted the first half in 1:13. the

mile in 2:32$ and the red flag falling, all the others were

distanced.

As we have declared, 1885 was the crowning year, for in

five races twenty-four heats were trotted and every heat was

made inside of 2:40, the fastest being 2:17$. This was the

race in which Nellie R., Guy Wilkes, Adair and Manon were

the contestants, in the hottest race ever on the track. It was
a splendid struggle, and when in the sixth heat the judges
declared it a dead heat between Nellie R. and Guy Wilkes
the crowd wildly cheered. Time, 2:18}, 17*, 19, 19, 20, 21,
21 4 .

In 1888, the stallion that has created a greater stir than
any other because of his rejected records, lowered the fastest

mile to 2:15 J in the free-for-all race with Arab and Lot
Slocum. It was a race well worth seeing, but Arab, too fast

for his opponents, took the (1, 3, 4) heats, Stanboul the sec-
ond. Time, 2:16, 15}. 15}, 22£. Some believed Stamboul
the coming king, but in 1889 two more contestants for regal
honors appeared and Stamboul fell.

These two aspirants for highest honors were Direct and
Palo Alto. It was a good race between these two stallions,

but it was a very unequal contest for Palo Alto took the first

two heats in 2:16$ and 17}. Then distance being waived so
that Direct would not lose second money, the word was given
and Marvin drove thefrvorite over the track as trotter never
sped before. So fast was the pace, Direct could not even
keep within distance, and as Palo Altopaased the half-mile,
a runner from that point accompanied him. Down the
stretch like the wind he came, the runner working hard to
keep up, and as the game old horse passed under the wire,
the timers' watches marked 2:13}.

People rejoiced, for they had seen a heat, the fastest in
the United States and time unsurpassed by any other
stallion.

In 1891 Charles Durfee, sitting behind his stallion, Mc-
Kinney, drove upon the Stockton track, ready for a start

in the 2:22 class. He hailed from Los Angeles " the orange
land," for tbe "new south" was not contesting for turf
honors with the best in the State. It was Friday, the day set

apart by custom as " the big day." The mercantile houses
were closed and the young man and his best girl, the man of

business, the farmer with his family—all were there swell-
ing the number to 9,000 persons. It was a race of no excite-

ment, for McKinney took every heat except the first. Again
in 1892 he trotted. It was the same old story repeated, and
McKinney took the last three heats. The time of this race
proved that McKinney was a stayer and in 1893,
for the third time, those pool-buyers won who bought Mc-
Kinney.
Perhaps many a year may pass before such a race will

again be seen as the free-for-all trot of 1893. It was the
fastest mile and the fastest eight heats of the track. So fast,

in fact, was it, that two of the horses broke their records,

something very unusual, Steve Whipple trotting in 2:13 and
McKinney in 2:11}. In this race entered a stranger from
Oregon, whose name was Klamath. Great reports were spread
of bis wonderful speed, and as he had not won any races on
the circuit, turfmen wondered. As he scored past the stand,

again and again, either too far in advance or too far behind,
causing the spectators to murmur, the judges to lose their

patience and the other drivers to silently damn because of

this driver's actions, the horsemen wondered. But when in

the race Klamath took two heats, then the keenest observers

saw that the best horse in the race was not being driven to

win. Nevertheless, it was the most exciting race ever seen
upon the track. It came near ending in aserious difficulty,

and the judges should have suspended Klamath's driver for

life. When they did finally start, Steve Whipple (1) was
immediately sent to the front and took the heat. Then Mc-
Kinney (2-6-8) passed under the wire ahead. Repeated scor-

ing and wrangling had so occupied the time that it was now
nearly dark, and Klamath's driver refusing to again start,

the race was postponed until Monday. Then Ottinger (3-5)

came to the front. Klamath (4-7), now driven for the fourth

heat, took it easily. In every previous heat he had been in

the fifth place, and Ottinger taking the fifth heat, Klamath
was fourth. Shylock and Richmond were now sent to the

stable in disgrace. It was now a game of guess among the

bettors for Whipple, McKinney and Klamath ; each had a

heat, and Ottinger had two.

One heat more and the race was Ottinger's, but McKinney
wanted that heat, and both driving a hot finish, McKinney
was the faster. The first money was now within reach of

both Ottinger and McKinney, only one heat more. Klamath's

driver taking a heat whenever he so desired, concluded that

he would claim No. 7. Driving for the heat, be was rushed

by McKinney, and down the stretch they flew, Klamath led

under the wire by two lengths. In the eighth and last heat

none could foretell the result. Each horse was credited with

two heats and each were seemingly tired alike. There were

minutes of suppressed excitement as the horses started, for

Raymond, Durfee and Keating were eager for the victory.

Away they flew in speed so fast, a single break would lose to

either horse the race. Klamath, a slow trotter the first half,

but very fast the second half, was forced too fast, and break-

ing near the pole, he was passed by McKinney. Regaining

his lost ground, however, he came with a rush, but too late to

win,McKinney passed under the wire his nose ahead,and the

"great race" was finished.

"The Thunderer" On the Trotter.

The Times, of London, has the folloming portentous re-

marks about the American trotter: While trotting has by no

means reached the height attained by other sports, its growth

during the present season has been slow but sure, a growth

that must, to say the least, be gratifying to promoters of the

industry. And now we find that another occupation has been

opened for American enterprise. It seems rather singular at

this time of the year, in spite of the extreme depression in

all other branches of taade, there seems to be plenty of

money in the market for good trotting stock. While, we will

confess, our knowledge of the subject is not very extensive,

from what we can gain from authoritative sources the Ameri-

can animal is conceded to be the ideal road horse, both as

regards action and looks. This may or may not be so, but it

certainly seems to be the opinion of the general public, and

they are really the proper judges. Tbe ultimate result, as

far as we can seen, is that in tbe future the American trotter

is to supplant the home article, the top Hackney, and while

we feel deep chagrin that the latter has not been able to

maintain his prestige, we extend to the former a hearty greet-

ing and hope that the trade established by the trotting horse

may only be another tie to unite the mother country with

our western brothers, and if this result is obtained the others

are of but small moment.

Mendocino is the best "green" jumper we have yet seen.

When he meets Floodmore and Argenta there will be a

"lepping" race worth seeing.
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Our 2:30 List.

ELECTIONEER.
Bleelloneer 12», by Harnbletonlan 10. 136(1)

Electuary b h, dam Maria, by Don Victor 2:27

Expressive 13. . dam Hither, by Express.. 2:12!j

Electric Kins, b b, dam Mamie C, by Imp.
Hercules - *#**

AUIvo b b"(4)1 dam Dame Winnie, by Planet- 2:18)4

Young WlldWle, dm by Wlldtdle 2:26

Lent.daui Uzzie. by Wildidie.......^................. -26)4

Grover Clay, b b, dam Maggie Norfolk, by
^

Her°nan!,dam cTlpsy, by Paul's Abdaliab 2:29)4

Electro Belie.gr ni r;«
n

Quality, b in. dam McCa £.»»
SlrOutcross, b h, dam Sarah, by shannon. l.Jt>

Ah Thpre 2:l.S'4 to 2:15*

Bzprtlttoa &18JI to ?asJJ

Electric Coin, dam Cecil, by Uen. Beu
\i to 2:18)4

2:20 to 2:18)4

2:l6Ss to 2:15*
.2:26* to 2:2654
2:30

' to 2:27)4

2:22*4 W 2:20*
2:25^ to 2:1854
-::>

. lo 2:2614

ton
Regiii"
Starlight....
Dan.bg
Jim. bg
Otillty
Conductor..
Paola_

Chimes 5348, record 2:80)4, by Electioneer. 12

Bessie Chimes 2:27K
Fiet-miont *•;£»

?2iu?'
u
!:::::.:::::::::::: ;:::::::::::::::: :::=::. £3

Joaie Chimes (-1) -» •••• 2:29^
Slxtv-Slx b g, dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble-

toiilan Downing - - .— • -:'5*

Carillon, b b, dam Charmer, by Marnbnoo
King (4) -:~i%

Charming Chimes (3) ^o^VaS*
Fantasy, b m (4) 2:0b* to I 00

Merry Chimes .(p) ? \\\
x

o 2- g
Ed. KastOD (P) 2:18 to 2.09*

Spblox 5343, record 2:20)$, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Baker.bg.dam AbscotaMaid, oy Pilot Medi-

um - z\?x
Midnight, bl h l:WA
Como ip). dam Silky, by DaDiel Lambert 2:17M
Princeton R, (p), b h (4) 2:2914

Sphtnxetta, b m (3) p V1W
Raltullo..... 2:25

Belle of Abacota 7, ,H,,
Cantab. chg(p( ««";•"« Jiff
Syrena 2:2o to 2:1414

Uncle Tom rng .2:19)4 to 2:18!$

St. Bel. 5336, 2:24)4, by Electioneer. 13 (1)

Maribel(p) 2:,8H
Allibel. b m. dam by Guy Wilkes (31 2:1914

Aimabei.bm (p) ?»Z^
Amoret. bl m „??,.
Fallnot 2:16^
Honeywood, br m (4) 2:l9)s

Notion (p), bh *«
Favora(4l ;

:£M
Flora Belle 2:29)4

Monobel, be (3) (pi 2:18

St. Felix (3) 2:25)4

Tempter 2
,-*t-*i

Katrtna Bell- 2:2fi)4

Santa Minx (2) 2:26*
Baron Bel (41 2:1714 to 2:ll)4

Silver Ore, grg (4) 2:28)4 to 2:19)S

Xorvni. 5353.irecord 2:14*. by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m - 2:26*
Novardlne, bh (3) 2:25)4

VUliers, br b (Si 2:2714

Countess Eve 2:29«
John G. Carlisle 2:20

Norhawk.br m... 2:20)$ to 2:15)4

NorvlnO-.brh (3) 2:28* to 2:20)4

Clay, 4779, b o, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 5.

Claytlna, b m (p), dam by Mohawk Chief 2:2."J4

Olgelta.rn m (p) 2:24*
Miss Clay, gr m (4) 2:29*
Wire Nal 1

, b h 2:29)4

Count Clay 2:27)4

Spinaway 2:29)4

Stinland Clay, dam Miss Patchen 2:26)4

Clayone (3j 2:27)4 to 2:24*

Eitotl-t. 5018 - --' by Electioneer. 10.

Elton. 2:21

Dramatist, b b 2:29)4
.... ' 2:29V to 2:24*

The fonciiieror ») - 2:17 to 2:1514

Anteeo. 7868, 2: 16)4, by Electioneer. IS

Abanteeo, b m, dam by Abbottsford 2:17)4

Anthella 2:18
Mountain Queen 2:2214

Tletam, dam Evelina 2:23J4
Dan Brown, dam Miss Brown 2:27;*
Bayanetta, by Anteeo, dam Debonair 2:27

Ethel Mack 2:29)4 to 2:25

Redwood, 1 1,814, record 2:21)4, by Anteeo, 2:16H-

Bed Oak 2:25}$ to 2:21

Alfred G . 12,452, 2:19*, by Anteeo. 1

Foxhound (p) 2:2614

Queen Alfred 2:25)4 to 2:18)4

T. O. , by Ajiteeo, 2:10)4.

Lady 2:25

Antcros 6020, b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antidote, br h (p), dam Miss Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew (p> 2:14
Bell'iirl 2:27)4
Major Ross 2:25 to 2:2414

Nelly F. (p) 2:16"4 to 2:13)4

Anlevolo, 7648, 2:191$, by Electioneer. S (2)

Ivolo(p) 2:25)4
Consolation, bh 2:20 to 2:17

Antinous, 4778, 2:28)4, by Electioneer. 1.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
S., 2:26)4), by Geo. M. Patchen Jr 2:22

Hillsdale, o h 2:24)4 to 2:19)4

Axmoor 13,467, record 2:20 v., by Electioneer. 2

Azmon, b h, dam Ahwaga, by Gen. Benton 2:23)4

A. A. A., dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chiei 2:25
Bonnlbel 2:22)4 to 2:17*

Albert W-, 1 1,333, 2:20, by Electioneer. 5(3) •

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, by Re-Echo 2:20*
William Albert (4), by Albert W 2:20)4
Neernut, dam Clyde II., by Nutwood 2:27*
Dudley Olcott 2:25)4 to 2:18)4

FoIIIh. 47X1, 2:23, by Electioneer. 5 (1),

Patrick's Pacer, dam Dy Gen. Benton (p) 2:26

LtUtre • 2:28 to 2:22
Fallacy 2:20* to 2:17)4
Nolman 2:27 to 2:23*

Don Marvin, 7927, record 2:22J£,by Fatlls, 2:23 (2)
Don Lowell, bh 2:20^ to 2:14Jj

BroH, 5326. 2:29^, by Electioneer. 9.

BCeroe, b h (4), dam Cyrene, by Cyrus R.,2:17* 206)4
Wlltema, fam Maud, by Brigadier 2:26

Irbt, by Bnw,2:20}$, dam by Elmo — —•"

Cecelia (p), b m.dam Scratcb, by Loppy (son
of Lilian and Cecilia Clark, by Clark Chief)
(2) 2;23M

Visalla (:tj, dam Scratch, hy Loppy 2:20>£

Ward B., by BroB, 2:vy... dam by Blmo.l
Letter B., b m, dam Brown Irish, by Judge Mc- 2:2714
Klnstry

Bernnl IS,468, 2;17,byEIecl ier.

Aria, b m (3), by Gen. Benton 2:26 to 2:16*
Bifctrtoiiy 5341, 2-.17*. by Electioneer. I.

Welbeck, dam Lulu Wilkes Zftfjj

Bow Ball* 13,073, 2: 1914, by Electioneer.
Boreal, h h (2i, Boole Morn, by Alcantara 2:1714
Alarm Bella, 2:28*

Well Buy 5350, .-.-cord 2:111'.,, by Electioneer. -1

CM
Beaaty Bella, b m 2:20W
Princess Belle 2:29 to 2:24*

Advrrli-t-r 1 7.54 3,2:15^, by Electioneer, dam
Lnia, by George Wilkes.

Adbell (1), be, dam Beautiful Bells 2:23

runlo 14,957, 2:22, by Electlo&eer. 4
Athanlo, b c, dam Athalle, by Harkawuy, (2|... 2:19^

Candidate 13,113,2^6?^, by Electioneer. 1

Catherine • 2:23}£

Elfrlda, b m (4) 2:17^ to 2:13Ji

Conrosion 6508, by Electioneer.

CloDaslee, b g (p) 2:26J4

Woolsey 5337, by Electioneer, dam Wax-
ana, by Gen. Benton. 3

Abeto, dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief- 2:21*
Nellie W.. dam by Iuca 2:17*
Sir Gird, b c, dam Laureue 2:26>$

Whips 13,407,2:271^, by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14,^ to 2:06>4

Cobwebs, brg 2:29& to 2:12

Rockefeller 6121 , by Electioneer, dam Edith
Canvby Clark Chief.

Nana 2:2934

Leola.br f (4) 2:30

Re-Blection 13,219, 2:27M, by Electioneer.

NellieClark.gr m (2) 2:30

La Haute. 2:24J4
La Hunter, b m 2:25}£

Palo Alto 5353, 2:08*, by Electioneer. 4

Palatlne.iblk m 2:2334 to 2:17*
Bio Alto, bh 2:22* to 2:16)4

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17*, by Electioneer.
Electioneer ( Bowman's) 2:26)4

Symboleer, b h, 2 (p), by Campbell's
Electioneer 2:26)4 to 2:11

Elector (Richard's) ;21 70, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beauty, by Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moor (3) 2:18*
May Be (p). br m 2:2614
Cora S. 2:25 to 2:1914

Electrotype 9006, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4) _ 2:27*
Pauline, gr m 2:29)4 to 2:26

Elector (Morrows) 10,830, 2:21^4, by Elec-
tioneer.

Molly McCauley (p) 2:16*

Marvin 11 ,359, 2:2814, by Electioneer.
Bramble 2:24)4

Gov. Stanford 5620, 2:21 ;4, by Electioneer.
Clito(p) 2:24)4

St. Just 4780, by Electioneer. 2
Lancer.b h 2:23

Adjutant 2:29*

Parkville 6050, by Electioneer.
sub Rosa (p), rn f. 2:29)4

Pedlar 1 2908, record 2:27*, by Electioneer.
Elspeth (p), b m 2:27)4

Don Felix 8969, by Electioneer.
Nellie R..blkm 2:26*

Elsmere 9 198, by Electioneer.
Eldora, b m 2:30

Hummer 6 1 12, by Electioneer. 2 (1)

Bouncer (3) 2:26)4 to'2:18 14

GUY WILKES.
Guy Wilkes 2867, record 2:15J4, by Geo.

Wilkes. 29 1.4}

Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies.. 2:30

Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculation 2:13

Raven Wilkes 2:16

Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon 2:28

Seymour Wilkes—Early Bird, by Plimel,son
of Robt. St. Clair (p) 2:16

Etta Wilkes, b m, dam Libbie B., by Winthrop 2:25*
M. Clay (p) 2:2914

Lesa Wilkes, b m (4) 2:2094 to 2:11)4

Nutwood Wilkes, ch h 2:20)4 to 2:19

Mary Bes*, ch m (4) 2:2114 to 2:1214
Auntie Wilkes 2:28 to 2:22)4

EminBey 2:23)4 to 2:20)4

Sable Wilkes 655, record 2:18, by Guy
Wilkes, 2:15)4. 12

Bufflngton, br h (2), dam by Le Grande 2:20)4

Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:2114
Sablehurst, oik c (4), dam by Guy Wilkes 2:2514
Sablenut,bb (2), dam Auntie, by Dawn 2:25

Whalebone, bl c (2), dam by Le Grande 2:24
Beverlv, blk h 2:24)4

Oro Wilkes 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes 21,424, record 2:28,l4,byGuy
Wilkes. 3

Lady a„ b m (p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird 2:23)4

Wayland W., b b 2:18)4 to 2:12)4

Calabor8559, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15)4. 1

Coincident (3) 2:25 to 2:21)4

Regal Wilkes 12,351, record 2:11*, by Guy
Wilkes, 2:1514

Last Chance 2:28)4

SIDNEY.
Sidney 4770. record 2:19*, by* Santa Claus,

2:17)4. 24 (14)

La Belle, ch t, daj) Annabelle. by Dawn (2) 2:16
Sidmoor, b h (p), dam by Grand Moor 2:17*
Sidmont. dam Fern leal, by Flaxtail, (3) 2:10)4
Mercury, b c, dam Juno, by Buccaneer 2:21

Mephisto (4) (p>, dam Lindora Wilkes 2:21)4
Sidoev Smith, dam bv Artburtoo 2:25H
Edna B. (p), dam Stella C, by Director 2:17)4

Fleet Bov, dam Flight, by Buccaneer 2:25)4
Sanders, ch g 2:26)4
Sidnut, by Sidney, dam Patti, by Nutwood 2:25)4
Cassie.ch m, dam Miss Casserly, by Eugene
Casserly 2:28)4

Sidney Boy, dam Flirt, by Buccaneer 2:29
Sidney Maid (3), dam Crown Point Maid 2:27

Esther Payne (3) 2:20*
Smilax.dam Ivy, by Buccaneer 2:21)4
Carmello, dam Pansy 2:21*
Lady H 2:16 to 2:15
Dictator Sidney (p), dam Ellen Tomlinson
by Dictator 2:25 to 2:24)4

Montana (4) 2:30 to2:19

Thistle 14,857, 2:13H, by Sidney. .
Dave Highland (4) 2:30

STEINWAY.
Stciuway 1808, record 2:25*. by Strathmore.

7 (5)

Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer 2:25
W. W. Foote (p), dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt. McGregor (2) 2:16)4

Crltt, dam Lady Wattles, by Abbotsford (p).... 2:24*
W. Wood (p) .'. 2:08)4 to 2:07

Chas. Derby 4907, record 2:20, hy Steinway.
(1)

Cibolo. b h{p),dam Addle Ash, by Indiana-
polis (4) 2:13)4

Derby Princess, b m 12), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator 2:26

Jay Eff Bee (p;, dam Bertha (dam of Diablo,
2:09)4), by Alcantara (1) 2:26)4

DEXTER PRINCE.
Dexter Prince 1 1363, by Kentucky Prince.

22. (6)
Paloma, dam by Gen. Meridian 143 2:17)4
Index, bh, dam by Abbottsford 2:2714
Lurllne, bl m, dam unknown 2:24)4
Prince Nutwood (p) 2:21*
Archie.bg (pj 2:29)4
Prlncewnod, bl g 2:25)4 to 2:16
James L 2:18 to 2:18)4
Geo. Dexter, br h 2:23)4 to 2:18)4
Aster, ch g 2:16 to 2:12
Edith 2:14)4 to 2:10
Royal Prince 2:2414 to 2:19)4
Senator L 2:29 to 2:28)4
Chloe 2:2-1 to 2:19*

GEN. BENTON.
6en Benton 1755, by Jim Scott, 19(1)
The Seer 2:19* to 2:IG*
Benton Boy 2:26 to 2:17 1

.,

Daly 5341, record 2:15. hy Gen. Benton. J

Clatawa, dam bv Gen. McClellan H4 2:2714
Julia O., dam by Grey McClellan 2:2314

AIM. in 5514, record 2£6&, by Gen. Benton.
(1)

Pomona (p) 2:15)4 to 2:15

\ ll»i,n 5332. record 2:24, by Gen. Benton.
Beylftx (4), dam Wood flower, by Ansel 2:24

Benefit 5327, by General Benton,
Palo Chief. 2:30

DIRECTOR.

Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (3) p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17)£, by
Whippleton 2:13*

JacK Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2:2514 2:30
Direction, bl h (p), dam by Geo. Wilkes 2:10)4
Directrix, dam bv Abbotsford (p) 2:20)^
Phenom, rn h (p)„ 2:20)6
McClellan Stewart 2:2914
Bonny Bon, brm 2:29*
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27* to 2:17)4

Direct, record 2:0514, by Director, 2:17

Directly (p), dam by Nanbuc (2) 2:07*
Miss Kate (2), by Redwood, 2:27 2:24)4

Director Chief 1 0,440, by Director, 2 :17, dam
Monte, by Admiral.

Coupon, b h (2) 2:19*

Guide 14,680, re ord 2:16)4, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletouian King 2:27

Waldstein 12,597, record 2:221s', by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3), dam Nancy Moor, by
GraDd Moor „ 2:27

Delancey 9979, by Director, dam Neil, by Balsora.
Satin Slippers (2) 2:24)4

MISCELLANEOUS.
Piedmont 904, record 2:17)4, by Almont. 14 (1).

Esparto Rex 2:2914
Highmont.bg 2:30 to 2:29>;
Wanda, bm 2:23* to 2:22)*,
Llmonero, bh, 2:1814 to 2:14 '.q

Marston C 2:195$ to 2:19>|

Liberty Sontag 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl.

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (p) 2:16)4

Altamont, 2:26*, by Almont. 22 (4)
EllaT. p, grm (3), dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by CaptSligart
Jr 2:19

Touchet, b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M. Clay
Jr 2:15

Jasper 2:25)4
Altao 2:17)4 to 2;16
Malheur 2:28% to 2:27
Pearl Usher, b m. dam by Kisbar 2:2314 to 2:18)6
Doc t-'perry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:14)4 -o 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p) , dam Tecora, by C. M.
Clay Jr 2:18 to 2:14)4

Morookus, by Altamont.
Klamrth, b g 2:13)4 to 2:13

Le Grande 2868, by Almont. 6 (1)
Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
Arthurton 2:21)4

Graudissimo 14,995, record 2:23)4, by Le
Grande 1

Mvrtle- Thome, blk f, dam Belie Thome, by
Whippleton 2:20*

Topsy, bf, dam by Whippleton 2:27

Cresco 4908, by Strathmore 2

AllieCresco 2:23)4 to 2:19)4
BettieM.,dam untraced (p) 2:20

Tilfon Almont 1583, record 2:26, by Almont.
7.

Tilton B., bh, dam bv John Nelson 2:23)4
Stranger, bh 2:21)4 to 2:17J4

Almont Medium 2133, 2:18)4, by Happy Me-
dium. 3 (1).

Mark Medium, b g 2:25« to 2:20

Warwick Medium 2:27)4 to 2:21)4

BrigHdier 797, record 2:21)4, by Hsppy Me-
dium. 5 1 1

Cyclone, b m, untraced 2:26*

Milton R., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:19)4 to 2:14

Marin, 2:2214, by Quinn's Patchen, son ot Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of Hattie F-,

2:18), by silverthreads : second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor ; third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger 2:13

Alexander Button 1997, record 2:26)4, by
Alexander. 11 (3)

Bird Button, gr g, dam Lilly, by John Nelson.. 2:29*
Laura Z, bm 2:23)4 to 2:1814
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27* to 2:17)4
Vidette (p), b m 2:24* to 2:16
Tom Ryder 2:14)4 to 2:13)4

Monroe Chief 87 5, 2:18)4, by Jim Monroe.
4 (2)

Sacramento, brh, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20*
Chico, b g, dam Orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird - 2:20)^

Monolissa 1 2:21

Monologne, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:23)4
Black Bess 2:29)4

Coligne, 11,619, by Echo, dam Tiflany Mare.
Jennie Wren, bm, dam Tot, by Gen. McClel-
lan 144 2:29)4

Bob Mason, 1 4,438, record 2:27*, by Echo. 2
Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p 2:13)4

Fred Mason, b g (p) 2:16 to 2:13)4

Silver Bow, 11,708, record 2:16, by Robert
McGregor, 2:17)4. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24)4

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blackbird 401. 9 -

(2)
Orlinda Richmond, b s, dam bv Ulster Chief

(P) 2:15

Woodiark, by A. W. Richmond.
Los Angeles 2:23)4

Nephew, 1220, by Hambrino, 2:21)4. 16 (2).

Lord Stanley, b h 2:2S14
Vina Belle 2:21 14 to 2:1514
Newfiower 2:25* to 2:23)4

Abbottsford, 707, 2:19)^, by Woodford Mam-
brino. 9(1).

She, dam Beauty 2:13

Geneva, b m 2:20

Abbottsford Jr 2:25

Free Coinage 2:23)s to 2:20

Sultan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31 (1).
King Sultan 2:26)4
Florence Sultan 2:20)4

Soudnn 5103, record 2:20, bv Sultan.
Nubia.bg 2:29)4 to 2:2414

Bay Rose 9814, record 2:2014, by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R., dam Addie E.,by Algona 2:25)4

Stamboul 5101 , 2:07>S, by Sultan, 2:24. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4) 2:29)4
El Treblzond, br b, dam Ehvood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:26)6

Baron Rose 2:29*
HildaS. (3) 2:19)4

Senator Rose, by Sultan.
Senator Boy, ch h 2 27J4

California, 413J2, by Saltan. 2
Marchioness 2:27)4

Del Sur 1098, 2:24, by The Moor. 2 (2).
Norah D., ch m , 2:22
Aimee, b m (p) 2:24*
Delwin.bs (P).. 2:25

ftantn Claus 2,000, record 2:17'4,by Strath-
more. 9 (1)

MiasCtrroll, br m 2:22*
Pilot Claus, blk h 2:25*
Wm. Peun 2:12* to 2:121*

Mambrino Wilkes (Ayers'j 6083, by Geo,
Wilkes. 6 (3)

Brino Tricks (p), b h 2:20 to 2:16*
Hera „ 2:22)4 to 2:23

L'amrd'Alene 14,216, 2:I9)4i by Dexter Brad-
ford. 1

An Alene (3) 2:29*

Adrian »70, record 2:26)fi, by Reliance.
Rosita A (p) '.. 2:15)4 to 2:14*

Brown Jub 21.985, by Nutwood. 5
Susie K., dam Lady Benton, oy Gen. Benton... 2:24)4
Alviso, dam Big Llze. by G. M. Patchen Jr.

2:26 to 2:20'.>

Charley C, dam Siskiyou Maid 2:16)4 to 2:18)4

Wapsle 688, by Bashaw 50. 9 (1

1

,
J. F.G. (p), brg 2:25)4

tv . _. ...10,4 IO ..Jo»
Doraey's Aephew.
"ttlnfrer

2:13* to 2:11*
Tempest 1881 , by Almont 33.

„ "^ 2:17Jf to 2:16
San Dieao 8776, by AJcona Clay.

Lottie, br f, dam Plora B , by WLnpplelon 2:26 «A
Si"nr.!eJfP!ys

eccr:i *™ ******
B
^^Slp?a^^'no

.).
2
;
324

:.

by
.^\,.?! i''

Silktvood. 2:07, by Blackwood MambrinoDaisy Wood v
2-27

B1
p„1

k
!'

r̂d^02 '
record '-'-12

- °y Blackbird"mi" 2Jbox (p), b g mm,
HamieGritKu ';;.£*

J »d5.e A
S.?",l,

?'J
r ft,,"'J

' °y Nutwooa." 5 (iiBob Allen, ch b 9-otl*
Happiness, h « J.'f'g
Spauldir,g( p fM
Sandy Salisbury '•'£« to8-MBRorjC'Morc "*£%y*$

H,
™a.

Ie
6 <s

i

.

BD "' ilk ''
!' 16T9

'
br Geo

- wiikes,

New Era (p) „...,

Tammany Wilkes [p)_ ,.53
Wobbling Maid yS,,
Grand GeorKe .'. J'ioiV'tSS

SSSSSs :::~~j5SftgSj-rnceoe w likes
_2:ii to 2:08)4A

l
nion

r
t Medi«m 2133, record 2:18)4. 3 (1,

..
i

2:20
Altoona 8850, by Almont 33. 3(1)Mary B., blm _/_ 2.^
Boodle 5829, 2:19)4, by Stranger
Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Nutwood 2-2G'<;Thompson, chc, dam by Jim Mulvenna Z 2:21^

Idaho Patchen, 2:26)*;, by Henrv B PatchpnMaud P. (31, dam by Grand Moor^
PdtChen

'

2 .96^Maud Patchen, bm 2:25"to 2]l9*
McK'nney 8818,2:11)4, by Alcvone. 2.
Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t. b., by Nephew
_ tP) 2-1S
Osito, dam by Othello ~>.*k

SirCredit ~.::::::::* 2.23* Yb'' 2;25*
Prince Red 9940, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29*

Prompter 231)5, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)
Lucky B.,bh /_ 2:30 to 2:20)4Wa

J"
K

I
aKle ** 1-41, by Prompter, dam Clara,

by Buccaneer.
Eagle, bg, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15) by
Buccaneer (p) " J

2*i9«Simmons 2744., l^cord 2:28, by "GeoV" Wiikes. '

6b. (l)

Adelaide Simmons 2:17)4 to 2:14)4
Simmocolon 13,846, record 2 :13*. bv Sim-

mons. (2)
*i*v «""

Ferndale (p) : 2:20 t0 2:1G^
Gossiper 12,008, 2:14*, by Simmons, 2:28. 1.Ketchum, b h, dam by Echo (3) 0.17
Gazelie (3j ...::;;::":;2:29J4''io2:i6V4

Boy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.
Royal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2:24)4

Jl
?,
d
,*YJ.

illi
?H

'
recnrd 2:2GK, by Ira Wilkes.

Galette. dam Gale, 2:27)4, by Commodore Bel-mont
2:23)4

Almont Patchen, 2:15, by Juanito.
La"ra M., dam Lady Fay (p) 2:13W

Hawthorne 10935. by Nutwood, 2:18*. II (2).
Bessie Thorne J

2'w 14
Major Thome 2-30
Thornwood, ch g .^V.7.r.Z7.™V.fc2^'to"2:19)4

John Sevenoaks 24350, by Nutwood, 2:18*.

Billy Oaks,gr s 2-30»
Bay Rum, br s """""'fciioio 2:19W
Loupe (p) 2:23 to 2:20*

Redwood 14,854, 2:27, by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, second
dam, by Langford

Jim Mulvenna 3581, 2:19)4, by Nutwood. 1McGmly 2:29)4 to 2:20

Wildnut, by Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton,. 2:29!4

Woodnut 13,4.72,2:16)4, by Nutwood, 2:18*. I
Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo:
second dam by Oweu Dale 2:14V

Treewood,J>y Nutwood. *
Rockwood.bg 2:29 to 2:2gg

Robs S., 2:19M, by Nutvvood
Booth Barrett, br s dam by Sultan 2:29>g

Bonnie Meiiresor, by Robert McGregor. 4.
Adelaide McGregor, b m 2:17)4 to 2:15'4

Blnckhawk McGregor 3778, 2:28, by Robert
McGregor. 2

Gen. Wiles _ 2:1914 to 2:15

Bismarck 2857, by Index. 2.

Chancellor, eh s 2:21 to 2:16

Veaco 10,996, by Harold. 2 (2)
Vasto, b b, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:lfi L4

Flaherty's Fearnaught, son of Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. M. Stanley, gr s 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaught
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p) 2:30

Motor 7411, 2:29)4, by Onward, 2:25)4.
Jennie June, bm 2:23)4 to ! :19W

Mambrino Chief Jr.
Chief.

George Washington

1,622, by McDonald

2:20 to 2:10*
Georae Washington 11,623, 2:1G*, by Mam-

brino Chief Jr.
Stella (2), dam by McDonald Chief. 2:20

IVaubuc 504, by Toronto Chief,
J. H. S., ch g (p) 2:29M

Dennis Ryan 6242, record 2:29 by Berlin
(son of Blackbird) dam Lady Washington,
by American Boy Jr.

Dennis, blk h 2:27*
Victor, 5:22, by Echo.
Pascal—untraced 2:21*

Alcantara Jr. 3703, by Alcantara
Elisa S., dam by Friday McCracken 2:16'4

Vernon Boy, by Wilson's Patchen.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, by Wapsie 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletoniau. 6
Pantomime, dam lota, by Princeps 2:26)4

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletoniau Clirlvuian. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew
2:19*,-f

Bnntan 469, record 2:28 l
4, by Enchanter. 13 (2)

Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:18s
Billy Xnrlblk 14,917, by Norfolk.
v t-iray Jim 2:22)4

Dashwood 14,962, by Legal Tender. 2(1)
Andy, bg ™ 2:20)4 to 2:20

Melbourne Kins « 962, by Mambrino King. 1

Belle, ch m, dam by All Right (p) 2:15

Killaruey. bv Rlack Ralph.
Klllarney Maid, b m, (p) 2:28)4

Tlior 6559, by Alcazar.
Thalma 2:28)4

JnuiPH Mndlsnn 1790. 2:17V, bv Anteeo. 1

Leila C. (2), dam Rill, by Prompter (p) 2:20)4

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G., by
Echo.

Jim Nutwood 2:21 U
William Tell 2:18

Dan Rice 32,908, by Gen. McClellan 143, 2
Flora 2:24)4 to 2:20*

Dan B.
Dan Mc 2:28)4

Commodore Belmont 4340.
Gale, b m, dam Irene, by Dictator 2:37)4

UNKNOWN.
Watt a Little (p) 2:17)4
EvaT 2:26)4
Delbert 2:24*

!
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ROD-
Salnio Salar Interviewed.

[BY THE SQ.DIRE.]

Interviewing seems to be the popular craze of the day.

Everybody and everything is now interviewed, who may
have the least celebrity or been the hero of any passing sensa-

tion. The subject may be an eminent physician, or a dyna-

miter's great aunt; a hair-brained spiritualist who has talked

with the devil, or a strong-minded female who has played

the devil-amoog-the-tailors in music halls; or it may even

be a boa-constrictor, which, while launching, has playfully

annexed his " pal." This being so, it struck me that it

would only be an act of justice to interview a gentleman who
plays a part of some importance in the world. I mean Mr.
Salmo Salur, the common brown trout. He is a lord in his

own way, a handsome, aristocratic fellow, of immense ser-

vice in causing the world at large to take healthy exercise.

Why, therefore, should he be left out in the cold? Feeling

sure that any remarks Mr. S. F. might have to say on fish

life in general and trout in particular would be useful, I

sought him out in his secluded home—and after an exchange
of flies—1 mean courtesies—got him into conversation.

Following the practice usually indulged in by interviewers

I must first describe his residence and surroundings. My
particular trout is a fine fellow of aldermanic proportions

and it is easy to see that he has been a fine athlete in his

time. He holds the line-breaking championship record, and
carries many trophies in his mouth. Of these he is very

proud.

At home Mr. Fario lives in retirement behind a very large

post in a mill pond, for he likes to hear the splash, splash of

the mill wheel, and taste the water as it comes scudding past
him fresh and well oxidised by the churning process. Then
there are little trifles in the way of appetisers which occa-
sionally come swimming by, and he gets the pick of these,

before they are carried to his friends and relations lower
down the stream. When I broke in upon his privacy he was
eDJoying his mid-day siesta, as all well-regulated trout of
mature years do.

" Good day, Mr. Salmo Fario, how are you ?"

'* I am tip top, sir, I thank you, but I have not the pleas-

ure and, excuse me, that is not a new sort of gaff you
have in your hand, is it ?

" Oh, dear no. That is a pencil and this is a note book. I

have called to interview you, 'so that the outside world may
learn something about your fishy life.'

"

" Pardon me, but my life has not been a fishy one."
" Certainly, I should have said your piscatorial career. I

want you to tell me all about it. Don't frown and look defi-

ant, because what you do not tell me I shall make up in the
good old interviewing way, so you may as well own up."
"Well, well, I suppose I must; tire away."
" Sir !"

" Go on I mean."
" Have you any children ?"

"Spare my blushes, I believe I have had a few thousands,
but I have not kept count, aud it is a wise trout that knows
its own children."

'' Do you think that there are as many fish in the rivers

as there were say fiv&vroar-tooY 9"
, . : . ,

• iTtfV a, uil oi it. ihey aie always being taken out aay and
night, and if we are not being taken out we are perpetually
being disturbed, which interferes with one's growth."

" Do you think there are as many aoglers nowadays as

formerly ?"

" I do not know about anglers, but there are far more men
chucking lines about the water; and then the women have
taken to it, but we do not mind them much. They never do
us much harm."

" How is that?"
" Well, you see, they are generally accompanied by a

gentleman, and they talk so much, and pay so little attention

to their fishing, that we know they are there and simplv
leave off biting until they move away."

" I suppose you have had a few narrow escapes in your
time ?

"

" You are right. I have had about as many as falls to the
lot of any fish. The narrowest squeak I ever had was during
the May fly feast. We got a bit careless just then. The
delicate morsels come down so frequently and so fast that we
get gorged and sleepy, and do not take the proper precau-
tions to examine the insect. When you have had ten or

twenty evenings without tasting steel, you take it for granted
that it is all right and you swallow without looking. I was
in that lazy humor one day, and had caught my twenty-first

fly, when I saw an extra big one come quite close. Whack !

I had him. Good Lord, what is up, said I to myself, and 1

suddenly felt a stinging pain in my jaw that told me I had
got 'em again. You see, I had sampled one or two hooks
before. Boiling with rage and chagrin at my own careless-

ness I made straight across the river, running the line out as

I went ; then I gave it a feeler to see what it would stand.

There was no mistake about that. Then I leaped a couple
of feet out of the water to get a fair look at the fool who had
got hold of me. To my disgust it was a Cockney Bank Hol-
iday ' sport,' got up in a brand new suit. I could not stand
that at any price ; I should look such a fool amongst the
neighbors. At last a happy idea struck me. I knew a post
about ten yards down. It was formerly the end of a cattle

fence that ran out into the stream. I made for that, and for

two or three minutes played at platting the maypole rouod
that. ' Now, sonny,' said I, ' haul away at that and I will

give my jaws a rest.' He pulled and pulled until 1 heard him
begin to swear, and then the line snapped on the other side

of the post. To mv horror I found that 1 was fast to the

post, for I had so twisted the line that I could not get it

undone. I was tied up to that post for three long weeks, and
might have been there now, but for the fact that a big salmon
came rushing by one day, caught the gut, and snapped it in

two."
" You are not often deceived by an artificial fly ?"

" No ! You see I have got to know them. The diflerence

is easy enough when you know and are not careless. Of
cootie the young ones will go at anything. I always look

before I buy, Very few of the artificial flies get in the water

before we see a big piece of line go flap over our noses. Then
you often see one of the jerry-built flies making his way
against the stream like a steamboat. The genuine article
does not do that."

" Have you ever been deceived by a minnow ?"
" Only once. As a rule they are such elaborate specimens

that I have to retire into a corner to laugh. Fancy a min-
now travelling along with a lot of hooks and other gearing
flying round him like the sails of a windmill. One of them
once hooked a friend of mine in the dorsal fin and he had a
sore place on his back for a week."
"What do you think the best bait calculated to kill

trout?"
" Eh !"

"The most deadly bait for trout?" Now, a fish having
no flexible eyelids cannot wink, but this old fellow did the
nearest approach to it. He whipped his tail round suddenly
and placed it by the side of his nose, giving his face a very
comical expression, as much as to say

—

"Don't you wish you may get it?"
" Don't you think the ftorm is very tempting ?"
" At times it is. I once got hold of one in a flood, and

there was a schoolboy at the other end of the line. He lugged
me clean out without stopping to play me. Happily, when
he took me off the hook he put me too near the edge of the
water, and I gave a mighty leap and got back again, but
I had a close shave of forming part of that boy's supper ?"
"A bit of salmon roe is appetizing, eh?"
"Ah! there you have us. It is the trout's bonne boucke.

But we know that is generally prettv safe."
"Why?"
"Because you fisher folk dare not use it."

"What enemies have you got besides man?"
"Oh, lots of them—pike, fungus, pollution, otters, birds

and nets."

"Did you ever have any trouble with pike?"
"Yes, there used to be a big brute down below there. He

has had many ago at me but I dodged him round this post.
That is the beauty of this bit of freehold. One day the
miller had a go for him and hooked him. He took refuge
in my corner here at last, but he had to 'get.' and, as he
went, I sang out, 'Good by, old friend. Mind the veal
stuffing.' "

"What sort of pollution do you get?"
"All kinds of foul stuff. Some of it makes us feel quite

sick and faint. One day a lot of white stuff came down that
put me offmy feed for three days, tightened up my gills, and
nearly choked me. T could not get the beastly stuff out of
my gills for days. Unless it is stopped it will settle all my
friends and relations, in this river at least. It nearly killed
my friend AnguUla latiroslris, the eel who lives at the bottom
here, and you know it takes a good bit to settle them."
"Well, you have been very good, Mr. Trout, and I shall

take care the world knows all about you."
"ThaDk you. If you will you can do me a favor."
"What is that?"

"Ask the master of otter hounds to bring his pack along
this way. The vermin are getting a bit too active."
And I left him, onlv taking with me his tale.—Shooting

Times, Eng.
.»

New Varieties of Trout.

The No-Shee Trout.—(Salmo trideus stonei, Jordan.)

Anal rays, 11. Depth of body contained four times in its

length. Pectoral, 1 1-3 in head. Eye large, 41 in head.

Maxillary, 2 1-10. Distinguished from Salmo irideus by its

small scales, the number of scales in a longitudiual series be-

in? fthnnt lssl co k-p— j *, -a— «vtrej . « ami im-

bedded, 25 above lateral line. Teeth fewer and smaller than

in the Rainbow trout. Those on the vomer in a single zig-

zag series. Axillary scales of ventral small. Upper parts

plain greenish. Spots few, and confined chiefly to the poste-

rior part of the body; spots small and sparse on the dorsal,

adipose fin, and caudal; a red lateral band, usually distinct;

cheeks and opercles with red, no red between branches of

lower jaw.

Described from a specimen 14 in. in length,collected by Mr.

Livingston Stone in McGloud river at Baird, California.

This form is well knows to the Indians and fishermen on the

Upper Sacramento, where it is known as the No-Shee. The
name Nissuee is said to be used for the same fish by the In-

dians of Siskiyou county, According to Mr. Stone, the In-

dian fisherman say that it is abundant in the McCloud river,

about eight miles above Baird. The trout are larger in size

than the ordinary irideus, one having been taken that weighed
12 pounds. A second specimen sent by Mr. -^tone is deeper
in color, the red lateral band very distinct (female taken in

May). The scales rather large (140) and irregularly placed.

This variety of Rainbow trout is named for Livin gston

Stone, Director of the United States fish hatchery at Baird,

Shasta cvunty, California, one of the most successful workers
in practical fish culture in our country.

McCloud River Trout; Shasta Trout.—(Salmo gaird-

neri Sluista, Jordan. Raiubow Trout of the Fish Culturists.)

Body comparatively short and deep, compressed. Head short,

convex, obtusely ridged above. Mouth comparatively small,

the broad maxillary scarcely reaching beyond the eye, ex-

cept in old males; the maxillary is about lj in head in

males, 2 in females. Eye large, about 5 in head. Vomerine
teeth in two alternating series; hyoid teeth wanting. Dorsal

fins moderate; caudal distinctly lunate or slightly forked.

Scales intermediate in size between those of the Coast Range
trout (Salmo gairdneri irideus) and those of the Cut-throat

trout, the usual number of transverse series about 145. Head,
4 in length; depth, 3 4 5. D. 11, A. 10 or 11. Color, green-

ish above, with bright reflections, silvery below; above every-

where profusely hut irregularly spotted; spots present on
head; spots on caudal small; belly nearly plain. Males, and
usually females, also with a broad red lateral band and red

blotches; much red on cheeks and opercles; fins usually not

red; usually a trace at least of orange dashes between
branches of lower jaw.

This name is given to the trout of the Upper Sacramento,
the tvpes having been sent by Mr. Livingston Stone from
the United States fish hatchery on the McCloud River at

Baird. This form has been largely planted in other streams,

both east and west, under the name of Rainbow trout. The
name Rainbow trout is a translation of the name Salmo irideus,

first applied by Dr. Gibbons to trout taken in San Leandro
Creek in Alameda county. The name irideus belongs, there-

fore, to the Coast Range trout, which differs slightly from
the Shasta trout above described. The scales are larger in
irideus, unually about 130. and there is no trace of the " cut-
throat ' marks under the lower jaw. In what degree the
two forms mtergrade we cannot say as yet, and the present
arrangement is only tentative until the various forms of the
Rainbow trout are better known. Only a complete survey
of the trout-bearing waters of California and neighboring
btates can give us accurate knowledge of the relationship of
the different forms.
The Kern River Ttout.—(Salmo gairdneri gUberti, Jor-

dan.)—This trout, inhabiting the deeper parts of Kern
River, is very similar to the Shasta trout, differing in the
still smaller scales, which are nearly as small as in the typical
balmo mykiss, in about 165 transverse series. The body is ro-
bust, the mouth moderate in size, the back and sides pro-
fusely and rather finely spotted anteriorly and posteriorly,
and there is in adult specimens more or less orange between
the branches of the lower jaw, this mark being faint or want-
ing m the young. Upper ray of pectoral spotted ; belly nearly
or quite immaculate.
This form of trout seems intermediate between the ordinary

Rainbow trout, or California trout, and the forms known as
Cut-throat trout. It is abundant in the Kern River Basin, in
the river channels, and reaches a weight of five to six pounds
or more.
The specimens examined by us were collected by Dr.

Charles H. Gilbert, for whom the form is named.—Dr. David
Starr Jordan in the report of the Fish Commission.

Pink-Eyed Minnesota Trout.

The game and fish commissioners of Minnesota have suc-
ceeded in propagating at the State fish hatchery in St. Paul
a breed of trout that cannot be duplicated anywhere in the
known world, says the Minneapolis Journal. The albino
trout is nothing more or less than a freak of nature, and up
to three years ago, when these fish began to make their ap-
pearance at the Minnesota none were known to exist.
Three years ago Superintendent S. S. Watkins secured

thirty-nine specimens, though where he got them is a secret
locked in the breast of the gray-haired official, who is by no
means anxious to tell how his pets were acquired. From
these fish he succeeded in bringing thirteen to maturity, but
only three specimens wintered successfully. At the spawn-
ing season there were found to be two females and one buck.
From these were obtained eggs that turned out at the hatch-
ery 147 fish, but of this number only forty-nine arrived at
maturity. The forty-nine have since multiplied, until now
Mr. Watkins has 700 albino trout in the tanks.

_
The superintendent is exceedingly careful of these beau-

ties, and well may care be taken of them, for, with their pure
white bodies, handsomely dotted with pink spots—with their
pink fins and their pink eyes—they are a curiosity not to be
duplicated in America at least. The commission has ob-
tained another very handsome species of trout by crossing
the native brook trout with the lake trout. The result is a
large and beautiful fish, highly colored and possessed of all
the game fighting qualities of the brook trout, an exception
to all the ordinary results of crossing, which are to eliminate
all the game qualities of the fish. AVithin the last year a vari-
ety of experiments in fish culture have been made at the St.
Paul hatchery. Mr. Watkins has superintended all of these
experiments, and in a conversation with a representative of
the Sunday Times yesterday, he said that the next twelve
months would, he believed, add a good many valuable facts
to the knowlpdo* «~. -* urDSD Cnuirre.

Sporting- Patents.

The following list of recently granted patents relating to

the sporting interests is reported expressly for the Breeder
and Sportsman by James Sangster, Patent Attorney, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

Device for attaching magazines to gun barrels, Lewis L.
Hepburn, New Haven, Conn., assignor to the Marlin Fire
Arms Co., same place.

Explosive compound, Benj. C. Pettingell, Victoria, Cana-
da, assignor, by means assignments, to Wm. P. Sayward,
same place.

Cartridge stop for magazine guns, George T. Thornhill,
Lochbuie, Scotland.
Method of and Dies for the manufacture of band-forgings

for military rifles, Charles E. Bailey and George F. Bowen,
Springfield, Mass.

Time-fuse for shells, Mav Dreger and Alfred Wratzke,
Magdeburg, assignors to the Gruson, Magdeburg-Buckau,
Germany.
Animal trap, John Ross, Halifax, Canada.
Animal trap, Charles A. Snow, Lime Springs, assignor of

one-half to Conrad W. Giesen, Calmar, la.

Gun Sight, Harold Strandwold, Trysil, N. D.
Arming Bicycles for Military Purposes, Achilles Briere,

Rouen, France.
Shell Ejector for Breakdown Guns, Walton C. Davenport,

Norwich, Conn., assignor to William H. Davenport, same
place.

Animal Trap, Clarence L. Brown, Canfield, Ohio.
Reloading Cartridges Holder, Arthur J. Watson, Mean

Mear, India.

Fastening for Fishing Tackle, Manson B. Allen, Battle
Creek, Mich.

Aparatus for Supplying Cartrides to Machine-Guns, John
A. Norton, and William Richards, London, England.

Bolt Gun, Herman Lieneweber, Chicago, 111.

Fish Trap, Phliologon6 H. Loud, Jr., Charleston, S. C.

Fish Trap, Robert J. Hodge, Boston, Mass.
Fish Rod Reel, George H. Newell, Grand Rapids, Mich.

-«

The New York Sun tells the following as a fact. It may
be such but it sounds rather fishy: "William Hammond of

Eldred, Sullivan county, across the Delaware from here,

keeps 400 dogs. To properly support this great canine army
he has a bakery and a meat-chopping machine, which in com-
bination use up ten barrels of flour and half a ton of meat
a week to make dog biscuits. These dogs do not all belong

to Mr. Hammond. They are the property of sportsmen in

New York, Brooklyn and Philadelphia. Hammond is a pro-

fessional trainer of hunting dogs, and he is handling and
breaking these dogs in the woods and covers of Sullivan

county for service in the field and chase. Twenty hired

men, who know something about dogs themselves, assjat

Hammond in this work,
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Gun Olub Directory.

The Counter Club. Sau Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch. Secretary.

Pacific Cniun Club, S. F. -«*•*
The Gun Club, ^au Francisco,. J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-

mt-ry St.. S. F. „ , , .

The California Wine Shooting Club. San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street. S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco. Edgar Foreter, Secretary.

605 Market Street. S. F.

The Fmpire Gun Club. San Francisco. J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oat-

ln.nd.Cal. „
Alameda Count v Sportsmen's club, Oakland. Harry Houghton,

Secretary, Oakland, 0*1. „_
The Ximrod Gnu Club. San Bruuo. P. F. E Steiner. President,

PhlL Finck, Secretary, R.R. and!6th A.ve.,S.b. F.

The Electric Guu Club. San Francisco. .Edgar Foreter, Secretary

"apuM* Aviation of Alameda County Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary. Peralta Heights. East Oakland, Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

^snlaDdTodanT'Gnu Club, Ashland, Or.-E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V
M'llford Rod and Gun Club. Medtord, Or-J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

Hi&£o%»d Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.-C. W. Power. Pres.;

F
HlLiy

a
Rod?n

C

d Gun Club. Halsey, Or.-L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Je
WiflamSte Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.-^. S. Seed, Pres.

;
G.

C
'M^nomafRod

a
a
r
nd Gun Club. Portland Or.^udge J. H. Wnal-

ev Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.

Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.-A. £. Churchill. Pres.

:

F ,W Charles, Secretary.

Dad's Old Muzzle-Loader.

"Ah"! those happy limes when we were lads. Some of us

are turning grey now, and the hair is " getting a bit thin on

the top, sir," of others; but, thank goodness, the true sports-

man always retains a certain amount ot boyishness. And it is

well that it is so. We are so rushed and knocked about in

this tearing busy world of ours that it is a relief, after the

worry of business, to turn once more to the gun case; to lift

out our favorite weapon, and gently caressing it with almost

boyish glee, to murmur, "We'll be offagain in a few days,

old fellow."

Hurrah for the stubble and the copse, hurrah for^ the

bonny brown hare and the welcome whirr of the partridge.

Let old "Time" grizzle our locks as he may; let him stiffen

cur Hmbs with rheumatism and throw his misty vapors be-

fore the lynx eye of our youth. But, hark! we hear the

merry laugh of the assembling shooters ;
once again the

sound of the rustling stubble falls on our ears, and we are

vouog again, my boys; thank God, we feel young again.

An old friend called upon me the other day bringing with

him a new gun which he had just bought. It was a twelve

hammerless ejector, with all the latest improvements, as the

advertisements say, and as my friend was extolling its

beauty, he suddenly burst into a laugh. "I say, Tom, old

chap, do you remember your father's old muzzle-loader? It

would look funny alongside my new gun, wouldn'tit?"

remember it-indeed ! Could I ever forget it ?
:ownTrom gooauewr* i „ anxr operations

it had hung over the mantel in the kitchen for years wnnuui
being used or cleaned. But as I grew older and the shooting

fever increased with my stature, its days of quiet were num-
bered.

I reached it down one tine afternoon to have a bang at

a large hawk which was bothering the fowls in the farm-

yard a good deal. Shoot the hawk, forsooth, it is a wonder
I did not shoot myself or one of my boon companions, who,
lak like, delighted in anything which showed a spice of

danger.

We poured down about three times the proper charge of

powder, followed by half of an old newspaper for wadding
and a quarter of a pound of chipped lead. And I was to

have the first shot. Great Scott ! it gives me a cold shudder
to think of it, even after the lapse of so many years. Surely

a special providence looks alter our boyish pranks.

The first shot.' The first earthquake I thought after-

wards. I could remember pulling the trigger and then, as

the novels say, all was a dreary blank. A black-eye and a

contused shoulder were the result of this, my first essay with
the old gun, besides a general soreness as though I had been
soundly thrashed, which pervaded my system for the next

few days. But as I got better I longed for another try.

( )u examining the guu I found the stock was so much
shattered that it was necessary to fasten it together, and to

the breech with a piece of rope. The spring of the lock was
broken also, and the trigger useless. The latter difficulty did

not appear insurmountable, we were youths of resource, 1 can
assure you. We got an old hammer from the tool house and
we thought that by dropping the cock upon the nipple, and
giving it a smart tap we should do nicely. But how about
aiming ? Was one to hold the gun and another to do the

tapping '. No, this division of labor did not commend itself

to our eyes, so we rigged up a sort of tripod affair to carry

the gun and thus leave both hands of the gunner at liberty.

The working of this system was by no means as satisfactory

as we had hoped ; (he tripod, being home-made, had an un-
happy knack of doubling up into hopeless shapes and at awk-
ward times. So much did that blessed three-legged arrange-
ment twist and wriggle about that it haunted my dreams, and
I nearly gave it up an a bad egg.

After a little perseverance, however, and by dint of super-

human efforts, we did eventually work ourselves into such a
stale of efficiency that we could manage about two rounds in

an afternoon. We were handicapped in our efforts inasmuch
as the whole business had to he carried on secretly, my father

being of opinion that youngsters were not to be trusted with
firearms.

Did we ever shoot anything? Oh, yes; my first kill wae
an old ram, of famous pedigree, which my father prized

highly, and after this exploit I was afraid that roy efforts to

become a sportsman were to he rudely checked.

You »ee, it was this way. On the farm there was a Btnall

plantation of about an acre in extent, and this having a dry,

sandy soil, and being rough aud hilly, some one in years

gone bv had turned it into a rabbit warren.

The rabbits would come out by the score at dusk and in the

early mornings, and as they generally used the same old

" runs," we thought that by fixing up the gun in a hedge

about twenty yards away, and laying upon one of these
" runs," we might, if fortune favored us, bag at least one rab-

bit-

Our "ordnance" being fixed in readiness, we went down
one fine night at dusk, and, after waiting a short time, a big

bunny popped his head out of the very " run " we fondly

imagined we had aimed for. A smart tap with the hammer,
a loud report and a cry of pain following, told us that we had

hit something. But, horrors! On rushing out to bag the

game, we found the poor old ram kicking in his death agony.

The gun must have got a twist, or we had mistaken the

"run," I never really knew which, but there was our victim,

as dead as a door nail in five minutes.

The dad refused to be comforted, although I imagine he

derived a sort of grim satisfaction from the tremendous hid-

ing he gave to yours truly as soon as he learned of our mis-

hap.

The old gun was locked up, and I had to be content with a

catapult for some weeks. Still yearning after a firearm of

some sort, however, I got an old flute, and by carefully block-

ing up all the holes but one (which I left for a touch hole),

and carving a rough stock, I made such a weapon as surely

never existed before or since. The "gun " had certain disad-

vantages, not the least being a way the charge had of finding

its way through the touch hole as often as through the muz-
zle. After setting fire to my clothes twice, and burning off

my hair and eyebrows as fast as they could grow, my father

thought it best to get me a proper gun and allow me to use it

in a legitimate way.

Perhaps this pleasure would not have been granted me so

soon but for the following incident. My powder had to be

hidden from prying eyes, and I had put it in an old mustard

tin and buried it in the garden. Naturally enough, it became
damp and .vould not ignite, so I took it into the kitchen aud

put it into the oven when the servant's back was turned. My
ill luck followed me as usual, and I forgot to take it out be-

fore going to school. Of course it was baking day, and
equally of course the oven plate got redhot, and a mighty ex-

plosion ensued. Fortunately no one was hurt, but the inci-

dent helped my father to makeup his mind, and after this I

had my own little ammunition chest, and kept all my shoot-

ing requisites in good order. Father used to sav that he

never regretted the day he bought me a gun and gave me
permission to use it without restraint, and personally I feel

that it was a red-letter d^y in a most uneventful life.

It is singular how boyish prank clings to our recollection

in after life. To this day my sporting friends twixt me good-

humonredly about my exploits with Dad's "old muzzle load-

er."—Whimbrel, in Shooting Times.

Shooting in the Argentine.

Oswald Schlueter, who keeps the emporium for hunters in

Woodland, is an enthusiast on field sports. He has en-

joyed much sport in the pursuit of wild game and is never

happier than when relating some of his experiences, says

the Woodland Democrat.
"The best fowl shooting I ever had was in the Argentine

Republic near Buenos Ayres," said he. " The country is

mostly prairie, havihg very few obstructions to annoy the

hunter. What few shrubs grow are very low and do not

hinder in the least the free use of the gun.

"The finest game is a quail or partridge, somewhat larger

than the mountain quail of California. The birds are found

in abundance everywhere, and might be slain by the thous-

ands, but there are no 'pot' or market hunters there. Let
?*rn
—

t~~" A ~r*r— •* «*&Jir4ojmch a field and he would
kill as long as his ammunition lasted, though necouiu uui

use the game. Game is so plentiful there that the markets
never think of offering it for sale.

" It is very odd to note the difference in th« habits and
tastes of sportsmen in different countries. I spent three years

in that country, and in all that time saw only one N. 10

caliber shotgun. It was owned by an American, and he
could not buy ammunition for love or money. There are a
great many English sportsmen there, and they invariably use
a Xo. 12 gun. The Spaniards scorn even this bore, and pre-

fer a 16-caliber. I have seen them use as small as No. 2S,

and do excellent work with it. A Spaniard rarely shoots

over a dozen birds, no matter if the field is full of them. He
takes pride in his skill on the wing, but a few birds satisfy

him.
"There are also many geese, ducks and other water-fowls

in season to be found on the Rio de la Platte.

"The shot-guns used there are nearly all of French and
English make, but the rifles and pistols, with few exceptions
are of American manufacture. The Spanish aristocrats go a

great deal on appearance, and the guns for the Buenos Ayres
trade are nearly all nickel-plated and silver-mounted. The
pistols, like the shot-guns, are of small caliber, generally 22,

30, 32 and 38. A revolver with a blue barrel and a wood
handle would not sell there for two bits. Nothing less than
nickel and ivory goes, and the Spaniards usually buy a pearl-

handled pistol with silver or gold mounting. Many small

22 caliber pistols and revolvers are sold to Spanish senors.

They carry them in their vest-pocket with their toothpicks.

As a rule they do not often use their pistols, but when they
do they handle them with deadly expertness, notwithstand-

ing the small caliber.

"Few rifles are used and those only for mountain sport-

ing where plenty of deer, lion and a species of tiger is found.

The rifles must at least have the magazine plated and a few

silver plates on the stock. The Bemington is the favorite,

though a few Winchesters are used. The Smith and Wesson
and the Colts pistols are what they consider the right thing
for pocket arms.

" A Chinaman is the most practical pistol-buyer of any
nationality. He selects a blue pistol with as large a caliber

as he can get. The least attractive and the larger the ball it

carries the better it suits him. He values a pistol for the ex-

ecution it will do."
- »

The Freeport Gun Club.

The World's Championship.

When Messrs. Brewer and Carver met in Chicago some two
weeks since, it was supposed that definite arrangements would
be made regarding a match between them which had "been

the occasion of conaiderable talk through the columns of the

American Field. It wa« thought that the match would be

at 200 first-class birds, for $500 a side, and that the one match
would settle which of the two men is champion live pigeon
shot of the world. After a very little talk it was plain to be

seen that both of them were willing for almost any other ar-

rangement, though Dr. Carver was quite well satisfied to shoot

the one race. Accordingly the race for $500 was called ofi.

Mr. Brewer was allowed to take down his forfeit and on Fri-

day last they met and arranged for a series of matches to be

shot during the winter, the winner of the'majority of them to

be declared champion of the world. The agreement entered

into was as follows :

Chicago, 111., Nov. 16, 1S94.
Editor American Field:—As we both claim thp

World's Championship in live pigeon shooting, and as we are
both desirous that this question shall be settled between us,

and that the rightful one shall be accorded all the glory that
attaches to this title, we hereby agree to have a medal made
emblematic of the World's Championship, each paying one-
half the cost of same, and to shoot ten matches at 100 live
pigeons each mnn each match, under conditions and rules
hereafter named for said medal and the title of " Champion
Live Pigeon Shot of the World," each man paying for his

own birds in each match ; aud that the winner of six or more
out of the ten matchesshall take the medal and be entitled to
all the honors that go with it.

And it is further agreed that these ten matches shall be
shot on or before May 1, J 895, and that if either of us fail to

appear on the day named for a match (unavoidable sickness
preventing excepted) the on* so failing shall forfeit that

match to the man appearing for the match. In case we can-
not agree upon the places where these matches shall be shot,

then the editor of the American Field shall name the places
where the unshot matches shall take place.

After this medal is won by either of us it shall be subject

to challenge from any one in the world, the challenger being
required to deposit as forfeit money with the American
Field or some other reliable paper at the lime of making the
challenge, the sum of $250, the remainder of the stake (which
stake shall be $500) to be posted on the day when the match
is to take place and before a gun has been shot in the race.

In case either party to the challenge shall fail to appear and
shoot the match on the day named, be shall forfeit his deposit
to his opponent.
Matches for this trophy shall be shot undei Hurlingham

rules, except that the gun shall not exceed eight (8) pounds
in weight, and the position of the gun may be any the shooter
chooses to adopt.

The holder of this medal on being challenged shall, within
thirty (30) days of date of challenge, name time and place
when said match shall be shot and shall, upon accepting the
challenge, also post his forfeit of $250.

Matches for the medal and championship shall be shot
within sixty (60) days of date of challenge.

This trophy, emblematic of the "Champion Live Pigeon
Shot of the World," shall never bceome the absolute prop-
erty of any man, but is always and forever subject to chal-

lenge.

In challenge matches for this trophy each man shall shoot
-ftt.lOQ first claws birds and each party to the race shall bi
allowed to furnish one-halt of the biros n i^ ~_ *_*:..«,

In caae a man holding the trophy dies with the trophy un
challenged for, then it shall go to the first man issuing i

challenge for it. Dk. W. R. Carver.
Witnesses: John L. Bkewer.

C. P. Richards,
Geo. W. Strell. —American FiddL

The Freeport (fun Club had its first shoot for the season

la*i Saturday, at Bluerocks- Following is the score:

n. D. Sack 1 1 1 1 oo 1 1 1 1— s
Mi. Until 1 110100111—7

ick iij>i ioi on— 7
11100 10111—7

H. Hack 1101011101—7
00 1 1010 11—5

F. N. KlrtJan uiiOOOlloi— 5
J. H. Beach- 00 1 lOOOOoo— 2
W. HIte... 100001000 0-2

The " Old Boys " Hunt.

The annual hunt of the " Old Boys " Hunting Club oc-

curred last week, and the result was reported at J. Craig's.

There were two sides, one under command cf John Shay,

and the other of George Miller. The largest score, S40

points, was made by W. T. Covington, who brought in from

his day's sport 23 quail, 9 rabbits and 1 wildcat. The others
hunting on John Shay's side were the following : Dr. Clar-

ence Dickey, 28 rabbits and 3 quail; E. E. McGibbon, 7 rab-
bits; D. H. Wixon, 7 rabbits: W. F. Holcomb, 4 rabbits,!
quail, 1 dove ; Smith Haile, 30 quail, 5 rabbits, 2 doves;
Charles McDonald, 32 quail, 8 rabbits I dove. The total

score for this side for 37S0 points. For George Miller's side,

he himself killed 11 rabbits and 42 quail; Wm. Thode, 23
rabbits, 26 quail and 2 hawks; Frank McDonald, 5 rabbits, 32
quail and 5 doves. The total for this side was 2S40 points,

but the average per man was greater than for John Shay's
side. Later the two sides joined in a barbecue at the sprioga,

the members of the defeated side bearing the expense. The
game killed in the hunt formed the basis of the barbecue

—

Los Angeles Times.

The American Live Bird Championship.

The contest for the live bird championship of America

took place at Watson's Park, Chicago, en Thursday, Novem-
ber 15th. Geo. Kleidman won. The scores were as fol-

lows :

Ed. Biugbaui

Dr. Carver

J. A. R, Elliott

J. L. Brewer

I Chas. Grimm..

C. W. Budd.

Robin

Geo. Kleiuman,,.,,

. 2222222202
2222222200

. 1021211222
2222221012
1222121211

. 1212210122
20212212L1

. 2222210112
2202202221
2222222110

. 1120111102
1021221122
0110200 -'12

. 2022222020
2222212212

. 0121111112
12202121 11

. 22122212^2
02222200'*2

mztmii

2222222022
1222220222
0101212022
1102022121
2200212222
1212012111

1221110122
2212222011
11-22221112

20012021

U

0220112202
1020202222
02 20225210
0112022112
11U101121
1021221121
22222 til22
2223002221

2022222222 2200220020
0222UW -
0211212122 :

120222222 :

2222220101
! 2021211121

U212202012
1122U12W—70
1212202021
2222102111

1112112101
1211222221

1211(122111

1112221221

2002221200 2020221121
210\v

2211220011
2100W
1121122121
2122221222

0110002122
-50

1011212102
2222222112,
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CARTRIDGE &.ND SHELL.

Bears are said to be very pleatiful near Porterville.

El Kerrisou bagged 27 ducks at Alvarado Sunday,

The Yolo river is still low, and ducks are reported scarce.

J. H. Sammi bagged 39 ducks at Suisun on Sunday last.

The Teal and Mallard clubs are still at it " hammer and
tongs."

Phil Bekeart and Varney were at McG ill's on Sunday
and bagged 23 ducks.

The "Willows Lodge Club at Alvarado have been having
superb duck shooting the past week.

Thos. Peather, of Oakland, was at Teal the first of last

week and made the superb bag of 115 birds.

Chas. Dietz, Lloyd Eaton and J. Markland bagged 125

docks at the Mallard Club on Sunday last.

Harry Golcher and Ed Bosqui bagged two dozen quail,

and Frank Vernon 20 at Point Reyes Sunday.

L. L. Campbell is spending the week among the quail at

San Gregorio with two or three of his young Irish setters.

F. E. Miller, Clarence Crowell, C. W. Burgans. H. H.
Newton and Fred Boyce were at Mt. Eden on Sunday, and
all made good bags.

Geo. Work defeated L. S. Thompson in a 100 bird race at

the Hollywood grounds, Long Branch, on November 13,

with a score of 91 to 82.

The preliminary arrangements for the grand Sportsmen's
Exposition have been completed. It will be held at Madison
Square Garden, May 13 to May 18, 1895.

The shooting at the Cordelia Club has been excellent the

last week. Col. Eddy bagged 44 and Mr. Whittier 72 on

Friday last in about two hours' shooting.

Adolph Lorsbach has returned from an extended visit to

Lake county, where he combined pleasure and business by

bagging quite a number of quail.

The Santa Barbara County Club of Monticito, Santa Bar-

bara county, have filed articles of incorporation. R. J.

Hall, C. B. Hale and Ronald Thomas are the directors.

On the Monday following the champion shoot Dr. Carver

and Geo. Kleinman shot a 100 bird race for $100 at Watson's

Park, Chicago, Carver winning with a score of 91 to 87.

A sportsmen's club is talked of in Sonora, Tuolumne
county. We trust that this club will be organized and that

it will put forth its best efforts for the protection of the game
of that section.

The Spoonbill Gun Club of Sacramento will give a blue

rock shoot on the morning of Thanksgiving Day. There
will be one match in which newspaper men only will be al-

lowed to compete.

Chas. Zeiner forsook Alviso for the time being and spent

last week at Banta's with a couple of friends. He had great

luck with the geese and ducks, as "Sandy" and others who re-

ceived strings of ducks, can testify.

A moose weighing 1,009 pounds, 7 feet high at the shoulder

and 9 feet long from nose to tail was on exhibition at a mar-

ket in Bangor, Maine, recently. It was shot by a resident of

Cornith near Chairback Mouutain.

Chas. Rablef, a saloon-keeper at 3 Merchant street, San
Francisco, was arrested on Bay Farm Island on Thursday of

last week £or shooting rail in violation of the county ordi-

nance. Rablef had seven rail in his possession when ar-

rested.

Young sportsmen and those of the older school who occa-

sionally shoot ground squirrels should be very careful at

this season of the year. The farmers are putting out great

quantities of poisoned wheat and barley and the danger of

poisoning should not be overlooked.

Good duck shooting is not confined to California by any
means. According to Shooting and Fishing Geo. Work, the

well-known trap shot, ran down to Havre de Grace, Md., on

the first of the month and secured 82 birds to his own gun.

Redheads and blackheads exclusively.

The Boy's Gun.

It is a mooted question with many boys and their parents

at what age they may be trusted with a gun, and the answer

is,
* ;

It depends on the boy j"

If he is a sensible, well-balanced American boy, whose aim

is to make a man, he may have a gun at twelve years, or

even a trifle sooner if his father or some grown-up friend

will take him in hand and teach him to handle it in a sports-

manlike manner.

The gun should be a single-barrel breech-loading twelve-

bore gun, and it should not weigh more than about six

pounds, and should have atop action to the barrels as being

leastlikely to cause an accident. Thisgun will cost from $7

to $10, and it should be remembered that in buying a gun for

a boy a reputable firm should be chosen, so that the gun may

be in every way sound and reliable, which it will be if a fair

price is paid for it. The case will be 50 cents to $1.50 ex-

tra. The cartridges will eost$i 50 per 100, and they should

be filled with No. 6 shot, as that is the most useful size, and
liable to do the most execution.

The gun should be as carefully fitted to the boy as if it

were a coat, for it must be remembered that if a short-stocked

gun fits a short-armed or a short-necked boy, it will not fit a

long-armed or a long-necked boy, and the matter of the

amount of " crook " or curve in the stock is also an important

factor as to how the boy will be able to shoot with it. Most
of the large firms have a skeleton stock which is adjusted to

the purchaser until it fits him, and then the correct angle,

etc., is known, but in many places they may not have this

very important item.

A mark should then be made on the wall, and the boy told
to pull the gun up to his shoulder with both eyes staring at
the mark

;
then let him close the left eye, and if the barrel

covers the mark the gun fits him, and if it covers above or
below, the stock is not the right shape, and another gun
should be tried until one is found to fit. Unless it does fit it

is next to useless, until some one has explained the defect to

the boy and taught him not to aim straight at the mark, but
above or below as the case ma/ be. It is not advisable to

let the boy load his own cartridges.

Having equipped the boy, the first thing is to teach him
how to handle the gun. Impress upon him that the muzzle
must be always kept above the line of his head so that if it

goes ofl accidentally it will explode in the air. That he must
never carry it at full cock except when expecting a shot at

every moment, and that he must always keep his eyes open
to see where other boys are so as to keep the gun pointing
from them, and also see that their gun is not pointing at
him

Directly shooting is over, if only for an hour, let bim be
taught to take the cartridge out of the gun, to avoid accidents
of the u didn't know if was loaded " kind. In getting over a
wall, fence or ditch, let one go first, and the others throw the
guns over to him crosswise; never reach them over by taking
hold of the muzzle or stock; and in getting over alone always
hold the gun in front, never let it follow the body, as a twig
or the clothes may touch the trigger and explode it. If

possible it is better to have the tutor to go out with the boy
a time or two and teach him these matters practically, and
see that he does do, not because he must, but because no
sportsman does otherwise.

When he has learned to handle the gun properly giv** him
some lessons in shooting. Catch some sparrows in a " four-

brick" trap. Put one under a flower pot or can at twenty
yards from the boy, and when he says he is ready, pull the
string attached to the pot, let the bird fly and let him shoot
at it. It is easy to tell if he shoots under it or over it ; ex-
plain which he did and let him try again. Teach him not

to be in a hurry, that he is only twenty yards away, and that
the gun will kill up to forty yards certain, that the bird flies

about twenty feet to the second, and that shot flies about nine
hundred feet to the second, so that he has practically three

seconds to take aim ; then with the watch demonstrate to

him how long a space of time three seconds is. If the parent
is a practical shot he can take his own gun and tell the boy
to pull the cord and set a bird free, standing and counting
aloud 1, 2, 3, 4, before he fires and kills the bird ; but he
should be pretty certain of killing it or the lesson is lost.

For this sparrow shooting No. 10 shot should be used in

place of No. 6. Once the bov grasps the idea and sees its

value, he will teach himself the remainder.

It is not advisable to give a boy a rifle because it is a much
more dangerous arm and very liable to kill where it strikes.

A shotgun is practically safe sixty yards away, but a rifle will

carry much further, and the bullet being heavier is so liable

to hit a stone or a tree and fly in a totally different direction.

This is not the case (to the same extent) with shot. The one
great thing to teach a boy with a gun is that he must exer-

cise the greatest watchfulness and care ; that accidents are

only to happen to ignorant, unsportsmanlike people who
have no business with a gun, and if this is once established

in his mind, he will almost teach himself how to find game
and how to kill it. Prompt him through his pride to be care-

ful, and by that pride not let other boys, unused to guns, fool

with his gun when there is a charge in it.—Will Pond in

Inter Ocean.

[It should be remembered that the prices of guns and

shells given in the above article are Eastern prices.

—

Ed.]

The Birmingham-England gun and ammunition trade is

now more active than it has ever been during the past twenty

years, a fact solely attributed to the demand for war material

in the East. Some of the largest manufactories are in full

swing night as well as day, and thousands of guns are turned

out daily. Since the outbreak of hostilities between China
and Japan no fewer than 150,000 guns have been exported to

the East. This consignment has had a rather unique history.

In 1885 the German Government decided to dispose of ihe

whole of the weapons used in the Franco-German war,

together with the arms that were captured from the French.

The late Mr. George Kynoch was at that time the head of a

well-known firm of ammunition makers at Witton, Birming-
ham. He purchased 200,000 rifles, and at the same time
another dealer bought a large stock of bayonets. At a later

period the guns were taken possession of by a Birmingham
banking company as security, and as they were not redeemed

an attempt was made to convert them into a more modern
type of firearm. The experiment, however, was a failure,

and after nearly 50,000 had been spoiled, the balance re-

mained in the hands of the band. Soon after the declaration

of war in the East, the whole stock was bought up by the

Birmingham gunmakers and consigned to South Africa. Sub-

sequently they were transhipped, according to arrangement,

in mid ocean. Last week a Chinese agent was in negotiation

with a Birmingham manufacturer for the supply of 20,000

rifles and bayonets. It should also be mentioned that over

ten million military cartridges have been turned out in Birm-
ingham during the last two months.

THE KENNEL.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Glenmore Kennels of West Berkeley have four or five
bitches from Portland booked to their Finglas dogs. There
is no better Irish setter blood on earth than is now owned by
the Glenmore Kennels, and we are pleased to note that the
public realize this fact.

We were led into a very pardonable error last week on re-
ceiving a copy of the new English paper " Dogs." We had
previously received a prospectus of a paper called "Our
Dogs" and supposed that the one received was the paper
talked-of-" Dogs" is published by the Stock-keeper Co. Our
Dogs will be published by Theo. Marples, assisted by Geo.
Raper.

Any one wishing a cocker spaniel puppy of first-class
breeding should consult our advertising columns. The
Pastime Cocker Kennels are offering some excellent puppies
of both sexes by their well-known winner Woodland Duke, a
son of Champion Black Duke. This kennel is now the lead-
ing cocker kennel of the Coast. Its proprietors are well-
known and any one purchasing of them can be assured that
any dog offered by them is exactly as represented.

There was a judge, and he was an authority up^n collies,
and he had to award a special for the best of several breeds.
Amongst the competitors was a toy Spaniel, and the toy
Spaniel took thejudge's eye, and it seemed as though the lit-

tle dog would beat all comers. But the judge knew how to
judge a collie, and ran his hand over the little toy Spaniel,
and great was his disgust. " Take it out," said he ; " it has
no under coat I" And away the little dog was taken, and
now toy Spaniel breeders want to know what it all meant.

—

English Stockkeeper.
**

New England Field Trials.

The dog poisoner continues his nefarious work at San Ra-
fael. Some 25 dogs have succumbed to his wiles. The resi-

dents are offering large rewards for his apprehension.

Dr. C. A. Lougest, the Massachusetts bloodhound faucier,

has purchased of Mr. Norman Higgs the mastiff bitch Lady
Cameron, said to be the shortest-faced and heaviest wrinkled

bitch in England.

While hunting quail back of Fruitvale last week W. L.

Prather Jr. lost his liver and white pointer bitch Kubv, by

Carmel—Bella T. She was a very promising pup and we
sincerely trust that she will be returned to her owner.

Mr. Pratt, of Little Rock, Arkansas, has purchased of

Messrs. Smith and Baker, of Sheffield, the St. Bernards, Le
Prince and La Princesse. Both are by Young Bute. Le
Prince weighed 169 pounds at eight months old and is a win-

ner of many prizes.

A sweepstake, open to members of the New England Field

Trial Club, was run off at the club's grounds at Assonet,Mass.

on November 13th. N. Wallace, of Farmington, Conn.,

judged. The American Field speaks of the grounds and
gives the results of the running as follows

:

The club preserves cover about 3,000 acres and are prob-
ably as good a field trial ground as can be found in this part
of the country. There are plenty of pastures and large stubble-
fields, where there is abundant opportunity for the do^s to
show their pace and range. Then there are swamps, thickets
and cover, which serve to protect the game and where the
dog has a chance to show the careful, close work necessary
in New England shooting.

SUMMARY.
Assonet, Mass , November 13, 1894.—Sweepstake, open to

pointers and setters owned by members of the New England
Field Trial Club. Fee to start, $15, of which $5 must be
paid at time of making the nomination. First prize 40 per
cent, second 30 per cent and third 20 per cent of entry fee.

W. C. Baylie's English setter dog Tennessee Vandal, by
Corsair—Effie Hill, with Hobart Ames' English setter dog
Rolla, by Roderigo—M'liss.

U. W. Amnry's pointer dog Bounce, by Bob—Sal, with
Bavard Thayer's English setter bitch Polly II.

Hampton Kennels' English setter bitch Echo of Hamp-
ton, by Morris' Don—Sperry's Flirt, with A. R. Sharp's Eng-
lish setter bitch Our Pet, by Corsair—Thulah.
Cohannet Kennels' English setter dog Kent II, by Count

Howard—Lady Westmorland, with H. Merriam's English
setter dog Freak, by Rowdy Rod—Eve.
Hampton Kennels' Gordon setter bitch Jolly G.,by Clark's

Jake—Daisy M., with D. A. Goodwin's English setter dog
Bradley, by Rowdy Rod—Breeze Gates.
Harry Dutton's pointer dog Duke of Kent, by Tempest

—

Nadjy of Naso, a bye.

II.

Tennessee Vandal with Bounce.
Our Pet with Bradley.

1st—Our Pet.

2d—Bradley.
3d—Bounce.

Cocker Spaniels.

A. C. Waddell, in a would-be-contemporary, says the cocker

of to-day is not used for field purposes as of old. We admit

that the majority of the Eastern and Canadian cockers are

not used much for hunting. But Mr. Waddell has yet to learn

a few things about California. The cocker of San Francisco

and vicinity is used extensively in the field and on the marsh

for quail, snipe and rail and for retrieving ducks, also in the

mountains for grouse, and furthermore those that use them

would not exchange them for any setter or pointer living.

The principle breeders all use their cockers afield, among

them, Dr. A. C. Davenport, F. E. Miller, W. L. Prather Jr.,

Jas. Kerlin and Fred Webster.

We don't know where Waddell has seen his " bench show

cocker" unless, indeed, he has run on to some of McKoons,
which even McKoon does not claim to be bench show win-

ners. To quote his words :

"The cocker of to-day, as we see him on the bench, is a
beautiful little dog, well proportioned as he must be under
the American standard, but deficient in that "get away"
hunting dash, covering every foot of ground, putting up
every bird, woodcock and pheasant in the alders and woods
he hunted through. I say the cocker of to-day is deficient

in these hunting qualities. Why is it? I claim their looks

denote the cause. Although none have claimed that they

have resorted to out crosses of the King Charles and Blen-

heim, yet the longer ear, more prominent eye and more
square muzzle of the King Charles and Bleuheim spaniel

appear in the bench show cocker of this day, with the ac-

companying deficiency of field hunting qualities."

It is quite evident that Mr. Waddeli has attended but few

shows of late years. That there is a so called cocker to be

seen occasionally throughout the United States, with a de-

cided King Charles look about the face cannot be denied but

his pedigree is always a " lost " one and he cannot by any
stretch of imagination be called a bench show cocker. The
standard does not call for long ears and the real genuine

bench show cocker can be traced for many generations. A
cross of King Charles or Blenheim could readily be detected

if such existed. We would not go out of our way to contra-

dict Mr. Waddell were not his article a positive injury to I
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Coast bleeders who bave spared no pains to get the best East-

era blood aod who are the only breeders in the United States

that as a olo® hunt their spaniels and have no use for those

that are not actual field workers. To be sure a great many

of the cockers in this State are used only as pets, but the

same may be said of both pointers and setters.

Kennel Registry.

Visits. Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed.pubiished in this column

free of charge. Please use the following form:

SALES.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold & black-

cocker dog pup by Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black Duke
—Woodland J ude)—Peg Woffington 29.75S (Ked Roland-
Jessie M.) whelped October 7, 1894, to Ed Prather, Oakland,

Cal.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold a black

cocker dog pup by Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black Duke
—Woodlanl Jude)—Peg Woffington 29,758 (Red Roland-
Jessie M.) whelped October 7, 1894, to Mr. Hunt, of Doe,

Hunt & Co., Oakland. Cal.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold a black

cocker dog pup by Woodland Duke, 29,323 (Ch. Black Duke
—Woodland Jude—Jessie M. 30,184 (Rao—Fanny (whelped

September 2, 1S94, to Thos. Prather, Oakland, Cal.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold a black

cocker dog pup by Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black Duke
—Woodland Jude)— Jessie M. 30.1S4 (Rao—Fanny) whelped
September 2, 1894, to Fred Boel, Oakland, Cal.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold a black

cocker bitch pup by Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black

Duke—Woodland Jude)—Jessie M., 31,1S4 (Rao—Fanny)
whelped September 2, 1894, to Jos. Mclnerney, Oakland,

Cal.

Pastime Cocker Kennels, Oakland, Cal., have sold a black

cocker bitch pup by Woodland Duke 29,323 (Ch. Black
Duke—Woodland Jude)—Jessie M. 30,184 (Rao- -Fanny)
whelped September 2, 1894, to Mrs. Harrison Clay, Oakland,
Cal.

Glenmore Kennels, West Berkeley, have sold the Irish

setter dog pup Lord of Glenmore—by Barrymore 34,802

(Finglas—Ch. Ruby Glenmore)—Belle C. 10,362, whelped
July 26, 1894, to Geo. B. Gray, Oakland, Cal.

Henry Huber, San Francisco, has sold a pointer bitch

puppy, whelped July 7, by Upton of Blithe (Ightfield Up-
ton—Ightfield Blithe)—Juno H. (Duke of Vernon—Ch
Sally Brass II) to Jas. G. Frazier, San Francisco.

The Brien-Duff Investigation.

The Board of Stewards held a long session Monday even

ing. The principal witness was Willis Duff, the ex-foreman of

the Santa Anita stable, who arrived in the city that day from

the Baldwin ranch. He denied the statements made against

him by other witnesses, but became a little mixed up un-

der cross examination.

A member of the board is reported to have said last night

that unless something very unexpected happened both Brien

.od Dnff will be ruled off the turf for good. There is a sus-

picion that both were ready to do business. This was rather

peculiar, inasmuch as neither knew what the other was do-

ing, consequently one or the other failed to deliver the goods

in every race. The trainer probably had matters arranged

to win, while the foreman had everything fixed to lose. A
A very sharp lookout has kept on the movements of Brien

from the firstday of his arrival, as his reputation as a trainer
had preceded him to the coast. Horsemen all over the coun-
try were surprised when it was announced that E. J. Bald-
win had secured Brien as head trainer. Many thought it

was a mistake, but it turned out to be a reality.

It is alleged that Brien made a proposal to do business
with a certain bookmaking firm. The Stewards in some way
learned all about the matter and at once laid a scheme to Itrip

up Brien with the aid of a bookmaker. He was offered $5000
to "fix" Rey el Santa Anita in his firet race. Brien looked
over the entries for the race and said it would not be safe to
"fix" Rey e! Santa Anita, as he outclassed his field eo much
that it would invite too much criticism to lose, but that he
would be ready for operations |in the near future. Brien
never got a chance to get any of the $5,000, as the Board of
Stewards came to the conclusion that it would be expedient to
stop him.
The investigation appears to show that Duff's connection

with certain affairs has been suspicious. There is a suspicion
that Rey el Santa Anita must have run "short" in his first

race, but whetherany book profited by his defeat is not fully
known.

The result of the investigation by the Board of Stewards
into the running of the Santa Anita horses was the warning
off of Trainer Brien and Foreman Duff. While there was
not evidence conclusive enough to convict these men, from
the testimony they aod others gave the stewards were of one
mind in the matter. This was that both were willing to do
" crooked " work, and had in fact clone it. It was unfor-
tunate that proof was not at hand. Under the circumstances,
therefore, the officials thought they would be doing right to
the public by informing the accused horsemen that their
room was more desirable than their company. This was done
yesterday. Just what Baldwin will do in the matter can
only be conjectured.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-
men lobe the best and mo9t confortable line to ship horses by,
being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points
East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trains
daily to all points East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

W. R. VlOS,
D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB BACfiS.*

TWEST5-FIFTH DAT—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26.

.HE leaden clouds, presaging rain,

and chill winds booming from the

bold Pacific did not deter the faith-

ful followers of the flyers from at-

tending the races to-day, by any

means, though the card presented

did not, at first glance, appear as

interesting as it has on several

other occasions. Those who ex-

pected to see easy wins throughout

were disappointed agreeably, for a

person could scarcely wish for better sport than was afforded

in every one of the five races. One favorite, three well-

backed second choices and one rather long shot finished first,

so that the bookmake-s had several deep shades the best of

the argument on the gold question. Combs rode two winners

this afternoon in fine style, while Eddie Jones, Felix Carr

and Bob Isom were also skillful enough to land a winner

apiece.

Duchess of Milpitas ran second until well in the home-

stretch in the fir6t race, and then said ta-ta to May McCarthy

and Howard (the favorite) and woo handily by a length from

May McCarthy, who in a drive beat Howard a nose for place.

Pasha and Bernardo drove it out in the second, after both

had run prominently to the homestretch, Pasha winning

cleverly by a neck, Expense a fair third.

Sister Mary won the third race, one mile, with 124 pounds

up, in the fast time of 1:40 J, Polaski coming so strong at the

end that Carr had to shake up the big mare about a six-

teenth from home in order to land her a winner by a length

McLight ran a good third, a fine performance for the first

time out.

The Darebin-Miss Clay filly is a rare good 'on. She led.

nearly all the way in the fourth event and actually won

easily in 1:132 for the full six furlongs, with Mollie R. a

good second, the favorite. Playful, a poor third, after run-

ning well up to the final sixteenth. The winner showed

ability to do the route in 1:13$, carrying the weight she bad

up to-day—103 pounds.

The last race of the afternoon was the best—one of the

most exciting and gamiest affairs seen in many a day. Brod"

head and Miss Buckley alternated in the lead up to the final

furlong, then Commissioner made a bold bid, and after a hot

fight got his head in front. Then old Hv Dy came through

the bunch with that great burst of his. He joined Commis-
sion about a sixteenth from home, and in a terrific drive

Commission won afastraceby anose in l:40i, with Brodhead
a fair third.

How the Maces Were Run,

Howard went to the post a slight favorite, opening at 3,

closing at 2 and 2h to 1. May McCarthy, Wag and Duchess
of Milpitas*were each at 3 to 1, Snow Blossom 15, and Re-
lampago 40 to 1. The start was not of the best, the order

being Duchess of Milpitas, May McCarthy, Snow Blossom.

McCarthy, the Duchess and Howard ran lengths apart pass

ing the half-pole. They bunched up closely going the next
quarter, the order remaining the same, however. Charley
Weber went to the bat on Howard half-way down the

straight, and the Duchess of Milpitas came on and won
handily by a length from the driven-out pair. May Mc-
Carthy getting the place by a nose, Howard third. Wag
was fourth. Time, 1:13.

Numerous scratches brought the field in the second race

down to the starters. Bernardo, at 2 to 1, was a well played

favorite. Pasha opened at 2, closed at 11 to 5. Morven and
Dick Behan were at 6 to 1, Expense 10, Monrovia 12, Silver

100 to 1. Monrovia, Pasha, Bernardo was the order as the

flag fell to a fair start. Monrovia, Reno and Pasha ran close

together, passing the half-pole. Bernardo now ran up fast,

and turning for home was half a length in front of Morven,
she as far from Pasha, Monrovia fourth. Morven fell back
beaten in the straight, Pasha and Bernardo fighting it out to

the bitter end. Eighty yards of the finish Pasha's white face

showed in front, and Bernardo could not head him, the son

ofCyrus and Laelia winning by a neck, Bernardo second, one
and a half lengths from Expense, at whose heels came Mor-
ven. Time, 1:13}—a fine run on such a windy, chilly day.

Four starters composed the field in the third race, one mile,

selling. Sister Mary, entered not to be sold, was at 1 to 2 in

the betting, Polaski 17 to 10, McLight 20 and Ledalia 100 to

1. Sister Mary, Ledalia, McLight was the order to a good
start. Sister Mary, against the inner rails, was sent to the

front, McLight, on the outside, after her. At the quarter

the famous mire was two lengths to. the good, McLight sec-

ond, one and a half from Polaski. The order was the same
passing the half, Polaski now but a head behind McLight.
Into the homestretch it was Sister Mary first by over a length

Polaski second, three parts of a length from McLight. Po-
laski and McLight closed up on Sister Mary, and Carr had to

shake the big bay mare up a little about a sixteenth from
home. At the end she won handily by a scant length from
the hard-driven Polaski, who in turn was a trifle over a length

from McLight, third. Time, 1:40$—a fine performance with
124 pounds up.

Playful was made a hot favorite in the fourth race, a six-

furlong event, for two year-olds, opening at S to 5, closing at

6 to 5. The Darebin—Miss Clay filly was very well

supported at 3 to 1, Mollie R. at 5, Midas 8, Repeater 12,

Don Ciesar 20 and Santa Cruz 50 to 1. Playful, Mollie R,.

Miss Clay was the order to a good start. The iatter, well on
her stride. 60on passed to the fore, leading Playful a head at

the half and into the homestretch, where Mollie R. was a

good third. Miss Clay came away from Playful about a fur-

long from home. A little over a sixteenth from the finish

Mollie R. began to loom up as a dangerous factor, but with a

little shaking up the Miss Clay filly drew away again and
won easily at the end by a length, Mollie R., driven out,

second, three lengths from Playful, who beat Midas as far.

The time, 1:13}, marked a tine performance for a two year-
old.

A mile dash for selling platers wound up a good diy's
sport. Brodhead opened at S to o, but went back to 11 to 5 '

at the close, Miss Buckley 3 to 1, Enthusiast 3 and 4 to 1,

Commission 4 and 5 (10 to 1 at one time and plenty of S's),

Hy Dy well backed at 5, Nellie G. 30 to 1. The order to a
good start was Brodhead, Commission, Nellie G., Hy Dy.
Brodhead and Commission running at a speedy clip, ran as
named half a length apart passing the quarter, Enthusiast a
good third, three lengths further away. Miss Buckley now
made her run from next to last place, and she had her head
in front of Brodhead's as they flew by the half pole, Commis-
sion (who was apparently beaten when he had run three fur-
longs) third and coming again gamely, over a length be-
hind Brodhead. There was no change in the positions com-
ing to the homestretch, but Commission was a length further
away than before. Hv Dy was now moving up fast from the
rear. Commission rallied in the gamest fashion, once they
were straightened away for home, and a sixteenth away from
home had Miss Buckley and Brodhead beaten. He was now
joined by Hy Dy, and the pair ran like a couple of bulldogs,
nose and nose, to the end, Hy Dy never being quite able to
get his nose in front of Commission's, who won by that mar-
gin, Hv Dy, second, being two lengths in front of Brodhead,
third, he three from Miss Buckley. Time, 1:40£—showing
Hy Dy is capable of when he has a good rider up. Commis-
sion's win was one of the gamest ever seen on the local
track.

TWENTY-SIXTH DAY—TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27.

Favorite-players hugged each other rapturously at the con-

clusion of every race this afternoon. There were five events

carded, and five times a favorite finished first and gave them
just cause for congratulation. The rain of last night and early

this morning, with the help of the sun that came out about

noon, made a pretty sticky track—one about eight and a half

seconds slow to the mile, judged by Artist's run in the last

race. Mud and horses that run right up to "form" seem to

mix nicely. To morrow, now that the rain god has again

vanished, we shall have a course that will try the souls of the

race horses—that i°, if they have any. It was a great day for

jockeys whose surnames commenced with i(C." Combs rode

the winner of the first, Carr the second, Coffey the third and
Chevalier the fourth. Bob Isom rode Artist in the final

event of the afternoon. The races were over at 4:05 p. m.,

a good showing for the management generally, the starter

and his assistants in particular.

The Darebin-Nellie Peyton filly, backed down from 6 to

5 to 2 to 5, in the first race, got away third, went to the front

in the first eighth of a mile, and the further she went the

larger became the daylight space separating her from her

alleged opponents. She won by a good dozen lengths, Terra

Nova easily keeping the place from Miss Willoughby.

Braw Scot, a well-played favorite in the second, got away
in front to a ragged start, led at all points except the half

where Comrade went to the fore and looked dangerous, and
the gray geldi ng e^en tually won easily by four lengths. Just

how close up Comrade might have been, ridden well, it is hard

to say, but certain it is that W. Fiynn, on the big chestnut,

let him swerve all over the homestretch and even lose the

place to Florence Dickey. That Comrade should have been

second everyone admits, and had Flynn been as skillful as

the jockey on Braw Scot the gray- might have been given

quite an argument.

Mainstay only won the third race by a nose from Roma

—

in fact, Coffey, on the former, was so filled with confidence

in the Van Ness colt's ability to win that he came within an

ace of beiDg beaten on the post. He had to shake Main-

stay up quite considerably in the last fifty yards.

Norlee made a runaway win in the fourth race. C. M
C. came with a great rush at the wind-up and beat out Stead-

fast a head for the place money.

The last race was a cake-walk for the mud-eater, Artist,

who laid third, for about three furlongs, then went to the

front. The further he went the further he beat his oppo-

nents, Remus getting the place. Montalvo, the "good thing,"

was a poor last.

How (he Races Were Run.

The Darebin—Nellie Peyton filly was a heavily-played
favorite in the first race, about six furlongs, opening at 6 to

5, closing at 9 to 20. Terra Nova was at 6 to 1, Grotto 10,

Headfiower and Miss Willoughby 15 each, others 30 to 80 to

1. To a good start the order was Alcyone, Red Iron, Nellie
Peyton filly, Terra Nova. The Nellie Peyton was in front

ere a furlong had been traversed, aod passing the half
was three lengths in front of Terra Nova on whom
Mt. Air was lapped. Miss Willoughby ran up third three

furlongs from home. The favorite went further and further

away from her field, and won pulling up by a dozen lengths,

Terra Nova second, four lengths from Miss Willoughby,
who, driven out, beat Red Idle about two lengths for the
show. Time, 1:18|.

In the second race, seven furlongs, Braw Scot opened and
closed a warm favorite, his latest price being 3 to 5. Mor-
ven was at 6 to 1, San Luis Rev, FloreL.ce Dickey and Com-
rade each 10 to 1, others 20 to 00 to 1. The start was a
straggling one, Braw Scot having the best of it, San Luis Rey
second, Moiven third. Braw Scot, Charmer and San Luis
Rey ran close together passing the quarter. Comrade ran up
fast near the half, where he was first by a length, Braw Scot
second, half a length in front of Morven. At the three-

quarter pole Braw Scot came ahead again, leading Comrade
a length into the homestretch, Comrade second, three lengths .

from Morven. Flynn rode Comrade all over the homestretch
in a most amateurish fashion, losing the place beyond all

doubt by the frightfully bad ride he put up. Braw Scot
went on and won easily by four lengths from Florence
Dickev, who headed Comrade about thirty yards of the fin-

ish and beat him out two lengths. Little Tough was fourth.

Time, 1:34*.

Mainstay was played for thousands, to win the third race,

about six furlongs, for two-year-olds. He opened at 12 to 5,

closed at 7 V* 5, Roma at 2h to 1, El Tirano 7, Sea Spray and
Sunrise each S to 1, Outright 20 and Hueneme 25 to 1. The
start was made vith Hueneme and Roma in front, Mainstay
third. Hueneme was first by a*head at the half, El Tirano
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Mainstay and Roma close together. Mainstay ran into the

lead nearing the three-quarter pole, Coffey sitting very much
forward on him, El Tirano second, with Sea Spray and Roma
at his heels. The latter came close against the rails with
great speed, and Cofiey, by his over-confidence, nearly lost

the race. He had to drive Mainstay out furiously to win by

a nose on the post, Roma second, four lengths from El Ti-

rano, who was two from Sea Spray. Time, 1:184.

Norlee opened at 2 to 1, closed at 7 to 5, backed heavily.

Red Light was at 4 to 1, Steadfast and Johnny Payne each

6 (latter backed heavily), C. M. C. S to 1, Sir Reginald the

same, Kathleen 12, Sam Brown 30 and Mountain Boy 50 to

1. Ricardowas a scratched one, twenty minutes given for a

new book. Norlee, Kathleen, Sam Brown was the order to

a fair start. At the half-pole Norlee was first by two lengths,

Kathleen second, a length before Red Light. Norlee was
leading by five lengths into the homestretch, Kathleen sec-

ond, three from Rsd Light. The farorite was not headed
and won in a canter by eight lengths, C. M. C. coming with

a great rush at the end and getting the place by a bead from
Steadfast. Kathleen was fourth. Time, l:05i.

Artist was a lukewarm sort of favorite in the concluding

race of the day, a mile dash for three -year-olds. He went
o the post at 6 to 5. Montalvo was backed down to 3 to 2,

while a mighty plunge on Remus sent his odds own from
4A to 3 to 1 at the end. Wawona was neglected at 20 to 1.

To a fine start Remus led, with Artist second and Montalvo
third. Little Jones hustled Remus along on the first turn,

and Hinrichs sent Wawona after him. The pair named
passed the quarter mark head and head, Artist loafing along

at their heels. When they had gone three furlongs Bob
Isom called on Artist, and he went by Remus like a house

afire, leading him a length at the half and going away now
at every stride, Montalvo dropping back beaten. Artist came
into the homestretch with a four-length lead and won with

the utmost ease by sir lengths, Remus as easily getting the

place, five lengths separatiog the black colt from Wawona, the

heavily-played colt from Ventura County a bad last. Time,
1:50. This shows the track to be a good eight and a half

seconds slow to the mile.

Rancho del Paso Yearling Sale.

The threatening weather and chill winds bad a badeflect

on the crowd that gathered to buy yearlings ^Monday at

Bay District track. The result was that Superintendent

Mackey became disgusted at the prices received and ordered the

sale stopped a couple of times. He then sold a few privately.

The youngsters were not the best-looking lot offered this fall,

but they were splendidly bred and doubtless worth more than

they brought. Following are the pedigrees of the animals

disposed of at auction and privately, the purchasers and

prices :

Bay gelding by Alexander—Aunt Betsy, by Hardwood ; H.
Taylor $ 110

Brown tillv by Fresno—Aunt Jane, by Bazar; L. C. White 200

Chestnut filly by St. Carlo—Bagatelle, by Jim Brown; J. Coch-
ran 60

Chestnut filly by Milner—Bianea, by Wfldidle; H. J. Jones 40

Brown fitly bv imp, Darebin—Carrie, by Wanderer; Charles
Kerr.... 130

Chestnut gelding, by imp. Kyrle Daly—Chiqnita ; S. C.Tryon 155

Bay filly, by Ben Ali—Cleo. by imp. Thelll-Used: B. Schreiber
{private sale) ™ 250

Bay filly, by Alexander—Cubine, bv Warwick ; A. G. Gurnett.. 50
Brown filly, by Ben Ali—Ezza, bv Joe Hooker ; Matt Storn 250

Chestnut filly, by St. Carlo—Guilia, by imp. Kyrle Daly ; Ed.
Graney (private sale) - 300

"Chestnut filly, by Longfield—imp. Harmony, by The Drum-
mer ; Joe McCarty 35

Brown filly, by Ben Ali—Hidalgo, by Hidalgo : B. Schreiber
(private sale) • 250

Total 12 head 51.830

Average S152.50

"Will Race Abroad.

New York, November 27.—In view of the fact that the

future of racing in this State is a matter of more or less un-

certainty, it is interesting to note that a number of promi-

nent horsemen have their eyes fixed on some of the rich

prizes on the other side of the Atlantic. Among the owners

who have signified their intention of trying for one or more

of the big European Stakes, and who have youngsters en-

tered are J. R. and F. P. Keene, August Belmont, J. O.

Donner and Pierre Lorillard.

The Keenes have a number of promising yearlings now in

training at Sheepshead Bay that are entered for the Grand

Prix of 1896. One of these youngsters is full brother to the

game old gelding Banquet, owned by M. F. Dwyer, and

another is a brown colt, full brother to Domino.

August Belmont has several entries for the Grand Prix,

too, the chestnut colt by St. Blaise—Lady Margaret being

of more than ordinary promise.

J. O. Donner also has a couple of youngsters named to

Btart in the same event. One of his entries is a chestnut

colt that is expected to prove a race horse. Pierre Lorillard

has two promising co'ts entered for the big French prize.

One is full brother to Locohatchie, and the other is a bay

colt by Emperor—Austriana.

Eastern Racing: Outlook.

Chicago, November 26.—It can be definitely announced

that the Washington Park Club will not have a race meeting

next year. Its Directors meant what they said when the

famous resolution was passed last month. Though the club's

racing record is complete to date, the organization that kept

it up is to be disbanded, and the thoroughbred will in future

do no more than exercise over the best track in the West.

Only Hawthorne and Harlem will care for local racing next

leason. If legislation this winter takes the form of a limited

aw, with or without taxation, other tracks will be built.

Racing about Chicago will not last after December 31st,

but will be resumed March 1, 1895, and run to May 1st, when
Hawthorne opens. The division of time between Hawthorne

and Harlem next vear may be thirty-day terms.

Nashville and Lexington close with this week. New Or-

\ leans December 8th, and after December 31st will be the only

race track in operation outside of the Old Dominion Jockey

Club at Alexander Island, near Washington, the St. Louis

; merry-go rounds, and San Francisco. New Orleans closes

March 26, 1895, and the regular Western season opens at

Little Rock, Ark., April 1st, and comes on via Memphis,
Nashville, etc., to Chicago.
The Western racing season of 1895 should be the best on

record. All that is good in training will share in it, and the
refined division will perform in Chicago. The local track
alliance will not be broken. There will be keeu rivalry
between the two tracks, but in broad general lines

Hawthorne and Harlem will act together. There is no
chance of a future conflict of dates. The policy of 1894 was
too successful for that.

The Eastern outlook is gloomy at this time. But the wails
from John A. Morris et al. can be discounted as being uttered
for effect. The closing of St. Asaph in obedience to the
Jockey Club's order is significant. The Dwyers are at St.

Asaph. If they believed the Jockey Club was ruler over no
racing at St. Asaph would go on, unless at a loss. Until
the necessary legislation, which must follow the recent pas-

sage of the anti-betting constitutional amendment, is made
and thoroughly gauged. Eastern racing may be regarded as
" groggy, but still in the ring, and likely to gain a strong
second wind."

Asiatic Breeds of Horses.

Colonel Theodore Ayrault Dodge thus entertainingly

writes of the breeds he has met with in his travels in the

East: "In all European countries (I include America, for

we are really Em opeans), there is a no^-native strain of

horse blood which is greatly valued. The people who, above

all others, during the early part of our Christian era, cared

for and bred the horse so as to markedly improve him, were

the Arabs of the Syrian and Libyan deserts. On the oasis of

these sterile plains the horse lived in close amity with man
and throve and grew in beauty, ictelligence and stamina of

a peculiar kind. It cannot be said what his first progenitor

was ; but it was this desert horse which has been used to pro-

duce the English thoroughbred. The peculiar stamina this

Arabian had was shown in that he not only possessed great

speed, but that he could run at the top of his speed for a

great distance. The native horse of other countries had

much less speed, and, while he could move all day at a cer-

tain rate, he could not run one or five or twenty miles any-

thing like so fast. This peculiar trait of the Arabian became

known to the crusaders, and a few of these horses drifted to

England ; but they were far too light to carry a knight in

army, and it was much later before they were deliberately

imported as sires, and when they actually began to impress

their peculiar qualities on the larger native English horse

the thoroughbred came into being. All thoroughbreds trace

back to one of half a dozen of Arabian or Barbary sires. It

is this thorough-blood on which we all rely to improve our
stock, and it has truly wonderful qualities.

Tbe Arabian Is a plain horse and from his desert habitat

he has gone as far as the Pacific Coast; east he has not gone

for. So soon as he runs up against the foothills of the Him-
alayas he disappears, for he is not a good mountain horse ; he

is too leggy. Mountain climbing calls for a good deal boiler

capacity, so to speak. It is not the speed of the plains you
require, but an all-day capacity to plod up hill. You will

notice that all mountain animals, man included, have more
body and shorter, stockier legs than those of the plains.

When you approach the Himalayas from India, on whose
plains you have seen the short-bodied, long-legged Hindoo,

you naturally find a broad, short, sturdy chunk of a man, of

Mongol blood, and with a pony for all the world of the same

build, either of whom can carry up hill all day a load which

would break the back of almost any plains dweller. Not
only can the man carry loads, but the woman can undo him.

She is the most extraordinary beast of burden the Lord has

ever made, and she is far from being ground down by

poverty or hard work ; she is bright and cheerful, with a

pleasant face and a hearty greeting, and many of them

would pass for good-looking anywhere.

The prettiest Himalaya pony I have ever seen was one rid-

den by the King of Nepaul, a young potentate, at the time

some ten years old and harmless enough, but who, on at-

taining his majority at eighteen, will have the power of life

and death over several million subjects. A dapper little king

and a royal little pony, well matched they were !

This pony is the creature which does all the work of the

Himalaya water-shed, and down its foothills out to the

plains for many hundreds of miles ; and it is it you see in

that part of China which Europeans usually visit.

The Tartars have another breed, which I have never seen;

probably asteppes horse of the usual broncho type. When-
ever you find a Himalaya pony, however, he is the best

horse of his kind there is. They run very small in Cochin-

China and Tonquin, bigger in China proper^ but, small or

big, unless they get too far away from their native mountains

sud like salt, lose their savor, they are incomparable for their

inches.

This same little fellow is known in farther India as the

Burmah or Pebu pony. I have named him the Himalaya

pony because he is the best in the great range or not far from

it. You find him at uncommon altitudes. Up to sixteen

thousand feet and over, where you may look at the ever-

lasting snows of Mount Everest, or tbe superb ranch of Kin-

chiniunga, he may be seen toiling up paths steep enough for

a mountain sheep, always cheerful, never flagging, and bear-

ing his heavy load with a sturdy patience and good will

which are a pattern for any one's imitation. The English

have built mountain roads, and good ones, through nearly

all the passes from India over into the Central Asian plat-

eaus ; but the old country roads remain as they were a score

of centuries ago, and the population which travels over them

has probably not altered much more than the roads. The

men carry praver wheels, which they twirl as they pray; tbe

women hang silver prayer-boxes on heavy chains of turkis

and carnelisn around their necks ;
and no doubt the lamas

have blessed these same sacred objects for thousands of years

after the same fashion and been well paid fordoing so.

Very splendid is the home of the Himalaya pony. I have

seen the Rockies, the Atlas mountains, the Alps, but I never

had a conception of how heights could be piled on heights

and yet never get in reach of the peaks until I saw the Hima-

layas. You may ride up Long'B or Pike's peak
;
you may

in a day's pull go through any of the Alpine passes from

valley to valley, and stand on spots from which even Mont

Blanc seems accessible. But from the Indian plains you

may toil upward into the Himalayas for two good, long days,

and then you get where you can see Mount Everest, appar-
ently and actually further off than Mont Blanc from Cha-
mounix. It is in this splendid panorama of unequaled
masses of ice and snow that the true Himalaya pony and his
master pass the days.

The Attraction of the Horse.

An all-prevailing pride in horse-flesh has always been

strong in America. In the very early days of the settle-

ment of the country horses were scarce. They were not

used—in fact, could not be used—for driving purposes, says

the Newark Sunday Call, because there were no roads. The
country was very sparsely settled, and tbe few horses there

were in the country were too valuable for domestic purposes

to be employed off the farm. The traveling was done on
foot and by water in small boats wherever points could be

reached in that way. The first settlers confined their resi-

dence mainly to the coast, and the many estuaries and river

mouths that intersected the coast gave opportunity for the

use of small boats, while they made traveling with horses

very difficult.

The first settlers, however, were English. They came from

a horse-breeding and a horse-loving country, and true to

their instinct and habits they soon turned their attention to

the breeding of horses. The old cavaliers landed at James-
town and settled Virginia. They were distinct in their

habits, tastes and manner of living from the Puritans that

moored their barks alongside Plymouth Rock. They were

a rollicking, hard-riding, hard-drinking, fox-hunting set that

brought with them the very essence of the manners and
customs that obtained among the English nobility. They
were brave, courteous, frank and intelligent, but withal they
assumed that hauteur of rank which insisted upon submissive
deference to hereditary honors. Time and republican prin-
ciples have long since eliminated that bigotry of titled rank.
Opulence and refinement superinduced luxury and| the old
aristocracy which peopled Virginia imported—which the
Puritans could not afford to do—some of the finest horses
that Old England could boast. Then the magistrates framed
laws intended to improve the imported stock. For years
thereafter the interest in the horse in the south steadily in-
creased. It kept pace with and grew parallel with every
improvement of the country.

For vears past, in Puritan Vermont, the breeding of fleet

handsome horses has been a prominent industry, while all

over staid New England horse races have constituted the
great and culminating attraction of fairs and
cattle shows. The largest crowds come out to witness the
competitions, and, except for them, the agricultural ex-
hibitions nowadays would have little interest for the rural
mind.
There is no denying the fact that the horse element at

fairs all over ther country monopolizes the greatest interest.

The show-rings for light-hrrness, coach and draft horses are
alwayswell filled. The trotting horses compete with each
other in the speed-ring, the light-harness horses vie with each
other, single and in pairs, in light harness and coach horses
in carriages. The exhibitions draw thousands of people in-

tensely interested in the competition. But, in all horse de-

partments, the trotting horse carries off the large premiums,
because he is the greatest favorite of the people—saints and
sinners—can come together without doing violence to their

conscience and enjoy the great national sport of America—

a

well-con tested horse race.

It is a question if there ever was a time when horses were
as highly appreciated as now. There is about them that

charm of usefulness which secures recognition, not only on
the turf from the man of leisure, but from the man of busi-

ness and industry. He has a place in every home, on the

farm, the road, in the village, and in either he is perfectly at

home. Having an important mission to perform as aa essen-

tial factor in every department of human industry and human
enjoyment, and standing as high as he does in the esteem
and affection of those who are capable of appreciating him,
it is not a matter of wonder that the show at Madison Square
Garden last week engaged the attention of the whole Union.
The trotting horse is becoming the horse of the people, and
nothing short of an absolute change of sentiment, a reaction

of all sporting proclivities and a desire to return to first prin-

ciples when the ancient Dobbin was the horse of the country,

bring about that awful state of affairs predicted with the

abolition of the pool-box in the State of New York. He
cannot be extinguished now. He stands or falls with the

country because he is part and parcel of its material wealth.

If the pool-box were prohibited in every State of the Union,
the trotting horse would increase and multiply, because he
brings with him that charm of usefulness which secures

recognition not only on the race track, but from the man of

industry and business—in fact, everywhere that a horse can
be u6ed.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

DR. "*

TtfCftw CREAM

BAKING
P0WMR
MOST PERFECT MADE.'

A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Frea

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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St. Bel the Leading Sire.

Il is seldom that the cross between any horse and mare is

so successful that three of their progeny eDter the 2:20 list

in one season, vet such is the case with St. Eel aod Almona

by Almont—Failnot, 2:16*. Almabei, 2:17* and Monabel,

o-lS, all pacers, took their records last aotumn. St. Bel ranks

at the head of the sires which this year have contributed

additions to the 2:30 list. Iu all no less than twenty of his

get have taken records of 2:30 or belter, the slowest just

t
ouching those figures, and the fastest pacing a mile in 2:16.

Of the twenty, four are two-year-olds, six three-year olds,

'our four-year-olds, five five-year-olds and one is sis years

old—Almabei, 2:171 being the oldest of the lot. Seventeen

dams produced the twenty colts—Almona, as above stated,

having three pacers to her credit, and Beul*h West bv Ab-

dallah West has two—Benzoni .(2) 2:30, and St. Felix (3)

2:25 '— both trotters— of the other fifteen mares two are by

Xephew: so that sixteen different sires are represented in the

list of twenty performers, which is as follows:

Name.
"

\fte. °«n. Rec'rd

Kitcbilders, by MesseDeer Chief

2—Fftilrn Almona, oy Almont 2:16«

3—Almat Almona, by Almont i
:

}'J^
Aimona.by Almont 2:18

5_Vllibel...... 3 Alicia Wilkes, by Gny Wilkes 2:19K

6—Honeywnod 1 Shelbnrne Maid, by Etban Allen .2:19>g

7—Favufa -* Minoim. bv Mambrino King 223%
8—Tempter 5 Nora Temple, by Belmont -2:24%

9_Sl F&ix ...o Bhutan West, bv Abdallah West 2:25%
Adonai.byPietator 226

11—KatrinaBel 2 Katrina. by Nephew -~T
rt\*

- :;araBelle-3 Zura. by Osman S^S<=
_- ainx . ...2 Minx, bv Mambrino Patchen 2;26K

14—Comet - -4 Mand Wilkes, by Red Wilkes 23®4
>_S ibin 4 Chantillv. bv Nephew 2:2S%

Topaz, bv Will Crocfeer 2:28K
S—Flora Belle _o steighnef Mare, breeding unknown 2:29^

is^La Petite BeUe .3 Pet tab. bv Administrator 2:29J£

,9-Benzom .2 Beulah West, bv Abdallah .Vest 2:30

Jo—Robert Bell -2 Niocele. by Robert McGregor -

SEDUCED RECORDS.

1—Baron Bel p . 4. dam Batrina. by Baron Wilkes.... 2:1754 to 2:11%

2—Silver Ore 4. dam Ritohilders. bv Messenger Chief..,2:2S}£ to 2:19}$

Averag-. .- l3-20veais. Race records ls
Average record 2.24 19-40. Time records 2

The above is certainly a wonderful showing when it is

considered that St. Bel was only a young horse when he died

some vearsago, and that eighteen out of the twenty records

given above were taken in races. In addition to all this

Silver Ore and Baron Bel materially reduced their records

—

in short, as far as the numbers placed in the list are con-

cerned. St. Bel is easily the champion stallion of 18i>4.

—

Horseman.

Horses at Home and Abroad.

According to recently-published statistics, Argentine Re-

public ranks third of the countries of the world as regards

the number of horses, the total there by the last census being

4,262,917. Russia holds the first place, and United States

comes second in rank in numbers, these being the only two

countries having more than Argentina. When the quality

of the horse is taken into account, our own country would

hold very decidedly the first plpce, as the average is far

ahead of those in either of the two other countries mentioned
above.

In Russia quite a proportion ->f the stork is well bred, but

the common stock of that country is not nearly as good as

our own, while the Orloff, which is the Russian trotter, is far

behind the American. There is no country id South America
where any great portion of the stock has been, as yet, very

highly improved, though for quite a number of years most

of thestallions used have been imported either from Europe
or from our own country, or were at least half breds from
imported stock.

From Europe, South Amcricahas imported many valuable

thoroughbreds, including the famous Ormond, the highest-

priced horse now in America, and, for that matter, in the

whole world. From this country they have imported only

a few thoroughbreds, but for many years more or less trotting

and road stock has gone from here to different portions of

South America, and the results have been sufficiently satis-

factory, so that there is likely to be considerable demand
from that source for years to come, though just at present

the demand is not quite as great as it was about the time the

noted trotter Prince Wilkes (2:14|) was taken there.

Dustin Gets Directum.

and has trained and developed many of the best trotters that
j

have been on the circuit from year to year, and this season

handled Wavland W., whe secured a record of 2:12$. Direc-
j

turn will not be the first champion stallion trained by Dustin,

as he handled Maxey Cobb before coming to California. '

There is a prospect of another race between Directum and

Alii, which will be trotted in California if arranged.

Good Prices Secured.

Orrin Hickok will no longer drive Directum. On Friday

last the fasten trotting stallion in the world was turned over

to James Dustin, and the " black wonder" is now at the

Oakland track. This change, while not unexpected, will

doubtless create a sensation in trotting circles. Directum is

owned by John Oreen, of Dublin, who bred the horse. Mon*

roe Salisbury had the great trotter in his string that went

across the Rocky Mountains in 1892 and 1893, and the horse

proved a wonder. John ' -reeo and Monroe Salisbury had
some disagreement, and the outcome was that John Kelly,

the driver for Monroe Salisbury, was proraieed the lease of

Directum for 1894. He was never turned over to Kelly and
a suit was threatened by the reinsman, when it was made pub*
lie that Orrin Hickok had obtained the horse to campaign
during the present year through C. C. Mclvor a wealthy resi-

dent of the Mission, who secured a two-years' lease from the

owner.

| |lt has been an open aecret (bat Mclvor has beeu much dis-

satisfied with the campaign made|by Directum this year, and
the horse that was the -sensation of 1893 came back to his

native State with a dimmed reputation, especially as he was
the only horse in America barred in several free-for-alls last

year. The defeat of Dirt-etum bv Alix :it Mystic Park,
Boston, capped the climax, and Hickok was severely criti-

cised for starting a horse so lamentably out of condition as

Directum proved to be. It was certainly a rank injustice to

theown*r of the horse. It also developed that Mclvor and
hu brother loet 07ei 12,000 on the race. Hickok recently
returned from the EaM with Directum. Mr. <ireen was dis-

satisfied with the way in which his horse was handled, and
after ao interview witb Mr. Mclvor it was decided to turn
the horse over to Dustin, who will doubtless take the horse
East next year. Dustin has been in California eight years,

New York. Nov. 21.—A sale of choice-bred trotting

slock was begun in Madison Square Garden this morning.

The collection was a great one. It contained many horses

with records, quite a number that had been actively cam-

paigned this season, and a few ordinary nags left over from

the horse show sale before the big sale was begun. One of

the best representative gatherings of trotting men ever seen

in this city was present. The proceedings began with Ket-

cham Farm consignment, from Toledo, Ohio. Miss Lida.

with a record of 2:10$, was the first offered. She is five

years old, and stands fifteen and one-half hands. Her record

was made in the third heat of a race. The competition for

this mare was keen. She was knocked down to Carll S. Burr,

Jr., for $3,200. He is said to have purchased her for H. O.

Havemeyer. A summary of the sale follows:

PROPERTY OF G. H. KETOHAM, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Miss Lida
| 2:10] |, b m, foaled 1SS9, by King Clay—Mollie

C, by Contractor ; Carll Burr, Jr. for H. O. Havemever,
city, $3,200.

Xyanza (2:12f). b m, foaled 18S9, by Robert McGregor—
Telos, by Almont; E. A. McFarland, Philadelphia, Pa.,

$3,000.

Pieron (2:15), ch g, foaled 1890, by Iliad, out of mare bv
Onward ; W. Putman, Cleveland, Ohio, $1,100.

Xavidad (2:22$), b g, foaled 1SS6, by Whips—Lady Thorn
Jr., by Williams' Mambrino; C. Bigelow, New Haven,
Conn., $400.

Miss Rachel (2:20). blk <n,foaled 1890, by Bourbon Wilkes
—Lark, bv Abdallah ; J. G. Hickok, Bowling Green, Ky.,

$1,100.

Jerry and daughter, blk g. and mare, ten and nine years

old, 15| hands; E. Alcott, city, $800.

St. Hector, b g, foaled 1836, bv Monaco; J. E. S. Kelton,

city, |550.

Total for eight head, $10,150: average per head $1,26S.

P OPERTY OF G. H. HAMMOND.
Simmoleaf, foaled 1S92, bv Simmocolon—Fern Leaf, by

Flaxtail: A. Campbell, Brooklyn, L. I., $800.

Simmolanti, b c, foaled 1S92, by Simmocolon—Lynde, bv

Lynwocd ; T. E. Wilson, Cleveland, O., $375.

Erminda, blk f, foaled 1892, by Simmocolon—Fontanita,

by Antevolo ; J. J. Collins, New London, Conn., $400.
' Lindetla, foaled 1S92, by Sidney—Luella, by Nutwood : E.

F. Coe, city, $550.

Sidmondi, b f, foaled 1892, by Sidney—Miss V„ by Valen-
sin ; H. H. Longstreet, Mattewao, N. J., $375.

Ruth Hav, foaled 1S92. by Antevolo—Lady Dustin, by
Louis Napoleon ; J. H. Shields, Wallingford, Conn., $250.

PROPERTY OF G. C. PITZER, ST. LOCIS, MO.

Miss \Villard, b f, foalel 1892, by Arsaceo—Ruth Medium,
by Happy Medium ; F. Minor, city, $300.

Uncle Josh, rn s. foaled 1S90, by Arsaceo—Nydia Sprague,

by Governor Sprague ; E. A. McFarland, Philadelphia, Pa.,

$2,250.
Nydia Sprague, rn m, foaled 18S4j bv «.iovernor Sprague

—

Molly, bv Morgan Rattler : J. H. Shults, Parkville, L. I.,

$200.

PROPERTY OF C. & F. RIDGELY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

Ludlow, br g. foaled 1891, by Elector—Manola, by Monon;
J. Firth, Chicago, 111., $275.

Manola R., br f, foaled 1893, by Conductor—Manola. by
Monon ; J. J. Chew, Houston, Tex., $310.

Bishop Dudlev, ch s, foaled 18S9, by Egotist—Belle Dud-
ley, by Belmont"; B. Meyer, $260.

PROPERTY OF RL'NDELL & WHITE, DANBTJRY, CONN.

Reveille, br g, foaled l^SS, by Quartermaster—Bell Call,

by High Private
; H. Lehman, city, $230.

Melophene, b m, foaled 1S90, bv Quartermaster—Mattie

C, by Trouble; S. A. Rice, Baltimore, Md., $475.

The Tiainirg of CItcub Horses.

Visitors to the circus have often wondered bow it was pos-

sible to train the perfcrmirg horses so marvelcusly peifect.

The following will be interesting in this connection, as well

as suggestive for trainers generally :

The height of perfection in training seems to be found
among circus horses, and whether a man is in sympathy with
horses or not, if he has any admiration for horses at all be
certainly must approve of the acquired intelligence which
trained horses for the circus exhibit. The manner of train-

ing these horses is also interesting. The education must be
given in the mest skillful manner, and some points in regard
to it will not only be interesting, but may aid those who have
the training of horses for every-day purposes in doing their
work more intelligently. In reply to the inquiry as to how
he trained his horses, the trainer of all of Barnum & Bailey's

trick and ring horses, said : The first thing that we have to

do when we get new horses is simply to keep them in the
stables with the others until they get used to tbeir company.
It is a singular thing, too, how jealous horses are of the new-
comers. You may laugh if you want to, but horses really

have their ways of "guying" green stock.

After the horses get used to their surroundings and their

stable companions, we blindfold them and tafce tbem into the
ring. While they are blindfolded we train them to the cir-

cular motion—that is, we make it appear natural to them to

run around a small ring. This requires a good deal of time
and patience. It generally takes a month to break a horse to

this. The natural tendency of the animal is to go straight, and
the going around is unnatural to him Nowadays we use a
system of checks and lines which renders the process much
easier. After the horse has been taught to run around we
take off the blindfold, and the performer for whom the ani-

mal is intended begins to try tricks with him. The horse is

naturally very observant, andhis natural bent is to do what
he sees another horse do; so when we are teaching a horse
tricks we place him alongside of another, who has been
trained, to give him confidence, and tbe two work together.

The rider will first try one and then the other. It is a great
mistake to think that punishment is resorted to as a method
of breaking in circus horses. Horses that are broken by vio-

lent treatment are not to be depended on, and for ring pur-
poses we must have horses so trained that they can be abso-

lutely relied upon. A good, intelligent animal that has been
trained for the ring will, technically speaking, " feel " his

rider and accommodate his motions as much as possible to

the work that the rider has in hand. Such a horse is the de-

light of a first-class bareback rider ; and, by the way, nearly
all the great riders have their favorite animals.

Circus horses are as sensible to tbe applauce of the audience
as are the performers themselves. It is wonderful to contrast

what a horse will do under the stimulus of applause with
what he will not do when the audience is cold. Horses are

likely, however, just the same as performers, to lose their

head when the approval is too stimulating. This is one of

the reasons for the several checks and reins that you see

circus horses provided with. They are not intended wholly
for ornament, as most people suppose. A well-trained ring

horse is worth easily $1,000- Riders who can earn large

salaries generally like to own the horses that they ride. They
like to give them their personal attention. Generally the
riders in a circus who own their own horses make up a pool
together for the employment of a first-class groom. A circus

horse needs the most careful attention. Prior to every act

his hack has to be rubbed with rosin, so as to prevent the
rider's feet from slipping. This most be carefully washed oft*

after each performance, or the animal's back would get 6ore

in a short time. A first-class groom has to be, iu fact, some-
thing of a veterinary surgeon. There are really few acci-

dents to the circus horses when one considers the nature uf

the work they have to do. We have horses here that have
been in training with us for ten years. The ring work is not

particularly wearing upon tbem when they once become ac-

customed to it. It is the traveling around the country that

tell on them most. At the same time they get the best treat-

ment. The food given them is of first-class quality. I have
trained horses that Mr. Barnum, Mr. Bailey and other own-
ers have valued at over $5,000 simply because of their train-

ing. Such a horse must be good blood. You might think

that a horse trained for the ring and kept in it year after

year would lose any speed that he might ever have, but we
have horses here now that we used iu the ring work that

could trot a mile in from 2:35 to 2:45.

A Demand For Campaigners for Next Season.

Never before in the whole history of trotting has there

been so extensive a demand for material to campaign the

following year so early as has been very noticeable of

iate. It has been well known and frequently predicted that

with the great increase in the interest in trotting all over

the country, and so general a reduction in the number bred,

the time would come, and that, too, at not a very distant

day, when there would be more demand for trotters than

could be easily supplied. But it was not generally supposed
that such a time was close at hand.
There are, however, plenty of indications that such a con-

dition already exists. At the Palo Alto sale, and at other
i sales, where there was a probability of obtaining voungslers

that would do the campaign next year, there were numerous
buyers for every one offered that was particularly promising,
and every well-bred and untried one that showed speed
brought a good price.

Buyers have already visited the sections from which they
have been accustomed to find plentv of material, and in

many instances have returned without it. They are not re-

porting the prices as too high, but the trouble already is that

just such material as they want is hard to find. Is is a well-

known principle of business that supply and demand always
regulate the prices, at least, to a verv great extent. There is

no question but what the demand for suitable material to

campaign already bears such a relation to the supply that a

healthy upward tendency in prices of first-class material is

inevitable, and it is very evident that something of a rise in

prices has already taken place.—Horse Breeder.

Th e people who own horses that are to be exhibited at the

horse show knew what they were about wbejn they ordered
harnesses, bridles, saddles, clothing, etc., from the manu-
facturer and importer, John A. McKerron, 203, 205 Mason
street. His stock of goods has never beeu equaled in this

city, (io and seeforyourselve*.

Mr. Hctje^r (at the horse show)—" You can tell a horse's

age by looking at his teeth."

Miss Keedick (deeply interested)—" How old does a horse

have to be before it is necessary to put in a false set?"

—

Judge.

Annual Meeting-.

SAN FBANCISCO, Nov. 27, 1S94.

Tbe regular Annual meeling of the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association will be held

MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3d. at S o'clock,

at the rooms of the Association, 313 Bosh street.

It is greatly desired that a quorum be present, as

business of Importance will be presented. Your pres-

ence is earnestly requested

.

Very respeclAilly yours.

K. W. Kbl.LEl . Secretary.

To Trade.
Young imported Shire stallions. Cleveland Bays and

;i thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

will be exchanged lor standard-bred trotting allies

( registered,!. For further particulars address

J. D. M.. Tin,. Oilire.

FOR SALE.

S7S.OO.
Handsome brown gelding, 15.1 hands high, 6 years
old. Sound and stylish; line saddle and harness horse:
three-minute mover. 106*- Stockton street, upstairs,

10 to 12 m

i
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FOR SALE.

Jesirable Property in Oakland,

California.

1TTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

HIS PROPERTY IS SITUATED CORNER OF ADELINE STREET AND 32d

streets, running through to Magnolia street, a block of 256£ feet by 200 feet, with the

ception of one lot, 25x100 feet—seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

>use of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front

—

deline street. Bath-room and water-closet in upper story, water-closet on rear veranda,

ogine and tank house in the rear of building, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

ells of excellent water ;
between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ; water pipes in house,

irns and stables, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

>or harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay, rat-proof grain bin, six tons

pacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box sui table for stallion service,

ay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, ib used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

tie buildings are on the lots which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

reet. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track

—

king "P ground 200x156$ feet, rather more tban eight laps to the mile and wide enough

exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

larters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

id A. B. Spreckels have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

tat length of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and sidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

ity of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Grounds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

by. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

Sons of Electioneer
At the Horse Show Sale.

Monday Morning- Dec. 3, 1894,
At 11 A. M.

In the Horse Show Arena of the Mechanics' Pavilion

Admission JF'r©©.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

ENQUIRE OF -

)B. O. E. FABNUM, 703 Market Street

THOROUGHBRED

?ercherons and Coach

STALLIONS.

Choicest Lot Ever Imported to California.

Bvery Horse 1» Registered in the Stud Books of

ranee and America. Buyers furnished with certified

inancial depression has forced ther owner to sell them
: a loss. Seasonable terms. This is a great opportu-

ity to secure a stallion of the finest breeding for a

ing.
Address or apply to

B . c . eODFBBY ,

38 Crocker Building, 8. F.
Horses can be seen at Scott & McCord's stables, Fifth

renue, opposite race track.

Horse Owners.
Having control of the Meek race track and stabling,

am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

»ed. Horses wintered in any manner desired. All

Drees taken on reasonable terms. Address

GEO. GRAY, Haywards, Alameda Co., Cal.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

350 and 1352 Market Street, 25 and 27
Park Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

?IRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A mil line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

>r visiting purposes. Best facilities aSorded for board-

,
lg homes.

Telephone No. 3159.

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons of

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately.

^ d a
I

fGalopin..

I St. Angela..

d f Blair Athol..

i I

1

|_ MuTeia ..

fGalopin..

m tSt. Angela..

U

j
Vedette

(.Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

( King Tom

(Adeline, by Ion

(Stockwell

[Blink Bonny, by Mel-
bourne

( Lord of the Isles

[Donna Sabina, by Don
John

(Vedette

[Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

( King Tom

[Adeline, by Ion

( Stockwell

[Marigold, by Tedding-
ton

f Scottish Chiei

EL BENTON
Four-Year-old Record (old style), 2:28 3-4.

Bay stallion, no white; 15.3 hands. Foaled 1SSS. Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
(Sire of Arion, 2:07f ; Stjnol, 2:081 ; Palo Alto, 2:08|; Expressive (3), 2:12A).

1st dam NELLIE BENTON, 2:30 by GEN. BENTON 1755

dam of Whose daughters have produced 31
El Benton (4 yrs) 2:28$ in the 2:30 list

El Kami (3 yrs) 2:29£
These are Nellie Benton's only living ioals older than two-years-old. Her two-

year-old brought 5740 at the Palo Alto sale of November 1st, 1894. Her record was
taken in a race after running out several years as a broodmare and with the slim-
mest of preparation. She showed Mr. Marvin a mile in 2:13 when a four-year-old.

2d dam NORMA, 2:33i by ALEXANDER'S NORMAN 25

e, p I, Scotch Reel .. ..

cq (Full sister to [Masquerade, by Lam-
*""

Highl'dFling bourne

For particulars address

lattersall's (ofNew Yorkl Ltd.

Cor. 7th Ave. and 58th St., New York City.

W. GBAHAMB ROSS, Manage

Sire of

Lula, 2:15

(grandam of Advertiser, 2:15.})

May Queen 2:20
(grandam of Limonero (3), 2:14J)

dam of

Norval 2:14$
(13 in 2:30)

Norris 2:22£
Nellie Benton 2:30

And also

Lucv Cuyler (trial to wagon) 2:15
3d dam by SIR WALLACE (Todhunter's)

(Running bred) son of Sumpter
4th dam EAGLETTA by GRAY EAGLE

A good race mare A great race-horse at 4-mile heats
5th dam LADY ROBIN by ROBIN GRAY

Sire of 3d dam of Lexington
6th dam by MEADE'S CELER
7th dam by QUICKSILVER, son of imp. Medley

(See Bruce's American Stud Book)
El Benton will be exhibited at the Horse Show and will be sold at auction at the sale immediately

thereafter without limit, reserve or by-bidding of anv sort whatever. He is a magnificent individual. His
oldest foals (four in number) are two years old and show great quality and promise. His breeding Is of the
best, and It is doubtful if a more desirable yo'ing horse in every way will be offered at unlimited auction.
Registered No. 13,397.

GLEN FORTUNE
Bay stallion, hind ankles white; 15:3 hands. Foaled 1 Bred at Palo Alto.

by ELECTIONEER 125
1st dam GLENNE by MESSENGER DTJROC 106

Oat of a half-sister to Green Moan-
tain Maid, dam of Electioneer

2d;dam GLENELLA by WOODARD STAR
Son of Seely's American Star

3d dam SHANGHAI MARY
Dam of Green Mountain Maid and

grandam of Electioneer
Glen Fortune is fine-looking, strong and good-gaited, and what lew colts he has had show weU. His

pedigree is attractive in the double cross of Shanghai Mary, which he inherits through Electioneer and
through his own damOlenne. He will be sold without limit or reserve and will make a valuable stock horse.

also DON FIGARO
Bay stalUou with white on left hind coronet; 16.1 W hands. Foaled 1881. Bred by

Peter Coutts, Mayfield, Cal.

BY WHIPPLE'S HAMBLETONIAN 725
Sire of 14 in the list, and of dams of Azote, 2 :0SJ-4; Steve Whipple, 2:12; Answer, 2:14Jn', and some 20 others.

1st dam EMBLEM by TATTLER, 2:26

grandam of Son of Pilot Jr.

Arion 2:07|

Flying Jib (p) 2:04

(with running mate, l:58f)

2d dam YOUNG PORTIA by MAMBRINO CHIEF 11

Sire of Lady Thorne and Mambrino
Patchen

dam of

Voltaire 2:20^

Nora Lee 2:29£
Who made her record at 18 years

of age, after producing 11 foals

Childe Harold, with a two-mile rec-

ord in Great Britain and one of

the best trotting sires in Australia

3rd dam PORTIA by GRIDLEY'S ROEBUCK
4th dam by WHIP

Don Figaro is large, fine-looking, and good-gaited, and produces fine foals. He should sire fine carriage
stock/and especially good broodmares; as a son of such a great broodmare sire as Whipple's Hambletonlan
and from Emblem, one of whose daughters produced Arion and another Flying Jib, he should certainly
transmit speed qualities. Registered No. 20,233.

RASP
Bed roan gelding; 16 bands. Foaled 1890. Bred at Souther Farm.

BY DON FIGARO 20,233 (Seeabove)

1st dam STRAWBERRY by NEWLAND'S HAMBLETONIAN
One of the toughest and most en- Sdu of Speculation 928

during of road mares
2d dam by OWEN DALE

Son of Belmont (Williamson's)

Rasp is well-broken and handsome, with good style and speed. Will make a great road horse. Has
been driven In San Francisco and is afraid of nothing.

All the above will be sold at the Horse Show Sale iD the way that everything from the

Souther Farm has always and at all times been sold—absolutely without limit, reserve, or by

bidding.

For further information, address

KLLLIP & OO, Live Stock Auctioneers.

30 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Or, The Horse Show Association, Mr. Henry J. Crocker, President,

Mills Building, San Francisco.

Or Gilbert Tompkins, Souther Farm, San Leandro, Cal.
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writer

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuieo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Player

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track

THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

o
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MDMSY 4770
2:19*

Sire ot Eton-
Prou, 22&M,
champion year
ling tro'ter,
Fitusta, S<03f,
yearling pacer:
Faustina. J.M\;
Flwi.iJi; Cupid,
2:18; Ad o n in.

2:11 S; Gold Leaf,

2:11X; Lady H.,
2:16; Staler V.,

2:18)i; Thistle.
2:14, and 16
others la 2*) list

KURT
'trial 2:35.

Innii of Frou-
Proa, 2:2634
(champion year-
ling]; Memo i3-

year-old trial i,

2:20,S; Geo- V-
(*-ye»j-old;,2:3S

SaDla I'lauc 2000 ...

2:17M
Sire ofKris Kringle,

2:28J«; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28!* ; Sid-
ney, 2:19*. and 5

othen? in 2:30 list

l^wri-lnr.1, 2:21 :

{Hambletonlan 10

Lady Waltermlre
Dam of Marshall Ney

2034

IlaDYTHORNEJK- /Williams' Mambrino

Dam ofMpllieMack, "(Kate

Sire of 39 In 2:30 UBt
and 3 sires of 3 and 6

dams of 8 in 2:30

Navidad, 2:22^;
Santa Clans, 2:17V£

f VOLUNTEER 65.

Sire of 29 In 2:30 list,

] 21 sires of 48, and 16

\ dams of 16 In 2:30 list

' LADY MTCRRTTT

Buccaneer VH.lfi . ..

Sire of Shamrock,
226; Flight, 226; Bui-
wear, 2:ae,s

(IOWA CHIEF 52fl

Sire of Coriaande,
2:24^, [and Buccaneer
2656

rHambletonian 10

iLady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29*

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 In 2:30 and

Blres and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

r BashawW
J

Sire oi 17 In 2:30 Ust and
i 10 sires ot 20 and 11 dams

|
Of 18 In 2: 30

(Topsey

i

Flux tail 8132
Sire of the grandams otLESLEY MAID J^tfLSSSgSS

lFanny Fern

fFLAJKTAIL8132
Sireot Prairie Bird,

228J4; Empress,2d»Xj
and of the dams of

r Boll Pup
Sire ol Rowdy Boy,

.< 2:13V, Kismet, 2:24%,
Twister, 2:29*

lUntraced

Dam of Fawn,2:30S,
trial, 222 ; Chicago.
2*6; Wing Wing, 232

1 Gold Leaf, 2:ll^,aud
Shamrock, 2:25 (John Bap t late

Ilady hake. <

Sister to Fashion, (Fanny Fern^ dam ot Prairie Bird,
2:28V*

HI -« H II' llo\ AND TKRM8.
Not only is Menm lull brother to Froo Fmu,the champion yearling trotter lu the world, but he Is also one of

Ihl very best-bred young nlalllons In service, having three cronses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
• lay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam oi Electioneer, etc) and Long Island Black Hawk, Through Flax tail

he tracea to Canadian Pilot 'nlre of Pilot Jr. 12>, through Bull Pup, nlro oi Rowdy Boy, 2:18V, and two others
Htdii'-y. M-iimn Hire, Is universally known and recognized as the bent young sire In the world, an a producer ol

extreme speed at an early age. The average speed ot his progeny Is lower than that ol any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions ol Anuria*.

Memo trotted In public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record ot 2:49, though he was close to Grander
In a race on ihe Bay District track, thy second heat of which was made In 241H, the first in 2:32. He exhibited

nil speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 230V*. and frequently
trotted quarters in from 32S to 34 seconds.

He Is sixteen bands high, ami of rxwrftil hulld throughout His color is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. His disposition is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TKUM* r-IO. Good pasturage at reawonablo rates. No responsibilityassumed for accidents or escapes.

Por further parHulars address

DR, T. W. HARRIS, Eugene. Oregon,

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

81IBSCKIBK TO IT FOB THIS YKAB.

It is published semi-monthly during the racing season
and is but 012 per year. Single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAjN,

313 Uimh Street. • - Ban F-aocUco. I'al.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars mailed:npon (application.

BY LAWS

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OP THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICA

Trotting Associations
AND TEE

Pacific Coast Blood Horsd
Association

WITH BETTIVU RULES.

National TboiBng Abs'n Rules 30 eti

American Association Eules 30cti

Blood Hoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cb

For sale at the office or tbe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training"

The Trotting Horse.

BY OHARLES MARVIN.
This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly print*"
1

superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail U
remarkable success of CHARLES HARVTN and tl

whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alio as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galtlcg, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. SUby, the owner of SLBel, saysol

this book: "In this work Marvin bas let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain t

any breeder, owner, trainer cr rubber who has a
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling a
develope to the highest and fullest extent that col

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me l

strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and sba
place one in tbe handsof everv rubber on onr farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
313 Bosh St., San Francisco, Oi
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.KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS
I

=
Pastime docker Kennels.

THE BLACK COCKER

Woodland Duke 29.323 at Stud
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27.930. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Woffington 29,758

and Black Nellie.
pups ior sale. Address

Pastime Cocker Kennelp, 909 Myrtle St., aklanL

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES
AND

Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE for

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
1705 Broderick street, San Francisco.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

trom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

BLENMORE KENNELS.
West Berkeley, CaL

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, OATS
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

LYFOBMATION BY MAXL.

A. C. ROBISON. - 33T KEARNY STREET

DCTQ OF ALL KINDS.
I t I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS •: AND -:- HARNESS.

INFOBMATION BT MATT-

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St., San Francisco

4fit
F. W.Skaifs, D.V. S.

OFFICE HOURS

10 to 12 A. s£- 1.30 to 3.30 p.

.

HOSPITAL. FOR DOGS.
OBDAE AVENUE,

(Between Larkia and Polk and Geary-and Post Sts)

SAN FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

I Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
BBEEuand Exhibit Does as scientiflcallyjas the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting it priceless aa a standard for dogs

Price, 93.00, and 25 cents Expressatce.

II your dog is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell yon from what disease he is suffering

and how to core the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek of the kind eves published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
206 SETTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoioe LiQiuors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

I. M. PARKER, Prop.

CLABROUGH GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

j. Breech-Loading

jjg^GUNS and RIFLES
\ /^ ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

^RS: ALi- MAKES.~ 605 MARKET ST. ^SLS
"

Send Foe Catalogue.

,
Els, Car-trles,

HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, Below Sansome

DUPON ISPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, usiog the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public-
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro pow.ier in use.

Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Fifth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited to trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

manv other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C A. HAIGHT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns iniAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody |Cheap
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

ANTAL-MIDY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^~*\

1 Cubebs and Injections. Uffiff

] They cure in48 hours the \^^
I same diseases without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

San Francisco andNorth
Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breading.

THE ROUTE TO

San Rafael Petaluma
Santa Rosa, Ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.
Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. B. DICKEY, Prp.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

B. X. H\ A\. Gen. Pass. Attl.

DETECTIVES!
Bright, yoniiE and middle-aged men wanted in crerj- locality

• Pr^iom Kperleueo not reqoirvd or rieces-ary. faend stamp

• To. full particular,™., eel sampleicopj o "the b«l Ulusua.od

• criminal paper publUbe-l. S AT ONAL
>
Dr^ECTIVE BUR

• BAU lM>L*M*roLi3. Isd. 3t-Jt-JtTl!'-JraF*K1-3t^

I^STAR «.

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORTS
AND ANTI-RATTLER. ™

ED. B. COCHRAN,
'..'I Ant. thrift Site*. SACEA3ENTO. CAI

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearny and Bmh Street.,!

BAN FRANCISCO.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thiaheading 50 cents per ine per
month.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the beat Butter and Milk Stock.
BKRKSHlRbg and Pin, vMi -t'HlX A HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY.
WILLIAM ,MLK» «k CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHER FARM Y(*mS well-bred stock for saleOUUintn ranm. First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, Ban Leandro.

GRANDJBSTMO,
2:27^ (full brothe- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23^). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Addre^o
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

FERRETS

Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair
$3.00. S. & L. FARNSWORTH, New London, Ohio.

VETERINARY.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue.
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOURS

:

7 to 8>. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 365L

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST.. 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 46T

C. D, TAYLOR,
. THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLR8
1350-1352 Market Street, 8. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Dr. W/xxi. F*. ZES^axi,
M. R.C. V. S., F. E. V. MS

VETERINARY 81IRGEOIV,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Te:ertnary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Yeterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 629

Howard St., Telephone 3153. San Francisco.

Racing! Racing! Racing

!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB

WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTOBER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, "Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OB SHINE.
Five or More Race), Each Day. Race Star

at 2 p. m. sharp.

•*- McAllister and Geary-street can, pass the gale.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOE THE —

California Circuit, Including the Stale Fair

Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast TrotMuff Horse Breeders Asso-

ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the Utest and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.

Business solicited from all Responsible associations.

Correspond with us before making other arrange-
ments.

8.B.\VHITEHKAD&CO.,20 LeldesdorQ St. S.F.
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See Advertisement of Sons of Electioneer for Sale on Page 52J

McKERRONT

CHECK BIT.
It is an educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

J-. J±. HIcIiE3R.R.O]V,
Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street - San Francisco, Cal

L. K. CLAWSON. J. A. M'KKKRON.

McKERRON CLAWSON AUTOMATIC BRAKE
Bites as safe a» high-wheeled

aalMea. \o upsetting.
.>n runnloif under of low

wheels.
*° cutllna down from behind.

Patented June 5, 18&4.

G
Pig. 3. The various parts of the

brake, (a) Drake plate; (b> foot
whase contact wi th ground lorces
plate against tire; fcj spring thai
throws brakeoQ of wheel as soon
as toot lis raised on" the ground;
'
' d d) are the rods that attach

the brake to thf axle of vehicle;
re) iiinp:- own open
to remove wheel; (f)

when thrown bactt to permit re-

moval of the wheel.

The value of this protection fs

enhnnced by the Tact that no re-

sponsibility is thrown upon the
driver; neither hand nor foot in

called upon to apply the brake nor
need he care as to who or what
may be pressing closely in behind
him.

No Owner or Driver Can Afford

to bo wi. jut one.
For further information apply to

J. A. McKERRON
203-205 Mason St., S. F.

Newmarket Patent hjrovoi Toilet Clippers.
\i-w Model Handle.'

2

5

1

•o o
j

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. S3 by Mail.
For sale by *U Saddlery and Hardware Houses, or by p, iiwui-.n Newark IV J

Write for Bpcclnll.mt. Manufacturer's Agent for U. S

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?
ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

The palace hotel \L

qrill Roon |f

The Best f Everythir

to Eat and Drir

AT MODERATE PRICES

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

—THE MOST POPULAR RESORT IN THE Cn

California College of Veterinary Surgeon

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

(Organized and incorporated under the laws of the State of Californli

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 189

For prospectus, giving all information as to curriculum fees, etc., address the Secretary,

F. A. KIEF, B.Sc,.D. V. S., comer Post and Fillmore Streets.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULTS

Caustic
Balsam
k Safe Speedy and Positive Cure

The Safest, Beit BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horse*
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charges paid , with, full directions,
lor its use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE! LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland ' O.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1893.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It in-

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. GIbbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaehan

,

Dr. Parson, V.S., G.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof
^AIIFORNI^

AS FED 8c INDORSED BY"

MARVIN,CORBITT
GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE, ,

LHOLLYi VALENSIN, '

kWELLS FARGO S,C0.8t.OTHERS-i

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OB
- 'ENOTOC.KERTELL '

- ?-5 CAUF -
Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkins d. Durbron. \. ¥. Ants. TO Wall Si.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JTJDD CO.,
IS FIRST BTHKKT. SAX FRANCISCO.

DIAMONDS
AND OTHER PRKCIOt'S STONKS,

FINE WATCHES,
Plain and Complicated,

and an Immense assortment ol

FINE JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT COST.

9ST No goods charged during this sale. mcSH

A. HmSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street
Gold and Silversmith.

THIS MAKES
BOYOE Tablet

ONEPINTO

TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASE
™£2r F

=
B„VEBE» LEGS, INFLAMED TEHDONS, SPRAINED ANKLES CR4f'KKHEELS AND ALL SKIN BRCPTIONS Makthe Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a " braIt is tie cheapest and best ever put on tie martaCompared with Witcn Hazel, Boyce Tablets are o

bJ/S
H^i t

besides
- ?

ther vkluabl6 i°sr£lier%f, oboi of Tablets lurmahes more genuine Witch Hasthan is contained in 40 gallons of thl bit elta

i.S
ut ^p m meu>1 boxes, each containing 120 Tilets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a illof water. Think of It! 1 5 gaUons best leg and |S

^St^^Sf^^^ST P0Ck6ti "^ *™
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO, Terra Haute, did.

Sold by Drngglats and Dealer! In Turf Good

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKET
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLJE
LIVE STOCK AUCTINBE<?S.

Catalogues compiled andpedlgrees furnished.

Telephone 3529.

Business College, 24 Post St

SAN FRANCISCO.

The moot popular school on the Coast.

8. HALEY,. P. HEALD, President,
•-Sond for Circulars,

Absorbine
Removes Bursal Enlargements

and any Thickened Tissue,
Puff or Infiltrated Parts,
Swelling, without laying the horse ur>. D»not blister stain or remove the hair. 92.00bottle. Ot progressive dealers, or

,,
«'. F.YOCNG.P. n. F.,

34 Amherst St., Springfield, Mass/
: ALSO FOB SALK BV :

i.2!?ANE ' "" Market Street. San FranciscoWOODARD, CLAKK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

OUR RODS, Spanish! Needles and Dip Needle*
are Ihe beat instruments for hunting miner
als. BEN. O. STAUFFER, Harrlnbnrg. Pa

REPORTERS!
!

Wo want a renponnihte l»by or obsti.ismas In every town to tou Di-wapapcr correspondent, report the hnppenloRS ia their looaJ
Ity i.n.l write trttclM far publication. Experience not required 01
,M,i^;,r.v . m e remuneration for pood wrltora. Enolo.e nun}
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At the Horse Show.

He took her to Hie Horee Show, there to see the spleudid nags

That hunting fellows ride upon, and grooms hitch up to drags.

He pointed out the jumpers, and he pointed out the traps,

But she hail eyes for little else than other women's wraos.

Said he, " Look at that saddle-horse-is he not simply iiue ?
"

Said she, "She's got an overskirt that's just the same as mine-."

Said he. -'Just see that jumper—look : Now what think you of thai?"

Said she. " I think it's pretty high "-referring to some hat.

' A spleudid team," quoth he. as two line bays weut prancing by.

' She's much too tall for him, I think." the fair one made reply.

For while he meant the horses, she supposed he did allude

To massive Miss Fourhundred and young Charlie Littledude.

•There goes the fastest of his class." quoth he. "Just watch him

pace."
'• Most any one could tell he's last by looking in his face,"

Said she, her eyes firm fastened on young Willie Vanderbrown,

The very liveliest lad you'll find in all Manhattan town.

And so it went all through the time that he and she were there.

He eazed upon the horses ; at the people she did stare.

And as I watched them I opined—perhaps 'tis but a whim—

The folks who go to shows like this are more like her than him.

—Harper's Baiir.

THE HORSE SHOW.

Successful Termination of the Great Event of

the Season—What Good Management
and a Splendid Exhibition Ac-

complished—Complete List

of Prize Winners.

Will anyone who passed within the gates of the Mechanic's

Pavilion during the four days and nights of the fir6t annual

horse show of the Horse Show Association of San Francisco,

forget the pleasurable sensation of seeing the crowds of

delighted people who, like the visitor, were there to see what

a real horse show was like? If the men and women who

rode the plains in prairie schooners, or on ships t( the

Horn around," or by the isthmus, which they crossed on the

upper deck of a donkey, could have been gathered within

that building and shown what great changes have taken

place in the styles of the ladies' dresses and gowns; the equip-

ages that were drawn by bob-tailed hackneys and stylish

coach horses; the parade of the fastest horses in the world,

and heard the enthusiasm of the large assemblage, no doubt

they would believe they had come into some fairyland where

buckboards, mules, prairie schooners, blue jeans, ginghams*

poke bonnets, straw hats, rawhide boots and gray blankets

were unknown and unheard of.

Then the music by the band was so heavenly

that the "plung plung" of the old time banjo, the rasping o^

the old fiddle or the varied notes of the accordeon were all

forgotten. What a look of surprise we would see on these

weather-beaten, brown-faced, determined-looking men and

women who braved the dangers of crossing the mountains)

prairies, creeks and rivers or battled with stormy seas to

seek their fortune in this land of gold ? Their descendants

were here at the horse showjfor the Hove of excitement and

desire to cast aside the straight-laced formalties of the usages of

society were transmitted in a strong measure to the thousand8

who were present. The free and unconventional way these

young folks visited the boxes of their irieods and talked

" horse " as if they had been all their lives studying Bruce or

Wallace, demonstrated plainly that this branch of their edu_

cation, if not already cultivated, will be in the future, and

that, at the next exhibition, they will know all about sire*

and dams, style, action and speed, and be able to classify the

various gaits and tell what knee and hock action means. The
foundation for the study of The Horse has been laid on good

solid ground and the charms of the lonely bicycle and the

crowded trolley cars on our thoroughfares have lost much
of their prestige since the doors of this horse show opened.

The people were taught many lessons as to what constitutes

the proper thing in equipages and their appointments. The
imported grooms and footmen furnished instructive lessons

to the multitudes as to how they attended to their

duties. The hackney horses with their arched necks, docked
tails and lofty knee and hock action bad never made their
appearance in a show ring in this State before,and many were
the questions asked about them as they trotted up and down
and around the sharp turnB of the ring. Many people who
were inclined to be prejudiced in favor of the trotter
learned many lessons during those four days about these
horses that will be beneficial to them hereafter; for no
other classes did they seem to show greater interest than
that of the hackneys and coachers.

If the man of wealth wishes to expend his money on such
stylish horses and magnificent carriages and harnesses he is to

be more highly commended than the one who would
sooner spend his nickels for carfare. The former, by scatter-

ing his means among breeders, farmers, coach and carriage
builders, harness makers, blacksmiths, tailors, and for help,
aids a vast number of men directly and indirectly; he grati-

fies his wishes and shows to the world that, as he has but one
life on this earth, he is going to enjoy every minute of
it and live as long as possible. He knows that by riding in

the pure open air, either by the sea-shore or on the moun-
tain side, he can have better health than by being confined in

the counting house or office, and to enjoy those rides he
wantH to be as comfortable as money and the society of his

family can make him, He acts accordingly, and becomes a
benefactor, lie sees at the horse show that many improve-
ments have been made in the style of carriages and is

prompted M once to have the lateBt and best. Accordingly
he purchases new horses, carriages and harnesses
and resolves to have them entered at the
next horse show. Such a man is not
only progressive, but he is likewise helping many of men to

live, and building up industries that need his assistance.

People with narrow minds may sneer at the costly equipagti

shown at a horse show, but their pocket-books are as knife-

like as their intellects ; it is therefore a blessing that

such people are in a groove that ends in a grave which never

will be seen. The liberal-minded, keen observers at the

horse show were out in force, however, and many were the

opinions they expressed in favor of it and its projectors, A
new era has dawned on the horsemen of this coast and the

work of educating the people, so well begun will go on and

on, until people from all parts of the world are attracted to

this coast to see how superior our representatives of every

breed of horses are, and will come to inspect and pur-

chase.

The clashes or breeds of horses represented could not be

surpassed in anv part of the world, from the mighty Sal-

vator, the king of thoroughbreds, and Directum, the king of

trottingstallions, to the smallest Shetland pony, including

roadsters, hackneys, coach horses, polo ponies, Cleveland

Bayf, Shires, Clydesdales, Suffolk Punches, Percherons and
Normans. The draft horse exhibit was exceptionally fine.

These massive monarchs of utility trod the tan bark, danced

and cavorted as if it was something to have size, substance,

style and activity. The verv choicest-bred horses of these

breeds in Europe, England, Scotland and Australia, were
imported to this coast some years ago, and like all others,

they bred and grew larger and stronger in this genial clime.

The class of horses descended from these imported sires is

of a superior quality, and many of the largest buyers from

the interior have purchased colts and fillies from the breeders

in the bay counties to improve their ranch 6tock. At this

horse show there were a number of imported ones besides

those bred here, and the judges found it a difficult task to

award the prizes. E. C. Godfrey, Wm. Hill, J. P. Rode-
haver, Jos. Blowdin, A. Prou, and Newhall Land and Farm-
ing Co. had most of the Norman and Percheron horses there.

Hiram Corey of Salinas exhibited a magnificent Suffolk

Punch.
Another exhibit which elicited much applause was com-

posed of heavy, shaggy-haired symmetrically-built Clydes-

dales. Denman & McNear, of Petaluma, and H. Morgan
Hill, of Santa Clara, were the owners who captured all the

prizes and they deserved them.

J. B. Haggin, with a magnanimity which could only be

prompted by his love for the horse and his desire to see this

horse show made a success, at great risk and expense, sent the

following named thoroughbreds to delight the thousands who
had never been to Kancho del Paso to see them: Salvator,

Tenny, Imported Sir Modred, Firenzi and Bessie June, fam-
ous the world over as the cream of the thoroughbred fratern-

ity. Then he sent the sire and dam of Flying Jib, the only
horse that ever paced inside the two-minute mark.
James Shaw Robinson of Hanford sent the grandly-bred

chestnut thoroughbred stallion, Islington, brother to the
famous Isinglass.

John F. Boyd of the Oakwood Park Stock Farm kindly
offered for exhibition purposes the king of pacing stallions of

the northern part of California, W. Wood, 2:07, and W. W.
Foote, 2:15}, the son of Steinway.

A. W. Foster, of San Rafael, sent a little herd of Hunga-
rian ponies, consisting of the following beauties: Steppe,

Czarina, Duchess, Pocahontas, Marguerite, Agnes, Alice and
Mars. The children hovered around the stalls and petted

the gentle little creatures as only children can, and whenever
the procession of little flaxeo-maned ponies was seen in the

arena, there were plenty of followers who envied the boys
their task of leading the little ones around. These celebrities

added much to the programmes of exercises given every
afternoon and evening.

In the thoroughbred class there were seven entries, and
the three veterinarians assisted the judges in making their

decisions. The awards as given are published below. This
class will be better filled next year, and therefore a better

showing will be made. The same is affirmed of the other
classes under the name of thoroughbred colts. In the class for

trotting stallions good judgment was used, and the winner,
Chas. Derby, as an individual would be hard to beat in any
company. His four representatives were all of a superior

class. Dawn, the winner of the second prize, is known every-
where as the " Dandy of the Turf," and showed by his family
of four that he breeds not only good, well-made horses, but
they have size as well. Melvar, Capt. B. E. Harris' chest-

nut stallion, received third, but, unfortunately, he had no
representatives old enough to place him on a par with his

companions.
Guy Wilkes was not there much to the surprise and regret

of everyone at the horse show.

Alcona Jr., son of Alcona and Madonna, owned by R. B.

Milroy and Jno. P. Guerin, caught the judges' eyes at once
in his class and got first prize, and the silver $600 cup. Dawn
2:18|,second, Daly, 2:15, third and El Benton fourth.

As the complete liBts of awards are published below it is

unnecessary to take the classes ad seriatutn, and publish com-
ments on the individuals at this time. The judging in al-

most every instance gave satisfaction. The greatest care was
exercised and everything was done to be just and impartial

to all. The two Eastern Judges, Rives jjand Carman, per-

formed their difficult tasks most creditably. The veterinar-

ians differed on some cases but the majority rule was enforced.

The ringmaster, J. Orton, was the beau ideal of what a ring'

master should be. Quick of eye, decisive in action, methodi-
cal in everything he did, understanding all the little details

of his position to a nicety, he was the right man in the right

place. His assistants were models and acted under his in-

structions quickly and with precision. Their presence in the
ring continually during the performances added a feeling of

safety to all participants in the parades.

The band, from its lofty perch, played selections which
were deemed appropriate for the occasion.

The programme of exercises offered every evening con-
sisting of parades, exhibitions of equestrianism, hurdle jump-
ing, polo pony riding, tandem, four-horse driving, twelve-
mule team at work, the judging of the horses and the ex-
hibitions given by the United States Cavalry and the Park
policemen were of a character to elicit the highest praise.

Everything moved like clock work—without intermission.

Whenever one number was finished on the programme there
was always some ce'ebrity like the great Directum, the
pacer, W. Wood, or the other great exhibition horses to

come out and dash around the arena, as if they were in a
kindergarten. Many were the regrets that Palo Alto had no
representative; if such a mare as Beautiful Bells was led in,

the fame she earned as a beautiful mare would be verified, but
next year P3I0 Alto will be well represented and so will the
San Mateo Stock Farm and a number of other stock farms
from the southern part of the State and Nevada, also. The

Salisbury string did not arrive in time, but as it was
whole exhibition was a most creditable one. The arii-

ment of the box stalls and the strict rules regarding;
around them were rigidly enforced by a corps of emplo
The exhibition of vehicles from the $4,000 tally-ho be!

ing to M. H. DeYoung, of the Chronicle, to the smi.
vehicle drawn by the yearling pacing champion of Califs

this year, Jay EffBee, was a most creditable one and a
that the taste for these elegant equipages is growing 1

the demand for them is increasing. The harnesses
were as fine as money could buy, and we have no hesit

in declaring that no better for the number were seen at

horse show ever held in the United States. John A.*.

Kerron, the well-known manufacturer, having manufact
a number of choice sets as well as fitted out nearly all

stables with horse-clothing, rugs, etc. Studebaker Bros.-,

a number of sets also,besides carriages of every kind. Mil

flowed like water for several weeks beff re the show opt
and the people who gathered from far and near we»
lighted with what they -°aw purchased. The varying ti

of the wealthy were gratified and so difficult was it fox

judges to decide which was the best that in their own lang
they were "solely puzzled to know which should be g
first prize."

The financial end of this great horse show was cai

personally by the President, Henry J. Crocker, who expei
over $23,000 in making it a success. The receipts 1

Saturday did not balance this account, but all day Sato
and on Saturday night the crowds that packed that imm
pavilion testified by their presence that they appreciated
efforts of the management and loudly applauded every 1

ber on the long and varied programme. The exhib
themselves are profuse in their praises of the liberal wa
which they were treated; Secretary Irving attending U
their wants and seeing that their wishes were compiled J

Every employee, from Superintendent Thos. Bonner d<

speaks glowingly of their treatment, their only regret h
that the horse show did not last longer.

The daily press of this city and State accomplished
ders and contributed column after column to this great e1

Editors and reporters were seen moving among the ]

Hundred gathering notes, making sketches, and trying t

cure the best reports possible for their respective joar
Down among the stalls,Jthe horsemen patiently and

politely answered thousands of questions, lifted the blau
off their horses many times during the day and took as

pride in showing their pets as a mother would her first 1

Everywhere one would go the same feeling of light-heai

ness and sociability prevailed. The horse show provi
trysting place for all who loved to feel that they could
hear and learn something without fear of being consid

ignorant, and without fear of having the senses offend©

anything seen or done.

The crowd reluctantly filed out of the pavilion Satn
night, just as the midnight bells were ringing. The '*

horse show" was the topic of conversation among them
and as the management has been incorporated into a e

company with $100,000 capital, the prizes to be giveD wi

larger and more numerous, hence entries will be propor
ately greater.

VVe cannot close this article without thanking thot

charge for many kindnesses shown during visits to this

first horse show ever given west of the Rocky Mountain;
Following are the prize winners:

Class 1—Thoroughbred stallions, three years old or t

to be shown in hand ; first prize $100, second prize

special prize to the winner, a solid silver cup offere

C. P. Huntington, valued at $400. E. J. Baldwin's
Emperor of Norfolk, aged, by Emperor of Norfolk—Mi
first; W. O'B. Macdonough's chestnut St. Carlo. 7 yeai

imp. St. Blaise—Corina, second ; Dr. Thos. Bowhill's

Chesterfield, 18 years, by The Marquis—Lamorna,
highly commended ; P. J. Donohoe's chestnut Due
Norfolk, aged, by Norfolk—Marion, commended.

Class 4—Thoroughbred stallions, best yearling; first

$50, second $25. A. B. Spreckels' bay filly Pique, by F
beau—imp. Amelia, first; A. B. Spreckels' ch filly Cams
by Flambeau—imp. Petroleuse, second.

Class 5—Trotters, breeding class, all horses entered

be standard and registered, to be judged by their pedij

age, color, conformation, gait and produce, for stallioi

be shown with four of their get, the oldest not to exceed
years. John F. Boyd's dark brown tChas. Derby, 2:1

by Steinway—Katie G., by Electioneer, first; H. J. Agi
chestnut Dawn, 2:18^, 13 years, by Nutwood—Countes

Whipple's Hambletooian, second; C. P. Harris' dark c

nut Melvar, 6 years, highly commended.
Class 6—-Standard trotters, for stallions four yeai

over, kept for service ; first prize $100, second prize

special, the Shreve solid silver cup, valued at $600. M
& Guerin's Alcona Jr., aged, by Alcona—Madonna, fits

J. Agnew's chestnut Dawn, aged, by Nutwood—Couotee

Whipple's Hambletonian, second; Wm.Finlaw's bay J

aged, by General Benton—by Electioneer, highly

mended; Gilbert Tompkins' bay El Benton, 6 yean
Electioneer—Nellie Benton, commended.

Class 7.—Stallion, between three and four years—

3

prize, H. J. Agnew's Gay Daw n, by Dawn—Veronica. Sei

prize, L. E. Clawson's Comet Wilkes, by GuyWilkes—

M

Comet. Highly commended—J. Talbot Clifton's Ho
cratas, by Dexter Prince.

Class 8.—Stallion trotters.—First prize, Dr. C. von
man's Young Saladin, by Saladin—Lady CJtley Jr. Set

H. J. Agnews' B. C. Holly.

Same class—Pacing stallions.—Fir6t prize, John B. Bf

Jay EffBee, by Chas. Derby—Bertha. Second, A.C. Pc
Azmoor Jr., by Azmoor—Clair.

Class \t—Trotters, driving class, mare or gelding, 5 '

old or over, with a record of 2:30 or better, must be staD

and registered; judged by age, color, conformation,

going and the manner of their shoeing and bitting;

not given; show to harness or wagon; first prize $100, 8t

$50. A. B. Spreckles' blk m Chloe, 2:194 *>7 Dexter P:

—Clyde, by Hawthorne, first; Hailstorm, bay g, 6 yeai

Anteeo Jr., dam by Signal, owned by Dr. J. P. Dunn,(
land, second; Little Change, bay filly, 5 years old, by (

Mambriuo—Stella D., owned by Jesse D. Carr, Sal

third.

Class 9 (a)—Trotting for best mare or gelding, 4 yean

or over, entered und^r classification of trotters (dri

classes). Wm. Nelson's br m Nellie, by Blue Gown—

I

by Hambletonian 725. Blue Ribbon and set of road hai

value $100, presented by John A. McKerron.
Class 11—Trotting, driving class.fillies three years oU

under 4. first prize $50, second $25. Genevieve, dark bx
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ree years, Eugeneer—Flossie, owned by Jesse D. Carr,

Jinas, first ; Direcona, bay, three years, by Director

—

ride of the West, owned bv Charles S. Neal, Alameda, sec-

id.

Class 12—Trotters, driving class, fillies, 2 years old and

ider 3; first prize $50, second $25. Ben E. Harris' bay filly

ival, by Dawn—Freena Froman, first; A. E. Buckman's bay

ilv Aztec, by Azmoor—Urania, second.

Roadster stallion—First prize, Guerne & Milroy's (Alcona

r. f
by Alcona—Madonna. Second prize, J. Talbot Clifton's

anta Claus Jr., by Santa Claus. Highly commended, J.

ytjalbot Clifton's Arctic, by Dexter Prince. Commended,
bilip Kohn's Malo,by Hendrix.

I Class 13—Roadsters, 15 hands or over; conformation,

olor, style of going, manner, hock and knee action, whether
riven with ordinary or heavy shoes to force action, also

'nether strained with checking or severe bits, will be con-

sidered in judging ; shown to harness or wagon ; first prize

50, second $25. Wildo, br g, 6 years, by Clovis—Leah,

iwned by John F. Boyd, Oakwood Park Stock Farm, first;

Ijiady Indigo, blk m, 6 years, by Alcona—The Holcomb
dare, second ; Directorena, br m, 4 years, by Director

—

iirainy, third; Floreta, b m, 4 years, by Eugeneer—Hollister

tlaid, very highly commended.
I Class 14—Roadsters, pair of mares or geldings or mare and
l;elding, four-year-old 6 or over ; first prize $100, second $50.

Ii\ Kelly & Sons' b g Linda Vista and Desperado, first; Fox-
lall stables' ch g Bender and Button, second ; William J.

jjjanders' b m Flora and Floreta, very highly commended,
fudges—Jas. F. Dustin, Orrin A. Hickok, John F. Boyd.
I Class 15—Roadster class, mare or gelding and best ap-

pointed road rig, horse to count 50 per cent, wagon 15 per

|':ent, harness 9 per cent, robes, blankets and whip 8 per cent,

[general appointments, style, etc., 18 per cent, speed not es-

sential, first prize $60, second $30. Lady Indigo, blk m, 6

kears, owned by EL J. Agnew, Hillsdale, first ; Carrie D., b

Fn, 4 years, second, owned by A. Stern
;

Steinway, b g, aged,

\
rery highly commended, owned by R. P. Wieland ; Love-

Klale.gr g, 5 years, commended, owned by Ernest Schmidt.

I CI;.- 16—Roadsters, pair of mares or geldings or mare
rind gelding and best appointed road rig, speed not essential;

First prize $100. second prize $50, special prize offered by

names M. Cunningham of solid silver cup valued at $200.

BPrancisco de Ojeda's brown mares Panchita and Suspero,

('laughters of Gaviota, first; C. T. Sanders' brown mares,

ilSancy and Betsy, daughters of Le Grande, second; T. Kelly

fk Sons' bay geldings Linda Vista and Desperado, very

highly commended; William J. Landers' bay mares Flora
:md Floreta, highly commended.
I Hackney stallions, classes 17 and 18—First prizes, F. G.
FBerry's Paragon, John Parrotts' Green's Rufus,by Champion
Rufus—Bella, respectively.

I Class 23—Hackneys, for mare or gelding, three years old

([foaled in 1891) ; first prize, $40 ; second, $20 ; John Parrott's

fj
ch mare Blondera. by imp. Matchless of Londesborough,

first ; F. G. Berry's bm Minnie B., second ; same owner's

[Maybell B., very highly commended ;
same owner's Maud B.

Commended.
f Coaching stallions, imported, class 26—First prize. John
Parrott's Socrates, by Landerssohn—Lintze.

i Second prize—Sperry's Young Adonis, by Young Brilliant

III—Acer.
, Highly commended -J. D. McGregor's Novelty, by Lord
Hillington—Girl of the Period.

Commended—Newhall Land Company's Saxon Prince, by

Sportsman—Brilliant.

01883 27, horses in harness—First prize, Walter S. Hobart's

gray gelding Peacock ; second prize, J. D. Grant's bay mare
Music ; third prize, J. A. Donohue Jr.'s gray geldingTobey;

very highly commended, M. Theo. Kearney's Cock Robin.

Class, 28, horses in harness, judged on quality, style and

action, for mares or geldings or mare and gelding, over 15

hands and not exceeding 15 hands 3 inches, show to phaetons,

to carts and curricles—First prize, $100; second, $50. Walter

S. Hobart's entry, Gamecock and Peacock, first
; J. A.

Dooohue Jr.'s Monkey and Tobey, second; M. H. deYoung's
John and Tom, third.

Class 29—High-steppers not under 14 hands 2 inches and
under 15 hands 2 inches ; soundness, style, conformation and

hock action to be considered ; to be driven to two-wheeled

vehicle; first prize, $50; second, $25. J. D. Grant's bay

mare Music, first ; Walter S. Hobart's gray gelding Peacock,

second ; M. Theo. Kearney's chestnut gelding Cock Robin,

very highly commended ; Ben E. Harris' bay mare Rival,

commended.
Class 30—Pair of high-steppers not under 14 hands 2

inches and under 15 hands 2 inches ; soundness, style, con-

formation and hock action also to be considered
;
to be shown

to a four-wheeled carriage ;
firs' prize $75, second $50.

Walter S. Hobart's pair, the bay gelding Gamecock and the

gray Peacock, first; C. A. Spreckels' brown geldings Sham-
rock and Clover, second ; Ben E. Harris' mare very highly

commended. Major J. L. Rathbone, Reginald W. Rives

and John Parrott, judges.

Class 31—Carriage horses, for mare or gelding exceeding

15 hands 2 inches, to be shown before a dog cart, gig or

phaeton ; first prize $50, Becond $25. W. S. Hobart's bay

gelding Skyrocket first, John Parrott's chestnut mare Alberta

second, A. Douglas Dick's bay mare Dorothy highly com-
mended, J. M. Cunningham's bay gelding Colusa com-

mended.
Class 32—Carriage horses, for pair of mares or geldings, or

mare and gelding, exceeding 15 hands 2 inches, to be shown
before a four-wheeled vehicle; first prize $100, second $50.

C. A. Spreckels' bay geldings Ensign and Jack Rose, first

;

John Parrott's bays Cooper and Cora, second
;
M. Theodore

Kearney's gray mares imp. Yorkshire and Toronto, very

highly commended ; Miss Alice Ann Clark's bays Judge and
Duke, commended.

Class 33—High steppers not under 15 hands 2 inches, style,

conformation and hock action to be considered, to be shown
to an appropriate two-wheeled vehicle ; first prize $50, sec-

ond $25. Walter S. Hobart's bay gelding Skyrocket, first

;

John Parrott's chestnut mare Alberta, second; Henry J.

Crocker's bay gelding James highly commended, Ben E.

Harris' chestnut gelding Grandee commended.

Class 34—For high-steppers not under 15 hands 2 inches,

soundness, style, conformation and hock action to be consid-

ered, shown in a four-wheeled carriage ; first prize $75, sec-

ond $35. First prize withheld ;
second, J. A. Donohoe Jr.'s

Monkey and Tobey ; Henry J. Crocker's James and unnamed
chestnut highly commended.

Class 35—IJorses, carriages and appointments, for mare or

gelding, not under 15 hands 2 inches, shown before a

brougham, the horse to count 50 per cent, and the brougham

and general appointments 50 per cent; first prize, $50 ; sec-

ond, $25; John Parrott's ch m Alberta, first; Mr. Theo.
Kearney's ch m Arabella, second ; Henry J. Crocker's b g
James "highly commended ; M. H. de Young's b g Prince,
commended.

Class 36—Horses, carriages and appointments, for a pair
of mares or geldings, or mare and gelding, to be shown to a
brougham; horses to count 50 per cent, brougham and general
appointments 50 per cent ; first prize, $75 ; second", $35,
special prize, the Charles B. Alexander solid silver cup valued
at $200 ; W. S. Hobart's pair, Gamecock and Peacock, first;

John Parrott's pair, Flossie and Flora, second ; J. A. Dono-
hoe Jr.'s pair, Monkey and Tobey, highly commended

; C.
A. Spreckels' Ensign and Jack Rose, commended.

Special—The J. D. Grant solid silver cup for fire engine
teams, valued at $150; second, $30, offered by the association:

Steamer 2, three dapple grays, driven by John Hayden, first;

steamer 23, three dark browns, driven by John McCarthy,
second.

Class 37—Tandems, mares or geldings, or mare and geld-
ing, four years old and over; shown to two-wheeled dog carts
or tandem carts, first prize, $60 ; second, $30. W. S. Ho-
bart's bay and gray geldings, Gamecock and Peacock, first

;

M. Theodore Kearney's chestnut geldings, Prince and Cock
Robin, second ; J. A. Donohoe's chestnut and gray geldings,

Monkey and Tobey, very highly commended. Reginald W.
Rives, judge.

Class 39—Four-in-hand. Mares and geldings four years
old or over, fifteen hands or over. This class must be shown
before a coach or coach or body break. First prixe $100,
second prize $50. W. S. Hobart's Rum,Gum,|Rock and Rye,
first prize

; Haggin & Tevis' Music, Minstrel, Myrtle and
Melody (trotting-bredj second prize; M. Theo. Kearney's
Ontario, San Joaquin, Yorkshire and Toronto; highly com-
mended, Geo. A. Newhall's Margaret, May, Hamlet and
HarrisoD. Reginald W. Ives, judge.

Class 40—Four-in-hands, park teams, mares or geldings or
drags, owner or coachman to drive, horses to count 50 per
cent, drag and appointments 50 per cent, horses to have
quality, action and manners and not to be under 15 hands,
first prize $100, second $50. John Parrott's coach drawn by
Flossie, Flora, Cooper and Cora, driven by C. A. Baldwin,
first ; M. Theo. Kearney's drag with Ontario, San Joaquin.
Yorkshire and Toronto, driven by J. Stewart,second; George
A. Newhall's bays Margaret, May, Hamlet and Harrison,

driven by Mr. Newhall, highly commended; E. J. Baldwin's

coach with Sultana, Lady B., Wonderland and an unnamed
chestnut commended.
Special—Offered by M. H. de Young; solid silver cup,

valued at $200, for best appointed four-in-hacd; gentlemen
drivers, horses to count 50 per cent, drag, coach and appoint-

ments 25 per cent, driving 25 per cent, horses not to be under
fifteen hand high and to have quality, action and good
manners. John Parrott's four, driven by C. A. Baldwin,
won.

Class 41, ponies in harness—First prize, Charles Main
MacDermott's chestnut mare Maraschino; second prize, Miss
Gracie B. Wilson's chestnut mare Frolic; highly commended,
Miss EJsie Sperry's mouse-colored mare Dulce; commended,
C. A. Spreckels' bay gelding Monte.

Class 41, pairs of ponies in harness.—First prize, A. W.
Foster's Tack and Hiawatha, Hungarian; second prize, Kern
County Land Company's Minnie and Madge, Hungarian.

Class 43—Saddle horses, for stallion, mare or gelding, four

years old and over, up to carrying 160 pounds; judged by
quality, manners, paces, conformation and ability to carry

the weight specified; required to show the walk, trot, single-

foot and canter; first prize, gentleman's complete riding out-

fit, offered by J. C. Johnson & Co., valued at $100; second

prize $35. Charles C. Mclver's black gelding Almont, first;

A. Borel's chestnut gelding, unnamed, second; Mrs. A. D.

Ayer's Woodlawn, very highly commended; Henry J.

Crocker's Prince Clay and W. Mayo Newhall's Kitty com-
mended. Judges—W. O. B. Macdonough, R. M. Tobin, J.

C. Chinn, Major J. L. Rathbone.
Class 44, Ladies' saddle horses—First prize, Chas. C. Mc-

lver's Almont; second, Mrs. A. D. Ayer's Woodlawn; highly

commended, Mrs. Ben E. Harris' Lord Fauntleroy; com-
mended, Miss F. C. Sayles' Dazzle.

Class 45—Ponies to be ridden under saddle, for stallion,

mare or gelding, not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch, three years

old or over, Jesse Sturgill entered, not competing; first

prize $50, second $20, C. de Guigne's cream mare Bessie

firs', A. Douglas Dick's chestnut mare Diamond second; R.

M. Tobin's Galloping Dick highly commended, C. A. Bald-

win's Ysabel commended.
Class 45 a—For the best polo pony, to be shown around

bending poles, owner to ride, for a solid silver cup offered by

H. J. Crocker, valued at $150, Harry Simpkin's pinto geld-

ing Jumping Jack.

Class 47—Ponies under saddle, mare or gelding, not ex-

ceeding 46 inches, 2 years old or over ;
first prize $50, second

$20, divided into two sections : First section—A. W. Foster's

Carlisle first, same owner's Emperor second. Second section

—Kern County Land Company's Pet first, same owner's Bess

second.
Class 48—Broodmare exceeding 12 hands 1 inch in height

and not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch, in foal or with foal at

foot ; first prize $40, second prize $20. John Parrott's Mab
first; Quezal second.

Class 49—Pony stallions and broodmares, for stallions not

exceeding 46 inches; first prize $40, second $20. A. W.
Foster's Carlisle first ; Kern County Land Company's Bud
second, John S. English's Little Joe highly commended,
Kern Countv Land Company's Jim commended.

Class 50—Ponies, for broodmares, not exceeding 46 inches,

in foal or with foal, at foot; first prize $40, second $20. John

S. English's brown Topsy first, same owner's bay Josie sec-

ond.
Special—Offered by the association for four-in-hand brakes,

special silver cup valued at $125. Walter S. Hobart's blue

roans Rum, Gum, Rock and Rye, first; J. D. Grant's Music,

Minstrel, Myrtle and Melody highly commended ; M. Theo.

Kearney's Ontario, San Joaquin, Yorkshire and Toronto

commended.

Class 51—For hunters (middle-weight), conformation and

quality to count 50 percent., performances over fences 50

cent., first prize $75, second $30. W. S. Hobart's bay mare

Huntress first, C. de Guigne's chestnut gelding Good Luck
second, Clarence R. Walter's bay gelding Bachelor very

highly commended, Norman Brough's bay gelding Prince

Idle commended.
Class 52—Ladies' qualified hunters, up to carrying 165

pounds to pounds, conformation and quality to count 25 per

cent., performances over fences to count 50 per cent.; first

prize $50, second $25. W. S. Hobart's Huntress first, Nor-
man Brough's Prince Idle second, Dr. Thos. Bowhill's
chestnut mare Miss Taffhighly commended.

Class 53—Jumping class, open to all, performances over
fences only to count; first prize $50, second $20, and a special
prize of a solid silver cup, valued at $150, offered by the
California Jockey Club. E. J. Baldwin's gray gelding El
Dorado first, R. Walter's bay gelding Bachelor second.

Class 53a—Special jumping class, open to all, over fences
3 feet 6 inches and water jump

;
performances over jumps

only to count; first prize $100, second $30, third $20. E. J.
Baldwin's El Dorado, Stanford up, first, Norman Brough's
Prince Idle, Stanford up, second, J. G. Mcintosh's FirBt
Lap, Kidd up, third.

Class 54—Jumping ponies. First prize, Galloping Dick,
owned and ridden by R. M. Tobin ; second, Gosoon, owned
by H. Howard and ridden by Tobin ; commended, Ysabel,
owned by Charles A. Baldwin, and ridden by Tobin.

Class 55—The best and best trained police horses to be
ridden by officers. Appointments and uniforms also to be
considered. This prize given in money or plate. First
prize $65, second prize $30. E. Campbell first, S. W. Harper
second, Capt. S. M. Thompson, G. L. Bennett, W. R. Norton,
J. H. Kavanagh and T. H. Kennedy highly commended.

Class 56—Draft horses. First prize, Dollie and Mollie,
owned by the Kern County Land Company ; second prize,
Stanley and Prince, by Saxon Prince—Maggie; highly com-
mended, Blaine and Bismarck, by Saxon Prince, by the same
owners.

Special prize by Jo D. Grant, cup value $150. Engine
No. 2, Engine No. 28.

Class 58—For best performance of professional coachmen
driving a pair of horses: first prize $40, second prize $20;
eight entries. J. Stewart, first; James McAuliff', second; Pat
Kearney, very highly commended, William Armstrong, com-
mended.

Class 59, draft stallionB: First prize—Joseph Blowdin's
Reglan, by Sultan-Poule.
Second prize—E. C. Godfrey's Frontignan, by Gilbert-

Montonne.
Highly commended—E. C. Godfrey's Theligny, by Val-

hant-Jubure.
Commended—E. C. Godfrey's Gaviston.
Class 60, stallions, best three-year-old: First prize—E. C.

Godfrey's Glory, by Gilbert-Gretcben.
Second prize—Hill & Rodehaver's John L., by imp. Beau-

fort-imp. Lamie.
Clas6 63—Stallions, best under one year. W. Hill and J.

P. Rodehavers' Ebony, by half-bred Normandy, blue ribbon.
Class 64:—Mare, best five-year-old or over with colt. New-

hall Land and Farming Co.'s Nettle, with her colt Leonard
by Saxon Prince, blue ribbon.

Class6o—Mare.best four-year-old or over. W.Hill and
J. P. Rodehaver's Susie, by Right Sort—Imp. Lamie, blue
ribbon.

Class 66—Mare, best three-year-old. Newhall Land and
Farming Co.'s Nellie, by Chub— Nellie, blue ribbon.

Class 69—Filly, best suckling. Newhall Land and Farm-
iag Co.'s Daisy Belle, by Saxon Prince, blue ribbon.

Class 70—Suffolk Punch stallion, best four-year-old or
over. Hiram Corey's Winston, by Wilson's Banker—Scott,

blue ribbon.

Clydesdale horses entered in these classes must be certified

to have a recognized Clydesdale sire or sire of dams.
Class 81—Stallion, best four-year-old or over. First prize,

$40; second $20. Denman & McNear's Pointsman Jr., by
Pointsman—Blossom II, first; same owner's Buffalo Bill, by
Pointsman—Blossom II second. Same owner's Druid, by
Narrow Escape—Blossom II, highly commended.

Class 83—Stallion, beBt two-year-olds; first prize, $20; sec-

ond $10. Denman & McNear's Buffalo Bill Jr., by Buffalo
Bill—Maid of the Mist, first; same owner's Fritz S., by Nar-
row Escape—Belle, second.

Class 84:—Stallion, best one-year-old; Denman & McNear's
Frank, by Buffalo Bill—Maid of the Mist, blue ribbon.

Class 86—Mare, best five year-old or over, with colt; first

prize, $40; second, $20; Denman & McNear's Blossom III.,

by Morning Star—Blossom II, first.

Class 87- -Mare, best four years old and over. First prize

$30, second $15. Morgan Hill's Nellie, by Davie—Bess,

first; same owner's Diamond, second.

Class 88—Mare, best three-year-old. Denman & M'Near's
Belle IV., by Buffalo Bill—Belle, blue ribbon.

Class 89—Mare, best two-year-old. Denman & McNear's
Darling II., by Pointsman Jr.'s Darling, blue ribbon.

Class 90—Mare, one-year-old. Denman & McNear's Blos-

som V., by Narrow Escape—Blossom III., blue ribobn.

Class91—Filly, best suckling. Denman& McNear's Blos-

som VI., by Narrow Escape—Blossom III., blue ribbon.

Class 92—Shires, stallions, best four-year-olds or over.

First prize $40, second $20. J. D. McGregor's Ossington,

first; Tennant Bros.' Pride of the Prairie, by Pride of Glas-

gow—by Wallace, second; Hiram Corey's Goodenough, by
Good-All-Round Gip and Leonard Johnston's Childs Imp,
highly commended.

Class 92—Stallion, best two-year-old, first prize $20, second
$10. W. T. Griffith's Sonoma King, by Lothair IV—Dogen,
first; same owner's Columbus, by Lothair IV—Dogen, sec-

ond.
Class 97—Maie, best five years old or over, with colt.

Jas. G- Fair's Lucy, by General Grant—Warnock, blue

ribbon.

Class 109—Mules, best-matched span, three years old or

over, to be shown in harness before light rig. Newhall Land
and Farming Co.'s Kid and McGinty, blue ribbon.

Special prize, offered by Robt. F. Morrow, solid silver cup,

value $200, for the best general exhibit of draught horses,

Denman & McNear first.

Special prize offered by the association, solid silver cup,

value $100, for the brst appointed four-in-hand brake horses,

horses to count 60 per cent ; brake and appointment 40 per

cent. W. S. Hobert's Rum, Gum, Rock and Rye, first.

Association prize for champion draught stallion, $100.

Denman & McNear's Pointsman Jr., by Pointsman—Blos-

som II, first.

THE CUP WINNERS.

The beautiful cups offered as special prizes for performances

in the show were awarded as follows

:

Solid silver cup, offered by C. P. Huntington for thorough-

bred stallions, three years old or over, taking first prize ; E.

J. Baldwin's Emperor of Norfolk, bay, aged, by Norfolk

—

Marion.
The Shreve cup, solid silver, valued at $600, for trotting

stallions, four years old or over, kept for service; Milroy &
Guerin's dark bay Alcona Jr., by Alcona—Madonna.
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The W. S. H. cup (presumablr Hobart),eolid silver.valued

at $15(i, for best tandem of class 37, to be shown before two-

wheeled dogcarts or tandem carts ; hoises to count 50 per

cent, appointments 25 per cent, driving 15 per cent ; not on

the map— lost in the shuffle.

The D. O. Mills solid silver cup, valaed at $75, for best

pony stallion, two years old or over, exceeding 12 hands 1

inch, and not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch
;
A. W. Foster's

Hungarian pony Carlisle.

The John M. Cunningham solid silver cup, valued at

$200, for pair of mares and geldings, or mare and gelding,

and best-appointed road rig, each of the horses to count 25

per cent, the pair 20 per cent, wagon 10 per cent, harness 5

per cent, general appointments 5 per cent ;
speed not essen-

tial ; Francisco de Ojeda's brown mares Superior and Pan-

chita.

The M. H. de Young solid silver cup, valued at $200, for

best appointed four-in-hand, gentlemen drivers, horses to

count 50 per cent, drag or coach and appointments 25 per

cent, driving 25 percent; horses to have quality, action and

good manners; must not be under 15 hands high; John

M. Farrott's black and yellow bodied coach, with the bay

mares Flossie, Flora and Cora and the bay gelding Cooper,

with C. A. Baldwin on the box.

The Charles B. Alexander solid silver cup, valued at $200

for the best private carriage and appropriate carriage, the

horse to count 50 per cent, the carriage and general appoint-

mrots 50 per cent ; \Y. S. Hobart's pair, Gamecock and

Pea cock.

TheH. J. Crocker solid silver cup, valued at $150, for the

best polo pony to be shown around bending poles, owners to

ride; Harry Simkins' pinto gelding, Jumping Jack.

The Robert F. Morrow solid silver cup, valued at $200, for

the best general exhibit of drafthorses: Denman & McNear
ot Fetaluma.
The Timothy Hopkins solid silver cup, valued at $150, for

coaching stallions, 3 years old or over, to be shown in hand,

not ridden or driven: John Parrott's imported Socrates, by

Landersohn, dam Lintze, by Magnet II.

The Joseph D. G'ant solid silver cup, valued at $150, for

the best team of two or three horses shown to regular 6re en-

gines, to be exhibited by the fire departments of the cities in

California: Fire steamer 2, three dapple grays, driven by

John Hayden.
The California Jockey Club cup, solid silver, valued at

$150, jumping class, open to all; performances over fences

to count: E. J. Baldwin's gray gelding El Dorado.

The J. Talbot Clifton solid silver cup, valued at $200, for

roadster stallions, 4 years old or over, to be shown in hand:

Guerin & Milroy's dark bay Alcona Jr.

Jerome Park Must Go.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH OAIRN SIMPSON.

The northward march of New York City has at length

overtaken famous old Jerjme Park; soon after the opening

of the New Year it will cease to exist as a race course, and

its picturesque old club house will no longer serve as 9 ren-

dezvous for the coaching men, tandem drivers and roadites

of the city.

Under date of November 22 William A. Duer, President

of the Jerome Villa Site and Improvement Company, issues

the following circular : "As the city authorities have com-

menced proceedings for the acquisition of Jerome Park

proporty for a reservoir, the Jerome Park club house will

be closed on and after January 3, 1895."

Jerome Park promised at one time to be as great a center

of racing in this country as Newmarket is in England. But
times have changed since that epoch in its history, now
nearly thirty years ago, and after the first week in the com-

ing year old Jerome will be but a memory.
It is twenty-eight years ago since Jerome Park was opened

as a public race course, and at that time Leonard Jerome,

Pierre Lorillard, Francis R. Rives, August Belmont, D. D.

Withers, Theodore Havemeyer, HugoFritsch, William Jay,

De Lancey Kane, John Hunter and James V. Parker were

familiar figures there.

The history of Jerome Park then and for some years sub-

sequently was the history of New York society sportsmen,

and of the cleanest and purest racing ever seen in the vicin-

ity of the city. Old time racing men can recall the per-

formances of such great horses, over its winding course, as

Longfellow, Kingfisher, Harry Bassett, Glenelg, Tom Bowl-

ing, Duke of Magenta, Monitor, Spinaway, Sensation and
many another king or queen of the turf,—N. Y. Times.

Good Race Horses Sold.

Lexington (Ky.), December 4—There were probably

never more well-known turf performers offered in any one

day in Kentucky that passed under the auctioneer's hammer
here to-day.

Those selling for $1,000 or more were as follows: Buck-

wa, b g, 3, by Buckra—by Jils Johnson, to James Mur-

phy of Lexington, $4,600 ;
Victoria, b c, 2, by Outcast—by

imp. King Ban, to W. T. Woodward Jr., of Lexington,

$3,700 ; Probasco, b c, 3, by imp. Billet, to Miller Bros, of

Paris, Ky., $1,050; Tupolo, b g,3. by Jils Johnson—by Light-
ning, to Bryon McClelland, $1,500; Joe Mac, c h, 2, by King
Alfonso, to Bryon McClelland, $1,225; Sirloid, ch g,2,by
Spokane—by imp. Zorilla, loChurles I'leischman & Son, Cin-
cinnati, $2,500 ; Buck Massie, b c, 2, by Hanover—by imp.
Prince Charlie, to John Rodegap, $1,050; Tough Times,
blk f, 2, by Himyar— Felicita, to James Murphy, Lexington,
Ky., $1,000; Wadsworth was bought by L. H. Stevens of

this city for $1,005.

Lexington (Ky.), December 5—At the closing day of the

midwinter sale of thoroughbreds here sixty-four head brought

$28,656. The top price was $4,000. Brood mares were the

best sales.

Spinaway, chestnut mare, 16, by imp. Leamington—Marga-

ret, to Clay & Woodford of Paris, Ky., $4,000. Lady Reel,

bay mare, 8, by Fellowcraft—MaDnie Gray, to H. P. Head-
ley of Lexington, for $2,000. Gratitude, brown mare, 7, by
imp. Woodlands—Medara, to M. E. Young of Lexington,
$1,175. Hypocrite, brown mare. 9, by Longfellow—Hypatia,
to W. Cowler of Chicago; $1,055. Princess Chuck, bay mare,

12, by AriBtides—Crescent, to Milton Young, $1,610. Laura
Stone, bav mare, by imp. Rayon d'Or— Valera, to Byron Mc-
Clellan, $1,200.

The Horse Show—The curtain has fallen and the first

real Horse Show on the Pacific Coast is now a part of equine

history. Not a small chapter at that or a story without

significance. Short as it waB the briefness did not interfere

with the lessons taught ; if only a preface there was plenty

of matter to justify a favorable augury of the future. Throw-

ing enthusiasm aside, discarding views which are tinged with

optimism, judging entirely from facts which would meet the

requirements of the most positive Gradgrind, and there is

only one answer to the question: Can a Horse Show which

will compare favorably with those of the East be sustained

annually in San Francisco? That one reply is : Beyond all

reasonable doubts. Not only in regard to financial success,

but in some points superior to Eastern exhibitions, and after

making allowance for diminished population, paucity of

people from which to secure attendance, not a point of in"

feriority. Even that is more apparent than real. I have

not the least hesitation in predicting that the show of 1895

will prove that the Mechanics Pavilion will be inadequate,

that sitting and standing room will be at a premium, and
the assemblage be governed by the utmost capacity of the
building to contain applicants. This view is not prompted
by an over-sanguine temperament. Justified by what has
been done under such adverse conditions, that when the pro-
ject was first broached few, indeed, had the least faith in its

success. That success is, doubtless due to the efficiency of
the management in all the departments, the most prominent
figure, of course, being the President, Henry J. Crocker. The
pronounced success, in face of all the obstacles, is the best

eulogy on all of those who were connected with the manage
ment and while thegeneral-in-chief is awarded the highest
honor for planning and carrying on the campaign, due praise
must be bestowed on those who held subordinate positions.

The secretary, active and unwearing In his efforts to keep
everything in shape, the board of directors, in short the whole
corps seemed to be imbued with the desire to "play well
their parts " whether prominent or inferior, so that one of
the most remarkable features to me, was the smoothness of
the new machinery, so little friction, that one would be led
to believe that in place of being the first presentation, with-
out even a rehearsal, it was the fruit of many trials.

In awarding praise to our home folk it must also be borne
in mind that the people here are under great obligations to

the gentlemen from New York, Messrs. Rives and Carman,
who, as I am informed, made the long journey to assist in
placing the show in line with the famous exhibitions at

Madison Garden.
Intimately acquainted with the departments which were

novel features to so large a majority of Californians, what
was "the correct thing" was the vaguest sort of an idea to the
multitude. Hackneys especially, and not far behind all the
classes which are so prominent in the fashionable life of

cities and towns. A whole lot of frivolous distinctions, per-
haps, with much that is serviceable, pomp, glitter, display
as well as comfort. Press criticisms have been directed

against these departments with a good deal of asperity, or
rather an effort to make them appear ridiculous, and that

there is some ground for the jokes of reporters cannot be
gainsayed. What if the dress, equipments and manners of a
few flavored of foreign countries, and that oddities—to us

—

stood out in bold relief ? Every dollar expended in getting
up the display benefited some one, and many artisans, from
tailors to coach-builders, had a slice of the pudding. What
if the evening dress parades gave the opportunity to wear
claw-hammer coats, low-cut vests, and all the paraphernalia
of society requirements in dress, to people who were evi-
dently uncomfortable in these strange habiliments ? This is

a country in which life has many necessities, and people who
trod the tan-bark-covered arenas or the saw-dust sprinkled
walks gingerly and with trepidation, which could not be con-
cealed, fr$>m that experience, march into drawing-room, re-

ception hall or other place where full dress is au rigour at

their ease.

There is only one thing in connection with this depart-
ment of the Horse Show which I feel like condemning in

forcible terms. That is the mutilation of the tails of that

class of horses. It is a small matter when horses are so well

broken that they drive themselves if the reins are held in

such a manner that the driver has little control of his single,

pair, or four-in-hand, whether the whip is left in the socket
or held at just the right angle and grasped at the proper
part of the butt. The correct thing for the coachman's
boots, gaiters, breeches, coat, hat and cockades is very well

to establish, and it may be that the livery of servitude is

necessary to insure proper subservience of employe to em-
ployer, that is for them to settle.

But I do hope that Fashion, exacting, and in cases, malig-
nant dame that she is, will issue an edict that Nature, in this

one respect, is superior to art, and in place of an excresence
which has the appearance of a stub of a fibre-covered cocoa-
nut, or a bottle brush, where the tail should be, there shall be
the natural adornment. Breeders may "kick." "A good
tail " is not always so easy to produce, a grand tail " fit for a
Pasha's standard," as N. P. Willis declared that of Lady
Suffolk to be, entails careful selection of parents and proper
attention to the progeny, whereas the button or bottle brush
does not require anything out of the usual run. In fact, a
stub to hold the crupper would be sufficient, a decided im-
provement, as then the wig-maker could furnish a collection,

and tails to match the complexion, or dress of the occupants
of the carriage, would be a part of the establishment.

This ib a famous idea, and very proud I am of the good
fortune which permits me to make the announcement of the
Columbus-like discovery, and if mutilation must be continued,
let us avail ourselves of the most artistic replacements that
can be devised.

I offer my plea in all humiliation. On bended knee, and
forehead in the dust, I would not ruffle the equanimity of
the sovereign under any circumstances, trusting that her
highness will bear in mind that for so many years horses
have been my associates, intimates and warm friends, I am
under a load of obligations to the race, indebted for so many
favor* that the enumeration of them would be tiresome to

anyone save myself. In the old days when " docking and
nicking "was one of your mandates, I have heard them

shriek in agony when undergoing the operation. Suffering

thereafter for want of the natural protection, though ther

was quadruple the length of dock than is now alloled to th

button-tail. A.nd let me see. Is there no other arguinenj

than compassion for the sufferer ? Who can imagine youi

Lochinvar carrying off fair Ellen on a horse with a butto

tail 7 Are we not assured that

" Young Lochinvar came out of the West,
Through all the wide borders his steed was the best."

A great country for horses, that famous border-land, and*

knight, moss-trooper and yeoman, if not well-mounted, stored

little chance in foray or raid. The poet unfortunately has

failed to describe the " points " of the steed, though I shall

prove he was not docked.

"One touch to her hand, and one word in her ear,
When they reached the hall-door and the charger stood near.
So light to the croupe the fair lady he swung.
So light to the saddle before her he sprung,
' She is won !

' We are gone, over bank, bush and scaur

:

' They'll have fleet steeds that follow,' quoth young Lochinvar."

Right there, too, for the long tails were after tbem.

"There was mounting 'mong Graemes of the Netherby elan
;

Fosters, Fenwicks and Musgraves, they rode and they ran.
There was racing and chasing on Cannobie Lee
But the lost bride of Netberby ne'er did they see."

Now it has been claimed by eminent veterinary surgeons

that the back of a horse is not so strong after the major
part of the caudal appendage is removed, and hence even so

sylph-like a person as fair Ellen in addition to the "stately

form " of her lover would have been a handicap far beyond
the power of the best steed.

And then again would any of these fair maidens who graced
the show on Saturday evening, hundreds of them as worthy
of the pen of Walter Scott and song of Lady Huron as the
"flower of the border," been satisfied with riding on the

croupe of a button or bottle-tailed steed. If the ball-dress did

not hide the deformity it would stick up "like a sore thumb"
in place of the flowing pennon, waving defiance at pursuers,

a picture more of the John Gilpin order than one represent-

ing both knight and fair ladye.

I am sure that if the ladies, young and old, will take this

matter in hand before very many of the "annual returns'*

these monstrosities will be banished, and to strengthen them
in this resolve let me present another picture. This is drawn
by the master hand, the grandest artist of all ages, and there

is no lack of minuteness in the portraiture, if in miniature

:

" Look, when a painter would surpass the life,

In limning out a well-proportioned steed.

His art with Nature's workmanship at strife,

As if the dead the living should exceed ;

So did tbifl horse excel a common one
In shape, in courage, color, pace and bone.

Round-hoofed, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long.
Broad breast, full eyes, small head, and nostrils wide,
High crest, short ears, straight legs and passing strong,
Thin main, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide,
Look what a horse Bhould have, he did not lack,

Save a proud rider on so proud a back."

The proud rider he did have on when Adonis was mounted,

and he never could have " witched " Venus "with noble

horsemanship" if no tail had taken the place of "thick

tail."

As stated before I am very anxious not to offend the sover-

eign who rules the world, so much depending on her counte-

nance and support. Ultra democratic though a person may
be, if one has a particle of aesthetic taste he canno* fail to

appreciate the adornments as well as the " living pictures."

Beauty, if adorned with taste, has additional charms. It may
be a simple dress, or a gown which has been conceived by an
artist of world-wide repute, but anyone who had an oppor-

tunity to witness the assemblage on Saturday night last could

not fail to be a happier man from the vision ; were he a

stranger another California production to admire.

I was well aware that in the two main classes of the show,
thoroughbred and fast trotters, were California fairly repre-

sented,that part would bear comparison with the best of the

world.

I was also cognizant of the fact that physical superiority

was not confined to the genus equns. And that knowledge
was not dependent entirely on self-observation. When
Major P. P. Johnston, of Kentucky, was here last winter, I

accompanied him across the ferry, to the races, strolled

through the streets of the Midwinter Fair, and in other

places where people congregate, and he was enthusiastic over

the stately, stalwart forms of the young men he saw, en-

tranced with the female loveliness on every hand. Object

lessons, of that kind, are plenty in Kentucky where he lives,

in Virginia where he was born and reared. It might be a

breach of confidence to repeat Ms encomiums, and also place

him in rather an awkward position an>ong the belles of the

blue-grass country to print his eulogies, but as I have lived

longer in California tnan any other State, hope to live here

for many years to come, truth is the only guidance necessary.

An old man has an advantage, too, inasmuch as passion as

not the only limner, and then again, as the elder Weller said,

a man that knows about horses has a good eye for female

form.
Plenty of beauties in every section of California. Met

everywhere. Radiant faces and splendid forms on the ferry

boat, on Kearney and Market streets, at fairs and races. It

did seem as though they were all there on the last evening of

the Horse Show. A tour around the outside of the arena,

now looking at the occupants of the boxes, and then to the

seats above, and surely it must have been avast scope of

country to furnish such a galaxy of beauties. The circle

complete, and with such an array of stars. A hallucination

it must be when the faces recalled "striking Hkenessess" from

San Jose, from Sacramento, from all parts of the country I

have visited, and then the explanation, that it was a Califor-

nia congregation, and necessarily, the glorious climate

the fruitful soil, the grand scenery — for

mountain lands, and the valleys among mountains, are cele-

brated all over the world for perfecting form and feature

—

have created a type, with marked resemblances, a huge bou-

quet, composed of a variety of flowers, and still the various

colors and perfumes in harmony.
Gorgeously robed, I have no doubt, this collection of

houris, though dress is beyond my powers of description. In

familiar attire, however, reminding one of belles who must be

grandmothers orgreatgrandmothers now with puffed sleeves,

ruffs, etc., the glint of satin, the sheen of silks on the younger

portion, the luxuriant velvet draperies of the elder.

Horsemen, those who breed and rear horses especially,

should feel highly elated when their pets are awarded such

distinguished recognition, and elicit such hearty plaudits. It

was formerly so at the races when beauty and fashion"?

thronged the course and the race-ball, which closed the meet-
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ing, was a brilliant scene. It will be so again, and the Horse
Show will be an educator, a step towards the "consummation
so devoutly to be wished."

And now for rather a more practical view of the con-
nection between the exhibition and the interests of those who
breed horses.

I regret to write that only a part of our great breeding es-

tablishments took part in the proceedings. Rancho del Paso
sent its best, that people might see them as they were not en-
tered for premiums. Salvator, Sir Modred, Tenny, Firenzi to

represent the aristocratic side of the equine house, the sire

and dam of Flying Jib tbe light harness division. Santa
Anita did well with Emperor of Norfolk, Rey el Santa Anita
and Rey el Carreras to uphold the land of the orange and
vine, and the birthplace of many stanch racehorses.

Mr. Macdonough had St. Carlo and SuwaiTow and a year-
ling by St. Carlo on exhibition, and I understand that he re-

gretted that Ormonde had not accompanied bis stable com-
panions. That information being correct the next show will

be graced with the presence of the famous racehorse and
progenitor of racehorses, and in this connection it may be
well to state that there were so many regrets, from those who
failed to make entries, that hereafter there will be no lack in

any of the classes. Besides those mentioned in the thorough-
bred class were Islington, not shown for a premium, brother
to Isinglass, the best horse of the year in England ; the
mighty Morello ; the Australian Clieveden, brother to the
famous Chester ; Duke of Norfolk, the eldest of the Norfolk
—Marion Clao, and Chesterfield who has many good colts

running successfully on Australian courses. While the show
of thoroughbred stallions was a splendid exhibition of the
racing sires of California, so good that it may seen hypercrit-
cal to ask for more, there could have been heightened the in-

terest of the spectators, had their owners realized the im-
portance of taking part. Firenzi and her paddock compan-
ion, Bessie June, elicited rounds of applause but they were
the only thoroughbred mares present, and again when I

thought of the many grand matrons within an easily accom
plished distance ofSan Francisco, felt keen regrets over their

absence.

The trotting-horse folk gave a fair response, though the
Oakwood Park Stock Farm of Mr. John F. Boyd and the
Hillsdale Farm belonging to Mr. H. A. Agnew, were the
only large establishments represented. Nevertheless there
was a good display in all the trotting and roadster classes,

and when Directum swept around that small oval, " strik-

ing a gait " on the straight that showed his action at a
high rate of speed, the dome reverberated round after round
of cheers, floors shook with the stamping, with an occasional
sound of bursting gloves.

It is not my intention to portray in this article all tha
commendable features of the Horse Show. To do so, with
any degree of justice, would require more space than could
be given in one number of the paper, in fact, the whole of the
reading columns could be taken up and then the "story only
half told." Sufficient at this time to state that it has been de-

monstrated, with mathematical certainty, that a "Horse
Show" in San Francisco has been eminently successful at the
first trial, and that in the hereafter it will be a highly prized
institution in "town and coun'ry," and a great promoter of
the interests of all who in any way are connected with horses
and their belongings.

* *
*

Queer notions that gain credit.—Some time ago a

Mr. W. H. Timmons in the American Sportsman claimed

that brothers and sisters to celebrities, unless of the same

color as the "good uns," were worthless. In his own lan-

guage: " Why, I wouldn't give $80 for a full brother or sister

to a celebrity if one was a bay and the other a chestnut."
The Horse World has cited a great number of harness horses
to show that this opinion was groundless, and it would be
very easy to carry it further in racers as well. The Marion
family, for instance. Duchess of Norfolk, Rio del Key and
Emperor of Norfolk, nearly of the same shade of bay. The
Czar, El Rio Rey and Yo Tambieu of different hues of chest-

nut. There is plenty of chance for controversy regarding
which one of the Norfolk-Marion colts is entitled to the high-
est place,and whether the bay Emperor or the chestnut El Rio
Rey should have the award. Both Czar and Rey del Rey
were unfortunate, the first named dying when it was reason-
able to expect that he would soon be at the very top and the
second injured by falliDg on a harrow. Either color, how-
ever, in this case will answer for a celebrity, whereas, accord-
ing to the quotation, one side should have been worthless.

A still queerer notion is going the rounds. Some time ago
Mr. Jones was credited with the statement, and now Mr.
Salisbury is reported to have given corroborative testimony.
Speaking of Ali x, he says : "One thing that gives Alix a
great advantage over most trotters is the fact that she goes
without any artificial appliances. If a horse has to carry a
set of hopples and a lot of boots and toe-weights to correct

his gait, it is a tremendous handicap. Just look at her legs

when McDowell slows up. She does nor wear even quarter-
boots, and yet her legs are as clean as they were four years
ago, when she trotted her fijst race in Nebraska. Her pecu-
liar conformation has a good deal to do with ber going with-
out boots, I suppose. She is so long in proportion to her
height that she could hardly strike her quarters if she tried.

She is 15 hands high, 16 hands long and a little more than
17 hands around the girth, while the perfectly-formed horse
is commonly supposed to measure alike in height, length and
girth." This preposterous notion is likely to prevail when
connected with so prominent a horseman as Mr. Salisbury,

and if he ever gave utterance to it it is beyond question that
he never bestowed a moment's thought on theJ"common sup-
position." People will see it who will never learn better,

unless brought to a practical test, and then a very few meas-
urements will show its absurdity.
A suckling colt is very long in the leg in comparipon with

its height and girth, thought a short time after birth will be
sufficient I think, to bring the girth superior to the height.
The "leggiest" animal 1 have is a two-year-old filly and
she is 15i hands high, girths 68 inches, an excess of six

inches in circumference over height. It is seldom that a

trotting-bred horse of fifteen hands or more is one-fifteenth

longer in body than it is high, as is the
case of Alix, though some of the old Eng-
lish writers claimed that one-tenth in excess of the height
was the true proportion. But length of body has nothing to

do in giving immunity from wearing boots, tnough trainers
are of the opinion that a "long horse" is not so apt to

"scalp" as those which are of different build. Liability to

injury is not entirely dependent oa the shape of the animal.

Especially with those which are shod. Shoes add to the
risk, bad shoeing intensifies the danger.

Mr. Salisbury also states: "Another thing about Alix; she
does not pull a pound. McDowell has alwavs said a woman
could drive her a mile in 2:07."

That and her perfection of trottiDg action are the probable
reasons for exemption. A hard-puller is more likely to be
"doubled up" than one which is not so "hard on tbe bit" and
does not work so easily as his more fortunate competitor.

* *
#

Raymond, in the Horse World, publishes: "Book-
making should never have fnund a place on the trotting

tracks. * * * Its introduction on the trotting tracks has
caused more dissatisfaction, more charges of fraud, and prob-

ably more fraud than anything that can be mentioned.''

After a practical demonstration on the Eastern tracks verv
many have come to the same conclusion. Years ago I took
the ground in the Breeder and Sportsman, that book-
making on trotting races was sure to lead to bad practices,
and that opinion bas been abundantly justified by subsequent
events. The temptation is so strong, that a person who is at
all prone to secure sure money cannot resist, and when he
can make a positive certainty of a reward for his rascality by
being a partner io tbe same, by laviog against the loser, the
bait is too alluring to resist. Under pool-systems he can
name the loser, but he has to take the chances of picking the
winner, with books that trouble is not met.
Raymond concludes his article thus " It is to be hoped that

incase any way can be devised by which betting on races
can be conducted in this State

:
that book-makiog will be

banished from trotting tracks. Such action will do much to
provide against another uprising against racing which will
not pause to discriminate between the legitimate and the il-

legitimate." Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Annual Meeting of the P. C T. H. B. A.

The annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Breeders Association was held at their rooms, 313 Bush

street, last Monday evening, a large number of members being

present. The principal business of the evening was the

hearing of the reports of the officers and the election of five

directors. Following are tbe reports :

To the Manbers of the P. C. T. H. B. Association.

Gentlemen:—I herewith submit annual statement con-
cerning the financial success of your Association for the pist

year and its prospects for tbe comiogseason. Notwithstand-
ing this has beer, a year of the greatest financial depression
ever known in California, the Association has successfully

passed through the crisis and increased its cash balance in the
treasury, as shown in full by the report of your Secretary.

At your last annual meeting there were in the hands of the
Treasurer, belonging to this Association, $1,666 94. There is

now in the Treasury, belonging to this Association, the sum
of $4,983.51; thus showing a net increase of cash on hand
during the year of $3,316.57.

There has also been a large increase of membership during
the year, which shows the growing popularity of the Associa-

tion. The receipts from new memberships in 1893 were
$1,225. This season there have already been paid in for new
memberships the sum of $1,875, showing an increase of $650
for the season thus far. There were paid in for annual dues
last year $1,500. This season the receipts from this source

have been $1,860, making an increase of $360.

It will thus be seen that the members of the Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association have reason to con-
gratulate themselves on the favorable showing they have
made for the past year. Regarding the future, 1 think the

outlook still more favorable, if the members continue to work
together in harmony as in tbe past. In order to further the

interests of trotting on this Coast, I would respectfully recom-

mend that steps be taken by this Association to induce as

many as possible of our prominent horsemen to remain in

California with their stables for the coming year. For this

purpose I would suggest an increase in the purses offered; and,

if possible, a reduction of entrance money. For the free-for-

all classes (both trotting and pacing) purses should be offered

of at least $3,000. 1 would also advise that this Association

call a convention of all the leading trotting associations of

this State at an early date during the coming year in order to

form a "Grand Circuit" for California, and fix the dates and

purses for the various meetings composing that circuit. This

will prevent all clashing of dates, and secure a uniform sue

cession of meetings throughout the State where good purses

will be offered. Horsemen can thus early in the season mak
e

their plans for training their horses and entering them a

home instead of being obliged to go elsewhere to find remun-

erative purses.

Congratulating the Association on the success of the past

year, and thanking all the members for their hearty support,

I remain, Very respectfully, E. P. Heald, President.

San Francisco, December 3d, 1894.

secretary's report.

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—The Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association gave two race meet-

ings in 1894. The Summer Meeting was held in August,

at the Bay District track, opening the Grand Circuit. The
large purseB offered on liberal terms to nominators resulted in

a big entry list and drew the best horses on the Pacific

Coast. Six" days of first-class racing were given, but the

meeting was not as well attended by tbe general public as it

should have been for the class of sport offered, still

the meeting showed a small profit, and in view of the amount

of money distributed in purses, it can be considered, under

the circumstances a very successful meeting.

The Association being unable to get the Bay District or

Oakland track for its Fall meeting, propositions were re-

ceived from a number of the leading associations in the

State offering the use of their tracks, among them a propo-

sition from Los Angeles. Harness racing being popular in

that city and the Los Angeles proposition being a liberal

one, a meeting of the Boar J of Directors was called to con-

sider it. At the request of the Board, President Heald

visited that city with the object in view of seeing if it would

be possible and advisable to hold the meeting there. He
returned pleased with the prospect, and, to get it the wishes

of the horsemen who had made nominations at this meeting,

a circular was sent to each one explaining the inducements

offe red to go to Los Angeles, and asking them to signify

the*r wishes in the matter, it being proposed that the horses

engaged in the races should be transported there and back

freeof expense to the owners, which the Board considered
ould be done to the advantage of the Association. There
were something over one hundred 3 nd sixty members to be
considered in tbe proposition, and out of that number only
about one-quarter of them replied in favor of goio°-. Other
offers were received from different associations, ancfthe San
Jose Association having offered the use of its track with all
privileges and a bonus of $1,000, it was decided to hold the
Fall meeting there.

As will be seen bv the financial report, this association has
distributed about $40,000 in purses and stakes this year. It
has received seventy-five new members and has a larger
balance in the treasury than it ever had before at the end of
the year.

It took the initiative in offering large purses, having
closed on the 1st of February a list of- twenty six purses
which, with the exception of fuur, wer^all for"$I,000, and
over. The first pavmeut on these purses was one per cent,
in all except the Nomination Purses, and in those, three per
cent. There is no question but the programme was the most
liberal one of the kind ever offered the horsemen in the
United States, taking tbe whole programme in due consid-
eration. It -was directly to the Breeders Association that
other associations of the Grand Circuit offered the large
purses they did this year.
Next year let all the associations on the Grand Circuit

work in harmony, let each one send a delegate with power to
act at a convention which should be held to arrange a general
programme of dates and plan for the Grand Circuit, based ou
the interests of the horsemen. Let each association give good
purses; make as low a rate of entrance as possible; advertise
their programme showing that the circuit will be continu-
ous, and arranged so as to make the expense of transporta-
tion as light as possible, and it is safe to say that 1S95 will
mark a new era of general prosperity in harness racing in
this State.

SYXOP3IS OF THE FINANCIAL REPORT.
STM1IER MEETING.

Receipts 521,140 60
Disbursements 20,281 85

Profit $8oS 75

At this meeting the Association distributed 517,600 in parses.

FALL MEETING.
Disbursements 523,649 90
Receipts 23.339 20

Loss S3io 70
At this meeting tbe Association distributed 821,813.50 iu purses.

GENERAL STATEMENT.
CASH CBF.DITS.

Cash on hand Dec. 3. 1893 52,376 94
Stanford Stakes 1894. 400 00

1895 210 00
" 1896 490 00

New members 1,875 00
Annual dues 1,860 00
Profits summer meeting S58 75

1,086 74Sundries..

Total cash credits 59,157 43

CASH DEBITS.

Loss fall meetiag 5 310 70
Stanford Stakes 1,020 00
Sundries- 1,853 22

53,183 92

Cash on hand to balance 55.975 51
F. W. Kelley, Secretary.

TREASURER'S REPORT.
To the President and Directors. P. C. T. H. B. A.
The cash balance in my hands to the credit of the Association on

chis dav is 55.973.51. Yours trnly N. T. Smith, Treasurer.
San Francisco. Dec. 1. 1S84.

Considerable money is due the association, a portion of

which is secured by notes.

The terms of five of the directors having expired, the fol-

lowing is the list elected : A. B. Spreckels, L. H. Mcintosh,
G. W. Woodard, R. S. Brown and M. S. Severance.

These were all directors of the association with the ex-
ception of M. S. Severance, of Los Angeles, who owns the
Arrowhead Stock Farm and had a number of horses on the
circuit this season.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by YVm. F. Egan M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M.

Subscribers to this paper can have advice through this column in
all cases of sick or injured horses ot cattle by sending an exolicit
description ofthe cases. Applicants will send theirnameand address,
that they may be identified. Questions requiring answers by mail
should be accompanied by twodollars and addressed toWm. F. Egan,
M. R. C. V.S., 1117 Golden Gate Ave.. Sau Francisco.

M. H. M., Orleno, Cal.— Please give me receipt for pre-

venting the mane and tail of a horse from falling out.

Answer—Wash the mane and tail out once a week, and when
dry rub in the following dressing to tbe roots of tbe hair:

Calamine, two ounces ; charcoal, one ounce ; turpentine, one
ounce

;
pulverized cantharides, one drachm ; lard, four

ounces. Mix well and use as directed.

J. L. H., Lidell P. O., Xapa Co., Cal.—Will you please

inform me through your most valuable paper tbe best remedy
for Spanish itch or mange. Answer—Wash the parts well

with soap and warm water, removing all the scab. Then
rub in the following mixture and leave it undisturbed for

three or four days, when he should get ano'her washing. In

a week afterwards give any parts that are itching another

dressing. Dressing—Oil of tar, one pint ; sulphur, one
pound ; creosote, two ounces. Mix well with half a gallon

of any common oil and use as directed above. The stall,

manger, harness and everything connected with tbe horse

should be washed with a solution of carbolic acid, consisting

of about a wineglassful of the acid to a large bucket of water,

otherwise the horse is liable to contract the disease again.

Mbs. Langtry, through the death of the Duchess of Mon-
trose, becomes the sole lady owner of race hordes in England.

She races under the assumed name of Mr. Jersey. Her stud

consists at present of twenty horses iu training. A moog them
are such celebrated aoimals as Milford, a chestnut hor3e of

wonderful symmetry, and winner of $50,000 in one season in

stakes; Nobleman, a grand brown horse, winner of several

cups; Carrick, who has carried off several important races

this year; Montpensier, aod others. Her trainer, Sam Pick-

ering, takes the greatest interesi in his fair employer's horses,

and hopes, next season, with the aid of a dark daughter of

the famous mare Sea Breeze, to obtain a share of the classic

honors. Mr, Jersey's colore nrr fawn aud turquoise honp

and turquoise cap.
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The P. O. T. H. B. Association.

The reports of the officers of this thriving association

will prove interesting reading to every horseman on this

e he a member or not. The fears that arose early

in the seasr.n for the success of the two meeeings are

dissipated when we take a retrospective view of what

was accomplished in the face of obstacles of every kind.

Farmers, orchardists, vineyardists, as well as the

business men,have felt the effects of the stringency of the

money market as keenly as the breeders. The long strike

prevented thousands of tons of fruit being picked; the

over production of cereals, wines and fruits, green and

dried, and the unsettled state of the people caused, in

a measure, by the tariff tinkering of our representatives

in Washington, made the year 1894 memorable,

even if the prices of trotters had depreciated to figures

far below the limit set by the most observant.

To give two meetings where the attendance was very

small and then come out financially in the lead is some-

thing that everyone should feel proud of; the harmony
that prevailed among the horsemen and their desire to

win all they possibly could, are things which everyone

who visited the meetings acknowledged. The low en-

trance fee,and the liberal terms adopted for the payment

of entrance money, met the approval oi horsemen in-

stantly.

Other associations in this State, seeing how well

thi- plan found favor among horsemen, adopted it also,

consequently the horsemen who won made more money
than they ever did before on the ( Wifornia circuit.

The large sum of $40,000 paid the winners at the two

meetings <.| this association is .-cat!, red where it will do

the most good. .Most of it has (alien on good ground,

and will yield a bounteous harvest.

The report ol nl E. P. Heald is a most eneour-

aging .UK-, and the suggestions he oilers in regard to in-

creasing the purses at a lower rate of entrance, holding

a convention of all the leading trotting associations to

arrange tor the season of 1 B95, are excellent, and every-

one can sec that they should be adopted at once.

A meeting called l"i- the purposes outlined will obviate

the nece! itj of having horsemen wrangling ovei dates,

thus promoting harmony, it will il mon
tematii bi pursued and further the interests

ofassocii 'i- than anything yel devised.

At an early date ibis meeting will bi called, and we
earnestly hope there will be a full attei

....

who participale ii he grand circuit, and

for the associations that wish to have the best horses as

attractive features at their meetings.

Condition of the Local Track.

The recent rains have soaked old Bay District track

so thoroughly that even if good weather could be had

for the next two weeks it is doubtful if it would at the

end of that time be labeled " fast." The fact of the

matter is the water does not run off the course like

aqua from a duck's back, though the track has been

well thrown up all the way around. The association

should devise some means to make the track dry quicker

than it does. The top dressing of ciay makes a light-

ning fast track in dry weather, but water sticks near the

top of it closer than a brother, and does not run off into

the drain-pipes on the side of the course. Last year

sand was mixed with the clay, but too much of this was

put on, and horses seemed to go lame working over it

with great regularity. If a layer of about one and one-

half or two inches of sand were put on the course it

would improve matters considerably, though when dried

out thoroughly the track would not be as " fast " as with

a top dressing of clay. The Roby association, which has

a sandy track, advertises that its course is faster than

ever after a heavy rain—the only one in America of the

sort. We will renew our suggestion of last year—that

three or four thousand sheep be secured at Butchertown

and driven over the track once or twice every day until

the course is well dried and in the same condition it was

until the rains put it in its present muddy shape.

The sheep could be secured for a comparatively small

sum, and a trial of the plan is well worth the outlay.

It has been tried with great success in other countries.

A well-known turfman has urged the covering of the

track in rainy weather with heavy canvas, but this would

cost, it is estimated, over $17, 000, and entail a great deal

of hard work in rolling and unrolling, though the gen-

tleman has a plan regarding the latter work that was

quite ingenious. Another gentleman has suggested roll-

ing the track several times with a heavy iron roller, with

a good fire inside—as is done in putting down these

bituminous rock pavements. The clay would in all

likelihood, however, stick to the roller in such quantities

that the horses would have a merry time moving it.

Some genius might devise some sort of a roller, though

that the mud would not cling to it like a little childto its

mother in a crowd.

Still another idea is to have a light roller with

sponges fastened around it sent around the track several

times, together with an arrangement for squeezing the

sponges out. This would absorb most of the water, and

then a hot roller could pass over it and there you are

with a fast track all the time.

If a "fast" course could be had in the stormiest

weather the attendance would be nearly doubled, and we
hope some scientist will originate some plan that will

cause race-goers generally and the racing magnates in

particular to call them blessed.

Australian Blood in Demand.

The value of Australian sires to cross on American-

bred thoroughbreds is appreciated by almost every

student of blood-lines as well as every breeder. The
few sires from the Antipodes that have added their worth

and excellence to the great thoroughbred industries of

this country can almost be counted on one's fingers.

Mariner, Sir Modred, Cheviot, Darebin, Maxim, were the

pioneers whose progeny are esteemed more highly than

many of those known as English or American sires.

Within the past four years a number of horses have been

brought across the Pacific and now occupy important

places of honor in the breeding ranks of some of our

largest stock farms. Their get, in a few years, will be

competing with those by other. sires that do not trace to

the progenitors of those that came from Australia or

New Zealand, and it is the desire of our large breeders to

give these imported stallions a fair opportunity. A. B.

Spreckels had Idalium last season, J. A. Chase had
Crichton, E. J. Baldwin had Clieveden, Merriwa Stock

Farm had Merriwa, Chester Bank Farm had Chester-

Held, Macdonough's Stock Farm had Suwarrow, Chas.

Kerr of Bakersfield had Mariner, and so we could go on
enumerating all the leading stock farms in this State on
which could be found representatives of Australia. The

' f I 895 will be remarkable from the fact that

most of these stallions will be shifted around to other

sections. Last week Suwarrow, the son of Snowden and
Phizgig, was sent to Chas. Kerr's place, Bakersfield.

E. .1. Baldwin lately purchased the grandly-bred

horse I Ihesterfield, son of The Marquis and Lamorna, by
1 dam Nightlight, by Sir Archy, etc.

He will take the horse to Santa Anita to breed to some
of his best mares ; his experience with the black stallion,

The Hook, having taught him that the Australians ar

good horses to have on a stock farm.

Yesterday, the Stanford Estate leased the grandly

bred stallion Imp. Loyalist to breed to some of the man: t

at Palo Alto. Loyalist is also by The Marquis (son <

Stockwell and Cinizelli by Touchstone), his dam ;

Loyal Peeress by The Peer (sire of Darebin); secon

dam Loyal Devoir by Trumpeter, third dam Letty Wes
by West Australian, etc. So far as breeding goes and s

a race horse there are few horses in the world to compar ps

with him, and his progeny ought to be invaluable.

The bay horse July (brother to Sir Modred) has re

cently been purchased in New Zealand by J. B. Haggii

and will soon take his place in the same row of stalls a

Sttlvator, Sir Modred, Tenny and the three English stal

lions that were recently domiciled there. Thus it wil

be seen that our breeders are reaching out to the farthei

portions of the globe to get the blood tley believe wi

enhance the value of their stock. The demand fo

speed, gameness, good limbs and strong constitution

backed up by a lineage that traces to long distanc

weight-carriers, is on the increase, and inside of fiv

years there will be the beginning of an annual pilgrimag

from all parts of the world to purchase our California

bred racehorses and broodmares.

Chicago Racing Association.

Notwithstanding the hue and the cry about racing i

the East, the Chicago Pacing Association shows ho\

progressive it is by publishing in this issue its advei

tisement of the races to be run at the mee'ing at Haw
thorne Park, commencing May 1st. The amount c

money to be given to horsemen is large, the conditio

of entries liberal, and everyone knows that under I

Corrigan's excellent management a splendid meetin.

will be held.

There are over one thousand horses at the Bay Dis

trict track that will be fit to race in Chicago in May
After they have participated in the races here their own

ers intend to take them East to compete for the rid

stakes offered, before doing so, however, it will bt

necessary for them to make their entries in time. En
tries for the races to be held under the auspices of thi

racing association will close January 1st, so there is n
time to be lost.

Among other stake races to be run at the meeting ii

1896 is the Chicago Derby, value $25,000, entries foi

which will close January 1, 1895, and entries for thi

stallion stake (with $5,000 addded) will also close ontha

day, so it is absolutely necessary that horse breeders ant

owners make preparations at once for these events b;

filling out the entry blanks and forwarding them t<

Secretary Harry Kuhl, P. O. Box 885, Chicago, 111.

The Races at Harlem.

The Chicago Fair Grounds Association advertises 8

list of splendid stakes to be contested for at the rao

course at Harlem, near the city of Chicago, entries

which will close January 1st. The amounts of addei

money to each stake makes them of great value to th<

winners. The races are to be for all distances and ever]

class of horses will have an opportunity of facing thi

starter. The terms are most liberal, and as nearly al

the horsemen at the Bay District contemplate taking it

the races in the East the coming year, they should hav<

no hesitancy in filling out the entry blanks and forward

ing them to Secretary Joseph A. Murphy, 130 Adam
street, Chicago, at once. Head the advertisement care

fully, then send in the names of all the colts and fillie:

you have. This is a grand opportunity for you to in

crease the earning capacity of your youngsters. Do no

forget the stake for 1897!

The Horse Show was well patronized by trottinf

horse breeders and drivers from all parts of California

They will not wait until they know the next one is sue

cessful before putting in an appearance, but will mak<

entries that will astonish t];e management. This is trui

also of the owners of thoroughbreds. What a time- thi

judges will have ?

The great "American ringer," Robert J. Kneebs stil

languishes in Germany. If he is guilty, he should br

kept in some strong 'prison in that country for thi

term of his natural life. He has done more to injun

the market for American trotters than any man tha

ever crossed the "briny deep."

AVe understand that Geo. P. Hammond of Ypsilanti

Michigan, owner of Sidney, 2:19f, and Simmocolon

2:1S|, has given up the idea of settling in this State. He

has never been to Pleasanton, and the story about bit

purchase of a stock farm there is a false one.
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The Occident Stake.

I The attention of all trotting-horse breeders is called

o the advertisement of the Occident stake for foals of

894, which is to be trotted for in 1S97 at the Cali-

brnia State Fair. The importance of making entries

ii this stake cannot be too strongly impressed on every

ireeder in this State. The Occident stake is one of

he oldest and best to be competed for. The terms are

ery liberal,—for $10 a chance can be taken. If the colt

>s wrong before the next payment is due, those making

ntries are not held for full entrance, they only forfeit

;he payment made. The advertisement is plain and

comprehensive, and the fact that entries will close Janu-

ary 1, 1895 is sufficient to arouse all breeders to the im-

portance of giving their attention to this preliminary at

Mice. Send entries to Edwin F. Smith, Secretary of

State Agricultural Society, before the first of the new

year.

The Board of Review decideu the Salisbury case after

two days deliberating, their verdict being that he be

fined $100, and until that amount is paid he be prohib-

ited from racing his horses over any course under the

jurisdiction of the National Trotting Association. Mr.

Salisbury will pay this fine at once, but on the tablets of

his memory he will never efface the names of the judges

who gave him permission to take Expresseve away.

Wh6n he first heard the news of his suspensson he

treated it as a joke and it was some time before he could

be made to realize that it was a serious matter ; when

he did so, however, he took steps to rectify it, but the

case was out of the jurisdiction of the local association,

and therefore he had to wait until the powers that be

had a session to decide what should be done.

There is no use trying to sell colts, fillies or brood-

mares in this State by auction at present. There are no

buyers, and as the winter promises to be the best we have

ever had for the growth of feed, it will not cost much to

keep the youngsters a few months longer. Business

is improving, and with the dawning of the new year the

people will have more confidence in the future than they

have heretofore had ; consequently, the demand for good

horses will soon be apparent.

• Ix consequence of the crowded state of our columns

in giving full particulars of the Horse Show, many
articles of interest in the various departments of this

journal are held over until next issue.

Letter From San Diego.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Two years ago a

number of San Diego county horse owners organized a Fu-

turity colt stakes; the foals to be named then, and the colts to

trot when they were two years old, on Thanksgiving Day, or

as soon thereafter as possible. There were twelve or four-

teen named, but, as usual, one after another fell out until

only five made the payment this year. Of the five, four were

put into active training, but one of these, owned by Tel

Burns, a black colt by Atto Rex out of Belle B, 2:22, went
wrong in training, leaving but three starters for the word,
which was given at Sweetwater track this afternoon. These
starters were W. B. Prentice's be Potrero, by Redondo, son
of Stamboul, dam by Junio, son of Electioneer; Fred Wad-
ham's Johanna Treat by Thomas Rysdyk, 6m Kate Treat,

by Stutoli, thoroughbred, and J. E. Brophy'e s c Regent
(gelded) by Atto Rex, dam Tapps, 2:29. The track was
moist and cuppy and slow. D. W. Woodmansee of Midway
Farm was Starting Judge.
The race was won in straight heats by Potrero, Hodges of

Los Angeles in the sulky, with Johanna, driven by E. S. De
Lovey, second, aDd Regent, driven by Tbornquest, a long
third. Time, 2:52£, 2-ML

It could be seen that Potrero was not pushed in any part

of the race, and in order to show what he was capable of he
was brought out for a trial heat, C. C. Seaman driving H. G.
Dow's four-year-old mare alongside to encourage the colt.

The heat was trotted in 2:31—a mile that was conceded by
horsemen to be as good as 2:27 or 2:28 on a firm track.

The colt, although foaled in June, is wonderfully big for

his age. To Eastern eyes he would look like a four-year-old.

Prentice owns a stock farm in Spring Valley, and is bringing
on a lot of good youngsters, several of them by Redondo.
San Diego, Nov. 29, 1894. F. D. W.

One of the largest consignors to the sales of trotters at

Madison Square Garden last week said :
" The prices brought

by stock which was bred right were as good as any sensible

man should have expected, and for myself I am perfectly sat-

isfied that the market is in a sound condition. No man who
is posted on the financial condition throughout the country

expected to get such prices for his stock as were obtained two
or three years ago, but if a breeder can't put his young stock

in sales ring at the average prices which prevailed here dur-

ing the week he had better quit the business. What the

breeder wants is an average price of property. When the

farmer sells his corn, wheat or oats he doesn't pick out the

grains one by one and feel happy because some truck gard-

ener pays three prices for a few bushels. The whole crop is

bagged and put on the scales, and he makes his money out of

the total number of bushels sold.''

Willie Sims will get htrC uie nrst week in January, and
Fred Taral abont the 15th of the same month.

The National Board of Review.

New York, December 4.—The Board of Review of the

National Trotting Association began its yearly session at the

Murray Hill Hotel this evening, and the trotting turf world

will have plenty of food for gossip before the body concludes

its labors, as several cases of prominence, notably the Salis-

bury-Fleetwood tangle, will come before it in the course of

the week.

There were present this evening President P. P. Johnson
of Lexington, Ky., Vice-President Dave Bonner of New
York, and delegates ex-Governor M. G. Bulkley of Hart-

ford, Wm. Russell Allen of St. Louis, and George Archer of

Rochester.

New York, December 5.—The much-discussed Salisbury
case came before the Board of Review of the National Trot-
ting Association on Wednesday, and there was an absence
of the fireworks that had been expected when the matter
came up for hearing.

It has been rumored for some time that both Monroe Sal-

isbury and the management of the Driving Club, of New
York would only be too glad to let things drop, and no sur-

prise was manifested when President McMillan, of the

Driving Club of New York and Judge Whitehead of counsel

for Salisbury threw oratorical bouquets at each other.
~ The public know the case weU. Monroe Salisbury, one of

the most prominent, if not the most prominent trotting-horse

man in the country, was expelled by Judges Hughes, Mc-
Millan and Titus at Fleetwood last September because he did

not appear with his mare Expressive when the 2:16-class

race was called after a postponement of several days. Mr.
Salisbury said that he bad the permission of the judges to

ship Expressive toTerre Haute, Ind., where she had engage-

ments, and the judges as stoutly averred they did not grant

any such zequest.

Salisbury appealed to the President of the National Trot-

ting Association for temporary reinstatement and continued

to trot his horses throughout the West. There was a general

disposition to hold out the olive branch of peace, and it was
generally understood that all parties concerned would appeal

to the National Association to exercise clemency in the

matter.

Judge Whitehead told all about Salisbury. He spoke of

his dignity and fairness and the splendid record he had for

honesty on the turf. President McMillan expressed the be-

lief that Salisbury had not committed wrong intentionally.

He probably assumed too much. He begged that the board

would deal as leniently as possible with the California turf-

man.
The board also took up the request of the Detroit Driving

Club for the maintenance of the suspension of M. L. Hare of

Indianapolis and the horse Graydon for the non-payment of

the entry money in the $10,000 stake in the 1893 meeting of

the Detroit Club. The hearing was continued to allow

Hare an opportunity to appear before the board.

The temporary reinstatement of C. H. Nelson was made
permanent. Nelson's difficulty grew out of the Nelson-

Alcryon $10,000 stallion race trotted at Beacon Park, Bos-

ton in 1S89. He was found guilty of having had his horse,

Nelson, pulled. The verdict was rendered on his own con-

fession. £eo. Robens, who was implicated in the case, also

made application for reinstatement, but bis request was re-

fused.

Suspensions or expulsions were revoked in the case of R.

C. Potter of Middlebury, Vt., Al Russell of Fond du Lac,

Wis., and J. A. Linman of Binghamton, N. Y. The Board
refused to reopen the case of Uriah Bitzer and J. McDan-
iels of Lancaster, Pa., accused of" ringing,"

It was ordered that Harry Adams, of Youngstown, Ohio,

be suspended for changing tbe name of Chatham Boy, pacer,

to Brown Dick. The suspension was declared effectual uutil

the recording fee is collected and the unlawful winnings are

returned to the association. C. A. Puzey, of Richmond, Va.,

was also suspended with similar provisions for having

changed the name of the stallion Fear Not to Fearless.

The Jackson City Driving Park and the Fair Association

of Ogden, Utah, and allof its officers were ordered suspended

for collecting entry and other fees and failing to account for

these moneys to the National Board.

New York, December 6.—Just as expected, the Board of

Review arrived at a decision to-day in the case of Monroe

Salisbury, the California turfman who removed his mare Ex-

pressive from the Fleetwood course last September, while the

2:16 class, in which she was a starter, was still pending.

The Board fined Mr. Salisbury $100, the minimum penalty

for his offense, and he is to be suspended until the money is

paid.

The Driving Club of New York did not escape, either, as

the management came in for severe censure for shifting the

order of the programme which was the original cause of the

trouble. It is known that Starting Judge Loper was in-

structed to delay Friday's events as much as possible in order

to keep some of the unfinished events for Saturday.

In the Detroit Driving Club case against H. S. Lewis the

latter was sustained.

One of the last cases decided was a matter referred by the

Pacific Driving Board of Appeals.

The case was styled George B. Polhemus against the San

Mateo and Santa Clara Agricultural Association of San Jose,

Cal. The difficulty arose from a protested decision of the

race judges.

In a dead heat Laura M. was distanced. The iudges

allowed her to start in another heat. The case was tried by

the Board of Appeals, which decided that thejudges had erred

in allowing Laura M. to start in the race after being declared

distanced. The Board of Reyiew to-day affirmed this

decision.
-«.

Sowanee, the handsome Suwarrow filly that won the first

race Monday, was got by means of artificial impregnation.

The operation was performed by Dr. C. E. Farnum, a well-

known physician of this city, in the presence of

Jos. Cairn Simpson, R. E. deB. Lopez, W.
O'B. Macdonough and others, and the filly was foaled the

property of the last-named gentleman. The operation was

minutely described in the columns of the Breeder and
Sportsman at the time, it being the first trial on mares, we
believe, ever made in this part of the world. Two old stud

matrons were impregnated, but the Sister to Ruth Ryan (dam

of Quarterstaff) was the only one that "caught."

Counsellor Bill Briert.

According to San Francisco dispatches, the California

Jockey Club has warned off Bill Brien, the trainer of the

Santa Anita Stable, owned by " Lucky " Baldwin
Last week it was claimed that his in-and-out running was
caused by the fact that the " man who looked after him," in

other words, his groom, had been got at by designing book-
maters and that be dosed the horse whenever it suited the

books of the villains of the play. Racing men were very
much a\nused when this story appeared in print, for occur-

rences of this kind seldom happen outside of the pages of the

conventional English sporting novel. The stewards of the
California Jockey Club evidently did not take much stock in
the story, as is evinced by their decision.

Brien is a unique character on the turf, and ever since he
came East, about a dozen years ago, he has been in hoc water
more often than any man who ever came from the wild and
woolly West to carve out his fortune in the effete East. He
is a well-bred and well-connected man, and, like his father,
became a member of the bar in Tennessee. That State, like
Kentucky, is a horse-raising country, and every man, woman
and child, white or black, is as familiar with the pedigrees
and blood lines of thoroughbreds as the Eastern baseball
crank is with the individual records of players and teams.
So young Brien naturally had a fancy for the horse. When
he came East he was first connected with Mr. William
Easton, the well-known horse auctioneer, and shortly after-
wards associated himself with Col. S. D. Bruce, who was
and is in the same business. Neither connection lasted very
long. What the causes were that led to a severance neither
Mr. Easton nor Col. Bruce would say. Then Mr. Brien
branched out as a trainer and owner. The running of his
horses caused every racing official a great deal of anxiety.
He was ruled off once, if not twice, at Clifton, some eight
years ago, but his plausible tongue, his pitiful pleadings, and
his appeals on behalf of his heartbroken father, brought
about his reinstatement. Not long after he was ruled off at
Saratoga for the stopping of the horse Balston. He was kept
on the ground for nearly a year, but the heartbroken father
again enacted a very successful part, and Counselor Bill
Brien was again reinstated.

Strange to say, he always managed to make connections
with men of fortune and owning or controlling large stables.
During the last twojyears he was connected with the Camden
Stable, owned by Mr. Henry Schultz of this city. Last
spring this stable had about as fine a collection of two-year-
olds as a man would care to see outside of the high-priced
youngsters in the first-class stables. The youngsters, however,
did not quite develop into the cracks, as was expected. Last
fall Mrs. Brien. his wife, and Mrs. Shultz, who claimed tn

have an interest in the racing property of her husband, had a
suit at law. Bill Brien shortly after left Mr. Shuhz's em-
ploy, and, strange to say, managed to make a connection with
the great stable of the California millionaire, E. J. Baldwin.
Racing men about here were amazed when they heard of the
fact. Mr. Schultz smiled. He did not say anything to the
detriment of Bill Brien, but he smiled. Brien is a charac-
ter worthy of study by the coming author of the first

American sporting novel.—Commercial Advertiser, Nov. 27.

The Future of Morris Park.

While it had been known for some time that the Messrs.

S, A., A. H. and D. H. Morris intended to curtail their

racing operations next year, yet the announcement to a

Spirit representative at Morris Park, Saturday, Nov. 25,

that the property would be offered for rent came in the na-

ture of a surprise. In answer to inquiries as to why this

step was deemed necessary Mr. Alfred Hennen Morris

said :

" It is simply a business proposition. We have a lot

of money invested in this property, over two million dollars;

we can see nothing ahead but legal interference with racing
in one shape or another, and we, as individuals, cannot afford

to assume the entire financial risk and bear the entire brunt
of conducting future meetings here under existing circum-
stances. We have alread' offered the property to individual
members of the Jockey Club, and if these gentlemen desire to

form an association to continue the meetings we will let

them have the racetrack one year free of all charges except
the bare running expenses, such as taxes, insurance, etc. As
further proof of our desire to help to maintain racing, you
can say that we are willing to become members in such an
association. For instance, if ten gentlemen desire to form
an association with a capital of $100,000 to carry on racing
here, we are willing tc be one of the ten to put up $10,000
each. Of course the acceptance by the people of the con-
stitutional amendment was a blow to us, as both my father
and myself were very much interested in the property here
and had hoped to make it the finest racing property in the
world. But as matters stand there is no other course left

open to us.

Asked as to the stakes, Mr. Morris said :
" If members of

the Jockey Club decide to continue the meetings they will

assume the stakes. If not, after we have allowed them time
to consider it, say a week or ten days, we will declare the
stakes ofi. If there is no racing here I do not know to what
uses the property will be put. We will rent it for any satis-

factory purpose either as a whole or in part. It would make
good athletic grounds for baseball, football, golf, etc., or it

might be put to profitable uses by an amusement company."
The matter of the advertisement of the property was fin-

ally settled upon on Saturday for the reason that Mr. John
A. Morris had arranged logo South on that dale. In fact he
left by a 4 o'clock train Saturday afternoon. There has been
some talk that an association might be formed to rent the
property for general amusement purposes. One of t he projects

talked of is the establishment of a country fair. Morris Park,

to be continued two or three weeks during the Autumn, with
horse shows, cattle shows, etc., as special features. This has

not as yet, however, passed beyond the mere rumor stage.

Probably a week or ten days may decide whether or not mem-
bers of the Jockey Club will take hold of the property.—N.
Y. Spirit.

_

Trainer Brien will be retained by E.J. Baldwin, not-

withstanding the California Jockey Club's edict. The owner
of the Santa Anita string says nothing was proven against

Brien in the recent investigation, and he therefore sees no
reason for discharging the Tennessee counselor.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

A class of 2:04 pacers may be one of the features of 1S95.

Talk up the coming convention of horsemen among your

friends.

It is said thai C. J. Hamlin offered $15,000 for Onoqua

-1H-

Axtell, 2:12, has had seven two-year-olds added to his

list this year.

Pawnee, son of Siamboul, has inherited all his sire's fam-

ous show qualities.

New York seems to be the best market for speed and

blood in this country.

Lord Byron, by General Benton, won $2,386 on the

Geneva tracks this year.

Cabl S. Burr Jr., did not buy Miss Lida, 2:10f, for H. O.

Havemeyer, as reported.

Phoebe Wilkes, 2:08$, Prime, 2:21$ and Theme, 2:29J,

"*re all out of Dolly Smith.

The Horse Show was the talk of the town, and proved to

be a success in every sense of the word.

Sam Gamble, who has charge of Siamboul, 2:07^, this

year, will return here this winter.

Krakus, the big Russian stallion who was expected to do

such great things, has been sent back to Russia.

" Has that horse a ped igree ?
;
' asked the tourist. " None/'

replied the honest farmer ;
" nothin' but the heaves."

The three-year-old fily Celaya 2:17£, by Allandorf, dam
by George Wilkes, was sold in New York for $1,900.

Jas. C. Semple sold his famous trotting mare Cora S.

2:19k, to Dr. L. Lee, of Modesto, last week. Terms private.

There is some talk of President Thos. Williams giving a

big trotting meeting (perhaps at the Oakland track) in the

near future.

Frank M. Crooks, an employee at the Oakwood Park
Stock Farm, was kicked by a horse there last Saturday and

badly injured.

E. A. Hollings, owner of the Cloverdell Stock Farm, has

sold the five-year-old pacer Proctor (by Pancoast, 2:15) to A.

M. See, of Toronto, Can.

S. H. Crane, of Turlock, has a green Dexter Prince pacer

in town that can speed along at a 2:15 clip on the speed track

at the Golden Gate Park.

Rob't. Crooks, of Sonoma county, has a filly by Lancelot,

son of Electioneer, that will appear in the races next season.

She is a very promising trotter.

M. S Severance, of Los Angeles, was elected a director

of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association at

the annual meeting last Monday evening.

F. M. Day recently purchased the grandly-bred trottJDg

mare Belle Medium, 2:20, by Happy Medium ; he intends to

breed her to his Red Wilkes-Dictator stallion, Dictatus.

H. K. McAdams has sold to D. T. Kilgore, of Greensburg,

Pa., a brown yearling colt by Norval, 2:14^, dam by Simmons,
2:28; second dam Colon (dam of Simmocolon, 2:13£), by
Strathmore.

Chas. Derby. 2:20, never looked better than he does at

present and as a sire he bids fair to take the leading place

among sires on this coast. Everything he has sired is not
only fast but game.

The two-year-old pacing record, 2:07|, is 2£ seconds faster

than the three-year-old record, 2:10. As tbe trotting gait

the four-year-old record, 2:05|, is 2£ seconds faster than the

five-year-old record.

A. Smith McCann, once the owner of Red Wilkes, is in a

sanitarium near Lexington, Ky. His health began to fail

several years ago, and about a year ago he became unable to

attend to his business.

Lena Holly, record 2:lS:f, a roan mare by Director, out
of a mare by Steinway, and said to be as well bred a Director

mare as was ever offered for sale, was purchased by A. N.
Norris, New York, for $2,250.

Directum, driven by Jim Dustin, caused as much enthu-
siasm among tbe thousands as he dashed around the ring as

Salvator, the king of thoroughbreds, did, when he came into

the ring with Haggin's colors up.

There was not a trotting-horse owner at the Horse Show
who did not wish he bad taken our advice and made some
entries. At the next Horse Show the roadster and standard

trotting classes will be far better filled.

It was a peculiar thing, says tbe Buffalo Commercial, that

Fantasy, Charming Chimes, Princess Royal and Silvery

Chimes, all showed a pacing or single-foot gait when ex-

hibited with their sire at the Horse Show.

NiTwoon, 2:18$, has an addition of thirteen new perform-
ers, tbe fastest of which is Mecca, 2.19$, the Kansas City

horse, who in turn sired Rosewood, 2:2SJ. This gives Nut-
wood 121 performers, the greatest of any living sire.

The tract of "i"»| acres of land east of Lodi on which tbe
race track was laid out has been purchased by D. -J. Mc-
f'ariy, n"n of "White-Hal" Met arty, for $7000. The tract is

valuable for a winter training ground and has long been
wanted by the McCartys.

The little poem entitled "The Horse Show," which
appeared in the last issue should be credited to B. J. O. in the
Rider acd Driver, instead of the 'Horse World. This cor-

rection we gladly make in justice to the author. The Rider
and 1 'river i*> the lending paper in America in its line, and
has attained » high place in the esteem of all horseman who
care to keep posted on all matters relating to the track and
road. lis correspondents are found in the front rank in

everything tending to the progressiveness of (he horse inter-

ests of America.

Mr. Salisbury says he has not the faintest idea as to

who will be his driver [in 1895. " Horses," said he, " are

what I am looking after now, for you must have horses that

will race if you expect to win the money.

Curtis F-. Robinson, of New York city, has been so un"
fortunate as to lose from lung fever the promising three-year"

old Directos, by Director, 2:17, dam by Monroe Chief, 2:18$-;

second dam Queen of Hearts, by Gibraltar.

Col. H. I. Thornton is fitting up one of the finest and
best-appointed stock farms in this State at his place near

Fresno. This popular gentleman has not only thoroughbreds,
but trotters and ponies, and they are all good ones, too.

Susie K., a pacer owned by S. E. Kent of Hollister, San
Benito County, on October 12th at the races at that place got

a record of 2:24£. She was sired by Brown Jug, 21,985, out

of Lady Benton, 1,755, second dam Princess, dam of Lucky
Jim, 2:26i.

It was recently stated that W. C. France had bought the
well-known Grassmere Farm at Rhinebeck. He had, as he
thought, completed the negotiations, but at the last moment
tbe deal fell through. He has since purchased the Sherman
Farm, about twelve miles from Pawling, N. Y.

Dr. C M. Hollenback, late with the Doble stable, will

have charge of Abdallah Park Farm at Cynthiana, Ky., and
the stock of Mr. Benjamin Hey. Frank Starr will be trainer.

The Doctor and Starr have many strong friends who will

wish them the success that their ability demands.

There is a three-year-old colt in Keating & Winship's
string that will be a cracker-jack next year. He is by Wild-
nut, out of Camma, by Norway, and was purchased for a low
figure at one of the Palo Alto sales by a man named Paulson,
the owner of the livery stable at the University town of Palo
Alto.

One of the handsomest and most stylish saddle ponies seen
at the Horse Show was John Parrott Jr.'s Black Beauty, a
filly by Sidney, 2:19|, out of Beauty (dam of the great trot-

ting mare, She, 2:13). No polo pony nor stylish cob could
compare with her. She was the most admired one of all the
riding ponies there.

At Fleetwood, on Sunday, Andy McDowell drove the two-
year-old pacing filly Queeny, by Barkis Bradford a quarter in
36 seconds. After the trial Monroe Salisbury arranged to
take her in his stable to California, and next year she will be
seen with the Pleasanton stable. She is owned by Dr.
Palmer, of New York.

Splan purchased the gelding Don Lowell at New York
last week for $900. The gelding was not much account this

year in the Salisbury stable, and while he has as much speed
as anv horse that ever wore iron, he could not carry it for a
distance. It will be interesting to watch what success Splan
will have in staying the fellow to carry his speed.

The filly Falfa, which E. H. Scott, owner of John R
Gentry, bought from C. W. Williams for $6,000 this weeks
will probably be one of the great four-year-olds next seeson-

At two years old she was one of the best of her age, scoring a
record of 2:20, while this year at 3, M. E. McHenry drove
herahalfin 1:05. McHenry will campaign this daughter of
Allerton next year.

Almeh, a bay mare bred and raised by L. J. Rose and sold
this spring to H. Hogoboon of Woodland, died two weeks ago
at the latter's farm. Almeh was the dam of Mason Jr., 2:27.

She was sired by Sultan, 2:24, out of that famous broodmare
Minnehaha, and at the time of her death was in foal to the
grandly-bred stallion Waldstein. Her death is a severe loss

to the trotting horse interests as well as to her owner.

The pacing fitly Hazelwood, owoed by C. W. McKee and
Joe Bowyer, has arrived from Santa Ana, Cal., and ib to be
entered in the races this winter. She is a three-year-old and
is about as fine an animal as was ever brought to Salt River
valley. She is a half sister to the great stallion Silkwood, of
Santa Ana, that beat W, Wood in three straight heats.
Time, 2:07, 2:09, 2:08.—Los Angeles Herald.

Doctors are warning the citizens of Paris that they are
running a great risk in eating horse flesh, a sort of food that
is rapidly increasing in popularity there. Paris became thor-
oughly acquainted with the flavor of horse flesh during the
German siege. Many acquired a taste for it, and its cheap-
ness, as compared with beef, costing less than half as much,
commends it especially to the poor. Its use has also spread
to Berlin and many other continental cities. The doctors
have now discovered that the horse is specially liable to

trichinosis, a most dangerous disease, which has hitherto
been supposed to affect only hogs.

" Docking horses' tails has clearly been proven illegal,"

says C. H. Hankingson of the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in New York City. "On
tbat point there is no difference of opinion, but it is the hard-
est thing in the world to secure evidence to convict. Circum-
stantial evidence wll not be accepted in court in cases of
this kind. The act must be witnessed. There are very few
veterinary surgeons who will perform the operation now; but
it is a very simple one, and stablemen and grooms can do it '

just as well as a surgeon. Our society has a standing reward
of $100 for evidence that will convict any person of this

misdemeanor."

It appears that after all the turf has not seen the last of
that great campaigner, Hal Pointer, 2:04$. He is back at his

old quarters at the Buffalo Driving Park and will be trained
again. Hal Pointer has enjoyed a year's rest in a paddock
at Village Farm, and the ailing leg has been treated by Dr.
Campau, who successfully returned to the turf Mocking Bird,
Heir at-Law and Merry Chimes, who last spring were in worse
condition than Hal Pointer. 'J he training preparation and
racing of Hal Pointer will be watched with interest next
season. He is the most popular horse on the turf, and if

he returns to his old-time form, will be as invincible as in
former years. It has been claimed, however, that after a let-

up following years of hard training and racing, Hal Pointer
will not be as good as he once was, but Geers ridicules tbe
idea, and says his first favorite will be all the better, Hal
Pointer was campaigned five successive years, and during
that period he won thirty-three races and lost but seven.
He won one hundred and ten heats and lost thirty-eight. Of
the heats ninety-four were under 2:20, sixty-five under 2:15
and eighteen under 2:10.

California will see the champions this winter. Messn
C J. Hamlin, Monroe Salisbury and Myron McHenry intern
campaigning a great string of trotters and pacers next montl
in California. Among the fast ones that will make the tri

are Robert J., 2:10i, champion pacer; Fantasy, 2:06, chair
pion four-year-old trotter; Nightingale, two and three-mil
champion; Alix, 2:03i; Directly, 2:07f, champion two-yeaj>
old pacer; Azote, 2:084; Flying Jib, 1:58^, with running
mate; John R. Gentry, 2:03£, champion pacing stallion am
Phcebe Wilkes, 2:08*.

In the purchase of the grandly bred Electioneer stallion I
Benton, 2:28£, J. F. Boyd of the Oakwood Stock Farm is to b
congratulated. El Benton was sold by Leland Stanford

.

few years ago to Gilbert Tompkins of the Souther Farm fo

$5000, but has had very limited opportunities in the stud,

On the place where he is going we believe that, crossed witj
the Steinway, Red Wilkes and Nutwood mares, he will mafc
a reputation second to no other son of Electioneer in thi
State. Mr. Boyd will have good horses to sell at good price
when many other breeders will have none. He breeds to thi

best for the best and his success in the past two years i

recognized by every horseman on this coast.

The lawsuit growing out of the sale of the celebrate*

trotting horse, Klamath, has assumed a new phase. In ai

amended complaint against Thomas H. and Eugenie Ray
mond, William J. Harris recites that they were former!)
partners as horse trainers and jointly owned the trotter, then
valued at $7,000. Harris relinquished his interest in the
horse for $3,250, receiving $1,000 in money, 1,500 shares ol

Le Roi mining stock, worth $750, a half interest in the mare
Lady of Ophir, and colt at her side, worth $750, and Hattie
S., worth $500. Harris claims that there is still due him
$250 on the horse transaction and $535 as shown by the
partnership books.

The Australians are seriously considering the idea o!

placing a tax on stallions. They think it will lead to an
improvement of the stock in the colony. In Australia, and
particularly in Victoria, a large proportion of the horses
raised are of a very inferior character. It is thought that by
imposing a tax of this kind the use of inferior animals will'

be discontinued, and, moreover, that breeding from a poor
class of mares will be discouraged, as their owners will not
care to pay the fees which may be charged for a high-class
sire. The alvocates of a stallion tax maintain that all sires

should be registered and that none should be passed as fit

for public service which shows any serious inherent defect

or unsoundness of constitution.

Breeders of trotters are again reminded that a chauge in

the laws of the standard will go into effect Jan. 1, 1S95.

Breeders who have stock eligible under the present standard
should at once register. In this case they have had a year's

notice and can offer no excuse if they delay registration till

the doors are closed. It is a matter of regret that many
breeders are careless in this question of registration. They
register the colts, for they want the numbers, but they are

careless about the registration of fillies. As a matter of fact,

it is just as important to have the mares registered as the
colts, and it always pays to do so. It is a certificate of identity

of the highest rank and in the event of sale or purchase saves

all necessity of proof. In the event of exportation for sale in

foreign markets registration is indispensable.

The trotting horse is becoming the horse of the people,

and nothing short of an absolute change of sentiment, a re-

action of all sporting proclivities and a desire to return to

first principles when the ancient Dobbin was the horse of

the country, can bring about that awful state of affairs pre-

dicted with ihe abolition of the pool-box in the State of New
York, 6ays a writer in the Newark Sunday Call. He can't

be extinguished now. He stands or falls with the country,

because he is part and parcel of its material wealth. If

the pool-box were prohibited in every State of the Union,
the trotting horse would increase and multiply, because he
brings with him that charm of usefulness which secures re-

cognition not only on the race track, but from the man of

industry and business—in fact, everywhere that a horse can
be used.

W. C. France purchased Red Wilkes in 1886, at which
time he had eight in the list; to-day he has 10S, one hundred
entering the charmed circle since he came into tbe possession

of Mr. France. Red Wilkes stands just 16 hands high over

the withers, 16 hands three-quarters of an inch over the

coupling and weighs 1300 pounds, but is so well proportioned

that one would not think he. weighed that much, nor would
they take him to be a 16-hand horse, the symmetry of this

great sire is of such high order. Red Wilkes will be brought,

about the first of May, to Maybrook, the Sherman farm, ten

miles above Pawling. W. C. France will in the future per-

mit his produce to attain maturity before ofiering it for sale.

He will not campaign, but will educate his horses, and when
he advertises that he has a horse four years old or three

years old that can show a mile in 2:15, customers can come
to his place and he will show them the mile in the time men-
tioned. The horses raised on his place will be thoroughly

broken for the road, so that if a m<»n desires a campaigner or

a road horse he can accommodate him. This is reducing the

business to a strictly legitimate basis and conducting it on
thorough business principles. Of course, it is not to be in-

ferred that breeders cannot buy young stock at any time.

The lovers of horseflesh in Southern California have been

expecting that Mr. Willits would give Silkwood an oppor-

tunity yet this fall to lower his record, but they are to be

disappointed. Since the race in Los Angeles it has been

quietly known that there was^ possibility of a race between

the black beauty and Flying Jib. In fact, there was consid-

ernble communication between parties here and in the East,

as it was thought at one time that there was but little doubt

that the race would be made and that it would take place

either on the Los Angeles or Santa Ana track. But it now
appears that for some cause the race is off, and that Mr.
Willits does not now even intend to send the great side-

wheeler around the circuit against time before the setting in

of the winter rains. This is unfortunate. The horse is now
in his prime, and is in the pink of condition. If driven out

he would surely make a very fast mile. Mr. Willits has said

that he does not intend to race the horse any more, and if he

does not the public may never know what speed he has in

him, for it is not likely that any other driver will ever hold

the reins over the horse od a racetrack while Mr. Willits

lives. Mr. Willits informed the Times correspondent to-day

that he had stabled the horse now for the winter.—Santa

Ana Times.
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THE SADDLE.

Take as good care of your horse as yourself.

Sir Modred has not a two-year-old colt that ever started

hat is now a maiden.

Eteby horse should have salt and fresh water always
within his reach.

The yearling brother to Metropole was recently priced at

$8,000 by his owner.

Never tie a horse facing the wind. No horse will face a

cold wind if free to tarn.

There is nothing like rubbing the legs for a tired horse.

Always rub downward.—*' Road, Track and Stable."

J. B. Haggin purchased July, the youngest brother of Sir

Modred, Cheviot and Idalium in New Zealadd last month.

Trimming hair inside the ears usually results in deafness

and much misery. Do not attempt to improve on the work
of the Creator ; it is too well done for that.

John Splan has a gelding in training at Doan Brook
Farm that went a mile in 2:16£ this fall and he thinks it will

be one of the crack three-year-olds next season.

A rubber track is the next big improvement talked of.

It is estimated that the cost would be $100,000, but it would
pay. Rain would not affect it and it would last for ages.

J, Rtjppert, Jr., denies the rumor that he intended to sell

out his stable and retire from the turf. He will race in the
West or in Europe in case the tracks are closed in the

At Bordeaux, France, November 18th, during a race one
of the horses slipped and fell, upsetting other horses that

were running close behind him. A local jockey was killed

and an English rider named Lightfoot had his skull frac-

tured.

The racing stewards of the St. Louis Fair Association, in

preparation for the spring meeting of 1S95, have decided to
'

' offer a liberal card, with a view to bringing there some of the

| big stables. The stewards are preparing to hang up three
(' $5,000 stakes as the star features of the meeting.

The golden rule for horsemen is : Treat a horse in all re-

i apectsas I like to be treated. Horses and men are alike. God
I made them to live and work together. Horses are indis-

i pensable to man's comfort, and earn far more than they re-

( ceive. To treat them harshly, unkindly or cruelly is base

\ iogratitude and unlimited meanness.

When the Duchess of Montrose sold out her stud last

\ spring she only kept the young broodmares. On account of

| the death of the Duchess these splendidly-bred animals will

f shortly come under the hammer. Intending purchasers will

be furnished with full particulars by TattersallsofNew York.

[ The young mares are by Isonomy, Hermit, Galopin and
Wisdom.

The fallowing on the Lexington people is perpetrated by
i an Indiana paper: " At the Lexington OperajHouse recently

I the play of Richard III. was on the boards. Everything
I went along nicely until Richard rolled out of his tent crving
I 'Ahorse! Ahorse! My kingdom for a horse!' and right

. there the play broke up. It took the management three

I hours to get the audience off the stage, as every one of them
i wanted to sell Richard a horse, and considered it a low-down

I
trick for any one to make such a bluff and not do business."

Mrs. Goodale, widow of Jockey Frank Goodale, was sup-

posed to have been left destitute by her husband. As a mat-
ter of fact, Goodale had §3,500 to his credit in the Madison
Square Bank, New York, when that concern collapsed. Mr.
J. O. Donner paid the jockey $5,000 when giving him his

i release, and the money was a portion of this. Of the $3,500
about $1,125 is available, and Mrs. Goodale can get it by
sending a power of attorney to New York. Mr. Donner
drew attention to these facts, and said he was willing to act

1 for Mrs. Goodale if Bhe wishes it.

A veby natural question has been often asked during the
' past season, remarks the River Platte (Buenos Ayres) Sport

and Pastime. What are the young Ormonde's doing? Several

: should have been running this year, and there are six two-

year-olds born according to Argentine time, registered at

the Jockey Club, and two foaled to English time, out of

Resignation, Girdle, Alicia, Kirk o'Field, Erin's Pride,

Philosophy, Orisson and Queen of the South respectively,

besides the colt out of Aubepine, which was burnt in the fire

at Belgrano.

A later improvement in the pneumatic saddle is an alu-

mium belt which passes directly oyer the pummel. This belt

contains a number of pockets similar to those in a cartridge

belt. As mercury is the heaviert of known substances for

its bulk it is intended to make weight with mercury cartridges

each of which will weigh one pound and fit into the belt as

do cartridges in the belt of the militiamen. It is expected

that the use of the pneumatic saddle will result in the Jockey
Club and Turf Congress taking cognizance of the matter and
ultimately cause these organizations to raise the scale of

weights.

A New York paper says it is gratifying to note that As-

semblyman John A. Hennessy (Democrat) was re-elected

from the Second Assembly District in Brooklyn. Mr. Hen-
nessy, well known under his nom de plume of " Black and
Blue,'' as the contributor to the turf columns of the Mail
and Express for a number of years past, was a staunch friend

of thoroughbred interests at Albany last winter. He has s.

practical knowledge of racing, and is, therefore, well quali-

fied to combat some of the illogical and narrow-minded
views that prevail on the subject. Mr. Hennesy can be de-

pended upon to do yeoman service for the farmers of this

State who desire to still retain the profits that accrue from the

qreeding of blooded stock.

At the close of the year 1800, there were only 168 horses
in Australia, now there are more than 1,000,000, and they
are increasing at the rate of 30,000 per annum. Eighty per
cent, of these are saddle and light harness horses, the remain-
der are thoroughbred, draft and ponies. With the exception
of the race horse, which is forced in growth, none of the
Australian horses are under roof from birth to breaking, nor
do growing horses get more than the grass they pick up.

_
Exclusive of the money paid out to owners during the

sixty-seven days on which racing was carried on at Roby,
seven hundred and thirty-nine thousand one hundred and
seventy-one dollars have been distributed at the Chicago
tracks during the past season. Racing was enjoyed at Wash-
ington Park for twenty-five days, aod the magnificent total
of two hundred and seventy-four thousand six hundred and
twelve dollars paid out to the owners of winners and placed
horses. Add to this sum the fifty-five thousand dollars dis-
tributed by the Northwestern Breeder's Association and it

will be found that three hundred and twenty-nine thousand
and six hundred and twelve dollars were won on Chicago's
south side track alone.

The report that Mart Demarest intended racing thirty
days in December and thirty days in January next in the
State of Maryland, and have a full fledged running meeting,
no sooner reached Governor Brown than he sent for Dema-
rest and wanted to know his intentions. Demarest revealed
his plans and the governor said: " The thirty-day law in this
State was intended to permit trotting meetings which last

but 5 week andl then close up. There is no evil resulting
therefrom. But the continuous running meeting is productive
of gambling. Now, if you start a running track in this State
I will call a special session of the legislature and repeal the
law. Maryland will have no gambling race tracks." Dem-
arest has accordingly abandoned his plans.

In no corner of God's earth does the bookmaker flourish

more rankly and luxuriously than in Paris. The most suc-
cessful of them have their biographies published in the Boul-
evard journals, wherein they hold up a low, beer-drinking
stable bov as a model of an English gentleman. The book-
maker and the horse-dealer have now the honor of setting

the fashion to the scions of French nobility. The more
closely M. le Comte resembles his groom in the cut of his

trousers, the stiffness of his collar and the tie of his neck-
cloth, the more correct is his elegance. From the million-
aire to the shop-keeper, from the banker to the road-sweeper,
all rush to the inclosure on the race-couises where book-
makers Sourish, and each one is instigated by the hope of ex-

changing his little scrap of green or yellow cardboard for a
pile of bank-notes or louis.

The legal racing season in Chicago will begin next year,
May 1, with the opening of the Hawthorne meeting. If
nothing happens to prevent the sport will be carried on at
Roby from March 1 until Hawihorne's date arrives, and
thereafter the latter will divide with Harlem the entire sea-

son until November 15, the scene shifting every two weeks
instead of every week as was the case last summer. From
the stake lists published by the managers of Harlem and
Hawthorne it is evident that an intense rivalry exists between
the two, but both have too much good sense to let any feeling

of emulation run away with their better judgment, if the
two associations could agree upon a starter, presiding judge
and other officials to do the work at both the tracks, the rac-

ing would be greatly benefited, for the reason that the jockevs,

trainers and owners would then know they would have the
same man to face the season through and W3uld therefore be
inclined to be more circumspect in their behavior. Friction

of all kinds would be largely obviated and, in addition, such
an arrangement would promote economy.

The American Turf Congress met in its annual session

on the November 21st with every member represented. The
horses Disturbance and Gateway were declared three-year-

olds. The present agreement between the Jockey Club and
Turf Congress was declared annulled after December 10th
this year. The Congress, however, will recognize all rulings

and suspensions or expulsions made by the Jockey Club.

The resignation of the old Louisville Jockey Club was ac-

cepted aDd the new Louisville Club takes its place. The
resignation of the Washington Park Club was also accepted.

Saratoga was elected a member of the Congress, beginning
January 1, 1S95. A resolution was adopted prohibiting rac-

ing after January 1, 1SP5, during the months of December,
January and February. This is a sanction of racing in

December of the present year. M. Lewis Clarke, L. P. Tar-
leton and J. A. Murphy were appointed a committee to re-

vise the rulings and report at a special meeting next April.

C. C. Maffit was elected president, S. R. Montgomery, vice-

president, O. L. Bradley, treasurer, and E. C. Hopper, secre-

tary. Adjourned until April 2, 1895.

There seems to be little doubt that some of the best

known and most prominent owners of thoroughbreds intend

to race in Europe should the legislature of New York pass

at its coming session laws that will stop racing. At Sheeps-

head Bay there are a number of yearlings now being galloped

that are intended by their owners to race in England and

France next year should things go badly for the sport on this

side of the pond. The Grand Prix of 1896 seems the most

likely of the European classic events to fall witbin the Ameri-
can grasp when these yearlings have grown into three year-

olds, for in that stake the Keene coterie has seven, the Bel-

monts chree, J. O Donner two and Pierre Lorillard two. The
most of these youngsters are entered in the Eaglish Derby and

St. Leger, though hardly one has a European engagement
for 1895. Should several American stables be taken across the

Atlantic next spring the American thoroughbred would be

greatly benefited, for a representative showing would then be

made and enough youngsters raced to permit of a reasonable

comparison being drawn. Out of the many there would

surely be quite a number which would withstand the rigors of

the ocean voyage and take kindly to the island climate. If

the Keenes, Lorillards, Belmontsand others of that ilk take

their stables to Eogland a greater interest in international

sport will arise than existed in Iroquois' year.

Col. S. D. Bruce and Mr. John H. Walsh have formed
a partnership and will next year conduct a series of thor-
oughbred sales. Col. Bruce has loDg been known as '' the "

authority on thoroughbreds in this country, and Mr. Walsh,
besides being familiar with pedigrees, is an auctioneer of no
mtan ability. They will make a formable combination and
we wish them the full amount of success that they deserve

Nick Finzer, of the Pastime Stable, will start in the
season of 1895 with a good stable of two-year-olds. Follow-
ing are the names selected by Finzer for his two-year-olds

;

Revolt, bay colt, by Volante—Cora Bell; Volida, chestnut
filly.by Volante—Lisda; Ponemab. chestnut colt, by Volante
—Mary K.; Zamora, bay colt, by Volant*— Bertha; Animo-
sa, bay filly, by Volante— Relax; Olmeda, bay colt, by Vo-
lante—Maggie M; King Alfred, roan colt, by Volante—
Alfida; Daninda, bay filly, by Trust— Vinegar; Dalura, bay
colt, by Eotheo—Pearl Kinzer; Alvarado, chestnut filly, by
Pardee—Alveritas; Mariana, chestnut filly, by Volante

—

Lucy J.; Wabasso,— colt, by Eothen— Pearl Finzer; Galante,
bay colt, by Volante—imp. Maori; Galgo, bav colt, by Eo-
then—Ida Glen; Volpusa, bay colt, by Volante—Li zzette

;

Matawana, bay filly, bv Eothen—Maggie Martin; Yellow-
stone, bay colt, by Volante—Silverstone; Laurel Wreath,
bay or brown filly, by Volante—imp. Laurel ; Prince
Arthur, chestnut colt, by Volante—Mamie Fonso.

It is a fact that the American trotting horse is a breed
from which animals may be selected tor any purpose, which
are superior to any of the foreign so called breeds wbich have
been recommended for the different special purposes. At
the Horse Show were many trotting bred prize winners in
the hackney and saddle classes, and in most ca^es these far
outclassed their competitors in conformation, stvle, action,
docility, while in speed, a desirable quality in any horse, the
others were not to be compared with thestandardbrede. One
instance was tbat of the brown stallioo Count, w ho was a win-
ner in one of the best classes for hackney stallions, was out
of a mare by Delmonico Jr ,and her darnwns a daughter of
Pilot Jr. Thd judge in this class was an English expert, and
he pronounced Count one of the very finest hackney stallions
he had ever seen. John A. Logan's great prize-winning
hackney stallion Devil's Deputv is by a son of Red Wilkes
out of a mare by Mambrino King. Harry Hamlin's prize-
winning tandem leader Gladys is a half-bred trotting mare,
and the wonderfully attractive saddle and harness mare Lou
Chief, is registered as standard. By selection a race of draft
horses of superior quality might easily be formed out of
standard material, as mares aod stallious weighing
fourteen hundred pounds each, with the best of legs
and feet, are not uncommon, even in the more fashionable
families, while coachers of extraordinary quality maybe
easily obtained.—Trotter and Pacer.

The Calcutta Asian in a recent issue, in speaking of the
starting machines that have of late come into practical use on
many of the tracks in those countries says: A good deal has
been said for and against starting machines. Men of any ex-
perience on the turf in Europe and in India condemn the
scientific innovation, while some of the leading race meetings
in Australia, the birthplace of the machines, bave declined
to adopt them. But putting aside all prejudice, and admit-
ting that a machine that could be perfected would be prefer-
able to the flag system, we may ask is a starter entirely done
away with in the employment of a machine ? Who starts
the machine? If it is not done by an electric machine from
the judge's box, or some other point, we presume some official

acts, and even he has to wait for a favorable moment to set

the gate or barricade Hying. To amateur minds the starting
of a field of horses in a race is the easiest matter in the world.
All, it is thought, one has to do is to stand with
the flag at a given position, and when the horses
are ranged up, drop the flag and there you
are! The result is that the amateur not having the "eye"
that takes in at a glance what each one of the field is doing,
his efforts, oftener than not, are lamentable failures. So with
the amateur who would work the machine ; he would make
quite as many mistakes by either opening the gate before all

the field were ready, or perhaps missing to do so at a favoi-
able moment, and there would be the usual anathemas at his
carelessness. Even with a machine a practical man would
be required, and when this is admitted why should the extra
cost of machinery be employed, if the official finds it easier
to work with flags ?

Now that that the era of great profits in race tracks has
passed, it is interesting, says a turf correspondent, to see
where the money is gone. Almost without exception every
man who has had any business connection with racing and
who has not bet on horses, has grown rich. Of course, the
big money Ins been made by the track owners. The Dwyers
have probably cleared between them $2,000,0C0. M. F.
Dwyer has been the heaviest better on the turf, but for the
past two seasons he has been unlucky, his losses being esti-

mated by the betting ring at §500,000. He is still a rich
man, however, with large possessions in Florida and real es-

tate in New York City and Brooklyn. Phillip J. Dwyer
has kept his money and is probably worth $1,000,000. He
bets very lightly on the races and has simple tastes. George
Engeman, the proprietor of the Brighton Beach track, cleared

$268,000 last season, but bis mania for gambling and his love
of bad pugulists have It ft him very little of the princely in-

come be has derived from this remarkable little track. The
immense profits of Sheepshead Bay bave been divided up
among a great many stockholders, the principal one beiog
Wiliam K. Vanderbilt. Ths big trainers are all well to do.

William Lakeland, who is now training for James R. Keene,
is easily worth $200,000. John Huggins, Rogers and Matt
Bryoesare all very wealthy men. Very few horse owners
have made monev. Gideon & Daly are probably the most
successful. James R. Keene and his son Foxhall have been
unusually fortunate, but the money they have won in stakes
and purses has been spent for yearlings and brood mares.
The Keenes have nearly $400,000 invested in thoroughbreds.
Only a few bookmakers have accumulated money. J. E.
McDonald is quoted as being worth $250,000. Ike Thomp-
son is said to be worth $100,000. There are hardly half a
dozen others who have as much as $50,000.

It's Pure !
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB BACKS.

TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY— WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28.

UD LARKS made things bum yester-

day. The clouds cleared away and

the sun shone brightly, but the mud

was still with us. Favorites were

not successful as yesterday, though

: every winner was well played.

Three second choices and two first

won, however, so that there was no

cause for weeping ar wailing. L.

A. Legg's horses showed that their

home i> in heavy going, two of them winning at neat odds,

and both being well played. The Master of Hawthorne, Ed

Corrigac, and his nephew, Pat Dunne, anived from the

South and were warmly greeted by a host of friends. The

former played Monrovia at 6 to 1 for a neat sum. Hiorichs

rode two winners, E. Jones, Stanford and McClaio one each.

Monrovia, played down from 6 to J to 11 to 5, won the

first race handily by a length from Dockstader, the favorite,

Realization a fair third. Th* latter led by two lengths into

the homestretch, and had not Charley Weber tried to pick

out dry spots for the Regent colt he would in all likelihood

have landed first diners.

Foremost, the favorite, io against a lot of poor ones in the

second race, got away third, went to the front with little cer-

emony or delay, and won easily by three lengths from My
Sweetheart, who cions vie? f*st at the fiaUi aal biit Cbi-

quito out half a length for the place.

Motor, dangerous io any company aod backed for a snug

sum, won after a severe drive for about 100 yards with Jack

Richelieu. Pasha stu-nbled in the homestretch when he

loomed up dangerous, and finished a poor third.

The steeplechase was productive of accidents and fun.

Morven stumbled after going over the second fence, throwing

Casey, and he went on, riderless, and finished well in front of

everything, taking the several leaps very neatly, amid mueh

laughter. April looted an air-tight after making the water-

jump, but fell on the other side of the next obstacle, throw-

Cairns heavily, but not injuring him much. Haymarket

then went to the front, and though hard pressed up to the

last jump, managed to wio by eight lengths from North who

was twenty-five from the third horse, Mutineer.

Florence Dickey, a 6 to 1 shot, went to the front at the

first turn, and fairly revelling in the sticky going, made

every pole a winning one. Two lengths behind her at the

finish came Oakland, the favorite, who beat the "good thing,"

Blue Banner, a scant length for place honors. Garcia ran

up prominently in this race nearing the homestretch, and

quit badly coming down the straight.

How the Races Were Run.

The initial event was a great betting aflair. It was a six-

furloDg event, with twelve starters. Dockstader was at 8 to

5 (2 to 1 for a little), Monrovia 11 to 5 (opened at 6 to 1),

Realization 2X to 1 (opened at 2), Sallie Calvert 10, others

12 to 50 to 1. There was a long delay and several break-

aways at the post. At length a good send off was effected,

the order being Dockstader, King Sam, Sallie Calvert, Reali-

zation, Monrovia. Realization and Monrovia were sent

along, and passed the balfpDle head-and head, Monrovia
second, half a length from Sallie Calvert. Nearing the final

turn Realization drew away from Monrovia, and appeared
to be winning. Henricks sent the Legg mare after him
again, however, and DocKstader came like a shot on the

outside. About thirty-five yards < f the finish Monrovia and
Dockstader collared aod passed Realization, the former win-

ning by a length from Dockstader, who beat Realization two
for the place. Lawyer was a bad fcurth. Time, 1:164.

Foremost opened an even-money favorite for the second

race, five and one-half furloogs, closed at 3 to 5. Wag was
at 3i to 1, Barcaldine 7, Washoe, Miss Willoughbv and
Chiquito 10 to 1 each, San Lucas 15, My Sweetheart 20 to 1.

Barcaldioe, Washoe, Foremost was the order at flag-fall.

Foremost was fitst to the half by over a length, Miss
Willoughby and Wag half a length. Foremost increased his

lead to three lengths coming into the homestretch, Chiquito
having run up second, two lengths from the tiring Wag.
ForemoBt experienced no (rouble in winning by three lengths,

My Sweetheart coming very fast at the very eod and getting

the place by half a length from Chiquito, who beat San Lucas
a small margin for the show. Time. 1:14

Jack Richelieu was a hot first choice in the third event,

full six furlongs, selling, his closing odds being 4 to 5. Motor
was in strong demand at 4 to 1, Pasha well supported at 5,

< irandee 8, Sligo 15, Gussie and the Verano-Experimeot colt

40 to 1 each. Jack Richelieu got away in the lead, Grandee
Hecond. Motor third. Jack Richelieu and Grandee were run-
ning nose and nose passing the half-pole, Motor at their heels

Pasha fourth. Grandee soon fell back beaten, Motor and
Pasha running up very fast. The favorite led by a neck into

the homestretch, Motor second, lapped by Pasha. The latter

stumbled as they straightened away and lost all chances of

winning. Motor ran up to Richelieu a sixteenth from home,
and the pair fought like bulldogs up to the final twenty
yards, when Hinrichs, riding Motor with his hands and feet,

sent his mount to the front, landinu him a winner by three
parts of a length handily, Jack Richelieu second, eight
K-nytliH |from Pasha, third, he two from Sligo. Time, 1:1s.

Haymarket was made a favorite in the Hhort course steeple-

chase at 2 to 1, Morven going at II to 5, North and April
going at A to 1 each, Mutineer 12, Nipper 15 to 1. April,

Morven, Haymarket was the starling order. Morven, Muti-
neer and North went close together over the first jump, April
fourth Morven, first to the next jump, stumbled a little,

and I isey fell off. Mutineer led over the next, North sec-

ond by two lengths, Morven, riderless, third. Haymarket,
April -mh\ North went over the wat»?r jump on almost even
terms, April clearing the obstucle cleanest and taking a good
lead. Al the next jump, when half a dozen lengths in the

lead, April fell after getting over the next obstacle, throwing
hifl rider, Cairns, pretty bard. Ilnymarket then assumed the

lead, closely preesed by North up to the last jump. The
former, then, under bard riding, drew away and won the

race by eight lengths, North second, twenty-five from Muti-

neer, he forty from Nipper. Time, 3:44£. Morven finished

first without his weight, swerving all over the homestretch.

Oakland was made a 4 to 5 favorite for the last race of the

afternoon, one mile and seventy yards, selling. Blue Ban-

ner and Florence Dickey, both supported to quite an extent,

were at 6 to 1, Garcia 8 and Flirtilla 8 to 1 each, Two Cheers

10, Bobolink 12, Mowitza50 to 1. Blue Bauner, Two Cheers,

Garcia was the order to a good start. Little McClain urged

Florence Dickey for all she was worth, and so well did she
respond that she had run around the bunch and was leading

by four lengths at the quarter pole, Blue Banner second. At
the half there was no decrease in htr lead, Blue Banner still

fecond. Into the homestretch she was three lengths to the

good, Blue Banner next, Garcia looking up daogerouBly.

Oakland made a grand run down the homestretch, but could

not catch Dickey, who won by two lengths, Oakland getting

the place, however, a scant length from Blue Banner, Gar-
cia fourth and quitting. Time, 1:53.

TWENTY-EIGHTH DAT—THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29.

Fifty-five hundred admirers of the children of the winds

saw six good races run at the old Bay District this afternoon,

and most of them were glad of it when they went home to

fill their aching voids with oysters, turkey, mince pie, etc." It

was one of those days when the bookmaker gets that tired feel-

ing, and as theafternoon progresses he wants to rest his head

on a pillow and go to sleep as sweetly as a little three-year-old

cherub. Terra Nova first, May McCarthy second, made the

men on the block look serious. Miss Clay'6 defeat in the second

evened up matters a trifle, but Niagara was well-played for

place, and got it. Motor tickets were a6 thick as flies 'round

an open 'lasses barrel in dog days, while Charles A, the run-

ner up, was not neglected. Argenta was an air-tight, and

played as such. Artist was a cincb, and eight of every ten

men and boys knew it. They acted accordingly. The book-

makers' cup of woe was filled to overflowing in the last race,

when Enthusiast, played to win the fortune of a Croesus,

turned up a winner, and Realization, much fancied for a

place, got it. The track was never much slower than to-day

so that the clay-eaters had a regular high jinks.

Terra Nova won the first race in a drive by a length from

May McCarthy—this cfter the white-legged Sacramento

gelding had led into the homestretch by eight lengths and

swerved almost from the extreme outside to the inner rails

with little Jones. Ethel Dixon made a wonderful run from

the extreme rear, and got the show.

Playful showed hferself to be a warm article in heavy go-

ing by her run today. She ran head and head with the

Miss Clay filly to the homestretch, where the favorite coughed
%

Playfnl came on, and Niagara, though dying away, lasted

long enough to get the place. Had Niagara not been inter-

fered with a little over a furlong from the start he might

have at least given Playful a spirited argument.

Motor experienced no trouble in winning the Richmond

Stakes for Mr. Legg, while Charles A. slipped in and beat the

good thing, Expense, for the place.

Argenta won the Winter Hurdle Stakes all *he way,

though Ingot made him go some. Cuchara was scarcely in

the hunt.

Artist had about all he could do to beat Quirt out in the

fifth race, the pair finishing heads apart in a drive. Duke

Stevens treated his friends to a good imitation of a horse

sulking—this after he had run head and head with Artist

for about six furlongs. Quirt would probably have made
Artist know what mud tastes like if she had been presided

over by a more experienced pilot.

Enthusiast collared Realization soon after the homestretch

was reached and beat him out rather easily by three parts of

a length.

E. Jones, Carr, Hinrichs, R. Isom, M". Casey and C. "Weber

rode the winners.
How the Races Were Run.

The first race, five and a half furlongs, for maidens, had
nine starters. May McCarthy was backed down into favor-

itism, opening at 9 to 5, closing at 7 to 5. Terra Nova was
the original favorite, opening at 7 to 5, but his final price

was 9 to 5. Ethel Dixon was well supported at 4 and 5 to 1,

My Sweetheart at 8, the others 20 to 100 to 1. There was a

long delay at the post, and finally a fair start was made, the

order being My Sweetheart, May McCarthy, Terra Nova, the

latter moving like a shot. He drew away at every stride,

leading by s; x lengths at the half, May McCarthy second,

three from My Sweetheart. Terra Nova was fully eight

lengths to the good turning for home, which he made very
wide, May McCarthy second, five lengths from My Sweetheart.
The leader swerved a sixteenth from home, and little Jones
took him to the inner rails. By the time he was straightened
away May McCarthy was not far ofl, and Jones had to sit

down and ride for his life to make Terra Nova win by a

length from May McCarthy, who in turn was ten lengths
from Ethel Dixon, third. Time, 1:12.

The Miss Clay tilly wa? made a 3 to 5 favorite for the sec-

ond race, six furlongs. Playful and Roma were at 4 to 1

each, NiagaraS, Find Out 50 to 1. Niagara, Playful, Miss
Clay filly was the order at the start. Niagara, Playful

and the Miss Clay filly ran in close order for a little

over a furlong, then Niagara fell back for a moment aB if in-

terfered with badly, Playful assuming command and leading
past the half pole by a neck, Miss Clav filly second, three

lengths from Niagara. It waB close to the homestretch be-

tween Playful and the favorite, the latter lending turning
for home by half a length, Niagara closing up. The Miss
Clay filly stopped badly in the last furlong, and Playful came
on and won well in hand by two lengths froth that other Jim
Brown, Niagara, who in turn was a length from the Miss
('lay fitly. Roma was fourth. Time, 1:20J.

Motor was a to 5 favorite in the Richmond Stakes, sell-

ling, about six furlongs. Polaski and Charles A. were at 4
to 1 each, Expense (> (opened at 15) Hymn and TillieS. each
10 to 1, Catch 'Em and Border Lassie 15 to 1 each. Charles

A. Motor, Hymn was the order to a good start. Motort
.,

i

to the front in the first 100 yards, and lead Hymn passim
half by a trifle over a length, Charles A. a fair third, fi]

drew away in the next furlong, but there wos a closing-u
him nearing the final turn, and many thought it all da;
the favorite, but Henricks was merely taking things ei"

him, perhaps expecting a drive on the way home. I

go his head in the last furlong, he came away and won
a lot up bis sleeve by two lengths, Charles A. getting
place handily from the driven-out Expense by one and a
lengths, Seaside finished fourth. Time, 1:17J.

All w^re scratched out the Winter Hurdle Stakes, one
a quarter miles, except Argenta, Ingot and Cuchara. Arg-
was at 1 to 3 in the betting, Cuchara 3£ to 1 and IngJ
to 1. Argenta refused to budge for about five minutes/
the flag finally fell to a good send-off". Argenta at once

j
to the front, leading Ingot by about two lengths until pas
the half-pole, Cuchara fifteen lengths further off. Going
next furlong Argenta drew away a couple of lengths, but Ii

closed up two lengths in the run to the homestretch. (
the final jump the favorite was two lengths to the good, wl
lead he made for at the finish, easing up, Ingot sect

twenty-five in front of Cuchara. Time, 2:31 £.

Four came to the post in the mile race. Artist was
to 5,Duke Stevens 16 to 5, Pescador S to 1 and Quirt 15 t

Artist and Duke Stevens ran head and head past thequai
and then they were lost in the fog. We are informed t

the Duke led to the final turu. When they were next a
it was a little over a sixteenth from home, Artist and Q
running about half a length apart, Pescador half a do
lengths away, Doke Stevens out of it. Quirt got up to Art
head, and in a terrific drive the latter won by a short i

nium. Quirt, second, was six lengths from Pescador.
1:49.

Enthusiast was played for thousands in the final rai_.

the afternoon, and at the close he and Oakland were at

'

5 each, Realization 3A to 1 (opened at 4), Lawyer 15, the i

25 to 40 to 1 . The race was run in a dense fog. We are t

that Realization was off" a trifle in front, and led passing
half-pole by five lengths. He began tiring near the hoi

stretch, and Fnthusiastgot up as soon as they were stn
'

ened away in the stretch. They ran necks apart, Entli;

in front, Realization ridden for all he was worth, Weber
ting still on Enthusiast. The latter won at the end by al

three parts of a length, Realization second, three "lei

from Oakland, who in turn led Carmel nearly that
Time, 1:33A—a great run over such a track.

TWENTY-NINTH DAY—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30.

Selling platers had a long inning this afternoon— in

the programme was made up of four selling events am

two-year-old maiden race. That race-going folks are not

love with the platers was made very evident by the decii

falling offin the attendance, and the management will do «

to have fewer of these selling affairs in future for more reas

than one. The run-up money more than compensated

association for the thinness of the crowd, however, for the

was music in the air at the conclusion of two of the sell!

races. Sligo was entered by S. C. Hildreth to be sold

$200, and when a representative of W. O'B. Macdouough g

through nodding there was a loss to the owner of the b

gelding of just $705, a gain to both the association and t

owner of the Kentucky Stable of $352 50, or in other woi

Sligo was run up to $905. the owner thinking him woi ;

that sum. In the third race George F. Smith, a very hig

class selling plater, was run up from $400 to $1,005, Owd
Kiley keeping his flyer at a loss of $605 in this manm
This time ''Moose" Taylor, owner of the second horse, Cli

quer, did the hoisting, he thus propting $302 50, the associ

tion the same, Thus the jockey club was a gainer $655

the day's derricking.

Imp. Crighton is a grand mud horse. He laid back

fourth place until reaching the homestretch, which he can

down in the heaviest of the going and won easily anvhow 1

a length from Quarterstafl, San Lucas a good third.

Hessen, that on paper looked one of the biggest ''cine!

of the meeting, finished rather a poor third to Chiquito

the Verano-Experiment colt in the second race, and th

ands of dollars were lost on his chances.

t.

:

;•

Sallie Calvert got away in front of the third, and led up

the final 100 yards, where some horse, almost surely Slig

came along and bumped her hard. Sligo won drivfc

eventually by one and one-half lengths from the black fill

of the Kentucky Stable.

George F. Smith was turned loose on an innocent Sa

Francisco public, and, plugged at odds of from 4 to 1 to 81

5, won all the way. Clacquer came strong at the finish an

beat Realization a neck for the place.

Braw Scot took the last race handily enough by lW'

lengths, after getting the best of a poor start, in which th

favorite, McLight was fourth away. The last-named wascu

off' at the first turn, ran around his field going to the hall

pole, and the great rush told on him severely in the home

stretch. With an even send-off McLight would in all prob

ability have won this race.
m

Felix Carr covered himself with glory and his friend

with mud by piloting four of the five winners to victory.

How the Rosea Were Run.

Imp. Crighton, played down from 3 to 1 to 2 to 1, was
favorite in the first rsee, six furlongs, Quarterstafl, next ii

demand at 3 to 1 (opened at 11 to 5), May McCarthy ant

Almout at 4, San Lucas not entirely friendless at 8, Demo
crat 50 to 1. San Lucas, May McCarthy, Democrat weretfo

first three to a fair send-off. May McCarthy and San Luca
ran away from the others in the first quarter, half a lengtl

apart, three lengths from Quarters!a ff, Democrat now out o

the hunt. San Lucas, May McCarthy and Quarterstafl wen
only beads apart as tbey swung around into the homestretch
Crighton well up. May McCarthy and Quaiterstaff secure*

the dry streaks in the straight, Crighton taking the worst o
the going and winning easily in spite of everything by J

length from Quarterstafl', who, in a drive, beat San Lucas s

head for the place. May McCarthy quit, badly in the las:
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Time, 1:20. The race showed Crighton to be a

ater of the tirst class.

ff;he second Hessen opened a 4 to 5 favorite, closed at 3

5 Chiquito opened and closed at 4, Al Broeck and Snow
Am 5 to 1, Experiment colt 8, My Charm 10, Sooladian

I, Chiquito, Al Broeck and Experiment were the first

re to meet the eye as the flag fell. Chiquito led the Ex-
flent colt two lengths past the half, Hessen lapped on
Mildwin candidate. The Experiment colt began going

lit three furlongs from home, and had his head in front

ling into the straight, Chiquito second, four lengths from
In, the favorite. About a sixteenth from home the Ex-
lent colt and Chiquito were head and head, and in a

drive, both tired but game, Chiquito came to the front

I forty yards of the finish and won driven out by two
lis, Experiment colt second, one and a half lengths from
Id, who beat Mv Charm four lengths for show monev.
1 1:20A.

Ijo opened an even-money favorite, closed at 4 to 5.

I- Calvert was next in demand at 3 to 1, Fled Bird 8

lied at 15), Dolly L. filly 8, Sir Reginald 12, others 15

Itol- There was over half an hour's delay at the post.

Ily the flag flopped, and Sallie Calvert was in front,

e"second, Sligo third. At the half Eed Bird had run up
lllie Calvert's saddle-skirts, O'Bee third, at his heels,

Wfourth. Red Bird and Sallie Calvert ran close together

le homestretch, followed by O'Bee and Sligo. Sallie

jrt seemed to have the race won up to the last sixteenth,

b some horse on the outside came up and bumped her.

had her beaten forty yards of the fioish, and won driven

fly one and a half lengths, Sallie Calvert second. Sir

fjnald third, two lengths further away. Time, 1:05.}.

winner was run up to $900 by a friend of W. O'B. Mac-
flogh's, Hildreth retaining the horse for $905—an increase

f 05 over his entered selling price.

forge F. Smith, backed from 4 to 1 to 8 to 5, was a siz-

Ife favorite. Realization was at 3 to l,Clacquer 6, Joe
on 8, Zampost 10, Annie Moore and Gold Bug each 12

K Banjo 30 to 1. The start was not of the best, the order

« i Clacquer, George F. Smith, Annie Moore. The favor-

las in front in the first half-dozen strides, leading by four

hs at the half-pole. Clacquer second, with Annie Moore
Realization at his heels. The field made up a couple of

M.bs on Smith going the next quarter, Realization and

flquer running close together. Smith was not headed,

won easily by three lengths. Realization ran up close to

flh about seventy yards of the finish, but fell back, and

flqner snatched the place by a neck from Realization,

le, 1:04}. The winner was run up to $1,000 by " Moose "

I .or, owner of Clacquer, Kiley, however, retaining the

le at $1,005.

lae fifth and last race was one of a mile, and brought out

letarters. McLight was an even-money favorite at first,

lia heavy play on Florence Dickey sent his odds back to

5, Florence Dickey's down to 8 and 9 to 5. Braw Scot

I well fancied at 3 to 1. The Darebin-Mura colt was at

I) 1. Sunrise 40. The start was a very ragged one, Braw
I being off fi^t, Florence Dickey second, the Mura colt

I., the favorite a very poor fourth. The Mura colt and
ience Distey made the running to the quarter-pole, head

head, with Braw Scot at their heels and the favorite last,

aving been cut off on the first turn. Htnrichs now sent

jight along like a shot, and he passed one after another

they were anchored in the mud. He had not only run

1 last place to first at the half-pole, but was leading Flor-

Dickey, two lengths, Braw Scot a good third. Braw
closed on McLight three-eighths from home, and the

ran necks apart into the straight, soon after entering

en Carr got the path with Braw Scot, and though Me-
at came again gamely at the finish, Braw Scot landed a

ner by two lengths, handily, McLight second, as far from

-ence Dickey, she in turn to lengths from the Mura colt.

le, 1:49*.

THIRTIETH DAY—SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1.

K was a chilly day, and people did not turn out as they

lid, in view of the excellence of the card. Mud and cold

ds have their terrors, however, for San Franciscans, and

result was that little more than half of the usual Satur-

crowd put in an appearance. In the first three races the

ner did not get the verdict by much over eight inches, and

remaining two were well contested. It was a frosty after-

q for the bettors on the outside of the bookmakers' bores

The pencilers presented their patrons with a "hoodoo," in

shape of an icicle, with each ticket. Any fond possessor of

inning pasteboard on any race to-day outside of the jump

please step up to the office of the Secretary of the

ievolent Bookmakers' Association, where an artist will

bond in readiness to reproduce his likeness, life size, in

If a favorite won any race outside of the steeplechase

p as not come to light as yet.

I 'he first race was taken by a 40 to 1 shot that suddenly

wed a liking for a heavy track. Vigor led at the start

I passing the half. Pat Murphy was first by a narrow mar

R into the homestretch, where Hueneme came through

A won by a nose from Pat Murphy after he had bumped

tl favorite, Mainstay, badly. The last-named got the show

a would have won but for the jostling.

.lexis got the verdict over Duke Stevens in the second,

li Little Cripple a bang-up third. Duke Stevens, off

tl d, went to the front without delay, and it looked from the

p is stand as if he was never headed. However, the j udges

a in a trifle better position to determine such matters than

tl reporters.

rilead beat Thornhill a headin a drive for the California

1 :atre Stakes, one mile and a quarter, with Claudius a fair

(tt-d and the favorite, Lovdal, fourth. G-ilead bore over from

tl outside nearly to the inner rails, forcing Thornhill to go

Ha him or be pulled up. The claim of foul made by Charley

} ber, ThornhilFs rider, was not allowed, however. In the

j« ;eys' room, after this race, Bob Isom cut Homer Coombs

fflje times in a row over jostling at the head of the home-

tch. Coombs lost a great deal of blood and one

(the stabs, near the heart, is pronounced serious.

I nobs, rode Lovdal, the favorite, in this stake, and

:' med that little Isom, on San Luis Rey, jumped him com-

ing into the homestretch, making the VVildidle colt lose all

his chaoces of winning. He told Isom that if he ever did
anything like thatagainhe would give him a good whipping.

The black boy said Coombs wouldn't, and they came to blows,

the cutting following. Isom was arrebted on the charge of as-

sault with an intent to murder. There has been for some
time a sort of race war among the j ockeys, the blacks being

very " sassy." Coombs is a very independent, bright boy,

and has been doing excellent work in the saddle. It was not

known that Isom was such a desperate fellow as he has turned

out to be.

Argenta took the steeplechase into camp with ease, Ingot

(" the good thing ") getting the place and Vulcan the show.

Empress of Norfolk, off first to a rather poor start, was

never headed in the last race, beating a couple of better ani-

mals in Ohiyesa and Jack Richelieu.

Chevalier, Jones, Carr, Casey and Flynn rode the winners

this afternoon.

Mow the Races Were Run.

In the first race, five and a half furlongs, selling, for two-
year-olds, there were ten starters. Mainstay was favorite at

9 to 5, Pat Murphy in good demand at 13 to 5, imp. Vigor 4
to 1, Ernest 6 (opened at 10), Hueneme 40 to 1, the others
from 12 to 80 to 1. The start was a disastrous one to the
favorite, Mainstay, who was one of the last horses in the
hand. Imp. Vigor, Hueneme, Pat Murphy was the order as

the flag swished. Vigor led at the half-pole by half a length,

Pat Murphy second, three lengths from Hueneme, Murphy
had his face in front as they made the final turn and straight-

ened for home. Hueneme and Mainstay were coming very
fast, and the latter was bumped half-way down the straight

and forced into the heavy going, Hueneme going on to give
Pat Murphy battle. The pair came the last fifty yards close

together, Hueneme leading. The latter lasted long enough
to win by a nose from Pat Murphy, who was in front at the

very next stride. A length behind Murphy came Mainstay,

that but for the bump and bad send-off would undoubtedly
have won the race.

Little Cripple was backed down from 8 to 5 to even money.
The Mallard was at 24 to 1, Miss Fletcher 6 to 1, Duke
Stevens 8 and 9, Royal Flush 10, Alexis 12 to 1. The start

was a good one. Duke Stevens went to the front at once,

leading Miss Fletcher half a length at the quarter-pole,

Alexis at the filly's heels, Little Cripple dogging him. Duke
Stevens was first a length at the half-pole, Alexis, Little

Cripple and Miss Fletcher heads apart as named; in fact, out-

side of Stevens, they were very closely bunched indeed.

Duke Stevens led by his neck into the homestretch, Alexis,

Little Cripple and Royal Flush close together. All dropped
out in the homestretch except the first three mentioned, and

it was an exciting struggle down the straight. To nearly

everyone it appeared as if Alexis finished about five inches

behind Duke Stevens, with Little Cripple three parts of a

length away. However, the judges placed the horses Alexis,

Duke Stevens, Little Cripple. Time, 2:03.

The California Theatre Stakes, mile and a quarter, for

three-year-olds, came next. It brought out a field of six,

Lovdal, played heavily, was an even-money favorite. Gilead

closed at S to 5, Thornhill 4 to 1, Claudius, San Luis Rey and

Del Norte 30 to 1 each. To a good start Claudius led. with

San Luis Rey second and Thornhill third. San Luis Rey
led passing the stand by two lengths, Thornhill and Claudius

head and head, the others close at hand. San Luis Rey
held his lead passing the quarter-pole, where he was half a

length from Claudius, the latter that distance in front of

Thornhill. Four lengths away came a bunch headed by

Gilead. Thornhill sailed to the front nearing the half-pole,

where fie led by a length, San Luis Rey and Gilead lapped

Thornhill's lead into the homestretch was cut down to a neck

by Gilead, Lovdal a good third. Gilead and Thornhill head

and head on the outside, drew clear of the others. A little

less than a sixteenth from home Gilead bore in on Thorn-

hill, and the pair cut across, nearly to the inside rails, both

getting straightened finally and Gilead winning by a head,

Thornhill second, one and a half lengths from Claudius,

Lovdal fourth. Time, 2:15i.

The steeplechase, about one mile and a half, had five start-

ers and Argenta for a favorite, his closing price being 3 to 5.

Ingot was backed from 5 to 1 down to 13 to 5, a great tip

floating about on Meany's colt. Happv Band was at 4 to 1,

Vnlcin 8, Guadalupe 12 to 1. They were sent away to a

good start, Vulcan leading slightly. Ingot was first over the

initial obstacle by a length, Argenta second, half a length

from Vulcan. 'The order was unchanged going to far center-

field, though iDgot and Argenta raced head and head. Ar-

genta and Ingot then raced over the next three jumps, in-

cluding the water, half a length apart as named, Vulcan

third, from six to ten lengths away. Argenta took a decided

lead going to far center-field the second time, and though

Ingot was ridden out for all he was worth Argenta won
handily at the end by three lengths, Ingot second, fifteen

from Vulcan, who just lasted long enough to beat Happy
Band a nose for the show. Time, 3:33}.

People fairly fell over each other in their eagerness to get

a bet down on Jack Richelieu or Ohiyesa in the last race of

the day, about six furlongs, selling. The first named was 4

too in the betting, Ohiyesa 8 to 5, Empress of Norfolk 5 to

1, Talbot Clifton 40, The Drummer and Gussie 60 to 1 each.

The startsaw Empress of Norfolk off in the lead, Jack Rich-

elieu next and Ohiyesa third. The Empress, of course, got

dry path, and with her speed, that settled it. At the half she

was first, a length from Richelieu, who was running head and

head with Ohiyesa. At the head of the homestretch Empress

of Norfolk had increased her lead to three lengths, and Ohi-

yesa had supplanted Jack Richelieu in second place. The
latter was never headed, and though Ohiyesa made up some

ground, he was beaten at the end by one and a half lengths

Jack Richelieu third, a length behind Pat Dunne's recent

purchase. Talbot Clifton fioished fourth. Time, 1:15$—

a

good run.

THIRTY-FIBST DAT—MONDAY, DECEMBER 3.

Strange to relate, the heavy rain of last night had rather

improvedlthe going. It was not as sticky as on Saturday, and

there was little trace of that dry path down the homestretch.

The attendance was fair and the racing exciting in|nearly all

the events. Three favorites and two well-played second

choices got the money, hence the laugh was rather on the

side of the form students. Chevalier, HinrichB, C. Weber*

E. Jones and F. Carr rode the winners, the last named hav-

ing to work hardest to land his mount in front. The sur-

prises of the day were the running second of Ricardo, May
Day and Hymn, respectively 20, 100 and 10 to 1 shots.

Suwanee, the good-looking half-sister to Quarterstafl, led

from start to finish, and won handily by two lengths from
Miss Willoughby, who was three parts of a length before

Headflower. Coquette, second clear around into the home-
stretch, fioished an indifferent fourth.

Expense went to the front at once on the second, and gained

more and more on his opponents as the race progressed, un-

til at the end he was a winner by five leDglhs, Ricardo, a

longshot, beatiog Bernardo a length for the place. Imp.
Crighton was slow to get moving, and fioished a poor fourth.

Enthusiast was off first, second at the quarter, and then

romped away from his field going to the half and home-

stretch. He was eased up about a sixteenth from home, but

got going again in time to stall off the rank outsider (May
Day's) rush and winbythree parts of a length, McLight a

good third. Enthusiast is great in heavy going, surely.

The Miss Clay filly evened up matters with Playful to-day,

taking the lead when they had run about a furlong and

winning (after swerving near the finish) by a length frocj

Gallant, who beat the erratic Playful five lengths for the

place.

Realization and Hymn alternated in the lead to the home
stretch in the last race. Here Braw Scot came like a shot,

and had a decided command half-way down. Hymn came

again, however, and in a clever fight Braw Scot got ihe

money by less than a length from the Weber colt, Capt.

Rees, the favorite, third, and Realization, ''the good thing,"

fourth.

How the Races Were Run.

Suwanee was favorite in the first race, at Z\ to 1, Beatrice

6 (opened at 15tol), Miss Garvin, Miss Willoughby, Head-
flower and the Apache-Irene colt 7 to 1 each, Coquette 10,

Red Idle, others 15 to SO to 1. Suwanee was off a trifle in

front, and was closely pressed by Coquette for nearly a fur-

long, and then drew away, leading her by two lengths into

the homestretch, Coquette a length from Miss Willoughby,
Headflower a fair fourth. Suwanee, coming on the outside

in the straight, was not headed, winning handily by two
lengths, Miss Willoughby a rather easy second, three parts

of a length from Headflower. Time, l:06f-.

Expense went to the post a slight favorite (2tol) for the
second race, seven furlongs, selling. Bernardo was a strong

second choice at 11 to 5, imp. Crighton 3 to 1. Two Cheers
7, Ricardo 15, Mura colt 20, Mestor 40 and Democrat 100 to

1. To a fair start Ricardo was first to show. Expense led by
a length passing the quarter, Two Cheers next, as far from
Bernardo. Crighton was last. At the half Expense led by
three lengths, Bernardo and Ricardo secoud and third, heads
apart. Expense's lead had been cut down to one and a half

lengths by the time he reached the homestretch, Ricardo sec-

ond, a length from Bernardo. Expense went away from his

field again in the straight, and won easily by five lengths,

Ricardo second, handily, a length in front of Bernardo, he
two from imp. Crighton. Time, 1:33J—a good run on such a

track.

Enthusiast opened at 7 to 5, closed at 7 to 10, in the third

race, one mile, selling. McLight's closing price was 11 to 5

(opening S to 5), Miss Buckley 5 to 1, Experiment colt 10

(opened at 20), Eruest 20 and May Day 60 to 1. To a good
start Enthusiast was first to show, McLight second, Miss
Buckley third. Ernest ran up rapidly and was first to the

quarter-pole by two lengths, Enthusiast second, a length from
the Experiment colt. Enthusiast went under a strong pull

for more than 3nother furlong, and when Charley Weber
gave him his head ths favorite shot to the fore, leading Er-

nest a head at the half. Miss Buckley third, lapped on Er-

nest. Enthusiast drew away at a great pace, lea ing into

the homestretch by three lengths. McLight and May Day,

on sufferance, closed up on Enthusiast down tbe homestretch,

but when Charley Weber gave the favorite his head twenty
yards of the finish he came away like a shot and won easily

by three parts of a length, May Day, the rank outsider, get-

ting the place cleverly by half a length, McLight third, Miss
Buckley a poor fourth: Time, 1:50.

Playful was a 6 to 5 favorite in the fourth race, Miss Clay

next in demand at 11 to 5, Gallant at 3 to 1, El Tirano 20

Miss Ruth 25, Kitty L. 60 to 1. Playful was first to show to

a good start, Miss Clay filly second, GallaDt third. The Miss

Clay filly passed Plavful when they had gone about a fur-

long, as did Gallant also, she being two lengths to the bad at

the half-pole and falling back. The Miss Clay filly swing

first into the homestretch by a length, Gallant second, three

lengths from Playful. The leaders were close together up to

the final sixteenth, and then the Miss Clay filly drew away at

a gr*»at rate. She swerved badly toward the inside fifty yards

of tbe finish, but little Jones got her going again in time to

win easily by a length from Gallant, who in turn was five

lengths in front of Playful, she two from Sunrise. Time
1:182.

In the last race of the day there were mighty plunges on

Realization and Braw Scot by clever folks, while Capt. Rees
was a favorite at 7 to 5. Braw Scot's closing price was 11 to

5 (3 to 1 could be had at one time), Realization 14 to 5,

Hymn 10 to 1, Tillie S. 12. Jake Allen 80 to 1. The order

at the start was Realization, Hymn, Capt. Rees. Realization

and Tillie S. were in tbe lead, heads apart, swinging by the

half-pole, Hymn lapped on Tillie S. Hymn took command
three furlongs from home.and led Realization into the home-
stretch two lengths, Braw Scot third and closing up fast.

Realization was beaten half-way down the straight, and Braw
Scot took the lead, Hymn came again and in a pretty drive

Braw Scot lauded a winner by three parts of a length,Hymn
second, one and one-half lengths from Captain Rees, Reali-

zation fourth, another lengths away. Time, 1:19.

[CONTINUED ON PAGH 547.]

George Withers arrived Friday from Chicago. About

eight years ago George was perhaps the leading jockey of

the West and one of the be«t in the country. One day he

had four mounts at Louisville and won them all. He cam-

campaigned old Ascender, a broken-down ex crack, with

great success, but has been lost sight of the last few yeara.

He will ridejumpers.
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The Winning Owners.

Nick S. Hail's horses have won the largest sum of nioDey

at the present meeting of the California Jockey Club—

$5,010. The Santa Anita Stable is second with $3,S90, the

Flint Stable third with $3,300 and Barney Schreiber next

with *:i,030. A. B. Spreckels is the only other owner with

io his credit, though a couple are close to this mark.

This table takes in the winnings of the various stables from

October 27th up to but not including December 1st:

Appleby, orville... 1

Abrahams, Zeke
Almoua Stable
Ippleby, w. L
Brown, E. F
Blakclv, A. >;

BornB&Waterb'se l

Buena Vista Stable ..

Burke. Effle

Bovle, T
i 'lav Stable
clavton. B. C
California Stable... 1

Covington & Kent ...

(aroioua Stable.... 1

Carillo, F
Conway. I

Uftxson, F C
Capital Stable ...

Corrigau, Ed 3

l>unue, V 1

DornburKer. W -

liurkee,;c. U 1

Dixou, \v

Don. C. h
Davis. J. F
Dolan, R. E
Davenport. R. & C. ...

EncinoStable
El Tirauo Stable... 1

Earp. Wyatt 1

Ezeil, L i

Elm wood Stock F.. 2

Elkton Stable 1

Flint Stable 10

Fields. Jobu i'

Pox, M 2
tiardeu City Stable 2
cariand tt Rarasd'l 2
Goebring, A. H.
Haves & White .... 1

Hope Glen FarmS. ...

Hall. N. S 9

Harvey. Jos 1

HililrethS. C 6

HerzogP.. 2
Howard W. J

King J. E 1

Kelly M. J 2

Kentucky Stable... 4

: S .iOl)

HO

160
1.090

30

30
30
MO
30
430
200
400
30
30
30
30

1.100
300
840
440
140
200
190
30
70

200
400
300

1.170

1.010
330

3.300
700
770

1.010
1.030

170
430
360

5.010
300

2,210
660
30

300
760

KileyT
Lawrence Stock

Farm
Legg L. A
Loue Stable
Morine Al
McDonald C. L
MacdotiougbW.O'B
McDennilt F. J
Mcintosh J. S
Niagara Stable
Owen Bros
Ocean View Stable
Oakland Stable
Ottinger A
Pleasautou Stable..

Peseador Stable
Pamrapo Stable
Riverside Stable
Rey Alfonso Stable
Raft James
Ruggles C. L
Reavey John
RyanT. H
Robbins John
Rinconado Stable.
Rose George
Scbreiber Barney..
Schwarlz H
Shields J. K. & Co.
Spreckels A. B
Santa Rita Stable.

-

Siebentbaler P
Santa Anita Stable
Sycamore Stable. ...

Sink W. B
Sboedler W. H
Stevenson Chas
Thornbill Stable...

Taylor Ft.("Moose"
Ullman A
Undine Stable
Walkinshaw St'ble
Wakeman A. K
Williams Dow
White L. C
Wilsdn & Co
White & Clark
Weber p

1 ...

.. 1

4 ...

1 ..

2 1

.„ ...

2 .

10

3

2 5
5 6

3 5
1 2

8 3
1 1

8 300

ISO

1,730
300
30
330
693
60

690
100

2,910
240
230
500

2,110
600
200
30

2,000
100

400
140

2,890
870

1,000

1,960
3.080
400

1,100
3,010

1,510
470

3.890
500
870
70
60

855
1,400

2,W0
70
100
360
660
360
30

300
30

What the Ho-se Pilots Have Done.

The following table, gotten up in alphabelical order, shows

the work of every jockey that has had a mount at the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club meeting, from October 27th up to De-

cember 1st. Felix Carr, of the jockeys tbat rode flat races

entirely, has the largest percentage of winning mounts, 345,

while Bob Isom has the lprgest number of wins to his credit,

32; however, his percentage of winning mounts is but 288.

Allmark leads the steeplechase riders by a big margin. Stan-

ford has done fairly well over the jumps. Chevalier, W.
Clancy, Hinrichs, C. Weber, Cot nibs and W. Flynn rank

high on the flat. Perhaps the most improved riders at the

track are Coombs, Bob Isom and Chevalier, who, in one
season, have risen rapidly in their profession. George Mil-

ler, Mike Hennessv and Emanuel Morris, considered crack

jockeys by every judge of riding, do not seem to be getting

the mounts their ability seems to entitle them to.

1st 2d 3d Unp. 1st 2d 3d Unp

3

17

Allmark 6 2

Ames
Ambrose
Anderson
Bozeman 4 2 4

Burns ... 5 3

Blakeley 2 4

Booton
Burlingame
Butler
Cuddy l ...

Chevalier 23 17 16

Coady 1 3 3

Clancy W 8 i

Covington A 1

Combs 9

Cleary
'Minis 1

Clifton
Cart P. 19 16 5

Casey M 2 ... 2
Coffei 1 ... 1

Cochran
Davis 1 ...

Dayceyl l 1 —
Dlngley
Krsklue
Knos
Plynn W 8 lo lu

Flynn J

plowen 1 ...

Prawley
Klt/it.-rald

'.nlLruilh 1 .. 1

Glover 2 ..

I'. - 1 I ...

Ollmore i •
Gilbert
Blnrichj 11 l^ l:t

-ey 1

Henry D 1 l

Harris 1

Hill N I

32 16 '.'.'

2 7 3

Jackson 1

Jonea J

boil s K 6 4 ...

King, Wash
Kennedy
King, Willie
Kelly M
Kinne •

Kiild

l.edgett
Long W,
Long J 1

Leonard C
Miller Geo 1

Morris F
Murphy
Meadows
Morris E
Maas
Maynard
Madden 1

Martin
Murphy-
McAuliffe
McCullough
Mcloeruy
McClaln, 81 1

Mclntyre
Narvaez F
Narvaez
Peters 1

Plnkney
Plxley
Riley 1

Russell
Sullivan J 1

Sullivan P...

Staulord- 2
Stewart
Smith II

Steele
sinins A
Sparling
Spouse
Seaman
Shaw
Taral C
Venablc
Weaver
Weber Joe..
Weber C 7

Largest Winning Horses at the Meeting.

The following horses have placed to the credit of their

owners al the present California Jockey Club meeting $800

or over

:

Flood i .' ....$3,150

! 680

Polaskl :i

I[,ii.].v Day, 8 2.000

Hey AlfoDrw), '2 -j.ihio

Olacqner, i 1,770
1.'<HI

! 1.200

Artri-nlu. ii 1.1"')

Bit Richard, i 1,110

Plquante. 2 I.oho

I'luylul. 2 l.OTu

unond,8 l.u&u

Klorence Dickey, 3 years .. $1,010
Inikr Stevens, -1 1,000
Tartarian, 4 !I70

Brodbead, :\ 970
Bran Scot. .

r
> 980

Bister Mary, 4 870
Koinair. 5 K70
MolHe R.. -1 870
Thornhill, 3 866
Oblyeaa. i 8.0
Rey El Sauta Anita. 3 830
Jack KhIicIIou, 5 810
Senator Irby, 3 800

"Winning Sires.

Following is a table showing the standing of the

whose sons and daughters have won $500 or over at the

meeting now in progress, from October 27th up to bu

including December 1st

:

sires

local

t not

Flood $1/280
Prince of Norfolk. 3,920

Imp. Darebin 3.700

Three Cheers 3,530

Ououdaga
Stratford
Imp. Midlothian..
John Happy-

Emperor of Norfolk 3.340 Imp. Woodlands
Imp. Cheviot 2.S

Captain Al 2,350

Imp. Mariner 2,070

Argvle —. 1,810
Duke of Norfolk 1,800
Flambeau - 1.750

Jim Brown 1,470
Knight of Ellerslie 1,400
Longfellow 1.360
Enquirer 1,170

Stafford 1,110
Springbok 1,110

Imp, Brutus 1,020

Imp. Great Tom..
Shannon
Bishop
Fellowcharm
Imp. Cyrus
Powhattan
Imp. Kyrle Daly..
Wildidle
GriuStead
Verano
Free Kuight
Peel
Winters.

$970
970
930
8>0
870
810
soe
soo
780
750
700
670
640
610
tf30

600
500
500

Sale of Rancho del Paso Thoroughbreds.

There was a goodly gathering in the sales paddock last

Saturday about noon, tbe occasion being the selling of a

number of yearlings and two two-year-olds from Rancho del

Paso. A number of notabilities of the turf were in the

crowd, and betting was spirited whenever anything really

gilt-edged was led up. F. de Ojeda got a prize for $90 in the

chestnut filly bv Torso out of Jess (dam of Chemuck), by

Joe Hooker, and the strapping bay sister to Normandie was

a bargain at $300, John C. Humphrey securing her. P. B.

("Hanger") Jones got a half-sister to Middleton for $175

and James McDonald a half-sister to Zaldivar for $165. A
racy-lookiDg little black colt by imp. Midlothian from Mari-

gold, by Luke Blackburn, elicited some lively bidding, R.

Stipe getting him for $500. The chestnut filly by Longfield

out of Martine, captured by Col. Chinn, looks like a good

one. Barney Schreiber got the only Salvator sold, a kingly-

looking chestnut colt out of-Pandora, by Spendthrift. The

brown filly by Ben AH—Shasta that went to Ed Corrigan's

nod at $275 is a likely-looking miss. Both of the two-year-

olds brought good prices—$580 and $775. Following were

the purchasers and prices:
YEARLINGS.

Bay filly by imp. Kyrle Daly— Extract ; J. C. Humphrey 3
Bay filly by Ben Ali—Fedalma ; P. E. Jones.-.
Brown gelding by Fresno—Filena ; James McDonald. 175

Bav filly by Tyrant—Griselda ; Col. J. Chinn 160
Chestnut filly by Fitz James—Helena : James McDonald 60

Chestnut filly by Torso—Jess; F. de Ojeda 90

Bay filly by imp. Kvrle Daly—Katie Darling ; M. Cassidy 60
Brown filly by Torso—Lady Leinster ; C. A. Baldwin 130

Bay filly by Ben Ali—Lady Middleton ; P. E. Jones 175

Chestnut filly by Torso—Lena's First ; James McDonald 165

Chestnut filly by Torso—Little Flush ; Matt Green 110

Bay filly by Torso—Lizzie P.; Sam Bowley 180

Black colt by imp. Midlothian—Marigold ; R. Stipe „ 500

Chestnut filly by Longfield—Martine ; Col. J. Chinn 170

Bay gelding, by Alexander—May Dunbar; Matt Green 55

Bay filly, by Ben Ali—Miss Laura; Mr. Hamilton 85

Chestnut colt, by Salvator—Pandora: B. Scbreiber 450

Brown filly, by Ben Ali—Shasta; Ed Corrigan 275

Bay filly, by Fresno—Sophie; E F. Brown 145

Brown filly, by Fresno—Varona: Sam Bowley 125

Bay gelding, by Alexander—Viola; E. A. Howard 80

TWO YEAR-OLDS.

Bay geldine, by imp. Kyrle Dalv—Sheoa Van;C. A Baldwin..
Chestnut filly, by imp. Midlothian—Filena; Wm. Donathan....

580
775

Total of day'ssale 3 5,045

Average per head 219.35

PROPERTY OF COL. H I. THORNTON.

Brown filly, yearling, by Apache—Trixey, by Joe Hooker; Ed

Benefits of the Horse Show.

There are many phases to the horse show, and one of the

most interesting is the business side of the entertainment

—

that is, the stimulus which is certain to be given not only to

the breeding and training of horses but to the manufacture

and sale of all sorts of appliances used in connection with

horses. It may not be a matter of profound consequence

whether a particular kind of vehicle is called by one name or

another, or whether a set of harness should be made in this

style or that, or whether a whip should be strictly in accord-

ance with an accepted model, but all these things make work
for American workingmen, and work means wages and the

return of an era of prosperity.

When a man of fortune spends his fortune, or, at least, a

goodly portion of it, in buying horses and carriages and
harness, in fitting up stables and carriage rooms and in em-
ploying men and boys to take care of his purchases,tberecaD

be no exception taken to his course except on the part of

the extreme communists who believe, with Proudhon, that

the ownership of property of any kind is rubbery. It is the

rich man who hoards his money who is an evil and a dis-

grace to the community, not the one who builds houses and
furnishes them and ia a patron of the liberal arts as well as

the mechanic arts, or who even buys yachts and horses and

dogs with his money, which is as much his as the wages of

the working-man belong to him.
California bas become tolerated as a favorable place for the

raising and trainiug of horses, and the horse show certainly

will not diminish the reputation of the State. If some of

those who think the horse show is useless or valueless could

see the expense bill of even one of the horses exhibited there,

they would come to realize at once that a tine horse is a val-

uable investment, not only for his owner but for the State at

large, aud that the result of the present exhibition must be

beneficial to California in many ways.—Chronicle.

New Stakes for the Spring Meeting.

The California Jockey Club yesterday announced five ad-

ditional stakes to be run at their spring meeting. This makes

ten stakes in all, entries for which are to close December

15th. Tbe following is a list of tbe slakes :

The Racing Stakes, two-year old fillies, one-half mile ; the

Pacific Stakes', two year-olds, one-half mile ; the Flying

Stakes, two-year olds, four and one-half furlongs; (he Kan-
del Paso Stakes, two-year-olds, five furlongs; the Spring
Stakes, two-year-olds, five furlougs ; the Bitter Root Handi-

cap, two-year-olds, five furlongs
; the Washoe Stakes, L.

year-olds, six furlongs; the Bay District Handicap, two-ye
olds, about six furlongs, and the Consolation Stakes forti
year-olds, five furlongs. All these stakes are guaranteed to

worth from $1,000 to $2,000.

How Ancile "Was Painted.

St. Louis, Mo., November 26.—Ed. Corrigan is det

mined not to let the attempt which was made about a mot

ago to run a ringer over the Hawthorne track in the name)

Dan Kurtz go unheeded with mere punishment of the to;

who were detected in the act, but is having a thorough in?

ligation made, which will probably end in the rounding
[

of the gang which carried out the "Little Dan " case

Louisville, the ''Twilight" case at the fair grounds, and 1

attempted "Golden Gate" afiair at EastSt. Louis. The m
ter of Hawthorne is going after the big game in this ringi

business, and by the time his emissaries have completed td

investigations the methods and the identity of every men
of the gang will be known to atl racing officials.

As the result of the investigation which agents of Corr
have been conducting in St. Louis for several weeks pasl

evidence now adduced shows that the attempt to ring Ai
and Dan Kurtz was engineered by the same crowd 'hai

tempted the other three cases mentioned. At the time oj

exposure of the Golden Gate attempt the man with I

money who remained in the background was D. G. McDc
aid, of Almont, Ont.. a town across from Detroit.

McDonald is a retired lawyer. He purchased from t

Brannon Brothers in the spring of 1892 the horses Taot
and Post Odds, the former of which had been ruled off

Litonia, where he was run as Polk Badget, and the latter

East St, Louis, where he run as Caddo. Then with Tana>
McDonald, it is known, has raced him as Little Dan, Tt

light and Golden Gate. Post Odds has runattheCanadi
meetings as Warbler.

About a month ago an attempt was made to make a kill!

with a ringer at Hawthorne. The horse was entered in I

name of Dan Kurtz, but was pronounced by horsemen not

be that animal, but Ancile. His reputed owner was ant
parently ignorant German, giving the name of Shultz a
claiming St. Louis as his home. The Chicago papers laugh
the idea of any intelligent person trying to use Ancile fo

ringer, but in this they were mistaken. Ancile is a four-yet

old by Ansel, and to-day he can beat any horse over the fii

St. Louie track at any distance up to six furlongs. This!
fact not generally known, and it was due to this that

Chicago newspaper men and some of the officials were ihiw
off" the track. Corrigan was not deceived, however, and
knew that the trick was not one attempted by an ignora

German unaided, but that there bigger men behind it, and
was with this purpose that his agents have been at vork
the case ever since.

It was with this purpose that the real Dan Kurtz, who
not worth a cent for racing purposes, is now a member
the Corrigan string. Ancile, the ringer, is the property of

man named Gregg, who at present has the horse quarter

near the East St. Louis track, but of course is not allow

to race him, the animal having been ruled ofi. It is fw
Gregg that the agents of Corrigan have been enabled tog
much information and have been enabled to get on the tra

of the hig men involved. Gregg's story is about as folio*

Several months ago a German stair-builder of Chicaj
whose name he pronounces "Rakofl," leased from him t

racing properties of Ancile for several months. Sevei

weeks later a mau named Luth, a son- in law of " Rakol
came to St. Louis, and bought of W- J. Alderson, the owai

of Dan Kurtz, tbat worthless cripple, paying $100 for hit

At the purchaser's request Alderson shipped the real D
Kurtz to Chicago. This was the first step toward runnij

the ringer. The reason for purchasing Kurtz was to ha

possession of him and thus prevent the fact from becomi
known that a ringer had been run.

At Chicago, Ancile was painted to represent Dan Kux
the work being done by a man named W. S. Duncan. T
ringer was then entered at Hawthorne, and men planted

the different poolrooms of the country to play him. Bi

unfortunately, the officials became suspicious before the rn

went to tbe paddock, and examined the horse. They fou

that he had been dyed, and they determined, in order

''burn up" the conspirators' money, to let him start and d

qualify him if he won. The ringer, so it is claimed, con

have won, but the boy was probably told to pull him, tbe m
having him in charge thinking that if he was beaten tb

would have another chance to run him, not knowing wb
action the officials had determined upon.

As soon as the race was over all those who were known
be identified with the attempt were ruled off, but tbe inveo

gation did not stop there. Duncan brought Ancile back

St. Louis and wanted to turn him over to Gregg, attemptii

to put him in the stable of Alderson. The owner refused

permit this. When Gregg showed up be took tbe horse, b

him clipped, and now has him at East St. Louis
Before going Duncan told Alderson that if he ever wanti

to have any work of that character done to call on him, gi

ing him his Chicago address. He said that he could painl

horse any color but white. He could put a while star t

him, but that was the limit of his ability.

Gregg knows more than he has made public, for it

he was in Chicago at tbe attempted fraud, and he claia

discovering the purpose for which his horse was to be use

the interested persons in order to get rid of him, gave hi

money to leave the town. From them he learned that M
Donald was the main man. He had put up a certain sum
money with Chicago parties to be paid to the personB i

trusted to carry out the work, provided they did so succet

fully.

It will be remembered tbat Will Brannon, one of tl

brothers of that name, was the first to divulge the identi

of McDonald with all the ringing which has been done

the Western turf. He did so partly with the desire of s

curing a hearing for his brother John, who, he claimed w
innocent of the Polk Badgett afiair, and to square up an o

account with McDonald, who had not acted fairly with hi

in some of the dealings they had bad together.

Connected with McDonald is a trainer and jockey nami

Richings. This is the man who claimed to be the owner
Golden Gate, when Tanner endeavored to land a race at E*

St. Louis under that name.—Inter-Ocean.

It is not improbable tbat some effort will be made in tl

Rhode Island Legislature to repeal the present pool law

tbat State, though it is hoped by most of those directly inu

eeted that such an effort, if made, will not prove succesafi
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The Association Must Do Something.

There was a meeting of the directors of the Santa Clara

Valley Agricultural Society last Friday morning at 10:30

o'clock, at the Board of Trade rooms. President Philo

Hersey was in the chair, and Directors Kea, Hobson, Foxt

Quinn and Montgomery were present. The meeting was to

hear the opinion of Judge Spencer in regard to the right of

the directors to mortgage or sell the property of the society

to meet its debts. The opinion was read as follows:

Hon. Philo Hersey, Chairman of the Committee appointed by
tfa: Board of Managers of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural
Society—Dear Si«:—Con plying with your request for an
opinion in relation to the powers of the Santa Clara Valley
Agricultural Society aDd its Board of Managers to make
provisions for securing existing indebtedness of said society

by mortgaging its real property and to provide for the grad-
ual liquidation of its indebtedness, I beg leave to submit the
following:

It appears from the statement of the secretary that an in-

debtedness has been incurred by the Board of Managers as

follows: $3750 evidenced by ibe note of the directors which
was for expenditures for improving track and for water works;
bills and overdrafts $4846; for current expenses, premiums
due, $621; taxes and secretary's salary, $618.81, aggregating
$9835.81; and it is this indebtedness which the Board is now
seeking ways and means to liquidate.

The society was formed under the provisions of an act of

the Legislature passed March 12, 1S59, entitled, "An Act
Concerning Agricultural Societies," and an amendment of
section three thereof, passed February 15, 1878.

Section one of the original act provides that "any seven
or more persons may form an association for agricultural
purposes and when so formed it should be known and desig-

nated by the name of Agricultural Society, and by
such name and style shall have perpetual successions and
shall have power and authority to contract and be contracted
with ; to sue and be sued in all court*; to have and use a
common seal; and to alter the same at pleasure; to make, or-

dain and establish, and put into execution such by-laws, or-

dinances, rules and regulations as shall be necessary for the
good government of such society and the management of its

affairs.

" Provided that said by-laws, ordinances, rules and regula-

tions shall not be contrary to any provisions of the charter or
tbe Constitution of this State, or of the United States.

Section two provides that "In addition to tbe powers above
enumerated, the society shall by its name have power to

purchase, bold and lease any quantity of land not exceeding
in the aggregate one hundred and sixty acres, with such
buildings and improvements as may be erected thereon; and
raav sell, lease and dispose of the same at pleasure. The
said real estate shall be held by such society for the purpose
of erecting buildings and other improvements contemplated
to promote and encourage the interests of agriculture, hor-

ticulture, mechanics, manufactures, stock-raising and gen-
eral domestic industry.

After the organization of the society it purchased a tract

of land consisting of seventy-six acres, which it has since

held and devoted to the uses and purposes of the society,

the original purchase price of which has long since been
paid.

This society, although it possesses many of the attributes of

a corporation, is not organized for commercial business or

for profit and has no capital stock or stockholders, but the

persons joining the society are merely members.
The power over the real property of the society is confined

to the purchase, leasing, selling and disposing thereof, and
power is given by the charter to mortgage or otherwise en-

cumber its realty. The term "disposal," used in the second

section cannot be construed as authorizing the encumbering
of the property and the foreclosure of the mortgage and sale

of the property thereunder would result in a disposition of

it.

If, however, any doubt existed as to the meaning of the

term, it is set at rest by the provision of section five of the

same act, which provides that " No society organized under

the provisions of this act shall contract any debts or liabili-

ties exceeding the amount of money in the treasury at the

time such debt or liability shall have been contracted,except

as provided in the next section."

The provision in the next section is to the effect that an

indebtedness not exceeding $1,000 may be created by a

unanimous vote of the Board of Managers for the purpose of

purchasing and leasing property as provided in the second

section.

The sixth section gives furthes emphasis to the restriction

upon the incurring indebtedness by the society by declaring

that " in case of an excess being incurred said Board of Mana-
gers shall in their individual and private capacities be held

jointly liable to such society for the amount of such excess;

Provided that any member of said Board who shall have

been absent or caused his dissent therefrom at the time to

be entered on tin minutes, shall not be so helu liable."

The powers and duties of the Board of Managers

of the Santa Clara Valley Agricultural Society be-

ing prescribed and limited by the provisions of the act of

March 12, la59,the exercise of any power by the society

through any of its officers which are inhibited by said act are

absolutely void.

The prohibition against incurring any indebtedness by the

society in excess of the amount of money in its treasury at the

time such deb* or liability shall have been contracted, except

for the purchase or leasing of land and making ihe Board of

Managers individually liable for such excess of indebtedness

incurred under their administration is necessarily a prohibi-

tion against the recognition of any such debt by the Board

in any form and manifestly a prohibition against causing

such debt to be an encumbrance upon its property by way of

pledge or mortgage.

I am therefore of the opinion that a mortgage of the prop-

erty ot the society as security for the existing indebtedness as

above stated would be absolutely void.

As to the right of the various creditors to enforce payment

of their claims against the property of the society it is an in-

dependent question and one involved in some uncertainty.

Ordinarily a private corporation or incorporated society is

liable at the suit of creditors for inoney or property which

the corporation has secured or applied to its own use, al-

though the indebtedness may have been incurred in violation

of the charter provisions governing such corporation. That

portion of the indebtedness which was created for improve-

ments upon the property of the society undoubtedly would be

enforceable. As to the other indebtedness which waa in-

curred for current expenses, it ;is doubtful if it can be en-
forced against the society.

The present indebtedness of the society is doubtless quite
embarrassing, as it has presumably been incurred in good
faith and for the best interests of all concerned.

I suggest as a possible method of relief that the society
elects to continue its existence under the provisions of the
Civil Code relating to corporations as presented in Section
287, Civil Code, and after so doing, that application be made
to the Superior Court pursuant to Section 598, Civil Code, for

leave to mortgage the property of the society.

Respectfully, Frs. E. Spencer.
San Jose, November 23, 1894.

When the opinion had been read there was a free and full

discussion of the situation. It was the sentiment of all

present that the debts had been incurred in good faith and

would and should be paid. The best and quickest method
of doing this was tbe question to be solved.

Director T. S. Montgomery said : "Of course these debts

must be and will be paid. The public should remember that

we are not a society engaged in making money for ourselves.

Even should the society clear $100,000 a year the directors

would not get a cent. We are giving our time and energy

to this work. Certainly the creditors of the society will have

patience until we can get the business straightened out and

pay them. I do not believe any one one will annoy us when
they understand this. If anyone should be cranky we can

fight the suit and get it to Supreme Court and they would

then have to wait several years for their money-

Directors Eea, HobsoD, Fox, Montgomery, in fact all who
were present, discussed the matter of getting in additional

life members. The opinion was expressed that a large

number of patriotic and public-spirited citizens would join

and thus aid the society by their initiation fee.

On suggestion of Director Montgomery this matter went

over to be brought before the members' annual meeting in

January.

Director Rea said that the only thing needed was more

time, and then the difficulty would be worked out. He was

confident many gentlemen would join.

The Secretary was instructed to pay the first installment

of taxes now due.

Theo. LeDzen, the architect who examined the grard

stand, reported that it was in good condition and perfectly

safe. He recommended, however, that the old stand be

nailed up and placarded "dangerous" as it was in a very bad

shape, and if people were allowed to gather in it there waB

danger of an accident.

Returning to the subject of tbe debts, several directors

said there might be an idea in the minds of some that the

debts had been incurred by horse raciug. They Baid that

this was not correct, as the races had been self-sustaining acd

even paid a profit.

Director Fox made a motion that the directors meet with

Judge Spencer at the earliest convenient day to discass the

legal phases of the case. He explained that even with the

opinion before them it would be satisfactory to meet the

attorney. The motion prevailed unanimously, judge Spencer

is out of the city to-day.

The secretary was instructed to notify all life members of

the importance and urgency of the annual meeting in Janu-

ary, and ask them to be present. It was also said that there,

would be no assessment.

It was 12 o'clock when the meeting adjourned.—Herald

The Horse Show Auction Sale.

Horses Defeat Bicycle Riders.

Another test of speed and enderance between horse and

b'cycle rider took place at Los Angeles last Sunday in which

the horse came out first best, although by only asmall mar-

gin. The Herald yesterday had the following account of the

race :

" Albert Schock, the world's champion six-day bicycle

rider, was not able to keep up with four of William McDer-

rnott's running horses for fifty miles yesterday, and was

three-quarters of a mile behind when the last horse finished

its last mile.
" Schock took a steady pace and maintained it for two

hours and 36 minutes, but the horses had made the fifty

miles in two hours and thirty-three minutes, and won ihe

money.
" At one stage of the race the bicyclist was one full lap

ahead of the horses, not counting the four extra laps the

horses were required to make on account of having the in-

side and shorter track, and it was during the last ten minutes

that the gain was made and during the last five miles that

the four extra laps required for the horses to make were

overcome by them.
" More horses and riders were used than the articles of

agreement called for, and it was on account of this that the

referee called all bets off. Four horses were used instead of

two.
" The fastest mile was tbe Bixth made in 2:53. The horse

gained one lap in the fourth mile, another in the forty-sec-

ond and a third in the forty-fourth. In the forty-ninth

another was gained, and in the fiftieth the remaining lap

required was gained.
" Schock made the first ten miles in 29:36, the horse in

29:33. Fifteeu miles were made by Schock in 44:18, and the

horse in 43:51. Twenty miles, Schock, 59:51; horse, 59:38.

Twenty-five miles, Schock, 1:15:20; horse, 1:15:20 Thirty

miles 1:30:37 each. Thirty-five miles, Schock, 1,46:37; horse,

1:46:32. Forty miles, Schock, 2:02:02; horse, 2'01:09. Forty-

five miles, Schock, 2:18:45; horse, 2:16:12.

" Schock rode a Fowler machine geared to 76 inches, and

to the fact of this high gearing he lays a point of his de-

feat.''
-*

A. W. Foster, the genial President of the North Pacific

Coast Railroad, has as fine a herd of Hungarian ponies on

his farm as there is in America. " The children's pets," he

calls them, but we notice the aisles between their stalls at the

Horse 8how were always crowded with pretty old-fashioned

I children.

The sale of representatives of various breed of horses at

Mechanics' Pavilion Monday was not the success anticipated.

A number of the prize-winners at the recent Horse Show
came uoder the hammer, but as there had not been sufficient

time to advertise the sale there were not buyers in attend-

ance. In fact, no bids were received on several valuable

horses. No one present wished to buy the four-in-hand of

Thos. Kearney.

M. H. deYoung purchased the hackney team Maybelle and
Maude B. for $175. Edgar Mills secured Mary B. for $105.

Minnie went for $6o to C. R. Walter. Toronto and "\York-

shire, the gray leaders of Mr. Kearney's four-in-hand, were

secured by William M. Lent for $400. The wheelers went
to Colonel Isaac Trumbo for $310. Mr. Casey purchased the
hackney mare A rabella for $310. Gilbert Tompkins' Elec
tioneer trotting stallion El Benton, 2:28J, will go the Boyd
Stock Farm, J. F. Boyd getting the stallion for $500. Glen
Fortune was sacrificed for $130, Colonel Trumbo securing the
horse._ Don Figaro was sold to H.J. Crocker for $100.
A dispute arose between Crocker and Trumbo as to which

had secured the best bargain. They were offering all sorts of
bets and hedging as to who should be the judges to decide
who was the winner, when a happy thought struck the Pres-
ident of the ex-Horse Show.
"I will bet my horse against yours that I have the better

bargain in the sale," said Crocker in a bantering way.
" Done," Baid Trumbo, and judges were selected to decide

the bet.

The result was in Crocker's favor, and then he offered the
two horses to the loser for $170. Trumbo accepted s»nd led
away his prizes.

There was some spirited but unintentional bidding during
the sale of a wobbly-eared white mule. The auctioneer was
yelling himself hoarse over a $6 bid for the animal, when the
attendants led a handsome white horse into the ring. Some
prospective buyers forgot that the mule was on sale and com-
menced running ihe price up at $1 and $2 jumps, all the
while inspecting the horse critically. It stopped at $26, and
the auctioneer called on Mr. Pierce to come and lake his
mule away. Tbe buyer was astonished to find that he had
bought the mule instead of the horse.

Several other trotte<-s and hackneys brought less than $100
apiece.

New Track at Chicago.

Chicago, December 3 —Chicago will have a new race

course next year. Trotters and pacers will reign supreme at

this track, which is located at Wheaton, Du Page county, a

few miles outside the city limits.

The moving spirits in the scheme are F. J. Gorton, an en-

thusiastic horseman, and Charles Stiles. Last spring a mile
track was laid out at Wheaton and stabling accommodations
for 150 horses built.

Gorton, Monroe Salisbury, the California horseman, and
local horsemen utilized the excellent course as training head-
quarters. When the track was built it was with the idea
that it might come handy some day. It was known that

Washington Park had become so valuable for building pur-
poses that it waB only a question of time before the property
would be cut up.

Since the Washington Park officials arrived at the decision

not to race during 1895 the promoters of the suburban track

have determined on a bold move. It is their intention to

double the capacity of the present stabling accommodations
and erect a large and commodious grand stand.

It is understood that the Du Page County Agricultural

Society will apply to the State for a charter, and that the

county fair and trotting meeting will be held in summer.
It is proposed to lead ofi the grand trotting circuit with a

meeting to be held in the latter part of June or early in July.

Salisbury, McHenry, Hamlin and others who are to cam-
paign their strings in California during the winter are ex-

pected to start in on their Eastern campaign at the Wheaton
meeting.

The location is a good one, the course is well watered and
the track itself is one of the best in the West. The new trot-

ting association will be backed by ample capital.

Monroe Salisbury Sued

Monroe Salisbury, the California horseman, is the de-

fendant in a suit brought by Harry S. Henry to recover

$3,500 which passed between the men in a horse deal. Heory

alleges that he bought the celebrated trotting mare May Day,

from Salisbury at Lexington, Ky., on Feb. 13, 1S92, giving a

$4,000 note for the mare under the representation that she

was foaled in 1874, and was aged eighteen.

He paid $3,000 on the note and then discovered that May
Day had been foaled in 1870, and was at the time of purchase

twenty-two years old. He made an offer to return the mare,

but Salisbury refused, so be has begun suit to recover the

$3,000, with $500 interest and costs. Salisbury has beeD at

Fleetwood Park with his string of cracks and was served

with papers therejust when he was on the point of leaving

for California with his horses-

Howe & Hummel, Henry's lawyers, agreed to take his tes-

timonv before the trial and yesterday did so. The trainer

stated tb at May Day was but eighteen years old, as he had
claimed, but that in any case ages were only approximated.

H. M. Whitehead was his counsel and put on a counter-claim

for $1,000 which has not been paid on the note.—N. Y.
Advertiser.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through trains

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent,
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Express ve. Three-Year-Old, 2:12 1-2.

Rrnwn illlv foaled March 9. 1*91. Bred and owned at PaloiAUo.

HrraStioneer 12S First dam Esther (dam ot Express. £21, and

EiwSf • °J Express ; second dam Collssenm by Colossus;

folid dti Vandal : fo.mh dam by imp. Margrave, etc.

The representative three-year-old from California through

the Eistern circuit this year was the great campaigning

daughter of Electioneer, and the thoroughbred mare Esther,

Expressive. Acknowledged by both the press and the public

to be the games! three-year-old that has yet appeared on the

turf. The summaries that follow will show what a grand

campaign Bhe made

:

Dbhvcb, lone 11.1894. Purse $500, for tbree-year-olds, 2:48 class.

Expressive, by Electioneer 2 1 1

Ladv KeJ. by Glenelg- ii,
Ailtrima. by Antrim » * "

Denver Medium, by =u|*nor «"
Imprimus. bv Merrlmac ° »

Bellemoda. by Bermuda ....... ..... ois

Time. 2:2oM, 226 ;», 2:25%.

Omaha. June 20, 1S9I. Purse $600, 2:35 class.

Troublesome, by Thorodyke
jj } 3 1 1

Expressive. 3, by Electioneer.. -
J £ g g

Omaha. June 20, lS9t. Porse S500, 2:J5 class.

Expressive, 3, by Electioneer 1 l l

Troublesome..... - ^ g

1"II1V"V".\™~—1™V™.»"_'™.' 4 dis
*Knoxle Magnate

Ben Johnson
Time, 2:2SM, fcWJ*. 2:18K-

BlOIHAW, July 10th and 11th. Purse S1.000, 3:00 class.

12 2 11
2 112 3

3 3 4 3 2

5 4 5 4 4
4 6 4 dis

6 dis

Expressive. 3. by Electioneer

Monte Cristo. by Jubilee
Baser, by Spninx ..- •••

Victorine, bv Victor Von BismarcK
Clarence, by Pilot Medium.
Sponick, by Col Egbert
Jane, by Mlkeagau ' » dis

E.ectmont.by ^gf^-fiS^fyjf"
Detroit, July 18. Purse 52,000, three-year-olds, 2:30 class.

Red Bud, by Red Fern_ 12 11
Expressive, bv Electioneer 4

] {
Limonero. by Piedmont 'j- * & a

Lovelace, by Egotist 3 3 4 3

Onoqua, by Keeler.. ' ' *
\

Comanche, by Antonio. - ° ° 6 6

sunup, by Sundown 6
j-

Flossie Besant. bv Besant. o dis

Korline, bv Oorralloid - 9 o is

Time. 2:20J,£. 2:18, 2:19, 2:20}^.

Cleveland, July 24.—Purse 52,000. three-year-olds, 2:35 class.

Expressive, by Electioneer 2 2 111
Umooero. by Piedmont 3 3 3 2 2

Mayflower 4 4 4 33
Chide 5 5 5 4 4

Red Bud 112 dist

Comanche 6 6 dist.

Sunup 7 7 dr.

Burlingame dist.

Flossie Besant •• dist.

Time, 2:17^, 2:18^, 2:\7*A, 2:18, 2:21%.

BUFFALO, August 8, 1S9J.—PurseSl.OOO, tbree-year-olds, 2:33 class.

Red Bud. bv Red Fern 1 1 1

Limonero. by Piedmont 2 2 3

Expressive, by Electioneer „ 5 5 2

Onoqua 3 3 4

Charming Chimes 4 4 5
Chide dist.

Sunup dist.

Time. 2:1914, 2:19, 2:15)4.

Buffalo, Aug. 7, 1891.—Purse 51,000, three-year-olds, 2:23 class.

Expressive, by Electioneer Sill
Red Bud. by Red Fern 1 3 2 3
Billy Parks 2 5 4 2
Lovelace 4 4 5 4

Onoqua 5 3 2 dist.

Time, 2:18?4, 2:1334, 2:16, 2;16K.

Terra Hacte, Aug. 16, 1S94.—Purse 51,500, three-year-old, 2:40

class.

Expressive, by Electioneer Ill
Mayflower 2 2 3
Charmer 3 3 4

Red Pointer 4 5 4
Sidney Maid 5 4 5

Time, 2:16%, 2:24^, 2:22.

Chi* a-;o, August 22, 1S94.—Purse 52,000, tbree-year-olds, 2:25 class.

B. P. B.. by Pilot Melium 1 \ \

Expressive, by Electioneer 2 3 2
Onoqua. by Keeier 4 2 5
Baron UUlon, by Baron Wilkes 3 4 3
Billy ParkB. by Dauntless 6 5 4

NorvioG., by Norval 5 dist
Time, 2;15^, 2:13%. 2:14^.

loo, AuRUst 25, ISM.— Purse 51,500, three-year-olds, 2:40 class-

Expressive, by Electioneer 3 1 l 4 l

Onoqua. by Keeler 1 2 2 1 2
Margaret 2 3 8 3 3

Dentine 4 4 4 2 4
Time, 2:19. 2:14. 2:17^. 2:24^. 2:19^.

Fort Waynk, August 27, 1894.—Purse 51,000, tbree-year-olds.

Expressive, by Electioneer Ill
Limonero. by Piedmont 2 2 2
Flossie Bezant 4 3 3
Almira Highwood ,. 344
Lyn Bourbon ft 5 5

Time, 2:163^, 2:16%, 2:15%.

Fori Wayne, August 29, 1894.—Trotting, 2:16 class, purse 52,000.

Expressive, 3. by Electioneer 12 7 2 1 1 1
(icrlrude. by Elyrla 113 7 3 2

Serschel 3 2 13 2 3
Jo 2 12 7 2 4 5
Jennie K 4 3 5 8 5 4
Miby J8 4 10 4 dr
Silent Brook „„, 5 5 4 6 dr
Atxlppa 7 11 6 5 dr
Happy Courier 10 13 9 9 dr
Geu*e 9 9 11 dis
latitude 8 8 8 dr
hand? Jim 6 10 dr
Baronmore 11 6 dr
sixty Six dis
CUnno dis

Time, 2:12, 2:1214, 2:13. 2:1 1, 2:13^. 2:15.

The Horseman of September 6, 1894, said :
" Most marvel-

lous indeed was the performance of the Electioneer filly, Ex-
pressive, thin 29lh day of August at Fort Wayne, Ind. The
pages of turf history bear the account of no victory as great,

v one of the fifteeD starters to have won the race in
such lime as was made means honored rank in the stand-
ard circle. But when that one is a three-year-old filly,

whj has trotted four races in eight days, winning three of
them and nine heats better than 2:20—three faster than 2:15
— it must be conceded that the performance has no equal.e e scored the record for a three-year-old in 1894, and that

a fifth heat. She won the fastest fourth, fifth and sixth
L*-tf on record for a three-year-old, and won them from aged

horses. All turfmen of old-time rank pronounced her the

greatest filly of her age ever seen, and should we not say the

late Governor Stanford, who bred her, was wise in his day

and generation when he undertook to breed trotters from

blood lines like the cross that produced Expressive?

New York. Sept, 10th, 1891, Trotting, 2:16 class.

Judge Austin by McCurdy's Hambletonian 2 111
btroutiaby Sam Purdy 1 4 3 3

Roseleaf bv Goldleaf » 8 2 2

Jesse Hanson by Roger Hanson 3 7 4 4

James L. by Dexter Prince 7 3 5 n

Mobawk by Norval - 4 5 6 6

Myrtle R. by Monaco 6 dis.

Expressive by tClectioueer 5 2 2

Time.2:14^. 2:15, 2:t2K. 2:12%.

In this race, which was a postponed one, Expressive was

shipped to Terre Haute before the completion of the race,

Mr. Monroe Salisbury believing he had permission to with-

draw the filly.

Terre Haute. Sept. 12, 1894, Purse. 51000. 2:16 class.

Expressive i3) by Electioneer 2 2 6 111
Gertrude by Elyria 115 2 2 3

NiDa Medium by Riley Medium 4 4 1 3 a 2

Rex Americus by Onward 7 5 2 6 6 20

Margrave by Baron Wilkes 5 3 3 5 5 20

Kate F by Fugleman 6 4 4 4 -1 20

Maby by Oxford Boy dis.

Snowden by Stratbmore - dis.

Time, 2:15%, 2:13K. 2:17, 2:12^. 2:14^.2:13%.

Like the Fort Wayne race, Expressive won the fourth,

fifth and sixth heats. In the fourth heat she reduced her

record three quarters of a second, trotting the fastest mile of

the season for three-year-olds. Her sixth heat of 2:13|, was

a 6econd and a quarter faster than the hnal one at Fort

Wayne and greatly overshadows the former from the fact

that in today's race she was the contending horse in the

opening heats.—Horseman, Sept. 1894.

Galesbdrg. Sept. 18, 1894. Purse, 81030. Three-year-old 3:00 class

Onoqua by Keeler 2 113 1

Expressive bv Electioneer 12 2 12
Dentine by Aberdeen 3 3 3 3 3

Time, 2:22, 2:15%, 2:20%, 2:23M, 2:17.

Galesbdrg, Sept. 21. 1894. Purse 51000. Three-year-old 2:15 class.

Lemoneeby Wilton 2 2 1

Antbella byAnteeo 3 12
Expressive by Electioueer 13 4

Baker by Sphinx 4 4 3

Mite by Delmarch 5 5 dr

Time, 2:21, 2:18, 2:19%.

Race declared finished.

Lexington. Ky., Oct. 12, 1894. Stallion representative stake. 85000.

Three-year olds.

Limonero by Piedmont 3 4 4 111
B. B. P. by Pilot Medium 4 112 4 3

Expressive by Electioneer 15 3 5 5 2

Baron Dillon 6 3 2 3 2 2

Axinite 2 6 5 4 3 2
Futurity 5 2 6 dis.

Time, 2:15^, 2:14%, 2:14%, 2:15%. 2:16%, 2:21%.

Trotting in all kinds of company from the three-minute

class for three -year-olds to the two-sixteen class, free-for-all.

She has scored many victories in hard fought battles of

five and six heats, and when defeated was not disgraced as

she was generally the contending horse.

Expressive has shown that no road is too long for her,

and her sixth heat in 2:13$' is sufficient evidence that her
speed does not leave her when the race is of many heats.

She has started this year eighteen times, has been first ten

times, second four, third, three, and withdrawn once. She has
trotted in her races seventy-four heats, of these she has won
thirty-six, all better than 2:30, eighteen of them better than
2:20, and seven better than 2:15.

Expressive has met all the great three-year-olds from Den-
ver to New York, then west and south to Kentucky. She has
been defeated once by the great Oncqua, but in return has
beat Onoqua five times. Limonero wrested honors away from
her twice, but she holds winning brackets against the good
eon of Piedmont thrice. The game Red Bud lowered her
colors twice, but she in return beat him back as many times,

her races outclassing his. B. B. P., that mighty son of Pilot

Medium, was her vanquisher twice, and this is the only
three-year-old to whom she has not returned the compliment.
They met but twice at Chicago. B. B. P. won in straight

heats, 2:15£, 2:134, 2:14J, Expressive second. At Lexington,
B. B. P. got Becond money in the Stallion Representative

Stake, Expressive the third, but the filly beat the colt the

sixth heat. The campaign of Expressive has been a re-

markable one, and nowhere in turf history can we find a

three-year-old that compares with this racing daughter of

Electioneer and the thoroughbred mare Esther.

Rio Alto.
Palo Alto, Nov. 30, 1894.

fashion, and ignorant of their danger, people who can't ride

go there on a horse, when they are better qualified for a pre-
ambulator. They have a few lessons at a riding school, and
j ust learn to hang on when all the circumstances are
auspicious— that is, when the horse does nothing unor-
thodox. If, however, he blows his nose suddenly, or
throws his head up without warning, or jumps into his
stride too quickly, or deviates in the slightest degree from a
perfectly straight course, they bite the dust, as the saying is,

and naturally it does them no good. No one should ride
who cannot ride well—that is, well enough for safety. And
the mistake made in regard to many haughty equestrians in

the Row is that before starting they are not strapped on !"

—

Illustrated London News.

Riding in Rotten Row.

On the subject of suicidal horsemanship in the Row, "G
G." writes: "Dear Rapier— It is amusing for practical horse

men to read about—as also to see—the riding in Rotten Row
During the past season there have been many accidents

and ready writers in the press (who have probably never

been near a horse, much less on one) proceed with a light

heart to preach a homily thereon, though ignorant, of the

text. One scribe says that all the trouble is due to the arti-

ficial character of the ride, another that falls occur through

hordes going to sleep ; and bo on. Mr. Jerome, too, is shocked

at the idea that people should not be encouraged to tro

at a rate of more than eight miles an hour, and he is of the
opinion that any riding at a less speed is futile. That is very
funny. Mr. Jerome is evidently not aware that a gentle-

man on a hack would not care to achieve a greater rate of

velocity than that stated, not desiring to attract attention in

the street*, and preferring to leave the fast-trotting business
to butcher-boys and cads. Mr. Jerome should note the pace
at which the huntsman jogs to cover. In fact, you can't get
an experienced horseman to hack fast on the roads ; the
'ammer, 'ammer system is repulsive to his taste and good
sense. It is delicious,however,to read the utterance of eminent
novelists when they touch upon horses and sport; why will

they do it ? One would at least give them credit for know-
ing what they don't know, if the Irishism may be permitted,
and there are plenty of subjects on which they can write
without showing their ignorance. Fancy, Mr. Jerome on
Riding 1 He might just as reasonably stand on his

heDd in Regent street and whistle. He reminds us of
those sporting novelists—especially the dear ladies—who
know nothing of sport and can't write. But why linger on a
painful subject? I>et me turn to the Row. The many accident
that occur there are easily explained. Wishing to be in the

The Horse Business.

Harvey Warde Peck, the well-known turfman and turf

writer of Healdsburg, was a visitor to the Santa Rosa Re-

publican office last Monday. Mr. Peck is still indulging in

the luxury of crutches, haviug sustained a fracture of one of

his legs a few week ago. In his case, as in many others, the

old saying that misfortunes never come singly, seems to have

been exemplified recently. His fine stallion, Ferndale, a

promising son of Anteeo, died Saturday. Low in prices as

horses are, Mr. Peck would not have taken $2,000 for his
horse.

In discussiug the future of the horse business Mr. Peck
said that he expected to see a material revival in that line

during the next two years. Four years ago, when times
were propitious for horsemen everybody rushed into the horse
breeding business. Fabulous prices were paid and there was
a great rush to get into the industry. In three years the
crash came and from that time on people were as anxious to

get out of the business, as they were to engage in it before.

The result is that horses are very cheap ; so cheap that in

Borne places they have been rounded up, slaughtered, and
their hides, hoofs, etc., sold for manufacturing materials.

Mr. Peck says that following the natural order and course
of things, they will increase in value until they command a
fairly good figure.

Relief for Heaves.

Heaves, the common name for broken wind in the horse

is susceptible of ereat alleviation by attention to the charac-

ter and quality of food to be eaten by the animal, as every

one knows, says the Farmers' Voice. If a horse suffering

from this disease is allowed to distend his stomach at his

pleasure with dry food entirely, and then to drink cold water
ad libitum, he is nearly worthless. But if his food be moist
ened and he be allowed to drink a moderate quantity only a
a time, the disease is much less troublesome. A still further
alleviation may be obtained from the use of balsam of fir

and balsam of copaiba, four ounces each, and mix with cal-

cined magnesia, sufficiently thick to make it into balls, and
given a middling-sized ball at night and morning for a week
or ten days. This gives good satisfiction. Lobelia, wild
turnip, elecampane and skunk cabbage, equal parts to each.
Make into balls of common size, and give one for a dose, or
make a tincture by putting four ounces of the mixture into

two quarts of spirits, and, after a week, put two tablespoons-

fuls in their feed once a day for a month or two. This
remedy is also good.

The American Horse..

Turf, Farm and Home has the following to say to

Rider and Driver in a late issue :

The Rider and Driver unconsciously acknowledges the
corn as follows : '*The most noticeable departure in the way
of exhibits (at the late Horse Show) has been the appear-
ance of a large number of American bred trotting horses in

their peaigree classes, which have beet, hitherto monopo-
lized by the Hackney. This latter feature indicates that the
native-bred horse is coming into the market which demands
beauty of conformation, style of carriage, grace of action and
good manners, instead of superlative speed only." Well,
therp is hope for the Rider and Driver yet This admission
shows that the ''world do move," and is a great improvement
over the statement made last summer by the same paper that

the American-bred trotter was a sickle-hocked, slab-sided,

big-headed brute." It also shows that the claim of the
American-bred roadster cannot longer be ignored, even by
those who has never been his friends. The Rider and Driver
has only had its eyes opened to an old fact.

Emperor of Norfolk Wins.

James B. Ferguson and Colonel Thornton, judges of the

thoroughbred stallions at the horse show, yesterday awarded

first prize and the Huntington Cup, valued as $400, to E. J.

Baldwin's Emperor of Norfolk, dam Marion, over St. Carlo,

imp. Chesterfield, Suwarrow, Clieveden, Duke of Norfolk

and Morello. The judges deliberated for a long time, but it

was after all the easiest race that the Emperor ever won. In
awarding the prize the horse's powerful family, his own grand
record as a race horse, the quality of his get and his magnifi-

cent conformation were taken into consideration. St. Carlo,

a handsome beast, but rather straight in the shoulder, got the
red ribbon and old Chesterfield the white one. The hand-
some but leggy Morello was thrown out of competition on ac-

count of a pronounced ringbone which developed after his

accident at the Bay District track last year.

Good Horses Still Sell.

Over production and the general commercial depression

have been blamed for the generally low prices which have,

as a rule, prevailed for horses throughout the couDtry. We
all have our preferences as to breeds, some liking the trotter

others the Hackney, and others the coach horse, etc. Yet
it is noticeable that there is no over production of first-class

animals of any breed, and that there is not sufficient com-
mercial depression to prevent good horses of any breed
from selling at f^ir prises, provided they are fitted and condi-
tioned for immediate use in harness and saddle. Breeders
find themselves at considerable disadvantage when they de-
sire to sell breeding stock or young things, but the finished

product, if superior, goes quickly at gwd figures. That is the

encouraging feature of the outlook.—Rider and Driver.
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RECORDS UP TO DATE.

List of Champion Trotters and Pacers for 1894.

The recordfi for the year as they now stand will be the best

w hen the year is ended. The records of the trotters are as

follows : For aged trotters, Alix, 2:03|, holds the best record

for the year, which is at the same time the world's record;

Fnnt°";r, dc"=, io iLcUeat of the four-year-olds, and her rec-

ord is also the best ever made for the age and sex
;
Onoqua,

2:11J, is the best of the three-year-olds; Impetuous, 2:15$,

ia ihe best of the two-year-olds, and her record ties that of

Silicon,which is the world's record for the age and sex, while

Adbell,2:23, the champion yearling of 1894, established at

the same time the world's record for the age, previously

held by the yearling filly Pansy McGregor, 2:23$.

Some peculiarities may be noticed in the breeding of the

champion trotters of the year, noticeably that all are inbred

to the greatest of all trotting progenitors, Rysdyk's Hamble-

tonian. Onoqua has the strongest infusion, or more prop-

erly speaking, traces to Hambletonian the greatest number of

times, as she secures his blood twice through George WilkeB,

once through Alexander's Abdallah, and once through

Lakeland Abdallah, the full brother to Harold. Alix and

Fantasy each trace three times to Hambletonian, the for-

mer though Cuyler, Harold and Alexander's Abdallah, and

the latter through Electioneer and Alexander's Abdallah.

Impetuous traces twice to Hambletonian, through Dictator

and Harold, while the great yearling Abdell traces twice to

the Hero of Chester, through Electioneer and George

Wilkes. Thus it will be seen that the best trotterB of the

year represent the blood of seven of the sons of Hambletoni-

an, Abdallah 15 appearing four times, George Wilkes three

times, Electioneer and Harold twice each, and Cuyler, Dic-

tator and Lakeland Abdallah once each.

It may be interesting as well to note that of the five

champion trotters Onoqua traces four times to Mambrino

Chief, Alix three times, Fantasy twice, while Impetuous and

Adbell do not carry any of the blood of the head of the

Mambrino family. Alix, Fantasy and Adbell carry Clay

blood, which is lacking in Onoqua and Impetuous, and the

latter is the only one of the five that is a descendant of

American Star.

Below will be foand a table containing the names, breed-

ing, date and performance of the champion trotters in races

and against the watch, also whether made on a kite or regu-

lar track, up to the present date. Those marked with a Btar

(*) are either California-bred or were sired by a California

horse, or made their records in California.

TROTTERS.

Fastest yearlings— colt and fllly.

*Adbell, br c, by Advertiser, dam Beautiful Bells by The

"Moor ' San Jose, Cal.. Sept. 28; time, regulation..... 2:23

Pansy McGregor, en f, by Ferpus McGregor, dam Cora

by Coriander; Holton, Kan., Nov. 18, 1893 ; race, kite... 2:23%

Two-year-olds—colt and filly.

*Arion.b c, by Electioneer, dam Manette, by Nutwood;

Stockton, Cal., Nov. 10, 1891; time, ki e 2.10%

impetuous, blk f, by Dictator, dam Ethelwyn, by Harold

;

Nashville Tenn., Oct. 16, 1894; race, regulation. 2:15%

Silicon; b f. by Wilton, dam Silhouette, by Hambrino ;

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 17, 1894; race, regulation 2:15%

Three-year-olds—colt and filly.

•Fantasy, b f, by Chimes, dam Homora, by Almonarch
;

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 17. 1893; race, regulation. 2.08%

•Arionb c, by Electioneer, dam Manelte, by Nutwood;

Nashville, Tenn , Nov. 12, 1892; time, regulation 2:10%

Four-year-olds— colt and filly.

•Directum, b s, by Director, dam Stemwinder by Venture;

Nashville Tenn., Oct. 18, 1893 ; race, regulation 2:05^

•Fantasy ^f bv Chimes, dam Homora, by Almonarch ;

Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 13, 1894; time, regulation 2:06

Five-year-olds— colt and mare.

Rninh Wilkes chs bv Red Wilkes, dam Mary Mayes, by
RalPMambn^ Tenn, Oct. 19, 1894 ;^
Al^Tm?^*^^

Chicago, III., Sept. 14, 1893; race, regulation 2:07%

World's record.

Alix, bm, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney; Gales-

bury. 111., Sept. 19, 1894; time, regulation 2.03%

Stallion record.

•Directum, blk s, by Director.dam Stemwinder by Venture;

Nasnville, Tenn., Oct. 18, 1893; race, regulation 2:05%

Gelding record.

Ryland T.,bg,by Ledger Jr., dam May, by Ulverston ;

Cleveland, Ohio, July 26, 1894 ; race, regulation 2:07%

Race record to sulky.

•Directum, blk s, by Director, dam Stemwinder.by Venture;

Nashville, Tenn. Oct. 1893; regulation ... .2.05%

Alix, bm, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney: Terre

Haute, Ind.. Aug 17, 1891; regulation 2.05%

Fastest race in straight heats.

Alix, b m, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney; Terre

Haute, Ind. Aug. 17, 1894. Time 2:06-2:06%-2.05%

Team record—race.

Sally Simmons, b m, by Simmons, and Roseleaf, bl m, by

Goldleaf; Columbus, Ohio. Sept. 27, 1894; regulation 2:15%

Team record—time.

Hnnpst Georee be bv Albert, and Belle Hamlin, b m, by

Xontfr';Pr
g
ovidence, R. L, Sept 23, 1892; regulation...2:12%

Trotter with running mate—race.

Frank b g, by Abraham, dam by Green Mountain Boy,

Prbsplct Park,L. L, N. Y„ Nov. 15, 1893; regulation 2:08J^

Trotter with running mate—time.
AyresP.,cbg, by Prosper Merimee, dam by Rustic; Kirk-

wood, Del, July 4, 1892; kite 203^
Two miles in harness—race.

Nirhtineale ch m by Mambrino King, dam, Minueqna
N,B

MaTby Wood's Hambletonian; Buffalo. N Y.. Aug. 9,

1891; regulation
* ,l5D/a

In harness- -time.

Greenlander blk s. by Princess, dam Juno, by Hambleton-

ianlO TerVeHaute,Ind.,Nov.4, 1893; regulation 4:32

Three miles in harness—race.

• Rlshrm Hero r z bv Bishop, dam Lida Kendall, by Hero

oftho?naa*5 Oakland, Cal., Oct. 7, 1893, regulation 7:19%

Three miles in harness—time.

Niehtmeale c m, by Mambrino King, dam Minnequa
g
Maid7by Wood's Hambletonian, Nashville, Tenn., Oct.

20, 1893; regulation

. 2:20^

'. 2:22

. 2:07%

.2:12%

. 2:10%

Four miles in harness—race.

•Senator L, b s, by Dexter Prince, dam Fanny Bayswater,
(thoroughbred), by Fanny Bayswater; San Jose, Cal.,

Nov. 2, 1894, race (walk over), regulation 10:12

In harness—time.

Satellite, eg, by Tempter, dam Lucy, Keokuk, Iowa, Aug.
12, 1887: regulation 10:52%

Five miles in harness—race.

•Bishop Hero, r g, by Bishop, dam Lida Kendall, by Hero
of Thomdale, Oakland, Cal, Oct. 14,1893; regulation....l2:30%

PACERS.
Yearling and colt filly.

Belle Acton, b f, by Shadeland Onward ; Lyons, Neb.
Oct. 14,1892; time, kite

•Rosedale, b c. by Sidney, dam Rose Leaf, by Buccaneer
Stockton, Cal., Nov. 8, 1893; time, kite

Two-year-olds—colt and filly.

*Directly, blk c by Direct—Mabel, by Naubuc; Galesburg
111., Sept. 20, 1894: time, regulation

Lena Hill, brf, by William H Hill-Possum Pie, by Octo-

roon; Dallas, Texas. Oct. 28, 1893; regulation, race

Three-year-olds—colt and filly.

^Sidmont, b c, by Sidney—Fern Leaf, by Flaxtail; Chilli

cothe, Ohio. Oct. 4, 1894: time, regulation
Whirligig, br f, by Wilko—Minnie Barrington. by Nahan.

Terra Haute, Ind., Aug. 20, 1894; race, regulation 2:10

Four-year-olds.

Online, be, by Shadeland Ownward, dam Angeline. by
by Chester Chief; Sioux City, Iowa, Oct. 12. 1894; time.

regulation ; 2:04

Lottie Lorraine, b m. by Gambetta Wilkes—Lady Geiser,

Garrard Chief; Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 26, 1894; race,

regulation 2:10%

World's record.

Robert J., b g, by Hartford—Geraldine, by Jay Gould; Terre
Haute, Ind., Sept. 14, 1894; time, regulation 2:01%

Stallion record.

John R. Gentrv. b s, by Ashland Wilkes—Dame Wood, by
Wedgewoo'd; Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 14. 1894; race,

regulation 2:03%

Gelding record.

Robert J., b g, by Hartford- Geraldine, bv Jay Gould; Terre
Haute, Ind., Sept. 14, 1894; time, regulation 2:01%

Mare's record.

May Marshall, b m, by Billy Wilkes—Bennie Snyder, by
Mambrino Abdallah ; Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 19, 1893;

race, legulation 2:08%

Race record to sulky.

Robert J., bg, bv Hartford—Geraldine. by Jay Gould; In-
dianapolis, Ind, Sept. 5, 1894; regulation 2:02%

Team record—time.

Daisy D., b m, by Black Star, and Silvertail, g g, by Temp-
est Jr.; East Saginaw, Mich., July 15, 1887 ;

regu-

lation 2:18%

Pacer, with running mate—time.
•Flying Jib, b g. by Algona—Middletown Mare, by Mid -

dletown; Chillicothe, Ohio, Oct. 4, 1894; kite 1:58%

Two miles in harness—race

•Defiance, b g, by Chieftain, and Longfellow, ch g, by
Red Bill, dead heat ; Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 26, 1872 ;

regulation 4:47%

Three miles in harness—race.

James K. Polk, ch g ; Centerville, L, I., N. Y , Sept 13,

1847; regulation 7:44

In harness—time.

Joe Jefferson, bs.by Thomas Jefferson ; Knoxville, Iowa,
Nov. 6, 1891: regulation 7:33%

Four miles in harness—time.

•Longfellow, ch g, by Red Bill ; Sao Francisco, Cal,, 1869;

regulation 10:34%

In harness—time.

Joe Jefferson, bs, by Thomas Jefferson ; Knoxville, Iowa,
Nov. 13, 1891: regulation 10:10

Five miles in harness—race.

•Fisherman, b g, by Lightning ; San Francisco, Cal.. Dec.

19, 1874 ; regulation 13:03%

To wagon—race.

•Lady St. Clair, by St. Clair; San Francisco, Cal., Dee. 11,

1874: regulation 12:54%

Fastest race in straight heats :

Robert J., b g, by Hartford—Geraldine, by Jay Gould ; In-

dianapolis, Sept. 6, 1891 ; regulation 2:03%. 2:02%, 2:04%

—Inter Ocean.

The External Causes of Disease.

.6:55%

As said before, the external causes of disease constitute by-

far the most important factors in their generation. So many

are they, so manifold their manifestations, bo intricate their

deportment that one could easily write a very long series of

papers about them, and then by no means exhaust the facts.

With regard to the infectious diseases every factor working

as a casual agent external to the animal organism may be and

must at times be looked on as an external cause. Let us

then first consider the external factors exerting a casual

agency in relation to the endogenetic, or obligatory parasitic

diseases, that is, the contagious diseases of historical medi-

cine and common-sense hygiene of to-day. To commence

properly and work down to the final point, as has been re-

peatedly said, but though it cannot be too often emphasized,

diseases of this type find thier primary origin (for us) inva-

riably in a diseased animal. It is a singular and striking

fact that though medicine may be said to have a direct his-

tory from the times of the father of medicine, Hippocrates,

or about 400 B. C, that is for 2300 years, that^ during that

long interval we have no authentic facts pointing to the ad-

vent of a new obligatory parasitic disease, that is, tbe trans-

formation of a faculative to an obligatory parasitic disease.

To be sure, the history of quite a number of the contagious

or obligatory parasitic diseases cannot br either directly or

uninterruptedly traced back to that period; nevertheless, it

does not seem for that reason alone we are warranted in as-

suming that they did not exist. For instance, it was once

assumed that syphillis first appeared in Europe in the thir-

teenth century, wben the armies of Charles XII were be-

sieging Naples, and that it owed its origin to the connection

betwen the soldiers and the mares. This was once a gener-

ally accepted belief. It has also been asserted that the sail-

ors of Columbus carried the disease with them to America.

The more critical study of the facts now warrant the as-

sumption, if not the positive assertion, that the facts were

quite the other way, and that Columbus' sailors found the

disease in America, and on their return introduced it to

Europe, from whence, via commerce, it has been largely

spread over the world from its original home. Thus did

Columbus perform an act and extend a curse over the world

for which his memory deserves the anathemas of humanity

far more than it is worthy of honorary "expositions" and

monuments. A little more honest reflection and less sen-

timental gush would do the world lots of good and be far

more creditable to its intelligence. A man should receive

honorable recognition for the nature of his real intentions,
not for results which he never thought of. Columbus did
nothing for America. He went on his yoyage for himself
and his own benefit. He did not even seek honor. He was
seeking gold and nothing more. That a great nation indi-
rectly resulted from bis endeavors had no relation to his
purposes. We have as much, if not more reason, for honor-
ing Britain for persecuting tbe Puritans, than we have Col-
umbus, for even George III. and his ministers indirectly and
directly did far more to develop this country than the pirati-

cal Columbus. What is true of syphilis is also true ot
glanders, contagious pleuropneumonia, foot and mouth di-

sease, and others of like origin. While we do know when
they first appeared in a sort of historical sense, that is when
they first attracted general attention from their devastation,
we do not know that they did not exist at a much earlier

date. Variola, or small-pox apparently enjoys the most re-

liable antiquity of any of the historic diseases. In fact the
records of its terrible devastations in India and China extend
far beyond the Christian era, and may be said to be as old as
man himself. In all these diseases then the first and most
important external cause is the diseased individual, as he, or
it, is the focus of lodgmen of the essential or ger-
minal cause. The next external cause of these diseases
is those excreta, or products of those diseased in-

dividuals, let it be nasal outflow, as in glanders
clothing that has been on diseased individuals, as in small
pox or scarlet fever, sputum from the respiratory tract or the
scaling of the bodv, in other words, anything from the
diseased body which lodges and protects the germ from the
influences of dryness especially. Hence we destroy such
things, disinfect them and the places where they were likely

to have fallen or lodged ,the conveyances in which such ani-
mals have been transported , and places where they have
lodged. Remember always that the greatest and most re-

liable germicide or disinfectant is desiccation or dryness, and
that the two moBt active agents are those which cost the least

and are generally equally free to the use of the poor as the
rich, sunlight and the free wind of heaven, which bloweth
as and where it listeth, saying the just and the unjust from
countless fruits of their own ignorance or indiscretion. Of
all the so-called disinfectants none are so valuable as lime,

either as whitewash or even as unslacked lime to disintre-

gate and mix with the earth, or Becretious or accumulated
filth. Where there is nodanger of animals licking or eating

it the addition of one part to 1,000 corrosive sublimate to

whitewash will greatly add to its efficiency. First close up
stalls and mangers and stable floors if possible, washing with
scalding hot water, then expose to tbe air and sun so much
as possible until completely dry. This alone will generally

do the business in all diseases of this class, but to make as-

surance doubly sure whitewashing is an invaluable aid, add-
ing much also to general appearances. Many things, especially

coverings, can be disinfected by free exposure to the sun
and air, while in some diseases steam disinfection, if thor-

ough, is also a most valuable aid. It should not be forgotten

that most of the germs of these diseases, the obligatory para-

sites, do not retain their vitality for any long period outside

the animal bodv, unless especially protected. There is, how-
ever, one obligatory parasite disease which deserves our
especial attention from the fact that its germ is spore bear-

ing; that is, it assumes a peculiar form and condition in

which it comes into an almost indestructible state So far as

external influences are concerned. No ordinary changes in

these external conditions, such as the common variations in

beat and cold, moisture and dryness are capable of injuring

it. We refer te the germ of tuberculosis which is the most
widespread of all obligatory parasites being profusely distri-

buted in the air we breathe, even in our houses and churches
and general public conveyances. Too much cannot be said

against the misplaced faith in many pungent disinfectants

which amount to little more than replacing a disagreeable

odor with a worse one. Even unslacked lime is infinitely

more reliable than the chloride of lime, and fresh earth a

much more preferable deodorizer. Carbolic acid in any
strength that can be used with safety is absolutely unrelia-

ble, and often dangerous to breath if used in any strength.

I once knew of one of those prodigies of ignorance who en-

joyed the name of professor of agriculture in one of our
Western universities, who endeavored to disinfect a five-acre

hog lot profusely infected with hog-cholera, by having a man
sprinkle it with a two per cent, solution of carbolic acid from
a common hand-watering pot. He might as well have tried

to sweeten the "South Fork ,;
in Chicago with a like salt

solution used in the same manner. Another much vaunted
germicide which has no other value than to enrich tbe pock-

ets of chemists and druggist is the vapors of burned sulphur
in a stable or room. It is absolutely useless so far as killing

germs is concerned. It is putting faith in a delusion. It is

worse than trying to coin a vacuum as some political finan-

ciers have proposed. It is as useless as the political doctor who
advocate it so freely.—Frank S. Billings in The Horseman.

E. De Cernia has sold to the Saratoga Stock Farm, Sara-

toga, N, Y., the handsome brown stallion Leland Stanford,

by Electioneer, dam Lady Thorn (dam of Santa Claus,

2:17£, and Navidad,2:22£), by Williams' Mambrino.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

DR *<

CREAM

BAKING

MOST PERFECT MADil
A pure Graoe Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS TllS STAN"-
!
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Our 2:30 List.

ELECTIONEER.
Klrrllancrr 124. by Hambletorilar. 10. 1W II)

:,ry b h, dam Mart*, by Don Victor 2:27

FrpresslTc 3 , dam Esther, by Express.. .... 112S
ElectricKir* b h, dam Mamie C. by Imp.

A^rlfbS (.mm Damr winnl! by Plaost- S;lg«

Young Wtldldle, dam by Wlldldle 2:28

Leol daiu Lizzie, bv Wlldldle —tori

r clay, b s. 'dam Maggie Norfolk, by
^

H^.an'''a«m 'P5T t, feulaAbdallab i&u,
Electro Belk-.CT m ;

:*°

Quality, bm. dam McCa • ---5 3

I. b, dam Sarah, by shannon 22S
»|, Then" 2:1H4 to _:15*i

Ex|*<"'-»"' -;19 '' *° 2:15*
Electric tola, dam Cecil, by (Jen. Ben-

pJSV. 220 to 2:18)4

SSI* r^rf
Cblme, 5.1J8. record 2:3014. by ElecUoneer. 12 0).

Bessie Chimes - r-f**
FleclmonL f—

*

Bo- Blue -4»2
Chide -~°*
Josle Chimes (41 ~- 2.23^

Slity-Sbt b g. dam Jersey Lily, by Hamble
tonlan Downing - -- ••— - l0 .

Carillon, b h, dam Charmer, by Mambnno
King 11) - "J*

Charming Chimes '3)„ 2. 2SJ4.

Fantasy, bm (4).... 2*8* w ?%„W Chimes \.p) i:Hl,to:;^
:

,

Ed. Easton tp) 2:1» to 2*95i

Sphinx 5343. record 2:20>-, by Electioneer. 12 (1)

Salter, bg, dam Abscota Maid, oy Pilot Medi-

um -
gJJJj

Midnight, bih ~ ;-29«

Como ( p), dam Silky, by Daniel Lambert 2:l/!«

Princeton B- (p), b h C<) - - 2:29M
sphinxetta, bm (3) p - ;IM
Raltullo...- j.

:2»

Belle of Abscota •••• 2.30

Cantab, ch g Cp<~ ££•"- Jjjji
Svrena —-*> lo -">*
Uncle Tom rng -2:19J4 » 2:1814

81. Bel. 5336. 224S. by Electioneer. 13(1)

Maribel (pi -:i»4

Alllbel.bmTdanibyGuy Wilkes (3) 2:194

Almabel.b m (p), 6
f%j.%

Amorel. bl m, 5 --™

Fallnot cp). 5 2:lb£

Honeywood, br m (.4) - ~,^
Notion vp), bh, 5 '-}*•

Favors (4 1 -\~£4
Flora Belle, 5 2:294

.. 2:18
.. 2:25'-

.. 2:24i,

... 2:26 ':,

.. 2:26'*

2264

Monobel, be [S] p*
PU Felix (3)_

Tempter, 5
Katrina Bell. 2

St. Minx (2>

Mi>sZuraBelle,3
Comet, 4

-:-Jf#
Bt Aubin. 4 2284
-< Droii,

S

- ?3g
La Petite Belle. 3 2294
Benzoni, 2 2:30

Robert Bell, 2 - -30
Baron Bel [4)_ 2:175* to 2:114

Silver Ore, gr g t4) 228,4 to 2:194

\orval. 5353,irecord2:14*. by Electioneer. 8.

Interval, b m 2:26*
Novardlne, b h (3) - 2254
Villlers, brh (3) 2274
Countess Eve 2:294
John Q. Carlisle 220
Norbawk, br ni... 2:204 to 2:15>fi

Xorvin G.. br b (3) 2:28-* to 2:20,4

Clay, 4779. b n, record 2:25, by Electioneer. 5.

Clayllna, b m I pi, dam by Mohawk Chief- 2:224
Olgelta.rn m (pj 2:24*
Miss Clay, grm V) 2:29*
WlreNai'.b h 2:29,4

Count Clay 2:27'^

Splnaway 2:294
Sunland Clay, dam Miss Patchen 2:264
Clayone (3; 2:2734 to 2:24*

Bsollft. 5018. 2224. by ElecUoneer. 10.

Elton.. 2:21

Dramatist, b h 259.4
Lovelace ft) - 2:29* to 2:24*.

The Conqueror (4) - -- 2:17 to 2:154

\ iite.-. j. 7868. 2:16*. by ElecUoneer. 18

Abanleeo, b m, dam by Abbottafbrd 2:174
Anthella_ - 2:18

Mountain Queen 2:224
Tietam, dam Evelina. 2:23,4

Dan Brown. dam Miss Brown 2:274
Rayaoetta, by Anteeo, dam Debonair 2:27

Ethel Mack 2:29,4 to 225

Redwood, 1 1,814, record 2:21,4, by Anleeo,2:I64\
Ked Oak 2:2554 to 2:21

Alfred G . 12,452, 2:19*. by Anteeo. 1

Foxhound (p) — 2:2614

Qneen Alfred 2:25M to2:18!<(

T. O.. bv Anteeo, 2:16J4«

Lady 2:25

Antrroi* 6020. b> Electioneer. 4 (3)

Antldof, br h 'pj, dam Miss "Wilson, by Blue
Bull 2:27

Dudley, dam by Nephew (p) 2:14

Bell 'ilrl -2:27!4

Major Rons 225 to 2.-24^(

NWly P. Cl 2:164 to 2:13},

Anlevolo, 7648. 2:194. by Electioneer. 8 (2)
Ivnlofp, 2:25)i

olauon, b b. 220 to 2:17

AntliiouM, 4778, 2:28}*, by Electioneer, l.

John Bury, b h, dam Muldoon (dam of C. W.
S.,2:2ft!^j, by Oeo. M. Patchen Jr 2:22

HUlwdaLe, o b 224M' to 2:19}<

A /.moor 13.467, record 2:204, by Electioneer. 2

AzmOO, h h, 'lain Ahwafca, by Gen. Benton 2:23^
A. A. A., dam Abbess, by Mohawk Chief- 2:25

libel 2:22^ to 2:17*
All'i-rt \V. , 1 1 .333, 2:20, by Electioneer. 5 (3) <

Arthur Dodge, dam Rosemary, hy Re-Echo 2:20T»
William Albert 1,. by All^rt W 2:20!<(
Nf*Tinii, dam Clytle II., by Nutwood J _T

Dudley OlCOtL... 235^ to 2:\&<4

Falll*. 17N1 . 233, by Electioneer. 5 (1).
Patrlck'n Pacer, dam oy (Jen. Benton (pj 2:28
LiiMn- 238 to 2:22
Fallacy 2:20* to 2:174
Nolman 2:27 to 233*

Don Mar*ln. 7927. record. 2:22,4, hy Falll»,2:23 (2,

Don Lowell, b b 2:20)4 to 2:H)i
Kroi. 5326. 2:294. by Electioneer. 0.

Ift-rm, b b (4>, dam Cyrene, by Cjtub R,2:1"V_ 238J4
WtllL'ina, dam Maud, by Brigadier 236

Ifft, by Kr.«, 2:294, dam by Elmo —

-

Cecelia rp), b m, dam scratch, by Loppy (son
of Saltan and tV-dlla Clark, by Clark Chief)

2:234
Vlmlla (3j,daiu Scratch, by Loppy 2:204

Ward B. . by Krrm, 2:294, <!<•>" >>>' Elmo.l
Lettar B., bm, dam Brown Irlnh, by JuHlfi M<- ftfl7M
Kin -try

Hrrnal 13.16s. 2:17, DT Bled
Aria, bm (3), by Gen. Benton 236 to 2:10*

Kirririritv 53 11. 2:17*. by Electioneer, i.
Wi-llH't-k. riitni i.iilu Wilk.T. 2:244

II- « H.ll- 13.1173. -
. -* <

Boreal, bh (2t, Rowie Morn, by Alcantara 2:17)4
Alarm Bells 1 jojy

Brll llnv 535ci.
,
by ElecUoneer. 4 (I.)

b to 2:29M
I'rliici^w Belle 2:2S* to - :2I*

Adverttier I 7.5 13. .m .',. by Kifctloneer.dam
Lola, by G^rgc Wilke*.

AdbeU fj ii bo,dam BeanUlbJ Belli 2:23

Junto 14.957, 2:2. i i !
. r. 4

Allianlo.bc, dam Athalle.by JIarkaway, (2)... 2:19*

Candidate 1 3.1 13.2364. by ElecUoneer. 1

Catherine... 2:234
Elfrlda, bm (4) 2:17.4 to 2:134

Confualon 6508, by Electioneer.
Clonaslee, b g(p) 2364

W'oolsev 5337. by Electioneer, dam Wax-
ana, by Gen. Benton. 3

Abeto, dam Abbess, bv Mohawk Chief 2:21*
Nellie W.. dam by Inca 2:17*
sir Gird, be, dam Laurette 2:264

Wblpa 13.407.237K, by Electioneer. 5

Azote, b g 2:14>£ to 2:08*
Cobwebs, br g 2:29,4 to 2:12

Rockefeller 6121, by Electioneer, dam Edith
Carr, by Clark Chief.

Nana 2:294
Leola, br f (4) 2:30

Re-Klertion 13.219, 227 J4, by ElecUoneer.
Nellie Clark.gr m (2) 2:30

La Haute 2:244
La Hunter, b m _ 2:254

Palo Alto 5353. 2:08*, by ElecUoneer. 4

Palatine.iblk m _ 223,4 to 2:17*
Bio Alto, bh 2:22* to 2:164

Electioneer (Campbell's), 2:17*, by ElecUoneer.
Electioneer! Bowman'sj 2364
Symboleer, b h, 2 (p), by Campbell's
Electioneer _ 2:264 to 2:11

Elector (Richard's) 2 I 70, record 2:31, by
Electioneer. 12 (1)

Eric, b g, dam Beautv, by Chieftain (p) 2:17

Electra, b m, dam Moor Maid, by The Moor (8) 2:18*
May Be (p). br m 2:264
Cora S -2:25 to 2:19,4

Electrotype 9006, by Electioneer. 1.

Electro Belle, b m (4j - 2:27*
Pauline, gr m 2:294 to 2:26

Elector (Morrows) I0,83O, 231J4, by Elec-
tloueer.

Molly McCauley tp) 2:16*

Marvin 1 1 .359, 2:28 '4, by Electioneer.
Bramble - 2:24,4

liov. Stanford 5620,2:21.4, by Electioneer.
Cllto (p) 2:244

6i- Ju.pt 4780, bv ElecUoneer. 2

Lancer, b h 2:23

Adjutant 2:29*

Parkville 6OS0, by Electioneer,
tsub Rosa (p), m f. 229,4

Pedlar 1 2908, record 2:27*, by Electioneer.
Elspeth (pj, b m 227!4

Don Pelix 8969, by ElecUoneer.
Nellie R.. blk m 226*

Elsmere 9 198. by ElecUoneer.
Eldora, b m 230

Hummer 6 1 12. by ElecUoneer. 2 (1)
Bouncer(3) 2:26,4 to 2:184

GUT WILKES.
Gay Wilkes 2867, record 2.15J4, by Geo.

Wilkes. 29 L4)
Vesta, ch m, dam Annie G., by Dan Voorhies_ 2:30
Venita Wilkes, b m, dam San Mateo Belle, by
Speculation 2:13

Raven Wilkes 2:16
Guy Vernon, gr h, dam by Patchen Vernon. ... 2:28

Seymour Wilkes—Earlv Bird, by Plimel, son
of Robt. Sl Clair (pj 2:16

Etta Wilkes, b m, dam LibbieB., by WiDtbrop 2:25*
M. Clay (p) 2:2914
Lesa Wilkes, b m (4) 2:20* to 2:11>;
Nutwood Wilkes, ch h 2:20,4 to 2:19
Mary Bes*. choi (4) 2:2114 to 2:124
Auntie Wilkes 2:28 to 222,4
Emln Bey _ 2:23,4 to 220}£

Soiile Wilkes 655, record 2:18, by Guy
Wilkes, 2:15»4- 12

Bafflngton, br h (2), dam by Le Grande.. 2:20}£
Deborah, b m (3), dam by Le Grande 2:214
Sablehurst, b:k c (4), dam by Guy Wilkes 2:25J<
Sablennt.bb i2j, dam Auntie, by Dawn..._ 2:25
Whalebone, bl c (2), dam by Le Grande_ 2:24
Beverly, blk h 2:24}*;

Oro Wilkes 2:15 to 2:11

Arthur Wilkes 2 1,424, record 2:28>£,byGuy
Wilkes, 3

Lady A., b m (p), dam by a son of Reavis
Blackbird _ 2:23J4

Wayland W.,bh 2:18}^ to 2:124

Calabar 8559, by Guy M'ilkes, 2:15}4. 1

Coincident (3) 2:25 to 2:21}^

Regal WMlkes 12.351, record 2:11*, by Guy
Wilkes, 2:15*

Last Chance 2:28}4

DIRECTOR.

Director 1989, record 2:17, by Dictator. 22 (2)

Rokeby (3) p, dam Lily Stanley, 2;17.4, by
Whippleton - 2:13*

Jack Dawson, b h, dam Favorite, 2 :25W_ 2:30
Direction, bl h (p), dam by Geo. Wilkes- 2:10}4
Directrix, dam by Abbotsford (p) 2:20,4
Phenom, rn h (pj_ 2:204
McClellan Stewart- ; 2294
Bonny Bon, br m _ 2:29*
Lena Holly, rn m 2:27* to 2:17}4

Direct, record 2:054. by Diirctor, 2:17

DlrecUy (p), dam by Naubuc (2) 2:07*
Miss Kate (2), by Redwood, 2:27 224.4

Director Chief 10,440. by Director, 2:17, dam
Monte, by Admiral.

Coupon, b h (2) 2:19*

Guide 14,680, re ord 2:16}^, by Director, 2:17.

Escort, dam May Girl, by May Boy 2:23
Guard—Lady King, by Hambletonian King-... 2:27

Waldateln 12,597, record 222,4, by Director.

Humboldt Maid (3), dam Nancy Moor, by
Grand Moor - 2:27

Delanc*y 9979. by Director, dam Nell, by Balsora.
Satin Slippers (2) 2:24U

SIDNEY.
Sidney 4770. record 2:19*, by Santa Claus,

2:174- 24 (14)
La Belle, ch t,da.fl Aunabelle. by Dawn (2)„... 2:16
Sldmoor, b h (p), dam by Grand Moor 2:17*
Sldmont (p),dam Fernleaf, by Flaxtail, (3>... 2:104
Mercury, b c, dam Juno, by Buccaneer 2:21
Mephisto H) (p), dam Llndora Wilkes 2:21)4
Sidney Smith, dam by Artburton 2:25!4
Edna R. < p .. dam Stella C, by Director.. 2:174
Flet-t Boy. dam Flight, by Buccaneer 2:254
Sanders, en g 2:2r;'

,

Sldnut, by Sidney, dam PatH, by Nutwood 2:25J4
Cassle, ch m, dam Miss Casserly, by Eugene
OBBnrly 2:28,4

Sidney Boy. dam Flirt, bv Buccaneer 2:29
Sldm-y Maid (3), dam Crown Point Maid 2:27
Esther Payne i3> _ 2:20*
Snillax.dam Ivy, by Buccaneer 2:214
Carmello, dam Pansy 2:21*
Lady H, (pj 2:16 to 2:15
Dictator Sidney tp), dam Ellen Tomllnson
by Dictator 2:25 to 2:24J4

Montana (4) 2:30 to 2:19

ThUtle I I.H57. 2:i.t,. by Sidney.
Dave Highland (4) 2:30

DEXTER PRINCE.
Dexter Prince 1 1363. by Kentucky Prince.

I'jil'niiu, dam by Gen. McClellan 143 _...

Index, b h, dam by Abbottsford
I.iirllnr, hi ni, dam unknown -

Prince Nutwood ip)

.%!

... 2:25^

... 2:18
... 2:23}4
.. 2:16
.. 2:144

2:21',

Arclile.bg (pj.....

Prlncewood, bl g..

Jumtft L
uer. br h,

ob g.
i tilth

Royal Prince ...

Senator L _ 239
Cbloc* 2:24

GEN. BENTON.
Ben Bunion 1755, by Jim Scott. 19 '1)
The Seer 2:19* to 2:16*
Benton Boy 2:26 io 2:17'

,

Daly 5311 , record 2:16, by Gen. Benton. )

Clatawa, dam by Qen, McClellan 144 2:274
Jul la 1;., dam by 1 irey McClellan 2334

22.

2:174
... 2:274
.... 2:24 4
... 2:21*
... 2294
to 2:16

to 2:164
h.2:18',
to 2:12
to 2:10
to 2:194
to 2:234
to 2:19*

Albion 5514, record 2264, by Gen. Benton. (1)Pomona (p) 2:15^ to 2:15
Alban 5332. record 2:24, by Gen Benton.
Seylax (4), dam Woodflower, by Ansel.... 234

Benefit 5327, by General Benton.
Palochlei „ 2:30

STEINWAY.
tsteinway I8O8, record 2:25*, by Strathmore. 7(5)
Covey, b h, dam Katy G., by Electioneer . .. 225
W. W. Foote (p),dam Maggie McGregor, by
Robt, McGregor <2j 2:164

Critt, dam Lady WatUes, by Abbotsford (pi" 2:24*
W. Wood(p) _ 2:08}* to 2:07

Chan. Derby 4907, record 2 :20, by Steinway.

Cibolo. b h (p), dam Addie Ash, by Indiana-
polls (4) 2:134

Derby Princess, b m (2), dam Princess, by Ad-
ministrator...- 2:26

Jay EffBee (p;, dam Bertha (dam of Diablo,
2:09)4), by Alcantara (1) 2:26.4

MISCELLANEOUS.
Piedmont 904. record 2:174, by Almont, 14 (1).
Esparto Rex 2:29>£
Highmont.bg 2:30 to 229 1

*,

Wanda, b m 2:23* to 2:22^
Limonero, bh, 2:18^ to 2:14 4
Marston C - 2:19* to 2:194

Liberty tsontag 20,097, by Piedmont, dam
American Girl

Surprise, ch g, dam Susie, by Geo. M. Patchen
Jr. (p)- 2:16,4

Altnmont, 2:26*, by Almont. 22 (4)
Ella T. p, gr m (3), dam unknown 2:12
Klickitat Maid, (p) b m, dam by Capt Sligart

Jr... .... _1:I9

Tojchet. b c, p (3), dam Tecora, by C. M Clay
Jr 2:15

Jasper- 2:254
Altao 2:17^ to 2;16
Malheur _ 2:28,4 to 2:27
Pearl Kisher, b m, dam by Kisbar 2:234 to 2:18,4
Doc *perry, b g (p), dam by Young Kisbar

2:144 2:09
Del Norte, blk h (p), dam Tecora, by C. M.
Clay Jr. 2:18 to 2:144

Morookus, by Altamont.
Klamrth.b g 2:13}t to 2:13

l.e Grande 2868, by Almont. 6 (1)
Belle Grande, ch m, dam Oak Grove Belle, by
AxlhurLon 2:21}*

<;raudi>*inio 14.995, record 2:234, by Le
Grande I

M\rt1e Thome, blk f, dam Belle Tborne, by
Whippleton 2:20*

Topsy, b f, dam by Whippleton 2:264

Cresco 4968, by Strathmore 2
AllieCresco 2:234 to 2:194
Bettie M.,dam untraced (p) 2:20

TiUon Almont 1583, record 226, by Almont.
7.

Tilton B.,bh, dam by John Nelson 2:234
Stranger, b h 2214 to 2:17,4

Almont Medium 2133, 2:184, by Happy Me-
dium. 3 (1).

Mark Medium, b g 2254 to 2:20
Warwick Medium - 2:27}* to 2:214

Brigadier 797, record 221}4,by Happy Me-
dium. 5 (1)

Cyclone, b m, untraced- 2:26*

Milton B., by Milton Medium,
Hanford Medium 2:194 to 2:14

Marin, 2224, by Quinn's Patchen. son ot Geo.
M. Patchen Jr.

Marin Jr., gr g, dam Silver (dam of HatUe F.,

2:18), by silverthreads ; second dam Ger-
trude, by The Moor : third dam Kate Tabor,
by Mambrino Messenger _ 2:13

Alexander Button 1997, record 2:264, by
Alexander. 11 (3)

Bird Button, gr g, dam Lilly, by John Nelson- 2:29*
Laura Z , b m 2:23^ to 2:184
Margaret Worth, br m 2:27* to 2:174
Vidette (p), b m 2:24* to 2:16
Tom Ryder 2:14}* to 2:13.4

Monroe Chief 875, 2:184, by Jim Monroe,
4 (2)

Sacramento, br h, dam by Gen. Reno 2:20*
Chico, b g, dam orphan Girl, by Reavis' Black-
bird 2:204

Monolissa „i 2:21
Mooologne, dam by Mambrino Wilkes 2:234^
Black Bess 239}*

Coilgne, 11,619, by Echo, dam Tiftany Mare.
Jennie Wren, b m, dam Tot, by Gen. McClel-
lan 144 2:294

Bob Mason. 14,438, record 2:27*, by Echo. 2
Waldo J., gr g, dam by A. W. Richmond; sec-
ond dam by Gen. Taylor (4), p_ 2:134

Fred Mason, b g (p) 2:16 to 2:134

Sliver Bow, 11,708, record 2:16, by Robert
McGregor, 2:17}*. 1

Rainbow, b c, dam by Reliance 2:24}4

A. W. Richmond 1687, by Blacabird 401. 9

(2)
Orlloda Richmond, b s, dam by Ulster Chiel

(P) 2:15

Woodlark. by A. W. Richmond.
Los Angeles 2:234

Nephew, 1220. by Hambrino. 2:2114. 16(2).
Lord Stanley, b h 2:284
Vina Belle 2314 to 2:154
Newflower 2:25* to 2:234

Abbottsrord, 707. 2:19.4. by Woodford Mam-
brino. 9(1).

She, dam Beauty 2:18
Abbottsford Jr 2:25

Free Coinage 2:234 to 2:20

Ahhv, by Abbottsford. out ofiRyao Man.',;dani
by Black Hawk

.

Geneva, b ni _ 2;2o

Sultan 1513, record 2:24, by The Moor. 31(1).
King Sultan 2:26,4
Florence Sultan 2:20^

Soudan 5103, record 220, by Sultan.
Nubia.bg 2394 to 2:244

Bay Rose9814, record2:204. by Sultan. 1.

Col. K. R., dam Addle E.byAlgona 2:254
Slam him I 5 101 , 2:07'-., by Sultan, 2:24. 15.

Dorcas Pratt, b m (4)... 2:29*4
El Trebizond, br h, dam Elwood, by A. W.
Richmond 2:264

Baroi Rose - 2:29*
Hildas. (3) 2:194

Senator Rose, by Sultan.
Senator Boy, ch b 2 274

California. 4132, bySultan. 2
Marchioness 2:27'

,

2:214

Del Sur 1098, 2:24, by The Moor. 2(2).
Narah D.,ch m 2:22
Almee, b m (p) 2:24*
Delwln.bs <j>) 2:25

Santa CIoum 2.000, record 2:174. by Slrath-
more. 9 (1)

Miss Carroll, br m 2:22*
Pilot Claus, blk h 2:26*
Wm. Peun 2:12* to 2:12.4

Mambrino Wllkei [Avera') 6083. by Geo.
Wilkes. 8(8)

Brino Tricks (p),bh 2:20 to 2:16*
Hera 2:224 to 2£3

(nil 1 d' Aleut- 14,216,2:194, by Dexter Brad-
ford. 1

An Alene (3) 2:29*

Adrian W70, reoord 22*4, by Reliance.
RosllaA(p) 2:154 to 2:14

M

Brown Jug 21.985. by Nutwood. 5
Sunle K., dam Lady Beiilim, oy Gi-u. Bi-uton... 2:24 4
Alvlso, dam Big Llze, by G. M. Patchen Jr.

2:26 to 2204
Charley C, dam Siskiyou Maid 2:154 to 2:134

Wopttle 688, by Bashaw 50. 9(1;
J.F.G. (p),brg 225M

Slate of Maine, by Elmo.
<jiie.-ii Anne 2:2s

Tom Benton 15,705, by Gen. Bentnn 9 a
Shylock,cbg i.-....:.._^

D
2:ieVto 2d5«

Dorsey'a Nephew.
Ottlnger j;13^ l0 2:11,4

Tempest 1881 . bv Almont «
IaSO 2:17* to 2:16

San Dleiio 8776. by Alcona Cay
Lottie, br f, dam Flora B , by Vhippleton- 2:264

Amurath 7327. record 2:28, bygultan.
Hindalier (p),grs 2254

Blackwood Mambrino 12.324, by Protos. 2 (1)
Silkwood(p) 2:084 to 2:07

Silkwood. 2:07. by Blackwood Mambrino.
Daisy Wood _ 2:27

Blackbird 402. r*>«-» '^•^ oio^irbird 401 2
Fox (p).bg...- - zroif
Mamie Griffin - - - 2:254

Jude* Salisbury 5872, by Nutw . I. 5 (1)
Bob Allen, ch h 2:274
Happiness, b g '

2-2fi*
Spaulding(p) 2:204
Sandy Salisbury 2:29'4 lo 2:24*
Rory O'More 2:195j to 2:174

Hamhletoniao \Y i I ke- 1 679, hy Geo. Wilkes
519. 6 (3)

NewEra (pi, dam bvGrev Fearnaugh' 2-13
Tammany Wilkes tpi.dam Ladv Beech, by
Beech's St. Lawrence _ 2:24

Wobbling Maid, dam by Magna CharLa 2:26

W

Grand George, dam bv Magna Charta 105

T
•• - 2:30 to 2:25}*

Jack Spratt, dam by Magna Charta 105

2:24* to 2:234
Phcebe Wilkes, dam bv (Fisk'sj Mam-
brino Chief Jr 2:11 to Z:08K

4. 3(1)
..2:26

Altoona 8850, by Almont 33. 3 (1)
Mary B., blm _ 2:30

Boodle 5829. 2:194. by Stranger.
Ethel Downs, blk m, dam by Nutwood 2:264
Thompson, chc, dam by Jim Mulvenna 2:21)4

Idaho Patchen, 2:26*4, by Henry B. Patchen.
Maud P. (3), dam by Grand Moor 2264
Maud Patchen, b m „ 2:25 to 2:19*

McK ;nney S**18, 2:114, by Alcyone. 2.
Harvey Mc, blk g (2), dam s. t, b., by Nephew

OMto, dam by Othello .....". ^30
Sir Credit 2:23* to 225 4

Prince Red 9940, by Red Wilkes.
Best Way (3), dam Calypso, by Steinway 2:29*

Prompter 23«5, by Blue Bull. 3 (2)
Lucky B.. b h_ 2:30 to 2:204
War Eesle 8141, by Prompter, dim Clara,

by Buccaneer.
Eagle, bg, dam Grace (dam of Creole, 2:15), by
Buccaneer (p) _ 2-19^

Simmons 2744, record 2:28 bv Geo. Wilkes
35. (1)

Adelaide Simmons 2:174 to 2:144
Simmocolon 13.846, record 2 :13*. by Sim-

mons. (2)
Ferndale (p) _ 2:20 to 2:16^

Gossiper 12.0U8, 2:14*. by Simmons, 2:28. 1.
Ketchum,bh,dam by Echo (3) %ny
Gazelle (3) 2294"io 2:164

Roy Wilkes, by Adrian Wilkes.
Boyal Wilkes, dam by Sidney (p) 2:244

Jud Wilkea, rec-rd 2:26*, by Ira Wilkes.
GaJette. dam Gale, 2:274, by Commodore Bel-
mont 2:234

Almont Patchen. 2:15, by Juanito.
La"raM., dam Lady Fay (p) 2:134

Hawthorne 10935. bv Nutwood, 2:18*. 11 (21
Bessie Thome „. 2224
Major Thome __ "..'.7.7.7 2:30
Thorowood, ch g. 2:224 to 2:194

John Bevenoaks 24350. by Nutwood, 2:18*.

BUIv Oaks, gr s „ °'30a
Bay Rum, brs 77"'2::

i6"to 2:194
Loupe (p) 2:23 to 2:2<i :

Redwood 14,854, 2:17, by Nutwood.
Gertrude G., dam Dolly, by Cardinal, second
dam, by Langford

Jim Mulvenna 3581,2:19}*, by Nutwood , 1

McGlnty _ 2394 to 2:26

Wlldnut.by Woodnut.
El Rami, dam Nellie Benton, by Gen. Benton- 2:294

Woodnnt 13,472, 2:16.4, by Nutwood, 2:18%. 1
Baywood, b s, dam Graves Mare, by Echo;
second dam by Owen Dale, 2:14*

Treewood. by Nutwood.
Rockwood.bg 229 to 2:25}*

Ross S., 2:19K, by Nutwood
Booth Barrett, brs dam by Sultan 2:294

Bonnie Mc*-J»egor, by Robert McGregor. 4.
Adelaide McGregor, b m __ 2:174 to 2:154

Blackbawk McGregor 3778, 228, by Robert
McGregor. 2

Gen. Wiles _ 2:194 to 2:15

Bismarck 2857, by Index. 2,

Chancellor, ch s 2:21 to 2:16

Vbbco 10,996. by Harold. 2 (2)
Vasto.b b, dam Chess, by Magic (p) 2:164

Flaherty's Fearnaugbt, son of Baker's Fear-
naught.

H. M. Stanley, gr s 2:27 to 2:19

Dick Flaherty, son of Flaherty's Fearnaugbt
Lilly McCarty, ch m (p)„ 2:30

Motor 7411, 2:294, by Onward, 2:254^.
Jennie June, b m 2:234 to 2:19}^

Mninhrino Chief Jr. 11.622, by McDonald
Chief.

George Washington 2:20 to 2:1G*"

Geortce Washington 1 1 ,623, 2:16*, by Mam
brino Chief Jr.

Stella (2), dam by McDonald Chief. 230
.\aubuc 504. by Toronto Chief.

J. H. S., ch g (p) 2:29)4
Dennis Hyan 6242, record 2:29 by Berlin

(son of Blackbird) dam Lady Washington,
by American Boy Jr.

Dennis, blk h _ 2:27*
V iclor, 2 :22. by Echo.
Pascal—untraced 2 :21*

Alcantara Jr. 3703, by Alcantara
EUsa 5., dam by Friday McCracken 2:164

Vernon Boy. by Wilson's Patchen.
Our Boy (p), dam Black Bess, hy Wapsie 2:18

Arthurton 365, by Hambletonian. 6
Pantomime, dam lota, bv Priuceps 2'264

Steve Whipple 10.179, record 2:12, by Ham-
bletonian Chrisman. 1.

Steve, dam by Nephew 2:194^
huh j-n 469, record 2:284, hy Enchanter. 13 (2)
Alert, b g 2:24 to 2:184

Billy Xorrolk 14,917, by Norfolk.
Gray Jim >*. 2:224

Donhwood 14,962, by Legal Tender. 2 1

Andy.bg 2:204 to 2:20
.Melbourne Klne 1962, by Mambrino King. 1

Belle, ch m, dam bv All Right (p) 2:15
Ktllnrney, by Black Ralph.
Killarney Maid, b m, (p) _ 2:284

Thor6559. by Alcazar.
Tbaluia 2:2W4

James Mndison 1790. 2:17*, byAnleeo. 1

Leilaa (2), dam. Rill, by Prompter (p., 2:20,4

Cornelius, by Nutwood, dam Jenny G., by
Echo.

.1 1 ni Nutwood 2214
William Tell 2:18

Dan Rice 32.908, by Gen. McClellan 143. 2
Flora 2:244 to 2:20*

Dan B
Dan Mc 2:284"

Commodore Belmont 4340.
Gale, b m, dam Irene, by Dictator 2:l",4

UNKNOWN.
Wall a Little (pi 2:17)$
EvaT 2:26)4
Delhert 2243f
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THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary,
Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club, San Fraucisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
mery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,
605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Clnb, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary. Oak-
land, Cal.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry HonghtOD,
Secretary, Oakland, CaL
The Nimrod Gun Club. San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner. President

PhiL Finck, Secretary, R.R. and 16th Ave.,S.S.F.
The Electric Gun Club, San Fraucisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary

605 Market St. S.F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East Oakland, Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.— Tohn M. Bell
Pres.; J. Burrell, see.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club. Medford, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec.
MarshSeld Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Jessee, Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres

;F .W Charles, Secretary.

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL..

A fox and a coyote were loosened a few miles from Los
Gatos on Thanksgiving Day and about thirty foxhounds and
other dogs and sixty men were turned loose after them. The
big coyote was given two minutes' start and it took two hours
to catch him.

General Hernandez, Minister of War of Venezuela who
has taken up his residence at Lake Placide for the winter,
has been requested by his Government to ask permission of
the New York State authorities to ship ten does and two
bucks from the Adirondacks to Venezuela. He says there are
no red deer in South America, and the Venezuelan Govern-
ment will introduce them

An ordinance prohiBiting the hunting and killing of quail
was the cause of considerable discussian at a recent meeting
of the Board of Supervisors of Alameda County. Judge Nus-
baumer thought that if sometning was not done to protect
the quail there would be none in the county in two years
time. He considered the existiog ordinance much better
than the proposed one. The ordiuancb was laid over.

Though many contend that the regular winter flight of
ducks have not reached this vicinity yet, they are very plen-
tiful oo the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers and were
last week at Alviso. Those who were at Mt. Eden, Alvarado
and Mowry's on Thanksgiving Day did very poorly, getting
from three to six each. The Alviso marshes were covered
with ducks but there was no one to stir them up and keep
them moving and consequently the only two shooters there
got but seventeen birds.

The San Andrews Prospect of Nov. 24 says that "the Mar-
quering boys brought in another fine deer Thursday night.
They keep the town well supplied with venison which finds

a ready sale in our market. The boys seem to be well posted
as to the whereabouts of the timid game, for just about the
time we begin to feel a little hungry for a nice venison steak
they are sure to show up with a fine carcass for sale. This
last one was a bouncer weighing when dressed some over 130
pounds." [The open season for deer in that county closed
Oct. 15th. Ed.]

Pigeon shooting is dying a natural death, says the Rod and
Gun. Sentimentalists may rejoice at hearing this, but upon
the whole it is to be regretted. The reason of its gradual
decline is apparently obvious. The class of men who,
twenty or thirty years ago, expended vast sums at the traps,

are nowadays, for the most part, comparatively poor. Very
few of the mushroom " gentlemen " who to-day knock about
town care about sport, though some of them talk about rac-

ing, of which they know nothing. " You cannot refine a
scorpion into a fish," said a famous poet—Milton, I think

—

"though you scour it with ever so cleanly cookery." A mod-
ern wag has expressed the same sentiment by saying that
" You cannot get rats from mice." In other words, it is im-
possible to transform into a sportsman a man without the in-

born love of sport, a man descended from an anti-sporting
stock. As a fact, pigeon shooting is as popular as ever it was,
but its votaries cannot afford to indulge in it. Many excellent
sportsmen are prejudiced against it, an J no doubt in days
gone by its abuses among a certain class of men were consid-
erable. But it always had, and still has this advantage ; it

taught men to control their feelings as well as their nervous-
ness, and to remain cool and collected under circumstances
sometimes provoking and generally yery trying.

A letter from Missoula of November 8th says: Not for

years have local hunters been so successful as they have been
this fall, and there seems to be no diminution in the amount
of game brought in each week, although the season is well

advanced. It is doubtful if there are anywhere more enthu-
siastic hunters than this city can boast. The members of the

gun club are all zealous sportsmen in the field, and there are

many good shots outside of the club membership. Deer and
bear have been killed in fair numbers by some of the hunting
parties that have been out in the mountains near the Idaho
line. Ranchmen and prospectors from the mountains and
remote valleys report that the elk are increasing in numbers
as compared with previous years. One ranchman whose
place is distant from any settlement, states that there was,

during the late summer and early fall, a band of elk that

broke through his fences regularly in order to eet the better

feed that was within the enclosure. He refrained from
shooting them on account of the game law, and they became
quite tame and mingled freely with the cattle. They left

that vicinity about October loth, and have not been seen

there since. But the birds have furnished the most abundant
sport for the local huntsmen, and large numbers of ducks,

grouse and chickens have been brought in by them. Geese
are now flying over the city, and on Sunday a party drove to

Grass Valley and succeeded in bringing down four of the

big birds. The party was composed of Harry Thompson,
"Warren Sharp, A. Sterling and Al Holbert. They brought
the birds to town, and many people have inspected them.
They are genuine geese and not brant.

WITH RIFLE AND SHOTO-UN.

Thanksgiving Day Sport Near Jackson's Baths.

A large crowd gathered in the vicinity of Jackson's Baths

Thanksgiving Day to see the shooting contests. The follow-

ing scores were made by the Stockton Gun Club, bluerocks

being the targets:

Ten singles, $l|entrance, divided into three moneys.
F. Merrill 111111011 1—9
C. Merrill 111111111 0—9
G. Dietz Jr 100111111 1—8
G.Ellis 011111111 0—8
E. Richards 011110011 1—7
C. J. Haas 011010110 1—6
H. Lorjjers 000011011 1—5
W. Burnett- 011110001 0—5

Winners—Charles and F. Merrill first, G. Ellis and G.
Ditz Jr. secood and E. Richards third.

TweDty singles.

E. Richards 1110111111111111111 1-19
F. Merrill 1110111111111111111 0-18
C. Merrill 1011111100111011110 1—15
G. Ellis 1100111001 111011010 1—13
H. Lonjers 1011111 100101010111 0—13
C. J. Haas. 0110110101011111001 1—13
W. Burnett 0001011111111101001 1—13
N. Browu 1111110101100101101 0—13
G. Dietz Jr 1010101101010100110 0—10
F. M. Barnett 1101000110001101010 1—10
D. Winders 1110111010110000010 0—10
W. Dietz 1 1 1 1 1 0- 5

In the foregoing match the prizes were : A keg of smoke-
less powder, a gold scarf pin, a sole leather shell case, a box
of cigars, a case of Zinfandel and six cans of oysters. E.
Richards won the first prize, in the order named, F. Merrill

the second prize and C. Merrill the third prize. H. Lonjers,

C. J. Haas, N. Brown and W. Burnett tied for fonrth prize

and in the shoot-ofi N. Brown won the same. G_. Ditz Jr.,

F. M. Barnett and D. Winders tied for the fifth prize and in

the shoot-off G. Dietz Jr. won. W. Ditz won the sixth prize.

FIFTEEN SINGLES, SI ENTEANCE, THREE MONEYS.

C. Merrill „ 1 11111 011110111—13
E. Richards. 0111111 101 10111—12
G. Ellis. 1 1101011011111 1—12
F. Merrill 11011111001011 1-11
F. Salbach 011011000111119—9
C. J. Haas 101101101010110—9
H. Ralph 101001101110011—9
G. Dietz. Jr 10100 1011010110—8
W. Burnett. 11100 11111000 0—8
F. M. Burnett 011011001100010—7
L. Ortmau 0110010000110—5
Winners—C. Merrill first, E. Richards and G. Ellis second,

F. Merrill third.

The foregoing were the regular matches. After they were
finished * number of impromptu matches were made up. The
first of these resulted as follows: Ellis 9, C. Merrill 8,F. Mer-
rill S, E. Richards 8,C. J. Haas 8, Salbach 5 and Ward 4. El-

lis won first and Salbach third money. For the second money
the others shot a freeze-out match, and F. Merrill aDd Riefa-

ards divided it. The next match was at six pairs of doubles,in

which the scores were : Haas 11, Ellis 9, F. Merrill 9,

Richards 7, Salbach 7 and C. Merrill 9. The last match was
at five pairs of doubles, in which only four contestants

entered. The score was : C. Merrill 9, Ellis 6, Haas 5 and
Richards 5.

Turkey shooting with the rifle at a distance of 200 yards

and subsequently at 150 yards, followed the Gan Club's shoot.

These contests were open to the public at 25 cents a shot.

After that pistol shooting at chickens, distance fifty yards,

was started at ten cents a shot, but Constable Carroll and
Police Detective Carroll broke up the match by killing, in

succession, four chickens apiece.

Hunting Ground-Hogs.

He came from Boston, where he was born and bred, and
where he graduated from Harvard with high honors as a

first-class football player. He had nevei before been further

away than Newport from the city of beans and culture. In-

diana, to him, was way out West, and beyond that, every-

thing was, in his estimation, a howling wilderness, in which
vegetated a few people with dwarfed intellects. Colorado

was sized up as the land bordering upon the jumping-ofl

place at the edge of the earth.

When he alighted from the train at Denver he glanced at

the telegraph poles with a look which seemed to inquire

:

" Have you lynched anybody here to-day?"

Among his baggage were two rifles, a brace of six-shooters,

some ugly knives and enough ammunition to blow up the

city. He couldn't be blamed, however, for he had been filled

so full of the terrors of the West previous to his coming that

he almost expected to find glass in the streets and buffalo

lunching out of the slop-barrels in the backyards. Of course

he found, later, that he had been played for just exactly

what he was—a sucker ; but, when he was invited to go

hunting mountain ground hogs, he bit with avidity. He al-

ways did like sport which was exciting.

All that is necessary in the capture of these animals, it

was explained, is a good, stout club and plenty of patience.

"You see," I told him, "the beast is of peculiar construc-

tion, both legs on the left side are longer than those on the

right—the mountain slants, of course, and the animal is,

therefore, enabled to stand straight with ease. The moun-
tain ground hog always travels around the mountain and not

over, for the very good reason that he can only walk on a

slant, because of his peculiar build; neither can he turr

around without toppling over; so if he wishes to reach any
point beh'nd him he is obliged to go clear around the moun-
tain." Strange as it may be, this all seemed plausible enough

to the victim, who nodded knowingly.

We boarded a street car for Petersburg, from which point

we walked into the foothills to bag a few specimens—he

wanted to send a couple back home, where they had never

heard of such funny creatures.

He was stationed with a club in his hand on the hillside,

and instructad to watch closely while the others of the party

beat the grass on the other side to scare up the game. "The
capture is very simple," I explained. "When you see the

animal approaching, head him off with your club. As dis-

tasteful as it is to his instinct, he will turn to escape, if you

are persevering. When he turns, of course, the long legs of

his left side are up hill and the short legs of the right side are

down hill; he tumbles over; all you have to do is to beat him
to death with your club.

We went around the hill, sneaked back to Petersburg
and took a car for home.
He only stayed out there four hours.
After yelling himself hoarse in quest of the grass-beaters,

he came back at sundown, having just realized that he was
the possessor of another morsel of Western experience. He
has ceased looking for bouquets of dead men on the telephone
poles, and.'the other day when I told him that as soon as the
streams are frozen, a party is going out into thejmountains to
trap whang-doodles he only smiled faintly, and didn't even
say he would like to eo along.—Los Angeles Times.

*
All Had Empty Guns.

We have often recorded the deeds of the Angels sports-

men. We delight in so doing, for they are so earnest in their

work and enter so wholly into the spirit of the hunt, that"

even though they are not always successful, there is a pleas
ure in listening to their tails of wonderous feats, and a sor
of inspiration in the very atmosphere that surrounds them
which sets the blood to a more rapid flow, and causes one to
feel that here at last are the true sportsmen.
We have had occasion often to refer to the heroic efforts of

Dr. Smith and Tom Blair to secure either venison or goat
meat, but we wish it distinctly understood that they are left
out of the story which follows. Both men disclaim all share
in the glory, and especially request that their names be kept
out of it. Far would it be from us to connect these sports-
men with this incident because knowing them as we do, we
think they would have had belter judgment, however much
their former adventures might shake our faith.

But to proceed with our story : For some time a select
circle of hunters have been preparing for a grand hunt.
Rifles of the most improved patterns have been secured,
trained deer hounds imported at great expense to trail the
wary deer, and in short every appointment of a complete
hunting outfit had been arranged. Nothing was talked of
for weeks but this grand hunt, and the only cloud upon the
perfect happiness of the men was the great question of how
to dispose of all the venison they were to slay.

One thing that shows the true sportsmen was the determina-
tion arrived at, that the printer should have the choicest
bit, but alas ! for human hopes, this was not to be realized.
At last the day came. One of those perfect November

days, so often written of by poets but so seldom realized out-
side of our own dear California. Just cool enough for com-
fort, the sun shining through goldon haze upon hill and
valley, a gentle breeze fanning the warm cheek, and filling

the air with its exhilarating breath, the perfect realization
of the hunter's dream.

1 he party sought the classic and romantic region near the
Natural Bridges, where towering cliffs and tangled glens
seemed a reproduction of Scotland's famous hunting grounds.
Here the hounds were turned loose, aDd all day loDg sought
in vain to rouse from his heathery couch the "Antlered
monarch of the waste."

At length worn out and discouraged with their fruitless

toil the party sought the open ground and their refreshments.
Then sought to prove their skill by shooting their
splendid rifles at targets placed at various distances. Shot
after shot rang out, till all joined in the sport, and a passer
by might have thought an army was engaged in battle. The
shooting continued till every shell was exhausted, and then
just as the hunters were resting on their arms, discussing the
skill shown by the marksmen, out trotted a noble buck, not
a hundred yards away, stopped for a moment to gaze upon
the astonished hunters, and then leisurely took his way up a
neighboring hillside and finally disappeared in the brush.
Not a shot was fired at him, for in all the party not a single

cartridge was left.

" Now," said Tom Blair as he finished telling the story,

"I want you to distinctly understand that Dr. Smith and I

were not there. It was an entirely different crowd."
"Yes," chimed in the doctor, " I kept telliDg Tom all the

time that we ought to save a few shells in case we might see

jomegame.—San Andreas Prospect.

Paste These Rules in Your Hat.

" A lover of the gun," writing from Baltimore, Md., to the
American Field, gives the following sensible rules, and if

only followed by people who "go down to the marshes with a

gun " how few of the lamentable accideuts that are almost
of daily occurrence now would ever be heard of. The writer

says

:

In your issue of October 13th, I read with regret the
account of the accidents that befel Mr. John Stoufer, Neb.,

on October 4th. I enclose a set of rules that I compiled some
time ago.which, if you will give room in the eolumns of your
esteemed paper, may be the means of preventing some other
brother sportsman from meeting with a similar accident. I

have distributed a great many copies of these rules among
my friends and acquaintances, and I find that they act with
more caution when in the field now than they did before

they studied these rules. They are

:

1. Never under any circumstances poiot your gun toward
a human being.

2. Never carry it so that if it were accidently discharged it

would even endanger the life of a dog.

3. Always think which way your gun is pointed, and if a

companion is in the field with you, no matter bow near or

temptingly the game appears, do not shoot until you know
just where he is; a stray shot would be sufficient to destroy an
eye forever.

4. Never carry a loaded gun in a wagon.
5. Never carry a loaded gun over a fence; put it through

and then get over.

6. Always carry a gun at half-cock; if a breech-loader,never
let the hammers rest on the plungers.

7. Never get in front of a gun; if y> u are falling drop it so

that the muzzle will be from you.

8. If the cartridge sticks, the stout blade of a knife will

probably extract it; if not, take out the other cartridge, cut a

straight stick and poke it out from the muzzle, even then do
not get in front of a gun.

9. After firing one barrel, take the cartridge out of the

other and examine the wad to see that it is not loosened, as

it sometimes is after a heavy recoil, for, should it get up into

the barrel, it is liable to burst the eun.

10. Never take hold of the mnzzle to draw it toward you.

11. Never set up a gun so that if it should fall the muzzle
would be toward you.

12. Never keep a loaded gun in the house.

Follow all these rules, be self-possessed, and the fields will

afford you sport without danger.
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THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOG-DOM.

The Pacific Fox-Terrier Club will hold its regular mouthly

meeting at the office of this paper on next Tuesday even-

ing-

Millionaire Flood is erecting pome splendid kennels for

his dogs near Los Gatos. The kennels when completed will

cost from $600 to $800.

Mr. Joseph Tinker, of Honolulu, has lately painted from

a photograph a life-size picture of the crack fox-terrier, Vice

Regal. It is pronounced by artists as a beautiful and correct

piece of work.

Mr. W. K. Lewis, of Honolulu, H. I., has shown com-

mendable pluck in sending the fox-terrier bitch Hawaiian

Lustre (Blemtou Shiner—Hawaiian Fancy) to this city to be

bred to one of our best dogs. The bitch arrived in first-class

condition after the long sea voyage. It is Mr. Lewis' inten-

tion to obtain a suitable stud dog for the Blemton Shiner and

Le Logos bitches that are in his kennel.

Says the Los Angeles Pacific Field: John Schumacher, the

veteran sportsman, has purchased from W. G. Kerckhoff at

a long figure a young dog by Mercury out of Betsy Mark.

The youngster is said to be very promising, and has been

placed in the hands of Trainer Walters of Golt, to be

fitted for the trials, where he is to be a candidate for Derby

honors. Mr. Schumacher will spare no expense to give the

puppy a classical education.

A letter received in this city last week from an Eastern

coursing gentleman says that the coursing men were so

satisfied with Mr. B. Hayman's (.of the American Field)

judging in theJLa Crosse meeting that he will be asked by all

the clubs to do their judging during next season's coursing

meeting. Mr. John Grace, who is so well-known to all

leashmen, informs us, too, that he is satisfied that Mr. Hay-

man, if he will only follow it up, is the coming man. He
says he is cool and collected, a capital rider and thorough

gentleman.

A Fine Coursing Meeting.

The Thanksgiving Day meeting which took place at Ocean

View last week was a decided success. There were twenty

dogs entered, all of which were the pick of the kennels from

this section of the State.

The grounds of the park were in beautiful order. The

hares were strong and full of running, and consequently

there was not a poor or bad course during the day.

Mr. Grace was in the saddle and Mr. Wren handled the

slips. Of course there was not a kick or growl from start to

finish of the meeting.

The crowd in attendance could not be less than four or

five hundred, among whom were a large number of ladies.

The proprietor of the park, Martin Kerrigan, handled the

pool?, and he and two assistants had as much as they cotfld,

accomplish to write tickets out for the army of speculators

who surrounded them from the time the coursing com-
menced until it finished. Martin must surely have had a

good day.
As we have said, all the courses were good, but those

between Electric and Valona Queen, Flying Buck and Occi-

dental, Waratah and Kingstou, all in the first round were

the best.

In the second round Dotty Dimple showed up splendidly

as she also did in the third, upsetting all competitors until

she came up against Electric in the final. This course was
a splendid one, and as Judge Grace said at the finish, '' one
worth goiDg miles to see." Another dog that did well in

this meeting was old Dashaway, only falling before Dotty
Dimple in the fourth course.

The following is a summary of the running

:

M. W. Kerrigan's Daehaway beat T. Cox's Lily Gladstone,

W. Flynn's Empire beat F. C. Randolph's Yreka ; S. A.
Cummings' Eiectric beat T. Cox's Valona Queen; Healy &
Egan's Merl V\\ beat F. C. Randolph's Captain Morse ; M.
J. Doherty'n Flying Buck beat T. HayeB* Occidental; J. R.
Dickson's Waratah beat P. Gorman's Kingston M. J. Do-
herty's Royal Daisy beat T. Cox's Maggie M.; A. Merrill's

Skyball beat M. J. Doherty's Daisy Crest ; A. Merrill's Dot-
tie Dimple beat W. Perry's Coomaesie; W. Creamer's Archie
M. beat M. W. Kerrigan's Lord Clifton.

Second round—Dashaway beat Empire.Electric beat Mert
M., Flying Buck beat Waratah, Royal Daisy beat Skyball,
Dottie Dimple beat Archie M.
Third round—Dashaway beat Flying Buck, Electric beat

Royal Daisy, Dottie Dimple a bye.

Fourth round—Dotty Dimple beat Dashaway, Electrie a
bye.

Final—Electric beat Dottie Dimple and won the stake

$40, and the centor-table valued at $15 ; Dotty Dimple took
$25, Dashaway $15 and Royal Daisy and Royal Buck $10
each.

The San Jose Coursing Club will hold a meeting in Kerri-
gan's Park on Sunday, December 10th. To this stake,
Spring and Son of San Jose will give a $25 suit of clothes to

the owner or nominator of the winning dog. Nominations
with $3 entry money must be in the hands of the Secretary,
H. M. N. Spring, San Jose, by S o'clock on Friday evening,
Nov. 14th.

The New Occidental Club will hold its meeting on the
same grounds on Sunday, December 9th.

Long Beach Coursing.

The Los Angeles Coursing Club held its first semi-annual

Thanksgiving races at Long Beach yesterday.

A great many lovers of this jovial sport accepted the in-

vitation given through the columns of this paper on Sunday

last, and did honor to the club, both by their presence and

the interest they manifested in the courting.

Promptly on time twelve dogs made their appearance to

compete for the prizes given by the club, and were paired as

follows:

T'm Hartnell'H Sport, Patsy Parrell's General Sarfield.

Henry Preston's Chief, Al Barrell'fl Rob Roy.
William Powers' Romeo, Charles Muller's Barney M.
Jas. Kennedy's Point, Marcus Shea's Brindle.

Dave Cahill,s Drummer Boy, J. Tonnemacber's Wallace.

Henry Preston's Bismarck, Charles Spiker's Gazette.

The pair of dogs had not got acquainted when a jack was

lumped, whieh proved to be a sprinter, and after along chase

succeeded in evading his pursuers by taking to cover. The
race was given to Sport.

The second race was a surprise, not for the dogs, but for

the spectators and for Mr. William Cotta, who officiated as

judge. He can certainly give thanks that he escaped a very

severe accident during this race, for while riding at full

speed his horse stumbled and turned a complete somersault,

throwing its rider several feet. The lookers-on turned their

heads, thinking both horse and rider had been killed. Much
to their surprise the judge of the day jumped to his feet,

mounted his steed and gallantly followed the hounds to the

finish. This race was a warded to Chief.

The next race was captured by Barney M.
Thefonrth race by Point; the sixth by Wallace, and last,

but Jnot least, Bismarck outran Gazette, who tnade a very

good showing for a young dog.

Prominent amongst the spectators were : Mr. John Ryan'
LewiB Golesh and Constine Dold of Pasadena; John McClure'
George Franchoff, J. C. Zimmer, Wm. Tostman, Charle^

Workman, G. L. Stoy, John Jansen, Dan Cronin,John King,

Bernard Smith, Jas. Cnseens, David Dwire, C. J. Nesse, Au-
gust Hartnack, Sylvester Grant, Alex Simpson and several

other well known citizens, including a number of ladies of

this city and Long Beach.
Everybody left, the field in the very best of humor,applaud-

ing both sport and management. The race will be finished

on the same ground on Sunday next, when some rare spoit

will be given, as the race is now between the six best grey-

hounds in this part of the State.—Los Angeles Herald.

Reasons for Black and Tan.

When in Melbourne last year I went carefully over all the

dogs in a show with one of the stewards, and we found tha

spots in all the black and tan terriers, foxhounds, deerhounds.

collies, lurchers, etc., but I could get no information regard-

ing them from the experts.

In some of the highly-bred toy dogs, as the small black and

tan terriers, I found on inquiry that-these spots, formerly so

very conspicuous, were being bred out, and had nearly disap-

peared. Their persistence through so many strongly-marked

varieties, except those of late date, is singular, for there is

fairly good proof that when first domesticated the dog was
red or bright brown, like the pariah, dingo, etc.

As far as I can see, we do not find the spots white on a

black or dark ground ; nor yet black or dark on a white or

light ground. My explanation is that they have arisen as a

permanent marking after the dogs " sported " to black under
domestication, and have been preserved and developed
through natural selection. Possibly they are protective, and
simulate eyes.

One morning in Asam, just at dawn, I had occasion to go
out into the garden, and while 6tooping to examine some
flowers, near a fence partly covered with creepers, I suddenly
saw an animal's head looking through, and what seemed to

be two black and seemingly large eyes glared at me. Sus-

pecting that a black leopard was about to spring over, I

started back, clapped my hands and shouted. To my relief,

however, I saw a tail wag, and found that the spectator was
a coolie's dog I knew very well, and which recognized me.
The use of the tan spots—in this case at least—then occurred
to me. May it not be that the spots thus serve a protective

purpose, and have often saved the lives of dogs (black dogs)

from their enemies, the smaller felines, such as the clouded
leopard, etc.? Perhaps the matter is not new

; but if it is, it

seems worth looking into. I have several dogs with black
bodies and heads; the tan spots, rather pale, are of the size

of a shilling. I have shot one. keeping the skin of the head
as a curiosity.—Nature.

The Pacific Kennel Club.

The regular monthly meeting of this club took place at

their rooms 21 Kearny street, on Wednesday evening last-

The attendance of members was good, fully twenty-four of

them being present.

President Briggs in the chair. Secretaries Orene and

Haight gave satisfactory reports and the treasurer announced

that the club's financial position was excellent, showing a bal-

ance on hand of $939.24. A considerable amount was paid

in by members in the way of dues during the meeting,
bringing the balance on hand up to over $1,000,

Thus, said the treasurers, the club is in a position to go
forward with the business of the bench show without having
to ask for a money guarantee from any quarter.

The date of the bench show is fixed for the first Wednes-
day in May, and the following three days. Great enthusi-

asm was manifested by all in the show, and it was confidently

felt that it would be the greatest yet held on the Coast.
After considerable discussion the principal business of the

evening—the election of the Bench. Show Committee—was
then go on with. Several gentlemen were named as suitable
and on a ballot being taken the following fiye gentlemen
were declared elected :

C. A. Haight, H. Bier, T. Higgs, H. Vernon and T. J.
Watson.
No better choice could be made as these gentlemen are all

enthusiastic in the business and will work for the success of

the undertaking with willing hands.
The meeting then adjourned.

A Great Bulldog Show.

The London Rod and Gnn of November 17th says :

The Annual Show of the South London Bulldog Society
was held at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, during this

week, of most of the champion bulldogs in the country. The
total number of dogs shown was 14*2, and as they were
benched in the main hall all visitors to the Aquarium had
the best opportunity of seeing them. The class for toy bull-
dogs, introduced last year for the first time was revived, and
six of these not unattractive little creatuaes were shown.
Amongst the well known champions exhibited was Mrs. W.
A. Ford's Pathfinder, who, not long ago, was bought by an
American enthusiast, but has since returned to his native
land; Mr. J. H. Ellis' Guido, who, after having obtained a

long list of honors, was usually unsuccessful as a prize win-
ner in the Show; Mr. Thomas' Bicester Beauty ; Mr. Far-
man's Ruling Passion and her daughter, Cigarette ; and Mr.
W. H. Sprague's Don Pedro. The last-named dog. who is

thirteen years old, is said to be sire and grandsire of more
champions than any other bulldog alive. Baby Bacchus, a
grandson of Don Pedro, was also among the exhibitors, and
is said to be one of the largest bulldogs living. He has had
more than one fierce combat with a bull, but with the objeat
of showing that he is by no means pugnacious with his
friends, he was made to share his cage with a cat, with
whom he appears to be on the best of terms. Another
famous old dog shown was Mr. W. P. Laiag's Lord Marmi-
od, who is credited with having on one occasion made a
fierce onslaught on an elephant at Blackwell with somewhat
disastrous consequences to himself. Among tthe succetsful
exhibitors in addition to those named were Mr. J. S. Pybus
Sellon, whose Dimboola, a grandson of Don Pedro, attracted
much attention; Mr. D. Y. Cassells, Mr. G- G. Tod and Mr.
R. B. Haymes. Mr. G. W. Richards of Sheffield acted as
judge, whilst Mr. H. C. Brooke and Mr. W. Higgs respect-
ively fulfilled the duties of Hon. Secretary and Hon. Assist-
ant Secretary. The Show closed on Thursday.

An Expensive Dog.

O. L. Cramer, a manufacturer at 433 Seventh street, has a
vicious bulldog which has for some time been a terror of

the neighborhood. On September 11th the dog bit a child
of George H. S. Dryden, inflicting severe injuries. Mr.
Dryden brought suit for $299 against Cramer and Justice of
the Peace Barry on Friday the 30th ult., gove Dryden judg-
ment for $150 and cost.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed.published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

NAMES CLAIMED.
Presidio Kennels claims the name Blythedale for a pointer

puppy, whelped July 7th, by Upton of Blythe (Ightfield
Upton—Ightfield Blythe)—Juno H. (Duke of Vernon

—

Sally Brass II.)

VISITS.

U. G. Scott's (Portland, Oregon) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Dot (Harrv—Bradford Daisy) to same owner's Wallace
33,436 (Beddy—Pepper) November 26, 1S94.
Glenmore Kennel's Irish setter bitch Lady Josie 26,680

(Pat O'More—Bill C.) to owner's Fioglas Jr. 31,189 (Ch.
Finglas—Ch Ruby Glenmore), Nov. 28, 1894.

Glenmore Kennels' Irish setter bitch Belle Baya (Sayax
Tearaway—Elcho's Maid) to owner's Barrymore 34,802 (Ch
Finglas—Ch Ruby Glenmore), Dec. 4, J894.

ROD-
Supreme Joy.

By the stream where bend the rushes.
Where the shallows scold and sob

;

There it is man's true ambitions
Wildly in his bosom throb.

There it is the fierce sensation.
Half suspense, yet all delight.

Strikes him as he hoarsely whispers,
' I believe I've got a bite."

Tell me not of tottering glories

;

Of republics tempest swept

;

Tell me not of heroes vanquished.
Or of promises uukept.

Tales of sacrifice and valor
Later on may seem aright.

But at present —you'll excuse me—
•' I believe I'll get a bite."

—Washington Star.

Chinese Fishmongers.

In Canton the fishmonger's is a most important trade. The
Chinaman is a born fisherman ; he also has, for ages past,

cultivated a system of artificial breeding and rearing of live

fish for the market. In the ships were displayed live and
dead fish, fish fresh and salted, smoked and preserved. One
variety was like whitebait, in baskets, graded from tiny

things not half an inch long to what appeared to be the same
fish eight or nine inches in length. These were sold fresh,
salted and smoked. Shark-fins are a delicacy. There were
fish mottled and barred, bright and dull, fish of quaint and
(to us) unknown shapes; but foremost, above all, and every
where to be seen, were the artificially grown live fish.

A wonderful creature was this, always appearing to suffer

from heat, gasping at the water for breath, and recalling
Verdant Green's fish that were beginning to sweat and com-
plain. They were as tame as domestic animals, seemingly
careless of being knocked about, thrown from boats into tubs
again. They were used to be handled and inspected, and, if

disapproved, put back into the water; to be sold alive if

bought whole, or cut to pieces while living and sold in bleed-
ing chunks. A thick, short fish is this, ofthe mullet shape,
averaging about fifteen inches in length, and weighing about
three pounds, but sometimes longer, and running up weight
to as much as four or even five pounds. When cut up they
bleed like pigs, and to show howfreshy they are killed, the
salesman is in the habit of slicing a live one into pieees, and
with the blood smearing all the pieces for sale, so that they
are always placed in a large tub with a smaller vessel fixed
above it. From the bottoms of the upper vessel a bamboo,
with one or two sawcuts in it, sticks out, and from those cuts
streams of water flow in thin cascades into the tub beneath.
Every now and then, when the upper vessel becomes empty,-
the fish all rise to the surface, and glop ! glop ! takedown
both air and water. Then an attendant, attracted by the
noise, plunges a bucket down among them, and from the water
in which they swim fills the upper vessel full again.—Cen-
tury.

Five years ago J. A. Cleveland of Thermalito built a small
reservoir near bis home in Thermalito and stocked it with
bass, catfish and carp. These have all thrived and become
large fish, and he thinks there must now be thousands in the
pond. The water used for irrigating fifteen acres of oranges
flows through the reservoir or fish pond, so there is an abun-
dance of fresh runuing water all the time. The bass depend
upon live food mostly, and they find plenty to eat from the
great number of minnows that come down the ditch so that
all the fish in the pond are in good condition.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB BACES.

THIRTY-SECOND DAY—TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4.

i
HOUGH "rain" was written in a

gloomey. laden sky, the unterrified

lovers of a good thoroughbred and

"*^
| V a game race horse were in evidence

« ^ to the extent of some 2000. As

three favorites and a well-played

second choice were successful, it is

a pretty safe bet that the pencilers

wish the races hadn't come off—at

least that they had not terminated

as they did. The track was no

worse and no better than on the preceding "day—in fact, it

was about as heavy as it could well be in a good old rainy sea-

son. Peter Weber broke through the heavy ice that has en-

shrouded his horses, and won a good race with Hymn. Little

Cripple, his elder son's pride, ran second to Enthusiast at a

mile, so that the awfully long lane has taken a turn at last.

Carr rode three winners this afternoon, C. Weber and E.

Jones one apiece.

Hymn led nearly all the way in the first race, and won

handily after swerving by one and a half lengths, Banjo sec-

ond, two lengths from Dockstader, who got oft frightfully bad

to a poor start, made up ten or a dozen lengths. That the

latter would have won with a good break is altogether likely.

Jake Allen was left standing at the post.

Remus led Blue Banner by a very small margin in the

second race up to the last eighty yards, then drew away

sufficiently to win by one and a half lengths, May Day a good

third. Ohiyesa, the favorite, got away poorly, but did not

show that he was of much account in the mud anyhow, and

did not finish within hailing distance of the black colt that

won.

The Darebin-Nellie Peyton filly is a disking good one.

With 108 pounds up to Rey Alfonso's 123 she beat the celeb-

rity, who was driven out, six lengths, and did it so easily

that many believe her capable of defeating him at even

weights. Rey Alfonso beat Roma eight lengths for show.

The race, run in 1:16} for the short six furlongs, was a mighty

fast one, considering that the track was fully eight and a

half seconds slow to the mile.

Enthusiast chews Bay District mud with as much apparant

relish as a south of Market cannery girl does Tutti-Frutti.

He beat that good performer, Little Cripple, two and a half

lengths handily, and led most of the way. Alexis was a poor

third.

Jack Richelieu surprised nearly everyone but his owner

and friends bv taking the last race rather easily by five

lengths after the red-hot favorite, George F. Smith, had led

until well in the homestretch. Thornhill, giving five

pounds to Smith and nine to Richelieu, came up very gamely

and snatched the place from the favorite. Capt. Rees was

never fairly in the hont.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Hymn opened at 6 to 5 favorite, closed at 7 to 5 on an

average. Dockstader was in strong demand at S to 5, Banjo

8 to 1, Sir Reginald 12, others 15 to 40 to 1. The atart was

very bad. Jake Allen was left standing at the post, and Dock-

stader was all but left. Kathleen was first to show. Hymn
second, Sir Reginald third. Hymn and Queen Bee ran close

together passing the half, Sir Reginald third and Banjo

fourth. Dockstader had closed up a lot of ground. Hymn
was first into the homestretch by two lengths, Banjo second,

with Kathleen at his heels. The latter fell back and Dock-

stader moved up third in the final furlong. Hymn, after

swerving clear across the track, won handily by one and a

half lengths from Banjo, who, driven out beat Dockstader

two lengths. Sir Reginald was a bad fourth. Time, 1:12}.

Ohiyesa was a 7 to 10 favorite for the second race, seven

furlongs, selling. Blue Banner was next in demand at 4 to 1,

Trix 6, Remus 10, others 20 and 25 to 1. The start was a

straggling one, Remus leading, Blue Banner second, May
Day third. The favorite was sixth away. Remus led Blue

Banner half a length at the quarter, May Day third, one and

a half lengths away. Remus and Blue Banner were heads

apart swinging by the half, May Day two lengths off. Except

that Talbot Clifton had run up third the order was not

changed into the homestretch. Ohiyesa was beaten three

furlongs from home. Remus, in the path, came on and won
handily by one and a half lengths from Blue Banner, who
beat May Dsy a length for place. Time, 1:34}.

The Derebin-Nellie Peyton filly opened at 7 lo 5 in

the betting, closed at even money. Rey Alfonso opened at 7

to 5, went to 2 to 1, closed at 8 to 5. Roma was backed down
from 10 to 6 to 1. Rodegap was at 10 to 1, Flirtilla 20, Gas-

ser 40 to 1. The Nellie Peyton filly, Gasser, Rey Alfonso

was the order to a good start. The filly went away from her

field at a great rate, leading by three lengths at the half pole,

Rey Alfonso second, half a length from Gasser. The Nellie

Peyton filly was first by four lengths into the homestretch,

Rey Alfonso being driven out, second, eight lengths from

Roma. The favorite was not beaded, and won easily from

Rey Atfonso by six lengths, the latter eighth from Roma,who
managed to beat the fast-coming Flirtilla a nose for show.

Time,l:16i.
The fourth race was a mile dash and a good betting affair.

Enthusiast opened a 3 to 5 favorite, closed at 6 to 5, Little

Cripple being backed down from 3i to 1 to 9 to 5 Hy Dy,

Alexis and Royal Flush were at 10 each, Quirt SO to 1. En-

thusiast, Quirt, Royal Flush was the order to a fair start.

Royal Flush and Quirt ran heads apart passing the quarter-

pole, Enthusiast, third, at their heels. Hy Dy, Quirt and

Enthusiast ran so close together passing the half that they

could not be separated. In the next seventy-five yards En-

thusiast had taken a decided lead, and was first by nearly

two lengths swinging into the homestretch, Little Cripple

second, the others well bunched. Enthusiast got tbe path

and won handily by two and a half lengths, Little Cripple,

driven out, second, tout lengths from Alexis, Time, 1:49}.

The last race of the day, a six-furlong dash, gave form-
playere a large and juicy black eye. George F. Smith bad
won a five-furlong dash through the mud easily in 1:04}.
November 30th, beating Clacquer by four lengths, Realiza-
tion and others. In consequence, he was naturally made a
3 to 5 favorite to-day against Jack Richelieu, Thornhill
(heavily weighted) and Capt. Rees. Richelieu opened at 5,

closed at 3, Thornhill was at 7 to 1, Rees 8. Thornhill,
Jack Richelieu, George F. Smith was the order as the flag

fell to a good send-off. The favorite got to the front in the
first 100 yards, leading past the half by four lengths, Jack
Richelieu and Thornhill half a length apart. Smith's lead
had been cut down to two lengths turning for home, but the
favorite seemed to be running easy. Jack Richelieu was sec-

onds five lengths from Thornhill. A little less than a fur-

long from home Smith began to quit badly, and Jack Rich-
elieu, fairly flying through the mud, came on and won hand-
ily by five lengths, Thornhill in a drive getting place
honors over George F. Smith by one length, Capt. Rees a
poor last. Time, 1:19J.

THIRTY THIRD DAY—WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5.

Bay District Track looked more like Boulder creek in

summer time than a racecourse in the month of December.

If the Rain God keeps in evidence a couple of days longer

without stopping to take a long breath a regatta may be

arranged to take place over it with Peterson, Gaudaur and

Stevenson as the stellar attractions in place of

Gilead, Thornhill, Vassal, el al. Notwithstanding

the rain and the indications of more rain, there were close to

2,000 persons on hand prepared to make the silken-handed

knights of the strong box and leather lungs go home with

that tired feeling which is oftener the property of the form

students. The latter did much toward gaining their ends

for the races were taken by horses well played from soda to

hock. Sligo was the surprise of the day, and, at the very

false price of 50 to 1, was not by any means overlooked by

the small bettors. April, winner of the mile and a half, was

a good thing for many, many "wise guys," and while Bas-

sanio was played to the echo, the money that went in on

April at 4, 6 and 8 to 1 put the bookmakers in convulsions

most terrible to look upon. In the last race Realization was

well supported, and men holding O'Bee tickets for place, had

also seraphic smiles, were thick behind the boxes of the

odds-shouters. The racing was superb.

Carr rode two winners and a second. W. Flynn, Hinrich

and Galindo were also successful in the line of riding.

BaDJo won the first race by a head from Silver State, who,

with a little stronger boy up, would have won. Burns rode,

a good race on Senator Thompson's filly in some respects

getting away well and taking her to the front, but the little

fellow did not have enough strength to ride her all the way,

and Baujo came from third place in the homestrech and beat

her out. Arno was a fair third.

There was another head finish in the second race, San

Lucas winning by that distance after a fierce drive with the

grand-looking Patriot, who had never started in a race be-

fore. The latter was raised by Dr. C. E. Farnum, of this

city, entered in several stakes under the name of Chevy

Hock, but not run until to-day, and then sold to W. F. Mil-

lick the Idaho cattle king, for $2,750. Howard, last away,

ran in the lead up to the final sixteenth, and then died away.

N. Hill, his rider, was called into the stand to explain his

riding of the horse.

Pop Gray greatly disappointed many an admirer in the

third race when he looked like winning and "blew up" in

the homestretch, Sligo, at 50 to 1, winning by half a length

from Braw Scot, he three parts of a length from Tartarian.

W. Clancy, the very clever rider of the last named horse, was

set down for the meeting for trying to get away in front. This

looks exceedingly severe, as there are few riders as good as

Clancy here, and his offense did not warrant such a penalty.

April had a regular picnic in the fourth race, going away

from his field, the last half-mile, hard-held, and winning by

ten lengths from Dick O'Malley. Bassanio, the favorite,

would not get a good move on until he had run over six fur-

ongs.

Realization and O'Bee ran close together all the way in the

last race, the former winning by a neck in a hard drive. The

favorite, Dockstader, last away and slow to get going, finished

fourth and made a good run.

Sow the Races Were Run.

Banjo was an 8 to 5 favorite for the initial race, about six

furlongs, selling, for non-winners at the meeting. Zampost

was second choice at 3 to 1, Faro 6, Silver and Silver State

8 tol each, Chemuck 10, Arno 12, Bobolink 30 and Sam
Brown 50 to 1. A good start was effected, the order being

Silver State, Silver, Banjo. Silver State and Sam Harris ran

half a length apart passing the half, Silver third, at their

heels. Silver State, Sam Brown and Baojo ran as named

half lengths apart into tbe homestretch. Banjo, on the out-

side, went to the front half-way down, but Silver State came

gamely in the last part and was beaten but a head by Banjo,

Arno two and a half lengths off, third, Sam Brown fourth.

The second race, for maidens, five and one-half furlongs,

brought out thirteen starters. There was a mighty plunge

on Patriot, the half-brother to Green Hock, he opening at

15 closiug favorite at 2i to 1, San Lucas at 13 too, Burmah
5, 'Headflower and Howard each 7, Miss Willoughby 10,

others Jo to 40 to 1. San Lucas was first lo show to a good

start. Patriot, going like a rocket, was 6rst to the half-pole

by a neck, Howard (last at the fall of the flag) second, two

lengths from San Lucas. Howard, Patriot and San Lucas

ran about the final turn, Headflower a poor fourth. How-

ard fell back about a sixteenth from home, when he appeared

to be winning handily. San Lucas came in the gamest fash-

ion on the extreme outside, and Carr's superior riding told

the tale he landing San Lucas a winner in a hard drive by a

head on the post, Headflower third, three lengths back. How-

ard was fourth. Time, 1:14. N. Hill, rider of Howard, was
called into the stand to explain his ride.
Pop Grav opened favorite in the third event at 7 to 5

closed at 6 to 5. Braw Scot was at 3 to 1, Tartarian 4, Jim
Flood 8, Motto 20, Sligo 50 and Major Ban 300 to 1. Sligo,
Tartarian, Pop Gray was the order at the start. Sligo, Tar-
tarian, Pop Gray ran close .together, passing the half pole.
Tartarian went to the front at a great rate in the next fifty
yards, opening up three or four lengths on the bunch. Pop
Gray was sent after him and was but a length behind turning
into the homestretch, Sligo at Gray's head. Pop Gray came
down tbe centei of the track, and was plainly beaten a little
less than an eighth from home. Sligo came fast on the out-
side, passing Tartarian about fifty yards from the finish.
Braw Scot coming like a shot on the extreme outside, forced
Sligo to a drive, but the latter won by half a length, Braw
Scot second, three parts of a length in front of Tartarian.
PopGray was fourth. Time, 1:20.
The fourth race was a mile and a half over the flat, the

association deciding to do awav with the hurdles. Bassanio
was at 6 to 5, Longwell 2}, Dick O'Malley 4, April 4 (opened
at 8 and played for thousands), Vulcan 10 tol. April, Long-
well, Bassanio was the order at the start. Passing the stand
April and Dick O'Malley ran head and head, the former un-
der a strong pull, O'Malley going easy, four lengths in front
of Vulcan. BassaniD was absolutely last, not appearing to
relish the going. There was no change passing the quarter
or half, Bassanio, however, getting more of a move on at the
latter point, and gaining. April was a length in front of
O'Malley at the half and two lengtns into the homestretch.
April went went on and won in a gallop by ten lengths, Dick
O'Malley tiring at the finish and beating Bassanio a scant
length for the place. Vulcan was ridden close to the inner
rails, in the heaviest going, and was so tired that he slowed
to a walk seventy yards of the finish and walked in. Time,
3:01}. The books were hard-hit in this race.

Dockstader was naturally made a favorite in the last race
of the day, bis closing price being 7 to 5, Realization (whom
Dockstader had defeated at the same difference in weights
over a muddy track) 2 to 1, Grandee 5, Carmel (on whom
there was quite a play) 8 to 1, San Lnis Rev, Ernest and
Chorea 10 to 1 each, O'Bee 15. Currency and Mestoreach 50
to 1. Dockstader was again off very badly, the order at the
flag-fall being Ernest, O'Bee, Realization. O'Bee and Reali-
zation, running at a fast clip, drew away from the others the
further they went. At the half-pole O'Bee was three parts of
a length in front of Realization, Ernest two lengths further
away, third, Grandee next. The favorite was coming from
the rear and making up ground fast. Making the turn for
home O'Bee was half a length in front of Realization, who in
turn was six lengths from San Luis Rey. Realization gradu-
ally crawled up on O'Bee, and in an exciting drive was
landed a winner by a scant neck, O'Bee second, five lengths
from San Luis B.ej, at whose heels came the unfortunate
Dockstader. Time, 1:19.

THIRTY-FOURTH DAY—THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6.

Bay District Track was at its worst stage to-day. The
heavy rain had settled in the hoof-prints all over the

course, making a succession of miniature lakes. How slow

it was can be judged from the stake race won by Gilead

over the crack Rey El Santa Anita. Either horse

could carry the weights alloted him this after-

noon and run a mile and an eighth over the old track, as fit

as it was say three weeks ago, in 1:55 or better. To-day it

took them two minutes seven and a half seconds to go the

route. In the mile race Sir Reel, a horse capable of running

a mile over a good track in 1:41 or better with the 102

pounds he was asked to pack to-day, went the distance in

1:51$, showing the course to be about ten and three-quarters

to eleven seconds slow to the mile, something unparalleled in

the past. The attendance was most encouraging. Three

favorites had mushy mud heaved over them to-day, the races

being captured by a 4 to 1 shot, two second and two first

choices. Carr rode two winners and three seconds out of

five mounts, and would have piloted three winners but for

the fact that one of his mounts broke down thirty yards of

the finish, when he looked every inch a winner. Hinrichs,

Charley Weber and A. Covington landed the other winners.

Wandering Nun, backed down into favoritism, led all the

way in the first race, except for a couple of seconds near the

finish when Puryear D. got up and was winning, when he

stumbled and broke down, finishing but a length behind,

however. Jim Norvell, a well-played "good thing," finished

third.

Pat Murphy led all the way in the second event, pressed

closely by Circe, until nearing the three-quarter pole. He
finally won pulling up. Circe showed that great desire of

her's to sit down, and was beaten out a length for place by

the St. Cecilia filly.

Bkie Banner trailed his colors in the mud and made many

a heart blue by running away at top speed for about three

miles and three furlongs, finally falling down, turning around

and galloping a little the reverse way of the track. He was

finally caught by "Mon" Johnson, whose previous efforts to

head the flyer with a saddle horse evoked screams of laughter.

From being an S to 5 favorite, Blue Banner's odds receded to

40 and 50 to 1, and McLight went to the post first choice at 2

to 1. Whitestone led at all points except the half, and then

was but a head behind Normandie. The latter got the place

and McLight the show.

Gilead won the Pacific-Union Stakes for Wilber Smith

easily by two and one-half lengths, the great Rey El Santa

Anita, covered from muzzle to tail with a thick coating of

mucilageanous mud, second, as far from Oakland. Gilead

demonstrated to-dav that over a muddy track not a horse at

the track has any license to beat him at even weights. He
is clay-eater par excellent among the three-year-olds.

Sir Reel won the last race easily after he had let Duke
Stevens and Quirt lead him for three furlongs—on sufferance.

Zobair, who has not been seen in public for several months,

got the place handily over Quirt.

It was a remarkable day's racing; in, more reapeci

one,
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How the Races Were fiun.

Wandering Kuu was a favorite at the close, opening at 2*

to 1, closing at S to 5. Barney Schreiber is credited with

playing her. Puryear D. opened at 2 to 1, went back to 6,

closed at -1 to 1. (JnarterstafFs price was 4 to 1. Jim Nor-

vell was played down from 10 to t> to 1, Belfast 10,

Steadfast 12, others 50 to 100 to 1. Wandering Nun,

Steadfast, Puryear D. was the order at the -start. Wandering

Nun and Steadfast ran heads apart passing the half-pole,

Quarterstatf third, lapped by Puryear D. Puryear D. ran

by i.timrterstati in the nest 100 yards. Wandering Nun was

a head in front of Steadfast until striking the homestretch,

Puryear at their heels. The latter ran fast down the home-

stretch, and he and the Nun ran head and head up to the

final thirty yards, where Puryear D. stumbled and broke

down, the favorite winning by a length, Jim Norvell finished

third, two and a half lengths behind Puryear I)., while Quar-

terstafl was fourth. Time, 1:23.

Pat Murphy was a sturdily-supported first choice, closing

at 9 to 5. Circe was at 2*, the St. Cecilia filly 3 and heavily

played, Roma 6, Kitty L. 40, Hanford and Tyrena 60 to 1.

Pat Murphy, St. Cecilia filly, Circe was the ordertoafine

start. Pat Murphy drew away at a great pace, and led the

speedy Circe a length passing the half-pole, St. Cecilia about

four lengths back. Murphy and Circe had the race to them-

selves to the homestretch, nearing which Circe lost over a

length, the Emperor of Norfolk and others about five lengths

back. Murphy turned close to the inner rails, Circe went

wide, and was then ridden a very zig-zaggy course. Easing

up, Pat Murphy won by six lengths, St. Cecilia coming up

and beating the quitting Circe a length for the place. Time,

l:06f.
Blue Banner, at 8 to 5, was the original favorite in the

third race, seven furlongs, selling, but threw Flynn off' at the

post, and though several persons tried to stop him, the old

gelding ran away three and three-eighths miles, finally fall-

ing, when Monroe Johnson, on horseback, captured the tired

galloper. He was not injured, though he had bellows to

mend. The odds against him receded to 40 to 1. McLight
was then made favorite at 2 to 1, Remus and Normandie 3

each, Whitestone and Florence Dickey each 4 to 1, San Lucas

15 tol. Blue Banner was left standing. Whitestone led at

the start, and passing the quarter was a length to the good,

Normandie two from Remus, he a head from Florence

Dickey. Normandie had her head in front at the half, the

bunch three lengths off. Whitestone soon resumed command
of the bedraggled troop, and leading Normandie into the

homestretch by three par*s of a length, won by a length, a

mighty tired horse, Normandie, nearly as fatigued, second,

three lengths from McLight, who came on the outside and
looked dangerous for a moment. Time, 1:35|.

The Pacific Union Stakes, nine furlongs, for three-year-

olds, was fourth on the programme. Rey el Santa Anita wes

a 1 to 2 favorite, Gilead 3 to 1, Oakland [6, Modesto and
Wawona 15 to 1 apiece. An elegant start was effected.

Wawona went to the front at once, and led until nearing the

quarter-pole, when Modesto passed ta the=> ont and led by
half a length, Wawona second, two length from the great

favorite. Gilead now made his run, and, against the inner

rails, had passed the three in front of him iust as the half-

pole was reached, Modesto and Wawona running head and
head, over a length in front of the favorite. A cry now went

up that Rey el Santa Anita was beaten, and it did appear so

for a moment. Gilead drew away gradually. Three fur-

longs from home Rey El Santa Anita came fast and cries

went up of "See him come now!" " He'll win anyhow!"
etc. Gilead went on about his business.however, and coming
into the homestretch first by nearly three lengths won.easing

up by nearly that distance from the flogged-out, choked-by-

mud Rey el Santa Anita, who beat Oakland as far. Modesto
was fourth. Time, 2:07A.

The concluding race of the afternoon was a mile handicap.

Little Cripple reigned an 8 to 5 favorite. Sir Reel (played

for thousands) opened at 3A to 1, closed at 2, Arapahoe 3,

Quirt 7, Zobairl2 and Duke Stevens 15 to 1. Quirt, Little

Cripple, Arapahoe was the order at the start. Duke Ste-

vens, last away, went like a shot around the first turn, and
p-^ssed his field one by one until at the quarter-pole he had
his nose in front, Quirt second, half a length from Sir Reel.

The last named was now sent along at his best, and heading
the leaders at the five-eighths pole, had opened up a gap of

four lengths at the half, Quirt second, two lengths from Zo-

bair. Duke Stevens had gone to sulking, and had gone back
to sulking, and was falling back as if he had received a

swinging right between the eyes. Zobair passed Quirt near-

ing the homestretch, and Sir Reel kept up hiB giant strokes

down the canal and won by three lengths, Zobair second,

two from Quirt, who came on the extreme outside, where
the path to success was once situated. Time, 1:155-

HOOF-BEATS.

Barney Schheiber lost $5,000 Wednesday, and now
swears he will not play against his jockey's mounts any more.

The following turf notables will arrive the early part

of January: Phil Dwyer, Dava Gideon, Dr. Knapp and Geo.
E. Smith (Pittsburg Phil).

Barney ScurtErBER made heavy winnings on both Hymn
and Jack Richelieu Tuesday. He made the odds-shouters
cut down the Iatter's price from 5 to 3 to 1.

B. C. Holly,, the Flosden turfman, is a hard man to beat.

He was $1,000 loser up to the last race Wednesday, and quit

that sum winner by putting $1,000 on Realization at odds'of

2 tol.

Senatok WiLLtAM Thompson, of Franktown, Nev., got
in town Wednesday in time to get a bet or two down on his

filly, Silver State, who finished but a head behind the winner
Banjo.

To Subsckiber, San Mateo—Rinfax and Ohiyesa are not

full brothers. Rinfax's dam is imp. Amelia, by Lowhuider;
Ohiyeea's imp. AMALIA, by English Salvator, winner of

the Grand Prix de Paris, etc.

The Pacific Coat* Stable's owner has purchased Not Yet,
ch g, 4, by Glen Elm—by Patsy Duffy. He will beHcbooled
over the j imps by the clever steeplechaser, Jockey Venable,
and we wish him luck in his new venture.

Barnky SOHBBIBEB beta lot of money on McLight in the
last race Friday, and his own horse. Braw Scot, went on
and won handily at odds of 3 to 1. However, the happy
Teuton had $500 on the gray at even money, which, with
the purse, more than made up his McLight losses.

President Thomas H. Williams has received a commu-
nication that James Rowe, who will officiate as presiding

judge, will arrive about December 10th, and with him will

come the crack lightweight Jockey, Harry Griffin.

R. D. Crawfroth, superintendent of James G. Fair's

ranch, has followed the Breeder and Sportsman's sug-

gestion and broken the $27,500 colt, Yo El Rey, brother to

Yo Tambien, to harness, He makes a good driver and trots

beautifully.

Mike J. Kelly has purchased of Dr. D. R. Dickey the

good performer Pescador, bay horse, five years old, by Gano,
dam Armeda Howard, by Sacramento ; second dam by
Crichton (son of imp. Glencoe), etc. The consideration was
private, but $ 1 ,000 is not far from the mark.

Jockey Homer Combs, out in the back and arm by Bob
Isom on Saturday, was much improved Monday morning, and
will be seen in the saddle in a few days if nothing happens.
Isom will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Combs' quarters are immediately back of the jockeys' room.
He was smoking cigarettes last night and was in a cheerful

mood.

Bob Stipe has had the misfortune to lose by death Kitty
Deane (the dam of those fast sprinters, Lottie D. and
Iodine), who died at T. C. Deane's place on the Merced
river a few days ago. Kitty Deane was, in her day, probably
one of the fastest quarter horses ever raised in California,

and in the old days rolled much gold dust into her owner's
barrel.

Jockey W. Clancy, who had the mount on Tartarian
Wednesday, was set down for the meeting for brecking off a

few times in the lead with Ryan's horse, The offense does
not seem to be serious enough to warrant anything like such
a penalty. Besides, good jockeys like Clancy are too scarce

at this meeting, and there is nothing in keeping them on the

ground. A small fine would have been sufficient punish-
ment to fit this trivial crime.

A row occurred late Friday afternoon between two
colored stable-keepers at the Bay District race track, and in

the fracas one of the men was rather badly though not

dangerously cut. Both men were under the influence of

liquor, and quarreled over the care of several horses which
they had under their charge. From using harsh language
they came to blows, and then one of the combatants drew a

pen-knife, and viciously cut at the other. In all he inflicted

six wounds, three in the left side, two in the right arm and
one in the chest. Thewouuded man was taken to the Re-
ceiving Hospital, where his injuries were dressed. He gave
the name of John E. Young, and refused to tell who the man
was who did the cutting. The police, however, will investi-

gate the case, and discover who the knife-wielder is.

Dr. Thomas Bowhill has sold to E. J. Baldwin the aged
bay Australian stallion Chesterfield, son of The Marquis (he

by Stockwell) and Lamorna, by Fireworks. Chesterfield,

one of the very few grandsons of Stockwell

now living, is the sire of a number of winners
in the antipodes, and should be a most successful horse in

this country mated with mares with lots of Lexington blood.

The understanding Dr. Bowhill had with the owner of Santa
Anita Farm is that Chesterfield is to be mated with ten of

the choicest matrons at Santa Anita next spring.

In the Australasian of the 20th of October, we find

the following regarding this stallion . We cannot spare

the necessary space to supply you with each
performance of the whole of the stock sired by
Chesterfield while he was in Australia, but the fol-

lowing, which comprise only winning horses, will, we hope,

furnish all the information you require:—Templestowe, 11

races, value £225; Lardy Dardy, 15 races, value £675; Indo-
lence, 2 races, value £100; Lord Chesterfield, 2 races, value

£510; Lord Coxconcb, 1 race, value £100; Pactolus, 4 races,

value £50; Louise, 1 race, value £15. Last season Chester-

field's stock won 15 races, value £587.

J. K. Lamson, Liberty, Me., writes : 1 received your
Absorbine and it is doing a great thing for my colt, better

than I could have expected.

Cbas. King, Little Falls, N. Y., says : I find Absorbine
will do just what you say.

Racing! Racing! Racing

!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTOBER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,
RAIN OR SHINE.

Five or More Racfltt Each Dnv. Il;ur>. §tnr

ni 2 p. 111. Hlinri).

tr McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOR THK —

' niii. nuii. Circuit, Including flu- gtnte Fair
Other Auric uHum I AnHOCIntloiiH, Kir Pnclflc

t'.mii Trotting Home Breedem Ahno-
clntlon ii mi the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the lxtest :iti'i mom approved appliances for

Paris Muuil'In and for conducting the I'll ilness in tbe
beatand moat ftcpedlUoiu manner in any part of the
Country wes( Of tOe Missouri river.
Business solicited from nil Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other iirrange-

iiii-iiii.

h II.UIlllKMHAI) * CO., 20 Leldwdorfl St. 6, V.

The trotters and pacers are reeling off
miles at a lively clip down in Texas, while
the horsemen in some sections of Maine are
speeding their steppers on the snow path.

"A Revolver
In Texas."

That expression has come to be sym-
bolic of dire necessity. Whenever a re-

volver is really needed, the best one is

needed. There are times when a little

iron or a little carelessness in workman-
ship might make all the difference between

life and death. It doesn't pay to take

chances. It isn't safe to buy any revolver

but the Smith & Wesson. It is made of

wrought steel, thoroughly tested, and fully

guaranteed for accuracy, penetration and

durability. *

Handsomely illustrated catalog sent

upon application.

Smith & Wesson, Igggjgg5£

ATTENTION!

Trolls - Horse Breeflers.

The Occident Stake

FOR 1897
FOR FOALS OF 1894

WILL CLOSE JANUARY 1st NEXT.

Tbis stake is growing in value each year. We hope

to have the stake to be trotted in 1805 worth $2,000 to

the winner, and for 1896 in excess of that amount.

IF YOU HAVE A WELL-BRED COLT TAKE

A GRANGE FOR $10 IN THIS STAKE.

Tto be trotted at tbe California State Fair of ISO". Eu-
tries lo close January 1st, 1895, with Edwin P. -nilth.
Secretary, at office iu Sacramento ; $100 entrance, of
which $IC must accompany nomination, $15 to be paid
January 1, lS9li ; 525 to be paid January 1, 1807, and 850
thirty days before the race.

The Occident Cap (or coin) of tbe value of $400 to

be added by the Society. Mile heats, three in live, to

harness. First coltto receive Cup and six-tenths ; sec-
ond colt, three-tenths, and tbe third colt one-tenth of
stakes.

Five to enter, three to start. Otherwise N. T. A. rules
to govern.

Remember, you are not held for full entrance En

case colt goes wrong ;
you only forfeit payments made.

Entries to this stake close January 1, 1895.

KDU I\ V. SMITH, Secretary.
JOHX HOtiGS, President.

Do You Give Gut Feed to Your Horses?

If You Do Have You Used a

Belle City Hay Gutter?
?

BAKER & HAMILTON,
Market and Pine 1 DbvJh Streets.

CALL AND SEE OUR VEHICLES.

neyada Stables!
R. B. MILBOY & OO.

13*0 and 1353 Mark*! Street, 3ft and 37
Park Avenue, San Frnnclaco, Cai.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A fall line of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable

ior visiting purposes. Best faculties afforded for board-
ing h creep..

Telephone No. 3159,
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Chicago Racing Association
(HAWTHORNE TRAOK)

Stakes to be Run During the Meeting of 1895

The Chicago Derby for 1896
GUARANTEED VALUE $25,000

: AND

The Stallion Stakes for 1897
WITH $5000 ADDED

NOW OPEN, TO CLOSE JANUARY 1 1895.

MEETING BEGINS MAY 1st

Racing Every Two Weeks Alternately With Harlem to

November 15, 1895.

MPUiniCn nCDDV 825,000 GUARANTEED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds: $500 each,
UnluAUU ULnDI. $100 forfeit, or only $25 if declared out on or before March 1st, or $50 by May 1st,

1895 ' all declarations void unless accompanied with themooey. The Association to add an amount sufficient

to make the value of the race $20,000 to the first, §3,500 to the second, and $1,500 to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 lbs. Mile and a quarter.

Mill I lllll UlliniPlD 87,500 GUARANTEED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three year-olds

ULLmAn nAnUIUnr. aud upwards ; $200 each, 550 forfeit, or only $25 if declared. The Associalion

to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race ?6,000 to tne first, $1,000 to the second and $500 to the

third horse Weights to appear March 1st; declarations to be made by March 15th ;
nil declarations void un-

less accompanied with the money. A winner after the publication of weights ol'a sweepstakes race of the value

of$1,000 to carry 3 lbs; oftwo suth, or of one of the valife of $2,500, 5 lbs. penalty. Mile and a quarter.

fiir lUftlllll OTirCe 85,000 GUARANTEED. A Sweepstakes for all ages ; $100 each, half for-

ln ANNUAL dlfl&CO. felt, or only 515 If declared out on or before March lst,or$25by May 1st, 1895 ;

all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount sufficient to

make the value of the race $4,000 to ihe first, $700 to the second and $300 to the third horse. Horses three years

olds or upwards, nou-winners in 1895 of a race of the value of $1,500, allowed 5 lbs. ; of $-500, 8 lbs. handicaps and

selling races when carrying 5 lbs. less tlian weight for age excepted; maiden three years old or upwards, allowed

l2Ibs. Seven furlongs.

mUflDCCUftll CT1VCQ 85.O0O GUARANTEED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $100 each,

HU HO Lfflt\n Ol AnXO. half forfeit, or onlv$15 if declared out on or before March 1st, or $25 by May
1st 1895- all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount suffi-

cient to make the value of the race $4,000 to the first, $700 to the second and $300 to the third horse. Maidens
allowed 5 lbs. Six furlongs.

MnUIPIPfl CTftlfTC 82.500 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for three year-olds
; $100 each, half for-

UnlUAUU OlAHLo. feu, ronly$25 if declared outon orbefore May 1st, 1895 ; all declarations void

unless accompanied with the money, with $2,500 added, of which $400 to secoBd and $200 to ihird. A winner or

two three-year-old races of the value of $2,000, or one of the value of $-5,000 to carry 7 pounds penalty. Non-
winner ofa three-year-old race of the value of $1,500, allowed 5 lbs-; beaten maidens al owed 12 lbs. Mile and
three-sixteenths.

TUT I IOOIC OTll/CO 81,500ADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old fillies ; $50 each, $15 forfeit,

lilt LAdOlL OlAnXo. with 33 5C0added, of which $2-50 to second and $150 to third. A winner of two

stakes of the value of ?l,000, or one of $2,000 to carry.4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs. penalty. Maidens beaten two

or more times, allowed 7 pounds. Five furlongs.

Mn D O n QTllfTO SI.500 ADDED. ASweepstakes for two-year-old colls and geldings;

U. D. ft U. OlARtO. $50each, $15 forfeit; with $1,500 added, of which $250 to second aud §150 to

third A winner of two stakes of the value of $1,000, or of one off2,000, to carry 4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs.

penalty. Maidens beaten two or more times, allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

TUX CUIlllTinil UlUniPlD 8l,500ADDEf>. A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each
Ink LnlULAIlUN nAHUIuAr. 515 forfeit; with 31,500 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to third

Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weights of a race of any value, to carry 3 lbs; penalty. Five furlongs.

mCDCnilllTinil UlliniPlD 81,5O0 ADDED. AHandlcap Sweepstakes for three-year-olds; $50

OrtuULAIlUR nAnUIUAr. eaCni 415 forfeit; with $1,500added, of which $350 to second aud $lo0 to

third. Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weights of a race ofany value, to carry 3 lbs. penalty. "•Mile and a furlong.

mVTJUIt PT1VCO 81.500 ADDED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds that have not won a.race

VfcMHAL OlAKtO. of the value of $5,000 prior to January 1, 189o;$50|.MCbJAo forfeit
;_
with $l,o00

added, of which $250 to second and §150 to third. Winners of a sweeps akes race for^hree-year-oIds, of the

value of 1*8.000, or two or more such races of any value, to carry 5 lbs penalty. Other thprses, non-win-

ners in 1895 of $1,000, allowed 4 lbs.; of $500, 7 lbs,
""
;' beaten maidens allowed 12 lbs Mile and a sixteenth.

MCVflflOITinU CTirCe 81.SO0 ADDED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and^upwards: $50

tArUolllUN OlAnlLd. each, $15 forfeit, with $1,500 a ided.otwhicliS2oO to second and ?lo0 to third.

A winner in 1895 of a race of the value $1,000, to carry 3 lbs.; of two of $1,000, or of one of the value of $2,o00 5

lbs penalty! Non winners in 1S95 of $500, allowed 5 lb*. ; of any race. 8 lbs.; maidens four years old or upwards,

allowed 15 lbs. Mile aud a furlong.

mCTnprViDnceTCCDICPIUQC 81,500 ADDED. A Handicap Steeplechase for three-year-

olUlm TflHUo oILtrLtUnAOL. lds and upwards; entrance $10 each to accompany the nomina-

tion; ?40 additional to start; with $1,500 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to ^Wrd. Weights to appear

three davs prior to the day appointed lor the race. Four or more horses in entirely different Interests to enter

and start, or the race may be declared off, and entry money refunded. Full course.

THE CHICAGO DERBY FOR 1896. $25,000 GUARANTEED.
Asweeostakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893): $300 each. $K» forfeit, or only $25 If declared out on orbefore

vESfSt w?50 by iSjmI? i>%; all declara-ions void unless accompanied with the money. 'Ihe aasociaUon

uTadd an kmount suffic lent to make the value of the race $20,000 to the first, $3,500 to the second and $l,o00 to

third horse. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Mile and a quarter.

FOR 1897.

STAKES OF THE
CHICAGO FAIR GROUNDS ASSOCIATION

LOCATED AT

Near the City of Chicago.

TO CLOSE J.a.CTTTAXl.'X' 1, 1805.
THE H&TION&L DERBY.

THE NATIONAL DERBY.

STALLION STAKES

3f the sire of the first second and third horses to receive 20 per cent., i» per cem. ami ju,tin.L» ^.c

- monra resPMttvely.Winners of three races of 11,000, or one of J2.500 to carry three pounds; of two of

rrae of'«§M "ye pounds; or two of J.5,000, seyeu pounds penalty. The produce of stallions
1

which

otproducedTwinnef prior to January 1, 1896, allowed three T^m^ethfT^m^or^tuthehme

THE
A sweepstakes for

following subscriptions

fftecSdSfoTo^^^
money ^ wiSW.000 aSded The second horse to receive $700 of the added money and Miper-ceoij. of the storting

money. The th r horse to receive $300 of the added money and 20 per cent, of the starting money. The nom-

inator of the sire of the first, second and third horses to receive 25 per cent.,15 per cenUand 10 per cent, of the

starting
$2,5i0or „..
have not produced a winner prior to January _.

Of entry, and not to be iorfelted because of any subsequent winnings ...

ances cumulative The public or private sale of the foal with iis engagement in the Stallion Stakes, will relieve

tKommaor romlny UaoUItvas to the foal's engagement, providing such oommator wa^ he owner of th

foal's dam at the time the entrr was made; in all cases of sale with engagement an accepted transfer must be

^^h£d!ppm%S^el^ciBXi<ix. Stallions may be entered by anybody, the owner having i prior

right. Six furlongs.

Tn addition to the above stakes, valuable over-night purses and handicaps and SPECIAL EVENTS with

liberal added money and attractive conditions will be arranged frorn time to tim e.

Address nominations and all communicatlODs to the Secretary, P. O. Box 88a, Chicago.

Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

E. CORRIGAN, President.

A sweepstakes for three - year - olds ; $i00 each, with $400 addltlona
to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the

stake worth $15,000 In cash to the winner. The second horse to receive $2 500, the third §1,500 and the fourth
$1,000. "Winners of three races ot $2,000 or one race of $5,000 In 1895 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile
and a half.

To he run la 1896. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (.loals of 1893); |100
each, half forfeit, or only §25 if declared by January 1, 1896. Money to accom-

pany all declarations or else they will be void. The stake to be reopened October 15, 1895, a i d entries to be
received upon the payment of $250 In cash. The money to accompany the entry, otherwise It will be void; $300
additional to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the value of the stake $15,000 In cash to
the winner. The second horse to receive $2,500, the third $1,500 and the fourth $1,000. Winners ot one stake
of $5,000 or three slakes ol any value in 1896 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile and a half.

THE BREWSTER STAKES. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1893) ; of $200 each, $50 forfeit,

or only $20 if declared on or beiorp May 1, 1895; $3,000 added, of which $700 to second and $300 to third. All
declarations void unless accompanied by the money. A winner of any stake of the value of $2,000 to carry three
pounds; ot $3,000, five pounds; of $5,000 or three stakes of any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed
seven pounds. Five aud a half furlongs.

THE GARDEN CITY HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards; $200 each, $50
forfeit or only $20 if declared. All declarations void unless accompanied by the money. The association to add
a sufficient amount to make the value of the race $7,000 to the first horse. $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to the
third. The weights to be announced ten days before the date of the race. Declarations to be due five days
before the date ol the race, and starters to be named through the entry box. Such are liable for the starting
fee. One mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CHICAGO PRESS STARES. For two-year-olds; $50 each, half forfeit, the association to add
$1,500, of which $100 to second and $250 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes of any value to carry five
pounds penalty; non-winners of three races ot any value allowed three pounds; of two races, seven pounds.
Maidens allowed ten pounds. If beaten three or more times and never been placed, fifteen pounds. Five
furlongs.

THE LAKESIDE STARES. For two-year-old fillies; $10 to accompany the entry, with $40 additional
to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes
ofany value to carry five pounds penalty. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Half a mile.

THE LASELLE STARES. For two-year-old colts: $10 entrance to accompany the nomination, with $40
additional to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. "Winners of $2,000 or
two stakes ot any value to carry five pounds penalty. Beaten maidens allowed seven pounds. Five furlongs.

THE SOUTH SHORE HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each, $20 forfeit, $1,500
added, ofwhich $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced two days before the race. Starters
to be named through the entry box, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee. Five furlongs.

THE MICHIGAN STARE . A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies; $50 each, $20 forfeit, with $1,500
added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third, -stake winners in 1895 and winners of three or more races to

carry their weight for age. Non-winners of three races allowed three pounds, of two races seven pounds, DOn-
winners In 1S95 beaten three or more times ten pounds. Beaten maidens allowed seventeen pounds. One
mile.

THE WISCONSIN STARES—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $50 each, $20 forfeit with
$2,000 added, of which $.500 to second and $300 to third The weights to be announced two days before the day
set for the race and acceptances to be made through the entry box. Such to be liable for the starting fee. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THE HARLEM CUP—A sweepstakes ; of $50 each, half forfeit, with $2,000 added, of which $y00 to second
and $2f,0 to third, for three-year-olds and upwards. Fifteen pounds below the scale. The Associalion to present
the winner with a handsome piece of plate. Two miles and a quarter.

THE INDIANA HANDICAP—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards; $50 each, $20 forfeit or
only $10 if declared by May 1, 1S95. $2,000 added of which $100 to second and $250 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced April Land declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void.
Starters to be named through the entry box and such to be liable for the starting fee. One mile and ;a half.

THE ILLINOIS STARES—For three-year-olds and upwards ; a sweepstakes of $50 each, half forfeit, the
Association to add $2,000, of which;$500 to second and $300 to third. Stake winners and winners of five ©rmore
races in 1895 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races, allowed three pounds ; of three races, seven
pounds : of two races, ten pounds. Non-winners in 1895 beaten three or more times allowed twelve pounds. Six
furlongs.

THE MINNESOTA HANDICAP—A sweenstakes for three-year-olds and upwards ; $50 each, $20 forlei1

or only $10 if declared by May 1, with $1,500 added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. "Weights to be an"
nounced April 1, and declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void*

The starters to be named through the entry box and all such to be liable for the declaration fee. Winners of
$1,500 after the publication of the weights to carry five pounds extra if handicapped at seven pounds below
weight for age. One mile and a sixteenth.

STAKE FOR 1897.
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds— (foals of 1895, the produce ofmares

covered in 1891.) The cost of nomination for each mare to be $5, payable by
the breeder Oct. 15, 1895. The entry to become void uuless the nomination
fee is received on or before that date; $250 each for the produce ofsuch mares,
half^forfrit or only $10 if declared by Jan. 1, 1S96, or $20 if declared by Jan. 1,

1897, or $50 if declared by July 15, 1897. All declarations I to be void unless ac-
companied by the money, ihe Chicago Fair Grounds Association to add
$10,000. The second horse to receive $1,500 and two-thirds of the starting fee,
and the third horse $1,000 and one-third of the starting fee. The breeders of
the winner, the second and third horse, that ia the owners of the mares at the
timeef foaling, to receive $2,ooo, $1,000 and $500 respectively, whether tbey
be the owners of the produce at the time of the race or not. The death of the
nominators not to vitiate any entry, and the breeders to be relieved ofany
liability for forfeits when the produce pasHesfrom their hands, whether by
private sale or public auction ; provided the transfer is properly made. Win-
neraof $3,000 or twice of $1,500 to carry three pounds extra ; of $5,000 or twice
of $3,000, five pounds extra ; of $10,000 or twice of $5,000, tea pounds extra.
Non-winnersof $1,500 allowed three pounds ; of $1,000, five pounds, maidens
seven pounds. Allowances cumulative. If a mare entered In this stake
drops her foal before Jan. I, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or is

barren, the entry of such mare is void. Three-quarters of a mile.

HARRY K.TJHL, Secretary.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

THE

CHICAGO
FUTURITY

$10,000
ADDED,

Address all communications to

JOSEPH A. MURPHY, Secretary 130 ADA " s
u?J;v

R
o °!i' ** tnlCAGO, ILL

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

IXQULEE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street

To Trade.
Young Imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Bays and

a thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

will be exchanged for standard-bred trotting fillies

(registered). For further particulars address

J. D. M.. Thin Office.

FOR SALE.

S7S.OO.
Handsome brown gelding, 15.1 bands high, 6 years
old. Sound and stylish; line saddle and harness horse;
three-minute mover. 106'-; Stockton street, upstairs,

10 to 12 m.

Horse Owners.
Having coutrol of the Meek race track and stabling,

I am prepared to take horses to break and handle for

speed. Horses wintered In any manner desired. All

horses taken on reasonable terms. Address

i;KO. GRAY, Haywards, Alameda Co., CaL

Partner Wanted,
LiVERY ANDBOARDLNtl STABLE : the best one

in the city ; doing a business that pays 40 per cent net

on the Investment ; long lease ; cheap rent ; splendid

location ; elegantly equipped with fine horses, buggies-

carriages, dog carts, etc.; 100 boarding horses ; an op,

portunlty seldom offered. Address B. , 14 McAl-
lister Street, Room 27, San Franclttro, Cal.
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Price, S Oexits.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Bace Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

13,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4=.

SIDNEY J770
2:19*4

Sire ol Frou-
Frou, 2r25}<,

champion year
ling tro'ter,
Fausta, 2-22-W,
yearling pacer;
Faustlno, 4:14«;
Fleet, "LiA\ Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
Zdlk; Gold Leaf,
2:11 J<; Lady H-,
2:18; Slfller V.,
2:18}*; Thistle,

('Santa Clam 3000...
2:17«

Sire of Kris Krlngle,
2:28^; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28J* ; Sid-
ney, 2:19V, and 5

other? in 2:30 list

Igweetneu, 2:21 1-1

[ STBA.THMOBJE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

. J and 3 sires of 3 and 6

\ dams Of 8 In 2:30

ILADY THORNE JK~...
Dam ofMollieMack,

2:33; Navidad, 2:22»<[;

Santa Onus. 2:17 l-

1

VOLUNTEER 55
Sire of 29 In 2:30 list,

21 sires of 48, and 16
dams of 16 In 2:30 list

LADY MERRITT.

1:14, ind 16

others Id 2M list

FL1IIT
(trial 2:85)

Dam of Ftou-
Froa, SdSM
(champion year-
ling); Memo 13-

year-old trial),

2:20tf; Geo. V.
(3-year-old i, 2:35

Boccaaftnr 1666
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 228; Bnl-
wer,2:26*

IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Corisande,

2:24Hi and Buccaneer
2656

TtNSLEY MAID

t.Mahaika BHIe
Dtfm of Fawn, 2:80 S,

trial, 222; Chicago,
2:45; Wing Wing, 2:32

(Hambletonlan 10
Sire Of 40 In 2:30 list and

of 107 sires of 567 In 2:30
Lady Waltermlre

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

/""Williams' Mambrino

\Kate

rHambletonlan 10

(Lady Patriot
Dam of Sentinel, 2:29^

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 in 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

r Bashaw 50"

) Sire ot 17 In 2:30 list and
. < 10 Bires ol 20 and 11 dams

1 Of 18 In 2:30

(.Topsey

r Flax tall 8132
I Sire of the grandams ol

) Faust, 224, and Creole,2:20
IFanny Fern

[Bull Pop
1 Sire of Rowdy Boy,

.< 2:13^, Kismet, 2:24*,
Twister, 2:29*

lUntraoed

m

Fron, x:z&M
f
FLAXTAIL 8132

CQ (champion year- Sire oi Prairie Bird,
2:28*4; Empress, 2:29^';

i and of the dams of
Gold Leaf, 2:1114*, and
Shamrock, 2:25 (John Baptlste

(LADY HAKE. 1
Slater to Fashion, (Fanny Fern

** dam ol Prairie Bird,
2:281*

MhM Itll* I ION VMI TBRM8.
Not only is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he is alBO one of

the very bent-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rvsdyk'B Hambletonlan, one of Harry
Clay, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam of Electioneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxlall

h« traces to Canadian Pilot fslre of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, aire ol Rowdy Boy, 2:1$*, and two others
Sidney, Memo's Hire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young sire In the world, as a producer ol

-l-eed at an early age. The average speed ol his progeny 1b lower than that oi any of the get of the
twelve leading stallions ol America.

Memo trotted In public in bis two-year-old lorm, obtaining a record ol 2:49, though he was close to Grande*
In a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made Id 2:81 M, the Ural in 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track be was timed a mile in 220J4*, and frequently
trotted quartern in from 82W to 84 seconds.

He Is sixteen hands high, and of pnwe
white. His disposition Is all that could be desired, and hi* action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TKRMH 350. Good pasturage at reaiionablaraU*,
For further partlulars address

and of powerful build thrmighouL His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
' ' ictlon superb. He is a sure foal-getter.

No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

DR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

HUBBl'KIBK TO IT Hill THIS YEAR.

It Is published semi-monthly during the racing
ind Is out SI 2 per year. Single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bn.h Street. - - 8an P-anclgco. Cal.

Agents for UOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars matled.npon.appllcatlon.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Oy TTTTE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND TUB

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BETTING RULES.

National ThotHno Ars'n Roles 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Roles (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.
This great practical horse book is a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of St. Bel, says ol

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and ft is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall
place one in the handsot every rubber on our farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., S*a Francisco, Ca
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Cocker Kennels.

THE BLACK COCKER

Woodland Duke 29,323 at Stud
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27,880. Jessie M., A. 30,181. Peg WoffiDgton 29,758
andBiackNellie.
Pups lor sale. Address

Pastime Cocker Kennels, 909 Myrtle St., aklan-1.

Guns, Biles, Cartridges,

Breeders' Directory.

advertisements under thlsheadlng 50 cents per Ine per
month.

NEW BOOK
ON"

DOG DISEASES
JlSD

5railed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great B.ABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE tor

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KE.WEI.*.
1705 Broderick street, San Francisco.

FOX TERRIERS
FOR SALE.

Young stock and brood bitches of choice breeding.

PYTCHLEY FOX TERRIER KEXIVELS,
(H. W. Fores)

800 Pacific Avenue, Alameda.

IRISH SETTERS,

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

GLENMORE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, Cal.

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
Birds of All Styles and breeds.

IsTFOHMATION BY MAIL.

A. C. ROBISON, - 337 KEARNY STREET

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.rt I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail,

B. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St., San FrancUcr-

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE H0TTB3

10 tO 12 A. M. 1.30 tO 3.30 P. <a.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR avenue,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and Post Sts)

SAN FRANCISCO.

HUNTING COATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting GroocXs
rock bottom prices.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

We Are Pacific Coast Agents
FOB

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as sclentlfically>s the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever

known, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, §3. OO, and 25 cents Expresses*.

11 Your dog is aick, yon most have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

and how to care the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

CLABROUGH GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605MARKET ST. Block.

Send Foe Catalogue.

DUPON "sporting powder
3J0"o-ot Heady.

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claim!* made for Dnpont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It .Ives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time beiore the public.
Third— Tt is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.
Fourth—It is what its Dame would indicate, smokeless.
Filth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited t > trap and wing sbooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
frooi the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BERK*H1RES and POL \ M>-<'HI \ v. IIOi.S
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.
WILLIAM MLKS & CO , Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1S76,

SOUTHFR FARM YoaQS well-bred stock for saleDUUIHLn ronm. First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

3R4NDISSIMO,
23754 <ftdl brother to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23>£). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale, Addre^,
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, Cal.

FERRETS

Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair
53.00. S. & L. FARKSWORTH, New London, Ohio.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

Training, and is universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best work of the kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

"RECEPTION,"
106 SUTTER STREET, S. F.

Onoloe XilQfU-ovs
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

I. M. PARKER, Prop.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns iniAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask yonr dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody |Cheap
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, - - San Francisco.

ANTAL-MIDY
, These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, f^\
I Cubebs and Injections. (jnJDY)
1 They cure in48 hours the \^_y
I same diseases -without anyincon-

Irenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fiahiog and Kuutlpg In California.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND COLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort-

Telephone 1485. J. B. DICKEY. Prp.

—^— THE BOUTS TO

SAN RAFAEL PETALUMA
SANTA ROSA, UKIAH

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building,

R. X. It* 41V. (Jen, Pass. Aat.

DETECTIVES!
BrUht, yonne and middle-aged men wanted !o every locality

• toactaJ ERtVATE DETECTIVES under instructions.

• Previous experience not required or necessary Send stamp

• for full particulars and Ret sample copy of tbe bestJUnstnUd
• crWLLt paper published. NATIONAL^KTECTIVB BUR-

• MAU, JjtBIAMAPOUS, l*D. S--JT # * X T * T W

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. to

Put selling: »1w»tj (ins Mttiftctioa. No
wetibt on horte. Worth t»i« the roil for ooono-^
l«nceln hltchini up. AKmawsntod. Circulars frr«-C5
Order sample. Price. II-SO. Stat* rlghu for ule. X

ED. E. COCHRAN, ~
Qt+'l A<fi. Pacific Sloe*. SACBAMEKTO, CAI

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Kearnv and Until Street.,]

SAN FRANCISCO.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S„ F. E. V. M. 8
VETdRINARY SURGEON,

Member ol the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons, England; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board ol Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office , removed

to 1U7 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 52s
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBS

:

7 to 8~a. m. and 4 to a p. m
Telephone 3651.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin.

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

G. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA 8TABLR8
1350-1352 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 31(19.
Nu charge for examination.

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons ot

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately.

fGalopin..

i St. Angela..

( Vedette

(.Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

J
King Tom

(Adeline, by Ion

„, f Blair Athol..

9 fl

fGalopin..

P J3

(Blink Bonny, by Mel-
bourne

I

Lord of the Isles

(.Donna Sabina, by Don
John

[Vedette

" (Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

f
King Tom

[St. Angela <
Adeline, by Ion

f Stoctwell
(Doucaster <

(Marigold, by Tedding-
ton

f
Scottish Chiei

£
%

a (Scotch Reel .. ..<

CO (Full sister to (.Masquerade, by Lam-
Higbl'd Fling bourne

For particulars uddress

fattersall's (of New YorlO Ltd.
Cor. 7th Ave. and 55th St. , i\ew York City.

W. GRAHAME ROSS, Manage
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HORSE BOOTS, HARNESS,
AND

Turf Goods of the Highest Grade
With all|Latest Improvements are to be had only ot

J. A. McKERRON,
203 205 Mason Street - - San Francisco, Oal

FOR SALE.

Desirable Property in Oakland,

California.

FITTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

THIS PROPERTY IS SITUATED CORNER OF ADELINE STREET AND 32d

streets, ruDDiag through to Magnolia street, a block of 256£ feet by 200 feet, with the

exception of one lot, 25x100 feet—seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

house of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front

—

Adeline street. Bath-room and water-closet in upper story, water-closet on rear veranda.

Engine and tank house in the rear of buildins, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

wells of excellent water ; between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ;
water pipes in house,

barns and stables, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

floor, harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay, rat-proof grain bin, six tons

capacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box suitable for stallion service.

Hay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, is used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

The buildings are on the lots which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

street. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track

—

taking up ground 200x156* feet, rather more than eight laps to the mile and wide enough

to exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

quarters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

and A. B. Spreckels have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

that length of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and sidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

City of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Grounds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

bery. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

^OT3VT. BOWN

a .

<3 3
a „

i
°

No Stable or Tonsorial Establishment Complete Without Them. $3 by Mail.

ry ami Ilardwu

Write tor ipeclal Idit.

. IIAYDB\, Newark, V J.
Manufacturer's Agent for U. S

BY TELEGRAPH OR MA1L-
$fc

Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

PALACE HOTEL
THE MOST COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate_

THE GRILL ROOM
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

California College of Veterinary Surgeons

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

|(Organized and incorporated under the laws of the State of California, 189M

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 1895

For prospectus, giving all Information as to curriculum fees, etc., address the Secretary,

F. A. NIEF, B. Sc,. D. V. R, corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

Hc»r»© Owners Sbonld ^Pary

COMBAULT'S

Caustic
sam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by ,T. E.
Gombault
ex-Veterl*

nary Sur-

geon to

the French

Gonrnment
gtnd.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible tqjmodnce any scot or blemish. The Safest

bent BLISTER ever uted. Takes the place of all lini-
ments for mild or severe action. Removes all Bunchet
or Blemishes from Horses or Cattle*

As a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc., it Is Invaluable.

1UC CIIJLDAUTCC that one tablespoonfitl ofnt uUAtfAnitC caustic balsam ww
produce more actual results tliau a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam Bold is Warran-

ted to Rive satisfaction. Price $ | ,50 per bottle, Sold
by DruggistB, or sent by express, cha rges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc, AddreSB
THE

4
LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O.

THIS MAKES
BOYOE

ONEPINTOF
TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TEX-

DOXS, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEELS AND ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace"
It la the cheapest and best evei put on the market
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
of sight as, besides other valuable ingredients, onebox of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained in 40 gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 Tab

lets. For general -work, dissolve one Tablet in a pint
of water. Think of it! 1 5 gallons best leg and body
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only 82 OO
per box, or 6 Boxes for 810.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, Ind.

Sold by DrunsleU and Dealers (n Turf Good-

MANHATTAN

.'STOCK FOODof ,

-CALIFORNIA
ASFED&INDORSED BY
MARVIN.CORBITT,

l GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE, ,

HOLLY, VALENSIN,
iWELIS FARGO U0.8cOTHERSi
' ASKYOUROEALERF0RIT0R

StNOIOC.KERTELL
- ?* CAUF- -

Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOB CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkins A. Durbrow, N. V. AgtN, 70 Wall St.

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1893.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary hoi
complaints. It
constantly fed an
endorsed by J. Kel
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson, V.8., G.
B. Morris, Robert

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

F/irms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JUDD CO.,
•->* FIRST BTRRKT. RAN FRANCISCO.

REPORTERS!
Wo wsnl a reapoDalble ljov or oxtrrLtiiAit In every town to notu ni?wnj>ni>cr oorri"«|Km<loiit, report Ibe bappcatogs la tlmlr total-

ity i' i

,

.1 write wtlclM tor Jin WleaUoD. Experience not required or
nooMwary. Big remuneration for good writers. BdcIoho stamp
for full partiottlua, IIodkbm Pans Amwjiatioh, Onloaps IU.

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKET
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLE,
LIVE STOril AUl'TI.MiKHS.

Every facility for holding sales at our sales stable
Over one hundred stalls.
Consignments of livestock from the interior solicited.
Sales made in any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and pedigrees furnished.

Telephone 3529.

HEALDS
Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

E. P. EEA1D, President, 8. HALEY
•V*8end for Circulars.

Absorbine
RBMOVBS Capped Hook,

Thorough-Pin,
"Wind Puffs

and all Soft
Bunches with-
out Removing
the Hair or throwiug the horse out of
work. %! 00 per bottle. Druggists Har-
ness Dealers, or sent direct.

W. F.YOCJVG.P. D. F.,
3J Amherst St., Springdeld, Mass.

: AISO FOE SALE BY \

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San FranciscoWOODARD, CLARK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

DIAMONDS
AND OTHRR PBECIOUS STONKS,

FINE WATCHES,
Plain ninl Complicated,

and an Immense assortment of

FINE JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT COST.
•* No goods charged during this sale. -$«

&.. HLR3QHMAN, 113 Sutter Street
Gold and Silversmith.

OUR RODS, Spanish Needles and Dip Needles
are the best instruments tor hunting miner-
als. BEN. G, STAUFFER, Harrlsburg, Pa.
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Wo. 313 BUSH STBEET.

A CALIFORNIA HEROINE.

I always had the greatest respect for old Hennie Farrow.

Descendant of a loDg line of blue-blooded ancestry, her repu-

tation as a stud matron made her one of the most famous

broodmares of her day. For who can ever forget the deeds

of her progeny, from the game Privateer, one of her oldest

sonB, down to the fleet Mollie McCarthy, one of her youngest

daughters ? Speed and stoutness seemed to find a happy

combination in the get of this noted daughter of imp. Sham-

rock. And of her fourteen foals while she was at the stud,

all showed these characteristics of the first-class racehorse.

Abner Turner, of Gallatin, Tenn., who bred Hennie Farrow,

in 1853, and Caplain Tom Moore, her afterward purchaser,

almost venerated the inare; and the sale of the famous matron

to Theodore Winters, of California, was only made under

financial pressure. But the old mare's declining days at

Eancho del Eio were sunny ones, and she died in 1878 full

of years and honors.

It was a year before her death that I last saw old Hennie

Farrow. Her great daughter, the fleet little mare Mollie

McCarthy, had just won the $5,000 purse for mile heats at

San Francisco, and after that race I took a run up to the

farm. .Among the celebrated stud matrons at Del Rio Hen-

nie Farrow showed the most marks of age, and I shall never

forget her appealing look, almost human in its pleading, as

she looked up at me, while I patted her intelligent old head.

The colt Ralston, by Norfolk, was by her side, and he was as

full of vim and activity as his old " mammy " was decrepit.

Ralston, however, turned out an unfortunate youngster, as

after some watch-breaking trials he, like his ill-starred name-

Bake, faded away in early obscurity as far as the turf was

concerned. But his half-sister, Mollie McCarthy, kept up

the reputation of the family on both sides of the Rockies,

and her first two years on the turf showed thirteen wins in

unbroken succession. By Monday or Young Eclipse the

former was generally credited as her sire, owing to her rather

small Bize and other physical characteristics. Nothing on

the Pacific slope in 1875-6-7 could cope with her and Theo-

dore Winters, her owner, received many flattering offers for

the mare.

While on the Pacific slope in 1876-7, with Sam Purdy

Goldsmith Maid and the Rarus-Splan-Conklin trotting com-

bination, Budd Doble, the well-known reinsman, conceived

the idea of campaigning Mollie McCarthy East for his father-

in-law, " Lucky " Baldwin. He made several offers to Theo-

dore Winters for the fleet little mare, and in the spring of

1878 the deal was consummated that made Doble her nominal

owner. The financial consideration was said to have been

$7,500, and then followed the negotiations through John W.
Carley that led to the $10,000 match, four-mile heats, at

Louisville, with Ten Broeck. The mare and horse, as will

be remembered, met on July 4th at the Louisville course in

the presence of nearly 20,000 people. An intensely hot,

muggy day, so trying that the presiding judge, M. Louis

Clark, was sunstruck and had to retire, mitigated greatly

against the success of the race. Added to this the track was

very heavy and both famous animals felt the trying con-

ditions greatly. In the race, four-mile heats, the mare led

for nearly two miles and a half when Ten Broeck, under the

whip, passed her and distanced Mollie in the first heat. Both

horses almost fell down on the track after the heat, it being

an open question which was the more distressed of the two.

Mollie was then taken home, stopping long enough at Min-

neapolis to be beaten by Isaac Stable's colt Governor Nup-

tune.

After her disastrous campaign of 1878, in which she first

met defeat in fifteen races, Mollie McCarthy's star looked to

be on the wane. Her real owner, "Lucky" Baldwin, took her

to his Santa Anita farm, intending to relegate her to the

stud; but Mollie found the climate of Los Angeles so much
to her liking that she wintered in great shape. In the spring

of 1879 the old mare, then six years old, showed as much vim

and speed as in her palmy filly days, and Baldwin concluded

to enter in the East and make another trip over the moun-

tains. So Mollie was given a steady preparation on the

training course at Santa Anita; a trying one. The first quar-

ter was a slight up-grade andfaBt; the second and third quar-

ters on the level, but harrowed up so as to make the soil

loose and the going rather heavy; and the last quarter fast,

down a sharp decline, were all calculated to find out any

weak spots in a horse. But the old mare took her strong

medicine well, like Foster when Tom Moore gave him such

heavy doses of work at Sacramento for the $30,000 purse in

1876. And her *' Lucky" owner had great hopes of her car-

rying his "black, red Maltese cross" to the front, no matter

what class she ran up against.

Along in June, 1879, 1 was in New York on the staflof

the Sportsman. Associated with me were Editor Charles J.

Foster ("Privateer"), one of the brightest writers of that or

any other day; Joseph J. Burke, now the well-known racing

judge; Walter S. Vosburg then "Vigilant," now "Captain

Absolute" and Peter J. Donahue ("P. J**y"), whose untimely

death last month shocked his many friends. One day when

a number of us were talking over the prospects of the season's

racing and those of the Chicago June meeting in particular,

a telegram came to Editor Foster. It read: "Chicago, June

20.—Send me a first-class jockey to ride Mollie and a pair of

blinkers. [Signed] L. R. Martin." As this meant that Bald-

win and Martin had no satisfactory jockey to ride their great

mare Mollie McCarthy for a race only five days hence, all of

us at once set about to fill the gap. But Editor Foster the

same day secured '-Polly" Feakes, the then well-known

jockey, now trainer for the Preakness Stable, and the nest

day, June 21, Feakea was on h ;s way to Chictgo, carrying

with him the lucky blinkers that Foster had worn to victory

at 'Frisco three years before.

The Garden City Cup of 3879 closed with thirty-eight

nominations. Among those entered for the dash of two

miles and a quarter were all the best horses of the West—and

a few from the East as well. Pierre Lorillard made some en-

tries for the meeting of six days, seeking solace for Parole's

defeat in the Louisville Derby several years before. Wal-

lenstein was the only Lorillard representative that ran, how-

ever, and he met with defeat- Bat in the Garden City Cupj

the flower of the all-aged western division was engaged, and

the race was a subject of discussion from the time its lists were

closed.

Rarely, indeed, has there been a better class collection of

horses at any one course before or since than were stabled at

the Chicago Driving Park on the opening day of the meet-

ing, Monday, June 23. While the aggregate number of

horses at the park probably did not exceed 400, still these

were of such superior class that public expectation of great

sport was at fever heat.

From the East there was a detachment of Pierre Loril-

lard's stable. California had sent Henry Schwartz, Theodore

Winters, Henry Walsh, E. J. Baldwin, L. R. Martin, George

Treat and their horses, while from Texas and the Mexican

Gulf came the Weisiger brothers with Incommode, Barkley

& Higgins with Largenteen and the Harper brigade, Brien

& Spencer and I. Van Hagen. Missouri's quota was fur-

nished by Sam Ecker, Wm. Mulkey, the Lucases, O'Fallons

and others, while from Canada came Dr. Smith, Alley Gates,

the Boyles, T. C Patteson and their horses. Alabama sent

Captain Wm. Cottrill, whose colt, Kimball, was considered

the crack two-year-old of that year in the West, and also

Wm. Lakeland, who had Bucktie, a more than useful horse.

From the blue grass regions the animals were legion. J. A.

Grinstead, L. P.TarltoD, Jr., J. C. Murphy, David Nutter

G. W. Bowen & Co., G. W. Darden &Co., the Harpers, Abe
Buford, Geo. Cadwallader, H. F. Carter, S. L. Waitsfelder,

Williams & Owings and other well-known turfmen and their

horses.

Bad weather, however, handicapped the earlier days of the

meeting. On the first day the Cottrill colt, Kimball, won
the Pacific Hotel stakes, six furlongs, worth $1,750, in the

mud, from Luke Blackburn and four others. Wm. Lakeland's

Bucktie secured the Illinois Derby, worth $2,200, from the

Tennessee crack, Lord Murphy, and two others, outstaying

Murphy at the distance, a mile and a half. Thus both stake

events went to Alabama-owned horses, Alley Gates' W. L
Minlzer, a big, powerful horse, and Henry Schwartz's crack

hurdler, Raven,from California secured the two purse events

of the first day. On the second day Carter & Cq.'s Bye-and-

Bye, Grinstead's Liahtunah and Weisiger's Incommode won
the day's events, also over a slow track. The Texas horse at

heats beat the two speedy mares Largenteen and Florence

Payne, the latter belonging to Isaac Staples, Minnesota Sta-

ble But the third day of the meeting Eaw the track much
improved, and the going of a fairly good order.

Such a great crowd as gathered at the driving park to see

the Garden City Cup decided had not been collected on a

similar occasion in Chicago for a long time. There were

fully 15,000 persons on the grounds, and interest ran high

as to the result of the cup. Pooling at the auction-stand

was very heavy, and the other races of the day were almost

ignored, as nine out of ten buyers wanted to do business on

the big race. After old Checkmate, with Monroe Kelso in

the saddle, had beaten Green Morris' famous chestnut, Egypt,

and seven others, at nine furlongs, the cup was called up.

Of the thirty-eight nominations to the great race, no less

than twelve answered the saddling bell, about the highest-

class field of cup horses that had ever come together in the

West up to that time. The stake was worth $3,400 in the

aggregate, less $300 second and third premiums, which at that

day was a fair-sized amount for a turfman to win.

So well had the Grinstead mare Janet done in her public

and private work, however, that she was the favorite. The
daughter of Lightning and Kelpie carried 115 pounds, and

had " Billy" Walder, Ten Broeck's pilot, in her saddle. The
Baldwin pair of mares, Clara D., four years, by Glenelg

—

The Nun, and Mollie McCarthy, six years, by Monday

—

Hennie Farrow, came next in favor to Janet, and with 107

pounds on the young mare and 115 on the older, the Califor-

nians to a man purchased the Baldwin Stable in the pools. It

was an open secret, however, that Clara D. was in to make
the running for her stable companion, the fleet and stout

Mollie. The Murphy & Nutter pair, Dave Moore (after-

wards Longtaw) and Edinburgh were third choices in the

betting, which was very heavy. Then were taken Bowen's

mare Cannie F.,Tarlton's Solicitor and the balance (Mc-

Henry, Janitor, Governor Neptune, Lottery and Charley

Howard) bunched as the field. A final pool on the race was

Janet, $600; Baldwin, $4S0 ;
Murphy & Nutter, $225; Can-

nie F., $150 ;
Solicitor, $80, and the field, $200.

As the large field paraded by the stand on the way to the

post, the excitement among the thousands was manifested

by warm applause as each horse and jockey passed the

crowded stand and lawns. As noted, Walker was on Janet

Feakes rode Mollie McCarthy, Spillman had the mount on

Dave Moore, Isaac Murphy, the leg up on Solicitor, the

other horses and their jockeys being Cannie F. (Kelso), Mc-

Heory (Robinson), Governor Neptune (Briton), Clara D.
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(Edwards), Lottery (Barrett), Edinburgh (L. Booth). Janitor

(Rodes), and Charley Howard (McClellan.)

Marshaled at the three-quarter post the dozen gave

starter D. L. Hall work to do for some little time, but he

finally got them nw.iv well hunched amid a roar from the

crowd. Ea the rash of colors that ensued those of ('hurley

Howard. Solicitor and Cannie F. were the most prominent

with the favorites at the tail of the bunch content to lake

matters easily.

A ratapiao" of hoofs, raising a slight cloud of dust from the

fast drying track, and the leaders were abreast the spectators,

Edinburgh and Charley Howard the pace-makers, Solicitor,

their closest attendant, in front of the bunch. But no pace

was set to speak of in this tirst quarter, and going to the turn

Lum Booth s'ole away with Edinburgh, and on his mission of

pacemaker for Dave Moore opened up a gap of half a dozen

lengths. Charley Howard was nearly as far in front of

Solicitor, the third horse. At the backstretch Clara D., in

Mollie McCarthy's interest, to >k third place, and at the far

turn passed Howard, showing second to Edinburgh at the end

of the first mile. Xow the second division began to close a

bit and Edinburgh's lead was shortened.

Rattling up the stretch again amid the shouts of the spec-

tators Edinburgh was still a couple of lengths from Clara D.,

bnt close as the latter'* heels were Howard, Solicitor, Mollie

McCarthy and Janet, the jockeys on the last two named both

moving uo gradually to the front.

X ;w the last mile was begun, and as the watches for the

mile and a quarter told 2:14 the backers of the favorites

knew that the real issue was yet to come. And a lively one

it proved. At the turn Edinburgh still had daylight between

his heels and the two California mares, who were lapped with

Janet, fourth, and going well. But at the quarter Feakes took

Mollie McCarthy up with a rush that electrified the crowd,

and a great shout of "There she goes !

" rose from every

Pacific-sloper on the grounds. Making the backstretch Mollie

was in front, with Clara D., Edinburgh, Janet, Dave Moore
and Solicitor bunched behind her.

Now, with three-quarters of a mile yet to go, the real r^ce

began. But the little California mare in the lead had her

winning shoes on and was not to be denied as she set her fol-

lowers a merry dance to the far turn with Feakes sitting

still on her.

Rounding for home all had dropped out of the fight bi.t

Mollie, who had a length of daylight opened on Dave Moore,

Janet and Solicitor who were lapped, and all being ridden

hard. Then it was plain to be seen that Baldwin's great

little mare had the race in hand, and Feakes took Mollie in

hand in the race up the s'retcb and was content to win hand-

ily by a length, amid shoots that stilled the waves on the

lake shore.

For the place the fight was a stirring one, but Spillman on
Dave Moore, bear Solicitor and Isaac Murphy out by a short

head. Janet who was beaten at the last furlong, was fourth

two lengths back, and the others were well strung out like

the tail of a kite. The victress received the warmest soit of

a welcome as Feakes brought her back to the stand and
the Californians had nothing but money that night. The
time of the two miles and a quarter, l:47f. 2:14, 3:36, 4:02,

showed a steady rating pace all through.

Mollie, however, pulled up a bit sore after the race, and our
California heroine ran on more that year. In 1880 she was
again brought east, but did not meet with any startling suc-

cesses, and the next year she went to the stud atSanta Anita.

For her inches Mollie McCarthy, who was not much bigger

than a polo pooy. always struck me as one of the gamest bits

of horseflesh I ever saw.—The Gleaner in The Horseman.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Sporting Sweepstakes.

After the Jockey Club stewards had adjourned from the

meeting at their rooms to Delmonico's yesterday evening

the spirit of sport entered into them, and as a result two very

racy private sweepstakes were gotten up, says the New York
Advertiser. Both these received entries, five in one case and

three in another, but they are left open, aod will not close

till December loth, any owner in good standing being al-

lowed to mike entries. They are events such as should
prove that the spirit of sport is not altogether dead here-
abouts. They are as follows :

Private sweepstakes, $500 each, $100 forfeit, for fillies two
years old, 115 pounds, five furlongs, to be run Decoration
Day, 1895, at the Brooklyn Jockey Club's race course, entries

to close December 15.

James R. Keene names filly by Salvator, dam Bessie
June.

P. J. Dwyer names filly by Maxim, dam Touche Pas.

W. P. Thompson names filly by Minting, dam The Apple.
G. Lee Knapp names filly by Midlothian, dam Lorraine.
Charles Reed names filly by Cheviot, dam Everlasting.

W. P. Thomson, P. J. Dwyer,
J. R. Keene, Charles Reed,
G. Lee Knapp.

Private sweepstakes: $500 each, $100 forfeit; for colts two
years old, 1 IS lbs.; five furlongs; to be run about May 15,

1895, at the Brooklyn Jockey Club's race course; entries to

close December 15.

James K. Keene names colt by Himyar, dam Mannie
Grey.

P. J. Dwyer names colt by Hanover, dam My Favorite.
' I iee Knapp names colt by Midlothian, dam Misfortune.

J. K. Keene,
P. J. Dwyer,
(J. Lee Knapp.

A New York dispatch dated December 11th adds: The
private Hweepstakesfor two-year old col Is and fillies is attract-

ing great attention among prominent owners throughout the
country. The latest additions are colts entered by M. F.
Dwyer and M. F. LittleGeld, Jr. The former names a colt

by Iroquois—Tullaboma, and the latter a colt by Sir Modred—Stella. A number of applications from owners who wish
to make entries have been received through the mails, which
ahowB that true sportsmanship among horsemen is no thing of
the past, ^

Syracuse, N. Y.. July 4, 1889.
Gentlemen:— I cannot too highly recommend your

Boyce Tablets to the horsemen of the country. In my expe-
rience I have used nothing so good as your Leg and Body
Wash for a sprained ankle or inflamed tendon. I believe I

never saw their equal. I am more than satisfied with them.
I am recommending the Tablets to parties East, and in fact

in all places that I visit. Yours respectfully, A. J. Leek.

A Very. Good Showing, indeed, is the financial report

of the Secretary of the P. C. T. H. B. A , and proves that the

supporters of the sports of the track are in earnest, even

enthusiastic, in giving their assistance to put them on a good

basis. The address of the President, which was published

last week, may mislead those who are not conversant with the

situation. The figures given are correct, the balancein favor

of 1894 over that of 1893 exact, and yet these nu uerals give

a false impression as to the resources from which the favor-

able balances were received.

As the report of the secretary shows, gate receipts and
" privileges " fell far short of what they were in the previous

year, the surplus due to increased entrance money, member-
ships and dues. This is certainly a good showing, too. inas-

much as it is apparant that breeders and owners of light
harness horses on this coast are willing to put their shoulders
to the wheel and " boost " the association over the shoals and
mud-flats of hard times. A wise move on their part as in
addition to the disbursement of over $40,000 amongst them
the past season, large purses and low entrance money—when
compared with the old-time ten per centum rate—have paved
the way for that being the rule in place of the exception.
But as I have oftentimes stated, the object of the P. C. T.

H. B. A. is not to secure large balances at the end of the
season. That u money on hand "is an essential cannot be
denied. This is necessary to ensure the carrying out of
measures which will increase the earning capacity of trotters
and pacers. Not merely by adding to the amounts which go
to winners, but also by lessening the expenses attendant on
track horses. The association was forced to abandon the
three per cent, entrance which was tried at the spring meet-
ing of 1892, through the lack of co-operation on the part of
owners, that being due to a reluctance to engage their horses
when there was only one meeting to influence them. The
greatest drawback to trotting on this coast is the short period
allotted. Three months—August, September and October

—

about all the space which is given-, leaving nine months un-
employed. It is doubtful if owners can be induced to take
part in one spring meeting, and until others can be added
the policy of the breeders attempting it is questionable.
The only thing in the way of opening the " circuit " earlier

than has been the practice, is that the district fairs are such
important factors in trotting affairs.

The Summer meeting of the Breeders could just as well be
held in June as at any later date, and by combining that with
a Horse Show two weeks might be profitably occupied. By
alternating the days of exhibition and racing, or occupying
the time from 11 a. m. to 2 p. m. of each day, with the show
part, and the remainder of the day to harness racing, two
races on each afternoon, the attendance might be sufficient to
make it pay well.

The exhibition would properly embrace all grades of har-
ness horses, saddlers too, for there is no question that, with
the exception of heavy, draft, trotting breeds are adapted for
all purposes, or, at least, a majority of uses to which horses
are a part.

San Jose and Stockton hold fairs after the State Fair and
there is a chance that a summer horse fair and trotting meet-
ing could be held at these places and some others with good
results. But leaving the consideration of this feature it is

beyond doubt that the Breeders can commence so early in the
season that it will not interfere with any others in the circuit,
and with decided advantages.
There is only one portion of the President's address with

which I disagree. That is: "In order to further the in
terests of trotting on this Coast, I would respectfully recom-
mend that steps be taken by this Association to indue -

* us
many as possible of our prominent horsemen to remain in
California with their stables for the coming year."

Could that be carried out. so as to keep all
,( our horses

*'

in California, there would be small incitement to train, unless
such "bars" were put up as would be nearly as effectual as
absence from the State. Were the free-for-all purses raised
to the amount recommended, " at least $3,000," with Alix,
Directum, Hulda and Azote eligible, what others would ac-
cept the engagements ? What three-year-old pacers would
enter the lists with Directly, or four-year-old trotters with
Expressive? Adbell would have complete possession of the
two-year-old field, and the only class that I can see which
would stand a chance to excite interest, with all our horses
in readiness to take part, would be the three-year-old trotting.
Then California trotters would lose prestige were they with-
out representation on Eastern tracks." California as the "nur-
sery of fast trotters " would also lose ground, as it is safe to
assert that were the "deeds of great imprise " with the East
for an exhibition stage prohibited, restricted to home battle
fields, the halo of glory which now encircles California-bred
horses would be robbed of its brightest colors.

Quite likely that when the champions appeared the gate
receipts would show bigger figures, though the best that we
could do would fall far short of the opportunities presented
in theOrient, where from May on to the close of the season
there is a chance to earn big money. And of what avail
to the breeders and owners who stay at home if all that
money is to be given to those who are so fortunate as to be
able to lay contributions on a foreign people ? Paying those
who can earn good wages away from home, to stay and take
the lion's share of the spoils, is not a consoling outlook, and
much better to wish them good luck and plenty of prize
money in Eastern campaigns.
The champions will take care of themselves, those of in-

ferior rank are not so lucky, and as at least ninety -five per
cent of the members of the association cannot hope to join
the Eastern-bound corps of the army, give them the best pos-
sible opportunity to receive a share of the home emoluments.

* ' *
Overwork ok "Short."—The Australasian has been

commenting upon as essay of Francis Lawley which appeared
in Bailey's Magazine of Sports and Pastimes. Mr. Lawley
took the position that horses were more often overworked
than restricted and some of the examples given are perti-

nent, though the Australasian presents a case which comes
more nearly to the point in controversy. The instances

which Mr. Lawley presents to prove that "the voice of

Nature has cried out against over-training by the victories *

of horses after they had been absent from exercise for a week,
or more" only proves that the "let-up" did not prevent them
winning. The trainer might claim that the enforced idleness

was detrimental, and but for the accident, like the bursting of

the blood-vessel of Hermit ten days before he won the Derby,
the horse would have been better. On it could be claimed
that the severe work up to the time of the accident, and the
cessation of work from that time on, was just the right course
to pursue, and without the preliminary exercise the stoppage
would have been fatal to the chances of victory.

Joseph Clinton, who trained Grey Eagle, informed me that

he began his career under Sidney Burbridge, a noted Ken-
tucky trainer, and that his practice when training horses for

a long race was to gallop them until they could not run a j
mile in two minutes. One of his aphorisms was that if you
did not tire a horse in his exercise, and that thoroughly, he
would tire in his races, and in this respect he was of some- i

what the same opinion as William Day, who held "that a
horse is better for being worked until loss of- appetite testifies

to hard tasks disagreeing with him," though the Kentuckian's
test was safer than that of the Englishman. In giving this

history of his early preceptor, Mr. Clinton further stated

that the horses were let-up for quite a length of time before
the race, and under Mr. Burbridge's treatment they would
regain their "foot" without losing the condition which the
long and severe gallops bestowed. Furthermore my inform-
ant stated that when he followed the example it was without
success, not having the knack of bis tutor. Mr. Clinton be-

lieved in giving tiring work previous to races, but not to the
extent of an entire loss of speed at any stage of the training.

The Australasian gives an illustration of a horse winning
along race without the usual " grand preparation." "So
Grant's victory in the Champion race afforded clear proof
that a horse may stay a jourtey without being trained over
the distance. He was worked over short courses with a view
to the Newmarket handicap, and the first long gallop he did
was in the Australian Cup, yet after running second to Malua
in a sprint he stayed to the end of one of the truest-run

three-mile races we have had." That is corroborative of
Gov. Stanford's views that a horse could be got in order to

run four miles with frequent sharp brushes, and little slow
or other kind of work outside.

That modern systems of training are superior to those of

the olden time for the development of speed there can be
little, if any question. Were there enough long-distance
races, and these for amounts that would justify preparing the
best horses of the day to participate in them, I have little

doubt that the training would also be superior.

There are a great many reasons for this belief; so many
that it will require a long article, or a series of articles to

present them, but when advanced will surely sustain the posi-

tion.
*

* *

Directum.—When the mud is partially dried up, and the

afternoons rather warmer than at present, I intend to take

measurements of Directum "all over," in order to compare

him with other celebrities. Dexter, St. Julian, Occident, and'

several others of celebrity I have "taped" myself, and have

the figures which others have furnished of noted horses. But
inasmuch as the relative proportions of height, girth and
length have been under discussion, Monday last these meas-
urements of Directum were made. The height with a fairly

good standard, the only thing lacking being a spirit level to

prove that it was perpendicular, though so far as the eye
could judge due care was observed. Now, it would appear
to be as easy a task to obtain the correct height of a horse as

it is of a man, though there are difficulties in the way which
are not encountered in the human. As is well known, from
the "springing of the withers" to tbe poll there is an incline

when the head of the horse is in a natural position, i. e.:

slightly elevated above a horizontal line touching the withers
where a vertical line from the back part of the straight legs

would intersect the level. Carry the standard forward or
backward of that point and the result would be different, in-

creased by the forward move, lessened by the backward. But
this point of intersection might be very misleading iu arriv-

ing at the true height, and, in fact, it is extremely difficult to

lay down an absolute rule to govern where the arm of the

standard should touch the withers. If we take the line above
the center of the scapula an upright shoulder would increase

the height over one that was sloping, and if the line from
the back portion of the leg be prolonged till it intersects the

oblique line at the top of the withers, the position of the feet

would make a wide difference. Experts may agree as to the

exact spot that should touch the horizontal bar of the stand-

ard when the animal is before them, and there may be differ-

ences of opinion. It is manifestly incorrect to include a por-

tion of the neck either in that of a "full' or "ewe. " In tbe

case of the latter, a depression in front of the highest point,

is not the place to measure. With a full neck, such as a
large majority of stallions show, as much as two inches could

be gained by a short space of lateral diversion, especially

with the bead raised, and this is where measurements made
by different individuals might vary, and both endeavoring to

be correct. The object should be to treat the full neck as if

it were depressed, and take the highest point of the withers

for the elevation.

In the skeleton of Electioneer the second and fourth spinal

processes are the highest, and the ninth marks the springing
of the withers, from second to ninth all higher than the top

of the scapula, quite a space between that and the top of

highest.

Could horses be measured on the same floor, by the same
standard and tape, by the same person, and at the same time,

comparisons could be instituted with a fair degree of correct-

ness, while under different conditions it is only an approx-
imation.

I hope when Alix, Fantasy, Azote and the other celebri-

ties, now in Los Angeles, reach here to have the opportunity

to take all of their measurements, and from what I learn,

those named are decidedly distinct types of fast trotters. Alix

the most quality and in shape something after tbe Beeswing,
Firenzi model, Fantasy nngy, it may be somewhat ragged,

lengthy, though, probably, if printed measurements of

Alix are correct, not so long in proportion to her height as

the reigning queen, while Azote is muscular and with a

tendency to grossness.

It may be that when Directum is placed on a true floor,

with more care given—these measurements were made in his

stall—there may be a difference in;the height and length,

which were 14.3A bands high, 61 inches length, girth Go

inches. Until the future measurements are taken nothing

will be written of his proportions, further than that he will
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"611 the bill " in most respects, and as will be noticed, that

if his height equaled his girth he would be 16} hands high

That he is a paragon of good manners, as was to be ex-

pected from his high breeding, I am ready to vouch. Most

horses have an antipathy to a steel tape placed around them,

and few are quite contented when the arm of the standard is

brought down on the winners. He was perfectly docile in

both cases and when the straw was kicked away he placed his

fore feet on the cleared space and stood there quietly while

the standard was plumbed and the arm lowered to the

proper point.

* ' *

The Race Reporter of the San Francisco Chronicle

has made a happy departure from the usual route, in his re-

port of the races which were run on Wednesday of last

week. Taking his cue from the liquid state of the race

course, the surface of which had more resemblance to the

turbid Missouri river than the turf coating which is held

indispensable in the "mother country of racing," he used

nautical terms with a handiness which betokens an inti-

mate acquaintance with another field of sport, and from

what I heard at the races the following day the innovation

was welcomed by his associates as well as the "general

reader."

That race reporting nowadavs is not what it formerly was

is not a mere fancy of us old-timers, as anyone who will

take the trouble to compare the old with the new will read-

ily perceive the difference. Not that the knight of the pen-

cil of the present day are inferior to ye ancient fellows who
wrote with the grey goose quill in place of a fountain-pen

with golden point, or genuine Cumberland lead in aromatic

cedar case, in which they had a better thing than the com-

positions which now prevail, as the lack of opportunity to

witness such contests as delighted the "Tall Son of York,"

the "Old Turfman" and others of the old-time sporting press

gang is sufficient explanation.

Seventy-odd years ago the "Old Turfman," Cadwallader

i Colden, Esq., wrote the description of the Eclipse and

I Henrv match, and a half century back the "Tall Son of

I York/' Wm. T. Porter, the editor of the "Old Spirit," gave

it such a graphic account of the race between Wagner and

E Grey Eagle when even English critics admitted that it was

ntitled to a premium for that kind of composition.

A. classical "cuss" argued with me that Homer's descrip

tion of the races during the siege of Troy was a superior

production, and he Quoted sonorous Greek verses—which

were all Greek to me—to prove that he stood on good

ground. Fortunately a translation afforded me the means of

retaliating and I completely "snowed him under" with

proofs that these were trotting races, and, as a consequence,

a Homer or Shakespeare could not color them as fervidly as

inferior talent could the "legitimate."

The old turfman was somewhat irascible. Gifted with

the command of " words which burn " in an eminent de-

gree, and stubborn in argument, he was prone to hurl sar-

casms and invective at those who differed with him, and the

hide flew, as well as the fur, when he entered the controver-

sial lists.

William T. Porter, so genial and sociable, overflowing with

the cream cf human kindness, master of a fascinating style,

it was onlv under the greatest provocation that he donned

the offensive armor, though when he did attack there was no

lack of vigor in his charge. Colden used mace and battle-

axe at close quarters, sixty-four pounders and cha; nshot

I when the range was distant. Porter, the rapier and rifle,

j with a preference for the long-tube and hair-trigger, and the

[ gentlemanly range of twelve paces when he had an antago-

[
nt8t *

What could either of them do with the races which are

I now in vogue? and if, as some believe, disembodied spirit*

are permitted to hold watch and ward over what they cher-

j
ished in life, I would hugely enjoy the mediumistic faculty

[ of listening to their comments over "dope-sheets" and

V " form-books," and the jargon of the turf in this age of the

I world.

Now, then, I hope it will not be considered offensive by the

I young fellows who are now " doing the races," for "the

[ Dean " to recommend them to throw a little more life into

I their descrintions, after the manner of the Chronicle man.

I It is quite true that the Autocrat, who sits in the chair of

I city editor, may need some "talking to" when he orders an

t abbreviation of the copy, but so far as I know, these young

E friends of mine are good talkers, and are sure to carry their

I point.

[ The report which instigated this article is not without pre-

I cedent in " horse literature." This is no discredit to the

I author, who has so eminent an authority as Tobias Sniollet,

i the second great novelist of the world, and so good a second,

1 that, in the opinion of many, if Fielding has the lead at all,

I a short neck, at the best, is the whole difference. And as

I few of the present generation read these old-time classics, in

\ ill probability the coincidence is accidental.

I The following is from the authentic history of Peregrine

I Pickle, recounting the tribulations attending the wedding of

I Commodore Trunnion. Quoting from the history : "The

B Commodore, to give a specimen of his gallantry, bythe advice

L Df his friend Hatchway, resolved to appear on horseback on

§ he grand occasion, at the head of his male attendants, whom

I le hs<j rigged with the white shirts and black caps belonging

fl ,o his barge's crew ; and he bought a couple of hunters for

I he accommodation of himself and his lieutenant. * * *

The valet (sent to learn the cause of the delay), having

L -ode something more than a mile, espied the whole troop dis-

iceed in a long field, crossing the Toad obliquely, and headed

>y the bridegroom and his friend Hatchway, who, finding

limself hindered bv a hedge from proceeding further in the

ame direction, fired a pistol and stood over to the other side,

naking an obtuse angle with the former course ;
and the rest

•f the squadron followed his example, keeping always in the

ear of each other like a flock of wild geese. Surprised at

his strange method of iourneving the mesienger came up and

old the commodore that his lady and her company expected

im in the church, when thev had tarried a considerable

me, and were beginning to be very uneasy at his delay, and

nerefore desired he would proceed with more expedition.

To this message Mr. Trunnion replied :
" Hark ye brother,

on't you see we make all possible speed ? Go back and tell

lose who sent you that the wind has shifted since we

eighed anchor, and that we are obliged to make very short

ipa in tacking, by reason of the narrowness of the channel,

ad that as we lie within six points of the wind they must

afee some allowance for variation and leeway. ' Lord,

r I" said the valet, " what occasion have you to go zig-zag

in that manner ? Do but clap spurs to your horses and ride

straight forward, and I'll wager you shall be at the church-
porch in less than a quarter of an hour !" " What ! right in

the wind's eye?" answered the commander. "Ahey ! brother,

where did vou learn your navigation? Hawson Trunnion is

not to be taught at this time of day how to lie his own
course, or to keep his own reckoning. And as for you,
brother, you best know the trim of your own frigate."

'/The head wind was not the only trouble as the story re-

lates. "The commodore and his crew had by dint of turning,

almost weathered the parson's house that stood to windward
of the church, when the notes of a pack of hounds unluckily

reached the ears of the two hunters which Trannion and the

lieutenant bestrode. These fleet animals no sooner heard the

enlivening souod, than, eager for the chase they spraug away
all of a sudden, and straining every nerve to partake of the

sport, flew across the fields with incredible speed, overleaped
hedges and ditches, and every thing in their way, without

the least regard to their unfortunate riders. The lieutenant,

whose steed had got the heels of the other, finding it would
be great folly and presumption in him to pretend to keep
the saddle with his wooden leg, very wisely took the oppor-

tunity of throwing himself off in his passage through a field

of rich clover, among which he laid at his ease ; and seeing

his captain advancing at full gallop, hailed him with the

salutation of ' What Cheer? ho !' The commodore who was
in infinite distress, eyeing him askance as he passed, replied

with a faltering voice '0 damn you! you are safe at anchor.

I wish to God I were as fast moored."
The glorious fun of the thing can only be fully enjoyed

by reading the whole chapter, though another except may
be copied to show the happy termination so far as immunity
to bodily injury to the gallant commodore. He managed to

cling to mane and saddle in the wild ride across countr.-,and

was first in at the death of the stag.

He thus explains to the gentlemen of the hunt. ".Why
look ye, brothers?" replied the commodore. "Mayhap you
think me an odd sort of a fellow, seeing me in this trim,

especially as I have lost part of my rigging; but this here is

the case d'ye see : I weighed anchor from my own house

this morning at 10 A. >l. with fair weather and a favorable

breeze at South-South East, being bound to the next church

on a voyage of matrimony; but howsomever, we had not run

down a quarter of a league, when the wind shifting, blowed

directly in our teeth; so that we were forced to tack all the

way d'ye see, and had almost beat up within sight of the port,

when these sons of bitches of horses, which I had bought but

two days before (for my own part I believe they are devils

incarnate) luffed around in a twice, and then refusing the

helm, drove away like lightning with me and my lieutenant,

who soon came to anchor in an exceeding good health. As
for my own part, I have been carried over rocks, and dats,

and quicksands, among which I have pitched away a special,

good tie-periwig, and an iron-bound hat; and at last, thank

God, am got into smooth water and safe riding; but if ever I

venture my carcass upon such a hare'um scare-um blood of a

bitch again, my name is not Hawser Trunnion, damn my
eyes

!"

The commodore spent a jovial evening with the members

of the hunt, sold the hunters for a quarter that they cost

him ; "in consequence of which he (the horse which T
rode) won th3 plate at the next Canterbury races," as the

historian recounts. As that was one hundred and fifty years

ago the records will not show the name of the renowned

steed, though it does not require a great stretch of the imagi-

nation to believe that his blood may course in the veins of

many of those which are scudding through the mud of the

Bay District track.

Santa Rosa Scintillations.

[From our Regular Correspondent.]

The Horse Show in Chicago—I am very sorry to

learn that the expenses of the show in Chicago were $6,000

in excess of the receipts, and the cause of the discrepancy is

troublesome to locate. Notwithstanding that a large portion

of the outlay here will be available in the future, there is a

credit of more than $600, and beside the retention of what

can be used hereafter there is also a valuable fund to draw

upon in the shape of experience.

It is beyond all reasonable denial that horse shows of the

kind which have been held in New York, Chicago and San

Francisco are beneficial to breeders of all classes of horses,

especially to breeders of harness horses.

Producers of fast trotters, or at least a proportion of them,

have not taken the interest they should have done in these

exhibitions. jThe class of horses which come under the

name of " trotting-bred " are fitted for almost any use to

which horses are put, and it is within bounds to say that for

all kinds of pleasure driving, and saddle work thay are emi-

nently fitted. Even in the hackney line, it seems that

" Devil's Deputy " by a son of Red Wilkes,

bis dam by Mambrino King, has beaten all

competitors, even though so vigorously handicapped

by his name. Beelzebubs' Viceroy, Satan's Satellite

Dickie Bros.' Nephew or any one of the more polite ap-

pellations bestowed on the king of the lower regions, would

be preferable if it were imperative to connect a high-stepper

with one of the heroes of "Paradise Lost."

It is the longest kinds of odds that the breeders on this

coastiwill be fully represented at the Horse Show of 1895,

and not much doubt that in place of a deficit, if the man

agers of the Chicago Show will take hold of the business as

energeticallv as they are prone to handle things at the "City

on the Lake," seeks the causes of loss and guard against a

return there will be profit instead of loss hereafter.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

Santa Rosa. December 10, 1894.—There have been a good

many changes in turf matters in Santa Rosa since we last

wrote you. Time, in its never ceasing revolutions, changes

the complexion of the turf field, as well as others, and Santa

Rosa's field is no exception. Some of the changes wrought

here recently are very sad ones, and of one of the saddest of

these we are first going to speak.

The news of the death of Rufus Murphy was received here

Saturday morning, and it created sadness in the ranks of the

horsemen and in the other circles wherein Mr. Murphy had

so long moved. Few men in Sonoma county showed faith in

the horse business in so substantial a way as did Mr. Murphy,

He invested thousands of dollars in it and the industry in the

county is vastly better off for the heallhy interest he took in

it. That he did not make more money out of it is to be re-

gretted, but it was through no fault of his; be had only the

experience of every other man who eogaged in the business.

At one time he was a part owner of Anteeo and later was a

part owner of Redwood and Alfred G. In his own "string"

he Jhad a [number of very good horses. |Maudee, Ella H.,

Captor, Nimrod, G. & M., Ned Locke, Rufus M. and others

were in Mr. Murphy's stables, and all of them earned a good
degree of distinction. Mr. Murphy, in horse matters as well

as in all others, was u generous, whole-souled kind of a man
and he will be greatly missed. He was prominently identi-

fied in the saw mill and lumber business with George Guerne
of Guerneville for many years and accumulated quite a for-

tune there. He was the soul of honor and the county and

state has lost one of its best friends in his demise. His

brother, Wvman Murphy, is here, but expects to go to Los
Angeles to live soon. Like Rufus, he has testified to his

faith in the horse business in a substantial way. He has a

number of good horses yet, but advanciog years preclude him
from paying so much attention to them as formerly.

It does not seem just right at Pierce Bros.' race track sinct

Superintendent Bonner left, but changes will occur. Andy
Compton is as faithful as ever, though, and takes as much
interest in the youngsters as be did in the palmy days of

1S90-91. Ira Pierce comes up from San Francisco about

every week to take a look at the stock and to enjoy watching

its development.
The Santa Eosa horses that attended the great horse show

earned a good many prizes besides those tied to their bridles

by the judges. Alcona Jr.'s friends are in high feather over

his success in winning the cup, and the admirers of Daly.

2:15, point with a great deal of pride to the fact that he won
a prize and at the same time earned so much prominence in

the big competition.

J. F. Thorsen, Senator Fair's superintendent at his Sonoma
ranch, was here Saturday. He is the gentleman who was

held up on theLakevilleropd a few evenings ago and relieved

of considerable money. The enterprising highwayman took

his horse and cart and brought them to within a few miles

of this city, where they were found by Sheriff Allen.

M. J. Streining drives one of the finest carriage teams here.

They are coal blacks and full of speed. It is one of the best-

matched teams in the State, and Mr. Streining enjoys many
pleasant drives after the horses.

Captain Martin Bulger, of San Francisco, a well-known

turfman who owns considerable property here, was here look-

ing after his interests a few days ago.

Prof. Max Heymann has lately purchased a handsome

Belmont three-year-old, which makes him one of the noblest-

looking riding steeds in town. There are only a few good

saddle horses here, and Prof. Max has one of the best of

them.
W. Falconer, city editor of the Daily Democrat, i6 another

recent purchaser of a saddle horse. It is reported that there

is a vein of Arabian blood in the editor's horse, though he

modestly disclaims it. Mr. Falconer's first sallies in his

handsome bay were marred, in pleasure, by but one circum-

stance. His trousers would climb up to his knees. Once to

avoid displaying his well-turned calves before some ladies he

saw advancing he called to some small boys to come to his

relief, which they did by a large majority.

Horseback riding is becoming more popular here than it

has been for some time. Some of the society folks have a

riding club and it is no uncommon sight to see adozen young

ladies and gentlemen galloping through the streets at a very

lively gait. The members say people can talk about their

bicycles, but for them, give them some genuine flesh and

blood horses.

James Prendergast, a horse trainer for Merriweather,

was taken to the Receiving Hospital Sunday morning with

his face and body severely slashed, the injury having been

inflicted by a jockey whose name was not learned. The men

were going home together from a ball given Saturday night

at Eighth avenue and D. street, considerably the worse for

liquor and quarreled. Blows were exchanged. Prendergast

was surprised at the lightness with which his opponent

struck. He felt no pain and did not know that he had been

cut until the blood began running down his cheeks. At the

Receiving Hospital it was found that Prendergast was cut in

nine places. An artery was severed in the face. There was

a wound on the forehead, three in the left side, one in the

shoulder, two in the arm and one in the thigh. The wounds

were maue with a penknife. The jockey has not been

arrested.

"Publics."

The Sonoma and Marin District

Association.

Agricultural

The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Sonoma and Marin Agricultural Association was held at the

City Hall on Saturday afternoon, Asa Higgins in the chair,

174 shares being represented at the session.

After the reading of the minutes of the previous annual

meeting by the clerk and their approval, the secretary read

his annual report, which was adopted.

The Finance Committee then read its report, which was

adopted. It shows a slight profit for the year. In the report

Secretary Thomas Maclay'is highly complimented and in

most flowing terms is commended for his excellent work and

the manner in which he has handled the affairs of the

society, much of the success of which is due to his untiring

endeavors.

The old Board of Directors was unanimously re-elected as

follows : J. H. White, R. S. Brown, J. B. Burdell, D. W.
Houx, E. W. Davis and E. W. Hayden, and on motion the

Board' was instructed to arrange for a meeting of the board at

some future date for the purpose of taking action in connec-

tion with the levying of an assessment to defray the present

indebtedness of the society.

After transacting several minor affairs, the meeting ad-

journed.—Petaluma Courier.

John Upton, Morrisville, Vt. (Trainer and Driver), writes:

Send me a dozen Absorbine at once. I am pleased with re-

sults derived from its use.

C. R. Hartson.Cooperstown, N.Y., says : I like Absor-

bine very much.
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TTJRF AND TRACK
THE SADDLE.

Petti noill does the starting at New Orleans this winter.

Jimmy McLaughlin aud his horses are expected to ar-

rive soon from the far East.

Of the 364 starters at the present meeting of the California

Jockey Club, 111 different horses have won races.

Fkank M. Crooks, an employee at the Oakwood Park

Stock Farm, was kicked by a horse there last Saturday and

badly injured.

Hinrichs bears a charmed life. He was twice thrown by

horses and rolled over in tbe mud, aud on bolh occasions es-

caped injury.

Mure money went in on Mainstay in the stake Saturday

than on any borse in tbe race. His opening price was 15 to

1. closing 4 to 1.

Little Pete made a great killing in tbe Spreckels' stable

in the Palo Alto Stakes Saturday. He played the stable

sltaight, Gallant for place.

Eddie Sachs won handsomely on Thornhill in the mile

and a quarter handicap, and is credited with quilting over

$1,000 to tbe good on tbe day.

The site for a race track near the Ocean House road will

in all likelihood be graded next spring. Nearly all the in-

terested parties are in the city.

George F. Smith can never win any race in California

when any sprinter is entered against him that can carry

Kiley's colt for about three furlongs.

Loughmore, Matt Storn's winner of Monday, is a sturdy

lellow by Uncas (son of Lexington), dam imp. Pauline, and

was raised by the late D. D. Withers.

Pat Me&ny, who had been playing in rather hard luck

broke the spell last Saturday with Ingot, who was at 4 to 1

in the betting and pretty well played.

Pat Dl*nne will not be able to secure Jockey Jerry Chorn
at least not under the contract that was drawn up. Chorns'

father would not let the boy sign the document.

Jovita, who broke a leg at Roby on Friday last, and had

to be destroyed, ran out here in the Almona Stable's colors.

She was very fast up to five furlongs, and a sister to Castro.

W. M. Barrick, the well-known owner of Dr. Hasbrouck,

writes a friend in this city that he expects to arrive early in

January with a striDg of five or six good horses.

Billy Donathan had a swell bet down on Alexis in the

mile and a quarter handicap on Saturday, and had not his

colt pulled up lame he would have been very close to the

money.

All weight-for-age races are not called classic races. In

Eogland the term classic is only applied to the Derby, St.

Leger, Two Thousand Guineas, One Thousand Guineas,

and Oaks.

No work was done this morning over the regular outside

course. The water on top of the track is rapidly disappear-

ing, and the going will be somewhat of an improvement over
Saturday's.

The owner of San LuisRey had $500 on the gelding at

odds of 2i to 1, and then had a swell bet on Ethel Dixon,
the Kentucky Stable filly that won with odds of S to 1 against

ner on Tuesday.

Major Ban came within an ace of beating the odds-on

favorite, Patriot, Friday, and had the old fsllow been up
to a bruising contest there would have beenwo* in the ranks
of the form students.

O'Bee just revels in the mud, and he comes from the Vir-

gil family, that are noted for liking heavy going. His sire,

Virginius, was a good mud horse, and got Virge d'Or, a mud-
eater from the old house.

Reml>, who started in the third race on Thursday and
was fairly well played, would have been closer up had he not
torn a plate half oft' early in the race and cut himself rather

badly in a number of places.

Jake Johnson, who has run Becond twice in two days, is

the brown gelding by Eoquirer, out of Baybee, by imp. Bon-
nie Scotland, that T. H. Ryan advertised forsale at $300 in

these columns a few days ago.

Kit Chinn beat the first two races Saturday pretty well,

but lost quite a bit on Major McLaughlin for place. How-
ever, he had the best of the argument on the financial ques-
tion, it is said, at the end of the day's sport.

* iALLant's condition rellected great credit on the veteran,

Cy Mulkey. It was always claimed by those who knew con-
siderable about Gallant that he was a stake colt, and he is

certainly one in the mud, and a kingpin at that.

GOLD Buu would have won Friday in all probability
had the race been a sixteenth of a mile further than it was.
He was coming very fast at the lininh, gaining at every
j
iimp. And just think of it—40 to 1 against him.

George E. Smith has sold Indra, b g, 3, by Hindoo, dam
Hridlemere, and Thurston, b g, 3, by Longfellow, dnm Belle

Knight to the owner of Beacon and Karl, who is racing at

Alexander Island. The price for tbe pair was $2,500.

W. |D. ^Randall arrived from Montana Friday with
a string of three, composed of Minnie Beach, gr m, 4, bv

lotion—Banda
; Idaho cliit't", b h, a, by imp. Partisan

—Mattie C, and Cascade, ch c, 2, by Joe Huge- May-Be*
So.

THERE is some likelihood that the popular and capable
rider, Joe Narvaez, will be reinstated within the next few
days. Narvaez has been ofl'now for about eighteen months,
and even if guilty of what w.t- duimed against him, he has
been pretty well punished, and a lesson has been taught which
will never be forgotten. He is a grand rider, and has a host
uf friends that wish to see him in tbe pigskin once again.

There was an unusual occurrence Friday. Major Ban
and My Sweetheart, father and daughter, started against one

another in the first race. A few years ago, at Oakland,

Mamie C. and her sire, Harry Peyton, met in a race, and the

first-named won.

J. F. Davis has sold to Hildreth & Taylor the bay three-

year-old colt Dockstader, by Leonatus, dam Glen Mercy. The
consideration was private. Dockstader, who has won a num-
ber of good races this year, is a half-brother to the crack colt,

Flying Dutchman.

Jimmy Lamle, one of the cleverest jockeys in the country,

who has been debarred by the Turf Congress from riding,

pending a settlement of his case with W. C. Daly, will in all

likelihood be seen in the saddle in a few days—at least on E.

J Baldwin's horses.

Tom Keeney's string arrived Friday from Oregon
He has brought down Miss Dudley, ch m, a, by Glen Dudley
—Laura Cheatham; Tampa, b m, 4, by Chesapeake— by
Monte Cristo, and Pin Ear, one of the fastest quarter-horses

ever raised in the Northwest.

Barney Schreiber went down the line Friday play-

ing $500 on Cadmus in every book that would take it. Some
took $500, others irom $100 to $250. Several would not take
a dollar. He got 9 to 10 for most of his money. He dropped
quite a sum on George F. Smith and Braw Scot, however.

Imp. Loyalist, the good Australian stallion recently

leased by tbe owner to Palo Alto Stock Farm, will be mated
with some of the very best American-bred mares on the place.

Those with lots of Lexington and Glencoe blood in their

veins should be the ones selected.

By. Holly is one of the heaviest winners at the present

race meeting. It is a long time since he has made a losing

of any account. Harry Hoffman, the St. Louis bookmaker,
is credited with being $20,000 to the good. Barney Schreiber

must be well ahead on the meeting.

Artist has eight wins to his credit out of ten starts.

Floodmore five straight races without a defeat. The other
horses who have not yet suffered defeat are Tiger, who has
two wins to his credit, and Mendocino and Whitestone each
succeeded in capturing their only race.

Kit Chink, starter at Hawthorne Park and eldest son of

Col. Jack Chinn, arrived in the city and attended the races

last Saturday. Mr. Chinn brought with him his wife, who
was a Miss Forsyth, of Kentucky. Mrs. Chinn is from one
of the first families of the old Commonwealth.

Jim Davis, now that he has sold Dockstader, will go home
and tend to his yearlings, but before leaving: should proceed
to Chinatown and purchase a large feupply of punk slicks, the
burning of which is likely to stifle the giant " hoodoo " that
has been at the bat a long time and seems to have got on to

Davis' delivery.

The California Jockey Club has decided to give a $1,000
stake race for polo ponies. The race will take place some
time in January and thirty nominations are expected. The
event is for gentlemen riders over the extreme short course.
Six or eight entries are expected from the polo clubs at Santa
Monica and Riverside.

Sligo fairly romped in a winner by four lengths in the
seven-furlong dash Tuesday. He was sired by Mr. Pickwick
(now dead), son of Hermit and Tomato, by Kins Tom, while
his dam is the stake-winner, Henlopen, half-sister to the
great Thora (by Aristides, dam Susan Ann, by Lexington).
No wonder he is a good performer.

The bookies had rather a hard day of it Saturday in spite
of the defeat of Lissak. Gallant was played very heavily,
and it is doubtful if there was a book in the ring winning to
any extent over the black beauty's defeat, while in the other
races the backed horse in each case won, except probably in
the last race, where the play was divided between Tartarian
and Charles A.

Joe Ullman, the popular Chicago bookmaker, who has
been snow-bound in the Sierras, along with the " Aladdin
Jr." company, will be in evidence to day at the local course
if nothing happens. He has a host of friends in San Francisco
—as well as in all the large cities he has visited during his
extensive career as a penciler.

Father Bill Daly thinks that the passage of a law al-
lowing racing in Connecticut could be secured with but little

trouble. Everyone in the State seems to be disgusted with
the stringency of the present law, which has been enforced
in the way best fitted to get it repealed. Other racing men
who have been in Connecticut recently confirm what Daly
says.

T. H. Ryan of Portland, who has been in the city for the
past few days leaves this evening for Los Angeles. Mr.
Ryan is one of the directors of the Portland Speed Associa-
tion. He says his racing organization will have one of the
finest meetings at the close of the California Jockey Club
meeting next spring ever held in the Northwest.

The pool-rooms on Friday had an occasion to declare bet
off for the first time since the Cass-Lily of the West race at
Oakley over a month ago. The caBe this time came from
Roby in the Marden Pet race, who was pulled by Knight,
the jockey. Marden Pet was heavily played in the rooms
in Covington and when the announcement was made that all

bets were declared ofi, it was ;a blessing for those who had
played her.

Dr. L. A. Anderson, the veterinary surgeon, on Satur-
day last performed an operation at the Fleischman's stable
at Oakley. The two horses that were "fired" were Lehman
and The Preserver. The operation was accomplished with-
out the use of anesthetics or an operator's table, and in the
brief time of fifteen minutes. The two horses that under-
went the operation are the most valuable in the stable, Leh-
man being valued at $6,600 and The Preserver $4,000.

A THIRD apd revised edition of "The Horsebreeders'
Handbook," by Joseph Osborne (" Beacon "), will be pub-
lished in January, by A. J. Hopkins. 10 Fetter Lane, Lon-
don, E. C. This exceptionally valuable work, containing the
tabulated pedigrees of leading English siies for the season of
1895, together with full pedigreees and particulars of many
more of the celebrated old sires, with portraits, will be wel-
comed by turfmen. It is such a work as all can appreciate.

Watterson, Ed Corrigan's old bay gelding by imp. Great
Tom, out of Duchess (dam of Clifford) that dropped dead
Friday from breaking a blood vessel in his head, has been
a great winner. On a turf course and in welter weight races
Wattereon was well-nigh invincible, and he cost Mr. Corri-
gan $3,000 this fall. Charley Oxx owned the old fellow last

year, then Galen Brown purchased him, and he passed out
the young Texan's hands into those of the Master of Haw-
thorne.

T. H. Ryan's Japonica, that was so badly cut down in a

jumping race a few weeks ago that it was feared she would
have to be destroyed, was taken from the slings on Friday
last, and now walks all right. Dr. Masoero says it is certain
she will face the starter again. The Doctor deserves great

credit for her remarkable cure. He also reports Don Fulano
as being entirely cured of his late trouble, and says he will

be ready to race again in a short time.

An effort is being made to resume racing at the Bennings
track, owned by the Washington Jockey Club. Since last

December there has been no racing in the District of Colum-
bia, owing to the decision of Judge Cole against the Ivy City
bookmakers. The latter cases have never come to trial. Last
Saturday the first step toward re-opening the track was taken,
when a race was run and one bookmaker laid odds. He was
promptly arrested. In order to have the matter definitely

decided the arrested bookmaker will be defended by strong
talent.

The track has been seen in a woeful state, but this morn-
ing all records are broken for badness. There is absolutely no
safe footing for ahorse, the ground underneath the canal-like

track b<nng mushy—thoroughly saturated with water—and as

slippery as an eel. If the rain continues for a couple of

days it will simply be impossible to race horses over the

course. As this is a winter track principally, and rains are

pretty certain to come, the top dressing will have to be
changed. Clay won't do. It would take six weeks for the

track to dry out, with the best of weather.

L. A. Legg, the owner of Monrovia, did not bet a dollar

on his mare Tuesday, and discouraged his friends about
wagering a cent on her. She won in a common canter, with
the others whipping and spurring several lengths behind.
Mr. Legg's health is so bad that he will retire from the race
horse businees for a time if he can find buyers for bis good
little string. He offered Monrovia, the king (a frequent

winner and a truly superb individual), and one other flyer

for $1,600 cash yesterday, and the chances are that the bar-

gain will be snapped up in tbe next half-dozen hours. Mon-
rovia is a double Oaks winner and worth $2,000 for a brood-

mare alone.

The death of Watterson has raised quite an interesting

question. It will be remembered that the only starters in th

race were Cadmus, Enthusiast and Watterson. A Los An
geles poolroom offered odds that no one could call the rac<

one, two.three. It appears that one or more parties named
Cadmus, Enthusiast and Watterson, and claimed the money.
The California Jockey Club was importuned bv telegraph to

give a decision, but it refused to make a ruling. Watterson
dropped dead and did not finish. Consequently the third

money reverted to the association, and Watterson was not
placed third. A member of the Board of Stewards stated

that it was either a case of draw down or a losing for the

bettor.

In nineteen cases out of every twenty it is bad policy for

a rider to go to the bat on his mount as soon as the home-
stretch is reached, or even half-way down. To our way of

thinking, a whip should not be used until within seventy-five

yards of the finish, except in a sulker. A good example of

how the best horse can be beaten by going to the whip a long
distance from the finish, instead of being ridden with hands
and heels and helped along, was that of Gold Bug Monday.
Fiynn did not use the whip on Banjo once, but kept him go-

ing, and helped him all he could with hands and body, with

the result that he beat a superior horse that had been under
the whip for about a furlong a short neck.

Joe Ullman, the celebrated bookmaker, arrived here
Monday morning, and attended the races in the afternoon.

Mr. Ullman does not look nearly as robust as he did last

winter, and says he has been ailing for some months past.

The story of his being snow-bound in Nevada with the "Alad-
din Jr." company is a mere "jo?b." Mr. Ullman still

speaks rapturously of California's winter weather, but bad he
arrived a couple of days earlier, he might not have been so

enthusiastic. The chances are that at the next drawing the

genial penciler will have on two books of his own, all backed

by ample bank-rolls, and when Riley Gr^nnan and Frank
Eckert arrive there will be new life infused into the specula-

tive arena at old Bay District.

English exchanges just at hand bring news of the recent

death of Caroline Agnes Beresford, the dowager Duchess of

Montrose. The deceased lady was the youngest daughter of

the second Lord Decies, and in 1836 married the fourth Duke
of Montrose. He died in lS74,and two years later she became
the wife of Mr. W. S. Stirling Crawfurd, of Milton, Lanark-
shire, a finfe sportsman, who, in his Cambridge days, was de-

voted to hunting, and rarely failed to be present at the New-
market meetings. He was for upwards of thirty years a mem-
ber of the Jockey Club. Soon after his marriage Mr. Stirling

Crawfurd's health began to fail and as he had married a lady

who was nearly as well versed in horseflesh as he whs, she had
not a little to do with the management of the stud; and, in

1878, when Sefton won the Derby, the stable gains were £17,-

45*1. Bearing the Grafton Scarlet many good horses have
appeared on the turf ; Thebais for example, who won the

Oaks in 1881, and the Liverpool Cup 1884, carrying

9 st. 4 lbs. Corrie Roy, too, was hers, aDd at the time of her

death she had about a score of horses in training. In the

Cesarewitch her horse, Shrine, ran third, that being the last

time her colors have been seen in any important race. In

July last the Sefton Stud, which belonged to the late Duchess
of Montrose was sold at Newmarket by Messrs. Tattersall,

when the total sum of 42,405 guineas was realized, the year-

iings averaging nearly 700 guineas each; the broodmare
Shall We Remember (one of a batch of somewhat curiously

named horses), ffith a foal by Tristan, brought 3,100 guineas,

the buyer being Prince Louis Esterbazy; the Sefton year-

lings were leased to Sir Frederick Johnstone. In 1SS8, the

Dowager Duchess married Mr. Marcus Henry Milner, young-

est son of Mr. H. B. W. Milner, of West Retford House,
Notts. The deceased lady had been ill for several weeks,

and though it was known that her state was somewhat criti-

cal, her immediate decease was not expected.
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THE SULKY.

It is * notable fact that three of the fastest pacing stallions

are descendants of George Wilkes.

M. Salisbury testified in court last week in New .York

that he owned one-half of Alix, 2:03|.

Thos. Snider, of Sacramento, has only been handling a

few trotters at the Agricultural Park lately.

Palo Alto can boast of thirty-five great broodmares.

What other farm can make such a showing ?

Descendants of the American-bred sires won $21,867 of

the $73,627 paid out by the German trotting associations this

veai. It was divided as follows: Get of Macev's Hamble-
tonian $8,651, France's Alexander $5,447, Trouble $4,143

and Lynwood $3,635.

Ltjte Lindsey, the well-known horseman who has been
for over thirty-five years handling trotters, is in this city.

He is looking for a suitable place and when settled will have
no trouble in sustaining the splendid reputation he has al-

ready earned as a trainer and driver.

Mary Best, 2:12J,by Guy Wilkes, 2:15$-, io credited in the

American Sportsman with winning in 1894, $21,050, Direc-

bakcis B by Nutford, dam by ason of Echo, got a race (
turn, $11,500; Alix, $10,500; Azote. $10,225; Cobwebs, $7,900;

record of 2:23k November 3d at Santa Ana. Expressive, $7,100; iltivo, $5,232 50; Oro Wilkes, $4,650;

John Splan is delighted with Don Lowell, 2:14}, his $900

purchase. He will have him in the races next season.

Varona, an eight-year-old bay mare by Guy Wilkes,

2:15}, brought $427 at auction in Philadelphia recently.

Strathmore, by Hambletohian 10, is the sire of ten new

Btandard performers, half of which are pacers and half trot-

ters.

The great Bob Keebs will be placed in a German prison

long enough to realize what it is to be called " his royal

knibs."

Mr. J. H. Shtjlts, the famous owner of Stranger and

Thistle, has decided to campaign no horses next season in his

own stable.

Allie A., 2:20 pacing, broke his leg several months ago.

The bone has firmly knit, and the horse goes along about as

well as ever.

There is Clay blood in all the 1894 champion trotters,

including the one, two, three and four-year-olds and mare

and stallion.

Keating & Winshif have their string of trotters and

pacers at a farm near Stockton. There are some good ones

among them.

|!S. A. Browne of Kalamazoo, Mich., talks of starting

another breeding farm near Detroit. He still has about fifty

head of stock.

According to the criticisms of many trotting turf jour-

nals, Hackney's Deputy would be the better name for

Devil's Deputy.

Paola, the brother to Palo Alto, 2:08|, won another five-

heat race at Houston, Tex., November 19tb, reducing his

record to 2:25£.

The Palo Alto string of colts to be handled for the cam-

paign of 1895 will soon be taken in hand. There is not a

sick animal on this large farm.

The ambulances of New York are equipped with rubber

tires, bo that these vehicles for the sick can go over the rough

stone pavement with ease to the occupant.

G. W. Hancock, of the State Agricultural Society, has

been confined to his bed through illness at bis home at Sacra-

mento for the past six weeks. It is doubtful if he will ever

be able to get around again.

Dr. H. Latham, now with Monroe Salisbury, says Gym-
nast, by Director would prove the fastest of his famous fam-

ily if placed in the proper hands. It is probable that George

Starr will have this colt next year.

The young trotters at Rancho del Paso that are being

handled by Geo. Swan are the talk of the farm. They are

fast, level-headed and of good size, while so far as their

breeding goes they are difficult to beat.

Director's Jcg, 2:29i, by Director, 2:17, dam Lizzie, dam

of Little Brown Jug, 2:11|, has been leased by Mr. W. R.

Janvier, of Ticonderoga, N. Y., and will replace in the stud

Potential, that will be campaigned next season.

Stone's Election, 2:28, by Electioneer, out of Lizzie H.,

by Speculation, is the sire of a 2:30 performer. Little Mac

got a time record of 2:28 at the Breeders' fall meeting, San

Jose. Little Mac belongs to Thos. Smith of Vallejo, C«l.

T J Crowley, the well-known horse-owner of this citv,

has 'a brother to W. W. Foote, 2:15}, at the Oakwood Park

Stock Farm which is said to be even faster than his illustri-

ous brother. The Steinway-McGregor cross produces race

horses.

There is good pasture in Massachusetts about five months

in the year. This makes the rearing of live stock expensive,

for to feed $12 hay and forty-cent oats seven months out of

each calendar year brings the cost of production to a good

round figure.

Our Sacramento correspondent, Peter J. Shields, has been

appointed a deputy in the law department of the State Li-

brary. Besides being well versed in Blackstone heis one of

the best posted horsemen on this coast, a qualification much

to his credit also. Mr. Shields will accept our congratula-

tions.

Geo. W. Woodard, the well-known horse owner and

breeder of Yolo, Yolo county, has been lying at the point of

death at his home. Tvphoid fever is the disease which has

stricken him down. Everyone who knows 'Uncle George,

as he is familiarly called, is anxiously hoping for his speedy

recovery.

Charles A. Hughes, who has charge of Alix, has been

with the mare for four years and he does everything but eat

with her, watching her with as much care as a mother would

her first born. And Alix has learned in the time she has

been under Hughes' watchful eye to know his voice and step

and is almost always waiting for him with her nose at the door

when he approaches. _

Buffington, $4,500; Arion, $4,500 and Whalebone, $4,022.50.

James F. Callaway, of Louisville, Ky., will breed his

stallion Regal Wilkes, 2:11|, by Guy Wilkes, 2:15}, next sea-

son to five mares by Baron Wilkes; five by Dictator and
three by Harold, beside a few select outside mares. There is

a yearling filly by him at the San Mateo Stock Farm that is

very promising and ought to trot close to 2:20 next year.

Peter C. Kellogg & Co. will sell Alcantara and entire

Highlawn stud, also important consignments from A. B.

Darling, J. Malcolm Forbes and other prominent breeders,

January 9th to 12th. Over three hundred head in all will

be sold. The sale will take place at Madison Square Garden.
Further particulars in next issue. This will be an oppor-

tunity for some of our California breeders to get some of the

choicest-bred stock in America.

This forenoon Geo. W. Gill, Harvey Summerville, A. J.

Pickard and Postmaster Craig purchased from the McKenzie
Stock Farm the two-year-old pacer Sophia R. Terms private.

Last summer this highly-bred animal paced a mile, without

crowding, in 2:20. She has all the marks of a race horse,

and we predict that if no accident happens her that she will

prove one of the fastest animals on the coast. It is likely

that the filly will be sent to Grant's Pass at once and placed

in training.—Eugene' (Or.) Guard.

Eli Bangs has purchased the standard-bred stalliou Favor-

itus Wilkes from the McKenzie Stock Farm. This stallion

was sired in Kentucky, and was purchased after careful selec-

tion by James Misner, of Portland, for the stock farm, the

price paid being $2,200. Lovers of fast horses will be glad

to learn that this highly-bred horse i6 to remain in Lane
county. Mr. Bangs also purchased the two large mules

owned by the same company. The terms paid for the animals

are private.—Eugene (Or.) Guard.

Mr. Salisbury thinks thinks there is but one trotter on

earth that can beat Azote, and that other trotter is in his

barn. It is his intention of giving Azote a record of 2:05 in

1895, and when the California people express themselves as

being anxious to match Directum against Alix, it is possible

that they could find a match for the little black stallion with

the two-year-old Directly or the big ex-team horse Azote.

Salisbury is a great campaigner, and his winnings this year

will foot up to many thousands of dollars, and the table of

records will show that he has won a great percentage of the

races he started in.

The multi-millionaire Harvard student, Mr. Hobart, en-

joys an occasional drive on the boulevards around Boston be-

hind his famous trotting mare Hazel Wilkes, 2:11}. The
road drivers tackle her occasionally, and they have some
quite spirited brushes. Mr. Hobart enjoys letting them get

up to Hazel's throat-latch and going nearly head and head

with her. When the driver of the other horse calls for more
speed, however, the beautiful daughter of Guy Wilkes al-

ways lets out another link, and has her nose in front at the

finish. She is looking strong and hearty.

It is reported that Monroe Salisbury has gathered up the

following trotters for next year's campaign : Kitty Bayard,

2:12£; Harrietta, 2:09|; Monette, 2:14* and Pixley, 2:08}.

Mr. Salisbury is likely to secure Pixley but not for racing

purposes. She will doubtless be bred to Direct. The "King-

maker" i* liable to make a great mare out of Kitty Bayard.

Before sold East she was one of the best things out, but was

in very poor hands. The Indian that sat on her tail could

not drive a nail in a snow bank let alone reef a trotter. At
Piqua. O, he gave her the record of 2:12* for $25 and drove

her all over the track trying to keep from hitting the grand

stand. Last year she was a rich man's plaything and that

kind never get the money.

Referring to the report published thai George Wilkes

could pace as easily and fast as he could trot, W. L. Simmons,

his former owner, says it is an error, no matter if the state-

ment was credited to his brother, writes an Eastern horse-

man. "George Wilkes could pace at perhaps a four-minute

gait," said Mr. Simmons, but not faster. He was not a natural

pacer, either, and never took to that gait from choice." Re-

ferring to the dam of George Wilkes Mr. Simmons said, in

reply to my question : "When I paid Mr. Felter for George

Wilkes I said: 'Do you know anything about the dam and

how she is bred ?' to which he replied : 'She is the kicking

thing that nearly broke Harry's arm and they say she is a

Mambrino."

If present indications are correct and no misfortune falls,

Richard Gird has in his stables a filly that is going to sur-

prise the world with a pacing record, says the Chino Cham
pion. This is Iris, two years old, sired by Ira Woolsey. She

has been in light training the past summer, but without at-

tempting to show speed at her present age. On Wednesday,

however, she paced a heat that was a surprise, and shows that

she has rare mettle. She paced an eighth mile in a two-

minute gait—15 seconds, and went to the quarter in 0:32*.

This time is phenomenal, and with proper training and no

accident, when she is a couple years older and hasher mus-

cles developed, she is apt to break all past records. She is

handsome, has a good carriage and travels easy and so light

that she does not appear to be making more than ordinary

time.

One of the most promising trotting yearlings in Sacra-
mento is a bay colt by Don Marvin. It is a full brother to
Boneeet, two-year-old record 2:27 J, dam Nellie BIy by Al-
pheus, second dam half thoroughbred by Woodburn. This
colt is owned by Jas. McCaw, who has also a thoroughbred
filly by Imp. Loyalist, dam by Bazaar, that will be heard
from if nothing happeos. Mr. McCaw informs us that Nel-
lie BIy, has been stinted this season to Waldstein by
Director, and having proved herself a' producing dam, will
no doubt produce a flyer to that grandly-bred young horse.

One of the eminently practical breeders and horsemen of
the West is M.T. Grattan and he sizes up the situation as
follows

: "Don't let prices at the recent sales put the idea
into your head that you can find a purchaser at long prices
for no-account stuff. If you have good material you can sell

it at remunerative prices, but you can give away animals
that can't perform or produce, unless bred in lines
which give promise that they will do so. 'Money makes the
mare go,' was formerly an apt saying and will apply even yet
in some cases, but if your mare can't go, or can't produce
something that will go, all that she is fit for is to make the
money go. If you don't think I know anything about it try
it for yourself."

William Reid writes to Clark's Horse Review from
London as follows: Mr. J. Wardleworth, of Hey wood, has
sold his American-bred stallion, Summit Boy, for $1,500, to
Mr. E. T. Bradley, of Manchester, the latter acting for
Australian parties. He will be immediately shipped to New
South Wales for stud purposes only. As Summit Boy has
been by no means a very extraordinary performer on English
soil, Mr. Wardleworth can congratulate himself of having re-

ceived an excellent price for his sale. Mr. Charles Trafford,
of London, held his annual weeding-out sale at Bradford on
Monday, when he disposed of twenty head of trotting stock
for nearly 1,000 guineas, an average of $250 per head. The
top price of the sale was $750, paid for the American stallion
Gracchus, by Almont. Notwithstanding depression in all

branches of trade, that there is plenty of money in the mar-
ket for trotting stock is here amply demonstrated.

Dr. W. Seward Webb, Secretary of the American Hack-
ney Horse Society, has sent out a circular to breeders and
other owners notifying them that it is desired by the society
to have all prizes won by hackneys recorded in the Stud
Book. Asentries to Volume II. A. H. S. B.,closeon Decem-
ber 21st, names and pedigrees of.'stock to be registered should
be sent to the society's office,51 East Forty-fourth Street, New
York, without delay. Telegraphic entry (to be confirmed by
mail) may be made. Mr. Du Barry, assistant to D& Webb,
says that the receipt of entries has more than come up to

their expectations, and that there will be as many horses re-

corded in Volume II as there are in Volume 1. An interest-

ing feature of the forthcoming volume will be a short history

of the American Hackney Horse Society from its origin to

date. In addition to giving what are known as local prizes,

the new book will have a complete list of prizes won at the
national horse shows. The next annual meeting of members
will be held in January, following a Directors' meeting to be
held on the same day.

Walter Masten is wintering in town with his string of
racers, including some of the best horses in the California cir-

cuit. They are all in fine condition and are as pretty as

pictures. All lovers of horseflesh should go to theHinman
Stable and see the promising youngsters. The list may well

be headed by Falrose, 2:19. This superb animal was sired

by Fallis, 2:23, and was out of the famous mare Roseleaf. He
is in fine trim and great things are expected of him next
season. Brushwood is the nama of a fine looking colt, who
will be better known by the end of the next racing season.

His sire was Redwood, by Nutwood, and his dam was Frances
Sherman, by Sherman, by Norfolk. He has no public record

but is already known as a speedy animal. Another untried

colt of whom great things are prophesied is Ethelauake, by
Castello, 2:24}, out of Florida, by Nutwood Boy. The three

fillies, Lady Marden, by Nutwood Boy, out of Primrose
;

Nora S , by Sable Wilkes, out of Gracie, by Nutwood 600,

and Lady Harper, by Alaska, 2:24}, out of Nellie Gray, by
Algona, are graceful creatures built for speed and in the

opinion of experts will be record-breakers in their respective

classes. Jay, 2:28}, who has made a good reputation for

himself on local tracks, is with Mr. Masten's stable at pres-

ent and he says the gray gelding will surpass himself next
year.—Dixon Tribune.

Chas. Hughfs of Mayfield, who purchased Mabel H,
2:17}, by Alex Button, and brought her to France, writes

from Paris under date of November 12th :
" When I came

to Paris in June, the best track (Neoilly-Levallois) was
closed, but the managers expect to open the gates next year,

so trotters have had very few opportunities for work. After

leaving San Francisco Mabel H. was taken sick and came
near dying. She did not recover until she was on French
soil for two months. I will start her in this city next spring

in the races, if there are any for her. The trouble we import-

ers have is that all our horses six years old, are

barred from racing. I will send Mabel to Vienna and Ber-

lin. At both places they have built tracks on the Ameri-
can plan and the people patronize horses and good racing.

In the Breeder and Sportsman of the date of October
13th I notice a slight mistake regarding the American driver

Horace Brown. He has not been ruled off the Germany
and Vienna tracks. He came back to France with the best

of credentials from these associations, and I intend to give

him my mare to handle at once. In my opinion he is the

best man at the business in Europe. I see your valued pa-
per is received here by several of my associates, and no jour-

nal is more welcome. What a pity it was that I did not
buy Azote; you know I could have purchased him for

$1,500. If I had him I could beat every horse in France,

Austria, Germany and Italy, but I do not despair of achiev-

ing that honor yet with Mabel H. She is doing as well as

I can expect. I long to get back to California; it is the

best country in the whole world. One has to be away from
there to appreciate its glorious climate."

It's Pure 1

That's Sure!!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Brandy
Sold Everywhere

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
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Entries Close.

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB Decernberl5th
HAWTHORNE January 1st
HARLEM - January 1st
OCCIDENT STAKE January 1st
f.ATONIA January 1st
OALESBURG..- January 1st
CINCINNATI January 1st

The 'Winter of '94.

Tbe eventful year, 1894, is nearing its close, and horse-

men, as well as others engaged in busines s pursuits

whose opportunities for making money cease when Win-
ter comes, must now take a retrospective view of what

has been done during the exciting months just passed in

their particular lines of business. The horses that have

gone " down the line " from one race track to tbe other

battling for *,he lead in fields of every size, have had

their harnesses put away, bikes taken apart, and in a

dry place in the carriage house or in some unoccupied

stall they are carefully stored. The horses are enjoying

a well-earned rest ; in California, especially, is this true,

for here we have green fields and a warm climate for

tbem to enjoy. At night no blankets are needed by

them for the frame buildings containing their box-stalls

are sufficiently warm to perclude all possibility of their

catching colds. This winter has been an unusually good

one for stock, and from most of the leading stock farms we
have received the cheering information: "Our stock never

looked better ; every horse on the. place seems to be en-

joying excellent health, in fact, they bad none of their

usual climatic diseases this season. The warm rains in

October gave the grass a chance to grow and the absence

of frosts in November kept the feed growing stronger and
sweeter every day. It is now the middle of December
and the rains last week have freshened the alfalfa and
natural grasses amazingly. Our youngsters next year

will surpass any we have ever bred or raised."

This is encouraging news, and if the green 'uns are

doing so well, may we not expect the tried campaigners

which are enjoying the same advantages to do better

than ever in 1 896 .'

The recent arrival of many famous horsemen on this

coast this winter is a very auspicious one, for if there

is anything Californians lilte to boast of it is " our mid-

winter climate." These visitors who have been accus-

tomed to hug the stove all winter and recall the campaigns

of the summer, will now have an opportunity of visiting

our large stock farms, and, under tbe green trees along

the smooth roads, or down by the private race tracks

they will be so absorbed in watching the local talent

preparing youngsters for future races, all thoughts of

the stove and the races of the past will he forgotten.

We will extend a most cordial welcome to these, horse-

men. They are coming lo see wbelhti the stories about

this place being a paradise for horses is as true as they

know it must be for the human family. The race meetings

they intend to give will be over our tracks, but we fear

that with one or two exceptions they will be disappointed

in their smoothness, for our race courses cannot be con-

sidered the fastest in the world, even though many

world's records were shattered on them.

The desire to see the kings and queens, as well as the

most famous horses in the trotting world is a strong one,

and, if all other conditions were favorable, we do not

doubt that thousands would visit the race tracks to see

them, but, knowing what a hold the jockey club races has

on the betting fraternity, and the surfeit of

racing the people have had in all but a few places on

this Coast this year, we are afraid the attendance will

not be up to the expectations of the projectors. Even if

it is not, the change to this climate for the horsemen as

well as their valuable charges, will be a most beneficial

one. The latter will enjoy jogging on the track all

winter and whenever they are thoroughly rested a little

run on pasture, a feed of our rich wheat and oat hay,

and a comfortable box stall to rest in, will do more to

tone up their systems and prepare them for their long

and arduous campaign in the East than any vacation

they have heretofore enjoyed.

While the horses are recuperating in this way their

drivers can spend many happy hours enjoying the sights

and scenery of this Coast ; visiting stock farms, becom-

ing acquainted with our whole-souled trotting-horse

owners, and they may, perhaps, select a few good colts

and fillies to increase and strengthen their strings on the

Eastern circuit. The old stove will never be asked for.

During the long evenings in front of large, old-fash-

ioned fire-places many a story will be told of races that

never will be forgotten ; old acquaintances will be

spoken of, and many reminiscences will be listened to.

There will be no fear of hearing that " the storm has

beaten in the window of a stall," or that " a favorite

colt or filly is down with the influenza, will we hitch up

the sleigh and go for the Vet '? " Inside and outside,

comfort will reign supreme.

This is no faDcy sketch, but all our visitors when they

return to their homes on the other side of the Rocky

Mountains will verify it, and remember forever after the

pleasant winter of '94 they spent in California, then let

all of us help them to make it a memorable one.

Racing at Harlem.

The center of racing in the United States is Chicago,

and when we come to consider the excellent way racing

is conducted there, the reason why it is so popular

becomes apparent at odcc The Chicago Fair Grounds

Association will hold its meeting of 1895 at Harlem,

which is near Chicago. Racing will alternate with that

given at Hawthorne Park, so horsemen can have the

benefit of working their horses over two of the best tracks

in America. The programme of events to be contested

at Harlem is published in this issue, and it is well worthy

the careful perusal of every horse owner in this State.

Racing will end at the Bay District track in May, and

the exodus of horses to the East will commence. Every

owner wants to have his horses engaged in the leading

stakes, and at Harlem the long list, as well as the large

amounts offered, are inducements which they must not

overlook. Entries will close January 1st, so very little

time is to be lost by those who contemplate racing their

horses until next November. Horsemen must go where

the money is if they want to get any themselves, and by

having everything prepared beforehand they will be

certain of not making a fruitless trip across the conti-

nent if they stop at Chicago.

Latonia Jockey Club.

Tie spring and fall meetings of this popular club for

1895 will take place at its splendid race track, Coving-

ton, Kentucky, and in another column of this journal

will be found the announcement of tbe stakes for these

meetings, which will close January 1st. Races are ar-

ranged for horses of all ages, and for all distances, the

added money in each event being guaranteed by this

prosperous association. Over $21,000 in all will be

given to winners in the way of added money. The
stakes will be run on alternate days, and overnight

sweepstakes with stake values will be prepared for the

intervening days, so horsemen will have plenty of oppor-

tunities for giving their horses races. The number of

horses owned in Kentucky now at the Bay District will

be augmented by a larger number of- California-owned

ones, and we desire to see this meeting well patronized.

The track is the finest in Kentucky, its appointments

most excellent, and climate unsurpassed; and as it is un-

der the management of the ablest and best qui

Board of Directors, a good time may be anticipate

all who make entries, and then bring their 1

there to compete for the valuable stakes advei

Entries for this splendid meeting will close J_

1st. Address all communications to E. C. Hopper

retary, Covington.

The Election of Officers of the P. O. T. H. I

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the P
Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association held in

rooms, 313 Bush street, last Monday, all the officers

re-elected for the ensuing term.

President Heald reluctantly accepted tbe nomini

stating that he .expected his business this year ?

scarcely allow him the time he felt he ought to gi

the association in the capacity of President. The 1

unanimously urged him to accept the position, ai

finally consented. It was largely due to the effoi

President Heald, and the attention he gave the affa

the association this season, that instead of being hi

financially it came out so far ahead. Abetter man
not be selected for the position, as he is not only a

ough horseman and interested in breeding, but as a

ness man, while he is enterprising and hold in ado]

new ideas that are good and in giving large purses,

he is conservative and not liable to make mistafc

that direction. There is no doubt that all the men

of the association will approve of the selection o

Board in appointing him the presiding officer

coming year.

The Board also fixed the date for the hoi

of the convention of representatifes from

various associations, composing the grand

cuit of California, March 4th being sele

A call for this convention was ordered at the last an

meeting of the Association.

The importance of each association sending a c

gate to this convention must be apparent to all. H
be remembered that last season there was conside)

wrangling over the dates selected by the various ass

tions which did not send delegates to a similar con

tion here and much dissatisfaction was evinced anion

horsemen on this account.

By giving notice in time, and having a prograi

of dates agreed upon, and arranging many other de

which are essential for the success of the horseme

well as the associations, this convention should be

best-attended one ever held on this coast. The

operation of every interested horseman is needet

this time to foster the interests of the light harness 1

industry; this is also one of the most urgent reasons

this convention is called for March 4th. Notices wi

sent to every association on tbe. circuit in due time

a full attendance in response thereof is expected,

,:'-

tit

-

'

Chicago Racing Association.

It is hardly necessary to call the attention of ow

of thoroughbreds to the fact that in this week's issu

this journal the lists of stakes to he run for at all

principal meetings in the United States are adverti

The Chicago Racing Association offers in its prograi

of events a magnificent list suitable for all

and for horses that can run at all distances. The n

iug will begin May 1st, at Hawthorne Park, Chicago

alternating with Harlem races will continue until

vember loth. Entries for these races will close Jan'

1st. There are many horses at the Bay District T
that will be in prime condition to go East in May.

is of paramount importance to the owners that they n

entries at once. Tbe first cost is very little and the

portunities for making large amounts on their investi

are excellent. The entries for the Chicago Derb;

1896 (Purse $25,000) and the stallion stakes for 1

(with $5,000 added) also close on that date. E. Ci

gan, the President of this Association, is at the tracl

present, and will furnish all further information

may be needed. Send-entries to Harry Kuhl, Se

tary, Chicago, on or before January 1st.

The directors of the Six'h District Agricultural

sociation, of Los Angeles, at a meeting held on Wedl

day last, decided on December 21st and 22d as the t

for the great races to take place between tbe fast ho

that recently arrived from the East. A great effort

be made to have more record-breakers there, and, if

meeting proves to be a success, the races will poss

be continued. A number of horsemen from the t

Sacramento, Stockton and Fresno have signified tl

intention of being present at this meeting.
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Raoingr in thfe Mud.

taciiig at the Bay District Track during the past two

ks has not been a very edifying sport. As soon as

jockeys appeared, no matter what their colors were

mud which flew from the horse's hoofs soon colored

m .all alike. That there were no very serious acci-

,ts from horses slipping was almost miraculous.

eral times horses fell and caused their riders to wal-

in the mud, but no other injury was noticeable,

valets have had to work hard, and the clerk of the

les, after weighing the jockeys as they were going to

washed, generally weighed two pounds more than

en they mounted their steeds. Two pounds of good

ifornia real estate evenly distributed over the persons

these " knights of the pigskin" was only a light

idicap, and the youngsters enjoyed the honor of look-

as if they were dragged through a sewer, much to

consternation of their attentive attendants.

f clear weather continues, the track superintendent

ieves he will have the track in first-class order in one

ik and fast time will be made. The interest in the

ss—muddy and all as they are—remains unabated.

> number of bookmakers remains about the same,

:le the amounts wagered do not seem to vary from

Aose last season. A number of very prominent East-

horsemen have signified their intention of coming

j bringing a few more crackerjacks to make the racing

'.resting for the players of form and the layers of

3.

'he meeting is conducted in a splendid manner and

fault can be found with the machine-like regularity

i which the daily events are carried through. It

. srves the financial success it is achieving.

Williams in Front Again.

In another page will be found the advertisement of

Galesburg Trotting Association, in which is an-

nced fourteen stakes, of value of $5,000 each, mak-

a grand total of $70,000, to be divided at the August

ting to be held from the 26th to the 31st of that

ith.

his, we believe, is the largest amount of stake money

: offered by any association, and such enterprise as

shown by Mr. C. U. Williams deserves the support

lorsemen the country over. Increase the earning ca-

ity of the trotter has been Mr. Williams' motto, and

y horseman knows that no man has done more than

o enhance it.

[r. Williams took hold of the Galesburg track last

on, and the first meeting he held he raised it to a

le of equality with the best in the West, and it seems

none surpass it for speed qualities and equipment,

esburg track holds the world's record for trotters,

set by Alix, and the wonderful youngster Di-

ly 2:07} made his mark there, and wiped out all

rious records at either gait.

he stakes that are opened as follows : Trotters, two,

e and four-year-olds, 2:30, 2:25, 2:20, 2:10; pacers

year-olds, 2:30, 2:25, 2:20, 2:15 and 2:10 classes,

ries close January 1, and entrance fee is five per cent.

ible on the installment plan. Address C. W. Wil-

is, secretary, Galesburg, 111.

will not be able to start the owner is not held liable for

any future payment. Every breeder in this State should

enter as many colts as possible in this stake. It will be

a paying investment besides enhancing the value of the

youngsters. Entries will close January 1, 1895.

Cincinnati Jockey Olub.

The spring meetings of 1895 and 1896 to be held un-

der the auspices of the above-named Jockey Club at Oak-

ley Park, Cincinnati, are advertised in this issue, and as

entries will close January 1st, horsemen who contem-

plate taking their horses East should not forget that the

first step to prepare the way for them to make money is

to make entries at once. The track at Oakley Park is

one of the best in the United States, and as the races

are splendidly attended by people from all parts of the

country good betting is assured. The conditions of entry

for the large number of valuable stakes are most liberal.

Horsemen who do not take advantage of this opportunity

of making money with their thoroughbreds will regret

it. A large number of horses will leave the Bay District

track for the East, and owners who desire to take ad-

vantage of the best race meetings should not overlook

the one to be given by the Cincinnati Jockey Club.

vek mindful of the wants of the owners of thorough-

18, the California Jockey Club proves its worth in

respect by offering additional stakes for the spring

ting. In this issue there are ten valuable stakes

rlised, viz.: The Pacific, The Racing, Eancho del

J, Bitter Boot Handicap, Bay District Handicap,

Flying Stakes,The Spring Stakes,The Fairy Stakes,

Consolation Stakes and The Washoe Stakes. Large

lints are guaranteed by the club in each of these

its and as entries will close to-day, Saturday, Janu-

15th, horsemen should not neglect sending them in

.. B. Milroy, either at the track,or at the office of the

Forma Jockey Club, northwest corner of Sutter and

rney streets, at once. See advertisement for further

Iculars.

VEryoxe familiar with the history of trotting horses

California knows what the Occident stake is which is

«d for at the State Fair, Sacramento, every year. In

advertisement columns it will be noticed that the

'Ctora of the State Agricultural Society have signified

f intention of receiving ^entries for the Occident

e for foals of 1894, the race to be decided in 1897.

terms are very liberal and as the earning capacity

ae trotter must be increased we know of no better

of accomplishing this than by having all foals en-

l for stakes similar to the Occident. It only costs

to make the entry, then if the colt goes wrong and

Our Sacramento Letter.

Queen Alix.

An enthusiastic admirer of Alix sends the following from

Bitter Root Stock Farm, Hamilton, Montana, which he has

dedicated to this journal :

ALIX.
A Song Written and Composed by John W. Gagen.

Aie: "Happy Land of Canaan."
If you listen to myBong, I won't detain you long,
It's all about Alix I will sing you:
She's the fastest ofthem all, be they great or small
And the champion trotting queen of all the nation.

Choeus.

Ho, boys, ho, don't jou. hear me shout!
The recorded time of Nancy Hanks has been beaten.
I tell you it was£grand, as Alix passed the stand

~v
.

The acknowledged trotting queen of all the nation.

She;came upon the track with Andy McDowell at her back,
The instructions from Monroe Salisbury they were given,
Andy wore a suit of white determined to make a fight
For the honor of beiug first in his profession.

Chords.

Andy scored her once or twice and the mare felt as nice
As could beexpected from his training:
So when not a voice was heard, she went off and got the word.
To eclipse the fastest mile in all the nation.

Chobus.

As by the quarter-pole she sped, 30}< the watches said,
All stood arid gazed in utter consternation;
Then Andy thought of Pleasanton, and to the half in thirty-one
Trotted nobly for the laurels of the nation.

Chords.

Around the lower turn Andy's skill was plainly shown,
It was there he nursed her for that brilliant finish;

In the stretch she nicety swung and the mile was quickly done
In two, threeand three-quarters of asecond.

Chords.

C. W, Williams being in the stand, proclaimed the feat as grand.
Twenty thousand people cheered their approbation.
For in the East and West Alix is the best
And the champion trotting queen of all the nation.

Chorus.

And now to conclude my song, which is getting rather long,
Here's a health to all good trainers botd and clever

;

May McDowell with his skill and Salisbury's iron will

Be remembered in America forever.

Chords.

A committee appointed by the Bar Association of New
York City is at work considering the constitutional amend-
ment in regard to betting on racing and other forms of gamb-
ling. There are something like fifty different laws relating

to gambling on the statute books of New York. Moreover,
the penal code covers a lot of ground which relates to race-

track betting or gambling. Many of the statutes conflict with
each other; hence the lawyers who compose the Bar Asso-
ciation's committee are anxious to straighten matters out.

They will also draw up a bill, which is to be presented to the

legislature, that will cover all the different phases of betting

on races, ft is decided that to prevent the city from being
overrun with poolrooms severe penalties should be proposed

for snch violations of the law as were formerly winked at.

Some racing officials believe that the position of the race-

tracks will be defined early in the coming session. It is said

that the State Bar Association is working in conjunction with

the city association, and that every loop-hole will be carefully

covered by the proposed bill.

Old Pat Nolan, the celebrated steeplechase jockey,

acquired a considerable fortune in the gala days of the sport

between the flags, and having laid up treasures enough for

his wants in this world, proceeded to build a house at Sheeps-
head Bay. While it was in the course of construction a
countryman came along, and, after regarding it with interest

said: "Ayeh, Patsy, it's miny's the toime, Patsy, ye wint
over the watherjump to get the money to build that house."

" Yes," responded Pat, knowingly, "and it's miny's the

toime, Moike, Oi didn't go over the watherjump to git the

money to build that house."

The fact that Richard Croker has decided to retire the

great colt Dobbins to the stud has been regretted by turfmen
generally. In his two-year-old form the son of Mr. Pickwick
and Thora gave every promise of a brilliant future, but the

hard campaign to which he was subjected resulted in his

breaking down as a three-year-old.

The attention of horse owners is called to the advertise-

ment of the Green Meadow Farm. The best pasturage and
care in the State can be had there at very low rates.

[From our Regular Correspondent.

J

Sacramento, December 11—The present winter season,

so far as it has progressed, has demonstrated beyond all

doubt that Agricultural Park is the best winter training

ground in the State.

While reports from other quarters show that horses are
wallowing through mud fetlock deep, and the Bay District
track, a veritable quagmire, Sacramento's race course is "dry
as a powder horn."

It must not be inferred from this assertion that the Capital
city has not had its share of rain. On the contrary, this

section has been visited by one of the heaviest storms experi-
enced in a number of years.

The present excellent condition of the track and training
quarters here is due to a superior drainage system, perfected
by Mr. Willard Gardner, the lessee of the Park.
Although it has rained almost continuously for the past

week, the horses in training here have scarcely " lost a
gallop."

It is no perversion of truth to say that no matter how
fierce the storm or how great the precipitation, within an
hour from its cessation a horse can be " worked " with per-
fect safety over either of the tracks here.
Beneath a circular shed at the west side of the park the

horses may be walked and trotted while it is storming.
Commodious boxes to the number of 200 are now at the dis-

posal of the horsemen. These are the stables built within
the past few years, and were formerly withheld from occu-
pancy, save during the State Fair meeting. They are all

constructed with a strict observance of sanitary regulations,

and are as fine as any to be found elsewhere.
Under the conditions of the present lease Mr. Gardner has

the immediate supervision of the park and all its appoint-
ments, and he is making every endeavor to render them the
best in the State.

At this writing there are nearly 100 horses quartered here.

Of this number the majority are thoroughbreds, principally
yearling6. It is, perhaps, too early in the season to enter
into an elaborate discussion of the merits of these youngsters,

or in any manner treat of them as individuals. To be brief,

they are an exceptionally fine lot, taken as a whole.
Ab Stemler is here with upwards of a dozen yearlings

belonging to Messrs. Burns & Watterhouse. Among them
are five head, the pick of the Palo Alto Farm, recently pur-
chased at public sale.

" Hanger " Jones came op from the bay last week bring-
ing in addition to his racing stable, twelve yearlings. Eight
of these are the property of Mr. A. B. Spreckels; three be-

long to Johnny Humphries ; Geo. K. Rider, of this city,

rejoices in the po"«^ssion of the twelfth, a Bmoothly-turned
filly by Sir Modred—Snowdrop, by Joe Hooker.
Henry Walsh, the veteran, iovlocated here, having the

horses of Mr. W. O'B. McDonough in trainings He~feas^"
about twenty in his charge, they are a likely lot.

Wm. Sullivan, late of the Rancho del Paso, is training
two yearlings, and expects an augmentation of his " string

"

in the near future.

Shirdy and a two-year-old filly by Jackson are in Frank
Dupoister's stable.

Chas. Schutius, who will ba remembered as the trainer of
Monte Cristo. Safe Ban (later Triboulet), Peregrine and
other well-known performers, has a small but select string in
which are Candor (3), by Three Cheers—Charity, by Red
Boy, and a brown mare five years old by Leinster—Maggie
S., by Bayonet. ~t25
This completes a rough list of the thoroughbreds.
The light-harness contingent is well represented. Altao,

Trumont and a green pacer are being jogged by Lee Shaner,
late of the Los Cerritos Stock Farm. The Oregonians, Tru-
mont and Altao, appear to have benefited by tbeir stay in
California.

E. J. Bennett, for a number of years second trainer for Lee
Shaner, has opened a public stable. He has four in train-

ing. Octoroon (p) by Soudan, a green pacing mare by Del
Paso—by Algona, a yearling by Easter Wilkes, and an un-
tried filly of doubtful quality as well as lineage.

Chris Jorgenson has a number taking easy work, the
choice of the string being 3 yearling filly by Easter Wilkes
—Flossie, by Prompter.
Frank Mervin r a recent aspirant for laurels in the harness

division, has Sacramento, 2:29f, by Monroe Chief—by Gen.
Reno, and Linda B., 2, by Director—by Gibraltar.

W. L Higgins is training Richland, Erin and Martha 8.

They all look well and will undoubtedly cut quite a figure

when the season is fairly under way.
A yearling pacer by Easter Wilkes-Daisy by Prompter,

bids fair to become one of the sensational performers of the
coast. He is owned by G. W. Hancock, of this city, and is

trained by Frank Tryon. He is gifted with a wonderful turn
of speed, and has as pure gait as was ever seen. He has re-

peatedly worked quarters in :32* and a half-mile in :12 is

simply play for him. Within the past month he has been
given no fast work, his trainer being content to wait upon his

development.
A yearling brother to Boneset is being worked by George

Kenir. He give every indication of being equally as fast as

his brother.

There has been considerable talk among local horsemen
with reference to inducing Messrs. Geers and Salisbury to

give an exhibition of their trotters and pacers in this city,

should they decide to come north. The matter has assumed
no tangible form as yet, however. Candor.

Sacramento, Dec. II.
«.

Death of Dr. Peter Burns.

Dr. Peter Barns, the veterinary surgeon of the Fire De-

partment, died at his home in this city Wednesday last. He
had been ill for several months and for some time past his

family entertained but little hope of his recovery. He was
taken ill with an abscess on the liver. This attack was over-
come by long treatment, but new complications arose, the

heart became affected and death was the result.

Dr. Burns was one of the best known citizens of this city.

Kind and gentle in his nature, he was honored and beloved

by all who knew him. He was born in Ireland sixty years

ago and came to California at an early age to practice his

profession. For over twenty years he was the veterinary

surgeon of the Fire Department and filled the position most
creditably. He was also a member of the Veteran Firemen.
Dr. Burns leaves a widow and (daughter. His daughter is

the wife of Dr. W. F. Egan. the veterinary editor of this

onrnal.
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Salisbury's Horses at Los Angeles.

Los Anueles. Decemher 9-The stalls of Agricultural

Park never before contained such a valuable lot of horse-

flesh as is now quartered there. All of the Eastern crack

animals, together with Monroe Salisbury's stable, have been

allotted stalls down the row of buildings below the corrals

several rods, while Salisbury's horses were housed near

them.

When the flyers were taken from the cars yesterday they

were in the best of condition and seemed to have stood the

long journey remarkably well. Ed Geers the veteran horse-

man, has charge of the Hamlin stable, and Andy McDowell

that of the millionaire of Pleasanton.

McDowell took out several of the California horses for a

jog around the track this morning, and he declared that they

were in prime condition.

When Salisbury jarrived he at once drove out to see h

. When he reached there quite a number of

visitors had gathered to get a look at the turf champions,

and one and all crowded about the wealthy horse-owner as he

went from stall to stall. ....
In response to Queries Mr. Salisbury stated that his horses

would be quartered here for some time, and that his plans

would be guided by developments. Mrs. Mark Severance,

who owns a number of speedy borses, and who is almost as

well posted on the records of the turf as the stablemen who

make it their business, was on hand this afternoon with Mr.

Salisbury to inspect and admire the fine points of the great

Ed (Jeers first led out the king of pacers, Robert J., and

stood at the head of the favorite, while the crowd passed

lodgment upon him. The clean-limbed racer reached out

his nose, and nibbled affectionately at all who approached

him, and seemed as docile as a kitten.

After he had Been duly inspected, Salisbury led the way

round to his stables. Azote, Flying Jib and Alix were the

subjects of much attention, which was also lavished upon

the black wonder, Directly. Fantasy is a member of Ham-

lin's stable, and her admirable condition is in keeping with

that of the other horses.

Hal Pointer is decorated with a rough coat at present, he

having been turned out to pasture for a number of months

past. ... • .
The special meeting arranged by the district association

may be set down as one of the notable events of the coast in

racing circies this year. Should the weather permit, it is

not improbable that world's records may be shattered on the

local track.

State Veterinary Surgeons.

- -The California State Veterinary Association held its an-

nual meeting at the Baldwin Hotel Wednesday afternoon.

The following were present : Drs. Thomas Maclay, Peta-

luma; H. A. Spencer, San Jose; W. A. Wadhams, Santa

Clara; C. B. Orvis, Stockton; D. F. Fox, Sacramento; R. A.

Archibald, Sacramento; F. E. Pierce, Oakland; A. Robin, San

Francisco; H. Fabri, San Francisco; H. A. Forrest, Santa

Cruz; A.S.Williams. Marysville; J. Graham, Fresno; J. H.

Eddy, Stockton; J. W. O'Rourke, Stockton.

The following officers were elected : President, C. B. Or-

vis, Stockton; R. T. Whittlesey, Los Angeles; secretary, R. A.

Archibald, Sacramento; treasurer, D. F. Fox, Sacramento;

Board of Examiners—Drs. Maclay, Egan, Spencer, Lemke

and Graham.
The association will meet next year at San Jose.

Dr. C. B. Orvis read a paper on "A Case of a Fibroid

Tumor in the Lumbar Region."

Dr. Wadhams presented a carefully prepared treatise on
" Canine Distemper." He thought dogs were particularly

susceptible to distemper when they are approaching matur-

ity. Cleanliness is one of the great safeguards against the

infliction. The kennel should be kept clean and warm.

He said that a distemper is oftentimes mistaken for the in-

fluenza, and sometimes for the hydrophobia. He remarked

that the mad dog is out of his head and wants to eat every-

thing, while the distempered canine may be nervous, but he

will never eat.

Some cases in veterinary surgery were taken up and dis-

cussed by the members.
Resolutions in memory of the late Dr. Burns were drawn

up and adopted.
•

Horse Show Association.

Notwithstanding that Trainer Brien has been warned

oft" the track he has continued to train the Santa Anita

horses, although he has not passed through the gates of the

Bay District Track while the races have been in progress.

The Santa Anita horses are located in stalls outside ot the

track and have been sent to the saddling paddock in charge

of the new foreman. . . ...

There is a probability that the Eastern associations will

recognize the ruling of the California Jockey Club, so Bald-

win will find himself in the same fix as regards Brien, but

the owner of Santa Anita intends to make Brien s fight and

has no intention of changing trainers.

Fourteen horses leave to-day for the ranch, including Hm-

peror of Norfolk and the Australian stallion Chesterfield, re-

cently purchased by E. J. Baldwin. San Lucas, Dolly L.

filly and three or four more youngsters of that class are to be

left at the track. . „
W. B. Sink will also Bent Sister Mary south with the Santa

Anita horses, as Brien also trains for that gentleman.

Arrival of Thoroughbreds From Europe.

The Bovic, of the White Star line of steamers, arrived at

New York on Friday last, bringing a lot of thoroughbreds

belonging to Mr. J. A. Monis & Sons. The stock waB in

charge of Mr. Albert Morris, cousin of Mr. J. A. Morris,who

has charge of Mr. Morris' breeding farm, located near Dun-

mow, in the County of Essex, leased by Mr. Morris. Albert

Morris said, regarding the breeding policy adopted at Dun-

mow : "We have actually the same advantages of the English

breeders, and can command the best strains of blood in Eng-

land. The preference has been given to young sires, rather

than to Galopin or other old stud heroes. Galliard, the sire

of the Vacation filly, is by Galopin, out of Mavis, by Mac-

aroni ; Friar's Balsam, by Hermit ; Flower of Dorset, by

Breadalbane ; Kilwarlin, by Arbitrator, dam Hasty Girl, by

Lord Gough ; Amphion is by Speculum or Rosebery, out of

Suicide, by Hermit ; Ayrshire, by Hampton, out of Atlanta,

by Galopin; Sheen, by Hampton, out of Radiancy, by Tib-

thorpe, the most fashionable English sire of the day. Sheen

is considered the coming stallion. Both he and Amphion

command a fee of £200."

In the lot were three brood mares, Ermine, ch m, foaled

1884, bred in America, by Ten Broeck—Sallie M., by Long-

fellow, in foal to Sheen. Proserpine, bay mare, bred in Eng-

land, by Robert the Devil—Polonaise, by Adventurer, in

foal to Sheen, registered in American Stud Book, vol. 6, page

103 ;
Cataplasm, bay filly, foaled 1891, bred by Mr. H. Chap-

lin, by Triar's Balsam—by Controversy (son of Lambtoh or

ih'e 'Miner) ; second dam Mahonia, by King Tom; third

dam Blooming Heather, by Melbourne, out of Queen Mary

—of Bonnie Seotland, etc., by Gladiator. The weanlings are

nine in number, bay colt by Kilwarlin—Ermine, by Ten

Broeck ; bay colt by Kilwarlin—Jennie B , by Longfellow
;

bay colt by Kilwarlin—Active, by Tom Ochiltree ;
brown

colt by Friar's Balsam—Lizzie Baker, by Longfellow ;
bay

filly by Galliard—Erasure, by Virgil ; brown colt by Spring-

field, son of Sir Albans—Homcepathy, by Reform ;
brown

filly by Friar's Balsam—Starlight, by Iroquois; bay filly by

Amphion—Vacation, by Tom Ochiltree ; bay filly by Gal-

liard, dam imp. In-Her-Place, by Hermit. The Messrs.

Morris still have the above mares, dams of the foals in

England being bred.

Mr. Morris speaks in high terms of the English farm. The

horses were sent to Morris Park, and when they recover

from the effects of the voyage, will be sent to Wyndham
Walden's training farm in Maryland.

HOOF-BEATS.

Geoeoe Covington, By. Holly and a few in on the kn

made a swine-slaughtering on the victory of Vi|

Wedoesday.

Two habrows were kept going over the track all

morning, and the northeast breeze and warm sun are accc

plishing wonders.

Adolph's dam is not the dam of The Butterflies.

California gelding's mother was by Lodi ; the Futurity w>

ner'B bv Melbourne Jr.

Oannot Do Without It.

The success of the late horse show resulted Friday in the

filing of articles of incorporation by the Horse Show Aseocia-

tion of California. The following gentlemen, prominently

connected with last week's splendid show in the Mechanics'

Pavilion, are named as directors: John Parrott, George New-

hall, Maurice Casey, H. J. Crocker, J. B. Crockett, R. H.

Irving, Joseph D. Grant, Frank Hicks, J. L. Rathbone and

M. Theodore Kearney. The purposes of the association are

announced as follows :

To Becure improvement in the breeding, care and training

of horses of various classes ; improvement in carriages and

harness ; the procurement, owning, leasing and selling of real

estate ; for the competitive exhibition of native and foreign

horses; for the holding of such exhibition of horses.carriages

and harness in such places as the association may desire,

or the necessity of the case may demand ;
for the distribution

of premiums to the best and most meritorious exhibitors of

horses, carriages and harnesses of various classes ; for the

right to charge for admission to all such exhibitions, or for

the use of the real estate or any part thereof, and for such

other and further objects as may best promote the general ob-

ject of such association.

The capital stock is $100,000, of which $100 has been sub-

scribed by each of the directors.

Baldwin's Horses Sent to Santa Anita.

The weekly form book heretofore published by Messrs.

Egbert & Co. has been transferred to F. C. Bridge & Co., pub-

lishers of the San Francisco Turf Guide, the only

authorized edition. This Turf Guide is recognized

by everyone who visits the track as an indispensable and re-

liable work. The form cards of every day's races are care-

fully revised and are absolutely correct. The pedigree, age,

color, sex, owner, jockey, odds and index of every horse that

is started is given to date in a comprehensive manner. The

index is arranged alphabetically and continuously, so fol-

lowers of the races can in an instant learn of the perform-

ances of any horse they are in doubt about. No one can

afford to be without it. It iB the horseman's hand-book, and

for the price, twenty-five cents, is the cheapest and best work

ever published. Get a copy. Issued every Saturday.

Death of Rufus Murphy.

Word was received here Saturday morning of the death of

RufuB Murphy, which occurred at Ukiah Friday night. He

retired as usual that night and Saturday morning was found

dead in his bed. It is supposed he died from the effects of

heart disease. Deputy Sheriff Frank J. Murphy, who is a

nephew, left for Ukiah Saturday forenoon to make arrange-

ments regarding the funeral.

Rufus Murphy was one of the best known men in this

part of the State. He came here in the early days and for a

number of years was actively engaged in lumbering, the firm

being Guerne & Murphy, and the field of their operations was

Guerneville. After disposing of his lumber and mill business

Mr. Murphy paid considerable attention to the horse busi-

ness, investing many thousand dollars in the venture, and at

one time owning a large number of valuablo trotters. Recently

he disposed of all his'horses and engaged in the hotel busi-

ness in Ukiah. Mr. Murphy was a generous, progressive

citizen and his death has brought Borrow to all his friends.

—

Santa Rosa Republican.

The cracks of the Santa Aniia string were shipped back

to the ranch Tuesday. This move on the part of E. J. Baldwin

will crealea sensation in turf circles, as it was originally in-

tended to keep the string in San Francisco all winter. It haB

been niven out that the owner of the Santa Anita Btring is

averse to running his best horses in the going .that prevails

at present at the Bay District track.

St. Georqb, by Yattendon—Lady Chester, is proving

himself a great sire. This is especially the case where he is

bred with the Apremont mares : Loyalty, Ich Dien and Bon-

nie Scotland, being the latest of his stock that have achieved

notority for him in their splendid work in the Australian

colonies. Repose, by Apremont, out of Hammock, now the

property of A. B. Spreckels, should, we think, be mated with

Clieveden, who is a full brother to St. George (now at the

Merriwa Stock Farm), and the get from this cross should

surely be equal to anything now produced in this country or

Australia.

Charles A. is not the horse he was cracked up to be, or

Vigor would not have left him behind a block Wednesday.

Paris, the winner of the Melbourne Cup, Australia,

Bired by Grandmaster.the sire of R. E. deB. Lopez' bay n

Cliquot. She is heavy with foal to imp. Merriwa.

St. Brandon Wednesday showed himself to be a gi,

enough horse over the sticks to tackle Floodmore, Argeii

Ingot, Mendocino or any other timber-topper at the lo

track. He jumps well and is exceedingly fast betW'

fences.

The injuries of Charley Kidd, the unfortunate stee|

cbase rider, consist of two baJ ly broken ribs on the left I

and a bad bruising up generally. He is a worthy yoi

man, and the horsemen should see to it that he lacks

nothing.

Charles Kidd, the steeple-chase rider injured Wednest

comes from England, and has an excellent reputation. Ii

a mistake to think that every horse can jump anyhow, an<

is especially dangerous going over the steeplechase col

these days.

Charley Weber had the narrowest escape from be

crushed to death Wednesday ever seen at the local track.

was about 100 yards of the finish with Sue Abbott, when

filly fell and rolled over with the boy. The soft mud is

that saved his life.

Eddie Sachs remarked the other day that he inten

having at least a $5 bet down on his erratic Red Bird ev

time he started, even if he was at 200 to 1 in the bett

From the tired expression on his face when Red Bird t

tered in first Wednesday we should judge that he not only

got to put down the bet, but had actually plunged on *

other horse in the race.

W. J. Hammond, of Detroit, Mich., owner of the great I

ting stallions Simmicolon and Sidney, has been an attend

at the races for the past few days. Mr Hammond iotf

making a tour of the lower part of the State before return

East. Mr. A. G. Ryan, President of the Portland Rai

Association, accompanies Mr. H. on his trip South,

Earl Cochrane, the little fellow that rode such a crei

ble race on Vigor Wednesday, is not a recent graduate f

the ranks of exercise boys, as stated in a morning paper

he has been riding well for more than a year and has qu

reputation on the other side of the Rockies. His father tr

Argenta, the jumper.

The Arizona Blood Horse Association held a meeting

Mondav afternoon for the settlement of minor matters
;

nected'with the racing meet of December 26, 27 ant

Frank M. King, who has faithfully filled the post of secre

of the association for two years, resigned his office. Ab

successor was chosen J. C. Dobbins. All the signs now

that the coming meet will be the most successful ever ED

to Arizona.

McCalmont heads the list of winning owners on the.

lish turf for the past season, his horses having placed the

amount of $188,370 to his credit. Lord Rosebery's at

won $85,000. The Duke of Portland comes next with a

of $55 000, while the Duke of Westminster won $50,000

Sir J. Blundell Maple $38,500. Among those who are

<

ited with winnings amounting to about $25,000 are the ft

of Wales, the Duke of Devonshire, Lord Zetland, Lord I

mere and Baron de Hirsch.

The spring and summer running meeting at the St. I

fair grounds next year will consist of thirty-five dayB B
on and between May 25th and July 6th. The turf con

has been so notified. Heretofore the racing has comme

the latter part of April or early in May, the wind-up col

toward the end of June. There will also be racing July

The stewards had an informal conference regarding the I

programme for the meetiug. Messrs. MoflStt and Welle

made a committee to arrange the stakes, on which the;

now at work. The annual election will take place Deca

12th.

Imp. Sreenback, the premier stallion of the Gebl

Stock Farm, was shipped East with St. Saviour and (

but did not get further East than Chicago; he died at

place. Imp. Greenback was the son of the French Di

who was by Flying Dutchman, dam Payment, by 8

Dollar's dam was the dam of Florin, the sire of Flow

winner of the French Derby in 1866, and of Mantellt

champion French two-year-old ol 1878. Dollar's merit

sire is famous, as he got Salvator, St. Cyr, Pena, Aim

Nethau, Fontainebleu, Salvanos, Torrent and Andn

One of his daughters, Nellie James, produced Jao

Hearts, Jacoqus,~etc, in Mr. Belmont's stud. Salvatoi

the Grand Prix de Paris and French Derby in 1875

Salvanos won the Cesarewitch in 1872. On the side <
dam Greenback was glorious. His dam was the Du

Hamilton's great mare Music, the best broodmare in El

She has foaled Ossian, Fiddler, Song, Songstress,

Poetry, etc., Nina being one of the best two-year-0

1885 winning the Olearwell, Bertby, and Homebred, i

Ossian, Bhe won the St. Leger while Fiddler beat FoxM
the Alexandria Plate. Music was a daughter of Stocl

from the invincible One Act by Annandale; third dami

travaganza by Voltaire, etc., giving Greenback an infus

Blacklock blood. Greenback was a really good race I

winning the Sketchworth Stakes, at Newmarket;

year old and the Earl Spencer Plate, at Northampton

three-year-old. The Peel Handicap, the Queens H
Ayr, and the Caledonian Cup at the same place, also

his share. He has got several winners; having sired

light, Greenjacket, Greenshank, Greenwave, Grf

Greenback, Currency, etc. He was the only dire

entative of Bay Middleton's male line in America,

back was purchased in England through William

nearly Bix years ago, and was valued at about $4,000.
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The Principles of Breeding.

There are, and have been for many years, various theories

relating to the breeding of domesticated animals, and in none

more than in the equine family. Many of the older theories)

viewed in the light of the present day, are perfectly ridicu"

lous.

Starting back to that period of history in which superstition

and witchcraft were dominant, we find that the veterinary

recipes of those times were largely tinctured with these ele-

ments, and many of the mixtures recommended for the treat-

ment of horses contained in the very earliest publications

on this subject must have been not only nonsensical in the

extreme, bat the compounds themselves veritable hell broths.

As civilization advanced these formulas were discarded, until

at the present day the veterinary art has been recognized and

raised to a high plane, and the treatment of animals is un-

der-taken by competent and thoroughly educated persons,

and the practice is near akin to that followed by the medical

fraternity in the treatment of the human subject.

Referring to the different breeding theories that have been

popular in modern times there was the one that recommended

the breeding of a sister of a distinguished winner rather than

the winner herself. Again the breeding to a stallion of good

family but undeveloped speed, and the keeping of the same

in a state of idleness and inactivity, was another favorite

theory. A fast horse that had been campaigned was not re-

garded as good a one to patronize, with the hope of as fast pro-

geny, as his idle, and in some cases unbrofeen brother. Viewed

in the light of the present day and with the present day ex-

perience, we know such theories to be false besides being ab-

surd and wholly opposed to reason and common sense. In-

stances are pointed to of wholly unJeveloped sires being suc-

cessful.

True, there have been such instances, but as a pertinent

question we might ask how much greater those same sires

might have been had they been developed ? They evidently

acquired their measure of fame in spite of themselves.

Sweepstakes by Hambletonian has proved a fairly success-

ful sire ; and Mr. Harrison Mills, his owner, told me he had

never looked through a collar in his life, and if I remember

rightly the horse must have been twelve or fourteen years

old at the time. He was a horse of good individuality, and

I venture the opinion that had his speed been systematically

developed he would have proven a greater sire still. While

a well bred horse of no speed may get some fast progeny, he,

at the same time, 4s no where near as likely to as his fast and

fully developed brother. As an illustration take Guy Wilkes

and his full brother William L.

The advocates of the non-development theory point to the

fact that many of our great broodmares were undeveloped

as for instance Miss Russell, Green Mountain M^id and Clara,

It is true that they had no technical record, but it is a well-.

known fact that Miss Russell trotted at Woodburn Farm in

2:44 as a three-year- old, which was about the highest rate of

speed for the age that had been shown there up to that time.

Green Mountain Maid showed herself to be possessed of ex-

traordinary speed at an early age, but was ruined in her

breaking and put to breeding without any further attempt at

development, and Clara was driven for years upon the road

and was known to be very fast for those times and ber oppor-

tunities, and had great resolution and determination.

While the burden of proof is overwhelmingly in favor of

developed over undeveloped parents.and which grows stronger

year by year, I would advocate even an advance on this.

Allowing a developed sire superior to an undeveloped one, I

believe the said horse will get better and faster progeny if

the same are begotten while he is in actual racing condition

than at any other time. The same is true of the dam. Breed

not only a well-bred individual of developed speed, but the

nearer she is in actual racing form the better. I further

believe in working and trotting the dam even up to her full

capacity during the earlier portion of the period of gestation.

The mare Brava, 2:144, by Baron Wilkes, 2:18; out of Mary

A. Whitney, 2:28, bv Volunteer, made her record while in

foal to Kremlin, and which I think is the fastest mile a foal

ever rode under like circumstances. Here is an instance of

developed parents of extreme speed on both sides, the best of

blood lines, the breeding of the mare at the right time, and

- her subsequent proper work and fast record. I shall watch

the development of her foal with great interest, and it will

be a good example of the development theory carried to its

full limit.

There is another theory, namely that of change of locality

or climatic change, that has of late years received consider-

able attention from breeders. Without doubt there is more

in this idea than would appear at the first glance and a little

thought will show that it is applicable to the vegetable as

well as to the animal kingdom. It is a well-known fact

among farmers that potatoes, if planted from «eed selected

from the last year's crop will deteriorate, but that seed of the

same variety and no better in quality, will, if procured from

some acquaintance a few miles distant, give an increased

yield. This fact is recognized, and farmers are continually

exchanging seed of different varieties to their mutual benefit.

A flock of chickens, however good, will, if bred together more

than a single season, deteriorate, but let a cock of the same

variety raised a few miles distant be procured and the excel-

lence of the flock is maintained and in most cases actually

improved. ,

The breed of trotting horses has been immensely benefited

by what was at first an accidental change in the locality of

some stallions. True, some horses, the same as old Hamble-

tonian, has achieved great fame and have passed all their

life in the immediate locality of their birth. Hambletonian

was in some respects the most wonderful horse that has yet

appeared. His success with mares by American Star, and

with others inclined to be warm blooded, was marked and

the question naturally presents itself, bad he been sent to

Kentucky and had access to the hot-blooded and high-bred

mares of that locality would not his success have been even

greater than it actually was ? Of course, no definite answer

can be given to this query, but judging from what a change

of locality has done for some of his sons.it could be naturally

inferred that the result would have been equally favorably in

his case. The results of the career of Mambrino Chief in

the stud, while localited in the North, were only moderate,

but upon Mb transfer to Kentucky he went to the front as a

sire and founded one of the best families of horses ever seen.

He was contemporary with Hambletonian and the mingling

- of the blood of the family which he established in the South

with that of his great rival in the North, gave the happiest

results.

Alexander's Abdallah, on his removal to Kentucky proved
himself to be one of the very greatest and most prepotent of

sires and established a family of the highest excellence, and
many of the star performers of the present day trace directly

to him. Although his stud career was somewhat brief,many

regard him as the greatest of all the sons of Hambletonian.
It is true he sired Goldsmith Maid before he was taken away,
but she is about the only great performer he got before go-

ing South. The better part of the fame of both Happy
Medium and Aberdeen was acquired after their removal to

Kentucky. George Wilkes, the champion trotting stallion

of his day, was an almost complete failure as long as he re-

mained in the North,but when taken to Kentucky he founded

a family of fast trotters and campaigners in the opinion of

many second to none.
Electioneer was foaled in Orange County, New York, on

one of the leading stock farms of the country, and was in the

stud and open to public patronage for several years. He
was located in a great breeding center, and while his list of

foals was not extensive, he was yet used to some extent, but

if he ever got a faster trotter while located at the North, the

fact is unknown to me. But upon his removal to California

what a family of trotters of extreme speed he founded! While
at Stony Ford he was somewhat overshadowed by the other

stallions owned there, and his career as n stallion can hardly

be said to have commenced in earnest until his removal to

the Pacific Slope, and reckoning the time between his advent

there and his death he cannot be said to have enjoyed a very

long period in the stud. Take it all in all, he is the most
remarkable sire ever seen.

Guy Wilkes' fame as a sire may be said to have been al-

most wholly made since his removal to California.

While there is no question but what the change of locality

had very greatly to do with the success of many prominent
stallions, it would by no means be fair to attribute all their

success to this one feature. Many of the mares to which
they had access in their new homts were beyond doubt pos-

sessed of just those qualities which were needed to secure the

best results, and in these particulars were better adapted for

a successful union than were the mares of the locality in

which the horse was foaled< Some of the stallion3 of the

Hambletonian family were inclined to be sluggish and the

nerve and vim of the high bred mares were the element re-

quired to produce the best results.

The day of the haphazard trotter is past, and at the pres-

ent time it requires constant study and research on the part

of the breeder to enable him to successfully produce the type

of fasthoi-se for which there is the most demand, and the best

market. A person who would engage in a manufacturing

business without the least knowledge or fitness for the same

would simply court ruin, and the successful breeder must be

as well equipped both mentally and practically for his voca-

tion as the manufacturer. The past year or so has seen the

retirement of the breeders who made a failure of his venture,

He went into it without the least knowledge of the business

produced a class of horses for which there was no sphere of

usefulness, and he now retires disgusted and in many cases

financially crippled. But on the other hand to those breed-

ers who keep up with the times and the demands of the same,

and are progressive, who are continually parting with any

portion of their stock that they do not deem perfectly satis-

factory and are all the time breeding up and not down, tbe

outlook is by no means sombre. It is merely the survival oi

the fittest.

The greatest financial depression, from which we are only

Thoughts on Horse Breeding.

just beginning to emerge, has tried, as if by fire, the solidity

of every branch of business and every industry, and the

horse industry has on the whole stood the shock perhaps as

well as that of most other lines of business. One extreme

always follows another, and those who have successfully

weathered the late storm will be in a position to take ad-

vantage of the reaction. Including the great Colt Stakes

there were never as large sums oi money offered for public

competition for the trotting horse as at, the present time, and

there was never a time when the earning capacity of a horse

was greater than now. While we may not again see the ex-

tremely high prices paid, yet very meritorious animals will

continue to bring large profits to the broeder. Horse breed-

ing has, by many, heretofore been looked upon more as a fad

than an actual business, and was regarded as a luxury, or ex-

pensive plaything in which only the wealthy could afford to

indulge and in which the outgoes always exceeded the in-

comes. This class regarded railroad stocks as^ about the only

really safe investment and an income from which was certain,

but when we come to take into consideration tbe fact that

during the past vear six-tenths of all the railroad stocks of

the country paid no dividends, aDd that the owners of over

two and one half billions of stock received not a cent of in-

come from it, and of the manufacturing interesli; not more

than one in four paid a dollar of dividends, the horse indus-

try does not suffer bo greatly in comparison. I know of no

industry that if conducted by brains and practicability, and

producing nothing but the best of stock will give any better

returns than a first class stock farm, and if the owner is, as

he should be, endowed with a real love for the horse, he will

be enabled at the same time to combine buiness with pleasure.

—B., in Turf, Field and Farm.

Imp. Loyalist the grand Australian horse that ran one

and a quarter miles in 2:08} over a grass course in the

Brunswick Stakes, has been leased to the owner of the Palo

Alto Stock Farm for the season. A better selection could

not have been made, as Loyalist is one of the best-bred horses

in the world. He is by The Marquis (winner of the St.

Leger and 2,000 Guineas in Eogland and son of Stockwell),

dam Loyal Peeress (dam of Loyalstooe), by The Peer (sire of

Darebin); second dam Loyal Devoir, by Trumpeter (son of

Orlando); third dam Letty West, by West Australian. His

fifth dam was Miss Letty (winner of The Oaks and dam of

Weatherbit), by Priam (winnerof the Derby and sire of three

Oaks winners. The Marquis, Loyalist's sire, not only won

the St. Leger and 2,000 Guineas, but taken to Australia, was

one of the leading sires for vears, and his son, Newminster,

is the leading sire of Australasia this year. That Loyalist,

mated with the grand matrons at Palo Alto will make a great

name for himself as a sire, is well-nigh certain, as Stockwell

blood is successful the world over.
-».

Tom Kehoe, the big Idaho cattle man, arrived in the city

on Sunday and attended the races Monday. He had >| place

bet down on Gold Bug, a horse of his own breeding and of

course won. Mr. Kehoe owns a two-vear-old and three-

year-old brother and sister to the stock? chestnut gelding.

Alfred E. Pease, who spent months in Algeria and while

there had excellent opportunities to study the Arab horse

has written a book on "Horse Breeding for Farmers," pub-

lished by MacMillan & Co., New York, which is entertain-

ing to the general reader and full of suggestions. Scientific-

ally speaking, there is no such animal in existence as a thor-

oughbred horse. The term is relative, indicating that

interbreeding has been restricted within certain lines during

a number of generations. The home of the original ancestor

of the horse has not been discovered. *
(The cradle of the

species may have been in Tartary, Siberia, or in America

but certainly not in Arabia. It is certain that the horse

could not live in Arabia without the care and attention of

man. Perhaps in no country is the horse more dependent on

his owner for water and food. It is indisputable, however,

that the Arab horse is the result of cultivation of the inferior

original type or types through thousands of years under

favorable conditions. No one can doubt but that the Ori-

entate had brought the horse to a degree of perfection long

before his history was written. In the time of Mohammed,
of course, he had reached a very high development, and

hence the preference sho^n by the Prophet to him above all

animals in creation. Ages before, he must have been a noble

animal, possessing beauty, strength and quality, as no one

can doubt who reads the book of Job." Practically consid.

ered, the Arab is a pure race, and these reasons are given for

his impressiveness as a sire : (1) "The jealous care showed

in selection and mating during hundreds of generations. (2)

The conditions of his life and habits—bred for one trade,

namely, to be a war horse of the desert, he must have
strength, pace, endurance, (3) The purity of the air and
climate, as well as tbe wonderful pasture of tbe Euphrates
Valley, which assisted in no small degree his development.

''

Mr. Pease is of the opinion that the influence of the Arab in

England can never be calculated. His blood is found at the

base of all the lighter breeds, especially Marshland Shales, to

which the hackney traces. Thie horse runs in both lines

directly to Original Shales, who was got by Blaze, who was
seven-eighths Oriental. 'Studied historically, the Arab is

the pureBtand most potential horse; considered physically and
scientifically, the best balanced and proportioned horse; tried

by experience, the most enduring and companionable of

mat's equine friends; judged by his intelligence, tbe most
sagaciou: and docile. Why, then, is he not more used in

Eogland? Partly because we have him and his qualities

engrafted to an eLTjrtnous extent in all our best breeds
;

partly because we do not know him as we ought to; partly -

because we prefer great pace over a short distance to a fair

pace over a long one
;
partly because we prefer quantity and

size to quality and symmetry. The Arab certainly cannot

approach his English 'thoroughbred* descendent in respect

of speed over a shoit distance; no one would be foolish

enough to think that he could. The English race horse is in

the main an Arab, with but one of his superior qualities, that

of speed, developed to the utmost. * * A century ago,

stamina and pace were sought after—not stamina over five

furlongs, a mile, or even two miles—but the capacity to race

several four-miles heats in a single day. This quality, more
valuable to man and the future of the half-bred horses of the

world, has gradually been sacrificed to mere speed ; and there

are more improbable things than that the day mav come
when once more the pure Arab will again he brought into

requisition to replenish the failing stock of stamina and
soundness." Mr. Pease, it will be observed, is quite an en-

thusiast on the subject of the Arab horse. He takes more
advanced ground than many others who have spent critical

days in the Orient. The Barb, he remarks, is a deteriorated

and enfeebled offshoot of the Arabian family. In Northern
Africa there are three groups of the Barb which have dis-

tinct characteristics—the Saharian, a small,well-proportioned

horse ; the common Barb, inferior in quality, and the Tunis-

ian or big Barb. Under the head of heridity Mr. Pease makes
some sound remarks :

" The breeder should not judge a horse

by appearance only, when he can also judge of a sire's stock;

the latter is a safer criterion than simply a combination of

good looks and fine action. It is not enough that a horse is

a 'Queen's Premium' winner and is universally regarded as

a splendid animal. The question a breeder has to ask is, 'Can

I see his stock ? Let me see his foal, or better still, horses by

him that have come to age.' When satisfied in this respect

let him spare no pains to secure the horse's services. Pedi-

gree certainly goes forsomethibg; it is an indication of prob-

abilities, ('. e., that in certain families of horses you find

prominent characteristics, and that the members of each

family have the quality of impressing these characteristics

on their offspring." The author confesses to a partiality

for the Cleveland Bay, and talks in this way about the

hackney : " The neat looks, the fine action and compact
Btrength of one of tbese cocky little cobs, and his power of

giving a little substance—though too often without size,

combined with a low service fee, have great attractions for

the Yorkshire man and others; but I cannot believe that

this sort of breeding is lucrative unless in a dale or billy

district where ponies and little horses are in request.

Nor do I believe the present rage for fashionable hack-

neys will last long enough to justify the farmer with slender

means in attempting to breed pure hackney stock. It is, in

my judgment, a fashion that cannot continue at its present

level. The hackney, what is he at best ? When got big

enough, say 15.3 hands high, he is doubtless an excellent

carriage horse; but then he is no longer a hackney. The
hackney of 15 bands, what is he in trade? He is a smart

trapper as long as he is fresh, but likely often to lose his

cbief attraction, his high, fast action, in hard work or to

knock up his legs, ankles or feet in perpetual hammering

on the hard road. As for name, it is a misnomer; he is about

the most uncomfortable and fatiguing hack that can be de-

vised, and though often a hardy, handly, plucky little horse,

and a pleasure to look at, there is no trade except that of

trapper that cannot be better tilled by another breed." We
have quoted Mr. Pease somewhat liberally, not becauaewe
thoroughly agree with him, but for the reason that he writes

frankly and has a breezv way of putting things. He dis-

cusses nearly all the well-known breeds, and has much to

say about the care, rearing and development of young
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB FACES.

THIRTY-FIKTH DAY—FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7.

^=r^. AY DISTRICT track this blups-

_Jf givirg afternoon reminded one

-^s forcibly of the old Erie canal, and

every moment a boat was expected

to ccme irfo view drawn Vy a pai

of sleepy plugs. Playing the races

was about as profitable to the stu-

dent of form as conducting a livery

stable in Venice. The favorites

that did float in winners were .at odds on, and three first

choices bobbed up serenely in the rear, all played heavily

Carr, whose mounts are generally the best, and played ac-

cordingly, had one of those off days that make his backers'

pocket-books look as if a big brother of Jumbo had been

tramping on them for several days. The riders of winners

this afternoon were R. Isom, Carr, Hinrichs and W. Flynn.

The former piloted two first past the post. For such a

threatening day the attendance was most encouraging, there

being over 1,500 to view the races.

Patriot was considered a sure thing in the first race, but

had all he could possibly do to beat old Major Ban out a nose

in a hard drive. The latter was not quite up to a bruising

contest, or the sure thing would have eaten the mud of de-

feat. Headflower moved away from the post slowly, and did

well to get the show.

Cadmus showed his class by romping away from Enthusi-

ast in the homestretch and winning easily by eight lengths.

Watterson, who has been a grand race horse for many years,

broke a blood vessel in his head and fell dead on the track

at the three-quarter pole. Hill, his rider, was lucky enough

to escape unscathed. Watterson was an aged bay gelding by

imp. Great T om, out of Duchess, therefore half-brother to

the famous Clifford. He was owned for a long time by C.

Oxx, passed into the hands of Galen Brown, and was pur-

chased by Ed Corrigan this fall for $3,000.

George F. Smith, odds on favorite, raced off in front in

the third race, was closely pressed by Norlee in the home-

stretch, and quit like the arrant cur he has the reputation of

being, not finishing on the first ihree-^Iacquer came up and

got the money easily, Gold Bug, the longest shot in the race,

coming like a minute-ball on the outside and getting the

place, Norlee the show. Smith, the choice of the talent, will

not do if there is anything in the race to carry him the first

three furlongs.

Three Forks, L. A. Legg's Montana-bred gelding, once the

property of the well known jockey, Bob Smith, captured the

fourth race handily, with odds of 6 to 1 against him. Han-

ford, a 12 to Per, was second, the favorite, Sir Reginald, who

was played to win quite a number of comfortable fortunes,

third. Gordius, also backed heavily, ran away, and conse-

quently was never a factor in the race.

Realization, 15 to 1 at one time, took the last race by a

head from Braw Scot, and the owners of the Regent colt

can account themselves fortunate, because Felix Carr put up
a ride on the favorite calculated to turn one's hair white in

a minute. Had he kept the gray going straight he

could not have lost—at least that is the opinion of every one

that saw Carr cut to the inside, when everything was clear

in front. He seemed to think, however, that their first

money hung on the inside fence. Hy Dy ran an awful good

race, and would have made a strong bid for first dinero had

he been quicker in getting away.

How the Maces Were Run.

Palriol was made a 1 to 2 favorite for the first race, six
furlongs, selling. Headtiower was well supported at 6 and 7
to 1, Major Ban at 9 (opened at 7), J. O. C. 15, My Sweet-
heart 30, Keene Foxhall 60, Lochinvar 150 to 1." Keene
Fox hall was first to show, with Major Ban second and Patriot
third. Major Ban, Patriot and J. O. C. ran past the half-
pole a length apart. The first-named fought hard to the
homestretch, into which Patriot was first by his head, Major
Ban second, four lengths from My Sweetheart. Major Ban
took the lead when they were straightened out, but Hioricha
went to the bat over a sixteenth frooa home. The Major ran
gamely, but tired, and Patriot got up in the last stride and
won by a nose, Major Ban second, five lengths from Head-
flower, who was sixth away from the post and ran well down
the Btraight. Time, 1:22—a good run over such a course.
OlIv three started in the second race, seven furlongs, sell-

ing—Cadmus, Enthusiast and Watterson. The odds were
respectively 4 to 5, 7 to 5 and 5 to 1. Watterson, Cad-
mus, Enthusiast was the order to a rather poor
start for a three-horse race. Watterson, Cadmus and En-
thusiast ran short heads apart past the quarter pole. Wat-
terson dropped back beaten near the half, Enthusiast and
Cadmus running head and head past the half-pole and to the
homestretch. Here Cadmus went t> the front, Enthusiast
being beaten at the final sixteenth. The favorite won hv
eight lengths, Enthusiast second. Watterson reared in the
air at the three-quarter pole and dropped dead. He had
broken a blood vessel in his head. N. Hill, the jockey, was
uninjured. Watterson was a good horse, the victor in many
a hard-fought contest in eood company, and cost Mr. Corri-
gan $3000 Jaat summer. Galen Brown was his former owner.
George F. Smith, rank quitter, was made a favorite in the

next race, opening at 4 to 5, closing at 3 to 5. (lacquer and
Norlee closed at 4 to 1 apiece, Silver State 20, Sallie Calvert
25, Gold Bug-'O to 1. Silver State, George F. Smith, Nor-
lee was the order at the fall of the Hag. Smith went out with
his usual hurst, but Norlee had Borne of the same material,
and chased him hard to the homestretch, when *he was but
a head behind, Clacquer third, three length* off. Carr, on
the favorite, went to the whip almost as soon as the stretch
was reached, and was clearly beaten half-way down. Norlee

was then leading, and shouts went up for the Hall filly.

Clacquer crawled up gradually on Norlee, however, and pass-

ing her sixty yards of the finish, won easily by a length.

Gold Bug, coming like a yellow streak on the outside, got

the place, two lengths in front of Norlee. Silver State was
fourth. Time, 1:07*.

Sir Reginald was a sizzlirig favorite in the fourth race at S

to 5 (opened at 2\), Gordius 2 to 1 (opened at 3), Morven 5,

Three Forks 6, Jake Allen 10 (opening price 12), Hanford
10 and 12, Sam Brown 15 to 1. Gordius ran away for over

half a mile before a start was made. Three Forks, off second,

went to the front without delay, leading Sir Reginald a

couple of lengths at the half, Hanford third. The order was
the same into the homestretch, and Three Forks won easily

by one and a half lengths, Hanford crming up in the last

seventy yards and beating Sir Reginald out for place money.
Time, 1:07J.
Braw Scot was rightly made a favorite at even money and

11 to 10 in the last race of the day, one mile. My Luck was
well played at 32 to 1 (3 to 1 at close), Hy Dy at 4, Florence
Dickey 8, Red Pat 10 and 12, Melanita and Realization 12
(latter 15 to 1 at one time). Realization was first away, fol-

lowed in close order by all the others except Hy Dy, who
was off poorly. Realization led at the quarter by about a

length, the others well bunched. The Regent colt was four

engths to the good passing the half, Braw Scot second, two
lengths from Florence Dickey. The order was not materi-
ally changed going the next quarter, though Braw Scot had
closed up a length and was still gaining. A sixteenth from
from home only one 1 ingth separated him from
Realization, and the gray appeared to have the
race at his mercy. For some reason exceedingly
hard to fathom,'Felix Carr took Braw Scot toward the in-

ner rails, where the going was not one whit better than in

the middle of the track, where he was running, thereby losing

over a length and having barely room to run clear of Reali-

zation. The favorite was got going and was given one or
two cutting reminders, but could not get up, and was beaten
out a short bead in a drive. Hy Dy finished third, two
lengths away. He ran a great race, and would have won had
he gotten away on even terms with Realization. The time
was 1:52. CarFs ride on Braw Scot was open to strong criti-

cism, for there was absolutely no reason for cutting to the
rails when there was plain sailing in front. Carr claimed a

foul against Realization, and the-judges sensibly refused to

allow it, for had Realization bumped Braw Scot there would
have been good reason for it, considering the narrow space
that separated the winner from the inner rails.

THIRTX.SIXTH DAY—SATDRDAT, DECEMBER 8.

Mud, mud, fly away; come again some summer day

We don't want any more this winter. Mud is playing sad

havoc with those that arise late in the morning, their eyes

red from pouring over "dope books" until 1 or 2 a. m
Form can be discounted for about fifty cents on the dollar

in very wet weather. If Bay District track did

not resemble the headwaters of the Missouri, Gallant might

not have dimmed Llssak's lustre by throwing yellow slush

all overhis crown. Neither would Jim Flood have won by

the block on Mission street that strains one's optics to see the

length of it. Vassal wouldn't have been last in the mile and

a quarter handicap, and perhaps Hingot might have

"choiced" Hargenta hover the hobstacles hinstead of 'aving

Hargenta "choice" 'im. For such a misery-provoking day

the attendance was most flattering to the management,
which had provided a " taking " programme and a good list

of starters, considering the condition of the coarse.

Jim Flood waited patiently on Hueneme in the first race

on the river until rounding Get There Bend, when his en-

gineer heaved on a few shovelfuls of coal, put on a full head

of steam, and left the rest stranded on a sand-bar from four

to twenty horse lengths behind, Hueneme being closest to

the landing wht n the Flood's gang-plank went down, Victory

next.

The Sir Reel's fireman kept throwing bacon into the fur*

nace until the homestretch was reached, when the supply

ran out and Thomhill, a steady- goiDg craf with a well-

placed cargo, came up and took the horns away from the Al-

mona Liner, Duke Stevens finishing third, just within sound

of the winner's whistle.

The principal event of the day was the race for the Palo

Alto Stakes. Lissak, the black pirate, couldn't lose, if class

counted in stormy weather as well as in dry. Mainstay,

son of a Mariner, was thought to have, by inheritance, a

good chance of reaching port in advauce, through his knowl-

edge of the racing course and liking for the businese. Major
McLaughlin was fancied for second honors. The Spreckels

pair (Gallant that should be called Top Gallant, because he

came out on top, and Foremost, who was last), together with

the Miss Clay filly, were not greatly fancied by bettors. The
race is easily described. The Spreckels pair were offslightly

in front to a good start. Foremost's rudder was injured, and
he fell back last in less time than it takes to tell it, Gallant

going to the trout and skimming over the course like a swan
others seeming all but anchored in the heavy going after a

quarter of a mile had been traversed. Gallant's lead at the

final turn over Lissak was five lengths, and be won well with-

in himself by that distance, the black crack, ridden out, ten

lengths from the Miss Clay filly.

Ingot, third choice in the steeplechase, led from flag-fall

to finish, and won handily by two lengths from Argenta, the
odds on favorite. Noyo finished about two minutes after the

others, bis jockey letting him go up to the jumps at a walk,

and riding him Mith a loose rein.

Tartarian's win of the last race created more exci'enent
to the Equare inch than has been seen in San Francisco in

years. The starter's flag fell with Tartarian about three
lengths in front of a close bunch, and he was well under way.
In about three seconds' time he was leading half a dozen
lengths. Then Charles A. and Monrovia were sent after
Ryan's big flyer, and though they made up considerable

ground, Tartarian won eased np at the end by nearly three

lengths. On the starter's return to the weighing room it

looked for some moments as if violence would be attempted.
Groans, hisses and curses sizzed through the
teeth of the mob that had gathered around
the little stand. One man was put out for

using threatening language, and theexcitement gradually sub-
sided. This start makes one think of what Bill Nye said

about Wagner's music—the music was "better than .it

sounded." Ferguson's start in this race was better than it

looked to the majority of the people, though in all conscience
Tartarian got a lead at the outset that made him a winner,
barring a stumble or fall. It did look bad, though, to see a
howling mob gather 'round one man, and not one in the
crowd with the courage to go to the person he was cursing
and say to his face what he said in the crowd. Clancy, the
jockey on Tartarian, was set down for the meeting by the
starter for, as was declared, "beating the flag." There should
be no such thing as "beating the flag." The starter is there
to see that all get an equitable break, and he should, as a
matter of course, be quick of eye enough at all times to ob-

serve when a horse is out well in front of his field.

Jockey Clancy said to a Breeder and Sportsman repre-

sentative a few minutes after the race: "I, and not Mr. Fergu-
son, am to blame for Tartarian" getting away so far in front,

and I want to say that I am willing to take the punishment
giveu me without a whimper. The horse was standing side-

ways in front of the others three or four lengths, and natur-

ally the starter thought that by the time the others, who
were well bunched, got going, Tartarian would be straight-

ened aod with them. Ins'tead of that, Tartarian was such a
wonderfully quick breaker that he jumped arouud and was
off in front like a flash. The horse is so quick to get under
way that he made the start look very bad. I am awful 6orry

about the matter."

How the Races Were Run.

Jim Flood opened an even-money favorite, closed at 4 to

5. Hueneme and Niagara were much fancied at 5 to 1 (each

opened at 4), Suwanee 10, Chiquitoand Mis6 Ruth each 12

to 1, Victory 20 and Silver 30 to 1. Victory was off slightly

in front, with Hueneme, Jim Flood, Victory, saddle skirts

apart, was the order passing the half-pole, Miss Ruth about
two lengths further away. Flood was sent after his black

rival, and had his head in front swinging into the straight,

the others not materially changed. Once straightened out

Jim Flood came away as easily as breaking small sticks, and
won by four lengths, Hueneme, driven out, second, as far

from Victory, who beat Miss Ruth three parts of a length

for show with a little riding. Burns, on the latter, whipped
Miss Ruth for over a furlong, instead 'of riding her with
hands and heels and helping her along through the heavy
going. Time, 1:21 J.

In the second race, one and a quarter miles, Thornhill

was heavily played opening at 2i to 1, closine a favorite at 8

to 5, Sir Reel 2 to 1, Alexis 5 (opened at 7), Vassal 6, Duke
Stevens 12 to 1. To a good start Sir Reel led, with Alexis
second, Duke Stevens next. Sir Reel led passing the stand

by three parts of a length, Alexis second, lapped by Duke
Stevens. The latter ran up second on the next turn, and
was close up to Sir Reel going past the quarter-pole, Alexis
one and a half lengths further away, Thornhill fourth and
running under a pull. At the half-pole, Sir Reel, Alexis and
Duke Stevens ran heads apart as named, Thornhill closing

up. Reel was first into the homestretch by a head, Thornhill
having run up second, a length in front of Duke Stevens.

The leading pair ran head and head up to the last sixty yards,

where Thornhill came to the front (Sir Reel stumbling badly

and losing all chances) and won easily by a length, Sir Reel
second, seven lengths in front of Duke Stevens, he two from
Alexis. Time, 2:23£.

The Palo A.lto stakes, for two-year-olds; about six furlongs,

came next. The Kentucky Stables (Lissak and Major Mc-
Laughlin) were at 3 to 5, Spreckels stable (Gallant and Fore-
most) 4 to 1, Mainstay 5 (opened at 15), Miss Clay filly 8 to

1. Mainstay was played harder than any horse in the race.

Major McLaughlin was sturdily supported for the place at 8

to 5 and 2 to 1. Gallant, Foremost, Miss Clay filly was the

order at the start. Gallant drew away clear when they had
run a little over a furlong, and led Lissak two lengths at the

half-pole, the Miss Clay filly third, lapped on the black crack.

Gallant now came away like a streak, and at the head of the

homestretch was five lengths to the good and running hand-
ily, Lissak second, been driven hard, a length in front of the

Miss Clay filly. Gallant was never headed, and won with a

couple of links of speed left in his locker by five lengths

Lissak second, ten lengths in front of the Miss Clay filly, she

three from Major McLaughlin. Time, 1:19$. Carr was a

very happy boy as he came back to the stand. The winner,

Gallant, showed marked improvement over his previous

races, and the victory can be attributed to his excellent con-

dition and to his great liking for heavy going. He is bred
to go in the mud, his sire being Fellowcharm (son of Long-
fellow and Trinket, by imp. Great Tom); his dam by Wild-
idle. The Longfellows, Great Toms and Wildidles are all

justly celebrated for their ability to go fast over a heavy
course, and as he combines all these strains, it is not to be

wondered at that Gallant can beat the crackerjacks after the

rain god has spread his blessings overtne earth. M. F. Tar-

pey, now living near Fresno, bred the winner, and owns his

dam.
The short-course steeplechase had six starters and Argenta

for a small favorite, 9 to 10 was the best price to be had
against the white-faced Enquirer gelding that is considered

a near relative of Satan's at the post. Longwell was 3 to 1

in some books, off most of the boards at the close, however.
Ingot was at 4's, Dick O'Malley at 10, Albatross 20 and Noyo
40 to 1. The start was very .ragged, the order being Ingot,

Argenta, Albatross. Albatross ran up fast, and was second
over the first jump, two lengths behind Ingot, the leader,

and half a length in front of Argenta. Over the far center

field jump Ingot led three lengths, Argenta second, four

lengths from Albatross. Up the hill, down again, up a steeper

hill and over the water jump, which all struck but Long-
well, Ingot was the leader by a length, Argenta second, sir

from Dick O'Malley. iDgot wastwo lengths to the good over
the next, Argenta ten from O'Malley; The favorite was but
a little over a length behind over the next and into the regu-
lar track, but here Argenta tired perceptibly, and Ingot made
a gain wbich he never relinquished, winning handily by two
lengths froin the game old Argenta, who in turn was fifteen

in front of Dick O'Malley, he beating Longwell half a length
for the show. Time, 3:38*.

The last race, about six furlongs, was a great betting affair.

Sligo, Charles A., Monrovia and Tartarian were all at 3 to I

for a time, then a plunge on Sligo sent hie odds to 2 to 1,

—
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Charles A.'s and Tartarian's to 2J. Monrovia remained at
3 to 1, Gussie 12, Jim Morvell 40 to 1. The start in this
race caused wild excitement and a world of cursing. There
were a couple of breakaways, in which Tartarian was ever
prominent. Finally, to the amazement of the spectators, the
Bag was observed to fall in token of a go when Tartarian,
always quick to get going and well undei way, was three
lengths in front of his field, well bunched behind. In a
twinkling Tartarian's lead was half a dozen lengths. Charles
A. and Monrovia went gamely after the fast son of Stratford
and Taral, whose advantage was but four lengths at the half-
pole and three into the homestretch, at the latter point
Charles A. being Becond, three lengths from Monrovia. Tar-
tarian was not to be caught, and won easing up by nearly
three lengths, Charles A . second, one length in front of Mon
rovia, she three from Jim Norvall. Time, 1:19 J. Starter Fergu-
son's return from the weighing-room under the judges' stand a
few moments later was the signal for a storm of hooting and a
fall of epithets that would have given an awful shock to religi-

ous ears. One offender, a newspaper man at one time, we
are informed, was thrown off the grounds with little cere-
mony and considerable dispatch. Really the actions of the
people that gathered around the little judges' stand were
much more to be deplored than the start in the race, woeful as
it undoubtedly was. Not a man in the mob had the courage
to go single-handed to Ferguson and tell him what he
thought of the matter, but they would stand off and hoot,
groan, curse and hiss over the shoulders of others with a ven-
geance. Of course what made this case particularly odious
was the fact that on the occasion of Tartarian's first appear-
ance in a race in San Francisco he got nearly as great an
advantage at the start as he did today. The horse won this
afternoon easing up at the finish, but he has the reputation of
quitting badly whenever collared or even closely approached
in a race, hence the majority argue that Charles A. or Mon-
rovia, and possibly both, with an even break, would have
beaten him. There is much in the argument advanced, but
the fact is that Tartarian is one of the quickest breakers
Californians have ever seen, and almost invariably goes away
from his fields at the outset so fast that he makes the start

look bad—much worse than it'really is generally, when Fer-
guson's Bag fell to-day there is no doubt that Tartarian was
about three lengths in front of his nearest neighbor, and he is

such a rapid horse away from the post that his lead was six
lengths in the first eighty yards.

THIRTY SEVENTH DAT—MONDAY, DEOEMBEE 10.

Sunny topaz skies and slippery, mushy mud went together

to-day. The talent fell heavily, as did a couple of jockeys,

notably Hinrichs, who was mashed into the muck by Three
Forks in the third race and Blue Banner in the last. Lough-
more,|Matt Storn's stoutly-built Uncas colt, broke hisjbridle in

the first race, ran half a mile or so at top speed, and after

having his toilet rearranged, broke the form-students by win-

ning at odds of 40 and 50 to 1 against him. The fields were

large in four of the five races and winners were pretty hard

to spot. Three favorites were beaten this afternoon, the

races being taken by 50 to 1, 7 to 1 and 6 to 1 shots. The
two first choices that won were at 11 to 5 and even money.

Over 1,500 attended the races, and saw three close fighting

finishes. The sport was good throughout.

Loughmore, running away in the first race after h's bridle

was broken, made the pencilers imagine all the chances he
ever possessed of winning had vanished. Striking the home-
stretch close behind Alcyone and Miss Willoughby, Lough-

more came close against the rails, and was soon well in front.

Headfiower, the favorite, came with a wet sail at the very

end, and was beaten but a head at the finish by the stout

Storn colt, with Alcyone third, a couple of lengths off. It

was a stunner to the talent.

Sir Reginald, favorite, led all the way in the second race

and won handily enough after a little shaking up by three

parts of a length from Jake Johnson, on whom the ridden,

out Grandee was lapped.

Realization should have won the third, but over-confidence

on little Jones' part caused him to be beaten on the post a

head by Jack Richelieu, who could never have gotten up had
the Regent colt been ridden out all the way down the

straight. Hawthorne, the famous Chicago horse, finished

absolutely last.

Banjo won the fourth race by a short neck from Gold Bug
who did a lot of fouling in the final quarter of a mile. Flynn

helped Banjo considerably, while Gold Bug's jockey was at

Ihe bat half-way down the homestretch, instead of being at

work with hands and heels. Arno was a poor third. Three
Forks fell in front of the judges' stand and slid with Hin-

richs over twenty feet, neither horse nor rider being in-
jured.

The last race of the day fell to the "good thing," Talbot
Clifton, who, backed very strongly, won handily by a length
from Ricardo, who beat Lawyer two lengths for the place.

Wandering Nun led for about a quarter, fell back badly, came
igain, then quit in the homestretch. Blue Banner, the favor-
te, was prominent until he fell down in the homestretch.
C. Cahill, W. Flynn, Hinrichs and Felix Carr rode the

ffinners, the latter bringing in two of the victors." Hinrichs
nale a record for riding horses that fell, and appears to bear
i charmed life.

Mow the Races Were Bun.

Headfiower was an even-money favorite in the first race,
ive furlongs, for maiden two-year-olds. Miss Willoughby
fas at 4 to 1, Alcyone 8, Barcaldine 10, Loughmore and
jittle Bob 20 to 1 each, Examiner 30, Catalogue and Hali-
ax 40 to 1 apiece. Loughmore's bridle broke in one of the
treakaways, and his rider, Cahill, slipped off. The colt ran
way at top speed for over half a mile and halted at the gate
tear his stall near the quarter-pole. Alcyone, Barcaldine,
diss Willoughby was the order at the start. Alcyone drew
way, and led bv two lengths, Barcaldine second, as far from
fliss Willoughby. Examiner's head-stall slipped, Long fell

8, and the colt ran on riderless behind the buncb. Alcyone's
Bad was cut down to a length as they turned into the home-
tretcb.Miss Willoughby second, lapped by Loughmore. The
atter, close to the rails, came on with great Btrides, and
pened up a big gap. Headfiower made her run in the last

ixteenth, coming with, such a burst of speed that Lough-

more just won by a head, Headfiower second, two lengths
from Alcyone. Time, 1:10|.

Sir Reginald, at 11 to 5, was a slight favorite for the sec-
ond race, five furlongs, selling. Jake Johnson was at 2J to
1, Grandee 4 to 1, North 7, Metal 10, others 20 to 80 to 1.
Sir Reginald, Jake Johnson, Grandee was the order at the
start. Sir Reginald and Jake Johnson ran close together
passing the half, three lengths in front of Grandee, he as far
from North, Sir Reginald was first by three parts of a length
into the homestretch, Jake Johnson second, two from
Grandee. Sir Reginald ran along easily slightly in front of
Jake Johnson, and with a little shaking up at the end won
by three parts of a length from Jake Johnson, he about as
far from Grandee, who, under strong urging, came fast the
last part of it. Metal and North finished close together
about four lengths further off. Time, 1:08.
Jack Richelieu was made an even-money favorite in the

seven-furlong dash, third on the programme. Realization
was at 3 to 1, Charmion 4i, Hawthorne 7 to 1. Realization
led passing the quarter-pole by a length, Charmion second,
two lengths from Jack Richelieu, Hawthorne four lengths
further away. Realization was first to the half-pole by two
lengths, Charmion second, one length from Jack Richelieu,
he six from Hawthorne. The order was the same to the three-
quarter-pole, where Jack Richelieu was given his head, and
soon shot past Charmion. Jones, on Realization, was tak-
ing things easy, and awoke from his blissful dream a six-
teenth from home to find Jack Richelieu stealing up on him
like a nigger for a hen roost. Had he kept Realization going
at his best Richelieu would never have won, but Hinrichs
brought the favorite up with a rush right at the end, landing
him a winner by a Bhort head, Realization second, one and a
half lengths from Charmion, she four in front of Hawthorne.
Time, 1:35}.

Gold Bug was a favorite in the next at 2 to 1, Three Forks
at 3 to 1, Banjo 7, Arno and Annie Moore each 8, San Lucas
9, Clara White 20 and St. Brandon 60 to 1. Gold Bug,
Banjo, Three Forks was the order at the start and passing
the half, where Gold Bug was nearly a length in front.
Banjo and Gold Bug ran as one horse into the homestretch,
and it was a drive all the way down, Flynn riding Banjo
with hands and heels, Weber trying the bat, then his hands,
then the bat again, with the result that Banjo, being greatly
helped by Flynn, won by a short neck, Gold Bug second, four
lengths from Arno. There was a lot of fouling done by Gold
Bug down the straight. Three Forks fell in front of the
judges' stand and slid along (with Hinrichs clinging to hitn)
for a space of over twenty feet. Neither boy nor horse was
injured. The time of this race was 1:07}.
The last race of the day, six furlongs, selling, had Blue

Banner for a first choice at 2 to 1. Wandering Nun was a
lukewarm 3 to 1 shot, Talbot Clifton 6 (10 at one time), Jim
Norwell and Ricardo 8 to 1 each, Gordius 10 and Charmer
60 to 1. Wanderina Nun led at the start, but Ricardo and
Talbot Clifton closed up on her near the half, the trio run-
ning so close together ihat they could not be separated. The
Nun fell back in the next 100 yards like a house afire, being
either interfered with or quitting. Talbot Clifton assumed
command nearing the three-quarter pole, and turning for
home Clifton was a length to the good and running easy,
Ricardo second, three lengths from Wandering Nun, who
had come again. Ricardo was whipped out to the last stride,
but could not catch Talbot Clifton, who won with a lot left

in his speed locker by a length. Ricardo, second, was two
lengths from Lawyer, Gordius fourth, Blue Banner and
Wandering Nun nowhere. Time, 1:22}. Blue Banner fell

with Hinrichs (the latte^s second throw-down today) at the
first turn after the finish, but was not injured, and the horse
came out little the worse for his mud bath.

[Continued on Page 5G8.
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Tennessee Derby Entries.

Memphis (Tenn.), December 6.—Following are the entries

for the Tennessee Derby, to be run on April 8th, the opening
day of the spring meeting :

Bedford stable's ch g by Ecuador—Equitable, ch g Walter
Lambert, ch f Lottie Allen; G. G.Bennett & Co.'s ch gA.
Price; Williams' b gGath; G. Ashville's br g Ringmaster;
Mrs. E. T. Brewer's ch f Jessie B.; S. S. Brown's b g by Mas-
terpiece—Pet Galloway, b g by Masterpiece—Nellie B., brg
by Troubadour—Marine, ch f by G. O. Kenny—Eureka: A.
Kahn's br c Trenton; E. Corrigan's b g Green Morris, be by
Longfellow—Square Dance, b c by Longfellow—Modesty, b
c by Longfellow—Lady Montrose, b c Charlie Weber, b c by
Harry O'Fallon—Sallie Jennings, ch g Rodegap, b c Ofleta;

J. E. Cushing's b c Schorr, br c Pat Dunne, ch c Apperson',
ch c Bold Star, ch f Minneapolis.
G. V. Dahlgren's br g Sweden, b f Maroni, b f Soubre ; P

Dunne's b g Jovial; T. Liley's b c Changes ; Leigh & Rose's
ch c Mohawk, b c Coulter; E. F. McLean's br c Porthos, b c
Tarascon; J. McCafferty's ch c by McDuff—Shadow Dance,
b c bv Bishop—Pearlash, ch c by Blazes—Ogarita.
M. Orth's ch c Plunker. b c Luby, ch c by Blazes—Ger-

mania, b g Fandango; Ruddy Bros.' be Wells Street ; Scog-
gin Bros.' ch c Sun Up, ch c Roosevelt, ch c Ashleyr; S. W.
Scott's b c Shooting Star; Shannon Bros.' eh g Fernandos; R.
Tucker's ch f Lancess, b g Volume.

C. Weslerherford's br c Mercury, ch g Prince ; West-
chester stable's b c Coleman's br c Bob Tucker.
The most promising of the lot, judging from previous per-

formances, are Sun Up, Gath, Wells Street, Mercury, Fan-
dango, Apperson and G. S. Morris.

Coney Island Jockey Club Stakes.

New York, December 9.—The Coney Island Jockey Club

announced the following stakes for the June meeting, to close

January 2, 1895

:

The great Trial Stakes, 126,000, sweepstakes for two-year-
olds, Futurity course, about three-quarters of a mile.
The double event, $10,000, sweepstakes for two-year-olds,

the first event to be run on the first day of the June meeting,
the second event to be run on the last day of the meeting,
Futurity course.

The announcement of the Futurity for the autumn meeting
of 1897 is also made, the proviso being added that because of
the constitutional amendments the Coney Island Jockey Club
would receive sealed entries which will remain unopened
until the action of the Legislature of the State of New York
shall enable the club to decide whether it is in a position to

continue this event. If it is decided the race is not to be
ran the entries will be returned unopened and no forfeile in-

curred.

The Rip of the Turf.

This is the story of a resuscitated corpse : When we—

I

use the plural, for there were three of us, a medical student,
an electrician and myself—unearthed the corpse from where
it had lain for twenty-three years, we did not intend to resus-
citate it. We selected as our victim " Absalom Grumpyse, a
noted turfman, who departed this life A. D. Oct. 8, 1871."
When we lifted out the coffin, we were surprised at its

weight.

" Ab must have had a lot of horseshoes planted with him,"
remarked the medical student as we trudged with the burden
down to our wagon and hurried to the electrician's home. We
unloaded at his laboratory and carried the coffin in. The
corpse was as natural as if it had just been buried. It looked
as though Ab were just sleeping.

" This is marvelous," I exclaimed.
" I'm shy a skeleton," remarked the medical student in a

grieved tone.

" Yes," chimed in the electrician, " but I can experiment
here."

In two minutes he had his electrical contrivance fastened
about the body, and then he turned it on. The alleged corpse
showed signs of life, and finally the eyes opened, and he
turned over, stretcbed and cried out, " They're off!"
Then the corpse sat up and wanted to know where he was:

We told him. He said that he had slept soundly, and I
remarked that I hoped he had, as he had slept for twenty-
three years.

" Say, young fellow," exclaimed Absalom Grumpyse as he
sat up, "you don't mean that ?"

We brought calendars, newspapers and bills, for it was the
6th of the month, and convinced him that we were right.

" I just played old Rip Van Winkle," he remarked," but
I wouldn't have missed that race for a barrel of money. Y'ou
see, Sept, 6, 1871, was a great day in Milwaukee, and there
were big crowds at the race track to see Goldsmith Maid.
Oh, but how she went ! She trotted the mile in 2:17 flat
and chopped a quarter of a second off Dexter's time made in
August, 1S67, which was 2:17}. Shucks 1 I've seen all the
big races since Edwin Forrest at Centerville, N. Y., trotted a
mile in 2:31}, May 9, M34, up to Goldsmith Maid's phenom-
enal work. Why I saw Lady Suffolk, a twelve-year-older, go
in 2:29.5- at Hoboken, and that was a cool day in October,
1845, and I used to swear we'd see horses trot in 2:17, and
they laughed and called me crazy, but I lived to see it and
I'll live to see 2:12. Yes, don't look surprised. I will. But
you talk about your trotters ! You should have seen Flora
Temple. Oh, she was sublime ! Started in as an eleven

-

year-old—eleven years, mind tou—and September 2, 1856,
went the mile in 2:24J. She didn't beat this for three years,
and then, oh, gentlemen, had Flora Temple been a woman I
would have married her. Its-as on a warm August day in
1859, the 9th, and on the Centerville track that she went
against her record, turning off the mile iu 2:22 flat. I could
have died right there from pleasure. At Cincinnati, October
7th, she made the mile in 2:21}, and then went to Kalamazoo
and on October 15th trotted a mile in 2:19|. Gentlemen,
gentlemen, I was so crazed with joy hat I just threw my
arms about her and kissed her and cried from pure joy.

"This stood antil 1867, when Bonner's Dexter came along
July 30 of that year at Boston and got a record in 2:19, and
Aug. 14 at Buffalo he made it in 2:17}, and then it remained
for Goldsmith Maid to come along."

" You're posted on trotters? Didn't you ever see any
pacers ? " I asked.

" I should say," he exclaimed. "Why, I saw Oneida Chief
at Harlem, Oct. 13, 1835, go a mile in 2:31. Have I ever
seen pacers ? I've seen them beat the world's record. Why,
man, I was right there at Union course, New York, Sept. 9,
1852, when Pet paced the mile in 2:lSi, and I was on the
same track June 21, 1865, when eight-vear-old Pocahontas
reeled off the mile in 2:171. Then came Billy Bovce, an-
other eight year-old, and I saw him at Buffalo, Aug. 1, 1868,
go the mile in the phenomenal time of 2:14}."
He rattled off names of horses, towns, tracks, dates and

time with a rapidity that made one shiver and squeezed in
between a lot of pedigrees, dams and sires that would curl
your hair.

"By Jinks," he said after he had causht his breath, "I've
been asleep twenty-three years, and I guess there have been
some changes."

I remarked that there had.
"Well, gents, I used to say that the 2:10 trotter and pacer

would come someday. I suppose that I was right."
He looked around with a broad grin on his face and a

twinkle in his eye.

"Oh, yes," I said, "there have been thirtv-one trotters and
forty-eight pacers to do 2:10 or better."
You should have seen his face. You could have hung a

horseshoe on his eyes.
" Great Flora Temple I" he exclaimed impressively.

" That time hasn't been beat, has it 1" he inquired anxiously
after a bit.

" Oh, yes," said I cheerfully.
" Come easy, come easy," he said. " You know I've been

asleep 23 years."

He seemed to nerve himself, and then he wanted to know
what the best trotting time was.

" Alix, 2:03}," I answered.
The late corpse fell back on the bed and gasped. His face

got as white as a sheet. He got himself together after a bit
and then asked as he straightened up

:

" What's the pacing record now ?"

"Robert J., 2:01}," I answered.
Then he dropped dead again.—R. A. Eaton, in Omaha

World -Herald.
•-

Mr. Salisbury remarked while watching a parade o
four-in-hands at the Madison Square Horse Show: "I have a
driver on one of my Montana mail routes that I would like
to put into this ring with a six-horse team and a mountain
mail coach. I think he would make these amateur team-
sters look a little cheap. His horses are not so tame, nor well
broken asthese are, and his route is over a rough mountain
road, but in the twelve years he has been in my employ I
knew that if he was not up to schedule time that it was im-
possible to get there, and these occurrences are very rare.

"

Such an exhibition would be a drajping card at the Garden
next year, and if the management knows what is the full ca-
pacity of the building they could figure the receipts exactly.
—Trotter and Pacer.
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Horae Items From New T
*ork.

The New York Times of November 26th prints the follow-

ing on timely turf topics:

Following Horse Show week has been another of even

more particular interest to the fanciers of the light harness

stock. The combination sale at Madison Square Garden

which began last Wednesday drew more breeders, owners

and trainers than have come here since the market began to

decline some two years ago. No doubt the very fair prices

realized earlier in'lhe month served to stimulate confidence

in the future of harness racing even in this State, where its

fate has been sealed so far as the speculative feature is con-

cerned.
. J 11 AT.

The consignment from the Palo Alto Farm led all the

others in point of value, because, instead of the weeding-out

process that was formerly employed in selecting young stock

from that famous California nursery, the collection sent over

this fall represented the best of the stud that the late Leland

Stanford got together at much cost. All the princely sums

which Mr. Stanford received from his trotters, from the

$125,000 that he got for Arion down were at private sale,

and the only very valuable animal bred by him that ever

came under the hammer during his lifetime was Bell Boy.

This colt, who was really very much overrated, had passed

out of Senator Stanford's possession for some $5,000, and

then by meaos of judicious " booming" his price mounted

up toward $50,000 at auction.

Several others of the Electioneer-Beautiful Bells family,

including St. Bel, Bjw Bells and BeUeflower, were also aold

from Palo Alto, and they have been so highly prized that

none of them has been under the hammer. Since the death

of Electioneer, the mare Beautiful Bells, whose progeny have

been so uniformly fast, was bred to Palo Alto and Adver-

tiser, both sons of her former male. The result of the union

with Advertiser is the new champion yearling, Abdell, who
recently placed the record for the infant class at 2:23.

This performance, proving as it did, that Beautiful Bells

could produce speed from other sires than Electioneer, made
herson, Day Bell, by Palo Alto, the more desirable when he

was put up for competition here. This colt, a foal of 1S92,

has not beeu developed, as the large majority of the young

stock from California have been, and the explanation that

he was too valuable to risk injury nardlv sufficed. In his

untried condition Day Bell brought $5,500, whereas had he

been trained to a record of 2:20 or better he would have

fetched a much larger sum.

Five years ago, when the boom was at its height, a young
trotter of such fashionable blood would have gone close to

$20,000, whether he could show any speed or not. The ex-

travagant price of $26,000, paid for Mascot in 18S9, was the

most notable piece of lolly in this line, and it taught the

fanciers a lesson that has stood them in hand ever since.

Along with the general slump in the market has come a

more business-like policy of examining the goods before

purchasing, and to-day the public sales are on a sounder

and more lasting basis than ever. The breeder who sends to

the auctioneer only that portion of his stud which he does

not care to keep, must expect to find the same condemnation

that he himself has put upon it.

W. B. Fasig, who conducted a number of sales very suc-

cessfully at Cleveland before he came here to take charge of

the trotting department for the Tattersalls Company, dis-

cussed the present situation a few days ago, as follows:
" There is no doubt that the developed animal 16 what the

largest percentage of buyers want to day. My experience is

that the most difficult thing to sell is an old broodmare, after

her an old stallion, and then youngsters that are untrained.

The reason that we cannot have a speed sale pure and simple

is that after a man has bred or bought something that,

tamed out fast, he holds on to his prize as long as he can

afford to keep it. He would not think of sending his crack

performer to a sale, and when a private offer is made is

pretty sure to reject it. If asked to name a price he sticks

it up to a point that drives the prospective customer away
at once, and then, too late, finds that be has let the golden

opportunity pass. This is perhaps more true in the West-

tern States than along the Atlantic, and the average man out

there is less able to own a horse worth $5,000 or more, than
in the East, where millionaires are more plentiful."

Probably the most striking case of a comparatively poor
man refusing to entertain a liberal offer for a trotter wa
when C. W. Williams declined to put a figure on Allerton

just after he had secured the slallion championship in 1891

Marcus Daly, the copper plutocrat of Montana, fancied the

stout son of Jay Bird, and would, it is said, have paid $125,-

for him. Williams figured that Allerton could earn close to

$50,000 in the stud for the next two seasons, and enough
more to balance the sum he could realize from a quick sale,

and he would thus have the money and the horse as well.

The good fortune that riad attended the Iowa turfman up to

that time no doubt was an additional reason for his failure to

take advantage of the chance that comes to few breeders; but

the tide turned against him in 1892, and Allerton, though
still in his prime, would not command much more than a

tithe of the amount he might have brought to bis owner
when he was monarch of his kind.

Of all the record-breakers that have appeared, from Dex-
ter'* day to the presenl, Alix has been the least sought after.

The famous old white-faced gelding, along with Goldsmith
Maid, Rarus, Maud S., Sunol and Nancy Hanks, all changed
hands for more than $30,000, but the fastest trotter of all

time lacks a purchaser at those figures. When Alix first

came into prominence by her mile in 2:3GA, at three years,
Morris J. Jones, who owned a half interest in the filly, said
that she was for sale. Neither he nor his partner, Hayes, a
Chicago banker, cared to be on the turf, preferring to devote
themselves to tneir breeding establishment, then situated at

Kenosha, Wis. More than one New York fancier heard of
this Meet young mare, and inquired her price, yet, strange to

say, not one of them took advantage of it, though the figure
was by no means exorbitant.

In 1892, when Alix reduced the record for her age, four
years, to 2: 10, Mr. Jones was still ready to dispose of her, and
$15,000 would doubtless have satisfied him. W. R. Allen, the
wealthy breeder, w ho is be*t known as the owner of Kremlin,
saw the mare at Lexington and Nashville that season, and
consulted with his trainer, Bither, about purchasing her.
This usually astute driver, who had brought out Jay-Eye-See
and Phallas, both champions of their kind, could not see the
ripening greatness of this later sensation, and let slip the
chance to hnve another record breaker in his charge.

Last year, when Alix made her first appearance of the
season at Buflalo in the free-for-all trot, Major S. T. Dickin-
son of New York, a liberal patron of the sport, had her ex-

amined by several experienced trainers, including Hickofe,

and with one accord they advised h'tn not to buy. Shemade
a bad showing for the main purse, worth $13,000, and the

next week following could only get third money in the con-

solation. This seemed to confirm the verdict of the trainers,

but before the month of August had passed, Alix won the

fastest five heat race that had been trotted up to that time, at

Columbus, Ohio. Then came a still greater triumph in the

never-to-be-forgotten Columbian free-for-all at Chicago, *nd

soon after this race Mr. Jones became the sole owner of the

mare that the richer fanciers had avoided. Later in the

season be leased the mare for the match with Directum that

was to have taken place at Boston but finally came off at

Fleetwood Park, in this city. Alix was in no condition to

do herself credit on thss occasion, and again Major Dickin-

son, who had about decided to secure this undeniably great

young mare, was so much disappointed in herj showing that

he refrained from the contemplated offer.

Directum filled the public eye at that time, yet when the

two rival stars of the sulky were exhibited at the Horse Show
of 1S93, E. H. Harriman, the Wall Street magnate who had

paid $41,000 for Slamboul, was greatly taken with Alix as

she stood ready to enter the ring.
" I was on the point of stepping up to Mr. Jones, and ask-

ing his price for the mare," said Mr. Harriman recently,
11 but something stopped me. If I had put the question Alix

would have been mine at any reasonable sum, but I have
only the satisfaction of knowing that my judgment of her

ability has been \erified this year."

Since Monroe Salisbury has had Alix in charge and made
her the most notable trotter of the age, he has had one bona
fide ofier of $20,000, made by A. J. Welch, the Hartford

bookmaker, while she was at Chillicotbe early in October.

The reported negotiations with Henry O. Havemeyer, the

autocrat of the Sugar Trust, which put the mare's price at

$30,000, proved to have uo foundation, in fac*, though they

formed the material for a sensational story that appeared

last Monday. There is no doubt that Alix can be had for

that sum, provided the buyer will let her remain with

Salisbury another saason. He has faith in bis pet pupil's

ability to trot in 2:02, or faster, at seven years, and, as he
owns but a half interest in her, is naturally not overanxious

to sell.

The Lone Ago.

The American race horse is of the best blood of England,

beginning with Diomed, the first winner of the Derby, who
was imported to America, and through his illustrious son,

Sir Arcby, out of imported Catianira, the progenitor of the

magnificent " four-mile nags" that made the Metairie course

of New Orleans, the Washington course of Charleston, Broad

Rock and Fairfield of Richmond, and the old Long Island

course, so famous by their achievements, says the Phila-

delphia Times. Priam, also a winner of the Derby, was an-

other of the imported horses, and Glencoe, equally Doted,

while Leamington was inferior to either of the others

Through Timoleon, Boston and Lexington we come down to

the period just before the civil war, when Virginia and South

Carolina boasted three horses that were unmatched and peer-

less on the American turf, Planet, Fannie Washington and

Albine, the last being the South Carolinian.

In olden times no hoi'se was anything who could not run

four mile heats with a chance of having three to run before

he could win, and around all the racing of that day, patron-

ized and fostered by the jolly and genial planter gentry of the

South, there is an interest, which needs nothing of ideal

tradition to impart charm and ramance. The Metairie

and the Washington courses were especially noted for the

brilliancy of the meetings and the array of beauty that

crowded the grand stand ; while in Virginia, Fairfield and
Broad Rock courses were scarcely less famous and with the

advantage of being the center of that region of Virginia and
North Carolina between the Roanoke and the Rappahan-
nock rivers, which all old racers unhesitatingly pronounce
the greatest race horse country in the world.

At Broad Rock the planters often bet farms and negroes,

and the excitement was so great that preachers sometimes
caught the mania, and a most pious bishop was highly ex-
tolled for letting off a young divine who had been caught on
the quarter stretch. One of the famous races of the olden-

time was a sweepstake for the carriage of Lafayette at Tree
Hill, the Richmond course, which antedated the other two.

Jack Randolph, Nat Macon, Gen. Jackson, Henry Clay and
every other distinguished gentleman sport of the time were
there, and the carriage was won by Capt. Belcher, riding his

own horse, whose name the writer cannot just now recall.

The greatest race in America, as old turfmen view it, was
the match between Red Eye and Nina, half brother and sis-

ter, both sired by Boston. Red Eye had about a one-hundredth
part of Potomac blood in him, but even these few drops of

the famous scrub racer's blood gave the noble steed a welter-

weightto carry that handicapped him in the prejudices of the

Virginians in &pite of his great achievements. He was a
very devil for temper, and showed it in an eye like Apollion's.

He won the first heat, and his owner told the boy, a little pet
negro named Anderson, to hold him back and let the mare
win the second, so as to make Red Eye's bottom tell; but the

horse's look was perfectly diabolical, and he reared and
charged as if he would whip the entire crowd, and the peo-
ple ran from his very look, while the little boyBgot off the
fences and climbed the trees to get out of his way.
The boy managed to keep the reserve power in him four

times around, and he was taken off looking mad and fresh
enough for another heat right then. The next beat he won
easily, making the greatest achievement then orsince known
on the turf, taking time and distance into consideration.

Col. Wm. R. Johnson was an intimate friend of Andrew
Jackson, and wbs pronounced by some to be a man of equal
genius and by many to be Old Hickory's superior. On one
occasion the Colonel sold the General a racer, and the Gen-
eral wrote him from Tennessee that the horse was worthless,
and insinuated in a most Jacksonian manner that he had
been cheated, and that, too, under the mask of friendship.

In those days if you differed with a gentleman about the
weather it was expected that he would say, "Very well, sir;

gentlemen do not bandy epUhers. My friend will have the
honor to wait on you." But two such brave men as Gen.
Jackson and Col. Johnson had no occasion to be so punc-
tilious, and the Colonel simply replied that at the end of a

year if the horse had not proven himself worthy he would
take him back, and, after making pecuniary satisfaction to

the General, would expect the General to render personal
satisfaction to him. At the end of six months Jackson
apologized and swore "by the Eternal," his favorite oath, that
the horse could beat any nag in America. After which the
General and Colonel proceeded to celebrate the re-establish-

ment of their friendly relations as Generals and Colonels in

those days were expected to do.

One of Col. Johnson's achievements on the turf was at

Camden, N. J., after his horse Blue Dick had been beaten
three times by Fashion. He was bantered to enter the horse
once more. "The mare can certainly beat the horse," said
the Colonel, " and I have done enough to enter him three
times, but if you insist on a race I will bet $10,000 that the
mare cannot beat him by ten feet."

This was such a close calculation on a beaten horse that it

did not take five minutes to raise the $10,000. The mare
won the first heat by six feet and the second by seven and a
quarter, and this was justly considered a piece of racing work
wherein perfect knowledge of horseflesh and subtle calcula-
tion of circumstance and respective powers of the two animals
overcame chances and made the bet certain.

The Pure-Bred Horse.

The thoroughbred horse is admittedly the more perfected

work of man's artful aid in developing the qualities bestowed

upon animals by bountiful nature, says a well informed

writer. The thoroughbred has been subjected to the most

rigorous tests of individual speed and endurance at the run-

ning gait, and that for over a hundred years. No other breed

has b?en given this test or stood this test so long. Test has

been the supreme excruciating demand made upon the ani-

mal. Those that came through the fire were reserved for

brood and stud purposes. Those that could not stand the

crucial tests were condignly relegated to menial purposes-

Test was the magnet of discovery which indicated the selec-

tive process. It was not "racing'*
1

that increased the speed

that increased the racing powers of the horse. Whenever
speed was discovered by test in the early days the magic cir-

cle of selection included each newly demonstrated possessor.

Hence,test weeded out the faint hearted, and test it was that

proved nature's bountiful gift of inherent and inheritable

speed. The following illustrates the above, and gives a suc-

cinct exemplification of these principles: " There was foaled

during the great eclipse of 1764 a little colt of whose subse-

quent career it is wsitten : 'He was never beaten, never had
a whip flourished over him or felt the spur, or was ever for

a moment distressed by the speed of a competitor, outstrid-

ing and outlasting every horse which started against him.'
No less than seventeen times did this horse pass the judge as

a winner, and unapproachable, was taken out of training and
sent to the stud, because ;not any horse had the shadow of a
chance winning against him.' "

This was an animal for whom, during his sensational ca-

reer on the turf—and at a time anterior to the days of Der-
bys and St, Legers—a bona fide offer of 11,000 guineas ($55,-

000) was made and refused. This was an animal whom test

proved to be the mist wonderful horse that ever drew breath
in Mother England, whose fame is imperishable, that will

endure as long as men and horses exist. This animal was
the white-legged chestnut horse called Eclipse. But he bad
been discarded as of noaccountjtojhis breeder—his looks were
against him—and he was sold at auction as a yearling for a

mere song. How was his surpassing greatness discovered at

first—by casual or accidental test? We may use a pardon-
able anachronism by characterizing Eclipse as the Hamble-
tonian of the period.

AH this happened in England, and is being continued there

and in America to-day. The endeavor to judge the thor-

oughbred by external conformation—or "scale of points"

—

only ends in disappointment. This may be seen every day.

But true as this statement no doubt is, there is, however,
nothing truer than the fact that, than the thoroughbred, no
horse of ancient or modern times has ever been so beneficial

in the improvement of other breeds which depend on show
rings for their reputations. This claim is based on fact.

A Trotting-Bred Hackney.

The high-stepper Devil's Deputy, that brought the top

price of the sale of high-steppers and Hackneys that took

place in New York directly after the Horse Show, was one of

the most attractive horses of his class seen at the show, and

he was a first prize winner. With all his attractiveness and

his ability to out-show the English-bred horses in the matter

of gait and action, Devil's Deputy is a strictly trotting-bred

horse, having been sired by a son of Red Wilkes, while his

dam was by Mambrino King. An English horseman told

the writer last spring that he saw some trotting-bred horses

in D. H. Grand & Co.'s sale-ring at East Buffalo that could

out-Hackney the Hackneys, and he said further that he

could dock them and fit them for the show-ring and win

them in the Hackney classes. Such instances merely show

the wide range of use to which the trotting-bred horse may

be put. He is not only a race horse, but he is the superior

of any other horse as a roadster ; be iB a perfect family horse,

and the larger families furnish some exceedingly good gen-

eral purpose horses. The trotting-bred horse may even- be

an excellent saddle horse, too, as was proved by the winner

of the first prize at the recent Horse Show in the class for

gaited saddle horses. The winner in this class was Loo
Chief, a standard-bred trotter, she being by Harrison Chief,

son of Clark Chief, dam by Peavine, son of Rattler. Lou
Chief was pronounced the finest gaited saddler ever shown in

New York, and her exhibition evoked much applause. As
indicating the fashion for dock-tailed saddle horses, it may
be said (hat an Eastern gentleman offered the owner of Lou
Chief his price, $4,000, for her, provided she were docked
and she then suited him without a tail as with one ! It is

needless to sav that the offer was refused. An English horse-

man of prominence was greatly charmed with Lou Chief,

pronouncing her one of the most superb mares ever seen. H«
followed to her stall to buy her for export, but the four figure

demanded were beyond his reach.—Horse World.
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Prop3r Equipages and Appointments;.

The Horse Show demonstrated that San Franciscans are
woefully lacking in some of the observances and much of the
knowledge without which no man can be a gentleman. For
instance, most of the men, and, alasl some ofthe Burlingame
contingent, clung to the step-ladder handshake, in gross ig-

norance of the fact that the handshake of to-day is on a level

with the trousers pocket, which it is supposed to protect.

Then, again, there was the awful void in the matter of
properly appointed equipages, which had its shuddering
climax in the display of a victoria in a competition set apart
for broughams. As to the sending out of a coach, drag or
brake the fashionable angels must have shed tears when Jo-
seph D. Grant and M. Theodore Kearney sent their four-in-
hands into public view with screw-heads down instead of up
and the coachman's driving apron improperly folded.
Even Charles Baldwio, the driver nars pear el sans reproche

of Burlingame, had a seat fall on his dickey when ladies were
not riding in place of the men back, and John Parrott com-
mitted offenses in the face of high heaven which will make
the translated stud grooms weep.
"Why, it takes three-quarters of an hour to prepare a four-

in-hand for the ring," said Theodore Kearney at the Horse
Show, when expressing indignation at a peremptory order to
bring on his horses.

(Mr. Kearney was a little short on the truth of the fact—
that is, the California fact. Probabl- W. S. Hobart's cameo-
faced head man could hook up his four blue roans and enter
into the preliminary negotiations for preparing a coach for
the ring inspection in three-quarters of an hour, for he
knows such things by the book just as Reginald Rives and
R- F. Carman do—those two New Yorkers, whose method
of judging and whose judgments were so generally approved.
But probably no one else in California would come anywhere
near getting his coach or drag in proper form in three hours
even with the rules before him, for there are some nice quib-
bles of propriety even outside the rules.

In fact, the appearance of Mr. Kearney's drag on Saturday
with the extra main bar strapped to the dicky below the side
bar, was evidence that he needed far more than three-quar-
ters of an hour in which to get into show form.
The Californian idea of a four-in-hand is not nearly so

elaborate, however. When a man hitches up to go after a
load of pumpkins he doesn't bother about the screw heads
on his lead-bar's furniture, and if he gets a boy to hold the
team while he loads up he feels himself mighty lucky, and
doesn't concern himself about the three steps and the salute
of the "men back."
But the Horse Show has turned attention to what is proper

in equipages and appointments. People are inquiring about
the rules and proprieties. There is a heavy sale of "Coaching
Days and Coaching Ways," and subscriptions to Rider and
Driver are making an editor end proprietor bless the ignor-
ance of the far, far West.
Now the park drag should have a " perch," so that the

small urchin may not be incorrect in advising the driver to
come off of it. " There is reason in every rule," say the ex-
perts, and the drag must be lighter and more highly finished
than the road coach, with crest or monogram on the door-
panels or hind boot.

The front seat is the box seat. Then come the gammon,
the backgammon and the dickey. The latter is so called
because Richard and Ricardo, the hired men, sit there with
arms a-crook when not otherwise engaged in doing the three-
step polka to make connections with the drag. The dickey
should not have a lazy back, lest the grooms should unbend
a little when the driver is attending to the business in front.

If the under side of the footboard and the risers of the box
and coachman's seat should not be of the same color as the
under carriage the owner need never expect to drive his
coach and four into the heaven of propriety. The body of
the drag and the panel or gale of the hind boot must also be
of the same color or friendship will cease.

In a park drag the gate ofthe hcod boot must be hinged at
the bottom and let down like the tailboard of a butcher
wagon, but this never would do in a road coach, where the
hinge must be on the off side, so that the second groom (who
must sit on the nigh side of the dickey) may get down on
the step, open the gate and get out the spoopju and fizzle-

fazzle water while the coach is in motion.
If the skid and safety-book are hung on the nigh side

Providence is sure to provide an accident to warn the offend-
ing owner of the error of his way. It is absolutely necessary
that the coachman's driving apron should be folded outside
out, when not in use, and placed on the driving cushion. A
man may be forgiven for not having a pocket in the driving
cushion or a watch and case on the footboard, but he'd really
better have luggage rails or straps on the roof between the
seats.

Inside the drag must have: hat-straps fastened to the roof;

pockets on the doors; an extra jointed whip; and places over
the front seat where the lamps may be hung during the day-
time. The passenger aprons are to be neatly folded on the
front seat.

InBide the front boot must be neatly stowed a small kit of
tools and an extra lead and an extra wheel-trace, loin-cloths
for the team, and water-proof aprons must be carried in
some accessible place out of the public gaze.
Two extra lead-bars, consisting of a main and a side-bar,

must be fastened with straps to the back of the dickey, with
the main bar above. The sins which have been committed
in this important particular have very nearly embroiled na-
tions in war and separated families.

The hind boot is to be fitted with luncheon boxes, a wine
rack and all that luncheon and wine racks call to the imagina-
tion of the hungry and thirsty wayfarer whose hard lot in

life has compelled him to ride atop of a park drag and look
down upon mankind. The " imperial " on the roof is the
base for a table, between the gammon and the backgammon.
But it must never be carried except when going to the races
or on a picnic. ''Lucky" Baldwin's offense in this particular
during the exhibition nearing caused the three exposed
buttons to drop from Ringmaster Orton's riding breeches.

When the owner or his representativejdrives, the stable

shutters must.be down ; otherwise they are up. By attending
to this simple little matter many souls may be saved and the
devil may be cheated of his due.

The cane basket must be on the nigh side, opposite the

backgammon, and tilted backward. There is more latitude

in the matter of the horn pouch. The custom is to put it

on the offside, directly opposite the cane basket and where
it is convenient to the lips of the head groom. But the wel-

There is some authority for strapping the horn pouch on the
same side and close to the cane basket.and the horn may even
be carried in the cane basset itself without causing famine,
pestilence or sudden death.
So much for the drag itself. The harness is more compli-

cated and the points dre of equal importance in preserving
the comity of nations. Pole chains must be bright and have
spring hooks." Both hooks should be snapped into the pole
head-ring. In order to avert calamity, however, if the
chains are too short one end may be hooked in the pole head-
ring and the other in a link. If too long they must have
one end snapped in the pole head-ring and the other brought
through said ring (from the outside in, mind you), and
snapped in a link.

Other essentially important circumstances in the diplo-
matic relations between the harness and the public are as
follows :

Cruppers on all horses; no loin straps or breechings; face
pieces (drops); martingale around the collar and not through
kidney-link alone

; martingales on all horses; no rings or
coupling reins; mountings of harness and buttons on servants
to be of the same metal; wheel traces with metal loop ends,
not chains; wheelers' inside traces shorter than outside
traces, unless the inside roller bolt is enlarged to give the
same result; head traces straight or lapped, not crossed ; eyes
on ends of hames through which the kidney-links pass; plain
kidney-links

;
solid draught eyes on hames ; clip inside of

trace leather, showing rivet-heads only.
When these particulars have been mastered, other steps

must he taken towards universal peace. These are :

Full bearing reins with bit and bridoon; single point strap
to tug buckle, metal fronts to bridles. The crest or mono-
gram should be on the rosettes, face pieces, winkers, pads
and martingale Haps. Ribbon or colored rosettes are inap-
propriate. Hames straps must be put on with points inside,
i. e., to the off side on the near horse and the near side on
the off horse; coupling rein of low-headed horse underneath;
reins of single brown leather; draft reins sewed on', in one
piece with end buckles only; lead traces with screw-heads of
cock-eyes.up; close coupling all around. - All parts of the
harness should be double and neatly stitched; collars to be
of black patent leather shaped to the neck, the top bent
back; ;the hames bent to fit the collar; accurately

; harness
black.

But above and beyond all this are the servants. It is to
be hoped that not again will the Western world stand agape
at the dreadful spectacle of E. J. Baldwin's men back strag-
hng to the ground, failing in the salute and actually wearing
moustaches so they might; be mistaken for guests of the
owner of the drag. Now here are a few night thoughts as to
what a groom must be in order that the gods may be ap-

The servants are to be trim and nearly of a size, the head
room being a trifle heavier and larger. Both must be smooth

shaven as no upper lip and chin. Proper liveries consist of
stiff-legged top boots, white breeches, preferably of leather,
though they may be of stockinet; waistcoats of some striped
satinet, showing a trifle above the coat collar

; coats full in
the skirt.

The head groom's coat must be a little longer in the skirt
than his fellow's and have pockets with flaps, which the
other's should not. The collar of the coat may be plain or
velvet. The customary white scarfs and standing coach-
man's collar are to be worn on all occasions. Top hats, not
extreme, but of proper shape, must crown the heads, with no
cockades or other ornaments, unless the owner be an officer
or ex-officer in the army, navy or diplomatic services, when
cockades are permissable.

When the coach stops the grooms get down exactly to-
gether. The head groom goes to the off-wheeler's head
and his fellow to the heads of the leaders. When the coach-
man signals "ready" both grooms step one pace to the side,
the head groom on the off' side, his fellow opposite. Both
salute. Then as the coach passes them they must so measure
time and distance as to take three quick, short steps, exactly
together, which will bring them so each can put the inside
foot on the lowermost step on his own side at the same time.
Then they ascend with three steps to the dickey, sit down
synchronously, put their hands on their thighs, their elbows
crooked outward, and—well, there they are.

A little attention paid to these suggestions will show the
world that that great educator, the Horse Show, has not been
in vain, and that civilization is at last upon the perch in
"this city by the world's extreme."

The Record Breaker Symboleer.

When the turf events of the season of 1894 have been com-
piled it will prove one of the greatest record-breaking seasons

that has ever yet passed. The youngsters, especially, have
made a great showing. One of the best of these is the tyo"
year-old colt Symboleer, that took a record of 2:11 at Dallas'

Tex., November 3d, in a race with the gray gelding John
Carpenter, a mature pacer bred in Tennessee, which got a
record of 2:12 in 1892.

Symboleer first became conspicuous at Chanute, Kan.
August 7th, where he won a race in 2:26^,2:31}. He started
against time at Independence, Kan., September 19th, and
reduced his record to 2:17}. Three weeks after thi- event he
was started again at Wichita, Kan., and here he placed his
mark at 2:14J. His next appearance was at Dallas, Tex.,
and the time of his first heat in that race was theu the fastest

that had ever been made by a trotter or pacer on any track
in the Lone Star State.

The breeding of the young champion Symboleer (2), 2:21
has been given so recently that it is unnecessary to say that
his sire is Hon. F. C. Sayles' stallion Campbell's Electioneer,
2:17}, one of the purest-gaited trotters that can be found,
while his dam is by the successful trotting sire Onward, 2:25},
and was a full sister to Charter, with a trotting record of
2:24. Like most of the record-breaking pacers, Symboleer is

trottiog-bred ; in fact, intensely so.

Monroe Salisbury, one of the shrewdest horsemen in
the country, made a remark in New York last week which
is proof that what is true of the horse market to-day is and
always has been true of horses alt the country over. Mr.
Salisbury some years ago was the largest handler of over-
land freight from the Mississippi cities westward over the
plains of California, and at that time owned and used prob-
ably five thousand horses. He says :

" I have bought hun-
dreds season after season, and have had many a good one,but
to my recollection I could never get a really good one unless

fare of the "general public does not absolutely demand this. I I paid a really good price."

Starting Horses.

An article recently appeared in the New York Sun about
starting horses, in which the writer claimed that it is a much
harder task to start race horses as we race in this country than
in England, France, Austria or Australia, where the pace is

very slow at the start, and a length or two advantage when
the flag falls does not count for much. With us, and espec-
ially of late years, since the system of short dashes has be-
come so popular with horse owners which, by the way, has
had such a depressing influence on the improvement on the
blooded horse, the style has been to ride pell-mell from the
start, and races are won and lost very frequently when the
flag falls. Judgment of pace is fast becoming a lost art, and
even our best jockeys now, with very rare exceptions, have
no more idea of race riding than to get away well and take
the shortest course home in the quickest possible fashion.
Consequently every boy becomes imbued with the idea that
to win he must get offin front. Every boy seems to think it
is his bounden duty to walk his horse when those in the rear
attempt to move up at a walk, and to break away madly if an
attempt is made by those behind to come up on a run.
A starter should have a thorough knowledge of racing

should be a man of a high degree of intelligence, be quick of
eye and hand, and, above all, be of unimpeachable integrity.
The issue of many thousands of dollars, oftentimes hundreds
of thousands of dollars, is decided by the fall of his flag, and
it is his duty to see that every horse, no matter by whom he
is owned, has an equal chance when he leaves the post.
Every effort is made to catch the horses in motion and on as
nearly even terms as possible. The eye mnst take in the
field in a twinkling, and if the judgment is that the start is
satisfactory, the hand will act in unison with the eye and the
brain.

Very often horses are in bad places, and what might look
to be a good start from the grand stand would be a poor one
in the judgment of the starter, and the flag does not fall.
Criticism follows, and generally it is of the harshest and most
unjust character. Some others are quicker on their feet than
others, and will make a good start look like a poor one
through their ability to get under way much more rapidly
than their competitors. A good start when the flag drops
becomes to the unthinking and ignorant a poor start, and
abuse is heaped upon the head of the official.

From time to time mechanical appliances for starting race
horses have been invented, but they have not been practical
and have not achieved success. A swinging gate to be raised
by electricity was spoken of some time ago, but fractious
thoroughbreds could not be got near it. There are, again,
horses that cannot be controlled at times, and collisions with
the obstacle would undoubtedly be of daily occurrence. Then,
too, it would take mouths of drilling to get horses to over-
come the idea that they were not going'to run into the gate.
This and many other objections cm be raised against this
svstem. A Western inventor his patented a gate to be
lowered before the horses while they stand at the post, which
may be moved away from them at a rapid rate of speed by
electric power, the barrier moving upward and onward at
the same time.

To Race in England.

Richard Croker and M.New York, December 6—Richard Croker and M. F
Dwyer are contemplating a transfer of their racing interests

to England. Mr. Croker has had the matter under advise-

ment for some time, but it is not probable that their decision

to go would have been reached if the anti-gambling amend-
ment to the Constitution had been defeated.

Under the old law racing was about as pleasant and profit-
able an occupation as Mr. Croker could desire. His horses
were managed by M. F. Dwyer. The latter owned and con-
trolled several tracks, and made the conditions of races such
that Croker's horses could win purses while Dwyer backed
them in the betting ring. Frequently Croker bet on his horses
himself but he was not successful at that end of it.

" Croker and I think racing will not amount to much in
this country," said Dwyer to a friend recently, " and as he is

anxious to go to England, I thought we might make the ex-
periment." Last week Jockey Sims, who has been the Croker-
Dwyer rider for two seasons, was told that he might have to
go to England next season.

Croker now has one colt by Stratbmore, out of Spinaway,
the dam of the crack filly Handspun, entered in the" English
Derby. He will very probably have some of his Iroquois
yearlings booked next season. He has not decided vet what
horses he will take over. Dobbins is a cripple, and can
hardly be counted upon.
Dwyer said that he thought Harry Reed could win on the

other side, particularly in short races. He would also take
over Stonenell, the great sprinter, when he is fit. "We
would not take a big stable," said Dwyer. " We would try
what we could do with a few horses."

" Ddtch " Roller, the horseman who acts as timer at
Roby, has a fad, and he parades it each afternoon at the
track. It i6 to keep with him the four-year-old brother of
the late Jockey Keefe, a bright faced, bullet-headed boy,
neatly dressed and fondly attached to the horseman. Where-
ever Roller goes the little mascot follows, lightly clutching
Roller's hand. The midget can scarcely talk plainly, but he
never fails to tell how well he likes Roller.says an exchange-
"You are beginning to teach your future jockey quite early in
the game," remarked a horseman to Roller. "Oh, little Keefe
is not going to be a jockey," replied Roller. " I saw him in
the train one day and he took a fancy to me, and every day
since that time he comes to the track and tags around after
me. If I were going to race a stable again I would like noth-
ing better than to take him and teach him to ride. He could
exercise and work horses now, young as he is. There goes
Pete Clay, the jockey, black as ink and not much taller than
this four-year-old. Why, the first time he rode for me was
years ago at the Whiteplains County Fair. They had a half-

mile track as hard as a board, and Clay rode at forty-two
pounds for me, winning in 0:43. A light-weight boy that
fancies his employer will often give him some fine rides."

There was not much running up going on during the days
<*f mud and rain. Cadmus was entered to be sold for $1,000
»Fr=day, Patriot (that cost $2,750) at $300, Three Forks hi

200 and Realization at $400.
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A Memory.

Many, many years ago, when time was young and the

world was in its infancy, before ever Columbus had started

on his eventful voyage; before the Senatorial Committee had

discovered that pool-selling was injurious to morals and

church fair gambling was legitimate ; when the ponderous

tread of the mastodon woke the echoes through the prim-

eval forests; when the Ichtyosaurus laved his ungainly shape

in the briny waters of the shoreless seas, and only aborigines

had hunted the swift bison and the fierce and savage grizzly

over the trackless wastes of our own country; when times

were easy and space was not as now, "at a premium"—nature

gathered together her forces and evolved a genius.

There is no question as regards that, for he was known as

such by everybody who knew him, and almost everyone

knew him from the days of King Arthur down to a short

time since, when he was gathered to his fathers. When I

say everybody I speak "qualifiedly" fori only mean every-

body between certain parallels of latitude and longitude.

Other portions, of course, he did not frequent much. Did

you know him ? Know Butch ? Old Ed Butcher ? No ?

Well, that's not your fault, but your misfortune, for you will

never in all your life have an opportunity to know another

like him. There are no more. There never will, be. When

Nature had completed him she broke the mould and de-

stroved the pattern

And now he is gone. For many years the Grim De-

stioyer passed him by, passed and repassed him for ages,

and Butch continued to grow grayer and more "onery" and

unwieldy and feeble, and had at length concluded that the

man with the scythe had made up his mind to ignore him
entirely. But one day he noticed him and " gathered him
in."

He was a "born sport," was Butch, and was ready at all

times for any sort of a speculative game, and while never

looking for the worst of it, would lake either end providing

the odds were made satisfactory, and many a tale and remin-

iscence of him throughout his old stamping grounds, that

helps while away the long, tedious hours between heats as

the boys gather for their annual sis-months meeting around
the stove. He was popular always and with everybody, and
his presence at a fair or race meeting would be known by
intuition throughout the crowd far quicker than would be

the President of the United States, and he was of the two the

more popular.

He was not handsome to look at, neither graceful in form
or dress ; short of stature and squat ; large hands and feet

;

dark as an Indian or Mexican, and head set exactly on the
top of a pair of massive shoulders, the neck having, to all

intents and purposes, been iost in the shuffle ; long, grizzly

hair slightly curling at the ends, sweeping his shoulders

;

head generally surmounted by a broad-brimmed Mexican
hat ; form from shoulders down generally encased in a linen

duster which reached nearly to his shoe tops and always
buttoned from the throat down (or from the bottom clear up,
as you choose), and thus causing the shirt to be a matter of
speculation when taking an inventory of his make-up—such
in appearance was Butch. But there was a confidence in his

manner and a twinkle in his beady, gray eyes that would
convince one that he was not in need of a gaardian at any
stage of the game. He owned in later years a farm near
Comanche, Iowa, and upon this he lived (when at home),
and owned and bred a few thoroughbreds. And from the
first tap of the bell in springtime until the latest in the
autumn, Butch was omnipresent. You could go nowhere
but that you would meet him, and at any sort of game, from
pitching quoits to stealing the pool-box, he was equally at

home. There was nothing in his manner to hinder an
acquaintance from asking him how good his horse was when
about to start in a race ; neither wa3 there anything to hin-
der him from telling you any kind of a ghost story he saw
fit, but if he won your money he would always console you
by telling you he must have been mistaken in the form of
his horse, and that he did not run just such a race as he
expected, and that he quit loser himself.

At one time he owned a large, fine race mare called Alice
Ward. She was true at the post, swift as a bullet, and well
nigh invincible, and was respected by all race men who had
met her, but she was frequently run in the interest of the
box. When cut loose, however, people had learned to fight

shy of the big mare.
Well, after he had skinned all the game he could catch

through the middle Western States, he concluded to take a
shy at Denver. He did so, and with that eventful race there
passed away a good share of the winnings of the old man for
years, for he backed her as long as he could dig up a dollar,
and met his Waterloo. Not on account of meeting a better
horse, but the judges, betting fraternity and hisjockey formed
an alliance that was too much for Butch and Alice, and a
broken treasury was the result. Butcher came back heavier
in heart, lighter in purse, but with a rich and assorted variety
of bought wisdom regarding the vagaries of Denver sport-
ing people. He did not take this robbery with his accus-
tomed wtg froidj but complained bitterly of the way the
way the Western people had held him up and gone through
him when he only went out thereon a friendly visit.

Previous to this occasion he owned ten or a dozen half-
bred gallopers, and had somewhere in his travels gathered in
a couple of Roman chariots, improvised a couple of
charioteers with gaudy costumes ana sashes, and was break-
ing the hearts of the country people with the wonderful
spectacle at the county fairs. He, however, about this time,
formed a contract with the Thayer and Noyes circus, by
which he was to receive a certain per cent, of the receipts,
and have all his expenses borne for himself, horses and peo-
gle, and waa to furnish the Roman chariot act for the show,
usiness commenced good. Money flowed in an easy stream,

and in addition to this the performers were wont to come to
him between pay days and pawn gold watches, diamond pins,
studs, rings and other articles of jewelry, for small amonnts;
and by charging them a small percentage of interest (75 or
80 per cent ) he was enabled to turn an honest dollar. He
was wont, aUo, to spend his leisure time between show towns
in the innocent game of poker, and he being more than usu-
ally smooth, managed to turn this into a source of revenue.

Things were "swimming," fortune seemed easily within
the grasp of the Butcher family, when ruin suddenly over-
took bim. He had purchased a grip and made it the recep-
tacle of all the pledges and kept it always with him in order

to remove temptation from any of the people.
_
In course of

time his treasury became nearly empty and his grip nearly

full, and he was looking forward to the day when all should

come and redeem their stuff".

When leaving St. Louis for Memphis he was invited oyer

into one of the animal cars to take a hand in the seductive

game of draw. One end of the large car contained elephants

and he sat down near the center of the car on the corner of a

blanket that answered the purpose of a table. His grip, con-

taining his jewelry, he placed behind him. A few moments
passed. He had become interested in a jack pot, when he

happened to remember his grip. Just as he reached aronnd

behind him to find it, he said :
" I heard a sound that made

my hair stand on end, and my very blood run cold. The
trick elephant behind me had reached over and taken my
grip and after vainly endeavoring to open it had put it down
and tramped on it, and the grinding up of the mess ofjewelry

was the noise I heard. Well, the next morning every last

one of them was around to redeem their jewelry, and after

selling off my horses and chariots and settling with the de-

positors, I had left to show for my property about a four-

quart measure full of ground-up watch inwards, pulverized

crystals, bosom pins, finger rings, etc., and the whole could

have been sifted through a milk strainer." And Butch was

once more in the soup.

At one time, years ago, word came to Butcher that a race

was to take place in Southern Missouri between two noted

quarter horses. Both were famous from the Ked River to

the headwaters of the Mississippi, neither having ever been

beaten, and this was to be their first meeting. Both horses

had scores of loyal followers who would follow them hundreds

of miles to back them to their laBt dollar. There were no
railroads out west in those days, and traveling was beset with

difficulty, but Butch and his old woman were determined to

see that race or die. The di tance was something like four

hundred miles, and much of it lay over the almost unbroken

prairie, but no such little thing would stop them. He rigged

ud a " prairie schooner," put in a bed and some blankets

and three weeks before the day the race was to come off

Btarted on the journey. He arrived in ample time to see every

one and place what money he had on his choice, and then

waited for the momentous event.

Well, at length it came of course, and at 3 p. m. the en-

tire population (with few exceptions) of Iowa and Missouri

repaired to the scene of the turf duel. The course was paced

off and duly marked on a level strip of road, the horses ap-

peared and were stripped and saddled, judges chosen and the

jocks began to get ready. It was at catch weights, and of

course each jockey endeavored to make himself as ethereal

as possible. They threw off their coats and jackets, shoes

and socks, rolled up their pants, threw off their caps, pared

their toe nails and threw away their chews of tobacco. Or-

ders were given to mount and the battle was on. Then com-
menced the tedious scoring, each horse and rider keenly alert

to the importance of the occasion, each trying every known
device to gain a yard—even a foot—the advantage, while the

throng waited with bated breath, for the result would enrich

one half and break the other. First one would break away
and be called back, then the other. Then one would rear

and the other sulk. One would break away the wrong way
and the other the right way. The judges would first cuss

the jocks and then cusseach^other, and then scrap it out, and
so on until sundown finally came on and no result had yet

been arrived at, and the race was carried over until the

next afternoon at 3 p. m. In the meantime, while there was
some speculation, it was confined principally to wind, as

nearly all the money had been up for a a week or more.
Well, in course of time the next afternoon came, and with

it once more the unconquered. The same process was again

witnessed and the scoring again commenced. Butch watched
the game until nearly 5 o'clock, when feeling as though he
would like tosmoee, and the wind blowing so hard he could

not light up, he retired three or four rods and got behind a

large tree to strike a match, and before he had his pipe lit

the horses broke away and ran the quarter before he had
time to look, and he .never got to see the race at all, and lost

his money into the bargain.

At another time he had been in receipt of a run of luck

and had on hand a few thousand dollars, so he and a couple
of chums went up to St. Paul, hired a small steamboat and
fitted it up as a gamblingjoint and started down the Missis-

sippi, intending to clean up what loose currency they might
be fortunate enough to discover on their way down. They
managed to keep things running their way for a while and
Buteher stock was soaring. But down about Keokuk half a

dozen fellows boarded their craft and they opened up a game
for them. One inquired of Butch the limit. "I raised my
hand," said the old man, ''pointed upward and said, 'young
man, the blue sky is the limit; help yourself.'

"

"Well, " said Butch, "we floated down as far as St. Louis.

There, on the commoii, is an institution that you find in no
other town. There's a fair-sized shanty and in it is a large-

sized kettle, which is kept full of boiling water. One man
comes along and throws in a cabbage, another drops in a few
parsnips, still another a piece of corned beef or pork or a few
potatoes. The fireman keeps the mass boiling, and after a
while a sort of soup is evolved. Tin cups hang around on
nails, and anyone feeling hungry can borrow a cup. dip into

the kettle and help himself to a cup of soup and a piece of

bread. A short time after the arrival of our boat in St.

Louis, three individuals who might have been recognized as

the gambling element that some weeks before had embarked
at St. Paul, could be seen regularly, twice each day, for some
time, patronizing the soup kettle to the exclusion of more
high-priced resorts. Our wealth had taken wings and flown
with the gents from Keokuk."
Such are but samples of the many stories of the ups and

downs of this queer old-time sport to which I have often
listened, all told in his quaint, good-humored stye, and nearly
all true to the letter, without even the benefit of embellish-
ment. Once I remember at Washington Park, Chicago, when
he had played his last dollar on Ella Rowett and been beaten
only by the shortest kind of an eyelash, he repaired to a
restaurant for supper. The waiter handed him a bill of
fare. He looked it over a moment, threw it down impa-
tiently, and said: " Waiter, bring me an antelope steak

;

what I want is martspeed."
When he finally lay on what proved his death bed, his

doctor informed him he could not live twelve hours longer.

Butch offered to lay a small anount he would if he would
make the odds right. A minister was trying to comfort him.
He turned to him and said : "If I get to bean angel will I

have wings and be able to fly V" The minister said : "Yes,
I hope so." "Well," said Butch, "I will match you now for

$50 a side and fly you a mile dash any day after you get
there,"

But Butch is gone, and no gamer sport ever lived, nor one
more generally missed, for he was the life of every race meet-
ing with his songs, stories, queer form and face, and original

remarks. Take him all in all we ne'er shall look upon his

like again. He rests by the side of the rolling Mississippi.

The cyclone of summer and the howling blizzard of win-
ter sweep vainly over his dust ; he heeds them not, but me-
thinks his spirit listens to the gentle breeze that chants a
requiem over his lowly bed.—" Netherway " in Trotter and
Pacer.

Stallion Fees in England.

The question of stallion fees is now attracting much atten-

tion in England, and upon that subject the London Sports-
man says

:

I am glad to see that Messrs. Weatherby will publish their

yearly supplement to the Stud Book early next month, and
that it will include " a list of foals arranged under the names
of their sires " This, it may be remembered, was omitted
last season to the no small inconvenience of breeders until

the omissson was made good in "RufFs Guide." Even now
Messrs. Weatherby's publication will not meet the require-

ments of the case unless it gives not merely the list of foals,

but the list of barren mares under each horse, and to com-
plete the account there might be added the mares covered by
each horse that have been exported. Messrs. Weatherby can
easily do this, and it forms no unimportant record. For in-

stance, a considerable number of mares covered by Common
have this year been sent to France, and the horse's record of
foals and barren mares in this country next season will read
as if he had a full subscription, whereas if the exports be
added we shall see how many mares he or any other horse
reall y covered. Several other suggestions occur to me, but I

will reserve them till the supplement is published. For the
present it is enough to say that the number of mares barren

to each horse is an item of momentous interest to all breed-
ers when making their arrangements for next season. St.

Simon may be placed on a pedestal by himself,

for though he may not be prolific the average of his winners
is so extraordinary as to more than make amends for any
disappointments; but other horses should be judged severely

by results as between foaling and barren mares. We shall, I

hope, have no more attempts this time to single out any
man's horses for especial public opprobrium though other
horses are equally at fault, and in drawing attention to sub-

ject generally, and before returns are known. I am taking

the course which I have from the first observed, i. e., of ab-

solute impartiality. It may be remembered that last year I

was alone in refusing to publish a small black list of stud

horses that was sent round to the Press, and though I got

small thanks for this forbearance, I should always act on the

same principle. Assuming then that Messrs. Weatherby are

going to give us all the necessary information about every
horse in the stud, I think breeders will be well advised

to wait for the publication before making further arrange-

ments. There is nothing so disappointing as to 6end mares
to horses who are more or less sterile. It is not merely the

absolute cash out of pocket lost, but the waste of a year in

the limited period of a mare's serviceable life, and then, per-

haps, you find yourself barred for sending her to the horse

of your choice the next season because she is not a foaling

mare. This provision against barren or maiden mares always
seems to me to be arrant nonsense, if not worse, and I know
some little about stud manggement. Any drawbacks as re-

gard such mares are altogether exaggerated. Even old Hamp-
ton is open to receive maiden mares, so why on earth should
younger horses be protected from them? The summit of

audacity is reached when you are prevented from sending

your mare a second year to the very horse to whom, and pos-

sibly through whose fault, she has proven barren.

I trust, apart from the abandonment of absurd conditions

of this character, we shall see a wholesome and reasonable

reduction of fees for the coming season, and especially that

mares, unless notoriously shy breeders, should in all cases be
allowed free service the following year if they prove barren.

It is to be observed that few, if any, of the sires that now
head the list of winning stallions are available for 1895. 8t.

Simon is, of course, long since full ; Isonomy is dead ; Hamp-
ton is, no doubt, full; Wisdom is dead; Petrarch is in France;

Royal Hampton is full, and so we get to Springfield before

reaching a horse to whom a subscription could be obtained,

and he is at 200 guineas. Next to him comes Barcaldine,

who is dead; then Melton (exported), and G-alopin, full.

There is, in short, not one horse whose stock has won £10,000
or upwards this year that a breeder could now book a nom-
ination to ; and there are only two in this category with more
than £7,000 to the credit of their stock, these two being

Springfield and Saraband, so that for the remainder, though,

of course, there may be exceptions among them, big fees seem
somewhat out of place. Of course, these observations can

have no reference to horses such as Common, Surefoot, Orme,
St. Serf, etc., whose stock have not yet started, nor vet to

sires like Sheen, who have as yet none but two-year-olds

running. Taken, however, as a broad principle, judgment by
results is a wide basis for breeders to act on, and fees by
results would be merely a development of this principle.

To Cure Influenza.

Steam the nostrils by holding a pail of boiling water, with

a piece of camphor about the size of a hen's egg in it, under
the animal's nose. Throw a blanket loosely over his head

and steam about fifteen miuntes at a time, three times a day.

Give one dram fluid extract of belladonna, one dram of

chlorate of potass, and one dram of camphor at a dose three

times a day in one-half pint of molasses. Continue two weeks
if necessary, then mix sulphate of iron, four ounces, nitrate

of potaes, four ounces, and divide_jnto twenty-four doses, one

to be given night and morning in bran mash. If the animal

will not take it in a mash put it into a quart of oat-meal

gruel and give it as a drench. Benefit is sometimes had by
blistering the throat with catharides, two drams, and lard,

one-half ounce, mixed and rubbed on cold. Repeat in two

weeks if necessary.

A marvelous trial of endurance recently took place at

Paris, France, between the well-kuown French mares Mar-
veilleuse, Pomponneand Gazello. The animals were matched

to race from Paris to Havre and back, a distance of about

264 miles. Each of the competitors was heavily backed by

its admirers. Pomponne was the winner, having accom-

plished the distance in 53 hours 45 minutes. She was in

good condition, and did not seem to have suffered from her

exertions. The weather was most unfavorable, rain falling

nearly all the time, and the roads were heavy.
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The Totalizator in New Zealand.
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Like its French prototype (the pari-mutuel), the totaliza-

tor is, in effect, merely a mechanical means of betting, at the
sam e time recording the odds to be obtained . It consists of a
large wooden shed without apparent doors, bnt with "pay-
out" windows at the back. On the front of the building
facin g the course a man is stationed on an elevated platform
beside a row or rows of handles opposite numbers, each cor-

responding to the name of a horse about to start in 6he en-
suing race. The numbers are those given in the race book or
card, and money is not taken on non-starters. Anyone wish-

ing to back a particular horse or horses has simply to go to

one of the front windows and procure, for the equivalent cash
from one of the attendants inside the building one or more
tickets on the animal he fancies. The tickets cost £1 apiece,

and are numbered to correspond with the front of the
machine. As each ticket is sold the attendant stationed on
the front of the machine is dulysignaled by means of a black-
board and "rings on" to the front of the totalizator the exact
number of tickets sold on each corresponding number. In
the front center of the machine is a self-registering index
showing the total number of tickets sold, so that any person
standing in front of the "tote" can tell ;at a glance the ap-
proximate odds against each horee. Whenever the flag falls

for a start, an electric bell rings and no more tickets are sold

on that race. A quarter of an hour after each race, " paying
out" begins at the windows in the rear, when the holders of

tickets bearing the number of the successful horse may sur-

render these in exchange for their "dividend" in cash. The
dividend is arrived at in this way: Let us suppose that five

hundred tickets are sold on the race in question. This means
of course, £500 held in hard cash by the totalizator owners!
From this sum is deducted ten per cent, for the joint benefit
ef the Jockey Club and the owners of the totalizator, or "ma-
chine," at it is commonly called. The balance, £450, is thus
available for division among the fortunate backers of the
winning horse. If the said backers are forty-five in number
each will receive the sum of £10 in exchange for his ticket
i. e., he will have backed the winner at the starting orirp
of 9 to 1.

V

The introduction of the "totalizator" has in effect abol-
ished the bookmaker.
Not only has the "machine" taken the bread out of the

mouths of the layers of odds ; it has at the same time to a
large extent ruined the hopes of the speculative horse owner.
It is now no longer possible by a well-planned coup to win
many thousands of pounds on a single race. The books still
made are comparatively trifling in amount, and the owner
must wait for the day of the race and "plunge" on the "tote"
if be wishes to back his horse at all heavily.

If, however, the bookmaker and the professional owner
curse the machine, the ordinary backer of the horse has rea-
son to bless it. For him it has many attractions. He is sure of
his money, nay, more, he is sure of his money itself if he
wins. There is no "welshing" possible with the totalizator.
He also gets the true odds (less, of course, the ten per cent
commission). More than this, however, it restrains the im-
pecunious speculator. That all-too-sanguine individual must
perforce bet in cash only, and cannot, if he will, get credit
for his little wagers as in the bad old days.
As regards tbe racing itself, it would seem that the advent

of the "machine" has made but little difference. Weareoften
told (by interested persons) that it has ruined racing ; but
this is not the case. On the other hand, indeed, the stakes
are larger than before, and the running is, if anything,
etraighter. The horses are much as of yore. True it is that
many of tbe best sires are now exported to Australia and the
United States; but this is a mere matter of supply and de-
mand, and New Zealand has enough and to spare of thor-
oughbred stock for many years to come.

It is difficult—if not impossible—to say whether or oot the
change has increased betting within the colony. The fact is

on record that the amount of money put through the totali-
zator is gradually increasing, and in tbe year 1892 it was the
largest ever known, i. e., about £750,000. That sum repre-
sents more than one pound sterling per head for each man,
woman and child in New Zealand. Not so bad for " dull
times !" It must be kept in mind, moreover,|that this amount
does not include either the wages made with the few leading
bookmakers, or the thousands of pounds invested at starting
price (i. e., " totalizator odds," with a 10 to 1 limit) on every
important race throughout the colony with the cash book-
makers (or " walking totalizators ") in all the larger to vns.
A further and most unlooked-for development has recently

taken place in the history of the totalizator. The paternal
government of New Zealand, not content with winking at
this form of gambling, has for the past year or two made a
step in advance by actually raising part of its revenue from
the nefarious " machine " by means of stamp duties. For
the racing season of 1891-2 we understand the amount of
revenue realized in this novel method amounted in nil tn

season for two or three months after being mated, and thencome around again, are cases where the animals become
pregnant but for some cause abort early.
When mares run in large pastures and are not watched

closely, this may often occur without being noticed. When
they are kept in box-stalls or small paddocks, the fetus
is generally found. This farm manager said the usual size of
the foetus dropped by the mares he had observed was about
that of an ordinary gray souirrel.
An unusual number of cases of abortion have been re-

ported this fall. They have occurred, too, over a wide range
ot territory, and under general conditions and surroundings
which must have been very dissimilar. We hope that our
veterinary editor and some of the practical breeders who
nave had experience may be able to explain the cause and
suggest a remedy which may prove a sure preventive. Some
of the cases that have been reported this season are mares
tnat have run at pasture and not worn harness, while others
tmve been used carefully for driving purposes.-American

*uc mnug aeasuu 01 .ioa±-.s we unuersiana me amount ot
revenue realized in this novel method amounted in all to
about $11,000.
The totalizator, we may add, was invented about the year

1868, and was seen in England on the 10th of August, 1870
on the Wolverhampton race course. Its use there gave rise
to the well-known case of " Tullett vs. Thomas," in which
Lord Chief Justice Cockburn held that the totalizator or pari-
mutuel was "an instrument of gaming," and therefore illegal
in England.—Baily's Magazine.

Why Do Mares Abort ?

A subscriber whose mare aborted some three or four

months after conception without any apparent cause wishes
to enquire through the Breeder if such cases are common.
He would also like to know to what cause it is usually due.

We would be glad to hear from those of our subscribers who
lave had practical experience in this matter, also from our
veterinary editor.

From our own observation and what we have learned from
hose who have bred on a more extensive scale we are in-

:lined to believe that cases of early abortion are more num-
irous than generally supposed. A prominent and success-
nl stock farm manager stated a few years since that he be-
leved a large proportion of such mares as do not come in

To Kill Lice on Stock.

The cost and annoyance in killing lice on stock has been
such that many stockmen have given them free reign in the
herds. This we need not say is poor economy. The excuse
for this state of affairs is passing away with the new discov-
eries of the virtues of kerosene emulsion. The South Dakota
Station calls anew attention to the efficacy and the economy
of this application for the destruction of lice. We give the
essential portions of their trial and the important remarks
touching the remedy :

"We prepared our emulsion after what is known as the
Cook formula, which is as follows : In two quarts of boiling
water dissolve one-fourth pound of good hard soap, remove
from the fire, immediately add one pint of kerosene and
agitate the mixture violently by running it through a spray-
ing pump with a small nozzle back into the original vessel.
In three to five minutes the liquid becomes creamy, and if
perfectly made no free kerosene will rise to the surface when
it is al owed to stand a few minutes. This free kerosene if
present, is a disadvantage, as when applied to stock it re-moves the hair, and when applied to plants it kills all the
foliage it comes in contact with. In our experiment, owing
probably to the fact that the pump used was out of order andwould not stand a high pressure, a little kerosene separatedand rose to the top. After waiting five or ten minutes until ithad all risen, we drew out the perfect emulsion from beneath
the surface by means of the pump and used it in our work

Ot course, the quantity of the respective ingredients men-
tioned in the formula may be multiplied bv any number tomake enough emulsion for the work propo'sed, or to have asupply left on hand for future use. Tbe' proportions given
are such that one-fifth or twenty per cent, of the mixture bv
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ker°sene (^regarding the soap, which adds but
little to the volume). Before using, this must be greatly di-
luted. In the case under consideration, three parts of waterwere added to one of emulsion, thus bringing the proportion
of kerosene down to five per cent. Even this was tenaciousand stringy when quite cold, and we used it a little warm Itwas applied to stock by means of a sponge, and was found tobe instant death to the lice. It did not injure the hair at allA quart is more than sufficient to treat a horse, as it pene!
trates to the skin very rapidly. Thus the cost of material
sinks about out of sight, beingabout three-sixteenths of a centtor a horse and probably not over one-sixteenth fir a calfAlmost any spraying pump will make the emulsion."

Governmental Encouragement.
A New York turfman, in commenting upon the struggle

that horse-breeding interests, with millions of dollars inves-
ted, have had to wage for mere existence in the United States
whereas inEurope the governments have fostered the interests'
says that the legislators of the old world are wise enough to
see that the thoroughbred cannot be improved in his present
state of excellence except by trials of speed and endurance
upon race tracks, and the same legislators are practical
enough to see that the public will not regularly attend such
trials in numbers without some opportunity to bet. In Eng-
land from time immorial horse breeding has had the encour-
agement of the crown. As many as thirty rich prizes a year
granted by the government, have been run, like the King's
Guineas, Queen's Plate, etc. France, Germany, Austria, etchave done as did England. Paris gives annually about 150 -
000 francs to the Grand Prix of Paris. How different is he
attitude of our authorities here toward this great and impor-
tant industry. What has the general government ever done-what have State governments done ; what have local muni-
cipal governments done for blood-stock breeding' The an
swer is plain With the exception of the Ives law in NewYork, a similar law in Rhode Island and some little ouasi
pro race-track laws passed in some of the other States at
various times, nothing whatever has been done by the eoveminent to foster the breeding industry in the United StatesOn the contrary, racing, which, as has been pointed out is
the necessary concomitant of thoroughbred "improveme'n'
has had to fight its way against prejudice from the beginnine'
Instead of receiving legislative encouragement and the rec
ognition of the public as a great snort, deserving of such rec
ognition on its own merits, racing associations have had tomaintain a constant warfare. They have had to submit to
all sorts of extortions levied by petty local officials, who have
fattened upon the neglect of the government to give racing
legal protection. " s

Every breeder of road horses should endeavor to breed as
far as possible with the view to matching up good road
teams. Here is a market that will never be overstocked, and
it admits of variation in size. The man that breeds road
horses should never forget that appearances are everythine
with him. A horse may sell on pedigree in very ordinary
condition, but in roadsters everything must be put forward
to the best possible advantage. It is a gift to be able to hitchup a horse or a pair of horses in the most attractive manner
and show them to the best advantage, and if you have not
this gift is there not some business for which you have more
adaptation, and in which yuu are more likely to succeed.than
to engage in breeding trotters or road horses ?

It is hard to know what to say about the so-oalled man-
agers of the St. Asaph meeting. "Mismanage" would
really be the more fitting term, and the future of this
course has probably been hopelessly involved by their wayof going to work Neither they nor any one else knew their
minds, and after declaring their positive intention of leav-ing the Jockey Club's fold and continuing to race through
December, they come sneaking back at the eleventh hourOf course there is in inside history to the whole affair
which may or may not be published, probably the latter Itmay have been that funds were short, and that J.N Kirke
was appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to negotiate for the
raising of a loan when he came to New York at the begin-ning of this week. If this was so the negotiations must have
failed and making the best of a bad job, the association has
crept back into the fold. Or perhaps the "word has been
passed that winter racing would not pass muster with the
State officials of the Old Dominion. Anyhow we may be
quite sure that it is not disinterested anxiety for the futurewelfare of the turf that has prompted the action aken Itjs possible that the fact of racing not being assured in NewYork

.

btate next year may have been borne in the minds ofthe officials in its true significance. They may have afterdue deliberation discovered that the absence of racing aroundLew \ork would only be to their advantage in care theycould give a "legitimate" meeting, and have concluded tha
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However the case may be, Mr. D. H. Mclntyre, in his ca-pacity as secretary of tbe Virginia Jockey Club, authorizedhe following grandiloquent statement: "I wish to announSthat the meeting of the Virginia Jockey Club will close ^advertised, on the last day of November, under the rutes "fhe Jockey Club There never has been a moment andthere never will be a moment, when the Virginia JockeyClub has not been, and will not be, in sympaSy with theparent body. It will be the last club to haul down The flagof honest sportsmanship." s
This ought to settle it, and while the Morning Advertiser's

special correspondent not unnaturally expresse! an opinionhat there is no knowing which way the cat may jump underthe existing circumstances, it looks as if this must really bethe ultimatum. The officials seem to have Teen Issuingmanifestoes in a gay and easy way, just as they felt inclined
till it seemed indubitable that the Virginia Jockey Club wasa house divided against itself. There is scarcely time how-ever, for another change of policy, and the next twenty-four
hours will presumably see a wholesale exodus from tri Virginia race track.

"" v lr

The sporting press of tbe West seems to be fully alive toheill-advisedness of the Turf Congress' recent action, bmhere is too great an inclination to passive resignation. Thusthe Louisville Courier Journal says: " As for foreign books
t needs no expert reading between the lines to detect inthem the true reason for the annulment of the aereemenrwith the Eastern Jockey Club. As a fertile sourcfof ev°tbey are one of the heaviest burdens the turf has to bear butprotest is of no avail, for the fact may as well be accented
that next season will see foreign books on every Wesferntrack, except probably Latonia and Memphis." Few wiHcare to deny that the influence of the press on the Americanturf has not been altogether for good, but this is an Sncewhere the newspapers can do fine work. There must be anenormous Proportion of the men interested in thoroughbreds
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are merely goiDS t0 °se that body'sauthority to further their own mercenary ends Were thenewspapers to ventilate the necessity of all those who havethe best interests of racing at heart breaking away from thecongress and forming a new organization in coalition withthe Jockey Club, the thing could soon be accomplished. And
it must be borne in mind that it is not only self-respect but
self-interest which prompts to this course. In other words
the men now in control will wreck the turf, as surely as any-thing is sure in this world, and where will the breeders andowners be then ? The owners of ra-e tracks, like Corrigan!Uankins and Williams, may perhaps have time to " feather
their nests,' but they will not want to transfer any part oftheir gains to the other men concerned
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rD sP°rliDg Press should do is to agitate
incessantly liU the best element is aroused to the exigencies
of the case The backers of the St. Louis, Latonia, Lexingtonand Memphis meetings should, drawing a bow more or lels ata venture form the nucleus of a new federation strong enough
to combat the Chicago ring. It may be hoped that the Illi-nois Legislature will take steps to curtail the length of meet-
ings in their State this winter, for this would deprive the
present magnates of the Turf Congress of one of their princi-
pal sources of strength. v

Given a circuit where men will be able to race horses undersuch jurisdiction as that of the Jockey Club, and the sportand patronage will be better than on all the other courses inthe country With only a few associations in tbe West affili-
ated to the Jockey Club, directly or indirectly, there need beno fear for the future. Our leading Eastern owners would
be nominating their horses for stakes on such courses thatwould give them material support, whereas it is not to be
supposed that after the way the Turf Congress has acted suchowners will enter horses in the stakes, opened at Hawthorne
and Harlem The managers of the Turf Congress have in
fact, made the construction of a body in harmony with the
best interests of racing a possibility in the West.—Francis
lrevelyan, in Morning Advertiser, N. Y.

Look at This

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses by
being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points
h-ast, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the
only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from
banhrancisco to Chicago without change. Through trains
daily to all points East and Northeast.
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No
1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

r, w u w- E - Vice,
1). W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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THE GUN.

Gun Club Directory.

The Country Clnb. San Francisco, We. C. Murdoch. Secretary,

nlon Clob, S. F.

The Gut. Club. San Francisco.. J. K. Orr, Secretary. 123 Mont-

The California Wing Shooting Club. San Francisco, Crittenden

Robinfon. Secretary. 310 Pine street. S. F.

The Lincoln Gnn Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.

605 Market Street. S. F.

The Fnjplre Gnu Club. San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary. Oak-

land, Cal.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club. Oakland. Harry Houghton,

ary, Oakland, Cal.

The N-imrod Gnn Club. San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner. President,

Phil. Ftnck. Secretary. R. R. andl6tn Ave., S.S. F.

The E iub, San Francisco. .Edgar Forster, Secretary

Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

ry. Teralta Heights. East Oakland, Cal.

Tacoma RiUe Rod and Gun Club. Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pl
Ashla'nd Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or—E. J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

rdRod and Gun Club. Medford, Or-J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H
Marsh field Rod and Gun Club. Marshfleld, Or.-C. W. Power. Pres.;

F. Thibault. See- , „, „ . * _. -.

Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

i
' OAvelinp **eeretary

,mah Rod and Gun Club. Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-
;. Farrell. Secretary. __ m L .„ __

Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

;-' w ' barles, Secretarv.

A Georgia Song.

There's lota u' fun in livin' in tbe country all aroun'

Wheu the frosi is in tbe furrow an' the green is lurnin" brown :

When the days are cool and crispy, an' ihe nigbts have brighter

With a tinkle, tinkle o' the bells across the pasture bars.

"So use in wishin'
While the weather's fine for fishin';

Xo use in sighin'

When the partridges are flyin*:

There's fish that's lor ihe ketchiu',

An' deer bides needin' stretcbin'

An" honey for the fetchin'.

Btrery day!

There's lot's o' fun in livin' when Ibe wood? are full o' haze.

An' pou hear the fiddle singin' -where the cabin fires blaze;

Wh.'n the girls are fandv-tnliin'. anMhey'Te robtedibe honey bees.

An' you're dancto' when ycu want to. an' yon're sparkin' when you
please.

Nfo use in grievin'
When the girls are sobelievin';

are&bjuiu';
icakin'

leartt for the tat

Every day

!

• vhirriu" o' the partridge an' the boundin' o' the buck ;

the 'possum an' the rabbit's foot for luck!
The tart in' o' the squirrets-on ihe oak an' hick'ry trees—

-:e 'em when you want to an' you ketch 'em when you please!

No use in wishin*
While the weather's fine for fishin':

No use in runnin*
When there's game enough forgtmnin';
Milk fin' honey flowin',
lius-ter's Horn a-blcwin';
Don't care if it's snowin'
Every day. —F. L. S.

CAKTRIDGE AND SHELL.

Quail are reported to be very plentiful in San Diego
county.

Andrus and Webb brought home 57 ducks on Sunday last

from Mt. Eden.

A letter from a sportsman at Banta informs us that the

geese are there in " millions." »

Messrs. Tabbe and a party of friends bagged over 100 ducks
a Tubbe Island on Thursday of last week.

Douglas and a friend killed over 100 ducks at Alvarado on
Sunday last during the heavy rain—mostly spoonbills.

Or. W. F. Carver defeated a team of ten men from the
Washington Park Club on Thanksgiving Day with a score

to 72.

W. T. Irwin defeated Capt. Bogardos recently in a fifty-

bird match, birds scored lost that fell within a 10-yard circle

drawn around the traps, with a score of 42 to 40. Irwin used

3} drams of Dupont Smokeless and 1\ oz. No. 8 chilled shot

in an 8-lb 12-goage gun.

The Dupont Smokeless has taken a firm hold upon the

sportsmen of Culifornia. C. A. Haight, Dupont's agent in

this city, reports ever increasing sales and those who are us-

ing it for quail and duck desire nothing better. The Selby

people are now loading it.

E. T. Allen Co., the popular sporting goods dealers at 416

Market street, have just issued a very complete catalogue

of their firearms and sporting goods. It contains descriptions

and prices of almost anything that a sportsman could possi-

bly wish for. Write them for a copy.

Any sportsman desiring ammunition or any kind of sport-

ing goods, can secure them on any evening in the week at

Geo. W. Shreve, 739 Market street. They carry a fine stock

of guns of all grades, but any one desiring a cheap gun should

look at their $25 L. C. Smith hammer guns.

The continued storm and frequent cold snaps should bring

down the canvasback and snipe from the north in large num-
bers. Saturday and Sunday should prove banner days to the

local duck shooters— unless the rains continue throughout
the week, in which case the ducks will doubtless scatter in-

land to return with the first clear weather.

The reports in the daily papers that duck shooting was su-

perb at Reclamation, Sonoma county, has resulted in a har-

vest of golden shekels to the ranchers near that station, who
have been charging the visitors $2.50 a day for board and
another dollar for a guide, but the sportsmen who were taken

in and came home sadder but wiser, with from one to three

ducks each, are not backward in expressing their opinion of

the scribe who told the yarn.

The Corning Observer of December 1st says :
" The wild

geese, up to the last rain, have been very numerous along the

river, and there was some rare sport for gunners. Saturday
Messrs. Frank ard Edward Merrill and Frank Hollomon
went to tbe river to get some geese, and they got 100 of what
they wanted, and also one duck. " The three gentlemen fired

at one flock that were eating grass on land, and when they
rose they fired again at them—forty geese they gathered up
from that flock. As rain has oorae the geese will scatter over
the broad fields and more people will have chances to shoot
them. But they are decreasing in number year by year.

Duck shooting in the southern part of the State has been
very poor but should soon begin to improve. Some good
bags of geese have been made at Long Beach.

Claybrougb, Golcher ^v Co. have just received a fine lot o
wooden duck decoys. They were made to order from the
latent improved patterns and painted very true to life.

It is rumored that Messrs. Geo. Work, Lewis Thompson
and 1 red Hoey will represent America at the International
pigeon-shooting contest at Monte Carlo, Feb. 4 ard 5th.

The Tulare Times says \V. F. Dean, of Three Rivers,
captured a big black bear a few days ago. These animals

lown from the upper ranges now to fatten on acorns.

The war against the market hunter goes merrily on. We
have no desire to injure any man, but we do desire to see our
game protected, and can see no belter way than to curtail the

bier of game by illegitimate methods.

The Alameda Sportsmen's Club have been enjoying excel-
lent duck shooting on their regular shooting ground near

and a friend bagged 48 on Thursday of
last week, and the other members have been successful of
late.

According to the Field, the Hennipin (111.) Gun Club have
struck » gold mine in the shape of coal. While boring a
well recently Lbey Wired through three veins of coal one, two
and a half feet in tin four feet and one four and a
half feet.

A. C. Mayers of Watsonville, Cal. , has invented a rille

right thai looks to be one of the best muzzle sights for game
shooting yet invented. It is a combination of ivory and steel
of »he knife blade pattern, the ivory running theentire length
of the sight.

A new pistol, the invention of Hugo Burchard, was ex-

hibited before the Naval Small Arms Board, at Newport, R.
I., and the opinion of ail was that the pistol had a great fu-

ture, and was bound to revolutionize this sort of equipment
in the armies and navies of the world. It is after the style

of the Maxim mitrailleuse, being automatic in action, receiv-

ing its ability to load and extract empty shells from the recoil

of the shot. In the exhibition 100 rounds were fired without
a hitch. The exhibitor fired twenty-four shots in 43| seconds
at a range of 110 feet, and all were hits. He was not an ex-

pert with the piece. It weighs two pounds twelve and one-
half ounces and is eleven inches in leDgth. The grip is placed

at the center of gravity, giving a steadier fire. Through it

runs a magazine capable of holding eight cartridges with
nickel jacketed bullets of 7.65 millimeters, about the same
caliber as the navy revolver of the present day. It has great

penetration and an effective range of about 500 meters. A
light adjustab'e stock may be affixed, making, for all practi-

cable purposes, a carbine for cavalry. The cartridges are of

the Luger rimless type, which have caused such a sensation

among gunmen during the present week in the small arm
tests.—American Field.

The Corbin Preserve.

A car attached to an east-bound special which passed

through Laramie recently was loaded with a small band of

antelope. The unusual feature connected with the consign-

ment was that the greater portion of the animals were young-

sters, probably two months old, says the Laramie Republican.

They were captured in the northern part of the State and

were en route to New Hampshire, where they will be turned

loose in the most famous game park in this country, if not

in the world, now the sole property of the President of the

Long Island Railroad.

Mr. Corbin, for whom the animals were purchased, is the

owner ot what is now acknowledged to be the greatest game
park in thecountry. Among the preserves are a number of

Wyoming elk, shipped by Colonel William Root of this city

about three years ago. They are said to have Sourished
splendidly, as, in (act, have all the other animals taken
from the Rocky Mountain?, save the antelope.

Mr. Buckingham, who was in charge of the car, has been
in Mr. Corbin's service for the past two years, and gave an
interesting account of what is a rival to the Yellowstone
National Park in a small way.
He stated that Mr. Corbin started in seven years ago by

fencing in 5,000 acres of forest land in New Hampshire.
Since then he has been gradually buying up mote ground
and adding to it, until at the present time he has nearly 32,-

000 acres inclosed with barbed wire fences twelve feet

high.

Five years ago Mr. Corbin started in the animal business
by turning into his park 120 deer. 150 elk, 20 moose, 30 an-
telope, 15 wild boars, about 20 buffalo and a few reindeer.
The reindeer and the antelope were the only animals that
failed to thrive, and tbe increase in some of the other species

has been marvelous. It is estimated thit the deer and elk
now number 1,000 head, the wild boars 350 and the buflalo

60 head. Mr. Buckingham stated that his special charge
are the buffaloes. During the winter the buffaloes are
handled like cattle and fed in corals. The other animals are
proving self sustaining the year round.

This year the park will be stocked with Rocky Mountain
sheep. A rather curious experiment which will be tried this

year will be an attempt to cross the elk with a herd of Euro-
pean red deer. If successful the result will be a magnificent
animal. The only large animals which Mr. Corbin has in-
dulged in the sport of shooting have been a few particularly
ferocious Btags and some of the wild boars.

The Shanty-Tent.

For the benefit of those who may not possess a copy of
" Woodcraft," we give Nessmuk's directions for constructing

the shanty tent. He says :
" As good a camp as ever I tried

—perhaps the best- -is the shanty tent shown in the illustra-

tion. It is easily put up, is comfortable, neat and absolutely

rain-proof. Of course, it may be of any required size; but

for a party of two the following dimensions and directions

will be found all sufficient : Firstly, the roof. This is merely

a sheet of strong cotton cloth nine feet long by four or four

and one-half feet in width. The sides of the same material,

to be four and one-half feet deep at front and two feet deep

at the back. This gives seven feet along the edge of the roof,

leaving two feet for turning down at the end of the shanty..

It will be seen that the sides must be "cut bias" to compen-
sate for the angle of the roof, otherwise the shanty will not

be square and ship-shape wheD put up. Allowing for waste

in cutting, it takes nearly three yards of cloth for each side.

" The only libor required in making is to cut the sides to

the proper shape, and stitch them to the roof. No buttons
strings or loops. The cloth does not even require hemming.
It does, however, need a little water-proofing, for which the
following recipe will answer very well, and add little or noth-
ing to the weight : To ten quarts of water add ten ounces of
lime and four ounces of alum ; let it stand until clear; fold

the cloth snugly and put it in another vessel, pour the solu-
tion on it, let it soak for twelve hours ; then rinEe in luke-
warm rain water, stretch and dry in the sun, and the shanty
tent is ready for use. To put it up properly, make a neat
frame as follows: Two strong stakes or posts for the front,

driven firmly in the ground four and one-half feet apart ; at
a distance of six feet ten inches from these, drive two other
posts—these to be four feet apart—for back end ofshantv.
The front posts to be four and one-half feet high, the back
posts only two feet. The former also to incline a little

towards each other above, so as to measure from out-

side of posts, just four feet at top. This gives a
little more width at front end of shantv, added
space and warmth. No crotches are used in putting
up the shanty tent. Each of the four posts are fitted on the
top to receive a flat-ended cross-pole aad admit of nailing.

When tbe posts are squarely ranged and driven, select two
straight hardwood rods two .inches in diameter and seven feet

in length—or a little more. Flatten the ends carefully and
truly, lay them alongside on top from post to post, and fasleo

them with a light nail at each end. Now select two more
straight rods of the same size, but a little over four feet in
length ; flatten the ends of these as you did the others, lay

them crosswise from side to side, and lapping the ends of the
other rode : fasten tbem solidly by driving a sixpenny nail

through the ends and into the posts, and you have a square
frame 7x4 feet. But it is not yet complete. Three light

rods are needed for rafters. These are to be placed
lengthwise of the roof at equal distances apart, and nailed

or tied to keep them in place. Then take two straight poles

a little over seven feet long and some three inches in diame-
ter. These are to be accurately flattened at the ends, and
nailed to the bottom of the posts, snug to the ground, on oaf
side of posts. A foot-log and head-log are indispensable.

These should be about five inches in diameter and of a length

to just reach from outside to outside of posts. They
should be squarred at ends and the foot-log placed against

the front posts, outside, and held firmly in place by two
wooden pins. The head-log is fastened the same
way, except that it goes against the inside of

the back posts; and tbe frame is complete.
Round off all sharp angles or corners with knife and hatch-

et, and proceed to spread and fasten the cloth. Lay the roof

on evenly, and tack it truly to the front cross-rod, using

about a dozen six-ounce tacks. Stretch the cloth to its bear-

ings and tack it at the back end in the same manner.
Stretch it sidewise and tack the sides to the side poles, fore

and aft. Tack front and back ends of sides to the front and
back posts. Bring down the two-foot fl3p of roof at back end

of shanty; stretch, and tack it snugly to the back posts—and
yonr sylvan house is done. It is rain-procf, warm and com-
fortable. The foot and head logs define the limits of yom
forest dwelling, within which you may pile fragrant hemlock
browse as thick as you please and renew it from day today
It is the perfect camp.

" Perhaps it may not be out of place to say that the camp
made as above, calls for fifteen bits of timber, posts, rods, etc.

a few shingle nail« and some six-penny wrought nails, witfc

a paper of six-ounce tacks. Nails and tacks will weigl

about five ounces, and are always useful. In tacking ibi

cloth turn the raw edge in until you have four thicknesse

as a single thickness is apt to tear. If you desire to striki

camp it takes about ten minutes to draw and save all thi

nails and tacks, fold the cloth smoothly, and deposit the wholi

in your knapsack.
"The above description of the shanty-tent may seem a tri

fle elaborate, but I hope it is plain. The affair weighs jus

three pounds, and it takes a skillful woodsman about thre

hours of easy work to put it in the shape described. Leaf
ing out some of the work, and only aiming to get it up ii

square shape as quickly as possible, I can put it up in ai

hour. On the whole, for all kinds of weather the shanty

tent is perhaps the best 6tyle of camp to be had at equi

expense and trouble. The cost of it is about $1.25.—Amt
teur Sportsman.

The First Shoot—a Success.

The inaugural shoot of the Gilroy Sportsmen's ProlectiT

Assaciation took place on Thanksgiving Day in the field bt

longing to George Elmer Rea, just south of town, and no

withstanding the inclemency of the weather, the sportsmi

had their most sanguine hopes realized. The club has 3

of the best shots in the district on its roll of members. Th

crowds down at the turkey shoot in the morning were fai

and had not the air been so damp and cold, many moi

would doubtless have taken great pleasure in attending,

number of carriages containing ladies were upon tb

grounds. Credit is due the Association for the fairness wi

which the targets had been arranged. Great satisfacli"

was thereby evinced. The turkeys netted well and the cli

management, elated with the success of their initiative

gramme, will probably give a series of shoots during the
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THE KENNEL.
To My Dog Rex.

by MBS. 3. \v. jewett in Our Animal Friends.

Friend, if the gift of human speech denied
Thy noble race were granted three to-day,

And thou couldst thus thy inmost thought uufold.
What wouldst thou say ?

It the beseeching pathos of those eyes.
Fixed on my own with sad but mnte appeal,

Could voice itself in words, what more of love
Could they reveal.

I ask no other token of thy truth,
Thy deep affection, steadfast loyalty,

Than those far-reaching and imploring eyes
Enfold to me.

Could human hearts thus meet in full accord,
And each to each their fervent love express,

How many a life were blest, now languishing
In loneliness!

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

J. H. Watson's Royal Crest, has been permanently retired

to the stud.

The first dog "show was held in Eagland something like

forly-five years ago and contained less than seventy entries.

Who will be the judge of the P. K. C. bench show is the

question that is agitating the minds of the d;>g men at pres-

ent writing.

Dr. F. W. Skaife of 18 Cedar avenue has lost a fine Irish

setter dog. The finder will be suitably rewarded by return-

ing the same to the above address.

T. W. Bartels writes the American Field that Pearl of

Pekin has whelped 5 dogs and 9 bitches to Boomerang. This

is the largest litter of greyhounds tbat we ever heard of.

C. Z Hebert, of Salina, well known to all who attended

the last field trials, was in town last week and reports very

favorably of the number of quail on the Geld trial grounds.

The foxterrier clab will meet on Friday evening, Decem-

ber 28th, to consider the advisability of holding a foxterrier

show in connection with the poultry show on January 3rd

next.

Any one finding a black cocker spaniel puppy eleven

months old, weight twenty-one pounds, Oakland License No.

435, will be suitably rewarded by returning same to 1322

Seventh Avenne, East Oakland.

Hugh McCracken shipped on Thursday one dog and two

bitch greyhound puppies to P. Curtis, Santa Clara. These

youngsters are by the great Skyrocket, out of Lady H. Glen-

dyne and should certainly be worth looking after carefully.

Those who are continually crying " clique " should note

the fact that out of 47 clubs that are active members of the

American Kennel Club, there are eight that have never

taken sufficient interest in its proceedings to even name a

delegate.

Mr. A. Clinton Wilmerding and Mr. R. P. Keasbey were

elected honorary members of the Spaniel Club, England, in

October last, at one of the lirgest spaniel club meetings that

had been held in some time. The meeting was held at the

Crystal Palace.

The accident to the fox terrier D'Orsay was evidently more

serious than was at first thought. He has |been brought to

London and placed under the care of Mr. Sewell. At the

last examination by this eminent specialist the bones were

found not to be united. The leg was again bound up as be-

fore and if on the next examination matters are not im-

proved, there is every probability that the injured limb will

have to be amputated.

The Hunde-Sport publishes the interesting intelligence

that the German breeders and exhibitors of Irish and Aire-

dale terriers have formed a club for these two breeds, and

called it "The Rough-haired Terrier Club." An influential

committee has been formed, and is already at work on a stud

book. The Hunde-Sport is to be the young club's official

organ. We wish it every success—English Stock-Keeper.

Dr. A. T. Regensburger has placed his fine St. Bernard

dog Reglov in the hands of Hugh McCracken, of the Presidio

Kennels who is noted for the care he takes of the dogs in his

charge. Reglov although a young dog is already the sire

of some grand puppies, one of which now weighs HO pounds,

although not quite eight months old yet. This puppy prom-

ises to make a grand dog and may equal his sire who is the

tallest if not the largest St. Bernard on the Pacific Coast.

Dr. Louis Robinson has made the discovery that a dog

speaks with his tail-tip. He writes:—

In the case of all hunting dogs, such as fox-hounds or

wolves which pack together, the tail is carried aloft, and is

very free in movement. It is also frequently rendered more

conspicuous by the tip being white, and this is almost invari-

ably the case when the hounds are of mixed colour. There

is no doubt that hounds habitually watch the tails of those in

front of them when drawing a cover. If a faint drag is de-

tected, suggestive of the presence of a fox, but scarcely suffic-

ient to be sworn to vocally, the tail of the finder is at once

set in motion, and the warmer the scent the quicker does it

wag. Others seeing the signal instantly join the first, and

there is an assemblage of waving tails before even the least

whimper is heard. Should the drag prove a doubtful one

the hounds separate again, and the waving ceases, but if it

grows stronger when followed up, the wagging becomes more

and more emphatic, until one after another the hounds begin

to whine and give tongue and stream ofl in Indian file along

the line of scent. When the pack is in full cry upon a strong

scent the tails cease to wave, but are carried aloft in full view.

The moment that the dog enjoys life is the moment that he

sights game. That moment is the time when he wags his

tail most vigorously in order to announce his discovery to

his fellow does. In this way, says Mr. Robinson, by the habit

of association, he got to wagging his tail whenever he was

pleased, and the more pleased he is the more vigorously he

wags his tail, so that the wagging of the dog's tail, under the

influence of pleasurable emotion, can be traced directly to the

.time when the dog used his tail as the Bigoal of the discovery

of his prey.—British Fancier,

In re the judge for the Waterloo cup meeting. Very
naturally we would be pleased to see itjudged by John Grace.
This gentleman is well known to us personally, and having
seen him many times in the saddle, we know his worth; at

the same time E. G. Basil Hayman seems to have taken a
firm hold on the hearts of the Eastern contingent. His
judging has, according to report, been very well received.

We think that either of these gentlemen would prove draw-
ing cards.

The Eastern Field Trial Club's Subscription Stake was
won by Rip Rap, Chevalier and Topsy's Rod in the order
named. The winners last year were the reverse of the
above. Count Gladstone IV winning, with Topsy's Rod and
Rip Rap second and third. The Selling Stakes were won by
P. Lorillard Jr.'s pointer Belle by Rip Rap-Maude, F. R.
Hitchcock's Tory Jess by Count Gladstone IV-Molly and P.
Lorillard Jr.'s English setter bitch Lady Araminta by Eu-
gene T.-Dell Rivers in the order named.

A short treatise by Johannes Caius, originally published
in 1576, gives us a few interesting items regarding the sport-

ing dogs and their uses at the period of which I am now
writing. "Of the dogge called Terrar," he says, they "go
to earth after rabbits, foxes, and badgers, and pull them per-

force out of their lurking angles, dark dongons, and close

caves,' < or drive them from their refuge "into nettes layde
ouer holes." The same writer tells us that "the dogge called

the grehound served the chase in taking the buche, the harte,

the dowe, the foxe, and other beastes." The spaniel was
commonly used for hawking both for land and aquatic birds.

As to the water spaniel, Caius tellsus, "with these dogges we
fetche out of the water such fowle as be stounge to death by
any venomons worm—we also use them to bring back our
boults and arrows out of the water" that have missed the
mark.—Shooting Times.

The friends of Mrs. Smythe and those who know of her
as the proprietor of the Swiss Mountain Kennels, of German-
town, Pa., will be shocked to hear of the sad accident which
has befallen her. On Tuesday afternoon, November 20th,

Mrs. Smythe was out driving, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
John Meacham, of Brooklyn, the parents-in-law of Mrs.
Meacham, so well known in spaniel circles. In crossing the
railway below her house a train ran into them, instantly kill-

ing Mr. Meacham, and Mrs. Meacham received such injuries

that she died a few hours after. The flagman, who had run
to stop the horses, was also instantly killed. Mrs. Smythe
was fortunately thrown on the cowcatcher, but was carried

several hundred feet before the train could be stopped. It

was found that one arm was broken and her hips smashed.
The horses were crushed to a jelly and the carriage smashed
to atoms. Mrs. Smythe now lies in the hospital, and unless

she has sustained internal injuries it is expected that she will

recover.—Forest and Stream.

J. Herbert Watson, a gentleman well known to California

coursing men, writes the American Field the following per-

tinent paragraph:

"It may be as well to say now to our California brethren

that if they will join the eastern coursing men in their ef-

forts, through the American Coursing Board, to purify the

sport and keep it on a high level, there will be a disposition

to take their criticisms in much better part than there can be

when they keep aloof and yet wink at violations of coursing

rules and rules of honor in coursing. If they do not wish to

come within the jurisdiction of the American Coursing Board,

let them establish a board of their own, to which a man who
is aggrieved can go with his protest and feel tbat if he is sus-

tained the guilty party will be punished."

This is good sound advice, and we heartily wish that ,'our

coursing men would follow it. California is large enough
and contains enough followers of the leash to support either

an independent coursing board or a branch of the American.
San Francisco alone contains more coursing men than any
other single city in America.

Fox Hound Trials.

The National Fox Hunters' Association has held its first

annual meet. That it was a success five hundred people can

testify. It was a success in one particular while in another

it was a failure. The Committee, previous to the meet, re-

ceived the most encouraging reports regarding the abundance

of foxes to be found around Olympia, Ky., where the meet

was held. For three days the wuods around the camp were

hunted with the very best fox hounds in America. Several

trails were struck and there was a great deal of cold trailing,

but no run. It was finally decided to abandon the field

trials, for owing to the roughness of the country and the lack

of foxes, the judges did not feel that they could pick the best

dogs, without doing some an injustice. The meet from an

enthusiastic standpoint excelled anything ever seen in Ameri-
ca. On the second day of the hunt it is estimated that there

were over five hundred horsemen following the dogs. Hun-
ters had but a short notice of the meet, yet they came from

all quarters of the country and when they left it, was with

the determination to attend again next year. It was unfor-

tunate that the foxes could not be found, for that was the

only thing that prevented the meet, from being a success in

every particular.

The Association, h jwever, is determined upoi absolute

success for next season and every emergency will be guarded

against. There will be a plentiful supply of foxes, for a num-
ber will be deliberated a week previous to the meet. Foxes

were plentiful, however at Olympia, but they could not be

started in the daytime. On the night after the meet fonr

were run at the same time, within two miles of the hotel.

—

Rod, Gun and Kennel.

The Fox Terrier Club.

The regular monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox Terrier

Club was held in this office on Tuesday evening last, Presi-

dent Fores in the chair, Secretary Jos. McLatchie, Treas-

nrer Geo. W. Debenham, J. B. Martin, A. Gonziles and A.

Russell Crowell were present. The question of holding a

fox terrier show in connection with the poultry show in this

city on January 3d next, was discussed pro and con.

The secretary was instructed to purchase Vol. V of the

Fox Terrior Stud Book.

Jos. McLatchie resigned the secretaryship, his business

presenting his attending to his duties in a proper manner,

and J. B. Martin was sleeted for the unexpired term.

The meeting adjourned after considerable informal talk

until Friday evening, December 28th.

Old Luke.

No more notable figure is met at the Sausalito ferry than

tall Will Kittle's Luke, following close at his master's heels.

He is now no longer young Luke, but " Old Luke"—what a

name of endearment " old " becomes when coupled with

brave deeds which lead to fame, for fame doth make a name,
but I digress. Luke is like all great dogs who are devoted to

their masters, intensely jealous, especially so of other dogs.

A couple of weeks ago Mr. Kittle took out Doc P., an Old

Black Joe pointer, one of the field trial winners, to shoot

quail over. The pointer worked well, quartered his ground,

pointed his birds, was steady to shot and retrieved. Ah i

yesl but Will lacked the swish of Luke's silken tail, as he

covered his ground an 1 missed his electric point as he located

the hidden quail. So Mr. Kittle turned to Tom Irving, and

said:

"Push Old Luke out of the buggy and send him up here

to hunt."

" All right," answered Tom, as he tumbled the reluctant

dog out of the wagon.
" Go on, Luke ! Go on !

" Baid the old dog trainer.

Up from the table land which fronts the sea, where sit th
distant Farrallone Islands, the angry dog climbed the oppos
ing hill. Disdain was in his eye, contempt in every motion
as he surveyed the green hillside. The dog's eyes were
a-glitter with intent search, his nostrils were distended with
apprehension. The old dog knew he was quartering the
ground over which his black rival, the recipient of his
master's favor, had just hunted, the prize winner in the South-
ern fields—but lookl see the old Llewellyn, with averted
head, is frozen on a point. Back came the proud master to

the expectant dog. Luke flushed the bird and retrieved it.

After Luke had dropped the bird into his master's hand, he
looked up with triumphant eyes into his master's face, as

much as to say

:

(l IVf done the trick, located this bird on the ground the
black pointer has hunted over, proved my manifest superi-
ority to my right to your undivided love. But no !

" Luke
said (to himself), "the pointer still dogs your heels. I'm
done with you. Love is turned to hate."

Back he went to the wagon from which he had just come,
crawled under the seat, and neither threats nor entreaties

could induce him to crawl out until his master had returned
to the Country Club House.
Who shall say truthfully that some dogs do not think.

Dogs imbibe the traits and peculiarities of the men with
whom they hunt. So say I and so say we sportsmen, all of

us. P. J. Shafteb.

A Wonderful Dog.

J. R. Condine, a sportsman of San Rafael, who has been .

hunting in the Sanhedrin for the past few weeks, met with

a thrilling adventure last Monday, which proved the remarka-

ble faithfulness and sagacity of the Newfoundland dog. In
traveling over the timbered ridges of that region Condine

lost his bearings, and becoming exhausted from exposure and

lack of proper nourishment, sank to the ground unable to

proceed further. The dog remained with him all that day.

but during the night left him. The animal returned to his

master early on the following morning, bringing with him a
large piece of fresh venison. Condine eagerly seized the
meat and ate it raw. The needed nourishment so refreshed
him that he was soon in condition to travel slowly, and led

by the dog, finally reached a camp of hunters, where he was
well cared for. It appears that the dos had visited the camp
early in the morning and secured the venison, without which
Condine would have surely perished.—Visalia Press.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales, Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

NAMES CLAIMED.

Presidio Kennel, San Francisco, claim the name Blithe-

dale for pointer dog puppy whelped Julv 7th by Upton of

Blithe ([ghtfield Upton—Ightfield Blithe), Juno H. (Duke
of Vernon—Ch. Sally Brass II.

VISITS.

W. H. Collin's (Sin Francisco) R. C. St. Bernard bitch

Lady Sylvia (Bea—Lidy Bernard) to sim; owner's Lord
Hualpa (Alton—Keepsake), December 9th and llth.

J. W. Keene's (Portland, Ore.) Irish setter bitch Queen of

Kildare 29,265 (Ch. Kildare—Red Rose) to Glenmore Ken-
nels' (West Berkeley, Cal.) Finglas Jr.31,lS9 (Finglas—Ch.
Ruby Glenmore), December 9th.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.

w CREAM

BAKING
POWMR
MOST PERFECT MADE.

A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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idavs. The success of yesterday augurs well for the prosper-

ity of the club. It will be the means of adding materially lo

the membership, also.

Some fine shootiDg among the members was the order 01

the afternoon programme, Dr. Clark maintaining his record

aud making the highest score, thus winning the sweepstakes.

The Club's gold medal, in the medal contest, was won by

Walter Talcott. Walter is now the envied of all shootiets.

Much enthusiasm abounded and a good time was had by all

in attendance.—Gilroy Advocate.

Shooting at Saoramento.

The Tournament at Sacramento on Thanksgiving Day was

well patronized and very successful in every particular.

Among the ahooters at the Pelican Gun Club's live bird shoot

were Crittenden Robinson, G. F. Zsntgraf of Green Valley

and M. Feuiner of Dixon. J. H. Durst of Wheatland was

in evidence at the blue-rock shooting and was in great form,

winning tbe newspapermen's match and the majority of the

other events.
THE PELICANS.

There was a good attendance at the Pelican Club's grounds,

where some 9 00 good, strong flying birds out of the 1,300 on

hand were disposed of during the day.

The first match, intended as a sort of eye-opener, was at

six birds, $5 entrance, the money divided into 50, 30 and 20

per cent, prizes. The scores were :

J. Hoxie Ill
J

1 1-6

G. F. Zentgraf 1
\ \ \ ]

1-6

C. Robinson 11
J } J

}-

6

G. Wittenbrock ,},}!}.
A. Jones 1111 ' 1-6

E. Ruhstaller. br i i V i J i~

-

J.W.King 111011-O
E. J. Nicolaus J J

11 1-5

F. Ruhslallej. Jr 1 ° 1 H 7~~

f

G.M. Johnston °11
} J J—

f

M. Feudner SiHH-

5

J. M. Morrison 00 1111—4
Bonster 1110 01-4
Macardo 1 1 00 1 0-3

The ties on six divided the money.
The next match was at 15 birds each, $10 entrance, the

money to be divided as in the first match. The scores were :

jones 11111111111111 1-15
Wittenbrock 10111111111111 1-14
Nicolaus 11111111101111 1-14
Feu duer 11111111011111 1-14
Robinson 11101110111111 1-13
King 110101111111110-12
Smith ' 11011110111110 1—12
Morrison .' 11111101011101 1-12
Ruhstaller, St 11111111101000 w
Burston 10111011110

w

Zentgraf 011110100 w
Ruhstaller, Jr OOllllOw
Macardo 1 1 1 1 w
Hoxie 1 w

Jones took first money, $70, with a clean score, and Whit-
tenbrock and Fendner divided second and third, $70.

A 12-bird match followed, entrance $7.50, which resulted :

Jones - 11111111111 1—12
Wittenbrock 11011111111 1—11
Feudner 11111110 111 1—11
Zenlgral - 11101111111 1—11
Johnston lllOOlllllOw
King OlllllllllOw
Ruhstaller, Jr HOlllllllOw
Gotobed 10110110 w
Robinson llllllOw
Nicolaus 1 1 1 1 w
Morrison 1 1 1 1 w
Smith - 1 w
Coons 1 w

Jones again won first money, $48.75, with unbroken score,

and Fendner and Zentgraf divided second and third, $48.75.

The next event was at 10 birds, $5 entrance. Robinson
and Wittenbrock made clean scores and divided first and
second moneys, $52. Morrison, Zentgraf and Captain Ruh-
staller divided third, $1°, on ties of eight.

A fifteen-bird mateh, $10 entrance, had nine competitors.

Feudner grassed fourteen of his birds and took first money,
$45, Robinson and Zentgraf dividing second and third, $45,

on thirteen birds each.

Only three of the eight competitors shot out their full

scores in the ten-bird match that followed, $5 entrance

—

Robinson, Feudner and Zentgraf. The first two named killed

all their birds and divided first and second moneys, $32, the
latter taking third with nine kills.

A miss-and-out match followed at $5 entrance^ in which
five men entered. Robinson dropped out on his second bird,

Morrison and Feudner on their fourth, and Wittenbrock and
Zentgraf divided the $25 on five birds.

The day's sport concluded with a similar match between
the same men. The scores were:

Zentgraf 1 11111111 1—10
Fendner 1 11111111 1—10
Morrison 1 111111110—9
Robinson 1 1111110

ri*k 1 llliio
THE SPOONBILL SHOOT.

At the Spoonbill Club's bluerock tournament, at Agricul-
tural Park, the first event was at 10 singles, $1 entrance, di-

vided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The scores were :

Fl'/lir, C. 1 1 1 1 I 1 0—6
10 110 10 1 1-6

Sullivan 011110000 0—1
000000010 0—1

Greenlaw 000000101 0—2
Chapman 1 1 1 1 1 u 1—0
Souk- 10 10 111 1— t;

Willis, w. I. 1 1 1 1 1 0-5
Upson, L. S 1110 10 1—5
Van Alutlne 010001101 1—5
Dnram 10 110 1 0—1
Naghcl 1111110 1 1—

a

B 10 11 0-3
Du™t 110 111111 1-9

010000011 0—3
Uorrlion, 1 110 11110 1 0—7
Hoxle looioiiio 0—5
Green 000110000 1—3

Dunit won first, Naghel second, Morrison third and C.
Flohr, Womble, Chapman and Soule divided fourth money.
The next event was for newspaper men only, at 10 singles,

for a box of cigars. L. A. Upson was admitted on his making
allidavit that once upon a time he officiated as "devil" in a
r ewspaper oflio-\ The scores in this match were:

i B 000000000 0-0
n, J. A 000000000 0—0

Mnjor U alloce 10 10 10 0—3
Willis, w. L 001010001 0-3
White, n. E oiooooooo o—

l

I. H 11111110 1 I—

9

"pson, L. A 010001O00
The second match on the programme was at twenty-five

blue rocks, for prizes donated by business firms of the city,

and the scores were :

C Flohr 111000110011111011110010 0-15

(V B Hoxie 1001011101100101001001111-14
Womble 000000 11 01 01001 0010000010- I

Van Alstine 0101100000000110101000000-7
Bates .... 00000000001000 00 01000100 1-4
Sullivan" .'. 1111001011100111101010111-17
E B Willis 1010000010001010 10000010- 7

l' A Upson 1111000001111110000011000-13
\Voods .

11010001001000000011100 0—9
Green '.'. 101001111100000 0.0 0001001 0-10
Greeniaw 111101011111001100101001 0-15
Maddix 101100001101000101000111 1—11

W L Wiii'is' 1000000001010001010110101- 9

F'M' Woodson 00000110010 101100 00000100- 7

Durst 1111111111111111011101 1 01-22
Damm .100 11 1010 10 110 1000000011—11
Morrison' 1010101100000101111010111—14
Rachel 0110110110111110100111100—15
Soule 1111001111011011111101111-20
Stieeler 000011110010000101011000 1-10
Sinis " 00110111100 00 0011010 10-11

R Flohr
' 000000110000110100001111 1—10

l's roson" 0101010001 ioi iom u 10111—10

Burston 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 10 1—16

Hoxie B J 1000100 010100010000110010—8
Wormer 1 10 1 01 1 00 1 10 1 00 0—

S

Chapman 0010110000 1 000010 01 110010— 8

Kachlin 001001111010000101000010 0—9
Kimber 010111100100001000110100 1—11

Durst won the first prize, a one-quarter keg of smokeless

powder, by Baker & Hamilton; Soule won the second, a silk

umbrella, by B. Wilson & Co.; Sullivan won the third, a

pair of rubber boots, by Hale Bros. & Co.; Burston won the

fourth, a keg of Hazard powder, bv Schaw, Ingram & Bat-

cher; C. Flohr won the fifth, a hunting coat, by Kimball &
Upson; L. Morrison won the sixth, a box of 100 cigars, by

Clark Bros. & Stanley; L. A. Upson won the seventh, a one-

quarter keg of smokeless powder; Maddix won the eighth, a

shell case, by W. H. Eckhardt; Steigler won the ninth, a

carving set, by L. L. Lewis O Co. ; W, L. Willis won the

tenth, a pair of leggings, by C. Flobr; B. I. Hoxie won the

the eleventh, a box of perfumery, by T. F. Phillips
; F. M.

Woodson won the twelfth, a bottle of French brandy, by A.

Walton.
The next was the consolation match, for non-winners, and

resulted :

Sims, P- 100011111 o-6
Greenlaw 001000010 1-3
Wallace 000000000 0-0
Dpson, L. S 0010001110-4
Kimber r. 10 10 10 111-6
Bachlin D 1 1 1 1-1
Damm 101100100 1-3

Kimber won a keg of Gilt Edge, donated by Captain Ruh-
staller ; Sims won 250 cards, by Woodson Bros.; Damm won
an Our Taste ham, by Hall, Luhrs & Co.; Bachlin won a

nickel-plated reel, by Flohr.

The last match was at fifteen singles, $2.50 entrance, in

which (as usual) Durst won first with a full Bcore. He also

got a pair of gum boots, given by Weinstock, Lubin & Co.;

Burston won second and a case of wine, by the Eagle Winery;
Morrison won third and a cartridge bag, by C. Flohr;Naghel
won fourth and a silver mirror, by the Crystal Palace.

Black Jacks vs. Freeport.

Tne long talked of match between the Black Jacks of Sac-

ramento and the Freeport Gun Club took place on Dec. 6.

It resulted in an easy victory for the Black Jacks. The

score

:

BLACK JACKS.

T. Coleman 111101111 1—9
M. Morgan 0101011111—7
A. F WilliamB 111001101 0-6
H, Schreiber 910110101 1-6
J Coleman 010101110 0-5
H. Morgan 001101101 0—5
C. Baumgartel 010001111 0—5
C. SchreiDer 001011010 0^1
G. Coleman 010001101 0—4

Total 51

FREEPOET CLUB.

C. J, Hack 1101011010-6
V. LeMay 101101100 1—6
J. Hite 110110010 1—6
F. Kirtlan 110100100 1—5
N.D. Hack 100100100 1—4
T. L. Hunt 011001000 1-4
H. Hack 100011010 0-4
M. T. Hhnt 010010000 1—3
W. Hite 000000000 0—0

Total 38

The judges were Dem. Carver and Howard Gosling; ref-

eree, J. T. Black ; scorer, G. C. Baumgartel.

Calaveras Game.

Calaveras County contains a great deal of game and is a

tempting locality for sportsmen, so much so that there are

many in this county who go there to hunt. There are many

others who would like to, but they do not go there because

they have an idea that any one from another county who

does not own land in Calaveras cannot shoot gsme there

without permission of the man on whose land they shoot,

the penalty, according to their belief, being a heavy fine.

Such a law did exist at one time in the county, but it is

thought that it has since .been repealed. If it has not it

makes little difference, as it is a dead letter, the officers of

Calaveras not attempting to enforce it The law was passed

to prevent market hunters from the outside from killing

quail in the county. This is a good season to hunt the birds

there, and many are going from this city to try their luck.

—Stockton Independent.
•

The " Duna Zeitung" gives the following version of an
extraordinary bunting incident, says the Shooting Times.
Baron Vietinghoff and Prince Hohenlohe went together to

shoot stags, and agreed to decoy the animals by imitating

their call on a special kind of horn. When they reached
the hunting-ground, therefore, the two hunters separated, and,

each accompanied by a gamekeeper, went off in different

directions. During the course of the day they unknowingly
approached each other, and each heard the other's decoy-
call, and believed that a stately stag was before him. They,
imitating as UBnal the heavy steps of the animal, noisily drew
still nearer, and the imitation of steps and call was

a
so well

done that they finally arrived withiu ten paces of each other
without perceiving their mistake. The thicket was eo dense
that they could not see each other. They both stood still,

repeating the challenge from time to time ; neither perceived
any difference to the natural challenge, and each still firmly

believed that he was within a few paces of a real stag. At
last Prince Hohenlohe got tired of waiting, and fired thrice

rapidly in the direction where he believed his game to stand.
The first bullet glanced off" the cartridge-belt of Baron Vie-
tinghoff, the supposed stag ; the second struck his watch and
9prang off to a distance ; the third fell dead from a pocket-
book well filled with papers, and the young Baron, though
hit three times, stood unwounded. He was so convinced that,

not his fellow-hunter, but a stag was before him, that he
attributed the three shots to explosions of the cartridges in
his belt, and was busy in unfastening the belt and throwing
it away. The astonishment of both comrades when at last

they found out what had happened must have been very
great, and their joy at the happy ending of what might have
turned out a tragedy equally so. The Prince Hohenlohe of
this curious adventure is the son of the new Imperial Chan-
cellor.

[What a ridiculous yarn! A rifle ball that would [not

penetrate a watch or a pocket-book at ten paces must indeed
have been a harmless one to a stag. Baron Vietinghoff mUBt
have had the buck fever pretty bad not to know the differ-

ence between the crack of a rifle at ten paces and the explos-
ion of a cartridge in his belt.

—

Ed.]

A correspondent sends the following interesting details

respecting the game killed by the officers of H. M. S. Boadi-
cea: H. M. S. Boadicea.—Bag to date, from June, 1892, to

September, 1894:—Sambur (Rusa aristotelis), 14; Mauritian
deer (Cervus elephas), 87; cheetal, or spotted deer (Axis
maculatus), 19; para, or hog deer (Axis porcinus), 22; nil-

ghai, or nylghao (Portax pictus), 1; black buck (Indian an-
telope) (Antelope bezoartica), 45; chikara (Indian gazelle,

ravine deer)j 1; tiger (Felis tigris), 2; elephant (Elephas in-

dicus), 1; pig (Sus scrofa), 16; hares, common, 14; rabbits,

common, 595; peafowl (Pavo cristatus), 6; junglefowl (India
and Ceylon), 10; guineafowl (Numida meleagris), 479; fran-

colin (black partridge of India), 242; partridge, common In-
dian, 143; sand grouse, 5; teal, cotton, blue-winged and ma-
hogany, 26; ducks, various, 42; quail (Coturnix communiB),
25; golden plover, 40; snipe, 1,146; various, 65; total, 3,046.

—

Shooting Times.

Deputy Fish Commissioner Hollingsworth had J.W
Hoadley, owner of a saw mill on Big River, near Orr'B Hot'
Springs, arrested last week on a charge of contaminating the
waters of the stream to the ioj ury of the fish by dumping sa jv-

dust therein. Mr. Hoadley was examined in Justice Poage's
court Monday and discharged for want of evidence.

The "Shanty Tent" described in another column is the
tent used by "Wanderer" on the trip that he recently de-
scribed io these columns under the title of "One Night in a
Shanty Tent." It will prove a very desirable shelter in any
weather—snow or rain.

The Supervisors of Tehama County have offered a bounty
of $5 per scalp on bear scalps when accompanied by a certifi-

cate signed by some responsible freeholder, certifying that

the scalp was taken from an animal killed in the County of

Tehama.

The Gilroy Sportsmen's Association will hold a medal
shoot at blue rocks on New Year's Day. The medal is now
held by Walter Talcott, but it must be won three times by
the same person before it will become private property.

The reported match between Geo. Work, J. Seaver Page,
Capt. Brewer aud Dr. Carver is said to be a newspaper
"fake."

Eight hundred rabbits were recently shot by four guns at

a new rabbit warren in Derbyshire, Eng., in one day.

An 800-pound moose has lately been on exhibition in Ot-
tawa, Ca.

Tiibute to a Faithful Dog.

[The following lines were written by W, L. Eyre on the untimely
death of a favorite dog, which for years had been

his almost cousta.nt companion.]

Poor Ju!ie, thy last sleep has come,
And I away my faithful pet;

But O! thy many traits of love,
I never, never can forget.

A woman oft is petulant,
But thou unchanging to the last,

Loved with a perfect confidence,
By not one shade of doubt o'ercast.

When last I Baw thee Julie, dear,
There lingered in thy soft brown eye

A look more eloquent than words.
Which silent bade me a good-bye.

I miss thy greeting at the door,
Thy almost human signs of joy

To see me safelv home again

—

A friendship thine witho t alloy.

We still may meet—who knows, lost pet,
In some strange clime beyond our keu

Where recompense is meted out
To faithful dogs as well as men.

—Pacific Irish American.

The Sires of the Winners.

At the field trials held in the United States and Canada

during 1894 the winners were sired as follows: The get of

Gath's Mark won 1 first, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 fourth

prizes. Roderigo—4 first, 1 second, 2 thirds and 1 fifth.

Antonio—2 firsts, 2 seconds, 2 thirds and 2 fourths. Gath's

Hope—1 first, 1 second and 2 thirds. Count Noble, 3 firsts

and 1 second. Dan Gladstone—1 third, 1 fourth and 1 fifth.

Jean Val Jean—2 seconds. Lockeley—2 firsts. Vanguard

—

1 second and 1 third. Count Gladstone IV.—1 first and 1

second. Eugene T.— 1 second and 1 third. Dick Bondhu

—

1 Becond and 1 fifth. Fred—2 thirds. Stanford—1 first.

Philip Gladstone— 1 third. Gladstone's Boy—1 third. Wun
Lung— 1 fifth. Sport—1 third. Toledo Blade—1 second.

Cincinnatus— 1 third. Corsair—1 first.

Of the pointers King of Kent leads with 8—5 firsts, 1 sec-

ond, 1 fourth and 1 fifth. Rip Rap—2 firsts and 1 third.

Lad of Rush—2 thirds. Duke of Hessen—2 thirds. Old
Black Joe II.—1 third. Bismark—1 third. Tom—1 third.

Trinket's Coin—1 second. Dick Swiveler—1 third. Tam-
arack—1 first. Sandford Druid— 1 second. Dash Ranger Jr.

—1 fourth. Ridgeview Dazzle—1 second. Ridgeview Faust
—1 second. Sport—1 third. Hal Pointer—1 fourth. Bob
—1 third.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

THIRTY-EIGHTH DAT—TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11.

A person lookiDg carefully at the mushy track before the

racing began to-day would be willing to wager at least 5

to 1 that a number of horses would fall down in the gruelly

going and either break a leg or its jockey's, or both. Noth-

ing of the sort happened, however, and while there

might have been considerable sliding about, not an

accident marred a good day's sport. The sun came out after

the storm and warmed the innermost cockles of the race-

goers' hearts, causing them, like the track, to loosen up and
make things lively in the arena of speculation. The form
figurers had a considerable shade the best of the afternoon's

play, three well supported favoriteB and two S to 1 shots

throwing mud in the faces of their rivals. One of the S to 1

shots (O'Eee) was played for a killing. And yet many per-

sons imagine that the life of a bookmaker is one continued

round of pleasure and profit.

How the Maces Were Run.

San Luis Key was the favorite >*n the first race, opening at

2J to 1, closing at 2. May Day was at 3, Jake Johnson d\ to

1, Jennie Deane 5, Carmel 10, North 15, Emma 30 to 1.

Jennie Deane was first away, followed by San Luis Rey and

North. Jennie Deane, Jake Johnson and San Luis Rey ran

lengths apart passing the half-pole. Jennie Deane's lead was

cut down to less than a length coming into the homestretch,
San Luis Rey having run up second, a length in front of

Jake Johnson. Jennie Deane fell back beaten in the final

sixteenth, and Jake Johnson came up and gave battle to San
Luis Rey, who, with a little urging, won by half a length,

Jake Johnson second, a length from Jennie Deane, tbird.

Time, 1:21*.

Playful was an even-money favorite for the second race,

six furlongs. Mainstay was at 6 and 7 to 5, Ethel Dixon 8

to 1. St. Saviour-Lizzie Hampton colt 40 to 1. Mainstay,
Playful, Lizzie Hampton colt, Ethel Dixon was the order to

a fair start. Ethel Dixon went like a shot, and near the half-

pole got her head in front of Mainstay, Playful having
enough and falling out of it fast. Dixon was first into the
homestretch by a length, Mainstay driving, three lengths in

froutof Playful. The Kentucky Stable filly, Fthei Dixon,
was not headed, and won with ease by four lengths, Mainstay
second, five from Playful. Time, 1:23|. It was a mighty
upset for theform-figurers.

Monrovia went to the post a 4 to 5 favorite for the third

race, Chartreuse at 3 to 1 (opened at 2*), Flirtilla and Royal
Flush 6 each, Primanda 40 to 1. To a good start for all but
Primanda, Monrovia went to the front, leading Chartreuse
two lengths at the half-pole, Royal Flush third, four lengths
further away, lapped by Flirtilla Monrovia's lead was only
a length into the homestretch, Chartreuse five lengths from
Royal Flush. Monrovia easily came away from the fiaxen-

maned filly in the homestretch, and won without ever being
urged by four lengths, Chartreuse driven out, second, five

lengths from Flirtilla, who beat Royal Flush about three for
the show. Time, 1:22J.

Sligo went to the post a heavily-played favorite at 7 to 5,
Whitestone 8 to 5 to 2 to 1, Pasha 4, Ravine 10, Eli Kindig
12, others 30 to 100 to 1. The start was rather poor, Ravine
and Sligo dashing away in front, Whitestone third. Passing
the quarter-pole Ravine was half a length in front of Sligo,
he three lengths from Whitestone, who was moving up fast.

Sligo, going easy, was two lengths in front at the half, White-
stone second, a length from Ravine. Sligo kept on in the
uneven baritone of his way, leading the hard-driven White-
stone two lengths into the homestretch, the latter four from
Ravine. Half-way down the straight it was evident that
Whitestone was beaten, and Sligo came on and won without
troubling himself much four lengths, Whitestone second, as
far from Ravine, he two in front of Pasha. Time, 1:38.

Pescador, ridden by Carr and played for thousands, went
to the post a 6 to 5 favorite. Alary was at 4 to 1, Docketader
5, Gold Bug 6, O'Bee 7 (played heavily). O' Bee, Pescador,
Dockstader was the order to a good send-off. O'Bee went
out at a rattling clip, leading Dockstader four lengths at the
half-pole, Gold Bug at Dockstader's heels. Gold Bug ran
up second as they neared the three-quarter pole, where O'Bee
still held his lead of four lengths. Dockstader was at Gold
Bug's saddle. O'Bee was ridden out, and won by five lengths,
Dockstader going over the outside and getting the place, two
lengths in front of Gold Bug. Time, 1:20J. A big clean-up
was made on O'Bee in this race at odds of S to 1 for the most
part.

CMCMNATt JOCKEY CtOB

STAKES FOR 1895 AND 1896.
TO CL.OSB TTTESSOD-A^Sr, JAKTUARTT 1, 1893.

SPRING MEETING, 1895.
THE SAPPHIRE STAKES—For two-year-old Allies. $5 to accompany the Domination, §100 additional

to start The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,500, of which §2,000 to the first,

*350 to the second and 5150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value ot $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two stakes

of any value, 5 lbs.; of three or more, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started and have

not been placed, 7 lbs. Four and a naif furlonga.

THE HMBRALD STAKES—For two-year-old colts and geldings. $5 to accompany the nomination, $100

additional to .start The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake ?2,500, of which §2,000

to the first *:i">0 to second and ?150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value oi ?1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of

two stakes' ofany value, 5 lhs.; ofthree or more, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started

and have not been placed, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE RUBY STAKES—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. ?5 to accompany the nomination, S50

additional to start. The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,000, ofwhich $1,500

in fhe first S350 to thesecond and $150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry 5 lbs. extra; those entered

to be so'd for K 500 weight for age. Allowances, 3 lbs: for each $2-50 to $1,500. 1 lb: for each $100 less. Martens

with sellinE price must be named through the entry box the day betore the race. More than one may be named
by the same owner, but only one can start, MNoliability for non-starters. Five furlongs.

THK DIAMOND STAKES—For two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination, $K0 additional to start.

The Club io add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $3,500, of which $3,000 to the first, $350 to

second and SidO to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to carry 3pounds ; of two such or one

nfS'>noo ino'unds- of three or more of any value, Tpounds extra. Maidens allowed 5 pounds ;
those that have

started and have not been placed, 7 pounds; those that have started in a sweepstake at the meelingaud have

not been placed, 10 pounds. Ff ve and a hair furlongs.

— thu 4>R v*T \l STAKES—A bandicap'sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination,

«W additional tc.atariT The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake *2,0OO, of which

•l sob to the first $350 to second and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to the race. A win-

ner of a race after the weights are bullentined to carry 5 pounds extra. Six furlongs.

the hotki, STAKES—Asellingsweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1S92). $5 to accompany the

nomination "so additional ro start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,000,

ofwb ch $"500 to the first, $3.30 to second and $150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry d pounds extra

Ifentei^tobe sold ior $3,000 to carry weight forage. Allowances. 3 pounds for eacL $2o0 to $2,000 ; 2 pounds

foreacb™50tosi,0b0: 1 pound for each $100 less. Starters wilb selling price must be named through the entry

dm toe day before the race. More than one may be named by the same owner, but only one can start. No
liability for non-starters. Seven furlongs.

tur 1 na \\ ti\ II 1 t- STAKES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1892) that have not won a

race nrevioust^ the nomination, $50 additional to start The Club to add

inAmount sufficient

^

;0 make the value ot the Stake $2 000, of which $1,500 to the flrat, $350 to the second and

sisoS toe tWM Winners of anv race after the closing of this stake ol $700 value to carry 3 lbs. Maidens at toe

time of starting allowed 5 lbs.; if ben ten two or more times this year, 7 lbs. One mile.

THK FASHION STAKES—A sweepstakes for three-year-old rillies f foals of 1892). & to accompany the
nomination, $50 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to makeThe value r f the stake $'2000,

ofwhich $1,500 to the first, $350 to second and $150 to third. A winner of any three-year old race ol the value of
$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or of one of §2,500 or of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value,
6 lbs. extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THK TKLEfSRAFH STAKES- A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1892), $5 to accompany the
nomination, $100 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient lo make the value of the stake $3,000,
of which $2,500 to first, $350 to second and $150 to third. A winner of any three-year-old race of the value of $1,000
to carry 3 lbs. ; of twosuch or otoueof$3,000 or ot three or more three-year-old stake racesof any value, 5 lbs.

*xtra. Non-winners of a three-yeor-oldrace of the value of $1,000, allowed five lbs.: maidens, 10 lbs. One mile
and an eighth.

THE L1BERTV STAKES.—A sweepstakes tor three-year-old (foals of 1892). $10 to accompany the
nomination, $150 additional- to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make toe value of the; stake
$5,000, of which $-1,000 to the first, $700 to second and $300 to third. A winner of any three-year-old race oi the
value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or ofone of $3,000 or of three or more three-year-old stake traces of
any value, 5 lbs. extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed5 lbs;; maidens, 10
lbs. One Mile and a Quarter.

THE BREWERS' STAKES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over. $-5 to accompany the nomi-
nation, $50 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the valueof the Btake $2,000, of
which §1,500 to the first, $350 to the secnd and $150 to the third. Stake winners and winners of five or more
races in l£95 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races in 1S95 allowed 3 lbs.: of three races, 1 lbs.; of
two races, 10 lbs.; non-winners in 1895 beaten three or more t imes, 12 lbs.: maidens, lo lbs. six Furlongs.

THE COUXTRY CLUB STAKES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over. §5 to accompany toe
nomination, $100 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake
$2,500. of which $2,000 to the first, $350 to the second and §150 10 third. Winners this year of a race of the value
of Si,000 or four or more races of any value since April 1st to carry 3 lbs.; of$2,000 or five or more races Bince
that date, 5 lbs.; ofa race of $3,000 7 lbs. extra. Others that have not won a race of the valueof $1,000 this year
allowed 5 lbs.; beaten non-winners of toe year, 10 lbs. Maidens, iour-years-old and over, 20 lbs. One Mile

I and an Eighth.

THE OHIO STAKES—A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over; $5 to accompany the nomin-
ation, $50 additional to start. The cluii to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,fl00, of

which §1 500 to the first, $350 to second and §150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry seven pounds
extra; if for $3,000, weight forage Allowances, two pounds for each $-500 to $1,500; one pound for each $100 less.

Starters with selling price must be named through the entry box the day before the race. More than one may
be named by the same owner, but only one can start. No liability for non-starters. One mile avda quarter.

THE FOURTH OF JULY HANDICAP—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over; §10 to

accompany the nominal ion, $10H additional to start. The cluh to add an amount sufficient to make the value Of
the stake $5,000, of which $-1,000 to toe first, $700 to second and §300 to third. Weights to be announced three
days prior to toe race. A winner of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry five pounds extra. One
mile and a quarter.

SPRING MEETING 1896.
THE iiiRlKV DERBY FOB 1896—A sweeps'akes for tbree-year-oltls (foals of 1893) ; $10 to arcom-

„.„;fS?nnmS»llnn *lf ad"iilonal to be paid August 1, 1895; 530 to be paid April 1, 1896: J200 additional to

Stat Sb'oadan™S*ntto roakl the value ot the stake $12,500, of which S10 000 to the Urst

Si WO to life sec°nd 8700 to the third and 5300 to the fourth. A winner of any three-year old stake of the value

Sf « non to eairrtbm pounds : of two such, or of three or more three year old stake races of any value, five

pouiff extrl Non winners of three-year-old race of the value of 51,000 allowed live pounds; maidens, ten

pounds. One mile and a quarter.

thr nn'KKVK STAKES FOR 1896—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893). $10toac-

.? ™^!L nmh^aidAiMtl 1895- >30 to be paid April 1. 1896: $150 additional to start. iHe^^l^^^?^S^^^^^^^^^m, of which 95,6m to the first, |l,20Oto the

Second ?500 ?o to?tn°rd and 9*00 to toe fourth. A winner of any three-year-old stake of the value of 93
^000

1

to

?
c
.

d
Th 'pJrounds, of" 10 W0 or two of $5,000. or three or more three-year-old state* of any value, five pounds

tSL Ne^-winners ofI three-year-old race of the value of $l,000aUowed five pounds; maidens. lOpounds. One

mile and an eighth.

THE CIXCIiWATI OAKS FOR 1896—A sweepstakes for three-year old fillies (foals of 1893). $10 to

accompany the nomination, $15 additional to be paid August 1, 1S95; $30 to be paid .April 1, 1890; $100 additional

to siart. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake 95,000, of which $1,000 to toe

first $000 to the second, $'250 to the third and $150 to the fourth. A winner of any three-year-old stake of toe

value of 32,500 to carrv three pounds ot two such, or of three or more three year-old stake races of any value,

five pounds extra. Non-winners of a toree-year-old race ofthe value of 91,000 allowed five pounds; maidens
ten pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

Entry blanks will be furnished on application.

Address all communications to

W. R. LETCHER, Secretary,
Room No. 303 Heave Building, Cincinnati, O.

THE - GALESBURG - ASSOCIATION
—

I

OFFER THE FOLLOWING STAKES FOR ITS

1 Summer Meeting,August 26 to 31, 1895STAKES.
3-year-old Trottera, - - - - 85,000

2-year-old Pacers, 5,000

3-year old Trotters, 5,000

- 5,000

- - 5,000
- 5,000

- 5,000

5,000

- 5,000

5,000

- 5,000

5.000
- 5,000

5,000

4-year-old Trottera

2:30 Trottera,

2:30 Pacera.

2:25 Trottera,

2:25 Pacera,

2:20 Trottera,

2:20 Pacera, -

2:15 Trotters, -

2:15 Pacers, -

2:10 Trottera, -

2:10 Pacera,

14 STAKES, 87O.0OO

OVER THE ONLY DEAD LEVEL TRACK IN THE WORLD

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1895.
CONDITIONS—Entrance fee five per cent, of stakes, payable as follows : January 1st, $25.00

;
February 1st,

$25.00; March 1st, $25.00 ; April 1st, $25.00; May 1st, $25.00; June 1st, $25; July 1st, $50.00 .

August 1st, $50.00, and five per cent, additional from money winners. Owners of winning horses to receive first

money only. All stakes for specified amount—no more. Distances in all stakes 100 yards. Nominators liable for amount

paid in, but no more. Horses to be named when stakes close January 1st. By refunding amount paid in, we reserve the

right to declare off any or all Btakes at any time.

The Earning Capacity of the Trotter Must be Increased ; If not,

Down Goes the Ship with All on Board

C. W. WILLIAMS, Secretary, Galesburg, 111.

m.
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•Well Off Financially.

The annual meeUDg of the Directors of the

San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Association

was held yesteiday. L. 0. Sbippee and C.

E. Doan were re-elected president and secre-

tary respectively. The eipiration of the

terms of two of the directors was reported.

These directors are James H. Budd and Louis

Gerlach. The Governor will appoint men to

fill the vacancies.

According to the reports submitted, the

finaccial aflairs of the association are in fine

condition. After the building of the pavilion

the association was $50,000 in debt. This was

reduced one-balf by the sale of life member-

ships. The debt was still further reduced

until two vear3 ago it was $17,000. A year

ago the debt was $14,000, and this year after

the application of the receipts of the last fair

toward its liquidation the debt is $9,/00.

Many improvements have been made this sea-

son, too, the principal one being the removal

of the grand stand. Following is this year s

financial report

:

Receipts—
, , „ m

Ca»b on band as per last report.

.

:
. ••••••• » M *"

Park and pavilion privileges due in lS9d.

but collected in ISM ,'„,""
Entrance tee due in 18m ••••• i-*" »
Stale appropriations 1«93 and ISM ..000 20

Pavilion rental 19 ° ™
Pavilion sweepstakes _ » ««

Entrance fees <•»» °»

Park receipts !>*»
J?

Palilion receipts
Park privileges .........

For National Trotting Association (fines

and penalties collected in 1S94)

3,512 50

17 55

Total S26.255 55

DISBURSEMENTS.

Bills payable RJJ
Insurance
Interest on bills payable
Purses and Btakes due in 1S93

Premiums due in 1893-
:

Park improvement and repairs

Pavilion improvements and repairs..

General expenses-
Personal property
Purses and stakes Ji*?6 1-1

Premiums 1.2™ 19

National Trotting Association for fines

and penalties collected in 1S93 and not

remitted
National Trotting Association for fines

and penalties collected in 1S94 13 60

Cashounaud w 121 31

40 00
1,124 17
SOI 66
23 00
360 21
453 73

6,905 69
48 35

122 00

ADDITIONAL STAKES

California

Jockey

Club

Spring Meeting, 1895

The Following Stakes to be

run||at the Spring

Meeting, 1895.

ENTRIES -CLOSE DECEMBER 15, 1894.

Latonia Jockey Club,
COVINGTON, KY.

[Racing Department of the Latonia Agricultural and Stock Association, Iucorporated]

Announce the following Stakes to close January 1st, 1895, for Spring and Fall

MeetiDg, 1895.

TjfcLirty- Days' Racing.
SPRING MEETING, 1895.

THK CLIPSETTA STAH Ffi—For two-year old fillies. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional
) third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of 91,000to start ; $1 ,250 added , of which $200 to second and $100 to t

to carry 3 lbs.; ot two such, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. 'those not having won a sweepst'ak'eof
the value of §700, allowed 5 lbs. Maidens, 7 1 Fire furlongs.

Total 526,255 55

About $1,200 of the money estimated as

having been paid out to meet general ex

peases was expended to meet bills of 1893, and

about $500 was paid out for park and pavilion

improvements made in that year.—Stockton

Independent.

The Sun tells a good story of an interview

with Monroe Salisbury regarding the dam of

Directly, 2:07|: "His dam," said Mr. Salis-

bury, "was about the commonest, no-account

looking little mare I ever saw. Shewas
owned by a neighbor of mine out in Califor-

nia, who bred her to Direct to square an ac-

count on which I owed him a small balance.

When the colt was four or five months old I

went over to see it, and ihere the little chap

was in a barren field with his dam, thin as a

shad, covered with vermin, and about as large

as a setter dog. He was one of Direct's first

colts, and I didn't want to see my horse

brought iuto disgrace as a sire, so I said to

my neighbor: "If you can't afford to feed

this colt send him over to me: I'll give him
enough toeat.' This nettled the farmer just

a little, but be kept the colt. A few weeks

later I was driving along the road when I ran

across the breeder of Directly again. This

time he had the old mare hitched to a ram-

shackle buggy with a harness that looked to be

patched up with rope in a dozen places. On
the crossbar of the shafts he had fastened a

piece of brush so that it stuck out far enough
to clear the wheels, and to this was fastened

the dust-covered colt. The little chap went
shacking along by the side of his dam just as

smooth and easy as you please. I followed

him up and watched him long enough to make
np my mind that there was a colt I could beat

the born with some day, and a few months
later, I bought him outright. He is the best

one 1 have brought over up to this time,"

added Mr. Salisbury, "but there is one at

home that I believe will beat him. I call this

one Too Soon. He is a trotter, coming two

years old, and is certainly faster than any colt

of his age that hasever appeared in public. I

mean to bring him over next year. He is

another Direct out of a mare by Iucas, and

hi» erand dam was a rippiDggood road mare
that I bought from Roscoe Conkling a good
many years ago. The Senator called her a

'Star,' but I never could find out anything

about her breeding."

Green Meadow Farm.

HORSES WINTERED.

Box niuiK iiirni-iicd at |10 per month. Favorable
irniicn liar logging ( rotters and pacers.

ftUblt- room new Btable), with 36 boi Malls

12x12, with earth and board floors. Too roads ofSunta
Clara and rlclnltrarc unaqoaled In rnlny HonHon for

i.iK. Addreea

It. I. MOOHHEAD A BON,
Santa Clara. Cnl.

THE PACIFIC STARES-For two-year-olds

(foals of 1S93>. Entrance $10: $10 additional for horses

not declared by February 1, 1895; $30 additional for

hoises not declared by the time of closing entries, the

day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be §1.500, of

which §2,0 to second and $100 to third. Half a mile.

THE RACING STAKES—For two-year-old fillies

i' foals of 1893). Entrance §10; sioaddilional for horses

not declared by February 1, 1895; §30 additional for

horses not declared by the lime of closing entries, the

day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be £1,000, of

which §200 to second, and §100 to third. Half a mite.

THE RAXCHO DEL PASO STAKES—For two-
year-olds (foals of 1S931. Entrance §10; §10 additional

for horses not declared by February 1, J396; §30 addi-

tional for horses not declared by time ofclosing entries,

the day preceding the race. The California Jockey Club
to guarantee the value of the stakes to be §1,500, of
which 9250 to second, and §100 to third. Winners of a
race valued at §1,000, or three races of any value to

carry 5 [pounds extra; beaten maidens allowed 5

paunds ; it beaten twice S pounds, three or more times,
15 pounds. Five furlongs.

THE BITTER ROOT HANDICAP—For two
year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance, §10; §10 additional
for hors s not declared by four p. u. day after the
weights are announced; §10 additional for starters.

The California Jockey Club to guarantee the value ot

the stakes to be §2,000, of which §2-50 to second and §100

to third. Weights tu be announced three days prior to

race. Horses not declared by four p. m. the day pro-

ceeding the race, to be liable for starting fee. Five
furlonds.

THE BAY DISTRICT HANDICAP—For two-
year-olds (foals of 1893). Entrance ?10; §10 additional
for horses not declared by four p. si. the day after the
weights are announced; §10 additional for starrers.

The California Jockey Club to -ruarantee the value of
the stakes to be 52,500, of which $300 to second and §150

to third. Weights to be announced three days prior to

race. Horses not declared by four p. si. the day pre-

ceding the race, to' be liable for starting fee. Six fur-

longs.

THE FLYING STAKES—For two year-olds
(foals of 1893) . Entrance §10; $25 additional for horses
not declared by time of closing entries the day prece-
ding therace. The California Jockey Club to guaran-
tee the vaiue of the stakes to be §1,000, of which §200 to

second and §100 10 third. The winner to be sold at
auction for §2,500; if less, one pound allowed for each
§250 to $1,500; then one pound for each §100 lo §1,000;

ihen twopoundsforeach§l00 to §500. Winners of a
race, value §l,000,or three of any value, to carry three
pounds extra: beaten maidens allowed five pounds.
Four and a half furlongs.

THE SPRING STAKES—For two-year-olds
(foals of 189a). Entrance §10; §30 additional for horse b

not declared by time of closing entries, day preceding
the race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stakes to be *1 ,200, of which §200 to second
and §100 to third. Winner of a race, value §1.000, to

carry five pounds penalty; of a race, value §600, or
threeofany value, three pounds extra; beaten maid-
ens allowed live pounds; if not placed second, seven
pounds; not placed third, ten pounds. Five fur-
longs.

THE FAIRY BTAKES—For two-year-old fillies

(toalsoflS93). Entrance, §10; §30 additional tor horses
not declared by time ol closing entries day preceding
race. The Calllornia Jockey Club to guarantee the
valued the slakes lobe §1,000, of which §200 to second
and $100 to third. Winners oi a race, value, §1,000, or
three ofany value, tocarry five pounds extra. Horses
that have started and not won a race, value, §600 al-

lowed 5 poun-is. Beaten maidens allowed 7 lbs.; if not
placed second; 10 lbs. If not placed third 12 lbs: Five
lurlongs.

THE CONSOLATION STAKES-For two-year-
olds (foals of 1893), that have uol won a race value
§600. Entrance #10; $30 additional for horses not de-
clared by time of closing entries, day preceding the
race. The California Jockey Club to guarantee the
value of the stake to be §1,000, ofwhich §200 to second
andilOO to tblnl. Winners of three or more racesto
carry 5 lbs. penalty; beaten maidens allowed 5 lbs ; 11

beaten tnree or more times and not second, 8 lbs. not
third, 12 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE WASHOE STAKES-For two-year-olds
duals ot 1693). Entrance fee §10; §30 additional for
horses not declared by time of closing entries day pre-
i-"<]Iiil; the ruce. The California Jockey Club to guar-
antee the value of the slakes lo be f 1,200, ot which §200
to Becoud, and JHhiio third. Winners ol two or more
races, value, $600 each, to carry 5 lbs. penalty. Non-
winners of two races of any value or one of$;00 allowed
3 lbs.; bealen maidens allowed 5 lbs.; if beaten twice
and not second, 8 lbs.; not third, 12 lbs. Six Furlongs.

THE HAROLD STAKES—For two-vear-old colts. §10 to accompany the nomination, §90 additional to
start; §1,250 added, ofwhich §200 to second and §100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of 31 000 to
carry S lbs. ; ot two such, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. Those not having won a sweepstake bf the
value of §700 allowed 5 lbs. Maidens, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE SENSATION STAKES—For two-year-olds. §10 to accompany the nomination, §90 additional to
start; §2,000 added, of which §100 to second and §100 to third. Winners ol a sweepstake of ihe value of a l 000 to
carry 3 lbs : of two such, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. Those not having won a sweepstake of the
value of §700 allowed 5 lbs. ; maidens, 7 lbs ; maidens beaten in a sweepstake at the meeting, 10 lbs. Six
furlongs.

COVINGTON SPRING STAKES—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 each to accompany the
nomination, §50 additional to start; §1,000 added, ofwhich §200 to second and §100 to third. Horses entered not
to be sold tocarry 7 lbs. extra. §3,000. weight forage. Allowances: 1 lb. for each §250 to §2,000; 1 lb. tor each
$100 to §1,000 ; 2 lbs. for each §100 to §SC0. Starters to be named with selling price, through the entry box the
evening before the race at the usual lime of closing, those-so named not liable for starting fee if they shooid not
start. More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can siart. Five furlongs.

THE RIPPLE STAKES—For three-year-olds (foals of 1892) that have never won a race prior to the clos-
ing of this stake. §10 to accompany the nomination, §90 additional to start: $1,250 added.of which §200 to second
and §100 to ihird. Winners ot any race after the closing of the stake of $1,000 value to carry 3 lbs.; ot two or
more such. 5 lbs, extra. Maidens at starting that have been beaten this year once allowed 5 lbs.; twice 7 lbs.
One mile.

THE LATOMA 8PR1NG PRIZE.—A handicap for tb ree-year-olds. §10 each to accompany nomina-
tion, §90 additional to start; §1.500 added, ofwhich §300 to second and $100 to third. Weights to be announced
two days prior to the race. Winners after publication of weight to carry 5 lbs. extra. Nine furlongs.

THE TOBACCO STAKES—A selling sweepstake for three-year-olds and upward. $5 to accompany
the nomination, §50 additional to start; §1,000 added, ofwhich §20.1 to second and §100 to third. Those entered to
be sold for §4,000, to carry weight for age; for §3,000, allowed 5 lbs ; with2 lbs. for each §500 to §2,000; i lb. for
each §100 below the latter price Starters to be named with selling price, through the entry box the evenin" be-
fore the race at the usual time of closing; those so named not liable for starting fee, if they should not start.
More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can start. One mile.

THE MILLDALE STAKES—For three-year-olds and upward. §10 to accompany the nomination, $40
additional to start; §l,000added, of which §150 to second and §-50 to third. Winners this year of a race of $1,500
and winners since May 1st of three or more races of any value to carry 5 lbs. extra. Allowances: Other
horses not having won this year, a race of §1,009, 5 lbs., and if such have not won two races, 8 lbs. Beaten non-
winners of the year, 10 lbs. Se ling purses not counted in either case. Six furlongs.

THE MERCHANTS STAKES—For three-year-olds and upward. §10 to accompany the nomination,
$90 additional tu start; §1,250 added, of which §200 to second and §100 to third. Winners this year of a race of the
value of §1,000, or four or mire races since April 25th, of any value, to carry 5 lbs.; of two races of
§1,000 value, or oDe of§2,500, 7 lbs. extra. Other horse-; not having won a race of §800 value this year, allowed 5
lbs.; or not having won a race ofany value since April 25,8 lbs.; this year, 10 lbs ; maidens four years old 15
lbs.; fiveand upward, 20 lbs. Selling purses not counted in either case. One mile and an eighth.

THK DECORATION HANDICAP—For tbree-year-o'ds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination.
§90 addition 1 to start; §2.000 added, ot which §100 to second and §100 to third. Weights toappear Saturday
May 25, 1895, after the last race of the day. Winners after the publication of weights to carrv 5 lbs. extra. Sell-
ingpurses not counted. Oue mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CINCINNATI HOTEL SPRING HANDICAP-For three-year-oldsand upwards. $10 to accom
pany the nomination, §90 additional to start; §2,500 added, of which §400 to second and $100 to third. Weights
to appear five days prior to the race. W.nners of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry 5 lbs. extra.
One mile and a quarter.

FALL MEETING, 1895.
THE KIMBALL 8TAKES—For two-year-old colts. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95 additional to start-

$1 250 added, uf which §200to second aud§l00 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 tocarry
3 lbs.; of two such, 5 lbs ; of three such, 7 lbs ; those not having won a sweepstake of the value of $700 allowed
4 lbs.; maidens, 7 lbs. Six furlongs

.

THE ZOO ZOO STAKt- S—For two-year-old fillies. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95 additional to
Btart; §1,250 added, of wricli $200 to second and §100 to third; winners of a sweepstake ofthe value of 31 OOO to
carry 3 lb«.; of two such, 5 lbs.: of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra; those not having won a sweepstake of the
value of $700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 8lbs. six furlongs.

THE KENTUCKY CENTRAL STAKES— For two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95
additional to start; $1,250 added, of which §200 to second and $100 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value
of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; two such, 5 lbs.; three such or the Zoo Zoo or Kimball Stakes, 7 lbs.; those not having
won a sweepstake of the value of §700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 8 lbs.; maidens beaten in two or more sweep-
stakes at the meeting, 10 lbs. One mile.

Stakes will be run on alternate days and overnight sweepstakes with stake values will be prepared fur the
intervening days.

A reasonable number ot races for all ages at a less distance than one mile will be embraced in the

I

E. C. HOPPER. Secretory, Covington, By. R. \V. NELSON. President.

ATTENTION

!

The Occident Stake

FOR 1897
FOR FOALS OF 1894

WILL CLOSE JANUARY 1st NEXT.

Thos. H. Williams, Jr.,

President.

Andrews nil c'lmniwiilailionH to—

R. B. Milroy,
Seoretary.

-IA JOCKKV L'LUll, N. W. Cor,
k'-ftrney Ml*., Stui Francisco, Cal.

This stake is growing in value each year. We hope

to have the stake to be trotted iu 1895 worth $2,000 to

the winner, aud lor 1896 in excess of that amount.

IF YOU HAVE A WELL-BRED GOLT TAKE

A CHANGE FOR $10 IN THIS STAKE.

T,o be trotted at the California State FairofIS97. En-
tries to close January 1st, 1895, with Edwin F. f-mlth,

Secretary, at office in Sacramento ; J100 entrance, ot

which I1C must accompany nomination, $15 to be paid

January l, 1896 ;
?25 to be paid Jauuary 1, 1897, and $50

thin; days before the race.

The Occident Cup (or coin) of the value of $100 to

be added bv ihe Society. Mile heats, three in five, to

harness. First colt to receive Cup and six-tenths ; sec-

ond colt, tbree-teuths, and the third colt one-tenth of

stakes.

Five to enter, three to slart. Otherwise N. T. A. rules

to govern.

Remember, you are not held for full entrance in

case colt goes wrong ; you only forfeit payments made.

Entries to this stake close Jauuaryll. 1895,

EDWIN K. SMITH, Secretary.
JOHN UOUOS. President.

=

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTOBER IT, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, 'Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Five or More Races Each Day. Race, glar

at 2 p. m. Bharp.

*M~ McAllister and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO
Official Pool-Sellers

— POB THK —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
All the latest and most approved appliances ft

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In tb
best and most expeditious manner In aoy part of tb
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Hesponsible association
Correspond with us before making other arrant

1 meats.

S.B.WHITEHEAD db CO., 20 Leldeadorfl St, S.)
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Chicago Racing Association
(HAWTHORNE TRACK)

Stakes to be Run During the Meeting of 1895,

The Chicago Derby for 1896
guaranteed value $25,000

: and—
The Stallion Stakes for 1897

WITH $5000 ADDED

NOW OPEN, TO CLOSE JANUARY 1. 1895.

MEETING BEGINS MAY 1st.

Racing Every Two Weeks Alternately With Harlem to

November 15, 1895.

mPUIPlf*n nCDDV 825.OOO GUARANTEED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds: ?oOO each,
UnluAUU UCnDI. jigo forfeit, or only >->5 if declared out on or before March 1st, or $-50 by May 1st,

1695 ' ell declarations void unless accompanied with themoney. The Association to add an amount sufficient

to make the value of the race *20,C00 to the first, £3,-500 to the second, and?l,500to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 lbs. Mile and a quarter.

Mill I UIU UlUniPID §7,500 GUARANTEED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three year-olds

ULLnlfln nflnUluflr. arid upwards ; $200 each, S50 forfeit, or only $2.5 if declared. The Association

to add an amount sufficient to make the value of ihe race SU.OOO to tne first, i\ .000 to the second and £500 to the

third hor=e Weights to appear March 1st; dedaratioustobe made by March loth; all declarations void un-

less accompanied with the monev. A winner after the publication of weights ofa sweepstakes race of the value

of?l,000 10 carry 3 lbs; oftwo suih, or of one of the value of $>.o00, 5 lbs. penalty. Mile and a quarter.

TUT IUUIII1 QTtrCC »5,O0O GEARAVTKED. A Sweepstakes for all ages ; ?100 each, half for-

Ifl" flRHUflL OlflKCo. feit.oroDly $15 if declared out on or before March 1st, or *25 by May 1st, 1S95 ;

all declarations void unless accompanied with the ney. The Association to add an amount sufficient to

the value of the race W 000 to the first, $;00 to the second aiad $300 to the tiiird horse. Horses three years

olds or upwards non-winners in 1895 of a race ofihe value of ?1. 500, allowed 5 lbs.: of?500,81bs. handicap- and

selling races when carrying 5 lbs. less than weight for age excepted; maiden three years old or upwards, allowed

i.lbs. Seven furlongs.

TUX UnDOmil) QTIVCQ 85.OO0 GUARANTEED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; ?100 each,

I tit nUnoLHIflH I UhLo. half forfeit, or only ?15 if declared out on or before March 1st, or 525 by May
1st ls'ij- all declarations void uuless accompanied with themoney. The Association to add an amount suffi-

cient to make the value of the race $4,000 to the first, 5700 to the secondand $300 to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 Ids. Six furlongs.

mPUininn OTIVE0 82.50O ADDED. A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; SlOO each, half for-

UnluAuU OlBrtCd. feit, or onlv 325 if declared outon or before May 1st, 1895 ; all declarations void

unless accompanied with the money, with $2,500 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third. A winner of

two three-vear-old races of the value of ?2,000, or one of the valne of $5,000 to carry 7 pounds penalty. Non-

winner ofa three-year-old race of the value of $1,500, aUowed 5 lbs*; beaten maidens al'owed 12 lbs. Mile and
three-sixteenths.

Miinnir OT1VCO 31,500 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old fillies : $50 each, ?I5 forfeit,

Lfliolt olflrvLO. with §l,5ro added, of which $250 to second and $150 to third. A winner of two

stakes of the value of *1,000, or one of ?2,000 to carry 4 lbs. : of two of $2,000, 7 lbs. penalty. Maidens beaten two

or more times, allowed 7 pounds. Five Turlongs,

MIX D O O CTAVCC Sl,5«0 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old colls and geldings;

U. D. & y. OlftkLO. a.jn each, ^L5 forfeit: with $1,500 added, of which $-2.50 to second and $l-i0 to

third AwinDeroftwo stakes of the value of $1,000, or of one of $2,000, to carry 4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs.

penalty. Maidens beateu two or more times, allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

MruilllTinu UlHniPlD 81.500 ADDE«. A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each
tlYIULallUn nflnUluflr. gig forfeit; with $1,500 added, ot which $250 to secondand $150 to third

Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weights of a race of any value, to carry 3 lbs: penalty. Five furlongs.

Monrnill ITinU UBIiniPlD 81,500 ADDED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three-year-old*: $50

OrtllULAIIUrl hflHUlbfl . each. $15 forfeit; with $1.500added, of which $^50 to second and $150 to

third Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weights of a race ofany value, to carry 3 lbs. penalty. Mile and a furlong.

murnuil QTftVre 81-500 \DDED. a sweepstakes for three-year-olds that have not won a race

VtHRAL OIAkXO. ofthe value of $-5,000 prior to January 1, 1895;$50 each, $15 forfeit; with $1,500

added of which >250 to second and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstakes race for three-year-olds, of the

value 'of as.OOO. or two or more such races ot any value, to carry 5 lbs penalty. Other [horses, non-win-

ners in 1395 of $1,000, allowed 4 lbs. ; of $500, 7 lbs. ; beaten maidens allowed 12 lbs Mile and a sixteenth.

mrVDnemnil CTtVCC 81,500 ADDED. A sweepstake* for three-year-olds and upwards: $50

tArUolllUH OlAnXd. each, $15 forfeit, with $1,500 aided, of which $250 to second and ^150 to third.

A winner In 1S95, of a race of the value $1,000, to carry 3 lbs.; of two of $1,000, or of one ot the value of $2,500 5

lbs penalty! Non-winners in 1-95 of $500, allowed 5 lbs.; of any race, 8 lbs.; maidens four years old or upwards,

allowed 15 lb3. Mile and a furlong.

MoTnnv VIDRO OTCCDi CPUIQC 81,500 ADDED. A Handicap Steeplechase for three-year-

Ol UuR IflflUo 1 LtrLtunflot. olds and upwards; entrance $10 each to accompany the nomina-

tion- $10 additional to start; with $1,500 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to third. Weights to appear

three davs prior to the day appointed for the race. Four or more horses in entirely different lMerests to enter

and start, or the race may be declared off, and eotry money refunded. Full course.

THE CHICAGO DERBY FOR 1896. $25,000 GUARANTEED.
A sweepstakes for three-vear-olds (.foals ofl893l; $500 each. $100 forfeit. orouly$25if declared out on or before

SarchlstTorJoOV May 1st, IS96; all declara'ions void unless accompanied with the money. The association

to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race $20,000 to the first, $3,500 to the second and $l,o00 to

third horse. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Mile and a quarter.

THE STALLION STAKES FOR 1897.
A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 19951, the get of stallions entered by January l, 189o under the

foUolving subscriptions: $50 each for srallions whose service fee is $100 or greater and only |2o each for all olber

Sous Foals toV entered bv January 1, 1396, when tbestake shall close, at $200 each, ?oC forfeit, or only $lo

If declared out on or before March 1, or $25 by May 1, 1S97: all declarations void unless accompanied with the

monev -with =5 000 added. The second horse tn receive $700 of the added money and 30 ppr cent, of the starting

money' The t'hir ' horse to receive $300 of the added money and 20 per cent, of the starting money. The nom-

Sator of the s re ofthe first, second and third horses to receive 25 per cent lo per cent, and 10 per cent, of the

sLir^n- monlv resDectively. Winners of three races of $1,000, or one of $2,500 to carry three pounds: of two of

?5?o^SoVSoX pounds; or two of $5,000, seven pounds penalty. The produce of stallions which

have not produced a winner prior to January 1. 1896, allowed three pounds whether claimed or not at the tune

of entry and not to be forfeited because of any subsequent winnings Maidens allowed seven pounds; a low-

ances cumulative The public or private sale ofthe foal with ils engagement in the Stallion Stakes, will relieve

lb?ao^aSbSm any llanilityis to the foal's engagement, providing such nominator was the owner of the

foal'sda'm a ?the time the entry was made; in all cases of sale with engagement au accepted transfer must be

ffiwSh^and approved by the association. StallioLS may be entered by anybody, the owner having
,
prior

right. Six furlongs.

STAKES OF THE
CHICAGO FAIR GROUNDS ASSOCIATION

LOCATED AT

Near the City of Chicago.

TO CLOSE J--A.KTTT.A.H-Sr 1, 1893.
TNE NATIONAL DERBY.

A sweepstakes for three - year - olds ; $100 each, with $400 additiona
to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the

stake worth $15,000 in cash to the winner. The second horse to receive $2 500, the third $1,500 and the fourth
$1,000. Winners of three races ot $2,000 or one race of $5,000 in 1895 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile
and a half.

MNATIflNAI nPRRV To be run in 1896. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893); $100nnilUnAL UtnDI. each, half forfeit, or only $2o if declared by January 1, 1S96. Money to accom-
pany all declarations or else they will be void. The stake to be reopened October 15, 1S95, a- d entries to be
received upon the payment of $2?0 in cash. The money to accompany the entry, otherwise it will be void; $300
additional to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the value of the stake $15,000 In cash lo
the « ioner. The second horse to receive $2,500, the third $1,500 and the fourth $1,000, Winners of one stake
of $5,000 or three stakes ol any value in 1895 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile and a half.

THE BREWSTER STAKES. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1S93) ; of $200 each, $50 forfeit,
or only $20 if declared on or before May 1, 1895; $3,000 added, of which $700 to se ond and $300 to third. All
declarations void unless accompanied by the money. A winner of any stake of the value of $2,000 to carry three
pounds; or $3,00o, five pounds; of $5,noo or three stakes of any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed
seven pounds. Five and a half furlongs.

THE GARDEN CITY HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards; $200 each, $50
forfeit or only $20 If declared. All declarations void unless accompanied by the money. The association to add
a sufficient amount to make the value of the race $7,000 to the first horse, $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to the
third. The weights to be announced ten days before the date of the race. Declarations to be due five days
before the date ot the race, and starters to be named through the entry box. Such are liable for the starting
fee. One mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CHICAGO PRESS STARES. For two-year-olds; $50 each, half forfeit, the association to add
$1,500, of which $100 to second and $250 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes of any value to carry five
pounds penalty: non-winners of three races of any value allowed three pounds; of two races, seven pounds.
Maidens allowed ten pounds. If beaten three or more times and never been placed, fifteen pounds. Five
furlongs.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES. For two-year-old fillies; =10 to accompany the entry, with $40 additional
to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes
Of any value to carry five pounds penally. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Half a mile.

THE LASELLE STARES. For two-year-old colts; $10 entrance to accompany the nomination, with $40
additional to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or
two stakes ot any value to carry five pounds penalty. Beaten maidens allowed seven pounds. Five furlongs.

THE SOUTH SHORE HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds: $50 each, $20 forfeit, $1,500
added, ofwhich $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced two days before the race. Starters
to be named through the entry box, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee. Five lurlougs.

THE MICHIGAN STAKE . A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies; $50 each, ?20 forfeit, with ?1,500
added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. Stake winners in 1S95 and winners of three or more races to
carry their weight for age. Non-winners of three races allowed three pounds, of two races seven pounds, non-
winners in 1595 beaten three or more times ten pounds. Beaten maidens allowed seventeen pouuds. One
mile.

THE WISCONSIN STAKES—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $50 each, $20 forfeit with
$2,000 added, of which $500 to second and $300 to third The weights to be announced two days before the day
set for the race and acceptances ?n h? made through the entry box. Such to be liable for the starting fee One
mile and a sixteenth.

THE HARLEM Ct'P-A sweepstakes ; of $50 each, naif forfeit, with $2,000 added, of which $#0 *
and $21,0 to third, for three-year-olds and upwards. Fifteen pouuds ucl'iw the scale. The Association to

the winner with a handsome piece of plate. Two miles and a quarter.

THE INDIANA HANDICAP—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards ; $5Qeaeh, $2u forfeit or
only $10 if declared by May 1, 1S9-3, $2,000 added of which J400 to second and $250 to third. Weights to he an-
nounced April l.aud declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void.
Starters to be named through the entry box and such to he liable for the starting fee. One mile and a half.

THE ILLINOIS STAKES—For three-year-olds and upwards ; a sweepstakes of $50 each, half forfeit, the
Association to add $2,000. of which;$50O to second and $300 to third. Stake winners and winners of five or more
races in 1895 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races, allowed three pounds ; of three races, seven
pounds : of two races, ten pounds. Non-winners in 1695 beaten three or more times allowed twelve pounds. Six
furlongs.

THE MINNESOTA HANDICAP—A sweeDStakes for three-year-olds and upwards ; $50 each, $20 forfei1

or only $10 if declared by May 1, with $1,500 added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to bean'
nounced April l, and declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void*

The starters to be named through the entry box and all such to be liable for the declaration fee. Winners of
$1,500 after the publication of the weights to carry five pounds extra if handicapped at seven pounds below
weight forage. One mile and a sixteenth.

STAKE FOR 1897.
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds— (foals of 1895, the produce ofmares

covered in 1891.) The cost of nomination for each mare to be $5. payable by
the breeder Oct. 15, 1S95. The entry to become void unless the nomination
fee is received on or before that date; $2-50 each tor the produce of.--uch, mares,
balf/orf-it or only $10 if declared by Jan. 1, 1896, or$J0 if declared by Jan. I,

1897, or $-50 if declared by July 15, 1897. All declarations no be v<iid unless ac-
companied by the money. I he Chicago Fair Gr>unds Association to add
$10,000. The sec md horse to receive $1,500 and two-thirds of ihe starting fee,
and the third horse $1,000 and one-third of the starting fee. The breeders of
the winner, the second and third horse, that is- the owuers ofthe mares at the
time i ffoaliug, to receive $2,000, $1,000 and $500 respectively, wbeti.er they
be the owners of ihe produce at the lime ofthe race or not. The death ofthe
nominators not to vitiate any entry, aud the breeders to be relieved of any
liability for forfeits when the produce passesfrom their hands, whether by
private sale orpubiic auction ; provided the transfer is properly made. Win-
ners of $3,000 or twice of $1,500 to carry three pounds extra : of $5,000 or twice
ot$3.000, fivepouods extra. ; of $10,000 or twice of $5,000, ten pounds extra,
Non-winnersof $1,500 allowed three pounds : of $1,000, five pounds, maidens
seven pounds. Allowances cumulative. If a mare entered in this stake
drops her foal before Jan. l, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or is

barren, the entry of such mare is void. Three-quartern of a mile.

THE

In addilion to the above stakes, valuable over-Dight purees and handicaps, and SPECIAL EVEXT8 with

liberal added money and attractive conditions will be arranged froni time to time.

Address nominations and all communications to the Secretary, P. O. Box SSo, Chicago.

Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

HARRY K.UHL, Secretary. B. CORRIGAN, President.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

CHICAGO
FUTURITY

$10,000
ADDED,

Address all communications to

JOSEPH A. MURPHY, Secretary 130 adam
c
s
h?«Iag

R
o™l:

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

IXQOTBE OP -

DR. O. E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street

To Trade.
Young imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Bays and

a thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

will be exchanged for standard-bred trotting fillies

(registered). For further particulars address

J. D. M.. This Office.

EOR SALE.

S75.00.
Handsome brown celdlng, 15.1 bands high, 6 years
old. Sound and stylish; fine saddle and harness horse;

three-minute mover. 106}j; Stockton street, upstairs,

10 to 12 m.

Partner Wanted,
LiVERY AND BOARDING STABLE ; the best one

in the city ; doing a business that pays -10 per cent net

on the Investment ; long lease ; cheap rent ; splendid

location ; elegantly equipped with fine horses, buggies-

carriages, dog carts, etc.; 100 boarding horses ; an op,

porlunity seldom offered. Address B., 14 McAl-
lister Street. Room 27, Son Francisco, Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
306 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onolce Liauors
PRIVATE ROOMS. OPEN ALL NIGHT

J. if, PARKKB, Prop,
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featui„D mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

II

? f S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track,

THE STANDARD STALLION

1S9907.
Trial, 2:20 X.4=.

MDM-.V 1770
2:19*

Sire of Froo-
Frou, 235^,
champion year
ling lro*ter,
Fausta, 2*22«,
?earllng pacer;
aiiHllno. 2:14*;

Fleet, 2-£l; Cupid,
2:18; Adonis,
2:llH;Oold Leaf,
2:11 V. Lady H.,
2:18; Staler V.,

2:18V. ThtaUe,
2:14, and 16
others In 2:30 list

Santa Claui 2000
2:17!*

Sire ofKrls KrUigle,
2:28!*; San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28* ; Sid-
ney, 2-A9M, and 5

other* In 2:30 list

(STRATHMORE 408
Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and S sires of 3 and 6

dams of 8 In 2:30

ILADY THORNE JR.
Dam ofMollie Mack, 1 —ot .

{Hambletonlan 10
Sire of 40 In 2:30 list and

of 107 aires of 567 in 2-30
Lady Waltermire

Dam of Marshall Ney
2034

/"Williams' Mambrino

Navtdad, 2:22^;
Santa Claus, 2:1

7

;

-

( VOLUNTEER 55...
( Hambletonlan 10

Igwcetnru, 2:21 1-4..
Sire Of 29 In 2 :30 list, 1 Lftdv Pfttrl(,,

21 airee of 48, and 16
tLad?L^at5V

ot
«,

dams of 16 In 2:30 list

' LADY MERRITT. .

2:295|

l and

FI.IKT
(I rial 2:86)

Dam of Frou-
Fron, 2:2SM
<champlon year-
ling); Memo <Z-

year-old trlalj,

i-2oh;
(S-ye&r-old),2^6

Buccaneer 165ti
Sire of Shamrock,

22S; FIlKht, 229; Bul-
wer, 2&i%

f IOWA CHIEF 528
Sire of Oorisande,

] 2:24 S, and Buccaneer
1 2656

ItINSLEY MAID

(FLAXTAIL 8132
Sire ol Prairie Bird,

238W; Empress, 2:29^-
and of the dams of

Dam of Sentinel
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 13 in 2:1

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 45

r Bashaw 50"

I
Sire ol 17 In 2:30 list and

< 10 sires of 20 and 11 dams
I of 18 in 2:30
(.Topsey

{FlaxtaU 8132
Sire of the gTandaniB ol

Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern i

Bull Pup
Sire of Rowdy Boy,

2:18V, Kismet, 2:24V,
Twister, 239 V,

Untraced

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

Dam of Fawn, 2:30 '*
,

trial, 232; Chicago,
2*6; Wing Wing, 232

Gold Leaf, 2:11^, and
Shamrock, 2:25 ("John Baplisle

LADY HAKE..... 1

Sister to Fashion, (.Fanny Fern^ dam ol Prairie Bird,
2:28*4

DK8CRIPTION \Mi TERMB.
(fol only li MfuiM full brother to Froo Frou.the champion yearling trotter In the world, but he Is also one of

the very bwtbrod young NtallloiiM in service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
'lay, nir«- <>( GrMD Mountain Maid (dam ol Electioneer, etc. i ami Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtof)
h* trace* to Canadian Pilot 'ulre of Pilot Jr. 12), through Hull Pup, Hire of Rowdy Boy, 2d&Ut

and two others
Kidney, M™n> wire, It universally known and recognlr*d as the best young sire In the world, as a producer ol
miremi'npwd at tm rarly age. The average speed ol h In progeny Is lower than that of any of the get of the
twflv" lf*<llng stall Inmt ol America,

Memo trotitxl in public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record ol 2:49, though he was close to Grander
In a nee oi? tin* Bay District track, ihe second heal of which was made In 2:31.4;, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oaklaud track he was timed a mile in 2:20)4, and frequently
trotted quartern tn from 32 '* to 34 secoa<ls.

He la sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout. His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. Hut dlntnntUon U all that could be dealred, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.

TKIIMM g&O. OfKxlpastnrageat n««onablo rates. Noresponslbllltyaasumed for aeddenta or escapee,
for farther p»r!lilapi wldrwn

DB, T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

BY LAWS
AND

KULES AMD REGULATIONS

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE -

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH UKTTIVi; KII.K&.

National TrotBsg Ass'n Etjles 30 els

American Association Rules 30cle

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 ctg

For Male at the office of Ihe

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bnsh Street, San Francisco.

tsLBHt'KIBK TO IT FOIl THIS YhAU.

It la published &enil-monthly during the racing season
and is nut @12 per year, single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street. . . gan F-aurtHC-o, t'al.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars malled:upon:appi!cation.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.

.

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in clotb,elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains In everv detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaitiug, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Silby, the owner of St. Bel, says ol

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries ol the craft.and it is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business ca.ii Uike a colt as a yearliug and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt*a
capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall (w
place one in the bands ol every rubber on our farm. * *
Mailed postpaid for $5.50. Address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
818 Bash St., S»u Francisco, '
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KENNSL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime docker Kennels

THE III, \< h COOKER

Woodland Duke 29,323 at Stud
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie.

A 27 SSO. Jessie M., A. 30, \S\. Peg \Voffingt >n 29.75S

and Black Nellie.
• pups tor sale. Address
Pastime Cocker Kennel?, 909 Myrtle St., akl.in '.

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG D I S EASE S
AND

HO"V\7" TO FEED
Mailed FREK to any address by tbe author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S. 1293 Broadway, X.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by tbe great RABY RAS-

PEK and tbe wonderful PYTCHLEY PJCKLE for

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be bad.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
1705 Broderick street, San Francisco.

IRISH SETTERS.

II you want an Irish Setter that will hunt, and

Irom Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

KLEIVMOKK KE,\.\'EL8.

West Bflrkeley. Cal.

PETS OF ALL KINDS.

DOGS, MONKEYS, OATS

BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.
Information by Mail.

A. C. ROBI80N. - 337 KEARNY STREET

Bis, Mbsi, Cartrles,
HUNTING GOUTS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

Breeders' Directory.

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.
t t- I W D0G8 A SPECIALTY.

DOQ MEDICINES.

COLLARS, :- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS.

Information by mail.

B. 8TRAU88, 411 Kearny St.. San Franclsec

F. W.Skaifa.D.V. S.

OFFICE HOITBS

10 to 12 a. M. 1.30 to 3.30 p. *.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
CEDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Geary and PostSts)

SAN FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

'he Mont Exhaustive Treatise on tbe Dog ever

Written.

With thia in hand the merest novice can Manage,
iBKEDand Exhibit Does as scientificcallyjas the most
xperienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

I r the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever

I
aown, constituting it priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, £3.00, and 25 cents Expreasage.

Lr your dog Is sick, yon must have

Ishmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

I hlch will tell you from what disease he is suffering

I id how to cure the same.

Price, 62, Postpaid.

CLABROUGH GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
*?5 OX THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605MARKETST. Block.

Send Foe Catalogue.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claim- made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It ives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public.
Third— It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powder in use.

Fourth— It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth— Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited t) trap and wing shooting.
Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used in loading, free on application.

C. A. HAIG-HT, Agent, 226 Market Street, San Francisco

HORSES AND OATTLB.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Batter and Milk Stock.
BERKSHIRES and POL4.NII.4 H!\A HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancv POULTRY.
WILLIAM NILHb & CO. . Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established in 1376.

SflllTHFR FARM Young well-bred stock for daleOUUinLfl ronm. First-class breeding (arm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastnr
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

VINELANO BREEDING FARM.
— Home of —
GR4NDISSIM0,

2:27^ (full brothe*- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23*£). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, ior sale. Addre^o
for particulars FRED W. LOEBER, St. Helena, CaL

FERRETS

Trained rat, rabbit, mink and skunk ferrets. Pair
53.00. S. & L. FARNSWORTH, New London, Ohio.

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns iniAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Merlden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street

Guns for Everybody Cheap,
SEND STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE.

GEO. WTSHREVE,
739 Market Street, San Francisco.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

, WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of

alnlug, and is universally conceded to be, far and
! ay, the best work of the kind eveb published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

S3 BREEDER A.ND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush Street, San Francisco

>- 1

fEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & CO.

| SO and 13S2 Market Street, »5 and »T
Park Avenue, San FranclHCO, Cal.

JIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
lllne of Elegant Coupes and Carriages suitable
"'

g purposes. Best facilities aflorded for board-

Teiophon* No. 3150

ANTaL^WY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, A~~*\

1 Cubeb3 and Injections. (fr${\

] They cure in48 hours the V__y
(same diseases "without anyincon-

Ivenience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands ol

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 1485. J. B. DICKEY, Prp.

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF UALIFORNIA.

Tbe Finest Fishing and Hunting In California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, NOT AND GOLD.

HEALTH
PLEASURE

RECREATION.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BODTE TO

San Rafael petaluma
Santa Rosa, ukiah

And "'her beautiful towns.

THE. BEPT CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
Gknebai. Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. RlA.\. Gen. Pass. Agt.

TECTIVES!
fiiVht, young ami middle-aged men wanted in every locality

r- it in PRIVATE DETfciCTIVfcS under Ins trad irnis.

Previous exoerir-iice not reqaired or necessary. Send siauip

•„r mil narticolara and get maple copy of .he best Ufmtnled

KoTKJet publihed. NVTIONAT, DRTECTIYK BUR.

H4.U liu>u3Ai-ous, hu>. *-3fc-3fr i3fr*#***

ZH-STAR u,

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLEFt. _

flit nlling; alnj* sriioi utit faction. N°,«
wtirhl od horse. Worth t*lea tbe ™.t for ronrtn-S;
lenct in hltrhlar up. AjraU w»nled. Circular* trt*. C3
0:i:r ™p!!. Prioo, 11.50. Statu rl.-hu for tile. X

ED. E. COCHRAN,
On'l Act. Pacific Slav. S At B.A H JMO. CAJ

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

K. W. corner Kearny an* Bnab 8treeU.i

SAN FRANCISCO.

VETERINARY.

Dr.wm. F'. £3san,
M. R. C. V. 8., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
cisco ; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association.
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California St., Telephone 66; 523
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco.

OFFICE HOUBs:

7 to 8;arm. and 4 to-S

Telephone 3651

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary CoUege, Turlm

infirmary and residence
No. Sll HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Flfln. Telephone No. 457

O. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San FTanclsco.

OFFICE: .NEVADA 8TABLB8
1350.1333 Market Street, g. P.

Telephone 31S9.
No charge for examination.

<aoS

Two Grandly-Bred
Imported Sons ot

ST. SIMON
For Sale Privately.

f
Vedette

%g- - fGalopin <
Sa [o

\ IFlyiog Duchess, by The
~ " 9 J Flying Dutchman

5 1

Sons; « (King Tom
w [St. Angela <

(Adeline, by Ion

fStockwell

f Blair Athol {
(.Blink Bonny, by Mel-

bourne

(Lord of tbe Isles

Murcia <
(Donna Sabina, by Don

John

(Vedette
fGalopin -<

(Flying Duchess, by The
Flying Dutchman

( King Tom
(St. Angela <

(Adeline, by Ion

( Stockwell

f Doneaster... {
(Marigold, by Teddiog-

I
- ton

( Scottish Cbiei

£ a LScotchRecl .. ..<

pa (Full sister to (Masquerade, by Lam-
Highl'd Fling bourne

For particulars address

fattersall's (ofNew YorlO Ltd.
Cor. 7th Ave. and 55th St., New York City.

W. GrRAvH^MPl ROSS, Manage

rfe
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VETERINARY

REMEDIES.

The palace hotel
qrill Roon

The Best f Everything

to Eat and Drink.

AT MODERATE PRICES

Boyce Tablets, Kilchel's Liniment, De Boise Liniment, Going's

Conditio,, Powders, Dison's Condition Powders, Callforma Condmon

Powder, Knickerbocker Hoof Ointment, Campbell's Horse Foot

Remedy Ben Kohrer's Hoot Ointment, Spelterine, Steyens Ointment,

Ossidine Gombanlt's Caustic Balsam, Kitcbel's Spayin Cure, Per-KSpavin Cure, Perrin's Scratch Cure, Bege Wind Pud Cure,

Spark-hall's Specific, Elliman's Embrocation, Dr. Darnels ol.c

Cure, Goings Colic Powders, Going's Cough Powders, Going's Worm

Powders, AVelcb's Veterinary Inhaler.

Agent for Boyce Tablets, Kitchel's, Perrin's and Dr. Daniel s Remedies.

Compresses, Trusses and other Surgical Instruments made to order.

J. A. McKBRRON,
Manufacturer of Fine Horse Boots and Harness,

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

-THE MOST POPULAR RESORT IN TUP ("/TV

California College of Veterinary Surgeons

Comer Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

[(Organized and incorporated under the laws of the State of California, 1891.)

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 18

FOR SALE.

For prospectus, giving all Information as to curriculum fees, etc, address the Secretary,

:F. A. NIEF, B. Sc,.D. V. S., corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

Do you give cut feed to your horses ? If you do have

yon used a BK1AE C1TV HAY CDTTKR !

Desirable Property in Oakland,

California.

FITTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

THIS PROPERTY IS SITUATED CORNER OF ADELINE STREET AND 32d

streets, running through to Magnolia street, a block of 256* feet by 200 feet, with the

exception of one lot, 25x100 feet-seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

house of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front-

Adeline street. Bath-room and water-closet in upper story, water-closet on rear veranda.

Engine and tank house in the rear of building, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

wells of excellent water ; between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ;
water pipes in house,

barns and stable*, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

floor, harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay. rat-proof grain bin, six tons

capacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box suitable for stallion service.

Hay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, is used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

The buildings are on the lota which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

street. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track-

taking up ground 200x156.1 feet, rather more than eight laps to the mile and wide enough

to exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

quarters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

and A. B. Spreckels have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

that length of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and sidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

City of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Grounds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

bery. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Sptedy and Positive Cure

[««* RLl^TER ever used. Takes
The Safe.t. Bert BLISTgie nctl0n .

the place of all linimenia i^ii" from Horses
Removes_all Bunches or BlenushM «on^

OR FIRINC- J™£s"°'
'"ten to Give satisfaction

Every bottle sold is warranted we, or
Price SI. SO) per *?i"5oald,wlthfiin directions
sent by express. charEeepjlu,^ clrca,ar!.

*« » SioSmmwSSSc^ Cleveland' O.

THIS MAKES! 8.0YCE sONEPINT

BOYOE I H TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASE
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TBI

DO.\S, SPRAINED AXKLE8, CRACKB
HEELS A\n ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Mat
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a " brao
It is the cheapest and best evei put on the mark
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, o
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Ha
than Is contained In 40 gallons of the best extr
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing 120 T

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet in a p
of water. Tbrokofit! 1 5 gallons best leg and DC
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only ($2.t
per box, or 6 Boxes for 310.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Terre Haute, lid

gold by DrneglaU and Dealers In Turf Uooi

GKAND AECADE
HORSE MABKE
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYL.
LIVE STOCK AUCTINEEHS.

Every facility for holding sales at our sales stablt

Over one hundred stalls.

Consignments of live stock from the interior solid
Sales made in any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and pedigrees furnished.

MANHATTAN

The King of Blanket Pins.
LINDSAY'S PATENT.

I desire to call your attention to its superiority over all other

Safety Pins. It is so constructed that when in use the point is

thoroughly protected. It can be attached or detached from

either side, and is free from sharp corners and roughness.

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horsf
complaints. It k
constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-

tum, J. P. Gibbs,
John Dalv. Count C.
Weeks,XMonaghan

,

Dr. Parson, V.S., G.

B. Morris, Robert ^flrrUTl*"^
Bradley, elc

M&NH&TT&N FOOD CO, San Mateo, Cal.

Atklna <fc Durbrow. !». V. Auls, 70 Wall SI.

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA'
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN.CORBITX

l GOLDSMITH, GAMBLE,
Lholly, VALENSIN,
Dwells fargo «.«>.&.others a

v askyouroealer foritor^

sehdtoc.kertell

Telephone 3539

Business College, 24 Post

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast,

9. HALEY,K. P. HEALD, President,
MB-Send for Circulars.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty ot

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
as FIRST STRBKT. BAN FRA\ClSCO.

Absorbine
cures Strainei

without re- Puffy Ankle
moving the
hair or laying the horse up. Dot
work well Pleasant to use. fit

tie. Druggists, Harness .Dealft

sent upon receipt of price.

\V. F.YOCXU.P. D. J
34 Amherst St., Springfield, M

: ALSO FOE SALE BY :

J O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.

WOODARD, CLARK <fc CO., Portland, OregOl

Send for Sample Dozen. 75 cents by Mail.

For Bale by all Saddlery and Harness Houses, or by —-*-«-
P. HAYDEN.

50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. J.

U. S. Agent for BOWN'8 NEWMARKET CLIPPERS. Write for special lists.

REPORTERS!
Te want n responsible l*ov or niimiMW In every town to not

ft* newspaper curruspondunt, report Iho happenings In their local-

ity and write article* for publication. Experience not required or

DWMurr, Blp remuneration for good writers. Knolo^o stamp
for full particular*. "M'jp«ilh P&jtiui Association, Colcogu, IU.

DIAMOND
AND OTHKR PBECIOUS STONBS,

FINE WATCHES
Plain tiud Complicated,

and an immense assortment oi

FINE JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT

»S" No goods charged during this sale. I

A. mRSOHTVTAN, 113 Sutter S* 1

Gold and Silversmith.

BODS. Spanish Needles and Dlpl

are the best instruments tor hunting

als. BEN. G. STAUFFER, Harris*

I
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J.LIFORNIA JOCKSY CLUB KACBS.

THIRTY-NINTH DAY—WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12.

Iirprises by the barrel were in store for the "wise guys"

£ delightful winter afternoon. In fact, four favorites were

le to know what Bay District mud tastes like and the

I favorite in the race George F. Smith won was Nor-

die, though she and Smith were each at 2 to 1 in the bet-

I. The track was on the mend, under the influence of a warm

land a good north wind, and if no rain falls in the next six

Iks we might have another fast race course in San Fran-

Ik An accident marred a good day's sport. Charles Kidd

Irof The Coon in the steeplechase, was injured by the

lie falling and rolling on him, crushing his left side badly.

It fall came at the third obstacle at a time when the horse

I well up in the race and Currency immediately behind

I Coon, also took a tumble, not injuring Stanford, happily.

Id is an English rider of good reputation, and it is thought

h all pull through all right.

he despised Red Bird, with odds against him ranging

In 25 to 1 to 40 to 1, ran Norlee to a stand-still in the first

It, and then won by five lengths, pulling up,Sligo secoud
(

Ifar from another long snot, Gold Dust. Eddie Sachs, as

las we could learn, did not have a dollar on his colt.

Ireorge F. Smith, with but 94 pounds up, made a ruoaway

I in the second, beating Realization four lengths, the

er as far from Normandie, who got away absolutely last.

I'ily Smith is an odd colt, being just as reliable as the

iitber signs in San Francisco.

|idolph, at 4 and 5 to 1, got away third in his race, went

he front in the first furlong, and won in a canter by five

gths from Modesto, who was one of the last to move,

ffyer, the favorite, was a poor third. Sue Abbott and Nip-

fell about 100 yards of the finish in this race, the former

ling on Charley Weber, who came out, however, little the

.se for the thrilling adventure.

I. good thing was cut loose in the steeplechase—St. Bran-

i. He and April were at even money in the opening bet-

?, but a heavy play on April sent St. Brendan's odds back

i to 1 at one time. The Coon and Currency alternated in

lead until reaching the third jump, where both fell, and

Brendan went into a lead that he made longer and loDger

he race progressed, finally reaching the finishing point

mty yards in front of April, who had a hard fight with

rth up to the final fence, and then drew away.

Another steaming hot article was cut asunder in the con-

ding race of the day. It was Covington & Kent's two-

x-old imported colt, Vigor, against whom 8 tol wasfreely

sred for some moments. He got away- in the first flight,

at to the front without ceremony, and won with the ut-

3t ease by ten lengths from the odds-on favorite, Charles

the horse that several persons thought should have

.ten Tartarian last Saturday. Doubtless they will now

36 to the conclusion that they were mistaken.

t.Isom, E. Jones, Carr, McCullough and Cochrane were

snccessfnl riders this afternoon.

Sow tlie Races Were Run.

n the first race, five furlongs, selling, there were eight

fters. Norlee opened at 2 to 1, and was backed down to

) 5, which was also Sligo's price at post time. Three Forks
1 at 10 to 1, Queen Bee 15, Red Bird and Silver State each

Gold Dust SO to 1. Norlee, Sligo, Red Bird was the or-

to a good start. Norlee and Red Bird drew away from
i others and had the race entirely to themselves until well

ihe homestretch. Here Norlee had enough, and Red Bird
neon, stumbling and pulled up, and won by five lengths

do Sligo, who beat Gold Dust as far for place. Silver State

I fourth, Norlee being pulled up. Time, 1 :07i.

?fae second race, six furlongs, for three-year-olds, had five

entries. Normandie was backed down from 3 to 1 to 2, and
was really the favorite. George F. Smith receded in the

betting from 7 to 5 to 11 to 5. Realization was at 3 to 1,

Hymn 6 and Carmel 15 to 1. HymD, George F. Smith,
Carmel was the order to a poor start, the favorite being last

away. Smith led by two lengths at the half-pole, Realiza-

tion second, a length in front of Carmel. Into the home-
stretch George F. Smith had made his lead three lengths.

Realization second, as far from Normandie, Carmel having
sulked and dropped back. Smith came on and won easily by
four lengths, Realization second, as far from Normandie, she

a scant length in front of Carmel, who came on the outside

of the track very fast at the end. Time, 1:21.

Lawyer, at 2 to 1, wasfivorite in the third event, Modesto
second choice at 2} to 1, Adolph 4 to 1, Coquette and Sue
Abbott 5each, Dick O'Malley 20,Nipper 40 to 1. Coquette.

Sue Abbott, Adolph was the order at the start. Adolph
went to the front io the first furlong,and led passing the half-

pole by three lengths, Coquette second, a length from Lawyer
and Modesto, who were running: head and head. As they pro-

gressed Adolph drew away, until, coming into the home-
stretch, he was five lengths to the good, Modesto, driving

second, a length in front of Coquette. Adolph easily retained

his lead, and won by five lengths from Modesto, who was as

far from Lawyer. Time, 1:24. Sue Abbott and Nipper
collided about 100 yards of the finish, and both slipped and

fell, Sue Abbott rolling on Charley Weber,whose escape from

death was truly marvelous. Neither boys nor horses were
much the worse for the accident.

In the short course steeplechase April went to the post a

favorite at 33 to 20. St. Brendon's odds receded from even

money to 3 to 1. North was at S to 7, The Coon 10, Cur-

rency 15 tol. The Coon, Currency, April was the starting

order. Currency, The Coon and North went over the first

jump a length apart. St. Brendon now made a run from the

rear, and was third, close up on The Coon and North, over

the far center field jump. Oyer the next obstacle St. Bren-

dan's head just showed id advance of North's, The Coon
falling and Currency following suit, Kidd, on the former, not

getting up. St. Brendan then went on, and leading over the

water jump by a couple of lengths, North not jumping
clearly, opened up a gap of five lengths at once, which he

made ten at the next fence, fifteen at the next and twenty

into the regular track. North and April fought hard for

pbce until the last jump was made, when North ha ' enough
and April finished second, twenty lengths behind St. Bren-

don and ten in front of North, third. Time, 3:41. The rider-

less horses were finally caught and a back sent for Kidd. The
latter was badly hurt in the left side, as the horf>e rolled

on him.
In the last race Charles A. was backed as if it were all

over, his closing odds being 7 to 10, but toward post lime

there was a heavy play on imp. Vigor, at 6 and 7 to 1. The
St. Cecilia filly was not neglected by any means, her price

being 2} to 1, Grandee 7, Wandering Nun 12 to 1. To a

bunched start imp. Vigor was first to show. He led Charles

A. fonr lengths at the half-pole, and three into the home-
stretch, Grandee running third to this point. Carr rode the

favorite hard for over a quarter of a mile, but gave up in the

last sixteenth, seeing that pursuit was hopeless. Vigor won
in the easiest manner by ten lengths, Chas. A. second easily,

four from Wandering Nun, who came up and beat Grandee
out for the show by half a length. Time, 1:22. George

Covington and his friends took a large-sized wad of money
out of the ring on this race.

FORTIETH DAY—THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14.

Favoriles are not in the hunt during the days of muddy

tracks. Yesterday not a decided favorite finished in front,

to-day only one relieved the form students' drearv life. The

lone first choice to throw mud at those in the rear was Tartar-

ian, and his easy win this afternoon must make last Saturday's

host of howlers feel like hiding themselves for several hours,

for tear that some friend might ask him whether be thought

Charles A. could beat Tartarian doiDg anything. The fields

were small to-day and four of the five events were won

easily, only one in a drive. As to attendance, it was ex-

cellent, considering that four of the five races were for the

selling platers. The weather was clearly made to order—at

least it was fully as fine as the management ordered. Betting

was lively on the last four runs through the muck. As to

the track, a northeast wind and a warm sun did a good deal

of effective work. It was not a much faster course, but far

more safe than on the preceding day.

Hanford, an 8 to 1 shot that has shown quite a liking for

heavy going lately, with light weight up, was rigged right

to-day, and going to the front in the first quarter, made all

the rest of the poles winning ones, eventually winning first

money by four lengths, Mollie King (a new one to San Fran-

ciscans from Schreiber's stable) second, three lengths in front

of Mies Ruth. Huenemeran very prominently until well in

the homestretch, and then told the crowd that he guessed five

furlongs was as far as he cared to go when the course was

heavy. He then cantered the rest of the journey.

Clacquer was first offin the second race, but Red Bird soon

spread his wings, flopped to the fore, kept mud flying on his

friends the rest of the way, and finally won easily by six

lengths. Lottie D. could not outrun the Red Iron gelding

from a single jump to a quarter of a mile, and gave up in dis-

gust a trifle over a sixteenth from home. Clacquer got the

place, and Sweet Alice (the equal favorite with Clacquer) the

show. The bookmakers did not think it advisable to offer

better than 8 to 1 against Red Bird to-day, and showed rare

judgment in the matter, as the Yolo County product showed

ability to give the best sprinters on the track a race at five

furlongs in the heavy going.

Tartarian soon went to the fore in the third, and won with

Hinrichs doing the Lot's wife act by six lengths, Quirt get-

ting place easily, Polaski the show.

Imp. Percy was given the overlook by his owner and

Iriends, and what money went in on him was played by those

that played class and liked- good odds. The brown colt went

up to 5 to 1 in the betting on account of lack of support for

a time, acd closed at 34 to 1. Jack Richelieu was played

for thousands, and the coin of Corrigan and friends went in

on Enthusiast. Percy led from flag fall to finish, winning

under a strong pull by one and a half lengths, Richelieu get-

ting the place and Royal Flush show money.

The last race was a hot one. Normandie went to the front

as soon as she could, led at the quarter by a length, at the

half by two lengths, at the three-quarters by three, and won

by a length in a drive, superbly ridden by young Chevalier.

Whitestone got the place by a head through Hy Dy stumb-

ling twice in the last sixteenth, and the old gelding might in-

deed have won the race but for the mishap.

How (lie Races Were Run.

In the first race Mollie King and Hueneme divided fav-

oritism at 2 to 1. Loughmore was at 4 to 1, and played

heavily for place. Miss Ruth was at 7 to 1, Hanford 8,

Umma 20 to 1. Mollie King was off in front, Miss Ruth
second, Hueneme third. Hanford ran up rapidly and led

Hueneme a length passing the half-pole, the black colt three

from Mollie King. The order was the same coming into

the homestretch. In the straight Hanford drew away, and
coming on strongly, won by four lengths. Hueneme quit

badly in the final sixteenth, and finished fourth, Mollie King
getting the place, three lengths separating her from Miss
Ruth, who came on the outside and got the show. Time,
1:224.

The second race, five furlongs, brought five good sprinters

to the post. Sweet Alice was played for a killing, opening

at 4 to 1, closing at 2. Clacquer was at the same price, Lot-

tie D. 4 (opened at 3 and went to 5), Gold Bug 7, Red Bird

tfi to 8 to 1. Clacquer, Red Bird, Loltie D. were the first

three to catch the eye of the public. At the half Red Bird

was in the lead, Lottie D. a length behind, and Clacquer at

the black mare's heels. The order was the same straighten-

ing for home, though Clacquer had lost another length.

Lottie D. had enough half-way down the homestretch, and
dropped swiftly to the rear, Clacquer being driven for all he

was worth. He could not gain an inch on the flying Red
Bird, however, and gave up about sixty yards of the finish,

Red Bird winning easily by six lengths. Clacquer second,

two lengths from Sweet Alice. Time, 1:07J. Lottie D. fin-

ished absolutely last.
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Tartarian, thrown into the six-furlong handicap at 10!

pounds, was at 3 lo 5 favorite, naturally (at one time 4 to 5),

Duke Stevens and Talbot Clifton at 4 to 1 each (latter G at

one time), Polaski 15 to 1. Duke Stevens cut up like a

spoiled mule at the post, delaying matters for about twenty

minutes. Finally the flag fell to a good start. Tartarian at

once took a slight lead on Quirt, and at the half pole was two

lengths to the good. Quirt and Duke Stevens head and head

a length in front of Pescador, Talbot Clifton a bad last. Tar-

tarian, running easily, was first turning for home to the ex-

tent of two lengths, Q'lirt gaining for a moment, she eight

lengths from Polaski, Duke Stevens having shot his b«j!t.

Qiirtwas not beaten until the final sixteenth, when Tar-

tarian, who had several links left, drew awaj and won by six

lengths, Q.'iirt second, two lengths from the driven-oiit Po-

laski, who beat Talbot Clifton ten. Time. 1:20. Perhaps

the local race-goers that hissed and groaned and said un-

pleasant things wiH?now admit that Tartarian could get oft

behind Charles A. three or four lengths and then beat him

home.
Jack Richelieu, played for all kinds of money, was mad.;

favorite at 7 too iu iht: fourth race on the programme, one

mile, selling. Enthusiast, plunged on toward the close, went

to the post at 11 to 5, imp. Percy 3A to 1 {5 to 1 at one time).

Royal Flush 4, backed down from 6. Imp. Percy sailed to

the front, and under a very strong pull led by two lengths at

the quarter, Jack Richelieu second, with Royal Flush at his

heels. Enthusiast a poor last. At the half Percy led by two

lengths. Jack Richelieu and Royal Flush two lengths apart,

Enthusiast still a bad last. Percy was about three lengths

to the good coming into the straight, Richelieu and Flush

close together. Richelieu made a great rush in the final six-

teenth, and ran up to about a length . f Percy, who wan

bumped a little. He then came away and won ea^ilv by oue

and a half lengths, three lengths between Richelieu and

Royal Flush third. Time. 1:51$.

The last race of the day was also of a mile. Hy Dy was

made a'scorcbing favorite, his closing price being 6 to 5.

Whitestone, played verv heavilv. was at 2 to 1, Normandie 3

to 1 (opened at 8 to 5), Eli Kindig 10 to 1. Normandie, Eli

Kindig, Whitestone was the order to a good flagging. Hy Dy
was cut off on the first turn when he ran up, and Normandie
swept on to the front, at the quarter-pole leading Whitestone

about a length, Eli Kindig dogging the good thing- Nor-
mandie gained a length going the next quarter, and White-

stone was being ridden hard. Hy Dy had now run up third,

a couple of lengths behind Whitestone. Normandie's lead

into the homestretch was three lengths, Whitestone and Hy
Dy still occupying their old positions. The last-named pair

closed on the bald faced filly coming down the homestretch,

and about a sixteenth from home Hy Dy looked a winner

from muzzle to fly sweeper. He stumbled about 100 yards of

the finish, came agaio, and once more made another stumble
thirty yards of the end, losing him the place if not the race.

As it turned out Normandie, beautifully ridden by Chevalier

all the way, won driven out by a length, Whitestone finish-

ing second, a head in front of Hy Dy, Eti Kindig not in it.

Time, 1:521.

FORTY-FIRST DVT—FRIDAY/, DECEMBER 14.

Black-looking clouds overhung Bay District all day, and if

it hadn't been so deucedly cold the track and race goers would

have received a drenching that they surely would not relish.

The fields were of good size, the betting spirited, the attend-

ance excellent. As to the racing, it was exciting in the

extreme, made more so perhaps by the slippery

condition of the course. This was so eel-like that

it would not be "no 2 to 1 bet that a mountain goat could go

three times around th^ ring on a dead run without falling."

However, it is almost impossible for boy or beast to be injured

in falling on it, let him light where'er he might. It was a cold

day—especially for the students of horseology. Four favorites

failed to finish in front, and the bookmakers scooped up

large wads of dinero in consequence. Carr rode two winners

Chevalier, E. Jones and W. Flynn one apiece.

Carmel, a we!l-playecL4 to 1 shot, ridden by Carr, got away
in the lead to a poor start, and held his command to the end.

Grandee getting the place and Catch 3E n, the favorite,

show. Catch 'Em evidently needed this race to put him in

good shape, for he ran very prominently to the final six-

teenth, where he ttred, and Grandee passed him.

Modesto, Matt Storn's brown Hyder Ali colt, led from

start to finish in the second race, winning by eight lengths

easily, Major Ban coming on the outside and getting the

place from Alcyone by a length. Wawona, "the good thing,"

was never fairly in the hunt.

Chiquito won the third by half a dozen lengths, though had
Gold Dust not stubbed his toe and fallen with Chevalier the

players of the brown colt would in all likelihood have torn

up their tickets and said "D n it!" Gold Dust was cer-

tainly making the winner do his prettiest when the accident

occurred. Chevalier was as limp as an old dishrag when he
was picked up. Happily the principal damage done was to

his costume, and the ambitious little fellow rode in the next

two race*.

Pop Gray went to the post a 1 to 4 shot in the fourth

event, and it "wan't no cinch" that Jake Johnson wouldn't

have given him a fearful tussle for the coin if he hadn't

taken a spill in the same spot as Gold Dust in the previous

race. He certainly was looming up very sassy- looking. As
it turned out Gray was first by four lengths easily, May Day
getting the place and Ricardo the show. A lot of money
went into the bookmakers' boxes on Ricardo and Jake John-
son for place in this race.

In the last race George F. Smith again (lashed his flag of

distress, and Bioj ) cime on and won in a drive by three

parts of a length from Patriot, the last horse iuto the home-
stretch Smith managed to finish third. Robin Hood went
along lively up to the last furlong, but stopped there to chop
down a tree, hold up a m»n, or something that the great free.

booter was noted for doing. There was a ! ig play on this

horse, who in this race made bis first appearance in San
Francisco.

It wis ofE :!illy aaa3uao^J t} ths meubers of the press at

the track thit until the local track gets in good shape again

no jockey would be allowed to carry a whip in a race. Both

falls to day were caused by boys using a whip and letting

their horses' heads loose. The action of the officials is to be

commended, for it is no exaggeration to say that not one boy

out of twenty-five knows when and where to use a whip on a

horse to advantage. Some commence bitting a horse at the

head of the homestretch, and there is not one horse in a hun-

dred that will stand a beatiug that far and profit by it.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, six furlongs, selling, had eight starters.

Catch 'Em, backed from S to 1 down to 3, was the favorite,

Carmel, Grandee and Ravine 4 to 1 each, Primauda b", Jen-

nie Deane 8, Vulcan 50 and Mutineer 80 to 1. The start was

on the straggling order, Carmel beiog off in front, Catch 'Em
at his heels, then Jennie Deane, Grandee and the rest filing

along behiud Carmel led Catch 'Em bv two and a half

ieogtus at the half, Catch 'Em second, with Grandee at his

heels, closing up. Carmel was first around the final turn

by three lengths, Catch 'Em and Grandee head and head,

five lengths in front of Jennie Deane. Carmel was not

headed, and woo easily by two and a half lengths, Grandee

beating Caich 'Em four lengths for the place, Jennie Deane
fourth, at Catch 'Em's neck. Time, 1:22J.

Modesto, Major Bin and Wawona divided favoritism, each

being at 2i to 1. Howard was at 8 to 1, Coquette and Alcy-

one 10 apiece, others 30 to 60 to 1. Modesto, Alcyone, Co-

quette was the order at the start. Modesto pulled away from

the bunch at once, and led Alcyone four lengths at the half-

p »le, O queue at her heels. Modesto was first into the home-
stretch by about ten lengths. Coquette second, two lengths in

front of Major Ban. Modesto won with great ease by eight

lengths, Mjjor Ban coming fast on the outside and getting

the place, a length from Alcyone, on whom Coquette was

lapped. Time, 1:1 5A.

Gold Dust was a heavily played favorite for the third race,

ive and one-half furlongs, selling, his best price at the close

being 8 to 5. Johnny Payne was well supported at 2h to 1,

Cbiquiia 3 (opened at 4). Coonaagbt 7, Queen of Scots 10

and Lou L. 20 to 1. Chiquito, Johnny Payne, Gold Dust
was the order at the start. Johnny Payne led Chiquito a

length at the half-pole, Gold Dust third, eight lengths further

away. Chiquito gradually crawled upon Payne going to the

homestretch, into which they came head and head;

Gold Dust had closed up a lot of ground. Payne was
beaten a little less than a furlong from home, and Chi-

quito a^umed command. Gold Dust steadily gained until

at the final sixteenth he was but a neck behind. Both
boys bearan riding for their lives, and neck and neck Chi-

quito and Gold Dust ran up to the seventy yard pole, where
Gold Dust stumbled and threw Chevalier over his head.

Chiquito then went on and won easily by six lengths from
Johnnv Payne, who was ten in front of Conuaught. Time,
1:16. Chevalier, beyond a severe shaking up, was unin-
jured, and rode in the next race. Queen of Scots also fell at

thedrawgate, but she and Cleary were not hurt.

Poo Gray opened at 2 to 5 in the betting in the fourth

race, closed at 1 to 4 Jake Johnson was at 8 to 1 (10 at one
time), Ricardo and Blue Banner each 10 to 1, May Day 30
to 1. Jake Johnson, Pop Gray, Ricardo was the order at the

start. Jake Johnson and Gray ran head and head past the

half-pole, Ricardo four lengths away. Gray drew away three

furlongs from home and led Johnson into the homestretch

by a length, Ricardo a close third, and coming fast, May
Day closing up. Seventy yards from home Jake Johnson,
who was looting certain of the place, stumbled almost in the

identical spot as did Gold Dust in the third race, throwing
Hinrichs, who was unhurt. Pop Gray went on and won with
the utmost eise by four lengths, May Day getting the place

handily, three leng'h* in front of Ricardo. Time, 1:22.

Betting on the last race shifted terribly. First George F.

Smith was made a 7 to 10 favorite, then a great plunge on

Robin Hood sent Smith's odds up to even money, Robin
Hood's down from 4 to 2} to 1. Banjo was at 3?, Patriot 8

and 9. George F. Smith got about a length the best of the

send-off, and going like a rocket, led past the half by three

lengths, Robin Hood second, not quite two in front of Banjo.
Robin Hood went after Smith with a vengeance in the run

to the homestretch, which the favorite entered about two
lengths to the good, Robin Hood second, a neck only from
the fast-coming BaDJo. Half-way down the straight it was
evident that George F. Smith would not do. Banjo came up
and took the lead, and Patriot, the last horse all the way
around, was comiDg so fast that it looked bad for Banjo for a
moment or two. He got up to within a length in the last

fifty yards, and Banjo had to be driven out lo the last ounce
to win by th^ee parts of a length, Patriot second, two lengths

from George F. Smith he a length in front of Robin Hood.
Chevalier was naturally a little skittish after bis tall, and
pulled around the unlucky spot when he came to it. The
time was 1:16.

FORTY-SECOND MY—SATURDAY. DECEMBER 15.

Two stakes well worth any turfman's winning and three

fair-looking selling races were the magnets that drew a crowd

of close to 4,000 to old Bay District this chi'ly afternoon.

There was plenty to interest and send the blood tingling

through one's veins too, for the element of danger was added

to the excitement usually attending racing of a high order

of excellence. Jake Johnson's name should be

changed to Tough Luck. Many wished they had

never noticed this horse's ability to go over a

mnldy track with dispatch, < >o Friday Ryan's "hoodooed''

horse was closing on Pop Gray so fast that there were lumps

in the necks of those that had played thousands to win a few

hundreds on the favorite Seventy yards from the finish the

Enquirer gelding sturahled. and Chevalier went flying over

his ht:\d. To-day Johnson fell on almost the same spot with

Chevalier, at a lime when it appeared a tannery lo a shoe-

string that be would be victorious. Maj jr Ban then went on

and won by half a dozen lengths.

In (lie secood race Howard, at 8 to 1, led all the way, and
won off bv three lengths from the favorite, Morven, who in

turn was as far from Kitty L Queen of Scots, who also fell

on Friday, went down to-day about 100 yards of the finish,

and in getting up stepped on little Eddie Jones, her rider,

|!"

*

making a compound fracture of oue of his legs between ll

knee and ankle. It will be many weeks before the c\&

young jockey will be seen in public again, as the break

a very bad one.

Senator Irby won the General Arthur Cigar Stakes for E
Corrigan in the gamest possible fashion by a head, but had

less determined rider than Carr been in the saddle the $8,0C

colt would have been third, instead of first. Lovdal appears

to have the race won fifty yards of the finish, where Sulliva

seemed to get a trifle rattled, with the result that Charmio
beat the Wildidle colt out a short neck for place. Th
stake was worth $1,550 to the owner of the winner. Senate

Irby is a strapping chestnut colt by Bishop (bred at Pal

Alto), dam Bridget, by imp. Brigadier. Both sire and dai«

were dead game, and liked heavy going—in fact, they ui

to say Bridget could run on three legs and beat almost an;

body's horse in the mud. She was not sound, and was gen

erally saved for racing over heavy courses.

Floodmore, by sheer gameness, won the Liverpool steeple

chase stakeB for Nick Hall by a head from Ingot. Allmara

rider of the gigantic son of Flood, had lost his whip, ai

about eighty yards of the finish nearly lost his balance,

righted himself in time, however, to shove his staggerii

dead tired mount in first. In the next jump Jim Norvt

coming at a great clip, was in front of both Floodmore

Ingot. Argenta led until well in the homestretch, when
tired badly and fell back beaten.

There was also a head finish in the last race of the c

and had the race been ten yards further Gold Bug's numl

would have been sent up first instead of Conde's. Lawy
got the show. Sweet Alice, the leader into the homestretc

quit to nothing.

Form-players had a fair day of it. Major Ban was nc

well supported to win the first race at odds of 3£ and 4 to 1

Howard had many admirers, while Senator Irby and Flood

more were played for thousands. Conde was a sort of luke

warm favorite, but did not run loose by any means.

Hinrichs, Coady, Allmark and Carr rode the winners, tl

latter two of them.

'

i-
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How the Races Were Run.

In the first race Jake Johnson was at all times a favoriU
opening at 7 to 5, closing at the same figure. Balgowan wa
at 3 to 1, Major Ban 3i, Steadfast 6, Charlie T. 25 and Nip
per 150 to 1. To a good start Jake Johnson showed in fron

first, followed by Balgowan and Charlie T. Past the ha)

Johnson and Balgowan raced heads apart, Balgowan sbowio)

a dash of his old-time speed. The old fellow fell back sooi

after passing the half, Jake Johnson drawing off and leadinj

into the homestretch by three lengths, Balgowan, Charlie T
and Major Ban lengths apart as named. Johnson was win|

ning easily, Chevalier looking back, a la Lot's wife, when h<

reached that unlucky seventy-yard pole, where Jafeey took a

header, throwing the boy over his head. The boy was only

shaken up. Major Ban, on the outside, then came on am
won easily by six lengths from Steadfast, who was five it

front of Charlie T. Time, 1:23J. Balgowan broke down abou
a sixteenth from home and limped painfully to the stable

Thousands of dollars were lost on Jake Johnson, who would
barring accidents, have won by half a dozen lengths.

The second race, five furlongs, selling, had Morven for I

favorite at 2 to 1. Kitty L. and Howard were 4 to 1 shots,

Jake Allen 6, Primanda and Queen of Scots 10, White Clouc
12, Dick O'Malley 40 to 1. Howard, Morven, Kitty L. wa'

the order at the start. Howard was first at the half-pole bj

one and a half lengths, Morven second, three lengths in fron

of Kitty L. This was the ordei into the homestretch, though
Morven had closed np a little ground. Howard turned close

to the inner rails. Morven was gradually taken to the out

side. Howard was not headed, and though he stumbled a

couple of times, won handily by three lengths, Morven sec

ond, as far in front of Kitty L. Time, 1:08—a fast run ovei

snch a course. Little Jones' right leg was broken below tht

knee very badly. The filly stepped on him.
The General Arthur Cigar Stakes, $2,000 guaranteed, foi

three-year-olds, mile and an eighth, came next. Senator Irby

was a 7 to 5 favorite and strongly supported. Gilead and

Lovdal were well played at 3 to 1, Charmion at S and Polaski

12 to 1. The start was excellent. Senator Irby, on the in

side, was first to show, Gilead second, Polaski third. Char
roion ran np and joined Irby passing tbe stand, Polaski a'

the mare's saddle. At the quarter-pole the Senatorjust had

his head in front of pretty Charmion's,Lovdal third, a con pit

of lengths away. Gilead went into a fit of sulks. Charmion
running strongly, was half a length to the good as they spur

by the half-pole, Irby next, a length in front of Lovdal. Th*
leading trio flew around the final turn in close order, Char-

mion kadiug Lovdal a head, Senator Irby but half a lengtt

away. Coming down the homestretch cries went up fotj

Charmion and Lovdal, and most people evidently thought

the favorite beaten. Fifty yards of the wire Lovdal looked

every inch a winner, but Carr now went to work with

grim determination, a*nd in a rattling drive shoved the appan
ently beaten Senator Irby in a winner by a head, Charmion
second, a short neck in front of Lovdal, Gilead a bad fourth.

Time, 2:08]. It was only Carr's superior horsemanship and

great determination that carried the day. Lovdal looked

certain of winning thirty yard's of the finish.

Fourth on the programme came the Liverpool steeplechase

stakes, $1,500 guaranteed, the race being over the short

course, about one and one-half miles. Floodmore was the

reigning favorite, his price being 6 to 5, Ingot and Jim Nor-

vell 3 to 1 each, both well played, Argenta 6 to 1 (S at one

time), Eli Kindig 25 to 1. Argenta, with his usual mulish-

ness, refused to break for several minutes. Finally the flag

fell to a fair send-off, the order being Ingot, Jim Norvell

Argenta, Floodmore, EU Kindig. Ingot set the pace, and

over the first jump led Jim Norvell three lengths, the good

thing looking before he leaped and losing time. Going tc^
far center field Argenta closed up on Ingot, and tbe pair

raced over the fence heads apart three lengths in front ol

Floodmore. Argenta went to the front, going up the first

hill, and led Ingot a couple of lengths over the next

jump, Eli Kindig and Floodmore head and head,

Jim Norvell last. Down the hill they went

and breasted the steep one on the road to the water jumpi
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jer which ArgeDta led by nearly three lengths, Ingot strik-

ig hard on the other side and losing ground, Floodmore,

oder urging, taking second place. Areenta led over the

est fence by about four lengths, but going down the hill to

tr ceuter-6eld Floodmore closed up very fast, and he and

rgeota raced head and head at the obstacle. Reaching the

id of the hill, going to the main track. Argenta drew away,

nd was first into " the regular " by about two lengths,

[eanwhile Ingot had been gaining ground, and Jim Norvell

inrth nearly twenty lengths away, was moving down apace

t a great rate. Down the homestretch Argenta and Flood-

lore ran close together, Ingot improving his position

eadily. Argenta had enough one hundred yards of the

inish, and Ingot challenged game Floodmore. Allmark,

the favorite, lost his whip and very nearly his balance.and

', looked as if victory was going to the Meany stable. All-

!iark righted himself, however, and putting forth all his

lowers, sent his mount staggering in a winner by a scant

eck, Ingot, nearly as fatigued as the winner, second, half a

mgtb before Jim Norvell, who at the very end was coming

illy twice as fast as those in front of him. It was a great

ice, and it is no exaggeration to say that a gamer exhibition

•as never seen anywhere. It was Floodmore's sixth succes-

.ve victory at the' meeting, and makes $4,250 the $350 horse

as won for Nick S. Hall in stakes and purses since October

7th.

The concluding race was at five furlongs, selling. Conde

pened a 6 to 5 favorite in the betting, but plunges on Gold

lug and Sweet Alice made the prices as follows at the close :

oxide, U to 5 ; Sweet Alice, 11 to 5 ; Gold Bug, 3 ; Abi P.

'nd Lawyer, 7 each (latter opened at 10); Hal Fisher, 10 to

L Conde was first to Bhow, but Mb place was soon taken by

weet Alice, who led Conde by a length at the half-pole and

j three ioto the homestrefcb, Gold Bug third, three lengths

lehind the big Appleby colt. Sweet Alice fell back in the

nal furlong, and Conde, in the center of the course, went to

'ie front, leading by several lengths up to the last sixty

lards, where Gold Bug, coming like a flash on the outside,

>rced Carr to ride Conde out to win by a neck from the

daho gelding on the post, with Lawyer three lengths off,

'rird, Sweeet Alice a bad fourth. Time, 1:094.

Racing and the Law.

( New York, December 13.—John A. Morris to-day said

Irickmore had been instructed to declare all Morris Park

(takes off December 15th, and that the course would be pur-

lied. Mr. Morris and his son had a long conference to-day

lith Secretary J. A. Murphy, of the Harlem track at Chi-

ligo, with a view of effecting arrangements to transfer all

I: the Morris Park Stakes to Harleo to be run there this com-

tjg summer.
I "I have all along contended that under the present law in

1'ew York," said Mr. Morris, "that to run for a stake or any

lurse to which there is an entrance is a misdemeanor, be-

liose a sweepstake or stake is abet as much as making a

lager with a bookmaker. I was laughed at, but I notice

1'iat my view of the matter is held by prominent lawyers in

llew York."

New Orleans, December 14 — John A. Morris and his

\m
t
A. H., were asked again to-day by Secretary Joseph A.

) furphy of the Harlem track of Chicago to transfer their

lakes to the Western track but again refused, and they will

f 3 formally declared off by Secretary Crickmore to-morrow.

the list included some of the classic features of the American

lirf. Mr. Morris had at first consented to the transfer of the

1 akes, as he believed the owners would rather run the stakes

I; Chicago than not to run tbem at all. It was thought,

lowever, on mature consideration, while this would apply to

lie owners of good horses, (hose who owned bad ones would

refer to have the stakes declared off, so they would hot be

table for an extended forfeit list.

i The Jockey Club and Turf Congress rules permit the

lanefer of stakes to another track, so the deal would have

lien perfectly legal, but Mr. Morris thought it might create

me dissatisfaction. The Matron stake for the next year has

I lly 100 entries, and would have been worth about $30,000

the winner. The Chicago tracks will have the cream of

e Eastern horses, anyhow. Mr. MorriB believes the run-

ng of a common stake race constitutes a felony under the

isting laws in New York, and says if racing is to be cpr-

id on there next year it must be with free entrance to

irses. ^

Brooklyn Jockey Olub.

New York, December 13 —The Brooklyn Jockey Club

t at rest to-day whatever doubts there may have been of its

wition by issuing an official announcement of its spring

ikes. A number of changes have been made from last

:ar, the Brooklyn Handicap being reduced $10,000, while

I the other stakes have a uniform guaranteed value of

,000

The statement, signed by Philip J. Dwyer, president of the

ick, has the following added to the stake announcements

:

n view of the uncertainty of future legislation affecting

Ding in the State of New York, tin Brooklyn Jockey Club

serves the right to declare void all the stakes advertised in

is circular. Should any payments have been made the

jneywill be returned. In making up the pragramme for

e spring meeting of 1895 the stakes und handicaps will be

arranged as to give owners an opportunity to run without

irifice of interest."

There was a great deal of dissatisfaction last summer over

ratoga's guaranteed stakes, the association insisting that it

s entitled to all the money above the guarantee, while

rse owners claimed that such money belonged to them.

all the Brooklyn Stakes there is the statement that the

?erflow, if any, goes to the race fund."

Haggin Negotiating- for Carbine.

New York. December 16.—Carbine, the greatest of Aus-

,lian racehorses, may come to the United States. His

ner, Donald Wallace, has failed, and all his horses are for

e. J. B. Haggin, the well-known breeder of thorough-

ids in California, received a cable dispatch from Mr. Wal-

k's agent, naming a confidential price for the horse, but

S offer has not as yet been accepted.

Three years ago Mr. Haggin sent Dr. W. G. Ross as

scial commissioner to Melbourne, giving him cart blanche

buy Carbine, but Mr- Wallace refused to sell him at any

High-Class Racing.

Real, high-class racing is as yet only in its infancy in this

country, and the season of 1895 will see the sport start in on

a healthier and more wholesome basis than it has ever been

in, writes Kelston in the Mercury. An institution that has

stood the abuses from within and (he attacks from without,

that racing has within the last few years, and which still has

hosts of champions, among them some of the best and most

brilliant men in the country, must be sound at the core and a

verv long way from being wiped out of existence.

When the Morris Park Racing Association is formed, those

interested in the welfare of the turf will expect the manage-

ment to cater a great deal more to long-distance racing.

During the last five years the distance for the principal

events of the year for three-year-olds and upward has been

gradually reduced, and, with the exception of he Realiza-

tion, there is not an event that is really a test of a high-class

horse's staying powers.

If more long distance races were given, with the value to

the winner at all times 50 per cent more than in sprinting

events, it would do more to improve the breed of the thor-

oughbred than anything else conceivable.

In the various breeding farms in this country is to be
found the best staying blood in the world, but so long as a

sprinter is worth more than a high-class, weight-carrying

race horse the breeder is not to be blamed if he crosses to

produce speed only.

A few years ago it was quite common to hear horsemen in

this country say that because in England they had no heat

racing they had no stayers there. It is a sure thing, how-
ever, that the Britishers have at least ten races at a mile and
a half and upward for every one we have here.

Take, during the last three years, their three year-old

events. The first classic race is the Ten Thousand Guineas,

which is a mile straight. Then the Epsom Derby at a mile

and a half. Then at Ascot comes the Prince of Wales
Stakes at a mile and five furlongs. At Epsom there is also

the Epsom Grand Prize for three-year-olds, at a mile and a

quarter, and the Oaks at a mile and a half, for three-year-

old fillies. These events are all run before June 7, and there

are lots of other stake events at a mile and a quarrer.

The next great three-year-old event is the Doncaster St.

Leger, the distance being a mile and three quarters.

For three-vear-olds and upward the following events are

on the card during the four day's meeting at Ascot : Gold
Vase, at two miles ; Ascot Stakes, at two miles

; Gold Cup,
at two and a half miles, and the Alexander Plate, at three

miles.

Then there is the Hardwicke Stakes, the Ascot Derby and
the Visitors' Plate, the distance in each event being a mile

and a half. There are also twelve races during the same
four days, from a mile to a mile and a quarter.

For all of these long-distance events there are, as a rule,

good average fields, and taken all in all the Ascot meeting is

probably the most brilliant of all in that country, where not

to have a race-horse is a sin. That is the kind of sport the

Jockey Club ought to foster, and there is no reason whv a

program on the plan of that run at Ascot every year could

not be issued at Morris Park next fall.

The long-distance events that are squeezed into a four day
meeting over there would surely find ample room in a twelve-

dav meeting here.

This kind of racing would of itself do more toward the

elevation of the sport than anything else imaginable, while

it would develop horses of greater stamina. It would, at the

same time, cause the fields in the different sprinting events to

be much larger, as sprinters would then be put where they

belonged. At the same time, it would surely weed out the

amateur, who was possessed of a "sprinting bank roll," and

it would in a very few years teach some breeders a much-
needed lesson, as some of the trash that has been bringing

$500 and upward will not under these conditions pay for the

cost of raising. Ultimately, therefore, it will be a case of

the survival of the fittest, and in another twenty years our

race horses would more than likely be the cracks of the

earth.

seasons on the west coast of the South Island, where three of
his stock, now rising five years, raised successfully last Beason.
Chantilly has since been located in South Canterbury, where
he died, as above stated.

Chester's brother, St. George, will get a lot of patronage at
Riccarton. His list will include a number of Apremont
mares. This successful nick, which has given us Bonnie
Scotland, Ich Dien, Alpine, St. Sierra, etc., is known as the
" Middle Park blend." It is stated that St. George and Ar-
tillery (by Musket—Ouida) are under orders for America at
the end of the traveling season.

" Trotting is making great headway in this colony," says a
correspondent of the Sydney Referee, " and a lot of new
blood has been imported this season. The principal lot was
seven horses imported from America to A uckland by Mr. R.
E. de B. Lopez. Judge Belden, by Elmo, was recently im-
ported to Wanganui, and a son of his (named Judge Byron)
does stud duty in the Auckland district. Jersey (by Childe
Harold) is in the Taranaki district, and Osterley's brother
Sir William, is on the West Coast of this island."

Starting machines are being used now by almost all the
principal racingclubs in Australia and in New Zealand. One
has heen imported to Christchurch, one having arrived from
Sydney on October 7th.

It seems, passing strange that old Lone Hand, T. Corrigan
and Mr. M. Loughlin should have outlived each other by
very short periods. The latter was known throughout this
colony as a reputable horseman.
At the Auckland Trotting Club's Spring Meeting, held on

September 29, M. Edwards, brother to S. Edwards, won a
double with Three Cheers, asix-year old bay gelding by Vic-
tor, a good performer in Canterbury. He trotted two miles
in saddle in 5min. 48sec.,and a like distance in harness in
5min. 54sec. He started favorite in both events, and paid
dividends of 15s. and 13s. respectively for 10s. Yum Yum,
ridden by M. Edwards, failed logive Charlie 16sec. in a mile,
the latter winning by twenty yards from the Childe Harold
mare in the decent time of 2min. 44sec. Little Hero, a five-

year-old chestnut entire pony won two flat events.

New Zealand Racing News.

In the Canterbury Times of October 6th we notice that one

of July's daughters (July is the horse recently purchased by

J. B. Haggin) won the Ashburton Cup, one and a half miles,

carryinglOO lbs. in 2 minutes, 36 seconds. Aqualote is a

six years old brown mare, out of Teredo (Apremont—Nau-

tilus).

Tireur, the Nordenfeldt—Florence McCarthy colt, for

whom Mr. Goliad paid 950gs as a yearling, but never raced,

does stud duty in the Hawke's Bay district this season at £4
4s. Robinson Crusoe's brother, Henchman, stands in the same

locality at £5.

The recent victory of Saracen was the twentieth Timaru

Cup decided. Many notable performers have won this race,

including Mats, Tasman (twice in succession), Sir Modred,

and his brother, Betrayer, whose son, Liberator, was success-

ful last year. Sir Modred won the A. J. C. Metropolitan

Stakes in 1884, and Little Bernie, a son of his brother (Ches-

ter), was successful four years back. Undoubtedly a great

mare was Idali3, whose only equal as a producer in the col-

ony is perhaps Lady Chester. At the break up of the Middle

Park Stud Idalia was purchased by the Hon. J. D. Ormood
for 130gs, and she is present alive at that gentleman's stud at

Hawke's Bay. He also purchased her chestnut colt toal

Middle Park, by Apremont, one of twins, for 80gs.

The bay horse Chantilly terminated his career on Oct. 10

tn the south Canterbury districc. He got out of his box, and

thefollowiog roornine was found dead on the road. Chantilly

was bred in I8S3 bv the Middle Stud Co. (Canterbury), got

by Apremont—Miss Flat, therefore half brother to Welcome
Jack. He was raced by Mr. G. G. Stead, and was a fair per-

former, especially under welter weights. He started twice

as a three-year-old, winning the Geraldine Sires' Produce

Stakes, beating bis stable companion Fair Nell, and another,

hut was beaten out of place in theC. J. C Derby, in which

Fair Nell ran third to Disowned and Artillery. As a four-

year-old he won the Corinthian Stakes, one mile, carrying

17st 71b, gentlemen riders, at the Christchurch Tattersall's

Meeting in 1:50. He also won the Hornby Welter Handicap,

one and a quarter mile?, carry lOst 21b, at the C. J. C. Sum-

mer Meeting. Time, 2:13^. He did stud duty for a couple of

Abolish Selling Races.

The events of last season clearly proved that the selling

race nuisance must be abated. The object of associations in

giving purses for such races is tu afford the cheaper class of

horses an opportunity to win—this being fully explained by

the fact that the smaller the sum any horse is entered to be
sold for the less weight he is allotted. That this object can
be defeated by a combination of owners has been proved,
and for some years we have seen selling races won by stake
horses entered to be sold for a few hundred dollars. Wealthy
owners have been able to do this because their equals
would not and their inferiors in wealth dare not bid up
the horses. Similarly we have seen some of the weaker
owners enter their good horses in selling races only to have
them run up by some one better ofi* to a point at which they
could not protect their entries— all of which has led to

much bad feeling, jealously and even open warfate. Take
the case of Henry Young. Entered by a man too well

supplied with this world's goods, he was run up by the own-
ers of a great stable several thousand dollars above his en-

tered price and changed hands, the proceeding provoking
hostilities which were maintained to the end of the season.

Take a hundred different cases, they are all the same in their

beginning and ending. If, as is actually the case nine hun-
dred and ninety-nine times out of a thousand, an owner
may in a selliog race enter to be sold for from five to

eight hundred dollars a horse that at public auction would
readily bring five thousand dollars, what benefit are &uch
events to the owners of horses actually worth only a few

hundred dollars? None! And then follows the question, why
should associations maintain tbem on their programmes? The
selling race should be done away with in the interests of hon-
est racing. That it is a bad practice to find fault without at

the same time suggesting a remedy is undoubtedly true, and
if selling races are to be done away with other events must be
substituted for them. This can easily be done by framing
conditions so as to bar winners either of certain sums of money
or certain numbers of races. For instance, races can be given

for horses, three years old and upward, that have run but not

won a race during the season. Horses occasionally win as

two year-olds but not as three-year-oldy, and there are enough
of these at almost any of the tracks each year to fill to over-

flowing a race for horses four years old and upward that have
not won a race since in their two-year-old form. There ^re

a dozen or more combinations which could be utilized in

framing conditions for such races, conditions that would give

the poorer owners a chance to win with the poorer horses. It

is not likely that any legislation will be secured to this end,

and consequently it will devolve on associations individually

to effect this reform. The selling race must be abolished and
itsplace filled by events of a kind which supply actually as

well as ostensibly a place for horses of the poorer class.

—

Horseman.

The following resolution was adopted by the Turf Congress

at Cincinnati: " That the American Turf Congress shall not

hold, sanction or recognize any meeting or racing held after

January 1, 1895, in the United Stales east of the Rocky
Mountains or north of latitude 32 degrees during the months
of January, February or December. Each member shall

disqualify or exclude any person who shall act in any official

capacity or as bookmaker, or pool-seller, or their employes
or any owner or trainer who shall run any horse or any
jockey who shall ride the same."

Jack Batchelor atone time owned the celebrated mare
Princess. He was robbed going down to the track one even-

ing, and could not think of any easier way to get his money
back than to run ihe mare in two races that she was eligible

for on the next day's programme. It looked like butcherv,

but Jack did it. One of the races was a stake event. He
started Princess and won, and immediately afterward sent

her to the post in a purse race, which she also captured with

ease. "'A man has to git even some way," said Jack, "an' I

guess I got there."

The Louisville Jockey Club is making a bid for the entries

of the big turfmen. Besides ten stakes for its fifteen-day meet-

ing next May, it has announced a $10,000 futurity for the

spring of 1897. It is for two-year-old foals of 1895, and the

distance is four and a half furlong*. It is the richest two-

year-old stake ever offered in th* Went or South. Beside':

increHsing the values of all its ataketi, ihe new club if Bpy"jj

lug $§0,000 op stables and improvements at its trapk,
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An Old-TIroe Hackney Match.

Norfolkshire and Yorkshire were, as Dearly every British

horse breeder knows, the birth counties of the Hackney. In

the^e counties types were evolved, somewhat on separate

line?; hence a slight shade of difference io contour at the

present day. The Yorkshire men, no doubt, put away more

pudding than his Eas>t Anglian brother, and so we have the

northern steppers still possessed of more weight, if style and

character is less pronounced.

At the time of our particular story the country round

Lynn, which the Royal sales have made famous, was largely

under the sea, and wild ducks swam in the tidal overflows

where now the head keeper successfully feeds his pheasants

for the Royal battue parties. Sandringham was not then

Roval property, and the humble little villager, never out of

Norfolk in his lifetime, or reading about Royalty, no more

thought th«o did the people of Ballater by Balmoral and of

O-boroe, in the forties, that the chief personages of the

Court would be frequently seen at their own doors. Their

own humble ways and disconnection from the concerns of the

outer world was one of the charms, no doubt, which made its

acquisition desirable as a Royal residence. The improve-

ments which have taken place since lS61,when purchased

—

the bouse was not occupied till 1891—are wonderful, and

6uch as would astonish the Prince Consort were he alive

and able to attend. Some day they say the whole of the

Wash will be reclaimed, in which case Sandringham will be-

come an inland and not a seaside residence as at present. In

the meantime we must write of the place as iD the scene of

our sketch.

The country round King's Lynn was then noted for its

pastures. Indeed the grazing is still such as helps to raise

prime bullocks for the Norwich CattleShow, which is to the
Smithfield Exhibition what the Two Thousand Guineas is to

the Derby. In those days the graziers had to ride the coun-
try, mile post by mile post, to gather up their cattle for Lon-
don, for there were no railways, and the side roads which
abutted on the mail coach highways were impassible to any-
thing on wheels. If the turnpikes were bad, the parish roads
were infinitely worse; and as these had to be freely com-
passed io the dusk, only a sure-footer high stepper was used
for the purpose. The slow daisy-cutting thoroughbred would
trip over some little obstacle, and, lacking muscle at the
knees, would not be able to recover until the rider, with pos-

sibly two or three bottles of wine in him, was over the head.
The late Mr. John Giblett, one of the founders of the Smith-
field Show, and who till last year was present in the cus-

tomary old-time costume, with breeches and boots, was one of

the last of these old cattle buyers. His Royal Highness, the
Prince of Wales, always used to shake hands with this fine

old gentleman who died last November io his ninety-first

year. In the days before railways, a hundred miles a day on
the back of the old-fashioned stepper was not an uncommon
performance for him, and on one occasion, after one of these

long sod tiring journeys he, in his inn at Carlisle, as he was
want to relate, jumped, topboots and all, for a wager against

a fellow cattle buyer twelve chairs all placed back to back.
It was through the emulation of these old cattle buyers

that the hackney horse was largely developed, the ordinary
commercial traveller or bagman of the period, carrying
samples and in many cases the actual wares of his trade, car-

ing little for fast horses, preferring something that was slow,

safe and sure. The " cattle kings" of Mr. Giblett's period,
however, competed hard with each other in trying to secure
for London the very best beeves, no matter whether they
were the Shorthorn orTeeswater of Durham, the black Runts
of Wales, the white races of Hereford, or the rough black
polled cattle of Galloway. All over the land they rode, the
market over, to be followed by thirty miles' ride in the moon-
light to that fair or tryst which opened at sunrise the nest
day. It was whilst engaged in securing the famous Red
Polled Cattle of Norfolk that the particular match was
brought about. Then, as now, there was some rivalry between
the roadsters of Yorkshire and ihe roadsters, or steppers, of
Norfolk. The former were thought to be up to more weight
than the East Anglian breed, but the latter, known to possess
more English blood, were said to be the better over a long
distance. There were no flash 2:20 a mile American com-
petitors in those times, when encompassing a long journey
was actually a necessity.

" And so yon fancy that little flash-legged mare o' yours,
d'ye, Mister Wilkins, a little snapper like that ? It may do
up your Lunnun ways wi' one o' yur boys on his back deliv-
ering a side o' lamb or a leg o' mutton with a tray on his
arm, or that ; but with me, a man o' sixteen stun, it would be
little use, I tell yur. Theer no good for Yorkshire, mon.
We like towd sort there, high at the withers, broad at the
brisket, some strength behind the kidneys, legs like bars of
iron, and the knack of lifting them."

It was Joe o' Drilfield that spoke, oue of the oldest and
cutest graziers in the cattle trade, a first-class horseman and
a good judge; and the scene was the old-fashioned inn of
Wolverton. He had ridden the winners in many a long road
mntch, and knew hackney blood and bone as well as he knew
beef on the hoof.

"That's your own cob your describing," said AVilkius,
who bought for a large West-end firm of butchers. "He's a
giodone.no doubt; but he has not the breeding of mine,
and my mare, I tell you, would make him He down for £50 "

"Lie down wheear?" asked Joe, laying down his fork
and knife.

"Anywhere beyond the fifteenth milestone, out in the
mud from Lynn to Cambridge. I don't want any flash work.
My mare never warms to it till she has covered a bit of
roadway."

" Mine's no good under twelve miles oo a fair average
road."
"And fifteen be it for fifty guineas, catch weights; bu* it's

a wager only on one condition."
there be some conditions, be they ? Then if there is

the're yours. I want odds. Come, lay them, lad, and state
your conditions. Landlord here will be judge, and write
wager dnwn in hi* book."

" Well, I lav £100 to £90 mine heats yours. None of us
to carry a whip, and have clean heels."

" Thst's a fuqqy fort o' bet
| 037 oob waqt« ft bit of prick-

IPf, h« dots.'
1

"And mine has been ill used in a match where she was
bustled, and can't stand the sight, let alone the jag of 'em,

either from her own rider or the rider of her opponent." •

" Well, tbeD," said Joe quietly, "make it £100 to £75, no
whip, and clean heels"

The landlord wrote the wager down in his notebook, care-

fully repeating the words over as hedid so, finishing up with

the remark, " You carry your saddle-bags, no doubt, as usual,

and Beckton here, who knows the road, can go on ahead."
"The fifteenth milestone is just a hundred yards on to the

side of Braxholme crossings. Say finish there, and I'll goon
in front," said Beckton, a rival young local grazier, who was
fond of a match. *' The landlord will pilot you to the sixth

mile post; there's not one turn right or left after that, and
I'll be there."

After supper both men enjoyed their rum punch together,

and made fresh wagers; this time, however, all were busy
over cattle and sheep, and what prices they would touch at

certain coming markets. In those days few men gambled so

heavily according to their means as the cattle buyers of the

period. They made a good deal in those times when farmers
never dreamt of American competition, and thev spent it

sometimes as quickly as they earned it. Trotting matches
they revelled in, and it was well for our Hackney breed of

horses that this was the case. The entrance of the landlord,

booted and spurred, was the signal for them that the nags
were ready, saddle bags and all, and both men went to the

rooms and prepared The Yorkshireman was the first to get

up, and with the cry of "My heels is clean," showed the butt

ends of his boots and that his hands held no whip.
"That all right," said his opponent, swinging himself

ligbtlv into the saddle, "your £75 will do for buying some
black-faced Suffolk sheep atSwafiham Fair."

"You'll have a little currant jelly with your mutton, may-
be," said the other as the landlord said "Go."
They lost little time at Lynn, the Norfolk mare pulling a

little.and going off with a rare old Tramp and Go swing, lift-

ing shoulders well up and flinging her feet well forward
every time, whilst the hocks followed the knees like the

spokes of a fast turning wheel. "Little mare can go," said

Old Joe complacently. "She be a good 'an, no doubt ; but
she won't win," he said to himself, taking things very easily.

"I likes a Lonnoner's £100 more than an East Riding £50,"

and he laughed almost above" the sound of his cob's hoofs
The ancient town of Lvnn was soon close in front, that old

town of Lynn to which Eugene Aram was led with gyves
upon his wrist, and which was also the scene of the noted old

English ballad of the Heir of Lynne. Scarce had they
cleared it, going sixteen miles an hour, the landlord in front,

thao out came quite a score of farmers who bad been rejoic-

ing over their market successes in the old Market Inn.
Beckton had passed the word, and every man had mounted
his steed hurriedly to see the match. To oue of these the

landlord shouted to follow up and relieve him as pilot. Three
more miles were covered, and the cob and his rider and the

mare and the rider were both well warmed to their work.
How the loose stones flew from their feet where the road was
rough! how regularly was the one, two, three, four sound of

the hoofs where sound, clear and solid. Ten miles were cov-

ered, and still the Norfolk mare hung a length behind. This
distance was maintained over the eleventh, the pace get-

ting a little quicker, and the old Yorkshireman begin-

ning to show some of his horsemonship. The twelfth and
the thirteenth were cohered, both going well and level, with
the crowd of horsemen pressing close up, and in their enthu-

siasm giving vent to many an expression of "Hyke" and
" Hooee," after the old style. "You're on the last mile,"

said the pilot who had been taken on bv Beceton and sta-

tioned at the milestone with a view of bringing them home
to the winning post. Both men sat down to ride, as only the

old saddle trotting riders could in the davs wh en sulky driv-

ing was unknown. It seemed that the Yorkshireman some-
how was going to get the worst of it from the stvle in which
he rode, but at the half mile he made a spurt and took the

cob half a length clear. The rider of the Norfolk, however,
seemed to be waiting, and lay back till they were almost in

view of Beckton, who indicated his nearness by a loud hal-

loa. Round the bend of Braxholme Crossings, and there he
was. Wilkins now called upon the mare, which namely re-

sponded, but pressed unduly to the Yorkshire cob. " Fair
play, men, no fouling," called out the latter excitedly, as

the two riders almost rubbed elbows. They r»n locked, and
then all of a sudden the mare stood stiff and still as a mile-

post, while break : ngout all over a lather. In the next two
moments the £1 GO was lost. What was tne matter ?

The best thing to do was to pay and look pleasant; and the

notes were counted out in the moonlight. " I tell tbee what,

old man, I don't wish to be hard on you, I'll take £50 and
the mare." " Done," wa« the reply. " Send over to the yard
at S., and you will have delivery of her to-morrow
morning."
By six o'clock the mare was lifted " You should never

ha' tried to ride her with spurs, Mr. Wilkins."
11 Spurs .' what d'ye mean by spurs?"
" Why, she was cruelly cut in both flanks."
" Impossible ; we both rode without them, withcleun heels;

it was the condition of the match."
"There was nothing said about wearing them on the toes.

That's an auld trick o' Joe o'Drifheld's ; and, when you had
settled the match, he went and had three sharp nails shoved
through his boot toes from the inside. It's often been done
in market mghi matches in Yorkshire ; but they never try it

in daylight.

And Wilkins knew then why the mare stopped when she
was cannoned against. His mare bad had a Yorkshire spur,

and he " Yorkshire bile

B. H. Demarest, one of the most clever of Eastern reins-

men, has severed his connection with the Myrtie Peek aggre-
gation and has signed a contract with Madam Marantette for

1S95, and Bhe will head the Demarest combination. File-

maker, the champion high jumper, with a record of 7 feet 44

inches, will be one of the party, as will also the greatest of

jumping ponies, Jupiter, with a record of 6 feet 4 inches.

The well-known saddle and trick horse, Burton, will also be in

the company. Mr. Demarest will also have the following
horses: Pacers—Rebus, 2:12^ ; Harry, 2:17.1 ; Chief Thorn,
2:20. Trotters—Charlie C, 2:13$ ; Billy C, 2:201 ; Johnny
B., 2:27}. Barney writes that he has alre'ad) booked nearly
the entire seas m of 1805, and that there never was a greater
combination or better attraction than he will have for the
coming season.

A jup horie in .TapRp is celled & "nkinfnll of trouble,"

Teeth, of Older Horses.

Our most serious attention is called to the teeth of o)

horses; for it is such that we are most frequently called ni

to relieve. It frequently happens, says "Farming WorL
that a horse will refuse to eat his food when, there is noth

wrong with him but his teeth. In most instances, howe1 '

he will not absolutely refuse to eat, but minces at his fooc

if nothing suited him. Such horses are usually treated h

doted remedies, such as condition powders and other prept

tions, the owner thinking that the "kidneys are out of ordi

The result is plain ; the horse eats his food no better, and

druggist sells another package of "condition " or "horse p
ders." Nothing can be more simple than the only pro.
remedy, which requires but a few minutes of the veteria
surgeon's time to rasp off the edges of the teeth which hj

worn sharp and constantly gouge the cheeks and tongue,
soon as this is done the horse returns to his food with a i

orous appetite, and devours all that is placed before h
much to the astonishment of bis owner.
In more aggravated cases the horse wads his hay and gj

it out of his mouth, swallowing but little of it. The graii
swallowed whole, and, as a consequence, is but imperfec
digested. The animal loses flesh rapidly, which no amoi
of high feeding will replace. The digestive organs fins

become deranged, and the animal has periodical attacks
colic, causing his owner to torture him with all sorts of rei

dies for "bots." Many such cases have been brought to

notice of the writer, which have returned to their noro
condition after having their teeth properly dressed. Car
of the teeth is a frequent cause of the above condition
opposite tooth from the decayed one, having nothing to

pose it, finally projects far beyond the surface of its fel

gouging the gums, and causing the horse to turn his heat

one side in his endeavor to masticate the food on the op
site side to the projecting tooth. Ulceration of the decaj
tooth adds to the suffering of the animal. The sinuses of

head become distended with pus, which finally finds an
either through the nostrils or by producing necrosis of

of the facial bones aud opening on the face.

There should be no delay in consulting the nearest
fied veterinary surgeon in these cases. The above frequi

constitutes the so-called "gleet," which in nearly all

is quickly relieved by properly treating the abnormal b

In many cases a tooth wears off much more rapidly than
opponent, causing the latter to become much longer than
fellows, giving rise to all or a part of the digestive sympto
mentioned above. In such cases all that is necessary is

remove the crown of the long tooth in such a manner as

place it on a level with its fellows. Many such cases hi

been treated by the writer, with the result that the anin
has fattened rapidly, and resumed its normal condition ir

comparatively short time.

The above remarks apply equally to the teeth of both ja'

with the exception of ulceration. Ulceration of the teeth

the lower jaw frequently causes enlargement of the jawbot
and, not frequently, a fistulous opening at the lower bord

of the bone.

"Doc" Sperry's Record.

At a recent Tattersalls sale in New York W. F. D
ton, of Cleveland, bought the pacing gelding Doc Sper

2:09, offered by Monroe Salisbury, of Pleasanton, Cal.

$1,150, and the noted circuit winner will hereafter be drii

on the road in Cleveland. Doc Sperry is a brown geldi;

five years old, and is by Altamont, son of Almont, dam Ki

Kisbar, by Young Kisbar; second dam by Bird's Trust

On the Pacific Coast he took a four-year-old record of 2:1'

and this year found him a member of Monroe Salisbnr

stable. In the early part of the racing season McDowell »

unable to drive him a mile better than 2:22, and Sperry w

not considered a fitting* companion for Flying Jib.

Council Bluffs, J. W. Tilden, who had Sperry in the I

West, rigged the horse out in hobbles, had a new set of sh<

placed on him, and when Buffalo was reached Sperry was

for a race. He was started in the 2:14 pace on August 10

and besides the hobbles, bis legs were encased in boots!

numerous to mention, while an awning under his eyes p

vented him from seeing the shadows below.

As Sperry was still too erratic for McDowell, the mot
was given to a novice called James, and in the nine-fa*

struggle won by Jo He, Sperry was second in the second a

third in the third heats in 2:13| and 2:12$, and was third

the third heat in 2:1"^, but was set back for running Af
finishing fourth in the seventh heat he was drawn. Thef
lowing week he bad so greatly improved that McDowell*
up behind him at Terre Haute, and the 2:15 chss
Gtraight-beat victory for him in 2:10J, 2:11 and 2:12^. <J

won the Clipper Stakes for 2:15 pacers at the Northwest*

Breeders' meeting in Chicago on August 30th, reducing i

record to 2:10, and at Fort Wayne won the race of his li

He won the first two heats io 2:10 and 2:09, was second

Rowdy Joe the fourth heat in 2:08, and won the sixth heat

2:10. Behind him were Rowdy Joe, T. N. B , Lottie Lort

Be Sure, Brooksides, Seal and Merry Chimes.

Doc Sperry's next race was in the 2:14 pace at the Fie

wood meeting. He met Raven, Ella Eddy. Whisper
others, and was a red-hot favorite, but after chasing Rav

to the half in 1:01 the black daughter of Alcantara had 1

measure, and he suffered another defeat. His last race was

the Chillicothe free for-all, in which he was distanced I

first heat, wen by Hal DilTard in 2:06. During the year I

Sperry won $3,875 for the Salisbury stable. He landed th:

races and was second twice.

Look at This.

The Central aud Union Pacific is conceded by all hor

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horses I

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all poii

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is I

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars frc

San Francisco to Chicago wilhout change. Through trf^

daily to all points East and Northeast
You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern 1

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, 1

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, facifiq Coast Pawengtr Ajrwit

General Agent.
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An Asteroid, Indeed.

It is an old maxim among breeders that excellence on the
turf, size, breeding and the highest qualifications of a thor-

oughbred horse do not always form a guarantee of a successful

sire. In ather words, that while a horse of the very highest
type in every way, embodying all of the merits named, is

generally safe to breed to for reproduction of his like, that

there have been some notable exceptions to the rule. The
great French horse, Gladiateur, who revenged Waterloo at

Epsom and Doncaster, was the turf wonder of his day, and
his blood the bluest in the French and English stud books.

But at the stud he was one of the most conspicuous failures of

modern times.

So, too, on this side of the water some great race horses

have failed at the stud to beget their like. Kentucky, Tom
Bowling and Asteroid are three instances in point, all three

practically unbeatable at their best and of illustrious lineage.

Yet the student of breeding will see that their descendants of

note were few and far between. Kentucky did sire Dublin and
a few other fair horses. Tom Bowling's few representatives

on the turf were mostly selling platers; while Asteroid, with
Ballankeel, Artist, Bingaman and others did better than
either of the trio, but even he was voted a failure at repro-
ducing his like.

When the late R. A. Alexander, of Woodburn, or "Sir Rob-
ert," as I believe he was entitled to call himself, bred three
such horses as Norfolk, Kentucky and Asteroid in one year,
he did what few breeders have recorded before or since. Ken-
tucky was the first sold. Then after Norfolk had won the
Jersey Derby, at Paterson, Alexander sold the son of Lex-
ington for $15,001.
When the odd dollar was tacked on to Norfolk's price, the

master of Woodburn told Theodore Winters, his purchaser,
from California, that he had a better horse left in his (Alex-
ander's) stable, and that the extra dollar was charged in
jrder to win a wager made, if memory serves me, with
Richard Ten Broeck, that one of Lexington's sons would
sell for more money than the $15,000 he (Alexander) had
paid for the old son of Boston and Alice Carneal.

Norfolk had ju6t then (1864) won the Jersey Derby at
Paterson and was looked on as the best horse in training by
long odds, and after he was shipped to California by sea via
the Isthmus route that fall, Norfolk's great races at three-
mile heats with Lodi showed that the former was all that
was claimed for him. Therefore his breeder's statement that
he had still left a bet ter horse than Norfolk was taken with
a big grain of salt. Yet, after-developments showed that in
Asteroid, the horse referred to, his owner had a turf per-
former of the first water. In his three years' career on the
turf Asteroid never lost a race, and when he broke down at
Jerome Park was unbeaten. That he was as good a horse as
Norfolk, however,looked hardly probable, whatever he might
nave been able to do with the former when the two were
stable companions.

Nebula, daughter of imported Glencoe, foaled Asteroid to
Lexington at Woodburn in the spring of 1861, and tbeyouDg-
ster from the first gave promise of being a turf performer of
note. Never raced as a two-year-old, I believe, Asteroid
made his debut as a three-year-old and won all his r.aces that
year at the Woodlawn course, Louisville, the La Cleve course
at St. Louis, and elsewhere. All his races in 1864 were in
the West, as Norfolk was more than upholding the credit of
the Alexander "blue, white cap" in the East. So Asteroid
was the Western mainstay of the stable.

In the falljof that year, 1864, the guerillas began getting in
their work at the stock farms of Woodford and other counties.
Horses were boldly "conscripted" and where owners who re-

fused to recognize the right of the freebooters to take their
stock resisted, frequent bloody conflicts took place. Adam
Harper, brother of John Harper, breeder of Longfellow, was
shot down in cold blood at Midway, Ky., while at his own
gate, resisting an attempt of guerrillas to "press" his stock.

This band was led by a woman in male attire and she was
afterward hanged for her "irregular" warfare. While at Big
Spring another band had a pitched battle with the Alexander
farm help and retreated, carrying with them, however, half a
dozen of the best thoroughbreds on the place. As among the
horses stolen were Bay Dick, Northumberland (brother to
Norfolk) and the great Asteroid, it can be imagined that con-
sternation was created at Big Spring.

If space permitted, I could relate this very interesting por-
tion of Kentucky warfare in detail. How the fleeing bush-
whackers, chased by the Alexander retainers to the edge of a
high bluff overlooking the Kentucky River, swam that stream
amid a shower Oi bullets from the pursuers. How a pursuing
party kept up the chase, and finally recovered all the horses
but the star of the lot, Asteroid. How a pair of Breeder
Alexander's most trusted friends—Messrs. Warren Viley and
Zeke Clay, I think, were the two—started as an army of two
pledged to recover Asteroid. How they tracked the guerrilla
and his prize for over fifty miles through a country fairly

swamming with irregular bands from both sections.

How they came up with the bushwhacker astride of Aster-
oid, and by parley and strategem recovered the colt by a
ransom of $300 without resort to force, and how the whole of

Woodford County united in an ovation to the two rescuers as

they returned to Big Spring with Asteroid in triumph, very
little the worse for wear for his hundred mile trip.

That same fall the guerrillas became again so troublesome
and of such large numbers that all the Alexander horses at

Big Spring were taken to Illinois, where they remained until

the Spring of 1865, I believe. That year Asteroid started

first at St. Louis, winning a four-year-old stake at mile heats
in three beats, after losing the first heat.

The horse was troubled with " buck 6hins " a good deal
that season, but went through the year unbeaten. Strong
efforts were made to induce Mr. Alexander to bring Asteroid
to Saratoga to meet Kentucky, but none of them came to a
head, and the two brothers in blood, sons of the same sire,

were yet to meet each other in the arena.

But in 1866, when practically barred out of all Western
events, Asteroid was put in training for an Eastern campaign.
The great meeting at Jerome Park, when the new course was
to be formally opened for the first time, was the loadstone
that drew the unbeaten Westerner on, and the horse was put
through a steady preparation. But it had to be gone about
carefully, as, like many other race horses, Asteroid had a

"leg," one that had given his trainer no little trouble.

But Asteroid progressed well in his training, and three

weeks before the date set for Jerome's opening he and Idle-

wild were shipped from Kentucky to Fordham, where they
met the rest of the stable tbat had been at Saratoga, Bays-
water, Watson, Merrill and some two year-olds. That week
the Woodburn yearlings were sold in Kentucky and a full
brother to Asteroid brought $7,000, then the largest price
ever paid for an American yearling.

Asteroid's arrival at Jerome Park the first week in Septem-
ber was made the scene of a perfect ovation. The entire
colony at the track aud many others as well, several hundred
people in all, turned out to welcome the great horse and his
equally celebrated companion Idlewild.
Both were in charge of Robert Covle and each looked well

after their trip on the cars Asteroid was not what would be
called a very " Bhowy " horse. He was a big bay, sixteen
hands, not showing a deal of quality, but big-bodied, with a
a fine back, great depths through the heart and floe legs, his
muscular development and driving power behind being a
sight to see. Wilhal a very game-looking horse, one that
looked equal to any route. After looking at him one could
easily realize the remark of his bushwacker captor two years
before when Messrs. Clay and Viley told him they wanted to
ransom that " colt." Said the guerrilla " colt be d—d, he's
no three-year-old, but one of the stoutest horses I ever threw
a leg over."

After he was put to work at Jerome Park for his four-mile
heat race with Kentucky in the Inauguration Stakes, no
horse could have done better tban Asteroid. Everything he
was asked to do he did well, although, of course,' the fact
that he was a bit "dicky" in his nigh foreleg naturally
caused his work to be attended with more or less concern to
the people. Two days before the Inauguration Stakes was to
be run, when Asteroid was to be given bis final trial for the
great event, all connected with the stable believed the race
as good as won, and the horse was brought on the track for
a bruising gallop, the last he was to get before he was sad-
dled for the fray. Much "chaffing" bad been indulged in
by the rival factions, and the "rail birds" were in force as
Asteroid came on the track for his last gallop.

It was Sunday morning, the 23d of September, and a beau-
tiful day it was. Asteroid was sent two miles in about 3:50,
as a pipe-opener, and after being "cooled out" was started
for another two-mile gallop designed to be a "stiff un." Go-
ing away like an arrow from a bow with his stable mate,
Merrill, as a helper, Asteroid reeled off a mile in 1:48, go-
ing like clock work and fighting for his head. At the sec-
ond mile Bayswater took Merrill's place and the pace sharp-
ened the mile and three quarters in 3:08, the best work at
the distance yet recorded at Jerome. So fast was it and so
easily was Asteroid going, that Ford, his jockey, was signalled
to pull up, and he had got the horse down to a gallop at the
last furlong pole. Then, however, the long dreaded catas-
trophe happened. A tendon gave way and the horse stopped
very suddenly, Ford getting off without completing the two
miles, Asteroid limping badly to the post on three legs.

As Jockey Ford led the gallant horse up to his trainer the
lad's eyes were full of tears, and he soon began to cry as if
his heart would break. An examination revealed that it was
the sound leg that had gone. As often happens in such
cases, the horee, probably realizing his infirmities, had fa-

vored the weak leg in his work, to the consequent throw-
ing of extra strain and weight upon the sound member.
His people were criticised for giving him such sharp work
under the circumstances, but all eye-witnesses of his fast trial

agreed that the horse was not pressed at any part of it, that
he was in hand at all portions of the trip, and that being
the case, there seemed little reason for blaming anyone. The
breakdown would probably have happened in the race two
days later, and there was very little use crying over spilt
milk.

So decided was the injury to Asteroid that further at-

tempts at training him were given up. His rival, Kentucky,
as is well-known, won the great race at Jerome in straight
heats, beating Fleetwing, Onward and Idlewild, the latter not
being at her best by any means. Between the heats of that
race Asteroid was shown at the track and 25,000 people
cheered the lame hero that had come so far for naught.
It was a most inspiring scene, and just such sentiment in rac-
ing can again be aroused if those in charge go about it the
right way. The days of so many short sprints should now
be relegated to the past. Let distances be increased and pub-
lic interest will be sure to keep pace with a return to the
sportsmanlike methods of a score of years ago.—C. C.
Pettus in Daily America.

Chance For Horse Breeders.

Alcantara is to be sold January 9th, by auction, at the

Kellogg sale in New York, an occurence that will be of in-

terest wherever trotting horses are admired. The stallions

throughout the country that compare in stud achievement

with Alcantara are very few indeed, and while it may be

possible to name his peers among living sires, none can claim

to be his superior without a protest from a large p^rt of the

breeding community who think he has no superior. The sou
of George Wilkes and Alma Mater would be a great acquisi-

tion to the State of California should some enterprising

breeder bring him across the continent and locate him here.

Alexander, the younger son of Alma Mater, and by the

great Baron Wilkes, should also be a great acquisition to the

breeding district to which the fortunes of the sale assign

him.
Another remarkable stallion is Rumor, 2:20, son of Tat-

tler, by Pilot Jr., and probably the greatest sire in the male
line from that horse. Rumor is not only a great sire, bat his

blood is breeding on the second generation in capital form.

He is one of the handsomest horses to be found in the stud,

and is as full of quality as a high-bred running horse.

Lavalard, by Director, out of Sidney's dam, will be sold

with the practicable closing out of the Darlington stud.

Californians have reason to appreciate the strains of blood

which he represents, and since Director has been transferred

to the East, so good a son of his as Lavalard would be wel-

come to this State.

F. J. Leary, Trainer Park Farm, Cranston, R. I., writes

:

I have given your Absorbine a thorough trial and think it a

good thing to keep in training stables.

Jno. Matthews, Tuxedo Park, N. Y., writes: The effect on

puffy hock is very satisfactory. The great advantage of the

Absorbine is that- the animal can be kept at work.

Last Saturday E. J. Baldwin sold to Frank Van Ness the

Dolly L. filly, Experiment colt and San Lucas. The terms

were private.

Racing at Phcenix, Arizona.

Speculation can now run rife as to the results of the races
in Phcenix during Christmas week. This is the first annual
meeting of the Arizona Blood Horse Association, to be held
at the Lum Gray race track on the 26th, 27th and 28th of
the present month. Entries were closed yesterday, and the
bunch of speedy, high-bred roadsters gives promise of magni-
ficent sport.

The day after Christmas there will be five events, as fol-

lows
: First,three-minute trot in which Florence O. is entered

from Pemberton farm, Fred Schofield, by George E. Loriog,
and Surprise, by George V. Loring.
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yearling race, half mile and repeat. Entries

:

Willie Boy, by George V. Loring
; Aririango, from Pember-

ton farm
; Aggie G-, by Fred Green ; Bellenette, by Thomas

Johnson.
Third, 2:35 trot. Entries : Fred Schofield, by George E.

Loring; Iowa Chief, from Pemberton farm; King Pin by
S. Benier

; Joe Mills, by Thomas Johnson.
Fourth, two-year-old race. Entries : Garnet, by M. M.

Sands; Bell Forest, by James Maloney
; Fred B., by F.

Balsz.

Fifth, half-mile two-year-old running race. Entries :

Birdie C, by V. A. Rochester; Muchach, by S. A. Passou;
Tom Crowder, by J. M. Roundtree.
Four contests will occupy the second day, beginning first

with a gentlemen's driving race Jor $25. Entries herein
close December 21.

Second, three-minute pace. Entries: Fred B., by F.
Balsz; Nellie H, by Thomas Johnson; Clemence, by William
G. Getz; Bell Forest, by James Maloney.

Third, two-year-old trot. Entries : Tepeasco. by James
Maloney; Una G, by Fred Green; Camello, by Pembertou
farm and Zambro, by Mrs. P. Beckers.

Fourth, quarter mile running dash. Entries : Rose, by
E. A. Rochester; Ramona, by S. A. Passon and Irene Hust-
ing, by J. M. Roundtree.
The third day will close the meeting with the following

programme

:

First, yearling trot, special for DuraDgo colts. Entries
herein closed October 15th.

Second, free for all trot. Entries : Joe Mills, by Thomas
Johnson; King Pin, by Stephen Benier; Iowa Chief from
Pemberton farm; Fred Schofield. by George V. Loring.

Third, 2:45 trot and pace. Entries, Fred B., by F. Balsz
;

Clemence, by Wm. G. Getz; Bell Forest, by James Maloney;
Florence G, from Pemberton farm, and Surprise, by George
V. Loring.

Fourth, novelty race, mile dash. Entries : Birdie C, by
D. A. Rochester: Irene Hustling, by J. M. Roundtree, an .

Ramona, by S. A. Passion.
The track has been put in excellent order, and the public

is cordially invited by tbe association at any time before tae
races, to drive over the track and watch the flyers gothrou;n
their paces. No pleasanter afternoon outing can be taken
bv those owning teams than a spin around the race track.

—

Phoenix Gazette.

Trotting at Meadville.

Meadville, Pa., Dec. 7.—The maxim, "It is never too

late to mend," holds as good in a turf newspaper as in any
other connection. So pardon remissness in forwarding the
results of the two-days' meeting here in November. The
track, I might say, was fair to middling, not at its very best

Small fields prevailed on each day's card, but each race was
a contest, no winner having a walkover by a long shot:

Nov. 1—2:25 class, trotting: purse 825.

Miss Zura Belle, br f, 3 by St. Bel Marvin 1 1 > 1
Wilkeslina, ch h, by Red Wilkes Heard 3 3 1 2
Isabel, br m, by St. Bel Shaffer 2 2 di-

Time, 2:43%, 2:41, 2;32, 2:26%.
2:35 class, trotting: purse §25.

Comet, b c. 4, by St Bel Marvin 1 3 2 3 11
Fleet Wilkes, b m by Butler Wilkes Heard 2 112 2 2
Hilldale, br h. by Edgehill Coyle 3 2 3 13 3

Time, 2:29%. 2:29%, 2:33, 2:29%, 2:32, 2:28!*.

3:00 class, trotting; purse S25.

Outeroes, b h, by Electioneer Marvin 1 1 1

Bunny Campbell, g m, by Bayard Farr 2 2 •'

Time, 2:32, 2:28,2:34.

2:30 class, trotting; purse S25.

St. Aubin, br g, 4, by St. Bel Marvin 1 1 1
Pearl l, b m, by Acolyte Heard 2 2 2
Dacian, blk h, by St. Bel Lucker 3 3 3

Time, 2:29%, 2:28%, 2:37.

Nov. 2—Special, trotting; purse S25.

Wilkeslina, ch h, by Red Wilkes Heard 1 1 1
Comet, bh, by St. Bel Marvin 2 2 2

Time, 2:30, 2:34%, 2:30.

To beat 2:80, trotting; purse "525—La Petite Bel, blk m , by
St- Bel Marvin 2:32, 2:29%

—Horse Review.
•

The Cruelty of Docking.

Youatt, the celebrated English veterinary surgeon, says:
" The cruelty of docking horses does not end with the in-
fliction. Any man sunk less low in the human scale than
a horse dealer would perceive that the tail is given to the
horse by the same Providence that made him for the two-
fold purpose of protecting a tender part against cold in win-
ter, and also to lash off flies and other insects which tor-
ment him in summer. Both these ends necessary to the
comfort and even health of the horse, are frustrated by a
a half-witted ignoramus, who believes that he can mend the
work of tbe noise's Maker. To make the tail of the animal
more useful than it was intended by Providence to be, be
renders what his barbarity has left of it altogether without
motion of any kind. A very little observaliou on the habits
of the horse would have shown the folly as well as the cru-
elty of such a practice. There are few portions of a horse's
body which he cannot reach either with his teeth or his
tail, the latter being in this respect a hand to him. But if

a horse itch in any part which he cannot reach he will go
to another horse and bite him on the part which he himself
wants bitten. Hisfiiend will lake the hint and perform
the kind office for him. This should show the necessity of
not depriviog the animal of those portions of his body by
which he can free himself from annoyance."

Balgowan, once a great stake horse, after over a yed
retirement, came out in a race Saturday. He broke do
again, and will probably be retired to the stud for good,
is a royally bred fellow, and should make a good sire.
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Racing in a Sea of Muddy Watei.

The rains fell, the winds blew, and the waters covered

the track, yet racing never stopped for the past ten days

at the Bay District track.

To pick the winner became a puzzle more diffi-

cult of solution than the most intricate problem in

geometry. The judges peered through the raindrops at

the dripping horses and their moistened riders ; the

starter looked like a pilot just landed from the surf after

a trying struggle with the waves ; the timers, sensible

men as they were, stopped in their little box and never

ventured to breast the storm until the last race of the

day was ended. The only busy men were the odds-

sbouters who tried to stir a little warmth into the

shivering compact mass by yelling the odds

and shifting them back and forth so that the bettors

were surprised and at the same time forced to run from

one box to the other to get their money in. What a

fortunate thing it is for raciDg that this rainy spell does

not last over three weeks? A few people who had no

luck in good weather accidentally stumbled across

some long shots which made them forget the hours they

spent in studying form when the track was drv, and they

therefore speak in highest terms of the racing in the

mud.

Last year the Jockey Club declared a week's vacation

for the horses when the track assumed a liquid state

similar to its condition to-day, but the hope of having

clear weather lately has prevented the management from

declaring a week's rest. Notwithstanding this, the rac-

ing, such as it is, has been very good, and the betting

very brisk, while the attendance has been surprisingly

large. No better evidence of the stronghold which this

meeting has on the public is needed than the loug pro-

cession ol | pie that daily passes through the gates-

Thus the uncertainty of racing is acknowledged every
wet day by these devotees of the sport of" water kings."

The Oregon weather we have had has given many a

crippled equine slake winner a chance to recuperate,

and it is to be regretteil that a vacation, 'of at least five

days, was not granted to the balance of the faithful ani-

mals which plunge through mud and ruin to win, and then

have to be groomed and dried until their hides are

brought to a fever-heat and their limbs are ruobed until

the skin smart*.

It is not elevating sport, neither is it the kind of rac-

ing that all lovers of thoroughbreds like to see, and for

the sake of the horses, the trainers, jockeys, pencillers,

the association, and the public, it is hoped that the storm

will ceass until the track is fit to be raced over ;
there-

fore, we will try and forget the sorry spectacles of the

past three weeks and look forward to better weather and

better sport.

A Good Suggestion.

It has often occurred to almost every official connected

with racing on trotting tracks, that some precedent must

have been established for the solution of problems which

occur when least expected. Questions have oftimes

arisen regarding decisions, and as the rules of racing are

very vague, and leave too much for the exercise of the

discretionary powers of the judges, some guide should be

followed. The judges, as a rule, are given too much lat-

itude, and if the majority rule, and an appeal is taken on

a decision, in nine cases out of ten the decision of the

men in the box is over-ruled by the National Board ;
but

there is little redress for the men who wagered their

money and lost because of the erroneous decision given

at the time when everyone was clamoring for a decision.

The Trotter and Pacer, in its last issue, publishes the

following, and we earnestly hope that the suggestions

therein will be recognized and that the Board of Review

will act upon them at its next meeting:

"It 6eems to us that it would be a wise decision on the part of the

National Trotting Association to make some provision to have the

complete pleadings, with the evidence and decisions of the Board

of Review, printed officially, so that the interested public outside of

the parties to the ease could have ready access to it. This would be

especially valuable where the decisions were on turf law, and were

constructions of mooted questions. The contrsrieties of law are no-

where so abundant as in the rulings of the two aBsociatioDS, and

many of the mistakes so common to the judges' stand can De traced

directly to the lack of facilities for acquiring knowledge. It is a sin-

gular and unfortunate fact that while in the civil courts of every

couDtry the precedents are regarded as the most important and reli-

able guide to direct procedure, such a thing as a precedent is almost

unknown, or if known is more than likely to be ignored, in the pro-

mulgations of turf tribunals. There is no reasoD why a precedent

should not be as valuable in decisions of trotting law as in the lar-

ger domain of the civil courts, or why they should not be preserved

with as much care, and classified and indexed with the same sera"

pulous attention, so that they could be accessible to every man inter-

ested. As it is, a case affecting the interpretation of the rules is de.

cided in a certain way at one session only to be overruled and disre-

garded at a subsequent sitting, and there are more or less haphazard

opinions put forth at every meeting, very confusing to any one who
is seeking for knowledge, or who is entrusted with the authority to

execute the rules. The trotting rules are none too perspicuously

couched. They are ambiguous on many important points, and

there iB no end of opportunity for disagreement as to other interpre-

tations. The Board of Review is the authority to which all arbitra-

tion is submitted, and from which the proper construction of all turf

law is expected. Unless that body shall be guided by strict regard

for the precedent itself establishes, and permits itself to depart from

a position assumed after mature deliberation, only by questions of

fact materially altering the case, its existence is a matter of tempor"

ary expedience rather than of permanent ;good to trotting affairs.

Every decision beariDg upon the construction of the rules should be

printed and Indexed for handy reference, and a copy thereof should

be in the possession of every member for uBeat every meeting."

Horsemen, Attention !

Have you read the long list of valuable stakes offered

by the Chicago Fair Grounds Association advertised in

the columns of this journal/? If not, do not forget to do

so, for you will learn that this wide-awake progressive

society is not letting the grass grow under its feet, but

are offering every inducement to make the meeting to be

held at their splendid race track at Harlem highly suc-

cessful. The stakes to be offered range in value from

$1,500 to the National Derby worth $20,000 and the

Futurity for 1897 with $10,000 added. They include also

the Garden City Handicap with $10,000. Entries for all

of these events will close Tuesday, January 1, 1895, and

horsemen who are looking forward to a successful trip

to the East should not overlook' the fact that in order to

pave the way for making money with their horses it is

absolutely necessary for them to make their entries now,

for these and other events will close on or before the date

above stated. These are valuable events and horsemen

cannot hope to race anywhere next year more profitably

than at Harlem. Send your entries to that efficient

secretary, Joseph A. Murphy, 130 Adams street, room 1,

Chicago. Remember the races at this place will alternate

with those of the Chicago Racing Association so horse-

men are sure of getting plenty of races for their thor-

oughbreds.

Encouraged by the success of the live stock sales

heretofore held by Messrs. Killip & Co., our well-known

auctioneers, we notice in the issue of the Live Stock

Record of December 15th that Mr. R. A. Swigert and

Mr, Eugene Leigh will send a lot of broodmares and

yearlings to California to be sold by tbem at auction about

the middle of January. Mr. Swigert will send out a

number of first-class broodmares by Virgil and imp.

Glenelg. Mr, Leigh will also send Borne highly-bred

mares,

Cincinnati Jockey Olub.

" To the very front !" has been the watchword of the

Cincinnati Jockey Club, and in the building of its tracks,

grandstands, stables and other appointments at Oak-
ley, the directors determined to have everything first-

class, and succeeded. In this issue they show that their

work did not end with providing a place for running
horses and giving a grand meeting ; they announce
their programme of rich stakes for 1895 and 1896 to

close January 1st, and horsemen should not neglect the

opportunity of making entries at once. These stakes all

have very liberal guaranteed money, and are arranged

on the basis of a small cash entrance fee with an addi-

tional fee to start.

The most noticeable and remarkable feature about
these stakes is that they have uniform liberal values.

The Sapphire Stakes, for two-year-old fillies, has $2,500

guaranteed ; the Emerald, for two-year-old colts and
geldings, $2,000 ; the Ruby, a selling sweepstakes for

two-year-olds, $2,000; the Diamond, for two-year-olds,

$3,500; the Crystal, for two-year-olds, $2,000; the Hotel

Stakes for three-year-old, $2,000; the Losantville, for

three-year-olds, $2,000; the Fashion, for three-year-old

fillies, $2,000; the Telegraph, for three-year-olds, $3,000

;

the Liberty, for three year-olds, $5,000, the Brewers, for

three-year-olds and upward, $2,500; the Ghio, for three-

year-olds and upward, $2,000, and the Fourth of July

Handicap, for three-year-olds and upward, $5,000.

The events announced for 1896 are the Oakley Derby,

at a mile and a quarter, with $12,500 guaranteed; the

Buckeye Stakes, also for three-year-olds, at a mile and a

furlong, $7,000 guaranteed, and the Cincinnati Oaks, for

three-year-old fillies, at a mile and a sixteenth, with

$5,000 guaranteed. These three events all have a $10

entrance fee, with additional fees to be paid August 1

1895; April 1, 1896, and a starting fee. With such lib-

eral added money and light entrance fees they should,

as they no doubt will, receive general support from the

horsemen now at the Bay District Track.

Entries, as stated, close January 1, and should be ad-

dressed to W. R. Letcher, Secretary, Room 303, Neave

Building, Cincinnati, O. Do not overlook this meeting.

The Christmas Horseman.

Among class journals of every description there is a

certain rivalry to see which will issue the best holiday

number. The Christmas Horseman published in Chicago

has eclipsed all former efforts and to approach it will be

as difficult a task for other turf journals as it would be

for a 2:30 trotter to catch Directum on the homestretch.

The cover is a gem, while the contents embrace every

line of thought connected with horses—thoroughbreds,

trotters, coaches and ponies. The articles contributed

by our leading writers are worthy of perusal of all,

whether interested in horses^>r not; information that

will be valuable for all time will be gleaned from them,

and while the list of "write ups" so noticeable in issues

of the past are not so numerous, the splendid engravings

surpass anything heretofore published by any journal.

California is well represented by Stamboul, Azote and

Flying Jib, while the great Alix, Joe Patchen, also find

prominent places in the supplements. Taking it all in

all, The Christmas Horseman is the finest work of its

kind ever published, and we congratulate its publishers

on their success. May this able journal live long and

prosper.

Chios go Racing Association.

Readers of this journal are reminded that the list of

valuable stakes offered by the Chicago Racing Associa-

tion (full conditions of which will be found in this issue)

with values ranging from $1,500 to $25,000 in the Chi-

cago Derby will close January 1st. The greatest meet-

ing ever held at Hawthorne will take place where these

stakes are to be contested for, and while the situation is

apparently so dark at New York and so bright here in

California, horsemen should, without any exception, avail

themselves of this opportunity of taking their horses

to this, one of the best tracks in America, to contest for

the purses, under the best management that can be

secured. They should remember, also, that the Derby

is offered for 1895 and 1S96, and that the event is guar-

anteed to be worth $25,000 in both instances.

Looking at this meeting from every point of view, the

most sanguine will see that these events promise to be

the most valuable to be run, hence there should he no

hesitancy on the part of horsemen who deBire to win

large sums of money in making entries at once. Remem-

ber, entries will close January 1st. Address Harry

Kuhl, Secretary, P. O. Box 885, Chicago, I
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Latonia Jockey Club.

Fourteen stake events will be decided at the Spring

and Fall meetings of the Latonia Jockey Club, Coving-

ton, Kentucky, durirjg 1805. The total money added by

this sound association is evenly distributed throughout

these events, so that any owner with a fair string of

horses stands a good chance to win money at the meet-

ings. None of the stakes has less than §1,000 added,

while nearly all of them range from $1,250 to $2,500

added money.

The Sensation Stake and Decoration Handicap have

each $2,000 added, and the Cincinnati Spring Handicap

for three-year-olds and upwards, has $2,500 added.

The Latonia Jockey Club stands in the first rank as

one of the solidest, financially, of any organization in

the United States. It has not been carried away by the

modern idea of guaranteed stakes. Through the large

entries it invariably receives its events become more or

less valuable. Copying from its books we notice that

last year the Clipaetta Stakes for two-year-olds was worth

to the winner $2,360 ; the Ripplo Stakes, for three-

year-olds, $2,490 ; the Latonia Oaks, $3,520 ; the Him-

yar Stakes, $3,900 ; the Sensation Stakes, $2,200, and

the Latonia Spring Prize, $2,240. As there are no for-

feits in these stakes, merely a cash payment to start,

thesevalues amount practically to guaranteed cash values.

On alternate days of the meeting these stake events will

be run, while on the intervening days sweepstakes with

stake values will be offered so :that owners will have

no reason to complain of lack of events in which they

can enter their horses. The conditions are very liberal

and we earnestly advise and recommend all of the horse-

men now at the Bay District Track, who contemplate

going East, not to overlook Latonia. As entries close for

this meeting January 1st, there is little time to be lost.

Send entries to Secretary E. C. Hopper, Covington,

Kentucky.

Racing at Los Angeles Track. •

The rain storm which has prevailed throughout the

northern part of California for the past week has ex-

tended to Los Angeles, and the proposed race meeting,

which was to take place at the Agricultural Park there

to-day, has been postponed until next Tuesday (Christ-

mas). The Board of Directors are anxious to have the

meeting well patronized, and as Alix and Robert J. are

to appear the first day, they hope the attendance will be

up to their expectations. There is some talk of a race

being made between Joe Patchen, the great pacer, and

Robert J.

We received the following dispatch from Peter C.

Kellogg & Co., the great live stock auctioneers of New

York, just as the forms were going to press : "Will sell

at the same time Alcantara is to he sold, for Robert Steel

of Philadelphia, the Nutwqpd stallion Woodnut, 2:16i,

Pedlar, 2:23|, by Electioneer, and Falkland, 2:25, by

Happy Medium.''

Do not forget the date when entries will close for the

Occident Stakes—Tuesday, January 1st. Erery horse

breeder in California should make liberal entries for

these stakes.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

Trotting Prospects for 1895.—To write tbatthe pros-

pect for trotting and pacing the coming season are very bright

is abundantly justified by present appearances. In the first

place the bountiful supply of rain is a token that crops will

be good, in fact, there could not be a better outlook at this

season of the year. Too good, say those who are prone to

look at the dark side of the picture, and prognosticate

drouths, north winds, or some other dire calamity,

months hereafter, with no better data than the favorable

weather which has prevailed to build their glooming fore-

bodings upon. If favorable conditions obtain now, that is

one important point gained, and in place of an augury of

evil is a guarantee of prosperity.

Al least the most stubborn pessimist must admit that there

could not be a better prospect at present, and, consequently,

there will be nothing to overcome, no necessity to amend the

work already done. While Nature has been bountiful, trom

all that can be learned at this time of writing, there will be

no lack of encouragement from associations. Already a trot-

ting meeting has been resolved upon to be held under the

auspices of the California Jockey Club, a programme decided

upon which will soon be made public. A very liberal pro-

gramme, indeed, one which cannot fail to secure the appro-

val of owners, and result in a first class meeting. Apart from

adding another big meeting to the California circuit the

effects will be exceedingly beneficial to harness horse in-

terests.

There has always been a feeling of jealousy between the

ultra-advocates of racing and trotting sports. Of late years

this feeling has been intensified in the cities where racing has

received the largest share of attention, and the associations
which have that branch of horse affairs under their care
have been charged with animosity, and a determination to

crush out harness racing. If there has been such a purpose
the indication are that Eastern club? are not in opposition
now, and in lieu of placing obstacles in the way will lend
their aid to further the " truly American sport."

The California Jockey Club has taken the most emphatic
way of signifying its friendliness. When the programme is

published there will be no chance for misunderstanding, no
opportunity for cavilling or reasons for condemnation. A
plain and easily understood proposition. A programme of
liberal purses, of low entrance fees, generous classification

and favorable conditions.

It will be a fitting conclusion to the California trotting
season, affording another opportunity for the light-harness
brigade to gather fame and fortune. With four trotting

meetings of the calibre of summer and fall meetings of the
Breeders, the Golden Gate and the California Jockey Club,
and with these, the others which are held contiguous' to the
bay, San Jose, Petaluma, Vallejo and Napa, trotters and
pacers will be well provided for in that district.

Then the State Fair will leave nothing undone on Ub part,

Stockton is always pushing; in the northern country there
will be lively times, while the south, from San Jose to San
Diego, there will be a series of meetings which, judging from
the past, will be fully up to the standard of the best in this

region. Taking the opinion of those who attended the meet-
ings of 1893-94 at Los Angeles for a guide, and as all agree
there is no chance for contention to the contrary, that is the
banner trotting town of the coast. Another favorable augury
enthusiasm is catching, and though the city of the angels

has now the foremost place, and very likely to retain it, in

the affections of trotting horse folk, the excitement will

spread under the stimulus of the best sport, which it is safe

to predict 1895 will show.
That the prospects for the coming year are brightened by

the presence of so many of the crack performers of the past

seasons is my firm belief. To see them at a season which
forbids regular programmes will lenhance the interests of

future meetings in which home horses take part. "Stars"
which blaze and scintillate at the same time and on the same
stage as the stock company are sure to lessen the attractions

of the regular performers, but when restricted in their orbits

so that there is no danger of observation from conjunction,

or the larger intercepting the greater part of the sunshine,

no ill result is likely to follow. Stimulated by seeing the

big heroes and heroines of the trackB, and acquiring a fond-

ness for the sport, from witnessing the exploits of those who
hold the first place in the records, they are induced to at-

tend the " regular meeting " of their vicinity which other-

wise would have been passed.

Should the weather prove favorable the celebrities now lo-

cated at Los Angeles can make a tour of the State with ad-

vantage to alt concerned.

Not by advertising matches which are known to be fictitious,

or displaying big purses on flaming posters. This brings

discredit on bona fide contests and lessens faith in the honesty
of horse folk.

If Alix and Directum come together, if even an equal di-

vision of the " gate money " is the reward, let it be so an-

nounced ; if those who are traveling in company give an ex-

hibition so publish it. With a " good day and good track "

thousands will congregate to see Alix and Directum settle

the tie, which now stands between them, at San Jose, Oakland
and fsacramento, and an exhibition of the trotters and pacers

which are under tbe charge of Mr. Salisbury and Mr. Geers,

will draw like an eighty-ton locomotive.

If within their scheme could a meeting be arranged be-

tween Alix and Directum on tbe Oakland track, and the Cali-

fornia Jockey Club close its gates on that, and another day,

when an exhibition of Robert J„ Fantasy, Azote, Directly

and others in the strings of Messrs. Salisbury and Geers,

would be the attraction, the biggest crowds of the year would
be in attendance. And with beneficial results to the horse

interests of the Coast. Some time in the future, dependent
on the weather, for Directum to be in order, as he has had
only slow work since his return, still that time can be awaited

with complacency when so good a thing is in the prospective.
*

* *
Hitting the Elbow.—in 1849 Lady Suffolk trotted and

won a race, beats of two miles, against the pacer Dan Miller.

They were the champions of the days "Lady Suffolk trotted

a mile under tbe saddle in 2:27, the best time on record,

while Dan Miller has paced a mile in 2:23, which time has
never been beaten." "The rival champions of the trotting

and pacing turf," are parts of the description of the race.

Lady Suffolk lost the first heat and the writer tells, " Some
idea of her peculiar stride may be had lrom the fact that in

the first heat she struck herself inside of and high upon her
elbows with tbe knuckles of her hind feet so as to draw
blood."

The report appears in the editorial column, and was,

doubtless, written by one of the most accomplished horse-

man of the time, Wm. T. Porter. Little study was given

the action of trotters in those days, though fully as much
stress was laid upon it then as now. A very little atten-

tion would have shown that it was impossible for the in-

jury to be done by the " knuckles of her hind feet," and
that the fore foot struck the place. But it also shows that

Lady Suffolk had more knee action than it shown in her

pictures.

In tbese, she is represented as long-bodied, sloping-hips,

head carried low, and so far as can be told from a picture of

a long stride. "Frank Forrester" describes her. "Lady Suf-

folk was about 15£ hands high; of a beautiful grey, with long

sweeping tail; small head, well set on to a fine arched neck,

with a good deal of Arab about it; large shoulJers and quar-

ters, not too heavy, but showing immense strength and pow-
ers of endurance; long in the body, legs fine and wonderfull

good."
* *
*

"Handicapping Jockeys."—The article in relation to

equalizing the chances of jockeys by adjusting weights ac-

cording to their estimated capacity has, as I foresaw, awak-

ened arguments. Those I have heard were mainly in oppo-

sition, though enough in favor to strengthen me in tbe be-

lief that it would be an "innovation " of practical service.

Among others who regarded it with favor was Mr. Corrigan,

and as he is not only one of the largest owners of racehorses,

but also largely interested in race courses, his confirmation

of the theory is exceedingly gratifying.

Arguments on the negative side of thequestion—assuming

the affirmative to be in favor of handicapping jockeys in

some specified races—are on the same lines which were fol-
lowed when handicaps, selling races, penalties, allowances,
etc., were the subject of debate, offering a premium for in-
feriority, denying a person the proper reward for breeding a
first-class animal, bringing the selling-plater on a level with
the champion, a different chime perhaps being rung, the key,
however, being the same, and the burden of the songs identi-
cal.

Were that idea to prevail, and that carried to the inevi-
table conclusion, all races in which there was a difference
of weights would come under ban. Handicap appears to be
the biggest kind of bug-a-boo to those who are opposed to
an equalization of chances. The word has been twisted
from its original significance and madeto figure in an offen-
sive light when discussions are awakened.

_
Just as good a term, however, as if it had a higher ori-

gin. Simply this, a race was postponed in which two or
more horses wereto participate, and an umpire selected to
apportion the weights. Owners or representatives of the
horses held their hands, in which was a piece of money, in a
cap, and if the weights were satisfactory the money was
dropped, if not the hand was withdrawn containing the
coin. At the fairs in Ireland a similar proceeding prevailed.
The seller set his price proffering his hand to the prespective
purchaser. A counter offer was followed by the same move-
ment, and until there was a grasp of the extended digits the
sale was in abeyance. Simple enough, the acceptance or
rejection of the arbitration when the hands could be cov-
ered in a cap, though nowadays the cap which would have
been alargesize in the kingdom ofjBrobdinag would be alto-

gether too small for the purpose.
It is unnecessary to reiterate the objections urged against

all but weigh t-for-age races in the past. The most direful
forebodings. Not only the degeneration of race horses ; the
ruin of the cavalry arm of the service; the breaking up of
the foremost sport of Old England, the hunting-field. Not a
saddle horse obtainable that could carry the weight of a man;
nothiDg but weeds which had a burst of speed when turned
loose with feathers on their backB.

If it had been proposed to abrogate entirely all weight for-

age races, and trust to the arbitrator to bring good, medium
and inferior on the same plane, the arguments in opposition
wonld be sound. Were it the intention to bring the best

jockeys to a level with inferior riders, in even a majoritv of
instances, there would belittle to say in favor of the scheme.
Merit should be rewarded, and the best horse and tbe best

jockey given opportunities to secure the guerdon. My whole
contention is that in handicaps a better equalization will

obtain when horses and jockeys are graded in accordance
with their capacity.

The owner who has the " first claim" on a celebrity will

not have such a strong pull over his competitor, who can-
not possibly pay the salary which his rich adversary bestows,

when weight is called upon to equalize the advantage. In
place of "going down the line" emboldened by the knowledge
that he has pounds the best of it, he will be confronted by
the problem, how many pounds ?

The handicapper of the biped may be tortured with greater

tribulations than the adjuster of weights on the horses, and
at the first outset, especially, may have to work on the" rule

of thumb" cut and try. All the better when the " glorious

uncertainty " was to be heightened. There is another
element in the calculation and in place of backing a favorite

jockey, the puzzled investor will be forced to study a little

before buying the pasteboard.

In stating this plan, or rather requesting the opinion of a

friend on the proposition of handicapping jockeys, he an-

swered: "That'll never do. I have won hundreds of dollars

by backing Carr in the last two weeks, and if you are going
to put him on a level with inferior riders I am done."
Now, if he had made a practice of backing one particular

stable in handicaps, and been as successful as he was in sup-

porting one jockey.it would be good evidence that the handi-
capper had favored that stable to the detriment of the others.

Then there would be an outcry, andjustly, too, over the fa-

voritism shown. The object of the adjuster is to give all as

equal a chance as possible and when it is evident that has not
been done there are good grounds for accusation. But let us

suppose that he had so adjusted the weights, that wilh jock-

eys of equal calibre, that stable would not have gained a

greater proportion of victories than should fall lo its share,

but that his good intentions had.been nullified by possessing

jockeys of paramount skill. Once admit that winning was due
to better jockeyship—and very frequently this is claimed and
admitted—and the handicapper cannot be censured, fairly,

for what he has done. It may be an excellent series of handi-

caps, the weights adjusted in accordance with the capacities

of the horses, and yet the fortunate employer of the best "tal-

ent in the saddle" secure the lion's portion of the spoils.

This friend of mine who was somewhat indignant over the

thought that his "system" was in danger, "struck" on it at a
favorable time.

About the first of December and as Carr won ten races in

the week following, only losing thirteen, it would appear as

though there should be a big winning under this showing.
But an undue proportion of races won is a strong argument
in favor of equalizing jockeys, as well as horses, when a
large majority of races are handicaps or selling races, the

last-named being more than one-half of all.

In the previous article there was an allusion to the prac-

tice of giving races, the riders of which were restricted to

"exercising lads," and this being adopted by an Eastern club,

that was heartily commended by the newswapers for giving

opportunities for the beginners to acquire experience and to

graduate in the high class. This will apply still more forci-

bly to the proposed change, as the lessons would be multi-

plied, and these public recitals of frequent occurrence in

place of occasional displays.

Confidence would be increased, and emulation excited, and
in place of there being a few stars completely obscuring the

others, there would be such additions to the corp, that when
races were run, in which all had to be on equality in weight,

there would be a better chance to obtain equality in skill.
*

" Backing Jockeys."— At the opening of the race meet-

ing, and from that time until Felix Carr appeared on the

scene, Isom and Chevalier were the most fancied by those

who follow the system of backing jockeys. It is not a new
thing on the turf, aB the favorite knights of the light saddle a

century ago had their supporters, who made a practice of

putting their money on regardless of other contingencies.

This "system" has certainly a better foundation than a

majority of the lt sure ways to win," inasmuch as the crack

[Continued on Page 588, J
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

FORTY of Electioneer^ sons sired 2:30 performers in 1894.

KbMEMBEK entries iD the Occident Stake close January

1st.

The gelding Navidad, 2:22A, by Whips, has been sold to

Charles Bigelow, New Haven, Conn.

If the Anti-Pool Contingent permit foot-ball to go on un-

restrained for a few years it will out-class the racecourse.

The colts and fillies at the San Mateo Stock farm under

the care of John Dickersoo, the new trainer there, are doing

well.

"The Sacramento track is the best winter track in Cali-

fornia." This is the opinion of all who have made winter

tracks a study.

There being no law against the sale of horse meat in

Chicago, the slaughter of horses for that market is assuming

large proportions.

On January 1st, the rules for registering trotters and pac-

ers will be changed. . There is only one week more to attend

to this important matter.

James Sutherland of Pleasanton has a stable full of

colts and fillies which he is preparing for their work as

roadsters and race horses.

The kindergarten at Palo Alto is in active use again. The
string of trotters from this farm in 1895 will surpass any

heretofore sent for the coin.

Directum is at the Oakland track and Jas. Dustin, his

driver, is in raptures over him. He says he never saw a more

sensible or a better behaved horse in his life.

Pat Farrell has Marin Jr., 2:13, the grey campaigner

that won so much money this season, besides two very prom-

ising green trotters, at his place on the Cliff House road.

The great sire of speed, Dexter Prince, may be seen at

Palo Alto during the season of 1895. A belter selection

could dot be made to cross on the Electioneer-Benton mares.

Milo Knox, of Haywards, has a filly by Directum, out of

the dam of the Direct filly, Miss Kate (2), 2:24£, that shows
more speed and abetter way of going than her illustrious

half sister.

J. Perkins of Visalia has a filly by Iris, out of a mare by

Bay Rose, 2:20£,that is faster for the handling she has had
than any three-year-old ever hitched to a sulky in that part

of California.

Some California breeder should purchase the great 6ire

Alcantara and stand him here. His bloodlines cannot be

excelled, while his progeny are making names for themselves

wherever they are started.

John Hughes of this city owns an Antevolo five-year-old

that will be teen od the circuit next year.- He is out of a

mare by Overland, and can trot close to 2:25 easily. He has

never been on a race track.

The probabilities are very favorable for the management
of Palo Alto Stock Farm bringing down the grand-looking

Btallon Wildnut from Vina this season. His progeny are

not only handsome, but fast.

Second payments of $15 each in the Occident Stake for

foals of 1893 that are to tropin 1896 will be due and paya-
ble to Secretary Edwin F.Smith, of the State Agricultural

Society, January 1, 1895.

This season Phoebe Wilkes, 2:08 A, has won $5,050; New
Era, 2:13, $1,730; Rocker, 2:11, $1,650. The above cam-
paigners are by Hambletonian Wilkes 1679, now at the Green
Meadow Farm, Santa Clara, Cal.

BlG I'Rank, the young man who was so badly injured by
a kick from a yearling colt at the Oakwood Park Stock Farm
about three weeks ago, will not live. There are two physi-
cians in constant attendance upon him.

All of Monroe Salisbury's horses with the exception of
Mix, Azote, Directly and Flying Jib, have been sent to the
Pleasanton Stock Farm. They were apparently in the pink
of condition as they came off the cars.

At the Bants Rosa Stock Farm there are some of the best
bred and finest-looking colts and fillies in California, and it

would not surprise us if quite a showing from this farm will
be seen on the tracks in California next season.

* \ro. I. Haiiley, Great Neck, Long Island, has a remark-
ably good prospect in Salisbury, brother to Rokeby, 2:13ij,
by Director, out of Lilly Stanley, 2:17$, by Whippleton.
Thin youngster ought to make a good race horBe.

W'k understand that Assemblyman Bledsoe of Humboldt
D visiting the leading merchants and business men of

this city, getting signature* to a petition to prevent racing in
California. The bill, to be presented in the next legislature,
will have lids petition attached. The prospects Tor there be-
-ng a big fight over this measure are very good.

There should be more money expended on the roads

leading into the city. There are hundreds of idle men who
would only be too glad to get work making them fit to be

traveled over.

The black pair known in Toledo as the " Ketcham team,'

which Mr. Ketcham sold in New York recently, were pur-

chased for a Paris gentleman, who will dock their tails and

use them in Paris as the lead team for his four-in-hand.

F. Wickersham of Fresno is kept bnsy matching colts

and fillies sired by his Electioneer stallion Junio, 2:22, and

selling them. No better roadsters are to be met with on the

roads around Fresno, than those by this grand looking horse.

John Parrott, Jr., has bred a number of trotting-bred

as well as thoroughbred mares to his champion prize win-

ning Hackney stallion' Green's Rufus, and everyone around

San Mateo is anxiously awaiting the advent of the young-

sters. __

The total amount of the race track taxes paid in to the

New York State treasury is about $140,000. Next year the

county fairs will be deprived of this substantial assistance.

The farmers who voted for the Constitutional amendment
now see their mistake.

The list of winning trotters this year is remarkable from
the fact that it contains so many fast youngsters. Returns
show that ten four-year-olds, seven three-year-olds and six

two-year-olds won over $4,000. In addition to this they

show that twenty-one four-year-olds, twelve three-year-olds

and fifteen two-year-olds won $1,000 or over.

At the Oakwood Park Stock Farn, J. F. Boyd, the pro-

prietor, is breeding a class of road horses which will find a

ready market, and in a few years he will find that it will

keep him busy trying to meet the demand. His good judg-

ment and foresight in preparing for a market he knows has

always been a good one in the past and will always be in the

future, which will bring him many happy financial returns.

C. W. Williams, of Galesb'urg, Illinois, telegraphs re-

garding the big meeting to be held there :
" All our stakes

will be on forfeit plan. Nominators, if they stay in, not to

pay a cent until night before race. Two year trot and pace

for colts that never have started, a three-year-old 2:25 class

and a four-year-old 2:18 class, besides a stake for yearlings

will be given.".

Boston had its first carnival on the snow path last

Monday, which draws attention to the fact that probably

next to New York the Hub possesses the largest stock of val-

uable trotting roadsters and sidewheelers. Among the for-

mer may be mentioned Aarb, 2:15; Reina, 2:13*
; Hazel

Wilkes, 2:11 J; Thetis, 2:16*; Ben H., 2:16i; Tomah, 2:12£;

Answer, 2: 14A, and Edenia, 2:133;, while as for the pacers,

they can be met on every corner.

Experiments have been made by the German depart-

ment veterinary surgeons Peters and Felish, with the glan-

ders' lymph of Herr Prusse. Both experimentalists are of

the opinion that when horses affected with the glanders are

vaccinated it causes a reaction and rising of the temperature
which, as a rule, could not take place in a healthy animal.
Nine out of ten horses vaccinated showed symptoms of the

disease.

Edwin F. Smith, Secretary of the State Agricultural
Society, informs us that^r. W. Hancock, of Sacramento, re-

cently sold that phenomenal yearling pacer which was the

wonder of the Capital City to a prominent citizen there. This
colt is by Easter Wilkes out of a mare by Prompter. The
sum received was close to $1000. If all reports be true, and
we have no reason to doubt them, this is the cheapest colt

sold in California in vears.

The physicians attending George Woodard at his Yolo
home says that his condition is extremely serious. About a
month ago, while driving on the levee at his tule farm, the
buggy upset and Mr. Woodard was thrown heavily to the
ground, sustaining injuries about the head and shoulders.

He complained of a pain in the head but did not think it

serious until within the past few days when he was compelled
to take to his bed. From the effects of the fall brain trouble
has set in.—Woodland Mail.

J. H. Steiner, Secretary of the American Trotting Regis-
ter Association, writes under date of Deecember 12th as fol-

ows: We have been working on the Year Book for 1894 for

the past six months, and will issue it February 1, 1895. As
we have trotting to the close of the year you will at once see
it is impossible to get out a complete work at an earlier date.

The scope of the work is largely extended, and the book will

be a great improvement on the one issued for 1893. It will

contain about 750 pages, 120 pages more than last year and
sold on the same terms,/. «., $3 per single copy, post paid.

The Gazette says : The American trotting president, Mr
Ijams, has hanging on his library wall a very interesting tro-

phy. It is a collection of whips, each of which has its story
of a great event. One with ebonized handle and gold mount-
ing is the one which hurried Robert J. along that last half
mile when he paced in 2:01 A—you remember that day

—

and Geers also floated it over Fantasy when she
made her four-year-old record of 2:06. Another light
whip with light handle and gold rings was
held by M. E. McHenry when he drove John R. Gentry in
2:031. A simple black whip, which was used about as kindly
an whips are ever used, was laid on Nancy Hanks by Budd
Doble when she trotted her mile in 2:04. Still another,
great persuader is the whip carried bv Andy McDowell
when he drove fleet Alix in 2:04, and Directly (2), in 2:10.

One more useful looking snapper of silk in the collection is

the whip flourished by Jack Curry when he drove Joe
Patchen in 2:04 and Carbonate (2), in 2:09.

Governor Maseham has appointed the following Agri-,

cultural District Directors; Eighth District, George Riebei
and William TeeskamD; Thirty-first District, Leon Lehman;
Forty-first District, T.' J. T. Berry and David R. Griffinj
Fortieth District, J. B. Griffin and E. M. Hoax.
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Last year A. B. Gonzales bred a large bay thoroughbred
mare by Wildidle to Hart Boswell ("son of Onward and
Nancy Lee, by Dictator) and the produce is a colt which is

only nine months old, stands close to fifteen hands and can-
not be driven out of a trot. Hart Boswell is destined to be

}

among our best sires.

Last Wednesday,Joe Patchen, the great pacer, was shipped *$

from Kansas City to Los Angeles much to the disgust of
local horsemen, and the match for $1,000, scheduled for

Thursday, with Ryland T., is off. This was made necessary,
as the horse is matched for six consecutive races with Robert
J., to take place in California. On the 20th, as a substitm
for the match, Ryland T. will go against the world's reco:

of2:lli on a half-mile track. m

The owners of that well-bred stallion and sire Alfred (2),

2:27^, are desirous of disposing of him, as they intend to re>

tire from the horse breeding business owing to their interest"

in other channels taking so much of their time. Alfred is

the sire of Langton, 2:21} ; Ophelia, 2:16£ and Nellie Alfred,

(2), 2:27}. He is a sure foal getter and will be disposed of
at a very low figure. His stock at Palo Alto are all fine-

looking and many of them will be seen in the front rank of
campaigners next season. Alfred is at Rio Vista. Mr. Ruble
of that place, will furnish all particulars regarding him

lb

Jj'.
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Mr. Sanders, of Sanders & Johnson, drives a perfectly
matched team of roadsters (daughters of Le Grand) through
the Golden Gate Park whenever there is a clear day. In the
opinion of a large number they should have been awarded
the first prize in their class at the recent Horse Show. Thor-
oughly broke, of good size, pure-gaited, stylish and exactly
the same length, height and weight, they form a team hard
to beat in any country. They can pull a buggy over the road
in 2:35, and a child can handle them. They were broken to

harness by K. O'Grady, the well-known horseman of San
Mateo, who in this line of training is not excelled by any one
on this coast.

A letter from Los Angeles, dated December ISth.says:
" Judging from the performance by Alix, who was given a
little preliminrry work at Agricultural Park to-day, the
world's record stands an excellent chance of being wiped off

the top of the list on Saturday next. After she had been
jogged two or three miles she was taken back to the half,

where, with a free head and no urging, she came home in

1:00}, and through the stretch in 0:29J. Never in her event-
ful career has this splendid animal been in such grand shape.
Robert J. also had a work-out this morning, and at the
half he was given his head, and came through the stretch

close to 0:29."

At St. Petersburg, in Russia, six Russian trotters have
reached the record of two miles below 5:0" (2:30). They are:
Polkan

}
4:47; Balowery, 4:48 ; Mill L, 4:52; Wisa pur, 4:54;

Match, 4:58; Talisman, 4:59. Two A mericans have done the
same: Flush, 4:53; Vic H., 4:54. The latter is an eight-year-
old mare, by Black Bird. This season was her first appear
race in St. Petersburg in the hands of Thos. Murphy,formerly
of California. She is owned by Mr. Alenejero. Out of four

performances at her debut Bhe won three purses. In a race
of four versts (about two miles five and a quarter furlong's)

she trotted in 6:44£ (2:33$), distanced by Flush, who won the
purse. The other two races, both of two miles, she trotted

in 5:00 1-3 and 4:58 1-3, winning first money both times. In
the fourth race Polkan beat her by one second and a.quarter.
—Spirit of the Times.

In the future fewer and better mares will be bred with the
purpose of producing horses for the track. Breeders of both
thoroughbreds and trotters will hereafter breed only such of

their dams as are known to possess real merit, disposing of

the thrashy ones in such manner as may be deemed best by
them. Indiscriminate breeding can no longer be made profit-

able, for the reason that there is not now, and not likely ever
to be again, a demand for racing bred stock by untried sires

and out of indifferently bred mares, or mares selected without
any regard to individuality or inherent merit. The sire

question does not figure in the problem as a disturbing ele-

ment for successful stallions are found in all parts of the
country,but mares truly great are notably scarce. However,
much of lottery may be attached to the purchase of yearlings,

the fact remains that those out of the dams of successful rai

horses sell for better prices than those by great sires out
non-producing mares.

At the meeting of the New York State Trottiug Horse
Breeders' Association held at Rochester, December 4, there

seemed to be no blneness about the racing situation, it now
looks as if Rochester would get next year's meeting of the

association. The deaLh of Dudley Miller, of Syracuse, caused
a vacancy in the Executive Committee which will expire

next year, and S. V. Lines, of this city, was chosen to act.

The report of the secretary and treasurer showtd that the

amount of stakes paid out at the meeting at Fleetwood was
$8,839. The old officers were re-elected as follows: President,

Dr. J. W. Day, of Waterloo; first vice-president, H. M. hib
tie, of Macedon; second vice-president, the Hon. Leslie E.
Russell, of Canton; third vice-president, Jacob Ruppert, of

New York; secretary and treasurer, M. E. Servis, of Roches-
ter. It has been virtually decided to hold the next meeting
in the western part of the State, and, at the present time, the

prospects are in fayor of Rochester. Another important action

taken was in relation to the entries for stakes. Last year the

association opened them to the world, but it was decided to

restrict them to New York State horse breeders in the fu-

ture. The horse entered muse have been in such ownership
at least six months. It was also decided that those making
entries must be members of the association.—N. Y. Times.

It's Pure !

That's Sure !

!

SENATOR LELAND STANFORD'S

Vina Bnandv
Sold Everywhere

OFFICE OF DISTILLERY

Room 3, 819 Market St.,
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THE SADDLE.

O'Bee is hard to beat at the sprinting game over a muddy

Sourse.

The very richest of the California Jockey Club stakes are

Iret to come. -

II Eugene Leigh has invented a portable horse stall for rail-

I way car service.

I C. H. Dukkee, the Los Angeles bookmaker, is in town
leeing the races.

Covington rode a rousing finish on Gold Dust in the sec-

>nd race Monday.

W. Flynn was fined $50 by the stewards yesterday for

imugggling a whip to ride Alcyone.

Joe Ullman held out Senator Irby Saturday and made a

•egular Bonanza clean-up on the race.

Nate Hill was set down for ten days on the 13th for his

>ad ride on Loughmore in the first race.

Charley Kidd, the steeplechase rider injured last week,

s progressing nicely, we are happy to state.

Eddie Jones, the injured jockey, was on Monday moved
"rom the track to his home on Geary Street.

Preston Venable will quit ridiDg jumpers and devote

limself to training a few horses he has secured.

Major Ban is a maiden no longer, but it is not his fault.

Jake Johnson's fall caused the changed conditions.

Mr Sweetheart likes a slushy track, and it was in all

ikelihood Flynn's whip that won the race for Alcyone.

Oct of seventeen day's racing Felix Carr was twenty-sis

ioaes first, seventeen times secoud ani eight times third.

Gilead sulked badly in the stake race Saturday, finishing

l poor fourth. He was much fancied by form students.

Several thousands of dollars went glimmering Friday

?hen Gold Dust turned an unpretty somersault in the mud.

Chula, the Palo Alto bred mare that was brought to

Vancouver by J. Graves, died two days after her arrival

here.

Charmion is improving fast, and bids fair to get into the

orm that made her invincible at the close of her two-year-

ild year.

McGinty, Cleary, Chevalier and Hinrichs each took a

nad bath yesterday and all fortunately escaped without any

erious injury.

The finishes in the last three races Saturday were ealcula-

ed to send a person afflicted with heart disease to his grave

without delay.

Gold Bug clearly is not at home in slushy going. He is

i powerful little-big fellow, and makes a^good showing on a

iticky or a dry crack.

The cry will soon be "What did Grannan do to them?"

'What ! little Riley Grannan ?" Or "What did the bookies

to to him ?" Which?

Modesto had a good boy up Friday, and won by a

juarter section of land. He likes mud as a miser does his

noney, and his win was a popular one.

Jim Flood's run Tuesday was a great one. He was

oeaten out a nose only by Quirt after the speedy white-faced

mare had gotten away in front on the run.

The Keene stable owns a two-year-old brother to Free-

and. He is a brown with a blaze face, and is a colt of fine

mbstance. He resembles Longfellow, his sire.

I bought a yearling colt, and hoped
A winner he would prove to be;

Alas ! I broke him in the spring.
And in the summer he broke me.

Floodmore is one of the few horses that remain unbeaten

it the meeting now in progress.^He has six straight victorits

» his credit, and his winnings amount to $4,250.

About January 5th, Eugene Leigh will ship about thirty

woodmares to San Francisco to be sold. The owner thinks

nuch better prices can be realized in California than in Ken-

ucky.

Jim Norvell's rush down the homestretch in the steeple-

3hase was phenomenal, and had the race been twenty yards

'arther the Windy City plunger would have landed some
well bets.

Earl Cochrane rode two winners on the 13th both at the

good odds of 8 and 6 to 1. He has been engaged to ride for

Mr. Corrigan. The boy's riding of Red Bird and Percy was

Srst-class.

St. Albans lost many a dollar for the Chicago crowd Tues-

day. He was backed off most of the boards, and a few of

the Windy City pencilers would not take a dollar of St. Al-

lans money.

Howard's racing "fjrm" is hard to fathom. He has

been beaten off time and again by "dogs," but Saturday he
won all the way, easily beating Morven and one or two rther

speedy animals.

Joe Ullman distributed a tew thousands to the poor and

needy Friday on the last race. He got up on Harrison's

box, held out George F. Smith, shouted for Banjo money,
and got it—in the neck.

Mollie King, the Schreiber filly that started here for

the first time on the 13th, has won a number of creditable

races at East St. Louis this season, besides running second
and third on many occasions.

C. A. Brown, the owner of Queen of Scots, feels very

badly over Eddie Jones' bad accident. His last instructions

to Eddie were to swing wide into the stretch and finish on

the outside. Had the little fellow followed them he probably

would not have been injured.

The once fashionable jockey, Harry Blaylock, is lying

dangerously ill with brain fever at his home in Parkdale,

near Toronto, says the New York Advertiser. Blaylock was
under engagement to ride for W. and C. Boots at San Fran^
cisco, but fell ill before startingfor the coast.

Joe Ullman evidently thought Good Bye a good thing in

the last race Monday, and held him out in his book. The
old horse got away well, but was not in the hunt for over
fifty yards of the journey.

Mr. James Rowe arrived Sunday and has assumed
the duties of presiding judge at Bay District. Clint
Riley has very capably filled the position since the
beginning of the meeting.

By the death of the late George W. Scoggan the firm of

Scoggan Bros, will not be dissolved until the end of three
years, at which time his entire interest goes to his son
Charles, according to the conditions of his will.

Jockey McCullogh made a good ride on Jim Norvell
in the jumping stake on Saturday, and had the horse been a

good jumper he would undubtedly have beaten both Flood-
more and Ingot, as he was coming very fast at the finish.

Tom McTague, warden of the Montana State Prison at

Deer Lodge, Mont., arrived in town Sunday and was at the

track Monday. Mr. McTague has a 6tring of flyers stabled

at the track and they will likely be started soon, now the boss

is here.

Riley Grannan was accompanied by Will Wallace, 'Gene
Porter and Lou Beal. Wallace owns The Commoner (by
Hanover), one of the best two-year-olds out this season. He
paid $5,000 for him out of his winnings on Henry of Na-
varre.

Mr. John Mackey informed the editor of the Breeder
and Sportsman during the recent Horse Show that July,

the brother to Sir Modred, was purchased by Mr. Haggin for

the Rancho del Paso, all reports to the contrary, not-

withstanding.

Doncaster, a royally-bred Australian horse and once a

good racer, will be brought down in a few days from Victoria,

B. C, by a horseman named Burns and prepared for racing

here. Doncaster won 6ome races in British Columbia early

in the autumn.

ChiQuito, the good-looking brown colt that won the third

race Friday, cost Mr. F. de Ojeda just $50 at an auction

sale here early last spring. The colt is by Quito (son of

King Alfonso and Crucifix, by Lexington), dam by Terror
(son of Alarm).

Tartarian is just the fastest sprinter on the track, that's

all there is about it. Tuesday's very easy victory over two
such good ones as imp. Percy and Motor showed what Tar-

tarian could do, he conceding seven pounds to Percy and
thirteen to Motor.

Mr. Hardy Durham has secured that good race-horse

Sleipner, by imp. Mortemer, out of Breeze, by Alarm, and
will put him in the stud, next season, at his stock farm. Horse
Haven, about three and a half miles out on the Newtown
pike.—Live Stock Record.

Banjo is one of the most improved colts at the track. He
won three times in eleven days. Patriot, the runner up
Friday, ran fully as good a race as Banjo. He was the last

horse turning into the homestretch, and Banjo beat h ;m less

than a length for first money.

Sweet Alice bled terribly after her race last week, and
Nick Hall thought for a time that she was going to bleed to

death. This is the old trouble with the mare. If this bleed-

ing after powerful exertion could be stopped the brown
daughter of Stratford would be hard to beat in the sprints.

''Squeak " Allmark put up a qgod ride on Floodmore
on Saturday, and it was only through his exertions that Mr.
Hall's gelding landed the rich plum. He lost nis whip early

in the tight down the stretch and had to depend entirely on
his hands and heels to land the brown horse winner by a

neck.

Jesse Potter, of the celebrated firm of Miller & Lux, will

shortly furnish the California Jockey Club with a couple of

thousand sheep, we understand, and it is thought the animals

to be driven over the course can soon make a marked change
for the good in it by tramping the track down solid and ab-

sorbing a great deal of the moisture in the wool on their legs

and stomachs.

Bob Isom, the light-weight colored jockey, who assaulted

Homer Combs with a knife a couple of weeks ago, was fined

$250 by thestewaids for the part he played, Combs $50 for

offering provocation for such a demoniacal act. The sums
thus realized go to charity. Isom has yet to defend himself

in court against a charge of assault with attempt to commit
serious bodily injury.

Harry Griffin, the famous jockey, who will receive as

salary next/eason $30,000, the highest ever paid ajockey in

this country, arrived in the city Sunday. He will no doubt

be seen in the saddle at the local course during the current

week. Griffin piloted The Butterflies to victory in the Fu-

turity this year. Griffin it a wonderful finisher and probably

has no equal as a rider at his weight.

Charlie Thorpe will go to New Orleans about the last

of the month to ride during the remainder of the meeting.

Thorpe is under contract to the Fleischmanns, and part of

the Fleischmann string of horses will race at New Orleans

this winter. Trainer Tucker has already sent a dozen of them
to that city. Thorpe will ride for that stable, and take out-

side mounts as well.—Breeder and Horseman.

Riley Grannan got in from Lexington, Ky., Tuesday,

and attended the races. He had a few dollars down on

Johnny Payne, St. Albans and Tartarian and looked as

happy as a frog in fly time. By the way, the young plunger

from Paris—Kaintuck—Bourbon county- -is looking in much
better health than when he was here last winter. That Gran-

nan will make things lively on horse exchange goes without

saying.

According to Eastern opinion the two most promising

two-year-olds in that section of the country are Matt Allen's

bay filly by imp. St. Blaise, dam Thora, and P. J. Dwyer's

bay filly by imp. Maxim, dam Touche Pas. The prominent

blood lines in the former are Hermit, Touchstone, Leaming-
ton and Lexington, and in the latter Musket, Tonchstone,

Australian and Lexington. Each of the fillies has two Touch-

stone crosses

Ollie F. Johnson will train the Manhattan Stable's

horses—Monrovia, The King and Three Forks. The first-

named is a high-class race mare, The King has won a great

many creditable races and has had about a year's rest, while
Three Forks may win a cheap selling race in the heavy
going.

Catch 'Em and Wawona, winners 'of the first two races

Tuesday, were raised at Rancho del Paso and are trained
and owned by the same man—L. C. White. We understand
Mr. White had $100 on Catch 'Em at 3 to 1 and $100 on
Wawona at 20 to 1, making his winnings on the two ra<vn

$2,300, exclusive of the nurses—$600.

The famous lightweight jockey, Harry Griffin, was a spec-

tator at the races Monday. He will probably not ride until

the track gets in better shape. Half of Griffin's income goes
to James Shields, a turfman who took the boy out of an or-

phan asylum in 1891 and made a contract with him which
holds good until Harry is twenty-one years old. As the crack
lightweight made close to $30,000 last season and expectB to

clear even more this, Shields should be a fairly wealthy man
by the time Griffin attains his majority.

Barney Schkeiber's luck is truly phenomenal. He bet

$100 on Thursday night when he saw the entries that Johnny
Payne would be as good as second. Chiquito had Paynne
beaten to a standstill in the homestretch, when Gold Dust
came up and challenged Chiquito. Good judges wouldn't
have given one cent on the dollar for Johnny Payne place
money when Chevalier went to the bat on Gold Dust, he
stumbled, threw the little fellow over his head, and Johnny
Payne zig-zagged in second and won Schreiber's money for

him.

The Committee of Apportionment of the funds created by
the French Government's official deduction of the percentage
on the pari-mutuel, met last Tuesday to examine the several

demands ef allocations made on these funds. The sum of

$538,000 was distributed among hospitals, poor houses and
medical dispensaries. Among these $20,000 was granted for

the endowment of a hospital for jockeys and stablemen at

Chantilly, in imitation of the Rous Memorial atNewirarket.
This sum of $20,000, added to a subscription that already
reaches $14,000, will permit the almost immediate beginning
of this hospital, which will be called upon to render great

service to all the people employed in horse-training estab-

lishments and horse-raciDg stables.—Spirit of the Times.

It is officially announced that until further notice no
jockey at the local track will be allowed to carry a whip in

anv race he rides. On Friday using a whip caused two falls,

audit is only luck that they did not result seriously. The
boys would lay on the whip and at the same time let loose

their hold on their horse's heads. The result was that both
animals stumbled and fell. We trust that the rule will be
made a permanent one. Jockeys that know when to use a
whip advantageously are as scarce as roses growing on an
iceberg. Often we see riders lamm'ng their mounts as soon
as they strike the three-quarter pole, and they do not seem
to realize that it is detrimental instead of beneficial.

Had Hinrichs' whip not been taken away Monday* when
he was at the post with Whitestone, the Macduff colt would
have won the biggest end of the purse, even if he was carry-

ing three pounds overweight. Before the races began White
& Clark asked permission to use a whip on Whitestone, and
the judges granted it. Afterward the officials changed their

minds, and sent word to the saddling paddock that Hinrichs
would not be allowed to use a ''bat." Meantime While &
Clark had bet $1,200 on Whitestone, thinking that a whip
would be allowed their jockey. When Mr. Ferguson took
the "bat" away from the boy at the post that virtually set-

tled Whitestone's chances, for he is a "loafer" of the most
pronounced type, and will only run to the front under the

whip.

Tom Jones, manager of J. B. Chase's stock farm at Sonoma,
Cal., h^s leased to Frank Van Ness Dare, br h, 4, by imp.
Darebin—Carrie C, by Monday, and Green River, ch c, 2, by
imp. Greenback, dam Leveret (dam of Rodman, Larghetto,

Lonelay, etc). The latter is one of the finest-looking two-

year-olds it has ever been our good fortune to see, and it was
only after mature deliberation that Mr. Jones consented to

let them go. Mr. Van Ness also purchased four yearlings

from the J. B. Chase ranch at private terms. They are bred

as follows : Ch c by imp. Merriwa—Rosedale, by Joe Hook
er; br c by imp. Greenback—Lurline, by Longfield; br f Her
Majesty, by imp- True Briton—Elsie Ban, by King Ban and
ch c by St. Carlo—Mistake (the dam of Gilead and grandam
of DeBracy and Monterey), by Wildidle. At the ranch they

consider one of these colts to have developed the highest form
ever shown by a yearling on the Pacific Coast.

Adolph B. Spreckels, for some reason not known to the

general public, though said to feel unkindly toward Handicap-
per Brough, several days ago resigned the Vice Presidency
of the California Jockey Club. Tuesday the resignation

was accepted and Col. D. M. Burns elected to fill the position

left vacant. It is given out that Mr. Spreckels thought
Brough was giving him the worst of the weights in the handi-

caps. The facts do not seem to show that the young multi-

millionaire has been badly treated by any means, as Gallant

won a goodly stake over Liesak and other cracks by the block

from Third to Fourth streets. With 118 pounds on Cadmus
to 109 on Senator Irby the latter beat Mr. Spreckels' horse a

trifle over a length. The last time this pair were handicapped
Brough gave Irby 113 pounds, Cadmus 120, which looked

quite fair, considering their former meeting. Candid was
handicapped at 115 pounds in this race, which looked a little

severe, though the black mare in her only start here this fall

beat Rey el Santa Anita half a length, going a mile and
seventy yards, at a difference of nine pounds in the Spreckels

mare's favor, for though accounted a four-year-old she

was foaled to Australian time. The date of her
foaling was November 28, 1890. Thus it would
appear that, taken all in all, Mr. Spreckels could

scarcely think he was being unjustly treated by the weight-

fixer. It must be something else that caused the resignation,

therefore, for Brough is surely not enough at fault in this

case to cause Mr. Spreckels' action. It is to be regretted, be-

cause Mr. Spreckels has been a staunch supporter of the lurf

in California ever since he became interested in thorough-

breds. President Williams expressed himself as being very

sorry that Mr. Spreckels had seen fit to resign, but said it was

one of those things that couldn't be helped. He thought Mr.
Spreckels' horses had been as fairly treated as any other turf-

man's at the meeting.
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jockey will, in maoy cases, hare the choice of horses, so that

all things considered the scheme has a good deal of merit.

And the biggest kind of an advantage if those who "lay the

odds" were so dull as to let the takers have all the benefit

that comes from the selection of the best rider, or even one of

the best, without protecting themselves by decreasing the

odds which would prevail were it not for that particular

fancy of the bettors.

Thus the Sin Francisco Turf Guide (and, by the way, 1

nod that so indispensable in even writing on the races, that

it must be of so much more service to the frequenters of^tbe

course that no one of that numerous body " can aflord " to

do without it) gives Carr, up to and including November

30ih. fiftv-five mounts, of which he won nineteen ; was sec-

ond in sixteen, third in five and unplaced in fifteen. This is

a remarkable showing from every point of view. His first

race was on November loth, so that there were only fourteen

davs to race upon, though outside of steeplechases and hurdle

races he only missed riding in eight races during the time

From the Guide I learn that in his winning races there was

an average of 6 6 starters, so that with even odds—rather a

queer way of expressing it—that is, if all the horses and rid-

ers had been equal io the estimation of the bettors, so that

each one brought an equal amount of money, the odds would

be something more than five to one. In that case the back-

ers of Carr would have " struck it very rich." Five dollars

invented on every one of his mounts and the account would

stand :

Cr-
ay 19 wins at 5 to 1 S475.00

Dr.—
To loss on 36 races 180.00

Profit $295.00

But the Guide also shows that on these nineteen races the

opening odds only averaged a little more than 2 to 1, Bay an

aggregate of $200, which would still leave a profit of $20 on

an investment of $o on each race which Carr rode. The
closing odds are given as well as the opeoiug, and in many
of the nineteen winning races these were "hammered down."

From even money to 1 to 5, from 6 to 3, from 3 to 5 to 1 to

3, from 3 to 1 to 9 to 5, from 3 to 1 to 7 to 2, from 2 to 8 to

5, from 6 to 5 to 7 to 10, and from 1 to 1 to 6 io 5.

To back the same jockey a symdicate was formed on the

system of doubliug when a loss was incurred, dropping back

to the original amount after a win. This worked favorably,

so far as I have heard, and " on paper " it has an enticing

look. It order to see the verification of the figures, the

opeoining odds will be taken to base the cyphering upon,

casting a balance each day thus, taking $5 for the initial.

November lotb.—
First race won, 7 to 5. S 7.00

Second race won, 4 to 1, 20.00
Third race lost 55-00

S27.00 C'r. 522 00

November 16th

—

First race lost 10.00

Second race 20.00

$30.00 Dr. 8 8.00

November 17th—
First race won. 5 to 2. ..$100.00

Second racelost 5 00
TOlrd race lost 10.00

Fourth race won . 5 to 2 50.00

8150.00 15.00 Cr. $127.00

November 19—
First race won. 6 to 1... $30.00
Second race lost 5.00

Tbird race lost 10.00
Foorlh race lost 20.00
Fifth race won. 2 to 1...$ 80.00

535 00

full cr. 8202.00Cr. balance on the day 5 75.00

November 20th—
First race lost 5.00
Second race lost 10.00
Third race lost 20.00
Fourth racelost 40.00
Fifth race 80 00

Loss on the dav 5155.00

Credit balance S 47.00

November 21st.—
First race lost ...5160.00

Second race won.3 to 55192.00
Third race won, 2 to 1 ...10.00

8202 00
160.00

Cr. on day 8 42.00 Cr. $ S9.00

November 22nd.—
First race won, 3to 1...8 15.00
Second race lost 8 5.00
Third race won. 8 to 1 5 30.00
Fourth racelost 8 5.00
Filth race lost 10.00

Cr. on day
November 23d.—

$45 00

20.00

815.00

8 20.00

Cr. 8104.00

1 t ice won 2 to 1580.00

Fourth race won

Cr. on day
November 24tb.—

I to 1 $20 00

SIOO.OO
25.00

875.00

82-5.00

Cr. 8179.00

Dr. on day $ 15.00 Cr. 8164.00
Bal. cr. 164.00

November2f.lh.—
First race lout 8 20.00
Becon<! race l'«t 40 00
Thirl mco wnn.l to 2 8 40.00

8 5.00
Fifth race Ion 10.00

140.00
135.00Dr. on day

NovemV-r .'7th—
Firs' rncc.loMt 8 20.00
Secotid race, won 6 to 5. 8 43.00
Third rnce. lo*t 5.00
Fourth race, lost 10.00

875.00
Bal. Cr. S129.00

8 48.00

85.00

Cr. onday„ 8 18.00

S 35.00

Bal. Cr., 1142,00

November 28th

—

First race, lost E 20.00

Second race, lost 40.00

Third race, lost _ 80 00

Dr. on day $140.00
Cr. bal., S 2.00

November 29th—
First race, won 3 to 1 S4S0.00

Second race, lost S 5.00

Third race, lost 10.00

$480.00 $ 15.00
15.00

Cr. oq day $465.00 Cr. bal., $467.00

November 30th—
First race, won 2 to 1 $ 40.00

Second race, won 2 to 1... 10.00
Third race, won 1 to 1 5.00

Fourth race, lost S 5.00

Fifth race, won 3 to 2 15.00

$ 70.00 S 5.00
5.00

Cr. on day $63,000 Cr- S532.00

That this is a better system than placing a stated amount
on every race which Carr has rode is evident though the

risk is greater. For instance, it was a critical time on
November 21st when $473 of the original capital was at

stake in placing $320 at the odds of 3 to 5, $113 being the

debit balance then. Far more serious than the day before

when there was a loss one very race, though still a credit

balance. Two more lost before the turn,and $2,353 would have
been the result from even so trifling a starter as a five dollar

bet.

Without taking the trouble to segregate, I ran the next
seven davs in the Guide through, and from a five dollar

start, losing the first, winning the second, and then four

losses equivalent to one outlay of $55, the result was a credit

balance of $93.50. The largest odds when Carr won was 3 to

1, and fortunately there bad been two losses before, so that

$60 was rerlized But thea, again, ten winning mounts in

twenty-three is of rare occurrence, especially when these are

crowded into seven days.

I have heard a good deal of growling over the shortness

of the odd? against Carr, though these statistics would seem
to warrant them Very frequently I have attempted to show
the advantage which the books possess, and this is about the
only scheme I have "hit upon," which appears to have a

''living chance."
As a rule, whenever a person thinks he can beat a game,

which has a big percentage in its favor, by some system he
has eliminated after many years of study, or by sonw happy
thought it is nearly a "dead certainty" that he will be
"left." And this, too, after all the favorable showing, may
go the other way at the next trial, though if no " doubling
up" is ventured upon, and no more risked than a person's

circumstances will warrant, backing a favorite pekey will

enhance the pleasure in witnessing the races. He will be
safe at all eveDts from the machinations of touts. He has his

euide without consultation with any one, and give thanks to

Dame Fortune alone.

* *
Galesburg "Stakes"—The Galesburg Association, of

which C. W. Williams is secretary, and presumably mana-

ger, as no other name appears on the papers received, pre-

sent an array of stakes, as they are called, though virtually

purses, and with conditions which make them impracticable

to people on this Coast, if not in other sections.

The most objectionable clause is " By refunding amounts
paid in, we reserve the right to declare off any or all stakes

at any time." That people will incur the risk of making
entries, keepirg up the payments, and starting from here
with the chance of liie stakes being declared off," after their

arrival on the scene of action, is expecting altogether too

much from the horsemen of this Coast. Had the provision

been that after the March installments were received the

purses could be declared off and the money paid in refunded,

there might have been a shade of fairness in the offer, though
even that would be objectionable, but as it stands, however
enticing otherwise, that clause will vitiate all the others.

Then there is another obnoxious feature. Suppose that a

person paid in the first four installments, and his entry or
entries not proving satisfactory after the Spring work, he did

not pay any more payments, and two or more months ihere-

after the "stakes" were declared off. Following the pre-

cedent, established by Mr. Williams las. year, in taking
stakes that were advertised, and nominations made therein,

to be trotted at Independende, Iowa, to Galesburg, Illinois,

he would hold that people who did not keep up the payments
uutil the time when they were declared off, would not ^be en-

titled to any drawback.
The stakes which were advertised to be decided at Inde-

pendence, and afterwards trotted at Galesburg, without the

consent of every one who had paid up until that announce-
ment of the change was made, were as emphatically declared
off as could be done by a direct pronunciamento, provided for

in the conditions.

Apart from that decidedly objectionable clause there are

others. "Distance in all stakes 100 yards." That will make
both three-year-old and two-year-old best two-in-three, with
the distance 100 yards.

"Owners of winning horses to receive first money only,"

can be construed to mean almost anything, the whole of the

purse, as nothing is said in relation to second, third or fourth

money, or it may be claimed, that as the rule says: "The
number of premiums awarded shall not exceed the number of

horses which started in the race," that the "stake" can be
divided in such a way as to give every starrer a portion. The
rule which limits the moneys to the number of starters is all

that associations require to guard that point, and when the
winning hor.-e is debarred from obtaining the full fruitsof

victory, the association directly benefited by horses being dis-

tanced, it is an interested party in the judgments rendered.

Hock-Hocking and Katie Pease being declared distanced,

when the club saved nine thousand dollars by the action,

broke it up as that gave a motive for the wrong-doiDg which
could not be overcome.

"All stakes for sperihVd amounts" is not admissible. Were
a stake guaranteed fo amount to $5,000, and all the surplus

to revert to the association that would cover the case. En-
trance fee five per cent of stake" is meant, I suppose, to mean
five per cent, on $5,000 The s (ake is the individual sub-

scription of $250 each, wilh a further toll of $250 more from
"money winners." The forfeits are payable monthly accord-
ing to the specification*, and failure to meet them as they be-

come due is a declaration of forfeit.

The concluding line of the advertisement sounds strangely
to me after the matter which precedes it

:

i
"The Earning Capacity of the Trotter Mast be Increased I

If Not, Down Goes the Ship With All on Board."
The advertisement appears in its proper place in this paper,

and in order to present the whole case, as presented by Mr.
Williams, the following circular is appended :

TO OWNERS.
Breeding is now practically worth nothing without speed,and speed

in the future will be very cheap unless it can be used to win money
with. Money cannot be won unless TrottiDg Associations offer it,
and TrottiDg Associations will not offer it unless they receive your
support. If you win small stakes and purses.von only win expenses-
consequently, the enly way to make money"eampaigniDg horses is
through the large siakes. We offer, to close January 1st, fourteen
stakes of 85,000 each. The conditions are simple and liberal. Horses
are to be named when entries close, and cash must accompany each
and every entry. We will have tbe money to pay winners as soon as
each race is over, if the First National Bank here does not faiL
If you think we will not, don't enter We reserve the right to declare
off any stake at anytime, by refunding amount paid in ; but there is
no probability that a stake will be declared oft that fills January 1st.We offer you the fastest track in the world to trot over, and only four
hours and twenty minute's ride from either Chicago or St. Louis. We
offer you the largest number of big stakes ever offered by auv associa-
tion, and the only kind yon can make anv money in trotting and
pacingior. We offer to let you start in these stakes for five per cent,
and there will be bnt few -places in 1S95 where you can do that.
Fourteen stakes, $5,000 each—$70,000, and they close the first day of
the New Year. c. W. Williams, Secretary.
Galesburg, 111., Dec. 12, 1894.

*

Cassius M. Clay.—From the time that " Joe" Goodwin
named his horse after the noted Kentuckian I have had a

high respect for the sponsor. Fearless, game, persevering,

the embodiment of courage and manliness he was a

prominent figure when most of our present old men were
boys. I am much pleased to learn that a Kentucky editor

has taken his part when the "old man" was so unjustly

persecuted by his near relatives, and hope that the remainder
of his days will prove as peaceful as many of them have been
stormy.
That the name was popular among horsemen is proved by

the fact that five so christened are duly registered, though the
first which bore it is not only credited with those which took
his name with Jr. attached, but as the sire of George M.
Patchen he takes rank among the most noted progenitors of
the olden time.

In a late number of the American Horse Breeder, John
Minchin, of Goshen, N. Y., who is tborouguly conversant
with the noted horses of the past thus describes him.
"Taken all in all George M. Patchen was the greatest horse

I have ever seen. He was not too large or too small, too

coarse ortoo fine, nor too heavy or too light. His color was
perfect, his temper fair, and his action the poetry of motion."
He might have added that he had the courage of the man
who loaned his name to his sire, and that meant that quality
In the highest degree.

"Address to the Deil"—
" Bnt tare-ye-weel, Auld Nickie-Ben,
O! Wad ye tak a thought and men
Ye Alblins might, I dinna ken.

Still hae a shake.
I'm wae to think upon you deid.
E'en for your sake."

Thus Burns wound up his address to the one which I al-

luded to when suggesting a more reasonable name for the

trottiog-bred conoueror of imported hackneys. The composi-

tor, doubtless, had little acquaintance with the Scotch titles

of his majesty, anglicizing tbe "Christian" part into Dickie

and the surname into Bros.,—so that our good friend Colonel

D might think it a reflection upon him—too civil, per-

haps, thinks tbe compositor, to call the august personage by
superior titles, and like tbe Scotch Sunday School mistress

who took a pupil to task for reading devil, reproving her in

the following words

:

" Deevil, indeed I Set him up with fine names—ca' him
deil, lassie, it's guid eneuch for him."
The verse is worth quoting, however, to show the poet's

sympathy, and were the sentiment expressed more widely,

distributed the world would be none the worse for it.

*

"Tough Little Fellows."—Pondering over the three

measurements of Directum, which show that he is a little

horse all over, it strikes me that toughness may be a moie

certain quality in the small tribe than in those which are

larger. And exemption from injury as well, as without much

effort I can recall quite a nun.ber of small celebrities who

kept at it for year after year, scarcely ever ailing, always

ready and willing to do their best. Accident may throw

them out for a time, as was the case this year with Directum,

but only temporarily, unless it was very serious, for instance

Hulda, and she has a much better chance to recover than if

a hand taller and two or three hundred pounds heavier.

TheD, too. a light body may give some immunity to leg

troubles, and yet with enough muscular power to serve the

pHrpoEe. "Big round the heart" is advance as an indispu-

table indication of superior lung and heart force, but if occa-

sioned by a thick coating of flesh the interior will not afford

more room for these important organs than one of less girth.

An inch of flesh on the ribs will add considerably to the girth

for if equally distributed, covering the sternum as well, and

with allowance for diminution on the back, there would be at

least five incnes gained.

Were it otherwise than "the market" favors good-sized

animals, and for the commonly received saying "that a good

big horse will beat a good little one," the smaller would be

more highly valued. Anyway, the two which are below the

medium size are king and queen now, and uotil conquered

by huger specimens of trotters their thrones are secure, and

with a chaDce for more little fellows to wear the diadem.

*
* *

Mint Juleps.— It is very many years since I had the good

fortune to drink a real julep. To make them in perfection is

Burely one of the lost arts, and it may be as far from being

rediscovered as the tempering of bronze till it would take an

edge as keen as the best steel, or unfold many of the secrets

of the far distant past. Therefore it is only the old men
among our readers who will appreciate the following anec-

dote of the celebrated actor Power, who was lost at sea about

fifty years ago. Soon after landing in America he met an

acquaintance from the old sod, and among other panegyrics,

he said with abundant empnasis: " Indade, this is a great

country, Mr. Powers. They're at laste a hundred years in

advance of us—in dhrinks, sir ! Did ye ever taste a julep?"

Joseph Cairn Simpson.
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THE GUN.
Gun Club Directory.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wm. C. Murdoch, Secretary,
Pacific Union Club, S. F.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, J. K. On, Secretary, 123 Mont-
mexy St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Club, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson, Secretary, 310 Pine street, 8. F.

The Lincoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary.
605 Market Street. S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oat-
land, Cal.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner, President,
Phil Finck, Secretary, R. R. and 16th Ave., S.S. F.

The Electric Gun Club, San Francisco, .Edgar Forater, Secretary
605 Market St. S. F.
Sponsmen's Association of Alameda Country, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East akland.Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,
Pres.; J. Burrell, Sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E.J. Farlow, Pres.; E.

V. Mills. Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

H. G. Nicholson, Sec
Marshiield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power. Pres.;

F. Thibault. Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis. Pres.: V. M.

Jessee. Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Club, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline. Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. EL Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell. Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F .W Charles, Secretary. ^

CARTRIDGE A.ND SHELL.

Snipe are reported quite plentiful Dear Antioch.

C. Cate, Ford and Parks made a good bag of ducks at

Mowry's on Sunday last.

L. P. Bolander had fiue luck with the spoonbills at the
Alameda Sportsmen's Club.

One of the largest runs of salmon known for years made
their way up the Eel river last week.

Spoonbills are very plentiful at the Bridges. Zeiner made
a bag of 30 "spooneya" and cans last week.

Several of the members of the Pastime Gun Club were at
Alvarado on Sunday but were not very successful.

Mr. Geo. "Work killed 36 out of 50 live birds at 38 yards
rise. A very creditable performance at that distance.

W. N. Wetmore and a friend bagged twenty-two spoonbills
mallards and sprigs at Alviso Bridges the first of the week.

Bruns, Karney and Quinton were at their usual haunt in"
Sonoma county on Sunday. They bagged thirty-eight ducks-

The marsh at the Alviso Bridges is one sheet of w<Uer and
the ducks are pretty well scattered, but there are plenty of
them there.

Governor- elect Budd, C. J. Haas and Geo. Sperry enjoyed
a very pleasant duck shooting excureion to Disappointment
Slough last week.

The local sportsmen at Reclamation returned Sunday last

either empty handed or very nearly so. The ducks seem to

have deserted that part of the marsh.

The Spooney Gun Club of Alvarado had no end of fun
with the spoonbills last Sunday. Their bag was a very large

one and consisted almost entirely ofspoonbills.

Thornbrough and Smith, two men arrested at the instiga

tion of the Colusa Gun Club for trespassing on their preserve
were tried by jury at Live Oak last week and acquitted.

Sportsmen who have shot at the Bridges were very pleased
this week to see in Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s window an
excellent enlarged photograph of "Old Sam" by H. B.
Hosmer.

The hunters at Mt. Eden, Alvarado, Mowry's and (he
Bridges were all fairly successful on Sunday last. None of
them were loaded down with ducks, but nearly every body
had a good mess.

Mr. Remfrie of Antioch is trying to sell his arks, decoys
and boats to a club of sportsmen. There is excellent shoot-

ing there now. Crittenden Robimon and Richard Brooks
were down last week and bagged 68.

Dr. Fred Clark and Henry Lonjers, of Stockton, returned
last week from a hunting trip in the country back of Mur-
phy's. They brought back with them two young bucks, a
live baby wildcat, which they will try to domesticate, and a
fine bag of quail.

In an unoccupied lot in West Berkeley, only a block
from the post office, from thirty to fifty English snipe were
boring and enjoying the rain on Tuesday last. L. L. Camp-
bell and McVay leaned over the fence and exclaimed, "What
a blanked shame that they are in the city limits !"

Forest and Stream has inaugurated a strong movement
against dropping for place in class shooting. It is often very
difficult to tell whether a man has dropped for place or

"gone off" in form, "fell to pieces," but when it is apparent
that a man has purposely dropped, he should be disqualified.

The champion shots of America are really to be pitied.

Now Bogardus has taken a pen in hand and wants a word to

say about who shall be champion. It is ''champion" Carver
that he is after and he says he will shoot him for the title of

champion shot of the world, with both rifle and revolver,

from seven to ten matches, to decide the ownership of the
title.

Robert Liddle and a party of well-known sportsmen were
at the works of the United States Smokeless Powder Co. at

San Rafael on Sunday last and returned very much pleased

with the new powder. It is marvelously quick, with light

recoil and great penetration. The company have wisely

refrained from placing it upon the market until perfected.

In the near future it will be placed upon the market at a
very reasonable figure in any desired quantity. The shot-

gun powder has been named " Gold Dust," a very appropriate
name.

F. E. Miller, a well-known Oakland sportsman and cocker
spaniel man, was at Belmont on Sunday and would have
made a good bag of mallards if he could hsve found them in
the tules. One goose and a few spoonbills were all that he
brought to bag.

Geo. McCool, Andrew Smith, R. Lloyd Eaton, E. Mor-
ton, E. J. Roberts and J. F. Usher were tried at Suisnn on
the 8th for trespassing on the Teal Club shooting preserve
and acquitted. The jury did not seem to consider that if a
man could run a boat up a navigable -lough and out over
the land on both sides that he was gailty of trespassing up-
on inclosed lands and rendered a verdict accordingly.—Sui-
sun Republican.

A gentleman who has lately been cruising through the
Powder River Valley tells an interesting tale in regard to
the manner in which the eagles contrive to catch sage hens.
These birds, like all the grouse family, fly with great swift-
ness, and in a stern chase an eagle is not in it at all with one
of them. In order that the eagle may dine on sage hen some
hard work is necessary, and the eagle has Bolved the prob-
lem. As the gentleman was driving along the side of the
mountain he started a covey of sage hens, which flew away
down toward the valley. Suddenly, an eagle which had been
sitting on the low grovnd, rose up under the birds, which
immediately rose high in the air, while the eagle flopped up
after them. "When they had risen high enough another
eagle Bwooped down from above. The terrified birds scattered
in all directions, but as the eagle singled out one (and as an
eagle on the swoop goes like a shot out of a gun) he soon
seized his bird, and the pair flew off to a neighboring cliff to
dine.—Ex.

Kern County Game.

Up to a few years ago Kern County was a veritable sports,

men's paradise. It was one of the finest quail and duck-

shooting districts in the State. There were (and are now)
comparatively few farms fenced, and men might hunt in al-

most all directions. The level, open plains about Bakersfield

were the finest field trial grounds in the Union, and for sev-

eral years the Pacific Coast Club held its trials there.

Now all this is changed. The ruthless slaughter of game
by market hunters has well nigh exterminated the quail in

the valley near Bakersfield. and the Field Trials Club two

years ago had to abandon that locality and seek new grounds

where it was possible to protect the quail. Lest some of the

newspaper defenders of the game destroyers, who are fighting
the sportsmen's protective clubs, may in their ignorance
charge that the Kern County quails were killed off by the,

field trial men, let it be said here that the average number of
birds shot during a week's meeting of the club was perhaps a
dozen—certainly not to exceed two dozen.
So regardless had the market shooters become of the rights

of the people, that at last the latter demanded some protec-
tion at the hands of the Supervisors of the county. They
petitioned that body to pass an ordinance prohibiting the
shipment of game out of the county, but some of the Super-
visors were personal friends of the market hunters, and had
not yet been educated up to the idea that the wild game of
the county was something worth preserving for future gener-
ations, so they defeated the petition.

While the evidence taken before the board was such as
should have opened the eyes of the Rip Van Winkle mem-
bers, is seems to have had just the opposite effect, judging by
the following report in the Bakersfield Califoroiau.

"The Board of Supervisors disposed of a petition this morn-
ing that requested an ordinance passed prohibiting shipment
of game outside of the county. All save one voted to reject

the petition. The McCutcheon*brothers were present, and
stated that they had made the price of a valuable fruit farm
in Rosedale out of shooting for the market.

" Among the statements made was the astonishing one that
$20,000 per year was probably received from game shipped
from Bakersfield, which at a high average rate per dozen
quails or ducks, say $2, would represent ten thousand dozen
birds, or 120,000 birds. This is most surprising, and we
doubt if any county in the United States can make such a
showing.
"An interesting question in this connection is, how long

can the game of this county stand such a drain ? It certainly

looks very like killing the goose that lays the golden eggs."

It will now be in order for some country editor to assert

that the Kern County game was killed off by members of San
Francisco gun clubs, and that the Supervisors of the county
were right in jumping with both feet on the attempt to inflict

an " odious English game law " on Kern County.
Kern now has her McCutchen Brothers and their fruit

farm as a consideration for the almost extinction of her game,
and it does not require much '' figgeriug" to demonstrate
whether she has made or lost by the bargain. The Pacific

Coast Field Trials Club alone spent about $3,000 a year in

Bakersfield for six years, and had the county authorities exer-
cised even ordinary vigilance in the matter of protecting the
quails these annual expenditures would have continued in-

definitely, increasing year by year, as people learned to appre-

ciate the sport connected with field trials.

Not only that, but there would have been game sufficient

to afford every citizen in the county all he required for his

table, with enough haunts to attract visitors—and even home-
seekers—from far away.

Bakersfield had, a few years ago, a gun club composed of

a large number of the leading citizens of the place, and they
made a gallant effort to stem the tide and at least partially

protect the wild game from the rapacity of greedy market
hunters, but had to give up the struggle. The public gener-
ally, and the officials particularly, were not capable of appre-
ciating the fact that the game was something worthy of pro-

tection, and now Kern County has little to boast of except
its big ranches, water ditches and herds of live-stoek.

Yes, she has her McCutcheon brothers and their fruit

farm.—Record Union.

That Teal Duck.

E. M. Sanders went duck hunting recently. He plodded

about the wet land north of town all day and at night be

returned home the proud possessor of one poor little teal

which he had waylaid and murdered from ambush. Before

starting out E. M. had promised to save two ducks for Lou
Crellin, but as he had killed but one Lou was not to be con-

sidered in it. E. M. had the duck all nicely prepared and

gave instructions to the cook at the Rose to roast it to a cer-
tain delicious degree for bis breakfast next mornin°- In the
meantime Lou had called for his share of the spoils and was
told of the splendid breakfast that was to be. E. M. walked
into the dining-room in the morning rubbing his hands,
smacking his lips and smiling to everyone. He had no sooner
8
t j

hlmself than he instructed the waiter to " bring on
that duck." The waiter hastened to bid his commands and
returned in a moment with the full course and on a large
platter was a bit of paper marked "duck." E. M. knew
something was wrong and hastily unfolded the paper and
read: Friend Sanders—If you possibly can, come out to Ruby
Hill and have a duck dinner with me at 1 o'clock sharp.
Signed—C. L. Crellin.
Mack turned pale, then red and then got up from the

table, shouldered his gun, and at last accounts was lying in
ambush for another teal. Lou had purloined the other.—
Pleasanton Times.

Results of the Test.

Armin Tenner, Superintendent of the American Testing
Institute, has finished his tests of the effect of wadding mater-
ial upon the performance of shotguns, and gives the follow-
ing conclusions :

"In my opinion, it has been shown that black powder is
less susceptible to inferior wadding than the nitros. that it
generates its gases more gradually than the latter, and that
it will practically make little difference whether a cardboard
wad is used next to the powder, or a trap or similar soft wad.
It even appears that a rigid wad is desirable. The principal
requirement for black powder wadding is sufficient thickness—from J to 3-8 of an inch—elasticity, density and cohesive
quality of the felt or its substitute. Whether one or more
wads are employed, does not appear to be of any great con-
sequence; neither does it differ much whether the wadding is
dry or lubricated, _ as far as the performance is concerned.
Considering velocity, pattern and pressure in every case com-
bined, we find that the best results were obtained with the
service charges (3 drs. powder, 1 1-8 oz.shot) when 1 cb 1 U.
M. C. 12 ga. white felt, 1 cb. were used, and with the 3j drs.
powder and 1 1-8 oz. shot, with one express wad, although it
is not conclusively proved that the former wadding might
not equal the latter. The 1 1-8 oz. shot charge produced the
best velocity and pattern, values compared with the 2£ oz.
load, and in the last record not only comparatively, but abso-
lutely. Only one size shell (2 5 8 in.) was employed. Neither
in point of pattern nor velocity did black powder show any
superiority over the nitros

; it only made a good showing in
respect to pressure—comparative safety."

DuPont's smokeless powder (2|drs., 1 1 8oz. shot) service
load, did best with 1 U. M. C. trap and 2 regular black edge
wads, and next with 1 cb , 1 Eley white felt, 1 cb. wad. The
3drs. powder, 1 l-8oz. load gave the best results with one ex-
press, 1 paper fillerwad, next with 1 cb., 1 U. M. C. white
felt 12-ga , 1 cb. wad, and considering the corresponding
pressure, the last load performed best. With the 2 7-8 in.
shell and 3Jdrs. powder and ljoz. shot, one trap and one
black edge J inch gave the best results.

Schultze powder, service charge, produced the best results
with load 9,1 U. M. C. regular black edge; and next with 1
cb , 1 Anderson cork compound wad, 10-ga. 1 cb.
The best and a remarkably good result was obtained with

load 253 (b),2 5 Sin trap shell, l^in. black edge, ljoz. shot.
With 3|drs. powder, load 133 makes the best showing;
wadding 1 12-ga. U. M. C. 3-8in. black edge, l}oz. shot.
Relatively, the best values *ere obtained with 1 l-8oz. shot.

E. C. powder, service charge, did best with 1 V. L. & 3D.

Hurlingham express wad; next with 1 Hurlingham felt and
2cb. wads (see loads 56 and 47)1 The best values were
obtained with the 2|in. shell and ljoz. shot. Relatively the
best results were obtained with load 156, 3£dr., E. C. powder
in smokeless shell, 2 V. L. D. blkedge. rec. 1 pinkedge,
1 1-8 oz. shot.

I think the tests demonstrate the fact that there is hardly
any occasion to employ a longer than a 2Jin. shell in a 12-
bore shotgun; 3in. shells occasionally give a high pattern,
but they perform, as a rule, less regularly than a 2£ or 2 5-8
inch shell. For ordinary shooting and nitro powders, a 2 5-8
in. shell will do almost as well as any longer shell. I have
not found that, beyond tbe 2fin. shell, the velocity can be
improved by a longer shell.

The Tarantula.

P. Y. Baker of Traver made a trip to Panoche grade
last week, and on his return told of some weather signs
pointed out to him by an old Mexican of that section. The
Mexican showed him a number of tarantula nests that were
built in an unusual manner.
The tarantula digs or appropriates a hole six or eight

inches deep and nearly an inch in diameter. He then makes
a cement wall from bottom to top of the hole and about a
sixteenth of an inch thick. On the top he fits a lid so
nicely that when it is closed the nest is impervious to the
elements. His spidership raises and lowers the roof of his
mansion by means of a fibre hinge, which he has deftly
placed on one Bide.

The walls are always built up half an inch above the
ground, but the peculiarity about them this year i? that
they are built up four or five inches above the surface of
the ground on which they are located.

This is one of the many instances that have been observed
in which animals have been prompted by instinct to protect
themselves against inclement weather, and it is regarded as
an unfailing sign of a very wet season.—Selma Irrigator.

Leading-.

Every duck hunter has doubtless been troubled with a

leaded gun at some time during his career, and has expended

a great deal of elbow graase in endeavoring to remove the

same. Armin Tenner recommends the use of mercury, used

in the following manner : Blue ointment applied with a

rag will do it effectually. The mercury contained in the
blue ointment wili dissolve the lead. In case the salve
proves too weak use mercury. Place a cork in the muzzle of
tbe barrel, then pour into the barrel from the breech end,
about two ounces of mercury; cork up the breech and let the
mercury travel slowly up and down the barrel, turning the
barrel around at the same time. Gather the mercury and
preserve it for future similar purposes. It can be used over
and over again. After the lead has been dissolved clean the
barrel with a clean dry rag.
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A Narrow Escape.

A week ago last Wednesday night a number of well-known

young sports of this city left on a duck-shooting expedition.

The party, which was composed of S. W. Newell, George

Atherton, li Kin" Crellin of Pleasanton, Will Dudley and

Ralph Lane, went down to Potato slough in Dave Creanor's

catamaran. They intended to stay a couple of days in the

tules, but their plans were materially altered by an entirely*

unlooked-for occurrence. About 1:30 o'clock this morning,

when the parly was sound asleep, the catamaran got very

giddy, and without giving any warning turned a back somer-

sault in Potato slougb and now lies bottom side up in that

tributary of the San Joaquin river. The party very luckily

escaped without any serious injury, a broken toe being the

worst accident sustained.

During high tide the prow of the craft had been run on

a bar near the bank of the slough. It was thought an ex-

cellent place to spend the night, and the party, which was

pretty well fatigued by the day's shooting, lay down for a

good night's sleep. It happens, as the nimrods have discov-

ered U) their sorrow, that (Le tide in Potato slough falls very

suddenly. Early this morning the tide began to recede, and

the stern of the catamaran commenced to go down, down,

down. The weary hooters slept on, on, on. Finally they

were standing nearly perpendicularly on their heads, and

still not one awoke from his slumbers. At lengths, when
the low-tide mark was reached, the craft was hanging by

the prow, and, a alight breeze arising, it toppled over with a

crash.

Then there was commotion within. Creanor was the first

to realize the situation, and he cried out, "Get out, boys, with

your lives ; she's overturned andsinking." The hunters had
slept with their trousers on, and had used their coats as pil-

lows. Each one thought of nothing but of making his own
escape. There was no time to get their guns and ammuni-
tion. In a few seconds all were on shore except Ralph Lane
aod Mr. Crellin. By that time the boat was sinking fast, the

hulls being just visible above the surface. Then a crash was
heard. A moment later Crellin escaped by crawling through

a window which he had broken. He was dragging Lane
after him. The latter had not awakened until it was too

late to get out through the door. Crellin saw his predica-

ment and hastened lo his assistance. They were no sooner

out of the craft than it disappeared beneath the surface of

the water, the suction that it made in going down alone re-

vealing the spot where it had sunk. Nothing was saved.

The guns, ammunition, provisions, various articles of dress,

and in fact everything belonging to the parly is now at the

bottom of theslough with tbe ill-fated craft. The unfortu-

nate hunters, after collecting their wits—'t was all that was
left to collect—proceeded to the house of Oatrom brothers,

farmers living near by, where they were received and made
as comfortable as possible, provided with old coats and rigged

out with other articles of apparel, for as hunters well know
it a just a bit frigid down in the tules between 1 and 2

o'clock on a frosty morning. The frost is especially biting

when one has no other upper garment on than an undershirt

as was the case with Lane.
Three of the ill-starred hunters—Dudley, Crellin and Land
—came to town by team, arriving here shortly after 12

o'clock to-day noon. Their make ups would take all the

prizes in an old-clothes social. They were cold and half-

starved, they declared, and'they drove directly to the Inde-

pendent restaurant, where they appeased their hunger.
The [ducks bagged were not brought home, and they are

now floating about Potato Slough, unless the three remaining
hunters have fished them to shore with long poles. They
were on top of the catamaran, and when the craft was in-

clined at a sufficient angle they did what Kelly was told to

do—they slid.—Stockton Mail.

Convicted.

The jury in the case of the people vs. N. D. Reynolds

George Shire and Ira Robbins, charged with illegally killing

fish in Russian river, July 22, by the use of dynamite, re"

turned a verdict of guilty on Saturday night, December Sth
Three ballots were taken before a decision was reached
Among the witnesses examined were J. B. Leard, Mrs. Zada
Heath, S. P. Babcock, Ira Smith, W. A. Hnntley, Ira Rob-
bins, <;. Dietz, N. B. Turner, J. D. Cooper, N. D. Reynolds,
George Shire, T. J. Butts, J. W. Keegan and others.

It is not improbable that the case will be appealed.—Santa
Rosa Republican.

THE KENNEL.
DOINGS IN DOO-DOM.

Joe Thompson, the well-known Australian bookmaker,
will have a CG.OOO book on the Waterloo Cup.

Dr. K. W. Skaife's veterinary hospital has been connected
with the telephone system. His number is East 396.

A new kennel club has been organized in Wilmington,
Delaware. It will be known as the Wilmington Kennel
Club.

James Mortimer has purchased of W. W. Thomson the
young sable collie Hadfield Don, a winner of many prizes in
England.

Oar northern correspondent informs us that the Portland
dog fanciers will hold a show of dogs during the exposition
next month, for exhibition only. We understand that Car-
roll E. Hughes ih at the head of the movement.

L. L. Campbell shipped J. W. Keene's Irish setter bitch
<Jueen of Kildare to Los Angeles on Wednesday last to E.G.
Keene, who will keep her until the whelps and prepare
her for the spring nhows. She will go the entire circuit if in

lition.

Our little contemporary is crying tor a circuit of shows
ad advising the Pacific Kennel Club to endeavor to form

inch '" circuit. It wi old never have thought of such a thing
if it had not been informed that the various clubs on the
com! had been w-itten to on the nuhject weeks ago.

ircuit of hhowa is at present confined to the P. K. C'
at d Lhe North, Tbe Southern California and Oakland shows
* e reported doubtful. We think that Denver is too far away

• be of advantage. Portland and Seattle will undoubtedly
< ,Jie in line. It is to their advantnge to do so.

P. D. Linville returned last week from a pleasant outing

at Salinas. He took T. J. Wattson's English setter Sam
Weller with him and is very favorably impressed with his

good qualities.

The well-known field trial winner Roderigo, by Count
Noble—Twin Maud, died recently at the home of J. M.
Avent. Roderigo was not only a field trial winner but the

sire of a great nuny winners and a fair bench show dog.

The Birmingham, England, dog show contained 1518 en-

tries. The largest classes were: collies 165, spaniels 107, St.

Bernards 91, retrievers 70, smooth fox terriers 69 (wire 42)

Welsh terriers 66, pointers 66, bull terriers 60, Irish setters,

57, English setters 56, Old English sheepdogs 44, deerhounds
41, toy spaniels 41, Scottish terriers 40, Irish terriers 39.

Mr. Geo. Olmi of the Tivoli is frequently seen on Market
street accompanied by three St. Bernard puppies of the Lord
Hualpa—Lola litter. They are beautiful puppies, of

good size and fine condition. One of them, especially, has a

head of very good formation, and should make something
above the ordinary. They attract a good deal of attention

from their being under such perfect control.

As will be seen by our Kennel Registry column, Mr. T. J.

Wattson has bred Miss Alice to Sam Weller and Loya to Star-

light. These two matings should produce field dogs of great

merit. Doncaster and May Queen, the sirs and dam of Miss
Alice are both bv Druid, and Sam Weller being by Roderigo
the progeny should certainly possess great merit. Loya is

by Gath's Mark, and Starlight, a field trial winner himself,

is by Dan Gladstone, also a winner. We wish friend Watt-
son every possible success with both of the bitches.

A. E, Guy Esq., of Seattle, Wash., who has recentlyjoined

the Pacific Fox Terrier Club, has in his kennels the fox ter-

rier dog, Hopbloom Dusky (34,091)" by Triton (Ch. Raffle-

Venom Dainty) out of Blemton Venom (Dusky Trap-Bel-
grave Viola) whelped May 18, 1893. This is quite a hand-
some fellow, with good legs, feet and bone, nice outline, well

shaped longhead, with small, well-carried ears and a good
terrier eye, also the bitch Julip (14,763) by Beverwyck Dusky
(Ch Dusky Trap-Daze) — Blemton Lilly (Twig-Norah) a
cobby bitch and suitable for breeding purposes. These ter-

riers will probably be shown at the Pacific Kennel Club show
next May.

The California State Poultry Association will hold its sec-

ond annual exhibition at Mechanic's Pavilion on January
3-9. Entries positively close Saturday, December 22 at 8
p. M., with A. Armstrong, Petaluma, Cal., Henry S. Ball of

Shrewsberry, Mass., and Chas. McClave of New London,
Ohio, will judge the poultry. H. F. Whitman of Alameda
will judge the pigeons. The special price list aggregates

nearly $800, nearly all of this being in cash. The regular
prize list figures nearly $2,000. This large amount of money
will unquestionably bring together the largest and best dis-

play of poultry and pigeons ever brought together in this

State. •

R. M. Dodge, the well-known trainer, was in town on Sat-

urday last en route for Salinas with his string of dogs. They
are all in fine condition, and some of them will, we trust,

make a good showing at the trials. The string consists of P.

J. Baum's pointer dog Glenbeigh Jr., by Glsnbeigh—Lady
Max: R. Spreckels' pointer dog Spot; R. Spreckels' Irish

setter bitch Miss Lucy (Finglas—Lady Josie; M. Garrett's

Irish setter dog Sultan (Finglas—Lady Josie) ; Mr. Simp-
eon's (Los Angeles) Irish setter bitch Rose ; J. G. Edwards'
English setter dog Rod (Sportsman—Enid); H. T. Payne's
English setter dog Gift (Fred W.—Minnie Noble) ; Mr.
Terry's English setter dog O'Ryan (Harold—Sunlit) and T.

J. Watson's English setter bitch Loya (Gath's Mark—Gos-
sip).

Stories of intelligence in dogs are common enough, though
some of them, like those of fishers and abooters, are not re-

markable for veracity. The following incident, however, is

vouched for by a gentleman living at Hylton, near Sunder-
land, and is worth giving as an instance of canine sagacity.

Mr. Woodrow, the head keeper to Lord Durham, at Lamb-
ton Park, owns a retriever. Last Wednesday morning Mr.
Woodrow was driving from Lambton to Offerton, and when
nearing this latter place his gun, which was in the back part

of the trap, fell out. Shortly after this it was found that both
dog and gun were missing, upon which the trap was driven

back. But very soon the dog was seen approaching, labour-

ing under the weight of the gun, which the dog must have
exercised much patience and intelligence in getting balanced
in his mouth so as to be able to carry it at all.—British Fan-

Mr. C. A. Loud, well known by many of our readers, passed

through New York November 4 en route to North Carolina,

where he proposes to locate his kennels if the country and
climate prove satisfactory during the winter. While he has
not definitely selected the point, it is supposed, from letters

and information he has received, that Bessemer City, just

south of Charlotte, will suit him. In a short time he will de-

cide and notify the public. Mr. Loud had with him a num-
ber of dogs, including Dick Turner II, by Dick Turner—Vic
N, Lorna Balkis (27,858), Lady Clare (34.74S), Cricket, Maud
of Alma (by Duke of Alma), and Sir Roy Gladstone (by

Stamboul). All these dogs have perfection of marking, black,

white and tan heads and blue helton body markings ; all

were flatcoated, of good form and in excellent condition. It

is his intention to visit the United States and Southern trials

and make the acquaintance of the sportsmen and handlers
that may be there.—American Field.

Kennel Registry.

Visits, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published in this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

VISITS.

T. J. Wattson's (San Francisco) English setter bitch Miss
Alice 3,763 (Doncaster 3,339-May Queen 375) to same
owner's Sam Weller 14,001 (Roderigo-Dixie 8,299) on No-
vember 18.

T. J. Wattson's (San Francisco) English setter bitch Loya
28,985 (Gath's Mark-Gossip) to same owner's Starlight W.
28,544 (Dan Gladstone 3,377-Miss Alice 3,763) on December
10.

NAMES CLAIMKD.
A. Russell Crowell, Alameda, Cal., claims the name Kent

Amy for pointer bitch whelped AugUBt 25, 1894, by Sergeant
Kent (Ch. King of Kent-Babe Graphic)—Amaryllis (Van-
dervoort's Don-Drab.

Hydrophobia.

At a weekly meeting of the Balloon Society recently held

at the Gallery, Conduit St., London, an address was deliv-

ered by Dr. Charles Illingwortb, M. D., on the subject of
11 Hydrophobia."

The lecturer stated that inasmuch as all curative treatment

of hydrophobia has hitherto proved useless, and preventive

treatment by Pasteur's method was not universally granted to

be successful, he would submit that some elementary facts in

physiology and pathology had an important bearing upon
the treatment of all poisoned wounds, dog bites included. The
physiological facts were the presence of the elements of

fibrin in the circulating blood; the fact that when blood was

brought to a standstill it clotted by reason of the union of

the elements of fibrin to form that clot; and that certain

theapeutic agents increased the coagulability of blood whilst

others diminished it. The bearing of these facts upon the
treatment of wounds (whether simple or malignant in their
nature ) was important, for as pathology showed that in-
creased fibrination hindered the absorption of certain poison-
ous or septic material, so also it hindered the ^absorption and
action of medicine applied locally; whilst if the action of
the drug itself npon blood was productive of fibrin formation
(or of solid albumen compounds), the difficulties of the pas-
sage of penetration of such a drug into the tissues and blood
were naturally very greatly intensified, if not altogether
prevented.
Borax, for instance, diminished fibrination of the blood

whilst corrosive sublimate formed an aluminous compound
with it, and thus had the effect of mechanically blocking its

passage into the deeper parts of a wound. Consequently,
although the latter was twenty times more powerful as a
germicide than the former, in a test tube with isolated

germs the latter was twenty times more useful as a penetrant
germicide in a punctured wound.
In the case of snake bites, insect stings, etc., the animals

and inserts themselves represented the bacteria on a large
scale, and the effects of their secretions on the blood very
rapidly set in and were very fatal- The symptoms were
swelling all over the part (from the fluid state of blood) and
extending to the central parts, windpipe, eyes and nose, and
nettle rash like blotches over the body and limbs.

The lecturer was of opinion that it was a grave error of
omission to attach no importance to this principle of the
variations of the coagulability of blood in the action of medi-
cinal agents generally ; and in surgery and other branches of
medicine to avoid noticing the inapplicability of corrosive
sublimate as a dressive, largely and sometimes fatally used in

this country, especially as it was well known that the solu-

tion of that drug was a fluidising or defibrinating agent.

Iodide of potassium, on the contrary, was altogether more
suitable as a dressing for surgical pnrposes and poisoned
wounds.

Dr. Schimmelbush, at the Berlin Congress in 1S93 (Section
of Surgery), proved indeed that not only corrosive sublimate,

but every antiseptic substance he could think of,in the treat-

ment of wounds inoculated with highly dangerous bacterial

cultures, were absolutely useless as dressings ; whilst the
lecturer, on experimenting with the same cultures of these

dangerous germ diseases with a defibrinating and conse-
quently penetrating and powerful antiseptic (the dissolved

biniodide) succeeded at once in saving life where Scbimmel-
lost it.

As for the treatment of dog bites, assuredly the biniodide
of mercury should be used, aod in such a form that it could
be carried into the wound by a defibrinating agent so as to

reach and destroy every lodged germ, and thus remove all

danger of hydrophobia following. The germs of rabies in

the deeper parts of the would should not be sealed up.
In reference to Pasteur's treatment the lecturer submitted

the following sources of fallacy

:

1. Of all persons bitten by mad animals, only from 5 to 50
per cent suffered from hydrophobia.

2. The disease produced by the saliva by rabid dogs had
distinctly different symptoms to those brought on by Pasteur's

injections of dried spinal cords of rabbits. Those of the latter

were paralytic first, whilst those of the former were convul-
sive first.

3. Injection only conferred immunity for about nine
months, so that if it really were anti-rabic, it could not have
any influence upon a case which took a year or more to incu-

bate.

4. Of twenty dogs inoculated to the full with dried spinal

cord, the test of immunity having been conferred, was not the

salivaof a rabid animal, but the injection of the freshly-cut

cord of a rabbit dead from injections of spinal cord. The
test should apparently have been the saliva of a mad dog, or

of an animal suffering from hydrophobia, or of an in-

dubitable nature, for otherwise a perfect control was not ef-

fected.

5. Of nil the cases treated by Pasteur, some 280 had died

since his treatment either from pure hydrophobia, or from a

peculiar paralytic disease, similar to that of the rabbits,

killed with virulent doses of dried spinal cords. It thus ap-

peared possible that those who submit themselves to Pasteur's

treatment, either in Paris or in London, were in danger either

of being wrecked on the Scylia or hydrophobia or of falling

into the Charybdie of laboratory paralysis.

6. It had not yet been proved that the bacillus of rabies

was unlike that of diphtheria, in never leaving the place where
it was deposited, to enter either the blood, or any of the or-

gans of the body. In fact, although it was certain that there

was a rabies bacillus, that bacillus had not yet been positively

made out.

It was proposed by Mr. Phillips, and seconded by Mr. A.

Robottom, "That this meeting is of opinion, considering the

terrible danger of bites from rabid animals, and the miserable

apprehension that such bites cause, some more reliable and
scientific treatment should be devised other than merely that

of cauterisation.

"That strong mercurial germicides, such as those described

by Dr. Woodhouse, the director of the London Laboratories,

in his Laboratory Report, 1888, should be employed in the

treatment of dog bites, offering the most prominent and re-

liable means of cleansing the wounds from all infective ma-
terial.

"That it is desirable to test the preventive effect of these

mercurial germicides (more especially that of mercury) upon
small animals inoculated with virulent rabic poison, and thus

arrive at a more rational method of preventing hydrophobia
than that of Mone. Pasteur."—Kennel Gazette.
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CANINE DISTEMPER,

Its Causes, Symptoms and Treatment.
Read by Dr. W. E. Wadams of Santa Clara at the California Stat3

Veterinary College.J

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—The subject I have chosen is

me, I think, much overlooked by the veterinary profession

ar the simple reasoD that the majority of practitioners con-

ider "Canine Practice" as of small importance, and not suffi.

iently remunerative for the time and trouble expended: but

e that as it may, it is a source of considerable income to me
>r I find that men who own dogs valuable enough to treat

what they can cheerfully for their pets, and are willing

> pay reasonably for the effort.

At one time I was inclined to believe from the numerous
rms distemper assumes, that there was really no such dis-

nct disease, but that a variety of complaints had been ignor

ltly jumbled together, under a term which affords no dis

oguishing mark by which to test its separate existence. Bu
oser observation has en abled me, I think, to seize the clue

hich explains all these apparent discrepancies, and also

a'ls the way to the scientific treatment of this sometimes

dmanageable disorder.

I began my investigation by considering what symptoms
variably attend upon distemper. At first I was completely

izzled, for I found, in one series of cases, nothing but cough

td running at the nose and eyes; in another, these signs

absent, and their places supplied by head symptoms and

s; whilst in the third set, the dogs all suffered from diarrhea,

th discharges of blood, and had neither head nor chest

mptoms in any stage of the disease. In all these cases, how-

er, I found there was fever, and that of a particular kind,

lis kind was not the ordinary feverishness which dogs are
bject to and which attends upon almost all their acute at-

sks, but of a low, typhoid nature, with great exhaustion,
is of appetite, and in the latter stages, a collection of brown
r, or as it is called in human medicine, "Sordes," about the
rth.

1 have come to the conclusion, that a protracted case of
jtemper, ib nothing, more or less than typhus fever, and in
it word typhus, might be found the key to the anomalies, so
zzling to all inquirers into tbe nature of the malady.
It seems strange that such men as Dr. Jenner, James Wood-
ffe Hill, Dr. Forrest and others did not think of this fact,

t if so, have failed to mention it. Their experience in

:cination proved a failure, and this is the universal opinion
all modern professional men, who have given it a trial,

eryone, however, must recollect numerous instances in
ich a simple clue, one seized will explain away all diffi-

ties, except the one astonishing fact of this simple clue not
vinglong ago been detected.

The points of similarity between distemper in dogs and
>hus fever in man, are so strongly marked that a treatise

>n the latter is all that is wanted to enable anyone who
lerstands medical terms or phrases to treat distemper, or
{ call it, typhus fever, with the greatest probability of sue-

s.

'. know full well that this disease is looked upon by many
h contempt and as a loathsome disease, but we are here
reat all domestic animals, and why should the ailments of
faithful friend, the dog, be omitted ? His care and treat-

ot belong to our profession, and demand our
sntion, and in years to come, the treatment of
true friend of man, the dog, will be sought by the pro-
ional man instead of ignored as unworthy of his atten-

Q.

low many practitioners are there who do not despise the

; as a patient, and hate to be called upon to treat him, but
my part, give me a man who loves or appreciates the

ne of his dog, and lean invariably satisfy its owner, re-

laieh my exchequer, and do some good to the poor, though
Bpised dumb brute.

I he old adage still remains, and that is '"Tis only a dog,"
I poor old Watch, Rover or Spot is left to die or get wel 1,

l:ase maybe, starve or freeze, after years of faithful ser-

Symptoms of Distemper.— I define Distemper in the dog
I. fever of a nature similar to Typhus and always followed
these symptoms

:

'here is first a dullness and restlessness, with partial loss of
etite heat and dryness of the nose, rapid but feeble pulse

I dull eye, the white of which is generally streaked withk red blood vessels and the dogs seems extremely sensitive

Isold. The water is scanty and high-colored; considerable
1st ; the motions are either costive or loose, and if the
Isr, often of a pitchy color ; the flesh and strength fail in a
larkably rapid manner, so that the dog is unable to stand
lie of a week ; the appetite by that time is entirely lost,

I frequently the food which is given by force, is returned
peedily passes the bowels unchanged. The respiration
srally becomes quicker than natural, though this symptom
3t so universal as others I have mentioned.
i fact, all the processes of respiration, circulation, diges-

and secretion, are disturbed in a remarkable degree, and
I lis I believe, is the essence of tbe disease, and the healthy
I rn of these functions is always an indication of convales-

ce ; the blood is no longer depurated properly, by the
icy of the lungs, liver and kidneys, nor renewed by the
thy materials, the result of good digestion.

K ae circulation consequently is imperfectly carried on, and
wain is supplied with impure blood, which is full of

era, acting as a poison to it, and as a consequence, death
Hi takes place at an early stage, from a fit. Whatever se-

ons are effected, are vitiated in quality and altered in
3T»tity, sometimes being almost stopped ; occasionally the

J husky cough, and constipation of the early stage ; and
Ditimes in excess, when you have tbe profuse offensive

large from the nose and Bronchii; or the pitchy motions
I the- intestines which accompany the progress of the
Btse; such are tbe general and characteristic symptoms of

R mper.
ie local complications involved in this complaint may be
aerated as follows :—first, the effections of the chest,

id, of the liver, stomach and bowels, third, the kidneys,
-h, of the brain and nervous system, fifth, of the skin,
i trouble being represented by the usual phenomena per-
ng to said organ.

Pot. Mitras \% drachms
" Ext. Glycerizzna 1 drachm

Syrup q. s.

Mft. Mass et divide in 12 capsules -

S. Give one every four hours.

If the animal does not improve on this treatment, and
seems to lack recuperative power, I begin a stimulant treat-

ment, feeding beef tea, mutton broth and raw eggs beaten up
with milk.

The abdomen is generally the seat of severe intestinal dis-

orders, the principal one being a diarrhcea,accompanied with

The causes.—The most common cause of nistemper is, no
doubt, infection, but it is occasionally epidemic, and then
most probably depends upon some condition of the air. But
it also seems to be the natural tendency of all debilitating
diseases in young dogs to run on in this typhoid type,
Whether the disease is common catarrh or influenza, or

inflamed liver or lungs, or even the irritative fever of worms
or teethiDg, in all these cases the tendency seems to be put
on the form of low typhus, and this is especially the case
when dogs are ill-fed or crowded together in poorly ventila-
ted kennels, or in fact submitted to any of the ordinary pre-
disposing causes of typhus fever in the human subject. And
this disease once established soon spreads to all within reach
of its influence. The infection seems to be carried with
them by dogs, after their convalescence. I have frequently
known a most severe attack supervene upon the contact with
a puppy in the slips, which was sufficiently recovered to run,
though of course not in a fit state for such an exertion.
Thekennel also seems to retain the infection for a long

time, it being most probably absorbed in the urine, etc. The
walls, etc., should be well washed with chloride of lime or
some other disinfecting fluid. After tbe dogs are removed
some time must elapse before others are placed in them.

Dogs* seems to be peculiarly liable to distemper when
approaching maturity, the greater number being attacked
between nine and eighteen months old; but as in the typhus
fever of man, it is not confined to that age; the suckling and
old dog are also open to its attacks, though in a much less
degree. As in the human being again, one attack generally,
though not always, preserves the individual from a second.

Indeed the laws of contagion and the statistics of the two
diseases are precisely the same, making allowances of course
for the difference in time of coming to maturity and reckon-
ing age in the dog by months and in man by years, so that a
dog twenty-one months old may be considered as mature as a
man of twenty-one years of age.

Time of Incubation.—This disease, like typhus fever, takes
from ten days to two weeks, after infection, before making its

appearance.
Duration.—Distemper varies in the length of attack, from

a few days to two or even three months ; but the average
period, like that of typhus fever, is twenty-one days.

Diagnosis.—In its mildest form distemper is very often
mistaken for ephemeral fever or influenza. Severe distemper
is most likely to be confounded with hydrophobia, from which
it may be distinguished, either by the absence of all aberra-
tion of intellect, or by the difference in the form of its mani-
festation. In distemper there is no restlessness, or at all

events only a tendency to change the posture, while the hy-
drophobic dog is always on the watch and eyes every one
with a wild suspicious gaze. The dislempered dog is certainly
nervous, but only from fear, while the hydrophobic dog knows
neither fear nor pain, and will also resist to the death any
threats or actual punishment.

If the brain is much affected, in distemper there is almost
always a fit or paralysis, neither of which occurs in hydro-
phobia, and lastly, the distempered dog eats nothing, while
the hydrophobic animal has a depraved appetite and devours
any filthy material which comes in his way.

Distemper is liable to be confounded with any of the in-
flammatory diseases which attack the brain, lungs, liver,

stomach or kidneys, but in the simple inflammation of any of
l hese organs there is not the extreme and speedy emanciation
and loss of Btreugth noticed always in distemper.
Treatment—The management and remedies used in this

disease must vary with the stage of the malady and must
necessarily be considered under four heads : The periods of

Incipiency, Reaction, Typhoid and Convalescence. The in-
cipient stage is, I am sure, treated with more success in the
following manner than anv other.

Put your puppy or dog, as the case may be, in a comfort-
ably warm, well-ventilated place, avoiding, of course, a damp
or dark cellar; a good, dry bed and clothing, if in a cold
climate. Give a puppy ten months old the following:

Hyd. Chlor. Mite 2 grains
Pill Rhei Co 1 drachm
Soda Bicarb 30 grains

Mft. Pulv. Pot in 6 capsules.
S. Give one every 2 hours until all are taken.

At the same time put ten grains of the hyposulphite of

soda to each pint of water the dog takes ; feed on boiled
milk, soda crackers aud a little well-cooked mutton, it being
easier digested ; the stomach will bear more mutton than anv
other meat; many men advise oatmeal, but from an exten-
sive experience, both in treating thiB disease and many
others, I find oatmeal too loosening unless combined with a
sufficiency of wheat flour, and as the bowels have generally

a tendency toward taxation, we cannot be too careful. But
I must here remark that to a healthy dog Scotch oatmeal is

his greatest support.

The period of reaction, I may say, commences the moment
a local symptom shows itself, and it is at this stage that the

great difficulty in treatment arises. The chief complications
that draw our attention now are the chest and abdomen, aud
the head ; the skin complications being of a minor import-
ance, except as signs of the severity of the attack.

We will now take the chest, uncomplicated with any affec-

tion of the bowels.

Now, gentlemen, with all due respect to my superiors, I

am antagonistic to all. Dr. Stonehenge, Dr. J. W. Hill, Dr.

Jenner and numerous others claim tartar emetic their sheet

anchor. / claim it a dead letter.

In chest complications I want to lower the temperature
and keep up the strength, owing to the debilitating influence

of the disease.

To do so, we must use our knowledge of Materia Medica,
and this is my conclusion, after considerable experience in

the treatment of this disease, with a fair knowledge of the

above-named book.

I take my temperature, and if I find a high one I give a

toxical dose of quinine, say ten grains
;
put in a hot bath and

rub dry; then blanket, and if not relieved In eight hours I

blister the sides with cantharides, muzzling the dog at the

time; then I give the following prescription, being always
particular in its administration :

Pulv. Digitalis G grains

pitchy discharges. I invariably treat this complication with
small quantities of calomel, one-sixth of a grain prepared
chalk, ten grains or Submitrate of Bismuth and turpentine
emulsions.always remembering if any intestinal disturbance,
is due to intesfinal parasites ; remove them as soon as possi-
ble, using the mildest remedies, on account of the irritable
condition of the alimentary canal. Areca Nut for the Tena
family and Oil Wormwood for the Lumbrocoids.
The head symptoms are generally a severe complication,

especially if attended with chorea. I put a seton in the
back of the neck

;
put Tr. Iodine and Tr. Cantharides along

the spine every other day for two applications and give in-
ternally.

Strychnia Sulpth 1 grain
Ext. Gent q. s.

Mft. Mass et divide into 50 pills and put into 50 capsules.
S. Give one night and morning after feeding; gradually increas-

ing the dose until four a day can be given.

Typhoid stage.—Watch your patient carefully, as this is
the stage which I believe indicates the essence of the disease
known as distemper, and unless the dog has been evidently
submitted to the contagion, it cannot be pronounced to have
had the distemper. I give the following tonic three times a
day : Quinine, one grain

;
port wine, one-half ounce, or Cod

Liver Oil, one-balf ounce, and Tr. of Chloride of Iron, ten
minims

;
controlling the bowels with Subnitrate of Bismuth,

ten grains, and_ Sulphate of Morphia, one-fourth of a grain,
every four or six hours, as occasion requires. Use injections
of starch and always using such food as will be easilv digested
and be sufficiently nourishing to maintain the strength of the
patient.

_
Now, Mr. President and gentlemen, and fellow-practi-

tioners, I thank you kindly for your patience and attention,
and sincerely hope this essay may elicit some discussion.
The subject, I am aware, is obnoxious to many, but in the

future will undoubtedly benefit the whole profession, for as
the dog is bred, so is the requirement of the veterinarian in
demand.
This simple essay, although not so technical pathological,

or flowery as some, is my own experience, based upon facts.
I hope this may hold up, support, or in any way benefit the
poor, but faithful companion of man—the dog.

Breeding Show Fox Terriers.

Fanciers do not generally keep a stud dog of their own,
but usually scan the papers and select what they require.

At other times they visit a show, look over the exhibits and
then try to obtain the services of the dog they consider moBt
suitable for their purpose. Some breeders are quite satisfied

to use any dog of good pedigree, providing he has won prizes.

They do not ask who was the judge on the occasion, nor
what sort of company the prizes were secured in. They
think that a dog which is a winner mu3t necessarily have all

the qualities they desire,and they do not consider aufficiently

his power to transmit such qualities—even if he possess any
—to his progeny. It is quite possible that a sire may be a
dog with good qualities, but he may only transmit some to

one litter of puppies and others to another litter; but seldom
all his qualities to any one of his progeny. The breeder who
aims at success must himself possess knowledge of animal or-
ganisms, power to discern the slightest variations of improve-
ment or otherwise. He must have a fully defined view of
what he wishes to produce, and must not be ensily dismayed.
It is also desirable that he should have recorded his observa-
tions carefully, and that his operations should have been
sufficiently large to give him ground for his conclusions.
This knowledge, coupled with persistent determination and
judgment, will enable him to proceed with his work in a far
more confident spirit than one who simply follows on the
ordinary beaten path. A man with these points to guide
him will never run after a dog whose excellencies are centered
in himself, one which is a peculiarity without the faults of
his strain, without the family failings. There may be, for
example, a dog whose family is proverbial for coarse heads

;

but this one may be an exception and may have a long, well-
shaped head. Bitches defective in head points would be
almost sure to produce puppies with the family faults of such
a sire. This then tends co prove how necessary it is to care-
fully examine the peculiarities of the ancestors in a pedigree
in fact makes the value of the pedigree.—Fox Terrier,
Chronicle.

The Hare.

F. G. Aflalo, writing in Kod and Gun on the hare {of

course he is speaking of the English or European article),

says:

The hare for once must come after the fox. As the fox is

considered cunning above all beasts, so is the hare dubbed
" mad," especially in the month of March, when it vies with
the proverbial hatter. The hare is a wondrous example of
Nature's compensation. It is the most timid of all quad-
rupeds, and among the most prolific. Were it less timid it

would overrun the earth and become a nuisance. But though
gifted with wonderful powers of escape, sight and bearing
and scent all phenomenally developed, yet it has so many
unrelenting enemies, men, dogs, stoats, foxes, snakes and
hawks among others, that its numbers are kept down to

Nature's level. Indeed, its senses are exceptional, else it

would have become long since extinct. Its eyes can sweep
the horizon, and can even look backwards; its ears will

detect the faintest sound; its speed is prodigious. As if its

pursuers were not sufficiently numerous, Nature has further

checked its destructive career by making it rather stupid,

hence, no doubt, its alleged madness. It not only exhausts
its strength at the first run, but has a foolish habit of doub-
ling back to the starting-point, a weakness known to its

human and other enemies. Its one piece of cunning is the
clever habit of destroying its own scent. Its powers of mul-
tiplying are considerable, and the young, four litters of which
are reared in the course of the year, enter the world almost
ready to shift for themselves, and become in their turn

parents before the twelve-month is out. Its vigilance is

remarkable for an animal otherwise stupid, as it will sit erect

for hours, ready to speed away at the least sign of danger.

One reason for its becoming easily exhausted is its trick of

bolting uphill, probably accounted for by tbe great length of

its hind lege. Its name is analogous to the word hair, for even
the interior of the mouth, as well as the entire surface of its

head, body and Jimbs is coated with fur.
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CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB BACES.

FOBTY-THIRD DAY—MONDAY, DECEMBEB 17.

OOD RACING was had to-day, and

not an accident of any description

marred the sport, which was wit-

nessed by about 1,700 enthusiasts.

The showers of Sunday and this

morning had made the course ap-

pear very creek-like, but it was far

safer than on Saturday and better

time was made throughout. Two

favorites, two third choices and one

long shot got home in front, conse-

qaently there was no particular joy in the hearts of the pen-

cilere or public. James Rowe, looking in the very best of

health and spirits, took his old position of presiding judge

to-day, and had two close decisions to make, which he did

satisfactorily. A couple of jockeys refused to ride in the

second race, and the horses they were to pilot were excused

Carr rode in but one event to-day-the last. The successful

jockeys were W. Flynn, A. Covington, Chevalier, Riley and

A. Isom.

Alcyone left the ranks of maidens this afternoon, feoe

and My Sweetheart alternated in the lead np to the last six-

teenth, when the Apache filly, under the whip (which Flynn

had smuggled) came to the front and won in a drive by a

length, Mv Sweetheart two lengthBfrom Coquette.

Hanford and Gold Dust ran close together as named up \o

the very last jump, where Gold DuBt, driving and ridden out,

had his head in front of Hanford's, with Lawyer, coming

like a streak on the extreme outside, but another head away.

The winner was at 10 to 1 at one time. Hanford was the fav-

orite at 2 to 1.

O'Bee, favorite, but not pla* ed as strongly as Banjo orGold

Bug, went to the front in the first furlong, led Banjo into the

homestretch by two lengths, and won handily at the end by

two and a half, Banjo beating Sir Reginald four lengths for

the show.

The last race was one that sends the blood tingling

through your veins and causes tobacco-chewers to swallow

their cudB. Alary got away slightly in front, and closely

pressed by Whitestone all the way, was beaten out a short

head at the finish by that demon of the homestretch, old Hy

Dy. Alary just beat Whitestone a head for the place. It

took quick eyes to separate the trio at the finish, but the

placing was undoubtedly correct. "Whitestone's jockey was

relieved of his whip at the post by Starter Ferguson, and as

the colt is something of a loafer, but dead game, the loss of

the bat doubtless cost White & Clark the race. It seems that

before the races began the owners of Whitestone were granted

permission by the judees to let their jockey carry a whip.

Afterward the officials changed their minds and sent word to

the saddling paddock that no whip would be allowed on

Whitestone. Meantime the firm had bet $1,200 on their

colt, and it went glimmering. Verily they played in hard

lack.

Patriot, alternating in the lead with Ricardo for a little

over a quarter of a mile, came away in the homestretch and

won easily by five lengths, Ricardo finishing second, eight

lengths in front of Gordius,

How (Jie Maces Were Run.

The first race was for maiden two-year-olds, five furlongs.

Alcvone was a 7 to 5 favorite, My Sweetheart 4 to 1, Coquette

6, Barcaldine and Judge Tam each 8 to 1, others 12 to 30 to

1. Wilda was played down from 30 to 12 to J in this race.

The start was very straggling, Coquette being away in front,

Alcyone second, My Sweetheart third, Barcaldine fourth.

The rest might as well have remained in the stable, for they

were never in the hunt. My Sweetheart and Alcyone ran in

close order past the half, three lengths in front of Barcal-

dine and Coquette. As they neared the homestretch Alcyone,

floated to the fore, leading turning for home by a length, My
Sweetheart as far from Coquette. My Sweetheart drove hard

to catch Alcyone, but the latter under whip won by a length

My Sweetheart second, as far from Coquette, who came on
themtside of the course. Time, 1:10.

Hanford was a 2 to 1 shot and favorite in the second race.

Lawyer was backed down from 3 to 2J, Gold Dust and Chi-

quito were at 4 each, Ravine 5, Miss Dudley 40 to 1. Han-
ford, Gold Dust, Ravine, Lawyer was the order to a good
start, Haoford and Gold Dust ran a length apart passing the

half-pole, with Lawyer at their heels. The leaders were

head and head all the way into the homestretch. Iu the

final sixteenth Gold Dust got his head in front of Hanford's,

while Lawyer wascoming like a shot on the o tside. In a

hair-raising finish Covington landed Gold Dust winner by a

head, Hanford second, just beating Lawyer as far. Ravine
was fourth, four lengths farther away. Time, 1:08}.

O'Bee was made a 6 to 6 favorite in the third race, five

furlongs, selling. Banjo was played down from 3 to 2£ to 1.

Gold Bug was at 3, Red Pat and Sir Reginald each 15 to 1.

To a good start O'Bee was first to show, Banjo next and Gold
Bug third. O'Bee and Banjo ran close together for about a

sixteenth of a m>le, then O'Jiee drew off and led passing the
half by a length, Banjo being three lengths from Gold Bug
and Sir Reginald, head and head. O'Bee was first at the
final turn by two length?, Banjo second, four lengths from Sir
Reginald, who was six from Gold Bug, O'Bee was not,headed
(though Banjo got up to about a length a sixteenth from
home), and the favorite won handily by two and one half
lengths, Baojo second, four lengths from Sir Reginald, who
was as far in front of Gold Bug. Time, 1:07—a mighty fast

run over such a track.

Whitestone was the favorite in the miie, opening at 2,

closing at 8 to 5. Alary whs at 3 lo I, Hy Dy 4, La Gascon
6, San Lois Rey 12, St. Brandon 20 to 1. Tie starter took
HinrichV whip away at the post. He was riding Whitestone.
Alary, Hy Dy, Whitestone was the order to a fair start.

Alary and Whitestone ran nose and nose passing the quarter,

San Luis Rey but a bead behind, five lengths in front of Hy
Dy. Alcyone showed a length in front at the half-pole,

Whjtestone second, as far from San Luis Rey, who appeared

to have struck himself and was falling back fast. Hy Dy
closed up fast from the half in, and was third as they swung

around the final turn, but a length and a half behind the

leader, Alary, on whom Whitestone was lapped. Alary and

Whitestone fought all the way down the Btraight, running

close to the inner rails. Hy Dy was running along in the

center of the track, and in the last fifty yards Riley went at

the old gelding, who got up in the last jump and won a most

exciting race by a nose from Alary, who beat Whitestone a

short head for place. Time, 1:52 Whitestone carried three

pounds overweight, but if his jockey had been allowed to

carry a whip he would have won anyhow.

Jake Johnson and Good-Bye divided favoritism in the last

race at 2* to 1 each. Patriot was 3i, St. Elmo 6 (10 at one

time), Adolpb 8 (played heavily), Gordius 10, Haymarket

15, Ricardo 20, Mura colt 50 to 1. Good-Bye, Haymarket,

Patriot, Ricardo was the order to a scattering send-off.

Ricardo and Patriot were not long in drawing away from the

bunch, and the pair went by 'he half-pole head and head,five

lengths from Adolpb, who had come up from almosL last

place. Three furlongs from home Patriot said ta-ta to

Ricardo, and led into the straight by Uo lengths, Ricardo

second, three lengths from Adolph, on whom the rush to get

up from the rear was now telling. The further along they

went the longer became the daylight space, Patriot winning

easily by five lengths, Ricardo second, eight from Gordius,

he a length in front of Haymarket. Time, 1:21|.

FORTY-FOURTH DAT, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18.

Although the rain came down unceasingly and the track

looked more suitable for boats than horses, a crowd of fully

1,500 was on hand to see some good racing. Two favorites

were successful, one second choice, a 4 to 1 shot and a 20 to 1

chance, (so the pencilers had perhaps a bit the best

of the speculation. Riley Grannan, the celebrated

young plunger from Paris — Kentucky — was on hand to

make matters lively in the arena of speculation, but we be-

lieve he got in wrong on Johnny Payne, and old St. Albans.

He was in right on, Tartarian- however. L. C. White

won the first two races with Catch 'Em and

Wawona, both natives of Rancho del Paso, and the latter

ran a surprisingly good race in comparison with former ei

says at galloping.

Johnny Payne led in the first race up to the final eighty

yards, where Catch 'Em got up and then went by the brown

colt very handily, Ricardo being a very poor third. Catch

'Em was a favorite in the betting, his closing price being 11

to 5.

All but the longest shot took the second race into camp

handily. It was Wawona at 20 to 1. St. Albans, an old-timer

from Chicago, was played as if it were all over, his closing

price being 6 to 5—that is, on a few boards—for he was swept

off most of them. Wawona went to the front in the first fifty

yards, led past the half-pole by a length, into the homestretch

by three, and won very easily by five. Bone Doctor came up

and took the place money without trouble from St. Albans

by a length.

Tartarian showed himself to be the best sprinter on this

coast by getting away slightly behind Percy and Motor to

both of whom he was conceding weight, romping to the front

in the first furlong, coming into the homestretch first by six

lengths, and winning easing up by five, Motor getting the

place by a length. Percy, the favorite, stumbled in the last

sixteenth, and lost a length or so.

Enthusiast, a 1 to 3 favorite for the mile, led from flag-fall

to finish, and eventually won in a canter by ten lengths from

Major Ban (second choice), he as far from the Mura colt.

Between first and last horses at the finish of this race there

was just about an eighth of a mile.

Quirt captured the last race from Ji n Hood, the favorite,

by a nose, after getting several lengths' advantage at the fall

of the flag. Realization ran close up to tbe bald-faced filly

until the homestretch was reached, when he fell back beaten

Flood was cutting down the space that separated him from

those in front at a great rate, andjust failed to win. That he

can beat Quirt half a dozen lengths at the weights carried to-

day those that saw the race are ready to believe.

W. Clancy was reinstated, and rode Tartarian to victory

in impressive style. Hinrichs, Russell, Carr and Cochran

piloted the rest of the winners.

How the Races Were Run.

Catch 'Em was a slight favorite in the first event, his clos-

ing price being 11 to 5. Ricardo was 3$ to 1 , Johnny Payne
and Jennie Deane 6 each (latter .played down from 10), C.

M. C. 7 (well played), Morven 8, Faro 25, Bancroft and Jake
Allen 30 each. Catch 'Em, Johnny Payne, Ricardo, C. M.
C. was the order to auoodstart. Johnny Payne was not long

in taking the lead, and steamed by the half-pole a length in

the lead of Catch 'Em, who in turn was three in front of C.

M. C. Johnny Payne drew away in the next furlong, and
turning for home was nearly three lengths to the good,
Catch 'Em still second, as far from C. M. C. About eighty

yards of the finish Catch 'Em caught 'em, and Johnny Payne
said "take it." Catch 'Fm won handily hy a scant length,

Johnny Payne second, five lengths in front of Ricardo, Faro
fourth. Time. 1:15.

St. Albans was a fierce favorite for the second race, being
ofi most boards at post time, too on a few. Judge Tam
and Bone Doctor wereat 6 to 1 each, Wawona 15, Reserve 20,

Nipper 40 to 1. St. Albans, Wawona, Steadfast was the

order to a good start. Wawona wn« in froot when about a

sixteenth of a mile had been run, and led Steadfast a length

passing the half-pole, St. Albans third, three lengths further

back. Wawona drew away gradually from Steadfast, and led

him three lengths into the hornet retch, St. Albans five

lengths further away. Wawona took it easy down the home-
stretch, and won by five lengths. S fad fast quitqueerly, and
Bone Doctor came up in the straight and got the place by a
length handily, St. Albans third. Time, 1:24.

Imp. Percy was a 6 to 5 favorite at the close in the third

event, six furlongs. Tartarian was at 2 to 1, Motor (heavily

played) 3 to 1. Percy, Motor, Tartarian was the order to a
fair start. Tartarian got to the others when a furlong had
been run, and went to the front at a great rate, leading pass-

ing the half by four lengths, Motor and Percy head and head.
Tartarian, with his mouth open, led into the homestretch by
six lengths, Percy a head before Motor. Tartarian was never
closely approached, and won eased up by five lengths. Percy
stumbled about fifty yards of the finish, and Motor beat him
a length for the place handily. Time, 1:21.

Enthusiast was a 1 to 3 shot in the mile race, Mpjor Ban
at 6 to 1, Mora Colt and Two Cheers 10 each, Bell Ringer
and Minnie Beach 20 to 1 apiece. After a considerable de-

lay they got away, the order being Enthusiast, Major Ban,
Mura Colt. Enthusiast led at the quarter-pole by three
lengths, Major Ban second, four from Mura Colt. At the

half Enthusiastic's lead was five lengths, and Mura Colt had
closed up a couple of lengths on Major Ban. Into the home-
stretch the favorite's lead was ten lengths, while Major Ban
was nearly as far from the Mura Colt. In fact, theie was
nearly an eighth of a mile between first and last at

this point. Enthusiast went along about his business, winning
with ease by ten lengths, Major Ban second, as far from the
Mura Colt. Time, 1:54 J.

The last race was at six furlongs, between two and three-

year-olds. Jim Flood, after Pop Gray's withdrawal, was
naturally an even-money favorite. Quirt and Realization were
quoted at 4 to 1 apiece, Find Out 6 (10 to 1 at one time);

Arno 10, Modesto 20 and San Lucas 30 to 1. The start saw
Quirt and Realization off together, well under way, Find
Out next, the favorite far toward the rear to a very straggling

send-off. Quirt and Realization ran heads apart passing the

half, six lengths in front of Find Out, at whose heels

splashed Jim Flood. Quirt was first into the homestretch
by half a length, Realization second, three lengths from Jim
Flood, who was booming along like a darkey's ghost. "Flood
will win after all I" shouted the admirers of the favorite. In-

deed he did gain. Seventy yards of the finish he was a little

over two lengths behind, aod Isom called on him. He re-

sponded in gamest fashion, but could not quite head the

speedy Quirt, that had been given such an advantage at the

start. She lasted long enough to win by a nose, while four

lengths behind Jim Flood came Realization, he three from
Arno. Time, 1:21*. Really it is no exaggeration to say

hat with an even break Jim Flood could have beaten the

aid-faced H ooker filly half adozen lengths to-day.

FORTY-FIFTH DAT—WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19.

The band played some very appropriate airs at Bay District

track this afternoon, such as "One More River to Cross,"

"Life on the Ocean Wave," "We Parted By the River'a

Side" {with our money) and "Bob Up Serenely" (with

another wad of greenbacks to-morrow). The scene was much
more nautical than horsey, the track being well covered with

water and looking as if it might be a real, rushing, muddy

Mississippi some day iu the not far distant future—if the Rain

God couldn't be bribed to draw in his horns. In the enclosure

were miniature Lake Superiors, while the grand stand and

betting quarters could easily be transformed into a slight im-

provement on Noah's ark if the worst came to the worst. It

rained steadily until about half-past 3, and then blue rifisia

the clouds could be discerned through powerful fie'd glasses.

Larger and larger grew the azure patches, and when the last

race had been run we knew that peace had been made with

the clerk of the weather at last. Through the rain, mnd
and slush came the brave regulars to beard the bookmaker in

his lair and take from him that which is dearer than life

itself— his money. Did they get it? Not all of it—only

enough to make them ravenous on the morrow, for Cleo-

patra's handmaid stayed the mighty rush on the bank—rolls.

How'ard it is to lose one's wad on a blooming 2 to 5 shot

that looks as if she'd 'ave to bloody well fall down to lose the

bleedin' money, don't you know?

Grandee, the favorite, led all the way in the opening evenl

finishing four lengths to the good and easily. Miss Fletch-

er, off poorly, might have made it mighty interesting for the

gray colt, but second was tbe best she could do under tbe

circumstances. Primanda ran Grandee pretty close for about

three furlongs, and then finished third.

Red Light and Norlee "ran their heads off," and theo

Monrovia shot up in the last eighty yards and won easily by

two and a half lengths, old Sir Reginald, at 15 to 1 for place,

getting second money, Norlee the show. George F. Smith

and Red Light greatly disappointed their backers in thte

race.

The third race was where the smart set lost its coin. Alary

opened up a favorite at even money, Hawthorne G to 5*

Coin was thrown at the pencilers for tickets on Hawthorne

and soon Dunne's big horse was at 4 to 5—3 to 5 at post time.

Alary's price went up to 9 to 5. The latter led all the way,

under a strong pull, and when little Cochran gave the mare

her head in the last twenty yards she shot ahead easily, win-

cing by a neck.

St. Brandon had a regular cake-walk in the steeplechase,

going lo the front when his jockey gave him his head, and >

winning by ten lengths from the 15 to 1 shot, Eli Kindig.

The last race will make the crepe business good. To-mor-

row a whole regiment of Charmioo's friends will haye the

darkest shade obtainable on their hats. 2 to 5 was the best

price obtainable against her, and when a man would go up to

a bookmaker with a 100-dollar bill to get $40 against it he

would actually hide a portion of his face with his hand. He

considered himself as big a robber as Jesse James was in his

palmiest days. Well, tbe flag swishec through the air, How-

ard, a 12 to 15 to 1 shot, was away with the Uack and the

money nf tbe would-be freebooters. Charrnion, ridden out for

dear life, could never catch that other Tyrant, who won by

a length. The shock of Charmion's defeat was felt in Mil-

pitas. 1
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How the Races Were Run.

Grandee was well supported in the first race at even
money. Misty Morn, heavily backed, was at 2 to 1, Ernest

7, Miss Fletcher 10, San Lucas 15, Primanda 50 to 1. Prim-
anda, Grandee, Misty Morn was the order at the start, which
was a fair one. Grandee and Primanda ran head and head
passing the half, four lengths in front of San Lucas, on whom
Misty Morn was lapped. As they neared the three-quarter

pole Grandee drew away, and was first by two lengths turn-

ing for home, Primaoda as far from San Lucas, he five from
Miss Fletcher, who was moving strongly. Grandee gradually
increased his lead, and won easily by four lengths from
Miss Fletcher, who came fast down the straight and beat

Primanda oat a length for the place. San Lucas was fourth.

Time, 1:24.

In the second race there was no decided favorite, Monro-
via and George F. Smith being at 2 to 1 in most books,

11 to 5 in some. Red Bird was at 3i to 1, Norlee 7, Red
Light 20, Sir Reginald 30, Charley Quick 50, Tampa 100
to 1. Red Light, Norlee, Monrovia was the order at the

start, which was fair. Red Light and Norlee drew away
at once, and, head and head, ran by the half-pole, three

lengths in front of Monrovia. It was ding dong between
Norlee and Red Light lo the homestretch, Red Bird passing

Monrovia, who was six lengths behind the leaders. Red
Light and Norlee had enough eighty yards of the finish, and
Monrovia shot to the from like a flash and won handily by
two and a half lengths, Sir Reginald also coming up fast and
getting the place, one and a half lengths in front of Norlee,

who managed to last long enough to beat Red Light a short

neck for the show. Time, 1:11.

Hawthorne, backed for thousands, was played down from
6 to 5 to 3 to 5. Alary opened at even money, but went to

9 to 5. Carmel was a 20 to 1, and St. Albans 25. Alary
was first away, Hawthorne second, Carmel third. Little

Cochran took a great big wrap on Alary nearing the quarter-

pole, which she reached three lengths to the good, Carmel
and Hawthorne head and head, about ten in front of St. AI-

banB. Alary, still under a strorig pull, led at the half-pole

by two lengths, Hawthorne having shaken Carmel of}. Haw-
thorne got up close to Alary, under sufferance, as they neared
the homestretch, and manv thought the favorite was going
to win. Head and head they came down the straight, the

race being a beautiful one. In the last sixteenth both lead-

ers stumbled. In the last fifteen yards Cochran let the

Corngan mare have her head, and she shot in a handy win-

ner by a neck, Hawthorne second, ten lengths in front of

Carmel, he as far from St. Albans. Time. 1:52£.

St. Brandon was plunged for a sure thing in the mile and
a half steeplechase, closing a 3 to 5 favorite. Longwell was at

5 tol, Haymarket 7, Gen. Miles 8, Dick O'Malley and Eli

Kindig each 15 to 1. To a fair start Eli Kindig was first,

Dick O'Malley second, Gen. Miles and St. Brandon next.

Dick O'Malley led St. Brandon two lengths over the first

and second jumps, Gen. Miles close up to the favorite. Over
the third jump, on the hill, St. Brandon took command by
half a length, Dick O'Malley second, three lengths from
Gen. Miles. Up to theu^xt hill and over the water jump
St. Brandon easily led by two lengths, Dick O'Malley second.

Here the latter began dropping out and St. Brandon increas-

ing his lead, Eli Kindig taking the second position. Over
the rest of the jumps and into the homestretch St. Brandon
led by about eight lengths, Eli Kindig as far from General
Miles. In the straight Haymarket beat Miles, but St. Bran-
don came on and won with ease by ten lengths, Eli Kindig
second, twelve lengths from Haymarket. Time, 3:36J.

" Charmion can't lose this race," said the talent, and their

coin talked. The odds chalked up against Tyrant's good-

looking daughter were 2 to 5. Adolph and Wandering Nun
were each at 8 to 1, Howard 12, Martinet 20 to 1. Even at

the short odds offered, thousands went into the bookmakers'
boxes with a merry ring on Charmion. Howard was first

away by about a length, Wandering Nun and Charmion
close together. Howard set a rattling clip, leading three

lengths at the half-pole, Wandering Nun and Charmion
necks apart as named. Charmion was now cut loose and
strongly urged, but the best she could do was slash Howard's
lead down to two lengths swinging around the bend for the

run home. Punched all the way ro the finishing point, How-
ard won ridden out by a length, Charmion second, ten lengths

from Wandering Nun, the rest not iu tne hunt. The time,

1:22, marked a very fast performance. Charmion was not

conceding the winner a pound, and was really beaten on How-
ard's merits. The winner is a three-year-old by Tyrant, dam
by Joe Daniels, it therefore being a case of Tyrant one-two.

FORTY-SIXTH DAY—THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20.

The Rain God just had time called yesterday so that he

could adjust his gloves and resume hostilities with more vim

than at any time during the warring of the elements. He has

had the earth groggy several times, but the latter is dead

game, and may outlast the rain-maker after all. Just now,

however, the affair has become very tiresome, and the

people will be glad to have the referee call it

a draw. One lone favorite got the money to-

day, and bets in that race were declared off, so that the

swearers on the "dope book" had nothing but the tarred end

of the stick to cling to all day long. And speaking of the one

favorite to win, to wit, Hal Fisher, Fitzgerald, the wee rider

of Ricardo,stated to the judges that he could have won easily»

but preferred to pull in behind Hal Fisher in the home-

stretch (
'to miss the mud" instead of trying to gobv him. He

said if he hadn't palled in behind Fisher with the Wildidle

gelding he would have won easily. On this the stewards de-

cided to declare all bets off, but let the purse go to Hal

Fisher's owners. Of course some persons were dissatisfied

with the decision, others pleased, according to the wav it af-

fected their pocket-books. Almost invariably, though, all

bets have followed the purse or stake, and if bets were to be

declared off everv time some one horse in a race did not try

for the money there might be many decisions of this sort.

One thing is certain, though, there is nothing that hurts the

robber barons of the turf worse than to take their booty away

from them. If the boy sticks to his statement there will be

others punished besides Fitzgerald. His case and that of the

owner and trainer of Ricardo, Jimmy Long, will come up

Friday night. In the meantime they stand suspended.

Hueneme, a 15 to 1 chance to-day, beaten eight lengths by

Hanford going the short six furlongs on the 13th of Decem-
ber, just one week ago to-day, beats Hanford fifteen lengths
this afternoon the same sort of a race, besides Mollie King
who finished in front of him on the previous occasion. This
kind of running calls for investigation. The two
runs, both over very heavy tracks, do not dove-
tail very well. On the 13th Hueneme was a 2

to 1 shot'at post time; to-day he was at 15 to 1. The boy
Chevalier, that rode Hueneme on the 13th, is considered
strictly honest, but the fact is the colt, according to Cheva-
lier, " blew up" on him in the homestretch

; to-day a vastly

more inexperienced lad, Russell, landed the black youngster
a winner, and an easy one at that. There may have been
nothing wrong done either day, but such in-and-out running
causes a lot of dissatisfaction.

Hal Fisher beat Ricardo about a length in the second
event, and while the boy on the latter declared he could have
won easily, it did not look to most of those present as if he
told the truth. Fit and well and at yesterday's weights
Hal Hisher can, in our opinion, beat Ricardo four times out
of every five going five furlongs. Fitzgerald is a little stable

boy, and, working around Ricardo all the time, may have an
exaggerated opinion of the gelding's ability. He certainly

talked like a very foolish boy yesterday, and may sing an-

other song to-night. If he sticks to his story he will doubt-
less cause the ruling off of his employer and others, because

a rider does not generally pull ajhorse for the fun of the
thing.

Vassal showed vast imDrovement over his previous race,

easily defeating Thornhill and Sir Reel in the mile handi-
cap.

Lottie D. got away second in the five-furlong dash, raced

to the fore in the first fifty yards, and won with ease by three
lengths from the favorite, Braw Scot. Chartreuse got the show
in a drive with Gold Dust.

Realization, third off in the seven furlongs, went to the
front early in the action, and opening up a gap of four
lengths on Jack Richelieu, lasted long enough to beat him a
nose. Motor, who has defeated Richelieu here handily on
two occasions, was third, five lengths off, and badly disap-
pointed his friends.

Carr again rode two winners, the other successful pilots
being Russell, Bozeman and W. Flynn.

How the Races Were Run.

The first race, for two-year-olds, about six furlongs, had
seven starters and Ethel Dixon for a slight favorite at 11 to
5. Mollie Kingwas at 13 to 5, Hanford Sh to 1, Arno 4,

Hueneme 10, Kitty L. 20 and Dara 60 to 1. Hueneme was
first away, Dara and Mollie King being his closest attendants.
At the half-pole Hueneme was two lengths to the good. Dara
and Ethel Dixon head and head, the latter gaining.
Hueneme's lead into the straight was one and a half lengths,
Ethel Dixon second, two from Arno. Hueneme kept up his
lick. Ethel Dixon fell near that fatal seventy-yard pole,
and neither the filly nor boy were injured, though for a time
it was thought Ethel had broken a leg. The riders of Han-
ford and Mollie King steered neatly around the prostrate
filly, and Arno went on and got the place, five lengths be-
hind the winner and ten in front of Mollie King, who beat
Hanford a neck. Time, 1:21 1.

Hal Fisher was made a slight favorite in the second race,
five furlongs, his closing price beiDg 13 to 5. Ricardo was at

7 and S to 5, Ravine 3J (6 at onetime), King Sam 15 and
Warrago 20 to 1. Hal Fisher, well under way, was first to

show, Ravine second, Ricardo third. Hal Fisher led Ravine
three lengths passing the half and Ricardo seven. Ricardo
passed Ravine in the next furlong, but Hal Fisher was first

into the homestretch by three lengths. Ricardo gained stead-

ily coming down the straight, but Fitzgerald took the gelding
in behind the leader, with the result that Fisher finished first

by a length, driven out,Ricardo secoad, five lengths from War-
rago. Time, 1:08|. Immediately the stewards hauled up
the rider of Ricardo, Fitzgerald, and he acknowledged that

he could have won easily if he had not taken the horse where
ae did. The officials then ordered all bets declared off.

A m:..e nandicap came next. Thornhill was a 6 to 5
favorite a* th* icse, Vassal 2 to 1, Sir Reel (well played) a
13 to 5, Melanita 20 tol. Sir Reel, third at the flag fallt

went to the front at a great pace.but stumbled at the first turn
and Vassal came up and took the lead from him. Past the,

quarter-pole Vassal led Reel a head, Thornhill one and a
half lengths away. At the half the leaders were still fight-

ing, head and head, three lengths in front of Thornhill. Vas-
sal began drawing away from Sir Reel three furlongs from
the finish, and entered the homestretch about two lengths in

front, Sir Reel four from Thornhill. Vassal ran strongly

and won by two lengths from Thornhill, who had made a
good run down the straight. Sir Reel was beaten a short
neck for place honors and coin. Time, 1:54J.
Braw Scot, at 2 to 1, was a favorite in the fourth race, five

furlongs, selling. Lottie D. was at 13 to 5, Sligo 2 to 1, Char-
treuse 4i, Conde 6 (10 at one time), Gold Dust 25 to 1. Braw
Scot, Lottie D., Chartreuse was the order to a good start.

Lottie D. went to the front in the first twenty yards, leading

Braw Scot three lengths at the half-pole, Chartreuse close up
on the gray gelding, Gold Dust fourth. Conde was off poorly

and was last. Lottie D. was first by five lengths into the

homestretch, Chartreuse and Braw 8cot head and head. The
mare was not headed, and won easily by three lengths, Braw
Scot beating Chartreuse five lengths for the place, Gold Dust
fourth. Time, 1:08. Joe UUinan ran the winner up $700,

or to $1,400, but the owner retained her at $l,40"i.

Motor was just a slight favorite in the concluding race at

7 to 5. Jack Richelieu was at 3 to 2 and 8 to 5, Realization

3 to 1, La Gascon 15, Talbot Clifton 20 and imp. Empire 40

to 1. Motor, Jack Richelieu, Realization was the order to a

good start. Realization soon went to the fore, and led at the

half-mile ground by three lengths, Richelieu and Motor
lapped, six lengths in front of Talbot Clifton. It was a pro-

cession swinging into the homestretch,Realization four lengths

to the good, Richelieu second, as far from Motor, who was
running a surprisingly poor race. Richelieu closed up a lot

of ground on Realization, and thirty va^ds of the finish got

up to within half a length of the Regent colt, who.in a fierce

drive, lasted long enough to win bv a nose from Jack Rich-

elieu, he *ive lengths in front of Motor, who was five from
Talbot Clifton. Time, 1:35*.

HOOF-BEATS.
The owners of Lottie D. are about $3,500 out on run-ups

alone.

Carr rode two winners and a second out of three mounts
Wednesday.

Silver Bow will stand for $100 at Clements, during the
season of 1S95.

The Holiday races at Los Angeles have been postponed
until next week.

Little CoADYis fast developing into a crackerjack jockey.
Wednesday he had three mounts, one being a winner, two fin-
ishing third.

Hawthorne likes a longer route than a mile, and could
probably beat Alary at a mile and a quarter, rigged as they
were Wednesday.

St. Brandon is one of the best jumpers at the local track

.

He races at all the obstacles, and goes right along about his
business without any hesitation.

Monrovia won herself out for her new owners Wednesday.
She seems to be a whole team in muddy going—just what Mr.
Legg, her former owner, claimed.

Harry Griffin went out to the races Wednesday with
Judge Rowe. The famous jockey has a very intelligent face,
exceedingly long arms and legs, and appears a little older
than he really is.

Chas. H. Durkee, of Los Angeles, quit the betting ring
on Tuesday better off by $1000 than when he entered there.
He leaves forLos Angeles to-night, and will return after the
trotting meeting closes and put on a book.

In the third race Wednesday there were four starters, and
every horse was ridden by a jockey whose name commenced
with " C-" Cochran rode the winner, Carr the second horse,
Coady the third, Chevalier the tail-ender.

Jockey Van Keuren and Miss Mary Furey, a teacher in
the publie schools at Union Hill, N. J., were married at St.
Augustin's Church, Union Hill, Saturday evening, Dec. 1.
The newly-married pair left for California on Sunday, where
Van Keuren will ride at the Bay District Winter meeting.

—

N. Y. Spirit ot the Times.

Ed Corrigan, Pat Dunne and their intimates were down
on Hawthorne with their coin Wednesday as if it were all
over except the whooping. The foxey crowd that watches
the big bettors followed suit, and the result was that the big
horse was backed down from 6 to 5 to 3 to 5. Alary won
easily, leading from soda to hock.

In the last race Wednesday 2 to 5 was considered a liberal
price against Charmion by form-students. Howard, also a
Tyrant, went out in the lead, and the favorite could never
catch him. Howard was at 12 and 15 to 1 in the betting,
and little money went in on him straight. Just how good a
horse Howard is it is hard to say. Charmion was not con-
ceding him any weight, and he beat her a length, both he
and the favorite being all out.

A number of horsemen have suggested that it would be a
verv good idea, during the present condition of the track, to
have a couple or more welter-weight races each week, the
distance ranging from five-eighths to seven-eighths of a mile.
Such races would fill well, as a number of good weight-
packers are lying idle. Their owners do not care to send
them over the jump3 these days of rain and mud, endanger-
ing the lives of riders and horses.

Alcantara.

Seldom in trotting history has a stallion that has made a

great name in the stud been allowed to come under the ham-
mer of the auctioneer. Most always somebody has stood
ready, to purchase such horses at prices that kept them out of
the sales, though there is every reason to think that, one time
with another, they would bring more money in the open mar-
ket than can usually be obtained for them privately. A few
horses, thought on account of unusual merit of pedigree and
demonstrated speed to offer great promise of success in the
stud, have brought sensational prices under the hammer, in
fact, more than the owners would have hoped to realize pri-
vately. Among these are Pancoast, Bell Boy, A lcazar, Mas-
cot, Voodoo, Althol, General Worth, etc. On the other hand
Nutwood had already made a mark in the stud when, at the
McFerran sale, he brought $22,000. The general comment
of the country was that he was cheap as a broom at the
price, and so it proved, for since he was purchased he has
probably earned $200,000 in outside stud fees at a lowesti-
mase, besides his owner's use of him. Stamboul had also made
a hit in the stud when sold at auction in New York by the Ho-
bart Estate for $41,000, but owing to the general depression he
has not yet had an opportunity to prove likewise profitable.

The rate at which his get are coming into the list, and their
fine racing qualities, pretty conclusively indicate that he will

command a verv profitable return on the investment. When a
horse attains a stud pre-eminence which compels the most
enterprising breeders in the country to patronize him in or-

der to maintain effective crosses in their stock, he becomes a
very profitable investment. The best mares in the country
come forward to help him maintain the prestige he has
gained. Nutwood fully secured this position, and its rewards
are still following him. Stamboul seems to be fast verging
upon it. His speed representation expands rapidly in num-
bers, and it needs but one high class performer like himself
to appear among tbera to set the public on.

Alcantara, that is about to be sold at auction, has for sev-

eral years been patronized by many of the most prominent
studs, mares having been sent from as far as California, Iowa,
Wisconsin, and in fact nearly all grazing States in the Union.
So liberal has been the demand for his services that his late

owner sold off his own mares two years ago and devoted the

farm to the care of visiting matrons. Each season has'raised

Alcantara higher in public esteem, and the one just closed is

the cap sheaf of atl. The example of his success has created

in Western Massachusetts a spirit of emulation in the breed-

ing of trotters that has caused the investment of hundreds of

thousands of dollars and the acquisition of many men of great

wealth to the breeding interest. The destination of this great

sire after his sale is already a subject of momentous interest

in horse circles. Such a horse carries an influence that over-

steps the limit of bis mere ownership and often affects the

fortunes of an entire breeding district.—Spirit of the Times.
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Record Makers at Los Angeles.

The world may wag as it will; the days may come and the

days may go, fraught with their measure of weal or of woe,

but while the Myers are with us still, the thoughts of the lov-

er of horseflesh will constantly turn to Agricultural Park

where the greatest horses in the turf world are now stabled,

and where every day they may be seen when their drivers,

are working them out. The opportunity to see such a grand

aggregation of race horses, at one time, might not come again

*n a life-time. All the world beaters of the season are here,

al>ng with a lot of "green" ones ;
every one of them pro ra-

isers of note.

Where is the man who loves a horse or delights in turf

events who has not heard of AHs, 2:03|, queen of the turf

or Flying Jib, 2:04, the pacing wonder, the horse that has

made faster time in a harness than any other horse in the

world? Rake the earth with a fine tooth comb for him.

He's % curiosity—a freak. Then there's Directly. A man

might be excused for never having heard of Directly, 2:07$,

before, but after nest season the excuse will not be valid, for

Monroe Salisbury gives it out that Directly is to win another

world's record next season, and there is no better authority.

It is about ten in the morning when things get interesting

out at Agricultural Park now. The first thing to happen

might be that a little black horse would be driven slowly

over from the stables to the gate leading into the track. On
the sulky would be s heavy-set man, as plain as the hired

girl, with a firm jaw and a shrewd eye. That's Charming
Chimes, 2:18$, a three-year-old of great promise, and Ed.

Geers, the greatest driver on the turf to-day. Pretty soon

they are on the backstretch going a quarter in something

like 40; just warming up a little.

After awhile more horses, hitched to sulkys, come out, and

the track is soon full of flyers. It's a great sight. Monroe
Salisbury is on the track near the gate. The driver of Alix

pulls up near Mr. Sali&bury, the owner of the great mare, and

gels his instructions. Salisbury tells him to jog the mare
around to the stretch and then put her for a quarter in 35.

The driver nods, the mare strikes a swinging trot, which
gradually opens and gets faster until the second turn is made,

and then she flies.

Yesterday some of the horses made a little time out there.

Directly was sent a mile in 2:14£, and took the extreme out-

side. The last quarter was clipped ofFin 0:31. Azote, 2:08£,

took the outside and went the mile in 2:18, the half being

finished in 1:07. Alix, 2:03|, did her mile in 2:1H and the

half in 1:04. Robert J., 2:0U, paced the mile in 2:15, and
the last quarter went under his feet in 0:30}.

But that was nothing. The horses were just "working out,"

and fast time wasn't wanted
;
just a little perspiration, that's

all, so that a rubbing down would be in order.

Every man who knows anything about turf horses talks

horse at every opportunity. That's a peculiarity they have.

The man who knows anything about ahorse, or even thinks

he does, wants to tell somebody else all he knows.

Now there is a man out at Agricultural Park with the

horses who talks about horses for a living. That's his busi-

ness. His name is "'Sticks." He may have another name,
but he hasn't been called by it for so loDg that he doesn't re-

member it any more.
"Sticks" is shy a leg, but he gets along all right on a pair

of crutches, and hence he is known as "Sticks."

When reporters or other distinguished people call on the

horses "Sticks" acts as usher, and before he gets around to

all the departments with a visitor he demonstrates that what
he don't know about horses wouldn't make an opening chap-
ter for a booklet.

"Sticks" gave the reporter of the Herald lots of informa-

tion about the horses, which will be interesting to every-

body.
There are two stables represented, one owned by "Pa"

Hamlin of Buffalo, and managed by Ed Geers, and the
other owned by Monroe Salisbury of Pleasanton.

In Hamlin's string is Nightingale, 2-'10A, a famous trotter,

sired by Mambrino King, dam by Wood's Hambletonian.
Nightingale is famous as the holder of the world'e two-mile
record and also the world's three-mile record. Hamlin is

ready to back the mare against any horse in the world
for almost any sum at either distance.

Lord of the Manor is a green two-year-old by Mambrino
King, dam Prentice Chimes. This is a promising colt with
good points.

Robert J. is a household name. His mark is 2:01.], made
at Terre Haute, Ind., this season, and be stands at the head
of his class, his record being two and a Quarter seconds
faster than was ever made before. He was sired by Hart-
ford. Robert J. has met all the great horses on the grand
circuit, and has shown himself to be a great campaigner by
beating them.

Josie Chimes, 2:29, is a promising colt in the Hamlin
taring. She is by Chimes, dam Josephine.

Fantasy, 2:00, is the pride of the Hamlin stables. Fantasy
brought Hamlin and bis horses to California this winter, for
it i-- an open secret that Hamlin expects Fantasy to be the
world's champion of next season, and brought the animal
out here for the benefit of the climate and the winter's work.
Fantasy had a three-year-old record of 2:08, and before an-
other season's racing is over, may have come pretty close to
the two-minute notch. Fantasy is sired bv Chimes, dam by
AImonarch.

Zenobia is a promising green 'un in Hamlin's stable. Ze-
nobaii> from Zedora,by Alinout Jr.

Charming Chimes is Ed Geers1

pride. Charming Chimes
is a three-year-old by Mambrino King, dam Charming. The
colt has a mark of 2:21*1, and is a beautiful creature and has
a fine carriage and style.

Moonstone, 2:09 j, is by King, dam Clarisse, by Elmont Jr.
Moonstone has never raced hard.

Ed Boston, 2:09}, is a famous racer. He is by Chimes,
dam Maid of Honor by Mambrino King. Ed Easton is a
four-year-old and is expected to produce much greater speed
than lie h:is yet shown.

Hal Pointer, 2:041, is a good representative of the great
Hal f;m ii,

i by Tom Hal Jr., dam Sweep-
stakes by Knight's Snow Heels. For years he wasa champion,
Salisbury's Direct being the only horse that could touch him.
Boy Blue, 2:29], is a promising one by Chimes, Jam Bobo-

lirjk, by Mambrino King.

Fitz Royal is by Prince Regent, and will have a good mark

before the season ends.

Hugh Regent.is another good colt from Prince Regent.dam

Bright Eyes, by Blackwood.
Bessie Hal, Ed Geers' little pacing mare with a mark of

2:12, but not of record, has been sent to the Salisbury ranch.

Monroe Salisbury has only four horses in his string, but

those four are crackerjacks, if there ever were such things.

There may be four finer racers in the country, but they can-

not all be seen in one dav.

In the first place there's Azote, 2:08i—drop the " e " if

you want to be "next" when talking " horse." Azote is the

largest good racer in the world. He stands 16£ hands high

and will weigh near to 1,200 pounds, and his stride is as

graceful as a gazelle's— almost. Azote has beaten every horse

that ever started against him. His greatest feat was the win-

ning of the Transylvania stakes at Lexington this season.

Horsemen like Doble, Geers, Starr and Marvin call him a
" phenom." He is by Whips, dam Josie, by Whipple's

Hambletonian.
Next comes little Alix, "queen of the turf,"with a mark of

2:03|, which has never been equaled. Alix is a superb beast.

As clean and clear cut as a cameo, gaited to perfection, and

faultless at all points. Alix is by Patronage,dam Atlanta, by

Attornev. During this season Alix got the world's record at

Terre Haute, Ind. Her greatest race was at the same place,

when she went three heats in 2:06, 2:05£ and 2:06.
_
Alix was

never beaten but once, then at Detroit, by Lord Clinton,2:08.

Salisbury expects to see Alix cover a mile in 2:03.

Directly, 2:07f, is the world's best two-year-old. This is a

late colt by Direct.

When "Sticks" was asked who Naubuc was bethought
for a moment and then said he'd be d—d if he knew, but

other authorities say the dam was of Gypsy Queen blood and

a good campaigner. Directly has made three seconds faster

time than any other two-year-old in the world.

Flying Jib, 2:04, is a famous horse. Once, to pole with a

running mate, he paced a mile in 1:58 j, faster than

any other horses ever went a mile in harness. During the

last two years Flying Jib has held two world's records. This

wonder was sired by Algona.dam Middletou mare by Middle-

ton.

This completes the horses now at Agricultural Park, but

the news came yesterday that Joe Patchen, 2:04, and Ryland
T., the champion geldings of tbe world, are coming from
Kansas and will be out at Agricultural Park in a few days.

Joe Patchen is the horse that, in a race with Robert J. at

Sioux City, was timed to go a mile in 2:02£.

Something about the great races to be given at the park on
Friday and Saturday will be given later. Already the sports

are talking of nothing else, and the race between Klamath,
Azote and Nightingale is expected to be the greatest race ever

had in California.

A noted groom with the Salisbury stables is Bob Murray,
who has rubbed such horses as Directum, Alix, Oliver K.
and Lucy, the great pacer.

Messrs. Geers and Salisbury and the others who came with

them are delighted with California and Los Angeles, and
the horses are in excellent condition and feeling fine, every

one of them.—Herald.

The Greatest Broodmare.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—If my recollection

is right, Mr. Jos. C. Simpson wrote an article appearing in

your issue of September 1st, eulogizing Beautiful Bells, call-

ing her the queen of broodmares, etc. Shortly after this

Mr. R. Boylston Hall boils over and throws his stone at

those very proper encomiums bestowed by your Mr. Simpson

upon this most prolific and great matron.

There are many people like Mr. Hall in this respect, who

rush into print and, blinded by either loving prejudice toward

one animal, or, do it with self-sufficient knowledge of the sub-

ject at hand, to parade this very shallow understanding be-

fore the public, yet never taking the trouble to sound their

position by facts.

For the benefit |then of Mr. Hall and all of his adherents

who still cling to the belief that Green Mountain Maid is the

queen of broodmares and Beautiful Bells is not, I enclose a

table of comparisons between these two great mares, leaving

facts to speak for themselves. I do not claim official correct-

ness for same, as I have allowed, for instance, both mares an
extra performer, Miranda, 2:31, for Green Mountain Maid
and Chimes, 2.30J, for Beautiful Bells. But as both have
6hown ample ability to enter the charmed circle. I thought
for thiB purpose it would answer all right. Electioneer is

also credited with 155 performers, allowing him all rejected

time records, and I think the object of this table justifies this.

Studying the comparative age of sires, dams and performers

as compaied with the average spee i produced, I think Beau-
tiful Bells is the greater mare. I was once a great admirer
of Mr. Backman's idol, but have to concede, out of sheer jus-

tice, the wreath of laurels to tbe great Palo Alto mare.

I enclose both tables and hope they will be of sufficient in-

terest to most of your readers:

GREEN MOUNTAIN MAID.
Foaled 1862, died 1888, twenty-six years old.

DAM OF

1-1867
2—1868
3—1869
4—1870
5—1871
6-1872
7—1873
8-1874
9—1876
10—1877
11—1878
12—1880
13-1881
14—1883
18—1889
16-18*7

B m Storm record taken at 17 years
B h Electioneer
Blk k Prospero " " " 8 "

Blk m Dame Trot 8 "
Ch g Paul
Ch m Miranda " " " 5
Blk c (died of broken leg)
Br m Elaine " " " 6 "

Ch h Mansfield 11 "
B m Elise -
Bra Elite
B h Antonio " " " 6 "
Bc(died)
B m Eli Elista " " " 7 "
Blk m Elina " " " 7 "
B h Lancelot " " " 5 "

10 performers.

PRODUCING SONS.

2:^„

2:20
2:22

2:20
2:26

2:2S
2:23

Average age and average
ira old. Speed of Performers.

Electioneer, 154 trotters, I pacer„ 5 years 6 months 2:18%
Manstield, 6 trotters 6 " 2 " 2:25%
Antonio, 2 trotters- 8 " 6 " 2;25V
Lancelot, 4 trotters 2 " 1% "' 2:25%

PRODUCING DAUGHTERS.
Storm, 1 trotter Typhoon 2:28
Elaine, 3 trotters ....Norlaine (1). 2:31)4 : Palatine (8), 2:18

;

Elite, 2 trotters Elita Russell, 2:29%. La Haute 2:23}|

BECAPITULATTON.

10 standard performers.
4 sires of 166 performers.
3 dams of 6 in list.

2 granddaughters with 3 performers.

PRODUCING GRANDDAUGHTERS.

2 Elsie (by Elaine), 2 trotters...Novelist (2), 2:27 ; Rio Alto (3) 2:1634
8 Edita (by Elise). 1 trotter - Yakin 2-.28J4

AVERAGE.

B
a>

Standard performers ... 10
4 Sires ol 166

3 Dams of- 6

2 Grandams of 3

5

15 yrs. 3 mos.
20 years.
10 years.

BEAUTIFUL BELLS.
Foaled 1872, twenty-two years old In 1891

S years.
5 yrs. 5 mos.
3 yrs. 10 ms.
3 years.

2:21 1-5

2:19

2:26%
2:23 2-3

3y 2:1934

2i24M

3 y, 2:303< ; 4 y 2:3034

3y. 2:19K; 4y 2:1834
2:2234

2:19K

3 y, 2:16^ ; 4 y 2:12%
2:22

1—1880 Br f Hinda Rose 1 y, 2:36% ; 2 y, 2:32

;

2—1881 Brf Alta Belle
3—1882 Blkh St. Bel 4 y,
4—1S83 B f Rosemont

. 5—1884 Br h Chimes 2 y, 2:3334
6—1S85 Br h Bell Boy 2 y, 2:26 ;

7—1886 Bf Palo Alto Belle 3y,
8—1887 B h Bow Bells- 5 y,
9—1888 B h Electric Bell
10—1889 Br f Bellflower 2 y. 2:24%
11—1S90 Br f Bell Bird 1 y, 2:263* ; 2 y
12—1891 Brh Belsire
13—1892 Bit h Day Bell
14—1893 BlkhAdbell 1 y, 2:23
15—1894 Blk f by Advertiser

9 performers.

PRODUCING SONS.

Average age and average

Years old. Speed of Performer.

10 Chimes 5348. 2:3034. 19 trotters, 4 pacers
(3 in the 2:10 list) 3 years, 8 months 2:21%

11 St. Bel 5336. 2:243^. 23 trotters, 5 pacers 3 years, 11 months 2:2334.

7 Bow Bells 13,073. 2:1934, 2 trotters 2 years, 6 months 2:2334,

5 Bell Boy 5350, 2:18J4, 5 trotters 1 pacer.. 3 years 2:2434

PRODUCING DAUGHTERS.

Average age 8 years, 3 months.

13 AltaBelle, 1 trotter 2 years, Daghestan 2:25J4.
11 Rosemont. 2 trotters 3 years, Mont Rose 2:18

1 year, Sweet Rose 2:25%

RECAPITULATION.

9 Standard performers.
4 sires of 59 in ist.

2 dams with 3 in 2:30.

AVERAGE.

z > > >
>^3p CO < "D 5 T3 *

25 3 2 n 2 =3

Standard performers... 9
i Sires of 59
2 Dams of 3

San Jose, Dec. 9, 1894.

8 yrs. 3 mos.
12 vears.

3 yrs. 4 mos.
3 yrs. 6 mos.
2 years.

2:21 1-3

2:22%
2:23%

E. W. Obloff.

Letter From Vallejo.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman:—As the tro ttiug sea

son for 1894 is now over, and we are home again to prepare

for the struggle of next year, I take this opportunity of let-

ting you know that our old favorite, George Washington, is

fast recovering from the lameness in his hind leg, caused, I

think, from his sickness, which came on about a month be-

fore the Breeders' Fall Meeting and which, in my opinion-

cost him the race at San Jose, as he went lame in his right

hind leg three days before that time. He was very lame
when he started and remained so all through the race. His
fore legs stood the work well and I think, barring accidents,

that the horse who beats him nest year, will have to trot in

2:12 or better three times.

The two-year-old filly, Stella, is the first and only colt by
him that has been worked. She took a record of 2:30 in the

second heat, at our Vallejo Meeting, and trotted a good sec-

ond to Athanio at the Breeders' Fall Meetiner in 2:22, and
can show a mile better than 2:24 at present. Her dam is

Maud, by McDonald Chief, which puts two of his daughters

in the brood mare list.

Little Mac, by Election, dam Daisy S. by McDonald Chief,

took a record of 2:2S at the Breeders' Fall Meeting at San
Jose against time November 2nd.

I would also state that Columbus S. is entirely over his

lameness and, I think, will give a good account of himself,

nest season. I have also a very promising two-year-old

filly, the property of E. P. Heald, by Mambrino Chief Jr.

dam by Woodnut, which, I think, will go down low in the

twenties nest year.

Please make a note of the records of Little Mac and the

McDonald Chief brood mares. Thos. Smith.
P. S. Little Mac is the first of the Election colts to go in

the list.

Cannot Do "Without It.

The weekly form book heretofore published by Messrs.

Egbert & Co. has been transferred to F. C. Bridge & Co., pub-

lishers of the San Francisco Turf Guide, the only

authorized edition. This Turf Guide is recognized

by everyone who visits the track as an indispensable and re-

liable work. The form cards of every day's races are care-

fully revised and are absolutely correct. The pedigree, age,

color, ses, owner, jockey, odds and index of every horse that

is started is given to date in a comprehensive manner. The
index is arranged alphabetically and continuously, so fol-

lowers of the races can in an instant learn of the perform-

ances of any horse they are in doubt about. No one can

afford to be without it. It is the horseman's hand-book, and
for the price, tweoty-fivo cents, is the cheapest and best work
ever published. Get a copy. Issued every Saturday.

The Horse Breeder and Racing Record, an English turf

weeklv, conducted by " Beacon " (Mr. Joseph Osborne), has

stopped publication for lack of support. This suspension is

to be regretted, not only because the paper was useful in its

field, but because Mr. Osborne,who is one of the oldest living

turf journalists, put the savings of his lifetime into the enter-

prise and failed.
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The 2:10 Pacers.

The pacers who have this year joined the 2:10 list, or

who, if in the favored circle, have reduced their records form

a goodly company. They will offer many knotty questions

to the gentlemen who do not believe in the interchangeabil-

fty of gait, and who also believe that a horse to pace fast must
have a distinctly pacing inheritance. To go over again the

tabulated pedigree of Robert J. is almost unnecessary, and
yet it is well to do so, as he is bred in the choicest of trotting

lines, and his record is three seconds faster than that of the

fastest pacing-bred pacer. His sire. Hartford, has a double
infusion of Abdallah, 1, through Harold, his sire, while his

dam, through her sire, Jay Gould, goes again to Abdallah, 1,

and American Star. All thatis known outside of this is thor-
oughbred. Robert J. is not merely a fast horse. He is a
race horse of the highest rank. He has met and defeated all

comers, and is incontestably the greatest champion of his
gait and time.

The five-vear-old stallion champion John R. Gentry, 2:03£,
ranks closely up with Robert J., in well-known trotting
lines. His sire, Ashland Wilkes, 2:17^, is an inbred Ham-
bletonian, as he is by Red Wilkes, out of Daisy B., by Ad-
ministrator, 2:29£. His second dam was by imp. Knight of
St. George, out of a daughter of Pilot Jr. The dam of John
R. Gentry is Dame Wood, who is also the dam of the trot-

ting stallion, Myron McHenry, 2:18£, John R. Gentry's
brother. Dame Wood is by that grand campaigner Wedge-
wood, 2:19, out of Fanny, 2:30, trotting, pedigree untraced.
Here we have a marked predominence of Hambletonian, one
line to Mambrino Chief, a strong thoroughbred backing and
one trace to Pilot Jr. It is absurd to assume that the one
trace of the latter will predominate over the other fifteen-six-

teenths of the pedigree. JohnR. Gentry has a three year-old
record of 2:13, and his famous dead heat with Robert J.
shows that, as a race horse, he ranks close up with the son of
Hartford.
The black stallion Jue Patchen, 2:04, is a five-year-old,

and when exactly right ranks close up with the cham-
pions. His pedigree abounds in trotting speed lines. His
sire, Patchen Wilkes, 2:29A, is by George Wilkes, while his
dam is an inbred Mambrino Patchen, for she is by that
sire out of Betty Brown (dam of Wilkes Bov, 2:24£), by
Mambrino Patchen. Josephine Young, dam of Joe Patchen,
is by Joe Young, 2:19£, trotting, and he bv Star of the
West, who has no pacers to his credit. Joe Patchen's sec-
ond dam is said to be by Morgan Henry. All the records
in this pedigree are trotting. It must be conceded that
these three are very conspicuous instances. It is difficult to

find where the pacing instinct comes in a predominant
form in the lineage of Directly, except for the important
fact that his sire, Direct, was the champion pacing stallion

of his time. Direct took a trotting record as a three-vear-
old of 2:18}, but as he preferred to pace he was Bhod for that
gait, and his splendid inheritance of the fighting Dictator
blood sent him to the front in the hottest of hard-fought
fights. His sire, Director, 2:17, was the fighting bulldogjof
the trotting turf of his time, and his son, Directum, 2:05}
proved himself to be last year the racing phenomenon of
the age. Echora, 2:23£, Direct's dam, is by Echo, he by
Hambletonian, out of Fauny Felter, by Magnolia, a son of
American Star. On the sire's side we have only the choic-
est of trotting blood lines. Directly's dam is by Naubuc, by
Toronto Chief. Naubuc is therefore a brother to Thomas
Jeffereon, who has only one pacer to his credit in thirteen in
the list, while Toronto Chiefs direct produce were all trot-

ters. In this case the individual power of the sire overcame
all the influence of the back blood lines.

The three-year-old champion colt Sidmont, 2:10J, came by
his gait intelligently. He is by Sidney, dam Fern Leaf, by
Flaxtail ; second dam Fanny Fern, by Tuckahoe. Sidney,

2:19}, though a pacer was bred in the purest of trotting

lines. He is by Santa Claus, 2:17i, he by Strath more. Sid-

ney's dam is Sweetness, 2:21} (dam also of Lavalard), by
Volunteer, while his second dam is Lady Merritt, by Ed-
ward Everett, by Hambletonian 10. On the dam'^ side, how-
ever, we find that Fern Leafisthedam of Gold Leaf, 2:11}

;

Thistle, 2:13} ; Ferndale, 2:20 at three years, and Ivy, 2:3l£,

all pacers. Ivy is the dam of Hibibi. 2:15^, and William
Sidney, 2:25, yearling, and Rose Leaf, another daughter of

Fern Leaf, is the dam of Falrose, 2:19, and the yearling
champion pacer Rosedale, 2:22. These are all pacers and
prove Fern Leaf to be one of the greatest pacing dams of the

age.

The four-year-old colt Online, 2:04, gets us back to good
trotting lines, though his sire, Sbadeland Onward, appears to

have a marked capacity for getting fast pacers, as he is also

the sire of Belle Acton, who in 1892 took the yearling cham-
pionship with a record of 2:20| ; Ontonian, 2:07£, and Fred
K., 2:09£. Shadeland Onward, 2:184, trotting, is by Onward,
dam Nettie Time, by Mambrino Time. This mare is the
dam of Temple Bar, 2:17|. Online's dam, Angeline, is by
Chester Chief, dam Lady Pine, bv Mapes Horse. As Chester
Chief was by Hambletonian, dam bv Young Andrew Jack-
son, there is no pacing blood noticeable in the pedigree.

The brown stallion Hal Dillard, 2:04f, is a representative

of the famous Tennessee pacing family and has most worthily

Other fast ones by well-known trotting sires are Strathberrv,
by Roseberry, 2:15|; Silkwood, 2:07, by Blackwood Mam-
brino, dam by Hiram Woodruff; Rubenstein, 2:08, by Baron
Wilkes; Merry Chimes, 2:0SA, by Chimes; Carbonate, 2:09,
at two years old, by Superior, 2:17}, and Whirligig, 2:10, at
three years of age, by Wilko. Space prevents a further re-
view, though a few others might be mentioned. The pacer
has fairly fought his way to popular favor on the race track,
and he will soon do so on the road. In the latter place he
will probably never be as popular as the trotter, but his fric-
tionless style of going and the speed with which he gets over
the ground will always make him saleable in our markets.

—

Spirit of the Times.

Abolish Public "Vetting."

Last year this journal urged upon the Directors of the New
York Horse Show that veterinary inspection in the ring be

abolished and an ante-judging inspection be substituted. This
suggestion grew out of a particularly aggravating instance in

which a trotting-bred colt, easily the winner in his class, was
bulletined as unsouDd because he went slightly lame in the

ring. In fact he was suffering from a slight wrench received

unknown to his owners, who were surprised to see him favor
one leg in the ring. He recovered as soon as taken home and
shown again this fall as sound as a bullet. Yet such a colt
was publicly "crabbed" by the veterinarians and officially

published as unsound.
Against such reckless action we protested and its sugges-

tion of a private veterinary inspection was approved in its

columns by a prominent director of the show and met with
the hearty indorsement of many exhibitors. Possibly a ma-
jority of the Board of Directors were averse to the charge,
for it was not made; but if the freely-voiced protests of ex-
hibitors at the last show should bb presented in tangible form
to the directors they could hardly do otherwise than abolish
this unjust and damaging practice. It is an edifying specta-
cle truly to see the "vets" single out an animal in the ring
and go over it carefully from eye to heel. Sometimes they
are pulled out from the company and made the center of at-

traction in the ring—not intentionally of course but in-
evitably. And then when the sapient "vets" conclude they
have found something wrong, down goes the horse among
the discarded and "crabbed " is the word that passes from
mouth to mouth around the ringside.

If veterinary inspection were an exact science; if doctors
did not differ; if allowances were made for swellings occa-
sioned by lack of exercise, it would be another matter ; but
inspection is not an exact science.doctors do differ and trivial
evidences of temporary indisposition are sometimes declared
unsoundness. So long as such things obtain it is rank in-
justice to the exhibitor to compel him to submit his horse to
a public inspection which may result damagingly to the ani-
mal. No sane exhibitor will knowingly send an unsound
horse to a show where veterinary inspection is practiced. If
he has a suspicion of unsoundness he will consult a veterina-
rian before making entries and be guided by his advice, and it

is safe to assume that in doubtful cases a certificate of
soundness has been secured before the horse is ventured in a
public competition. If, therefore,the official

,(
vets " register

a different opinion it should be done privately and not in the
public glare. The mere fact thatsharp differences of opinion
exist amorfg veterinarians as to unsoundness demonstrates the
injustice of public inspection. We suggest to exhibitors at
the Madison Square Garden Show that each file written pro-
test with the Directors against the continuance of this repre-
hensible system.—Breeders Gazette, Dec. 11.

Race Horses Arrive at Yokohama.

Just before we went to press last week, the thoroughbred

mustaDg horses presented by Col. Tom Williams to Doctor

Durand and the editor of The Box, arrived by the City of

Peking and had just been landed. After being on their feet

for 20 days, and having been tossed from one side of the ship

to the other, it was natural they did not look "as pretty as a

picture," but they are now somewhat rested, bruises healed

and they commence to look like noble steeds. One was a

beautiful grey with fine limbs, erect head and beautiful car-
riage, while the other was lighter in color and looked as
though he would make a good dray horse. Ownership had
to be decided by the "shaking of the ivories," and in the con-
test Doctor Durand, to our welcome surprise, selected' the
light grev and therefore Boxie gets the best horse as second
choice—and now has an animal th<>t can beat anything in the
East. Our horse has a record of 1:38, while Docteur Pequi-
not—Durand's horse—needs to have a load of hay in front of

him to make him do better than 3:15. Our horse is now ready
for light work, but there is no telling when Pequinot will be
ready to follow in our footsteps. We will give him
a Bpin over the road to-day, but being somewhat
in a hurry cannot wait for DuraniG or any of

our local horsemen to overtake us. Joking aside, both
are good horses, and we think they will show up well in this

climate with Japanese feed, and we will never forget the lib-

erality and great kindness of our friend Tom in presenting us

sustained the"pVeBtTge of fhTfamily."
J

H7s~she7 famous Brown I

such nne specimens of the native California equine. A great

Hal, gets nothing but pacers, and it appears to be tbe only

pacing family that can measure sword6 now with their trot-

ting bred confreres. The five-year old stallion Vassar,

2:07, like Direct.began his career as a trotter and took a three-

year-old record of 2:21f. Heshowed a marked inclination to

pace, and as a four-year-old gained a pacing record of 2:1 1£.

This year be has reduced it to 2:07. Vassar is brother to

Belle Vara, 2:08J, trotting in a race He is by Vatican,dam
Nell, by Estill Eric ; second dam by a son of Embry's Lex-
ington. Vatican is choicely bred, as he is by that grand
fountain of speed, Belmont, out of Vara (second dam of

Kremlin, 2:07|), by Hambletonian 10; second dam Venus, by
American Star. Estill Eric is by Ericsson, and he by Mam-
brino Chief. Vassar is a horse of marvelous speed and if he
learns to control it io the best advantage is liable to cut down
his record materially next season.

Crawford, 2:07|, who died recently, was richly bred in well

developed trotting lines. He was by that good sire Favorite

Wilkes, dam Anderson mare, by Mambrino Patchen; second
dam by John Dillard ; third dam a mare by John Innes.

Favorite Wilkes is by George Wilkes, dam Favorite (the dam
of Bourbon Wilkes and Empire), by Alexander's Abdallah;
second dam Lizzie Peebles (dam of Jim Monroe, Joe Down-
ing, etc.), by Wagner. Here again we are confronted with a

family tree prolific in trotting records of the highest class,

number of horsemen have called at Durand'6 to view the ani-

mals, and there can be but little difference in choice when
they are about equally divided as to which is the best. They
are well matched as a team, and as both are to be kept for

private use, tbe owners have agreed to drive them together
later on and challenge any double team in the city. When
Tom was here be was so all-fired tired and retiring that but
few met him, and so many have asked " what kind of a look-

ing fellow was he." We heartily sympathize with the poor
devils of journalists who have either to walk or ride a bicycle,

but such kind of work is too slow for us, and we therefore

will skim over the roads on our fleet charger Boxie. Mr. B.

C. Howard informs us that in January be will receive from
California a veritable mustang that will beat anything in

Japan, and with Dr. Eldridge's Gigolette, Durand's Pequinot
and our Boxie. a good race should be had with owners up
and we challenge the trio to a tussle.—A. P. Waugh in Box
of Curios.

-*

Tommy Tittlemouse, a famous English thoroughbred
gelding, has been racing continuously for eleven years. He
has started 165 times, winning forty races and losing 125

contests. It was on Tommy Tittlemouse, lha* Fred Archer,
the famous jockey, rode his last race four days before the lat-

ter^ death.

The New Trotting and Pacing Standards.

Following are the trotting and pacing standards of the
American Trotting Register Association as they now stand
with the changes in italics. They go into effect January 1,'

1895:

THE TROTTING STANDARD.
In order to define what constitutes a standard-bred trotting

horse, and to establish a breed of trotters on a more intelli-
gent basis, the following rules are adopted to control admis-
sion to registration. When an animal meets the requirements
of admission and is duly registered, it shall be accepted as a
standard-bred trotting animal.

First—Any trotting stallion that has a record of two min-
u es and thirty seconds (2:30), or better; provided any of his
get has a record of 2:35 trotting or better; or provided his
sire or dam is already a standard trotting animal.
Second—Any mare or gelding that has a trotting record of

2:30 or better whose sire or dam is standard.

Third—Any horse that is the sire of two trotters with rec-
ords of 2:30 or better.

Fourth—Any horse that is the sire of one trotter with a
record of 2:30 or better, provided he has either of the follow-
ing qualifications: 1. A trotting record of 2:35 or better.
2. Is the sire of two other animals with trotting records of
2:35. 3. Has a sire or dam that is already a standard trot-
ing animal.
Fifth—Any mare that has produced a trotter with a record

of 2:30.

Sixth—The progeny of a standard trotting horse when out
of a standard trotting mare.
Rescind rules 7, 8 and 9, and in their stead substitute the

following, to-wit: '''Bide Seventh—Any mare whose sire is stand-
ard, and whose dam and second dam are by a standard horse."

THE PACING STANDARD.
In order to define what constitutes a standard-bred pacing

horse, and to establish a breed of pacers on a more intelligent
basis, the following rules are adopted to control admission to
registration. When an animal meets the requirements of ad-
mission and is duly registered, it shall be accepted as a stand-
ard-bred pacing animal.

First—Any pacing stallion that has a record of two
minutes and twenty-five seconds (2:25), or better, provided
any of his get has a record of 2:30 pacing, or better, or
provided his sire or dam is already a standard pacing ani-
mal.
Second—Any mare or gelding that has a pacing record of

2:25, or better, whose sire or dam is standard.
Third—Any horse that is the sire of two pacers with rec-

ords of 2:25.

Fourth—Any horse that is the sire of one pacer with a
record of 2:25 or better, provided he has either of the follow-
ing additional qualifications: 1. A pacing record of 2:30 or
better. 2. Is the sire of two other animals with pacing rec-
ords of 2:30. 3. Has a sire or dam that is already a standard
pacing animal.

Fifth—Any mare that has produced a pacer with a record
of 2:25, or better.

Sixth—The progeny of a standard pacing horse when out
of a standard pacing mare.
Tenth—The progeny of a standard trotting horse, out of a

standard pacing mare, or of a standard pacing horse out of a
standard trotting mare.

Rescind Rules 7, 8 and 9, and in their stead substitute the
following, to wit : "Hide Seventh—Any mare whose sire is stand-
ard, and whose dam and seeond dam are by a standard horse."

J. H. Steiner, Registrar, Lock Box 4, Chicago, 111.

Jockey Harry Griffin.

When Harry Griffin, the celebrated lightweightjockey that

arrived here last Sunday, left New York, the following was
sent by telegraph :

New York, Dec. 11.—A seventeen-year-old boy leaves
this city for San Francisco to day whose actual earnings this
year were more than the combined salaries of two United
States Senators, and whose earnings next year will be greater
than the salaries of half of President Cleveland's Cabinet. He
is a pleasant, smooth-faced, well-behaved little boy, whose
total height is only five feet two inches, of which three feet

and half an inch are legs. His arms are two feet five inches
long, while his weight is only ninety-six pounds.

It is this liberality in legs and arms, with the accompany-
ing absence of flesh, which enables the boy to make more
money than all these political gentlemen. The long-legged
boy's name is Henry Griffin, and he is the greatest lightweight
jockey in America.

Griffin will ride for Gideon & Daly next season, and this
firm will pay him $16,500 for his services. In addition to

this salary, he will get from the firm $25 for every winning
mount. He will probably be paid anywhere from $6,000 to

$10,000 from some one of the big owners for second call on
his services, and, in addition, can ride for any outsider when
his employers have nothing in the race.

As Griffin will average four mounts a day, and as he re-

ceives handsome presents from men who back their horses, it

will readily be seen that his income next season will be more
than $30,000. This will be the largest salary ever made by
a jockey in this country, far surpassing the earnings of Mc-
Laughlin and "Snapper" Garrison when they were in their
prime.

In this mercantile age, where every man is measured by
hip earning capacity, a boy who can make more money than
several United States Supreme Court Judges put together is

an object of respectful interest. Physically, aside from his
legs and arms, Griffin is a handsome boy with a long, pale,

delicate face, and dark, Irish blue eyes, shaded by long
lashes. He is pleasant in his manner. He has a soft voice
and does not swear or drink or talk race track slang. He
has breadth but not the eyes where phrenologists say judg-
ment of space is located, and his head is unusually large for

so small a frame His feet are long anofslender, while his
hands, from much riding, have become broad and hard.

The Kaiser's racing stud at Graditz has been most success-
ful this year. The horses trained there won about $53,000
in stakes, the three owners coming next to His Majesty being
Baron Munchausen, whose wife is an American lady ; Herr
Von Langpunchoff and Prince Furstenberg, their wio
being about $40,000, $35,000 and $30,000 respectively.
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The Melbourne Derby and Cup
ing Carnival.

-A Great Rac-

. AUSTRALIAN PAPERS.;

The great race week of the Antipodes in November seems,

from all accounts, to have lost none of its great attractions

for our cousins in the Southern Hemisphere. The weather

was all that could be wished for, and of course the fashion

and beauty on the lawn surpassed, if possible, those of for-

mer years, says the correspondent of the Sydney Referee.

Derby Day on Saturday, and Flemington looked as gay

and bright as ever. It is really a wooderful place, and we

see wonderful crowds of people present. Every one goes to

Flemington, and vear after year the same people are to be

met with. It is "a picturesque scene and one not easily for-

gotten. One Derby Day is very much like another, but

there is always a vast difference in the great race. The

Derby this year was a particularly exciting affair, and the

protest lodged against The Harvester sustained that ex-

citement for a long time after the race had been decided. I

shall have more to say about this scene later on, and will

commence with a preliminary canter on the lawn, in the ring

and in the paddock.

The Governors of three of the Colonies with their suits,

were present, as was al60 nearly all the officers of the British

and foreign fleets in the Southern waters. The Melbourne

ladies invariably dress well and there were some handsome

costumes to be seen on the lawn and m the grand stand. A
large party from Government House was present.

The crowd of fashionables was as big as usual, and all Mel-

bourne had turned out for the day.
_
The weather being fine

caused the ladies to wear their lightest costumes, and the

lawn was a mass of gav coloring during the racing intervals.

The hoarse roar from the betting ring could be heard on the

lawn, and denoted that the pencilers were hard at work

laying the odds and endeavoring to induce the public to in-

vest their money freely.

The saddling paddock at Flemington is to my mind the

best spot to spend a few quiet hours in. The various horses

can be looked over and inspected without trouble, and noth-

ing pleases me better than to see a thoroughbred walking

about just before he has to go out and battle for a big stake.

The horse seems to know what is required of him. He scents

the battle in which he must take part, and shows he is nerv-

ous and anxious to commence. There is a quiver in his

limbs, and when he sees the rider with his colors on he per-

fectly understands what is about to happen. No man watch-

ing a blood horse being saddled can fail to recognize that the

animal is thoroughly aware of all that is going on around

him.
The Maiden Plate was the opening event of the great

meeting and was won by the favorite, Havoc.

The next event was the Melbourne Stakes. The race always

draws great attraction as it is supposed to give a good line

on the Cup horses, fifteen of which went to the post *in this

race. The race is a weight for age, one and a quarter miles. It

was won in splendid style by Kuenalf, a son of Grand Flan-

eur—Ulga.
When backers got over their first shock there was a rush

to back Ruenalf for the Melbourne Cup, but the bookmakers
declined to lay more than 2 to 1 about him. Here was a horse

in the great two-mile event weighted at 9st 71b, and he made
hacks of the Melbourne Stakes field with 9st 31b in the sad-

dle. No wonder people rushed him. With 7st 71b it was
generally conceded Ruenalf had a splendid chance in the

Cup.
The Derby—The great race of the day, indeed if not of the

meeting, was now at hand for which ten of the crack three-

year-olds of the Australian colonies was to sport silk.

Dreamland, the son of Trenton and Nightmare, was the

favorite, and for fully an hour before the race there was heavy
betting. The paddock was thronged with people eager to get

a glance at their favorites, and naturally Dreamland held the

biggest levee.

Bonnie Scotland advanced materially in the betting until

he came to 3 to 1, Dreamland still being firm at the short

price of 5 to 4.

The Harvester, after his win in the Caulfield Stakes, had
been steadily backed for this event, and there were plenty of

people preferred Mr. Cook's hoise to the favorite. The Har-
vester is a fine handsome chestnut, and looks a "gentleman"
all over. Of course each of the others had their friends and
no Derby candidates for years had so many backers.

THE RACE.

The starting machine was in use, and therefore the public
had a good chance of seeing how it worked as the horses were
lined up in the straight. The Harvester took up a position

on the inside, the next pair to him being Malachite and Des-
tiny. Bonnie Scotland was in the centre, and Dreamland on
the outside. They were all in this position when the barrier
went up to a splendid start, the horses moving well away
together amidst the cheers of the spectators, and there can be
no doubt the public like the machine. There was no vexa-
tious delay at the post, and no fighting and pushing to get
good positions. It was as good a start as could have been
wished for, and the field were on a dead level for about fifty

or sixty yards, when the line was broken by Question going
to the front to make the running in the interests of Dream-
land. Forward followed the leader, with Dreamland lying
third, and then came The Harvester, Malachite and Destiny,
with Bonnie Scotland in the rear. As they went out of the
straight Question still went on ahead in Dreamland's inter-

ests, with Forward still next. The pace commenced to tell

at the abattoirs, where Bonnie Scotland ran into second place
and the field here closed up. Forward, Afarusa, Atlas and
The Harvester were here handiest to the leaders, but Dream-
land had fallen back, although he was going along
well at the time. Bonnie Scotland and Forward led
round the home turn, and were the first pair into the
straight. The excitement now became intense, as it was plain
to be seen we were to witness a desperate race. At this point
there was a considerable amount of bumping. No sooner
were they well in the straight than Forward shot his bolt,
and disappeared from the front rank. At the distance Dream-
land and Bonnie Scotland were on the rails, and there were
loud cries of "The favorite wins?" These were again re-
sponded to with shouts of "Bonnie Scotland wins!" It was
a desperate struggle, and again some bumping appeared to
take place, although who was actually in fault it would be
difficult to say. Bonnie Scotland seemed to lose ground, and
tell back, and Dreamland also went back. Then there was a
loud shout again, as the colors of Harvester could be seen
in front. Chris. Moore was riding a great finish, r.nd h«

brought his mount at the right moment, and snatched a vic-

tory from Malachite by a length and a half, while Bonnie

Scotland, who was coming on at the finish, was three parts of

a length behind Malachite.
The Harvester is by Sheet Anchor, out of Springtime.

Sheet Anchor by St. Albans, out of Queen Mary.
The second horse, Malachite, is by Chester out of Moon-

stone.

Sheet Anchor won the Melbourne Cup in 1SS5 carrying

109 lbs. in 3:39*.

THE CUP.

Seldom, says the correspondent of the Referee, have I seen

a better day for racing than that greeting the vast crowds as-

sembled on all parts of Flemington course on this Cup Day.

In the morning, after a showery night, there was a some-
what cool, chill breeze blowing, but towards the middle of

the day this ceased, and tne sun coming out made the at-

mosphere splendidly exhilarating ; and not only was the

atmosphere exhilarating, but everyone about the city

Beemed to have cast off dull care for the time being, and put

on the garments of holiday gladness. For the past couple

of years favorites have been beaten in the Melbourne Cup,

but on this occasion most people fancied that the hottest of

hot favorites, Ruenalf, would pull them through. Conse-

quently, they put their money into their pockets with the

fond hope of either doubling or trebling it, and set out on

their annual racing pilgrimage, or, more correctly terming

it, carnival, with glad and joyous hearts.

There was but one universal opinion about the favorite,

" He must win, bar accidents." Reunslfs presence in the

race caused many people to go out to Flemington who would
not otherwise have been there. On paper the <~^up favorite

looked the best of good things; but how many such good
things have we seen scattered to the four winds of Heaven
'just as if they had really been "on paper"). I should be

afraid to enumerate them. All things considered, then,

the vast crowd of people went out prepared to see the brown
and gold sleeves flash first past the post. How they were

doomed to disappointment I will relate further on.

Max O'Rell has endeavored to picture Flemington on Cup
Day, and failed to do justice to the theme. Then how can I

hope to be successful where the libeller of Australia in the
" John Bull and Co." has failed? Columns could be written

about the Flat, teeming with a mass of humanity, seething

and writhing in a vast cauldron of excitement as it were.

How these Australians love a horse race ! With them it is a

passion, not a mere gambling mania. They get good, solid,

healthy amusement out of it. The very youngster, as he sal-

lies out to the Flat, via Kensington or Footscray, or New-
market, or the several ways by which it can be reached,

knows all about the Cup runners, and enjoys his little twelve

or fourteen-year-old body just as much as his father doeB with

his forty or fifty years over his head. Everyone scrapes up
a few shillings for Cup Day. The people on The Flat and

on The Hill revel in picnics and family parties. Od the Hill

to-day there was a great crowd, more than last year, I should

say. The paddock was well filled, while the grandstand pre-

sented a mass of coloring in which all the latest and newest

shades appeared to be blended. Proud as peacocks, with

their orient plumage flowing in the gleams of sunlight,

strolled the elete—the creme de la creme of Australian society.

From all parts of the colonies came visitors to see the great

Cup run. What marvelous brains milliners and designers

must have, and how clever are the wonderful colors mingled.

Some of the costumes were hideous, but they only 6et off to

better advantage those that were not so. A large party again

attended from Government House. They arrived in car-

riages, and reached the course before the first race. There
were present: Lord and Lady Hopetonn, Sir Robert and
Lady Duff, the Misses Duff, Mr. R. W. Duff, Viscount and
Viscountess Gormanslon, Lady Norman, Sir Wm. Robinson,

Sir P. P. Fielding, Mrs. Candy.Mrs. Bowden-Smith, and the

suites of the various Governors.

THE BACE.

About a quarter to four o'clock twenty-eight of the great

horses of the Australia? stepped out from the paddock in

front of the lawn and grand stand, having passed which each

of the horses went off on their preliminTy gallop.

The favorite was out early and as the horse walked quietly

up the course alongside the rails Moran smiled at the excited

crowd, most of whom he knew were following the fortunes of

himself and horse. Lord Randolph went out with Malachite

and Ronda. Ruenalf and Ronda swept down the straight

side by side in their preliminary, and both traveled well.

Tarcoola went short, but Carnage strode along well. Devon
moved freely, and 60 did Nada for her size. Dreamland strode

along in fine style, as also did Bruin, Paris and Chesterman.
The lot were soon down at the post, where the starting ma-
chine was erected. It was also used for the other starts, and
gave every satisfaction. It was a minute of suspense just be-

fore the start. Carnage of Nada played up in the centre and
created a gap. Pilot Boy was near the rails, and
so at intervals were Paris, Malachite and Dreamland. On
the outside was Ruenalf, Moran being determined there

should be no hindrance al the start. At ten minutes past four

the barrier flew up, and the first race for a Melbourne Cup
ever started by the machine commenced. As usual when the

gong sounded there was a great shout of "They're off! " and a

level line of horses could be seen in the distance galloping

down the Btraight. As they came nearer it could easily be
seen Moran on the favorite had a good position in front, and
had Ruenalf well in hand. As they flashed past the stand

Ruenalf was prominent in front and pulling double, and a

murmur could be heard, "Look at the favorite! See how well

he goes! The race must be all over! " But an excited crowd
forgets a Melbourne Cup is not won the first time past the

judges' box. It is the second run past that does the trick.

Away went Ruenalf round the bend, with Dreamland, Tar-
anki, Bruin, Malachite and Nada all well up, Port Admiral
and Patron being in the rear. There was very little change
in the order all along the back, as Ruenalf could be seen in

front, with Dreamland going well beside him. Then came
Taranki, -Eolus, Newman, Paris, Malachite and Nada. At
the abattoirs Ruenalf still had such a good lead that his thous-

ands of admirers became jubilant, and it was loudly pro-

claimed on all sides bow well the favorite was going. He
certainly looked to have a mortgage on the race. As they
rounded the top bend the black jacket aud red sash of Dream-
land was still close up, and the big-striding Taranaki was
going well. Mr. Wilson's colors were prominent on Nada,
and Paris and Devon, Bruin and JEolus were going well,

while Patron had worked his way through the field at a great

pace. There was terrific excitement as Ruenalf came round
the bend with the lead, and Moran still at ease on him. It

then looked as though the greatest favorite ever known was

going to get home, almost from start to finish. Down the
famous straight they came with a long tail in the rear as
usual, and the rider of Port Admiral throughout the journey
had a good view of the race. The thunder of their hoofs
could now be heard as the twenty-eight horses tore along. It
is this sound that makes the hearts of thousands palpitate
with those varied sensations ocly experienced towards the
end of a great race. There is no other excitement in the
world like it. It is the excitement that has been
pent up for months suddenly allowed to escape as the dull
thud of the Melbourne Cup horses' hoofs proclaim that in a
few seconds the race will be over. Thousands of pounds
long suspended in the balance between bookmakers and back-
ers at this moment, and, in a few moments more, it will be
all over. Ruenalf still leads! The favorite will win, and
there will be a procession of backers to claim the spoils of
the bookmakers. It lookB for one moment as if Moran was
again on Carnage as in the last Cup, when shouts proclaimed
his victory. 'Ruenalf wins in a walk!" "The favorite can-
ters in!" Not yet. There's many a slip betwixt the Cup
and a favorite's win. Not yet ! Still, it looked it. Up came
Devon's green jacket and closed upon the brown and gold.
Ruenalf wason the rails. The green jacket, the same that
flashed up to Paris in the Caulfield Cup, was level with that
of the favorite. A roar from the crowd, " Devon wins 1"

"No, the favorite wins easily I" Then a dead silence for the
space of a second—a mere tick of the watch.
"Where's the favorite ?" A growl of rage from
the backers proclaimed he had been "knocked back
Then the ringmen yelled for joy. Devon would win, and
they would scoop the pool. But what is this creeping up on
the outside? What is this dark jacket with the small red
seams? What is the chestnut putting in a brilliant run ?

It is Patron swooping down on Devon ! It is the horse that
Ruenalf beat easily in the Melbourne Stakes, and people can
hardly believe their eyes. Then, as the horse is recognized,
up goes the cry, and is echoed " over the hills and far away."

"Patron wins! Patron wins! " is the cry that astonishes
thousands. It is a great race; a desperate finish. Devon
is cootesting every inch of the ground, as he did in the Caul-
field Cup. At last it was all over. The dark jacket beat the
bright green, and Patron was proclaimed the winner of the
Cup by three parts of a length from Devon, with Nada a
neck away third. Then came Bruin and Paris, with Chester-
man seventh, and the favorite tenth. Time, 3:31. Patron's
weight was 131 pounds.

Dawes, who rode Patron, was greatly excited, and in re-
sponse to the vigorous cheers of the crowd, waved his hat
wildly and reeled back in the saddle He had ridden a great
race, and deserved the praise.

Devon's performance is on a par with Tradition's, who ran
second in the two Cups.
Patron is by Grand Flaneur, out of Olga; Grand Flaneur

by Yattendon, out of First Lady, and Olga is by Piscator,
out of Beatrice.

OTHER SPORTING ITEMS.

Joe Thompson cables that he won £12,000 on the Cam-
bridgeshire.

Starting-machine Gray is making arrangements to intro-

duce the patent in America.

Racing in olden times : Honor and Glory, first
; Sport,

second; Stakes third. Nowadays : Tatt's Sweep, first ; Stakes
second; Hang-the-Public, third.

On one day in October "Tattersall" received, through
Brisbane Post-office over 4,000 registered letters. " Times
are bad," yet has Tatt already turned over £150,000 in sweeps
on the coming Cup.

During the last thirty-two years two horses ha*e won the
Melbourne Cup with under 6st, eight with under 76t., nine
with nhder 3st., eight with under 9st., three with unner 10st,

and two with under list.

The leading sporting writers, almost to a man, declared
agaiost starting machines, but most of them have now unre-
servedly backed down after being convinced by practical
demonstration that they were on the wrong Bide of the
hedge.

Geo. Gray of Haywards has a two-year-old colt called

Electrical which he thinks will be a fast ore. This youngster
is by Richards' Elector, out of Stemwinder (dam of Direc-
tum, 2:05£j, by Venture. This one will enter the 2:30 list

easily next year. Another good one in his string is a Stein-

way colt out of Cricket, 2:10 ; he is asidewheelerof the first

class; he is only a yearling, bat will do j to take to the

Not near the proper amount of credit is given C. J. Ham-
lin for the part he has played in making the light harness
horse popular. Many years ago he was at the head of the
Buffalo Driving Club, when that organization was the first to

hang up big money for trotters, and the same association was
the first to offer purses of over $1000 for light harness

racing.

Don Anteros, a son of Anteros, owned at Kansas City,

Mo., showed a mile in 2:16 before being thrown out of train-

ing last fall.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair,

CREAM

BAKING

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free

from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant,

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
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Colic in Horses.

Colic is one of the most dangerous as well as

lommop disease of the horse. Colic is of two

onus, flatulent and spasmodic, causes of

pasmodic colic, drinking cold water when in

heated condition, intestinal parasites, intro-

osception, and the presence of calculi in the

ntestine, says P. F. Ash, V. S., in Colman's

Jural World.

I have seen two cases of chronic induration

if the duodenum and pyloris. The symptoms

n both were as follows : Capricious appetite,

light colicky pains, succeeding in about two

lours after a meal, a peculiar staring appear-

ince of the eye, hanging back in the stall to

oil length of the halter shank, a peculiar

lightened look, the pulse sometimes slow

ometimes faster than natural, but always ir-

egular
;
gradual emaciation and death. The

post mortem appearances, a thickening of the

ubmucus areola tissue, which presents a

whitish and fibrous character, and beiog

mited most intimately with the mucous and

muscular coats, which were both pale,

hickened and contained much translucent

naterial. The whole mass was firm, and re-

listed the knife.

SvmptomB : When colic is truly intestinal

.he symptoms are, sudden pain, pawing, kick-

ng at the belly, looking round at the flanks,

ying down, rolling, struggling in a variety of

vays, or lying outstretched, then suddenly
i&iog, shaking the body and remaining a short

ime free from pain. After a short interval,

iowever, the symptoms return. Sometimes
a an aggravated, occasionally in a modified
orm, and this occurs again and again, until

he aoimal is either relieved or dies from en-

eritis, pain and exhaustion. At the com-
oencement there are frequent but ineffectual

ittempts to urinate ; and if an examination be
uade per rectum, the bladder will very often

)e found full and distended, the urine re-

ained by a firm contraction of its neck. Id
tome instances, more especially if the animal
las been fed on moist grasses, potatoes or un-
ipe corn, there is diarrhcea and escape of
much foetid flatulence.

Treatment will depend upon the differential

Hagnosis, if the same can be made. But as

his is often impossible, it has to be based on
jeneral principles. In all cases of colic the
jeristalic motion is interrupted, consequently

he treatment in all cases must be as is best

;alculated to promote a restoration of the per-

Btalic motion. To this end give one ounce
inlphuric ether, two ounces laudanum and a
nut of raw Unseed oil, and if not relieved in

in hour, repeat the dose. Occasionally walk
-he horse about to excite the bowels to action,

[fa rapid development of gasses is taking place

q the large intestines, and great danger is

jpprehended on that account, the bloated in-

.estines may at once be relieved by puncturing.
As a rule the operation should be performed
it the right at a point equidistant from the

ast rib, the transversal processes of the lum-
)ar vertebra, and the external angle of the
Ham, the hip. The instrument to be used
ihould be a small, round trocar, made especi-

tlly for that purpose, and used for nothing
»lse. It should be about four inches loDg and
jne-sixth of an inch hi diameter.
The operation if properly performed, is not

langeroas. First the hair should be cut

iway at a point at which the trocar is to be
oserted, at a place as large as half a dollar,

hen the skin at that place should be washed
rithaweak solution of corrosive sublimate 1

o 1,000, then with a small, perfectly clean

ancet a cut one-third of an inch in length is

uade in the skin to admit the trocer.

This done the trocer is placed at a right an-

ile to the surface of the skin, with its point in

he incision, and pushed through. The stiletto

sthen withdrawn, and the g^ses are allowed
o escape. If the tube of the trocar should get

;logged by particles of food, the obstacle isre-

noved by inserting the stiletto.

Washing Horses Legs.

The weight of the argument seems to be

igainst the washing of the legs ofwork horses.

Che practice is a common one, however. It

a easy to turn the hose on and save elbow

;rease with the brush. It is a quick and effi-

acious method, especially with the hairy-

egged breeds, but in cold weather at least. i l

a a trifle severe and taxing. A walk through

he near-by branch is what the horses on

nany farms ordinarily get in muddy weather

tefore stabling for the night, and the legs are

eft to dry without the aid of the rubbing

wash. City work horses almost without ex-

«ption receive more careful grooming than

lo farm horses. The muck on city streets re-

j

luires thorough cleaning off at night if

i
cratches are to be avoided. The hose does

,

he work quickly and effectively, but a tired
' ind hungry horse is hardly a fit subject for a

sold fool and leg bath. A correspondent in the

London Live Stock Journal—who does

not miss far being our friend Dykes—argues
the matter out in this practical fashion : "As
a rule most of the chief superintendsnts of
London stables stick by good hard brush
grooming as against washing. In carelessly-
managed establishments, where the renewal
bill is not so well studied as it ought to be,

there is frequently evidenced a disposition to
wash horses which have newly come into the
yard. The general result of this is ailments of
a more or less serious character; horses having
come in with empty stomachs after a hard pull
on slippery streets in the face of cold winds.
When dry and comfortable they will enjoy
the process of beiog made clean and tidy by
the brush and "grooming over," and will spend
their nights in a much more healthy and hap-
py condition than they would do under the
ordinary wash system."

A Certain
Standard

of excellence exists in every given class

of things. In revolvers it is those made
by Smith & Wesson.

They excel in convenience, safety, ap-

pearance, accuracy and penetration.

Send for illustrated catalog.

Smith & Wesson, SStt:

ATTENTION!

Trottii - Horse Breete,

The Occident Stake

FOR 1897
FOR FOALS OF 1894

WILL CLOSE JANUARY 1st NEXT.

This stake is growing In yaloe each year. We hope
to have the stake to be trotted in 1S95 worth $2,000 to

the winner, and for 1896 in excess of that amount.

IF YOU HAVE A WELL-BRED COLT TAKE

A CHANGE FOR $10 IN THIS STAKE.

To be trotted at the California State Fair of 1897. En-
tries io close January 1st, 1895, with Edwin F. .-mlth.
Secretary, at office in Sacramento : $100 entrance, of
which $1C must accompany nomination, $15 to be paid
January 1, 1896 ; $25 to be paid January 1, lS97,and $50
thirty days before the race.

The Occident Cup (or coin) of the value of $100 to
be added by the Society. Mile heats, three in live, to
harness. First colt to receive Cup and six-tenths ; sec-
ond colt, three-tenths, and the third colt one-tenth of
stakes.

Five to enter, three to start. Otherwise N, T. A. rules
to govern.

Remember, you are not held for full entrance in
case colt goes wrong ;

you only forfeit payments made.
Entries to this stake dose January 1, 1S95.

ED\VI\ F. SMITH, Secretary.
JOH.\ HOGGS, President.

Racing! Racing! Racing!

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTEIOT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTOBER 27, 1894.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Flv« or More Bin'c. Each Day. Rarex Star

at 2 p. m. sharp.

W McAllister and Geary-street care pass the gate.

Z30 Book and
Table of Sires

COMPLETE TO CLOSE OF 1894.
CONTENTS.

All trotters with records of 2:30 or better, together

with color, sex, age, sire, dam and sire of dam ot

^each periormer—over 10,00o.

All pacers with rtcorris of 2:30 or belter, together with

color, sex, age, she, dam and sire of dam of each
performer—over oi'OO.

AU sires of trotters and pacers with records of 2:JO or

better, with performers and their records.

Champion Trotters. Champion Pacers.

Fastest Records.
Will be a hook of about 300 pages and will be ready for

delivery the first week in January. PRICE $2.00.

•Vddress ail orders to W. H. GOCHKR,
Editor ot the American Sportsman, Cleveland, 0,

PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.'S
GREAT Trotting- Sale in New Tork

January 9 to 12, 1895, at Madison Square Garden
Day- and Evenings.)

Among the 300 horses to be sold are maoy that would benefit

THE BREEDERS AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Beyond measure If transferred to within Its borders.

led by ^renfwne' stau?on
E:V °n WednesdBy

'
J<""*«y » ""n the closing ont of the HKiHL A'.vx STUD.

son of GEORGE WILKES
and ALMA MATER.ALCANTARA,

It is safe to say that no stallion ever went uuder the auction hammer ranking as a sire as hieh as
Alcantara will on the day he Is to be sold.

Also THE YOUNG 6TALLIOX

MLLAMIlL/Ln, and ALMA MATER.
The Acme of Breeding to Cross on California mares.

Also the Very Piomisine and Superbly-Bred Young Sire

LAVALARD, BY "'""or
OUT OF SIDNEY'S DAM.

Tried enough In the stud to show that he Is destined to make a great aire, and accompanied In the
sale by a grand array of his fast get.

Consignments are made by the HIBHLAWN STUD (closing out), A. B. DARLING (practically clos-
ing out), J. MALCOLM FORBES (Inc "ding the get of AtIod), J. W. D *LY, WY\ DYLSTUD, W.HARRY ORR (including the great Bire RUMOR), and other prominent establishments.

Such is the collection of blood and individuality at this sale that a boyer could secure them a stud of fifty
animals that in breeding and quality would put him on a par with the best equipped breeders In the country.

For synopsis of the sale address

PETER C. KELLOGG & CO., Auctioneers,
107 JOH.V STREET, STEW YORK.

Latonia Jockey Club,
COVINGTON, KY.

[ Racing Department of the Latonia Agricultural and Stock Association, Incorporated]

Announce the following Stakes to close January 1st, 1895, for Spring and Fall

Meeting, 1895.

Tlxirty Days' Racing:.

SPRING MEETING, 1895.
THK CLIPSETTA 8TAH KS—For two-yearold allies. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional

to start: $1,250 added, of which $200 io second and $100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000
to carry 31bs.; oi two such, 5 lbs. ; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. Ihose not having won a sweepstake of
the value of 3700, allowed 5 lbs. Maidens, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE HAROLD STAKES—For two-vear-old colts. $10 tn accompany the nomination, $90 additional to
start ; $1 ,250 added, of which §200 to second and $ 100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of 31,000 to
carry^lbs.; oftwo such, 5 lbs.; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. Those not having won a sweepstake of the
value of $700 allowed 5 lbs. Maidens, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE SENSATION ft rAKES—For two-year-olds. §10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional to
start; $2,000 added, of which $100 to second and $100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to
carry 3 lbs : of two such , 5 lbs. ; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. Those not having won a sweepstake of the
value of $700 allowed 5 lbs. ; maidens, 7 lbs ; maidens beaten in a sweepstake at the meeting, 10 lbs. Six
furlongs.

COVINGTON SPRING STAKES—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 each to accompany the
nomination, $50 additional to start: $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Borses entered not
to be sold to carry 7 lbs. extra. $3,000. weight for age. Allowances: l lb. for each $250 to $2,000; l lb. (or each
$100 to $1,000 ; 2 lbs. for each $100 to $300. Starters to he named with selling price, through the entry box the
evening before the race at the usual lime of closing, those so named not liable for starting fee if they should not
start. More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can start. Five furlongs.

THE RIPPLE STAKES—For three-year-olds (foals of 1892) that have never won a race prior to the clos-

ing of this stake. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional to start; $1,250 added ,of wbich $200 to second
and $100 to third. Winners of any race after the closing of the stake of $1,000 value to carry 3 lbs ; of two or
moresnch,51bs.'extra. Maidens at starting that have been beaten this year once allowed 5 lbs. ; twice, 7 lbs.

One mile.

THE LATOMA SPRING PRIZE.—A handicap for three-year-olds. $10 each to accompany nomina-
tion $90 additional to start; $1,500 added, of which $3fi0 tosecond and $100 to third. Weights io be announced
two days prior to therace. Winners after publication of weight to carry 5 lbs. extra. Nlue furlongs.

THE TOBACCO STAKES—A selling sweepstake for three-year-olds and upward. $5 to accompany
the nomination, $50 additional to start; $1,000 added, of which $20 » to se'-on'i and $100 to third. Those entered to

be sold for $4,000, to carry weight for age; for $3,000, allowed 6 Ihs ;
with 2 lbs. for each $W0 to $2,000; 1 lb. for

each $100 below the latter price. Starters to be named with selling price, through the entry box the evening be-

fore the race at the usual time of closing; those so named not liable for starting fee. If they should not start.

More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can sta . On« mile.

THK MILLDALE STAKES—For three-year-olds and uoward. $10 to accompany the nomination, $40

additional tostart; $l,000added, of which $150 tosecond and $-50 to third. Winners this year of a race of $1,500

and winners since Mav 1st of three or more races of any value to carry 5 lbs. extra. Allowances : Other
hordes not naviog won this year, a race of $1,000, 5 lbs., and Ifsuch have not wnu two races, 8 lbs. Beaten non-
winnersof the year, 10 lbs. Se ling purses not counted io either case. Six furlongs.

THE MERCHANTS STAKES—For three-year-olds and upward, $10 to accompany the nomioatfon,
$90 additional tostart; $1,250 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners this year of a race of the
value of $t,000, or four or mire races sine 1* April 25th, of any value, to carry 5 lbs. ; oftwo races of
$1 000 value, or one of$2,500, 7 lbs. extra. Other horses not having won a race of $800 value this year, allowed 5

lbs or not having won a race ofany value since April 2o. 8 lba.; this year, 10 lbs; maidens four years old. IS
'; flveand upward, 20 lbs. Selling purses not counted iu either case. One mile and an eighth.

TH^ DECORA UON H ANOICAP—For tbree-year-a'ds and upward $10 to accompany the nomination,

$90 addition >1 tostart; $2,0O0added, of which $100 tosecond and $100 to third. Weights lo appear Saturday,

May 25. 1895, after the last race of the day. Win ners after the publication of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra, bell-

ing purses not counted. One mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CINCINNATI HOTEL SPRING H ANDIC AP—For three-year-olds and upwards. $10 to accom
pany the nomination, $90 additional to "tart; 32,500 added, of whicri $100 to second and 3100 to third. Weights

to appear five days prior to the race Winners of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry 5 lbs. extra.

One mile and a quarter.

FALL MEETING, 1895.
THE KIMBALLSTAKES—For two-year-old colts $5 to accompany the nomination, $9 ) additional to start;

II ^50 added uf which *200 to second aod $100 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to carry

3 lbs of two such, 5 lbs ; of three such, 7 lbs ; those not having won a sweepstake of the value of $700 allowed

4 lbs!; maidens, 7 lbs. Six furlongs .

TH E ZOO ZOO STAK* 8—For two-year-old fillies. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95 additional to

start- 81 250 added of w- ich 3200 tosecond and $100 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to

carry 3: lb*.; of two such, 5 lbs.: of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra; those not having won a sweepstake of the

value of $700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 81bs. Mx furlongs.

THE KENTUCKY CRNTR4L STAKES— For two-year-old s. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95

additional to start- $1,250 added, of wbich $200 to second and $100 to third; winners of a sweepsta.ke of the value

nt 41 ooo to can-y 3 lbs two such, 5 lbs.; three Bucb or the Zoi Zoo or Kimball Stakes, 7 lbs.; those not having

won a sweepstake of the value of 3700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 8 los.; maidens beaten In two or more sweep-

stakes at the meeting, 10 lbs. One mile.

Stakes will be ron on alternate days and overnight sweepstakes with stake values will be prepared for the

interven^g^ays.
Qumber qJ races for all age3 at a leaa distance than one mile will be embraced In the

Address all communications to the Secretary.

B.C. HOPPRRi Secretary, Covington, Ry, B. W, nelson, ProMem.
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J. B. Haggin Will Sell His Yearlings in New
York.

Very naturally there has been a disposition on the part of

some sections of the West to jeer at the evil times which

stemeJ to have overtaken the Eastern turf as represented in

New York Stale, but if all breeders view things in the same

light as Mr. J. B. Haggin the laugh, so far as the thorough-

bred market is concerned, will remain with the East.

Mr. Haggin, be it said, is a most important factor in the

case. Not only has he the greatest horse breeding property

in the United States, but he puts on the market more thor-

oughbred yearlings in the course of a season than any other

man and has further to bring them to the New York market

than any man who has hitherto attempted this. It was, more-

over, very largely Mr. Haggin's example that had the eflect

of bringing the great majority of the thoroughbred yearling

sales to New York, for breeders felt that when he could af-

ford to do so there must be real ground* for tne action. Mr.

Haggin was asked for an expression of ..piniun with regard

to the effect on the yearling market of the present racing

situation in this State by a reporter of the Morning Adver-

tiser, New York. . .

•'
I have not really considered the question with sufficient

closeness to give any positive opinion on the situation," he

replied. " I was not in New York when the amendment was

voted on, but I have every confidence that the questions in-

volved will be satisfactorily settled. My interests in racing

are at the Dresent time primarily those of the breeder. Of

course, as matters now stand the price of horses for racing

purposes will be materially affected, but I do not anticipate

that the market will fall off to 6uch an extent as to make the

breeding of thoroughbred yearlings an unprofitable enter-

prise. The prices realized at the recent s-Ues at Lexington

seem to me to prove that good race horses will find a profitabe

market."
" There is a rumor to the effect that breeders will look to

some Western or Southern racing center as a market for

their yearlings—Chicago, for instance?"
" There is no doubt that some breeders will endeavor to

return to the former order of things under which horsemen

were compelled to journey from city to city in order to at-

tend the sales of yearlings. But I do not think that the ex-

periment will prove a successful one. There is no reason

why Chicago could not be made a center for the holding of

yearling sales, but I do not believe it will be. New York is

undoubtedly the best place in the country for the sale of

thoroughbred horses. And not entirely because it has been,

and still is, foremost in the country as a racing center. Horse-

men, as a rule, have been inclined to look upon their annual

trip to New York, aside from business, as a 6ort of outing,

and in my opinion they will continue to do so. Even i

they have to take their horaes into other sections of thi

country to race, they will come to New York to purchast

them.
" I shall sell sell my yearlings in New York next seaeo,

as I have for some years past, and I have no doubt that th

majority of the leading breeders will find it to their best in

terests to do likewise. I shall have an extremely likely to

of youngsters to offer next season, indeed some of the bet-

that have ever been offered for sale in this country, and I d
not apprehend that I shall be at all disappointed in th

prices that will be realized for them."
The importance of Mr. Haggin's expression of opinio)'

lies in his foremost position as a breeder. He is a man o
tremendous wealth, and in breeding, as in his other affair*

has shown absolute accuracy of judgment and great foresight)

It was through him that the supply of Australian blood wa
principally brought into this country, which has alreadj

given us so many race horses, and promises to be so enor
mously valuable for breeding purposes in the future. It ii

not as if it was some man with paltry interests at stake tha 1

was speaking. Most decidedly what Mr. Haggin says shouk
exert very considerable influence on general opinion.

Ed Purser, a heavy speculator on the races, who was on
here last winter, was among the arrivals Sunday who will
bn seen on Bay District course.

THE - GALESBURG - ASSOCIATION
OFFER THE FOLLOWING STAKES FOR ITS

STAKES.
2-year-old Trotters. - - - - 8&.000

2-year-old Pacers, 5.000

3-vear old Trotters, - - - 5,000

4-year-old Trotters. ... - 5.000

2:30 Trotters, 5,000

2:30 Pacers. 5,000

2:25 Trotters, 5,000

2:25 Pacers, 5,000

2:20 Trolters, 5,000

2:20 Pacers, 5,000

2:15 Trotters, 5,000

2:15 Facers, 5.00O

2:10 Trotters, 5,000

2:10 Pacers, ".OOP

14 STAKES, 870.00O

OVER THE ONLY DEAD LEVEL TRACK IN THE WORLD

Summer Meeting,August 26 to 31, 1895
ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1895.

CONDITIONS—Entrance fee five per cent, of stakes, payable as follows: January 1st, $25.00 ; February 1st,

$25.00 ; March 1st, $25.00 ; April 1st, $25.00 ; May 1st, $25.00; June 1st, $25 ; July 1st, $50.00

August 1st, $50.00, and five per cent, additional from money winners. Owners of winning horses to receive first

money only. All stakes for specified amount—no more. Distances in all stakes 100 yards. Nominators liable for amount

paid in, but no more. Horses to be named when stakes close January 1st. By refunding amount paid in, we reserve the

right to declare off any or all stakes at any time.

The Earning Capacity of the Trotter Must be Increased ; If not,

Down Goes the Ship with All on Board

C. W. WILLIAMS, Secretary, Galesburg, 111.

CtNCWNATt JOCKEY GtU8

STAKES FOR 1895 AND 1896.
TO CT-.OSE3 TXJE3SiI3Jk.Tr, &AJNTJAJEVY 1, 1895.

SPRING MEETING, 1895.
THE 6APPHIRK 6TAKK6—For two-year-old lillies. $5 to accompany the Domination, $100 additional

to start. The flub to ndrl an amount suillcient to make the value of the Btake $2,500, ot which $2,000 to the first,

|350 to the second and 8160 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value ot $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two stakes

of any value, 6 lbs.; of three or more, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started and have
not been placed, 7 lbs. Four and a half furlongs.

THE KM Kit \ I. it STAKKS—For two-year-old colts and geldings. $5 to accompany the nominal ion, $100

additional to start. The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,500, of which 52,000

to the first, I860 to second ami $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value ol $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of

two stakes ofany value, 5 lbs. ; ofthree or more, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started

and have not been placed, 7 lbs. Five I'urlontcH.

THK RUBY STAKES—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. §5 to accompany the nomination, $50

additional Ionian. The club to mid an amount sufiieient to make the value of the stake $3,000, of which £.1,500

to the Bret, ISM to the second and $150 to third. Those entered not to he sold to carry 5 lbs. extra; those entered
! for |2,500, weight forage. All >wances, 3 lbs: for each $250 lo $1,500. 1 It: for each $100 less, i-tarters

with Belling price most benamed through the entry box the day before the rane. More than one may be named
hy the Bome owner, hut only one can start. No liability for non-starters. Five furlonys.

THE DIAMOND STAKES—For two-year-olda. $5 to accompany the nomination, $K0 additional to start.

Tlie Olub 10 add an amount suillcient to make the value of the stake $3,500, of which $;i,000 to the first, $3-50 to

eoond, and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 pounds ; of two such or one
of $2,ooo, 5 pon mis : of three or more ol any value,? pounds extra. Maidens allowed 5 pounds ; those that have
started itml imv DOI been placed, 7 pounds; those that have started in a sweepstake at the meeting and have
ini been placed, 10 pounds. Five and n half furloniftt.

- THE CRYSTAL STAKKS—A handicap'sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination.
%:M hi hi It I'ii iuI h> slur! .

The l.'luh In mlil an aniouiM siifHHeiii In iimki- Lin.' vain.- ol I he slake >-.000, of which
• i,:> i in in i.

;

." :<i r I and $150 to third. Weights to he announced two 'lays prior to the race. A win-
ner ofa race after the weights are bullentlned to carry 5 pounds extra, six I'urlouuu.

THE HOTEL BTAKKS—A selling sweepstakes for three-yenr-olds (foals of I9i)2j. $5 to accompany the
I additional -o start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make ihe value of the stake $2,000,

Of wblcb :i,.'.' OtO 'ii" Hi t, U60 to Becond and #160 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry 5 pounds extra
I r entered to In- sold (or 98,000 to Carry weight forage. Allowances, 3 pounds for eOCL |Z50 to |2,000 ; 2 pounds
foi each 1260 to (1,000 : I pound for each $100 less. Starters with selling price must he named through the entry
box the day before tht race. More than one may be named by the Bame owner, but only one can start. No
liability for non-starters. Hevuu furlonux.

THK LOBANTH It.l.K HI AKKS—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1892) that have not won a
i ii - lo January 1st, Is!i5. $5 to accompany the nomination. $50 additional to Btart. The Club to add

mi mi III. -lei it .ii make it,,- value i,l ihe Slake -i.eoo, of whirl, 7I.51M1 1.1 Hir uir.t, ;:;.,!) in ihe s. ..ml ami
1160 to the third. Wi r 'an.'. !;... i,ii,t the .'Ii.sIuk of Lhls stake ol 1700 value 10 carry 8 lbs. Maidens at the
time ofstarting allowed 6 lbs.; If beaten tw more tli - this year. 7 lbs. One mile.

THE FASHION ST 4RKS-A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies (fouls of 1892). 85 to accompany the
nomination, ?50 additional to start. The Club to add an amouut sufficient to make the value f the stake S2000,
of which $1,500 to the first, £350 to second and 3150 to third. A winner of any three-year old race ot the value of
$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or of one of $:,500or of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value,
5 lbs. extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THK TKI.KtiRAPH STAKES- A sweepstakes for three-year-olds * foals of IS92). $5 to accompanr the
nomination,^ 1 00 additional to start. The t'lub to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $3,000,
of which $2,5(10 to first, $!50 to second and $150 to third. A winner of any three-year-old race ofthe value of $1,000
to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or of oneofSS.OOO or ot three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs.

tixtra. Non-winners of a three-yeor-oldrace of the value of $1,000, allowed Qve lbs.: maidens, 10 lbs. One mile
and an eighth.

THK LIBERTY STAKES—A sweepstakes for three -year-old (foals of 1892). $10 to accompany the
nomination, $150 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the*stake
$5,000, of which $1,000 to the first, $700 to second and $300 to third. Awinnerofany three-year-old race ot the
value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or ofone of $3,000 or of three or more three-year old stake traces ol
any value, 5 lbs. extra. Nou-wlnners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 lbs:; maidens, 10

lbs. line Mile and a Quarter.

THK BRKU'ERS* STAKKS—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over. $5 to accompany the nomi-
nation, $50 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the valueof the stake $2,000, of
which $1,500 to the first,$350 to the sec nd and $150 to th*> third. Stake winners and winners of rive or more
races in 1695 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races in 1895 allowed 3 lbs. : of thiee races, 7 lbs.; of
two races, 10 lbs.; non-winners In 1895 beaten three or mere times, 12 lbs.: maidens, 15 lbs. Nix Furlongs.

THE COUNTRY CI, I It STAKKS—A sweepstakes for tbree-year-olds and over. $5 to accompany the
nomination, $100 additional to start. Th« (Hub to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake
$2,500, ot which $2,000 to the first, $350 to the second and $150 to third. Winners this year of a race of the value
of $1,000 or four or more races of any value since April 1st to carry 3 lbs.: of $2,000 or five or more races since
that date, 5 li>s.; ofa race of $3,000 7 lbs. extra. Others that have not won a race of the valueof $1,000 this year
allowed 5 lbs.; beaten uon-wlnners of'the year, 10 lbs. Maidens, four-years-old and over, 20 lbs. One Mile
a ml au Kltfhtll.

THK OHIO STAKES—A selliug sweepstakes tor three-year-olds and over; $5 to accompany the uomin-*
aiiou, $50 additional to start. The clur> to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,oo0, ot

which $1 500 to the llrsl, $350 to second and $150 to third. Those eutered not to be sold to carry seven noundfl

extra; if for 53,000, weight for age Allowances, two pounds for eaeh $500 fo"$r,500: one pound for each $1 no less.

Wtarters with selling price must he named through the entry box the day before the race. More than one may
be named by the same owner, but only one can start. No liability for non-starters. One mile aod a qunrter.

THK FOURTH OP JULY H ANDICAP—A handicap sweepstakes for Ibree-yearolds aud over; $10 to

accompanv ihe nominal ion. $10.1 additional to start. The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of
the stake "$5,000, of which $1,000 to the first, $700 to second and $300 to third. Weights to be announced three

days prior to the race. A winner of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry Ave pounds extra. One
mile and n quarter,

SPRING MEETING 1896.
THE oaki.ev OKRHY fob iHiiit-A - aki for three-yearolda (foals oi 1803); $io to a- e -

piinv the Domination. 118 additional to be paid August 1, 1805; $30 to he paid April I. IHiKl; *200 additional lo

atari. The Club 10 uad an am sufficient to make the vain the stake M'j.mhi, ol which «io,i in tin- lirst.

11,500 10 the second, $700 to the th!rd and 98 the fourth. A winner of any three-year old stake of the value
0115,000 to '.hi. three pounds; ..1 two snob, or of throe or more three year old stake races ol any value, five

ctra. Non winners of three-year '.m race of the value of $i,immi allowed live pounds; maldene, ten
"ini. Onr mile and a uunrtcr.

THK BCCHBYB STAKES FOR 1806—A sweepstakes for three-year-olda (foals of 1898), ftiotouc-

companv the noi be paid April 1, is:n;
: *i 50 additional to btart. *lue

< luh to add an - Icle lake the value ofthe atoke jt/hhi, ..f whnii .--..uuo in the firm, si,200 to the
necotiiLOSOOto the third, and | lOO to the fourth. A winner .it m.v Mipt-\ e,,r n|i| stake of tin; vahi" of $5,000 to

carry tnrt [0,000 or two of f^OOO, or three or iore three-year-old ataKea of any value, Ave pounds
extra. Non-w • ofa three year-old race of the valueof si.ooonllowed Ave pounds; maidens, in pounds. One
mile and on cltflitti.

THK CINCINNATI OAKS FOR 1H9G—A sweepstakes for three-year old fillies (foals ot 16931. $10 to

accompany the nomination, $15 additional to he paid August 1, 1895; $30 to be paid April 1, ls9ti; $100 additional

tosiart. The Club to add an amount suillcient to make the value of the stake $-5,000, of which $4,000 to the

Bret, 8000 lo the second, $250 to the third and $1.00 to the fourth. A winner ot any three-year-old stake of the
value ol 12,500 to carry th'ee pounds; ol two such, or of three or more three year-old stake races of any value,

live pounds extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed five pounds; maidens
h n in ii in.ls. Out1 mile and a nix tec nth.

Entry blanks will be furnished on application.

Address all commuuicalionsto

W. R. LETCHER, Secretary,
Room No. 30S Weave Bulldiug, CincinniHl, O

.
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Chicago Racing Association
(H&WTHORNE TRACK)

Stakes to be Run During the Meeting of 1895.

The Chicago Derby for 1896
GUARANTEED VALUE $25,000

AND

The Stallion Stakes for 1897
WITH $5000 ADDED

NOW OPEN, TO CLOSE JANUARY 1. 1895.

MEETING BEGINS MAY 1st

Racing Every Two Weeks Alternately With Harlem to

November 15. 1895.

TUT nillPlPfl flCDDV $2S.OOO titfARAT*TEF.D. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds: ?500 each,

IHt unlllflUU ULtiDF. sico forfeit, or only $25 if declared out on or before March 1st, or $50 by May 1st,

1P95 all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount sufficient

to make the value of the race $'20,000 to the first, ?3,500 to the second, and $1,500 to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 lbs Mile and a quarter.

tut IIIIU1U UIUMPID 87.500 GUARANTEED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three-year-olds

IHt ULLIflAil n»nUluAr. &na upwards ; $200 each, $50 forfeit, or only $25 if declared. The Association

to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race 16,000 to tne first, $1,000 to the second and $500 to the

third hor^e Weights to appear March 1st: declarations to be made by March 15th ; all declarations void uu-

1p=s accompanied tvilh the monev. A winner after the publication of weights ofa sweepstakes race of the value

of$1,000 10 carry 3 lbs; oftwo such, or of one of the value of $2,500, 5 lbs. penalty. Mile and a quarter.

TUr mil II II eTllrTC SS,000 GUAR \NTKED. A Pweepstakes for all ages ; $100 each, half for-

|H ftRHUflL wlOfitu. felt, or onlv §15 if declared out on or before March lst,or?'25by May 1st, 1895;

All declarations void unlessaccompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount sufficient to

make the value of the race $-1,000 tn the first, ?:00 to the second and $300 to the third horse. Horses three years

nlrt-* or uDwards nfn-winners in 1695 of a race of Hie value of $1,500, allowed 5 lbs.; of$500.81bs. handicap and

selling races when carrying 5 lbs. less than weight for age excepted; maiden three years old or upwards, allowed

121bs. Seven furlongs.

Tur UnDPCUlU CT1VEQ 85.OOO GUARANTEED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $100 each,

I fit nUnStlflflH I unXo. half forfeit, or only $15 If declared out on or before March 1st, or $25 by May
iqr 1815* all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount suffi-

cient to make the value of the race $4,000 to the first, $700 to the second and $300 to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 Ids. Six furlongs.

mnUMlPfl CTIVCO »«.SOO ADDED. A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $100 each, half for-

UnillAuU olAALd. fe |i, or only $25 if declared outon or before May 1st, 1895 ; all declarations void

i.nieisaceomDanied with the money, with $2,500 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third. A winner of

two three-Year-old races of the value of $2,000, or one of the valne of $5,000 to carry 7 pounds veualty. Non-

winner of'a three-year-old race of the value of $1,500, allowed 5 lbs- beaten maidens al owed 12 lbs. Mile and
three-sixteenths.

Tiir i I001C CT1VCQ 81.5DDADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old fillies ; $50 each, $15 forfeit,

IHt LA55IL oiniVtO. with $1 5^0 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to third. A winner of two

stakes ot the value of $1,000, or one of $2,000 to carry 4 lbs. ; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs. penalty. Maidens beaten two

or more times, allowed 7 pounds. Five furlongs.

Tiir noon OTIVCC 81.500 ADDHD. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old colts and geldings;

IHt U. b. ft U. OlAntO. $50each,ftl5 forfeit; with $l,500added, of which $250 to second and $150 to

third Awinneroftwostakesofthe value of $1,000, or of one of $2,000, to carry 4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs.

penalty- Maidens beaten two or more times, allowed 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

tup rum ITinu UiynmiD ftt,SOO ADDER. A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each

THE EmUUMlUN rmnUIUar. $15 forfeit; with $l,50O added, ot which $250 to second and $150 to third

Welehtsto appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weights of a race of any value, to carry 3 lbs: penalty. Five furlongs.

Tlir cnroill ftTinil UlUMPftS 81.SOO ADDED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three-year-olds: $50

THE SrtbULMlUN HANUIUA r
. each, sis forfeit; with $i ,soo added, of which $250 to second and $150 to

third Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of

weightsofa race ofany value, to carry 3 lbs. penalty. Mile and a furlong.

Tiir irrnuil OTIVCO 81-HOO ADDED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds that have not won a race

THt VtHNAL olARLO. f the value of $5,000 prior to January 1, 1895; $50 each, $15 forfeit; with $1,500

added of which $250 to second and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstakes race for three-year-olds, of the

value oft£SS?or two or more such races ot any value to carry 5 lbs. penalty Other -horses, non-win-

ners ini 1895 of $1,000, allowed 4 lbs.; of $500, 7 lbs.; beaten maidens allowed 12 lbs Mile and a sixteenth.

mrvflneiTinil OTltfCC 81,500 ADDED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards: $50

tXrllolMUil olAs\tO. each $15 forfeit, with $1,500 aided, of which $250 to second and *L50 to third.

A winner in 1895, ofa race ot the value $1,000, to carry 3 lbs.: of two of $1,000, or of one of the value oi $2,500 5

lbs penalty Non-winners in 1S95 of $500, allowed 5 lbs. ; ofany race, 8 lbs.; maidens four years old or upwards,

allowed 15 lbs. Mile and a furlong.

riir OTAnVVIDnO OTCCDI CPU1QC SI.SOO ADDED. A Handicap Steeplechase for three-year-

THt OlUUa TAnUO u I LLrL"u!mOL. olds and upwards; entrance $10 each to accompany the nomina-

tion- *40 additional to start; with $1,500 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to third. Weights to appear

rh£e rtavs nrior to the day appointed lor the race. Four or more horses in entirely different interests to enter

and start, or the race may be declared off, and entry money relunded. Full course.

THE CHICAGO DERBY FOR 1896. $25,000 GUARANTEED.
A «weeostakes for three-year-olds {foals of 1893); $500 each. $100 forfeit, or only $25 If declared out on or before

win*List; orSM by May "1st, 1$%; all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The association

to add an aSount sunkTient to make the value of the race $20,000 to the first, $3,500 to the second and $l,o00 to

third horse. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Mile and a quarter.

THE STALLION STAKES FOR 1897.
A aweeostakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1895), the set of stallions entered by January 1, 1890 under the

foltofn^ubscriDtions: S-io'eaoh for stallions whose service fee Is 5100 or greater, and only «o each for all other

stallion? Foa°"to be entered by January 1, 1896, when thestake shall close, at WOO each, J5C forfeit or only a,

?f decided out on or before March 1, or $25 by May 1, 1897: all declarations void unless accompanied with the

mone" with S° 000 added. The second horse to receive S700 of the added money and 30 per cent, of the

tbir ' horse to receive $100 of the added money and 20 per cent, of the starting
:
money. The nom

SatoVof the si?e of the flrst, second and third horses to receive 25 per cent.. 15 per cent, and 10 per cent, of thf

sSrtmg money respict vely. Winners of three races of 81,000, or one of $2,500 to carry three pounds; of two of

STAKES OF THE
CHICAGO FAIR GROUNDS ASSOCIATION

LOCATED AT

Near the City of Chicago.

TO CLOSE J-A.HTT^.IfSr 1, 1895.
TNE NHTI0N1L DERBY.

THE NATIONAL DERBY.

A sweepstatees for three - year - olds ; $100 each, with #400 additions,
to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to mate the

stake worth $15,000 In cash to the winner. The second horee to receive $2 500, the third *1,500 and the fourth
$1,000. Winners of three races of $2,000 or one race of $5,000 In 1S95 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile
and a half.

To be run in 1896. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893) ; |100
each, half forfeit, or only $2-5 if declared by January 1, 1896. Money to accom-

pany all declarations or else they will be void. The stake to be reopened October 15, 1895, a- d entries to be
received upon the payment of ?2?0 in cash. The money to accompany the entry, otherwise It will be void ; |300
additional to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the valne of thestake 815,000 In cash to
the winner. The second horse to receive $2,500, the third $1,500 and the fourth $1,000. Winners ot one stake
of $5,000 or three stakes ot any value in 189S to carry five pounds penalty. One mile and a half.

THE BREWSTER STAKES. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of 1893); of $200 each, |50 forfeit,
or only $20 if declared on or before May 1, 1895; $3,000 added, of which §700 to second and $300 to third. All
declarations void unless accompanied by the money. A winner of any stake of the value of $2,000 to carry three
pounds; oi $3,000, five pounds; of $5,000 or three stakes of any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed
seven pounds. Five and a hair furlongs.

THE (; \KI»K\ CITY HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for three-year-oldB and upwards; $200 each, 850
forfeit or only $20 If declared. All declarations void unless accompanied by the money. The association to add
a sufficient amount to make the value of the race $7,000 to the first horse, $2,000 to the second and $1,000 to the
third. The weights to be announced ten days before the date of the race. Declarations to be due five days
before the date ot the race, and starters to be named through the entry box. Such are liable for the starting
fee. One mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CHICAGO PRE*S STXRES. For two-year-olds; $50 each, half forfeit, the association to add
$1,500, of which $400 to second and $250 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes of any value to carry five
pounds penalty; non-winners of three races ot any value allowed three pounds; of two raoee, seven pounds.
Maidens allowed ten pounds. If beaten three or more times and never been placed, fifteen pounds. Five
furlongs.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES. For two-year-old fillies; $10 to accompany the entry, with $40 additional
to start ; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes
ofany value to carry live pounds penalty. Maidens allowed seven pounds. Half a mile.

THE LASELLE STAKES. For two-year-old colts; $10 entrance toacoompany the nomination, with $40
additional to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or
two stakes ot any value to carry five pounds penalty. Beaten maidens allowed seven pounds. Five furlongs

.

THE SOUTH SHOHE HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each, $20 forfeit, $1,500
added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced two days before the race. Starters
to be named through the entry box, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee. Five furlongs.

THE MICHIGAN STAKE-. A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies; $50 each. $20 forfeit, with $1,500
added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. -Stake winners in 1895 and winners of three or more races to
carry their weight for age. Non-winners of three races allowed three pounds, of two races seven pounds, non-
winners in 1895 beaten three or more times ten pounds. Beaten maidens allowed seventeen pounds. One
mile.

THE WISCONSIN 8TAKES-A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $50 each, $20 forfeit with
$2,000 added, of which $500 to second and $300 to third The weights to be announced two days betore the day
set for the race and acceptances to be made through the entry box. Such to be liable for the starting fee. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THE H \RLR<VI CUP—A sweepstakes ; of $50 each, half forfeit, with $2,000 added, of which $300 to second
and $2f,o to third, for three-year-olds and upwards. Fifteen pounds below the scale. The Association to present
the winner with a handsome piece of plate. Two miles and a qoarter. •

THE INDIANA HANDICAP—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards ; $50 each, $20 forfeit or
only $10 If declared by May 1, 1895, $2,000 added of which $400 to second and $250 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced April l.and declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void.
Starters to be named through the entry box and such to be liable for the starting fee. One mile and a half.

THE ILLINOIS STAKES—For three-year-olds and upwards ; a Bweepstakes of $50 each, half forfeit, the
Association to add $2,000. of whicb.;$500 to second and $300 to third. Stake winners and winners of five armors
races In 1S95 to carry weight tor age. Non-winners offive races, allowed three pounds ; of three races, seven
pounds : of two races, ten pounds. Non-winners in 1895 beaten three or more times allowed twelve pounds. Six
furlongs.

THE MINNESOTA HANDICAP—A sweeostakes for three-year-olds and upwards ; $50 each, $20 fortel'

or only $10 if declared by May i, with $1,500 added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be an-
nounced April 1, and declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void.

The starters to he uamed through the entry box and all such to be liable for the declaration fee. Winners of
$1,500 after the publication of the weights to carry five pounds extra If handicapped at seven pounds below
weight fur age. One mile and n sixteenth.

STAKE FOR 1897.
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds— (foals of 1895, the produce ofmares

covered in 1894.) The cost of nomination for each mare to be $5, payable by
the breeder Oct. 15, 1895. The entry to become void uuless the nomination
fee is received on or before that date; $250 each for the produce ofsuch mares,
halr^forMt or only $10 if declared by Jan. 1, 1896, or 320 if declared by Jan. 1,

1897, or $50 if declared by July 15, 1897. All declarations |to be void unless ac-
companied by the money, i he Chicago Fair Gnunds Association to add
$10,000. The second horse to receive $1,500 and two-thirds of ihe starting fee,
and the third horse $1 ,000 and one-third of the starting fee. The breeders of
the winner, the second and third horse, that fs the owners of the mares at the
time of foaling, to receive $2,000, $1,000 and $500 respectively, whether they
be the owners of the produce at the time of the race or not. The death of the
nominators not to vitiate any entry, and the breeders to be relieved ofany
liability for forfeits when the produce passesfrom their hands, whether by
private sale or public auction ; provided the transfer is properly made. Win-
ners of $3,000 or twice of $1,500 to carry three pounds extra ; of $5,000 or twice
of $3,000, five pounds extra ; of $10,000 or twice of $5,000, ten pounds extra.
Non-wlnnersof $1,500 allowed three pounds ; of $1,000, five pounds, maidens
seven pounds. Allowances cumulative. If a mare entered In this stake
drops her foal before Jan. l, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or is

barren, the entry ofsuch mare is void. Three-quarters of a mile.

THE

CHICAGO
FUTURITY

$10,000
ADDED,

, whetber claimed or not at tbe tme
have not iTroduoed a winner prior to January 1, 1896, allowed three pounds, wnetner ciannea or not at iDirai
SrentrVandnSttoheorfeied because of any subsequent winnings Maidens allowed seven pounds; a low-

ances SmulatWe The p„Mic or private sale of the foal with Us engagement m the Stallion Stakes, will relieve

tbeuomtaa or from any "Lability as to tbe foal's engagement, providing such nominator was the owner of the

toll's d^m at the ttaw tbe entry was made; In all eases of sale with engagement an accepted transfer must be

filed wh™and approved by the association. StalliOLS may be entered by anybody, the owner having .prior

right. Six rarlongB.

In addition to the above Btakes. valuable over-night purses and handicaps, and SPECIAL I.UM, with

liberal added money and attractive conditions will be arranged from time to time

Add^rTsfnominations and all communications to the Secretary, P. O. Box 885, Chicago.

Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

HARRY K.UHL, Secretary. B. CORRIGAN, President.

Do You Want to Buy a Horse?

Do You Want to Sell a Horse?

ADVERTISE IN THE

Breeder and Sportsman.

Address all communications to

JOSEPH A. MURPHY, Secretary 130 ADAM
c
s
H^flG

R°
l

'?
1

,

CHICAGO, ILL.

FASHIONABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

- rNQOIBE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNXJM, 708 Market Street

To Trade.
Young imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Bays and

a thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered laud

will be exchanged for standard-bred trotting Hllles

(registered). For further particulars address

J. D. M., This Office.

FOR SALE.

S75.00.
Handaome brown gelding, 15.1 hands high, 6 years

old. Sound and Btyllshi fine saddle andharneas horse;

three-minute plover,
' 106^ StQCKtQQ street, upstairs,

19 to 13 m

Partner Wanted,
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE ; the beet one
in the city ; doing a bustuess that pays 40 per cent net

on the Investment ; long lease ; cheap rent ; splendid

location ; elegantly equipped with fine horses, buggleo-

carrlages, dog carts, etc.; 100 boarding horses ; an op,

portunity seldom offered. Address B., 14 McAI-
lUter gtreet. Room 27, San Francisco, Cal.

"RECEPTION,"
106 SUTTER STREET, g, P.

Onoloo IjloLUore
PftTYATS ROOMS. OPEN 4.LT. NT'

1. K, PARKER, rrof

,
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RACING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioa mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

I^ario©, S Cents.
For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1-4=.

Min.MtY 47TO
X19K

Blre ol Frou-
Frou, 236X.
champion year
ling t r o * t e r,

FftiiHU, 2-tZ\,
yearling pacer;
Faustina. 2:14^;
Fleet, 2.z4;Cupld,
2:18; AdonU,
2:11^; Gold Deaf,
2:11^; Dady H-,
2:18; Sinter V.,

2:18K: Thistle,
2:14, and 16

others In 2:W list

/-Santa Clans 2000
2:17«

Blre or Kris Krlngle,
2;28'4\ San Jose, 2:30;

San Mateo, 2:28 ',* ; Sid-
ney, 2:19%)', and 5

Others In 2:301)bL

SweetDesi, 3:21 1-4.

{Hambletonian 10

I.LADYTHOBNEJB rWilliams' Mambrlno
Dam ofMollie Mack,

2:88; Navidad, 2:22J4

;

rwSBfSffiZ /Hambletonian 10

Sire Of 29 Id 2:30 list, jr^ Patriot

\Kate

21 sires of 48, and 16

dams of 16 In 2:30 list

FL1BT .....

(trial 2;38J
Dam of Ftou-

Frou, 2:2fiM
(champion year-
ling;; Memo (3-

year-old trial),

2:20H; Geo. V.
( 3-year-old ), 2:35

Buccaneer 1656
Sire of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 2:20; Bul-
wer, 2:28)i

Mahaaka Belle
Dam of Fawn, 2:80)6,

trial, 222; Chicago,
2:36; Wing Wing, 2:82

Dam of Sentinel, 2:295*
{Edward Everett 81

Sire of 18 In 2:30 and
sires and 16 dams

By Harry Clay 45

[Bashaw 50"

1 Sire oi 17 In 2:30 list and
-; 10 sires of 20 and 11 dam>>
1 of 18 In 2:30

(.Topsey
a*00 rFlaxtall8132

tttjht ttv matti J s,re ot tb© grandams olTLNBLKY MA-D < Faust, 234, and Creole,2:20
LFanny Fern j

f
Bull Pup

| Sire of Rowdy Boy,
; 2:13V, Kismet, 2:24V,
1 Twister, 2295(
l.TJntraced

'LADY MERBITT..

IOWA CHIEF 628
61re of Oorlsande,

2:24)6, land Buccaneer

f FLAXTAIL 8132
Sire of Prairie Bird,

228M; Empress, 2:29M;
' ana of the dams of

Gold Leaf, 2:11)4, and
Shamrock, 2:25 (John Bapt Irate

LLADY HAKE, \
Sister to Fashion, t Fanny Fern

** dam ol Prairie Bird,
2:28«

DESCRIPTION AMI TERMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Frou.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he 1b also one of

the very besVbred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonian, one of Harry
day, sire of Green Mountain Maid (dam ol Electioneer, etc.) and Lorn? Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtail
he traces to Canadian Pilot (sire of Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, sire of Rowdy Boy, 2-.lS-V.and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is universally known and recognized as the best young Blre In the world, as a producer of
extreme speed at an early age. The average speed ot his progeny Is lower than that of any of the get of the
twelve leading maiMoim of America.

Memo trntlfd In public In his two-year-old form, obtaining a record of 2:49, though he was close to Grandee
to a race on the Bay District track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31)6, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal speed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile In 2-20%, and frequently
trotted quarters In from 32W to 34 seconds.

He la sixteen ha n<W high, and of powerful build throughout His color Is a gloasy black, with both forefeet
white. HU disposition Is all that could be desired, and his action superb. He Is a sure foal-getter.
TKHMH ftftO. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. No responsibility assumed for accidents or escapes.

Kor farther partlulan addjew

PR,. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon,

Tbe Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOR THIS YEAR.

It Is published Bernl-monthly during the racing season
and Ib out @13 per yeotr. Single copies can be had of

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

313 Bush Street, • - Sao F-anclsco, Cal.

Ageots for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

gjjplanalory clrpnlarn maged-.qponiappllcatjon,

BY LAWS
AND

KDLES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
AND THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BKTTIXU Itl'LES.

National TbotBto Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Hoese Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cte

For Hale at the office or the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush. Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN.
This great practical horse book 1b a handsome, three

hundred page octavo, bound In cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN and the
whole plana and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to

breaking, training, shoeing, galtlng, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.

Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book : " In this work Marvin has let out aU the
mysteries ot the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
anv breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for his business can take a colt as a yearling and
developeto the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work Impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

place one In the hands ot every rubber on oar farm.

'

Mailed postpaid for $3.50. Address

TH8BREEDER AND SPORT3MAN,
318 Bnah .St., San Francisco, Cfc|,
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Cocker Kennels
THE BLACK COCKER

Woodland Duke 29,323 at Stud
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollle,

A. 27,880. Jessie M., A. 30,184. Peg Wotfingt .n 29,758
and Black Nellie.
Pups lor sale. Address

Pastime Cocker Kennel?, 909 Myrtle St., &klan-\

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES

Mailed FREE to any address by the author.
H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S.. 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great RABY RAS-

PER and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE lor

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KKiWEI.g.
1705 Broderfck street, San Francisco,

CLABROUGH GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

&. Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES,
ey-nr ... nu __ «.__ Grand Hotel605MARKET ST. Block.

Send Fob Catalogue.

Breeders' Directory.

Advertisements under thlsheadlng 60 cents per lne p

J3 ISO-

IRISH SETTERS.

If yon want an Irish Setter that will hnnt, and

trom Field Trial and Bench winning Btock, call at

GLENMORE KENNELS,
West Berkeley, CaL

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
BIRDS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

INFOBMATION BY M.TT.

A. C. ROBISON. - S37 KEARNY STREET

PETS OF Al-L KINDS.™ ** DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS •:- AND -:- HARNESS.

INFOBSLATION BY M.UL.

8. STRAUSS. 411 Kearny St.. San Francisco

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOUKH
10 tO 12 A. H. 1.30 to 3.30 P. -.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OBDAR AVENUE,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Gearyand PostSta)

SAX FRANCISCO.

OO.
Cartriups,

HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting GroocSLsi
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

DUPON rSPORTINGpPOWDER
AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.

The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:
First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It elves best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the Dublic
Third—It Is cleaner lu the gun than any nitro powder In use.
Fourth—It Is what its name would Indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best; hard, quick, well-suited u trap and wing shooting

'

Seventh—This powder Ls not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case withmany other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIGHT, Agent, - - 226 Market Street, San Francisco

THE PARKER GUN.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

The Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever
Written.

With this In hand the merest novice can Manage,
BRKEDand Exhibit Doom as scientifically^ the most
experienced. Moreover, it contains

ISO EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of all breeds the world has ever
known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83. OO, and 25 cents Expressage.

HORSES AND CATTLE.

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.BKRKSH1RKS and POU.MI-CHINA HOGSAlso best varieties of Fancy POULTRY """"
n J1} H-L1AM NILKS 4. CO . Los Angeles, Cal.Breeders and exporters. Established in 1876,

SOUTHER FARM £otmg, weUbl»l «ock for sale

™^, £ r"" 1™ 1 Flrawlass breeding farm. Good
££*,EomeaJ?£SS££n 'i boarded. Excellent pastor
^rcA£?re5 SCinIH:ER FAKM, GILBERT TOMP-ii-LNa, rroprletor, San Leandro.

2K41" B "EED,»» fm
- -ss»,

M?/ ifiK"""^ Grandee, three-year-old record
2.23«). Stallions, broodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. AddreL
for parttcnlars FRED W. LOEBEli, St. Helena,CaT

FERRETS

.m '??^?'' re*" 11
, ™ink and skunk ferrets. Pair

3.00. S. & L. FARNSWORTH, New London. Ohio

VETERINARY.

O. D. TAYLOR,
THE ONLY GRADUATE

VETERINARY DENTIST
In San Francisco.

OFFICE: \EVADA STABLES
1350-1352 Market Street, 6. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

X>r. ATVaaa.. OF'. Egan,
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M.S.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member pi the Royal Cohere of Veterinary Sm-

eeons, England
; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary

Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County ot San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med
leal Association. *

Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed
to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.
Branch offices—1525 California St, Telephone 66; 62bHoward St, Telephone 315S, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND BTABLE:

605 Golden Gate Avenne,
San Francisco.

office houbs:

7 to £a. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 8651.

It yoor dog Is sick, yon must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Snotguos inlAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made.
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PABKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers StreeL

ANTAL-MJD¥
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, ^"-^
I Cuhebs and Injections,

(fiffif
I They cure in48 hours the V.^,J
I same diseases without anyincon-

Uenience. SOLD BYALL DRUGGISTS

Which will tell you from what disease he Is suffering
and how to cure the same.

Price, 82, Postpaid.

"MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"
By WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
Training, and Ls universally conceded to be, far and
away, the best woek of the kind ever published.

Price Rednced to S3, Postpaid.
Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

813 Bush Street, San Francisco

DETECTIVES!
Bright, yoaog and middle-aged men wanted in every locallLy

• tenet as FHIVATE DBTKCTIVE3 urnier Instructing.
• Previous experience not required or necessary. Send Slump
• (or full pax He iiIn [-9 aod get sample copy or the best illustrated

• criminal paper published. NATIONAL DETECTIVE UVR-
• BAD. twunarous, Imp. -£-*-#-X--}r*-X--#-S

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.
Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort.

Telephone 148-5. J. R. DICKEY. Prp.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

13(V0 and 1353 Market Street, 3S and 37
Park Avenue. San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY
A full line of Elei >ut Coupes and Carriages suitable

tor visiting purposes. Beet facilities afforded for board-
ing horses.

Tativobone Xo. 31 R0

hi B8( lilBh FOR THK

Breeder and Sportsman

San Francisco and North

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fishing anil Huutfpg Id California

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

health
pleasure

recreation.
The Section tor Fruit Farms and Stock

Breeding.

THE BOUTE TO

San Rafael Petaluma
santa rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING QBOTJNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace Hotel.
General Office—Mutual Life Building.

a. X. Rt AN. Gen. Pais. Agl.

DR. C. MASOERO
Veterinary Surgeon

Graduate of Boyal Veterinary CoUege, Turin.

rNPIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
No. 811 HOWARD ST., S. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth, Telephone No. 467

Do yon give cut feed to your horses? If you do have
you| used a BKll.H CITY HAY CCTTKR !

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. ^

F»«t Mlllng; dnti liiri MtSilaetion. No,,,
eight on horie. Worth twlw the roll for conieo-S2
I*D«oln bltrhloe up. Agrvu warned. ClrvnlAri fre*. O
Order cample. Price. |1.W. Stile rlfbta for ule. X

ED. E. COCHRAN,
e**'lAgt Pacific Slav*. 8AHUMESTO, CAJ

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. W. corner Krarny .ad Ba,h Kirrrl..

BAN F RAN0I8CO.

S.B. WHITEHEAD & CO.

Official pool-Sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Association*, the Pacific

t'oaxi Trottlug Home Breeders Ahio-
elation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
All the lhtest and most approved appliances lor

Paris Muluels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner In any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Kesponslble associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

8.B. WHITEHEAD A CO., 20 Leldesdort. St. S. F.

Green Meadow Farm

HORSES WINTERED.

Box stalls iurulsbed at fin per month. Favorable
arrangements for regular Jogging trultersand pacers.
Ample stable room (new nLable>, with 25 box stalls
12x12, with earth and board floors. The roads of Santa
Clara and vicinity are uuetiualed In rainy season for
exercising. Address

R. I. MOORHEAD A SON.
Santa Clara, Cf.
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Horse Clothing, Sweats, Coolers,

Sheets, Suits, Etc, Etc.

Xi/L o k. e: o nvr > s .

OF 4.X BXCBLLBNCE OF QUALITY. ELEGANCE OF PATTERN AND VARIETY
OF 81YXE ANDlURADES NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE.

CHEAPER GRADES AT BOTTOM PRICES,
WHILE THE BEST IS PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Horse Clothing of Every Description Made to Order.

J. A. McKERRON,
Horse Boots and Fine Harness. 203.205 mason st., e. f.

FOR SALE.

Desirable Property in Oakland,

California.

FITTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

THIS PKOPEBTY IS SITUATED COKNER OF ADELINE STREET AND 32d

streets, running through to Magnolia street, a block of 256J feet by 200 feet, with the

exception of one lot, 25x100 feet—seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

house of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front

—

Adeline street. Bath-room and water-closet in upper story, water-closet on rear veranda.

Engine and tank house in the rear of building, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

wells of excellent water ; between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ;
water pipes in house,

barns and stables, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

floor, harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay, rat-proof grain bin, six tons

capacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box suitable for stallion service.

Hay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, is used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

The buildings are on the lots which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

Btreet. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track

—

taking up ground 200x1561 feet, rather more than eight laps to the mile and wide enough

to exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

quarters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

and A. B. SpreckelB have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

that length of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and sidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

City of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Grounds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

bery. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

The King of Blanket Pins.
LINDSAY'S PATENT.

I desire to call your attention to its superiority over all other
Safety Pins. It is so constructed that when in use the point is

thoroughly protected. It can be attached or detached from
either side, and is free from sharp corners and roughness.

BY TELEGRAPH OR MAIL
Accommodations can be secured

in advance at the

PALACE HOTEL
THE MOST COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

The Perfection of Service.

Charges Moderate_

THE GRILL ROOM
IS THE HORSEMEN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS.

Send for Sample Dozen. 75 cents by Mail.

For sale by all Saddlery and Harness Houses, or by

P. HAYDEN.
50 Mechanic Street, Newark, N. J

D. 8. Agent for BOWN'8 NEWMARKET CLIPPERS. Write for special lists.

California College of Veterinary Surgeons

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

i(Organized and incorporated under the laws of the State of California, 189).)

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 1895

For prospectus, giving all Information as to curriculum fees, etc., address the Secretary,

F. A. NIEF, B. Sc,. D. V. S., corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

Rone Owners Slioislci Try
COMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam

The GREAT FRENCH VETERINARY REMEDY

A Safe, Speedy and

POSITIVE CURE.
Prepared
exclusive-

ly by -T. E.
Gombault
ex-Veteri*

nary Sur-

geon to

|J
the French

Government

Btnd.

SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY OR FIRING
Impossible toprodnce any scar or blemish. The Safest

bt'«t BLISTER ever used. Takes the place of all lini-

ments for mild or severe action. Kcmnves all Bunche*
or Blemishes from Homes or Cattle.

AS a HUMAN REMEDY, for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, Etc, it Is invaluable.

UfC ftllADfttlTEC that one tablespoonful of
fit UUAHANItt CAUSTIC BALSAM "in
produce more actual results than a whole bottle of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture ever made.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is Warran-

ted to give satisfaciiun.. Pi'ice Jjj | .50 P«r bottle. Sold
by Druggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full
directions for its use. Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc, Address
THE, LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland, O,

MANHATTAN

BRalL
Awarded

ttold Medal
At California

State Fair 1892.
This great Callfor

nla remedy will cure
all ordinary horat

complaints. It b
constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Glbbs,
John Daly. Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan,
Dr. Parson, V.8., G.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

CALIFORNIA
AS FED&MDORSED by
MARVIN,C0RBITT
GOLDSlVIITHi GAMBLE

,

HOULY, VALENSIN.
•WELtSFARGO«,C0.&.OTHERS

\ASKYOl/RDEALERf0IUT0R.i
SENHTOCKERTELL.

ff. CAUF.
Bradley, etc.

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atktna dc Durbrow. IV. V. Amu, TO Wall 8t.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOE —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, GASH BOOKS, Etc.

FormB furnished on application.

THE HIOKS-JUDD CO.,
It FIRST HTKKKT. SAX PIMM ISIO.

REPORTE
Wp wntit n roqponslblo lapv or osntlrman In every town to act

n n newspaper oorrc»poi;Uciil, report tbo happenings in, their liical-

lly auil write articles fur publication. F.xperieneo not required or
DOOeBMry. Blir remuneration for good writers. KncWe stamp
for full poruoulaxfl. Uodkbm Puiua Association, (ibloagu, 111.

THIS MAKES
BOYOE

liONEPINTOF

TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH.
For FEVERED LEU8, lNfJLAMED TEN.

DON'S, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKED
HEELS AND ALL SKIN ERUPTION'S. Makes
the Hair bright and silky- Unexcelled as a "brace."
It Is the cheapest and best evet put on the market.
Compared with Witch Hazel, Boyce Tablets are out
of sight as, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Hazel
than is contained In -to gallons of the best extract
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing ISO Tab

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a pint
of water. Think of It ! 15 gallons beat leg and body
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only 93.00
per box, or 6 Boxes for 81 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYGE TABLET CO., Terra Haute, Ind.

Sold by Druttsliit* and Dealer** In Tarf Uonda

GRAND ARCADE
HORSE MARKET
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLE,
LIVE STOCK AUCTINEEB8.

Every facility for holding sales at our sales stable.
Over one hundred stalls.

Consignments of live stock from the Interior solicited.
Sales made in any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and pedigrees furnished.

Telephone 3329.

V V

Business College, 24 Post St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast,

8. HALEY,

Absorbine
Removes the Inflammation

and Bu-ch. Restores the Cir-
culation [in any Bruise or
thickened tissue. Does not
remove the hair Pleasant to
use.

$2.00 per bottle. Testimonials free.
W.IF.YOUNM, P. D. I?..

34 AmherstSt,, Springfield, Mass.

: ALSO FOR BALE BY !

J. O'KANE. 707 Marjjet street, San Francisco.
WOODARD, OLAItK & CO., Portland, Oregon.

DIAMONDS
AND OTHKB PRECIOUS STONES,

FINE WATCHES,
Plan, and Complicated,

and an Immense assortment of

FINE JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT COST.

**" No goods charged duriug this sale. -ffw

A. HIRSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

Gold and Silversmith.

OUR
RODS. Spanish Needles and Dip Needles
are the best instruments tor hunting miner-
als, BEN. G. STATJFFEK, Harrisburg, Pa
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SUPERSTITIONS OF THE TRACK.

The Important Part They Play Among the Spec-

ulative Fraternity.

P

Every human being has a little taint of superstition in his

soul. It frequently plays a peculiar part in the moulding of a

man's character for it certainly manifests itself in some form,

either inwardly or ^outwardly. It seems to be the hand-

maiden of conscience, and upon its development is man's

nature ofttimes perverted. It is to be found in all humanity,

civilized and uncivilized. The barbarians in the forest wilds

on the prairies or in the jungle ; the sailor on the storm-

swept seas ; the soldier on his way to battle; the business

man, in his store or counting-room, and the mechanic at his

tench are all more or less conscious of its presence. The

profoundest scholar, the poet, the author, the dramatic

teacher and the minister have it born within them. From

childhood on through manhood to old age ; in fact, " from

the cradle to the grave," there is tbat something which no

one has ever been wise enough to define or strong enough,

to deny. The belief in signs and omens has founded religions

in the past, and many pronounced unbelievers in them have

met with ignominious deaths in consequence thereof.

In the older countries, where every rock and bush by the

wayside was supposed to hide a fairy, and the evil eye was

religiously believed in, the people, old as well as young,

never forgot for an instant the legends told of those wonder-

ful, and, to them, unaccountable manifestations. In America,

since witchcraft released its hold upon the community in

Salem, there has been a strong desire among all classes to

outlive those curious notions, but there is a little of the

leaven of superstition in every one of us, and its power never

seems lessened. There are some places where this "power" is

more perceptible than others, and I know of no center where

there are more superstitious people than at a race track.

At Monte Carlo, with its long, green tables, thronged with

quiet, earnest players from all parts of the world ; the gilded

palaces wherein faro is dealt, and around the tables the watch-

ful eyes are looking earnestly at the dexterous ringers of the

dealer, or the work of the case-keeper; at the rondo-table

and the wheel of fortune ; with dice-shakers and poker-

players, the superstitions of the games are always dominant.

Lotteries of all kinds have their followers, but superstition

rules their plays more strongly than all the rest of the games

of chances combined. Praying for lucky numbers is uncon-

sciously going on among these followers. Hoping for a share

of Fortune's smiles and building castles in the air become se-

rious occupations with these people, bo that while their pocket-

books are being flattened their minds are busy conjuring

happy results that would make a Croesus envious.

These are quiet games, merely branches of a sport that has

more strength and greater power than all combined, and that

is the fascination of betting on a race. The "sport of kings"

it has been called, for the poorest player has visions of attain-

ing the proud title of king some day, while the kings never

think of the time that their stations may be lowered. There

is a charm in the uncertainty of racing, and a fascination in

the moving mass of fractious horses at the post ; the kalie-

doscopic shifting of the jockey's colors; the eagle watchfulness

of the riders; the authoritative position and voice of the

starter ;
the swish of the flag, accompanied by the cheering

of the multitude and the pattering music of the fast-flying

hoofs as the horses move on around the first turn. The

jockeys are recognizable by all, and their shifting back and

forth around past the quarter is welcomed with shouts.

Along the backstretch the horses almost form a procession

;

down by the half pole]then around to the three-quarter mark

they close up and enter the homestretch apparently in a com-

pact mass, the blending colors giving a crazy-quilt appear-

ance. To the wire it is a fight. Tee quiet earnestness ob-

served in all other games of chances is not here present.

First a murmur is heard as the horses become more dis-

tinguishable, and the particular horse that for the nonce car-

ries the good or bad fortune of each expectant observer is

located in the gradually disintrelating mass ; the murmur
becomes more audible as the horses advance; is then in-

creased to a cheer by those who have cause for elation, with

an undertone like a low growl from the disappointed. As

the wire is neared and the battle is narrowed down to one, or

two, or three, almost a hush falls upon the crowd as

every bound of the horses is watched and hopes well up in

the bosoms of the followers of the leaders, to be dashed down

ruthlessly for all but those who have their money on the

winner. Then comes a deafening shout. Hats go in the ain

and everyone who backed the winner congratulates his neigh-

bor and looks lovingly at the piece of cardboard on which

the initials of the winner is seen opposite the amounts won.

Many are the ways these players have of picking the suc-

cessful ones, and one day, just before the recent rains which

reduced the course to a sea of mud, I resolved to visit

the Bay District track to ascertain what was the attraction

for these people, which, previous to that time, was almost

inexplicable to me. I wanted to study character and see if

my theory about superstition in the world of speculation was

founded on fact instead of fancy. Going inside the gate I

met an old friend, a trotting-horse driver who is as observant

a spectator of these bang-tail races as he was of the light

harness horses. He accosted me :
" How d'ye do I Why,

what brings you here. This is not a trotting-horse meeting !

"

I told him my errand, and, shortly after, we were surging

through the crow J
in the betting ring, where thousands were

either watching the bookmakers taking in money, chalking

down odds or paying off. My friend directed my attention

to a number of well-known characters who had peculiar fads

and said :
" You need have no hesitancy in speaking to them."

Just then the shout: "They're off"!" rang loud and clear.

Everybody rushed outside to see the race but the bookmakers

and a few apparently uninterested people. Glancing toward

one of the boxes, I noticed a small-sized, poorly, though

neatly dressed old man. He was not looking at the crowd
;

his face was turned in the opposite direction, so I walked

over and had a good look at him. He had a grayish beard

that once was auburn ; his nose was thin and his eyes red and

watery-looking ; he was muttering to himself, while his thin

fingers nervously twitched a card on which were some blue

figures. I asked him if he did not care to see the race. His

answer convinced me he was a son of Erin

:

"Indade, sir. I can't do it. Phwy, if I was to look at a race
)

and have a bet down on any harse in it, so help me God. the

baste would aither get lift at the post, get run into, or fall

down on the homestretch if he was lading. No, sir I I nivir

look at a race when I have a bet down. I've nivir known

me luck to lave me if I can conthrol my curosity. Ahl hear

that?" and suddenly turning around, his face beaming with

pleasure, he shouted, "Be gorra I me harse won. Excuse me
sir, I must git me ticket cashed." In an instant the little

nervous man had his hand up in front of the paying-off clerk

in the box.

There was another one in the line whom my friend pointed

out, and I determined to interview him. After a few re-

marks, and congratulating him on his success I asked, "Do

you always pick the winners ? " He winked one eye and an-

swered:

"Mine frient, if I could do dot, Riley Grannan would be

looking for a yob cashin' tickets for me. No, but I tells you

somedings on the quiet, I've got a scheme; veil, yes, tree

schemes. I writes down all der names of der horses on pieces

of baper and puts em in a hat, shakes 'em up and picks out

two for each race. If dey are long shots I blaya 'em for der

blaces only. If favorites, den I blays light, dot's one. I

always buy off one bookmaker dots scheme number two. My
udder scheme is to keep avay from touts, so do me a favor

and blease don't tell me anyting about der next race !'

He passed by, and I watched a tall, elderly, respectable,

lookiug man take a programme out of his pocket in a hesi-

tating manner adjust a pair of spectacles on his aquiline

nose, and then carefully scan the list of horses. He was

standing so close to me I could see by the expression on his

face that he was sorely puzzled. Turning around, he said :

"Excuse me, young man, do you see a pin-hole in that pro-

gramme? My eyesight is poor and I believe I have the old

woman's specs on. I'm sure she fixed this programme for

me." Taking the orange-colored cardboard, I discovered the

sought-fur pin hole right in the center of one of the names
and showed it to him. He thanked me again, and added,

"I'll have to play that mare, though I don't think she'll win,

I lose on the other race. Here's my ticket, but my old

woman, she believes in this system, and if I don't play it just

as she wants me to, she gets bilin' mad."

I became interested at once, and said :
" Excuse me, sir, if

I may seem inquisitive, but what system do you refer to? "

"Oh ! Don't you know ? Why, the knife system. I'll

show you how it works. Women are so superstitious, you

know, and they like to have their own way. You see my
old woman she take a pin (it works just as well as a jack-

knife), then she places the programme before her on a table,

closes her eyes after getting what you might call a focus on the

race, and wishing for the winner, she sticks the pin into

the programme; and do you know its perfectly marvellous to

see the number of winners she picks that way. You try it

sometime, you'll find it works as well as with a jack knife."

My intelligent-looking friend opened a little old-fashioned

wallet, fished out a five-dollar gold piece, put it in his mouth

while he fastened the wallet and pushed it into his inside

vest pocket, then taking the moistened five dollars in his

hand, he bade me "good day" and disappeared.

My trotting-horse friend found me watching the eager

crowd clamoring for pasteboards, and tapping me on the

shoulder, said : "There are several other characters here

which I will point out and tell you how they play. There

goes one now." As he spoke I noticed a little bandy-legged

individual who looked as if he was a tailor or a shoemaker,
( Well, that fellow,' continued he, ' will go all over this ring

to rub his hand on a hunchback before he plays the races.

That one following him did a curious thing the other day.

I was trying to buy a ticket on a horse I liked, and in

front of me was a tall man; this fellow I just pointed out, as

soon as he saw him told the bookmaker to please hand hia

money back, he had changed his mind. After I bought my
ticket I walked over, and knowing him very well, I asked :

'Charley, what made you change your mind so quickly just

now?' He answered: Why, didn't you see that cross-

eyed man in front of you ? His hand touched mine as I

handed my money in, I looked at him, saw him squint, and

that settled the whole business. I'm not superstitious, but

a cross-eyed man is a hoodoo of the worst kind to me."

We walked out toward the judges' stand after this,and turn,

ing around my informant said: "I may be wrong, but I think

this is the best place in the world to learn how strong a grasp

superstition has upon people. Now I have told you of a few

people, but were I to tell you of the hundreds who have dif-

ferent ideas about picking the winners, all founded on super-

stition, you would think this mast be a trysting place for
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hobgoblins, banshees, disembodied spirits, pigmies and bogie

men to ply their wondrous schemes. The women in those

long stands above are as devoted to their fancies as the men.

Some of them consider they jrill win if they c»n rub a dar-

key's head. Others will play certain numbers on the pro-

gramme every dav because the numbers run odd and even
;

some watch aod see which horse comes out of the saddling

paddock first and which cornea last. If a jockey dismounts

at the post, that, to them, is a hunch, and the boy who buys

pools is sent forthwith to play that horse straight and place.

If a horse ruosaway at the post, tb,at is another good omen
for some, but a very bad one for others. iSome people depend

upon the all-wise touts (a weak and feeble foundation,

I can assure you), for these legal turf advisers are, as a gen-

eral rule, more liable to be wrong than right. Some people

Dever bet on the races unless they have certain dreams.

Others play a horse and then 'pull for bim,' that is, thev re-

peat the animal's name from the time the flag dropsiuntil the

horse comes in. They must not think of any other horse, but

keep their minds centered on that one and never fail to re-

peat the name as rapidly and earnestly as possible.

"

Ii was getting quite late, so I thought I would walkover
to the stalls, and bidding my kind friend good-bye, was soon

among the kings and queens of the circular course. In vhe

very first stall I became convinced that superstition was

boundless; like a mighty ocean, its waves touched every shore,

for hitched to a trunk in the corner was a_ sober looking

monkey, "the jockey's mascot," they called him. Wherever
the knight of the pigskin wandered, whether from Saratoga,

Chicago, Lexington or San Francisco, that hairy little sore-

eyed mascot with the long tail formed one of the company.
Down a little further playing craps were a number of ex-

ercise lads and one little inoffensive looking cripple seemed

to be quietly playing "seben come eleben." I watched the

game some time and noticed that the boy never spoke. I

asked a little ebony-faced son of the South who he was, and

added, "X never heard him make a noise." The colored

youth opened his mouth, showing a full set of pearly teeth,

and said : "Why he's -'s mascot; he's dumb as a weight-

pad. He's the luckiest kid around dese yar stalls. When
his friend's horses is out he allers goes bare-headed, rain or

shine, and is de last one to pull a hair out ofde horse's

mane ; if he doesn't do dat, dere's no use trying to win, I tells

yar, boss, he's a honey cooler, he is."

There was no necessity for going further. If I had, the

probabilities are I would have found some voodoo worship-

pers where the saddles were hanging, or two or three men
comparing rabbits' feet that were found in a graveyard at the

dead hour of night, so, forgetting the shouts of the vast mul-

titude, the exciting finishes, the blanched faces of those who
backed the losers and the beaming countenances of those

who picked the winners in their own peculiar way, I passed

oat the gate and in the corner of the car on my way to

the center of the city, I pondered over the truth of the say-

ing, " What fools we mortals be."

Arnaree.
. m

Foreign Turf Items.

An English owner who races under the name of Mr. Her-
riogbone,has registered as his colors " white, black skull and
cross-bones."

Arihi, the Maribyrnong Australia Plate winner, is a com-
bination of rare blood. From her sire Malua she gets the
St. Albans and Peter Wilkins strains, and Discard, her dam,
is by Musket, from a Traducer mare,a descendant of the great
Flora Mclvor.

The unbeaten Grand Flaneur not only won the Cup him-
self, but his sons have won it twice—Bravo and Patron. In
his stud career he has in this respect emulated New Warrior
(3), Tim Whiffler, Yattendon, St. Albans and Musket (2).

The race between Mornington Cannon and T. Loates for

first place in the list of winning jockeys in England continues
very close, and when the last London mail left they had
made a dead heat of it.

Young Horace Dawes, who rode the winner of the Mel-
bourne Cup, is a son of Harry Dawes, better known as " Chif-
ney," a fine cross-country rider in his day, and who himself,
when scaling only 5st. 41b., won the Melbourne Cup on Banker
thirty-one years ago.

Throstle ran true to the traditions of her race in the St.

Leger. Her sire and grandsire triumphed on the old Town
Moor before her, as did her half-brother, Common. It was
rough on Lord Rosebery to be pricked by a thistle.

Ben Bolt, the winner of the Caulfield, Australia, Cup of
1886, is still running; on the Indian turf; a somewhat re-

markable fact, considering he is now thirteen years old and
was supposed to be a hopeless cripple seven years ago.

In Melbourne, at a meeting of the committee who had
charge of the subscriptions raised for the widow of the late

Jockey Tom Corrigan, it was reported that £2,160 had been
collected, but a few more pounds were still to come in. It
was decided to invest the amount in approved Melbourne
securities.

Ruenalf started in the Cup at 3 to 1. Melos in 1889 went
out at 4 to 1, and ran third

; but after his win in the Mel-
bourne Stakes, beating Carbine (*ho afterwards gave him
sixteen pounds in the Cup and turned the tables), as short a
price as 5 to 2 was accepted in Sydney about Mr. Gannon's
horse.

A Victorian contemporary, referring to Joe Thompson's
reported win of £12,000 over the Cambridgeshire, says "he
cannot possibly have landed this sum by fielding." Joe must
do very little business if he can't win that amount when an
outsider gets home in one of the biggest betting races of the
the year. Fry would win many times tbe amount stated with
ouch an outsider as Indian (Jueen was.

Several trainers and jockeys in Melbourne who were ad-
mirers of the late Martin Burke are anxiouB to raise a fund
to be expended in placing a memorial stone on his grave. It
has been thought best to let tbe movement be a public one,
and all who wish to contributes trifle towards the object can
send their subscriptions to Mr. Considine at Hayden's Race
Course Agency.

Patron's first place in a race was gained at Caulfield in the
Juvenile stakes, when he ran second to Nada, who was giv-
ing him 5 lbs. And he ran second to her again at Fleming-
ton when in receipt of 10 lbs. But how was he revenged in
the Cup, when he gave away 31 lbs. to Mr. Wilson's mare.

Tuberose, dam of Nada, was bred at Hobartville, where she
was for many years, but is now owned by J. H. AlJridge, of
South Australia. This dam is by Grand Flaneur from Roee-

dale, a great-granddaughter of Stockwell. Grand Flaneur is

thus concerned in two of the placed ones in the Cup ;
and so

is Musket—through Trenton and Musk Rose.

The Austrian Jubilee Prize (50,000 kronen), distance Ih

miles, was decided at Freudeneau on Sunday, September 21st,

with the following result: Count Tassilo Testetit's Dorn-
roescben (Smith), 1 ; Count Trautmansdorff's Panama (E.

Martin), 2; Herr von Muenchhausen Use (Peake), 3. Other

starter : Prince Fuerstenberg's Herold (Busby).

The English jockey, Calder, had an extraordinorily success-

ful time of it at Lichfield recently when he rode the winners

of all the five events on the card under Jockey Club rules.

To win five races in one afternoon is a notable fact at any

time, but to clear the board in such wholesale fashion is a

unique performance, unparallelled, doubtless, in Calder's pre-

vious experience.

We are face to face with a most important fact, says an

English paper. St. Simon broke down before his third year
was properly through. Ormonde, before the end of his

fourth, was a hopeless roarer. Isinglass neither breaks down
nor roars. He has won three ten-thousand pounders, besides

the triple event, and appears to be going better than ever.

There is every reason to believe that he will run in the Ascot

Cup next year, and, if he does so, the record will be hard to

beat.

Crediting Mr. M'Calmont with £11,302 by his success in

the Jockey Club Stakes at Newmarket, Isinglass has brought
his winnings this season up to £35,498, and if to this sum be

added the amount he won as a three-year-old (£18,860), and
as a juvenile (£4,577), we have the large total of £54,935.
This comes very near the record of Donovan, who won in

stakes £55,154 10s, the largest amount ever credited to a

single racehorse.

Thirty hands are always employed at Flemington all the
year round—gardeners, painters, carters. It takes four men
three years to do all the painting at Flemington. When they
have finished they commence again. The 4J miles of train-

ing track require yearly 3,400 loads of saud and tan and
ashes to keep them in good order. The ladies' rooms have
been specially decorated this season. A 25-foot sundial on
the hill, the hours painted in flowers, is an artistic novelty,
the joint production of Mr. Byron Moore and Mr. Ellery.

Lord Ellesmere informed a recent meeting of the English
Jockey Club that a communication had been received from
New York that the Jockey Club there had succeeded the
Board of Control as the governing body of racing in the
Eastern States « f America, and was prepared to enter into

the same reciprocal arrangements. The stewards proposed,
therefore, to substitute the Jockey Club for the Board of

Control in the list of turf authorities having a reciprocal

agreement with this club.

It wasarraBged to start thirteen of the twenty four races'at

the V. R. C Spring meeting by the agency of Johnstone and
Gleeson's machines. Four machines have been erected—one
at the two-miles post at the bottom of the straight, one at
the five furlongs post at the bottom of the straight, one at
the mile and a half post opposite the stand, and one at the
mile and a quarter post at the river side. The width of the
course at the two miles and five furlong post is 174ft., at the
mile and a quarter post 120ft., and at the mile and a half

post 83ft., and the barrier will be erected the whole width of
the course at the points named.

A jockey's ring is said to be in existence on the Indian turf.

The Planters' Gazette, in alluding to it, and commenting on
the abuses which prevail, says :

" Of late years it has been
evident to tbe veriest tyros at the game that ropings and
malpractices have increased to a most scandalous extent, and
we hold that the time has come for the Turf Club to endeavor
to crush the ring that has been formed among a certain un-
blushing clique of scoundrels. The only way to effect this

is by rules of far greater stringency being brought to bear
upon trainers and jockeys, and by bookmakers being brought
more directly under control by licensing, restricting their

numbers, and by the entire wiping out of the welshing fra-

ternity outside the rails."

For no less than three months after being foaled Throstle,
the winner of the St. Leger, was blind. When it was dis-

covered that she was born blind Lord Alington gave orders
that she was to be destroyed. These instructions were not
carried out, and his lordship then said she must be given
away, but nobody would have her. After the third month
of her existence the film which had been over her eyes
peeled of}, and the filly exhibited a splendid eye. With her
sight restored she developed rapidly, and showed much of
the mettle of her sire. The despised daughter of Petrarch
and Thistle trained on, and, as everyone knows, lived to de-
prive Ladas of the "triple crown."

«.

One of the latest rumors concerning probable changes in
the turf world for the coming season is that to the effect that
"Snapper" Garrison is to accept the position of starter at the
St. Paul meeting—that is, if one is held at Hamline next
year. About the latter matter there is more doubt even than
that which clouds the racing situation in New York. There
is only one track in the vicinity of the Twin Cities that is fit

or pan be secured for running meetings. This is at the State
Fair Grounds. In order to secure this track, and, as he
thought, obtain a hold upon the State Agricultural Society
for future racing, Frank Shaw, the gambler, who is really the
Twin City Jockey Club, executed a contract by which he was
to erect a new grand stand and take his pay for it in rentals
for his running meetings.—Exchange.

Camoola. winner of the Champion, Ascot Vale and Caul-
field Stakes, A. J. C. Derby and St. Leger and Cumberland
Stakes, died recently in Australia. He was a chestnut horse,
five years old, by Chester (sire of Abercorn and Stromboli),
dam Copra, by Robinson Crusoe, belonged to J. B. Clark,
and was trained by Tom Payten.

Adolph B. Spreckels has purchased of Thomas H.
Williams Jr. the brown four-year-old colt Don Fuiano, by
Alta, dam Marilee, by imp. Glengarry

; second dam Palino,
by Pat Malloy

; third dam Sue Washington (sister to the
dam of Eolus), by Revenue, etc. The consideration was
private.

Doncaster, the Australian horse that recently arrived
here, it seems will be trained at Bay District instead of at
Oakland track. Dr. Bowhill has the management of the
sUllion, who is right royally bred and has been a racer of
considerable ability in the colonies. He is by The Drummer
(imp.), dam Devotion, by Goldsbrough.

Unlucky Slips.

Good old Martin Burke, as he was termed almost univers-

ally, was as fearless a rider as ever sported silk in Australia.

He would take a desperate chance when he had to, and came
unscathed through many a small hole. The irony of fate is

well shown by the manner in which Burke met his death.

He was at Flemington, c-xercising the steeplechaser Trustee,

when the horse suddenly propped and shot his rider over his

head. Burke sustained injuries from which he never recov-

ered, and be died in the Melbourne hospital. The following

from the Melbourne Sportsman, shows that good old Martin
was well liked :

" 'Old Martin' learned his riding thirty years ago in the

Western district, and during that time had enjoyed the respect

and confidence of all with whom he came in contact. To
know that Martin Burke was up was also to know that one
was sure of a straight run. He went to England some years

back in charge of Messrs. Ciroside's jumpers, and while is

the old country rode a winner. Returning to Adelaide he
became a partner of R. Griffiths. While in the sister colony

he repeatedly rode New Zealand to victory, and was success-

ful on Oliver Twist, Anon, Charcoal, Euchre and Vampire.
Fortune remained with Burke till he returned to Victoria,
then it suddenly deserted him. Time after time his mounts
came down with bim, the injurifs Martin received warping
him physically to a terrible degree. But he was never daunted
—never refused a mount, no matter how doubtful in charac-
ter. He tried his luck in India, but doing no good there,
returned to Victoria, where he has experienced varied for-

tune. In addition to the wins we have mentioned, the
deceased horseman had to his credit: The 1888 Caulfield
Grand National Steeplechase on Eaglet ; Flemington 1891
Grand National Hurdle on Crusoe ; the 1889 Grand National
Steeplechase on Eaglet, and the 1894 Grand National Steeple-
chase on Daimio. Burke's latest mishap prior to that which
caused his death waB that at Moonee Valley, when, through
Parkham coming down, he had a rib broken. In the death
of, first Tom Corrigan, then Martin Burke, the Australian
turf has suffered a serious loss, and the ( old school,' a couple
of its most skillful, truest and best respected scholars. Our
Sidney correspondent writes : Much regret was expressed
here at the untimely death of poor Martin Burke. All the
papers published feeling notices of the sad misadventure, as

poor Martin was well and favorably known to every sporting
writer in this place."

When Burke was in England with Ballarat and the rest

of the jumpers the Chirnsides brought over and steeple-

chased, the writer saw him frequently, and the day he rode
a winner his employers and his employers' friends gave him
a royal time. The last time I saw him he was up on a horse
—a great big, light-colored chestnut, with four white legs
and a blaze—which was afterwards bought and hunted by
one of my friends. I also beard of Martin in India, but the
game there was not to his liking, and he did little good. ^
Though he rode for thirty years he was one of the best liked
and most respected of Australian riders, no charge of fraud
ever having been laid at his door.

When one reads ofa man who has dared death. almoBl daily
for thirty years being killed in a mishap that every boy ex-
periences when he first mounts a pony, a mishap that befalls

every man who spends almost any time at all in the saddle,

it certainly sets one thinking. Whyte Melville, the novel-

ist, who was as daring a cross-country rider as ever laid bis

leg over a horse, and as good a fellow as ever told a story,

was killed by a fall. He was trotting slowly down a furrow
in a plowed field when his hunter slipped up and fell. The
man who could write Market Harboro', even if it is not con-
sidered, by any means, his best work, deserved a better fate

than to be killed by a stumbling gee.

Another very singular accident of this kind happened to

one of my friends who forsook the old sod and established

himself some sixteen or seventeen years ago, with herds and
flocks, away out in the far western Iowa. In two or three
years he had built up quite a business as a cattle dealer,

buying and selling to the feeders great bands of three and
four-year-old steers. When he first started out he bought
a gray mare that was got by Londonderry, a son of Light-
ning, by Lexington, he cut out many a steer with her, and
she got so handy at the game that she was invaluable to

her master. The blood that carried her great-grandsire to

the end of his four-mile races carried her to the end of

many a weary tramp, and the fiat, clean legs withstood the

strain of the short turns so that her pins were as clean

the day she died as they were when she was foaled. She
needed no guiding rein, no hitching line, but, while 6he loved
the saddle, no harness could ever be thrown over her. One
day in Emmet county a steer turned, and man, mare and
beef went down in one confused heap. Her master was
uninjured—did not get a scratch; but one of the big bul-

lock's long horns was knocked clean off, and though the mare
carried her master home, she was so badly shaken up that

she went blind. Good treatment and a run to grass brought
her round all right, save for her sightless eyes, and, against

the advice of all his friends, her master once more
began to ride her in his business. For two years

she got along without a stumble ; her sense of smell

seemed to take the place of her eyes. That winter Fred
fattened a big drove of steers and in the Spring started them
out of the yard for the station, there to be shipped to Chicago.

The big, fat, lazy brutes stumbled here and there in the

muddy going, and when they came to a grade in the road one
or two started along the grass instead of keeping to the high-
way. Pressing his knees to her side's Fred headed the mare
after the wanderers, and turned them back at a point where
the grade was not twenty inches higher than the prairie.

When the last of the drove had passed he started the mare
up, speaking to her and lifting her mouth to let her know
she must lift her feet—just as he had done a thousand times

before. The slippery bank, low though it was, gave way and
in the fall both man aad mare were killed. Just what hap-

pened no one knew, they fell together, and when we picked

Fred up there was not a bruise on either of them.
The ways in which riders meet death are surely past find-

ing out. There was Goodale, for instance, a jockey notoriously

afraid to get into a tight place, and yet he was killed in an
open race and at a spot over which thousands of horses have
run without stumbling. It all goes to show, as Rider Hag-
gard says, that if we are fated to go to the Suleiman moun-
tains and be killed there we shall go there and there we shall

yield up our lives.—Annandale, in Christmas Horseman.
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PROSTRATION PRECEDES RESTORATION.

Prices of Trotters May Be
Ebb.

at Their Lowest

The church has always been purest in times of persecution
and most corrupt in times of prosperity and popularity.

Political parties, long in power, become organized robbers,

and can neyer be reformed except by defeat at the hands of
the people. The rule here indicated as to the remedial effects

of adyersity holds good in all human institutions and entej-

prises of eyery sort and description. Wide of the mark is

the man who for one instant presumes that the turf forms an
exception, and that horsemen are less susceptible of tempta-

tion, when in tall clover, than the saints of the Most High
or the favored feeders at the public crib.

The loose, and frequently unprincipled, gambling methods
of|the running track had almost blighted racingsport through-

out the United States, when the brilliant looming up of the

trotter inspired it with fresh life and gave it a fresh lease on
public favor. The uniqueness of trotting races, together

with the fact that harness speed could be made
generally useful in everyday life, marked the dawn
of a new and glorious era in the history of equine
contests. Directly connected with a breeding industry which
rapidly grew into unprecedented proportions, these contests
drew upon the respectability of the country to a degree pre-
viously unknown. Preachers, priests and moralists, with an
immense following, nocked to the places where the Dexters,
the Goldsmith Maids, the Maud S.'s, the Maxey Cobbs, the
Sunols and the Nancy Hankses waged their successful war-
fare against time. The propagation of the diagonal stepper
became a source of wealth which almost eclipsed the magic
light of Aladdin's lamp, and when great three-year-olds got
to selling at $105,000 and gTeat two-year-olds got to selling at

$125,000, the jotting frenzy turned the coolest heads and un-
bolted the rustiest locks of the most conservative vaults. Far,
indeed, did you have to go into the backwoods to find a pul-
piteer who would inveigh against the "moral" harness races
at the county fair or any other fair, while the preferred seats

of the grand 6tand were annually ornate with the persons
and the families of the most reputable ministers of all the de-
nominations known to the land.

Such was the state of affairs when the unfortunate sales of

1892, seconded by the great financial erase of 1893, smote
the trotting interests of America under the fifth rib. The
period which followed was one of those in which most men
reflect most deeply and think most critically—in which
they are most prone to find fault with themselves and
everything about them; in which ascerbity takes the place of
generosity, despair overshadows hope, conservatism domin-
ates enterprise, and the spirit of condemnation subdues and
banishes the spirit of the broadest liberality. This period
soon and naturally became prolific of outspoken discontents,

among the most respectable habitues of the turf. Men who
could not before take their eyes off the fascinating blaze of
the rising star of the trotter to give even a passing glance to

the evils that were gathering aroued the betting booths now
began to contemplate those evils so exclusively that they
could see nothing else, and the loud declamations in which
they indulged against them were promptly taken up by the
press and re-echoed throughout every quarter of the land.

Not till now was it generally observed that the alertness and
ubiquity of the bookmaker and the wheel roller would, with-
out rigid restrictions, soon reduce the trotting turf to a leve 1

with the running turf in the worst days of the latter.

At this most critical juncture there were a few, and only a
few, leading horse journalists who had the calibre and the
courage to come boldly out for instant and radical reform.

The editor of the Western Horseman fired broadside after

tremely drastic, will go far toward eflecting the cure which
has so long and so earnestly been desired by the truest friends
of the turf. Out of the prostration in which the patient now
lies he will ultimately rise to be clothed and seated in his
right mind.
Nothing but such a prostration could have convinced the

stubborn, but feeble-minded, advocates of gambling that
crooked work is not an essential accompaniment of good
sport and prolific racing ; that the good will of the gam-
bler is not more important than the good will of the people

;

that the odds of the bookmaker are not worth more than
even the largest receipts.

The start has been made—with a terrific jerk, to be sure—
but it has been made, nevertheless. In due process of time
good sense will displace fanaticism

; race managements will
come to see that honest sport will pay better than that dis-
gusting scoundrelism which destroys all sport; that genuine
contests and attractive exhibitions will yield bigger returns
than hippodromes and false events fixed by a clique of con-
temptible mountebanks and swindlers.
When that time comes an era of unexampled progress

will be ushered in. Intelligence and honesty will reign su-
preme. Placed upon the broad highway of straightforward
management, the turf will make that steady and majestic
advance which lays a hold equally strong on the confidence
and the patronage of the public. Breeders will find their
turf interests secure, faith-inspiring and continually promo-
tive of the profits derived from the harem.

It is thus that the present counter-check will be followed
by the great impetus, and that the present depression will be
succeeded by the loftiest elevation; that the result of the re-
cent election in New York will eventually place the turf
upon a broader, more solid, more respectable and profitable
ground than it has ever known in America in all the years
that are past.—Mark Field, in Western Horseman.

Racing at Santa Maria.

The winter will not pass without proving the superior
advantages of our local track a? a winter resort for race
horse and race horse men. After dragging about in the mud
all fall on the circuit a number of horsemen who are famil-
iar with our track have returned here, more than ever con-
vinced that we have the best winter track on the coast, aud
that this fact, when it becomes generally known, will bring us
a large delegation every winter of the best horses in the Uni-
ted States, and will eventually make this a great horse cen-

ter, says the Santa Maria Times.

With this end in view, a number of wide-awake horsemen
have put their wits to work to attract the attention of the
horse public to our unequaled advantages. Their first move
is to give a series of racing commencing on New Year's Day.
Messrs. R. E. Toll and Garrett Blosser are the prime movers,
backed by such men as W. S. Lierly, K. IHart, John Kabel
Chas. Yanina, H. Laneholtz and the Park Association.

Posters are now out, announcing full particulars of the
coming races. Others will be given on the 22nd of February,
and still others later on.

Messrs. Toll and Doyle have opened training and breaking
stables at the track. Both are thorough horsemen. Mr. Toll
has the distinction of training and driving Palouse Prince (a
great horse) to a record of 2:17i, never losing a race or a heat
during the 6eason. Mr. Toll's fame does not stop with the
trotter. He is well known down the line as an orator and
whenever he makes an argument to the judges they always
give him the floor.

Mr. Doyle has trained and driyen some of the best horses
on the coast and when it comes to driving a race Pete is sec-
ond to none. These men have charge of the noted stallion
Elite (2:29). He has been converted into a pacer and is al-
ready showing very promising speed. Barring accidents he
will reach the 2.20 mark next season. Another promising

broadside into Eoby's rotten hull, showing how the damning
|
animal in their paddocks is a sister to that speedy trotter

influences of that most damnable concern would logically *

and necessarily affect the harness course, with all the mighty
interests with which the latter is connected. The giant vet-

eran of the Pacific—the great, the pure and truly heroic

Simpson—responded, pouring repeated volleys from his well-

shotted guns into the serried ranks of the turf gamblers, who,
in California, and in every other State on the slope, have long
been persistently poisoning the noblest of the manly sports,

just as their Eastern kindred have been doing in all the old

commonwealths of the Atlantic seaboard. Had the gallant

service thus rendered bv two honest and effective writers

been amply supplemented by all the hippologists of the

country the people and their legislators would, no doubt,

have been disposed to give the racing interests of the entire

Union time to purify themselves. But instead of such sup-
plemental work we have had editorial after editorial—the

nauseating produce of the eruelly brains of imbecile trucklers

—published here, there and everywhere, to prove that the

only prescription which can possibly save the patient is the

deadly potion by which we know he has already been brought
to the verge of his cooling board ; that race courses cannot
survive the banishment of the gambler

; that the two are one
and inseparable now and forever ; that the former without

the latter can nowhere be maintained under any conceivable

circumstances, or by any means that can be devised.

And what is the result? The adoption of the constitutional

amendment in New York by an overwhelming majority.

Lord Macaulay tells us that when Charles II returned to

England in 1660 the British people had grown so sick of

Puritanism that they were ready to yield up to their restored

Prince all their most ancient and precious privileges, but

th**t eighteen years after his accession they were ready to

destroy their monarchy, root and branch, if nothing less than
that would re-establish the rights which they had eujoyed

under the Constitution of the Kealm. The same lesson is

presented in every age of time. The great masses, whenever
they are forcibly driven to one extreme, will invariably, on
the turn of the tide, fly with precipitate haste to the other.

So, at this moment, we see the great social body of the Em-
pire State, after having, by undue lenity, given the widest

gauge to public gaming for more than a century, becoming
all at once so thoroughly maddened at the baneful fruits of

their own carelessness that they rush with Puritanic intoler-

ance to an inhibition which sweeps away even the proper

use of the pool box, and thus utterly denies to the gentle-

manly better an opportunity to back his iudgment in an hon-

est wager.

But the New York treatment of the case, though severe,

will be productive of good. The treatment, though ex-

Marin Jr. 2:13. Bijou (2:24) is owned by Mr." Toll and will
be entered down the circuit.

John Kabel's "Annie" is running on the race track lawn.
She showed a 2:20 gait at Santa Barbara last fall, but took
sick and was sent home. She will give an account of herself
next year.

Mi. Langholtz was up during the week with his beautiful
stallion, Rosebud. He has shown quarters in 36 and he will be
entered next season through the circuit in the green classes.

Red Bird, the horse that let the talent down last fall, is a
stable companion of Rosebud. He is a grand horse and the
one that beats him will have to go close to the record.

Lierly & Blosser have that reliable horse, Morganti B.; also
Idle Bell and several others in their stables.

C. Vaninahas G. Muscio's black filly, four years, by Elec-
tro. She is the best looking Electro we have seen, and Vanina
thinks she will surely make a trotter.

Mr. Price was over from Pismo this week. He says Ali
Baba's injured foot is growing out nicely and will be put in
training next year. He also haB the famous four-miler, Joe
Daniels, on his place.

Mr. Cole, of Moses B. fame, iB stopping at the track with a
couple of promising youngsters. One is a yearling filly, a
full sister to Montalvo, the horse that won the Los Angeles
Derby. She should be a very speedy animal.
Mr. T. N. Warner has several well-bred colts that should

make trotters of the first water. He took them to the Lom-
poc fair and came home loaded with blue ribbons. Their
breeding is the very best ; sired by Lottery, out of dams by
Messenger Duroc and Mohawk Chief.

Juan Arellanes has several fine colts at his ranch, by
Comet, that should earn tbeir oats if given a chance. Mr.
Pedigree G. Williams is training his noted horse Bruce at

San Luis Obispo. He will be on band when the bell rings.

George says the horse that beats him will get all the money.

Catalogue, the Gano-Jennie C. colt that stumbled yes-
terday coming around the last bend when four lengths in the
lead, was one of "the best things" turned loose on an unsus-
pecting public in several days. We have Catalogue on our
list of "good things that went wrong."

Wildwood was a pretty lame horse before the third race
Monday, but warmed out of it. Had the gangling Wildidle
horse "had a race in him" the chances are that there would
have been no joy in the camp of Pescador's friends last night.

Okvtlle Appleby's Conde pulled up lame after the
fourth race, a five furlong dash, Monday.

DEATH OP GEORGE W. WOODARD.

A Short Sketch of One of Yolo County's Old
Timers.

The death of George W. Woodard, one of Yolo county's
oldest settlers and citizens, occurred Friday, at his home near
Cacheville. He had been bedfast for two or three weeks, and
in the latter days of his illness had lapsed into a state of
stupor from which the attendants at his bedside aroused him
whenever it was necessary to give him food or nourishment
For many days his physicians despaired of raising him. Since
the fall he suffered some two months ago, he had complained
of a distress in the head, and this injury undoubtedly contrib-
uted to quicken the fatal progress of his last sickness.

George W. Woodard was born March 18, 1830. He was
therefore, 64 years, 9 months and three days old. He was a
native of Colchester, Vermont. When sixteen years old he
moved with his father's family to Watervaliet, Mich., where,
in 1849, when but nineteen years old, he married Miss Laura
Bryant. They came to California via Panama in 1854. After
spending one year in Sacramento city, he located with his
family at Cacheville, in this county. In 1857 he erected the
Knight hotel property. During this year his wife died, Ieav
ing two Bmall children, a son, George, who died a year afterl
ward, aged four years, and a daughter, Mercia, now Mrs. G.
W. Zimmerman of this city. In 1S59 he bought a quarter
section of land, and went into stock raising and farming, year
by year extending his operations, until he became one of the
largest land owners in the county. His estate comprises
between 1,300 and 1,400 acres of rich Cache creek lands. He
early became interested in the breeding of fine horses. His
favorite was for years the Norman blood, but lately he has
given much attention to the development of the trotting and
pacing families. In this direction he achieved distinguished
success, and his Alexander Button colts have attracted the
attention of horsemen from the Atlantic to the Pacific He
was a director of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'
Association for years, and last week he was re-elected for
another term.
In December, 1857, Mr. Woodard was married to Miss

Mary Bemmerly, who faithfully labored with him in build-
ing bp the fine estate he leaves.
Mr. Woodard was a Mason and a Knight Templar.
The circumstances of his recent injury by being thrown

from his buggy have been nond by the Mail. His friends
say that had he been more careful of his health thereafter, he
might not have been prostracted by this last fatal illness.
He was, as is generally known, working in his last days to
secure the pardon of Daniel Bemmerly, and in his efforts to
obtain signers to a petition to the governor, probably exposed
himself more than he ought. But his heart was in the
cause. He knew, he thought, the unfortunate Dan's heart,
and he did not believe that there was any murder in it.
" Blood is thicker than water," he often said ; and so he
labored with a brother's devotion for the liberty of Dan Bem-
merly. He had secured up to the time his last Bickness com-
pelled him to desist, an immense petition, including many of
the jurors who tried Bemmerly, besides a strong representa-
tion of the substantial business men and citizens of the county.
Whatever opinions one may have as to the justice of that
petition, all must honor and respect George Woodard for do-
ing what a generous and honest heart prompted him to do.

Mr. Woodard was a man whose business career and whose
private life made him friends and commanded the esteem of
the whole community. One of the oldest settlers of the
country, his taking-off removes a landmark, and admonishes
the older generation, the fathers of the county, that they are
treading close upon the borders of the great futurity.

^
The funeral took place from the family residence near

Cacheville last Sunday at one o'clock p. m., under the aus-
pices of the Masonic fraternity.—Woodland Mail.

A Modern Magyar.

At the second autumn meeting of the Vienna (Austria)
Jockey Club held last October the most valuable event was the
Austria Prize of 80,000 crowns for all ages, six and a halffur-
longs. It is one of the very few important fixtures in the
turf world, rated as classic in their localities, where two-year-
olds have to meet the cream of the aged horses, and like all

races of its class in Southern Europe, is run on Sunday.
This year it occurred on October 21st and was won by one of
the younger division, a sterling two-year-old that carried 120
pounds and after a brilliant run and a very exciting finish was
first to the winning post by a head. This youngster has been
a fine performer during the season and one week before the
Austria Prize he won at Pesth the St. Ladislaus Prize, the
principal two-year-old race of the meeting, seven furlongs,
when he defeated a strong field, including a hot favorite,
Tokio, a colt that up to that time had been invincible.
The winner is of passing interest to the people of Yankee-

dom through his pedigree. He was bred in Hungary by
Mr. N. von Blaskovits and bears the Magyarish name of
Ceaplaros, sired by Charibert. son of Thormanby,dam Ready
Money, by Cambuscan (Newminster) ; second dam Cash
Down, by Citadel (Stockwell) ; third dam Annette, by Scyth-
ian (Orlando) ; fourth dam Alice Carneal (dam of Lexing-
ton), by Sarpedon (Emilius); fifth dam Kowena, by Sumpter,
etc.

The great grauddam Annette, by imp. Scythian, out of
Alice Carneal, was bred in Kentucky and taken to England
along with her half brother, Umpire, and others by Richard
Ten Broeck at the time of that historic invasion. .Alice Car-
neal is credited with founding a family of her own in Amer-
ica, but the accidents of migration have carried her name be-
yond the confines of the new world and she here appears in
the record as "standing under" one of the best race horses
in Continental Europe, bred and raised in Hungary.

Fads in breeding come and go, but the good blood, like
Tennyson's brook, runs on forever.

Riley Grannan had H'-OO on Pescador Monday at th»
average odds of 2 to 1.
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TURF AND TRACK
THE SULKY.

Tee dam of Phcebe Wilkes, 2:03A, is in foal to Director,

8:17.

Pixlet did not come to California, but will be bred to

Monbars.

Doc Spebry, 2:09, and Elmonarcb, 2:15}, are being driven

in Cleveland to pole.

John H. "Wallace says tbat Messenger was far and away

the greatest of all trottiDg progenitors.

Donnaconna, by Kentucky Prince, out of a sister to Dex-

ter, 2:17}, is expected to trot in 2:20 next year.

Alcona Jr. has a number of colts and fillies in Sonoma

county that are considered the finest and most promising in

the county.

There are now three stallions that have over one hun-

dred standard performer* in the list—Electioneer, Nutwood

and Red Wilkes.

The strong Trotting Association of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

will hold its summer trotting meeting July 1st to 5tb, and

will, during the five days, hang up a programme of $25,000.

Remember the entries to the Occident Stakes to be

trotted at Sacramento close next Tuesday, January 1st. This

is the last notification breeders will get of this important

event.

Within a radius of fifty miles of New York there are at

least one thousand race horses in training. The average

cost of wintering these horses is not less $50 per month for

each horse.

H. Pierce has quite a lot of fine looking colts and fillies

at the Santa Rosa Stock Farm, which he is having jogged on
the track. This farm will have a number of representatives

on the circuit in 1895.

Eros, 2:29i, by Electioneer, dam Sontag Mohawk, dam of

seven record makers, by Mohawk, has gone to his new home
at Fair View Farm, Kewana, Ind. He is owned by Messrs.

Henderson, of New York City.

Harry Agnew is matching teams of young Dawns, and
when they are thoroughly broken he will have no trouble in

disposing of them at good figures. They have size, style,

good disposition and pure trotting action.

W. H. Gocher, editor of the American Sportsman, Cleve-

land, Ohio, will publish a complete list of 2:30 trotters and
pacers, both in alphabetical arrangement and under their

respective sires, and have the book ready for delivery about
January 10.

DuBois Bros , of Denver, are said to have a yearling colt

named Sulphide, a full brother to Carbonate, 2:09, and Beu-
lah, that is showing speed at the pace of the phenomenal
kind. He is a bay colt, and will be out with the DuBois
string next year.

The Horse Show enthusiasm is extending to such a degree
that in a year or two there will be no town of importance
without a show. Horse Show circuits will then be in great
vogue ; all the better—the more the horse is put on exhibi-
tion the better will be the market for horseflesh.

The Cliff House, the great resort for all horsemen and
their friends who ever came to San Francisco, was destroyed
by fire last Tuesday night. It is believed Mayor A. Sutro,
who o^ns the land, will now erect one of the grandest seaside
resorts in the world on the site of the famous old building.

Alcaneer, the handsome son of Alcantara and Meg Mer-
riles, by Electioneer, is a full brother to Robert Lee, 2: 18J, a
new comer in the list. Alcaneer is owned by the Santa Paula
Horse and Cattle Company, Santa Paula, and has a large pro-
geny of very handsome youngsters there that will be traine
this year.

Electioneer has 155 standard performers ; forty-seyen of
his sohb sired 2S2 ; his daughters have produced forty-seven
eight of his grandsons sired twelve ; mares by sons have pro-
duced eight ; seven sons out of his daughters have sired six-
teen, and of his other descendants he has one in 2-30 list

Total, fifty-two.

It is announced semi -officially that Bowerman Bros, of
Lexington, Ky., have decided to sell at auction about half of
their great stable of trotters, including the fourteen-year-old
sire, Wilton, 2:19.1, sire of 58 performersin 2:30 and of fifteen
new ones this vear. A few years ago $75,000 waB offered and
refused for this horse.

C. W. William^, secretary of the Galesburg Association,
in addition to the circular sent to owners, trainers and mana-
gers of trotters and pacers regarding the $80,000 meeting to
be given by the association he represents, writes: H

l{ a horse
is entered in two btakes we will agree to give two or more
days between races or cancel one entry."

So much is being said about the Hackney proclivities of
thetrotting-bred Devil's Deputy, that it is interesting to re-
call that Lou Chief, the chestnut saddle mare that has cap-
tured in the past four years over one hundred first premiums
at the largest shows, forty-one of these being taken this year,
is a standard-bred and registered trotter. She iB sired by
Harrison Chief and her dam is by Peavine.

Dr. J. V. Newton tells a Toledo reporter that he had
often eaten horseflesh in Canada when attending college, and,
while the uVh is too dry for baking, in slews or boiled it is
uuite as appetizing as beef. The usual plan for preparing
this meat in Europe is in stews, but for that matter steaks are
rare in the old country ; they believe in getting all the good
there is in meat, and this alone comes through the slow stew.

About half of all of Electioneers get are now "in the

list" No other horse who has sired as many foals can

approach this showing. Alcyone, perhaps, comes nearer

Electioneer in this respect than any other stallion.

A young man in this city has applied for a patent for a

covering for bicycle wheel pneumatic tires. It consists of a

band of steel similar to a large clock spring. It does not let

the rubber flatten on the course, as it thoroughly fills the

circle of steel, thus equalizing the pressure and presenting a

very small bearing surface to the course. Bicycle riders who
have used it declare their bicycles ride easier and go faster,

besides there is no danger of the bursting or being injured.

Oro Wilkes, 2:11, the han^ome trotting stallion at San
Mateo Stock Farm, returned from his hard Eastern cam-
paign feeling better than wben he left here. His clean limbs

are not marred by a pimple, puff or sear. In fact he has

not a blemish anywhere, and bred as he is, being by Sable

Wilkes. 2:18, out of Ellen Mayhew, by Director; second dam
Lady Ernest, by Speculation; third dam Lady Hibbard, dam
of Lou Whipple, 2:26£. Mr. Corbitt may be induced to breed

a few outside mares to Oro Wilkes this year.

O. B. Server, of Los Angeles, writes: "The people of Los
Angeles are becoming more interested in trotting and pacing
horses than ever. The advent of the kings and queen of the
turf has stimulated everyone to study all the news they can*

The turf papers and especially the Breeder and Sports-
man are in demand. Next fall we want to have the Breed-
ers meeting held here we believe we ^an show the horsemen
of California that the interest in light harness horses in the

southern part of this State does not diminish a particle."

The net profit of the New York Driving Club for its Grand
Circuit meeting was $11,293.02. The matinee given Septem-
ber 22od, resulted in a loss of $648. The one on October 9th
showed a loss of $303, while the Inter City races cost the club

$1,794. This shows that there is but one kind of a meeting
to give, and that is a good one with large purses on liberal

terms. Such a meeting, attracting as it always does the best

horses on the turf brings out the public as well, and sets the
balance on the credit side of the ledger.

Powell Bros., of Pennsylvania, have sold to Leo Holt-
hous, Groningen, Holland, two highly-bred trotting stallions.

They are the black stallion Shadeland Electricity, by Elec-
tricity, 2:17|, dam Fatima, by Berlin, and the chestnut stal-

lion Shadeland Russell, by Lord Russell, dam Isadore, by
Satellite. They were selected by Julius Pajonzeck, a well-

known German trotting-horse trainer, and will be shipped to

Holland this week from New York City by the steamship
Zaandam.

C. E. Nutting, Lima, Ohio, has an exceedingly well-bred
yearling colt by Alfonso, out of his fast mare by Sidney ; sec-

ond dam Belle Grand, 2:21}, by Le Grand ; third dam Oak
Grove Belle (dam of Beaumont, 2:23, and Belle Grand, 2:21i),
by Arthurton; fourth dam Henrietta, by Bell Alta; fifth dam
by Peacock. He traces thus six times to Hambletonian,
twice to Harrv Clay, six times to Mambrino Chief, with some
fine thoroughbred thrown in. The youngster is nominated
in the Kentucky Breeders' Futurity for foals of '94, while the
dam will be trained and campaigned the coming year.

The committee in charge the General Sherman statue se-

lected for a model for the horse the handsome y^ung stallion

Pawnee, 2:26i, son of Stamboul]and Minnehaha (dam of eight
with records below 2:30). Pawnee is owned by J. B. Dutcher
& Son, and when the committee expressed a desire to have
the horse in New York several weeks Mr. Dutcher felt it his
duty to decline. The committee evidently know a good thing
when they see it, for Pawnee is every inch a show-horse, bat
too valuable to be away from Pawling so long at this season
of the year.

The well-known horseman, James E. Berryman, who is

at the To Kalon Stock Farm, Oakville, Napa County,
has been re-engaged for the ensuing year. Mr. Berryman
will have a number of good ones on the circuit in 1895. At
the beginning of this season distemper affected his little

string of trotters and pacer's; this compelled him to take
them back to the farm. It is hoped that no such misfortune
will occur again. Mr. Berryman gave a number of horses
fist records in the East before coming to California and dur-
ing his sojourn here has marked several very low.

The "gray ghost" Waldo J., 2:13}, has been sold by the
Santa Paula Horse Company of Santa Paula, to E. A. Hardi-
son, of that city, for a good sum, and will be taken East to

pace in the principal places on the grand circuit there next
season. His trainer and driver, J. Mack, will have him in
charge as well as several " green 'nns " that have proven
themselves worthv of being taken. Among them is a gray
four-year-old by Bob Mason, out of a mare by A. W. Rich-
mond, second dam by Ben Wade (thoroughbred), that is a
second Waldo, and can hardly be distinguished from him.
What a team they would make?

When a horse stops and proposes to turn arouDd, do not
resist him. but give him a quiet horizontal pull in the direc-
tion he wants to turn so as to carry him further around than
he intends to go, and if possible keep him going around a
half dozen times, says a horse trainer. In most cases this
will upset all his calculations and he will go ouietly on with-
out much ado. If six turns will not do, give |him twenty.
In fact, if he will keep on turning to your rein
you are sure to conquer, as enough turning will confuse him
and leave him at your command. If he will not turn, and
will back to the rein, keep him going backward in the direc-
tion vou want to go. He will soon get tired of that and pre-
fer to go with the right end forward, but before you let him
go give him decidedly more backing than he likes.

Society owes to the horse a debt of gratitude a thousand
tiroes greater than it does to thousands iif men who abuse
him. He has ministered to progress ; has made social inter-
course possible when otherwise it would have been slow and
occasional, or altogether impossible ; he has virtually ex-
tended the strength of man, augmented his speed, doubled his
lime, decreased his burdens and, becoming hiB slave, has re-
lieved him from drudgery and made him tree. For love's
sake, for the sake of social life, for eminent moral reasons,
the horse needs to be bred, trained and cared for with scru-
pulus care. The teaching of men how tjdo it has been left

too long to men who look upon the horse as an instrument of
gambling gains or of mere physical pleasure.—H. W.
Beecher.

Some of the Eastern advertisers take occasion in the holi-

day -numbers to claim that they furnish the boots used by
the champions in Salisbury's, Budd Doble's and Goldsmith's
strings of horses. This is unjust to John A. McKerron, the .

celebrated horse boot manufacturer, for outfits from his place
are seen and used by all of them. All the greatest drivers in
the United States send orders for boots, harness and clothing
to him. We like to see credit given wherever it is due.

When Alcantara is put on the block for sale the public
will have the pleasure of seeing a horse sold for more money
than has been realized for any horse, mare or gelding, since

Stamboul sold for $41,000. He was bred to 128 mares in 1893,
at $200, and his book has been filled each year since Mr.
Davis purchased him. His get are uniformly good-lookers,

possess good size and soundness, and though inclined to mix
in their gait when first put to training are pure trotters when
once squared away. A stallion that earns, say, $20,000 per
annum in the stud would be a good investment at $25,000,
and Alcantara will bring a generous sum of money when led

into the sale ring.

High knee-action, considered so essential to style and
finish in English coach and light- harness horses, is a natural
action and not acquired, as some suppose, says an Eastern
writer. It would be a very difficult task to teach a horse
high knee-action if there was no natural tendency to the
gait. It is claimed that the action originated in Britain. It

is known that high stepping was peculiar to the horses of

Britain before the coming of Julius Cajsar, That was before
the period of good roads, when wheeled vehicles had to be
dragged at full speed over land covered with sedge and rank
herbage ; the horses had to lift their feet.

The new performer Major Lacy, 2:20, by Mogadore, is out
of Lacy (dam of J. H. McCormack, 2:29), by Flaxtail. P.
P. Kirk, Mason City, Iowa, owner of Lucy now twenty-three,

writes that she is still hale and hearty, and is at Ewell Farm
Spring Hill, Tenn., in foal to Brown Hal. She is the dam
of a number of others of great promise, including a year-
ling filly by the magnificent but ill-fated Storm, 2:0S£, that

has shown repeated quarters in thirty-seven seconds. Mr.
Kirk owns a pair of fillies by Storm, out of two daughters of

Lucy, Dot and Puss Brown by Eli Ab allah.—Horse
Review.

The fine old stallion Nick o' the Woods, owned by the
Vance estate, died at the Shaw place, Mad river, some time
Saturday night. Nick was probably the oldest and certainly

the best-known horse
(

in this county says the Humboldt Times.
He was of Ethan Allen stock, and came into the hands of the
late John Vance in 1870, through the elder Hogoboom. He
was then about eight or nine years old, and in prime condi-
tion. Nick was never worked very much, but was kept
principally for breeding purposes, and in later years was nsed
by Mayor Vance as a buggy horse. Since the death of the
Mayor no one had driven Nick, and he had been spending
his remaining days in equine ease in pasture on Mad river.

While the Wilkes horses have usually been credited as

being race and money winners, a number of writers keep
harping on there not being champions in their classes. An
examination of the records, however, will disclose that they

are not behind in this regard, either. Among the records

held by horses carrying Wilkes blood will be found the year-

iog record, the two-year-old race record for both colt and
filly, four-vear-old race record by both filly and gelding, five-

year-old stallion record, five-year-old stallion record in a
race, and the five-year-old gelding record, all trotting. Among
the pacers the house of Wilkes is credited with the follow-

ing: The fastest stallion, the fastest mare, yearling colt in a
race, yearling filly, three-year-old filly, four-year-old colt

and filly, five-year-old stallion, fastest fourth heat, half-mile

track record, recoad to wagon and others. In view of these

facts it is simply making a display of ignorance to say there

are no champions emanating from the house of Wilkes.

In dealing with horses there are two things to be done

:

first, to control and restrain them ; second, to stimulate and
encourage them to perform the greatest efforts of which they
are capable. For a dozen men that can do the first, you will

only find one that can do the second. But that one has an
extraordinary power ; at a word from him, a touch on the

reins, the horse will freely strike a pace to which another

man cannot urge him by voice or whip or spur. It would be

hard to say what is the secret of this power, but I doubt if it

is ever found in any man not possessed of both a strong will

and a feeling for dumb animals. The " magnetism " that

people talk about iB, I suspect, simply the fortunate com-
bination of these two qualities. A trainer or driver may, it

is true, succeed fairly well with a horse in spite of certain de-

fects in his temperament or character. With ordinary
horses, pluck in riding or driving can usually be made to

take the place of nerve. Whyte Melville analyzed these two
qualities very justly. Pluck, he said, is that kind of courage

or determination which enables a man to do that which he is

afraid to do, whereas, nerve is the absence of fear, the one be-

ing chiefly a moral, the other perhaps chiefly a physical

quality.— Athlantic Monthly.

A number from here and elsewhere went to the Oakland
Track last Saturday afternoon to witness the much-talked-of

race between the horses of Henry Petermann, of Mt. Eden,

J. P. Marlin, of Lorenzo, Pete Matthews, of San Leandro
and Mr. Sweeney, of Oakland. The owners were to drive

their fast 'unsfor a purse of $200 and gate receipts. When i

the time came only Marlin and Matthews showed up with

their purses, an I rather than disappoint the crowd they made
up a special race together and put up. Marlin bad Sniggle-

fritz and Matthews drove his-Gray stallion, best two out of

three heats. The judges were selected and all was ready.

After a little scoring the flag was dropped and away they

went, Sniggle in the lead the first quarter. At the half the

same, at the three-quarter pole no change. Down the stretch

they came plowing through the mud, but not a break did

Snig make, and came under the wire an easy winner with the

stallion a couple of dozen lengths in the rear. When time

came for second heat, Snig came on the track strong and

looked like he could race for a week without quitting. This

heat was only a repetition of the first and proved conclusively

that Marhn's horse was the champion. The track was in very

poor condition for a race and on this account the other horses

did not go fast. Considering the condition of the track they

made splendid time, the first heat 2:35, the second 2:32£. The
original race was postponed until this Saturday, buttheheavy
rains would not permit of that this week. Word was received

Wednesday that the race is now off, as the proprietor of th

track refuses to let it again.—Haywards Journal, -

,,
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THE SADDLE.

Mr. DoNOHUEsays Lazzarone will make a good handicap
horse next season.

Bob Isom; rode two winners Friday ; Carr, Cochran and
Hinricbs one each.

The new grand stand at Churchill Downs will be entirely
of brick, stone and iron.

Diqgs, the remarkable two-year-old colt, will winter at

Louisville. He belongs to B. J. Johnson.

Vassal has clearly returned to his last summer's form, for

his win over ThornhUl and Sir Keel Thursday was a very
j

easy one.

LoTTrs D.'s lessee played in hard luck Thursday, the black
mare being run up $700 on him. As most of the sprints are
selling affairs, it is hard to see where a mare like Lottie can
be run at a profit. The top price in this particular race was
$1,000. Many other horsesare put in at sums far below their
vaiue and are not run up, but Lottie D. never escapes.

The well known English trainer Pincus, expresses the
opinion that while Isinghss is unquestionably a grand race
horse, the American horse Domino could beat him. He cites
the fact also that while Isinglass has had but ten races as a
two-year-old, winning eight and making a dead heat, which
is technically a win. Isinglass only raced three times as a
two-year-old.

Dara, the McTague filly that started Thursday in the first

race, is a sister to Melanita, Dan Miller's mare that "also ran"
in the third event.

Jake Johnson did not fall, and won easily Saturday. He
is from "mud families" with a vengeance, being by .Enquirer,

dam Babee, by imp. Bonnie Scotland.

A race at five furlongs, weight for age, between Tartarian,
Lottie D., George F.Smith, the Nellie Peyton filly and Rey
Alfonso would be well worth going a long way to see.

Chorn, the iiew rider (to San Franciscans) rode one horse
in second and two in third Friday out of the four ^mounts
he had. The ride he put up on Capt. Rees was red hot.

Blue Fire, by the dead Maxim, won the Canterbury
Oaks, one and a half miles, 122 pounds up, recently. Tere-
dina, another daughter of Maxim, was third in the same
classic event.

Frank Maley;, the bookmaker suspended in the Ricardo
case, says he is willing to match his horse Hal Fisher against

Ricardo for $2,500 at the same distance and weights, the same
buys to do the riding.

Thomas G. Jones, manager of J. B. Chase's Sonoma
thoroughbred ranch, on Friday brought Dare and Green
River down to Frank Van Ness (who has leased them). The
horses are looking in superb shape to start in training.

There are plenty of horsemen who never advertise be-

cause they believe it would do them no good, but just say
something against their horses and see how quick they will

realize that the publicity has done them irreparable harm.

Vincest Bradhcrst died November 13th at his home,
Blorwick, Eaglaad. For nine years he was the sole pro-
prietor of the Daniel bit business, now carried on by Messrs.
James and Frank Beard, under the name of V. Bradhurst &
Co.

Pregnant brood mares that are in good health will do
well on plenty of early-cut, well-cured English hay without
grain until within a few weeks of foaling time. In the coun-
try, where hay is cheap and grain high, hay is the most eco-

nomical diet.

A friend of ours saw a grand weanling filly recently at

Pleasanton. It is a bay with black points, white stripe-

down the nose, by the dead imported horse Martenhurst,
dam Cheerful, by Three Cheers. Billy Napier owns her and
thinks she regulates the sun.

J. M. Rogers, George E. Smith, E. V. Shedeker, M. M.
Alien, \V. Donohue, A. F. Walcott, J. Ruppert Jr., F. Geb-
hardt and Burridge Bros, are wintering at Morris Park. The
track is frozen hard, and consequently exercising under the

sheds is now the order of the day.

Eddie Sachs was born under a lucky star. That was
proved Saturday when he bet $500 against $250 on Senator
Irby for place, and a horse hid to fall down, fjr hitn to win
the money. That was what happened, however, Candid
striking "hoodoo" spot No. 2 in a heap.

Jockey Jerry Chorn, who has made a great reputation

thej past* season Jin thej South and at Chicago, arrived last

week from the EaBt. He is under engagement to the Ken-
tucky Stable, we understand, and will doubtless be seen in

the saddle freqoently at ihe local track.

Del Norte, pulled up at the start in the second race

Friday by Cahill, who evidently thought it no go, would
almost assuredly have won. Mr. Storn plaved several

hundred dollars on his colt, at S to 1, and would have landed
the money but for the misfortune told of above.

A mancfactdrer named Gray, of Sydney, N. S. W.,
will soon come to San Francisco with one of the new start-

ing machines that have been so successful at the great Mel-
bourne, Sydney and New Zealand meetings lately. They are

in use all over the colonies now and are very popular.

In England St. Simon keeps the Blacklock blood to the

fore, his progeny having won about $210,000. Isonomy, as

a sire, runs a close second to St. Simon. Raconteur, that ap-

pears to be the favorite for next year's Derby, is a brother to

Childwick, who, as a yearling, John A. Morris offered $25,-

000 for.

Imp. Doncaster, bay horse, by The Drummer from De-
votion, by Goldsbrough, arrived in the city from Victoria last

Saturday evening in charge of Dan Michell. He will be

prepared for the Bay District races by Mitchell at Oakland
track. At one time Doncaster was a good race horse,but was

knocked out in his work at Sydney.

Tommy Bally has leased of J. B. Chase, through Thomas
G. Jones, the following: Chestnut yearling filly by imp. Mar-
iner, dam Mischief, by Thad Stevens, and Maria, brown
yearling filly by imp. Greenback, dam Leveret (dam of JLar-

ehetto, Lonelay, etc.), by Lever. The youngsters were

brought down to Bay District Track by Superintendent Jones
yesterday morning.

The Covington pool-room cases, recently decided against
the pool roomB in the Superiour Court, involving the question
of abatement on the ground of a nuisance, rather than by in-
dictment and fine, and which is also of great interest to the
Louisville pool-rooms, were, December 5th, on motion of the
attorneys for the pool-rooms, certified to the court of appeals,
where the judgment of the lower court will be reviewed b*

the new court.

Riley Grannan evidently thinks By. Holly's judgment
excellent. On Friday the Ffosden turfman bet the nervy
young Kentuckian $100 against $o'00 on Crawford. Immedi-
ately after booking the bet Grannan jumped off his block, and
bet a couple of hundred on the Bakersfield pony wherever he
could get it on, generally getting odds of 6 to 1. At the
close Crawford was at 4 to 1 and off many of the boards, and
he won in a bloomin' cantah.

F. E. Gardner, who until recently trained for jPorter
Ashe, has been engaged by Mr. R. A. Swigert to train for
him the coming season. Mr. Gardner will manage Mr. Swi-
gert's stock farm until it is time to start out on the circuit.

There will be eight horses in Mr. Swigert's stable next year,
including Ellsworth, Carlsruhe, Potsdam and several two-
oear-olda.—Live Stock Record. Gardner at one time worked
at Palo Alto and later for L. J. Rose.

Notwithstanding the doubts that exist as to the Morris
Park scheme, there will no doubt be, barring prohibitive
legislative action, plenty of good racing in the East next
year. If, as the lawyers seem to think, the Ives bill will be
repealed under the amendment, then in the absence of new
legislation there will be no time limit on racing, and the
meetings at Gravesend and Sheepshead Bay can be begun as
early and continued as late as may be desirable.

Henry Gerhardy, the old-time jockey, who trained the
Western division of Mr. Eugene Leigh's stable this year, will

train Mr. J. E. Pepper's string next year. Mr. Leigh will

have a gensral supervision of Mr. Pepper's stable, and this

has given rise to the announcement mat he would do the
training, but Gerhardy will train the horses and have im-
mediate control of the stable. Gerhardy is a good trainer
and he will have some some material to work on next year,

as Mr. Pepper has some very promising youngsters.

A later improvement in the pneumatic saddle is an
alumium belt which passes directly over the pummel. This
bell contains a number of pockets similar to those in a car-

tridge belt. As mercury is the heaviest of known substances
fonts bulk, it is intended to make weight with mercury car-

ridge?, each of which will weigh one pound and tit into the
belt as do cartridges in the belt of the militiamen. It is ex-
pected that the use of the pneumatic saddle will result in the
Jockey Club and Turf Congress taking cognizance of the
matter and ultimately cause these organizations to raise the
scale of weights.

Mrs. John M. Clay, who owns the Ashland thorough-
bred stud farm in Kentucky, expresses her opinion thus: "I
do not concur in the general scarce concerning the thorough-
bred interests. 1 remember to have beard the opinion ex-
pressed by Mr. Clay that ' Racing was a fine, manly, out-dooi-

,

public amusement, and had too strong a hold on popular aQec-
tions ever to be dispensed with, although, of course, it would
be subject to vicissitudes, just the same as any other sort of

business.' And it is my opinion that keeping one's affairs

well in hand during prosperous years will enable one to tide

over non-prosperous ones. I have been, and will continue,

saving my tillies until the sacrificial times are over."

In the retirement of Dobbins, the famous three-year-old

of the Croker stable, the Einera track* lose one of the best

colts that ever looked through a bridle. Dobbins pulled up
lame after a hard ruo through the deep mud at Gravesend
during the autumn meeting of the Brooklyn Jockey Club.

The lameness has never been cured, and it was finally decided

to send the colt to the Belle Meade Stud. As a yearling

Djbbins wasa graat, sla^nia^ youngster, biiog sired by Mr.
Pickwick, son of Hermit and Tomato, by &iog Tom, out of

Flora, the greatest daughter of Longfellow. He was bred

at Fairview Stud, near Gallatin, Tenn., and was sold to Frank
Ehret of New York for $20,000. When the young brewer

sold his stable Croker bought the yearliag for $20,000.

The colt showed great speed and it soon developed that he

had more speed than Yorkville Belle, his half-sister, at any

any distance up to half a mile. Although he was raced hard

during the season, the colt ran to a head with Domino in

the Futurity. This brought about the great dead-beit race

between Domino and Dobbins over the same ground and

weights for $10,000 a side. Last year Dobbins won $75,0"0

in slakes and purses, and thiB year his wins over Key El

Santa Anita in the Realization stakes, Hornpipe, Senator

Giadvand others not only helped in his winnings, but gave

him an excellent reputation. t£e&vy tracks were to the lik-

ing of the colt. In the retirement of Dobbins, Mr. Croker'

s

stable is again sadly reduced. Red Banner, the $15,000 filly,

is dead, Yorkville Belle is in the stud, and Flirt is only a

ghost of the good filly that John Huggins trained for Loril-

lard in 1893. Prince George is a cripple, and Ctica may not

train on. Alontauk, the yearliag by Strathmore, out of

Spioaway, is said to be of great promise, being not

only entered in the Derby, but other classic events on the

English turf.

In the second race Friday the names of seven of the
riders (there were eight btarters) commenced with " C." The
seven were Coady, Carr, Chorn, Cahill, Chevalier and Coch-
ran. Needless to say their horses came one-two-three. Three
races were won by horses whose names commenced with
C."—Charles A., Charlie T. and Crawford. And the track

looked like a " C " of mud.

A very natural question has often been asked during the
past season, remarks the River Platte (Buenos Ayres) Sport
p.nd Pastime. What are the young Ormondes doing? Several
should have been running this year, and there are six two-
year-olds born according to Argentine tims, registered at the
Jockey Club, and two foaled to English time, out of Resigna-
tion, Girdle, Alicia, Kirk o' Field, Erin's Pride, Philosophy,
Orisson and Queen of the South respectively, besides the colt
out of Aubepioe, which was burnt in the fire at Belgrano.

Chris. Moore, the leading j ickey of Australasia, arrived
on the steamer Arawa last Saturday morning, and attended
the races in the afternoon. Moore is declared to be a thor-
ough artist in the saddle, and those that have seen him in the
pigskin are enthusiastic over his ability. He is apparently
twenty-six or twenty-seven years of age, and can ride at 102
pounds easily enough, we should say. Moore's last great vic-
tory was on The Harvester in the V. R. C. Derby. Many of
Australia's classic winners have been piloted by this Archer
of the Antipodes, who is a mo3t level-headed, unassuming
man who loots to the future and does not throw himself away,
as many successful jockeys do. Moore will remain in Amer-
ica about three months, and expects to ride J. D. Lewis'
horses (that will come on the next steamer) at Bay District
track,, so that we will have a chance to judge between their
best rider and our cracks in the saddle. In Mr. Lewis' string
will be Tarcoola.the Melbourne Cup winner of 1S93; Temple-
stone, a fast six-furlong horse by Chesterfield, ard three or
four others. Loyalty, one of the best horses in the colonies,
may b secured by Mr. Lewis and brought over.

Oden Bowie's death removes another one of the old school
of turfmen. Although brusque of speech at times, Oden
Bowie was a truthful, honest, liberal turfman, upright in all
his dealings, says one who knew him. He was a brave soldier
in the Mexican War, and a prominent figure in Maryland
affairs during the War of the Rebellion. At the close of the
war Mr. Bowie was quick to realize that active, diligent work
waa_requisite to repair the damage caused by the conflict. In
1867 he was elected governor of Maryland, and that year was
the beginning of his career as a turfman, although from child-
hood he loved the thoroughbred. When the Maryland Jockey
Club ras formed Mr. Bowie was elected president, and for
many years the Maryland Jockey Club was one of the lead-
ing racing clubs of this country. The famous Dixie, Breck-
inridge and Bowie stakes were features of the Maryland
Jockey Club meetings. The great race between Ten Bioeck,
Tom Ochiltree and Parole, over the Maryland Jockey Club
track, is one of the historical races of the .American turf, as
Parole's victory decided Pierre Lorillard to send him to
England, where the great gelding won many races. Governor
Bowie, as everybody called him, was the presiding judge at
all the meetings held by the Maryland Jockey Club, and fre-
quently acted in that capacity at other race-tracks. Nobody
ever disputed a decision made when Governor Bowie offici-

ated. Among the many famous horses owned by Governor
Bowie were Crickmore and Oriole, with others that frequently
carried his colors first past the winning post. The Bowie
Stakes was the last of the once-popular four-mile heat races
of this country. Everybody who is in any way associated
with the turf mourns the loss of Oden Bowie.

The Board of Stewards of the California Jockey Club at
Friday's session ruled Trainer Jimmy Long off for life,

-uspended Bookmaker Frank Maley pending a little further
investigation, and exonerated little Fitzgerald from all blame
in the Ricardo '' pulling " case. At first the little stable boy
refused to make a clean bieast of what he knew, but under a
cross-fire of questions Fitzgerald, trembling with fear of there-
suit if he told on his employer, Long, broke down, and, after

being guaranteed protection, gave the whole thing away be-
tween his sobs. It was that Long had treated him cruelly
nearly all the time since he left bis mother's home at Lath-
rop, Cal., some three months ago, to exercise horses for

Ricardo's trainer. He had not only been whipped, but had
not received a dollar for his work. Fitzgerald declares that
he strongly demurred from " pulliDg " horses, but that Long
said he would " break his head" if he did not do as he in-

structed In view of the circumstances, the lad
was exonerated from all blame, and Col. Chinn told him to

go over to the Kentucky Stable, where he would be furnished
with protection and employment. Fitzgerald was afraid to

meet Long. President Williams, on learning that the abused
boy had not been able to get any money oat of Long, sent bis

mother $20 by telegraph and informed her that her son was
in good hands. Jimmy Long wasa crack jockey a few years

ago, but getting too heavy, went to training, at which he has
been fairly successful. Ricardo and Judge Tarn belong to

G. W. Trahern, a well-known Stockton turfman.
Frank Maley, the bookmaker suspended, is one of the
owners of the horse Hal Fisher. An examination of the
sheets showed that he had taken in more money on Ricardo
than was usual tor him to take on any horse, while he offered

a point better than any one else. One man is said to have
bet Maley $200 on Ricardo, and be did not cut the price,

which was quite usual in any race where a horse was not
known to be "dead." Maley would not have taken anything
like this sum without cutting the price, but Maley was so

confident that Ricardo could not win that the
more money that rolled in the bigger price he
kept offering against the horse. As it is to be presumed that

this firm bet on Hal Fisher, it will be seen that they would
have made a clean-up if the "job" had gone through and the
Board of Stewards had not declared all bets off as they did.

The prompt action of the officials is to be warmly com-
mended, and the protection of little Fitzgerald and the little

details in connection therewith show that ibe hearts of Col.

Chinn, Presideat Williams and their associates are in the

right place.
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The Dos Angeles Meeting.

better gaited last horses as well as stylish roadsters looks

more, promising than it has for years.

There are more Eastern horsemen in California at

present than were ever here before, and the class of

horses we have surprises and delights them as

much as the splendid fields, our climate and the natural

grasses which are noticeable everywhere..

Everyone of these people are becoming interested in

our horses and stock farms, and when the storm clouds

pass away they will be agreeably surprised at the many

pretty places that are yet to be seen.

The race meetings in the southern part of California

will not continue long and we look forward with pleasure

toward extending the " freedom of the State " to the

" knights of the sulky" who have come so far to test the

truth of the statement: " This is the best place in the

world to winter horses !"

Death of George Woodard.

The Eastern visitors who brought their strings of

champions here had an opportunity of driving some of

them over the Los Angeles track on Christmas day and

the day following. The weather was not as warm as

they expected, nor the track as perfect as desired, never-

theless, the performances given shows that the horses

did not " go back " in their speed in consequence ot their

long journey across the continent. Given good weather

and track, we are of the opinion that every record they

attempted to be lowered this week would have been

shattered.

We remember Monroe Salisbury made the following

remark on the last day of the year 1893, at Pleasanton :

" If it was necessary, I believe this little black fellow

(meaning Directum) would trot closer to two minutes

to-day than any stallion, mare or gelding in the world.

I find that the nearer to New Years you can bring a

horse in fine racing condition the faster he can go.

None of my horses do as well in July as they do in

November and December, and if we could give a winter

meeting here, the crown won by California as the best

place to hold winter meetings would never be taken

away." His words impressed us strongly then, and now
lhat the horses have had a trial,even in the face of great

obstacles, it is demonstrated that the ''king maker" was

not very far wrong in his prophecy.

This has been an unusual winter. Rains fell late in

September, then until the beginning of December the

weather was delightful ; the hills and valleys never

looked more verdant and just when the prospects of a

dry winter began to cause the farmers and stockmen

uneasiness, the rains again fell and drove all thoughts

of a "bad" year away. The only one who felt that

Pluvius did not treat them right by controlling the rain

clouds a little longer were our Eastern friends and the

lovers of good racing. However, it is better that these

people should lie disappointed than our vast population

dependent on the mining, agricultural, horticultural and

viticulture! resources of this State.

The prospects for the new year in every branch of

business are brighter than they were in 1894, and the

horse interests are also shaping themselves in a more
satisfactory way. The day of slip-shod breeding has

passed, and the future for better looking, better bred and

It is with feelings of sadness we read of the death of

George Woodard, which occurred at his home in Yolo

county last Friday, surrounded by sorrowing relatives.

No one knew him but to speak well of him. His kindly

face, straightforward manner and geniality endeared him

to all. He was an ardent lover of a good horse, and

spared neither time nor money to have those he

bred, trained and raced. Years ago he loved to ride in a

sulky, and few of our younger drivers could give him

points about driving. As one of the directors of the

Woodland Association he was zealous, and a hard work-

er ; he took a deep interest in its success, and through

his individual efforts this association can boast of having

one of the best race tracks in California. As a member

of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Association be was

found ready to advise and help it in its struggling

infancy and saw it grow in size and strength,

until to-day it is unapproachable by any similar organi-

zation in America.

On the circuit, "Uncle George," as he was familiarly

called, was always greeted with pleasure by horsemen

and their friends. When any proposition was offered to

give extra races, he. never declined if he thought it would

increase the attendance. He cheerfully acted in any

capacity where he could be of use, and his decisions in

the judges' stand were never questioned. He will be

missed by erery one, and we know of no one who can

fill the vacancy caused by his death.

As a husband, father, neighbor and friend he filled the

measure of perfection to the brim. To his family we extend

our sympathy while realizing that his loss extended far

beyond the confines of his home even to the boundary

line of this great commonwealth. He was an unpreten-

tious king among men, and as such will be mourned by

all who had the pleasure of knowing him.
" The glories of our birth and state

Are shadows, not substantial things.

There is no armor against Fate

;

Death lays his icy hands on kings."

Enjoying the Winter Season.

The advantages San Francisco possesses for the hold-

ing of a winter meeting becomes apparent to all who
visit this coast. Although the Bay District Track is

almost submerged by water at present, and horses cannot

be exercised over it, the proximity of the Golden Gate

Park with its miles of smooth roads, and the splendid

six miles stretch of ocean beach at its extreme westerly

border, afford excellent'training grounds for the "child-

ren of the winds."

Just as the gray streaks of dawn are observed on the

coast range, all is activity around the hundreds of stalls

at the Bay District Track. Trainers and exercise boys

are called up and preparations are quickly made for a

trip to the beach. Seated on one of the oldest of his

string the trainer sees that all the boys are well mounted

and have left nothing behind. The journey is begun,

and over the wide, smooth, clean roads, the procession of

bangtails, in columns of fours, jog to the ocean. The fun

begins when the horses get on the smooth, rock!

beach. The trainer unwraps his bundles of towels an

blankets and the jockeys get away as if the starter was

there to drop the flag. Up and down the smooth beach

scores of boys and horses enjoy breathing the salty air,

while the clear, ringing pattering of the horses' feet

accompany the thundering roar of the waves, the bark-

ing of the seals and the shrill chirping of the sea gulls.

It does not take long for riders and horses to have all th

exercise needed. Under the lea of the banks, behind thi

shady trees, the rubbers unsaddle their horses and go

work drying the strongly-built youngsters. The retu

to the track is then in order and the laughter of the

light-hearted boys as they criticize and joke about each

other's riding can be heard long before they are seen

rounding the turns on the road. The fleet-footed thor-

oughbreds are walked slowly and are soon in their stalls,

and fed with the finest hay to be found in any part of the

world and the best of grain."

There is no danger of the horses catching cold on these

trips unless the attendants are careless. The absence

of sleet, snow and ice makes the greatest improvement

in the appearance and physical conditions of these equine

beauties, and the benefits derived from their exercising

in this way every day is recognized and appreciated

by horse-owners and trainers.

This is the first visit many of these men have made to

this side of the continent, but, if we are to place any

faith in their praises, we have no hesitancy in saying it

will not be their last. Even admitting the weather has.

been very cheerless and the rains heavy and continued,

these people say we, in California, have much to be thank-

ful for ; in fact, we have no reason to find fault with the

track, the climate, or the meeting now in progress, and

when they return East they will do their utmost to

encourage others to come and enjoy their winters here.

Elsewhere in this number will be found the adver-

tisement of the Coney Island Jockey Club. The an-

nouncement is made therein of the conditions of the Fu-

turity for 1897, and the Double Event and the Great

Trial Stakes to be decided at the June Meeting of 1895.

The conditions of the Futurity are the same as those

heretofore offered with this exception the amount of

added money is left blank, owing to the unsettled condi-

tion of turf affairs in New York. There are two sections

of the Double Event for two-year-olds. One will be run

on the firstday of the spring meeting and the other on

the last day. Each has $5,000 guaranteed. The great

Trial Stake for two-year-olds has $20,000 guaranteed.

All of these stakes are offered subject to future legislative

action, as in the next legislature of New York State ac-

tion will surely be taken on the amendment recently

passed by a vote of the people in that State. Entries

close January 3d and should be sent to the Clerk of the

Course, Coney Island Jockfy Club, corner of Fifth Ave-

nue and Twenty-Second street.

Chicago Hieing Association.

ALCANTARA, the great Wilkes stallion, will he sold at

auction January 9th. This horse should be purchased

by some Californian. There is a scarcity of sires of his

prominence on this coast, and as his progeny have been

demonstrating their worth as fast trotters and sires and

dams of fast ones in the East, the need of just such a

stallion is apparent. Besides this great stallion Mr,

Kellogg is to sell some of the choicest-bred horses, colts

mares and fillies ever led into a salesring, many of them

representatives of the most fashionable families, and

known to possess all the qualities sought for by horsemen

of the present day.

This is the last notice readers of this journal will have

of the closing of entries for the stakes to the Chicago

Racing Association, as January 1st is the date set. The

advertisement appears in another column, and should be

read by every owner and trainer of thoroughbreds in

California. The meeting promises to be the greatest

ever held at Hawthorne, the purses offered ranging from

$1,500 to $25,000.

Besides these stake events there is also the Chicago

Derby for 1895 and 1896, for which the events in each

are guaranteed to be worth $25,000.

There should be no hesitancy among horsemen who

intend to go East in forwarding entries to this meeting

if they wish to make money.

The Cincinnati Jockey Club presents for the last time

its advertisement of the meeting to be held at its grounds

in 1895. Entries will close January 1st and as many

horsemen now at the Bay District Track and a number

of horse owners who have young thoroughbreds on their

farms scattered all over the Pacific Slope, are making

arrangements to go East this year they must not over-

look this meeting. The seventeen stakes afford oppor-

tunities for colts, fillies and aged horses, and the purses

being large there should be no time lost by breeders who

desire to get a share of them. There is only one way in

which they can prepare the way to do so, and that is to

fill out the entry blanks and forward them to W. R.

Letcher, secretary, room 303 Neave Building, Cincin-

nati, O. A word to the wise is sufficient.

A number of holiday editions of the leading turf

journals have been received and will be noticed next

week.
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The attention of our readers is called to the changes

in the conditions offered by the Galesburg Association,

for their meeting in 1895. Since our last issue we have re-

ceived notification of several very important alterations,

and made them, and as several of our stock farm owners

intend to send strings of horses East in 1895 it is of

vital importance that they do not neglect making their

entries in time. Only a few days are left as entries must

close next Tuesday, January 1st. Do not neglect this

last appeal.

Entries for the Occident Stake to be trotted at Sacra-

mento, will close next Tuesday, January 1st, and all

breeders of trotters should avail themselves of this op-

portunity of having their col'is and fillies engaged for

this splendid stake race. The advertisement containing

full particulars appears in another column of this issue.

Remember entries must be sent to Edwin F. Smith,

secretary, Sacramento, on or before January 1st, there-

fore, there is no time to be lost.

THE SIRE OF DIRECTUM'S GRANDAM.

Owners of stallions should remember that the season

for breeding will soon commence and owners of brood-

mares are anxiously waiting for the advertisements of

the various sires to know wbicb one to breed to. The

wide-awake stallion owner will secure the best patronage

if he advertises now.

If horsemen wish to register their trotters under the

old rules they must do so at once, for on Tuesday, Jan-

uary 1st the new ones which are very stringent will go

into effect.

A visit to the Bay District Course is now termed by

the talent "a trip to the circular swimming bath'"'

What horse will win the $10,000 Spreckels Handi-

cap to-day ?

We wish all our readers a Happy New Year !

Special Journalism.

Special journalism within the past few years has attained

a marked degree of improvement and advancement. We do

not mean to say that daily journalism and newspapers in

general have not improved and kept pace with the advance-

ment and progress of the age, but special j mrnalism has

grown more*in public favor with a great majority of the read-

ing public. Special journalism deals more in the practical

affaire of everyday life. It makes up the greater quantityof

family reading. Special journals are read and studied, while

the daily journal is skimmed over in a hurry and cast aside,

because if it is not read at once the next copy is on hand

the next day, and so on. With the special journal it is very

different. The reader takes it up in the evening and if it is

not thoroughly read and digested in one reading it is care-

fully put in some convenient place and taken up again the

next evening, and so on through the week or the month.

This is an important fact to advertisers. The man who ad-

vertises in any newspaper expects the readers of that paper

to read his advertisement. If they do not, he is paying out

money for something he does not get. Is it not reasonable to

suppose that the more a paper is read and re-read the more

likely is the reader's eye to catch and read the advertise-

ment? Advertising as well as journalism has become an art.

People are educated to buy what they see advertised. The
special journal presents to the advertiser greater advantages

than most other publications.—Iowa Turf.

Everyone Should See Them.

Nothing so educates the eye as an objective study. Agassiz

always insisted on having a drawing of any variety he was

studying. To the student of the evolution of the horse-

particularly of the American trotter—from Lady Suffolk to

Adbell, the modern style of correct portraits introduced on

this coast by Sanborn, Vail & Co. are invaluahle aids. These

importers make a special feature of this style of picture, and

whilst they serve the purpose of enabling one to speak author-

itatively regarding the conformation of any particular horse

under discussion, they are attractive for any office or library.

Sanborn, Vail & Co. are at 741 to 745 Market street, and are

selling these splendid works of art at one dollar each, or $10

a dozen. Go and see them. Visitors are always welcome.

After the declarations had been made Monday the follow-

ing were left in the $10,000 Spreckels' Handicap, to be

decided to-day, insuring a very interesting contest

:

Cadmus, 123; Vassal, 123; Hawthorne, IIS, Gilead 117, Lov-

dal, 116; Wildwood, 115; Mr. Jingle, 112; Major McLaugh-

lin, 89; Del Norte, 85; Charmion, 110; Articus, 108; Lissak,

106; Crichton, 102; Key Alfonso, 101; Glen Echo, 100;

Grandee, 105; Jim Flood (including 5-pound penalty), 92;

Niagara, 80. Col. Chinn does not think Jim Flood the cinch

the newspaper men declare him to be, by any

means, and to show that he means what he says offered to

sellJim Flood for $5,000. The jovial Kentuckian says that

in case he sells Flood he will put the purchase price on

another candidate in his stable that is conceding weight to

both 'Major McLaughlin and Jim Flood, and it is not very

hard to guess that the Colonal has reference to Lissak. On
serious reflection it looks as if the Kentucky Stable's owner

is just about right. Lissak's chances in the rich stake look

very rosy indeed. In case no sale is made three colts will

bear the Kentucky Stable's white, with red sash, to victory or

defeat Saturday. ^

The Modesto track is probably the finest winter course in

the State, as horses can work over it within a couple of hours

after a heavy rain has fallen, the soil being; such as to absorb

ihe rain as fast as it comes down.

A Relic of the Past is the Stallion Card of
Bennett's St. Lawrence.

Much has been written of the sire of the grandam of the

great stallion Directum, 2:05}. The owner of this champion
after considerable trouble learned that in the possession of a

gentleman in Martinez named Bennett there was a handbill

of the old horse, so he visited him and secured a copy, which
he kindly loaned us. The old bill i s typographically an

elaborate affair and one well calculated to attract atten-

tion. For over thirty-five years it was tied up with a

bundle of other papers and was only accidentally discovered

about one month ago. This young St. Lawrence, or as he was
known in California as the Roodhouse or Bennett St. Law-
rence, sired the dam of Stemwinder. Mr. Green says he was

well patronized by all the farmers and breeders of trotters in

Alameda and Contra Costa counties and his progeny was con-

sidered excellent ; they had size, (style, action, good color,

and were remarkably pure gaited. There were very few peo-

ple who cared to develop trotters during the time St. Law-
rence stood in California, but everyone who handled his sons
and daughters liked them. The influx of the Williamson's
Belmont's sons, Venture and Capt. Webster; besides Whip-
ples' Hambletonian and Geo. M. Patchen Jr., induced manv
farmers who had St. Lawience fillies to breed them to these
sires, and their judgment proved excellent, for no better class

of horses for road or general purposes could be found than
they. As fast as the youngsters were broken they were sold
in San Francisco to people who loved to drive stylish a« well
as fast horses on the Cliff House road. The ;great grandam
of Directum was a very fast and famous running mare called

Quien Sabe. She was by Langford, son of Williamson's Bel-
mont, and in her day was tbe queen of quarter and half mile
horses. The following is a copy of the bill above mentioned:

THE CELEBRATED FAST TROTTING STALLION.

ST. LAWRENCE
Will stand the ensuing season, 1856, commencing on the first of April,

and ending on the first of Jnly following, at the

STABLE OF BENJAMIN ROODHOUSE

Two and a half miles south of Whitehall. Green county. 111., and
will be let to mares at $25 to insure, due as soon as the mare is ascer-
tained to be in foal, or parted with. Those comiDg from a distance
can be accommodated with pasture on reasonable terms. Great care
will be taken to prevent accidents, but we will not be responsible for
any that may occur.

B. ROODHOUSE.
J. W. GREGORY,
E. GRISWOLD.

Green Co., 111., March 1, 1856. PETER ROODHOUSE.
* pedigree:

I do certify that the trotting stallion. Young St. Lawrence or Bay*
ard which I have just sold to Messrs. B. Roodhouse and J. W. Greg-
ory, was sired by the celebrated fast trotting stallion, Old St. Law-
rence, which was raised in Lower Canada, and is now distinguished
in both Canada and the United States, as having been one of the
fastest trotting stallions ever raised in Canada. His dam is a thor-
oughbred Canadian mare, noted for her speed and endurance as a
trotter, she has proved herself superior to all her race by bearing
off the premiums at the numerous fairs held io Lower Canada.

St. Lawrence will be eight years old the 16th day of June, 1S56. He
stands 15.2 hands high, and is a beautiful brown ; for color, action,
substance and symmetry, he cannot be surpassed. He is kind and
gentle in disposition, has proved himself a good foal-getter, and his

stock is admitted to he superior to that of any other stock iu Canada,
In September, at tbe La Prairie annual races, he won the purse in

the contest with the best trotters in Canada. Time, 2 minutes, 46

seconds. Also in tbe spring following on the ice, he bore off the
purse. And at the La Prairie races in 1853, though in bad condition
after the summer's campaign he was putou tbe track, consequently
the last heat was made against time, and as performed in 2 minutes
and 33 seconds. P. M. DUFRE3NE.
After having read the above description given by P. M. Dufresne,

we do not hesitate to give our assent to Its truth, and accordingly
subscribe our names.

Montreal, Nov. 14, 1855.

HIRAM DUCLOS JR.,
F. W. DUCLOS,
J. B. PAGNUCLO,
ISAAC ACLIM.
R. C. DUFRESNE. M. D.

CERTIFICATE.

This is to certify, that we, the undersigned, appointed by the super-
intendent of the "Madison County Agricultural and Mecbanioal
Society," at a fair held in the month of September, A. D. 1858. to

time the horses trotting tor the first premium, at said fair, do certify

that the horse St. Lawrence, owned by Mr. Roodhouse &. Co., (the

track being 470 yards around) made the first round iu forty-five (-15)

seconds; the second in forty-one (4l) seconds; the third in thirty-nine

(39) seconds; and tbe last in thirty-eight (38) seconds, being the best

time made under our observation. Given under our hands at Ed-
wardsville. BOHNWEIR,

THOMAS J. NEWSHUM, Com.

HOOF-BEATS.

Remember entries to the Occident Stake close January

1st.

Ingot broke down in the steeplechase Tuesday, we are

informed.

The new registration rules become effective next Tuesday,

January 1st.

Riley Grannan lost a small fortuue on Hy Dy in the

mile race Wednesday.

John Pender, formerly of Oregon, has a string of horses

at the Los Angeles track.

Comrade pulled up one of the lamest horses anyone ever

saw after the last race of the day.

Charley Kidd, the injured steeplechase jockey, was

around Tuesday, and will soon be in the saddle again.

Frank Covet, Superintendent of Palo Alto Stock Farm,

attended the races and ate Christmas dinner with his sisters

Tuesday.

Charles KiNGSLtY, looking not quite as fat and rosy as

of yore, was among his friends at the local track Wednesday

afternoon

.

Sib Reel made a most disappointing run in the second

race Tuesday. A barrel of money was lost on the strongly

built bay horse.

Major Ban is developing into quite a race horse, and

Daggie Smith should be proud of what he has done with the

old son of King Ban.

Queen Bee is already showing improvement in Frank

Van Ness' hands. She came from the rear and got the place

Tuesday in the first race.

Floodmore Tuesday added $1,550 to his winnings in
stakes and purses, making $5,800 that he was won for Nick
Hall at the present meeting.

Advance, son of Electioneer and Lady Amanda, has had
his name changed to Electioneer Jr. It is a strange thing
that the latter name was never claimed before.

Grandee was run up $200 Monday by a stranger, but
Mr. Macdonough could probably stand it, as he made quite
a clean-up on the gray colt at odds of 7 to 1.

Jockey W. Flynn was suspended Wednesday pending in-
vestigation. The officials were dissatisfied with the way he
rode Faro on Tuesday and Sir Reginald Wednesday.

Chorn rode three winners and one second Monday out of
the four mounts he had. The new-comer threatens to be-
come fully as popular as Carr has been recently. Felix will
have to look to his laurels.

Realization is a sort of gold mine in wet weather and over
a sticky course. The bookmakers will not have it that he is

a pretty good sort of colt.and a good price can be had against
him in any race he starts in. j

Ji v' Flood has to take up a seven-pound penalty in the
$10,000 Spreckels Stakes, to be run to-day, making his
weight 94 pounds. At this he figures to have as good a
chance as any horse in the race.

_
President A. G. Ryan, of the Portland Racing Associa-

tion, was at the track Monday, having returned from a
pleasure trip to ihe southern part of the State. He leaves
for his Oregon home in a few days.

Mike Hennessy rode a good race on Dara in the maiden
event Monday. Hennessy got his eyes so full of mud at the
start that he had to be led into the scale-room on dismount-
ing to enable him to make his weight.

Every mare bred by Dictatus last year is believed to be
safe with foal. This horse will be prepared for the race meet-
ings next season and will surprise the most sanguine of his

admirers. Bred as he is he should be among the greatest.

Grifein, the celebrated light-weight jockey, has been en-
gaged by Burns & Waterhouse to pilot Lovdal to-day
in tbe great Spreckels Handicap. "Soup" Perkins is almost
certain to ride Vassal ; Carr, Charmion, and Charley Weber,
Gilead.

The loss to the trotting horse industry of Yolo County oc-

casioned by the death of George Woodard is almost irrepar-

able. He was one of the strongest pillars of the Woodland
Association and, in every way, encouraged farmers to im-
prove their stock.

Monroe Salisbury made a flying trip from Los Ange-
les to Pleasanton last week. He was delighted with the way
Superintendent Jose Neal has everything fixed and painted

at the famous track. The people of Pleasanton are anxious
to have the "king maker" back.

A wager—A bets B a certain sum of money that no horse

went in harness—trotting or pacing—less than two minutes,
distance one mile. Who wins? Ans.—A wins.

Though badly expressed, tbe meaning of the above is that

A wagers that belter than 2:00 has not been made in harness

and consequently he wins. J. C. S.

Charles I. Havens, the architect, has a pacing colt by
Aptos Wilkes that horsemen claim is a second Flying Jib.

This youngster was crippled about fourteen months ago, but

Dr. Masoero, the veterinarian, treated him for the injury,

and no sign of it is apparent. Next year Mr. Havens hopes
to "go down the line" with this sidewheeler.

A. B. Spreckels has entered his horses liberally in the

rich Hawthorne and Harlem stakes, and the chances are he
will send a good-sized, select string to compete at Chicago
next season. J. B. Chase has entered seven mares in the

Futurity stake opened by the Harlem association and twenty

of the Palo Alto farm matrons have been entered also.

The almost certain starters in the $10,000 Spreckels'

Handicap for to-day are Lovdal, Gilead. Glen Echo,
Charmion, Mr. JiDgle, Del Norte, Lissak, Jim Flood, Major
McLaughlin, Articns, Hawthorne and imp. Crighton—twelve

in all. The doubtful starters are Cadmus, Wildwood, Vas-

sal, Rey Alfonso, Grandee and Niagara.

The Spreckels' Stake of $10,000 to bej run for to-day,

is the richest put up since 1875, when Foster, at that time

called "the Oregon horse," won the four-mile race. Be-

fore that the great mare, Katy Pease, won first money in

a $25,000 stake, and the year previous (1873) Thad Stevens

won the memorable four-mile heat race pitted against Joe

Daniels, True Blue and others.

Rowley Colston Jr., who trained and developed every

good horse owned by the Kentucky Stable during the past

ten years, hassevered his connection with the stable. During

his loDg career as trainer for Col. Chinn he handled such

good ones as Ban Fox, Huntress, Little Mioch and Bob
Fisher, besides a number of other good race horses of lesser

note. He is too good a trainer to be standing around with his

hands in his pockets while racing is going on, and will

probably be snapped up by some of our leading turfmen.

"Soup" Peekins, by many considered America's best

light-weight jockey, arrived in the city Wednesday morning

in good shape, and attended the races in the afternoon. If

he is under contract to ride here it is not generally known,

but it is altogether likely he will have one of the best mounts

in the rich Spreckels Handicap tc-dav. It will net

surprise us if he bestrides Mr. C'orrigan's Vassal. Perkins is

a stranger to San Franciscans, but will doubtless be well

known by this time next week. He is a colored lad, a great

boy to get away from the post and a good finisher.

The Board of Stewards Wednesday warned off the owner of

Thornhill, Trainer Joe Nelson and their horses, and sus-

pended Jockey John Sullivan indefinitely on account of

Thornhill's run in the Naglee Stakes on Tuesday. The colt

had up 118 pounds in the deep mud, and his jockey went out

without whip or sours, the former not being allowed by the

officials. Just what evidence the stewards had that caused

them to take such important action we do not know. R. Stipe

was also told to take his string away, the reason given out for

publication being that Lottie D. was "run short" the firsi

time out and her owner knew that she was not up to a rar
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CALIFO ..NIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

Charles A. Beats El Tirano a Head—Charlie T.

Leaves the Maiden Ranks—Quirt's Easy-

Win—Crawford G-ood After His Long
Rest—Mainstay Fools the Taient—Red
Bird, Jake Jonnson, Lovdal, April and

Motor ia Front on Saturday.

FORTY-SEVENTH DAT—FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21.

FAIRLY good racing was had on the

creek this afternoon, and it waB

witnessed by a brave crowd of

nearly 2,000. Betting was spirited

on at least threfc of the races. Fa-

vorites won the first three events,

s but the last two were taken into

camp by 8 to 1 and 5 to 1 shots re-

spectively. "Dope book" students

had therefore but a slight shade the best of the speculation.

The track was as soft as a sixteen-year-old damsel's heart,

and not quite as much faith could be placed in it. There

was but one accident to record—the fall of Wilda with An-

derson—and as neither boy nor filly were injured, all went

merrily as a marriage bell.

El Tirano cut out a lively pace in the first race, and looked

a winner up to the last few yards, when Charles A . got up

and by dint of hard riding was landed a winner over the

two-year-old by his black head, McLight a very poor third.

Dolly McCone was cutoff soon after the start, and ran poorly

thereafter.

Charlie T., a brother to Pescador, was made a Bizzling first

choice in the race for maidens, second on the programme.

He got away second, said gjod-bye to the Experiment colt

about three furlongs from home, and romped in a winner by

three lengths from Del Norte, who beat the Experiment colt

a head. Speaking of Del Norte remiuds us that Cahill pulled

up on him, not thinking it a send-off, and when Storn's

brown colt was got going he was last, apparently out of all

creation. The run he made was the showing of a cracker-

jack in the mud, as he must have been nearly eighty yards

behind the leader at the half-pole. The bookmakers had just

cause for hogging themselves rapturously, for it is almost a

dollar to a little red apple that Del Norte, played very heav-

ily, would have been first had Cahill not pulled up.

Quirt, at 2 to 5 and 9 to 20, led all the way in the seven

furlong race, and what little excitement there waB about the

race was connected with the fight for place between the Mura
colt and Gordius. Seaside fell out of it nearing the half-mile

ground and Carmel sulked.

Kobin Hood had many moneyed friends in the fourth race,

likewise big brown Johnny Payne. Crawford had the sup-

port of a few average form-students, such as Riley Grannan
and By. Holly. The latter bet the slim Parisian with the

good nerve $100 against $800, and then Riley got off his

little block to get some of that Bakersfield pie for his own
table. The result was that Crawford's closing price was 4 to

1—when he was on a board at all. Crawford and Robin

Hood fought each other hard for a little over a quarter of a

mile, then the Kern-county pony set his teeth down hard*

put his ears back in a business-like way, and threw mud all

over the bay gentlemm of Sherwood forest, who had all he

could attend to in the case of Johnny Payne vs. Robin
Hood.

Mainstay, who po33e33ed a gait like a rocking horse at 'he

end of his previous race, ran by Centurion et al. to-day as if

they were the lowest of serfs and he a Czar of all that he sur-

veyed, and won easily by two lengths with odds of 5 to 1

chalked up against him. Capt. Rees, ridden with great skill

and determination by Choro, got the place from Centurion
(the good thing) by half a length.

Sow the Races Were Run.

The first race, six furlongs, selling, had eight starters and
Cnarles A. for a favorite at 8 to 5. Dolly McCone was at 3£
to 1, McLighi 4, El Tirano and May Day 15, Niagara, Mor-
veu and Queen Bee 20 each. Queen Bee, El Tirano, Mc-
I/tight was the order to a good siart. El Tirano went out of
the bunch, accompanied by Queen Bee, and the pair ran in
close order passing the hall pole, Charles A. third, three
lengths ufl. Kl Tirano drew away three-eighths from home
and led into the homestretch by two lengths, Charles A. and
Queeu Bee head and head, three leuglhs in front of Mc-
Light. It looked El Tirano's money up to the last furlong,
wnere Charles A begin to loom up vexy dangerous. Getting
up to El Tirano in the last few yards, Charles A. won, driv-
ing, by a head, El Tirana second, six lengths from McLight,
he two and a half lengths in front of Queen Bee. Time,
1:22|. Chevalier's claim of foul against (Jharles A. was not
allowed.

Charlie T. was made a favorite in the second race, about
six furlong*, for maidens, his closing price being 8 to 5. My
(Sweetheart was at 3 to 1, Del Norte and Mosby each 6, Arc-
tie 10, Experiment colt 12, Coquette 16 to 1. Euperiment
Colt, < hariie T., Mosby was the order at the start, in which
Del Norte W..B pulled up. Charlie T. and the Experiment
colt were ra^iug heata apart at the half-pole, My Sweetheart
third, four lengths oh*. Charlie T. now began pulling away,
and was three lengths to the «ood turning for home, Euperi-
ment cult Becond, as far in front of Coquette. All the way
down the straight Del Norte gained, aud though Charlie T.
was an easy winner by three lengths, Del Norte snatched the
place in the last stride, getting it by a nose, Experiment colt
third. Time, 1:22. Del Norte ran a wonderfully good race—a better one than the winner.

Quirt was a red-hot favorite at 2 to 6 in the third race,
B.vea furlongs. Gordius was at 6 to 1, Seaside 7, Carmel 12

and the Darebin—Mura colt 25 to 1. Quirt was first off,

Gordius next, Seaside third. At the quarter-pole the favorite

had opened four lengths of daylight on her nearest op-

ponent. Mura Colt, who was head and head with Seaside.

The favorite was running under a pull, and was first to the

half-mile ground by five lengths, Mura Colt and Gordius
now head and head, four lengths in front of Seaside, who was
plainly in distress. Into the homestretch first by six lengths,

Quirt won easily by three from the Mura Colt, who was one
and a half in front of hard-driven Gordius, whom Chorn
lifted energetically the last part of it. The time was 1:37$.

Robin Hood, at 7 to 5, was favorite in the fourth event, a

five and a half furlong selling affair. Johnny Payne was at

8 to 5. Crawford (8 to 1 at one time) went to the post at 4

to 1, Grannan and By. Holly having gone down the line on
the little fellow at 6 to 1. Wilda was at 10, White Cloud
12, Metal 25, Kitty L. 40 to 1. Robin Hood, Crawford,
Johnny Payne was the order at flag-fall. The first-named

pair went away from the others at a corking pace, running
head-and-head past the half-pole, four lengths in front of

Johnny Payne. Near the three-quarter pole Crawford be-

gan pulling away from Robin Hood, and Johnny Payne
crawled up gradually. Half-way down the homestretch it

was apparent that Crawford would, barring accidents, win
easily, which he did by three lengths, Robin Hood in a fierce

drive beating Johnny Payne a short neck for place, Time.

1:16J. Wilda fell between the half and three-eighths poles,

throwing Anderson, her jockey, who was not seriously

hurt.

Centurion, plunged on for a good thing, went to the post a

slight favorite in the last race, his price being 11 to 5. Banjo
waB at 2-2 to 1 (2 to 1 in some boxes), Mainstay 5, Capl. Rees

6, Grandee 7, St. Elmo 15 (heavily played), Wandering Nun
30 to 1. Grandee, Banjo, Centurion, Capt. Rees was the or-

der to a good start. Centurion went to the front early in the

action, leading passing the half pole by a length, Banjo sec-

ond, with Capt. Rees at his saddle, a head in front of Main-
stay. The latter headed Centurion in the next 100 yards,

and drew away at a Hindoo clip, leading into the homestretch
by three lengths, Centurion as far from Capt. Rees, on whom
Banjo was lapped. Mainstay had an easy time of it down
the homestretch, and won by two lengths. Capt. Rees came
up clot>e against the inner rails, and ridden in a masterly

manner by Chorn, beat Centurion out half a length. Wander-
ing Nun was fourth, three lengths further away. Time, 1:15.

FOttTY-EIGHTH DAY, SATURDAY, DEOEMBER 22.

Favorites floundered to the fore with great regularity|to-day
}

the first four on the card finishing in front, the fifth winding

up in third place. In consequence the wise men of the West

that followed the Breeder and Sportsman's selections went

home with enough of the coin of the knights of chamois skin

and slate to buy turkey and other Christmas joys by

the wagon-load. The attendance was most encouraging

to the management, day and track considered,

there being close to 3,200 lovers of race track excitement

on hand to see some interesting affairs horsey settled in good

shape. Only one accident occurred, that to the beautiful

black Australian mare, Candid, who running in the gamest

fashion head and head with Lovdal, crossed her shapely legs

about 100 yards of the finish^-at one of the two "hoodoo

spots"—fell, and threw Carr in the mushy mud. Neither

racer nor boy were injured, but the accident undoubtedly

cost Mr. A. B. Spreckels the place money and all the coin

he had wagered on the Splendor mare.

Red Bird and Norlee had the first race to themselves from

the fall of the flag almost. About a sixteenth from home
first one head bobbed in front, then the others. Finally

Red Bird got his cranium to the fore, and Bob Isom held it

there until the finish, O'Bee being third, a couple of lengths

away, the rest strung out badly, Monrovia finishing last of

all.

Jake Johnson did not fall this afternoon, with Chorn look-

ing out for his interests, and leading from flag-fall to finishing

point, won easily by four lengths from Steadfast, who ran a

race that in contrast with his previous effort lays it in deep-

est shade. Bone Doctor finished third, eight lengths behind

Steadfast

In the Golden Gate Stakes, one mile and three furlongs,

Candid and Lovdal had the race to themselves from start to

the point where Candid crossed her legs, 100 yards of the

finish. Senator Irby was ridden right into the flying mud
by Chorn, and the result was that Corrigan's good colt was

plainly beaten when less than half a mile had been run. Lov-

dal would have had his feet full beating Candid, but I reckon

he would have won the best part of the money just the same,

even if the black mare had kept on her pinB.

April's win of the steeplechase was an easy one, Stanford

riding him with good judgment and bringing him to the

front at the proper time. North was the weariest second a

person ever saw when Cochran got through punching him,

while Prince Idle was third.

Motor, backed from 6 down to 3 to 1, got away third in the

last race, ran to the front in the first quarter, and won easily

by three lengths from Jack Richelieu, who was as far from

Realization. On Thursday Realization beat Jack Richelieu

a nose, Motor finishing five lengths off. The winner

carried five pounds more this afternoon. This will doubtless

cause an investigation and the punishment of someone. It

was currently rumored this afternoon that Mr. Legg did not

like the ride Hinrichs gave him on Thursday, and that was

the reason he changed jockeys to-day.

How the Races Were Run.

Red Bird, played for a killing, opened in the betting at 3$
to 1, closed at 1 1 to 6. Braw Scot was at 3 to 1, Monrovia
4, O'Bee 4 J, Norlee 7 and Sligo 20 to 1. Norlee", Red Bird,
O'Bee was the order to a good send-off. Norlee, Red Bird
and O'Bee drew away from the others, and ran past the half-

pole lengths apart as named. Norlee and Red Bird fought
every inch of the way up to the last jump, Norlee showing
a neck in advance coming into the homestretch, Red Bird

Bird three lengths in front of 0,Bee, he as far from Sligo.
Red Bird got on level terms with the Hali filly seventy yards
of the finish, and it was ding-dong to the very end, RedBird
winning by a head, Norlee second, two lengths from O'Bee,
he five from Sligo, Time, 1:07$—a great run over such a
heavy track.

In the second race Jake Johnson was a favorite, thebeat
price at the close being 7 to 5. Bone Doctor was at 3 to 1,
St. Albans and Haplein 7 each, Steadfast 15, Mero 30, Lochin-
var and Santa Rosa 40 to 1 apiece. Jake Johnson was off
first to a poor start, St. AlbanB second, Steadfast third. Jake
Johnson, Steadfast, Bone Doctor and St. Albans ran about
two and a half lengths apart as named passing the half.
Steadfast ran up like a shot nearing the homestretch, three
lengths into in front of Bone Doctor. Jake JohnBon came
away again in the straight, and won easily by four lengths,
Steadfast second, *ight lengths from Bone Doctor, he a length
in front of Lochinvar. Time, 1:24.

The Golden Gate Stakes, one mile and three furlongs, for
three-year-olds and upwards, guaranteed $1,000, brought out
four Btartere—imp. Candid, Lovdal, La Gascon and Senator
Irby. Lovdal, backed down from 7 to 5 to 6 to 5, was the
favorite, Senator Irby next in demand at 9 to 5 (opened at 7
to 5), Candid 3 and 3J to 1. Lovdal, Candid, Senator Irby
was the order to a good send-off. Candid led Lovdal running
into the straight by half a length, Irby three lengths away.
Passing the stand Candid's head was bobbing in front of Lov
dal, Senator still three lengths off and catching the wash in
great shape. There was no change in positions passing the
quarter and half-poles, though the leaders, drew farther and
farther away from the Corrigan $10,000 colt as they went
along. Lovdal and Candid were fighting hard turning for
home, though Lovdal's head showed to the fore. Nose and
nose the chestnut colt and black mare raced down the stretch,
Lovdal going easiest. In front of the 100-yard pole Candid,
tiptoeing and driving hard, stumbled and fell, throwing Carr
off, neither racer nor boy being injured. Lovdal then won
easing up by eight lengths, Senator Irby being lucky enough
to get the place, eight lengths in front of La Gascon. Time,
2:36|.

A short course steeplechase came next. Six sported silk,

and April was a 6 to 5 favorite. North was at 3 to 1, Prince
Idle 4, Albatross 8, Dave Douglass 8 and Valparaiso 20 to 1.

Prince Idle and North ran close together over the first two
jumps, April going easy about three lengths away. North
then took up the running on the hill and to the water, where
April, j umping cleanest, went on and took a slight lead, Stan-
ford having the favorite under a pull. North lad over the
next jump by half a length, over the far center-field obstacle
by a head, April gaining at the latter point. North stopping
badly. Cochran urged him energetically, however, but April
struck the regular track eight lengshs in the lead and won
pulled up to a walk by twenty-five lengths, North, driven out
and very tired, second, eight lengths in front of Prince Idle,

he fifteen from Albatross, Dave Douglass and Valparaiso
bringing up the rear, badly beaten. Time, 3:42|. The ex-
cellent showing of April in Stanford's hands is in marked
contrast to the horse's work in the St. Brandon race.

The fifth race was six furlongs, selling, with four starters

of good class participating. Realization, played by Grannan
and other plungers on the strength of his win over Jack
Richelieu and Motor two days before, was made,a 2 to 1 shot,

and favorite. Jack Richelieu was at 2£ to 1, imp. Percy and
Motor 3 each (latter 5 at one time). Realization, Jack
Richelieu, Motor, Percy was the order as the bunting flopped
to a good send-off. Motor, in Chorn's hands, had his speed
with him to-day, passing to the fore and leading the fast mud
colt, Realization, half a length at the half pole and two
lengths into the homestretch, Jack Richelieu at Realization's

heels and coming fast. Motor was on the Keeley order to-

day, not letting up in the least, and the result was he won
easily by three lengths from Jack Richelieu, he as far from
Realization, Percy a bad last, and not fairly in the hunt after

seventy-five yards had bsen traversed. Time, 1:21—aspeedy
run. Motor's reversal of form in two day's time will doubt-
less cause trouble for his rider of Thursday, Hinrichs, as on
that date, with five pounds less weight up than o-day, was
beaten off by Realization and Jack Richelieu some five

lengths. The improvement of eight lengths in two days is

too marked for the stewards to let it pass. Messrs. Walter
and Ullman ran the winner up $1,700, but Mr. Legs kept
him.

[Continued on Page 614.
J

New Food for Horses.

A new food for horses has been patented in England. It

is composed of blood, extract of meat and Iceland moss. For

the last namel, chaff or chopped straw, treated as described

for the Iceland moss, may be substituted.

The blood is from healthy oxen; it is strained, mixed with
two per cent, of pure pepsin, and one per cent, of pure dilute

hydrochloric acid ; the mixture is kept at thirty-seven de-

grees C. for eight hours, being repeatedly stirred during this

time.

The meat is freed from fat or bone, and is thoroughly
beaten with a heavy hammer on a hard wooden block. One
part by weight of the mass of meat is placed in twice its

weight of water, together with three per cent, of its weight of

dried n*elon leaves, and one per cent, of its weight of hydro-
chloric acid. After eight hours, the steeped meat is gradually
heated in a boiler to a "boiling beat," the process preferably

tasting eight hours, the boiler proper being continued for

half an hour. The extract of meat thus produced is

filtered.

Three kilos, of the washed Iceland moss are steeped in

seventy litres of water, containing ISO grms. of potash, for

twenty-four hours, being repeatedly stirred. The coloring

matter and bitter principle of the Iceland moss having been
thus extracted, the moss is washed and spread on boards to

dry.

Two parts of the blood are mixed with one part of the ex-

tract of meat, and one kilo of the Iceland moss is added to

three litres of the mixture. When the moss is completely
saturated, it is spread on boards and dried for twelve or

fourteen hours in a drying chamber. It is then sufficiently

brittle to be ground to a fine powder, which is mixed with

moistened oats, bran or other usual food for horses. The con-

dition of horseB is stated to be much improved by this food.

Lord RosEBERYhas engaged John Watts to ride his two-

year-old bay colt Sir Visto, which is now the favorite for the

Derby of the coming season. He has also engaged Matt
Dawson as his trainer:

j,
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TIMELY HINTS.

Winter Care of Broodmares,

Colts.

Stallions and

Probably as much depends on the wintering of trotters as

their subsequent treatment, and the most expert trainer

cannot make a successful campaign with a horse or colt

which for any reason has had improper care during the win-

ter months. This fact has become so firmly established that

many prominent trainer refuse to take a horse unless they

can have them in their stables through the cold season of

the year. But as none but general rules can be given for

the winter handling of horses and colts which are to be raced

next summer, it is best not to make any attempt to advise

regarding this class, except to say that each animal needs a

different treatment than the others, and this requires the ex-

perienced care of an expert, so it is usually best to place

them in the trainer's hands as early as January 1st. But

stallions in service, broodmares and colts require special

care, and whether they receive it or not determines, to a de-

gree their subsequent value. As stallions kept for service

are, as a rule, either neglected or what is nearly as bad, in-

jured by too much injudicious care. To begin with, a horse

is naturally an active animal, and his natural food is grass.

Perfect health in breeding stock, as well as in all others, is

necessary to good results. It is of vital importance that a

stallion should have exercise every day he lives, but no rule

can be given for just the amount which any individual

Bhould be given. Ten miles a day will be too little for some
very robust, hardy horses, while others who are notasstrong-

ly constituted may not need more than three or four. But
if ~& horse is jogged juBt about the right distance to suit

his needs, yet he .is not properly exercised, for

only a certain set of muscles are brought into play, his

work if -of a hum-drum sort, very different from that which
he will take if he is given his freedom. Long experience has
shown that a stallion will do better, and remain in better

condition, is left to take his own exercise in a large paddock.
Many of the most valuable stallions in the country, both

trotters and thoroughbreds, are kept in this way. Among
these may be mentioned Ambassador, Sweepstakes, Gambetta
Wilkes, Allerton, Wilton, Iroquois, Brown Hal, and many
other famous sires. A double advantage in this plan is that

the horse may be left unshod, his feet will be good if they are

properly attended to, kept clean and in shape. Nature will

previde him with a thick storm-proof coat, he will be free

from colds or rheumatism, his appetite and digestion will be

excellent, and his progeny will be strong and healthy if their

dams are properly fed and kept. His stall should be roomy,

warm, dry, light, with a double plank floor, well bedded with

dry, clean litter. Serious results will almost surely follow if

the floor is of earth, or is damp from any other cause, or if

the floor is so constructed that there is a draft of air contin-

ually blowing through it, or where beneath it is a mass of cor-

ruption. Don't expect a horse to do well in a place where
you could not, with proper clothing, sleep comfortably your-

self. When he has become accustomed to this way of living

and his quarters are made perfectly comfortable, never put

a blanket on him. Nature gave him a coat that adjusts itself

to the changes of the temperature. With his exercise and
housing attended to, it is necessary to the best results that the

stallion's feed should be of proper quality and quantify. His
feed should not be stinted in quantity, unless as in rare in-

stances he is a gross feeder, an equine glutton. It is not best to

confine a horse entirely to a diet of dry oats and timothy

hay, for these are to a horse exactly like crackers and cheese

would be to a man. The low price of wheat makes that

grain one of the most economical articles of horse feed, and

judiciously given is without doubt the most satisfactory.

Better results will come from feeding this, for the grain ra-

tion to all classes of horses than can be obtained by any
other or perhaps any combination of other cereals. To those

who are unused to feeding this grain it may be of interest to

say that from one-third to one-half the quantity of the usual

oats ration should be given ; thus if a horse is accustomed

to fourquarts of oats, give him from three pints to two quarts

of wheat in its place. Wheat may be fed whole, but it is

better to have it crushed ; if in a roller mill, 60 much the

better. Then feed him some roots if he likes them, and when
the breeding season is on give him three or four quarts a

day of potatoes cut into convenient pieces. Potatoes will add

vigor to any stallion, and if the horse is slow or indifferent

in service, a ration of potatoes in addition to the wheat will

almost invariably produce a desirable effect. Give him a

few apples if convenient, and they will not only do him
good, but he will soon show an affection for the man or woman
who treats him to anything he likes to eat. Keep a box of

clean salt where he can get at it, and have water as convenient

to his reach. All these things being provided for his suste-

nance and comfort, never pnt a shield on him. If he is

known to be a victim of pernicious habits, arrange his stable

and paddock so he can see and put his nose against another

horse, a weanling will answer the purpose, and he will dis-

continue the practice, which is always a solitary one.

Then never allow a whip in his stall. If he is gentle

none is needed, if vicious it will make him worse. Cure him
of his vicious habits by kindness. The writer has had many
years personal experience with many different ttallions, and

has yet to see the first vicious stallion that did not become

safe for his groom to handle if kindness was the remedy

tried. A stallion is by nature a fighter, and when aroused

will resist to his death, as is illustrated when two strange

stallions get together by accident, but he is always susceptible

to kindness, and will become very much attached to anyone

who flatters him with little kindnesses. He objects to being

yelled at, jerked, cuffed, or even scolded, but will cheerfully

do anything reasonable for anyone who has tact enough to

recognize the fact that he is a reasonable being. These sug-

gestions as to feed and stabling will apply as well to mares in

foal, especially those relating to wheat as a ration. By its

use as an article of diet for the mare in foal, the offspring will

be strong and the chances of exhaustion in parturition will

be decreased. If several are turned out together, see to it

that there is none which is vicious to the others, as one sav-

age brute may do great damage. But in the care and

handling of the colts lies the success or failure of the whole

establishment. The breeders of thoroughbreds^ have long

since found that a colt may be grown t« almost his stature at

maturity by the time he is two years old if he is fed well
enough, but if he is highly fed he must have an opportunity
to exercise himself thorougly. So the whole secret consists in
giving him all he can eat, A boy who is growing fast and
full of spirits will eat more than he will when he becomes a
man, and so a colt should have all the best feed he can con-
sume. If he is given an open field to run in give him all the
oats, roots and hay he will eat, and a pint or two of crushed
wheat besides. Then if he will eat an ear or two of corn
besides, let him have that. If he is not growing like a weed,
or looks a little rough, give him four or five quarts three
times a day of crw's milk, Bkimmed will do, but unskimmed
is better. Look out for vermin, don't neglect his feet, don't
let worms kill him, cultivate his friendship and confidence,
break him by degrees so that he will never know when he
was broken, give him a good, dry bed, let him have a room-
mate if he is not too mischievous, don't put a check rein on
him if he is to be a trotter, never hit him with a whip, in
fact use him as you would wish to be used if you were he.

—

Trotter and Pacer.

Monroe Salisbury.

The pre-eminent position which Monroe Salisbury has

achieved as a horseman in the development of the greatest

trotters and pacers of the turf—Direct, 2:05i ; Directum,

2:05} ; Directly (2), 2:07| ; Alix, 2;03$, and" Flying Jib

2:04 and 1:58} with racing mate, all world's records, has

made people forget his great achievements as a business man.

I have known him for thirty years, and I first knew him in

lhat capacity. I knew him in scenes and under conditions,

which have passed away into history, never to return again

in the life of this people and nation.

He was an actor then in one of the moat thrilling periods,

and surrounded by the wildest scenes in the settlement of the

great west. It was during the war of the Rebellion and the

great Indian wars, which involved all of that vast country

west of the Missouri river, from the British boundary on the
north to the Mexican border on the south. These were the
days of the Great Plains Tribes of Indians ; the Sioux na-
tions, the Pawnees, the Crows, the ArapahGes, the Chevennes,
the Kiowas, the Comanches on the pla; ns, the great Ute con-
federation, the Snakes, Bannocks and Apaches in the moun-
tains and interior basins. They occupied a territory larger

than all the country east of the Mississippi river, and they
were numerous, well monnted and fiercely warlike. At the
time of which I am writing, Spotted Tail, the chief of the

Sioux, told me that if the great tribal council should light

the war fires on their signal hills 20,000 mounted warriors

would go out to battle. The other tribes could and did

send more than that number into the field. There were no
railways in all that vast country then—there was not even a
railroad to the Missouri river. There were military posts

and scattered settlements in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana
and two transcontinental stage lines—one to Santa Fe, New
Mexico and one from the Missouri River to Colorado, Utah
and Montana, and there was to California the pony express,

which carried messages 3,000 miles in ten days. There were
also many trading stations along the stage lines, in the settle-

ments and in the mining camps, so completely fortified as to

withstand all attacks. Every one of these great Indian

tribe" were then at war, and the government was vainly try-

ing to guard and patrol that vast country with forty or fifty

thousand men from the different military posts.

It was my fortune to be an officer in the army then, and to

meet Monroe Salisbury. These military forces, the people

of the settlements and mining camps and stage lines required

immense supplies, and it took an army of freighters to fur-

nish them. Mr. Salisbury was what was then known as a

"freighter," and to be a freighter at that wild time was to be

flghter, a fighter for his freight, his stock and his life. The
hardships of that life were little less than its dangers. It

meant the coarsest food, the greatest physical exertion

through the day, extreme and unremitting watchfulness at

night, with no bed but the earth, and no shelter from rain,

snow or blizzards, but the sky overhead. Every moment of

the day and night the savage warwhoop and fierce attack

was to be expected. It took all the grandest physical and men-
tal qualities to carry a man through such a life, and Salisbury

had them all in the highest perfection. la it any wonder,

even with such an equipment, that ten years of such experi-

ence should have made his head white as the mountain snows

before he reached the fifty year mark. For ten long years

Monroe Salisbury led this life, sleeping on the ground every

night in rain, hail, snow and temperatures often far below

zero. His trains of wagons grew longer and his freighting

interests larger till he was a central 6gure in that immense
business. He was known favorably from the Missouri river

to Helena, Mont., a distance of two thousand miles, and he

was popular with all classes of people.

During the construction of the Pacific railways he was one

of the largest contractors, building many miles of these rail-

ways, where men worked with a Winchester rifle within easy

reach, and there was about as much Indian fighting as work-

ing to do. When the Union and Central Pacific railways

were completed, and peace made with the Indian tribes, the

settlement and development of that vast country received an

immense impetus. The war of the rebellion was over, and

all the tremendous energies used in that greatest of the

world's struggles found employment in the settlement of the

great trans-Missouri country. A continuous line of white-

covered wagons poured along the overland routes—never has

that predominant trait of the conquering race of the world

had a stronger illustration than in that period. That trait is

the " hunger of the western horizon " impelling and propel-

ling vast hordes of men,women and children ever toward the

setting sun. The result of this " hunger for the western

horizon" made hundreds of settlements, opened up vast

mining regions, built towns and cities.founded and developed

a great western empire. From the Pacific railways lateral

stage lines on the various growing settlements and mining

camps were required. In this business Monroe Salisbury en-

gaged with all the splendid energy of his physical and in-

tellectual manhood. He built stage roads, bridges and

station bouses along stage lines of hundreds of miles in

length. Under his energetic management his business grew

till at one time his mail contracts covered 8,000 miles, and

he employed an army of men and hordes. He engaged in

mercantile and banking business, owned and operated silver

and gold mines and built two lines of railroads.

It was after all these far-reaching enterprises that his in-

herent love for the light-harness horse asserted itself. At

first he only bought and drove fast roadsters. He first roaded
Bateman, 2:22$; Sweetness, 2:21J; May Day, 2:30, and other
fast ones. He raced some of these roadsters with consider-
able success, and then followed the purchase of Komero,
2:19}; Director, 2:17, and Monroe Chief, 2:18}. Before he
bought these horses he had no intention of racing as a busi-
ness; in fact, until five years ago his other business prevented
him devoting much attention to bis horses. Up to that time
it was simply his relaxation and recreation. The purchase
of these horses and their success on the course gradually led
to the buying of brood mares, the establishment of a breediog
farm at Pleasanton, Cal., and the devoting of considerable of
his time to racing and breeding. It is only for about the past
five years that he has made a study of breeding, training,
shoeing and racing. The results of these years have been so
great that he is universally conceded in the first rank among
breeders and trainers. The account of his campaigns through
the great circuits form the most luminous page of harness-
racing history. It embraces the illustrious names of Director,
Monroe Chief, Cricket, Vic H., Direct, Flying Jib, Directum,
Directly, Azote, Expressive and Alix. The names of the
horses he has bred, trained, raced and given racing records
below 2:20 would fill a column of your paper.
Any history of the great Trans-Missouri Empire, its settle-

ment and development is incomplete if it does not include
the name of Monroe Salisbury, and the account of the high-
est achievements of the light-harness horse of the world will
be his story as a horseman.—H. Latham in Christmas Horse-
man.

Difference in Temperament.

A practical racing man and one of large experience once
expressed a preference for the sluggish colt. He said such a

colt was less likely to iojure himself, was easier to handle and
more reliable in racing. In short he believed the sluggards

the gamest and would last longer; that they always seemed
to have something left, a link to let out. On the other hand,

the free-goer expended too much energy to no purpose and
tired early. Sir Walter belongs to the sluggard class, and
where will you find a gamer horse ?

Perhaps no two horses were more unlike than the

first two horses of the Dwyer dynasty, and Mr.
Phil Dwyer is never more interesting than when telling of

it on a winter's evening or a summer's afternoon after the

races are over. Luke Blackburn in 1880 was a wild horse.

He raj on his courage, and his short, choppy stride was so

rapid that he "had his horse beaten before thev had gone
half a mile." Hindoo, in 1881, was a quiet, matter-of fact

fellow. " He would do all that was asked of him and no
more." Urging or punishment unsettled Blackburn, but
Hindoo aaswered it like a game-cock touched by the steel

Sensation was sluggish, but his phenomenal speed and fault-

less action seldom required him to be urged. Harry Bassett
ran on his courage and, while a game horse, punishment un-
settled him. His great rival, Longfellow, was a phenomenon
for speed but he often needed urging. Himyar was one of
the nervous kind that liked to run in front Spendthrift, on
the other hand, could be -placed wherever the jockey
willed.

Hanover underwent a great change from his two to his
three-year-old form. At two he was so sluggish that he had
to be ridden out. At three he was the most free-running
horse ever seen. Tremontwas always a free runner and
seemed a glutton for pace. Tenoy and Salvator were both
sluggish and needed urging to make them do their best, and
so was Ban Fox. None of the Eolus colts are free runners,
nor are they tractable indisposition, but there is no rule as

regards the progeny of any ooe sire, for his colts will differ

vastly, Luke Blackburn and Bramble for instance, both by
Bonnie Scotland. One delighted in racing off like a cannon
ball, the other hanging and only doing what was asked of

him.

To Owners, Trainers and Managers.

Breeding is now practically worth nothing without speed,

and speed in the future will be very cheap unless it can be

used to win money with. Money cannot be won unless trot-

ting associations offer it, and trotting associations will not

offer it unless they receive your support. If you win small

stakes and purses, you only win expenses; consequently, the

only way to make money campaigning horses is through the

large stakes. We offer, to close Januaey 1, 1895, sixteen

stakes of $5,000 each. The conditions are simple and liberal.

Horses are to be named when entries close. Nominators, un-

less they declare ouf
, not to pay a cent until night before the

race. We offer you the fastest track in the world to trot over,

and only four hours and twenty minutes' ride from either

Chicago or St. Louis. We offer you the largest number of

big stakes ever offered by any association, and the only kind
you can make any money in trotting and pacing for We
offer you these stakes on the most liberal plan ever deviled;

a fairer proposition could not be offered you. We want to

give the greatest trotting meeting August 26 to 31, 1895.

man ever saw, and with your assistance, we will do so. There
are sixteen stakes of $5,000 each, making a grand total of

$80,000 for one week's meeting, and to enter in these stakes

does not cost a cent, and to stav in until night before the race

—no more. These stakes all close the first day of the New
Year. C. W. Williams, Secretary.

Galesburg, 111., Dec. 24, 1894.

Nothing has yet been done in tbe matter of leasing the

Morris Park track, as proposed by Mr. Morris, and it looks

now as if " to let" will soon be hung upon the gate of this,

the most beautiful and co3tlv race course in the world. Mr.
Morris made an extremely liberal proposition in agreeing to

give the use of the property rent free, provided the renters

will pay the fixed charges and assume the stakes, but obliga-

tions which would have to be assumed by the lessees would
amount to $90,000. The stakes alone amount to about $44,-

000, while the fixed charges, including insurances, taxes,

water rates, maintenance of track,Pinkerton's services, actual

running expenses, etc. wo Id amount to $40,000 at least.

Anv association that might be formed would be compelled tc

shoulder these obligrtions.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT
EDITED AND CONDUCTED SOLELY BY

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON.

THE<-iALKSBURG Pkogramme.—Since my article in the

paper of last week was printed there has been received an

amended programme of the "(jalesburg Stakes," and in that

appears changes from the original, and these decidedly bene-

ficial. Additions also which are likely to be well received

though still lacking in points which may cause some trouble.

Still it is so much better than the first publication that all

serious objections are removed. The most important items

are the delay of payment of entrance money to the night be-

fore the race, or if declarations are made at the time fixed for

declaring out. Thus $250 paid the night before the race will

cover the starling fee; $50 if paid on or before the first of

March will relieve the subscriber from all further liability,

$100 on May 1st and §150 July Island $200 on August 1st.

This is peculiarly favorable to those entering from California,

as by March 1st enough will be known about colts to enable

their owners to decide on keeping them in, whereas Eastern

colts will be two montns or more behind. The entrance con-

ditions are surely liberal, as any colt of fair promise will war-

rant the risk of one percent.

The right to " declare off" being limited to March 1st, and

the condition formerly mentioned do away with the objec-

tions, on that feature, which were urged in the previous

paper.

The division of the money is now explicitly staled, and if

the clause which restricts winners to "first money only" had
been stricken out there woutd be Utile to find fault with.

The additions and changes in the colt races are worthy of

commendation. It may be considered a severe trial on
yearlings to trot heats of a mile, though not so arduous a task

as may be imagined unless they are of the phenomenal order.

Yearlings which have speed enough to trot inside of 2:30

should Dot be called upon to trot heats, though even a hign
rate of speed with improved sulkeys and a track as perfect as

that at Gale^burg, if the colts are in proper condition, the

risk of iojury is quite small. Limiting the two-year-old

classes to colts which have not started in races was a wise

move. With Adbell and J. F. B. eligible, it would be a
"nervy" man who would make an entry, unless he had a
" wonder " as well. As it stands it is an " open question,"

and which can only be decided when the trial comes off.

Three-year-old trotters restricted to the 2:25 class, and
three-year-old pacers to the 2:20, is also a judicious move
which will be beneficial to so large a majority of owners, that

it will be virtually the greatest good to the greatest number,
and largely increase the entries which will, of course, benefit

the association. Of equal importance, in fact, more so, i6 the

requirement that the four-year-old trotters shall be eligible

to the 2:18 class, as without that bar the champions of 1894
would have a clear field.

1 am much pleased to have the opportunity of giving
praise in place of condemnation, and under ihe amended con-

ditions hope 'o see California well represented.

The corrected advertisement will be fouod in the appro-
priate column.

* *
The Betting Problem.—Since the publication of " Back,

ing Jockeys," 1 have heard fervid recitals of schemes which

were dead sure to overwhelm bookmakers were the advocates

in circumstances to carry them out. A person who listened

to the confident assertions of the ** promoters " would natur-

ally conclude that being " broke " was not a very good recom.

mendation, especially when informed that impecuniosity was
due to " playing the races," but that was explained by the
assertion that just when the system was bouud to prove a
graod success funds were lacking to seize the opportunity.
Listening patiently to all of the proposals there was a same-
ness in the denouement, which, while almost prosaical from
the constant iteration, was also somewhat startling. The
same weak spot, the effort to " force luct."

I asked a man who had been a very successful banker of a
faro game in the old days a number of questions in relation
to the peculiarities of gamblers and gambling, among them,
What advantage to "the bank" when the card betted upon
is the last one of the denomination in the box ? " None at
all," was his reply, ''but there is when men seek to recover
in one bet what they have lost in several. The effort to
made good previous losses by increasing the amount of their
wagers is in favor of the bank. Thus a man loses on " a
cape," doubles on the next case, keeps doubling until broke,
when perhaps, the very next turn would come in his favor.
The bank has, in addition to the advantage of larger capital,
ha>*al-o the benefit of being unswayed by feeling. No senti-
ment or fanciful schemes to interfere with a plain arithmetical
proposition. When one case card has come in favorof the
bank it is just 3D even bet that the next will also be of the
name kind. It does not require much insight into the doctrine
of chances to underhtand that, but there is another feature
connected with playing faro which has a bearing. A very
lurire proportion of bettors will risk more money when losing
than when winning. One man who had made a succession of
moderate winnings for more than a month, aggregating over

lost it all in one night's play. When fortunate he
was satisfied with r. certain amount and quit, when the " turn
"f lu.k" came he was determined to retrieve his losses before
lie gave up the play and "went broke" in the effort."
This was the sum of the ex bankers disquisition on the pull

which the game had outside of "splits" and the percentage
in favor uf the bank in the odds offered in "calling the turn,"
and doubtless it is correct reasoning.

Bui Speculating on races is very different from ventures in
which Ihuiu

!
Mi

.
, i In- prime factor.

People become imbued with the idea that their keenness in
figuring ont a system will overcome the percentage in favor
of the books, and that while those who are not bo bountifully
endowed miu^-i lose, Students of form are entrained by the
iMiz7.lir.fcr problems. Failure apparently itensifies their enthu-
siasm. When dead broke, if there in money enough left in
their pockets to buy a guide, form sheet or paper they are just
as assidimis in their

i ien they were in shape
to make investments. The election of one winner on the
day's card bring* an elasticity of spirits sometlr \s |jkt t hm

iplel:

In beiup will.!.

Wulchonly madmen

With them that was the only fair race on the programme
and the others were either arrant flukes or downright robs.

Their perspicuity cannot be questioned, their acumen beyond
the gibes, sneers and assaults of muddled brainB which are

too sodden to appreciate the labor of keener intellects. They
are scientific followers of the blind goddess, or rather the

fickle dame is ignored entirely. Should one remark that

they have been lucky in striking one winner in five, indigna-

tion is expressed in tones which are likely to be "more forci-

ble tban polite." "No luck about it" is the emphatic re-

sponse. "Purely and simply working out a calculation with

data to build upon as secure as that of the mathematician,

and all that there is to struggle against is the inefficiency of

trainers, the rascality of jockeys, or the blunders of the

starter."

Do not enter upon the task of reasoning with this class of

race-betting fiends. As well try to convince a follower of

Mohammed that his paradise is a phantom of the imagina-

tion as my good friend, Dr. , that the firiog iron is a

relic of barbarism, a hackney worshiper that a button tail is

not a thing of beamy, or—well the most arduous task my
readers can think up. The calculator of chances on a

purely arithmetical basis is not so far out of the way as the

man who seeks to make certainties of the glorious uncertain-

ties of the turf. He accepts the dogma that "every lane

must have a turn," that there must come equalization, and if

one card has been ejected from the box into one heap, for a

great many times it will surely fall on the other side if there

is game enough to hang on. True enough. The lane, how-
ever, may prove a tangent of such inordinate length that

boots are worn out, the indurated soles of the feet deprived
of the last vestige of cuticular covering, joints anchylosed,

bowed tendons, spavins, ring and sidebones, a distressed hob-
bling gait in place of the springy action wbich carried him so

lightly up grades, however steep, even the "stout heart for a
steep brae" on the point of collapsing, and "hope deferred,"

ending in the "sloughs of despond." "Giant despair" flour-

ishes hh big club, his last stake is up, doubling, doubling,

doubling ever so many times, the Bank of England would
have to pledge every security it possessed, even Alladin
would wear his lamp entirely through in the effort to pro-

vide funds for the inexorable monster.

Last week I gave an illustration of the result of backing
the jockey Carr during the part of November covered by his

mounts, and it figured favorably $532, being the credit bal-

ance from a starter of $5, doubling after losses, and return-

ing to the initial sum, when winning. That required some
nerve to carry out the plan, a venture of $320 to win $113,
behind. Had there been two more losses, it would have
taken $2,353 to square the account.

This doubling up, arithmetrical progression, to recover

losses in a dangerous system if it does appear to be in a sure
way to recoup, and a partly hypothetical case will serve as an
exemplification.

During the war when money was abundant in Chicago, at

least the representative of money, National Currency, people
were prone to speculate on any venture which gave " quick
action."

Faro was a favorite pastime and the most popular of that

class of resorts was that in which N ,T , D and
H were the partners. Among the beitors was a small
man who placed a one hundred dollar note on a card, lost,

put up another of the same denomination, lost, and this was
repealed until he had lost twenty-one consecutive wagers,

each of one hundred dollars. Witn the loss of the twenty-
first he rose from his chair and big beads of perspiration were
standing on his forehead. That was not a large losing for

him, and he was thousands of dollars ahead of the game on
previous plays, and I was surprised at the evidence of

"weakening" in a man who was usually so cool in accepting

the smiles or frownB of the deitywhich presides over the field

of green cloth. He left the room at once when he rose from
his chair, but afterwards I questioned him, and as we were on
triendly terms that I could do so without being considered
impertinent. He replied that when he had lost five bets, he
had taken $500 from his roll to bet, on the next turn, and if

he lost that to venture "the limit" until his loss was recov-

ered. Something came over him, a feeling that there was a
supernatural agency prompting that he should make a bold
effort to regain his money, and also a contending impression
that by following his first impulse he would surely lose. That
grew so strong that he heard a voice, as distinctly as be had
just heard mine, that he would lose twenty-one straight bets

aod as many more as he ventured in that night, and when
that climax came, he was overcome wsth a deadly terror, a
premonition that if he persisted in play, life as well as all of
his money would be the stake—a " sure " losing one at that.

I had the curiosity to test the doubling scheme on that
vividly-remembered case, and when the twenty-first loss was
noted in place of $2,100 debit $209,730,100 would be the
figures. Somewhat stupendous this array of numerals en-
gendered by a bet of $100, and that double for twenty times
in mathematical progression.

After these illustrations it may not be out of place to re-

count systems which have the merit of proving eminently
successful on the only trials reported. Success has always
been considered the best proof of the correctness of a theory,
and, when that touchstone gives a favorable verdict, it must
be a " Captious Cuss" who question it.

One of the most sensational Derbys ever run was that of
ls39, which Bloorasbury won. It ended in a suit at law as
well as a trial before the stewards of the Jockey Club, both
judgments endorsing the fiat of the judge of the race. There
were many stories connected with the race, one of them
having a potent bearing on this problem.
The following was published at the time of the occurrence,

and which was certified to be a fact:

" A celebrated sporting butcher, who, in passing over West-
minster bridge on his way to the races, rather belated, was
detained by an obstinate crowd of dog and donkey-carts,
in spite of all his ' Hies !' and 'Hies !' At last, provoked be-
yond eudurance, he drove right at the obnoxious parties, and
vowing that he would indict them, drove rapidly pa6t ; his
eye, straining at the name-board of the cart, on wbich the
word ' BlOOMSBUKY' alone was decypherable. The magic
word settled down deep into his ruffled breast, ever and anon
rising again, and crossing his imagination as he sped along
the road. Upon the downs the ' word' was with him still,

and " Dorlin's Correct Card ' presented it emphatically to
his haunted eyes. At best, beridden hy his recollection, and
worried by the word, he took the fatal leap, odda against
Bloomsbdry, and the loud acclamations of the assembled
thousands goon afterwards proclaimed our hero the winner of
twelve thousand pounds—and verified the wizard word* pf
the Yates of Westminster bridge."

Quite comfortable odds, as the rates were 25 to 1—so that
$2,400 was all he had to risk to win $60,000. Now this is not the
only instance of the success of the system, it would not be
worthy ofthe consideratfon which must be accorded when
there is strong corroborative proof that such "tips" can be re-
lied upon. I will uot take the trouble to go over the files in
Ellington's year, as my memory can be depended upon to give
a true rendition, inasmuch as these occult whisperings were
always attractive, and hence duly credited.

A gentleman driving from London to witness the "Darby"
was also behind time, and casting his eye at a clock tower to
learn how much he was belated the word Ellington appeared
on the dial in big capitals. He could not think of any rea-

son for plactng that word so prominently before the public,
though he was in too great a hurry to solve the question at
that time. When he reached the course there was the
name nearly as conspicuous on "Derling's Correct Card," and
he, too, plunged on the Augury, and with as happy results

as those which followed the name on the card. On his return
to the city he made it hfs business to pass by the tower, and
he was thoroughly mystified when he saw Wellington as
plain as toe nose on your face. He was ready to swear that it

was Ellington in the morning, but as he looked the mystery
was explained. The hour hand was large enough to hide the
W., and his good geniuB had prompted him to look at it when
it carried the name of the Derby winner.

It mav be somewhat awkward to wait for a hint of the
winner of the Spreckels Handicap, for a cart or a clock to
give the cue, when the race is to be run on the day in which
this will appear in print, aod if I could think of any other
reliable "pointer" would be exceedingly gratified to put my
readers on the trail. It may be that some peculiar token
will be presented on the way from the city to the Bay Dis-
trict course, and should any one he thus favored by fortune,

he or she will place me under obligations by reporting it, so
that it can be placed on record, a fitting accompaniment to

the Bloomsbury, Ellington and other well authenticated le-

gends of the turf.

* *
Clearness of Conditions—It should be the main object

of those who have the formation of programmes to attend to

make the conditions as clear as words can express. Rules, or

some of them at least, are ambiguous enough to make trouble,

and in the effort to be concise conditions oftentimes have a

tendency towards labyrinthine paths.

Although the advertisement of the"Galesburg Stakeb" is

now a model of clearness to what it was in the original shape,

and yet there is a good chance for grumbling when yearlings

have to go at many heats as two and three-year-olds. For-

tunately the "distance" in heats of a mile will be 100 yards,

that being one of the "printed conditions" under which en-

tries will be made, and so far as the youngsters, the very

youngest, are concerned this will be an advantage to Pacific

Coast juveniles. In fact it may result in a better race. Thus
a colt, which, if pushed from the start, could distance the

others even with the " long distance"" up, might be driven
more carefully with the repeat before him, but then sgain in

the usual race for yearlings, a dash of mile, there is no
fear of distance, and second, third and fourth secure their

share of the purse, however far behind.

The most stubborn kick will come from the three-year-

olds' owners who have more confidence in the bottom of

their colts than in their speed, and then the association will

have to accept a 2 in 3 in place of 3 in 5, which is its evi-

dent intention. But not being specified in the conditions the

rule cannot be ignored. That reads yi
Rvle, J$ Sec. S—AH

races where no distance or way of going is specified, shall be

trotted in harness, mile heats of 3 in 5, except for horses un-
der four years old, in which event tbey shall be mile heats,

2 in 3." This is in the code of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation, and as the only reference in the advertisment as to

which association shall govern is this : "Nominators to be

subject to suspension in American and National Associations

for all entrances not paid on or before night oi each race

they have entries in." That will imply membership in both

societies, and then there is another debateable point which
rules shall govern.

As the code of the American Trotting Association does
not contain a rule similar to that quoted "custom and pre-"

cedent" should then govern, or, at least, that would be the

equitable construction. Then the yearling would go a dash
of a mile, that being more general than heats of half a mile;

two-year-old heats of a mile, best two in three, and three-

year-old or over heats of a mile, best three in five.

When there is such a want of clearness in the published

conditions as prevailed in the first advertisement of the

Galesburg Association, it cannot be termed captious criti-

criticisms when the faults are designated. Even when too

late to amend, as is the case in the races for colts under four

years old, it is better for the interest of all concerned that

the question be discussed now tban delayed. Still I see ore

way to remedy the lack of clearness, and should that be the

case it will appear on the editorial page of this number.

Racehorses Falling.—Not the downfall of prices in

gallopers, but the actual tumbles of which there has been so

many since the course became so muddy, is the inspiration

for the above heading.

Restricted, with only a single exception in my knowledge

to a limited area, the mud alone could not be charged with

the whole trouble. The track at that point was thought to

be faulty, though after the closest inspection that idea was

pronounced erroneous. Then the jockeys were to blame,

letting go of the horses' heads and flogging when both hands
should be used to keep them on their feet. Whips were

tabooed and the riders instructed to observe the utmost cau-

tion, keep well apart, so that in case of accident the danger

of being ridden over when prostrate would be lessened, and
still they fell. One day I was at the races two fell, one of

them having so much lead that there was no necessity for

urging, when, down it went, rolling over the jockey, who,

thanks to the mud giving him a soft and yielding bed, escaped

without iojury. The other was not so fortunate, having a

leg broken.
There must have been at least half a dozen of these mis-

haps occurring within a space of fifty yards, about one hun-

dred yards from the winning score, and after the track was

prooounced as safe there as any other portion, the cause of

these accidents must be something else. What so likely as at

that point (.he horses were brought on and taken ofl th<

«. :a
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track? It is well known to trainers that if horses are

permitted to stop at one regular place in their work,

they will be loath to pass it, and with trainers of trotters

especially the custom is not to stop them until well passed the

stand. If that is confined to one place on the turn they will

soon learn to " pull up" of their own accord. Horses accus-

tomed to trot on a mile track, in heats of once around, when
taken to a half-mile track were very apt to think that once

around was enough and slacken their speed after passing

the score preparatory to stopping. A blind horse was exer-

cised oa the Oakland track. He showed so well there that

it was thought he would beat 2:20 on ''the kite" at Stockton.

In place of that when he had gone far enough, in his opinion,

to reach the turn he would persist in going on a curve, lean-

ing to the inside, and with difficulty was restrained from go-

iogon to the inside rail. He was disgusted with the change

of shape and could not be induced to trot nearly as fast as

he had on the home ground.

The race horses on the Bay District, accustomed

to coming through the opening between the saddling paddock
and the course, had their attention attracted, and in toe effort

to have a look at the place of entrance and exit lost their

balance—the muddy state of the track making a slight blun-

der sufficient to throw them down. In support of this theory

I ana informed that not a horse which has worn winkers has

fallen.

While it will be more troublesome to bring the horses from

the saddling paddock on the outside of the stand and through

the carriage gate and on to the track near the new t lub

House, if the danger of falling can be lessened, if not entirely

averted, it will be worth trying.
*

* *

Top Covering for Track.—The papers give the in-

formation that the " Gumbo Clay " of Indiana has properties

which make it a capital covering for tracks, remedying mud

troubles, and also superior to other soils for a dry-weather

track.

From what I have seen in the past few days I feel quite

confident that there is a material in the San Pablo creek

valley which will do away with the conditions which now

prevail on the tracks in the winter time in this neighbor-

hood, and possibly be better at other seasons of the year than

the coating which is now in use.

It is a chocolate colored shale of the bituminous order,

easily crushed, and with the property of repelling water, not

only when firmly pulverized and with a smooth surface, as I

saw a heap of it lying loose as it was emptied from a sack,

and the top was only wetted for three or four inches after be-

ing exposed to the heavy rains of the past two weeks. Par-

tially sheltered, as the heap rested in the corner of a high-

board fence, but with nothing " overhead " to guard against

the rainfall.

The farm on which the deposit is found belongs to Mr.
Minor, and he has a house, where he lives on 32d street near

Telegraph ayenue, Oakland. The driveway from the street

has a slight coaling of shale, over broken stone, and a small

yard is also covered.

Sunday last I accompanied Mr. MiDor to his house, haying

been there once before to examine the roadway. The horses

trotted briskly over it, and just left the imprint of their shoes.

A horse had been running in the yard, and from the foot-

prints had been quite hilarious, but though the marks were

well defined the surface was only slightly cut up, and no evi-

dence of slipping. Mr. Minor informed me that aportion of

the road adjoining his farm had been laid with this material,

proving satisfactory in every respect, much more so than any

other covering which had been tried. He says that in dry

weather it can be harrowed up after sprinkliog, and that the

top could be made friable as easily as ordinary clay. He is

so confident that a trial will prove its efficacy, that he offers

to load two cars at his expense, when the experiment could

be made on the road adjacent to the Oakland track. There

is a gcod opportunity to put it to the test. The road from

the entrance gate of the track tuds between the course, the

stands and the house. One of the stands effectually shades

the road in the afternoon and this is the muddiest spot of all.

Large vegetable gardens occupy the ground between the rail-

way and the track fence, and a great deal of heavy teaming

is done on the road. If it comes out of a trial satisfactorily,

under the conditions which exist, it can safely be rated as a

good thing in wet weather, and an easily solved question, how
will it do in the dry season?

At all events the expense of testing will be trivial under

Mr. Minor's offer, the whole actual cost being the railway

charges on the two trial carloads. The California and

Nevada K. R is only about three quarters of a mile from the

quarry, and the railway track crosses Hollis street, a quarter

of a mile from the track and there are cranes for unloading

and swinging the boxes on to wagons.

That the material caji be classed as bituminous shale is

probable, though my knowledge of geology is not sufficient to

speak authoritatively, but that it will serve a good purpose I

have every confidence.

11 Iconoclast " has a characteristic and able article in the

Christmas number of the Kentucky Stock Farm anent drop-

ing heats and kindred practices. In the same number ap-

pears: "John Mack, of Chicago, sends the following cor-

rections to our 2:30 list.

" I notice in one of yonr papers dated November 29, 1894,

in giving the list of new standard performers, you quote my
chestnut stallion, Nat Bruen, by Esmont, as lowering his

mark this year from 2:26J to 2:23 j. Now this is not correct.

He started at Streator, 111., over half mile track, he dropped

the first heat in 2:33£ ; then won in three straight heats as

follows : 2:211, 2:21| and 2:21*, which is his latest mark."

Not an isolated example of self-conviction in press com-

munications, and Borne have gODe so far as to admit, in the

lewspapers, that their horses were not
lt meant," and very

rrequently in around the stove confabs, or on verandahs ad-

oining tracks, tales are told of cute management in losing

If a rule were incorporated in the codes that whenever a

I >erson told that he had purposely lost races, he shall be ex-

relled, that sort of talk would be brought to an end. In many
1 nstances it is a he, but in either case the perpetration of a

1 teal, or bringing the sport into discredit by falsely claiming

o be a thief, merits condign punishment.

When a person publishes that he has dropped a heat or

t teats a fine might be in keeping.
1 The absence of feeling that there is anything wrong in the

i practice is shown by giving such publicity as the above com-

munication entails, and until that is overcome there will be
little hope oi correction. Were the turf papers all as out-

spoken as Iconoclast, one season would tell a tale of wonder-
ful reformation.

*

Ma. Abercronxn in the Spirit of the Times, writing of the

champions of 1894, publishes the sentence " In the pedigree

of Alix there is little comfort for the devout believers in

thoroughbred blood." This has been so often claimed that

it is barely possible that those who follow Wallace in pro-

claiming such a "holy horror" of thoroughbred blood in

fast trotters, believe that Alix is entirely of dunghill linkage.

Her grandam was half thoroughbred being by a half bred

horse and from a half-bred mare, and without counting the

thoroughbred strains which she gathers from her three crosses

of Hambletonian or one of Mambrino Chief she is one half

thoroughbred. Now as Hambletonian was by a half thor-

oughbred, his grandam by a thoroughbred, and his great

grandam by a thoroughbred, there must be a decided prepon-
derance of thoroughbred blood in her veins.

"Comfort" in all. A person however anxious for very

near crosses of thoroughbreds in champion trotters need not be

cast down by the tabulated pedigrees of the seven champion

trotters and two champion pacers which appear in tbe Spirit

Adbell in the third remove, Belle of Wabash, Impetuous in

the third, Little Miss, Onaqua, two in tbe fourth, Zero and
Daughter of Vandal, Fantasy one in the third, Hi, and Belle

of Wabash in the fourth, Ralph Wilkes one in the third,

Sarpedon, and one in the fourth, Gano, Trevillian, one in the

third, Sir William and Alix as has already been demonstrat-

ed a "whole lot of them."
The pacers, too, come in. Robert J. has Zenith in the

fourth and the daughter of Zenith, in the third, must have
been nearly if not quite thoroughbred. Then John R. Gen-
try has imp Knight of St. George and Woodford in the

fourth, a goodly share of the "non-assimilative" treaty.

Jos. Cairn Simpson.

THE GUN.
Gun Olub Directory.

Capt. Brewer offer* to shout any man a race at 500 targets

for $250 a side, and a Rochester, N. Y., shooter is willing to

cover his money as soon as Brewer has got through with
Elliott and Carver.

The markets of Chico are literally packed with grey
(mountain) squirrels, quail and all the varieties of ducks.
Canvas-backs and mallards can be purchased for 50 cents per
brace.

The Country Club, San Francisco, Wrn. C. Murdoch, Secretary,
Pacific Union Clab, S. ¥.

The Gun Club, San Francisco,, J. K. Orr, Secretary, 123 Mont-
mery St., S. F.

The California Wing Shooting Clnb, San Francisco, Crittenden
Robinson. Secretary, 310 Pine street, S. F.

The Lineoln Gun Club. San Francisco, Edgar Forster, Secretary,

605 Market Street, S. F.

The Empire Gun Club, San Francisco, J. H. Baker, Secretary, Oak-
land, Cal.

Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Oakland, Harry Houghton,
Secretary, Oakland, Cal.

The Nimrod Gun Club, San Bruno, P. F. E. Steiner, President,

PhiL Finci, Secretary, R. R. and 16th Ave., S. S. F.

The Electric Gun Clnb, San Francisco, .Edgar Forster, Secretary
605 Market St. S. F.
Sportsmen's Association of Alameda County, Oakland, Cal., H.

Newton, Secretary, Peralta Heights, East aakland, Cal.

Tacoma Rifle Rod and Gun Club, Tacoma, Wash.—John M. Bell,

Pres.; J. Burrell, sec.
Ashland Rod and Gun Club, Ashland, Or.—E. J. Farlow, Pres. ; E.

V. Mills, Sec.
Medford Rod and Gun Club, Mediord, Or-—J. A. Whiteside, Pres.;

fl. G. Nicholson, Sec.
Marshfield Rod and Gun Club, Marshfield, Or.—C. W. Power, Pres.;

F. Thibault, Sec.
Halsey Rod and Gun Club, Halsey, Or.—L. T. Davis, Pres.: V. M.

lessee Sec.
Willamette Rod and Gun Clnb, Portland, Or.—J. S. Seed, Pres. ; G.

C. Caveline, Secretary.
Multnomah Rod and Gun Club, Portland Or.—Judge J. H. Whal-

ey, Pres. ; T. G. Farrell, Secretary.
Seattle Rod and Gun Club, Seattle, Wash.—A. K. Churchill, Pres.

;

F .W Charles, Secretary. *

CAKTRIDGB AJSTD SHELL.

Striped bass have made their appearance in the Salinas

river.

Great numbers of geese are feeding on the stubble at Ba-

kersfield.

The latest new club is the Solano Sportsmen's Protective

Association.

Frank Dolliver made a fine bag of canvas -back at Point

Reyes on Sanday last.

E. T. Allen Co. have just received a new lot of Striking

Bags and tennis rackets of A No. 1 quality.

In Burney valley they count mallard and widgeon by the

quarter-section and geese by the acre.

The sportsmen about San Andreas say that all kinds of

gameexcent deer is very scarce this season.

Dr. S. E. Knowles and a friend secured a fine bag of 90

ducks at the Alameda County Sportsmen's Club, Sonoma

County, on the 23d.

The Anaconda Gun Club shoot every week in the year.

During '93 the club broke 37,000 targets and paid out 1,600

for live birds.

Deputy Fish Commissioner Wilson reports that Indians

and other persons are poisoning fish by depositing soap root

on the ripples of various streams.

Capt. Brewer was to have shot a race with himself at Frank

Class' grounds on the 20th. Brewer was to kill 46 out of 50

selected birds. Class was to back the birds for $100.

A California lion measuring sis feet and seven inches from

the tip of the nose to the lip of the tail was killed at Bear

Valley by W. Brown a few days ago. The carcass was shipped

to Stanford Jr. University, where it will be staffed and

placed in the Natural History Department. This specimen

is supposed to be the largest that has been killed in this

State.
. .

The continual crv that another " Emeric " bill will be

brought before the next session of the Legislature is without

foundation. The bill that was drafted by the late conven-

tion is. verv brief and comprehensive. There is ample pro-

vision for the punishment of violators of the game laws, and

there is not one word that favors exclusive privileges to any

class, creed or club.

In spite of State laws, county ordinances, sheriffs, constables,
marshals, fish commissioners, etc., the Duncan's Mill fisher-

men have succeeded so far in heading off all the salmon.
They ship fish over the narrow guage by the box full and one
prominent citizen of that locality came near getting into
trouble. Our mortals are weak ard the temptation to fUh
is strong and several mighty fine strings of grilse bave b»en
brought into our own towu this week.—Guerneyville Item.

The Visalia Sportsmen's Club have, at their own personal
expense, procured thousands of trout fry and deposited them
in tbe streams of Tulare County, have purchased Mongolian
pheasants and liberated them in the foothills, and is now
preparing to introduce the wild turkey. The club do not
expect to realize any more benefit from the introduction of
these birds and fish than any other sportsman; they are work-
ing for the general good, and if others would lend a little

financial assistance, the same would be greatly appreciated.

Tungsten has been suggested as a suitable metal for mak-
ing the small bullets required for the calibre of rifles. It is

stated that tungsten is almost ss hard as steel, and about one
and a half times heavier thin lead ; hence its penetrative pow-
er is much greater. A tungsten ball perforates a steel plate
three inches thick at a distance of 650 yards, whereas a lead
ball can only pierce one two and a quarter inches thick at a
distance of 325 yards. The obstacle to the use of tungsten in

this way atpresen', however, is its expense.—Shooting Times.

Over fifty hunters were out in quest of ducks in the man-hes
bordering on Soooma creek and McGill's station last Sunday.
Ducks and geese, which had been flying in by the thousands
during the week, suddenly disappeared on Sunday, and he
was a lucky hunter indeed who secured a pair of inallaid,

widgeon, canvas back or teal. But for all that an incessant

banging of shotguns was kept up throughout the day, and at

times it seemed as though the seat of war between China and
Japan had been transfer] ed to the Sonoma marshes Divers,
mud hens, meadow larks and blackbirds were tbe principal
species of game secured on that day.—Index-Tribune.

The Queen, referring to ladies' shooting, says :
" Shooting,

which is now looked upon as a rather advanced sport ior

women, though lately it has become much more general Lhan
a few seasons ago, is really one of the earlier forms adupted
by ladies. So long ago as the time of Henry VII., his daugh-
ter Margaret, in a hunt got up in her honor, shot a buck with

an arrow, and Queen Elizabeth killed three or four deer one
morning when at Cowdray, in Sussex. Many ladies of our
own time have been good shots, Miss Dowie, now Mrs. Nor-
man, Lady Baker, Lady Burton, Lady Florence Dixie, and
many more. This season Lady Ross, of Balnagowan, has

shot several stags. Lady Tweedmouth shot three at Beauly,
and Lady James Douglas, of Duncraig Castle, has been suc-

cessful with roedeer as well as grouse and small game. Tbe
Comtesse de Paris, too, must not be omitted from the list of

sportswomen, as, besides being a splendid shot, we know she

can both ride and hunt hounds, though this season her name
is not among the published list."

Grimm vs. Carver.

Chicago, III., December 13.—The scores made in yes-

terday's and to-day's matches between Grimm and Carver

are given in detail below. Originally these matches were

set for Monday and Tuesday, December 10 and 11, but

Grimm was taken sick on Saturday and had to remain in

bed all Sunday and Monday, a physician being in attendance.

This illness may possibly account in some measure for his

poor score in the second race.

The first race was shot under a dull, overcast sky, a strong,

northwest wind blowing at the time. The birds were a se-

lected lot, but owing to John Watson not having received

word of toe match until late the evening before, the birds

had been fed and were, consequently, sluggish flyers. In this

race Carver had slightly the b*st of the birds. A glance at

the scores of this match shows that from the 231 up to the

83d the score was even, each man missing his 68th bird.

Carver's hieh run was 47 straight, Grimm's 41 ; the latter

killed 75 out of his 77 birds. Score :

First match, Carver vs. Grimm, 100 birds, $100 a side,

each to pay (or bis own birds :

Carver 111212211221221111002 221 2 —23
2211212111111 12 2 2 1112 2 11 2—2-1

122 122211221121 120 2 2212 2 2—24
2 222221001222200212222222 2-21—93

Grimm 1111112210111211212 2 1 10 2 1-23
1121122 2112 2121 1121112 21 2—25
1 1222 112112 122 1 1202222 1 11-21
1212121212*2211222222221 2-21-96

SECOND MATCH.

The second match, which was shot this afternoon, produced

an excellent lot of pigeons, only one bird requiring to be

flushed. While the first twenty rive were being shot at, the

clouds rolled by and tbe balance of the da? was perfect. The
wind which was W.S. W., was very light, helping the birds

but little. The birds was a very even lot; the luck being

equally divided between the contestant, alihough Carver had

some very poor luck in regard to "dead out of bounds."

(Note. In the score given below, there is nothing to thow

the birds which were dead out of bounds ) Score:

Second match, Carver vertus Grimm, 100 birds, $100 a side

each to pay for his own birds :

Carver 2 2 2 2 2 2 11 10 1 12 12 2 12 2 12 2—21
2220122100 2 202 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 1 1-21

122 212012022 2 22 22 2 2222122 -23

2 0.2 22 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-24—89

Grimm 1001112 10 2 201 2.1 002130100 1-16
1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1—22
2 12 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 1 12 2 12 2 2 2 11' 2-21
2 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 12 112 2 2 110 1 2-21 -83

In both matches the same sum? and nmmunition were used.

Carver shot a Cashemore Gnn Xin. L'. M- C. Trapshells,

4drs. Schultze, \\oz. Tat hamV No. 7 dulled shot, V. L. & A.

Topshotwad. Grimm used his L.C.Smith ejector, 2ifin.

U. M. C. Smokeless shells, 34drs. E. C, 1 l-Soz- Tatl

No. 7 chilled shot.—Forest and Stream.

it'
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Sequoia Parks.

Hon. Hoke Smith, Secretary of the Interior, in his annual

report, speaking of the National parks, says

:

"There are oow seventeen National parks. *

"Sequoia Park is located in Tulare County, Cal., and con-

tains about 260 square miles. General Grant Park is situated

partly in Fresno and Tulare Counties, and contains about

four square miles, These reservations contain the finest

known specimens of the Sequoia gigantea, the famous 'b,g

trees' of California. Captain James Parker, Fourth Cavalry,

United States army, acting superintendent, reports that the

cme in the Sequoia Park has decreased somewhat, and that

fo^s opinion, the park is not suited for a game reserve, on

«<rount of the heavy mows in winter.

"Darin- this season, also it is inexpedient to station troops

in the Park although it is liable to invasion at that lime by

sneepmen and professional hunters He recommends that

a San, preferably an officer of the Government, should

be appointed who should be clothed with power to arrest for

infraction of the law and regulations.

"The acting superintendent reports that, although the

enormous number of sheep in the country surrounding the

oark have nearly denuded it of trees and shrubs and made it

nractically a desert, not much damage has been done by them

within the limits of the parks. He states, however, that

much trouble is experienced in keeping cattle out of General

Grant Park, and that it can be avoided only by the erection

of a wire fence around the park. ...,., , ,.

" Twenty thousand young trout were obtained through the

Sportsman Club of Visalia and the California Slate Fish

Commission, and distributed through the different streams.

Most of these streams contained no fish, though suitable tor

'""The acting superintendent states that the Giant Forest,

bv reason of its inaccessible condition, is rarelv visited, but

sueeesls that if a good road were built and hotels erected and

managed under proper leases, it would be a great summer

resort for those wishing to escape the heat of the San Joaquin

Valley. The road to the front is rapidly becoming lm-

P8
"It is recommended that the boundaries of the parks should

be run by a competent surveyor and marked, as until this is

done offenders can plead ignorance of park limits. The act-

ine superintendent also renews his recommendation for the

extension of the parks to take in that portion of the forest

reservtion lving to the east. He says

:

'• This countrv generally is a high tableland, broken by

deep vallevswith very precipitous sides. It is covered with

timber of verv inferior quality. It is so isolated that there

are few or no permanent settlers, the district being abandoned

on the approach of winter. For years the Kern Kiver country

has been a sheep ranee, and enormous numbers of sheep are

driven there aonuallv. As a consequence the country is en-

tirely denuded of er*ss and bushes and presents a barren, un

invitin- aspect. But this is not all the damage the sheep

havedooe. The soil, being denuied of grass is oroken up

by thousands of sheep tracks, and when the rains come this

loose soil is wished d iwo the mountain sides of the valleys-

covering op the swamps and meadows, destroying these nat-

ural reservoirs. .

The proposed additiou would include a most picturesque

and grand portion of the Kings River canyon, and also the

Kern River country, a section rich in 6cenie grandeur and

beauty, which is vi'siied each year bv great numbers of tour-

ists This extension would make possible the employment of

troops and thus rid the country of sheep, a result which

seems impossible at present to hope for in any other wav. It

would take in the source of the South Fork of the King's

river, of the Kern river, and includes more of the sources of

the Kaweah river than does the park as at present laid out.

It would simplify the sheep question by interposing to the

migrating sheep herds a barrier Btretching entirely across the

mountain country, thus restricting their operations. It would

be hailed with delight by the touriBts, fishermen and sports-

men, who now find this country barren, desolate and devoid

of feed for their -iding and pack animals.
_

" No forest fires have visited the parks during the year.

" While the Secretary of the Interior has forbidden the

entrance of either sheep or cattle into the forest reservation,

it is apparent that it is sheep and not cattle that are ruining

the country. The few small herds of cattle now on the re-

serve are owned bv small farmers occupying farms on the

San Joaquin side of the mountains. Many of these farmers

have small ranges bick in the mountains, where they drive

their cattle in the late spring to remaio until the early fall.

This has not resulted in much more injury to the forest, the

superintendent thinks, than if the animals instead of cattle,

were deer or other wild beasts. With 6heep, however, it is

different. A herd of 5,000 will in a month or so devour and

consume, tear down and destroy the grass and bushes on a

seclinn of two or three square miles that it will be almost en-

tirely denuded of sustenance, and parts of it will not recover

their growth for two or three years, perhaps never."

Drying Rubber Boots.

While hunting ducks on a marsh last winter, I had the

misfortune to step into a deep hole, over the tops of my rub-

ber boots, and every sportsman knows how disagreeable such

a mishap is, especially in cold weather. It takes a long time

to get the boots thoroughly dry inside after a soaking. The

fell lining seems to hold the water.and the waterproof nature

of the rubber greatly increases the difficulty.

i In this occasion it was necessary to usethe boots again the

next morning, or miss a day's sport. Necessity is Baid to be

the mother of invention, and I will show an easy way out of

such predicament.

Tie the boot to a bed post, or other support, with the foot

uppermost. Get a pasteboard lube long enough to reach up

into the foot of the boot while the lower end projects below

the leg, and fasten it in that position with a string. A tube

such as pictures or maps are mailed in is just the thing. The

lower or projecting end of ihe tube must have a funnel-

shaped mouth of paper fastened to it. Under it place a

kerosene lamp with its flames burning low.

The working of this arrangement ib simple and thoroughly

effective. The stream of warm.dry air from the lamp chim-

conducted up the paper tube into the foot of the wet

...I drives out the colder air down the foot leg. This

constant circulation of warm air will dry a very wet boot in

fifteen minutes, and then the tube may be transferred to the

other one.
The lamp should be just close enough under the tunnel,

and the wick should be burning at such a height as to make

the foot part of the boot feel about a blood heat. If too hot it

will injure the rubber.—Thomas C. Harris in Youth's Com-

panion.

Opposition to Just Game Laws.

What some of the newspaper editors throughout the State
i

who have so much to say about game laws just now, do not

know about the subject would make a good big volume.

For instance, a few of them declare, witn a loud blare of

trumpets, that " California doesn't want any English game

laws; that " gentlemen" sportsmen are killing more game

than market hunters ;
that the Emeric game bill is an out-

rage—and all that sort of stff. One editor down near the bay

says it i6 proposed (but he doesn't say by whom) to bring up

the Emeric bill again at the coming session of the Legislature

and pasB it if possible, says the Record-Union.

In the langua e of the day, " this is all rot." Not one of

these editors knows anything about the English game laws
;

gentlemen sportsmen are not responsible for the untimely

depletion of the wild game ;
Emeric is not a member elect of

the incoming Legislature, and his bill is very dead, and has

been for two years.

In the first place, Englishmen do not rule in this State, and

all of them that own farms are already protected by law in

the possession and use thereof, just the same as other classes

of citizens. No man can poach on their farms against the

owners' wishes, and no law will ever be passed that will give

poachers the privilege of trespassing on any man's land,

tramping down his crops and snooting his livestock.

Secondly, the gentlemen sportsmen is simply a gentleman

out for sport. He may be a laborer or a capitalist, hut he is a

gentleman, just the same, whether he wears a soiled hunting

suit and carries a gun, wields a pick, or leads the german at a

fashionable party. In short, a gentlemen is always a gentle-

man, wherever you meet him. There is only one kind of

gentleman, but there are several grades of the genus hood-

lums. They, too, sometimes carry guns, and while they may
claim to be sportsmen they are still hoodlums.

The gentleman Bportsman respects the rights of his neigh-

bors. If he happens to be a poor man and does nothave

time to go afield often enough to warrant him in joining a

club and paying a small sum per year for the rental of some

other poor man's ranch on which to shoot, he does not tres-

pass where he knows he has no right to go, shooting right and

left. He goes up to a farmer's house and asks to be allowed

to shoot on the place, and being a gentleman he is rarely re-

lused the privilege.

The shooter who is not a geDtleman invariably gets driven

offpeople's farms for his disregard of their lawful rights. Then
he raises a howl about " infamous English game laws," de-

clares there must be no un-American "poaching" restrictions

in this country, and denounces the gentlemen sportsmen for

iheir methods. And the funniest part of it all is this class of

so-called sportsmen mmage to find country editors to 6ide

with them and voice their woes.

All the noise that is being made at this time by those who
talk about obnoxious English game laws and the Emeric

bill comes fron a few persons who have been misled by the

cold storage game dealers and a few market hunters, who
have raised false issues in order to hide their real motive.

The former want to have repealed that provision of the State

law which prohibits them from selling game at all seasons of

the year.thus opening the door to violations of the law fixing

the closed season, and offering inducements to ihe market

hunteis to slaughter game by the ton, even during the open

season.

Then the market hunters have impressed these few editors

with ihe idea that they are "the people." and that there is

an issue between the people and a lot ot nabobs who want to

crush them bv the enactment of English game laws.

For the ioforinalion of those who may have been misled

in this matter, a brief explanation may be necessary. Some

six or eight months ago a State Convention was held for the

purpose of framing a game law to be presented to the coming

Legislature. In that convention nearly every county was

represented. Some of the delegates were named by Governor

Markham, and the others by the County Boards of Super-

visors. The represented all classes of people, and were

gentlemen.
After several days' deliberation a measure was agreed up-

on, and it will be presented to the Legislature in ihe shape

of a bill. It does not contain anything that should rouse

the fury of those who don't like English game laws, nor set

them to rending the air with their invective, like a lot of

young bulls pawing up the ground and bellowing under the

delusion that they have grievances. This bill is very much
like the laws California has had for many years, the chief

difference being in the slight lessening of the time in which

game can be killed each year; permitting ihe people in the

mountain counties to shoot grouse and mountain quail as

early as ihe 1st of August, and before the birds migrate to

the foothills, and limiting tne time during which market

hunting may be carried on to (if we are not mistaken) three

months—December, January and February.

This is probably the bill which a Contra Costa editor refers

to as the "Emeric bill," that the Legislature is to be again

asked to pass.

That Emeric bill of two years ago proposed a licence on

each person who went from one county into another to shoot,

and also provided that uoinclosed tracts of land might be

leased from the owners for exclusive pjivileges. The Rec-

ord-Union was the first journal to oppose the bill, and the

measure was defeated, but in doing so the Legislature got in

so many amendments to the law as to leave it in a somewhat

muddled and uncertain condition. Hence the calling of the

convention referred to for the purpose of having a bill framed

by men who understand their buj-ioess and who came fresh

from and represented the people. The hill tbey have drafted

has none of ihe features of Emeric's bill of two years ago, and

the "English" portion of it was born in the brain of persons

who have never read the bill.

This is a plain, truthful statement of the situation. There

is no occasion for all the noise lhat is being made and which

was started bv the cold storage game dealers and a few mar-

ket hunters who wish to make mooev at the expense of the

people by depriving the latter of their heritage— the wild

game of the State.

ROD-
Taller Crick Fishiu'.

BY FRANK TRIPLETT.

I've saw er feller fishin' with er forty-dollar pole,
Er rakin' uv 'is flies crost whut be called * trout-hole.
But gi' me fisbia' warns fur bait an' a old hick'ry stick
An' turn me loose fur mud cats on the banks uv Yaller Crick.

I know it ain't so toney. so dist angy. ez dudes say,
Ez thar fishin' aly mody, with thar "bamboo rod so gay.
But when yer good an' hoDgry and wants yer viltles quick.
Just grab yer wumsan' hick'ry pole, an' scoot fur Yaller Creek.

Yer rolls yer wum around yer hook an' pins'im th'ough and th'ough,
Au' draps it in an' eddy, wbar the waters bile an' stew

—

Putty soon ther cork goessailiu' out er sightso smooth an' quick;
Tbar's no foolin' he's all business, the mud cat in Yaller Crick.

He's hocgry an' he's gobbled up ther wum an' honk an' all.

An' he fights fur all 'at'a iu'im when the line yer 'gins ter haul
It don't take no reel ter haul '-im. jist yer pull 'im strong an' quick.
He don't go much on style, this here mud cat uv Yaller Crick.

I know 'at many a feller'll jist turn up 'is snoot an' say,
'At ther mud cat ain't no beauty—but then no mo' is they!
But he's juicy ez er apple an' tender ez er chick,
An' 'is meat is like the lilies whut's er-bloom in Yaller Crick.

I've et ther "down East " codfish on ther old Newfuulan' banks
Likewise the mounting Drook tront with ther Colorady cranks
An' ret Columby saraming killed with;'erspearln' stick

—

They're fine; bm gi'me mud cat whut's been ketched in Yaller Creek.

You may say I've got no goosterain' an't do bong veevaw

—

It may be so, but I'll tell yer thar'sno one whut I've saw,
Nomatter whur his country, but whut tuck orful quick
Ter ther lushis juicy mud cat, whut inhabits Yaller Crick.

—Las Cruxes Democrat.

Care of Tackle.

Said a veteran angler in an exchange: "It's a source of
great surprise to me to find that some men have any tackle

at all left over from the preceding year when I see the care-

less way in which they treat it. Rods are dumped hastily

into some garret corner, often dry and hot enough to warp a

telegraph pole. Lines still wet from the last day's fishing are

tossed into an envelope to mildew, or are left to rot on the

reels. The reels themselves, pat away damp, uncleaned,

and without oil, are, of course, bound to rust and give

poor service the followiug season. Hooks are tumbled
in with the damp line, the steel to corrode, the gut to dry
and crack and split. When the unfortunate who thus leaves

things to care for themselves loses a big tish on the opening
day of the next year's sport bv the sudden parting of a rotten

line, he breaks into a torrent of abuse directed against the

innocent tackle maker, and goes straight to some shop to

buy a complete new outfit, declaring that last year's stuff is

never good anyway.
"Now, all this can be, and should be avoided. An hour or

60 of care at the end of the seas n will insure the preserva-

tioh of rods, hooks, and lines. Every rod joint should be
carefully straightened before it is put up for the winter. The
tips, especially are bound to be more or lef-s set from the con-

stant downward strain. The remedy for this is to lay them
on a flat board and tack leather strips across, holding them
down to the plane surface. By keeping them damp a few
days you cen readilv warp them into proper shape. Next
give a good rubbing down wish a mixture of powdered pum-
ice and sweet oil to take off the cracked and broken surface of

the old varnish, and then two thorough coats of thin varnish,

altowing plenty of time for the first coat to dry before apply-

ing the second. You must always look to see that the guides

and whippings are complete and in good order and repair

any frayed or loose ones before putting on the preservative.

This dressing fills all the pores of the wood, and shuts out all

decay. Then lay the rods in their cases on a shelf in some
room of moderate temperature. Standing them against a

wall is a bad practice, as it tendi to bend and set the wood.

"Reels must be carefully taken apart, cleaned of all rust

and grit, and oiled. Lines should be removed from the reels,

first wiped off with a damp cloth, and when dry with an oiled

one, and then wound on a fiat bit of board. Hooks should

always be dipped in oil before being stored away, and grease

will also keep the gut snells moist and pliable.

"Artificial flies require more care than all the rest of the

outfit put together. A whole army of buflalo bugs, moths,

and shiners are on the lookout for the soft feathers and Bilks.

Take every one out of the book., and after laying in the sun

for a few hours to kill any chance germs or eggs, wrap in a

camphorated paper or in plain tissue paper and sift thor-

oughly with powdered camphor gum. Then pack them away
in a red cedar case is you have or cbu procure one, and no
prowling vermin will disturb that outfit.

"With such care taken in time the angler will find at the

opening of the next season that he has ssved many a dollar,

and all of his outfit is as good as ever, and some of it even

better than when it was new, because of the seasoning."

A Fish Story.

Mr. James Babson was a famous fisherman. He returned

from every fishing excursion with a longer string of fish and

a longer story of his exploits than any other man in Skowhe-

gan ; and if there were any doubts about his stories, there

were the fish to prove his skill, if not his truthfulness, says

the Lewiston Journal. When the river froze over, James

started off after frost fish. He took an abundant lunch, the

necessary lineB, hook and bairj but upon arriving at his

favorite fishing-ground he found he had forgotten the chise'l

with which to cut holes in the ice. " I declare to man," said

Mr. Babson, as he told the Btory in the grocery store that

evening, " I was put to it to know what I was goin' to do. It

was too far from home to come back,an* I didn't lack nothin'

but jest the pesky chisel. I ate my lunch an' went further

up the stream ; but 'twan't no use; I sorter drifted back to

where I knew there was fish; and then, after I'd wasted most

of the day, I jest happened to think about the boles I'd cut

in that very spot last year. I remembered jest where they

were, an' so I went right round an' I found eyery pesky one

of 'em ! Yes, sir, froze over, of course, but I jest hammered
at 'e o with my boot and 'twa'n't long 'for 1 had 'em open

jest as good as they were last winter. Kinder spoiled my
day's fishin'. though, foolin' round so long an' notthinkin' of

it."
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DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

On dil thas a new coursing club will soon be started in this

citv, the members of which will come from the well-to-do

sporting classes.

Tommy Hall has received a splendid young greyhound

from one of the Eastern kennels. The youngster is by Glen-

kirk, out of Nettlefield.

Wm. Remfree of Antioch was in town on Wednesday last

with bis English setter bitch Zip's Queen, by Starlight

—

Zippo Zip- She will be bred to Kittle's Luke.

It is certain that an application will be ma:e next year for

one or two nominations in the English Waterloo Cup. One
certainly will go from California, if a nomination can be

secured.

Mr. H. L. Smith of Strathroy, Ontario, has purchased

of Mr. Llewellyn the Llewellyn bitch Phcebe Windem. She
won second in the Puppy Stakes at the Shrewsbury trials last

spring, and first at Bala, Wales, in August last.

Mr. Fred Gresham has taken charge of the kennel columns
of our esteemed contemporary, the London Shooting Times.

Mr. Gresham's great experience in kennel matters should

make him of inestimable value to our contemporary.

R. E. de Lopez, who has just returned from Australia, in-

forms us that the Irish setters he took down with him to the

colonies from CampbeH'6 Glenmore kennels, were very suc-

cessful in the bench shows in the colonies.

Fussy, Mr. Henry Irving's fox-terrier, whose photo ap~

peared in last month's Strand, is the great actor's special pet.

Two years ago Fussy found himself leaving Southampton for

the American tour. Adroitly dodging the company, he got

on shore at the last moment, and hungry and travel-stained,

made his way back to the metropolis, being found some time

afterwards at the stage entrance to the Lyceum, footsore and
muddy, but triumphant. —British Fancier.

J. B. Martin, of this city, shipped last Saturday by the

Steamer Australian to W. E. Lewis, Honolulu, H. L, two
foxterrier pups whelped June 26, 1894, viz: Golden Chimes
and Golden Spray. These pups are bred as follows : By
Blemton Reefer (Champion Venio—Champion Rachel), out

of Blemton Spinaway (Champion Blemton Victor II—Spin-

ster;. This is excellent blood and should b« of great benefit

to the breed on the Islands. The dog Chimes is intended for

a cross on Blemton Shiner and Le Logos bitches, and the

bitch Spray will be bred to Shiner; we shall expect in the

neai future to hear of Mr. Lewis sending terriers to this city

for competition at our shows.

The Bench Show.

A bench show in San Francisco is an assured fact, and

now it behooves our coast fanciers to bestir themselves, get

their dogs in condition, get out a few "clinkers," and give

their most promising youngsters a little extra care. Many

of the breeds have been greatly strengthened by purchases,

and home-bred puppies of more than ordinary merit

.

The pointer classes, always strong here, promise to be bet-

tea than ever. Cocker spaniels will be much more numer-

ous and of better quality.

Dachshunde, Skyterriers and Great Danes will be better

than ever, and the two former breeds at least will be more

numerous. The foxterriers will be a still larger class, and

and the home-bred ones will be much better in quality.

The Pacific Fox Terrier Clnb have greatly improved

their specialty, and its influence will be seen at the coming

show. The St. Bernards will be both the largest and best

class ever shown here, California Bernardo being now in the

challenge class; the open class competitors will be "warm,"

the puppies will be numerous, and the home-bred ones will

show that our breeders are studying the breeding and mating

of the breed, and are learning how to rear their massive pets

as well as breed them. Bull terriers, black and tan terriers,

Irish water spaniels and several other breeds have received

new additions to their ranks, and the classes in these varie-

ties will also be improved. Gordons and English setters will

at least hold their own, and the greyhounds will, as usual, be

good in quality, if not ovemumerous. We know of but one

breed in the whole list that has not improved, viz., the mas-

tiffs.

The Field Trials.

The most of the interest in the coming field trials of the

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club to be held at Salinas next

month, seems to center in the Amateur Stake. The Derby

will contain some dogs of very high anality without question.

The All-Age will undoubtedly be interesting but the Ama-

teur Stake promises to fill the best of any. The pioject was

certainly a happy thought and should the club be favored

with good weather we fancy the entry will be good and the

interest intense. It will not only be a trial of dogs but a trial

of handlers. The professional handlers are exceedingly few

this year but we fancy we see some pretty good handling in

the Amateur class. There are a great many dogs in this sec-

'tioo of California that would make no mean showing and we
trust that they will enter, one and all.

A "Word for the Irish Setter.

11 The very best field dog I ever saw was an Irish Setter.

* * * I have found an old dog of this breed to be the

best of all for me on ruffed grouse. This bird flushes very

wild before a white or black dog, but apparently mistakes the

red dog for a fox, and lies much better, since it expects to

escape easily from any closer approach, and seeing the dog

motionless, does not take wing until alarmed by the approach

of the hunter, thus affording a shot; or if flushed by the dog,

the bird will usually alight in some tree near by. For those

who shoot a great deal and work the same dog on a great

variety of game, there is no dog like a good Irish Setter."

—

J. M. Tracy, in Turf, Field and Farm.

Reminiscenses of Sport

!

Mr. Tallman, in his report of the New England Field

Trials, writes, in mentioning the names of those present

:

" The two men who handled the first brace of dogs that ran

in the first Eastern Field Trials at Bobin's Island, were pres-

ent ; they were Mr. Elisha Burr, of Hiogham. Mass., and

the writer." The above lets loose a flood of recollections of

tbose field trials o» long ago, and now since the Eastern Field

Trials Club is holding a very successful meeting in North

Carolina, possibly a few notes of how that club came to life

and the many little incidents connected with its first meeting

may prove of interest.

A certain prominent sportsman in New York City sug-

gested holding trials near New York, and offered $50 for a

starter and promised on the part of some friends another $50.

Mr. Jacob Pentz, then Field Editor of the Turf, Field and

Farm, made editorial comments on the matter in such a

warm,enthusiastic manner that the spark caught and a meet-

ing was held in the office of the above paper.

Many of the prominent sportsmen in the vicinity of New
York were present. After some discussion the name of the

Eastern Field Trials Club was suggested and adopted. Mr.
C. H. Raymond moved that the trials be ?un under the rules

of the National American Kennel Club. Dr. W. H. Aten,
of Brooklyn, was in the chair. It was unanimously voted
that Mr. G. L. Lorillard be asked to act as president of the
club. Four vice-presidents were elected, as follows: C. Du
Bois Wagstaff, H. A. Gildersleeve, P. H. Morris and Dr. W.
H. Aten. C. H. Raymond was elected treasurer and Jacob
Pentz secretary. A committee was then chosen to draw up
the by-laws, consisting of Messrs. Wagstaff, Gildersleeve,

Pentz and Leslie C. Bruce. In connection with the above
it was suggested thrt a committee of eight be chosen to act as

an executive committee, and John Fottler, Jr., Luther
Adams, of Boston ; J. C. Higgins, of Delaware City*L. C.
Bruce, of New York; W. Wynn, Benjamin West, of Brook-
lyn, and the writer were elected. It was decided to have the
following stakes:

All-Aged Stakes, open to all setters and pointers. First

prize :
" Turf, Field and Farm " Cup and $50 ; Becond prize,

$50; third prize, $25. Entrance, $15 ; forfeit, $10.
Puppy Stakes, open to all setters and pointers under IS

months ol . First prize, Chicago Field Cup and $25 ; sec-

ond prize. $40; third prize. $20. Entrance $12, forfeit $8.

Brace Stakes, open to all. First prize $100, second prize

$50. Entrance $15, forfeit $10.

Five braces to enter to make a start in class or prizes

scaled.

Mr. George L. Lorillard kindly tendered the use of his

grounds at Oakdale, but after an examination by a chosen
committee the location was decided not to be suitable owing
to bareness of cover, and a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.
Lorillard for his kindness. Mr. Charles Ohle offered the use

of Ophir Farm, Rye, Westchester county. This place, also

Port Jefferson on the Long Island Railroad, were in turn dis-

cussed aod decided against for various valid reasons, with of
course, suitable thanks.

Capt. Ira B. Tutbill Jr. then offered Robins' Island, and
there the first trials of the then small but now great Eastern
Field Trials Club were held.

Mr. George B. Raymond's Bruce and Mr. F. N. Hall's Bess
were, I think, the first two entries received in the All-Aged
Stakes, and as Mr. Tallman states, he and Mr. Burr were the

two men who handled the first brace of dogs that started, viz

,

Grousedale and Banquo. The trials were held December 10,

11, 12, 1879, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

How well I remembar those trials, the many friends I met,

and what a jolly time we all had. It does not seem to me
that one enjoys the trials now as we used to in those days

;

perhaps it was more for the fun and honor of winning then

than now.
I had but just returned from a shooting trip in Tennessee,

in company with John Fottler, Jr., of Boston, and D. and P.

H. Bryson, of Memphis. We had shot for weeks over Dog
Whip, Berkley Duck, Elcho, Rose and the king field dog of

them all, Gladstone. I remember the night when P. H.
Bryson, in picking the burs from Gladstone, stepped on and
broke the gallant dog's tail, and how he used to plaster and
patch it up every morning, only to have it beaten raw again

before night, and how we used to urge him to let the dog
rest so that the tail might heal. But, no, the big three days'

race with Joe, Jr., was soon to come off and the dog must be

conditioned. Talk about a game dog, if Gladstone did not

show his gameness when he used to hunt day after day, going

faster, wider and finding more covies than all the other dogs

together, then I know not what gameness is.

But I have wandered from my subject, " The First East-

ern Field Trials." I had promised entries, and as I had kept

up a constant fire through the Turf, Field and Farm in tavor

of the trials, felt very particular about making my promise

good. There was a brace of youngsters down in North

Carolina training in Wanmaker's hands (red Irish, of course),

a few days over eighteen months, and I wired him if they

were any good to come on and meet me at Robin's Island. On
the 9ih of December, '79, I was at James' slip ready for the

boat to Hunter's Point.

The first man to greet me was Jacob Pentz and the first

words I uttered were, " has Wanamaker and the red pups

arrived," and his answer "yes, he came last night and is at

New Suffolk " was pleasing news.

Chas. H. Raymond, smiling and polite as a Chesterfield,

was there to see some of his Laveracks battle for the honors.

Tallman, with his black and white Jennie and the orange

and white Grousedale, Tom Aldrich, with his black Smut,

and Bassford were there, and Hart Haight boarded the train

before we reached our destination.

There were many more on hand when the trials opened

and it was a jolly crowd of sportsmen, I can assure you. In

the puppy stakes there were four entries and Grousedale,

owned by Mr. Goodwin, of Norwich, Conn., won first prize,

and in later trials proved that it was a high-class puppy that

won the first stake ever offered by the Eastern Field Trials

Club. Bessie, orange and white, owned by J. Otto Donner,

of New York, and handled by Predmore was second. The
third was divided between Banquo, black, white and tan,

owned by Dr. Fleet Speir and handled by Burr, and A. E.

Spooner*s Dais/, handled by Dickson. The judges in this

slake were C. Du Bois Wagstaff, Washington Coster and F.

H. Anderson.

Thursday saw the opening of the all -aged stakes of 18 en-
tries. The first prize was won by the black and white En-
glish setter bitch Jennie, owned and handled by Tallman.
The second by the red Irish dog Raleigh, owned by the
writer and handled by Wanmaker, and the third prize by the
black, white and tan St. Elmo, owned by Dr. Speir and
handled by Haight.
There were five entries in the brace stakes. Dr. . Aten'a

Ned and Glen won first and Grousedale and Smut were sec-
second. There were dogs in those trials that in after years
proved themselves good ones in any company and there were
handlers there who have since become among the most fam-
ous in the land. There was one incident which no uoubt all

who were at those trials will remember, the flushing of a
quail that flew out over the bay and settled on the water, &nd
after riding the waves a few minutes rose with all the appar-
ent ease and grace of a water fowl, and flew back to land. On
the whole those trials were a success.—Mont Clare in Turf,
Field and Farm.

Bull Dogs as Police.

How's that for a new idea? But that is an idea they are

developing in Germany and believe it is going to do great

things. The object is not to have the dog jump on a man
and tear him to pieces ; any uneducated dog can do that. But
he is trained to knock the criminal down and keep him mo-
tionless until the dog's assistant can come up with the hand-
cuffs.

The breed they use are bulldogs almost exclusively, both
on account of their tremendous jaws, and because a bulldog

loves a fight as naturally as an Irishman does. They are very

intelligent and when they have once seized the idea

they hold on to it as they do to everything else

A bulldog never forgets anything, whether it be a kind
ness or an insult, or a college education, and is in this
respect quite unlike the celebrated Thomas B. Macaulay,
who boasted he had forgotten more things than most people
knew.
The training of the dogs requires a certain knack with

great kindness, patience and firmness. For although they
are sparing of the whip, when a dog deserves a whipping, he
gets it, after being made to understand why he is punished -

The first step in training is the placing of a mannikin
behind^ the door and making the dog understand that this is

a criminal he is to seize. This lesson is not hard for bim to
learn, for a bulldog would much rather jump on a man than
not. Then the trainer catches the maunikin by the should-
ers and lowers it slowly to the ground, with the dog still

hanging to the rags around the neck. When the dog begins
to tear the figure the trainer strikes him with the whip to
intimate to him that that is not what he is expected to do.
Finally he learns that he is not to let go, but to hang on
without tearing the victim. If any one moves the mannikin
he has gripped a ferocious growl warns all bystanders that
all such nonsense had better stop at once. When he carries
out his role well he is petted and caressed, for kindness plays
quite as important a part as the whip in the school.
As soon as it is certain that Master Doggie has learned his

lesson they let him loose^on.a living model. This experiment is

never quite free from danger, so the man who feeds him is

usually chosen for the first experiment, as the dog will not
be so likely to tear him, although in all cases the model puts
on a leather collar around his neck to guard against accident.
Then these experiments are renewed on strangers, who nat-
urally demand pretty good pay for their services, and who
constitute a sort of board of regents. If rhe dog passes this

examination he takes his degree and is ready for work. The
German Government hopes to make use of these dogs in the
service of the customs to catch smugglers on the frontier.

Apropos of these dogs, I am reminded of a story of a po-
liceman in this country in a country town, who was always
accompanied on his beat by his devoted bulldog. One day
the policeman discovered two men in a case of assault and
robbery. When they saw him coming they took to their

heels. Of course he could not go two ways at once, so he
called Nick's attention to one man while he made off after

the other. He secured his man and, coming back, found
the second man prostrate, with Nick standing guard.—Ex.

Inbreeding For Type.

Scientific students of the law of heredity long since dis-

covered that where animals of mixed breeds are crossed pro-

miscuously together, there is a constant struggle of nature to

revert back to a fixed type, and generally that type which is

common to the ancestry of most of the animals in the pedi-

gree of the youngster produced, but as blood influences do

not always accord with the arithmetical ratio of the blood

itself, that is not always the case. This tendency to revert

to a previous type has been seized upon by breeders as a

means of establishing breeds through inbreeding of the blood
of some one or more animals possessing the type it is desired

to fix upon the breed. Calling commenced with the bull

Hubbuck, and he and his successors established and perfected
the Shorthorn breed of cattle, which continues to breed true

to the established type when kept pure, and when crossed

struggles to assert its type. The true theory of inbreedJDg
is little understood by the superficial breeder. An animal
may possess the blood of a given ancestor without posssssing

the least appreciable evidence of it in his tendencies or
traits—in fact, may be the counterpart of some other ances-

tor bear the stamp of a group of ancestors. Inbreeding by
means of such animals will not tend to fix the type of the
desired ancestor or his descendants. It is not this alone that

separates lines from a common source. That being the case,

each will help and support the other in Nature's struggle to

cast back the type. When there is strength enough in this

united effort it prevails not only in reproducing the type
sought, but it eradicates contending influences and makes a

preprotential individual, or one that is practically thorough-
bred in type. In reproducing animal nature blood influences

have their affinities and repellants, iust as we find the same
in chemistry of material nature.—Ontario Live Stock
Journal.

The German town of Orb, in the Spessart mountains, with

3,300 inhabitants, has no taxes except a dog tax, all expenses
being defrayed bv the proceeds of public saline baths, forests

and a fund of $600,000.
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LATE KENNEL NOTES.

The late Biraiiogiam, Eng., snow contained 1,517 entries.

H. Huliuan Jr. has purchased Col. P. H. O'Barmon'8 in-

terest in the Blue Ridge Kennels.

The Southern Field Trial Club's All Age Stake contains 3S

entries, 31 English setters and 7 pointers.

Thirty-nine of the original forty-seven entries to the South-

ern Field Triat Club's Derby have paid the second forfeit.

The Nevada County Grand Jury wants the Supervisors to

purchase two or more trained bloodhounds to be used in the

apprehension of criminals^

The Pacifie Ceonel Club has secured the Pavilion for

ihd week of May 6-11, which will give them ample time to

put up benching and prepare for tne show.

"Why is it wicked to cut off dogs' tails'/ " asked a School

Board teacher recently. " Because what God hath joined let

not man pull asunder," came the quick reply.

The two Irish setters that L. L Campbell of the Glen-

more Kennelsshipped to Australia recently have already won

four first and several special prizes in their new home.

J. B. Stoddard writes the Forest and Stream from Newton,

N. C. "There is lo be a field trial here this week.^ There are

ten natives entered, entrance $1, and everything is to be con-

ducted a la Eastern."

San Francisco will soon have another coursing park.Malt

Kerrigan's lease of the Ocean View property will expire on

January 1st and the new park will be under his management.

The park will be located near the city, probibly not far from

Ocean View.

The noted greyhound Simonian, at one time owned by

Col. North, who sold him to the Grand Duke Nicholaus for

$1,500, and that won the Russian Waterloo Cup and other

stakes, is again an inmate of tb.2 Elsham Kennels, having

been purchased for $3,625.

T. T. Ashford of Birmingham, Alabama, has challenged E.

0. Damon to run his Strideaway against Kent Elgin for $300

a side immediately after the Southern trials in February.

Each side to select a judge and the two thus selected to select

a third. No reporter, owner or representative of any sports-

man's paper, or official of any field trial club to act as judge.

At a recent auction sale of dogs held in New York City a

daughter of Ch. ChrisLopher was sold for $10. Roslyn Vir-

ginia by Champion Scotilla—Champion Flurry III. was sold

for $2. Tne Irish setter challenge dog Montauk Jr. was sold

for $5. Elcho Jr. III., by Ch. Elcho Jr.—Nina, brought
$17.50. Some puppies by Young Tim, out of Claremont
Heather brought from 25 cents up to $2 each.

An Eastern correspondent writes us that J. W. England or

Redlands, well known in canine circles as the owner of Nora
Mavourneen, has purchased of Jas. Mortimer of the Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels the pointer bitch Hempstead Blossom
by Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen-Blarney) out of Wool-
ton Game. Hempstead Blossom is not only an excellent

bitch in the field, with a lot of speed and style and a very in-

dustrious hunter, but has won 1st open light weight class

Philadelphia, 1st open light weight Chicago and 1st open
light weight R. I, State Fair in the best competition. If she
comes in season before she leaves for California she will be

bred to some good dog, probablv Saoford Druid. It is thought
that when she gets used to California quail she will make it

very interesting for the best of them.

The Cauadian Kennel Club intends to " gang its ain gait "

in future and has decided by a mail vote that it will have
none of the American Kennel Ciub. After the way the
agreement, arranged bv the two committees at the last New
York show, was received at tbe annual meeting of the C. K.
C, those who were acquainted with the feeling of most of

the Canadians did not expect any other outcome. The
registration part of the agreement, we understand, was the
principle stumbling block. The rejection of the agreement
is said to have been on account of the '"outrageous" demands
of tbe A. K. C. If true, this is a rather stroDg term. As far
as we can make out the C. K. C. cannot support a stud
book ; they should have one, but they could scarcely expect
the A. K. C. to publish a Canadian section in their stud
book for nothing. The other points in the proposed agree-
ment 6eem*d fair enough. The abandonment of the negoti-
ations means that the awards made at Toronto and Ottawa
in 1893, and the Toronto awards this year will not be
recognized by the A. K. C. In future Canadian exhibitors
will have to "list "with the A. K. C. to exhibit in this
country under A. K. C. rules, and Americans must " list"
or register with the C. K. C. in order to exhibit at Canadian
shows under their rules. Toronto show this year felt the
effect* of the uncertainty as to whether the agreement
would be ratified, and will surely suffer to a greater extent
next year unless other inducements are offered to exhibitors
from this side. The principle hitch will be if a rule is made
by the A. K. C, as was hinted at in a motion made at the
meeting of December filh, debarring exhibitors from exhibi-
ting at shows, not held under A. K. C. rules, where disquali-
fied members are allowed to exhibit. We fancy, however,
that this is such an arbitrary measure that it will find few
supporters.—Forest and Stream.

Kennel Registry.

VtslU, Sales. Whelps and Names Claimed published iu this column
free of charge. Please use the following form

:

NAMES CLAIMED,
H. McCracken claims the name of Sunday Night for

greyhound dog pappy , whelped November 5, 1894, by Sky-
rocket 34,065. out of Lady H. Glendyoe 29,25o ; Monday
Morning for dog punpy, Hume litter'; Lady Midnight for
bitch pnppr, same liner

; also Nellie Blithe for pointer hitch
puppy, whelped Julv 8, 1894, by Upton of Blithe 34,236,out
of Juno H 33,813 (formerly Little Nell).

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB RACES.

[Continued from Page 60S.]

K. X. Fii7,(.ki;ai.i>h, Hartford, Conn , writes; I have had
occasion several times to use Absorbine, and it works like a
charn* in removing soreness and puffs on horse*. I cheer-
fully rocommei

C, H. Maooun, Chicago, III., writes :
" I consider the Ab-

horbine riylitly named, a* it completely abaorbfl all hunches
pplied,

FORTY-NINTH DAY—MONDAY, DECEMBER 24.

GREAT big crowd for a Monday
went out to old Bay District this

bright and cheerful afternoon. It

looked like a Saturday audience

and the only-go-once a-week en

thusiasm was all there and a yard

wide. Tickets on the favorites of

to-day can be had in large quanti-

ties very cheap by applying to the

sweepers of the betting ring, If

one first choice got to the fore at

the finish he escaped the eyes of the judges and general pub-

lic alike. The five races were won by 4 to 1, 4 to 1, 2 to 1,

7 to 1 and 3i to 1 shots respectively, and in consequence there

i6Joy in Easy street to-night on Bookmaker Bow. The track

was on the mend—speedier than on Saturday by perhaps a

couple of seconds to the mile. Jerry Chorn, who only came

in from Chicago a few days ago, is rapidly making a public

idol of himself. He had four mounts this afternoon, and did

nothing but landed three of them first and the other second.

Carr had better look to his laurels. The other successful

jockeys were Mike Hennessy and Carr.

Dara left her maiden friends behind in the first race, but

she would probably be a maiden still if Catalogue had not

listed on the turn for home and dumped Cochran into the

Slough of Despond. At the time Catalogue was leading by

four lengths. Not a move had been made on Dara aB yet,

and whe,n the fall came the Montana filly went to tbe front

and won handily by a couple of lengths from the favorite, the

Gano-Esperiment colt, Haplein third.

Lawyer won a case at last. Getting away second, he made

life miserable for Johnny Payne going to the homestretch,

and "den came away" and woo by half a dozen lengths.

Charley Quick got the place from Gold Dust by a head.

Pescador, played for a regular slaughtering, won all the

way in the six-furlong race for non-winners at the meeting,

and won by four lengths from Wildwood, who was quite lame

before the race, Del Norte a poor third.

Grandee was undoubtedly himself ag tin today, for lead-

ing from start to finish, he beat such a good "mudder" as

Red Bird four lengths, and easily at that. Hueneme was a

miserable third.

Jake Johnson was a great favorite in the last event on the

card, about six furlongs. He got away well, and opened up

quite a gap in the first furlong, when Major Ban commenced

to close fast on him—so fast that at the half-pole the Major's

head was to the fore. It was thereafter only a question of

how much the old horse would win by. His margin was

three lengths at the finish, while Jake Johnson came again

in the homestretch and was safe in the place by three lengths,

San Lucas third. Adolph ran up as if he meant business

nearing the three quarter pole, and then fell back about as

suddenly.
How the Races Were Ran.

The first race, for maiden two-year-olds, had seven starters

and the Gano-Experiment Colt for an even-money favorite.

Dara was played down from 4 to 2\ to 1, Catalogue was at 6,

Haplein S, Little Bob 10, My Charm 20 and Halifax 30 to 1.

To a fair start Catalogue led, with Dara second and Little

Bob third. Catalogue, going at a cracking pace, led passing

the half-pole by three lengths, Dara second, two in front of

the favorite, Haplein fourth. Making the final turn Cata-

logue, four lengths in front of everything, stumbled, throw-
ing little Cochran, but not injuring him or being injured

himself, got up and ran alongside Dara, who won with some-
thing to spare by two lengths, though driven out from the

100-yard pole until within twenty yards of the finish. The
Experiment Colt was second, three lengths from Haplein.
Time, 1:10J. Whether Catalogue would have won if he had
not fallen is problematical, as Hennessy had not made his

move on Dara up to the time Catalogue fell.

Sligo and Gold Dust, at 3 to 1 each, divided favoritism iu

tbe second race, five furlongs, selling. Lawyer and Charlie
T. were 4 to 1 shots, Charlie Quick 5. Johnny Payne 6 and
Vulcan 80 to 1. Johnny Payne, Lawyer, Charlie T. was the

order at the send-off. Tbe first-named pair drew away from
the bunch and ran close together past the half-mile ground,
four lengths in front of Charlie Quick, at whose saddle was
Gold Dust. Johnny Payne and Lawyer was still head and
head at the three-quarter pole, six lengths from Charlie
Quick. Johnny Payne turned wide, and Carr rode in a verv
listless way the final sixteenth of a mile, where he looked cer-

tain of the place. Lawyer, going like'a shot, won by six

lengths, Charlie Quick beating Gold Dust out a head for the

place, Johnny Payne fourth, a couple of lengths further off.

Slieo. eased up for the last 100 yards, finished last. Time,
1:07*'.

Only four started in the third race, six furlongs. Wild-
wood opened an even-money favorite, but his price receded
to 8 to 5. His price at post time was even money. Gran-
nan went down the line on Pescador, gettiug his mooev on at

2 to 1 and 11 to 5. Del Norte was at 4 (opened at 3), Bel-

fast 50 to 1. There was a long delay at the post, as is usual
when Pescador is a starter. Finally the flag fell to a fairseud
ofi, Pescador in front, Del Norte second, Wildwood third.

The good-looking one-eyed horse went out ;i telling clip,

leading Del Norte (who whs running wiih hie head up) by
four lengths at the half, Wildwood at the Siorn colt's heels.

Pescador led into the homestretch by 6ve lengths and won
easily by four from Wildwood, who beat Del Norte six

lengths. The latter went a very zig zig cour.se iu the home
stretch. Time, 1:22$.

Red Bird was a warm favorite in the fourth race, five fur-

longs, at 7 to 5 t'oude was at 4 to 1 and well played,
Grandee, Hueneme and Three Forks 7 each (latter 20 atone
time), Hauford 12 and Joe Cotton 15 to 1 Grandee, Three
Forks, Conde was the order at the start, Red Bird, the favor-

ite, being the last horse away from the post. Grandee,
Hueneme aod Three Forks were lengths apart as named at
the half pole, Red Bird but a bead behind Three Forks and
going like a shot. Grandee was over two lengths to the good
swinging around for home, Hueneme and Red Bird head and
bead, five lengths in front of Conde. Grandee came down
tbe homestretch like the Grandee of old, and won by four
lengths easily, Red Bird second, Hueneme third,four lengths
from Hanford. Time, 1:06 J. The winner was run ap $200,
but Mr. Macdonough retained him at $405.
Jake JohDsou was plunged on in the last race, and a dis-

interested person would think there was only one horse in
the race. His closing price was even money. Major Ban
(five pounds overweight, Carr up) was at 3A to 1, Blue Ban-
ner at the sime figure, Adolph 10, San Lucas 15, Primanda
20 and St. Elmo 30 to 1. There was some bad acting at the
post, and numerous breakaways. At length the flag fell and
Jake Johnson was off in the lead, Major Ban second, St. El-
mo third. Johnson opened up a gap of over two lengths in
the first eighth of a mile, but Major Ban went after him like
a bull dog, and right at the half mile the Major's head
bobbed in front, St. Elmo but a length away, Bix lengths in
front of Adolph. Major Ban plainly had the favorite beaten
three furlongs from home, and led at the final turn by three
lengths, Adolph having run up third, a length behind John-
son. For a time it looked as if the favorite would not finish
one-two, but Chorn got him to moving strong in the last six-
teenth and got the place, three lengths behind the easy win-
ner, Major Bio, ami three in front of San Lucas, who beat
Adolph out five lengths for show. Time, 1:21J.

FIFTIETH DAY—TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25.

Jolly, enthusiastic crowd of nearly 4,000 went to the races

this cold, gloomy Christmas day, and the bookmakers drove

a brisk trade in the arena of speculation. Twostake races and
three other inleresiing events were to be decided, the fields

were of good size and the contestants of excellent

ability throughout. As for the track, it was as

sticky as so much molasses candy and not half as sweet. It

is hard to say how the talent fared. Don Fulano was an odds-

on favorite, but not as strongly played as Johnny Payne, per-

haps. A lot of money went on Capt. Rees and Sir Reel In

the first race, but the race was won easily by Braw Scot at 3

to 1. Jim Flood is a great colt. He won the Naglee Stakes

and made Rev Alfonso and the others opposing him look

very yellow, in fact, one could well imagine they would bark

at any moment after Flood finished.

Quirt was started in two races, running well for a time in

tbe stake race and finishing second in the last event.

Floodmore, with 157 pounds up, won the Harlem Stakes

(full course steeplechase) iu the most gallant manner by a

length from the outsider, General Miles. It took every

inch of steam Floodmore had in his chest to land the rich

plum for the tall gentleman from Maryland, Nicholas S.

Hall. The pummel pad and number cloth on Floodmore

fell ofi nearing the water jump the second time around, but

there was not enough loss of weight to allow of a disqualifi-

cation. There was lots of excitement, though, until the num-
bers went up on the ''result" derrick. Ingot broke down in

this race at a time when ne w^s a prominent factor in the

race.

Realization is well named. His owner realizes about as

well on him as any horse that has run for purses this meet-

ing in the mud. As good as 4J to 1 was quoted against

him to-day, and, in the words of the race track elite, he "won

a block." Quirt got the place and Monrovia, the good thing,

show money. Glee Boy, the favorite, was never in the hunt.

Howard, last away, finished fourth.

Chorn, Carr, R. Isom, Allmark and W. Flynn rode the

winners this afternoon. It was a good day's racing, and much
enjoyed.

How the Races Were Ran.

In the first race, selling, five and a half furlongs, Don
Fnlano was a 3 to 5 favorite, and fairly well played. Johnny
Pay ne was played for a good thing at $ and 10 to 1 . Morven
and Queen Bee were at 10 each, Faro 12, Charmer 100 to 1.

There was a long delay at the post, occasioned mostly by the

bad actions of Morven. Finally the flag switched to a good
send-off", Faro, Johnny Payne, Don Fulano being the order.

Johnny Payne, Don Fnlano and Morven ran heads apart as

named passing the half, five lengths in front of Queen Bee.

Don Fulano got his head in front nearing the three-quarter

pole, and when well straightened for home had a decided
lead over Payne and Morven, Queen Bee moving up fast.

Morven and Johnny Payne fell back fast and the favorite

came on and won easily by three lengths from Queen Bee,

who beat Cuarmer for place. Johnny Payne was fourth.

Time, 1:16*.

Sir Reel aud Capt. Rees divided favoritism in the second
event at S to 5, Braw Scot was at 3 to 1, Glen Echo and
Adolph 20 to 1 apiece. There was another long delay at the

post, Adolph being the chief obstructor. The flag fell to a

good send-off", the order being Braw Scot, Glen Echo, Sir

Reel. Braw Scot drew away nearly three lengths in the first-

eighth, but was eased up nearing the half, where he led bv a

length, Capt. Rees second, as far from Sir Reel, with whom
Adolph was running bead and head. Braw Scot drew away
three lengths again soon after passing tbe half, and was lead-

ing two lengths turning from home, Capt. Rees second, as far

from Adolph, who was a length from Sir Reel. The gray
gelding was driven out, aud won by three lengths amid great

applause, Capt. Rees second, as far from Adolph. Time,
1:23.

In the Naglee Stakes, seven furlongs, value $1,000, the

Kentucky Stable (Jim Flood and Major McLaughlin) was a
favorite at S to 5, Rey Alfonso 2 to 1, Quirt 3 (4 to lat one
time), Thornhill 12, San Luis Rey 30 and Agitato 40 to 1.

Agitato, Rey Alfouso, Jim Flood was the order to a fair start.

Rey Alfonso and Jim Flood ran half B leugth apart at the

quarter, three lengths in front of Agitato. Quirt, last off, ran

up rapidly, and was second, half a length behind Jim Flood,

and a head in front of Rey Alfonso, Major McLaughlin a

couple of lengths further away. Into the homestretch it was
Jim Flood one and one-half lengths to the good, Quirt and
Rey Alfonso head and head, McLaughlin still fourth. Flood
went away steadily in the homestretch, Rey Alfonso and
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Qoirt being plainly beaten over a sixteenth from home, and
won by foar lengths easily, Major McLaughlin, his stable

companion, an easy second, three lengths from Rey Alfonso,

who just lasted long enough to beat San Luis Rey a head for

show. Time, 1:37}.

The Harlem Steeplechase Stakes, about two and 3 quarter
miles, brought out six good jumpers. Speculation was lively

on the race. Most boobs had the Hall stable (Floodmore
and Longwell) at 2 to 1, Ingot 2 to 1. Eli Kindig 3 (8 to 1 at
one time), Gen. Miles 6, Happy Band 20 to 1. The start

was good, the order being Floodmore, Eli Kindig, Happv
Band. Eli Kindig led Floodmore a length over the first two
jumps, Ingot and Longwell alternating in third place. Over
the water jump the first time Kindig led Ingot a length,
Longwell another length away. Ingot then went to the front

and led Eli three lengths over the next two obstacles, Long-
well a good third. Longwell was in front at the top of the
hill by a small margin, Eli Kindig a length in front of In-

got. Kindig led over the water obstacle the second time, sev-

eral not jumping cleanly, General Miles, Longwell and
Floodmore closing up. Ingot began to drop out. Here
Floodmore lost his pummel pad and number cloth. Over
the next fence General Miles led, Eli Kindig second, Flood-
more not far away. At far center field Floodmore had run
past Kindig, and with General Miles slightly in advance
they raced at the fence, Floodmore outjumping Miles badly
and going on in a style that caused great cheers to go up for

Nick Hall's great horse. Floodmore led into the regular
iracb by three lengths, General Miles as far from Longwell,
whom many expected to see move up at this stage. Halfway
down the homestretch it looked Floodmore's race easily

enough, but Murphy was at work on General Miles, and
about one hundred yards of the finish the pair, as tired as

they could well be, but dead game, begen to fight for suprem-
acy. AUmarb made one last effort on the lion-hearted son
of Flood, and helping him along at every stride, with his

rhythmic movement, landed Floodmore a winner by a length
amid great excitement. General Miles, second, was fifteen

lengths in front of Happy Band, Longwell being pulled up
in the homestretch. Time, 5:39«. There was a wild crowd
watching the weighing in, for many had seen the number
cloth and pummel pad fall off as Floodmore neared the
water Jump the second time. There was not enough
shortness of weight to allow of a disqualification,

hence the decision went to one of the gamest horses and best

jumpers ever seen on Western soil—Floodmore.
The last race of the afternoon was at six furlongs. Six

selling platers came to the post, and Glee Boy was backed
down into favoritism, opening at 4, closing at 2 to 1. Mon-
rovia, Howard, Quirt and Realization were at 4 to 1, Mon-
rovia being at 6 at one time, Quirt at 5. O'Bee's price was
12 to 1. Monrovia, Realization, O'Bee was the order at

flag fall. Realization soon forged to the front, leading by three
lengths at the half-pole, Monrovia, Quirt and O'Bee lengths
apart as named. A little before the three-quarter pole was
reached Quirt went by Monrovia as if she were t»ed up, and
got up to within two lengths of Realization, who went away
from the white-faced filly again and won easily by three

lengths, Quirt second, five in front of Monrovia, who was a

length before Howaid. Time, 1:21$.

FIFTY-FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26.

It was a cold day in more respects than one. Form-players

felt the biting Northern blast more than anybody, for three

sturdily-supported first choices slipped in behind first money

and their coin fell with a dull thud into the boxes of those

good, kind men, the bookmakers, perhaps never to return. The
track is too deep in mud and too thoroughl* saturated with

water for the sheep that were sent over it to accomplish

much good, and it will take a day or two of sunshine and

north wind before the association's rams, lambs, sheep and

mutton will make their presence felt in unmistakable terms.

The card presented to-day, composed of five selling races,

was not calculated to bring out the cracks of the country; in

fact, not a single high-class animal competed in any event

this afternoon. Everything considered, therefore, the at-

tendance was remarkably good.

Lawyer, second choice at Bh to 1, got up to Norlee (who

had led from the start) in the last thirty yards, and beat her

out by a length and a half handily. Coming into the home-

stretch it looked a dollar to a dried apple that Norlee would

win, but Chorn steadily persevered with Lawyer, with the

result that Norlee was beaten. Cochran, however, did not

help the Hall filly a bit when she needed it badly.

Steadfast, favorite in the second race, carried three pounds

overweight, and this virtually caused his downfall, for the

Experiment Colt collared him in the final sixteenth and beat

him out a scant neck in a hard drive. Imp. Empire, at 100

to 1 in the betting, ran third, and paid $21.50 in the $2

show mutuel box.

Charley Quick, the even- money favorite in the third race,

got away second to My Sweetheart, had his head in front at

the half-pole, and then graduilly drew away, winning driv-

ing by two and a half lengths from Miss Ruth, who got up

and passed My Sweetheart just betore reaching the three-

quarter-pole. My Sweetheart was third, five lengths behind

Miss Ruth.

Hy Dy was favorite in the mile, but the best he could do

was finish second to Whitestone, who won easily by eight

lengths after Pescador had run himself to a standstill. Car-

mel, who sulked a bit, was a poor third.

Dick Behan, who has run poorly in his races here, was

spruLg on an unsuspecting public in the last race, and so

much monev went in on him that he was an odds-on favorite

at the close. Getting away in front to a struog-out start, Dick

Behan led all the way and won by three lengths easily. Pri-

manda got the. place, five lengths in front of the very lame

Comrade.
The wioning jockeys this afternoon were Chorn, Coady, W.

Fly no, Carr ana Cochran,

How the JUicea Were Run.

Notice was a $ to 1 favorite in the first race, five furlongs,

««lliu&. Lawyer wat at 3j to 1, Gold Dust 4-i, Sir Reginald

away, Gold Dust second, Lawyer third. At the half Norlee
was first by three lengths, Gold Dust second, a length from
Lou L., Lawyer fourth, a couple of lengths further off. The
latter came like a shotout of a gun three furlongs from home,
and waB second turning for the home run, three lengths be-
hind the favorite. Norlee continued in the lead up to the
last thirty yards.where Lawyer got up and passed her and won
by one and a half lengths. Norlee was three lengths in front of
Three Forks. Cochran rode a very weak finish on Norlee.
The time was 1:10.

Steadfast was a 9 to-5 first choice in the second race, about
six furlongs, selling. Experiment colt was at 2i to I, Wick-
low 3J to 1 (10 to 1 at one time),- St. Albans and Vivace 8
each, Belfast 12, Nipper and imp. Empire 100 to 1 each.
Nipper, Steadfast, Experimdnt colt was the order to a fair
start. Steadfast went to the front in the first few strides and
led Experiment colt half a length, Empire two lengths ofl.

Steadfast drew away and led by three lengths turning for
home, Experiment colt second, as far from Empire. The
Experiment colt came fast down the homestretch, and catch-
ing Steadfast about eighty yards of the finish, in a fierce

drive, beat the little bay out a short neck. Steadfast eight
lengths before Empire, who beat Belfast two and a half
lengths for show. Time, 1:24.

Charley Quick was made an even-money favorite for the
third race, five furlongs, selling, for two-year-olds. Miss
Ruth was at 3 to 1, My Sweetheart 7, Niagara 8, Advance
and Bravura 15 each, Umma20 to 1. A good start was made,
the order being My Sweetheart, Charley Quick, Miss Ruth,
Umma. My Sweetheart led for about a furlong, then Charley
Quick made a good run and at the half-pole Charley Quick
was a short head in front. My Sweetheart three lengths from
Miss Ruth. As they neared the three-eighths pole Quick be-
gan drawing away at a great rate, and led into the home-
stretch by three lengths, Miss Ruth second now, with My
.Sweetheart lapped at her saddle. Charley Quick was driven
to the end, and won from ths punched-out Miss Ruth by two
and a half lengths, Miss Ruth second, five lengths from My
Sweetheart, who beat Niagara a ^length. Time, 1:11.

In the fourth race, one mile, Hy Dy was played for a kill-

ing, opening at *1\ to 1, closing favorite at 8 to o. Pescador
was at 2 to 1, Whitestone 13 to 5, Minnie Beach S to 1 and
Carmel 10. Whitestone led at the start, Carmel second,
Minnie Beach third. Pescador ran up very fast and led by
two lengths at the quarter, Whitestone three from Carmel,
he as far from Minnie Beach and Hy Dy, head and head.
Pescador quit somewhat nearing the half, where Whitestone
was leading by three lengths, Pescador as far from Carmel.
Whitestone was five lengths to the good as he turned for

home, Pescador four from Hy Dy, who was coming along
swiftly. His move-up was too late, though, and seeing that
he could not get up and that he had the place won Chorn
eased up on him a sixteenth from home. Whitestone won
by eight ledgtbs, Hy Dy second, three from Carmel, he six
before Pescador. Time, 1:56.

The last race of the day, five furlongs, was where the
smart people got in their fangs on the bank-rolls of the
bookies Dick Behan, who had run here on two occasions
and not been high, low, jack, opened an equal favorite with
Comrade. It was at 8 to 5. Money just rolled into the
strong-boxes in payment for Behan tickets in huge waves,
and in a very few moments some bookies had cut to 7 to 10,

others to 4 to 5. Even at the latter figure coin still came in
in large quantities. Comrade's price steadily lengthened,
until at post time 4 to 1 was the figure. Primanda was at

6 to 1, Ernest8, Mestor 15, Alto Mio 100 to 1. The start saw
Dick Behan off well in front and running like a scared wolf,

the rest scattered like chaff before the wind. Primanda was
second and Comrade third. At the half Dick Behan led

Primanda four lengths, the Reavy colt two from Comrade.
The order was unchanged to the finish, where Dick Behan
was easily first by three lengths, Primanda second, five

lengths in front of Comrade, who was a very lame horse. The
time wa6 1:09
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FIFTY SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, DECEMBER 27.

The winds that blew in the faces of the devotees of racing

this afternoon were sharp and chill and rain came by fits and

starts, making the prospect anything but bright and cheering.

The crowd was as poor as the weather conditions, and the

saloon men did a livelier business than the men that yell "7

to 5 this favorite ! Come on and get it! " Speaking of favorites

reminds us that two of these have-to-fall-down-to-lose gallopers

came in with real estate in their possession that they could not
realize a baubee on. The two were Mainstay and Tartarian.

Carr rode three winners and Chorn the remaining two—

a

great showing for both.

How the Races Were Run.

Captain Coster was made an 8 to 5 favorite in the first

race, selling, five furlongs. Lochinvar was at 5 to 1, Ontario

6, Little Bob 7, Andante 8, Ike L. and Panama Pat each 10
to 1. Capt. Coster was first away, Andante second, FlagsttfF

third. Capt. Coster led by five lengths at the half-pole,

Flagstaff" about a length in front of Andante, who was three

lengths from Ontario. Capt. Coster, running easily, Ie i by
four lengths at the three-quarter pole, Flagstaff second, three

from Ontario. The Captain went away further and further

in the homestretch, and won easily by ten lengths Ontario
second, one and a half lengths from Flagstaff, who was taken

from the inside to the outside of the track by Steele. Time,
1:09}.

Another five-furlong selling race was second on the card.

Lawyer, backed heavily by Grannan, opened at 7 to 5, closed

an even money favorite. Norlee was played down from 2£
to 2 to 1. Crawford went back from 2h to 3 to 1. Charley

T., Three Forks aod Sir Reginald were at 25 to 1 each, Cur-

rency 200 to 1. Crawford, Norlee, Lawyer was the order at

the start, which was fair. Norlee went out, as usual, into the

lead, being one and a half lengths in front of Lawyer at the

half pole, Crawford lapped on the favorite. Norlee increased

her lead to three lengths going to the homestretch, Lawyer
second, four lengths from Crawford, whe was droppingback
fast. Lawyer was cut loose in the straight, and gaining stead-

ily, got up to Norlee twenty yards of the finish. Romping
past the tiring filly, he beat her a trifle over a length, Nor-
lee two lengths from Three Forks he six from old Sir Regi-

nald. Time, 1:07}.

The Undine Stakes, about six furlongs, selling, for two-

year-olds, brought out a field of but four. Mainstay was a

lukewarm sort of favorite, opening at 7 to 10, closing at 4 to

5. Pat Murphy was at 11 to 5, El Tirano 7, Hanford 15 to

1. To a good start Pat Murphy led, with Mainstay second

and Hanford third. Pat Murphy, going easy, was three

length* to the good at the half-mile ground., Malo«tay iecond,

as far from Hanford, at whose heels came El Tirano. There
was no change going to the home3tretch Mainstay not show-
ing that speed-burst of his al any stage of the game. Carr
kept Pat Murphy going, holding his head up well, and won
ihe stake easily by eight lengths, Mainstay second, half as
far in front of Hanford. The affair was absolutely without
interest. Time, 1:19}.

Tartarian looked a "dead mortal" for the fourth race,
handicap, six furiongs, his closing price being 2 to 5. Don
Fulanowasat -1 to 1, Zobair7, Howard 15 tol. DonFulano,
Howard, Zobair, Tartarian was the order to a fair send-off'.
Don Fulano opened up a gap in the first eighth and was first
at the half-mile ground by a length, Howard second, a head
from Tartarian, who was just booming along as if he would
run over the top of his opponents. Tartarian never got any
closer to Don Fulano. Three furlongs from home the favor-
ite was plainly not able to get up to the fleet Don, who led
into the homestretch by four lengths, Tartarian second, three
lengths from Zobair, who was beginning his run now. Half-
way down the homestretch Zobair was making up ground at
a great rate, and it was apparent over a sixteenth from home
that he would get the place. Don Fulano came on and won
easily by three lengths, Zobair second, eighth lengths from
Tartarian, who just beat Howard a head for the show. Time,
1:21}. Terrible was the fall of the talent.

Adolph, played down from 3\ to 2i to 1, went to the post
a slight favorite in the concluding race of the afternoon, five
and one-half furlongs. Dara and Fortuna were at 13 to 5
each. Jake Johnson 4 to 1, Wawona 8, Suwanee and the
Gano-Dolly L filly 30 to 1 each. Jake Johnson, Adolph,
Dara, Fortuna waB the the order as the flag swished. Adolph
was in front in the first sixteenth, and two lengths to the
good passing the half-pole, Jake Johnson and Dara a length
apart, then four lengths of daylight and a bunch. Though
there was no Shifting of positions in the run to the home-
stretch there was a stringing out, Adolph's lead being four
lengths turning for home. Adolph did not falter, and Carr,
keeping the bay horse going, landed him a handy winner by
three lengths, Jake Johnson second, two lengths from the
Dolly L. filly, who made a good run down the straight. Time,
1:16}.

Millard F. Sanders to the Front Again.

Millard F. Sanders, late superintendent of the trotting

department of the Oakwood Park Stock Farm. Danville, last
Thursday purchased at this farm the following: W. W.
Foote (p), 2:15£, by Steinway, out of Maggie McGregor: Al-
Iandora, blk f, by Steinway, out of Algerdetta ; Wildo, br g,
by Clovis, out of Leah, by Woodford Mambrino; Leila C.
(p), 2:20}, by James Madison, out of Rill, by Pronrpter;
Derby Princess, 2:26, by Cbas. Derby, out of Princess, by
Administrator; Amazon (half sister to W. Wood, 2:07), by
Chas. Derby, out of Ramona, by Anteeo

; Best Way, 2:29, by
Prince Red, out of Calypso, by Steinway ; Prince Way, by
Prince Red ; Jay EffBee, 1 (p), 2:26, by Chas. Derby, out of
Bertha, by Alcantara; Ben Chaboya.Crokinoleand Agitsto.fif-
teen head in all of grand looking youngsters. Mr. Sanders will
take most of them to New York in April, as well as eleven
bead belonging to L. U. Hastings. They will be sold there-
Mr. Sanders may race the rest here and perhaps if they
show speed enough will change his mind and race them on
the Eastern circuit. He thinks he will prepare them on the
splendid track at Sacramento, and will try and establish a
business of purchasing and preparing horses to meet the de-
mands of Eastern buyers. No man in California is better
prepared to do this than he, and we wish him every success
in his new undertaking.

Stock Farm Wants.

Every stock farm should issue a catalogue in January. It

is the breeder's style of placing the product of his stud before

the public in a convincing manner. To do this he must have
a complete set of records, so that each representative in the
pedigrees of his horses will have proper credit. To get this
he will require the 2:30 Book and Table of Sires, published
by W. II. Gocher, Cleveland, O. This book will be ready
for delivery next week, and will be sent to any address on
receipt of $2.

J. W.^CopperopoKs.—Sinfax is a bay horse, foaled 1888,
by Wildidle (son of imp. Australian and Idlewild, by Lex-
ington), dam Fostress, by Foster; second dam Planetia, by
Planet; third dam La Henderson, by Lexington, etc. As a
two-year-old Sinfax won twelve races out of sixteen starts,

his best performance being one and a quarter miles in 2:07 £,

carrying 90 pounds, to this day the best on record by a two-
year-old. As a th i ee-year-old he started three times, and
was second on every occasion. He ran a couple of times
at four years and broke down. He then went to the stud.

T. H. Stevens has sold to Charles Smith, Chicago, III.,

the three-year-old colt Buckwa, by Buckra, out of We Wa,
for $5,000. Buckwa is a very fast horse and will make Mr.
Smith a very useful animal, and in the hands of Trainer
Charles Hughes, he ought to hold most of the handicap
horses safe.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.
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A TRIO OF FAMOUS PLUNGERS.

Sketch of the Lives of Riley Grannan, Mike

Dwyer and " Pittsburgh Phil" Smith.

The turf from time to time has had sensational plungers

but in no previous year have three such giants as M. F.

Dwyer, Riley Grannan and " Pittsburgh Phil" Smith been

so active in their operations as during the season which has

closed, says an exchange.

M. F. Dwyer is as different in his operations from Charles

or "Riley" Grannan as day is from night. He is a much

more conservative speculator and is generally recognized as

the head and front of the plunging brigade, although his

operations during recent years have not been marked by the

boldness and recklesness peculiar to Grannan. Mr. Dwyer

has had many years to learn the form of horses, and when he

began in the racing business the game was much easier to

beat than it i6 to-day, when the handicappers and form-

players, their " dope" at their command, can tell you to a

pound how much one horse can give another, and the rela-

tive positsons of the thoroughbreds in their last half-dozen

races.

It was while the red and blue sashes of the Dwyers was

the badge of success, and when Luke Blackburn, Bramble,

Hindoo, George Kinney, Miss Woodford, Tremont, Han-

over Kingston, Raceland, Dewdrop and Longstreet were

sweeping everything before them that M. F. Dwyer made

for himself a name as the highest bettor on the American

turf. His average winnings for a number of years ranged

anywhere from $100,000 to $200,000 a year, and his money

was always followed by that of a large delegation who had

the highest respect for his judgment as he was the closest

kind of a student of form.

For the past few years Mr. Dwyer has found it harder

to keep ahead of the bookmakers, and he has from time to

time expressed a determination to give up betting, as he did

not think the strain upon his nervous system could be repaid

by any amount of money which he could win. The life of

speculation, however, has so thoroughly fascinated him that

it is impossible for him to be at the race track and not be pe-

cuniarily interested in the races run six months of every year

within fifty miles of New York.

Probably the largest bet ever made by Mr. Dwyer in a

single race was on his horse Joe Cotton, at Sheepshead Bay

some four or five years ago, when the California mare Bin-

nette ran him to a head. Joe Cotton was considered one of

the mightiest champions of the turf of his day, and he had

been purchased by the Dwyers after winning the Tennessee,

Kentucky and Coney Island Derbies. It is said he carried

$60 000 of M. F. Dwver's money the day he met Bitnette,

and so close was the struggle and so terrible the finish Mc-
Laughlin rode that Joe Cotton never faced the starter again.

Wagers of $20,000 have been common with this plunger,

the immense size of his operations necessitating the employ-

ment of sometimes as many as six commissioners,

I'nlike Grannan or Pittsburg Phil or a host of other

plungers that could be named, he will not bet any large sums

of money on a long shot, preferring the favorite to win or for

a place, or better still, to finish first, second or third, his

money when placed in the latter fashion, going into the

mutuel pool boxes, as the Jockej Club has tabooed ox.e, two,

three belting by the bookmakers. It is difficult to under-

stand how he beats the bookmakers when he speculates on

every race that is run. Most of the successful players of the

turf are content to place their money on one or two races a

day, and in some instances some of these successful men will

wait for a week, or even two weeks until they see a favorable

opportunity for investment. There seems to be in the spirit

of this remarkable man a craving for excitenieni, the gam-
bler's desire for quick action for his money, and the utter in-

ability to wait for any length of time for a natural increment
for the money invested.

Riley Grannan, the youngest, and certainly the most sen-

sational of this year's plungers, is a product of Kentucky, and
the Bluegrass State certainly never furnished a more striking

illustration of pluck than when she set this pale face boy out

to battle with the world from his home in Paris twenty-six

years ago. Born the son of a tailor in that town, he felt that

he ought to earn his own living, and when seventeen years
old drifted to New Orleans and was a bell-boy in St. Charles
Hotel. Here he attracted the attention of Bookmaker Bofay,
who was the first to introduce the now celebrated "dope"
system or form table, which shows the different positions
held by the horses in races from the start to the finish. Gran-
nan was a bright, alert lad, and Botay saw in him the mak-
ings of a live, wide-awake man. He was in Botay 'a employ
only a short time when he met Ed. Applegate, of Kentucky,
one of the most prominent horsemen and bookmakers in the
South. Applegate had [confidence in Grannan's ability, and
five years ago at Memphis gave him enough money to start
the field book at that track. Grannan was always a close
observer, and from the very Btart he was successful in his
new line. After two orthree years' experience in the field,

he craved the excitement of the regular ring, and with suffi-

cient capital went in among the big players, determined to
hold his own. It was not until about a year and a half ago
that the people of the East learned of the sensational play
of the young Kentuckian, who seemed to have no idea of the
value of money, bet it like tissue paper when he had it, and
when he lost it did not sit down and whimper, but began
lookine about for some way to get it back. Last fall, when
he left Nashville for San Francisco, he loBt heavily, and it

was currently reported that he had but $15,000 left. He had
not been in California more than three monthB when he won
$97,000.

It was at this time that something occurred which illus-
trates Grannan's character to a nicety. While making a
book on the races of the California Jockey Club at San Fran-
cisco, he bet very heavily on Tom Williams* colt, Don Ful-
ano, to beat the speedy mare Char<nion, which did it rather
cleverly. A few days later the same pair met, with a few
more pounds on Don Fulano, and this time Grannan's went
on Charmion, the mare beating tho colt. This aroused the
suspicion of certain persons,and a San Francisco daily boldly
stated that Grannan had some occult influence over Jockey
George Miller, who was the chief rider for President Wil-
lians' stable. Grannan did not like the idea of anybody
questioning his honor and asked the stewards for „n investi-
raion. He said that if he cared to be dishonest he had

plenty of opportunities to do so, as he had been repeatedly

approached by horse owners who offered to run their horses

"dead" in his interest for a consideration. The Board of

Stewards of the California Jockey Club had insured Grannan

protection, and when he made this statement they told him

that they, too, wanted protection, and asked him to name any

of the men who had given such a signal evidence of their

dishonesty. Grannan then wanted to quibble about the

matter, refusing to tell the name of the man at first, but

finally giving most damaging evidence against the trainer of

a prominent stable. He was told by a number of horsemen

after the meeting with the jockey club that he had been very

foolish to give the name of the trainer, and that it would

hurt him seriouslv in his business. Grannan then returned

to the stewards of the California Jockey Club, and denied

that he had been approached by the man whose name he had

given, and retracted his former statement. For this he was

ruled off the turf. Previous to this, however, when the Don
Fulano-Charmion races were spoken of, Urannan stated that

he played the horse on form, and that he would bet $10,000

that Don Fulano could beat Charmion with the weights

arranged as in the original race, or a similar amount that

Charmion could beat Don Fulano with the schedule the

same as when the mare won.

After being ruled oft' he came back to New Orleans, and in

three weeks won $20,000. He was then reinstated by the

California Jockey Club, who were satisfied of his innocence

and who looked upon his desire to save his friends as the act

of |a boy who scarcely realized the gravity of the situation.

When he returned to San Francisco he made close to $20,000

in the first two weeks, but in the last three days he loBt it all

and a trifle more with it. Grannan had long fostered a desire

to go to the vicinity of New York and meet the heavy bettors

of the East on their own betting ground. On the opening

day of the Brooklyn Jockey Club's meeting at Gravesend he
had in his possession $110,000.

Like all Western men he was full of Clifford's greatness,

and it was a portion of his money which sent the eon of

Bramble to the post a warm favorite for the Brooklyn handi-

cap, his commissionlbeing $10,000. He not only bet the

$10,000 on Clifford, but he also held him out in his book,

taking all the money anybody cared to bet on the other can-

didates, and it was said at the time that if Clifford had won
Grannan's profits would have been $50,000. Clifford, how-
ever, was left at the post, and for the-next three weeks it was
a lively tussle between the young Kentuckian and th« East-

ern plungers. He won a number of heavy wagers from M.
F. Dwyer, and finally fell to sending sarcastic messages to

that plunger, with the result that he was heavily hit over
several races and lost back most of his winnings, finally

withdrawing from business at Sheepshead Bay and going to

Chicago to see the American Derby run. It was rumored at

that time that he was in a bad way financially, but with the

pluck and perseverance which had won for him ia the past,

he bought the field book privilege at Chicago and hired a

stand in the big ring as well. He was a heavy winner on the

Derby, and he left Washington Park to go to Saratoga with

something like $60,000 to his credit. Readers of the news
papers during the Saratoga meeting were kept informed of

Grannan's operations, and they know all about his wonderful
success at the Spa. In the first twenty-seven days of the

meeting there he won $80,000. So bold were his operations

and so completely did he sway the ring, that he was requested

by President Walbaum, of the Saratoga Racing Association,

who is a bookmaker and had three or four men working for

him in his own ring at the time, to suspend, as he was demor-
alizing the business, and there was no chance for anybody
else to get any profit. Grannan's fellow-bookmakers, with
the exception of the Walbaum men, petitioned the associa-

tion to withdraw its objection to the young Kentuckian, and
there was nothing to do but acquiesce gracefully.

It would have been well for Grannan Lad the Walbaum
ukase been carried out, as the tide of fortune turned against

him the last few days of the meeting and he lost about $60,-

000. At the Sheepshead Bay meeting he lost heavily the

first few days, and in a period of less than two weeks, begin-

ning with the last five days at Saratoga, he told personal

friends that he had lost about $100,000. Then came the Dom-
ino-Clifford match race, and from the moment the public

cared to bet on this event they were accommodated with the

Clifford end, Grannan believing that Domino could not be

beaten. His judgment was sound and after the race he
cleared up $40',000,

Pittsburg Phil, who is known to his friends as George E.

Smith, is a man yet less than thirty years of age, vhose
phenomenal rise in fortune would furnish the material for a
novel. Born near Pittsburg, he was employed in a cork
factory as a boy. In common with other residents of the

smoky city, which has always had a sporting tendency, he
took a keen interest in thoroughbreds and their perform-
ances, and 6ome twelve years ago he began placing modest
wagers on the races run in the East in the poul-rooms of

Pittsburg and Alleghany City. He read the New York pa-

pers carefully and studied the performances of the horses

closely, and almost from the start was successful in the bet-

ting ventures. He gave up his place in the cork factory to

bet on the horses in the pool-rooms in Pittsburg, and it was
in buying pools that he first became known as "Phil" giving
that name to the auctioneer instead of his own whenever
he purchased an auction. Soon the Pittsburg newspapers
Bpoke of Phil's success, and when he had amassed something
like $15,000, a large sum indeed to a boy who had been
working for $8 a week, he came to New York, where he had
but one or two acquaintances, and began playing the races

at Monmouth Park. He made sensation winnings on Eolian
Cyclops, Banner Bearer, Cambyses and other well known
performers, and the metropolitan dailies were filled with the
talk of the turf and its newest plunger, who was known as

"Pittsburg Phil." " Phill" had a remarkable adaptability
for selecting horses at long odds, and it was a common thing
for him to beat a 10 or 20 to 1 chance and have as much
as $500 to $1,000 on at these odds. In one season he won
over a quarter of a million dollars, and he became ambitious
to own a racing stable of his own. He brought his mother,
sisters and brother on from Pennsylvania, bought a hand-
some houBe in the uptown district and presented it to his
mother, with whom he lives.

When the Belmont horses were sold at Babylon some five

years ago, "Pittsburg Phil" was one of the bidders and se-
cured the two-year-old colt King Cadmus, by Kingfisher,
out of Cerita. In the early spring he told his friends that he
thought King Cadmus would be a first-class race horse, and
finally one day, at Morris Park, hs entered him in a race and
secured the services of Fred Taral, the well-known jockey, to
ride him. He had commissioned different men in twenty

pities in the United States to place his money for him on the
colt, aod besides this half a dozen of his commissioners bet
large sums in the ring at Morris Park. After the race, which
King Cadmus won by a head, Pittsburg Phil himself ac-

knowledged that he had won $80,000. This is only one of

three very successful coups, which the daring young Penn-
sylvauian has made within the past four vears, and as time
passed he added to his stable, until he had half a dozen crack
performers. He won large sums on his own horses, and at

the beginning of the season of 1S93 he was considered a very
wealthy man. It had been bis intention to go abroad, but
instead of doing bo he went to Guttenburg and lost very
heavily in his speculations there. He was unsuccessful last

season and also lost heavily on the legitimate season in

New York and New Jersey. How much money he lost no-
body but himself knows, and he remarked on one occasion
that he bad enough old tickets in his house to cover every
wall from cellar to garret.

This season he has not been betting as heavily as in former
years, and he is ahead on the year chiefly through the vic-

tories of his good mare Applause and his clever handicap
horse Candelabra.
Few men on the turf have more friends than this modest

and unassuming young man, who is a model in many ways.
He neither drinks nor smokes, is anything but the gambler
in appearance, and is possessed of a high degree of intelli-

gence. He is rather good looking, smooth shaven, and
would pass anywhere for aprasperous young merchant.

Big "Sweeps."

The two greatest sweeps on record are the Indian sweeps

of 1877 and 1880. The plan out there is for the sweep to be

managed by the stewards of the Umballa race meeting at

Bombay, and tickets are sold all over the country. The draw-

ing takes place at Bombay, says the Mail and Express, about

a fortnight before the race, the names of the horses then eli-

gible being cabled out on the day of the drawing. In 1880,

which was the year of Bend Or's Derby, over 27,000 tickets

were sold at £1 each, making a sweep of, say, $135,000. It

was announced by the managers before the drawing that the

winning ticket would be worth £11,000 ; that the ticket

representing the second horse wouid call for $5,600, the third

get £2,800 and that £1,200 would be distributed among those

who held tickets representing the other horses, whether

they started or not. The Umballa race fund was to get

£1,200, and about the same sum was retained for the expenses

of the sweep. But the drawings do not always settle the

winner, as after the ownership of the various hor6e8 is known
they are sometimes, under the conditions of the sweep, put
up at auction, and very lively bidding results. In such cases

the owner of the winning ticket divides the tirst prize, and
the price paid for the ticket at auction with the man who
successfully bid for it, and in the case of a hot favorite a

ticket calling for £10,000, if a winner, might sell for £4,000
or £5,000. But inmost instances the man who draws the
ticket owns it outrieht and can do as he pleases with it.

In Bend Or's year the number representing his chance was
drawn by a young Englishman who was a clerk in a govern-

ment office at Simla, the summer seat of the government. He
sold it for £1,500 with the proviso that if it won he was to

get £4,000 additional. Robert the Devil was the second
horse, and was drawn by an Englishman, who held on to It,

as did another Englishman who drew the number that repre-

sented the third horse. A little Hicdoo lad's chance came
out with the name of a well-thought-of horse named Apollo,

and he sold it for £500, £3,000 if it won. and when a native

wins a horse in the drawing he generally does dispose of it.

In 1887 the first prize in the Indian sweep was even larger

than in Bend Or's year, being worth over £15,000. The other

prizes were not so large as in 1880, however, although the

total sweep was but £3,000 or £4,000 less.

W. H. Raymond ia Not Idle.

Mr. W. H. Raymond, Belmont Park, Mont., writes this

journal as follows :
" I have recently purchased of Mr. C. X.

Larabee the bay four-year-old saddle stallion Rothschild,

sired by Blue Diamond, dam by Dillard Dudley ; second dam

by Lewis Gay's Diamond; third dam by Fox's Crusader.

fourth dam by Benton's Diomed. I believe this is the only-

registered saddle stallion in the State of Montana. I have

also purchased of Mr. Larabee the bay mare Marshmallow

(6), by Tempest 1881 (sire of Iago, 4, 2:15), dam Caromel

(dam of Gloster, 2:26), by Commodore Belmont. Also the

bay mare Ladora (5), by Woodford Wilkes, dam Kitty Birch,

by Lakeland Abdallah ; second dam Woudburn Lady, by
Bayard 53 ; third dam Blandina, by Mambrino Chief 11. I
have sold to Mr. Larabee the chestnut mare Eloise (dam of

Meteor, 2:28), twelve years old, by Herod, dam Fairy, by

Forest Golddust ; second dam Fanny (dam of Fleety Gold-

dust, 2:20), by Gehu; third dam Spider (dam of W. K.

Thomas, 2:26), by Grey Eagle; the bay filly Ohio (3), by

Tempest 1881, dam Hopewell, by Commodore Belmont; sec-

ond dam Sue Preston, by Forest King ; the bay filly Peach-

blow (2), by Tempest, dam Juno, by Commodore Belmont

;

second dam Twilight (dam of Evening'Star, 2:29), by Dicta-

tor, and the bay weanling filly Ratatat, by Copper King 1554,

dam Latat, by Commodore Belmont ; second dam Eloise, by

Herod. I have recently lost by death the bay stallion Tem-
pest 1881, fifteen years old, by Almont, dam Siren, by Edwin
Forest; second dam Waterwitch, by Pilot Jr. Tempest sired

Iago, 2:15 ;
Gloster, 2:26; Leap Year, 2:26, and Ilton, 2.28$.

Look at This.

The Central and Union Pacific is conceded by all horse-

men to be the best and most confortable line to ship horsesby,

being a day and one-half to two days quicker to all points

East, and the most comfortable for the horsemen, for it is the

only line running Pullman Sleeping and Dining Cars from

San Francisco to Chicago without change. Through train

daily to all points East and Northeast.

You will find tickets at all the offices of the Southern Pa-

cific by this favorite line, and also at the General Office, No.

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
W. R. Vice,

D. W. Hitchcock, Pacific Coast Passenger Agent.

General Agent.
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RECORDS UP TO DATE.

A Complete List of the Champion Trotters and
Pacers for 1894.

Below will be found a table containing the names, breed-

ing, date and performance of the champion trotter? in races

and against the watch, also whether made on a kite or regu-

lar track, up to the present date. Those marked with a star

(*) are either California-bred or were sired by a California

horse, or made their records in California.

TROTTERS.
Fastest yearlings— colt and filly.

*Adbell, br c, by Advertiser, dam Beautiful Bells, by The
Moor ; San Jose, CaL, Sept. 28 ; time, regulation 2:23

Pansy McGregor, cii f, by Fergus McGregor, dam Cora,
by Coriander: Holton, Kan.. Nov. 18, 18y3 ; race. kite... 2:23%

Two-year-olds— colt and filly.

*Arion, b c, by Electioneer, dam Manette, by Nutwood
;

Stockton, CaL, Nov. 10, 1891; time, kite 2:10%
Impetuous, blk i, by Dictator, dam Ethelwyn, by Harold ;

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 16, 1891; race, regulation 2:15%
Silicon, b f. by Wilton, dam silhouette, by Hambrino;

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 17, 18y4; race, regulation 2:16%

Three-year-olds—colt and filly.

"Fantasy, b f, by Chimes, dam Homora, by Almonarch ;

Nashville, Tenn.. Oct. 17, 1893; race, regulation 2:0S%
*Arion, b c, by Electioneer, dam Manette, by Nutwood;

Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 12, 1892; time, regulation 2:10%

Four-year-olds—colt and filly.

^Directum, b s, by Director, dam Stemwinder, by Venture;
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 18, 1893 ; race, regulation 2:05^

•Fantasy, b f, by Chimes, dam Homora, by Almonarch ;

Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 13, 1S94; time, regulation 2:06

Five-vear-olds— colt ami mare.
Ralph Wilkes, uh s. by Red Wilkes, dam Mary Mayes, by

Mambriuo Patchen ; Nashville, Tenn, Oct. 19, 1894
;

time, regulation 2:06%
Alix, b m, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney;

Chicago, III., Sept. 14, 1893; race, regulation 2:07%

World's record.
Alix, bin, oy Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney; Gales-

bury, 111., Sept. 19, l»y4; time, regulation 2:03%

Stallion record.
Directum, blk s, by Director.dam Stemwinder, by venture;

Nasnvilie, Term., Oct. 18, tsy3; race, regulation 2:05^

Gelding record.
Ryland T., b g, by Ledger Jr.. dam May, by Ulverston ;

Cleveland, Ohio, July 26, 1894 ; race, regulation 2:07%

Race record to sulky.
•Directum, blk s, by Director, dam Stemwinder.by Venture;

Nashville, Teun. Oct. 1893; regulation.... 2:Qb%
Alix, b m, by Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney: Terre

Haute, lud.. Aug 17, 1894; regulation 2:05^

Fastest race In straight heats.

Alls, b m. bv Patronage, dam Atlanta, by Attorney: Terre

Haute, lud. Aug. 17. 1594. Time 2:06—2:06^—2:05K
Team record—race.

Sally Simmous, b m, by Simmons, and Roseleaf, bl m, by
Goldleaf; Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 27, 1891: regulation 2:15J<

Team record—time.
Ho-iest 'ieorge, b g, bv Albert, and Belle Hamlin, b m, by

Altnont Jr.; Providence, R.I. .Sept 23, 1892; regulation...2:12^

Trotter with running mate—race.

Frank, bg, by Abraham, dam by Green Mountain Boy,
Prospect Park. L. I., N. Y.. Nov. 15, 1893; regulation 2:08%

Trotter with running mate—time.
AyresP., ch g, by Prosper Merimee, dam by Rustic; Kirk-

wood, Del., July 4, 1892; kite 2:03K

Two miles in harness—race.
Nightingale, ch m, by Mambrino King, dam, Minneqna

Maid, by Wood's Hambletouiau; Buffalo. N Y.. Aug. 9,

1894; regulation 4:36%

Iu harness—time. , r ,_„,_,.
Greenlander, blk s, bv Princess, dam Juno, by Hambleton-

ian 10, Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 4, 1893; regulation 4:32

Three miles in harness—race.
•Bishop Hero, r g, by Bishop, dam Lida Kendall, by Hero

of Thorndale; Oakland, Cal., Oct. 7, 1893, regulation 7:193^

Three miles in harness—time.
Nightingale, c m, by Mambrino King, dam Minnequa
Maid, by Wood's Hambletonian, Nashville, Tenn., v.ct.

20, 1S93; regulation 6:55}£

Four miles in harness—race.
•Senator L, b s, by Dexter Prince, dam Fanny Bayswater,

(thoroughbred), by Fanny Bayswater; San Jose, Cal.,

Nov. 2, 1894, race (walk over), regulation

In harness—time.
Satellite, c g, by Tempter, dam Lncy, Keokuk, Iowa, Aug.

12, 18S7: regulation 10:52%

Five miles in harness—race.
•Bishop Hero r g. by Bishop, dam Lida Kendall, by Hero

of Thorudale, Oakland, Cal, Oct. 14, 1893: regulation... .12:30%

PACERS.
Yearling and colt filly.

Belle Acton, b f, by Shadeland Onward ;
Lyons, Neb.,

Oct. 14, 1892: time, kite. 2:20%

•Rosedale b c, by Sidney, dam Rose Leaf, by Buccaneer;

Stockton, Cal., Nov. 8, 1S93; time, kite 2:22

Two-year-olds—colt and fillv.

•Directly, blk c by Dueet—Mabel, by Naubuc; Galesburg,

111 , Sept. 20, 1894; time, regulation 2:07%

Lena Hill brf, by William H. Hill—Possum Pie, by Octo-

roon; Dallas, Texas. Oct. 28, 1893; regulation, race 2:12%

Three-year-olds-colt and filly.

•Sidmont, b c. by Sidney—Fern Leaf, by Flaxtail; Chilh-

cothe, Ohio, Oct. 4, 1894: time, regulation 2:10%

Whirligig br f, by Wilko—Minnie Barrington, by Nahan;
Terra fiaote, Ind., Aug. 20, 1S94; race, regulation 2:10

Four-year-olds.
Online be. by Shadeland Ownward, dam Angeline, by

by Chester Chief; Sioux City, Iowa, Oct. 12, 1894; time,

regulation ••--• I.................. 2:04

Lottie Lorraine, b m, by Gambetta Wilkes-Lady Geiser,

Garrard Chief; Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 26, 1894; race,

regulation 2:10%

World's record. ,,. . _ _ ._ _
Robert J. b g, by Hartford—Geraldine, by Jay Gould; Terre

Haute, Ind., Sept. 14, 1S94; time, regulation 2:01%

Stallion record.
, , mit , _ _ , .

John R. Gentry, b s, by Ashland Wilkes—Dame ttood, by
Wedgewood; Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 14. 1894; race,

regulation 2:034

Gelding record. , ,_ , _, ,. _
Robert J., b g, by Hartford- Geraldine, by Jay Gonld: Terre

Haute, Ind., Sept. 14, 1894; time, regulation 2:01%

Mare's record. m.„ m . _, ,
May Marshall, b m, by Billy Wilkes—Bennie Snyder, by

Mambrino Abdallah ; Nashville, Tenn., Oct, 19, 1893;

race, regulation 2:0SJ4

Race record to sulky.
Robert J., b g, by Hartford—Geraldine, by Jay Gould; In-

dianapolis, Ind , Sept. 5, 1894; regulation 2:02%

Team record—time,
Daisy D., b m. by Black Star, and Silvertail, g g, by Temp-

est Jr.; East Saginaw, Mich., July 15, 1887; regu-

lation 2:18%

Pacer, with running mate—time.
•Flying Jib, b g. by Algoua—Middletown Mare, by Mid -

dletown; Cbilllcothe, Ohio. Oct. 4, 1894; kite 1:58%

Two miles in harness—race.

•Defiance, b g, by Chieftain, and Longfellow, ch g. by
Red Bill, dead heat ; Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 26, 1872 ;

regulation 4:47%

Three miles in harness—race.

James K. Polk, ch g ; Centerville, L, I.. N. Y ,
Sept. 13,

1S47; regulation 7:44

..10:12

In harness—time.
Joe Jefferson, bs. by Thomas Jefferson ; Knoxville, Towa,

Nov. 6, 1891; regulation 7:S3J£

Four miles in harness—time.
^Longfellow, ch g, by Red Bill : San Francisco, Cal,, 1869;

regulation 10:34%
Iu harness—time.

Joe Jefferaon, bs, by Thomas Jefferson ; Knoxville, Iowa,
Nov. 13, 1891: regulation 10:10

Five miles iu harness—race.
^Fisherman, b g, by Lightning ; San Francisco, Cal., Dec.

19, 1874 ; regulation 13:03%
To wagon—race.

•Lady St. Clair, by St. Clair; San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 11,
1874: regulation 12:54%

Fastest race in straight heats :

Robert J„ b g, by Hartford—Geraldine. by Jay Gould ; In-
dianapolis, Sept. 6, 1894 ; regulation 2*3%, 2:02%, 2:04%

— Inter Ocean.

Benefits of Racing Outweigh the Evils.

Racing is to the industry of breeding trotting what the

hot-house is to floriculture. Without the incentive of actual

contest with pecuniary gain or a money prize in view, the

2:20 trotter might possibly have been unknown at this time.

Our Mystic Parks and Charter Oaks have been the Yales and

Harvards from which have graduated the finest road horses

the world has seen. Training and campaigning has given to

these horses the gait and speed that makes them invincible

on the side-drive or boulevard, just as the mental discipline

of a college course brings out and strengthens trials that are

the foundation stones of success in a business or professional
career. Without the race-course the American trotter would
be a mongrel. To-day he is the most perfect type of the use-

ful and beautiful in the equine world. Racing did it. The
desire to raise and own winners brought the breeding problem
to a science. There never had been a Lady Suffolk to blaze

the way for a million of 2:30 trotters had there been no races

for the old gray mare to contest. Dexter had been unknown
beyond the confines of his country had there been no money
hung up for the white-legged horse to win. George Wilkes
would have lived and died a despised pony had he not had
the race course at nis command on which to emblazon his

name, it may be said that the race tracks are the outgrowth
of the advance of the trotter. That is the result

of the nicety of speech that emphasizes the differ-

ence between tweededum and tweedledee. The immense
improvement of the breed made in the last half century
is due in the main to the incentive furnished by large purses,

rich stakes and an ever-increasing earning capacity. The
racing system is like unrefined gold Of vast benefit to the
industry, it contains much of a harmful nature that might be
eliminated. The runners have become mere tools for gam-
bling. Adverse sentiment has crystallized into stringent

legislation, so that the runner is barred from more than one
commonwealth at present, and the end is not yet. The trot-

ter will be drawn into the maelstrom of public disapproval
with the scylla of adverse laws on the one hand and the

charybdis of internal corruption on tbe other, with wreck and
disaster imminent unless purification is attempted and ac-

complished soon. I am ready to agree with Budd Doble, that

if all pool-selling were abolished the trotter would be bene-

titted in the end. But that state will not be reached for

many years. In the meantime if those who are managing the

pool privileges of the larger trotting meetings desire to avert

the final oyerthrow of the game they must do one or two
things quickly. Heat-betting must go. Book-making except
on the result of the race must stop. The system that makes
it possible for a bookmaker to offer a driver $1,500 to drop a

single beat, which Jis but one of^the incidents that actu-

ally occurred at the late Lexington meeting, is radically

wrong, and acts as a blight to honest speculation.

The judges' stand needs a radical revision. This might be

accomplished at a meeting of the secretaries of all mile
tracks, at which time a list of twelve to twenty names could

be selected of men capable of acting in the stand, who
would be willing to do so at a reasonable salary. Then the

day of the prominent banker or State Senator in the stand,

without knowledge of the rules, would be a thing of the past.

A prominent driver tells his experience with a popular local

judge at a Michigan town. He did not know how good the

horses were against him in his race, and so went an easy first

mile trailing all the way and only brushing along in the

stretch when he found that he could win, and beating the

others out by a length. His surprise may be imagined when
another horse was announced as a winner. With a mildly

protesting air he went up to the judges and asked if they had
not made a mistake. "Yon saw my horse finish first, did you
not?" he asked.

" Why, yes," was thejudge's reply, but yon were ahead but

a little way right here at the wire, while the other horse was
ahead nearly tne whole mile, so we thought he was entitled

to the heat."
" I could not make them see it in any other light," added

the driver, " so I just went on and rode io front all the time

after that."

The American Trotting Association is doing its duty in at-

tempting to stop conditional entries. The only way this: can be

accomplished is by holding horsemen liable for the full amount
of entrance money in every case, and then to fine the associa-

tion accepting such entries an amount equal to the purse. At
the recent meeting of the Board of Appeals several associa-

tions were cited to appear at the May session and show reason

why they should not be penalized for accepting conditional

entries. This, in the face of the fact that all horsemen mak-
ing the entries in question were held for the full amount, in-

dicates that the American is taking tne proper course to put

an end to an injurious practice.

Perhaps the most serious drawback to legitimate racing is

theapparaot inability to secure proper punishment of the

crime of "ringing" in this country. Several States have laws

with penal clause attached, but there are few prosecutions

and practically no convictions. The man who signs another's

name to a check or draft and secures the money is, if detected,

safe for a term in the penitentiary. The man who works a

ringer upon an unsuspecting public is just as great a criminal,

yet when detected generally escapes with expulsion from the

trotting association of which the track is a member, a penal-

alty at which he snaps his fingers with absolute indifference.

The evils that follow race tracks are not as many or as bad
as are often painted, but they are sufficient. The benefits that

accrue to the trotting interests from the track are legion.

Radical measures of legislation aimed at the minor evils of

the turf should be well enough aimed not to touch the major
benefits.—Don D. Donnan, in Christmas Horseman.

HICKORY JIM.

A Romance in Real Life—A Most Remarkable
Horse in American Turf History.

Old "Hickory Jim" Davis was buried in Flower Hill

Cemetery near the Guttenburg race tract, last week. There
were no relatives at the grave, and only a few horsemen who
have long known the old man witnessed the las! rites.

For years and years Davis, gaunt, hollow-cheeked and
weather-beaten, has been drifting about the Eastern race-

tracks. Wherever he went, whether to Guttenburg orSheeps-
head Bay, he was invariably accompanied by a worn, battered

old horse called Hickory Jim. After a while Davis began

to be known of the name of his old horse, and in recent

years he has been " Hickory Jim " Davis to everybody on
the turf.

Davis was a lonely old man, without wife or children, liv-

ing the isolated life of a race-track trainer, and all the re-

pressed sentiment of his nature went out to his horse. It was

the one topic about which he would talk freely, and his

greatest pleasure was to sit on a stool before Hickory Jim's

stall door and, while the ragged old horse was rubbing his

nose against his owner's cheek, tell of the strange sights they

had seen together. They had been thrown with each other
for so many years that when their faces were thus side by side,

there was a resemblance between them half ludicrous, half
pathetic—such as is sometimes seen in the faces of very old
married conples. Davis used to tell how he raced Hickory
Jim from the Canada line to the Rio Grande, against the
horses of Indians, Mexicans and cowboys, until Jim became
so well known and so thoroughly feared that he was not al-

lowed to compete. Although Jim is only known to be by
Dasher (sire of the dam of Quirt, a fast sprinter now running
in California), out of an unknown mare, he was a good race
horse in those days pnd is probably a pure thororoughbred.
In gameness, stamina and bulldog tenacity there is not a
thoroughbred in all the stud-book Jim's superior.
Davis had many jokes to tell about Hickory Jim. When

the horse became so famous through the West that he could
get no money against him, Davis determined to change his
name, and at the town of Butte, Montana, where they next
appeared, Hickory Jim was entered as Red Mike.
As it happened, the miners were nearly all Irishmen, and

the name Red Mike seemed to recall patriotic memories to

then:. They all wanted to plunge on Red Mike, and Davis
could get no betting. Since then the horse has been Hick-
ory Jim.
For ten years Davis and his horse wandered through Texas,

New Mexico and Arizona. They finally went to New Or-
leans and Mobile, and at length struck the big tracks.

One day Davis and old Jim appeared at Lexington. They
were both battered and worn, and Jim, with his hair undip-
ped and bearing the scars of his many conflicts, was the most
extraordinary sight ever seen on that aristocratic track.

Davis loved to tell how, in the race in which Jim was en-
tered, the Blue Grass horses all came out on the track with
ribbons knotted in their manes, amid the applause of their

admirers. When old Jim slowlv trotted down the stretch a

roar of laughter went up. He paid no attention to their in-

sult, however, but continued on his way with his head down,
giving strict attention to business. Although he got off badly,

he caught his field in the first furlong, and won pulling up
half a dozen lengths.

it was in those days that Davis reached the highest point

of his prosperity. He took his horse East and won good
races with him at Monmouth Park and Sheepshead Bay, and
at one period Davis was worth $75,000 or $100,000.

At length time did for Hickory Jim what his adversaries

could not do. With stiffened joints and muscles he found
himself outmatched by younger horses. Now and then, by
his superior sagacity, he managed to slip through a crowd of

stupid youngsters who had not his vast experience, but every
year his earning power grew less and for the past ten years

he has hardly won a race.

As his horse ceased to win Davis' fortune declined; but he
riever for a moment allowed his poverty to interfere with
Jim's comfort. The horse received the same care and was
fed as well as when, years ago, he was throwing dust in the

faces of the pride of the Blue Grass. Davis personally saw to

that himself.

Davis had a number of offers from museum men for his

horse, because he is believed to be the oldest racehorse in the

world, but he would always reply :

" Me an' Jim's bin together a good long while now, an' I

guess we will stay together till one of us dies."

In the last few months Davis' fortune picked up a little,

and at Narragansett this fall he managed to win some money
and buy several horses. It was while he was on his way to

Guttenburg from Narragaasett to visit Hickory Jim, whom
he left at Guttenburg, that Davis caught the cold from
which he died at St. Mary's Hospital last week.

Davis had always said he wanted to be buried beside Hick-
ory Jim, and C. J. Donovan, who arranged the funeral, tried

to buy a plot of ground at Flower Hill Cemetery large

enough for both of them. The cemetery authorities refused

to allow the horse to be buried there, however. Davis has a

brother and sister in Lacroix, Wis. Old Hickory Jim, who
was nearer to him than any of his relatives, is now in Gut-
burg in charge of a stableman named Lewis. The door of

Hickory Jim's stall looks toward the graveyard, where his

master is sleeping, only three blocks away, and the two
friends so inseparable in life are not entirely parted by death.

—New York Advertiser.

Ex-Governor Oden Bowie, of Maryland, the celebrated

turfman that passed away lately, was at one time a partner of

Col. Frank Hall, father of N. S. Hall, the well-known owner
of Fioodmore, Norlee and others. Ex-Governor Bowie was

President of the Maryland Jockey Club in 1870, and was in-

strumental in securing Pimlico for his organization. Among
the horses he owned and bred in his day were Catesby,

Crickmore (twice victorious over Hindoo), Oriole, Bessie

and Compensation. Years ago he often officiated in the

judges' stand at Saratoga, and was absolutely above reproach.

The ex-Governor was a wealthy man, and had hosts of

friends and admirers.

An average of twenty -nine horses die each day in New
I

York.
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LOS ANGELES RACES.

The Track Was Too Hoa^y tor Extremely Fast

Time—Alix BreaKs the Coast Records—

Klamath lowers His Mark—
Wonderful Exhibitions of

Speed and Gameness.

Los A- member 25.—The world-beaters in the

way of light-harness horses were on the track at Agricultural

Park this afteroooD, and despite the counter-attractions of

QfcnstmM turkey and football games, 10,000 people 61!edthe

grand stand and lined up aloog the fences in carriages or on

foot. To-day was almost a perfect one, though cooler weather

prevailed in the afternoon than the forenooo, and visiting

horsemen were agreeably impressed with California's cUmate.

The track, however, was a disappointment, as, despite the work

on it of the past three or four days, it still remained a trifle

soft and heavy and was nearly three seconds slow.

Southern California sports had no exalted idea of the East-

ern cracks and it seemed to be a bitter drop in their cup that

•' Old Man " Willets had seen 6t to decline the many induce-

ments held out to him to pit his Santa Ana wonder, Silkwood,

against the four-foote ; visitors and when Robert J . finished a

dozen lengths behind Joe Patchen in the second heat of the

pacing race in the slow time of 2:13, a hoot of derision and

cries of "Silkwood" showed where the minds of the crowd

That no world's record were broken to-day was the fault

of last week's rain, and the achievements of the horses in

the other heats were under the circumstances remarkable.

The first race of the dav was the free-for all pace
:
io three

heats, in which only Joe Patchen, driven bv Jack Curry, and

Robert J., driven by Edward Geers, were entered. The noble

pair were cheered by the spectators as they took the track

lor the warming-up.
After a couple of spins around the track they drew up for

the race, with Patchen at the pole. Twice they scored, with

the latter having a little the best of it, and on the third trial

they were'sent away.

The first eighth was covered in 0:16, with Patchen leading

Passing the quarter in 0:33, the black stallion had a length

the best of it. Geers let Robert J. ont a littlp, passing the

half in 1:04*. The three-quarters was reached in 1:37|, and

here the race began.

Curry pushed his horse to the front, but couldn't shake the

bay and had recourse to the whip. The black responded

nobly, and under free lashing came tearing down the stretch,

passing under the wire, as claimed by some, almost a neck

ahead oi Robert J- whom Geers was lightly tapping with the

whip. The judges took into consideration the work of the

outside horse, however, and awarded the heat to Robert J.

Time, 2:031. The last quarter was made in 0:31.

In the second heat Robert J. had the pole. They scored

twice, the bay breaking at the wire, and got away on the third

effort. Robert J. broke again, jast after leaving the wire.

It was a bad break, and over a length was lost right there.

Curry followed up his advantage and gave the stallion a free

rein. Patchen pulled out as if he was the only horse on the

track, and Robert floundered around until he was six lengths

behind at the quarter, which Patchen made in 0:33. Robert
then struck the gravel, but broke again near the three-eighth

pole, and at the half, which was made io 1:05, was a dozen

lengths behind, with Patchen gaining.

Geers plied the whip, but Patchen had too great an ad-

vantage, winning hands down in 2:13.

In the third heat they got off to a good start with Joe on

the pole. The black stallion secured a slight lead and near

the three-eighths pole there was daylight between them.

Here a pretty race began. At five furlongs they were neck-

and neck. Around the turn they came lookiog like one
horse, Curry urging Patchen to his utmost while the little

bay was shaking his mane to the wind apparently in de-

fiance.

They passed the three-quarters in 1:37, aDd down the

stretch they flew neck-and-neck.- The whip was playing like

lightning over Patchen's smoking flank, but his button was
gone and the little champion shot under the wire io 2:07i, a
neck ahead of the black. The last quarter was covered in

30J seconds, a 2:02 gait. The crowd went wild with de-
light

Directly then took the track in his race against his world's
two-year-old pacing record of 2:07$. Salisbury was on the
track, watch in hand, anxious for the success of his young-
Kter. He had previously expressed confidence that the black
stallion would clip a second off his record. While this was
not done, the mile being made in 2:09, it was, considering the
slowness of the track, actually a success.

Directly is the steadiest youngster ever seen on this track.
He paced a mile without a skip, making a pretty sight as he
shot along. He was accompanied by n running mate with a
record of 1:414.

The eighth was made in 0:15}, quarter in 0:32^, half in
1 Hi;, three-quarters in 1:37 and the mile in 2:09. The last
quarter was finished in 0:32$.

irl J. had the pole in the fourth heat of the pacing
race. Patchen seemed a little lame. They got the word on
the second trial and Robert 6hot to the fore. Patchen closed
the cap before the quarter was passed. Robert again acted
badly. He broke near the three-furlong post and lost four
lengths. Curry shouted to the black and he increased his
lead, the half beiog passed in 1:04 J.

Robert closed up a trille, fell back and again shot forward
until at the three quarters, passed in 1:37}, the crowd bpgan
in yell "He's coming up." The pace was tiring Patchen.
Down the stretch they came on even terms, but Curry was
laahiDg hard while (Jeers merely flicked Robert's ears' with
his whip. On they How to the finish, and a roar went up

he excited spectators as the pair went under the wire.
On the l»*t Mtride the little bay shoved his nose to the front.
They passed under the wire in 2:08}, in one of the prettiest

Ed here. The endurance of Robert J . was
the subject of comment. This ended the race.
The ease with which Emil L'hlbricht, formerly of Chica-

go, ran aw ly from Flying .lib with a pacing record of 2:04,
will long !"• Q .Might of local bicyclers. Whip as hard as he
might, McDowell, who was driving Jib, was simply not in
it Jib led the first half, though Uhlbricht and the pace-
maker to the sulky were close up. The end was a glorious
victory for the wheel. The time by quarters was 0305

1:86 sod 2:04 for I'hlbrichtand 2:07 for Jib.

Oscar Osen of San Jose rode an exhibition mile, accompa-

nied by two tandems, to beat 2:05, but the best he could do

was 2:14.

Alix goes to-morrow against the world's trotting record of

2:07$. She is in good condition, if anything, for the task.

THE SECOND DAT.

Los Angeles, December 26.—Racing at Agricultural

Park to-day was productive of two notable incidents. Alix^

the little trotting queen, broke the coast trotting record of

2:11}, held by Durfee's McKinney, and also left in the shade

Silkwood's pacing record of 2:07, made at Santa Ana. She

went around the track in a race against time in 2:05£,

which, leaving out of consideration the question of the con-

dition of the track, is only one and three-quarter seconds

slower than the world's record, which she also holds.

Directly, the pet of Salisbury's stable, paced a mile in 2:08,

one-quarter of a second slower than the world's two-year

pacing record, which he holds. Under the circumstances it

is a most remarkable achievement.

In addition to this, it was demonstrated that in the Santa

Ana trotter Klamath the coast holds a horse whose capabili-

ties, like Silkwood's, have never been fully tested, and re-

gret is expressed by those not interested in the betting ring

that Tom Raymond should choose to limit a 2:10 horse to a

2:13 class.

Klamath lowered his record three-quarters of a second.

The day was not favorable to racing. It was cold and windy,

and about 2 o'clock some rain fell. The track was about a

second faster than yesterday, though it was still almost two

seconds slow. Owing to the raw weather the attendance was

small, and probably did not exceed 3,000. The first race on

the card was the free-for-all trot, three heats in five, in which
Raymond's Klamath, Salisbury's Azote and Hamlin's Night-

ingale competed. Klamath had the pole and soon took the

lead, with Azote in the second place. The quarter was made
in 0:33}, and here Azote came to the front, passing Klamath,
while Nightingale closed up. At the half, in 1:05*, Azote

led by one and a half lengths. McDowell let him go and
opened up another big gap. Klamath closed up and trotted

neck and neck with Azote into the stretch, passing the three-

quarters in 1:40. They came down the stretch on pretty

even terms, and it looked as if Azote was the better horse.

Klamath, however, pushed to the front, and passed under the

wire winner by a short neck in 2:12}, Azote second, Nightin-

gale third. There was a " roar " about the time as announced,

as the last quarter was in 0:31, and it looked as if the race

was faster than declared.

In the second heat Klamath and Azote froze out Geers and
Nightingale on the first eighth, which was trotted in 0:16}.

Raymond followed the same course pursued in the other heats

and pulled out from Azote. The first quarter was passed in

0:33i, and McDowell sent Azote up and at the three furlongs

post was a length ahead of the Santa Ana flyer. Nearing the

half in 1:05% he opened up a larger gap and it looked as if

Klamath was not doing his best. The three quarters was
made in 1:38}: Nightingale was coming forward and did

the best work down the stretch. Azote was an easy winner

from Klamath by three lengths, Nightingale (record, 2:10A)

five lengths to rear. Time, 2:10.

In the next heat Klamath was sandwiched between Azote

and Nightingale, and was about a neck behind at the start.

Geers dropped in behind the flyers at the eighth and Azote

shot out and took a lead of four lengths, the quarter being

made in 0:34. Klamath was about the same distance ahead
of Nightingale as they flew toward the half-mile post. This
was made in 1:05£, and from here Azote opened up another

big gap, until it looked like a walk-away. Coming down b*

the three-quarters, however, a hot race was made by the trail-

ers, and at the post, in 1:39}, they were all not over a length

apart. Klamath was now making the pace, and forced Azote
off his feet just after passing the drawgate. Azote quickly

caught, but Klamath passed iu ahead by a neck in 2:12},

with Nightingale four lengths behind.

Another kick was made against the time as announced by

Charlie Durfee and Captain Giflord, but it satisfied the

judges. Meantime rain had fallen, and inasmuch as the back-

stretch had not yet lost its sticky qualities it seemed a hope-

less task for little Alix to try against her world's record of

2:03!, made at Galesbnrg, 111., this year. Salisbury had the

mare brought out, however, and when she trotted up from the

stable hitched to a thirty-two-pound pneumatic sulky and ac-

companied by a running pacemaker the burst of applause tes-

tified the appreciation of the spectators.

The mare seemed a little nervous despite the warming up
which she had been giveD between the heats of the free-for-

all trot and McDowell scored twice before they got away.

On getting the word she bounded forward and the first fur-

long post was reached almost before the spectators knew the

race was begun. The eighth was made in 0:15}, the fastest

made on the track, and the quarter in 0:13|. This is the

hardest quarter of the whole course, and on the next eighth

she took it easier, makiog the three furlongs in 0:47.

McDowell now let her out, and she flew over a track in a

way that brought shouts of delight from the spectators. The
half mile was made in 1:03. She was now passing over the

heaviest part of the track, and the men who held stop

watches eyed her anxiously. The five furlongs >vas made in

1:19 J, and then she began the race for home.
The three quarters was made in 1:35, and the timers shook

their heads. "It will be 2:07," said one. "She can't last."

Even as he spoke McDowell was seen to urge the little mare
forward, and the pacemaker was also urged to the utmost.

Theaueen of the tu^f shot down the homestretch, McDowell
yelling to her like mad. The spectators in the grand stand
were on their feet cheering. "She's broken the Coast record
anyway," shouted somebody, and a great cheer went up. The
timers forgot U take the time at the seventh furlong, but no-
body cared. Everybody was yelling for Alix, and when she
shot under the wire almost as fresh as when she started, the
uproar was deafening.
There was a hush as the timers compared watches. As

soon as possible the news was flashed to the judges' stand,

Judge Newton called for silence and said : "Time wins, but
Alix has broken the coast record," and the board with the
fieures 2:05$ was hung out, while everybody went wild. A
crowd Burged upon the track and surrounded the little mare
and McDowell. A garland of chrysanthemums and smilax
was brought forward and she wes again christened "Queen of
the Turf," while Mr. Salisbury's face beamed with pleasure.

In the fourth heat of the free-for-all Klamath had the pole

and led, but Azote overtook him at the quarter in 0:33, and
soon opened up a gap ol six lengths. The half was made in
1:05, and Nightingale and Klamath were going easy neck
and neck with Azote about seven lengths ahead. The three-
quarters was made in 1:38|. NightiDgale cut in behind Ray-
mond's flyer, and it looked as if she would beat him for sec-
ond place. Raymond, however, shook his whip and the old
campaigner shot away from the chestnut mare as if she was
anchored. Klamath could not overtake Azote, however,
and the latter won easily in 2:10£.
The judges announced that the eflort of Emil Ulbricht, the

bike rider, to beat Flying Jib, the pacer, and the latter's effort

to lower his world's record would not take place on account
of the lateness of the hour and the fact that Jib stabbonly
preferred to trot rather than pace.

The fifth heat of the trot was hotly contested, and was won
by Azote, Klamath second and Nightingale third in 2:11 1.

As a finish to the meeting, Directly, the little black won-
der, was given atrial against his world's two-year-old pacing
record of 2:07£. It was in some respects a prettier perform-
ance than Alix's, and the finish was stronger and more ex-
citing, the little black making a magnificent spurt down the
homestretch, McDowell lifting him under the wire in 2:08,
which Captain Newton, the presiding judge, announced was
"The most remarkable performance of anv two-year-old on
earth, considering the condition of the track." The time by
quarters was 32}, 1:04, 1:36*. 2:08.

New Louisville Jockey Club Stakes.

The New Louisville Jockey Cluh has entered the racing

arena in a way that guarantees that it is to be regarded as

one of the most progressive and important associations in

the country.

Some years ago Louisville was one of the important racing

points of the whole country, and a number of brilliant equine

contests made the old race track famous. The new associa-

tion, characterized by well-directed enargy, and with ample

means behind it, has set to work to restore to the Falls City

all its erstwhile reputation as a racing point, and the success

of the undertaking will not be doubted when one looks over

the rich series of stakes that have been established. These

stakes will close January 15, and we feel confident that all of

them will receive a liberal patronage from this locaiity.

At the time named, eight stakes will close, seven of which
will be run at the spriog meeting which begins May 6 and
continues until May 22, inclusive of both dates, thus making
fifteen days racing. These stakes are the Debutante, for two-
year-old fillies ; the Cadet, for two-year-old colts and geldings;

the Burlington, for two-year-olds; the Maiden, for three-year-

olds ; the Schulte, for three—year-olds; the Louisville Handi-
cap, for three-year-olds and upward, and the Frank Fehr
Stakes, for three-year-olds and upward. The guaranteed
value of these stakes is $2,000, with $200 to the second horse
and $100 to the third, thus making the net value of the
stakes $1,700 to the winner. In addition to these seven stakes

three others will be run at the spring meeting, making a
total of ten. These are the Derby, Oaks and Clark entries

to which were made some time ago.

Besides these stakes, the association will give liberal handi-
caps and purses, and there will be five or more races each
day. But the crowning glory of the New Louisville Jockey
Club's prospectus of stakes, is the Futurity, which has just

been established, and the conditions of which are most attrac-

tive and liberal. This stake is fashioned after the Coney
Island Futurity, and we think is destined to become very
popular with breeders. The first Futurity will be run in 1887,
and the distance will be four and a half forlongs. The guar-
anteed value of the stake is $10,000, with $6,000 to the win-
ner ; $1,500 to the second ; $750 to the third ; $1,000 to the
nominator of the winner

;
$500 to the nominator of the sec-

ond horse and $250 to the nominator of the third.

The conditions of all these stakes can be better understood
and appreciated by reading the advertisement on another
page of this paper. Entry blanks can be obtained st this

office and we will take pleasure in making and forwarding
entries.

ATTENTION!

Trottii - Horse Breeflers.

The Occident Stake

FOR 1897
FOR FOALS OF 1894

WILL CLOSE JANUARY 1st NEXT.

This stake is growing in value each year. We hope
io have the stake to be trotted in 1895 worth $2,000 to

the winner, and ior 1S96 in excess ofthat amount-

IF YOU HAVE A WELL-BRED COLT TAKE

A CHANCE FOR SIO 1H THIS STAKE.

To be trotted at the California State Fair of 1897. En-
tries io close January 1st, 1S95, with Edwin F. .-mlth,
Secretary, at office in Sacramento ; $100 entrance, ot
which |1C must accompaoy nomination, 5)5 to be paid
Jauuary l, 1896 ; $25 to be paid January 1, 1897, and $50
thirty days before the race.

The Ocrldent Cup ior coin) of the value of $J00 to
he added by the Society. Mile heats, three in live, to
harness. First colt to receive Cup and six-tenths ; sec-
ond colt, three-tenths, and the third colt one-tenth of
stakes.

Five to enter, three to start. Otherwise N. T. A. rules
to govern.

Remember, you are not held for foil entrance in
case colt goes wrong ; you oaly forfeit payments made.
Entries to this stake close January 1, 1895.

hltU l\ F. SMITH, Secretary.
JOHN UOUGS, FVe-ldenl.
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CONEY ISLAND
JOCKEY CLUB.

Stakes to Close Wednesday, January 2, 1895

THE FUTURITY STAKES,
FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING OF 1897.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, of foals 1S95, bv subscription of $20 each, for mares covered in 1894. and of
530 each for the produce of sucb mares unless struck out by July 15, 1896, or $100 unless struck out by July 15,

1397; all starters to pay §250 additional, all of which shall go to the second and third horses, as further pri-
vided; the Coney Island Jockey Club to add § ; the second to receive § of the added money and two-
thirds of the starting money; the third? of the added money and one-third of the starting money: the
breeders ofthe winner, of the second horseand of the third horse, namely, the owners of the mare at time of
foaling to receive $ , $ and $ ot the added money respectively, whether they be the owners of the
horse when the race takes place or not- Winners of $5,000, ? pounds, :of two raws of $5,000,
of one race of $10,000, 7 pounds; of four of $-5,000 or of two ot" $l0,00u,or of one of 520,000. 12 poundsextra. The
produce of mares or stallions which have not produced a winner prior to January 1. 1891, allowed 3 pounds; of
hotb, 5 pounds; the produce to be entitled to suchallowan e at time ot starting, wiie'Iit claimed or not in the
e 1 try 01 the mare. Maideusatlowed 10 pom.ds, which allow* 1 i--e shall not be cumulative. Mares may been-
tered by persons not their owner, the owner li iving the prior right. If a mare entered in this slake drops her
foal belore the 1st ofJanuary, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or is barren, the entry of such mare is

void, and thesubscription if paid will be returned. By filing prior to July 15, IS96, with the Coney Island
Jockey Club, an accepted transfer of the produce with the engagement for the Futurity stakes, the original suo-
scriberwlll be released from any liability as to its piigagement of the produce. Should a subscriber or trans-
feree die before the race, the entry shall not hi-- void, provided it be assumed by the tnen owner of the horse;
nn/cein writing to th^t effect nc"<niipanied by the payment of all accrued liabilities tor such h-Tse in the stake,
belogglven within three months after such demise In such case the entry shall be independent of all other
raclngobligatlonsorentriesof the orginal subscriber transferee. Futurity Course, about three-quarters of a
mile.

SSJ~In consequence of the Constitution Amendment affecting racing, the Coney Island Joc'-ev Club will re-
ceive SEALED KNTKIE3 for the Futurity Stakes of 1897, which will remain unopened until the action of the
Legislature of the State ofNew \ork during the coming winter shall enable the Club to decide whether it is in
a position to continue this event, in v.hich case the amount of Added Money will be promptly announced. If
U is decided that the race Is not to be run the entries will be returned unopened and no forfeits incurred.

THE GREAT TRIAL STAKES, $20,000,
FOR THE JUNE MEETING, 1895.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of 1S93. of §100 each, and only ?i 5 if struck out by March 15 ; §25 if

by April 15; §50 if bv Mav 15, for horses entered by August 1, 1894; or of $200 each. §25 if struck out by March
15; |75 if by April 15; §100 it by May 15. for those entered by January 2, 1895. The .Association to add the
amount necessary to make the value of the race §20,000. The second to receive §2.000 and the third §1,000 out of
the money so added. Maidens allowed 3 pounds. B aaten maidens not having run second for a raceof §2,000.

allowed 7 pounds. Winners of two races of f>,0O0, or one of §10,000, 7 pounds extra. Starters to pay §100 addi-
tional. Futurity Course.

Uaj-In view of the uncertainty of future legislation affecting racing in the Slate of New York, the Coney
Island Jockey Club reserves the right to declare this Stake oft, in which case all money paid on account of
same will be returned.

THE DOUBLE EVENT, $10,000,
FOR THE JUNE MEETING, 1895.

A sweepstakes for two-year-olds, foals of 1893, by subscriptions of §50 each ; §25 forfeit if struck out by May
1.1, J 895, for horses entered by August 1, 1891, or of §150 each, $VI f.rfeil for those entered by Janmrv 2,1895.
Starters to pay §50 additional, which shall entitle them to start for both events. The Association to add the
amount necessary to make the value of the Two Events §1,000 each. In each event the second to receive §750
and the third §250 out of the money so added. §1,000 additional in plate or money (at the option of the winner)
will be given should the Two Events be won by the same horse.

Conditions of tbe First Event, to be ran on the Grst day of the June meeting. IS95 :

Winners of two races of §2,000, or of one of §5.000 7 lbs. extra. Maidens never having been placed second for

a race of §3,000, allowed 5 lbs. The produce of mares or stallions which have not produced a winner priorto
Jaouarv 1, 1891. if maidens at time of starting, allowed 3 lbs.: of both, S lbs. The winner to receive $4,iKK), the
second $750 and the third §250. Five and a half furlongs.

Conditions of the gpcond brent, to be run on the last day of the June meeting. 1895.
Winners of two races of §2.000, or one §5,000, or of the First Event, 5 lbs. extra. Maidens never having been

placed second for a race of §3,000, allowed 8 lbs. The produce of mares or stallions which have not produced a
winner prior to January 1. 189.1, if maidens at time of staniog, allowed 3 lbs.: of both. 5 lbs. The winner to

receive §4000, tbesecond §750, and the third § 50. Futurity course, about three-quarters of a mile.

o»-In view of the uncertainty of future legislation affecting racing in the State of New York, tbe Coney
Island Jockey Club reserves the right to declare this Stake off, in which case all money paid on account of

same will be returned.

Entries to be addressed TO THE CLERK OF THE COURSE, Coney Island Jockey

Club, Cor. Fifth Ave. and 22d St., New York.

MOKBLUMNB STOCK FARM
CLEMENTS, CAL.

HOME OF THE H XDSOMBST HU'lMi STALLION IN CALIFORNIA.

SILVER BOW, 2:16
Sire of RAINBOW 2:21 1-4. ond Silver Bee, 2:27 3-4.

The Greatest Money-Winning Sice in America.
Bv ROBERT MctiREUOR 647 tSireof62 in the 2:30 list). Dam Sadie, by Hambletonian 10 ; second

dam Lady W'vnne by Wm. Welch 341 (son of Hambletonian 10) ; third dam Eleanora Margrave ; fourth dam
Fanny Wright by Silver Heels ; hTtli dam Aurora, bv Lloyd'f Vingt'un ; sixth dam Pandora, by GrayDiomed
and so on to fifteenth dam by Why Not, son of Fenwick Borh.

SILVER BOW will make the season of 1695, ending June 1st, at the above farm. Terms $100 with nsual

return privilege Only approved mares taken

Mares can be shipped to Lodi in my care, and competent men will lead them to farm nine miles from there.

Tbe finest of pasture (alfalfa, rve grass) and the best of care taken of all mares consigned to tbe place. No re-

sponsibility a^timed for accidents or escapes. Terms ot pasturage $4 per month. Address
tihO. H, FOX, Mokelumne Stock Farm, Clements. San Joaquin Co. , Cal.

FASHIOXABLY BRED

Yearling Thoroughbred Colts and
Broodmares.

rNQTJIBE OF -

DR. O. E. FARNUM, 703 Market Street

BaciDg! Racing! Racing!
j

Partner Wanted,

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB
WINTER MEETING

BAY DISTRICT TRACK
COMMENCING OCTOBER 27, 18941.

Racing Monday, Tuesday, "Wednes-

day, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday,

RAIN OR SHINE.

Five or More". Races Each Day. Rare* Star

at 2 p. m. sharp.

M~ McAlllBter and Geary-street cars pass the gate.

LIVERY AND BOARDLXG STABLE : the beat one

in the city ; doing a business that pays 40 per cent net

on the investment ; long lease ; cheap rent ; splendid

location ; elegantly equipped with fine horses, buggies-

carriages, dog carts, etc.; 100 boarding horses ; an op-

portunity seldom offered. Address B. , 14 McAl-
lister Street. Room 27, San Franci-co, Cal.

To Trade.
Young imported Shire stallions, Cleveland Bays and

a thoroughbred stallion and some unincumbered land

will be exchanged for standard-hrpl irotii g (lilies

(registered;. For further particulars address

J. D. M., 1 lii- Office.

FOR SALE.

S75.00.
Handsome brown gelding, 15.1 bands high, 6 years
old. Sound and stylish; fine saddle and harness horse:
three-minute mover. 106»£ Stockton street, upstairs,
10 to 12 m.

PETER C. KELLOGG & CO.'S
GREAT Trotting Sale in New Y/ork

January 9 to 12, 1895, at Madison Square Garden
(Days and Evenings.)

Among the 300 horses to be sold are many that would benefit

THE BREEDERS AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Eej-ODd measure if transferred to within its borders.

led by ils^eSSsilS'
5 '' °° ™"Kd". lMn»irtwitb the closing out of the HIGHLAWN 8TLD.

A I f^AMTADA son of GEORGE WILKES
ML»\-rMlNi | MnM, and ALMA MATER.

It is safe to say that no stallion ever went under the auction hammer ranking as a sire as high as
Alcantara will on the day he Is to be sold.

Also THE YOUNfi STALLION

Al rVAIMnFR SON of baron wilkesHLLAMINULn, and alma mater.
The Acme of Breeding to Cross on California mares.

Also the Very Ptomising and Superbly-Bred Young Sire

I A\/A| ADH BY DIRECTOR,unvnunnw, OUT OF Sidney's DAM.
Tried enough in the stud to show that he is destined to make a great sire, and ar-companied in the

sale bv a grand array of his fast get.

Consignments are made by the HIGHLAWN STUD (closing out), A. B. DAHLIA'S (practically clos-
ingont), J. MALCOLM FORBES (including the get of Ariou), J. \V. D%LY, WYN DYLSTCD. WHARRY ORR (including the great sire RUMOR), aud other prominent establishments.

Such is the collection of blood and individuality at this sale that a buyer could secure there a stud of fifivanimals that m breeding and quality would put him on a par with the best equipped breeders in the country.
Forsynopsis of the sale address

PETER C. KELLOGG & CO., Auctioneers,
107 JOHN' STREET, SEW YORK.

Latonia Jockey Club,
COVINGTON, KY.

[Racing Department of tie Latonia Agricultural and Stock Association, Incorporated!

Announce ;he following Stakes to close January 1st, 1895, for Spring and Fall

Meeting, 1895.

Racing.

SPRING MEETING, 1895.
THE CLIPSETTA STAE KS-For two-year old fillies, $10 to accompany the nomination *w addirinn«i

to start; $1,2-50 added, of which 6200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value ofi?nno
to can7-31bs.; ot two such, 5 lbs.: of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra. 'J hose not having won a swe*>n<ji nti TTr
the value of $700, allowed 5 lbs. Maidens, 7 ihs. Fiv* r.,,-1 „.,.,..Five furlongs.

THK HAROLD STAKES—For two-vear-old colts. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional tn
start; $1,250 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of"?mo m
carry S lbs.; of two such, 5 lbs.; ot three or more such, 7 lbs. extra Those not having won a

-

value of $700 allowed -5 lbs. Maidens, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.
a sweepstake of the

THE SENSATION S rAKES—For two-year-olds. $10 to accompany the nomination $90 addiiinnni t»
start; $2,000 added, of which $-100 to second and $100 to third. Winners ot a sweepstake of the' value ofTom £
carry 3 lbs : of two such, 5 lbs.; of three or more such," lbs. extra. Those not having won a sweeostakenfil^
value of $700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 7 lbs ; maidens beaten in a sweepstake at tbe meeting in lbs Sir
furlongs. ="

COVINGTON SPRING STAKES-A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 each loaccomnanv the
nomination. $50 additional to start; $1,000 added, of which $200 to second and 3100 to third Horses entered nm
to be sold to carry 7 lb*, extra. $3,000. weight forage. Allowances: I lb. for each 5250 to a^ooo- Mb inr^jw-i.
$100 to $1,000 ; 2 lbs. for each $100 to $300. Starters to be named with selling price, through ''be entrv' bnVth*
evening before the race at the usual lime of closing, those so named not liable for starting fee if thevshonid not
start More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can start. Five furlongs.

THE RIPPLE STAKES—For three-year-olds (foals of 1892] that have never won a race prior to the elm
ing of this stake. $10 to accompany the nomination, $90 additional to start; $1,250 added.of which $"00 to sernnri
and $100 to third. Winners ot any race after the closing of the stake of $1,000 value to carry 3 lbs - of two nr
more such, 5 lbs/extra. Maidens at starting Uiat have been beaten this year once allowed 5 lbs -'twice 7 lbsOne mile.

THE LATOMA SPRING PRIZE.—A handicap for three-year-olds. $10 each to accomoanv nomina
tion, $90 additional to start; $1,500 added, ofwhich $300 tosecond and $100 to third. Weights to be a"nnorm."p i
two days prior to therace. Winners after publication of weight to carry 5 lbs. extra. Nine furlongs.

THE TOBACCO STAKES—A selling sweepstake for three-year-olds and upward $-5 to accomoanv
the nomination, $50 additional to start; $1,000 added, of which $20 1 to second and $100 to third Those ent^ii,] t«
be sold for $4,000, to carry weight for age; for $3,000, allowed 5 lbs; with 2 lbs. for each $500 to $' 000- ' lb for
each $100 below the latter price. Starters to be named with selling price, through the entrv box the even in"" be
fore the race at the usual time of closing; those so named not liable for starting fee. if they should not start
More than one may be named by the same owner but only one can sta . One mile.

THE MILLDALE STAKES—For tbree-year-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination A40
additional tostart; $l,000added, of which $150 to second and $50 to third. Winners this year of a race of si 500
and winners since May 1st of three or more races of any value to carry 5 lbs. extra. Allowances- other
horses not having won this year, a race of $1,000, 5 lbs., and if such have not won Iwo races 3 lbs Beaten non
winnersol the year, 10 lbs. Seding purses not counted in either case. Six Furlongs.

THE MERCHANTS STAKES—For three-year-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination
$90 additional tostart; $1,250 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Winners this 3-ear of a rac^ of th^
value of $1,000, or four or more races since April 25th, of any value, to carry 5 lbs ; of two races 01
$1,000 value, or one of$2,5«0, Tibs, extra. Other horses not having won a race of -«S00 value this vear allowed s
lbs.; or not having won a race of any value since April 25, 3 lbs.; this year, 10 lbs ; maidens fuur years old M
lbs.; fiveand upward, 20 lbs. Selling purses not counted in either case. One mile aud au eighth.

THE DECORATION" HANDICAP—For three-year-olds and upward. $10 lo accompany the nomination
$90 additional tostart; $2,000added, ofwhich $400 tosecond and $100 to third. Weights to appear ^turdav
May 25, 1395, after the last raceot the day. Winners after the publication of weights 16 carrv 5 ibs extra Sell'
ing purses not counted. One mile and three-sixteenths.

THE CliVCLW'ATI HOTEL sPRI.Mi HANDICAP-For three-year olds and upwards $10 to accom
panv the nomination, $90 additional tostart; 12,500 added, of which $400 to second and $100 to third Weiehts
to appear five days prior to the race Wmoers of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry 5'lha extra
One mile and a quarter.

FALL MEETING, 1895.
THE KIMBALLSTAKES—For two-year-old colts. $-5 to accompany the nomination, $95 additional tostart-

$1 250 added, of which $200tosscond and $100 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 lo carrv
3 lbs.; of two such, 5 lbs.; of three such, 7 lbs.; those not having won a sweepstake of the value of $700 allowed
4 lbs.; maidens, 7 lbs. Six furlongs.

THE ZOO ZOO STAKES—For two-year-old fillies. $5 to accompany the nomination, $95 additional to
start; $1,250 added, of wuich $200 tosecond and $100 to third; winners of a sweepstake of the value of *1 000 to
carry 3 lb".; of two such. -5 lbs.; of three or more such, 7 lbs. extra; those not having won a sweepstake of the
valueof $700allowed51bs.; maidens, Slbs. ^ix Turlongs.

THE KENTUCKY CENTRAL STAKES— For two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination *95
additional tostart; $1,250 added, of which $200 tosecond and |100 to third; winners ofa sweepstake of the value
of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; two such, 5 lbs.; three such or tbe Zoo Zoo or Kimball Slakes, 7 lbs.; those not havln<*
woo a sweepstake of the valueof $700 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, S lbs.; maidens beaten in two nr more sween*
stakes at tbe meeting, 10 lbs. One mile.

Stakes will be ron on alternate days and overnight sweepstakes with stake values will be prepared for the
ntervening days.

A reasonable number or races tor all ages at a less distance than one mile will be embraced In the

E. C. HOPPER, Secretory, Covington, Ky. R. W. NELSON, President.
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THE GALESBURG ASSOCIATION
OFFER THE FOLLOWING STAKES FOR ITS

STXlHaVEEH MEETING, AU&UST 26 TO 31, 1895
ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1895.

TW...vf^R OLD PACERS THAT SEVEE8TABTED. „ 5.000

i„RFF yk iR OLD P\CEKS ELIGIBLE TO 2:20 CLASS 5.000

FOUR YEAR OLD TK0TtI& ELIGIBLE TO 2:18 CLASS 5.000

2:30 TROTTERS g'o00
2:30 PACERS 5

'

000
2:25 TROTrERS

.o\niri
If declared
subject to

5 percent,. -

n all stakes. 1U0 yards.

2:25 PACERS , $r>,000

2:20 TROTTERS 5 000
2:20 PACERS 5,000
2:15 TROTTERS 5 000
2:15 PACERS 5 000
2:10 TROTTERS 5 000
2:10 PACERS 5 000

Sixteen Stakes.. ... $30,000

beo stakes close, January 1

The Earning Capacity of the Ti otter Must be Increased; if not, Down Goes the Ship With Ml on Board.

C. W. WILLIAMS, Secretary, Galesburg, 111.

Chicago Racing Association
(HAWTHORNE TRAOK)

Stakes to be Run During the Meeting of 1895

The Chicago Derby for 1896
GUARANTEED VALUE $25,000

AND

The Stallion Stakes for 1897
WITH $5000 ADDED

NOW OPEN, TO CLOSE JANUARY 1, 1895

MEETING BEGINS MAY 1st.

Racing Every Two Weeks Alternately With Harlem to

November 15, 1895.

mnuininn flCDDV 825.00O GUARANTEED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds: #500 each,

Url'lAuU UtnDl. gu forfeit, or onlv #25 if declared out 011 or before March 1st, or $50 by May 1st,

1ms • all declarations void unless accompanied with themoney. The Association to add ai! amount sufficient

to make KevSue^Lhe™ second, and tl ,500 to the third horse. Maidens

allowed 5 lbs Mile and a quarter.

mllliuiu UlUniPID #7,5O0 GUARANTEED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three year-olds

U LLmpH nf N UluAr. and upwards
; t-'d0 each, 5-50 forfeit, or only $25 if declared. The Association

to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race ?6,000 to tne first, $i .000 to the second and #500 to the

third hor=e Weights 10 appear March 1st: oedarationsto be made by March 15th; all declarations void un-

less accompanied with ihe money. A w Inner after the publication of weights ofa sweepstakes race of the value

of #1,000 10 carry 3 lbs; oftwo smh, orof one of the value of $-',500, 5 lbs. penalty. Mil.- and a quarter.

TU - iu Li II 11 OTA YCO 85.OOO <;rjAR4\TKE». A sweepstakes for all ages ; #100 each, half for-

IH ANNUAL OUtVto. feit or only ^15 if declared ont on or before March 1st, or #25 by May 1st, 1895 ;

all rteclaraUons voidT unless accompanied with the money. The Association tn add an amount tufficient to

make the value of the race #1.000 10 the first, 8 00 to the second and $30o to the third horse. Horses three years

olds or upwards n. n-wlnners Id 1885 of a n>ce ofthe value of $1,500, aliened 5 lbs.; of #300. 8 lbs. handicap and

selling races when carrving 5 lbs. less than weight for age excepted; maiden three years old or upwards, allowed

121bs. eleven furlong!).

MunDOCUlU OTIVCv 85.O00 GUARANTEED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; #100 ea^h,
rUrOtMCrl 01 Anr_0. half forfeit, or only $15 if declared out on or before March 1st, or $-J5 by May

1st l c95
-
all declarations void unless accompanied with the money. The Association to add an amount suffi-

cient" to make the value of the race $4,000 to the first, $700 to the second and $300 to the third horse. Maidens
allowed 5 Ids. Six furlongs.

TUC PlllPlPn vTArCv 84.500 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $100 each, half for-

Int unlufluU OlflrtLo. fe i ti roniv #25 if declared out on or before May 1st, i£95 : all declarations void

unless accompanied with tbemonev, with" $2,500 added, of which $400 to second and $200 CO ihird. A winner of

two three vear-old races of the value of #2,(i00, or one ol the valne of $-5,000 to carry 7 pounds penalty. Non-
winner ofa Lhree-y ear-old race of the value of #l,50o, allowed 5 lbs-; beaten maidens al owed 12 lbs. Mile and
tbree-»lxteeuina.

ml IvvIC vTIVCQ 81.500 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old fillies ; $50 each, #15 forfeit,

LAodlL olflrtLo. with #l,5i"0added. of which $250 to second aDd $150 to third, a winner of two
stakes of the va'ueof #1,000, or one of #2,000 to carry 4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs. penalty. Maidens beaten two
or more times, allowed 7 pounds. Five furlougi.

mp D ft ft vTirTQ 81.5O0 ADDED. A Sweepstakes for two-year-old colls and geldiugs;
U. D. a y. OlAnCO. $50 each, $15 forfeit; with $1,500 added, of which $2-50 to second and #160 to

third A winner of two stakes of the value of #1,000, or of one of #2,000. to carry 4 lbs.; of two of $2,000, 7 lbs.

penalty. Maidens beaten two or more times, allowed 7 lbs. Fire furlongs.

mtlllll ATlnU UiyniPID 81.500 ADDR». A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds; $50 each
trnULfll Nrl nflrlUIUnr. $15 forfeit: with $1,500 added, of which $250 to second and #150 to third

Weights to appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of
weights of a race of any value, to carry 3 los: penalty. Five furlongs.

monrniii ATIflU UlUTllPAO 81.500 ADDED. A Handicap Sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; $50
OrtUULAI IUA nflnUIUfl r

. each, #15 forfeit; with #l,500added, ofwbicb #250 to second and #150 to

third. Weights tn appear three days prior to the day appointed for the race. A winner after appearance of
weights of a race ofany value, to carry 3 lbs. penalty. Mile and a furlong.

mi/rnuii OTItfCft 81-500 ADDED. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds that have not won a race
iLnrlnL OlOaLO. flhe value of #5,000 prior to January 1, 1895; $50 each, $15 forfeit; with #1,500

added, of which #150 to second and #150 10 third. Winners of a sweepstakes race for three-year-olds, uf the
value <ir #1,000. or two or more such races ot any value, to carry 5 lbs. penalty. Other horses, oon-wln-
D«H In 18W of #1,000, allowed 4 lbs.; of $500, 7 lbs.', beaten maidens allowed 12 lbs Mile and a alxteeiitli.

mrYDflvlTinU QTikTQ 81.500 AOOBO. A sweepstake* for three-vear-olds and upwards: #50
LArUoI'lUn OlflM-O. each, #15 forfeit, with #1,500 a 'ded. of which $250 to second and $150 tothird.

A wlnnerln 1895,of a race ot the value #1,000,10 carry3 lbs.; of two of #l,o00, or of one oi the value of $2,500,5
lbs. penalty. Non-winners in 1*95 of #5o0, allowed 5 lbs.; of any race, 8 lbs ; maidens four years old or upwards,
allowed \S lbs. MM** aud a furlong.

81.500 ADDED. A Handicap Steeplechase for three-year-
olds and upwards; entrance $10 each to accompany the nomina-

tion; #Kl additional to start; with 91,500 added, of which #250 to second and $150 to third. Weights to appear
three days prior to ibe day appointed lor the race. Four or more horses In entirely different Interests to enter
and start, or the race may be declared oil, and entry money refunded. Full course.

THE CHICAGO DERBY FOR 1896. $25,000 GUARANTEED.
A iwaepMfckeM lot three-; - "fl693i; #500 each. #io0 forfeit, or only $25 If declared out on or before
March 1st, orfEO by May l-t, 1-%; all declara Ions void unless accompanied with the money. '1 be association
to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the race $JO,000 to the first, $3,500 to the second and $1,50-1 to

third horse. Maidens allowed 5 lbs. Mile and n quarter.

THE STALLION STAKES FOR 1897.
A sweepstakes for iwo-ye&r-oldl fijfcbi "l 18M), the get of stallions entered by January 1, IK95, under the

following subscriptions: # At each for stallions whose service fee is $100 or greater, and onlv $25 each for all other
stallion-. Foalfl to in- entered bv January l 1898, When l he stake sliall close, at #200 each, #5C forfeit, or only $15
If declared nut on -.r before Murcli 1, Off KB by May 1, 1897: all deciarnilons void unless accompanied Willi the

be KOond none f> receive #700 of the added money and 80 per cent, of the starting
money. I in- tub i Ive #?on of the added money and 20 per cent, if tbe starting money. The nom-
inator or tin- 'ire of the Hi ad third bonee to receive 2.5 per cent,, 15 per cent, and 10 per cent of ihe
starting ti eely. Wlonersol three races "f Jl.oon, or one or #2,500 to carry three pounds; of two of

DD« or I&jOOO, fl pcnalcy. The produce of slallions which
Imvt doI produced a winner prior to January 1. 1896, allowed three pounds, whether claimed or not at the t me
or entry, and not U> be lorfHled beomoao of aoy Mibiequent winnings Maidens allowed seven pounds; allow-
ances cumulative. The public or private (alooftbe foal with lis engagement In the Stallion Stakes, Will relieve

ns-or from any II*' In: - - engagement, providing such nominator was the .inner of the
foal"sdam at the time uif entr\ vraamadei In nil cases of sale with eogagementaa accepted tmusfer must t»-
8I»h1 wl'h an«l approred by the association. HtallloLK may be entered by anybody, the owner having prior
right Six furlongs.

In addition to the above stakes, valuable t.ver night purses and handicaps, and BPKCIAL EVENTS with
liberal add. -1 money and attractive cnmilllons will be arranged from time to time.

Address nominations and all communications to tbe Secretary, P.O. Box 685, Chicago.
Entry blanks will be forwarded on receipt of application.

HARRY KT7HL, Secretary.

STAKES OF THE
CHICAGO FAIR GROUNDS ASSOCIATION

LOCATED AT

TO
Near the City of Chicago.

CLOSE a"ja.3SffXT^.DEf5r X, 1893.
THE N&TIONiL DERBY.

MUJLTinHal nPRRV To be ran io 1*96.
II lUnflL ULflDI. each, half forfeit, or only #25 if declared by January 1, 1S96.

THE STOCK YARDS STEEPLECHASE.

A sweepstakes for three - year - olds ; #i00 each, with #400 additiona
to start. The association to add a suthclent amount to make the

stake worth $15,000 in cash to the winner. The second horse to receive $2 500, the third $1,500 and the lourth
$1,000. Winners of three races of $2,000 or one race of $5,000 In 1S95 to carry five pounds penalty. One mile
and a half.

A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893) ; #100
.' #25 If declared by January 1, 1896. Money to accom-

pany all declarations or else th-y will be void. The stake to be reopened October 15, 1S95, a d entries to he
received upon the payment of $250 In cash. The money to accompany the entry, otherwise it will be vniri; |30u
additional to start. The association to add a sufficient amount to make the value of the stake #15,000 in cash to
the winner. Tbe second horse to receive #2,5u0, the third $l,5o0 and the fourth $1,000. Winners of one stake
of $5,000 or three stakes 01 any value in 189S to carry five pounds penalty. One mile and a half.

THE BRE\V§TER STAKES. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds (foals of IS93): of $200 each, #50 forfeit,

or only #20 if declared on or before May 1, 1S95; $3,000 added, of which $700 io se ond and #300 to third. All
declarations void unless accompanied by the money. A winner of any stake of the value of #2,000 to carry three
pounds; or $3,000, live pounds; of $5,000 or three stakes of any value, seven pounds extra. Maidens allowed
seven pounds. Hve aud a half furlongs.

THE RARDE\ CITY HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and uowards; $200 each, #50
forfeit or only #20 If declared. All declarations void unless accompanied by the money. The assoc alien to add
a sufficient amount to make the value of the race $7,000 to the first horse, $2,000 to the second and #1,000 to the
third. Tbe weights to be announced ten days before the date of ihe race Declarations to be due five days
heiore the daie of the race, and starters to he named through the entry box. Such are liable for the starting
fee. One mile and three-aixteenths.

THE CHICAGO PRE-S sr*KEH. For two-year-o'.ds; #50 each, half forfeit, the association to add
$1,500, of which $100 to second and #250 tothird. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes of any vaiue to carry rive
pounds penalty^ non-winners of three races of any value allowed three pounds; of two races, seven pound*".
Maldeas allowed ten pounds. If beaten three or more times and never been placed, fifteen pounds. Five
furlongs.

THE LAKESIDE STAKES. For two-year-old fillies: $10 to accompany the entry, with #10 additional
to start: the association to add $1,500, of which #200 to second and #100 to third. Winners of $2,000 or two stakes
ofany value to carry five pouuds penalty. Maidens allowed seven pouuds. Half a mite.

THE LASEI.LE STAKE*. For two-year-old colts: $10 entrance toaccompany the nomination, with #40
additional to start; the association to add $1,500, of which $2o0 to second and $100 to third. Winner* of #2.0t<0or
two stakes ot any value to carry five pounds penalty. Beaten maidens allowed seven pounds. Five furlongs.

THE SOUTH SHO"E HANDICAP. A sweepstakes for two-year-olds: $50 each, $20 forfeit, #1,500
added, ofwhich $300 10 second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced two days before the race. Starters
to be named through the entry box, and all horses so named to be liable for the starting fee. Five tnrloutts,

THE MICHIGAN STAKE . A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies: #50 each. $20 forfeit, with #1,500
added, of which $300 to second and $200 to third, -stake winners in 1S95 and winners of three or more races to
cany their weight forage. Non-winners of three races allowed three pounds, of two races seven pounds, non-
winners in 1895 beaten three or more times ten pounds. Beaten maidens allowed seventeen pounds. One
mile.

THE WISCONSIN STAKES—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds ; #50 each. #20 forfeit with
$2,000 added, of which #500 to second and $300 to third The weights to be announced two days before the day
set for the race and acceptances to be made through the entry box. Such to be liable for tbe starting fee. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THE H 4RLRH CUP—A sweepstakes ; of #50 each, half forfeit, with #2,000 added, of which #:j00 to second
and $2(,0 to third, for three-year-olds and upwards. Fifteen pounds below the scile. The Association to present
the winner with a handsome piece of plate. Two miles aud a quarter.

THE I\D1 \NA HAXIMC4P-A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and upwards : $50 each, #20 forfeit or
only #111 if declared by May 1, 1S95, #2,000 added of which $lu0 to second and #i50 tothird. « eight* 10 be an-
nounced April l.and declarations to be due May I. Money to accompany ail declarations or they will be void.
Starters to be named through the entry box and such to be liable for the starting fee. One milt* aud a half.

THE ILLIXOfB STAKES—For three-year-olds and uowards : a sweepstakes of #50 each, half forfeit, the
Association to add $2,000, of wbich;$500 to second nnd $300 to third, stake winners and winners of five or more
races in 1695 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races, allowed three pounds ; of three race-, seven
pounds : of two races, ten pouuds. Non-winners in lt$5 beaten three or more times allowed twelve pounds. Six
furlongs.

THE MINNESOTA H ANOICAP—A sweeostakes for three-year-olds and upwards : $50 each. #20 forleil

or onlv $10 if declared by May 1, with $1,500 added, of which $300 to second and jiOUto third. Weights to be an-
nounced April 1, and declarations to be due May 1. Money to accompany all declarations or they will be void.

Tbe starters to be named through tbe entry box and all such to be liable for the declaration fee. winners n
#1,500 after the publication of the weights to carry five pounds extra if handicapped at seven pounds below
weight fir age. One mile and n sixteenth.

STAKE FOR 1897.
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds— (foals of 1S95, tbe produce ot mares

covered in 1S9I.
| The cost ot nomination lor eacn mare 10 be $5, payable by

THE the breeder « »ct. 15, 1895. The entry to become void unless the nomination
fee is received on or before that date: $2-30 each tor the produce of-uch mares,
half.fori- it or only #10 if declared by Jan. 1, 1896, or$.0 if declared by Jan. I,

1897, or #50 if declared by July 15, I&97. All declarations to be v-id unless ac-
companied by the money. >he Chicago Fair (_;r >uuds Association to add
#10,000. Theseemd horse to receive #1,500 and two-thirds of ihe staritnglee,
and the third horse #',000 and oue-rliird of the starting fee. The breeders of
the winner, the second aud third horse, that (* the owners of the mares at the
time 1 ff-aling, to receive #2,ul0, $1,000 and $500 respectively, whet er they
be the owners of the produce at the time of the race or not. Th" d^ath of the
nominators not to vitiate any entry, and tbe breeders to be relieve-1 of any
liability for forfeiLs when the produce passes from their hands, whether by -

private sale or public auction
;
provided the transfer is properly made. Win-

ners off1,000 or twice of $1,500 to carry three pounds extra : of $5,000 or twice
of $3,000, rive pounds extra ; of $10,000 or twice of $5,000. ten pounds extra.
Non-winnersof $1,500 allowed three pounds ; of $1,000, five pound-, maidens
seven pounds. Allowances cumulative. If a mare entered iu this stake
drops her foal before Jan. l, or ifshe has a deod or more than one foal, or is

barren, tbe entry of such mare Is void. 1 hree-qunrter^ of a mile.

E. OORRIO-AN, President.

CHICAGO
FUTURITY

$10,000
ADDED,

Address nil commuDlcullons to

JOSEPH A. MURPHY, Secretary 13 ° adam
c
S
hTJago ill"

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR THE
iBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN;
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V\ M. F. S< HLLTE. President. M. LEWIS CLARK. Presiding Judge. CHARLES F. PRICE, Secretary.

NEW LOUISVILLE JOCKEY CLUB.
STAKES FOR SPRING MEETING, 1895.

Fifteen Days, HVHety €3 to 22, Inclusive.

LOUISVILLE FUTURITY, OF

AND THE

TO BE RUN AT THE SPRING NEETING OF 1897.

GASH VALUE,

axjXj to close j-flL^fl-cr-AJBL-sr is, 1895.
THE DEBUTANTE STAKES. £200083000

For Two-year-old Fillies. 510 to accompany the nomination ; $50 additional to start. The Club to guarantee

the value of the stakes to be $2000, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. The winner of a race of $1000 to

carry 3 pounds; of two stakes of any value, 5 pounds extra. Maidens allowed 5 pound3. Four furlongs.

THE CADET STAKES. 8200082000
For Two-year-old Colts and Geldings. $10 to accompany the nomination ; $-50 additional to start The Club

to guarantee the value of the stakes to be S20C0, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. The winner of a race

of 11000 to carry 3 pounds; of two stakes of any value, 5 pounds extra. Maidens allowed 5 pounds. Four and
• bair furlong*.

92000 THE BURLINGTON STAKES. 82000
A Selling Sweepstakes for Two-year-olds. $-5 to accompany the nomination; $50 additional to start. The

Club and H Eugene Leigh to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2000. of wnich $200 to second and $loO to

third Those entered to be sold for $3000 to carry weight for age. Allowances: 2 pounds for each $500 to $2000;

1 pound for each $100 to $1000; 2 pounds lor each $100 less. Beaten horses not to be claimed. Five furlongs.

§2000 THE MAIDEN STAKES 82000
For Three-year-olds that have not won a race prior to January 1, 1895. $10 to accompany the nomination

;

$50 additional to start. The Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2000, of which $200 to second and

?J2? 1° £,
ird - Weieht 110 pounds. The wlnnerof a race of $1000 or of two races of any value after January l

ah" if r f
purseS excePted) '

to c&TTy s Pounds extra. Maidens at time of starting allowed 5 pounds. Six and

82000 THE St HLLTE STAKES. 82000
For Three-year-olds. $10 to accompany the nomination: $50 additional to start The Club to guarantee thevalue of the stakes t? be gZOOO, of which (200 to second and $100 to third. Non-winners at anv time of a race of

$2o00, 01 two pr 31000 or of five races of any value (selling purses excepted), allowed 7 pounds; of one of $1000lOponnds; of $o00, 12pouods; maidens 20 pounds. One mile. ' '

82000 THE LOUISVILLE HANDICAP. 82O0O
For Three-year-olds and upward. $10 to accompany the nomination; $50 additional to start. The Club to

guarantee the value of the stakes to be $2000, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Weights to appear threedays prior to, the day of the rac. Winner of a race other than a selling purse, after weights are posted, 5pounds extra, but this penalty shall not apply to horses handicapped at 125 pounds or over. Mile and onesixteenth.

82O0O THE FRANK FEHR STAKES. 82000
A Selling Sweepstakes for Three-year-olds and upward. $5 to accompany the nomination; $50 additional

tostart. Ttie Frank Febr Brewing Co. and the Club to guarantee the value of the stakes to be $'000 oF which
$200 to; second and $100 to third. Those entered lo be sold ior $3100 to cairy weight ior s"e Allowances- •>

pounds for each $500 to $2000; 1 pound for each $100 to $1000; 2 pounds for each $100 to $500. Beaten horses
not to be claimed. One mile. Y

$10,000
THE LOUISVILLE FUTURITY

TO BE RUN AT THE SPRING MEETING OF 1897. $10,000
GUARANTEED VALUE, $10,000, of which $6,000 to the winner, $1,500 to the second and $750 to the third. The nominator of the dam of the winner to reJeive $1,000, of the

second horse, $500, of the third $250. For two-year-olds, foals of 1895, by cash subscription of $5 for mares covered in 1894
; $10 each for the produce of such mares, to be paid Jane 1,

1896 ; $15 additional to be paid January 15, 1897. Starters to pay $150 each. Mares may be entered by persons not their owner, the owner having prior right. If a mare entered in this

stake drops her foal before the first of January, or if she has a dead or more than one foal, or is barren, the entry of such mare is void and the subscription will be returned. Should a
nominator or transferee die before the race, the entry shall not be void provided it be assumed by the then owner of the horse, notice to that effect being given within three months after

sach demise. The winner of two races of $1,000, to carry 5 pounds extra. Non-winners of a race of $1,000 allowed 3 pounds; maidens 5 pounds. The produce of mares or stallions that

have not produced a winner prior to January 1, 1895, allowed 3 pounds :
of both, 5 pounds ; not necessary to claim breeding allowances at time of entry. Allowances cumulative. Four

AND ONE-HALF FTJBLONQS.

FIVE OR MORE RAGES EACH DAY, WITH LIBERAL ADDED MONET.g
The track at Louisville is THE BEST IN AMEROIA for Winter or Early Spring training. $80,000 expended on new

stables and other improvements.
Address all communications to the Secretary.

CHARLES F. PRICE, Secretary.

CINCINNATI JOCKEY CLU8

STAKES FOR 1895 AND 1896.
TO OJL.OJSE3 a?XJE3SID^.Tr, JANUARY 1, 1893,

SPRING MEETING, 1895.
tmk sapphire STARES—For two-year-old fillies. $5 to accompany the nomination, $100 additional

to start. Thl clubto add an amount sufficient to make the value of the state $2,500, ot which $2,000 to the first,

1350 to the second and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value ot $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two stakes

ofany'vEneT5 lbs.Tof three or more, 7 lbs. extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started and have

not been placed, 7 lbs. Four and a hair furlongs.

tod RMRR41.D STARES—For two-year-old coltB and geldings. $5 to accompany the nomination, $100

addi'ioual To star? The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2^00 of which $2,000

tothefiSt, $3-50 to second and $150 to third. Winners of a sweepstake of the vakie o
t
$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.of

twostakesofanyvalae,51bs.;ofihreeormore,7 1bs.extra. Maidens allowed 5 lbs.; those that have started

and have not been placed, 7 lbs. Five furlongs.

THE RUBY STARES—A selling sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 to^accompany the nomination, $50

additional to start. The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,000, of which $l.o00

to the first £350 to tbesecond and $150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to carry 5 lbs. extra; those entered

W Sso»dmr$2,500, weight for age Allowances, 3 lbs: for each $250 to $1,500. 1 lb: for each $100 less, starters

with seLlLe prtre inust be named through the entry box the day betore the race. More than one may be named
by the same owner, but only one can start. Noliability for non-starters. «Five furlongs.

THE DIAMOND STARES—For two-year-olds. $5 lo accompany the nomination, $1C0 additional tostart.

The Club to add an amoont sufficient to make the value of the stake $3,500, of which $3 000 to the first, $3o0 to

sewnd and $150 tb third. Winners of a sweepstake of the value of $1,000 to carry 3 pounds ;
of two such or one

oT*2: 000 5 pounds : of three or more of any value, 7 pounds extra. Maidens allowed 5 pounds ;
those Uiat have

started and have not been placed, 7 pounds ; those that have started In a sweepstake at the meetingand have

not been placed. 10 pounds. Five and a hair farlongH.

- TH F CRYSTAL STARES—A handicap'sweepstakes for two-year-olds. $5 to accompany the nomination,

$50 additional to Btart The Chin to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,000, of which

II 500 to the first, $350 to second and $150 to third. Weights to be announced two days prior to the race. A wln-

nerof a raceafter the weights are bnUentlned to carry 5 pounds extra. Six furlongs.

THRHiiTRI STAKES—A sellint: sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1892). $5 to accompany the

nmntotion^^donalnTetotSFciobSlSd an amount /ufflclent to make the value of the stake $2,000,

ofwnS $l,50TwIbe first, $350 to second and $150 to third Those tiered not to be.sold toi carry
'
*POundi

;
extra^

If entered to be sold ior $3,000 to carrv weight for age. Allowances, 3 pounds for eacL $2o0 to $2,000 , 2 pounds

for^S $^ to 31,000 :l pound for each $100 Jess. Starters with selling price must be named through he entry

box thT/a7r^fore the rare. More than one may be named by the same owner, but only one can start. No
liability for non-starters. Seven farlongH.

thr l OSANTIVILLE STARES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1S92) that have not won a

M^l^StoJimnl^^S&^toawmpw the nomination. $50 additional to start The Club to add

Sa^Kan^S^iafceffv^ieoi the Stake $2,000, of which $1,500 to the first, $3.50 to the second and

IlioSX third Winers of any race after the closing of this stake of $700 value to carry 3 lbs. Maidens at the

tlmeofstartingallowedSlbs,; if beaten two or more times this year. 7 lbs. One mile-

THE FASHION STARES—A^sweepstakes for three-y«ar-old fillies (foals of 1892). $5 to accompany the
nomination, $50 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value f the stake $2000,
ofwhich $1,500 to the first, $350 to second and $150 to third. A winner ofany three-year old race ot the value of
$1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or of one of $^,500or of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value,
5 lbs. t-xtra. Non-winners of a chrce-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One
mile and a sixteenth.

THE TELEGRAPH STARES- A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1892). $5 to accompany the
oomination,$i00 additional tostart. The Club toadd an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake 53,000,
ofwhich $2,500 to first, $350 tosecond and $150 to third. A winner of any three-year-old race ofthe value of $1,000
to carry 3 lbs. ; oftwosuch or oi one of 33,000 or of three or more three-year-old stake races of any value, 5 lbs.
fixtra. Non-winners of a three-yeor-oldrace of the value of $1,000, allowed five lbs.: maidens, 10 lbs. One mile
and an eighth.

THR LIBERTY STARES.—A sweepstakes for three-year-old (foals of 1892). $10 to accompany the
nomination, $150 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the^ stake
$5,000, of which $4,000 to the first, $700 to second and $300 to third. Awtnnerofany three-year-old race ot the
value of $1,000 to carry 3 lbs.; of two such or ofone of $3,000 or of three or more three-year-old stake (races of
any value, 5 lbs. extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of $1,000 allowed5 lbs:; maidens, 10
lbs. One Mile and a Quarter.

THE BREWERS' STARES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over. $5 to accompany the nomi-
nation, $50 additional to start. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,000. of
whicn $1,500 to the first, $3-50 to the Bec r>nd and $150 to the third. Stake winners and winoers of dve or more
races in 1695 to carry weight for age. Non-winners of five races In 1895 allowed 3 lbs. ; of three races, 7 lbs.; of
two races, 10 lbs.; non-winners In 1S95 beaten three or more times, 12 lbs.: maidens, 15 lbs, six FunoogR.

THE COUNTRY CLUB STARES—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over. $-5 to accompany the
nomination, $100 additional tostart. Th* Club to add au amount sufficient to make the value of the stake
$2,500, of which $2,000 to the first, |350 to the second and $150lo third. Winners this year of a race of the value
of $1,000 orfour or more races of any value since April 1st to carry 3 lbs.; of $2,000 or five or more races since
that date, 51bs.; ofa race of $3,000 7 lbs. extra. Others that have not won a race of the valueof $1,000 this year
allowed 5 lbs.: beaten non-winners of the year, 10 lbs. Maidens, ioar-years-old and over, 20 lbs. One Mile
and an Eltihth.

THE OHIO STARES—A selling sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over; $5 to accompany the nomin-
ation, $50 additional to start. The club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $2,"00, ot

i which $1 500 to the first, $3-50 to second and $150 to third. Those entered not to be sold to isrry seven pounds
extra; If for $3,000, weight for age Allowances, two pounds for each $500 to $1,500; one pound for each $100 less.

Starters with selling price must be named through the entry box the day before the race. More than one may
be named by the same owner, but only one can start. No liability for non-starters. One mile and a quarter.

THE FOURTH OF JUI.Y HANDICAP—A handicap sweepstakes for three-year-olds and over; $10 to
accompany the nomination. $100 additional tostart. The club toadd an amount sufficient lo make the value of
the stake $5,000, of which $4,000 to the first, $700 to second and $300 to third. Weights to be announced three
days prior to the race. A winner of a race after the weights are bulletined to carry five pounds extra. One
mile and a quarter.

SPRING MEETING 1896.
thr niRlRV DERBY FOR 1896—A sweeps'akes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893); $10 to accom-

paJSfnomSatfol "5E?ddm(Sl to be paid AUgus
P
t 1. 1895; 830 to be paid April 1, 1S96; (2M addidonal to

start. Ae Club to add an amouot sufficient to make the value ot the stake 312 500, of which *10 000 to the first

S» to the second. 8700 to the third and 3300 to the fourth. A winner of any three-year old stake of the value

ot 35 oro to caVry Sree pounds : of two such, or of three or more three year old stake races of any value, Ave

pounds^ eitSTNon vrfnhers of three-year-old race of the value of 11,000 allowed live pounds; maidens, ten

pounds. One mile and a quarter.

thr mtpkrvr STAKES FOR 1896—A sweepstakes for three-year-olds (foals of 1893). $l0toac-

compa
H
av tn^ommatfo^l^^blpaid Au^stl 1895; rftobe P^April 1 1896; $L50 additional » "art. The

Club to add an amount aufficient to make the value of the stake 87,000, oi which
i
$5 OW to the finj,IW» to the

second, $.500 to the third, and $300 to the fourth. A winner of any thl^y^r^ R
8Wk«

f°^V^"e^f n̂Lg
carrv three pounds; of $10,000 or two of $5,000, or three or more three-year-old staaes of any value, five pounds

exSL Non-w^nersofatnree-year-oldr^ceof the value of |i,000 allowed five pounds; maidens, 10 poumfs. One

mile and an eighth.

THE CINCINNATI OARS FOR 1896—A sweepstakes for three-year-old fillies (foals of 1S93). $10to
accompany the nomination, $15 additional to be paid August 1, 1895; $30 to be paid April 1, 1896; $100 additional

tosiart. The Club to add an amount sufficient to make the value of the stake $5,000, of which $4,000 to the
first, $600 io the second, $250 to the third and $150 to the fourth. A winner of any three-year-old stake of the
value of $2,500 to carry three pounds; ot two such, or of three or more three year-old stake races of any value,

five pounds extra. Non-winners of a three-year-old race of the value of$l,000 allowed five pounds; maiden*
ten pounds. One mile and a sixteenth.

Entry blanks will be furnished on application.

Address all communications to

W. R. LETCHER, Secretary,
Room No. SOS Neave Building, Cincinnati, O.
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THE DAILY RACING EDITION

WILL BE ISSUED EVERY RAGING DAY UNTIL JUNE 1st, 1895.

IT WILL CONTAIN

All the Racing News of the Country.

Complete Racing Index of the Local Meeting,

Descriptions of the Races by Well-Known Turf Writers

Forecasts of the Various Events by Careful Students of Form.

Introduction of Brand-New Featuioo mat Will be Invaluable to Race-Players

Most Complete Daily Paper Devoted Exclusively to Racing

EVER ISSUED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Frioe, S Cents.

For Sale by Newsboys Throughout the City, and at the Bay District Race Track.

THE STANDARD STALLION

15,907.
Trial, 2:20 1.4.

BIDNHVl?™
209X __

81re ol Froo-
Frou, 226X,
champion year
ling troUer,
Fausta, 2'22X,
yearling pacer;
FauMlno. !:H«;
Fleet, 2.41:(Mpld,
2:18; AdoDlB,
2:11 n; Gold Leaf,

MIX; Lady H.,
2-J8; Slater v.,

2-.18H: Tblatle,

2:14, and 16

others In 2&0 Hat

i-Sonta Clam 2000
2-.17K

Sire of Kris Krlngle,

2:28X1 San Jose, 2:30;

Ban Mateo, 2:28X; Sid-
ney, 2:19^, and 5
others In 2:30 lint

.Bweetneu, 2:21 1-4.

{Hambletonlan 10

L^y'wltorrnlr?
71112 -30

Dam of Marshall Ney

Sire of 39 In 2:30 list

and 3 sires of 3 and 6

dams of 8 in 2:30

rl
WLLUamfl' Mambrino

Kate
ILADY THORNE JR.

Dam ofMollieMack,
2:33; Navidad, 2:22*

fVoTuntS^* /Hambletonlan 10

.

JtSZS'X'Sftl WaSTeentlne!
\ dams of 16 in 2:30 list ^JE^tSLE?.1^?61

'
2:2"*

FLIBT
(trial 2:86)

Dam of Frou-
F r o u, 2:26^
(champion year-
Miiki; Memo tfr

year-old trial),

MOtf; Geo. v.
(8-yewold), 2.35

Buccaneer 1656-..
Blre of Shamrock,

225; Flight, 229; Bui-
wer, 2:26jtf

{Edward Everett 81
Sire of 13 In 2:30 and

sires and 16 dams
By Harry Clay 46

(Bashaw 50*

1 Sire of 17 In 2:30 list and
IOWAOHXEF528 { 10 sires of 20 and U dams

Sire of Oorisande, I of 18 in 2:30

2:24#, land Buccaneer (.Topsey

' Flax tall 8182
Sire of the grandams of

Faost, 224, and Creole,2:20
Fanny Fern i

' LADY MERRFTT...

TINSLEr MAID..

(FLAXTAIL 8182
Sire of Prairie Bird,

238W; Empress, 2:29^1
and of the dams of

Dam of Fawn, 2:30^,
trial. 222; Chicago,
2*6; Wing Wing, 2:82

Gold Leaf, 2:1 1^, and
I

Shamrock, 2:25

[LADY 11AKK...
Bister to Fashion,

dam of Prairie Bird,
2:28*

Sire of Rowdy Boy,
2:13V, Kismet, 2:24V,
TwtBter, 2295{

Untraced

rJohn Baptlste

(Fanny Fern

DESCRIPTION AND TBRMS.
Not only Is Memo full brother to Frou Fron.the champion yearling trotter in the world, but he Is also one of

the very bent-bred young stallions In service, having three crosses of Rysdyk's Hambletonlan, one of Harry
day, (lire of Green Mountain Maid [dam of Klectloneer, etc.) and Long Island Black Hawk. Through Flaxtall
he trace* to Canadian Pilot (Bin <>r Pilot Jr. 12), through Bull Pup, Blre of Rowdy Boy, 2:13V.! and two others
Sidney, Memo's sire, Is iinlverKiilly known and recognized as the best young sire In the world, as a producer ol
extreme -p«hk1 at an early age. The avorage speed of his progeny 1b lower than that ot any of the get of the
twelve leading nUillloiiH of America.

bffemo tr..U'-'i in pii Mir in M* iwo y<ii.r !» form, ohutltilng a record of 2:49, though he was Close to Q-randK
In a race on the Bay iJlmrict track, the second heat of which was made In 2:31W, the first In 2:32. He exhibited
phenomenal npeed when three years old, for on the Oakland track he was timed a mile tu 220U, and frequently
trotted nuart'Tn In from 32^ to 84 aecoodfl.

He 1b sixteen hands high, and of powerful build throughout His color Is a glossy black, with both forefeet
white. HlHdlHpoHltlon Is all that could be desired, and bis action superb. He Ib a sure foal-getter.
TBRMM 850. Good pasturage at reasonable rates. KoresponBlbilltyassumed for accidents or escapes.

For further partlulara address

hR. T. W. HARRIS, Eugene, Oregon.

The Biggest Thing on Record

for Race Goers

SUBSCRIBE TO IT FOB THIS YKAR.

It la published Beml-monthly during the racing season
and 19 nut 013 per year. Single copies can be had ol

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

S13 Boata Street. - - Sbh F.anclsco. Cal.

Agents for GOODWIN BROS, of New York.

Explanatory circulars malledmponlappllcation.

BY LAWS
AND

RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

NATIONAL AND AMERICAN

Trotting Associations
ANT> THE

Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association

WITH BBTTINU RULES.

National TkotRng Ass'n Rules 30 cts

American Association Rules 30 cts

Blood Horse Rules (Morocco binding) 60 cts

For sale at the office of the

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Biish Street, San Francisco.

Training

The Trotting Horse.

BY CHARLES MARVIN. .

This great practical horse book Is a handsome, three
hundred page octavo, bound in cloth, elegantly printed
superbly Illustrated, and explains in every detail the
remarkable success of CHARLES MARVIN-

and the
whole plans and methods pursued at Palo Alto as to
breaking, training, shoeing, gaiting, driving, keeping,
racing and breeding trotters.
Read what J. C. Sllby, the owner of St.Bel, says of

this book: "In this work Marvin has let out all the
mysteries of the craft, and It Is so simple and plain that
any breeder, owner, trainer or rubber who has any
relish for bis business can take a colt as a yearling and
develope to the highest and fullest extent that colt's

capacity as a trotter. The work impressed me so
strongly that I have ordered twenty copies, and shall

place one In the hands ot every rubber on our farm. *

Mailed postpaid for |3.50. Address

THEBREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
313 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal.
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KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS

Pastime Oocker Kennels.

THE BLACK COCKER

Woodland Duke 29,323 at Stud
Brood Bitches—Lady Stanley, C. S. B. 257. Mollie,

A. 27,880. Jessie M,, A. 80,134. Peg: "Woffington 29,758

and Black Nellie.
Pups tor sale. Address

Paotime Cocker Kennel?, 909 Myrtle St., akland.

NEW BOOK
ON

DOG DISEASES
AND

HO"\^ TO FSSD
Mailed FREE to any address by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D.V.S., 1293 Broadway, N.Y.

FOX TERRIERS.
Exceptionally fine pups by the great BABY BAS-

PEB and the wonderful PYTCHLEY PICKLE tor

ale at reasonable prices. None finer to be had.

VICTORIA FOX TERRIER KENNELS,
1705 Broderick street, San Francisco.

IRISH SETTERS.

It you want an Irlah Setter that will hunt, and

from Field Trial and Bench winning stock, call at

ULENMORE KEWKLS,
"West Berkeley, CaL

DOGS,
PETS OF ALL KINDS.

MONKEYS, OATS
BIROS OF ALL STYLES AND BREEDS.

INFORMATION BY MAIL.

A. C. ROBISO.V - 337 KEARNY STREET

Gis, Biles, GarMtos,
HUNTING GOATS, HATS, LEGGINGS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Sporting Goods
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

416 MARKET STREET, - Below Sansome

DCTC OF ALL KINDS.
i I— I W DOGS A SPECIALTY.

DOG MEDICINES.

COLLARS, -:- CHAINS -:- AND -:- HARNESS

Information by mail.

B. STRAUSS, 411 Kearny St., San Francises

F.W.Skaife, D.V.S.

OFFICE HOtTES

10 to 12 a. M. 1.30 to 3.30 P. a.

HOSPITAL FOR DOGS.
OEDAR avenue,

(Between Larkln and Polk and Gearyand Post 81a)

8A.\ FRANCISCO.

We Are Pacific Coast Agents

Kennel Secrets
BY "ASHMONT."

Tbe Most Exhaustive Treatise on the Dog ever

Written.

With this in hand the merest novice can Manage,
Breed and Exhibit Dogs as sclentiflcallylas the most
experienced. Moreover, It contains

150 EXQUISITE HALF-TONE PICTURES

Of the grandest dogs of aU breeds the world has ever

known, constituting It priceless as a standard for dogs

Price, 83.00, and 25 cents Expressage.

II your dog is sick, you must have

Ashmont's
DISEASES

OF
DOGS.

Which will tell you from what disease he is suffering

ind how to cure the same.

Price, 89, Postpaid.

CLABROUGH, GOLCHER & CO.
HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Breech-Loading

GUNS and RIFLES
ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALL MAKES.
Grand Hotel

605MARKETST. Block.

Send For Catalogue.

DUPON TsPORTING POWDER
I>a"o^7«7- Ready-

AN AMERICAN NITRO POWDER OF HIGH MERIT.
The Claims made for Dupont Smokeless are briefly as Follows:

First—It may be loaded the same as black powder, using the usual Dixon measure.
Second—It tives best pattern and best penetration of any nitro powder at this time before the public
Third—It is cleaner in the gun than any nitro powrler in use.

Fourth—It is what its name would indicate, smokeless.
Filth—Recoil, while noticeable, is far less than that incident to the use of any other powder.
Sixth—Its shooting qualities of the best ; hard, quick, well-suited t > trap and wing shooting.

Seventh—This powder is not affected by extremes of heat, cold or moisture, which is not the case with

many other nitro powders.
Prices and instructions to be used In loading, free on application.

O. A. HAIQ-HT, Agent, - - 226 Marfeet Street, San Francisco

Breeders' Directory.

HORSES AND CATTLE).

JERSEYS and HOLSTEINS, Thoroughbreds,
from the best Butter and Milk Stock.
BKKKSHIRES and POLAND-CHINA HOGS.
Also best varieties of Fancy POULTRY.
WILLIAM ML KM & CO-, Los Angeles, Cal.

Breeders and exporters. Established In 1876.

SflllTUFR FARU Young -.veil-bred stock for saleOUUlnLn mil 171. First-class breeding farm. Good
rack. Horses trained and boarded. Excellent pastur
age. Address SOUTHER FARM, GILBERT TOMP-
KINS, Proprietor, San Leandro.

— - GRANDISSIMO,
2:2734 (full brothe1- to Grandee, three-year-old record
2:23}£). Stalliona, bruodmares, fillies and carriage
horses, the get of the above stallions, for sale. Address
for particulars FRED W. LOEBEB, St Helena, CaL

THE PARKER GUN.

Oldest Manufacturers of Breech-Loading Shotguns iniAmerica.

The Strongest Shooting and Best Gun Made
Ask your dealer for them or send for catalogue.

PARKER BROS., Makers, Meriden, Conn.

New York Salesroom, 97 Chambers Street.

ANTAL-M1DY
These tiny Capsules are superior

I to Balsam of Copaiba, *^^\

1 Cubeb3 and Injections. (/HH)Y)
1 They cure in48 hours the \^^/
I same-diseases "without anyincou-

I renience. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

'MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING,"

[ iy WATERS, gives the very essence of the art of
1 Tainlng, and is universally conceded to be, far and
[ way, the best wobk of the kind ever published.

Price Reduced to 82, Postpaid.

| Address BREEDER AMD SPORTSMAN,
S13 Bush Street, San Francisco

lETEGTIVES!
Bright, younc; and middle-aged men -wanted in every locality

toaol aj PBIVATE DETECTIVES under Instructions.

• Previous experience not reqoired or necessary. Send stamp
• tor full particulars and .get sample copy of the best illustrated

•criminal paper published. NATIONAL. DETECTIVE BUB-
• SaQ, iisuMj-ous, Ihs. 3fr -* * * -* * # * *

DICKEY'S,"
SIXTH AVENUE AND D ST,

Near entrance to Bay District Track.

Choicest Brands of

WINES AND CIGARS.
A Delightful Resort

Telephone 1485. 4. R. DICKEY, Prp.

NEVADA STABLES.
R. B. MILROY & OO.

1380 and 1352 Market Street, 35 and »T

Park Arenne, Ban Francisco, Cal.

FIRST-CLASS LIVERY.
A foil line of Elei*nt Coupes and Carriages suitable

lor visiting purposes. Best facilities afforded for board-

ing horses.

Telephone Wo. 3159

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Breeder and Sportsman

San Francisco andNorth

Pacific Ry. Co.

The Picturesque Route
OF CALIFORNIA.

The Finest Fl"h'"P and Hunting In Callfomla.

NUMEROUS RESORTS.
MINERAL SPRINGS, HOT AND GOLD.

health
pleasure

recreation.
The Section tor Froit Farms and Stock

Breeding.
^^^— THE EOFTE TO—

—

San Rafael petaluma
santa Rosa, ukiah

And other beautiful towns.

THE BEST CAMPING GROUNDS ON
THE COAST.

Ticket Office—Corner New Montgomery and
Market streets, under Palace HoteL
Ge.neb.al Office—Mutual Life Building.

R. X. R*AN, Gen. Pass. Agt.

I55STAR .

COILSPRING SHAFT SUPPORT?
AND ANTI-RATTLER. "

D hint. Worth (vice the nut for coqt*o-I2
! In bltcbinr op, Area ti wanted. Circulars frw. C5

Order sample. Plica, 11.50. State rights for ule. X
—

I

EX>. E. COCSEAJf, ~
Stn'i Agt. PaeiU fflow. SACKAHEKTO, CAf

"Laurel Palace,"
ROME HARRIS, Proprietor.

N. \V. corner Kearnr and Bmb Street.,!

BAH FELANOIBOO.

VETERINARY.

DE. C. MASOEEO
Veterinary Surgeon.

Graduate of Royal Veterinary College, Turin,

INFIRMARY AND RESIDENCE
Ho. 811 HOWARD ST., 8. F.

Between Fourth and Fifth. Telephone No. 457

C. D. TAYLOR,
the only graduate

VETERINARY DENTIS-T
Ln San Francisco.

OFFICE: NEVADA STABLBS
13AO-1332 Market Street, S. F.

Telephone 3159.
No charge for examination.

Ta>r, wm. F. lESseixi.,
M, R, C. V. S., F. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-

geons, England ; Fellow of the Edinburgh Veterinary
Medical Society; Graduate of the New Veterinary
College, Edinburgh; ex-Veterinary Surgeon to the
Board of Health, for the City and County of San Fran-
Cisco; Member of the California State Veterinary Med-
ical Association,
Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office, removed

to 1117 Golden Gate Avenue.
Telephone No. 4128.

Branch offices—1525 California Bt, Telephone 66; 528
Howard St., Telephone 3153, San Francisco.

I. BARKER DALZIEL
VETERINARY DENTIST.

OFFICE AND STABLE

:

605 Golden Gate Avenue,

San Francisco.

OFFICE HOURS:

7 to 8>. m. and 4 to 5 p. m
Telephone 3651.

S.B. WHITEHEAD& CO.

Official Pool-Sellers
— FOB THE —

California Circuit, Including the State Fair
Other Agricultural Associations, the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation and the

CALIFORNIA JOCKEY CLUB.
AU the in test and most approved appliances for

Paris Mutuels and for conducting the business In the
best and most expeditious manner in any part of the
country west of the Missouri river.
Business solicited from all Responsible associations.
Correspond with us before making other arrange-

ments.

8.B. WHITEHEAD A CO.. 20 Leideadorff St. S. F.

Green Meadow Farm

HORSES WINTERED.

Box stalls furnished at §10 per month. Favorable
arrangements for regular jogging trotters and pacers.
Ample stable room (new stable), with 25 box stalls
12x12, with earth and board floors. The roads of Santa
Clara and vicinity are unequaled In rainy season for
exercising. Address

R. 1. MOORHEAD A- SON,
Santa Clara, Cal.

rphick. Swollen
Glands can be

removed with

ABSORBINE
or any Bunch or swelling
caused by strain or inflam-
mation 12.00 per bottle.
Druggists, Harness Dealers,
or sent direct.

W.lF.YOUNU.P. D. F..
34 Amherst St,, Springfield, Mass.

: ALSO FOE SALE BY :

J. O'KANE, 767 Market Street, San Francisco.
WOODARD, CLARK &. CO., Portland, Oregon.

REPORTERS!
TVe want a responsible l*dv or onn-LKxair In every town to act

as newspaper correspondent, report the happening3 In their local-

ity and write articles for publication. Experience not required or

necessary. Blp remuneration for good writers. Enclose stomp
Cor fa)) particular*. Houmbh Pkkss Association, Chicago, Ilj.

K
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CHECK BIT.
It isan educator. It is humane. It gives perfect

control of the horse. It is made in different sizes, so

that it can be used for colts as well as aged horses.

Price, $3 each.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.
FOR SALE BY

Horse Boot and Turf Goods Manufacturer.

203-205 Mason Street San Francisco, Cal.
Telephone No. South 640.

FOR SALE.

Desirable Property in Oakland,

California.

FITTED EXPRESSLY FOR KEEPING HORSES

THIS PEOPEETY IS SITUATED COENEE OF ADELINE STEEET AND 32d

streets, running through to Magnolia street, a block of 256J feet by 200 feet, with the

exception of one lot, 25x100 feet—seventeen city lots. The improvements are a two-story

house of eight rooms with a veranda 12 feet wide on the rear, portico and balcony in front

—

Adeline street. Bath-room and water-closet in upper story, water-closet on rear veranda.

Engine and tank house in the rear of building:, automatic steam engine for pumping, two

wells of excellent water ; between engine-room and tank, a bed-room ; water pipes in house,

barns and stables, and grounds. Main barn two stories, the lower four box-stalls, hitching

floor, harness-room. The upper a bed-room, storage for hay, rat-proof grain bin, six tons

capacity. Other stables contain six box-stalls, one large box suitable for stallion service.

Hay barn, wagon and sulky sheds.

A building, of ornate appearance, is used for carpenter, blacksmith and harness shop.

The buildings are on the lots which front on Adeline street and one lot fronting on 32d

street. Fronting on 32d and Magnolia streets are nine lots. On these a miniature track

—

taking up ground 200x156} feet, rather more than eight laps to the mile and wide enough

to exercise horses upon. Outer fence and inside rail. This property is within about three-

quarters of a mile of the Oakland Trotting Park, of which Messrs. Thomas H. Williams, Jr.,

and A. B. Spreckels have a lease for seventeen years, which ensures training grounds for

that length of time.

As training quarters and location for public stallions it presents very many advantages.

Streets macadmized, sewers and sidewalk. Adeline is one of the widest streets in the

City of Oakland. Good neighborhood. Gronnds in fruit, ornamenta 1 trees and shrub-

bery. Altogether a very desirable property.

JOSEPH CAIRN SIMPSON,
2111 Adeline Street, Oakland, Cal.

nxroTioES-
Attention Is called to our Genuine Knglirth Crown

Soap, mode expressly for the market by the " Chls-
wlck Soap Company," ot London, England.

It Is a bright golden color, almost transparent; free

from Injurious lugredlents, possessed ot great strength
and cleansing properties ; entirely devoid oi all un-
pleasant odors, aud peculiarly desirable in the care of
harness and leather.

it
ALSO NOTICE THIS DEVICE,

THE CHISWICK,"
Is stamped on each Jar.

An excellent article for general use la the stable and
KBNNBL.

It Is put up In Jars containing" pints" and "quarts"
so prepared that they can be shipped at anv season
without Injury to thi> quality of the Soap. Observe the
registered Trademark on each label, and be sure you
get the genuine " CHISWICK/'
For sale by all Haddlery and Harness stores, or deal-

ers In sportsmen's materials, or by

P. HAYDEN, Newark, N. J.
Sole agents for the United States

The palace hotel
Grill Roon

The Best of Everything
to Eat and Drink

AT MODERATE PRICES

HEADQUARTERS
For RESIDENT AND VISITING

HORSEMEN

-The most Popular resort in the City

California College of Veterinary Surgeons

Corner Post and Fillmore Streets, San Francisco.

[(Organized and Incorporated under the IawB of the State of California, 189J.)

FIRST REGULAR SESSION COMMENCES JANUARY 7, 1895

For prospectus, giving all information as to curriculum fees, etc., address the Secretary,

F. A. NIEF, B. 8c,. D. V. S., corner Post and Fillmore Streets.

Horse Owners! ©Try
GOMBAULT'S

Caustic
Balsam
1 Safe Speedy and Positive Care

The SaTemt, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes all Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING* Impossible to product scar or blemish.
Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction

Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charge* paid, with full directions
for ita use. Send for descriptive circulars.

THE LAV7BBINCE-WILLIAMS CO., Cleveland *0.

MANHATTAN

Awarded
Gold Medal

At California
State Fair 1892.
This great Califor-

nia remedy will cure
all ordinary horse
complaints. It it

constantly fed and
endorsed by J. Kel-
ly, driver of Direc-
tum, J. P. Glbbs,
John Daly, Count C.
Weeks,J.Monaghan

,

Dr. Parson, V.S., «.
B. Morris, Robert

STOCK FOODof

rCALIFORNIA
AS FED& INDORSED BY
MARVIN,CORBITT
goldsmith, gamble,
Wholly, vauensin,

iells fargo u0.&.others
.ask your dealer fob it ob.

semtog.kerteili
"- ? F. CAUF -

Bradley, etc

MANHATTAN FOOD CO., San Mateo, Gal.

Atkins A Durbrow. X. Y. Agu, TO Wall St.

THIS MAKES
BOYOB

ONEPINTOF
TABLETS

LEG and BODY WASH
For FEVERED LEGS, INFLAMED TEN

DONS, SPRAINED ANKLES, CRACKEI
HEELS AND ALL SKIN ERUPTIONS. Makes
the Hair bright and silky. Unexcelled as a "brace."
It Is the cheapest and best ever put on the market.
Compared with Wltcb Hazel, Boyce Tablets are onx
op sight aa, besides other valuable Ingredients, one
box of Tablets furnishes more genuine Witch Haze
than Is contained in 40 gallons of the best extrac
sold.
Put up In metal boxes, each containing ISO Tab

lets. For general work, dissolve one Tablet In a pin
of water. Think of it ! 1ft gallons best leg and bod
wash on earth carried in your pocket; only $2.0<
per box, or 6 Boxes for 81 0.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

BOYCE TABLET CO., Tarn Haute, Ind.

Sold by DrugaliU and Dealer* In Turf Goods

DIAMONDS
AND OXHKB PRECIOUS STONES,

PINE WATCHES,
Plain and Complicated,

and an immense assortment ot

FINE JEWELRY AND SILVERWARE AT COST.

M9~ No goods charged during this |sale. *©a

A. HUtSOHMAN, 113 Sutter Street

Gold and Silversmith.

2:30
Book and

Table of Sires
COMPLETE TO CLOSE OF 1894.

CONTENTS.
All trotters with records of 2:30 or better, together

with color, sex, age, sire, dam and sire of dam ot

each perJormer—over 10,000.

All pacers with records of 2:30 or better, together with
color, sex, age, slie, dam and sire of dam of each
performer—over 5d00.

All sires of trotters and pacers with records of 2 :30 or
better, with performers and their records.

Champion Trotters. Champion Pacers.

Fastest Records.
Will be a book of about 300 pages and will be ready for
delivery the first week In January. PRICE |2.00.

Address all orders to W. H. UOCHER,
Editor ot the American SportsmaD, Cleveland, O.

"RECEPTION,"
106 SUTTER STREET, 8. F.

Onoioe Lictuors
PRTVATE BOOMS. 0™"N ATX NTGIIT

J.M. PABKBB.F up.

GRAND AECADE
HORSE MARKET
325-327 Sixth Street

SULLIVAN & DOYLE
LIVE STOCK ACCTINEBBS.

Every facility for holding sales at our sales stable.
Over one hundred stalls.
Consignments of live stock from the Interior BOllcI ted
Sales made In any part of the State.
Catalogues compiled and pedigrees furnished.

Telephone 3529.

HEALDS
Business College, 24 Post St.

aAN FRANCISCO.

The most popular school on the Coast.

8. HALEY,E. P.KTRAT.-n
, President

•WSend for Circulars.

To Secretaries.
We make a Specialty of

BLANK BOOKS
— FOB —

Racing Associations
ENTRY BOOKS, CASH BOOKS, Etc.

Forms furnished on application.

THE HICKS-JTJDD CO.,|
23 FIRST STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.

Do you give cut feed to your horses? If you do have
youl used a BELLE CITY HAY CUTTER I

>1
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